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Bi'Monthly Field Tours Planned by Lee Marcus

FOX WARNS AGAIN^ 'ECONOMYTlOOM'

Publix To Go Easy on Further Building, Says Katz

Cut-outs
—on a string

-ByJACKALICOATE-

BELIEVE it or not, business IS
picking up . . . Keeping working
newspaper men off Hollywood lots

while allowing bootleggers, gambling
runners and pets to run at large don't

make SENSE to most editors . . .

Now it is ADMIRAL Sam Morris,

for he is sporting a new 50-footer . . .

As the result of "SMART MONEY"
we will now have 60 or 70 gambling
pictures. And if they are all as

SMART as "Smart Money" we are

going to like it. There's a laugh ex-

plosion in this one that's a tornado
. . . Everybody seems to be worrying
about Walter Wanger except WAL-
TER WANGER . . . "Daddy Long
Legs" is GRAND entertainment . . .

Nobody is ever disappointed with the
show at the NEWSREEL theater.

Our favorite KIBITZER says
Imi.m Daily is a 1st class newspaper
using 2nd class mail . . . EMPEY
Club is all dressed up in new sum-
mer clothes . . . TWO big executives
in ONE big company are engaged
in one GRAND battle ... It looks
like the BUY NOW movement will
gain the decision over the buyers'
strike . . . There is a ROXY theater
in Pans ... My daughter's FAVO-
RITE actors are "Sooky," Mickey
-Mouse and Charlie Chaplin . . . Radio
•^ity will have TWO theaters, a 6,000-
seater and a little one with a capacity
of only 3,600 . . . ROXY gross can
iind DOES fluctuate 30 grand a week.

I'ool TOURNEY at MOVPIX
• MJB demonstrates that some of
the boys did not get their start in
pictures

. . . Artie LOEW is a full-
Hedged aviator . . . This NO HAT
"'ovement is a great thing for cut-

T?i,?°,T,'\
"'^ ^=i''y overhead

. . .THE VIKING" in spots out-Bvrds

\^nv^Tt°P"^ • • Don't sell" theMOVPIX mdustry SHORT ... It
's still ,n its swaddling clothes.

Construction Plans Not
Mapped Out Beyond

Present Jobs
I'nblix's theater building program

will come to a standstill upon com-
pletion of projects now under way,
it was stated by Sam Katz yester-

day'. No further plans for new
houses are being made at present, he

said.

Four theaters, each averaging 3,000

seats, are under construction in Great
(Continued on Page 10)

Columbia Reports Sales

Ahead of Previous Years

GANG HLMS WASHED UP

IN S. A.,JAY8 WaiNER
Latin-American audiences have

soured on underworld and gangster
pictures, said George Weltner, as-

sistant to J. H. Seidelman of the
Paramount foreign department, yes-
terday, following his return to New
York after a two months' tour of

South America. Talkers in English,
(Continued on Page 12)

4 Massachusetts Houses
Figure in Merger Deal

Hyannis, Mass.—United Cape The-
aters has been formed to take over
the Modern in Harwichport and the

Chatham in Chatham. Carl My-
shrall of Harwichport, president and
general manager of the new firm, will

(Continued on Page 12)

Buying on the part of both circuit and

Independent exhibitors is going ahead at

a lively pace, and contracts to date are

ahead of the same period In previous years,

according to a statement by Columbia yes-

terday.

BLOCH PREDIC^ROMANCE

AS NEXT TREND^IN STORIES

The next trend in picture stories

is likely to be romantic tales, in the

opinion of Bertram Bloch, M-G-M
scenario editor. Gangster pictures,

he believes, are definitely on the

wane.
Bloch does not share the oft-ex-

pressed anticipation that story costs
(Continued on Parte 12)

Maryland Exhibitors
Protest Substitutions

Baltimore—Substitutions in story,

star, director or cast are protested ii

a resolution adopted bv the members
of the M.P.T.O. of Maryland. Ex-
hibitors signing these contracts are

doing so under protest and duress,

the resolution states. A motion also

was carried placing the organization

on record as opposed to pictures be-
(Confinued on Page 10)

Marcus Plans Bi-Monthly Tours
To Keep in Touch With Field

Theater Used as Church

During Rebuilding Period

Pittsburgh—While workmen are engaged
in razing the congregation's old church and
erecting a new $3,000,000 building, mem-
bers of East Liberty Presbyterian church
will worship In the Regent theater each

Sunday.

A trip around the country every

two months, for first-hand contact

with the film situation in the field,

will be made by Lee Marcus, presi-

dent of RKO Pathe, he told The
Film D.mi.y yesterday. These jour-

neys will include conferences at var-

ious points on general sales matters

and production plans.

Marcus leaves today for Toronto,
(Continued on Page 11)

Don't Turn Theater Into

Funeral Parlor, Says
Oscar Oldknow

A warning against carrying the-
ater operation economy to the ex-
treme that it will create an atmos-
phere of gloom has been issued to

Fox theaters majiagers by Oscar S
Oldknow, executive vice-president.
"Penny wise and pound foolish
methods of economizing are apt k
turn a theater into a funeral parlor."
says Oldknow. "If slicing is carried

(Continued on Page 12)

FAVOR PART^TIMTcLOSING

St. Louis—Operation of about 50
neighborhood houses on a basis of
three nights a week during the sum-
mer, as a means of cutting expenses
during this period, was discussed at

a meeting yesterday. The plan is to
close the houses from Monday to
Thursday, inclusive, until fall. De
luxe houses would not be included.

Leto Hill, general manager for
Warner theaters, has talked over the

(Continued on Page 12)

Gov. Rolph Dedicat<^s

Fanchon & Marco Studio
tVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Governor James

Rolph officiated at the dedication of

the new Fanchon & Marco studio,

with speakers also including Mayor
Porter, Sid Grauman, Mae Murray,
Myrna Loy, George Sidney, Groucho
Marx, Rosco Ates, Joseph Scott,

(Continued on Page 12)

Chief of Police Books

Gang Film for Benefit

Ellensville, N Y.—Chief of Police Al

Ross of this locality indicated his sentiments

regarding gangster films by booking "The

Secret Six" for showing at a police benefit

Monday night.

^
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low (Tlose Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind IVi, 1 1 — Vi
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 14'/ 14'/ 145^
East. Kodak ISO^/^ 147'/^ 148 — 3K
Fox Fm. "A" ... 205^ 19^ 19-54 — Wi
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 454 Wi Wi — %
Loew's, Inc 46% 45}^ 45^ — l^^
Paramount 26 j^ 26 26Ji — }i
do "A" Syi 5 5 — Vi
RKO "A" I'A Wi !/ — Yi
Warner Bros 854 7Vi TVa — Vi

do pfd 19J4 19^ 1954 + V^

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. Vtc 12J4 12^ 12?4 — y^
Fox Thea. "A" 3'4 3Ji ZVf. — 'A
Trans-Lux 6 6 6

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew 6s 41 x-war. 97 97 97 — Y
Paramount 6s 47... 905^ 89 89 — 1

Par. By. S^s51...102 102 102 + 1

Pathe 7s37 89 89 89 — 1

Warner's 6s39 ... 41 J^ 40 40 — 2i/4

Dicl< Talmadse Surveys Fans' Likes
ircst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—For his guidance in the selection of future stories to be filmed

by Talmadge Productions, Dick Talmadge has gone direct to the movie fans

with a questionnaire asking their preferences in types of picture. The blanks,

containing prescriptions of about 25 different kinds of stories, were distributed

by several thousand theaters, and 3,866 answers have been received to date from

all states in the union. As a result, Talmadge finds himself elected to continue

his action, speed and thrill specialties on which he has built up a wide follow-

ing. His next four productions will be based on newspaper, mountaineer,

railroad and sea stories, respectively. First to start will be "Scareheads," to

be produced at Universal City with Noel Mason directing. ,

U To Get Notre Dame O.K.
Before Showing Picture

"The Spirit of Notre Dame," Uni-
versal production dedicated to Knute
Rockne, with Frank Carideo and the

"Four Horsemen" in the cast headed
by Lew Ayres, is to be approved by
Father O'Donnell, president of the
university, before public distribution.

U intends to make the picture a

faithful portrayal of student life at

Notre Dame, rather than the usual
type of b. o. college story. The
scenario is by Dale Van Every, who
spent some time at Notre Dame get-
ting data, and Russell Mack will di-

rect. Production starts July 20 at

Universal City.

J. P. Kelly Shifted by RKO
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—J. P. Kelly of the

local RKO theater has been shifted
to New Brunswick, N. J., as city
manager. Eugene Spencer, formerly
assistant manager of the RKO Lin-
coln in Trenton, is now assistant
manager of Keith's here.

.^'V*'''''>'«
Jjt New York
». 1 540 Broadway
.t BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City "{

154 Crescent St. j'j

STillwell 4-7940 ":

I Eastman
Inc.

«

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

^''''''•••••v

Hollywood a
6700 Santa Monica H

Blvd. a
HOLlywood412I j-J

•••>>*W#^

George Lefko Appointed
Pathe Pittsburgh Mgr.

Pittsburgh—George Lefko, former-
'y salesman for RKO Pathe in Cleve-
land, has been appointed by Ned E.
Depinet to succeed E. Eschman as
Pittsburgh branch manager.

Sidney Kent Plans
Trip Abroad in Fall

Sidney R. Kent of Paramount
plans a trip to Europe in the Fall,

probably in September. His itinerary
will include an inspection of the
Joinville studio.

21st Term for Harry Brooks
Albany—Harry M. Brooks, former

member of the New York State As-
sembly, has been elected president
of the M. P. Operators' Protective
Union of Troy for the 21st time.
Other officers chosen include: vice
president, Charles H. McCarthy;
treasurer, John Rose; financial sec-
retary, Albert Le May, also re-elect-
ed for the 21st time; recording sec-
retary, Vincent Innacito. Brooks
was also named business agent of
the union.

111. Exhibs Save Millions

In Death of Operator Bill

Springfield, 111.—Death of the two-
operator bill in Illinois will save ex-

hibitors in the state several million

dollars yearly, based on the fact that

the measure would have added 1,000

new members to the operators' or-

ganization, with salaries running
from $114 to $150.

State Senator James O. Monroe,
who is head of the Herald Poster Co.
of Collinsville, is given chief credit

for defeat of the two-operator and
the state censorship bills. Al Capone
was reported behind the operator
measure.

Samson Made Asst. Mgr.
At Columbia Studios

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—G. A. Samson has
been made assistant business man-
ager at the Columbia Studios. R
Murphy becomes auditor.

Six Stockholders Join

St. Louis Amusement Suit

St. Louis—Receivership suit against
St. Louis Amusement Co. was con-
tinued yesterday to July 14, after de-
fense granted change of venue from
Circuit Judge Hartmann to Judge
Rosscoff because of alleged prejudice.
Six other minority stockholders have
joined in the suit.

Theater Man's Body Found
Middletown, Conn.—The body of

Chelso Arrigoni, president of the
Middlesex Theater Corp., has been
recovered from the waters of Lake
Winnipesaukee, N. H. Arrigoni was
sought for several weeks after dis-

appearing from a boat crossing the
lake.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Michigan 8761

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

July 6-10: Conference on talking motion
pictures in visual education,
under auspices of U. S. Commis-
sioner of Education, Washington,
D. C.

July 8 : Testimonial Dinner to William
Saal, South Garden of Hotel As-
tor. Roof, New York, 7 P. M.

July 15: Educational-Tiffany regional sales
convention. New York.

July 20-21 : Annual summer meeting of
North and South Carolina The-
ater Owners' Ass'n, at the
Hotel Oceanic, Wrightsville
Beach, Wilmington, N. C.

Aug. 3-22: British film festival, sponsored
by British International Pictures,
Malvern, England.

Sept. 9-10: Serai-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Min-
neapolis.

Oct. 1 : Hispano - American Motion Picture
Congress, Madrid, Spain.

Nov. 4 : Annual meeting of Academy of
M. P. Arts & Sciences. Holly-

New House for Oklahoma City
Oklahoma City-—A modern theater

is being built by Wesley Haven on
Exchange Ave. It will be ready for
early fall opening.

KINETOPHONE
Bulletin No. 1

It's here! The veteran. proven
HOLMES PROJECTOR (3S mm)
sound-on-film, portable—and howl

The King of them all! No make-
shift attachments—a thorough, factory I

job
; no legs or cumbersome stands.

And performance—you can hear it

now!

KINETOPHONE-RUBY
Factory Distributors

727 7th Ave. N. Y. City

GEVAECT
**$ArETy
cAwsTccr

IS & 35 MM
B & W and Colors

UNIFORM—BRILLIANT
FINE GRAIN—DURABLE
The Gevaert Company of

America, Inc.
423 W. S5th St. 413-21 No. State St.

N. Y. C. Chicago
Originators of the Tinted Base

M. P. Film

PUBLIC PROJECTION
ROOM

Latest R.C.A.
Photophone Equipment

I /jNights, Sundays,
• Holidays by appointment

Under the personal supervision
of Hymie Silverman

MOTORIZED TALKING
PICTURE SERVICE, Inc.

729 7th Ave. BRyant 9-5721



CONGRATULATIONS
CHARLES R. ROGERS

You've given me something to crow
about with these two smash hits

!

INA CLAIRE
REBOUND

A CHARLES R. ROGERS PRODUCTION

draw^ing Ihe mobs, no'wl

FOX CARTHAY CIRCLE LA,

EDDIE QUILLAN
SWEEPSTAKES

A CHARLES R. ROGERS PRODUCTION

standing them up, now I

THE OLD FIGHTIN" COCK — SHOWMAN'S TOAST FROM COAST TO COAST!



* *

The Old Fightin" Cock crows every Fridoy

night 10:30 N. Y. Time. RKO THEATRE OF
THE AIR— NBC hook-up 44 coast-to-coost

stotionti TH OLD

^.

CONSTANCK ANN HELEN

BENNETT HARDING TWELVETREES
in

"THE COMMON
in

"DEVOTION"

in

"A WOMAN OF
LAW" (tern, title) EXPERIENCE"

and 3 more and 3 more and 3 more

HAS
6 FEATURE WESTERNS

starring Tom Keene, new western whirlwind. A
box-office series for the kids and the grown-ups!



FIGHTIN' COCK

\ ..y
INA

CLAIRE
BILL

BOYD
EDDIE

QUILLAN
in in

in

"REBOUND"

Arthur Hopkins

stage success.

"THE BIG

GAMBLE"

and 3 more

'SWEEPSTAKES'

and 3 more

ROBERT

ARMSTRONG
featured in

many of these

hits as an added
attraction

PERSONALITIES
RKO PATHE reports on Its 21 attractions for this

season:

COMPLETED (6): Eddie Quillan in "Sweepstakes";

ina Claire in "Rebound"; Helen Twelvetrees In "A

Woman of Experience"; Constance Bennett In "The

Common Law"; Bill Boyd in "The Big Gamble"; Helen

Twelvetrees in "The Mad Marriage" (temporary iltle).

SHOOTING (2): Eddie Quillan in "Eddie Cuts In";

Ann Harding In "Devotion" (temporary title).

IN PREPARATION (3): Constance Bennett in "Dan-

gerous to Love"; Helen Twelvetrees in "Pick-Up";

Bill Boyd In "Suicide Fleet".

BALANCE (10): These will be completed not later

than December 31.



ClAi? HANK SI:* J

»
k

THE NEWEST
SENSATION IN
COMEDY
SOUND
CARTOONS

SICNYOUR^



COMEy

EVERY KID YOUR

PATRONS EVER KNEW

ROLLED INTO ONE!

The best bad boy that ever thrilled a

laugh-loving world! Different! Unlilce anything

on the screen today! A novelty short feature that will

tickle your audiences with screams of laughter and touch the

hearts of the entire family!

r —For grown-ups!

-For kids!

— most important of all,

,, for your box-office!

duced by CHARLES MINTZ, creator of ''Krazy Kat.

UMBIA CONTRACT KOW!
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PUBLIX TO GO EASY

Fl

(Continued from Page 1)

Britain, which is the only foreign

territory in which PubHx is expand
ing, said Katz. They are located a

Leeds, Newcastle, Liverpool anc

Glasgow.

Asked concerning his opinion of

the value of three-reel subjects from
the standpoint of program composi
tiori, Katz said that he believes tha

one and two-reel shorts are more
suitable to supplement a feature.

In connection with building activi-

ties generally, the fndications are that
considerable activity on the part of in-

dependent exhibitors will be seen be-
fore long as part of movement to let

the bulk of theater operation go back
into the hands of indies. Letting up
in direct construction by the major
circuit likewise is not expected to
interfere with the sponsoring of proj-
ects by private groups for lease to
circuit or other operators.

Maryland Exhibitors
Protest Substitutions
(Continued from Page 1)

ing taken out of contracts for road
showing and forcing theater owners
to sign new contracts, higher ren-
tals for such pictures. Road-show-
ing is not opposed, but it is stated

that when a picture is part of the
contract the exhibitor is entitled to
it without additional cost.

7 Under Way at Tiffany
II' est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Seven features are in

various stages at the Tiffany studio,

Phil Goldstone announces. "Morals
for Women," starring Bessie Love
and Conway Tearle, and "The Mon-
ster Kills," with Alice White, are

before the cameras. Ken Maynard
in "The Arizonian" is about to start

shooting. Li the writing department
Robert Presnell is preparing "Left-
over Ladies," Robert Lee is doing
"Men of the Night," Florence Ryer-
son is at work on "X Marks the Spot"
and Olga Printzian is reading "The
Luxury Girl." The Tiffany Chimps
also are making a new comedy under
Sig Neufeld.

Scouting For Noises
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
LJOLLYWOOD— Murray Spivack,

• ' sound effects technician at the

Radio Pictorial studio has been ap-

pointed a "noise scout." He will pack

microphone and amplifiers to the far

corners of the country recording freak

sounds for the studio's effects library.

Waterfalls, thunderstorms and various

other natural sounds are to be picked

up. One of his assignments is to get

the sighings of wind through a pine

forest.

But No Exhibs' Groans

HOLLYWOOD FLASHES
By RALPH IVILK

QERRIT J. LLOYD, who is adapt-
ing and dialoguing "Secret Ser-

vice/' was chosen to write this script,

I ecause of his knowledge of the Civil

War period in which the story is

laid and because of his co-authorship
of D. W. Griffith's "Abraham Lin-
coln."

, ,
Edward Churchill, former

,
n-eivspaperman

Uiid Radio Pictures contract iwiter, ivill adapt

f'7 he Net," an original story by Kccnc Thomp-

Talmailge Productions has signed Noel
Ma.son to direct "Scareheads," starring "Rich-
ard Talmadge. "

.-

* * *
Robert F. Hilt, one of Hollytvood's pioneci

picture makers, will direct Tom Keenc in the
first of six western features to be made and
Lcleased h\ RKO Pathe.

* * *

Tala^ Birell, Ijrought to this country lj>

Universal and now on her way here from
New York, is hailed by U as a tireia (iarljo

type with musical as well as dramatic talent.

She has been placed under a live-vear con-
tract.

* *

Chester Morris has started work in his

new United Artists picture, "Cotjair," with
Thelma Todd as leading woman. MajTis -Mill

have five leading -women in this film, ^ayn
Mcthot and Gay Seabrook already have been
signed. The male portion of the cast includct-

Witliam Austin, Frank McHugh, Emmctt
Corrigan, Ned .'i parks and Fred Kohler. Rotlu
Lloyd and Robert Ross are co-directing.

* * *

"Hell Divers" is the title of Wallace
B-eiy's new starring vehicle for M(J-M.
The supporting cast now being assemliled for

the picture is headed by Clark Gable. Conrad
Nagel. John Milj;.n, and Cliff Edwards,
(leorgc Hill is directing.

* * *

M-G-M has taken over the contracts of

William Slavens McNutt and Paul Hervey
Fox, who have been writing for Paramount.
•^ ^ * +

"Touchdown", collegiate football story, will

be made by Paramount with Richanl Arlen.
Frances Dee and Charles Starrett in the

<?ast. The ;tory is from Francis Wallace'?
novel. "Stadium."

* * *

Ronald Colman's new United Artists pic-

ture. "The Unholy Garden." will be ready

for preview within two weeks.
* * *

George Cukor has been assigned to direct

Paramount's "Girls About Town," featur.ng

K?v Francis, I-ilyan Tashraan and Eugene
Pidiette.

* * *

Dorothy Tree, actress signed through
.Bertha Carp, arrives this week to work in

Paramount pictures. She recently completed
an engagement in stock at Rochester.

* *

Koljert Quirk, an unknown descrilied as of

the Jack Oakie type, has been picked liy

Weslev Ruggles for an important part i-

Radio 'Pictures' "Are These Our Children.'
* * *

B\' the way, Lloyd was associated with

(iriffith for many years, serving the ''^Id

master" as personal adviser and scenarist oz'c

a period of 10 years. Previously he had been

a nezvspaperman.
* * *

Paul L. Stein is all smiles these days. A
story has finally been selected as Pola Negri's
initial talking picture and Stein will be the

director. "A Woman Commands." an orig-

inal liy Thilde Forster. was the selection

after Miss Negri and the star had read more
than 40 books and plays over a period of

two weeks. Stein directed "Camille." one
of the last pictures Miss Negri made in Eu-
rope.

* * *

Among Holly\vood's enthusiastic pedes-
trians are Fred Beetson. George Arliss r.nd

Julian Johnson.
* * *

C. Ileiu'y Gordon, who is now free-lanc-
ing, has been signed for an important rolf

in "Scarface," starring Paul Muni. "Hush
Money" and "The Registered Woman" are

among the pictures, Gordon has worked in

since leaving Fox.
,

* * - *

Mae Clarke and Slim Summervitle will ap-

pear in Universat's "Twenty Grand,"' t-o be

dir. ctcd b\ Cvril Gardner. Production starts

July 6.

* * *

James Whale has been assigned by_ Uni-
versal to direct "Frankenstein" next. Garrett
Fort has made the adaptation. Bela LugoSr
heads the cast.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Anita Stewart, Jetta

Goudal, Charles Vidor, Gene Towne, "Ham"
Beall, Julian Josephson, Ernest Klapholtz,
Leo Birinski at the Writers Club entertain-

ment ; Maurice Revnes motoring to Univer-
sal City oti business.

* * *

Neil Brant, formerly of the Universal
wiiting staff is low writing an orij^inal

story for M-G-M.

Joan Peers is playing the feminine lead
in "Eddie Cuts In," starring Eddie Quillan
at RKO Pathe. Miss Peers, a stage actress,

first won attention as "April" in "Applause,"
later appearing in "Tol'able David."

* * *

Monogram announces the cast of its sec-

ou-J melodrama of the 1931-32 season. It is

called "Mother and Son." and the cast in-

cludes Clar»> Kimball Young, Kane Rich-
mond. Mildred Golden, John Elbott and
Gordon Wood.

,. * * 4:

More- Passing Show; James Seymour and
Robert E. Sherwood winning from Edward
H. Griffith and Horace Jackson in tennis at

the Beverly Hilk Hotel courts; Robert Lord
motoring to the Warner-First National stu-

dios.

Charles Stumar, veteran cameraman, is

conii)leting the camera work on "Heaven
on Earth." for Universal. He was tn charge
of the photography on "Aloha" aiiit also
spent two years in Germany for Universal,

Famous last words—"This weather is very
unusual."

Roy Del Ruth, Warner director, is taking
a cameraman along with him when he set«
sail on his vacation some time in July. He
has planned a cruise to Alaska aboard hi-
palatial yacht.

Roland Young and William Farnum have
been signed for Columbia's "Pagan Lady."

* * *

Bringing with him the complete dialogue
script for "Queer People," which he is to
direct for Howard Hughes, Director Leo
McCarey has returned West.

13 RKO DIVISIONS MEET

ON "BOX OFFICE DRIVE"

Meetings in 13 RKO division head-
quarters were held yesterday in con-
nection with the "Box-Office Results"
drive to be waged during July, the
winning manager to receive a* free
trip to Europe. Cities and division

managers where meetings will be held
are: Greater N. Y., C. B. McDon-
ald; Brooklyn, Joseph Lee; West-
chester-N. J., H. R. Emde; Wash-
ington, J. M. Brennan; New Eng-
land, Harry McDonald; New York
State, Lou Golding; Ohio, J. E. Firn-
koess; Chicago, William Elson; Min-
neapolis, Morgan C Ames; St. Louis, _
.\. S. Rittenburg; Southern, Len ^r'
Brown; Los A'ngeles, Cliff Work;
Northwest, Homer Gill. -

'

Elson of Chicago has offered an •'

additional prize of a wardrobe steam-
er trunks for the^ winner providing
he is in the Chicago "division - and
McDonald has offered to purchase
100 small gifts for 100 patrons of

the theater winning the grand prize

providing the house is in Greater
New York.

U. A. British Film Shown
London

—

"77 Park Lane," first of

a series of pictures made in Eng-
land for United Artists release, was
well received by press and exhibitors
at the trade showing. The picture,
produced by Albert de Courvil|e, was
niade in English, Frenth and "Span-
ish, this being the first tri-lingual ef-

fort in the British Empire. In the
English version, which will be seen
soon in the United States, the lead-
ing man is Dennis Neilson-Terry.
Betty Stockfield is the leading wo-
man.

Bill Boyd Film Titled
Bill Boyd's^first 1931-32 starring

ehicle for RKO Pathe, produced un-
ler the title of "The Iron Chalice,"
will be released as "The Big Gamble."

Darrow Film for Cameo
'The Mystery of Life," the Clar-

ence Darrow evolution film produced
for Universal release, opens Friday
at the RKO Cameo.

U^nq/slanas
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37 OLYMPIC ATHLEIES

FOR M-GM SPORT SHORTS

Afrangements have been made be-

tween M-G-M and the Amateur
Athletic Union whereby 2>1 athletes,

who will compete in the 1932 Olym-
pic Games, will appear in issues of

M-G-M's "Sport Champions" series,

without in any way jeopardizng their

amateur standing. M-G-M executives
On the coast received the special dis-

pensation from the A.A.U.
Ray McCarey will direct the

athletes in their film work, and Boyd
Comstock, former Yale coach, will

handle the technical angle. Already
signed for the series are Frank Wy-
cofif, all-round track athlete; Vic Wil-
liams, 440 yard champion; Orval
Martin, mile runner; Bob Maxwell,
220 hurdle; Jed Walsh, high hurdle;
Bill Carls, low hurdle; Harry Hin-
kle, 3 mile walk; Bud Houser, shot
put; Lee Barnes, pole vault; Herman
Brix, shot put and James De Mers,
javelin. Scenes of the athletes in ac-
tion will be incorporated in early re-
leases of the series.

S. Sasho Now Directing
Para. Theaters in Japan

S. Sasho, formerly Paramount
sales manager in Tokio, is now in

charge of all the company's theaters
in Japan.
Mark Hannan, who has been Par

amount's special representative in

China, has succeeded J. E. Perkins
as branch manager in Shanghai. Per-
kins was appointed manager of dis-

tribution for the company in Japan.
This assignment makes him chief
aide to Tom Cochrane, managing di-

rector. Kingston Taft Tan has as-

sumed his duties as branch manager
in Hongkong.

Vincente Saiso, formerly with Par-
amount in Valencia, Spain, is now in

charge of its Mexico City ofifice. A.
E. O'Connor has been named direc-
tor of publicity and advertising in

Great Britain, succeeding the late

Frederick Martin.

Warners Sign Robinson for Term
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A long-term contract

calling for his exclusive services in

Warner and First National pictures
has been signed by Edward G. Rob-
mson. He ha? just finished "Five
Star Final"- and will appear next in

"The World Changes."

SUN$HIN€
IN

THE
DAY'S

NEWS

Columbia reports selling of the new
season's product proceeding at livelier
speed than during the same period last
year.

"Five hundred varieties of doorknobs
repose in the supply department of the
Radio Pictures studio. This collection

has been two years in the making."

—Radio Pictures.

Bi-Monthly Field Tours
Planned by Lee Marcus

{Continued from Paqe 1)

the first stop in an extended tour of

RKO Pathe sales branches. In To-
ronto he will confer with Tom
Brady, general Canadian representa-
tive, and Henry L. Nathanson, presi-

dent of Regal Films, Dominion dis-

tributors of RKO Pathe films. En
route to the coast Marcus will con-
fer with H. T. Nixon in Buffalo.

Cresson Smith and Walter Branson
in Chicago and T. R. Thompson in

Kansas City.

While on the coast the Pathe presi-

dent will hold sales conferences with

J. H. Mclntyre, western district man-
ager and Al O'Keefe, Los Angeles
branch manager, in addition to spend-
ing two weeks at the RKO Pathe
studios, where he will make a first-

hand survey of productions under
way and hold meetings with Charles
R. Rogers, in charge of production.
Returning, Marcus will stop in Dal-
las and New Orleans.

New Publix House for Gloucester
Gloucester, Mass.—Among the new-

houses planned for early construc-
tion by Publix will be one for this

city, it was stated by Myron Shell-

man, district manager of the circuit,

n a talk before the Lions' Club.
Shellman also stated that gangster
films would be dead by next year.

Reopening Windsor, Conn., House
Windsor, Conn.—Following exten-

sive repairs, the Tunxis will be re-

opened by the Regal Amusement En-
erprises of Boston, headed by
Charles Morse. Regal, which has a

circuit of 20 houses, took over the

'ease from Ethel J. Older of Hart-
ford.

College Teaches with Talkies
St. Louis—Washington University

inaugurated instruction by education-
al talking pictures yesterday. The
idea will be tried out during the

summer session by Dean Frank T^.

Wright.

Allen Rivkin in Scenario Dept.
IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Allen Rivkin, former-

ly of RKO home office advertising
and publicity department, has joined
the RKO Radio Pictures studio scen-
ario staff here.

Jack Warner Plans European Trip
Jack Warner is due in New York

on July 10 from the coast, prelimi-
nary to making a trip to Europe.
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FOX WARNS AGAINST

GLOOM FROM ECONOMY

{Continued from Page 1)

to such a point that the staff is in ;

gloomy frame of mind, they will soon

communicate their attitude, even

without intention, to patrons."

The theater is the poor man's pal-

ace, declares Oldknow, and it must

be maintained in that attractive light.

An atmosphere of brightness and
cheerfulness is essential. Members
of the stafif should not be permitted

to talk about the troubles of the

house or the troubles of the motion
picture business, he states, and man-
agers are instructed to not talk about

such matters to the staff.

Censorship Helps This Exhib
Bronxville, N. Y.—Censorship as conducted in modified form by this com-

munity's civic leaders has been such a success that Manager D. P. Kearney of

the Bronxville declares he couldn't get along without it. Kearney gives the

committee his bookings six weeks in advance and the films are previewed in

other communities before playing here. The reviews are printed in local papers.

If a film is considered unfit to be shown here, only the date of appearance,

name and cast are given. The public then knows the committee's opinion. In

case a picture is very objectionable, the manager is asked not to show it, and

he acts accordingly.

Bloch Predicts Romance
As Next Trend in Stories

{Continued from Page 1)

will be substantially reduced. The
current highly-competitive story mar-
ket will prevent this trend, he said

yesterday. Bloch believes that event-

ually music will return in pictures,

but not until producers have learned

how to handle it effectively.

Marie McAllister Rescued
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Marie McAllister was

rescued from drowning in the surf

in front of Douglas Fairbank's beach

cottage yesterday. The actress be-

came exhausted and was saved by
friends.

"Viking" Territories Sold
Recent territorial sales on "The

Viking" reported by J. D. Williams
and Associates include:

Alexander Film Service of Pitts-

burg, Western Pennsylvania and
West Virginia; Graphic Exchange,
Detroit, State of Michigan: B. N.
Judell, Inc., Chicago, Illinois, Indi-

ana, Eastern Missouri; Mark Ross,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, North and
South Dakota; Midwest Film Distrib-

utors, Kansas City, Western Missouri,

Kansas, Nebraska and Iowa; Colum-
bia Pictures of Canada, Toronto,
Canada.

Coulter Takes Over House
Richmond, Va.—Walter J. Coulter

has taken over another house, the

Broadway in Hopewell, Va., and will

operate under the name of the Bea-
con. A corporation under the lat-

ter name has been formed, with Coul-

ter as president; Robert H. Coulter,

vice-president, and C. V. Blackburn,
secretary-treasurer.

Fixing The Locale ^B
\A/HEN "An American Tragedy" is

"^ released in Latin America, it will

be under title of "The United States

Tragedy." Reason for the change on

the part of Paramount is the fact that

Latin Americans resent monopoly on

the word "American" by the United

States.

HH What Say, Dreiser?

Gang Films Washed Up
In S. A., Says Weltner

(Continued from Page 1)

with superimposed titles, are appeal-
ing to audiences in this part of the
world, he declared, while silent and
synchronized pictures are not drawing
well. Production in South America
is at a standstill, said Weltner.

Weltner visited Brazil, Uruguay,
Argentine, Chile, Peru, Panama and
Cuba.

4 Massachusetts Houses
Figure in Merger Deal

(Continued from Page 1)

operate these theaters. William L.

Fitzgerald of Hyannis is treasurer.

The Community in Osterville, for-

merly run by Myshrall has been
sold to Cape Cod Theaters, now op-

erating the Hyannis and Idle Hour.
George R. Moore is president of this

company.

Aurora Film Signs Star
For Italian Pictures

Cavalier Ufificiale Rosario Romeo,
Italian actor-director, has been sign-

ed to appear in and direct the series

of Italian talkers to be made in New
York by the Aurora Film Corp. He
will make his debut in "Love and
Death." with "Miss Italy 1931" as

leading woman. The new company
has taken over the building at 33

Second Ave. and is converting it into

a studio and executive offices.

First Terry-Toon Club Starts

Philadelphia—First of the Terry-
Toon Music and Fun Clubs being
sponsored by Educational got under
way at the Cameo last Saturday
matinee. Twenty-five hundred boys
and girls stormed the box-office to

become members of this fun club.

Joe Rivkin, representing Educa-
tional, and Sam Hyman, manager of

the Cameo, staged the opening meet.

Negroes Object to Amos 'n' Andy
Newport News, Va. — Declaring

that the mannerisms of Amos 'n'

Andy tend to hold the Negro race up
to ridicule, petitions are being circu-

lated here asking that the radio stars

be removed from the air. Similar

petitions are reported being circu-

lated in other cities as part of a con-
certed move to stop the blackface
team.

Stage Run for Doug. Tr.

Ifest Coan Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Los .•Kngeles

—"The Man in Pos-
session," in which Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., is making a stage appearance
here, went over well at its premiere
and is expected to run for some time.

Favor Part-Time Closing
During Summer Months

{Continued from Page 1)

situation with home office executives,

and the circuit is understood to be
favorably disposed toward the idea

in connection with some of the small-
er houses.

Projectionists have tentatively con-
sented to the arrangement, under
which they would be paid on a pro
rata basis for the days they work.
Quite a number of houses in the ter-

ritory already are operating part
time, in addition to those closed.

Gov. Rolph Dedicates
Fanchon & Marco Studio

{Continued from Page 1)

Fanchon and Marco. Charles Mur-
ray was master of ceremonies. H.
Monihan of Southern Pacific R. R.,

who brought Fanchon and Marco
back to California from New York
when their show stranded there sev-

eral years ago, declared their credit

was good then and is even better
now.

Waugh at Warner Memphis House
Memphis—Howard Waugh, who

managed Loew's Palace about eight

years ago, is back in town as man-
ager of the Warner, succeeding H.

J. Mirisch, transferred to the War-
ner offices in New York.

Rivkin To Exploit "Salvation Nell"

Joe Rivkin leaves today for Buf-
falo, to handle exploitation on the

opening of "Salvation Nell," directed

by James Cruze, at the Lafayette on
July 9.

Publishing "Tankstelle" Music
Music for the Ufa film operetta.

"Die Drei Von Der Tankstelle," now
in its second week at the Ufa Cosmo-
politan, will be published by Leo
Feist, Inc.

Marin To Resume Work on Coast
Ned Marin, producer at the Para-

mount New York studio, is sched-

uled to leave for the Coast to-

day to contiune his activities. His
last production in the East was "The
Girl Habit," starring Charlie Rug-
gles and booked into the Paramount
for a week beginning Friday.

Hungarian Tax in Effect

Hungary's new import tax on talk-

ers has gone into effect. The rate is

1.000 pengo for films of more than

1.300 feet and 200 pengo for those un-

der that length. Silents, newsreels

u\<\ cultural films are excluded. This
is in addition to the censoring fee,

which applies to silents as well as

talkers.

46 STATES ALREADY SET

FOR EDUCAT'L niM MEET

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The District of Co-

lumbia and all the states of the Union
but two already have accepted the

invitation of President Hoover that

they delegate a boy, a girl and a

school official to meet in Washing-
tin on July 6 to participate in a na-

tion-wide demonstration of the value

of talking motion pictures in public

schools, under the plan projected bv
Harley L. Clarke. The test will be
conducted by a committee of educa-
tional experts appointed by the

United States Commissioner of Edu-
cation. The Chairman of the Com-
mittee is Dean William C. Ruediger
of the School of Education of George

^

Washington University. The films

have been prepared by Fox Film
Corp. in cooperation with several of

the country's leading educators.

Warner Bros. Selling

Part of Brunswick Radio
Sale of part interest in Brunswick

Radio Corp. by Warner Bros, is re-

ported under negotiation.

South Bend House Robbed of $1,100
South Bend, Ind.—Three bandits

held up and robbed the Colfax of

$1,100 on June 25 just as Thor Haus-
child was opening the safe to deposit
the night's receipts.

Indianapolis House Robbed
Indianapolis— Burglars broke into

the office of the Zaring recently
and stole $125 from one safe, but
were unable to open a larger safe

which contained $500. The thieves
entered through a broken side win-
dow.
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Publix Detroit House on Industrial Show Policy

SHORTAGE SPEEDSj931-32 RELEASING

Pathe News Airplane Sets Globe Circling Record
Trip Around World Made
In Less Than Nine Days
—Celebration Today

Circling the globe in the record

time of less than nine days, and estab-

lishing a precedent in n nvsrecl enter-

prise, Wiley Post and Harold Cati.\'

landed last night at Roosevelt Field

in their Lockheed-Vega monoplane
"Winnie Mae'' upon which the Pathe

News rooster went around the world.

A special Pathe News plant met the

"Winnie Mae" yesterday afternoon in

(Continued on Pacje 10)

FOX OFFICERS REELECTED

BY BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Board of directors of the Fox Film
elecied at the recent annual meeting
of stockholders met yesterday and
elected the following officers:

;
Harley L. Clarke, president; Win-

iield Sheehan, vice-president and gen-
jeral manager; W. C. Michel, vice-

president and treasurer; S. R. Burns,
ice-president and secretary; James

(.Continued on Page 10)

William James Craft Dies

1 Following Auto Accident
West Coast BHrcan, THE FILM DAILY
\
Hollywood—W'illiam James Craft,

director, is dead as result of injuries

in an automobile accident. His activ-
ities for the last few years had been
|:onfined largely to the Universal lot.

He also directed "Lovable and
oweet" for Radio Pictures recentlv.

Anti - Fascists Block
Italian Film Showing

Paterson, N. ).—Showing of an Italian

ilm accompanied by a lecture on Italy in

I

;he East Side High School auditorium was

^ Jocked yesterday when the Board of Edu-

I
ation revoked the license following pro-

ests from New York and other places that

would be a Fascist demonstration.

Local Talent 8-Reeler for $1,000
Independence, Mo.—An eight-reel motion picture, "The Shakedown's Up,"

all home-made at a cost of about $1,000, is being shown here. It was produced

a little at a time over a period of several months by a group of 50 local young
folks headed by J. Vance Eastwood.

Coast Relief Unit Handled

2,500 Needy Cases in Year

Dates Set for Three
Educational Confabs

Dates have been set for all of the
three regional meetings to be held by
Educational-TifTany-Sono Art. The
first is scheduled for July 13 and 14

at the Astor Hotel, New York. Rep-
resentatives of the eastern, southern
and Canadian branches will attend
the New York confab. The second

(Continued on Page 10)

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—More than 2,500 needy

cases were handled in the past year
by the Motion Picture Relief Fund,
it is announced by Jack L. Warner,
retiring president.
Conrad Nagel has been elected to

succeed Warner. Ronald Colman,
Mary Pickford, Will H. Hays and
Harley L. Clarke were elected vice-
pi esidents, and AI. C. Levee, treas-

urer.

Murder, Comedy, Love, Cowboys

Favored by British Juveniles

London—A strong liking for mur-
der films was among the surprise
discoveries in an investigation con-
ducted by the Cinema Inquiry Com-
mittee in Birmingham to ascertain
the movie tastes of juveniles from 8
to 14 years. Pictures dealing with

(Continued on Page 11)

American Boys Prefer
Western Action Stars

A big preference for western stars

by the boys of the country has been
ound in a survey made by the Open
Road For Boys Magazine. Buck

(Continued on Page 12)

Industrial Picture Policy
At Publix House in Detroit

Pine Bluff First To Vote
Sunday Shows in Arkansas

Pine Bluff, Ark.—Under the new
Arkansas Sunday local option law,

this town is the first in the state to

vote for Sabbath shows. Despite
(Continued on Page 11)

Detroit—Under direction of Ed. M.
Piatt, district manager, the Publix
staff here has been very active in

selling blocks of tickets for special

shows to industrial concerns. At
present the Madison, closed for sev-
eral months, has been opened for a

(Continued on Page 12)

Need of Strong Product
Causes Advancing of

Playdates
Serious shortage of feature product

will cause national distributors to

start releasing 1931-32 pictures in

August instead of in September, as is

the custom. Probably never before

in the history of the film industry

will so many new productions be
pre-released in an effort to relieve 'he

situation.

The same conditions have com-
pelled distributors to advance scores

of playdates on 1930-31 product.

U. 11. 13 C

Because of a dearth of product for

continental release, United Artists is

likely to produce features in Gernidiiy
this comintr year, The Film Daily
learns. Although definite plans have
not as yet been formulated, it is

known that Arthur Kelly, vice-presi-

dent in charge of foreign distrbu-

ton, who sails for Europe on July S,

(Continued on Page 12)

Operators Halve Scale
In Louisville Suburbans

Louisville—In line with the volun-
tary wage scale adjustments being
made by the projectionists' locals all

around the country, a SO per cent re-
duction for a year has been accepted
by local suburban houses, which

(Continued on Page 11)

Five Film Stocks Gained

$40,0CX),000 Duri^ig June

Approximately $40,000,000 in market
value was added to the five leading film

stocks during the June upswing. Paramount
showed the biggest comeback, amounting
to $13,000,000, followed by Fox, $11,300,-

000; Loew's, $10,000,000; Warner, $5,300,-

000, and Pathe, $400,000.
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High Low Close

Con. Fm. Ind JVi jVi jVy +
East. Kodak 151 145/4 loO-/a +
Fox Fm. "A" .... 20^ 19^ 20 4 +
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 4 54 f^ 4H ••

Loew's, Inc fV^ 44'4 46^ +
Paramount 27 25^ 26Kg-+-

Pathe Exch 154 1^ V^. jL'
do "A" 5f4

5/. W^ +
RKO "A" 16^ 15 1554 +
Warner Bros 8}4 8 o>6 -f

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. ... 14 13M 14 +
Fox Thea. "A"... 3% 3!4 3/4 —
Gen Th. Eq. pfd.. S'4 8^ 9 ..

Technicolor 63^ bV^ °^*
~

Trans-Lux 6 6 6

Cecil B. De Mille Planning

Stage Production Next Fall

Cecil B. DeMille is planning to

enter the legitimate show field v/hen

he returns to New York from abroad
next Fall. It is likely that he will

select plays which have screen pos-

sibilities and later make them into

talkers. .Since serving his theater

apprenticeship with the late David
Belasco some years ago. DeMille has

always cherished a desire to produce
for the stage.

Former Van Beuren House
Taken Over by Publix

Colorado Springs, Colo. — Publix
has taken over the America, at one
time owned by Amedee J. Van Beu-
ren. T. \V. Williams, former man-
ager, plans a vacation in California

and Alaska. He is a veteran film

man who owned the Actograph Ex-
change in New York in 1906, later

owning and operating houses in the

East and Florida. M. D. Coan is

now managing the America.

Net
Chg.

Va

2/.
5/«

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen Th. Eq. 6s40 39 38/2 39 +2
Loew 6s 41 x-war. 97'^ 97 97 . . . .

.

Paramount 6s 47.. 89 88J/2 88!^ — Vi

Par, By. 5J/2s51..102 101 102 -•...

Par. S'AsSO .... 81 81 81 .....

Pathe 7s37 90 8854 88!4 — 54

Warner's 6s39 ... 40}^ 39/2 40/2 + 'A

Publix Opens Rutland House

Rutland, Vt.—The new Paramount,

formerly the Playhouse, has been

opened by Publix. The house was
remodeled under the direction of A.

D. Howlet of the Publix forces in

Boston.

.?^M•t^t^l^l^I^ii•^i•J••I••••••'••»•»••

John Eberson's Daughter Married
Elsa Janice Eberson, daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. John Eberson, was
married yesterday afternoon to

Charles Alexander Brassert. The
ceremony took place at the Eberson
mansion, Isla Sonada, Mamaroneck,
N. Y.

Wanger Still Negotiating
Paramount Settlement

Despite the general impression to

the contrar}% it is understood that

Walter Wanger and Paramount have
not as yet reached a settlement on
his contract and the matter is still

under negotiation. Elek John Lud-
vigh, chief Paramount counsel, and
Nathan Burkan, representing Wang-
er, are discussing the deal.

Wanger's old contract does not ex-
pire until Sept. 24 and the new one,
which is the subject of negotiations,
runs for two years. In the mean-
while Wanger, although on the Para-
mount payroll, is inactive in behalf
of the company.

Conn. Exhibs Incorporate
Southington, Conn. — Joseph A.

Davis, New Haven, and A. S. and I.

Leon Schuman, Hartford, who re-

cently took over the Coleman, have
formed the Jadama Amusement
Corp. with $7,000 cash and additional
property paid in.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

July 6-10: Conference on talking motion
pictures in visual education,
under auspices of U. S. Commis-
sioner of Education, Washington,
D. C.

July 8 : Testimonial Dinner to William
Saal, South Garden of Hotel As-
tor Roof, New York, 7 P. M.

July 13-14:—Educational-Tiffany-Sono Art
regional meeting, Hotel Astor,
New York.

July 17-18: Educational-Tiffany-Sono Art
regional meeting. Hotel Congress,
Chicago,

July 20-21: Annual summer meeting of

North and South Carolina The-
ater Owners' Ass'n, at the
Hotel Oceanic, Wrightsville
Beach, Wilmington, N. C.

Educational-Tiffany-Sono Art
regional meeting, Brown Palace
Hotel, Denver.

Aug. 3-22 : British film festival, sponsored
by British International Pictures,
Malvern, England.

Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Min-
neapolis.

Oct, 1 : Hispano - American Motion Picture
Congress, Madrid, Spain.

Annual meeting of Academy of

M. P. Arts & Sciences, Holly-

Warren and Gross in New Offices
Alary Warren and Bert Gross

have Opened new offices at 1482
Broadway, suite 1013. They handle
sale of plays and stories and also
publicity.

Stench Bombers Indicted
Louisville •— The grand jury in-

dicted Huston Curry and Augustus
Lewis on charges of conspiring to

damage trade at Loew's and the
Rialto by releasing stench bombs in

those theaters.

Hollywood Closing for Month
Warner Bros, will close the Holly-

wood for a month's period, beginning
.Sunday, when "Chances" ends its

run. The George Arliss vehicle,

.\le.xander Hamilton," will reopen
the theater.

The Finest Projection Room
(Western Electric System)

$1.25 per reel

4 private cutting rooms
DU-ART FILM LAB
245 West 55th Street^

Columbus 5-4907

Pawtucket House Being Repaired
Pawtucket, R. L-—The police hav-

ing condemned the floor of the audi-
torium as unsafe, the Imperial, Pub-
lix house, has closed to effect im-
provements.

KINETOPHONE
Bulletin No. 2

Everybody's Congrats! Thanks!

Good-bve to liootiegged, rebuilt out-
fits.

The HOLMES Projector, sound-on-
film and oh-how-portable, has knocked
them all goggle-eyed.

What performance I What mechanical
jiertection I

A Factory Job—that's why !

KINETOPHONE-RUBY
Factory Distributors

727 7th Ave. N. Y. City

Nov.

Showing Autogiro Film

"Wings of Tomorrow," sound film

produced by \'isugraphic Pictures
and showing the actual operation of

the Autogiro principle, will be shown
at the Little Picture House, on East
50th St., July 3-5.

PUBLIC PROJECTION
ROOM

Latest R.C.A.
Photophone Equipment

IArper reel until 6 P. M.
ySNights, Sundays,
•'•^'Holidays by appointment

Under the personal supervision

of Hymie Silverman

MOTORIZED TALKING
PICTURE SERVICE, Inc.

729 7th Ave. BRyant 9-5721

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City

154 Crescent St,

STillwell 4-7940

lEastmain

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave,
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd,
HOLlywood 4121

^vv*«>•>•>
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= THE LARGEST

1 STOCK SHOT LIBRARY
i IN THE INDUSTRY
= Over 5,000,000 feet of indexed nega-
= tives and positives containing scenes
s of every conceivable description

1 INSTANTLY AVAILABLE

1 General Film Library, Inc,
= MORRIS J. KANDEL, Pres,
= 729 7th Ave, New York City
= BRYANT 9-4417-8
= Cable: KANDELFILM

1
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B Mayfair Theatre B'ldg, N. Y. 1

WILLIAM MORRIS

T.
M n

<
Call-Board

MINOR WATSON
PARAMOUNT

>

«

"24 HOURS"

HOLLYWOOD 111

Madison
Over looking Ocean a+ Illinois Avenu«

ATLANTIC CITY. N.J.
A New Fireproof Hotel

Rates (with meals) as low as

$40 Weekly Per Person
SPECIAL DAILY RATES

European Plan Rates Upon Request

BATHING DIRECT FROM
HOTEL

FETTER e^HOLLlNGER /nC
(.ugene C Fester. Mnp. D/r.



LET'S GO, SHOW BUSINESS!

PARAMOUNT
OFFERS VXBROKEN LIXE

OF GIAXT PRODUCTIONS
\ FROM NOW
THRU 1932!

Read the glad news

on the next pagesm^

sy^OA^
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THE LAWYER'S SECRET
Clive Brook, Richard Arlen, Charles Rogers, Fay Wray,

Jean Arthur.

THE VICE SqrAD'
Paul Lukas, Kay Francis, Judith Wood in 193 1's most

timely hit.

FORRIDDEN ADVENTURE
Mitzi Green, Edna May ("Cimarron") Oliver, Jackie Searl.

Sinclair Lewis' latest story.

THE GIRL HARIT"
CHARLIE RUGGLES starred by demand in the year's

funniest picture!

WOMEN LOVE ONCE

'

Paul Lukas, Eleanor Boardman, Judith Wood, Geoffrey

Kerr.

1 TAKE THIS WOMAN"
Gary Cooper, Carole Lombard in Mary Roberts Rinehart

love-drama.

CONFESSIONS OFACO-ED
From a college girl's love-diary. Phillips Holmes, Sylvia

Sidney, Norman Foster.

THE NIGHT ANGEL"
NANCY CARROLL and FREDRIC MARCH. Long run hit

at Rivoli, New York. \

THE SECRET CALL"
Richard Arlen, Peggy Shannon, Eugene Pallette in start-

ling love-mystery.



THE MAGNIFICENT LIE
RUTH CHATTERTON in the strongest picture she has

yet made.

HONEYMOON LANE"
EDDIE DOWLING, June Collyer, Noah Beery, Raymond
Hatton in stage hit.

With CLAUDETTE COLBERT,
CHARLIE RUGGLES and
MIRIAM HOPKINS. Music by

OSCAR STRAUS.

TICKETAGENCIES SWAMPED
WITH DEMAND FOR "SMIL-

ING LIEUTENANT" SEATS!

ParamounVs gay triumph tops

all legit shows in popularity at

every ticket counter in town!

CHEVALIER - LVBITSCH
"SMILING LIEUTEXANT"
f2 S. R. O. B'WAY HIT!



EVERYWHERE THEY'RE SAYI^C:

'AMERICAN
TRAGEDY'
Is One of

The Greatest
Money Shoi^s
Ever Made!

Phillips Holmes

Sylvia Sidney

Frances Dee

Directed by JOSEF VON STERNBERG. Based upon the

novel ''An American Tragedy" by THEODORE DREISER.

fflTABU"SMASH HITIN15™
CAPACITY WEEK IX N. Y.
Romantic drama filmed in South Seas by F. W. Murnau is surprise sensation

of Broadway! Its exotic heroine, RERI, brought all the way from Tahiti by

Florenz Ziegfeld for star role in the new Follies. "TABU" gives you the really

different type of picture you and your public are looking for.



STARS
THAT DRAW!

HAROLD LLOYD
MARLENE DIETRICH
MAURICE CHEVALIER
GARY COOPER
RICHARD ARLEN
CLAUDETTE COLBERT
PHILLIPS HOLMES
ELEANOR BOARDMAN
CLIVE BROOK
KAY FRANCIS
JACKIE COOGAN
CHARLES ROGERS
PEGGY SHANNON
WILLIAM BOYD
FRANCES DEE
WYNNE GIBSON
SESSUE HAYAKAWA
LILYAN TASHMAN
MITZI GREEN
JACKIE SEARL
REGIS TOOMEY
TOM DOUGLAS
IRVING PICHEL
GENE RAYMOND

GEORGE BANCROFT
MARX BROTHERS
RUTH CHATTERTON
NANCY CARROLL
FREDRIC MARCH
TALLULAH BANKHEAD
SYLVIA SIDNEY
CAROLE LOMBARD
PAUL LUKAS
MIRIAM HOPKINS
ROBERT COOGAN
CHARLIE RUGGLES
JUDITH WOOD
STUART ERWIN
ANNA MAY WONG
WARNER OLAND
SKEETS GALLAGHER
CARMAN BARNES
EUGENE PALI-ETTE
JACKIE COOPER
CHARLES STARRETT
JULIETTE COMPTON
GEORGES METAXA
More

!

More

!



7THE BVl
WORD
FOR 1931-2!

The Fastest Selling

New Product
Ever Announced!

HAROLD LLOYD PROD.
SMILING LIEUTENANT
MONKEY BUSINESS
AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY
A FAREWELL TO ARMS
24 HOURS
NO ONE MAN
THE ROAD TO RENO
DR. JEKYLL & MR. HYDE
HUCKLEBERRY FINN
TOM SAWYER, DETECTIVE
STEPDAUGHTERS OF WAR
PERSONAL MAID
TOMORROW*TOMORROW
MANHANDLED
MY SIN

RICH MAN'S FOLLY
THIS IS NEW YORK
THE MAN WITH RED HAIR

MURDER BY THE CLOCK
SECRETS OF A SECRETARY
WHERE IS MY WIFE?
TOUCHDOWN!
SOOKY
DAUGHTER OF THE DRAGON
THE ROUND UP
GIRLS ABOUT TOWN
EVENINGS FOR SALE
THE BROKEN WING
SHOP GIRL
SILENCE
BREAK UP
TABU
LADY OF THE LIONS
THE STRANGE GUEST
TWO KINDS OF WOMEN
HALFWAY TO MARRIAGE
MARINES

UNCERTAIN WOMEN
SAL OF SINGAPORE
HELP WANTED
CAUGHT!

ShortFeatitres
104 SOUND NEWS
100 ONE REELERS
52 Productions

18 Screen Songs
18 Talkartoons

12 Pictorials

32 TWO REELERS
4 Dane-Arthur
4 Charlie Ruggles
4 Ford Sterling

4 Smith -Dale
4 Al. St. John
4 Billy House
4 Lulu McConnell
4 Another Big Star

LET'S GO9 SHOW BUSIXESS, WITH

PARAMOUNT
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

fy
Pip Stunts
Get a Play
'THE Strand, Albany, spread it-

self when it came to "putting

over" "Big Business Girl." One
of the first tie-ups was with Old
Gold cigarettes, the company fur-

nishing hundreds of cards read-

ing: " 'Big Business Girl,' She
Keeps Her Job by Keeping Kiss-

able. Loretta Young Keeps
Kissable by Smoking Old Golds."

These cards, bearing the theater

name and date of showings, were
placed in all the tobacco shops in

city. Another stunt was the

placing of a typewriter and a

desk in a large open touring car.

Parking this car at busy sections

of the city the "Big Business
Girl" at the machine occasional-

ly stopped her work to give out
cards, each of which bore a num-
ber. These cards bearing num-
bers corresponding with those in

the lobby of the Strand were
good for admission.—Strand, Albany

* * *

Inexpensive Wrinkle
In Hotel Postcards
pIGURE among the inexpen-

sive advertising stunts the use
of illustrated postcards. R. F.

Cloud, of the Warner-First Na-
tional exchange in Cincinnati has
just tried out the card stunt in

Louisville with results that are

gong to make it popular. Cloud
tied up with one of the principal

hotels in Louisville, which not

only furnished the cards but did

the mailing. In the space allotted

for the message the card con-

tained in a neat fem'nine hand the

following: "Dear Mary: Here in

Louisville at Nice hotel. Just
saw 'Sit Tight.' Great comedy.
Joe E. Brown and Winnie Light-
ner are so funny. I hope you see

'Sit Tight' very soon. Regards.
Flo." —Warners

PAILV

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

1

eftSSVDAILY'

Four more Neilan productions for
First National.

* + *

Jesse L. Lasky to make immediate
cut of 25 per cent in production.
Studio improvements planned.

* * +

Allied Laboratories urge M.P.T.O.
I take up matter with Eastman

[Kodak.

THLmm
• • • OVER AT the Atlas Recording Studios on 46th
Street we witnessed something pulled the other day that was
rather out of the ordinary Mister Adolph Gartner, the
celebrated Jewish actor, directed a Yiddish pix, "The Sacrifice

of Isaac" promptly at 9:30 a. m. Mister Gartner called

"Camera!" in the seven different languages of which he is master
just to let the bunch know that if they did a good job

in Yiddish, they might get a crack at working in the other six

versions IF they can speak those six languages
but what we started to say was that promptly at 4:30 p. m. the
same day Mister Gartner called "Cut!" for the last time
with 5,200 feet shot a complete seven-reeler finished in

one working day! and he didn't overshoot more than a

possible 300 feet and that, ladees and genters, is what you
might reasonably call Scientific Production

* * * *

• • • HOW WAS it accomplished? well, that's a

very interesting yarn y' see. Mister Gartner and his troupe
of actors have Ijeen performing their Biblical story on the boards
on and ofif for many years every one of 'em is letter per-
fect Director Adolph worked for weeks adapting the stage
version to the sound screen techniciue then he gave his

company two complete rehearsals and when they started
shooting, they went right through with the precision of a ma-
chine gun only time out for lunch it wasn't merely
the question of a limited bankroll with Herr Gartner
this impresario is an artist in the truest sense of the word
we mean Artist he believes that a stage adaptation should
l)e screened the same way it is presented on the boards
a Complete Performance without lapses over a period of days

or weeks he sez Real Actors LIVE their parts
and can only give of their best when they go througli

a play without interruption for when players spend days
and weeks on the studio set, they lose the "feel" and fire of

their parts and their moods change from day to day
which explains why so many otherwise good perform-

ances in pix are ruined you sense this fact that the per-
former's mood is constantly changing as you watch the screen

and that destroys the illusion the charm
the power the Realism

* * * *

• • • SO MEBBE at last a director has ariren with a New
Technique in any event, it's gonna be iomethin' worth
while watching all we know is that this bunch of players
were living their parts as we watched 'em working, we
were gripped with a sense of Realism that we never before ex-
perienced snoopin' in on a studio set and we don't under-
stand Yiddish, either it wasn't necessary we know
our Bible yea, laugh, ya goop, an' show your iggorance
but even if the Ancient Lore was a closed book to us, we would
have got the drama perfectly merely from the intense action of

the players the splendid pantomime for this bunch
are Real troupers names known to patrons of the Jewish
theater everywhere Gean Gartner, Dave Yonover, Sam
Gertler, Sam Gerstansang, Edward Friedlander (a marvelous kid).

Max Friedlander not forgetting Director Gartner, who
also plays a leading role it gives us pleasure to hand a

break to these Joosh players after all, why shouldn't they
make good on the screen? for their pipple have made good
in every other dep't of the film biz

* * * *

• • • G. K. RUDULPH, Director of Publicity for RCA
Photophone, has come through with a brochure presentation of

his company's new special size sound reproducing unit for small
theaters that is a Darb presested in a series of stills from
various features with a running story working up
to a unique sales splash for a climax you should get a

copy and learn about one publicity gent who Used his Bean
Peter J. Brady sends us a pome on "Hell" apropos o!

our recent box item on the "Hell" Cycle in Pix thanx,
Pete it's a helluva good pome it shows that the
Use of "hell" for emphasizing almost anything, good or bad, is

even more common than its use in titles of pix

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

f)^
A Kick
From. Syracuse

TT is a fact that there is slight

box-office value in the sort of

talkies that have been reaching

Syracuse sound-screens during

the past few months, there have

been too many films with un-

happy endings, too many films

lacking in comedy, too many
films with themes making them
unfit for juvenile and junior pa-

tronage. The week just closed

was an example of. this situation.

In the first place, there was not

a picture suitable for the young-

sters. Even William Haines be-

trayed his kid fans by appearing

in "Just a Gigolo," a picture

built upon the pleasant (?) prem-

ise that all women are "on the

make" and proper game for phil-

andering young rakes. In "Al-

ways Goodbye," Elissa Landi en-

tered into a free-and-easy rela-

tionship with Paul Cavanagh,

with only a bit of dialogue to

save the day morally. That dia-

logue would hardly convince the

cynical. "The Vice Squad," with

its close relationship to New
York's unsavory disclosure; "Big

Business Girl," with its fixed di-

vorce evidence situation, and
"Good Bad Girl" were scarcely
for the kiddies. Week after week,
it has been much the same story.

There was "White Shoulders," a

fusion of bigamy, robbery, adul-
tery, blackmail and murder. But
why continue — the check-up
could be extended indefinitely.

—Chester B. Bahm,
Syracuse "Herald"

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-

bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

July 2
George Folsey
Harry Crocker
Jane Reid
Hayden Stevenson
David Ragin
F. D. Langton
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PATHE NEWS PLANE SETS

GLOBE CIRCLING RECORD

(Continued jrom Page 1)

Cleveland and escorted the intrepid

aiioien on the last lap of their his-

tory-making flight.

Film had already been received by
Pathe News editors which covered

scenes of the flight to Newfoundland,
but the entire 700 feet of film photo-

_!raphed by Gatty, the navigator, did

not reach the laboratory for last

1 ight's showing on Broadway. The
news staff labored all last night pre-

^A, mg the subject for showing in

New Yoik and vicinity today and in

outlying districts a.s fast as air-mail

can dispatch the reels. The release

w.ll include the take-off from Roose-
velt field, the fliers' farewell to Hillig

and Hoiriis, the Danish fliers wno
followed them over the Alh'.'itio, pic-

tures of the families of the fliers,

scenes taken during the thrilling flight

and landings in England, Germany,
Russia, Siberia, Alaska and Canada.
The fliers spent last night at the

Ritz-Carlton as guests of Mayor
Walker's Reception Committee and
today will be given the plaudits of

the city's populace in the usual

"ticker-tape" celebration accorded
outstanding personalities and heroes.

According to Jack Connelly, gen-
eral manager of Fathe News, the

negative made by Gatty is of excep-
tional merit. Gatty was "camera-
trained" for one week, by Fathe News
experts before taking off on the big

adventure.

HOLLYWOOD FLASHES
By RALPH WILK

$4 A Share Estimated
For Columbia Pictures

Earnings of Columbia Fictures for

the year ended June 28 are estimated

at about $4 a share.

Melmark Leases Oakland House
Oakland, Cal.—Melmark Amuse-

ment Co., operating a circuit of San
Francisco theaters and headed by
M. L. Markowitz, has leased the Hip-
podrome here.

"Maciste" Holding Over
"Maciste in Hell," will be held over

for a second week at the Warner on

Broadway.

COMING & GOING

(;i;.S SCHLESSINGER .irrived yesterday
from (iermany.

BERT WHEELER and ROBERT
WOOLSEY, accompanied by their wives,
.sail shortly for a two months' vacation
abroad. The Woolseys are now en route
from the coast to New York to join the
vv''heelers.

DIMITRI TIOMKIN and his wife. AL-
HEkTINA RASCH, sail for a European
vacation on the Europa, July 7, following
opening- of the new Ziegfeld "Follies," in
which tteir work appears.

ARTHUR KELLY sails for Europe on
Jul" 8.

JESSE I,ASKY, JR., left New York for
the Coast yesterday with NED MARIN,
Paramount producer.

FRED LEROY GRANVILLE arrived in
New York yesterday from abroad.

STARTING date on the "Torchy"
comedies featuring Ray Cooke,

which will be made at Educational,
has been postponed to July 13, due
to the large number of screen tests

being made for the role of "Vee" in

the series. Froducer Charlie Burr
declares that never in his 10 years'

picture experience has he had such
difficulty in making a selection of a

leading lady.

Benny Kuhin has not lost a week's work
in four years. He recently spent four weeks
making personal appearances in Seattle, Port-
land, Tacoma and other points in the North-
2vest. He is now working in "Accidents H'ilt

Happen," which is being made by RKO Path'
Incidentally, lie is a baseball enthusiast and
t'other day played host to Mani.<i

Lelivelt of' the Los Angeles club at the RKO
Pathc studio.

Samuel Bischotf is one of the bu-iest pro-

duction executives on the Coast. He super-
vised "'La.'co of the Rio Grande" for Uni-
versal, and now has "Graft" in production.
In two weeks, he will place "Steel" and
"The Man Under Cover" in work. Befor>;
io.ning Universal, he supervised "The Light-
ning Flyer," "The Sky Raiders" and other
p-ctures for Columbia.

The preview committee of the Internationa.
Federation of Catholic Alumni, composed .

JO piominent Los Angeles women, were
hostesses at a luncheon in honor of Mrs.
Charles C. Burr, who is returning tu acti-zt'

-cork as West Coast chairman of the com-
mittee. Mrs. Thomas G. Winter, past ptest
dent of the General Federation of Women's
Clubs, was also a guest of honor at the af-
fair.

Edward Goodman, whose name has been
identified with numerous Broadway stage
successes for the past 15 years, has signed a
new ccintract to continue directing for Para-
mount.

Beta Lugosi earned his first money for
holding a girl's pup 7t'hile she sat on a park
bench and kissed her sweetheart. Mela w
even \ea'rs old at the time and all he
members i.v that the dog seemed unusually
strong and Kept tugging at the lensh and thai
the kisiCs were rather lengthy affairs.

The Harman-lsing studio, which is mak-
ing the "Looney Tunes" and "Merrie Meo-
d.es" series, has etdarged its quarters. The
pe. sonnel nf the studio has been doublcil
and now includes ii animators.

Simile—As safe as a ne-w gag in Holly-
wood.

Don Dillaway, Fox juvenile actor, studied
law in Butifalo. However, he preferred the
sta.s'e and hurried to New York. H.s mothe
had simg in vaudeville under the name of

Nettie Gordon, while his grandmother sang
on the Hudson River excursion boats. His
first picture was "Min and Bill." He also
appeared in "Cimarron" and recently finished
work in "As Young As You Feel." starring
Will Rogers.

M. A. Anderson is one of the busiest carr

eramen on the Coast. He recently fini he
work on "The Girl from Nowhere" and wt
ne.rt photograph "Night Life in Reno." I

also did the camera -fork on "Dreamers o
Glory," a Spanish picture.

The four Marx brothers have promised tc

itteiid the Baer-Uzcudun fight in Reno on

the Fourth. If the Mintz brothers, Rosson
brothers and the Westmores also attend.

Jack Denipsey, the promoter, will be all

smiles.

Frank Reicher is a "jack of all trades."
He writes, acts and directs. Most recently
he played a French detective sergeant in

"Lullaby." Helen Hayes' initial ta'king pic-
ture. A short time ago, he directed "Seeing
Hollywood." a German picture for M-G-M.
One of the most indefatigable workers in

filmland is said to be Howard Estabrook,
RKO author-scenarist. During the past three
months Estabrook, it is reported, divided his
time between two original stories, which he
created, and three screen versions.

William Bakewell and a party of 1.=;. i.

keeping wth the vogue, have chartered a
y.icut lor the Fourth.

Wallace Smith and Walter Noble Burns,
the foimer, an internationally prominent artist
and RKO scenarist, the latter author of suc'ii

not'cls as "The Saga of Billy the Kia,'
' '! ombstone," and others, have finally met.
Years ago these two wefe deadly rivals foi
higli reportonal honors in America, each hav-
ing achieved fame on their respective papc'

.

William Wellman, director of "Wings,"
has been borrowed by Paramount from \\ ar-
ner Bros, to direct "Come t)n, Marines,"
irom the original by James K. McGuinness
and Thomas Boyd. The cast includes Charles
Kogers, Jack Uakie, Stuart Erwin, Widiam
Bu>d anil Regis Tooiney.

William Po-u'cll and his bride, Carole Lom-
bard, have sailed for Honolulu on their honey-
moon.

Keminihcent of her tiaming-tiapper roles in
"Our Dancing Daughters," "Our Modern
Maidens" and "Our Blushing Brides" is

An ta Page's assignment to one of the three
.cm nine leads in "Boarding School," which
wid be directed by Harry Pollard. Miss Page
is appearing opposite Buster Keaton in "Side-
waiKs of New York" and recently played with
John Gilbert in "Gentleman's Fate."

Ernest B. Schoedsack is to sail from San
Francisco on July 9 for India to film scenes
for Paramount's "The Lives of a Bengal
Lance.'."

Colonel Tim McCoy, recently signed by
t'olumbia to do a series of eight outdoor spe-
c.als for Columbia, has started production or
the first picture of the series, titled "Shot
I un Pass." \'irg:nia Lee Corbin has been
el.'cled as Tim's leading woman. Othei^ in
the cast include Dick Stewart, Monte \'an
dergrift. Joe Marbra, Frank Rice. Ben Cnr-
bett, Grace Carlysle and Harry Todd. Rob
ert Ui'igley is responsible for the story and
J. P. McGowan is wielding the megaph:)ne.

John Craig, playivright and actor-manage,
ri'/io came to Hollywood recently to sell plays,
has been signed by Paramount to make his
talker debut in "Silence." Paul Nicholson,
who enacted his first screen role m 1897,
ai.o has been signed.

Evalyn Knapp is recovering rapidly from the
recent accident which it was feared for a
time might mean a protracted absence from
the screen. Advices from the Warner studios
have it that plans are being made for Miss
Knapp to play the leading feminine role op-
posite William Powell in his next stairing
picture, "Divorce Detective."

Paul Sloane has been signed for another
year by Radio Pictures, according to an an
nouncement by WilUam LeBaron. Sloane

EOX OEFICERS REELECTED

BY BOARD OE DIRECTORS

(Continued from Page 1)

R. Grainger, vice-president in charge
of sales; Glenn Griswold, vice-presi-
dent: Sydney Towell, comptroller;
W. S. Bell, assistant treasurer; Felix
A. Jenkins, assistant secretary; J. J.

Kitson, assistant secretary, F. R.
Stoeckel, assistant secretary.

Except for the addition of Felix A.:

Jenkins, as one of the assistant secre-
taries, the slate is the same as it

stood before.

Dates Set for Three
Educational Confabs
(Continued from Page 1)

meeting will be held at the Congress
Hotel, Chicago, July 16 and 17, with
middle western representatives at

tending. The final meeting will be
held at the Brown Palace Hotel, Den-
ver, July 20 and 21, with the western
branch managers in attendance.

Home office executives will attenc
the three meetings at which matter;
will be discussed in connection wit!

the selling of Educational, Tiffan\
and Sono Art-World Wide product.

is now directing Irene Dunne, Pat O'Brie
and John Halliday in "Consolation Marriage.

Edgar Kennedy, who is the "Mr. Averag
Man" of the RKO Pathe comedy series o
that name, is making his third comedy o£ th
season, titled "Camping Out." Dot Farle>
Florence Lake and William Eugene are in oi

the cast, with Harry Sweet, who authore
the ejiisoile, also directing.

George O'Brien was unable to accompanf
The Young Men's Institute of California o
its Alaskan tour, as he had hoped an
p ai.ned, because his next Fox production,
picturization of Zane Grey's "Riders of th
Pi.rple Sage," was ready to go into pre
duction. Upon the completion of this hlrr
O'Brien is to be starred in "The Rainb.
Trail."

Due to^ the moving up of "Home Tov
Laughter," Lynn Shores, who was to ha
directed this Radio Pictures story, has be
assigned to "Sour Grapes" insttail. "Hoi.
Town Laughter," which is to feature Ricavl
Cortcz. w.ll go into production July 20 wi
(iregoiy LaCava at the helm.

1
Paudio Berman will supervise the Pliillqi

L.iid picture and "Home Town Laughte
for Radio Pictures. William Setter will' diri
the Lord picture.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Rex Amusement Co., theatrical; L. L. I

vine. 215 Montague St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

shares common.

Globe Pictures, motion picture apparati

H. Hord, 38 Park Row, New York. $50,0(

Royal Studios, motion pictures; B. B. W'-
ley, Jamaica, N. Y. $100,000 pfd., 1,C

shares common.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Publix-lJubinsky Brothers Theaters, I:

Wilmington. Del, Corp. Trust Co., Dov
Del. 1.000 shares common.
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MURDER,COMEDY,COWBOYS

FAVORED BY BRITISH KIDS

(Continued from Page 1)

cowboys, comedies and love stories

also figured prominently in the ex-

pressions. A total of 1,439 kids

were interrogated personally.

Thrills, excitement, interest, to pass

the time, and amusement were given

as reasons for attending movies.

They explained their thrills_ as auto-

rhobile and horse racing, flying, cow-

boys, fighting and war, while murder
was among the favorites of both boys

and girls.

Of the children questioned, 780 at-

tended the movies at least once a

week, 184 went twice weekly and 56

attended three or four times a week.

Pine Bluff First To Vote
Sunday Shows in Arkansas

{Continued from Page 1)

scathing denunciations from minis-

ters, who waged an extremely active

campaign against Sunday openings,

the proposition was favored by 1,800

v.otes against less than 800 opposing

it. The ballot also covered Sunday
baseball. Malco theaters, headed by

M. A. Lightman, was a leader in the

fight for Sunday shows and had the

assistance of the American Legion.

New German Operetta
"Die Lustigen Weiber von Wien"

i,"Merry Wives of Vienna"), directed

^y Geza von Volvary, who did simi-

i?lar service for "Two Hearts in Waltz
rime," will follow "The Viking" at

leo Brecher's Little Carnegie Play-

house. Music for "Die Lustigen
jWeiber" is by Robert Stoltz who

i;tdso supplied tunes for former op-

'liretta. Opening date has not been

"iset.

Press Agents Launch Drive
Offering to cancel all indebtedness

'or dues, the T.P.R.O.A. yesterday
hailed circular letters to all former
'nembers in an endeavor to boost
membership in connection with the

Save Our Stage" drive now being
vaged by theatrical producers and
gents. Former inembers are offered
le opportunity of paying a half-year's

ues, $10, and be re-instated to full

lenibership. The letters are signed
V Charles Emerson Cook, chairman
f the "S.O.S." membership commit-

X^hcn in Atlantic City

ATLANTIC CITY— Irving Brown-
'*ing's unusual gallery of camera
studies relating to the motion picture

I
industry is attracting keen interest at

I the Steel Pier, where it is on display
' as part of the Hollywood Motion Pic-

ture Exhibit. After its local showing
1
the display, which is sponsored by THE

i FILM DAILY and already has played a

!
holdover run at the M. P. Club in New

;
York, will be shown in Hollywood and

' London.

! Visit M.P. Photo Exhibit

Hot Weather Recess

Warner Bros, shut up shop at

3:30 o'clock yesterday afternoon

owing to the intense heat.

$1,008,844 Wage Dividend
Distributed by Eastman

Rochester, N. Y.—Employees of

the Eastman Kodak throughout the

United States and foreign countries

yesterday were paid $1,008,844, rep-

resenting the balance of the yearly

wage dividend.

Earlier in the year $1,575,369 wa.;

paid in advance to bolster the finan-

cial resources of employees who had

been laid off or who were working
part time. It is the 20th consecutive

annual wage dividend paid by the

company and makes a total disburse-

ment of $31,079,107.

Operators Halve Scale

In Louisville Suburbans
(Continued from Page 1)

have been hardest hit. These opera-

tors now receive a flat rate of $47.50

weekly, instead of $80 to $95. Among
theaters already included in the new
arrangement are the Uptown, Ideal,

Park, Oaks and Hilltop. Downtown
houses are remitting 7j^ per cent

and up. J. P. Flaherty is president

of the local union.

Call Mass Meeting on Gang Films
Montclair, N. J.—A mass meeting

has been called for tomorrow by the

Better Films Committee of the Mont-
clair Cultural Center to shape a

united protest against underworld
films.

SELL NOW

No Extras in U Film
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Universal's "Strictly

Dishonorable," which has just gone
in production with John Stahl direct-

ing has only principal speaking roles

in it, according to announcement
from the studio. Not a single extra

is to be used. Paul Lukas and Sid-

ney Fox play the leading roles.

Seeks Writ to Permit "Birth"
Detroit—Samuel Carver, lessee of

the Shubert Lafayette, has filed a

petition in Circuit Court against

James K. Watkins and others, charg-
ing he has been prevented from ob-
taining a license for a four weeks'
showing of "Birth of a Nation" and
asking that the city authorities be
compelled to issue the license to him.
Judge Guy A. Miller signed a show
cause order returnable Monday.

First Bohemian Talker Here
"Fidlovacka" ("Carnival"), first

talking picture made in Bohemia, will

be shown at Joseph R. Fliesler's

Eighth St. Playhouse starting tomor-
row. The picture, in the Czech lan-

guage with songs and music, is ex-
pected to get a play from New
York's 200,000 Bohemians.

William Rienkie Stricken
Kansas City — William Rienkie

booker for the Glen W. Dickinson
circuit, suffered a hemorrhage of
the lungs last week and is leaving
for the West.

nKNEKMrai "
Of HLMCOM

There's a wave of

Buying just over

The hill You

Can beat-the-3un

By usinga salesman

Who CAN
reach the

Buying Power of

This industry

Andthatsalesman

Is the advertising

Columns of the

FILM DAILY.
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INDUSTRIAL SHOW POLICY

DETROIT HOUSE

(Continued from Page 1)

period of eight days for the Chrysler

Corp., giving four one-hour show-
ings each evening of "The Fourth
Milestone," a picture built around
one of the company's new cars, to-

gether with a newsreel and trave-

logue. Chrysler employes are ad-

mitted by tickets distributed through
the various departments of the motor
company and prospective purchasers

of cars are given tickets by the

Chrysler dealers. The theater is

open from 7 to 11 P.M. Publix offi-

cials say this is the first time thfs

sort of show has been operated for

more than a day or two anywhere
in the country.

Earl Van Hyning Heads
Chamber of Commerce

lola, Kan. — President Earl Van
Hyning, of the M.P.T.O. of Kansas,

and Western Missouri and proprietor

of the Kelley theater here, has been
elected president of the lola Cham-
ber of Commerce. Van Hyning has

been prominent in civic and Com-
munity afifairs for years and is one
of the best known development lead-

ers in Kansas.

Satz Starts Film Work Today
Ludwig Satz, Jewish comedian re-

cently signed to star in a series of

Yiddish talking pictures for Film
Exhibitors Corp. under the direction

of Sidney M. Goldin, will begin work
at the R-L-A sound studies today on
"Love Crazy," the first feature of

the unit that will also include several

shorts.

The picture will be made with a

comprehensive Yiddish-American dia-

logue, so as to give it almost uni-

versal appeal. The star's support-
ing cast so far assembled includes
Lucy Levin, Isadore Casher, Mrs.
Ludwig Satz and others.

Edna Pfister Marrying

Chicago—Edna Pfister, secretary

of the local Film Board of Trade,
will be married this fall. Ruth Doyle,
who has been secretary of the Port-
land, Ore., Film Board, succeeds her
on Aug. 1. Katherine Roehmer, as-

sistant to Miss Pfister, also has re-

signed.

SUN$HIN€
IN

THE
DAY'S

NEWS

Easfman Kodak employes throughout
the world yesterday were paid $1,008,-
844 as part of yearly wage dividend.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy • U. A. IS

New Baltimore, Mich.—Art Row-
land has taken over the Family from
Delno E. Bigelow and will operate it

as a movie.

Cincinnati—The Rex theater, 1526
Dudley St., was held up by a negro
who forced Mary Berg, cashier, to

hand over $35.

Bellevue, Mich.—Ida M. Osgood
has taken over the LaBelle from N.
T. Casler. E. A. Osgood will man-
age the house.

Cleveland — Tony Schippicasse,

who operated one of the first pic-

ture houses in Cleveland about 18

years ago, is dead.

Detroit—The Empire on Tireman
Ave., operated by Max Krim for

some time, has been closed indefi-

nitely.

Cleveland — Unconfirmed rumor
has it that J. E. Firnkoess, district

manager for RKO theaters, will

transfer his headquarters from Cleve-
land to Cincinnati.

Lake City, S. C—Ritz theater has
been incorporated with a capital of

$500. L. L. Propet is president and
treasurer; W. A. McClam, vice presi-

dent and secretary.

Plymouth, O. — Negotiations be-
tween Joseph Hickman and R. N.
Nimmons, executor of the estate of
the late H. T. Deisler, have been
completed whereby the former has
secured a lease on the Deisley. Sound
equipment will be installed at once
and other extensive improvements
made. It will be opened late in July.

Westminster, S. C.—This city is

soon to have another theater. B. L.
Mitchell, local wholesale merchant,
is financing the project.

Cleveland—Mrs. Paul Gusdanovic
and her three daughters will spend
t!ie summer abroad.

Detroit—B. A. Morthorst, formerly
witl, the Woodward Theater Co., is

now managing the Rosedale, operated
bv Mrs. W. A. Klatt.

Cleveland—The Olympic theater.

East SSth St. and Broadway, has
reduced its playing time to three
days a week for the rest of the sum-
mer.

Racine, Wis.—Mickey Gross has
succeeded Robert Ungerfeld as man-
ager of Fox's State.

Cleveland—Fred Schram and Nate
Schultz have purchased a series of

six Hoot Gibson pictures made by
M. H. Hoffman, Jr., for Allied Pic-
tures Corp. for distribution in Ohio
through Selected Pictures Co.

New Haven, Conn.—John Sullivan,
husband of Mrs. Helen Sullivan of

the Tiffany exchange, died recently
following an appendicitis operation.

Kingston, N. Y.—Joseph Stephano
has taken a lease of the long vacant
Auditorium.

New Haven, Conn. — Use of ve-

hicles for advertising purposes would
be prohibited under the terms of a

proposed ordinance now being con-
sidered by the Board of Aldermen.

Albany, N. Y.—After six weeks of

first-run pictures, Christopher H.
Buckley has closed his State for the
summer.

Nashville, Mich.—The Star has
been reopened.

Utica, N. Y.—The Olympic is the

first house here to close for the sum-
mer.

Detroit—Liberty Pictures, Inc.,

has been incorporated to produce lo-

cal motion pictures The company
is specializing in Italian pictures, and
has been considering various sound
tieups. Adam Colarossi and DominicTc
Di Giacomo are incorporators. Lo-
cal offices, in American Radiator
Bldg., are under management of Sal-

vatore Murgi.

Nyack, N. Y.—Carl H. Meeker,
formerly assistant to manager Bill

Burke at the Fox Rockland, has be-

come manager.

Pittsburgh—Sound motion pictures

in seven of Pittsburgh's parks, sched-

uled to run for eight consecutive

weeks beginning July 19, may be de-

layed as the result of Public Works
Director Edward G. Lang's action in

rejecting seven proposals for the

equipment. He charges
_

specifica-

tions eliminated competition in bid-

ding. City council had appropriated

$9,500 for the equipment. Director

Lang recommends that new specifica-

tions be drawn and bids readver-

tised.

Detroit—Carl Shalit, Columbia of-

fice manager, is chairman of the

committee for the local film golf

tournament to be held July 15 at

Knollwood Country Club, Birming-

ham.

Pittsfield, Mass.—With the trans-

fer of W. Harold LeValley to New
York, Edward Harrison of the

Broadway in Springfield has been

made manager of the Palace here.

The Broadway is closed while ex-

tensive improvements are in progress.

Manchester Depot, Vt.—Casper W.
Landman of Londonderry has leased

the Colonial and is installing sound.

Boston—John Lane, former Pathe
man in New Haven, has joined Box
Office Attractions to handle "Uban-
gi."

Minneapolis—L. H. Kopman has

reopened the Nile after remodeling
and installation of sound equipment.

(Continued from Page 1)

will immediately make a thorough
investigation of the foreign produc-
tion situation.

Joseph M. Schenck, president of \

U. A., will join Kelly in Germany
before the end of the month and

,

establish final plans before returning
to the states.

Kelly told a Film Daily represen-
'

tative yesterday that although John
Maxwell of British International re-
cently bought into the Terra Co. of
Germany, United Artists distribution
representatives, the move would in
no way effect the Terra-United
Artists contract.

New Griffith Production
Goes in Work on Monday
p. W

.
Griffith announces that he

will start production on "The Strug-
gle," his next picture for United Ar-
tists release, on Monday, at the Au-'
dio Cinema studios. Zita Johann, star
of the stage play "Tomorrow and To-
morrow," is the latest addition to
the cast which already includes Hal
Skelly, Edna Hagan and Charlotte
\\'ynters. Richard Blavdon is as-
sistant director, Clement Williams
designed the settings and Joe Rutten-
berg is in cb-'-^e of the cameras.

American Boys Prefer i

Western Action Stars!
(Continued from Page 1)

Jones, Ken Maynard and Buzz Bar-
on, all famous for their hard fight-
ing and fast riding, received more
than 50 per cent of the total voles,
while five of the other 12 stars most
popular with the juvenile contingent
also are western stars. Janet Gay-
nor is the only feminine star who
drew any votes for popularity from,
the boys.

Clarke's Shakespearian Troupe
Chicago Civic Shakespeare Society

of which Harley L. Clarke is presi
dent and chief sponsor, will hav^
Fritz Leiber, Helen Menken, William
Faversham, Tyrone Power and Pedro
De Cordoba among its chief names
next season. The troupe will open in

September in Chicago. A New York;
engagement of four weeks alsc

scheduled.

"Press photographers who recently in-

vaded the Long Island home of Fredric

March were amazed to discover that he

detests the bother of posing for newt-
paper and magazine pictures."

—Paramount.
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Supreme Court Rules Against Picketing by Union

DROP ARBITRATION FROM NEW CONTRACTS

Fox Film and Tobis Joining in German Production
Plans Call for Producing

10 Pictures a Year
in Germany

Berlin—An alliance between Fox
ilm and Tobis for the production

)f about 10 German talkers a 3'ear is

eported practically completed with
he arrival here of Clayton Sheehan,
oreign manager for Fox. The pic-

ures, in German only, will be made
,1, the Tobis studios.

Sheehan arrived here from London,
(Continued on page 7)

"IT.LOOISPMEPLAN

UP TO INDJDUAL EXHIBS

.St. Louis—Unable to reach a gen-
ral agreement on the plan to close

II neighborhood houses four days a

eek during the summer, the Exhibi-
jrs' League of St. Louis has decided
3 leave the question up to individual

Inhibitors.

Tlie St. Louis Amusement Circuit

f 22 houses definitely declined to

gree to close all of its houses four
lys a week, but it is understood it

'ans to close some houses for the
itire summer. The Mikado, one

(Continued on Page 8)

<fo Summer Closings
In Comerford Circuit

No summer closings are contem-
lated by the M. E. Comerford cir-

lit, was stated by Frank C. Walk-
in New York yesterday.

First State Right Pix

Booked by N. y. Strand

Bearing out the forecasts of better times

lead for the indie producers, the S. S.

rellberg production, "Enemies of the

|iw," has been booked by Warners for the

jew York Strand starting next Thursday

ight. . This is the first state right picture

play the big Broadway picture house.

,ary Nolan and Lou Tellegen head the

ist. Charles Reed Jones wrote the story.

Zukor Decorated by Portusal
Adolph Zukor, who only a few weeks ago was decorated by the Hungarian

Government, is now the recipient of a decoration from the Portuguese Govern-

ment in the form of the Grand Cross of the Order of Santiago, one of the

highest honors at the command of that country. The presentation was made
by a contingent headed by Dr. Joas de Deus Ramos, consul of Portugal.

More Kid Films^ No More Gangsters

Planned by Warner Bros., Says Morris
With two kiddie pictures definitely

announced for 1931-32 release, War-
ner Bros, will probably make two
more, Sam E. Morris told The Film
Daily yesterday. Pictures already
announced are ''School Days" and
"The Yankee Kid."
Warner Bros, and First National

will make no more gangster pictures,

said Morris. Natural melodramatic
stories will be produced, but none
of these will come under the direct

classification of gangster subjects, he
stated.

Whether or not Warner Bros, vill

expand their circuit of approximately
20 houses in Great Britain will be de-
cided in the Fall, Morris said.

Canada Would Bar Divorce Films

Ottawa—A resolution calling on
the provincial boards of censors to

refuse to release any picture repre-

senting divorce as desirable or ac-

ceptable was passed at the semi-

annual congress of the association of

ex-pupils of Canadian Catholic con-

vents.

Major J. C. Boylen, chairman of

the Ontario censor board, stated that

()5 pictures were banned in 1930 and

63 were put on the black list this

year.

While praising the cinema as a

great potential force for good and
for education. Senator N. A. Bel-

court deplored the abuses which had
invaded it. He stated that if the

situation became acute, the Federal
Government could invoke the Postal

.\ct to seize improper films coming
(^Continued on Page 8)

Picketing by Operators' Union
Ruled Against by Supreme Court
Providence—Picketing by motion

picture operators is held to be an

"obstruction of the public use of the

street and sidewalks" in an opinion

handed down by the Supreme Court

here in deciding the right of Provi-

dence Local, No. 223, M. P. Ma-
chine Operators, to picket in front

of the Liberty.

The Supreme Court also upheld a

recent Superior Court decision grant-
ing Samuel Bomes, owner of tl'e

theater, an injunction against the

picketing which has followed Bomes'
hiring non-union machine operators.

The significance of the decision is

important because it is the first time
the Supreme Court here has been
called upon to decide the right of

striking employes to picket an estab-
lishment.

Clause is Eliminated in

Exhibition Forms
for 1931-32

Arbitration clauses are being eli-

minated from the exhibition contracts
covering the new season. Distribu-
tors are understood to be taking the
attitude that individual arbitration
systems are impractical and expensive
and that a quicker decision in disputes
can be obtained through the regular

courts, when necessary, although it is

(Continued on Page 8)

ACADEMYMRDS BANQUET

SCHEDULED FOR NOV. 24

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Annual Awards Ban-

quet of the Academy of M. P. Arts
& Sciences has been set for Nov. 4.

Plans for the granting of the 1931

honors are now under way.
Letters were sent out this week to

all studios, asking them for a list of

feature pictures released in Los
(Continued on Page 8)

F. L. Granville Organizing
Big Game Film Expedition
Fred Leroy Granville, well-known

British producer and at one time as-

sociated with Universal for 11 years,

is organizing an expedition in asso-
ciation with Capt. Norman Frank-
lin, Indian big game hunter, to make
a big-scale sound and color produc-
tion in the Far East jungles. The

(Continued on Page 8)

Paramount Not Renewing

Nancy Carroll Contract

Paramount will not renew its contract

with Nancy Carroll, it is understood. The
agreement has a number of months to run

before expiration. Miss Carroll is down on

the 1931-32 Paramount schedule for two

pictures, "Wild Beauty" and "Personal

Maid,"
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Pathe 7s37 90% 89 89/2 +
WarnerSs 6s39 ... 4054 39^ 39J4 —

Net
Chg.
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Rebuilding Savannah, Tenn., Hous^
Savannah, Tenn.—E. K. Church-

well is planning to rebuild the

Churchwell Picture Show, which was
burned down last November. The
house is expected to be ready for

opening in September.

>••'*•^^j

Long Island City *
1 54 Crescent St. j'j

STillwell 4-7940 fj

Revised Fox Theaters Statement

Shows $3,250,589 Loss for 1929
In a revised statement for the year

ended Oct. 27, 1929, just sent to

stockholders in connection with the
financial report for the year ended
Oct. 26, 1930, Fox Theaters Corp.
shows a deficit of $3,250,589, instead
of the profit of $2,660,261 shown in

the previously issued statement for

that year.

The revised 1929 statement, con-
taining a balance sheet for the fiscal

year reported by the previous man-
agement, lists the following deduc-
tions not added by the former man-
agement:
Loss during acquisition of theater

circuit $900,315
Interest and charges on sundry in-

vestments 2,637,506
Expenses of stock selling campaign 160,435
Loss on investment considered

worthless 41.500
Organization expenses written off. 418,625
Excess of cost of treasury stock ac-
quired during year o\er average
proceeds received therefore.... 1.066,972

Provision for indeterminate liabili-

ties and contingencies—estimated 3,730.881
Miscellaneous adjustments affecting

profits of prior years 207,369

Total $9,163,606

Deficit. Oct. 27, 1929, to balance
sheet $3,250,588

The report for 1930, compared
with the report for 1929 that was is-

sued by the old management, fol-

lows:
—52 Weeks Ended—

Oct. 26, '30 Oct. 27, '29

Admissions, rents, &c.$33,717,078 $21, 314,203
Other income 430,780 427,580

Total income $34,147,859 $21,741,783
Operating expenses .. 31,349,640 16,728,098

Gross profit before
guarantee $2,798,218 $5,013,684

Guarantee receivable in

bonds from owner of
iformer theater circuit 739,241 1,317,352

Total income before
financial and other
charges $3,537,459 $6,331,037

Financial and other charges:
Interest $3,353,658 $2,383,591
Depreciation 1,295,078
Amortization 1,280,636 1,213.813
Loss on s.Tle of in-

vestments and
property written
off 25,554

Total financial and
other charges . $5,954,928 $3,597,405

Balance *$2,417,468 $2,733,632
Prci)ortion of profit of

controlled and affili-

ated companies ap-
plicable to outside in-

terest 67,355 60,154
Provision for Federal
income taxes 13,216

Net profit *$2,484,S24 $2,660,261
"Deficit.

New York Censor Offices Moved
The M. P. Division, State Educa-

tion Department, has moved its of-

fices to the State Building, 80 Cen-
tre St., from its former location at

220 West 42nd St., Director James
Wingate announces. Films submit-
ted to the censors for examination
must be brought to room 590 in the
State Building.

Robert T. Kane Coming Next Month
Robert T. Kane, head of the Para-

mount studios in Joinville, France,
plans a trip to New York next
month. He will confer with home
office executives.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Eastmain Films |

J. E. Brulatour, Inc. |

Chicago Hollywood J-J

1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica •*

CALumet 3692 Blvd. Vi
HOLIywood 4121 Vt

::
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Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Ratet

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation
T23-7TH AVE.. N. Y. BRYANT 9-6067

-KINETOPHONE-1
Bulletin No. 3

There's portability for you ! The
whole Kinetophone outfit goes into
the back of a sedan.

Sets up in 10 minutes—yessiree

—

sound on film, 35 mm. An engineer-
ing triumph. Well, it's the good, old,
proven. Holmes Projector!
Remember—you can put a handle

on a ship's anchor—and call it "port-
able." but try an lift it I

That's where we've got the boot-
leg outfits licked with a reliable, fac-

tory job.

KINETOPHONE-RUBY
Factory Distributors

727 7th Ave. N. Y. City

Jean Hersholt in Capital
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Jean Hersholt, ac-

companied by Mrs. Hersholt, paid a

visit to the Danish minister here this

week for a conference in connection
with the Olympic games next sum-
mer. Hersholt is acting as chairman
of the Danish Olympic Games Com-
mittee.

Regular Balaban & Katz Dividends
Chicago—Balaban & Katz has de-

clared the regular quarterly dividends
of 75 cents on the common and $1.75

on the preferred stocks, both payable
Oct. 3 to stock of record Sept. 15.

WILL PLAY PERCENTAGE

A Road
Show

Write
For
Dates

ROAD
TO

HELL
For State Kignts or Booking

S. Cummins, 723 7th Ave., N. Y.

PUBLIC PROJECTION
ROOM

Latest R.C.A.
Photophone Equipment

I
/jNights, Sundays,

1 •'•"Holidays by appointment

Under the personal supervision

of Hymie Silverman

MOTORIZED TALKING
PICTURE SERVICE, Inc.

729 7th Ave. BRyant 9-5721

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

A
July 6-10: Conference on talking motion

pictures in visual education,
under auspices of U. S. Commis-
sioner of Education, Washington,
D. C.

July 8: Testimonial Dinner to William
Saal, South Garden of Hotel As-
tor Roof, New York, 7 P. M.

July 13-14:—Educational-Tififany-Sono Art
regional meeting, Hotel Astor,
New York.

July 17-18: Educational-Tiffany-Sono Art
regional meeting. Hotel Congress,
Chicago.

July 20-21: Annual summer meeting ol
North and South Carolina The-
ater Owners' Ass'n, at the
Hotel Oceanic, Wrightsville
Beach, Wilmington, N. C.

Educational-Tiffany-Sono Art
regional meeting. Brown Palace
Hotel, Denver.

Aug. 3-22 : British film festival, sponsored
by British International Pictures,
Malvern, England.

Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Min-
neapolis.

Oct. 1 : Hispano - American Motion Picture
Congress, Madrid, Spain.

Nov. 4 : Annual meeting of Academy of

M. P. Arts & Sciences, Holly-

Nov. 4 : Annual Awards Dinner of Aca-
demy of M. P. Arts & Sciences,
Hollywood.

New W. E. Microphone
Being Used by Griffitii

A new super-selective type of

microphone, developed by Western
Electric, will l)e used for the first

time at the Audio Cinema studio,

New York, beginning Mondaj-, when
D. W. Griffith starts work on "The
Struggle."

v^ Vi^cATiaViACATIOI\($

mm
CAIHP c COVNYRY CLl^B
STOW, MASS. CMsar BOStON)

(FOR ADULTS)
The country club with real out-

door thrills !

!

ON THE PREMISES:
9 hole (3000 yd.) golf course,
hard clay tennis courts. Fifteen
miles of fine canoeing, excellent
swimming, Hand Ball. Horse
Ranch, Hiking Trails. Complete
Social Staff, and Country Club
Orchestra. Accommodations, with
running water. Tours to
toric Concord, Lexing^ton
Wayside Inn.
Film employees consult
social secretary for special rate
information or

IVrite

CARL ERBSTEIN, Mng. Dir.

Assabet Country Club
P. O. Maynard, Mass.
Or Call CHickering 4-7580

Room 209

His-
and

your



UfiatTYouVeCotTroubles?
(Read this soul-searing

confession of a broken-

down theatre rope!..)

J^ >>-^/^ 't^

Hollywood's
Prize Theafre

Rope Breakers

EDW. G

ROBINSON
JAMES

CAGNEY

I've held them in line at the

Winter Garden from' The Singing

Foor to * The Millionaire* but

SMART
MOHEY
was too much for me I

You'd think those guys would be

satisfied to overwork me with

that ace crowd' getter EDW. G.

ROBIHSON

WARNER BROS.
HITSlmore than your

contract calls for

but when they add a card like

JAMES CAGNEY
and 5 Beautiful Blondes, that's

enough to break any rope's back.

What they need for that picture

is a steel cable and more seats!"
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

e
New Stunt
In Lucky Numbers

A NEW wrinkle in lucky num-
ber contests has been worked

out by Manager Lou Kusner of

the Apollo, Martinsburg, W. Va.

It has started off with a rush

and its great virtue for the ex-

hibitor lies in the fact that it

is cumulative in results. The new
plan is called "Home Beautiful

Nights" and is used by Kusner
each Friday night. Fifty num-
bers are posted in the lobby of

the theater. The ladies who hold

lucky numbers are given free ad-

mission to the house and pre-

sented with a piece of drapery

for the home. The draperies

come in sets and consist of pil-

low tops, window drapes, table

scarfs and valences. It is con-

sidered highly probable that the

lucky ones will, continue patron-

izing the "Home Beautiful

Nights" with the hope of com-
pleting the drapery sets. This is

the strong point connected with

the stunt. —Apollo,
Martinsburg, W. Va.

* * *

Royal Flush
for "Smart Money"

N effective cut-out card got-

ten up for the run of "Smart
Money" shows a hand holding a

royal flush. It at once connects

the Edward G. Robinson picture

with gambling passing along the

idea on which the story of the

picture is based. The card is five

inches deep and is to be used

in mailing and various other

ways such as insertion in the-

ater programs, laundry bundles,

etc. There are few people un-

familiar with poker and tliere

isn't anyone with a knowledge of

the game that won't have some-
thing to say about the scarcity

of the royal flush in his hands
when he has played the game.
On the back of the card is plenty
of room for theater announce-
ments. Like most good exploita-

tion stunts, this one is inexpen-
sive. —Warners

A'

There are a total of 75
theaters in U. S. Army camps
and posts, of which 58 were
equipped for sound in 1930.

THlmm
• • • ALL YOU independent exhibs should give a serious

thought to Independence Day July 4 it is really

Your Day our forefathers fought for independence
won it handed it down to us and look at the hell-

uva mess we're in today we're up to our necks with in-

stalment payments on the radio, the family bus and the bassinet

for the coming event which reminds us of a pal of ours

who made a down payment on a single-seater bassinet ........

and drew twins so ya never can tell ain't life just

a merry gamble, though ? all we're really sure of is our
Grand and Glorious Independence bequeathed to us by
our dumb forefathers with a perverted sense of humor
who made positively sure that the Joke would stick by writin'

it into the Constitution with Amendments ^ one of

which has made the bootleggers independent and made us
saps dependent on the bootleggers

* * * *

• • • SO WHEN you Indie Exhib Muggs celebrate Inde-
pendence Day you have a perfect setup start the

ceremonies in your theater by reading the Constitution that has
had all the independence kicked out of it then screen a

pix made by an independent producer on a shoestring
this is guaranteed to make your audience so independent that they
will get right up and kick the seats ?.part as they walk out on
the show but don't get discouraged have your
ushers drop giant firecrackers on 'em from the balcony
having thus maintained the Grand and Glorious Spirit of the
Fourth at all costs you will be all washed up in your
town absolutely independent no more film rentals

no more instalment paymenlo on your sound equipment
just a free American citizen coming and going as

you please and the quicker you go, the better you
can devote your life to travel and leisure along with the
rest of the tramps who spend their time wonderin' why
in 'ell our Forefathers took the trouble to fight for Independence.

* * *

• • • OH YOU Rooster! go ahead and crow your
head off you've earned the break with RKO Pathe
tied in completely and absolutely with the greatest Epic Drama
of the Air the Post-Gatty round-the-world flight in less
than 9 days. ...... .beating the Graf Zeppelin's record by 11 days

shattering every world record for a speed-distance flight

they took the Rooster for a Ride but it's the kind
that will go down in history

* * * *

• • • THE BOYS who engineered it are Jack Connelly,
general manager of Pathe News Percy Howard, editor-in-
cliief Claude Collins, news editor working quietly
in advance, they trained Harold Gatty for an entire week in the
use of the automatic camera they painted Pathe's Rooster
in vivid red on the fuselage and the Rooster rode and
crowed over the bloomin' globe a front page story for
every rag in the world and if anybody denies the Rooster
the honor of strutting his stuff after that he's gotta be
pretty bum sport

* * * *

• • • LARRY DARMOUR this week begins his fifth year
as the producer of the Mickey (Himself) McGuire comedies
one big answer to the exhibs' prayer for juvenile entertainment

the remarkable thing is that since the start of the series
the cast of the Mickey comics has remained intact with
Albert Herman, who directed the first, still handling 'em
And weren't we happy to run into Tim Leahy the other day
• all tanned up and lookin' fit to fight wildcats or
give the horselaugh to the skeptics This Frenchie, Pierre
Arnaud, read our kolyum while flying 3,000 feet over Longisle,
and sez he found it full of atmosphere is that a boost c
a boot? We just love that phrase in the main title of
"Strange As It Seems" series "true facts" if it's

true, it's a fact if it's a fact, it must be true oh
well these California fellers just have to overemphasize
everythin'

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

t)^
Substitutions Call for

Different Selling Basis

UNAFFECTED by any other

trends in the industry, the

growth of substitutions contin-

ues as a thorn in the side of

amicable relationship between dis-

tributor and exhibitor. Substi-

tutions are not pre-determined.

They arise because of unusual

situations, but after a careful

analysis, it appears that the rea-

son for complaint rests on the

fact that something of lesser

value is usually offered for what

has been sold. There have been

cases of better product being

substituted. Warners and Uni-

versal did that very thing in the

past season. Generally, though,

the substituted picture is inferior.

The substitution practice will

never be okay with the exhibi-

tor. He senses that when this

condition takes place another

vestige of fairness is disappear-

ing from the business. No other

industry can parallel the substi-

tution idea, and yet the exhibitor
seems to have no redress. If

the producer argues that substi-

tution will always be with us,

let him sell his product on a dif-

ferent basis. Unless he positive-

ly' knows that an individual pic-

ture will definitely be made, let

him sell on a basis which would
prevent substitutions. Ultimately,
this will mean that the exhibitor

would buy on the trade mark
and good will of the company.
Such sort of bargaining would
be healthy, and it would certain-

ly bring buying to a healthier

plane.

—Jay Emanuel

« « « » » ^^

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-

bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

July 3
Leon Errol

Luther Reid

Bruce Rogers

Florence Miles



Two Records!

POST AND GATTY
FLIGHT AROUND THE WORLD IN

LESS THAN 9 DAYS!

PARAMOUNT
SOUND NEWS

Rushes air mail to all subscribers,

at no extra cost, complete story of

POST-GATTY ARRIVAL IN NEW YORK,
and flight highlights, all in

LESS THAN 9 HOURS
after finish of record world dash!



Critical America As

Represented By 400

Of America's Foremost

Editors, Critics And

Revie^rers Are New

Voting On The Ten

Best Directors Of 1931

For Tlie Film Daily

ONE OF THE HIGH SPOTS OF THE COMING 1931 DIRECTORS ANNUAL

€)€)€)€)€)
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12 FEATURES UNDER WAY

AT FOX STUDIOS ON COAST

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Six features are cur-

rently in production, while five

others are in preparation and one is

in the cutting room, making an even

dozen under way.
The pictures before the cameras

include Will Rogers in "The Pluto-

crat," "Bad Girl" with Sally Eilers,

"The Midnight Cruise" with Edmund
Lowe and Lois Moran, Thomas
Meighan in "Skyline," Elissa Landi
and Victor McLaglen in "Wicked,"
and "The Brat."

Pictures in preparation are "She
Wanted A Millionaire," story of a

bathing beauty contest winner; "Sob
Sister," newspaper story; "Riders Oi
The Purple Sage," outdoor film

adapted from Zane Grey's novel;

"Heartbreak," aviation romance, and
"The Yellow Ticket," Elissa Landi's
next picture.

"Transatlantic" is in the cutting

room. William K. Howard directed

it.

Hiram D. Parks Wins
Bobby Jones Golf Clubs

Hiram D. Parks, of the Warner
branch in Memphis, was the winner
in the Bobby Jones contest open to

the entire field forces of Warner
Bros, and First National, and which
was part of the Sam E. Morris May
Month Contest. The prize contrib-

uted by Bobby Jones for the one
who had the most bookings of his

series of Vitaphone shorts on "How
I Play Golf" to his credit, consisted
of a set of golf clubs known as

"Sweet Spots," and duplicates of the

ones he has used in all his champion-
ship matches.
The runner up was P. S. Krumen-

acker, of Pittsburgh; William Shar-
tin of Minneapolis, was third; H. L.
Denbow, of Philadelphia, fourth;
Newt Levi, of San Francisco, fifth;

and P. R. Barr of Chicago, sixth.

Within a week Levi jumped from
75th place to fifth.

Gloria Swanson Returning
Gloria Swanson arrives in New

York July 8 after a trip abroad. She
is due on the coast Aug. 1 to start

production of "Tonight or Never,"
her next for United Artists.

JEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY

Joe Brandt, president of Independ-
ent Distributors and Producers As-
sociation.

National Association laying plans
for launching of its editorial com-
mittee.

A LITTLE From "LOTS
//

By RALPH IVILK

HOLLYWOOD
A/TARY ASTOR, Jill Esmond and

Laurence Olivier have been cast

for "Sour Grapes," the play recently

purchased by Radio Pictures. John
Halliday will co-direct the picture

with Lynn Shores.

* * *

First National's "Local Boy Makes
Good," in which Joe E. Brown is to

be seen, has been temporarily sus-

pended owing to an accident to its

star, who pulled a tendon while do-

ing one of the athletic sequences.
* * *

Radio Pictures has signed Joe
Eaton to appear in "Are Ihese Our
Children?" Eaton, who is the brother
of Pearl Eaton, dance impressario,

joins a cast which includes Arline

Judge, and Roberta Gale, Radio Pic-

tures contract players. The picture

is an original story by Wesley Rug-
gles and will be directed by him.

+ * *

Samuel Goldwyn has contracted for

nstallation of the new special size

RCA Photophone sound reproducing
equipment in his Santa Monica Beach
home. Many other celebrities of

Hollywood now have talker apparatus

in their homes.
* * *

Walt Disney, who has just com-
pleted a new studio and office build-

ing on Hyperion Ave. for the produc-
tion of his Mickey Mouse cartoon
.subjects, has installed RCA Photo-
phone sound reproducing e([uipment

n the projection rooms that are used

to review the daily "rushes" and the

completed product.

* * *

New contracts have been signed by
Fox Films with Janet Gaynor, Elissa

Landi, Greta Nissen, Rosalie Roy,
Hardie Albright, J. M. Kerrigan, El
Brendel, Thomas Meighan, and Juan
Torena, players; David Butler, Ham-
ilton MacFadden and Alfred Werker,
directors, and S. N. Behrman, writer.

Charles Riesner, who directed
"The Hollywood Revue," and has
just completed Marie Dressler's
"Politics," will direct the picturiza-
tion of the George White m.usical
success, "Flying High." Bert Lahr
has been brought out to the M-G-M
studios to appear in this picture
and A. P. Younger is handling the
screen adaptation.

Raoul Walsh has been assigned to

direct "The Yellow Ticket," Elissa

Landi's next starring picture follow-
ing completion of "Wicked."

* + *

Clarence Brown intends to start

work early next week on Marie
Dressler's new M-G-M picture,

"Emma." This is an original story

by Frances Marion, in which Miss
Dressier will have the part of a house
servant.

* * *

Noah Beery and Stanley Fields,

will be featured in "Riders of the

Purple Sage," to be directed for Fox
by Hamilton MacFadden. The pic-

ture will be filmed on location in

.A.rizona. Marguerite Churchill and
George O'Brien have the leading

roles.

* * *

"Sundown Trail," an original

story by Robert F. Hill, has been
chosen as the vehicle for RKO
Pathe's first western feature. Hill

also is doing the screen play and
has been signed to direct.

* * *

Ounr Passing Show: Gaston Glass

and Bernard McEveety playing ten-

nis at the Hollywood Y.M.C.A.;
Maurice Revnes motoring to Univer-

sal City on business; Hugh Bennett

and Stuart Heisler reminiscing.

* * *

Hugh Bennett, formerly film editor-

in-chiem at First National, is editing

"Street Scene."

Para. Appoints Schaeffer

Central Europe Manager
Berlin—G. J. Schaeffer is now di-

vision manager for Paramount in

Central Europe, including Germany,
Hungary, Austria, Poland, Czecho-
slovakia, Holland, Rumania, Jugo-
slavia, and the Balkan States. A con-
vention of Paramount executives in

Germany and Central Europe was
held here recently, with J. C. Graham
of London attending.

"Smart Money" Holds Over
Boston—"Smart Money," with Ed-

ward G. Robinson and James Cagney,
is being held over at the Washington
Street Olympia and Uptown, Publix
houses. At the close of its simulta-

neous showing, Publix is to put the

picture in the ScoUay Square Olympia
for a third week.

Warner Brothers Fight
St. Louis Receivership

St. Louis—Majority interests of the

St. Louis Amusement Co. and
Skouras Bros. Enterprises are pre-

paring to vigorously oppose the re-

ceivership suits filed by a few min-
ority stockholders on the alleged

ground that the Warner Bros, opera-
tion of the houses has not been in

their best interests. Samuel B. Jef-
fries, local attorney for Warner's says
the big company's administration has
been efficient and there is no ground
for the suits.

Gene Dennis Returning to Beacon
Gene Dennis, mentalist, opens at

the Warner theater in Milwaukee to-

morrow. After a four weeks' vaca-
tion she plays a return engagement
at the Beacon, New York, opening
Aug. 28.

FOX AND TOBIS JOINING

(Continued from Paqe 1)

where he spoke freely of Fox's plans
for expansion of production activities

on this side. From here, Sheehan
goes to Australia, where a tie-up

with F. W. Thring, former chief of

the Hoyts circuit and now embarking
in the production field, is expected
to give Fox representation in that
country for the making of talkers

that will rank for British Quota.
Formation of an Australian alliance

will depend on Sheehan's survey of

the situation in that country.
The Fox foreign manager also

plans to visit India.

6 Paramount Releases
Set for This Month

Paramount has set six feature re-

leases for July. The list includes
"Women Love Once," with Paul
Lukas and Eleanor Boardman, July
4; "Confessions of a Co-Ed," with
Phillips Holmes, Sylvia Sidney and
Norman Foster, July 11; "The Night
Angel," with Nancy Carroll and
Fredric March, July 18; "The Secret
Call," with Richard Arlen and Peggy
Shannon, July 25; "The Magnificent
Lie," with Ruth Chatterton, July 25;
"Honeymoon Lane," with Eddie
Dowling, July 25.

Final Argument Heard
In Cinema Patents Suit

Wilmington, Del.—Final argument
in the Cinema Patents suit against
Craft Film Laboratories has been
heard by the U. S. District Court
here. Decision is expected to be
handed down in a few weeks.

F. N. of England Takes Prize
The International Sam E. Morris

.Month contest held by the Warner-
First National distribution centers
abroad has been won by First
National of England. The Paris
office, in the charge of Robert
Schless, won second prize, and third

prize went to Japan, handled by
Horace Clarke. Warner Bros, of

England was next in line.

COMING & GOING

ARCHIE MAVO. Warner Bros, director,
who is now on vacation in the east, leaves
today for AsLiury Park to spend the weeii-
end. He returns to New York next week
to resume his nightly inspection of current
plays.

MIKK MANOS, Pennsylvania exhihitor. is

in town on a business trip.

JEAN HERSHOLT arrived in New York
yesterday from Hollywood by way of Vd^h-
iugton. He will remain here about a week
before returning to the coast. Mrs. Hers-
holt is with him.

C. J. NORTH of the M. P. Division, De-
jiartment of Commerce, Washington, is in
New York for a visit.

CLEVE ADAMS, Radio Pictures, western
general sales mrnager. left yesterday for a
month's vacation at the Mayo Rest Farm,
Rochester, Minn.

LEWIS INNERARITY leaves for the
coast July 8.
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rnOM NEW CONTRACTS

{Continued from Page 1)

reported that a surprisingly small

percentage of the cases have to be

carried that far. Instead all 1931-32

contracts will probably carry deposit

clauses.

Under the Thacher decree the old

uniform system of arbitration was
outlawed. Distributors during the

past year in many instances gave

theaters a choice between accepting

arbitration via their individual plans

or putting up deposits.

Academy Awards Banquet
Scheduled for Nov. 24

(Continued from Paqc 1)

Angeles during the vear from Aug.

1, 1930, to "July 31, 1931.

In July, production companies will

be asked to submit examples of

sound recording. Early in August,

nomination blanks will be mailed to-

gether with an explanatory letter and
booklet of released pictures to

Academy members, upon which evi-

dence they are to base their decision

and ballot for the Award winners.

The Technicians Branch will pre-

view scenes of submitted sound pic-

tures in August, and on Aug. 30

nominations will close.

F. L. Granville Organizing
Big Game Film Expedition

{Continued from Page 1)

picture, tentatively titled "Fil Nish-
in" ("He Who Rides the Elephant"),

is to be the first one of such propor-
tions made with the Multicolor proc-

ess.

Granville, who is now in New
York, plans to leave London with
his unit about the end of August.
His itinerary will include India,

China, Japan, Siam, Burma, Malay
States, Tibet and other places. High
spot of the expedition will be a big
elephant drive in Burma, in which
Capt. C. R. Billiter, the big game
organizer of Paul J. Rainey's "Afri-

can Hunt," will co-operate.

Granville was one of the founders
of the American Society of Cinema-
tographers and is noted for having
made more pictures in Arabia than
any other producer. His wife, Peggy
Hyland, was at one time a Fox film

star.

$UNSHIN€
IN

THE
DAY'S

NEWS

M. E. Comerford's circuit will not
close any houses this summer.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Albany, N. Y.—Len Garvey of the

local RKO Pathe office, has closed

a deal with the Benton Circuit for

Aesop's Fables and Grantland Rice
Sportlights in seven towns.

Stevensville, Md.—Senator James
E. Kirvan, who owns Kent Island, in

which the village of Stevensville is

located, has contracted for the in-

stallation of RCA Photophone sound
reproducing apparatus in the First

Methodist Church.

Pittsburgh — Three vending ma-
chines in the Ritz were smashed
open by thieves recently. The in-

truders also took $25 from a cash
drawer.

Torrington, Conn. —-Warner Bros,
announce that the opening of the

Warner theater here will take place

on Aug. 14. The announcement came
after a tour of the house bj' H. R.
Maier, head of Warners' theater con-
struction department.

Chicago—Tess Heraty (Mrs. Vin-
cent Brady) has resigned as secre-

tary to Jack Miller, president of the
Chicago Exhibitors' League. She is

succeeded by Myrtle Collins, who
has been employed in the office for

some time.

Detroit — W. S. Butterfield has
gone to his summer home near Kala-
mazoo for a rest. He expects to re-
turn to his office here about the mid-
dle of the month.

Melrose, Mass.—Robert B. Wen-
ner is managing the New Melrose,
reopened after remodeling. The
house had been closed since the fire

on March 12.

Minneapolis — The Rainbow has
been renamed the New Glenwood.

Monona, la.—A. J. Wirkler and
Harvey Waskow are the new opera-
tors of the Rex.

Soldiers' Grove, Wis.—Bailey and
Foss have bought the Electric.

Plymouth, Wis.—Minnie and Mike
Gilman now operate the Majestic.

Tomah, Wis. — State has been
taken over by Koppelberger and
Sterwart.

Del Paso Heights, Cal.—Northern
Counties Theater & Realty Co., has
purchased the Del Paso theater from
Walter G. Preddy and Max Blumen-
feld.

Indian Film Pioneer Dies
Rustomji Khursodji Dotivala, man-

aging director of Madan Theaters,
Ltd., and vvell known throughout the

East as a film pioneer, died recently,

according to word just received by
Parampunt's foreign department.
Mr. Rustomji, as he was popularly

known, was the first man to introduce

motion p^ictures into India on a com-
mercial scale. He opened the first

picture theater in Calcutta in 1913,

exhibited the first talking film in that

country in 1919 and last year brought
out complete apparatus for producing
native films. All houses in the Madan
circuit were closed for a day as a

mark of respect to the deceased.

NBC Asks Fourth Television Permit
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Request for a new

experimental television station permit
has been made by National Broad-
casting Co., which already has three
licenses. The latest is for an "an-
chored" station of high power for

exploring the upper strata ether.

Judea Finishes First Short
Judea Films has completed tiie first

of a series of Yiddish shorts with the
noted cantor, Josef Rosenblatt. Tlfe
company is now casting its first Yid-
dish talker, which Isadore Lillian will

direct. Joseph Seiden is president of

Judea, and Moe Goldman is vice-
president in charge of distri1)ution.

Mascot Serial for Roxy
"The Vanishing Legion," Mascot

serial, has been booked for the Roxy
starting this week.

Lew Cody Appeals Tax Assessment
IVaslnngton liureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washmgton—Lew Codv has filed

an appeal with the Board of Tax Ap-
peals from a deficiency income tax
assessmenl of $22,616.
The Internal Revenue Bureau as-

sessed the amount after disallowing
losses claimed by Cody in a film pro-
duction venture and reducing the al-

lowance for business expenses he
claimed in a vaudeville tour. The
assessment was levied for the years
1927 and 1928.

Cody in his appeal alleged that the
bureau erred in disallowing the losses
and cutting the expenses. He said
that he and his wife, while having
community income, had filed separ-
ate returns as permitted under the
law, but that the bureau had charged
the entire deficiency to him.

First Gibbons Short Finished
Arthur Hurley has completed "The

Great Decision," first of the series
of Floyd Gibbons shorts for RKO
Pathe release. Three more pictures
are in preparation. The series pre-
sents personalities of the World War
telling of their most thrilling mo-
ments.

Roland Brown With U
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Roland Brown has

been signed to a long-term contract
by Carl Laemmle, Jr., general man-
ager of Universal City. Universal'.--

corps of feature directors now in-

cludes, in addition to Brown, John
M. Stahl, James Whale, William
Wyler, Russell Mack, Cyril Gardner.
George Melford a n d Edward
Laemmle.

DIVORCE PICTURES

(Continued from Page 1)

through the mails, and also the
Customs Act to ban all improper
films from the Dominion.
"The motion picture business in its

essence is not evil,'' declared Col.

John Cooper, of Toronto, president
of the Motion Picture Distributors
and Exhibitors of Canada.

Rev. Father Levi Cote, O.M.I.,
chaplain of the film committee, at-

tacked the increasing flow of gang-
ster, free love, and divorce pictures.

St. Louis Part-Time Plan
Up to Individual Exhibs

(Continued from Page 1)

of the St. Louis Amusement houses,
and the Wellston, both on Easton
Ave., reached an understanding that
they will eliminate the Saturday after^

noon matinees that have failed to

prove profitable for either house.
It now looks like about 12 or 14

theaters will get together and close
four days a week.

Calif. Theater Activities
San Francisco— Reopenings, im-

provements and new owners indicate

a healthy condition of the theater
industry of California. Excelsior
Amusement Co., owning a number
of San Francisco theaters, will make
over $50,000 worth of alterations in

its Excelsior on Mission Street. E. A.
Turner & Son have reopened the

.Strand in Fowler. C. Bailey has

.eopened the Campbell in Campbell,
(ierald Hardy is reported to have
leased the long-closed Liberty in

Fresno and installed new equipment
at a cost of over $50,000. Richard
Nasser will operate the $500,000 the-

ater to be erected on Central Ave.
in Alameda. The Pinole Opera
House, Pinole, destroyed by fire, but
will be rebuilt at once. The Fox T.
& D., Oakland, and the Fox State,

Fresno, have been closed.

Thorpe's New Company
London—Associated Metropolitan

Productions, Ltd., is the name of the

new independent producing company
formed by J. A. Thorpe, who recent-
ly resigned as general manager of

British International Pictures.
Thorpe, however, remains a member
of tlie B.I. P. board of directors.

"A widespread and scrupulous search

had to be undertaken to discover a

settee to fit a 'corpse' for 'The Man at

Six.' The original problem was whether
to get a corpse to fit a settee, or a

settee to fit a corpse."

— British International Pictures.
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Look for the UiXlTED

Swell POPULARITY
must be DESERVED

Everybody in town

is his friend. INo wonder!

His showmanship policy

always pleases. He guar-

antees his public against

disappointment by booking

these sure-fire hits:

HOWARD HUGHES'
THE FROx^T PAGE"

a Letvis Milestone production

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
in

"CITY LIGHTS"
GLORIA SWANSON

in

"IIV DISCRE ET"

HOWARD HUGHES'
"HELL'S ANGELS"

and

EDDIE CANTOR
in

"lY H O O P E E
Building Entertainment
ARTISTS Trade-Marii



8 MACK SENNETT ANDY CLYDE COMEDIES 6 LYMAN H. HOWE'S HODGE-PODGE

6 MACK SENNETT COMEDY FEATURETTES^" aIi^ViI- "^^ ^^ MACK SENNETT BREVITIES

12 MACK SENNETT COMEDIES ^^H EIRE'S

ente/itaifimcni:

.%tPE€lflU$Tf

13 ROMANTIC JOURNEYS

//

8 VANITY COMEDIES
Al Chrhtie Productions

J .| ., J .. r

,

»^6 CANNIBALS of the DEEP
Like a gilt-edge security, every Lduca- H^ Produced by Mack Senneff

tional Picture has an extra margin of value

behind it— the successful, specialized experi-

6 IDEAL COMEDIES ^ft ence of its makers. No side line shorts! No ^TIS CAMEO COMEDIES I

"horse-laugh" comedies sired by Hope

out of Experiment ! EducationaVs

6 TORCHY COMEDIES ^^ Comedies and other shorts ^V2 6 PAUL TERRY-TOONS

are sure dividend payers,

priced at par and

6 MERMAID COMEDIES ^ always worth ^^ 52 two-reel 76 one-reel

more.

1931 1932

EDUCATIONAL FILM
EXCHANGES, INC.

E. W. HA^tAONS, President
Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distribu-

tors of America, Inc. Will H. Hays President

««
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RushingProduction ToMeetReleaseScoredbyMayo

328 RELEASES IN FMOT 6 MONTHSJ)F '31

British Producer -Circuits To Demand Swap in U. S.

Reciprocity, Other Vital

Film Matters Discussed

by Rowson at Meet
London— With large theater or-

ganizations in Great Britain now for

the first time interested also in pro-

duction, the day is not far off when
a guaranteed American release for

British pictures will be a condition

for a profitable release of U. S.

product in England, said Simon Row-
son in his paper at the C. E. A*

summer conference.

Growth of the circuits in Great

Britain has reached the point where
(Continued on Page 12)

18 FEATUREU8 SHORTS

ON T. P. EPICS

A release schedule of 18 features

tnd 88 short subjects is announced
i.y Talking Picture Epics for 1931-32.

rhe feature Hneup includes 12 all-

.ilkers, the first three of which are

he Ufa productions, "White Devil,"

iLast Company" and "Immortal Vag-
ibond." Six synchronized features

'Iso will be released, the first of
r (Continued on Page 9)

*athe Exchange Reports

$73,999 Loss in Quarter
:
Pathe Exchange, Inc., and sub-

diaries reports net profit of $36,914

;)r the four and two-thirds' weeks
'ided Jan. 29, on which date certain

'operties and parts of the business

ere sold to Radio-Keith-Orpheum.
lor the thirteen and one-third weeks

(Continued on Page 12)

Warners Sponsoring Home Talent Films
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles—A series of home talent pictures in cities where Warner
Bros, theaters are located is being made by William McCann, who recently

finished directing Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in "I Like Your Nerve." Screen tests

are now being made in San Pedro and Huntington Park for leading roles in a

local film called "Sally Comes Home," written by George H. Thomas and Norman

Krasna of the First National publicity forces. Similar tests will be made later

in Santa Barbara and other California towns.

HARRY REICHENBACH DIES
Harry L. Reichenbach, foremost

motion picture press agent and ex-

ploiteer, died Friday noon in the

Doctor's Hospital, New York. Death
was due to cancer and followed an
illness of six months' duration.

Probably no picture press agent
has ever obtained as much newspaper
-pace through sensational stunts as
Harry Reichenbach. His minimum sal-

ary was the highest ever paid to a pic-
ture publicity man. His career was
as varied as it was colorful, and fre-
quently dramatic.

Reichenbach was born March 17,

1882 in Frostburg, Md., the son of
Charles and Matilda Bear Reichen-
bach. At the age of 15 lie ran away
from home to join the Great Mun-
day Shows. Later he convinced the
owners of Island Park at Johnstown,

Pa., that he had vast experience in

operating amusement parks and they
placed him in charge of their outdoor
enterprise. At 15 he was managing
Millie-Christine, two-headed colored
girl.

Reichenbach wrote new and start-

ling chapters in circus press-agentry
through his association with the pub-
licity departments of such famous
outfits as Forepaugh-Sells and Ring-
ling Bros. One of his most outstand-
ing exploits involved the taking of

the first vaudeville troupe to Iquitos
in Peru, 3,000 miles up the Amazon
River. At one time he managed the
Great Raymond, magician, remaining
witli him for four years.

Deserting the big tops for the le-

gitimate stage, Reichenbach worked
(Continued on Page 9)

Archie Mayo Scores Rush Work
In Order To Meet Release Dates

Multicolor Feature

Planned by Beaton

(•if Coast Bureau. Tllli FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A series of feature produc-

ns using the Multicolor process Is to be
tide by Welford Beaton, according to an-

i|Uncement.

Rushing of productions to meet re-

lease dates is one of the major evils

of the industry, declared Archie

Mayo, Warner Bros, director, in an
interview in New York yesterday.
"Theaters should be divorced from

production in one respect," he said,

"as pictures turned out under ex-
treme pressure cannot be as good as
those made with adequate time. Pic-
ture making is creative work and
can't be run on a Henry Ford plan
of mass production."
Mayo believes that major pro-

ducers ought to have 25 per cent of

their programs made by independent
organizations, thus saving pictures

from possibilities of becoming stereo-

typed and rutted. Color, he thinks,

will never stage a comel^ack to an
important degree and is best suited

for shorts, ,such as travelogues, his-

torical pictures and other suljjects of

similar character.
The director sees no future for

wide film. Impossibility of concen-
trating action within easy eye-range
of an audience is a major obstacle

to enlarged pictures, he said.

After a vacation in New York,
(Continjif^ on Page 9)

Features Distributed from
Jan. 1 Exceed Same

Period in 1930
In the face of complaints about a

dearth of product, figures compiled by
The Film Daily for its forthcoming
DIRECTORS' ANNUAL AND
PRODUCTION GUIDE show that
from Jan. 1 to June 30 of this year
a total of 328 features were released,

against 298 in the same period last

year and 397 in the first six months
of 1929. The figures include foreign
pictures, of which there were 66 in

(Continued on Page 12)

FOX WESTcOflST BUYS

WARNER-fJ. PRODUCT

Fox West Coast Theaters has
signed to play the entire Warner
Bros, and First National product for

next season in about 400 houses in

.he West and Middle West, it was
{Continued on Page 12)

"All Quiet" Finally Gets
General German Release

Berlin—General release of "All Quiet
on the Western Front" in Germany
finally has been effected, following
the return here of Al Szekler of Uni-
versal. The picture already has open-
ed in six theaters in Berlin, one in

Hanover, one in Halle, and three in

Hamburg. Sell-out business is report

in all houses. Ten more cities are

scheduled to get the picture in the

next few days, besides additional

presentations in Berlin houses.

Harriscoior To Build

Laboratory on Coast

Ifest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Constructon of a laboratory,

located either at Burbank or Studio City,

is planned by Harriscoior. Work on the

project is expected to get under way by

October.
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High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind 8 7% S + 'A

East. Kodak ....1535-4 150 153^ + 4'/i

Fox Fm. "A".... 2154 20/8 21 + V/i

Gen. Th. Eq. (new) Wi ''A 4^ + ^
Loew's, Inc 4754 46 46J4 + 1

do pfd. (6J4) ... 90 90 90 + 2!4

Paramount 28^8 26'/i 27/2 + Va

Pathe Exch 2!^ 154 2 -f 5^

do "A" 85^ 65^ 854 -f 2Ka

RKO "A" 1654 16!/8 16^ + 54

Warner Bros Wt, ^Vi 8^ -f V2

do pfd 1954 ' 1954 19«

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. Vtc 12 /^ 12/, 12/, — H
Fox Thea. "A"... 3V% i 3 — Vi

Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 9'4 8?^ 9

Technicolor 7 7 7 + J^

TransLux (>]/% 6 (''A + Vi

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 41 39/, 41 + 1/
Loew 6s 41 x-war. 99 98 99+1
Par. By. S}/ls51 . . 101 / 101/ 101/
Par. 5/s50 81/ 81/ 81/ + /
Pathe 7s37 91 90/ 90/ + 54

Warner's 6s39 ... 41 40 41 + 1/
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reciprocity,

undertaken

them than

$75,000, sa

—As soon as the American market opens

pictures costing from $150,000 to $250,000

in England, and British exhibitors will not h

they do for native films which have been

d Simon Rowson at the Summer Conference

its doors on a basis

each will be confider

ave to pay any more

costing an average

of the C- E. A.

of
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for
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Butterfield Circuit

S?gns Radio Product
The entire Butterfield Circuit, op-

erating through the state of Michi-
gan, was closed for Radio Pictures'
1931-32 product, it is announced by
Charles Rosenzweig, vice-president in

charge of distribution. The deal was
closed in Detroit, with Eastern Sales
Manager Jerry Safron, acting for Ra-
dio Pictures and Ed Beatty, general
manager of the Butterfield circuit,

for that organization. Around 75
houses are included in the deal.

Western Electric Lets Building Order
Chicago—Western Electric Co. has

let contracts to the Ouilmette Con-
struction & Engineering Co. for the

excavating, masonry, structural ^^tpel

work and miscellaneous iron work in

connection with company's construc-
'ion of approximately 240,000 square
feet of additional floor space.

The work is to start immediately
and the two buildings should be com-
pleted some time next year.

Edna Best, Marshall in British Film
London — Miss Edna Best, who

made a dramatic exit from the M-
G-M studios in Hollywood recently,
has just signed a contract to co-star
with her husband, Herbert Marshall,
in the .screen version of the Edgar
Wallace racing drama. "The Calen-
dar," at the British Lion Studios at
Beaconsfield.

Maurice Chevalier Sfgns
New Paramount Contract
Before sailing last week for France

on a 10 weeks' vacation, Maurice
Cheval'er signed a new contract, it

is announced by the company. Un-
der the new agreement, Chevalier is

due back Sept. 15 to start on his next

picture.

Edgar MacGregor to Produce
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Edgar MacGregor,

well known on Broadway as a stage

director, and lately doing directorial

'vork at the M-G-M, is to become an

independent producer according to re-

norts. His first picture is to be "Pa-
jamas," an adaptation of Charles Bell''

farce^ "The Dislocated Honeymoon,''
in which James Gleason appeared.
MacGregor staged the local pro-

duction of the New York stage pla\

"The \^inegar Tree," in which Billie

Burke is making a hit with coast

legitimate fans.

Greta Garbo's Next
Greta Garbo. upon completion of

'"Susan Lenox." will start preparinor
''or "Mata Hari," her next M-G-M
tarring vehicle.

Hoover Endorses Patriotic Week
In a letter to Hiram S. Brown

^resident of RKO. President Hoove-
gives his endorsement to the Fourth
''f July "Patriotic Week" program
Donsored by RKO at the suggestion
Tf V'ce-President Curtis.

Fan Magazine Staff Changes

Elizabeth Wilson, formerly o''

"Screen Book Magazine," is now
with "Silver Screen." She succeed'

Ruth Waterbury, who will edit a new
fan magazine now being organized

Jack Dennison, for the past few

weeks New York editorial represen-

tative of "Screen Play,'" is no longer

with this Fawcett publication.

Pathe Set in 4 Midwest Circuits

RKO Pathe's Personality Group
and complete line-up of shorts has

been set in four mid-western circuits.

Charles Lundgren of St. Louis sign-

ed up the Karch Circuit. Fred Bon-
nem of Detroit lined up the McFar-
land Circuit. Ray Nolan of Kansa-
Citv sold the array to the Blair Cir-

cuit. Lew Elman of Milwaukee
closed with the Delf Circuit.

.^••••''•''••'''•'••••v.j
'* New York Long Island City *
it 1540 Broadway ! 54 Crescent St. j'j

J.t BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 it

lEastniain Films I

li J, E. Brulatour, Inc. •:

Hollywoodj> Chicago
•• 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica >
•{ CALumet 3692 Blvd. K• HOLlywood4121 K
i>

'
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Bob Curwood Marries

Tucson. Ariz.—Robert Curwood.
Hollywood motion picture actor, and
Marie Antonette Follin of New Or-
leans, were married vesterday.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

THE INDUSTRY'S
!DATE BOOK

July 6-10: Conference on talking motior
pictures in visual education
under auspices of U. S. Commis
sioner of Education, Washington
D. C.

July 8: Testimonial Dinner to Willian
Saal, South Garden of Hotel As
tor Roof, New York. 7 P. M.

July 13-14:—Educational-Tiffany-Sono Ar
regional meeting, Hotel Astoi
New York.

July 17-18: Educational-Tiffany-Sono Ar
regional meeting. Hotel Congress
Chicago.

July 20-21 : Annual summer meeting (

North and South Carolina Th(
ater Owners' Ass'n, at th
Hotel Oceanic, Wrightsvil)
Beach, Wilmington, N. C.

Educational-Tiffany-Sono Ai
regional meeting, Brown Palac
Hotel, Denver.

Aug. 3-22: British film festival, sponsore
by British International Picturei
Malvern, England.

Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allit

Theaters Ass'n of Minnesot
North and South Dakota, Mil
neapolis.

Oct. 1 : Hispano - American Motion Pictu
Congress, Madrid, Spain.

Nov. 4 : Annual meeting of Academy
M. P. Arts & Sciences, HoU'
wood.

Nov. 4: Annual Awards Dinner of Ac
demy of M. P. Arts & Science
Hollywood.

Erpi Engineer Honored
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood—Dr. John G. Frayn

consulting engineer in the We
Coast recording department of Ele
trical Research Products, has be(

awarded the grade of Fellow by tl

.A.nierican Physical Society, a distin

tion reserved for scientists of oi:

standing accomplishments.

COME TO

BRUSHY t

NOUNIAINl
LODGE 4

iEASTSTROUDSBURCPA.[

ExceUenl Hotel Ac-

commodations. Food
fit for a King. Jewish

Dietary laws observed.

All camp sports—
Golf, Horseback Rid-

ing, Tennis, Swim-
ming, Handball.
Unique Divertisse-
ments. Broadway Pro-

ductions.

Two Hours from N. Y.

For information address

Camp
Added Attraction

TALKING PICTURES

Special rate to Film Folk

IN THE HEART \|

OF THE POCONO MTS.,
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

e
Big Tieup
With Newspaper

'THE New Lafayette theater in

Buffalo launched a unique ex-

ploitation campaign in co-opera-

tion with the Buffalo "Times"

which not only assures the thea-

ter of an intensive daily publicity

break for a number of weeks but

also gives Columbia Pictures an

equal play during the entire run

of the drive. The highlights of

the campaign are: A beauty and

film contest to find the leadmg
players for Buffalo's first all-

talking picture and a scenario

contest conducted by the Buffalo

"Times." Columbia, its produc-

tions, players and studios are be-

ing publicized daily in the Buf-

falo "Times," by newspaper fea-

, tures and illustrations. In addi-

tion the publication's 75 trucks

carry two sheet streamers on

both sides announcing the con-

test and every night radio broad-

casts over Stations WGR and

I WEBR mention the Columbia

;
name prominently. The contest

opened officially on Monday,
June 29. A cast will be selected

from the contestants to appear in

; Buffalo's first all-talking picture.

The contest is open to male and
female people of all ages. The

: Lafayette theater offers a prize

each week during the contest for

\ the foremost contenders. From
the weekly winners will be se-

f lected the leading players for the

( local production and the female
' winner will make a trip to Holly-

, wood as the guest of Columbia
1 Pictures. On her arrival in Hol-
i; lywood, the winner will be given

1 a screen and voice test at the

I

Columbia studios.
' —Columbia

EN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

< Independent Producers and Dis-
ibutors Association to seek Federal
jiw in order to fight piracy of films.

* * *

'"Editorial Committee" of National
ssociation to be ready shortly,
hree alternates from each company
\i committee.

1 * * *

i
International Reform Bureau an-
punces intention of "cleaning up"
ew Jersey.

4LO
mm
• • • HAVING PARTICIPATED in the most modern of

trips that of the round-the-world-fiyers so gloriously com-
pleted RKO Pathe now goes to the other extreme
and is sponsoring a revival of the Pony Express the first

circled the globe in nine days the Pony Express adven-
ture will take six months to go from New York to Hollywood

Broncho Charlie Miller, sole survivor of that picturesque
group of pioneering riders of the plains, will get his sendoff
Monday from the steps of the City Hall by Mayor Walker
and will ride his single mount steadily till sometime around Xmas

when he will pull up his sturdy steed at the studio door-
step of Charlie Rogers and hand him a letter from Lee
Marcus written July 1st wishin' Charlie the sea-
son's greetings

* * *

• • • THERE'S A young feller they oughta feature in a

real pioneer western epic Broncho Charlie is 79 years
young with pink cheeks like a baby clear eye
steady hand that still could draw a fine bead on an Injun
and make him bite the dust wot yarns Charlie can spin!

'way back in the early seventies he had so many notches
on his gun from keepin' score on dead redmen, that he had to

get hisselt a new shootin' iron he rode the Pony Express
route from Sacramento to Carson in '61 when encounters
witli marauding Indians and road agents was almost a daily ex-
perience he recalled his last holdup in the early '80's

driving stage coach from Deer Lodge City to Butte, Montana
but Charlie fooled 'em he had the gold bullion

shipment concealed in the axles of the coach, which had been
hollowed out there's a stunt they never thought to pull

in all the westerns that ever came outa Hollywood Broncho
Charlie recalls the Indian War of '77 as if it were yesterday
he fought alongside Major North, now a young feller of 90

a great-uncle of Carrington North, eastern story editor
of RKO Pathe here's wishing you luck. Broncho
on your latest Pony Express ride

* * * *

• • • SINCE OUR treatise explaining how Sunday shows
was the only solution tor tne Married Schoolchildren Sitooation
in Arkansas, the ensuing scrims, rurrs and howels convince us that
our dear readers did not take us seriously that's the tough
part of getting a rep as a humorous (?) kolyumist it's

very discouraging here were we trying to help the mar-
ried kiddies in Arkansas and even our dumb Gondola
Wop Giuseppe laughed out of turn and tipped the gondol
and Myron S. Blumenthal of Universal Trade Press Syndicate
wants several extra copies for the young ladies in the ossif

it seems they are plarming to open up a nursery in Arkansas
and see if they can't get a break for themselves

but why go to Arkansas? Myron Blumenthal's Day Nursery
oughta go swellll but it's tough on us personally
we only hold a Night Nurse's certificate

* * * *

• • • GORDON WHITE hit on a pip idea with his recent
Educational drawing of exhibs feasting at a banquet table

with the speaker making his Short and Sweet a swell

plug for the Shorts Harvey-Jaediker Service worked the

idea out with a fine balance of type setting and art work
one of the best samples of Idea Copy we've ever lamped
say, Gordon, why don't ya run a series? like those clever
Flit ads this is just as good remind us to suggest
a few when we see you

* * * *

• • • UP AT the Central Park zoo J. F. Clemenger, the

radio and screen announcer, took a fling at directing a Lyman
Howe film and while shooting crowd stuff from inside a

cage, a llama started after the assistant cameraman, Frank Lan-
dey so Frank grabs his camera, steps into a mole-hole,
and did a ground loop camera and all For Walter
Winchell's "key-hole" Domestic Snooping Dep't a well
known Broadway actor was expecting a baby the other night

please don't get us wrong she didn't show up,

for she was keeping a date with another mugg

TIMELY TOPICS
A DigesC of

Cut rent Opinions

t>
Double Feature

and Percentage

'TpHE organizations and exhibi-

tors who are fighting the

double-feature menace are hold-

ing their own. At the present

time, it may be said that the

drive against the twin-bill idea is

gradually putting the advocates

of the two-for-one plan to rout.

Regardless, the double-feature

idea remains a constant threat.

Observing exhibitors, torn be-

tween some decision for or

against the plan, want an answer

to this question. Exhibitors who
play percentage had better be

wary if double features win out.

Producers, in the new contracts,

are demanding full guarantee on

all pictures. Therefore, a twin

feature means double rental.

There should be some assurance

that the exhibitor will be pro-

tected if resort to the twin-pic-

ture policy is necessary. This

issue should be remembered
when the contracts are signed

for next year's product. It is

far better to be cautious than

hopeful. Chicago exhibitors are

now suffering from the double-

feature evil. They have no choice

in pictures played. The result

is bound to be disadvantageous.

—Jay Emanuel

« « « » » N^

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-

bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

July 4-5

George Cohan
Gertrude Lawrence
Mary Patricia Alicoate

Mrs. Thomas Meighan
Harvey Thew
Peter Vischer
Tom White
Edward Savin

Dell Henderson
Joseph C. Shea
Sunshine Hart
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HOLLYWOOD ACTIVITIES
.. J^ ^L. Latest Production News Received By Wire From The West Coast j^ .. ..

THREE FEATURES RNISHED

AT RADIO PICTURES STUDIO

Three new Radio pictures have

just received finishing touches. They
are "Kisses by Command," co-fea-

turing Genevieve Tobin, Betty Comp-
son and Ivan Lebedeff under the di-

rection of Richard Boleslavsky;

"Fanny Foley Herself," starring

EdnaMay Oliver, with Hobart Bos-

worth, Helen Chandler, John Dar-

row and Rochelle Hudson, directed

by Melville Brown, and "The Sphinx
Has Spoken," featuring Adolphe
Menjou, Lily Damita and Erich von
Stroheim under the direction of Vic-

tor Schertzinger.
Title of the new Wheeler-Woolsey

comedy formerly known as "Full of

Notions" and "Soda Poppers" is now
called "Caught Plastered."

The title of Radio Pictures' "The
Million Dollar Swindle," starring

Richard Dix, has been permanently
changed to "The Public Defender."
It was directed by J. Walter Ruben,
with a supporting cast composed of

Shirley Grey, Purnell Pratt, Edmund
Breese and others.

Judels With Educational

Charles Judels, noted comedian
and director, has been signed for the

heavy role in the new Educational-

Ideal comedy featuring Tom Patri-

cola, and which William Goodrich is

directing.

A/eiv LoivRates
in

HOLLYWOOD

Righc ia the bean of

Hollywood—witb
interesting places to

go—people to see

lfll'3^1 and things to do.

Vriteftr BcMct Vsutim Bmmim

ROoseveLT
ROBERT j. McCABE, Manacdi

HOLiyWOOD. CALIFORNIA

Unusual Weather Creates New Job
A new job, created by California's recent unusual' weather is that of 'cloud

lookout.' The holder of such a berth is an expert at gauging the direction and

speed of clouds and the time that the sun will shine between them. Paramount

used one of these scouts in making "The Secret Call."

Film Colony Players
Form Jesters' Club

Formation of tlie Jesters' Club was
(Umounced following a meeting at the

nonie of Joan Marsh, M-G-Ai fea-

tured player. The purpose o-f the

..rgaUiZation is largely social, but it

wiU devote n)uch attention to drama-
tics, welfare and sports.

Officers and board of directors in-

clude: Leonard Smith, founder, Hu-
ijert X'oight, Lew Cody, Chick
\\ oods, Beth Chandler, Janet Chand-
ler, Roger Marchetti, George Darius,

.Ann leaman, Martha Sleeper, War-
ner Hunt, Douglas Hodges, Joan
Aiarsh, Marcella Morin, Josephine
Dunn, Hal Howe, i'aul \'an Xoy
and Hal Le Seur.

i he membership also includes Ed-
die Quillan, Arthur Lake, David
Aianners, Dick Cromwell, Phillips

Holmes, Ralf Harolde, John Quillan,

Royal Sylva, Lew Ayres and Harry
Myer.

University Group Starts

Athletic Shorts for U
Dr. Walter A. Meanwell, noted

basketball coach of the University of

Wisconsin, arrived the past week
with his 1931 squad to make a se-

ries of short subjects for Universal.
Samuel Freedman has written and
will supervise the pictures.

Masquers Making Another

The Masquers' Club is making
"The Grand Junction Hotel," another
all-star comedy, at the RKO Pathe
studios. William Beaudine is direct-

.ng from Ralph Cedar's adaptation of

an original story by Lew Lipton, su-

pervisor of comedy production.
Edward Everett Horton, Patsy

Kuth Miller, Frank McHugh, Lionel
Belmore, Bobbie Vernon, Lucien
Littlefield, Chester Conklin, Jimmy
t'inlayson, Maurice Black, Tyler
Brooks, George Chandler, Hank
.Vlann, Tom Dugan, Richard Carle,

Tom Wilson, Harry Gribbon and
.Vlax Davidson lead the cast.

Joe E. Brown Unit in Nebraska

Notwithstanding the painful injury
to a tendon received a few days ago
at the Los Angeles Coliseum, Joe E.
Brown went to Lincoln, Neb., where
the First National unit on "Local
Boy Makes Good" will make track
sequences at the National Amateur
.\thletic Union meet, Friday and Sat-
urday.

21 Writers Assigned
On Radio Pictures Lot

In preparation for a big produc-
tion schedule in the near future, the
Radio Pictures studio is doubling its

story activities. Betty Roberts, in

charge of scenarists, has assigned 21
contract writers to various scripts as
well as hastening the work on spe-
cials. Louis Stevens is preparing
"The Bird of Paradise" and "Mar-
cheta"; Gerrit J. Lloyd is adapting
and dialoguing "Secret Service" for
Richard Dix; Wallace Smith is com-
pleting "The Dove," with Howard
Estabrook putting the finishing
touches to "Are These Our Chil-
dren?" and "Frontier." Agnes Chris-
tine Johnston has been assigned to
dramatize her play, "Rich Men's
Wives," while John Howard Lawson
is completing his original story,
"Daughter of Joy." The rest of the
writing staff is at work on originafs
or on stories purchased for 1932 re-
lease.

Tay Garnett Buys Yacht
Tay Garnett celebrated the com-

pletion of "Mad Marriage," the big-

.rest production of his career, with the
purchase of a new sixty-foot cruising
\acht that he plans to use on ex-
tended ocean voyages.

Lois Moran Opposite Gilbert
Lois Moran will play the feminine

lead opposite John Gilbert in "West
of Broadway. Gene Markev adapt-
ed it.

MACK SENNEH WINDING UP

With 24 of his 26 two-reel com-
edies completed. Mack Sennett is

winding up production on his cur-

rent season's program. "The Albany
Branch," featuring Tom Dugan and
Pert Kelton, and "The Fainting

Lover," with Andy Clyde, Vernor
Dent, Wade Boteler and Addie Mc-
Phail, have just been completed, anci

the two final comedies, as yet unj

titled, are now in the last stages o!i

production. '

The Sennett Studios will continufi

to operate without interruption, wor'
having already been started on sev

eral subjects for the new season

Sennett's 1931-32 schedule, includinj

26 two-reelers and 18 one-reelers, i'

the heaviest the comedy produce;

has ever had.

PROSPERITY
AHEAD ;

For Thousands of Exhibitors through!

out the world with

SCAREHEADS:
RICHARD

TALMADGE'S
Thrilling newspaper story Zoomi.^i

with nerve chilling action—Thrills-:

Melodrama.

A BOXOFFICE BONANZA

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
Hollf/wootl's most convenient hotel. .

for your stay in Southern California

RUG HT in the center of everything to see and do .

.

next door to Famous studios, theatres, cafes, and
shops . . near golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement places.

The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unex-
celled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
makes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enjoy the company of interesting and famous people.

European plan. $3.00 and up, single. $4.00 and up,
double. S5.00 and up, twin beds. Special low weekly
and monthly rates.

Remember the Plaza for an unforgettable stay in
Hollywood. Write for free folder.

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL ... HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

•11
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
|/^AREY WILSON, scenarist, has

^ completed his treatment of Radio
'

Pictures' "Home Town Laughter,"

i which WiUiam Seiter will direct. It

features Ricardo Cortez and Pandro

iBerman will supervise.
I * *

"What's in a name," the Marcal

.theater, Hollywood, played "Bachelor

'Apartments," "God's Gift to Wo-

.men."
i

^ * *

I Groucho Marx garnered many
flaughs when he "kidded" Mayor Por-

ter at the Fanchon and Marco stu-

dio dedication dinner. Mayor Porter

declared he noted the absence of

shows near Paris, and Groucho

Jumped to his feet and said the May-
or had not visited the right parts of

Paris. Groucho also "threatened" to

run for mayor.
* * *

Our Passing Show: Joseph Schnit-

zer, Samuel Goldwyn, Gene Markey,

Robert Milton, Edmund Lowe, Irv-

ing Asher, Rita Parlo, Sylvia Sidney,

Ian Keith at the opening of "The
Vinegar Tree"; Max Shagrin fast be-

;oniing known as the "Beau Brum-
nel" of Hollywood boulevard.

* * *

Sidney Toler, actor and playwright,

!s keeping busy, to say the least. As
i;oon as he finished work in "Strict-

,

'ly Dishonorable," at Universal, he
'

vill play in "Sky Devils," for Caddo. I

* * *
j

Harold Schwartz will direct the
,

iourth Rosea Ates comedy f'or Ra-
tio Pictures, Schwartz is collaborat-

\

ng with Thomas Lennon on a story,

vhich will present the stammering
omedian in double roles. The pic-

iire is titled "The Giippy Twins"
hnd will be produced and supervised

i'3/ Louis Brock.
'. * * *

I
Here and There: Harold B. Frank-

lin, Adolph Ramish, Sol Lesser, Os-
ar Oldknow, Howard Sheehan, M.
\. Silver, Eddie Cantor, Rosco Ates,
Villiam Perlberg, Arthur Sheekman,
am W. B. Cohn, Harry Rosenthal,
'ictor Shapiro, Gabe York, George
idney, Charles Murray at the Fan-
Ion and Marco studio dedication
inner; members of the Jesters' ClOb
leeting at the home of Ralf Harolde.

+ * *

Earle Hampton, veteran press agent,
) writing the material for the
Knights of the Road" series, which
5 being broadcast over seven Cali-
(ornia stations and one station in

[lawaii. James Gleason and Robert
iVrmstrong appear in the series.

Eastern stations are also showing
luch interest in the series.

ARTHUR LANGE
ERNEST KLAPHOLZ

Musical Directors

RKO PATHE
Current Release "Sweepstakes"
A Chas. R. Rogers Production

Harry Joe Brown, Associate Producer

Famous last words — "Sorry, I

never heard of him."
* * t

The Hollywood cry of "I'm be-

tween pictures" should be changed to

"I'm between settlements."
* * *

Edward H. Griffith brought an
innovation to picture premieres
when he introduced his scenarist, art

director and cameraman at the open-

ing of "Rebound." Horace Jackson
wrote the scenario, while Carroll

Clark did the art work on the pic-

ture. Norbert Brodin was the cam-

Louis Gasnier, veteran director, is

completing work on "Silence," for

Paramount. He co-directed "The
Lawyer's Secret."

* * *

Allen Rivkin believes that even the

California elements are out of "sync,"

because the t'other day he saw light-

.-ling, but heard no thunder.

* + *

All roads from Hollywood will lead

to Wrigley field July 13 when Tony
Canzoneri and Cecil Payne, a Holly-

wood favorite, clash in a champion-
ship fight. Tom Gallery, husband of

ZaSu Pitts, and a former actor, jep-
csents the Hollywood American
Legion, Post 43, which is promoting
the fight. B. P. Schulberg, William
Wellman, Mervyn LeRoy, Alan Hale,

Jack Oakie, Regis Toomey, J. Waltei
Ruben, Melville Brown, Dave Ep-
stein, Eddie Montaigne, Richard
Wallace and Walter Lundin, fight

regulars, will be among the numerous
members of the film colony at the

ringside.
* * *

C. Henry Gordon, who is playing

in "Scarface," remembers a banquet,

which he attended in Sydney, Aus-
tralia, while touring in "Tiger Rose."

The banquet was given by working
girls who were enthusiastic theater-

goers.
* * *

Walter DeLeon is about as busy as

the Hollywood chap who writes the

firing notices. DeLeon, who is un-

der contract to Warner-First Na-
tional, has written a Joe E. Brown,
Daniels, Mackaill and a kid star story

in a period of four months. Last

winter, he wrote "Big Money,"
"Lonely Wives," "Night Work" and

"The Big Gamble" for Pathe. He also

wrote the screen version of "Meet
he Wife" and a handfull of smaller

comedies.
* * *

More Passing Show: Mauri Grashin,

Lloyd A. French. Joseph A. Fields

and James Seymour playing tennis

at the Beverly Hills hotel courts;

Henry Ginsburg viewing the sights

on Hollywood Boulevard; Ben Grau-

man Kohn playing tennis on the Isle

Royale court.

EASTERN STUDIO ACTIVITIES
By HARRY N. BLAIR

AN extra force of make-up men
were required for the cast of

"Bullmania," a Paramount short fea-

turing Billy House, most of which
was made on the back lot during the
intense heat of Tuesday and Wed-
nesday. House is supported by
Dewey Robinson and a cast of 100,
not to mention a real live bull. Au-
brey Scotto directed, with Harold
Fingerlin acting as monitor man.

Famous Phils: Phil Cohan, Phil
Priestley, Phil Scheib, Phil Kandel
and Phil M. Daly.

The classic one-armed paperhang-
er with the hives has nothing on
Max Manne of the Paramount New
York studio. Besides synchronizing
features and shorts, Manne creates
cartoon ideas and synthetic effects.

He has just completed supervising
the synchronization of "Secrets of a
Secretary."

Simple Simon Comedies are now
preparing the story for the third of
their series of two-reelers starring
Louis Simon. Production is expected
to get under way next week.

An important gathering of musi-
cians attended the rehearsal of
George Gershwin's "Second Rhap-
sody," which will be a feature of the
Fox production, "Delicious," in

which Janet Gaynor will be starred.
The reading was given under the
auspices of National Broadcasting
Co., with Bill Daly conducting. The
consensus of opinion is that this

composition is even better than
Gershwin's famous "Rhapsodv in

Blue."

"Lucky Thirteenth," first of the
new Vitaphone "Girl Friends" series,

will be the first short to go into pro-
duction when activities are resumed
at the Flatbush plant on July 27.

Thelma White and Fanny Watson
will be featured. Following this, th'e

first of the S. S. Van Dine detective
series will be made.

While Vladimir Dukelsky awaits
news from abroad regarding his sec-

ond symphony, to be played at the
London and Oxford Festival of Con-
temporary Music, the last week in

July, Vernon Duke is preparing the

score to Tom Weatherly's "The Gay
Divorcee," for which Ed. Elesque
has written the lyrics. Needless to

say, Dukelsky and Duke are one and
the same. Under the latter name, he
has contributed compositions to

numerous Paramount features made
here.

Sam Sax definitely denies that fea-

ture production is contemplated at

the Warner Vitaphone studio, setting

aside all rumors to that effect.

"A Put Up Job," the first of the

Karl Dane-George K. Arthur series

of shorts, will get under way at the
Paramount New York studio next
week, with Marjorie Beebe as lead-

ing lady. Al Ray will direct.

Unique Cosmos Films are in the
midst of filming a short subject se-

ries featuring Bud Pollard. The
first is based on "Alice in Wonder-
land." Others will be of a similar
fantastic nature. The Metropolitan
studios in Fort Lee are being used.

Margaret Adams, appearing in

"My Sin" for Paramount, is a grad-
uate of the Rochester Academy,
where she studied music under Eu-
gene Goossens. Miss Adams appear-
ed in several shorts made by Uni-
versal in Hollywood, following which
she played the lead in the West
Coast production of "Death Takes a

Holiday." Returning to New York,
rhe was signed by the Shuberts for

an important role in "Three Little

Girls," after which she understudied
the lead in "Meet My Sister." Para-
mount expects big things of her.

Walter Percival was elected presi-

dent of the Scenic Artists' Ass'n;
Wat Williams, vice president; Philip
Graziano, recording secretary; How-
ard Whisler, financial secretary;
George Everett, treasurer and
Woodman Thompson and J. W. Wil-
liams, trustees. Fred Marshall was
chosen to act as business manager
and Charles Lessing, John Toner
and V/alter Percival will be dele-

gates to the next conference.

Paramount Notes: John Green,
Jean Kandell and Henry K. Dunn
among the ushers at wedding of
Casey Robinson and Audrey Dale, on
Tuesday . . . Ben Schwalb, formerly
of New York studio, the father of a
bouncing baby girl . . . Tallulah
Bankhead at lunch, with the inevit-
able bowl of ripe olives.

D. W. Griffith lets it be known
that he is more enthusiastic about
the possibilities of Edna Hagar
seven-year-old child actress, than any
other discovery he has made in his
long career. This is a pretty strong
statement considering that D. W. is

responsible for such names as Mary
Pickford, Lillian and Dorothy Gish.
Richard Barthelmess, Neil Hamilton
and many others.

Warner Vitaphone will release a
series of 13 one-reel "World Wide
Travel Talks," by Edward M. New-
man, noted lecturer, on program for
the coming season. Newman spent
six months in foreign lands with
complete equipment, gathering ma-
terial for the series. His voice, de-
scribing each scene, will be heard
from the screen.

FOR

GREAT FOOT BALL STORIES
go to

VIOLA IRENE COOPER
9 E. S9th St., New York City

Vo. S-SS43
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Wide Pictures From 35MM. Film

Successfully Shown in London

London — The "Fulvue" device,

which shows wider pictures without
necessitating the adoption of more
than standard size fihn, has been
successfully demonstrated here.

The chief merit of the device, it is

said, is that it enables the spectator

to witness in detail scenes on a scale

that ordinarily would have to be

"long shots."

The standard width of the Fulvue
p'.cture is one and two-thirds more
than that of the size in common use,

but it is said that where it may be
physically impracticable for a thea-

ter to increase its picture to this ex-

tent, the Fulvue apparatus is readily

modifiable to give exactly the ex-
tended size which the theater can
accommodate.

It is also said that the new device
can be fitted to any existing stand-
ard apparatus without interference
with the projectors' ordinary use.

Good Results Reported

With Super-Lite Lens
Rochester, N. Y.—Super-Lite pro-

jection lens, a product of the Projec-
tion Optics Co., Inc., of this city, is

reported to be giving good results.

The construction of the lens, which
is adaptable to any projector, is said

to deviate radically from all types
heretofore known and is guaranteed
to increase the illumination and great-
ly reduce electricity expense on pro-
jection. The very long over-all-length
permits the rear lens to come as close
as possible to the gate and therefore
gather all the light rays, the company
claims.

New Safety Device
A new all automatic projection

machine fire protective apparatus has
been developed by the Film Fire Cut-
Out Co. of New York.

Sign Value

Directional signs are a necessity

to any theater. Those best for gen-

eral usage are signs that tell their

story clearly and at the same time

are neat in appearance. Three im-

portant factors are required in a suc-

cessful theater sign: (1) attraction

power, (2) power to make itself

understood, i. e., easily read, and

(3) power to get over its message

to those whose attention is desired,

i. e., selling power.

RAPID OSCILLOGRAPH AIDS

IN ACOUSTICAL ACTIVITIES

The rapid record oscillograph re-

rently developed by the Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories, and now in use
by the Acoustic Consulting Depart-
ment of Electrical Research Products
n its acoustic work, fulfills many re-

.uirements in the form of a per-

manent photographic image of any
sound picked up by the associated

microphone. Pure tone or complex
frequency' from 30 to 6000 cycles is

.ecorded on a graduated strip of pa-

per, 35 mm in width, the coordinates

of which indicate directly the fre-

uency, pressure and duration.

In the study of sound, the rapid

. cillograph has proven extremely
scful, the company declares. It has

implified the scientific analysis of in-

?rference phenomena and distribu-

ion of sound energy because of the

'.bility to record simultaneously the

nitiai sound at its source and the re-

ultant sound energy received at

videly separated locations in the audi-

orium. It thus becomes an instru-

nent with which the acoustical en-

-ineer may qualitatively inspect re-

verberat'on characteristics while rely-

:ig on the reverberation meter for a

:omplete and detailed study.

Absence of distortion and extreme
hnplicity of operation have developed
Ireful applications of the rapid oscil-

ograph in many fields. For investi-

at'on of sound recording and repro-

ducing equipment, amplifier and tube

'^aracteristics and in all research

where oscillograms of audio frequency

e desired, it has proven most useful

Pyroloid Offering New Giveaway

Athol, Mass. — Gold decorated

quartz dresserware has been brought

out by the Pyroloid Sales Co. and is

reported by exhibitors as meeting

with success among lady patrons in

building up theater patronage. Plans

for building box office sales with this

new giveaway are given out by the

company.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 M.M. SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Franklin, N. H.—Work is to be
started at once on the theater to be
constructed here by a company head-
ed by Samuel Kurson of Bangor, Me.

Alameda, Cal.—With final arrange-
ments concluded for the issuing of
a building permit, the Alameda
Amusement Co. announces immediate
construction of its half-million-dollar
theater building. The new house is

expected to be completed and ready
for opening in four months.

Gloucester, Mass. — Publix is un-
derstood to be considering the erec-

tion of a theater here in the near
future.

Finkelstein Circuit

Adopts Ultraphone
Minneapolis — Ultraphone Sound

jquipmynt has been installed in houses
of the Finkelstein theater circuit of

Iowa and Nebraska. According to an
announcement made by Ted Krantz,
manager of Ultraphone Sound Sys-
tems, Inc., of this city, additional in-

stallations for other theaters of the
circuit will be made. The circuit is

owned and operated by H. D. and
Dan Finkelstein.

Bel-Sun-Lite Flood Projector

Chicago—A small flood light pro-
ector, adaptable to many uses around
the theater, using a ZOO-watt PS-30
lamp, and having corrugated alum-
inum reflector that is said to give
even distribution of light over wide
area, is being marketed by the Belson
Manufacturing Co. It is furnished
complete with six colored gelatin

screens and frame to fit retaining
ring.

NATIONAL STUDIOS OLFER

NOVEL LOBBY DISPLAY

Hand colored photographic enlarge-
ments for lobbies are being offered
by the National Studios, Inc., of
New York. The attractive displays^
are created to fit any size panel or;

frame at the theater.

When an exhibitor plays a picture
featuring any of these stars, the coU
orful enlargement is placed in a
more prominent location in the front
lobby, so that it furnishes a direct
tie-up with the picture.

j

Boom in Foreign Orders ,

Reported by Photophone
\&n Ness Philip, manager of the;

foreign department of RCA Photo-
phone, announces that orders had
been received from the Madan Circuii'

in Calcutta, India, for 25 complett
units of sound reproducing e(|uip-

ment to be installed in the company's'
theaters.

]

Photophone's foreign business gen-
erally is booming, according tc'

Philip. One hundred and twenty-foui;
unfilled orders for sound apparatUil
were on the books in the New YorV
office as of June 26, he says.

Nat'l Adds Wholesale Dept.
j

Cleveland—National Theater Sup-j

ply has added a wholesale depart-

ment to its local activities. This dc'i

partment will be under the managCii
nient of R. F. Walters. Ray Cud
more continues as manager of the re

tail department.

An entirely new line of theate'j

lighting fixtures manufactured eXl'

pressly for the theater by the Vo:gh|
Co. of Philadelphia has been take^

over for distribution and is now q%
display in branches of the Nationa|

Theater Supply. '>

PLUG CONNECTORS
LONG lasting and most serviceable—Kliegl pin-

plug connectors and portable plugging boxes, the

best and most economical to use for quickly and con-
veniently connecting stage lamps and other electrical

appliances. Any size or arrangement desired, for 5 to

100 ampere circiiits. Also other stage lighting spe-

cialeies, spotlights, scenic effects, supplies, etc.

KLIEGL BROS
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.. Inc.

321 West 50th Street ' New York, n. v.

C>^ a/so
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bright and Cheerful Theaters

^ow More Important Than Ever

I

(Excerpt from an article in the

astern edition of Fox's "The Last

7ord.")
' Don't let your house reflect gloom.
eep it bright and cheerful in ap-

arance.
Make it the kind of a place that

bople will want to go to because

\i atmosphere helps them forget

^eir troubles.

Keep up its cleanliness.

Keep it well lighted.

Keep your marquee brilliant.

Keep your brass polished and your
lirrors cleaned.

Keep the uniforms on j-our door-

,en and ushers groomed and snappy.
jThere are other things in this con-

ation that indirectly might foster

i air of deadness. Many houses,

feek in and week out, front their

itrons with the same style heralds;

it same type screen trailers, and
je same style of lobby displays.

'Don't let them become stereo-

tped, monotonous and uninteresting,

'iiich they may become after a long

ijriod of use.

^Cheerful surroundings and atmos-
lere is not incidental to but vitally

I'cessary to the main purpose that

jj theater serves.

Remember that motion picture

I.iy houses arq the only institutions

i' this land which give flattering

frvice to those who are not wealthy.
irhe lights, the carpets, the drapes,

tp upholstery of the theater and the

plite attitude of the employes which
6^ be bought in the motion picture

Huses for 25 cents and 75 cents rep-

r);ents the only taste of luxury that

rllions of the people in this coun-

ts ever get.

Ve must keep up the air of lux-

, the brilliance, the brightness, the

fjndliness and the staff service or
v« shall not get back what is coming
tijus when conditions improve.

i
Flarity Representing Coulter

Pittsburgh—Harry Flarity is now
lial representative for C. A. Coulter,
I;:., distributors of drapes, china,

d sser and silverware for gift nights,

Fi.rity has his merchandise displayed
a the American Poster Display Co.

New Speed Camera
A photographic rate of 10,000

Frames a second is claimed for a
new device Invented by Messrs.
Huguenard, joint director of the
Ecole des Hautes Etudes de France,
'ind A. Magnon, professor of the
Institute de France.

Pointers and Sussestions

T_rA\'E you checked over your

cleaning equipment lately to see

that it is in good condition and doing

the work that it should do? Your
vacuum cleaner is an essential of

modern picture theater equipment.

More than that, it is a vast economy
to the showman inasmuch as it

lengthens the life of seat fabrics,

draperies and furnishings by protect-

ing them from the ravages of germ-

laden dust. Your cleaner may be

running but probably has lost some
of its suction and is in need of serv-

cing. Do not wait until this equip-

ment stops working. Have it serviced

often. It plays an important part in

the upkeep of your theater.

* * *

A dull dark picture projected on

the screen cannot always he blamed
on the condition of the film. More
likely than not, the screen requires

attention. Unless screens are in-

spected regularly, dust will accumu-
late, and not only will the picture be

hazy, but the soujid will he tnuffled.

Check up 071 your screen today and
see that it is in good conditioy}.

Man\' theaters owners during the

summer months alter, reequip and re-

construct their theaters. There is no
question that the reconstruction of

theaters will in the majority of cases

prove amply justified by the increase

in box office receipts. In other case;

more vital to the survival of the en-

terprise a reconstruction will usually

result in the restoration of the full

upport of the falling patronage. In

this as in other constructive work
economic considerations will general-

ly dominate the whole policy, but
having regard for the fact that those

responsible for theater reorganization

must plan for the future—if they are

to keep in the line of development

—

1 bold and vigorous policy should be
adopted. Half measures in the re-

equipping, alteration, reconstruction
or reorganization usually result in

wasteful expenditure and will not
produce the desired effect upon the
box-office receipts.

ALTERATIONS

Kingston, N. Y.—Joseph Stephano,
has taken a lease on the long vacant
Auditorium, which is being remodeled.
Installation of sound equipment also

will be made.

Massena, N. Y.—Complete renova-
tion of the entire theater, changing
it into a Spanish type house is under
way at the Strand here. The house
is operated by the Schine circuit and
managed by Abe Cohen.

Toledo, O. — Jack O'Connell is

equipping the new Avalon, which he
ecently purchased and rebuilt, with

1 National blower cooling system.

Akron, O.—General improvements
md the installation of new equipment
are being made at the Colonial here.

Wichita, Kan.—Installation of new
booth equipment and general im-
provements are in progress at the

Fox theater of this citv.

Excelsior .Springs. Mo.— A new
marquee is being built together with
complete reconditioning, at the

Bevers here.

McCall, Idaho— Many improve-
ments on both interior and exterior

are planned at the Page's Electric,

recently acquired by C. M. Plyler.

Winston-Salem, S. C.—The Re^c,

colored house, has been closed for

the summer months. It will be re-

paired and remodeled.

Flora, 111.—The Orpheum and Ca-
sino, recently taken over by the

Spaulding Brothers of Taylorv!lle,

operators of theaters in Effingham
md Litchfield, are to be closed down
"or extensive repairs and alterations

JUST
AROUXD
THE

CORXER
from every American

theatre

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY
Brandies iii all Principal Cities

MINIATURE THEATER USED

AS AID IN REDECORATION

Dallas—W. B. King, president of
the King Studios of this city, has
constructed a miniature model of a
modern theater which he takes about
the country with him to demonstrate
to exhibitors the importance of re-
working their theaters into beautiful
showhouses, and to stress the tragedy
of showing pictures in dingy, unat-
tractive houses.
The purpose of the miniature. King

explains, is to set the model in any
showman's theater and to demon-
strate to him the most economical
way of remodeling and decoration.
The Harwood Street offices of the

King Studios have been moved into
the Elm Street factory building,
where special displays have been ar-
ranged for the advantage of the the-
ater owner.

W. E. in East Indies
Sydney — The Western Electric

Co. (Australia) has now taken over
the control of W. E.'s interests in
the Dutch East Indies and the Straits
Settlements territories. J. H. Barker,
managing director of the W. E. Aus-
tralian company, is in charge of the
newly acquired districts.

Matinee Club Buttons

Philadelphia—Membership buttons
for kiddies' matinee clubs, under
plans worked out by theaters for in-

creasing juvenile patronage, are being
offered by the Philadelphia Badge
Co.

Settings

340 W. 4
1 si Si

KlWWilil
York Gly

DON*T
wait until an inspector comes around

to tell you to fix your chairs.

REPAIR YOUR CHAIRS NOWl
MAKE YOUR SQUAB SEATS

SPRING SEATS
Repairing — Reseating — UphoUtering

Estimates cheerfully given

Allied Seating Company
GRamercy

S-5833

303 4th Avenue
New York City at 23rd St.
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

[merest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

\By GEORGE REDDY'.

CUBAN riLM SITUATION

MEETING SEVERE TEST

Havana—With the economic situa-

tion existing at present the film-dis-

tribution trade in Cuba is undergoing

a severe test, more than 80 moving-
picture theaters having been forced

to close during the last few months,
it is stated in a report b}' U. S.

Consul General F. T. F. Dumont to

the Department of Commerce in

Washington. Although the popula-

tion of Cuba is approximately 3,600,-

000, only IJ/2 per cent of this num-
ber can be counted as comprising

the theater-going public.

Spanish dialogue pictures are more
in demand than any other produc-

tions and a steady, although limited,

demand exists for these when the-

aters have not contracted for their

year's supply. Several of the large

theaters in Havana are under Amer-
ican management, and according to

their agreements must use pictures

produced by certain American com-
panies.

Talking films are not produced
locally, but a few silent films have

been made and some news reels.

A steady decline in box-office re-

ceipts has created a critical situation

between the exhibitors and the film

distributors, both having local or-

ganizations. The large film dis-

tributors in Havana w_ho are branches

of American moving-picture com-
panies, have attempted to make terms

as favorable as possible for the the-

ater proprietors, but in spite of these

efforts many large theaters are

operated now at a loss.

More than 95 per cent of the im-

ports of moving-picture films come
frorn the United States. During the

present year these have been mostly

dialogue or synchronized pictures. A
few foreign productions are shown.

Building New A-B Studio

Prague-—Work is progressing on
the new studio for A-B at Barran-

dow, near Prague. Tobis-Klangfilm

recording equipment will be used in

the studio which will be completed

late this year.

New Klangfilm Chairman
Berlin—Dr. Emil Mayer, former

representative member of the board

of directors of the A E.G., and dele-

gate of Klangfilm, has entered the

management of Klangfilm, and will

act as chairman. Simultaneously

Dr. Mayer is representing the Tele-

funken Co. for wireless telegraphy,

so that the consolidation of the elec-

tric and acoustic business within the

Telefunken Co. will equally affect

Klangfilm.

First Ufa Films in Color
Berlin—First productions to be made in color by Ufa will be a series of so-

called "kultur" short subjects which are to be filmed in the Hamburg or Berlin

zoos by the Waschneck process.

E IN CAPITAL

PLANNED BY HAIK FIRM

Paris — Establissements Jacques
Haik, S. A., enterprising French
company, is reported to be issuing

a new series of shares so as to bring
its capital to 20,000,000 francs. The
concern was incorporated as a joint

stock company with 3,000,000 francs

capital in July, 1924, this capital be-
ine increased to 7,000,000 francs at

the end of 1929, and to 15,000,000
francs at the end of 1930. Now
50,000 shares of 100 francs nominal
value each are to be issued.

Accounts of the company are stated

to indicate satisfactory profits 576,-

000 francs for 1928-29 (on a capital

of 3,000,000 francs) and 2,136,000

francs for 1929-30 (on a capital of

7,000,000 francs).

With a capital of 15,000,000 francs

the balance sheet mentions assets to

the extent of 33,000,000 francs for

theater and studio property. There
is also an item of 8,000,000 francs
for films.

SWEDEN CAN'T AMORTIZE

NATIVEJ1ADE TALKERS

Stockholm—Difficulties confronting
the production of talking pictures in

Sweden are cited in a report issued
by the Svensk Filmindustri dealing
with its past and future film activities.

Among other things, the report
points out that the most important
and difficult problem in Sweden is

the production of "talkies" in the
native tongue. Although there is a
real need of such films, they cannot
be amortized in the country, and this

is the reason why domestic "talkie"
production is practically non-existent.
The only solution, in the opinion of
the Svensk Filmindustri, is a joint pro-
duction policy with German, French,
or English companies. Thus two films,

produced jointly with the Estab-
lissements Jacques Haik (French)
have just been completed, while a
th rd is planned for the near future.
All of these were turned out in

Stockholm in both French and
Swedish versions. Besides, a film
operetta is to be produced in Ger-
man, French and Swedish.

FRENCH FOREIGN TRADE
UNDERGOING CHANGES

Paris— There was a considerable
change in the French foreign trade
in motion picture films for the first

quarter of 1931 compared with the

:orresponding period in 1930, accord-
ng to a report compiled by U. S.

Trade Commissioner George R.
Canty for the Department of Com-
merce in Washington. It appears
hat gains took place in exports of

Item

Length
Imports

Developed films: Meters
Negative 203.780

Positives 2,371,397

Raw stock:

Negatives 1,181,783

Positives 6,706,403

Exports
Developed film:

Negatives 401,919

Positives 2,166,123

Raw stock:

Negatives 268,348

Positives 572,344

developed positives (prints), imports
of positive raw stock, and imports of

negative raw stock, while losses oc-

curred in imports of developed nega-

tives, imports of developed positives,

exports of developed negatives, ex-

ports of negative raw stock, and ex-

ports of positive raw stock. The
following table shows the trend:

1930
\'alue

1931

Length Value

Francs Meters Francs
2,224.000 199,032 2,298,000

11,132,000 1,907,877 8,041,000

1.445,000

4,401,000

2,275,359

9,147,589

2,446,000

8,429,000

795,000

5,323.000

246,090
3,099,919

779,000

7,251,000

426,000

1,057,000

242,570
112,935

392,000

127,000

CHINA IS ALL KEYED UP

OVER TALKER PRODUCll

Shanghai — With equipment no
on the way from the U. S. for t;

launching of talker production 1

China, both film and governmet
circles are considerably keyed >

over the development. The moves
expected to have a very stimulatij
effect on movie theater business 1

China, which is still very thiu
covered with film houses.
Co ncident with the prospects t

Chinese talker production in tis

country, there has been an impels
in negotiations for the wiring f

theaters.

First talking picture installatili

made in the Far East was at it

Embassy here. Backers of the v(-

ture were the Hertzberg-Peacock E-

terpnses of New York, with offi 5

here, and the work was supervisl

by J. P. Koehler, who also direcl)

the first sound show at the Embas/
on Feb. 6, 1929. The opening p-

ture was "Captain Swagger," wi
synchronous sound and music effes

only. This was followed by t

)

Pathe News issues with sound al

talking. "Annapolis" was she 1

Feb. 17, 1929, and the first actl
talker, "Show Folks," was presen'l

Feb. 23, 1929. At that time, acco-
ing to Koehler, there were no otlr

talking picture installations anywhe
in the Far East.

Photophone Recording Urt
Shipped to Gainsborouji
RCA Photophone is shipping >e

of its Standard News Reel recordjg

units to the Gainsborough Pictuis

studios in London and its first asst-
ment will be with the Rex Ing,.ii

unit for the recording of exteriorJn
Africa which are to be included ija

super-production now being m.,«

under Ingram's direction. '

Bentley To Direct
London—Thomas Bentley will;-

rect "Hobson's Choice" for Brfch

International.

British Cartoon Series

London—First of a series of fairy

tale cartoons have just been trade

shown by British Lion, entitled "Din-

kie Doodle' cartoons, they are sto-

ries of an ingenious youngster ir

the form of an enterprising comed]

cartoon kid. The cartoons strike 1

new angle, and are built up witi

new ideas, new treatment and origi

nal trick photography. They are i

combination of cartoon work witI

straight photography.
j
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8 FEATURESJ8 SHORTS

ON T. P. EPICS

(Continued from Pac/e 1)

lese being "Monsters of the Deep,"

Hell Below Zero" and Marlene Diet-

ch in "I Kiss Your Little Hand
fadanie."

ll

Frank D. Ormston will contribute

I
series of foreign character studios

!) the group of 88 shorts, which also

ill include the Great American Cit-

's' series produced by Phil Brown,
I Latin American travel series with

lialogue by Lowell Thomas, a Far

'ast travel series, more zoological

ibjects by Dr. Raymond L. Ditmars,

le Wanderlust Series of travel sub-

cts, six Pacific Northwest subjects

/ Ward Lascelle, 26 Intimate Inter-

ews with screen stars, and a re-

,val of the "Snooky" monkey com-

iies.

New Incorporations

j

NEW YORK CHARTERS
I Claudia Film Co., motion picture films;

. J. Block, 1476 Broadway, New York.
^ !,000.

I (Peerless Productions, motion pictures; Such-

i

lui & Samuels, 545 Fifth Ave., New York.

:0 shares of common.

iBeacon Development Corp., motion picture
' tms; Newgass, Neyfack & Waldheim, 350

t fadison Ave., New York. 200 shares com-

jn.

iEast 92nd Street Amusement Corp., theatri-

'1; Suchman & Samuels, 545 Fifth Ave.,

':w York. 100 shares common.

Kir.gstone Amusement Corp. ; theatrical en-

prises; L, W. Vyner, 11 Broadway, New
jrk. 100 shares common.

NEW JERSEY CHARTERS
jAtlantic Theaters, Inc., Jersey City; Cor-
ration Trust Co., Jersey City. 100 shares
'nimon.

<;. L. Amusement Co., Jersey City; Wil-
Im M. Goldweber, Jersey City. 2,5uO shares
jmmon.

!
DELAWARE CHARTERS

IBrandywine Amusement Co., Wilmington,
'l; Edmund S. Hellings, Wilmington, Del.
ioo.ooo.

iMadcine Theater Corp., Flushing, N. Y.

;

•lited States Corporation Co., Dover, Del.
jO shares common.

j

NAME CHANGES
'Uupont-Pathe Film Manufacturing Corpo-
I'ion to Dupont Film Manufacturing Corpo-
• on, Wilmington, Del.

il.usitania Cinema Corp., New York, to
perior Cinema Corp.

SUNSI-IIN€
IN

THE
DAYS
NEWS

Addressing annual conference of British
cxhibs, Simon Rowson said: "America
bends, but does not break! It accepts
Its misfortunes as things sent by Fate
to try its mettle."

The Broadivay Parade
(Week of July 3)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"The Girl Habit"
"The Black Camel"

Paramount
Fox

. . . .Paramount
. . . . Roxy
. . . Capitol
. . . Strand
. . . Mayfair

. . Cameo
... Beacon

"Laughing Sinners"
"Broad-Minded"

M-G-M.

"Sweepstakes" (2nd week).... . .. RKO Pathe . . .

"The Mystery of Life"
"Salvation Nell"

Universal
TifFany

EXTENDED RUNS

"Smart Money" (3rd week) . .

.

"Newly Rich"
"The Viking" (3rd week)

Paramount. .

J. D. Williams
Rivoli

$2 RUNS

"Smiling Lieutenant" (7th week) . . Paramount
"A Free Soul" (6th week) M-G-M

. . . .Criterion

. . . . Astor

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Zwei Herzen" (39th week) Asso. Cine of Amer
"Die Privatsekretaerin" (3rd week) Capitol Film Ex
"Tankstelle" (3rd week) Ufa
"Fidlovacka" Drklik Martel

Europa
. . . .Belmont

. . . Cosmopolitan
. . .8th St.

. . , Warner"Maciste in Hell" (2nd week) . . . .O. MacTi Excelsior Pic. . .

FUTURE OPENINGS

"Die Lustigen Weiber Von Wien"
(July 9) Capitol Film Ex

"The Miracle Woman" (July 10) . . .Columbia
. . . .Little Carnegie

. . . Mayfair

HARRY REICHENBACH DIES
(Continued j

as press agent for Henry B. Harris,

handling "The Third Degree" and

other shows, and, among other stage

producing organizations, he was at

one time identified with Comstock

& Gest, David Belasco, Florenz Zieg-

feld, Klaw & Erlanger, A. H. Woods
and John Cort. He also became asso-

ciated with Jesse L. Lasky in the

Lasky Play Co. Afterward he formed

a publicity firm with Marc Lachman.
During the World War, Reichen-

bach was engaged in propaganda

work for the United States Govern-

ment and later transferred his activi-

ties to France and Italy. His rank

was major.

Drifting into the motion picture

field, Reichenbach eventually worked
for practically all of the major com-
panies, including Paramount, First

National, Goldwyn, Fox, Universal,

World and Metro. His ingenious ex-

ploitation campaigns excited wide-

spread attention and admiration.

Among the high-powered campaigns

he staged were ones in behalf of
"Dream Street," "The Virgin of Stam-
boul," "Tarzan of the Apes,"
"Triumph," "Manhandled," "Forbid-
den Paradise," "Too Many Kisses,"
"The Alaskan," "North of '36,"

"Peter Pan," "Feet of Clay," "Her
Love Story," "Wanderer of the
Wasteland," "The Connecticut Yan-
kee" (silent); "Over the Hill,"

"Shipwrecked Among the Can-
nibals," "Conflict," "Outside the
Law," "Enlighten Thy Daughter,"
"Foolish Wives" and "The Manx-
man." His last big picture exploita-
tion drive was for Universal on "See
America Thirst."

The Reichenbach advertising cop\-

rom Page 1

)

for "Grass," the Merian C. Cooper-
Ernest Schoedsack picture which had
its premiere at the Criterion, New
York, several years ago, was one of
the most extraordinary and dramatic
pieces of writing in exhibition his-
tory.

Reichenbach was one of the might-
iest of star-makers, both within and
outside the film industry. He pub-
licized President Wilson during the
World War, promoted and publicized
Boca Raton during the Florida realty
boom, and handled such film stars
as Gloria Swanson, Pola Negri,
Douglas Fairbanks, Marguerite
Clark, Clara Kimball Young, Bar-
bara La Marr, RudolpTi Valentino,
Wallace Reid, Thomas Meighan,
Ethel Barrvmore, and Charlie Chap-
lin.

In addition to merchandising pic-
tures, Reichenbach handled a num-
ber of national commercial accounts.
His articles appeared in various na-
tionally-circulated magazines and he
was also author of a book on the art
of press agentry.

Reichenbach had been active in the
affairs of the Motion Picture Club
since its inception. Throughout the
industry and even beyond its confines
he was regarded as one of the most
scintillating and expert of all toast-
masters. In April the Motion Pic-
ture Club gave him a testmionial ban-
quet which was brought to his hos-
pital bedside via the radio.

Last winter Reichenbach spent a
mcmth in Florida \n an effort to re-
gain his health. Besides his widow,
Lucinda, he is survived bv four
brothers, Joseph, Howard, "Walter
and Leon, and two sisters.

Funeral services will be held Mon-
day afternoon at 2 o'clock at Temple
Emanu-El, Fifth Ave. at 65th St.,
The body will lie in state at the
Universal Funeral Parlor, 597 Lex-
ington Ave., until that time.

ARCHIE MAYO SCORES

RUSNINC OE PRODUCTION

(Continued from Page 1)

Mayo will sail back for California
on July 25. Some of his succes.ses
mclude "Illicit," "Doorway to Hell,"
"Gold Diggers of Broadway" and
"Svengali." Before leaving for New
York he completed direction of
"Bought," starring Constance Ben-
nett.

Julius Schmitt To Produce
Prague — Julius Schmitt, United

Artists representative, will produce
wo pictures here. One will show
the life of Karel Havlicek Borovsky,
and the other the life of Bedrich
Smetana, both famous Czecks.

Pioneer Projectionist Honored
St. Paul—James Gilosgy, this city's

first motion picture operator, was
?iven a reception by 30 friends on
the occasion of his 75th birthday.
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"NEWLY RICH
"

with Mitzi Green, Jackie Searl
Paramount Time, 77 mins.

STRONG JUVENILE FEA-
TURE THAT THE KIDS WILL
GO FOR, WITH APPEAL TO
GROWN-UPS IN WORK OF
EDNA MAY OLIVER.

Adapted from the Sinclair Lewis
novel, "Let's Play King." This was
directed by Norman Taurog, who
directed "Skippy," and he made a

good job of it. The subject was a

pretty tough one to handle, calling

as it does for some histrionics on the

part of the two juvenile leads. In

places the emotional acting of Mitzi

Green, Bruce Line and Jackie Searl

goes pretty blooey. But in the na-
tural kid stufif and the comedy bits

they go over strong. Edna May
Oliver steals every scene she appears
in, and really makes it her picture.

She does a beaucoup role as a poor
Irish mother who goes ritzy when
her daughter, Mitzi, makes good as

a Hollywood star. The plot is made
to order for the kid patronage. Jackie
Searl and Mitzi, two rival Hollywood
kid stars, with their respective moth-
ers, Louise Fazenda and Edna May
Oliver, arrive in London and get
mixed up with the young king of a

mythical principality.
Cast: Mitzi Green. Edna May Oliver,

T^ouise Fazenda. Jackie Searl. Virginia Ham-
mond, Bruce Line. Dell Henderson, Gene
Tarifart, George Regus, Noah Young, Ben
Hall, Howard Goldstein.

Director, Norman Taurog ; Author, Sin-

r'nir Lewis: Adaptors, Edward Paramore, Jr.,

No-man McLeod, Joseph L. Mankiewicz;
D'aloguers, Norman McLeod. Joseph L.
Mmkiew'cz; Editor, not listed; Cameraman,
CJi-irles Lang; Sound Recorder, not listed.

Direction, good. Photography, okay.

Joe E. Brown in

"BROAD MINDED"
7vith Ona Miinson, William

Collier, Jr.

First National Time, 72 mins.

GOOD LAUGH NUMBER
BUILT SOLELY FOR COMEDY
AND SCORING WELL ALL THE
WAY. SWELL WORK BY JOE
E. BROWN.
Joe E. Brown makes good his star

billing in this breezy comedy that has
oeen designed solely to get the laughs
md succeeds very nicely. It's a non-
;ensical farce, with William Collier,

(r., playing straight to Brown's com-
.^dy. After getting into a scrape as
a result of a whoopee party, the two
.ads go west—driving by Austin.
Collier's weakness for girls all along
the way results in various mishaps,
md also in their getting acquainted
with a couple of girls whose car is

stalled. From here on, this quar-
ette and a tough aunt furnish most
of the fun. There is the usual farce
mixup and misunderstanding over
another girl, but in the end every-
thing is smoothed out for a smiling
finish. Ona Munson and Marjorie
White are the principal girl friends.

Bela Lugosi plays a Mexican with
whom Brown gets into various trou-
ble.

Cast: Joe E. Brown, William Collier, Jr..
Mr.rjorie White, Margaret Livingston, Thel-
ma Todd, Bela Lugosi, Grace Hampton, Ona
Munson, Holmes Herbert.

Director, Mervyn LeRoy ; Authors, Bert
Kolmar, Harry Ruby; Adaptors, same;
Dialoguers, same; Editor, Al Hall; Camera-
man, Sid Hickox.

Direction, lively. Photography, good.

"THE BLACK CAMEL"
Fox Time, 71 mi7is.

FAIR MYSTERY - DRAMA,
WELL DIRECTED, WITH WAR-
NER OLAND GIVING ENJOY-
ABLE READING OF CHARLIE
CHAN.
This is another Earl Derr Biggers

novel in which the Chinese philos-

opher--detective Charlie Chan con-
tinues to carry on in his clever un-
raveling of mysteries. In this case,

Charlie is brought face to face with
a murder tangle and, like in all Big-
gers' novels, everyone is suspected
and clues are continually cropping up
which cause the finger of suspicion
to move rapidly. The plot is laid in

Honolulu, Charlie's headquarters,
and revolves around _a motion picture

company that is on the island to

make "location" shots. The leading

lady is murdered and in unfolding

the motive and eventually discover-

ing the murdejer, Charlie holds in-

terest and provides some excellent

entertainment. There are bits of

clever comedy and much good hu-

mor. Oland is perfectly cast and the

remainder of the players give con-

vincing readings.

Cast: Warner Oland, Sally Eilers, Bella

Lugosi, Dorothy Revier, Victor Varconi, J.

M. Kerrigan, Robert Young, Mary Gordon,
Violet Dunn, William Post, Murray Kinnell,

Rita Roselle. Otto Yamaaka.
Director, Hamilton MacFadden ; Author,

Earl Derr Biggers; Adaptors, Hugh Stange.
Barry Conners, Philip Klein ; Dialoguers,
Ba.ry Conners, Philip Klein; Editor, Al De
(^aetano; Cameraman, Daniel B. Clark; Re-
cording Engineer, W. W. Lindsay, Jr.

Direction, e.xcellent. Photography, fine.

Joan Crawford in :

"LAUGHING SINNERS"

M-G-M Time, 71 miv,

STAR'S NAME PRINCIPAi
ASSET TO THIS SALVATIO'
ARMY DRAMA BASED O
FEEBLE STORY. VERY TALK
AND LITTLE VISUAL ACTIO;:

If it were not for Miss Crawfortl

big following this picture wouldil

mean a thing at the box-office. li

another case of trying to proviii

screen entertainment through a me
of unimportant dialogue. The actii

is generally slow and obvious. Storj

about a night club entertainer w5
is forsaken by her sweetie when »

weds another. She is saved frq'

suicide by a Salvationist who fai

in love with her. She joins the ran
'

and then falls off the straight a'

narrow when she meets up with ti

old boy friend. Finally goes ba|

to Salvation Army and her Salvatioj-

ist. The religious angle in the pi

ture has been soft pedaled. Mi,

Crawford gives a good perform,an;

and gets capable support from Nf
Hamilton and Clark Gable. I

Cast: Joan Crawford, Neil Hamilton. Jc!

Mack Brown, Marjorie Rambeau, Guy K^
bee. Roscoe Karns, Gertrude Short, Geoi;
Cooper, George F. Marion, Bert Woodruil

Director, Harry Beaumont ; Author, R'
yon Nicholson ; Adaptor, Bess Meredyi
Dialoguer, Martin Flavin ; Editor, Geo;f
Hively : Cameraman, Charles Rosher ; ]\

cording Engineer, Douglas Shearer.
;

Direction, fine. Photography, Al. !

Bob Custer in

"A SON OF THE PLAINS"

Syndicate Time, 59 mins.

BOB CUSTER GETS OVER IN
A NICELY BALANCED WEST-
ERN WITH PLENTY OF AC-
TION, FIGHTING AND FAST
RIDING.

This one gets away from the usual
formula western stuff with a very
tricky plot that keeps the audience
guessing till the final shot. Suspicion
for the express robbery centers on
several people, and even Bob Cus-
ter as the deputy sherif? has to estab-
lish his innocence as the bandit.

There is also another mystery cen-
tering around the girl's father, who
is apparently shielding the real ban-
dit. So It takes all the hero's wits
to unravel the maze and finally pin
the crime on the guilty party. The
girl is found fighting against the hero
most of the time, believing that he is

blocking the plans of her father. So
taking it by and large, this western
calls for a little headwork on the
part of the fans to try and outguess
the author, and see if they can dope
out the correct solution. In other
words, there is a plot with some in-

telligent suspense, and thi.s makes
for some real entertainment.

Cast: Bob Custer, Doris Phillips. J. P.
McGowan. Al St. John, Eddie Hearne, Gor-
don De Main.

Director, Robert Bradbury; Author, Rob-
ert Bradbury ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer,
same ; Editor, not credited

;

Cameraman,
.\rchie Stout.

Direction, okay. Photography, clear.

"THE MYSTERY OF LIFE"
Universal Time, 62 jnins.

A DRAMA OF EVOLUTION
WITH EXPLANATORY LEC-
TURE BY CLARENCE DARROW
OF INTEREST ONLY TO STU-
DENTS. HAS LITTLE APPEAL
TO FILM AUDIENCES.

This sijbject is of fascinating in-

terest to the student, but it is doubt-
ful whether it will exercise any great
appeal to the average film audience.
It is interestingly handled, and cov-
ers the subject in a very thorough
and detailed manner. Opens with
Clarence Darrow and Dr. H. M.
Parshley, professor of zoology at

Smith College, in a discussion of
evolution. As they talk, the film goes
into the pictured presentation of their
remarks, with accasional flashbacks
to the two men seated talking. The
entire range of the philosophy of
evolution is covered, presenting
studies of the lowest forms of animal
life, and coming by gradual stages
up to man. The camera studies of

the various animals, their habits and
methods of breeding, are well pre-
sented. One sequence shows prehis-
toric animals, reproduced by a me-
chanical process. The accompanying
scientific talk by Darrow and Dr.
Parshley is couched in popular lang-
uage that all can understand. For
those interested in the subject of evo-
lution, this will undoubtedly prove
good entertainment. For the pop
crowds, it must depend mosth' on
the novelty of the subject.

Film edited by W. \V. Young, directed
by George Cochrane.

"SALVATION NELL"
with Helen Chandler, Ralph Graves

Tiffany-Cruze Time, 84 mins.

DRAMA OF NEW YORK LIFE
BEFORE THE WAR. OUT OF
DATE STORY, BUT SHOULD
SATISFY IN THE SMALL
STANDS.
A James Cruze production based

on the Edward Sheldon play. Deal-
ing with New York activities back in

1912, the dress and dialogue some-
times draws laughs where not intend-

ed. With this handicap overhanging
the production, the drama has an up-
hill fight holding serious attention.

Story deals with a hard-working girl,

played by Helen Chandler, who is

goofy about a big loafer, Ralph
Graves. He lives off her earnings,

kicks her around, betrays her, gets

sent up for manslaughter, and re-

turns in four years expecting her to

still be his girl, though he shies at

being called the father of her child.

Meanwhile she has become a Salva-

tion Army crusader, having also re-

mained true to him all along, and af-

ter another conflict over his inten-

tion to participate in a bank holdup
it ends up with the tough guy de-

claring himself reformed.
Cast: Ralph Graves. Helen Chandler, Sally

O'Neill. Jason Robards, DeWitt Jennings,
Charlotte Walker, Matthew Betz, Rose
Dione, Wally Albright.

Director, James Cruze ; Author, Edward
B. Sheldon; Adaptor, Walter Woods; Di-
aloguer, Selma Stein ; Editor, R. E. Loew-
in.crer ; Cameraman, Charles Schoenbaum

;

Recording Engineers, W. C. Smith. Fred-
erick Lau.

Direction, apropos. Photography, okay.

"FIDLOVACKA"
Drklik-Martel Time, 67 mil.

FIRST BOHEMIAN TALKE;
SHOWN HERE HAS INTERES;-
ING STORY AND TREATMEF
AND GOOD CHARACTERIZ.i
TIONS.
This is a Czechoslovakian prodf

tion filmed in the native locale.

is the first sound film to be shown
America from that country. It shap
up as good entertainment, depict

some very colorful atmosphere w;

its native peasant life and char;ij

ters. The story is a simple li^i

love theme interestingly presen"'

and built up with good characteri-.

tions by a very worthy group of i

tors. The proprietress of a che|

factory picks a fiance for her 4

phaned niece in a desire to bri;

aristocratic blood into the family. E;

the girl has an early childhood swe;

heart, which complicates the siti

tion, as they both love each oth

dearly. The substitution of a letl

written by the girl for the aristoci

and purposely delivered to her swei_

heart, causes them to become <•

trang_ed. Then all is straightened o

when the trick is disclosed later •

the "Fidlovacka," the name of a fi'

tival which all the characters attei

Good comedy touches, pleasing mu.'

and interesting characterizations.
Cast: Antonie Ncdosinska, Josef Rovens

Flavka Tauberova ; Jiri Sed'acek. Ce:

Sltgl. Otakar Mares, Eman Fiola, Jundr
Plachta.

Director, Svatopluk Innemann ; Author,
Kajetan Tyl ; Dialoguer, same ; Adaptors, i

Turistou. Dr. K. Tobis ; Cameraman,
[

lifted. !

Direction, satisfactory. Photography, f

ii^..
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
1 I "Younger Years"
t |;K0 Pathe Time, 10 mins.

I Pip Number

] \ A Grantland Rice Sportlight, de-

picting the happy days of youth and

leir sports. They assembled a great

unch of natural kids for this one.

-n turn they give a demonstration of

leir football, baseball, and other

•ames, winding up with a dive into

i lie old swimmin' hole. This se-

uence is especially good, and looks

. Ike the real McCoy, for it's so na-

'iral. A pip summer number.

"Wild Geese"
aramount Time, 8 mins.

Good Sceriic

A Robert C. Bruce scenic, done

:iroughout with very beautiful and

l-tistic photography. Atmosphere is

, juilt up with an opening shot of wild

leese flying north. Then into the

:iots of tourists also traveling north

1 the Canadian Rockies to enj'oy

i lie winter sports. This scheme is

', (allowed throughout, making a tour

; if the high spots of vacationists,

! 'imping from arctic to tropical

imes as the seasons demand. In-

?lligently handled, and makes an in-

j;resting scenic. Explanatory an-

puncer helps a lot.

"Pale Face Pup"
. ,;K0 Pathe Time, 8 mins.

;
I

Fair Cartoon

i ! The Aesop Fable hero appears as
' Pate Face with his girl in the wild

! iidian country. They are captured.
ad he gets himself in wrong with
le Indian chief. The hero escapes,
irid calls on his pals, the Northwest
jlounted, to help him. Finally, with
le help of his trusty mount, he suc-
eds in destroying the redskins with

iieir own arrows.

Charlie Chase in

"One of the Smiths"
Pip Comedy

I-G-M Time, 27 mins.

In keeping with his policy of let-

ng comedy stories run as long as
ey are worth, Hal Roach has given
harlie Chase nearly three reels in
lis one. And it's well worth the
>ctra footage. Story revolves around
mail order house representative,

jlayed by Chase, who makes a trip

|> the Ozark mountains to investigate
iie big demand for musical instru-
jients and the delays in meeting pay-
ments on them. There's a great laugh
it on the Pullman, with Chase un-
pnsciously snoring into a tuba that
je has taken along. In the Ozarks
ye find.s that the musical instruments
i'e being used in making whisky
[ills. Then follows a typical moun-
jtineer barn dance. Chase is taken
>r "one of the Smiths" from "back
bnder" and is obliged to participate

I

the performance. Unusually strong
h entertainment values all the wav.

Bobby Jones in

"How I Play Golf"
(No. 5 "The Medium Irons")

Vitaphone Time, 10 mins.

Good
Bobl)y Jones continues to hold

keen interest in his golf lessons,

which have been wisely supplemented
with other personalities and material

of good entertainment value. This

edit'on includes a bunch of juveniles

headed by Junior Coghlan. While
Tones is playing a foursome with a

•irroup of experts, one of the kiddies

tries to get through the gallery so he

can see the plays, but he is never

successful. There is a neat finish

when, after Jones has invited this

youngster out to see him practic:, the

kid goes to sleep before the expert

finishes. Whereupon Jones carried

the tot into the clubhouse. Addition-

ally enjoyable for the kids.

"New Rhythm"
Paramount Time, 10 mins.

Rumba Specialty

Don Azpiazu and his Havana Or-
chestra, doing their syncopated Rum-
ba harmonies in a Havana cafe set-

ting. Their melodies are very en-

trancing, and still a novelty, with the

swish-swish of the odd gourd instru-

ments. The leader sings his famous-
"Peanut" number, distributing baers

of neanuts among the guests at the
tables. The Rumba numbers are

well executed.

"Hello, Napoleon"
Universal Time, 17 mins

Flat

\ rather disjointed two-reeler, tha*

tarts with Llovd Hamilton as a

"^ardner working with a gag about
-rime rabbits disaopearing in and ou*

^f holes with Hamilton trvuig to

"atrh them. Thev keen this onf
'^oing with variations till it finall"

-vetprc out and dies a natural death
^nd then thev switch to a nut-house
Here Hamilton arrives to have h''

o=e treated after an accident with
i-ip rabbits, h nut who thinks he '\'

Ncinoleon trets hold of Harold, and
"laim-'n"' to He a doctor, start'; to

work on him. This gag is also worked
M'ith variations, and thev even brinw
• "Other nut in who a'<:o po^es as -^

-'ortor. It is all very flat and repet'

tious.

"That Old Gang of Mine"
Paramount Time, 7 m'ns

Singing Cartoon

A Max Fleischer singing cartoon
telling the animated storv of the ca*

who mourned for her old pals. It

foes into the sontj- number with the

dancine white ball skippincr over tbV

lines of the old song, "That Old
'^ang of Mine." Thev have a \er\'

fine quartette singincf this, which
makes it an entertaining number

"The Milky Way"
with Neely Edwards

Vitaphone Time, 10 mins.
Amusing Musical Novelty

Novel musical concoction in which
a hospital patient who is sick of a
milk diet has a fantastic nightmare
about milk, cows, dairymaids, etc.

Unusual and well executed.

"Adventures in Africa"
("The Lion Hunt")

Vitaphone 4688-89 Time, 15 mins.
Engrossing

Very good picture of its kind,
showing the hunting and capture of
ions by Wynant D. Hubbard and
ills expeditionary troupe. The accom-
panying lecture is better than the
usual talking accompaniment. An
engrossing subject throughout.

"North Woods"
Universal Time, 16 mins.

Good Cartoon
Burlesquing the Northwest Mount-

ed, Oswald has a tough time trying
to capture the bandit, who finally

escapes after he has been handcuffed.
Several cartoon devices are employed
to work up chases and counter-
chases, with Oswald's horse playing
a prominent part. This is well up to
standard for this type, moves fast,

and has a good sprinkling of comedy
rags.

"Adventures in Africa"
(No. 4 "Spears of Death")

Vitaphone Time, 14 mins.
Okay

Tribal dancing, including a specialty
in which one of the brave hunters is

supposed to slash his eyes with a

knife, is the feature of this addition
of Wynant D. Hubbard's African
episodes. Maintains the standard
set by its predecessors in the series

"June First"
RKO Pathe Time, 21 mins.

Flat
A Gay Girls Comedy, with June

MacCloy, Marion Shilling and Gert-
rude Short. All about three girls

trying to gold-dig the dough for a

trip to Europe. Miss MacCloy car-
ries the burden as the head gold-dig-
ger who ties up a lot of gents to
marry her on June 1st at the identi-

cal church. Meanwhile she rocks 'em
for plenty of jewelry which the girls

hock for the European trip. On the
day of the wedding the church steps
are filled with the waiting expectant
bridegrooms—^but no bride. She is

grabbed by a motorcycle cop for

speeding to the steamer, brought to
the church, and then a free-for-all

ensues among the bridegrooms fight-
ing for the bride. Pretty repetitious.

And about half the number of bride-
grooms would have been just as fun-
ny—or maybe more so.

J
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328 FEATURE RELEASES

IN FIRSUIX MONTHS

(.Continued from Page 1)

the first half of this year, against 31

in 1920 and 69 in 1929.

Files of The Film Daily show

that, in the six-month period, review-

ers on this publication covered 290

feature pictures, the largest ever cov-

ered by any trade in the same space

of time.

12 Non-Theatrical Centers

Will Handle Medical Films

A non-theatrical circuit of distribu-

tion centers is being established in

12 key cities in the United States

by the National Medical Ass'n of

Chicago for the handling of 16 mm.
sound-on-disc pictures showing in

slow-motion the most modern forms

of surgical operations and technique.

Films and projectors will be available

to 'country doctors' throughout the

country who have not the oppor-

tunity of seeing and studying ad-

vanced methods of the medical and

surgical profession. Voluntary con-

tributions from physicians will be

the main support of the project and

no charge will be made to doctors

using the service. Considerable ma-
terial is being made of surgical opera-

tions in New York hospitals by the

Novagraph Co., using the micro-

scopic slow-motion camera capable

of taking 500 frames a second, in-

vented by Charles P. Watson, presi-

dent of Novagraph.

After the Cash
A thousand dollars in cash will be divided by the two Radio Pictures ex-

change managers whose offices show the greatest percentage of increase in

cash collections for the five-week period ending July 31. The highest man will

get $600, and the next $400. Announcements to this effect have just been

sent to exchanges by Charles Rosenzweig.

British Producer- Circuits
To Demand Swap Over Here

•d from Page 1

)

Educational Takes Over
Metropolitan Coast Studio
IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Educational Talking

Pictures Co., Inc., has been formed

to take over the Metropolitan Educa-
tional Studio. E. W. Hammons is

president and E. H. Allen, vice-

president and general manager.

they represent more than one-fifih

of the seating capacity in this coun-

try, with the combined values of

their playdates being one-third to

one-fourth of the entire gross on a

picture, declared Rowson. The two
leading circuits control more than

300 and 150 houses, respectively,

and since these organizations have as

their declared policies the encourage-

ment of British films it is to be ex-

pected that better exchange arrange-

ments with U. S. firms are inevitable,

said Rowson.

Conmienting on rentals, Rowson
stated there is no possibility of any

substantial reductions in as much as

it would only lead to cheaper and

inferior pictures. He denounced the

practice of not including shorts in

advertising, declarng that many of

the two-reelers and one-reelers could

draw additional trade if properly ex-

ploited.

Insufficient diversity of story

themes also was scored by Rowson.

During the past year American films

represented about 80 per cent of all

the films distributed by British ren-

ters, and they monopolized more than

85 per cent of the screen time over

here, he said. This was a striking

change from the time less than four

years ago, when the complete posses-

sion of the British screen by Ameri-

can product was generally deplored

About 120 full-length pictures a

year are now being made in the stu-

dios here, while extensions of facili-

ties at present under way will bring

the capacity up to about 250 feature's

a year, said Rowson. The U. S. is

expected to distribute more than 400

pictures in England, against whicli

it will be required to take only about

50 British films for quota purposes,

whereas British plans for the year

already are more than double the

quota requirements.

Rowson also commented on the in-

tentions of American companies to

establish producing units here, and

declared they would find it commer-
cially profitable in addition to such

a step being the first stage in the

march of reciprocity.

O PRESENTATIONS C
By JACK HARROWEn

Congratulates

:

PATHE NEWS
for its enterprise in connection

with the Post-Gatty globe-

circling flight in the

record of 8 2-3 days

No. 24 of 1931
*^Good Deeds**

Series

Roxy
"Fiesta Del Toro" is the title of

the colorful and dashing stage pres-

entation at the Roxy this week.
Allan Burt, a newcomer with a mag-
nificient tenor voice, delivers several

solos. As a toreador in the bull-ring

Burt sings to Alida Vane who is in

the royal box and who is costumed
in a gorgeous Spanish gown. Miss
Vane possesses a delightful soprano
voice and received hearty applause.
An unusual dance is offered by Louis
Ojeda, whose handling of the tam-
bourine is an art. The Roxy ballet

and Roxyettes, dressed as Spanish
ladies, do several extremely difficult

and spectacular ensemble numbers.
Patricia Bowman, premier danseuse,
gives a sparkling and fast Spanish
fandango.

Capitol
A nice piece of entertainment,

dressed in frigid atmosphere, is "Cool
OfT," the Arthur Knorr stage pro-
duction at the Capitol. On the stage

is Ted Claire and the Capitolians who
provide their usual excellent brand
of music. Chilton and Thomas turn
in a splendid bit of fast tap and other
dance numbers, using small hurdles
in one sequence. Rom & Dunn vocal-
ize effectively and Milo imitates b-'rds

and other various sounds in realistic

style. The Chester Hale Girls look
and dance attractivelv.

Paramount
Playing his fourth engagement this

season at the Paramount ace house,
Morton Downey again wins the plau-
dits in the current stage show at the
Times Square stand. The presenta-
Hon is a Boris Petroff unit called

"Rio Rosa," with Bert Gordon, Theo-
dore Enrica and Novello, Vera King-
ston. Wilfred Du Bois. the Bobby
Sanford Girls and Ted Mack. A
romantic Mexican background is em-
ployed. A special Fourth of July
overture, "1776," is played by the
Paramount orchestra, and Jesse
Crawford has another pleasing pro-
gram at the organ.

FOX WEST COAST BUYS

I N.

(Continued from Pacie 1)

mnounced Friday by Sam E. Morr
ack Sullivan, film bu3'er for the Fc

heaters, and Gradwell L. Sears

VVarner-F. N., handled the negoti

tions.

Pathe Exchange Reports

$73,999 Loss in Quartc
(Continued from Paae 1)

ending May 2 the company shows ii

loss of $73,999, this report bei<

based on the application of certa

profits to reduction of ledger val

jf assets involved.

Statenient for the January peri'

follows

:

Gross Sales and Rentals $1.259,21.S.

Less Cost of Sales & Rentals &
Selling & General .Administra-
tive Expenses 1.211,227.

Ket Income from .Sales &
Rentals 47.988

Plus Other Income 28,603.

Total Income 76,591.
Less Interest Accrued &

.\mortization of Debt Dis-
count & Expense 39,676.

Profit for the 4 2/3 Weeks
Ending Jan. 29. carried to
Surplus $ 36,914,

Following is for the quarter:
Received in Liquida-

tion of Receiv-
ables. Stories &
Investments .... $496,049.!

Gross Sales & ;

Rertals 1.133,931.
Dividends & Inter- i

est Received. . . . 8.S.742.

(noss Income... 1.715,724.
Hook Vtlue of

Kcceivables, Stor-
ies & Invest-
ments Liquidated $496,049.95

Film Amortiza-
t on & Costs,
and Costs of
1 ther Operations,
Including Gener-
al Salaries &
Expenses 1,130,392.31

Profits on Certain
Operations Ap-
plied to Reduc-
taon o^ Ledger
Value of Assets
Involved 64,334,33

Interest Payable
Accrued 98,947.22 1,789,723

Net Charge to
Surplus 73.999

"The volume of George Arliss's fan
mail received at the Warner Bros, home
offices in New York and at the studios
in Hollywood has more than doubled
since the releasae of 'The Millionaire' in

the spring."

—Warner Bros.



The Show

. . . . MUST Go On
FROM the beginning of the motion picture industry, on

through the many stages of rapid development, National

Carbon Company research engineers have kept in mind that

unwritten law of the theatre—the show must go on. That

is why National Projector Carbons are dependable.

Larger theatres, loWger throw, sound, color and wide film

have each, in turn, made their demands. Each new devel-

opment has called for greater volume of illumination, for

higher current through these slender pencils of carbon, for

more intense crater brilliancy.

Extensive research and constant improvement in manu-

facturing methods have enabled National Projector Carbons

to meet each new demand. Their brilliant white light pro-

vides a quality of projection that pleases the most critical

patron. Their steady burning is a source of satisfaction to

the projectionist. Their uniform quality gives assurance

that the show WILL go on.

NATIONALPROJECTOR CARBONS
National Carbon Company will gladly cooperate with

the producer, exhibitor, machine manufacturer or

projectionist on any problem involving light. . . .

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

Carbon Sales Division ' Cleveland, Ohio

Unit of Union Carbide I I I and Carbon Corporation

Branch Sales Offices: New York Pittsburgh Chicago San Francisco



r He kne'w

HORSES - -

but she kne^
MEN/

A HOLY
TERROR

with

GEORGE O'BRIEN

SALLY EILERS
Rita La Roy

Humphrey Bogart

James Kirkwood

Robert Warwick

From novel "Trailin'" by Max Brand

Directed by IRVING CUMMINGS

F#X

Quick on the Box Office Draw!

• A ridin', fightin' mystery and a gir!

worth fighting for. He was an Eastern

playboy but he ties the tough hombres
of the West into hard knots— and still

has time to make love I

• How they'll love the love he makes!

• Another FOX picture riding high with

exhibitors and public.

jik
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Yo Price Cutting for Loew Theaters, Says Schiller

|)UALjrLLS GIVING WAY TO STAGEThOWS

X^arncrs Pick Six Newcomers for Stardom Plugging

The Passing
of everybody's friend

3y JACK ALICOATE

i
Harry Reichenbach has passed

The great little silver-haired,

1/ahie fighter, who rose from cir-

cs boy to the highest-priced press

rent in the world, has "placed"

i "last copy."

He probably knew and called

ore notables by their first names.

Ijth in and out of the motion pic-

tire industry, than any man alive.

Is business brought him into con-

t!:t with Kings and paupers, and
(ring the war, his unusual efiforts

lipught him recognition from
tree Governments.

jHis battle with the grim reaper

\|is a game efifort. Ordinary diffi-

dlties he would lick handily. In

lie he would never accept defeat,

tt in his last great game the

Qds seemed stacked against him
f mi the start of his illness.

VVe were happy to be numbered
ajiong his close friends. During
oir • wanderings we met him in

Hollywood, London, Berlin and
lie Paris he loved so well. He
\[is always the same sweet senti-

lintally-dynamic soul. Knowing
eerybody. Striving to please

eeryone. Happy. Living for the

^y. Tomorrow for him never
c}Tie.

I

Harry Reichenbach has gone
bt his memory will forever be in-

si'ibed upon the historical tablets

a great industry, to which he
itributed his exceptional talents

d modest part in ]:)uilding.

Sextette Being Built Up
With Special Ex-

ploitation
Warner Bros, pictures will concen-

trate its exploitation powers to build

up six players during the months

ahead. They are: Marian Marsh,

who played opposite John Barrymore

in "Svengali"; Donald Cook who has

appeared in "Unfaithful" with Ruth

Chatterton and in "The Public

Enemy"; Polly Waters, working in

"Smart Money" and "Night Nurse";

Mae Madison, who has a prominent

role in Connie Bennett's "Bought,"

and Janet Gordon, now being trained

on the Warner lot.

FANCHON-NARCO 'IDEAS'

REPLACING PUBLiX UNITS

A deal whereby Fanchon & Marco
will produce stage shows for Publix

houses is near actual signing. Its

operation will eliminate Publix units.

Fanchon & Marco have for years

Deen producing Fanchon & Marco
'Ideas'' for Fox houses and some
Publix houses lately have booked the

F. & M. shows.

B.i.P.-Gaumont May Join

In American Production

London (By Cable)—Coincident with the

forthcoming U. S. visit of John Maxwell,

head of British International Pictures, it is

reported that a deal is under consideration

whereby B.I. P. and Gaumont would combine

in American production. Following his ar-

rival in New York, Maxwell is to go to

Hollywood to survey conditions with a view

to making feature pictures.

OPERATINGDEALS SINGLY

Anticipating the traditional summer
slump in business, practically all

major circuits of national proportions

are at work on theater operating ex-

change deals. Conferences now be-

ing held daily in New York reflect

what is termed the greatest co-opera-
tive efifort in the history of exhibi-

tion.

Deals being effected are between
individual companies and not through
a five-circuit pool. They cover situa-

tions in which one circuit is in com-
petition with another.

Loew Theaters Will Maintain
Price Scale, Schiller Declares

Lieut. Gitz-Rice May Head
Canadian Rights Society

Ottawa—Lieut. Gitz-Rice is expected to

head the Canadian Performing Rights So-

ciety which is being formed in Canada. It

is modeled after the Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers in the United States.

No price cutting is planned by the

Loew circuit during the summer or

subsequent months, stated E. A.
Schiller to The Film D.-mly yester-

day. He said that h's organization
has long made it a policy to operate
with a popular admission scale.

Loew expansion, either through
building or acquisition, has ceased,
for the moment at least. One house
is under construction on East 72nd
St., New York.

Bigger Demand for Vaude
and Presentations

is Reported
Vaudeville and stage shows will

supplant the extra feature in double-
feature houses starting this fall, ac-

cording to the opinion of several

circuit managers interviewed by a
Film Daily representative Friday.
Already scores of theaters in the

south and in New Jersey are booking
{Continued on Pafie 2)

INDUSTRY PAYS TRIBUTE

TO HARRY REICHENBACH

The film industry today pays its

final tribute to Harry L. Reichen-
bach when funeral services will be
held at Temple Emanu-El, Fifth
Ave. at 65th St., at 2 o'clock with
numerous prominent figures attend-

(Continucd on Pac/e 2)

Bruce Gallup Leaves
United Artists Corp.

Bruce Gallup has resigned as di-

rector of advertising, publicity and
exploitation for United Artists Corp.
Gallup joined the company five and a

half years ago as advertising man-
ager, and after three years succeeded
\'ic Shapiro in charge of advertising,

publicity and exploitation. He is now
aking a well-earned rest.

O'Toolc Sees Benefits

FromWiring Hotels

An optimistic angle on sound installations

in hotels is taken by M. J. O'Toole, secre-

tary of the M. P. T. 0. A., who believes

that such shows may indirectly benefit

regularly-operated theaters. Advertising

and publicity on behalf of these hotel the-

aters will react favorably for orthodox

houses, he thinks. In addition, patrons will

become aware of the improved presentation

and atmosphere found in a regular theater

as compared with that provided in these

drop-ins.
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FINANCIAL

All securities markets were closed

Saturday in observance of Independ-
ence Day.

Industry Pays Tribute

To Harry Reichenbach
(Continued from Page 1)

ing. The following are the honorary
pall bearers:

Will H. Hays, Jesse L. Lasky,
Mayor James J. Walker, Grover
Whalen, Walter Wanger, A. C.

Blumenthal, Sidney Solomon, Robert
Lehman, Harry Hershfield, R. H.
Cochrane, J. Robert Rubin, A. J.

Kobler, William Walsh, Lee A. Ochs,
Jack Alicoate, Al Lichtman, Maurice
D. Kann and Sime Silverman.

Burial will be in Cypress Hills,

Brooklyn. Rev. Nathan Krass will

officiate at the services.

Members of the Motion Picture
Club, of which Reichenbacli was a

prominent member, will meet at the
club at 1 P. M. and attend the fun-
eral in a body.

m-H

i,i New York
i.t 1540 Broadway
t.t BRyant 9-4712

Lonf- Island City
154 Crescent St.
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Chicago Hollywood {•}

1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica H
CALumet 3692 Blvd. H
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Dallas— H. C. (Monty) Montgom-
ery , who sold westerns for Pathe for

about seven years, is back in the

game selling the same type of prod-

uct for Harry and Joe Silverman of

the local Monogram Pictures office.

Kansas City—Jerry Zigmond, man-
ager of the Royal, has been trans-

ferred to the Paramount in Denver
with W. A. Eichelberger, his assist-

ant, being named manager.

Philadelphia — Mike Shulman has

succeeded Jim Byrne at the Master-
piece Exchange.

Gladewater, Tex.—A. C. Bray of

the Greggs Amusement Co. has
opened the Ritz.

Erie, Pa. — Ernest Williams has
been transferred to the management
of the Strand, according to a War-
ner Bros, announcement. He for-

merly managed the Aris, now closed.

Dallas — Charter denoting capital

stock of $20,000 has been filed by the
Melrose Amusement Co., operating
the Melrose, de luxe neighborhood
house. Incorporators are P. G. Cam-
eron, J. B. Rucker and Carl ti.

Rucker.

Philadelphia — Iz Epstein has re-

signed from the United Theater Cir-

cuit here.

Kansas City — One of the early
movie houses here, the Alamo at

34th and Main, is being converted
into a garage.

Wilson, Pa.—John Schultz is now
operating the Monarch theater on
Friday and Saturday only.

Pittsburgh—J. G. Rainey of Pitts-
burgh Cinema Society has contracted
for the distribution of the Majestic
State Rights picture "Today."

Minneapolis—Harry Dryer, owner
of the Savoy, has booked a girl-model
show into several northern Michigan
houses in connection with the show-
ing of Tiffany's "Damaged Love."

Philadelphia — Lilliam Korson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis

STOCK SHOTS
Wi%l\TED!
Am interested in seeing a bat-

tleship in the Panama Canal,

passing a freighter.

W. D. KELLY
Bryant 9-7800

"Pop" Korson, recently was married
to Ben Lichtenfield.

Moundville, W. Va.—A. G. Con-
stant has sold the Strand and Park
theaters of this city to George Shaf-
fer. The Grand, another Constant
house here, is dark.

Finleyville, Pa.—Olympia theater

is closed except for Fridays and Sat-
urdays, J. J. Zwick announces.

Salem, N. J.—The Fenwick of this

city is now being handled by Iz Rap-
paport.

Atlantic City—Joe Murphy, lately

of the Belmont, is now attached to

the Garden Pier.

Philadelphia—Harry Dembow has
been promoted to city salesman for

Warners.

Audubon, N. J.—The Century has
been taken over by W. C. Hunt.
General improvements are being
made and the house will institute

a film policy which calls for two
changes a week, with vaudeville.

Kulpmont, Pa.—The lease on the
Imperial has been renewed by the
Imperial Amusement Co.

Chicago—Harold Wise is now as-

sisting Saul Goldman in the booking
department of Educational - Tiffany.
Wise replaces Charlie Lindau, now
city salesman for Tiffany - World
Wide.

Detroit— Leonard Suskin is now
covering the eastern part of the state

for United Artists, with Harry Feld-
stein replacing Suskin at the branch
office. Feldstein was transferred
from Cleveland.

Two More Detroit Houses
Joining Schreiber Fold

Detroit—As the result of a court
decision in his favor, Jacob Schreiber
will shortly become operator of the
Colonial. Benjamin and Louis Cohen
have been running the house under
arrangement with the owners of the
property.

Schreiber also has taken over the
Majestic on Woodward Ave., under
lease to C. W. Porter.

A-B Studio Active
Prague—Work on "Psohlavci" has

been postponed at the A-B studio
and a comedy, "Men in Off-Side,"
has been put in work by S. Inneman.
O. Kminek has completed "The Camp
of Young Dreams," and E. A. Longen
is directing "Darling of the Gar-
rison."

Mac Fric Signed
Prague—Mac Fric, now in Paris,

will direct "The Good Soldier

Schweik" for Gloriafilm in the

autumn.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

July 6-10:

July

July

July

July

8:

13-14

17-18

20-21

Aug. 3-22

Sept. 9-10

Oct. 1:

Nov. 4:

II

Conference on talking motti
pictures in visual educate,
under auspices of U. S. Comn.
sioner of Education, Washinet
D. C.

^'

Testimonial Dinner to Willia
Saal, South Garden of Hotel .1

tor Roof, New York, 7 P. Mr
:—Educational-Ti0any-Sono

't

regSooal meeting, Hotel Asr
New York.

: Educational-Tiffany-Sono
t

regional meeting, Hotel Congr.',,
Chicago.
Annual summer meeting f

North and South CaroLna 1-
ater Owners' Ass'n, at ';

Hotel Oceanic, Wrightsve
Beach, Wilmington, N. C.
Educational-Tiffany-Sono

t

regional meeting. Brown Pais
Hotel, Denver.

: British film festival, sponsol
by British International PiCtui,
Malvern, England.

: Semi-annual Convention, Ali
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesc,
North and South Dakota, ^.
neapolis.

Hispano-American Motion Picts
Congress, Madrid, Spain.
Annual meeting of Academy {
M. P. Arts & Sciences. Ho'-
wood. .

Annual Awards Dinner of Acl
emy of M. P. Arts & Scienti.
'Hollywood.

;

Stage Shows Replacing
Double Feature Poli<^

(Continued from Fage I)

"mind readers," illusionists, m.dff
shows, fashion shows and other uns
giving from 30 to 45 minute p-
formances. The stage shows are i

addition to one feature picture al
one or tw_o short subjects. Accoi-
ing to Charles J. Freeman, genel
manager of the RKO vaudeville (
change, hundreds of theaters tl:

have either never played vaudevi;
or have dropped the playing of a<li

for the extra feature, will play sta>
units this coming season.

Orton To Direct Billy Mersost
London— John Orton will dit';:

Billy Merson, the comedian, in it

screen debut for British InternatioiVi

Studio and Locatio^

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Ratet

Powers CInephona Equipment Corporatloi
723-7TH AVE.. N. V. BRYANT S-60e):

COLOR NEGATIVES^

DUPACK made by
(g^ffl^

Producers make own color negatives.

Color in red-ortho negatives may '

be removed, retained or altered

to complementary color.

Write

DU CHROME FILM SYSTEM, LTD.
,

"Specialists in Color"
6723 Santa Monica Boulevard

Hollywood, Calif. I
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

€)
"aking the Pennsy
'ensors for a Ride

AS it hacks away in rattle-

brained glee at the current

output of talking motion pictures,

: f it becomes more and more ap-

> parent that the Pennsylvania

i
State Board of Censors is either

' ' "afraid of somebody" or is

1 I through sh?er stupidity, depriv-

! ing the normal, intelligent citi-

iztn of the Commonwealth of

I (screen fare which they deserve to

.
}
see. Not content with tearing

i'The Blue Angel" to such small

1 [pieces that Paramount refused to

^ J

release it in this State at all, the

: icensors ripped "The Public En-

emy" of its vital ingredients to

jsuch an extent that it became a

glorification of the gangster in-

[(, stead of the damnation of the

hoodlums it was supposed to be.

t i All able critics who saw "The
t {Public Enemy," as it came from

: [the studio, made note of the fact

" 'that it put the gangster in his

. |place like no other talkie yet de-

s ivoted to him. No young man,
: ithey said, would want to be a

rf^unman after viewing it. While

t;
(the melodrama retained much of

I
[its thrilling realism as it was

« ishown here, it was far from the

'Chastisement of the underworld
: denizens it was originally sup-
posed to be. The censoring of

it iphotoplays in Pennsylvania has
ii t reached that point where it is

( jthe talk of the entire motion pic-

if
(ture industry. Exchange execu-
itives and theater owners and
imanagers tremble as they await

«l
(the verdict of the board, and the
wrecking of pictures, good and

I
;Oad, has become the subject of

' even street corner gossip.

—Karl Krug,
i i "Pittsburgh Press"

COMING & GOING

JX D̂AILY

MR. and MRS. MARTIN JOHNSON
H'e returned from their latest African ex-
>ration.

RALPH CLARK, chief of Warner First
.Jtional distribution in Australia, left Satur-
tl' for the coast with Mrs. Clark and their

?' ARTHUR GOTTLIEB of Du-Art Film
Iporatories has returned from Toronto.
itre the company has established the Film
H'roralories of Canada.

iTi
,'pHAS. GLETT of Simple Simon Comedies

^'' '.louring New England visiting the various
changes, with headquarters in Boston.

i»IRS. SESSUE HAYAKAWA, actres'
al wife of the Japanese star now working

^ 3 the Paramount coast studios, is in New
im -Ik for a visit.

• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till

Now that one of Hollerword's safest economic assets is

its dumb actors we are referring to the animals ...... not

the regular actors dogs, cats and birds that act in films,

provide the luxuries of life for many families a good
police dog, with a menacing microphone bark, has earned as

high as $200 a day for its owner a goose earns $50 a

day and a freak such as a kinkajou can name his (or her)

own price but then there aren't many pix bein' made
callin' for kinkajous Rex Bailey, casting director at the

Radio stude, can tell some funny stories about the schemes em-
ployed by animal owners to get their meal-tickets on the payroll

the owner of a South American honey bear moved into

temporary quarters at the stude so he could properly exhibit the

possibilities of his pet under all conditions every morn-
ing for two weeks a gal in costume paraded into Bailey's outer

office and put her trained bear through its tricks this

magnificent effort resulted in two days work for bruin

* * + *

• • • THAT during the filming of "Women Love Once,''

Edward Goodman was much annoyed in his directing by a minor
actor pest this lug insisted on constantly interrupting to

inform Goodman how he had done similar scenes in original stage

productions in fact there was no type of scene which this

mugg couldn't duplicate from his fulsome career at the

conclusion of the pix, the sap approached Eddie to ask what opus
he expected to direct next "I am hoping to do the Greek
drama, 'Oedipus Rex'," sez Eddie "Oh, why do yuh want
to attempt anythin' so ancient?" queries the goop "So
that no ham like you can tell me he appeared in the original

cast, and show me how it oughter be done," snaps Eddie

* * * *

• • • THAT a lot of the film boys are giving Assabet Coun-
try Club a play these booful summer week ends it is run
by the finest kind of a host Carl E. Erbstein one
of the publishers of Broadway mag swimmin', golfin',

tennis, horseback ridin' over some of the finest scenic spots in

Massachusetts if you're ever motoring near Stow in that

State, drop in on Carl and let him show you around
you'll be surprised

* * * *

• • • THAT 23 years ago Carl Laemmle owned the Wal-
nut theater in Milwaukee his partner was Adolph Gart-
ner, the Joosh actor Uncle Carl had a li'l office on
Wabash Avenoo where he booked his own pix single reel-

ers and showed 'em in the Walnut Adolph se/.

Carl made a mistake by stickin' to the film biz Adolph
went back to the stage and avoided a lotta headaches

* * * *

• • • THAT there was a lotta excitement over at Warners
Friday when the Bobby Jones autographed prize clubs arrived

they were won by Hiram D. Parks of the Memphis
ossif for turning in the largest number of contracts for the Bobby
.lones golf series someone casually remarked that he
would like to borrow the clubs and dazzle his friends of the
Westchester courses over the holiday Grad Sears, custo-
dian of the clubs, sez that it could only be done over his dead
body, swearing that Parks was going to get his clubs intact
somebody (diverted Sears' attention the clubs rriyster-

iously disappeared but a li'l bird whispered to us that
they are reposing in the ossif of Charlie Einfeld so now
we hope we've stirred up another war

* * * *

• • • THAT "Zit's" Columnists' Popularity Contest gives
all you muggs a break now when you send in your con-
tribs to the various columnists, they've gotta publish 'em for fear

of losin' your vote tee hee what lousy kolyunis
they're gonna run all summer wonder if Mister Zittel

planned the Contest as a practical joke on the columnists
that Don Hancock just missed a booking for a big cir-

cuit for his Magician Act by inches his ice cream trousers
were two inches too short

A Little
from **Lots*'

^By RALPH IVIJ.K',

HOLLYWOOD
£DWARD DEAN SULLIVAN,

writer o'^ crime stories has been
signed by M-G-M to write "The O'd
Man" an original. Willard MacPc,
playwright and author terminated his
contract with M-G-M last week.
Buck Svninn, director has been signed
by AI-G-M to a five vear contract.

Judith Wood has signed a new
covtract with Paramount as a fea-
tured actress. She is now ivorking
ill "The Road to Reno."

NeJla W'alker is another addition to
the cast of "An .'\merican Tragedv."
the Theodore Dreiser opus being
fixed up by Paramount.

Hal E. Roach has been made hon-
orary captain of the Culver City
volice department. Chief Smith con-
ferred the appointment and pre-
^cnted the producer tvith a gold
badge. William W. Wetherby, L. A.
^reyich and Roach executives were
nresevt when the honor was con-
ferred.

Joan Peers holds a record for
learning lines. She was given her
lines Sunday night for "Eddie Cuts
In." Reporting to the RKO-Pathe
studio Monday morning, she had the
lines, totalling more than 500 words
memorized. "I learned them at the
stop signals on the way out," she told
A\ Rogell, the director.

Arline Judge has been assigned
the leading feminine role ?n Rosea
Ates' fourth Radio Pictures' com-
edy, "Use You)' Noodle," according
'o Louis Brock, short subject im-
presario. Others who will play in

support of Ates are Kitty Kelly,
Charles Sullivan, Ethan Laidlaw,
William Wagner, Eddie Wallis, Wal-
ter Brennon, Eddie Baker, Earl
Pingree and James Leon.

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by T H K
FILM DAILY to the following mem
hers of the industry, who are celebrat

ing their birthdays:

July 6

Evelyn Selbie

Don Mersereau

Al Wilkie

Frank L. Newman, Jr.



NOW...
KEEP YOUR EYES ONTIFFAN^

WHEN YOU
KEEP YOUR EYES ON TIFFAN>

THE SINGLE SIN
with BERT LYTELL
and KAY JOHNSON

//

''DRUMS OF
JEOPARDY'^

with

JUNE COLLYER, WARNER OLAIV)
and LLOYD HUGHES

THE COMMAND
PERFORMANCE

A JAMES CRUZE PRODUCTION

with NEIL HAMILTON
and UNA MERKEL
Produced by SAMUEL ZIERLER CAUGHT CHEATING

with CHARLES MURRAY
and GEORGE SIDNEY



KEEP YOUR EYES ON TIFFANY

NEEX) THEM
KEEP Y O ES ON TIFFANY

MOST
ON TIFFANY

N

"ALOHA"
with

BEN LYON
and RAQUEL TORRES

OW, when the season for real

money pictures is at its ebb

and powerful attractions are few

and far between, Tiffany gives

them to you.

"ALOHA," absorbing story of a gorgeous wild girl

who couldn't be tamed -"DRUMS OF JEOPARDY,"

a real spell-binder among mystery stories—"CAUGHT
CHEATING," laugh-riot success of the season—"THE

COMMAND PERFORMANCE," ultra modern story

of the intimate frivolities of royalty—"THE SINGLE

SIN," soul-stirring drama of a girl whose shady past

constantly clouded her life.

These are ready NOW. . . and the 1931-1932 Tiffany

Program will soon be announced ..." Keep Your Eyes

On Tififany."

TIPPAnV
PRODUCTIONS, INC.





SPIRIT OF PERSHINO

FOCHl

CHATEAU THIERRY!

BELLEAU WOOD!
ST. Ml H I E L!. ..

%hting Spirit Won for Pershing Just

lis Fighting SpiritWill Win forModern

ndustry. RKO-RodioWishes toThank

he Hundreds of ShowmenWhoHove
Commended Its Efforts in Behalf of

prosperity. ..And to Call Again Upon

'lach and Every One To Work With

Jnflagging Energy and Enthusiasm

[••With Eyes Ever on the Box-office!

Repression is over! prosperity

s around the corner! rko-

iladio offers the most practical

show buy of the new season

. . 36 grand attractions . . .

i^ook them all now!

UKI C I ILI I "RKO THEATRENE IN : OF THE AIR"
1•B•C. Coast to Coast Network
/ERY FRIDAY NIGHT, 10:30 P.M.

"^ <' ^ ^ T ' M EE W



A
Capital

Investment
that keeps on

paying its onvn m^ay

i

THEATREb can no longer continue to oper-

ate profitably without the best sound.

WESTERN ELECTRIC— the world's sound stand-

ard—is a real capital investment—the same as a

well-built house, comfortable seats, attractive decora-

tions— all paying their share of dividends.

WESTERN ELECTRIC assures you unmatched

apparatus—made to Bell System standards of pre-

cision and quality by a company in business to stay.

It guarantees you patent protection.

ERPI SERVICE, too, prevents costly breakdowns

—maintains highest possible quality of reproduction.

That^s why Western Electric is a profitable^ capital investment

Wcsterti
SOD N D

lectric
SYSTEM

Northern Electric in Canada

Distributed by

ElectricalResearch Products Inc.
250 West 57th Street, NewYork
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Color Making Big Headway in Short Subject Field

COMBINE DECLARED^ EXIST IN CANADA
i

Chicago Indie Exhibs Agree on Double Feature Ban
discontinuance of Double
Features Now Up To

Circuit Houses
; Cliiicago—An agreement has been
;ached among independent exhibitors

i
this territory to drop the double

lature policj'. Among those consent-
!g include Allied, Exhibitors' Ass'n,
{idwest, Essaness and various
thers. It is contended, however,
iiat the move cannot be carried
irough unless Fox, Warner Bros.

'

'.Continued on Patje 3)

£VEN ASHEVILLE HOUSES

'

UNITED UNDER PUBLIX

JAsheville, N. C.—In a deal between
url R, Bamford and Publix, seven
Ipal houses are now under the
liblix banner, with Bailiford in

{".arge of operations. The group in-

<f]des the Imperial and Plaza, for-

i^rly included in the Publix property,
itd the Princess. Palace, Strand and
Aditorium, which were under Bam-
f|-d.

Iidustry Leaders Attend

f
Last Reichenbach Rites

l^ractically tvtry major film execu-
tj,^ in the east attended the funeral
Bivices for Harry Reichenbach yes-
t'day afternoon at Temple Emanu-El.
Srvices were conducted by Rabbi
I^.than Krass. Harry Hershfield,
:rtoonist and writer, added his

;;Ogv to the words of Rabbi Krass.
i^elegations from various organiza-

tins, including the Motion Picture
0:b, were present. Burial was in

Cpress Hills, Brooklyn.

Syracuse Mayor Bans

Gangster Pi ctures

racuse, N. Y.—Mayor Rolland Marvin
V, declared a ban against gangster pictures
whis city. Letters to that effect have
«i sent to managers of Syracuse theaters.

Times Square Scene
Ballyhoo for Sightseeing Bus: "Take a trip around Hevt York—only fifty

cents!"

Ballyhoo for NevKsreel Theater "Step right inside, folks—a trip around the

world for a quarter!"

Southwest Exhibs Meet to Air

Copyright Bureau Grievances

95% of Copyright Cases
Settled Out of Court

Ninety-five per cent of copyright
cases reported by distributors to the

New York Film Board of Trade are

settled before the matter reaches the

regular courts. Only 15 cases of this

type have been reported to the board
during the past six months.

Dallas—A meeting is being held
here today by the board of directors

of the Theater Owners' Protective
Association to protest against the
activities of the Copyright Protection
Bureau and to formulate plans for
combatting the organization's acts.

The Bureau recently concentrated
its efforts in the southwest and
southeast in a move to curb copy-

(Continued on page 4)

Wisconsin MPTO Corrects Allied

Charging that Allied has uninten-
tionally given misleading information
and made "too much capital" of the
recent withdrawal of the M. P. T. O.
of Wisconsin from the Allied fold,

Steve Bauer, business manager of the

ex-Allied unit, has sent a statement to

The Film Daily in which he says in

part:
"1—Charles W. Trampe is not a

(Continued on Page 3)

B'way Church Considering
Giving Paid Movie Shows
Manhattan Congregational Church,

at Broadway and 76th St., is con-
sidering a plan for showing talking
pictures in the church six days a

week at a regular theater admission
charge, it was revealed Sunday by Dr.

(Continued on Page 3)

Producers of Short Subjects
Going Strong for Color Films

Air Conditioning Firm
Files Suit Over Patents

Auditorium Conditioning Corp. has
filed suits in the U. S. District Court
of New York against Warner Bros.

for infringement of basic patents
covering air conditioning systems
alleged to be used in many of War-

(Contimted on Page 3)

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Color is having s

boom among short subject producers,
particularly those making travelogues
and scenics, while most of the "ex-
pedition" ventures now are being
filmed in color and the demand in

the non-theatrical field likewise is

growing constantly, it is reported by
officials of both Technicolor and Mul-

(Contiiucd on Page 4)

Commissioner White Finds
Famous Players Domi-

nating Dominion
Ottawa—That a combine exists in

the motion picture industry in Cannda
within the meaning of the Combines
Investigation Act, is the finding of

Peter White, K. C, who was ap-

pointed last year to investigate the
activities of certain distributors and
exhibitors of motion pictures in

Canada.
The report, issued today by Hon.

Gideon Robertson, Minister of Labor,
says those found to be the principal

parties to the combine are: Famous
Players Canadian Corp., the dominant
company in the Canadian motion pic-

ture business; Paramount Publix

Corp., its United States parent com-
pany; 13 companies distributing mo-
tion picture films in Canada; and
Motion Picture Distributors & Ex-
hibitors of Canada, an association of

distributors referred to as the Cooper
Organization.

Several theater companies which
(Continued on Page 2)

SIX LASRER THEATERS

DROP DOUBLE FEATURES

Chicago — Lasker Brothers are

discontinuing double feature pro-
grams in six of their Chicago houses
starting this week, it has been an-
nounced by Joseph Koppel, manager
for the Laskers. Houses afTected

include the New Ritz, Roxy, Villas,

Music Box, Ridge and Bertha.

Warner -F. N. Playdates

Set Week - end Record

Week-end booking records of Warner-

First National were exploded over the

Fourth, the records showing 863 more book-

ings than for any like period in the past,

according to Joe Hummel of the contract

department, who neglected his firecrackers

to make the count-up.
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Canadian Government Probe
Finds Film Combine Exists

(Continued from Page 1)

are subsidiaries of Famous Players

also are listed as having participated

.11 the offences stated to have been

committed. The combine has op-
erated against the public interest,

according to the Commissioner, by
various improper methods adopted
for securing control of motion pic-

tures throughout Canada and for in-

fluencing the operations of film dis-

tributors, independent theater owners
and others.

The report declares that Famous
Players occupy either an exclusive
or dominant position in practically
all towns and cities in Canada hav-
ing a population of 10,000 or more.
The company controlled 207 of the
299 circuit theaters in Canada; also,

Famous Players and its subsidiaries
and affiliations are declared to have
obtained practically complete control
of the vaudeville theatrical business
in Canada.

After pointing out the policy of

protection as enforced by Famous
Players, Commissioner White reports
ihat he is not prepared to find, on
the evidence he has heard, that a

certain amount of protection may not

be of some advantage to the industry

provided it is not used as a weapon
to delay the subsequent runs to such

an extent that the subsequent run

houses are unduly hampered in their

business. He also declares his per-

sonal experience is that most of the

moving pictures shown could never
become classics. He advocated more
British films.

Other firms mentioned by the com-
missioner as being parties to the com-
bine are: B. and F. Theaters, Eastern

Theaters, Premier Theaters, Mans-
field Theater Co., United Amusement
Corp., Theater Holding Corp., Hamil-
ton United Theaters, B. C. Para-

mount Theaters. Paramount Theaters,

Radio - Keith - Orpheum of Canada,

Paramount Publix Corp., Motion
Picture Distributors & Exhibitors of

Canada, and the following distribu-

tors: Canadian Educational Films,

Canadian Universal Film Co., Fa-

mous Lasky Film Service, Fox Film

Corp., RKO Distributing Corp. of

Canada, Columbia Pictures of Canada,

Regal Films. United Artists Corp.,

Vitagraph, Tift'any Productions of

Canada, First National Pictures,

Warner Bros. Pictures.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

July 6-10: Conference on talking motu
pictures in visual educatio
under auspices of U. S. Commi,
sioner of Education, Washingto
D. C.

July 8: Testimonial Dinner to Willia
Saal, South Garden of Hotel A
tor Roof, Nev? York, 7 P. M.

July 13-14:—Educational-Tiffany-Sono A
regional meeting. Hotel Asti
New York.

July 17-18: Educational-Tiffany-Sono A
regional meeting, Hotel Congre;
Chicago.

July 20-21 : Annual summer meeting
North and South Carolina Tl
ater Owners' Ass'n. at t

Hotel Oceanic. Wrightsvi
Beach. Wilmington. N. C.

Educational-Tiffany-Sono /
regional meeting. Brown Pals
Hotel, Denver.

Aug. 3-22 : British film festival, sponsor
by British International Pictur
Malvern. England.

Browning to Represent
Dunning Process in East
Irving Browning. photographer,

whose recent exhibition of photo-
graphs was shown at the Motion
Picture Club, has been assigned by
the Dunning Process Co. to repre-
sent them in New York for special
scenes for Coast productions.

Browning will also represent the
Dunning Process for the George
Humphries Motion Picture Labora-
tories of London. This will save con-
siderable expense for backgrounds
where a story requires a New York
locale.

New Twelvetrees Film for Mayfair

Helen Twelvetrees' new picture,

"A Woman of Experience," opens
tomorrow at the RKO Mayfair. This
booking takes the place of the previ-

ouslv announced "Miracle Woman."

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City }>

154 Crescent St. ";

STiUwell 4-7940 :'t

i Eastman Films «

I J. E. Brulatour^ Inc* :|

Thomas F. Cole Opens
Supply House in K. C.

Kansas Cit>—Thomas F". Cole, as-

sociated with the theater supply busi-
ness here off and on for a number of

\ ears, and for the past year branch
manager of National Theater Supph .

has opened the Cole Theater .Supply

Co. at 115 West Eighteenth St.

Thomas Reddy also is interested with
Cole in the new venture.

Touring Movie Theater
Equipped With Royal "Z"
A Royal "Z" sound reproducing

apparatus, manufactured by the Pul-

verman Corp. of Duluth and New
York, has been installed in the 34-

foot iug,gern.Tut of the road that was
recently completed in California to

bring talking pictures to small towns.

The traveling movie theater is equip-

ped to play to an audience of 2.000.

New Pennsy Censor Board
Being Watched by Exhibs
National distributors are watching

with interest the operations of the

revised Pennsylvania censor board

which, in the past, has caused thein

plenty of headaches through their

slashes. Henry Starr Richardson,

secretary of the board, and Harry
Knapp are both out. Governor Pin-

chot lias named Samuel Schwarz of

Philadelphia and Miss J. French Kerr
to succeed them.

:.:

i.i
Chicago Hollywood H

•* 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica H
a CALumet 3692 Blvd. K
• HOLlywood4121 J-j

J> :>

Fox Joins M-G-M in Split

With Detroit Co-operative
Detroit—Taking similar action to

that of M-G-M a short time ago. Fox
has cut off its dealings with the Co-
operative Service Corp. and hereafter
will deal with exhibitors individually,

it is announced by Lester Sturm of

the Fox branch office.

"Women Men Marry" At Beacon
"Women Men Alarry," Headline

i-oduction, hais been booked into

Warners' .Beacon for a week's run
.arting July 10.

.

Federal Agents Nab Fight Films
Memphis—Two men attempting to

transport motion pictures of the

Schmeling - Stribling championship
fight from Cleveland to the Atlanta
territory are reported to have been
nabbed by Federal agents in Ten-
nessee.

The Finest Projection Room
(Western Electric System)

$1.25 per reel

4 private cutting rooms
DU-ART FILM LAB
245 West 55th Street

Columbus 5-4907

Warner-F. N. to Make
Full Quota of Featuri;

Despite revival of rumors to t

contrarj'. Warner Bros, will r

make any cut in its 1931-32 progra
but is definitely committed to its a

nouncement of 70 features. Thirt
five will be made by Warner Br(
and a similar number by First ISI

tional.

Homer E. Ellison Dies

Denver — Homer E, Ellison, ',

local representati\ e of RCA Pho •

phone and at one time prominent i

the theater operating field, is del

after a year's illness. Ellison at c:

time headed the Mountain Stas

Theater Corp., selling out to Pub:

A. Polster Dies

Cleveland—A. Polster, prominit
local exhibitor and partner of Mt
Lefkowitz in the Community Thl-

ter circuit, died this week aftC'i

long heart illness.
;

Estelle Taylor for Stage .

Estelle Taylor, who has just ir

peared in two United Artists t-

tures. "The Unholy Garden" .;^

"Street Scene," will appear in ,e

new Earl Carroll "Vanities" if net-

tiations now under way are can!
through.

.KINETOPHONE,
Bulletin No. 4

Portability—Performance

—

Price!
What a combination! No standard

film projector (sound-film) can matcl
the KINETOPHONE!

Everybody has for years bowed first

place to the Holmes portable projecto;—not a belt, not a chain—all shaft

driven and ball-bearing. That's thi

KINETOPHONE.
Small theatres—small towns—trave

shows — No more bootleg outfits

Here's the genuine!

KINETOPHONE-RUBY
Factory Distributors

j

727 7th Ave. N. Y. Cit}'

j.
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HCAGO INDIES ACREE

IN DOUBLE FEATURE BAN

I (Cof'inucd from Page 1)

i,Balaban & Katz join in. Publix

icintly entered the dual bill compe-

th in some neighborhood houses,

){rently to discourage the practice

rng indies. Now that the indies

iJ agreed to make the change, cir-

Haction is understood to be await-

liCfore the plan can be carried out.

(» Seider Busy Into

lliree Mike Glynn Houses
ludential Theaters, headed by Joe

-t\tr, has bought into three Long
;Ijid houses operated by Mike
Im. They are the Sag Harbor
lig Harbor, the Garden at South-

rjton and the Greenport at Green-

,
Lider recently acquired the

iifary Hall at Mattiuck, the Mon-
II at Montauk Point and the

tind at Centre Moriches, now re-

iijjd the Centre Moriches.

^s Suit Over Air

j

Conditioning Patents
I (^Continued from Page 1)

e^ theaters. These patents are

•li, to have been held valid and in-

.i);ed in long test litigation involv-

igthe patents covering a system of

;c;culating air.

Imilar licensed systems have been
isdled in the Roxy, New York;
Vied States Capitol, Washington;
[iy's department store and other

,"3:s. To date, there are two li-

iies authorized to install systems
>Jred by these patents, Carrier
nineering Corp. and Cooling & Air

cditioning Corp.

Bogota Houses Cut Prices

J')gota, Colombia—To end a partial

otott, principal movie houses here
a] made a substantial reduction in

f'ms. Theater owners have just suc-

.:Qed in defeating a municipal ordi-

l*e requiring each house to have
1 (orchestra of not less than 12

u|cians.

J Nancy Carroll Married
iwtown. Conn. — Nancy Carroll

uBolton Mallory, editor of "Life,"

ei married here July 3 by a justice

: lie peace. They left immediately
ir| two weeks' trip to Canada.

= I-tOMING & GOING

A. LIGHTMAN, president of the M.
O. A., is scheduled to arrive in New

.- on Monday from Memphis.
BRL DENNISON has returned to New
)r| after a business trip to the Coast.

• >,THAN BURKAN sailed for Europe
itlight on the Europa.
'Lj-Y DAMITA, who has just completed
yr in two Radio Pictures productions for
ji< she was borrowed from Samuel Gold-
Vr arrives in New York tomorrow from

,,; [last, and sails Saturday on the He de
"ai; for a holiday in Paris.

' E'jENE castle is back from his trip
» t, coast.
lill'NE BORDONI sailed for Europe last
won the France.
O-JaN HERSHOLT has returned to the
lis

MOi
HI: ^

RI41T
• • • THE REAL story in back of the production, "Determ-

ination," made in 1922, probably has never been printed till now
it still holds the record as probably the Classic Flop of

the film biz it was produced by J. W. Martin for the state

rights field it was a 12-reeler costing 790 grand

cash money a bunch of Washington senators, headed by

Senator Pope, put up the dough Captain Stoll promoted

the deal it took months and months to complete it

and finally it wound up as an Aywon release Nathan Hirsch

laying 25 grand across the board for the state rights and

if he got two grand back, that is probably a generous estimate. . . .

• • • SEVERAL DIRECTORS had a hand in the produc-

tion but it was finally finished by an assistant director

and before it was finished, it proved a gold mine for a

bunch of gents f'rinstance, they needed an art direct'^r

for the atmospheric London scenes so one of the pal^

was told to drop over to the stude with an art director's makeup
he did he showed up one morn at the Lincoln

stude over in Grantwood, N. J., with the finest makeup you ever
saw he had trick horn-rimmed glasses on a big black rib-

bon over his ear his hair was down over the back of his

collar he didn't have the price of a haircut, so that part

was perfect he walked into the stude with a pile of old

English books under his arm an English antique dealer
straight from Whitechapel with a Dutch accent a

wow well, boys and gals, before he got through the first

interview, he sold 'em $3,100 worth of antiques that put
him definitely in the antique biz as an expert he HAD to

make .good so he goes out and digs hisself up a New York
representative of a big London antique establishment and
made a 50-50 deal with the other gent fair enough

• • • THROUGHOUT the production there was an aver-
age of 300 players on the lot all the time after 390 grand
had been kicked in by the solons of Washington, the boys needed
an additional 350 to pay off the players to date they got
it without a peep ah, them were the happy daze
and after the picture was shot and we mean "shot"
the sucker - er- stockholders were called in for a preview
they thought it was great but someone suggested the pix,

being an "Epic," needed something spectacular one sena-
tor thought it would be nice to show Whitechapel with a unique
atmosphere so another came through with the bright
thought: "Why not put a bend in the street?" everybody
got up and cheered for the bend but the boys in charge
shook their heads sorrowfully and sez: "We'd just love to put
another bend in Whitechapel, but that would cost 50 grand more."

they voted the extra dough without movin' from thefr

chairs so they put a 50-thousand-dollar bend in the street

grand total, 790 grand wotta picture !

• • • JOE RIVKIN sent us a special invitation to the world
premiere showing of Tiffany's "Salvation Nell" in Buffalo
round trip fare only $41.50 shucks, a mere nothing
Guy Fowler, probably pixdom's most prolific novelist and
left-hand man to George Harvey's ad service George be-
ing a southpaw deserted Greenwich Villsge for the first

time in years over the holidays he left some footprints on
the sands of Long Beach We have just discovered why
the Statue of Liberty has turned green the ole gal is just

green with envy watching the totirists goin' to Lunnon, Paris and
Berlin where they HAVE Liberty meanin' good likker,

no less

« « « » » ^

ALLIED MISINFORMED

ON WISCONSIN MPTO

(Continued from Page 1)

director of our organization, and our
by-laws make it impossible for an
exchange manager to hold office.

"2—The motion for withdrawal
came as the result of a recommenda-
tion brought in by a committee of

seven unaffiliated, independent exhibi-
tors, none of whom belonged to the
board of directors.

"3—The motion for adoption,
meaning the withdrawal, was made
by A. C. Gutengerg, strictly inde-
pendent, unaffiliated exhibitor, the
vice-president of this organization.

"I—Trampe's only comment, which
he made officially as an independent
exhibitor, was that in order to with-
draw it would be necessary to give
a reason. He did not vote or voice
any further comment. Furthermore,
the motion was carried unanimously
without any affiliated theaters vot-

Broadway Church May
Give Paid Movie Shows

(Continued from Page 1)

Edward H. Emett, pastor. The
church seats 550. The enterprise
would be conducted by the church
itself, but details have not yet been
worked out.

Joe E. Brown to Tour in Play
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Joe E. Brown, now

finishing work in "Local Boy Makes
Good" for First National, will go on
tour shortly in a revival of the Ring
Lardner-George M. Cohan play,

"Elmer the Great," in which Brown
appeared for several weeks in Los
Angeles earlier this season.

Two Fox Houses Turned Back

Seattle—After nearly two years of

Fox control the Lincoln in Mt.
\^ernon and the Empire in Anacortes
have been returned to their former
owners and managers W. B. Ives

and son.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-

bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

July 7
Raymond Hatton
George Cukor
John D. Clark
Jackie Searl
R. M. Yost
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COLOR MAKINGiHEADWAY

IN SHORT SUBJECT FIELD

(Continued from Page 1)

ticolor. The latter company alone

has experienced a big spurt of activ-

ity in recent weeks, with Multicolor

cameramen now on their way to all

parts of the world as a result of con-

tracts recently signed.

Robert Bruce has left Hollywood

with a Multicolor unit for a four

months' trip throughout the United
States and Canada to make a new
series of his world-famous scenics for

Paramount release.

Leon Britton and another crew are

en route to China to make a series of

oddities in color and sound. Johnny
Boyle has arrived in Sweden to

photograph a series of scenic shorts

for world-wide exhibition. Harry
Garson, now in China, has started

on his series of Multicolor sound
shorts, which will be released by
Radio Pictures.

Alvin Wyckofif, chief cinematog-
rapher for Multicolor, has left with a

camera and sound crew for Calgary,
Canada, to film the famous Calgary
Stampede. This will be the first all-

color motion picture film made in

Canada. Wyckoff will also make
Multicolor movies of the scenic won-
ders of Banf¥ and Lake Louise.

Alfred Gilks, cameraman, and a

staff, are leaving this week from New
York on Commodore W. K. Vander-
bilt's yacht, the Alva, to make color

pictures of the Vanderbilt expedition
to the south seas and far east. A
$25,000 Lockheed-Vega monoplane
left here last week with a color crew
to fly Commander Donald B. Mac-
Millan on his photographic expedi-
tions in the Arctic.

Aleanwhile three pictures are being
made entirely in Multicolor in Holly-
wood and several others are planned.
Westone Productions has started a

series of Westerns with Beatrice Joy
at the head of the cast. Dr. Hans
Bohm of Germany is making one
glorifying California's scenic won-
ders, featuring interviews with movie
stars, and Pioneer Pictures is com-
pleting the first of a series of West-
erns with Norman Kerry in the lead-
ing role.

The foregoing is in addition to the
Tecliincolor activities and the shorts
being made by Mack Sennett with
his own process. Harriscolor also
is to build a factory here in the near
future.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH IVILK

HOLLYWOOD
PDDIE B. COLLINS, character

comedian who created "Jiggs,"
"Major Hoople," etc., on the stage
and who for many years starred in

his own musical comedy and drama-
tic stock companies, is now in Holly-
wood at the request of Screenland Se-
lect, Inc., for a try at pictures.

* * *

Early in his career Eddie was a
comedy partner of Tod Browning,
M-G-M director, when Collins and
Browning were jointly starred un-
der the management of Charles W.
Dayiiels in "Cartoon Land," "The
Whirl of Mirth" and "The Barber
Shop."

* * *

John Russell, world traveler and
author of four books of short stories,

is writing the screen play for "The
Lives of a Bengal Lancer," for

Paramount. Several years ago, Rus-
sell was a member of the scenario
staff of the Paramount Long Island
studio.

* * *

J. A. Goodrich, veteran Para-
mount sound engineer, has finished,

the sound work on "The Magnificent
Lie," starring Ruth Chatterton. The
picture was directed by Berthold
Viertel.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
C. E. F. Recording Systems, sound re-

cording; J. E. Brill .^6 West 44th St., New
York. 150 shares common.
Makina Corp., cameras, films; J. M. Bing;

1.'52 East 42nd St., New York. 200 shares
common.

Mayer-Singer Corp., films, cameras; H. W.
Leavy. 32 Broadway, New York. i.OOO
shares common.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
D. & W. Amusement Co., Bayonne ; Dem-

be & Dembe, Bayonne, N. J. 100 shares
common.

The Fox golf tournament will be
held at Fox Hills Club July 12. Will
Rogers and Irving Cummings were
the first to donate trophies for the
tourney.

* * *

Here and There: Dave Werner de-
parting for New York; Dorothy
Fields, newly arrived from New
York, James Seymour, J. A. Fields
and Mauri Grashin arriving at the
Beverly Hills hotel court at six A. M.
for several matches of tennis.

* * *

Humphrey Pearson is doing the
screen treatment and dialogue for

"Sour Grapes," which will be made
by Radio Pictures. He wrote the orig-

inal story for "Traveling Husbands"
and the scenario for "Consolation
Marriage," now in production.

* * *

"A Private Scandal." next Head-
line release, has been completed at

Tec-Art studio with RCA recording,
it is announced by M. D. Sikawitt,
president of the company. Marian
Nixon is featured with Lloyd Hughes.
The supporting cast includes Theo-
dore Von Eltz, Walter Hiers, Lucille
Powers, Edward Phillips, Norton
Fletcher, Burr Mcintosh, George
Wells and others. Chas. Hutchison
directed.

S. W. EXHIBS PROTEST

COPYRIGHTjUREAU A(^

(Coitttnucd from Page 1) '

right violations and to educate e.
bitors on how to avoid getting o

trouble. Independent exhibiis,

however, have not all taken kiily

to the plan.

Ben Amsterdam Plans
Return as Philly Indie

Pliiladelpliia—The next well-known
addition to the "back to the theater
business" movement is expected to

be Ben Amsterdam, who recently left

the Warner Bros, organization here.

He is understood to be planning to

take back several houses he sold to

Warners some time ago.
Other indie operators who sold to

major circuits in this territory are
understood to be contemplating a re-

turn to the theater field.

French Import Limit
Definitely Removed

Paris—Removal of the French im-
port restrictions became a fact yes-
terday with the signing of the new
bill by Maurice Petsche, Undersecre-
tary of State for Fine Arts. The sit-

uation is not materially changed
from a practical standpoint, however,
since Hollywood production of pic-
tures is far below the French de-
mand.

Walker Turns Stage Producer
Johnnie Walker, who last worked

in "Enemies of the Law," has turned
stage producer. His first show, "All
Women Are—," will have a tryout
next week at the Savoy, Asbury
Park.

Richard Bennett's Home Burned
IP est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Richard Bennett's

home at Los Gatos was destro} ed
Saturday night by fire believed to
have originated from firecrackers set
ofif bv picnickers. Damage is esti-

mated at $40,000.

Selected Pictures Close
Booking Deal for Ohio

Cleveland—Selected Pictures, own-
ed by Nate Schultz and Arthur Si-

mon, has taken over the physical dis-
tribution of all product handled by
Independent Pictures, Inc., in north-
ern Ohio. Negotiations are pending
for a similar arrangement to cover
southern Ohio. This included Syn-
dicate westerns and Chesterfield pic-
tures. J. E. Beck, formerly man-
ager of Independent Pictures, is now
in New York. Chester Loewe is still

representing the cotnpany in Cincin-
nati.

M.P.T.O. of Western Pa.
Goes After Delinquents

Pittsburgh—Only members in good
standing will hereafter be given in-

formation and service, legal or other-
wise, by the M.P.T.O. of Western
Pennsylvania, according to a notice
sent out. The move is aimed at

members who are delinquent in dues.

Florida Tax Bill Has Small Chance
Tallahassee, Fla.—Little chance is

seen for Senator Stewart's bill pro-
viding for a 10 per cent tax on amuse-
ment tickets selling for more than
SO cents. Revenue from the meas-
ure would be negligible, it is pointed
out, because very few theaters charge
admissions exceeding half a dollar.
In view of this, it is believed likely

another levy will be attempted.

26 'Wizard of Oz' Short

Planned by Ray Smallw(d
H'est Coast Bureau, THE FILM D/.1

Hollywood— There will be 5o

shorts in the series based on "Wi'd
of Oz" characters to be produceoy
Ray Smallwood for national relet

Ethel Aleglin's Wonder Kiddies i:l

be featured in the series and le

Handschiegl Process is to be ti

for unusual backgrounds and l.k

camera shots. Contracts for le

shorts have been signed by Ui:(l

Productions with the estate oiL.

Frank Baum. "
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Intimate in Character

International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pi ctures

Now Fourteen Years Old
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urb on Story Duplications Urged by Frank Woods

JECENTRALIZATIONJREND IS SPREADING

summer Closings in Northwest Below Expectations

Smiles
—and other things

;By JACK ALICOATE -

Having run smack
iiughter bang into a diversity

i e Tonic of opinion amid the

grandstand managers
a the Movpix Chib, we recently

A. during our spare time, some
crage folk, of almost as many

a'-s, as to what thev prefer most in

sleen fare. After the obvious an-

sler of better pictures or something
d erent, nine out of ten answered

—

Mghter. And yet, how many time

dl we sit through a full evening of

h|!vy screen fare without a solid

l^gh on the bill. Particularly now,
itithese times of low financial visibil-

it' is it essential to sprinkle ever\

pjgram with smiles.

t The smoke has

Of. Hays Gains .leared and the

aOecision first skirmish in

the Will Hays-
C;irch Council controversy is over.

F'^m where this war correspondent
si, safely behind the first line

triches, the decision is decidedly
w|i the genial General. We have bc-

fd' us, right here and now, some 30
fr )t page stories from representa-
ti' newspapers throughout the coun-
tr A casual examination of this

'"Phibit A" gives a decided edge to
I* H Hays. It's hard to have any
Jsyipathy for those who spend their
jtiie minding the business of other
pejle.

^ . . It's good to see the
merpriSing way that old Pathe
RiOSter newsrccl Rooster is

\
I

_

fighting under the
^nbi guidance and training of Court-

Sriiith and Jack Connolly. Their
rprising Bust-the-Gangsters se-
ices is a bang-up idea, and the
id-the-world flyers tie-up was a

3ir No other branch of the industry
Pff s so much in the way of progress
"opportunity as the newsreel. The
'0 ibilities here are unlimited.

Dark Houses Total Under
Usual 25 Per Cent for

Hot Months
Minneapolis—Notwithstanding earl-

ier reports of wholesale closings con-
templated this summer, a checkup of

dark houses, as listed in reports made
to the Film Board of Trade, shows
that the total is well under expecta-
tions and probably will not approxi-
mate the 25 per cent that has been
usual in the hot months.

Publix has closed theaters only in
t Cniitinucd on pane 7)

NEWSREEL INMOR

PLANNED jY_PflRAMOUNT

Paramount will eventually issue a

newsreel in color, Emanuel Cohen
said to The Film Daii.v yesterday.
Materialization of this intention, he
pointed out, is contingent upon labo-
ratory speed in getting out release
prints and also their cost.

Preliminary plans are being laid
t Continued on paqe 7)

Eddie Klein To Establish
Headquarters in Paris

Edward L. Klein, pioneer distribu-

tor of Anie.ican films in the foreign
markets, leaves for Europe shortly to

establish headquarters in Paris, from
which city he will make periodical

(.Continued on pr.iic 4)

Para. Eastern Studio
Set Until February

Paramount is understood to have lined up

a schedule covering Eastern activities which

insures feature production at the New York

studio until next February. One picture is

now in work and four others have been set

to follow.

AWAITS SPECIFIC CASE

Toronto—According to statements
made today by Fred McGregor of

Ottawa, Registrar of the Combines
Investigations Act, following the re-

port today by Commissioner White
in which he stated a movie com-
bined existed, it now will be up to

(Continued on page 7)

New Pathe Branch Mgrs.
In St. Louis and K. C.

Two new branch managers have
been apponted by Ned E. Depinet.
vice-president and general sales man-
ager of RKO Pathe. Ray Nolan,
formerly in charge of the Kansas Cit>

exchange, takes charge of the St

Louis office. He is succeeded in

K. C. by T. R. Thompson, who re-

cently j"ined that office after serving
with United Artists as manager.

Frank Woods Advocates System
To Curb Flood of Same Stories
Colored Theater Circuit

Planned in South Africa

Johannesburg—Union Theaters, Ltd., has

been formed to establish a circuit of cine-

mas in South Africa for the entertainment

of Asiatic and colored communities. First

unit in the project will be a theater in

Durban seating 1,500. Films are to be ob-

tained partly from the East, especially

India.

Il'e't Coast Bureau. THE FILM l\U' '

Hollywood—A system to curb "the
ni.id rush to duplicate any particu-

larly successful type of picture story"
is urged by Frank Woods in a fur-

ther discussion of his paper, entitled

"Improvement of Screen Entertain-
ment," read at the recent S.M.P.E.
convention. One suggested plan for

the needed reform, says Woods, re-

quires concerted action by the pro-

ducers with the logical assistance of
(Continued on page 7)

Dr. Klein Sees Survival
of Indies Vital to

Prosperity
The logic of the "back to inde-

pendents'' movement as it applies to
the return of small-town theaters to
local operation is supported by a
similar decentralization in other lines

of industry, according to a radio ad-
dress b}' Dr. Julius Klein, Assistant
.Secretary of Commerce. Speaking of
"chain store" operation in contrast
lo the independent. Dr. Klein de-
clares that the "chain" unit in a small
town lacks some of the characteris-
tics that help to "make the wheels

(Continued on Paqe 2)

HEYL SUCCEEDTaBEL

IN PHOTOPHONE POST

E. O. Heyl, vice-president of RCA
Photophone in charge of foreign
affairs, has been appointed general
sales manager to succeed Sydney E.

.Abel, who recently resigned as head
(if the commercial department, it is

(Continued on paqe 7)

Morrison's Territory
Extended by Publix

Earnest Morrison, Publix division

manager for Florida, has extended
'lis jurisdiction to include Atlanta,

Macon and Birmingham. These cities

ave been handled by Robert J.

D'Donnell, who has been appointed
division director for the Southwest,
succeeding William Saal, who has

ioined Tififanv.

Changing Program

As Summer Trade

Daily

Boost

Sheffield, Ala.— Instead of closing for the

hot summer season the Ritz here is chang-

ing programs daily throughout the summer.

The theater figures that folks who make a

habit of going to movies will go more often,

supplanting those who stay away during hot

weather.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Con. Fiti. Ind 8 7i4 TM
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 14'/^ 14!^ 14^ —
East. Kodak 152M 143^ 145^ —
Fox Fm. "A" .. 20?^ 19 19 —
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 4^2 4'A 4}4
Locw's. Inc 46J4 Alyi 43.H —
do pfd 88 88 88 —
P.Tramount 27^ 25J^ 26 —
I'athe Exch 2 I'A I'A —
do "A" 8 e'A 6H —
RKO "A" 16^ IS 15^ —
\V.Trner Bros 8i^ 7!4 T'A —
do pf.1 17^ \77A \7Vs —

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Cnltmbia Pets. Vtc 11^ 11 11% —
Fox The.1. "A"... 3'/, 3 3

Gcii. Til. Eq. pfd. 8'/^ 8 8 —
Tcchnicnlnr 7'A 7 7 —
Tr.-uis l.ux 6^^ 544 5^ —

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew 6s 41ww... 99 98 98 —
Paramount 6s 47.. 90 89^ 89'/J —
Par. Bv. 5Ks51..102J4 101 102'.>ii -j-

Ply. 5!^s50 82 82 82 —
Pathe 7s37 91

K

90^^ 90;/5 ..

Warner's 6s39 . . . AV/z 40 40.^ —

Net
Chg.

4 54

Decentralization Trend Is

Spreading, Says Dr. Klein

Mountan Back in East
D. J. Mrnintaii, who is producing a

group of features of Universal's
19.31-.52 program, has returned to
New York from the coast.

i't
New York Long Island City Jj

1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. "{

BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 ft

f. E. Brulatour, Inc. H

' Chicago Hollywood J-Jj 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica H
;"J

CALumet 3692 Blvd. ti
:'} HOLlywood 4121 H

(Coiilinucd from Page 1)

go round" in typical chain-store ac-

tivity. "In the nature of things it

cannot have so much large-scale re-

quisition, distribution, accounting and
other city chain-store advantages.
Probably that is why our census
figures show that, in towns of less

tlian 10,000, the chains do less than
10 per cent of the total business. In
addition, they are up against one of

the great assets of the small-town
independent, namely, personal rela-

tions and special service.

"One of the things that small-town
business is up against today is that

it must endeavor in a measure to

counteract or equalize the entertain-

ment advantages of the city. That
is being done—to a degree. Take
the case of talking-pictures. When
the silent movie was toppled abruptly
from its pedestal, some premature
mourners said: 'Just another thing

to injure the life of the small town I

This new-fangled sound equipment
is expensive. The local 'opry house'
or Bijou Dream can't afiford it. You'll

see more of our people flocking down
to Zenith to hear the yelluloids!' But
how is it working out? I was turn-

ing the pages yesterday of a big fat

volume listing every picture theater

in this country, with a notation as to

whether it has been wired for sound.
I could hardly believe my eyes.

There were hundreds—thousands—of

theaters showing talking-pictures in

towns with as few as 700 people, or

1,200 or 1,800! That shows enter-

prise, determination, a will not to be

left behind."

Dr. Klein also quotes President

Hoover in stating that "the survival

of the independent is the foundation
of American business."

New Photophone Device
Records Radio Broadcasts

IVasliinqton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — K device developed

by RCA Photophone engineers which
enables the recording of radio broad-
casts in any section of the country,
producing a permanent record for use
as testimony or for other purposes,

was successfully- demonstrated yes-

terday at the offices of the Federal
Radio Commission.

Old Newsreel Series

Is Being Continued
.\udience reaction to "Movie Mem-

ories," library shots from old news-
reel and feature scenes, has been so

favorable that Paramount has de-

rided to continue this series under
title of "Screen Souvenirs." Twelve
single reel subjects will be released

riurmg the new year as theatrical en-

tertainment. The series originated as

sponsored pictures but Paramount
has stepped out of this field.

Milton Kampner Dead
Milton Kampner, manager of the

Fox Roosevelt, Roosevelt, L. I., died

last week while on his vacation in

Montreal. Kampner, a pioneer film

salesman, had been identified witfi

Universal Pathe and Fox for the past
16 -^ears. The funeral took place
Monday from 109 West 87th St.

C. 'W. Miller Dies

Youngston, O.—C. W. Miller, op-
erator of the Hippodrome, is dead at

the age of 57.

Fox Engineering Designs
Sound Amplifying Unit

Toledo — An electro-dynamic unit

for reproduction of both the oral and
the musical range in exact volume
has been developed by the Fox Engi-
neering Corp. of this City. The new
device is said to reproduce the

sounds without distortion and with
realism comparable to that of the hu-
man voice and harmonious musical
sounds.

THE INDUSTRY'S .

DATE BOOK |

Today: Testimonial Dinner to W'.an
Saal, South Garden of HoteAj
tor Roof, New York, 7 P. .

July 6-10: Conference on talking mior
pictures in visual educ -on

under auspices of U. S. Conis
sioner of Education, Washinon
D. C.

July 13-14:—Educational-Tiflfany-Sono An
regional meeting. Hotel l:m
New York.

July

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

17-18: Educational-Tiffany-Sono An
regional meeting. Hotel Confss
Chicago.

20-21: Annual summer meetinj, d
North and South Carolina ht

ater Owners' Ass'n. at rt

Hotel Oceanic, Wrighi
Beach, Wilmington, N. C
Educational-Tiffany-Sono

regional meeting, Brown Fit.

Hotel. Denver.

3-22: British film festival, sponrtf
by British International Pictw
Malvern. England.

9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Med
Theaters Ass'n of Minnttj.
North and South Dakota, in

neapolis.

1 : Hispano - American Motion
Congress, Madrid, Spain.

4: Annual meeting of Arad
M. P. Arts & Sciences,
wood.

4: Annual Awards Dinner of a
demy of M. P. Arts & Scitcs,

Hollywood.

P:jn

Hv

Another Detroit House for Brown
Detroit—Tlie Brown Amusement

Co., of which S. J. Brown is presi-

dent, has taken over the Ambassa-
dor on John R. St. The house has
been operated by Joseph Cohen.
Brown also operates the Woodward
Grand in Highland Park and the
Fenkell in Detroit.

Service-on-Sound Moves Offid
Service-on-Sound Corp., tlici

supply dealers, has moved its con i

dated offices with J. A. Tanncnbaii.
Inc., into new headquarters at )0

Broadway, where larger display id

sales rooms have been set up.
S.O.S. recently announced a w

AC-operated sound-on-film eq >

ment for small exhibitors at a w

cost.

Two Weeks at Cleveland Hipp
Cleveland — Warners' ".Smart

Money" is holding over for a second
week at tlic Hippodrome. This is

one of very few pictures to ever re-

main more than a week at the big
house.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Michigan 8761

INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY. N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

COME TO

BRUSHY
MOUNTAIN
LODGE

[EASTSTROUDSBURGPA.

Excel lent Hotel Ac-

commodations. Food
fit for a King. Jewish

Dietary laws observed.

All camp sports—
Golf, Horseback Rid-

ing, Tennis, Swim-
ming, Handball.
Unique Divertisse-
ments. Broadway Pro-

ductions.

Two Hours from N. Y.

For information address

Camp
Added Attraction

TALKING PICTURES

Special rate to Film Folk

IN THE HEART
OF THE POCONO MTSI



HOT OR NOT
BUSINESS IS

THERE IF YOU

PLAY THE OLD ^

IGHTIN' COGK

!

L. A. Examiner: "The perfect

cast!"* Hollywood Citizen: "Pic-

ture classic. Briliiantl" • Holly-

wood News: "ina Claire tri-

umphs. RKO Pathe wins honors!"

L. A. Times: "Distinctive in qual-

ityl"* L. A. News: "All Ina Claire,

plus the production investment!"

The Old Fightin" Cock crows every Friday

night 10:30 N. Y. time, RKO THEATRE OF

THE AIR— NBC hook-up of 44 coosf-to-

coast stations!

/^n

PRE-RELEASEDI

Fox grabbed it

for Los Angeles!

Warner grabbed

itforPhiladelphia

and Atlantic City!

RKO grabbed it

forFarRockaway

and Long Beach!

With Robert Ames; Myrna Loy,

Hedda Hopper, Robert Williams.

Directed by Edward H. Griffith

from the Arthur Hopkins stage

hit by Donald Ogden Stewart.
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PARA. EAST-WEST STUDIOS

ACTIVE 0in2 FEATURES

With nine pictures under way on
the Coast and three at the New York
studio, Paramount production activ-

ity is at its highest peak for several

months.
Productions just begun in Holly-

wood include "Notoriety," starring

Ruth Chatterton; "Twenty-Four
Hours," featuring Clive Brook, Kay
Francis and Regis Toomey; "Rich
Man's Folly," starring George Ban-
croft; "The Man Tamer," starring

Marlene Dietrich under the direction

of Josef von Sternberg and a special

production, as yet unnamed, which is

being directed by Edward Goodman.
On July 20 work will start in

Hollywood on "Ladies of the Big
House," featuring Peggy .Shannon;
"The Marines Have Landed," featur-

ing William Boyd, Charles Rogers,
Charles Starrett and Stuart Krwin,
and an untitled production featuring
Paul Lukas.

July 27 will see the cameras grind-
ing on "Stadium," a football story

starring Richard Arlen and featur-

ing Frances Dee.
Meantime at the New York stu-

dio, activities are being centered on
"My Sin," Tallulah Bankhead's sec-

ond starring vehicle; "Wild Beauty,"
starring Nancy Carroll, and "Sal of

Singapore," starring Claudette Ca)1-

aert.

Eddie Klein to Make
Paris His Headquarters

(Continued from Page 1)

visits to London, Berlin and other

continental film capitols. Klein will

represent American film producers

and distributors in England and on
the continent in the distribution of

their product abroad and will arrange
for the cooperative production of

multi-lingual pictures with American,
British and Continental pioducers.

Klein's New York hfad(|uarters at

present are with the Winkler VUm
Corp.

Another House for Knobel
Ben Knobel is adding a new house

to his circuit. Theater is located at

Larchmont and will have a capacity

of 1,000.

Feld Building Second House
J. Feld, who operates the Howard

at Howard Beach, L. L, is building
a second house in Richmond Hills. It

will seat 838 which is scheduled for

opening in September.

COMING & GOING

UAVE BEKSHON HAROLD ROBB
and ED ROWLEY, all associated with the
Hughes-Franklin interests, arrived in New
York yesterday with FRED M. JACK.
Dallas n.anager for Warner-F. N.

WINNIE LIGHTNER has returned to

Hollywood after two weeks in New York.

D. J. MOUNTAN is back from the coast.

OTTO LEDERER, who has appeared in

Warner productions has sailed for Vienna,
wl ere he will take part in a foreign produc-
tion.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
J^AXINE LEWIS, who was last

seen ui New York in Earl Car-
roll's "Vanities," is now making ap-
pearances at George Olsen's Club in

Hollywood and also doubling at two
motion picture studios. She will re-

turn to New York the early part of

August to start rehearsals in the new
Ed Wynn show.

Gordon Kahn and Charles A.
Logue have been added to Colum-
bia's writing staff.

* * *

Albert Conti's clever work in

"Just a Giyolo" won him another
important role. He will play And)e.
a Pariaiayi sophisticate, in "This
Modern Age," starring Joan Craw-
ford. Conti, a former captain in the
Austrian army, has been successful
in both talking and siloit pictures.
Among his outstanding roles are
those in "Madame Satan," "Moroc-
co," "Jazz Heaven" and "Monte
Carlo."

Our Passing Show: Rouben Ma-
moulian and John Halliday lunching;
Al Green, fight enthusiast, motoring
to Reno for the Uzcudun-Baer fight;

Lloyd A. French and Mauri Grashin
motoring to Culver City.

* * *

Nat Perrin, who wrote much ma-
terial for "Monkey Business," star-

ring the four Marx Brothers, and
who has been with M-G-M, has join-

ed Louis Brock's staff at Radio Pic-

tures, and is working on a Clark and
McCullough story with William A.
Grew and Johnny Grey.

* * *

Julian Johnson, who has resigned
from Paramount, will go into other
film activities, the identity of which
he is yiot yet ready to make public.
During his 10 years with the com-
pany, he has filled important execu-
tive positions at the Hollywood and
New York studios and the home of-

fice. He has been so busy that only
once in the 10 years has he taken
a vacation.

Ns * :<:

Ben Holmes is ' writing "Pigs in

Clover," which will star "Chic" Sale.

It will be produced by Louis Brock
for release through Radio. Holmes
also wrote "Cock a Doodle Doo"
for Sale.

.* * *

Ted von Eltz, Solly Baiano, Mar-
tin Cornica, Vic DeLory, Ida Schnall
and John Fowler were among the
members of the film colony who
participated in the annual Southern
California doubles tournament at
the Los Angeles Club.

Wallace Fox recently completed
the direction of "Partners of the

Trails," starring Tom Tyler. He also
directed Bob Steele in "Near the
Trail's End." Both pictures were
made for Trem Carr. Fox was with
Pathe before joining Carr. He is

now free-lancing.

Charles Stumar is losing no time
Ijciween pictures. As soon as he
iinishes the camera work on "Heaven
on Earth," he will start photograph-
ing "The Spirit of Notre Dame.''
Russell Mack, who is directing

"Heaven on Earth," will also direct

the football picture.

* * *

Through Leo Morrison, Morgan
Galloway, youthful Broadway favo-
rite, was signed by Radio tor five

years. Maude Eburne has been sign-

ed by M-G-M, with a five-year option
On her services.

* * *

Clark tiable, a Cadiz, O. boy who
has made good in Hollywood, is play-

mg the role of "Steve Nelson," Wal-
lace Beery's chief rival in "Hell
Divers," at M-G-M. Gable's last role

was opposite Greta Garbo in "Susan
Lenox, Her Fall and Rise."

* * *

Ernst Lubitsch has returned from
a two weeks' vacation, during wKich
he motored to Big Fine, Lake Tahoe
and Yosemite. His next assignment
is "The Man 1 Killed."

* * *

Howard Hughes has taken over
almust all of the Metropolitan Studio
facilities for the making of "Scar-
face," which goes in vvork tomorrow.
Si.xty-two sets have been constructed
lor this picture, which Howard
Hawks will direct.

Stan Laurel of Laurel and Hardy
has petitioned the court for permis-
'sion to change his name from Arthur
Stanley Jefferson to Stan Laurel.

* * *

Mark Sandrich is directing an un-
.illed Clark and McCullough comedy,
which is being produced by Louis
Brock for release thrcjugh Radio
Pictures.

* * *

Rumors to the contrary, Ann Hard-
ing is not returning to the stage in

the coming autumn as a member of
the Henry Duffy stock company in

Los Angeles and San Francisco.
This denial emanates from the RKO
Pathe studios, where Miss Harding
is under three-year contract.

* * *

Claude Fleming, world traveler and
announcer in the Educational-Roman-
tic Journeys, happened on his career
when he left Australia to nurse a
broken heart and forget a beautiful
blonde. His first step in this direc-
tion was to join the crew of the good
ship "Betty"—the name of the
blonde. Just one of the ironies of
life!

* * 4c

Ruth Chatterton's next Paramount
picture will be from the Jules Eckert
Goodman play, "The Second Life,"
to be filmed under the working title

of "Notoriety." This picture will
mark the directorial debut of Guthrie
McCUntic, noted Broadway producer.
Zoe Akins is doing the screen play.

8 PICTURES UNDER WAY

AT RKO PATHE STUDIOS

IVest Coast Bitieaii, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Eight pictures are

currently in various stages of pro-

duction at the RKO Pathe studios.

'Devotion," Ann Harding's next
starring vehicle, is being directed by
Robert Milton. In the supporting
cast are Leslie Howard, O. P. Heg-
gie, Olive Tell, Pat Somerset and
others.

Also sliooting is "Eddie Cuts In,"

starring Eddie Quillan, with Albert
Rogell directing. Cast, Ginger Rog-
ers, Joan Peers, Robert Armstrong
and Ralf Harolde.

Director Tay Garnett is in the cut-
ting room editing "The Mad Mar-
riage," which will star Helen Twelve-
trees, with John Garrick and Ricardo
Cortez in support. Bill Boyd's next
starring vehicle, "The Big Gamble,"
also is in the cutting room.

Preparation of Pola Negri's first

starring production, "A Woman
Conmiands," is progressing rapidly,

with shooting scheduled at an early
date.

Three .short comedies are in work.
They include: "Accidents Will Hap-
pen," starring Benny Rubin; "Easy
to Get," featuring June MacCloy,
Marion Shilling and (iertrude Short,
and ".Slow Poison," .starring James
(ileason.

New Fox Spokane House
Will Open Next Month

Spokane — Fox West Coast w.ll

open the new Fox here on Aug. 15.

it is announced. The building will

cost $500,01*0, plus an additional

$175,000 for equipment and furnish-
ings.

A/eip"LowRates
in

HOLLYWOOD
ROOM
WITH
BATH

Right in the heart of

Hollywood—with
interesting places to

go-people to SCO

igji^^l and things to <kx

Vrinf,, BmUtt. K«a<Mi Bmar

R^ooseveLT
=^=^- HOT€L=^=

ROBERT j. McCABE. Mxiucn

HOLiyWOOD. CALIFORNtA
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Short Shots from
New York Studios

By HARRY N. BI.AIR

iOAY FOSTER, Vitaphune caniera-

f^ man, has returned from a mnUi

Itrip to New Orleans and other po.n.

jin the south, all primed up to resuni

Ikvork at the Brooklyn plant.

1
Nothing slow about Beltij Cund

who is featured in Paramount.
"Girl Habit." While vacation luj i

Atlantic City she was intereiewa

over a local station and, of ronrse

gave her picture a nice break.

The latest aspirant for casting

honors at Paramount's New York

studio is Sam, popular bootblack,

who uncovered a colored woman
singer for "There's Rhythm in the

River," a short subject, when dozens

previously tested proved unsatisfac-

tory. Sam's "find" answers to the

unusual name of Doris Rhuebottom
and she has previously appeared at

the Lafayette theater in Harlem,

where Nina Mae McKinney was also

discovered.

To7n McNamara, famous cartoon-

ist, acted as referee for the wrest-

ling match in "Meet the Winner," a

Paramount short featuring Serge

Kalmikoff, the bearded, burly grap-

ple and grunt artist, whose antics

have amused thousands of mat fans
throughout the country. Cozine

found it difficult to locate a tvrestler

willing to be downed by Kalmikoff
who, in the story, emerges as world's

champion under the managership of

Joe Laurie, Jr., Broadway comedian.

Edward Slonian, who is preparing

to direct Claudette Colbert in "Sal

of Singapore," completed "Caught,"
featuring Richard Arlen, Louise
Dresser and Frances Dee, shortly

before leaving Hollywood for the

east.

Paramount yesterday said that it

has "no thought of not renewing
'i Nancy Carroll's contract," as re-

ported. The agreement runs into the

Fall, it was pointed out.

Frank Tours, director of music at
the Paramount New York studio,
will supervise the scoring of "Per-
sonal Maid," Nancy Carroll's latest

picture.

Cozine Sponsors Air Meet
A crowd of 40,000, including almost

the entire Paramount New York studio
personnel, attended the Air Meet held
under the auspices of Montgomery Post
429, American Legion, at Cozine Field,

Rhinebeck, N. Y.

A total of 55 planes took part in the
manoeuvers, ranging from a 1910 "push-
er" fo the "Patrician," the largest pas-
senger carrying plane in the U. S., hold-
ing 20 persons and baggage. The Army,
Navy and Marines were represented with
three planes each.
Among the well known flyers parti-

cipating were Casey Jones. Chas. Boyer,
Frances Hartell, Jimmy Collins, Chas.
Hearst, E. Voelter, Harry Hoblitz and
johnny Ranger, the latter a daredevil
stunt man. Entire program was under
the supervision of Arthur Cozine, Para-
mount studio manager and flying en-
thusiast, with the cooperation of the
Curtis-Wright flying service. It was
the biggest inter-state air meet held to
date.

» • • REMEMBER WHEN you were a kid and you useter

devour Horatio Alger's "Work and Win" stories under the desk
m school hidden under your 'rithmeitic book?
and you read about those heroes rising from nothin' to somethin'

and determined to do the same so you went into

.ne film biz and so many of us have since risen from nothin'

1.J somethin' less than nothin' so we don't believe in Horatio
rixger and Santa Claus any more nowadaze we read Walter
vvinchells "Work 'em and Sin" series instead and scan
iui column feverishly every morn to see if he's gone and ruined

us, too which is ail by way of leading up to the True
business Romance of Arthur W. Stebbins Insurance King
Extraordinary a guy with a history that knocks the Horatio
Alger hero fiction for a loop of discarded film because it

Really Happened

• • • y\RTIE started his insurance career at the tender age
of 14 but he developed into a tough mugg physically

and when he was 17 he went out and copped the New England
featherweight championship which he held for three years
and took up professional boxing for a while in order to find

some lugs who could give hiin a real battle and one day
Adolpii Zukor sez to him: "Arthur, if you'd stick to the insurance
and lorget the boxing, you'd inske a big rep and a bankroll for

>ourself, with your personality." those words stuck in

Artie's conk and today he writes more insurance than ain
single individual in the Youessay for the past seven yeais
he's led the entire nation proving that Mister Zukor Is a

prophet and that Artie is there with the Work aiicl Win Punch
if he's writing up a coupla grand on the life of your

mother-in-law, he's just as enthusiastic as if it was that Joe
Schenck policy for $5,000,000 he wrote some time ago and
when your ma-in-law kicks off, he's the first to congratulate you

a business man with a Heart
* * * *

• • • MISTER STEBBINS recalls insuring "The Prisoner
of Zenda" negatives for Famous Players Films the first

big film insurance of its kind in those days me insurance
brokers called it "celluloid" today his firm, Stebbins, Leter-
man & Gates, controls about 80 per cent of the motion picture
biz insurance which is only one-quarter of their entire busi-
ness there are only about five big film stars for whom
Artie personally has not handled their insurance on the
list of over 360 prominent persons in the Youessay who carry
over $1,000,000 insurance each, Artie has personally written up
11 per cent of 'em soma go-getting' guy!

* * * >if

• • • SOME YEARS ago he insured Ben Turpin on a freak
policy with Lloyds of London to cover Ben in case his

eyes Went Straight again about eight years ago when
Artie started on his own, he made an intensive study of claim
experience on accidents in motion picture theaters figuring
that the general increase in rates at that time from 10 to 20 cents
a seat was exorbitant and unwarranted so he figured out
a plan, armed with all this data he went out to Chi and
spent a day with the general manager of one of the largest liability

insurance companies he found out that the mugg NEVER
attended picture shows Balaban & Katz had just opened
their magnificent Chicago theater so Artie rushed him
there without delay the gen'l manager was dumbfounded
at the safety provisions provided he was so conscience
stricken that he wanted to make his company's rate 5 cents
Artie, big hearted, sez: "Aw, 7 cents will be okay." and
all around the B. & K. palace in Ci"".: were nothing but shooting
gallery dumps oops

* * * if

• • • THIS WIZARD of Insurance is proud of two things
first, that his son Gerald, age 10, can look forward to an

insurance biz that Artie is building up for him when dad gets
ready to release the reins second, that he can consider
himself the richest man in the world not in money
but in the knowledge that through all these years every single
one of his business contacts consider him more as their friend
than their insurance broker and, boys and gals, that's a
record of achievement for any man to brag about "He
Makes Friends—and Holds 'Em!"

NEW BOOKS
On the Art and Business

of Motion Pictures

t)
CINEMATIC DESIGN, By Leon-

ard Hacker. American Photogra-

phic Publishing Co., New York.

$2.50.

This volume appears to have been

intended for the amateur film-maker.

The author sets down various theor-

ies of essential design and proceeds

to illustrate them with a group of

elementary scenarios. Aside from its

interest and undoubted value to the

non-professional cinematographer,

the volume has many points of in-

terest to anyone who is concerned

with the largely unrealized definitions

of the cinema. Hacker goes into some
involved and arty discussions, deal-

ing with art, angles and rhythmic

texture of the cinema. There is a

brief chapter on color films, and a

.-.ection in which the relativistic tenets

are applied to the cinema, suggesting

some fresh uses in motion pictures as

well as other arts. The sum of the

volume is that "composition in mo-
tion" is the gist of cinematic art.

The author advocates the metronome
to establish simplified pace. How-
ever, except for basic time control,

this would be obviously disadvan-

tageous in treating any but a single

motive. Although there is a wide
disparity between some of Hacker's
theories and the actual possibilities,

liis book has many stimulating points.

/ AM STILL ALIVE, By Dick
Grace. Introduction by William
Wellman. Rand, McNally & Co.,

New York. $2.00.

Dick Grace has recorded a long
list of stunts performed by him in

the course of his colorful career as a

stunt man in the films. The narrative
is full of thrills and engrossing ex-
periences. Movie fans will enjoy
reading this account and finding out
how certain daring episodes were
performed and by whom, as well as
whether anyone was injured or killed

in the scene. Those in the indus-
try also should get some keen en-
joyment out of the volume.

« « « » » 5*

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

July 8
Grant L. Cook
Bradley King
A. J. Moeller
Lon Young
Eugene Pallette
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MK WOODS URGES CURB

STORY DUPLICATIONS

(Continued from Papc 1)

the Hays Office. By maintaining a

bureau of information to whom all

producers would report their con-
templated pictures, the organization

would be in a position to warn pro-

ducers of dangers ahead, declares

Woods. For example, when a com-
pany reports another gangster picture

being planned, it would be informed
that 16 gangster films had already

been reported, and this might be in-

strumental in checking too many pic-

turse of the same kind.

An effective system to eliminate

the duplication evil would do a great

deal, it is stated, to remove the grow-
ing complaints of film patrons that

too many screen stories follow the

same pattern.

PubPx Stage Shows
For 3 Warner Houses

Agreement under which Publix
provides stage entertainment for

three Warner houses in Philadelphia,

Jersey City and Newark will be ter-

minated soon, following completion of

negotiations for Fanchon & Marco to

book its units into Publix theaters.

Publix theaters are playing stage

shows in the following cities: New
Haven, New York, Brooklyn, Buffalo,

Toronto, Detroit, Indianapolis, To-
ledo, St. Louis, Chicago (three

houses) and Minneapolis.
In Denver the Publix house has

been using Fanchon & Marco units

for some time. Publix de luxers in

Dallas, San Antonio, Houston and

New Orleans, which formerly played

Publix units will continue to operate

without stage shows during the

summer.

R. O. Flemm Resigns
Cleveland — R. O. Flemm, with

Warner Bros, sales division for the

past nine years, has resigned.

Capitol, Miami, Celebrates
Miami— In celebration of its fifth

birthday, the Capitol held a celebra-

tion lasting eight days. On the first

day, with admission reduced to a

dime, 7,000 were admitted to the

theater, which seats 1,200.

SUNSHIN€
IN

THE
DAY'S

NEWS

American business now is in the con-
dition that generally precedes an upturn,
says the semi-annual business review by
the National Conference of Business
Paper Editors.

Rutland, Mass.—William Murphy,
veteran New England showmin and
at one time manager of the Colonial
in Haverhill, is dead here.

McCall, Ida.—C. M. Pyler has pur-
chased Page's Electric here from
Tom Page. The house will be re-

modeled and a new heating plant

added.

I Cleveland—All RKO and Warner
theaters in Ohio have booked the

j

Stribling - Schmeling fight picture,
which is being distriljuted 1)\' Stand-
ard Film Service, of which Nat Lc.-
ton is general manager.

Bremerton, Wash.—Tower Theater
Co. has been incorporated for $50,000
bv Cassius Gates, Ray Dumett and
Warren Brown, Jr., of Seattle.

Seattle—A. A. Bruce, formerly a

salesman for the Columbia exchange
in Denver, will augment the staff of

Columbia's exchange here.

Portland, Ore. — The Alder has
been reopened by John Hamrick.

Roanoke, Va.— Publix has given
up its plans for a new theater hero
The three principal houses here ai-

operated by Elmore Hein-, iulepcn
dent.

Cleveland — D. L. Schumann In
closed the Marvel three days a week

Denver—^^An attempt is to be mad
to pass a city ordinance that will ha;
aU traveling carnivals from Denver
Complaints lodged with the mavo'
prompted him to ask the city attor-
ney to prepare a law to that cffec:.
It will be introduced soon.

Awaits Specific Case
In Canadian Situation

(Continued from Page 1)

the government of each of the nine
Canadian Provinces to say whether
whatever action is deemed advisable
against the motion picture interests,

is to be taken up by the Federal
Government or by the Attorney Gen-
eral in each individual province.

In the White report it was de-
clared that the chief instances of al-

leged restraint of trade in the movie
industry had occurred in Ontario
and British Columbia. Officials at

Ottawa today pointed out that action
against any movie interest, if taken,
would have to be made on a specific

case, the information alleging that

such an offense occurred in Toronto,
say, on such a date.

Arthur Cohen, the present Manag-
ing Director of Famous Players,
quoted that part of Commissioner
White's report which said "under its

present management Famous Play-
ers do not appear to me to be con-
ducting itself with quite the ruthless
disregard of the rights of others and
of the public interest as was formerly
the case; though the present man-
ager is however, still under the di-

rection of the United States interest
who control the company." "That is

Commissioner White's view and na-
turally I think it is very considerate
and kind of him to put that in his re-

port," said Mr. Cohen.
"So far as control of the motion

picture situation in Canada is con-
cerned," continued Mr. Cohen, "we
are only interested in about two hun-
dred theaters out of the total of

over a thousand."
Colonel John A. Cooper, President

of The Canadian Motion Picture
Distributors and Exhibitors Associa-
tion, said today in answer to charges
in Commissioner White's report that

the Canadian Association is an off-

shoot of and subject to the control
and direction of The American As-
sociation headed by Will H. Hays;
that "the published portion of the re-

port apparentlv ignores the fact that

the Canadian Organization was formed

DroD in S. A. Money
Hits Film Sale Receipts

Because of the 30 per cent drop in

South American money exchange,
gross sales of Paramount pictures in

Latin-American countries will necess-
arily have to l^e increased a like per-
centage, in order to properly average
sales quotas, according to George
Weltner of Paramount's foreign de-
oartment. According to Weltner,
theater building is normal, with little

double-featuring in South American
coutries.

Twickenham Film for Warner
"Sherlock Holmes' P'atal Hour," a

Warner Bros. Twickenham produc-
tion, opens Friday at the Warner on
Broadway.

St. Louis Shorts House Opens
St. Louis — George Bowser, for-

merly general manager of St. Louis
Amusement Co., has opened the
Hollywood, St. Charles St. near
Broadway, as a short subject theater.

Lewton and Kerkow Write Novel
Val Lewton of the M-G-M publi-

city department and Herbert Ker-
kow hive authored a novel. "The
Fateful Star Murder," which Mo-
hawk Press will bring out July 13.

More Church Services in Theater
.St. Louis—While its new structure

in Shaw Bh-d. is being constructed,
ho Mount Olive Lutheran Church is

isinqf the Shaw theater for Sunday-
-ervices, A similar situation cx'sts

Ml Pittsburgh.

Firnkoess in Cincinnati
Cleveland—J. E. Firnkoess, district

manager for RKO theaters, is tem-
norarily making his headquarters in

Cincinnati instead of Cleveland.

several years before the so-called
Hays Organization in New York."
Colonel Cooper suggests, comment-
ing generally upon the report, that

the full report may be much fairer

than the published summary.

SUMMER CLOSINGS IN N.W.

ARE BELOW EXPECTATIONS

(Continued from Pane I)

the customary isolated instances, and
the general policy seems to be to not
close any houses so long as they art
covering overhead.

In view of prevailing industrial

and business conditions, theater pa-
tronage is regarded as holding up
well. A normal summer status i.=-

reported in the majority of situations.

Color Newsreel Is

Planned by Paramount
(Continued from Parte 1)

for inauguration of a F'rench edition
of Paramount News next fall, stated
Cohen.
"Paramount News has attained

near perfection in combining sound
and pictures," declared Cohen, in as-
serting that newsreels have "greater
flexibility" with sound as one of their
major principles.

Heyl Succeeds Abel
In Photophone Post

(Continued from Page 1)

announced by A. E. Reoch, cxecutve
vice-president. Heyl joined Photo-
phone in 1928 at the invitation of

David Sarnoff after being connected
With some of the country's leading
industrial o.ganizations. During the
last 18 months his activities have been
confined to the foreign fields.

Language Still A Problem
In Talkers for S. America
Distribution of American made

films in Latin-American countries
will not take on new life until some
solution of presenting American stars
in Spanish dialogue talkies is brought
about, according to Joseph A. Hopf-
enberg of Jacol)o Glucksmann Co.
Acknowledging that the cost of
foreign versions of feature produc-
tions is prohibitive as far as realiz-
ing satisfactory net profits is con-
cerned, Hopfenberg added that the
present system of presenting features
with cut-in Spanish titles does not
provide entirely satisfactory enter-
tainment for the natives. A fair
knowledge of Spanish will help
.\merican stars considerably, said
Hopfenberg, who likened the possible
results in South America to the fav-
orable reaction of American audi-
ences to the accents of .Mauri e
Chevalier.

"Every time a motion picture com-
pany starts a picture that has military
turope as its background, the harboring
business b.r.-ns in Hollywood."

—RKO Pathe.
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Canadian GovernmentLimitedinAction on Combine

SEE LEGAL BLOCK IN DRIVE ON lOcJHOWS
24 Melodramas Planned (or 1931-32 by Cliff Broushton
Action Pictures To Turn

Out Two Features
Monthly

Vest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Cliff Broughton, presi-

;ident of Action Pictures, announces
lis company will make 24 melo-
dramas, turning out two a month,
inder the supervision of Ralph Like.

The first picture, "Sky Rider," is

)eing directed by Richard Thorpe.

JIEMMLE ADDS MILLION

TO PRODUCTION BUDGET

Addition of $1,000,000 to the pro-
luction budget of Universal for next
iCasun was aimounced yesterday by
larl Laemmle. The amount -will be
.dded to the appropriations already
nade for nine features on the new
chedule. Laemmle explains his move
is prompted by the better outlook
Teated by the war debt moratorium.

J To Produce 10 Films
With New German Unit

Berlin—A new large-scale Euro-
lean film production unit, to be
nown as the Consortium Interna-
lonale Cinematographique, is being
;jriiied by S. D. Wilson and H. I'.

Tarver. Wilson will act as manag-
ing director and Carver will be in

In charge of production.
The company, it is stated, intends,

jn conjunction with the German Uni-
iersal Company, to produce 10 films
' (Continued on page 7)

' Manager's Shell Shock
Revived by War Film

Hollywood Fla.

—

Paul Robinson manager
f the Hollywood, is under treatment in the
I. S. Veterans Hospital, Lake City, as a re-

ult of a return of shell shock following the

lowing of "All Quiet on the Western
ront" at his theater recently.

The Lowdown on Phil's High Hat
Phil M. Daly, an alleged columnist drawing pay from this publication for

dealing in wisecracks and such, has broken into the Big Name class. Through

Zit's aggressive theatrical weekly, which is running a Broadway columnists'

popularity contest, he's crashed into High Society along with the Winchells, the

Hellingers, the Skolskys and all the other genuine word-manglers. Phil never

was a modest guy and now he's so upstage we have to call him Mister. A vote

for him is only encouraging a mug—lay off!

Fox Net for First Quarter

One Fourth of 1930 Figure
Consolidated statement of income

and expenses of Fox Film Corp. and
wholly owned subsidiary for the

quarter ended March 28 shows total

income from all sources of $25,458,-

22i, as compared with $26,975,744 for

the corresponding period of 1930.

Total expenses were $23,105,235,

compared with $22,439,527. Income

availai)le for interest requirements of

the parent company and Federal in-

come taxes was $2,352,988, against
$4,356,218. Interest requirements on
the one-year 6 per cent gold notes of
Fox Film, and amortization of dis-

count and expenses totaled in the
1931 quarter, $1,228,284. Net profits

{Continued on Page 2)

Details of Radio City Buildings

Still in Formative Stage, Says Roxy
Original plans of Radio City, the

Rockefeller project, will undergo con-
siderable changes before the final

plans are decided upon, S. L.

("Roxy") Rothafel told a Film
D.MLY representative yesterday.

"The present Radio City activity

consists of tearing down buildings

and making way for the 'wonder
city' that will spring up," said Roxy.
"It may be a year before we are
ready to give out any publicity that
will definitely establish anything in

its connection. I am sailing for Eu-
rope late this month. With me v\ili

(Continued on Paqe 7)

Action By Canada on Combine
Limited to Imposing of Fine

Toronto — Provided the Canadian
Government decides to act against

American film companies, following

submission of the Combines Investi-

gation Act report, its only procedure

under the Dominion law is to bring

suit against them, with a fine as the

sole penalty. The Canadian statutes

at present permit but little latitude

in proceeding against concerns in

such cases and do not allow impo-
sition of other restrictions.

It is considered extremely unlikely
here that the Dominion Government
will act in the situation. Instead

(^Continued (m Page 7)

Efforts to Wipe Out Dime
Admissions Would Meet

Federal Opposition
Concerted efforts on the part of

distributors to eradicate the 10-cent
show evil, which is fast developing
in several territories, is impossible as

the Federal Government would un-
questionably view such a move as
illegal, in the opinion of distributor

legal department heads interviewed
(Continued on Page 7)

GENl THWerTeARNS

$898,710J
QUARTER

Consolidated and condensed state-

ment of profit and loss of General
Theaters Equipment, Inc., for the
three months period ended March 31
shows net sales and other revenue
of $3,157,750, and after cost of sales,

general and administrative expenses,
depreciation, etc., totaling $2,908,367,
there was net income of subsidiary
companies of $249,382. Income from
dividends on Fox Film class A and B
itocks amounted to $1,372,601. Total

(Continued on Page 7)

Para. Appoints Cline
Producer of Shorts

Edward Cline has been appointed
producer of short subjects at Para-
mount's New York studio. Larry
Kent is understood to be slated for
Jther duties in the organization. Di-

rectors working with Cline will be
\ubrey Scotto, Ray Cozine, Al Ray
and Casey Robinson.

Reno Without Divorce
In Monogram Pictures

li'est Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A story dealing with Reno

but avoiding the divorce angle is being pro-

duced by Monogram Pictures in "Mother
and Son." Clara Kimball Young will play

the leading role.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg,
Con. Fm. Ind 7-^ 7;4 754
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. HH 14^4 14'A + 'A
East. Kodak 146 14154 i^A'A — lyn
Fox Fm. "A" 19H t&'A 18% — H
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 454 4/8 45i — !^
Loew's, Inc 44% 42J4 4354 — 54

do pfd 87 87 87 — 1

M-G-M pfd 24^ 24M 24H + Va
Paramount 253.^ 24J4 25 — 1

Pathe Exch 1 Ji 1 5^2 \Yi -^ Vs
do "A" 75/2 65^ bVi + Vi
RKO "A" 15 !4 1454 I45'2 ~ 5^
Warner Bros 7^ 754 754—54

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Columbia Pets. Vtc 10J4 lOM lOJi — 15^
Fox Thea. "A"... 2% 2% 27A — %
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 8 7^ 8
Trans-Lux 5^J 5^ SVs — VsNEW YORK CURB MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 39 39 39 — y.
Loew 6s 41ww.... 98 98 98
Paramount 6s 47. 91 90 91 + ^Vs
Par. 55/2S50 8254 Sl'A 8154 — H
Pathe 7s37 91 9054 9054
Warner's 6s39 .. 41 40J4 41+54
Ruggles' Contract Renewed by Para.

Paramount has renewed the con-
tract of Charlie Ru.ggles, whose first

starring vehicle, "The Girl Habit,"
is current at the Paramount. He
leaves for the Coast within a few
days to start work in "The Dover
Road."
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Fox Net for First Quarter
One Fourth of 1930 Figure

(Cuntiiuied from Fage 1)

for the quarter, before Federal in-

come taxes was $1,124,704, as against

$4,356,218 in the same period of

1930. Net after taxes will be equiv-
alent to about 40 cents a share.

The form used for the 13 weeks
ended March 28, 1931, and March 29,

1930, is the same as used in the an-
nual report for 1930, and the figures

are comparable. The increase in

operating expenses of theaters and
INCOME:

Gross income from sales and rentals of film
and theater receipts

Income from rental of stores and offices...

Dividends from investments—Loew's, Inc
Other income

exchanges, etc., is occasioned by the

fact that the 1931 quarter has the

acquisition of 70 theaters, expenses
and receipts of which are in the 1931

quarter which were not in the 1930
quarter. It is also noted that $1,-

228,284 for interest and amortization
of discount and expen.ses appeared
only in the 1931 quarter. The de-
tailed comparative income account
follows:

1931 1930
and literature

$24,099,795.59 $26,069,336.84
547,727.20 514,746.32
495,675.00
315,025.37 211,661.03

Total income from all sources $25,458,223.16 $26,975,744.19

EXPENSES:
Operating expenses of theaters and exchanges, head

office and administration expenses, etc $14,250,986.79
Amortization of production costs, including participations 7.204,478.08
Depreciation 1,009,160.75
Interest 500,540.54
Minority interests' ihare in theater subsidiaries' profit., 140,068.79

$13,346,064.76
7,537,053.04
867.482.26
288.466.37
400,460.25

Total $23,105,234.95 $22,439,526.68

Income available for interest requirements of parent com-
pany and Federal income taxes $ 2,352,988.21

Interest requirements on one-year six per cent gold notes:
Interest $ 825,500.00
Amortization of discount and expenses .. 402,783.77

$ 4,356,217.51

$ 1,228,283.77

Net profit for quarter (13 weeks) before Federal income
taxes $ 1,124,704.44 $ 4,356,217.51

Bellman and Pollak
From New Organization
Jack Bellman and Adolph Pollak,

now associated in Hollywood Pic-

tures Corp., announce the formation

of a new producing and distributing

organization under the name of Peer-

less Productions, Inc., with plans for

the release of 24 features next season.
Bellman is vice-president of the new
company, and Pollak is general man-
ager. Two productions are now in

work, it is stated, and the first release

is scheduled for Sept. 15.

Jackter Unaffected
By Hodes Promotion

Rube Jackter's duties as assistant

sales manager of Columbia are in no
way afTected by the recent promo-
tion of Hal Hodes to the post of

executive assistant to Lou B. Metz-
ger, director of sales, it is stated by
Columbia in a formal announcement
of the Hodes assignment. Jackter
will continue to supervise contracts

besides assuming greater responsi-
bilities with the arrival of the new
.season.

SOUND MOVIOLA
and Expert Assistance

available per day or week

DU-ART
FILM LABORATORIES, Inc.

245 W. 55th St.. N. Y. C.
Phone: Col. 5-4907

U. A. Representatives
Will Hold Meet in Paris

.A convention of United Artists
representatives abroad, including
Australia, will be held next month
in Paris to discuss U. A.'s plans for
production in Germany and Aus-
tralia, as first reported exclusively in

The Film D.mly on July 2.

Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president
and treasurer of U. A., left last night
for Europe to make a preliminar>
survey of the situation, both produc-
tion and distribution. He will be
joined over there early next month
by Joseph M. Schenck. Kelly will
remain abroad about three months.

Horse-Racing Picture Completed
Newark, N. J.—A picture dealing

witii horses and horse-racing has been
completed under the direction of
George T. James of the Imperial
Stables, a well-known amateur horse-
man. It has a talking accompaniment
by James.

GEVAERT
"SAFETY"
RAWSTOCK
16 & 35 MM

B & W and Colors

UNIFORM—BRILLIANT
FINE GRAIN—DURABLE
The Gevaert Company of

America, Inc.
423 W. 55th St. 413-21 No. State St.

N. Y. C. Chicago
Originators of the Tinted Base M. P.

Film

THE INDUSTRY'S
PATE BOOK

July 6-10: Conference on talking motion
pictures in visual education,
under auspices of U. S. Commis-
sioner of Education. Washington.
D. C.

?:—Educational-Tiffany-Sono Art
regional meeting. Hotel Astor.
New York.

3: Educational-Tiffany-Sono Art
regional meeting. Hotel Congress,
Chicago.

1 : Annual summer meeting oi
North and South Carolina The-
ater Owners' Ass'n, at the
Hotel Oceanic, Wrightsville
Beach. Wilmington. N. C.
Educational-Tiffany-Sono Art

regional meeting. Brown Palace
Hotel, Denver.
British film festival, sponsored

by British International Pictures.
Malvern, England.

I: Semi-annual Convention. Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota.
North and South Dakota, Min-
neapolis.

Hispano - American Motion Picture
Congress, Madrid, Spain.
Annual meeting of Arademy ol
M. P. Arts & Sciences. Holly-
wood.
Annual Awards Dinner of Aca-
demy of M. P. Arts & Sciences.
Hollywood.

July

July

July

Aug.

Sept

Oct.

Nov

William Fox's Name
Deleted from Titles

Use of the text, "William V
presents," in connection with I'ox
Film presentations is being ilisioni
tinned, the company announces.
When Mr. Fox sold out he e.xacied
the stipulation that his name was to
be used over titles for a .specified
time.

m

STOCK SHOT LIBRARY
IN THE INDUSTRY

Over' 5.000,000 feet ot indexed nega-
tives and positives containing scenes

of every conceivable description

INSTANTLY AVAILABLE

General Film Library, Inc,
MORRIS J. KANDEL. Pres.

729 7th Ave. New York City
BRYANT 9-4417-8

Cable: KANDELFILM

Madison
Overlooking Ocean of Illinois Avenu«

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
A New Fireproof Hotel

Rates twith meals) as low as

$40 Weekly Per Person
SPECIAL DAILY RATES

European Plan Rates Upon Request
BATHING DIRECT FROM

HOTEL
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PENNY WISE
BANKERS
—and 'depression' films

Rv DON GILLETTE -.

WALL STREET may feel out-

raged at the very hint, but it never-

theless appears that a large slice of

the blame for the current shortage of

outstanding films may be traced to

the doors of the bankers who have
put a big dent in studio morale and
efficiency by their uncompromising
retrenchment orders.

In ordering drastic economies and
curtailments, as they are freely

credited with having done, the kings

of finance have at the same time

slashed away a good portion of the

spirit and enthusiasm that play such
a big part in the creation of box-of-

fice product.
Directors, writers, supervisors,

technicians and other workers can
hardly be expected to put clear, un-
divided thought into their work while

a sword of Damocles is hanging over

their heads.
Nor can advertising, exploitation

and other executive workers sprout

very hot ideas when fear and un-

certainty are buzzing through their

noodles.
And demoralized sales forces aren't

likely to bring home much bacon.
* * *

STUDIOS working under a de-

pression atmosphere will turn out

"depression pictures."

The country right now is flooded

with "depression" merchandise of all

sorts.

Stores advertise lower prices, but
the goods sold at these prices are

lower in quality.

They were made at low, "depres-

sion" cost.

High quality entails and com-
mands its price, and the public al-

ways is ready to pay fairly for qual-

ity—provided folks are made "quality

conscious" instead of "bargain con-
scious."

Prosperity has small chance of re-

turning until the bankers stop mak-
ing the public think in "reduced"
terms.
And production of good pictures—

which is NOT a Henry Ford propo-
sition—depends largelv upon more
intelligent, understanding synipathx
and liability from the bankers.

COMING & GOING

PHILLIPS HOLMES, having completed
his role in "An American Tragedy," leaves
Hollywood today for New York.
CLARENCE HENNECKE, brought East

hy Paramount as comedy constructionist on
the Eddie Cline shorts unit, returns to Holly
wood tomorrow.

J. A. McALOON, western sales manager
for RKO Pathe, is due back from the mid
west about the first of the week. He is at
present in Minneapolis and will then visit

JOSEPH 'l. SCHNITZER arrives tomor-
row from the coast.

BRADLEY KING, Paramount staff writ
er, who has recently been attached to the
New York studio. leaves tomorrow on th-
2nth Century for Hollywood.

E. T. SPARKS and FRANK ROGERS of
the Sparks Enterprises in Florida are in
New York.
WLLIAM M. SHIRLEY, president o'

Farash Theater Corp., Schenectady, is in
town.

MO
THL
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Thursday, July 9, 1931

• • • WE HAVE to thank George Bilson of Warners-First
Nash for giving us a knockdown to one of the most interesting

and colorful exhib personalities we ever met meaning
Mister W. A. Keyes, owner of the first-run Victory in Dayton,

Ohio we were passing through that quiet and dignified

reception room of Warners presided over by that U'l Queen at

the information desk the girl with the ready smile and
flashing eyes who has a knack of making you feel that a visit

there is an Event wish we could give you her name
have to ask George next time we see him any-

how, George collared us on the way in to say howdy to Elsie

Pornhagen, the Siren of the Synopses on coming pix

and introduced Mister Keyes who opened up anG proved
himself a rarin' bull on the Warner-First Nash market
they should put him on the publicity staff ex-officio he
spilled enough sales arguments on the company's product to fill

their press books for the coming season and then he
started talking about hisself and his theayter

* * * *

• • • MISTER KEYES has a house manager whose first

name is Elmer all the patrons call him Elmer and
lie calls 'em all by their first names, too Elmer is in the

lobby all the time during the evening performances with
strict instructions from \V. A. to give the customers the low-
down on the show if the feature is good, Elmer sez so

in no uncertain terms if it's lousy well, Elmer jest

sez: "It's lousy." and then adds quickly "But aw,
shucks, come in anyway. We've got a swell newsreel and two
pip short comics." that's the way they do biz at the Vic-
torv in Dayton and we mean "Do Biz." for they
DO with an unrefrigerated house in opposish to several

swell refrigerated houses and when they have a pix, they

take the play away from the rest of the bunch on Per-
sonality plus Service ya can't beat that Personal
Touch of the home town boy manager who can call all the pipple
by their First Names

* * * +

• • • W. A. KEYES handles his preview showings Differ-

ently he invites a selected list of the best people
and the personal written invite is couched in phraseology that

makes 'em feel that a very special honor is being conferred on
'em and they Come and after the preview, all the
guests are taken over to a hotel where a swell feed is provided
in a private dining room on these blowouts W. A. spends
about 60 smackers and gets about 600 berries worth of

word-of-mouth advertising but he pulls these previews
only when he has a Real Pix that his showman's sense
assures him is gonna Click Big

* * * *

• • • PLAYING FOR the Kiddies has been reduced to a

fine art by Mister Keyes he throws a birthday party once
a month and if some kids develop three or four birth-

days a year the theater stafif overlook it some-
times boys well over the age limit will sneak in with knickers
to make 'emselves look younger they overlook that, too

all of which is striving to show that W. A. Keyes is a

horn Showman he admits that when he first started m
pix as a theater man from the legit field, he was skep-
tical but now the Pix are In His Blood and while
there remain independents like the gentleman from Dayton in

the field, the film biz is gonna stay Wide Open proving
eternally that the plums in the film theater end go to the gent
with Initiative, Ideas and Progressiveness oi which Mis-
ter Keyes has Plenty

* * * *

• • • WE COME to bat with one error chalked up against

us on that story of the filming of "Determination" back in 1922
seems that it wasn't Nathan Hirsch who bought the

states rights to the "epic" it was Lee & Bradford
and they played safe, and didn't sink any real dough in it

and two of the promoters pulled a double-cross on another pro-
moter digging into some skendel in his private life

so he beat it but from "Determination" grew "The Leather-
Pushers" series using the 980 grand props some
props! and sets to start Reginald Denny on his
career

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

e

« « « » » ?>

About Wasting
Talent In Hollywood

/^NE can name innumerable

depressing instances of the

wastage that goes on forever in

Hollywood; thousands upon

thousands of manuscripts, bought

and paid for and now reposing

hopelessly on shelves, and mil-

lions of feet of film, produced

at vast expense and (because

somebody blundered) never re-

leased to the public. But the

most grievous wastes of all are

those that aren't so easily tabu-

lated or reckoned in terms of dol-

lars and cents. For instance,

there is Erich von Stroheim, one
of the lamentably few figures in

movie history who might he
labelled with that misused term,
"genius." Don Herold once de-
fined genius as "an infinite

capacity for giving pains," and
\'on Stroheim has undoubdted-
ly conformed to that definition.

He has cost his various employ-
ers intolerable sums in anguish
as well as in money. But he also

has performed miracles. There
is not a movie director living

who doesn't owe a debt of in-

calculable magnitude to the
weird artist who made "Blind
Husbands," "Greed" and "The
Merry Widow." Why is no use
being made of this colossal tal-

ent? The last important job
that Von Stroheim has had was
on Gloria Swanson's discarded
picture, "Queen Kelly." He
wrote it, directed it and acted
in it, and it is one of the most
exciting stories I have ever
heard. It is now embalmed in

red ink, and Miss Swanson is

appearing before the fans in that
delicious funfest, "Indiscretion."

—Robert E. Sherwood,

Bell Syiidicate

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

July 9

Claude Ezell

Patrick Rich

Frank Namczy



COPY...BOY
...and make the first edition^

Staccato Hum of the City

Room at Press Time!....

Nimble Fingers Dancing
across Clicking Keyboards!

News of the Show World
Flashing to an Eager Public!

ATION'S TOP-RANK REVIEWERS
N STRIKING VOTE OF PRAISE!
Trade and Daily Press Collaborate In
Testimonial to RKO Radio Pictures!

RKO

PICTURES

Reg. U. S.^ Pot. Off.

Boston Globe (White Shoulders)

"Strong, effective, well acted." .

Boston Traveler (White Shoulders)

"Highly diverting...novel plot." .

Ft.Worth StarTelegram(YoungDonovan'sKid)
"First-rate entertainment."

Cincinnati Post (Young Donovan's Kid)

"Put it down for an hour of joy." .

New York Times (Transgression)

"Admirably directed." ....
New York Daily News (Transgression)

"Most satisfying"

New York Herald Tribune (Transgression)

"Well worth seeing"

Lowell Courier-Citizen (Everything's Rosie)

"Cyclone of laughter." ....
New York Daily Mirror (Transgression)

"Strong woman's picture."

Detroit Free Press (Transgression)

"Brenon scores high." ....

Portland Evening News (White Shoidders)

"Interesting and original."

Springfield Republican (White Shoulders)

"Action never lags."

Detroit News (Young Donovan's Kid)

"Seeing it is a grand experience."

Hollywood Filmograph (The Public Defender)
"Gripping action that never lags." .

Harrison's Reports (High Stakes)

"Excellent . . . strong human interest."

Film AAercury (The Public Defender)

"Splendid Dix starring vehicle."

Motion Picture Herald (FuH of ISotions)

"Wheeler Woolsey never funnier." .

Daily Screen World (Full of Notions)

"Set record for comedy productions."

Boston Traveler (Transgression)

"Ladies are going to adore this one."

Detroit Daily Mirror (White Shoulders)

"Vivid drama...good audience stuff."

MOST PRACTICAL SHOW BUY OF THE NEW SEASON . .

.

36 TITAN ATTRACTIONS BACKED BY GOLDEN ERA AD
CAMPAIGNS SHOT RIGHT AT YOUR TICKET WINDOW

Tune in.' "RKO Theatre oi the Air" N.B.C. Coast to Coast Network Evcrv Fridax Nieht. Jn.-^n P \a tsj v x.



Edwin Schallert, in The Los Angeles Times, says —

"MISS STANWYCK GIVING ONE OF HER
BEST PERFORMANCES TO DATE, AND

CERTAINLY THE
MOST DRAMATIC"

A powerful drama of

the miracle of love,

so beautiful, so grip- j

ping, that It will

bring throbs to

t h e h e a r t s //i

of t he
world !

.^

>JH/^.

crv^^

A FRANK CAPRA PRODUCTION
with

DAVID MANNERS - SAM HARDY
BERYL MERCER

andanallstarcast ^

From the play by

John Meehan and Robert R i s k i n

Hit aftei-mt fiomDependaUe QOLUMBIA/
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British Sound Recording System Invading U. S,

M.P.T\O.A. PLANS EXPANSION CAMPAIGN

Independent Exhibs See Pickup in Fall, Says Feist

Stringing
some cut'outs together

— By JACK ALICOATE=
METHINKS if Mr. WELFORD
beaton is to produce pictures for

HOWARD hughes the efforts of Mr.
WELFORD beaton better be good

. . SWEEPSTAKES from the

RKO stable is a prettv shifty sort

of picture tor the summer selHng
stakes . . . Imagine the CAPTAIN
3f the Leviathan playing STRAIGHT
to wheeler and woolsey on their

PARIS bound trip . . . Most patrons
COMPLAIN that cooling systems
keep the theater TOO cold even on
the hottest days . . . This is no
TIME and no INDUSTRY for one
who gives up easily . . . phil m. daly
is entered in the ZIT's columnist re-

gatta . . .

German MUSICALS would be all

right if there was nothing but MU-
SIC . . . Detective system RE-
PORTS 'that FIVE STAR FINAL
iis a smash . . . Would like to have
iheard what Mr. Iloyd said when Mr.
[goldwyn gave him the bum's rush
off the UA lot ... a coupla picture

,mugs who are FIGHTING the press

i! Not this publication) are going to

eet it right on the schnozzle . . . Ex-
I'bitors are finding it FALSE econ-
"-nn and BAD business to cut down
in advertising . . . PRIZE honer of
vesr is barring of working newspa-
per men from Hollywood LOTS.
Maybe studios don't NEED public-
ity anymore . . . Obviously Mr.
dreiser does NOT need a press agent.

•
There will never be another Harry
Reichenbach. His desk may just as

well be stored in the cinema attic,

for no one can fill it. There wer&
few dry eyes as he started on his last

journey. Rain had been falling stead-
ily all day. Under the canopy at the
grave were assembled his loved one
land closest friends. Through the
lyellow mist as the casket was being
[lowered to its final resting place the
(thought was unescapable.—He start-

led under a tent and finished there.

Says Optimistic Outlook
Is Shown by Increase

In Contracts
Independent exhibitors are antici-

pating a very favorable business
reaction in the fall, according to Felix

Feist, M-G-M sales manager, in an

interview with The Film Daily yes-

terday. Feist based his statement on

the increased number of contracts

from independents which have so far

been acquired by M-G-M this season.
(Continued on Pncje 6)

SlNON-THEATIIICflLDEPTS.

OPENED BY NAT'L SUPPLY

Work of organizing non-theatrical

departments in the 31 branches of

National Theater Supply Co., to

handle the sale and servicing of the

Victor \€ mm. line of cameras, pro-
(Continued on Page 6)

Warner Houses To Play
Four Pathe Features

Warner Bros, has booked four of

the RKO Pathe features on the new
lineup for immediate showing in

Philadelph-a and Atlantic City. The
quartet includes Ina Claire in "Re-
bound," Helen Twelvetrees in "A
Woman of Experience," Eddie Quil-

lan in "Sweepstakes" and Constance
Bennett in "The Common Law."

K. C. Making Strong Bid

For M. P. T. O. A. Meet

Kansas City—The local Chamber of Com-
merce and other civic organizations have

joined with the M. P. T. 0. of Kansas and

Eastern Missouri in urging the M. P. T. 0.

A. to select St. Louis as its annual conven-

tion city in 1931. The meeting takes place

in the autumn.

ANTI-TRUST LAW CHANGES

EXPECTED NEXT SESSION

H'mhineiton Bureau of THE FILM DAII.V

Washington—Revision of the Sher-
man and Clayton anti-trust laws as

a means of relieving big corporations
under present business conditions is

likely to occur when Congress con-
(Continued on Page 8)

Para. Shorts Program
Being Finished by Nov.
Paramount's 1931-,32 short subject

program will be completed by the

first or middle of November, it was
stated yesterday by Larry Kent, in

charge of all productions of this type

which are being made exclusively at

the New York studio. Edward Ch'iie,

who has been directing features, will

make 20 two-reel slapstick comedies
for the program.

Gaumont Recording Device
Invading Hollywood in Aug.

Director of Television

Appointedby Sta.WABC

That television has negotiated another

step toward general usage is evidenced by

the fact that WABC has appointed William

Schudt as Columbia's acting director of tele-

vision.

First invasion of America by BriV
isli sound recording equipment will

take place early next month when
two units of Gaumont's British

Acoustics sound recorders and two
British sound engineers will arrive

in Hollywood to start production of

8 features for Jacques Kopfstein and
Albert Herman, who recently formed

iContinuefi Oft Pagf 8)

National Organization to

Line Up Independent
State Units

Further expansion of the M.P.T.
O.A. will be discussed by M. A.
Lightman, it3 president, who arrived
in New York yesterday from Mem-
phis. More state units which at

present are not affiliated with either

of the national exhibitor organiza-
tions will be lined up with the M.P.
T.O.A. Formal announcement will

(Continued nn Page 8)

HARRY THOMAS DEFENDS^

DOUBLE FEATURE POLICY

Defending the practice o' double-
featuring, Harry H. Thorn.;;, presi-

dent of First Division Pictui s, to.u a
Film Daily representative 3 estercay
that the only drawback is in the ac-
tion of certain exhibitors who "plaiy
poor pictures and pictures recorded
with unsatisfactory 'boo'U ' sound

(Continued on Pp>;

Mountan and Universal
Terminate Agreement

If est Const Bureau, THE FILM DAIt.Y
Hollywood — Universal and D^ve

Mountan have amicably ended their

arrangement under which Mountan
was to make eight features for the

company's 1931-32 program, it is un-
derstood. One picture has been (de-

livered. Mountan is now in New
York.

Minnies Down to 5 Cents

— and No Customers

Wallingford, Conn,— Indicative of the pub-

lic's fickleness toward fads, a minnie golf

course on the New Haven-Hartford Pike is

now offering 18 holes of play for a nickel,

against a former price of 25 cents. In spite

of this bargain scale, customers are almost

nil,
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High Low Close
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Par. 5^4s50 81!4 81»4 SIA .

Pathe 7s37 9154 91 9154-1-
Warrer's 6s39 ... 41 405^ 41

Net
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Releasing "Dreyfus Case" Soon

Columbia has completed negotia-

tions whereby "The Dreyfus Case,"
produced abroad and based on the

famous ("apt. Dreyfus intrigue, will

be nationally released in this coun-
try in the near future.

Union Not Changing Its Stand

On Two Operators in a Booth
Tlie International Alliance of The-

atrical Stage ETiiployees and M. P.

Operators has not changed its policy

in regard to the use of an extra opera-

tor in the booth owing to handling

of sound, it was pointed out yester-

day. Its attitude in favor of this

practice was emphatically emphasized
in an effort to counteract a report that

it had discarded this policy.

Would Force Theaters
To Specify Ad Films

Eugene Castle, short subject ])ro-

ducer and crusader against sponsored
films, told The Film D.mi.v yesterday

that his fight against advertising in

films will be continued throughout
the summer and fall. According to

Castle, plans are now being formu-
lated by his attorneys which may re-

sult in laws being passed whereby
theaters playing advertising films w'll

be forced to specify the fact in one
sheets in their lobbies and that all

newspaper advertising of theater pro-

grams will necessarily carry informa-
tion to the effect that the house is

running advertising films as p.irt of

its shows. Castle stated that he will

request a definite statement from
Hiram Brown as to RKO's future

policy on sponsored films.

Louis Rosenbaum Hurt in Crash
Florence, Ala.—Louis Rosenbaum,

manager of the Muscle Theater Corp.
and one of the best known theatrical
executives in north Alabama, was
taken to the Eliza Memorial Hospital
Saturday night in a critical condition
following an auto accident.

E. C. Prinsen in Marion, O.
Marion, O.—E. C. Prinsen, for-

merly of San Antonio, has been ap-
pointed city manager of the two local
Paramount houses, with direct su-
pervision over the Palace.
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J. E. Brulatomr, Inc.

Chicago Hollywood
1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
CALumet 3692 Blvd.

HOLlywood 4121
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Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Ralet

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation
723-7TH AVE.. N. V. BRYANT 9-6067

Tak ing No Chances

George essel is responsible for the ||

one about the picture player who
was so anxious to sign a contract 11

that lie immediately borrowed oun-

tain pens from eight different per-

sons

Ernest Bru Establishes

Import-Export Office
Ernest Bru, formerly with Unity

Films, Ltd., London, and identified

with the business for 18 years, has

formed an export and import com-
pany with offices at 729 Seventh Ave.
"The Parisian," with Adolphe Menjou
and Elissa Landi, is the first of a

series of features he will handle in

this country. He will also bring over

English versions of French pictures

now being produced. Bru has sold

the northern New Jersey and New
York rights to Capital Film Ex-
change on "The Parisian."

Completes Travel Picture
Interior and exterior shots which

required the engaging of many extras
were taken here yesterday on the
Salurina, new motor driven ship of
the Cosulich Lines, to complete a

six)-reel travel and review picture
produced by the Cosulich Steamship
Co. The picture was directed by
Leon Rubinstein, of the Ruby Camera
Exchange, New York, and includes
shots of the many foreign ports
reached by the company's ships.

Billy Bitzer was the cameraman.

i^KINETOPHONE^
Bulletin No. 5

Talk about blind-fold tests—add
mouth-jfaE; and ear-plug tests to it, for

KINETOPHONE portable sound-on-
film talkies (35 mm.) wrecks every
test you can invent.

Small theatres — travel showmen —
institutions—Ideal—Hooks up in 10
minutes—Price is perfect.

JUST THREE STEPS
You see it—you hear it—you buy it.

KINETOPHONE-RUBY
Factory Distributors

727 7th Ave. N. Y. City

FOR SALE
EXCLUSIVE NEGATIVE AND WORLD RIGHTS FIRST
COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE DOCUMENT OF THE
MOST SENSATIONAL RECENT DISCOVERY IN MEDICAL
SCIENCE.

THE STEINACH REJUVENATING
GLAND OPERATION

COMPLETELY AND SUPERBLY PHOTOGRAPHED
Box 300, THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York City

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Conference on talking motio
pictures in visual educatioi
under auspices of U. S. Commi:
sioner of Education, Washingtoi
D. C.

July 13-14:—Educational-Tiffany-Sono A
regional meeting, Hotel Asto
New York.

July 17-18: Educational-Tiflany-Sono A
regional meeting, Hotel Congres
Chicago.

July 20-21: Annual summer meeting
North and South Carolina Th
ater Owners' Ass'n, at tl

Hotel Oceanic, Wrightsvil
Beach, Wilmington, N. C.
Educational-Tiffany-Sono A

regional meeting, Brown Pala.
Hotel, Denver.

Aug. 3-22: British film festival, sponson
by British International Picture
Malvern, England.

Aug. 7: First Annual Golf Tournamet
New England Film Industr
Pine Brook Valley Club, Westo
Mass.

Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Alii

Theaters Ass'n of Minnesot
North and South Dakota, Mf
neapolis.

Oct. 1 : Hispano - American Motion Pictu
Congress, Madrid, Spain.

Nov. 4: Annual meeting of Academy
M. P. Arts & Sciences, Holl
wood.

WANTED!
EXPERIENCED ADVERTISING AND
EXPLOITATION MAN TO HANDLE
TRADE PAPER ADVERTISING-
STATE EXPERIENCE AND SALARY.

Box 150

The FILM DAILY

1650 Broadway,

New York City

Vi^CATIOIVt

mm
CAIHP C' COUNTRY CLIJB
JTOfV, MASS. Cmsut SOStOMj',

(FOR ADULTS) i
The country club with real out-

door thrills ! I

ON THE PREMISES:
9 hole (3000 yd.) golf course,
hard clay tennis courts. Fifteen
miles of fine canoeing, excellent
swimming. Hand Ball, Horse
Ranch, Hiking Trails, Complete
Social Staff, and Country Club
Orchestra. Accommodations, with
running water. Tours to His-
toric Concord, Lexington and
Wayside Inn.
Film employees consult your
social secretary for special rate
information or

Write
CARL ERBSTEIN, Mng. Dir.

Assabet Country Club
P. O. Maynard, Mass.
Or Call CHickering 4-7580

Room 209
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Cut rent Opinions

€)
Showman Courage
In Time of Stress
TT is so easy to take the line of

^ least resistance when we are

under pressure—to drift along

with the tide . . . Those who
make up their minds that results

must be bad because conditions

are bad naturally get what they

expect. If we don't put up re-

sistance we find our shoulders on

the mat. Too many managers

consider a "summer slump" in-

evitable. Such a state of mind

broadcasts itself; it virtually m-
forins all and sundry that only

bad business is expected. It fol-

lows that they might just as well

j close up shop. That manage-

ment which lets down during

warm spells confesses its sur-

render—and will be defeated.

The outstanding showman is the

one who under the stress of ob-

I stacks grits his teeth, pulls his

belt in another notch and makes

a more determined effort than

when the going is good. There

is no room for pessimism in this

^how business. The industry

never needed hard hitting more
than now. Present conditions

are a challenge to progressive

management, a clarion call for

good men. We need spirit more
than anything else. It is worth
more than dollars; more than

knowledge. "Courage is the

master trait from which all other

virtues rise." Routine methods
may seem good enough during

peak business periods but not in

a period like this. In football,

under pressure and emergency,
system and routine are aban-

doned for special tactics that will

fit the opposition of the moment.
And that's what has made our

heroes; every one of them rose

with a special solution, a bright

deed, an extra ounce of grit,

when it was needed most, when
defeat seemed closest.—Harold B. Franklin

Congratulates

:

CARL LAEMMLE
for backing up his confidence

in the new season by add-

ing $1,000,000 to the Uni-

versal production budget.

No. 2S oS 1931
*^Good Deeds*'

Series

• • • 'WE HA'VE always been under the delusion that we
were working for a Clean Rag y'know, no skendel

no embarrassing personality stuff so wot was our grief

to read v/hat Boss Alicoate wrote about the Lov/down on our

Right Hat on the front page yestiddy we were pained be-

yond words not so much for ourself but to think

that a fine upstandin' gent like the Boss had gone Winchelly
but let us examine the facts in the case dispassionately

he sez in reference to this Columnists' Popularity Cori-

test in Zit's that we're an "alleged columnist". ...... .we deny it

emphatically we're simply runnin' an Obituary Column
for all the fellers we mention invariably die outa the

film biz it's got so that film gents refer to our colyum
in shuddering whispers as "Phil Daly's Curse" or "The
Daily Curse" clucks call us up every day and beg us not
to mention 'em when one exec is after another exec's job,

he sends us a special exclusive Publicity Blurb about his rival

that's about all he's got to do in a week he
moves into the dead gink's ossif now y' unnerstan', gells

and gulls, why we wear that High Hat and the Mourner's Suit

please note also in the illustration above that it isn't

really a Face only a Blank Skull and the Cross
Bones is the egg sitting alongside us in the gondola
Giuseppe, the "Wop, is cross all the time and so would
you be if you had to ride around all day with an Undertaker

so that's why we predict confidently that we're gonna
be Buried under an avalanche of votes in Zit's Columnists Pop
Contest but if you must vote for us. Say It With Flowers

our favorites are aw-kidds for we don't want you
muggs to get Serious at our Funeral

• • • A NEW studio exec sat in on his first Big Confer-
ence out in Hollerword and toward the close suddenly
slumped in his chair and gasped for air they fanned him
and threw ice water over him he recovered, and gasped:
"It ain't the Heat—it's the Stupidity!"

* * * *

• • • THE OTHER day a columnist referred to United
Artists spending 30 grand on putting ritzy decorations in execs'

offices in these daze of depression the facts are that the
building owners assumed ALL expenses as an inducement to

the company to keep from moving to more modern quarters
outside of that the story is substantially correct

* * * *

• • • MIKE O'TOOLE wants to correct a possible misun-
derstanding in his quoted reactions to the wiring of hotels in

the extension of non-theatrical picture presentation Mike
merely hopes that it will serve to call attention to the better
presentation of the pix in regularly equipped theaters
Bud Gray, until recently a publicity chief at the Rialto, is now
a member of the Fox advertising dep't Walter Huston,
while on his recent vacation in Ireland, finished supper in his

hotel room one evening, when one of the serving maids came
in and sez; "Will I strip now, sir?" and was he embar-
rassed! till he learned later that Irish hotel girls aways
talk about "stripping the table" when they mean clearing away
the dishes

* * * *

• • • EDWARD L. ("EDDIE") KLEIN, pioneer distrib

of films in the foreign markets, leaves shortly to establish head-
quarters in Paris Eddie will make periodical vi'sits to
Lunnon, Berlin and other continental capitols he will rep-
resent American producers and distributors, and also arrange for
co-op production of multi-linguals on an international scale

and there is no gent we know better qualified for the Big As-
signment than Our Eddie

.H * * *

• • • LOOKS AS if the shortage in films is pretty tufif

wiien they have to bring back some of the turnips now scheduled
for replanting on Broadway but where are they gonna
find all the farmers While on vacashe, Gordon White
climbed one of the Canadian Rockies with his daughter, Betty
Sue after it was all over Betty wanted to go swimmin'

but Daddy had already gone bye-bye to hit the hay
and with this Bedtime Story, we leave you Clean,

as usual

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing'House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

fy
Big National Tie-up
For "First Aid"

A TIE-UP of considerable mag-

nitude has just been affected

by Sono Art-World Wide on

"First Aid," the company's lat-

est release, based on the story of

Mike Simmons, with the Barba-

sol Shaving Cream Company.
The terms of the deal call for a

schedule of advertising in nation-

al magazines, aggregating over

9,000,000 circulation, and in

which scenes from the film, and
the title of the picture receive

prominent display, with credit to

the producer.
A further development of this

tie-up involves a window and
counter display hook-up with
all Barbasol dealers.

The magazines involved are
Saturday Evening Post, Liberty,
Time, Life, National Geographic,
The New Yorker, and a number
of national magazines.

Sono Art-World Wide.

West Want-Ad
Stunt Gets Results

JyJANAGER C. T. Pernn of

the Publix - Paramount,
Cheyenne, Wyo., has effected a

new want-ad tie-up with the
Wyoming State Tribune. Among
the ten questions published daily
on the Want-Ad page is, "What
show is playing at the Para-
mount theater tonight?" And
the other questions concern in-

formation that can be found in

the ads on the Want-Ad page.
Prizes are awarded according to
neatness, promptness and cor-
rectness. —Paramount,

Cheyenyie, Wyo.

« « « » » t^

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays

:

July 10
Lily Damita
John Gilbert

Joan Marsh
Dudley Murphy
Sam "Wood
William Conselman
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''Don't mis£ Mother's Mil-

lions ... it is a very good
picture. May Robson can
lay claim to a niche in this

year's motion picture hall

of fame." -Philodelphio Exhibitor

''Mother's Millions is a
May Robson hit. Preview
auciience gave it a great
send-oft. —Motion Picturo Dolly

"Excellent light comedy.
May Robson's picture all

the way through." mm Daii»

"A picture of general ex'
CellenCe*' ^-Philadelphia Bulletin

"Audiences eat it up."
— Alfred Herskovitz. Manager,
Crown Theatre, New London, Corin.

"A striking performance
by May Robson . . .

."

"Marguerite Tozelaor, Tribune

'"Mother's Millions' owes
thrills to May Robson."

—William Boehnel, World-Telegram
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''I enjoyed every moment
of 'The Mystery of Life/

Whether you are a student
of evolution/ or whether
you are just one of those
who simply seek enter-
tainment, you'll find that
'The Mystery of Life' is

one of those pictures that
are worthy of seeing. In

fact, I recommend it most
highly." AI Sherman. N. Y. Telegraph

"A mystery picture with-
out a last-reel solution or
any kind of a plot ending,
an interesting celluloid
presentation worth a once

r^^^^lo ond *«? ;eort»W
,

09**' ^^ o* *-»*®

over. "Julia Shawell,
N.T. tvening Graphic
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"Darrow has a dry humor
g that enlivens and attracts

the audience to him."
-Kate Cameron. N. T. Ooily Ne
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INDIE EXHIBS SEE PICKUP

NEXT FALL, SAYS EEIST

(Continued from Page 1)

"We have records showing that 160

more contracts have been signed by

independent so far this selHng season

than during the same period last

\ ear," said Feist. "Many exhibitors

reahze that by booking now they not

only assure themselves of choice

product, but help tremendously in

improving general economic condi-

tions. Double-featuring is not re-

sponsible, except in a very small way,
tor any increased business. The ad-

ditional contracts mean careful and
sensible buying by 'class' exhibitors,

regardless of the policy of their

houses."

Two More Fan Magazines
Cut Price to Ten Cents

Two more movie fan magazines
are going on a 10-cent policy. "Screen
Book," which has been acquired by
the Fawcett Publications, which
issues "Screen Play," will market
this book at a dime a copy. "Mo-
tion Picture Classic," one of the old
standbys, will effect the new rate in

the Fall, it is understood.

Harry Tighe in Simon Comedy
Harry Tighe, musical comedy and

vaudeville headliner, as well as a
picture player, has been engaged by
Simple Simon Comedies for a fea-

tured role in their third two-reel
comedy, which goes into production
next week. Edward Manson has
been engaged as director.

Next for Ufa Cosmopolitan
"Dolly Macht Karriere," ("Dolly

Gets Ahead"), has been scheduled to

open at Ufa's Cosmopolitan on July
17. Anatol Litwak is credited with
the direction and the featured players
are Dolly Haas, Alfred Abel, Kurt
Gerron and Oskar Karlweiss.

Gary Cooper Replaces March
Gary Cooper will appear opposite

Claudette Colbert in "Sal of Singa-
pore," which starts in about ten days
at Paramount's New York studio.
Fredric March was originally as-
signed to the role. Cooper, who is

now in Europe, is expected back next
week and will be immediately rushed
into rehearsals.

iSUNSHIN€
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^ Independent exhibitors

= pickup in business next
= to reports reaching Fel

= M-C-M.

expect a good
fall, according
x F. Feist at
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HOLLYWOOD FLASHES
By RALPH IVILK

DKO PATHE has bought "Lady
With a Past," by Harriet Henry,

as a vehicle for one of its feminine

stars next season. Charles R. Rog-
ers will decide later who is to play

the title role.
* * *

Harold Schivartz was assigned di-

rection of "The Guppy Twins," the

fourth Rosco Ates comedy for Ra-
dio Pictures. Schwartz is collaborat-

ing with Thomas Lennon on a story

which will present the stammering
comic in double roles. Lou Brock is

supervising.
* * *

Irving Pichel, recently signed by
Paramount as an actor-director, but

whose talents have been devoted pri-

marily to acting, will make his debut
as a full-fledged film director in col-

laboration with Slavko Vorkapich on
'The Man With Red Hair." Besides

co-directing the production, Pichel

will play the bizarre title role in

Hugh Walpole's mystery story as

Paramount's first step in grooming
him for possible stardom. Charles

Rogers will be featured with him.
* * *

The second of six Clark and Mc-
Cullough comedies is in work at the

Radio Pictures studio, with Jim Fin-

layson, Charles Hall, Walter Bren-
nan and Phil Dunham added to the

cast. Tentative title is "Hard to

Get," with Mark Sandrich directing

under the supervision of Louis Brock.
* * *

Richard Cromwell has been signed

for the leading male role in Colum-
bia's "Then Hell Broke Loose."
Richard Wallace has started actual

filming of his newest Paramount
production, "The Road to Reno."
This is Wallace's first under his re-

cently signed new contract.

* * *

John Farrow, RKO Pathe scenar-

ist, is writing an original story based
on an idea which he revealed to his

chief, Charles R. Rogers. It will

serve as a starring vehicle for Con-
stance Bennett.

* * »

Anderson Lawler, young New
York leading man who played oppo-
site Peggy Shannon in her last play
there, has been signed by Para-
mount to portray an important role

opposite her again, this time on the

screen, in "The Road to Reno,"
which also features Lilyan Tashman
and Charles Rogers.

* * *

Humphrey Pearson has been as-

signed the task of doing the screen
adaptation and dialogue for Vincent
Lawrence's play, "Sour Grapes," for

Radio Pictures. It will be directed
by John Halliday and Lynn Shores.
Mary Astor, Jill Esmond, Laurence
Olivier, John Halliday, Edward Ever-
ett Horton and Noel Francis have
been announced for the cast.

Evalyn Knapp, who has been in

the Hollywood Hospital in a plaster

cast as the result of her recent fall,

will be able to leave the hospital this

week. She has been signed to a new
long term contract by Warner Bros,

and has been definitely assigned to

play the leading feminine role in

"Pleasure First." as well as in "Di-
vorce Detective," starring William

Powell.
* * *

Hale Hamilton has been cast in

the leading male role opposite Alice

White in "The Monster Kills," now
in production at Tiffany. Kenneth
Thomson also has an important part

in the picture.
+ * *

Elda Vokel, Rosalie Roy, Douglas
Cosgrove and Donald Dillaway have

been added to the cast of "She Want-
ed A Millionaire," which is ready to

go into production at Fox under the

direction of John Blystone.

* * *

Linda Watkins will appear in

"Sob Sister," shortly to be placed in

production at Fox. James Dunn will

be her leading man. Minna Gombell,

Joyce Compton and George E. Stone

have also been given important

parts in this story. Dunn also will

play in "Over the Hill." Other re-

cent additions to this cast include

Olin Howland and William Pawley.

< * * *

Glenn Tryon believes that the best

training ground for any picture com-
edian lies in the two-reel comedy
production field. Tryon, although he

played comic roles on the stage be-

fore he entered pictures, got his chief

training on the Hal Roach lot, mak-
ing two-reelers. From Roach he

went to Universal, where he was
starred in "Skinner's Dress Suit,"

"The King of Jazz" and other fea-

tures.

Ned Perrin, Johnny Grey and
William Grew have combined their

talents on the story and dialogue for

the next Clark and McCuHough
short to be filmed under Lou Brock's

supervision for Radio Pictures.

George Barbier, Paramount's new-
est contract player, has arrived in

Hollywood from New York to make
his western film debut as one of the

leading characters in "24 Hours."

Our Passing Show: E. B. Derr,

Sid Grauman, Wesley Ruggles, James
Cagney, Walter Lang, Norman Tau-
rog, Jackie Cooper, Norman Mc-
Leod, Bill Woolfenden, Robert Fair-

banks, Arthur Landau, Morris Small,

Roger Ferri, James Gleason, An-
thony Bushell, Arline Judge, Ed-
mund Breese, Garrett Fort, Harry
Wurtzel, Neil Hamilton, Alan Mow-
bray, George Frank, Homer Acker-
man, Larry Ceballos, Richard Carle,

William S. Gill, Harold Schwartz at

the opening of "Oh, Boy"; John Flinn

returning from New York.

31 NON-THEATRICAL DEPTS.

OPENED BY NAT! SUPPLY

{Continued from Page 1)

jectors and animatophones, has been
completed, according to A. M. Beatty

of the wholesale division of National

Supply. E. L. Schroeder, sales man-
ager of the Victor Animatograph
Corp., is making a series of visits

to each of the 31 branches for the

purpose of schooling the personnel

and coordinating the work between
the Victor factory and the sales or-

ganization.

Jack Creed Mysteriously
Beaten and Buried Alive

ll\-st Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Jack Creed, motion

picture property-man, was found near

death in the garage of his home after

some unknown person or persons had
slugged Creed, drenched him with
gasoline and buried him alive in a

pit in the garage.

Spanish Amateur Film Shown
"El Lobo de Amor," the first

Spanish picture made locally with
amateur actors for theatrical release,

has been completed by Frank Mel-
ford, director. The feature has been
made for Manhattan Playhouses,
Inc., and is being sliown at the .San

Jose theater. Sam Browning is

credited with the photography and
Bill Hungerford and Tom Browne
iiandled the sound recording.

Three More Ufa Houses
Berlin—Ufa has opened two new

houses in the German provinces, the

Ufa Palace in Cioerlitz, Silesia, seat-
ing 1,000, and the Ufa Palace in

Aachen, Rhinelands, with a capacity
of 1,500. A third house of more than
1,000 capacity is under construction
in Freil)urg, Badenia.

M-G-M Lion to Tour Again
Leo, tiie M-G-M trade mark lion,

will soon go on another world tour
|

which will occupy about two years.

He is now in a Philadelphia zoo in^

the charge of his trainer, Capt. Volney
Pheifer, who will accompany him.
Trip is under supervision of Bill Fer-
guson, M-G-M exploitation director.

"Seventy acres ot trees were used to

furnish leafy backgrounds for the scenes

taken within the sound stages of fhe

M-C-M studio last year."

—M-C-M.
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EXPANSII

(Cctitinued from Page 1)

soon be made concerning the setup

in connection with the proposed ex-

pansion program.
Lightman has made tentative ar-

rangements for conferring with John
Lord O'Brien, in charge of film mat-

ters for the Dept. of justice, on the

matter of the new uniform exhibi-

tion contract which was drafted last

year, but never put into operation.

He will stop at Washington for this

purpose before returning to Memphis.
Lightman also intends to be present

at the annual convention of the M.P.
T.O. of North and South Carolina

at Wrightsville Beach, Julv 20 and
21.

Harry Thomas Defends
Double Feature Policy

(Cnnfinv.rd from Pnnr 1)

equipment." According to Thomas,
exhibitors have increased gross busi-

ness from 20 to 50 per cent through
the dual-bill policy without any per-
ceptible increase in over-head or
'celluloid cost'.

"Double-featuring also serves an-
other purpose," said Thomas. "It

gives an exhibitor the opportunity
to play good second-run features
which under the single feature
policy he would be unable to sched-
ule. In that manner he gives to his

patrons the select films of the pro-
ducers and in turn increases business
for himself."

First Division will distribute 52
feature films this season, according to

Thomas.

New England Golf Tournament
Boston—First Film Golf I'ourna-

ment to be held in New England will

take place Aug. 7 at the Pine Brook
Valley, Weston, Mass. Johnny
Howard of Paramount is chairman
of the committee.

Robbers Steal Safe With $350
Montpelier, Vt.—Robbers invading

the Playhouse late at night took
awav a 500-pound safe containing
about $350.

COMING & GOING

THOMAS MEIGHAN is due back in
New York from the Coast on July 20.

FAY WRAY. who recently comnleted
work with Ronald Colman in "The Unholy
Garden" for Samuel Goldwyn, is in New
York for a vacation with her hushand, John
Monk Saunders.

NORMAN MORAY, Vitaphone sales
tnanaRpr. has returned to the city after a
short jaunt in the south.

HARRY ROSENQUEST of the Vitaphone
sales staff left yesterday for Bingham-
ton and points on the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western.

MARJORIE BEEBE is in the east to ap-
pear ni short comedies at the Paramount
Xew York studios.
HARRY A. SEED, manager of the War-

ner-First National exchange in Buffalo, ar-
rived yesterday for a visit to the home office.

E. C. RHODEN, now associated with
Fox Theaters in the midv/est, is in New
York for a visit.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Los Angeles—E. S. Holmers, at

one time with Warner Bros., is now
booker at the Columbia exchange.

Denver—Benjamin Harrison, one
time theater manager and lately a

salesman, died recently in the Den-
ver General Hospital following an at-

tack of pneumonia.

San Pedro, Cal.—C. J. Morley has
opened the Barton here.

Curtis, Neb.—L. M. Teller, owner
of the Electric here, has taken over
the LeRoy in Walace.

Los Angeles—George E. Carpen-
ter has opened the Lincoln, renamed
the Daly, on North Broadway.

Clovis, N. M.—R. C. Griffith of

Griffith .Amusement Co. announces
the opening of his new house here
about Aug. 1. It will seat 1,000.

Fowler, Cal. — Glen Turner has
opened the Strand here.

Birmingham— Rialto, second run
house, has adopted double features
for first three days of each week.

San Francisco— Jewel Thompson,
formerly with the Blumenfeld Cir-

cuit, is now with the Charles Peter-
son Circuit.

Denver—Homer E. Ellison, vet-
eran theater owner who died recent-
ly, left an estate of approximately
$15,000 to his two sons. Homer and
Burns Ellison, with whom he was
interested in the Federal theater.

San Francisco—^Jack Rue has re-
signed as salesman for Pathe. Joe
Flanagan of the booker's desk takes
his place.

Denver — Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Huffman have returned from a circfc

tour through New York, Panama
and California.

San Francisco—Jack Foley, broth-
er of Rowena Foley, Film Board of
Trade secretary, has joined Fox
West Coast Theaters here.

Denver—A. H. Eichenberg has re-
signed as assistant at the Denver and
has gone to Kansas City to enter
business with his father.

Bainbridge, Ga.—A. M. Walker of
Screven has opened the Decatur here.

"Night Nurse" for Strand
Barbara Stanwyck in "Night

Nurse," Warner production, will have
its world premiere July 16 at the
New York Strand.

A. P. Page Managing Two
Springfield, Mass.—In addition to

managing the Liberty, a Winchester
.Amusement Co. house, A. P. Page is

now also handling the Strand for the
same interests.

Lorain, O. — George Shenker has
closed the Pearl for the rest of the

summer.

Marion, Va.—Harley Davidson is

now manager of the Lincoln here.

Baltimore — Joe Kavanagh, man-
ager of Loew's Valencia, is tempo-
rarily assistant manager at Loew's
.Stanley, taking the place of his

brother, Tom, who resigned.

Bristol, Va.—With acquisition by
Publix of his two local houses, C. A.
Goebel remains as manager of the

theaters, which are the Cameo and
Columbia. Sam Suggs is city man-
ager for Publix, which now controls
the local situation. The local houses
came under the Charlotte division

under the direction of J. A. Koerpel.

Toledo, O. — I. H. Solomon has
been appointed manager of the Para-
mount, succeeding Marsh Gollner,
who will manage the new 1,600-seat

Paramount in Steubenville.

Parkersburg, W. Va.—P. W. Bar-
rett has sold the Strand to Para-
mount and is now managing the
house.

Pittsburgh—Johnny Morin, son of
the ex-congressman, is now manag-
ing the Plaza here.

Cleveland — Bob Burns and Ed
Fisher have been added to the Stand-
ard Film .Service sales force.

Jasper, Fla.—Louie C. Goodhread
has leased the Fav and will remodel
it for sound. M. E. Tuten continues
as manager.

Kosciusko. Miss. — Lyell Shields
has resigned as manager of the A-
muse-lT, and Aubrey Vickers suc-
ceeds him.

Dublin, Ga.—John Peck, manager
of the Rose, announces that his com-
pany has bought a buildincr and wil'

remodel it into a modern talker
house.

Atlanta— Bill Specht, fnrnierK it

Tennessee for Fox, has joined l^ni-

versal here.

Cleveland — Ed Cole is the new
m-inager of the Capitol, succeeding
Milton Bryer. William Weiss, assis-
tant at the Stillman. is now mana.ger
of the Mall.

Westport House on Two-A-Week
Westport, Conn.-—Stanley Joseloff

plans to operate the Fine Arts on a

two-shows-a-week policy. Premiere is

scheduled for Sunday night with va-
rious celebs attending.

Set for Detroit Run
Detroit—Warner's "Smart Money"

and First National's "Chances" are
in for runs at the Paramount and
the United Artists, respectively.

IS

(Continued from Page 1)

the Dominant Pictures Corp. The
features will be made for, and dis-
tributed by Peerless Productions
Inc. Albert Herman will direct the
first four films and supervise produc-
tion of the remainder. Mickey Mc-
Guire, of the Larry Darmour-Radio
Pictures comedies, will he featured
in "Mickey and Tomorrow's Man.''
a story built around the Boy Scout
movement. Through an arrangement
between Jack Kopfstein and Arthur
Lee, foreign distribution will be
handled by the Ameranglo Corp.

Anti-Trust Law Changes
Expected Next Session

(.Continued from Pane 1)
vcncs in the Fall. Such modifica-
tions would in all probability have
an important bearing on the future
of motion picture organizations.

Successor to Wesley Barry
Pittshurgli — Word comes from

Hollywood that "Freckles" Akerman,
who a few years ago sold newspapers
here, had finally broken into the
movies as a successor to Wesley
Barry. A few months ago he re-
ceived a chance with Buster Keaton
m "The Sidewalks of New York."
and his family is now on its way to
Hollywood.

George S. Baker Resigns
Denver — George ,S. Baker, man-

ager of the Paramount since it open-
ed, has resigned and will tour Eu-
rope with an uncle. He is succeeded
by Jerry Zigmond. former Denver
theater man. but lately manager of
the Roval in Kansas City.

Tenn. Legislature Adjourns
Chattanooga—Without passing anv

measures adverse to the film indus-
try the Tennessee Legislature has
adjourned sine die. Bills which met
defeat uicluded one calling for a tax
on adnn'ssions.

John Wray's Stage Play
John Wrav. who recently returned

to New '^'ork after working in
"Silence" for Paramount, has co-
authored "(iod Bless You, Inc.." with
Gene Towiic. He will also appear in
this stage play, which soon goes into
rehearsal.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Afanfeld Amusement Corp., theatrical en-

terprises
: C. Jaffa, 1540 Broadway, New

^ oik. $.';.noo.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
Kridel Amusement Co., Inc., Newark, the-'

at-rs; Simon M. Seley, Newark, N. J. $l<!i,.

DELAWARE CHARTERS
Sussex Amusement Co., Milford, Del., the-

aters; Bayard, V. W. Harton, Milford. Dei.
? 100.000.

Sanabria Television Corp., Dover, Del.,
sound recording devices; United States Cor-
poration Co., Denver, Del. 5,000 shares com-
mon.
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theBIG HITS ar
the way!
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United Artists gives her the gun ! The old

ship hitting like the Post-Gatty craft will

crash into those dark clouds. She's headed

'round the box-office world to the tune of

record audiences the like of which exhib-

itors have never seen.
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THE SEA GHOST

THE ADVENTUROUS SEX

THE WARNING SHADOW

MYSTERY OF JUDGE LA GARDE

INNOCENT SINNERS

HALF A WIFE

NATIONALLY DISTRIBUTED

A SOLITARY SIN

CROOKED STREETS

STATE'S EVIDENCE

BLIND MARRIAGE

GAMBLERS ALL

TO-MORROW'S MEN

THE RECKONING

HOME SWEET HOME

THE FUGITIVE

HONORS DIVIDED

MODERN YOUTH

LOVE BOUND

NATIONALLY EXPLOITED

WORLDLY WOMEN

FORTUNE'S FOOL

MICKEY

SPORTING CHANCE

THE DIVORCE MILL

NOBODY'S CHILDREN

FRANCHISES NOW AVAILABLE FOR A FEW TERRITORIES

PEERLESS PRODUCTIONS, Inc.
LOUIS SCHNEIDER, President JACK BELLMAN, Vice-President

630 NINTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Telephone: CHickering 4-3949

ADOLPH POLLAK, General Manal
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Block Booking Plan Inoperative, Says Allied Exhib

GOV'TORDERS FULL^ORCE OF FOX^LOEW

Balaban Predicts Good Times Starting July 25
Turn of Tide Expected to

Come With Arrival of

New Product
Better times, as far as the theaters

are concerned, will start in about

July 25, says A. J. Balaban of Bala-

ban & Katz, in the current "Publix
Opinion." Balaban says he bases

his forecast on precedent, which has

proven that when the theaters are

offering pictures that the public

wants to see, the public will turn

out. He points out that starting

with the latter part of this month,
distributors will begin releasing new
season's product, and "because of

the lineup of pictures which I see

before me after that date I cannot
help but feel that better times are

immediately ahead of us."

HARRYKATZlWJIANDLING

PUBUXILUND. HOUSES

Harry Katz is now handling the

Publix houses in Illinois and Indiana,

formerly in the territory of Arthur
Mayer. Utah and Idaho have been
added to the remaining territory of

which Mayer is division director.

Pajama Policy Clicks
Albert L. Greene, manager of the Tuxedo at Brighton Beach, crashed the

metropolitan papers, including editorial columns, with his hot-weather stunt of

dressing up the theater staff in pajamas and admitting patrons in similar attire.

Men were admitted free. So far an average of 300 pajama-ciad adults and

kids have attended the theater daily. The number would be greater, Greene

says, only lots of the families in Brighton sleep in their underwear.

Investment Firm Sees Television

As Boost for Theater Amusements

Louis Schneider Heads
Peerless Productions

Louis Schneider of Manhattan
Playhouses and M & S Circuit, has
been elected president of Peerless

Productions, Inc., which has a

schedule calling for 24 features.

Other officers of the company are:

Jack Bellman, vice-president; Adolph
Pollak, secretary and general man-
ager; Sam Friedman, treasurer.

Advance Booking Cut

By Prod uct S horta ge

\
Indicative of the shortage of features is

'the fact that bookings for the Paramount,

;

New York, which generally are tentatively

j

set for two months ahead, now only cover

between two and four weeks.

Television will be an aid rather

that a detriment to the theaters and
amusement stocks, it is stated by
W. F. Goulet & Co., Inc., invest-

ment house specializing in television

securities, in a brochure entitled

"Theaters vs. Television," put out
with a view to plugging the sale of

television stocks.

"Before very long, television will

come into its own," the booklet
states. "By coming into its own,
it means that television will be re-

leased. Exactly why it has been held
in check is hard to state. Perhaps
it is that television could not fit

into the scheme of things. Perhaps
it stepped on the corns of some big

industry, but the fact remains that

it has been hampered rather than
aided.

"The perfection of television will

not spell the doom of amusement
{Continued on Page 11)

Conferring With Gov't

On Standard Contract
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—In an effort to con-

vince the Department of Justice that

exhibitors want the new standard
exhibition contract placed in opera-
tion. President M. A. Lightman of

the M.P.T.O.A. on Saturday will

confer with John Lord O'Brien. As-
surance that Ohio theater men are

for the contract is being conveyed
by Pete Wood, business manager of

the M.P.T.O. of Ohio, who is attend-
ing the conference. Other exhibitor
leaders may also be called in.

Distributors from time to time
have stated that they would put the
contract, which they helped to draft

last year, into effect providing they
were assured that the Government
would not throw it out as violating
the spirit of the Thacher decisions.

Cutts Says Block Booking
Has Died Automatic Death

Cleve. Exchange Merger
Leaves Only 3 Indies

Cleveland — Closing of the deal

whereby Selected Pictures takes over
the physical distribution of all prod-
uct handled by Independent Pic-

tures brings the number of local in-

dependent distributors down to three.

Nate Schultz and Arthur Simon,
heads of Selected, will hereafter han-

{Continued on Page 11)

Defeat of the block booking system
has been achieved automatically In
prevailing economic conditions in the
industry, it is indicated by William
Cutts, Portland, Ore., exhibitor and
member of the Allied States Ass'n.
"Block booking as a national institu-

tion ceased to exist last season," says
Cutts in discussing exhibitor prob-
lems in the current issue of Allied's

official publication. "There is no
(Continued on Page 11)

Disinterested Trustees to

Hold Controlling Stock
in Loew's

Determination of the Government
to prevent inter-control combinations
among major film companies is in-

dicated in a supplementary decree
signed Friday by Federal Judge John
C. Knox in the U. S. District Court
ordering Fox Film to further divest
itself of control in Loew's, Inc.

Federal Judge Knox has issued a
supplemental decree directing a fur-
ther divestment of control in Loew's,

{Continued on Page 9)

FORM NATIIFgROUP

ON EDUCATIONAL FILMS

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—At the conclusion of

the demonstration held here the past
week under the auspices of the Fed-
eral Government to determine the
value of talkers in education, the Na-
tional Visual and Sound Educational
Group was formed to further the
work. The new organization, etii-

{Continued on Page 11)

L. H. Gardner Joins
Broughton on Coast

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—LeClaire H. Gardner,

for years associated with John H.
Kunsky and George W. Trendle in

the Detroit theater field, has joined
Action Pictures, Inc., of which Cliff
Broughton is president, as originator
of titles and story ideas. The

{Continued on Page 11)

Another Year of Tests

Ahead for Television

After another year of intensive experi-

mental tests under actual working condi-

tions, television will be ready for public use,

says M. H. Aylesworth, president of Na-
tional Broadcasting Co., in announcing plans

for the world's highest television station

atop the Empire State Building.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

East. Kodak 1493^^ 144 147"^ + 3

Fox Fm. "A" ... 17'4 155/i UVi -f 1-3

Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 4 iVt 4
Loew's, Inc 46 44 44}4 + 54
Paramount 25^ 24^ 25^ + 'A
Pathe Exch 2 n/s Ws
do "A" 7M 7-54 754 — J4
RKO "A" 15^4 14-51 14% + 54
Warner Bros 75^ 7J^ TA + Vs

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. Vtc W'A WVi lOyi — %
Fox Thea. "A"... 2^ 2Ji 254 — 54
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 7^ 7 754 -f J4
Trans-Lux SH 5J4 5J4 + 54

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 37'A 37 37 — 1

Loew 6s 41ww... 98Y2 98 98"/2 -f V2
Far. 5!4s50 8154 81 81 — Ya
Pathe 7s37 92 J^ 9154 9154
Warner's 6s39 ... 41 41 41

3 More Papers Join U Reel

Three more newspapers have
joined the list of sponsors of Uni-
versal's Newspaper Newsreel with
Graham McNamee. They are the
"Observer," Charlotte, N. C. ; the
"Journal," Logan, Utah, and the
"Daily Press and Dakotan" of
Yankton, S. Dak.

v#v#V*»>»VV>v#*>•>Jr^
New York

1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City j'j

154 Crescent St. "
STillwell 4-7940 I'J
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}{ Chicago Hollywood j|

J*J
1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica Jj

J> CALumet 3692 Blvd. ?•*
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Aids for 'Cluck' Pictures
Suggested by Fox Theaters

Admitting that in any series of pic-

tures there is bound to be some na-
tural 'clucks,' Fox Theaters execu-
tives have urged house managers to

do the best they can with such films
by surrounding them with a strong
supporting program, rather tlian

spending extra money to exploit poor
product and thereby permitting it to
compete with better grade pictures.
This applies to blocks of advertising
which plug three or four pictures.

Advertising of attractions too far

in advance is discouraged by Fox
Theater officials, who advocate sell-

ing today's show today. When two
or more pictures are exploited in a
block, they fight each other for at-

tention, it is stated, and work to the
detriment of the theater.

Atlas Studios Producing
Feature and Four Shorts
Atlas Sound Recording Studios

will make a feature based on an
.Arabian story for Arabian Talking
Pictures Corp. The studio is also
scheduled to make four one-reel
comedies for C. L. Chester, titled:

"Foiled Again," "Hero in Overalls,"
"Just in Time" and "You'll be Sur-
prised."

"Mystery of Life" Building Up
Starting at the Cameo on Friday

of last week with a gross of $666,
the Universal release, "Mystery of
Life," produced in conjunction with
Clarence Darrow, wound up its first

week with $799 on the 3ay and a

total gross of $4,927 for the week.
The picture is being held for a run
at the Cameo. Meanwhile, Darrow
is waging a battle against the cen-
sors for deleting some of the evolu-
tion scenes.

"Seed" in Los Angeles Run
U'cst Coa^t Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—After nlavincr four

weeks at the Carthav Circle at $1..S0
ton. Universal's "Seed" is now in its

fifth week at regular prices at the
Orpheum.

Dropping Sophisticated Roles
Ina Claire will not appear in "The

Greeks Had a Word for It," as orig-
inally scheduled, it was announced bv
Sam Goldwyn on Friday. Instead,
Miss Claire, following her perform-
ance in "Rebound," will be given
emotional and dramatic roles, rather
than those of sophisticated comedy, it

was stated.

Dick Hatton Dies in Crash
'V'-'t Coa't Bureau. THE FILM nAITV
Los Angeles — Richard Hatton,

cowbov actor and director, died as
a result of injuries sustained in an
automobile accident here Thursday
night.

MPTO of Ohio Preparing
Fight on Next Tax Drive
Columbus—Another attempt to tax

amusements in this state is expected

to be made at a special session of the

legislature in January, when it will

be found that the recently inaugu-

rated tax on cigarettes will fall short

of the required revenues. In antici-

pation of this move, Business Man-
ager P. J. Wood of the M.P.T.O.

of Ohio has sent out a call to ex-

hibitors to kick in with support to

enable the association to fight any

attempted legislation that would bur-

den the theaters.

Virginia Censor Rejects
"Confessions of Co-Ed"

Richmond — "Confessions of a

Co-Ed" has been rejected in its en-

tirety by the state board of motion

picture censors on the ground that

it would have a harmful effect on

state co-educational institutions.

Two More Safes Stolen
Racine, Wis. — Burglars entered

the Delavan and the Plaza at Bur-
lington and removed the safes from
both theaters. They escaped with
receipts totaling $1,000 at Delavan
and approximately $600 at Burling-
ton.

Fox's Wisconsin Robbed
Milwaukee—Len J. Howard, man-

ager of Fox's Wisconsin, was held
up in his office by a lone bandit and
robbed of $400 of the theater's re-

ceipts. The bandit overlooked be-
tween $7,000 and $8,000 in the thea-
ter vault.

Publix House Robbed of $985
Greeley, Colo.—The Sterling Pub-

lix theater was robbed of $985 when
robbers forced their way into the
office and opened the safe. Manager
T. W. Thompson was in Denver at
the time.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

July

July

July

Aug.

Aug,

Sept

Oct.

Nov.

13-14 :—Educational-Tiffany-Sono Art
regional meeting, Hotel Astor,
New York.

17-18: Educational-Tiffany-Sono Art
regional meeting, Hotel Congress,
Chicago.

20-21: Annual summer meeting of
North and South Carolina The-
ater Owners' Ass'n, at the
Hotel Oceanic, Wrightsville
Beach, Wilmington, N. C.
Educational-Tiffany-Sono Art

regional meeting, Brown Palace
Hotel, Denver.

3-22
: British film festival, sponsored
by British International Pictures,
Malvern, England.

7
: First Annual Golf Tournament,

New England Film Industry,
Pine Brook Valley Club, Weston,
Mass.

9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Min-
neapolis.

1 : Hispano - American Motion Picture
Congress, Madrid, Spain.

4: Annual meeting of Academy of
M. P. Arts & Sciences, Holly-
wood.

4: Annual Awards Dinner of Aca-

j

demy of M. P. Arts & Sciences,
Hollywood.

Stanley to Produce
160 Organ Playlets

Stanley Recording Studio has
signed a contract to produce 16C
single reel organ playlets for The-
ater Service Corp. Lew White is

featured.

Racketeers Hop on Fight Film
Detroit—Samuel Decker of Excel

lent Pictures Corp. has complainec
to County Prosecutor that members
of the old Purple Gang have "mus
cled in" on showing of Schmeling
Stribling fight pictures here.

Women Demand Clean Films
Atlantic City—Films dealing wit)

companionate marriage and birtl

control were condemned by tin

Catholic Daughters of America ii

the concluding session of their 14tl
convention here.

Sound Recording
FILM AND DISC

Re-Recording Disc or Film
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
STANLEY RECORDING CO. of

AMERICA. INC
1841 Broadway—New York, N. Y.

Columbus 5-3181-3182

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of ExperienceQualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Michigan 8761
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Play Up Your
Short Comedies

npHE American public want to

laugh now more than ever;

they are also avid for the "the

something new in entertain-

ment." So says Mr. E. W. Ham-
mons, president of Educational

Film Exchanges, Inc. Right you
are, Mr. Hammons. There has

been too much of the drab and

heavy stuff in features of late

and those exhibitors going in for

double featuring have just dou-

bled the dose instead of balanc-

ing the bill with something in the

lighter vein. There's a thought in

this, not new by any means

—

simply forgotten—that will pro-

vide theaters with all the attrac-

tiveness that double feature pro-

grams seem to offer and, more
than likely, serve to be twice as

magnetic at the box-office. The
main value of the double feature

at first blush was that it enabled

the exhibitor to advertise two at-

tractions instead of one. If two
well-known stars were featured

separately in each feature, he had

a double advertising value there.

But the difficulty of balancing

two features on one program as

a regular thing soon kills the

value such a program may have

at the beginning. Exhibitors have
long been guilty of negligence in

exploiting to the full and thus

deriving the full benefit afforded

by the short subjects. In the fea-

tured roles of the majority of

the two-reel comedies are names
that have drawing value. Giving
more play to the "added attrac-

tions" in newspaper advertising,

in the lobby, on the screen and
on the marquee will undoubtedly
have an attraction value that will

exceed most any double feature

bill. What's more it has a per-

manent value at the box-office.

Don't hide the comedies on your
programs under the guise of

"added attractions"; Sell them
for what they're worth; Sell the

names that are in them; Sell their

entertainment merits and you'll

fill a lot of empty seats and
please a lot of customers.

—Ben Shlyen

Province of Ontario banned

65 pictures in 1930, and 63 so

far this year.
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• • • OUR ARKANSAS correspondent, T. R. Westmor-
land, is a golf enthusiast like all film men, he can turn in

a pretty low score if the rest of the foursome aren't too

fussy on calling his shots and he thinks the Bobby Jones

golf series are great he writes in to call attention to that

Cliff Sterrett cartoon showing Polly's ole man, a golf hovmd,

going in joyously to see a Bobby Jones short and comin'

out gloomily on realizin' he can never play golf like the Bir-

mingham Wizard and ending it all by jumping off the

dock T. R. sez "I felt just like that mugg in the

cartoon and would have jumped in the creek, too
if the torridity of this Arkansas sun hadn't dried up all the avail-

able water so all I could do was go home and drown my
golfing grouch in a gallopin' gallon of ice cold home brew!"

so this Bobby Jones series looms up as another Menace
with most film men thinkin' they are golfers and

getting discouraged and jumping in the sink after watching Bob-
by's fine golf work looks as if the film biz is gonna expe-
rience a shortage of man-power as well as pix

* * * *

• • • THE NEWSPAPER boys in Washington muffed this

one so it devolves on us to break the Big Political Scoop
it comes to us straight from the Inside that the

Hoover forces h;<ve checked up with the Anheuser-Busch brew-
ery outfit wanting to know how many men they can put
to work in the event that beer Real Beer
is chalked off the Prohibition list in order to relieve the
unemployment sitooation and with our informant stating
that the other big brewery interests are also being queried the
same way looks as if the Republican party was gettin'

ready to cinch the next presidential election this should
give the nation's newspapers somethin' to fill their front pages

don't mention it. Mister Brisbane you're entirely
welcome as long as you give us credit

* *

• • • OUR PALS are starting to give us the works on
that Zit's columnists' pop contest one cluck wrote our
name under the Radio Columnists' ballot Billy Ferguson
sent in a Scotch Ballot voting us on all three ballots
Broadway, Radio and Sports Maury Ascher ordered a
dozen copies every week for the life of the contest, and instructed
Zit's to send the bill to us Eddie Klein, who is on the
way to open up his ossif in Paris, found out that Zit's in the
whoopee city costs eight francs 32 cents Eddie sez
if we will guarantee to refund him the difference between that
and the regular price of 10 cents and also take care of the
rate of exchange he will vote for us regularly and
to top it all, Mike Simmons has appointed hisself our Campaign
Manager already he has run up a printing bill for litera-

toor a lithographer's bill for six-sheets and a bill

for postage stamps on direct-mail ballyhoo besides a swin-
dle sheet for personal expenses as manager so, taking it

by and large, it looks as if Mister Zittel let us In for a Load of
Grief just Our Pals!

• • • JOE RIVKIN, the Boy Exploitashe Wonder, is back
from that world premiere of "Salvation Nell" at the Lafayette
in Buffalo and we don't have to take his word for the
Big Results he has a 20()-foot "newsreel" of the opening,
showing 20 cops the entire Buffalo force holding
the mob from tearin' each other apart to get inside

• • • WHERE IS that midsummer snowstorm for Times
Square that Jack Fuld promised? and, believe it or not,
we'll stake our rep he can deliver it at 90 degrees fahren-
heit wot a publicity stunt that will be! Yea, "Ad-
vertising" is just a working gal, as our contemporary notes
and some film companies are firing the working gal and then
yawping how tuff it's getting to sell the product oops.

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

e
Took a Gamble
And Put It Over
YW'HEN Lee L. Goldberg be-

came so impressed with
"Father's Son" that he deter-
mined to play it up heavily, sent
out letters by the hundred in

Henderson in which he asked
that the readers attend the show-
ing and added that if the picture
was not liked the money spent
would be refunded on presenta-
tion of the letter at the box-
office. The wiseacres said that
every dead beat in Henderson
would see "Father's Son" for
nothing and that after each show-
ing there would be a line of peo-
ple a block long at the box-office
holding letters in their hands,
and asking for their money.
Goldberg had faith in the picture
and also in the people. The faith

was justified. Capacity audiences
saw the picture without one per-
son asking for the return of his

money.—Grand, Henderson, Ky.
* * *

Radio Contest
for "The Millionaire"
JyJANAGER H. H. Weiss of

the Publix-Fairfax Theater,
Miami, Fla., announced a contest
over the radio to plug "The Mil-
lionaire." The radio broadcast
was made through Miami's larg-
est broadcasting station, WIOD,
the station announcing a con-
test on "What would you do if

you were a millionaire?" The
public was asked to send their
letters to either the radio sta-
tion or the theater. —Fairfax,

Miami, Fla.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

July 11-12
Sally Blane
Harry J. Cohen
Walter Wanger
Ruth Handforth
Peggy Goldberg

« « « » » J^

Monty Brice
Tod Browning
Jean Hersholt
Hunt Stromberg
Mike Connolly
Sam Mintz
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HOLLYWOOD ACTIVITIES
.. .. .. Latest Production News Received By Wire From The West Coast J^ j^ ..

GOLDWYN riNISHES TWO;

FOUR OTHERS UNDER WAY

Samuel Goldwyn last week com-
pleted two of his eight features on the

1931-32 schedule. Ronald Colman
wound up in "The Unholy Garden,"
which is now in the cutting room, and
".ddie Cantor finished his "Palmy
Days." Both are listed for late Au-
gust or early September showing in

New York.
Goldwyn now has one picture in

work, King Vidor's picturization of

the Elmer Rice play, "Street Scene."

Estelle Taylor continues her associa-

tion with Goldwyn from the Colman
picture, "The Unholy Garden," to

"Street Scene," in which Sylvia Sid-

ney and William Collier, Jr., have the

leading roles.

"The Greeks Had a Word for It,"

with Ina Claire, Carole Lombard and
Joan Blondell, will start soon, while
"Tonight or Never," awaits the re-

turn of Gloria Swanson from Paris.

Plans are already under way for

Ronald Colman in "Arrowsmith,"
based on the Sinclair Lewis novel.
Sidney Howard is adapting it and
John Ford will direct.

Frank Darien Into Quillan Cast

Frank Darien has been added to
the cast of "Eddie Cuts In," Eddie
Quillan's newest starring vehicle at

the RKO Pathe studio.
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Man Without A Country
For the first time in 18 years Cecil B. De Mille has no studio address.

During his current extended trip to Europe "Cecil B. De Mille Productions, Inc.",

headed by Gladys Rosson, the producer's confidential secretary, will have its

headquarters at 2010 De Mille Road, Hollywood.

Two Monogram Pictures

Going Into Production
Trem Carr, production chief for

iVIonogram Pictures, is starting work
on "Mother and Son," with Clara
Kimball Young in the leading role.

Supporting cast includes Bruce War-
ren, Thomas A. Curren, Alildred
Golden, John Elliott, Gordon Wood,
Ernest Hilliard and Georgia French.
J. P. AlcCarthy directing Charles
("Buddy") Post, who has been with
the Carr organization a long time as
production manager, will handle pro-
duction work on "Mother and Son."
The story and dialogue are by Wel-
lyn Totman.
Another Monogram western will

go into production the first of the
week. It is "The Montana Kid" and
stars Bill Cody and Andy Shuford.
This is the fifth release on the Mono-
gram program.
W. Ray Johnston, president of

Monogram, is at present on the coast.

"Twenty-Four Hours" in Work
"Twenty-Four Hours," screen ver-

sion of Louis Bromfield's novel, has
gone into production at the Para-
mount studios under the direction of
Marion Gering. Those already as-
signed to principal roles include Clive
Brook, Kay Francis, Miriam Hop-
kins, Regis Toomey, George Barbier,
Minor Watson, Wade Boteler, Char-
lotte Granville and Adrienne Ames.
"Twenty-Four Hours" has been

adapted to the screen by Louis Weit-
zenkorn.

Lipton Starts Trio of Comedies
Three two-reel comedies have been

placed in work by Lew Lipton, super-
visor of comedy production at RKO
Pathe. They include "Easy to Get,"
in the Gay Girls series; Bennie Rubin
in "Accidents Will Happen," and
James Gleason in "Slow Poison," with
Mae Busch, Harry Cooper and others.

Ann Harding Titles Her Next
Ann Harding, RKO Pathe star,

lierself is responsible for the naming
oi "Alias Mrs. Halifax," her next film
play which was adapted from a Pa-
mela Wynne novel. Playing opposite
Miss Harding is Leslie Howard.

Anita Louise in Radio Film
Ending the search for an ingenue to

support Phillips Lord, the "Set
Parker" of broadcast fame. Radio Pic-
tures has signed Anita Louise for the
role. The juvenile star was borrowed
from RKO Pathe studios, to whom
she is under contract.

Joan Crawford's Next
By Henri Bernstein

Joan Crawford's next vehicle under
the M-G-M banner will be the orig-

inal story which Henri Bernstein, the

French playwright, has been com-
missioned to write. Bernstein is now
working on the script in Paris.

"Larceny Lane" Almost Finished

"Larceny Lane," now in production
at the Warner Bros, studios, will be
completed in another week or ten
days. Roy Del Ruth is directing this

production, in which James Cagney
and Joan IBlondell have the two fea-

tured roles, with Louis Calhern, Ed-
ward Nugent, Noel Francis, Guy Kib-
bee, Jlay MUland, Polly Walters,
Vera Lewis and others in support.

John Darrow with Dix
John Darrow, Radio Pictures con-

tract player, has been assigned the
juvenile lead in "Secret Service,"
which will star Richard Dix. "Secret
Service" will go into production July
15. The story is based on the famous
Civil War play by William Gillette.

Kitty Kelly for "Girl Crazy"
Kitty Kelly has been assigned by

Radio Pictures to the George Gersh-
win musical, "Girl Crazy," in which
Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey
will be co-starred upon their return
from abroad.

FIRST PEERLESS FEATURE

GOES IN WORK NEXT WEEK

"Love Bound," first Peerless Pic-
tures production, has been cast and
will be started July 15 with James
Tingling directing. The cast includes
Ralph Forbes, Myrna Loy, Betty
Bronson, Nance O'Neill, William H.
Tooker and Andre Beranger. Arthur
Collins will write the dialogue.

"Sporting Blood" Final Title
"Sporting Blood" has been selected

as final title for the M-G-M racing
melodrama that was provisionally
known as "Horseflesh." The picture,
based on a "Saturday Evening Post"
story by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan,
is being directed by Charles Brabin,
with a cast headed by Clark Gable,
Lew Cody, Madge Evans, Ernest
Torrence and Marie Prevost. The
chief equine star of the film is Tommy
Boy, Auga Caliente winner. Many
of the scenes for the story were made
on location in and around Lexington
Ky.

Thousands of

BOX OFFICES
will shout with glee for

"SCAREHEADS"
RICHARD

TALMADGE'S
red hot newspaper story that promises
SPEED — ACTION — ROMANCE and
THRILLS as only the Screen's Ace of
Daredevils can give them to you

—

Watch! Wait!

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
Hollywood'a wnostconvenient hotel . .

for your stay in Southern California

RI!GHT in the center of everything to sec and do .

.

next door to famous studios, theatres, cafes, and
shops . . near golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement places.

The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unex-
celled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
makes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enjoy the company of interesting and famous people.

European plan. $3.00 and up, single. $4.00 and up,
double. $5.00 and up, twin beds. Special low weekly
and monthly rates.

Remember the Plaza for an unforgettable slay in
Hollywood. Write for free folder.

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL. .. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH IVILK

HOLLYWOOD
CPEAKING of endurance tests, an-

^ other record is brought to Ught

—

that of the long distance fiction char-

acter of the world. Some years ago

the New York "Tribune" wrote an

editorial on the great American office

boy, "Torchy," created by Sewell

Ford, commenting on his ability to

hold attention for a period extending

over 10 years. Following that

"Torchy" won screen fame in the

silent comedies of that name, pro-

duced by C. C. Burr.
* * *

Our Passing Show: Harry Cohn,

very natty in new yachting togs, hur-

rying away to board the "Jobella,"

his new yacht; Jack Holt refereeing

army polo games at San Francisco;

Constance Cummings, who has joined

Laurel Canyon residents, cavorting

on the beach at Malibu; J. J. Robbins
of New York and Abe Meyer at "Oh,
Boy."

* * *

Marion Shilling has been selected

to play the feminine lead opposite

Tom Keene in "Sundown Trail," the

first of RKO Pathe's westerns.
* * *

Dorothy Peterson will play two
important roles in forthcoming Fox
pictures. One is in "Skyliyie" with
Thomas Meighan, Myrna Loy, Bar-
die Albright and Maureen O'Sulli

van. The other is in "She Wanted
a Millionaire" with Joan Bennett,
Spencer Tracy, James Kirkivood,
Una Merkel and Humphrey Bogart

Harry Sweet is directing "Camping
Out," an RKO Pathe comedy short,

which will star Edgar Kennedy. In
the cast are Walter Catlett, Billy

Eugene and Dot Farley.
* * *

Caryl Lincoln has been cast by
Paramount in "The Road to Reno."

* * .+

Douglas Walton has been added to

the cast of Fox's "Sob Sister," in

which Linda Watkins will play the
title role.

Liberty Magazine
says

"MICKEY MOUSE
is still snout
and whisk-
ers above all

his imitators
and there are
many."

WALT
DISNEY
believes your audiences
feel this way, too.

Virginia Lee Corbin returns to the

screen, following a number of years
of vaudeville as Tim McCoy's lead-

ing lady, in Columbia's "Shot Gun
Pass."

* * *

Joel McCrea has been cast to play

opposite Hope Williams in "Pent-
liouse," authored by John Howard
Lawson for Radio Pictures. Myrna
Loy also has been signed by Radio
Pictures for "Consolation Marriage."

* * *

Jackie Searl will play his first

dramatic role in support of George
Bancroft in "Rich Man's Folly,"

Paramount studios announce.
* * *

More Passing Show: Laura La
Plante, John Wayne, June Clyde,

Nena Quartero speeding to Alhambra
for a preview of "Arizona"; Frank
Capra and Barbara Stanwyck at Mal-
ibu, conferring over the script for

their new picture, "Forbidden," which
will start "shooting" soon; Leon
Barsha, Columbia film editor, honey-
mooning with his bride at Santa

Barbara.
* * *

Arthur Hoyt, Bud Jamieson, Ted
Mangean and Bud Fine have been

added to the cast of "Accide^its Will

Happeyi," RKO Pathe comedy which

will star Benny Rubin. The produc-

tion is being directed by Ralph
Ceder.

* * *

Vitki Baum, author of the current

Broadway stage hit, "Grand Hotel,"

has arrived in Hollywood to join

Paramount's staff of film writers. Her
first assignment will be in the prep-

aration of a story for Maurice

Chevalier.
, * * *

Arthur Tavares, veteran film ed-

itor ivho cut "Seed," directed by

John M. Stahl, is now editing

"Strictly Dishonorable," which is

also being directed by Stahl.
* * *

Here and There: Dolores Del Rio,

Sharon Lynn, Cedric Gibbons, Myles
Connelly, Bob Koke watching the

Southern California doubles matches

at the Los Angeles club; Jay Chap-
man recalling the days when he was
a teammate of Howard Ehmke on
the Denver Western League club.

* * *

Ben Black, who is in charge of

the entertainment of the supper room
at the Biltmore, is fast becoming a

favorite with members of the film

colony. He has been associated with

hotels in Chicago, St. Louis, New
Orleans and San Francisco.

* * *

Roland Brown, just signed by Uni-

versal to a long-term contract, has

been assigned to direct his owm story,

"Gallows." Starting date has not

yet been set.
* * *

Three First National stars, Bebe
Daniels, Ben Lyon and Dorothy
Mackaill, have just returned from
Honolulu on the same boat with Col-

leen Moore and John McCormick.

EASTERN STUDIO ACTIVITIES
By HARRY N. BLAIR

ARTHUR HURLEY, who has

turned out so many first rate

shorts for Warner Vitaphone, will di-

rect the entire series of 12 two-reel

S. S. Van Dine Detective Mystery
pictures, the first of which is entitled

"The Clyde Mystery." During the

past two months, while the Vitaphone
plant was undergoing remodeling,
Hurley has been working on the

Floyd Gibbons series for the Van
Beuren Corp.

Maurice Chevalier ivill pass up
the New York studio upon his re-

turn from Europe in the fall. His
next picture, by Vicki Baum, will

be made in Hollywood.

Tallulah Bankhead's next picture

has been definitely set for the New
York studio. It will probably be based
on "The Woman in the Case," made
by Paramount as a silent some years
ago. It was also produced on the
London stage under the title, "Find
the Woman!"

Eddie Foy, Jr., is the latest per-
former signed to star in one of the
series of 12 two-reel "Big Star"
comedies which Vitaphone is plan-
ning to produce. Others signed by
Sam Sax for this series are Harry
Richman, Phil Baker and Joe a)id
William Mandel.

Joe Ruttenberg is chief cameraman
on D. W. Griffith's feature, "The
Struggle," now in production at the
Audio Cinema studio. Complete crew
comprises Nick Rogalli, Richard Her-
tel, Ben Wetzler, Paul Rogalli and
Frank Kirby, the latter in charge of
still photography.

"A Put Up Job," the first of the
four two-reel comedies which Karl
Dane and George K. Arthur arc
making for Paramount, has been
completed. Their next will be "The
Lease Breakers." Howard Deitz ivill

direct the entire series?

The little cottage set used in "My
Sin" is so like the English country-
home of Mrs. Elizabeth Locke, Tallu-
lah Bankhead's companion-secretary,
that she immediately became home-
sick and is going back to London
next week for a visit while Tallulah
vacations in the South.

An excellent sound job may be ex-
pected when D. W. Griffith's current
feature production is finally shown.
All recording is under the supervision
of Joe W. Coffman, one of the leading
authorities on sound reproduction.

Casey Robinson and his bride, Aud-
ray Dale, are honeymooning in a 55th
St. penthouse instead of Bermuda, as
planned. Paramount's crowded shorts
program is the reason why Casey
was back on the job the very next
day after the ceremony.

Charles Levine is head camera-
man on the Bud Pollard series of
features now in production at the
Metropolitan studio, Fort Lee. The
first, based on "Alice in Wonder-
land," has already been completed.

"Lucky Thirteenth" will be the title

of the first two-reeler to be made at

the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio by
Thelma White and Fanny Watson,
comprising the "Girl Friends" team.
Production will be resumed July 27

with "The Clyde Mystery," first of

the S. S. Van Dine mystery pictures,

set to follow.

Phillip Scheib is in charge of all

musical effects on D. W. Griffith's

"The Struggle"; Ed. Scanlon is su-
pervising makeup; Alice Hunter is

holding script and, of course, Richard
Blaydon is assistant to Griffith.

Elizabeth North of Paramount's
short subject department has joined
the summer colony at New Hope,
Pa., rival of Cape Cod as an artist's
haven . . . Chick Kirk, art director,
is another Paramounter who week-
ends there.

Among the many former Para-
mounters on the Griffith picture is

Johnny Murphy, electrician.

J. T. Hargreave Pawson, who re-
cently came here from London to be-
come acquainted with the American
theater, found himself engaged as
technical director by one of the inde-
pendent companies when it was
learned that he is a noted authority
on the steeplechase. Pawson will
also play a part in the picture, hav-
ing appeared on the English stage in
"The First Mrs. Frazer," and other
plays.

Berton Churchill, well known
stage character actor, who recently
completed a prominent part in "Se-
crets of a Secretary," has been en-
gaged by Paramount for a promi-
nent role in "My Sin," the second
Tallulah Bankhead film, now being
directed by George Abbott.

FOR

GRAND NEW STORIES
AS WELL AS

THE BEST OF
THE OLD

CO TO

Viola Irene Cooper
9 E. 59fh ST., N. Y. C.

Vo. 5-5543
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cTHEATER
Automatic Mechanism Handles

Curtains, Doors, Fire Screens

Cambridge, Mass.—Earle F. Allen of

this city is tiie inventor of an improved
mechanism for raising and lowering
theater curtains, fire screens, drops,

door covers, etc., the object of which
is to provide means of simultaneously
raising or lowering a number of thea-

ter curtains or other articles as enu-
merated.
The apparatus includes a shaft ro-

tatable at all times in one direction

and a curtain moving unit carried by

the shaft whereby the curtains are

raised or lowered without any change
in the direction in the rotation of the

shaft, and means whereby one curtain

can be raised at the same time that

another curtain can be lowered. The
control unit comprises a pair of up-

rights provided with anti-friction bear-

ings in which the shaft rotates freely,

the shaft being m'ade up of a plurality

of sections united by couplings.

The inventor, who has devised other

patented apparatus of the same type,

has assigned his rights in the improved
device to Allen-Drew Co., a Massachu-
setts corporation.

Loew's Astor Adopts
New Metal Mesh Screen

A new flat aluminum metal mesh
screen, produced by the Whiting &
Davis Company of Plainville, Mass.,

and adopted for screen use exclusively

by the Raven Screen Corp. of New
York, has been installed at the Astor,

New York, operated by Loew's, Inc.

Due to its durability, this new screen,

when once installed, is said to become
a permanent fixture, eliminating the

necessity of taking it down periodically

for cleaning, repairs or replacement.

Other important features of this new
screen, it is said, are that it is made
in one single sheet without seams, can

be rolled for shipment and is extreme-

ly easy to handle due to its strength

and light weight. It will hang abso-

lutely smooth, and the texture of its

surface is so arranged that the pic-

tures appear to have the same depth

and tone from every part of the house

without any "fade-out" even from the

severest viewing angle. In addition

to this, it has a high light reflection

value and is almost perfect in its dis-

tribution characteristics, the company
declares.

Move to New Quarters

The Frank Adam Electric Co.,

manufacturers of a complete line of

panel boards, cabinets, fan hangers,

floor boxes and other items, is now
located in its new quarters at 419

West 54th St., New York. Fred G.

Kraut, manager, remains in charge.

'TpHE use of posters is most essen-

tial in attracting the attention of

the passerby, but in the case of large

posters the first and most vital con-

dition to be satisfied is clarity. In

these days of fast road and rail traf-

fic, the traveler cannot stop to read

—his brain must receive a message
like a photographic plate. The name
of the theater—the title of the film,

any outstanding star—these items

must literally leap from the poster

into the mind of the swiftly moving
public. Keep your posters clear and
distinct, having as little reading mat-
ter as possible. You will find they

are more effective.

Now is a good time to have your
furnace inspected, cleaned and nec-

essary repairs made. There 7nay be

a lot more wrong with it than you
think. Checking it over now will

give you plenty of time for having
it put in the best of working condi-

tion.

^ * 4^

If your sound reproduction is not

what you think it should be and
you are inclined to believe that your
equipment is at fault, before going
to the heavy expense of changing
over your talking picture apparatus

it would be a wise move on your
part to secure an acoustic report

upon the theater, so as to see whether
it is the theater or the apparatus
tliat is at fault.

New Sound Head Device

A new AC operated sound-on-film
for two projectors has been placed on
the market by the Service On Sound
Corp. of New York. The equipment
is said to consist of two sound heads
of standard make complete with

photo electric cells, optical systems,

exciter lamps, lamp mounts, motor
brackets and AC power supply con-

taining fader and photocell balancers.

No motor generators or batteries of

any kind are used, the company
claims.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 M.M. SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

NEW THEATERS

Fairmont, W. Va.—A theater is

to be erected here, according to an
announcement made by Homer Neer
of the Gus Sun office, Springfield, O.

Washington—Plans are now being
prepared for the erection of the
2,500-seat house to be constructed
here at an estimated cost of $250,-
000 by Harry Crandall.

Cave City, Ky.—The erection of a

modern picture theater here is being
planned by the Parkway Realty Cc-.

White Plains, N. Y. — Warner
Bros, have plans by John Eberson,
architect, for the building of a the-

ater here at an estimated cost of

$150,000.

Pomona, Cal. — Contract for the
construction of a 1,000-seat theater
here at an estimated cost of $165,000
by the Uptown Theater Co. has been
let to J. Strona, this city.

Aiken, S. C.—W'illis Irvin, archi-
tect of Augusta, Ga., is preparing
plans for a two-story picture theater
to be erected here.

Bradford, Pa. — Imperial Chain
Theaters, Inc., of Pittsburgh has
p'ans by Marks & Kann, Pittsburgh
architects, for a 1,500-seat theater to
be erected here at an estimated cos*
of $150,000.

State Buys Sound Equipment
San Francisco — James G. Riley,

National Theater Supply branch man-
ager, on returning from Sacramento
announced having sold to the State of
California complete Simplex projec-
o.-s with Cinephor lenses and Peer-
ess Mirror reflecting arc lamps for
13 state institutions. The state also
)urchased Western Electric Sound
System to go with these Simplex pro-
ertors in all 13 points, Riley states.

^^^ii^^^^i^^ By M. P.

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC UNIT

MARKETEDBYEOXENCCO.

Toledo — An electro-dynamic unit
consisting of a minimum number of
parts, making for simplicity and fool-
proof operation, jet said to faithfully
reproduce both the oral and musical
range in equally exact values, has been
developed and is being marketed by the
Fox Engineering Co. of this city.

The new- device, it is declared, can
be quickly taken apart or assembled
by means of one large master screw,
and an interchangeable "voice coil car-
tridge" may be easily substituted if

ever necessary, without exchanging
an entire unit.

The outer bowl of the unit is

stamped from one piece of heavj- spe-
cial alloy. In this bowl rests the "field

coil" for supplying the magnetic en-
ergy required. This existing energy
of six volts can be supplied either with
an ordinary six-volt storage battery or
a specially designed dry rectifier.

The new unit is designed to func-
tion in all kinds of weather and cli-

matic conditions, tiic company claims.

Close Detroit Office
Detroit — Heywood-Wakefield Co.

has given up its offices in the Film
Building here.

DON'T
wait until an inspector comes around

to tell you to fix your chairs.

REPAIR YOUR CHAIRS NOWl
MAKE YOUR SQUAB SEATS

SPRING SEATS
Repairing — Reseating — Upholstering

Estimates cheerfully given

Allied Seating Company
CRamercy

5-5833

303 4th Avenue
NewT York City at 23rd 1

ISTAGE LAMPS
HIGH intensity lighting units, properly de-

signed, give excellent service—spotlights,
floodlights, strip lights, sciopticons, or any other
form of lighting apparatus used on the stage

—

also
color frames, connectors, and miscellaneous stage
Ughting supplies.

KLIECL BROS
Universal Electric Stace Lichtinc Co., Inc.

321 West 50th Street - New York.N.Y.

O^
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Kinetophone-Ruby Markets

Portable Sound Equipment
Kinetophone souiid-on-film port-

able projector, operating on either

AC or DC current built on and

including all the features of the

Holmes projector, for portable or per-

manent installations in auditoriums

seating up to 800, with use of an aux-

iliary speaker adaptable for an addi-

tional 500 of audience, and said to be

the only straight feed, shaft driven

projection machine to be made port-

able, has been placed on demonstra-

tion and is now being marketed by

the Kinetophone-Ruby Co. of 727

Seventh Ave., New York.

Simplicity of construction is a fea-

ture of the device. There are no

belts to stretch, no chains to break,

no twisting of the film in threading,

ball bearings throughout, a real con-

denser and Bausch & Lomb reflector

and lights with a 500 or 1000-watt

Mazda lamp. The device, it is said,

can be set up in ten minutes ready

for operation, as there are only four

plugs to connect in setting up, these

jbeing polarized so that error is im-

Ipossible.

j
The complete equipment having no

Istands or legs and weighing less than
[200 pounds and featuring a standard
;
speaker, with a collapsible baffle

board making for greater portability,
;is packed in three carrying cases that
lean be easily placed in a sedan for

transportation. Transportation cannot

effect the precision of the mechanism,

it is said, for every point of control

is factory micrometer adjusted.

Kinetophone is equipped with a

dual control amplifier of a new de-

sign which readily fades the start

of one reel into the end of the

reel finished, gives a picture 9 by

12 feet from any distance up to 84

feet from the screen and the unit

as a whole is factory-perfected, the

company claims.

Ashcraft Sales on Increase

Los Angeles — Sales of Ashcraft

lamps are on the increase, according

to an announcement made by the

Ashcraft Automatic Arc Co. of this

city. Among recent sales reported by

the company were two of its Super

High intensity lamps, two C-70 High
intensity reflector lamps and two Air

Blast High Lows.
One of the Super Highs went to

Publix, the other to Continental Ac-
cessories. Both of the C-70's were
taken by the Western Theatrical

Equipment, while the National The-
ater Supply was the purchaser of the

Air Blast High Lows.

Reel End Alarm
Chicago—A reel end alarm, that is

said to be absolutely positive in opera-

tion and can be adjusted to ring at

any point desired, preventing "white
screens" and miscued changeovers, is

being offered by E. \V. Hulett Mfg.
Company of this city.

ALTERATIONS

Concord, Cal.—New equipment, in-

cluding reflector lamps, is being in-

stalled and general improvements be-
ing made at the Majestic.

Fresno, Cal.—Gerald Hardy will

open the Liberty here under the
name of the New Fresno after im-
provements and the installation of

new equipment.

Hazleton, Pa.—Alterations and im-
provements are being made at the
White Eagle Hall.

Hopewell Va.—A new corporation
just chartered and headed by Walter
J. Coulter, has taken over the Broad-
way and the house, under the new
name of the Beacon, is to be redeco-
rated and new equipment installed.

Youngstown, O.—Alterations and
general improvements are to be made
at the Park.

Cleveland — Alterations and im-
provements, including a new mar-
quee, are being made at the Knicker-
l)ocker.

Dublin, Mo.—John Peck, Jr., man-
ager of the Rose, has announced that
his company has purchased a build-
ing for remodeling into a modern
motion picture house.

Erpi Adops Inspection Machines

The new film inspection and clean-

ing machine recently announced by
the Film Inspection Machine Co. of

New York has been adopted by Elec-
trical Research Products, according to

an announcement made by H. B.

Coles, general manager of the former
company. The new device, which
automatically inspects and cleans film

at the rate of 300 feet a minute, is

also being adopted by major circuit

i.nd film companies for protection and
upkeep of their film, Coles states.

INVITES
DEALERS

theatre supply houses and scenic

studios to participate in the world-

wide popularity of Vallen Curtain

Control Equipment. Write for lib-

eral distributor proposition.

ELECTRICAL COMPANY, INC.

AKRON, OHIO

VALLEN

DEVELOPSJAVING DEVICE

A new carbon saver to be mar-
keted under the trade name of "Cas-
co," and which can burn Hi-low and
High intensity carbons down to two
mches and less, has been developed
by Carbon Products, Inc., of New
York.
The device, consisting of a rod the

same size as the carbon, has a taper-
ed extension which is inserted into
an opening provided for in the car-
bon, manufactured by the company.
When the extension of the carbon I's

inserted into the carbon, the com-
pany declares, there remains a free
space of one-half inch between the
extension and the core of the carbon.
As the extension is one inch long
and the free space one-half' inch, it

enables one without risk to burn the
carbon down to one and three-quar-
ter inches if desired, leaving still one-
quarter inch of usable carbo:;. 'J he
device, it is also said, assumes the
function of the carbon itself, both in
the turning gears and in the elec-
trode.

The carbon will burn with the
same brilliance and steadiness even
after it has left the electrode, as the
current is transmitted to the carbon
by_ the carbon saver, the company
claims.

Makes 16 Acoustic Installations
Salt Lake Cit\—The local branch

of the National Theater Supply has
recently installed Auditec acoustic
jobs in 16 houses throughout the ter-
ritory, the latest installations of this
equipment having been at the Grand,
Logan; the Ideal in Emmett, Idaho,
and the Avalon in Fillmore, Wash.

Magnascope
Screens

340 W. 4 1 si Si

JUST
AROUND
THE

CORNER
from every American

theatre

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY
Branches in all Principal Cities
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

[nterest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

By GEORGE REDDY >

PATHE-GAUMONT PACT

MAKES GERMANY ANXIOUS

Paris—Details of the Pathe-Gau-
niont motion picture agreement hav-
ing become known throtaghout Ger-
many, producers in that country are
apprehensive that, with most French
first runs under one control, it will

be increasingly difficult for the Ger-
man producers to place their French
versions of films on their own terms.
The companies involved, whife

maintaining their financial indepen-
dence and remaining separate enti-

ties, will act in close co-operation. In
practice this will probably result in

their domination of the market.
Though the administration and de-

velopment of both circuits is to re-

main independent, one booking office

will arrange for all programs to be
exhibited. The joint circuit will 1)6

composed of 58 cinemas in greater
Paris, 44 in the Provinces, three in

Brussels, Belgium, and 60 other
houses drawing their programs from
Pathe-Natan, or a total of 165 cine-

mas.
Production, though remaining in-

dependent, will be coordinated so as

to insure the best results for both
companies.

Distribution is to be carried on by
one central office, which will also

accept the distribution of films pro-
duced by other French companies.
A similar central office will be in

charge of publicity niatters. It is

understood that Pathe is to receive
a monopoly for the exploitation of

narrow-page projectors and film

stock, while Gaumont will have tfie

sole production of standard sound
film and film reproduction sets and
equipment connected with them.
Thus it would seem that, in all prac-
tical matters, the concerns will act

as one.

Buenos Aires Opens
New 3,000 Seat Theater

Buenos Aires—l)i Fiorc y Coll, own-
ers of the Hindu and Renacimiento
film houses in this city, have opened
a large new theater, the Cine Monu-
mental, seating 3,000.

British Lion Capital Reduction
London—At the British Lion Corp.

general meeting called for July 29,

proposals to reduce the company's
capital by about $450,000 will be voted
on.

Theater Law To Stand
Budapest—The three-year bill un-

der which the motion picture the-

aters of Hungary have been con-

trolled by law conies to an end Dec.

31. There is a distinct possibility

that the bill will be renewed for an-

other period of years.

England to Censor Posters
London—Starting Jan. 1, exhibitors here will be permitted to show only

such film posters, advertisements, sketches, synopses and programs as have been
censored according to the new Rule of Management based on the Home Office's

model rule. The new Rule of Management is regarded as certain of adoption

throughout the country.

Germany to Double
Talking Film Output

Berlin—German talking pictures al-

ready scheduled for the season of 1931-

32 number 227—nearly twice the num-
ber released from June 30, 1930, to

June 16, 1931, during which period 118
productions were passed by the censor.
The 227 talkies for next season will

be divided up as follows among Ger-
man film distributing organizations

:

Aafa 8, Atlas 3, Bayerische 8, Bild
und Ton 6, Deutsche Fox 12, Deutsche
Tonfilm 2, Deutsche Universal 12,

D.L.S. 15, Filmkunst 2, F.P.S. 5, Gau-
mont 6, Alesstro 6, Monidal 3, Nation-
al 10, Panzer 2, Parufamet 24, Prasens
2, Prometheus 3, Jacob 5, Sudfilm 18,

Super 3, Richard Tauber 3, Terra 8,

Ufa 25, Star 6, Bezirksverleiher 30.

Pittaluga Preparing
Four New Pictures

Rome—Pittaluga announces lour
new pictures soon to be ready for re-

lease : "The Devil's Lantern," "Sails
Taken In," "The Solitary of the Moun-
tain" and "Wally." The first three are
nearly completed, while Director Gui-
de Brignone is making good progress
on "Wally" in the mountainous regions
(jf Cortina d'.\mpezzo.

Conrad Veidt Back with Ufa
Berlin—Conrad Veidt will return to

Ufa to play a leading role in "Der
Kongress Tanzt" ("Congress Dances"),
an Erich Pommer production under
the direction of Eric Charell. His role

will be that of Prince Metternich. His
last previous picture for Ufa was "The
Last Company." Norbert Falk and
Robert Liebmann wrote the scenario
for "Congress Dances" ; the settings

by Robert Herlth and Walter Roehrig.

Finnish Sound Films in Work
Helsingfors—Suomi Filmi is record-

ing in its studios here for the coming
winter season three distinctly Finnish
sound films

—
"Prostens Brollopresor,"

"Har jag kommit till ettharem" and
"Timmcrflottarens Brud." While there
will be no dialogue in these three pic-

tures they will contain numert}us
songs.

New Film Theater in Harbin
Harbin—A new motion picture thea-

ter will be built here this summer
.According to reports, it will probably
be the largest theater in Harbin and
will compete with the Moderne which,
while not the largest, is at present con-
sidered the city's finest picture house.

Four New Picture Houses
Makes Leeds Overseated
Leeds—Four new picture houses are

scheduled for Leeds. Two are already
in process of erection—the Paramount,
seating 2,500, in the Headrow, to be
opened early next year, and the

Strand, a suburban house in Jack Lane,
Hunsler, with a seating capacity of
1,140. Plans before the city engineer
call for a new film theater with park-

ing sp;u:e at the junction of Roimdhay
Road, Harehills Lane and Easterly

Road, and notice has been posted of a

new theater to be built in Chaneltown
Road. At C. E. A. meetings in Leeds
it has been pointed out that the city

has already reached the saturate in

point for picture houses, there being

a seat for every eight of the popula-

tion.

Ufa Makes L. Klitzsch

President and Gen'l Mgr.
Berlin—Ludwdg Klitzsch has oeen

elected president and general manager
of Ufa. He had formerly been active

in the management of the company as

a member of the board of directors.

Gainsborough Starting Two
London — Gainsborough - British

Lion will soon start two new pro-

ductions, "The Calendar," with Edna
Best and Herbert Marshall, directed

by Hayes Hunter, and "Sunshine
Susy," with Renate Muller playing
the lead—the same role she played
in the German talking picture version
titled "The Private Secretary." Vic-
tor Saville will direct the English
version of this popular continental
musical comedy.

Calcutta's New Talkie House
Calcutta—A new motion picture

theater has been erected in Dehra Dun,
doubling the city's talkie equipment.
The Pantheon, equipped with Ameri-
can apparatus, has opened in competi-
tion with the Orient. Each of these

theaters has a seating capacity of 350.

Thev show western films exclusivelv.

Portugal Wires Two More
Lisbon—Two new theaters in Portu-

gal have been wired for the reproduc-
tion of sound pictures, the Olympia at

Oporto and the Central in I^isbon, ac-

cording to a report by -\ssistant Trade
Commissioner F'red E. Huhlein.

Nietsche equipment was installed in

both houses.

COMEDIES AND OPERETTA

BIGGEST HITS IN GERMANY

Berlin—The biggest financial suc-
cesses among German talking pic-

tures during the past year were
comedies (with dialogue and musi-
cal sequences) and operettas, it is

shown in the Film-Kurier's inquiry
among exhibitors as to the best box-
ofiice successes of the year. Every
exhibitor in the nation was requested
to indicate the five films that had
obtained the best gross receipts at

his theater during the 1930-31 season.
Replies were received from 1,250 ex-
hibitors—four times the number that I

replied to the Film-Kurier's first in-

quiry sent out in 1926.

The most successful sound films

in Germany during the season of
1930-31, tabulated from the replies

from 1,250 German exhibitors, are
the following:
"The Road to Paradise," produced

by Ufa; "Three Days' Solitary Con-
finement," Maestro-Allianz; "The
Flute Concert of Sans-Souci," Ufa;
"The Country of Smile," Richard
Tauber; "The Private Secretary," di-

rected by W. Thiele; "Two Hearts
in Waltz Time," directed by G. Bol-
vary; "Dreyfus," Sudfilm; "Storms
Over Mont Blanc," Aafa; "West
Front 1918," Nero-Film.

Sound Studio in Prague
Prague—Work was recently begun

here on a talking picture studio. It

will be 28 by 52 meters in size and will

be eciuipped with Radio Cinema
(French) sound recording apparatus.

Production is expected to get under
way in Jul}' or .August at the latest.

Paramount British Film
London—Paramount's next British

production to follow "Stamboul" will

be "A Child in Their Midst" from!

the story by May Edginton. It wiih
be photographed at the British and^

Dominion Studios.

Ingram's British Contract
London—Ideal Films, Ltd., an

nounces the engagement of Rex In

.gram to direct a minimum of threej

productions. The first "Barond," will-

be made in Morocco with the British'

screen star, Alexandre D'Arcy. Stu-
dio sequences will be shot at the
Gainsborough Studios. It is believed
that negotiations now under way will

assure the Ingram pictures distribu-

tion in America.

New German Company
Berlin—A new film producing and

distributing corporation, the Deutsche
Tonichtbild-C.m.b.H., to be commer-
cially known as Deuto, has been
formed here with a capital of 21,000

marks.

Ji
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I * E\ST *1
!
Philadelphia—Al Blofson, formerly

bonnected with Tiffany, is now_ rep-

i-esenting Monogram in this territory.

Southington, Conn.—Coleman, re-

;ently taken over by Joseph A. Da-
vis and A. S. and I. Leon Schuman,
s being remodeled and will be open-

id about Sept. 1.

made assistant at Loew's State in

Los Ageles.

San Francisco — E. Hugo Strick-

land, salesman for Columbia, has

doffed his spats for the summer sea-

son and feels but half dressed.

Colver, Pa.—^The Colver is operat-

ing on Fridays and Saturdays for the

summer.

Waterbury, Conn.—Strand, War-
ier house managed by Julia Smith,
vho also directs the State, has been
losed for the summer.

Bethlehem, Pa.—Management of

he College has been taken over by
Tack Browell.

Bridgeport, Conn.—John J. Patter-
son, formerly assistant manager of

he Majestic, has become manager of

Iht Globe, another Fox New Eng-
and house.

:
Bolivar, Pa.—The Opera House is

iiow operating on a two-day sched-
iule.

Boston—Frank Wolf, office man-
ager, and Jim Curran, short subject
jooker, are no longer connected with
he local RKO Pathe exchange.

* WEST *
Denver — The Tompkins Theater

3o. of Colorado Springs has filed re-

luest with the state industrial for a
:ut in wages to take effect Sept. 1.

The commission has requested de-
ails of the proposed cut.

San Francisco—Fred Wollenberg is

11 new member of the local sales force
bf Co-operative.

.Denver—Lou Rivers, formerly as-
fistant at the Tabor here, has been

fEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

I

Tom Moore reported through with
poldwyn,

* *

, Eastern Pennsylvania theaters shut-
:ing down.

* * *

James R. Quirk resigns from Na-
'ional Association Vigilance Commft-
ee.

Denver—Bert Henson, director of

publicity at the Denver, announces
the arrival of a baby daughter.

* CENTRAL *
Cincinnati — By taking over the

new Paramount suburban house
here, RKO continues in control of
the local situation.

Chicago—Charles David has suc-

ceeded Normal Alley as president of

the cameramen's union.

Cleveland—J. S. Jossey is making
his headquarters here as supervisor
of sales of Monogram pictures, which
are being handled through the Stand-
ard Film Service exchanges.

Kansas City—F. O. Williams has
replaced E. M. Moore as manager
of the Lindbergh, according to Rick

Ricketson, midwestern divisional

manager for Hughes-Franklin circuit.

Glen Ellyn, 111.—Moe Lasker has
taken over the Glen.

Floodview, Minn.—E. W. Johnson
has opened his new house here.

Cleveland — Charles Garfield has
been appointed manager of the Union
Square, succeeding H. H. Maloney,
Jr.

Racine, Wis. — Robert Ungerfeld,
for the past several years manager of

Fox's State here, has leased the Capi-

tol from Matt Andis. The theater is

a neighborhood house and is reopen-
ing under Ungerfeld's management.

Fordson, Mich.—The Fordson has

discontinued operation.

Mt. Ayr, la.—Will H. Eddy has
purchased his second theater, the

Princess here.

* SOUTH *
Hawkinsville, Ga.—The Hawkins-

/ille is to be reopened Aug. 1 with W.

Gov't Orders Full Divorce
Between Fox and Loew's, Inc.

{Continued fr

Inc. by the Fox Film interests. De-
cree also directs that Chase Securi-

ties Corp., as successor in interest

to the Fox Film and Fox Theaters
divest itself of all shares of voting
stock in Film Securities Corp. which
controls Loew's, Inc., by transferring

these shares to three disinterested

trustees.

Judge Knox for this purpose ap-

pointed Thomas W. Gregory, former
Attorney General of the United
States; John R. Hazel, former fed-

eral judge in Buffalo and T. Nelson
Perkins, Boston attorney, as trustees.

These trustees are to act as officers

of the court and neither directly nor
indirectly as representatives of the

Fox or affiliated banking interest.

Decree further provides that Chase
Securities and Film Securities shall

be subject to all injunctions and re-

straint previously imposed upon Fox
Theaters and Fox Film under the

terms of the final decree entered last

April.

United States Attorney George Z.

Medalie and Special Assistant Attor-

ney-General John H. Amen signed

the decree for the Government;
Rushmore, Bisbee & Stern for the

Chase and Film Securities and Ralph
S. Harris for the Fox interests.

Film Securities was formed in

April this year, at the time of the

financing undertaken by the Fox
Film under its new banking sponsors,

headed by Chase Securities. Film
Securities acquired the Fox holdings

om Page 1)

of 660,900 shares of Loew's, Inc., for

approximately $29,000,000 in cash
and 462,000 shares of class A stock
of Film Securities. The latter sold

$20,000,000 of two-year notes to the

banking group and also issued 100,-

000 shares of $7 dividend cumulative
preferred stock. The class A stock

delivered to Fox carried no voting
rights in respect of election of di-

rectors, but voted equally with the

common stock on other matters. The
common was acquired by a banking
syndicate.

RCA Photophone in Managua
Managua—The Margot, which was

destroyed in the recent earthquake,
is being rebuilt and will soon open
with RCA Photophone sound appa-
ratus. A complete Photophone unit

which was found uninjured after the

Managua earthquake has been sent to

Leon where it is now in operation.

Similar apparatus will soon be in-

stalled in theaters in Masaya and
Chinandeya.

London & Southern Profits

London—Net profit of $125,000 for

the year ending April 30 is shown by
London and Southern Super Cine-
mas. This is about the same as for

the previous 12"/^ months. A final

dividend of 3 per cent, less tax, is

recommended, making 6 per cent for

the year, being the same payment
made the preceding year.

R. Thompson of the Fox Film branch,
Atlanta, in charge. The theater is to
be completely remodeled and new
equipment installed.

Atlanta — Major Paul Wakefield,
who used to be Universal publicity
man here, has been appointed secre-
tary to Governor Sterling of Texas.

Middlebourne, W. Va.—Nadene is

open Fridays and Saturdays only.

Fort Lauderdale, Fla. — Broward
Amusement Co. has been incorpo-
rated here by L. N. Conrad, E. P.
Tuttle and A. L. Conrad.

Lafayette, La.—The Jefferson, re-
cently completed at a cost of about
$100,000, has been opened.
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"THE SECRET CALL"
Paramount Time, 70 mins.

WEAK STORY GETS FINE
PRODUCTION AND TECH-
NIQUE, MAKING FAIR ENTER-
TAINMENT, WITH PEGGY
SHANNON A FIND.
The most interesting thing about

this one is the appearance of Peggy
Shannon, who was touted as a find,

and looks it. The dialogue is above
par, but story is pretty ragged. It's

about a political power who causes
the suicide of one of his henchmen
when they frame him to take the
rap for certain irregularities that
break into print. The daughter of
the henchmen, played by Peggy
Shannon, resolves to get even with
the big political power. She has al-

ready fallen in love with the politi-

cian's son, who of course is a fine,

upstanding lad. She gets a job in a

hotel as switchboard operator. And
who should come to that hotel and
disclose all his plans over the tele-

phone so that she can listen in ex-
cept the big politician. Miss Shan-
non endeavors to conceal from the
politician the fact that his own
daughter is mixed up in a scandal.
He forces her to tell, and then the
punch scene, remorse, etc.

Cast: Richard Arlen, Peggy Shannon, Wil-
liam B. Davidson, Charles Trowbridge, Jane
Keith, Selmer Jackson, Ned Sparks, Jed
Prouty, Charles D. Brown, Harry Beresford.
Larry Steers, Elaine Baker, Frances Mof-
fett, Claire Dodd, Patricia Farr.

Director, Stuart Walker ; Author, William
De Mille; Adaptors, Arthur Koher, Eve Un-
sell ; Dialoguer, not listed ; Editor, not listed ;

Cameraman, David Abel ; Recording Engi-
neer, not listed.

Marion Davies in

"FIVE AND TEN"
M-G-M Time, 88 7nins.

VERY MILD COMEDY
DRAMA ENHANCED BY FINE
PERFORMANCES. STORY
PRIME WEAKNESS.

If the title of this one makes you
picture Marion Davies selling five-

and-ten articles, you're wrong. In-

stead its background is New York
society with Miss Davies as the

daughter of the store magnate who
sets out to get her man, even though
he's engaged to wed a society gal.

He goes through with the marriage,
despite Marion's campaign, but as
the story ends his wife has gone to
Reno. Meanwhile Marion's father,

who has neglected his wife in behalf
of his interests, reforms in this re-
spect and his son, distressed by his

family's disintegration, commit sui-

cide via the airplane method. The
story is generally dull and the dia-
logue, inclined toward playfulness
and satire, is bright. Richard Ben-
nett is splendid as the magnate and
Leslie Howard, opposite the star, is

smooth and effective.
Cast: Marion Davies, Leslie Howard, Irene

Rich, Richard Bennett, Kent Douglass, Mary
Duncan, Lee Beranger, Arthur Housman,
George Irving, Halliwell Hobbes, Charles
Ciiblyn, Heiny Armetta, Ruth Selwyn.

Director, Robert Z. Leonard; Author, Fan-
nie Hurst ; Adaptor. A. P. Younger ; Dialogu-
er, Edith Fitzgerald; Editor, Margaret Booth;
Cameraman, George Barnes ; Recording En-
gineer, Fred Morgan.

Direction, good. Photography, fine.

"HUSH MONEY"
with Joan Bennett ayid Hardie

Albright

Fox Time, 68 mins.

FAIR DRAMA WITH FAMI-
LIAR THEME HELPED GREAT-
LY BY ACTING OF ALBRIGHT
AND OWEN MOORE.
Racketeers and gangsters carry the

action in the early sequences of the

story, which concerns a girl, played

by Joan Bennett, who breaks away
from the underworld and tries to live

straight. Owen Moore as her pal of

bygone days, threatens to break up

her new life with her husband, Har-
die Albright. Throughout the plot,

Douglas Cosgrove, as a detective, be-

friends Joan and is the leading fac-

tor in bringing about a happy ending.

Cosgrove handles his part well and

is most convincing. Joan Bennett,
as attractive as ever, finds some diffi-

culty in reading lines naturally, but
is helped greatly by the excellent
performances of Moore and Albright.
Too talkative at times and draggy in

many spots.

Cast: Joan Bennett, Hardie Albright, Owen
Moore, Myrna Ley, C. Henry Gordon, Doug-
las Cosgrove, George Byron, Andre Cheron.
Henry Armetta, George Irving, Nlla Walker,
Joan Castle.

Director, Sidney Lanfield ; Authors, Phillip

Klein, Courtney Terrett ; Adaptors, same ; Di-
aloguer, Dudley Nichols; Editor, not credited;
Cameraman, John Seitz ; Recording Engineer,
E. C. Ward.

Dirction, fair. Photography, good.

"THE PUBLIC DEFENDER"
with Richard Dix

Radio Pictures Time, 70 mins.

GRIPPING MELODRAMA
PACKED WITH THRILLS AND
SUSPENSE. SURE AUDIENCE
APPEAL WITH DIX IN FINE
PART.

As his first directorial effort, J,

Walter Ruben has turned out a fresh,

snappy piece of work. The theme is

not particularly new but the story,

which moves quickly, provides excel-

lent entertainment. At times the ac-

tion and situations become fantastic

and extremely illogical, but it is melo-
drama in the raw and privileges have
been taken. A wealthy idler, played

by Richard Dix, decides to bring to

justice several bank directors who
have forced an innocent colleague to

"take the rap" while they themselves

are guilty. Dix styles himself "The
Reckoner," dealing out justice with

his own hands until each of the cul-

prits is exposed. His reward is the

beautiful daughter of the accused but

innocent banker. The cast is well

chosen and understands what it is all

about. Dix will make new friends

in this one.

Cast: Richard Dix. .Shirley Grey, Edmund
Breese, Paul Hurst, Purnell Pratt. Alan Ros-
coe, Boris Karloff, Ruth Weston, Nella
Walker, William Halligan, Frank Sheridan.
Carl Gerrard,

Director, J. Walter Ruben ; Author, George
Goodschild ; Adaptor, Bernard Schubert, Dia-
loguer. same ; Editor, Archie Marshek ; Cam-
eraman, Eddie Cronjager.

Direction, intelligent. Photography, fine.

"HELL BENT FOR FRISCO"
Sono Art Time, 71 mins.

ACTION STORY WITH NEWS-
PAPER-GANGSTER ATMOS-
PHERE IS FAIR PROGRAMMER
THAT SHOULD PLEASE THE
THRILL FANS.
This one was made for thrills and

action purposes, and as such will pass
muster with the pop crowds. There
are several loopholes in the plot that

can be overlooked in view of the fast

action and thrills that pile up to a

snappy climax. Charles Dela;iey is

the reporter here whose rich pal is

murdered by gunmen at the instiga-

tion of a man who had misappropri-
ated his funds. Knowing he vtas

about to be found out, he has the rich

youth plugged with a bullet as he is

engaged in an auto race. Delaney
discovers through the hospital sur-

geon that his pal has a bullet in his

heart, and sets out to uncover the
mystery. Later the surgeon is bumped
off, and then Delaney gets on the
track of the real criminal. His editor

is holding the presses for the "pinch"
so he can make good on the story
that is ready to run. There is a whizz
bang finish, with the hero chasing the
fleeing bandits to Frisco, and land-
ing them with the cops just as they
are about to board a steamer with
the hero's kidnapped sweetheart.

Cast : Charles Delaney, Vera Reynolds,
Carroll Nye, Wesley Barry, William Des-
mond.

Director, Stuart Paton ; Author, Arthur
Hoerl ; Adaptor, not credited ; Dialoguer, not
credited ; Editor, Carl Himm ; Cameraman,
Jules Cronjager ; Recording Engineer, Earl
M. Crane.

Direction, satisfactory. Photography, good.

"CALL OF THE ROCKIES"
Syndicate Exchange, Inc.

Time, 71 mins.

SILENT FILM DUBBED WITH
SOUND AND DIALOGUE IS
COLORFUL TALE OF COV-
ERED WAGON DAYS THAT
THE FANS SHOULD LIKE.
They took a silent picture with the

old fashioned titles, and dubbed in an
opening sequence in the modern talkie

manner, and then go into the story

of what happened in the old pioneer-

ing days. The silent version is syn-
chronized with sound and some dia-

logue. The effect of the old silent

technique is a relief, and shows how
interesting the westerns can still be
without a lot of talk stopping the ac-

tion stuff. The pioneering scenes are

well handled, telling of the covered
wagon trip over the Rockies to stake

out homesteads in the far west. There
is a lot of interesting detail worked
in, such as the wagons fording a rapid

river, and the pioneers really look

like such, for their makeup has been
well handled. Of course there is the

bad man trailing along with the train.

He engineers a deal with the Indians
to run off the horses one night, but

the hero is on the job with one of

his two sweethearts to frustrate the

plot. Good love angle, keeping the

fans guessing as to which of the two
sweeties he is going to fall for.

Cast: Ben Lyon. Marie Prevost, Anders
Randolph, Russell Simpson.

Director, Ray N, Johnston; Author; not
creditel ; Dialoguer, not crelited ; Titler, not
credited : Adaptor, not credited ; Editor,
Gourde Mc(iuire; Cameraman, King Grey;
Sound Recordist, not credited.

Direction, fair. Photography, good.

Helen Twelvetrees in

"A WOMAN OF EXPERIENCE"
RKO Pa the Time, G5 mins.

SPY DRAMA WITH VIEN-
NESE BACKGROUND. GOOD
CAST AND FINE PRODUCTION,
BUT LACKS DRAMATIC
PUNCH.

Based on the play, "The Registered
Woman," by John Farrow, this turns
out to be mildly interesting screen
fare. Cast is excellent and produc-
tion values are ample, but there is

nothing new in the plot and no kicks

in the dramatic development. Story
is about a mysterious woman (Helen
Twelvetrees), apparently with a taint-

ed past, who volunteers for war serv-

ice and is assigned to snare an enemy
spy, plajed by Lew Cody. She meets
a nice young naval officer (William
Bakewell) and they fall for each
other. When he weakens about vol-

unteering for submarine service, she
forces him to it. On his return, the

lad's aristocratic mother attempts to

break up the love affair—after the girl

herself has tried to withdraw for the

boy's sake—but since she has won
recognition from the emperor by her
victory over the enemy spy, and is

supposed to have only six months to

live the mother drops her objections.
Cast: Helen Twelvetrees, William Bake-

well. Lew Cody, Zasu Pitts. H. B. Warner,
C. Henry Gordon, Franklin Pangborn, Nance
O'Neil. George Fawcett, Bertha Mann, Wil-
liam Tooker, Alfred Hickman. Edward Earle,
Max Waizman,

Director, Harry Joe Brown ; Author, John
Farrow ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, Ralph
Murphy; Editor, Fred Allen; Cameraman,
Hal Mohr ; Recording Engineer, Robert
Prichard.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.

"FIRST AID"
with Grant Withers, Marjorie Beebe
Sono Art Time, 82 mins.
CARRIES FAST ACTION

PUNCH WITH THRILLS AND
UNIQUE PLOT SITUATION
THAT MAKES POPULAR FARE.
GOOD STORY TREATMENT.
One of the Sono Art Thrill-O-

Drama series, featuring Grant With-
ers as a young hospital doctor, and
Marjorie Beebe as a dance hall girl.

Wheeler Oakman lends his suave
menace as the gangster leader. Mi-
chael Simmons wrote a very original

script, which shows he has a fine

camera-sense in building popular
story elements into pictured form.

The film has action all the way for

the males, and an intriguing love

angle for the femmes. The story

hinges on the girl's brother getting

involved with a gang of crooks. He
(loui)le crosses them on a safe-cracking

job by stealing the loot ahead of

schedule. Later he is wounded by a

cop's bullet, and the gang kidnaps
him from the hospital to their hideout
to force him to divulge where he has

hidden the loot. They also kidnap
the young hospital doctor, interested

in tile youth's sister. Here a very
unic|ue situation develops. Neat
twists and surprises keep the suspense
up all the way.

Cast: Grant Withers. Marjorie Beebe,
Wheeler Oakman, Donald Keith, William
Desmond, Paul Panzer, George Cheesebor-
ouph.

Director, .Stuart Paton; Author, Michael
L. Simmons ; Adaptor, same ; Diaoguer,
same ; Editor, Carl Himm ; Cameraman, Jules
Cronjager; Recording Engineer, Earl M.
Crane.

Direction, satisfactory. Photography, good.
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"ENEMIES OF THE LAW"
with Mary Nolan, Johnny Walker
Regal Time, 76 minfi.

AMATEURISH PRODUCTION
POORLY DIRECTED. GANG-
STER PIX THAT WILL ONLY
CLICK IN CHEAP HOUSES.
Johnny Walker and Barry Town-

ley are the only two actors who
show the slightest bit of histrionic

ability in this picture. They are so

far ahead of the rest of the cast

that they do not appear to be in the

same production. Townley only has

a bit part, but he stands out. Johnny
is good all the way and helps to

keep the weak offering from sagging
worse than it does. Mary Nolan
looks good, as usual, but her acting

simply isn't. The fault seems to lie

in the direction and the poor cast,

for the story had lots of good spots

in it and seemed to deserve a better

fate. But they killed it with the

lack of directorial brains. All about
two rival gangs in the big city,

Johnny being the leader of one, and
Tellegen of the other. One of

Johnny's boys is bumped off, and
that starts the war. So it zigzags
back and forth, with Mary Nolan out
to get Johnny but falling in love

with him.
Cast: Mary Nolan. Johnny Walker, Lou

Tellegen, Barry Townley. Harold Healy, Alan
Brooks, Dewey Robinson, .Tolin Dunsmuir,
Danny Hardin, Bert West, Gordon Westcott.
Doe Doe Green.

Director, Lawrence C. Windom ; Author,
Charles Reed Jones ; Adaptor, same ; Dialog-
uer, same ; Editor, Russell Shields ; Camera-
man, Frank Zucker ; Recording Engineer,
not listed.

Direction, poor. Photography, uneven.

"SHERLOCK HOLMES' FATAL
HOUR"

First Division Time, 85 min^.

VERY COMMENDABLE BRIT-
ISH MYSTERY PLAY BASED
ON SHERLOCK HOLMES
STORY WELL ACTED AND DI-
RECTED.
This affords genuine entertainment,

with the famous Sherlock Holmes
story recounting the famous detec-

tive's adventure with the notorious
Professor Moriarity that thrilled u.'^

in our youth. It has been modern-
ized considerably, but the plot has
been followed religiously. A very
fine cast gets over the atmosphere
oerfectly, and the direction is very
intelligent. Arthur Wontner as

Sherlock Holmes gives a very ex-
pert and believable performance,
making the famous detective char-
acter vital and forceful. Norman Mc-
Kinnell as Professor Moriarity runs
him a close second for histrionic hon-
ors. All the rest of the cast are
well picked. The story, as you will

recall, tells of the clever deductions
of Sherlock Homes in finally unmask-
ing the famous international crook
after a series of strange and mys-
terious happenings. Holmes eventu-
ally traces the clever bank rolibery

to the criminal, and then frames him.
Cast: Arthur Wonter. Jan FleminK, Min-

nie Ranor. Leslie Perrins. Jane Welsh, Nor-
man McKinnell, William Fra7er. Sidney
King, Phillip Hew'and. Gordon Begg, Louis
Goodrich, Harry Terry. Charles Paton.

Director, Leslie S. Hiscott ; Author. Sir

Arthur Conan Doyle ; Adaptor, Cyril Twy-
fort; Dialoguer, same: Editor, Jack Harris;
Cameraman, Sidney BIythe; Recording En-
gineer, Baymham Honiri.

Direction, very good. Photography, okay.

"DIE LUSTICEN WEIBER VON
WIEN"

("The Merry Wives of Vienna")

Capitol Film Exchange
Time, 95 mins.

EXCELLENT VIENNESE OP-
ERETTA PROVIDING GRADE
"A" COMEDY. ALL GERMAN
DIALOGUE,

Audiences which understand Ger-
man will go for this one, which is one
of the finest talkers to reach these

American shores. Its music is pleas-

ant if not strikingly original. Willy
Forst, in the chief role, was one of

the principals of "Two Hearts in

Waltz Time" and his work is clever

-and always amusing. Unlike many
.other foreign importation, this picture

boasts plenty of attractive ladies. It

is more concerned with dialogue than
with visual action. The story, which
is frivolous and unimportant, concerns
a male dancing teacher whose patron,

a commissioner, is about to marry a

stage star. His ten daughters resent

this and move in on the dancing mas-
ter, thus interrupting his love affair

with another attractive damsel. Out
of this situation decidedly humorous
complications arise.

Cast: Willy Forst, Paul Hoerbiger. Er-

)
nest Wurmser, Lee Parry. Oskar Sima, Cordy

: Millowitsch, Irene Eisinger. Evi Eva, El-

I friede Jerra, Lilian Ellis, Edith Hermann-
' Roder, Alexandra Molinoz, Camilla Fiebig,
Lola Werner, Jaggi Grassmann and Bimmy
Rowland.

;
Director, Geza von Bolvary; Author, Wal-

i
ter Reich ; Adaptor, Walter Re-ch ; Music,

j
Robert Stolz.

Direction, fine. Photography, fair.

Block Booking Ceased,

States Allied Exhib
(Continued from Pane 1)

record of any producer selling his

features en bloc throughout the

country in 1929-30."

Current theater grosses generally

are 10 to 20 per cent under last year,

declares Cutts. He says percentage
is a "delusion and a snare, according
to most authorities," and -favors pay-
ing more for a selected program than
for a block that the exhibitor doesn't

want.

Cleve, Exchange Merger
Leaves Only 3 Indies
(Continued from Page \)

die the Syndicate westerns, the Ches-
terfields and the Alice cartoons in

Northern Ohio. A deal for southern
Ohio is pending. T. E. Beck, man-
ager, and Herb Horstemeier, book-
er, for Independent, are out. Chester
Loewe continues to handle the In-

dependent product in Cincinnati.

Sees Television Aiding

Theater Amusements
(Continued from. Pane 1)

stocks. It may for a short time,

until the novelty wears off, keep an
ever experimental public at home,
but it will soon release a mass of

television-educated theater lovers into

the theaters and other places of

amusement."

C) PRESENTATIONS t)
By JACK HARROWER

Good Variety Program
Offered at Paramount

At the Paramount the stage show
is entitled "The Regimental Ball"

for no particular reason. The only
ball is a bunch of gents in white
uniforms and a bunch of gals stand-

ing around as background for the

vaude acts. These were entertain-

ing. Also the girl routines were
okay. A duo did a couple of warbles,

which were fair. William O'Neal
was featured, along with Ross Wise,
Jr., Stan Cavanaugh, Marie Law-
rence, Betsy Reese and the Ned
Wayburn Girls, good lookers. We
can't match up these names with the

acts, but the juggler had a small
comedy act with his manipulation of

the four balls and later the three
Indian clubs. There was a father
and son act, with ma as atmosphere
that was snappy. They had a good
line of patter, and the youngster was
a great acrobatic stepper. He did a

very clever variation on the Russian
steps, by far the best thing in the
rhow.

Form National Group
On Educational Films

(Continued from Page 1)

bracing the 48 educators and teach-
ers who accompanied the children to
Washington, adopted resolutions en-
dorsing the demonstrations and urg-
ing that similar film be prepared as
rapidly as possible for school use.

This group will function as a national
body to encourage the movement. A.
R. Thiede, county superintendent of

Wausau, Wis., was elected executive
secretary of the organization.

L. H. Gardner Joins

Broughton on Coast
(Continued from Page 1)

Broughton unit plans 24 melodramas
for the coming season. Production
will be carried on under the super-
vision of Ralph Like at the Action
studios, 4376 Sunset Drive, and the
sales campaign is to be directed from
New York. Titles of the pictures are:

"The Sky Spider," "Behind Stone
Walls," "Chinatown After Dark,"
"Widow in Scarlet," "Hells Head-
quarters," "Dynamite Denny," "Sallv
of the Subway," "Trapped in Tia
Juana," "Anybody's Blonde," "Temp-
tations Workshop," "Sandy of the
Secret Service," "Wrack and Ruin,"
"Big City Cop," "Destruction's
Trap,"_ "Gorilla Ship," "Riff Raff,"
"Foaming Barriers," "Dragnet Pa-
trol," "Devil's Tattoo," "Hawk of

the Yukon," "Docks of San Francis-
co," "The Flop House," "Side Doors"
and "Passport to Paradise."

Sound in British Honduras
Belize—The first sound reproduc-

ing equipment to be installed in Brit-

ish Honduras has been contracted for

the Palace here by Guy N. F. Nord.
RCA Photophone will make the in-

stallation.

All-French Spectacle
Holds Forth at Roxy

An all-French spectacle, "La Mar-
seillaise," is presented at the Roxy
this week. It is divided into two
parts, the first being a series of
tableaux which appear on the stage
during the overture, "Historique," a
medley of French airs. The tableaux
are "Vision of Joan of Arc." "Fall
of the Bastille" and "Coronation of
Napoleon." The entire ensemble of
250 participate in the poses. The
second part takes place in the am-
phitheater of the Paris Opera house
and is titled "Le Grand Bal de
L'Opera." Numbers include "The
Gol4en Calf" from Faust, sung by
Harold Kravitt, basso; an aria from
Mignon sung by Beatrice Belkin,
formerly of the Metropolitan; a beau-
tiful fan dance by Patricia Bowman
and the Roxy ballet corps and the
Dance of the Devils by the Roxy-
ettes. The presentation is colorful
and dignified, without any attempt
at comedy relief.

Fred Keating's Magic
Feature of Capitol Show
A pleasant and leisurely-moving

stage presentation is on view at the
Capitol this week under the title of
"Hi! Ho! Presto!" Fred Keating,
one of the better performers in mat-
ters of illusion and magic, is head-
lined and succeeds in mystifying the
audience. His accompanying patter
is bright, sometimes too bright, and
frequently too fast for the customers
to absorb. California Collegians,
clowning band, give their version of
a circus and it's swell. Another
highlight of the bill is an adagio
team which works smoothly. As
usual the Chester Hale girls do their
routines expertly and artistically.

New York Paramount
To Produce Own Shows

The Paramount, New York, will
produce its own stage shows when
the_ Fanchon & Marco deal, under
which the unit producers will put
on stage entertainment in Publix
houses, becomes operative. At pres-
ent the house is usually the second
spot on the Publix time.

COMING & GOING

CONSTANCE BENNETT, RKO Pathe
star, is on her way to New York preparatory
to sailing for Europe on a vacation.

FRANK ROGERS of Erpi has arrived in
New York after driving from the Coast.

ARTHUR GOTTLIEB of Du-Art Film
Laboratories has left for Hollywood jjy air-
plane. He will remain on the coast about
two weeks.

MR. and MRS. ERNEST B. SCHOEP-
SACK sailed Friday from San Francisco for
India to make scenes for Paramounts "Lives
of a Bengal Lancer."

MARTIN LEWIS sails July 23 aboard
the Europa for a vacation in Germany.
JACK L. WARNER is due in New York

tomorrow from the Coast.
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
Joe Penner in

"Sax Appeal"

Vitaphone Time, 11 mins.

Swell Comedy

One of the best comedy shorts in

w'liich Joe Penner has appeared to

date. It is on the slapstick order,

with Penner playing the role of a

saxophone hound doing his stuff

while traveling around the streets on

his father's junk wagon. The noise
lie creates causes folks to respond
^o generously that pop doesn't have
to wrork any more. Should go over
iiicely anywhere.

"Our Wife"

M-G-M Time, 22 mins.

Hilarious Comedy

The Stan Laurel-Oliver Hardy
combination put on some hilarious
pranks for the benefit of this Hal
Roach subject, which is a pip. Oliver
undergoes a lot of grief in eloping
with his fat sweetie principally
through the stupidities of his pal.
Finally they reach the home of the
justice of the peace, played by Ben
Turpin, and that cross-eyed individ-
ual marries the femme to the wrong
man. Entertainment de luxe for any
audience.

Chic Sale in

"Cowslips"

Radio Pictures Time, 18 mins.

Okay Slapstick

Slapstick comedy and custard-pie
gangs predominate in this one. Dia-
logue takes second place. Sale is

the lazy man around a farm, advis-
ing everyone what to do and invari-

ably getting into trouble. Some of the
gags, reminiscent of other comedies
show a cow waving its tail, brushing
the flies from a wedding cake, slow-
motion pictures of the cow after she
has drunk from the punch bowl, a
chase through the farm with Sale
holding the tail of the cow as she
demolishes everything in her path,
and other low comedy situations.

Good for the kids but not for those
who like clever comedy.

Fox
"Hats Off"

Time, 10 mins.

Good Educational
This subject belongs to the Movie-

tone school series, intended primariTy
for educational purposes. It presents
a concise summary of United States
history, particularly the various
wars, the origin of the flag and other
distinct highlights. It has a certain
measure of entertainment value be-
sides being instructive.

AMERtCA'S FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE

St. Moritz
OIV THE PARK

50 Central Park South
New York City

Old world hospitality in the
spirit of the new world; old
world service with the newest
of the new world's comforts.
A cuisine that is the essence
of Europe's finest, under the
inspired direction of

U/rryLeSyyvoj/e^

of Paris, London and the Rivieria.

Rooms single or en suite, facing
Cental Park and but a moment
from the city's amusement and
business sectors.

Personal Direction of S. GREGORY TaYLOR

Rosco Ates in

"Lone Starved Ranger"

Radio Pictures Time, 18 mins.

Good Laugh NuTnber

Rosco Ates, as a down and out
ranger, is enlisted by a barber to

clean up and watch his shop during
the latter's absence. A big bad man,
who kills sherifTs for a pastime, rides

into town and into the barber shop
for a shave. Meanwhile the towns-
folk are engaged in appointing a new
sheriff, to replace the one bumped
off, and with no volunteers in sight
it becomes necessary to draw straws.
Leaving the bad man asleep in the
tonsorial chair, Rosco wanders out
into the crowd, is handed a straw,
which he keeps biting off, and even-
tually finds himself elected sheriff.

The bad man, unaware of Rosco's
appointment, forces him to come
along on a bank holdup, which
winds up with the sheriff trapping
the desperado in the bank's safe. Ac-
tion is plentiful and Rosco's well-
known stuttering comes in for gen-
erous play and laughs.

Louise Fazenda in

"Blondes Prefer Bonds"

Radio Pictures Time, 20 mins.

Fair Comedy

With a title that has nothing what-
ever to do with the story, this Larry
Darmour comedv is a curious hodge-
podge with a plot that is not quite
clear and action that mostly misses.
It starts by showing Louise Fazenda
having herself rejuvenated in order
to stir UD her husband's interest and
create some romance. It appears that
the reiuvenating process puts her
back 20 vears to the days of the big
hsts, bustles and such. Hubbv also
gets dressed up in the rig of the for-
mer davs and follows his wife back
to her father's home and the scenes
of their courting days, where the
wife eoes sriddv over her memories,
whi'e hulibv is unable to work up
murh enthusiasm. A fair number of
bughs are scattered throuorh the lat-

ter oartof the story, but on the
whole it is a rather curious mixture.

"A Modern Knight"

A. T. & T. Time, 22 mins.

Good Industrial

Dramatizing the telephone in its

more spectacular uses. The items:

being plugged are practically all es-|

sential to the structure of modern'
business which may be said to be

founded almost entirely on the ease

with which inter-communication is

now possible, through the telephone,

in its various refinements.

Action is based on the kidnapping

of a child, where police are not noti-

fied until after the ransom money
has been paid. Carrier pigeons is

the medium used by the extortionists,

and it is through this circumstance

that the gang is located and the child

recovered. The events leading up
to the capture are intensely interest-

ing and show how such modern in-

ventions as the tele-typewriter is now
used by police in broadcasting an
immediate alarm. The trans-Atlan-

tic 'phone is also called into play,

as well as the tele-photograph sys-

tem. The whole matter has been
handled expertly and with goo'd

taste, under supervision of J. M.
Hamilton, by Roy Vanderford, who
is also responsible for the story. It

is gripping, dramatic entertainment

and should prove popular on almost
any bill. Sponsors have sought to

avoid the gang angle by establish-

ing the action as a dream.

"Making 'em Move"
(Aesop Fable)

RKO Pathe Time, 7 mins.

Neat Cartoon Novelty

TJie system and tricks employed
in producing animated cartoons are
"lore or less divulged in this noveltv.
It has the animals themselves in tPe
"oles of cartoonists, models, musi-
'-_'an= cameramen, etc., and the ac-
tion ic well sprinkled with gags to
tnaintqin the comedv vein. It is no't

'^^artlv an expose of the secrets of
the cartoon comedv art, hut it show's
enouo'h to interest as well as amti«e
the fans. A neat little number for
any program.

Mickey McGuire in

"Mickey's Rebellion"

Radio Pictures Time, 20 mins.

Fair Comedy

This Mickey McGuire number from

the Larry Darmour lot is not quite up

to the average of the series. It has

Mickey and his gang of youngsters

impersonating a bunch of caddies who
are supposed to be staging a benefit

for an old guy. They offer a program

of numbers, with each of the kids

doing a turn of some kind, but the

routine as a whole lacks any distin-

guishing" marks either in the way of

comedy or other outstanding enter-

tainment qualities. May get by all

right with the juveniles.

Arliss Writing Story

George Arliss, who is passing the

summer in England, is spending part

of his time writing a screen story in

which it is quite possible that he

himself will star under the Warner
Bros, banner.



An improved
method of
blocking out
splices in
sound film

X^ OW the sound track need no longer be

painted out at the joints to silence splice noise.

The Eastman Sound Film Patch enables the

laboratory worker to block out joints with

greater ease, speed, and uniformity.

The patch is made of light-weight, opaque

film. For convenience in handling, it is provided

with a quickly detachable finger tab. With the

aid of this tab, a simple but accurate registration

block, and cement, the patch is quickly applied

to the film.

Because of its design, the patch is practically

inaudible in projection. At the same time it

obscures a minimum of the sound record, and

assures fast, accurate treatment of all splices.

These factors make the patches and the block

a valuable feature of Eastman Service.

Eastman Sound Film Patches, per

thousand 15.00

Eastman Sound Film Patcher

(registration block) 4-25

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

J, E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York Chicago Hollyw^ood

I I

^
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South Practically Free from Double Feature Bills

SILENTTECHNIQUE FAVORED BY SCHNITZER

Price Cuts Being Discontinued by Northwest Exhibs

hoose Talk
—that helps nohody
— By JACK ALICOATE —

There's lots of loose talk

Week and even more loose think-

SpineS ™S going on in film circles

these warm days. It is not

lard to pick the spineless ones from
the beavers. Some of those who
ivould have us believe that this in-

lustry will never come back to its

')''nier place in the sun will probably
tin be out of work when prosperity
jnce again lifts the latch key. If our
nodest guess is worth anything, it

s that this industry has now been
thorougiily liquidated, has seen its

owest ebb for many years to come,
ind that from now on its curve will

nost decidedly be upward.

Kicks coming to us
iome today via Uncle Sam's

Squawks Beau Brummel Mail
man, and picked at ran-

lom, involve two irritations. The
rst is from an incensed patron who
ought tickets expecting to see a

ew story only to find it was stale

nd formerly done in the silents un-
er a different title; and the second
om one who resents "each and ev-

fy" coming production being called

epoch-making" in the trailers. The
nswer to the first might be a line

f explanatory matter in consumer
dvertising. The best way of deal-

g with the second is to look up all

he synonyms for epoch-making.

Ir. Hoover
s Helping

f the season.

Mr. Hoover may
not have turned in

one of the ten best

screen performances
but as a good-will

preen envoy extraordinary his bat-
ng average to date is 100 per cent

r thereabouts. France has already
rt down the quota bars, England

in a more co-operative frame of

lind and the German moratorium is

'Expected to lighten the kontingent
inmeasurably. Once again there's a
|it of sunshine in tne European sit-

ation.

B. O. Scale Reductions
Dropped as Outlook

Improves
Minneapolis—Due to better feeling

over the outlook, coupled with the
fact that the seasonal recession this

summer has not been as bad as most
exhibitors feared, price-cutting by
theaters has been practically discon-
tinued except in a few isolated in-

stances, according to a survey made
{Continued on Page 11)

ALLIED NOT SATISFIED

WITH DETROIT ZONING

Detroit — Canvassing of individual

exhibitors to obtain official sanction
of the zoning system now in effect

here has been completed by the Allied

Theaters of Michigan and the results

of the check-up have been submitted
to the Detroit Film Board of Trade,

{Continued on Page 11)

Profit of $255,783

Reported by Universal
Profit of $255,783.98, after all

charges, is reported by Universal and
subsidiaries for the quarter ended
May 2. Current and working assets

of the company (including inven-

{Continued on Page 12)

National Advertisers

To Pay Television Bill

Nationally known trade-mark characters

that decorate cereal boxes, window cards,

coffee cans and printed advertising will be

given an electric life that will empower
them to dance, sing and act on television

screens when this new medium makes its

official debut next year says Orrin E.

Dunlap, Jr., in his book, "Radio in Adver-

tising," just published by Harper. This

means the national advertisers will provide

the bulk of revenue to foot the television

bill.

19 TOBIS THEATERS

EOR y. S. NEXT EALL

Operation of 19 U. S. key city tlie-

aters by the Tobis Theaters Corp.
next fall is announced by Milton Dia-

mond, president of Tobis of America,
{Continued on Page 11)

Major Treatt to Produce
Series in Multicolor

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAI I '

Hollywood—A series of 13 short

features, as well as a full-length Afri-

can jungle film titled "The Fight to
{Continued on Page 11)

Double Feature Programs
In Few Southern Theaters

Free Movies for Idle,

But Bar Divorce Films

Toronto-—^Rather than have the unem-

ployed attend Red agitation meetings, the

city board of control has arranged to pro-

vide free movie shows for those out of

work. It has been ruled, however, that no

divorce films are to be shown to the un-

employed. Sunnyside Beach, the Coney

Island of Canada, also has started free

movie shows.

Birmingham—Double features are

almost extinct in the South, a survey
by a Film D.mi.y correspondent re-

veals. Only a handful of houses are
playing doubles in the entire South-
ern field, although doubles have met
with most of their success in the
South.

In Birmingham, twin features
boosted business at the Alabama, one
of the few in the entire country
where a sizable increase in trade was
noticed, but after a couple of months

{Continued on Page 12)

Dialogue to Be Minimized
In Radio Pictures —
Lean to Originals

Silent picture technique will play
an important part in the production
of future RKO feature films, accord-
ing to Joseph I. Schnitzer, president
of Radio Pictures, in an exclusive in-

terview with The Film Daily on Sat-

urday. "Dialogue will be minimized
and used only to serve a similar pur-

pose to the printed title, namely, to

motivate the action and clarify situa-
{Continued on Page 11)

FURTHER EXPANSION

Plans for further expansion of the

Educational organization will be pre-

sented by Earle W. Hammons, presi-

dent of the company, at the first

regional sales meeting of Educational
Film Exchanges and affiliated units

which gets under way at 10 o'clock

this morning at the Hotel Astor.
For the second successive year,

Educational is dividing its annual na-
tional convention into three district

conferences. The first, which will be
attended by the heads of the organ-

{Continued on Page 12)

Publix Circuit Increases
Twin City Advertising

Minneapolis—Discounting its econ-
omy program started in May, Publix
has doubled its advertising space in

Minneapolis newspapers and increased
the space in St. Paul papers by 25-

per cent.

Seek to Close Everything

In Kansas Blue Law Fight

Wichita, Kan.—Retaliating against Coun-
ty Attorney George L. Adams for causing
theaters to close on Sunday, the Wichita
Ass'n is filing 245 complaints against vari-

ous businesses, all of which are said to

come under the blue law in the same
manner as amusements. A finish fight is

planned against the discrimination.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATCRDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 14M 14^ 14^4
Kast. Kodak 145^2 144'/S 145 2^
Fox Fm. "A" 16% 16J^ 16J^ — Vz
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 4 3% 4
Loew's, Inc 44^ 43J4 44 — M
Paramount 25% 25 54 2S'A — 'A
Pathe Exch IM IH 154— 'A
do "A" TVs 7'A 754 — Va
RKO -A" 14M 1454 1454— J^
Warner Bros 7^ 7% 7'A — Vs

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 754 (>Vs bVi — Vi

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 3654 365S 36^5 — Vi
Loew 6s 41ww 985i 98}^ 985i — Yi
Par. 554s50 81 81 81
Pathe 7s37 9254 925^ 9254 + 1

Warners 6s39 41 41 41

"Birth of a Nation"
Barred in Detroit

Detroit—Judge Robert H. Toms of

Circuit Court has ruled that ''The

Birth of a Nation" cannot legally be
shown in Detroit. Police, upon being
ordered to show cause why the

license should not be issued, exhibited

hundreds of letters asking its suppres-

sion on the grounds that it inflames

race hatred.

^'••^••^•••••'••••••••••••v.»

ii New York Long Island City *
:"t 1 540 Broadway 1 54 Crescent St. *»

ii BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 J_J

j|Eas

ij.E.

CALumet 3692

? Chicago Hollywood J'J
*•* 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica •*

Blvd. t:
HOLlywood4121 Xi
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The Broadivay Parade
(Week of July 10)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURE THEATERDISTRIBUTOR
"Secret Call" Paramount Paramount
"Hush Money" Fox Roxy
"Five and Ten" M-G-M Capitol
"Enmies of the Law" Regal Talking Picts Strand
"A Woman of Experience" RKO Pathe Mayfair

EXTENDED RUNS

"Smart Money" (4th week) First National Winter Garden
"Newly Rich" (2nd week) Paramount Rivoli
"The Mystery of Life" (2nd week) Universal .Cameo

$2 RUNS
I "Smiling Lieutenant" (8th week) . . Paramount Criterion

I

"A Free Soul" (7th week) M-G-M Astor

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Zwei Herzen" (40th week) Asso. Cine, of Amer Europa
"Die Privatsekretaerin" (4th week) Capitol Film Ex Belmont
"Die Lustigen Weiber Von Wien". .Capitol Film Ex Little Carnegie
"Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour".. First Division Picts Warner
"Tankstelle" (4th week) Ufa Cosmopolitan
"By Rocket to the Moon"* Ufa 8th St.

FUTURE OPENINGS

'Night Nurse" (July 16) Warner Bros Strand
'Dolly Macht Karriere" (July 17) . Ufa Cosmopolitan

^Second Run.

Arliss' Film Defense

On Air Again Tonight
George Arliss' address in defense

of Hollywood and the motion pic-

tures, recorded several weeks ago and
broadcast from a number of radio

stations by electrical transcription,

will again be heard on the air tonight.

It will be broadcast at 7:45 p. m. from
Station KFWB, the Warner Bros,

station in Hollywood, and will be

followed in subsequent weeks by the

"Radio Newsreel of Hollywood" se-

ries, in which 66 stars and featured

players associated with Warner and
First National pictures will take part.

Dipson in Warner Deal

Wheeling, W. Va.—N. D. Dipson's

Capitol here has become affiliated

with Warner Bros., who already have
taken over most of the Dipson
houses. Warners also operate the

Court, Lihertv and Victoria here.

Etta Klein Sues Ideal

Etta L. Klein, through her attor-

neys, Weinstein & Levinson, ha,>;

started suit against Ideal Pictures

Corp. and Morris J. Kandel, presi-

dent, for $24,720 damages, charging
breach of contract. According to

Kandel, no formal contract was made
between Mrs. Klein and his firm.

Terry McDaniel With Oldknow
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAI I.'

Los Angeles—Terry McDaniel. re-

cently city manager for Fox West
Coast in Pasadena, is now assistant

to Oscar Oldknow, executive vice-

president of Fo.x Theaters. McDan-
iel formerlv was with Publix-Saengcr
and with R. B. Wilbv.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Ratec

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation

723-TTH AVE.. N. Y. BRYANT 9-S06T

Edward Klein to Handle
T.P.E. Product Abroad

Edward L. Klein, who leaves short-
ly for Europe, will represent Talking
Picture Epics on the continent, ac-
cording to an announcement b}- FranK
R. Wilson, president of T.P.E. Klein
will open offices in Paris and will rep-
resent several American producers in

continental sales and distribution.

Dual Holdover for "Night Nurse"

Boston—"Night Nurse," Warner
production starring Barbara Stan-
wyck, had its dual opening Friday at

the Washington Street Olympia and
the Uptown. At the close of its

first showing the Publix booker de-
clared the picture good for a hold-
over and instructed the press depart-
ment to announce it for two weeks.

Sound Recording
FILM AND DISC

Re-Recording Disc or Film
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
STANLEY RECORDING CO. o£

AMERICA. INC
1841 Broadway—New York, N. Y.

Columbus 5-3181-3182

COLOR NEGATIVES

DUPACK made by

Producers make own color negatives

Color in red-ortho negatives may

be removed, retained or altered

to complementary color

Write

DU CHROME FILM SYSTEM, LTD.

"Specialists in Color"

6723 Santa Monica Boulevard
Hollywood, Calif.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

July

July

July

Aug.

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

13-14:—Educational-Tiffany-Sono An
regional meeting. Hotel Astor,
New York.

17-18: Educational-Tiffany-Sono An
regional meeting, Hotel Congress,
Chicago.

20-21: Annual summer meeting ol

North and South Carolina The-
ater Owners' Ass'n, at the
Hotel Oceanic, Wrightsvillt
Beach, Wilmington, N. C.
Educational-Tiffany-Sono Art

regional meeting. Brown Palact
Hotel, Denver.

3-22
: British film festival, sponsored
by British International Pictures,
Malvern. England.

7 : First Annual Golf Tournament,
New England Film Industry,
Pine Brook Valley Club, Weston,
Mass.

9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Min-
neapolis.

1 : Hispano - American Motion Picture
Congress, Madrid, Spain.

4: Annual meeting of Academy ol
M. P. Arts & Sciences, Holly-
wood.

4: Annual Awards Dinner of Aca-
demy of M. P. Arts & Sciences,
Hollywood.

Chicago Cinema Equip't

Takes Over Gallagher Co.
Chicago — Entire stock in trade

good-will and other assets of Galla-
gher Orchestra Equipment Co., man-
ufacturers of orchestra pit equipment,
has been taken over by the Chicagc
Cinema Equipment Co., effective im-
niediatelv.

Lillian Bond for Stage

Warner Bros, have agreed to re-

lease Lillian Bond to Schwab & Man-
del for the latter's new musical show,
"Free for All.'

the FILM DAILY STRING

FILM DAILY

YEAR BOOK

•

DIRECTORS
ANNUAL

PRODUCTION
GUIDE

•

SHORT SUBJECTS
QUARTERLY

•

Complete Service

and Coverage

at a
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BROADWAY HAS A
NEW EXPERIENCE

Helen
Tv^elvetrees
PUTS THE KIBOSH ON THE

HOT WEATHER JINX! MOBS
BATTLE TO GET INTO THE

RKO MAYFAIR TO SEE HER

IN THE MOST REMARKABLE

ROLE OF HER FILM CAREER

A WOMAN OF
EXPERIENCE*
A CHARLES R. ROGERS

PRODUCTION
DIRECTED BY HARRY JOE
BROWN FROM THE PLAY

BY JOHN FARROW

Th» Old Fightin' Cock crowt

dvery Friday night 10:30 N. Y.

me, RKO THEATRE OF THE

AIR—NBC hook-up of 44 coast-

to-coail stations I

RKO^PATHE
THE OLD FIGHTIN' COCK • BIGGEST BIRD ON B'WAY!



TIMELYlTOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions
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How Minneapolis

Is Beating Slump

TT IS encouraging to find at

Minneapolis film exchanges

and theaters that there's still

business to be had if you have

what the public wants and you

go after it properly. Probably

the going-after process is about

as important as anything else

just now, if experience in Min-

neapolis film circles the past sev-

eral weeks is any criterion. Go-

ing after the business in this in-

stance simply meant hard work

intelligently directed. Everybody

about Minneapolis film ex-

changes and theaters literally

have been working their heads

of? the past fortnight. And the

results have been surprising.

These results have proved that

business is not entirely dead by a

long shot, but can be had for the

vigorous trying in many cases.

What has been accomplished in

Minneapolis probably can be ac-

complished in many other places.

The lesson to be learned in this

case is not to give up without an

effort, as so many are doing, but

to defy the depression by work-

ing harder than ever before.

Isn't it worth at least a try?

—M. E. Cuffel,

Movie Age

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

N. L. Nathanson talks of combina-
tion policy for all Famous Players'

theaters.
* * *

New organization of independents
to work on credit bureau basis.

* * *

Authors' League and International

Magazine Co. settle dispute over film

rights.

RI41T
• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till

Now that the yarn we ran about the ole "epic" produc-
tion, "Determination," has started a lot of the oldtimers remi-
nissin' and our side-kick, Harry Blair, bumps into Fred-
erick James Smith, editor of the "New Movie" mag and empey
crit of "Liberty," who matches our yarn of the Prize Pix Flop
with one about the Big Surprise of the film biz a free

lance production started on a shoestring that actually CLEANED
UP for all hands it was the old classic, "Down to the

Sea in Ships" which Elmer Clifton produced with dough
raised from the natives of the fishing village of New Bedford,
Mass., where many of the exteriors were made and sev-

eral times Elmer was ready to throw up the sponge for lack

of the wherewithal to go ahead one day when the dough
ran out, and they were ready to turn back in their schooner, they
ran into a school of whales off the Bahamas the whaling
crew made a killing and we mean "killing" and
the director got some unexpected spectacular shots that made the
pix wotta break! and Mister Smith hisself had
brought a li'l extra gal to Clifton, and promoted her into the cast

as he had picked her in a beauty contest sponsored by
the "Motion Picture" mag while he was editor and had
promised her work in the pix and that li'l gal, dear read-

ers, was none other than Clara Bow. . . .the pix was finished, and
peddled round to all the big companies, who turned it down flat

with scornful snoots finally Hodkinson released it

it was a Smash Hit from the jumpoff everybody cleaned
up including the "sucker" investors who more than
doubled their dough the only case on record where this

Miracle has happened
* * * *

• • • THAT we know a li'l runt who is extra small
and extra dignified so imagine his emotions when on
crossing Broadway a cop told him to get up off his knees and
quit blocking traffic

* + * *

9 9 # THAT George Pardy, the pioneer crit of the film biz,

with "Exhibitors Trade Review" for nine years and then with
"M. P. News," now back at his ole newspaper game of fight

expert for the "New York Press," was the ONLY sports writer
on any New York daily to call the turn of the Schmeling-Strib-
ling go George kept touting the Berlin Bruiser from the
very start, with all the town's other sport scribes givin' him
the laugh and now is he laffink! a guy that has
called the turn on pix for yars and yars finds anything else Easy.

* * * *

• • • THAT there is no possibility of the friends of any
contestant in Zit's Columnists' Popularity Contest pulling a fast

one the last week of the shindig by going out with a slush
fund and buying up ballots in bulk for the simple reason
that it is all newsstand circulation distributed through American
News Co and Zit's ossif will NOT sell direct in bulk

so if we lose or win ya gotta admit it was
a battle decided strictly On the Merits no alibis

* * * *

• • • THAT Joe G. Fine, one of the oletimers, is financial-
ly interested in Typographic Designers, Inc., along with Samuel
Lesser and George Mastel a beaucoup combination, eh,

wot? that Norman Ek, manager of the Cameo, has gone
to Cleveland and Wisconsin for a vacashe that Herb Raw-
linson, whose show, "The Modern Virgin," is laying off for the
few hot weeks, is spending his leisure doing illustrations, that be-
ing his Big Hobby that Arthur Houseman is responsible
for the smart copy in the dailies on "Smart Money," now at the
Winter Garden that Mary Morrissey, sec to Bob Doidge,
won 10 berries in the Union Pacific lottery oh, the Lucky
Irish

* * * *

• • • THAT Art-Throbs, the Harvey-Jaediker house organ
starring Kid Deadline, notes that Barnum is Still Right
and George Harvey notes that the trend in advertising in other
industries is toward the .Spectacular, too they're gonna
make a piker outa this feller Barnum yet while some
film e.xecs have decided to go Kinda Slow and Conservative o'n

printed ballyhoos a-w-k!

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

« « « » » »

Extensive Campaign On
"Gold Dust Gertie"
T ARGE net banner was sus-

pended across main thorough-

fare in down town section one
week in advance and currently.

10,000 Novelty Envelopes carry-

ing a small amount of Gold
Dust were distributed prior to

the opening of the attraction.

These were handed out on
prominent corners in the down
town district and created quite

a bit of interest. 600 Counter
cards in the shape of bags of

gold were made of gold card-

board and imprinted with black

ink and placed in small blocks

of wood specially cut out so that

cards would have a stand to pre-

vent them from turning over.

These were distributed in drug
stores, grocery stores, etc. in

place of window cards. A tie-up

was made with Ked's Shoes and
six of the leading department
stores in the city for a special

children's matinee. In return

received mention in each store's

newspaper adds calling atten-

tion to the matinee at the the-

ater and also mentioning the

name of the current picture.

Each store handed out special

tickets attached to a book of

games to all children visiting the

respective stores and also mailed
tickets to a select mailing list.

The tickets carried copy of the
theater and announced the pic-

ture to be shown.
—Metropolitan,

Baltimore, Md.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

July 13
Irving Lesser
Cornelius Keefe
Carl E. Milliken
John Krafft
Sidney Blackmer
Vincent Gerhard



OUR PACE
IS YOUR
FORTUNE

at the studio

More than your

Here's the

Half of Hollywood^s pro-

duction activities consist

of trying to discover what
WARNER BROS, and FIRST

NATIONAL will do next to

stand the industryon its ear

!

at the theatres
Exhibitors who have been

plugging along at a so-so

pace for years are climbing

over each other to buy
Warners and First National

...RIGHT NOW!

ARNE secret



STAR H ITS
/^QUANTITY

WARNERS SET A HOT PACE WITH

GEORGE

A R L I S 5
In '"'

MILLIONAIRE
Has done more for thea-

tre grosses than any pic-

ture this year!

PUBLIC
ENEMY

with

JAMES CAGNEY
JEAN HARLOW
Topping "Little Caesar"
records they said would
never be equalled!

BEBE

DANIELS
In THE

MALTESE
FALCON

with

RICARDO CORTEZ
Doing winter business in

the height of the summer.

JOHN
BARRYMORE
SVENGALI

with

MARIAN MARSH
Double star attraction
that is getting double
grosses!

and while the seven best "^leadership
claiiners*^ were gasping
for breathy we came
through with the biggest
fortune
builder
ofthetn all.

lore than iyont*

\^o n t r a ^' t

,

^mcalis tor

SMARL^
MONRT

W/ff)

EDWARD G.

ROBINSON
JAMES CAGNEY
EVALYN KNAPP
More than capacity busi-

ness at Winter Garden,
N.Y. is example of record

grosses every spot it plays!



STOP BITIN
YOUR NAILS

i

Sure well keep it up

ALL SUMMER!

Look

coining

CONSTANCE

BEN NETT
in the hit of her career

BOUGHT/
with Ben Lyon and
Richard Bennett

BARBARA

STANWYCK
in

NIGHT NURSE
with Ben Lyon, Joan
Blondell and Clarke Gable

FIRST NATIONAL Big Ones]

DOROTHY

MACKAILL
•n THE

RECKLESS HOUR
with Conrad Nagel, Joan
Blondell. H. B. Warner,

Walter Byron

>fore than your

JOEE. BROWN
BROAD MINDED
with Ona Munson,
Marjorie White, William

Collier, Jr.

Enough to make a hippo
laugh'.

BIG BUSINESS
GIRL

with LORETTA YOUNG
Ricardo Cortez, Joan
Blondell, Frank Albertson

Big Business
Everywhere

!

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS
JR. in his first starring

'o'^ CHANCES
with Rose Hobart and

Anthony Bushell

Tremendousl

and that ainH ail!



How We've

Out-WARNERED
WARNERS

Get
lihis

*!4 box-offiee
triutnph -—Hollywood Reporter

"Marks another step

onward. Takes its

place beside "Dis*

raeli." Arlissgivesa

• uperb perform'
ance. Should be a

wow."— Hollywood

Rtporttr.

GEORGE A R L I S S
Tops his triumph in"The Millionaire" as

ALEXANDER
HAMILTON
The "Birth Of A Nation" of the talkies with

DORIS KENYON, JUNE COLLIER
DUDLEY DIGGES, ROLF HAROLDE

ALAN MOWBRAY
MONTAGU LOVE^lore than ffour

calls for

with these

1931
1932

STAR HITS

And
This

"Barrymore's artistry is

perfect. Marian Marsh
is beautiful as well as

convincing. Magnijfi-

cently produced."
—Photoplay Magazine

JOHN
BARRYMORE

'" THE

MAD GENIUS
with Marian Marsh, Chas.
Butteijworth, Donald Cook

WILLIAM
POWELL
outdoes every character!*

zation he has ever given
the screen, in

OTHER MAN
with Doris Kenyon, Marian Marsh
Louis Calhern, Allison Skipworth

Another smashing star hit for 1931-32



<^^\

'^Mow Po THe^ po it?

IP I ONLY KNEW THE
..^^^VVARNeR WAY I"

^^ollywood^s ace

preview 'Snoopers are

going NUTS over the

Warner flood of

fortune builders I

Samples—)ust
samples of the

FIRST
NATIONAL
1931-32 sensations

And Get
THIS

"Guaranteed to make you
think. Highly entertain-
ing," raves Photoplay Mag-
azine about

The

RULING
VOICE

with

WALTER HUSTON
LORETTA YOUNG
Doris Kenyon, David
Manners, Dudley Digges

Get

You may never read
such praise again: —

"Picture one of greatest since in-

ception of talkies."
— Hollyivood Refyorter

"Brilliant! Proves the inherent
power of the talking picture."

— Hollywood Herald

"Powerful! A cinematic jolt!"

— L. A. Express

"Most entertaining film we have
seen in some time."

—Dan Thomas, N. E. A. Service

That^s the kind of praise

theyWe singing about

FIVE
STAR
FINAL

with EDWARD G.

ROBINSON
MARIAN MARSH, FRANCES STARR
GEORGE E. STONE, ONA MUNSON
ANTHONYBUSHELL, H. B.WARNER

And
iTHISh

"One of the six best pic-

tures of the monthk Beau-
tifully and humanly told.

*Cast is perfect."

(Photoplay Magazine)

-„sr

The

Bargain
with

LEWIS STONE
DORIS KENYON

Chas. Butterworth,

Evalyn Knapp and
Una Merkel
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SILENT niM TECilQUE

. EflVOREDJ[SCHNITZER
^ (Coniiiiucd from Page 1)

tions," said Schnitzer. "This move
will serve two important purposes.

Firstly, the novelty of sound is wear-

ing off. By that I mean, the Ameri-
can public at first was anxious to

have every click and footstep recorded

in sound. Those times have passed.

Combining silent picture technique

with sound will do away with unin-

teresting talking sequences where two
people sit at a table and talk for five

or ten minutes without any action

whatever. Secondly, the picture will

be more adaptable to foreign ver-

[Sions."

[

Schnitzer also told Film D.mly that

[original stories for the screen will

solve the "better pictures" demand.
"Plays and novels are devoid of mo-
tion picture technique and in many
(cases have only plot and theme upon
'which to work. We need more than

that. Original stories are in greit

demand, especially since we have de-

cided to change our method of pro-

icedure.''

Allied Not Satisfied

With Detroit Zoning
I

(Continued from Page 1)

Jsays H. M. Richey, general manager

I

of Allied.

1 While the individual sanction of the

[present plan is necessary for its legal

[continuance during the present buying
season, members of Allied are by no

'means pleased with it, the check-up

ishows. The operators feel that the

zoning plan should take into consid-

eration admission prices and several

other factors.

Major Treatt to Produce
Series in Multicolor

(Continued from Page 1)

Live," are to be produced in Multi

color by Major C. Court Treatt,

noted British producer, explorer and
writer. The African picture will deal

with the Dinkas, mysterious cannibal

tribe.

Barney Dubinsky Managing
Kansas City — The Joplin and

Springfield, Mo., Paramounts now are

being managed by Barney Dubinsky
Until the houses are thoroughly ac-

customed to the new Dubinsky-Pub-
lix set-up. Later resident managers
will be appointed.

A LITTLE From "LOTS
//

By RALPH IVILK

SUNSHIN€

With business beginning to show a

better complexion, price cutting in the
northwest is being discontinued.

Mi

HOLLYWOOD
J^ONALD COLMAN is likely to

go to New York for a short visit

about the middle of August, at a

time to coincide with the first show-
ing of "The Unholy GarcTen."

Ned Marin, who has been an asso-

ciate producer at the Paramount New
York studios, is busy at the local

Paramount plant. He was former'y
with First National and Fox in the

sales and production departments and
was associated with the late F. W.
Murnau's venture into the South Sea
islands to film "Tabu."

* * *

Golf enthusiasts between the ages
of eight and 16 participated in the
tournament over the Westwood
mashie course, under the auspices

of the Mack Semiett studio. Prizes
xvere donated by Mack Sennett,
Ayidy Clyde, Jackie Coogan and
Bing Crosby.

Garrett Fort is one of the busiest

writers on the Coast. He is in daily

conference with James Whale on
"Frankenstein," the melo - thriller,

which Fort adapted and dialogued

and which Whale will direct for Uni-
versal. Next week. Fort will return

to RKO-Pathe to complete the adap-

tation and dialogue for his original

story, "Second Shot," which will star

Helen Twelvetrees.
* * *

Virginia Barry has been cast for an
important role in the stage version of

"The Greeks Had a Word for It,"

which will be presented at the

Belasco, Los Angeles. Miss Barry,

who is a graduate of the University
of Minnesota, appeared in "Red
Rust" and several other Broadway
productions.

* * *

Believe it or not, a $35-a-weefc
story department reader is living in
a $500 suite in a Beverly Hills ho-
tel. The answer is that his father,
who is a wealthy Eastern biisiiiess

man, sends checks Coastward regu-
larly.

* * *

Ernst Lubitsch and Samson Ra-
phaelson are utilizing Lubitsch's new
Santa Monica beach home for con-

ferences on "The Man I Killed,"

which Raphaelson wrote in collabora-

tion with Ernst \''ajda. The picture

will have Miriam Hopkins among its

featured players. She appeared in

I-ubitsch's last offering, "Smiling
Lieutenant," starring Maurice Cheva-
lier, and also written by Raphaelson
in collaboration with another writer.

Having purchased one polo pony,
Austin Parker, Pathe contract ivri-

ter, is considering the purchase of
another from John Cromwell, who
is becoming one of the best polo
players on the Coast. Parker recent-
ly completed the adaptation and dia-

logue for Constance Bennett's next
victure, "Dangerous to Love."

Some of the gags now being told in

Hollywood are older than their

tellers.
* * *

Robert Florcy, who is now writ-
ing the screen treatment for "Mur-
ders in the Rue Morgue," will also

direct the picture for Universal. He
recently returned from France, where
he directed three pictures.

* * *

Ernst Lubitsch, Paramount direc-

tor, back from a two weeks' vacation
trip to Big Pine, Lake Tahoe and
Yosemite, has started preparations for

"The Man I Killed." George Hrp-
pard, assistant director at Paramount
since 1919, has returned to Holly-
wood from New York to serve with
Lubitsch on this film.

* * *

James Murray is making a stront

"come-back." He recently completed
an important role in "Kick In." He
is now residing with Howard Seiter,

his representative.
* * *

Our Passing Show: Dorothj
Fields, Jimmy McHugh, Ben Frank,

J. A. Fields and Mauri Grashin week-
ending at Long Beach; Lina Bas-
quette and Arthur Reed lunching at

Tiffany; Lloyd A. French, Nat Per-
rin and Mauri Grashin on the Roose-
velt roof.

* * *

Mollie Merrick, the syndicate wri-
ter, has coined a new phrase, "emo-
tional continuity." Writing of new
players, she said: "There may be a

'find' or two among them—but you
can't tell no matter how promising
the material may appear to be—until

the rushes are seen or the picture

completed. Then you get an impres-
sion of not only the player's photo-
graphic quality and emotional ability

for certain roles, but of their emo-
tional continuity, and this last is a

very important matter."
* * *

Miss Merrick wrote the foregoing
in connection with "Are These Our
Children ?," which Wesley Ruggles
will direct, and which will have sev-
eral screen newcomers. By the way,
Ruggles discovered Jack Oakie and
others who became xvell known.

* * *

"The Spider" will be the final title

of the Fox mystery melodrama adapt-

ed from the play of that name by
Fulton Oursler and Lowell Brentano.

It was temporarily titled "The Mid-
night Cruise." Edmund Lowe and
Lois Moran play the leading role<.

El Brendel also is in it.

* * *

Albert DeMond, associate producer
and scenarist, who recently completed
a five-year contract with Universal,

has written a play, tentatively titled

"Say It Again," which is to be pre-

sented on Broadway next season. It

is reported that Carl Laemmle, Jr.,

will be financial backer of the ven-

ture. Before going East, DeMond is

expected to form a new studio con-
nection, negotiations for which are

now pending.

NORTHWEST THEATERS

DROP mCE cuniNG
(Continued from Page 1)

by "Movie Age." The Publix Min-
nesota and RKO Orpheum did not
join the scale-slashing brigade and
do not intend to do so. The Minne-
sota is charging 75 cents at night,
which is 15 cents more than when
the house first opened. The State,
Lyric, Aster and Grand, local houses
adopting lower fares, are understoo3
to have increased their patronage
somewhat, but not their grosses or
operating profit.

19 Tobrs Theaters
For U. S. Next Fall
(Continued from Page I)

following the signing of contracts
with Moviegraph, Inc., Moviegraph
of Maryland, Europa Cinema, Inc.,

Associated Cinemas of America, Inc.,

and Max A. Goldberg hnking these
organizations with Tobis Theaters.
The houses, to be known as Europa

theaters and embracing the theaters
of this name already operating in New
York, Philadelphia and Baltimore,
will be located in the following addi-
tional cities: Boston, Washington,
Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, Milwau-
kee, St. Louis, San Francisco, Los
.\ngeles, Minneapolis, Newark, Pitts-

burgh, Cincinnati, Jersey City, Buf-
falo and New Orleans.
Tobis Theaters, together with Tobis

Forenfilms, Inc., Tobis, Inc., and To-
bis of America, is a sister organiza-
tion to Tobis Tonbild Syndikat A.(j.

of Germany, Films Sonores Tobis of

Paris and Associated Sound Film In-

dustries, London, all under the pat-

ronage of Kuechenmeister's Interna-
tionale Maatschappij voor Sprekende
Films, Amsterdam.
Foreign talkers in different lan-

guages will be played in the Tobis
houses.
American motion picture companies

also have been invited by Tobis Ton-
bild to make their German version in

Germany at Tobis studios. It is re-

ported that Fox Films and Warner
Bros, already- have contracted fr>r

Tobis cooperation.

Max Goldberg is now visiting the

cities where Tobis houses are bein,?

established, arranging for opening
dates. Carroll Carroll has been ap-
pointed 'ipublicity director for the
Tobis offices here.

"Walter Huston asks for home ad-
dress of every high -pressure salesman
who fries fo sell him something. Then
he gives these addresses to each new
salesman who approaches, describing
them as excellent prospects."

—First National.
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SOUTH PRACTICALLY FREE

FROM DOJIBLE FEATURES

{Continued from Page 1)

the twins were pulled in favor of

vaudeville and film.

In Atlanta and Knoxville, Publix
was not satisfied with double feature

results. Today Publix is not run-
ning doubles anywhere in the solid

South.

Rialto, Birmingham second run,

Warner's in Memphis and maybe one
or two houses in Florida are about
the only theaters south of the Mason-
Dixon line with twin features.

Profit of $255,783

Reported by Universal
(Continued from Page I)

tories) as of May 2, totalled $9,328,-

258.64, and current liabilities amount-
ed to $2,412,482.23. This compares
with current and working assets as

of Nov. 1, 1930, of $10,154,188.50 and
current liabilities of $3,872,742.64.

The surplus of the company on May 2

was $4,279,954.71, which included $1,-

354,000 surplus arising through re-

valuation of land.

The company has effected substan-
tial reductions in operating cost. The
expenses for the six months May 2

were $538,977.26 less than those" of

the preceding six months, and $485,-

506.67 less than the expenses of the

corresponding six months period end-

ing May 3, 1930.

II-F Circuit May Acquire

Some Dickinson Houses
Kansas City — Hughes Franklin

Theaters is considering acquisition of

Glen \V. Dickinson Circuit houses in

some towns where the two groups are

in competition, according to Rick
Ricketson, division manager of H-F.
Chillicothe and Independence are

named as among these towns.

COMING & GOING

CHARLIE RUGGLES left for Hollywood
yesterday to appear in Paramount's "Dover
Road."

LILY DAMITA sailed Saturday for

France on the Paris.

PHYLLIS DARE, English actress, is

on her way to the coast via the Panama
Canal ahoard the Virginia.

CARL LAEMMLE will arrive in New
York tomorrow on the first leg of his trip to

Europe.

CHARLES B. MINTZ, producer of the
Krazy Kat and Scrappy cartoons released by
Columbia, returns to New York today from
Hollywood after an absence of eight weeks.

JOHN BARRYMORE and DOLORES
COSTELLO will visit New York shortly

after they return to Hollywood from the
hunting trip to Alaska on which they are now
engaged, according to news from the West
Coast, They will probably make the trip in

their yacht, the Infanta, coming by way of

the Panama Canal.

MARILYN MILLER, now in the hospital

on the Coast, is planning to make a quick
trip to New York as soon as she has re-

covered sufficiently. She expects to leave the
hospital this week.

• NEWS«>>OF«»THE«»DAy •

• EAST *
Pittsburgh—George Lenehan has

been appointed manager for General
Talking Pictures Corp. in their local

branch. He succeeds Jack Levin,

who has been transferred to the

Washington office.

Pittsburgh — Tom Shrader, well

known local showman, is in charge
of booking pictures for the city park's

here this summer.

Pittsburgh—Alexander Parke, vet

film man, is now connected with the

local branch of National Theater
Supply Co. as special sales represen-
tative.

Berlin, Pa.—C. W. Donner is the

new proprietor of the Rialto, at pres-

ent closed. W. S. Tower formerly
operated the house.

Belle Vernon, Pa.—Tom Bello is

now operating the Verdi on Fridays
and Saturdays.

Conneautville, Pa.—N. Kategianer
has leased the Palace with a four-

day opening policy.

Phillippi, W. Va.—Mrs. Elizabeth
T. Phillips is the new operator at

the Grand. Former lease was held
by G. W. Patton.

Cadogan, Pa.—Monday and Tues-
day finds the Dome theater dark un-
der a new summer opening schedule.

Middletown, Conn. — Middlesex,
managed Ijy George A. Marsh, has
been closed for alterations which
have been contemplated for a long
period.

* WEST ir

Denver — Foster Schell, treasurer,

has succeeded A. H. Eichenberg as

assistant" manager at the Denver. The
latter went to Kansas City to go into

business with his father.

Denver—Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Shut-
tee report the birth of a baby boy in

Kansas City. Shuttee is manager of

the Rialto here.

Denver—Mr. and Mrs. Jack Scott

are the parents of a baby boy. Jack
is booker for the Columbia exchange
here and Mrs. Scott was for 19 years
a theater cashier.

* CENTRAL *
Cleveland—W. N. Skirboll is vaca-

tioning in Wisconsin.

Cleveland—Art Himmelein has re-
signed as manager of the Lincoln
and returned to Sandusky, his former
home. . —

.

Clarissa, Minn. — C. E. Reynolds
has reopened the Rex, which he now
owns.

Des Moines—Dr. L. H. Chamber-
lain is arranging for the building of a
$50,000 theater in this city at 2706
Beaver Ave.

Lowden, la. — Arthur M. Brown
has leased the Libertv here.

Cleveland—Jack Withers has joined
the Universal sales force in Cleveland.
He was formerly in the Buffalo ter-

ritory.

Belle Fourche, S. D. — The new
Belle, formerly the Iris, has reopened
under the management of the Black-
hills Amusement Co. It has been
rebuilt, redecorated, with new seats

and with Western Electric sound
equipment.

Sac City, la.—Layo Miller is the
new owner of the Casion theater here.

It has been remodeled and redec-
orated and will reopen in a few days.

Huron, S. D.—F. F. Otto will build
a $25,000 theater in this city. He has
purchased two lots on Main Street
for $4,500.

Geddes, S. D.—The Temple here
has been purchased by Albert Florey.

Kansas City—Frank Cass, with the
local Universal exciiange, has been
transferred to the Oklahoma City
branch.

Oklahoma City — Russell Stewart
has resigned as assistant manager of
the Midwest to enter the insurance
lousiness. He is succeeded by Rov
Ebv.

Milwaukee — RKO's Palace-Or-
pheum will close this week for the
summer months. Fox is reported in-

terested in the acquisition of this

house.

East Lansing, Mich.— The State,

operated by the W. S. Butterfield

Theaters, has closed for an indefinite

period.

Sherburn, la. — Ogren & Ogren
have opened their new talking picture
theater here.

Morgan, Minn. — The Marathon
here has been bought by Walter
Bandemer.

* SOUTH *
Dallas, Tex.—Tom Clemmons has

severed liis connection in charge of

East Texas theater operations for

Paramount, to take up his duties as
vice-president and treasurer of Mon-
ogram Pictures Co. here.

Jacksonville, Fla. — Paul Bryan,
with Fox for ten years and lately

connected with Pathe here, has join-

ed the local RKO branch as sales-

man.

FURTIlER_EXPANSIONj

(Continued from Page 1) I

ization's exchanges from Boston and
New York to Cleveland, will termi-
nate on Wednesday; the second, or
middle-western meeting, will take
place July 16 and 17 at the Congress
Hotel, Chicago, and the third at the
Brown Palace Hotel, Denver, July 20
and 21.

Hammons will open this morning's
session with an address of welcome
to the company's eastern managers.
He will also discuss the Educational
short subject program, in addition to
other plans. Following his address
the conference will hear speeches by
A. S. Kirkpatrick, assistant general
manager of Educational, and Stanley
Hatch, general sales manager, both of
whom will confine their remarks to
matters pertaining exclusively to Edu-
cational and its interests. An address
by Gordon S. ^^'hite, director of ad-
vertising and publicity, will bring the
day's program to a close.

Tuesday's meeting will be given
over largely to the company's inter-

ests in feature-length productions.
The session will be opened by an ad-
dress by Budd Rogers, feature sales
manager. Representatives of the
various producing units releasing
through Educational's system of na-
tion-wide branch offices will then take
the floor. The speakers will include
G. C. Reid, producer of the William
J. Burns Detective Mysteries series;

Howard C. Brown, co-producer with
Curtis F. Nagel of the Romantic
Journeys; VV. B. Frank, representa-
tive of Mack -Sennett Comedies; and
William Saal, on behalf of Tiffany
Productions. An open meeting will

follow a talk by Gordon S. White on
aspects of feature advertising.

Individual conferences, with oppor-
tunities for discussion of situations

peculiar to each exchange, will con-
stitute the Wednesday morning pro-
gram, after which the home office

executives will leave on the Century
Limited for the Chicago meetings.
Branch managers attending the^

New York meeting will include Ar-
thur Greenblatt, New York; Fred G.

Sliter, Boston: Harry D. Noble, New
Haven; Charles Flaherty. Albanv; H.
F. Brink, Buffalo; J. Kali.ski, Pitts-

burgh; J. A. Bachman. Philadelphia;

J. H. Beaver, Washington; J. H. But-
ner, Atlanta; J. E. Hobbs, Charlotte;

L. J. Klar, Cincinnati; H. R. Skirboll,

Cleveland, and J. Travis, Canadian
manager. Arthur Lucas and Jack
Skirboll, special representatives, will

also attend.

NEW YORK CHARTER
Special Picture Productions, motion pic-

tures; Shaiiiro & ."^ikawitt, 501 East 161st
St., New York. 100 shares common.

DELAWARE CHARTERS
U. A. South American Corp., Wilmington,

Del., motion pictures; Corporation Trust Co.,

Dover. Del. LOOO shares common.
Continental Television Corp., Belleville,

N. ].. broadcast theatrical plays; Registrar
and Transfer Co., Dover, Del. 600,(JeO

shares common.
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Hammons Sees Shorts Outlook Greatly Improved

SINOGRAMS AD REELJAKES DEBUTAUG. 28

Vl. B. Horwitz Urges 21-Day Protection on 10c. Houses
lays Neighborhood Stands
Suffer Most from Low

Scales Downtown
Cleveland— If downtown theaters

/ith a scale of 40 to 60 cents can
et 42 days protection, the neighbor-

ood houses charging 30 to 40 cents

ught to get from 14 to 21 days pro-

sction over the theaters with a scale

f 10 and 15 cents, says M. B. Hor-
,itz, head of the Washington The-

{Continued on Page 7)

REPORTED BY LIGHTMAN

"Definite progress" toward placing

he new standard exhibition contract

n operation was reported yesterday

.y M. A. Lightman, president of the

i.P.T.O.A., who conferred with
ohn Lord O'Brien in Washington
in Saturday. "The matter now
lands so that we may make efforts

o bring about a successful conclu-

.ion of the undertaking before the

nd of the week," said Lightman.

rhree St. Joseph Houses
loin Dubinsky Fold Aug. 2

St. Joseph, Mo.—Ed Dubinsky an-

ounces that Aug. 2 has been set as

he date for the taking over of the

vlissouri, Electric and Colonial here
ly the recently formed Publix-Du-
insky firm. This will give the Dubin-
kys 22 houses in Missouri and
s^ansas. Under the new arrange-
nent, Joe Cooper, veteran theater

jnan here, will be eliminated.

Photophone Installed

In 150- Seat Theater

Liberty Centre, 0.—The Majestic, ISO-

eat house operated by W. Allyn Butter-

.leld, has installed RCA Photophone repro-

ucing equipment. This is one of the

nallest houses in the country to install

)und.

7 First-Timers Among "10 Best"
Returns to date in THE FILM DAILY'S poll for the Ten Best Directors of

the 1930-31 season show that, of the ten directors who are now leading the

vote, seven have never before appeared in the "Ten Best" list.

Johnston Finds Exhibs Yelling

For More Action and Less Talk

Court Refuses to Dismiss
Griffith Amusement Suit
Oklahoma City—A motion for dis-

missal of the petition for a temporary
injunction against the operation of

the Bison and Criterion in Shawnee
was overruled by by Judge Hal John-

{Continued on Page 8)

Exhibitors all over the country are

sick of gangster and sex pictures, and
are crying for more of the oldtime
"movie action" and less dialogue, says

W. Ray Johnston, who returned yes-

terday from the west coast. On his

way back Johnston stopped off in

several key centers, including Dallas,
{Continued on Page 7)

H. M. Richey and Allied Cleared

In Detroit Co-operative Situation

Detroit—In a formal statement by

the board of directors of Allied The-

aters of Michigan both the organiza-

tion and H. M. Richey, its general

manager, are cleared of charges

brought up by a regional film pub-

lication here and quoted by some
of the national publications. At the

same time, the regional paper in

{Continued on Page 8)

Mich. Allied Holding Meet
To Scan New Contracts

Detroit— All Michigan exhibitors

have been invited to attend a mass
meeting, sponsored by the Allied

Theaters of Michigan, at the Wol-
verine Hotel here on July 22 to

discuss the new contracts and analyze

the special clauses in them before the

buying season opens.

2,800 Theaters Lined Up
for Baynes-Hanson

Allied Project
Contracts have been signed and

arrangements concluded whereby the

advertising newsreel which Capt. G.
McL. Baynes of Kinograms will pro-

duce for Allied, in accordance with
the plan promoted by Oscar R. Han-
son, will make its debut Aug. 28.

A total of 2,800 theaters, represent-
ing a circulation of more than

(Continued on Page 8)

Shorts Outlook More Promising
Declares Head of Educational

Alexander S. Aronson
Joins Tobis Forenfilms

Alexander S. Aronson, formerly

vice-president of World Wide, has

joined Tobis Forenfilms and will be

in full charge of American distribu-
{Continued on Page 6)

Due to a combination of factors,

chief among which are the reaction

against over-talky features and over-

done gangster and sex stories, short

subjects now are in a more favorable

position than they have been in some
time, said Earle W. Hammons yes-

(Continued on Page 8)

LEAVE ONLY 3 DOWNTOWN

Birmingham—Five downtown the-

aters and five neighborhood houses
are scheduled to close July 18.

Notices have already been handed
out. The closings are only for the

summer, according to reports.

With five houses out downtown,
there will be only three open. The
theaters closing are; Empire, Galax,

Strand, Royal and Capitol. Those
remaining open are: Alabama, Ritz

and Rialto. Neighborhood houses
which have been operating part time

are; West End, Five Points, Wood-
lawn, East Lake and Avondale.

Selznick Asks Release
From Paramount Post

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—David O. Selznick, ex-

ecutive assistant to B. P. Schulberg,

has asked for his release from Para-
mount. His differences with the

company are now being discussed.

Japanese Film Stars

Must Travel 3rd Class

Tokyo— In a move to cut overhead, stars

and directors hereafter will be obliged to

travel third-class when making location

trips, it has been ordered by the Shochiku,

leading Japanese film unit.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind. ... 85^ TVs »% + }i
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. Uyi UH 14^4 + J4
East. Kodak 144J4 142 143 J4 — ^'A
Fox Fm. "A" ... 1654 15^ 16}4 — 'A
Gen. Th.Eq.(New) 4 3% 4
Loew's, Inc 43J4 43 43j4 — H
M-G-M pfd 24J4 24!^ 24}^ — !4

Paramount 25 24^ 25 — 'A
Pathe Exch 1 ^ IVt 1^ — Vs
do "A" 7% 6^ 7/2 — Vi

RKO "A" 14^4 135^ 14K — 'A

Warner Bros ?'/» 7 7'A
do pfd 16"4 16M 16J4 — 'A

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Gen. Th. Etj. pfd. 7 6^ 7 + 'A
Trans-Lux 5^ 554 i'A — 'A

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 35 35 35

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew 6s 41ww .. 98^ 98^ 9SA — Vi

Paramount 6s 47. 90 90 90 -f 54
Par. By. 554s 51.102 102 102 -f 54

Par.. 5}4s SO ... 81 81 81
Pathe 7s 37 .... 925^ ^2 9254
Warner 6s 39 ... 41 40J4 41

Eastman Gets 4-Foot Birthday Card
Rochester, N. Y.—A greeting card measuring about four feet by tJiree

feet was presented to George Eastman on his 77th birthday, Sunday, by East-

man Kodak executives and close personal friends. It was in the form of a

world map, with a slot cut at every place on the six continents where an East-

man Kodak establishment exists. A paper kodak protruded from each slot,

and upon pulling out the paper it revealed the name of the branch manager.

Hugh Reticker Heads
Coast Scenic Artists

Wesi Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Election of officers for

the ensuing year by Two-Three-Five,
United Scenic Artists of America,
resulted as follows:

Hugh Reticker, president; W. B.

Cullen, vice-president; Jim Collins,

vice-president; Pridgeon Smith, finan-

c'al and recording secretary, and Leo
Kuter, treasurer.

Cullen also is business representa-

tive.

Six More Circuits Book
New Pathe Feature Lineup

Six more circuits have booked
RKO Pathe's Personality Group of

21 specials. The circuits and those
making the deals are as follows:

Polka Circuit, by Walter Branson,
Chicago branch manager; Commun-
ity Circuit, by Lou Elman, Milwau-
kee branch manager; Momand Cir-

cuit, by Ralph Williams, Oklahoma
branch manager; Phoenix Amuse-
ment Circuit, by Stanley Jacques,
Cincinnati branch manager; Woemp-
ner Circuit, by Dick Latshaw of the
Minnealopis ofifice, and Simons Cir-

cuit, by Dave McElhinney of the

Salt Lake City branch.

Mrs. Brenon Dies
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIL)
Hollywood—Mrs. Frances Brenon,

82, mother of Herbert Brenon, is

dead at the home of her son in

Malibu Beach. The funeral will be
held in New York next Saturday.

:j: New York
». 1540 Broadway
. BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City j'j

154 Crescent St. *'t

STillwell 4-7940 ft
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« if

8 ! E. Brulatour, Inc. H

}' Chicago Hollywood M
> 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica »•,

j> CALumet 3692 Blvd. ii
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Ludwig Satz To Appear
In Six English Talkers

Ludwig Satz, noted Jewish com-
edian, now completing work in

"Love Crazy," the first of a series of

Yiddish talking pictures being di-

rected by Sidney M. Goldin, has
been signed by Nathan Hirsh to star
in another unit of six English-speak-
ing pictures for the Avon Film Co
The comedian's supporting cast in

the Jewish feature includes Lucy
Levin, Lsadore Casher, Lillian Fein-
man and Siru Zazi. Frank Zucker
is doinir the camera work. The pic-
ture will have a special Broadway
'showing late next month.

N. L. Nathanson Replies
To Canadian Govt. Report
Toronto—Commenting on the find-

ings of the Combines Act investiga-

tion, N. L. Nathanson, former man-
aging director of Famous Players,

has issued a statement in which he
takes exception to the findings of

Commissioner Peter White. Nathan-
son also says he is "assured by a

number of interests that eventually
there will be in Canada a circuit of

theaters devoted largely to produc-
tions made in the British Empire.
I am also positive that there will

be an increased development by the
film producers in the Empire, to the

end that the productions made by
them will equal those of other pro-
ducers of the world in quality."

8 Major Firms Signing
With Co-op in Detroit

Detroit —• Co-Operative Theater
Service Corp, has closed with War-
ner-First National and is about to

sign deals with Paramount and Co-
lumbia, says Ray Moon, general man-
ager. Negotiations are pending witli

Universal. RKO, Pathe and United
.\rtists, and all bookings will be coni-

oleted within four or five weeks.
Moon states. M-G-M and Fox are

the only exchanges that have refused
to do business with Co-Operativc,
preferring to handle bookines direct.

Roxy's New Concertmaster
Tosrha SamarofF, with the Roxy

Symphony Orchestra for the past
three years, has been appointed con
-ertmaster by Conductor Maurice
Baron. He will serve in this capacity
with Jacques Gasselin. Samarofif suc-
"eeds Josef Stopak, who has joined

'he National Broadcasting Co. orches-
tra under the direction of Erno Rapee

Carroll and March Teamed Again

Fredric March has been assigned
•^he leading male role opposite Nancy
Carroll in "Wild Beauty," her next
nicture for Paramount. Although
originally set for the New York
studio, it is now understood that the

oroduction will be made in Holly-
wood.

Cinema Patents Sues
Cinema Patents Corp., subsidiary

of Consolidated Film Lidustries, has
filed suit against the Aleyer Rieger
Laboratories in the U. S. Court for

the Southern District of New York,
charging infringement of the Gau-
mont and Spoor-Thompson patents
on film developing apparatus and
methods.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: — Educational - Tiffany - Sono ,t

regional meeting. Hotel Air
New York.

July 17-18: Educational-Tiffany-Sono r
regional meeting. Hotel Congij,
Chicago.

July 20-21: Annual summer meeting
North and South Carolina 'e
ater Owners' Ass'n. at u
Hotel Oceanic, Wrights li

Beach, Wilmington, N. C.
Educational-Tiffany-Sono r

regional meeting, Browrn Pa:(

Hotel, Denver.
Aug. 3-22: British film festival, sponsiii

by British International Pictuj
Malvern, England.

Aug. 7: First Annual Golf Tournamt
New England Film Indus ^

Pine Brook Valley Club, Wesi
Mass.

Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Ale
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesi
North and South Dakota, Iti

neapolis.
Oct. 1: Hispano - American Motion Pic 1

Congress, Madrid, Spain.
Nov. 4 : Annual meeting of Academy 1

M. P. Arts & Sciences, Ho-
wood.

Nov. 4: Annual Awards Dinner of f
demy of M. P. Arts & Scien i

Hollywood.

Ufa Seeks Cleveland House
|

Cleveland—Representatives of Is
are said to be looking for a loi

house to show foreign pictures on

COMING & GOINGi

RONALD COLMAN is expected in K)
York late next week. '

CAPT. G. McL. BAYNES leaves Thuj
day for a trip to Detroit and other points

DAVID BUTLER. Fox director, is

New York for a short stay.

JOSEPH I. SCHMTZER leaves Frio
for the coast.

W. RAY JOHNSTON returned yest:

(lay from the coast. I

DAN MICHALOVE, head of Warner BrI

ihe.iters, has left for Asheville, N. C,
home town, for a short visit. Before I

turning he will visit Atlanta and sevej
other Southern cities. 1

Family, Toronto, Reopens
Toronto—The Family has reopen-

ed as a talker after lieing dark for

about a month while it was changed
over from a silent. W. R. Sexton,
manager, is a pioneer of the indus-
try, having operated a nickel movie
theater here 25 years ago.

FOR SALE OR FOR RENT
PROJECTION ROOM
Comfortably furnished—ac-

commodating 40 people

Western Electric Equipment

Including Special Sound Head
For Editing

Reasonable Terms!

FitzPatrick
Pictures, Inc.

729 Seventh Ave. N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-4384

SOUND MOVIOLA
jnd Expert Assistance

available per day or week

DU-ART
FILM LABORATORIES, Inc.

245 W. 55th St., N. Y. C.
Phone: Col. 5-4907

talking
y trailer •

sound
^ciKeinct » ftyiei

It I on a I
c r een § e rv i ce
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

€)
,,\ Few "Don'ts"
in the Contract
'THE new contract is not a

standard one. Indications are

that every distributor will use a

different form. There appears

'only one way in which trouble

tcan be avoided, and that is by

(reading carefully ever clause in

, every contract before affixing the

I "John Hancock" to the dotted

Uine. Ignorance oT tiie law has

failed to be accepted as an ex-

Icuse. Therefore, a few Don'ts
I are listed here in the hope that

.they may be of service. Don't

—

buy more pictures than you
need—pay more than you can af-

fford just for the sake of out-

,
bidding your competitor—forget

: to have every clause you want
written in the contract—fail to

stipulate the protection you want
i over other theaters—forget when
j
buying newsreels to have the age
stipulated— take the salesman's

i word for it. If he can promise

; it he can put it in writing—fail

I to have the contract show what
I
towns have protection over you.

;
This is very important—fail to

r read the copyright clause—try

I to get around it. It can't be
done, not until this law i.«

! changed or repealed— fail to

;
have a specific playing arrange-

' ment—overlook a clause set-

' ting forth availability of pictures,

the period within which product
shall become available to you

—

overlook any single clause in any
' contract you sign. Bear in mind
the contract you sign is only as

good as the sincerity of the firm
behind it, for after all, a contract
is nothing more or less than a
written agreement in which both
parties promise to live up to
specific words and assurances
mutually agreed upon.

—Steve Bauer,

M.P.T.O. of Wisconsin.

M.P.A.A. Baseball

League
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• • ® A HOT BLAST from Chester Bahn, empey crit of

the Syracuse 'Herald' one ot the few newspaper editors

who knows the trade angles inside out and who never
adopts a snooty high'anrmghty Superior Air when writing to

the fans about What's Wrong With the Pix for Chet is

a real friend of the industry and his stuff is always Con-
structive he looks at everything from the point of view
of the fan and passes his conclusions along to the Film
Powers for their information and guidance and
now Chet rises to comment on the current "Buy Now!" war cry

which he claims is nothing but a subtle trick to put the
onus on the exhibitor for the present slump in the film biz

by implying that the exhib having put a padlock on his bankroll
and refraining from buying pix has kicked the Entire
Works into the financial doldrums so Mister Bahn analyzes
the sitooation like a surgeon and gives it as his honest
opinion that the Principal Snag is Sexy Pix made solely

for the metropolitan houses of the allied circuits by the Big Boys
and completely ignoring the fact that the hinterlands,

provinces and sticks have turned thumbs down on Sex
forbidding the kids to go and staying away themselves.

* * * *

• • • SPEAKING FOR his home town of Syracuse, which
is fairly representative of the average American city where Fam-
ily Life still means somethin' and the Broadway atmos-
phere with its sophistication and sexy slant doesn't mean a thing

Mister Bahn sez it's kinda foolish to cater to the metro-
politan buying area with a measly 14 per cent and ignore
the other 86 per cent which sounds like horse sense, eh
wot? and Chet sez the powers that be, have calmly ig-

nored all the danger sign posts with eyes only for the

metropolitan verdict and let Syracuse and the rest of the

family-circle cities go hang! a tough indictment
* * * *

• • • CHET CITES the case of "Daddy Long Legs"
which went two weeks at the Fox-Eckel in Syracuse one
of 'em marked by boiling mercury with no modern cool-

ing plant at that time and opposed to this family film

writh an aroma as clean as new mown hay were sophisti-

cated pix like "Five and Ten," "Smart Money," "Transgression,"
"A Free Soul," and "Lover Come Back" which only played
to fair biz, while "Daddy" packed 'em in and our upstate
crit puts his finger on the Picture Jinx right here he sez

most of these sexy films have this obvious "moral" "A
Girl May Sin With the Assurance of a HAPPY ENDING."

and do American Fathers and Mothers want their daugh-
ters brought up on that kind of Dope? the Syracuse sur-

geon sez that if such standbys as Norma Shearer and Joan Craw-
ford playing in sexy sophisticats can't assure capacity audiences,
then Names don't mean anything when the story offends
the Family Circle and he concludes with this Hot Blast

" 'We give 'em what they want' has been filmdom's rally-

ing cry since the Year One well, then, gentlemen, WHY
don't you?" oops

* * * *

• • • MISTER J. E. BRULATOUR has sent us a beau-
coup li'l vest pocket book on "Championship Golf" in

which Bobby Jones describes most interestingly his Twelve Most
Difficult Shots C. O. Slenker of Columbia'i; home ossif

is doing very nicely up at Saranac all the gang are rootin'

for you, boy hope to see you back soon Sophie K.
Smith, managing director of Little Picture House, pulls a new
one with Vacation Tickets, good for the summer months to

regular patrons at a reduced price
* + * *

• • • VIOLA COOPER sez that even though she has been
mentioned in our Obituary Column, it hasn't hurt her authors'

representative biz a bit why, the gal is even opening a

Hollerword ossif! taking the Mountain to Mahomet, as

it were Just to show ya how the Power of the^ Press can
ruin ya right in your own family Phil Joonior has sent in

a ballot to Zit's Columnists' Pop Contest vol.ing for his

Old Man as A Mugg takin' the Boss' printed announce-
ment literally that we AIN'T a kolyumist g-r-f-r!

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

e

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-
tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

July 14
Louis F. Blumenthal
Charles Weinstein
Luther Reed
Bernard Wolf
Olive Borden
Stuart Stewart
Peggy Howard

Put Texas Town
Back On Map
(^ROSBYTON, Texas, is again

on the motion picture map.
Despite the fact that the city had

a modern picture house equipped

for sound in the Queen, the resi-

dents have been without picture

entertainment for a year. The
slump in cotton caused the clos-

ing of the house and B. P. Estes,

its owner, was content to wait

for better times before reopen-

ing it. Feeling that the people

of the city were deserving of

something in addition to church
suppers and charades, Fred M.
Jack, manager of the Warner-
First National exchange in Dal-
las, sent W. O. Williamson, one
of his salesmen to the city last

week to see what he could do in

reopening the theater. William-
son immediately got in touch
with the editor of the Crosby-
ton Review, who promised his

cooperation in taking the town
out of the dead-and-gone class.

The rest was easy. With Estes,
Williamson visited all the mer-
chants outlining a plan by which
they were to purchase a certain
number of seats for each picture
shown, the seats to be given to
purchasers of goods at their
shops. The merchants agreed to
the plan, thus insuring the operat-
ing expenses of the theater. Wil-
liamson went further; he ar-
ranged for the installation of a
cooling plant in the theater and
then got up a celebration for the
reopening on Independence Dav.—Queen, Crosbyton, Tex.
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We've already told you about

WATERLOO BRIDGE
Picture Number One

on Universal's greatest lineup in 21

years of production . . . and now comes

HEAVEN
ON EARTH

Ben Lucian Burman's prize novel of romance in

the Mississippi flood area that bids fair to rival

"SEVENTH' HEAVEN" of blessed box-office memory,
starring the idol of the screen and supported by
ANITA LOUISE, Harry Beresford, Charles
Grapewin and others . . . Directed by

RUSSELL MACK
Ride withUNIVERSAL

and you ride with a winner
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JNIVERSAL'S greatest line-up
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Produced by

Carl Laemmie, Jr.
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Short Shots frppi Eastern Studios
By HAl^^Y N. BLAIR

'"THE Bad Boy" is the title of Phjl

Baker's third Vitaphone shqW,
about to go into production at t|)e

Brooklyn plant. It's a two-reelpr.
Yes, Phil plays his accordion.

* *

Frank Kingsley, casting director

at the Wa^-ner Vitaphone studio, has
issued an appeal to all candidates

for parts that they 'phone him and
make an appointment before taking
the long trek to where the Brooklyn
studio is located. Production will he

resumed July 27 and Kingsley will

start casting one week previous.
* *

Al Ray and not Howard Deitz

will direct Karl Dane and George
K. Arthur in "A Put Up Job." It

was erroneously reported in this

column yesterday that Mr. Deitz

would be the director whereas he is

actually th« co-author, with Corey
Ford.

*

Warner Bros, has just released

"Speaking Out of Turn," a one-reel

comedy in which Johnny Walker,
well knowyi to screen fans during the

silent era, makes his debut in a Vita-

phone picture. "Speaking Out of

Turn," which will have an early

showing at one of the Broadway the-

aters, is a comedy satire on gangster

pictures and film, producers. Dudley
Clements, will known Broadway ac-

tor, who has already appeared in

several Vitaphone short subjeets, is

co-featured with Walker.
* <* «

John W. Green, staff composer at

Paramount's New York studio and
Ethel Merman, who recently closed

in "Girl Crazy," will appear at the

Palace for one week, beginning July

18. The Palace engagement will

mark their first public appearance to-

gether since the days when "Johnny"
used to accompany Miss Merman at

the Central Park Casino. That was
long before the young composer's
sensational hits, "Body and Soul"
and "Out of Nowhere" placed him
in the front ranks of today's popular
songwriters.

P^ARL DANE'S enthusiasm for

his work has laid him up for a

few days as the result of some strain-

ed ligaments in his side, received
while acting a rough-house scene
with Geo. K. Arthur in "A Put Up
Job," first of the Dane and Arthur
series for Paramount.

* * *

Aurora Film Corp., which plans to

produce a series of Italian talkers
starring and directed by Cavalier
Ufficiale Rosario Romeo, is holding
daily auditions at 33 Second Ave.
with a view to lining up an all-Ita-

lian cast for the company's first pro-

duction, "Love and Death" which is

to go in work early next month at

the Metropolitan studios, Fort Lee.
* * *

Wi'liam R. Neill's option has been
exercised by Columbia, which has
renewed the director's contract for

another long term.
* * *

Richard Wallace, who directed

Ruth Chatterton in "The Right to

Love," will also handle next Para-
mount picture, "Tomorrow and To-
morrow."

* * *

Sally O'Neill has been given a con-

tract by Fox.
* * *

Robert Williams, established stage
player, has been signed to a term
contract by RKO Pathe. He already
has appeared in "The Common Law"
and "Rebound," and is now with Ann
Harding in "Alias Mrs. Halifax,"
after which Radio Pictures will bor-
row him for "Consolation Marriage.''

* * +

Universal has bought the talker
rights to the "McCall" magazine
serial, "Heart and Hand," by Olive
Eden, as a vehicle for Walter Hus-
ton. William Wyler will direct, and
John Huston is adapting it.

* *

Charles Francis Coe's magazine,
story, "Pennies," has been bought
by Fox.

Two Additional Houses
Planned in New Britain

New Britain, Conn.—Plans are un-

der way which will add two theaters

to the local group. R. E. Erwin is

seeking a permit to alter a Main St.

business building into a 700-seat

floater at a cost of $35,000, while the

Odd Fellows' Building Ass'n plans

to adapt the auditorium of its pres-

ent structure for a theater.

W. Johnson Crashes

A hole in one at distance of 183 yards,

was scored by William Johnson of Thea-

ter Service Corp. in the course of his

week-end golfing at the Metropolis Club,

White Plains.

I The Hole-in-One Club

Alexander S. Aronson
Joins Tobis Forenfilms

iContiniicd from Pacic 1)

tion. Aronson organized the Regal
Film Co. of Canada in 1915, with N.
L. Nathanson as partner, and subse-
quently handled continental distribu-

tion for M-G-M.

Dindas Assisting Epstein

George Dindas, formerly assistant

manager at Warner's Hollywood, is

now assisting Zeb Epstein, manager
of the Strand. Dindas replaces H.
Colmans, resigned.

Capley Back in Memphis
Memphis—AI R. Capley, recently

with the RKO publicity stafT in New
Orleans, has returned to this city as

publicity director for the Orpheum,
succeeding Ben Wilson, transferred.

The Presses

Are Spinning

And Soon

This Annual

Rererence

Book Will Be

Distributed

To Executives

All Over

The World

THE FILM DAILy
DIRECTORS' ANNUAL

and

PRODUCTION GUIDE
{12th Annual Edition)

OUT THIS MONTH
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E ACTION, LESS TALK

{Continued from Page 1)

Chicago and Cleveland, where he

gathered opinions on exhibitor reac-

tions and demands with regard to

product. As a result of his findings,

the forthcoming program of Mono-
gram Pictures will be revised some-

what to meet the wishes of the

exhibs.

On the coast Johnston saw the

completion of "Mother and Son,"

Monogram picture with Clara Kim-

ball Young in the leading role, and

the starting of "The Montana Kid,"

starring Bill Cody and Andy Shuford,

directed by Harry Fraser. He also

saw the start of work on "The Law
of the Rio Grande," while "In Line

of Ehity," another Monogram pro-

duction, will begin next week.

In Cleveland, Johnston looked over
the newly opened Monogram ex-

change, which in its first week sold

12 per cent of the year's quota. All

indications point to the 1931-32 sea-

son as the best in a long time for

the independent producer, says John-
ston.

Gilbert Film Re-titled

"The Phantom of Paris" is the new
title given John Gilbert's next M-G-M
feature which was formerly known
as "Cheri Bibi." The picture will

be released September 5. The re-

vised schedule of M-G-M releases

for August is: Aug. 1, "Son of

India"; Aug. 15, "Susan Lenox";
Aug. 22, "The Lullaby"; Aug. 29,

"This Modern Age"; Sept. 5, "The
Phantom of Paris"; Sept. 12, "The
Squaw Man."

Fight Film Controversy

Pictures of the Stribling-Schmeling
fight may be banned from local the-

aters if the Federal law forbidding
inter-state transportation of films if

invoked. The film was stopped Sat-
urday at the Central although it is

continuing at Wallack's. Dr. S. S.

Weinberger, manager of the Cen-
tral, has been called to explain mat-
ters at the N. Y. County SherifT'f

office. Max Cohen, manager of Wal-
lack's, claims that he is not violating
the law.

Comedies of the Air

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— In addition to resuming pro-

duction on "Sky Devils" which was sus-

pended last week, Howard Hughes will

^ place a second air comedy in work next
Imonth. It is called "Cock of the Air,"

ywritten by Lewis Milestone, Dashiell Ham-
mett, Robet Sherwood and Thomas Buck-
in^^ham, with the latter slated to direct.

Billie Dove is tentatively cast for the femi-

nine lead.

Favored on Hughes Lot

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
^TEW contracts have been signed

at the Paramount studios by
Judith Wood, actress, and Sam
Mintz, Sidney Buchman and S. K.
Lauren, writers, it is announced.

* * *

Leo McCarey, back in Hollywood
after a sojourn to New York, may
withdraw from directing "Queer Peo-
ple," a Howard Hughes production.

* * *

Completely rested, Graham Baker,
who several weeks ago terminated a
five-year agreement with Warner-
First National, has returned to Hol-
lywood after a tour that embraced
the entire Northwest and Canada.

* * *

Robert Lord's vacation plans for
an extended trip, temporarily dis-

rupted by an M-G-M assignment for
which he was borrowed from Warner
Bros., to whom he is under contract,
will be carried out before returning
to resume work with the latter or-

ganization.
* * *

Albert DeMond. it is reported on
reliable authority, may become as-

sociated with the Harold Lloyd or-
ganization. DeMond recently com-
pleted a five years' contract with
Universal as associate producer.

* * *

George Archainbaud is shortly to
start casting for "The Chicago
Dove." which he is scheduled to di-
rect for RKO to whom he is under
contract.

* * *

"Through the Window," originally
planned for George Bancroft, will

now be filmed instead with William
(stage) Boyd in the leading role, co-
featured with Skeets Gallagher and
Tuliette Compton, according to a de-
cision just made by Paramount ex-
ecutives. It will be directed by
Marion Gering. Bancroft will make
instead "Rich Man's Folly."

* * *

Ann Dvorak, foryner stage actress
and dancer of Los Angeles, has been
selected by Howard Hughes for an
''mportant role in "Scarface." Vin-
cent Barnett, professional "ribber,"
also has been signed for "Scarface,"
his part to be a comedy one. Also
added to the cast are Henry Arm.etta
and George Raft. Howard Hawks is

directing.
* * *

Four more important roles have
been assigned in Paramount's "The
Road to Reno." Kent Taylor, Gayne
Whitman and Rodnev McLennan
were cast as the New York playboy
companions of Lilyan Tashman.
Emile Chautard, veteran character
actor, has also been assigned to a
role.

* * *

The betting is high in movie cir-

cles that a picture player will out-
arin all others in the the "All-West-
prn Smiling Tournament" that will
be held at Sacramento under the
auspices of the California State Fair
association. One of the entrants is

freckled-face, grinnin' Ray Cooke,
who will be starred in new "Torchy"
comedies, which C. C. Burr will pro-

duce.
* *

Several months ago, a young ac-

tor, tired of waiting in offices of

casting directors, got a job as a stu-

dio office boy. His luck changed a

few days ago and now he is playing
an important role in a new picture.

* + *

George Schneider, film importer,
will present "Tausend Worte Ulk"
("1,000 Words of Fun"), at the
Filmarte, Hollywood, on July 17.

This will mark the American pre-
miere of the picture, which was di-

rected by Robert Wohlmut. It stars

Paul Morgan, who has appeared in

M-G-M foreign versions. The pic-

ture is a travesty on the "talkies"

and caricatures well known German
players and other prominent film

people.
* * *

Harrison Carroll of the Los An-
geles "Herald' declares Johnny Miles
of Radio Pictures, writes the best
feature story of any publicity man in

Hollywood. Carroll also declares
that Al Boasberg claims his agent
got caught in a rip tide and he hasn't

had word for a week.
* * *

Stuart Walker, associate of the
late David Belasco, who left the

stage after 20 years as a director

and producer, will direct "This Is

New York," which will be made by
Paramount. Walker recently di-

rected his first picture, "The Secret
Call," co-featuring Richard Arlen
and Peggy Shannon.

* + *

"Working Girl," a story of beauti-

ful metropolitan shop girls, is an-
nounced for production at the Para-
mount studios in Hollywood with
Clive Brook and Sylvia Sidney head-
ing an all-star cast. Adapted by Zoe
Akins, the picture will be a filmiza-

tion of the New York stage play,

"Blind Mice," by Vera Caspary and
Winifred Lenihan. Dorothy Arzner
will direct.

* * *

Warren Hymer, tough character
man and tennis player, is leaving
Fox. At the conclusion of one of
his matches in the movie tennis
tournament last year, his father,

John B. Hymer, the playwright, con-
gratulated Warren on his splendid
victory. "Aw nuts," was the re-

sponse from our modest hero.
* * *

Helen Hayes will appear opposite
Ronald Colman in "Arrowsmith,"
under a loaning arrangement com-
pleted yesterday by Samuel Goldwyn
with M-G-M.

* * *

Arthur Reed, veteran cameraman,
is photographing "Range Law," his

fifth picture with Ken Maynard.
Reed, who was formerly with
M-G-M, has done the camera work
on 12 Tiffany pictures. His next as-
signment is "Hotel Continental."

lOc. HOUSE PROTECTION

ORGED BYJU. HORWIH

(.Continued from Page 1)

ater Circuit, in commenting on the

efforts being made to discourage the

spread of the dime admission policy.

"The set-up in Cleveland, like

various other centers, makes pictures

available to all theaters at the same
time after their downtown showing,

Horwitz points out. "Under exist-

ing conditions houses charging 30

and 40 cents must play the pictures
day and date with the 10-cent and
15-cent houses. The better neigh-
borhood stands charging from 30 to

40 cents usually make two and three
changes a week, whereas the 10-15

houses make anywhere from four to
seven changes weekly, and therefore
absorb the pictures more quickly.

"This is a serious problem that
seems to have been slighted by sales

managers, and it is important that
they do something about it."
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SEES SHORTS

BEnER

{Continued from Page 1)

terday in connection with the open-
ing session of the first of three reg-

ional sales meetings being held by
Educational and its affiliated organi-
zations.

Short features occupied tlie entire

attention of the initial session at the

Hotel Astor. Better quality of prod-
uct, the growing antagonism to

double features, and the opposition
to sponsored advertising shorts also

were cited by the Educational presi-

dent as additional factors indicating a

banner season for short subjects.

Hammons opened yesterday's ses^

sion with an address of welcome. A.
S. Kirkpatrick, assistant general man-
ager of Educational, was taken ill

over the week-end and could not ap-
pear. Stanley W. Hatch, general
sales manager, discussed selling

problems, and brief addresses were
made by Paul Terry, Frank Moser
and G. Clifton Reid. Joe Rivkin,
Educational exploiteer, outlined his

further plans for developing the

Terry-Tooners Club which he
launched a few weeks ago.

Both sessions today will be de-
voted to the discussion of feature

product, with Budd Rogers, feature
sales manager, making the opening
address this morning.

Clear Richey and Allied

In Co-operative Situation
(Continued from Page 1)

question has made full retraction of

its recent charges.
According to the Allied statement,

there is no connection between the
association and Co-operative and
never has been, directly or indirectly,

nor has Richey ever held a financial

interest in the latter organization.
Allied maintained a surplus in the
treasury and loaned some of it to

Co-operative on good security, which
was repaid with interest, it is stated.

The statement is signed bv Edgar E.
Kirchner, Ray Branch, H. T. Hall,
G. A. Cross, A. Robinson, H. A.
Wood, P. C. Schram, John E. Niebes,
Leon Krim, Carl Schweighart and
Lew Wisper.
A committee of exhibs not affiliated

with Co-op has been named to in-

vestigate any claims of Co-op un-
fairness that may arise. On this com-
mittee are Kirchner, Hall, Branch,
Cross and William Schulte.

|SUN$HIN€
1 x>t^^ IN

I^^K THE
i ^\>

1 ^***fc4fct^i>.

DAYS
NEWS

= Dividends paid by motion picture
= companies in June amounted to $3,-
= 904,356, according to the Standard
= Statistics Company, of New York.
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Educational Convention Sidelights

jLJ. F. BRL\K, Buffalo branch man-
ager, is still all excited over the

swanky world premiere put over on
"Salvation Nell" at the Lafayette.

He warns that Hollywood better look

to its laurels.

Budd Rogers, one of the chief

speakers, is slightly handicapped.
He has a sore hand, but his smile
is just as ingratiating as ever.

B. J. Kearney, purchasing agent,

became the father of a fourth son
:oincidental with the opening of the

eastern meeting. The boys are pour-
ing out the Congrats with much en-

thusiasn' and sincerity.

Gordon White drew rounds of ap-
plause for his unique displays. A
large map of the country, with news-
paper clippings pasted all over it,

indicating the far-reaching effects of

the Publicity Department, showed
the boys that they are getting real

cooperation.
* + *

E. W. Hammons was first to re-

move his coat and immediately the

boys followed—after all.

* * *

Bert Kelly sat at the head of the

table displaying a pair of brilliant red

suspenders.

Peggy Goldberg was the only girl

in attendance. When the call for

lunch was sounded, every table bid

for her company, but Daddy Brink
proved the victor.

* * *

G. Clifton Reid, producer of the

William J. Burns Detective Mys-
teries, reminisced over the first Fox
convention which he and Harvey
Day attended together. Reid re-

marked that at the time he was wear-
ing short pants and Harvey Da>
had a beard.

* * *

L. A. Young, in New York for a

few days, attended the Educational
luncheon.

* * *

Joe Kaliski's chest has expended
a few inches, and he confesses the
expansion is due to the fact that he
has written up about four times as

many 100 per cent contracts on the

new product as he did last year
during the same period.

* * *

Paul Terry, producer of Terry-
Tooners, admitted he likes to come
to New York once in a while. He is

working up at the Audio Cinema
Studios in the Bronx, and he likes

a change of scene every so often.
* * *

Between his keen witticisms and
profound philosophies. Jack Skirboll
is keeping the boys pretty much up
on their toes.

* * *

.7. H. Butner of Atlanta and J.

E. Hobbos of Charlotte, N. C, ore
proving how congenial so'.tthern

gentlemen really are.

* * *

F. G. Sliter, Boston manager, who
is summering in Swamscott, misses
iiis daily dip. but he insists he find?
the new stories the boys are ex-

changing very refreshing.
* * *

L. J. Klar of Cincinnati is a per-
fect symphony in blue, with azure
shirt and tie and greyish blue suit.

* * +

H. R. Skirboll of Cleveland is try-

ing to out-Clyde Andy Clyde, with
his humorous comments and swell
repertoire of stories.

* *

Johnny Bachman of the Quaker
City is very p^-oud of the first ritn^
he has been securing in Atlantic
City. One of the major reasons
Johnny enjoys convention t'me is

that it gives him a chance to see
his pal, J. H. Beaver of Washing-
ton.

* * *

C. B. Flarity is attending his first

Educational convention, after being
with the company seven years. He
has been a salesman in Philadelphia
and Pittsburgh, having been oro-
mnted to managership of the .Mbanv
(iffice last March.

* * *

James Travis, Canadian manaarer.
is a breezy figure at the convention
"You have the Statue of Liberty bu*
we have the liberty," he said.

* * *

Howard C. Brown and Claude
Fleming, producers of the Romantic
Journeys, are at the convention, but
ready to hop off on new romantic
journeys at short notice.

J. Lavin Joins Greis Reproducer

J. Lavin, formerly assistant to

Jerry .Safron, eastern general sales

manager for Radio Pictures, has

jo'ned the Greis Reproducer Corp.

in the sales department and is super-

vising the installation of a G.R.C.

unit on board the French liner

"Paris." Lavin will sail Aug. 8 on

the Paris for Bermuda and while
en route will take charge of the first

programs to be projected and repro-
duced by the equipment.

Publix-Kincey Changes
Greensboro, N. C. — Managerial

shifts and promotions in the Publix-
Kincey ranks have been made as fol-

lows:
Emil Bernstecker, manager of the

National here for the past two years,

becomes city manager at Durham
and is succeeded at the National by
Noble Arnold, former city manager
at Rocky Mount. Arnold is succeeded
by Frank Burns, former Salisbury
city manager. Paul V. Phillips, for-

mer Durham manager, has gone to

take charge of the Salisbury houses.

KINOGRAMSADNEWSREEL

MAKES DEBUT ON AUG. 28

(Continued from Papc 1)

4.()()(),0()0, have thus far signed for

the reel, according to Captain Baynes,
who adds that as some of the larger
houses, which have been holding off

until they see how the idea works
out, are signed up, the average per i

house will be increased from the
present figure of 538 to about 650.

Not more than 10 advertisers are i

to figure in the newsreel for the en-
tire year, due to the fact that so !

many of the companies desire to con- i

tract in excess of the minimum of
six issues required. Cost to the ad-
vertiser is $35,000 an issue, with the I

ad footage running from 200 to 300
]

feet.
i

Wherever possible, the advertising
matter is to be hooked up with a

'

news angle, although in any case the
plan will be to make the reel 100
per cent entertaining, says Capt.
Baynes.

Before .Allied definitely signed the
agreement and paid over the initial

funds, Abram F. Myers sent queries'
to 31 Allied leaders, asking their at-
titude toward the advertising news-
reel, in view of the recent agitation
against screen advertising, and it is

understood that the leaders replied
unanimously in favor of the plan.

Court Refuses to Dismiss j

Griffith Amusement Suit
(Continued from Page \)

son in the district court at Shawnee
and the case has been set for hearing
July 20.

The injunction was filed by the
county attorney several weeks ago,
charging L. C. Griffith and Griffith

Amusement Co. with violation of the
anti-trust laws. The petition asks
that an injunction be granted against
the operation of the theaters and for
a receiver to be appointed, the prop-
erty sold and the proceeds forfeited
to the state because of trust law vio- i

lations.

Jack Level with Harvey-Jaediker j

Jack Level, formerly of the RKO
'athe publicity department, has
oined the Harvey-Jaediker Service.

"Most all Americans pronounce the

name of the distinguished Hungarian

dramatist, Ernest Vajda, as 'Vadjah.' In

realty however it is 'Voo-dah.' "

—M-C-M.
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Hughes-Franklin Circuit Reaches 125—Building 15

MOVIESTO LEAD REVIVAL, SAYS PEHIJOHN

30 Features, 38 Shorts on Tiffany^s 1931-32 Program

That^s Wrong!
— but what's right?

= By JACK ALICOATE=
For most critics of the

As We screen, about the two easiest

See It words are "That's Wrong."
Ask them why and you are

apt to get the frapped stare and a

load of silence. Those who run this

industry, stranger, have been at it,

for the most part, for some well

nigh onto 20 years. Taken all and
all we'd stack them up against most
any set of business executives. Either

under Marquis of Queensbury rules

or catch-as-catch-can. To start with

the premise that producers deliber-

lately set out to make cluck pictures,

to endeavor to sell them in direct

contradiction to accepted and suc-

cessful economic rules or to purposely

;>rovide patrons with boresome pro-

,'rams is to offer oneself, brains and
ill, as a senior candidate for the spool

i:ipinning championship at the nearest

nsane asylum. This merry, whirling

'business of amusing the peoples of the

world makes many a mistake. So
Iocs any other industry or individual

hat is not stagnant. Those who con-

stantly shout "That's Wrong" seldom
<n(i\v many other words.

A somewhat casual
llusicals check up of the cinema

Returning curriculum for the com-
ing semester reveals the

significant information that some 30

screen musicals, more or less, are

ilready on the griddle or definitely

ironiised for the coming season.

\Vhile not enthusiastic to the point

.)f shouting from the housetops, this

orecast still makes us mildly bullish

U is one of our pet contentions that

he future of the screen, or, for that

natter, any other branch of histrionic

irt, depends for its permanent success
ipon diversification. When screen

|nusicals finally click, we'll have a

':horus of "I told you so's"—And it's

)ur guess they'll start clicking soon
—or sooner.

3 James Cruze Specials
Among New Season's

Productions
Tiffany Productions lists 30 fea-

tures and 38 shorts on its schedule
for 1931-32, it was officially announc-
ed yesterday by Earle W. Hammons
at the second day's session of Edu-
cational's eastern regional sales
meeting, which terminates this morn-
ing.

In the Tiffany Quality Group, to
(Continued on Page 6)

PATRONSlOAXED AWAY

Mayor and Police Chief

Must Pay Film Suit Costs

Minneapolis—Mayor W. F. Kunze and

Police Chief Harry Lindholm are out

money as a result of their fruitless efforts

to stop the showing of "The Birth of a

Nation" at the Lyceum last season. The

federal court has ordered the two city

officials to pay the costs of an action

instituted by the theater management to

restrain police interference with the ex-

hibition of the film.

Linden, N. J.—Posting of buses
in front of the door of the Plaza and
offering free rides to and from the-
aters in Elizabeth is just one of the
things that Abranam Dollinger,
owner of the Plaza, has had to con-
tend with as a result of running a

(Continued on Page 8)

South America Starting
Production of Talkers

South America will start talker

production this summer, according to

cable advices received yesterday by
Robert Socas of "La Nacion," New
York Spanish newspaper. Produc-

(Continued on Page 8)

VITAL PROBLEMS LISTED

FOR CAROLINA CONVENTION

Charlotte, N. C.—Possible future

legislative procedure vitally affect-

ing the film business, admission tax
and a discussion of points relating

to contracts and laws will be the ma
jor points of discussion during the

(Continued on Page 6)

St. Louis Stock Suits

Continued to July 21
St. Louis—Receivership suits en-

tered by minority stockholders of St.

Louis Amusement Co. and Skouras
Bros. Enterprises have been con-
tinued in Circuit Court until July 21.

Studios Preparing to Meet
Demand for More B. O.

Attractions
Motion pictures will be the first

large industry to step out of the busi-

ness slump, Charles C. Pettijohn of

the Hays Office told The Film Daily
yesterday on his return from Holly-

wood. Carl E. Milliken also returned

from the coast, where he addressed
(Continued on Page 7)

DETROIT INDIE HOUSES

DROPPING DUAL FEATURES

Detroit—Several independent the-

aters here have followed the move
of Publix in bannmg double fea-

tures. From the favorable senti-

ment expressed by most of the in-

dependents, it seems likely that there

will be less double billing in Detroit

than in several seasons past.

125 Theaters Now Included
In Hughes'Franklin Circuit

Joseph I. Breen Joins

Will Hays Organization
Appointment of Joseph I. Breen

as an assistant to Will H. Hays was
announced yesterday by the M.P.P.
D.A. Breen has been a newspaper
man in New York, Chicago and
Washington, and formerly was con-

nected with the Peabody interests in

Chicago. He was with the Associated

Press for seven years and also with
the Chicago office of Quigley Pub-
lications.

Gangster Film Writer

Promises To Drop Theme

Chicago — While here visiting his

family, Kubec Clasmon of the Warner-

First National writing staff and author of

"The Public Enemy" and "Smart Money,"

promised Mayor Cermak that "Larceny

Lane" will be the last gangster story to

come from his pen.

There are now 125 houses in the

Hughes - Franklin Theaters circuit,

with 15 under construction, H. B.

Franklin told The Film Daily yes-

terday. Latest addition to the list is

the new Studio theater in Los Angeles

opening July 30 with "The Viking."

Present arrangements which cover

the playing of all Paramount, M-G-M
and Fox product will be continued

(Continued on Page 6)

Sees UnFavorable News
jhoroughiy Discounted

Bad news regarding the film industry

is mostly out of the way and has been
pretty thoroughly discounted by motion
picture securities, says the "Wall Street

journal," adding that "amusement stocks

have been under accumulation during re-

cent periods of market weakness."
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 14}4 14 14 — 14

East. Kodak ...144 I41/2 142 — 1J4
Fox Fm. "A" .. 16^ 15"/2 15J4 — ^2

Gen. Th.Eq.(New) 4 iVi iVt. — ¥%
Loew's Inc AiVi 42^ 42J4 — Yi
Paramount 24>4 24}4 24fi — Vi
Pathe Exch 1^4 Wt Wt — Vi
do "A" 7 6J4 6J4 — Vi
RKO "A" 1414 MiA 14 — J4
Warner Bros. . . 1 Yi tVi 7 — ^

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Col. Pets. Vtc... 11 10 11 + Y2
Fox Thea. "A".. 2J4 2M 2>|
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 7 oji 7

Trans-Lux SY2 ^Y^ 5^
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 35 35 35
Keith A-O 6s 46. 6954 69J4 69J4 — '4

Loew 6s 41ww . 98^ 98Y2 98-5/8 -f Yi
Paramount 6s 47. 91 90 90
Par. By. 5^s 51. 102 J^ 102^^ 102^ + y^
Par. 5;^s 50 ... 81 81 81
Pathe 7s 37 9214 92 92 — Yi
Warner's 6s 39 .. 41^^ 40y^ 40}4 — Yi

Two More Houses for RKO
Two houses were recently added

to the RKO circuit in the acquisition

of the Bronxville and the new Scars-
dale, the latter under construction.

M-G-M Signs Stage Actress
Astrid Allwyn, young stage ac-

tress, has been placed under contract
by M-G-M and will leave New York
for the coast next week.
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^Secrets of a Secretary'
Squeezed into the Brooklyn Paramount night program for a tryout. this product

of the New York Paramount studio was caught by a FILM DAILY scout, who freely

recommends it as a swell piece of dramatic entertainment with special appeal to

the feminine contingent. In addition to its engrossing story and enjoyable perform-
ances by Claudette Colbert, Herbert Marshall, Mary Boland and others, exhibs will

find in it more of that much-desired "silent technique" than most recent pictures

have had. Although dialogue is ample, the story moves In action as well. George
Abbott directed. —GILLETTE.

Series of Sport Shorts
Added to Educational List
Bill Cunningham's Sports Review,

a new series of six one-reel subjects

produced by Howard C. Brown and
Curtis F. Nagel, has been definitely

added to Educational's line-up for

the coming season. The first release,

delivered, is "No Holds Barred," a

wrestling subject which shows in ac-

tion the leading wrestlers of the

United States as well as representa-
tives of foreign countries. The reel

features Gus Sonnenberg, former
world's wrestling champion. For the

second release, a story centered
around prize-winning dogs has been
provided.

Ulman on Coast for Fan Mag
Wm. A. Ulman, Jr. has been ap-

pointed West Coast correspondent
of "The Movie Mirror," new 10-

cent fan magazine which Futura
Publishing Co. will shortly distrib-

ute through seven of the largest
chain stores, and which Ruth Wa-
terbury will edit. LJIman was re-

cently with Paramount, attached to
the New York studio publicity staff,

prior to which he was with Film
Dailv.

Joe Blank Buried
Atlanta—Funeral services for Joe

Blank, 24, formerly assistant man-
ager of Keith's Georgia, who died
Friday in Columbia, S. C, following
an automobile accident, were held
here Sunday.

New House for St. Louis
St. Louis—Plans for a 1,600-seat

theater, ofifice and store building to
be erected at 911 North Vandeventer
Ave. are being prepared by George
H. Bartling, Inc. Samuel R. Wilson
and associates are behind the pro-
posed structure.

Paramount Signs Marjorie Gateson
Marjorie Gateson, who created the

mother role in the Broadway produc-
tion of "Street Scene," has been
signed to a long term contract by
Paramount in New York and will
arrive in Hollywood next week to
make her film debut.

3 New Tiffany Features
Being Released in Aug.

Three of the special features on
Tiffany's 1931-32 program will be
released not later than Sept. 1. The
trio includes "Women Go on For-
ever," James Cruze production with
Clara Kimball Young and Marian
Nixon; "Morals for Women," with
Bessie Love and Conway Tearle,
dir-icted by Gene Lewis, and "The
Monster Kills," with Alice White,
Aileen Pringle and Hale Hamilton,
directed by Frank Strayer.

May Reopen Minneapolis Pantages
Minneapolis—Plans are under way

for the reopening of Pantages which
has been dark for practically an en-
tire season. Believed to be acting
for a group of Los Angeles attor-

neys who expect to take over the
theater holdings of Alexander Pan-
tages and reorganize his vaude^ ille

circuit, E. C. Bostick, who managed
the house before its closing, has been
interviewing officials of the stage
hands' union to learn the most favor-
able terms obtainable.

William Anas Dies
Weirton, W. Va.—William Anas,

local theater man who left in March
for a tour of Europe, died July 3 ?n

a hospital in Greece, according to

word received by his brother, Nick
Anas.

Musical Program at Photophone
A program of choruses and organ

selections recently recorded by RCA
Photophone in the Mormon Taber-
nacle in Salt Lake City will be given
in the private theater at Photophone
headquarters tomorrow afternoon,
with a group of leading figures in

the musical world attending.

Sound Recording
FILM AND DISC

Re-Recording Disc or Film
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
STANLEY RECORDING CO. of

AMERICA, INC
1841 Broadway—New York. N. Y.

Columbus S-31 81-3182

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
Spring Arcade BIdg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

July

July

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Sept

Oct.

Nov.

17-18: Educational-Tiffany-Sono Art
regional meeting. Hotel Congress,
Chicago.

20-21 : Annual summer meeting oi

North and South Carolina The-
ater Owners' Ass'n, at the
Hotel Oceanic, Wrightsville
Beach, Wilmington, N. C.
Educational-Tiffany-Sono Art

regional meeting. Brown Palace
Hotel, Denver.

3-22 : British film festival, sponsored
by British International Pictures,
Malvern, England.

7 : First Annual Golf Tournament,
New England Film Industry,
Pine Brook Valley Club, Weston,
Mass.

7-8: Annual Outing of Minneapolis
Film Board of Trade, Detroit
Lakes, Minn.

9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Min-
neapolis.

1 : Hispano - American Motion Picture
Congress, Madrid, Spain.

4: Annual meeting of Academy of

M. P. Arts & Sciences, Holly-
wood,

4 : Annual Awards Dinner of Aca-
demy of M. P. Arts & Sciences,
Hollywood.

New York Theater Changes
Recent changes of operation in

the New York metropolitan district

include the following: Washington,,
on Amsterdam Ave., now part of the
H. Harris string; new Third Ave.,
taken over by J. Alexander; Tre-
mont, Bronx, now operated by David
VVeinstock, who also has the Carl-
ton in Jamaica; Roslyn, Ozone Park,
acquired by Coleman Bros.

Mrs. Talmadge Under Knife
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Following a major

operation performed yesterday, Mrs.
Margaret Talmadge, is resting eas-
ily. Norma Talmadge, her daugh-
ter, is speeding here by steamship
from Honolulu.
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HAVE
FELIX, BILL, TOM & EDDIE

GONE NUTS?
No, dear reader^ Felix F. Feist, Bill Rodgers,

Tom Connors, Eddie Saunders have just

seen two {count ^em) Netu M-Q-M pictures

that climax the greatest season of M-Q-M
history—The hell with hot ^^^tt^^^*0fk

DRESSLER THE GREAT
MORAN . LOVER
Dm ITI^C ADOLPHE MENJOU and
Vl-I I l\#^ IREhlE DU^hlE are superb!

Better than '* Caught Short'' and It is one of the greatest pictures

''Reducing" rolled into onel Honestly! ever made! You'll agree!

METRO -GOLDWYN -MAYER
Elected again for 1931-32!
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A sure -" fire box office

picture that no exhibitor

can afford to pass up!
with

JACK HOLT-RALPH GRAVES
FAY WRAY

A FRANK CAPRA PRODUCTION
Adaptation and

Dialog
by Jo Sweriing

Based on the Story
by Lt. Comdr. Frank
Wilber Wead, USN.
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VITAL PROBLEMS LISTED

(Continued from Page 1)

summer session of the T. O. A. of

North and South Carolina which will

be held at Wrightsville Beach, July

20th and 21st.

Among the principal speakers

scheduled are M. A. Lightman, M.

J. O'Toole and A. Julian Brylawski.

Senator Umstead, wno was a leader

against the "luxury tax" in the legis-

lature last fall, will speak on the

subject "Know your Representative

and Senator."
David Palfreyman, Love B. Har-

rell and M. E. Comerford also are

expected to attend the convention.

M. P. T. O. Celebrates
Legislative Victory

St. Louis—State Senator James O
Monroe, who was instrumental in de-

feating the two-operator bill and the

censorship measure in the recent

Illinois general assembly, was guest

of honor at a Legislative Victory

Luncheon held yesterday at the

Coronado Hotel by members of the

M.P.T.O. of St. Louis, Eastern Mis-

souri and Southern Illinois. Fred

Wehrenberg was among the speakers.

Louis C. Hehl, secretary of the or-

ganization, is a member of the Mis-

souri house of representatives.

New Film Companies Chartered

Sacramento, Cal.—Imperial Pic-

tures, Inc., Ltd., and Supreme Fea-

tures, Inc., Ltd., Los Angeles pro-

ducing and distributing concerns,

have filed incorporation papers here.

Capitalization was given as $50,000.

Directors are Irving Meiliken,

Ocean Park, and C. Irwin and N.

O'Connell, Los Angeles.

Marsh Gollner Transferred

Toledo—Marsh Gollner, who has

been managing the Paramount, is to

handle the new Paramount in Steu-

benville, opening about Aug. L He
is succeeded here by I. H. Solomon.

Two More Stage Players for Fox

Ralph Morgan, stage and screen

actor, has been signed by Fox and
will leave shortly for Hollywood.
Another Broadway player just sign-

ed is Lawrence O'SuUivan, who re-

cently appeared in "Old Man Mur-
phy."

Hays Ten Years in Films

"The Inside Story of Will Hays' Ten
Years in Movieland" is the title of an

article by 0. 0. Mclntyre appearing in

the issue of "New Movie Magazine" out

today. In his entertaining style, "0. 0."

gives credit to Hays for causing H. M.
Warner to say, "We were never very

proud of the movies as an institution until

Will Hays took command."

Given the Double "O"

No Complaints Here
Under the title of "The Talkies Improve," the Paducah, Ky., "Sun-

Democrat" of July 2 says in part:

"There can be no reasonable or well-founded complaint from any

movie-goer about the service he gets on the Paducah screen. The pictures

are coming here as fast as they are turned out, and we are getting just

about all of the good ones."

30 Features and 38 Shorts
On Tiffany's 1931-32 List

(Continued fr

be made on a big scale, will be;

"Women Go On Forever," already
completed, featuring Clara Kimball
Young, directed by Walter Lang,
and released as a James Cruze Spe-
cial; "Morals For Women," by A.
Younger, featuring Bessie Love and
Conway Tearle; "The Monster
Kills," by Scott Darling, featuring

Alice White, Aileen Pringle, Hale
Hamilton; "Left Over Ladies," by
Ursula Parrott; "X Marks the Spot,"
by Florence Ryerson; "Race Track,"
with Leo Carrillo; "Strangers of the

Evening," by Florence Wagner:
"Hotel Continental"; "Luxury Girls,"

by Maysie Grieg, adapted by Olga
Printzlau from the novel, "Satin
Straps':: "Those We Love," based
on the Broadway stage hit by George
Abbott, to be released as a Cruze
special; "Gossip" and "The Last
Mile," from the Broadway success;
also to be released as a James Cruze
special.

Ken Maynard's program includes

"Two Gun Man," "Branded Meri,"
"Range Law," "Sunset Trail." "Alias
The Bad Man," "The Arizonan,"
"Fighting Mad," and one as yet un-
titled.

Bob Steele will have "Near The
Trail's End," "South of Sante Fe."
"West of the Rockies." "The Gal-
loping Romero," "The Man from
Hell's Edges," "Riders of the Des-
ert," "The Nevada Kid." "Texas
Buddies," "Law of the West," "Son
of Oklahoma."
The Tiffany Chimps will have six

two-reelers in the new series. There
will also be 26 issues of the oopular
noveltv series, "The Voice of Holly-
wood," which will brine to the screen
some of the most brilliant lumi-
naries in the movie sphere.

"Football For Fans," sports ser-

ies in which Howard Tones, noted
football coach, sets forth a series of

football oroblems. will be a series' of
six one-reelers.
Gordon S. White, director of ad-

vertising and publicity, addressed
the meetine at \'esterday mornincr's
session, emphasizing- the point tViat

the policy of effective advertisine
adopted bv Educational as an anti-
dote for the depression will be con-
tinued.

Budd Rogers, feature sales man-
ager._ outlined in detail the sale =

policies
_

of the recently afifiHated

companies, and discussed individual
problems with branch manaeers.
Today the home office executives

of Educational and its affiliated or-
ganizations leave for Chicacjo, where
they will meet the following branch
mmap-prs for the Midwest mnfab:
Max Stahl. Chicago: M. H. Sta'rr.

Detroit: H. C. Dressendorfer, In-

9m Page 1)

dianapolis; O. S. Barnett, Louis-
ville; J. L. Winn, St. Louis; W. O.
Galloway, Des Aloines; J. A. Har-
ris, Milwaukee; H. B. Johnson, Min-
neapolis; N. P. Eberly, New Or-
leans.

The third and final regional meet-
ing takes place in Denver, July 20-

21. Following the western sessions

and conferences with Allied repre-

sentatives, a devision will be made
by Hammons with regard to the

distribution of the Kinograms-Allieo
advertising newsreel.

Seattle Paramount Dark
Seattle—Until satisfactory adjust-

ments are made between Fox West
Coast officials and the unions, the
Paramount will remain dark. Closing
of the house recently left this city

without Fanchon &' Marco stage
shows.

New House for Bremerton
Bremerton, Wash.—J. A. Bradt,

former Seattle exhibitor, will have
operating charge of the house being
built here by Tower Theater Co.
Opening is expected to take place
about the middle of next month.
Seating capacity will be between 600
and 800.

Another for Knobel
Pelham, N. Y.—B'en Knobel, who

recently acquired a new suburban
house in Larchmont and also bought
the Liberty, Poughkeepsie, has leased
the Pelham for three years.

Feld Gets New Queens House
J. Feld, operator of the Howard

at Howard Beach, L. I., will run the

new house now under way at 114th
St. and 101st Ave., Queens.

125 HOUSES NOW FOR H-F

15 UNDER CONSTRUCTIOr

(Co.itinued from Page 1)

said Franklin, and, despite the polic}

of double-featuring in a number o

his theaters, the short subject pro

gram of the producing companieij

will be included in the buy.

King and Queen of Siam
Visit Paramount Studic

First visit of reigning royalty tcj

the Paramount New York studio tool!

place yesterday when the King anci

Queen of Siam inspected the Astori;

plant, witnessed the shooting of i

scene for "My Sin," and were .guest;,

of honor at a special luncheon on i

penthouse set. Those present, in ad

dition to the royal group, includec

Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Zukor, Mr. anc

Mrs. Eugene Zukor, Mr. and Mrs
E. E. Shauer, Dr. and Mrs. Emanue
Stern, Mrs. Mildred Zukor Loew
Jesse L. Lasky, Sam Katz, Emanue
Cohen and George Akerson.
A showing of the Warner produc-

tion, "The Millionaire," starring

George Arliss, and a Bobby Jones

-

golf short, is being arranged for thf

King today at Ophir Hall on the

Whitelaw Reid estate where he i

staying.

2 Columbia Premieres for L. A.
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAIT.Y
Los Angeles — Columbia's "The

Miracle Woman," starring Barbara
Stanwyck, will have its premiere July
17 at the RKO Orpheum. The same
company's "Arizona," from the Au-
gustus Thomas play, .opens July 27;

at the RKO Los Angeles.
"The Miracle Woman" has been

set for general relsease this month.

"Common Law" Release July 24
Constance Bennett in "The Com-i

mon Law," RKO Pathe picture
which opens Friday at the Mayfair.j

will be nationally released on July24.j

"Ubangi" Sold for Europe
jEuropean rights for "Ubangf.'"'

-African jungle picture, have beer
bought by Ernest Bru from the Im
perial Distributing Corp.

U^ng /s/anas
lEtTAItAHT tr IISTIMITIti

\kmm
ON THE MERRICK ROAD AT

MASSAPEQUA-NEAR JONES BEACH

DINE AND DANCE
WITH

HERB HAGENAH
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Fhone: Massapequa 738

•Ki ALL TEAi
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)VIET NOT PLANNING

IN U. S.

Reports published in Hollywood
jpers concerning an alleged decision

i
the Soviet Government to start

|e production of sound films in Hol-

livood have no grounds vi^hatever,

tcording to L. I. Monosson, presi-

(nt of Amkino, representatives in

i S. A. for Soyuzkino, the combined
3t)-oB.i-urtiire induatrjes of U. S. S. R.

ALO

i Fox Theater Changes

j
Recent transfers and promotions
inong Fox Theaters personnel in-

lude the following:

ilrving (Mickey) Gross has been

fade manager of the State, Racine.

|T. E. Hall, assistant manager of

e Park Plaza, has been appointed

anager of the Nemo Theater, re-

acing Eugene Karlin who has been
signed to the Paseack, Westwood,
.J.
Jack Burke, formerly treasurer of

e Crotona, is now assistant manager
the Park Plaza.

Earl Patton has been made assist

-

it manager of the Crotona.
[Frank Schreihart, Chief of service

j
the Strand, Milwaukee, has been

lomoted to assistant manager.

George Baker Joins Dubinskys
Kansas City—George Baker, who
^cently resigned as manager of the
ramount, is joining Dubinsky Bros.

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

"At least 44 American youngsters have

been named for Warner and First Na-
tional stars by parents personally un-

acquainted with the stars in question."

—Warner Bros.

^0 SET Tj

FiFFany - Educd
o Stock Interest Held by
tiammons in L. A. Young
Jiuare theater iTi?eres^^iaKc uv^. ---

-

tranada and Rivoli on Sept. 1, Earl
jjnningham will have personal di-

rction of the Fountain Square and
tranada, while R. G. Wood will

lanage the Rivoli.

• • • EDUCATIONAL'S SALES CONVENTION at the
Astor hotel wound up yestiddy in a Blaze of Confidence
for Confidence was the keynote of the entire affair from start
to finish that note was definitely struck by Jack Skirboll
in a tj^ical Skirboll speech at the windup for Jack has
the happy faculty of presenting a graphic word-picture of the
thoughts, emotions and ideas that less gifted muggs like you
and us can only grapple with in our secret bosoms we'd
like to say those things but Jack sez 'em for us
and when Mister Skirboll got through, there was no question in
anybody's mind that Prexy E. W. Hammoiis was the hul^round . ^
which the Confidence of the enlX^J^^^^^ M ^ I ^ M # 1 1 1 ^
volves and ya never saw
your life as that same Mister
squirming in his chair while the ^^
a sea of blushes and Jj fRECTLY to him one ofQ V^
Straight from the Heart ever Y^ ^^
ganizashe in the history of the
and frame it and h.-:r.g it ,,^ ^k .i
office as a perpetual Inspiration to the boys.

MOVIES TO LEAD REVIVAL

DECLARES CCPEnUOi
(Continued from Page 1)

the National Educational Ass'n on
behalf of the film industry.

"The answer of the motion pic-

ture industry to 'depression' must be
pictures—good pictures—and I be-
lieve we are going to get them, more
good ones, in fact, than in any pre-

vious year," declared Pettijohn.

The box-office situation is entirely

up to the producers, said Pettijohn,
and with these executives now realiz-

ing the fact more keenly than ever,

he studios are working up new en-
husiasm and making their greatest
ffort to turn out the kind of pic-

ures that will turn the trick, because
hey know that the box-office is the

overs Lxc
Ejay-off station for everybody con

V^.iected with the business

• • • AFTER Mister Skirboll's speech, the sales instinct

asserted itself and Sol Edwards, associate producer for

Budd Rogers, sez to Jack "If you really meant what you
said, then sign for Tiffany on the dotted line." so Jack
was hooked but cheerfully and signed 100 per
cent for his Grand theayter in Evansville, Indiana
and then Stanley Hatch, a Worker not a Talker
closed with the gent from Indiana 100 per cent for the Educa-
tional shorts Showmanship, fellers. ...... .selling before
the convention was Cold

* * * *

• • • FIGHTING BILL SAAL came through with a
Dynamic Pep Speech with the mercury hovering around
90, he had those boys steamed up with Enthusiasm not
the Heat and made 'em like it can ya picture a
former product Buyer tellin' the bunch how to go out and sell

and make the Buyer cry for more? .

,

well, fhat's

exactly what Bill did he made a prophecy stak-
ing his rep on it that the entire film biz would be sitting

up and taking notice of Tiffany in a few months
* * * *

• • • WE'D LIKE to dilate on the Bunch all

reg'lar fellers but space only forbids just a brief

line about boys who all rate paragraphs branch managers
who have Struck Through the Years to an organizashe
that treats 'em like White Men it's not just dollars that

counts, boys and gells after all, we're human and
like to feel Proud of the outfit we're tied up with there's

Jim Hobbs (Charlotte) a true son of the south
torn between his evening's crap game and expected news of an
impending daughter or son who can tell these
things? Arthur Lucas, southern associate of Mister Ham-
mons just a Big Boy enjoyin' every minute of the fun

his eighth consecutive Educational convention
watta rooter! H. F. (Pop) Brink known as

"Daddy" the oldest youngster in the mob he wears
a night shirt and the Astor bell hop bringin' up the ice

the other night addressed him as "Yes, Ma'am!" Louis
Klar (Cincinnati), former marine a tough mugg who
droops his cig in the corner of his mouth and Charlie
Flarity (Albany) Jim Butner (Atlanta) a highly
polished lad Jack Bachman (Philly), the original Golf
Alibi Harry D. Noble (New Haven) he talks

with his hands James Travis (Canadian Educational)
Howard Beaver (Washington) with the organi-

zashe since they opened the doors Fred Sliter (Boston)
Artie Greenblatt (New York) Joe Kalishe (Pitts-

burgh), the Ace and Joe Rivkin made his Maiden Ex-
ploitashe Speech amid cheers for the Kid and Harvey
Day summed it ALL up when he sez "You can spell

Educational as 'E. W. Hammons,' for he's the Heart, Soul and
Spirit of the Works" and Harvey oughta KNOW!

« « « » » »

Leonidoff Is Appointed
Fanchon-Marco Producer
Leon Leonidoff, production director

at the Roxy, has been appointed a

producer for Fanchon & Marco, with
offices in Hollywood. Leonidoff
leaves Saturday for Europe, where
he will seek out new material and
ideas to incorporate into his produc-
tion work on the coast.

Clark Robinson, art director at the
Roxy ever since it opened, will take
over the duties of production director.
The rest of the staff remains intact.

Uphold Dual Features

St. Louis — In announcing that
double features will be continued at
Skouras' Missouri as long as sufficient

product of the right grade is obtain-
able, officials of the theater declare
they do not agree with the theory
that dual bills cheapen the industry
as a whole.

Publix Gets Parkersburg House
Parkersburg, W. Va.—Publix has

taken over the Strand from P. W.
Barrett.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-
tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

July 15
Felix F. Feist

Raymond Hackett

Samuel Schneider

Anna Unger
Mona Rica

Manton Davis
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9 UNIVERSAL RELEASES

SET BY CARL LAEMNLE

Carl Laemmle, who returned from
the coast yesterday, announced nine

productions for release during tlie

next three months. In August, Uni-
versal will release "Mother's Mil-

lions" and "Mystery of Life." Four
pictures will be released in Septem-
ber. They are "Waterloo Bridge,"

"East of Borneo," "Strictly Dishon-
erable" and "Heaven on Earth."

For October, "Lasca of the Rio
Grande," "The Spirit of Notre
Dame" and "The Homicide Squad."

Jewish Film Company
Planning Production

All Star Film Co. has been formed

by Edwin A. Relkin and Sigmund
VVientraub to produce Yiddish talkers,

the first of which will star Molly

Picon under the direction of Jacob
Kalich. It will be a Yiddish-American
production, made in Europe, introduc-

ing both languages in one picture.

The company also plans a Yiddish

spectacle starring and directed by

Maurice Schwartz. Fritz Feld is one

of the directors and supervisors of

the company.

COMING & GOING

DAVID BUTLER, Fox director, return-

el to Hollywood yesterday after a brief

vacation in New York.

AL. LEWIS head of the Fox story de-

partment, returns to Hollywood on Thurs-

day.

ERNEST PALMER and STEVE LIT-
TLE, Fox cameramen, have left New York
by boat to make exteriors at the Panama
Canal for "Delicious."

E. B. HATRICK left for the coast yes-

terday.

JESSE L. LASKY leaves today for Hol-
lywood.

CRESSON SMITH, RKO Pathe mid-
west district manager, and J. H. MacIN-
TYRE, western district manager, arrived

yesterday for a sales conference with Ned
E. Depinet.

C. C. PETTIJOHN and CARL E. MIL
LIKEN are back from the coast.

JOE RIVKIN, Educational exploitation

manager, leave for the coast Aug. 1.

CONSTANCE BENNETT arrives in

New York on Friday and will sail at mid-
night on the Bremen for a vacation abroad.

HERMAN SHUMLIN of Samuel Gold-
wyn's production staff is back in New
York for a brief visit in connection with
his theatrical interests, including "Grand
Hotel." He recently completed his first

screen assignmenc in the supervision o'

"The Unholy Garden," new Ronald Col-
mam picture.

LEON LEONIDOFF, Fanchon & Mar-
co producer, sails Saturday for Europe.

ALBERT J. GOODMAN and D. J.

MOLTNTAN have arrived from the coast.

MILTON SCHWARZWALD. director
of the RKO-lians, has returned from vaca-
tion.

GREGG TOLAND, Samuel GoMwyn
cameraman, is in New York with a tech-
nical staff to make exteriors for "The
Greeks Had a Word for It".

ROBERT L. RIPLEY, sails July 23 on
the Leviathan for Nova Scotia to obtain
material for his "Believe It Or Not" Vita-
phone shorts.

J. CARVER PUSEY, author of the car-
toon strip, "Benny," is on his way back to
New York from Hollywood, where he helped
construct the comedy for Paramount's "Mon-
key Business," starfmg the Four Marx
Brothers.

A LITTLE From "LOTS
//

By RALPH IVILK

HOLLYWOOD
T OUIS GASNIER and Max Mar-

cin have received their third

Paramount co-directing assignment,
being placed in charge of filming
"Ladies of the Big House," original

play by Ernest Booth, life-term con-
vict-author of Folsom Prison. Peggy
Shannon is featured.

* * *

David Rollins has been signed by
Hal Roach to appear in one of the
new series of "Boy Friend" com-
edies.

Young, directed by Walter Lang,
and released as a James Cruze Spe-
cial; "Morals For Women," by A.
Younger, featuring Bessie Love and
Conway Tearle; "The Monster
Kills," by Scott Darling, featuring
Alice White, Aileen Pringle, Hale
Hamilton: "Left Over Ladies," by
Ursula Parrott; "X Marks the ^nnt "

Ea7~l Derr Diggers is in Honolulu
to write another story about Charlie
Chan for Fox. It will he called

"Charlie Chan's Chance."
* * *

Frank McGlynn, Jr., has been as-

signed a role in "Riders of the Pur-
ple Sage" by Fox. This is George
O'Brien's next picture.

* * «

Marshall "Mickey" Neilan, Hal
Roach director, who is suffering from
a broken hand received aboard a
yacht on a fishing excursion, is at-

tending studio story conferences on
his next ZaSu Pitts-Thelma Todd
comedy with his arm in a sling.

+ * *

The ninth of ten Broadway stage
players recently signed to contracts
by Paramount, arrived in Holly-
wood last week when Dorothy Tree
reported for the begfnning of her
screen career.

* * *

Harry Myers, Jerry Mandy, Isa-
bel Withers and Bud Marshall hmve
been added to the cast of "Easy to

Get," one of the "Gay Girl" series

of comedies now being made by
RKO Pathe. Juyie MacCloy, Marion
Shilling and Gertrude Short are fea-
tured in the production, which is

being directed by Howard Brether-
ton.

* * *

Benjamin Glazer has started adapt-
ing "The Man with Red Hair" for

Paramount.
* * *

Olive Tell will play an important
character role in "Alias Mrs. Hali-
fax," in which RKO Pathe is star-

ring Ann Harding. The cast also
•ncludes Leslie Howard, Robert Wil-
liams, Doris Lloyd, Allison Skip-
worth, O. P. Heggie, Louise Clos-
=er Hale, Tempe Piggott, Ruth Wes-
ton and Joan Carr.

* * *

John Ford has completed "The
Brat," the Fox adaptation of Maude
Fulton's stage play, featuring Sallv
O'Neil, Allan Dinehart, Frank Al-
bertson, Virginia Cherrill, June Coll-
yer and William Collier, Sr.

Zoe Akins has been adapting to

the screen her original story, "Girls

About Town," in which Lilyan
Tashman, Kay Francis and Eugene
Pallette will be featured by Para-
mount under the direction of George
Cukor.

* * *

Mary Kornman, one of the orig-

inal members of the famous Hal
Roach "Our Gang" comedies, has
been loaned to Radio Pictures for a

prominent role in "Are These Our
Children?" under the direction oi

Wesley Ruggles.
* * *

Evelyn Pierce, Ziegfeld "Follies"
beauty and Wampas star, has been
added to the cast of "24 Hours,"
Paramount's mystery picture featur-
ing Clive Brook, Kay Francis, Mir-
iam Hopkins and Regis Toomey, ac-
cording to announcement made by
the Paramount Hollywood studios.

With the signing of Lucille Glea-
son, Leslie Fenton and Gwen Lee, the

cast of Columbia's "Pagan Lady'' was
completed.

* * *

Lucille Dunn and John M. Clein
hav written a book, "New York to

Hollywood," which will also be pub-
lished in serial form. The talking
picture rights will soon be offered
to producers.

* * *

Joan Peers has been selected by
C. C. Burr for the leading feminine
role in the Torchy Comedies which
Burr is making for Educational. Ray
Cooke was selected some time ago
for the name role. Edmund Breese
and Franklyn Pangborn have also
been signed by Burr for important
supporting roles in the first Torchy
which is soon to go into production.

* » *

Susan Fleming, ex-Follies girl, will

soon be seen in her fourth role for

Columbia, with Buck Jones in "Bor-
der Law."

* * if

Lucille La Verne has been signed
for a mother role in "She Wanted
a Millionaire," Fox picture in which
Joan Bennett and James Kirkwood
will be featured.

* * *

Lina Basquette, Jessie Arnold, Ma-
tilde Comont, Bill Nigh, Chris Frank,
"Tiny" Sanford, Jack Byron and
Florence Lawrence, "the Vitagraph
Girl," comprise Hoot Gibson's sup-
porting cast in "Hard Hombre,"
which Otto Brower is directing for
Allied Pictures.

Our Passing Show: Marlene Diet-
rich, Janet Gaynor, June Collyer
Stuart Erwin, Estelle Taylor and
Jean Harlow making the autograph
hounds happy at "The Smiling Lieu-
tenant" premiere at the Carthay Cir-
cle; John Cromwell preparing for a
trip to New York.

* * *

Ralph Wheelright reports that
Polly Moran's neighborhood is so
swell that the neighbor's kids won't
throw bricks through any windows
that aren't plate glass.

PATRONS COAXED AWAY

{Continued from Page 1)

non-union house. Dollinger also has
had to hire police guards for his two
operators. On top of this, last Sun-
day's matinee had to be called off'

because somebody entered the pro-i

jection room early Sunday morning!
and wrecked all machinery, doing,
damage to the extent of $10,000.

ivmg and Queen of Siam
Visit Paramount Studio'

First visit of reigning royalty to

the Paramount New York studio took;

place yesterday when the King and;

Queen of Siam inspected the Astoria"
plant, witnessed the shooting of a

scene for "My Sin," and were guests,

of honor at a special luncheon on a

penthouse set. Those present, in ad-

dition to the royal group, included
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Zukor, Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Zukor, Mr. and Mrs.
E. E. Shauer, Dr. and Mrs. Emanuel
Stern, Mrs. Mildred Zukor Loew,
Jesse L. Lasky, Sam Katz, Emanuel
Cnhpn o.-.^ f '—

1

8 Fox Film Previews
,

Fox last week pre-viewed four]

productions "The Brat," "Merely!
Mary Ann," "Transatlantic" and
"Bad Girl." This week three more
are scheduled "Wicked," "Skyline"
and "The Plutocrat." Another, "The
Spider," is scheduled for showing
next week.

4 First National Releases Set
Two First National pictures havei

been set for release this month, and
two for next. They are: "Big Busi-
ness Girl," with Loretta Young, and
"Chances," starring Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr., in July, and "Broadmind-
ed," with Joe E. Brown, and "The
Reckless Hour," with Dorothy Mac-
kaill, in August.

;

Pooling Rumors Set to Rest i

Milwaukee—Rumors of a "pooling
arrangement" between Fox and RKOj
here have received a setback with!

the closing of the RKO Palace foi

the summer. Fox's Strand in Madi-j
son also- has closed until Sept. 1 ancj

has reverted to RKO.

Third Week for "Mystery of Life"!

"The Mystery of Life," Universal
release featuring Clarence Darrow, \i

being held for a third week at th<|

RKO Cameo.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Even Amusement Corp., theatrical enter-

prises: Attorneys Albany Service Co., 299|
Broadway, New York. $1,000.

H<.rry Green Corp., theatrical enterprises;]
Showers, Jason & Quinn, 270 Madison Ave.,;

New York. 200 shares common.
DELAWARE CHARTER

Globe Television Corp., Wilmington, Del.,

television, radio supplies; American Guaran-,
ty and Trust Co., Dover, Del. 200 shares!

conmon.

DESIGNATIONS
C-'ntinental Television Corp., Delaware,

broadcasting, television. 600,000 shares, no
par.
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^ox Film Moves to Solve Overproduction Evil

10 SCT TO STARTJNDEPENDENT^CUIT
FiFfany - Educational Hookup Covers Exchanges Only
lo Stock Interest Held by
gammons in L. A. Young

j

Company
jClarifying the situation regarding

fifany's position in the field and its

rsonnel, Grant L. Cook and Wil-

m Saal yesterday issued a detailed

nouncement to the effect that

ffany Pictures will continue as a

iduction corporation with sales and
tribution being handled by Educa-

(Continued on Page 11)

AGAINST BLIND BUYING

Declaring that no theater owner
:ii successfully operate his house

ithout a thorough knowledge of

[:h picture he exhibits, Al Lichtman,
re-president and general manager
: distribution of United Artists, yes-

t (lay issued a statement warning
fliibitors against blind buying of

1 )duct. The U. A. executive is just
{Continued on Page 11)

1. A. Snitzer Heads
Pathe Accessory Sales

>. A. Snitzer has been placed in

rge of accessory sales for RKO
the, it is announced by Ned E.

pinet. Snitzer resigned from a

lilar post with Radio Pictures to

:ept the Pathe berth.

N<(ewcomers Among "Ten Best"
Current balloting on the "Ten Best Directors" indicates that the winning

list for the 1930-31 season will include five directors who have never before

appeared in a "Ten Best" group.

Entire RKO Pathe Lineup

Booked for Fox Circuits

Paramount Earns $1.82

In First Six Months
With second quarter consolidated

profits of $2,225,000, equal to 70

cents a share on the 3,178,312 shares

of stock outstanding on June 27,

Paramount's earnings for the first

{Continued on Page 11)

A deal whereby the entire 1931-32

output of RKO Pathe will be played

by all of the Fox circuits in the U. S.

was announced yesterday by Ned E.

Depinet, vice-president and general

manager of Pathe, who closed the

contracts with J. J. Sullivan, film

buyer for Fox. The product includes
(Continued on Page 13)

Joe Leo Settles Contract
With Fox—Soon to Have

20 Houses Lined Up
Joe Leo yesterday obtained a satis-

factory settlement of his contract
with Fox Theaters, which had an-
other two years to run, and is now
set to start organizing his independ-
ent circuit. Jack Leo will be asso-
ciated with him in the financial end,
with Joe handling acquisition and

(.Continued on Page 13)

Backing Plays for Film Rights

Found Too Hazardous, Says Shumlin

Some One Is Kidding Our

Mr. Phil M.Daly -Honest

nee a mug, always one. When they go
Ciiry its hard to reform them. Now we
b'; this Phil M. Daly guy coming in when
hifeels like it, talking back to his managing
eior and expecting the entire office force
fciupply him with cigarettes and all because
a ew other mugs are clipping coupons from
Zs Weekly, that dizzy sheet that encourages
c< mn writers. After all, was it Shakespeare,
Daeli or Broun who said that a columnist
w only a rewrite man whose editor had
gin him a by-line? Columnists, like all

otir chumps, never deserve an even break.
A'ote for Phil M. Daly in this contest is a
vc toward journalistic retrogression.

Motion picture companies for the

most gart have met with poor re-

sults in the production of stage

shows which later were adapted for

the screen, according to Herman
Shumlin of Samuel Goldwyn's pro-

duction staff, who returned from the

coast Tuesday. Shumlin says the

practice was unprofitable and added
(Continued on Page 11)

Dreiser Files His Suit

Over "American Tragedy"
Theodore Dreiser's threatened suit

against Paramount for alleged dis-

tortion in the production of his "An
American Tragedy" was filed yester-

day in the Supreme Court at White
Plains. He asks for an injunction to

prevent the showing of the film or

the use of the title.

Revivals and Fewer New Films,
Fox's Cure for Overproduction

Blue Law Edict Defied
In Kansas Sunday Test

Wichita, Kan. — Trial of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Barron, operators of

the Kansas here and a theater in

Pratt, and who defied County At-

torney George Adams' edict against

Sunday amusements by operating
(Continued on Page 13)

Believing that overproduction is

one of the biggest evils of film busi-

ness today. Fox's recent decision to

revive some of its outstanding hits

of recent seasons is designed as a

possible solution of this problem,

said Al Lewis, story head at the Fox
studios, in an interview with The

(Continued on Page 13)

MEXICAN IMPORT TAX

BOOSTED 1,000 PER CENT

Mexican import tax on sound-
track films was increased 1,000 per
cent yesterday, according to a wire
received by Luis Lezama, R-K-O
sales manager for Mexico, who is in

New York for sales conferences with
Joseph L Schnitzer. The law, which
was put into effect by President Ru-

(Continued on Page 11)

Fox West Coast Houses
Book Legitimate Show

IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Ethel Barrymore in a

stage production of "The School for

Scandal" will play six one-night en-
gagem< ; in Fox West Coast houses
in Sr rn California next month.

'Continued on Page 13)

Big Advertising Splurge

On Para.'s 20tli Jubilee

An advertising campaign calling for a total
lineage of 380,400 lines in a selected list of
317 papers in 147 cities has been laid out by
Paramount to inaugurate its 20th Birthday
Jubilee celebration next month. First ad will

be in connection with the general release of
Maurice Chevalier in "The Smiling Lieutenant."
Other Paramount pictures and stars also will

get mention. This ad drive will be supple-
mented with another splurge along the same
ines during September, which has been desig-

fiated as Paramount Jubilee Month. These
ids, institutional in character, will contain
;pace for individual theaters to advertise their

ittractions for the four-week period.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind. ..7^ 7fi TVi — V^

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 1354 13H 13Ji — Vi

East. Kodak ....141J4 137 139J4 — 2J4
Fox Fra. "A" .. 15-4 145^ 15^^ — Vt,

Gen. Th.Eq.(New) 3% ^V^ 3J4 — Vf.

Loew's, Inc. ... 42;4 41'/4 42}i — Vi

do pfd 87;t4 87'4 87}4 + Vi

Paramount 24^ 22^ 23>4 — IH
Pathe Exch XVt. VA i'A — Vt

do "A" 6J4 5M e'/i

RKO "A" 137/8 135i i3Vi — n
Warner Bros. ..7 dVi bVz — Vi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A" . 2}4 2}4 2Vi — Vt,

Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 7 6^ 7

Technicolor 6 6 6 — 1

Trans-Lux iV^ 5M 5^— J^

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 35^ 34 35
Keith A-0 6s 46. 69J4 68 69^
Loew 6s 41ww .. 98Ji 98^ 98^^ — Vi

Paramount 6s 47 . 90|S4 90 90
Par. By. S^s 51.103 102 102 — J4
Par. 5^s 50 81 80 80 — 1

Pathe 7s 37 92i^ 92 92i/^ + /2
Warner's 6s 39 . . 41 40 40 — ^

It's a Girl for Lanfields

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAI!.]
Hollywood •— Sidney Lanfield, di-

rector, and Shirley Mason, actress,

are the parents of a seven-pound
daughter born yesterday.

y it
if New York Long Island City j*«

i.t 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. "
t.t BRyaijt 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 ft
J.* it
if J*:

lEastmoLan Films |

1 1. £ Brulatour, Inc.

«

if" it

HollywoodjV Chicago
V 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica »•

J'j
CALuraet 3692 Blvd. ;•

:": HOLlywood 4121 «

It's Now Colonel Lichtman
Al Liclitman is now a full-fledged Kentucky colonel. The vice-president

and general manager of distribution at United Artist yesterday received his

appointment to this rank on the personal staff of Governor Flem D. Sampson

of the Blue Crass State.

Texas Exhibitor Ass'n Committee

Working With Copyright Bureau

Dallas—Following a special meet-

ing held here by the board of di-

rectors of the Theater Owners' Pro-

tective Ass'n of Texas for the pur-

pose of discussing the pending in-

vestigations by the Copyright Pro-

tection Bureau into unauthorized

exhibitions in the Dallas territory,

the exhibitor organization has ap-

pointed a committee to work with

the representatives of the Bureau in

arriving at the facts in each case.

H. i.. Groves, the representative

in charge of the investigations, ad-

dressed the meeting here and ex-

plained the distributors' position in

the investigations. After pointing

out that honest exhibitors were
equally affected by unfair competi-

tion from dishonest exhibitors, miss-

outs because of prints improperly

withheld, and violation of their pro-

tection by bicycled exhibitions, the

theater owners adopted resolutions

condemnmg these practices.

Groves also cautioned exhibitors

against verbal agreements which
conflict with the written contract.

Motion Picture Aimanac Out
"The Motion Picture Almanac for

1931," put out by the Quigley Pub-
lishing Co., made its official debut

yesterday. It contains about 475

pages of film industry statistics and
concerning productions and the peo-

ple engaged in film work.

New Television Station's Debut
Columbia Broadcasting System's

newly completed sight and sound
studios, making the sixth television

station in New York, will be for-

mally opened next Tuesday, with

Mayor Walker officiating.

Back to Coast for 50-Ft. Retake
Because of a flaw in the synchron-

ization of Samuel Goldwyn's "The
Unholy Garden," Fay Wray must
make a trip from New York to Hol-
lywood for a retake involving not

more than 50 feet of film.

Mrs. Leonard Asst. at Astor
Mrs. Louise Leonard, formerly

treasurer, has succeeded Al Howard
as assistant manager at the Astor.
Howard is now at the Loew's 42nd
St. Theater.

SOUND MOVIOLA
and Expert Assistance

available per day or week

DU-ART
FILM LABORATORIES, Inc.

245 W. 55th St., N. Y. C.

W. E. Recording System
For Monogram Pictures

A five-year contract with Balsley

& Phillips, Western Electric record-
ing licensees on the coast, has been
signed by W. Ray Johnston, president
ot Monogram Pictures, thereby pro-
viding Vv. E. recording service on
all Monogram productions.

Some Light Plant
Brooklyn Edison Co., in prepara-

tion for the filming of an educa-
tional-industrial picture of its Hud-
son Street plant, has installed a
brace of Hall & Connolly special
180 ampere high intensity search-
lights, equipped with 100,000 cajndle
power burners. When used in con-
nection with U. S. Navy standard
36 inch diameter parabolic reflectors,
these lamps will give 325,000,000
beam candle power.

Louis Rosenbaum Hurt in Crash
Florence, Ala.—Louis Rosenbaum,

president Muscle Shoals Theater
Corp., was seriously injured in an
automobile crash near here. He suf-
fered a fractured leg, broken ribs
and minor bruises. He is in the
Eliza Coffee Memorial Hospital
here.

Three Robberies Net $2,550
Fort Wayne, Ind.—A young ban-

dit held up four persons in the of-
fice of the RKO Emboyd and es-
caped with about $2,000 from the
safe.

Indianapolis—Five colored men,
wearing masks, slugged two em-
ployes of the Walker and got away
with $300.

Kansas City—Three men, who
said they had come back to look
for a lost pocketbook, prevailed up-
on Denny Costello of the Admiral
to reopen the house after the last
show, and then held him up for $250.

THE INDUSTRyS
DATE BOOK

Mayfair Theatre B'ldg, N. Y.

WILUAM MORRIS

m
Call-Board

RALPH MORGAN
Term Contract

Fox Film Corp.

HOLLYWOOD

July

July

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Sept

Oct.

Nov.

17-18: Educational - Tiffany - Sono /
regional meeting, Hotel Congrei
Chicago.

20-21 : Annual summer meeting
North and South Carolina Tt
ater Owners' Ass'n, at t

Hotel Oceanic, Wriehtivi
Beach, Wilmington, N. C.
Educational-Tiffany-Sono A

regional meeting. Brown Pali
Hotel, Denver.

3-22 : British film festival, sponsor
by British International Pictur<
Malvern, England.

7 : First Annual Golf Tournamo
New England Film Indust
Pine Brook VaUey Club, Westc
Mass.

7-8: Annual Outing of Minneapo
Film Board of Trade, Detr
Lakes, Minn.

9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Alii

Theaters Ass'n of Hinneso
North and South Dakota, M
neapolls.

1 : Hispano - American Motion Picti

Congress, Madrid, Spain.
4 : Annual meeting of Academy

M. P. Arts ft Sciences, Hoi
wood.

4 : Annual Awards Dinner of Ai

demy of M. P. Arts & Scienc
Hollywood.

I. J. Hoffman Staying With W
Denying reports circulated in sor

quarters to the effect that I. J. Ho
man, zone manager for Warn
Bros, theaters in New York, wou
resign at the expiration of his co

tract in the fall, Eddie Alperson
the Warner offices yesterday deck
ed the rumors were pure "bunk."

Stevensons Buy Reno House
Reno, Nev.—Pat and Cecil Stf

enson have bought the Roxie h(

from Cam Mottino and Louis F
sasco.

THE LARGEST

STOCK SHOT LIBRARY
IN THE INDUSTRY

Over 5,000,000 feet of indexed nega-
tives and positives containing scenes

of every conceivable description

INSTANTLY AVAILABLE

General Film Library, Inc..
MORRIS J. KANDEL, Pres. I

729 7th Ave. New York Cityi
BRYANT 9-4417-8

Cable: KANDELFILM

Madson
Overlooking Ocean of Illinois Av«nu«

ATLANTIC CITY. N.J.
A New Fireproof Hotel

Rates (with meals) as low as

$40 Weekly Per Person
SPECIAL DAILY RATES

European Plan Rates Upon Request

BATHING DIRECT FROM
HOTEL

FETTER C.HOLLINCER. /ncf
Cugtff C feHer. Mnp. Dir.
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

e
You've Got
to Sell the Pix

npHERE have been too few box

office pictures this season.

Name a picture that had a real

campaign downtown and I'll

show you where this same pro-

duction was a clean up when it

played in neighborhood houses.

What applies to Milwaukee must

undoubtedly be true in this and

every other state. If the key

town exploits a big picture, sub-

sequent runs in surrounding
towns benefit thereby without

question. You can't advertise

Big Outstanding pictures with a
silent trailer, and just a few one
sheets and expect to "clean up."

The show business today is no
different than the merchandising
game. Product has to be Sold.

iA demand must be created in

order to stimulate interest. I

was very much interested in a

statement published in trade

papers some time ago. that the

head of one of the lareer chains

issued, saying that its individual

managers thereafter had to

"stand on their own." The long
distance method of operation was
to be eliminated. Why? They
may give you a dozen reasons

for such a move, but I person-
ally believe that it was the result

of two things. Lack of proper
exploitation, first of all, because
pictures didn't earn what they

rightfully should have at the box
office, and the second reason, I

believe, is one so ably covered

by Al Picker, our fellow exhibi-

tor, namely, lack of community
spirit. To me, the two go hand
in hand, if we expect to prosper
and stay in business.

—B. K. Fischer,
M.P.T.O. op Wisconsin.

Congratulates

:

PATHE NEWS
on its commendable campaign

to arouse public interest in

the war on racketeers

and gangsters.

No. 26 of 1931
«'Good Deeds'*

Series

• • • SOME TIME ago that insouciant and debonair film

crit on the N. Y. "Sun," Jawn S. Cohen, Joonior, let out a yawp
that we have NEVER had a femme film star from France

never, sez Jawn, has Hollerword touted a Big Name from France

like Garbo the Swede, or "Legs" Dietrich the Heinie and

Mister Cohen weeps bitter tears because we have never been

given a mademoiselle upon whom we may shower charmantes,

ravissantes and merveilleuses he discounts Renee Adoree

of the silents, and Fifi D'Orsay of the talkies as two Frenchie

who never set the sparks flying on the High Tension Dynamo
division what, ho, gents of the studios is Jawn
right? have ya overlooked a Big Bet? oddzooks,

my masters, mebbe this scrivener on the Town's Dignified Rag
is right let's see

<t> <» * *

• • • MISTER COHEN sees in this another Hollerword
Mystery is it just another case of Studio Dumbness
(gawd forbid, for that Market has reached the saturation point
long since) or is it just a case of lack of Material?
and the "Sun" scribe discounts the latter by touting a French
seductress for the American screen Marcelle Favrel-Chantal

she appeared in the French talkie, "Le Collier de la

Reine" he gives her a marvelous build-up and if

she has got half you vouch for, Jawn then Hollerword is

asleep but is THAT unusual, we arsk ya?

« « * *

• • • BUT THIS local newspaper boy is a good sport
he sez if it is not to be Marcelle, then it should be an-

other Frenchwoman as a femme French star would in-

deed be a welcome and box-officey novelty indeedy, it

would so we enter the contest with no less than TWO
candidates how about Suzanne Caubaye, godchild of Mme.
Sara Bernhardt who played with the Divine Sara in

"L'Aiglon," "Camille" and "Field of Honor" a good lookin'
Parisian baby if there ever was one and can she troup!

she's been in 11 New York stage productions, and in
stock all over these Youessay and then there is li'l Suzette
Aubert, ingenue with Ernesto Vilchez, the Spanish Barrymore,
for two seasons who plays comedy or drama with equal
facility and can imitate all the film stars or cari-

cature 'em and how! and now that we've started
somethin' together. Mister Cohen let's sit back and await
the Hollerword reaction or can Hollerword really react

to an Idea that didn't "originate" in that all-sufficient

and self-sufficient cinema center? if they don't come back
at us, Jawn then the world will know we've got 'em
Stopped

* * * *

• • • OVER AT the Atlas Sound Recording Stude on 46th
Street, thev sold Dr. Paul L. Hoefler one of those nifty compact
sound outfits that the Navy Dep't has officiallv adopted
Doc, as you will recall, is the gent who lei the universe know
that "Africa Speaks" to the tune of slightly over a million
kesh money at the ole B.O he is olanning another trip

to Asia, to be gone a year and with the new outfit he
expects to get his sound effects without any trouble this time

packed in heavy metal cases guaranteed to resist

heat or cold or the best efforts of the Asiatic Jungle
Baggage Smashers' Union which is some problem to
overcome, to hear Doc Hoefler tell it

* * *

• • • JOHN T. DOYLE, well known Broadway stage ac-
tor, was operated on yesterday at the Community hospital
his last appearance was in "Tomorrow and Tomorrow"
Louis Gaudreau. business manager for Radio Pix publicity dep't,
is keeping it a Great Secret but on July 26 he amlslesup
the aisle with the belle of Quincy, Mass Mabel Dowd

and some unkind mugg sez he hopes Mabel won't rue
the day she marries Gaudreau gawdsakes!

« « « » » »

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€=
Ice Cake Stunt
for Guessing Contest

'T'O advertise the engagement
of "Seed" at the Paramount,

Waterloo, Iowa, Harry Herman
reached into the grab bag and
pulled out "the title in a cake
of ice" stunt. The short title

made it possible to freeze four

cut-out letters in a cake of ice.

A local drug store window was
used to display the ice, because
Herman felt his lobby would take

care of the theater part, and he
wanted a display away from the
theater. The only cost to the
theater was IS passes, distri-
buted to the 15 people whose
estimates of the number of hours
it would take the ice to melt,
were the nearest correct.—Paramount, Waterloo, la.

Service Station

Ties In On Pix

^HEN "The Millionaire"

played the Le Claire, Moline,
Illinois, manager Frank Kenne-
beck sold the Moline Firestone
Service stations the idea of giv-
ing one free theater ticket with
each greasing job or oil change.
What is more, Kennebeck con-
vinced the service stations that
they should pay box office prices
for these tickets given away. To
advertise the distribution of guest
tickets for grease jobs and oil

changes, the service stations pub-
lished a 15 in. ad in the local
daily, and paid for the distri-

bution of 2,000 heralds carrying
the same copy as published in
the paper.—Le Claire, Moline, III.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-
tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

July 16
C. Graham Baker
Barbara Stanwyck
Edward E^rle
Raymond Gallo
George Marion
Ginger Rogers
Wilham Hoyt Peck



NEW BLOOD • NEW RESOURCES • NEW ENERGY

IV E W VALUES N I T S X i<: w PirXUBES!

PRODUCTIONS
"Hell Bound/' a recognized box-office smash, is but

a forerunner of the Tiffany triumphs to come!

Leo Carrillo, the star of ''Hell Bound/' Ralph Graves,

hero of a score of big money pictures; Alice White,

Bessie Love, Helen Chandler, Sally O'Neill, Conv/ay

Tearle, Lola Lane, Clara Kimball Young, Marion

Nixon, and a galaxy of others, will light the way to

their millions of fan followers in this new program of

Tiffany's Quality Group.

Tiffany's Quality Group is a program to be reckoned

with! Five Cruze Specials, stories from box-office

authors like Ursula Parrott, George Abbott, Edward

B. Sheldon, Edward Dean Sullivan; plays like "The

Last Mile," "Those We Love," "Women Go On
Forever," constitute the solid foundation on which

this program is built.

Ken Maynard has just emerged in a national con-

test as one of the juveniles' favorite stars. A program

of Maynard Westerns and Bob Steele Westerns,

is a program with a waiting, action-craving audience

of millions. KEEP YOUR EYES ON TIFFANY I

Distributed by SOXO ArT-WoRLD WiDE

in FFATIIPFC • 'in ^UnDT CIIRIFrTC



THE SEASON'S BOX-OFFICE SENSATION !

LEO CARRILLO ^

A sell-out everywhere it played W
Directed by WALTER LANG Produced tif

AND THE FIRST OF TIFFANY'S

,;V^

I
A showman's title vibrating with

Box-office !

The soul of woman laid bare !

A Big Picture shrewdly designed

for Big Money I



CRUZE
C T I O N S <

} IT WAS A GREAT PLAY
IT'S A GREATER PICTURE !

lUEl ZIERLER

RALPH GRAVES-HELEN CHANDLER
SALLY O'NEILL

An absorbing drama of passion in the dark.
Aimed for the heartstrings of a vast audience.

Directed by JAMES CRUZE^
1931-1932 QUALITY GROUP

.?>

with CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
MARION NIXON— PAUL PAGE

YOLA D'AVRIL
Direcfed by WALTER LANG
From the Stage Success by Daniel N. Rubin m^^

M



##MORALS FOR WOMEN
By A. P. YOUNGER

With

RESSIE LOVE, CONWAY TEARLE, Emma Dunn,

"fa'e MocehJad. David Collins, Edmund^e^.s.une

Clyde, Otis Harlan, Lina Basquette, Crawford Kent, V.rg.n.a

Lee Corbin, Directed by Gene Lewis.

A startling insight to the code of a kept woman! A pro-

!:,:rve thetne t'o excite the curiosity of the whole tnov.e-

going public.
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THE MONSTER KILLS
By SCOTT DARLING

Featuring

ucker, W.lliam Humphries. Directed by Frank Strayer.

A mystery story, climaxed by an incredible surprise whereinan .nnocent parlor game develops into an ing^^iLlre

II

tevi.o.-::;e;:i.f':£s»e.e<-r^„<^yo^
oress \- est a^ ,-' ceosa"":" -.rod^^*" aeoi^^

THOSE WE LOVE //

ohn
Abbott.^"^eiiow anW „ ^ *^*

flapp
^^ and a vvom

tween
sedu ctive

''"^^s husband.

//GOSSIP

JAMES CRUZE

A fresh, or.g.nal story showing how the bo«oc.

drops out of a famous surgeon's world through the

wa.Ring of poisoned tongues. A tale of human

TaS soul searing drama, and final regenerauon

through the new found love of a woman who chal

lenged the whole world for her lover.

to be announcedsoon



TREM CARR WESTERNS

iOlBob «
TEEL£

-VOICE OF
|oaWOOD

26
Onc-reelcrs that bring the entire

movie colony to your audience in

novel studio chats and action. With

this series you can display names

on your lobby that only the biggest

feature productions can boast of. A

sure-fire draw for audience interest.

6^
les, America's premier 9oward Jones

football' coach, sets forth a series of

football problems, which are thrilling

and instructive. Twenty-four coaches

from the leading American colleges

appear with hita, giving the series a

sectional as well as national imerest.

showmanship red, ia the real sease!

"Near the TraU's End"

"South of Sante Fe"

"West of the Rockies"

"The Galloping Romero"

"The Man fro. HeU's Edges'*

"Riders of the Desert"

"The Nevada Kid"

"Texas Buddies"

"Law of the West"

Son of Oklahoma"

nfMi
Talking

CHIMPI

Six quality two-Tcclers. They make no

claims about their ancestors, but these

TiflPany Talking Chimps are almost

human. That's what your SR O audiences

will tell you as they laugh until a belt

buckle snaps at the performances of

these chimp actors.

DISTRIBUTED BY lONO ART-WORLD WIDE
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BACKING PLAYS TOR FILMS

TOO RISKY, SAYS SHUMLIN

the
(Continued from Page 1)

tremendous responsibility to

production company.
"Hollywood's greatest need is

stories, good stories," declared

Shumlin. "Producing plays with

the screen rights and grosses in view

has not worked out."

United Artists has abandoned the

idea of producing "Rivets" as a stage

play, the Film Daily learns, and has

stricken it from the U. A. produc-

tion schedule.

Mexican Import Tax
Boosted 1,000 Per Cent

CContinued from Page 1)

bio, not only puts a prohibitive tax

on all films, but discs upon which

there is recorded English language

will hereafter be taxed 50 pesos per

kilo (less than 2 pounds), against

the former tax of 1 peso, or 20 cents

per kilo.

The former cost to import films

of any kind was eight pesos per kilo.

Films without titles will not suffer

increased taxation. Films with titles

will be taxed 18 pesos per kilo and

films upon which there is a sound

track will be taxed 75 pesos per kilo.

Passing of the new law follows

closely on the bars being let down
on the importation of motion pic-

ture production equipment, which is

said to have been done to encour-

age Mexican picture production.

Two companies now operate
_

in

Mexico City; Empire Productions

and Compana Mexicana Peliculas._

According to Lezama, upon his

return to Mexico City, August 1,

all exchange managers representing

American producers and distributors

will visit President Rubio, in a body
to protest the increased taxation on

imports.

Paramount Earns $1.82

In First Six Months
(Contimied from Page 1)

six months of this year amount to

$1.82 a share, against $2.98 in the

same period of 1930 and $2.31 in

1929.

This covers the dividend require-

ments, now on a $2.50 yearly basis,

by a safe margin.
A comparison of earnings by quar-

ters and for the six months follows:
1931 1930 1929

First 6 mos... $5,740,000 $8,440,000 $5,130,000
6 months' earn-

ings per sh. $1.82 $2.98 $2.31

Second quarter's

earnings . . $2,225,000 $3,606,000 $2,556,000
Second quarter's

earnings per
share .... $.70 $1.21 $1 14

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Grief Williams, operate theaters; A. Lip-

ton. 122 East 142nd St., New York. $5,000.
Williston Theater Co., Mineola, N. Y.,

theatrical enterprises ; J. Kaminer, 1440
Broadway, New York. $10,000.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Publix Shea Theaters, Inc., Wilmington,

Del.; Corporation Trust Co., Wilmington,
Del. 300 shares common.

HOLLYWOOD
Jy[URDOCK MacQUARRIE has

been added to the cast of "Sun-
down Trail," the RKO Pathe fea-

ture which will introduce Tom
Keene as a western star. He will

play a brief but important character
role. MacQuarrie, who starred for

Universal more than a decade ago,
joins a supporting cast which in-

cludes Marion Shilling, Nick Stuart,

Staley Blystone and Hooper Atch-
ley. Robert F. Hill, author of the
original story and screen play, is

directing "Sundown Trail."
* * *

Mai St. Clair is preparing to di-

rect "The Men in Her Life" for Co-
lumbia.

* * *

Carl Laemmle, Jr., has signed Pat
O'Brien for "Twenty Grand."
O'Brien created this role in the

Broadway run of the play by Eva
K. Flint and Martha Madison.

* * *

Edmund Lowe and Warner Bax-
ter will he teamed again by Fox in

"Silver City," playing roles similar
to "In Old Arizona.". Irving Cum-
mings will direct this Quinn Mar-
tin story. Conchita Montenegro
and Nora Lane also are in it.

* * *

Ina Claire has given up her role

in Samuel Goldwyn's "The Greeks
Had a Word for It," and another
candidate is now being considered

to complete the trio which already
includes Carole Lombard and loan
Blondell.

* *

Trem Carr has selected the cast

to support Bill Cody and Andy Shu-
ford in "The Montana Kid" for

Monogram Pictures. Other mem-
bers of the cast are to be W. L.
Thome, Paul Panzer, Gordon De-
Main, John Elliott, Doris Hill, Earl
Dwner and Bill Bertram. Shooting
is to start early next week.

* * *

Tom Kennedv has been added to

the cast of "Slow Poison," RKO
Pathe comedv starring James Glea-
son under the direction of Harry
Sweet. Also in the supporting cast

are Mae Busch, Oliver Cooper,
Harry Gribbon, Billy Franev, Joe
Rivers, Eddie Baker and Eddie Ro-
land

Douglas Cosgrove will enact the
vart of Joan Bennett's father in

"She Wanted A Millionaire." Di-
rector John Blystone has lined up
a cast including Spencer Trac^i.

William Collier. Sr., Una Merkel.
James Kirkwood. Donald Dillaway
Rosalie Roy and Elda Vokel. The
aim will he hased on an oriainal
storii hy Sonya Levien. with dialog
hy William Anthony McGuire

* * «

Mile. Gabrielle Chanel, famous
Parisian designer and fashion au-
thoritv, will pav her second visit to

.'\merlca on Oct. 1st, in connection
with her activities in designing
clothes for Samuel Goldwyn's pic

perfume, fabric and jewelry inter-

ests.

John Halliday will play a leading
support role to Hope William,s in

"Penthouse," to he filmed by Radio
Pictures.

« * >)>

Warren William, under contract to

Warners, is also appearing with
Billie Burke in the coast stage pro-

duction of "The Vinegar Tree," in

which he played on Broadway.
« « *

Charles R. Rogers, production ex-

ecutive at the RKO Pathe Studios,

has placed "The Sundown Trail," the

first of the six Westerns on the 1931-

32 schedule, before the cameras.
* * *

With nine French versions of im-
portant American film production to

her credit, Jeanne Helbling, petite

French star, will sail back to France
within the next week or ten days.

* *

Jimmy Durante has arrived at the

M-G-M studio, and will start work
soon under terms of a motion picture

contract signed before he completed
his engagement here in "The New
Yorkers." The first Durante role

has not yet been announced, but

M-G-M is said to have several suit-

able parts under consideration.
* * *

"Nancy's Private Affair" has been
retitled by Radio Pictures, and will

be known as "Smart Woman." This
is the Myron Fagan play wherein
Mary Astor will be starred, supported

by John Halliday and Robert Ames.
* *

Mitzi Green has been assigned to

the comedy cast of "The Round-Up."
:«c !): 4:

Louis John Bartels' RKO Pathe
comedy series will be known
"Traveling Man Comedies" instead

of their previous designation as

"Traveling Salesmen Comedies."
Bartels has just completed his third

two-reeler.
* * *

William Post has been assigned a
role in Richard Dix's next vehicle

for Radio Pictures, "Secret Service."

John Darrow has also been an-

nounced.
* * *

Famous last words—"Joe Doakes
has just left for the day."

* * *

Alaska is becoming a popular spot

with members of the film colony.

Mack Sennett is now in the northern
country, while Douglas MacLean has

gone to Alaska for "atmosphere,"
which he will use in an original

story he is writing.
* * *

Sally Sweet, screen discovery of

Stanley Bergerman, assistant pro-

ducer at Universal City, has been
given her first role. She will play

the lead opposite Slim Summervffle
in "Leatherneckers."

* *

Edward Crandall's first role for Fox

TIFFANY AND EDUCATIONAL

IN EXCHANGE DEAL ONLY

(Continued from Page I)

tional. All contracts secured by
Educational will be subject to ap-
proval by Tiffany executives. Ac-
cording to Saal, who has been named
general manager of Tiffany and who
will supervise the sale of all its pic-

tures, the entire stock of the com-
pany is controlled by L. A. Young,
Grant Cook and a Detroit business
man, whose name was not disclosed.

Educational's financial interest in

Tiffany does not in any way effect

the administration of the company,
according to Cook. A large sum of
money was "borrowed" from Educa-
tional, which, with the money invested
by the directors, assures the produc-
tion of the present feature schedule.
Educational owns no Tiffany stock,
said Cook, nor has it any contract
with the producing company.

Phil Goldstone will continue in

charge of production. William Fitel-

son will remain as general counsel
and Cook will "continue to devote his

services to Tiffany and as formerly
the other interests of L. A. Young"
according to the announcement.

tures and for her private gown, fur, will be the male lead in "I Surrender."

Lichtman Warns Exhibs
Against Blind Buying
(Continued from Page 1)

back from a series of regional sales
conferences. Commenting on the
new Exhibitors' Service Department
established by U. A., with Hal Home
in charge, Lichtman declared that the
public has become more show-minded
than ever and only the best pictures
now count.

Under the exhibitor cooperation
plan, there will be 10 field men with
headquarters in the principal key
cities to execute well-rounded cam-
paigns in connection with each U. A.
picture released. The company's
salesmen also will be supplied with
material to aid exhibitors in the
towns they cover.

COMING & GOING

HAROLD B. FRANKLIN left New York
last night for the west.

IRVIN TALBOT has returned to the
Paramount New York studio after a trip
to St. Louis

WILL H. HAYS leaves shortly with his
wife and Will. Jr., for a two weeks' vaca-
tion at Cody, Wyo.

FAY WRAY and her husband, JOHN
MONK SAUNDERS, are on their way to

the coast.

RUDOLF SIEBER, husband of Marlene
Dietrich, and himself a motion picture di-

rector in Germany, arrived yesterday on
the Bremen en route to Hollywood to join

his wife and small daughter.

FRED M. JACK, manager of the War-
ner-First National exchange in Dallas, left

yesterday for his home office after a visit

in New York.

CHESTER MARTIN of the Orpheum,
Cincinnati, arrived in New York yesterday

and was a visitor at the Warner-First Na-
tional booking offices.



The Ten Best Directors

Of 1931 Are Now Being

Chosen By The Cinema

Critics of America And

Will Soon Be Announced

In The Film Daily As

Well As Through The

Columns of Newspapers

And Magazines Everywhere

Throughout The World....

AN IMPORTANT FEATURE IN THE 12th ANNUAL FILM DAILY DIRECTORS ANNUAL AND PRODUCTION GUIDE€€)€€€
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LEO SET TO

INDEPENDENT CIRCUIT

(Continued from Page 1)

operation. Two scouts are now in

the field looking over properties,

and the Leo brothers expect to have

about 20 theaters lined up within a

short time. Some of the
_
houses

will be taken over from major cir-

cuits.

Entire RKO Pathe Lineup
Booked for Fox Circuits

(Continued from Page 1)

Pathe's 21 star features, six Western

features, 139 shorts and 104 issues

of Pathe News.
Circuits involved are: Fox West

Coast, Fox Rocky Mountain, Fox
Montana Division, Schanberg and

Rhoden circuits covering Kansas,

Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska and Illi-

nois; Midwest Circuit, in the Wis-

consin territory; Fox Chicago The-

aters; Fox Poll circuit, New Eng-

land; Fox Upstate circuit in New
York, and the Fox Metropolitan cir-

cuit in Greater New York.

Short Shots From Eastern Studios
By HARRY N. BLAIR

|\TICK BASIL and Tony Martin,

who made a series of comedies
here last year under the direction of

Mark Sandrich for the RKO-Louis
Brock unit, have been re-united in a

vaudeville act in which they are now
appearing around New York. Hal
and Hazel Willis, who have appear-
ed in Vitaphone shorts, have promi-
nent supporting roles.

bert and Roy Mack, with Murray
Roth, director-in-chief, set to step

into the breach, if the occasion re-

quires.

The eleventh of the "Naggers"
series of Vitaphone comedies star-

ring Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth,
"The Naggers at the Races," has
been edited and will shortly he re-

leased for a Broadway showing.

Jackson Halliday, stage actor, has
been signed by D. W. Griffith as

juvenile lead in "The Struggle," now
m production. Halliday recently ap-

peared on the New York stage in

"Young Sinners."

Blue Law Edict Defied

In Kansas Sunday Test
(Continued from Page 1)

their local house last Sunday, is ex-

pected to be rushed through the

courts as a test case on the blue law

issue. A state warrant has been

served and the controversy is arous-

ing keen interest.

Unique-Cosmos Preparing Second

Having completed its first all talk-

ing production, "Alice in Wonder-
land," directed by "Bud" Pollard,

Unique-Cosmos Pictures Co. is

preparing the adaptation and making
arrangements to cast "Rip Van Win-
kle," from the story by Washing-
ton Irving. Ashley Miller, who
adapted "Alice" and is now vaca-
tioning in Europe, is also working
on "Rip," which will be in six reels

and will be produced at the Metro-
politan Studios, Fort Lee. Pollard
will direct, with Charles Levine
again in charge of the camera de-

partment. Unique-Cosmos plan four
pictures of this nature.

Jack Aichele and George Blair,

Jr., are two more former Para-
mounters added to the staff of "The
Struggle," now being directed by

D. W. Griffith at the Audio Cinema
studios. Barney Rogan is chief film

editor.

Paramount Notes: Jack Winick,
jovial chief projectionist, has be-

come grandfather again. .. .this

time it's twins, both girls. .. .C. A.
Tuthill, sound supervisor, has gone
to Quincy, Mass., to look over lo-

cations for George Bancroft's "Rich
Man's Folly,' exteriors for which
will be made here. .. .Edwin An-
thony Brown, original Whitey of
"Queer People," visiting his old pal,

At. Wilkie, publicity head.

Fox West Coast Houses
Book Legitimate Show

(Continued from Page 1)

It is possible the circuit will release

at least one theater in each of the

largest cities on the coast for pres-

entation of legitimate drama, depend-
ing on the success of Miss Barry-
niore's tour.

Remember? When Peggy Shannon
played in Vitaphone shorts here . . .

Pat O'Brien likewise . . . When Eva-
lyn Knapp and Lillian Bond were
picked from the chorus of a Broad-
way musical as "Pathe Pretties" and
awarded bits in the LeMaire com-
edies . . . when Lucille Browne's
blonde prettiness stood out among
the extras at the RCA Gramercy
studio . . . Remember?

m

$UNSHIN€

C. C. Pettijohn, back from Holly-
wood, reports studios marshalling all

forces to turn out better pictures.

Rupert Hughes' humorous short

story, "The Silent Partner," recent-

ly completed at the Warner Vita-

phone studio, is now ready for re-

lease. This two-reeler stars William
Gaxton, Broadway musical comedy
actor, now headlining at the Pa^lace

theater.

Thalia Starts Foreign Talkers

Thalia Amusement Corp. has start-

ed preparations on its first Italian

feature. Vocalists and musicians of

various nationalities will appear in

the picture, some of them singing in

their native tongue.
Thalia also is preparing a Spanish

and a German short.

Italian Air Film for Eight St.

"Stormo Atlantico," first film record
of the flight of 12 Italians with Gen-
eral Italo Balbo from Italy to Brazil,,

will have its U. S. premiere July 20
at the Eight St. Playhouse. The pic-

ture is silent with Italian titles ajid

English explanatory text.

FEWER, BEnER PICTURES

BEING CONSIDERED BY M
(Continued from Page 1)

Film Daily yesterday in New York.

The first of the Fox revivals is

"Sunny Side Up," opening at the

Roxy on July 24. Should this make
any sort of showing, others, such as

"Cock-Eyed World," will be brought
back. Lewis figures that even
though these revivals gross some-
what less than a new picture. Fox
is still ahead.

In the event that this plan proves
successful, fewer pictures will be
made each season. Lewis admits that

even with the greatest staff of pro-
duction experts in the world, it is

still impossible for any one organi-
zation to turn out 48 good pictures

a year.
Lewis also believes that good act-

ing is really coming into its own at

last and that appearance never meant
less in pictures than at present. Per-
sonality is the most important requi-
site of the new order of screen play-
ers, with talent and voice control
playing a big part. This applies

just as much to the bit players as

to the principals.

Broadway, says Lewis, must con-
tinue to be Hollywood's chief source
of acting talent. There is no other
place to get trained actors and ac-
tresses. He admitted that this is

tough on the stage producers, but
there is no other way around it.

"Women Men Marry" Territory Sold

Headline Pictures has sold "Women
Men Marry" for Eastern Missouri
and Southern Illinois to the Premier
Pictures Corp. of St. Louis. Negotia-
tions are now pending with other ex-

changes for the few remaining terri-

tories in the United States. "Women
Men Marry" will be shown in RKO
houses in Greater New York starting

today.

Chalk up another good picture for

the Paramount New York studio—
"Secrets of a Secretary." Since that

preview the other night, it's no se-

cret that this picture is going to

click. And just wait and see how
the girls will go for Herbert Mar-
shall and Georges Metaxa, who play

opposite the glamorous Claudette

Colbert!

Arthur Ellis, in the midst of cut-

ting a picture at Paramount's New
York studio, is wondering what they

are doing at that dear Joinville stu-

dio where he was slaving, this time

last year?

Vitaphone has girded its loins and

is all set to launch into a record

production schedule on the 27th. An
ace directorial staff includes Arthur

Hurley, Alf Goulding, Glen Lam-

. . . again operated
under ownership
management . . .

d View Hotel
AND COTTAGES

LAKE PLACID, N. Y.

Renowned cuisine—trained councillors for boys' and girls'

groups—unexcelled sports facilities—three golf courses—swim-
ming, boating, riding, polo, tennis—a thoroughly modernized
and fire-protected hotel, charmingly situated atop the hill, over-

looking the lake—catering to a carefully selected, discriminat-
ing clientele.

Edgar V. M. Gilbert, General Manager
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C NEWS OF THE DAY c
* EAST *

Verona, Pa.—Rudy Navary, opera-

tor of the Liberty, has taken over

the opposition house here. Anthony
Buby's title to the Olympic recently

reverted to A. Belda, former opera-

tor who turned the key over to Na-
vary. Liberty will remain open each

evening while the Olympic will be

dark part time.

Devon, Conn. — Henry Banks of

Bridgeport has taken a year's lease

on the Plaza, formerly the Devon,

owned by Saveria Gilormine.

Imperial, Pa.—Albert Weir is op-

erating the Imperial on Saturdays
only.

Hastings, N. Y.—Jack Rosenfeld

is now operating the Hastings.

Altoona, Pa.—David E. Surry, 74,

father of Hedda Hopper, screen ac-

tress, died here recently of heart di-

sease.

Fulton, N. Y.—William S. Hillick,

city attorney; James E. Keeler and
Earl A. Osborne plan a new house
here.

Portage, Pa. — C. O. Baird has

closed the Pastime theater.

Amsterdam, N. Y.—Maurice Kro-
nick of Hartford, Conn., has taken

over the Orpheum here from Edward
Windbiel and Thomas Shelly.

Russelton, Pa.—Nixon is now op-

erating Tuesdays, Fridays and Satur-

days, according to Wm. Griffith.

Utica, N. Y.—Joseph Enfield is

manager and organist at the reopen-

ed Rivoli, formerly the Lyric.

Star Junction, Pa. — Auditorium
has been closed by W. L. Rishbeck.

Pittsburgh—Ed Elder has resigned

from sales duties for RKO Pathe.

"Sylvia Sidney, first actress to re-
place Clara Bow in a picture, took
another step in filling the place left

vacant at Paramount by being assigned
dressing room Na. I, Miss Bow's for-
mer suite."

—Paramount.

Johnstown, Pa.— Publix is again
negotiating with George Panagotacos
for his theater interests here, it is

stated in theater circles.

• WEST *
Gold Beach, Ore.—B. E. Fisk re-

cently reopened the Chinook follow-
ing alterations.

Seattle—A. K. Bennett has been
added to the RKO Pathe exchange
sales force.

Hillsboro, Ore.—Millard B. John-
son, recently of the Venetian here, is

now manager of the Mission in Vart-
couver.

* CENTRAL •
Newark, O, — Booking contracts

have been completed by Warners-
First National whereby the Midland
Theaters Co. arranges to show 100
per cent of the producing companies'
product for the new season at its

Newark houses. The theaters in-

volved are the Midland, Auditorium
and Grand. Mort Shea represented
the theaters company and A. W.
Smith, Jr., the Warners-First Na-
tional in the negotiations.

Grand Ledge, Mich.—E. N. Mc-
Farland, who operates several the-

aters in Michigan, has opened his new
Sun here. It was completed about
two weeks ago.

Cleveland— E. A. McAuIifife, for the

past five years manager of the Strand,
Bellefontaine, is now managing the
Lincoln, belonging to Associated The-
aters.

Jackson, Miss.—J. A. Grower has
assumed management of Istrione. He
came here from the Paramount at

Helena, Ark.

Toledo—Oscar Smith, owner of the

Vita-Temple, has closed the house un-
til about Aug. 1st, when it will re-

open under new management. Jack
O'Connell formerly managed the

house.

Minneapolis—J. A. Benfer of this

city has bought the LoMar at Lohr-
ville.

Cleveland—Euclid Beach Park the-

ater has discontinued its original

short subject policy, and is now play-

ing features.

Minneapolis—An important change
in the operation of the Minnesota,
ace Minneapolis house of the Publix
northwest circuit, has occurred in

the switch from Saturday to Friday

openings. At the same time, Fan-
chon & Marco stage units will sup-
ply the stage entertainment in place
of the New York and Chicago pro-
duced Publix units which have held
forth at the theater since its opening
nearly three years ago.

Cleveland — Warner Bros, have
changed the policy at the Uptown and
Variety to three changes a week in-

stead of two.

Minneapolis—Eddie Prinzen, for-

merly Publix North Dakota district

manager and Minneapolis city man-
ager, returned to Minneapolis last

week to take unto himself a bride.
Hazel Palmberg, a local girl. L. J.
Ludwig, Publix division manager,
Minneapolis, was best man. Follow-
ing the marriage, Mr. Prinzen and
his bride returned to Marion, O.,
where the groom now is Publix city

manager.

Cleveland— Sherman Webster has
joined the local Warner exchange as

salesman. He once was manager of

the local Selznick exchange.

Des Moines — Plans have been
drawn for a new $50,000 uptown
theater to be built here by Dr. L. H.
Chamberlain. Actual construction
will start this summer.

Cleveland—Al Mertz, local RKO
branch manager, has added to his

sales staf? William McCabe, formerly
with RKO in Cincinnati, and Art
Toffler, previously with Columbia in

Cleveland.

Milwaukee—One of the voungcst
graduates of the city is Delphire
Meyer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred S. Meyer, who was graduated
recently from the Shorewo'jd High
School at the age of 15. Her father,

Fred S. Meyer, is managing director
of the Alhambra and president of the
M.P.T.O. of Wisconsin.

Chagrin Falls, O.—L. B. Solether,

resident manager of the Falls for

more than a year, has purchased the

house from its former owner, O. E.

Selleck. The new owner was formerly
located in Toledo.

* SOUTH *
Wellsburg, W. Va.—N. G. Anas

of the Manas Amusement Co. has
transferred his office here from Weir-
ton.

Washington—Richard Crull, son
of Harry W. Crull, manager of the
Fox, is assisting in the publicity and
advertising department of the house
during the summer months, return-
ing to College in the fall.

Huntington, W. Va.—Lyric Op-
erating Co., C. E. Tipton, manager,
has dismantled the Lyric here.

Charlotte, N. C—A. A. Hutchin-
son, formerly assistant manager of
the Alhambra here, has been trans-
ferred to Spartanburg. Ed Pickard
comes from the staff of the Carolina
to take the position formerly occu-
pied by Hutchinson here.

Huntington. W. Va. — LeMotto
Smith is expected to return from
Florida in the near future. Smith op-
erates the Strand here and also has
theaters at Alliance and Warren, O.
He has been resting in the South
following a long illness.

Parkersburg, W. Va.—The Strand
is being remodeled. The house is

now operated by Perc Barrett fn

conjunction with Publix.
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Silent Technique Gains Favor as Foreign Solution

CHICAGO UNION RACKETEERS INDIcTED

Warner Theater Landlords Reduce Rents Voluntarily

Flickers
—on a string

iByJACKALICOATE

GOOD THING for some theaters

hey don't play NIGHT baseball all

ear 'round . . . Wonder where cine-

na theater Masters-of-Ceremony GO
ifter they GROW UP . . . HARRY
varner is an expert pocket billiard-

st . . . Going into SOME refriger-

itcd picture houses is flirting with
)neumonija . . . HERB ebenstein is

gentleman DANDY . . . PLENTY
)f screen musicals being readied for

he COMING season . . . HY daab
wings a mean baritone. We're not
uch a rotten top tenor ourselves . . .

This business, industry or ART still

iwes PLENTY to the PIONEER-
NG efforts of D. W. grifiith.

AL lichtman was born in MONOK,
^lungary, which is but one hour's
//ALK from the birthplace of

VDOLPH zukor . . . What ever

lAPPENED to the ZIEGGY-
jOLDY combine? ... At that you'll

ave to ADMIT that SAM goldwyn
as manufactured mighty few poor
mes . . . EVERYBODY likes

'MIL reisman ... It sorta seems
lat this here Trans Lux IDEA is

ot so HOT as it usta was . . . EU-
rENE zukor is a GREAT little

uy . . . Looks like WILL hays is

ne up on the Federal Council at the

nd of the FIRST nine holes.

It took a LONG time for some of

he boys, including OURSELVES,
D appreciate the genius of HOW-
ARD dietz . . . Prexy CHARLIE
ettijohn has just returned from con-

ucting summer SCHOOL in L. A.

. . "TWENTY-FOUR HOURS,"
1 work by Par, should make a

VHALE of a picture . . . Won't
jmeone give these animated cartoon

mows a NEW idea . . . PHIL M.
)ALY is all puffed up over his

lowing in ZIT'S columnist track

leet ... In spite of Mr. dreiser,

The American Tragedy" looks like

: SMASH.

Cuts and Abatements Are
Allowed in Some of

New Leases
Savings in theater rentals amount-

ing to several hundred thousand dol-

lars for the year are being made by
Warner Bros, as a result of volun-
tary rent reductions and abatements
by landlords, The Film Daily learns.

According to a Warner executive, in

40 per cent of their houses, landlords
have renewed leases with reductions
in 10 per cent of the number. The

(Continued on Page 8)

3 LEGIT, snows TO TOUR

FOX WEST COAST HOUSES

iVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—In addition to Ethel

Barrymore in "The School for Scan-
dal," Fox West Coast theaters have
arranged bookings for two more
legitimate plays to tour some of the

(Continued on Page 8)

Moe Kurtz Leaves Para.
To Join Fox Sales Staff

Moe Kurtz, for nine years a sales-

man witl. Paramount in New York,
Brooklyn and New Jersey, has re-

signed to join Fox to handle all of

the New Jersey territory.

Eberson Drawing Plans

For Turnstile Houses

A circuit of 200-seat turnstile theaters,

with plans designed by John Eberson, is

planned by Turnstile Theaters, Inc., newly

formed company headed by Charles James.

The houses will use a rear projection

method developed by the company.

HARRY KOPLAlTrOiNS SUIT

AGAINST SKOURAS BROS.

St. Louis—Harry Koplar, former-
ly partner of the Skouras Bros, in

the St. Louis Amusement Co. and
Skouras Bros, enterprises, has open-
ly become a party to a suit whereby
four minority stockholders seek the
appointment of a circuit court re-

(Continued on Page 8)

Pathe Appoints O'Brien
Special Representative

R. A. O'Brien has been appointed
special representative for RKO
Pathe, traveling out of the home of-

fice under the supervision of E. W.
Ballentine, manager of exchange
operations, it is announced by Ned
E. Depinet. Ray, as he is best
known, is now working out of Phil-
adelphia with .*" ecial Representative
Jack DeWaal.

Only Hope of Foreign Solution
Is Seen in Silent Technique

S.M.P.E. Members Voting

On Place For Fall Meet

With New York and Detroit in the

running for designation as the place of

the Society of M. P. Engineers' fall meet-

ing, ballots have been sent to members
for a vote on the preferred location.

Tentative date of the confab is Oct.

19-22.

Endorsing the stand taken by
Joseph I. Schnitzer in declaring for
less dialogue and a closer applica-
tion of the 'silent technique' in the
production of talkers, foreign man-
agers of major companies are almost
unanimously agreed that this is about
the only solution of the foreign
problem over which most companies
are now puzzling, a survey by The
Film Daily shows.

Arthur Loew of M-G-M voices
(Continued on Page 8)

Maloy and Others Named
in Grand Jury Order
—Allied Victory

Chicago—Grand Jury indictments
were returned yesterday against
Thomas E. Maloy, head of the local
operators' union; Joseph Maloy,
Ralph O'Hara, Thomas R. Reynolds,
Elmer D. Miller, Frank J. Clifford
and Emmett C. Quinn for "racket-
eering" activities in connection with
the projectionist situation here.
The indictment action is the cul-

(Continued on Page 8)

SERVICE CHARGES CUT

BY RCA PHOTOPHONE

Standardization of rates and dura-
tion of existing service contracts,
making the terms identical with those
now being offered in connection with
new leases of sound equipment, is

announced by RCA Photophone. The
revised schedule, which amounts to

a reduction in service charges on old
contracts, was brought about largely
through the efforts of the M.P.T.O.A.

(Continued on Page 8)

Selznick Quits Paramount
May Join Radio Pictures

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—David O. Selznick,

executive assistant to B. P. Schtil-

berg, has definitley withdrawn from
Paramount. It is believed Selznick
will join Radio Pictures, but he will

make no statement at this time.

Swaps 1800 Seat House

For Two Colorado Ranches

Denver— The RIvoli, 1,800-seater and

one of the oldest in Denver, was traded

by Mrs. Mary C. Steele to a group of

four Denver men for two Colorado ranches.

E. S. Coalstone, Peter Thompson, Milton

Lipson and Ernest Morris are the new
owners,
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Closeups from Distance
Claimed With New Device

Washington, Ind.—Taking clo.se-

ups with the camera 100 feet dis-
tant is said to be possible with ar
invention of Robert Long of this
city. His work has attracted con-
siderable attention, and recently his
studio and device was inspected by
a representative of Universal.
Another device perfected by Long

at a cost of $L75 is an attachment
for motion picture cameras which it

is said will eliminate costly equip-
ment now used in news reel work.

High Low Close

East. Kodak 146
Fox Fm. "A" .. 16

Gen. Th.Eq.(New) 4
Loew's, Inc 44
Paramount 24
Pathe Exch.
do "A" . .

.

RKO "A"
Warner Bros.

Net
Chg.

14054 146 -f 6"//

'A

14M
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m
41-/8

23

+
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NEW YORK
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Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.
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Technicolor

NEW YORK
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Loew 6s 41WW . .

Paramount Gs 47.
Par. By. S-^s 51.1
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Pathe 7s 37 . .
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34J4 34-^ 34/i —
99 98J^ 98!/^ ..

89;/^ 87M 87^ —
mVi 102 10254 -1-

79 7854 79 —
925^ 92 92"^ ..

40 40 40

Bijou Fernandez Better

Bijou Fernandez, who has been ill

with a severe attack of summei
grippe, returned to her desk yester-

day in the Artist's Bureau attached

to Warner theaters. Miss Fernan-
dez was under the doctor's care for

10 days.

New York Long Island City J[X

1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. j*{

BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 i%
i.i

if

Eastman s^

I J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

RKO Circuit Adding
Fourth Madison House

Madison, Wis.—The Parkway, local

independent theater which closed
luly 14, will be taken over in Sep-
tember by RKO, according to re-

ports. This will give RKO four
houses in Madison.

Harold Mirisch Rejoins
Warners Booking Staff

Harold Mirisch, who was sent to
Memphis a year ago to manage the
Warner theater there, has been re-
called to New York by Dan Micha-
love to join the Warners-First Na-
tional booking staff in the home of-
fice.

Powell Picture Titled
Instead of "The Other Man,"

William Powell's first Warner Bros
starring picture, will be released as
"The Road to Singapore." Marian
Marsh plays the leading feminine
'ole. and also in the cast are Doris
Kenyon, Alison Skipwnrth, Fred-
erick Kerr, Lumsden Hare, Ethel
Griffis, Arthur Clayton. Louis Cal-
hern. Douglas Gerrard and others.
Alfred E. Green directed.

Colbert-March in "Marriace Bed"
Ernest Pascal's nlav. "The Mar-

riage Bed," has been bought bv
Paramount as a co-starring vehicle
for Claudette Colbert and Fredrir
March. It will be produced on the
coast.

New House for Watertown, Mass.
Watertown, Mass. —• Chamber of

Commerce official are co-onc-ating
in negotiations under way for a new
theater here.

Goldstein House Opening Sept. 1

Springfield. Mass. — Samuel and
Nathan _E._ Goldstein have set Sept.
in negotiations under wav for a new
house, the Arcade, seating 1,200.

j*j Chicago
> 1727 Indiana Ave.
W CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood4I21

Georee Elmore in Jersey City
Holyoke, Mass. — George J. El-

more, who used to manage the Vic-
tory and Playhouse here, has taken
over the management of the Fox
Rialto in Jersey City, N. J.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low D«il» or VrrkiT Ratei

Powers Clnaphnnp rnniomant Corporation
723-7TH AVE.. N. Y. BRYANT 9-8067

Demonstration of RCA
Sound Improvement

A special showing was given yes-
terday at the RCA Photophone pro-
jection room to an invited list of

leaders in the musical field who wit-
nessed a demonstration of the most
recent development in RCA sound
reproduction, the subject being a

number of choruses from the Mormon
Tabernacle choir of 400 voices and
several compositions on the great
organ in Salt Lake City. An added
attraction was a presentation of the
sound track on the film so the audi-
ence could see graphically the modu-
lations of sound in one of the
numbers.

Protex Trading Corp.
Takes Larger Quarters

Protex Trading Corp., distributors
of foreign language films, moves its

offices on Monday from the Little
Carnegie Playhouse building to 32
E. 58th St., headquarters of the Leo
Brecher organization where addi-
tional space has been leased to ac-
commodate the increasing activities

of this Brecher subsidiary. Norman
S. Arenwald continues in charge of
Protex and will assume in addition
new home office duties.

Dreiser Case Up July 22
Following the granting of a writ

to Theodore Dreiser, who seeks to
ban the showing of "An American
Tragedy" by Paramount, .Supreme
Court Justice Graham Witschief, in

White Plains has set July 22 as the
day upon which Paramount must
show cause why it should not be
restrained from showing the film.

John H. Harris Here for Meeting
John H. Harris, zone manager of

the Pittsburgh theaters in the W^ar-
ner Bros, circuit, arrived in New
York yesterdaj- in connection with
booking deals for the houses under
his supervision. In the afternoon he
attended a conference of theater

heads presided over by Dan
Michalove.

Sound Recording
FILM AND DISC

Re-Recording Disc or Film
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
STANLEY RECORDING CO. ot

AMERICA. <}NC
1841 Broadway—New York, N. Y.

Columbus 5-3181-3182

GCVAECT
CAWSTCCr

15 & 35 MM
B & W and Colors

UNIFORM—BRILLIANT
FINE GRAIN—DURABLE
The Gevaert Company of

America, Inc.
423 W. S5th St. 413-21 No. State St.

N. Y. C. Chicago
Originators of the Tinted Base

M. P. Film

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

July

July

Aug,

Aug.

Aug.

Sept

Oct.

Nov.

17-18: Educational - Tiffany - Bono Ar
regional meeting, Hotel Congress
Chicago.

20-21 : Annual summer meatitig o
North and South Carolina Th«
ater Owners' Ass'n, at thi

Hotel Oceanic, Wrightsvill>
Beach, Wilmington, N. C.
Educational-Tiffany-Sono Ar

regional meeting. Brown Palaci
Hotel, Denver.
British film festival, sponsorer

by British International Pictures
Malvern, England.

7: First Annual Golf Tournament
New England Film Industry
Pine Brook VaUey Club, We«on
Mass.
Annual Outing of Minneapolii
Film Board of Trade, Detroi:
Lakes, Minn.
Semi-annual Convention, Alli«

Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota
North and South Dakota, Min
neapolis.

Hispano - American Motion Picturi
Congress, Madrid, Spain.
Annual meeting of Academy O!

M. P. Arts & Sciences. Holly
wood.
Annual Awards Dinner of Am-
dpmv of M. P. Arts & Sciences
Holljrwood.

. 3-22:

7-8:

9-10:

Columbia Adds Four
To Scenario Staff

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DA'
Hollywood — Four writers havt

been added to the Columbia staff.

They include Luther Reed, who is

also a director; Agnes Christint!

Johnson; Ray Schrock, who likewistl

has directed in stock, and Winifred!
Dunn. I

Major Bowes to Celebrate
Major Edward Bowes, managine

director of the Capitol and "father"
of the Capitol "Family," will cele-

brate his sixth anniversary on the

air next Friday evening, July 24.

V/\CATIOi\($7mm
CAIMP £' C€I;NTRY CLt/B
SrOtV, MASS. Cmscu- BOSTONJ

(FOR ADULTS)
The country club with real out-

door thrills 1

1

ON THE PREMISES:
9 hole (3000 yd.) golf course,
hard clay tennis courts. Fifteen
miles of fine canoeing, excellent
swimming. Hand Ball. Horse
Ranch, Hiking Trails, Complete
Social Staff, and Country Club
Orchestra. Accommodations, with
running water. Tours to His-
toric Concord, Lexington and
Wayside Inn.
Film employees consult your
social secretary for special rate
information or

Write

CARL ERBSTEIN, Mng. Dir.

Assabet Country Club
P. O. Maynard, Mass.
Or Call CHickering 4-7580

Room 209
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^v\ SAID THE SALESMAN TO
THE EXHIBITOR J^
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Connie Bennett and Lew Cody are

painting Paris pink. Lew keeps the

joy joints working overtime.

Connie gets tired waiting for Lew to

keep a date with the preacher and
leaves him flat.

Joel McCrea is an artist. He's paint-

ing old Mother Eve and needs a

good model bad.

Connie, down to her last dime, asks

for the job. Covered with blushes she

poses. P. S.—She gets the job.

Joel works fast on the painting. And
faster on Connie. Two weeks later

she's fixing his breakfasts for him.

They throw a little party. A Spaniard

makes a play for Connie. When she

gives him thatta, he spills the beans
about Lew Cody. Joel steams, Con-
nie walks.

He catches up with her a month later

at the Art Students' Ball. It's the big

4^ night in Paree, where everybody
comes and everything goes.

Connie is with the Spaniard. Joel de-

clares war on Spain and busts up
the ball.

Joel wants to marry her. Connie pro-

poses trial marriage. "I don't care

what people say, just so you keep
on saying you love me,"

His aristocratic sister has been hear-

ing things. She gets him back to

America on a phony excuse. And
Connie after him.

Sister throws a big yachting party

And "innocently" invites Lew Codyf
as one of the guests.

Sister is out to make a sucker of|^
Connie. Lew makes a play for her all '-'f/m

over again. Joel gets jealous. Connie ^ ^
gets sore. Sister pats herself on the

back.

Joel socks Lew, grabs Connie, and
they hop off for that dear Paree,

stopping only long enough to get a

squad of preachers to tie the knot

good and tight.

Robert W. Chambers knows that the

ladies love love stories. He gave them

more than their money's worth in THE
COMMON LAW.

So did Connie. By the time she walks

into that studio and proves that the

French models have nothing on her,

she owes the customers nothing. They
really ought to pay another admis-

sion to see the rest of the picture.

Charlie Rogers has handed exhibitors

one of those box-office naturals. It

opens today RKO MayfaW, New York.

RKO Pathe's Old Fightin' Cock has

something to crow about in this one.

r- r
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
jy[ARJORIE GATES ON, who

graduated from musical comedy
to dramatic roles, is arriving from
New York to join Paramount. She
created the mother role in the Broad-
way production of "Street Scene."

George R. Cooper, veteran sound
man at Columbia, has just com-
pleted the recording on "Fifty
Fathoms Deep."

* * *

Now that Charles Starrett, former
Dartmouth football player, will appear
in Paramount's "Touchdown," we
would suggest a team consisting of

Allan Dwan, who played at Notre
Dame; George Bromley, an exhibitor,

who was a star linesman at Minne-
sota; Sam Wood, who played in

Philadelphia; Richard Dix, who was
in the Minnesota lineup; and, of

course, several of the Notre Dame
boys, who are wearing the gridiron

togs for good old Universal.

Dwight Caldwell is now in com-
plete charge of the film editing de-
partment at the Larry Darmour stu-

dios. He has been with Darmour
for the past three years.

*

Clarence Kolster has completed the
editing of "Waterloo Bridge" for

Universal.
* * *

Hollywood seems to be housing
all the Broadway comedians. Jimmy
Durante is the latest arrival. Others
here include "Groucho" Marx, Al
Jolson and Eddie Cantor. Cantor
seems lonesome, as there are not
enough benefits to play each night.

* * *

Radio Pictures will re-install its co-

director system when "Sour Grapes"
goes into production soon. John Hal-
liday and Lynn Shores wUl share the
megaphone, with Myles Connolly as

associate producer.
* * *

Isabel Withers, Hank Mann and
Bud Jamieson have been added to

the cast of "Easy to Get," one of

the "Gay Girl" series of RKO Pathe

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN
THE PRESS

"Edward C. Robinson was much enter-
tained to discover in Reno four former
screen gangsters who had played bits In
'Little Caesar.' They had found new
occupations, dealing a game in the wide-
open gambling palaces."

—First National.

comedies directed by Howard Breth-
erton. June MacCloy, Marion Shil-
ling and Gertrude Short are fea-

tured.

Louis Sarecky, associate producer
for Radio Pictures, has been comb-
ing Hollywood for drawling South-
ern accents—no synthetic ones will

be considered for important bits and
parts in "Secret Service," which is

to star Richard Dix in the famous
William Gillette play of the Civil

War.

The unit producing Columbia's
"Pagan Lady," returned several days
ago from its location trip in San
Pedro harbor and is now shooting
final sequences at the studio. The
picture is an adaptation of the stage

play by William Du Bois, which
served as a starring vehicle for Le-
nore Ulric on Broadway. Evelyn
Brent portrays the Ulric role, sup-
ported by Conrad Nagel, Charles
Bickford, Roland Young, William
Farnum, Lucille Gleason, Leslie Fen-
ton and Gwen Lee. John Francis
Dillon is directing.

Harold Schwartz will direct the
fourth Rosco Ates comedy for Radio
Pictures. Schwartz is collaborating
with Thomas Leimon on a story
which will present the stammering
comic in double roles. The picture

is titled "The Guppy Twins." It will

be produced and supervised by Louis
Brock.

With the completion of his script

of "Are These Our Children?" for

Radio Pictures, Howard Estabrook,
the studio's ace scenarist, has dropped
all other work to finish "Frontier,"
an original story.

* * if.

Production on "Local Boy Makes
Good" at the First National studios
will continue for at least another
week, according to latest advices.
It had been expected that shooting
would be finished by July 15, but
various matters have caused the
flight delay. Joe E. Brown, who is

starred in the film, suffered an in-
jury to his leg which postponed cer-
tain of the track sequences in this
college picture, and later a location
trip as far east as Lincoln, Neb.,
was necessary. Mervyn LeRoy is di-
recting the film. Following its com-
pletion some time next week, he will
leave at once for a vacation in the
Sierras.

* * *

Preparations for filming the news-
paper story "Sob Sister," by Mildred
Gilman, former New York Daily
News reporter, are going forward
speedily at the Fox studios. Joyce
Compton, George E. Stone and Min-
na Gombell have been selected to
support Linda Watkins and James
Dunn, leading players. Alfred San-
tell will direct "Sob Sister."

It's Not
Unusual

For Each

DIRECTORS'
ANNUAL
To Be Bigger

And Better

Than Those

Preceding

—

lt*s a Film

Daily Habit

THE FILM DAILY
DIRECTORS' ANNUAL

and

PRODUCTION GUIDE
{12th Annual Edition}

OUT THIS MONTH
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Bathing Beauties

Still Goal 'Em
jy[ANAGER J. J. Scholer of

the Orpheum, Phoenix,

Ariz., staged a bathing beauty
contest in conjunction with the

showing of "Lover Come Back."

The bathing beauty dance revue
was put on one night during

the four-day run of picture.

Scholer tied in with a local

haberdasher who sponsored the

revue with a dancing instructor

and proprietor of dancing school
staging it. The haberdasher
furnished fifteen bathing suits

and presented each one in cast

with one of these suits gratis.

—Orpheum,
Phoenix, Ariz.

Guessing Contest

Based On Scene Mat

^ANAGER Milton Schos-
berg grabbed his share of

free space through a newspaper
tie-up in putting over "Up Pops
the Devil" at the Publix-Hip-
podrome, Pottsville, Pa. One
of the scene mats suggested the
idea to Schosberg. He then con-
tacted the newspaper on the
idea of a guessing contest and
they in turn liked the idea so well
that they gave 38 inches of free
space to the contest. Schosberg
says that this idiea might be
passed along to the boys who
are in towns similar to Potts-
ville where there is no engrav-
ing plant. —Hippodrome,

Pottsville, Pa.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Sydney S. Cohen names M.P.T.O.
committee to meet with Adolph Zu-
kor and settle theater problem.

* * *

Walter Wanger going abroad
again. His ideas on international
film making.

* * *

Edwin Carewe to make his own
productions in the East.

• • • GRADUALLY we are organizin' this kolyum so that
pretty soon we won't have to do any THINKING any more

we are building up a Correspondents' Staff in key spots
..:

.^
who sweat and toil writin' us stuff for this Obituary

Dep't that puts us in the same racket with Walter Win-
chell who hires a sec to dig out all the Good Gags in his
Jnail and then Walt breezes in, takes out his ruler, meas-
ures the material for column length, and totters out mentally
fagged and physically a wreck to recuperate till yawmng
as he lolls around the nite clubs wotta racket!
and now we're doin' the same thing except that we have
no sec but that may develop later gawd is kind,
and the Boss is beginnin' to Loosen Up, too

* * * *

• * ^ BUT WE started out to give you the lowdown on
the Muggs Who Really Write This Kolyum what's the
use of kiddin' you any longer since Boss Alicoate has
spilled the beans on this Zit's Columnists' Pop Contest
and wised ya up that we're only a rewrite man? trying to
horn in on the Reg'lar Columnists and give 'em a shellackin'

with the help of Mike Simmons and his Ampians
so today's Family Album presents our Arkansas Correspondent
• ; T. R. Westmorland of Little Rock who does
his best work on White Rock and isn't fussy whether the
mixin's are rye, Scotch, gin or Essence of Ginger. .... .ya can't
be too fussy if ya live in Li'l Rock

* * * *

• • • THIS BOY is a real Native Son of Calyfor-nigh-aye
and when he goes back home he is pointed out as a Freak

a Native Son who has Made Good OUTSIDE of his
own state for Westy is a big advertisin* Mugg with a
yen for the Fix and that yarn he sent us about the Mar-
ried Schoolchildren of Arkansas and the Ministerial Alliance

was reprinted all over the State so that when
they voted on Sunday Shows the citizens gave the Alli-

ance the Sailors' Salute and the Bronx Cheer and voted
about 5 to 1 in FAVOR of Sunday Shows tush, tush
wot is Arkansas coming to if all the gells and gulls are goin' to
spend their day of rest together in botany studies in the hay loft

instead of in Sunday school?
* m * *

• • • AND NOW Westy sends us a great yarn about the
Local Gal Who Made Good Peggy Shannon, no less

who is really Miss Winona Sammon can ya Imagine Para-
mount plugging a Fish! so they gave her a real Irish

name although Peggy was born and raised in Pine Bluff

so when the Saenger theayter held the world premiere
of her pix, "The Secret Call" Mayor Holderness officially

proclaimed the date, July 14, as "Peggy Shannon Day"
a LEGAL local holiday, b'gosh! and Saenger's gave away
prizes aggregating 30 free tickets so that practically all

the citizens of Pine Bluff turned out en masse for there
were enough tickets to Go Around a swell premiere, if

there ever was one .the whole town just went cuckoo
closing the three shops on Main Street for the Epic Day.

* * * *

• • • THE LATEST Broadway racket is the Singin' Knife-
Grinder he sits at his emory wheel on the sidewalk and
grinds your pocket-knife with Song the guy knows all

the latest pop numbers and if ya tip him, he'll oblige
with an Opera Harry Warner was arranging an appoint-
ment with the Kink of Siam while he's in town and the
Kink's sec phoned to give the appointment hour for Harry to

call and be received in state and some gel on the Warner
wire sez "Okay. Mister Warner will be here in his ossif,

WAITIN' for him!" Harvey Day ran outa his gum
drops on his way to the Educational Chi convention you
must know that Harvey is never without gum drops and
Arthur Lucas, who has been carrying a bag of gum drops around
for years waitin' for such a break handed 'em to Harvey.

Now that filmusicals are beginnin' to perk up out in

Hollerword, one of the studes is using chorus gals again
and the director gave orders to his camera man "Don't
shoot, kid, till ya see the whites of their thighs!" naughty,
naughty

TIMELY TOPICS
A. Digest of

Current Opinions

t)^

« « « » » »

Film Fan Not

A Sophisticate

'J'HE charge that the film fan

today is over-sophisticated

cannot stand up against the fact

that children and animals play

a more important part in mod-
ern screen stories than ever be-

fore. This is so patent that an
episode introducing a child or a

dog is coming to be regarded as

almost "sure-fire" from the

standpoint of audience-interest.

There has never been a time in

the history of pictures when
children were so generally em-
ployed in them as today, and it

is due to the fresh and whole-
some flavor which their presence

imparts to a story. The ingenu-

ous role played by a child actor

will provide laughter or tears

where the most skillful actor will

fail. This is very good evidence

that the hard-boiled sophistica-
tion attributed to audiences is

greatly over-stated. It is not
unusual to see a scene in which
a pet dog or a baby lifts a com-
plete production out of the rut
of mediocrity, so unfailing is the
interest of audiences in the inno-
cent and unstudied manner which
characterizes their appearance on
the screen.

—Lenore Coffet

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
^atulations are ex-
tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

July 17
Jack Conway
John V. A. Weaver
Frank Whitbeck
Johnny Darrow
Mabel Van Buren
Myrtle McLaughlin
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WARNER THEATER

CUT RENTS

(Cc:itint<ed from Page 1)

remaining 60 per cent of the rented

theaters have not as yet reported the

terms of renewal of leases, but a like

percentage of houses granted reduc-

tions or abatements is anticipated.

"In turn," said the executive, "We
are reducing rents on business firms

who rent from us in these leased

buildings."

Other major circuit heads canvassed

by Film Daily yesterday stated that

none of their leased theaters had re-

ported reductions in rentals and that

"abatements'" wherein rents are re-

duced for one or two years, with the

reduction to be paid back to the land-

lord before the expiration of the lease,

are unnecessary under present con-

ditions.

3 Legit Shows to Tour
Fox West Coast Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

California houses. The others are

a revival of "Elmer the Great," with

Joe E. Brown, and Mrs. Leslie Car-

ter in "The Shanghai Gesture." Ac-
cording to the arrangements between
Fox West Coast and the Shuberts,

the legit, attractions will play one-

night stands, including towns that

have not had shows of this kind in

a long time.

The Joe E. Brown vehicle will

also play several large mid-western
cities, including Detroit, Cleveland

and St. Louis.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Berthoud, Colo. — The Moon has

been sold by Luce & Taylor to H. E.

Berglund.

Clovis, N. M.—^Hardwick Bros,
have opened the new 800-seat Rex.

Memphis—S. M. Sachs of the RKO
Pathe office in Memphis has closed

deals whereby all Rooster brand
shorts and two-reel comedies will be
played in houses of the Lightman and
Bovd circuits.

Racine, Wis.—Matty Fox, formerly
assistant manager at the Mainstreet,

now operated by Fox and closed for

the summer, has been transferred to

Fox's State as assistant to Mickey
Gross.

Denver—The Mission theater, op-
erated for some months by Edwin
Bluck, has been closed and he is

operating the Hiawatha on an option
to buv.

Portage, Wis.—E. L. Weisner of
Milwaukee is now sole owner of the
Home here. The theater was former-
ly operated by the Snow Theater Co.,

of which he was a stockholder.

Phillips Lord's Sendoff

To signalize his departure for the

coast to appear in Radio Pictures

productions, Phillips Lord, the "Seth
Parker" of the air, will make a spe-

cial appearance in today's broad-
cast on the "RKO Theater of the

Air."

Joe E. Brown to Make Vaude Tour
The Artist's Bureau, connected

with the Warner theater circuit has
signed contracts for the personal ap-

pearances of Joe E. Brown in a new
song and dance sketch. Brown will

open his tour July 31 at the Warner
in Milwaukee, followed by the Or-
pheum, Chicago; Stanley, Pitts-

burgh; Mastbaum, Philadelphia;

Stanley, Jersey City, and Earle, in

Washington.

COMING & GOING

HERBERT BRENON will arrive on the

Century this morning to attend the funeral
services of his mother, Mrs. Frances Brenon
to be held at the Little Church Around The
Corner at 11:30 tomorrow morninp;.

JOHN H. HARRIS, Warner Bros, the
ater zone manager in Pittsburgh, is in New
York for conferences.
JOHN HOWARD LAWSON, who is

wrifng four stories for Radio Pictures next
season, is on his way back to New York
from the coast.

GEORGE BANCROFT and a unit in-

cluding Director John Cromwell. David Du-
rand and Guy Oliver, actors: Edward Para-
more, Jr., writer, and George Nichols, cui-

ter, are on their way east to make sequences
for "Rich Man's Folly," Paramount produc-
tion.

Foreign Solution's Hope
Seen in Silent Technique

(Continued from Page 1)

the general sentiment in stating that

"What Europe and America need
most today, in addition to the well-

known good five-cent cigar, is more
silence and silent technique in pic-

tures."

"Let's get back to the pantomime
which made the motion picture in-

dustry," Loew declared, "Let's sup-
plement the pantomime with the
gifts of speech with which the elec-

trical gods have endowed us. But
don't let's talk ourselves to death.

American pictures, American tech-

nique, and above all American made
stars are the crying demand through-
out the world. The demand is no
less now than it was five years ago.''

Dubbing and the use of native

stars speaking the language of the
respective countries have proved un-
satisfactory, the foreign managers re-

port. Importing of expensive for-

eign players for the production of

the multi-linguals in Hollywood also

has failed to pan out profitably, since

the Hollywood stars are preferred

by the foreign audiences.
As a consequence, opinion among

maior companies is gradually cr\s-

tallizing on the fact that the best

course lies in the silent technique',

enabling the addition of a little mu-
sic and other touches whereby the

regular Hollywood productions can
be adapted at low cost for exhibi-

tion abroad.

Danvers Exhib Bankrupt
Danvers, Mass,—Louis Brown, lo-

cal theater manager, has filed a bank-
ruptcv petition listing liabilities of

$7,645 and assets of $3,000.

Deny Permit for New House
Reading, Mass.—S. Pfau's request

for a permit to build another house
here has been denied by the select-

men on the ground that the town
is not big enough for two theaters.

Protest Soviet Films
A telegram protesting again^^t the

olaving of Soviet films in Balaban
& Katz houses, on the orrounds that

they are "Red propaganda," has been
sent to Paramount officials bv Ma-
ior Frank Pease, chairman of the
National Film Improvement Com-
mittee.

Service Charges Cut
By RCA Photophone
(Continued from Page 1)

committee which recently obtained
similar concessions from Electrical
Research Products.
The revised schedule, as outlined

by J. H. Tingle, treasurer of Photo-
phone, follows:
"Super and large size equipments

(Types "A", "B" and "C")—$130 per
month for four regularly scheduled
service calls per month with emer-
gency or request service at $4 per
hour with a minimum of $10 per call

plus transportation.
"Standard size equipments (Types

"D", "F", "G" and "H")—$65 per
month for two regularly scheduled
service calls per month with emer-
gency or request service at $4 per
hour with a minimum of $10 per call,

plus transportation,

"Any exhibitor whose service con-
tracts call for the payment of service

charges at a rate which is different

than those set forth in the foregoing
schedule, or whose service contract
is in excess of a period of three years
may, provided his account with
Photophone is not in arrears, can
convert his existing service contract
to the new basis by signing and re-

turning a form of letter rider which
will be attached to and made a part
of exhibitor's agreement with Photo-
phone."
The M.P.T.O,A. is urging theater

owners to take advantage of this re-

vision, with a view to making new
contracts later under terms to be
governed by the situation as it then
exists.

GRAND JURY IN CHICAGO

INDICTS UNION RACKETEERS

(Continued from Page 1)

mination of a long struggle by the
independent theater owners of Chi-

cago, under Aaron Saperstein, to

free themselves from a condition
that was fast putting them out of

business. Because of its bearing orf

like conditions in other Allied terri-

tories, the All States Ass'n has sup-
ported the Chicago unit in its bat-

tle. W. A. Steffes was designated
as its representative to assist the
Chicago group. Steffes has been in

Chicago for some time and will re-

main here until the situation is clear-

ed up.
The state's action is regarded as

a decisive victory for the independ-
ent theater owner, as well as an ac-

complishment for Allied. The "El-
mer D. Miller" included in the in-

dictment is better known as "Jack
Miller" of the Chicago Exhibitors'
Ass'n.

Charles E. Lounsbury and Charles
Bellows were the attorneys in charge
of the investigation for the state.

Harry Koplar Joins Suit
Against Skouras Bros.

(Continued from Page 1)

ceiver for Skouras Bros. Enterprises.
Koplar's sister, Mrs. Elsie Prob-

stein, and I. Meyer have also been
added as plaintiffs. The suit was
originally filed June 26 by William
J. Blake.

Skouras Enterprises has a half

interest in the Skouras Super-The-
aters Co., operators of the Ambas-
sador, Missouri and Grand Central
theaters in St. Louis, and also holds
the majority stock of the St. Louis
Amusement Co., which has 22 neigh-
borhood and suburban houses. The
suits have been continued to July 21.

Capital Buys "Maciste" Territory
World's Trade Exchange, of which

Arthur Ziehm is general manager, has
old "Maciste in Hell," Italian pro-
duction, to the Capital Film Exchange
for the territory of Greater New York,
Northern New Jersey and Upper
New York State.

Mrs. Brenon's Funeral Tomorrow
Following funeral services for

Mrs. Frances Brenon, mother of

Herbert Brenon, at the Little Church
Around the Corner tomorrow morn-
ing at 11:30, interment will be held
at Woodlawn Cemetery. Brenon
arrived today from the coast.

Pathe in New Des Moines Quarters
Des Moines—The RKO Pathe ex-

change here is now located in its

new quarters. Nate Sandler is man-
ager of the branch.

Elmer Sedin, special representa-
tive, assisted in the moving of the
office. The new quarters are at

1113-15 High Street.

Fox Signs Two from Stage
John Peter Leister, playwright,

and Lawrence O'Sullivan, stage
character actor who made a hit in

"Old Man Murphy," have been sign-

ed by Fox. Leister, who also has
been a vaudeville actor and author,
lately has been writing tabloid skits

for use in making talker tests.

Dual Bills Losing Out

Cleveland—Double feature programs are

gradually losing out in this territory, accord-

ing to reports along the local film row.

The trend among exhibitors here is to build

up their programs with a good selection of

short subjects. No drive has been conducted

against dual bills, but they seem to have

been tried out with poor success.

Back to Balanced Shows
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offers exhibifors

a brilliant array of

perfect entertain-

ments to pierce the

fogs of average business

and emblazon the show ^
man's course to record \

grosses for the new season.

A LEWIS MilESTONE PRODUCTION

LORIA SWANSON hOWAR

IE CANTOR
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8 MACK SENNETT
ANDY CLYDE COMEDIES

6 MACK SENNETT
COMEDY FEATURETTES

12^ A^ACK SENNETT
COMEDIES

8 VANITY COMEDIES
Al Christie Productions

6 IDEAL COMEDIES

6 TORCHY COMEDIES
with RAY COOKE

6 MERMAID COMEDIES

52
TWO-REEL
PICTURES

,,y%^

134
by EDUCATIONAL
SPECIALISTS

1931-1932
lCfoss the pages

of the trade press blazes the

news. The public, fed up on
double-feature programs, is

sold on short subjects.

Educational Short Subjects mean
long profits, not only because

they are made by specialists —
but also because they put that

spice of variety, comedy and
thrills into a program which
every audience demands. The
public is sold on short subjects.

Smart exhibitors everywhere

are sold on Educational Short

Subjects and are advertising

them to their public

(f ^d^LUXiticrnal U^tctuAjU-^

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

12 MACK SENNETT
BREVITIES

6 LYMAN H. HOWE'S
HODGE-PODGE

13 ROMANTIC JOURNEYS
Produced by

HOWARD C. BROWN and CURTIS F. NAGEL

6 CANNIBALS OF THE DEEP
Produced by MACK SENNEH

1 3 CAMEO COMEDIES

26 PAUL TERRY-TOONS
By FRANK MOSER ond PAUL TERRY

6 BILL CUNNINGHAM SPORTS
REVIEWS— Produced by

HOWARD C. BROWN and CURTIS F. NAGEL

82
ONE-REEL
PICTURES

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc., £.W.Hafnfnons,Presfdenf

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distribntora of America, Inc.. Will H. Hays, President
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Lewen Pizor Scores Producers' Lack of Initiative

GOV'f^EFUSES TOIdVISE ON CONTRACT

Censors Find Short Subjects of Higher Quality
Comedies Are Giving the

Film-Temperers Very
Little Trouble

;
Richmond—Short subjects on the

I

whole are of a higher type than many
!of those submitted for examination

I

in previous years, according to the

:
Virginia State Division of Motion

I

Picture Censorship. Very little

trouble is being experienced novf in

I

connection with comedies and other

shorts, the film-temperers state. This
I (Continued on Page 9)

IMOR PLATED' FILM

BEING PUT ON MARKET

"Armor plated" film, on which
the perforations are protected by a

thin copper band, is being put on

the market by Precision Engineer-
ing Co. of Philadelphia. N. Peder-

son, president and general manager
of the company, is also the inventor

jOf the process, which is guaranteed

to prevent tearing or "breaks" due

ito worn perforations. The copper

:band is so attached to the film that
(.Continued on Page 9)

Four New Theater Firms
Are Formed in Virginia

Richmond, Va.—Charters of incor-

loration have been granted in the

ast few days to four new companies

ntending to engage in the theater

nisiness. They include Lincoln The-
iter Corp., Marion, Va., C. C. Lin-

I'hi, Jr., president, authorized capital

.f $25,000; United Theater Corp.,
(.Continued on Page 9)

Otterson Sees Television

Held Back by Conditions

London—No immediate commercial fu-

ure for television, wide screen or third

imension is likely in the present state

f the film world, said |. E. Otterson of

Electrical Research Products, now on a trip

London, Paris and Berlin.

Fewer and Better
Twenty-three pictures in all were directed in the 1930-31 season by the ten

directors who now lead in the balloting for the "Ten Best Directors" of the year.
This makes an average of a little more than two pictures apiece. Five of the mega-
phone wielders actually handled two films each, three worked on only one, and the
remaining two did five each. In the case of the latter two, however, one director
received practically all his votes on the strength of a single picture out of the five

he directed, while in the other megaphonist's list are two particular films that
brought him the votes. Which may or may not prove that quantity and quality do
not go together in picture production.

26 New Universal Features

Booked by Warner Circuit

Universal's 26 features on the 1931-

32 production schedule have been
booked by the Warner Bros, theater

circuit. The contract, which was
handled by Phil Reisman, Ted
Schlanger and Harry Lorch for

Universal, and Dan Michalove,
E. A. Alperson and Clayton Bond
for Warners, is for percentage book-
ings, but the lowest estimate based

on its guarantees involves rentals of

from $2,500,000 to $3,000,000.

Bernard Edelhertz Dies
Following Long Illness

Bernard Edelhertz, 51, publisher ot

"The American Hebrew" and at one

time prominently identified with the

film industry, who had been seriously

aihng since last March, suffering from
an affliction of the heart and a nerv-

ous breakdown, died Friday morning
at his home at the Hotel Winder-

(Continued on Page 9)

Producers ' Lack of Initiative \^

Scored by Eastern Exhib Leader

Educational Concludes
Chicago Sales Confab

Chicago— The second of Educa-

tional's three district sales meetings

came to a close here yesterday after-

noon with talks by L. A. Young and

William Saal. E. W. Hammons re-

turned to New York and the rest

of the home office contingent will

leave Chicago on Saturday morning
for the final meeting, which will be

held in Denver next Monday and

Tuesday. Nine central and southern

branches were represented at the

Chicago gathering, and an equal

number of western managers will at-

tend the Denver confab.

Immediately on return of the man-
(Continxied on Page 9)

Philadelphia — Scoring producers
for lacking courage and initiative to

make pictures along different lines

from those turned out by other stu-

dios, Lewen E. Pizor, head of the

M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsyl-
vania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware, in reply to questions put

to him by The Film Daily, declared

that confidence in the industry is

being weakened by the shortage of

good pictures and that the produc-

ers alone are to blame for not de-

livering better product.

Gangster and sex stories have

been greatly overdone, says Pizor.

and current pictures contain too

much and too sophisticated dialogue.

The cry among exhibitors is for

clean, wholesome pictures that are
(Continued on Page 12)

Dept. of Justice Says It

Cannot Rule on Rights
of Private Parties

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Declaring that it is

"not in a position to advise on the

legal rights of private parties," the
Department of Justice has declined

to give any opinion with regard to

the legality of the proposed new
standard exhibition contract. After
listening to M. A. Lightman, presi-

dent of the M.P.T.O.A., and Pete
Wood, of the Ohio M.P.T.O., who
have been holding conferences with

(Continued on Page 12)

MONOGRAM SALES TOTAL

$500,0fl0J[8IX WEEKS

Sales in Monogram Pictures
branches for six weeks ended July
11 exceeded a half million dollars,

or at the rate of over $80,000 weekly,
according to W. Ray Johnston, pres-
ident of Monogram.
The coast studios have been or-

dered to proceed with all possible
dispatch in the production of the
remaining Monogram pictures, five

of which are completed.

Jensen Starting Work
On Six Society Dramas

Emil C. Jensen is leaving Sunday
on the Advance Century for Holly-
wood, where he will launch work
on the first of six society dramas
which he plans to produce under the
banner of Patrician Pictures.

Take Action To Restrain

Picketing by Operators

Trenton, N. |.—An order has been is-

sued by Vice Chancellor Buchanan calling

upon the Union County M. P. Operators'

Union in Linden to show cause on July 28

why it should not be restrained from pick-

eting the Plaza there.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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High Low Close

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 13!/2 13/^ 13^4 +
East. Kodak 147 J4 145^ 146
Fox Fm. "A" .. \bV% IbVi 16!4 +
Gen. Th.Eq.(New) 4 iH 3Vi —
Loew's, Inc 44^ 43-^ 43^ —
Paramount 24->^ 23J4 24 >^ —
Pathe Exch \Vi 1^ IVt .

do "A" 7 6J^ (>n —
RKO "A" 15 14"/2 14/2 —
Warner Bros. . . . TVi 6% 7 +

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
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Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 8 7H » +
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Par. 5!/^s 50 ... 79 79 79 —
Pathe 7s 37 92/ 92/ 92/ .

Warner's 6s 39 ... 40 40 4(1 .

Net
Chi,'.

1/

State Improvement Film Shown
Atlantic City — A sound picture

produced by Visugraphic for the

State of New Jersey, presenting the

work of the Rehabilitation Commis-
sion of that state, was given its

premiere last night in the new Audi-
torium here. It will be shown four

times daily as a feature of the sec-

ond annual American Fair.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

. . . . 'H„ ,«.>«vv**>v;

Long Island City J>
154 Crescent St. j'j

STillwell 4-7940 ft

I Eastman Films |

|: I, E. Brulatour, Inc. ii

Jj5 v
j;

Chicago Hollywood w• 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica 14
jv CALumet 3692 Blvd. K
jj HOLlywood4121 j'j

'f :;
W#*>V#V#»••>*••••>•>••

Great If It Works
Paramount announces, in all seriousness, that it has hired Harry Chandlee,

screen student and critic, to inspect all scripts before final acceptance, with

a view to analyzing them for audience values before filming is started. Chand-
lee is to work solely with the theater patron in mind, correcting each story for

audience appeal, and the company expects this system will eliminate the

necessity of retakes.

Warner-F. N. Executives
Going On Business Trips
Several Warner-First National ex-

ecutives leave on business trips next
week. Gradwell L. Sears, western gen-
eral sales manager, departs Tuesday
morning for Chicago and points
West. Claude C. Ezell, eastern gen-
erlal sales manager, also leaves
Tuesday for surveys in the Wash-
ington, D. C, territory. A. W.
Smith, Jr., eastern sales manager,
will leave Monday evening for

Chicago, visiting Cleveland, Indian-
apolis and Cincinnati.

In the Warner theater department
Dan Michalove is planning to instil!

ginger in the zone managers regard-
ing the Warner-First National prod-
uct by trips of the various heads of

departments to the principal cities of

the countrv.

Producing "Parish Priest"
As Independent Special

"The Parish Priest," stage pla.\-

and silent film has been adapted as

a talker and will be put into produc-
tion immediately by Special Pictures

Corp., Inc. General distribution will

be handled by Herman J. Garfield,

who had charge of the silent version.

The picture will be produced as a

,pecial.

M-G-M Buys Dressier Vehicle
Film rights to "Tugboat Annie,"

by Major Norman Reilly Raine,
Canadian short story writer and now
on the faculty of the University of

Washington's school of journalism,
have been bought by M-G-M as a

vehicle for Marie Dressier.

RKO Outing Aug. 29
Home office executives and 'em-

ployes of RKO and affiliated com-
panies, including RKO Pathe, will

hold their annual outing Aug. 29 at

Indian Point. The Hudson River
steamer, Peter Stuyvesant, has been
chartered for the occasion.

Warners Want Nancy Carroll
Warner Bros, are under.stood to ht

negotiating for Nancy Carroll. who>e
Paramount contract expires this fall.

Releasing One-Reeler
In Red Cross Celebration
"The Sjmbol of Mercy," a one-

reeler produced by William J. Ganz
Co. of New York for the American
Red Cross, will soon be nationally re-

leased to theaters as part of the or-

ganization's 50th anniversary cele-

bration. The short, which was re-

corded by RCA Photophone, has a
talking accompaniment by Milton J.
Cross, as well as a musical back-
ground, and contains historic events
presented in dramatic entertainment
form.

Court Upholds Fight Film
Seizure at Central Theater
Ruling that the question of copy-

right is not involved, City Court
justice Keller yesterday upheld the

^eizure of the' Schmeling - Stribling

fight films at the Central by the

sheriff last Saturday. The court held

that J. Meyer Levine, treasurer of

Gramercy Films, proved ownership
by submitting a contract to purchase
from the Madison Sciuare Garden
Corp., of Ohio.

Vitaphone Signs Dr. Rockwell
Dr. Rockwell, vaudeville headliner,

has been signed to furnish one oi

the series of Big Star comedies that

are to be released by Vitaphone
shorts on next season's program.
Norman Moray, Vitaphone sales

manager, says the contract signed
with Dr. Rockwell gave the company
optional rights on two or more pic-

tures.

Carroll-Rogers Teamed Again
Upon returning from her honey-

moon with Bolton Mallory, Nancy
Carroll will go to Hollywood to ap-

pear with Buddy Rogers in "Mary
Makes a Call," Homer Miles play

just bought by Paramount.

Jerry Payne Dies
Washington—G. H. (Jerry) Payne

salesman for RKO Distributing
Corp. in the Washington territory,

(lied last week in the Alexandria.
\'a., hospital following an automo-
bile accident.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Michigan 8761

INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

July

Aug. 3-22

Aug. 7

:

Aug,

Aug

Sept

Oct.

Nov.

20-21 : Annual summer meeting o(

North and South Carolina The-
ater Owners' Ass'n, at the
Hotel Oceanic, Wrightsville
Beach, Wilmington, N. C.
Educational-Tiffany-Sono Art

regional meeting. Brown Palace
Hotel, Denver.
British film festival, sponsored

by British International Pictures.
Malvern, England.
First Annual Golf Tournament,
New England Film Industry,
Pine Brook Valley Club, Weston,
Mass.
Annual Outing of Minneapolis
Film Board of Trade, Detroit
Lakes, Minn.
RKO and RKO Pathe Annual
Outing. Indian Point, via Steamer
Peter Stuyvesant.
Semi-annual Convention, Allied

Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota
North and South Dakota, Min
neapolis.

Hispano - American Motion Picture
Congress, Madrid. Spain.
Annual meeting of Academy of

M. P. Arts 4 Sciences. Holly
wood.
Annual Awards
demy of M. P.
Hollywood.

7-8:

29;

9-10:

Dinner of Aca-
Arts & Sciences.

Conn Sued for $15,000
Over Unbuilt Theater

Providence—Jacob. Conn, owner of

Conn's Ohnipia, is being sued for

$15,000 for alleged breach of contract
with B. N. Rosenbaum & Co., who
were to finance a new movie theater,

liotel and store building here.

Mackaill-Cagney in "Blind Spot"
Doroth\- Mackaill and James Cag-

ney will appear as co-stars in First

National's "Blind Spot," from a play
of the same name by Kenyon. Nich-
olson, adapted by Kubec Glasmcn
and John Bright". Roy Del Ruth
will direct.

I he bt. Charles
ON THE BOARDWALK
AT NEW JERSEY AVENUE

Atlanti

A SMART HOTEL IN
AMERICA'S SMARTEST RESORT

Headquarters {or Film World's
stars, leaders, comfort, good fel-

lowship. Unsurpassed French and
German cooking.
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)

M^

Tieup With

Car Agency

ANAGER Sam Chernow of

the Publix-Capitol, Waver-

ly, N. Y., made an effective tie-

up with the Ford agency to ad-

vertise "Trader Horn." Letters

were written to all car owners

in and surrounding Waverly by

the Agency telling them about

the Ford display in the Capitol

lobby as well as telling them

about the picture. The Ford

agency also used 40 inches of

newspaper space, playing up the

Ford lobby display and tlie

current attraction at the theater

—at no cost to the theater.

—Capitol,

Waverly, N. Y.

Menu Cards

for Guest Tickets

Jy[ANAGER J. S. Hadden

effected an excellent tie-up

with a local restaurant to put

over "Everything's Rosie" at the

Paramount, Joplin, Mo. Walker's

Cafe printed and distributed

through two attractive-looking

girls, 400 menu cards daily with

theater imprint and current at-

traction and play dates. These

were passed out in all down town

offices and stores. Of these 400

menu cards, twenty were marked

which entitled the bearer to a

guest ticket when presented with

cafeteria check at the box office.

—Paramount,
Joplin, Mo.

COMING & GOING

i EMIL C. JENSEN leaves Sunday on the

[Advance Century for the coa^t.

i PATRICIA BOWMAN, premiere dan-

jseuse of the Roxy, has gone to Bermuda for

ia vacation.

\ VISITORS at the Waruer-First National

;

offices on Friday included Edward ^il. Fay
|of Providence, W. V. Burhoe of Haverhill,

land Hubert Wales of Eustis, Fla.

!
ERNEST PALMER and STANLEY

ILITTLE, Fox cameramen, are leaving on

the President Hayes for California after

shooting scenes in New York for "Delicious."

MARQUIS HENRI DE . LA FALAISE
has sailed for Europe.

mur
• • • A GENT from Boston writes to ask why we use so
much slangwitch in this dep't he sez "It has a
most devastating effect on my cultural background, and I fiiid

myself as a theater manager addressing my patrons with such
unseemly and gauche vulgarisms as 'mug'—'scram, you cluck!'

—

or 'wotth'ell.' And the other day I addressd a dignified matron
of our Upper Class as 'Old Potato.' "And she had me appre-
hended by the gendarmes for making indecent advances."
sorry, old bean ya see, it's this way we useter
write Perfect English till one day we overheard an Ar-
menian on Film Row say as he looked over our kolyum
"How lung shell us exhibitooors gonna sten' fur a furrin' leng-
wich tred pepper fur us Hamerrican films pipple?"

that sorta Opened Our Eyes we reformed
instead of writing for the Cultural Few we started massa-
creing the vocabulary for the Vox Populi the citizenry
who make up our body politic the Great Mass who make
a great mess of the film biz an' everythin' and wot hap-
pened? Success! our reading public jumped by
leaps and bounds why, every time we walk down Broad-
way they keep jumpin', leapin', and boundin' all over us

it seems that now they UNDERSTAND wot we write
when we used Pure English we fooled 'em

but it's all a lotta fun if we LAST
* * * *

• • • A TRIP Thru the Old Family Album that

sounds intriguing, doesn't it? it's the title of a new series

just started over at the Atlas Sound Stude directed hy

Charles J. ("Shotty") Graham the "trip" is portrayed by
that well known vaude team, Howard & Sadler a Color-
film production that starts out with a swell idea with the

ancient muggs and muggesses from the ole album comin' to life

with Billy Frisch supplying Songs and Gags
should be a Scream

* * * *

• • • AMONG THE most expensive props ever used in a

pix is the steam pleasure yacht, Sultana, which figures in RKO
Pathe's current Constance Bennett picture, "The Common Law"

the craft represents an original cost of $500,000 and was
built for E. H. Harriman, the big railroad man present
owners are the John P. Mills organization and speaking
of "Common Law" reminds us that Rutgers Neilson, RKO
Pathe publicity purveyor, played a bit in the silent version with
Clara Kimball Young Sam Warshawsky's play, "The Wo-
man of Destiny," will be given its premiere by the Wharf Play-
ers at Provincetown the week of Aug. 24

* * * *

• • • MEYER ("Boy")SOLMSON of Zit's protests that

story of ours about Peggy Shannon's home town of Pine Bluff,

Arkansas "Boy" notes a slight discrepancy in our figure

of a population of 30 he sez the Pinebluffers number
30,000 aw, wot's a few ciphers among friends?

didja lamp that nifty hatcha-cha blurb for "The Smiling Lieu-
tenant" on the. Rivoli theater front? they've pasted hot

illustrations from "La Vie Parisienne" all over the Big Board
one of the best Eye Smashes Broadway has seen this or

any other summer
* * * *

• • • ALL THE boys in Radio Pix's art and pub dep't

will foregather at Davy Strump's hideaway in Congers, N. Y.,

tonite to give a synthetic linen shower to Louis Gaudreau
who takes the Fatal Leap next week Lou sez his only
reason for doing it was the Impelling Urge from reading Hy
Daab's blurbs about Crashing, Impinging and Skyrocketing to

Glory anyway, Ken Hallam will donate English broad-
cloth from an old suit John Monyhan has a bundle of

Irish linen his grandfather brought over to wrap his shillaley in

Hal Dansen and Freddie Hershkowiz have a nice piece

of Russian cheesecloth Hy Daab, Sam Warshawsky and
Ralph Evans will kick in some ole press sheet rags Peggy
McGee, phone operator at the Empey Club, has a birthday today

so call the li'l gal up or better still, send her a

diamond bracelet or some other small item of nominal value

TIMELY TOPICS
A. Digest of

Current Opinions

« « « » » »

€)
The Novel Makes

Ideal Screen Material

'T'HE success of "Cimarron"

and a few other pictures re-

cently adapted from novels is

turning the attention of pro-

ducers anew to the bookshelves

for story plots. It is the gen-

eral opinion in Hollywood that

something has been overlooked

in the field of best sellers as a

source of story plots, and read-

ers are scanning the new books
as well as the old with renewed
interest. There is no doubt that

a novel, if it is intrinsically good,

is the ideal material for the

screen. With the limitless scope
of the screen, the novel can find

the breadth and expression that

it requires. It becomes chiefly

a problem of the right adapta-
tion, for the best book poorly
adapted will fail on the screen.

Putting the story into a drama-
tic unity, preserving the most
essential sequences and impart-
ing the original spirit of the dia-

logue are the details that the

adaptor must stress if he is to

make an acceptable screen story

of even the finest novel.

—Howard Estabrook

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following tnem-
hers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays

:

July 18-19
Richard Dix
Paul Perez
Lupe Velez
Dwight V. Warren
Morgan Farley
Edward Benz
Jeanette MacDonald
Peggy McGee

Edna Mae Cooper
Edward Sloman
Dennis Murray
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HOLLYWOOD ACTIVITIES
.. .. ^^ Latest Production News Received By Wire From The West Coast j^ ^k. JL.

ACTIVITY RUNS HIGH

AT PARAMOONT

Paramount studios at present are

about the busiest on the coast, with a

total of 17 features in various stages

of preparation or production. Pictures

shooting include "Huckleberry Finn,"

"Daughter of the Dragon" and "The

Road to Reno." In preparation are

"Rich Man's Folly," "Sooky," "Break
Up," "The Dover Road," "Girls

About Town," "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde," "Ladies of the Big House,"
"Mary Makes a Call," "A Farewell
to Arms," "The Roundup," an un-
titled picture to be directed by Wil-
liam Wellman, the new Marlene
Dietrich vehicle not yet titled. "The
Marriage Bed" and "The Gay Mus-
keteer."

Title Change for Maynard Western

The fifth completed Ken Maynard
Tiffany western, tentatively titled

"The Arizonan," has been changed to

"The Arizona Terror." Supporting
Maynard in this western are Lina
Basquette, Murdock McQuarrie, Nena
Quartaro, Charles King, Hooper
Atchley, Tom London and Fred
Burns. Phil Rosen directed.

"The Arizona Terror" is an orig-
inal by Jack Francis Natteford. Pro-
duction gets under way immediately
on "Range Law."

Rightm tbc heart of

Hollfwood—with
'^ I' )] intcrcsdng places to

- . .
,
-^-^i^ -11 gO-pCOplc to SCO

ggg!|^^gilandthi„g,.oda

Trinfir Bttibt. Vscm

p^ooseveLT
ROBERT J. McCABE, Uahacxx

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

Clockins The Comedy
A hand adding machine is used by Zion Myers and Jules White in planning

comedy scenes for Buster Keaton's new M-C-M comedy, "Sidewalks of New
York." They use it to count exactly the steps taken by participating charac-

ters so that the all-important "timing for comedy" may be absolutely correct.

New Swanson Picture
Starting Next Month

Samuel Goldwyn expects to start

actual production of the new Gloria

Swanson picture, based on the Be-
lasco comedy hit, "Tonight or Never,"

about Aug. 10. Miss Swanson is

sailing from France on July 22

aboard the He de France, arriving

in New York on the 28th and pro-

ceeding immediately to Hollywood
Melvyn Douglas, leading man in

the Broadw-ay stage version of "To-
night or Never," will play^ the same
role in the screen adaptation.

Mervyn LeRoy is to direct.

Added to Harding Cast

Doris Lloyd and Tempe Piggott

have been added to the cast of

"Alias Mrs. Halifax," the new RKO
Pathe starring vehicle for Ann
Harding. Graham John and Horace
Jackson adapted it from a novel by
Pamela Wynne, and Robert Milton
is directing.

"Fifty Fathoms Deeo" Nearly Done
"Fifty Fathoms Deep" is in its

last week of production on the Co-
lumbia lot, where final indoor se-

quences are being shot under the
direction of R. William Neill. Jack
Holt is featured in the leading male
role. Richard Cromwell depicts the

iuvenile lead, and Loretta Savers,
former society debutante recently
'discovered' bv Columbia, nortrays
the featured feminine role. The rest

of the cast includes: Marv Doran.
Christina Montt, Wallace McDonald
and Henrv Mowbrav.

Charlie Ruggles Due Next Week
Charlie Rugcles, who is motoring

from New York to Hollywood to

ioin the contract plqyers at the Para-
mount studios here, is due to arrive

about July 20.

He gave you

"THE YANKEE DON"
AND

"DANCING DYNAMITE"
NOW WATCH FOR

RICHARD

TALMADGE
Ace of screen daredevils

"SCAREHEADS"
A smashing ACTION newspaper

story packed with thrills and drama

Elaborate Preparations
For Phillips Lord Film

F.laborate preparations are reported
under way at the Radio Pictures stu-

dios for the picture that will introduce
Phillips Lord, the "Seth Parker" of

radio fame. Lord is due here the

first of the week and rehearsals are
to start at once, with production defi-

nitely set for Aug. 2. William Seiter

is to direct, under the supervision of

Pandro Berman. The picture is ten-

tatively titled "Other People's Busi-

ness."

BOULDER DAM TO STAR

IN RADIO PICTURES FILM

Boulder Dam has been selected by
Radio Pictures as the theme for one
of the 1931-32 Titan productions,
with Paul Sloane probably directing
the picture, according to William
LeBaron, vice-president in charge of
studio activity.

Myles Connolly, associate pro-
ducer at Radio Pictures, has written
an original story around the gigan-
tic project, and camera work will
start as soon as engineers on the site
begin blasting.

Marilyn Miller May Go Abroad
Marilyn Miller, who is recovering

from her recent operation, may go
abroad to make certain exterior se-

quences for "Her Majesty, Love,"
which has been definitely selected as
her third and ne.xt vehicle for First
National. This is a German story,
with a Berlin cafe as background.
It was written by Richard Etlinger,
with Walter Jurmann supplying the
score. The adaptation has been
made by Henry Blanke, Joseph
Jackson has assisted him. "Our So-
cial Whirl," by Sari L. Barnes, once
announced as a probable choice for

Miss Miller's next film, may be her
fourth instead. Wilhelm Dieterle
will direct "Her Majesty, Love."

Holmes in "The Man I Killed"

Phillips Holmes has been definite-
ly assigned the dramatic lead in

Paramount's "The Man I Killed,"

which Ernst Lubitsch will direct.

Ceder Directing Rubin
Ralph Ceder is directing Benny

Rubm in the RKO Pathe comedy,
"Full Coverage," the third of the
series of short subjects which is
starrmg the popular comedian.

Sally Blane Gets Lead
Sally Blane, who plaved an im-

portant role in Columbia's "Ten
Cents a Dance," returns to the com-
pany's lot to depict the leading fem-
inme role in "Then Hell Broke
Loose." The picture will be direct-
ed by George B. Seitz. Richard
Cromwell is featured in the male
lead.

ARTHUR LANGE
ERNEST KLAPIIOLZ

Musical Directors

RKO PATHE
Current Release "Sweepstakes"
A Chas. R. Rogers Production

Harry Joe Brown, Associate Producer

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
Hollyieooa's most convenient hotel . .

tor your stay in Southern California

RI!GHT in the center of everything to see and do .

.

next door to famous studios, theatres, cafes, and
shops . . near golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement places.

The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unex-
celled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
makes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enjoy the company of interesting and famous people.

Special low summer rates now in effect—$2.50
up, single. $3.50 up, double. $4.50 up, twin
beds. Rates by week or month.

Remember the Plaza for an unforgettable stay in
Hollywood. Write for free folder.

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL ... HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

L
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH IVILK

HOLLYWOOD
pRANCIS EDWARDS FARA-

GOH, the playwright, submits
the following continuity of titles of

screen plays, which he has written
for Hollywood pictures: "Little

Caesar" while wandering among the

"Lilies of the Field" chanced upon a

"Lost Lady," who was really in

"Ambush" for an "Iron Man." Her
story of how she had strayed from
"The Right of Way" was the usual
tragedy of an "Impatient Virgin"
"Too Young to Marry."

* * *

Pandro Barman, who supervised
"Kisses by Command," has been as-

signed two new productions by Radio
Pictures. These are "Home Town
Laughter" and "Other People's Busi-
ness" (working title), which is to star

Phillips Lord, the "Seth Parker" of

radio fame.
* * *

The Depression is so bad that
even contortionists are finding it

difficult to make both ends meet.
* * *

T'other day, Bryan Foy made a

mad dash down Venice Boulevard.
Lon Young yelled at him to ask
whether or not he was training for

the Olympic Games. "Nope," Bryan
yelled back, "my leading man has just

run down here somewhere and I've

got to find him." The "leading
man" was later captured in a tree,

' where he had been peacefully munch-
ing some nuts stolen from a nearby
fruit stand. By the way, the "leading
man" is a monkey, who is working
in the comedies Bryan is making for

Columbia.
* * *

Our Passing Show: Sol Wurtzel,
Maurice Revnes, Samson Raphael-
son, Howard Hawks, Arthur Lan-
dau, Sam Briskin, David Mendoza,
Edwin H. Knopf, Allen E. Rivkin,
Humphrey Pearson, Lee Garmes,
Charles Lamont, Eddie Rubin, Louis
A. Sarecky, J. Walter Ruben, Sid-
ney Lanfield, James Rennie, Al Ro-
sen at the Canzoneri-Pane fight; Su-
san Fleming all of a twitter over her
first batch of "fan mail."

* * *

Ira H. Morgan, the golfing cam-
eraman, will photograph a number
of subjects for "Curiosities," the se-

ries being made by Walter Futter,
the golfing producer. Several years
ago, Morgan and Futter worked to-

gether for Cosmopolitan Prods., in

New York. Morgan is remembered
for his work on "When Knighthood
Was in Flower" and "Never the
Twain Shall Meet."

Another Fan Squawks HI
Polly Moran is moving to a busier street

than the end of Hollywood Boulevard. She

said her mother complained of not having

enough cars going by to watch. Polly's

new house is in Beverly Hills.

For More Action!

Here and There: Tony Canzoneri
visiting Paramount with his man-
ager, Sam Goldman; "Blonde Baby"
Jean Harlow making her first ap-
pearance at Columbia for a portrait
sitting.

* * *

Harry Myers, who scored as the

drunk in Charles Chaplin's "City
Lights," has one of the leading roles

in "Easy to Get," one of the RKO
Pathe Gay Girls series of comedies.
June MacCloy, Marion Shilling, and
Gertrude Short are featured in three

two-reel productions.

One of Mexico's most prominent
civic authorities, Senor Luis Carrenz,
recently was the house guest of Wal-
lace Smith, author-artist, now under
contract to RKO. During the hostil-

ities between the late Pancho Villa

and the Mexican government, Carrenz
and Smith were opponent officers in

a sanguinary battle near Chihuahua,
the latter serving with Villa.

James Home, Hal Roach director,

is owner of the "Around the World"
course in Glendale. At points of van-
tage on the links he has autographed
portraits of Laurel and Hardy, Char-
ley Chase, ZaSu Pitts and Our Gang.

Tay Garnett received something
new in the way of birthday parties—
a clam bake—when news leaked out
around his company while filming the
RKO Pathe picture, "The Mad Mar-
riage," at Santa Catalina Island that
Garnett had added another year to

his life span. Helen Twelvetrees, star

of the production, suggested the idea.

Charles Farrell, who gave up his

Malibu Beach house a year ago, is

now thinking of building another
one for his bride, Virginia Valli.

Looks like Lynn Beranger, Fran-
ces Beranger's daughter, is going to

remain in pictures, now that she has
started work before the camera.
Lynn recently made her film bow in
"Five and Ten" with Marion Davies.
She now is appearing with Greta
Garbo in "Susan Lenox, Her Fall

and Rise," which Robert Z. Leon-
ard is directing for M-G-M.

* * *

Benjamin Christensen, well-known
Swedish director, has been signed to

do Monogram's next melodrama, "In
Line of Duty," now preparing.
Christensen, who recently returned
from a business trip to Sweden,
where he has theater interests, did
"The Hawk's Nest" ivith Milton Sills

and "The Haunted House" with Ches-
ter Conklin for First National, and
"Mockery" with Lon Chaney and
"The Devil's Circus" with Norma
Shearer for M-G-M. He also directed

several other pictures while at Uni-
versal.

EASTERN STUDIO ACTIVITIES
By HARRY N. BLAIR

A UBREY SCOTTO, Paramount
writer-director, has completed an

original for Smith and Dale's next
comedy, which he will also direct

Its seems particularly appropriate

that the title should be "The Wild
and Wooly Vest," since the previous

short made by those typical cloak

and-suiters was called "What Price

Pants?"

With United Artists and Para-
mount West Coast both making ex-

terior shots in and around New York
at the present time, plus general
studio activity here, a great majority
of the East Coast cameramen are
finding themselves with plenty to do.

Bad luck seems to have been hound-
ing the Eddie Cline slapstick unit

over at Paramount's New York stu-

dio. First Karl Dane received in-

juries to his side which laid him up
in bed and then Marjorie Beebe, while
taxi-ing to the studio figured in a

collision which took her to the hos-

pital with a cut lip which it required

six stitches to close. Everybody is

expected to be well by Monday, at

which time production will be re-

sumed.

Next week's shorts schedule at the
Paramount studio will consist pri-

marily of finishing up "A Put Up
Job" and "The Lease Breakers,"
latest of the Karl Dane-Geo. K. Ar-
thur series which Al Ray is direct-

ing.

With the completion of "The Jazz
Reporter," featuring CharUe Davis,
Ray Cozine has finished no less than
86 shorts for Paramount, comprising
all types of stories.

John .Hamilton, New York stage

actor, has been given the role of the

Inspector in the S. S. Van Dine se-

ries of detective stories now in prep-
aration at the Warner Vitaphone
plant. Tests are now being con-
ducted by Sam Sax and Murray Roth
for other important roles. Arthur
Hurley will direct.

The prize nifty of the week was
the one uttered by a dizzy extra girl

at the Paramount studio on the day
the King and Queen of Siam were
being entertained. "What's all the
excitement about?" inquired the

beautiful but dumb young thing.

"Shooting the King of Siam," an-
swered Warren, the obliging door-
man. "Yeah?" was the answer; "and
who's playing the male lead?"

Arthur Hurley, it has been defi-

nitely announced by Murray Roth,
director-in-chief of the Brooklyn Vi-
taphone studios, will direct the ser-
ies of 12 S. S. Van Dine mystery
stories to be made here.

Among those on location at Quincy,
Mass., for a Paramount West Coast
feature exterior is William. Steiner,
Jr., George Belisario, Sam Leavitt,
Walter Strenge, George Hinners and
Frank Serjack, cameramen, and
Lester Nielson and Eddie Hyland,
assistant directors.

Nunally Johnson, newspaper writer
and contributor to many of the lead-
ing magazines, is one of the principal
sources for slapstick story material
now bemg bought by Paramount, the
studio having purchased from John-
son in the last few months one script
for Dane and Arthur, another for Al
St. John and two for Ford Sterling.

Rhinebeck, N. Y., famed as the
home of Cozine Flying Field, will
serve as the background for exterior
shots used in "The Good Old Sum-
mer Time," a forthcoming Para-
mount short.

.

Herb Hayman, former short sub-
ject talent scout for Paramount, isnow a member of the New York
studio casting department. Herb is
a comparative newcomer, having
been m the show business a brief
twenty-odd years.

Vitaphone Vitamins : Blanche
Schneider, Ed Savin's secretary,
has the most extensive vocabularly
in the studio . . . Ray Foster had
the honor of being the first m. p.
cameraman to photograph Nancy
Carroll, while she was still in
vaudeville

. . . Suspense in the air
. . testing for leads in several im-

portant series.

The Warner Vitaphone studio
boasts an unusual number of dog
lovers among its staff. For instance,
Ray Foster has a police dog .

Burnet Hershey a chow . . . Herman
Ruby a bull; Dick Willis likewise

• . . Ed Savin has a spitz hound and
Stanley Rauh a police dog.

18 Lbs. Lost in 2-Reeler

When Billy House started work in "Bull-

mania," two-reel comedy, at the Paramount
New York studio, he was carrying his win-
ter weight, about 300 pounds. After two
days of shooting in the open, with the
thermometer at 90, House lost so much
weight that Director Aubrey Scotto had to

rush production—and keep the comedian
out of the sun—notwithstanding which

House lost 18 pounds before the comedy
was done.

Glad It Wasn't Feature
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UNIQUE IN-A-FLOOR SAFE

ADAPTABLE TO THEATER

Los Angeles—A new safe of small

dimension that is embedded in con-

crete in the floor and is entirely drill-

proof, pick-proof and punch-proof,

adaptable to all theaters where surplus

funds during business hours are re-

moved from the register and receipts

for the day have to be taken care of,

has been developed by the In-A-Floor

Safe Co., Ltd, of this city.

The features of this new safe, it is

declared, prevent burglars from re-

moving it from the premises. The
top rests flush with the floor, does not

take up valuable floor space, is in-

conspicuous, and is equipped with

patented fool-proof locks. The walls

of the In-A-Floor, it is further said,

although case-hardened to withstand

the onslaughts of either drills or

blow-torches, are inaccessible because

of being surrounded by concrete.

Distribution of the new In-A-Floor

safe has been taken over by the Na-

tional Theater Supply Co.

Japan and China Active

In Sound Installations

Sound picture production activi-

ties are just beginning to take shape

in the Far East, according to a re-

cent statement made by Harry G.

Musgrove, newly appointed by Am-
brose Dowling, RKO foreign man-
ager, as Far East representative.

Japanese and Chinese picture com-
panies, he states, have sent agents

to Hollywood to buy sound equip-

ment and make a survey of produc-

tion methods. A little sound pic-

ture production he also says is go-

ing on in the former country. Lack
of proper laboratory facilities and

equipment has been an obstacle in

the way of sound film production.

A few theater construction projects

are being discussed in Shanghai and
Pekin, Musgrove states the houses'

proposed seating capacities are be-

tween 2,000 and 3,000.

Adds Screen Resurfacing Dep't

Pittsburgh— Screen resurfacing is

now being done by the Tri-State The-

ater Equipment Exchange, under the

direction of S. & H. Wanetick.

Manchester's New Film Palace

Manchester — Local Manchester
men are arranging to build a 2,000

seat super film theater in this city

to be known as the Broadway thea-

ter. It will be in the Broad St.,

Pendleton, section, and many inno-

vations will be introduced, including

a movable orchestra platform and
new lighting effects.

Dunlo, Pa.—Gutted by fire recently,

the Dreamland of this city, owned by
Ike Single, will be rebuilt.

Huron, S. D—Arrangements have
been completed for the construction

of a $25,000 theater here by F. F.

Otto.

Spencer, la.—-A community theater

is being constructed here at a cost of

$2,500.

Des Moines, la.—Erection of a $50,-

000 theater is being planned here by
Dr. L. H. Chamberlain.

Bremerton, Wash.—According to

the plans made public by a newly
formed corporation. The Tower Thea-
ter Co., remodeling of a structure into

a 600-seat theater is to be completed
by Aug. IS. J. A. Bradt, former Se-
attle exhibitor, will be in charge of

the operation of the house.

Wenatchee, Wash.—Work is rapidly

progressing on the theater being con-

structed here by S. S. Patrick, local

real estate dealer and merchant. The
house, which is expected to be com-
pleted sometime in August, will have
a seating capacity of 350.

Scottville, Ky.—Contract for the

erection of a two-story brick theater

building here by Dr. Lattie Graves, at

an estimated cost of $25,000, has been
awarded to Hood Bros.

Trenton, N. J.—A contract for re-

building the recently destroyed theater

here will soon be awarded by F. V.
Storrs, of New York. Estimated cost

is $400,000.

Form Tobis Subsidiary

Berlin — A subsidiary of Tobis
Films called Tobis Technik Com-
pany has been formed here, capital-

ized at 20,000 marks. It will pay
special attention to the development
of technical equipment and the ac-

quiring and exploiting of foreign
patents.

Dutch Kuchenmeister Profits

Amsterdam—The Dutch Kuchen-
meister company reports a net profit

of $446,725 for the past fiscal year.

It is stated that the balance sheet pro-
vides for considerable amortizations,

especially on the patent account, and
heavy reserves. The amount of the

dividend is not yet known. Participa-
tion in other companies was trebled
during the year.

WEBER CORP. SUPPLYING

SYNCtlROEILNA.C.UNITS

Rochester, N. Y.—Completely new
A. C.-operated power supply units,

designed for the elimination of all

batteries from the new Syncrofilm
sound equipment and for replacements
for batteries in use with equipment
installed, have been developed and
are now being offered by the Weber
Machine Corp. of this city.

The equipment is made in two units,

which consist of an "A" unit for the

supply of current to exciter lamps and
also for the filaments of the head am-
plifier tubes, and a "B" unit for sup-
plying plate voltage to the head am-
plifier tubes and photo-electric cells.

All units are ruggedly built, on
pressed steel chassis, and are sup-
plied with ventilated steel cabinets

for wall mounting. The entire assem-
bly and wiring of the component parts

make a compact and efficient unit, the

method of wall mounting having
proven very desirable in projection

rooms where the floor space is lim-

ited, it is declared.

Three-Lens Turret Makes
Exact Position Possible

A three-lens turret that will ac-

commodate three lenses of any size

necessary for the presentation of

sound-on-film, disc, silent or Mag-
nascope, is being offered by Basson

& Stern, sound accessory device

manufacturers of Brooklyn. With
the use of this turret, exact position

register is possible, the company
states. Each lens has a separate
focusing device, and there are also
provided adjustments for up-and-
down and sideways movements of
each lens, thus insuring exact line-

up of picture on the screen without
it being necessary to shift the pro-
jector.

ALTERATIONS

Tacoma, Wash.—The Fox-Broad-
way has been closed for the summer
months, during which time the house
will undergo a complete rejuvenation.
It is expected to reopen early in the
fall. Clem Pope is the manager.

Petersburg, Alaska—Remodeling and
the installation of new equipment is

being made in the Coliseum, owned
by W. D. Gross.

Sac City, Iowa—Layo Miller, new
owner of the Casion, is remodeling
and installing new furnishings.

Beaverdale, Pa.—S. Maurer's Globe
theater, destroyed by fire some weeks
ago, will be completely rebuilt and
new equipment installed.

Bellwood, Pa.—Acoustical treatment
and general improvements are being
made at the State.

Lewiston, Pa.—The Pastime is soon
to be remodeled and the installation

of new equipment made. The house,
which was recently damaged by fire,

was operated by Ike Berney, who
plans to reopen early in the fall.

Wilmerding, Pa.—Having been dark
for many months, the Grand has been
leased and is expected to undergo
general improvements.

Joins National Sales Force
Pittsburgh—Alexander Parke, vet-

eran film man in this territory, is now
connected with the local National
Theater Supply Co. branch in a spe-;

cial sales capacity.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 M.M. SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

TUDio Lights
For sound and motion picture photography—lamps
of all kinds, both incandescent and arc types,

floodlights, spotlights, overhead lights, side ligiits,

etc.; for close-up or long-range work. Also wir-

ing devices of various kinds, portable plugging
boxes, pin-plug connectors, etc. — made by the
creators of Klieglights.

' KLIECL BROS
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.,ihc

321 West 50th Street - NewYcNew York, N.Y.
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Monitor Horn Volume and Other

Problems Discussed by Expert
The following is by R. H. McCullough,

Fox Theaters sound expert, whose discussions
of equipment problems appear regularly in
Fox's "The Last Word."

j
With every sound installation there

iiS a monitor horn installed in the pro-

tection room, so that the projectionist

Tiay hear the sound as well as the au-

ilience. The volume of sound from

he monitor horn must be kept at a

|;ertain level, so that the sound cannot

|)e heard in the theater auditorium.

|\ loud monitor horn will produce an

jXho in the rear of the auditorium

(f the projection room is not sound

;)roof.

I have found that excessive circum-

Terences play-in in the intermittent

:novement will result in a slight lack
if synchronism with movietone repro-

r Ouction. There is a very exact rela-

I lion between the projector aperture

I
j.nd the sound gate registration. Un-

1 less it is very bad this probably will

t 'lot amount to very much, insofar as

|i t has to do with the screen effect.

I .^he projector mechanism intermittent

J
jaovement must be 100 per cent per-

j
,ect, as every little fault eliminated

i lelps toward perfection.

f
The loud-speaker unit is a delicate

iece of mechanism which should not

i 'e subjected to avoidable shocks. When
I

iie speaker units are moved from one
" 'lace to another, those who handle

{
!hem should be duly impressed with

I he importance of being careful.

It is quite evident that if hum is en-

;i
vountered with both Movietone and

'[ fitaphone subjects, the trouble is in

)
be power amplifiers. Hum can often

j
.€ traced to defective sliorted vacuum

I

jibes, either in the stages preceding

1 ie last stage or in the last stage it-

'
i If. Unbalanced rectifier tubes will

• luse a very bad hum. Worn out
. ibes (low emission) frequently cause

'I ijUealing and howling. If popping or
! rackling noises are perceptible at high
Dlume levels, this trouble can often be
icated in the base of one of the 211-

vacuum tubes in the 43-A amplifier
" one of the 205-D vacuum tubes in

le 42-A amplifier.

The first point to remember is to

iieck the tubes and take nothing for

j'anted. Excessive hum can be caused

'f' shorted by-pass condensers, open
condary to input transformers and
'as resistors, shorted filter chockes
;id filter condensers although the lat-

r condition will manifest itself in

•erheating of the rectifier tubes and
ower transformer. Great care must

I l exercised that the input wiring to

the amplifiers is well shielded from all

A.C. wiring.

Occasional band hum can sometimes
be traced to the fields from adjacent
electrical equipment, such as mercury
arc rectifiers, rotary converters, motor
generator sets and small motors. The
A.C. circuit, which feeds the power
amplifiers and rectifiers, should always
be run independently and should never
be on the same circuit with any other

electrical appliance. The best method
to find out definitely if the hum is

caused by some other electrical appli-

ance is to turn on the amplifiers with
all the other electrical equipment
turned off and if you find that the

hum is not in the amplifiers, turn on
each electrical appliance individually

until you find the one which is caus-

ing the frequency hum during the

time the amplifiers are in operation.

Pointers and Suggestions

NATl BUSY INSTALLING

CHAIRS AND CARPETS

Many theater owners throughout
the country are currently improving
their houses with new chairs and car-

pet installations, according to an an-

nouncement made by the National

Theater Supply Co.

Among those equipped with new
chairs include the Loma, Burbank,

Calif.; Delft, Marquette, Mich.; State,

Salem, O. ; and the Majestic, Reno,

Nev. Recent chair installations an-

nounced by the company include the

Zenith, Davenport, Iowa ; Grand, Per-

ry, Iowa ; Sun, Grand Lodge, Mich.

;

Taft, Chillicothe, Mo.; New, Mullins,

S. C; Home, Blytheville, Ark., and
the Ritz, Daytona Beach, Fla.

Low-Priced Recording System

Los Angeles—A new low-priced

studio sound system known as the

"Rico," employing the double system

of recording and in which has been

incorporated the new method of noise-

less recording, besides having been

especially designed for use in all cli-

mates, has been marketed by the Ra-

dio Installation Co. of this city.

The new equipment, engineers of

the company claim, is an effort to meet

the needs of independent and foreign

production companies which cannot

afford the higher priced sound equip-

ments.

J^EEPING the theater ventilated

' with clean, fresh air during the
summer months, especially where no
cooling and ventilating plant is em-
ployed, is most essential. In cases
where janitors are doing cleaning in

the daytime, it could be arranged to

have them come on shift immediate-
ly after the show is out at night.

This will allow them to open the
house wide open and take advantage
of the fresh, clean, night air to dis-

sipate the heat inside the theater and
cool it off for the following day.
This plan, if practiced regularly, will

produce surprising results.

* * *

Your many mechanical devices
operating in your theater may be

running, but, are they operating at

full efficiency? One day each week
set aside for inspection and the

checking of all mechanical equip-
ment, including the ventilating sys-

tem, will go a long way toward keep-
ing your equipment operating at full

efficiency.
* * *

Careful attention should be paid
when oiling projection equipment!
Regular and frequent lubrication has
a direct relation to the life of the
projector mechanism. Oil should be
sparingly applied to bearings and
any excess wiped off before project-
ing film. Absorbent pads, changed
frequently, will prevent oil soaking
into the film amplifier and causing
damage to insulation of wires, and
also prevent the accumulation of oil

on the film.

Adaptor for Test Set

An adaptor that will permit 50-

Watt, type 211-E tubes, to be checked
quickly and easily, and which may be

used with either the company's model
565 or 566 test sets for theaters, has

been designed and is being put out

by the Weston Electrical Instrument
Corp., of Newark, N. J.

Smoking Tray Give-aways

All-metal novelty smoking trays in

unique designs that can readily be

adopted as a give-away for building

up theater patronage are being mar-
keted by the Precision Metals Work-
ers of Chicago.

Draperies

Decorations

Magnascope
Screens

340 W. 41 si St.

Settings

Acoustical
Treatments

Acoustical

Banners

NewYork City

COLORED HOOD TOR LAMPS

SERVES DOUBLE PURPOSE

Chicago—A special, natural color-
ed glass hood for placing over white
lamps to eliminate bugs, insects,'mos-
quitoes, etc., besides serving to make
the theater more attractive, has been
developed by the Reynolds Electric
Co. of this city.

In addition to eliminating night in-

sects from hovering about the lamps,
the Reco color hoods give a pleasing,
cool green or amber light that
heightens the attractiveness of the
theater.

The hoods are being offered in
sizes to fit over white lamps from
10 to 60 watts. For 75 watt to 500
watt lamps, Laco color hoods of the
same material are used. For flood-
lights, etc., color plates are manufac-
tured by the company.

Installs New Cooling System
Milwaukee— .A. $50,000 refrigerating

plant has been installed in Universal's
Alhambra. Fred S. Meyer, president
of the M.P.T.O. of Wisconsin, is

managing director of the house, which
also has undergone other improve-
ments.

Portable Public Address System
A compact portable public address

system known as the Amplion Port-
ovox, consisting of an Amplion unit,
exponential horn, amplifier and mi-
crophone, and which can be packed
m two small packages for transpor-
tation, has been put out by the Am-
plion Products Corp. of New York.

Sono Corp. Joins United Aircraft
Pittsburgh—Sono Equipment Corp.,

manufacturers of Sonofilm sound
devices, is now connected with United
Aircraft Corp. of America, F. H.
Healy general manager announces.
Fred Solomon is local representative
of the A. C. or battery type equip-
ment manufactured by the company.

JUST
AROUND
THE

CORNER
from every American

theatre

NATIONAL THEATRE =
SUPPLY COMPANY i
Branches tn nit Pri77cipal Cities 1
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
,

Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in. the U. S.

FRANCE IN DRIVE TO MEET

TALKING FILM SHORTAGE

Paris—France is making her biggest

effort yet to overcome the shortage
of French talking motion pictures.

Despite the summer weather, produc-
tion activities are being pushed at

fever heat. Native talking pictures

are scarce—so scarce that the new
Gaumont Palace Theater was recently

opened with the American "Tabu."
Among French talking films an-

nounced for production or now in ac-

tual work are "Auteil-Longchamps,"
with the Parisian race course as a

background ; "Heart of the Lilac," a

French talkie being made for United
Artists by Maurice de Canonge, the

French director, from a story by Tris-

tan Bernard ; "How Small is the

World," to be directed from another
Tristan Bernard story by Felix Meric

;

"Prisoner of My Heart," started last

week by Director Jean Tarridc, with

Mary Glory in the leading role

;

"Nothing But the Truth," which Rene
Guissart will direct for Paramount

;

"The Tragedy of the Mine," which G.

Pabst has been directing in Westpha-
lia; "Monsieur le Marechal," which
Charles Laniac is directing for Pathe-

Natan ; "Fripouille and Company," the

latest Haik production ; "The Post Of-

fice," which Films Osso will produce
with Bucout as lead; "Marius," Marcel
Pagnols famous play, which Para-

mount will produce and Alexander
Korda direct; and "The Foreign Le-

gion," a Gloria Film production which

Wladimir Strijewsky will direct.

Max Adalbert Stays with Ufa
Berlin—Max Adalbert has signed

with Ufa for a leading role in the

new Ufa picture, "Zu Wasser und
zu Lande" ("On Water and on
Land"). He will act the role of a

parish servant in a small village near

the Baltic Sea.

F. Alfred Dies in London
London — F. Alfred, one of the

best known members of the film ex-

port trade in London, is dead at the

age of 54 from double pneumonia.
He had recently arranged to enter

British production with ambitious
plans.

Spain Asks Tax Repeal
Madrid—The rise to power of the

Republican government in Spain has

emboldened Spanish exhibitors to

ask the Minister of Finance for com-
plete suppression of the film taxes.

Exhibitors had long been asking,

under the Monarchy, for a reduction

of these taxes. To the new demand
the Finance Ministry has replied

that it will give careful considera-

tion to the requested repeal if a

detailed report is submitted.

Studio Workers' Endowment
London—Julius Hagen has announced an endowment scheme for the benefit

of the employes of the Twickenham Studios. A certain percentage of every

salary will be deducted weekly to which sum the company will add half as

much again. The accumulated sums will be turned over to the employes upon

leaving employment at the studio or in case of total disability. In case of

death the sums form part of the deceased's estate.

Para. Glasgow Theater
To Be 3,000 Seat Palace
Glasgow — It is reliably reported

here that Paramount will begin in

January the erection of its palatial

$2,000,000 motion picture theater on
the large island property facing Ren-
field Street, and extending to West
Nile Street at the corner of West
Regent Street, which it bought some
time ago at a cost of $500,000. In-
formation here is that it will seat

3,000, with most luxurious appoint-
ments. All of the tenants, save one,
in the vast building on the site have
already vacated the premises.

Hungarian Film Unions
Ask for a State Loan

Budapest — Local industrial film

unions have started negotiations
looking towards the issue of a State
loan for the purpose of reorganizing
the Hungarian film industry. The
amount of the contemplated loan is

stated to be 1,000,000 pengo—about
$175,000—the sum to be used to

cover the existing debts. It is to be
redeemable within a period of three
years, the amortization to be ef-

fected in weekly payments, including
interest. Debtors who do not make
their payments to the State on time
will not be supplied with pictures.

British Lion Corp.
Reaches Profit Stage

London—.Mthnueh the third ac-

cuuits of the British Lion Corpora-
tion, recently sent to share holders,

shows a loss of $20,920, the directors

state that they feel confident that the

company has now reached the stage

where substantial profits can be ex-

pected. It was in view of this that

tlie re-organizing of the authorized
share of the capital was thought ad-
visable. The gross profit on produc-
tions made during the period and
studio rentals was $87,320 during the

sixteen-month period covered by the

accounts. Three of the talking pictures

made during the period have been
favorably received by the public, it is

stated in the report.

Opens Teddington Film Studios
London—Henry Edwards and E.

G. Norman announce that their Ted-
dington Film Studios are ready for

occupancy. The studios occupy a

five-acre plot within a few minutes
of both Teddington and Hampton
Wick stations.

British Censors Passed
Fewer Films During May
London—There was a sharp de-

cline in the number of films passed
in May by the British Board of Film
Censors, according to the figures
just made public by the board. The
total of films passed was 137, as
against 273 for May, 1930, and 218
for April of this year. The total

number of feature films of 3,000 feet

or more was 46, made up of 41
sound and five silent, as against a
total of 108, comprised of 57 sound
and 51 silent, last year.

The total number of short films
passed during May of this year was
91, of which 84 were sound and four
silent, as compared with 165 (76
sound and 89 silent) last year. But
12 silent films were passed during
May, 1931, as compared with 140 a

year ago. The only increase shown
was in the short films although that

total fell below the number passed
in April.

6 Warner-F. N. Pictures
In Single Week at Sydney
Sydnej-—Six talking pictures bear-

ing the Warner Bros.-First Na-
tional trade-mark were on view in

local theaters during- one week in

late June
—

"Office Wife," "Outward
Bound," "Divorce Among Friends,"
"Viennese Nights," "Top Speed" and
"One Night at Susie's." Vitaphone
shorts were showing at two other
theaters—the Plaza and the Lyceum.

New Tokyo Theaters

Tokyo—So far this year applica-
tions for six new film theaters have
been made to the Tokyo metropoli-
tan police—all six to be built in the
suburbs as there is not room in the
citj' proper for more theaters. But
one theater is under construction in

the city, the Nihon Gekije, Maru-
nouchi. Hereafter new theaters will

be confined to the suburbs.

Joint German-Italian Films

Berlin—-Signor Pedrazzini, chairman
of the board of Cinema-Pittaluga and
director of the Banca Commerziale,
has been in Berlin for some time
closing negotiations for joint Ger-
man-Italian productions. Negotia-
tions to this effect have been going
on for some time previously in

Milan. Germany, it is stated, has
.Ireadv released 40 talking pictures
in Italy.

AUSTRALIAN FILM RENTALS

REPORTED AT LOWEST EBB

Sydney—Australian exhibitors have
taken issue with the recent statement
by the Minister for Customs that Aus-
tralia sends abroad approximately
$10,000,000 a year for motion pictures.

The statement was challenged by the

M.P.D.A. "Everyone's," film trade pa-
per, has also taken issue with the

statement, declaring that such a surr

has not only never been sent abroad
but has never even been grossed ir

any one year by Australian exhibitors
"Today," declares that journal

"talking pictures earn less in film rent-

als than did silent pictures in 1926

1927 and 1928. An investigation o

distributors' accounts by the Roya
Commission established the fact tha
in 1926 remittances from Australia tc

America totalled $3,850,000, while ii

1927 the sum was $3,700,000. Thos
were the silent days. In March, 1930

opponents of the industry declare(

that Australia was remitting $12,500,

000 to the United States for talkin;

pictures. Sir Victor Wilson refutei

this with a statement that the actua
sum was $5,583,705. Figuring 40 pe
cent of the rentals to be spent here am
60 per cent to be remitted oversea
that sum represents a gross rentn

revenue of $9,306,165—and that wa
the very peak of talkie prosperity.

"Everyone's estimates that toda
the gross revenue is $6,000,000, o

which $3,600,000, less Federal ta>

represents the amount that would b

remitted were remittances possibl<

So that, despite the enormously ir

creased cost of sound productioi

Australia today is paying less in retij

tal than for silent films four yea";

ago."

New Japanese Film Company
Tokyo—Japan's new motion pi

ture producing company, the Ne)
Makino Kinema Eiga-sha, recent
formed as a joint stock compan
with a capitalization of 500,000 ye
began photographing productions
June at Kyoto. It is reported th:

the company may open a studio ne;

Tokyo. M. Makino, managing c

rector of the concern, states that f^

mous novels, both classic and moi
ern, will be filmed by his compan

Ufa's New Screen
Berlin—The Ufa hlandelsgesell-

schaft, technical department of the

Ufa organization, is marketing a

new screen, perfected after long ex-

perimentation, by means of which, it

is stated, the loss of lighting power

is reduced from 27 or even as high

as 60 per cent to 6V2 per cent. The
screen can be washed without dam-
age, it is said.
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BEING PUT ON MARKET

(Continued from Page 1)

cannot loosen, although it does

,3t enter the "field" of photogra-

\\y. British rights are said to have
:en sold for a large sum of money,
.ederson is expected in New York
i;xt week to make American dis-

jibution arrangements.

Iducational Concludes
Chicago Sales Confab
(Contintied fiom Page 1

)

ers to their respective branch cities

,
intensive sales campaign will be

jrted on the Tiffany feature pic-

res, the detailed program of which

is announced first at the eastern

eeting in New York earlier this

^ek.

am Fox Co. to Publish
Fox Film Music Numbers
Fox Film and Sam Fox Publish-

i:t Co. have concluded a deal where-
i the latter will be the official pub-
her of music used in Fox pic-

res. The film company recently

'scontinued its own music subsid-

y, Red Star Music Co.

Washington Leads Pathe Drive

J. Hildebrand, Washington booker,
leading RKO Fathe's playdate

'ive on comedies and single-reel-

(?. R. Lowman, Dallas booker, is

i second place and H. Hollands-
Mrth, 'Frisco booker, is third in line

i the contest involving 31 ex-

langes.

New British Studio Reported

London— It is reported here that

; new studio may be built at the
litish and Dominion lot at Elstree.
'le report further states that the
iw studio will have a floor space
( 30,000 square feet and that it will

I placed at the disposal of the Para-
nunt Co. Mr. Marsh of the Brit-
i; and Dominion studios refused to
oifirm the report.

m YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

tniMDOM^^WmM^"^^
iB=^i&V-DAILY-

/aiTHIMEW
AUTHtHMC

f. G. Hawks, managing editor at

t]' Goldwyn studios, reported re-

slned.

Ar. and Mrs. Martin Johnson leave
f< South Africa to shoot pigmy pie-
ties.

Arrangements under way for first

g f tournament in industry.

• NEWS «»OF «»THE «» DAY •

Marinette, Wis. — Donald Johns,
formerly assistant manager of the

Strand in Madison, has been named
to a similar capacity at the Fox here.

He succeeds Leslie Rose, who has

been transferred to the circuit's Wau-
sau house.

Denver — Jack O'Bryan, formerly
LTnited Artist salesman in Seattle, is

now with the local Columbia ex-

change.

Salt Lake City—R. S. Stackhouse
of R. W. Drew's RKO Pathe office

has closed with the Murgic-Dickinson
circuit for the Personality Group of

21 star specials.

Tomah, Wis. — Koppelberger and
Stewart have taken over the State

here from Smith and Johnson.

Denver—A. P. Bill has been named
manager of the Denver territory by
RCA Photophone. He succeeds the

late Homer E. Ellison.

Milwaukee — Frank Rossow has
taken over the Lyric, local neighbor-
hood house, from L. C. Schroeder.

Los Angeles—Since the Chinese
and Criterion, de luxe houses, went
to a day-and-date long run policy,

RKO Pathe has had representation
on every program.

Denver —• J. S. Hadden, formerly
manager at the Paramount, Joplin,
Mo., has been made assistant mana-
ger at the Denver Paramount, suc-
ceeding R. R. Adams, who goes to
the Denver theater as house manager.

Cresson Smith Pulls

A Surprise Marriage
Cresson E. Smith, midwest dis-

trict manager of RKO Pathe Dis-
tributing Corp., in New York for

conferences with Ned E. Depinet,
pulled a surprise Friday on his busi-

ness associates by announcing that

he would be married at 6 o'clock at

the Little Church Around the Cor-
ner. Mrs. Smith was formerlv El-
sie Christy of Philadelphia. James
Ashcroft of Philadelphia was best
man and Bee Bearse of New York
was bridesmaid. A reception at the
Park Central Hotel followed the
wedding. Among those from the
Pathe office who attended were: C.

T. Scollard, Mr. and Mrs. Ned E.
Depinet, E. J. O'Leary, T. F. Mc-
Aloon, J. H. Maclntyre, E. J. Mc-
Evoy, E. W. Ballentine, A. P. Wax-
man, William McShea. Edwar3
Moore. A. H. Schnitzer, E. H. Gold-
stein and Amos Hiatt. Also in at-

tendance were Mr. Smith's daugh-
ter, Mrs. Richard Lang of Pitts-

burgh and Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Ber-
man.

Conductor Engaged for "Carmen"
London—British International Pic-

tures has engaged the noted com-
poser and orchestra conductor, Dr.
Malcolm Sargent, to arrange the
score and conduct the orchestra
which will plav Bizet's score for the

filming of "Carmen." Dr. .Sargent

has conducted most of the Philhar-
monic Society orchestras in Eng-
land, the Royal Choral Societv. the

D'Oyly Carte and British National
opera companies. Alar^uerite Na-
mara will act and sing the role of

Carmen and Tom Burke that of Don
Jose.

Birmingham's Largest Theater

Birmingham—The Wylde Green
Pavilion, which will be this city's

largest motion picture theater, seat-

ing 2,600. is expected to open early

in October.

Bernard Edelhertz Dies
Following Long Illness

(.Continued from Page 1)

mere, 666 West End Avenue. Funeral

services will be held at 10 a.m. Mon-
day at the Riverside Memorial Chapel.

Interment will take place at Mount
Pleasant Cemetery. Edelhertz is sur-

vived by his widow, Clara Edelhertz;

a daughter, Mildred Edelhertz; and

another daughter and son-in-law, Mr.

and Mrs. V. Scher of New York.

In 1917-22, Edelhertz was assistant

United States Attorney General. He
also became a factor in the film in-

dustry and in collaboration with Will
H. Haj^s, was the originator of the

Uniform Contract and Arbitration
Boards. He also was for some time
chairman of the Motion Picture The-
ater Owners Chamber of Commerce,
New York. He was a member of

the Motion Picture Club, and Lee
Ochs, president of the club, has is-

sued a call for members to turn out

at the funeral.

In a statement issued Friday, Will
H. Hays paid high tribute to Edel-
hertz and his influence.

2,000-Seater for Aberdeen
Aberdeen—Aberdeen Picture Pal-

aces, Ltd., is to erect another talk-

ing picture theater in this city, on
the site of its Electric in Union St.

It will cost around $400,000 and will

seat 2,000. Work is scheduled to

start in the near future. Western
Electric sound reproduction equip-
ment will be installed.

Ufa Pictures in Argentine

Buenos Aires—Two Ufa produc-
tions, "The Last Company" and
"Asphalt," had their premieres in this

city during the past month. "As-
phalt" was especially well liked and
remained for several weeks at the
Theatro Porteno.

CENSORS'FIND

OF

(Continued from Page 1)

is particularly notable in view of the
great amount of censorship that has
become necessary in feature talkers.

Only 40 films, comprising 162
reels, have been examined by the
Virginia board in the last two weeks.

Four New Theater Firms
Are Formed in Virginia

(Continued from Page 1)

Richmond, Frank Ponton of Danville,
president; Pitts Dixie Theatei Co.,

Fredericksburg, Benjamin T. Pitts,

president, $10,000; Crewe Theater,
nc, Crewe, Vernon G. Browning,

president, $10,000.

Frank Burke in New Publicity Post
Chicago — Frank Burke, former

RKO publicity man, has joined the

Music Corporation of America as

head of all publicity, advertising and
•xploitation activities.
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"SECRETS OF A SECRETARY"
with Claudette Colbert, Herbert

Marshall, Georges Metaxa

Paramount Time, 71 mins.

DANDY BOX-OFFICE AT-
TRACTION IN STORY AS
WELL AS CAST. ESPECIALLY
GOOD WOMAN'S PICTURE.
Paramount's New York studio

turned out a good b.o. bet in this

nicely-paced story in which dialogue

is amply supported with action. Be-

sides the alluring Claudette Colbert,

the cast includes two new male prin-

cipals, Herbert Marshall and Georges
Metaxa, who ought to click with the

girls. Marshall plays a distinguished

fiance of a rich society girl, Betty

Garde, infatuated with Metaxa, a

cabaret singer and gigolo. The gig

has handed a rotten deal to his wife,

Miss Colbert, who is now the rich

one's social secretary. Love crops

up between the fiance and the secre-

tary, and subsequently the gig is

bumped off for cheating his racketeer

pals in connection with jewels lifted

from patrons. The secretary tries

to take the blame for the society

girl, who is accidentally involved in

the killing, but the facts are unrav-

eled and all ends in approved fash-

ion with the sec getting the fiance

and the bad girl being spanked.

Cast: Claudette Colbert, Herbert Marshall,

Ceorges Metaxa, Betty Lawford, Mary Bo-
land, Berton Churchill, Averell Harris, Betty

Garde, Hugh O'Connell.

Director, George Abbott ; Author, Charles

lirackett ; Adaptors, George Abbott, Dwight
Taylor; Dialoguer, Dwight Taylor; Editor,

Helene Turner ; Cameraman, George Folsey

;

Recording Engineer, Harold Fingerlin.

Direction, fine. Photography, fine.

"TOO MANY COOKS"
with Bert Wheeler, Dorothy Lee

Radio Time, 77 mivs.
GOOD LAUGH NUMBER. A

NATURAL FOR FAMILY TRADE
WITH WHOLESOME STORY
BUILT AROUND FUNNY IN-
LAWS SITUATION. SHOULD
CLICK STRONG.
Adapted from the stage play by

Frank Craven. It puts Bert Wheeler
in a somewhat different role, playing
the part of the young engaged man
trying to build a home in the country
for his intended, the part giving him
a chance for some real serious work.
The comedy comes naturally from the
funny theme. As he progresses with
the building of his house, the girl's

folks, the Cook family, come out to

look it over. They all try to tell him
what to do and how to do it. To
make matters worse, his rich uncle
mixes in, and starts to take Bert's
part. The result is a bust up between
the hero and his girl. The house is

finished, and with no wife to occupy
it, he decides to sell it. His uncle
answers the ad, having got married
himself in the meanwhile. Works up
to a nice ending, with the uncle turn-
ing the house back to the young
couple, now happily reconciled.
The story carries a lot of wholesome
and shrewd truth that should go big

Cast : Bert Wheeler, Dorothy Lee, Sharon
Lynn, Roseo Ates. Robert McWade, Hallam
Cooley. Florence Roberts, Clifford Dempsey,
George Chandler.

Director, William .Seiter ; Author. Frank
Craven : Adaptor. Jane Murfin : Dialoguer.
Frank Craven ; Editor, not credited ; Cam-
eraman. Nick Musuraca.

Direction, smooth. Photography, good.

Barbara Stanwyck in

"NIGHT NURSE"
with Ben Lyon, Joan Blondell,

Clark Gable
Warner Bros. Time, 72 mins.

STRANGE BUT AMUSING
MIXTURE OF HOSPITAL
DRAMA, CROOK ACTIVITIES
AND COMEDY. WITH GOOD
WORK BY FINE CAST.

Starting out with a hospital back-
ground, this story develops into a

crook drama wherein Barbara Stan-
wyck, in the role of a private nurse,

attempts to save the life of a couple
of little girls who are literally being
starved to death in a scheme to get

possession of a trust fund left to

them. A breezy bootlegger, played
by Ben Lyon, whom Miss Stanwyck
attended at a time when he was shot

'n the shoulder, comes to her rescue
after she has been pretty badly man-
handled by a tough chauffeur, Clark
able, member of the crooked group,

ind the scheming mob is dispersed.

Joan Blondell, in the role of a sister

nurse to Miss Stanwyck, walks oi¥

with a big slice of the honors as a

result of her wisecracking and comedy
antics, all of which register solidly.

Lyon's bootleg role also is in a com-
edy vein, and there are plenty of

laughs throughout.
Cast: Barbara Stanwyck. Ben Lyon, Joan

Blondell. Clark Gable. Charles Winninger.
\'era Lewis. Blanche Frederic!. Charlotte
Merriam. Edward Nugent. Ralf Harolde.

Director. William Wellnian : Author, Dora
Macy ; Adaptor. Oliver H. P. Garrett

;

Dialoguers. Oliver H. P. Garrett. Charles
Kenyon : Editor, Ed McDermott ; Cameraman.
Chick McGill.

Direction, lively. Photography, good.

Constance Bennett in

"THE COMMON LAW"
ivith Joel McCrea, Lew Cody, Ma.

ion Schilling, Hedda Hopper
RKO Pathe Time, 75 niiri

CONSTANCE BENNETT AN
JOEL M'CREA CARRY INTEI
EST IN EASYGOING TALKE
VERSION OF OLDTIME STAG
HIT.

Constance Bennett's popularity ai

the feminine appeal of Joel McCrc
make this a drawing card of fair

strong proportions, although the stoi

itself doesn't produce much of a dr

matic punch due to lots of talk ar

little action. Miss Bennett nev
looked better and McCrea also maki
his best impression to date. Adaptf
from the Robert W. Chambers pla

the plot concerns a girl with a pa
who decides to go straight and b
comes an artist's model. Falling '.

love with her boss, she doesn't t(

him about her former life until h
old boy friend turns up and creat

embarrassment. Quarrels, family i

terference and other complicatio'

follow, ending in regulation hapi
style, ^here is some good flash a

mosphere in the way of studio seen

and a Parisian artists' ball. Lew Co(
plays the model's former sweetie.

Cast: Constance Bennett, Joel McCr
Lew Cndv. Robert Williams, Hedda Hopp
Marion Shilling. Paul Ellis. Walter Walk

Director. Paul Stein ; Author, Robert ^

Chambers ; Adaptor, John Farrow ; Dialogu
Horace Jackson ; Editor, Charles Cra;

Cameraman, Hal Mohr.

Direction, careful. Photography, good.

'THE MAN IN POSSESSION"
with Robert Montgomery, Irene

Pvrcell
M-G-M Time, 79 mins.

DELIGHTFUL LIGHT ENG-
LISH COMEDY WITH CLEVER
DIALOGUE AND LOVE SITU-
ATION THAT THE FEMMES
WILL GO FOR STRONG.
Adapted from the stage play by

H. M. Harwood. The theme is a

natural for laughs, which come
steadily throughout the footage. It

is a comedy of the drawing room in

the best sense of the word, for the

action takes place mostly in a draw-
ing room setting. Robert Montgom-
ery proves himself to be a light com-
edian of the first water, and he is

bound to go over big with the

femmes, especially in his love scenes

with Irene Purcell, which are

charming and delicately handled. A
picture for the best audiences, for

the intelligence and class of the en-

tire production will be a great re-

lief to them. Montgomery is placed
liy the London bailiff as his man to

take charge of the home of Irene
Purcell, until a certain bill she owes
is satisfied. He offers to act as but-

ler to help her out. The complica-
tions are very clever and funny. One
of the best light comedies of several

seasons.
Cast : Robert Montgomery. Irene Purcell,

C. .Aubrey Smith, Charlotte Greenwood, Bery!
Mercer, Reginald Owen, Alan Mowbray,
Maude Eburne, Forrester Harvey, Yorke
Sherwood.

Director, Sam Wood; Author, H. M. Har-
wood ; Adaptor, Sarah Y. Mason ; Dialoguers,
Sarah Mason, P. G. Wodehouse ; Editor,

Ben Lewis: Cameraman, Oliver T, Marsh;
Recording Engineer, Karl Zint.

Direction, smart. Photography, excellent.

"MURDER BY THE CLOCK"
Paramount Time, 75 mins.

GOOD MURDER MELO-
DRAMA OF SEMI -MYSTERY
TYPE WITH A LOAD OF KILL-
INGS AND WELL-DISTRIBUT-
ED COMEDY.
Murder mystery amid spooky sur-

roundings and sinister characters is

given another whirl in this one. It

revolves around a fiendish female,
played by Lilyan Tashman. who
causes a bunch of killings, including
her husband and her secret sweetie,
so that she may get hold of a wad
of dough left by an eccentric aunt
whose death she also inspired. The
wife is clever enough to cover up
her tracks for a long time, but even-
tually a smart detective, who refuses

*o respond to her wiles, takes her
into custodv. For eerie effect there

's the familiar old house servant who
makes ominous utterances and pre-
'I'ctions, also the late rich woman's
nitwit son, a leering maniac with
Treat strength, strikingly portrayed
bv Irving P'chel. Frequent outbreaks
of conied}' help to relieve the funereal

atmosphere, and some light romantic
IS well as comedy touches are sup-
plied by Sally O'Neil and Regis
Toomey as a maid and a cop.

Cast: William Bovd. Lilyan Tashman.
Irving Pichel, Regis Toomev. Sally O'Neil,
Blanche Frederici, Walter McGrail, Martha
Mattox.

Director. Edward Sloman : Authors, Rufus
King. Charles Beahan : Adaptor, Henry
Myers; Dialoguer, same; Editor, not credited;
Cameraman, Ksrl Struss : Recording Engi-
neer, not credited.

Direction, appropriate. Photography, goo<l.

"A HOLY TERROR"
with George O'Brien, Sally Filers

Fox Time, 53 mins.

THRILLING WESTERN MEL-
ODRAMA FILLED WITH FAST
RIDING, BRONCHO BUSTING
AND VILLAINS.

.\ nmrder mystery starts this

western off on a fast pace which
continues throughout the picture.

Opportunities for injecting more
silent technique than is usually per-

mitted have been taken advantage
of by director Irving Cummings.
The story concerns Tony Bard, a

society lad who sets out to avenge
the murder of the man whom he be-

lieves to be his father. George
O'Brien, as Tony, is given fine

chances to display his ability as a

horseman both in the first sequences,

when he participates in a polo

match, and later out west where he
has gone in search of the murderer.
The culprit turns out to be Tony's
real father and on finding him, Tony
is forced to battle his way through
obstacles put in his path by two
very melodramatic villains. Rom-
ance is secondary, and the girl is

Sally Filers. Generally good audi-

ence fare.

Cast: George O'Brien. Sally Filers. Rita

LaRov, Humnhrev Bogart. James Kirkwood.
Stanley Fields, Robert Warwick, Richard
Tucker, Earl Pingree.

Director, Irving Cummings ; Author, Max
B-nnil: Adaptor. Ralph Block; Dialoguers,

Alfred .'\. Cohn, Myron Fagan ; Editor. Ralph
D'xon : Cameraman, George Scbneiderman ;

Recording Engineer. Donald Flick.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

"MEN OF THE SKY"
First National Time, 71 wn
FAIR SPY STORY. POORL

DEVELOPED, HITS WA
THEME WITH UNHAPP
NOTE FOR THE FINISH.

This one was written by Jeror
Kern and Otto Harbach, gents of t

musical rather than the literar\' wor'

and it looks like they started to bu'

up a strong musical theme and thi

switched to a regulation talkie. Ti

musical atmosphere is very slight, i

only an incident in the plot. It hin^;'

on a girl spy working for the Fren'

government with her father duri

the war. She plays on the piano a

signal to the aviator, who has ji:

landed on the estate to come into ti

house and get the secret plans, a

then fly back across the French b(

der with them. He happens to

her former sweetheart whom she h

been forced to discard to play up
;|

a German officer for the secret w^

plans which she can get from hi

It is all rather flat and heavy, wi

no sympathy created for any of t

characters. The continuity is ragg(

with innumerable fadeouts to ovf

come the lapses in situations. .'\ traj

ending with the sweethearts caug
and led out to the firing squad fi

ishes the picture on a dismal note.

Cast: Irene Delroy, Jack Whiting, Bra
well Fletcher. John St. Polis, Frank J

Hugh, Edward Maxwell, Otto Maties
Lotti Loder, Arman Kaliz,

Director, Alfred E. Green ; Authors,
rnme Kern, Otto Harbach ; Adaptors, san

Dialoguers, same; Editor, Desmond 0'Bri<
Cameraman, John Seitz, Recording Enginei
not credited.

j

Direction, uneven. Photography, uneven'

y
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THE LADY FROM NOWHERE"
with Alice Day, John Holland

I kesterfield Time, 65 mins.

GOOD PROGRAMMER WITH
RIGINAL PLOT ABOUT
OUNTERFEITING GANG
HAT WORKS UP TO STRONG
JSPENSE CLIMAX.
This one is an indie production well

love the average. It has been given

tod production values, and the di-

ction is smooth and intelligent. The
cry gets awa}' from the routine

uff, vvith a very ingenious plot that

eps building suspense to the climax,

ihn Holland takes the part of the

cret service operative assigned to

ack down the gang of counterfeiters,

lice Day is the girl who is being

ed as an innocent tool by the head of

e counterfeiters to make the opera-

.'e fall in love with her so she can

t his plan of operation. The de-

lopments move swiftly, and there

e a lot of deft touches, with the

rces of the law and the outlaw gang
)th employing ingenious tricks to

icover each other's hands. One by
le the operative disposes of the

mg, and finally goes after the mas-
r mind, who proves a very tough
[tagonist. A strong climax provides

1 unusual ending. Holland's work is

mimendable throughout.
Cast : Alice Day, John Holland, Phillips

iialley. Barbara Bedford, Mischa Auer,
mes Burtis.

Director, Richard Thorpe ; Authors, Barney
!rard, Adrian Johnson ; Dialoguer, same

;

iaptor, same ; Editor, Richard Thoi-pe

;

imeraman, M. A. Anderson ; Sound Record-

g Engineer, L. E. Tope.

Direction, smooth. Photography, okay.

"CHILDREN OF DREAMS"
'arner Bros. Time, 76 m,ins.

MUSICAL ROMANCE, SLOW
ND DRAGGY, FAILS TO
UILD ANY REAL INTEREST
.^ WEAK STORY.
jThis concoction from Oscar Ham-
icrstein and Sigmund Romberg sue-

icds in developing some rather tune-

|1 melodies, and that is its biggest

j.set. The story itself is very trite,

'lorly told, acted and directed. It

ags heavily, and fails to build to

ly real climax. Continuity is poor,

id no sympathy is created for the

JO main characters. The net re-

;lt is that of something very arti-

ial and entirely stagey. The story

lis of a country girl with a voice,

10 leaves her sweetheart to go to

;w York and join the opera. Later
e becomes famous, and is heard

. over the Continent. But she is

>t happy, develops temperament,
id finally returns to New York in

iumph, to appear in a new opera,

nd so on and so on, with nothing

any consequence happening. In

le finale we have her lured back to

je country home by her doctor, who
jiows that she is really pining for

;r childhood sweetheart. Then the

ippy meeting again, while the

;iance from the city arrives too late.

'ates pretty low.
)Cast: Maragaret Schilling, Paul Gregory,
)m Patricola, Bruce Winston, Charles Win-
§:er, Marion Byron.
Director, Alan Crosland ; Authors, Sigmund
.Dmberg, Oscar Hammerstein ; Adaptors,
,me ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, Harold Mc-
';rnon

; Cameraman, James Van Trees

;

Iscording Engineer, not listed.

Direction, weak. Photography, spotty.

SOUND SHORTS
"Adventures in Africa"

(No. 5—Trails of the Hunted)
Vitaphone 5105 Time, 18 mins.

Good, But Lengthy
One of the best in the series of

Jungle shorts produced under the su-

pervision of Wynant D. Hubbard. It

is rather long, however, for a single

issue in a series of this kind. Shows
another trip out in the African fields

in search of various specimens of

animal life. Among those encoun-
tered are gnus, baboons, storks, and
other rare beasts. The baboon shots

are quite amusing, especially one in-

cident where a native climbs a tree

and attempts to pull down a simian,

which clings stubbornly to the

branches. Also of keen interest are

scenes showing a couple of Hubbard's
little kids playing with small pets

of the simian and other variety, and
there is a good laugh in connection
with a stork trailing after a chubby
native youngster.

"Battling Silver King"
RKO Pathe Time, 11 mins.

Swell Sports Reel

A Grantland Rice Sportlight that

shapes up as about the best fishing

reel ever filmed. It's a corker from
start to finish, and carries a punch like

a big thriller feature. Shows the boys
out fishing for tuna. They get sev-

eral strikes, and each battle is more
exciting than the former. The cam-
era work is splendid, and tiie audience
gets the thrills the same as if they

were right there on the boat helping
to land tlie giant fish. A shark is

caught incidentally, adding to the en-

tertainment. A swell sports reel for

anybody's house.

Hilen Broderick in

"Cold Turkey"
Vitaphone 1215 Time, 8 mins.

Passable

Helen Broderick hasn't much to

work with in this skit, but she man-
ages to wisecrack her way through it

in a manner that should prove accep-

table in the not too particular stands.

It starts out as something about a

'round-the-world tour, although the

journey halts in Turkey, where Helen
squeezes her way into a sultan's harem
in the guise of one of the wives. There
she finds that her aged sweetie has

bought out the place irom the Turkish
ruler, and there is a lively action

finale.

"Say a Little Prayer for Me"
Vitaphone 4888 Time, 6 mins.

Nice Organ Novelty

A neat little musical specialty pro-

duced by Leon Schlesinger. It is

on the class order, with the song.

"Say a Little Prayer for Me," played

on the organ by Cameron Crosbie

and also delivered vocally by Doro-
thy Vogel while the atmospheric back-

ground undergoes various changes.

A pleasing filler.

Benny Rubin in

"The Messenger Boy"
RKO Pathe Time, 21 mins.

Surefire
Here the comedian, Benny Rubin,

does about his best work in films. He
is a laugh riot all the way. He is

hired as a messenger boy to take the
young son of a dance hall queen out
for an airing. He brings the kid to

the night club, and finds himself
picked to double for the gal in the
adagio troupe, because he has dis-

guised himself as a femme when
caught in the lady's dressing room.
Out on the floor the two male part-

ners give him an awful ride, all in

dead earnest, which makes the laughs
all the funnier. The finish is a wow.
This one is surefire.

"Paramount Pictorial No. 9"

Paramount Time, 11 mins.
Interesting

Three widely separated subjects of
fair interest make up this Pictorial.

The trio includes a hippopotamus hunt
in Abyssinia conducted by Lowell
Thomas, a harp demonstration, and
a few pointers on golf by Joe Kirk-
wood, professional. Particularly in-

teresting are the hippo scenes, show-
ing how the natives conduct their

chase and finally land the big animals.

In the harp number, following a few
words about the instrument, a selec-

tion is played by a feminine ensem-
ble. The golf stuff is not bad.

"Babykins"
Vitaphone Time, 17 mins.

Good Skit
A big husky forces his pal, a mid-

get, to pose as an infant and take

part in a baby show. The midget
wins the $500 prize, which the big
guy pockets. Then along comes a
gushing dame who wants to adopt
the "baby," whereupon the supposed
"father" makes a deal with her, get-
ting another $2,000. But the midget
runs away from his would-be guar-
dian and catches up with his double-
crossing pal, who had figured to beat
it in a cab, which winds up in front

of the police station instead of the
railroad station. A rather cute com-
edy affair, with, plenty of entertain-
ment values for both young and old.

"Magic Carpet of Movietone"
(Coney Island)

Fox Time, 10 mins.
Fair

Not as good as most of the previous
numbers in the Magic Carpet series.

Nearly all of the shots are pretty fa-

miliar and contain no special angles

to differentiate them from similar

scenes employed time and again in

newsreels as well as in some feature

pictures. The main thing, of course,

is the sight of the mass of humanity
for which Coney is famous. Anyone
not having already seen the board-

walk and beach front swarins, per-

sonally or in pictures, will get a fair

kick out of this.

"The Busy Beaver"
(Silly Symphony)

Columbia Time, 8 mins.
Great Cartoon

Walt Disney made a "knock-out"
when he produced this Silly Sym-
phony. Gags that are really new, ani-
mation that is smooth and clever and
synchrony that never misses a beat.
Disney has taken a theme which
shows beavers building a dam as only
cartooned beavers can do it. It fin-

ishes with a flood and one lone beaver
attempting to save the dam from de-
struction. The reel is fast, funny and
fine.

Billy Wayne and Thelma White in

"Good Pie Forever"
Vitaphone 1186 Time, 7 mins.

Swell Slapstick
Based on a truly clever comedy

idea, this skit is one of the best laugh
numbers turned out by the Vitaphone
plant in some time. Billy is the boy
friend of Thelma, whose father owns
a pie factory but is unable to find a

market for his output. Whereupon
Billy hits upon a bright stunt for
making the townsfolk conscious of
the pies in question. They load up
an auto and go on a pie-throwing ex-
cursion around the city. Among those
who get a pie square in the face are
the mayor, some magistrates, police-
men, a pair of newlyweds just emerg-
ing from the church, a soap box ora-
tor, and various others. In this way
the tastiness of the pies is impressed
upon the public at large and the big
"pie trust" immediately makes a lu-

crative offer to the little fellow. In
the happy fadeout, Billy and Thelma
take a pie on the chin themselves.

"The Unfair Sex"
with Dan Healy, Dolly Gilbert

Vitaphone 1111 Time, 7 mins.
Fair Musical Novelty

Opens in a courtroom setting, where
a couple is up before the judge on
charges of creating a disturbance in

a dance hall. The man explains how
it happened, his story being enacted
by a flashback showing him as a danc-
ing sheik giving the lovesick girl a
load of rough treatment. Makes fairly

satisfactory entertainment for gen-
eral audiences.

Bobby Jo7ies in

"How I Play Golf"
(No. 6—The Big Irons)

Vitaphone Time, 10 mins.
Okay

In the sixth of his golf series, Bobby
Jones goes into the ins and outs of
long iron play. In hitting the pills

past the camera, one of the balls ac-
tually hit the machine, and this sup-
plies a touch of something unusual.
The whizzing of the balls past the

mike is another highlight of the num-
ber. Outside of this, the latest Bobby
Jones short is a bit under its prede-
cessors, though it maintains interest

and should have no trouble satisfy-

ing.
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GOVERNMENT REFUSES

TO ADVISEJN CONTRACT

(Continued from Page 1)

John Lord O'Brien to ascertain the

attitude of the Department of Justice

on the general subject of the right

of exhibitors and producers on the

use of the new uniform agreement,

the Department merely called atten-

tion to the section of the Thacher

decree reading in part as follows:

"Nothing contained in this decree

shall be construed as prohibiting any

defendant or any member of any de-

fendant Film Board of Trade from

performing and/or continuing to per-

form, or enforcing and/or continuing

to enforce, by any lawful means any

contractual obligation the perform-

ance or enforcement of which is con-

sistent with the provisions of this

decree. Nor shall anything contained

in this decree be construed as pro-

hibiting any defendant or any mem-
ber of any defendant Film Board of

Trade from selecting his or its own

trade, from disposing of his or its

own products, 'or from makmg any

contracts with or without provisions

relating to arbitration—all upon such

terms as he or it may choose—pro-

vided such acts are done individually

and without combining, conspiring or

agreeing with any other defendant or

any member of any Fihn Board of

Trade.
,

"Nothing contained in this decree

shall be construed in derogation of

the right of the defendants, or any

of them, individually or jointly, to

negotiate and to agree with any ex-

hibitors of motion pictures on a

standard form of contract to be used

in licensing the exhibition of motion

pictures or on any standard provision

or provisions to be included in such

license contracts, including reasonable

provisions for the arbitration of dis-

putes arising thereunder, if done vol-

untarily and without coercion, and if

applied only to the parties^^ to the

negotiations and agreement."

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Newark Columbia Corp., theatrical enter-

prises; J. L. Goodstein, 21 East 40th St.,

New York. 200 shares common.

Prudential Eastern L. I. Theaters; Jenks

& Rogers, 521 Fifth Ave., New York. 150

shares common.
Universal Radio and Television Corp.; H.

C;. Kosch, 383 Madison Ave., New York.
200 shares common.

G. J. F. Amusement Corp., theatrical en-

terprises; S. L. Soss, 521 Fifth Ave.. New
York. $5,000.

DELAWARE CHARTERS
Altoona Publix Theaters, Inc., Wilming-

ton, Del. ; Corporation Trust Co., Dover,
Del. 500 shares common.
New York Picture Ette Corp., Dover, Del.,

electric automatic cameras known as the
Picture Ette ; Howard W. Lynch, Dover,
Del. $10,000; 1,000 shares common.

C PRESENTATIONS C
By JACK HARROWER

Stage Show at Paramount
Features Blues Rhythms
In keeping with its title, "Three

Shades of Blue," the current stage

show at the New York Paramount

is built on the "blues" theme. Bor-

rah Minevitch and His Harmonica
Rascals, long popular as a vaudeville

headline attraction, top the contingent

of featured artists with their melodi-

ous and novelty renditions on the

mouth instruments. The Forbes

Randolph Colored Choir also con-
tributes some of its popular Negro
style singing. Others on the program
include the Six Blue Devils, another
standard act, and Rita White, with
the Bines Girls doing good ensemble
work and Rubinoff directing the

Paramount Orchestra. The produc-
tion was devised by Boris Petroff.

Vincente Minelli did the attractive

setting and costumes.

Lively Specialty Acts
For Capitol Stage Show

The stage show at the Capitol is

"Happy Feet," staged by Chester
Hale. Opens with the Chester Hale
Girls doing a routine featuring a

song, "Happy Feet." Then a team
of tap dancers, Sanna and Loomi.s,

are on for a snappy routine, with
some clever solo work by each. One
of the lads does a slick bit dressed

as a monkey that brought the laughs

with his comedy acrobatics. Paul
Seidel and his trained fox terrier was
1 novelty act, balancing the dog on

his hands in all sorts of unusual poses.

The Chester Hale Girls were back
for a neat number employing chairs,

which gave them a chance for some
clever formations. Wilton and Weber
finished with their comedy patter,

and the girls on in very handsome
costumes for a snappy finale.

Pipeless Organ Demonstrated

First demonstration of the recently

perfected Richard Ranger pipeless

jrgan took place recently at Ranger's

home in Jersey, with Warren Yates,

organist of the Warner Fabian, Pater-

son, N. J., playing the selections.

The program was transmitted by a

three-mile telephone line to Hahn's
department store, Newark.

Join Castle Staff

Jacob Baur Greiner, formerly with

the Curtis publications in the middle

west, has joined Castle Films as De-
troit representative. Walter A.

Rivers, formerly with First National,

is now production manager for

Eugene Castle, and Charles Charlton,

formerly of Pathe Review, has also

joined the staff. Bert S. Dawley,
formerly with Paramount and Fitz-

patrick, has been appointed chief

technician.

Romantic Diversity
Marks Roxy Stage Bill

The Roxy presentation this week
offers a diversity of entertainment.

Maurice Baron leads the symphony
orchestra in a stirring rendition of

the familiar "Second Hungarian
Rhapsody," during which Arbad
Babos is featured playing the ca-

denza on the Russian cymbalon.
The overture is followed by an im-
pressive tableau, with music, en-
titled "White Tillies." Harold Van
Duzee, as The Monk, delivers a
tenor solo and the Roxy ensemble
beautifully renders "In a Monastery
Garden." The Kikutas, Japanese
tumblers, received thunderous ap-
plause following their thrilling ac-
robatics. The Roxyettes are given
somewhat of a well-earned rest this
week. Their number, "A Boy
Scout's Camp" although short, is

well done and clever. "Zigeuner
Weisen," a tale of Gypsy love, is

the final offering. Fredric Fradkin,
violinist and Nina Polsley are fea-
tured. Miss Polsley has been pro-
moted from the ballet corps and is

adequately filling the place left va-
cant by the absence of Patricia Bow-
man, who is on vacation. Dolore;,,
Douglas and Eddy, in a startling
adag.o dance, are among the best
seen at this house this year.

PIZOR SCORES EXHIBS

. IFOR LACK OF INITIATIVI

(Continued from Page 1)

properly "created," not "factory mad
against time," declares Pizor.
The exhibitor head denounce

double-featuring as the "bigges
menace of the industry." It doe
not exist in this territory, and th
local organization is fighting it al

the time. Pizor also is against ad
mission price-cutting. The big cir

cuits are the chief oft'enders in thi

respect, he says.

London "Informer" Wins
In Sunday Closing Sui

London— (By cable)—Alillie Orpei
designated as "a common informer,
was granted $15,000 in her sui

against the Capitol, charging a viola

tion of the Sunday closing law. Th
decision is of major importance an
will have a far reaching effect. Th
award was made under the 1781 bin

law which provides that anyone ma
uie a theater which is operated o
Sunday. The court granted a stay c

execution.

J. Stuart Blackton Bankrupt
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM VAIL
Los Angeles—J. Stuart Blackto

has filed a petition in bankruptcy i

the U. S. District Court and ha
also entered a pauper's oath claimin,
he has no assets with which t

finance the bankruptcy proceeding'
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FIFI DORSAY
LUCIEN LITTLEFIELD

Donald Dillaway Terrance Ray

Rosalie Roy From play by GEORGE ADE

Directed by FRANK BORZAGE

OurWill as staid business

man who suddenly feels

his oats—and sows them.

Great Rogers characteri-

zation and high hilarity

in every scene make

"Young As You Feel" a

box office eye opener for

the opening of the new
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Fewer and Better Pictures Urged by George Giles

CLOSINGS LAST MONTH LESS THANJN 1930

^anheim^s ^Silent Technique^ Prediction Comes True

Chatter
—about nothing much
=By JACK ALICOATE ^=

Having always a

ust fondness for the

listening aroma of printer's

ink we recently
pent an hour in the city room
,ith a representative editor of

small city newspaper. There
s no shorter cross-cut to cur-

ent opinion. With a leading

uestion we corralled his cinema
onclusions. In a nut-shell they
urn up as follows: That the screen

i standing still. That it does not

onestly depict life. That it is still

he best of the cheaper amusements,
'hat it teaches some good things as

/ell as some bad. That films should

iot be censored, but that some
hould be shown exclusively to

rown-ups. That all features should

ot be arbitrarily limited to a certain

:ngth and that sex, being the domi-

ant influence in life, will continue

o reflect its importance on the

creen.
* + *

, A , • Knowing but lit-

ree Advice tie of the practical

department problems of run-
ning a theater we

re in that ideal position of being
blc to give awaj' loads of free ad-
ice. And free advice is usually
vorth exactly what you pay for it.

fowever, if we owned a theater we
vould set aside one night each week
nd call it Club Night. We would
nake a special, wholesale, 52-week
eal with the Maccabees, the East

I jrn Star, the Modern Woodmen of

' [he .'VVorld, the Amalgamated Asso-
iation of Marshmallow Toasters and
'ther organizations of which all ex-
libs have judicial cognizance. We
vould rope off the house, sort of

i:onvention like, for each organiza-
ion, build a special longer-and-bet-
er-than-usual program for their

enefit and have an important mem-
er of each club say a few words on
ach successive night. As a prestige

(Continued on Page 2)

Universal Export Manager
Repeats His Advice on

Foreign Versions
Queried by The Film Daily for

his views on the solution of the for-

eign version problem, N. L. Man-
heim, export manager of Universal,
declared that his stand now in favor

of the 'silent technique' is the same
as it was last year when he made a

statement along these lines for The
Film Year Book. This early pre-

diction that special foreign talker

versions would not prove successful
{Continued on Page 7)

FAIRBANKSmCTION

HAMPEREDIN TALKERS

IV est Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Declaring that 100 per

cent dialogue pictures do not permit

the same activity that was possible

in silents, Douglas Fairbanks an-

nounces that he will make no pic-

tures based on fiction, plays or nov-

els, but will confine his efforts to

(Continued on Page 7)

Complete Pathe Lineup
Booked by Butterfield

RKO Patlie's complete lineup of

program and shorts for next season

has been booked for 30 theaters of

the Butterfield circuit in Michigan,
it is announced by Ned E. Depinet.

King of Siam Buys

3 Pho tophone Units

The King of Siam, who will bring his

visit to the U. S. to an end July 28, has

purchased three units of RCA Photophone
reproducing apparatus, two of which will

be installed in Charlerm Krung, a new the-

ater nearing completion in Bangkok and

which is being sponsored by His Majesty,

and one for the Royal Palace.

IS

IN COMBINES REPORT

Toronto—Attorney-General W. H.
Price has retained R. H. Greer, K.C.,

to collaborate with I. A. Humphries,
K.C., acting Deputy Attorney-Gen-
eral, in analyzing the evidence in

Commissioner Peter White's report

of the alleged combine in the Canad-
ian film industry. Upon completion

of this analysis, report will be made
to the Attorney-General as to the

grounds, if any, for prosecution.

$10 Premiere on Aug. 5

For "American Tragedy"
Theodore Dreiser's "An American

Tragedy," produced by Paramount,

is scheduled to have its New York
premiere August 5 at the Criterion,

at $10 top.

New England Exhib Head Urges
Fewer and Better Productions

Norma Shearer's Next

Will be 'Goody' Role

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Exhibitors who have been

hollering for a Norma Shearer picture in

which the star doesn't have to wallow in

sex will be glad to hear that in her next

M-G-M picture, "Smilin' Thru," she will

play a real goody role.

Boston—Declaring that producing

companies with theater affiliations

have been making more pictures than

they should undertake because of an

outlet in their own houses, with the

weak films later passed on to inde-

pendent houses through block book-

ing, George A. Giles, prominent New
England exhibitor and head of the

.\llied Theaters of Massachusetts, in

a statement for The Film D.a.ily,

(Continued on Page 4)

300 Houses Darkened for

the Summer Against
409 Last Year

Theater closings throughout the U.
S. in the past month, representing for

the most part houses darkened for

the summer, totaled approximately
300, according to the monthly reports

of the Film Boards of Trade. This
compares with 409 closings in the

same period last year. Closings for
(Continued on Page 7)

FIGHT ON lOc ADMISSION

DEVELOPING IN NORTHWEST

Minneapolis—Fight on 10-cent ad-

missions is developing throughout
this territory, following agitation that

has been in progress here since last

November when W. A. Steffes start-

ed the dime policy at his Paradise in

North Minneapolis. The battle is to

be centered on the "established" dime
admission policies, with houses charg-

ing this price after 6 P. M. being
included in this class, thereby placing

them on the schedule for product six

months after general release date.

"Common Law" Breaks
Mayfair Opening Gross

All opening-day records of the
RKO Mayfair were broken on Fri-

day when approximately $6,000 was
taken in with RKO Pathe's "The
Common Law," starring Constance
Bennett.

Dress Rehearsal Plan

Meets Favor at Radio

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Full costume recital prior to

actual shooting is to be a regular policy

with Radio Pictures, it is announced by

William LeBaron, following the success of

the experiment along this line just con-

ducted by Wesley Ruggles, who is direct-

ing "Are These Our Children."
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(.QUOTATIONS AS OF SATLIWAV)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

('on. Fm. hid l-iy» lAH 14-H + 's

l•::,^t. Kodak 145 1433^ 145 —1
1-u.x Fm. "A" lOVi 16 16^ + ',i

(.en. Th. Eq. (New)3M 3% iVs — 'A

I.ucw's, Inc 44 43^ 44 + 'A

Paramount 24'A ZVA 23/^ — %
Pathe Exch I'A i'A I 'A — 'A

do "A" 7 7 7 + 'A

RKO "A' 14'/; 14 14'/. -+- 'A

Wiirncr Bros 7 6?^ 7

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A".. 2J4 2M 2J4 + >-.,

.\at. Scr. Ser.... 21 J4 21^4 21J4 — H
Technicolor GfJ4 6'A 6/. + ij

Trans-Lux 5% 5'/ 5^ -f )»

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Paramount 6s 47.. 87^'j S7 'A 87 V'j

-- 1 !

:

Par. By. 5;<Ss51 . . 101 K lOU'j 101i4
Pathe 7s37 92M 92 92M + i-i

Warner's 6s39 40 40 40

John P. McCarthy Dies

Providence—John P. McCarthy fo.

the last three years manager oi

Loew's State, of this city, died Fri-

day following an operation for ap-

pendicitis. He had been with tlu

Loew circuit about HI >cars and prior

to that had been with the ol<l I'oli

circuit.

''•••'••••'''''•'•'^^;
New York Long Island City j";

1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. >
BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 J'J

I Eastman Films
|

I J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

«

> Chicago Hollywood {'J> 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica K
•» CALumet 3692 Blvd. H
Jj: HOLlywood 4121 J-J

The Vroadivay Parade

PICTURES
"Murder by the Clock". .

"A Holy lerror"
"The Man in Possession'
"Night Nurse"
"The Common Law". . . .

"Children of Dreams". .

(Week of July 17)

FIRST-RUNS

DISTRIBUTOR
Paramount
Fox
M-G-M
Warner Bros. . . .

RKO Pathe. . . .

Warner Bros. . .

THEATER
Paramoun:
Roxy

. Capitol
. Strand
Mayfair
Beacon

EXTENDED RUNS
"Smart Money" (5th week) __..,... First National Winter Garden
"Smiling Lieutenant" (9th week*) Paramount Rivoli
'The Mystery of Life" (3rd weeK.i .... ... Universal Cameo

$2 RUNS

A Free Soul" (8th week)

.

M-G-M. Asto."

FOREIGN PICTURES

'Zwei Herzen" (41st week) Assoc. Cine, of Amer. . . . Europa
Die Privatsekretaerin" (Sth week) . . .... Capitol Film Ex.. ..... Belmont
Die Lustigen Weiber Von Wein" (2nd week) .Capitol Film Ex.. .

, , . . Little Carnegie
Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour" (2nd week) . .First Division Pets.'.'. . . Warner
Dolly Macht Karriere "

. . Ufa . . Cosmopolitan
"Stormo Atlantico " Trans Amer. Film Ex. . . Sth St.

FUTURE OPENINGS
"An American Tragedy" (Aug. 5)

The Unholy Garden" (Aug. 12)

.

, Paramount Criterion
United Artists Rivoli

Chatter
—about nothing much

((. uiitiinu-d fiom Page 1)

builder, this idea should be a little

l)it of Oke. For the theater to be

Used as a social center, while not

highly original, is certainly most de-

sn-abfc. Royalty checks for this idea

nia\ be lorwarded c/o The lunp\'

(hi'i).

Premature Explosion

Injures Five People
\\',-.-.t Coast liuicait, THE FILM DAll.V

Hollywood—An explosion of dyna-

mite caps during tilniing of a gang
scene for Howard Hughes" produc-

tion, "Scarface," resulted in the in-

jury of Frank Walsh, Robert Chap-

man, Frank Ward, Chester Mays and

.Jaylord Lloyd. The latter, a brother

oi Harold Lloyd, acting as assistant

director, was the most seriously in-

jured, and may lose the sight of one

•ye from flying splinters.

Fox-RKO Deal Off
Fo.\ Theaters and RKO circuit

have dropped negotiations whereby
he latter was to take over seven Fox
.\'ew York houses. .\ difference over

rental fees is understood to have

')locked the deal.

National Screen Song Trailers

StanlcN liecording Co. has con-

ractcd with National Screen Co. for

1 series of sound-on-film trailers with

Lew White at the organ and Nor-
nan Brokenshire directing.

SOUND MOVIOLA
jnd Expert Assistance

available per day or' week

DU-ART
FILM LABORATORIES, Inc.

245 W. 55th St., N. Y. C.
Phone: Col. 5-4907

Planning Series in India
For International Release

Hi-it CoiXit Bureau, THE FILM DAlLi
Hollywood— Lai Chande Mehra,

native of India, who has acted as
technical advisor on several Holly-
wood pictures, plans to produce a
.series of leatures in India. He wih
take along recording equipment and
a technical crew, but will use native
talent. He will also use native sto-
ries, but will make his pictures for
international release.

India, with its population of 300,-
01)0,000 has 355 theaters, but only 20
of them are wired for sound now.
There are 21 production units in

India.

Batch of Film Names
Booked for Vaude Dates

.\ doi^en or more screen stars will

be seen at the RKO Palace within
the next four months. Already booked
are Edward G. Robinson, Basil

Rathbone, Bessie Love and Fifi

D'Orsav. Lupe \'elez has already ap-
peared and this week William Ga.x-

ton. luhel Merman and Lou Holtz,
all whom have appeared in shorts, are
on the hill.

Pittsburgh Parks Start Free Movies
Pittsburgh—First free sound movies

of the season in four Pittsburgh parks
were given Sunday night.

GEVAERT
"SAFETY"
RAWSTOCK
16 & 35 MM

B & W and Colors

UNIFORM—BRILLIANT
FINE GRAIN—DURABLE

^: The Gevaert Company of
J.; America, Inc.
. 423 W. 5Sth St. 413-21 No. State St.. N. Y. C. Chicago
•V Originators of the Tinted Base M. P.

it Film

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

July 20-21 : Annual summer meeting
North and South Carolina Th
ater Owners' Ass'n. at tl

Hotel Oceanic, Wrightsvil
Beach, Wilmington, N. C.
Educational-Tiffany-Sono A

regional meeting, Brown Palai
Hotel, Denver.

Aug. 3-22 : British film festival, sponson
by British International Picture
Malvern, England.

Aug. 7 : First Annual Golf Tournamer
New England Film Industr
Pine Brook Valley Club, Westo
Mass.

Aug. 7-8: Annual Outing of Minneapol
Film Board of Trade, Detrc
Lakes, Minn.

Aug. 20: Annual golf tournament of Sout
ern California film men, Fox Hi
Country Club. Culver City. C:

Aug. 29: RKO and RKO Pathe Anni
Outing, Indian Point, via Steam
Peter Stuyvesant.

Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Alii

Theaters Ass'n of Minnesoi
North and South Dakota, Rad
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

Pathe Reports Increase
In Its Foreign Busine^

Notwithstanding economic com
tions, ta.xation and other problen
the RKO Pathe Export departme
reports considerable new business
Latin .American countries and I

Far East. Some of the recent dea
closed include the entire featii

group together with Pathe Xews ai

the short subjects for China; all fe

tures, westerns, two-reel comedii
and -Aesop's Fables for the Stra

Settlements and the Dutch East 1

dies, and features and .\esop's 1-'

bles for .Argentine, Paraguay, Ur
guay and Chile. With only t\

exceptions the entire Far East
now closed on the new RKO Pat
product.
Tom Delahanty, vice-president ai

general manager of the Pathe E
port t\>rp., is now on his way ba<

to New ^'ork after several niont
abroad.

George Gray With Columbia
(ieorge Gray, formerly with Pa

mount and Pathe and free lai,

scenario writer, has joined the Cj

lumbia publicity department. 'A

Studio and Locatior

Sound on Film Recordinc
Lu» Diiil; or «c«fkl< K«lr'

oowers Clneolione Fauipment Corporatio
723-TTH AVE.. N. V BRYANT 9-606

COLOR NEGATIVES

DUPACK made by

Producers make own color negatives

Color in red-ortho negatives may

be removed, retained or altered

to complementary color.

Write

DU CHROME FILM SYSTEM, LTD.

"Specialists in Color"

6723 Santa Monica Boulevard
Hollywood. Calif.

j



is one of the best
pictures I have
ever made - -

CERTAINLY

WARNER BROS.
with BEN LYON, RICHARD BENNETT • Directed by ARCHIE MAYO
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FEWER AND BEHER FILMS

URGED BY GEORGE GILES

(Continued from Page 1)

Strongly urges producers to adopt a

"fewer and better pictures" policy.

Whereas in good times the little

exhibitor could occasionally shelve a

mediocre picture that he accepted un-

der his block agreement, under pres-

ent conditions he cannot afford to do
this, especially since even with the

cancellation clause it eliminates the

right to very few pictures, says Giles.

Sex stories and those with an im-

moral tinge, including some gangster
pictures, have been altogether over-

done, and they are doing nothing
more than inviting censorship, de-

clares the exhibitor leader. He also

says the sophisticated pictures do not

go well in the smaller towns and even

the best of these productions have
not been box-ofifice, but he believes

that a limited number should still be

made.
Giles is dead set against double-

features, stating that two good pic-

tures should not be on the same bill,

while a weak production on a double
program does more harm than good.

He is opposed to admission price-cut-

ting on the ground that theaters can-

not stand it under present operating

costs and smaller attendance.
Theaters are the last to feel depres-

sion, says Giles, but the theater has

now caught up with other businesses

in this regard.

Colman Film Opens Aug. 12

Ronald Colman's latest United
Artists picture, "The Unholy Gar-
den," with Fay Wrav and Estelle

Taylor, opens at the Rivoli on Aug.
12.

U Serial for Fox, Detroit
Detroit—The Fox, seating 3,500,

has booked "Danger Island," new
Universal serial.

Tom North with T.P.E.
Chicago — Tom North has taken

up his new duties as district man-
ager of Talking Picture Epics.

Honor Film Pioneer
London—A tablet was unveiled at

Kingston in the public library, rep-
resenting a bronze bust of Eead"-
weard Muybridge, pioneer inventor
in motion pictures.

COMING & GOING

,T. L. WARNER and JACK WARNER.
JR., are enroute to Europe on the Bremen.
They plan to return on the same ship Aug.
30.

TOM DELAHANTY. general manager of
RKO Pathe Export Corp.. arrives this veek
from an extended trip ahroad.
MAURICE CHASE has arrived from

Mexico City for a short visit.

J. F. McALOON, western sales manager
of RKO Pathe, is back from a trip throutih
his territory.

MR. and MRS. CHRT.STY WALSH. MR
and MRS. JOHN LOW. MR. and MRS
ADAM WALSH and PAUL "BUCKV
O'CONNOR leave today for Universal City
LIL DAGOVER sails from France, Aug.

19 aboard the He de France.

THL

RULT
• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till
Now that this Personal Endorsement mania of the screen
stars has extended to our local rag film reviewers in their
own best handwriting, they unanimously indorse Monsieur Che-
valier's latest pix all over the front of the Rivoli the big
goops! they better watch out, or first thing they know
that new kidding komic rag, "Ballyhoo," will start spoofin' 'em

it's getting so nowadays ya can't tell whether a Broad-
way theater is ballyhooing the newspaper gals and gulls or the
picture star

* * * *

• • • THAT Sol Edwards received a long distance call from
Buddy Rogers, saying that the Educational Chi convention was
just as big a Whooperup as the New York shindig that
Sebe Goodlet, the Texas Ranger of the National Screen Service
Dallas ossif who won the first prize cup in the Pat Garyn Tes-
timonial contest, got up from a sick bed to crash over for the
event. ...... .and are the other boys cheerin' him! that
George Bilson, treasurer of the Ampas, vacationing in Sullivan
county, postcards us a li'l bit differently he sez: "Am cer-

tainly glad you're NOT here" George is shooting out
dun bills to delinquent members while sitting in his bathing suit

(n a canoe
* * *

• • • THAT the film boys who try to beat the Wall Street
racket via the uptown ossif of Loucheim, Minton & Co., presided
over by John Kehoe took Jawn for a ride on his Golf

Mister Kehoe is a Real golfer, and walked in with a
card showin' all pars so the gang started toutin' BTlly
Ferguson, who is a Terrible Golfer for a match with him

then Billy walks in, all wised up, looks at Jawn's all-par
card, throws it down disgusted and sez "Wot!
No BIRDIES?" and Jawn gets Cold Feet, and calls off

the match
* * * *

• • • THAT the New York dep't stores each have a "hired
and fired" mugg on their payroll he gets paid for being
"fired" every time an important customer registers a

squawk on service, they call this cluck into the private ossif.

bawl him out and fire him on the spot in the presence of the
customer there is keen competition among the clan
one egg brags that he was "fired" from 11 different department.^
of his store in a single week

* * * _

• • • THAT Ellery Queen, whose detective-mystery novels
are all the vogue, is the pen-name of one of the industry's ad
men his third novel, "The Dutch Shoe Mystery," will

be published in the fall by Frederick A. Stokes Co and
another big publisher has signed him up for a new series

that Maury Ascher's missus presented him with his third off-

spring July 14, a girl father is doin' very nicely, thank
you that Ed Hurley has gone to Washington, D. C, to

represent Fox in publicity

* * * *

• • • THAT some fanatic wrote in big chalk letters on the

sidewalk at Forty-seventh St. and Seventh avenoo "FeaV
not—only believe in God!" and an e^Q reads it thought-
fully, scratches his head and steps off the curb right into

a sightseein' bus so ya never can tell that Clar-

ence Muse, colored thespian, knocked down a butcher's boy ac-

cidentally out in Hollerword while on the way to the stude
he picked the kid up, and asked if he was hurt the kid

examined his basket, and sez. "Dunno. Here's me liver and ribs,

but where's me kidney?"

* * * *

• • • THAT Melville Brown, RKO director, has been laid

up with a st)rained ankle, so has spent his time solving puzzles
so Howard Estabrook brought him a new geometric de-

sign of funny shaped blocks to tiut together properly ...... Mel-
ville spent four days on it, and gave it up "I give un,

Howard. How's it done?" and Howard sez "Ah,
that's the point. It CAN'T be done." just a li'l Holler-
word oomer

« « « » » »

VIENNESE THEATERGOERS

PREFER DRAMATICM
Vienna — The Viennese publi

prefers dramatic pictures in its filr

fare, with operettas and light dra
mas second and comedies thirc
This information was arrived b
a questionnaire sent to Viennes
patrons of film theaters by a we
known motion picture theater. O
the 100,000 replies received to the que,'

tion, "What kind of films do you pre
fer?" 36,000 voted for dramatic pic

tures, 29,000 for operettas and ligf

dramas, 23,000 for comedies and 12,00
for films on literary subjects.

To the question, "What artists d
you like best?" 30,000 voted for Em
Jannings, 25,000 votes each were ca:

for Willy Fritsch and Lillian Harve,
15,000 each for Jan Kiepura an
Marlene Dietrich.

Closings Last Month
Under Same '30 Peri©

{Continued from Page 1)

the last month also are offset in pa
by 95 new or reopened houses.

Closings in the past two montl
amounted to about 530, comparir
with about 960 in the same tw

months of last vear.

Tokyo Exhibitors

Form Associatio
Tokyo—A new exhibitor organiz

tion to be known as the M.P.T.A.
Tokyo has been formed here. Amoi]
the general counsellors elected
Thomas D. Cochrane of Paramoui

"Alexander Hamilton" Opening So(

George Arliss' Warner pictui
"Alexander Hamilton," will have i

premier at a leading Broadway th

ater vvithin the next few weeks,
was directed by John Adolfi.

Sparling With Assoc. Screen Ne
Montreal — Associated Sere

News, Ltd., has appointed Gord
Sparling to take charge of directit

and editing of its commercial n*
tion picture productions.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

July 20
Ken Maynard
Lloyd E. Nobles
Hoot Gibson
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'^'Universal pictures as a
whole were superior to the
standard set by any other
company/'

Joseph S. Price

Eagle Theatre,

Philadelphia, Pa.

''Your product, both fea-
tures and shorts, has more
than Hved up to our ex-
pectations."

Dan Carrothers

Hermosa Theatre,

Hermosa Beach, Calif.

"Universal has been the
backbone of our program
and showed a greater net
than similar type pictures
exhibited."

A. F. Minor, Mgr.
Lama Theatre Co.

Burbank, Calif.

"More box office pictures
in your product than any
product I purchased."

. Amendola Theatre

, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

R^tvd-e
3^ re6^^ Nefl

Ride with a Winner!
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Theater Changes Reported by Film Boards oF Trade
ALABAMA

Changes in Ownership
Marion- -Ronita, sold to R. M. Moore bv Ike

Katz ; Demopolis—Si-Non, sold to J. E.
Newell ; Evergreen—Evergreen, sold to G.
E. Fuller ; Greenville—Franston, sold to W.
J. Rau ; Thomasville—Rivoli, sold to A. C.
Spinks.

Closings
Brundidge— First Xationa. : Wetumpka—Dixi-
ana ;FIomaton—Jackson ; Florala •— Strand ;

Greensboro—Opera House ; Loxley—Lox-
le ; Mobile—Gaiety ; New Brocton—Gypsy ;

Mt. Vernon—Cameo : Sampson — New
Royal ; Slocomb— Elite.

ARIZOI^A
Changes in Ownership

Flagstaff—Orplieum, sold to Oiphcvuu Tlu-n.

Co. by M. M. Costigan.

Closings
Oatman—Oatnian ; Willcox—Mystic.

ARKAISISAS
Changes in Ownership

Marked Tree—Star, sold to H. H. Harris by
L. B. Ritter ; Tyronza—Tyronza, sold to
Clark & Jenkins by Howard & Brown.

Closings
Crossett—Crossett ; Hartford—Emerson ; Eu-

dora—Crystal.

Re-Opening
Little Rock—Plaza.

CALIFORNIA
Changes in Ownership

Concord—Majestic, sold C. E. Peterson by R.
Meinberger and S. W. Elliot ; Colfax—Col-
fax, sold to G. W. Taylor by D. S. Rich-
ards; Escondido—Kinema, sold to E. H.
Silcocks by Rex Williams; Long Beach

—

Redondo, sold to Carl Johnson by A. Utahs

;

Los Angeles—Avalon, sold to Morris Fine
by A. Willis ; Melrose, sold to Hughes-
Franklin Thea. by Berinstein, Lustig &
Bershon ; Sunbeam, sold to N. B. Berin-
stein and B. H. Lustig by Fox West Coast

;

Norwald—Norwald, sold to I. W. Russ
and C. A. Hodgman by O. T. Taylor;
Oakland—Gem, sold to G. E. McDonald by
Allen King ; Arabian, sold to Carbine &
Carbine by McKenna & Carbine; Rio Nido
—Rio Nido, sold to Jerry Arends by W.
E. Buckridge ; San Pedro—Barton, sold to

Chas. Marley by W. S. Whitman.
Closings

Bakersfield—California ; Cloverdale — Clover-
dale ; Glendale—Glendale ; Long Beach

—

Carter ; Los Alamos—Los Alamos ; Los An-
geles—Merryland, Princess and Union
Square ; Martinez—California ; Oakland

—

Peralto, T. & D. ; Pinole—Pinole ; Watts -

Yeager.

Re-Openings
Los Angeles— Florence Mills, Daly ; San

Diego—Forum.
Name Changes

Los Angeles—Daly, formerly Lincoln ; Oak-
land—Royal, formerly Fern : San Diego

—

Forum, formerly Vista ; San Francisco

—

Cameo, formerly Shamrock.

New Theater
Lodi—State. J. N. Tocchini, owner.

COLORADO
Changes in Ownership

Colorado Springs—American, sold to Moun-
tain States Thea. Corp. by Colo. Springs
Thea. Corp.

FLORIDA
Closings

Daytona Beach—Midway ; Hastings—Casino.

IDAHO
Changes in Ownership

McCall—Electric, sold to C. M. Plvler by
Mrs. R. A. Page; Oxford—L. D. S. Ward
Hall, sold by A. Wursten.

Closings
Eastport—Bliss ; Winchester—Winchester.

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

Chicago—Empire, sold to Dan Fortunate by
J. Paley ; Windsor Park, sold to Gallos
Bros, by H. L. Lyon; E. St. Louis—Lin-
coln, sold to G. L. Daniels bv Samuel
Wbhl ; Flora—Orpheum, sold to Paulter &
Thimmig by R. C. Cluster Thea. ; Orpheum,
sold to J, L. Spaulding by Paulter & Thim-
mig; Rockford—Coluinbia, sold to Sarna
by De Forest Sound Thea. ; Springfield -

Avalon, sold to J. L. Bores ; Warsaw

—

Vivo, sold to Otis H, Butler by Stuart
Walters. I

Closings
Byron—Rose ; Chicago -^ Garden, Halstead.

Independence. Lexington. U. S., Verdi, and
West End ; Danville—Colonial ; Duquoion
—State

;
Quality —

• Grand ; Freeburg —
Gayety ; Morrisonville—Empress ; Rockford
—Capitol ; Royalton—Royal ; Sterling
Lincoln ; Versailles—Rex ; Watseka—Star ;

Worden—Lannae.

INDIANA
Changes in Ownership

Cornw Point—Palace, sold to Johnson i*^'

Vought by J. D. McKeen; Eaton—Prin-
cess, sold to C. Hymer by George Addin.g-
ton ; Gary—Broadway, sold to Nick Bikos
by Publix : Indianapolis— Granada. Rivoli.
sold to Fountain Sq. Thea. Corp. by U. I.

Thea. Circuit : Lafayette—Main, .sold to

Clyde South by Boiler & Wells: Russel-
ville—Keystone, sold to W. E. Overstreet
by Herman Baber ; South Bend—Rialto.

so'd to B. R. Gorden by Ray A. Butz

:

Warren—Mystic, sold to L. K. Sharon by
.Sharon Bros. ; Warsaw—Centennial, sold to

Mailers Bros, by McDonald Tideman Co. ;

Indianapolis—Princess, sold to F. Donas
and Irving Tahler.

Closings
Cambridge City -Grand : Cayuga—Princess;
Farmersburg-Colonial ; Frankfort—Rialto

;

Hymera—Pearl ; Indianapolis—Gaiety ; Lo-
gansport—Paramount ; Mitchell—Orpheum ;

New Harmony—Harmony ; Somerville

—

Home.
Re-Opening

Edinburg—Temple.

IOWA
Changes in Ownership

Moville—Park, sold to E. C. Henry bv D.
C. Hilton: New London—Alamo, sold to

Eardley Bell, Jr., by A. E. Schroeder.

Closings
Kimballton— T^vric ; Lime Springs — Royal

;

Nashua — Grand : Primghar — Princess,
Pringhar ; Riceville—Rainbow ; Sioux City
-World; Washta—Iowa.

Re-Openings
EMon—New : Milton—Opera House ; New
London—Alamo.

KANSAS
Changes in Ownership

Cottonwood Falls—Odcon. sold to Fred
Bredow by Enrl Harmon ; Lincoln—Prin-

cess, sold to L. B. Brockett and Mayme
Mussellm.nn bv Ray Alussellman ; Parsons

—

Co7v. sold to N. T. Gordon by H. M
DeWitt ; Wichita—Nomar. sold to Hughes-
Franklin by J. C Hartman.

Closings
Anthony- -P.n'nre ; G^'ena—Electric; Geneseo
--Co7v: Mo'ine—DeLuxc : Norcatur—Lib-
pi tv; Soearville—DeLuxe : St. Paul—New;
Troy -Leland : Westmoreland — Mayer:
Wilsey -Idle Hour.

Re-Openings
Conway Springs—Opera House ; Seldon

—

Crystal.

KENTUCKY
Changes in Ownershio

Calhoun-jr -.sonic, sold to Stiles !k Roberts:
Central Citv—SHba. sold to F. M. Pitt-

man by Selba An-use. Co.: C'av -Pa'ace.

sold to Wavland Roberts: Dawson Springs

—Se"uoiah. sold to A. W. Plues by Daw-
son Sn Amuse. Co. ; Dry Ridge—New. ^oUl

to W. S. Corbus bv Rosbacrle: Greenville

—

Mecca, sold to F. M. Pittman by Selba

Amuse, Co. ; Hartford—Star, sold to W.
D. Daniel bv Ramey & Tate: Island—Tvy.
sold to Wavland Roberts : Louisville

—

Down's, sold to Leo Ciacio by C. C. Nei-

man : Morganfield—Pri'^cess. so'd to Ken.
Amuse. Co, bv A. L. Ve-i*'-h : Columbia—
Rinlto. sold to Harper bv Harner and Clav
Smith : Lebanon— ,\risto. sold to T. P.

Hunley and Mr. Miner.

Closings
Covington—Strand : Fleming—Fleming ; Hay-
mond—Haymond : Millstone—Millstone.

Re-Openinsrs
Burlington—Burlington : Provience—Dream-

land.

LOUISIANA
Changes in Ownershitj

Alexandria—Liberty, sold to T. S. Smith

:

Bossior City—Southland sold to F. E.

Hendon : Natchitoches—Amusu. sold to O.
f,. Suddnth ; Ruston—New Astor. sold to

T. E. Adams ; Shreveport— Star, sold to

Claude Hazel ; West Monroe — Happy
Hours, sold to C. W. Parnell.

Closings
Church Point—Bijou ; Clarks—Library ; Ed-
gard—Edgard ; Franklinton — Waverley

;

Gibsland—Palace ; Lake Charles—Palace
;

New Orleans—Roseland ; Ville Platee —
Evangeline ; West Monroe—Siegle.

MARYLAND
Closing

Baltimore—Aldine.

MASSACHUSETTS
Changes in Ownership

Chatham—Chatham, sold to Ignited Cape
Thea.. Inc. ; Chicopee— Playhouse, sold to
Playhouse, Inc.. by Publix; Osterville

—

Community, sold to Cape Cod Thea., Inc.

;

Springfield—Franklin, sold to B. & K.
Corp. by Paul Lombard.

Closings
Fitchburg—Shea's ; Lynn — Olympia ; Law-

rence—Premier. Victoria. Warner ; Spring-
field—Fox, Publix Broadway.

Re-Opening
Melrose—Melrose.

MICHIGAN
Changes in Ownership

Bellevue— LaBelle. sold to Ida M. Osgood.
E. A. Osgood, mgr.. by N. T. Casler

;

Detroit—Columbia, sold to Harry .Abbott
by Coluiuhia Thea.. Inc. : Courtesy, sold to
Courtesy Thea. Co. by Bertha London

;

Ambassador, sold to Brown Amuse. Co. :

Regent, sold to Mrs. Ida Klatt ; Vendome.
sold to W. J. Bernardi by Mrs. Ida Klatt ;

New Baltimore, sold to Art Rowland by
Delno E. Bigelow : Saginaw—Paloma, sold
to S. J. Marz by John D. Lesia.

Closings
Bellevue—LaBelle ; Dearborn—Fordson ; De-

troit— Stratford and Empire : East Lansing—^State : Ironwood—Rex : Lawton— Star ;

Nashville—Star ; Saline—Liberty.

Re-Opening
Detroit—Ambassador. Re,gent.

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership

Minneapolis- New Glenwood. sold to J. A.
Peters by M. C. Martin; Morgan—Mara-
thon, sold to W. J. Bandermer bv Wm.
Rohde : Sauk Center—Oxford, sold to Chas.
Pcrrizo by C. C. Uljen.

Closings
Beardsley— Star ; Clinton—Clinton : Twin Val-

ley— Cozy.

MISSISSIPPI
Changes in Ownership

Brookhaven— Sarphie. sold to J. E. Sarphie

;

E'ectric Mills—Washington, sold to W. W.
Washington : Fayette—Jefferson, sold to IT.

Walker; Gloster— Gloster. sold to V.
Walker ; Moss Point—American, sold to

Chas. Waterall : Natchez—Hamilton, sold

to St. Ville & Hamilton ; Waynesboro

—

Princess, sold to W. C. Greene.

Closings
Agricultural College—Pictureland ; Ashland -

Henderson ; Benoit—Auditorium ; Bates-
ville- -Rex: Biloxi—Gaiety: Carthage

—

Carthage : Clarksdale—Alamo : Derma -

Strand ; Greenville—Opera House ; Green-
wood-—Dixie ; Gunnison—Gunnison; Sum-
rail— Sumrall ; Tunica—Capitol.

MISSOURI
Changes in Ownership

Chaffee—Palace, sold by G. E. Whitten :

Drexel—Mainstreet, sold to Williams &•

McLellan bv W. H. Carmichael ; New
Madrid—Dixie, sold to C. C. Cravens bv
John Biler.

Closings
Albany—Maple ; Chaffee—Palace : DeKalb
DeKalb ; Kansas City—Central : Memohis
— Majestic ; Moscow Mills— Star : New
Hampton — Opera House ; St. Louis -

Bridge. Hudson. McNair and Southampton,

Re-Openings
Louisiana—Clark : Darlington — Airdome :

Rosendale—Rosendale.

MONTANA
Changes in Ownership

Terry Rialto. sold to E. B. Berlandi.

Change in Name
Hysham— Yucca, formerly Idle Hour.

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

Suoerior--Sterling. sold to T. L. Galhreath bv
L. W. Heal; Wallace—Leroy. sold to L.
M. Teller by Tom Schroeder.

Closings
Belbrad—New; Craig—Artwood; Kenesaw-

Walt's ; Lincoln—Lincoln ; Ong—Lyric.

Re-Opening
Republican City—Liberty.

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

Atlantic Highlands—Atlantic, sold to Harry
Kridel by Community Amuse. Co. ; New-
ark—Garden, sold to Garden Thea. Corp,
by Penn, Thea, Co. ; Roselle Park—Roslyn,
sold to Coleman Bros.. Inc., by Myro f

Amuse. Co. ; Salem—Fenwick. sold to Ar-
thur B. Smith by Louis Linker; Sea Isle i

City—Pier, sold to Rose Amuse. Co. by
Cini Pier Co. ; Tenafly—Bergen, sold to J.
Demby by Thos. Gorman.

Closings
Camden — Star: Jersey City — Majestic;
Keansburg — Cameo : Laurel Springs
Laurel : Mattawan—Rivoli : New Bruns-
wick—Opera House; Ramsey — Ramsey;
Secaucus—Community.

East Orange
Re-Openings
-Brighton ; Tenafly—Bergen.

NEW MEXICO
Changes in Ownership

Aztec—Aztec, sold to Geo. Bowra by J. O.I
Manning; Carrizozo— Lyric, sold to Lyrici

Thea. Co. by T. J. Pittman; Mountainair—

!

Mountainair. sold to E. W. Hambright hy
Orley Brock.

Closings
Greenville—Arcade ; Hobbs— Rig.

Re-Openings
Carrizozo—Lyric : Roswell—Yucca.

NEW YORK
Changes in Ownership

Albany—Pine Hills, sold to Harry Lazarus;
Binghamton—Hider, sold to S. E. Hiden
by J. Kozaka : Buffalo—Frontier, sold to!

L. S. Bongiovanni by Aversa & Tedesco;
Depew—Colonial, sold to Emil Cerullo byj

Joe Dworzanowski ; Hastings — Hastings,'

sold to Jack Rosenfeld by D. Manachiel;
Kingston—Auditorium, sold to Stefano Ik'

Sangi by Milikian & Voulookas ; Rochester
—Lyndy. sold to Sirromax Amuse. Corp
by Lyndhurst Amuse Co. ; Rosendale-

-

Bijou, sold to St. Peters Church; Sea

Breeze—Hub. sold to H. B. Harper bv

Mrs. H. M. Wirth ; Utica—Rivoli, sold tr

Rivoli Ent. Inc. by L. J. Carkey ; Pelhan"

—Pelham, sold to Ben Knoble by Mr
Nagle.

Closings
Baldwinsville—Variety ; Buffalo—Avon ; Fill

more; Ft. Edward—Bradley; Herkimer-
Richmond ; Kingston- -Broadway ; Lacks
wanna—AC; Norfolk—Empress; Ogden^
burg— Star ; Oswego—Orpheum ; Solvay—

)

Community; Swan Lake—Dealy's Casino

i

Syracuse— Palace ; Utica—Olympic ; Wino
sor- Windsor.

Re-Openings
E. Durham—Lawyers ; Hastings—Hastings),

Interlaken—Melville ; Pearl River— Pea-';

River.

NEW YORK CITY

Changes in Ownership
New Benenson— Bronx, sold to Fordham (

.Silverman by Edmund Amuse. Corp. ; NeV;
Third Ave., sold to Mr. Alexanrder b'

Hanover Amuse.. Corp. ; Mecca— 14th S-

and Ave. A., sold to Matty Radin & Co.

Inc.. by 14th St. Mecca. Inc. ; Rose—W(
102nd St.. sold to Jacobson Bros, by Ros
Thea. Co.. Inc.; Star—Lexington Ave
sold to Greenboro Thea. Inc. by Fox Met;
ropolitan Playhouses, Inc. : Tremont-'
Bron.x. sold to David Weinstock by Sydci

Amuse. Ent. ; Walton—Bronx, sold to Mo
f

ris Shahan by Fox Metropolitan Ph>|
houses. Inc. ; Washington—Amsterdarj
Ave., sold to H. & M. Amuse. Co. b
.\bramall Amuse. Co. ; Windsor— .S 0th Sl

and .^rd Ave., sold to Windsor Show Corp
bv A. Fanchi ; Windsor, sold to Jacobso
Bros, by Windsor Show Corp. I

Closings
Windsor—Grand .St. ; Windsor—Bronx.

Re-Openings
New Third Ave.— 170.". Third Ave.; Walton

15 E. Fordham Rd.
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MANHEIM REPEATS ADVICE

ON "SILENT TECHNIQUE"

(Continued from Page 1)

has since been borne out by the ex-
perience of companies who have tried

such versions. The Manheim state-

ment, now being echoed with in-

creasing loudness throughout the in-

dustry, read:
"During the past year, American pro-

ducers rushed headlong into the production of
Spanish, French, Polish, Swedish, Italian
and other foreign language pictures. Dur-
in 1931 they will start looking for their
profit. Let's hope they find it, but judging
from the number of foreign talkers that have
already flopped, there is every indication that
the experiment is a failure and that the
American producers will have to turn to

;
something else if they want to remain in

, business in the non-English speaking terri-

tories.

"It is also apparent that the numerous
hybrid versions of American pictures that
have been tried out are not a permanent so-

lution. The reason is plain. Except in a
few cases, the present type of American pic
ture cannot be successfully adapted. Most
of our pictures today are one-hundred per
cent dialogue. The story is told with spoken

' words which a foreign audience cannot un-
derstand.

"If, however, we revert to the old silent
technique, and tell the story with pantom'mc
with action scenes, with sub-titles, and add
to tliis music and whatever sound effects are
possible, and only use dialogue when it is

absolutely necessary, we will then have a
' type of picture that can be readily and in-

i
expensively adapted for foreign countries,
and, in every probability, such a picture

' would be highly acceptable right here in
America.

"It remains to be seen how many million
i dollars will be spent before the industry

u ilizes that foreign talkers cannot be handlei'
.11 a profit."

Fairbanks Says Action
Hampered in Talkers
{Continued from Page 1)

tra\elogues. He is now putting to-

Kether the travel material taken on
;his recent trip to the Far East, witfi

[Fairbanks appearing throughout the
.picture, and if this production clicks
,he will make others like it.

Max Rae Naturalized
ilr-i/ Coast Ihiieau. THE FILM DAJIY
Hollywood—Max Rae, supervising

art director at Radio, has secured his
final naturalization papers. Rae was
liorn in Denmark.

Sol Shernow Again a Dad
A daughter was born to Mr. and

-Mrs. Sol Shernow on Friday at the
\vdenham Hospital. Shernow is in
the film department of Warner
Bros., and is an active member of
:the Warner Club.

$UNSHIN€

Theater closings during June of this
year were fewer than in the same
month of 1930.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
gERTHOLD VIERTEL has sign-

ed a new contract with Para-
mount. His initial assignment as

a Paramount director was "The
Magnificent Lie," starring Ruth
Chatterton. Originally coming to
Hollywood to adapt "The Four
Devils" for the late F. W. Murnau,
Viertel soon turned to directing.

"Seven Faces," "Man Trouble" and
"The Spy" were the American pic-

tures he had to his credit when
Paramount entrusted him with the

'atest Chatterton vehicle.

* * *

Charles "Chuck" Callahan, who
has been writing comedy material
for Pathe and RKO-Pathe for the

past 18 7no7iths, will spend his vaca-
tion at Surf Side. He will return
to the Culver City studio next month.

* * *

Arthur Landau has become a dyed-
in-the-wool golfer. Every morning
at 6 o'clock, the peppy agent is out
on the links pounding the helpless

pellet.
* * *

It's "back in the fold" for Ginger
Rogers, now playing one of the
leading feminine roles opposite Ed-
die Quillan in "Eddie Cuts In" at

the RKO Pathe studio. Although
this is the young red-haired player's
first visit to Hollywood, she began
her motion picture career under the
Pathe banner. This happened in

New York. While playing in the
musical comedy, "Top Speed," Miss
Rogers made her screen debut in the
Pathe comedy, "A Night in a Dor-
mitory," under the direction of Har-
ry Delmar.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Norman Tau-
rog on his way to his dentist; Ben
Englander preparing for his new
trip to New York; Ben Ketcham and
Abe Levine chatting on Hollywood
Blvd.

* * *

Two additions to our movie foot-

ball team are J. E. D. Meador, who
played on the University of Chi-
cago eleven, and Ed Rubin, who
starred at Minnesota. By the way,
Meador recently returned to Holly-
wood.

* * *

Arthur Sheekman is writing some
added scenes for "Monkey Business,"
the Marx brothers vehicle, which is

now in the final stage of editing.
* * %

Jesse L. Lasky, Kay Francis,
Claudette Colbert, Charles Rogers,
Regis Toomey, Robert Coogan and
Paul Hervey Fox and Dorothy
Speare, the latter two Paramount
writers, all were born on the thir-

teenth day of the month.
* * *

Hugh Herbert has been assigned
a comedy character role in "Pent-
house," Hope Williams' first star-

ring vehicle for Radio Pictures. The
star will be supported by Joel Mc-
Crea and John Hallidav.

* * *

Ernest Pascal is noiv at the Para-
mount studios adapting his play,

"The Marriage Bed," which it to be

a co-starring vehicle for Claudette
Colbert and Fredric March.

* * *

"A Melon Drama" is the next two-
reel c jmedy to star Clark and Mc-
CuUoagh under the supervision of

Lou isrock, Radio Pictures' short
subject producer. Mark Sandrich
will direct.

* * *

William Pawley is now the pos-
sessor ot a Fox contract.

* * *

Stanley Fields is the first of the

supportmg players to be announced
tor the "beth Parker " picture to be
made by Radio. Jane Murfin wrote
the story. William Seiter will di-

rect.

+ * *

John Monk Saunders, author of

"The Dawn Patrol" and "The Last
Flight' for Richard Barthelmess,
and "Flying Eagles" for Doug-
las Fairbanks, Jr., has prolonged his

New York visit by several weeks.
His wife, Fay Wruy, had to return
to the Coast, but Haunders will re-

main last to super-vise casting for a
musical show based on his Liberty
Magazine serial, "Nikki and Her
War Birds."

* * *

Myles Connolly, associate producer

at the Radio Pictures studio whose
contract has just expired, will remain
with the company for an extended pe-

riod, according to William LeBaron.
* * *

Barbara Stanwyck's brief vacation

at Malibu Beach is over and the star

is rehearsing for her latest Columbia
vehicle, tentatively titled "Forbid-

den." Frank Capra will direct.

* * *

Donald Dillaway has been assign-

ed a role in Fox's "Sob Sister," a

newspaper story.

* * *

Robert McKenzie has been signed

for "Are These Our Children," now
in rehearsal at Radio Pictures stu-

dios under direction of Wes Ruggles,

who created the story. A flock of

high school boys and girls is the

latest addition to the cast. The fea-

tured roles are being assumed by

Beryl Mercer, Allen Rivkin, Edward
Churchill, William Orlamond, Arline

Judge, Roberta Gale, Ben Alexander,
Robert Quirk, Eric Linden and Mary
Kornman. Howard Estabrook did

the adaptation and dialogue.
* * *

Rita La Roy will appear in "The
Yellow Ticket," Fox picture which
will star Elissa Landi.

* * *

Moyite Vandergrift and Joe Mar-
bra have been added to the cast of

Columbia's "Shot Gun Pass," first

of a series of outdoor dramas star-

ring Tim McCoy. J. P. McGowan
is directing the film and Virgiyiia

Lee Co7'bin depicts the leading femin-
ine role.

PATHE FIINSHES EIGHT,

PREPARING SIX EEATURES

iVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Completion of shoot-

ing on "Devotion," Ann Harding ve-

hicle, and "Eddie Cuts In," starring

Eddie Quillan, which are ready for

the cuttmg room, makes eight RKO
Pathe productions finished to date.

The others are "Rebound," "A Wo-
man of Experience," "The Common
Law," "Sweepstakes," "The Big Gam-
ble" and "The Mad Marriage."
With Lee Marcus, president, now

here for conferences with Charles R.

Rogers, vice-president in charge of

production, it is announced that the

schedule will be maintained at a

steady gait instead of in spurt-and-lull

fashion.

In preparation and scheduled for

early shooting are "Suicide Fleet,"

starring Bill Boyd, "Dangerous to

Love'' starring Constance Bennett;
"Salvaged," starring Helen Twelve-
trees; "Women Need Love," starring

Ann Harding and "Pick Up," star-

ring Helen Twelvetrees. "A Woman
Commands," Pola Negri's first, is

being put into shooting shape by
Horace Jackson.
The Western unit, "Sundown

Trail," with Tom Keene and Marion
Shilling, has just returned from loca-

tion at Victorville with the first of

the six westerns tucked away in the

cans and ready to be cut.

The comedy units, under Lew Lip-
ton, are well ahead of the schedule
set four months ago.

California Golfers to Battle
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Southern California

film men will battle for the suprem-
acy of the golf links on Aug. 20 at

Fox Hills Country Club, near Cul-
ver City. The tournament, an an-
nual affair, is sponsored by the "Pa-
cific Coast Exhibitor-Bulletin." Gus
Metzger, president of the exhibitors'
association, will captain the exhibi-
tors' team. Jack Nelson, manager of
the Educational branch in Los An-
geles, is captain of the film men's
team.
Clyde Walker is general chairman,

and others on various committees in-

clude Al O'Keefe, Harry Cohen,
Mike Rosenberg, Nate Shineberg,
Bob Frost, Jack Nelson, Gus Metz-
ger, Ray Peterson and Bob Whit-
son. A dinner at the Fox Hills club
will wind up the day.

TO-DAY'S r.

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"The unemployment situation among
newly graduated and vacationing school
children was promised some solution
with the announcement that scores of
boys and girls will be used as atmos-
phere in 'Are These Our Children.'

"

—Radio Pictures.
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$6, 000,000 Building Appropriation Set by Warners

SCREENURGED TO SHOW WAY TO RECOVERY

20 Features, 104 Shorts Planned by Chase In Mexico
Empire City, Mexico,Looms

As Latin-American
Hollywood

Production of 20 Spanish features

and 104 shorts in the coming year is

planned by Maurice A. Chase, head
of Empire Productions, at the newly
built studio in Empire City, on the

outskirts of Mexico City, Mexico
Chase is now in New York making
final arrangements on recording
equipment. He arrived by way of

Hollywood, where he engaged part

of his technical staff and surveyed
{Continued on Page 4)

W.B.-F.N.STIiniOS RESUME

iFULLACTLtONAUCl
Production activities at the Holly-

wood and Burbank studios of War-
ner-First National will be resumed
on a maximum scale Aug. 1, it was
stated by Jack L. Warner prior to

sailing for Europe. For the last

several weeks only three pictures at

a time have been in production, but
starting next month there will be
three Warner and three F. N. pro-
ductions in work simultaneously.

Radio Pictures Closes
Booking Deal With Fox

Deal for the playing of the new
Radio Pictures product by the entire

Fox Circuit has been closed by
Charles Rosenzweig and Harry
Cohen, acting for Radio, and Jack
Sullivan, representing Fox.

Boost in Mat Charges

Stirs Northwest Exhibs

I

Minneapolis—Boosting of mat service

jbout 100 per cent by a number of dis-

tributors has caused quite a stir among

'I
northwest exhibitors. M-C-M, Warners,

I' Columbia, Pathe and United Artists are

continuing a flat price of 5 cents a col-

^ umn, but others have gone to 10 cents.

Prosperity Formula
Denver— After a visit to New York and California, Harry Huffman,

president of the Rocky Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n and the Aladdin

Theater Corp., says that the difference between Denver and the two coasts

is that on the Atlantic and Pacific seaboards they talk and advertise "depres-

sion," whereas here the folks are so busy working that they have forgotten

about a slump.

M-G-M Launching Accessories Drive

To Stimulate Interest In Shorts

Balaban & Katz Books
New RKO Pathe Lineup
Publix Balaban & Katz has just

signed for RKO Pathe's new product

to play in the 26 Chicago theaters of

this circuit, it is announced by Ned
E. Depinet, vice-president and general

sales manager of Pathe.

M-G-M will wage a special acces-

sories campaign this summer and fall

in an effort to stimulate interest in

short subjects and increase their value

as box office attractions, Fred Quimby
told a Film Daily representative

yesterday. "Exhibitors in the United
States pay from 35 to 40 million dol-

(Continued on Page 6)

Cfiicaso Houses Stay Open
Chicago — Wholesale closing of

theaters in this area for the summer,
recently predicted, has failed to

materialize. Actual closings in the

entire state last month amounted to

only about 20, according to the Film
Board of Trade, and many of the

expected closings have been held off

by a recent pickup in business as a

result of favorable weather.

Joan Bennett Signed
As United Artists Star

li'cxt Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAII.)

Hollywood — Joan Bennett has

signed a term contract with Samuel
Goldwyn, for whom she made her

talker debut in "Bulldog Drum-
mOnd." Under the agreement she

(Continued on Page 8)

Warners Set $6,000,000
As Construction Budget

"Public Enemy" Wins
Permit in Chicago

Chicago — "Public Enemy" has

been passed for showing here after

considerable discussion. Warner Bros.

have booked it into McVicker's for a

run starting tomorrow. The picture

was ballyhooed big for weeks while

its exhibition was being held up.

Warner Bros, have set aside an ap-
propriation of approximately $6,000,-

000 for building construction during
the coming year, the Film D.mly
learns. Architects' plans for three

large houses have been approved and
are awaiting word to proceed. The
theaters will be in Newark, Wash-
ington and Ridgewood with seating

capacities of 3,600, 2,000 and 2,000.
(Continued on Page 8)

O'Toole Says Film Heads
Can Help Solve Eco-

nomic Problems
Wrightsville Beach, N. C.—Solving

of the country's present economic
problems and leading the nation out
of the industrial and unemployment
chaos in which it is now enmeshed
can be accomplished by those who
control the destinies of the motion
picture screens of the U. S., declared
Secretary M. J. O'Toole of the M.
P. T. O. A. at yesterday's opening
session of the convention of the
North and South Carolina Theater
Owners' Ass'n in the Hotel Oceanic
here.

O'Toole said that, summed up, the
(Continued on Page 4)

llOCHICAGOEXHIBSMEn

IN TWO-OPERATOR FIGHT

Chicago—Al Steffes and 110 exhi-
bitors held a meeting at the Audi-
torims Hotel today to discuss pro-
cedure in the fight being waged by
Allied Theater Owners of Illinois

to eliminate the extra operator. Talks
(Continued on Page 6)

$1,300,000 Remodeling
On Two New York Houses
The old Loew's American on 42nd

St. and the Grand Opera House at

23rci St. and Eighth Ave., both
marked for destruction some time

ago, are to be remodeled and con-

tinued as theaters, according to plans

drawn up by Thomas W. Lamb,
-irchitect. The work will cost about
$1,300,000.

Denver Minnie Courses

Reduced From 50 to 3

Denver — Only three miniature golf

courses have applied for license this year,

against 50 last summer. The original big

money maker in local minnies has been

turned into a fish pond. All the indoor

courses have passed out.
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Rockett Going to Europe

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—A. L. Rockett, asso-

ciate producer at Fox, will be granted

a leave of absence following a stay at

Cedars of Lebanon Hospital, and he

plans to make a combination business

and pleasure trip to Europe, returning

about the end of October.
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Caughf in preview, this Fox production shapes up as a smart, sophisticated
film done with class in the luxurious settings of an ocean liner. Edmund Lowe is

featured as a gambler matching wits with an international gang of ritzy crooks.

Plenty of femme lure with a contrasting threesome of Lois Moran. Creta Nissen and
Myrna Loy. Story is clever, with suspense building to a strong dramatic finish.

Director William K. Howard put all his cunning into this one, delivering a feature
that is Grade A for summer entertainment in any theater. It's a triumph for

Howard, with clever directorial touches, and unusual camera treatment that alone
would distinguish it.

—HARROWER.

Koplar-Skouras Break Promises

Bitter Fight in St. Louis Suits

St. Louis—Following the split be-

tween Harry Koplar and the Skou-
ras brothers, resulting in Koplar
openly becoming a party to the re-

ceivership suit against the Skouras
Bros. Enterprises and Skouras Su-
per-Theaters Corp., Koplar's sister,

Mrs. Elsie Probstein, also has per-
mitted her name to be endorsed to

the amended petition, while another
minority stockholder, L Meyer, has
joined the fight. The petitioners say
they now own 2,250 shares of Skou-
ras Class A stock. The Koplar-
Skouras break caused quite a sensa-
tion in local film circles, and a hard
legal fight is anticipated. Among the

charges is that Spvros and Charles
Skouras made a profit of $4,000,00'^

in selling the Skouras Class B stock
to Warner Bros., besides $150,000
salary paid Spvros as manager of

the houses and $150,000 bonus at

the time they sold their stock. Hear-
ing on this suit, as well as the sim-
ilar action against St. Louis Amuse-
ment Co.. is on the calendar for to-

day, with Warner Bros, attorneys
declaring the suits unfounded.

Charles 0. Baumann
Bein? Buried Today

Funeral of Charles O. Baumann,
vho died Sunday, is being held at

1:30 this morning from his home, 8

Surrey Lane, Great Neck, L. I., with
services in St. Aloysius' Church,
Great Neck, and interment in St.

John's Cemetery. Baumann, who
'lad been out of the film business for

*he last six or seven years, was a

member of the old firm of Kessell

1: Baumann and at one time asso-

"iated with the New York Motion
Picture Co., Triangle and Universal.

Midnight Shows at Roxy
Dropped Except Saturday
Midnight showing of the feature

picture at the Roxy has been dis-

continued except on Saturday nights,

when the complete de luxe program,
including stage show, will be given.

"Jekyll-Hyde" Rights Closed

Viola Irene Cooper's London of-

fice, managed by Walter Maxwell,
has closed final arrangements for

use of the talker rights to "Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" by Para-
mount. Fredric March may play
the leading role.

William A. Raynor Heads
T.P.E. New York Exchange
William A Raynor, formerly New

York branch manager for Pathe and
lately connected with the Leo
Brecher enterprises, has been en-

gaged as New York branch manager
for Talking Epics, with Charles
Gould as assistant. Mike Resnick
will handle New Jersey sales, and
Mordi Weinberg is to have charge
of sales in upper New York State.

New offices were opened yesterdav
at 630 Ninth Ave.

Final Educational Meet
Closes Today in Denver

Denver — Third and last regional

sales meeting of the Educational or-

ganization will conclude here today.

Nine western exchanges are repre-

sented in the local meeting, presided
iver by General Sales Manager
Stanley W. Hatch, E. W. Hammons
having returned to the home ofifice

following the Chicago gathering.

William Saal of Tiffany spoke at

yesterday afternoon's session and
then departed for Hollywood. Other
home office men present include Burt
Kelly, Stanley W. Hatch. Gordon S.

White, Budd Rogers, Harvey Day
und Reginald Wilson.
Exchange managers in attendance

are: A. P. Archer, Denver; C. H.
Messenger, Salt Lake City; B. W.
Rucker, Seattle; G. C. Blumenthal,
San Francisco; Jack Nelson, Los
.A.ngeles; F. A. Tomes, Dallas; W. J.

Cammer, Oklahoma City; Russell

Borg, Kansas City; Leo Blank,

Omaha.

Eisenstein 111 in Mexico
Mexico City — Serge Eisenstein,

Russian director who has been film-

ing a picture depicting Mexican life,

backed by Hunter Kimbrough of Los
.Angeles, was stricken a few days ago
ind production had to be halted. The
'nrident happened shortly after Felix

Balderas, one of the actors, accident

ally shot his sister while making a

scene.

RKO Plans Gala Ft. Worth Opening

Ft. Worth, Tex. — Reopening of

the Hollywood under the RKO ban-

ner on Aug. 1 will be a gala affair

Harry Schlinker, RKO publicity di-

rector, has arranged for three air ex-

cursions to bring guests from Abilene
Waco and Ardmore.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today

:

Annual summer meeting of

North and South Carolina The-
ater Owners' Ass'n, at the
Hotel Oceanic, Wrightsville
Beach, Wilmington, N. C.
Educational-Tiffany-Sono Art

regional meeting. Brown Palace
Hotel, Denver.

July 25-26: Convention of Affiliated Theater
Supply Dealers, 305 Gunther
Bldg.. 1018 South Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.

Aug. 3-22 : British film festival, sponsored
by British International Pictures,
Malvern. England.

Aug. 7 : First Annual Golf Tournament,
New England Film Industry,
Pine Brook Valley Club, Weston,
Mass.

Aug. 7-8: Annual Outing of Minneapolis
Film Board of Trade, Detroit
Lakes, Minn.

Aug. 20: Annual golf tournament of South-
ern California film men. Fox Hills

Country Club. Culver City. Cal.

Aug. 29: RKO and RKO Pathe Annual
Outing. Indian Point, via Steamer
Peter Stuyvesant.

Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied

Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Radis-
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

Oct. 1 : Hispano - American Motion Picture
Congress, Madrid, Spain.

Nov. 4 : Annual Awards Dinner of Aca-
demy of M. P. Arts & Sciences,
Hollywood.

Florence Strauss Named
Columbia Story Editor

Florence L. Strauss, formerly as-

sociated with First National, Fox
and other companies has been ap-

and other companies, has been ap-

with headquarters in the East. She
leaves for the coast today for a brief

stay to confer with Harry Cohn,
vice-president in charge of produc-
tion.

Jack Baker Leaves RKO
Jack Baker, writer of exploitatior

matter for pictures playing RKO cir-

cuit, has resigned and returned to hi;

home in Chicago. Baker's work wa;
under the supervision of E. M. O
Orowitz.

New U. Discovery on Way West'
Pauline Moore, 17-year-old dr

matic stock actress who was "dis

covered" by Carl Laemmle, Jr., dur|
ing his last visit to New York,
on her way to Universal City to star|

her screen career.

Lillian E. Bleeker Dies
Lillian E. Bleeker, secretary tl

Max Fleischer, died yesterday froi'f

a sudden heart attack.

Richmond Theater Robbed
Richmond, Va. — An unmaskeH

bandit held up the manager of th

National and robbed the box ofific

of $600.

Sound Recording
FILM AND DISC

Re-Recording Disc or Film
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
STANLEY RECORDING CO. of

AMERICA, INC
1841 Broadway—New York. N. Y.

bus S-318I-3182
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(Continued from Page 1)

the latest developments in the pro-

duction line.

Empire City is on the way to be-

coming the Hollywood of Latin-

American pictures, Chase told The
Film Daily. The climate there it

even more favorable than California,

he said, and the proximity of Mex-
ico to Hollywood makes it possible

to keep in constant touch with the

advances being made by the U. S.

studios.

Chase praised the Mexican gov-
ernment and the citizens of that

country for their friendly attitude

and co-operation in the new studio

project. He displayed photographs
of the grounds and various buildings,

a modern and unusually attractive

plant.

Empire Productions will not at-

tempt to monopolize the Latin mar-
ket, Chase stated, but will allow the

use of its studio facilities in encour-
aging other producers to undertake
work there. He says the Latin pic-

ture fans are not necessarily Holly-
wood-star crazy, but want the right

kind of stories and music in theii*

proper atmosphere.
The frequently cited Spanish lan-

guage difficulties, due to differences

in dialects, are discounted by Chase.

He declares the Spanish tongue of-

fers less trouble in this respect than
any other language, including Eng-
lish, which has more variation in the

British Empire than Spanish has in

Spain. The solution of this lies in

the use of the "school language" of

each nation. Chase says, and the for-

eign problem as a whole can be

solved by grouping the various
countries according to common lang-
uage and establishing production
centers in each group.
Where the big mistake is made in

foreign versions, Chase points out,

is in casting a player of one coun-
try to portray the role and speak the
dialect of another country in which
his appearance and speech do not
fit. Chase also advocates specially

written stories for the foreign coun-
tries, declaring that when U. S. pro-
ductions are converted for other
countries too many of the values are

lost in the "translation."

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

British Kinematograph Manufac-
turers Assoc, sends cable to President
Harding protesting against proposed
tariff.

* * *

I.P.D.A. plans to boost September
as gala month for independents.

* *

Famous Players still hold four St.

Louis houses.

I HI: —^-z:z^
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• • • OUR FILM FAMILY Album today discloses the clas-

sic mugg of George W. Harvey in case you don't know
but how could you be so dumb? Mister Harvey

is the Dynamo in back of Harvey-Jaediker Advertising Art Ser-
vice that organizashe featuring Kid Deadline
pinch-hitting for any film company that finds itself in a tight

spot with two strikes chalked against it in the ninth
inning and their two star sluggers, Advertising and Pub-
licity, stranded on the bases then they call on George's
outfit, and he sends in Kid Deadline who whams a homer
and sews up the game for his client whether it's you
or You or YOU "Deliver or Bust!" is the con-

cern's motto and they haven't fallen down once
* * * *

• • • THIS SPECIALTY concern fills a very unique niche
in the film biz it often happens in this hectic racket that

the most finely organized advertising and publicity dept's ride

into a jam through no fault of their own a campaign i;

in the works some obstacle arises unexpectedly
and Time, the bugbear of the advertising chief, looms up to

deliver a knockout and spoil the entire campaign then
they usually call on Mister Harvey and in ten minutes
his finely balanced machine with an expert in every division, is

functioning full steam ahead the obstacle is overcome
whether it be a problem of Art, Copy, Typography, Lay-

out, Lithography, Stock, Printing it's all the same to this

bunch of advertising specialists

* * * *

• • • THE INDUSTRY might well be proud of its George
Harveys we remember a tew short months ago bumping
into George when he first started we'd run into him on
Broadway, side streets, exec's offices a guy with a Brand
New Idea for helping the film biz having for years han-
dled advertising and publicity problems for some of the biggest
producing concerns he knew exactly what they were up
against no Theory with George just cold, hard
Facts and was that mugg enthusiastic! with his

entire ossif under his arm in a manila envelope he just

kept plugging and boring in in the face of the most heart-
breaking obstacles that every Pioneer encounters usually
some other egg comes along later and enjoys the fruits of the
pioneer's efforts but in this case we are tickled silly to

report that Pioneering George is collecting in person
with a personnel of 10 specialists to help him and in nine
short months, that's travelling! it might be well to add
that we've been collecting the dope on George for weeks
not from himself but from the advertising and publicity
chiefs he has done jobs for and when a bunch of pub-
licity boys who carry a lotta weight admit that another pub-
licity specialist is good boy, he must be GOOD!
and didja see the break "The New Yorker" gave his outfit in a

recent editorial? outside of crashing this kolyum, we kflow
of no surer hallmark of Fame than crashing the Town's Smart
Rag tush, tush, what's the sense in being modest
when we ain't

+ * * *

• # # AN AD was run in the trade papers by M-G-M in

March, 1929, which read.. "HOOVER PROSPERITY!
Guaranteed in the motion picture industry by M-G-M pictures."

and surveying the results of that "prosperity," we're
now tryin' to figure out whether M-G-M was kiddin' Hoover,
Us or Themselves a toss-up, eh? Ted Jaediker is

out of the Mt. Sinai hospital after his appendix operation, but it

will be several weeks before he is back at the ole easel

Over in Lunnon the Warner-First Nash staffs threw a "Wel-
come Party" for Max Milder, the new distributing head for

Great Britain one of the events besides a cricket match
was an Ankle Competition among the femmes and Mar-
bought himself a monocle to help judge the prize winners
and he's still wearing it, the big zaney A salesman in that

haberdashery store near the Rivoli on Broadway watched the

mobs goin' in to see Chevalier's pix finaly he turned tu

his side-kick and sez "Oy, Moey, we picked the WRONG
gescheft!"

Tuesday, July 21, 1931
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SCREEN URGED TO SHOW

WAY TO TRADE RECOVERY

(Continued from Page 1)

whole question centered on "equit-
able distribution" and "necessary
readjustment of wag^s, working
hours and living conditions to meet
the ever increasing possibilities of

the machine age"' and that there was
nothing fundamentally wrong with
the Country or the American people.

"I communicated with every mem-
ber of the United States Senate and
most members of Congress on this

question. With but few exceptions
the replies were that it was not a

Statesman's problem, but one for

business men to solve," said O'Toole.
"Let the Motion Picture Industry

make this contribution to the peo-
ple of the United States through
the M. P. T. O. A. and your state

organizations. We live in an age
of unprecedented production. We
have more food than we need. We
have more clothing than we could
wear. We have more homes and
building material available than our
people require and yet men, women
and children in this Nation are sore-
ly in need of food and all of these
life essentials. When we have as

much or more than we need of

everything and millions of worthy
Americans want for these things,

then surely the problem before us

is one of distribution and re-adjust-
ment of working and other condi-
tions.

"Therefore, I make the following
proposals to meet this most menac-
ing situation:

"I—Provide (by law) school, home and
living facilities for every child in the nation
up to the attainment of his or her fifteenth
year and thus withdraw children from in-

dustrial tasks and make more jobs for adults.
It would also give every person healthy
bodies, trained minds and a proper start in

life.
"2—Then provide a minimum wage for

all workers. This must not only be a

living wage but one which will give a reas-

onable saving surplus from the fifteenth to

the sixtieth year. Provide in addition for

these workers a five day week and eight

hours per day. This will absorb most of thti

other unemployed and give necessary oppor
tiinity for healthful recreation.

*'3—A voluntary retirement from active

labor at the age of sixty years and an ade'
quate living Old Age Pension for all work
ers from that period to the end of thei

lives. This will relieve all old people c

the necessity of remaining in productive,
emjiloyment and absorb all of the remaininsi
unemployed."

O'Toole said the major political,

parties should be committed to these:

definite proposals through their ac-

credited leaders as soon as possible

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

July 21
Joe Brandt
Lily Damita
Peggy Cunard
Charles Alan



b He's a Regular Kid!

We'll say he's scrappy. Chuck Full oF wjg3le; wriggle, giggle, mischieF and pep I

This most pestiFerous lovable imp with Pokie, his panicky pup, will gallop

straight into th^ hearts oF an audience.

A characterization that makes the whole world kin.

A new idea in sound cartoons.

Produced
by

CHARLES
MINTZ A

GOLUMBIA
PICTURE
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IN TWO-OPERATOR

MEET

FIGHT

(Conlinited from Page 1)

were made by Steffes, Aaron Saper-
stein and others. A resolution was
passed pledging support of the Illi-

nois body to the State's Attorney in

the fight he is waging against rack-
eteering by the operators' union,

thanking Abraham F. Myers and
Steffes for aid given by the national

association through Steffes' pres-

ence, and thanking Saperstein, Joe
Pasture, Frank Guilford and Nate
Wolf of the Illinois Allied for their

effective work. The meeting was an
enthusiastic one and members are

confident of success. Steffes made
it plain that they are not fighting to

eliminate the union, but only to elim-

inate the extra operator.

Chicago Union Members
Turn Against Maloy Rule
Chicago—Members of the Motion

Picture Operators' Union here have

revolted against the rule of Thomas
Maloy, head of the organization, who
is under indictment for racketeering

in connection with projectionists'

permits.

Six Location Films
Scheduled by Radio

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Radio Pictures has

made plans for the part filming of

six productions on location. The
pictures listed under this category,

according to William LeBaron, are

"Marcheta," which will be filmed

partly in Barcelona and Madrid,
Spain; "The Bird of Paradise," with

an Hawaiian setting; "The Dove,"
in Mexico; "Pent-house," New York
City and Wyoming; "Frontier," in

the Dakotas, and "Home Town
Laughter" on a distant site now be-

ing sought by Director Gregory Ca
Cava.

Masquers Club Elects

H. J. Brown Life Member
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In appreciation of his

service to the club, of which he is

entertainment committee chairman,

the Masquers have awarded a life

membership to Harry Joe Brown,
RKO Pathe associate producer. Of
the 750 prominent members of the

organization, only three others hold

life membership cards. These are

Ingle Carpenter, attorney; Antonio
Moreno, and Frederick Fsmelton,

founder.

Church Matches Theater HI
Denver— In an attempt to meet the

competition of theaters advertising their

cooling systems as an inducement to warm
weather crowds, Rev. Harley Smith preach-

ed Sunday night from behind a huge snow-

'bank on the pulpit. The snow was hauled

down from the mountains.

HH Keeping Folks Cool

NEWS«>>OF««THE«»DAy •

Milwaukee — A. D. Davidson of

Chicago has taken a lease until Jan.

1 on the Majestic here, formerly op-
erated by L. K. Brin, and is con-
ducting a dance marathon in the the-

ater.

Denver—The Denver is returning

to Thursday opening after having
tried Wednesday for several weeks

Neenah, Wis.—The Embassy will

be repaired, equipped with new
sound apparatus and opened about
Aug. 1 under management of Bird
Theaters Co., which has bought the

lease from Fox.

Columbus, O. — Arlington Thea-
ters, Inc., has been formed under
Ohio laws by L. W. Fisher, O. H.
Decker and G. H. Jarvis to oper-

ate a theater on North High St.,

formerly operated under the name
of the Piccadilly.

Fond du Lac, Wis.^—The Garrick
will reopen the first week in Au-
gust. Meanwhile a new ventilating

system, will be installed and other
improvements made, according to

W. L. Ainsworth, manager.

Denver — S. N. Feinstein, man-
ager of the local Radio exchange,
has been in New Mexico six weeks
visiting exhibitors.

Racine, Wis. — The Capitol has

been leased for a period of ten years

by Robert Ungerfeld, former man-
ager of the local Fox's State.

Rock Valley, la. — The Orpheum
has reopened after being closed for

the installation of new sound-on-film
equipment.

Fairmount, N. D.—The State has
been sold to Harry Nelson.

Madison, S. D. — The Wagner
Amusement Co. has resumed work
on its new theater here. The build-

ing is expected to be completed by
Aug. 15.

Lake Park, la.—The State here has
been bought by A. M. Leitch.

Lake Crystal, Minn. — The local

theater has been leased by E. L.

Parsons and sons.

Friona, Tex.—The Friona has been
bought by W. M. Lea.

Philadelphia—Keith's will go un-
der the control of the Warner-Stanley
circuit at midnight, July 31. It is

expected that the house will be kept
open either as a run house for hits

or for repeat engagements.

McAUen, Tex.— The Azteca has
been purchased by Frank D. Sancho.

CoUingswood, N. J.—The Collings-
wood's new policy calls for four
changes of bill weekly.

Tuscola, Tex.—W. J. Holt is now
operating the King.

Philadelphia — Harold S. Dunne,
formerly assistant booker for the
Warner-Stanley, is now a Jersey zone
manager. He came here from Pitts-

burgh.

M-G-M LAUNCHING DRIVE

ON BEHALE^OE SHORTI

{Continued fro-m Pnne 1)

lars each year in rentals of short

subjects, yet they seldom do anythin)

to create public demand for shortj

and in turn realize some definite n'

turn for their money," said Quimbjj

"We lose money on accessories an'

expect to, but this year we may los

more and won't mind it a bit prt

'vided the exhibitors understand th,

the sale of accessories for shorts

as important as for features. As

now stands, on a feature picture a]

proximately 15,000 one-sheets a

sold, on a short subject about 1,0U I

Our new accessories will be mo^

attractive and of greater attentioi

getting quality. The purpose of

all is to make exhibitors short-sul

ject-conscious."

Glenville, Ga.—J. A. Alexander of

Reidsville has leased the Princess.

Philadelphia—O. B. Derr has re-

signed his position as Universal sales-

man. He was formerly with Pathe.

Childress, Tex.— The Monogram
and Palace have been taken back by
F. M. Phipps, who is after bookings
to suit his own style of theater man-
agement.

Cordele, Ga.—F. J. Wood, owner
of Wood's theater, Vienna, Ga., as-

sumed management last week of the
Circle here which he recently pur-
chased.

Memphis—Art Hays, organist, has
returned to Memphis from the Para-
mount, Des Moines, to become or-

ganist at the RKO Orpheum.

Oklahoma City—Joe F. Hill has
been named as assistant to Roy
Winter, contact manager for Warner
theaters.

Richmond, Va.—Samuel C. Gordon
is the new manager of the Venus
theater in South Richmond, having
succeeded George C. Ingham, who
is now managing the Crewe, Crewe.
Va.

Paulsboro, N. J.—A. Lehrman is

now operating Hill's Paulsboro.

Albany Strand Reopens July 30

Albany, N. Y.—The Strand, which

has been undergoing many altera-

tions, will be reopened July 30. This

housCj the first of the Mark Strand

circuit of theaters, is now oart oF

the Warner group. Alterations and
improvements are being carried out
under the supervision of Herman
Alaier, chief of the Warners' theater
construction department. Lou La-
zar, zone manager, plans to reopen
the house after the Hollvwood fash-

ion. It will be a 10:00 P. M. afTair.

WB-FN Ad Depts. All on One Floor
Advertising, publicity and art de-

partments of Warners-First National
now occupy the entire sixth floor of

the west building of the home offices

on 44th St. Heretofore the various
departments have been scattered
throughout the various floors of tine

original building.

Friday Opening at Minnesota
Minneapolis—The Minnesota, Pub-

lix theater, is now opening the new
program on Friday instead of Satur-

day.
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A LITTLE From "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
/[ARC LACHMAN, a Texas boy
who made good on Broadway

id who has been a prominent pub-
:ity man for several years, has
incd the Fox scenario staff.

+ * *

Joan Bennett has been assigned
the feminine lead in "Surrender,"

ox film based on the novel
\xelle," by Pierre Benoit. Ed-
ard Crandall will play opposite her,

ith William K. Howard directing.

Edward "Goodman, director of

.Vomen Love Once," is reading
veral stories from which he is to

lect his next assignment for Para-
ount. Goodman was recently given
new contract by this organization.

* * *

Leo McCarey, who directed Gloria
wunson in "Indiscreet," has sev-

•ed connections with the Howard
ughes organization, it is reported.

* * *

Walter Byron will play an impor-
nt part in "The Yellow Ticket,"

lissa Landi's next starring picture

r Fox. Arnold Korff and Sarah

tidden
have been signed to play in

ipport' of Miss Landi. Raoul
^alsh is the director.

* * *

Mark Sandrich is directing "A
'^lon Drama," starring Clark and
cCullough. The comedy is being
oduced by Louis Brock for re-

use through Radio Pictures. The
or II is an original by Bobby Clark.

* * *

Laura Hope Crews, who guided
loria .Swanson, Carole Lombard,
lan Marsh and others through the

tricacies of acting for the talkers,

IS completed her contract with
^niuel Goldwyn. She is planning
vacation in the East before decid-

p on several offers which have
>en tendered her in Hollywood.
r. Goldwyn has expressed the hope
lat Miss Crew's wide dramatic
lowledge will be available through
consulting arrangement.

+ * *

Dick Pearl writes that he is en-

)ying London. "The people here
e busy making their own pictures,

It they still want American pic-

res and are buying them," he
. 'ites. From Japan, Leon Sham-
y writes that he is en route to

lina

ISUNSHIN€
1 ^>m^ IN
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W NEWS

Miniature golf courses, last year's

: chief bugaboo for exhibs, are now 90

j

per cent extinct and getting extincter.

Ill" ilillllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllll"-

John F. Goodrich, the scenarist,

was second in the annual California
trapshooting tournament. He broke
193 out of 200. More than 100
marksmen were entered in the tour-

ney.
* * *

Harry Joe Brown has been made
a life member of the Masquers.
Others who hold this distinction are
Antonio Moreno, Fred Esmelton
and Ingle Carpenter.

* * *

Ralph Morgan will play the lead-

ing role in "The Lone Wolf's Son,"
Fox film based on a story by Louis
Joseph Vance. Hamilton MacFa<a-
den will direct.

* * *

Robert Lord, Warner Bros.-First
National supervisor, having com-
pleted the special assignment for
which he was borrowed by M-G-M,
has departed on a three weeks' va-
cation.

* * *

Edward Crandall will !>€ Janet
Gaynor's leading man in "Delicious,"

the George and Ira Gershwin musi-
cal for Fox. El Brendel and Law-
rence O'Sullivan also are in it, with
David Butler directing.

* * *

Wallace Smith is reported writ-

ing a new novel which will be pub-
lished bv George Putnam & Sons.
Smith is under contract to Radio
Pictures.

Lucien Littlefield's latest assign-
ment is in the Fox film, "Sob Sis-
ter." Helen Jerome Eddy has been
signed for a part in the same pic-

ture.
* * *

Having completed the direction of

"Larceny Lane," his latest Warner
production, Roy Del Ruth is prepar-
ing his palatial yacht for an extended
voyage that will embrace Seattle,

Vancouver and Alaska

* * *

Fredric March has been definitely

decided upon by Paramount for the
lead in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."
Mariam Hopkins will play opposite
him, with Rouben Mamoulian direct-

ing.
* * *

Nick Stuart has one of the fea-

tured roles in "Sundown Trail," the

picture which will introduce Tom
Keene as an RKO Pathe Western
star.

* * *

Virginia Kellogg, former script

girl who wrote "The Road to Reno,"
has been given a Paramount con-

tract.
* * *

"Timber Beast," an original story

of the logging camps by Marion
Jackson, is being prepared as a

forthcoming starring feature for Bill

Boyd. Miss Jackson and Don Ryar
are writing the screen play and dia-

logue. Before making "Timber
Beast," Boyd will star in "Suicide

Fleet."

COVERAGE

Advertising Men
Who know their

Onions tell us

FILM DAILY
Is the

Easiest

Quickest

And most

Economical

Way of reaching

The buying

Power of the

Motion Picture

Industry.
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SUPPLY DEALERS' CONFAB

LIMITED TO ASS'N PLANS

Kansas City — Due to the limited

duration of the confab, only associa-

tion plans will be discussed at the

convention of Affiliated Theater Sup-

ply Dealers that is to take place July

25-26 at 305 Gunther Bldg., 1018

South Wabash Ave., Chicago, it is

announced by R. G. Tannehill from

the organization's headquarters here.

If time can be arranged, however,

every effort will be made to have

manufacturers who may wish to do

so address the convention.

The attending dealer-members will

include: Queen Feature Service, Inc.;

Independent Theater Supply Co.,

Inc.; Capitol Theater Supply Co.;

Amusement Supply Co., Inc.; Graham
Bros. Theater Equipment; Oliver

Moving Picture Supply Co.; Des

Moines Theater Supply Co.; Mc-
Arthur Theater Equipment Co.;

Breck Photoplay Supply Co.; Mon-
arch Theater Supply Co.; Quality

Theater Supply Co.; Service Theater

Supply Co., Inc.; Stebbins Theater

Equipment Co.; Walter G. Preddey

Theater Supplies; American Theater

Supply Co., Inc.; U. S. Theater Sup-

ply Co.; Ray Smith Company;
Amusement Supply Company; West-
ern Theatrical Equipment Co.; B. F.

Shearer, and others.

2 Finkelstein Houses
Being Reconstructed

Spencer, la.—The buildings hous-

ing the Solon and Eraser theaters,

destroyed by fire June 27, are being

replaced by fireproof structures. It

is expected they will be ready for

the theaters to open Sept 1. The
houses are under lease to Finkel-

stein Theaters.

May Remit Informer Fee

London (By cable) — General be-

lief among exhibitors is that the

Home Secretary will remit the $15,-

000 awarded Mille Orpen, the "com-

mon informer," in her suit against

the Capitol, charging violation of the

Sunday closing law. The Parliamen-

tary committee is considering the

Sunday closing bill as pertaining to

cinemas, having rejected an amend-

ment permitting legitimate theaters

to operate on Sunday.

COMING & GOING

GARY COOPER, who has been vacation-

ing abroad, sails July 22 on the Majestic

for New York.

NORMA SHEARER and IRVING THAL-
BERG, who recently ended a vacation abroad,

are on their way back to Hollywood.

FLORENCE L. STRAUSS, story editor

of Columbia, leaves today for the coast, re-

turning about the middle of next month.

AL YOUNG, in charge of Uu-Art Film
Laboratories, Inc., is en route to Toronto,
where he will spend several days at the

company's Dominion plant. Film Laboratories

of Canada. Ltd.

CAPT. G. McL. BAYNES left yesterday

for Chicago.

Short Shots From Eastern Studios
By HARRY N. BLAIR

J).
W. GRIFFITH has been pre-

sented with a gold card entitling

him to honorary membership in Lo-
cal No. 52, New York City. The
presentation was made Saturday by
Jack Flaherty, business manager of

Audio Cinema studio, where Grif-
fith is now in the midst of directing
"The Struggle."

With the completion of "My Sin"
there will be little activity at the

Paramount studio this week with
the exception of retakes on "Per-
sonal Maid," which Lothar Mendes
has been assigned to make.

"Success," Fred Allen's sketch,

which forms the basis of a two-reel

Vitaphone short, will shortly be re-

leased with Jack Haley in the lead-

ing role. Haley plays a be-spectacled
baseball player on a department
store nine, who has to make good
in order to win the girl of his heart.

Clive Brook writes from the

Coast that he is keeping very busy,

despite the hot weather. Last week
he completed his role in "Silence,"

in the morning, and the same after-

noon started work on "24 Hours."

An amusing angle on the "Once
in a Lifetime" legend is told by J.

Lawrence Baker of Sound-View
Films who recently rented the same
office that he had used as an official

of Photocolor Corp. Having once
watched his name being scraped_ off

the door. Baker had the exquisite

pleasure of standing by while the

very same workman carefully re-

lettered his natne.

Margaret Adams, who plays a

prominent role opposite Scott Kolk
in "My Sin," traces her ayicestry

directly back to Henry Adams,
signer of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence. Asked if any of her an-

cestors had come across on the May-
flower, Miss Adams was quick to

reply that none of her relatives had
ever "come across" on any boat. In-

cidentally, Paramount expects big

things of this clever little lady who
not only combines beauty with act-

ing ability, but also has a lovely

soprano voice

John W. Green is featured piano
soloist and guest accompanist to

Ethel Merman, who is headlining at

the Palace theater this week. Green
is the Paramount staff composer
most famed for "Body and Soul,"
for which Edward Heyman wrote
the lyrics. Miss Merman, latest sing-

ing sensation, has made several

short subjects for Paramount be-

sides appearing with Ed Wynn in

"Follow the Leader.'

Jack Haley, who will shortly be

seen in "Success," a recent Vita-
phone short, leads a cast of celeb-

rities including Jeanette Loff now
rehearsing for "Free for All,"

Schwab and Mandel's new musical
comedy which opens on Broadway
in late August.

Walton Butterfield, who has both
written and directed short subjects

for Warner Bros, and Paramount
here, is at present turning his tal-

ents to the radio field being a pro-
duction manager on the NBC chain.

Another former motion picture
director to desert to the radio busi-

ness is Monte Brice, now vice pres.

of Famous Artists of the Air,_ fnc,
makers of electrical transcription
programs for radio broadcast.

Lulu Richard, society deb and
diving champion of the Larchmont
Shore Club of Westchester Country
Club, has one of the supporting roles

in Tallulah Bankhead's "My Sin."

Announcement is made by the
Warner Vitaphone studio that their

schedule for the new season is the

heaviest that they have ever planned
and means constant employment of

a large force of nlavers, as well as

technicians and studio workers.

Still another winner for Eddie
Cline. "The Girl Habit," which he

recently directed at Paramount's New
York studio, has been chosen by
Photoplay Magazine as one of the six

best of the total month's output of

new films. Best of all, it's box-office

from start to finish.

Lil Dagover to Visit U. S. Cities

Lil Dagover, First National's Ger-

man star, has sent word to Warner
Bros, that she has planned to sail

for this country Aug. 19. The ac-

tress will rest for a week in New
York and then make the trip to

Hollywood with stop-overs at a

number of the principal cities.

"Strictly Dishonorable" as Novel

"Strictly Dishonorable," which

Universal will release as a moving
picture about the middle of Septem-
ber, will make its appearance in book
form a month earlier. The nove'

was written by Joe Weil, exploitation

manager at Universal, based upon
Preston Sturges' stage play

Gov't Agents Stop Fight Film

Atlanta -— Federal agents, led by
District Attorney Clint^ W. Hager.
interrupted the showing of the

Stribling-Schmeling fight films at the

Capitol and seized the picture claim-

ing that the showing violated an old

law against interstate transportation

of fight scenes.

Move Chinese Censor Office

Shanghai •— Censoring of foreign

films has been transferred from here

to Nanking, by edict of the National
Government, in spite of the fact that

facilities in the latter place are in-

adequate. Importers and exhibitors

have filed strenuous protest, but to

no avail.

WARNERS SET $6,000,001

AS CONSTRUCTION BUDGEl

(Continued from Page 1)
|

respectively. Definite dates for th
starting of construction on the nev
program is contingent on genera
business conditions. Warners no\
own about $125,000,000 worth c

real estate and buildings. The lates

building project is now under wa,
in Nashville, where a large theate'

and office building is being erecte

for opening within the year.

Ed Klein to Distribute
Boy Scout Series Abroad
Edward L. Klein has signed con-

tracts with Donavin Miller, pres'

dent of Falcon Productions of Hoi
lywood, for the entire foreign right
on_ the Boy Scout Productions,
series of 13 two-reel outdoor adver
ture stories, being produced b
Falcon with the approval and c(

operation of the National Headqua'
ters of the Boy Scouts of Americ,

Klein leaves shortly to establis

headquarters in Paris and, in add
tion to marketing the Boy Scoi
series throughout the world, wi
represent American producers ai

distributors, including Talking Pi
ture Epics.

Joan Bennett Signed
As United Artists Sta

(Continued from Page 1)

may be starred individually or wi
other United Artists stellar playe
including Ronald Colman, Edd
Cantor and Douglas Fairbanks.

Tax Unpaid, House is Closed
Orangeburg, S. C.—The Caroli

ian has been closed by the State T;
Commission, following non-payme
of admission taxes. The theater h
been in operation for the past thr

years under various managemen
It operated in a municipally-own
auditorium.

I

Denver Silent Exchange Closes

Denver — Mile High Exchan
|;

dealing only in silents, has closq

Chas. Gillen was the owner. Sh<t

field exchange, also dealing in silen,

reports many inquiries for this cl*

of films.

"Something new in post-prohibition

cocktail shakers of two-gallon capacity,

fashioned on the churn principle— is

introduced in the lavish penthouse
scenes In 'Susan Lenox, Her Fall and
Rise' in which Creta Carbo is starred."

—M-C-M
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Family Appeal Being Overlooked, Says Samuelson

DRASTIC FU. TAX LM) TO "$ PUBLTcin"

RKO Drops Its Plans (or Making Sponsored Shorts

High-Spots
— in the offing— By JACK ALICOATE ^^

^, Now that the iiiid-

flOSC suninier milestone has

Sn Route 'J^^" irritahly but safelv

passed, we will pohsli

Ip the binoculars and scan the pro-
uction horizon to see what the
ineiisa show-case holds in the way
f box-office attractions for the early
uiiinm. A bird's-eye OO of the
loil^wood workshop brings to no-
ce a few stand-out tid-bits of un-
siial possibilities, now being readied
r tabbed for early autumnal
tiivery. From where we sit tho>e
lat look best are: from Paramount,
An American Tragedy," and from
1-tj-M, "Susan Lenox, Her Fall
n.l Rise." From Fox, "Trans-At-
intic," and from Warner Bros.,
Five Star Final." From Pathe,
Devotion," and from U. A., "Street
cene." From Universal, "Strictly
)islionorable," and from RKO,
Consolation Marriage." From Co-
inibia, "Hell Broke Loose," and
om Tiffany "Women Go On For-
ver." With Hollywood production
)rces on their collective toes, this
roniising list should be plenty hot
'lough to temporarily keep the in-

-istry from the poor house as well
' keep the box-office clinking mer-
'y well into the fall.

* * *

, . . There's a spe-
{.elping O cial one-reeler on
'real Cause the vyay that no

exhibitor should
ave any fear about running. It is

j-'ing produced by the Red Cross in

jnnection with its 50th anniversary
rid will be released to theaters,
ithout charge, some time in the
dl. We understand this single
eler will make no appeal for funds

' assistance and that it carries a full

lare of entertainment and historical
ilue. The Red Cross is a non-sec-
jrian, non-political organization that
is the complete backing of the gov-
nment as well as the better class
citizens everywhere. A plug for

e Red Cross is a helping hand to
» jl humanity. As in the past it is

'3t unlikely that exhibitors every-
here will co-operate one hundred
r cent.

Hiram S. Brown Goes On
Record Against
Ad Shorts

RKO has definitely dropped its

proposed sponsored short - subject,

program according to a letter from
Hiram S. Brown to attorneys rep-

resenting Eugene Castle, short sub-

ject producer and crusader against
sponsored films. Castle's attorneys

wrote Brown on July 13, asking for

RKO's stand on sponsored films.

B.own's reply said in part, "We are
(Continued on Paijc 15)

CINCINNATI EXHIBITORS

FIGHT 2-OPERflTOR POLICY

Cincinnati— Local theater owners
have voted against renewing the
two-year contract with the opera-
tors' union expiring Aug. 31, because
they oppose the present system of

maintaining two operators in a

booth at full paj-. With picture and
sound track on one film, it is ar-

gued that one projectionist can do
all the work.

All Bellefontaine Houses
Now Controlled by Schine
Bellefontaine, O.—With the pur-

chase of the Strand and Opera
House from Milton Mooney, Schine
Enterprises control all the theaters

in this town.

Lasky Explains Need
For Family Pictures

ll\:<t Coast !hiiciu(. '/'Ill: I'lLM DAILY
Hollywood — Explaining the need of

family motion pictures, Jesse L. Lasky ex-

plains that because of business conditions

thousands of homes have had to eliminate

servants, which means that youngsters

nust now accompany their parents to the-

aters. Hence the demand for wholesome

films that appeal to both adults and kids

CAROLINA EXHieS TO AID

IN STATE DEVELOPMENT

Wrightsville Beach, N. C—A re-

sponsive movement on the part of

theater owners to use their screens

to help North Carolina officials de-

velop the state through its 10-year

plan was one of the highlights of

the convention of the Theater Own-
(Continucd on Page 15)

George Naylor Named
Columbia Division Mgr.

St. Louis—George Naylor, has been
appointed middle states division man-
ager for Columbia, with supervision

over the Omaha, Des Aloines, In-

dianapolis and St. Louis offices.

Naylor, who assumes his new duties

immediately, will make his head-
quarters here.

Jersey Exhib Leader Deplores
Lack of Pictures for Family

Georgia Court Upholds

Sunday Charity Movies

Atlanta—Sunday motion picture shows

staged for charity, where all contributions

are by free will offering, are declared

legal in a ruling by the State Supreme

Court. The judge held that such shows

are "more an act of charity than the sale

of gasoline to travelers is an act of

necessity."

Principal criticism of current pic-

ture releases is that there are prac-

tically no pictures that appeal to the

family trade, says Sidney E. Samuel-

son, president of Allied Theater
Owners of New Jersey, in a state-

men for The Film D.mly. Samuel-
son joins the long list of exhibitors

who declare that gangsters, sex

themes, dialogue and sophistication

have been overdone. He believes
(Continued on Page 16)

Measure Affecting Lower
Admissions Most Is

Passed by House
Tallahassee — Publicity given to

highly exaggerated salaries of movie
people and to box-office receipts
was a factor behind the passage in

the House on Monday of the new
Florida amusement tax bill, calling
for a levy of 5 cents on all admis-
sions from 5 to 40 cents, 10 cents
on admissions of 40 cents to $1 and
10 per cent on all tickets in excess

(Continued on Page 16)

LIS

Universal will produce a series of
features in England in 1932, pro-
vided satisfactory arrangements can
be made by Carl Laemmle, who sails

on the Europa tonight, the Film
Daily learns. The plans include the
engaging of casts entirely made up
of English players. Julius Bernheim,
production supervisor, and Alfred
Stern, assistant director, will accom-
pany Laemmle on the trip. The tour

(Continued on Page 15)

Bachman-Schlank-Corson
Plan Six Indie Features

Jack Bachman, formerly with
Paramount, Morris Schlank, inde-
pendent producer, and Louis "Pop"
Corson, Philadelphia exchange man,
will produce six features for the in-

dependent market, the Film D.ailv
learns. Production will start in a
Hollywood studio within the next
few weeks.

Para. Breaking Ground
For 2 More Sound Stages

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount will break ground

In the next few days for two more sound
Stages, giving the company 37,500 feet of

additional space and increasing the num-
ber of stages to 15. Paramount plans to

start 22 productions in the next 70 days.
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9 Birmingham Houses Face Closing

In Controversy Over New Scale

Birmingham — Whether the five

downtown theaters and four neigh-

borhood houses close this week de-

pends on action taken by projec-

tionists regarding scale reduction.

So far the operators have refused a

cut and present indications point to

a definite closing of houses. How-
ever, Charlie Haug, manager of the

Birmingham Theatrical Co. theaters,

declared there was a possibility that

the operators might accede at the

last minute.
If the nine theaters close, it will

leave only three theaters downtown
and two neighborhoods in a city with
a drawing population of nearlv 350,-

000 people.

Jule and Jay Allen Ask
Bankruptcy Discharge

Toronto—Eight years after a sen-

sational crash of the Allen Theaters,
Dominion-wide Circuit, Jule and Jay
T. Allen have filed an application at

Osgoode asking for their discharge
from bankruptcy. The motion will

be heard before W. J. Reilley. regis-

trar-in-bankruptcy. on Sept. 22.

Dempsey in Film
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jack Dempsey is

planning a return to the screen in

.a story by W. R. Burnett, author

,ol "Little Caesar."

:;t-«-:«Kt-»::-»»::-»n-:««t-»j«t^^^^^^^

New York Long Island City j|;

1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. {
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Vitaphone Signs Donald Meek
Donald Meek, stage and screen

actor, has been chosen to pla.v the
leading role in the S. S. Van Dine
mystery series which Vitaphone i<

olanning. Meek was recently seen
in "Girl Habit." First of the series.

"Clvde Murder Mvsterv," starts

•Aug. 3.

Educational Pre-releasing
2 Mack Sennett Pictures

Denver—As one of the last num-
bers on the program of Educational's
regional sales convention here, two
Mack Sennett pictures on the 1931-32
schedule were screened and they
aroused such enthusiasm that they
are to be pre-released almost im-
mediately. The subjects are "The
Cannon-Bail Express," with And.v
Clyde, and "I Surrender, Dear," a

Sennett Featurette. featuring Bing
Crosby, radio and night club favorite.

T.P.E. Completes Sales Setup
Complete setup of executive rep-

resentatives of Talking Picture Epics
for the coming season is announced
b.v Frank R. Wilson, president, as

follows: Ira H. Simmons, director of

sales: John N. Weber, eastern dis-

trict manager; Tom North, middle
west manager; William G. Minder,
southern manager; R. A. Mitchell,
western manager; Harry G. Price,

Canadian manager. William Raynor
is manager of the New York ex-
cliange.

Warner Holdovers
Warner Bros, is holding over

"Night Nurse," starring Barbara
Stanwyck, at the Strand. ".Sherlock
Holmes' Fatal Hour" is being held
a third week at the Warner, also
opening Friday at the Beacon.

Pathe Product for Blank Circuit

Blank Circuit of Iowa is the latest

to sign for the full RKO Pathe pro-
Tram, it is announced by Ned F.

Depinet.

Carl Goe to Take Vacat;r>n

Carl J. Goe, who has resigned from
Tiffany effective Aug. 1, leaves next
week on a vacation.

Multicolor in Next "Journey"
Multicolor experts will accompany

Claude Flemming and Curtis F.
Nagel to Australia when the pro-
ducers leave to make more subjects
'or the Educational-Romantic Jour-
neys series. Recording of dialogue
on two subjects is now being made
at the Atlas Studios, Chicago. These
are "Harem Streets" and "Outpost
of the Foreign Legion," made by
-Nagel and Howard C. Brown, with
Fleming as narrator.

Gaumont-British Profits Up
London-—Profits of Gaumont- Brit-

ish for the year ended March 31 will

show a substantial increase over the

$1,000,000 reported for the previous
year, the company states.

Sound Recording
FILM AND DISC

Re-Recording Disc or Film
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
STANLEY RECORDING CO. of

AMERICA, INC

Columbus 5-3 181 -3 182

Jj5

:ii

Chicago Hollywood Vi
54 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica K
t'J CALumet 3692 Blvd. .'

•: HOLlywood 4121 W

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
<^ver 21 Years otExperienceQualifies Us as Specia/ists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
Spring Arcade BIdg.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Michigan 8761

INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.

BRyant 9-3040

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

July 25-26: Convention of Affiliated Theater
Supply Dealers, 305 Gunther
Bldg.. 1018 South Wabash Ave..
Chicago.

Aug. 3-22 : British film festival, sponsored
by British International Pictures,
Malvern. England.

Aug. 7

:

First Annual Golf Tournament,
New England Film Industry.
Pine Brook Valley Club. Weston,
Mass.

Aug. 7-8: Annual Outing of Minneapolis
Film Board of Trade, Detroit
Lakes, Minn.

Aug. 20: Annual golf tournament of South-
ern California film men. Fox
Hills Country Club, Culver
City, Cal.

Aug. 29: RKp and RKO Pathe Annual
Outing, Indian Point. via
Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.

Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention. Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota.
North and South Dakota, Radis-
son Hotel. Minneapolis.

Oct. 1

:

Hispano - American Motion Pic-
ture Congress. Madrid, Spain.

Nov. 4: Annual Awards Dinner of Aca-
demy of M. P. Arts & Sciences.,
Hollywood.

!

Universal Closes Deal
With Springer-Cocalis'

Universal has closed a bookint
deal with the 30 houses of the

Springer-Cocalis circuit in Greater

New York. Leo Abrams of Lj

negotiated the contract. 1

Astaires for Vitaphone
Fred and .\dele .A.staire, featurec

in numerous musical comedies, art

the latest names to be signed b\

Sam Sax for the Vitaphone "Big
Star" series, now in preparation. Th(
.A.staires are currently appearing oi

Broadway in "The Band Wagon.'
This will mark their screen debut.

A/ei^ LoivRates
in

HOLLYWOOD
ROOM
XJCITH

, BATH

I

Right in the hcatt of

Hollywood—with
interesting places to

go—people to seo

'^ij^,;^ and things to da

B^OOSeVGLT
=^- HOTeL===

ROBERT J. McCABE, Mamacdl ^
HOLiyWOOD. CALIFORNIA
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OSE
by any

other NAME

SMELLS JUS7
AS SWEET! J'^

and that goes for

TPPMWMm w m m. ^^ ^^» •II I

BUT



NAM
BEHIND THE
PRODUCT I

PICTURE
BUSINESS
is the deciding factor

in ticket-huying today!r



LEFS
FOLLOW

THE PUBLIC
—and see what
makes them favor

one theatre in

preference to

anOther-itum here please)



H, SEE THE MONEY!
Why is it going mostly to one box-office?

BECAUSE THAT EXHIBITOR HAS WON
THE CONFIDENCE OF THE PUBLIC-
But how did he win their confidence?

HE SHOWS THE OUTSTANDING HITS
AT HIS THEATRE!
That's the best reason in the world for the public to show
preference for his theatre, isn't it?



HERE'S WHAT
HAPPENED MM. "W. THE
PAST YEAR!

Vot the first time in the

history of motion pictures

ONE COMPANY completely

dominated the screen—
and your public knows it!

c> ^^
.^

"Great picture that 'Secret Six'— who
made it?!'

"Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer."

^
"I certainly enjoyed 'Min and BilT-

whose was it?"

"Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer."

^Jw
U/

"Joan Crawford in 'Paid' was a peach-

who produced it?"

"Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer."

R ^1

"That Garbo woman slayed me in

'Inspiration'—who made it?"

"Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer."

"I screamed at 'Reducing'— what com-

pany did it?"

'

'Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer.

"

" 'Trader Horn' is the best film I ever saw

—whose is it?"

"Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer."

^THIS COULD GO ON FOREVER- \

i AND IT DOES, on the next page thank you!/



(continued merrily from preceding page!)

ALL IN ONE
tP

'"Dance Fools Dance' was a swell Joan

Crawford hit—who made it?"

"Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer."

SEASON, TOO

"Joan Crawford in 'Laughing Sinners'

— some show—whose is it?"

"Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer."

-J L^

"Whoever made 'Strangers May Kiss,'

Norma Shearer's picture, deserves plenty

of credit."

"It was Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer."

. ?.

"I'm keen for Bob Montgomery!—
'Shipmates' was swell! Who made it?"

"Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer."

"Norma Shearer in 'A Free Soul' is her

best yet! Whose is it?"

"Of course!"

"And Dressler-Moran in 'Politics'—
Adolphe Menjou— Irene Dunne in 'The

Great Lover' and more coming! They're

all M-G-M hits!"

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
HAS %.^1 ^^^ ^ ^^

WW ^^ I w e e ee

CONFIDENCE OF ALL
PICTURE PATRONS—

Cosh in on that

good'Will in 1931'32l



METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
PICTURES GIVE YOUR
THEATRE PREFERENCE
OVER ALL COMPETITION!

Tha^sanadvantage thatno smart

showman can afford to overlook!

BUT, says Mister Exhibitor, "how
do 1 know that the amazing

quaUty of M'G'M product will

continue during 1931'32?"

(That's a tough question— but you'll agree

we've answered it in the following pages—

)



WHILE OTHER STUDIOS
ARE IN CONSTANT
TURMOIL^ &<

The World*

s

Qreatest

Motion Picture

Studio of

METRO -GOLDWYN -MA'

MARCHES FORWARD
Safe and sane, with unchanged
personnel,unimpaired efficiency!



^^m-^
BELOW: The M-G-M Studio is

the marvel of Hollywood

—

the envy of all studios!

No day passes without

new projects for its

betterment

!

•*^

m^r

of all the hits in

this indiisiry for the past

6 YEARS ARE „
METRO-GOLDWYN^
MAYER!

NO WONDER
that M'Q'M has

maintained a

production superiority

for 6 years!

AND THE SAME
SUCCESSFUL
SHOWMEN NOW
GUARANTEE-

(It's a promise! Turn here—

)



'mm.m m 'mm,

m m. m. W/////M. %m. WMM. %/M m.%. mI

of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1931-32
M'G'M has the Stars of Today. M-G-M is

grooming the Stars of Tomorrow. M-G-M is the

Star outfit! ^ <^J^v^ ^ ^^VAi?

AMONG M-G-M FEATURED PLAYERS
They Guarantee ^tar'Studded Casts!

Dorothy Appleby Leslie Howard
Nils Asther Dorothy Jordan

Lionel Barrymore Joan Marsh
William Bakewell Adolphe Menjou

Edwina Booth John Miljan

Jackie Cooper Polly Moran
Reginald Denny Karen Morley

Kent Douglass Conrad Nagel

Jimmy Durante Ivor Novello

Cliff Edwards Monroe Owsley

Madge Evans Anita Page

Clark Gable Irene Purcell

Ralph Graves Marjorie Rambeau
Charlotte Greenwood C. Aubrey Smith

Neil Hamilton Ruth Selwyn

Helen Hayes Gus Shy

Leila Hyams Lewis Stone

jean Hersholt Ernest Torrence

Hedda Hopper Lester Vail

Following is Revised List of M-G-M Pictures in 1931-32 (July yth)



A.

30 STAR
Productions/

Every week in the year a Star for your Marquee. That has
been M-G'M's policy since its inception, A policy of success!

And in the coming year M'G-M again brings you the Stars

that Shine in Productions that Top!

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(2)

(3)

(2)

(2)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(4)

MARION DAVIES—Strong, dramatic vehicles, nationally promoted I

NORMA SHEARER—Even Strangers May Kiss Their Records Goodbye

!

GRETA GARBO—The One and Only I

JOAN CRAWFORD—C/ieer/ui eyefull ! Joan draws ahousefull

!

JOHN GILBERT - "Phantom of Paris" is handsome Jock of the good old days!

,,m ^m..m.iA%% <,.^,--,^,^^^^—Watch Bill Haines in his new roles. A revelation!

BUSTER KEATON—He is making the best comedies in the industry!

ROBERT MONTGOMERY—Popu/arit:^ that's deserved! A great future ahead!

RAMON NOVARRO—A devoted public makes him a consistent draw!

WALLACE BEERY—"Big House'\ ''Secret Six"—And now clean up!

LAWRENCE TIBBETT—His voice alone is worth the price of admission!

LUNT-FONTANNE—New York's Tlieatre Guild stars pick M-G-M for their debut,

LAUREL-HARDY—By popidar demand! Their first feature length comedy 'Tardon U$"
COSMOPOLITAN—Big productions, nationally advertised!

Special information forthcoming about MARIE DRESSLER Productions!

J'

13 EXCEPTIONAL
PICTURES /

FLYING HIGH
The nationally famed Geo. White stage

hit ! With BERT LAHR, world's greatest

stage comedian !

WIFE TO HUGO
The sensational novel of today. By Joy
Bains. It packs a thrill in every minute
of it.

THE AWAKENING ^^tX"^
John Van Druten writer of stage successes

has written a powerful drama for M-G-M's
showmen !

BOARDING SCHOOL
Flaming youth learns about life and love

in a de luxe society school. HelenMeinardi
has written a knockotrt yarn !

ARSENE LUPIN
The classic crook story of all time. You
know Arsene Lupin's wonder tale. It's

right up M'G-M's showman alley !

BRIDGE VS. BRIDGE
Divorce told with thrills ! The Liberty

Magazine story by Ed. L. McKenna will be
real talkie excitement

!

AFTER ALL
The Van Druten play that holds London
spellbound is coming to Broadway. And
M'G-M grabbed it for the talkies !

GUILTY HANDS
Bayard Veiller, author of "Mary Dugan,"
'Taid," etc., is a success writer. He knows
box-office. Here's his latest Big One !

HONOLULU
A brand new showman idea by Mildred
Cram. The most exotic locale in the world
dramatized in a glorious thrill show !

NIGHT COURT
Drama while the city sleeps! Charles Beahan
—Mark Hellinger have ripped into a gold

mine of humanity in a great metropolis !

RED HEADED WOMAN
Satevepost serial by Katharine Brush that's

even more exciting than its title. It moves
like a lightning bolt. Catch on !

THE SQUAW MAN
Cecil B. DeMille's grandest show. Months
in production. Fifteen Big Names in All

Star Cast. Thrills ! Beauty ! A money
entertainment

!

THREE WISE FOOLS
Austin Strong's roaring comedy ! It's a

pleasure. A broadway stage success that's

going to be a topnotch talkie hit

!

\ M-G-M short/
\ SUBJECTS /

LAUREL-HARDY (8)
1^0 other comedy name draws like this pair ! Adver-
tise 'em like features and watch the grosses grow '.

CHARLEY CHASE (8)
Consistently great releases have built him into a top-
notch draw on any program anywhere !

OUR GANG (8)
They're better than ever ! New ideas, new faces, new
heart-tugs! They bring the young folks in as well as
the adults.

THE BOY FRIENDS (8)
Never a new series to draw such exhibitor response.
Audiences demand more of these merry comedies.

M-G-M capitalizes on dramatic ideas of the moment ! We did it with "Caught
Short","The Big House","The Secret Six"and others. We'll do it again when the

time is right. Among "The Marquee Five" will be important vehicles that the psy-

chology of the entertainment hour suggests. Important pictures! Depend on that!

HAL ROACH'S DE LUXE COMEDIES plus the Biggest and Most Varied

Short Subject Program in M-G-M History! Every name belongs in electric lights.

Shorts—but sweet ! They draw like Features !

ZASU PITTS, THELMA TODD (8)
What Marie Dfessler and Polly Moran are in features

this pair will be in short subjects. They're great!

FITZPATRICKTRAVELTALKS(13)
The travel films that have won leadership by popular

vote! M-G-M brings you the best!

M-G-M DOGVILLE COMEDIES (6)
We've got bigger and better plans for this laugh series.

M-G-M's hot dogs are a draw on any marquee.

SIR HARRY LAUDER (4)
/marine bringing this great drawing personality to your

public with his favorite songs and stories!

M-G-M SPORT CHAMPIONS (12)
Headliners only! Names that belong in lights! The
sports world in grand action talkies

!

FISHERMAN'S PARADISE (6)
Thefirst one was brought back to Broadway three times!

That's a record for a short. A smart series!

FLIP THE FROG (12)
"Ub" Iwerks is the pioneer of all cartoon shorts and his

"Flip the Frog" has more fun than anything he's ever

done

!

HEARSTMETROTONE NEWS(104)
The super-newireel of the newspaper, the radio and
screen, with which is incorporated THE GLOBE
TROTTER.

(And now there's just one more thing to do—Look!)
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CAROLINA mm TO AID

, IN STATE DEVELOPMENT

;l (Continued from Page 1)

il>rs' Ass'n of North and South Caro-

ina which closed yesterday after one

){ the best sessions in its history.

President Charles W. Picquet named
Senator A. G. Sams of Winston-

Salem and W. G. Culoe of Raleigh

o call on Governor Max Gardner

uid formally enlist the theater own-

:rs in this big service to the state.

The convention lasted two
_
days

ind stirring addresses were delivered

)y various prominent speakers,

imong whom were M. A. Lightman,

M. J. O'Toole, Senator John Um-
'-,tead of Chapel Hill, Senator Luns-

ord Long of Roanoke Rapids, Mayor
Harrv Buchanan of Sylva, N. C,

\ B' Sherrill of Charleston, Jack

Barrv of Publix, A. B. Wilby of

\tlanta, David Palfreyman of New
Vork, A. J. Brylawski of Washington,

IVIayor Walter Blair of Wilmington,

iind A. C. Larue of Philadelphia.

Resolutions were adopted asking

ihe M.P.T.O.A. to hold its next con-

i/ention in Pinehurst, pledging sup-

)ort to President Lightman and the

lational body, and thanking the legis-

lative committee for its good work
it the last session in Raleigh.

IM.P.T.O. Flays Exhibitors

l| Favoring Legislation
I Wrightsville Beach, N. C.—Ex-
'libitors who have given their sup-

)ort to the Brookhart Bill, which is

bxpected to be revived in the next

t Congress along with the Hudson

I

Bill calling for the appointment of

I 1 national commission to regulate

i
the motion picture industry, were
Rayed at yesterday's closing session

:)f the two-day convention held here

iby the Theater Owners' Ass'n of

North and South Carolina.

! Although it is the consensus of

bpinion that neither bill will pass,

j
fhe presence of the measures in

iL^ongress causes some uneasiness

Iftnd has a tendency to withhold _in-

/estments in the industry, besides

ffiindering legitimate progress in

'nany ways, it was stated.

; "Theater owners who favor the

Hudson or Brookhart bills are de-

liberately asking the Federal Gov-
ernment to take charge of the film

Industry," declared O'Toole. "If

(.his business is ever controlled by
'he government, it will mean party
control where anything approaching
I medium of expression is involved.''

Average negative cost of

British pictures last year was
$75,000.

THL

RI4IT< PHILMD\L1[
• • © A WELCOME ADDITION to our Film Family
Album is the mugg of that famous sports writer, Bill Cunning-
ham. ...... .nationally known to sports fans for his inimitabls
style in which he gives the real lowdown on sports in his column
in the Boston "Post" almost 400,000 daily circulation
means that Bill starts on his film career with a sizable following
........he has lined up his series of Bill Cunningham Sports
Reviews snappy one-reelers which Brown & Nagel are
producing for Educational release if you have ever read
his stuff, you knovv this gent can write about sports from the
Inside. ...... .we listened to him across a table for a coupla
hours giving the lowdown on certain sports and the gents who
participate in 'em and we're here to state that this series
of his should prove near-sensational crammed with hu-
man interest unusual angles interesting sidelights

knowledge gleaned from years of personal association
with the outstanding figures in our national sporting world

* * * *

• • • LOOKS AS if the short subject producers are show-
ing the way to the feature producers if this new sports
series is any criterion in kicking out all the formula stuff

the routine treatment blazing a new trail

getting back to the human and the natural as exemplified
in the first of Bill's series, "No Holds Barred" featuring
Gus Sonnenberg "Dynamite" Gus, the champ who pu:
wrestling back on the map in a Big Way and if you
don't know it, big wrestling matches are grossing 70 grand and
better right along in Boston and Losang due principally

to the new technique of this same Gus which makes a

helluva interesting yarn follow right along, folks, reading
from left to right

• • • IT ALL started yars and yars ago when Bill Cun-
ningham and Gus were on the Dartmouth football team
they both made the All-American team, which shows they knew
their stuff and one night in Providence Gus attended a

dansant being given by two gorillas of the ole wrestling school

Gus watched the big hams going through their slow
motion exercises then got up and yelled that he was
being gypped as he walked toward the door the promoter
of the affair stopped Gus and asked him why the squawk
Gus sez he could take on either of the palookas and give the

fans a run for their dough and when the promoter found
out that Gus was the gink who had played on the All-American
and just won a local football popularity contest .he signed

him up right there to go on the following Saturday nite
* * * *

• • • THE FUNNY part of the story is that Gus had
never wrestled in his life he got in touch with Bill Cun-
ningham up on the Boston "Post" Bill lined him up with
the best available manager and for a solid week he posted

him on all the known tricks of the wrestling game the

nite of the fracas Gus goes into the ring standing there

naked except for a pair of trunks, with the lights glaring down.
the mol) yelling pood Gus forgot EVERYTHING abnn'

wrestling his manager had told him all he could think

of was his tackling in the old Dartmouth football days^

so he rushes in, tackling the big palooka standing still, butts

him in the stomach with his head and throws him so

hard on the back of his conk that the big Polack was out cold

for a half hour and that, gents, marked the New Era
in the wrestling game on which Gus has cashed in for

the past three'years to the tune of a quarter million

and that's the sort of stuff Mister Cunningham is gonna
show you in all his varied sports series Action ..

human interest angles the Inside Dope... and Bill's

mellow voice will explain everything as the pix move before

your startled glims

• • • SOME DAY, if you children are real good, we're

gonna tell you the tale of how Bill inveigled a Yankee millionaire

up at Hanover to convert a garage into a picture house

the Nugget the Yank squawked at the renovating cost of

two grand today as a municipally owned house, it pays

practically the entire overhead of the college town of Hanover
some yarn!

ItKO DROPS ITS PLANS

FOR SPONSORED SHORTS

(Continued from Page 1)

not at present producing or distri-

buting the so-called advertising films

and have no plans whatever for the

future concerning such product."

The Van Beuren Corp. was to have
figured in the RKO sponsored shorts

activities.

Universal Is Planning
Production in England

(Continued from Page 1)

will be confined to England and
France with the primary object be-

ing a meeting with John Drinkwater,
author of "The Life and Adventures
of Carl Laemmle." It is likely that
L'niversal will finance the stage pro-
duction of Drinkwater's next vehicle
with the object in view of adapting
the piece for the screen.

While abroad Laemmle will attend
L'niversal production and sales con-
ferences in London and Paris. Also
accompanying Laemmle are Maurice
Fieckles of Agfa Film Corp.; Jack
Ross, Laemmle's secretary, and Dave
Bader, personal representative.

Tiffany Cleveland Branch Closes
Cleveland—The local Tiffany ex-

change closes this week, according
to H. R. Skirboll, manager of the
Cleveland Educational exchange.
Educational will handle the physical
distribution of all Tiffany product.
Educational will have nothing to do
with the sale of Tiffany product,
however. William Shapiro is retain-

ing his interest in the Boston, New
Haven, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Cin-
cinnati and Detroit Tiffany offices,

and will continue in charge of sales.

Frank Belles, local Tiffany booker,
will continue in that capacity. A
Tift"any sales staff' will be announced
at a later date.

Bill Heenan Back in Films
Philadelphia— Bill Heenan, former-

ly manager for First National and
Warner Bros., is back in the film
business as an exhibitor. He is buy-
er and booker for Lou Berman's
United Chain Theaters, Inc., which
consists of 12 houses and is ex-
panding. A new theater is being
built in Coatesville and Aug. 1 will

see the opening of Gibson's as a
movie house, after redecoration.

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

July 22
Phillips Holmes
J. Leo Meehan
Marjorie White
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DRASTIC FLORIDA TAX

LAID TO IjUBLICITY"
(Continued from Page 1)

of $1. After a heated debate, the

vote in favor of the measure was
swung when one of the legislators

favoring the bill declared that if the

movies were taking in so much
money that they could afford to pay
such high salaries for services, there

was no reason why the state

shouldn't get a little of that dough.
Final vote was 44 to 42.

The Florida measure is the last

of a long series of measures en-

countered in the current season's

legislative sessions, the industry

having come through with a full

record of victories so far. Reports
from Tallahassee, however, indicate

a strong likelihood that this bill will

go through. Asked for a statement
on the Florida situation, yesterday,

C. C. Pettijohn of the Hays Office

merely stated, "The bill hasn't

passed the Senate yet."

Educational Men Go West;
Budd Rogers Making Tour
Denver-—-At the conclusion of

Educational's third and last regional

sales meeting here, Burt Kelly,

William Saal and Gordon S. White
left for Hollywood. Budd Rogers
also departed westward for a tour

of exchange including Los Angeles,

San Francisco, Portland, Seattle,

Vancouver, Minneapolis, Milwaukee
and Chicago. Stanley W. Hatch,
Harvey Day and Reginald Wilson
returned to New York.

Satz Completes First in Yiddish
Ludwig Satz, noted Jewish stage

comedian, has completed work on
"Love Crazy," the first feature of

a series of Yiddish and English talk-

ing pictures in which he is being
starred by Maurice Kleinerman and
Nathan Hirsh of Exhibitors Film
Corp. It was directed by Sidney
M. Goldin, while Frank Zuckor did
the camera work.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH IVILK

COMING & GOING

CARL LAEMMLE sails tonight on the
Europa. He is accompanied tiv MAl'RICE
FLECKLE.S. JACK ROSS, DAVE BADER.
JULirS BERNHEIM and ALFRED
STERN.
JEANETTE MACDONALD is Ixioked to

sail Aug. 1 on the He de France to make
stage appearances aliroad.

HERBERT ELDER, manager of Warner-
First National exchange in New Haven, was
a visitor at the home office yesterday.

GEORGE SCHAEFFER, formerly of
Wheeling, W. Va., and now of Mounds-
ville, W. Va., was in town in regard to
bookings of First National product for next
season.

LESLIE WILKS, for some time manager
of the First National exchange in Dallas,
reached the city yesterdav and was in con-
ference with Claude C. Ezell.
EUGENE CASTLE sails Aug. 1 on the

Leviathan.
MARY NOLAN has left for Hollywood.

She is said to have been signed by Radio
Pictures.

HOLLYWOOD
^AXWELL SHANE, Boswell for

Fanchon and Marco, and Jerry
Hofifman are taking bows for their

song parody, "Gigolo Jake," wh'ch
Eddie Lambert is singing in "The
Nine O'Clock Revue" at the Holly-
wood Music Box.

* * *

Simile—As enthusiastic as a new
writer over his first "brain child."

* * *

Robert DeGrasse, cameraman, has
sailed for London, where he will

photograph a Basil Dean feature to

be made by Associated Talking Pic-

tures, an RKO Radio subsidiary.
* * *

Guy Kibbee, who skyrocketed to

Broadivay fame last season aftei

spending years in the "sticks" with
stock companies, essays another
hilarious role in "The New Walliny-
ford," in which William Haines
will be star-red by M-G-M. Sam
Wood is directing the picture.

* * *

Al Jackson and Barney Sarecky
have completed the script and dia-

logue for RKO Radio's "The Thir-
teenth Guest," an original story by
Louis Sarecky. The story is a mys-
tery thriller, which will star Ricardo
Cortez.

* * +

Billy Leyser, Chuck West and
Carlisle Jones are among the press
agents who hold high hopes for the

screen originals they have written.

Nat Dyches, a la Sam Warshawsky
of the New York RKO office, pre-
fers to write for the stage. Norman
Krasna of First National has also

written a play, while Sammy Fuller
threatens to write one. Lew Maren
has had the playwrighting bug for

several years.
* * *

Frank Lloyd, director, is planning
a three-month tour of Europe after

he completes "The Age for Love,"
his current picture for Howard
Hughes. He has booked passage
for himself, his wife and his daugh-
ter on the Europa, leaving New
York Aug. 26.

* * *

Anita Louise and Dorothy Peter-
son have been signed for "Other
People's Business," the Radio Pic-
ture which is to star Phillips Lord
as "Seth Parker," famous enter-
tainer of the air. Stanley Fields
was announced recently.

+ * *

"The Montana Kid," Monogram
western, starring Bill Cody and
Andv Shuford, has been completed.

* * *

Slayko Vorkapich, who made his
film-directing debut as associate on
"I Take This Woman," has signed
a new contract at the Paramount
studios. Vorkapich's next assign-
ment will be in co-directing with
Irving Pichel on "The Man With
Red Hair."

* * *

Harry J. Vejar and Inez Palange
have been added by Howard Hughes
to the cast of "Scarface," "last of the
gang films," which is now in pro-

duction under direction of Howard
Hawks. The roster includes Paul
Muni, Osgood Perkins. Karen Mor-
ley, Ann Dvorak, C. Henrj' Gordon,
Vincent Barnett and George Raft.

* * *

Orders have gone out to all sce-

narists and dialogue ivriters under
contract to Warner-First National
to report at the stttdios on Aug. 1.

Among the writers now under con-
tract to Wai'ner Bros, and First
National are J. Grubb Alexander,
Joseph Jackson, Harvey Thew.
Charles Kenyan, Kubec Glasmon,
John Bright, Waldemar Young,
Maude Fulton, Arthur Caesar and
Walter De Leon.

* * *

(jeorge Barbier, veteran Broadwa\-
actor who began his Hollywood ca-

reer in "24 Hours" two days after-

arriving from New York as a Para-
mount contract player, has received
his second film assignment in

"Through the Window."
* * *

Following the completion of his

present assignment for Paramount,
"The Road to Reno," Richard Wal-
lace will direct Ruth Chatterton in

"Tomorrow and Tomorrow."
* * *

Jimmy Wang, Chinese character
actor, has been added to the cast
of Radio Pictures' "Are These Our
Children?" being directed by Wes-
ley Ruggles.

* * *

^^ivienne Osborne, New York ac-

tress who recently came to Holly-
wood under contract to Paramount,
will make Jier film debut as ingenue
lead in the production of "Through
the Window." mystery story by
Martin Flavin and Joe Sherman
wliich is to be directed l)y Marion
Gering.

* * *

"Then Hell Broke Loose." Co-
lumbia's dramatic sajja of the clip-

per ship days, has gone into pro-
duction aboard a windjammer iv

the San Pedro harbor. Richard
Cromwell and Sally Blave play th''

i/oung lovers, with George B. Seitz
directing.

* * *

Robert Ames has been borrowed
by Paramount from RKO-Pathe for

a role in George Bancroft's new pic-

ture, "Rich Man's Folly."

Emil Chautard. French actor-di-
rector, has been signed for a prom-
inent role in Paramount's "The Road
to Reno."

* * *

Joe E. Brown's nroposed stage
tour in "Elmer the Great" has been
called off. He will, however, make
a vaudeville tonr opening July 31 at
the Warner in Milwaukee.

* * >

Charles R. Rogers has bought th''

Beth Brown story, "Riverside
Drive." as Constance Bennett's next
for RKO Pathe film. The story is run-
ning serially in "Cosmopolitan."
followed by the Hearst papers, and
will be done in book form later.

FAMILYAPPEALjAMUELSON

(Continued from Page 1)

more action in pictures would bring
more patrons.
The exhibitor leader also is of the

opinion that the time is ripe for ac-

tion productions with a musical back-
ground and with dialogue used in in-

timate scenes only. A good music;'
show, without the inevitable back
stage or cabaret settings, would li

business, Samuelson declares.

Biggest problem facing exhibitor,
today is obtaining quality box-oi^ce
product at fair prices, say's the .Allied

official. He urges producer-distribu-
tors to show some real leadership
and realize once and for all that the
prosperity of the retailer— meaning)
the independent exhibitor— is the

'

only sure way for the entire business
to be prosperous, and that a live-

and-let-live attitude is needed in these
critical times.

Regarding double features, Samuel-
son says he is personally opposed to
the policy, but that the short running
time of most features and the high
prices of shorts give exhibitors little

choice. He also is opposed to price
cutting.

Cleveland House Reopening
Cleveland — The Gordon Square,

closed for the past year, and recent-
ly purchased by Jim Scoville, at auc-
tion, will reopen about Sept. 1, en-
tirely redecorated and with sound
equipment.

Homer Briant Joins Oliver Supply
Cleveland—Homer D. Briant, for-'

merly with National Theater Supply
Co. and the E. E. Fulton Company,
is now associated with Oliver Mov-
ing Picture Supply as chief engineer.
With the closing of the Tone-o-
Graph office here, E. E. Oliver an-
nounces that he will service alii

Tone-o-Graph equipment in north-J
ern Ohio. i

New Ohio Censor Takes Office '

Columbus, O.—Beverly O. Skin-j
ner was inducted last week into the
office of Director of Education of*

Ohio. Included in this position is

that of chief of the state censor
board.

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

AGENT
~

"Twenty chic gowns, with millinery,

shoes and accessories to match, have

been designed tor loan Bennett to

wear in 'She Wanted a Millionaire' ".

—Fox.

r
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Vype Pictures, Imitations Flayed by Col. H. A. Cole

iJOV'TPROMISES TO MODIFY CREDITDECREE

Court Won't Set Aside Default in Copyright Action
iifringement for Holding
Over Picture Upheld
by Federal Judge

Buffalo—In what is believed to be

t; first attempt made by an exhibi-

f to have a court set aside two
cfault judgments in a copyright suit,

t'; Federal District Court here has

red that the verdict shall remain
S.nding. The defendant, Joseph A.

l,itecki of Buffalo, was represented

li Assemblyman Dickey, who argued
tjit his client had not been personally

s'ved with either subpoena or com-
l^.int, but that his wife was served

ijtead, and that personal service wa>
{Continued on Page 12)

FiEflSE DATES ARE SEE

ON 12 M-G-M PICTURES

iVI-G-M has set release dates on 12

i:t)ductions from now up to Oct. 10,

'lie pictures include: "Politics," July
2! "Son of India," Aug. 1; "Sporting
bod," Aug. 8; "Pardon Us," Aug.
li "Guilty Hands," Aug. 22; "This
^tidern Age," Aug. 29; "The Squaw
\,n," Sept. 5; "Susan Lenox," Sept.

'

IContiiiued on Page 9)

I»x Midwest Circuit

Books Universal Lineup
I'ontracts have been closed between

I iversal and Fox Midwest ior Mie

pying of all the new U product in
til 24 Wisconsin theaters that com-
pile the circuit. E. T. Gomersall
all George A. Levine negotiated the

dl for U with H. J. Fitzgerald
ahig for the circuit.

Fight on Score Charge

Being Launched Sept. 1

Hied States Ass'n, in cooperation with
P<! Harrison, have set Sept. 1 as national

piiest day against score charges. Ex-

hiitors in all parts of the U. S. and

Ciada are being called upon to join in

a bmbined protest.

C. C. Burr Prescribes Tonic
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Movie patrons and the box-office are suffering from gangster

and sex film indigestion, while the public's sense of humor has become anemic

from undernourishment, says C. C. Burr, who is producing the "Torches" for

Educational. The logical tonic is better balanced film diets, he declares, with

comedy heading the menu.

Radio Pictures Closing Deal

With Warner Brothers Houses

Publix Now Controls
Two Twin Falls Houses

Twin Falls, Idaho—By taking over
the Orpheum here, the Publix cir-

cuit, which already had the Idaho,
now controls the two local houses.
The Orpheum, seating 1,500, was
formerly owned by A. R. Anderson.
The Idaho seats 500.

Consummation of deal whereby
the entire feature and short subject

output of Radio Pictures for the

coming season will play in 90 per cent

of the Warner houses in the coun-

try, and be "spot booked" in the re-

maining 10 per cent, is expected

withii: the next 10 days. Daily con-

ferences are being held at the Warner
(Continued on Page 12)

Florida Tax Defeated
Tallahassee, Fla.—The Senate on

Tuesday night killed the amusement
tax measure which was passed by
the House on Monday by a vote of

44 to 42. The bill would have im-
posed a tax of 5 cents on all admis-
sions from a nickel to 40 cents, 10

cents on admissions from 40 cents to

$1, and 10 per cent on tickets in ex-

cess of $1.

Warners Drop Dual Bills

In New Haven Theater
New Haven, Conn. •— Double fea-

tures have been dropped by the Roger
Sherman, Warner house, with the

arrival of Louis Le Bine as manager,

succeeding E. J. Harvey, transferred

to the Cameo in Bristol. Scale also

has been cut.

Col. H. A. Cole Denounces
Type Pictures, Imitations

"Night Nurse" Banned
By Maryland Censors

Baltimore—"Night Nurse," Warner
picture starring Barbara Stanwyck,
has been banned from being shown
in Maryland by the Censor Board
here. .'V. S. Howson of the Warner
Xew York office, was in Baltimore
at the censoring and will endeavor
to re-edit it to fit requirements of

the Board.

Dallas—Overproduction of pictures

of the same type, with most of the

imitations of necessity being inferior

to the others and thereby being

doubly harmful to the box-ofifice and

to public sentiment, is denounced by

Col. H. A. Cole, head of Allied The-

ater Owners of Texas, in a statement

for The Film Daily.

"There are too many sheep follow-

ing and imitating a successful pro-
(Continued on Page 12)

Distributors To Be Given
Relief if Ruling Found

Too Oppressive
Final decree in the government's

ruling against motion picture dis-

tributors, declaring the credit system
illegal, contains a loophole giving
the film companies the privilege to

apply for a modification if later con-
ditions show the decision tc be too
oppressive or no longer necessary
due to change in conditions, accord-
ing to the document signed Tues-
day by U. S. District Judge John
M. Woolsey in the Southern Dis-

(Continued on Page 12)

16 FEATURE RELEASES

SET BY WARNER-F. N.

Release dates on 12 Warner-Fir.st
National productions for the new
season were announced yesterday
bv Sam E. Morris. The pictures and
dates are: "The Star Witness," with
Walter Huston and Chic Sale, W. B.,

.\ug. 22; "Larceny Lane," witn
James Cagney and Joan Blondell.

W. B., Aug. 29; Richard Barthel-

mess in "The Last Flight," F. N.,

Sept. 5; George Arliss in "Alexan-
der Hamilton," W. B., Sept. 12; "The

(Continued on Page 9)

Lon Young To Produce
For Independent Market

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAUY
Hollywood—Lon Young has re-

signed as publicity head at Columbia
to enter production for the inde-
pendent market.

Next Para. Dividend
May Be Paid in Stock

Payment of the next Paramount quarter-

ly dividend may be in stock instead of

cash, in order to conserve assets due to

repurchase of common stock under exist-

ing guarantees, as well as for production

needs, says Wall Street journal.
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FINANCIAL

Making the screen meet the ex-

hibitor's service requirements to the

nation, state and community, to

counteract attempts at imposition o.

taxes on the film industry, was ad-
vocated at this week's meeting of

the M.P.T.O. of North and South
Carohna held in Wrightsville Beach,
X. C. Everybody owes an obliga-

tion to the government, which must
find ways to meet its increasing

budget, declared National Secretarj

M. J. O'Toole, and if theaters do not

pay in service they must pay in di-

rect taxes. But as they do pay in

service, there should be and there

will be no disposition to tax the

bu>iness twice, he said.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 14-5^ 14-5^ 1454 +
East. Kodak ...147^4 143^2 144 —
Fox Fm. "A"' .. 17 16'^' 16}i —
Gen. Th.Eq.(New) 3Ji ^Y^ 3% .

Loew's, Inc. ... 45!^ 44^ 44J4 —
do pfd 91 91 91
Paramount 24^ 235^ 23 Ji —
Pathe Exch 1 s/s 1 /2 \Vi —
do "A" bVi. <^Vi 6^ —
RKO "A"' 18^ 17^ 17^ —
Warner Bros. . . . 7J4 7 7 —

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A" .. 2% 258 2^
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 8 8 8 —
Trans-Lux 6 S'A S'A —

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 34"4 34!4 34^ —
Loew 6s 41ww .. 98 97}/^ 98 +
Paramount 6s 47. 89 89 89 —
Par. By. SlAs 51 102?-^ 102^^ 102Ji -f
Par. 5^s 50 .

.

'. 79^ 78-^ 78^^ —
Pathe 7s 37 93 93 93 —
Warner's 6s 39 . 41J^ 40 J4 4054 —

Net
Chg.

4K2

Warners Sell Lease
On Broadway House

Warner Bros, yesterday sold their

lease on the Warner theater at 51st

and Broadway, to the New Jersey

Amusement Co., Inc., of which
Rudolph Speth of Rochester i.-; presi-

dent. The lease, which was orig-

inally made by Frank G. Shattuck

Co., is for a term expiring April 1,

1941, with renewal privileges.

Artclass Completes
First of Its Series

"High Life in Reno," first of 12
features scheduled by Artclass Pic-
tures, has been completed and will
be released Aug. 1. The cast in-

cludes Virginia Yalle, Jameson
Thomas, Dorothy Christy, Dixie
Lee, Pat O'Malley, Clarence Wilson,
Arthur Houseman and Carmelita
Geraghty. "Pleasure," the second
of the series, goes into production
July 27j to be followed by "Con-
victed" and "Where are your Chil-
dren." Charles Kranz, representing
Standard Films, is in New York and
has arranged for distribution of the
entire series in Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
Detroit and Cincinnati. According
to Harry Ascher, representing New
England territory, $40,000 in con-
tracts have been signed for the ser-
ies in Boston.

Monroe Greenthal Joins U. A.
Monroe W. Greenthal, formerly

associate editor of Universal news-
reel, has joined the United Artists

advertising department. Another ad
dition to the stafif is Eugene Na-
thanson, formerly of the "Evening
Journal." They will work with Ed
Finney and Charles Barron on cam-
paigns for 1931-32 product. Hal
Home is head of the department.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City "
154 Crescent St. j'»

STillwell 4-7940 it

I Eastman Films |

U ]• E. Brulatour, Inc.
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'{ Chicago Hollywood »•«
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Sees Foreign Productions
Drawing Bigger Audiences
Notwithstanding language differ-

ences, audiences for foreign pictures

are growing steadily bigger, said Leo
Brecher yesterday prior to his de-

parture for Europe to negotiate for

product for showing in this country,

principally at his Little Carnegie
Playhouse.

Ace Beery in Baltimore

Baltimore—Ace Beery li^s I)een ap-
pointed manager of the Hippodrome
ere by Izzy Rappaport of I'hila

lelphia, who will operate it as a com-
bination vaudeville and talker house
beginning -A.ug 27. Beery formerly
managed the Keith's, Washnigion,
and was district manager lor War-
ners in Pittsburgh.

Oscar Neu's Mother Dies

Oscar F. Neu, president of Neu-
Vlade Products Corp., was called to

Buffalo this week by the death of
his mother, Magdalena E. Neu, 73,
who passed away after a lingering
illness at the home of her son-in-
"aw and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
.\lfred J. Richt, in Ebenezer, suburb
of Buffalo. Also surviving is George
H. Neu, vice-president of Neu-Made
T^roducts in charge of the Buffalo
factory.

William E. Stumpf Dies

Baltimore — William E. Stumpf,
pioneer film man, and secretary of the

M.P.T.O. here since it was organized,
died recently at his home after a

lingering illness.

Publicity Accusation
Riles Theodore Dreiser

White Plains, N. Y. — Supreme
Court Justice Witschief yesterday
threatened to order Theodore Dreiser
from the court room following a

verbal attack made by Dreiser on
Humphrey J. Lynch, attorney for

Paramount, in which Dreiser shouted,
"That's a lie," when L\nch accused
the author of being a "publicity
seeker." After hearing extensive
arguments regarding Dreiser's ap-
plication for an injunction against the
showing of "An American Tragedy,"
Justice Witschief gave attorneys until

Monday to present additional affi-

davits.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

July

Aug

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

II

25-26: Convention of Affiliated Thear
Supply Dealers. 305 Gunt-
Bldg., 1018 South Wabash A'.
Chicago.

.3-22: British film festival, sponsol
by British International Pictui,
Malvern, England.

7

:

First Annual Golf Tourname.
New England Film Indust
Pine Brook Valley Club, West.
Mass.

7-8: Annual Outing of Minneapn
Film Board of Trade, Detit
Lakes, Minn.

20: Annual golf tournament of Sou.
em California film men, I;
Hills Country Club. Cul •

City, Cal.

29: RKO and RKO Pathe Ann I

Outing, Indian Point,
i

Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.
9-10: Semi-annual Convention, AH:

Theaters Ass'n of Minnesc.
North and South Dakota, Rac
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

1: Hispano - American Motion F
ture Congress, Madrid, Spain

4: Annual Awards Dinner of A, 1

demy of M. P. Arts & Sciencv
HoUywrood.

Benjamin Managing K. C. Office

Kansas City—Ben Benjamin, d,-

trict sales executive for Columbia,;
temporarily managing the rompan-;
local branch office, pending .nnoth'-

more important assignment.

Tom Douglas Bankrupt
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM VAIL)
Los Angeles—Tom Douglas, mo-

tion picture and stage actor, has filed

a voluntary petition in bankruptc\
asserting he owes $1,170 to Ameri"-
can creditors and $17,500 to Englisl
creditors. He lists assets as $80(1
in household goods and $2,800 in sal-

ary due. Douglas appeared in "Jour-
ney's End."

Warner Story Contest Closes
With 5,000 manuscripts submitted,

the contest conducted by Warner
Bros, and "Photoplay" magazine for

a story to fit the title, "Beauty and
the Boss," has closed. Marian Marsh
and David Manners will appear in

the picture.

Fight Pictures in RKO Houses
Official pictures of tlie Jack Sha:--

key-Mickey Walker boxing contest
at Ebbetts Field last night will open
today at the New Y'ork Hippodrome
and other houses on the RKO circuit.

Rothacker Finishes Library Index
Douglas D. Rothacker, president

of Rothacker Film Corp., has com-
pleted the indexing of his negative
library in New \ork. ]

J
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions
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Hollywood's Errors
In the Musical Line

TF there is one thing that amazes

nie more than any other of the

many things that amaze me
about movies, it is the way in

which Hollywood has fallen down
on the musical job.

To be sure, at the advent of

talkies we had a flood of musical

pictures. The public was almost

unanimous in its disapproval. I,

too, leaned heavily on the un-

favorable adjectives at the time.

The trouble was that we
weren't tired of music at all; but

most certainly we were made
deathly sick by the music that

Hollywood made. In general the

films were stories about a noble

young actor backstage and the

girl who rushed on to save the

show at the last minute. Inter-

twined were badly handled close-

ups of rusty-voiced stars sing-

ing tin-pan-alley banalities in

straight bouts of sixteen bars.

We didn't like them.
So Hollywood assumes that,

not liking the music they have
given us, we don't like music at

all. It is not so. I believe the

movie world will seize with joy

upon any movie that gives us

good music. I do not demand
the three B's for public consump-
tion. There are many lighter

affairs that will please the best

ears, however, and still interest

a great public.

The truth of the matter is that

the general public is tired of jazz.

Within the last two years I have
noticed a change. There has been
a swing toward the seductiveness
of South American tangoes,
queerly accented dance tunes of

Spanish-America and the sweet
tunes of the bygone Viennese
waltz era.

—Eric M. Knight,
Public Ledger, Philadelphia

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Governor Miller fails to name cen-
sors for New York despite original
plan to do so.

* * *

Sales managers at meeting favor C.
C. Pettijohn's "war chest" idea.

PAJLY Thursday, July 23, 191

Metro
year.

to release 32 pictures next

mm
• • • ALL THE way from Singapore and the Malay States,

Frank Buck postcards us about his expedition shootin' the

"Bring 'Em Back Alive" series for Van Beuren Clyde

Elliott directing the shorts he sez he is on the trail of a

Stadang the most dangerous big game to hunt
not excepting tigers, lions or the African buffalo the
stadang has never been photographed, for the reason that it

charges as soon as it sights the hunters travelling at un-
believable speed and bellowing so as to scare the stuffin's

outa the cameraman, and make him run for his life it's

a cross between a rhinoceros, buffalo and tiger now please
don't ask us to explain this biological puzzle but if you
insist, all we can suggest is that the jungle animals have heard
of these big film mergers well, here's hopin' you get ^e
pix, Frank it's a great trick, if you can do it but
if the stadang beats you to it we're certainly gonna miss
those nice postcards

• • • JEAN ARTHUR apparently intends to linger in the
big town she has leased a penthouse on 55th St. for-

merly belonging to Fortune Gallo and speaking of resi-

dences reminds us Dave Epstein, the Hollywood art-

ists' manager, informs that the impoverished owners of castles,

chateaux and palaces in Europe are trying to unload their habi-
tats on prominent movie folk among those receiving
propositions being Richard Wallace, who was offered an estate
along the Danube, with a v32-rooni chateau, vineyards, orchards
and parks at about the price of a small residence here

so Wallace, who goes to Europe soon, will look over
the place and may return with a coat-of-arms

• • • WALTER EBERHARDT is back on the job after
his hospital tour it seems the surgeons heard he was a

Western Electric sound specialist, and started to do a wirin' fob
on him now he's practically Sound again yezyez,
it's the Humoridity excuse it, please Mike Sim-
mons pulled an exploitation stunt up at the Fitch Sanitarium
with the help of the missus and a brigade of surgeons
and nurses it's a bhoy ma insists on calling it

Peter Mike is set on Sixsyllablester but to us it*s

just a stunt to ballyhoo Mike's ambulance pix. "First Aid"
the thing is so terribly Obvious but give the Ampa prexy
credit for thinkin' so Far Ahead and perfect timing, too

just as the Sono Art special is released it has
given Mike an idea for his next "November Nights."

• • • GEORGE BANCROFT arrived in beany Boston
t'other day to start work in the Fore River Plant at Quincy,
Mass., on "Rich Man's Folly" the newspapers had an-
nounced his arrival at the Huntington Avenoo station in Back
Bay but George got balled up, and thought he was to
be greeted by the beaneaters at the South Station so he
was sound asleep when the chug-chug pulled into Huntington
station but the stationmaster obligingly held the train 12
minutes till George dressed and greased his hair this really
doesn't amount to much as a publicity story but look at all

the space it fills thanx, Mister Wallace West

• • • LEIGH JASON, RKO shorts producer y'

know "Humanettes" has been laid up in our ham-
let after a bout with a dentist who chipped his jaw bone
phone Leigh at the St. Moritz for the address of the molar maw-
ler if ya know some egg ya want to fix the same way
always helpful that's our motto Jake Hoosch,
prexy of Sockem Pictures, wired Mike Gluts of the Oompah
theater "I understand our pictures have gone over in
your theater with a crash." and Mike wired back
"They crashed, but they didn't go Over."

« « « » » »

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)
Giant Postcard

for Ballyhoo

ThOR the engagement of "Dono
van's Kid" at the Capitol

Grand Island, Manager E. For
rester prepared a giant po>ta

card 3J^ x 5 ft. The card \va

addressed to Richard Dix am
Jackie Cooper and read: "Dea
Richard Dix and 'Skippy' Coop
er; We the undersigned ar

special fans of yours. We hav

heard that your new picture

'Donovan's Kid,' is a knockou
and we are going to see it." Thi
postal card was displayed in th

lobby five days in advance o
the opening. On the openin;
day one of the house staff car
ried it through the business sec
tion of Grand Island, seeking sig

natures. That night the car.

was completely covered wit,

names of Grand Island resident
who at least knew that "Dono
van's Kid'' was being shown a

the Capitol.

—Capitol, Grand Ishnii

Novel Lobby Stunt
for "Dude Ranch"

2y[ANAGER P. D. Griffith t

the Publix-Ritz, Macon, Ga
built two hobby horses from bit

of beaverboard to advertise Tac
Oakie in "Dude Ranch." "TIi

hobby horses were built Iroi
bits of beaverboard and hors
hair. These were not cut-out
in any sense. A head of Jac
Oakie was cut from a poster a-

mounted on movable, comi-
looking legs. This was place;
astride the hobby horse froi
which hung loose reins attaclK.
to the bridle worn by the hors^

—Ritz, Macon, G-'

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-
tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem
bers of the industry, who are celebrat
ing their birthdays:

July 23
Albert Warner
Ray Cozine
Florence Vidor
Aileen Pringle
Lewis Innerarity
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FOR SHOW BUSINESS!

January business in July!

PRE-RELEASED FRIDAY!

WARNER BROS. THEATRE

ATLANTIC CITY

RKO MAYFAIR-N.Y.C

LINED THEM UP!

STOOD THEM UP!

TURNED THEM AWAY!
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BENNETT
TheCommon Law

A CHARLES R. ROGERS PRODUCTION



"THE BIG CIRCUITS AR
1 don^f- care whar people say . • •

as long as you say you love me!

An unconventional story of on un-

conventional girl. In the studios of

Paris— v/here art standards are

heart standards! A v/orld famous

star— in a v/orld famous novel—
for the whole world to thrill to!

Constance

41
THE

COMMOM
LAW

1^*^ .X*,

j'^no^a r^'^ hove

orl

His heart was in art— but^

hers was in love I

The romance of an artist

and his model . . and the

heavy penalty she paid

for being the secret wo-

man in a great man's life!

ConstamfflSi
«oG«*'«°";';"r>^-->

CONSTANCE BENNEH'S
greatest role since

"COMMON CIAY"I

2d BIG WEEK



USING THESE ADS
!

2d BIG WEEK

I TUF rOMMON LAW^



• • Sales Angles on

TheCommon Law'

I
Constance Bennett is the biggest name in pictures by box-office test.

O Robert W. Chambers' novel literally known to millions. One of the most widely

read books of the twentieth century.

^ Constance Bennett as an artist's model in Gay Paree.

A Biggest picture Bennett has made yet. Has everything. Role fits her like a glove.

C Plus the fame of the novel, the title itself has strong drawing power.

A The Parisian art colony is an irresistible story background.

^ Her philosophy of life and love, crystallized in the phrase: "I don't care

what people say, as long as you say you love me!"

fi Romantic intrigue suggested by the line"The secret woman in a great man's life."

O Glorification of love: "Love painted this picture. Love wrote this story."

lO "^®" called her the perfect woman" is a sales angle to interest both men
and women.

I
I Magnificent production. Exemplified by the gorgeous sequence of the 4-

Arts Ball in which over 500 players take part.

lO Star values all the way through. Cast includes Joel McCrea, Lew Cody,

Marion Shilling, Hedda Hopper, Robert Williams, Paul Ellis and others.

13 Pl^o^op'oy edition of Robert W. Chambers' novel excellent channel for ex-

ploitation. Brilliant book-jacket plays up Constance Bennett big.

1^ Title automatically will start discussion and word-of-mouth advertising.

1^ Constance Bennett's reputation as the best-dressed woman on the screen,

plus the gorgeous clothes designed for her in this production by Gwen Waken-
ing, are naturals for merchandise tie-ups, fashion-shows, etc.

lA Unusually beautiful line of posters make outdoor advertising particularly

feasible.

I'T Press-sheet ads cover all salient box-office angles. Ads prepared after con-

ference with production and sales force. Okayed and used by all major
theatre circuits. ^ /•

ADVERTISING COUNSEL

"THE COMMON LAW" cast includes JOEL McCREA,

Lew Cody, Robert Williams, Hedda Hopper • Direct-

ed by PAUL L STEIN • from the novel by ROBERT

W. CHAMBERS • Screen Play by John Farrow

,^P^''

Avoiloble Now!
Constance Bennett in 'Born To Love'—Eddie

Quillan in 'Sweepstalces' — Helen Tweivetrees in 'A

Woman of Experience' and ina Claire in 'Rebound'

COMING! Bill Boyd in'The Big Gamble' • Ann Harding in'Devotion' (temp, title)

RKQ PATH^
The Old Fightin' Cock crows every Friday night 10:

'

N. Y. time, RKO THEATRE OF THE AIR-NBC hook-'

of 44 coast-to-coast stations !
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16 FEATURE RELEASES

SET BY WARNER-F. N.

(Continued from Page 1)

Bargain," F. N., Sept. 19; William
I'owell in "The Road to Singapore,"
W. B., Sept. 26; "Penrod and Sam,"
F. N., Oct. 3; Edward G. Robinson
in "Five Star Final," F. N., Oct. 10:

Dolores Costello in "Expensive Wo-
men," W. B., Oct. 17; "The Ruling
\'oice," with Walter Huston and
Loretta Young, F. N., Oct. 24;

"Side Show," with Winnie Lightner,

W. B., Oct. 31; John Barrymore in

"The Mad Genius," W. B., Nov. 7.

Four pictures remaining on the

1930-31 program also have been set

for release as follows: "Broad Mind-
ed," Aug. 1; "Night Nurse," Aug.
8; "The Reckless Hour," Aug. 15;

"Bought," Aug. 22.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

Radio Picture Retitled

Radio Pictures' Technicolor fea-

ture, originally known as "Waiting
at the Church" and later as "Lovable
and Sweet," is being released Aug.
22 as "The Runaround." Cast in-

cludes Mary Brian, Geoffrey Kerr,

Joseph Cawthorn, Marie Prevost and
Johnny Hines. William Craft d

rected.

"Mystery of Life" for Tenn.

"The Mystery of Life," LTniversal

release featuring Clarence Darrow
opens Aug. 3 for a week's run .\t the

Opera House, Dayton, Tenn., the

town where the famous "evolution

trial" took place. Another booking
on the film is for Hughes-Franklin's
Studio theater, Hollywood.

William Goldman Thanked
Philadelphia — William Goldman,

general manager of the Warner-
Stanley organization, and Mayor
Mackey have been accorded a reso-
lution of appreciation I)y the M. P.

T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern New Jersey and Delaware,
for their efforts toward bringing the

National Republican Convention to

this city in 1932.

"Bought" at Garden July 30

( onstance Bennett in "Bought,"
Warner production, opens July 30 at

the Winter Garden.

A citizen from Mexico last week
offered RKO Pathe officials a chance
to use a real Mexican fighting rooster
to crow in the Spanish versions of
Pathe pictures."

—RKO Pathe.

HOLLYWOOD
£DDIE BUZZELL, having com-

pleted his latest Columl)ia short
titled "Chriss Crossed," is busily at
work on two forthcoming subjects
tentatively called "Blonde Pressure"^
and "The Big Fright."

* * *

Roy Del Ruth sails in about a
week aboard his yacht for Alaska
and other points. He is now wind-
ing up his directorial ditties on
'^Larceny Lane" for Warner Bros.,
completing the picture ahead of
schedule.

* * * ,

Joseph W. Girard has been added
to the cast of Universal's "Strictly
Dishonorable.

* * *

Charles D. Brown and Ben Tag-
gart are the latest additions to the
"ast of Paramount's "24 Hours" in
support of Clive Brook, Kay Fran-
cis, Miriam Hopkins and Regis
Toomey.

* * *

Fox has corrected its previous re-

port that Edward Crandall would
play opposite Janet Gaynor in "De-
licious." The company says Charles
Farrell will be co-starred with
Miss Gaynor.

* =f: *

Greta Granstedt, besides being
assigned a role in Samuel Gold-
wyn's "Street Scene" for United
Artists, has been given a five-year
contract by the producer.

* + *

John Twist, Radio Pictures rov-
ing story sleuth, has returned to

the studios in Hollywood from an
extended trip to Germany and
France, where he read scores ot

olays and novels in manuscript form.
Twist makes the trip annually, con-
tacting foreign writers and play-
wrights.

* * *

Ginger Rogers upon the comple-
tion of a featured role in Eddie
Quillan's new RKO Pathe picture,

"Eddie Cuts In," left for Fort
Worth, Tex., for a short visit to her
home. She will return in about two
weeks.

* * *

Yakima Canutt, world's cham-
vion cowboy, has been added to the
"-asf of Universal's serial, "Battling
with Buffalo Bill," now completing
'ts third week on. location. Others
')( the cast include: Toyn Tyler, Rex
Bell, Lucille Browne, Joe Boriomo.
Francis Ford and William Des-
mond. Ray Taylor is directing.

Hooper Atchley is one of the lead-
ing supporting players in RKO
Pathe's western feature, "Sundown
Trail." which stars Tom Keene.

* * *

Gertrude Rigdon, Radio Pictures
staff scenarist, will write the adap-
tation and continuity of "Law of the
Night," an original screen story by
Samuel Ornitz and Lester Cohn.

* * *

Al Jackson and Barney Sarecky
ha\c completed the script and dia-

logue for Radio Pictures' "The

^^hirteenth Guest," an original story
by Louis Sarecky scheduled for

Ricardo Cortez.
* * *

M-G-M has given new long-term
contracts to two directors, W. S.

VanDyke and Jacques Feyder. The
company also has signed Busby Ber-
kely to handle the dancing and en-
sembles in "Flying High," and J. C.
Nugent has been assigned a fea-

tured role in "New Adventures of

Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford," new
William Haines vehicle.

* * *

John P. Medbury has completed
"The Head Hunters of Borneo," the
fourth of a series of "Travelaughs"
being produced by Walter Futter.
Medbury writes and speaks the dia-

logue for the subjects. "Reno" is

one of the subjects in the series.
* * *

Our Passing Show: Jack Jevne
playing miniature golf on the Mary
Pickford course; Duncan Mansfield
motoring on Franklin Ave.; Al Man-
non and Irving MilHken conferring
at Tec-Art.

* * *

Simile—As helpless as a press
agent's adjectives in an editor's

hands.
* * *

Creighton Hale has filed notice of

intention to marrv Kathleen E.
Bering of Beverly Hills.

* * *

Donald Cook, First National
player, has left for Honolulu to

visit his parents, who live there.
* * *

Adrienne Ames, New York ^ociety
girl who recently went to Hollywood
as a Paramount contract player, will

make her first appearance on the
screen in "Come On Marines."

* * *

Joan Bennett has been assigned
the feminine lead in "Heartbreak."
Fox film based on a romance with
an air service background written
bv Llewellyn Huehes. Charles Far-
rell, Hardie Albright, Tohn Arledge
and Paul Cavanaueh also will be in

tbp nicture, which Alfred Werker
will direct.

* * *

First National has completed pro-
duction on "Local Boy Makes Good."
'^tarring Joe E. Brown.

* * *

Sally O'Ne'l will nlay an imnor-
tant part in Fox's "Sob Sister"

* * *

Kenneth MacKenna will direct his

first picture alone when he tackles
"Cheatintr" for Fox. Linda Wat-
kins is to be featured.

* * *

Dnrofhii Tree, one of the fen

youthful players recently imported
from Broadway to Hollywood by
Paramount. wiU follow the foot-

steps of Sylvia Sidney and Peqqu
Shannon by playing the feminine
l''ad in her fiist picture, "Stadium"
from the novel by Francis Wallace,
^irhard Arlen will play opposite
Miss Tree.

RELEASE DATES ARE SET

ON 12 M-G-M PICTURES

{Continued from Paae 1)

12; "Phantom of Paris," Sept. l9;-<

"Sidewalks of New York," Oct. 10;
"The Guardsman," Oct. 3; "New Ad-
ventures of Get-Rich-Quick Walling-
ford," Sept. 26. The first 10 are now
completed, as is "The Lullaby" on
which no release has been marked.

Capacity for 4 Months
Planned by Radio Studio

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM n.4ILY
Hollywood — Capacity production

for the next four months at least is

planned at the Radio Pictures studios
with the return of Joseph L Schnitzer
from the east. Ten pictures are
scheduled to go in work by Oct. 1.

Joe Finston Moves
Joe Finston, who recently formed

the Synchro Screen Service to en-
gage in synchronizing activities, has
moved the offices of his firm from
1440 Broadway to 2 West 43rd St.

^t>^^^''
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"Miracle Woman" Good Movie;
Subject Interesting; Cast Fine

By DORIS ARDEN

"The Miracle Woman" is an extraordinary picture—one of the

few unusual films that have come to the screen in the recent months.

It's the subject-matter, chiefly, which makes it so interesting, but the

acting and direction are above average as well. The State-Lake has

had to content itself with some rather mediocre pictures lately— but

they've got hold of a humdinger this time, and they deserve congrat-

ulations for presenting it to Chicago. Barbara Stanwyck has never

been lovelier nor more sympathetically cast than she is in this role.

She blossoms out into one of the most gifted of our screen players
"" you'll be enthralled and interested.

CHICAGO DAILY TRIBUNE
By MAE TINEE

The picture is a thrilling melodrama that sports several stagger-

ing sensational situations with d amatic effort '' ''' "' "The Miracle

Woman" ought to do big business for it is different and electrically

exciting. It is excellently produced and played to the nines. Barbara

Stanwyck gives a pulse-quickening performance.

CHICAGO EVENING AMERICAN
"Miracle Woman" Real Smash;
Don't Miss It, Urges Rob

By ROB REEL

"The Miracle Woman" is a real smash—an unusual story dra-

matically developed and with a cast that means something at the box

office. It should be well patronized by those who seek good pictures.

Frank Capra, who has delivered so many other big Columbia hits,

officiated at the megaphone, and summing it all up "The Miracle

Woman" is one of THE films of 193 L
Put "The Miracle Woman" down on your list of summer photo-

plays that MUST NOT BE MISSED. Barbara Stanwyck's perform-

ance in it is among the year's best. Columbia deserves a pat on the

back for having made it into such a stirring talkie.

CHICAGO EVENING POST
By GENEVIEVE HARRIS

Right m the midst of a slump in pictures comes one so good that

there ought to be a parade or something to honor it !

'" ''" ''
it is good

entertainment '•' ''
it is an exciting, clever story, presented skil-

fully, acted in fine fashion.

CHICAGO HERALD AND EXAMINER
Barbara Stanwyck Magnificent In This Film.

By CAROL FRINK

The story is well and dramatically told and provides Barbara Stan-

wyck with her best opportunity to date '•' '•' '' you will find this a

fascinating and exciting drama made from unusual material.

THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
By CLARK RODENBA(

In "The Miracle Woman" Miss Stanwyck demonstrates again th

she does not have to tip her hat to any of 'em as an actress ''

you're hard to please if you don't go for this one.

BOSTON RECORD
By GORDON HILLM^

One of the most ably directed screen plays of the entire seasi

is "The Miracle Woman" film for Barbara Stanwyck at Keith's. Frai

Capra, the director, has waved a magic wand over each and every o

of the scenes. "The Miracle Woman" is a triumphant tour de force^

something very worth seeing. It is Capra's dynamic power of dire

tion that makes "The Miracle Woman" what it is; a truly remarkal

film.

BOSTON POST
Barbara Stanwyck in "The Miracle Woman" is one of those fi

pictures that justify a dozen disappointing quests for compMli

movie entertainment '•" '•' '' the story itself is richly engrossing '•

the film is of dramatic intensity.

THE BOSTON GLOBE
"The Miracle Woman" at the RKO-Keith Theatre is a well tt

vivid story ' '' ' the leading character is excellently portrayed

Barbara Stanwyck ' ' the picture is particularly timely.

\

LOS ANGELES
ILLUSTRATED DAILY NEWS

By HAKRY MINI

"The Miracle Woman" which comes from Columbia studios!

the Orpheum screen is a stirring melodrama boasting entertammi

plus. All in all, it is a production well worth seeing—credit beloi

to Jo Swerling for his good dialogue and to Harry Cohn for a splen(j

production. Frank Capra directed, evolving an attraction notewor"

for its charm and humanness.

LOS ANGELES TIMES
Photoplay Powerful

By PHILIP K. SCHEUl

In "The Miracle Woman," new film at the Orpheum, arc sot

of the most powerful scenes to reach the audible cinema. Barb.'

Stanwyck contributes a performance of passionate sincerity—straigl

from-the-shoulder direction by Frank Capra. We have, in short,

unusually compelling melodrama.

Always-COLXJ
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)S ANGELES EXAMINER
By MARQUIS BUSBY

Enough drama is packed in an hour or so of "The Miracle

iman" for at least three ordinary pictures. It has a daring theme,

le sizzling situations, and a magnificent performance by Barbara

nwyck. Frank Capra's direction is splendid.

riE PROVIDENCE JOURNAL
The Miracle Woman" which opened yesterday at the Albee

s ntertaining melodrama. The success of "The Miracle Woman" is

lird by the acting of Miss Stanwyck. She carries an impression of

iierity which makes her role an appealing one.

[E COMMERCIAL APPEAL, MEMPHIS
Barbara Stanwyck in "The Miracle Woman" fills the role beau-

lly, physically and emotionally—a thoroughly good motion pic-

E SCHENECTADY UNION-STAR
e Miracle Woman"

Proves Entertaining

From the standpoint of dramatic value "The Miracle Woman"
11 of pathos and human appeal. Barbara Stanwyck has the title

and she contributes another of her memorable performances,

picture has been made with careful and high grade craftsman-

'by Frank Capra who previously had several big film successes

IS credit, namely, "Flight," "Ladies of Leisure," "Rain or Shine,"

'Dirigible."

IE POST-STANDARD, SYRACUSE
By HKLKN M. TAIT

Barbara Stanwyck in "The Miracle Woman" gives a performance
'J surpasses any of her previous ones. It would be difficult to de-

cl which scenes are the best. There are plenty of exceedingly dra-

la: and emotional ones, with a few lighter ones to relieve the ten-

->i And all of them are well done. Don't be afraid to see "The
ii.le Woman"— it's worth the lime of anyone.

lij

ALBANY EVENING NEWS
"The Miracle Woman" is as widely emotional as its subject.

Barbara Stanwyck has a fine gift of acting sincerity, simple earnest-

ness and suppressed emotion. "The Miracle Woman" will have a wide

audience appeal.

CLEVELAND PRESS
By SIDNEY ANDOKN

Barbara Stanwyck in "The Miracle Woman" scored with large

crowd. She does fine acting—great audience picture.

CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
By GLENN C. PULLEN

"The Miracle Woman" is steadily interesting, vivid romantic

drama in which Miss Stanwyck does some of her best work. She

blazes out in a scintillating fashion that settles all doubt about her

ability. Novel type of plot, a good cast and a heavy heart punch.

DALLAS NEWS • • •

A highly entertaining drama of slightly different flavor from the

general run of film fare. Barbara Stanwyck's interpretation of the

role is the finest bit of histrionism she has yet exhibited on the screen.

Credit must also be given Director Capra for the cleverness of his

guidance and his unique methods incorporated in filming the play.

NEWARK CALL
"The Miracle Woman"—holds your interest from beginning to

the climax. The entire cast is excellent, and, together with a pleasing

love interest, suspense and interesting situations, make "The Miracle

Woman" an entertaining movie.

1..0.U ii.e Mage
-;;;;:;^^:'RiskiN

lOHN MEEHAN and RObl.n

.xr r^APRA production

A FRANK CAPRA
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COL H. A. COLE DENOUNCES

lyPEPICTURES^IMITATIONS

(Continued from Page 1)

duction because they think it's the

type that makes the success," de-

clares Col. Cole. "The flood of gang-
ster and sex pictures is an example.

There are entirely too many of these

pictures."

The biggest problem now facing

exhibitors, says Col. Cole, is getting

expenses down where they can keep

open and stay open during the com-
ing year. Rigid economy, applying

both to film rentals and labor, are

going to be necessary, he declares.

Col. Cole is opposed to double-

features, but favors lower admission

prices on the ground that "SO-cent

admissions don't go along with 9-cent

cotton and 50-cent wheat." He also

states that dialogue has been over-

done in quantity and sophistication.

Suggest Plan for Solving
Non-Theatrical Problem

Participation by theater managers
in the activities of local organiza-
tions sponsoring non-theatrical ex-

hibition, with a view to making the

groups realize the unfairness of

showing competitive films, was urged
at this week's convention of the

M.P.T.O. of North and South Caro-
lina held in Wrightsville Beach,
N. C. Instances were cited where
exhibitors, by going direct to Y. M.
C. A. directors, lodge heads, pastors
and others involved in non-theatri-

cal shows, were able to have the
performances modified to include
only definitely educational or other
non-competitive films.

Incidentally, the M.P.T.O. of

Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern
New Jersey and Delaware, has
adopted a resolution advising mem-
bers of the organization to place a
clause in their contracts specifying
one year's protection against non-
theatricals, as first reported in The
Film D.mly on Feb. 13. National
distributors have been asked to co-
Dljerate in this.

Lightman Books 3 Capitol Films

M. A. Lightman has signed with
Capitol Films Exchange for three
features to play four of his houses
The pictures are: "The Private Sec-
retary," "The Merry Wives of Wind-
sor'' and "Forsterchristl." Dave Brill,

manager of the foreign department
for Capitol, leaves Saturday for the
middle west to establish distribution
headquarters for a series of 18 Ger-
man and 2 Italian features.

COMING & GOING

HAL ROACH is due from tlie c.mst to-

morrow by airplane.

LEO BRECHER sailed last night on the
Europa for the other side.

MORTIMER U. .SIKAWITT is on his way
east with a print of Headline Pictnres' "A
Private Scandal."

DAVE BRILL of Capitol Film Exchange
leaves Saturday for the niidille west.

Gov't Promises to Modify
Decree on Credit System

(Continued J.rom Page 1)

trict of New York. The action was
heard in this court and was deter-

mined by a decree entered Dec. 2o

1929, from which the petitioner,

First National Pictures, et al., ap-

pealed to the Supreme Court, whicl.

reversed the decree of the Districi

Court and issued a mandate on Jan.

20, 1931, remanding the cause.

Upon motion of the Government,

represented by George Z. Medalie,

U. S. Attorney tor the Southern
District of iSlew York, and John
Lord O'Brian, assistant to the At-
torney General, of counsel, for re-

lief in accordance with the prayer of
the petition, and the defendants hav-
mg appeared by their attorneys,

Cadwaiader, Wickersham & Taft,

and Cornehus W. Wickersham, Ar-
thur L. Fisk, Jr., and Gabriel L.

Hess, of counsel, submitting a dif-

lerent form of decree, it has been
oraered, adjudged and decreed as

lollows:

First: That by reason of the man-
date of the Supreme Court issued

Nov. 24, 1930, and filed in this Court
on Jan. 20, 1930, and entered herein

on Dec. 23, 1929, whereby the peti-

tion herein was dismissed on the

merits, be and it hereby is vacated

and set aside.

Second: That (1) the agreement
of the defendant distributors to cause

each defendant Film Board of Trade
to adopt Rules and Regulations for

the Establishment and Operations ot

a Credit Committee, a copy of which
Rules and Regulations is attached to

the petition herein as Exhibit "A";

(2) the adoption of said Rules and
Regulations by each delendant Film
Board of Trade; and (3) the carry-

ing on of interstate commerce in

motion picture films by the defen-

dant distributors in conformity with
the provisions of said Rules and
Regulations constitute a conspiracy

in restraint of interstate trade and
commerce in violation of the A_ct of

Congress of July 2, 1890, entitled

'An Act to Protect Trade and Com-
merce against Unlawful Restraints

and Monopolies," commonly known
as the Sherman Anti-Trust Act.

Third: That the defendants, their

officers, agents, servants and em-
ployees, and all persons acting un-

der, through or on behalf of them,

or any of them, hereby are perpet-

ually enjoined, restrained and pro-

hibited, individually and collective-

ly:

1. From further engaging in or

carrying out said conspiracy or an_\'

other conspiracy similar to, or hav-

ing a purpose or effect similar to

said conspiracy.

2. From doing any act or thing

whatsoever having the same purpost

or effect as the acts done in pur-

suance of said conspiracy, or pro-

moting, or tending to promote, any

of the purposes and effects thereof.

3. From enforcing or carrying

out, directly or indirectly, any of the

provisions of the aforesaid rules and

regulations identic therewith or

similar thereto, or having the same

purpose or effect as the aforesaid

lules and regulations.

4. From retaining any sum or

sums heretofore received from any

exhibitors of motion pictures in the

United States by virture of the op-
eration or enforcement of the afore-

said rules and regulations.

5. From entering into any under-

standing, arrangement, combina-
uoa, conspiracy or agreement {1 ) to

retrain, either tor a limited or an
unlimited period of time, from en-

tering into any contract for licens-

ing tne exhibition of motion pictures,

or [2) to require the deposit of se-

curity by the licensee as a condition

ol entering into any such contract

with such licensee.

Fourth: The provisions of this de-

cree shall not be construed, how-
ever.

1. As prohibiting any defendant
distributor, or any member of any
defendant Film Board of Trade, from
exchanging, either directly or

through a committee or other agen-
cy, information concerning the

nnancmg or moral responsibility oi

any exhibitor of motion pictures in

the United States; always provided,
that there shall not be made, in con-
nection with or in supplement oi

such exchange of information, anj
comment in the nature of a recom-
mendation as to any action to be

taken thereon, or

2. As prohibiting, restraining or

interfering with the action o> any
single company or firm, which is a

defendant herein, by its or their of-

ficers, agents or employees, whether
such officers, agents or employes are

themselves made parties hereto or

not, from acting with respect to its

or their own corporate or firm of

business, property or affairs, entire-

ly independently and free from any
agreement or understanding with
any other- defendant distributor or

defendant Film Board of Trade, or

member thereof.

Fifth: Jurisdiction of this cause is

hereby retained.

1. For the purpose of enforcing
this decree and making such other

and further orders and decrees as

may become necessary herein, and

2. For the purpose of enabling
any party hereto, to apply to the

Court for such further orders and di-

rections as may be necessary or

proper in relation to carrying out

the enforcement of the provisions

of this decree, or

3. For the purpose of applying
to the Court for a modification of

this decree, if it be hereafter shown
to the satisfaction of the Court that

by reason of changed conditions or

changes in the statute law of tfie

United States, the provisions hereof
have become inadequate or inappro-
priate, or unduly oppressive to the

defendants, and are no longer nec-
essary to secure the maintenance of

regulations or any other rules or conditions in harmony with the law.

COURT WON'T SET ASIDE

COPYRIGHT SUIT DEEAULT

(Continued from Page 1

)

required under the law, and further
f

that neither the defendant nor his i

wife had been served with a com-
plaint.

Herbert T. Silverberg, appearing
for the plaintiffs. Universal and Fox,
contended that the motion be denied
and that the judgments should re-

main standing because the Federal
Equity Rules govern these copyright
suits and do not require service of
complaint, filing of the same with the
U. S. District Court clerk before the
subpoenas were issued being suffi-

cient; that the defendants had ap-
peared by attorney and waived any
defect in service, and furthermore,
that even if the defendant had not
been personally served, his wife be-
ing served instead, that service upon
his wife constituted a sufficient serv-
ice upon the defendant under the law.
The court held with Silverberg.

Radio Pictures Closing
Deal With Warner Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

office, with Charles Rosenzweig rep-
resenting Radio Pictures, To date
all but 25 per cent of the Waiiier
hcuses have been closed in the ar-

raiigeir.ent. Following the comple-
tion of the Warner deal, RKO will

start conferences with the Paramoinit
-Ijookipg office on a similar nrrange-j
ment.

Paton Rejoins "Fables"
Theodore C. Paton, formerly art

instructor in the New York City
high schools and also with the art

departments of the Roosevelt and
Morris High Schools, has rejoined
the staff of ".\esop's Fables" as an
animator.

Vaude for Baltimore House !

Baltimore—The State, managed by!

Frederick C. Schmuff for the Durke<5!

chain, will start vaudeville policy

Aug. 11, for the coming season.

New incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTER
Film^ Featurettes; J. M. Bing, 152 Wes'

42nd St. 200 shares common.
NEW JERSEY CHARTER

Hudson Film Industries, Inc., Fort Lee;
Albert H. Wollheim. 42 Broadway, New
York, $25,000.

DELAWARE CHARTERS
.\dvance Trailer Service of Illinois. Inc..

Wilmington; Corporation Trust Co., Dover
$1,000.

Raspin Productions, Inc., Wilmington
Corporation Trust Co., Dover, $100,000;
10.000 shares common.
Translux Movie Ticker Corp., New York

Ignited States Corp. Co., Dover; $6,000,000
80.000 shares common.

CAPITAL INCREASES
NEW YORK

Willonia Amusement Co., Manhattan
$100,000 to $175,000,

Nelrach Theaters, Brooklyn, 600 to 6Ji

shares, of which 500 are preferred, $10i

each ; 1 30 no par common.
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More Diversity Needed in Films, Says Wm. James

U NEWFILMS FINISHED^ AWAITING RELEASE

Selznick and Milestone Form Producing Company

Much Ado
-about nothing much
ByJACKALICOATE-

Seven USHERS froze to death in

REFRIGERATED theater on
roadway last week . . . MARION
ivies has developed into PLENTY
actress . . . Film STOCKS seem

I rebound ENCOURAGINGLY . ..

hat Fifth Avenue cowboy WILL
lys is roughing it in WYOMING
. . Foreign pictures are finding it

:ARD to break through . . . The
RIARS are making a gallant
OMEBACK . . . JULES brulatour
as born in New Orleans . . . Golf
lulls have been hit with a bang by
le depression . . .TOMMY meighan
loved by fans and the PROFES-
lON alike . . . Production is a job
)r INSPIRATION and NOT
ock-punching.

'NOTHING is as valuable in this
> idustry as a NEW idea—and the
t oWhy to sell it . . . President HOOV-
R is getting better as a screen
:tnr—perhaps in the past he has
id had stories . . .Leo the MGM
'11 was stopped from making the
-ppclin North Pole Flight by some
cictv or other for the protection
LIONS ... ED schiller favors

e i,500-seat house . . . We know a
.quacious executive who has just
Iked himself out of a good JOB

—

id he WON'T know it for two
eeks yet . . . And now its CUN-
EL Al lichtman from old Kaintuk,
s SUH . . . NICK schenck is one

those quiet efficient executives
ho do much and say little.

X(\er FIGHT a newspaper unless
'U L)WN one . . . This Dreiser fel-

w IS becoming IRRITATING . . .

'e know a TRADEPAPER man
lio pulled a FAST one and wound
|) by double-crossing HIMSELF . . .

jon't WORRY, this business is still

j
its ROMPERS and when it grows

|i will be a great help to the bovs-

—

OWN-TOWN.

Minimum of Six Pictures
A Year Planned by
New Indie Unit

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—David O. Selznick and

Lewis Milestone have formed Mile-
stone-Selznick Pictures, Ltd., and
plan a minimum of six pictures a

year. Selznick has left for New
York to close a deal with a major
company for distribution.

Milestone and Selznick will super-
(Continued on Pane 2)

BEN AMSTERDAM IN DEAL

WITH WARNER THEATERS

Philadelphia—Ben Amsterdam, for-

mer circuit operator in this territory

and until recently with the Warner
Bros, theater department, is under-

stood to have concluded a 50-50 deal

for the operation of the Jake Fox
(Continued on Pane 2)

Chicago 'Reform' Meet
Fails to Materialize

Chicago — A reported "reform
meeting" of the operators' union
faded out when only 12 men appeared
in the Capitol Building, the dozen
including five who said they were
"stewards" of the union sent by Tom
Maloy to "find out what it's all

about."

M-G-M Selling Away
From Warner Houses

Booking deal between M-C-M and War-
ner theaters, covering the entire country,

is understood to have fallen through with

Metro now selling to independents. Hitch

in the deal, according to reports, was
caused by Warners refusing complete per-

centage in all houses.

LOEW AND RKO CIRCUITS

SIGN WARNER-E.N. LINEUP

Warner-First National's new line-

up has been signed by the Loew and
RKO circuits for all their houses in

the Metropolitan area. The Loew
contract was negotiated by David
Loew and Eugene Picker, for the

circuit, and Claude C. Ezell, George
Balsdon, Jr., and Andy Smith, for

WB-FN. In the RKO deal, Jules
Levy and John O'Conner acted for

the circuit.

George Naylor Joins
Columbia in St. Louis

St. Louis—George Naylor, formerly
Los Angeles manager for Universal,

has taken up his duties as Columbia
manager in this territory.

Patrons Want More Diversity,

Says James, Ohio Exhib Head
Reviving First Talkers

OnVitaphone Anniversary

In connection with the fifth anniversary

of Vitaphone on Aug. 6 it is likely that

Warner Bros, will revive some of the shorts

on the original program given at the

Warner Theater in connection with the

synchronized version of "Don Juan.
"

Columbus—Too little diversity,
and too much crime and sex, are the
chief complaints of movie patrons at
present, says William M. (Billy)
James, president of the M. P. T. O.
of Ohio, in answer to queries put to
him by The Film Daily. Altogether
too many pictures are made for New
York and Hollywood, with not
enough thought given to the patrons
in the hinterlands, Tames declares,

(Continued on Page 4)

Survey Shows Big List of
Product Ready for

Fall Showing
Ten major producing companies

at present have an aggregate of 74
new pictures completed and await-
ing release, with the majority of
productions being held back for the
opening of the fall season, according

(Continued on Page 4)

union'sIeusaltocut

CLOSES 9jIAM HOUSES

Birmingham—Refusal of operators
to accept a cut of more than the 7

per cent authorized bj' the national

headquarters of the union has re-

sulted in nine downtown houses here
being closed, leaving the business
section with only three open theaters,

of which two are first-runs. The
theaters also sought to eliminate the
second man in the booth. As a re-

sult of the controversy, there is a

likelihood that the houses will reopen
with non-union operators when the

present contract expires Sept. 1.

Rialto Resuming Runs
With "Monkey Business"
The Rialto, which recently went

into a revival policy, will return to
its former run status shortly, with
Paramount's production of "Alonkey
'>usiness," starring the Four Alarx
Brothers, as the possible openin.g
attraction.

Lichtman Can't Stop
Extiibs from Buying

A! Lichtman complains that his recent
statement, advising exhibitors not to buy
product before seeing it, apparently has
fallen on deaf ears. Notwithstanding this

admonition, says Lichtman, more than
1,400 contracts In addition to the Publix
and Fox deals, have been signed by United
Artists for Ronald Colman's "The Unholy
Garden " and Eddie Cantor's "Palmy Days.

"
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caise, Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, 19.

FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Con. Fm. Ind. . S'/a 8'A 8'A + 'A
East. Kodak ...145^ 142 145 + 1

Fox Fm. "A" .. 16^ 16^^ 165^ + yi

Gen. Th.Eq.(New) 3% 3>4 iVi
Loew's, Inc. ;. . . 45 j^ 44^ 45f^ + Vs
Paramount 23J4 2'3 23 — Vi
Pathe Exch. ... 1^ I'A lYi — 'A
do "A" ;. 7 7 7 + 'A
RKO "A" 14}4 14Ji 14^ + Vi
Warner Bros. ...7% 6H 7'A + ANEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A" . 25^ 254 2§4
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 7J4 TVi 7'A — 'A
Technicolor 6^ 6H 6^3

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 34 33)4 33 "4 — 1

Loew 6s 41ww .. 98^ 98 98^ + %
Paramount 6s 47 .89 88 88—1
Par. 5^4s 50 79 77 77 — I'A
Warner's 6s 39 . 41}<; 40 41 A + I'A

New England Golf Tourney Aug. 10.

Boston—Date of the New England
Gold Tournament has been changed
to Monday, Aug. 10. It will be held

at the Pine Brook Valley Club, Wes-
ton, with tickets at $5 covering green

fees, lunch and dinner.

W. W. Smith Dies
Springfield, Mo.—W. W. Smith, 72,

former theater owner, is dead here.

He retired some time ago.

V It
tt New York Long Island City >
J.t 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. j'j

:,t BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 ft

it 'i

i Eastman Films «

:5 1. E. Brulatour, Inc. H

Chicago Hollywood
1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica JJ
CALumet 3692 Blvd. i'

HOLlywood4121 J

"The Miracle Woman^
We sat in a projection room yesterday, with the thermometer playing didos and

trying to break records, and thoroughly enjoyed every minute of an unusual and
splendid picture. It is "The Miracle Woman," presented by Columbia. Here is one
that can safely be labeled as an answer to the call of the exhibitor and public alike
for not only box-office but altogether better screen fare. It has an unusual story
that holds from start to fade-out. It has suspense, punch, sex and thrills a-plenty.
It has an excellent characterization in the performance of the up-and-coming
Barbara Stanwyck. It has the understanding and capable direction of Frank Capra,
and it is as clean as a hound's tooth. When you get a combination like that to-
gether you have something worth while, and "The Miracle Woman" is that if

nothing else.

—ALICOATE.

Selznick and Milestone
Form Producing Company

(Continued from Page 1)

vise the pictures, with Milestone di-

recting along with other directors.

Selznick declares that with low
overhead he can make quality pic-

tures at less cost than major com-
panies.

Polly Moran in Person
Polly Moran, who arrives in New

York next week from the Coast, is to

make a series of personal appearances
in Loew houses. She plays the Capi-
tol the week of Aug. 14.

PoUak on Tour
Adolph Poilak, general manager of

the newly organized Peerless Produc.
tions, which has announced 24 fea-

tures, has left New York for a tour
of the country, including a visit to

Hollywood.

Warner House Closes for Summer
Washington—Warners' Metropoli-

tan closes today for the summer.
While the house is dark it will be
completely overhauled.

Fox Buys Oakland Site

Oakland, Cal.—Fox West Coast
Theaters, Inc., have purchased from
the Central Oakland Block, Inc., the
property on Telegraph Ave. between
18th and 19th Sts.

Irene Delroy Retires
Montreal—-Irene Delroy, who is re-

uperating in a local hotel from a

fractured skull sustained in a riding
accident while on her honeymoon at

Murray Bay, announces that she is

through with acting.

Jones Doing Peerless Publicity
Charles Reed Jones has joined the

newly organized Peerless Productions
as director of advertising and public-

ity. Jones also is the author of "The
Mystery of Judge La Garde," the

second release of the Perfection
group.

Bud Lennon Buried
Toronto — Representatives of the

film industry here attended funeral

services for Frederick Russell (Bud)
Lennon, whose death occurred sud-
denly at his summer home, Island
Grove, following a game of tennis.

He was one of the pioneer men in

the picture field and had been asso-

ciated with LIniversal.

Daughter for Nat Steinberg
St. Louis — Nat Steinberg, vice-

oresident of Premier Pictures Corp.,

is the father of another baby girl,

inaking three children for the Stein-

bergs.

Ben Amsterdam in Deal
With Warner Circuit
(Continued from Page 1)

circuit of houses acquired in New
Jersey, sometime ago by Warner.
Situations include Burlington, River-
side, Mt. Holly, Bordentown, Wood-
bury, Penns Grove and others. It

is understood that Warners also plan
to dispose of houses in various other
sections where operation by local

management, or on a 50-50 policy,

would prove more profitable.

Pathe Canadian Deal
B. & F. Circuit, one of the largest

unaffiliated theater units in Canada,
has signed with Regal Films for the
RKO Pathe Fables, Sportlights, and
Vagabonds to play 100 per cent
throughout the circuit's theaters.

Universal Buys "Oh, Promise Me"
Universal has acquired all moving

picture rights and titles to "Oh,
Promise Me," by Howard Lindsay
and Bertrand Robinson. The play
ran on Broadway the past season.

Gillingwater in Bancroft Film
Claude Gillingwater has celebrated

his tenth anniversary as a motion pic-

ture actor by signing to enact an im-
portant role in George Bancroft's
Paramount starring vehicle, "Rich
Man's Follv."

Thomas Belessis Bankrupt
Marysville, Cal.—Thomas Belessis,

leading theater operator in Marysville
and vicinity, has filed a voluntary
petition in bankruptcy, listing liabil-

ities of $77,000 and assets of $2,500.

Three Holdovers for "Common Law"
"The Common Law," RKO Pathe's

latest Constance Bennett starring ve-

hicle, is being held over for a second
week in three first-run situations, the
Mayfair, New York; Albee, Brooklyn,
and Warner, Atlantic City. The pic-

ture is being nationally released to-

day.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Ratet

Powers Clnephone Equipment Corporation
723-7TH AVE., N. Y. BRYANT 9-6067

Sound Recording
FILM AND DISC

Re-Recording Disc or Film
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
STANLEY RECORDING CO. of

AMERICA, INC

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

July 25-26:

Aug. 3-22

:

Aug. 7-8

:

Aug. 10

Aug. 20:

Aug. 29;

Sept 9-10

Oct. 1:

Nov. 4:

Convention of Affiliated Theater)
Supply Dealers, 305 Guntherl
Bldg., 1018 South Wabash Ave.,1
Chicago.

I

British film festival, sponsored'
by British International Pictures,!
Malvern, England. '

Annual Outing of Minneapolis!!
Film Board of Trade, Detroitl
Lakes, Minn.

First Annual Golf Tournament.
New England Film Industry,
Pine Brook Valley Club, Weston,
Mass.
Annual golf tournament of South-
ern California film men, Foil
Hills Country Club, Culver 1

City, Cal.

RKO and RKO Pathe Annual
i

Outing, Indian Point, via!|
Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.

i'

Semi-annual Convention. Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Radis-
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

Hispano - American Motion Pic-
ture Congress, Madrid, Spain.
Annual Awards Dinner of Aca-
demy of M. P. Arts & Sciences,
Hollywood.

Recording Three Hodge Podges
J. F. Clemenger, former newspaperj

and film trade paper writer and radio'

announcer, signed recently as nar-

rator and writer of dialogue for the

Educational-Lyman H. Howe's Hodge
Podge Series, is now recording dia-

logue for three new Hodge Podge
subjects. "Vagabond Melodies" and
"Highlights of Travel" wind up the

1930-31 series, while "The Veldt" will]

introduce the new season's series. I

New Stage Shows at Ambassador
St. Louis — Charles Skouras an-

nounces that the Ambassador will

produce its own stage shows follow-

ing the discontinuance of Publix
units.

V/%CATIOI\ff

mm
CAMP c^ COVNTRY CLt/B
STOIV, MASS, Cmsut BOSTON}

(FOR ADULTS)
The country club with real out-

door thrills 1

1

ON THE PREMISES:
9 hole (3000 yd.) golf course,
hard clay tennis courts. Fifteen
miles of fine canoeing, excellent
svirimming. Hand Ball, Horse
Ranch, Hiking Trails, Complete
Social Staff, and Country Club
Orchestra. Accommodations, with
running water. Tours to His-
toric Concord, Lexington and
Wayside Inn.
Film employees consult your
social secretary for special rate
information or

Write

CARL ERBSTEIN, Mng. Dir.

Assabet Country Club
P. O. Maynard, Mass.
Or Call CHickering 4-7580

Room 209

1
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ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL .

ARKANSAS GAZETTE .

ASHEVILLE CITIZEN

ATLANTA JOURNAL
BALTIMORE POST

BILLINGS GAZETTE

BIRMINGHAM POST .

BOISE DAILY STATESMAN

BOSTON TRAVELER

BRIDGEPORT TIMES STAR

BUFFALO EVENING NEWS .

BURLINGTON HAWK EYE

CHATTANOOGA NEWS .

CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
CLEVELAND PRESS

COLUMBUS DISPATCH

DAILY MISSOULIAN

DALLAS DISPATCH .

DENVER POST

DES MOINES REGISTER TRIBUNE

DETROIT FREE PRESS

DULUTH NEWS TRIBUNE

ELMIRA STAR GAZETTE

EL PASO HERALD POST

EVANSVILIE COURIER .

EVENING HURONITE

EXPRESS EVENING NEWS .

FT. WORTH STAR TELEGRAM .

HOUSTON PRESS

HUNTINGTON HERALD PRESS .

IDAHO STATESMAN .

INDIANAPOLIS TIMES .

JACKSONVILLE JOURNAL .

KANSAS CITY JOURNAL POST

KEY WEST SUN
KNICKERBOCKER PRESS {

ALBANY EVENING NEWS )

KNOXVILLE JOURNAL
LANCASTER NEW ERA .

LINCOLN STATE JOURNAL
LITTLE ROCK GAZETTE

LOGAN JOURNAL
LOS ANGELES TIMES

LOUISVILLE COURIER JOURNAL
MEMPHIS COMMERCIAL APPEAL

MEMPHIS PRESSSCIMITAR

MIAMI DAILY NEWS
MILWAUKEE JOURNAL
MINNEAPOLIS TRIBUNE .

MUSKOGEE DAILY PHOENIX .

NASHVILLE TENNES5EAN .

NEBRASKA STATE JOURNAL
NEVADA STATE JOURNAL .

NEW HAVEN REGISTER

NEWS 8. LEADER .

NEW YORK WORLD-TELEGRAM
NORFOLK PILOT

OKLAHOMA NEWS .

OREGON JOURNAL
PALM BEACH POST
PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER

PHOENIX GAZETTE .

PITTSBURGH POST GAZETTE

REGISTER TRIBUNE .

RICHMOND TIMES DISPATCH

ROCHESTER TIMES UNION
SALT LAKE TRIBUNE

SAN ANTONIO EXPRESS

SAN DIEGO SUN
SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE

More than 80
Great Newspapers

sell it For you

daily!

GRAHAM McNAMEE,

National Broadcasting

Company Ace.

Albuquerque. N M.

. Lillle Rock. Aik

. A>heville N C,

Br.dgepo.t.

Buffalo,

. Burllngt,

Columbus, C

Missoula, Mon

El Poso,

Evonsvill.

Son Antonio.

. Ft. Worth,

Houslo

Hun Ind,

Ind

ngton

oise, Idaho

opolil. Ind

Jocksonville. Fla.

Konsos City, Mo
Key West, Flo.

Albany, N. Y.

Knonvllle, Tenn.

Loncoster, Pa.

. Lincoln, Neb.

Little Rock, Ark.

Logon, Uloh

Loj Angeles, Colif.

louisville. Ky.

Memphis, Tenn.

Memphis, Tenn.

. Miami, Fla.

MiU
Mir

Muskogee. Okla.

Reno, Nev.

ew Hoven, Conn.

Springfield, Mo.

Ne ' York, N. Y.

Norfolk, Va.

Oklohoma City, Okla.

Portland, Ore,

West Palm Beach, Fla.

. Philadelphio, Pa,

. Phoenix, Aril,

Pittsburgh, Pa,

Moil

Richmond, Vo.

Rochester, NY,
Solt Lake City, Utah

Son Antonio, Texas

. Son Diego, Calil.

San Froncisco, Col.

SEATTLE STAR Sealtle, Wash

SIOUX CITY TRIBUNE

SPARTANBURG JOURNAL
SPOKANE PRESS ,

STANDARD PUBLISHING CO.

STAUNTON NEWS LEADER

ST, LOUIS POST DISPATCH

TAMPA TRIBUNE

TIMES LEADER

TIMES PICAYUNE .

TOLEDO BLADE

TORONTO STAR

VANCOUVER DAILY SUN .

VIRGINIAN PILOT

WARREN TRIBUNE CHRONICLE
WORLD-HERALD

. Sioux City, la.

Spartanburg, S. C.

Spokane, Wash.

Butte, Montana

Stounton, Va.

St. Louis, Mo
. Tampa, Fla.

Wilkes-Barre, Po.

New Orleans, Go
Toledo, Ohio

Toronto, Ont

Vancouver, B. C.

Norfolk, Vo.

Warren, Ohio

Omaha. Nebraska

It had to be good to rate this

million-dollar advertising and

publicity backing . . . and it is

good because it has the world's

greatest audience appeal in the

voice of Graham McNamee.

UNIVERSAL'S
NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL

WITH

GRAHAM
McNAMEE

as the talking reporter
Produced under the personal supervision of Sam B. Jacobson

Ride with a Winner!
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SUGGEST LETTING EXIilBS

PICK BETWEENjONTRflCTS

Although the Department of Jus-

tice has declared itself in no position

to pass upon the new standard ex-

hibition contract, John Lord O'Brian

of the Department has expressed the

belief that the best plan would be to

place the S-S-5 contract and the dis-

tributors' forms before the exhibitors

of the country and let them choose

the one they prefer. Next move on

the part of the M.P.T.O.A. has not

been determined, says Secretary M.

J. O'Toole.

More Diversity Needed
Says Wm. James of Ohio

{Continued from Page 1)

who also states that there is too

much and too sophisticated dialogue

in present-day productions.
Getting good product at fair ren-

tals is the biggest problem of the ex-

hibitor today, says James, and fair

dealing on the part of the distrib-

utors is needed to solve the situa-

tion.

James is against double features

for all time, branding the policy

"one of the greatest evils of our
business." With regard to price-

cutting, he believes that, if produc-
tion costs can be brought down and
the saving passed on to the exhibi-

tor, it might be advisable to make
some adjustments in admission
prices.

M-G-M Buys Stories

Additions to M-G-M's story supply

for next season have been made with

the purchase of Emil Gauvreau's

"Hot News," and Jennie Harris Oli-

ver's Mokey Delano stories. The lat-

ter stories, centering about a juvenile

character, are being published in

"Good Housekeeping." "Hot News,"
dealing with adventures in tabloid

journalism, ran serially in "Saturday

Evening Post," and has just been

published in book form.

THOMAS MEIGHAN is on his way from
Hollywood to his summer home in Great

Neck, L. I.

POLLY MORAN arrives in New York
early next week.
FREURIC MARSH and his wife. FLOR-

ENCE ELDRIDGE, return to Hollywood
next week.
ADOLPH POLLAK of Peerless Produc-

tions has left for a tour of the country.

GRESSON E. SMITH, midwestern dis-

trict manager, and J. H. MacINTYRE,
western district manag-er. of RKO Pathe, have
returned to their territories following con-

ferences in New York.
FRANK LEYENDECKER of the Viola

Irene Cooper office has left for the coast to

arranfje for representation of Miss Cooper in

Hollvwood.
ARCHIE MAYO, Warner Bros, director

who has been vacationing in New York for

the last three weeks, starts back for Holly-

wood tomorrow.
CLAUDE C. EZELL, eastern genera!

sales manager of Warners-First National,

left yesterday for Washington and other

points. He expects to close several deals

before returning next week.
HARRY" ROSENQI'EST. of the Vita-

phone sales staff, leaves tomorrowfor Louis-

ville, Indianapolis and Cincinnati on deals

involving Vitaphone shorts for next season.

ALop:

• • • OUR FILM FAMILY Album step up, ladees
and gents, and take a good squint at the profile of George Hoff-
man one of the proprietors of the Art Guild the
outfit that puts the classy and flashy fronts on our Broadway
film palaces and makes two box-office customers bloom
where only one grew before George is one of those long-
legged ginks with plenty of chin and nose and a finely
shaped head such as you don't often encounter in the show biz
........ a guy who works in his shirt sleeves no swivel
chair stuff he can jump into his workshop-studio any t'me
among the thirty odd artists and cr.aftsmen and give 'em
a practical demonstration of just how he wants a job handled

but he doesn't have to do that, either for all his
crew are specialists union men drawing top wages
for yars and yars for after over a decade in the biz, the
concern has only discharged two men what you can rea-
sonably tag an Organization that functions smoothly, ef-

ficiently without fuss or flurry

* * *

• • • WE ENJOYED the interesting experience of seeing
a job put through the works the new front for the Palace
next week the first time a complete bill has been held
over there in 18 yars so naturally they were out to splash
it George and his partner, Jack Morgan, started lining

up the material a photo of the entire gang on the Palace
bill and blurbs from the columns of Walter Winchell and
Sidney Skolsky thassal they had to work with and
in twenty minutes they had laid out a Flash Front that wilT

knock your eye out when you see it with specifications

down to the last half inch color, material, everythin'
then they called in the head man of the studio went over
every detail with him another ten minutes and be-

fore we left the joint, the Palace front was in the Works
that's how the Art Guild handles a job George and Jack
can tell you offhand how high and wide every theater front is

on Broadway they don't need photographs of the fronts

to work with for they've been decorating 80 per cent of

'em right through the seasons

« * * *

• • • MISTER HOFFMAN got tired of bein' fired from
theater publicity jobs about a dozen years ago so started

on his own on the display end he played ball with Jack
Morgan, who had a small shop finally they got tired of

keepin' two sets of books so they merged that's

how the Art Guild started today their staff includes sign

writers lettering designers artists poster art-

ists colorists carpenters drapers with
union helpers for all of these specialists among recent
Broadway Fronts they can refer to with modest pride are "All

Quiet on the Western Front" "Millie" (remember that gal

Twelvetrees—a giant poster gal smokin' a cig and flirting her
eyes? Some Sign!) "Public Enemy" ."Svengali"

"Trader Horn" "Abraham Lincoln" "City Lights"
"Big House" "A Free Soul" great oaks

from li'l acorns grow and these two partners, George and
Jack, know all about acorns they accumulated a lotta

aches and corns hustling to build their organizashe but
today they're Oke and how !

* * * *

• • • NAT COHN, of Columbia, has bought hisself a

yacht to compete with his brother Harry on the Coast
"he is having a helluva time doping out the correct formal attire

to wear at a forthcoming yachting regatta and he hasn't

found out yet whether you receive visiting guests at the gangplank,

on the bridge, or in the cook's galley :-.-^at siire is worried

Harry Thomas, since his First Division Pix outfit took

over that Sherlock Holmes mystery film, has been spotted all

over town gazing into cigar store windows, trying to buy hisself

the correct Sherlock Holmes pipe Harrv takes British pix

seriously Bert Ennis is up at the Columbia home ossif

in charge of exploitashe it's just 20 years ago that Bert

was doing the same thing for Kessel & Baumann with the lineup

of Broncho, Kav-Bee and Keystone them were the daze.

eh, Bert?

« « « » » »

74 NEW FILMS FINISHED

BY 10 MAJOR COMPANIES

(.Continued from Page 1)

to a survey made yesterday by The
Film Daily. The finished produc-
tions, grouped by companies, are as
follows:

Paramount; "Honeymoon Lane. "Caught,"
"Huckleberry Finn," "An American Trag-
edy," "Silence."

Fox; "Young as you Feel," "Trans-At-
lantic," "Merely Mary Ann," "Bad Girl,"
"Wicked," "Skyline," "The Spider," "The
Brat."
M-G-M; "Sporting Blood," "Pardon Us,"

"Guilty Hands," "This Modern Age," "The
Squaw Man," "Susan Lenox, Her Rise and
Fall," "Phantom of Paris," "Sidewalks of
New York," "The Lullaby."
RKO Pathe; "Eddie Cuts In," "The Big

Gamble," "The Mad Marriage," "Devotion,"
"Sundown Trail."

United Artists: "The Unholy Garden,"
"Palmy Days," "Street Scene," "Scarface,"
"The Age for Love."

Columbia; "Fifty Fathoms Deep," "The
Dreyfus Case," "Shot Gun Pass," "Border
Law."

Tiffany; "Women Go on Forever," "Mon-
ster Kills," "Morals for Women," "TBe
Arizona Terror." "South of Sante Fe,"
"Left Over Ladies."

Universal; "Lasca
"Waterloo Bridge,"
"Heaven on Earth." '

Radio Pictures;

of the Rio Grande,"
"East of Borneo,"

The Homicide Squad."
Helga," "Too Manv

Cooks," "The Public Defender," "The Wo-
man Between." "Traveling Husbands."

"Caught"Runaround, "Smart Wo
I-ursueJ." "High
Herself," "The

Star Wit-
Fight,;'

argain,""The B

Plastered,' "The Woman
Stakes." "Fanny Foley
"Spinx Has Spoken."

Warner-First National; "The
ness," "Larceny Lane," "Tne i

"Alexander Hamilton,"
"The Road To Singapore." "Penrod and
Sam," "Five Star Final." "Expensive Wo-
men," "The Ruling Voice," "Side Show,"
"The Mad Genius."
The survey also shows that about

50 productions are in the making
with 75 in preparation 1)y the var-
ious companies.

Independent productions alread;.

completed number approximately Kj
with at least 50 in preparation or
shooting.

Monty Montgomery Recovering
Minneapolis—Mont}- Montgomery,

RKO Pathe branch manager, is oiij

the road to recovery following
minor operation which has kept hin:

confined to a local hospital.

Connie's Next Starts Sept. 1

Constance Bennett, now abroad,^
due back in time to start "Dangerc_
to Love," her next picture for RK(
Pathe, on Sept. 1.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

mg ^heir birthdays;

July 24
Alfred Bruzlin

C. E. Collins

Joseph A. Valentine
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THE LAW/
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THE
UNHOLY GARDEN

OF ORAOE ' " ONE OF THE FEW PLACES
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FROM JUSTICE MA¥ FIND REFUGE, SAFE

FROM THE POLICE AND EXTRADITION^
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Dual Features Blamed on Circuits' Super Shows

SEES y^T NEW BUSINESS OPEN NEH^YEAR

No More Price Cuts by Publix and RKO in Northwest

Adjustments With Unions
Will Be Sought in

New Contracts
Minneapolis—Admission price cut-

ting by Publix and RKO in the north-

I'west has been definitely ended, ac-

I cording to officials of both circuits,

jand the next move to bring opera-

tion more in line with current trend

of receipts will be to demand con-

cessions from operators, musicians
and stage hands when new contracts

I

(Continued on Page 12)

F. N. SUES AL H.

FOR $80,0000N 'MIRACLE'

I

Suit for $80,057.50 over the screen

(version of "The Miracle" was entered
in State Supreme Court yesterday by
'First National against Al H. Woods,
Rose B. Woods, and Joseph and
Madge Menchen. F. N. claims that

t signed an agreement in 1928 where-
by Woods was to deliver the

(Continued on Page 12)

Sound Pictures Taken
In N. Y. Stock Exchange
Scenes of the New York Stock
xchange in action were taken Fri-

ay by Visugraphic Pictures, which
i making educational sound pictures
.or the Exchange to be released in

he fall. The only other actual movies
'f the exchange floor were taken in

• September, 1923.

Fox House Promotes
Summer Flower Show

j

Stockton, Cal. — Fox-California theater
ijs launched a "midsummer flower show"
i) be held in the spacious lobby and mez-
anine of the house beginning Aug. 2 and
)ntinuing for one week. Nick 0. Turner,
anager of the theater, expects the floral

'splay to be an annual event and a big

iisiness builder for the house.

u
Laemmle's

Stock Jump Follows

Optim" sm

An optimistic message from Carl

Laemmie to his employes just before he

sailed for Europe is credited with causing

the 9V2 point jump of Universal preferred

stock on Thursday. Calling department
heads together, Laemmie said that for the

first time in three years he was going

abroad with a light heart in the knowledge
that the company's affairs and outlook

were distinctly favorable.

600,000 Committees Expected to Spend Billion

in 38-Week George Washington Cele-

bration—Want Special Shorts
Participation by about 600,000 committees in 38 weeks of celebration

in honor of the 200th birthday of George Washington ofifers a potential

$1,000,000,000 in extra turnover for theaters during 1932, according

to Henry Woodhouse, of 280 Madison Ave., chairman of the Inter-

national Science Forum, Air Committee for the Celebration of Wash-
ington's 200th anniversary. Woodhouse, who has had extensive con-

nection with the film industry in supplying historical and technical

assistance, also is president of the Aerial League of America, the
Historic Celebrations Ass'n and the
Washington Records Foundation.

PUBLIX CHICAGO DISTRICT

IN DRIVE FOR KID TRADE
Chicago—A drive for kid patron-

age has been launched by Publix in

this territory. H. Lustgarten is di-

recting the exploitation. The ac-

tivity, all costless, consists of a ser-

ies of kid parties staged Saturday

mornings, with prizes and refresh-

ments promoted among local mer-

chants.

Columbia Pictures Joins
Coast Producers' Ass'n

IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Columbia Pictures,

which earlier this year became a

member of the Hays Organization in

New York, has now joined the Ass'n

of AI. P. Producers here, it is an-

nounced by Harry Cohn.

Too Much Show by Big Circuits
Forced Dual Bills, Says Sumner

Consolidated Earnings
Down Nearly 50 Per Cent

Net income of Consolidated Film

Industries for the six months to June

30, after taxes and charges, amounted

to $823,841, equal to 81 cents a share,

against $1,239,992 or $1.55 a share

in the corresponding period of 1930.

Net in the June quarter was $285,901,

against $572^764 in the previous

quarter.

Cambridge, Mass.—Policy of the

big circuits in giving elaborate

shows, thereby educating the public

to expect the limit for their money,

is a chief factor in the spread of

double features, says Stanley Sum-
ner, secretary-treasurer of Allied

Theaters of Massachusetts. Hun-
dreds of exhibitors who are opposed

to dual bills must nevertheless adept

them to meet the competition of

circuit houses showing the best in

(Continued on Page 12)

The committees include 257,000
(Continued on Page 12)

NEW PENN. CENSOR BOARD

HANDLING FILMS BETTER

Pittsburgh—More satisfactory treat-

ment of pictures, with fewer and
smaller cuts resulting, is reported
along the film row here since the
new state censor board took up its

duties. Both distributors and exhibi-

tors declare "more common sense"
is now being used in passing on films.

Educational Payroll
Recovered from Bandits
An Educational payroll of about

$2,000, snatched by two men from
Lillian Ruderman as she was on her
way from the bank to the office at

630 Ninth Ave., on Friday, was re-

covered after a chase. One of the
bandits got away.

It's Action That Counts

Declares Edgar Selwyn

/fV.vf Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood

—"A cow standing knee-deep
in a brook may make a pretty picture,"

says Edgar Selwyn of M-C-M, "but that

cow can be an actress in a film only when
she gets out of the brook—and chases

the heroine,"
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fra. Ind. .. 754 754 7J4 — 5^

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 14^^ U'A 1454 — 'A

East. Kodak 143 }4 139 139?i — 5'A
Fox Fm. "A" .. 16^ 15}4 15^ — IH
Gen. Th.Eq.(New) 3A 3M 3^ — H
Loew's, Inc 4434 43.>i 43^^ — IK
Paramount 22% 22J^ 22^4 — 'A

Pathe Exch IVi. IVs iVi + A
do "A" 6H 6^2 G'A — Vi.

RKO "A" 14J4 \IV% 13% — V^
Univ. Pict. pfd. . 48 48 48 — V2

Warner Bros. ..7 6% 6% — !4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 7^4 IVt. 7A — Va
Technicolor , 6A 6A 6A
Trans-Lux SVs SVs SV» — Vs

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 33 }4 32M 32U — 54

Paramount 6s 47 . 87^ 86 86—2
Par. By. 554s 51.102;^ 10254 10254 — A
Par. 5Ms 50 78 73% 73% — 354
Pathe 7s 37 94 93 93
Warner's 6s 39 . 4054 40^ 4054 — ^'A

Eugene Zukor Sails Next Month
Eugene Zukor and Morris Green-

berg sail the latter part of next
month for Europe to check on Pub-
lix construction under way abroad.

They will attend the opening of the

new Paramount in Newcastle, Eng.,

on Sept. 7, and inspect work in

progress at Liverpool, Glasgow,
Leeds, Belfast and Brussels.

.•^••^•••••••••••••»vv»v»v»«j_i

Nev» York Long Island City •>

1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. }'{

BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 :"J

Eastmain Films I

Inc. :•

it
ILE.
j.t

—
in

-J Chicago
> 1727 Indiana Ave.• CALumet 3692

*>>>>•>>>•

Hollywood tt
6700 Santa Monica K

Blvd. a
HOLlywood 4121 H

What Is "Obscenity?^
The law contains no definition, and the censors themselves cannot agree. Books

sold openly on every newsstand may not be dramatized as plays. Plays that run for

months on Broadway, and operas acclaimed for centuries, may not be dramatized for

the movies. Many things commonly heard in talkie dialogue may not be broadcast on
the air. Foreign books, barred by customs officials, go freely through the mails in iden-

tical American editions. Books barred from the mails as obscene get a clean bill of

health from the Customs Bureau.
Ridiculous? Yes, but that's the way censorship works in the United States today.

Consider the list of motion picture cuts made by the six state censor boards over the

last five years.

Maryland bars a kiss on the neck but winks at a drinking scene. Kansas censors

can't stand the sight of a whiskey bottle, but kisses on the neck are entertaining. In

Virginia all passion must be blessed by a marriage ceremony. Ohio doesn't like pictures

dealing with jail breaks and considers an actress in her underwear as "indecent"

—

though lingerie advertisements in the newspapers are not. New York, of all places,

bars scenes showing a policeman or an official accepting graft. Pennsylvania, the
strictest state board of all, is likely to bar anything.

Since the talkies have entered the field, not only entertainment features, but news
reels as well, have come in for their share of censorship.

The federal law prohibits interstate shipments of prize-fight films.

—National Council on Freedom from Censorship.

Empire Productions Fight
High Mexican Import Tax
Mexico City—Empire Productions,

the project headed by Maurice A.

Chase for the production of Spanisli

talkers here, will cooperate with U. S.

distributors in fighting the Mexican
government's increased tax on film

imports, says Jack Lustberg, produc-
tion manager of Empire. Before leav-

ing recently for Hollywood and New
York, Chase conferred with govern-
ment officials and advised them
against the higher levy. After Chase
left, Lustberg was called in for sev-

eral conferences on the same subject.

The government, however, is under-
stood to have been influenced by in-

experienced persons desiring to enter

film business here. Lustberg asks
that LT. S. companies desiring him to

intervene in their behalf address
him in care of Empire Productions,
Empire City, D. F., Mexico.

Sparks Circuit Signs
Full Monogram Lineup

Arthur C. Bromberg, southeastern
district manager of Monogram Pic-

tures, has closed a contract for the

100 per cent use of the 28 Monograms
in the twenty-one towns of the

Sparks Circuit in Florida.

Blaufox With RKO
J. D. Blaufox, formerly with the

Fox Theaters publicitv department,
has been engaged by E. M. "EMO"
Orowitz to compile and write ex-

ploitation matter for all feature pic-

tures playing the RKO circuit.

RKO Theater Confab Aug. 4
RKO Theater Operating Depart-

ment will hold its summer conven-
tion Aug. 4 at a local hotel. Execu-
tives, department heads and division

managers will attend.

Pichel With Bankhead
Irving Pichel will play the male

lead opposite Tallulah Bankhead in

her next Paramount picture, "The
Cheat," by Hector Turnbull. Pro-
duction starts about Aug. 15 in New
York.

Ray Quale Dead
Minneapolis — Ray Quale, well-

known theater manager for the last

12 years, is dead following an op-
eration for appendicitis.

Royal Zenith Projector
Being Sold to M'f'rs

Under a new policy just instituted,

Pulverman Corp. will hereafter sell

its Royal Zenith sound projector to

companies manufacturing complete
sound equipment for the theatrical

or non-theatrical field, it is announced
by J. V. Cremonim, vice-president
of the company. The Royal Zenith
projector, built specially for sound,
is adaptable for portable or semi-
portable apparatus.

Dick Talmadge Lineup
Is Bought by Al Wolf

Dallas— Entire lineup of Richard
Talmadge Productions for the year
has been bought by Al Wolf for the

Dallas territory. In the group are

"Scarheads," "Yankee Don," "IDanc-
ing Dynamite," "Sailor from Satan,"
"Hot Rails" and "On Your Guard,"
all action pictures.

Pathe Starts New Releases
RKO Pathe is currently releasing

the first subjects in three new two-
reel comedy series for 1931-32. They
are "That's News to Me," in the
Frank McHugh series; "That's My
Line," with Louis John Bartels,
Traveling Man series: "June First,"
with June MacCloy, Marion Shilling
and Gertrude Short, Gay Girls series.

St. Louis Suits Put Off
St. Louis—Hearings of the receiv-

ership suit of minority stockholders
against Skouras Bros. Enterprises,
has been continued in the St. Louis
Circuit Court to July 27, while the
similar suit against the St. Louis
Amusement Co. is to come up July
29th.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Convention of Affiliated Theater
Supply Dealers, 305 Gunther
Bldg., 1018 South Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.

Aug. 3-22 : British film festival, sponsored
by British International Pictures,
Malvern, England.

Annual Outing of Minneapolis
Film Board of Trade, Detroit
Lakes, Minn.

First Annual Golf Tournament,
New England Film Industry.
Pine Brook Valley Club, Weston,
Mass.

Annual golf tournament of South-
ern California film men. Fox
Hills Country Club, Culver
City, Cal.

RKO and RKO Pathe Annual
Outing, Indian Point, vi;

Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.

Semi-annual Convention, AUiec
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota
North and South Dakota, Radis
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

Hispano - American Motion Pic
ture Congress, Madrid. Spain.
Annual Awards Dinner of Aca
demy of M. P. Arts & Sciences
Hollywood.

Aug. 7-8:

Aug. 10

Aug. 20:

Aug. 29:

Sept. 9- 10:

Oct. 1

:

Nov. 4

:

Arliss Film at Hollywood Aug. 2J

George Arliss in "Alexander Ham
ilton" will reopen the Hollywood oi

Aug. 28. Morty Levine will manag(
the theater, which has been dark ;

month.

COMING & GOING

LILLIAN GISH is due back from Ital

next week.

MR. and MR, TOM DELAHANTY ai

rived Friday on the Aquitania.

HARRY BLAIR, Eastern studio repr
sentative of FILM DAILY, leaves toda
for a visit to Hollywood.

HERMAN R. MAIER, chief of Warm
theater construction, has left for Albaii
in connection with preparations for reopei

ing of the Strand in that city on Aug. 14

MR. and MRS. HERMAN ZOBEL. MI
and MRS. MILTON SQHWARZWALT
MR. and MRS. NATE BLUMBERG, MI
and MRS. MARK A. LUESCHER, MAR
AILEEN and BETTY LUESCHER are r

the week-end cruise of the Leviathan
Nova Scotia.

TURN-STILE THEATRES |

News-reel, short subject, featurette, reafj]

projection theatres are installed by us|

complete. Visit our demonstrating pro-j

jection room on the 6th floor, 130 West
46th St., N. Y. C. where we gi"e demon-
strations between two and four, daily

—

ADSWIN CORP.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3040

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

t)^
Newspapers Best
for Theater Advertising

ASKED by a trade paper for

his views on what is the

most valuable form of theater

advertising, the Editor offered

the following: A theater can ad-
vertise in newspapers, over the

radio, via billboards, on its

screen and on its "front." All of

these have their particular pur-
pose and unquestioned circula-

tion. Each one requires its own
treatment, and in turn, entails a

different cost. The resulting vari-

ant of price per prospect makes
the value question difficult, both

I to distinguish and determine . . .

'I Personally, I would try to use

I

them all in any operation I

I
might have. If, however, by

1

i

some freak of circumstances, I

.
I

was forced to select one of them
r ! and at the same time sacrifice all

others, I believe I would pick

newspapers. Newspapers have a

maximum circulation at a mini-
mum price; they have the weight
of accepted authority behind

il them; they get into the home;
<| they await the reader's leisure,

(

j unlike the radio which one must
I ( catch at its convenience, or not at

II
all; they are the accepted source

]
of information in the sense that

j I

the average person, desirous of

{ learning what picture is where,
il will peruse the drama page of

j his daily newspaper ... In the

1 advertising budget of almost all

advertisers in this country,
: newspapers come first. Radio is

I
pressing them hard in some in-

stances, and we have all of us
occasionally done things on our
screens or in show windows of

cooperating merchants, with bal-

lyhoos, or elsewhere, which cre-

ated temporary sensations; but
the one best day-in-and-day-out
opportunity to send a changing
and current message to a cross-
section of your public, with a fair

expectation of having it seen by
; a maximum number of people,

I remains the columns of local

, newspapers.—Jeff Lazarus in "Now"

$UNSHIN€
IN

THE

DAY'S

NEWS

Ten major companies have a total of

74 pictures completed and ready to be
sent tortli to give the new season a

big sendoff.

• • • IT SEEMS that this controversy we launched over
the population of Pine Bluff, Arkansas, has stirred up a lotta

excitement in that burg and our intentions were the kind-
liest in the world we were just tryin' to give a break to
that li'l gal Peggy Shannon who made "Tlie Secret Call"
for Paramount and the home town folks of Pine Bluff

made the world premiere there a legal holiday for Peggy
unfortunately we clocked the town's population at 30 in-

stead of 30,000 and "Boy" Solmson of Zit's, originally a
Pinebluffer, corrected us so the town council of Pine
Bluff got in touch with our correspondent at Little Rock
who started the whole affair and asked him to vindicate
their proud city so Tommy Westmorland hotfoots it to
Pine Bluff, and before the assembled populace, makes the follow-
ing speech on the steps of the Town Hall

* * * *

• • • "LADEES AND CORNSHUCKERS also you
dinge cottonpickers likewise you Ministerial Alliance and
Married Schoolchildren also any grown-up boys and gells

that ain't married, but oughter be listen to these words
of wisdom from the Standard Rate and D^ta Service the
authority which gives the populashe of every burg in these
Youessay wot publishes a noisepaper for the S. R. and
D. S. sez plainly that Pine Bluff has exactly 20,760 humans in-

cluding members of the Ministerial Alliance but why please don't
ask us so that makes both Phil M. Daly and Mister Solm-
son of Zit's a coupla eggs wot don't get their data straight in print

thanks for your generous applause." ya, ya, Tommy
they applauded you but the dumb Pinebluffers didn't

stop to figure that since the S. R. and D. S. was printed
Nature has been taking it's Course and how coarse Na-
ture can be in Pine Bluff! ,. ..so that makes "Boy" Solm-
son's estimate of 30,000 substantially Correct teehee

• • • ALBERT ROGELL is one of these muggs who is

always kidding other directors and his players about their super-
stitions Al has been braggin' for yars that he adores
black cats walkin' in front of him he crosses streets in

traffic to walk under a ladder on the other side he lights

cigs "three on a match" and sneers at horeshoes
and THEN they assigned him to start Eddie Quillan in "Eddie
Cuts In" on a Friday! and Al started yellin', frothin' at

the mouth and tearin' his hair nozzir! Not him.
he'd cancel his contract before he'd start a pix on a

Friday finally they calmed him down by making one shot
on Thursday nite to kill the curse but Mister
Rogell is still shaking and quaking over his Narrow Escape

from a Friday-launched pix naw, he ain't super-
stitious not Much !

* * * *

• • • TRANSATLANTIC! .William K. Howard's
directorial achievement for Fox it isn't often we feel dis-

posed to comment on a pix outside of our regular review
in this kolyum but Bill's classic has still got us breathin'

hard at the gills it automatically puts him in the Hall
of Famous Directors not just for one season but

for all time, so far as we're concerned one of the most
cunningly molded pictures ever produced they were yell-

ing for something Different and Bill delivered
* * * *

• ® • HOEY LAWLOR writes us from HoUerword
where he is back to his famous caricaturin' and Hoey in

characteristic style sez he's ready to rip the hide off every cinema

gyp who forced him to cool his heels while they pilfered his stuff

during the past three yars in Caly-for-nigh-aye and can

this baby do it? just watch some ginks squirm when the

caricatures start to fall in our leadin' national rags where
Hoey's stuff will appear On April 9, 1929, we offered in

this kolyum the following Free Idea to the film biz

"One of these days somebody will come along and make a good
silent pix and clean up with the NOVELTY of the thing."

and two years later the idea is STILL good

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)
Novel Co-Op Ad
Plugs "Smart Money"

A NOVEL idea was utilized

in a cooperative page ad run
in the Brockton "Times" as a

tie-up with the showings of

"Smart Money" at the Colonial
in the Massachusetts city. Four-
teen local merchants took part

in the page display, each being
apportioned 160 lines in the ar-

tistic layout. In each of the in-

dividual ads was part of a pho-
tograph of one of the principal

players in the cast of "Smart
Money." It was up to the fans

to identify the fragmentary pho-
tos. For the first 20 readers
correctly to name the players

the Colonial offered prizes.—Colonial, Brockton, Mass.

Morning Matinee
In Cleveland
'T'HE "Morning Glory Matinee"

is the latest. The manage-
ment of the Lake Theater, in

Cleveland, has just introduced it

and it has turned out so well it

is sure to be extensively copied
throughout the country. In lay-
ing out the advertising campaign
for "Big Business Girl" in Cleve-
land the Lake gave a morning
matinee for business women
opening of the First National
picture on Thursday with a
matinee at 7:00 A. M. In the

newspaper ads, announcing the

matinee, was the information
that each young woman attend-
ing the matinee would get a card
entitling her to breakfast at a
restaurant adjacent to the the-

ater, see the picture and be at

their desks at 9:00 A. M.—Lake, Cleveland

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the foUovfing mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

July 25-26
William De Mille

Johrmy Hines
Arthur Lubin
Lila Lee
Alice White
Bob Wolff
Tom O'Brien

Emil Jannings
Charles Butterworth
C. L. ("Bill") Yearsley
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HOLLYWOOD ACTIVITIES
J^ .. ^^^ Latest Production News Received By Wire From The West Coast JL. .. ..

FIRST SEVEN TITLES SET

IN BOY SCOUT FILM SERIES

Donavin Miller, president of Falcon
Productions, has decided on the titles

of the first seven in his series of 13

two-reel Boy Scout Productions.
"The Ghost Horse of Lost Valley,"

a story of the Canadian mountains, is

now in production, directed by Emile
Chautard, and will be followed by
"The Plumed Serpent," a story of

adventure in Central America; "Ahoy,"
a sea story; "Silverlight," a western
story; "Drums of Hate," adventures
in Africa; "The Great God Buddha,"
adventures in India; "Thunder Birds,"

an air story, with further titles to be
announced later.

The "International Boy Scouts"
will feature Edward Royal, Rita Dar-
win and "Silverlight," Boy Scout
pony, a beautiful pure white Welsh
trick stallion. The series, approved
by James E. West, Chief Scout Exe-
cutive of the Boy Scouts of Amer-
ica, and having the endorsement of
Boy Scout organizations everywhere,
will depict the younger generation
at an age which lends great possibili-
ties for story material and will ap-
peal to all children and their par-
ents.

The purpose of this series is to
furnish exiiibitors with interesting
screen entertainment of out-door and
adventure stories, with clean, clever,
amusing comedy, thrilling dramatic
situations and properly motivated
plots with strong themes.

Radio Pictures Studio
Schedules Its Next Two

Of 10 features scheduled by Radio
Pictures for production by October,
two are already in production. These
are "Consolation Marriage," with
Irene Dunne and Pat O'Brien, and
"Are Those Our Children?" directed
by Wesley Ruggles, with an all-

juvenile cast headed by Eric Linden.
The schedule to October includes

two Richard Dix specials, "Secret
Service," which starts in a few days,
and "Frontier," the Howard Esta-
brook original.

Others being prepared are "Home
Town Laughter," with Ricardo Cor-
tez, "Sour Grapes," featuring Mary
Astor; "Peach-O'Reno," starring
Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey;
"Pent-House," starring Hope Wil-
liams; "Boulder Dam" and "Other
People's Business," starring Phillips

("Seth Parker") Lord_. The latter

film goes into production Aug. 3.

Lew Ayres in "Gallows"
Lew Ayres will be starred by Uni-

versal in "Gallows," by Roland
Brown, who also will direct. Bob
Tasker and Richard Schayer are do-
ing the scenario.

Kay Francis' Talkins Record
A record for non-stop talking picture work is claimed by Kay Francis.

Upon completion of 'Guilty Hands" for M-G-M, she started on her 20th talker

in two years.

Three Peerless Films
In Work at Tec-Art

Three productions of the newly
organized Peerless Productions have
been started at the Tec-Art Studios.

William Nigh has just begun shoot-

ing on Burnet Hershey's story, "The
Sea Ghost," which is scheduled for

September release. Laura La Plante
heads the cast.

A second Peerless unit is com-
pleting the final shots of "Love
Bound," an adaptation of the novel
by James Gilbert. Myrna Loy and
Ralph Forbes head the cast, which
also includes Betty Bronson, Nance
O'Neil, Andre Beranger, Halliwell

Hobbes, and Maurice. Paul Scho-
field wrote the continuity of the

story.

Mickey McGuire has been signed
for the title role in "Mickey," an
original story written especially for

him. Albert Herman, who directed

RKO's Mickey McGuire Comedies,
will personally direct the picture.

Casting will be started shortly for

"Sporting Chance," an original story

by King Baggot.

Finish Third Masquers
"The Great Junction Hotel," third

of the series of two-reel comedies be-

ing produced by the Masquers Club,

has been completed at RKO Pathe.
Cast includes: Edward Everett Hor-
ton. Patsy Ruth Miller, Frank Mc-
Hugh, Chester Conklin, Harry Grib-

bon, Richard Carle, Bobby Vernon,
Lionel Belmore, Jimmy Finlayson,

Lucien Littlefield, Tom Wilson,
George Chandler, Hank Mann, Tom-
my Dugan, Maurice Black, Eddie
Nugent, Glenn Tryon, Bryant Wash-
burn, Emmett Corrigan, Stuart

Holmes, George Irving, Richard
Tucker and others. The story, a

burlesque on the modern mystery
thriller, is by Lew Lipton, head of

the RKO Pathe comedy department.

THOUSANDS OF
SHREWD EXHIBITORS
Throughout the world are now

playing

RICHARD

TALMADGE
Productions

and are making money

THEY'RE WHAT THE PEOPLE
WANT

WATCH FOR

"SCAREHEADS"
The next TALMADCE production

—

ar ACTION newspaper story packed
with thrills and drama.

Sam Goldwyn Completes
Half of New Schedule

Completion of "Street Scene" this

week makes the fourth finished pic-

ture on Samuel Goldwyn's schedule
of eight for United Artists. King
Vidor is the director of "Street
Scene," with Sylvia Sidney, William
Collier, Jr., and Estelle Taylor in the
leading roles.

Boy Friends' Next
The Boy Friends' latest comedy,

"Mama Loves Papa," is in produc-
tion at the Hal Roach studios. David
Rollins, former Fox contract player,
and Betty Bolen are new recruits
in the cast. George Stevens is di-

recting the picture, the cast of which
also includes Gertie Messinger, Mary
Kornman, Mickey Daniels gnd
Grady "Alabam" Sutton. May Wal-
lace and Harry Bernard appear as
"mamma and papa."

Ruth Hiatt With Sennett
Ruth Hiatt, one of the Sennett

favorites of a few years ago, is back
in the Sennett fold, having been
signed by the comedy producer for

leading lady roles.

ARTHUR LANGE
ERNEST KLAPIIOLZ

Musical Directors

RKO PATHE
Current Release "Sweepstakes"
A Chas. R. Rogers Production

Harry Joe Brown, Associate Producer

SENNEn ON LAST

EOR 1930-31

Mack Sennett has started work on
the last comedy for his current sea-

son's program. Four others have
been completed lately, with "The Al-

bany Ranch" and "Fainting Lover'
set for release by Educational on Auk.
2 and 16, respectively, while "Speed'
and "Too Many Husbands" arc

awaiting release dates.

In "The Albany Ranch" are Tenn
Dugan and Pert Kelton, while "Faint-
ing Lover" has Andy Clyde, Addie
McPhail, Vernon Dent and Wade
Boteler.

Four of the 1931-32 subjects are

now in various stages of production
at the Sennett Studios. These in-

clude an Andy Clyde comedy, a Sen-
nett Featurette, a Sennett comedy and
a "Cannibals of the Deep."

Now is the time

for all wise

theatre managers

to get busy
and organ-

ize new

MICKEY
MOUSE
clubs in their

cities.

Write Walt Disney Studios,
Hollywood, for details.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
Hollywood's mostconvenient hotel . .

for your stay in Southern California

RUG HT in the center of everything to see and do .

.

next door to Famous studios, theatres, cafes, and
shops . . near golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement places.

The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unex-
celled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
makes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enjoy the company of interesting and famous people.

Special low summer rates now in effect—$2.50
up, single. $3.50 up, double. $4.50 up, twin
beds. Rates by week or month.

Remember the Plaza for an unforgettable stay in
Hollywood. Write for free folder.

HOLLVIVOOD PLAZA HOTEL .T. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. «
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
»//

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
"QOROTHY JORDAN has been

' assigned the feminine lead in

|"Hell Divers," M-G-M naval aviation

jdrama. Players assembled for this

picture, which George Hill is direct-

ng, include Wallace Beery, Marjorie
Ranibeau, Clark Gable, John Miljan,

Cliff Edwards and Conrad Nagel.
* * *

June CoUyer and Stuart Erwin
were married Wednesday in Yuma,
Ariz.

* * *

Laurence E. Johnson, author of

It's a Wise Child," has been signed
T a new contract as scenarist by M-
i-M, His vi^ork will include con-

ribution of original stories as well as

.creen adaptations.

George Landy is the latest impor-
tant name to be added to Colum-
tia's scenario staff.

* * *

Kent Douglas has been given the

hief supporting lead to Walter Hus-
on in "Heart and Hand" by Olive
idcns, which universal purchased last

veck. John Huston, the actor's son,

s adapting the "McCall" magazine
tory, and William Wyler.

* * *

Signing of Harry Todd and Frank
lice completes the cast of Colum-
na's first Tim McCoy starring ve-
icle, "Shot Gun Pass."

* * *

Peggy Shannon will replace Syl-
ia Sidney as the lead in Paramount's
\\'orking Girl." The change was
lade so that Miss Sidney could go
3 work at once in the leading role

f "Ladies of the Big House." Para-
lount also has assigned Frances Dee

A/eiv Loi^Rate
in

HOLLYWOOD
ROOM
WITH

, BATH

$1

Ri^ in tbc heart of

Holljrwood—with
interesting places n>

_ go—people to SCO

Trinfw BmUit. Vmm

p^ooseveLT
=^- HOTeL===

ROBERT ;. McCABE, Mahm»

iOLiyWOOD. CALIFORNIA

to the feminine lead in "Rich Man's
Folly," and Lucille Laverne to

"Twenty-Four Hours."
* * *

Bela Lugosi will play the leading
role in Universal's "Murders in the
Rue Morgue" by Edgar Allan Poe.
The story has been adapted to the
screen by Leo Birinski and Tom
Reed has almost completed the con-
tinuity. Robert Florey will adopt it.

Starting date has not been set.

* * *

Her talker debut in a m,inor role
in "Susan Lenox, Her Fall and
Rise," won instant favor with
M-G-M offcials for Marjorie King
with the result that she has
been given the assigmment to a
good part in "Boarding School."
She recently came from the New
York stage, where she went for
experience after playing leads in
silent westerns.

ii. * *

Slim Summerville was added at

the last minute to the cast of "Heav-
en on Earth," starring Lew Ayres.
Director Russell Mack needed a

comedy kick and Slim is a triple

threat comedian.
* * *

Lloyd A. French has completed
his contract with Louis Brock, who
produces comedies for Radio Pic-
tures. French directed Jimmy Savo
in "The House Dick" and "Use
Your Noodle." He also directed
Rosco Ates in "Clean Up on the
Curb." He also wrote eight com-
edies for Brock.

* * *

Ricardo Cortez, instead of Pat
O'Brien as erroneously announced,
will play the role of Curley in

"Twenty Grand" for Universal.
Others in the cast, under the direc-

tion of Cyril Gardner, include Mae
Clarke, Norman Foster, Slim Sum-
merville and Marie Prevost.

* * *

Ernest Vajda will adapt "Tonight
or Never" as Gloria Swanson's next
for United Artists.

* * *

Lupita Tovar, having finished her
role in "East of Borneo," has been
loaned by Universal to the land of

her nativity. In fact, Miss Tovar
is virtually loaned to the Mexican
Government. The company for

which she will appear, Nacional
Compania of Mexico City, is receiv-
ing the assistance of the federal

government in this picture, "Santa."
and the next one in which Miss To-
var will appear, "The Virgin of

Tepeyac." After that. Miss Tovar
will return to Universal City.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Zeppo Marx,
Jobyna Rowland, Monroe Owsley,
Ben Holmes, Marcel Silver at "A
Free Soul"; Arthur Jones and Har-
die Albright departing for a trip to

Rock Creek, in the High Sierras.

* * *

Louis Macloon reports that the

new Reno slogan is, "One man's
mate is another's poison."

EASTERN STUDIO ACTIVITIES
By HARRY N. BLAIR

"yiTAPHONE officials are all agog
over their latest "find." His

name is Billy Hayes and he is just

seven years old. Billy has been
selected from among hundreds of

contestants for one of the principal

roles in the Booth Tarkington
"Penrod and Sam" series which Vi-
taphone is planning, Jackie Kelk is

another juvenile thespian picked for

a part in the series.

Gary Cooper having returned from
his European vacation looking fine

and fit, rehearsals are about to start

on "Sal of Singapore," for which he
has been selected to play opposite
Claudette Colbert. Tentative start-

ing date has been set as August 3.

Supporting cast is now being chosen.

Edward Savin, a Vitaphone studio

executive, received a severe scalp

wound when a taxicab, in which he
was riding home, collided with an-
other car. Latest reports are that

he is rapidly recovering and will

soon be back at his office.

Paramount Notes: Ted Sloman,
preparing to direct "Sal of Singa-
port" megged the creepy "Murder
by the Clock' before leaving Holly-
wood Montauk Point, L. I.,

favored as vacation spots by execs
and stars alike Another cas-
ualty: Ann Rosenthall of the legal
department, injured her head in an
auto accident. Viola Gable, res-
taurant cashier, received broken
nose same way.

Sam Sax announces that he has
signed Marjorie Littell for a prin-

cipal role in the "Penrod and Sam"
series. Miss Littell was recently
seen on Broadway in "As Husbands
Go."

Members of the "Romantic Jour-
neys" series, released by Education-
al, are using a local studio to add
dialogue and sound effects to two
chapters which they recently made
in Africa. Their names are "Harem,
Secrets" and "Outpost of the For-
eign Legion " Claude Flenvming,
narrator, is also author of the dia-
logue.

Theresa Klee, German character
actress, has been chosen by Vita-
phone to play the role of the land-
lady in the S. S. Van Dine detec-

tive series which Arthur Hurley is

preparing to direct.

Simple Simon Comedies are at-

tempting to corner the market* on
beautiful girls for their third com-
edy, which goes into production on
Aug. 3. Although only two reels

in length, it promises to be a most
elaborate piece, with ten sets and a

cast of 50 people.

Freddie Verdi, famous years ago
as a child actor and more recently

with Paramount, has become a tele-

vision broadcaster. He will present

Freddie Verdi's "Tiny Tots" over
the Jenkins Television station,
W2xCR, on Aug. 4 at 4 P. M. This
will mark the first broadcast over
television of children in full figure.
Heretofore it has been possible to
show only a portion of the figure
over the limited television screen.

Lucille Sears, recently signed by
Vitaphone for the mother role in
its "Penrod and Sam" series, is
a niece of Zelda Sears, motion pic-
ture and stage author-actress. Ray
Collins, Broadway leading man,
will play the father.

Aurora Films, which propose mak-
ing an Italian talkie at its studio,
33 Second Ave., announce that it

has selected three Italian-American
girls for leading parts. The name
of the picture is given as "Love and
Death," and Cavalier Ufficiale Ro-
sario Romeo is slated to both dir^t
and act the star role.

Another Italian-American is en-
titled to his share of the spotlight.
Hugo Granafei, one of the reception
clerks at the Warner Vitaphone stu-
dio, although only 20 years old,
spent three years in the Navy, dur-
ing which time he visited such re-
mote places as Hawaii, Colon, Porto
Rico and China.

Edgar Bergen, the only ventrilo-
quist appearing in motion pictures,,
has been signed by Warner Vita-
phone for another novelty reel. Ber-
gen made several pictures for Vita-
phone last season, amply aided by
his dummy, "Charlie McCarthy,"
and all were successful.

Tallulah Bankhead is vacationing
on a "dude ranch" in Wyoming.
Whether or not it is the one owned
by Gary Cooper is not stated. Miss
Bankhead is due back early in Au-
gust to begin work on her third
starring vehicle, tentatively titled
"Woman Against Woman."

Comedy producers must apply
logic to slapstick as well as farce,
in the opinion of Louis Simon, star-
ring in the Simple Simon comedies.
A series of gags, unless properly
motivated and played by characters
rather than caricatures, is bound to

fall flat, he says.

FACTS!
HOW is an adverb
WITH is a preposition
WHO is a pronoun

Examples
HOW can a producer make money?
WITH good stories.

WHO has the very best? Only one
person, of course

—

VIOLA IRENE COOPER
9 E. 59 St., N. Y. C.
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500 THEATERS AFFECTED

IN W.E.-PACENT DECISION

Judge C. G. Galston's opinion in

the Federal District Court in

Brooklyn last week, ruling that the

Pacent equipment infringed upon
three Western Electric patents, af-

fects approximately 500 theaters

whose future will depend in large

measure upon the outcome of any
appeal that may be taken to the

higher court from Judge Galston's

ruling and upon any request that the

Western Electric Co. may now make
for an injunction and the posting of

a bond by the defendant.

The case was brought against Sol

Wallerstein of the Broadway thea-

ter, Buffalo, which had Pacent equip-

ment. Warner Bros, defended the

action.

Judge Galston's opinion upheld

W. E. on three patents, finding them
valid and infringed upon. One of

these, the Colpitts patent, covers

broadly the "push-pull" relation of

vacuum tubes for the amplification

of sound. The second, the Arnold
patent, covers perfections in this ar-

rangement. The third, the Mathes
patent, embodies the most modern
•circuit for maintaining a uniform

supply of power to the amplifier re-

gardless of fluctuations at the

source.

The court found that the Lpwen-
stein patent, covering the "grid

bias," was invalid. It held that the

Blattner patent, covering a device

that permits the use of an alternat-

ing current supply to the amplifier,

was not infringed upon.

Judge Galston's opinion has a

bearing on other suits, now pending,

which involve the same patents.

Such suits are awaiting trial in the

Federal Court of the Southern Dis-

trict of New York against Pacent

Reproducer Corp. and Pacent Elec-

tric Co., and in the District of Dela-

ware against the Stanley Co. of

America.

France Has 910 Houses
Equipped for Sound

Paris—On June 30 France had 910

theaters equipped for sound repro-

duction out of a total of more than

4,000 theaters, or less than 25 per

cent wired. Belgium had 153, Lux-
embourg 17, and Switzerland 107,

or a total of 1,187 for the four coun-

tries. The figures are those publish-

ed by "La Cinematographie Fran-

caise." Western Electric wired 149

of the French theaters, Gaumont Ra-
dio 248, Nalpas 154 and RCA 121.

W. E. is equipping 20 more houses.

So far this year 104 French talking

films have been produced in France

but only 47 of these have as yet been

presented to the Censor.

TN the case of a break in the film

or when something goes wrong
in the projection booth, many man-
agers call the projectionist on the

telephone to find out the trouble. If

the projectionist is competent, he

will make every effort to correct the

fault as soon as he can. No com-
petent projectionist gets anything
but grief when something goes
wrong with the picture. Calling him
up at such a time only adds to his

trouble and delays him. If a defect

continues, it is of course proper to

call up at a reasonable period, but

the manager may help overcome the

difficulties by making a trip to the

booth.
* * *

Carpets are being installed in

many theaters throughout the coun-
try as a decorative medium, as well

as to cope with the acoustic condi-

tions of the house. No matter where
carpets are placed they should have
pelt surface underneath. Material

is obtainable with rubber back,

which not only acts as a form of
protection against atmospheric
changes, but assists in deadening
the sound of patrons footstep's.

* * *

It is not easy to detect faults in

the speakers other than by the tonal

qualities. Blasting or rattling in a

cone speaker is probably due to the

smaller end of the cone fouling the

pole-piece. Dust between the mov-
ing coil and the pole-piece, or, in the

base of the moving iron type, be-

tween the armature and the pole-

piece, is apt to deaden the tone.

Where paper cones are used occa-

sional replacement, especially in

damp weather will be needed, but

this should be a job for the service

man.

Power Filter Bulletin Issued

Detroit—The power filter division

of the Square "D" Co. of this city

has issued a new bulletin with prices

on its new power filter unit, which
converts alternating current into

non-pulsating direct current for use

on sound-on-film, public address, in-

ter-communicating and other sys-

tems. The unit is said to have many
applications where direct current is

required.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 M.M. SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, Nevir York

REMODELING THEATERS

ON EASY PAYMENT PLAN

Chicago—A plan for remodeling of

theaters on an easy financial basis is

now being offered exhibitors by R.
Levine & Co., general theater and
building contractors of this city.

According to R. Levine, head of

the firm, they can finance the re-

modeling of a theater and do the
job from the "street to the rear door"
with very little immediate cash pay-
ment being required.

Some of the new jobs the company
has recently done or has under con-
struction at the present time include
the New Berwyn, Berwyn, 111.;

Colfax, South Bend, Ind.; New Para-
mount (Publix), Kankakee, 111.; New
Morris, Morris, 111.; Midwest, Archer
Ave., Chicago; Montclaire, Grand
Ave, Chicago; and the Calumet,
Hammond, Ind. These houses vary
from 900 to 2,000 seats.

Angelo, Ind.— .\ theater building
is to be erected here by the Wesley
Corp. of Chicago at an estimated-
cost of $150,000.

San Francisco — The foundation!
job on the new 700-seat, $1,250,000|
Orpheum theater to be erected here,
has been completed and work on the
steel structure has begun.

St. Louis—Plans for a 1,000-seat
theater, office and store building to
be erected here are being prepared
by George R. Bartling, Inc., of this
city. Samuel R. Wilson and asso-
ciates are behind the proposed struc-
ture.

Improved Vacuum Contact
Introduced by Burgess Co.

A new and improved vacuum con-
tact for use wherever a positive,
rapid and durable electrical contact
is required in circuits handling up to
six amperes continuous load or eight
amperes intermittently, and up to
220 volts, has been introduced by tht
Burgess Battery Co. of New York.

The device may be operated by
hand, by mechanical means, or by an
electromagnetic agency such as the
usual telephone relay. It is declared
to be especially adapted for use in

telephone systems, controllers, sign
displays and numerous other applica-
tions where a considerable wattage
must be controlled by minimum
energy. The contact may be oper-
ated in any position and is claimed
to be extremely durable.

Des Moines—Construction on the
$50,000 uptown theater to be erected
here by Dr. L. H. Chamberlain is

to start this summer, according to

present plans.

Tacoma, Wash. — Constructior
work is expected to be started ini

med:ately on the $450,000 theater t(

be erected here by the Hughes
Franklin Circuit. T he house will b(

known as the Kin:berley.

INVITES
DEALERS

the2tre supply houses and scenic

studios to participate in the world-

wide popularity of Vallen Curtain

Control Equipment. Write for lib-

eral distributor proposition.

ELECTRICAL COMPANY, INC.
AKRON, OHIO

VALLEN

MUSIC
and LEADER STANDS
IN a variety of standard designs

with fpacious and adjustable music
rests, evenly illuminated without
glare or light leaks; stable and stur-

dy; artistically finished; furnished

completely wired with an extension

cord. We also manufacture a com-
plete line of stage lighting specialties.

KLIECLBROS
Universal EtECTRrc Stage Lighting Ccinc.

321 West 50th Street NEwYoftK,N.V:
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PHOTOTONE PLANS BOOST

IN EQUIPMENT PRICES

Indianapolis — Phototone Equip-
ment Corp. of this city announces
that on and after August 1, a sub-

stantial increase in price in its com-
plete AC-operated sound film equip-

ment, also an increase in price on
sound heads, will be made.

The company's all AC-operated
sound-on-film equipment is being of-

fered complete with sound heads,

main power amplifier, speakers for

stage and booth, meters, volume con-
trol, tubes and all necessary connec-
itions for attachment to two projec-

tors. Powers or Simplex, and is said

to be suitable for theaters seating as
many as 2,000 persons.

Book Describing Motors

Put Out by Ideal Elec.
Mansfield, O.—The Ideal Electric

Co. of this city has issued a 16-page
bulletin. No. 520, on synchronous
motors now available by the com-
pany. Descriptive matter, applica-
tion data and dimension charts are

>iven covering the Ideal flywheel type
synchronous (patented) motor and
iix other standard types of synchron-
ous motors put out by the company.

j
A rather unusual method of giving

limensions is used whereby the read-

r can obtain approximate dimensions
if any of the various types of motors
or any horsepower and speed rating.

7wo tables are given for each type
if machine. The first gives frame
izes and dimension key according to

lorsepower and R.P.M. rating. The
iecond table gives the dimensions
Corresponding to the frame size and
limension key just determined,

i Other publications containing in-

brmation on the 27 types of motors,
'ine types of generators and nine

J'pes of control apparatus manufac-
ared by the company are also avail-

ile.

Appointed Universal Distributor

Philadelphia—C. Schwarz & Son,
leater sound equipment dealers in

|iis city, have been appointed dis-

libutors of the Universal Sound-on-
Im equipment for the Pennsylvania
jid New Jersey territory.

:IIIU«.1«,»,U:IIM

York Cily

ALTERATIONS

Charlottesville, Va. — Twyman
Brothers are closing their Lafayette
here during the month of August,
at which time the house will be
completely renovated.

Baltimore—Interior and exterior

of the Hipodrome are being redeco-
rated and remodeled at an estimated
cost of $40,000.

Washington — Jacob Goldenberg,
who recently purchased the entire

holdings in the Warren Park thea-

ter here, plans to make considerable
improvement on the house.

Salisbury, Va.—A new and larger
marquee, large electric sign and gen-
era' improvements are under way at

the Arcade. Lee Insley is the op-
erator.

Richmond, Calif.—The Fox Cali-

fornia in this city is now undergoing
extensive remodeling. A new Walker
fireproof sound screen will also be
installed.

Denver—The Granada of this city,

operated by the Colorado Fox The-
aters Co., is being completely re-

modeled and will reopen under the

name of the Tivoli.

Oakdale, Calif.—F. A. Lahm, new
owner of the Strand here, will make
general improvements on the house
including the installation of new
chairs and a cooling and ventilating

svstem.

New Acoustical Wool Plaster

Cleveland—A new acoustical wool
plaster for sound theaters, said to

produce balanced sound conditiotTs

in acoustically imperfect houses, has
been introduced by M. Lebensburges
Co. of this city. The new plaster is

said to be 100 per cent fireproof and
to reproduce low frequency tones
with the same facility as tones of a
high frequency.

JUST
AROrXD
THE

CORNER
from every American

theatre

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY
Branches in all Principttt Cities

HANDSET TYPE 'PHONE

FOR INTER-THEATER USE

Chicago — A handset type tele-

phone, particularly adaptable for

theater inter-communicating 'phone
systems, has been marketed by the
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.
The instrument, known as the

"Masterphone," is said to be the
product of long research and rigid

laboratory and field tests. Its sim-
ple, rigid and sturdy construction
strikes a new note in low mainte-
nance cost, the company claims.

Theater electrical equipment is also

manufactured by the concern.

AC-Operated Amplifier
Placed on the Market

Quincy, 111. —-A completely AC-
operated amplifier for theater use

which permits the manager to make
personal announcements in his the-

aters has been perfected and is being
marketed by the Gates Radio &
Supply Co. of this city.

The amplifier is said to consist of

a four stage impedance capacity and
transformer coupled amplifier incor-

porating a pair of UX-250 tubes in

a push-pull circuit in the last stage,

and is claimed to assure 15 watts
undistorted output. The equipment,
it is declared, will operate at the

highest efficiency without hum or

other noises.

Savings on Lights

Cus Lampe manager of the Fox
Eckel theater Syracuse N. Y., relates

In the five following suggestions

how he effected a saving on elec-

tric lights without decreasing the

lighting efficiency of his theater:

(1) Five 40-watt lamps burning

in the basement for safety purposes

were reduced to 15 watts each.

(2) Elimination of 30 lamps of

25 watts in front of the theater.

(3) Eight 25-watt lamps inside

the theater were eliminated at night

after closing.

(4) Twenty-five 10-watt lamps
were eliminated until show opens.

(5) Nineteen 25-watt lamps and
eight 10-watt lamps in the balcony

eliminated from 11 A.M. to 6 P.M.

These measures in no way detract

from the theater yet they effect a

saving of 1,890 watts for several

hours every day.

Many theater operators may be
able to effect a like saving. It's

worth looking into.

Offers Coin Machines
On Profit-Sharing Plan

Chicago—A series of coin vending
machines, including a weight machine
for added theater profits, is being
ofifered on a profit sharing basis by
the Mills Novelty Co.

GuaranteeWith Money Back
That's the basis on ivhieh

ROYAL MODEL "5S" is offered

you TAKE NO CHANCES

SOUND-ON-FILM ^^ Ckr^ i\ COMPLETELY
COMPLETE FOR *P|/Sll A. C. OPERATED
SMALL HOUSES X^t/U Everything Furnished

FOR SIMPLEX

FOR POWERS $100. ADDITIONAL

Write for Full Particulars and Terms.

FULVERMAN CORPORATION
Mfrs. Royal Amplitone Equipment and Royal Zenith Sound Projectors

109 West 64th St. New York City
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Land.- ol

Interest to Producers, Distribul•>r^

and Others in the U. 5

M-C-M MAY OPERATE

THEATERS IN JAPAN

Tokyo—Paramount may face op-
position from other American film_

producing companies in the opera-
tion of theaters in Japan, from the

present outlook, particularly if the

Paramount policy proves a financial

success. It is reliably reported that

Manager Johnson of M-G-M in

Kansai has proposed the formation
of a third circuit in Kansai and that

the proposal seems in a fair way of

realization. A member of the M-G-
M office in Tokyo has started a

movement to form a third circuit in

Tokyo, to compete w^ith the first

and second circuits of the S-P Ko-
gyo-sha, by obtaining the Nippon-
kan at Asakusa and the Nikkatsu-
kan, Kandia.

Foreign film companies are report-

ed to have suffered heavy losses since

Paramount formed what is called in

Tokyo the "trust" of three Para-
mount houses and two large Shoch-
iku houses in Tokyo as well as the

Shochiku houses in Kansai, for the

reported purpose of tying up the first

runs of foreign pictures in Japan.
Not only M-G-M, but Warner-

First National and Fox, according
to local report, may undertake the

operating of theaters in Japan to give

their product first run outlet.

Sliding Scale Scheme
For Rentals in England

London—It is reported that an
"agreement in principle" has been
reached between the officials of the

C. E. A. and the K.R.S. in England
for a sliding scale of rentals for mo-
tion pictures, based on a minimum
rental that would be within the eco-

nomic reach of all exhibitors. "The
scheme is only in its embrvo stage,"

said R. V. Crow of the C.E.A., "but

I am perfectly happy about it. The
trouble will be for Mr. Eckman to

get the K.R.S. members to agree to

it." Details looking to such a slid"-

ing scale are to be worked out at

the next joint meeting of the exhi-

bitor and distributor organizations.

New Newsreel House for Paris

Paris—Reginald Ford has taken

over the Electric Palace and he will

transform it into a newsreel theater.

Bogota's First Grind
Bogota—An innovation in local

motion picture business that prom-

ises to be successful is the running

of continuous

1:30 to 9:30 p

performances

m., which has

from

been

inaugurated by an American film

company.

Percentage Bookings Out?
Wellington—Percentage bookings in New Zealand are apt to be a thing

of the past after present contracts expire, if the past year's takings under the

percentage arrangement are any criterion. The gross income of many theaters

which have booked films on percentage are not big enough to warrant them
remaining open.

EILM IMPORTS

6

London—Statistics just published
by the Board of Trade show a big

drop in the importation of films into

Great Britain during the past six

months. The importation of blank
film was 20,618,768 feet, as against

22,338,963 for the first six months
of 1930; of positive film, 11,969,995
feet, as against 18,859,305 feet last

year; of negative film 2,332,451 feet,

as against 3,112,855 feet in 1930.

Total film importation for the first

six months of 1931 was 34,921,215
feet, as against 44,311,123 feet for

the same period in 1930. The drop
in the value of film imports was
$977,755, or from $2,106,840 to $l',-

129,085. During the first six months
of 1931 the value of film exports was
$327,980 as against $485,910 for the
same period during 1930.

Australia Fights Move
To Abolish Repeal Board
Sydney—The move now under

way to abolish the Appeal Board
and vest full censorship authority in

the Censor Board is meeting with
strenuous opposition from Austraf-
ian exhibitors and aistributors whT)
insist that such a move would take
from the industry its only safety

valve. The Appeal Board's value is

disclosed, they say, in the last re-

port of the censor which shows that

the Appeal Board saved 18 of the

54 pictures rejected by the Censor
Board.

A. R. Harwood Signs for 3 Years
Sydney—It is locally reported that

A. R. Harwood has signed a three

year contract to produce talking pic-

tures for Independent Films. His
productions will be made through a

subsidiary company known as A. R.

Harwood Talkie Productions.

First Run Decline in Berlin
Berlin — Eighty-six fewer first

runs are reported in Berlin under
the kontingent ruling for the year
ending June 30, 1931, than for the
previous year. The statistics com-
piled show 241 new films were given
first runs in Berlin's movie houses
during the kontingent year just

closed, as against 317 film premieres
during the preceding year.

TO BE CREATED IN BERLIN

Berlin—The board of the Union
of Exhibitors of Berlin and Bran-
denburg has taken initial steps to-
ward the creation of a Film Infor-
mation Exchange, to be located in

one of Berlin's motion picture the-
aters and will be a centre of profes-
sional intercourse for all branches
of the German and the International
film industry. It will house a per-
manent exhibition of motion picture
apparatus, photographic equipment,
theater furniture, with halls for busi-

ness conferences. Exhibitors wiH
also be able to see there the films

which are for rent and form their

own opinions as to their merit. The
development of the film and cinema
trades has made such an exchange
necessary, it is claimed, and the plan
has met wi^h enthusiastic approval,
especially among distributors.

Japanese Increase
Picture Production

Tokyo—The total number of mo-
tion picture films made in Japan and
submitted to the Censor Office during
1930 was 2,910, an increase of 20,';

over the number submitted in 1929.

The number of films ordered cut also

increased from 255 in 1929 to 315 in

1930.

The number of American made mo-
tion pictures submitted to the Censor
Office was less than that of the
Japanese made films. The total of

the American films submitted was
1,117 a decrease of 82 over the pre-

vious year. The number of European
pictures showed an increase of 44,

the number submitted being 273.

SPAIN TIGHTENS' UP I

ON EILM CEliSORSHIP

Madrid—Censorship of motion pic-

tures in Spain has been tightened by
a recent order which provides that

any kind of film may be censored
indiscriminately by the civil govern-
ment of the Province of Barcelona
or by the Director General of Public
Safety in Madrid. The approval ofi

either one of these centers is valid
in all territory under Spanish juris-

diction. Heretofore only certain
kinds of motion picture films were
censored in Barcelona. The exten-
sion of full censorship powers to the
civil government of the Province of

Barcelona was made for the con-
venience of the important film dis-

tributing concerns located there.

J. Albeck Distributing
Columbia Films in Japan
Tokyo— T, Albeck, formerly with

the Japanese branch of United Art-
ists, will open a distribution business
of his own upon his return from
Manila. He will handle the 1930-31
product of Columbia Pictures through,
out Japan, beginning actual handling
of the product the middle of August.

Seek Earlier Release of Films
London

—

\ resolution was passed
by the recent meeting of C. E. A
to the effect that "no film shall be
shown in the west end of London
or in the provinces, or shall be trade

shown, unless it is available for gen-
eral release within six months of tht

date of the west end run, the provin
cial run or the trade show."

Eng'.^r.d'.T "History of Flight"
London—A film showing man'^

conquest of the air, from the mytho?'
logical Daedalus and Icarus to th^

latest Schneider cup race, is being
produced by British Instructional
Films at the Welwyn Studios undei
the direction of Donald Carter. "The
History of Flight" is its title.

New Japanese Talkie Studio
Tokyo—Reports from Osaka state

that several business men of that city

are building a talking motion picture

studio at Maiko. Work is now under
way and completion of the building
is expected by the end of November.
Sound-on-film recording will be
used.

The Nippon Hassei Eiga-sha also

will erect a new talking picture

studio at a location selected on the
Odawara Electric line. Negotiations
for the purchase of the land is now
under way.

Honor R. M. Hatfield
London—R. M. Hatfield, who is

in London to succeed E. S. Gregg
as manager in the United Kingdom
for Western Electric, was welcomed
by an informal lunch at the Hotelj

Savoy. Air. Gregg presided. J. E.

Otterson. president of Erpi, and Sam
Eckman attended.

428 Wired in Italy

Rome—The total of sound film

Installations in Italy on May 31,

1931, totaled 428. Of this number
84 are of American and 344 of for-

eign make.
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Theater Changes Reported by Film Boards of Trade

NEW YORK
BROOKLYN

Changes in Ownership
Beverly, Culver, sold to Randforce Amuse.
Co. by Fox Metropolitan Playhouses; Cum-
berland, sold to Cumberland Amuse. Corp.

l.y Mike Rudin; Lee, sold to Mr. Becker
li\ Louis Dreiling ; Miriam, sold to Na-
\,ure Amuse. Corp. by Flynn & Lee; New
Ideal, sold to A. Moschetti by A. H.
(i.mdall; San Pedro, sold to San Pedro
Amuse. Corp. by W. Liss.

Closings
\merican—E. 92nd St. ; DeKalb—De Kalb
Ave.; Flora—201 Atlantic Ave.; Halsey

—

928 Halsey St. ; Livonia—Livonia Ave.

;

Roebling—Lee Ave. ; Whitehouse—2 Whip-
ple St.

LONG ISLAND
Changes in Ownership

Centre Moriches—Strand, sold to J. Seider,

Hampton Star. Thea. Inc. by Harold Hop-
kins ; Jamaica—^Carlton, sold to Jaystock
Anuise. Corp. by Harry Brandt ; Matti-

tuck—Library Hall, sold to Riverhead
Playhouse, Inc. ; Montauk Point—Montauk,
sold to Fort Pond Thea., Inc. by Mr. Ed-
wards.

Re-Openings
irverne—Arverne ; Astoria—Meriden.

Name Changes
."entre Moriches—Centre Moriches, formerly
Strand .

NORTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

vsheville—Auditorium, sold to Publix-Bam-
foi .1 by Carlton Amuse. Co. ; Palace, Prin-

cess and Paramount, sold to Publix-Bam-
ford by Majestic Amuse. Co. ; Imperial,
Plaza and Strand, sold to Publix-Bamford
by Pubhx Thea., Inc. ; Eagle, sold to Bijou
Amuse. Co. by Roth Bros.; Lenoir—Dun-
bar, sold to B. F. Snyder by Cauble &
Cook ; Maiden—Amuzu, sold to E. L. Hol-
lar by A. L. Cooke ; Oxford—Orpheum,
sold to C. W. Crews by Kirby Bros.; St.

Paul—Carolina, sold to J. L. Caudell by
C. F. Caudell.

Closing
l/eldon—Opera House.

New Theater
temp—Academy, C. A. West, owner.

NORTH DAKOTA
Closings

airmount— State ; Lansford—Grand ; Mc-
Clusky—Auditorium ; Newr Columbus

—

Columbus ; West Hope—Arcade.

OHIO
Changes in Ownership

anton—Windsor, sold to Fred J. Ricker
by Chas. Shearer ; Chillicothe—Star, sold

to C. W. Myers by Hubert Muck ; Conti-
nental—Palace, sold to Carl Ambrust by
G. E. Adair ; Hubbard—Liberty, sold to

Joe Danke by M. Weintraub ; Mt. Gilead
—Rex, sold to The Rex Thea. Co.. by G.
S. Grainger.

Closings
lack Fork—Cambria; Cincinnati—Riveria;
Columbus—Roxy ; East Columbus—Star

;

Eaton—Gem ; Fayetteville — Auditorium
;

(Ft. Recovery—Royal; Lockland—Avenue;
I
Ohio City—Princess; Portsmouth—Strand;
'Waynesville—Miami.

Re-Opening
ringfield- -Lincoln.

OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

AGENT

"Police Commissioner Mulrooney has
accepted an invitation to study the
murder-solving technique of the English
super-sleuth in 'Sherlock Holmes' Fatal
Hour,' now in its third week at the
Warner."

—Warner Bros. Theaters.

Blanchard—Nusho, sold to Jack Grayson by
C. F. McGuinn; Gage—Toy, sold to E
J. Perkins by C. M. Glasgow ; Prague

—

Savoy, sold to W. A. Weaver by Mr;
Ellen Mohrbacher ; Tulsa—Gayety, sold to

C. V. Gleming by Tol Teeter; West Tulsa
—Cameo, sold to J. Jacobson by C. Flem
ing.

Closings
Barnsdall—Ruuyan ; Bokoshe—Joie ; Coweta— Palace ; Dewey—Gem ; Mangum—Rialto

Minto—Royal ; Pauls Valley—Folly ; Tulsa—Lyric ; Vici— Vici ; West Tulsa—Em
press ; Yale—Rex.

Re-Openings
Binger—A-Mu-Su; Blair—Palace; Hennes

sey—Electric ; Kaw City—New Kaw ; Rip-
ley—Ripley.

OREGON
Changes in Ownership

Beaverton—Beaver, sold to C. W. Forest by
N. G. Freeman; Canyon City—Rose, sold
to A. B. Stockdale by W. A. Peterson;
Coquille—Liberty, sold to P. W. Walker
by C. Gage ; Portland—Clinton, sold to
Norman R. Dunn by Nellie DePinto.

Closings
Crane—Rivoli ; Portland— United Artists,
Nob Hill; Salem—Capitol.

Re-Opening
Portland—Alder.

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership

Bellwood—State, sold to L. C. Menchio by
C. Trivelas; Berlin—Rialto, sold to C. W.
Donner by W. S. Tower ; Charleroi—Men-
lo, sold to Geo. Moody by M. Rosenbloom

;

Conneautville—Palace, sold to N. Kate-
gainer by J. L. Trout ; Erie—Princess,
sold to H. Siegal by G. Harmon ; Eynon

—

Eynon, sold to Comerford & Bushko by
Comerford Thea., Inc. ; Ferrell—Capitol,
sold to Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Pegadiotes &
John Lambropoules ; McKees Rocks—Col-
ony, sold to A. Glazer by H. Hendel

;

Philadelphia—Locust, sold to Frederic Leo-
pold by Some Amuse. Co. ; Verona

—

Olympic, sold to R. Navarry by A. Belda

;

Wilmerding—Grand, sold to Crystal by
Elias Nassis; Zelienople—Strand, sold to
Speinze by S. S. Crangi.

Belle Vernon—Verdi; Bentleyville—Safety;

Closings
Bethlehem—Strand ; Blair Station—Lin-
coln ; Braddock—Braddock; Bridgeport

—

Broadway ; California—Lyric ; Claysburg

—

Deihl ; Confluence—Liberty ; Derry—Gem
;

Duncannon—Photoplay ; Elwood City

—

Barnes ; Emeigh—Pastime ; Erie—Aris,
Grand ; Export—Liberty ; Fairchange

—

Fairyland ; Girard—Dermian ; Heilwood

—

Star ; Hummelstown—Royal ; Kittanning

—

Columbia ; Leechburg—Nixon ; Library

—

Library ; Lilly—Liberty ; Lyndora—Palace
;

McKees Rocks—Regent; Midland—State;
Mifflin—Mifflin ; New Brighton—Brigh-
ton ; Philadelphia—Fay's, Elm, New Al-
len ; Pittsburgh—Aldine, Avenue, Burkes,
Davis, Dome, Greenfield, Lyric ; Portage

—

Pastime ; Republic—Princess ; Rockwood

—

Photoplay ; Sagamore—Sagamore ; Salis-

bury— Dreamland ; Scranton — Victory
;

Slovan—^Slovan ; Slippery Rock—Motor
;

Star Junction—Auditorium ; Universal

—

Universal; Vandergrift—Moon, Star; Wes-
leyville—Penn. ; Williamsburg—Dean ; Win-
burne—Lyceum.

Re-Openings
Avella—Brozier; Bethlehem—Victor; Cado-
gan—Cadogan ; Clairton—Capitol ; Clarion
—Orpheum ; Colver—Colver ; Conneautville— Palace; DuBois—Carlton; Erie—Lyric;
Farrell—Colonial ; Finleyville — Olympic

;

Greenville—Mercer Square ; Hooversville

—

Savoy ; Imperial—Imperial ; Laceyvillc

—

Uncle Ben; Kane—Kane; McAdoo

—

Strand ; New Castle—Penn ; Oil City

—

Lyric ; Pittsburgh—Lorenz ; Reynoldsville

—Liberty ; Russelton—Nixon ; Smithton

—

Opera House ; Turtle Creek—Olympic
;

Wilson—Monarch.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

Cheraw—Lyric, sold to J. W. Ricker by J.

L. Goodenough ; Liberty—^Liberty, sold to

A. L. Johnson, Jr., by L. A. Smith; Mul-
lins—Kirby, sold to S. G. Rogers by Gor-
don Games ; Spartanburg—Dunbar, sold to

M. C. Morris by Troy Mills.

Closing
Barnwell—Garden.

New Theater
Georgetown—Colored, Morris Abrams, owner

SOUTH DAKOTA
Closings

Chamberlain—City Hall ; Dante — Metro
Fredrick— Iris ; Irene—Irene ; Menno

—

Rex ; Midland—Legion ; Oneida—Crystal
Selby—Opera House ; Springfield—Strand

TENNESSEE
Change in Ownership

Memphis—Rosemary, sold to Maceri & Ze
rilla by Memphis Thea. & Equip. Co.

Closings
Memphis—Virginia ; Savannah—Churchwell.

Re-Openings
Jackson—Paramount ; Memphis— Peabody

Obion—Princess.

TEXAS
Changes in Ownership

Burnet—Burnet, sold to Geo. L. Shaw; Co-
manche—'Majestic, Ritz, sold to W. H. Car-
penter ; Crosbyton—Queen, sold to B. P.
Estes ; Dallas—Parkway, sold to Crowell
& Williamson ; Friona—Texan, sold to W.
M. Lea ; Frisco—Queen, sold to E. L
Black; Glen Rose—Majestic, sold to L,
Ekell ; Hemphill—Palace, sold to Betty
Hale ; Hempstead—Idle Hour, sold to G.
W. Urban ; McAUen—Azteca, sold to

Frank D. Sancho ; Malakoff—Ritz, sold to

Alvin Miller ; Mathis—Ritz, sold to Carl
Anderka ; Memphis—Ritz, sold to Max L.
McClure; Muleshoe—Ritz, sold to J. L.
Laird; Torrell—Lyric, sold to S. & M.
Amuse. Co. ; Tuscola—'King, sold to W. J.
Holt ; Whitewright—Palace, sold to J. M.
Reynolds.

Closings
Beaumont—Kyle ; Gulf—Strand ; Kaufman

—

Mutual ; Lufkin—Palace ; Orange—Liber-
ty ; Sudan—Garden.

New Theaters
Arp—Arp, Hunnicutt & Clud, owners

;

Gladewater—Ritz, A. C. Bray, owner

;

Longview—Strand, East Tex. Thea., own-
ers; Pipe Creek—Happy Hours. Bill

Hirsch, owner ; Van Alstyne—Van, Roberts
& Billsborough, owner.

Change in Names
Friona—Texan, formerly Marvelette ; Glen
Rose—Majestic, formerly Payne's ; McAl-
len—Azteca, formerly Anahuac ; Mathis

—

Ritz, formerly Texas ; Muleshow—Ritz,

formerly Lone Star.

UTAH
Change in Ownership

Wellsville—Orpheum, sold to Farr Bros.

Change in Names
Garfield—Employees' Club, formerly Blue-
bird ; Wellsville—Orpheum, formerly Opera
House.

VERMONT
Change in Ownership

Rutland—Paramount, sold to Paramount
Publix Corp. by T. A. Boyle.

Re-Opening
Manchester Depot— Colonial.

VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Bristol—Cameo, Columbia, sold to Para-
mount-Publix by C. A. Goebel ; Hopewell—Broad>yay, sold to Walter Coulter by J.
C. Cunningham ; Marion—Lincoln, sold to
C. C. Lincoln, Jr., by R. W. Sherrill.

Re-Opening
Marion—Marion.

WASHINGTON
Changes in Ownership

Ferndale— Ferndale, sold to Albert W. Bos-
trom by Mrs. E. W. Swanson ; Gig Har-
bor—Empress, sold to Dr. L. B. Hazard
by RoUin Burfield ; Vashon Island—Vashon,
sold to Dr. L. B. Hazard by Rollin Bur-
field ; Vashon, sold to Ganley & Poultney
by Dr. L. B. Hazard.

Closings
Castle Rock—Liberty, Dreamland ; Easton

—

Easton ; Marcus—Columbia ; Seattle—Jack-
son, Palace ; Snoqualmie—Falls ; Spokane—Unique ; Sprague—Rex ; Tenino—Lib-
erty ; Tonasket—Tonasket.

Re-Openings
Bremerton—Rex ; Seattle—Royal ; Yakima

—

Majestic.

WEST VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Brownton—Cosniar, sold to Frank Marra by

Steve Annese ; Moundsville—Park, Strand,
sold to Geo. Schafer by A. G. Constant

;

Philippi— Grand, sold to Mrs. Elizabeth T.
Phillips by G. W. Patton.

Closings
Bellington—Grand ; Bridgeport — Virginia

;

Burnwell—Y. M. C. A.; Cameron—Almo;
Fairmont— Dixie ; Huntington — Lyric

;

Kingwood—Arcade ; Lochgelly—Lochgelly ;

Marlinton—Seneca ; Morgantown—Arcade
;

Moundsville—Grand ; Paden City—Virginia
;

Parkersburg — Palace ; Phillippi — Grand
;

Ripley—Ripley ; St. Marys—Robey.

Re-Openings
Bradshaw—Bradshaw ; . Brownton— Cosmar

Elkins—Grand ; Flemington—Liberty Bell
IHuntington—Avenue ; Middlebourne—Na
dene ; Nellis—Nellis ; Phillippi—Grand
Ravenswood—Colonial ; Red Jacket—Red
Jacket ; Summersville—Ward ; Sutton—Lit-
tle Playhouse ; Tarns—Golden Gate ; Weir-
ton—State ; Winona—Lyric.

New Theater
Morgantown—Warners, Warner Bros., own-

ers.

WISCONSIN
Change in Ownership

Milwaukee—Lyric, sold to Frank Rossow by
L. C. Schroeder.

Closings
Hilbert—Opera House ; Milwaukee—Lyric
and Pastime ; New Holstein—Majestic ;

Sheboygan—Majestic.
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"TRANSATLANTIC"
with Edmund Lowe, Lois Moran,

Greta Nissen, Myrna Ley
Fox Time, 78 mins.

SMART, SOPHISTICATED
FILM DONE WITH CLASS.
STANDS OUT IN ALL DE-
PARTMENTS. TRIUMPH FOR
DIRECTOR HOWARD.
This looks like the big shot of the

new production policy of Fox, and
has every evidence that they put the

entire resources of the studio in

back of it. Director Howard's cun-
ning is everywhere apparent. It

is filled with smart and unusual
touches. Camera work is excep-
tional, and the photographic treat-

ment cannot be beat. Three con-
trasting types of femnie lure, an in-

ternational crook motif, action and
suspense, and all the acting played
down with a light, delicate touch, all

combining to hold the interest right

to the last shot. Edmund Lowe as

the gambler outwitting the crooks
on board the ocean liner in order to

help two of the women, and match-
ing wits with the third, a confed-
erate of the gang, furnishes delight-

ful entertainment.

Cast: Edmund Lowe. Lois Moran. John
Halliday, Greta Nissen, Jean Hersholt, Myrna
Loy. Earle Foxe, Billy Bevan, Ruth Don-
nelly, Goodee Montgomery, Jesse De V'orska,

Rosalie Roy, Claude King, Crauford Kent,
Henry Sedley, Louis Natheaux, Bob Mont-
gomery.

Director, William K. Howard ; Author, Guy
Bolton ; Dialoguers, Lynn Starling, Guy Bol-

ton ; Adaptor, Guy Bolton ; Editor, not Hsted ;

Cameraman, James Howe ; Recording En-
gineer, Albert Protzman.

Direction, the best. Photography, excellent.

Ramon Novarro in

"SON OF INDIA"
M-G-M Time, 75 mins.

FAIR ROMANCE OF THE
ORIENT THAT WILL APPEAL
TO WOMAN PATRONAGE.
NOVARRO SATISFACTORY IN
DULL ROLE.

This story is packed with romance

and love talk, sheepish looks and

heart throbs, but several attempts

at drama an<^ melodrama fail to

convince. Novarro, as the son oi

an Indian gem merchant, falls in

love with Madge Evans, beautiiul

white society girl, who is visiting

in India. She visits Novarro in hi^

palace, alone, and accompanies him

on a tiger hunt, also alone. The most

that happens is the tremendous love

that increases between them, and
the fact that Novarro gives her up
following a talk with her brother,

who pictures to Novarro how the

girl will be ostracized by her white
friends and acquaintances. The big

clinch comes long before the ending
and at the finale they tearfully part.

Cast: Ramon Novarro, Conrad Nagel,
Marjorie Rambeau, Madge Evans, C. Aubrey
Smith, Mitchell Lewis, John Miljan, Nigel

de Brulier.

Director, Jacques Feyder ; Author, F.

Marion Crawford ; Scenarist, Ernest Vajda

;

Dialoguers, Ernest Vajda, John Meelian,
Claudine West; Editor, Conrad A. Nervig;
Cameraman, Harold Rosson ; Recording En-
gineer, Robert Shirley.

Direction, fair. Photography, good.

"LO STORMO ATLANTICO"
{Silent)

Trans-America Film Time, 63 mins.
SILENT PRODUCTION RE-

CORDING ITALIAN AIR
SQUADRON FLIGHT FROM
ITALY TO SOUTH AMERICA
MAKES FAIR ENTERTAIN-
MENT.

This is the official photographic
record of the famous flight of Gen-
eral Balbo's air squadron from Italy

to South America. It is a silent,

done with Italian titles. But the

action makes everything clear even

to those who do not speak the Ital-

ian language. The air shots are

very well photographed, and the va-

rious shots of the dozen planes fly-

ing in squadron formation are inter-

esting. It holds the interest, follow-

ing each step of the journey land-

ing and taking off at the various

stopping points for refueling. All

the points visited are covered in de-

tail, from Gibraltar, the African

coast. Natal, Brazil, and then the

finish at Rio Janiero. It is practi-

cally a newsreel of an epic historical

flight, and as such should prove in-

teresting to students of aviation and
the youngsters and their elders who
are air fans. For the regular film

house patronage, its drawing power
must be figured by the individual ex-

hibitor. The photography is' very

good, and the natural sequence of

events serves to hold the interest

throughout. " For Italian audiences

it is a natural.

No cast or credits, being the offi-

cial Italian camera record of the

famous air flight.

"REGENERACION"
J. H. Hoffberg Time, 47 mnfs.

SPANISH DIALOGUER WITH
ALL-SPANISH CAST GETS
GOOD AUDIENCE REACTION
IN TYPICAL CASTILIAN LOVE
ROMANCE.
This is a five-reeler with a cast of

Castilians who appear to be fair stage

troupers but somewhat new to screen

technique. But on the whole they

give very creditable performances.
The direction is weak in spots, but

tlie story is of the type that will ap-

peal to Latin-American and Spanish

audiences. Don Luis, a theatrical

manager and father of Julieta, who
is the star of his revue, has trouble

with his tenor, Carlos, who leaves

the production flat when Juliet re-

fuses to marry him. Later they

come across a young tenor, Roberto,
in an asylum. He has a fine voice,

so Don Luis secures his release to

sing in his revue. Roberto and Ju-
lieta love at first sight, are married,

and later Carlos returns and bribes

the maid to put a bottle of liquor in

Roberto's dressing room. Liquor is

fatal to him, he goes on the stage

and insults everybody, and the Don
will have nothing further to do with

him. It works out into a later

triumph for the hero as a composer,

and the little family are happily re-

united. The audience in the San
Jose, a Spanish house, received it

with marked approval.

Cast: Dorita Ceprann, Enrique Areu, Jose

.•\reu. Roberto Areu, Oscar Guisado.

Director, Guillermo Calles ; other credits not

listed.

Direction, fair. Photography, good.

Ruth Chatterton in

"THE MAGNIFICENT LIE"
Paramount Time, 77 mins.

AIMLESS STORY WITH
RUTH CHATTERTON MISCAST
CREATES LITTLE SYMPATHY
FOR CHARACTERS.
Ruth Chatterton seems swamped

in a part that gives her little chance,
and as a slangy dance hall girl she
is totally out of character. Misg
Chatterton's natural ability occa-
sionally breaks through the shackles
of the inept part, and then the pic-

ture perks up considerably. The
story opens with a scene in a French
hospital in 1918, with a temporarily
blinded American doughboy, in

whom a great French actress takes
interest on a visit. Then the scene
jumps to New Orleans at the pres-
ent time, and the doughboy attends
a stage performance of "Camille"
given by the visiting actress. He
loses his sight during the perform-
ance. Then a frameup as a sort of

a lark by two French members of

the company, with the blinded youth
meeting the dance hail girl and think-
ing it is his lady of dreams. And
so on, to the eventual love scene,
and his miraculous recovery of sight
in an auto accident.

Cast: Until Chaltertun. Ralph Bellamy.
Stuart Erwin, Francoise Rosay, Sam Hardy,
Charles Boyer, Tyler Brooke, Tyrrell Davis,
Jean Del Val.

Director, Berthold Viertel ; Author, Leon-
ard Merrick; Adaptation, Samson Raphael-
son ; Dialoguers, Leonard Merrick, Vmcent
Lawrence ; Editor, not listed ; Cameraman,
Charles Lang ; Recording Engineer, not
listed.

Direction, poor. Photography, okay.

"SHIPS OF HATE"
xvith

Lloyd Hughes, Dorothy Sebastian
Monogram Time, 63 mins
MELODRAMA MADE FOR

THE POP CROWDS HAS GOOD
SEA ATMOSPHERE WITH
PLENTY OF THRILLS AND
ACTION.
This one was done with broad

strokes, and the meller was piled on
thick. It is a swashbuckling tale o*'

a prowler of the sea, and for the juve-

niles it should prove a good bet. Th^i

.grownup thrill fans should like it, too.

The hero is shanghaied on board tW
evil sailing schooner with a crippled

captain who sits in a wheel chair,

dominating his rowdy crew. There h
he girl, of course, and the hero try

ing to protect her. Then the dirt

starts as the crew mutinies against

the brutal captain. They string hin'

up to the mast, and let him han^
there alive and kicking. Then thej

all get drunk, and hell breaks loosi

on the Ship of Hate. The hero i

also bound, but a pal gets him free

and he starts after the ringleader, wht
is trying to get the gal. There an
some walloping scenes with rough
and-tumble fights, and the big clima:

with the girl and the hero escapinf

in the boat to an island.
Cast: Lloyd Hughes, Dorothy Sebastian

Charles Middleton, Lloyd Whitlock, Te
Adams. Constantine Romanoff, Gordon E
Main. Jean Mason.

Director, J. P. McCarthy ; Author, We'ly
Totman ; Adaptor, Wellyn Totman ; Dialoguei
Wellyn Totman ; Editor, J. S. Harrington
Cameraman, Archie Stout ; Recording Eng
neer, Balsley & Phillips.

Direction, fair. Photography, okay.

Dolly Haas in

"DOLLY MACHT KARRIERE"
("Dolly Gets Ahead")

Ufa Time, 87 mins.

GERMAN MUSICAL COMEDY
TELLS A SIMPLE STORY
WITHOUT DISTINCTION. HAS
VIVACIOUS STAR.

After a run of some very present-
able German light comedies with a

musical setting this one is somewhat
of a letdown. It falls below the
Berlin standard recently shown in

metropolitan theaters. The story i.-

trite, and amateurishly told and di-

rected, and the acting is ordinary,
except perhaps for the work of Doll)
Haas and Alfred Abel. It concerns
a girl who is a sales clerk in a hat

shop, but who has musical comed}
ambitions. Her sweetie is a clarinet

player with a yen to write songs. A
cabaret proprietor promotes her as

his leading lady, giving her a build-

up as the sweetheart of a rich old

Count (Abel) who is supposed to

be in Africa on a hunting trip. But
the Duke happens to be in town,
visits the show, and falls for the

girl. Then complications, with the

Count trying to get familiar with

the girl, and then the happy ending
as he realizes he has no chance, and
brings the two young lovers to-

gether. Comedy fails to develop.

Cast: Dolly Haas. Oskar Karlweis, Paul

Kemp, Kurt Gerron, Hermann Blass, Alfred

Abel, Vicky Werckmeister. Crete Natzler,

Theo. Lingen, Gustl. Stark-Gstettenbaur.
Director, Anatol Litwak ; Author, Alfied

Halm; Dialoguer, Peter Heimann : Camera-

man, Fritz Arno Wagner ; Recording Engi-

neer, Dr. Erich Leistner.

Direction, poor. Photography, uneven.

"A JEW AT WAR"
Amkino Time, 87 mint
RUSSIAN SILENT FILM HAi

VERY GOOD CHARACTERIZA
TION AND CAMERA STUDIEi
IN INTERESTING STORY O]
JEWISH LIFE AND STRUG
GLES IN WAR SETTING.
This is a very interesting film froi

the standpoint of a very huma
story and some unusually fine chat

acter portrayals. The camera stuc

ies and photographic angles are e;

ceptionally good throughout,
usual, this Sovkino production hi

along the lines of propaganda, b

it is done rather cleverly and t!

fine human touches in the story ma
you forget it. A young Jewish be

at the outset of the War sees 1-

sweetheart killed by a bombii
plane over the village. Later in tl

trenches he has a hand-to-hai

struggle with a German soldier, ai

they discover they are old friend

From here the story develops f,

idea of universal brotherhood, ar

we see the German and the Russia

along with many other enemy sc

diers working together for the rev'|

lutionary cause of the Russian worli

ers. Then after the Soviets tal(

control, the young Jewish hero '

seen doing his part to build up tl'

country industrially. The directic,

is very good, and the characters i

teresting. The story holds intere;

Cast: Venimin Zuskin, S. Petrov,

Pinikova. N. Lyanov, A. Xademsky.
Director, Gregory Roshal ; Authors,

Stroyevoy. S. Roshal; Adaptors, san

Editor, not listed ; American titles, Mich
Gold; Cameraman, Michael Belsky.

Direction, good. Photography, excellent
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
"Danger Island"

(Serial)

Universal 10 Chapters

Pip Thrill ^Serial

This is the best action-serial cram-
Tied with the good old meller thrills

since the early days of "The Ex-
ploits of Elaine." It's a bear, with
excitement and suspense right from
ithe opening shot. Kenneth Harlan
land Lucile Browne are featured. It

has all the romance and lure of

["Treasure Island." It is a natural

for the kids, and the grownups will

fo for it in a big way. This one
gets back to the old silent action

technique with a wham. And that's

what they need in the serials. Har-
lan is- commissioned captain of a sail-

ing vessel which goes to the rescue

pi a scientist stranded on an island

bfT the African coast. The scientist's

daughter is aboard, along with the

owner, a supposed friend of the

family. But this gent has designs

on the girl, also to get control of

the deposit of pitch-blende contain-

ing deposits of radium which the

scientist is seeking. The scheme is

to do away with the captain as soon
as they sight the island. In the

.first three chapters the action is

crammed to the limit, with some
very fine atmospheric stuff. In a

fight, the captain is knocked over-

board, and swims around in a school

of sharks before being rescued. Then
the crew takes sides, and a pitched

battle with fists and marlin spikes

ensues. A tropical storm is encoun-
tered, with seaman washed over-

Iboard, done very realistically. Mak-
ing the port of call, Twamballa, the

crooked yacht owner tries to frame
the captain in a native dive, to have
ihim thrown in a pool of crocodiles

tin the dungeon of the place. You
can't go wrong on this one, for it

las everything the thrill fans want.
Director MacRae has given it every-

:hing, with a strong supporting cast.

"Slide, Speedy, Slide"

Educational Time, 18 mins.

Baseball Comic

Daphne Pollard and Tom Dugan
ire. featured in this Mack Sennett

,:omedy. Daphne is a flirt stringing

;hree different suitors along all at the

same time. The girl's father is in-

terested in the local baseball team,

ind Tom is the star pitcher. He
livalks out just before the big game
l^ecause he has found out that Daphne
nas been flirting around with the

bther two eggs. The funny stuff

comes in the midst of the game,
when Daphne finally persuades Tom
to go in and pitch for the home team
iind save the day and her daddy's
jankroll. Dugan gets over a good
ine of his stuttering comedy, and the

tags are lively and the action fast.

"Fainting Lover"
Educational Time, 19 mins.

Laugh Number
A Mack Sennett comic, featuring

Andy Clyde, Wade Boteler and Ver-
non Dent. This is one of the best

of the recent shorts from this studio.

Andy Clyde puts it over principally,

doing the head-of-the-family stuff,

and having a tough job trying to keep
everybody satisfied and happy. His
niece falls in love with a foreign mu-
sical gent because he sings and plays

so romantically. The home town hero
runs a bad second. Finally the wed-
ding day is all set, and believe it or

not, they pull a whole flock of new
and laughable gags at this ancient

function that the talkies have worked
to death. It's smartly done, with fast

tempo and the laughs clocking mer-
rily throughout the footage. Can't
miss.

"Paramount Pictorial"

Paramount Time, 8 mins.
Very Good

Three excellent specialties com-
prise this release. The first is an-
other of the Lowell Thomas travel
bits, showing glimpses of Venice,
principally the pigeons in St. Marks,
visitors feeding the birds and a native
photographer taking snapshots of

"Uncle Hiram" with pigeons perch-
ed on his straw hat to send to the
folks back home. This is followed
by a marionette shovv, comprising
musical and dancing specialties,

with some interesting camera shots
revealing how the puppets are man-
ipulated. The closing number has
Rudy Vallee explaining the makeup
of an eight-piece orchestra—specifi-

cally, his own organization known as

the Connecticut Yankees—and ex-
plaining the particular function of

each instrument in creating the mu-
sical effect as a whole. The formula
is illustrated by the playing of sev-

eral numbers, winding up with some
closeups of Rudy singing in his typi-

cal style. Both interesting and en-

tertaining, as well as affording some
good close shots of the crooner.

"The Stone Age"
Universal Time, 7 mins.

Action Cartoon
This is a strange mixture of the

Stone Age with modern Austins and
"ircus side shows. Oswald, the hero,

goes calling on his girl in her cave

but the villain, Pegleg, comes along

and in true Stone Age fashion, wins
the ladv with a swat over the head
with his club. So Oswald learns the

right technique with the ladies, and

starts out to be a devil with women
via the big club method. There is

plenty of action in this cartoon.

Daphne Pollard. Eddie Gribbon in

"Crashing Reno"
RKO Pathe Time, 18 mins.

Good Hokum
An amusing comedy with a timely

interest. As the title indicates, the
action concerns Reno and its divorce
mill. There is a good deal of hu-
morous action revblving around the

efforts of Reno lawyers to grab pro-
spective divorce seekers as fast as

they get off the train. Among those
they pounnce upon are a couple of

newlyweds, who happened to alight

at Reno by mistake. There is quite

a bit of action and the laughs are

fairly frequent. Okay for general
audiences.

"Her First Egg"

Educational Time, 7 mins.

Lively Cartoon

A Paul Terry-Toon cartoon, being

a barnyard fable of the hen who
hatched her first egg, and then all the

barnyard folks held a festival in her

honor. But a flock of hawks swoop
down and steal the chicken, and then

the hero gets into action with his air-

plane and defeats the marauders sin-

gle handed. Lively cartoon gags
with good incidental music.

"Secrets of Plant Life"

Ufa Time, 9 mins.

German Novelty

A German dialogue film from the

Berlin studio. A man and girl seated
in a garden, with the gent explaining

the different characteristics of plants

and flowers to his companion. It is

slow motion camera, over tiine pe-

riods, showing on the screen the in-

stantaneous budding and growth of

the shrubs and flowers from the time
the plant bursts through the soil.

Nothing new, but interesting to plant

lovers. The German dialogue limits

it to that type of audiences.

"Bear Hunting in the Carpathians"

Ufa Time, 16 mins.

German Hunting Film

A German dialogue film, produced
in the Carpathian mountains. It shows
a camera man perched in a tree tak-
ing close-up shots of a bear foraging
on a herd of sheep. The bear pounces
on a sheep, and kills it. Then the

«hepherd sounds the alarm, and the

mountain villagers start out with their

dogs in pursuit of the killer. The bear

is brought to bay, and a shot from a

rifle kills it. Then the festival back
at the village, celebrating the event.

The scenery and costumes are pic-

turesque, but the production values

are pretty poorly put together. It

will no doubt prove entertaining to

German audiences.

"Childhood Daze"

Capitol Film Exch. Time, 20 mins.

Swell Kid Number

A great two-reeler for the chil-

dren, with plenty of entertainment
for the grownups as well. Entire ac-

tion concerns juveniles, including a
waif and his dog who butt in on a
lawn party at a swell estate. The
little rich girl runs off with the cun-
ning brat and dog to a boxing match
in whicii the participants are a cou-
ple of comical chimps. Eventually,
the butler comes after the rich girl
and ends the fun. The story is done
mostly in action and will fit nicely
into any bill.

"Framed"
Educational Time, 10 mins'.

Flat
A William J. Burns Detective Mys-

tery, with the well known sleuth
opening up the show with a short in-

troduction, then into the description
of how his operatives trapped a gang
of dope peddlers. One of his men
got into the gang's inner circle as a
member, got the goods on a frame-
up of one of them, and then they
made the raid and captured the crowd.
The reel moves pretty mechanically
with few highlights and nothing in
the way of a "mystery" to justify the
name.

"Laughing With John P. Medbury
in Africa"

Columbia Time, 9 mins.
Amusing Travesty

John P. Medbury's wisecracking
is the feature of this Walter Futter
novelty, which consists of a bunch
of silent African scenes pieced to-
gether so as to form something in
the way of a travel picture. Aside
from the shots being more or less
interesting on a travelo_gue basis, the
humorous effects achieved by the
dubbed sound accompaniment makes
for quite a few good laughs.

"The Kingdom of Sheba"

(Magic Carpet of Movietone)
Fox Time, 10 mins.

Good
Another engrossing subject in the

Magic Carpet series. This one de-
picts the Abyssinian realm, showing
the natives, including both royalty
and those of lower importance, par-
ticipating in various activities, sucT:

as making bread, playing hot music,
hair-cutting, selling mules, soldiers
parading in review before the mon-
arch, etc., with plenty of sound all

along the line.

"Crimes Square"

with Pat O'Brien, Mary Doran
Vitaphone Time, 9 mins.

Fair Underworld Skit
Just a simply constructed sketch

about a crook who marries a good
girl and decides to go straight. But
a former moll turns up and in a

burst of jealousy gives him away to

the cops. The man is given a

stretch, with the wife standing by
him through it all. Good perform-
ance by Pat O'Brien, who scored in

"Front Page."
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SEES VAST NEW BUSINESS

FOR THEATERS^NEXT YEAR

(Co)ttinued from Page 1)

school groups and 200,000 represent-

ing religious denominations, with the

remainder distributed among wo-

men's organizations, fraternal bodies

and other associations. A large

number of these committees, says

Woodhouse, are expected to follow

the example of one which has al-

ready appropriated $5,000 for films

of Washington's life, to be preserved

for historic purposes, and stands

ready to call on its members to be

patrons every week, during the 38

weeks of celebration, at any theater

that shows a short or a chapter of

Washington's life made from the

newly discovered records.

In addition to the 600,000 commit-
tees being formed in the U. S., there

are to be about 400,000 abroad. If

only 10 per cent of these groups
follow the weekly attendance policy

and spend $250 per committee, in-

cluding friends and followers, it will

mean $25,000,000 a week revenue,

says Woodhouse.

As part of the event, a series of

44 shorts are needed. Six prelirni-

nary subjects of Washington's life

are required before Feb. 22, 1932, as

the committees needs them to become
familiar with the subject. The otTier

38 shorts would be weekly releases

during the 38 weeks of the celebra-

tion.

Following the lead of the commit-
tee that already has indicated its

willingness to put up $5,000 with

any producer turning out the first

shorts of Washington's life, other

committees undoubtedly will make
substantial appropriations for films,

besides patronizing theaters. Wood-
house declares.

In situations where theaters do not

care to cooperate with committees
in exhibiting the Washington films,

arrangements will be made to show
the pictures elsewhere.
Woodhouse says that more than

100 new chapters of Washington's
life have been discovered, all of

which could be easily screened. He
also believes that from 5,000 to 10,-

000 persons from the film industry

could be given employment as di-

rectors, executive secretaries, etc., in

connection with additional shorts de-

sired by many committees, also in

helping to stage local talent pa-

geants, tableaux, etc.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Raymond Moore, moving pictures ; H.

Weinberger, 70 West 40th St., New York.
$25,000.

Spanish Film Exchange, moving pictures

;

Bloom. Scherl & Krauss, 25 West 43rd St.,

New York. 100 shares common.
DELAWARE CHARTER

IT. A. of Brazil, Inc., Wilmington, Del.,
motion pictures ; Corporation Trust Co., Do-
ver. 1,000 shares common.

C PRESENTATIONS f)
By JACK HARROWER

All-Girl Production
Pleases at Capitol

Girls have it all their own way at

the Capitol this week in "All Girl

Revue," headed by Jane and Kath-

erine Lee. The Lee girls have not

been seen on local stages since they

were youngsters. Jane has developed

into a beauty with a wonderful sense

of humor and the makings of a fine

comedienne. Their part in the show

consists of two duets and dance num-
bers, a heel-and-toe number by Jane,

some patter and a lot of very funny
tomfoolery by Jane. Gerard's En-
semble, a group of 14 pretty girls

who know how to sing and who have
been seen for years at big time vaude-
ville houses, put over their numbers
in great style. Queen, Queen and
Queen, nifty steppers, present a

whirlwind clog number with some
unusually difficult specialty steps.

The Chester Hale Girls present a

striking acrobatic dance, and the

whole show is backed up by the music
and sparkling personality of Bobby
Grice and her Bricktops, a jazz band
that play classics as well as the

popular stufif. Costumes are new
and bright and the entire show is

inviting entertainment.

Colorful Havana Theme
In Paramount Stage Show
The Paramount stage revue is a

very colorful presentation entitled

"Habanera." Opens with a scrim

view of Havana and the harbor.

Scrim rises, and the Bines ballet are

seen in a colorful number. A tam-
bourine dancer is followed by Don
Azpiazu and his Havana Casino
Orchestra. They are on the stage

throughout the revue. They do sev-

eral rumba numbers. One of the

Hand sings "The Peanut Vendor."
Different interpretations are given of

the Rumba dance by solo dancers

and mixed teams. They do the dance
n the tough cabaret style and in the

ballroom version. The interpolated

act is that of Fowler and Tamara.
who put on a clever comedy act. The
man at the piano kids the tall blonde

doing the high operatic notes, after

which they go into some rough-and-
tumble stuff that has the house in a

constant guffaw. They are good.

Finishes with a spectacular routine

with the girls in very nifty and color-

ful costumes. Good summer show
produced by Frank Cambria with a

lot of class.

No More Price-Cutting
By Publix-RKOinN.W.

(Continued from Pape 1)

are signed this fall. It is pointed

out that the theaters paid the high
uriion scales when times were good,
and that now it is up to the workers
to cooperate in tiding over the lean

period.

Prehistoric Spectacle
Unusual Note at Roxy

Something out of the ordinary run
in stage presentations is being of-

fered at the Roxy this week in the
first show devised by Clark Robin-
son, new production director of the
theater. It is a fantastic prehistoric
legend titled "Fifty Million Years
Ago," depicting in a free and color-

ful way some supposed antics of
jungle days of long ago. A high-
light of the proceedings is a me-
chanical dinosaur, the size of the
whole Roxy stage, and which moves,
breathes, carries people and does
other remarkable things. Maurice
Baron has written a special score for

the production, and there are weird
dances by the Roxyettes and Ballet,

as well as choral selections by the
Chorus. Among principals in the
various scenes are Margaret Sande,
the Derue Trio, Merriam Field,

Helen Sada, Harry White, Alice
Manning, Alex Apostoloff, Ali You-
soff, Nina Polsley and others.

The screen attraction is a revival

of "Sunny Side Up."

Exchanges Shots With Bandits

St. Louis — Clarence Groeteke,
manager of the Maffitt, exchanged
shots Wednesday night with two
bandits who took $50 in receipts
from Nellie Stapleton, cashier. The
robbers got away.

'
SUPER SHOWS

BLAMED FOyOAL BILLS

(Continued from Page 1)

features backed with presentations
of from six to eight acts, not to men-
tion the various other side attrac-
tions offered by many houses, de-
clares Sumner.
Speaking of gangster, sex and so-

phisticated pictures, Sumner states

that what the exhibitor and public
want is variety and plenty of it-
good, consistent, well-produced pic-

tures, with no clipping of program.
He does not believe in fewer pic-

tures, pointing out that in competi-
tive situations, where overseating is

frequently the rule, theaters often
are obliged to use weak productions
to take care of numerical require-
ments.

F. N. Sues Al H. Woods
For $80,000 on "Miracle"

(Continued from Page 1)

"Miracle" film rights, the company
paying $67,557.50 in addition to a
subsequent $12,500 to prosecute suit

against M-G-M over the rights to

the negative of the picture, which had
already been completed.

Edward G. Robinson to Tour
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Edward G. Robinson,

First National star, leaves Hollywood
on July 31 for a brief vaudeville tour

in the middle west. He is expected
back at the studios on Sept. 1 to be-

gin work on "The World Changes,"
by Wilson Mizner.



An improved
method of
blocking out
splices in
sound film

X^ OW the sound track need no longer be

painted out at the joints to silence splice noise.

The Eastman Sound Film Patch enables the

laboratory worker to block out joints with

greater ease, speed, and uniformity.

The patch is made of light-weight, opaque

film. For convenience in handling, it is provided

with a quickly detachable finger tab. With the

aid of this tab, a simple but accurate registration

block, and cement, the patch is quickly applied

to the film.

Because of its design, the patch is practically

inaudible in projection. At the same time it

obscures a minimum of the sound record, and

assures fast, accurate treatment of all splices.

These factors make the patches and the block

a valuable feature of Eastman Service.

Eastman Sound Film Patches, per

thousand • 5.00

Eastman Sound Film Patcher

(registration block) 4-25

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

J, E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York Chicago Hollywood

I
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Caught in preview, this Fox production shapes up as a smart. sophisticated|.

film done with class in the luxurious settings of an ocean liner. Edmund Lowe Is]

featured as a gambler matching wits with an international gang of ritzv crooks.

Plenty of femme lure with a contrasting threesome of Lois Moran. Creta Nissen and
Myrna Loy Story is clever with suspense building to a strong dramatic finish.

Director William K. Howard put all his cunning into this one. delivering a feature

that is Grade A for summer entertainment in any theater It's a triumph for

Howard, with clever directorial touches, and unusual camera treatment that alone

would distinguish It. —HARROWER.

THE

-c& D̂AILY

*'Transatlan-
TIC" is one of the best ex-

amples we have seen of an
eflfective combination of silent

and talker technique. The re-

volver battle up and down the
spider-like structure of the en-

gine room provides a different

and walloping kick. We rec-

ommend it

K ANN

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
I

TRANSAI'LANTK
wi7fi

EDMUND LOWE LOIS MORAN
John Halliday Jean Hersholt Greta Nissen Myrna Loy

Sfory by Guy Bolton Direcfed by WILLIAM K. HOWARD

NEW SEASON

NEW HITS

They'll gasp for breath when they see "Transatlantic." It's that kind of

a picture. Spectacular meloHrama, with thrill on thrill. Sensations crowd

fast as wits match wits and heart calls to heart. Moves
wi7h the resisffessTwee'rofkhe sea. BIG box office. AUGUST 30
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^rains Next Year Are Seen by Standard Statistics

lANGSTER AND SEXYPICTURES WASHED UP

'Industry Needs Men With Guts"—J. J. Franklin
injurious Results of Dual

I

Bill Cited by Coast
Theater Executive

est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—^"What the film in-

istry needs most today is men with
uts," declares J. J. Franklin in a
atement to The Film Daily. Guts
•e needed principally, says Frank-
1, to throw the double feature pol-

y overboard. He says this evil has
3ne the following things:

(.Continued on Pane 2)

oomofmTbluelaw

redictedjuegislator

Erie, Pa.—With almost every city

I the state ignoring the blue law
) some extent, Pennsylvania will

i/entually rid itself of the Sunday
atute, it was stated in an address
ade here by Representative M. A.
[usmanno of Alleghany County.
Irie pays less attention to the law
!ian the rest of the cities, says Mus-
anno.

'acent Not Disturbed
Over W. E. Decision

Last week's court decision uphold-

g Western Electric on three of the
unts in its infringement action

linst Pacent will have no effect on
:: latter's activities, said Louis Ger-
1 Pacent on Saturday. The case is

)w going to the Appellate Court, and
the rulings are upheld there, said

icent, adjustments will be made in

icent equipment being used by ex-

bitors.

State Education Board

Okays Curtailed "Co-Ed''

Richmond, Va.—In the controversy of the

itability of "Confessions of a Co-Ed," the

ite Board of Education was called in to

:w and pass on the picture. With about

j
cuts, the film was pronounced okay.

je picture, minus the baby and various

<ier features, is now being shown in this

fe.

Small Town Exhib's Tale
Low-ebb business in the movie theaters is due principally to the flood of

crime pictures, which have tired the public, says B. C. Steele, owner of houses

in Kent and Ravenna, 0. Says Steele:

"Our patrons no longer will have anthing to do with gang films of any

kind. We have no trouble selling 'The Millionaire' and 'Daddy Long Legs' to

the public. They all come to the theater to see pictures of that type. They
want pictures which will amuse and entertain. They have troubles enough of

their own these days. When they come to the show, they want something
light—something cheerful something that's got a laugh in it."

25 Meyer-Rieger Salesmen

Launching Drive on Aug. 15

Dickinson Circuit Books
Entire Universal Lineup

Kansas City—Entire lineup of Uni-
versal features and shorts for 1931-32

has been booked by the Glen W. Dick-
inson circuit. The product will play
Dickinson's 38 houses in Kansas and
Missouri.

Twenty-five salesmen with head-
quarters in key offices covering coast-
to-coast territory, will start work
Aug. 15 in the initial sales drive for
the new Meyer-Rieger De Luxe trailer

service. President Louis Meyer of
the Meyer-Rieger Laboratories, told

The Film Daily on Saturday. Dis-
tribution of trailers covering all fea-

iContinued on Page 2)

Remakes Called Detriment
Remakes in sound of silent features,

unless the original productions and
stories are of outstanding value and
quality, are a detriment to the indus-

try, E. A. Vogel of Loew Theaters
told a Film Daily representative Sat-

urday. Due to the scarcity of usable
(Continued on Paqe 2)

Paramount Asks $3,557
Over Unplayed Pictures

Ellwood City, Pa.—Charging refusal

to accept and exhibit "Honor Among
Lovers" and "Dishonored," Paramount
has sued the Ellwood Theaters, Inc.,

(Continued on Page 2)

Standard Statistics Sees Gains
For Film Industry Next Year

Vets May Appeal to Hays
In Gangster Film Protest
Richmond, Va.—Copy of the resolu-

tion, denouncing a surfeit of gang-
films, expected to be adopted at tlie

convention of the Virginia Department
(Continued on Page 2)

Gradual gains in attendance and
profits are forecast for the movies
next year by Standard Statistics Co.
in its current summary of the amuse-
ment field. Although patronage for

the first six months of this year is

estimated at 15 per cent under last

year, and profits about 30 per cent
{Continued on Page 4)

Exhibitors Unanimous on
Too Much Dialogue and

Sophistication
Gangster and ultra sexy pictures

have been done to death and no longer
are box-office, in the opinion of more
than 100 exhibitor leaders and inde-
pendent theater owners interrogated in

a nationwide survey by The Film
Daily. Views of these exhibitors al-

ready have been set forth in a series

of interviews in this publication. 0th-
(Continued on Page 2) »

25 TELEVISION STATIONS

ALREADYJAVE LICENSES

(Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Approximately 25"

television stations have been licensed
to date, with nearly as many addi-
tional applications now before the
Radio Commission. Of the licensed
stations, 17 are now operating on
fixed schedules and five are under
construction.

Cartoon Animating Costs
Reduced by New Method
Present cost of animating pictures

promise to be greatly reduced under
a new method patented by F. Lyle
Goldman of the Audio Cinema stu-
dios. The system consists of a com-
bined printing and double exposure
process. Full rights have been trans-
ferred to Audio Cinema.

6 Domino Club Comedies

Planned by RKO Pathe

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—As a companion series to the

series of two-reel comedies being made by
RKO Pathe with talent from the Masquers'
Club, comprising the leading male players
of the screen, arrangements have been com-
pleted by Charles R. Rogers for six come-
dies using members of the Domino Club,
embracing filmland's feminine stars. About
100 prominent actresses will appear in each
short.
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NEW YORK
{QUOTATIONS

Con. Fm. Ind. . .

.

East. Kodak ....
Fox Fm. "A". . .

.

(Gen. Th. Eq. (new)
Loew's, Inc
Paramount
Pathe Exch
do "A"
RKO "A"
Warner Bros

NEW YORK
Fox Thea. "A"..

jl

Cen. Th. Eq. pfd.

Technicolor
Trans-Lux

STOCK MARKET
AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.
yVi 7% yvs — H

139J4 138^4 139 — %
IS-^ U7/s 15—54
3H 35

43f^ 43}
3^

435^
225/^ 22y2 22}4
1V» m IH
6/2 6H 6K
13% 13J4 13%
7 6J4 7 + %
CURB MARKET
2J4 Z'A 2ii + %
7ys 7% 7/8

6yi 654 6H
5H 5H SH

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 32 32 32 — ?4
Paramount 6s 47.. 865^ 85J4 85M — 'A

Par. By. 5^s51..102}4 102}4 i02'A + 'A

Par. 554s50 75 7454 7454 + Vs

Warner's 6s39 ... 4154 41 41/ -)- 154

Vets May Appeal to Hays
In Gangster Film Protest

{Continued from Page 1)

of the American Legion in Clifton

Forge, will probably be mailed to Will

H. Hays, it is learned here. Various
state organizations have gone on rec-

ord as opposed to too many crime
films.

JJt-

Xi New York
}.J 1540 Broadway
J.t BRyant 9-4712

•••V.J
Long Island City '
154 Crescent St. fl
STillwell 4-7940 i't

I Eastman
|j.E.

if

• Chicago Hollywood
a 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
• CALumet 3692 Blvd.
j-j HOLlywood4121

•;.«>>>,,.,>>>..>...,>>.«•>^•^ *

The Broad^v'ay Parade
(Week of July 24)

FIRST-RUNS
PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"The Magnificent Lie" Paramount Paramount
"Son of India M-G-M Ctpitol
"Night Nurse" (2nd week) Warner Bros Strand
"Common Law" (2nd week) RKO Pathe Mayfair

EXTENDED RUNS
"Smart Money" (6th week) First National .... Winter Garden
"Smiling Lieutenant" (10th week*) Paramount Rivoli

$2 RUNS
"A Free Soul" (9th week) M-G-M . .Astor

REVIVAL
"Sunny Side Up" Fox

FOREIGN PICTURES
"Growth of the Soil"** Film Guild Cinema

.

"Zwei Herzen" (42nd week) Asso. Cine of Amer.

.

"Acht Tage Gluck" Joe Fleisler .,

"Die Lustigen Weiber" (3rd week) Capitol Film Exch.
"Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour" (3rd week) . . First Div
"Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour" First Div
"Dolly Macht Karriere" (2nd week) Ufa

. Roxy

. Eighth St.

. Euiopa
Belmont

.Little Carnegie
Warner
Beacon

. Cosmopolitan

FUTURE OPENINGS
"Bought" (July 30) Warner Bros..
"An American Tragedy" (Aug. 5) Paramount ...
"The Unholy Garden" (Aug. 12) United Artists.

Winter Garden
. Criterion
Rivoli

Including $2 run.
* Revival.

Gang and Sex Pictures

Washed Up, Exhibs Say
(Continued from Page 1)

ers contain substantially the same com-
ments as those already printed. Sig-
nificant, however, is the fact that in

reply to the questions, "What criticism

have you to make regarding types of
current pictures?" and "What com-
plaints are voiced by your patrons?"
the exhibitors unanimously specified,

"Too much gangster, crime and sex."

The questionnaire contained no men-
tion of gang or sex pictures, conse-
quently these replies were volunteered
without suggestion.

Another important reaction brought
out by the questionnaire is the atti-

tude on dialogue. Here, again, ex-

hibitors are unanimous in declaring
that pictures contain too much and
too sophisticated talk.

Asked which pictures had showed
the biggest gross lately, majority of

exhibitors preferred not to answer.
Of those replying to this question,

however, about 90 per cent included

"Daddy Long Legs."

25 Meyer-Rieger Salesmen

Launch Drive on Aug. 15
{Continued from Page 1)

ture pictures made since the advent
of sound, will begin Oct. 1. Walter

J. Freudenberger, formerly sales

manager for Advance Trailer, has

been engaged as general sales mana-
ger for the De Luxe service. Louis

Meyer is planning a trip to the coast

starting next week, during which he

will make final arrangements for the

handling of the trailers.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Rates

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation

723-7TH AVE.. N. Y. BRYANT 9-6067

Remakes Detrimental,
Says Vogel of Loew's
{Continued from Page 1)

original scripts, however, there is some
excuse for remaking successful silents

into talkies, said Vogel.
"The element of mystery and sus-

pense is lost to a great degree when
theatergoers are presented with a
sound re-issue of a picture they have
seen in silent form. Mystery and sus-

pense are two important requisites of

good motion picture writing and pre-

sentation. The same applies to talkie

versions of plays and books but to a

lesser degree. There was never a

better time or opportunity for enter-

prising and clever authors to show
their sparks of genius in the writing
of novels or scenarios with original

twists and themes. This industry is

wide open for good story material,"

declared Vogel.

Paramount Asks $3,557

Over Unplayed Pictures
{Continued from Page 1)

for $3,557.84 and interest from April
15. M. S. Gelbach, K. E. Fox and
R. H. Aylesworth are officers of the

Ellwood company.

Sound Recording
FILM AND DISC

Re-Recording Disc or Film
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
STANLEY RECORDING CO, of

AMERICA. INC

COLOR NEGATIVES
DUPACK made by ^

Producers make own (fl
color negatives

Color in red-ortho negatives may be re-

moved, retained or altered to comple-
mentary color

Write DU CHROME FILM SYSTEM, Ltd.

"Specialists in Color"
6723 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Sept.

3-22
: British film festival, sponsor!

by British International Picture
Malvern, England.

7-8: Annual Outing of Minneapol
Film Board of Trade, Detro
Lakes, Minn.

10 First Annual Golf Tournamen
New England Film Industn
Pine Brook Valley Club, Westoi
Mass.

20: Annual golf tournament of Soutl
ern CaUfornia film men, Fo
Hills Country Club, Culvi
City, Cal.

29: RKO and RKO Pathe Annu;
Outing, Indian Point, v
Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.

9-10: Semi-annual Convention, AUi«
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesot
North and South Dakota, Radi
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

Men With Guts Needed
Declares J. J. Frankli

{Continued from Page 1)

Killed the second show.
Cheapened the business.
Kept patrons away.
Reduced the gross.
Given the public a warning not t

invest in amusement stocks.
Overfed the public.
Increased the theater expense.
Showed lack of leadership in bot

theater and production.

MUST MOVE QUICK
FOR CASH

600 beautiful plush chairs
All spring seats—nearly new

May be seen in Broadway Theater
We will deliver and install free

J. A. TANNENBAUM, INC.
1600 Broadway CHickering 4-2774

New York City

the FILM DAILY STRING
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YEAR BOOK

•

DIRECTORS
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•
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Forget about double features

when WARNERS give you

shorts like this! ^

PRIMO -tlv ^-

LJ —
Man Mountain of the Ring!

t Today he^s the talk of the

world--NOW play him as

millions want to see him—
fighting— clowning
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ttv
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while hes
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T_TENRY McRAE, who supervises

serials for Universal, is sched-

uled to leave for England about the

middle of next month to make
"Heroes of the Law," Scotland Yard
serial.

* * *

Doris Malloy, who recently un-

derwent an operation, has recovered

and has resumed her work as a sce-

narist at Fox. She and Gertrude Orr
wrote "The Mad Parade," which

will be released by Paramount. "Wo-
men Like Men," a play based on
"The Mad Parade," will be present-

ed in San Francisco by Charles

King. ^
* * *

Walter Futter, who is an enthusi-

astic golfer, is showing more in-

terest in fishing. He is spending his

week-ends at Catalina, fishing for

"yellow tails."

* *

Nat Perrin will write an original

for Shic Sale in collaboration with

Ben Homes. The Sale comedies are

produced by Louis Brock.
» *

Sam Katzman will direct a series

of fairy stories. Ruth Grace is star-

red in "Little Red Riding Hood,"

the initial subject of the series.

i>i * *

Simile—As poiverless as a weak-

voiced writer in a story conference.

U Starts Two New Films

IVest Coast Bureai', THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Universal is scheduled

to place two new productions in work

today. One is "The Spirit of Notre

Dame," starring Lew Ayres, under the

direction of Russell Mack, and the

other "Twenty Grand," with Ricardo

Cortez, Norman Foster, Mane Pre-

vost, Mae Clarke and Slim Summer-

ville', directed by Cyril Gardner.

Actors Volunteer Salary Cuts

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Warner Bros.-First

National contract players have vol-

untarily agreed to accept salary cuts

of 5 to 25 per cent in view of their

idleness during the lull in produc-

tion, according to a Warner stu-

dio executive.

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Bob-Ed Operating Corp. ; M. Kaufman,

154 Pitkin Ave., Brooklyn. 100 shares com-
mon.

Joysee Theaters Operatmg Corp. ; same as

above. 100 shares common.
B F. C. Productions, theatrical ; N. Vida-

ver, 24 West 43rd St., New York. $6,000.

DESIGNATIONS
New York

Publix Shea Theaters, Delaware. 200
shares no par.

United Comedy Pictures Corp., Ltd., Dela-

ware. 15,000 shares no par.

Theatrical Premium Co., Connecticut.

$50,000.

RI41T
• • •THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till

Now that the best publicity story of the week is the one
Tom Namack has revived about James Gordon Bennett, pub-
lisher of the old "Herald," and P. T. Barnum the big
showman sold the publisher a piece of property at Broadway and
Ann, but tied up an adjoining parcel that made the purchase
practically worthless to Mister Bermett who was natur-
ally sore and got even this way he gave instruc-
tions to his entire newspaper staff that Barnum and his show
were to be completely IGNORED not a line, good or
bad and as the Big Circus had it's spring opening every
year in New York and depended on metropolitan news-
paper notices for starting the season with a bang and
as the "Herald" at that time was THE newspaper Mis-
ter Barnum took a shellackin' for two seasons and then
came crawling on his knees to Mister Bennett, saying
"I'm licked. Slam me in your paper, if you must, but for gawd-
sakes, don't IGNORE me!" so if we take a slam at you

or You or YOU it should make you hap-
py just as long as we don't ignore you ENTIRELY
for isn't the li'l ole paper the "Bennett" of the film biz?

• • • THAT the foreign influence on Broadway is indi-

cated by the recent marquee sign on the Globe, which read
"NW AD THE MAYFAIR TSR A GRSSION
KFA A NCI-RC TEZ" name it, and you can have it

that Edward B. HUSHING is announcer at WABC
noiseless broadcasting, no doubt that Raspin Pro-

ductions has been incorporated in Delaware and Eddie
Klein wonders if we can anticipate raspin' sounds and effects

that the dumb Wop in the gondola, Giuseppe, sez he is

gonna try and sew up the film rights for the Quigley vs. Silver-

man bout but we pointed out to him in our quiet wav
that 90 per cent of it would be CENSORED

• • • THAT Jesse Lasky has one of the most retentive
memories for names in the film biz, according to Jack Fuld
Mister Lasky had only met Jack once back in 1919
and on seeing him a few weeks ago, greeted him instantly

"How are ya. Mister Fuld?" and was Jack flabbergasted!
that Mark Luescher's charitable efforts in feedin' those

pigeons outside his ossif window have been rewarded
the other day one of 'em laid an egg! that Director Tay
Garnett never says "Camera!" he sez "Give!"
he ain't Scotch

• • • THAT ALBERT X. GATES of the insurance firm of

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates, began his career 28 years ago at a

time when they were writing policies by hand the three

merr^'bers of this firm carry over one million insurance each
showing what these experts think of their own racket

that one of the quickest big insurance transactions on
record was that of Artie Stebbins' insuring of Joe Schenck for

$5,000,000 the policies were received by Joe within 48
hours

* * * *

• • • THAT Bill Cunningham, doing the Sports shorts se-

ries for Brown & Nagel, once interviewed the North Pole ex-
plorer Steffansson for a Dallas rag and the famous ex-
plorer bawled him out for attemptin' to take notes saying
that no REAL reporter would do such an amateurish thing

and Bill was sore, because his gal was there to hear the
razz but after they left, she sez "Don't worry,
Bill. I got the ENTIRE interview in short hand!"

* * * *

• • • THAT after Billy Ferguson's roadshow campaign
on "Trader Horn" was all over, one of his exploiteers in the

field was still sending in heavy swindle sheets and Bill

wired him collect "Dontcha know ya cluck that the War
is over and w-'re back to pre-war prices?" oops

« « « » » »

Short Shots from
New York Studios

By HARRY N. BLAIR

J^OBERT SHERIDAN assiste(

Sidney M. Goldin in the direc

tion of "His Wife's Lover," first all, ^
Jewish talker made by High-Ar' t(i

Pictures, of which Nathan Hirsh is ^
president.

Lionel Herbert of the Paramoum
film laboratories reveals the fac

that during his travels in such place

as England, Africa, South Americi
^

and Australia, he has served in vari

ous capacities such as actor, writei

detective and assistant casting direc V

tor.

A glance around the remodele{f S

Vitaphone studios in BrooklyttJ

where production is again in ful '

swing, reveals little or no resem
blance to the old Vitagraph studii

which formerly stood on the sam
site. The latter served as a train

ing school for such stars as Norm;
Tamadge, Wallace Reid and the Cos
tello sisters, to name but a few
Likewise, the present Vitaphon' '

plant has acted as a training schoo
for many talkie luminaries of Broad
way vintage.

Rehearsals are in progress on th

first all-Italian picture to be pro

duced by Thalia Amusement Corj.

at 245 West 55th St. It is a Neapob
tan story adapted from a song, "In.

•macolata," with continuity prepare

by Eugene Roder.

An industrial short featurin,

Dutch Boy white lead and pain

products has been completed at th

Caraval studios on Long Islanc

This is the second of a series i

prospect.

Standard Statistics Sees

Gains for Film Industrj
(Continued from Page 1)

under, the decline is much small"

than the average income drop
general industry during the satri

period, says the survey.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended bv THE
FTLM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

July 21
Albert Wetzel
Lawrence Gray
Jane La Verne
Natalie Moorhead
Joseph Quillan
Charles Vidor
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British Columbia May Be First to Act on Combine

CONSENSUS SETS DIALOG AT 30 PER^CENT

^KO Will Distribute 15 Chinese Color Pictures

1=^'

Taxes
—and other irritations

By JACK ALICOATE^
A confiscatory tax on

"iCOnomiC admissions has just

Problems been side-tracked in

Florida. It passed one

•gislative branch after apparently ly-

ig dormant, when one militant mem-
:r. in a burst of oratorical enthusiasm,

uoted from the press on box-office

admissions and fabulous industry sal-

iries. This question of State taxa-

Lon is one of the major problems of

le industry. A tax at the box-office

Iffects every man and woman in this

flready harassed business. Salaries and
l<)x-office reports may be legitimate

!ress matter, but in times like the pres-

ent can also be TNT in their power as

;gislative back-fire.
* * *

No successful achieve-
yCi kiin ment in opera, drama or

OfCam screen was ever made-to-
measure to the tune of a

quaie and yard-stick. Business meth-
ds are all right in the front of the

ousc, but when the banker enters

lie studio by the front entrance art

sually leaves via the back door. Effi-

.ciic\ in the studio may be the mod-
II thought, but our modest advice
otild be to temper it with artistic

isdcim. Keep them working from
gilt in the morning until six if you
.ill, but also let them have plenty

f time to dream. For dreams are

R- stuff that truly great motion pic-

in s are made of.
* * *

\ .And while this column is

illly resolving itself into one

/Cnsors of irritations, let us give a

thought to this open sea-

pn for silly censors. Without ques-

lon a serious production problem of

he day is the needless harassing of

rn- expression for fear of 57 va-
Kii'c of censorship. If the laws of

lis country were as dizzy as most
iensorship regulations, we blush to

iontemplate what a dull, drab and
!eadly place these great United
•itates woidd be in wjiich to live.

3 Features, 12 Shorts To
Be Made in China With

Mixed Casts
(Vest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Contracts have been

closed whereby three features and
12 two-reel productions in Multi-

color will be made in Shanghai by
the Orient-Pacific Pictures Corp. for

distribution in the American mar-
ket by RKO. Mixed casts of

Chinese and Europeans will be used.

Another group of 20 Multicolor
productions, each 15 reels long, will

(.Continued on Paqe 2)

KINOGRAMREELCONTRACTS

TO BE HANDLED BY ALLIED

Securing of exhibition contracts

from Allied members for the Kino-
grams advertising newsreel will be

handled by the Allied States organiza-

tion itself, as the result of the with-

iiawal of Oscar R. Hanson. Work
(Coiitimied on Paqe 2)

Oscar R. Hanson Joins

Gaumont-British Firm
Toronto—Oscar R. Hanson, form-

er Tiffany general manager, has be-

come general saks manager for

Gaumont-British, with headquarters
here. Hanson recently severed his

connections with the Kinograms-
Allied States Ass'n advertising news-
reel project.

Operators in Campaign

On Non - Union Houses

Charlotte N. C.—A campaign is being

conducted in the ranks of organized labor

by the local operators and stage hands in

an effort to steer patronage Into union

theaters and discourage attendance at the

non-union houses. The Broadway, Carolina

and Alhambra are using union men, while

the Criterion and Charlotte are non-union.

WARNER HOUSES TO PUT ON

OWNSTAGEPRESENTATIONS

Following discontinuance of stage

unit production by Publix, which is

to play Fanchon & Marco Ideas, the

Warner houses which had been play-

ing Publix shows will adopt a

"flexible unit" policy whereby each
house is to have a producer, who will

build up shows around talent sent
from the Warner Artists' Bureau.
The plan starts Aug. 28.

Morrison Takes Up Duties
As Publix Southeast Mgr.
Birmingham — Ernest Morrison,

who succeeds Bob O'Donnell as
southeast manager for Publix,, has
taken up his new duties. O'Donnell
is now at the home office in New
York.

Action Against Filni'Combine
Planned by British Columbia

Chilean Revolt Closes

U. S. Distributor Offices

Santiago, Chile—Due to conditions aris-

ing from the political upheaval in Chile,

local offices of various U. S. film distrib-

uting companies were closed yesterday.

\'ictoria, B. C.—Likelihood that the
government of this prox'ince would bt

the first to take action against the
alleged film combine in Canada was
indicated at the legislative buildings
as officials completed their reading of

the report of Peter White, K. C, who
conducted the investigation. "Early
and strong action" was hinted.

Survey Shows Talking is

Definitely Wanted, But
in Lesser Quantity

Approximately 25 per cent dialogue

is the right amount, according to a

consensus embracing more than a

hundred exhibitors queried in a Film
D.MLY survey. In reply to the ques-

tion, "What do you consider the

proper amount of dialogue for the

general run of pictures," exhibitors

indicated varying quaniiiics from 20

per cent and "no more than the foot-

age previously used for titles," to 75

per cent "in certain cases, depending
(Continued on Paqe 2)

155 NEWlSMATIONS

ARE CONTRACTED BY ERPI

Contracts for Western Electric

sound system took a jump in recent

weeks, with a total of 155 jobs signed
in the U. S. territory alone, it is re-

ported by C. W. Bunn, general sales

manager.

M. A. Namazie Dead;
Far East Film Magnate
M. A. Namazie, 67, chairman of

the board of directors of Capitol
Theaters, Ltd., leading movie firm in

the Far East, died Sunday night, sc-

cording-4^(X..A cable received yester-
day by Joe Fisher, general manager

(Continued on Paqe 2)

China's Mary Pickford

Slated for U. S. Screens

li'cst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
•' Hollywood—Butterfly Wu, called the

Mary Pickford of China, will be seen in

America next season as a result of con-
tracts just signed whereby she is to ap-
pear in a series of features made by Star

Motion Picture Co., Shanghai, for world-
wide release. Shen Hung, executive of

the Shanghai company, has arrived here to

complete arrangements for making the pic-

tures in Multicolor.
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E. J. Lipow Dies

E. J. Lipow, for many years a

representative of Paramount's for-

eign department, died last week in

Zagreb, Jugoslavia, while on a busi-

ness trip. Burial takes place this

week in Berlin.

?'•»••»••>•••••»•»•••»*•••»»»**v_i
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RKO Will Distribute

15 Chinese Color Films
{Continued from Page 1)

be made by the same company for

Chinese consumption.
A crew of Multicolor cameramen,

technicians and sound engineers, and
an American director, will leave for

Shanghai on the President Pierce,

sailing from San Francisco July 31,

to make the all-color pictures. A
branch laboratory of Multicolor is

being established in Shanghai by
Howard Hughes to develop and print

all the Chinese-made productions.

Kinogram Reel Contract
To Be Handled by Allied

(Continued from Page 1)

will be handled through sectional

.\llied units. Contract for physical

distribution of Capt. G. McL. Baynes'

ad reel through Educational is now
practically set. About 2,740 contracts

have already been signed, with 4,00

expected by the time the first issue

is released Aug. 28.

Tillotson and Lichey
In New Publicity Firm

Harold E. Tillotson, formerly with
Paramount Publix and Theater Ser-
vice Corp., is head of Associated
Public Relations Guild, Inc., newly
formed organization that will handle
publicity and exploitation for screen,

stage, radio and business corpora-
tion. Howard Lichey, one time with
Universal and Warner theaters, has
charge of newspaper relations for

the new firm, which has opened of-

fices at 420 Lexington Ave., and in

London.

Bert Ennis Joins Columbia
As Exploitation Manager
Bert Ennis has joined Columbia

as exploitation manager under Al
Selig. The first pictures to receive

his attention will be "The Miracle
Woman" and "The Dreyfus Case,"
slated for early New York release,

and "Dirigible," set for national pop
showing next month.

Burlesque and Films at Central
The Central on Broadway has

been leased to Billy Minsky, who
will open it Aug. 4 with burlesque
and films. Minsky also is reported
dickering for the Fox Jamaica and
Proctor's Fifth Ave.

Non-Profit Community House
Royal, la.—The Community club

has opened the first talking picture
theater in Royal at a cost of more
than $2,000, and will run it on a

non-profit basis.

Skouras Suit Adjourned

St. Louis—The receivership suit

against Skouras Bros. Enterprises,
Inc., by Harry Koplar and three
others has been adjourned until to-

morrow. Koplar and Irwin Meyer.
public accountants, took the stand
yesterdav.

Consensus Sets Dialog
At 30 P. C. Average
(Continued from Page \)

on story," with the average working
out as 30 per cent.

On the question, "Would your
patrons welcome a return of all-

silents," all answers were either "No,"
"Doubtful," or similarly negative.

Better utilization of musical back-
ground was urged by numerous
exhibitors.

M. A. Namazie Dead;
Far East Film Magnate

(Continued from Page 1)

of the circuit, who is now in New
York on business. In addition to
his theater connection, Namazie had
extensive business interests in the
Orient. He leaves a wife and 12

children.

Sah Shirazee, another official of

Capitol Theaters who also has been
in New York, left last night for

Singapore. Fisher will remain here
for about two more weeks.

2 New England Deluxers
Book New Mascot Serial
Boston—Nat Levine's new Mascot

serial, "The Vanishing Legion", has
been placed by Herman Rifkin into

the Metropolitan here and the
Paramount in Providence, for a

week's run, twice-daily, and mark-
ing the first serial to play either

house. Other Publix houses in this

territory also will play the serial,

which is likewise being shown at

the Roxv in New York.

"Unholy Garden" Opens Aug. 26

Opening of "The Unholy Gar-
den" at the Rivoli has been post-

poned to Aug. 26 at 9 P. M. Ron-
ald Colman, Fay Wray and Estelle

Taylor, who head the cast of the

Samuel Goldwyn production, are ex
pected in New York before that

date.

M-G-M Buys "Smilin' Through"
Talking picture rights to "Smilin'

Through" have ibeen obtained by
M-G-M and this production will be

added to the list of story proper-

ties assembled for the coming year.

Theater for West Newton, Mass.

West Newton, Mass.—Formation
of the Garden City Auditorium,
sponsored by Charles E. Hatfield,

Rupert Thompson and Bennet
Rockman, indicates that this com-
munity finally is to get a new the-

ater on the site formerly occupied by
Players Hall. Ralph Henry is the

architect.

The Finest Projection Room
(Western Electric System)

$1.25 per reel

4 private cutting rooms
DU-ART FILM LAB
245 West 55th Street

Columbus 5-4907

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

J
Aug. 3-22 : British film festival, sponsori

by British International Picture
Malvern, England.

Aug. 7-8: Annual Outing of Minneapol
Film Board of Trade, Detroi
Lakes, Minn.

Aug. 10 First Annual Golf Tournaraen
New England Film Industr
Pine Brook Valley Club, Westo
Mass.

Aug. 20 : Annual golf tournament of Soutl
em California film men, Fc
Hills Country Club, Culvi
City, Cal.

Aug. 29: RKO and RKO Pathe Annu
Outing, Indian Point, v
Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.

Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Alli<

Theaters Ass'n of Minnesot
North and South Dakota, Radi
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

Oct. 1

:

Hispano - American Motion Pi
ture Congress, Madrid, Spain.

Nov. 4: Annual Awards Dinner of Ac
demy of M. P. Arts & Science
Hollywood,

Adam Hull Shirk Dies
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood — Adam Hull Shirl

veteran publicity man, is dead fo

lowing a lingering illness.

Fox Signs Authors, Art Directoi

Howard Emmett Rogers ar
Dmitri Ostrov, authors, and Geor^
Hadden, technical and art directo

have been signed by Fox. Ostrov
now on his way west, while Rogei
and Hadden leave late next montl

M. P. Athletic League

Standing of the Clubs
W L

Columbia .... 9
R-K-O 7

ERPI 7 3

Warner 4 2
Fox 2 5
RKO Pathe 2 7
National Thea 2 8
RCA Photophone 8

Week-end Results
Columbia 5 Erpi
Nat'l Thea 4 RKO Pathe

Other teams not scheduled.

MUST MOVE QUICK
FOR CASH

600 beautiful plush chairs
All spring seats—nearly new

May be seen in Broadway Theater
We will deliver and install free

J. A. TANNENBAUM. INC.
1600 Broadway CHickering 4-2774 .'

New York City

GCVACCT

IS & 35 MM
B & W and Colors

UNIFORM—BRILLIANT
FINE GRAIN—DURABLE
The Gevaert Company of

America, Inc.
423 W. S5th St. 413-21 No. State St.

N. Y. C. Chicago
Originators of the Tinted Base

M. P. Film



The Greatest Serial Ever Produced
CRITICS AGREE — CIRCUIT BUYERS AGREE

HARRY
CAREY

A
REAL FEATURE
FOR EVERY DAY
IN THE WEEK

EDWINA
BOOT

GREAT
FOR THE KIDS,

GREATER FOR
THEIR ELDERS

4(TheVanishing Legion"
Booked also by

Entire Balaban and Katz Circuit

Illinois and Indiana
Entire Co-operative Circuit

Michigan
Loew's Circuit

Throughout the Country

Entire Publix Circuit

Texas
W. S. Butterfield Theatres

Michigan
RKO Circuit

Throughout the Country

The Saenger Theatre, New Orleans
The finest theatre in the South

Warner Bros. Circuit

Throughout the Country
Century Circuit
New York, N. Y.

The Fox Theatre, Washington
The Capitol's Leading Playhouse

Fox Circuit

Throughout the Country
Publix Circuit
New England

Now Playing at the Roxy Theatre, N. Y.

MASCOT PICTURES CORPORATION
Nat Levine, Pres.

Cable: Levpic, N. Y.

630 Ninth Avenue

New York, N. Y.

Foreign Rights: J. Hoflfberg, Inc., 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., Cable: Berghofif



HOLLYWOOD FLASHES]
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T OUIS GASNIER has signed a

new contract with Paramount.

He now is preparing to co-direct

with Max Marcin on "Ladies of

the Big House." Gasnier began his

screen career in 1901. He produced

"The Perils of Pauline" and is cred-

ited with discovering Ruth Roland.
4i * *

Al Jackson and Barney Sarecky

have completed the script and dia-

logue for Radio Pictures' "The Thir-

teenth Guest," an original by Louis

Sarecky for Ricardo Cortez.
* * *

Edna May Oliver will play "Ma-
dame Mustache" in "Frontier,"

which will star Richard Dix and be

directed by Wesley Ruggles. How-
ard Estabrook wrote the story.

6 "Stars of Yesterday"

On Vitaphone Program
Six "Stars of Yesterday" one-reel

subjects will be released by Vita-

phone next season. The shorts, com-

prising clips from old screen suc-

cesses, are being prepared at the

Flatbush studio under supervision of

Murray Roth.
Production was resumed at the

studio yesterday when "Lucky Thir-

teen" went before the camera with

Fanny Watson and Thelma White.

Alf Goulding is directing.

Dick Eason Transferred

Charlotte, N. C. — Dick Eason

formerly of the staff of th? Carolina,

has been transferred to Lynchburg,

Va., as assistant manager in the

Publix house there.

Paul Lukas Becomes Star
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Paul Lukas will be

promoted to stardom by Paramount
in "Bachelor," to be directed by

Lloyd Corrigan, who also will work
with Raymond Griffith and Sidney

Buchman in the preparation of the

screen story.

Crane Wilbur to Marry Leneita Lane
M^cst Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAIJ.V

Hollywood — Crane Wilbur and

Leneita Lane will be married after

Wilbur's divorce from Beatrice

Blinn becomes final.

Sunday Shows for Marlboro
Marlboro, N. Y.—As a result of a

petition by residents, the town board

has lifted the ban on Sunday movies.

COMING & GOING

MRS. NATALIE KALMUS of Techni-
color is due ill New York from the coast
this week on a vacation. She will be ac-

companied by MARGARET ETTINfiER,
publicity director.

THOMAS MEIGHAN arrived yesterday
from Hollywood.

JAMES CAGNEY leaves the coast this
week for a vacation in New York. Mrs.
Cagney will accompany him.

DMITRI OSTROV, author, signed by
Fo.\. has left for the coast.

• • • THE OTHER evening we were talking to a cosmop-
olite of the world a gent who spends most of his life

in travel and who has a yen for studying folks and their
reactions to certain conditions and being interested in
motion pix which he thinks are due to return to the
silent technique to a certain degree with sound effects,

music but very little dialogue his views are un-
usual and interesting for he has watched audience
reaction in all corners of the world especially the psy-
chology of the Continental peoples and he gives it as
his honest opinion that the average European, such as the Ger-
man, Frenchman, Spaniard, Italian is still unsold on the
talkers claiming they like their pix silent

* * * *

• • • THIS OBSERVER believes the crux of the problem
IS simply the traditions and viewpoint of centuries of old world
civilization as opposed to the standardized mode of life and
thought of the new in America everything is served ready
for consumption pre-digested even our amusements

especially the talkies whereas the average Euro-
pean is more individualistic he does not want to listen

to a lot of dialogue in situations where he would like to use
his own imagination a little he gets a kick from imagin-
ing what conversation would transpire under a given situation

in a word, he creates his Own Picture and a load

of dialogue destroys this enjoyment so this world-observer
wonders why Hollywood persists in trying to make toreign

talkies for foreigners which are still "foreign" to the

foreigners when they view 'em because our dialogue style

is alien to the average foreigner's mental processes his

traditions whereas silent-technique pix, reflecting the

true atmosphere of the country for which they are intended
made with native casts and done with the Holly-

wood finish and class would Clean Up
* * * *

• • • REMEMBER WHEN? Jesse Lasky had a

li'l hole in the wall in the Hudson theater building book-
ing acts when he moved to the ole Broadway theater

building and J. J. McCarthy was associated with him
and then Jesse made his great big jump from handling

girlie acts to the launching of the Folies Bergere in the Fulton
theater then to Cali-for-nigh-aye, where he tied up with

Cecil De Mille. and crashed the film biz and just

look at what Jesse has done since gosh, how some folks

do Grow!
* * * *

• • • OUR INQUIRING Photographer Question:
Have you any prejudice against women smoking while strolling

along a public street? Answers: Dopey Gus—Not so

long as they chuck away the butts before they get too short

Broadway Flash—These flapper babies look so nice and
hot, so why throw a smoke screen around 'em? Country
Sal— I think it's a swell idea. Now I can ask strange gents for

a light without being thought immodest, and the strange gents

can ask me almost anything. It's all very lovely .Aunt
Mary Ann— I just adore blowing the smoke from my pipe in

the traffic cop's eye Chorus Charlie—Oh, dear, with all

these girls smoking pipes on the street, I can't tell which is

which any more!

• • • WE KNOW a Broadway theater taken over by a

distributor who pays no rent, just so long as they make the

repairs and keep the check from falling into decay and
are they coining dough! Vessie Farrel, legit artiste, spent

several vain months in Hollerword trying to make the pix

and when she was back in New York three weeks she had four

offers can ya beat it? Gregory Linder, vice-prexy

of Colorfilm Corporation, has a most deceiving paintmg of a $5

bill framed in his ossif it disappeared for three days. .....

and then Gregory found it on his desk, with an anonymous note,

saying "It fooled me. I stole it, thinkin' it was the real

McCoy." and the sap didn't know that any art connoiseur

would have given him several hundred dollars for it oops.

« « « » » »

NEWS of the DAY

Chatan, Ala.—The .\merican lI

gion theater is to reopen Aug. 8.

Denver—Edward Shayiie and Be
Pitman, former vaudeville agent
are showing fight pictures and othi

silents in the old Empress, fornj'

home of Pantages vaudeville. ;

Birmingham—The local exchanj
of Bromberg Attractions will sta

handling sound films on or abo;

Sept. 1, according to George Goo(
ale, manager.

Gering, Neb.—George Luce h;

bought and remodeled the Rivier

a 500-seat house.

Arab, Ala. — The .Arab has r

opened.

Denver Seeks to Drop
Second Man in Boot

Denver—Elimination of the se

ond operator in projection booths
'

sought by local exhibitors in the ne

contract to be signed when the pre

ent agreement expires Sept. 1. T'

union is opposing the move.

Gervers Handling Opening
Pittsburgh — F. Ralph Gerve ,

former publicity director at the Pei
i

and now handling the press work I

the opening of Columbia pictures

various big cities, is here exploitii

"Dirigible" at the Warner. !

Cunard Liner Gets Kinetophone
Two complete Kinetophone soui

on-film projectors, distributed by i

Kinetophone-Ruby Co. of New Yo:

have been installed on the S
Transylvania. The job was urn

the supervision of Irving Rubenste

AUce White, Polly Moran on B ft

Chicago—Alice White and Po
Moran have been signed for [

sonal appearances in the Balaban;

Katz houses. Miss Moran, whO/

here with her IS-year-old son Jad
and her mother, Mrs. Mild?

Moran, will probably open Aug.'

at the Oriental or the Chicago.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

July 28
Joe E. Brown
Rudy Vallee
Skeets Gallagher
Blanche MehafTey
Edward Martindel
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Public Complains About Same Themes, Says Lam

OPERATORS SEEK TOlOLD PRESENfSCALES

Eight Per Cent Seen As Saturation Point for Type Films

Only 26 Gangster Stories

1 Out of 328 Pictures

Turned Out
Judged by the reaction to gang-

ster pictures, the saturation point

:tor films that fall into a distinct class

s less than 8 per cent of the aggre-
!jate output of the year. Out of 328
features released in the first six

imonths of this year, only 26 were
i?angster stories. This is slightly

I

(r. .''
.' on Page 4)

iSCH HOUSESUE
IN DEAL WITH COMEREORD

I

More than 30 Schine houses are

nvolved in the deal now being
jiegotiated by the M. E. Comerford
iircuit with Fox. The theaters are

n the following 18 locations: Ni-

agara Falls, Buffalo, Syracuse, Utica,

[kittle Falls, Saranac, Newark, N.

f.; Oswego, Canandaigua, Bath,

Corning, Gloversville, Ilion, Herk-
mer, Oneonta, Carthage, Norwich
nd Watertown.

flarry Koplar Accused
Of Instigating Suits

St. Louis—Harry Koplar, former
)ciate of the Skouras brothers, is

used of having instigated the re-

r-iliip suits against the Skouras
Iros. Enterprises and the St. Louis
jvmusement Co., according to the
ormal answer of the defendants. It

(.Continued on Page 4)

126% Increase Last Year

For Photophone in Ohio

I Cleveland—Van Wyck Benner, RCA
jiotophone district manager, announces

jat in Ohio and half of Kentucky, RCA
lotophone sales have increased 126 per

|nt for the year ending July 15, over the

evious year. In the past year 131 in-

allations were made, against 58 in 1929-
'30.

"Ten Best Directors" Tomorrow!
The "Ten Best Directors of 1930-31," selected by 300 of the country's

foremost critics in THE FILM DAILY'S sixth annual poll, will be announced
tomorrow. Besides the 10 winners, the nationwide poll resulted in an "Honor
Roll" of 17 directors, who received 25 or more votes, and 90 others who re-

ceived less than 25 citations. Complete story and sidelights tomorrow!

Company Formed to Market

Dime Slot -Machine Talkers

U. S. Navy Inaugurates
Sound Film Programs

Philadelphia — First showing of

sound films by the U. S. Navy took
place last night aboard the Penn-
sylvania, flagship of the Atlantic

Fleet and first of 300 ships and sta-
(Continued on Page 4)

Dallas— Movi Miniature Co. of

Dallas, Inc., has been formed to mar-
ket a dime-in-the-slot talkie device
for hotel lobbies, street corners, etc.,

invented by Morton J. Smith. One
of the machines has been placed on
demonstration at the Adolphus Hotel.
It uses 16 mm. film and the basic

(Continued on Page 4)

WantWholesome Romance
Scranton — That audiences, par-

ticularly in the smaller communities,
show a distinct preference for clean,

wholesome pictures is indicated by a

check-up made by the M. E. Comer-
ford circuit. Surveying all of its

houses Comerford determined that

the public is reacting against sophis-
(Continued on Page 8) 1

Winston Now Handling
RKO Cleveland Houses

Cleveland — Charles Winston has
been appointed general manager of

the three local RKO houses, suc-
ceeding J. E. Firnkoess, promoted
to district manager of all RKO the-

(Continued on Page 8)

O. C.Lam,SoutheastExhibHead,
Criticises Sameness in Stories

New Detroit Theater
Makes 17 for Publix

Detroit—The 17th house here for

Publix is now under construction in

the Sisman Building, Harper and
Van Dyke Aves., and will be opened
in September. Approximately $250,-

000 is being put into the 3,000-seat

house. Equipment will include a

stage for vaudeville.

Rome, Ga. — Too many pictures

with similarity of themes, therebj;

tiring out the public in addition to

hurting the following of stars by
not giving them an opportunity to

display their versatility, is the prin-

cipal current complaint with regard
to product, says O. C Lam, Georgia
theater operator and president of

the Southeastern Theater Owners'
Ass'n. Lam also agrees with the

(Continued on Page 8)

300 Locals Negotiating
New Contracts With

Exhibs in Aug.
Out of 695 projectionists' locals

throughout the country, nearly 300
will negotiate new contracts with
exhibitors when their current agree-
ments expire Aug. 31. It is under-
stood that only in a few towns will

wage increases be sought. General
attitude of th- I-t.' - '•!"'•,- t~ "-.z

to sustain present wage schedules.

WARNER OHIO THEATERS

ON FULL-TIME SCHEDULE

Cleveland—With but a single ex-
ception, all Warner houses in this

territory are operating on full time
schedules. The one exception is the
Grand, Alliance, which is tempo-
rarily operating only on Saturday
and Sundav.

Schlesinger Producing
"Odds and Ends" Series

li'cst Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A series of 12 one-

reelers known as "Odds and Ends,"
in Multicolor and black and white,
is being produced by Leon Schles-
inger. Al Martin < v.-riting tl.e dia-
logue and T. Roy barncs will do llic

interpolating.

Universal Pfd. Stock

Sets New High for Year

Universal first preferred stock yester-

day made a new high for the year going

to 56 and closing 54% for a net gain of

3 points. Previous 1931 high was 51%.
The stock has been strong since last week
when Carl Laemmie before sailing, made
an encouraging announcement to execu-

tives of the company.
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Seven Weeks for "Smart Money"
"Smart Money" is being held for

another week, the seventh, at the

Winter Garden. As a result War-
ners will postpone the opening of

"Bought," Constance Bennett pic-

ture, until Aug. 6.
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Tiffany Completes Three
On New Season's Schedule
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Three productions on

Tiffany's new season program have
been completed, it is announced by
Phil Goldstone. They are "Women
Go On Forever." James Cruze pro-
duction with Clara Kimball Yoiing,
Marion Nixon and Paul Page; "The
Monster Kills," with Alice White,
Hale Hamilton and Kenneth Thomp-
son; "Morals for Women," with
Bessie Love and Conway Tearle.

"Left Over Ladies," by Ursula
Parrott, goes in work next week.
Erin O'Brien Moore has just been
added to the cast.

M-G-M Sells Cleveland Indies
Cleveland — When M-G-M and

Warners failed to get together on
a national interchange of product
for their theaters, the M-G-M sales

crews started out to sell the Warner
opposition houses in this territory

with the result that almost every
possibility is closed at this writing,

according to Frank Drew, M-G-M
branch manager.

Capitol's August Bookings

Bookings for the entire month of

-August have been set by the Capi-
tol. Marie Dressier and Polly Mo-
ran in "Politics" will open Friday,

followed by Adolphe Menjou an3
Irene Dunne in "The Great Lover,"
Clarke Gable and Madge Evans in

"Sporting Blood" and Joan Craw-
ford in "This Modern Age."

"Huckleberry Finn" Aug. 7

Paramount's "Huckleberry Finn,"

with Jackie Coogan. Junior Durkin.

Mitzi Green and Jackie Searl, will

have its premiere .\ug. 7 at the New
York and Brooklvn Paraniounts.

Eddie Dowlings in Person

Eddie Dowling and Ray Dooley
(Mrs. Dowline) will appear in per-

son at the New York Paramount
starting Friday. They also appear
in the picture called "Honeymoon
Lane."

Five Neth Houses Go Union
Columbus, O. — Following adjust-

ment of differences with the union,

the five houses operated by J. Real
Neth will re-employ the organized
men on a scale agreed upon. During
the controversy several stench bombs
were thrown and Neth was kid-

napped.

Opening First Theater
In French Reel Circuit

Paris — First of the circuit of

newsreel theaters planned by Regi-
nald Ford, late manager of Jacques
Haik's circuit, with the backing of

the French newspaper, "Journal,"

will take place shortly in the Rue
du Faubourg, Montmarte.

Western Penna. Exhibs
Holding Meet Oct. 4-6

Pittsburgh—Eleventh annual con-
vention of the M.P.T.O. of Western
Pennsylvania will be held here Oct.
4-6, it is announced by Secretary

Fred J. Herrington.

Wilmer & Vincent Book Pathe
Wilmer & Vincent circuit in Penn-

sylvania has booked the new RKO
loathe features and shorts for 1931-

32, it is announced by Ned E. Dep-
inet.

I. J. London Reopens House
Detroit— I. J. London, owner of

the Ferry Field, has reopened the

house. London also owns and op-

erates the Courtesy and Buchanan.

F. & M. Producing in St. Louis
St. Louis—Fanchon Wolff of Fan-

chon & Marco is here with Gay
Foster, assistant producer, assem-
bling several F. & M. units made
necessarv bv the recent deal with
Publix.

New House for Monett, Mo.
Monett, Mo. —

• M. E. Gillioz is

building a $75,000 house here pat-

terned after the Fox in Joplin.

Story for Edward G. Robinson
"Honorable Mr. Wong," based on

the play by Achmed Abdullah and
David Belasco, has been bought by
Warner Bros, as a vehicle for Edward
G. Robinson next season.

"Jew at War" Holding Over
"A Jew at War," Amkino produc-

tion, will be held over for a second
week at the RKO Cameo.

Sound Recording
FILM AND DISC

Re-Recording Disc or Film
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
STANLEY RECORDING CO. of

AMERICA, INC
1841 Broadway—New York. N. Y.

Columbus 5-31 81 -31 82

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y, C.
BRyant 9-3640

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Oct.

3-22 : British film festival, sponsored
by British International Pictures,
Malvern, England.

7-8 : Annual Outing of Minneapolis
Film Board of Trade, Detroit
Lakes, Minn.

10 First Annual Golf Tournament,
New England Film Industry,
Pine Brook Valley Club, Weston,
Mass.

20 : Annual golf tournament of South.
ern California film men, Foj
Hills Country Club, Culve-
City, Cal.

29: RKO and RKO Pathe Annua
Outing, Indian Point, vii

Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.
9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allie(

Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota
North and South Dakota, Radis
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

1

:

Hispano - American Motion Pic
ture Congress, Madrid, Spain.

4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention c

M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsy
vania, Pittsburgh.

4: Annual Awards Dinner of Aca
demy of M. P. Arts & Science:
Hollywood.

C. D. Hill Joins Columbia
As St. Louis Branch Mgi
St. Louis—Clarence D. Hill, foi

merly with Tiffany, has joine

Columbia as branch manager here.

Gloria Swanson Delayed
Due to being obliged to underg

a minor operation in Paris last wee
Gloria Swanson's arrival in Ne
York has been delayed until a_ wef .

from Friday. Starting of productic

on "Tonight or Never," in whii

Miss Swanson is to star under t

United Artists banner, has been poi

poned another week.

Two Radio Pictures Releases Se
Radio Pictures will release "Travf

ing Husbands" on Aug. 15 and "Hij

Stakes" on Aug. 18.

I
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$100
IN PRIZES
for your
"Politics"

campaign!

Offered hy thos^

grand gals

DRESSLER
MORAN

in the S. R. O. Comedy Sensation

POLITICS
with ROSCOE AXES—
Charles F, Riesner, Director

"Vi^^ LlVNe^^'^^

'A

j<o

V^°^vV
Se

V

iS- In the event of a tie dupli-

cate prizes will be awarded.

Here's liow Manager
Harry Shaw of State,
Syracuse gottlie coin
by getting behind

^'Politics."

la Voting machines in lobby.

2 Special boards, curoiit heads of
Dressier and Moran.

3b Special slides on screen during reces-

sionals with following copy, "Don't
forget to vote for Hattie Burns (Marie
Dressier) for Mayor." "Cast your
vote here next week on the all-laff

ticket." (These slides were made by
our chief projectionist at no cost.)

A Election cards placed in conspicuous
locations about the theatre, such as

drinking fountains, telephone booths,
box office windows and on small

chandeliers.

5^ On the outside these cards were placed
at soda fountains, telegraph poles,

club rooms and newsstands.

g. Six airplanes will fly over the city

Thursday noon and drop heralds.

Planes were secured at no charge to

theatre and we are trying to plant a

story on the flying formation of these

planes while dropping the circulars

over the heart of the city.

T Announcement made at the Thorn-
den Park Theatre where a crowd of
10,000 people will be assembled for a

huge open-air concert over the P. A.
system.

g_ Oilcloth valance around entire mar-
quee and six box-shaped political

banners placed on flagpole standards,

Q^ Political rally Thursday nite before

opening, consisting of parade with
30 automobiles including trucks all

carrying banners and flaming red light

torches (secured without cost). Pa-

rade headed with sirens and police

escort.

1 Oa Special screening for Mayor and Com-
missioner and Board of Aldermen.

_ Mayor will review picture, storyplant-
"^ ed newspaper.

^ 11. Stencil on sidewalk and vacant store

windows.

12, House of Providence Fife and Drum
Corps will be invited to showing and
will parade to the theatre where they

will give a short concert before going

in and on coming out.

J 3, Teaser campaign started three days in

advance of regular pickup by using

"Marie Dressier coming Friday" as

border around current ads.

1 ^^ All house employees wearing badges
"Don't fail to vote at Loew's nextweek
MARIE DRESSLER for Mayor."

JUST A SAMPLE OF THE
;:)"POLITICS" CAMPAIGNS THAT
DOUBLE THE PROFITS.
SEND YOURS!
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FORM COMPANY TO HARKEI

lOcSLOT-MACHINETALRIES

(Ccmtiniied from Page 1)

idea of the inventor is to show local

news events, although any class of

picture may be shown.
The booth is about 7x3 feet, with

room for one or two chairs. The
patron enters the booth by parting

the curtains, seats himself in a chair,

drops his coin in the slot and the

show starts.

U. S. Navy Inaugurates

Sound Film Programs
{Continued from Page 1)

tions to be equipped by RCA Pho-

tophone. M. C. Batsel, J. E. Fran-

cis, J. W. RafTerty, G. K. Rudulph

and Edward F. Kerns, all of Pho-

tophone, came over from New York

for the opening.

Maryland Passes "Night Nurse"
Baltimore—"Night Nurse," War-

ner picture starring Barbara Stan-

wyck, has been passed by the Mary-

land censors following slight

changes. It will be released in the

state next Monday.

Philadelphia — A summer-time

record for the Mastbaum was set up

by "Night Nurse" in its week at

this house, Warner officials an-

nounce.

Wade Williamson Joins Blizzard

Dallas—Wade Williamson, former

exhibitor and Columbia salesman,

has joined the Blizzard Sales Co.

and will cover the southeast terri-

tory out of Atlanta. He will work
under J. O. Ford, district manager

here.

Vanni Buys N. H. House
East Jaffrey, N. H.—Romolo Van-

ni has bought the interest of Frank

H. Baldwin in the Park. Baldwm,

who has been a theater man here

for 12 years, leaves to enter the

banking business.

Hartford House Reopening
Hartford, Conn. — Following ex-

tensive repairs, the Tunxis will_ re-

open under new management, it is

reported.

MARIAN MARSH, Warner player, leaves

Hollywood next week for a visit to New
York.

NORMAN H. MORAY, Vitaphone sales

manaser, is l>ack from a trip through New
England, where he says he found exhibi-

tors optimistic.

\V. H. HENDREN, JR., vice-president of

Theater Service Corp., now on the coast,

is due to return in a few days.

GARY COOPER arrived on the Majes-
tic yesterday from abroad.

HIRAM S. BROWN expects to leave for

the coast at the end of the week.

LILLIAN GISH returned from Europe
yesterday on the He de France.

NANCY CARROLL has arrived on the

coast to resume work at the Paramount
sttdios with Buddy Rogers in "Mary Makes
a Call."

ALO
RI4LT<

• • • IT'S AN old wheeze that there is nothing new in

story plots, whether novels, stage or screen plays This
was beautifully exemplified in a recent mixup John Farrow,
scenarist with RKO Pathe, had with a disgruntled author
the cluck accused Johnny of taking his idea for his latest scenario
from one of his stories and threatened all kinds of suits

unless restitution was made so Johnny sat down and re-

ferred the complainant to a satire written by an eighteenth cen-
tury Frenchman whose plot could be easily recognized
as the one in controversy Mister Farrow admitted frank-
ly that he had merely adapted it to modern circumstances
nothing more was heard from the disgruntled author
and Johnny adds that no doubt the eighteenth century Frenchie
swiped the idea from Aristotle, or one of those early Greek
writers who started all the Original Plots

* * * +

• • • IF YOU are under the delusion that pix have a uni-

versal appeal, list to the yarn of Leo McCarey this di-

rector ran across a gent in a smoking compartment who boasted
that he had never seen a talkie and had not been inside a pic-

ture house for 20 years as the man came from a large

city and seemed intelligent and normal, Leo asked how come
and the gink sez that back in the ole Nickelodeon daj's

he attended a performance in Chi and the pix flickered

out in midst of the drama and for 15 minutes the audi-

ence watched a blank screen so this gent went to the

manager and demanded his money back, and was refused
so he vowed he would never again look at a pix he has
kept his oath, and is proud of it

* * * *

• • • REMEMBER WHEN? Bill Steiner was mak-
ing "The Yellow Menace" with Aubrey Kennedy (who married
Margaret Mayo) at the ole Grantwood stude in New Jersey

he had to have Chinks for the mob scenes and
Jack Livingston was commissioned to scout for the types down
in Chinatown so Jack worked for several days trying

to line up the yaller boys and didn't get a tumble
finally he went to Joe Lee, head of one of the Tongs
and in two hours Joe had several hundred ready to go to work

Jack asked what happened, and Joe sez "China-
man thinks he must lose pigtail and look like Valentino in the
picture, but now he savvy everythling all right!" and that's

how they made "The Yellow Menace"

* * * *

• • • LOU ALTER, the harmony composer of the Haunt-
ing Melodies that linger longer, sez that times are gettin' tougher
with the vaude boys one was whistlin' "I Got Five Dol-
lars" in front of the Palace and another despondent ap-
proached and sez "Can I borrow the last eight bars?"

Ed Finney has switched from the western to the north-
ern exposure at United Artists' he has moved into Hal
Home's old ossif and Herbie Berg, known as the "weasel"
to his critical friends, is helping Hal and Ed in publicity

• • • ANDY CLYDE has a fan letter from a kid out in

Harlan, Iowa, which has made him very chesty the young-
ster writes "Dear Andy: I received your picture from
'Monkey Business in Africa' and did it make a stir in

our neiborhoord boy, I tell you Andy they went
crazy over it except one guy a fresh kid

who argues which is the monkey and which is you in the pic-

ture and I ups and punched him right in the nose
so please send me a photo just of you sos I kin CONVINCE
this fresh guy I'm RIGHT." that's fan loyalty for ya

A chorus gal with an awful hangover from an all-nite

party staggered down 46th Street yesterday, yelling at the top
of her lungs that she had a Load of Dirt on so-an'-so

and was gonna spill it she disappeared in Variety's front

door wonder if the big scoop will appear under New
Acts, Chatter, or Epes Sargent's Exploitation dep't?

« a « » » »

SATURATION FOR TYPE FILM

IS PLACED AT 8 PER CENT

{Continued from Page 1)

under 8 per cent. Nothwithstand
ing the small percentage, gangfiln-

reaction was almost unprecedented
in scope, coming to a head in re

cent weeks with exhibitors amon|
the most vehement antagonists o
this type of picture.

Harry Koplar Accused
of Instigating Suifa

{Continued from Page 1)

is also charged that the chief pur
pose of the suits was to force Warnei
Bros, to pay a high price for minoritj
stock held by the complainants. Dis
missal of the suits, which come u[

again today, is asked on the grounds
that there is no legal cause for action

.•\t Monday's hearing Koplar testifie(

that, when Warners bought control
the circuits were stripped of thei

best men, including Reeves Espy
George Skouras, William Goldman
Stuart Barrie, Dave Silverman anc

others, and that higher film rental:

were charged against the houses.

New Virginia Theater Firm
Richmond, Va.—Herman H. Habl(

is president and treasurer of Habl<
Theater, Inc., of Winchester, jus

chartered with authorized capital o;

$50,000.

A. Chapman With Columbia
Pittsburgh

—

A. Chapman has joinec

the local Columbia exchange as offict

manager and booker, succeedinj
George Wheeler, resigned.

New Britain Theater Plans Filed
New Britain, Conn.—R. E. Erwin

owner of a block on Main St., ha;

submitted plans for transformafioi
of the property into a theater. Cos
may run about $30,000. The Od<
Fellows Building Ass'n also is ex
pected to be converted into a movi

Ft. Worth House Reopens
Ft. Worth, Tex. — The Capitr

has reopened under the managemen
of Earl Penix. RKO's Majestic i

scheduled to close Aug. 7.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-
tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

July 29
Clara Bow
William Powell
Thelma Todd
Clara Horton
Arthur Forde
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he Old Fightin' Cock crows every Friday nighf 10:30 N. Y. time, RKO

• HEATRE OF THE AIR— NBC hook-op of 44 coast-fo-coost stations!

If. S. Dallas Has Best Opening Day in

Past Twelve Months!

*. S.—Wrecking Records in Boston, Provi-

dence, Washington, Detroit

!

$40,000 at
RKOMAYFAIR

-VARIETY

JANUARY BUSINESS IN JULY!
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RKO PAT HE presents

CO N STANCE

BENNETT
TheCommon Law
with JOEL McCREA, Lew Cody, Robert Williams, Hedda Hopper,

Marion Shilling. Directed by PAUL L. STEIN. From the novel by

Robert W. Chambers. Screen play by John Farrow.
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bLD FIGHTIN COCKS
iVESTERN STAR^^!!
Youth demands youth. The

new generation of fans de-

mands a new generation

of stars

!

Tom Keene, Charles R.

logers' sensational box-

>ffice discovery, is the kind

)f Western star the kids

stamp their feet for!

Two-fisted, hard-ridin',

traight-shootin', rope-

hrowin', a real he-man!

irst release THE SUNDOWN

"RAIL, August 28th.

yith Marion Shilling, Nick

[tuart, Stanley BIystone,

Aurdock MacQuarrie and

»ther well-known players,

itory and direction by

lobert F. Hill.

TOM KEENE
Young and Full of Pep!

The Old Fightin' Cock crows every Friday

night 10:30 N. Y. time, RKO THEATRE OF
THE AIR— NBC hook-up of 44 coost-to-

coQst stations!

ROM RKO ^^ATHE
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IN STORIES

FAN PROTESTS

(Continued from Page 1)

statement made by other exhibitor

leaders, in the series of expressions

obtained by The Film Daily, to the

effect that producers have been over-

looking the masses and the family

trade in their efforts to reach "great

heights" in film production. He
likewise concurs in the opinion that

dialogue has been excessive and too

sophisticated.

Lam is opposed to double features,

adding that good product is too

scarce and he would not inflict two
poor pictures on patrons. The ex-

tra entertainment, in the way of

stage show, etc., offered by the big

circuit houses has caused the sniall-

town public to complain that prices

in their local houses are high in com-
parison, says Lam. He believes in

price-cutting, to make theater admis-
sions conform to reductions in other

lines. Increased overhead and rentals

against lower receipts constitute the

exhibitor's chief problem at present,

declares Lam. and eventually pro-

duction and operating costs will have
to be brought down to make lower
admissions profitable.

HOLLYWOOD FLASHES
By RALPH WILK

M-G-M Buys Story

Picture rights to "Under the

Lilacs," novel by Julian Josephson,
have been acquired by M-G-M. The
company also has selected, "A Fam-
ily Affair," based on the "SaturcTay
Evening Post" story by Albert Rich-
ard Wetjen. as Robert Montgomery's
new vehicle. Jack Conway will di-

rect.

Harry Fulgham With Publix

Dallas—Harry E. Fulgham has
resigned as head booker in the
Hughes-Franklin office to join Pub-
lix, filling the vacancy created by
the promotion of Dick Potter to a

post in Beaumont with the Fast
Texas group, Publix afifiliation.

Staying Closed

Minneapolis—Latest reports on the

Pantages and the Publix Century are
that they will remain closed. Plans
for reopening the Pan house with
vaudeville and films have fallen

through, according to E. C. Bostick.

i$UNSHIN€
1 \^^ IN

1 ^l (^^^K THE

1 ^^^ NEWS

= Increases are reported in contracts
= with tlieaters for installation of sound
= equipment.

fII lllllilllllllllllllllllllllllillllllll
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piERRE COLLINGS, who has
joined the RKO Pathe writing

staff, is adapting "The Suicide Fleet"
for Robert Armstrong and James
Gleason.

* * *

Alan Hale will play opposite
Laura La Plante in "The Sea
Ghost," Peerless Productions film to

be directed by William. Nigh
* * *

Roy C. Disney, general manager
for Walt Disney, is back from an
extended eastern trip and will spend
the summer at the Hyperion Ave.
studios where the "Mickey Mouse"
and "Silly Symphony" cartoons are
made.

* * *

Dorothy Lee's contract has been
renewed by Radio Pictures.

* * *

John Wayne and Susan Fleming
will play the leads in "Range War,"
Columbia's latest western starring
Buck Jones, under the direction of
Ross Lederman.

* * ^:

C. W. A. McCann, formerly of
the Mack Sennett stiidios, has been
appointed advertising manager of
"The Guild News," the monthly
publication of the Catholic Motion
Picture Guild of America, of which
Jam.es Gleason is current president.

* * ^

John Boles will have the prin-
cipal role in Universal's "Marriage
Interlude" by Luigi Pirandello. It

will be directed by John Stahl from
a continuity by Gladys Lehman.

*' *

Our Passing Show: Barney Sar-
ecky and Archie Marshek playing
tennis at the Los Angeles Club;
Jane Murfin, Ruth Weston and Bet-
ty Roberts dining at the Embassy
Club; Robert Florey, Earl Baldwin,
Dale Van Every, LeClaire Gardner,
Stanley Bergerman, Eddie Kaufman,
Sidney Buchman, Allen E. Rivkin
at Al Levy's.

* * i^

Mark Sand,rich has chosen Jim
Finlayson, Billy Gilbert, Elise Ca-
vanna, Eddie Dunn and Nora Cecil
to support Clark and McCullough
•n "A Melon Drama," which he is

directing for Louis Brock for release
through Radio Pictures.

* *

Edward Woods has completed his

first screen comedy role in "Local
Boy Makes Good," starring Joe E.
Brown and directed by Mervyn Le-
Roy. He played a hard-boiled gang-
ster in both "Mother's Cry" and
"The Public Enemy.

*

Edward Curtiss, who is now edit-

ing "Scarface" for Caddo Prods., is

a full-fledged licensed pilot. In the
silent days, he edited "The Hunch-
back of Notre Dame." "Phantom of
the Opera" and "The Winning of
Barbara Worth." He has been edit-
ing pictures since 1922.

Ivan Lebedeff made a big hit with
the fans who attended the preview
of his iyiitial starring picture, "Wo-
men Pursued," at the Boulevard.
Radio Pictures received more writ-
ten comments on the picture than
any that has been produced at the
studio. Richard Boleslavsky di-

rected.
* * *

Charles Lang, veteran Paramount
cameraman, who resembles Neil
Hamilton, was recently married at

Carson City. The honeymooners
are now at Talioe.

* *

Noah Beery returns to the Colum-
bia lot to depict a role in "Then Hell
Broke Loose." Willard Robertson,
noted character delineator, has been
cast in the same picture.

* * *

Joan Crawford's new starring pic-
ture, "The Mirage," will be directed
by Clarence Brown. Neil Hamilton
has been assigned the chief male
role in the film, adapted from Edgar
Selwyn's stage play of ithe same
name, with screen treatment and
dialogue continuity by Lenore Cof-
fee.

* * •

Joan Carr, young English stage
favorite, makes her screen debut in
"Devotion," RKO Pathe picture
starring Ann Harding.

* * *

Joe Rivers, one time prizefighter,
has a role in the RKO Pathe com-
edy, "Slow Poison," starring James
Gleason. Harry Sweet is directing.

* 4i *

Gertrude Rigdon. Radio Pictures
staff scenarist, will write the adapta-
tion and continuity of "Imw of the
Night," an original screen story by
Sa7niiel Ornitz and Lester Cohn.

* * *

Claire Dodd, whom Florenz Zieg-
feld selected from Hollywood extra
ranks for a part in a Broadway mu-
sical production, has signed a new
contract as a featured player at the
Paramount studios.

* * +

Charlie Burr, veteran producer,
has turned director. He is directing
the "Torchy" comedies and is using
Dorothy Dix as the lead opposite
Ray Cooke. George Amy and Ar-
thur Black are assisting Burr, while
Dwight Warren is in charge of the
camera work. Frank Gay and Rol-
lie Asher are adapting the "Torchy"
stories.

* *

Alfred E. Werker. who directed

"Annabelle's Affairs," for Fox, will

also direct "Heartbreak," which will

star Charles Farrell. Joan Bennett
will play opposite Farrell, with Paul
Cavanaugh cast for a prominent
supporting part.

* +

Marjorie Gateson, featured char-
acter actress of Broadway, has ar-

rived to join Paramount's group of
contract players.

ROMANCE IS WANTED,

El

{Continued from Page 1) I

ticated and gangster pictures a[
that productions dealing with who.
some subjects have a substantia;
greater appeal. Pictures of this ty
are builders of family trade, s;

Comerford yesterday, pointing c

that practically all the outstandi
box-oflice hits in history have h
clean, romantic stories.

Winston Now Handling I

RKO Cleveland Hous.;
(Continued from Page 1)

aters in Ohio. Firnkoess previoujr
had supervision over Cleveland, A
ron, Youngstown, Toledo, Pit-
burgh and Oil City, Pa. Columb;,
Dayton and Cincinnati have bei
added to his territory. His hes^
quarters will be in Cincinnati. W-
ston will also handle local publici,
formerly done by Milton Crandal

Harry Abbott Shows Syrian Filil

Detroit—Harry Abbott, who -

cently took a lease on the Colu;-
bia from John H. Kunsky and s

associates, reopened the house wi
a three-day billing of "The Bride f

Arabia," a Syrian language pictu;.

It is understood that Abbott pks
a burlesque and picture policy in );

fall.

A. E. Klein Transferred

Cleveland—A. E. Klein, who
been associated with the sales -

partment of the local RCA Pho-
phone office, has been appoind
manager of the company's office n

Pittsburgh.

"Lieutenant" Run Extended
Denver—Business on "The Sr-

ing Lieutenant" was so good duri;
its week at the Paramount thatit

was moved to the Rialto, als a

Publix house, for another se n

days.

G. O. Yarger in Cleveland

Cle\eland—G. O. Yarger has b "^

transferred here from the general -

fices of National Theater Suf y

Co., where he has the title of as -

tant manager.

"Cliff Edwards has fixed rubber band
on the handlebars of his bicycle,, oi

which he rides from set to set. Thi

-wind vibrates the bands and the)

sound a musical note."

—M-C-M.



ntimatein Character
nternational in Scope
ndependent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Fourteen Years Old

OL. LVI N€. 26 NC^VTORr;, THUCSDAy, JULr3C, 1931 <5 CENTS

^xhtbs May Use Either Contract, Says Att'y-Gen.

rENlEST DIRECTORS of 1930-31

i^-G-M May Lease First- Runs as Outlets in Philly

.cquiring of Houses May
Result from Failure

of Warner Deal
Philadelphia — M-G-M, through

lievv, is understood likely to lease

l-.t run houses here to play its

pduct, following collapse of its

(al with Warner Bros, in connec-

(Continued on Page 11)

imouNfoeraED

$402,134J
1918-20

lishington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—An overassessment

ii $402,134 in tax against Famous
layers Lasky (now Paramount
,iblix) has been reported by the

.,int Committee on Internal Reve-
i€ Taxation.

Varners Follow Param'nt
With House in Brookline
'Boston—Permit for a second the-

ar in Brookline, exclusive township
V'ch for many years barred amuse-
rnt houses, has been granted to

Iwson Construction Co. of Bos-
t|i, who will lease the theater to

\irner Bros. Publix obtained the
f't permit and is to start work on
t' house next month.

Sounds Like Another
Blow at G ang Fi I ms

it. Louis—Steps have been taken by

t state to rearrest a former St. Louis

ggster who was pardoned in 1928 on the

edition that he would stay out of the

ie and who lately has been employed
II Hollywood as an assistant director of

8 gland films because of his inside knowl-
s'e of crime.

THE TEN BEST DIRECTORS
No. of Votes

Lewis Milestone 252

Wesley Ruggles 179

George Hill 160

Josef von Sternberg 148

D. W. Griffith 139

Robert Z. Leonard 1 37

John Cromwell Ill

Charles Chaplin 101

Howard Hawks 101

Howard Hughes 91

Will Horwitz Irons Out

Differences With Publix
Will Horwitz, stormy petrel of

Texas exhib circles, who is now in

New York buying new season piod-
uct, has ironed out his difference
with Publix. He has closed for

Warner pictures and is now negoti-
ating for Paramount product for his

Houston houses. Horwitz, who is

operating radio station XED at Rey-
(Continued on Page 11)

Fox and Golden State
Plan Houses in Orient

San Francisco— Fox and Golden
State Theaters plan to build theaters
;n Manila, Hongkong, Kobe and
Tokio, according to Robert A.
McNeill, theater and realty man,
who has just returned from the
Orient.

Choice of Exhibition Contract
Up to Exhibs, Says Att'y-Gen.

Monogram Exchange Setup
Completed by Johnston

With closing of a deal with Capi-
tal Film Exchange, Omaha, W. Ray
Johnston has completed his lineup

of 33 distributors for Monogram
product. Capital, headed by Joe
Stern, will handle Minnesota and
North and South Dakota.

The new standard exhibition con-
tract, drafted at the 5-5-5 confer-
ences last year, but never put into
efifect, may be used by distributors
provided this agreement is not forced
upon exhibitors but they are given
the optional right to select this or
individual company contracts, ac-
cording to the opinion of John Lord

(Continued on Page 10)

Lewis Milestone Heads
Nationwide Vote by

300 Critics
For his direction of "All Quiet

on the Western Front" and "The
Front Page," Lewis Milestone
walked away with first place in

The Film Daily's poll for the
Ten Best Directors of 1930-31.
Milestone received votes from 252
out of approximately 300 leading
motion picture critics who partici-

pated in the balloting.

Next after Milestone came
Wesley Ruggles, followed by
George Hill, Josef von Sternberg,
D. W. Griffith, Robert Z. Leonard,

(Continued on Page 11)

1,200 PUWlUSES

IN DEAL WITH WARNERS

Approximately 1,200 Publix houses
are understood to be involved in the
product deal covering the 1931-32
season just definitely set with Warner

(.Continued cm Page 10)

1

Frank B. Rogers Joins
Gen. Talking Pictures

Frank B. Rogers, formerlv sales
executive for Electrical Research
Products, has joined General Talking
Pictures Corp. (DeForest) as vice-

(Continued on Page 11)

Two Houses Seating 675
Profit in Town of 600

Frederic, Wis.—This town of about 600
population is supporting two theaters, the
Auditorium seating 400 and the Star with
275 seats. In contrast to other small
towns having two houses, the local duet
is running regularly and able to show a
profit.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Con. Fm. Ind.... 7J4 T¥i TVi — Vz

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 14 13}4 14 — >4

East. Kodak 140 135?4 1365^ — 55/^

Fox Fm. "A" 15!^ 15;^ 15Ji — V»

Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 3J4 ZVs iVi — 'A

Loew's, Inc 44}4 43J4 44V2 + !-«

do pfd 92 9\yi 92 + 1

Paramount 23}4 23 J4 23i4 -f H
Pathe Exch \% iVs Wi
do "A" 6Ji 6K 6f^ — Vi

RKO "A" 13J4 13/2 13M — Vi

Univ. Pict. pfd... 54J4 54 54 — M
Warner Bros. . . . 6J4 65^ 6^4 — Vn

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A"... 2]^ 2Vz 2Vi
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 7J4 7'^ TV% — V*

Techriicolor 7 6JS 7 -f H'
Trans-Lux 5f^ 5% 5Ji — Vi

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 30i^ 29 30^ -f %
Paramount 63 47. 85^ 865^ 8654 — '^Vi

Par. Bv. 5^s51..102'^ 10154 10154 — Vi

Par. 5'54s50 75^ 75-54 7554— V%

Pathe 7s37 nVz 92^4 92/2
Warner's 6s39 ... 44 4354 44

^'Dirigible" for RKO Houses
Columbia's "Dirigible," which is to

have, its pop price release in August
following road-show runs in more
than 20 key cities, has been booked
by the RKO circuit for day-and-date

showings in practically all its houses

from coast to coast.

>,,•>,,,•>/
,sV#WW»V*>*>•* ******>.

},t , ,
Jt New York Long Island City

J'J 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. '{

J: BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 JJ•

I Eastman Films |

I J. E. Brulatour, Inc. %

• Chicago Hollywood J-J

V 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica J-J• CALumet 3692 Blvd. J'J

}• HOLlywood 4121 Vi

i:% :;>>> »<»»>»>%>»»#•%•*#«»«•<•*

North Carolina Exhibs
Preparing to Aid State

Raleigh — North Carolina exhibs
are making definite plans to aid this

state in relieving industrial condi-
tions. A committee comprising mem-
bers of the M. P. T. O. of North
and South Carolina will confer with
Gov. Gardner in one week to map
out a campaign which will embrace
using their screens. Senator Sams of

Winston-Salem will head the com-
mittee, which will include Charles
Picquet, head of the unit; Senator
Umstead of this city and Mayor
Hariy Buchanan of Sylva. Proposal
that North Carolina theaters co-

operate with the state was made by
M. J. O'Toole, secretary of the

M.P.T.O.A., at the recent conven-
tion of the state unit at Wrightville
Beach.

Suit Against Skouras
Continued Till October

St. Louis—The receivership suit

against Skouras Bros. Enterprises,

Inc., by the minority stockholders
has been continued till the October
term of the Supreme Court.

In the suit filed against the St.

Louis Amusement Co. by Jack Shea,
taking of testimony got underway
yesterday before Circuit Judge Gran-
ville Hogan, with testimony from
Shea and A. C. Thomas, general
counsel for Warners.

Little Carnegie Re-wired

Leo Brecher's Little Carnegie
Playhouse, equipped with new sound
apparatus only about three months
ago, has been re-wired with a still

more modern "noiseless" device by
Western Electric.

Acquires Title to Warner Site

Title to the Warner theater prop-

erty on Broadway at 51 st St. has

been acquired from the British &
Continental Investment Co. by Mary
E. Hurley of Belmont, Mass. About
a week ago the New Jersey Amuse-
ment Co. bought the lease of the

theater from Warners.

Brooklyn Deal Falls Through
Deal under which Sol Brill and

Jack Shapiro would buy an interest

in Henseig Theatrical Enterprises,

operating three Brooklyn houses, has
fallen through. The company has
the Ritz, Park and Berkshire.

Another for Hughes-Franklin
Manhattan, Kan.—Hughes-Frank-

lin Theaters has taken a purchase
option on the 750-seat Varsity in this

college town.
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100 Per Cent Distribution

On 4 Nat Levine Serials
With the closing of three franchise

contracts this week, Nat Levine,
president of Mascot Pictures Corpo-
ration, has effected 100 per cent

.\merican distribution for his four
series of the 1931-1932 season. Jack
Roher, Excellent Film Exchange,
Toronto, will distribute the pictures

throughout Canada. Jack Berkowitz,
Standard Film Exchanges, Albany
and Buffalo, will distribute the serials

in Upper New York State, and Chase
McDermond, Salt Lake City, has ac-

quired the rights for the Rocky
Mountain territory.

"The Vanishing Legion," starring
Harry Carey and Edwina Booth,
Mascot's first serial of the screen,

has already been released. Produc-
tion will be started shortly at the
Tec-Art Studios in Hollywood on the
second production. Red Grange in

"The Galloping Ghost."

400 Situations Involved in

RKO Radio-Warner Deal
More than 400 situations are in-

volved in the booking deal between
RKO Radio Pictures and Warner
announced by Charles Rosenzweig,
who with Jerry Safron handled the
negotiations for Radio. E. A. Al-
person and Clayton Bond represent-

ed Warners.
Radio is expected to close with

Publix next.

"Traveling Husbands" Release
Radio Pictures has set Aug. 15

for the day-and-date release of

"Traveling Husbands" in about 300
key city houses. .\ special advertis-

ing campaign has been prepared by
Hv Daab for the event.

"Road to Hell" As Road Show
"Road to Hell," which has just

finished five weeks at the Central on
Broadway, is now being booked on
percentage as a road show through-
out the country by Publix Welfare
Pictures Corp.

"Bought" Booked for Two Weeks
Syracuse—Following a preview of

"Bought," W^arner production star-

ring Constance Bennett, the Strand
immediately booked the picture for

two weeks instead of one.

Monday Gross Beats Week-End
Indianapolis—Monday receipts for

Barbara Stanwyck in "Night Nurse"
at the Apollo topped Saturdav bv
$100 and Sunday by $165, the Warner
office reports.

l.»S. Cummins. 723 7th Ave.. Ne-.v York.J

Bl Mayfair Theatre B'ldg, N. Y.

WILLIAM MORRIS

M
Call-Board

RALPH MORGAN
Term Contract

Fox Film Corp.

HOLLYWOOD

Aug. 3-22

Aug. 7-8:

Aug 10

THE INDUSTRY'S |

DATE BOOK '

I

British film festival, sponsci
by British International Pictui,

Malvern, England.

Annual Outing of Minneapi
Film Board of Trade, Dett
Lakes, Minn.

First Annual Golf Tournam
,

New England Film Indus
Pine Brook Valley Club, Wes

,

Mass.

Annual ^olf tournament of So .

em California film men, 1

Hills Country Club, Cur
City, Cal.

RKO and RKO Pathe AniJ
Outing, Indian Point, a
Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.

Semi-annual Convention, Aid
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesi,
North and South Dakota, Rsi.

son Hotel, Minneapolis.

Hispano - American Motion :•

ture Congress, Madrid, Spaii

Eleventh Annual Conventiorif
M.P.T.O. of Western Penrl-
vania, Pittsburgh.

Annual Awards Dinner of li-

demy of M. P. Arts & Scier;,

Hollywood.

Aug. 20:

Aug. 29:

Sept 9-10:

Oct. 1:

Oct. 4-6:

S.M.P.E. Meets Aug. 9

To Nominate Offices i

Board of directors of the S.M.I!,
will meet .^.ug. 9 at the Hotel ^n

Curler, Schenectady, to nominate c -

cers for the ensuing year. Plans 'II

also be made for the fall meeti;,

the location of which will be selecj

12 Chadwick Comedies
Being Handled by T. P.

Talking Picture Epics has c

tracted for the world distribution
the 12 two-reel Al Alt Comedies

j

ing made on the coast by I.

Chadwick. The first two have bffi

completed.

WA]\TED!
Experienced, qualified filrr

insurance man. Box 825, THi
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway

New York City.

Madison
Overlooking Ocean cA Illinois Avenu<

ATLANTIC CITY. N.J.
A New Fireproof Hotel

Rates (with meals) as low as

$35 Weekly, Per Person

European Plan Rates Upon Request

BATHING DIRECT FROM
HOTEL
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^ Great Opportunity ! Read the MPetails!

You're familiar with PARAMOUNT'S mighty 1931-2 program of pictures and

stars. It marks the climax of 20 years of PARAMOUNT quality leadership.

It's convincing. It's the one line-up essential to theatre success today. The

trade agrees,judging from the continual flood of 1931-2 signed PARAMOUNT

contracts.



15 Paramount 1931-2 Pictures Are Finished and

Ready. Special Screenings of 5 of Them, Picked

for Variety of Subject Matter, Will Be Held at

Your Paramount Exchange Week ofAugust 10th!

1. THE SMILING LIEUTENANT
Maurice Chevalier in the brilliant Ernst Lubitsch production with Claudette

Colbert, Charlie Ruggles and Miriam Hopkins. Find out why it's played three

months at S. R. O. in N. Y., broken records in Los Angeles and Chicago!

2. AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY
Based on Theodore Dreiser's sensational novel. Von Sternberg's masterpiece

with Phillips Holmes, Sylvia Sidney and Frances Dee. The nation's talking

.

3. HUCKLERERRY FINN
Successor to TOM SAWYER and hailed in previews as twice as good. Jackie

Coogan, Junior Durkin, Mitzi Green, Jackie Searl, Eugene Pallette. Directed by

Norman Taurog, who made SKIPPY.

4. SECRETS OF A SECRETARY
Claudette Colbert, Herbert Marshall, Georges Metaxa. Directed by Geo. Abbott.

5. SILENCE
With Clive Brook, Marjorie Rambeau, Peggy Shannon and Charles Starrett.

Directed by Louis Gasnier and Max Marcin.

Added Attraction: THE HOUSE THAT SHADOWS
BUILT. A flash-back of 20 years of motion picture progress,

starring the screen's greatest personalities. No man interested

in his business should miss it!

PARAMOUNT
Let^s Go» Show Business!
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)
ijunty Campaign
m "Free Soul"
riUS MITCHELL, live-wire

manager of the Imperial,

Newton, N. C, cooperated in

placing an extensive advertising

campaign both in his county

and in the neighboring one of

Hickory, N. C, in an effort to

put over "A Free Soul." Mit-

chell literally plastered every

available space in an area of 30

niles with announcements, pho-
;ographs and window cards. He
ilso arranged to have special an-

nouncements mailed out to the-

ater-goers over the county, and
had heralds distributed in a

house to house canvass. In

building his newspaper cam-
paign, Mitchell started with a

teaser campaign which broke
ten days in advance of the open-

ing. He then continued insert-

ing copy every other day, con-

cluding same on the opening
lay. Ads were also placed in a

Hickory paper.—Imperial, Newton, N. C.

'jleup With Press
(1 "Trader Horn"
ERNEST AUSTGEN, manager

! of Loew's Akron, O., in-

icluded a novel Identification

Contest on "Trade Horn." Aust-
gen arranged for a tieup with
[he Akron "Times Press," where-
by they ran a "Trade Horn"
Whisker Contest, using photo-
jraphs of prominent people such
lis the Mayor, city officials, and
jrominent business men, with a

ull growth of whiskers sketched
on by thenewspaper artist. Cash
prizes and guest tickets were
offered as prizes to those who
:ould correctly identify the pho-
tographs. This contest ran for

Lix days previous to opening.

—Loew's, Akron, 0.

—JX^i ÔAILV

T'N YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Texas Guinan to make westerns.

*

Two Pioneer franchises sold.

* * *

VI.P.T.O. attacks C C. Pettijohn's

'lotion Picture Day" plan, charg-
i; it is an N.A.M.P.I. scheme to

erupt exhibitor body.

• • • AFTER PRACTICALLY all the big producers have
angled for Walter Winchell's services on the screen up
steps Mister Robert E. Gillaum, general manager of the Lyman
H. Howe Films of Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and sews Walter up on a

series and the reason he was able to do it was because
he gave the Broadway nightlifer just the sort of material that
Walt loves better than anything and your guess is Wrong
nozzir, it ain't night life atmosphere it's human interest

stuff about Manhattan in general far removed from the
blah and ballyhoo of Broadway

* * * *

• • • ONLY THE intimates of W^alter know of his yen
for that New York which is far removed from the mazdas and
the fizz at heart this gink is a Romanticist he
loves nothing better than to delve in odd corners snoop
quietly around town with a cronie as dawn is breakmg
and sentimentalize over li'l human touches that would be laughed
at the wrong way in his sophisticated column a guy with
a big, tender heart for any of New York's 7,000,000 who have
taken a wallop from Fate and are down on their luck

and how he dotes on atmosphere! lights and shadows
he will stand for minutes in rapture watching streaks of

orange and crimson breaking through the eastern haze at five

o'clock in the yawning when most of his column readers
think he is pulling his legs from under a nite club table

which is the boloney he pulls on an unsuspectin' public

putting on an act for the goops who fall for that kind
of stuff for this egg is just a Big Sentimentalist
and his sophisticated line is only a mask that he's forced

to wear to collect the dough that some day will enable him to

live the life he Yearns For... and it ain't Broadway
Walt will pardon this Expose it's comin' to him
after all the stuff he's pulled on you and You and YOU.

* * * 4>

• • • THIS BUILD-UP we've given Mister Winchell is

by way of a Generous Gesture the mugg is trailin' us in

the Zit's Columnists' Popularity Contest if he was in the
film biz like us he might have had a chance so give the
boy a big hand, as his friend Tex Guinan might say he's
strugglin' along on 100 grand a year tryin' to get some-
where and we remember the daze when we were strugglin', too

and now with our help and that of Bib Gillaum
of Wilkes-Barre sticking him in the talkie shorts

mark our word some day this feller Winchell Is gonna
be heard from

* * * *

• • • JOE POLAND, who pilots that witty column, "This
Is Hollywood," in the "Film Mercury," has sorely tempted us

many times to lift some of his stuff it's that good
for a long time we were convinced that nothmg savoring of

Originality could possibly emanate from Hollerword
then one day we picked up Joe's column and changed our
opinion but now the Truth is out Joe was raised

in Brooklyn, across the river that explains Everything
and we are happy again and can still say "Noth-

ing Original emanates from Hollerword." and Joe chal-

lenges us, through our columns, to debate: "Which is better

—

Broadway or Hollerword?" or, if we want to De false to

our columnist craft and tell the Truth "Which is WORSE
—Broadway or Hollerword?" ellsbells, Joe, with so many
Hollerwordites on Broadway these days of depression

we're frank to admit that Broadway is just as Worse as Tlie

Land of Forgotten Men in which you're stranded and
how can we argue around THAT?

it * * tf

• • • DON'T KNOW what we'd do without Tom Namack
supplying us nifties he tells about the banquet at which
a conceited society matron exclaimed "I can get printed

notices anywhere in the world!" and old Joe Pulitzer,

publisher of the New York World, parried "I wish to

God I could say the same!" a Truth that any publisher

with the errors in makeup can fully appreciate

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

C^
Trained Reviewer's
Criticism Invaluable

"VW'HEN professional critics of

motion pictures realize more
fully that their calling carries

with it a responsibility to the in-

dustry and to the public, their

discussions of current pictures

will be of tremendous value to

producers as well as a guide to

theater patrons. Too many re-

viewers fail to accept the more
constructive duty involved in

their work, he declares. It is to

the trained reviewer of drama
that the producer and his staff

must look for impartial and con-

structive criticism, in order to

understand the faults and to dis-

cover the virtues of their out-

put. When reviews are writ-

ten flippantly, with bias and prej-

udice, lacking a proper critical

study, they lose tnerr value to

the reader. People in the in-

dustry soon learn to appreciate

the opinions of a sincere critic

and to profit by it, even though
it may often be adverse. It is

unfortunate that one rarely gets
impartial criticism from one's

friends, or from people directly

connected with motion picture

production. From friends one
hears only praise, while the per-
sonnel of the studios haven't the
perspective necessary to sound
criticism. All work, regardless

of its nature, profits by intelli-

gent and sincere criticism, and
none more so than motion pic-

tures. The fellow who is too
self-satisfied or too sensitive to

read that type of criticism can-
not go far, no matter what he is

undertaking.
—Albert De Mond

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

July 30
Sidney R. Kent
Holmes Herbert
Alfred Hustwick
Ann Price
Bob Collier

F. H. Clarke
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That's strong language,
MR. BALABAN,
but you're absolutely
right

about Vina Delmar's great story,

produced by Frank Borzage
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CHOICE or CONTRACT

UP TO EXHIBITORS

(^Continued from Page 1)

O'Brian, first assistant attorney-gen-
eral, it was disclosed in New York
yesterday.

Likelihood of distributing firms

adopting the new standard con-
tract seems slim, according to ex-

pressions made to The Film Daily
yesterday, as switches in contracts

would upset their new season sales

plans.

The O'Brian opinion has been ex-

pressed to M. A. Lightman, presi-

dent of the M.P.T.O.A. and cor-

roborated by one of his associates

in the Dept. of Justice at Washing-
ton.

Sidney R. Kent, distributor leader

who presided at the conferences at

which the contract was drafted, de-

clined to comment on the results of

the recent Washington conference
between O'Brian and Lightman and
referred questions to Gabriel Hess,
Hays office attorney, who has been
handling the distributor end of Ihe

situation. Efforts to reach Hess were
unavailing.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
*ii

By RALPH WILK

N. W. Buying Combine
May Be Announced at Meet

Minneapolis — Details of the re-

ported buying combine of northwest
independent exhibitors are expected
to be made known at the Allied con-
vention here in September. Mean-
while all parties are keeping mum
about the proposition.

Max Tabackman Selling House
Springfield, Mass.— Max Taback-

man is negotiating to transfer the

ownership of the Elm in West
Springfield to the Campapiano in-

terests who already operate houses
in Lawrence.

Harold LaValley Transferred
Pittsfield, Mass.—Harold LaValley

has been transferred from the War-
ner theater here to the management
of the Embassy in New Britain,

Conn.

COMING & GOING

WILL HORWITZ of Houston is in town.

SYLVIA SIDNEY, who has been work-
ing ir Paramount and United Artists pic-

tures on the coast, has arrived in New York
for a vacation and to he present at the
premiere of "An American Tragedy," in
which she appears.

GORDON S. WHITE, director of adver-
tising and publicity for Educational, leaves
Hollywood today for New York.

EDDIE CANTOR, United artists star, is

due in New York from the coast on Aug. 20.

SALLY O'NEIL, Fox player, is in New
York for a week's visit.

HUBERT VOIGHT. head of the War-
ner-First National publicity department on
the coast, is on his way to N'ew York to

confer wSth S. Charles Einfeld and to
accompany Lil Dacover on her stopover trip
to Hollywood. Miss Dagover arrives from
Europe next month.

HOLLYWOOD
J^ICHARD BOLESLAVSKY,

whose initial production for
Radio Pictures, "Woman Pursued,^'
was warmly received by a local pre-
view audience, is reading several
stories from which he is to select

his next assignment.
* * *

Wallace Smith, in addition to his

manifold duties as a writer for Ra-
dio Pictures, is writing a series of
stories for "Cosmopolitan," besides
a novel which is to be published by
George Putnam, & Sons

* * *

Howard Estabrook has completed
the screen version and dialogue for
"Frontier," which is to serve as a

starring vehicle for Richard Dix.
* * *

Edward Goodman, Paramount di-

rector, is working on an original
story which will in all probability
be his next assignment under B. P.
Schulberg's supervision.

* + *

Richard Wallace as director and
Ruth Chatterton as star will again
combine forces in making "Tomor-
row and Tomorrow." This duo was
responsible for "The Right to Love."

* * *

A two months' tour that will in-

clude a trip to Europe is being platv
ned by Melville Brown, Radio di-

rector, who recently completed the
direction of "Fanny Foley Herself,"
starring Edna May Oliver.

* * *

Leo McCarey, since completing his

contract with Howard Hughes, has
received three flattering offers, but
the director's physician has ordered
work on the golf course for the

present.
* * +

With the addition of Claire Dodd,
Adrienne Ames, Oscar Apfel, John
Oscar, Tina Marshall and Fred
Santley to the roster of players, the
cast of Paramount's "The Road to

Reno" was completed.
*. * *

Alma Chester, Louise Beavers and
William Welsh have been added to

RKO Pathe's "Sundown Trail,"

western starring Tom Keene.
* * if

Charles Trowbrige and Robert
E. Homans are late additions to the
cast of Paramount's "24 Hours."

* * >i<

James Dunn will play the leading

role with Linda Watkins in Fox's
"Sob Sister" under the direction of

Alfred Santell. At the same tine
he will play an important role ii

"Over the Hill," with Mae Marsl.
under the direction of Henry King.

* *

Clarence Wilson is the latest ad-
dition to "Salvage," Peerless Pro-
duction feature. Story is by Burnet
Hershey.

* * *

"Laughing With Medbury in Tur-
key" will be the title of Columbia's
next "Travelaugh," Walter Futter's

short feature, which will take the

audience on a trip to the land of
Kala Pasha. John P. Medbury, who
writes the dialogue and furnishes the
off-stage voice for the series is pre-
paring material for the new edition.

* * :»

"Once a Lady," is the definite title

of Ruth Chatterton's next Para-
mount starring picture, tentatively
knoxvn as "Notoriety," based on the
play, "The Second Life."

* * *

Benny Rubin is at work at the
RKO Pathe studio making "Guests
Wanted," with Ralph Ceder direct-

ing.
* * *

Eleanor Boardman has joined
Clive Brook at the head of the cast
of "The Dover Road," Paramount's
filmization of the A. A. Milne play
which William C. de Mille will di-

rect.
* * *

Skeets Gallagher has been assign-
ed to a principal role in Paramount's
"Come On Marines."

* * *

Ethan Laidlaw has been added to

the cast of Lou Brock's short for
Radio, "A Melon Drama," starring
Bobby Clark and Paul McCullough.

* * «.

Edward Crandall will be in "The
Yellow Ticket," Fox film, starring
Elissa Landi. The picture has been
adapted by Jules Furthman from
the stage play by Michael Morton.

* * *

Frankie Darro, who used to "ride
'em, cowboy" for the old FBO stu-
dios, has been signed for a role in

"Other People's Business," the "Seth
Parker" picture which Radio Pic-
tures is to do with the air star,

Phillips Lord.
* * *

Madge Evans has been signed for

the feminine lead opposite Charles
Farrell in "Heartbreak," Fox pic-

ture adapted from an air service ro-

mance by Llewellyn Hughes.
* * *

Charles C. (Buddy) Post, produc-
tion manager for Trem Carr and
Monogram Pictures, returns tomor-
row from a fishing trip in Mexican
waters, his first vacation in five

years.
flue*"'-

\\n

Loretta Young instead of Dorothy
Mackaill will co-star with James
Cagney in First National's "Blind
Spot."

* * *

Walter Catlett is co-featured with
Al St. John in "Honeymoon Trio,"

new Educational-Cameo comedy di-

rected by William Goodrich. Dor-
othy Granger has the feminine lead.

* * »

Charlie Ruggles has been assigned
by Paramount to "The Dover Road."

1,200 PUBLIX HOUSES
j

IN DEAL WITH WARNEG

(.Continued from Page 1) J
Bros. Individual deals embrace 11

Publix theaters not involved in pn
commitments. Negotiations on e

deal have been under way since Ic

Spring.

L. F. Martin Opens 1

Allied Midwest Offid
Nevada, la.—L. F. Martin has -

tablished offices here and in Om<-a
for the Allied Theater Owners if

Iowa and Nebraska, and is now -

voting his full time to their inl

-

H-F Reopens Kansas City Hoe
Kansas City—The Hughes-Fra -

lin Tivoli has been opened after >
tensive remodeling, with Fled
Ward, formerly assistant manager.t
the Madrid, as manager.

Sues Over Theater Deal
Greenfield, Ind. •— Suit has bn

filed in circuit court here by F.f.

Rembusch Enterprises against le

Why Not Realty Co., Austin P. ;d

Ralph R. Boots and Edward j.

Gant, charging violation of a ck
tract for sale of a theater here.

Mayor Fights Sunday Shows
Willmar, Minn.—Although Suniy

shows here were voted on Jie

2, with Publix paying the exper;s

of the special election, Mayor Pi!r

Bonde has vetoed the proposal. Tl'e
is talk of the town overriding if

Mayor's veto.

Manager Killed in Holdup
Cincinnati — Samuel Wilson, '5.

manager of the Dixie at 220 V st

Fifth St., was killed when two e-

groes attempted a holdup here.

"Common Law" Big in Phillj

Philadelphia—RKO Pathe's ' he

Common Law," starring Consti.ce

Bennett, did $20,000 in its first f'te

days at the Mastbaum, despite r-

rific heat. The picture is expt ed

to follow with a week or mor at

the Carlton.

New Publix House Opens AugB
Steubenville, O.—Publix will f;en

the new Paramount here on Aui' 6.

New Incorporation

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Noel in Corp., amusements; W. Klein, '40

Broadway. 500 shares common.

Pagliacci Sound Film Corp., theatrica A
Greenberg, 51 East 42nd St. $3,000.

Consolidated Theatrical Press Corp.; (•

Herman, 110 West 40th St. $10,000.

Juvenile Playhouses, theaters; W. L. 'fy

ant, 347 Madison Ave. 100 shares conon.

Berinstein Newburgh Corp.. theatiife;

Henry, Denton & McCann, Elraira, I|'

200 shares common.
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iWIS MILESTONE HEADS

THE TEN BEST DIRECTORS

(Continued from Page 1)

fohn Cromwell, Charles Chaplin,
toward Hawks and Howard Hughes.

Milestone's achievement is partic-

ilarly notable in that the two pro-
iuctions he directed were vastly dif-

erent in origin and design, in addi-
ion to being produced on different

ots. "All Quiet," a Universal pic-

ure, was adapted from the war novel

)y Erich Maria Remarque, while
The Front Page" came from the
tage hit of the same name and was
nade under the Howard Hughes
oanner for United Artists release.

It is also interesting to note that,

vhereas the usual screen version of

. stage hit is more or less disappoint-

ng, the majority of comments on
he screen adaptation of "The Front
^age" rated it as equal or superior

o the stage production.
For the first time in the six years

hat The Film Daily has been con-
ducting the annual vote on directors,

jirnst Lubitsch failed to be included
imong the Ten Best. This is ascribed

the fact that, in the year covered

)y the present vote, Lubitsch di-

ected only one production, "Monte
~arlo." On this picture he received

Miough mentions to make fourth
)lace in the Honor Roll.

Lubitsch, however, still leads as a
Ten Best winner, since he is the
mly director with five citations.

ierl)ert Brenon and King Vidor
nade the grade four times each,

vhile Charles Chaplin and Clarence
Brown have been among the top-
iners three times in the six years.

Those who have won out twice in-

lude James Cruze, Cecil B. de Mille,

D. W. Griffith, Rex Ingram, Frank
iLloyd, the late F. W. Murnau, Mal-
colm St. Clair, Josef von Sternberg
ind Raoul Walsh.
Complete list of pictures directed

)y the Ten Best of 1930-31 follows:

LEWIS MILESTONE—"All Quiet on the

Western Front," "Front Page."

WESLEY RUCGLES—"The Sea Bat,"

"Cimarron."

CEOSCE HILL—"The Big House," "Min

and Bill."

JOSEF von STERNBERG-"The Blue An-

gel," "Morocco."

D. W. GRIFFITH—"Abraham Lincoln."

ROBERT Z. LEONARD—"The Divorcee,"

"In Gay Madrid," "Let Us Be Gay,"

"Bachelor Father," "It's a Wise Child."

JOHN CROMWELL—"The Big Pond,;|

"For the Defense," "Tom Sawyer,"

"Scandal Sheet," "Unfaithful."

CHARLES CHAPLIN—"City Lights."

:
HOWARD HAWKS — "The Criminal

Code," "The Dawn Patrol."

HOWARD HUGHES—"Hell's Angels."

Action Predominates
Majority of the 23 pictures mega-

phoned by the "Ten Best Directors

of 1930-31" were essentially "ac-

tion" pictures, indicating that bet-

ter results are obtainable with

pictures that "move" as well as

"talk."

THE HONOR ROLL

From The Best Directors of 1930-31
1

No. of Votes No. of Votes

Alfred E. Green . .

.

80 Lloyd Bacon 36

Edward H. Griffith.. 75 Harry D'Arrast 36

Clarence Brown . .

.

74 John BIystone 35

Ernst Lubitsch 69 Harry Beaumont 34

George Fitzmaurice 48 Edmun d Goulding 34

Robert Milton 47 Victor Fleming 30

Mervyn LeRoy .... 43 Lionel Barrymore 29

Raoul Walsh 42 Ernest B. Schoedsack .... 26

Tod Browning 25

DIRECTORS WITH LESS THAN 25 VOTES
George Abbott Roy Del Ruth C. W. Pabst

John Adolfi Cecil B. deMille Harry Pollard
' John Murray Anderson John Francis Dillon Luther Reed

George Archainbaud Allan Dwan Charles Riesner

Dorothy Arzner Maurice Elvey John S. Robertson

Clarence Badger Dr. Franck Albert Rogell

William Beaudine John Ford Mai St. Clair

Monta Bell Sidney Franklin Alfred Santell

Ludvig Berger Thornton Freeland Lawrence Schwab
Frank Borzage Cyril Gardner Edward Sedgwick
Charles Brabin Tay Carnett William A. Seiter

Herbert Brenon Louis Gasnier George B. Seitz

Robert Brower Victor Heerman Edgar Selwyn

Melville Brown Hobart Henley Lowell Sherman
David Butler Alfred Hitchcock Marcel Silver

William J. Campbell William K. Howard Paul Sloane

Frank Capra Craig Hutchinson Edward Sloman

Edwin Carewe Rupert Julian Chandler Spraguc

H. P. Carver Erie C. Kenton John M.Stahl

Al Christie Henry King Paul L. Stein

Edward Cline Walter Lang Edward Sutherlan i

Jack Conway Rowland V. Lee Norman Taurog

William Craft Frank Lloyd Sam Taylor

Donald Crisp J. P. McCarthy Frank Tuttle

George J. Crone Norman McLeod King Vidor

Alan Crosland Archie Mayo Richard Wallace

James Cruze Vin Moore William Wellman
George Cukor Marshall Neilan Roland West
Michael Curtiz Fred Newmeyer Sam Wood
Basil Dean Fred Niblo William Wyler

1

M-G-M May Lease First

Runs as Philly Outlets
(Continued from Page 1)

tion with the Stanley theaters.

Paramount moved in a similar di-

rection last year when its product
difficulties developed with Warner
Bros.

Frank B. Rogers Joins

Gen. Talking Pictures
(Continued from Page 1)

president in charge of distribution

and public relations, a newly created

post, it was announced yesterday by
M. A. Schlesinger, president of the
company.

Netherlands' Movie Circuits
Amsterdam — The Netherlands

possess 27 motion picture theater

circuits of two or more houses. They
control 82 theaters in 29 cities and
all but five of the theaters are wired
for sound. The Netherlands will

soon have 180 individual houses
equipped with sound reproducing ap-
paratus, it is stated.

Joan Bennett Injured
In Fall From Horse

IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—As a result of being

thrown by an unruly horse while on
location in Stone Canyon, Joan Ben-
nett may be unable to work lor

about three months. The Fox player
suffered hip and spinal fractures. Di-
rector John BIystone, James Kirk-
wood and Armand Kaliz warned
Miss Bennett against riding the
horse, but she insisted.

As a result of Miss Bennett's in-

juries. Fox has postponed work on
"She Wanted a Millionaire" until

November and BIystone will start

next week on "Disorderly Conduct,"
with Victor McLaglen and Edmund
Lowe.

Will Horwitz Irons Out
Differences With Publix

(Continued from Page 1)

nosa, Mexico, will soon open an-
other station at a point between
Agua Caliente and Tia Juana. He
leaves New York tomorrow for

Houston.

THE TEN BEST DIRECTORS

OE THE PAST SIX YEARS

Directors who have been among
the "Ten Best" in the six years that
this poll has been conducted are as
follows:

DIRECTOR SEASONS
Brenon, Herbert

1925-26; 1926-27; 1927-28; 1929-30
Borzage, Frank 1927-28; 1928-29
Bacon, Lloyd 1928-29
Barrymore, Lionel 1929-30
Brown, Clarence 1926-27; 1928-29; 1929-30
Chaplin, Charles 1925-26; 1927-28; 1930-31
Cromwell, John 1 930-3

1

Cruze, James 1925-26; 1927-28
deMille, Cecil B 1925-26; 1928-29
Dupont, E. A 1926-27
Del Ruth, Roy 1 929-30
Fitzmaurice, George 1928-29
Fleming, Victor 1927-28
Franklin, Sidney 1929-30

Green, Alfred E 1929-30
Griffith, D. W 1925-26; 1930-31

Hawks, Howard 1930-31

Hill, George 1930-31

Hughes, Howard 1930-31

Ingram. Rex 1925-26; 1926-27
King, Henry 1926-27
Leonard. Robert Z 1930-31

Lloyd, Frank 1928-29; 1929-30
Lubitsch, Ernst,

1925-26; 1926-27; 1927-28; 1928-29; 1929-30
Milestone, Lewis 1930-31
Murnau, F. W. (Deceased) ... 1926-27; 1928-29
Niblo, Fred 1927-28
Ruggles, Wesley 1930-31

Seastrom, Victor 1926-27
St. Clair, Malcolm 1925-26; 1926-27
von Sternberg, Josef 1927-28; 1930-31

von Stroheim, Eric 1 925-26
Vidor, King 1925-26; 1926-27

1927-28; 1929-30
Walsh, Raoul 1927-28; 1928-29
Wellman, William 1928-29
Whale, James 1929-30

M-G-M Leads in Films
Directed by "Ten Best"

M-G-M leads in the number of
pictures that were directed by the
"Ten Best Directors of 1930-31."
Eight pictures released by tTiis com-
pany were megaphoned by directors
who figured in the "Ten Best."
Paramount comes next with seven

productions, _ followed by United
Artists with ^four, and Universal,
Radio, Columbia and First National
with one each.

Bergen 100 Per Cent Talkie

Bergen-^All four of the motion
picture theaters in Bergen are now
wired for sound. They are all muni-
cipally owned, equipped with the
German Klangfilm reproducing ap-
paratus. Sixty-five per cent of the
films shown are of American make,
25 per cent, are from Germany.
Sweden makes the balance, except
for an occasional French or Italian

film.

Extensive Poll

Approximately 300 of the coun-

try's leading critics, representing

newspapers, magazines, trade papers

and syndicates, with an aggregate

reader coverage of some 33,000,000,

participated in the selection of this

year's "Ten Best Directors."



The TECHNICOLOR work in

"THE RUNAROUND'' is tlie

finest example of color pliotog-

rapliy I liave ever seen • • •

The picture constituted a rigid test of TECHXICOLOR'S

new printing process. TECHNICOLOR successfully met

every production challenge in the studio and has ob-

tained beautiful results upon the screen.

The colors are brilliant and strikingly contrasted. In

addition, TECHNICOLOR has achieved in ^^'THE RIJN-

AROUND'' a perfection of registration and a sharpness

of definition nvhich represents a truly amazing advance

over all previous color pictures.

{signed) WILLIAM LE BARON
Producer, Radio Pictures

TECHNICOLOR
TECHNICOLOR MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION

ROSTOIV • • HOLLYWOOD • • NEW YORK
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Only 20 of180 U. S. Releases Suitable for Abroad

4GreeYo defer nonItieatrical release

Pebts Go With Assets in Theater Sale, Court Holds

Pirates
—and other small talk

;By JACK ALICOATE =

!
Successful accomplish-

\Stolen nients are born of ideas.

I'deas Particularly is this true

of the creative branch of

notion pictures. Ideas, although

± times elusive and intangible, are

brobably the most valuable ele-

nent in the industry, and yet, al-

inost daily, we see fine original

Ideas pirated right and left by
shose who find it easier to cop
than think. It is to be regretted
that there is no clearing house
where creative thoughts might be
registered. Those who originate
should alone be entitled to the fruits
of their thoughts.

„ Time, tide and the prog-
KaaiO ress of pictures wait for
City no man. It seems a short
1 span from the toy motion
picture store rooms of Union Square
jlo Radio City now under way. Per-
naps nothing exemplifies the un-
:>roken march of the films better
r^han this gigantic project. While
^^adio City will not be entirely de-
.•'oted to films, the motion picture is

;its compelling element. Two thea-
ters, ^"Roxy's" own 6,000-seater and
a 3,500-seat straight picture house,
are in work. The entire undertak-
ing involves in the neighborhood of
$250,000,000 and that's plenty of
frogs in any man's pond.

J Tj. "There is only one trou-
^S We ble with the motion pic-
See It ture business — lack of

showmanship." And this
from the usually reliable but journal-
istically loquacious Harold B. Frank-
Jin. Personally, we think this out-
burst somewhat balmy. It is our
modest opinion this industry lacks
neither showmen nor showmanship.
One might just as well advance the

{Continued on Paae 2)

Persons Buying Property
Automatically Assume

Liabilities

Persons or companies who buy
assets of a theater automatically ac-

^Quire its liabilities as well, according
to a decision rendered by Judge Fake
in the New Jersey Chancery Court.
Decision was given in a test case in

which Paramount, First National,
Warner Bros., Universal, Tiffany,
Educational and First Division acted
against the Caldwell Amusement
Corp. of Caldwell, N. J., in connec-
tion with unpaid contracts aggre-
gating $40,000.

The Park at Caldwell is the theater
(.Continued on Page 4)

FICHT ONIcORTcHARGE

MAPPED BY PmLLYM.P.T.O.

Philadelphia—A campaign to enlist
public sympathy in its fight against
score charges is being mapped out
by the M.P.T.O. which has asso-
ciated itself with Pete Harrison in
the movement. Screens and pro-

(Continued on Page 4)

Al Davis Now Managing
Fox Milwaukee Branch

Al Davis, Fox salesman in Phila-
delphia for the past six. years, has
been appointed manager of the Fox
Milwaukee branch.

Demand 'Single Standard'

in Blue Law Enforcement

Wichita, Kan.—Enforcement of blue

laws in this state is not going to be any

one-way affair if the oppressed exhibs can

help it. Learning that Rev. E. W. Stauffer,

one of the active crusaders in closing the

theaters on Sunday, has a son operating

a swimming resort on Sunday, Howard E.

Piper, exhib, hdS sworn to a complaint

against him. A similar Instance occurred

In Jamestown, where the Mayor, whose

wife was one of the W.C.T.U. who put

the law on theaters, was operating his

store on Sunday.

M-G-M STUMOOMING

12 PLAYER^il STARDOM

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Twelve M-G-M play-

ers, some of whom are already
known through featured roles, are

l)eing groomed for stardom within
the next year. They are: Astrid AIi-

(Continued on Pope 4)

Golden States Circuit

Signs Universal 100 9r

San Francisco — Golden States
Theaters Circuit, with 38 situations,

has signed Universal product for

1931-32 in a contract just closed be-
tween R. A. McNeil, vice-president

(Continued on Page 4)

Pittaluga Film Buyer Finds
Only 20 Acceptable Out of 180
Seven Daily Performances

For "Politics" at Capitol

To meet the expected turnout for

M-C-M's latest Marie Dressier-Polly Moran
comedy, "Politics," seven showings of the

feature are being given daily at the Capitol.

The stage show Is doing five-a-day. Miss

Moran appears in person at the Capitol

the week of Aug. 14.

After being here the past two
months and seeing more than 180 re-

leases from various companies, P.

G. Mander, assistant general man-
ager of the Pittaluga organization of

Italy, is returning home tomorrow
on the Leviathan with only about 20
pictures which he found suitable for

showing in his country. The trou-
ble, Mander told The Film D.\ily
yesterday, is that the bulk of U. S.

(.Continued on Page 2)

Distributors Promise to

Postpone Outside
Distribution

Philadelphia—Although six major
distributing companies have declined
to adopt the local M.P.T.O. recom-
mendation that they refuse to deliver
product to non-theatrical accounts
until one year after its general re-
lease, the concerns have assured the

(Continued on Page 4)

NEW TRIAL IS ORDERED

IN $1,000,000 POL! SUIT

Hartford, Conn.—A new trial has
been ordered by the Supreme Court
of Errors in the million-dollar suit
against the S. Z. Poll Corp. of New
Haven to recover a brokerage com-
mission for a deal arranged by
which the Poli Theaters were to
have been sold to the Stanley Co. of
America, but which the defendants

(Continued on Page 4)

Pathe Plans Production
In Germany and France
Preliminary negotiation for pro-

duction in Germany and France by
RKO Pathe were "conducted by T.
S. Delahanty, vice-president and
general manager of RKO Pathe Ex-
port Corp., just back from a foreign
tour with Jack Kennedy and Capt.
H. E. Auten. Production by Pathe
in England already is under way,
with Basil Dean making six features.

H. J. Yates Charges Plot

In Stockholders' Suit

Petition for a writ of mandamus filed

in Wilmington by a small group of stock-
holders of Consolidated Film Industries is

groundless and was filed solely in the
hope of harassing the management and for

ulterior motives, all of which will be shown
at the proper time, President Herbert J.

Yates of Consolidated said yesterday.
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Virates
—and other small talk

(.Continued from Page 1)

theory that the trouble with the
railroads is lack of railroad men,
with the stock market the lack of

brokers or with agriculture the lack

of farmers. The trouble with the

picture business for the past year

has been pictures and nothing else

but—unless one is inclined to naively

include the general depression.

FINANCIAL
^

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Ch inge

Con. Fm. Ind.... 754 7^ Vyi .

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 14 14 14 — v;
East. Kodak 13854 135^^ 138 + IH
Fox Fm. "A" 15?^ 15 155^ + Va

Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 354 ^Vs 3^ + V,
Loew's, Inc 45^4 4354 45^ + 1

Paramount 235^ 225i 23i4
.

Pathe Exch 1% I'A 1^ — 4
RKO "A" 14^ IZyi 14 + '4
Univ. Pict. pfd... S^'A 53J4 53 54 — 'i
Warner Bros. ... 6^ 6^ 654 .

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. ..12 11 12 — 2
Columbia Pets. vte. 11 10 11 — ^
Fox Thea. "A"... 25/3 25,^ 25^ + %
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 714 67^ 7 — %
Technicolor 7 7 7

Trans-Lux 5\i 5!4 514 — 'A

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 iOi/g 30 .^O-^i + V2

Loew 6s 41ww... 985/s 98 98
Paramount 6s 47.. 88 87 "/j 88 +15^
Par. By. 5'/^s51..102 102 102 + 54
Par. 554s50 76'4 73 73 —25^
Pathe 7s37 90"^ 90 90 —5/2
Warner's 6s39 ... 44 43j4 44

British Film for Warner
"The Love Storm," British Inter-

national production directed by E. A.
Dupont, will be shown at the Warner
in August.

.^•••••'V#V#«
*jr New York Long Island City '•

J.J 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. >
S.X BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 j'j

II Eastman Films
:| J. E, Brulatomrj Inc.

y

Chicago Hollywood J-J

1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica l'»

CALumet 3692 Blvd. J-J

HOL!ywood4121 W

"Star Witness" Exploited

In Anti-Crime Movement
Opening "The Star Witness" at

the Winter Garden Monday night,

ahead of schedule, Warner Bros,

will give proceeds of the first two
performances to the families of the

New York children murdered by
gangsters last Tuesday in a crime
chapter which attracted national at-

tention. Story of the picture, as in

the actual case, concerns the ter-

rorizing of witnesses through fear

of reprisals.

A half-page advertisement appears
in all New York newspapers today
in the form of an open letter ad-

dressed to District Attorney Grain
and Police Gommissioner Mulrooney
in which Warner Bros, offer to

give their aid in solving the witness

intimidation problem.
"Bought," scheduled to follow

"Smart Money" at the Winter Gar-
den, is now tentatively scheduled to

open at the Hollywood Aug. 15.

Taxi Advertising Scheme
Is Adopted by Columbia
Starting with "The Miracle

Woman," opening soon on Broad-
way, Columbia is going in for taxi

advertising, using the "Adometer"
installed in about 1,000 New York
cabs. The machine is a rotary sign

displaying each individual ad at the

rate of four times every 15 minutes.
With each cab carrying an average
of 40 persons daily, it mean.^ a class

audience of 40,000 a dav.

Roach Flying West Next Week
Hal Roach, who arrived in town

this week via hi€ own plane, wH! fly

back to Culver Citv next week.

F. & M. Producing in 4 Cities
Fanchon & Marco is now produc-

ing stage show units in four cities.

In addition to the regular produc-
tion, the new Hollywood studio and
the Roxy in New York, units are
now being turned out in St. Louis
and Detroit.

Joins Fox Washington Theater
Wa-ihmgton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Edward F. Hurley,

former newspaperman and advertis-
ing manager, has joined the advertis-
ing and publicity staff of the Fox
theater here. He will handle special

assignments.

John R. Shields Goes North
Ansonia, Conn.—John R. Shields,

manager of the Capitol, has left on
an extended motor trip to Montreal
and Quebec.

BUT 20 OUT OF 180 U. S.

FILMS ACCEPTABL[ ABROAD

(Continued from Page 1)

productions now are nothing but
"illustrated conversation," their ex-

cessive use of dialogue making them
unajdaptable for foreign audiences.

In former years, the Pittaluga con-
cern, which has more than 100 the-

aters in Italy, bought as many as

20 pictures in a season from a single

American company, Mander said. At
present his company has 30 theaters
closed because of no product. Pic-
ture fans on the other side want U.
S. productions, provided they can
be made understandable to them, but
this is out of the question with the
majority of present output.
The result, Mander says, is that

the U. S. is forcing European coun-
tries to undertake and increase their

own production and make the best of
it that way. The Pittaluga organiza-
tion, which also controls the Cines
studios of Rome, is now managed by
Commendatore Guido Pedrazzini,
vice-president and general manager,
with Mander, who has been in the
film business for 20 years, as his

assistant and in charge of all foreign
activities. The Cines studios, using
RCA Photophone equipment, expect
to turn out 24 features and about 100
musical shorts this year. Three ver-
sions—Italian, German and French—^are being made of some produc-
tions, using native casts of the re-

spective countries. To supply the
Pittaluga theaters with steady prod-
uct, about 250 pictures a year are
needed, and unless more films are
obtainable from the U. S. it will be
necessary to keep increasing output
on the other side. Mander says. Due to

Italy's prohibiting foreign dialogue
in pictures shown there, product for

Italy must be of the silent technique
easily adaptable with titles and
music.
De Ville and Forno have been ap-

pointed Pittaluga representatives in

New York. They now have 16 fea-

tures and 24 musical shorts here
ready for distribution among Italian

centers. Some of the pictures also
have German and French versions.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Aug. 3-22

:

Aug. 7-8:

Aug. 10

Aug. 20:

British film festival, sponsor«
by British International Pictures
Malvern, England.

Annual Outing of Minneapolii
Film Board of Trade, Detroi
Lakes, Minn.

First Annual Golf Tournament
New England Film Industry
Pine Brook VaUey Club, Weston
Mass.

Annual ^olf tournament of Soutb
ern Cahfornia film men, Fo:
Hills Country Club, Culve
City, Cal.

Aug. 29: RKO and RKO Pathe Annua
Outing, Indian Point,
Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.

Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, AUie(
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota
North and South Dakota, Radii
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

Oct. 1

:

Hispano - American Motion Pic
ture Congress, Madrid, Spain,

Oct. 4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention c

M.P.T.O. of Western Penniy!
vania, Pittsburgh.

Nov. 4

:

Annual Awards Dinner of Acs
demy of M. P. Arts & Science!
Hollywood.

Milliken Sees Trend
Toward Wholesomeness

A definite change in public tastes

toward ^yholesome stories was de-

clared in evidence by Carl Milliken
of the Hays organization in address-
ing members of women's clubs who
attended a special preview of
"Honeymoon Lane," Paramount re-

lease, at the Paramount, Brooklyn,
yesterday morning. He characterized
the showing of the Eddie Dowling
picture as a "style show" indicating
the latest trend in screen entertain-
ment.

Kuykendahl Acquires Another
Tupelo, Miss.—E. L. Kuykendahl

of the Kuykendahl-Sanford Enter-
prises, Inc., operators of several

houses in this section has purchased
the .Strand and takes possesion
Aug. 1.

Camera and Sound Men
Organize New Unioi

A new organization of camerame
and sound technicians under th

name of International Camerame
and Sound Technicians' Union ha
been formed following a meeting c

about 230 members at the Hote
Pennsylvania. Harrison C. Meye
was elected president, while Sherma
Pratt of 1091-99 Newport Ave
Brooklyn, is secretary. An executiv
board also was named. Initiatio
fee of $50 was established and thj

books opened to applicants. The nev!

group plans to cut the existing wagj
scale on camera work.

Evolution Film Stirs Dayton, Teni
Dayton, Tenn.—As was expected

"The Mystery of Life," evolutio
film released by Universal and fea
turing Clarence Darrow and hi
theories, has caused quite a stir hen
with the Ministerial Ass'n callii;

upon the local theater to ban th
film. Citizens are being urged m-
to attend the show. P. C. Talleni
manager of the theater, says th>

when he booked the picture he di"

not know it was the Darrow prci

duction.

Studio and Location;

Sound on Film Recording!
Low Daily or ^ rekU Katei

>owers Cineohone fouiimient Corporation I

T23.TTM AVE.. N. V BRYANT 9-6067

Sound Recording
FILM AND DISC

Re-Recording Disc or Film
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
STANLEY RECORDING CO, of

AMERICA, INC
1841 Broadway—N-w York, N. Y.

Columbus S-3181-3182
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SPKING TRAINING
Coach A. A. Stagg

Coach Jock Southerland

Coach Ray Morrison

Coach Chick Meehan

University of Chicago

University of Pittsburgh

So. Methodist University

New York University

VEDGE PLAY
Coach Harry ). Mehre University of Georgia
Coach Tad Jones Chair. Football Rules Com.
Coach Dick Hanley Northwestern University

Bill Mundy Foremost Football Announcer

KICKING
Coach Harry Kepke

Coach Wallace Wade
Coach Bill Ingram

Coach Lou Little

University of Michigan

Duke University

University of California

Columbia University

DECEPTION
Coach Rip Miller

Coach Lou Little

Coach Chick Meehan
Coach B. I. Bierman
Coach Bill Hargis

Coach Cwin Henry

Navy
Columbia University

New York University

Tulane University

Missouri University

University of Kansas

fOPvVAPvD PASS
Coach Cus Dorais

Coach Mai Stevens

Coach Al Wittmer

Coach Harvey Harmon

University of Detroit

Yale University

Princeton University

University of Penn.

PENALTIES
Coach Al Wittmer

Coach Sam Willaman

Coach Walter Steffin

Coach Bill Spaulding

Princeton University

Ohio State University

Carnegie Tech University

University of Calif. L.A.

^.C.A.PHOTOPItONE KEC0IM)INO
__ RELEASED THI^OUGH—

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES. Inc.
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DEBTS GO WITH ASSETS

IN SALE,JiRT HOLDS

(Continu/'d from Page 1)

involved in the action. Defendant
contended that when he acquired

the house from Drafalk Amusement
Corp. he did not assume its contracts

for product. The court ruled that

Caldwell is responsible for the con-;

tracts and also assessed the company
counsel fees and ordered payment
of old judgment against the house
all totaling $2,000. Attorney Louis
Nizer represented the plaintiffs.

Fight on Score Charge
Mapped by Philly M.P.T.O.

(Continued from Page 1)

grams will be used to publicly con-
demn the assessment. The charge
will be attacked as "unreasonable,"'
especially when pictures are plalyed

on percentage deals. Part of the as-

sault will be centered on RKO-Pathe
which, since its change in manage-
rnent, is now asking score charges.
Previously the item was figured in

its film rentals.

In retaliation against score charges
the M.P.T.O. has instructed a com-
mittee to draft a bill seeking to im-
pose a tax on distributors in the form
of a levy against circuits in conjunc-
tion with chain enterprises. In-
fluential political support will be
lined up for the measure.

U. A. Has Biggest Number
Of "Ten Best Directors"
With the directors of four of its

pictures figuring in the "Ten Best
Directors of 1930-31," United Artists

not only leads the list in number of

outstanding megaphone wielders, but
its percentage of pictures—four out
of 16 produced—^figuring in the poll

also is higher than that of any other
company.
The U. A. group in the "Ten Best"

list included D. W. Griffith's "Abra-
ham Lincoln," Charlie Chaplin's
"City Lights," Howard Hughes'
"Hell's Angels" and Lewis Mile-
stone's "Front Page."

Golden States Circuit

Signs Universal 100%
{Continued from Page 1)

and general manager of the Golden
States, and W. J. Heineman and
Kenneth Hodkinson, division man-
ager and exchange manager of Uni-
versal's branch here. It is a com-
plete 100 per cent deal, including
features, short product and newsreel.

Dolle Books Vitaphone Product
Louisville—The Fred Dolle Cir-

cuit has contracted for the entire

product on the new season's release

schedule of Vitaphone shorts. In
the deal Fred Dolle acted for the
circuit, while Harry Rosenquest rep-
resented Vitaphone.

Johnny Jones Takes Over House
Columbus, O.—Johnny Jones, for-

merly manager of the Majestic, has
taken the lease on the Southern,
which will be thoroughly remodeled,
equipped with modern sound and
opened early in September.

• • • IN REGARD to talkie production in Japan, we have
some hot, sensational news for you this morn just got a
line from ijur Ttikyo correspondent, Mister Ohashie Hiro Gem^o

Genshie always signs his name "O. H. Gencho"
so we're only assuming it to be Ohashie Hiro it's much
more appropriate than O. Henry, don't you think? but
whether you do or not, no matter lots of us oniy think
we think however, Genshie is sore because a certain

Mister Nakazone criticised him and he gets it off his

chest to us, as follows
* * * *

• • • "ALTHOUGH I have formally advised the Shochiku
Kinema to install the Western Electric or other reliable sound
recording equipments they have adopted the Dobashi sys-
tem and I have pointed out that even with thousands of

yen spent for this purpose no satisfactory results are ob-
tained if a sound system is what you Americans call

lous}' it still remains lousj' no matter how many yen you
spend and now I have received words of protest
what you call a yawp from Mr. Nakazone of the Shuo
Eiga-sha who said it was wrong for me to criticise the
Dobashi system without seeing its results and that the
Shochiku had not spent so much money what you call

dough in your honorable and interesting but puzzling column
many long evenings far into the night have I sat up

pondering words in your most august department trying
to solve their mysterious meaning when other more in-

teresting delights beckoned me I send you a photo of one
is she not ineffably charming? her address is on

the back but it won't do you anj^ good she is

suspicious of all newspaper men
* * * *

• • • "BUT LET us return to the argument with Mr. Naka-
zone, which has so greatly upset me I have seen the spe-
cial showing of the production by the Dobashi system at the
Shinjuku Shochikuza the statement that the Shochiku
Kinema had not spent much money for the talkie production
is to be listened only with a smile for years I have enter-

tained much respect and admiration for Mr. Nakazone as the
foreign picture distributor with sound judgments but,

alas, I regret to say now that all such respects have been caused
to disappear like the rice seeds in a heavy rain for if

the Shochiku Kinema had attempted to perfect talking pictures
without spending much money, then they lacked business judg-
ment and if they spent a lot of yen for what they got,

then also they lacked business judgments so that is why
I have lost all respects for Mr. Nakazone will you give

this protest space in your most valuable and puzzling Rialto?"
atta boy, Genchie we're with you now if

Mister Nakazone will come back with a load of dirf about you,
that will make our joy most augustly complete

* * * *

• • • EDDIE DOWLING and the missus, Ray Doole^

,

drove all the way from Hollerword in a Ford after making
"Honeymoon Lane" it took 'em 11 days 11 daze
of perfect bliss in a flivver imaginin' they were
back to their own honeymoon days when they were poor

unknown practically and now look at 'em
they're got Everything popularity contracts
dough and do you imagine they're happy?

you betcha life they are!

• • • VERNE T. BRAMAN, vice-prexy of Atlas Sound
Stude, is modestly accepting congrats as a budding author
he wrote a highly technical and interesting article on sound
equipment in the current issue of "Projection Engineering"

Roy McArdle, the humorist, tells us he walked in on
a big film exec, and found him as busy as a silent partner
"Shotty" Graham, directing an Old Family Album short, drove
up to Harlem for some colored atmosphere with a amge actor in

a fancy bus as they stepped out of the car, the dinge
glanced around pompously at the gaping cullud folks, and sez.

"Whut all these foreign Japs doin' round hyah?"

« « « » » »

DISTRIBS AGREE TO DEFE

NON-THEATRICAL RELEAS

(Continued from Page 1)

exhib organization that they will

operate with it to the fullest pr
tical extent. The M.P.T.O. was t

by the distributors that they will

fer releases to non-theatrical op
tors until after pictures have pla
the theatrical houses.

M-G-M Studio Grooming
12 Players for Stardoi

(Continued from Page 1)

wyn, Herbert Braggiotti, Ke
Douglass, Madge Evans, Cla
Gable, William Bakewell, Marjc
King, Joan Marsh, Karen Morli
Lester Vail, Ivor Novello and Re
ert Young. ^

'

New Trial is Ordered
In $1,000,000 Poli Su

(Continued from Page 1)
did not carry out. A jury in Super
Court at New Haven returned a

diet for the Poli Corp. which
accepted by Judge Yeomans, but m
Supreme Court of Errors, in an op
ion by Justice John W. Banks, fii

error in Judge Yeoman's char
Suit for commission was brought
Edward P. Egan, real-estate brol
in 1929.

Chicago Firm Takes Ove
2 Frankfort, Ind., Horn
Frankfort, Ind.—The Princess

Rialto, owned by Mrs. Ella Walt
of Hartford City, have been sold
the Sparta Realty Co. of Chica
New owners take possession
morrow.

Holding Contest to Pick

Rhode Island's Val
Providence— With the object

boosting hot weather attend.
Manager Harry Storin of the R
Albee is running a band contes'
select Rhode Island's "Rudv Val*
Orchestras throughout the state
competing for the championship
offered bv Storin.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-
tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following men

|

hers of the industry, who are celebraii

ing their birthdays:

July 31
Fred C. Quimby
Howard Sheehan
James Flood
Irving Lesser
Gilbert Golden
Carl Smith
Dolores Brinkman
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One of the few places still remaining where fugitives from

justice may find refuge, secure from the police and extradition.

Here, From everywhere/Come^venturers who prey on

their Fellow-men; here too come strange glamorous

women who prey on the adventurers . . . .

ALLSAFE FROM THE LAW! BUT NONE FROM THEMSELVES!



E D U C A T I ANNOUNCE!

THRILLING NEW
SERIES FOR

1931-1932
In Addition to

Six One-Reel
Series Previously I

Announced

CSPORTS REVIEW*
beginning with

WNO HOLDS BARRED"'^^ ^^^ featuring

GUS SONNENBERG
CHAMPION WRESTLER

Bristling with exciting
thrills, America's greatest

sports are brought to the
screen and vividly described

by a nationally popular sports

writer.

The first release features an
outstanding favorite— the
man who brought wrestling

into universal popularity

—

"Dynamite" Gus Sonnenberg.

Leading wrestlers of the

Produced by

./a^ HOWARD C. BROWN
and

CURTIS F. NAGEL:

^ t
[/T^^^clcoccitlcrrUii U4xJjuAJu)

United States and foreii-iT

countries—modern Goliatls

hurling hundredweights f

beef and muscle to the canv j

—crowd this extraordinary su •

ject with thrills and dram

.

A different sport in eati

release, these pictures wl
feature exciting incidents i

pronounced popular intere&»

described by Bill Cunninghal
in his own inimitable wa.

BILL CUNNINGHAM
Famous Sports Writer

m THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES^ jAc.vji«^LW.. IfAW^^
LiK*:'

Member.Jdoti^n Picture Producers an,d 0^^niK\lXo;^^l f,vi>f^^^^t^^fi^3j^^v^;^tf(if^iti^
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International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Harwood UrgesLongerFeaturesor3-Reel Comedies

9 FIRMS^JOIN TO FIGHT LAB PATENT^UITS

N. W. Exchanges Report Business Ahead of Last Year

Current Sales Exceeding
Similar Period

'

of 1930
Minneapolis— Exchange business

n this territory is currently run-

ping ahead of last year, a checkup
whows. L. E. Goldhammer of

iVarner-First National says his

ompanies are four months in ad-

/ance of last year on sales. J. D.

jrarrison of Universal also reports

)usiness coming in better, and there

ue similar statements from Colum-
(Cotitinued on Page 12)

iLROACHiNEW

AGREEMENTWITH M-G-M

A new agreement covering an in-

ieterminate period of years has
oeen signed by Hal Roach with
VI-G-M. The contract also calls for

fooperation that will make the Roach
itudios more definitely an ally of

he distributing company. Next
jeason's schedule of the Roach

(Continued on Page 12)

Lon Young Now Handling
Educat'l Coast Publicity

rv, Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Lon Young, who

ecently resigned as head of Colum-
|ia publicity here, has been signed
]o take charge of publicity at the

Educational studios. He succeeds
iay Hoadley, who is now handling
wblicitv at the Tiffany studios.

I

16 Theaters Being Added
By Ufa in Coming Year

Berlin—More than 16 theaters will be

dded to the Ufa circuit in 1931-32, ac-

ording to transactions already closed, it

'as stated by Ludwig Klitzsch, director-

eneral of the company, at the opening of

iie Ufa convention. In the past year Ufa

)ok over 11 houses seating 13,878 and

isposed of 10 less desirable theaters seat-

8,532.

The Star Witness
You've got to invent new superlatives to adequately describe this 1931 sensation.

It's a sure-fire box-office smash for any house. This Warner Bros, drama concerning
efforts on the part of gangsters to intimidate murder witnesses is crammed full of enter-
tainment—and with a woman angle, too. It treats its subject with an Americanism
slant which seems to make the picture censor-proof. Story, acting and directing all done
in de luxe fashion.

—EDDY.

Columbia Takes on 20 Men
In New Exploitation Plan

Four Eastern Circuits

Close for Pathe Product
Contracts covering RKO Pathe's

omplete 1931-32 lineup, including
features, shorts and newsreel, have
been closed with Consolidated The-
aters, Manhattan Playhouses, Sol

Brill's circuit and the Casey-Wheeler
houses.

More than 20 men have already
been given assignments by Columbia
in carrying out the plans of its new-
ly established Field Exploitation
Department, designed to assist ex-

hibitors in getting the most out of

Columbia pictures. Appointments
so far include: William Healy, Hip-
podrome, Cleveland; F. Ralph Ger-

(Continued on Page 9)

W. E. Obtains Decree Against Pacent

A decree has been signed by
Federal District Judge Clarence G.

Galston in the case of Western
Electric and others against Sol

Wallerstein, Buffalo theater owner,
granting an injunction to the for-

mer. In this case, which was de-

fended by Warner, the court last

week ruled that the Pacent equip-

ment in Wallerstein's theater in-

fringed three W. E. patents. While
(Continued on Page 12)

More Booking Deals
Signed By Universal

Four more booking deals cover-

ing new season's product 100 per
cent are announced bv Universal.
They include the T. & D. Jr. Circuit

of 32 houses in California, Col. H.
A. Cole's theaters in Texas, Fred
J. Dolle's houses in Indianapolis,

and the Vonderschmidt circuit of

Indiana.

Longer Features, 3-Reel Shorts
Urged by Harwood, Exhib Head
Julius Jolson Circuit

Continuing Expansion
Boston—Julius Jolson, ^vho re-

cently added the Community, Ded-
ham, to his growing circuit, is now
reported negotiating for another
group of seven houses.

Cleveland— If producers are
anxious to see the double-feature

evil wiped out, they will have to

turn out either features or three-

reel comedies, says J. J. Harwood,
head of the M. P. Exhibitors' Ass'n,

(Continued on Page \2)

Producers, Labs Seek to

Prove Gaumont Inven-
tion Not Basic

Nine producing companies and
laboratories made defendants in in-

fringement actions brought by
Cinema Patents Corp. are planning
to pool their efforts in an attempt
to prove that the Gaumont patent
is not a basic patent in a developing
machine. Within 10 days their rep-

resentatives will meet to map out
(Continued on Page 12)

ST. LOOIS AMUSEMENT CO.

HOLDING OFE CONTRACTS

St. Louis — Receivership case
against the St. Louis Amusement
Co. was continued till Sept. 28,

after Abel Cary Thomas, Warner
attorney, assured the Court that
the St. Louis firm would not make
a new agreement with the musi-
cians, nor would it buy new War-
ner-First National pictures until

after the suit is settled.

Peerless Productions Sell

60 Per Cent of Territory
Peerless Productions has already

sold 60 per cent of the country's

territory on the 24 features an-

nounced bv this new organization

for 1931-32. Adolph PoUak has just
(Continued on Page 12)

Dialogue in Westerns

Is C a Med Unnatural

Minneapolis—Because the actors invari-

ably speak straight English instead of the

drawl of the plains, dialogue is the only

unnatural thing about westerns being turn-

ed out these days, according to opinions

obtained from exhibitors by Film Trade

Topics. It is urged that the action pic-

tures give attention t° ^°'^ appropriate

talk,
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF l-KIDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. Li54 13?4 13^ — ^
East. Kodak ISi'A IM'A 13SH — 2%
Fox Fm. "A" 16 Ib^j 16 + H
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 3?4 3.^8 35^ — H
Loew's, Inc 46% 44^ 46^8 + 1 %
M-G-M pfd 25/8 25/8 25-^ + %
Paramount 2iii 23 23^ + 'A
Pa.he Exch I'A \'A VA
do "A" (,y^ 6K 6K — %
RKO "A" 14^ 13J4 \in — >/«

Un:v. Pict. pfd 54 54 54 + /
Warner Bros 7 644 bYi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A"... 2^ 2^ 2^ + %
(Jen. Th. Eq. pfd. 7 OH bVg — ^g
Technicolor 7 7 7
Trans-Lux 5^ 5'/i 5J4NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6540. iO'A 30 3l) — '/

r>oew 6s 41ww y7'4 97y8 y7',s — %
Paramount 6s 47.. 88^i 80/. 87 — 1

Par. By. 5/s51 .102 102 102
Par. 5/s50 76/; 73M 76 + 3

Pathe 7s37 89/2 89% »9'A — /
Warner's 6s39 ... 43/ 43/s 43 s — ?8

Three U. A. Releases Set
Al Lichtman has set national re-

lease dates for three United Artists
pictures, as follows: Ronald Colman
in "The Unholy Garden," Sapt. 5,

following its premiere at the Rivoli

on Aug. 25; Eddie Cantor in "Palmy
Days." Sept. 26; "Street Scene"
Oct. 17.

New York Long Island City j'j

1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. j'»

BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 ft

Eastman Films I
p

J. E. Brulatour, Inc. i|

^:

>
Chicago Hollywood }4

1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica K
CALumet 3692 Blvd. K

HOLlywood 4121 W

Suspect Racketeering
In New Camera Union

Cameramen's circles were aroused
on Friday following announcement
that a new organization for camera
and sound men had been launched
at a meeting several days ago in

the Hotel Pennsylvania. Inquiries

at the Pennsylvania brought the
reply that nothing was known of

any such meeting being held at th?
hotel. Inasmuch as the spokesman
of the new group announced that an
initiation fee of $50 had b2en set,

t is intimated that someone prob-
ably is attempting to put over a
racket.

Crandall Incorporates

For Return as Exh'b
IVa'hhuifon Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A Delaware charter

ha's been obtained by Harry Cran-
dall. under the firm name of Cran-
dall Theaters Corp., in line with
his plans to return to the exhibi-

•"ion field here, as first reported in

Thf Film Daily on June 1. The
new cornoration has a capitalization

of 40,000 shares of no par common.

Gallup Spikes Waldorf Rumor
Publication in one of the trade

oapers recently of a report that
Rruce Gallup was handling the pub-
licity of the Waldorf-Astoria has
caused him a load of embarrass-
--^nt, Gallup told The Film Daily
Friday in denying there is anv truth
to the story. Advertising for the
n"w hotel is in the hands of Kenyon
^t Efkhardt. while publicity is be-
ing directed by Ted Saucier.

Arthur Brillant Leaves Columbia
Arthur Brillant has resigned from

Columbia to produce a st'ige play in

association with Stanley Sharpe. The
'r-ama, authored by Bril'ant. is

^alled "Clara Deane." Sharpe has
been associated with Ziegfeld. Os-^ar

Lund is understood to be succeeding
Brillant at Columbia.

Radio Picture at Strand
"The Runaround," wh'ch Radio

Pictures produced in Technicolor
'nder the title of "Waiting at the

Church" and later known as "Lov-
able and 'Sweet." onens next week
^t the New York Strand.

Renaldo for Indie Series
'p-r-f Coa^t Bureau. THE FILM DAH V

Hollywood—Duncan Renaldo, who
clayed a featured role in "Trader
Horn," has arrived here from New
York after straightening out his

difficult'es with the immigration
•^flScials at Washington. He will be
starred in a series of independently-
produced features.

Heywood-Wakefield Loss
Heywood-Wakefield reports for the

six months ended June 30 net loss

of $575,881, compared with loss of

$311,800 for the first half of 1930.

Court Enjoins Theater Picketing
Supreme Court Justice Byrne has

granted an injunction to the Park
Circuit, Inc., against Local 306,
Operators Union, for picketing the
Garfield, Brooklyn.

M.P.T.O.A. Pushes Fight
Against Copyright Bill

Passage of the Copyright Bill

embracing the Berne convention ar-

rangement would cause exhibitors to

pay six or more sets of music license

taxes instead of one, the M.P.T.O.A.
pointed out Friday in urging its

members to take a deeper interest

in the measure, which will come bs-

fore Congress next fall. The asso-

ciation is recommending that all

theater men send them suggestions
for revision of the law which may
be given consideration when the bill

is re-written. A. Julian Brylawski
and Sidney Lust have been leaders
'n the fight against the measure.

Granet Writing Shorts Dialogue
Bert Granet, formerly of The

Paramount New York Studios, has
been signed by The Film Exchange,
Inc., to write the dialogue scripts

for the series of the "Living Book
of Knowledge" novelties and tra-

velogues. He has just completed
his first subject, "Flying Fleet."
Arthur Hale is doing the off-screen

narrating.

Para. Eastern Studio Changes
Andrew Bennison, formerly with

Warners on the coast, has joined
the Paramount New York studios
as gag man in the short subject
department, succeeding Clarence
Hennecke. Elizabeth North, reader
t the studio, and her assistant,

Florence Zunzer, have left. Another
recent departure was Max T. Hayes,
dialogue supervisor on shorts, who
is now producing vaude acts for the
William Morris office.

Trio Hold Up Bronx Theater
Edith McFall, the cash girl, and

George Tupnik, ticket collector, at
the Congress, Bronx, were held up
by three armed youths Thursday
nght. The thugs escaped with $300.

Title by Hy Daab
"Wine In The Blood" is the title

selected to supplant "The Sphinx
Has Spoken," Radio picture wherein
Adolphe Menjou, Eric von Stroheim
and Lily Damita are to be co-starred.
The title was the inspiration of Hy
Daab, chief of Radio Pictures' ad-
vertising staff.

Ed Savin Recovered
Ed Savin, business manager of

the Brooklyn Vitaphone Studio, who
was injured in a taxi accident about
two weeks ago, expects to be back on
the job Monday.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

3-22:

7-8:

10

Aug. 20:

Aug. 29:

Sept. 9-10

Oct.

Oct.

British film festival, sponsored
by British International Pictures,
Malvern, England.

Annual Outing of Minneapolis
Film Board of Trade, Detroit
Lakes, Minn.
First Annual Golf Tournament,
New England Film Industry,
Pine Brook Valley Club, Weston,
Mass.

Annual golf tournament of South-
ern California film men. Fox
Hills Country Club, Culver
City, Cal. ,
RKO and RKO Pathe Annual
Outmg, Indian Point. via
Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.

Semi-annual Convention. Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Radis-
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

Hispano - American Motion Pic-,
ture Congress, Madrid, Spain.

Eleventh Annual Convention of
M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsyl-
vania, Pittsburgh.

Annual Awards Dinner of Aca-
demy of M. P. Arts & Sciences,
Hollywood.

COMING & GOING

W. JOHNSON, president of Theater Ser
vice Corp., has gone to Chicago for a fen
days

HAROLD W. NEWMAN, JR., vice-pres
ident of Theater Service Corp., leaves today
(Saturday) for a business trip to London
Paiis and Berlin.

LEE MARCUS is back from the coast.

FIFI D'ORSAY has arrived in New Yorl
to make vaudeville appearances for RKO. '

.\RTHUR GOTTLIEB, president of Du'
.\rt Film Laboratories, has returned fron
Hollywood by plane.
AL YOUNG, chief of the Du-Art tech

nical department in New York and Toronto
is back from Canada.
MINOR WATSON is on his way bac

from Hollywood to resume stage work afte

ajipearing in Paramount's "24 Hours."
ADOLPH POLLAK, general manager c

I'eerless Productions, has returned from
nationwide tour of exchanges.
GEORGE BANCROFT and the "Ric

Man's Folly" unit including Director Job;
Cromwell, David Durand, Guy Oliver, Ec
ward Paramore, Jr., George Nicholls an
.Archie Hill have returned to the coast af'

making scenes in New England.

For

Scripts and Scribes
Go to

Viola Irene Cooper
9 E. 59th St. New York

volunteer 5-5543

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of ExperienceQualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3040
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The bis Family audience will (all %eacl

over heels^^in love with Scrappy, jj^

the most persistent^ mischievous/

tricky, peppy, imp that ever

animated a sound cartoon.

He will snuggle his way

right into the hearts

of your patrons!
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HOLLYWOOD ACTIVITIES
^^ j^ .. Latest Production News Received By Wire From The West Coast jJl. Jk. Jlk.

FOUR NEW PRODUCTIONS

STARTINGjODN AT FOX

New Fox pictures scheduled to

go into production shortly include

the following quartette:

"Sob Sister," directed by Alfred

Santell, with Linda Watkins, James
Dunn, Una Merkel, John Arledge,

George E. Stone, Lucien Littlefield,

Sally O'Neil, Donald Dillaway,

James Todd and Helen Jerome
Eddy.

"The Yellow Ticket," directed by
Raoul Walsh, with Elissa Landi,

Walter Byron, Lionel Barrymore,
Edward Crandall and Rita La Roy.

"Heartbreak," directed by Alfred

Werker, with Charles Farrell, Har-
die Albright, John Arledge, Paul
Cavanagh and Madge Evans.
"The Cisco Kid," directed by Irv-

ing Cummings, with Warner Bax-
ter, Edmund Lowe, Conchita Mon-
tenegro and Nora Lane.

Plans for Dix Changed
Richard Dix will do "Marcheta"

instead of "Frontier" immediately
following his completion of "Secret
Service," according to William Le-
Baron, production head of Radio
Pictures. "Frontier" has been
moved back. Irene Dunne is sched-
uled to co-star with Dix in "Mar-
cheta." Victor Schertzinger is slated

to direct.

A/ei^ LoivRates
in

HOLLYWOOD
ROOM
>VITH
BATH

Rigbt in the bean </

Hollywood-witli

interesting places to

go—people to$e»

!i|i^!^| and things to dik.

ROOSeVGLT=~ HOTeL==
ROBERT y McCABE, MAitton

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

Hardy Trims for Action
Oliver Hardy has dropped 52 pounds in the last 10 weeks according to

the Hal Roach studios. To forestall any possible complaints about "short

weight" in forthcoming Laurel-Hardy comedies, Roach hastens to add that

Hardy's loss in avoirdupois will be more than made up by a gain in action made
possible by the lighter weight.

Peerless Productions
Well Ahead of Schedule

Peerless Productions, newiy or-

ganized producing and distributing

company of Jack Bellman ana
Adolph Pollak, is well ahead ol

schedule on its two initial produc-

tions. The first Peerless release is

scheduled for Sept. 1, and "The Sea
Ghost" and "Lovebound" are almost
ready for the cutting room.

William Nigh, directing "Sal-

vaged," starring Laura La Plante,

with Alan Hale in the leading male
role, has returned to the Tec-Art
Studios from the high seas, where
exterior shots were filmed. Others
in the cast are Clarence Wilson,

Claude Allister and Peter Erklenz.
James Tinling and Arthur Gren-

ville Collins, co-directors of "Love-
bound," Paul Schofield's adaptation
of James Gilbert's novel, are also

completing the final scenes of this

picture. Myrna Loy, Ralph Forbes,
Betty Bronson, Nance O'Neil, An-
dre Beranger, and Halliwell Hobbes
head the cast.

Two other Peerless productions
are now being cast and will be
started shortly, also at the Tec-Art
Studios.

M-G-M Wrestling Short

The newest production in M-G-
M's sport series, which includes

films on track and tennis, the lat-

ter with "Big Bill" Tilden, is a
wrestling subject. Ward Wing is

directing the new athletic feature,
and the principals are Charles
Fischer, middleweight and light
heavyweight champion, and Tony
Felice, champion of Italy. Dia-
logue has been prepared by Pete
Smith, head of the M-G-M coast
publicity department.

Lou Brock Activities

Lou Brock's latest Clark and Mc-
Cullough short for Radio Pictures,
"A Melon Drama" has been com-
pleted. A fourth Chic Sale short
will go into production Aug. 15. Ben
Holmes and Nat Perrins are doing
the story. Mark Sandrich has been
assigned direction of a short to be
titled "Cock a Doodle Do."

Mike Donlin in Pathe Comedy
Mike Donlin has been given a

part in support of Benny Rubin in
"Accidents Will Happen," an RKO
Pathe comedy now being filmed un-
der the direction of Ralph Cedar.
Bud Jamieson and Arthur Hoyt
also are in the cast.

RKO Pathe Enlarges
Property Department

Extensive production activities a^

the RKO Pathe studio in Culvei
City have made necessary the en-
largement of the studio property
department under George Sawley.
Eighteen truckloads of new furni-

ture have been delivered to the new
department within the last week.
With these new properties RKO
Pathe will be able to produce nearly
any type of setting desired.

Radio Writers Assigned
Bernard Schubert has been as

signed the adaptation-dialogue job
on I. A. R. Wylie's story, "The Last
Virtue," following completion of his
work on "Secret Service," Dix's
current production. This is the
story mentioned for Dolores Del
Rio some weeks ago. Wallace Smith
also has been assigned to adapt
Damon Runyon's "All Scarlet."

Pathe Completes First Western
RKO Pathe has completed "The

Sundown Trail," first of six west-
ern features on the 1931-32 sched-
ule. Tom Keene, the star, is sup-
ported by a cast which includes
Marion Shilling, Nick Stuart, Hoo-
per Atchley, Stanley Blystone,
Louise Beavers and others. "Sun-
down Trail" is an original story by
Robert F. Hill, who also directed
the picture.

NEW EDUCATIONAL LINEUP

NOW FULLY UNDER WAY

Production on Educational's 1931-

32 product is now in full swing at

the Educational, Mack Sennett and
Metropolitan studios. "The Tamale
Vendor," an Ideal comedy, featur-

ing Tom Patricola, has just been
finished, while "Torchy," the first

in the I'orchy comedy series, is be-

ing edited. Ray Cooke is cast ir-

the title role, with Dorothy Dix
playing opposite him. Joan Peert^;

originally was to have appeared
with Cooke.
Under the direction of Willian

Goodrich, production on the first ir

the new Mermaid series is nearing
completion. At the Metropolitai
studios, William Watson has jus^

placed in production the first Van
ity, with Vernon Dent, Jack Duffy
Ronnie Rondell and Helen Mann i>

the cast.

With "Cannonball Express," fea
turing Andy Clyde, and "I Surren
der, Dear," with Bing Crosby;
finished, Mack Sennett has startecl

on a new comedy, while the secomj
in the "Cannibals of the Deep" se

ries is being prepared for produc
tion.

Radio Buys Air Story
Radio Pictures has purchase'

"The Lost Squadron," the Did
Grace biography of a film stun
aviator.

ARTHUR LANGE
ERNEST KLAPIIOLZ

Musical Directors

RKO PATHE
Current Release "Sweepstakes"
A Chas. R. Rogers Production

Harry Joe Brown, Associate Producer

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
Hollywood's most convenient hotel. .

tor your stay in Southern California

RIICHT in the center of everything to sec and do . .

next door to famous studios, theatres, cafes, and
shops . . near solf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement places.

The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unex-
celled service,and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
makes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
•nioy the company of interesting and famous people.

Special low summer rates now in effect—$2.50
up, single. $3.50 up, double. $4.50 up, twin
beds. Rates by week or month.

Remember the Plaza for an unforgettable stay in
Hollywood. Write for free folder.

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL .T.HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. «
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

I HOLLYWOOD
fHRISTY WALSH and John Le

Roy Johnston, Universal studio

pblicity director, did the honors at

ti! "Spirit of Notre Dame" lunch-

ii held at the Universal studio,

lilsh introduced Mrs. Rockne and

t'i Notre Dame football stars who
Ul appear in the picture, while

.hnston presented the Universal

s rs to the visitors.

Walsh said he was a "one-story"

f n and proceeded to tell "the

siry." It was following the famous
Hanford-Notre Dame game at the

Ise Bowl, Pasadena, that Adam
"'alsh, Notre Dame center, and a

Mlywood boy, received scads of

',aise in the Los Angeles papers,

iristy was strolling in the Bilt-

iire lobby, when a woman rushed
t to him and pi'aised him for his

i*rk in the game. Christy blushed

cd blurted out, "Im afraid you

in't know me from Adam."

Howard Jones, Tom Lieb and Bill

Jaulding were among the coaches
i the luncheon. Two great Notre
iime quarterbacks—Frank Carideo
id Henry Stuldreher—attended, as

.d Don Miller, Jim Crowley and
mer Layden, who, with Stuldre-

r, comprised the famous "Four
Norsemen."

Norman Krasna, who has resign-

from the Warner-First National
iblicity department, has sold his

|

i'st play, "Louder, Please," to

Imes & Green for fall production.

Sam Zierler, who recently re-

rned from a business trip to New
ork, and Mrs. Zierler and their

/o children have moved into their

jw home in Beverly Hills.

fOur Passing Show: Garrett Fort,
ly Shrock, Edward Marin, Helen
»lton, William B. Davidson at

; TO-DAY'S pn^^^l?^

1

^'c
r ' ^^^

!
EVENT l^^kfSp

AS SEEN BY ^7\/4 V^
THE PRESS SV

"Claudette Colbert was kissed 134
times within the span of three hours
by Maurice Chevalier in 'The Smiling
Lieutenant' at Paramount's New York
studio. The marathon oscillation was
necessitated by the rehearsals, takes
and retakes of one of the many love
scenes which they share."—Paramount.

"The Vinegar Tree"; Sam Zierler

and Gaston Glass playing tennis at

the Hollywood Y. M. C. A.
* * *

Nat Levine will soon start pro-
ducing "The Galloping Ghost," a
12-installment serial, starring Red
Grange. Reaves Eason will direct.

The story was written by Wynd-
ham Gittens, Ford Beebe and Hel-
mer Bergman.

* * *

Wallace Beery and Jackie Cooper
will be teamed by M-G-M in "The
Champ," prize fi^t story by Fran-
ces Marion, to be directed by King
Vidor.

« * *

Nance O'Neil and Frederick Bur-
ton will appear in "Secret Service,"
Radio pictures production starring
Richard Dix.

* * *

Joel McCrea has been borrowed
by Paramount from RKO Pathe
for "Girls About Town."

* * *

Earl Snell is writing an original,

"Information Kid," for Universal.
* * *

Eai'l Pingree will appear in Ra-
dio's "Are These Our Children?"

* * *

Wesley Ruggles, now directing
"Are These Our Children?" and
Howard Estabrook are spending
their evenings and week ends com-
pleting the script on "Frontier,"
which starts immediately following
Ruggles' current assignment. Esta-
brook is the author of the original
story.

* * *

Fable—Once upon a time a Holly-
wood hostess gave a party and few-
er guests came than were invited.

More Passing show: Stuart Paton,
Frank Daugherty, Sidney Algiers,
Franklyn Farnum at the "Nine
O'clock Revue"; Leo Carrillo, Mary
Brian, Mae Clarke, George Sidney,
Charlie Murray, Bela Lugosi, M. A.-

Silver, Edward Laemmie, Dale Van
Every, Richard Schayer at the
"Spirit of Notre Dame" luncheon.

Bert Hanlon, popular song writer,
has been placed under exclusive Fox
contract.

* * *

Cyril Gardner has begun the di-

rection of "Twenty Grand" at Uni-
versal. Cast includes Ricardo Cortez,
Mae Clarke, Norman Foster, Marie
Prevost, Slim Summerville, Thomas
.Jackson, Robert Emmett O'Conner,
Russell Hopton, Murray Kinnell,
Percy Ivans, Nat McHugh and
George Raft.

* * *

Ernst Lubitsch will direct "The
Man I Killed," in which Paramount
will reunite Nancy Carroll and
Phillips Holmes.

Prosperity
IN SIGHT

For thousands of Exhibitors throughout the world,

especially for smart showmen who

—

GIVE THE PEOPLE
WHAT TH EY CRAVE
Wise showmen know that censorship has doomed gang-

ster films and sex dirt. They know that sophisticated

dialogue and "blah" do not draw any longer— They
know that the world's millions want

ACTION PICTURES
Stories that "move," that pack the thrills glossed with
Romance, heart throbs, melodrama— the type that

packed 'em in in the good old days

—

RICHARD
TALMADGE
SPEED # ACTION # THRILL PICTURES

Are the answer to bring back the crowds. Give the
people what they crave and tell 'em about 'em with
advertising and exploitation.

WATCH FOR TALMADGE'S NEXT THRILLER

"SCAREHEADS"
A smashing Newspaper Story saturated with

THRILLS—ACTION—MELODRAMA
A Blue Streak for thousands of Box Offices

RICHARD TALMADGE PRODUCTIONS
Universal City, Cal.
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^THEATER
By M.

KEASBEY & MATTISON CO.

MARKETS SOUND SCREEN

Ambler, Pa.—^A new sound screen
marketed under the trade name of

"Visibestone," consisting of a series

of rod-like filaments, the shape and
angles being based upon compli-
cated mathematical formulae, has
been introduced by the Keasbey &
Mattison Co., asbestos manufac-
turers of this city.

While complete stereoscopic vi-

sion is not claimed for this new
screen, the rod-like texture of the
Visibestone screen is said to lend
unusual depth to the projected pic-

ture, while the scientifically com-
pounded mesh permits greater and
more even sound filtration. It is

also pointed out by the manufac-
turer that the new screen very defi-

nitely corrects distortion of both
sight and sound. This correction is

attributed to the special weaving
and rod-like texture of the screeh.
Light is eveny reflected from the
round surfaces of the asbestos
threads into the remote angles of
the auditorium.
Being basically fireproof, the lia-

bility of fire and consequent panic
in the theater is greatly reduced,
since there is nothing in the Visi-
bestone screen to ignite or smoul-
der and give off poisonous fumes or
noxious gases to alarm the audi-
ence, the company declares.
The new screen is being distrib-

uted by the National Theater Sup-
ply Co.

Westing^house Develops
Lighting Control Relay

East Pittsburgh, Pa.—To enable
the intensity of natural light to
control artificial lighting automati-
cally, a new photo-electric lighting
control relay has been developed by
the Westinghouse Electric and Man-
ufacturing Co.
The operation of the lighting con-

trol relay, the company declares, is

effected bv variations in the in-
tensitv of light falling on the photo-
electric tube. These variations pro-
duce proportional changes in the
amount of current passing through
the tube, and this changing current,
amplified in a specially designed
amplifier tube, energizes a primary
relay controlling an auxiliary con-
tactor, which, in turn, operates the
main contactor controlling the
lighting installation.

Automatic control applied to il-

luminated signs and show windows
effects a maximum of advertising
value, since it turns on their lights
whenever artificial lighting can in-
crease their visibility, and turns
them off when artificial illumination
fails to enhance their attention-get-
ting power, the company claims.

TN the smaller theaters lighting ef-

fects do not seem to be consid-
ered important, and the result is

that domestic lighting units, plain
units and often factory lighting-

units are installed. The average
theater manager does not know
how critical his patrons may be.

He forgets that in his patrons'
homes electric light is installed,

and that in these homes the units
are equipped with decorated shades,
in various colors and designs, in an
effort to produce effects which will

harmonize with certain decorative
color schemes. Illumination in

small theaters can be made attrac-
tive, with very little expense and
the theater manager who makes
and keeps his theater homey and
attractive will be rewarded by add-
ed box-office receipts.

* * *

The use of fresh flowers to give
an attractive appearance to the
theater front during the summer
months is to be wholly commended,
for not only does it improve the
appearance, but it gives an added
suggestion of coolness in the theater
which is in itself a help in days of
summer slackness.

The projection mechanism is a
piece of fine precision engineering
that can quickly be brought to ut-

ter ruin by dint of inexpert tinker-

ing. The astute showman will take
the greatest of care that nobody
attempts adjustments or replace-
ments to his equipment other than
the manufacturers or recognized
specialists. The day of cheapness
by calling in the mechanical bod-
ger to repair the projector has
passed, and if there is one thing
in which it will more readily repay
the showman to exercise extreme
caution than another, it is the care
and upkeep of the mechanical and
electrical elements of his equip-
ment, by the manufacturer or the
specialist.

Issues Directory

San Francisco — The Western
Theater Supply Co. of this city has
put out a novel advertising piece
in the form of a film exchange
telephone directory which is being
mailed to all exhibitors on the west-
ern slope.

Joins Masterphone Sound Corp.
Seattle— R. L. Trimble, former

secretary of the Sound Industrial
Loan Co. of this city, has joined the
Masterphone Sound Corp. here
Trimble will be in charge of the
finance and contract department o^
the company.

INSTALLATIONS IN SOUTH

KEEP NAT'IJUPPLY BUSY

Atlanta—Equipment sales in this

section are on the up-grade, accord-

ing to the National Theater Supply
Co. local offices, which report the

following recent sales of equipment
in this territory:

State, Statesboro, Ga. : chairs,

electric sign. Simplex projectors,

reflector arc lamp, Hertner genera-
tor. National Sirrocco blower, me-
tallic sound screen, picture setting

and stage draperies, lobby frames,
seat covers and carpets; Playhouse,
Statesville, N. C, National Sirrocco
blowers; Ritz, Anniston, Ala., air
washer; DeKalb, Decatur, Ga., air
washer; Burke, Valdese, N. C, Sir-
rocco blower; Gay, Knoxville, two
Simplex projectors and Peerless re-
flector arc lamps, Hertner genera-
tor, Silversheet sound screen, car-
pet and Sirrocco blower; Pastime
Amusement Co., Charlestown, S. C,
air washer.

New Cooling Principle

Omaha—The Biizzardaire, fea-

turing a new cooling principle that

is said to be noiseless, free from

humidity and giving even distribu-

tion, is being put out by the Bliz-

zard Sales Co., of this city.

New Masterphone Sets
Require No Service Ma
Seattle—The expense of havi;

a factory service man continuous;*

call on the theater for inspectii

and servicing is being eliminated •

the Masterphone Sound Corp., ;

this city, which has recently placl

on the market a new alternati;

current operated sound apparatj

requiring no batteries, batte;

charger or motor generator. E. .

Jensen, manager of the Mast -

phone Corp., states that with all t;

new AC-operated sets in operatii
it has been proven that the serv

;

required has been less than 4 j-

cent of the previous service
quired on battery-operated equ -

ment.

No More Pocket;
Here^s the Screen you^ve always wantif

Tlie presence of sound pockets in your
theatre, a result of imperfect sound filtra-

tion through your present sound screen,

can be definitely corrected by installing a

Visibestone. It will free your theatre from
the curse of sound and sight distortion.

Acoustically perfect, and a permanent safe-

guard against the possibility of fire and
panic. Its non-glaring surface is restful to

the eye, yet it affords a projected picture L
of unusual quality and clear in
visibility from every point in /ippf'OVed

d,^ ^U«.,* t'y E. R. p. I., for use wit
le tneatre. all western Electric Sour

Equipment.

\/[5TB^TORE
y THE PERFECT FIREPROOF SOUND SCREEN

Distributed by National Theatre Supply Company—all branches.

Manufactured by

KEASBEY & MATTISON COMPANY
AMBLER, PENNA.
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^ NOW MOVER 8,021

Western Electric theatrical in-

jitallations throughout the world
iiow total over 8,021, of which 5,082
ire in the United States. Foreign
nstallations amount to 2,939, dis-

tribu ed as follows: Great Britain,
it,527; Canada, 343; Australia, 322;
German territories, 188; France,
122, and the r emainder divided
imong 39 other countries.
C. W. Bunn, general sales man-

ager of Electrical Research Prod-
acts, announces the following list

i)f recent theater contracts for
*Vestern Electric installations in
he United States;
Alabama: Strand, Dothan; Prin-

cess, Enterprise; Lyric, Cullman;
mperial, Tarrant City; Woodlawn,
Birmingham; College, East Lake;
Prescent, Mobile.

i
Arkansas: Lura, Augusta.
California: Lyric, Santa Paula;

Bouevard, Oxnard; Sunbeam, Los
Vngeles; Studio, Los Vista; Popy
Airdome, Calipatria.
Florida: Lyric, Daytona Beach;

Park, So. Jacksonville; Imogene,
Milton; Arcade, Williston; Gaiety,
5tark; Punta, Gorda; Strand, Bar-
.on; Electric, Fernandina; Garden,
Tampa.
I Georgia: Peach, Ft. Valley; Woods,
pordele; State, Statesboro; Liber-
ty, Albany; Strand, Winder.

I

Ilinois: Elston, Chicago; Park-
i-ide, Center; Palace, Gilliam; Stock-
ton, Stockton: Marvel, Corlonville-
^yrie, Greenville.

'

Indiana: Northwestern, Indianap-
>lis; Grand, Evansville; Centennial,
»Varsaw.

Kansas: Strand, Oxford; New
iarper; Royal. Tonganoxie; Royal,
•Galley Falls; Plaza, Clyde
Louisiana: Liberty. Alexandria;

'efferson, Marrero; Coliseum, New
)i-leans; Star, Shreveport.

,iSn''"
^"*"^'' ^^'''' P^^^>^"unt-

Massachusetts: Guild, Noorwood;

VdffleeT.'
^"'"'"^^^"e.- WelWeet,

Michigan: Southlawn. Grand Ra-

M- ^^"dome. Detroit.

'A^elrFnH^^'w-^'^^™^™- St. Paul;

Ike. '
^'"""a-' Forest, Forest

in^r^^x.^*-
J°h"' Kansas City;

.Rational, Kansas City; Pruett's
•,^entralia; Admiral. Kansas Citv:
Ij^dale, Kansas City; P^^^, SZ'

Stic^^Blu "^r"--
^^'^^^ Bow;^ebtic Blue Springs.

New T ''' Halcyon- Colbrook

,
I'lty, Ventnor, Ventnor; Strand, At-

NEW THEATERS

Watertown, Mass. — Officials of

the Chamber of Commerce are aid-

ing in the negotiations that are

now pending for the erection of a

cneater here.

Springfield, Mass.—The Arcade,
bemg erected here by Samuel ana
Natnan E. Goldstein, is expected to

be completed and ready for open-

ing Sept. 1. The house will have
a seating capacity of 1,200.

Knoxville, Ga.—Plans have been
completed for the theater to be
erected by George Denton and K.

L. Bigler on Burlington Ave. this

city.

Starkville, Miss.—R. J. and A. L.

Goodman are erecting a theater
here to be known as the New Ma-
sonic. The house, which will have
a seating capacity of 750, is being
erected to replace the one that was
destroyed by fire several months
ago.

lantic City; Atlantic, Atlantic High-
land; New Tuxedo, Phillipsburg.
New York: Bijou, Rockaway

Point; Playhouse, Cedarhurst, L. L;
Willis, Mineola; Family, Mt. Mor-
ris; Melville, Interlaken; Board-
walk, Arverne; Garden, Brooklyn;
Maple, Jeffersonville; Royal, Li-

vonia; Peerless, Brooklyn; Little,

Rochester; Lyndy, Rochester; Mec-
ca, New York; Grand Opera House,
New York; Star, New York; Laural,
Long Beach.
North Carolina: Cameo, Bellhav-

en; Peoples, Roanoke; Castle, Kin-
ston; Pastime, Boone.

Ohio: Park, Toledo; Grand, Le-
banon; Madison, Mansfield; Devore,
Plymouth; Alhambra, Columbus.

Pennsylvania: Star, Mansfield;
Pine Brook, Scranton; Neutral,
Simpson; Lyric, Thorpe; Palace,
South Pittsburgh; Home, Old
Forge; Ritz, Philadelphia; Temple,
Ashland; Gibson, Philadelphia; Ly-
ric, Pittsburgh; Stanley, Selingrove;
Palace, Avoca; American, Tower
City; Grand, East Greenville; Clark,

Westfield; Peoples, Watsontown;
Bluebird, Philadelphia.
South Carolina: Liberty, Liberty;

Lyric, Cheran.
South Dakota: State, Madison.
Texas: Strand, Longview; Ritz,

Del Rio; La Feria, Le Feria; Texas,

Rusk.
Virginia: Palace, Pocahontas;

Marion, Marion.
West Virginia: Palace, Davy;

Strand, Mound=;ville.

Wisconsin: State, Tomah; Chil-

ton, Chiton; Grand Opera House,

Chetak, and the Crystal, Dodgeville.

U. A. CHICAGO HOUSE

ADOPTS "ELECTRIC EYE"

Chicago — An electric meter,
known as the "Electric Eye" has
been installed at the United Artists
theater here. This is said to be the

first insallation of its kind in the
world.
The instrument, perfected by D.

H. Finke, of the Midwest Ticket Co.,

of this city, and announced in The
Film Daly some months ago, re-

cords the entrance of a patron
through the gate by the breaking of

a beam of light shining invisibly

across the doorway. The gate has
been arranged so that the patrons
enter single file. When the light

beam is interrupted, it registers on
a meter in the manager's office, thus
making it possible for the manager
to tell immediately how many peo-

ple have entered the theater in any
given period.
By means of a wire connection

the office can be hooked up with all

theaters on the circuit so that the

division manager can tell minute
by minute what each theater in his

district is doing in the way of busi-

ness. The system also eliminates

any false reports by managers,
cashiers or doorman.

11 the device is successful, it may
be placed in all Publix houses.

T^kes Over Film Processing Co.

Albert Beck and William Roach,
formerly connected with the Na-
tional Film Renovating Co. and the

Fox printing room department, re-

spectively, have taken over the
management of Dennison Film
Processing Co.. Inc., with headquar-
ters in the Film Center building.

New York. Under the new man-
agement a reduction in prices for

cleaning and renovating films has
been announced.

Nat'! Supply Opens Iowa Branch
Des Moines — National Theater

Supply Company has re-established
its branch office here. B. F. Silsbee
was transferred from, Detroit to

manage the branch.

Joins Nat'l Sales Force
Seattle—Williams Evans, formerly

advertising manager of the Fox
Gray's Harbor theaters, has .I'oined

the local branch of the National
Theater Supply Co.

Settings

Acoustical
Treatments

Acoustical

Banners

NewYork City

ALTERATIONS

Twin Falls, Ida.—The Orpheum,
recently acquired by Publix, has
been closed for remodeling and im-
provements.

Seattle—Modernization work on
the old Empire theater building
here, rechristened the Yakima by
the Hughes-Franklin organization,
will be completed shortly. Approx-
imately $32,000 is being spent on
the work.

Springfield, Mass. — The Publix
Broadway has closed for the sum-
mer to permit extensive repairs, al-

terations and improvements.

Youngstown, 0.—The Park, own-
ed by Shea Theaters and managed
by J. E. Shagrin, is being com-
pletely remodeled under plans, pre-
pared by Morris V. Sheible, archr
tect. The house will be entirely
redecorated and a new ventilating
and cooling system installed.

Yonkers, N. Y. — Work of re-
building the Broadway is proceed-
ing according to schedule and the
house is expected to be reopened
the latter part of September. In-
terior was destroyed by fire re-

cently.

Bronx, N. Y.—Tremont theater,
owned and operated by David Wein-
stock, is being altered and repaired.

Roswell, N. M.—E. C. Treib is

remodeling and redecorating the
Princess. <

Bublin, Ga. — Remodeling and
general improvements will be made
at the Rose, according to John
Peck, manager.

JUST,
arouivd;
THE
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from every American
theatre

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

GERMAN fILM WORKERS

IN CO-OPERATIVE VENTURE

Berlin—The Organization of Ger-
man Film Workers, known as the
Dacho, will soon start the produc-
tion of pictures, the necessary cap-

ital now being available. Produc
tion will be on a co-operative basis,

every member taking part in the
making of a picture being entitled

to the reimbursement of his daily
expenses and to a share in 50 per
cent of the profit.

Liverpool Ban Alarms
British Exhibitors

Liverpool — As a result of the
closing of Liverpool theaters to

children, under an order of the City
Licensing Justices, in accord with
the order of the British Board of
Film Censors that children be not
admitted to theaters showing films
with the "A" certificate (films ruled
as suitable for adults only) British
exhibitors are alarmed lest other
justices throughout Great Britain
take similar action. The expected
C.E.A. appeal from the ruling has
not materialized, but the exhibitors'
organization is sending representa-
tives to Liverpool to discuss the or-
der prior to the next licensing ses-
sion.

France Second in German Talkies
Berlin—France now holds second

place in the production of German-
speaking talkies for the German
market and the U. S. third. Of the
179 German dialogue films shown
during the 1930-31 season, 124 were
made in Germany, 19 in France, 16
in the U. S., 7 in England, 5 in
Czecho-Slovakia, 3 in Austria and
2 in Italy.

B.LP. to Make Film in Africa
London — British International

Pictures' "McGlusky, the Sea Ro-
ver," with Dennis Hoey in the lead,
will be filmed in Africa. F. W.
Kramer will direct.

' "$20,000 for American Rights
Paris—Luna Films is asking $20,-

000 for the rights in the U. S. of
its musical and talking film, "Pas
Sur la Bouche."

Talkies On Train

London—The first "talkie-train"

in the world, it is claimed, ran from

King's Cross to Scarborough on Fri-

day, July 24th. Two coaches were
attached to the Scarborough Flier

in which talking pictures were shown
several times during the journey.

Films shown included piano, orches-

tra and jazz selections.

Tokyo Publicity Men Organize
Tokyo—Publicity men for foreign film companies in Tokyo have organized

the Kaisen-kai for mutual benefit and protection. Publicity representatives of

Ufa, Fox, Soviet Films, M-C-M, Warner Bros., First National, Universal, Pathe,

Paramount, United Artists, Jiyu and other companies are the charter members.

Half of German Imports
Supplied by the U. S.

Berlin—Fifty per cent of the films
imported by Germany during the
kontingent year ending June 30,

1931, were made in the United
States. Twenty-five per cent were
of French make; the other 25 per
cent coming from England, Italy,

Czecho-Slovakia, Sweden, Russia
and Poland. Joint productions were
made by German firms during the
year with British, French, Czecho-
Slovakian, Italian and Swedish film

interests.

Japan Asks Reduction of Tax
Tokyo—Film exhibitors in Japan

have presented to the Departments
of Finance and Home Affairs a re-

quest to have the theatrical tax re-

duced by transferring it from the
local tax to the national business
tax. They also seek unified theat-
rical regulations as to hours of ex-
hibition, etc.

German Firms Reach Agreement
Berlin—The Deutsche Lichtspiel

Syndikat and Sudfilm have made
a close working agreement. Each
company maintains its integrity,
without a fusion or capital merger.
Joint action will be taken, how-
ever, in the purchase of raw stock,
exploitation of the market, regula-
tion of production, salaries, etc., ac-

cording to the announcement.

French Exports Jump
While Imports Drop

Paris—Gains are shown in the
export of positive prints from
France during the first quarter of

1931, the jump being from 2,166,-

123 metres to 3,099,919 metres.
During the same time the imports
of positive prints dropped from 2,-

371,397 metres to 1,907,877 metres.
Imports of positive raw stock and
of negative raw stock showed in-

creases. Losses occurred in im-
ports of developed negative, exports
of developed negatives, exports of
both positive and negative raw stock.

Sascha Films Increase Capital

Vienna — A general meeting of

the Sascha Film Co. will be held
here soon for the purpose of in-

creasing the capital from 100,000
to 1,000,000 shillings. Herr Schenck,
director counsel, will submit a pro-
ject for further extending produc-
tion. Ten or 12 pictures will be
made annually.

New Dutch Talkie Studio

Amsterdam—A new Dutch film
company, N. V. Electrafilm Maat-
schappij, has built a sound film stu-
dio for the production of Dutch
talking pictures. Gerard Rutten is

studio director.

Manchester "Super" to Open
Manchester—The Astoria, Prest-

wich, Manchester's new "super"
picture house, seating 1,800, will
open early this month. It will have
a cafe seating 200 persons, with a
dancing floor, and a roof garden.

German Tax Receipts Drop
Berlin—The Indland Revenue De-

partment reports a drop in amuse-
ment tax receipts of 14 per cent in

the year ending March, 1931. Pic-
ture house attendance dropped in

that period, in Berlin alone, from
.58,500,000 to 56,500,000. The slump
since March has been even worse,
but figures are not available.

Nikkatsu to Use RCA Equipment
Tokyo — After experimenting

with RCA recording equipment, it

is reported that Nikkatsu will in-

stall that company's recording ma-
chinery in its studio for the produc-
tion of the modern dramas upon
which it is embarking.

New Theater at Peterhead

Peterhead—The Peterhead Play-
house, recently opened, was built

from the foundations in 15 weeks.
It seats 1,260 and is the first thea-
ter in the Highlands to have the
expanding screen.

Tofano in Italian Film

Rome— Sergio Tofano, brilliant
Italian actor-manager, has been en-
gaged by Anonima Pittaluga for one
of the leads in its version of "The
Private Secretary." Elsa Merlini
and Nino Besozzi have the other
leads. This will mark the great
Tofano's first screen appearance.

British Soft Pedal Sex Films
London—At a special meeting of

the Consultative Committee of the
British Board of Film Censors, it

was agreed to take certain steps
immediately to minimize the amount
of sex matter in current and future
films. The meeting was attended
by representative producers and
distributors.

478 THEATERS BUILT

IN EUROPE LAST YEAil

Berlin—Figures compiled here or

new film theaters built in Europf
during the past 12 months shov
the biggest increase in the Unitec

Kingdom, with France in seconc

place. Total new theaters built ir

Great Britain and on the Conti

nent is 478, with a combined seat

ing capacity of 467,568. Great Brit

ain comes, to the fore with 175 nev
houses, seating 250,000. Franc
nosed Germany out of second place

having 76 new theaters seating 54,

700 persons. Germany, which drop
ped from second to fourth position

built 60 new houses during the yeai

with a seating capacity of 40,00(

Spain takes third place with 4

new theaters, seating 51,58^:

Czecho-Slovakia has 60 new thee,

ters seating 26,000. u

French Studios Announce'
New Production Schedule

Paris—Films Jacques Haik ar

nounces 12 French talking picture

for the coming season. One of th

most important, "La Dame de Mot
te Carlo," is already in productioi

Osso Films is out with an ai^

nouncement of 16 pictures, all ori^

inals, for the season of 1931-3
"La Ville des Reves," the first (

the 16, is now in work.
Pathe-Natan, according to an ai;

nouncement just issued, will mail
30 productions for 1931-32 at tl'

Pathe studio at Joinville, net
Paris. Now in work is one of tl

company's important new filr

"Les Croix des Bois," featuri.

Charles Vanel and Pierre Banchf
from the novel by Roland Dorgel*
Raymond Bernard is directing.

French African Expedition Film
Paris—Jean Choux, the Fren

director, is releasing the film, "'

Vrai Visage de I'Afrique," made
Baron Gourgaud's African expc
tion.

Tobis-Ufa Drive for Talent
Berlin — Tobis and Ufa ha

united in a drive to discover m
screen talent, both histrionic a
literary. A sum of 100,000 mar
has been set aside for the purpo;

8-Hour Day
Paris—An eight-hour day for

French film actors and studio em-
ployes is likely to result, it is re-

ported, from the Ministerial inquiry

into French studio conditions, soon

to get under way. f
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!hort Shots from
Jew York Studios

\

^M By HARRY N. BLAIR «^
^\RY COOPER, who returned

"-^from a vacation in Europe the

)a. week, will remain in New
(H about a month, during which

ill! he is to co-star with Claudettt

;Ciert in "Sal of Singapore" at the

'aimount New York studios. Ed
v;d Sloman will direct the pic

u

.

* * *

In his arrival in New York
itfOad the Majestic, Cooper wan
»: hj his mother, Mrs. Charles H.
"per, who made a hurried trip

'(' from California.
* * *

'ith the signing of Donald Meek
Itme of the featured players, Ar-

tlr Hurley is starting work on

'"le Clyde Mystery," first of the

SiS. Van Dine two-reel detective

itjstery stories being made at the

Vkphone studio.
' * *

leek is a popular Broadway ac-

ti who appeared last season in

•ij Promise Me," and a few years
a,i had the leading character role

ir"Broken Dishes."
* * *

'rank Zukor ivill be in charge of

pdography for Simple Sim.on com
'Ms, which puts the third of a se-

r\t of shorts into production on

Mnday at the Ideal studio.
• * * *

'k complete motion picture unit,

\ih a group of players headed by
Fil Dane, George K. Arthur and
Irjorie Beebe, went up to Haines
Ills, N. Y., in the Catskill Moun-
tn region to make exterior scenes
f| "Camping," two-reel comedy be-

i made by Paramount under the

dection of Al Ray.
* * *

'production on the first of a series

six Big Star Comedies starring
lelma White and Fanny Watson,
('led "Lucky Thirteenth," with
^<ich activities at the Brooklyn
Itaphone Studio were resumed, has
bn completed. The scenario was
u'tten by two of the studio's writ
e

, Stanley Rauh and Glenn Lam-
It t, and was directed by Alf Gould

Mew Incorporations

j
NEW YORK CHARTERS

iiuto Cinema Sales, motion picture films,
F|jdenberg & Mattuck, 165 Broadway. 2,000
*;"es common.

ifth Avenue Music Corp., publishers; H
I Reinheimer, 11 East 44th St. 100
^1 es common.

I

DELAWARE CHARTER
jrandall Theaters Corp., Washington, D.
Q public entertainments. 40,000 shares
cl.mon.

CAPITAL INCREASES
Simple Simon Comedies, Manhattan, 300
sies to 400 shares, no par.

NAME CHANGES
:'UpontPathe Film Manufacturing Corp.,

Ijaware, to du Pont Film Manufacturing
CJP.

(

• • • AFTER A visit to Hollerword, our Arkansas corres-
pondent, Tommy Westmorland, comes back with a cute Bedtime
Story it seems one of the studios got a bright idea for

corralling all the Young Untried Brains in the Youessay
so they interviewed 600 college boys that's where the
Bedtime Story comes in can you imagine prospectin' for
brains in the desert lands of the college campuses?
well, anyway, after interviewing the 600 Rover Boys
they found it another Charge of the Light Brigade fight

on gray matter and they charged the expense of the
costly experiment to Experience only 16 or em made
the grade leaving the astounding balance of 584 punks

and Tommy wonders why they don't pursue the search
for New Fresh Brains from the young blades who are doing
newspaper work and publicity of one kind or another
youngsters who are already trained to think in terms of Head-
lines Adjectives Sensations instead of

expectin' to find material among the Rah-Rah boys
whose mental processes are limited to blowing about their ole

man's bankroll how much liquid t.n.t. they can swill

exploits with this Dame and that Debbie and
the touchdown that so-and-so almost made in the last game

why don't they try this other logical Field ror Mental
Material? asks our Arkansas scribe well, why
DON'T they? we ask, too and if any of you boys and
gals can answer the problem then you're just too dog-

gone bright for this film biz

• • • A STORY is circulating around that m a future

issue of "Ballyhoo," that kidding rag will devote a lotta space

to razzin' Hollerword and the film biz in general on their follies

and weaknesses but if they cover the enormous ground
COMPLETELY how can they get it all in one issue ?

• • • A UNIQUE bet for $100 stakes is on between Walter
Huston and his son, and John Meehan, M-G-M scenarist, and
his young hopeful the Hustons have issued a formal
challenge to the Meehans for an unusual athletic competition

contest commences with a round of golf then

they bicycle from the golf course to the Westport Beach Club
here they will compete in a game of handball, broad

jumping, high jumping, discus throwing and swimming
with fancy diving as a side attraction a coupla fast

sets at a nearby tennis court will follow then on the

bikes again, and out to the Culver City Boxing Club

for three rounds of slamming winding up with a few
games of bowling and billiards and the muggs still

standin' on two feet after it is all over will be declared the

winners yeah and they should also be pro-

nounced insane sez we

• • • WHEN director John Ford started "The Brat," he

called Sally O'Neil into conference Sally, yknow, is the

gal who takes the part of the Brat and Jawn sez to

her "Forget everything you've learned about acting and

be yourself you're just a Brat, remember if you

feel like kickin' over a piece of furniture, do it or jump-

ing up and down on a divan, do it in a word, be a Brat!"

well, we saw the Result and we're here to

state that Sally didn't miss a thing she kicked holes in

everythin' on only one point did she miss in-

stead of jumpin' up and down on a divan she did the

act on blonde Virginia Cherrill later Sally explained to

Mister Ford that she heard some one refer to Virginia as a

real diva and thought that must be the same as a

divan! oops
* * * *

• • • "I TAKE my gal to the Roxy every week," sez Mike
Smoosh, "just to have that big goof in the white dress suit

ooniform open the taxi door and salute."

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

t)
Writers Must Submit
to Screen Technique
TF a writer is ambitious to con-

tribute to the screen he must
submit to the requirements of
the screen, and that is where a
lot of good literary folk fall

down. Too many people with
reputations acquired in some
special branch of writing, come
to the cinema unwilling to ac-
cept the demands of screen tech-
nique. No matter how famous
he may be as a playwright, a
novelist or a short story scrib-
bler, he must surrender his pre-
conceived ideas of how to write
a scenario, and learn the new
technique. If his original work
is to be adapted to the screen,
he must withstand the shock of
having liberties taken with his
brain child while expert scenar-
ists fit it to screen requirements.—Howard Estabrook.

Columbia Names 20 Men
In New Exploitation Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

vers, Warner, Pittsburgh; John
Curran, Keith's, Boston; Bob Horter,
Stanton, Philadelphia; Bob Savini,
Empire, Glens Falls; Jack Thoma,
Orpheum, Minneapolis; Garrett
Cupp, Mainstreet, Kansas City;
F. F. Vincent, Lyric, Indianapolis;
Jack Fauld, Palace, Cincinnati; Ted
Toddy, Orpheum, Memphis; J. C.
Quinn, Orpheum, Los Angeles.

All exploiteers will work from the
key cities, but their campaigns will

also be designed to help subsequent
runs. Bert Ennis will supervise the
work from the home office. First
pictures to be handled will be
"Dirigible," "The Miracle Woman"
and "Fifty Fathoms Deep."

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-
tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

August 1-2

Erie C. Kenton
Ralph Blank
William Orlamond

Jack L. Warner
Myrna Loy
Glenn Tryon
Hal C. Young
Olga Baclanova
Claude Gillingwater
Hal Mohr
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Barbara Stanwyck in

"THE MIRACLE WOMAN"
Coliimhia Time, 90 mins.

BIG IN ENTERTAINMENT AND
BOX OFFICE VALUES. STRONG
AND UNUSUAL DRAMA WITH
APPEAL FOR ALL CLASSES.
This is an all-around achievement

that will be received by exhibitors

with open arms. It has a powerful
dramatic story, deep human appeal

and suspense developments that are

off the beaten track; great perform-
ance by Barbara Stanwyck, with a

fine supporting cast; punch direc-

tion by Frank Capra, and excellent

camera work and recording. Plot

involves a preacher's daughter who
turns vengeful when her father dies

of a broken heart because of un-

fair treatment accorded him by the

church heads. She gets mixed up
with a smart promoter who exploits

her as an evanglist, and they start

rolling in the dough. Then the

heroine strikes up a romance with
a blind war veteran, whom she
saves from suicide, but her man-
ager resents the lad and ends up by
knocking him down in the taber-

nacle. A fire follows, with the hero
rescuing the girl, and a happy con-

clusion resulting.
Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, David Manners,

Sam Hardy, Beryl Mercer, Russell Hopton,
Charles Middleton, Eddie Boland, Thelma
Hill, Aileen Carlyle.

Director, Frank Capra; .Authors, John
Meenhan, Robert Riskin ; Adaptors, Dorothy
Howell, Jo Swerling;Dialoguer, Jo Swer-
ling; Editor, Maurice Wright; Cameraman,
Joseph Walker; Recording Engineer, Glenn

Kominger.
Direction, Al. Photography, excellent.

Dorothy Mackaill in

"THE RECKLESS HOUR"
with Conrad Nagel, H. B. Warner

First National Time, 70 mins.

FAIRLY ENGROSSING SEX
DRAMA WITH SCATTERED
COMEDY BUT LACKING REAL
PUNCHES.
Based on the old stage play,

"Ambush," by Arthur Richman.
Partly because the theme has been
pretty thoroughly played out, and
partly through losses in the trans-
formation for screen purposes, the
story does not develop anything in

the way of dramatic climaxes, al-

though it holds interest at an even
keel pretty well throughout. It

depicts the incidents of a girl who
yearns for luxuries which her father
cannot afford. So she connects up
with the rich son of a woman who
patronizes the shop where she is a
model and carries on with him de-
spite family warnings. Eventually
the lad proves himself a cad and
the girl is left with a baby in pros
pect. Her father stands by her,

pawning all he owns to see the girl

through her trouble. The she goes
to work for an artist, whom she had
met once before, and they end up by
marrying. Conrad Nagel is good
as the artist. A notable cast.

Cast: Dorothy Mackaill, Conrad Nagel,
Joan Blondell, H. B. Warner, Walter By-
ron, Helen Ware, Joe Donahue. William
House, Dorothy Peterson. Ivan Simpson,
Claude King, Mae Madison.

Director, John Francis Dillon ; Author,
Arthur Richman ; Adaptor. Robert Lord ; Di-

aloguer, same ; Editor, Harold Young

;

Cameraman, James Van Trees.

Direction, smooth. Photography, good.

Marie Dressier and Polly Moran in

"POLITICS"
M-G-M Time, 73 mins.

MOSTLY MARIE DRESSLER,
MEANING A GREAT AUDIENCE
PIX FOR LAUGHS AND SOME
FINE EMOTIONAL SCENES IN A
RATHER RAGGED STORY.

This one was evidently planned
to give Marie Dressier a chance to

do her great combination act of

comedienne and tragedienne, for the
gets a chance to smear on the
laughs in abundance, and mix in

some fine heart-throb stuff and
emoting. She is ably a:ssiste<l m
the laugh division by Polly Moran
and Rosco Ates. The film is a sort
of kidding satire on women in poli-

tics, and the script is full of loose
joints and not any too convincing
CO intelligences over the school day
period. But this threesome is so
entertaining and the laughs so easy
to take, that you can discount the
weakness of the narrative. Marie
and Polly decide to enter politics to

clean up their home town overrun
by racketeers. The women put Marie
up for their candidate as Mayor,
and to force the men in line, the
married dames go on strike—-"from
parlor, bedroom and bath."

Cast : Marie Dressier, Polly Moran, Rosco
Ates, Karen Morley, WiUiam Bakewell, John
Miljan, Joan Marsh, Tom McGuire, Kane
Richmond, Mary Alden.

Director, Charles F. Reisner ; Author, Rob-
ert E. Hopkins Adaptor, Wells Root ; Dia-

loguers, Zelda Sears, Malcolm Stuart Boylan

:

Editor, William S. Gray ; Cameraman, Clyde

De Vinna ; Recording Engineer, Paul Neal.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.

"THE BRAT"
Fox Time, 81 nu .

ADAPTATION OF STAC-]
PLAY IS FAR-FETCHED CI-

,

DERELLA THEME TOO IMPRC
ABLE FOR INTELLIGENT AUl-
ENCES.
As far as the popular crowds

,

this one should be in the money, -

it has a little girl from the slu

;

showing up a bunch of aristocr,^ .

to a brown turn. But tne enta

theme is so improbable and :t .

fetched, that even the gorgeous ss .

and the craftsmanship of direcr

John Ford cannot overcome i;

handicap. Allan Dinehart giveu
fine performance as the concei 1

novelist, but Sally O'Neil keeps j

a continuous patter of "dese, des
and dose," till is becomes monot<-
ous. Dinehart as the weally

novelist rescues the orphan fr i

the night court where she has b( i

brought up on a minor charge, e

sees a chance to use her as e

heroine in his latest novel, whh
calls for a girl of her type. Co-
plications follow the aristocr£c
home, with the novelist's ma id

two society girl friends making e

miserable for the little waif.
Cast: Sally O'Xeil, Allan Dinehart, Fi k

Albertson, Virginia Cherrill, June Collr,

Farrell MacDonald, Mary Forbes, Al t

Gran, William Collier, Sr., Louise Maci-
tosh. Margaret Mann.

Director, John Ford ; Author, Maude 1

ton ; Adaptors, Sonya Levien, S. N. B r-

man : Dialoguers, Maude Fulton. Sonya '

vien, S. N. Belirman ; Editor, not Us
;

Cameraman, Joseph August ; Recording i-

gineer, Eugene Grossman.
Direction, handicapped by material. 1 >-

tography, very good.

"THE STAR WITNESS"

with Walter Huston

Warner Bros. Time, 68 mins.

AN OUT-AND-OUT SMASH HIT
FOR ANY BOX-OFFICE. SEN-
SATIONAL DRAMA BUILT
AROUND INTIMIDATION OF
MURDER WITNESSES.
No exhib wants to miss playing

this picture. It's a giant from any
angle and, despite its dealing with
gangsters, the Americanism slant is

so firmly brought home that prob-
ably the censors won't tamper with
it to any damaging degree. From
an exploitation standpoint the pic-

ture has plenty of "it," as it ties in

with the recent New York murder
of children by gangsters in their

efforts to intimidate witnesses. An
average American family inadvert-
ently witnesses a murder and is

called upon to testify against the
gang leader. The mob tries to stop
their testimony, first by beating up
the father and later by Kidnapping
one of their two kiddies. The
police finally locate the boy through
the strategy of an Old Civil War
vet. Chic Sale does this part in wow
fashion. All the way through the
cast and direction are great. The
kids are adorable.

Cast: Walter Huston, Chic Sale. Frances
Starr, Grant Mitchell. Sally Blane, Edward
Nugent, Ralph Ince, Tom Dugan, Robert
Elliott, Noel Madison, George Ernest and
Dickie Moore.

Director, William A. Wellman ; Author,

Lucien Hubbard ; Dialoguer, same ; Adaptor,

same ; Film Editor, Hal McLernon : Camera-

man, James Van Trees.

Direction, perfect. Photography, fine.

Eddie Dowling in

"HONEYMOON LANE"
Paramount Time, 72 mins.

REFRESHING AND WHOLE-
SOME COMEDY BASED ON
STAGE SUCCESS. GOOD GEN-
ERAL AUDIENCE ENTERTAIN-
MENT.

This is the type of production

that builds family trade—that fur-

nishes entertainment without leav-

ing a bad taste in the mouth. Al-

ways diverting, the picture moves
along with the support of a slight

story and praiseworthy work from
its cast, particularly Ray Dooley,

whose comedy antics are a knock-
out. With the proper handling
she'll soon be a big-bulb attraction.

Only one song is included in the

picture, this coming from Dowling,
whose work is topnotch from ev-

ery angle. Dowling does an am-
bitious young chap who takes over
the management of a flop country
hotel and rejuvenates it. He takes
it out of the "red" and eventually
wins the girl. Comedy, broad, fast

and furious, is provided by Raymond
Hatton and his associate yegg. Par-
ticularly good stuff for smaller
houses. The film is presented by
M. E. Comerford and William Vogel.

Cast: Eddie Dowling. June CoUyer, Ray
Dooley, Raymond Hatton, Noah Beery, Ar-

mand Kaliz, Adolph Milar, T.loyd Whitlock.
Mary Carr, Corliss Palmer. Gene Lewis,

George Kotsonaros, Ethel W'ales.

Director, William James Craft ; Author,

Eddie Dowling ; Adaptors, Barney Sarecky

and Jack Jevne ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor,

Doris Drought ; Cameraman, Gil Warrenton.

Direction, good. Photography, okay.

Hoot Gibson in

WILD HORSE"
M. H. Hoffman Time, 67 mins.

STRONG ACTION WESTERN
WITH PETER B. KYNE STORY
GIVES HOOT GIBSON A CHANCE
TO DO HIS BEST WORK.
The best part of this one is that

it has a Peter B. Kyne story, that

ran in the Cosmoplitan magazine,
so there is something to talk about
in your exploitation. Hoot Gibson
is in action most of the time, and
the twists and surprises in the plot

keep coming right along to build

the suspense to the climax. Hoot
rides into town to get a chance to

work in the Colonel's rodeo which
is to be staged shortly. Meanwhile
the Colonel offers a thousand dol-

lars for the capture of the Devil

a wild horse, that he wants to be
ridden for the main event of hi'^

rodeo. Hoot and his side kick start

out to capture Wild Horse Devil.

But another rodeo rider double-
crosses 'em, steals the horse after

they have him in a corral, and kills

Hoot's partner. Hoot is held h^-

the sheriff for the murder, but gets
free in time to ride Devil in the
rodeo, and then he starts after f^p
real murderer of his partner. He
succeeds. Fast action. Surprises.

Cast: Hoot Gibson. Alberta Vaughn,
Stepin Fetchit, Neal Hart, Edmund Cobb,
"Skeeter" Bill Robbins, George Bunny, Ed-
ward Peil, Joe Rickson.

Directors, Richard Thorpe, Sidney Algier

;

Author, Peter B. Kyne; Adaptor, Jack Nat-
teford ; Dialoguer, same; Editor, Mildred
Johnston ; Cameraman, Ernest Miller ; Re
cording Engineer, L. E. Tope.

Direction, snappy. Photography, good.

Bill Cody in

"DUGAN OF THE BAD LAND!
ivith Andy Shiiford

Monogram Time, 66 m :.

INTERESTING STORY THT
GIVES BILL CODY PLENTY
DO. ALSO STRONG KTD ANGE
WITH ANDY SHUFORD AS IS

JUVENILE PARTNER.
Good human interest angles n

this one, with Bill Codv and his i

partner, Andy Shuford, as a coue

of prospectors. They find the sherff

wounded by a gan-? of smuggler n

the desert. They pla"o him in tj r

camp, and then start to towr o

uncover the gang in back of e

attempted murder. They induce |ie

gang leader to bsHeve the sherirvs

dead, and then start to trail e

outlaws in their activities, to loi. e

the supply loot and pin the gc s

on them. Added interest is gi n

the yarn by making the sher 's

daughter judge from certain ;S-

dence that Bill Codv is responsje
for the supposed death of her ft--

er. This puts him in f tieht sit

as he cannot disclose his hand 11

he has the evidence on the ga-
it works up to a strong finish fiit

with the outlaws, their capture, d

then disclosing to the girl that 'T

father is still alive and safe. Ay
Shuford as the kid partner has sck
good bits.

Cast: Bill Cody. Andy Shuford. Blahe

Mahaffey, Ethan Laidlaw. Earl Dwier, [ii-

lian Rivero. Tohn F'Hotf.
'

Director, Robert Bradbury; Author. s;°;

Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same; Edito .T.

S. Harrinpton ; Cameraman, Arrli'''_ Sit;

Recording Engineer, Balsley & Phillips.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.
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HE IMMORTAL VAGABOND"
^aing Picture Epics

!

Time, 69 mins.

IP A PRODUCTION OF A
/INNESE STORY MADE MOST-
;'^BY BRITISH PLAYERS HAS
?IE MELODIES AND PLEAS-
S STORY.
'lis one is rather puzzling when

t st begins to unwind, for it was
vimtly made in a British studio,

ii'most of the cast in the second-
Tlparts are English actors. It is

aer disconcerting to see these

tidy Britishers with their own
)e liar accents wandei'ing around
h< Austrian Alps in costumes of

h! locale, trying to talk and act

iK natives of the little mountain
ilge of Burghausen. Outside of

h the story is quite entertaining,

in the melodies are catchy and
uiful. Tells of a poor composer
nihe mountain village who be-

o'js famous when he writes a

fri.t opera. The girl is trothed to

I wealthy farmer by her greedy
la the composer goes away brok-
in;arted, and the girl is married
ohe other man. Years later the
vfdering vagabond comes back to

;h village as they are about t

ir.3il a monument to his memory,
leaving him dead. Then the happy
nng.
St: Liane Haid, Gustav Fiohlich, H. A.

icttow, Karl Gerhardt, Cavara.
j

rector, Gustav Ucicky ; Author, not list-

d Adaptors, Robert Liebmann. Karl Hartl ;

)iiguers. same ; Recording Engineers. Hans
Ci't, H. Fritzsching ; Cameraman, not

*1.
j

'rection, fair. Photography, good.
j

"ACHT TACE CLUECK"
("Eight Days of Happiness")

heph FUesler Time, 87 mins.

LEASING LIGHT GERMAN
rvIEDY MADE CHARMING
ME VENETIAN SETTING AND
3 WE TUNEFUL NUMBERS AND
['iLIAN LOVE SONGS.

L German talkie from the studio
D Emelka-Konzern. The story is

;riing but manages to hold inter-

ei with its human touches and
lOmendable acting of the princi-

35, Georg Alexander and Dina
jJla. Also there are several very
id harmonies in the lilting Ger-
rti style, and songs in Italian for
I Venetian love scenes. The story
shat of a German girl employed
r\. travel bureau who wins a prize
^j'ch enables her to satisfy her
<Ting to make a trip to Veni'-p

i plans to do it in style, so hires
» scretary who speaks Italian. He
ii really a weathy young German
'0 decided to act poor and take
' job for a lark. Arrived in Ven-
i' they fall in love under the in-

Smce of the beautiful and roman-
t surroundings. Complications
Bse with an Italian Count as a
5tor for the girl's hand, and her
CiCovery that her secretary is a
'h youth. Feeling he has de-
lved her, she rushes back to Ber-
1 he following, and the happy
-ling. Venetian sequences are fine.
ast: Georg Alexander. Dina Gralla, Jo-

'1 .Schmidt, Angelo Ferrarie, Karl Ban-
f m, Therese Giehse, Wilhelm Marx.
'irector, Robert Wiene ; Authors, J.

'da. A. Zsoldos ; Cameraman, Karl Drews;
lording Engineer, Ehrich Lange.
'irection, satisfactory. Photography, okay.

SOUND SHORTS
Harry Carey in

"The Vanishing Legion"

Nat Levine 10 Chapter Serial

Ace Serial
This is probably the best serial

3ver turned out by an independent.
It has everything that a thrill se-

rial can pack into the footage.

Harry Carey and Edwina Booth,
with the reps they made in "Trader
Horn," are a strong combination to

exploit. Directed by B. Reaves
Eason, who has utilized every de-

vice to crowd the reels with action,

thrills, surprises and some beau-
coup camera work that is not often
seen in a serial. The story is a

hummer, with Harry Carey as the
contractor engaged to drill an oil

well on a property that seems to

have a jinx. Mysterious forces are
at work to thwart every attempt to

work on the oil field. Harry starts

with a fleet of trucks loaded with
machinery and equipment. Then
you see the gang at work, with
several different groups all en-

deavoring to stop the hero, also

to get their hands on a certain mys-
terious person who knows some
damaging evidence against them.
This person is the father of Fran-
kie Darrow. Frankie and his dad
secrete themselves in one of the
trucks to escape a sheriff. The
tinicks are wrecked by the gang,
who destroy the brakes, and they
go crashing over the side of a
precipice. This is a big thrill scene,

with the runaway trucks careening
lown the side of the mountain, and
the drivers jumping for their lives.

This bit has been realistically han-
dled, and packs a terrific wallop.
In fact the first two chapters caught
are replete with fine bits of this

calibre that will have the fans
hanging onto their seats. Frankie
Darrow does splendid work in a
strong part. His acting on the
death of his father is as good a bit

as any juvenile has ever done on
the screen. Can't miss on this one.

It should pack 'em in—^kids and
grown-ups, who like their thrills

fast and plenty.

"Africa Squawks"
Tiflfany Time, 18 mins.

Good Chimp Comedy
An interesting and very amusing

travesty on the "Trader Horn"
theme. The leading player is a

book agent selling a volume on
African adventures. As he goes
about from house to house he gets
into various scrapes, the principal

me being a flirtatious mixup with
a feminine chimp whose pop raises

quite a rumpus when he finds the

book peddler has stolen a pair of

his pants. There Is a good old-

fashioned chase and other action of

the slapstick variety, all followed
by human voices, with the effect as

a whole proving ace comedy enter-
tainment for any audience,

Bobby Joues in

"How I Play Golf"
No. 7—"The Spoon"

Vitaphone Time, 10 mins.
Excellent

Not only does the Bobby Jones
golf series manage to maintain its

initial interest, but it actually im-
proves as it goes along, as evi-

denced in the seventh number of

the group. Zelma O'Neal, Walter
Huston and John Halliday are the
principals with Jones in this one.
Of particular interest to golfers
and a different note in itself, is the
slow-motion sequences and the stills

in which a white line is drawn to
show the swing of the club. For
story interest, the present short
is built on the idea of a wife seek-
ing a divorce from her golfing hus-
band, and winding up with a recon-
ciliation when wifie goes golf her-
self. This gives the subject a little

touch of comedy.

"Honeymoon Trail"

Vitaphone 1117 Time, 7 mins.
Fair

A skit on the travelogue order,
with a pair of newlyweds supposed-
ly taking a flivver honeymoon trio
to various scenic spots, but wind-
ing up with the couple still at their

starting point and just talking
about the various scenes. Niagara
Falls, Thousand Islands, Yellow-
stone Park and other well-known
spots are among the sights shown,
with some accompanying travel-
ogue lecturing that more or less

misses. Nothing particularly dis-

tinctive or different about this

short, but it will do as a filler.

William Gaxton in

"The Silent Partner"
Vitaphone 1250-51 Time, 19 mins.

Mild Skit
There are a few comedy high-

lights in this sketch, authored by
Rupert Hughes, but for the most
part it is too talky and based on
too slim an idea. William Gaxton
has just been married and is broke,
jobless and about to be dispossessed.
He tries to bluff his way along,
however, and is given encourage-
ment by the arrival of an aunt who
is about to be married to a rich old
duck who wants a piece of prop-
erty on which Gaxton bought an
option. By having a friend pretend
he is some big shot with a rival
offer for the site, Gaxton makes the
rich suitor buy. Okay for the not
too particular. Gaxton's name is

worth billing where he is known.

SICK HOUSES
WHEN a four-star picture fails to bring them

in the manager knows something is wrong.

He can then blame it all on the business de-

pression, or he can do something about it.

Many thoughtful managers have reasoned that in

troublous times men and women stand mOst in need
of gay entertainment—bright lights, soft carpets,
living music—cheery and glamorous atmosphere, a
place to forget cares for the moment.

The all-sound house does not fill the bill. However
worthy its screen show may be such a theatre remains
a dark and cheerless spot—likely to become a sick

house.

The salutary effect of living music is urgently indi-

cated. Not a quack remedy, but the tried and true
specific, indispensable in first class theatres since the
movies emerged from the nickelodeon era.

THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF MUSICIANS
(Comprising 140,000 professional musicians in the United States and Canada)

JOSEPH N. WEBER, President

1440 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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LONGER rEATUR[S URGED

BYHARWOODEXHIBtlEAD

(Continued from Page 1)

in a statement for The Film Daily.
Though he is unalterably opposed
to dual bills, Harwood declares the

producers are forcing the policy on
many exhibitors by making features
57 to 62 minutes in length. To till

out a two-hour show around a 57-

minute feature would require so

many shorts that the bill would be
like "chop suey," says Harwood.
The biggest problem of theater

owners at present is the apathy of

the public except when real good
pictures are shown, states Harwood.
There is no trouble getting them in

with strong attractions, he declares,

but in the past months when box-
office tonics were needed most the
producers failed the exhibitors.

Harwood favors less dialogue and
more action in pictures. He is

against price-cutting, declaring that
high cost of labor, equipment and
leases entered into during "better
days" make price reductions akin
to suicide.

Hal Roach Signs New
Agreement With M-G-M

(Continued from Page 1)

studios includes 40 two-reel com-
edies, in addition to a feature-length
Laurel-Hardy comedy, "Pardon Us,"
which has already been completed
and is set for release Aug. 15.

O PRESENTATIONS C
By JACK HARROWER

Eddie Bowling, Ray Dooley
Headline at Paramount

Eddie Bowling and Ray Dooley,
stars of the New York Paramount's
current screen offering, "Honey-
moon Lane," also head this week's
stage show at the Times Square
house. The presentation is a Boris
Petroff affair entitled "Grand Street
to Broadway," designed to show
the well-known rise of Eddie Dow-
ling from on East Side boy to mu-
sical comedy fame on Broadway.
It is a neat little offering, with
good comedy by Miss Dooley and
other enjoyable entertainment con-
tributed by Gomez and Winona,
dancers who were featured in

"Crazy Quilt"; Dorothy Dare of

"America's Sweetheart"; Fred
Coots, the popular composer and
pianist; Sylvia Froos, Little Larry
and the Bines ballet troupe. Jesse
Crawford features the "Huckleberry
Finn" song in his organ concert,
and a batch of Friml melodies are
dispensed by the orchestra with
Rubinoff conducting.

Irvin Talbot at Paramount
Irvin Talbot, formerly of the

Paramount studios on the coast and
in New York, is now musical direc-

tor at the Paramount theater in

connection with the new policy of
specially produced stage shows.

Variety Bill Featured
In Capitol Stage Revue

The stage offering at the Capitol

is "Variety Revue," opening with
a modernistic setting as the Chester
Hale Girls do a routine up and down
steps garbed in one of those double
black and white costumes. A slow
motion stepper works under a blue

spot, finishing with some rapid fire

stuff. Very effective. Then follows

a blackout number, with the singer

showing up at top of the curtain,

then flashing in and out on a dark
stage to various dimly lighted scenes
illustrating his "blues" song, with
a girl routine on stage thrown in.

Gordon, Reed & King, three step-

pers, did the best work on the bill

with their dress suit routine, fol-

lowed by a comedy bit with two
of them playing the uke and piccolo

while the third did some nifty com-
edy steps. Finishes with an adagio
team that is above par, with the
Chester Hale Girls doing an Indian
number in gay costumes and colored

shields. A little bit of everything,
making up a nice summer offering

that seemed to please.

Herb Williams' Comedy
Highlight of Roxy Show
Herb Williams, the nrince of

tomfoolery from vaudeville, is the
outstanding item o^' the current
Roxv stage show. With his funny
trick pianos and bi=; humorous
clownine", he easilv takes the hon-
ors of the bill. Following an over-
ture of "Gems from the Works
of Beethoven." which winds up with
a colorful musical tableau in which
Patricia Bowman dances and Har-
'•v Perrella. Cvril Towbin. Nicho-
las Daks and others sing, the show
resolves it^plf into a baf-kst^ge af-
^'air. entitled "Behind the Scenes."
It is a rather good idea, letting the
audience in on what supposedly
-^ops on behind the scenes. First
*^here is a rehearsal hall number,
with Miss Bowmfn nnttine the bal-
lot corns throuErh their naces. in
3ddi*^inn to doin"- a verv delightful
snecialtv herself. Th^n comes the
oorv^Pwhpt informal ba^kstacrp ac-
tivities, involving, besides Williams
^"fi Viis assistants, Doris Kwino-
'"Tirl F'lrry Lonf : Arthur La Fluer.
iron jaw aerialist: Nicholas Daks.
r^rev Booth. Basil Whitfield. Jack
Wppple. Jack Resnikoff. Beth Pitt
f<n(\ others. The Roxyettes score
their usual hit with a good dance
routine.

The Roxy screen feature, "Trpns-
AtlantiV." was rpvip"'pd in The
^TLM Daily of July 26.

Peerless Productions Sell

60 P^r Cent nf Tprritory
'Cnniinued from Pnnr 11

returnpd from a to-ir for the pur-
nnso of arranging distribution, and
it is planned to open exchanges
wherever satisfactory affiliati»ns are
not available.

9 EIRNS JOIN TO EIGHT

LABORATORYPATENTSyB
(Continued from Page 1)

plans for throwing their coUectie
support behind Warner Bros., wh^h
is the first of the series of ca s

to be tried under suits institud
by Cinema Patents. Decision n
their favor, according to thr
spokesmen, will mean an "oji
shop" from the standpoint of i

w^ork.

The companies in addition »

Warners which have been sued i

alleged infringements are : F
,

Columbia, Paramount, Craft Fii
Laboratories, Meyer-Rieger, Du-Af,
H. E. R. and Duplex.

N. W. Exchanges Report
Business Ahead of 19;)

(Continued from Page 1)

bia, M-G-M, RKO Pathe, Radio Pl-

tures, United Artists, Tiffany, Ec-
cational, etc.

One reason given for the hea.-

buying at this time is that, w:i

bad business prevailing, exhibitcp

know they can buy on a better ba^
than later when conditions are i

the upgrade.

W. E. Obtains Decree
In Suit Against Pacei

(Continued from Page 1

!

granting an injunction, the Jud
allows a stay of execution providl

defendant posts a bond of $5,01,

perfects his appeal within 20 da;

,

and regularly prosecutes it theii-

after. The decree further ordf,-.

an accounting of profits from t

operation of Wallerstein's equ

ment as well as all damages p'a

tiff may have sustained.

At the same time Western Elect

and its affiliated companies are t

tering an appeal from that porti i

of Judge Galston's decision whi

declared a fourth patent, the ;

called Lowenstein Grid-Bias pat(

to be invalid, and a fifth, known
the Blattner patent, which he ru'

was not infringed. Validity of t

Lowenstein patent was establisl

by the Federal District Court
1926.

Congratulates

:

NAT LEVINE

whose latest Mascot Serial

"The Vanishing Legion,"
sets new high standards

for chapter plays.

No. 27 of 1931
^^Good Deeds"

Series
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EDMUNnOWE LOIsMORAN
John Hallidayjean Hersholt • Greta Nilssen •Myrna Loy

Directed by WILLIAM K. HOWARD
i-

Makes hearts race and pulses pound. ^ Vfill be a sensation

anywhere...everywhere. ^ Another strong i|roof that Fox new

season pictures are the greatest ever producecf at the Fox studios.

"GradeA in any theatre. . . It's a triumph for Moward."—Film Daily
new jcfljon

nCLU HITi Mil
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?7 Of 39 Legislatures Opposed to "Chain" Tax

)R1GINaLs hold 'SILENT TECHNIC SOLUTION

3ood Stories is Most Urgent Need, Says Schulberg
^triters, Producers Meet

to Discuss Mutual
Problems

!t Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
lollywood—Shortage of good

sries in sufficient quantity was
ner as serious as at present, says
E P. Schulberg, chairman of the

pducers' branch of the Academy
oM. P. Arts and Sciences, which
h just met with a committee of

wters to discuss studio practices
{Continued on Page 6)

MS m\l HOUSES

hiladelphia—With 12 houses lined

u; Ben Amsterdam's Atlantic
Tatars Corp. formally gets under
w Aug. 17. Eb. Epstein has
(appointed general manager,

theaters, acquired, from the
{Continued on Page 6)

Ce-Operator Policy

Sought by Philly Indies
hiladelphia — Independent the-

s through the M.P.T.O. here,

-eek the elimination of the
i operator" in their projection

. Local 307 will be approached
! proposal, which affects 150

Union officials will be told

lieaters believe that one man
MHJent and they are willing to

iie single operator more money
lie now receives.

icture Is the Thing
Vith These Juveniles

onto—Without offering any induce-
.iie> in the way of candy or other pres-

*fl| the Beach, Famous Players house
i«4ig 1,580, does capacity almost every
ItatjJay afternoon with a special kid pro-

PJfa of two singles, a serial, a comedy and
I'onimes a scenic, at 10 cents admission.

I presents were tried, most of the
Jidn't want to be bothered with them,
ley wanted was to "see the show."

Chaplin Resumins Work Soon
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Charlie Chaplin, who has been reported considering production

in various countries abroad, including France, England and Africa, will return

to Hollywood in the near future and resume production activity here, according

to word received by Harry Myers, who scored with Chaplin in "City Lights."

Although the silent comedian has not announced his next story, Myers expects

to direct him in it.

Court Denies Dreiser Motion

to Stop '^American Tragedy"

White Plains, N. Y.—Justice Gra-

ham Witschief of the Supreme

Court on Saturday dismissed the

motion of Theodore Dreiser for a

temporary injunction to restrain

Paramount from showing "An
American Tragedy," which is sched-

uled to open Wednesday at the Cri-

terion. The court held that the

agreements entered into by Dreiser
with Paramount gave the producers
the right to change the book.

Talkies Beat Silents 100 Per Cent

In Gov*t-Fox Film Educational Test
before. This is an average gain of
38 per cent. The only other test

comparable to this one, but using
silent films, was conducted in 1928
and showed an average gain of 19
per cent, thereby indicating that
sound films are twice as effective
as silents in educational work.
Even more startling figures are

recorded when only the increase in

knowledge is considered. These
ranged from 42 per cent in the test

{Continued mi Page 6)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Official report by

U. S. Commissioner of Education
on the ation-wide visual educa-
tion tes held here July 6-10 with
talkers prepared by Fox Film, shows
that the boys and girls from 47

states and the District of Colum-
bia answered correctly, on an aver-

age, 19 more questions out of 50 on
each test after seeing the sound
educational pictures than they did

*'Chain'' Taxation is Opposed
By 37 Out of 39 Legislatures

Possibility of "chain store" tax

legislation next season, with the

measures made to include theater

circuits, is very remote, it has been

brought out by developments of the

past week in connection with the

formation of the New York State

Independent Retail Merchants' As-

sociation for the purpose of bringing
about a state tax on chain stores.

Legislative attitude toward such
a levy is indicated by the fact that
out of 39 measures of this kind in-

troduced this year, 37 were defeated.
it is pointed out by Robert W. Ly-
ons, executive vice-president of the

{Continued on Pagt 6)

Book and Play Adaptations
Blamed for Excesses

in Dialogue
In response to growing demands

for less dialogue and more action,

.he trend in screen stories next year
will be more than ever toward orig-
inals, according to various produc-
ing company officials interviewed by
The Film Daily in the past week.
Blame for the current excesses of

conversation in pictures is placed
{Continued on Page 6)

U.A.-

London— (By Cable) Negotiations
are practically completed for United
Artists' renewal of its contract to

jistribute Columbia pictures in

Great Britain. Arthur Kelly, United
Artists' foreign manager, who is

now in Paris, is representing his

company at conferences on the op-
tion.

"Go to Theater" Campaign
Is Urged by M. P. T. 0. A.
A "Go to the Theater" campaign

is urged upon exh'bitors in the mid-
summer edition of the "M.P.T.O.A.
Bulletin," which views the picture
house as a means of "creating a
more cheerful atmosphere in th?
entire nation." Suggestion is made
that managers stress this angle in

their advertising campaigns.

Travel Feature, Shorts

Planned in Technicolor

IV est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A Technicolor series of two-

reel travel dramas and a feature length

production are planned by Leonard Fields,

who is now on his way to the Orient.

Fields will make his headquarters in Shang-
hai, from which point his unit will maka
numerous expeditions,
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

East. Kodak 137Jd 134Ji 136J4 + I'A
Fox Fm. "A" 15.^ ISVs ISVs — H
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 3J4 iVi SVx
Loew's, Inc 46^ 45% 46^ — J^
Paramount 23'/: 23'A 23J^
Pathe Exch iVi 1% '15/^+ 'A
RKO "A" 14!/^ 14 14 + !^
Univ. Pict. pfd. 55 . . 55 55 +1
Warner Bros 7 6M 7

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. .. lO^i lO^^ lO'A — IM
Nat. Scr. Ser.... I9/2 l^i^ 19/2 — Vs
Trans-Lux 5J4 5}4 SJ4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew 6s 4Iww 97J4 97J4 97H + Vf.

Par. By. 5'^s51..102^ 101 J4 102J4 + 'A

Par. 5/2S50 76/2 76 76/2 + V2
Pathe 7s37 S9Ve 89J4 89^— Vs
Warner's 6s39 .. 435^ 43^ 43%

Nat Furst Lives Up to His Name
Nat Furst, RKO Pathe branch

manager in New Haven, came out
first in the Johnny Farrell golf reels

sales contest. So Nat came down
to New York to receive the award,
a de luxe bag of sticks, from A. H.
Schnitzer, short subjects sales man-
ager on Ned E. Depinet's staff.

Ross Cropper of Boston was run-
ner-up.

......***.**>*»**»**»**»^ »,44>>»>«>*>*>«.4-^

i'i New York Long Island City •
X 1 540 Broadway 1 54 Crescent St. j"*

i.t BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 :"j

I ,
I

II
Eastman Films |

:^ I. £ Briilatour, Inc.

«

• Chicago
j 1727 Indiana Ave.

J'J CALumet 3692

Hollywood J-J

6700 Santa Monica H
Blvd. a

HOLlywood4121 H

The Broadivay Parade
(Week of July 31)

FIRST-RUNS
PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"Honeymoon Lane" Paramount Paramount
"Politics" M-G-M Capitol
"The Reckless Hour" First National Strand
"Public Defender" Radio Pictures Mayfair

EXTENDED RUNS
"Star Witness" Warner Bros Winter Garden
"Smiling Lieutenant" (11th week*) Paramount Rivoli

$2 RUNS
"A Free Soul" M-G-M Astor

FOREIGN PICTURES
"Growth of the Soil" (2nd week**) Film Guild Cinema Eighth St.
"Zwei Herzen" (43rd week) Asso. Cine of Amer Eu:opa
"Acht Tage Gluck" (2nd week) Joe Fleisler. ....... Belmont
"Die Lustigen Weiber" (4th week) . .Capitol Film Exch. . . .Little Carnegie
"Dolly Macht Karriere" (3rd week) Ufa Cosmopolitan
"A Jew at War" (2nd week) Amkino Cameo
"Immortal Vagabond" Talking Pic. Epics . . Warner

FUTURE OPENINGS
"An American Tragedy" (Aug. 5) Paramount Criterion
"Huckleberry Finn" (Aug. 7) Paramount Paramount
"Bought" (Aug. 14) Warner Bros Hollywood
"Unholy Garden" (Aug. 26) United Artists Rivoli

Including $2 run.
* Revival.

Production Cabinet Idea

Adopted by Robert Kane
Paris (By Cable)—Robert Kane

has adopted the production cabinet

idea in conjunction with his liter-

ary committee at Paramount's Join-

ville studio. Comprising the cabi-

net are: Saint Granier, Alfred Sa-

voir, Lajos Biro, Alexander Korda
and Claudio de la Torre. On the

literary committee are: Pierre Be-
noit, Marcel Pagnol, Edouard Bour-
det, Sacha Guitry, Saint Granier,

Paul Morand and Paul Branch.
Andre Daven has resigned as cast-

ing director at the studio and has
been succeeded by Howard L.

Young, former playwright and pro-

duction manager. Kendall Kay, for-

merly publicity manager at the
plant, has gone to Madagascar and
R. R. Leclere has taken over his

duties.

More Contracts for Pathe
Among contracts for RKO Pathe's

1931-32 line-up closed at the end
of the week were the Alger circuit
of Illinois, Rodgers circuit of Mis-
souri and Illinois and Blackhills
Amusement Co. of South Dakota.

H.E.R. Lab Not Involved
H. E. R. Laboratories is not in-

volved in the pool formed last week
to defend lab patent actions brought
by Cinema Patents Corp., it is

stated by Stephen Eller, official of
H.E.R.

*•*•'*'*>•>•'>*•>*•*•>< ••••••••>•i^

New Cameraman Born
Sam Rosen, chief cameraman for

Seiden Films, Inc., is the daddy of
a son. Mother and baby are com-
ing along fine at the Crotona Park
Sanatarium.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Ralet

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corporation

723-7TH AVE., N. V. BRYANT 9-6067

Myron Selznick Operated
On at Mt. Sinai Hospital
Myron Selznick, who came East

with his brother, David O. Selznick,
in connection with a new produc-
tion venture, was operated on for
appendicitis at Mt. Sinai Hospital
Saturday morning. His condition
was reported as favorable.

"Common Law" Goes Big
Chicago — "The Common Law,"

which opened at the State-Lake on
Wednesday, did the biggest mid-
week opening in the history of the
house. Receipts broke records es-
tablished by previous Constance
Bennett picture, "Born to Love,"
by $1,800.

Portland, Ore. — The Orpheum
did a tremendous opening day's
business on Friday with "The Com-
mon Law," 500 patrons being un-
able to secure seats at the first
shows. Looks like a holdover for
at least a vi^eek.

Oliver Garver Becomes Father
West Coast Biircan, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Oliver Garver, pub-
licity man at the Paramount stu-
dios, is the proud father of a boy.

COLOR NEGATIVES
DUPACK made by

Producers make own
color negatives

Color in red-ortho negatives may be re-
moved, retained or altered to comple-
mentary color.

Write DU CHROME FILM SYSTEM, Ltd.
"Specialists in Color"

672i Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Sound Recording
FILM AND DISC

Re-Recording Disc or Film
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
STANLEY RECORDING CO. of

AMERICA, INC

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Oct.

3-22: British film festival, spon-ed
by British International Pict :s,

Malvern, England.
7-8: Annual Outing of Minnealii

Film Board of Trade. Doil
Lakes, Minn.

10 First Annual Golf Tournanit
New England Film Indu y
Pine Brook Valley Club, We.n
Mass.

20: Annual golf tournament of Sch.
ern California film men, 01
Hills Country Club, C 'ei

City, Cal.

29: RKO and RKO Pathe Ana
Outing, Indian Point, lii

Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.
9-10: Semi-annual Convention, /ec

Theaters Ass'n of Minneta
North and South Dakota, Ris
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

1 : Hispano - American Motion ic
ture Congress, Madrid, Spa

4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention
M.P.T.O. of Western Peryl
vania, Pittsburgh.

4: Annual Awards Dinner of -a
demy of M. P. Arts & Scieis
Hollywood.

Schreiber Dissolves Times Sq. ;o

Detroit—The Times Square 'e
ater Co., formed by Alex Schreei
last year to operate the new Tie-
Square on Michigan Ave. has ^et
dissolved.

Schreiber also has closed the in-

bassy on Woodward Ave. ami'
offering it for lease.

Two New T.P.E. Shorts Sers
Two more shorts series, "Gh t-

of Other Days," one-reelers o-

duced by George J. Lancaster id
dealing with the gold mining tons
of Nevada, and the "Wild Life .e-

nes," produced by Elmer Clion
and George and William Allen, re
on the T. P. E. program.

the FILM DAILY STRINI
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OFFm the KID
GLOVES

\It's time
somebody
told the
truth in
MOTION
PICTURE
advertising!)

We defy any

company in the bus-

iness today to even
Promise you what

WARNER BROS.
and

FIRST NATIONAL
offer to Sell you on
the next two pages.



poFTHE CREATESt
COMPLETED! PREVIEWEJI
READY-TO-BE-BOOKq

with TITLES, CASTS and
RELEASE DATES!

"Surefire. Brought them to their feet

applauding.*' — Hollywood Herald

THE STAR
WITNESS
with WALTER HUSTON
CHIC SAL E- Dickey Moore,
Frances Starr, Grant Mitchell, Sally Blaoe

.... A greater Barthetmess!

D\namic, thrilling, different!

CHARD

BARTHELMESS
in

THE LAST FLIGHT
with

HeL- Chandler, John Mack Brown, David
Manners, Elliot Nugent, Walter Byron

Twelve pictures that will revolutionize the en-j

tire outlook of the industry! . . • Set a new and

mighty standard! . . •

No company has ever been able to release]

such a group. Nothing the market has to offer

can compare with it! . • .
|

Three months of the finest product for your

theatre— yours the moment you sign a

WARNER BROS, or FIRST NATIONAL contract!...

That's why the big circuits are keeping our

sales managers in their offices day and

night making deals! ...

and that^s what wee mean by—
6^MORE THAI\ YOUR CONTRACT.

CALLS FOR!

'One of the six best films of the month"
— Scr^enland

BARGAIN GEORGETHE
Based on Phillip Barry's prize play . . . with

LEWIS STONE • DORIS KENYON
Charles Butterworth, Una Merkel,

Evalyn Knapp

ALEXANDER HAMil
with

June CoUyer, Doris Kenk
Dudley Digges, Ralf Hartfe



nCTURES EVERMADE/
Fast and Funny"— Hollyurood Rciwrwr

"Hits a high point in pictures. Human,
realistic, sweepingl" -Morion PicmrcHiTaW

WINNIE

LIGHTNER
> I D E SHOW

with

Charles Butterworth, Evalyn Knapp

Powell's first for Warners and his

best. —Motion Picture Daily'

t
in THE

OADiSINGAPORE
with

Marian Marsh, Doris Kenyon,
Louis Calhern, Alison Skipworth

"Highly entertaining. Played superbly."
— Photoplay

Perfect picture for kids and grown-ups!

FIVE STAR
FINAL

»w%. ROBINSON
H. B. Warner, Marian Marsh, Frances
Starr, Anthony Bushell, George Stone

Cagney crashes the heights of stardom!

Booth Tarkingtoa's Immortal Story

penrod:sam
«i.i. L E O N J A N N E Y

Junior Coghlan, Matt Moore,

Dorothy Peterson, Za Su Pitts

Triumphant return of the

Belle of the Box Office!

WILLIAM I A n ^ C WlM ^^ DOLORES

POWELL ^ARCENY COSTELLOLANE CAGNEY
JOAN BLONDELL
Noel Francis, Edw. Nugent, Guy Kibbee

(Written by Kubec Qlasmon & John Bright)

HE RULING
VOICE

jith WALTER HUSTON
ORETTA YOUNG
msKenyon,David Manners,Dudley Digges

BARRYMORE
THE

MAD GENIUS
with Marian Marsh, Donald Cook,
Charles Butterworth, Carmel Myers

EXPENSIVE WOMEN
with

Warren William, H. B. Warner,
Joe Donohue, Anthony Bushell

STAR
HITS from

RNER BROS.
STAR
HITS from

T NATIONAL
Guaranteed

VALUES

1-^ ,^ . <j ^j Uore than your
*'•»"•*'* '-conlraee
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SILENT TECHNIC SOLUTION

SEEN IN OHAL STORIES

(Continued from Pacie 1)

largely on the fact that so many
productions are based on stage
plays, novels and magazine stories.

in which dialogue is the prime fac-

tor. Putting screen action into a

stage play adaptation is almost im-
possible, it is contended, while a

story written with the screen di-

rectly in mind and visualized in

terms of action rather than dia

logue always has better possibili-

ties.

Talkies Beat Siients

In Educational Test
(Continued from Pdcic 1)

on glaciers to 607 per cent in the
test on Monarch Butterflies. The
average gain on all five tests was
11.5 per cent. In other words, after

seeing five pictures on five subjects
for a total period of two hours and
four minutes, the boys and girls

knew more than llwice as much
about these subjects as they did

before.

Ben Amsterdam Circuit

Starts With 12 Houses
(Continued from Poae 1)

Warner-Stanley interests, are lo-

cated in Bordentown, BurlingttUi,

Mt. Holly. Rn'ers'de. Swedesboro.
Penns Grove, Woodbury and Bridge-
ton.

Detroit House Drops Vaude
Detroit—The Palace on Monroe

Ave, which has shown vaudeville
and pictures for years, is now
showing pictures only. The house
is operated by Irons & Clanage.

W. & V. Buys Radio Lineup
Wilmer & Vincent Circuit of

Pennsylvania has signed for Radio
Pictures' product, it is announced
by Charles Rosenzweig. Jerome
Safron closed the deal.

A. E. Lichtman Buys U Product
A. E. Lichtman for the Lichtman

('ircuit of nine houses in and
around Washington, D. C, has pur-
chased Universal pictures 100 per
cent through A. Hiber, Washington
exchange manager.

iSUNSHIN€
1 x^1^ IN

1 ~( i-m^H THE

1 .«»S48m
DAY'S

NEWS

= Film excha
s port current
= corresponding

iges in the
business is

period last

Northwest re-

ahead of the
year.
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HOLLYWOOD FLASHES
By RALPH IVILK

"W/ITH its two initial releases,

"Salvaged" and "Lovebound,"
nearing completion at the Tec-Art
;tudios in Hollywood, Peerless Pro-
ductions, Inc., is preparing to start

shooting on three additional pro-
luctions within the next two weeks.
The third release, tentatively titled

"Decency," is now being cast.

Preparations are also under way
for the immediate production of
"The Mystery of Judge La Garde,"
a modern Jekyll and Hyde drama.
Albert Herman is also in the final

stages of preparation for his first

Peerless production, "Sporting
Chance."

* * *

Victor Potel has been added to

the cast of "Selling Shorts," an
RKO Pathe comedy starring Louis
John Bartels under the direction o"f

Harry Edwards.
*

Leyland Hodgson will appear in

"Consolation Marriage," Irene
Dunne's current production at Radio
Pictures.

* * *

Hugh Herbert, actor-writer under
contract to Radio Pictures, has been
assigned an importayit comedy role

•n "Girl Crazy," which ivill star Bert
Wheeler and Robert Woolsey upon
*heir return from Europe.

Frederick Burt has been signed
by Fox for a role in "The Cisco
Kid."

* * *

The next Roseo Ates short for

Radio Pictures is to be titled,

"Never The Twins Shall Meet."

It's being written by Tom Lennon
and Harold Schwartz.

* * *

"Trail of the Swordfish," in which
Mack Sennett is shown in a thrilling

struggle with a monster swordfish,

is the title of the first subject in

Educational's new series, "Cannibals
of the Deep."

* * *

Charles D. Brown, tvho made his

debut as a Paramount featured

player in "The Secret Call," has

been assigned the role of Major
Samson in "Come On Marines."

ir * *

Mischa Auer will play a featured
role in "The Yellow Ticket," Fox
film starring Elissa Landi.

* *

Santa Cruz has been selected as

the location site for Radio Pictures'

"Other People's Business," which
will introduce Phillips "Seth
Parker" Lord as a motion picture

star. * * *

Melville Brown, Radio Pictures

director, who will spend August
vacationing on a yacht tour of

Alaskan shores, announces that he

will follow the picturesque inside

channel and that he will take a

camera along for companionship.
He leaves Aug. 1.

* *

Virginia Sale, one of the screen's

most popular comediennes, has been
added to the cast of "Selling

Shorts," RKO Pathe comedy.
* * *

Harvey Thew, writer, has been
assigned by First National to adapt
"I Spy," the novel by the Baroness
Carla von Jenssen, as a vehicle for

Lil Dagover.

Release Dates Advanced
Release of Warners' "Side Show,"

starring Winnie Lightner and
Charles Butterworth, has been ad-
vanced to Sept. 19. Richard Bar-
thelmess in First National's "The
Last Flight" will be released Aug.
29, instead of Sept. 5. First Na-
tional's picturization of "The Bar-
gain," adapted from Philip Barry's
Harvard Prize Play, "You and I."

vill be released nationally on Sept.

5. The cast includes Lewis Stone
Doris Kenyon. Charles Butterworth
and Evalyn Knapp. It had been
listed orignally for Sept. 19.

Fox Wins Hartford Theater Suit
Hartford. Conn. — The Supreme

Court of Errors has ruled in favor
of Fox New England Theaters in

"^he controversy over occupancy of

the Palace. "The house was orig-

'nally leased to S. Z. Poll by Pas-
quale D'Esopo in 1913, for a 25-

vear term. S. A. Andretta recently
bought the building, and sought to

prove the lease was invalid.

Paul McElhinnev Married
Seattle—Paul McElhinney, M-G-

M exchange booker, has married
Mildred Dunn of Vancouver.

Plan Filipino Pictures

San Francisco — Fidel M. Ven-
tury of this city is head of the Lu
Vi Min Talking Picture Corp., in-

corporated with authorized capital
of .$50,000 to produce talkers of

Filipino life for showing to Span-
ish audiences.

GOOD STORIES DECLAREI

CHILE NEED AT PRESEIf

(Continued from Page 1)

applying to screen authorship id

the handling of story material.

The writers' branch has had cii-

mittees working on the subject r

the past three months, and the C' -

ferences between the producers fd

the authors, affording opportuny
to discuss problems with freedn
without antagonism and with a s-

cere desire to benefit the art as w 1

as the industry of the motion y-

ture is expected to have constr

-

tive results, says William C. c

Mille, president of the Academy.

37 of 39 Legislatures

Opposed to "Chain" Tc
(Continued from Page 1

)

National Chain Store Organizatii

.

Principal argument against the U
is that it would force the raising f

prices, which would be against pi

lie interest. Lyons also states 1

the "chains" do less than half

much business yearly as the ini

pendents.

Lieberman in Town
F. Lieberman, president of t'

System Theaters Corporation,
Lowell, Mass., was in the city \

Saturday, arranging for bookin
for his house. In a call at t

Warner Office he told Claude Ez
that the outlook in New Engia
is encouraging.

Baby Marie in Second Movieton
Baby Marie, child dramatic a

tress who has been doing rad

work for major stations in Nr
York, will appear in a second Mo
ietone short to be made in Nt
York.

Warner Memphis Change
Memphis—Starting this week i

Warner will open its new bill

Monday, instead of Thursday,
straight charge of 10 cents on
days has been set for children. T
house is dual-billing.

^nq Isianas
letTAIIAHT %1 IISTIHITItH

PAII(HA(D
ON THE MERRICK ROAD AT

MASSAPEQUA-NEAR JONES BEACH

DINE AND DANCE
WITH

HERB HAGENAH
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Vhxtr^t: Massapequa 7}8

•Ki ALL TEAi
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Short Shots from

I

New York Studios
l;^^. By HARRY N. BLAIR ^^H^

:)ARAMOUNT'S New York studio

I

feature production schedule is

) set as to occupy the plant until

|ie first of the new year. Foui

iatures are definitely scheduler

hey are: "Sal of Singapore," wit.

jaudette Colbert and Gary Coope
hich goes into production witi.i-

,
few days; "The Cheat," starrin,

allulah Bankhead; "Women Again.

?onian" with Bankhead and Wynn
ibson, and a Claudette Colbert

Iredric March vehicle.

• Mo7ite Schaff, assistant to Sa)i.

ax, Production Chief at the Vita-

hone Studio, chaperoned a crew to

le train and saw the company o§

fir Bay City, Mich., where picture:--

Hll be taken of the great Water
arnival, for use in the Vitaphone

fries of "Sportslants," starring

\ed Husing, who went along to

foadcast the events.

j
Another Paramount shorts unit

inder the supervision of Larry Kent,

ii going on location this week to

lake exteriors for one of the Karl
lane-George K. Arthur comedies.

ast week a Dane-Arthur troupe

;)urneyed up to Glens Falls, N. Y.,

|nd the next outdoor location will

je in Newport. This is the first

,me in the history of Eastern short

liibjects that units are going on lo-

iiion trips occupying several days.

It ivas the movies that po-ovided

lary Lange, blonde "Follies" beauty,

^ith her stage opportunity rather

littw the other ivay about. While

frforming as a showgirl in a Vi-

kphone short subject her charm at-

racted one of Ziegfeld's scouts and
\n intervieiv was arranged—with

\e result that Mary Lange of Vita-

hone has become one of the glorious

lorified.

Jgyptian Combine To Handle Pathe
' Thomas Shafto, distributor of

KO Pathe product in Egypt, Syria

hd Palestine, has formed a part-

ership with William Albert Lan-
ister for the exclusive handling of

ooster pictures in that part of the

orld.

. First Jewish Radio Program
; Stan]ley Recording Co. of America
:as completed the first of a series

if Jewish Radio Programs—based
;i two 15-minute periods a week for

'i weeks.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTER
'Digby Theater Co.; James Bros., 60 East
nd St. 50 shares of common.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
Motion Picture Advertising Corp., Passaic;
ition pictures; W. Watson, Passaic. $100,-
0.

DELAWARE CHARTER
.Brinkley's, Inc., Dover, Del.; places of

'lusement, dance halls, eating places ; United
lates Corp. Co., Dover. 100 shares of com-

ALO
THLmm

• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till
Now . . that the gang at the Vitaphone stude are still

talking over the close escape from serious injury experienced
by the crew that went out on location last week to make a Big
Star comedy . . a certain shot called for a house built on
the chassis of an auto tearing down a hillside and crashing
into a police traffic booth Thelma White was driving,
with Fanny Watson alongside . . the house on the car
made the auto top-heavy and at the moment of im-
pact, the rear wheels of the car jumped two feet in the air,

throwing the car out of control and the cameramen
grinding only a few feet in front! .. only the presence
of mind of Thelma in shutting off the gas and jamming on the
emergency saved the crew from a serious accident

• • • THAT Hugo Maienthau, known to the boys in the
Film Center building as Senator Frank, pioneer exchange man,
has switched from selling horse operas to making Alice in

Wonderlands and Frank is so intrigued with the new
atmosphere he finds himself in, that he is dancing around
blithely inquiring of everyone if they have a li'l fairy in their
home wot a career this mugg has had! remem-
ber about eight years ago when the Senator made his dough
with Betty Blythe in "She," the English sexy pix?
and also that epic of darkest Africa, "Winning a Continent,"
which Mister Maienthau went around ballyhooing as the pix
showing 20,000 Zulus in one mob scene? and the exhibs
useter kid him by asking how he expected 'em to get so many
Zulus on the screen wot a guy!

* * * *

• • • THAT in recent Satevepost ads, Uncle Carl Laemmle
offers to personally autograph your copy of his life story by
Jawn Drinkwater while the nation's noisepapers "have

been carrying the news that Uncle Carl is on a vacashe in

Europe so the question arises how is he gonna
personally autograph these copies?

• • • THAT the Devly Company of France, manufactur-
ing the Pavlo camera, has pulled a smart move in an effort

to corral the Japanese market they have offered to send
Jap cameramen to France to study at the expense of the French
company that one of our favorite speakeasy proprietors

has opened and closed six joints in as many months
and this morn we got an invite to visit and be raided in his

seventh attempt which he appropriately calls "The
Passing Show"

* * * *

• • • THAT Joe Poland of Film Mercury sez Neversay
Noe, the vet yes-man, is writing a book on "Fifty Ways of

Saying Yes" .

.

there is the decisive Yes, reserved for the

Boss . . the thoughtful Yes, for the stranger around the

studio who might be a new exec . . and the hesitant

Ye-es-s-s, for the director who is on the Way Out this

last being the closest to No that a true yes-man ever, ap-

proaches ........

• • • THAT Ed Savin, business manager for Vitaphone
stude, is recovering from that auto accident, and hasn't lost

his fine sense of oomer that Dave Blum of M-G-M for-

eign dep't phoned us a gag, which we forgot but we
just want him to know that it was a good wheeze, anyway

that Hy Daab is Very Mysterious these days, keeping

under wraps a unique merchandising twist to ballyhoo the

national campaign on Radio's "Travelling Husbands"
that Al Sherman, special critic on horse operas for the "Tele-

graph," leaves today on a HoUerword vacashe by aircraft

a large delegation of friends will see him off with

unique and appropriate farewell instruments
* * * *

• • • THAT Frank Wilstach can use these hash recipes

in his Simile Cook Book if he's not particular As suc-

cessful as an Idea trying to get a tumble in a Hollywood stu-

dio As merciless as crow's feet accumulating around

the corners of an aging screen star's eyes

SERIALS
THE B.

ANSWER
O. CRY

.By DON ciij.nrTn..

\A/HEN de luxe houses, from the Roxy
" " down, go for serials as a regular part

of their menu, and when big circuits enter

into extensive booking deals on chapter

plays, there must be a reason.

The reason is that the serial lineup for

the new season, as indicated by the ad-

vance guard, contains real, honest-to-good-

ness tonic for the box-office.

First chapter of two of these serials,

viewed last week, just about top anything

in their line that has come along.

"The Vanishing Legion"

One is Mascot's "The Vanishing Legion,"

produced by the serial specialist, Nat Le-

vine.

Besides its swell cast headed by Harry

Carey and Edwina Booth, who are good for

big exploitation as a result of their

"Trader Horn" fame and little Frankie

Darrow, who will be a riot with the juve-

niles, this picture is jammed with the ac-

tion, thrills and suspense for which exhibs

and fans have been yelling.

"Danger Island"

Then comes Universal's "Danger Island,"

with Kenneth Harlan and Lucille Brown.

With fine atmospheric stuff on the

"Treasure Island" order, a topnotch cast

and fine production, this is another strong

draw for the kids as well as the grownups.

Both stories contain production values

seldom found in serials.

Coming at a time when family pictures

are so badly needed, "The Vanishing Le-

gion" and "Danger Island" are veritable

godsends.

Italian Production Planned

"Immacolata," all-Italian feature,
will be soon produced in the East
by Thalia Amusement Corp. Head-
ing the cast will be Baroness Elvira
Curci, with Carlo Polita, Frank
Amodio, Lucille de Prete and Jeanne
Wolins. Eugene Roder will direct

and will be assisted by Armando
Cennerazzo, who wrote the dialogue.

Edward G. Robinson Opens Tour
Chicago—-Edward G. Robinson

has opened his vaude tour at the
Palace here, doing bits from his
best-known pictures. The Warner
star will play the Palace in New
York the week of Aug. 29.

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-
tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

August 3
Dolores Del Rio
Wellyn Totman
Ernest Zatorsky
Dudley C. Hendricks
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C NEWS OF THE DAY t)

* EAST *
Hagerstown, Md. — Herbert T.

Brown has been named assistant

manager of Warner's Maryland here.

Brown was formerly with PubHx in

the South. He succeeds F. K. Shafer,

who has been transferred to Win-
chester.

Charlottesville, Va.—The Lafayette

has been closed by Twyman Bros
for renovation preparatory to com-
petition with Publix when tl»e latter

opens a theater here in the fall.

house, will reopen the old Opera
House, which has been dark for sev-
eral years.

Woodbury, Pa.—Bernard ("Duke")
Rogni, former Connecticut college
atiilete and later with the Grove,
IS novk' manager of the Kialto.

Bradford, Pa.—Shea Amusement
Co. has taken over the Grand from

J. P. and T. J. Melvin, it is an-

nounced. M. A. Shea also operates
the Bradford here.

Baltimore— Izzy Rappaport, who
recently bought the Hippodrome, is

spending $40,000 remodeling and
redecorating the house. He expects

to reopen it in September.

Monessen, Pa.—R. M. McShaf-
fre}', owner of the Olympic build-

ing here, will operate the house af-

ter Aug. 1. The Olympic lease has
been held up to this time by Pete
Sotus. McShaffrey is also the own-
er of the Star.

Manassas, Va.— Benn Pitts has

added the Dixie in this city 'to his

string of theaters.

McDonald, Pa.—George Lavie has
transferred the lease to the Dream-
land here to F. A. Thomassey, Jr.

Troy, N. Y.—S. S. Brasted is now
managing the Pastime here, former-
ly operated by Snook. It is open
i^ridays and Saturdays.

Redondo, Cal.—Jack Retlaw, late-
ly assistant to Harry Hartman, is

now managing the Fo.x here, suc-
ceeding Tom Quinn, resigned. It

is reported Retlaw will have super-
vision for Fox West Coast over Re-
dondo, Inglewood and Hawthorne.

Centralia, Wash.—R. E. Charles
is now managing the Fox here.

Philadelphia-— Bernie Hirsch has
taken over the recently renovated
Ruby.

New Britain, Conn. — Harold Le
Valley of Pittsfield, Mass., has been
named manager of Warners' Em-
bassy, succeeding Louis La Bine,
who is to manage the Roger Sher-
man, New Haven, another Warner
house.

Philadelphia—J. A. Hanan ha;
opened his Eageismere for the sum-
mer.

Hummelstown, Pa.—The Royal
reopened recently under the man-
agement of C. H. Rogers and J. W.
Rosenthal.

Parkers Landing, Pa.—B. V. Bar-
ger, owner of the Liberty, has taken
in G. C. Foust as his business part-

ner.

Washington — Jacob Goldenberg
has bought the holdings of his part-

ner, Sidney Lust, in the Warren
Park, Front Royal, and in the Laurel,

Laurel, Md. The Warren Park will

undergo considerable improvement.

Erie, Pa.—Keystone has reopened
after a short darkness, at which time
the house was repaired. Dominic
Carbone is manager.

Pittsburgh—Peter Alderman has
leased the Lincoln Square from N.
H. Lazier. "Pete" operates the

Pastime, while Lazier continues as

local representative for a candy vend-
ing machine company.

Southington, Conn. — Coleman's
Theater, recently leased from Dorr
C. Coleman by Abraham Schu-
man of Hartford and Joseph A.
Davis of New Haven, will be re-

named the Colonial when it is re-

opened after alterations.

Monessen, Pa.—With R. M. Mc-
Shaffrey taking over the Olympia
here, it is understood, that Peter

Sotus, who has been operating the

Waterbury, Conn.—New seats and
other e<|uipment are being installed

in the Hamilton, East End neighbor-
hood house recently taken over by
F. J. Van Doren, and the house will

be reopened soon.

Oakland, Cal.—W. C. Kohler, for-

mer manager of the Premier, San
Francisco, is now holding the mana-
gerial reins at the local Premier, for-

merly the Hippodrome.

Chagrin Falls, O.—L. B. Soleth,
has purchased the Falls from ( '. I

Selleck. Solether formerly maiia^'i-
the house for Selleck.

Oberlin, Q. — Jerry Steele i- it

decorating and re-equippin- th

Apollo, with plans to open aboi
Sept. 15.

™

Seattle—A. K. Bennett, formerly
on the RKO Pathe sales staff in

Portland, has been transferred to

that company's Seattle office. He
will make the East Washington ter-

ritorv.

Vancouver—N. B. Johnson is now
manager of the Mission.

San Francisco—Jim Rabis, opera-
tor of the Marne Cafe, Oakland, has
taken a lease on the Roxy. Accord-
ing to present plans he will open the
house as a first run at 60 cents top.

Denver—The Film Board of Trade
elected the following officers and di-

rectors for the remainder of the
year: R. J. Morrison, president:
Duke W. Dunbar, secretary-treas-
urer; C. J. Feldman, J. S. Honimei
and S. N. Feinstein.

• WEST *
San Diego—The Vista, closed for

several months, has reopened as the
Forum, with V. Koping as manager.

Azusa, Cal.—C. S. Harris is the

new owner and manager of the
Azusa.

Beaverton, Ore.—N. G. Forrest of

Portland has bought out the inter-

est of Mr. and Mrs. N. G. Freeman
in the Beaverton.

Long Beach, Cal.-—The suburban
Redondo has changed hands. Mad-
ame LaRue, of Newport and Balboa,
takes charge the first of next month,
it is reported.

Los Angeles—Goldberg & Schack
have turned the Jewel and Crystal,

East Side houses, back to the Fox
West Coast circuit.

Denver—The Granada, owned by
Fox, is being remodeled and redeco-
rated and will be reopened as the

Tivoli.

San Diego—The Orpheum is now
operated by Fox as a 50-cent grind
house. Its admission was formerly
60 cents top. The California, for-

merly split-week second run, goes to

t^he first run policy at 60 cents top.

* CENTRAL ^
Cincinnati — Sorg Opera Hou>e,

Cincinnati's oldest theater, now
closed, has been leased by E. Ogest-
worth of Columbus. It will be re-

modeled and reopened .-Xug. 1 as a

movie house. Former owner wa>
-Sam Finkelman.

Moundsville, W. Va.—M. E. Spei
ling has been named manager <
the Strand and Park. These hou&
were recently leased by Geo^
Schaffer.

Lay Crystal, Minn. — The Iocs
theater and equipment have bee
leased by E. L. Parsons and hi
sons who will operate the show
house. The Parsons are veteran
hibitors.

Madison, Wis.—Donald John, as
sistant manager of the Strand, closet
for the summer has been transfei
red to the Fox in Marinette. Wis.
as assistant manager. He succeed'
Lelie Rose, who has been transferl
red to the circuit's Wausau house.

Toledo — Oscar Smith, owner o
the \'ita-Teniple, has notified th(

exchanges that the house has closei
and will reopen alxuit .\ugust wit
a new manager.

East St. Louis, 111.—G. L. Dan
iels is the new owner of the Lin
coin, formerlv operated bv Samue
Wohl.

Audubon, la.—Harry Pace, former
part owner of the Trivoli at Hawar
den, has purchased the New .•\udii

bon. Pace is also interested in ;

Pocahontas theater.

Cleveland—M. Maestrandra is now
operating the Mayfield on Thursday
and Sunday of each week on a silent

policv.

Racine, Wis. — Matty Fox, who
was formerly manager of RKO's
Mainstreet here, has been named as-

sistant to Mickey Gross, manager
at Fox's State. The Mainstreet has
been taken over by Fox and is dark
for the summer.

Steubenville, O.—John B. Urling
is now the sole owner of the New
Rex, operating under a six-day pol-

icy with one and two changes a

week. The Old Rex, which he also

owns, is running on Saturday and
Sundav only.

Cleveland — Sherman Webster i

back after an absence of many years
He is now one of the Warner Bros
sales family. Long ago he was loca
Selznick branch manager. Of lati

he has been out of the picture bus!
ness.

Cincinnati—Emanuel Schur is no\;

manager of the RKO Capitol. HJ
comes from the .Strand in DaytoiJ
and succeeds Mark Silvers.

Drexel, Mo.—Williams & McLel,
Ian have purchased the Main Streei

from W. H. Carmichael.

Cleveland — Art Tofifler, formerly

with the local Columbia exchange
and Will McCabe, who hails fron
the RKO office in Cincinnati, are

now on the local Cleveland RKO!
sales staf?.

Louisiana, Mo.
been reopened.

The Clark Ijas

Madrid, Mo.—John Biler has sold

the Dixie to C, C. Cravens.

Flora, 111.—The Orpheum has been

purchased from the R. C. Cluster

Theater Co. by Paulter & Thinmig
Later the house was transferred tc

J. L. Spaulding.

Springfield, HI.—J. L. Bores ha:

purchased the Avalon.
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)r. Boehm To Remake U. S. Pictures in Germany

'ARAMOUNT-WARNERPEACE PACT RATIFIED

5 oF New Para. Lineup Finished; 15 Starting in Aug.

open Shop
-an independent year

By JACK ALICOATE;

^
Like the jolly brook

inema of Tennyson, it seems
ifcles that the curves of busi-

ness, of femininity, of
le stock market, and the motion
,'ture industry, continue forever

( their way of irregularity. After
liying dead for a couple of years
1e curve of the independent pro-
(cer is once more decidedly up-
vrd. Again, after a period of self-

(,ntained production complacency,
^l find some of the first line com-
inies taking on outside or inde-

pdent product. That's a healthy
s,:n. It begins to look like the op-
Jrtunity of the independent is

iain here or hereabouts. Not-
^thstanding the success of the dy-
•imic and colorful Signor Musso-
1 i, dictatorships have yet to prove
t'ir permanent worth in motion
I ture production.

Having the liberty
og Days of a column gives one

• orale the opportunity of re-

porting, in addition to
' 's obvious daily slants, the occa-
snal temperamental tempo of
c ''s contacts. We pi-esume what
V are trying to say is that in these
Ci? days we find a rather every-
1 n-for-himself atmosphere in most
hnches of the business. Perhaps
i is the weather. Again it

1 y be caused by the low busi-
f^s visibility. At any rate, as a
utter of accurate reporting, the
ijirale of most offices we visit is

Iv, and if we were doing it (in-

sad of shooting golf in our spare
rments) we'd be constantly hold-

i!r get-togethers, pep-ups and
uer morale builders. Autumn is

jit over the hill and with it, no
<:abt, better business. A steam-
Sip with banked boilers gets un-
((' way much quicker than one in

\iich the fires have been allowed
tburn out. Industry morale should
t; be allowed to die of anemia.

Studios Are Launching Big
Production Drive

This Month
Coincident with the inauguration

of its 20th jubilee celebration. Para-
mount announces the completion of

15 of its features on the 1931-32
program, and the starting of an-
other 15 this month. Completed
pictures are: "An American
Tragedy," "Huckleberry Finn,"
"Silence," "Secrets of a Secretary,"

(Cantinued on Page 3)

OFFER UNION COMPROMISE

Birmingham — A compromise of

$50 a week for the five downtown
theaters and $40 a week for the five

neighborhood houses has been made
to union operators by Frank Mer-
ritt, president of Birmingham The-
atrical Co. in an effort to reopen
the houses. The offer is good until

Aug. 17, with a non-union policy
'ooming as an alternative.

Fox House in Kansas
Goes on Wheat Policy

Kansas City—At Lyons, center of the

Kansas wheat belt, the Fox house has

started exchanging one admission for a

bushel of wheat.

Fox Obtains Interest

In Parisian Theater
Paris — J. C. Bavetta, French

manager for Fox Film, has signed

an agreement with Alphonse Franck,
lessee of the Theater Edouard VII,

in the heart of Paris, for the con-

version of the house into a movie
to be run jointly by both parties.

Opening is scheduled for Sept. 25.

SIX N.E. THEATER FIRMS

SUE PARA.FOR $3,750,000

Boston—Suit has been filed in the
Federal District Court here by six

theater firms against Paramount
Publix, charging violation of the
Clayton Act and seeking triple

damages aggregating $3,750,000. It

is alleged that Paramount since 1916
has acquired in whole or in part
stock of competing corporations and
has carried on a system which
makes it impossible for independent
exhibitors to remain in business.
The plaintiffs are: Capitol Amuse-

(Continued on Page 8)

Spencer Bennet to Make
Detective Series for RKO

IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Six two-reel detective

shorts, based on the exploits of

Nick Harris, famous sleuth, will be
produced for Radio Pictures by
Spencer Gordon Bennet, prominent
serial director of the old days. First

of the series is "Facing the Gallows."

U. S. Films To Be Remade
In Germany by Dr. Boehm

Sale o\ All Fox Houses

Denied by Harry Arthur

"Nothing to it, as far as I know," said

Harry Arthur yesterday in denying a re-

port that Fox is unloading all its theaters.

Arrangements for the remaking
of U. S. talkers in Germany, using
only the story from the American
version and supplying it with Ger-
man cast and production, with the
producers on this side sharing in

the profits, have been completed by
(.Continued on Page 3)

1,200 Publix Houses Will
Play 70 Warner-F. N.

Productions
Burial of the hatchet between

Paramount Publix and Warner
Bros, became an official fact yester-

day with the completion of negotia-
tions on the part of Sam E. Morris
of Warner Bros, and Sam Katz and
Sam Dembow of Publix whereby the
70 Warner-First National features
for 1931-32 will play the 1,200 the-

(Continued on Page 8)

SUNDAY aMpROTECTS

Miami—Because Sunday work is

not legal in Florida, the Wolfson-
Meyer Theater Enterprises is un-
able to sue the union operators who
are alleged to have broken their
contracts by going on strike al-

though Wolfson claims they have a
similar contract with other inde-
pendent houses here. The reason

(Continued on Page 8)

RKO Shows $262,519 Loss
In Quarter Ended June 30
Earnings report of RKO and sub-

sidiaries for the second quarter,
ended June 30, shows net loss of

$262,519.94, against a profit of

$410,230.58 in the same period of

1931. Profit for the first six months,
after preferred dividends, is $583,-

664.62, against $1,764,644.13 last

year.

Copyright Bu. PushinS

Drive in Southwest

Dallas—Following activity in the smaller

town, the Copyright Protection Bureau is

now getting down to action in the key

situations in this territory. Col. H. A. Cole

of Allied and Judge Roy L. Walker of

T.O.P.A. have been cooperating in the

work of educating gxhibs to the copyright

I regulations,
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Hot Dog Department
From the Hollywood Spectator:
Mr. Beaton has given me permission amounting almost to a command to disagree

with him whenever I feel that I have good cause. I rarely will have an opportunity
to contradict him with such finality as at present. In a previous issue of the Spectator
he mentions my Airedale pup and his desire to make its acquaintance It is no
Airedale at all, and although it weighs only nine pounds, it is not a pup Mv doe
IS a toy Boston bull. ' &

—Perhaps it was not Mr. Beaton you were talking to at all, and we doubt
if it were even the Spectator you were reading.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close
Con. Fm. Ind 8 8 8 -f
East Kodak 139^ 137"^ 137^ +
Fox Fm. "A" 16>4 ISH 15H .

Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 3J4 3^ 3^ .

Loew's, Inc 47^ 465^ 47 -f
Paramount 24^^ 23^ 24 +
Pathe Exch lyi I'A \% .

do "A" 6J4 6K (>M
RKO "A" lAVi U% 14'4 +
Univ. Pict. pfd.... 57^ 55 55
Warner Bros TYi 6% 7H +NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. ... 11 10 11 -f
Columbia Pets. Vtc 10 10 10 —
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 6% 6'A ^'A —NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 29!^ 28^ 28!^ —
Loew 6s 41ww.... 98 97H 98 -f
Paramount 6s 47.... 87 87 87 .

Par. By. 5^s51 ..lOl"^ iOiyi lOl/j —
Par. S'AsSO 78'/2 77J4 77^ +
Pathe 7s37 90 88 90
Warner's 6s39 . . . 44J4 43^ 44?4 +

Net
Chg.

'A

Precedent Favoring Producers

Seen in Amer. Tragedy'^ Ruling

iH

Fifi D'Orsay for RKO Broadcast
Fifi D'Orsay heads the list of en-

tertainers on the program of the
RKO Theater of the Air to be
broadcast Friday night from the
roof of the St. Moritz. Ambassa-
dors and Consuls of foreign coun-
tries have been invited to attend.

i.l fj
*. New York Long Island City j'j

i.t 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. J'J
}.t BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 t't

lEastniain Films i

i I. E. Brulatour, Inc. 11

h J^

« i.t

:•: i.t

« j.t

»{ Chicago Hollywood J-,• 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica t,
CALumet 3592 Blvd. J-J

iji HOLlywood4121 g
:.!

A precedent favoring producers
in their handling of adaptations Is

seen in the decision of Justice Gra-
ham Witschief in the Westchester
County Supreme Court, White
Plains, N. Y., denying Theodore
Dreiser's motion for a temporary
injunction to block the showing of
Paramount's "An American Trag-
edy."

In addition to upholding Para-
mount in its contentions that it had
fulfilled its end of the agreement
whereby the author's suggestions
were to be accepted as far as con-
sistent, and ruling that the question
of whether the picture fairly por-
trays the book is a matter of opin-
ion since both defendant and plain-
tiff submitted lists of criitcal opin-
ions supporting their respective con-
entions. Justice Witschief's opin-
ion says in part:

"The plaintiff claims a violation of the
nerreement. to consider his suggestions, and
that the picture, as the defendant proposes
to produce it, is an ordinary murder story,
depicting Clyde Griffith as 'a designing,
lecherous, mean and contemptuous individual.'
He claims that instead of an indictment i)f

society, the picture is a justification of so-

ciety and an indictment of Clyde Griffiths.

"The book consists of ahoiit 640 papfes. in

two volumes, and about 3.''6.000 words. The
nicture is necessarily designed tn be sliown
in atxiut 100 minutes. Whether the pic
hire substant'ally presents the l)ooV or not.

denends upon one point of view. The plain
tiff appears to view the hook from the stand-
noint of the fatalist. Clyde, he says, has
the sympathy of the reader, because he cam"
'o a tragic end throuorh the vicissitudes of
life, most of them wholly beyond his con-
trol, and largely because of a pschnlogy Hp
velnped by his starved boyhood. The diffi-

culty in pfcturins such a viewooint of the
book is apparent. That view depends upon
the frame of mind of the ind'v-dual. noon
his outlook upon life, and whether a fatalist

or a believer in the power of the individna'
*o overcome weaknesses of character, to

••se above his environment, to subdue hi«

ihvsical desires and to be the master of his
bf'dv. rather than be mastered by it.

"Tn the preparation of the picture, the
"nducer must give consideration to the fact
that the great maioritv of the people, com-
posinir the audience before which the picture
will be presented, will be more interested
that justice prevail over wrongdoing than
that the inevitability of Clyde's end clearly
appear."

Warners Robuildine Albany Strand

Albanv, N. Y.—Reopening of vhe

Strand has been postponed to Aug.
1 "^ po, a result of a decision by
W.Trupv Bros, to make more exten-

"<'vp changes, it is announced by

Herman Maier, chief of constvuc-

f'on. Only repairs were planned at

first, but new plans call for prac-

tically rebuilding the house.

Zenith Sound Projector
Showing Increased Saies
Sales of Royal sound reproducing

equipment and Zenith projectors
have showed such an increase in
the last several weeks that the
Duluth plant of the Pulverman
Corp., which manufactures the de-
vices, is working overtime, accord-
ing to J. V. Cremonim, vice-presi-
dent in charge of sales.

Hunt's Theaters Plans
Further N. J. Expansion
Wildwood, N. J.—With its houses

now totaling 18, Hunt's Th*ater«,
Inc., plans further expansion in
Southern New Jersey. Several prop-
erties are being examined.

DeForest Plans To Replace
1,000 Devices in 6 Months
Under its new replacement plan,

General Talking Pictures expects to
make approximately 1,000 installa-
tions of De Forest equipment during
the next six months. 'Theaters hav-
ing De Forest devices are being of-

fered replacement of more up-to-
date equipment under a rebate ar-
rangement. Forty of these replace-
ments have been effected since the
new plan was placed in operation,
it is stated.

Bland Houses Turned Over
Chicago—Aaron Saperstein, who

recently acquired the Oak, Armitage,
Rogers, Famous and Olympia, neigh-
borhood houses, from Bland Bros.,
has taken over operation of the
theaters.

Florida Deal Effective Aug. 28

Tampa, Fla.—The deal whereby
Consolidated Theaters, the Sparks
organization, takes over operation of
nine Publix houses in Tampa, Lake-
land and Daytona becomes effective

Aug. 28. The transaction, said to

involve $2,000,000, is just a friendly
shift in management, since Publix
iwns 50 per cent of Consolidated
Theaters.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

i
Aug. 3-2

Aug. 7-8

Aug. 10

Aug. 20:

Aug.

Sept. 9-10:

Oct.

Oct.

British film festival, spoiji
by British International Pi< r
Malvern, England.
Annual Outing of Minnoo
Film Board of Trade, Ir
Lakes, Minn.
First Annual Golf TourmeiNew England Film Indti
Pine Brook Valley Club, Wt(
Mass.

Annual golf tournament of lul
ern California film men F
Hills Country Club ik
City, Cal.

RKO and RKO Pathe ht
Outing, Indian Point '

\
Steamer Peter Stuyvesant. -

Semi-annual Convention Hi
Theaters Ass'n of Mini.oi
North and South Dakota ,d
son Hotel, Minneapolis.
Hispano - American MotioiPi
ture Congress, Madrid, Sfn.
Eleventh Annual Convent!
M.P.T.O. of Western P(„,
vania, Pittsburgh.

Annual Awards Dinner ol.U
demy of M. P. Arts & Sciee
xiollywood. '

Pathe Exchange Reporj
$31,801 Loss in 9 Wdk

Pathe Exchange, Inc., and ul

sidiary companies for the nine .el

ended July 4 report net los (

$31,801.43. The income accjn
based on the application of ce.ai
profits to reduction of ledger ili

of assets involved, shows $112,611;
received in liquidation of receivile
stories and investments; $952,^t.'.l

gross sales and rentals and Tli

776.42 dividends and inte?
against $123,021.34 ledger val • r

receivables, .stories and investnnt
liquidated; $760,788.91 film anrti
zation, salaries and expenses; :3o,

551.59 profits on certain operaon
applied to reduction of ledger vues
and $56,715.88 interest pakbli

accrued.

Grange Serial Release in Fi
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM l/fU
Hollywood—Nat Levine, prt |enl

of Mascot Pictures, is preparij^ ti

produce his Red Grange serial 'tIk

Galloping Ghost," so as to r jasc

it in the fall coincident wit|ith(

football season, when Grarit is

?xpected to be in the headlines -ijain

U Completes Serial
li'cst Coast Bureau, THE FILM nlU
Hollywood — Universal has pm-

pleted its latest serial, "Balinf
With Bufl'alo Bill." Henry J'lRa'

directed and cast includes Toir

Tyler, Rex Bell, Lucile B,iwn

William Desmond, Francis ForJnt
Bonomo, Yakima Canutt, 'bh^

Nelson, Jim Thorp and Wei

Thunder Bird.

Louis Harris Acquires House
Louis I. Harris, head of Hermes

Amusement Corp., has acquired the
Pershing at 1324-26 Amsterdam
Ave. and will operate it as the
Harris-Heights.

The Finest Projection R
(Western Electric System)

$1.25 per reel

4 private cutting roo.
DU-ART FILM LAB
245 West 55th Street

Columbus 5-4907
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is. FILMS TO BE REMADE

.KERMANYBYDR.BOEHM
{Continued jrom Page 1)

r. H. L. Boehm, who came to this

i)untry three months ago as Ger-
lan delegate to the S.M.P.E. con-

ention in Hollywood and has re-

lained to study American produc-
on and exhibition, as well as to

lake a six-reel Multicolor trave-

igue in California for showing in

ermany. Adaptable pictures of

mous companies will be used.

Dr. Boehm, who formerly was
ith Tobis and now heads his own
)mpany, Tempo-tonfilm, sails back

,) Berhn tomorrow. He expresses
reat enthusiams over the technical
nterprise, as well as the produc-
on and exhibition methods, in the
. S., and sees a good future for
)lor provided the cost is brought
jwn oO per cent.

His color travelogue, titled "Won-
irland of California," has syn-
(ironized songs, music and Ger-
,ian narrative.

"' RKO Managers in Convention

Regular quarterly convention of

;.K0 division theater managers
carts today at the Hotel Pierre

ith Joseph Plunkett presiding,

lunkett and Nate blumberg, E. iVl.

lucksman, L. E. Thompson of the

ome office will meet with Charles
'. McDonald.
Joseph Lee, H. R. Emde, J. M.

Irennan, Harry McDonald, Lou
lolding, J. E. Firnkoess, William
ilison, Morgan C. Ames, A. S. Rit-

'?nberg, Len Brown, Cliff Work,
ilomer Gill and Leo M. Devaney.

Movies Return After Year

Neenah, Wis.—After being dark
bout a year, leaving the town
j/ithout a theater, the Embassy is

iieing reopened by Bird Theaters
'0.

Oakland Roxie Reopens

Oakland, Cal.—Robert L. Lippert
fid associates will reopen the Roxie
an independent movie. Lippert

fclso has the Lincoln in Alameda.

COMING & GOING

HIRAM S. BROWN left yesterday for
le coast.

; GRADWELL L. SEARS, western general
ales manag-ftr of Waxnen-First National,
!as left for the middle west, his principal
Ijjective being to close bookings with Bala-
an & Katz and Publix-Dubinsky.

t
H. B. HUMBERSTON, Sam Goldwyn's

rst assistant director, and Gregg Toland,

.
jameraman, return to Hollywood today aftei

(iking exteriors and process shots in the east
(jr "The Greeks Had a Word for It."

j
AL DUBIN, composer, is on his way had.

|> the First National studios in Hollywood.
DR. H. L. BOEHM, German film^ man

I'ho has been on a tour of the U. S., Teave
or home tomorrow.
FRANK ROGERS, vice-president in chars

f pulilic relations for General Talking Pic
jres. has gone to Salt Lake City on
usiness trip.

OSCAR OEDKNOW is en route to 1

oast from New York.

• • • NEWSPAPERS throughout the nation have been
carrying the story of the results of the Film Daily's Ten Best
Directors poll for 1931 among the interesting comments
are those of Chester B. Bahn, cinema crit of the Syracuse
"Herald" what impressed Chet most was the signal
victory scored by the Old Guard in other words, direc-
tors dating back to the silent regime of the Ten Best.
nine are veterans of the screen's silent era, Chet points out

of the innumerable stage directors who were sum-
moned to Hollywood after the cinema became articulate, only
two have done work winning them recognition

• • • HERE ARE some pertinent comments that Mister
Bahn makes on the Director Situation in general today,
pictures have become such a combination effort that the o»bsta-

cles are many to a director's assuming any personal pre-
eminence a great story will often carry a certain pro-
duction along to success no matter who made it super-
vision often proves a telling thing where there is a really able
man doing the supervising publicizing of directors nas
declined as has virtually everything concerned with those who
are behind the screen, rather than actually on it there
have been too many new stars introduced within recent years
to permit of going outside of the player ranks with the bally-
hooing the director always will be a powerxul factor
within the industry but his name on the billing today
is not the magnet that draws the paying patronage on a big
scale and while the veteran silent directors have won
the Hollywood battle from the Broadway legit recruits, the
mortality rate among the former has been large the
last Hollywood census showed that of the 390 directors resi-

dent there, only 40 are on a weekly salary basis and
these vital facts from one of the film's closest and keenest
students forecast the Director's Future Power in the biz
or loss of power any way you want to figure it

• • • IN A certain Hollerword cafe where film folks
gather for luncheon, director Leo McCarey tells of a bus boy-
whose mentality is what you might call arrested anJ so
he is the butt of much banter on the part of the screen players

but now they don't kid him any more since
one hactor asked him what profesh he expected to make his

life work and the bus boy sez "Well, me ole

man sez I ain't got much sense, so I might as weil be a motion
picture actor."

* *

• • • HOT NEWS from Tommy Westmorland, our Arkan-
sas correspondent, informs of a state-wide Bafamg Beauty
contest for cullud gals which Universal Newsreel will

photograph at Little Rock and our guess is that the
cullud gal who wears a black bathing suit should cop first prize
easily A promoter advertises in the Stamford (Conn.)
"Advocate" for a pix director to assist in producing a sea-going
talkie all the director has to supply is a schooner, a
beach with a few shacks, a dance hall a young "he-
looking" captain a gal to be carried off to sea
a gal for an alluring South Sea Islander a few dark
skinned natives and just as an afterthought a li'l finan-

cial co-operation gosh, if a director had all that, he
could make a pix hisself

* * * *

• • • NOTING an ad offering the secrets of how to make
money writing for the screen, Wallace Smith, the well known
author, kiddingly answered it submitting one of his

unpublished stories under an assumed name and they
told him his manuscript showed some signs of merit

but that he would have to take a course of lessons and
they guaranteed to make a writer outa him within six months
for a certain sum the joke of it was that they called

attention to the fact that they had made Wallace Mmith famous
after he took their course oops Nat Cohn's
missus presented him with the third baby girl in a row
and Nat, courageous optimist, sez he will keep gamblin' till

it's a boy

« « « » » »

15 PARA. FILMS FINISHED;

15 STARTING THIS MONTH
(Continued from Page 1)

"Murder by the Clock," "Caught,"
"Daughter of the Dragon," Nancy
Carroll in "Personal Maid," Four
Marx Brothers in "Monkey Busi-
ness," Tallulah Bankhead in "My
Sin," "The Mad Parade," "The
Road to Reno," "24 Hours," "Tabu,"
"The Smiling Lieutenant."
Productions to be in work this

month include: "Sal of Singapore,"
"The Cheat," "Rich Man's Folly,"
"Touchdown," "Once A Lady,"
"Bachelor," "Come on Marines,"
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," "The
Man I Killed," "The Dover Road,"
"Girls About Town," "Ladies of the
Big House," "Working Girl,"
"Sooky," and a Marlene Dietrich
picture.

Ufa Seeks Pasadena House
In its plans to establish a the-

ater in every German neighborhood
m this country, Ufa is now negoti-
ating for a theater in Pasadena,
which boasts the wealthiest German
papulation in the U. S. "The Ufa
.louses are not intended to compete
with U. S. theaters," says F. Wynne-
Jones, head of the American Ufa
jffice, "but rather to cater to the
German populace and students who
desire to hear correct German spok-
en in conversational form. Our
plans for theaters now include, in
addition to the Cosmopolitan in
Rew York and the UFA Cinema in
Chicago, houses in St. Louis, Cin-
cinnati, Milwaukee, Hoboken, New-
ark and Jersey City with many more
in the offing."

H. G. Cocks Transferred
New Haven—H. G. Cocks of Fort

Wayne, Ind., has succeeded Louis
A. Schaefer as managing director
of the Paramount. Schaefer is tak-
ing a vacation pending assignment
to another Publix house.

Percy Hurst Dies
Longview, Wash.—Percy C. Hurst

44, well-known film distributor, died
here from a heart attack. At the
time of his dea h he was distribu-
tor for Mascot and other indepen-
dents.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-
fended by T H E ,

FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

August 4
Anita Page
Helen Kane
Lou Golden
Charles Delaney
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)UT IT YOU CANNOT SAY ENOUGH ! ''

' ... Says Harrison*s Reports
IF BOX-OFFICE ATTENTION!'*

. . . Says Variety

A
"FRANK CAPRA
PRODUCTION

with
DAVID

MANNERS
SAM

HARDY
BERYL
MERCER

4nd an ALL STAR CAST
From the play by

ohn Meehan& Robert Riskin

daptation and dialogue by
Jo Swerling

ewspapers all over Ike counlni

!



MILLIONS OF FOOl
HAVE WAITED YEARS FOR '

The KNUTE ROCKNE System... ^s^
The "Pop" WARNER System... %
For the First time on any screen a comparison ^
of the world's greatest winning football systems

with the world's greatest football players show-

ing how it's done . . .

Five football reels ready now . . . three more to

come . . . and they are all a part of the BIG 26

CHRISTY WALSH

ALLAMERIC/
SPORT REELS

picturing on the screens of the world the outstanding figures in every line of sport

. . . and in action . . . football with such stars as Brill, Mullins, Metzger . . .Vincent

Richards in tennis . . . Charlie Paddock . . . world's fastest human in track ... i

"Doc" Meanwell . . . America's foremost basketba^l coach and mentor of Uni- I

versity Wisconsin team and many others equally famous. .. equally SUREFIRE!!'

from UNIVERSAL of course
iK
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CONCLUDE PEACE PACT

{Continued from Paoc 1)

aters of the Publix circuit. This

deal gives Warner an outlet in all

of the major circuits, previous con

tracts having been closed with Fox,

RKO, and Loew, as v*^ell as with

every major and minor indie circuit

in the country.
First of the Warner releases to

play Publix houses will be "The Star

Witness," followed by Richard Bar-

thelmess in "The Last Flight," "The
Bargain," George Arliss in "Alex-

ander Hamilton," "Side Show" and
"Five Star Final."

Sunday Angle Protects

Striking Miami Operators
(Continued from Pane 1)

for the walkout is a demand for

$2.55 an hour for Sunday work,

whereas the present contract, which
is for a year, calls for Sunday work
at regular pay. In event of a set-

tlement, Wolfson will demand a cash

bond to guarantee performance of

future contract.

Vaude and Price Boost
For 2 Dubinsky Houses

Kansas City — Publix-Dubinsky

house in Joplin and Springfield are

booking two acts of vaudeville out

of St. Louis and raising price from
25 to 40 cents.

.Tudell's Fourth Exchange
Chicago—Opening of an office

this week in St. Louis, with 0. J.

Wooden in charge, makes four ex-

changes now operated by B. N.

Judell, Inc. The others are in

Chicago, Milwaukee and Indian-

apolis.

Perojo Considering French Offers
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Benito Perojo, who

has been directing French and
Spanish versions for M-G-M and
Fox, is returing to Paris, where
he has offers from Films Osso and
the Paramount studios in Joinville.

Congratulates

:

WILLIAM A. WELLMAN

for his masterly direction of

the Warner Bros, hit,

"The Star Witness."

No. 28 of 1931
^^Good Deeds*^

Series

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH iVILK

TAMES DUNN is the newest sen-

J sation on the Coast. Every critic

who saw the preview of "Bad Girl,''

produced by Fox, has lauded Dunn,
who is a recruit from the stage.

He is being groomed for stardom.

Our Passing Show: William Saal,

Burt Kelly, Gordon White, C. C.
Burr, Sam Zierler, Walter Lang,
Ray Cooke, AI Christie, Pat Dow-
ling, E. H. Allen, John A. Waldr^n
Ernest Pagano. Tom Patricola, Jack
Townley, Lee Hugunnin, Mark Lar-
kin. Colonel Joy, Al Mannon, Lewis
Lewvn, Roscoe Arbuckle, Charles
Judels, Andy Clyde, B. C. Stafford,
Glenn Tryon, Bernard MacEveety,
Bob Steele. Dorothy Grainger. Patsy
O'Leary at the Educational-Tiffany
luncheon.

Sally Filers and James Dunn
will be together again in another
Fox picture, "Over the Hill." Elda
Vokel, Virginia Sale and David
Hartford also have been assigned
nrincipal narts in this film. Henry
King is the director.

* *

M. M. Paffgi, veteran Paramount
sound enrtineer. was in charge of
the sound work on. "The Road fo

Reno." which was directed by Rich-
ard Wallace.

* * *

More Passing Show: Samuel Gold-
wyn, Richard Barthelmess. Ina
Claire, Abraham Lehr, George Fitz-

maurice, Allen E. Rivkin. Lew
Maren at the preview of "The TTn-

holv Garden" in Santa Monica: Efe
Asher. Sol Lesser and Budd Rog-
ers lunching at Universal.

William Walling and Wallace
McDonald are among the latest ad-
^'itions to the cast of Columbia's
"Range War," Buck Jones western.

Buck Jones, incidentally, is hard
at ivork training a new stallion

who will 'sub' for Silver, Jones'
present picture mount. It's a smart
horse that has an -understudy.

* * *

Charles "Chuck" Callahan, RKO
Pathe comedy writer, is all smiles
these days, because he caught some
fish at Surf Beach, where he is va-
cationing.

* * *

Famous last words—"That isn't a
bad story at that."

* * *

We're wondering whether Mike
Simmons' latest offspring will be'-

come as enthusiastic over tennis as
his dad.

* * *

Fred Kohler, Jr., son of the "men-
ace" of scores of photoplays, is well
hninched as a player after his ini-

tial role in support of Helen Twelve-
trees in the RKO Pathe star's latest
nroduction temporarily titled "The
Mad Marriage."

* * *

Joel McCrea has been assigned
the featured lead in "In the Mexi-
can Quarter," the Liberty Maga-
zine story by Tom Gill, acquired
bv Radio Pictures. Edward Church-
ill will do the screen adaptation.
Frank Daugherty will do the screen
treatment and adaptation for "The
Postmistress." wherein Edna May
Oliver will be featured. Others in
this cast are Rosco Ates. Hugh
Herbert. Joseph Cawthorn and Ivan
Lebedeff.

* *

"Red Men Tell No Talcs," latest
of the Columbia "Specialties," star-
ring Eddie Buzzell, is in the chitting

room.
* * *

Dick Alexander and Sidney Bra-
cpv have been awarded roles in
"Then Hell Broke Loose." Colum-
bia's drama of clipper ship days.

Sidney Lust Re-Wiring 2 Houses

Washinsrton — Sidney Lust ha«
contracted with Western Electric to

ins+all new sound eauipment in two
r>f his theaters, the Leader and th"
Hippodrome.

Down to a Nickel
Chicago—The Fmnire, 1.242-seat

house on West Madison St. near
Halsted, has reduced its admission
nrice to 5 cents until 4 p.m. and
10 cents after four o'clock.

Kopplebereer Buys Two
La Crosse. Wis.—F. L. Kopple-

berger of this city has boueht the
theaters in Toma and Cironua.
Wis., and will install Western Elec-
tric sound equipment in both.

Ernie Hill With Warners
Minneapolis-—Ernie Hill, veteran

film salesman, is back in his old
territory here for Warner Bros. He
formeily was with First National
and Paramount.

Three Grand Rapids Houses Close
Grand Rapids, Mich.—Three local

houses have closed this week, the
Franklin, Madison and Liberty.

Butterfield Disposes of House
Bay City, Mich.—Geore^e Pitslev

has taken over the Columbus from
the W. S. Butterfield and renamed
it the Rivoli.

Detroit House in New Hands
Detroit—Angelo Move has taken

over the oneration of the Chalmers
at 14503 Harper Ave. from John
B. Jacobs.

Chicacro House Changes Hands
Chii^ao-o—Joe Sandman has taken

-"'fr the lease on the Apollo, Nor*^h
'\ve. and Crawford. He is remod-
'>line the house and will reopen it

late in Septembei*.

Whitfaker Quits Tjondon IT Post
London—A. S. Whittaker has re-

signed as exploitation manager for

Universal to take up other duties.

SIX N. E. THEATER

SUE PARA. FOR $3,750,01)

(Continued from Page I)
\

ment Co., Lynn, Mass.; E. 1.

Loew's, Pawtucket, R. I., Thea r,

Inc.; E. M. Loew's, Inc., Somerv:e
and Dorchester, Mass., and Pi"-

tucket, R. I.; E. M. Loew's Ent--

prises, Inc., Hartford; Dorchefr
Theater Co. and Hudson Amusemit
Co., Portland, Me. ',

Lindbergh Baby in U Reel
First newsreel photo taken of ^e

Lindbergh baby will appear in l^-

versal's Newspaper Newsreel beg
released tomorrow. Al Moffat,

U

staff man in Boston, was dispatc d

by Editor Sam Jacobson to Nrh
Haven. Me., to film the take-offpf

the Lindbergh's, and while th'e

Moffat managed to snap the inflit

on the Morrow estate.

Three more newspapers he
joined U newsreel group, bringjg

the total up to 81. Latest additiis

are: Middletown, Conn., "PresI';

Mitchell, S. D., "Evening Rep>
lican"; Stamford, Conn., "Advoca "

Argentine Envoy to Hollywooi
San Francisco — Ral Garruch;.i,

chancellor of the Argentine ci-

sulate here, has been directed by s

government to visit Hollywood .'id

attempt to have producers turn it

more appropriate films for |.e

Spanish-speaking fans.
t

2 Bradford Houses for Shea
Bradford, Pa. — M. A. Shoa f

Shea Amusement Co. has taken ov
the Grand and Lyceum from J. P,&

T. J. Melvin.

Double Holdover for "Nurse"
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAiV
Hollywood—Barbara Stanwyck n

"Night Nurse," Warner picti?,

after playing a full week simu i-

neously at the Warner and Ho
wood, is being held over at bh
houses for a second week. "\

Clint Weyer on His Own -.\

Clint Weyer, insurance man ^.J

known in the film industry, Is

launched a company of his own w;t

offices at 110 William St., New Y('.

Chaplin Return Delayed
Versailles, France.—Charlie Ch;-

lin plans to stay here until the \\-

•^er part of August, according to 5

secretary.
j

"Woman of Experience" Relea;

RKO Pathe will release ^

Woman of Experience," starr ;

He'en Twelvetrees, on Aug. 7.

M. P. Athletic League

STANDING OF THE CLUBS
Columbia 9
RKO 8
ERPI 7 3

Warner . 4 2

Fox . . 2 6

RKO Pathe 2 7

National Theater 2 8

RCA Photophone 8
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^ublix Gets Interest in 11 Pennsylvania Theaters

'HIL GOLDSTONE RESIGNS FROM TIFFANY
I. ^ .

Dne-Operator Ultimatum Delivered By Chicago Indies

)0 Theaters Will Go Dark
ilonday Unless Two-man

Policy is Changed
Chicago—Thomas Maloy, business
ent of the M. P. Operators Union,
,s received an ultimatum from
'ners of 100 independent theaters
at unless he withdraws the re-

irement of two operators in a
oth they will close on Monday.
,'iswer is demanded by tomorrow.
A meeting called yesterday by

(Continued on Page 6)

I MORE B. I. P. FILMS

W HERE WITHIN MONTH

'The Love Storm" formerly "Cape
Irlorn," a Biitish International
pduction, follows "Immortal Vaga-
t:d" at the Warner on Broadway,
a ording to Sydney Garrett, Amer-
in representative for B.I.P., who
ao told The Film Daily yester-

(Continued on Page 7)

laryland Censor Urges
Showings for Children

'altimore—Declaring that 50 per
CI. of current pictures are unsuit-
&'. for children, Marie Presstmen,
fi inine member of the Maryland
Cisor Board, urges that special

slws be arranged for children. Ac-
fiding to the New York Parents'
R'gazine, only 17 per cent of pres-
to films are fit for children.

Films To Be Employed
n Television Debut

otion pictures will be used for initial

tension broadcasts, with wider and more
et rtaining and commercial development
Is

, says Bond Ceddes, executive vice-

prident of the Radio Manufacturers'
A^fi. Ceddes states that it is possible

te ision broadcasting will be sufficiently

dcloped a year from now to present

"lilted entertainment."

Soviet Films Beating U.S. in Japan
Soviet films are gaining over U. S. product in Japanese favor, according to

Dr. Toyohiko Kagawa, prominent reformer in Japan and leader of the labor

movement there, who is now visiting Canada. Technique and plot of the

Soviet pictures, which are silent, are more direct and more easily understood
than the hlollywood product, says Dr. Kagawa.

Expansion Plans Hindered

By Mortgage Difficulties

Sunday Movies Passed
In Cleveland Heights

Cleveland—Death of the blue law
was voted last night by the Cleve-
land Heights Council, and starting
Sept. 13 the community will have
Sunday movie shows.

Inability of circuits to get financ-
ing on mortgages owing to current
market conditions is an important
factor influencing them to cease ex-
pansion programs, according to sev-

eral theater executives interviewed
by The Film Daily yesterday. This
condition, it was pointed out, sup-

IContinued on Page 7)

Exhibs Have No Kicks To Make

On These Warner Substitutions

Warner Bros, made eight substi-

tutions in their 1930-31 program,
it was pointed out at the Warner
office yesterday. The subs were
listed as follows: "Svengali," "Gold
Dust Gertie," "Public Enemy,"
"Smart Money," "Night Nurse,"

(Continued on Page 6)

Goal of 10,000 Accounts
Metro's Aim for 1931-32
M-G-M expects to sell 10,000 ac-

counts on its 1931-32 product. Ap-
proximately 9,200 accounts were
handled by the company in connec-
tion with its 1930-31 program.

Sam Bischoff Becomes
Production Head—Burt

Kelly Stays West
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Phil Goldstone has

resigned as general production head
of Tiff'any. He is succeeded by Sam
Bischoff". Burt Kelly will remain

here permanently as home-oflfice

representative of Tiflfany-Cruze-Bob

Steele features.

RUDOLPH mMpLANS

8 FEATURES IN EAST

Rudolph Mayer plans the produc-
tion of eight features. Work will

be done in the East. Mayer at pres-
3nt is lining up stories.

Interest in 1 1 Penna. Houses
Acquired by Paramount Publix

British Theaters
75 Per Cent Wired

London—The United Kingdom has

4,847 motion picture theaters, of

which 3,617, approximately 75 per

cent, are wired for sound. Their

total seating capacity is around

4,000,000. Ninety-one new theaters

are under construction.

Through shifts made in the past
month. Paramount Publix has ac-

quired an interest in 11 Pennsyl-
vania theaters on a partnership
basis. Six of the houses, formerly
owned by A. N. Notopolous and
now under the operating head of

Paramount Publix Corp. and A. N.
Notopolous, are the Capitol, Misch-

(Continued an Page 6)

De Luxe Trailer Service
On State Fights Basis

Following a re-arrangement of
sales plans for the De Luxe trailer

;ervice, Louis Meyer of the Meyer-
Rieger laboratories yesterday an-
nounced that the trailers would be
distributed on a state rights basis
with franchises available in 28 key
centers in he United States. The
majority of the sales force of 25 en-
gaged to handle the former national
distribution plan will be retained
. nd utilized as special representa-

(Cantinued an Page 7)

They Fight To Get In

When The Pix Is Good

Dallas— Bearing out the theory that a

real picture can always draw the business,

Paramount's "The Smiling Lieutenant,"

starring Maurice Chevalier, was stampeded

by an overflow crowd at its midnight pre-

view at the 2,400-seat Palace. Overflow

of 1,000 was taken care of by obtaining an

extra print and giving a second showing

at the Melba
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Travelogues With Woman Interest

"Let's Go Places," a series of

travel pictures designed to have
especial appeal to women, will be
distributed by Talking Picture
Epics.

Lincoln Sq. Reopens Aug. 29
Loew's Lincoln Square, closed

since fire destroyed the surrounding
building, will be reopened Aug. 29.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City '
154 Crescent St. >
STillwell 4-7940 H

iEastimaii Films

% }* E. Brulatour, Inc.

> Chicago Hollywood
j> 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
*j CALumet 3692 Blvd.
j'j ,

HOLlywood4121
J,:

The Thrills of Gabby Mr. Gibbons
There is a little series of tabloid hot-shots on the way that should prove a welcome

addition to the novelty-short field. Officially they are called "The Supreme Thrills of

Floyd Gibbons." Actually they are interviews by this inimitable soldier of fortune with
internationally known figures in which an outstanding event in their lives is cinematized.
The first is "Woodrow Wilson," dramatized through the eyes of Admiral Gary
Grayson. It hits the high spots of the war and runs about ten minutes at express
train speed. Abe Waxman and the Van Beuren outfit are the producers and Pathe the
distributor. If future releases live up to the promise of this first sample they should
click handily.

ALICOATE,

New Jersey Exhibitors
Lose on Gangster Films
Local antipathy toward gangster

films in New Jersey cities is affect-

ing the box office to a remarkable
degree, according to Louis Gerofsky,
owner of the Cort and Regent in

Somerville. "Although the county
prosecutor visited the exhibitors and
asked that we 'go easy' in the book-
ing of underworld pictures, his call

was unnecessary. We lose money
when we play gangster films. We
lose the women and children busi-

ness. The action of civic associa-

tions has practically doomed the
playing of films of that nature for

the time being," Gerofsky told The
Film Daily yesterday.

Lloyd Rust Buys Interest

In Dallas Film Exchange
Dallas—Lloyd B. Rust, who left

Publix a few months ago to join
Monogram Pictures, has bought an
interest in Allied Film Exchanges
and joined the firm as sales man-
ager. Jack K. Adams is president
of Allied.

"Five Year Plan" at Cameo
Amkino's "Five Year Plan,"

which played a run at the Central,
returns to the Times Square dis-

trict on Friday for a pop engage-
ment at the RKO Cameo. On the
same program will be "Mail," first

Russian sound cartoon with music.

Spanish Film at Hipp Tonight
Officers, cadets and members of

the crew of the Argentine Train-
ing Ship "Presidente Sarmiento"
will attend a special performance
in their honor tonight at the Hip-
podrome, where RKO will present
the South American edition of

"Hook, Line and Sinker," with Bert
Wheeler and Robert Woolsey in ad-
dition to the regular show.

Kilgore House Burns
Kilgore, Tex.—Fire recently de-

stroyed the Dixie, operated by C. O.
Murphree.

Gang Victims' Families
Get $2,000 from Warners
As a tieup with "The Star Wit-

ness," Warner Bros, yesterday pres-
ented checks amounting to $2,000 to

the parents of the two children killed

by New York gangsters recently.

The money represented the proceeds
of the two opening performances of

the picture at the Winter Garden.
Harry Charnas, managing director

for Warner's Metropolitan houses,
made the presentation.

George Ross Appointed
Columbia Milwaukee Mgr.
Milwaukee—George Ross has been

placed in charge of Columbia's local

exchange. He was recently man-
ager of the company's Kansas City

branch.

New "Vagabond Adventure" Units
Three new "Vagabond Adventure"

units, making Van Beuren subjects
for Pathe release, will leave their

respective bases Aug. 15, bringing
the number of such units now dis-

tributed throughout the world to

five. The new units will cover Java,
Sumatra, Bali, Saigon, Ceylon, Indo-
China, Istanbul and Serbia.

Gibbons Film Atop Empire State
Floyd Gibbons' first picture will

be the first film to be screened on
top of the Empire State Building,
the world's tallest structure. Van
Beuren Corp., producers of the 13
"Floyd Gibbons' Supreme Thrills,"

will screen "Woodrow Wilson's
Great Decision" at a special show-
ing following a luncheon to the press
today at 1 o'clock.

Exhib Sees Rosy Future
"All that exhibitors want is good

pictures, and now that they are com-
ing along the future is rosy," de-

clared John F. Kumler, manager of

the Pantheon in Toledo, while visit-

ing the Warner home offices yes-

terday.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y, C.
BRyant 9-3640

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

3-22
: British film festival, sponsored

by British International Pictures,
Malvern, England.

7-8: Annual Outing of Minneapolis
Film Board of Trade, Detroit
Lakes, Minn.

10 First Annual Golf Tournament,
New England Film Industry
Pine Brook Valley Club, Weston
Mass.

Aug. 20: Annual golf tournament of South
ern California film men, Foi
Hills Country Club. Culvei
City, Cal.

29: RKO and RKO Pathe Annua
Outmg, Indian Point, vis
Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.

9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Alliee
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota
North and South Dakota, Radis
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

1

:

Hispano - American Motion Pic
ture Congress, Madrid, Spain.

4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention o
M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsyl
vania, Pittsburgh.

4: Annual Awards Dinner of Aca
demy of M. P. Arts & Sciences
Hollywood.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Oct.

Comerford-Schine Deal Se
Deal under which the M. E

Comerford circuit acquires Schin
houses owned by Fox in New Yor
state is definitely set. The transac
tion concerns 33 theaters, it is ur
derstood.

Maj. Bowes in "Hole-in-One" Clu
Major Edward Bowes, managin

director of the Capitol and "father
of the "Capitol Family" of radi
fame, is the latest proud member o

the "Hole-in-One Club." He mad
his drive on the 205-yard sever
teenth hole at the Sleepy HoUc
Club, Scarborough, while playin
with Mrs. Bowes.

Major Fairbanks Leaves Radio
IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood—Major Fairbanks hi

resigned as research director i

Radio Pictures. He is succeeded h
Elizabeth McGaffey.

Sound Recording
FILM AND DISC

Re-Recording Disc or Film
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
STANLEY RECORDING CO. of

AMERICA, INC
1841 Broadway—N-w York. N. Y.

Columbus 5-3181-3182

I

GEVAERT
"SAFETY"
RAWSTOCK
16 & 35 MM

B & W and Colors

UNIFORM—BRILLIANT
FINE GRAIN—DURABLE
The Gevaert Company of

America, Inc,
423 W. 55th St. 413-21 No. State St.

N. Y. C. Chicago

Originators of the Tinted Base M. P. I

Film

i



''SPORTING BLOOD''
A $2 PICTURE IS

COMING DIRECT TO
YOUR THEATRE!
Any other company would have road-showed ^^ Sporting

Blood/' Coast reviewers gave a hint of its importance when they

previewed it. "Brought forth a panic of applause at the conclusion/'

states the Hollywood Herald. ''It will be loved and cheered and wept

over 'till it takes a top-notch place in this season's record," says

Motion Picture Daily. Then the print came East and it became the

talk of New York's film row.

^^Sporting Blood'' belongs in the Astor Theatre for a $2
engagement. But M-G-M will release it immediately to exhibitors. This

summer, as never before, M-G-M with its release (just to name a few)

of Dressler-Moran in'Tolitics"; Norma Shearer in ''A Free Soul"; Greta

Garbo in ''Susan Lenox" and now "Sporting Blood" is virtually keeping

hundreds of theatres alive! Exhibitors are frank in telling us that!

And we are meeting the needs of exhibitors with product that is keep-

ing seats filled. For those exhibitors who are now making deals on next

season's film service it is well to bear in mind that M-G-M is more than

a fair weather friend. M-G-M is vour hot weather friend too, depend-

able when things are right and ec|ually dependable when adverse con-

ditions have to be faced!

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
The Industry's Leader!



Second""2 Hit*

in PARAMOIJNT'S 1931-2 Program

All Eyes on
^^Ax American Tragedy"
Front page publicity every where, big national newspaper
campaign, Saturday Evening Post and fan magazine ads
proclaim coming ofmost eagerly awaited picture ofthe year.



An AMERICABi
TRAGEDY

Sets !$.R.O. Pace for Industry!

BIG PICTURES vitally necessary to this business now.

Big Picture you get in ''An American Tragedy"! What-

ever the arguments about this show, all showmen agree

on this: HERE'S THE YEAR'S MOST Important, Most

Talked-About Picture! Surefire Because The Whole

World Wants To See It! Based on THEODORE

DREISER'S famous novel. Directed by JOSEF VON

STERNBERG. With Phillips Holmes, Sylvia Sidney and

Frances Dee.

*^^THE SMILIXG LIEUTEXAXT'' $2 hit at Criterion,

N. Y., now third month on B'way. Still capacity at 2-a-day Carthay Circle, Los

Angeles. Coming: MARX BROS, in their newest and funniest,"MONKEY BUSINESS";

"HUCKLEBERRY FINN", better than "Tom Sawyer"; "SILENCE", mighty melodrama

with Clive Brook and all-star cast; GEORGE BANCROFT in "RICH MAN'S FOLLY";

"ROAD To RENO"; "MY SIN", starring BaNKHEAD and MARCH. All great! All in

the next few weeks

!

^t's Go,

ihoiv Biz PARAMOUNT
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ONE-OPERATOR ULTIMATUM

DELIVERED BY CHI INDIES

(Continued from Page 1)

Aaron Saperstein was conducted
with Al Steffes in charge. The
ultimatum issued states: "We are
confronted with the problem either
of closing our theaters or dismiss-
ing one of the two operators now
unnecessarily employed per shift.

There exists no reason for the em-
ployment of a second man, whose
salary ranging from .$100 to $175
a week, when applied to other ex-
penses, would allow our theaters
to remain open."

Fox Has Completed 36
Educationals for Schools
Fox already has completed 36 of

its educational pictures' for school
showing under the plan recently
demonstrated in Washington and
which is understood" ,to Viave re-

ceived Government approval. An-
other 36 films are on the way.

Other firms are reported becom-
ing interested in the school film

field, and much activity in this line

is expected if the Fox plan proves
a success. Erpi has made about 60
educational pictures.

French Film Imports Decline
Paris—The past three years have

shown a gradual decline in film im-

portation into France., During the

first five months of 1929 the imports
were 72.5,171 meters; in the first five

months of 1930 imports fell to 571,-

582 meters, and in the same period

of 1931 to 491,661 meters. French
film journals ascribe this decline to

the fact that talking pictures receive

better exploitation than did silents

and consequently their number is

smaller.

Bogota's 1,488,301 Film Patrons
Bogota—According to figures just

compiled, 1,488,301 persons in Bogota
attended 3,124 performances at local

picture houses during 1930. Of this

number 1,062,915 attended evening

shows and 425,368 during the day

Snooky Comedies About Ready
Elmer J. McGovern has just fin-

ished cutting a series of Chester's

Snooky Comedies to be released

through Talking Picture Epics.

|SUNSHIN€
1 X>^1^
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s Paramount

= make up.

and Warner Bros, kiss and
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
B\ RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
WT-ELLS ROOT, Vic DeLory, Sol-

ly Baiano, Tod von Eltz and
John Fowler were among the mem-
bers of the film colony who par-
ticipated in the annual Palomar
Tennis Club tournament.

* * *

Glenn E. Rominger is handling
the sound recording on "GhoSl
Gang," at Columbia. He was also

the recording engineer on "Ari-
zona" ayid "The Miracle Woman."

* * *

Frank Leyendecker, representa-
tive of Viola Irene Cooper, play
broker, has arrived from New
York. He is offering the talking
picture rights to "Shooting the
News," an original written by Miss
Cooper, and "Kiss Proof," also an
original. His ofl!ice also represents
Robert Hichens, A. E. Mason, Owen
Johnson, Edward Childs Carpenter
and other writers.

If * *

The "Monkey Delano" stories by
Jennie Harris Oliver, which have
been riinning in "Good Housekeev-
inq." have been purchased by
M-G-M.

* *

Paul Sloane has been selected by
Radio Pictures to direct Dick
Grace's biography of a film stunt
aviator, "The Lost Squadron."

* * *

Walter Klinger, Mack Sennett's

casting director, was one of the
iudges of the North Hollywood pa-

iama parade. Walter J-esides in

North Hollywood and it is hard to

be a judge of beauty among your
neighbors. Jed Buell, the Sennett

press agent, predicts Walter will

have a tough time borrowing butter
from his neighbors.

* *

Don Marquis, playwright and
novelist who furnished additional
dialogue for "Skippy," will do the
same work for "Sooky," which will

also be made by Paramount. Mar-
quis has numerous plays, poems,
novels, short stories, books of hu-
mor, screen originals and newspa-
per columns to his credit.

* * *

Nat Perrin has been assigned to
the job of collaborating on the
fourth Chic Sale short to be filmed
by Lou Brock for Radio Pictures.

Will Rogers will have two beau-
tiful leading ladies in his next Fox
picture, "Ambassador from U. S."

They are Greta Nissen and Mar-
guerite Churchill. Sam Taylor will

direct.
* * *

Here and There: Frank Joyce,
Jack White, Al Christie, Lowell
Sherman, Ann Christy, Harry Ro-
senthal, Evelyn Brent, Harry Ed-
wards, Victor Varconi, Mary Dun-
can at the opening of the Embassy
Club Roof; Maxwell Shane taking
tennis lessons.

* * *

Earl Snell has been put under
contract by Carl Laemmle, Jr., to

write an original story, titled "In-
formation Kid."

* * *

Allan Dinehart will play the part
of the city editor in Fox's "Sob
Sister." Hoivard Phillips and Ed-
die Dillon also have been assigned
principal parts.

Wichita Legit. Goes Talkie

Wichita, Kan. — The Crawford,
long-time legitimate house, will

open about the middle of August
as a talkie theater. A ten-year
lease has been signed by W. P.

Huston, manufacturer of the Royal-
tone sound equipment.

Roy Youngblood Promoted

Atlanta—Roy Youngblood, for-

mer assistant manager of the

Grand in Atlanta, has been ele-

vated to the post of manager of

that house. He succeeds Mike Min-
'lley, resigned.

Kuehle Acquires House
Middletown, 0. — Charles A.

Kuehle of the A.A.A.A. S+udios,

Cincinnati, has leased the Gordon
and is installating RCA Photo-
phone.

Burns O'Sullivan on His Own
Columbus, 0.—Burns O'Sullivan,

who recently purchased the Savoia,

suburban house, is redecorating it

and installating RCA Photophone.
O'Sullivan formerly managed the

the RKO Palace.

New Publix House Opens Tomorrow
Steubenville, O.—Formal opening

of the new Paramount takes place
tomorrow, with "The Smiling Lieu-
tenant" as the first attraction. Rob-
ert E. Hicks, formerly of the New-
man, Kansas City, is manager.

Huwig in Baltimore
Baltimore—Jack Huwig has ar-

rived from Reading, Pa., to manage
Loew's Valencia, succeeding Stanley
Gosnell, who has returned to the
Penn, Pittsburgh, as assistant man-
ager. Huwig is watching over
Loew's Century while Charles Mc-
Leary, manager is away recuperat-
ing from an appendicitis operation.

George Baker Transferred
Denver — Immediately after re-

turning from a trip to the West
coast, George Baker, former man-
ager of the Denver Paramount, left

for Kansas City, where he will be
identified with Publix-Dubinsky.

August Ilg Back
Lorain, 0.—August Ilg has re-

turned from Europe and is man-
aging the Ohio, which he built sev-

eral years ago and turned over to

Publix on Ausr. 1.

PUBLIX GETS INTEREST

PENNA. HOUfS

(Continued from Page 1)

ler, Olympic and Palace in Altcna
the Grand in Huntingdon, and;h(
Strand in Johnstown. The Site

Johnstown, formerly operated by
Grand Amusement Co., is now uiei

Paramount Publix and Geo. m.
agatocas. Two Bedford theatrs

the Grand and Bradford, previcslj

run by Shea Amusement Co., o\i

come under Shea-Paramount Cp.
which also has taken over the Ftj
in Erie from Warner Bros. 'h(

Senate in Ambridge has been t;er

over by Publix from Eld^tod

Amusement Co.

Exhibitors Have No Km
On Warner Substitutins

(Continued from Page 1)

"The Millionaire," "The Maesi
Falcon" and "Bought."

Five substitutions were mac; ir

the First National program fo th(

same year. The newcomers vre

"The Lash," "The Finger Pois,'

"Chances," "Party Husband" im

"Broadminded."

New Federal Checking Brames
Chicago—Offices are being opied

by Federal Checking Servici ir

Minneapolis and Des Moines, itli

additional branches contempted
for Atlanta and Charlotte, ac rd-

ing to Harry Ross, president.

Johnny Walker's Stage Venti;

Johnny Walker, who has tiied

stage producer, will open his rst

show, "All Women Are—," m
Broadway within a few weeks. He

later intends to picturize the ay,

which Barry Townley wrote.

Fight Film Quiz
Federal Government operator are

quizzing film people in New wk

in an effort to learn how pic res

of the Schmeling-Stribling figh,|ot

into the state, despite the law "ich

prohibits inter-state transpor' ion

of fight films.

Ray Stinnett Reopening Ho;?

Temple, Tex.—Ray Stinnett;vill

reopen the Gem, recently give: up

by Publix, about Sept. 1.

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

"To meet the demands of the mid

phone and provisions of the prohibiti

act, a champagne cork-popper now I

made its appearance in Hollywood,"

—M-C-M
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(Continued from Page 1)

jltents circumstances attributable

;o tie general business situations.

Uresent circuits desirous of erect-

injnew houses must furnish the
)8';al themselves in most instances,

jBi the executives.

Sigger System on Ads
Being Adopted by Fox
"stagger system" of utilizing

Jiilay advertising in newspapers
(vheby only one will be inserted

in ich paper weekly and a one-inch

11 jtory used the rest of the week,

wi, be started in New York next

iva by Fox Theaters in connection

d( the Roxy. The same plan is

adicated for other houses of the

:iiiit. Two morning and evening
pa^rs at a time will carry the big

ad with the other dailies following
different days, covering 10 papers
in ill.

nother policy adopted calls for

trlyzing pictures to determine
wl;h ones justify the expense of

exa advertising.

Talkers Replace Burlesque
ridgeport, Conn. — Stock bur-

leiue has been discontinued at the

Wit End and the house has re-

Vf.ed to a straight sound film

pccy.

M':ican Money Law Worries U. S.

[exico City—American distribu-

;o are appi'ehensive over the work-
in; of the new Mexican monetary
la' which establishes a silver basis

at envalues the peso at 12 cents
inJnited States money.

irgest Animated Cartoon Staff

an Beuren Corp. has added 20

aists and assistants to its staff

a* now claims the world's largest

abated cartoon staff, having 131

ai.st - animators and assistants.

For space at the Van Beuren
stiio has been almost doubled.

Prinz Staging Warner Shows
e Roy Prinz has been engaged

bjA^arner Bros, to stage its flexible

ui shows, to be produced as part
oLhe programs at the Mastbaum
in Philadelphia.

COMING & GOING

OXJIS NIZER is in Maine on a vacation.
ENRY DANZIGER of the New York

! I Board of Trade has returned to work
fc wing a vacation.
'ILL H. HAYS, who is vacationing in

Wjming, returns to his office in New York
" I next week.
LORIA SWANSON is due in New York

^l rd the Paris on Friday. She will leave
inediately for Hollywood to start work in

"night or Never" for Samuel Goldwyn.
RS. ELIZABETH LLOYD SMITH,

niier of Harold Lloyd, has returned from
al ad.

DWARD EVERETT HORTON is due
ei the latter part of the week for a
Vi tion at his summer home on Lake
Gjge.

.
:3HN F. KUMLER, Toledo exhibitor,

'3 1 town.

• • • AND WOTTA lot of sense we displayed
picking last Monday, the hottest day of the summer, to go out
to Brooklyn to give Warners' Vitaphone factory the once-over

all visitors must be announced through the casting
director's window but we were in no hurry to have our
name sent up to Sam Sax, studio manager when we
lamped two nifty blondes parked on the bench so we
set down between 'em just to rest up, of course
but failing to make any material progress we ankled
up to the window and the mugg seated there took one
look, and sez "No spear-carriers today." which
gives you a general idea of how a kolyumist impresses a cast-
ing director but finally we managed to get up to Mister
Sax's ossif a very busy gent, pushing buttons, talking
on two phones at once, signing reports and acting generally
as if he had never heard of the Heat Wave so Sam
calls in Monte Shaff, chairman of the Entertainment Commit-
tee to show us around the shop

* * * *

• • • FOR TWO solid hours Monte had us hoppin' up and
down stairways down windin' corridors in and
out of doors inspectin' scores of different dep'ts
till we were dizzy we never saw so many electrical
appliances outside of the Edison plant in East Orange
then a flock of other rooms devoted to things exclusively of
the talking pix with hundreds of people busily engaged
at their specialized tasks doggone, it was a liberal edu-
cation why, the prop rooms alone remind you of the
Museum of Art one dep't devoted exclusively to vehi-
cles, ancient and modern you can find anything from a
Roman chariot, down through the sequence of Louis XIV
coaches, victorias and hansom cabs, to the modern taxi
and a special room for insignias and decorations just
to test the system we asked Mister Shaff for the Royal deco-
ration of the Rajah of Judipore presto, there it was

then we called for the insignia of the Exalted Order
of the Lame Ducks this was a poser but Monte
dived into a bureau drawer, and fished it out triumphantly

the funny part of it is that we didn't know there was
such an Order in existence but these Vitaphone guys
fool ya

* * * «

• • • FINALLY WE came to rest in the canvas-backed
chair of the third assistant director on the set where director
Arthur Hurley was doing his stuff on "The Clyde Slys-
tery" one of the S. S. Van Dine Mystery Series
being put through the works with all the trimmings and ap-
purtenances of a big feature production instead of a
short wotta beehive of activity that set was!
electricians crawling overhead in a maze of incandescents
grips scurrying hither and yon fetching and carrying
all sorts of props cameramen adjusting their special
sound cameras the make-up man dashing around ap-
plying his cosmetics to the muggs of perspiring players

signal control boards flashing colored lights

then the cry: "Lock 'em up!" "Lights!" clang-
clang of a deep throated gong for silence "Let her roll!"

Director Hurley was into another scene

* « 4: 4:

• • • IN A library set, Helen Flint was getting the third
degree from the police inspector, John Hamilton it seems
that some gent had been bumped off, and he was trying to pin
it on poor Helen while Donald Meek, the psychological
detective, tried to make a monkey outa the inspector in his

own suave manner after takes, and retakes, it was per-
fect and so into the next scene till 5:30
and as we strolled out, we pondered this tradition of making
pix in Hollerword thousands of miles away from the
Base of Film Operations when right here in Flatbush
they can do the trick just as perfectly if not more so

yezzir. Mister Sam Sax is runnin' a scientific film

factory close at hand

SIX MORE B. I. P. EILMS

DUE HERE WITHIN MONTH
{Continued from Fuye 1)

day that six more B.I.P. productions
are expected in this country within
the next month. Three features,
"Love and Laugh," "My Wife's
Family" and "Keepers of Youth,"
have been received during the past
two weeks and are now being cut
for American presentation.
John Maxwell, head of B.I.P. is

expected to arrive here by the end
of the month when plans for pro-
duction in this country and the ac-
quisition of a Broadway house for
the showing of B.I.P. features will

be decided.

DeLuxe Trailer Service
On State Rights Basis

(Continued from Page 1)

tives for De Luxe trailers, augment-
ing the local agencies' sales forces.
Franchise contracts will run for
five years on a sliding scale basis
and will guarantee the expenditure
by Meyer-Rieger of $25,000 each
year on national advertising cam-
paigns. The trailer distribution
service starts Oct. 1.

In addition to trailers, Meyer
plans to produce short subjects con-
sisting of a Song Reel series, 12
novelty reels and other shorts.
Meyer leaves for the coast Saturday.

Universal Engages Colin Clive

Colin Clive, English actor who
played the lead in "Journey's End,"
has been engaged by cable for the

lead in Universal's "Frankenstein."
James Whale, who directed Clive in

"Journey's End," will direct him in

U's new production. Clive sails from
London next Saturday.

Columbia Signs Wm. Beaudine
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—William Beaudine has

been signed by Columbia to direct

a series of productions. His first

assignment will be "The Man in Her
Life," from Warner Fabian's novel.

Tom Thornton With Columbia
Denver—^Tom Thornton, formerly

on the sales force at Universal ex-
change, is now with Columbia.

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-
tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following inem-
bers of the industry, who are celefirat-

ing their birthdays:

August 5
Burton King
Robert Vignola
Emanuel Cohen
Betty Egan



THE OLD FIGHTIN' COCK WAKES
UP THE PICTURE BUSINESS!

CONSTANCE BENNETT
THE COMMON LAW
With JOEL McCREA, Lew Cody, Robert Williams, Heddo Hopper, Marion Shilling.

Fronfi the novel by Robert W. Chambers. Screen Play by John Farrow

Directed by PAUL L STEIN.

A CHARLES R. ROGERS PRODUCTION

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER HARRY JOE BROWN

JANUARY BUSINESS IN JULY!

32 Towns Last Week • 32 New Records!
NEW YORK • BROOKLYN • LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO • BOSTON • SAN FRANCISCO • WASHINGTON • DALLAS

PHILADELPHIA • ATLANTIC CITY • CLEVELAND • DETROIT • KANSAS CITY • ROCHESTER • SAN ANTONIO • TROY

PROVIDENCE • OMAHA • MILWAUKEE - SEAHLE • TACOMA • ALBANY • OKLAHOMA CITY • SCHENECTADY

FT. WAYNE • MEMPHIS • SYRACUSE • FT. WORTH • GRAND RAPIDS • HOUSTON • SOUTH BEND • LOWELL

Hot or Not/ the Public Lined Up for Blocks and Stood Up for Hours!

RKO APATHE
The Old Fightin" Cock crowi every Friday night 10:30 N. Y. time, RKO

THEATRE OF THE AlR~NBC hook-wp of 44 coasMo-coost stations!
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Varner Bros. Plan 15 Features a Year in England

,0E LEO AFTER ISTOX L. I. THEATERS

^'Oc Scale As Easy To Get As 25c—D. J. Selznick

Vitaphone
—is five years old

i=ByJACKALICOATE=
In the ordi-

'^e Story of nary course of

/Revolution human events
five years is a

CTiparatively short span, yet

i seems but yesterday that

Jhn Barrymore first flashed

aross the silversheet in "Don
Jan" at the Warner theater

Broadway, and the long-to-

bremembered revolution of

ti movies vi^as on. And that
Ippened exactly five years ago
tiay. To the energy, farsighted-
i;s and eternal credit of the re-

sirceful Warner Brothers must go
t'. credit for this startling inno-
vion that quickly changed a great
sjnt industry into a noisy and lo-

cacious one. To contemplate the
rllions that went into changing
t- movies into talkies is stagger-
i;. New stars were made almost
Oir night. The old order imme-
ditely commenced to wane and in

it place came this new thundering
n>ter that shook the motion pic-

te industry to its very founda-
tis and opened an entirely new
P^e in the history of the world's
iTst romantic industry. Would the
pture business have survived with-
c; sound, and to what extent?
le thought is interesting as well

controversial.

\,.
And now,

mse Fighting just who are

\arner Brothers we congratu-
ii .^ lating on this

fi;h ' anniversary of Vitaphone?
j'er6 are several, and if the world
f
es fighters they must be pretty

> 11 -thought of from Maine to
J ami and from Philadelphia to
JirtlEind. Let's sketch them light-
J- Harry, who exemplifies povver,
inch, poise; Albert, whom we know

1
(Continvcd on Pane 2)

Scale Cutting Opposed by
Head of Western Pa.
and W. Va. Exhibs

Pittsburgh—If a patron has 25
cents to spend for a movie show,
he can just as easily spend 35 cents
or even 40 cents, declares D. J. Selz-

nick, head of the M. P. T. 0. of

Western Pennsylvania and W. Va.,

in a statement for The Film Daily.
Selznick is opposed to double fea-

{Continued on Page 4)

ALLIED ASS'N NOT MOVED

BY AD REEL OPPOSITION

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Allied States Ass'n

has no intention of discarding its

association with the Kinograms ad-

vertising reel, despite newspaper
{Continued on Paae 2)

Meyer Solomon Appointed
Exchange Sales Manager
Meyer Solomon, with Hollyivooa

Pictures Corp. as salesman for sev-

eral years, has been appointed ex-

change sales manager, it is an-

nounced by Jack Bellman and
Adolph Pollak. Solomon is now or-

ganizing his forces for a sales

drive on the 1931-32 Hollywood line-

up, which includes 24 Peerless fea-

tures.

100 Pictures A Year

Australian Studio Aim

Melbourne—Within two years it should

be possible (or Australia to produce 100

pictures a year, at an average cost of $40,-

000, it was stated by Frank Forde, Minister

of Customs, in officially opening the new
Efftee Film Productions studios here.

TIFFANY STEPS AHEAD

Tiffany has stepped ahead of its

production schedule, according to

Grant L. Cook, who told The Film
Daily yesterday that stories for all

1931-32 productions have been se-

lected and in the majority of cases
scenarios have been completed.
"Women Go on Forever," James
Cruze production, and "The Monster

(Continued on Page 4)

Morris Agents Abroad
Scouting Film Talent

Foreign representatives of the
William Morris office, located in

London and Paris, are making a
special effort to comb Europe in

search of screen stari-ing material.
Need of new personalities in Amer-
ican productions has stimulated this
campaign.

1 5 Features a Year Planned
By Warner Bros, in England

Star Stunt

starting Monday, names of unknown
New Yorkers, picked from the telephone

directory, will be billed nightly in elec-

tric lights on the motograph sign atop
the Capitol, and the persons thus

"paged" are to be guests of the Capi-

tol the following day. A different name
will appear each night. The thrill of

seeing his or her name in Broadway
mazdas is expected to stir up keen in-

terest-^among Manhattanites—and pro-

mote extra biz for the CapUol.

London^Production of about 15

British films a year, with the first

one to get under way within the

next two months, is contemplated
by Warner Bros., it was stated by
Jack L. Warner on his arrival here
on a combined vacation and busi-

ness trip. American stars and di-

rectors will be exchanged between
Warners and England, according to

{Continued on Page 2)

Negotiations Opened for

Acquisition of Long
Island Houses

Joe Leo, whose contract as a Fox
theater executive was settled sev-
eral weeks ago, is reported to have
opened negotiations to buy all Fox
houses on Long Island. Eighteen
theaters are embraced in the deal,

(Continued en Page 4)

ALL BUT FEW RKO HOUSES

MAINTAINING 2 OPERATORS

RKO Theaters will not try to re-
duce the number of projectionists
except in isolated cases, according
to Mort H. Singer, in charge of the

(Continued on Page 4)

Ben Leo Back on Job
With Fox Theaters on L. I.
Ben Leo, who, although under

•ontract to Fox Theaters, has been
nactive for the past 16 months, has
Deen called back into service by that
;ompany. He has resumed his old
post in charge of the circuit's Long
Island theaters.

"AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY"
Stark, honest, tragic and carrying an

enescapable sense of human understand-
ing—that's "An American Tragedy" as
we viewed it, in premier showing, last
night before a distinguished audience at
the Criterion. It exemplifies what can
be accomplished by the welding to-
gether of two such compelling forces
as tJie dynamic and penetrating writ-
ing of Dreiser and the masterful and
understanding direction of Von Stern-
berg, in the simplicity of the story
lies its tremendous power. The cast
is secondary. Phillips Holmes is the
boy and Sylvia Sidney is Roberta.
Frances Dee is the . society girl. To ;

single out any member of the cast is

an iniustice to all. Here is a power-

:

ful human document in cinema form. It

is painted in colors of unhappiness.
It is gray, dark and awe inspiring.
"An American Tragedy" as produced
by -Parampunt, while decidedly adult
entertainment, should be shown in

every, theater in the country, for in
truly great pictures such as this liesv

the destiny of the industry. •

ALICOATE.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low CHose Chg.
East. Kodak 136 133J4 134J4 — 2K
Fox Fm. "A" 15^ 14^ 14'4 — VA
Gc... Tk. Eq. (new) iVs 3Vi 3!4 — V»
Loew's, Inc 4654 46 46 — %
Paramount 23'A 23 23 — fi
Pathe Exch I'A IVi lyi
RKO "A" liH li'A 13!/^— 'A
Warner Bros. ... 7H 7'A TA — Vi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. ..11% ll'A HVs + Ve
Columbia Pets. Vtc 10 10 10
Fox Thea. "A"... I'A 254 2!4 — 54
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 6% 554 554— %
Technicolor 7 654 7 —A

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 2954 27 27 — 1%
Loew 6s 41ww... 9754 9754 975^ — 54
Paramount 6s 47. 90 J4 90 90J4 -f H
Par. 554s50 79 78!4 79 + 1

Pathe 7s37 9154 91^ 9154
Warner's 6s39 ... 4554 45 45J<

Talkies the Rage in Philippines
Talking pictures are the rage and

silent pictures are extinct in the
Philippines, says W. J. Roth, ERPI
manager who supervised the first

Western Electric installation at the
Rialto, Manila, and is home on a
vacation after two years' continuous
service abroad. There are 13 W.E.
sound systems functioning in the
islands. Mr. Roth will return to
the Philippines before November 1.

^J^J^*;^J^^^^*J^*J^*J^*,'k*j^*Ji^^j^Ji^J^*J^*Jt^J^*J^Jl

New York Long Island City j"j

1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. j'f
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Chicago Hollywood JJ
1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica K
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Vitaphone
—is five years old

(Continued from Page 1)

as "Abe," the phlegmatic, resource-
ful, thinker; Jack, the dynamic, ir-

repressible, unconquerable, and one
of our old pals, Sam, who has
passed on, but who, more than any
other man, is responsible for the
sound era of today. And we should
not finish without credit to Sam
Morris, the genial general manager
who has seen a great outfit through
adversity and heart-aches as well
as sunshine and prosperity, and
who comes through it all smiling.
As we pass from this outstanding
milestone and combined Warner
Brothers-Vitaphone fifth anniver-
sary of sound we recall the pro-
phetic words of the one who first

brought us face to face with the
tremendous possibilities and prac-
ticability of this great invention.
He spoke from the screen at this
opening five years ago tonight. We
refer to Will Hays, who on that
occasion said: "It has been said th^
the art of the vocalist and instru-
mentalist is ephemeral, that he cre-

ates but for the moment. Now
neither the artist nor his art will

ever wholly die."

Allied Ass'n Not Moved
By Ad Reel Opposition

(Continued from Page 1)

opposition to such pictures, accord-
ing to Abram F. Myers, Allied

president. Leaders of the exhib
organization have been quizzed on
the subject, said Myers, and are
determined to continue the project.

He pointed out that no attempt
will be made to conceal the fact
that the reel contains advertising
and that it must be primarily en-

tertainment. Myers called atten-

tion to the fact that whatever ad-
vertising goes into the real must
pass the censorship of a commit-
tee of independent exhibitors.

W.E.-G.T.P. Suit Sustained
General Talking Pictures must

file within the next five days an
answer to the patent infringement
suits brought by Western Electric,

as a result of ruling yesterday by
Judge Coleman of the District Court
denying the motion of G.T.P. to dis-

miss the suit for lack of jurisdiction.

Buys Ideal Shorts for England
John Wilde, representing Film

Sales, Ltd., of London, yesterday
bought the British rights to 12
animal short subjects from Ideal
Pictures Corp. M. J. Kandel, presi-
dent of Ideal, says the first six of
the second series of Ideal shorts for
1931-32 release have been completed.

Australian Expedition Film
An Australian expedition film in

seven reels showing the first pic-

tures ever made of the prehistoric
"neanderthal" man, made under the
auspices of the National Council of
Research of Australia, will be re-
leased Sept. 1 by Imperial Distri-
buting Corp. It will carry a lecture
by Dr. Paul Withington.

WARNERS PLAN TO MAKE

15 A YEAR IN ENGLAND

(Continued from Page 1)

Warner, but a manager of produc-
tion is to come over here from the
States to take charge. The pic-
tures made in England will be not
only for quota purposes, but for
world distribution, declares Warner.

Union Scale $5 an Hour
For Work After 11 :30 P.M.
Under an agreement effected by

President William F. Canavan of
the I.A.T.S.E. and M.P.O. with
various circuits, traveling members
will be paid at the rate of $5 for
each hour, or fraction of an hour,
after 11.30 p.m. The union's gen-
eral executive board, which has ap-
proved this scale, has also okayed
continuance of the present agree-
ment governing conditions and
working rules for a year, starting
the first Sunday in September.

Sixth Thrill-O-Drama Finished
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Production has been

completed on "Is There Justice?"
the sixth in Sono Art's series of
Thrill-O-Dramas. The cast includes
Rex Lease, Blanche Mehaffey, Hen-
ry B. Walthall, Helen Foster and
Louise Carver. Stuart Paton di-
rected from an original story by
Betty Burbridge.

Frances Agnew to Do Para. Story
Frances Agnew, scenario writer,

who has been in New York for sev-
eral months writing a stage play
and a novel, is on her way to Holly-
wood under a special contract to do
a story for Paramount. Her first
play has been accepted by O. E.
Wee, independent stage producer,
for a tryout next season after he
launched his second road tour of
"Dracula."

"Politics" Holds Over
The Capitol will hold "Politics,"

-vith Marie Dressier and Polly
Moran, for a second week beginning
:omorrow.

"Road to Singapore" Release Oct. 10
Warner Bros, have set Oct. 10 as

the release date for William Powell
in "The Road to Singapore."

Fox Signs Helen Mack
Helen Mack, who was picked by

D. W. Griffith for the lead in his
new picture, "The Struggle," has
been signed by Fox and leaves
Aug. 14 for Hollywood.

Eugene Arnstein Married
Milwaukee — Eugene Arnstein,

booker for Warners' Wisconsin the-
aters, has joined the ranks of bene-
dicts.

Irish Celebration
M. E. Comerford, Eddie Dowling

and M. J. O'Toole will go to Scran-
ton on Sunday to participate in the
Irish Day festivities.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Aug. 3-22

:

Aug. 7-8

:

Aug. 10

Aug. 20:

Aug. 29:

Sept 9-10

Oct. 1:

Oct. 4-6:

British film festival, sponaj
by British International Pictij.
Malvern, England.
Annual Outing of Minneai i
Film Board of Trade, Del it

Lakes. Minn.
First Annual Golf Tournamt.
New England Film Indu-T

'

Pme Brook Valley Club, Wesi'
Mass. '

Annual golf tournament of So i.

ern California film men, i
Hills Country Club, Cut
City, Cal. '

RKO and RKO Pathe Ani,|
Outmg, Indian Point, a
Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.
Semi-annual Convention, A d
Theaters Ass'n of Minne^i
North and South Dakota, Rj^ «

son Hotel, Minneapolis.
Hispano - American Motion > '

ture Congress, Madrid, Spai: |

Eleventh Annual Conventiocrf \

M.P.T.O. of Western Penrl-
vania, Pittsburgh.

Annual Awards Dinner of ^i.
demy of M. P. Arts 4 Scien,
Hollywood.

Jess Day Transferred
Des Moines—Jess Day, forme ymanager of the RKO Orpheumh(i,

has been appointed manager of e
Iowa in Fort Dodge, to be reope.i
Aug. 22 by Central States Corp.

Lebedofif With Columbia
Minneapolis—S. G. (Sol) Le>

doff, exhibitor and formerly wh
Warners and Tiffany as sales r-
resentative, has joined the Coh-
bia sales staff here under Ben M^
cus, branch manager.

Vallee Broadcast Fox Song
Coincident with tonight's wo

premiere of "Merely Mary An;
Fox picture starring Janet Gayi
and Charles Farrell, at McVickei
Chicago, Rudy Vallee will broadc.
the song "Kiss Me Goodnight, t\

Goodbye" from the production.
!

Wm. J. Carter Estate Nil
Denver—The estate of Williair.),

Carter, owner of the Santa Fe, s4
posed to have been worth $250,0:,
has dwindled to nothing, due to ;i

appearance of claims and raw
gages for nearly $350,000, I

Madison
Overlooking Ocean of Illinoi* Avenue

ATLANTIC CITY. N.J.
A New Fireproof Hotel

Rate* (with meals) as low u
$35 Weekly, Per Person

European Plan Rates Upon Request

BATHING DIRECT FROM
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WANDERING MEN!
WONDERING WIVES!
Every Heartbeat Asks "Where are They
Tonight?"—They're Everywhere! Blazing

the Trail for Business! While Around
them Whirls Life's Mad Kaleidoscope. A
Thousand Miles from Home with No
One to Answer To!

Here Is Their Story! Packed
. With Suspense! Tense With ^^,

Excitement!

with

EVELYN BRENT
HUGH HERBERT. FRANK ALBERTSON

CONSTANCE CUMMINGS
DOROTHY PETERSON

DIRECTED BY PAUL SLOANE
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IMRKO- RADIO PICTURE
"RKO Theatre ofthe Air"N.B.C, ComttoCoast Network EveryFriday Night, 10:30 P.M. New York Time
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ALL BUT FEW RKO HOUSES

MAINTAINING 2 OPERATORS

{^Continued from Page 1)

circuit's labor activities. Singer,

whoee headquarters are in Chicago

and who is here attending the RKO
theater convention, which ends to-

day, told The Film Daily yester-

day that labor unions in his dis-

tricts have never failed to cooperate

in matters of question and that no
difficulty is expected in towns where
small theaters find no need for more
than one operator.

Speakers at yesterday's confab,

with radio and labor situations as

the main topics, included Joseph K.
Plunkett, Milton Schwarzwald,
Major L. E. Thompson, N.
J. Blumberg, Jules Levy, O. R.

McMahon, Charles Freeman, D. P.

Canavan, E. M. Glucksman, E. M.
Orowitz and J. J. Hess.

Tiffany Steps Ahead
On Production Schedule

(Contintied from Page 1)

Kills" reached New York yesterday.
"Morals for Women" is en route
from the coast.

"X Marks the Spot," "Left Over
Ladies" and "Branded Men" go
into production within the week,
while two specials, "Racetrack,"
with Leo Carillo, and "The Last
Mile," are scheduled for production
by Sept. 1. William Saal, now on
the coast for Tiffany, will return
next week.

Joe Leo After 18

Fox L. I. Theaters
(Continued from Page 1)

which includes the following situa-

tions: Astoria, three; Hempstead,
two; Lynbrook, Valley Stream,
Great Neck, Forest Hills, Jackson
Heights, two.

Worcester Theater at Auction

Worcester, Mass.—To satisfy a

$30,000 mortgage held by the Spen-
cer Savings Bank, the Worcester
theater goes on auction Aug. 11.

The property is held by P. F. Shea,
Inc., of Springfield and is assessed
at a valuation of $118,000.

Ruben Rosenblatt Adds House
Rhinelander, Wis.—Ruben Rosen-

blatt, operator of the Lloyd,
Houghton, Mich., as well as a the-

ater in Menominee, Mich., has leased
the local 800-seat house, of which
Herbert Brennan, formerly with
RKO in Milwaukee, is manager.

Have Lab Patent License

Listing of Paramount and H. E. R.

Laboratories among the companies
planning to pool their efforts to

prove the Caumont laboratory proc-

ess patent held by Cinema Patents

Co. is not basic, as reported in

The Film Daily of Aug. 2, was in

error. Paramount and H. E. R. were
licensed by Cinema Patents some
time ago.

muT
• • • THE FIRST of the Floyd Gibbons' "Supreme Thrills"
series was shown to the trade, fan and newspaper representa-
tives yestiddy from the vantage point of the 79th floor
of the Empire State building which probably establishes
a new record for a screening in the sky this first release
is titled "Woodrow Wilson's Great Decision" they took
a bunch of historic library shots associated with the war presi-
dent's activities, and from them constructed a mighty interest-
ing series of highlights and with Floyd doing his gat-
ling-gun delivery explaining each shot succeeded
in making those momentous events live again there is no
question now that Mister Gibbons is a distinct acquisition to
the screen as he has been to the radio he has a
dynamic, pulsing quality that literally reaches out and grips
you in your seat here is a mugg who could monologue
a reel about dried turnips and make it dramatic and
vital but they have given him far more meaty stuff to
go to work on if the rest of the series whams through
like this Wilson classic then A. P. Waxman and the
RKO Pathe outfit have something that shapes up as a distinct
novelty short series

• • • THAT YARN about the industry's Classic Flop,
"Determination," is still stirring up memories of ole timers

just heard from another, who mentions a "casualty"
we overlooked in our obituary that was one of the in-

numerable directors associated with the pix who shall

be nameless after an unblemished career as a stage
director, he went Hollerword and in Fort Lee, too!
it seems that the parents of some gals who had bits in the
"epic" went a'callin' on him and he lit out without even
packin' his tooth brush and has never been heard or
seen since one of the real Unsolved Mysteries of the
film biz

* * * *

• • • SCHUYLE GREY is reminded by the passing of
Harry Reichenbach of all the independent pressageys there
useter be in pix "What has happened to 'em?" queries
Schuyler there was Bert Adler Robert Edgar
Long Hal Howe Merritt Crawford Herman
Holland and a flock of others all making a good
livin' from free-lance publicity in those days
but times change and the passing of Harry marked the
passing of one of the most colorful and romantic eras in the
film biz when knights of the fancy adjectives rode forth
alone to do doughty deeds on the field of Ballyhoo, Blah and
Boloney now all the romance has passed it's

still the same B.B.B. but they grind it out on mimeo-
graph machines fed from the tired brains of salaried minions
who are here today and gone tomorrow and that's
the reason we sport alongside our desk the biggest waste basket
on the market oh, well

* * * *

• • • FIFTH ANNIVERSARY of the birth of Vitaphone
talking pix today an event which Warners will cele-
brate fittingly in all their theaters throughout the Youessay

which reminds us of the original program given at
the Warner theater on the evening of August 6, 1926
remember Martinelli's "Pagliacci" the musical numbers
by Efrem Zimbalist and Harold Bauer and the operatic
drama, "La Fiesta," with Anna Case and the chorus from the
Metropolitan Opera House ? and the crits who came out
the next morn and called it a novelty that might last

six months ? or a year at most
is * * *

• • • THE A.M.P.A. prexy, Mike Simmons, came out of
his summer trance just in time to call a meeting for today to
appoint a Nominating Committee so all you Ampa
muggs better show up at the Dixie Hotel at 12:45 sharp
They will appoint the committee whether you are there or not

but your being there will make it look more impor-
tant

« a « ^^ »

D. J. SELZNICHPP0SE8

ADMISSION PRICE CUT

(Continued from Page 1)

tures as well as price cutting. Sol
tion of the present situation is x

to the producers, who must turn c
better pictures, he states. Mov
fans are not making any audit
complaints, says Selznick, but wii

so many persons out of work
takes strong attractions to bring o'

enough of the others to result

good business for a house.

Release Walter Huston's
"Ruling Voice" in Octobt
First National's "The Rulir

Voice," which deals with a type
Big Shot new to the screen—^t)'

white collar industrial racketeer-

is scheduled for national shown
on Oct. 31. Several weeks prior

that date, however, the film will 1

shown at a Broadway theater f

its world premiere. Walter H
ston is starred and his supportii
cast includes Loretta Young, Doi
Kenyon, Dudley Digges and Dav
Manners. Rowland V. Lee directe

John J. Scanlon Honored
Lynn, Mass. — John J. Scanlc

Warner theater manager, w
leaves to manage new Warni
house in Torrington, Conn., openii

in about two weeks, was given
farewell dinner at the home of Ja-

Stone in Swampscott.
|

3 More WB-FN 1930-31 Releasl
Three 1930-31 pictures remain

be released by Warner Bros, aj!

First National. They are: BarbaL
Stanwyck in "Night Nurse," set f
general distribution on Saturda.
Dorothy Mackaill and Conrad N:

gel in "The Reckless Hour," Ar;.

15, and Constance Bennett ;

"Bought," Aug. 22. ;'

Schuman Reopning House
Southington, Conn. —

• Abrahii
Schuman will reopen the Colen i

soon under the name of the (

•

lonial. The house is undergoii'

improvements. •

J

Ufa English Films Holds OveijI

"The Immortal Vagabond," Lji

picture in English, is being hJ
a second week at the Warner |.

Broadway.
j

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-!
hers of the industry, who are celebrat

ing their birthdays •

August 6 .,-.

Louis Kc^.SidjiMc,\ i

Frank 'T&iltll 1 1 1 ) ^

Hoot GibSo^
Ray Duddy ;

Benjamin Matkson
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low With Operators To Close 150 Illinois Theaters

bfflIBS"DRYING EYESAND GOING TOWORK"
5 Gannett Newspapers Oppose Advertising Newsreel

kilies To Cut Publicity

on Theaters Showing
Ad Reels

Frank E. Tripp, head of the

(nnett Publications, comprising 15

Istern newspapers, has instructed

): editors to give no publicity to

svertising newsreel s. In

j;ommunication to them he orders
(.Continued on Page 6)

HEW HOUSES TO RESUME

MIDNIGHT FOREIGN EILMS

Resumption of its policy of play-
ij foreign language pictures at

idnight shows in certain of its

luses in the East is planned by
lew's in the Fall. The 86th St.,

I'W York City; Gates, Brooklyn;
yboro, Astoria, and Embassy,

(.Continued on Page 4)

.1 Detroit Theaters
Closed at Present

Jetroit — Closing of the Doric,
1 ibassy, Charles, Harper and Dix
i the past week brings the num-
t of dark houses here up to 30.

1 the whole state of Michigan,
\iich has been hit harder by the
tpressions than most other sec-
tns, there are now 111 theaters
c sed, a third more than last year.

Van Beuren Corp. Sees

Color Cartoons Ahead

Othough it does not consider the indus-
t ready for color cartoons at this time,

* Van Beuren Corp. is conducting lab-

«tory experiments so that it will be ready
f offer Aesop Fables in color when the
*e is ripe. Meanwhile the Fables stu-
•ii are being enlarged for experimenta-
ti in developing novel ideas for new RKO
'he cartoon camera effects.

Eight Erianger Houses Wired
Eight Erianger legit, theaters are now wired for sound and are inter-

mittently playing talking pictures.

The houses are located in Los Angeles, San Francisco, St. Louis, Cincinnati,

Philadelphia, Buffalo, Washington and Boston. Foreign language features are

occasionally being booked.

Personal Contact Campaign

Launched by Fox W. C. Houses
AmerAnglo Corp. Acquires

Three British Features
AmerAnglo Corp., headed by

Arthur Lee, has bought the Amer-
ican rights to three Gainsborough
features produced in England. They
are: "Hound of the Baskervilles,"

"Man They Couldn't Arrest" and
"Knife in the Montmartre."

H'cst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Seven thousand em-

ployes on the Fox West Coast cir-

cuit payroll are taking part in a

"personal contact" drive in behalf

of theater patronage under super-

vision of Executive Vice-President
(Continued on Page 6)

U. A.-Fox Product Deal
Consummation of a deal whereby

the entire United Artists output

will be booked into all Fox houses

except those already solidly con-

tracted for, is expected within the

next few days.

Columbia Declares
Regular Dividends

Columbia has declared regular
semi-annual dividend of 2}^% in

common on the common stock and
(Continued on Page 6)

Row With Illinois Operators to

Close 150 Indie Houses Sunday
Ufa's Cash on Hand

Jumps K5% in Year
Berlin—Ufa's cash on hand cur-

rently is 9,000,000 marks, against

4,000,000 marks a year ago, or an
increase of 125 per cent, it was
stated by Ludwig Klitzsch, president

of the board, at the company's re-

cent convention, when announce-
ment was made that for the first

time in several years Ufa would be
(.Continued on Page 6)

Chicago—Approximately 150 the-
aters will close after next Sunday
night's performance, owing to Illi-

nois independent exhibitors having
failed to reach an agreement with
the local operators' union. Decision
to take this action was made at a
meeting of Illinois independent the-
ater owners yesterday, with W. A.
StefFes presiding.

Shut down of the theaters will
throw 350 operators out of work

{Continued on Page 4)

Adjustment to New Order
of Day Being Made,

Burger Finds
Having awakened to the fact that

conditions today call for new meth-
ods of showmanship, exhibitors are
gradually adjusting themselves to
the order of the day and putting
business back on its feet, says Paul
Burger, eastern division manager of
United Artists. On a recent tour
of his territory. Burger says he
found theater men drying their eyes
and returning to work. Speaking

(Continued on Page 4)

COASTSTUDIO EMPLOYMENT

6.4 P. C. INCREASE

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Employment in the

tilm industry of California showed
an increase of 6.4 per cent in the
monm to July 1, against the pre-
^edmg mon.h, according to a survey
compiled by the Wells Fargo Bank
& Union 'irust Co., San Francisco.

Compromise Rejected
By Birmingham Union

Eir-.-.-.in^ham—Non-union labor in
10 local houses starting Sept. 1 is
more probable than ever after the
announcement that the local union
had refused to accept the compro-
mise oiier made by Birmingham
Theatrical Amusement Co.

Greater Movie Season

In St. Louis Next Month

St. Louis—Regardless of whether the M.
P.T.O.A. and the Hays group adopt the
suggestion of Fred Wehrenberg, president
of the M.P.T.O. of St. Louis, Eastern Mo.
and So. III., to hold a National Greater Md-
vie Season throughout September, exhibi-
tors in this territory have approved and
will carry out the booster campaign.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Con. Fra. Ind 754 TYi 7M —
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 14M 14 145i -f
East Kodak 134i4 132^ 133^ —
Fox Fm. "A" \\y2 UVi 13 —
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 3^ 3^ iVi —
Loew's, Inc 45J4 44;4 45 —
do pfd nVi 92/8 92^ -f
Paramount 23 cZYi 22Ji —
Pathe Exch 1J4 134 1}4 .

do "A" 5^ 5J4 5% —
RKO "A" 13}4 13J4 XZVt, —
Univ. Pict. pfd... SSJi 55^4 55}4 +
Warner Bros. ... 7J4 ^ 7 —

•

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. ..10 10 10 —
Columbia Pets. Vtc 9^ 9 9 —
Fox Thea. "A" .. 2}i 2-4 254 —
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 5M 4}^ 4^4 —
TVans-Lux 5 }4 5 5 —

-

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 26 23 23^ —
Loew 6s 41ww 98 97}^ 97M —
Paramount 6s 47. 89 87 }4 87}4 —
Par. By. 5^s51...10m lOlM 101J4 ••

Par. 5j4s50 79"^ 77"/^ 77!^ —
Pathe 7s37 91"^ 90 91 —
Warner's 6s39 ... 45 J4 45 45 —

Nei
Chg.

Educational Sets Release
On Six New Season Shorts

Six subjects on the new Educa-
tional program have been completed
and scheduled for early release.

Four new series will make their de-
buts, with "Honeymoon Trio," co-

featuring Walter Catlett and Al St.

John, introducing the Cameo com-
edy group on Aug. 30. "The Can-
nonball," first of the Andy Clyde
starring series, and "The Trail of

the Swordfish," initial subject in

Mack Sennett's Cannibals of the
Deep Series, are scheduled for Sept.
6 release, while the Mack Sennett
Featurettes group makes its bow
with "I Surrender Dear," featuring
Bing Crosby, on Sept. 13. "The
Tamale Vendor," first in the 1931-
32 series of Ideal Comedies, and fea-
turing Tom Patricola, will be re-

leased Sept. 6. "Canadian Capors"
starts off the new series of Terry-
Toons on Aug. 23.

"Too Many Husbands," "Pokei
Widows," and "Speed," scheduled
for Aug. 30, Sept. 13 and Sept. 27,

respectively, wind up the releases
on the current Mack Sennett pro-
gram.

"Beggar's Opera" in Cleveland
Cleveland—"The Beggar's Opera,"

foreign language feature which
Warner Bros, is handling, has its

local opening today at the Alham-
bra.

Title Changed Again
Radio Pictures has again changed

the title of the Adolphe Menjou-Lily
Damita picture originally known as

"The Sphinx Has Spoken" and later

as "Wine in the Blood." It is now
"Friends and Lovers."
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Hennecke Returning to Coast
Clarence Hennecke, Paramount

writer-director, is returning to the
coast, all work on stories at the
Paramount New York studios hav-
ing been completed. He expects to

arrive in Hollywood about Aug. 22.

Warner's Radio Newsreel
Adding 6 More Stations

Six stations are being added to
the 36 now involved in the hook-up
for the weekly "Radio Newsreel of
Hollywood," in which Warner-First
National stars are participating.
Starting Aug. 13, KJR in Seattle,
KPQ in Wenatchee, KEX in Port-
land, KGA in Spokane, WRVA in

Richmond and KLRA in Little Rock
will join the group. Future pro-
grams are to be furnished by John
Barrymore, Edward G. Robinson,
William Powell, David Manners,
Dolores Costello, Barbara Stanwyck,
Loretta Young, Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., Marian Marsh and others, with
writers and directors to be added.
The exploitation feature is to con-
tinue for a year.

4 Columbia Films for Broadway
Within the next two weeks four

Columbia pictures will appear on
Broadway. The Mayfair will show
"The Miracle Woman" and then
"Dirigible." "Men Are Like That"
has been booked into the Strand
and "The Dreyfus Case" will go into

the Warner. "Fifty Fathoms Deep,"
latest production to be completed,
arrived from the coast yesterday.

Whiteman Sued by Universal
Chicago — Paul Whiteman is

named in the praecipe of a suit for

$1,500 filed in the Circuit Court yes-
terday by Universal in connection
with contracts signed by Whiteman.

Harry Brown Buys Territory
Harry Brown of the Standard

Film Co. yesterday bought from M.
J. Kandel of Ideal Pictures Corp.
the rights for Greater New York
and Northern New Jersey for the
second series of 12 Traveltalks.

English Titles for "Two Hearts"
English titles have been inserted

in "Two Hearts in Waltz Time,"
German musical now going into its

eleventh month at the Europa.

French Films Returning
Return engagements for "Sous Les

Toits de Paris" and "Le Million" in

New York are announced by Tobis.
After their local revivals, the
French films will be nationally re-

leased.

Columbia Releasing
10 Shorts This Month

Ten diversified shorts are being
released by Columbia this month.
The group includes "Blue Rhythm,"
Mickey Mouse cartoon; "Chris
Crossed," Eddie Buzzell Bedtime
Krazy Kat cartoon; "The Cat's
Nightmare," Silly Symphony; "The
Little Pest," Scrappy cartoon;
'Curiosities No. 224"; "Land ol
Enchantment," Rambling Reporter
Series; "Screen Snapshots No. 10";
a new Bryan Foy "Monkeyshines,"
and "Laughing With Medbury in

Turkey," Walter Futter Travelaugh.

Nancy Welford for Stage
Nancy Welford, who returns to-

day on the Paris from England,
where she made three pictures for
British International, will appear in

a new Broadway play this fall.

Another House for New Britain
New Britain, Conn.—Richard H.

Erwin has been granted a permit
to convert a store on Main St. into
a theater. The house, seating 600,
will be ready by Oct. 1.

Mrs. Harry Hecht Dies
Passaic, N. J.—Mrs. Harry Hecht,

wife of the Passaic and Rutherford
theater man, died Tuesday at the
Mayo Hospital, Rochester, Minn.

E. Hyland with J, H. Cooper
Erving Hyland, former editor of

"Silk Digest Weekly," has been ap-
pointed private secretary to Joseph
H. Cooper, Publix executive.

Picture Classics' First
"I am from Siam," first feature

to be presented by Picture Classics,
the newly formed independent pro-
ducing company headed by Max
Weisfelt, will be released early next
month. The film was taken in Bang-
kok and shows the coronation of
the King and Queen, also the cre-
mation ceremony of King Rami VI,
which took place three years ago.
The picture was under the super-
vision of Karl Rodelen."

Charles Zemker to Europe
Charles Zemkei-, president of

Prospect Press, sails on the Maure-
tania next Wednesday with his
daughter for a six-weeks' vacation
trip through Europe.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Oct.

3-22 : British film festival, spon ^
by British International Pictct,
Malvern, England.

7-8: Annual Outing of Minne: lit

Film Board of Trade, D.oil
Lakes, Minn.

10 First Annual Golf Tournant,
New England Film Indi.-j
Pine Brook Valley Club, Wem
Mass.

20: Annual golf tournament of S:h.
em California film men, oi
Hills Country Club, C;ei
City. Cal.

29: RKO and RKO Pathe Aiul
Outing, Indian Point, rii

Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.

9-10: Semi-annual Convention, yied

Theaters Ass'n of Minmti,
North and South Dakota, Ilii-

son Hotel, Minneapolis.

1

:

Hispano - American Motion ic-

ture Congress, Madrid, Spa,

4-6: Eleventh Annual Conventic ol

M.P.T.O. of Western Penyl
vania, Pittsburgh.

4: Annual Awards Dinner of :i-

demy of M. P. Arts & Scitlei,

Hollywood.

Blue Law Enforcements
Demanded in Pittsbuih
Pittsburgh—Demanding that !ue

laws be upheld, Robert M. Bl|k-

wood, secretary of Sabbath i^Vn

of Western Pennsylvania has -o-

tested to Director of Public Sa ty

James M. Clark against permitng
two downtown theaters to hold ! n-

day benefit shows for fund biiig

raised to reconstruct Little Sis rs

of Poor Home, destroyed by re

in which 47 died.

Barrymores End Cruise
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM D.-J

Hollywood—John Barrymore no

Dolores Costello are back from t:ir

cruise to Alaska aboard the Bay-
more yacht. Barrymore has not n-

nounced his future plans. His n-

tract with Warner Bros, has exped
and will not be renewed, it is n-

derstood.

German Film Kids Industry

"Dase Cabinet des Doktor ! .'i-

fari," described as a German " ]ce

in a Lifetime," and presentip; a

travesty on picture making th

here and in Germany, will few
"Merry Wives of Vienna" soo'iat

Leo Brecher's Little Carnegie F y-

house.

Sound Recording
FILM AND DISC

Re-Recording Disc or Film
ALL WORK GUARANTEE
STANLEY RECORDING CO.

AMERICA, INC
1841 Broadway—Nsw York, N. Y

Columbus 5-3181-3182

Studio and Locatici

Sound on Film Recordiii
Low Daily or Weekly Ratet

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporvji

723-7TH AVE., N. Y. BRYANT 9-6i|'
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Nation-wide poll by^'OPEN ROAD
FOR BOYS^^ Magazine reveals
famous Columbia Outdoor Star as

FIRST CHOICE
of Americans Youth by over-
whelming majority!

A ready made audience of a quarter of a

million boys is waiting to see his pictures!

Another Reason

why Columbia's

Outdoor Produc-

tions are the big-

gest box office

attractions in the

business

!

on QmJhvaijs'Dependm Coluikbia!
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OPERATORS' ROW TO CLOSE

150 CHICAGO THEATERS

(ContitiKcd from Page 1)

and nearly 5,000 other employees.

Mr. Steffes said: "This is not a war

on union labor. The owners are

willing to use union men but nol

extra unneeded operators. They will

not use scabs at once, but these

properties cannot remain closed in-

definitely. If the union will mt b'

reasonable, theaters will put in non

union men eventually."

"Port O' Call" Unit
Sails Soon for Orient

Under the pei'sonal supervision of

Deane H. Dickason. a unit consist-

ing of two cameramen and two as-

sistants will sail Repi-. 19 for China.

Japan and the South Seas, where
additional material for the "Port 0'

Call" series, presented by Imperial

Distributing Corp., will be made.

Upon their return, the unit will

leave for a round-the-world cruise

starting Jan. 1. on the Resolute^

Three releases of the "Port 0' "[^ll"

series have played the Capitol, New
York, and the entire series has been

booked over the Loew circuit.

Split-Vaude for Lawrence House

Lawrence, Mass.—When thp War-
ner reopens Aug. 13 it will have a

policy of straight films for the firs>.

four davs of the week and vaude-

ville and films the Inst thrpp days,

according to Mgr. Maxwell Melincoff.

"Broad Minded" Holds Over

Oakland. CaL—Joe E. Brown in

"Broad Minded" is being held ovei

at the Roxy, something unusual for

this house.

COMING & GOING

TOM SPRY, manager nf the W.Tiner-

First National l)iancli in Boston, arrived in

New York yesterday for conferences at the

home office.

THE FOUR MARX BROTHERS, who
have been in Hollywood makins "Monkc>
Business" for Paramovint, are on their way
back to New York for a stage production.

MARIAN MARSH, Warner player, is

due in New York from the coast on Monday
for a week's visit.

FREDERICK LONSDALE, nlaywrijiht

arrived yesterday from England on the

Europa.

CLARENCE HENNECKE, writerdirector

on the Parnmount roster, is on his way to

Hollywood.

NANCY WELFORD returns from Eng-
land today on the Paris.

GORDON WHITE, Educational director

of publicity and advertising, returns tn New
York today after reorganizing the studio pub
licity department at the Coast.

HANNAH KASS, head of the Columbia
foreign department, arrived in New York
yesterday on the Europa after several weeks
trip abroad.

MRS._L. H. CLARK, editor of "Todays
Ci lema," London film trade paper, is en
route to the Coast. Before returning to Eng-
land -^he will visit New York.

JOSEPH H. COOPER of Publix left yes
terday for a week's vacation in Atlantic City.

Exhibitors Are Drying Their Eyes

And Going To Work, Says Burger
(Continued from Page 1)

of the happy sight in an interview

with The Film Daily, Burger said:

"Wherever we go, the first ques-

tion exhibitors ask, and the first one

they seem to expect us to ask, is

How's business? After talking to

scores of them, big and little, in

almost every conceivable type of

situation in this district during the

past month, the answer seems to be

that 'It depends a good deal on your

state of mind.'

"By that I do not mean that ii

you think business is good, it IS

good and if you think it's rotten it

IS rotten. I msan that if an ex

hibitor is trying to run his business

on the same basis that he did in

1928 and '29, if he is still compar-

ng his present volume with those

years, for the average picture in tht

average situation, he probably has

cause to think business is poor.

"If the exhibitor is waiting for

L-onditions to change instead oi

•hanging the conditions under which

he operates his own business to meet

the present trend, then he is wait-

ing in vain. Most conditions don't

change until they ARE CHANGED
"There is plenty of business tc

be had. Peop'e haven't stopped eat

ing. They are still wearing clothes.

They still drive automobiles. "They

burn up gas and wear out tires

They still demand entertainment
and get it and are still spending
some money for luxuries. To be

sure, they are not spending as

freely aa they did in '28 and '29,

the years of paper profits and one-

day millionaires. No country coula

maintain that pace very long. There
s, however, just as much real money
in the country today as ever, more
'n fact. But buying habits and
spending habits have changed and
will stay changsd for a long while
People are more thrifty, they spend
more cautiously and those who are

working are saving.

"The smart exhibitor gears him-
self to new trends. He buys cau-

tiously. He employs advertising tc

a greater extent than ever. His ad-

mission prices are geared to repre-

sent the values he is presenting. The
smart exhibitor throws into the dis-

card all his preconceived notions oi

business habits. He has stopped
operating by fixed rules. He keeps
himself flexible. He is able to jump
n any direction, to meet a situation
IS it arises, to handle his booking
ntell gently instead of by rote
Realizing that his playing time is

the most valuable possession he has.
he doesn't toss or sign it away ex-

travagantly as he did in the past
So far as he is able to, he refuses
to sign up blindfolded for a lengthy
I'st of product. He refuses to har-
ness himself with obligations that
may tie him up for a year and pre-
vent him from being able to take

advantage of buying that excep-

tional outstanding picture that is

likely to pop up any day from some

company with whom he may not be

doing business regularly.

"Further, the smart showman to-

day doesn't bind himself rigidly tc

a fixed number of changes per week

He realizes that it takes an extra-

ordinary picture to do a satisfactory

business, that the public is shopping

for its amusement. When he does

book in a show he books it or buys

t so that he is in a position to run

it as long as it will draw, knowing
from experience that the extra day
or extra week of an exceptional pic-

ture is sometimes worth more to him
n dollars and cents than another
picture about which he isn't so sure.

Tn this way he creates an incentive
for the producer to make better pic-

tures and doesn't handicap himself
n mak'ng an extra dollar or so.

"He tells the truth in his adver-
tising. When he has something
booked worth shouting about, h£
SHOUTS so the whole town hears
him. Not just the comparative few
who may happen to pass his lobby
display. Every picture isn't the
'greatest.' He doesn't pretend \t is.

His patronage grows because he
buys and books wisely and plays fair

with his public.

"Business enterprises of almost
every sort that are interpreting and
meeting the new conditions are do-
ing business, most of them at a
orofit. There are, of course, excep-
tions, as there always have been.
There are low spots that represent
the death of old ideas or the exist-

'^nce of fixed overheads that are all

out of proportion to the potentialities

of the situation. And there are high
snots that represent new stars on
the industrial and commercial map.
"Consider cellophane, for instance.

We don't have to say another word
about that! Just give it a thought
for a moment. You'll have to agree
that ideas, well sold, still make
money. That's all any man needs
to put him in the right frame of
mind.

"In the past month we have driven
some two thousand miles over the
h'ghways and byways between
Southern Virginia and Northern
Maine. Here and there, sometimes
in a small town, other times in a
middle-sized city or again in the
sub-runs as well as the first runs
of the big cities, we found a sur-
prising number of exhibitors who
said 'Business is oke. I've gotta
work like hell, but I can't kick much.'
Business will go where it is invited,
provided the invitation is in tune
with the times."

EDITOR'S NOTE: Other film execu-
tives, both exhibitors and distributors,
having thoughts they would like to ex-
press on the subject of "How's Busi-
ness?" are invited to send their expres-
sions to "The Film Daily."

LOEW HOUSES TO RESUM

MIDNIGHT EOREIGN Fill

(Continued from Page 1)

North Bergen, played German d|
logue features at midnight perfor
ances until the policy was suspeli
ed for the summer. The Plazai
Corona tried out a similar poll

with Italian features.

Para.'s French Versions
Popular in New EnglaJ
Boston—Paramount is gettina

considerable number of bookings!
this territory on French versiis
of some of its features. La e
French Canadian population in Nv
England is the reason. Accounts ;e

being served out of the local -

change.

R. & R. Book Vitaphone Shorts
Sixteen Robb & Rowley houses i

Texas and Oklahoma have sigid
to play the Vitaphone shorts for e

new season.

Governor to Dedicate New Thear
Torrington. Conn.—Governor V-

bur Cross will deliver the dedicat-y
iddress at the opening of the nv
Warner theater here Aug. 19. Alb t

Howson of the Warner home offis

will be master of ceremonies.

Mayberry Heads New Compaii'
Vandalia, Mo.—Cecil E. Mayb-

ry, his wife and Daniel Rocke .e

incorporators of the Trans Lx
Amusement Co.

"Night Nurse" Big in 'Frisct
San Francisco—Warners' "Ni; t

Nurse," starring Barbara St.

-

wyck, went big in its three we<s
at the Warner. Picture proba v

could have held another week. It

a new attraction had been booli
and advertised.

Clarke and Mindlin Join T.P.L
Chicago—John J. Clarke has •-

come local branch manager r

Talking Picture Epics. He was f -

merly with Columbia and Pail.

Tom North, district manager r

T.P.E., also has named Fred ".

Mindlin manager in Milwaukee. .

HI

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DA
IN

»=Wr*SlpDAIlY=«=
Important independent produc

asks J. E. Brulatour about the "la

situation.
* * *

I

Trade gets instructions on titli;

censored pictures.
* * 9

Selznick Enterprises withdr;

from Motion Picture Day. Oth

companies noncommital.
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Short Shots from
Wew York Studios

j.EORGE OFFERMAN, JR., is

appearing with Billy House in

I new short comedy being made
i the Paramount studios.

* * *

finet Reade has been signed by
{m Sax to star in one of the se-

is of "Broadway Brevities," niu-

jal two-reelers, being made by
taphone. Roy Mack will have
urge of the filming. Mack also

i directing the series of Band
iorts. featuring popular melody
listers.

* * *

Helen Mack, who leaves New
rk next week to begin work under

Ir contract with Fox, was brought
t the screen by Albert Parker, test

cector for Fox. On June 29 Park-
i; signed Miss Mack to an option,

tnng Fox exclusive rights to her

rvices in screen tests. While
{waiting the results of her test,

iss Mack gained the consent of

Irker to do one day's wor-k in D.

V Griffith's "The Struggle." Soon
iter her tests were viewed by Win-
(Id Sheehan she signed a contract

'th Fox. Parker has been respon-
ie for marty new screen personali-

Is recruited from the stage,
* * *

Edgar Bergen, ventriloquist, who
Is already been seen with his

immy, Charley, in two Vitaphone
(orts, has been signed by Sam Sax
make another called "The Eyes

ive It," under the direction of Atf
Guiding.

John Stahl Marrying
-,(/ Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAI I)

Hollywood—John Stahl and Rox-
na MacGowan are to be married

;
soon as the director finishes r

;eture on which he is now work-

jhaplin and D'Arrast at Biarritz

Biarritz—Charlie Chaplin and H
lAbbadie d'Arrast have arrived
Ire to spend a fortnight.

'ndic Shorts in Warner Houses
.'Warner Bros, have booked twci

', Iking Picture Epics shortsj

jrhost Towns," for current show-
? at the Winter Garden, and
'"ompeii," opening Aug. 14 at the
.)llywood.

India has 2.5 motion pic-

ture studios, most of them be-

ing centered about Bombay.

RI4LT
• • • AND THEY say Broadway is hardboiled it

happened Monday even in front of the Winter Garden
just as the first night audience was leaving the opening per-

formance of "The Star Witness" our elegant business

manager. Mister Don Mersereau, stood outside the door, figur-

ing whether the run of this pix would be good for three or

mebbe five ad pages in the li'l ole paper when he noted

a shabbily clad figure of a youth with gaunt face ambling along
the kid was about 18 quite evidently in pain

he clutched at his side gasped and slumped
forward suddenly hitting the sidewalk with a thud
Don and several other bystanders rushed forward
picked him up and carried him in the Winter Garden
lobby when the kid came to, Herbert Copelan, assistant

general manager of the Warner Broadway houses, made him
comfortable in a cool spot while a bunch of onlookers,

led by Lawrence Bolognino, started a collection for the un-
fortunate then the waif recovered his voice and
in a Southern drawl started to protest that he was all right

he wasn't looking for any charity he was sorry
that he had caused any trouble meanwhile Mister Mer-
sereau had dashed across the street for a cop as the boy
looked like an ambulance case and the officer came on
the run grabbed the kid as he started to make a get-

away and in that gruff way these New York cops hav
when they're trying to conceal a kindly act threatened
to take him to the hoosegow, unless he listened to reason
then the cop shook hands with Copelan for bein' "a white
guy" on learning that he had signed the kid up right

there as an usher he had him taken to the Y.M.CA.
for a feed and a comfortable night's lodging telling him
to report for work the next morn which the youngster
from Memphis did and was broken hearted because they
didn't have a ooniform to fit him he was that skinny
and emaciated from starvation but brother Copelan gave
orders for a uniform to measure and we hope the kid

makes good and still there are folks who claim Broad-
way is Hard Boiled

• • • AT THE A.M.P.A. luncheon they appointed the fol-

lowing Nominating Committee to name the officers for the com-
ing year George Bilson, George Harvey, Walter Eber-
hardt, Marvin Kirsch, Paul Beniamin, Charles Barrell. Leon
Bamberger even though Michael Simmons has definitely
announced that he would not run for a second term as prexy,
due to press of other work, the assembled Ampians voted unan-
imously that Mike could have the honor if he wanted to
change his mind which, if you ask us, was a handsome
gesture coming to a great guy who has done wonders in putting
the pressageys back on the film map where they rightfully
b'>long and the mugg that succeeds him has got a helluva
handicap to beat no foolin'

• • • R. W. HORN, salesman in the metropolitan terri-
tory for Western Electric, is a strong hand for passing out
cigars to his prospects so Mister Horn sat down and
figured up the personal damages that he has been unable to
ring in on his swindle sheet and decided something had
to be done about it so he ups and gets his concern to
pay for the cigs by using advertising wrappers with
HIS name underneath the firm's trademark R. W. isn't

Scotch but if he was, they'd be proud of him
* * * *

• • • JUST TO show the evil of these double bills, W. Ray
•Tohnston notes the following appearing in the mazdas on an
upper Broadway film house marquee "One Heavenly
Night," "Up Pops the Devil." And wasn't Charlie Mil-
ler the proud egg to be appointed projectionist at the special
showing of the Floyd Gibbons pix atop the Empire State build-
ing Sid Rechetnik, former publicity director of the Vita-
phone stude, is one gent we are rooting for to connect in a
Big Way . his record deserves it Irving Shiffrin
of Radio publicity, pulled a good one on the temporary title,

"Mom" finally released as "Fanny Foley Herself"
Irv sez "Mom" was just one of those "one-day titles"

NEWS of the DAY

East Liverpool, O.—C. D. Hen-
thorne and H. J. Kampman have
bought the building which contains
the Gem theater. They have re-

modeled it, renamed it the East
End, and will open next week. Hen-
thorne also has theater interests in

Wellsville.

Lorain, O.—George Shenker has
taken over the Standard, operating
it on Saturday and Sunday only un-
til business picks up.

Cleveland — Chesterfield feature
productions will be distributed in

Ohio through the Fischer Film Ex-
changes of Cleveland and Cincin-
nati. Meyer Fischer, president, just
concluded the deal.

Manchester, Vt.—C: W. Landman
of South Londonderry, who recent-
ly leased the Colonial at Manches-
ter Depot, has reopened the theater
after installing sound.

Ferndale, Wash. — Mrs. A. W.
Bostrom of Bellingham has leased
the Grand and opened it.

Providence—Amedeo M. Volante
has taken over the management of
the Columbia, 589 Charles St.

Providence—The Royal, owned by
D & R Amusement Co. is closed for
extensive repairs after which i*^

will open with a new policy, of
movies. - .

.
.

« « « » » »

Hazleton, Pa.—The New Family-
recently constructed here to feplace
the house destroyed last \Vinter, has
been opened.

York, Pa.—Jack Kieth, formerly
manager of the Warner theater.
Bridgeton, N. J., has been., added, t'^

the personnel of the York district

and is now manager of the Capitol
here.

Struthers, 0.—W. J. Van Ryzen
has taken over the A-Mus-U arid is

wiring it with RCA.

Cleveland — Joe McGuire ik the
new student booker at the local

M-G-M exchange. He was trans-
ferred here from Washington.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-
tended by THE
FILM t)AILY to the following mem :

hers of the industry, who are celebrat
j

in? their birthdays: ;j;

August 7
Ann Harding
Phillips Smalley
Ulrich Haupt
John Hobble
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OPPOSE ADVERTISING REEL

(Continued from Page 1)

his men to exercise their influence

against such pictures. He intimates

that in cases of houses playing such

reels, amount of publicity given to

the rest of the program should be

limited as it indirectly serves to

bring patrons in contact with screen

advertising.

Columbia Declares
Regular Dividends

(Continued from Paac 1)

the regular quarterly dividend of 75

cents on the preferred. Common
stock dividend is payable Oct. 2 to

stock of record Sept. 3, and the pre-

ferred is payable Sept. 2 to stock of

record Aug. 19.

House Mgr. Changes in Jersey

Wildwood, N. J.—William Kee-
gan, resident manager of W. C.

Hunt's Trenton theaters, is man-
aging the Hunt theaters here for
the summer season. John Bodley
is managing the State. Trenton;
Richard Whitby, the Center, and
Charles Mernon officiates at the
Orpheum.

Sues Warners for $100,000

Middleton, Conn. — Claiming fail-

ure on the part of Warner Thea-
ters to carry out an agreement to

purchase two buildings, one to be
used as a theater here, Frank Ar-
rigoni & Sons and the Middlesex
Theater Corp. have filed suit against
Warners for $100,000.

A. H. McLaughlin with RKO
Chicago—A. H. McLaughlin, long

and favorably known on Film Row,
who recently resigned his position
as manager for Talking Picture
Epics, is now connected in a sales
capacity with RKO Pictures.

New Policy for A. C. Theater

Atlantic City—A second-run five-

change-a-week, with vaudeville at
a .50-cent top on Sundays, is the
policy adopted with the re-opening
of the Earle,

SUNSHIN€

Tom Spry, Warner-F. N. branch man-
ager and dean of the distributing fra-
ternity in New England, says there is

no limit to the business that can be
done by good pictures just now.

aJM

HOLLYWOOD FLASHES
By RALPH WILK

T) ICARDO CORTEZ, Rosco Ates,

Kitty Kelly, Joseph Cawthorn,
Robert Ames and Ned Sparks have
been cast by Radio Pictures for
leading roles in "The Thirteenth
Guest," original by Louis Sarecky.

Jed Buell reports the following
ileard on the Mack Sennett lot:

First Extra: "I thought you could
keep a secret."

Second Extra: "Well, I kept your
secret a week. What do you think
1 am, a cold storage plant?"

Nellie Breen, Louise Carver, Bud
Jamieson, Charles Walsh and Buddy
Cooper have been added to the cast
of "Guests Wanted," a comedy
starring Benny Rubin which is now
being filmed at the RKO Pathe
studio under the direction of Ralph
Ceder.

* *

"The Age for Love," Billie Dove's
new United Artists picture, is in

the hands of the cutters, and Di-
rector Frank Lloyd is planning a
tour of Europe.

* * *

Douglas MacLean has returned
from his yachting trip in Alaska
to Hollywood to resume his literary

labors for Radio Pictures.
* * 4<

Bernard Schubert is doing the
adaptation of Myle Connolly's orig-

inal story for Radio Pictures, "Boul-
der Dam."

* *

Howard J. Green, who wrote an
original, "The Ghost Walks" for

Jack Holt and Ralph Graves, is

writing another original for Co-
lumbia.

Samuel Goldwyn announces that

"The Greeks Had a Word for It"

will be made under its original title.

Cast is headed bv Ina Claire. Carole
Tombard, Joan Blondell and Lowell
Sherman.

* * *

Paul Sloayie turned actor for the

^rst time in "Consolation Mar-
riape," which he is directing for

Radio Pictures. He portrayed the

role of an Italian barber, applying
a razor to the cheeks of Pat
O'Brien, the leading man.

* * *

Arthur Reed, veteran camera-
man will photocraph "X Marks
thp Snot." whi'-h Frank Straver
"ill dirpct for TiflFanv.

W. B. "Babe" Stafford, Mack
Sennett's youngest director, has re-

turned to the Sennett studio fol-

lowing a vacation at Balboa. He is

collaborating with members of the
scenario stafT on his next story,

which will be his sixth picture since
Feb. 1.

Our Passing Show: Eddie Cantor,
Marilyn Miller, Daryl Zanuck, Al
Green, Jack Adolfi, Larry Kent, Al
Christie, Lew Schreiber, Chic Sale,
Vivienne Osborne, Mrs. Robert
Montgomery at the annual regatta
of the Southern California Yacht-
ing Ass'n at Santa Barbara; Mark
Larkin, Edward L Luddy, David
Broekman, Charles Vidor at "Le
Million" at the Filmarte.

* * *

Paul Lukas' initial starring ve-
hicle will be "Bachelor," a dra-
matic story of a mMn-about-town,
who inherits a child. It will be di-

rected by Lloyd Corrigan.
* * *

"The Nevada Kid," second of the
Bob Steele westerns, was placed in
work yesterday by Monogram Pic-
tures. Incidentally, Trem Carr,
Monogram's vice-president and pro-
duction head, denies rumors that he
is turning over the production of
the Steele series to Tiffany or that
Monogram is quitting its present
studios.

"The Rich Are Always With
Us," the first vehicle for Kay Fran-
cis under her new contract with
Warner Bros, is now scheduled to

go into production the second week
in September.

* * *

Harry Holman, character actor,

has been added to the cast of "Only
Men Wanted," one of th<» "Gay Girl"
comedies now being filmed at the
RKO Pathe studios.

* * *

Famous last words: "Let's call it

a day."

J. Farrell McDonald will play the
role of the football coach in Uni-
versal's "The Spirit of Notre
Dame."

* * *

Signing of Harry Woods, Frank
Austin and Ed Le Saint complete
the cast of "Range War," Colum-
bia's latest Buck Jones western.
Ross Lederman is directing.

* * *

Junior Durkin has signed a con-
tract to appear in two more Para-
mount pictures. The first will be
"Tom Sawyer, Detective."

* * *

Bennie Rubin and Edgar Ken-
nedy have completed new two-reel
comedies at the RKO Pathe studios.

Rubin stars in "Guests Wanted,"
under the direction of Ralph Ceder.
Supporting the popular comedian in

the picture are Nellie Breen, Louise
Carver, Bud Jamieson, Charles
Walsh. Buddy Cooper, Phil La Tos-
ca and D'Arcy Corrigan. The story
is an original by Ewart Adamson.

* * *

Kennedy's vehicle is "Bon Voy-
age," one of the Mr. Average Man
series of comedies, Harry Sweet di-

rected. Supvortijig the star in. the

nictiire are Florence Lake. Dot Far-
ley and Billy Eugene. "Bon Voy-
age" is an original story by Harry
Sweet.

F. W. C. HOUSES lAUNC

PERSONAL CONTACT DRIIj

(Continued from Page 1)

Oscar Oldknow. Each employe hi

been assigned to personally Intel

view 20 persons within his theaten
drawing area, explaining We
Coast methods of operation at

plugging the Fox product lineup, i

Ufa's Cash on Hand
Jumps 125% in Yes<
(Continued from Page 1)

in a position to pay a dividend
stockholders. Production plans fj

1931-32 call for 15 features ai

about 35 shorts in several foreifl

languages.

Second House for Holboth

North Branch, Mich.—Harry He
both, operator of the Deluxe in Ir

lay City, has taken over the Strai

here from Bernard Leach and w
reopen it after installing new soui

equipment.

McGrath Given Role by RKO Fat?

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIm

Hollywood—Larry McGrath, wi

known boxing referee, has bei

given one of the principal roles =

"Only Men Wanted," one of t

"Gay Girl" series of RKO Pat'

comedies which are co-featurir

June MacCloy, Marion Shilling ai

Gertrude Short. Ralph Ceder
directing.

Reopen Gladstone in Philly

Philadelphia—The Gladstone, da
for a spell, is new being operatf

by H. Weiss. New sound has bei

installed.

Charlotte Has New Airdrome >

Charlotte, N. C.—A new airdon

theater has been put up on
Charlotte and Mt. Holly Road.

Detroit Theater Closes

Detroit—The Buchanan, owned i

[. J. London, operator of the Fer|

Field and Courtesy, has closed .,

definitely.
,

J)

"Feminine players in Richard Arlen's

starring vehicle, 'Caught,' in which

wasp-like waists and high busts were

required, realized the discomforts that

the old-fashioned corsets brought to

their grandmothers.
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Jimmy Starr, ace reviewer on the Los Angeles
Evening Express, says: "Samuel Coldwyn, the producer

of this United Artists picture, has a icnack of picking stories which

will have that much-sought-after universal appeal. In "The Unholy

Garden" he has a film that will please the kids with adventure, give

the men a kick with daring deeds and thrill the feminine side of the

audience with plenty of romance."

JIMMY KNOWS! It's Another Qoldwyn Winner!
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Wall Street Favors Return of Theaters To Indies

RKO TOPLUG VAUDEJF FILMS FALLDOWN
Factors Favor Turn for Industry, Says Sam Katz
Better Films, Cool Weather
and Reduced Overhead

j

to Aid Comeback

I
Turn for the better, as far as the

picture theater business is concerned,

is due within the next month or so,

declares Sam Katz in a "personal

talk" to his organization contained

in a special edition of "Publix

Opinion" just issued. In his mes-
sage, which takes up the entire edi-

ition, Katz admits that subnormal
product, bad weather, industrial de-

jpression and other factors have hit

the picture business severely in the

\ past year, but he points out that
iContinucd on Pafic 2)

ESTABLISH PROPERTYRIGHT

I IN PIGHT FILM DECISION

In the first decision of its kind
m record. Supreme Court Justice
arew has ruled in favor of the

vlilk Fund and the Dodger Athletic
iMub in an injunction to restrain
he showing of RKO Pathe's pic-

,ures of the Sharkey-Walker fight,

'he verdict is said to establish the
ixistence of a property right in a
"rize fight and the motion picture
eproduction of it.

r,000 Accounts is Goal
Set by United Artists

United Artists expect to sell be-
ween 6,000 and 7,000 accounts on
ts new season product.

6,000 Nightly Attend
Denver Night Baseball

^

Denver—Local movies are beginning to

jjsel competition from night baseball, which

i now drawing around 6,000 nightly,

/hereas 1,500 to 3,000 was considered big

fit I the days before the lights.

Vice-President Curtis Sends Thanks
In a letter to Hiram S. Brown, president of RKO, Vice-President Charles

Curtis expresses appreciation for the cooperation extended by RKO and

affiliated organizations in connection with the observance of Fourth of July

Patriotic Week. From all reports, says the Vice-President, this year's demon-
stration was far wider in scope than last year's.

Local Conditions Should Govern

B. 0. Price Cuts, Declares Lichtman
Admission price cutting is a mat-

•^er to be regulated by local condi-

tions, said Al Lichtman of United
Artists on Friday. The problem
cannot be dealt with on a general

basis, he pointed out. Great box-
office pictures is the best solution,
declared Lichtman, as the puWic
will go to see them regardless of
the price scale.

Action Films Lead Demand Abroad,

Says Columbia's Foreign Manager
Only unusual American pictures

are clicking with European audi-

ences, said Hannah Kass, head of

the Columbia foreign department.
Friday, following her return from
a seven weeks' visit abroad. Pictures

with visual action predominating are

in demand, she asserted. Owing to

the trade show system in England
pictures sold in that country stand

on their own, Miss Kass pointed out,
with individual merit alone counting.

Despite general conditions in

Europe, Columbia business is

steadily increasing, said Miss Kass.
Four Columbia features are cur-
rent in West End houses in London,
she stated. They are: "The Last
Parade" at the New Gallery; "Ten

(Continued on Par/e 2)

Return of Houses to Indies
Favored by Wall St. Bankers

That Wall Street financial inter-

ests which are concerned with the

film industry look with favor upon

selling of certain houses by major

circuits to independent operators is

indicated by the opinions of bank-
ers questioned by The Film Dail\
yesterday.
Consensus of opinion is that in

numerous instances jt js more feas-

ible for an independent exhib to run
a house because he is geared for

this class of operation. Deals in-

volving franchise arrangements, as-
suring the distributor-owner of rep-
resentation in the theaters, were
stressed as particularly advantage-
ous. Another angle emphasized was
the value of a strong independent
exhibitor element in the industry
tq gom^at adv§rsp Jegislation,

Managers Ordered to Play
Up Stage Shows Until

Pictures Improve
Unless the 1931-32 product is up

to box-office requirements, RKO the-
aters next season will give prefer-
ence to vaudeville in all advertising
and billing, according to an order
issued on the 'closing day of the
circuit's theater manager convention
in New York, The Film Daily
learns. The instructions are to hold
good until decided improvement is

shown in quality of films. The the-
iContinued on Page 2)

PUBLICITY $ WEEKS AHEAD

UNDER NEW WARNER PLAN

Under a new plan effected by
Dave Weshner, Warner theaters in

the east and midwest hereafter will
be fully supplied with all publicity
and exploitation material on pic-
tures eight weeks in advance of play
dates. This applies not only to
Warner-First National films, but to

(Continued on Page 2)

Warner Theater Managers
Hold Meeting on Monday
A meeting of Warner theater zone

managers and executives, to discuss
exploitation of early releases on the
new Warner-First National product,
being officially ushered in Aug. 22,
will be held Monday at the home
office. Dan Michalove will preside.

Tobis Seeking Outlet

In Some RKO Houses

Milton Diamond, head of Tobis Amer-
ican Corp., is negotiating for showings of
German talkers in several RKO houses,
the FILM DAILY learns. Diamond's aim
is to secure booking of the entire Tobis
feature program in several smaller RKO
key city theaters in German districts,
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New Warner Booker in Portland

Portland, Ore. — Carl Lowe has
been advanced to chief booker at
Warner-First National, succeeding
W, R. Walsh, who has been ad-
vanced to office manager in Los
Angeles.

•••/J
New York

1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

ii
Long Island City j'j

154 Crescent St. '
STillwell 4-7940 it

:|J. E. Brmlatoiir, Inc.

•> Chicago Hollywood j|
;'{ 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica J{
•{ CALumet 3692 Blvd. J-}

:'; HOLlywood4121 J'J

:^ ::;'.*..#...,,>>......>.*'

Sam Katz Cites Factors
Favoring Turn for Better

{Continued from Pane 1)

with better product and cool weather
on the way, while expenses will still

be kept down to the economical basis
that has been established in recent
months, results in the coming year
will be most favorable.

Action, Unusual Films
Lead in Demand Abroad

(Continued from Pane 1)

Cfnts a Dance" at the New Victoria,
"Brothers" at the Regal and
"Dir'gible," which is in its seventh
weeh at the Tivoli. Outstanding
Co'umbia successes in Europe are:

"The Flood," "Fifty Fathoms Deep,"
"Tol'able David" and "Africa
Speaks," Miss Kass said. They are
being shown in synchronized ver-

sions. Miss Kass visited London.
Paris, Berlin and other continental

cities.

Eddie Cantor Corrects Ziegfeld

Denying the Florenz Ziegfeld an-

nouncement that he had signed Eddie
Cantor for a stage vehicle, the

comedian, in a long distance call

from Hollywood on Friday, declared
he has signed no Ziegfeld contract
and cannot do so without Samuel
Goldwyn's consent. Should Cantor
appear in a stage piece, it will be
wi*h a view to testing the vehicle

as a screen story, Goldwyn says.

Meanwhile Cantor is to make a

goodwill tour of Europe in connec-
tion with his new picture, "Palmy
Days."

New Holt-Graves Vehicle
West Coast P ureal! . THE FILM DAILY
Hollvwood—Columbia will again

team Jack Holt and Ralph Graves
in "The Ghost Walks," which Ed-
ward Sedgwick will direct. Title is

tentative.

First Peerless Releases Set

Peerless Production has set Sent.

20 as the release date for its fivst

two productions. "Salvaeed," with
Laura La Plante and Alan Hale
and "Lovebound," with Myrna Loy
Betty Bronson and Ralph Forbes.

Rebuildinsr Chattanoosra House
Chattanooga, Tenn.—Independent

Theaters will immediftelv rebuild
the American, destroyed by fire last

Sunday.

MARSHALL TAYLOR, in charge of
Fox houses in upstate New York, was in
New York City yesterday on business. He
returns to Syracuse today.

WARNER GLAND, Fox player, is in

the east on a vacation.

IRVING PICHEL is on his way to New
York to appear in "The Cheat" with Tallulah
Bankhead at the Paramount studios.

MRS. NATHAN BURKAN sailed for
Bremen Friday night on the Europa.

VIVIAN DUNCAN arrived Friday from
abroad on the Paris,

RKO to Plug Vaudeville
If Pictures Fall Down

{Continued from Page 1)

ater operating department of RKO
showed increased profit of more than
$1,000,000 this year over the similar
period of 1930, it was stated at the
three-day convention, which wound
up with a banquet tendered by
Joseph Plunkett.

Publicity 8 Weeks Ahead
Under New Warner Plan

{Continued from Page 1)

those of all other companies as
well. The system will enable the-
aters to work out stunts far in ad-
vance and to become a clearing
house for information on coming
aictures for local papers.

Lonsdale Will Write
Three M-G-M Stories

Frederick Lonsdale, British play-
'vright who arrived Thursday from
England and is on his way to Holly-
wood, will write three originals for
M-G-M. The first may be for Norma
Sh°arer. and the second possibly for
Robert Montgomery.

Revivals at Warner
In connection with Vitaphone's

fifth anniversary, a two-week re-
vival policy will be presented at the
Wainer starting Aug. 14. Selec-
tions from Warner and First Na-
tional pictures will be shown.

Ullrich Haupt Fatally Shot
Santa Maria, Cal.—Ullrich Haupt,

actor, director and playwright, for
vears indentified with both stage
ind screen, died Thursday in a
Figueroa Mountain camp from a
wound received when a loaded gun
"an-ied by his chauffer was acci-
dentally discharged while on a hunt-
ing trip.

Columbia's New L. A. Manager
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—"Cad" Cadman, for-

mer Universal salesman, is now Co-
lumbia exchange manager here to
'ill the vacancy left by George Nay-
lor, who was transferred.

Walsh W. B. Manager in L. A.
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—W. R. Walsh, for-

mer assistant manager at the War-
n^r exchange in Portland, is now
office manager here, replacing Bill
Schon, who resigned recently.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Aug. 3-22: British film festival, spoiled
by British International Pictji,
Malvern, England.

Aug. 10 First Annual Golf Tournani,
New England Film Indu?y,
Pine Brook Valley Club, Wem,
Mass.

Aug. 20: Annual golf tournament of Scji.

em California film men, oi
Hills Country Club, Get
City, Cal.

Aug. 29: RKO and RKO Pathe Anal
Outing, Indian Point, lit

Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.

Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, fed
Theaters Ass'n of Minn«ta
North and South Dakota, F is

son Hotel, Minneapolis.

Oct. 1

:

Hispano - American Motion ic-

ture Congress, Madrid, Spa

Oct. 4-6: Eleventh Annual Conventio ol

M.P.T.O. of Western Per yl.

vania, Pittsburgh.

Nov. 4

:

Annual Awards Dinner of :a-

demy of M. P. Arts & Sciees,
Hollywood,

Radio Corp. Profits Gain
Profits of Radio Corp, of Aiir-

ica for the first six months of lis

vear covered the preferred dividids
vith an excess of $35,294, equpto
'4 cent on the common, again: a

loss of $2,093,802 after prefeed
dividends in the correspon ng
period of 1930. Total gross incne
was $47,973,727, compared to ii,-

732,079 in the 1930 period.
;

Errol-Miller Reunited |

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM D/IY
Hollywood—Leon Errol will ip-

pear with Marylin Miller in '"er

Majesty, Love," which is to sirt

at the Warner studios about Sep 8.

pACTxr
GOOD is an adjective c

f|ualitv;
I

BETTER is "good" in a high
er degree and is used f"

purposes of comparison
BEST is the utmost of "goo4

quality.
EXAMPLE

A good picture depends upon a go I

story ; better stories mean better It;

o.) pictures:
j

Yoli can obtain the best storii

of all from ....
,

VIOLA IRENE COOPE
9 E. 59th St. New Yoj;

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761
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HOLLYWOOD ACTIVITIES
...... L atest Production News Received By Wire From The West Coast ^k. ^ jtL.

SIXTH FEATORE STARTED

BY MONOGRAM PICTURES

Shooting on "The Man from
Death Valley," Monogram western
featuring Tom Tyler, started Thurs-
day. Lloyd Nosier is directing
from a story by himself and Al
Bridge. Paul Malvern and Archie
Stout are assistant director and
cameraman, respectively. This will

be the sixth Monogram picture to

be completed prior to the opening
of the new releasing season.

Harry Fraser, Monogram direc-

tor, is working on the story for the
next western featuring Bill Cody
and 12-year-old Andy Shuford.
Postponing Benjamin Christian-

sen's 'The Isle of Hunted Men" for
further preparation, Trem Carr,
vice-president and production head
of Monogram, announces "In Line
of Duty" as the title of Monogram's
next melodrama. Shooting is to

start Aug. 10. "In Line of Duty"
will be a northwest mounted story

by G. A. Durlam. Paul Malvern is

to be assistant director. The direc-

tor will be announced later.

Howard Hughes Launches
Two Comedies of the Air
"Sky Devils" and "Cock of the

Air," Howard Hughes's projected

air comedies, have gone into pro-

duction at the same time, the for-

mer under direction of Edward Suth-
erland and the latter under direc-

tion of Thomas Buckingham, with
Lewis Milestone supervising. "Sky
Devils" had been stai'ted last month,
but work was held up because of

dissatisfaction with certain se-

quences, and the same cast return-

ed to work today. Included are

Spencer Tracy, Sidney Toler and
George Cooper.

Biliie Dove, who has just com-
pleted "The Age for Love," plays

the leading role in "Cock of the

Air."

Bing Crosby Signed for Another

Following his comedy perform-
ance in "I Surrender, Dear," Bing
Crosby, popular radio and night
club entertainer, was re-signed by
Mack Sennett for another Sennett
Featurette.

New Thrill-0-Drama Started
Preliminary work is under way

on the production of "Neck and
Neck," race track story, seventh
Thrill-0-Drama in Sono Art's series

of ten. Casting has been completed
with Glenn Tryon and Vera Rey-
nolds heading the roster including
Carrol Nye, Stepin Fetchit, Lafe
McKee, Fern Emell, Wheeler Oak-
man, Edith Fellows, Billy Gilbert
and Richard Cramer.

Comedy and Suspense
Comedy and suspense are the two sure-fire elements in tiie construction

of screen drama today, says C. Gardner Sullivan, M-G-M executive, following

a survey of the season's hit pictures. Sullivan discounts the value of too much
sex, crime and lavishness.

Three Features in Work
At Couknbia Studios

"The Ghost Walks," "Gallagher"
and "Deadline" are in production at

Columbia. "The Ghost Walks" co-

stars Jack Holt and Ralph Graves
and is being directed by Edward
Sedgwick. "Gallagher" has an ail-

star cast, with Frank Capra direct-

ing. "Deadline" stars Buck Jones
and is being directed by Lambert
Hillyer.

Rowland V. Lee, who directed
"Ihe Ruling Voice" for First Na-
tional, will direct "The Guilty Gen-
eration," for Columbia.

Colonel Tim McCoy will be star-

red in a series of eight outdoor
features for Columbia. It is un-
derstood J. P. McGowan will direct

the entire series. The locale of

the initial story is the Canadian
northwest.
Louis King will direct an untitled

story, which is now in preparation.

Second Artclass Starts

"Pleasure," second in the series

of 12 features to be made by Art-
class, went into production yester-

day at the Tec Art Studios. In the
cast are Conway Tearle, Carmel
Meyers, Paul Page, Frances Dade,
Lina Basquette and Lloyd Hamil-
ton. Louis Weiss, head of Artclass,

is expected here from New York in

September.

Sweet Handles "Battle Royal"
Harry Sweet, author - director-

player, is directing "Battle Royal,"
one of the "Rufftown" series of

RKO Pathe comedies which are
starring James Gleason. It is based
on an Arthur (Bugs) Baer humor-
ous feature with screen adaptation
credited to Ralph Ceder.

Advisor on Para. Football Film
"Racehorse" Russ Saunders, Ail-

American quarterback, has been
signed by Paramount as technical

advisor on football for the produc-
tion of "Touchdovsm." The story
will feature Richard Arlen, Charles
Starrett and Dorothy Tree. Nor-
man McLeod will direct.

ARTHUR LANGE
ERNEST KLAPIIOLZ

Musical Directors

RKO PATHE
Current Release "Sweepstakes"
A Chas. R. Rogers Production

Harry Joe Brown, Associate Producer

Educational Starts
New Comedy Series

First Educational-Vanity Comedy
for the new season has been placed
in production, with William Watson
at the directorial helm. Featured
in the cast are Vernon Dent, Jack
Duffy, Ronnie Rondell, Helen Mann.

William Goodrich has completed
the first in the new series of Edu-
cational-Mermaid Comedies, as yet
untitled. Heading the cast are
George Chandler, Helen Bolton and
Pauline Wagner.

Maureen Opposite Quillan

Maureen O'Sullivan has been bor-
rowed by RKO Pathe from Fox as
leading woman for Eddie Quillan in

his next picture, tentatively titled,

"The Big Shot." Hal Conklin and
George Drumgold wrote the story
and Ralph Murphy is to direct.

Talmadge Signs Feminine Lead
Jacqueline Wells, new and youth-

ful screen personality who rect\itly

completed an unusual record ol

playing four consecutive leads for
the Pasadena Community Play-
house, has been signed to play the
feminine character lead in Richard
Talmadge's newspaper story, "Scare-
heads," which goes into production
at Universal City this week.

Virginia True Boardman and
True Boardman, mother and son,
also have been signed by Talmadge
for "Scareheads."

FOOTBALL SHORTS

GO IN WORK SEPT I

Universal will start produiior
Sept. 1 on the Christy Walsh-" sp"
Warner series of football shrts
according to announcement by !arl

Laemmle, Jr. These films, t be

made at Stanford University, qth
Albert Kelley directing from sceer

stories by Samuel Freedman, Jiril

be completed in time for rease
during the coming football se;pn
The series is under the supervior
of Stanley Bergerman. ]

Fourth Summerville Short*
Production has started onth(

fourth of the Slim Summeiilh
Marine comedies, "Some Do inc

Some Don't." Eddie Gribbon sair

plays comedy foil to Summerflle
while Jill Dennet plays the trl

THERE IS NO
SUBSTITUTE

for

MICKEY
MOUSE

on your

program

WALT DISNEY i

SILLY SYMPHONl

3^1.

HOLLYWOOD
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HoUyivood's tnost convenient hotel , .

tor your stay in Southern California

RUG HT in Ihe center of everything to see and do .

.

next door to famous studios, theatres, cafes, and
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The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unex-
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makes you Feel at home as soon as you enter its well
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Special low summer rates now in effect—$2.50
up, single. $3.50 up, double. $4.50 up, twin
beds. Rates by week or month.

Remember the Plaza for an unforgettable stay in
Hollywood. Write for free folder.

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL.?. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. «
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

^ HOLLYWOOD
^ T3 0BERT McGOWAN, who has

been directing "Our Gang" kid

comedies for the past 10 years, has

signed a new contract with Hal
Roach. Jackie Cooper, Mickey
Daniels and Mary Kornman started

their screen careers under Mc-
Gowan. Mickey is now appearing

in Hal Roach's "Boy Friend" series,

"I
while Mary Kornman is playing in-

.1 genue roles.

By RALPH WILK

odiii

Maurice Wright has been made
assistant to Ben Pivar, who is su-

pervising Westerns at Columbia.
Wright has been editing pictures at

Columbia for the past two years.
* * *

Hugh McDowell, Jr., veteran re-

cording engineer, is handling the

sound on "Other Peoples' Business,"
starring Seth Parker, at Radio Pic-

tures. ^
* * »

Our Passing Show: John Bly-

stone, H. Keith Weeks and Arthur
Jones showing Dr. and Mrs. Cor
nelius Tyson of New York points

of interest at Santa Barbara over
the week-end; Mr. and Mrs. George
Fitzmaurice motoring to Malibu
Beach.

* * *

Bill Boyd has completed "The
Big Gamble," first of his four star-

ring specials on RKO Pathe's 1931-

32 schedule.

Russ Powell has been signed for
a role in Radio's "Are These Our
Children?"

* * *

Harold Goodwin has been added
by Pathe to the cast of "Only Men
Wanted," one of the series of "Gay
Girl" comedies, which will co-fea-
ture June MacCloy, Marion Shilling
and Gertrude Short.

* * *

Gary Cooper will be starred in

"The Glass Key" when he returns
to Hollywood after the completion
of "Sal of Singapore" in New York.
"The Glass Key" is a current novel
by Dashiell Hammett.

Frank Albertson, Oscar Apfel
and Wade Boteler have been added
by Radio Pictures to the cast of
"Other People's Business."

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN

THE PRESS

AGENT

"Marion Shilling, featured with Tom
Keene in 'Sundown Trail,' has two 'home
towns.' She was born in Denver, but

spent her girlhood in St. Louis."

—RKO PATHE.

Additions to the cast of "Rich
Man's Folly," Paramount's next
starring vehicle for George Ban-
croft, include Dorothy Peterson,
George McFarlane and Dawn
O'Day.

Lina Basquette has the featured
role in "The Volissimo Case," sec-
ond of Universal's Shadow Detective
two-reelers. Kurt Neumann is di-

recting.
* * *

John Quillan has a role in sup-
port of his brother Eddie in "Eddie
Cuts In," the vouthful star's next
RKO Pathe picture.

* * *

Kay Francis will play the leading
feminine role in Paramount's
"Through the Window," an original
murder mystery story by Martin
Flavin and Joe Sherman, former
press agent. William Boyd also is

in it, and Marion Gering will direct.
3ic 4e ^

Ann Hafding, RKO Pathe star, is

the latest motion picture celebrity to

have sound reproducing apparatus
installed in her home. It is an RCA
Photophone special size reproducing

C. Aubrey Smith has been signed
by Fox for "Surrender." Edward
Crandall will have the leading role
under the direction of William K.
Howard.

* *

Erville Alderson and Edwin J.

Brady will appear in Columbia's
"Shanghaied Love."

* * «

Maurice Chevalier will play a
struggling song writer in his next
Paramount film, "One Hour With
You."

* * *

George Barbier will have a prin-
cipal part in Paramount's "Touch-
down."

* * *

Irene Thompson, who is in pic-

tures just for the fun of it, is one
of the most beautiful blondes in

Hollywood. She plays opposite
Andy Clyde in the Mack Sennett
comedy, "Too Many Husbands," di-

rected by Leslie Pearce.

Adele Bufiington is preparing the
script of her story, "Ghost City,"
which RKO Pathe has bought for
Tom Keene.

* * *

Racquel Nieto, who collaborated
on the writing of the Spanish ver-
sions of "Trader Horn" and
"Strangers May Kiss," which were
directed by Emile de Recat, will

sing the leading role in "Lucia"
under the auspices of the Civic

Opera association. In screen cir-

cles she is known as Racquel Del-
mar.

* * *

Edward Woods, who recently com-
pleted work in "Local Boy Makes
Good," took an air ride to New York
to appear in a stage production.

Short Shots From Eastern Studios
By HARRY N. BLAIR

^ WRITER for the New York
"World-Telegram" wrote a spe-

cial story the other day in which
he said a revival of activity is un-
der way that will make Bergen, N.
J., once again the movie capital.

One of the reasons for increasing
production in the East, according
to the writer in question, is that
"Wall St., which does much of the
mancing, wants production near at
hand so it can demand strict ac-
ounting."

Now let Hollywood start worry-
ing!

Experiments are being conducted
at the Vitaphone studios with a
new device to eliminate the camera
sounds when shooting. When sound
first came into vogue, large un-
wieldly camera booths weighing
over a ton, were used by all stu-
dios. The booth gave way to the
"blimps," aluminum frames which
enclosed the camera and lessened
the sound of whirring gears. Over
this frame, last season a thick air
blanket, resembling very much a
catcher's chest protector wast tried
out. With the resumption of pro-
duction activities at the Vitaphone
studio this week, the cameramen
came back to find the insides of the
aluminum cages lined with sponge
rubber almost two inches thick. It

is now possible to stand right by
the camera without hearing the
gears turning over.

Karl Dayie and George K. Arthur,
with Director Al Ray are aue back
from Newport, R. L, ivhere they
they filmed several episodes aboard
ship for "Join the Navy," new Para-
ynount two-reeler.

sence due to a severe case of sun-
burn poisoning. Another absentee
welcomed back after being laid up
several weeks recovering from an
auto accident, is Ed Savin, business
manager.

John Hamilton, who is appearing
on the stage in "Unexpected Hus-
band" at the 48th St. theater, plays
the part of the police inspector in
"The Clyde Mystery," first of the
S. S. Van Dine detective mystery
thrillers which went into work the
past week at the Vitaphone studio
under the direction of Arthur Hur-
ley.

Murray Roth is back on the job
at Vitaphone after a week's ab-

Sam H. Harris, who started young
Woods on his stage career, wired
him to come East for an itnportant
role.

* *

Seton I. "Happy" Miller lost lit-

he time in resuming work, follow-
ng a month's vacation in his horrie
state, Washington. He is now writ-
ing the screen play and dialogue
for "The Lost Squadron," which will
be made by Radio Pictures. He
worked on "Scarface" before taking
his vacation.

* * *

A new ingenue, winning her first

screen contract, insisted on having
a "Santa" clause put in the agree-
ment.

Ray Hoadley, who is now of the
western coast, recalls Tallulah
Bankhead's first day in pictures. It
was back in 1917, when Ray was
Eastern production manager for
Mutual Features at Glendale, Long
Island. Tallulah had won a fan
magazine beauty contest and had
been given a "bit" in the picture,
"His Inspiration," starring Edna
Goodrich. Dell Henderson was the
director and Sol Polito the camera-
man. The late David Powell and
John Bowers were in the cast.

Clarence Hennecke, Paramount
writer and director, has finished his
duties at the Paramount studios in
New York and is going back to the
Coast.

Rehearsals on "Sal of Singapore"
iviU start next week and actual
filming begins about mid-Augusp,
Edivard Sloman will direct this
Paramount film,.

Castro and his Cuban Orchestra,
which played at the Havana Yacht
Club and which is now on William
Moi-ris' Show Boat Cruise, have
been signed by Sam Sax, head of
the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio, for
one of the band shorts to be re-
leased as part of a series of seven
"Melody Masters." Another fa-
mous band master. Earl Carpenter
and his Jones Beach band, have al-

ready completed a "Melody Master"
short for Vitaphone, called "The
Big House Party."

Averill Harris will play the im-
portant heavy role in "Sal of Singa-
pore" with Claudette Colbert and
Gary Cooper. Harris scored in "Se-
crets of a Secretary" and more re-
cently played with Tallulah Bank-
head and Fredric March in "My
Sin." He is a veteran of the Broad-
way stage.

L« WMW^a^ *"TM MEWS

Congratulates

:

JAMES DUNN
on his ingratiating perform-
ance in the highly enjoy-

able Fox production,
"Bad Girl."
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cTHEATER
Vacuum Trouble and Cure

Discussed by McCuUough
(Excerpt from an article by R. W. Mc-

CuUough in the Eastern edition of Fox's
"The Last Word.")

It must be remembered that the
life of anything depends upon the
care it receives and this particularly
applies to vacuum tubes. Whenever
in doubt about the line voltage, se-

cure A. C. voltmeter and see for
yourself if the voltage is above 110
volts. If you find the line voltage
above 110 volts and varying over
wide limits, one of the first things
to do is to write a good stiff com-
plaint to the Power Company. We
have installed voltage regulators,
where the voltage varies over wide
limits, sometimes being high, some-
times normal and at other times
quite low. If the voltmeter test

shows the line voltage to be quite
high, but uniform, a fixed resistance
of the proper value can be used.
There are many troubles in am-

plifiers that do not show up under
no-load condition, but do show up
plainly under the normal load. In-

termittent open circuits and high-
resistance joints sometimes fall in-

to this class. It is becoming in-

creasingly common to find that
most troubles emanate from defec-
tive vacuum tubes. Western Elec-
tric Sound Reproducing Equipment
is very substantial. However, it will
not stand neglect and abuse.
One of the greatest expenses in

maintaining sound reproducing
equipment is the replacing of vac-
uum tubes. All vacuum tubes,

which are termed defective, do not
fail prematurely as is believed by
many projectionists. Regardless of

the age of vacuum tubes, they
should be handled with extreme
care. The filaments of power am-
plifier tubes should be heated fully

five minutes, before turning on the
plate supply, in the Western Elec-
tric Power Amplifiers.
Many projectionists have had ejc-

perience with a microphonic tube
in the photo-electric cell amplifier,

which would result in a whistling
noise, which would become louder
and louder until the amplifier was
shut off or the fader brought to

zero. A "microphonic tube" is sim-
ply an ordinary tube in which one
or more of the elements are loosely
mounted when assembled. It is es-

sential that all the tube elements
(grid, plate and filament) should
be mounted and supported so that a
rigid, fixed relation is maintained
between them.

If any of the elements vibrate,

the spacing between them changes
and thus the normal characteristics

of the tube are changed. For ex-
ample, a tube having a low voltage
amplification factor is constructed
with the grid and plate elements
mounted close together; whereas in

a tube having high voltage amplifi-
;ation the grid is placed compara-
tively close to the filament and at
some distance from the plate.

If sound vibrations cause a tube
to move, then any loose elements
within will also move. Any change
in the distance between these ele-

ments will cause the value of the
plate current to be affected in pro-
portion. The plate current varia-
tions are then magnified by the
amplifying stages following the
(microphonic tube) and are repro-
duced as a swinging howl, varying
in pitch according to the vibration
period of the tube elements. In
some cases interchanging the tubes
will correct this condition.
The first stage of the photo-elec-

tric cell amplifier, which employs
239-A Western Electric Amplifier
Tubes, usually is where this trouble
occurs. Microphonic tubes, which
cannot be used in the photo-electric
cell amplifier, should not be dis-

carded. They can be used in the
41A Western Electric Amplifier, be-
cause there is less vibration in this

amplifier.

Pointers and Suggestions

Six-in-One Home Talkies
Perfected by Inventor

An invention known as Vista-
phone, consisting of six principal
forms of home entertainment com-
bined into one machine, namely the
phonograph, radio, talking motion
pictures, personal recording and re-

producing device, television and mo-
tion picture camera arrangement
for making your own talking pic-

tures, has been perfected by A. C.

Oranges, inventor of Astoria, L. I.,

New York.
The device, which is built into a

cabinet no larger than the ordinary
radio console, uses 16 mm. film

with disc apparatus for sound and
talking effect combined, with push
pull transformers for amplification.

Furnished complete and ready for

operation the cabinet will be mar-
keted for about $375.00.

Unbreakable Letters
Chicago—Cast aluminum sign let-

ters of light weight that can be
dropped from any height without
breaking, yet give distinct visibility

and are easily read from every an-
gle, are being offered by the Fried-

ly-Voshardt Co. of this city.

A/TANY theater operators have
found that by cleaning or re-

surfacing their screen it has brought
it back to newness and made for
better projection. Some of the
screens now being used throughout
the country contain in their make-
up certain pigments and other ma-
terials known only to the manufac-
turer who produces them, and who
logically is the only one able to
decide what materials should be
used for cleaning or resurfacing the
particular type of screen he manu-
factures. If your screen is in need
of cleaning, don't attempt to do it

yourself. Without the advice of
the manufacturer or the renovating
house which makes a specialty of
screen cleaning, you may totally

ruin it.

* * *

This is the time of year when
foresighted theater owners all over
the country are taking advantage
of the quiet days to prepare their
theaters and plan for the busy days
to come. If you are contemplating
making any changes for the better-
ment of your house and the building
of j uture patronage, now is the time
to give it your consideratioyi.

It is just as important to the
small theater owner to study the
acoustics of his house and to bring
the sound in his theater to perfec-
tion, if he wants to continue to
play to crowded houses, as it is to
choose the sound apparatus upon
which he is producing his pei'for-

mance. Those empty seats in your
theater may be caused by poor
hearing conditions. Empty seats
cost money and the money you are
losing would soon pay for the best
acoustical corrections.

New Gift Novelty

Athol, Mass.—Pyroloid Sales Co.,

manufacturers and distributors -of
dresserware sets used for premium
performances, will soon put into
production at their factory here an-
other new novelty article for build-
ing theater patronage. The gold
decorated quartz sets recently in-

troduced, the company announces,
brought demand for further exten-
sion of the line to enable repeats
of the gift night exploitation with
other articles of feminine appeal at
theaters which have established the
stunt as an attraction.

Eight deals, with prices conform-
ing with admission charged, no
coupons and no split pieces, are
now being offered by the company.

ii^^i^i^^^^ By M. P

DEVELOPS NEW GENERAl

EORREPLAWBAnERIG
Stamford, Conn.—A motor gen

erator for replacing storage bat
teries in theaters, designed to sup
ply low voltage current for th
fields of loud-speakers and for ex
citer lamps of the sound equipment
has been developed and is beinj
marketed by the Electric Specialt;
Co. here.
A filter system of the simplifiei

type is used when power is supplid
to the exciter lamps, it is declarec
but filters are not used with th
horn fields. The machines may b
connected in place of storage bat
teries and are furnished complet
with filters when required.

W. E. Working on New Aperture
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood—Work on a new cam

era and projection machine apei
ture, which it is claimed, will rt

duce the opening from 1/10 of a
inch to 6/100 of an inch, has bee
started by engineers at the ERF
laboratory here.
Due tp the variable density c

W. E. recording, the new apertur
opening will not interfere with W
E. sound tracks. Pictures recoi-de
on the RCA equipment, howevei
cannot be accommodated on the nei
opening, it is said, so the latter i

of variable area and the width c

the sound track must be kept cor
stant.

Should the new size aperture b
W. E. be adopted it will necess
tate the changeover of projectio
machine heads. According to ERP}
75 per cent of the theaters ai

equipped with W. E. apertures. ,

Lens and Stereopticon Booklet
Rochester, N. Y.—The Bausch i

Lomb Optical Co. of this city h;

issued a brochure comprehensive
describing in text and photograph
illustrations the stereopticons pn
duced by the company. A folder oij

its Super-Cinephor lenses has al^JJ
been issued.

meansVALUE^
Theatre equipment dealers, scenicf

studiiis and dealers in stage
equipment are invited to write

us for our liberal distributor

proposition, which will enable
them to cash in on the enviable

reputation of Vallen Curtain
Control Equipment for Value
and Customer-Satisfaction. VAL-
LEN DARES TO GUARAN
TEE I

VALLEN ELECTRICAL CO., INC
AKRON, OHIO
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300TH

TOMATIC SAFETY DEVICE

IS PLACED ON THE MARKET

; A new automatic fire prevention
' [ievice known as the White Safety

:
Control, Model SclOl, designed to

detect any irregularity of the mo-
tion picture film in passing through
the projector or sound mechanism,
has been developed by the White
Engineering Corp. of New York.

s. , The control is designed to oper-
"
!ate by first cutting off the light

through the medium of the fire

,• shutter. The machine projection is

stopped by the interruption of the

electrical current before any pos-

sible damage can occur to either

film or mechanism. The device, it

is declared, will detect any mechani-

,i
cal irregularity, such as binding of

;: gears, freezing of shafts in bear-
't ings or other similar accidents that
It (might occur during the operation
t of sound projection apparatus.

«!Launch Sales Campaign
i On DeVry Portable Unit

1 1 Omaha—DeVry Co. of Chicago
B has launched its sales campaigns in

1 the middle western states for its

i Portable Sound Ensemble.
> Vic Fredericks, factory represen-

3f ;ative, is in charge of sales for the

r istates of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,

1 ! jWisconsin, Minnesota, North Da-
»liota, Missouri, Kansas and Nebras-

ka. He states his first step is to

I Bstablish distributors for each ter-

! itory and then to organize an in-

ii( ;ensive sales and advertising cam-
!P1 haign.
aii'

Carrier Air System
el For So. African House
^'! A complete air condition and cool-
ie' :ng system is to be installed in the
^ tew Loew's, Inc., theater in Johan-
F* esburg. South Africa, by the Car-
!" ler Engineering Corp. of New York.

Other recent contrasts reported
'" >y the company include a complete
•.ystem of "manufactured weather"

^
lir conditioning and refrigeration in

' he new RKO theater in Denver,

iTind installation of a complete sys-

l:em in the Paramount theater now
•'inder construction in Boston.

Ofifers Carbon Jaw Cleaner
Chicago—A novel tool that is said

keep 9 mm. and 13 mm. carbon
aws clean, and which operates by
liding over the rewind shaft and is

lean and efficient, is being offered

ly the Golde Manufacturing Co. of

his city. A carbon saver for use

vith 9 mm. carbon stubs of high

ntensity reflector arcs, said to en-

ible a saving of 30 per cent, is also

)eing marketed by the company.

NEW THEATERS

Milton, Pa. — A theater to be
known as the State is to be opened
here in October by H. W. Stein-
hoff.

Lewisburg, Pa.—Erection of a ho-
tel and theater building is planned
here.

Arkedelphia, Ariz.—A 750-seat
theater is planned here by Claude
Phillips to replace the Royal, de-
stroyed by fire.

Los Angeles — Charles G. An-
drews Co. is taking suD bids for
a one-story balcony reinforced con-
crete theater and store building to

be erected here at an estimated
cost of $225,000.

Washington — Plans are being
prepared by O. H. Miller, architect,

for an 11-story concrete theater and
commercial building, including a
merchandise mart, swimming pool,

bowling alleys and roof garden, at
an estimated cost of $10,000,000.

Wichita, Kan.—Erection of a the-
ater is planned here by D. Walker,
R. Frazier and A. Noble. The house
will be of brick, terra-cotta and re-

inforced concrete.

Cumberland, Md.—Contract for

the erection of a three-story rein-

forced concrete theater building
here at an estimated cost of $150,-

000 by the Capitol Theater Co., has
been awarded to F. Hazelwood of

this city.

Alameda, Cal.—Mittry Construc-
tion Co. of Los Angeles has been
awarded the contract for the erec-

tion of a reinforced concrete thea-

ter building here for the Alameda
Amusement Co. at an estimated cost

of $150,000.

Bethlehem Engineering Corp. of

New York plans the erection of a

theater at Eighth Ave. and Forty-'

second St., New York, at an esti-

mated cost of $900,000. The house
is expected to be leased by RKO
Theaters.

Hialeah, Fla.—A 650-seat theater

is planned here by James Hodges
of Miami.

Concord, Calif.—Ground has been

purchased for the erection of a

1.000-seat theater to be constructed

here by the Peterson Circuit.

HEYWOOD-WAKEEIELD

ADOPTS NEW UPHOLSTERY

Boston—^A new upholstery, that
is claimed to have withstood the
most intensive and abusive tests

known to science, has been adopted
for use on all theater chairs now
being put out by the Heywood-
Wakefield Co. of this city.

The fabrikoid will outwear all

ordinary materials from four to six

times, has a clean, dry feeling, san-
itary surface, will not chip or crack,

may be washed with soap and wa-
ter and its acoustical properties are
beyond approach, the company
claims.

Western Equipment Co.

Busy on Installations
San Francisco—Equipment instal-

lations are on the increase, accord-
ing to reports made by the Western
Theatrical Equipment Co., which re-

cently completed installation of

sound apparatus and all mechanical
equipment, including a Da-Tone
sound screen, at the Tahoe Tavern,
Lake Tahoe, Cal. Other transac-
tions reported by the company in-

clude installation of Ashcraft high
intensity reflector arc lamps at the
California theater. Oak Park, Sac-
ramento; Granada, Reno, Nav.

;

Metropolitan, San Francisco, and
the Baywood, San Mateo, Cal.
Kaplan projectors. Roth generator
and Vallen screen modifier were
also installed at the Baywood.
Western has also been awarded

a contract to furnish Da-lite screens
to the following state institutions:
Stockton State Hospital, State Nar-
cotic Hospital, Pacific Colony at
Spadra, Ventura School for Girls,

Mendocino State Hospital, Whittier
State School, Napa State Hospital,
Preston School of Industry, Paton
State Hospital, Norwalk State Hos-
pital and Sonoma State Home.

Issues Booklet on Equipment
A booklet comprehensively de-

scribing in text and photographs
the single and tandem units of the
Bell Portable sound projector for
35 mm. sound-on-film has been is-

sued by the Bell Equipment Corp.
of New York.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 MM. SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Frankford, Pa.—The Elrae has
been taken over by Mike Stiefel,

who has closed the house to make
improvements including decorating
and painting.

Trenton, N. J.—The Capitol, RKO
house, will have its seating capacity
increased to 1,850. Plans also call
for a cooling system and fireproof
roof, in addition to the rebuilding
of the interior.

Trenton, N. J.—W. C. Hunt, who
recently acquired the Gaiety, plans
improvements to the interior, with
reopening in September.

Grand Forks, N. D. — Work has
been started on rebuilding the Pub-
lix Orpheum.

Paxton, Neb.—The Opera House,
recently damaged by flames to the
extent of $3,500, will be repaired.
The house is operated by P. M.
Thompson.

Minneapolis — The Heights has
been closed for general improve-
ments and the installation of a new
cooling system.

Long Beach, Cal. — Fox West
Coast Theaters has plans by S. C.
Lee, Los Angeles architect, for a
$150,000 job here.

Bovey, Minn.—Having completed
extensive remodeling and the in-
stallation of new equipment, the
new Star has been reopened.

JUST
AROVXD
THE

CORNER
from every American

theatre

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY
Branches lit all Princioal Cities
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

By L. H. MITCHELLS

GAUMONT-BRITISH PROFITS

EXPECTED TO BE HIGtlER

London—Directors of Gaumont-
British Corp. report that, although
the final audit of the corporation's
accounts has not been completed
(accounts of 70 subsidiaries must be
considered), they have progressed
far enough in the main accounts to

feel justified in predicting a "sub-
stantial advance" in profits for the
year ending March 31, 1931.

The corporation's gross profit for

the preceding year was $1,937,920,
and its net profit for the same pe-
riod $1,097,115, a dividend of 6 per
cent having been paid on the com-
mon stock. Since then the corpora-
tion has issued $1,000,000 of 61/2

per cent first mortgage debentures.

United Theaters Shows
Big Deficit for Year

London—United Picture Thea-
ters, the London cinema circuit,

which recently went under the man-
agement of Gaumont-British Pic-
ture Corp., Ltd., for a period of
five years, reports a further loss of
$542,425 for the year ending Dec.
31, 1930. The gross deficit of the
chain is now $759,915. New direc-

tors of the concern are Mark Ostrer,
C. M. Woolf and A. W. Jarratt.

French Exhibitors vs. Authors
Paris—The powerful French Au-

thors' Society has informed small
exhibitors that new contracts will
not waive royalties being paid by
small picture houses as heretofore,
and that six seats must be placed
at the disposal of the society. The
Syndicat Francais, the exhibitors'
trade body, has lodged a strong pro-
test with the authors' organization.

Sign Stewart Rome for Film
London—Butcher's Film Service

has signed the prominent actor,
Stewart Rome, for the role of Hil-
ary Kite in the screen version of
Tom Gallon's novel, "The Great Gay
Road." Sinclair Hill will direct.

West Somerset to Have Film Palace
West Somerset — The theater

which British-Gaumont will buila
here will be one of the most mod-
ern and luxurious in this part of
England.

Chinese Market for Silent Films

The Hankow market for silent films is very promising, according to a

report by the American Vice Consul, Ceo. M. Craves. It is especially so for

Chinese films, but with low rentals for films, exhibitors could establish theaters

for American as well as Chinese silents in interior small towns, charging but a

few cents admission.

Musical Film Record

Sydney—Warner's musical film,

"Viennese Nights," is in its third

month at the Prince Edward. It

has had the longest run of any pic-

ture this year not alone in Sydney
but in the Antipodes and has, it is

stated, topped all other pictures in

receipts.

French Newspaper
Turning Producer

Paris — "L'Intransigeant," Pari-

sian newspaper, is to finance the

production of several films, it is

stated. That evening journal owns
"Les Miracles," one of the most
modern of Parisian picture houses,

and will show its films there. Leon
Bailly, general manager of "L'In-

transigeant," is the originator of the

scheme. M. Daven will direct the

pictures.

Sydney Police Ban Ballyhoos

Sydney—The Sydney police have
been instructed to keep all picture

house ballyhoos off the streets of

the city, under an archaic regula-

tion that no vehicle or display that

is likely to frighten horses shall ap-

pear on the streets. Police officials

have ordered all easels and other

displays removed from the theater

lobbies on the ground that such dis-

plays obstructed the exits. Film
advertising and publicity men have
proposed paying the government a

tax of $5 a day for ballyhoos, im-
posing a limit on the number of li-

censes to be issued daily.

Producers Continue With F.B.L
London—At the recent meeting

of the British Producers group it

was decided that the producers
would continue as an integral part
of the Federation of British Indus-
tries. The formation of a separate
organization for film producers, out-

side the Federation, had been agi-

tated.

Para.'s First British-Made Film
London—"These Charming Peo-

ple," Paramount's first British-made
production, scored an immediate
success here at its showing for the
press the day before its opening at

the Plaza. Cyril Maude and Nora
Swinburne are in the cast.

Italian Shorts Sold in England
Rome—Pittaluga announces that

its short subjects for the 1931-32

season have been sold in England,
where its previous shorts have found
a ready market.

Italian Films in Argentina
Buenos Aires—Juan Misenta has

introduced two of Pittaluga's recent
films into Argentina—"When Na-
ples Sings" and "Love's Song." Both
met with an excellent reception.

Twelve Film Journals

In Czecho-Slovakia
Praha—Czecho-Slovakia is well

supplied with motion picture jour-
nals and fan publications. A recent
survey discloses twelve publications
devoted to various phases of the film

industry. Five of these are fan
publications — Hollywood, Filmove
Listy, Cesky Filmovy Zpravodaj,
Kino and Filmrevue. The other
seven are Filmovy Kuryr, Kinore-
flex. Film, Studio, Pressa (a film
news service for foreign countries)

,

Internationale Filmschau, Die Licht
spielbuehne.

AUSTRALIANS IN PACT

AGAINST PRICE CUT

Sydney—Lowering of admissi< _

at Union Theaters' Lyric in Net*
castle to 9 pence has resulted in ."ifl'

agreement between the M.P.D.A. ai

N.S.W. Exhibitors that the adm:
sion price of one shilling shall

maintained. The Lyric has go,

back to that scale.

N.S.W. Union Opposes Sunday Films

Sydney—The N. S. W. branch of
the Theatrical Employees' Ass'n
will protest to Chief Secretary Gos-
ling against the public exhibition oii

Sunday of motion pictures and vaude-
ville, as a result of the growing
practice among managers of run-
ning pictures or "flesh and blood"
shows at their "sacred and classi-

cal" Sunday concerts.

Audible Filmcraft Hearing

London—Hearing on the petition

of the Beaconsfield Trust, Charing
Cross House, for an involuntary
bankruptcy proceeding against Aud-
ible Filmcraft has been continued
till October to give the membership
companies of Audible an opportu-
nity to average the aff'airs of the

company.

B.T.P. Shows Loss of $120,000

London—Despite a trading profit

of more than $50,000, British Talk-
ing Pictures, Ltd., had a net loss of

$120,000 for the period from Nov.
16, 1929, to March 31, 1931, accord-
ing to figures just made public in

the directors' report, due mainly to

the making of adequate reserves
for doubtful debts.

Italian Film in Germany Shown

Berlin—Pittaluga's production of

"Mother Earth," made in German
under the direction of Constantin
David, was shown here at the Ti-

tania-Palast, under the title of

"Saltarello." It received unanimous
praise from the critics for its ar-

tistic value.

Remission of Land Taxes
Sought by British House
Bristol—At the meeting of tl

Bristol and West of England C. '.

A., the question of seeking the r

mission of land taxes on film the
ters was discussed. It was movi
that the organization take ste]

either to get remission of the tax
or to get film theaters exempt'
from payment of the land ta
Grounds used for sports are exeni'.

from this tax.

Union Theaters Passes
Preferred Stock Dividen
Sydney—Directors of Union Th

aters Investments, Ltd., have nol

fied holders of preferred stock, seni

annual dividends on which we
guaranteed by Union Theaters, Ltc
and Australasian Films, Ltd., th;

there would be no dividend for tl

current half year. The guaranty
companies, due to general cond
tions, have no funds available fi

paying the $70,000 due on preferre
stock.

New Trade Show House
Sheffield—The Hippodrome hei;

which recently changed from va^;
ety to motion pictures, has be'

added to the list of local trade she;

houses. This gives Sheffield fi>t

trade show theaters. i

British Firm Fails for $20,000 ;

London— The Official Receiver
statement of the affairs of Ma,
netic Talking Pictures, in compu
sory liquidation, shows liabilities

more than $20,000, with assets (

around $3,400.

Train Talkie a Success

London—The world's first "train

talkie," on the Doncaster to London

run of the L. & N. E. railway,

turned out to be remarkably suc-

cessful. More than 90 per cent of

the dialogue was understandable in

the most distant seats, most of the

blurring being due to the train's

passing through tunnels. The Cau-

mont company arranged for the ex-

periment.
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Presentations
^^^By JACK HARROWERi^^m,

Roxy
A very elaborate stage show at

he Roxy this week, titled "Songt

:if Love," in five scenes. First seen,

s An Old Fashioned Garden, le^i

luring Patricia Bowman and Geoig

.<.iddon as the dancers, assisieu o.

>he ballet and chorus. Decona seen.

s The Bowery, teatunng severe,

ispecialty acts: Mazzoni di Keenc,
ifViexanaer Ancharott, John Weepie,
(Alfred Lewis, and Ben Trotman.
;\lso the chorus. inird scene is

A Garden ol Toaay, teatunng iiarry

Si If'itzgibbon ana the itoxyettes.

c'ourth scene. Interlude, witn ±Jetty

f'roos. The final scene is Wedding
tiehs, probably the most gorgeous
i;hmg of Its Kind ever stageu. li

jATOuid prove the highlight in any
Dig Broadway stage production. The
costumes ot the girls are gorgeous,

iihe set shows a great stairway, with

three harpists seated belore their

iinstruments on each side, this scene

employs me entire ensemble, and is

fan eye-smash. ihe wedding cere-

mony has Dorothy Miller ana Carey
.boom as the principals. ihe Mc-
yuarrie Harp ji,nseniDie furnish the

harmony, ils a great show, with
spieiiuiu sets, marveious costumes,

land some nne specialty acts.

Faramount
J ' Arnold Johnson and His Band
'* iheadune the stage show at the New
^ IxorK paramount this week. It is

1^
la isoris Petrott production entitled

' '""tJeaux Arts," presented in three
scenes, and other principals in the
lineup include Fred Sanborn, Young
China, Miriam Lax and Stella

' 'Power, the Porcelain Romancers
and the Albertina Rasch Ballet. In
conjunction with the screen feature,
Huckleberry Finn," Jesse Crawford
otters an organ novelty in "Poor
Kid" and "The Wedding of the
fainted Dolls," with Little Larry
and the Albertina Rasch dancers
appearing in the number. "Dark
hyes" is the overture by the Para-
mount orchestra, directed by Ru-
oinoff in his popular style.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
C. S. W. Corporation, theatrical produc-

tions; Pompan, Price & Greenwald, 38 Tark
Kow, New York. 100 shares common.

Superior Television Commodities; Neufeld
!& Schlechter, 206 Broadway, New York.
i$50,000.

' DELAWARE CHARTERS
Convex Screen Corp., Wilmington, Del.;

'moving pictures; Corporation Trust Co.,
lUover, Del. $100,000.

New Screen Corporation, Wilmington, Del.,
amotion pictures; Corporation Trust Co.,
:Dover, Del. $1,100.

I

DISSOLUTIONS
Warner Equity Theater Holding Corpora-

!tion. New York.

ALO
TIIL

rnuT
• • • A NEW CONTINENTAL note has been struck in

Broadway theater management up at the Ufarized Cosmopoli-
tan at Columbus Circle downstairs they have the nif-

tiest li'l Katskeller where gulls repair with their gells

during intermissions and in a typical Unter Der Linden
atmosphere partake of cool draughts of beer
served by gretchens in cute and colorful Bavarian costumes

who curtsey to you and smile and sprechen sie Deutsch
it's all very novel and charming and if you
want a bite to eat with your lager there's Hamburg
schwartzbrot used in the sandwiches with all kinds of
imported German delicacies that most of you muggs never
heard of don't know whether there's a kick in the brew

or whether it's just the smiles from the li'l gretchens
that does the trick but the other eve there was a bunch
of Irishers down in the Ratskeller singing all the good
old Heidelberg stein songs at the top of their lungs and
havin' a helluva good time you oughta give it the once
over there's an air of real good fellowship there that is

a welcome relief from the cold and civil overdone
courtesy atmosphere that permeates our other Broadway film

palaces which is so darn phoney so un-American
and it takes a German outfit to teach us how to be

Ourselves Just Human and Natural oops

• • • THE WEEK'S Best Gag as relayed by Joe
Poland via his interesting column m "Film Mercury"
a certain lovely feminine star who has been skyrocketing to

the top recently was the recipient of certain male at-

tentions and Alan Hale wisecracks to the conceited goop
"Only God can make a tree, ya big stiff. So howm'ell

do you expect to make TWELVE?"

• • • A SQUAWK from our Arkansas correspondent, Tom
Westmorland who sez that all the boys in his advertisin*
agency are gettin' a big laugh from these pix that purport
to show the workings ot an advertising ossif f rinstance,
"The Easiest Way" where the agency layout looks like

the dressing room of the Follies the boys say they'd
like to work in a joint that features so many legs and
that scene in "Big Business Girl" when the agency head
tells the heer-oh-whine she could start right in at over 100
berries per and then commented to his partner that
they were gettin' the greenhorn CHEAP! and when
that scene unreeled, poor Tommy slumped down in his orchestra
seat and his gel friend grabbed him by the back ot

his coat, and yanked him back to consciousness and he
hasn't been himself since with the femme of his fancy
pickin' on him and razzin' him thus "How come
you ain't earnin' 150 smackers per after five years with
that Agency? and me awaitin' and awaitin' for ya to

make good while a li'l gal in the talkies goes in and
grabs herself a Real Job?" and all Tommy could alibi,

v/as "Well, kid, I ain't got her Sex Appeal."
which is one of the reasons why muggs aren't crazy about
takin' their frills to the pix any more because such in-

cidents make 'em feel So Futile and if ya think that's

the boloney then you're knertz

• • • MAJOR EDWARD BOWES of the Capitol is

sponsoring a plan for an annual memorial to the late David
Belasco the project will be broadcast each year in May
to commemorate the anniversary of the great stage im-
presario's death Mr. Belasco and the Major both at-

tended the Lincoln grammar school in Frisco "Zwei
Herzen," the German talkie classic in its record run of

43 weeks at the 55th St. arty house, is still using our blow-up
column ad for sidewalk advertising and we walk past
once a week regular just to ADMIRE it ain't we the
big goop

« « « » » »

Detroit — Harry Kline has pur-
chased the interest of his partner,
Hynian Coffman in the LaSalle and
IS now operating the house himself.

Natrona, Pa. — Mike Palkowilz
has leased and will soon open the
State here. The house was for-
merly operated by Louie Stein.
Palkowitz is a newcomer in the the-
ater business.

Atlanta—Jack Warner, formerly
with the Rivoli at Hickory, has been
handed assistant jnanager of the
Strand at Taylorsville.

Pitcairn, Pa.—The Nemo is again
to be operated by J. B. Kane, it is

announced. Ben Bernstein was
forced to close the house several
months ago.

Drexel, Mo.—Williams & McLel-
lan have purchased the Main Street
from W. H. Carmichael.

East St. Louis, 111.—G. L. Daniels
is the new owner of the Lincoln
here. The house was formerly op-
erated by Samuel Wohl.

Louisiana, Mo.
been reopened.

The Clark has

Flora, 111. — The Orpheum has
been purchased from the R. C. Clus-
ter Theater Co. by Paulter & Thim-
mig. Later the house was trans-
rerred to J. L. Spaulding.

Madrid, Mo.—John Biler has sold
the Dixie to C. C. Cravens.

Springfield, 111.—J. L. Boies has
purchased the Avalon.

Oak Grove, Mo.—Edna Mae Ed-
monds has opened a new theater
here.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-
tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

August 8-9
Fred C. Neumeyer
Nino Martini
Pete Morrison
Beatrice Van
A. W. Schwalberg
William Crawford

Charles D. Farrell
Ralph Emerson
Charles De Laney
Gerrit Lloyd
Carl Miller
Dorothy Jordan
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"AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY"
Paramount Time, 95 mins.

INTEREST-GRIPPING DRAMA,
STARK AND HUMAN, THAT
PACKS A POWERFUL PUNCH.
DISTINGUISHED AND EXCLU-
SIVELY ADULT FARE.

Director Von Sternberg has treat-

ed the famous Theodore Dreiser
story with intimate understanding
and imagination. His masterful di-

rection has infused the rather sim-
ple and sometimes episodic tale with
new vitality and scope. Its inter-

pretation has been entrusted to a
cast which is entirely skillful and
competent. The camera work is

oi the highest order. The story

concerns a young factory foreman
who "gets his sweetheart into trou-

ble." Later he becomes infatuated
with a society girl and plans to

drown the little factory worker
whom, he believes is apt to ruin
his future. The boat accidentally

tips over and the boy leaves his

companion to drown. After a tense-

ly-di-amatic courtroom sequence he
is found guilty of first degree mur-
der.

Cast: I'hilUps Holmes, Sylvia Sidney, Fran-
ces Dee, Irving Pichel, Frederick Burton,
Claire McUowell, Wallace Middleton, Vivian
Winston, Lucille La Verne, i'anay Midgley,
Arnold Korlif, Russell Powell, Imboden Par-
rish, Richard Cramer, Emmett Corrigan,
diaries i!. Middleton.

Director, Josef von Sternberg; Author,
Theodore Dreiser ; Adaptor, Samuel Hoffen-
stein ; Dialoguer, not credited; Editor, not
credited ; Cameraman, Lee Garmes ; Record-
ing Engineer, Harry D. Mills.

Direction, expert. Photography, splendid.

Sally Eilers, James Dunn in

"BAD GIRL"
Fox Time, 90 mins.

SWELL STORY OF A BIG
CITY ROMANCE PACKED WITH
HUMAN INTEREST AND AP-
PEAL. SHOULD BE A GOOD
MONEY-GETTER.
Here is an unpretentious little

story that is just filled to overflow-
ing with gripping and appealing
human interest. It is in the 0.

Henry vein, dealing with a city

working girl who meets her rough
but true blue hero on what might
be a Coney Island boat. The hero's
ambition is to have his own radio
store. He is against their having
any kids because of his poor cir-

cumstances and an unwillingness to

have his own children suffer the
deprivations that he went through.
So when the wife learns she is to

become a mother she tries to con-
ceal it from her husband, who, upon
finding it out, works overtime to

obtain money for the coming ex-

penses. Various misunderstandings
crop up, though they are rather
weak, each thinking the other does
not want the baby, but the arrival

of the irresistible youngster brings
a happy reconciliation. There is

comedy, pathos and plenty of tears-

jerker stufl" in the story, enhanced
by Frank Borzage's directing.

Cast: Sally Kilers, James Dunn, Mina
Gonibell, Frank Darien, William Pawlcy.

Director, Frank Borzage ; Author, Vina
Delniar ; Adaptor, Edwin Burke; Dialoguer,
same ; Editor, Margaret Clancy ; Cameraman,
Chester Lyons; Recording Engineer, 1'. J.
Costello.

Direction, Excellent. Photography, fine.

Will Rogers in

"YOUNG AS YOU FEEL"
Fox Time, 73 mins.
DELIGHTFUL LIGHT COM-

EDY, WITH WILL ROGERS GO-
ING OVER STRONG IN CHAR-
ACTERTISTIC ROLE THAT WILL
PLEASE GENERALLY.

This is all Will Rogers, with some
very able assistance from Fifi Dor-
say. George Ade's old stage play
has been modernized considerably,
and the main part makes a perfect
role for Will Rogers. It gives him
a chance for some great character-
ization, and is filled with delightful
bits of his homely comedy. As the
head of a big Chicago meat packing
concern, he has trouble with his two
sons, also in the company. One is

devoting his time to an arty crowd,
and the other is goofy on golf, neg-
lecting the business meanwhile. He
resolves to teach them a lesson, and
gives up his very methodical mode
of life and goes in for becoming
young again. His teacher is Fifi

Dorsay, who takes him for an awful
whirl of the gay life, and he grows
to like it. He winds up by neglect-

ing business, and then has his two
sons on the spot doing some tall

worrying. Works out to a good sur-

prise climax. Rogers at his best.
Cast: Will Rogers, Fifi Dorsay, Lucien

Littlefield, Donald Dillaway, Terrance Ray,
Lucile Browne, Rosalie Roy, C. Henry Gor-
don, John T. Murray, Brandon Hurst, Mar-
cia Harris, Gregory Gaye.

Director, Frank Borzage; Author, George
Ade ; Adaptor, Edwin Burke ; Dialoguer, not
listed ; Editor, Margaret Clancy ; Camera-
man, Chester Lyons ; Recording Engineer,
P. J. Costello.

Direction, expert. Photography, fine.

"HUCKLEBERRY FINN"
with Jackie Coogan, Mitzi Green

Junior Durkin, Jackie Sear I

Paramount Time, 73 viin

DANDl FOLLOW-UP TO "TO!
SAWYER " WITH SAME APPEA
10 KIDS AND GROWNUPS. AI
MIRABLY ACTED AND D
RECTED.
Everybody who enjoyed "Toi

Sawyer" will get just about as muc
refreshing entertainment out of th
second picture in the Mark Twai
series. With pretty much the sani

cast of principals, and again d
rected with sympathetic unde*
standing by Norman Taurog, th

present episode revolves chie:

around Huck Finn, the mistreat
orphan, whose pet aversion is girl;

but who eventually is willingly cor
verted by the winsome Mary Jan(
charmingly played by Charlotte \

Henry. Huck and Tom Sawyer ru
away from home to become "p:

rates" on the Mississippi. A coupl
of gamblers, thrown overboard fror
a river steamer, seek refuge o

their craft and send the boys ashor
to beg food for theui. Mary Jan
and her sister befriend the boys

who keep them from being robbet
Cast: Jackie Coogan, Mitzi Green. Juri.

Durkin, Jackie Searl, Clarence Muse. ( kn
Blandick. Jane Darwell, Eugene Palletti ().

car Apfel, Warner Richmond, Charluttt \

Henry, Doris Short, Lillian Harmei . ( ec
Weston, (iuy Oliver, Aileen Manning, Fran
McGlynn.

Director, Xornian Taurog; Author, Mar
Twain ; Adaptors. Grover Jones, Williar
McNutt; Dialoguer, same; Editor, not cred
ited ; Cameraman, David Abel ; Recordini
Engineer. Gene Merritt.

Direction, Understanding. Photography
fine.

"CAUGHT PLASTERED"
with Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey,

Dorothy Lee
Radio Pictures Time, 70 7nins.

UNCONVINCING STORY FILL-
ED WITH A LOT OF OLD
VAUDE GAGS AND WHEELER
AND WOOLSEY SCORING
LAUGHS INFREQUENTLY.
This is about the weakest of the

Wheeler-Woolsey ofl:"erings to date.
The story is mostly to blame. It is

full of holes, and too illogical

for intelligent audiences to make any
fuss over. The two vaude boys hit

into a town broke, and meet up
with a kindly old lady who is about
to have her drug store taken away
from her by a slick gent to whom
she owes a lai-ge bill. The boys
decide to run the store, and pay ott

the indebtedness. Then there is

the angle of the daughter of the
police chief falling in love with
Wheeler, while flirting around with
the crooked gent. The latter frames
them to buy a load of a new lemon
drink that is coked up with booze.
I'hen when the soda fountain is

filled with drunks, the villain phones
the chief of police to make a raid.

Then the dirt comes out when the
two vaude pals prove that the crook-
ed gent is part of the bootleg crowd.
Pretty wobbly and far-fetched.

Cast: Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey, Dor-
othy Lee, Lucy Beaumont, Jason Rob.irds,
DeWitt Jennings, Charles Middleton, Bill

Scott, Nora Cecil, Josephine Whittall.
Director, William Seiter ; Author, Douglas

MacLean ; Adaptor, Ralph Spence ; Dialoguer,
same ; Editor, not listed ; Cameraman, Jack
Mackenzie; Sound Recorder, P. J. Faulkner,
Jr.

Direction, fair. Photography, good.

Bob Custer in

"LAW OF THE RIO GRANDE"
Syndicate Time, 57 mins

FAIR WESTERN THAT HITS
THE FAiMILIAR ANGLES AND
IS PEPPED UP WITH SOME
GOOD FAST ACTION AND
FIGHT STUFF.

This one follows the familiar for-

mula, and manages to develop
some good action stuff at the ex-

pense of a logical story. Bob Cus-
cer is okay when he is in the saddle,

but when it comes to the sentimen-
tal scenes he is not so convincing,
liuc the love angle is only inciden-

tal, and the action shots will please
the regular thrill fans. Custer is

tied up with an outlaw gang, ana
"Wolf," his pal, is nicked by the

sheriff's posse. He insists on Bib
and "Cookie," another gang mem-
ber, leaving him to his fate as they
will avoid capture by the sheritt.

Later the two pals go straight, and
get a job on a ranch after rescuing
the daughter from a frame-up mar-
riage with the old leader of the

gang who got his freedom by sell-

ing the gang out to the sheriff.

Then into the regulation intrigue

,tuff, with the villain trying to rob
the rancher of the payroll, rustling

scenes, and the final showdown with
law, justice and the hero triumph-
ant.

Cast: Bob Custer, Betty Mack, Nelson Mc-
Dowell, Harry Todd, Edmund Cobb.

Directors, Bennett Cohen, Forest Sheldon

;

Authors. Elizabeth Burbridge, Bennett Co-
hen; Dialoguers, same; Adaptors, same;
Editor, Fred Bain, Cameraman, Archie Stout,
Recording Engineer, Balsley & Phillips.

Direction, weak. Photography, okay.

"NIGHT LIFE IN RENO"
Artclass Time, 72 mins.
MODERN PRESENTATION OF

THE DIVORCE PLAYGROUND
HITS NEW ENTERTAINMENT
ANGLES IN LIVELY AND COL-
ORFUL STORY THAT HAS POP
APPEAL.
This is a lively and pleasing film

depicting what goes on behind the
curtain of the Reno divorce mill,

it is the only film we have seen that
shows intimate studies of the col-

orful life of the nation's divorce
capital. It looks authentic, and
whether it is or not, it makes for

real entertainment. A Los Angele^s

nusband follows his wife to Reno,
after she catches him playing
around with her dearest friend.

Hubby realizes his error, and is de-

termined to keep her from going
through with the divorce. In Keno
ne pals with a rounder who already
las made the acquaintance of hib

ife and another girl. The rich

playboy dates the girls up for a

party. Hubby is mortified to find

that one of the party girls is his

wife. This leads to some highly
interesting complications. The finale

works up to tense drama, with the

inurder of the rounder by his jeal-

jus wife, and the wife from Los
.\ngeles being held for the crime.
Cast : X'irgmia \alli, Jameson Thomas,

Dixie Lee, Dorothy Christy, Carmelita Ger-
aghty, Arthur Housman, Pat O'Malley, Clar-

ence Wilson.
Director, Ray Cannon ; Author, Arthur

Hoerl; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Editors, Don Hayes, Martha Dresback ; Cam-
eramen, M. A. Anderson, M. Santacross

;

Recording Engineer, L. E. Tope.
Direction, fair. Photography, good.

"EXPRESS 13"

Ufa Time, 70 mint

VERY INGENIOUS AND AB
SORBING GERMAN MYSTER'i
FILM WITH SOME UNUSUAI
TECHNIQUE AND CAMERAS
TREATMENT.

This is one of the best example
of a mystery play that has eve)

come from the Berlin studios, am
for that matter, any studios any
where. The Hollywood continger
will learn some new slants on tech
nique and camera treatment whef
they look this one over. It is ai

intelligently handled production i .

all departments, and carries plent,;

of suspense and action. The stor;^

is unusual. Opens with a shot o

a Continental train thunderini
through the night. Some fine light

ing effects, and camera work here
An explosion. Someone has wreckec
the tracks in front of a special trait

carrying a big oil magnate. A traci-

walker stops the train in time. Ex
press 13, carrying regular passen-

gers, is delayed by the accident

along with the special for thref

hours. A honeymoon couple becomt
the center of interest, aboard the

express. Hubby decides to wandei
around the nearby village to kill

time. He gets mixed up in a strangt
mystery and prevents a murder.

Cast: Heinz Koenecke, Fee Malten, Char-
lotte Susa, Ludwig Anderson, Alfred Beierle,

Victor Schwannecke.
Director, Alfred Zeisler ; Authors, Rudolph

Katscher, Egon Eis ; Adaptors, same ; Dia-
loguers, same ; Editor, not listed ; Camera-
man, Werner Brandes ; Recording Engineer,
Dr. Gerhardt Goldbaum.

Direction, good. Photography, excellent.
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Floyd Gibbons in

"Woodrow Wilson's Great

Decision"

[kKO Pathe Time, 11 miiis.

Peppy Novelty

This is the first release of the

'loyd Gibbons' "Supreme Thrills"

,3ries. This marlts the fihn debut

If the well known war correspon-
' 'ent and radio star. It opens with
' |(ibbons giving one of his rapid-fire
''

'allcs, outlining the war career of

Voodrow Wilson, and then intro-
' iucing Admiral Grayson, personal

I
jihysician to the president. The

' tlm is a compilation of library

hots of the War, tracing the high-

ghts in the events from the start

.0 the finish, showing how inti-

jaately Wilson was associated with
' fhe momentous events. It finishes

vith the death of the president as

rowds kneel outside the residence

yhere Wilson is passing away.

iJibbons succeeds in making these

•>\d war events live again very viv-

dly. He is a real screen personal-

ty, getting over his rapid-fire

vords with dynamic punch and dra-

maUc power. Some very fine and
musual war shots are shown, and

vvith Gibbons' voice sounding

hroughout the reel, and occasional

lashes of the speaker, it makes an

interesting novelty that should

Dlease generally.

Bobby Jones in

'How I Play Coif"

No. 8—"The Brassie"

Vitaphone 5208 Time, 10 mins.

Fine

Another swell issue of the Bobby
Jones series, highly entertaining all

the way and containing some nifty

shots that will bring "ah's" and
"oh's" from the golf fans. Jones
demonstrates to Claude Gillingwa-
ter and a couple of other spectators

the wrong and right methods of

holding and swinging a spoon, as

well as the wrong and right posi-

tion of the feet. At the same time
he bats off some classy shots. For
byplay, there is a little incident

wherein Gillingwater is trying to

keep his daughter or niece, played
by Loretta Young, from keeping a

date with her boy friend, but the
voung people sneak off after fram-
ing it with Jones to keen the old

man interested in the golf stuff.

"Whippet Racing"

M-G-M Time, 12 mins.
Sport Number

Lively number, with the whippets
featured from the time they are
pups, through the training period
and then finishing with an actual
i'ace. This was taken at the Pasa-
dena course, showing four of the
fastest whippets in the world in

action. It is a very interesting reel,

with an announcer explaining the
routine with a good line of chatter
that is mixed with an above-aver-
age comedy line.

"Put on the Spot"

Warner Bros. Time, 5 mins.
"

Sponsored Cartoon
> Fantastic cartoon in undersea lo-

tcale, with the entire fish family
•beating it for cover when the warn-
ing is sounded that a dangerous
insect is approaching. The in-

truder gives the whale a merry
phase, until the cue, "Quick, Jonah,
the Flit," is given by a human
voice, whereupon the insect is

sprinkled and squelched—and those
of the audience who didn't know it

before are put hep to the fact that
ithey've had a piece of advertising
i'.nflicted upon them. No matter
,how good the short is, this closing
•evelation puts a curse on it.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth in

"The Naggers at the Races"
\'itaphone 12.59 Time, 9 mins.

Good Comedy
In this number the Norworths

transfer their battling to the race
(track, where they go through the
routine of annoying their grand-
istand neighbors. The wife is dumb
to the racing stuff, while hubby Is

just wise enough to fall for the
phoney tips of a tout. One of the
races is run in the rain, and after
it's over 'the couple battle their
way home through mud puddles,
with the old man stepping into one
pool of water up to his ears. Gags
and laughs are pretty consistent,
|and the skit as a whole should sat-
isfy almost anywhere.

"Oh! Oh! Cleopatra"

RKO Pathe Time, 20 mins

Fair Satire

This Masquers Club fari^e is iust

mild entertainment. The cast is

filled with prominent thespians who
don't do anythino- but sit around as

atmosphere. WheeVv pnd Woolsev
carry the torrh. It is a tvpical

W. and W. theme and I'ttle new
material is broTiiyht out. Many old

gags and face-slfinning stunts, seen
in other W. and W. pictures, are

featured. The ladq pre coaxed into

taking some newlv discovered nills

that cause them to revert bnr-k to

the days of Caesar and A^if-honv.

Woolsey as the former and Whe^lp^
as the famous Mark. Thov b"^h
fall for Cleopatra and wind un bv
"ompeting in a chariot race for her
^'avors. The race is the best V)^''~f

of the short. Dialogue is mostly
obvious repartee and puns.

"Poise"
' (A Grantland Rice SnortHirht^

RKO Pathe Time. 9 mins

Novel avd Ivfrresftvfi

The outstand'ncr ppinnncf in thi'

Snortlieht is the nprformpn^^o o^

T?arnev Berlinger. all-around ohpim-

»iion. who is shown in the discn^'

throw, the shot nut. nolo vault pn^
hurdles. Normal and slow i-nntiin

nictures are shown of Barnov in nc-

tiori and an interestino- evnlanotoT"
talk carries on with tlip phot^

^mith Colleo-e eirls at archerv nrp'^-

ticp. Joe Kirkwood in somf> tri'-l'

"olf shots and a sh-^^t s'^one o'*"

Robert H. Davi«!. n^'-pd an<-Vior ariri

angler, instructine Da7.7->' Van^e in

the art of "plug casting." round out

about 850 feet of genuine entertain-

ment for all.

"Smile, Darn Ya, Smile"

Vitaphone 482.5 Time, 6 mins.
Fine Song Cartoon

An excellent example of the song
cartoon, with a good idea and syn-
chronization. It's one of the Mer-
rie Melodies series featuring Foxy
and Honey. Foxy is the pilot on

trolley car that travels a fan-
tastic track system and does the
usual tricks. After a comic expe-
rience with a hippo passenger, he
takes Honey aboard and rides her
through tunnels and up and down
hills in roller coaster fashion to the
smash finish. Abe Lyman's band
supplies the music, which is excel-
lent.

"Adventures in Africa"

No. 6—"The Buffalo Stampede"
Vitaphone 5106 Time, 17 mins.

F\tir

A little long considering the na-
ture of the subject. All concerned
with chasing and catching some
African water buffalo. Nothing
specially exciting about this epi-
sode, although the synchronized
talk tries to pep up the proceed-
ings. Shov/s Wynant D. Hubbard
and his troupe capturing two ani-
mals, which are constantly referred
to as ferocious, but don't show it

much. Just fairly interesting.

"Fun on the Ice"

(Aesop Fable)

^KO Pathe Time, 8 mins.
Just Fair

There is little in this cartoon com-
edy to lift it out of the ordinary
class. Not one new gag is chalked
up. It is all about the Fables ani-
mals making whoopee on the ice,

ikating. playing hockey and break-
ing tlirough the ice. The musical
score and synchronization are well
done, as is the animation, but
those three requisites are not suffi-

cient to put the picture over as a
laugh number.

AMERICA'S FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE

St. Moritz
OIV THE PARK

50 Central Park South
New York City-

Old world hospitality in the

spirit of the new world; old

world service with the newest
of the new world's comforts.

A cuisine that is the essence

of Europe's finest, under the

inspired direction of

LOnYi££rrvax/0

i>l Paris, London and the Riviera

Rooms single or en suite, facing

Central Park and Init a moment
from tlie city's aiuuseinent and

^1 Hk itvj business sectors.

Personal Direction of S. GREGORY TAYLOR
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376 Features Reviewed in Film Daily From Dec. 1

Act Tage Glueck-FL 8-2-31

Air Police-WW 3-22-31

Annabelle's AfFairs-F ...6-28-31

AUas-The Bad Man-TIF 6-28-31

Oloha-TIF 2-1-31

Almost a Honeymoon-BI 1-11-31

Along Came Youth-PAR 1-11-31

Always Goodby-F 5-24-31

Al Yemen-AM 1-11-31

Avenger-COL 4-19-31

Bachelor Apartraent-RKO 3-8-31

Bachelor Father-MGM .2-1-31

Bad Sister-U 4-5-31

Bat Whispers-UA ...1-18-31

Beau Ideal-RKO .. 1-11-31

Behind Office Doors-RK03-22-31
Beyond Victory-PAT ..4-12-31

Big Business Girl-FN .
.6-14-31

Birth of a Nation-TRI. 12-21-30

Bockbierfest-BLK 4-5-31

Body and Soul-F 3-15-31

Born to Love-PAT 4-26-31

Boudoir Diplomat-U 12-7-30

Black Camel-F 7-5-31

Black Sea Mutiny-AM 6-21-31

Bright Lights-FN 2-15-31

Brat-F 8-2-31

Break-up-AM 12-7-30

Broad Minded-FN 7-5-31

By Rocket to the Moon-UFA

Call of the Rockies-SYE. 7-1 2-31

Captain Applejack-WA 4-19-31

Captain Thunder-WA. .. 5-10-31

Caught Cheating-TIF 1-4-31

Chained-UFA 12-14-30

Chances-FN 6-14-31

Charley's Aunt-COI 12-28-30

Charlie Chan Carries On-F
3-22-31

Cherie-PAR 6-14-31

Children of Chance-BI 1-25-31

Children of Dreams-WA. 7-19-31

Cimarron-RKO 1-18-31

Cities and Years-AM ..4-12-31

City Lights-UA 2-15-31

City Strcets-PAR 4-19-31

Clearing the Range-CAP. 5-24-31

Cohens and Kellys in Africa-U
12-21-30

Command Performance-TIF
1-18-31

Common Law-PAT 7-19-31

Compromised-BI 1-18-3!

Comrades of 1918-FM .. .2-22-31

Confessions of a Co-Ed-PAR
6-21-31

A Connecticut Yankee-F. 4-12-31

The Conquering Horde-PAR
3-29-31

Cracked Nuts-RKO . 4-5-31

Criminal Code-COL 1-4-31

Daddy Long Legs-F 6-7-31

Damaged Love-WW 1-25-31

Dance, Fools, Dance-MGM
2-1-31

Danger Lights-RKO ..12-14-30

The Dawn Trail-COL 12-28-30

Daybreak-MGM 5-31-31

Defenders of the Law-JOH
5-24-31

Der Grosse Tenor-UFA .
5-31-31

Der Tanz Geht Weiter-WA
1-11-31

Desert Vengeance-COL. . .3-1-31

Devil to Pay-UA... .12-21-30

Die Drei Von Der Tankstelle-
UFA 6-21-31

Die Forsterchristl-CAP .5-3-31

Die Lustigen Weiber Von
Wein-CAP 7-12-31

Die Privatsekretaerin-CAP
6-21-31

Die 3 Groschenoper-WA. 5-24-31

Dirigible-COL 4-12-31

Dishonored-PAR 3-8-31

Divorce Among Friends-WA
4-5-31

Doctors' Wives-F .. .4-26-31
Dolly Macht Karriere-UFA

7-26-31

Don't Bet on Women-F 2-15-31

Dracula-U ...2-15-31
Dream Waltz-SWE ..12-28-30
Drums of Jeopardy-TIF. . 3-8-31

Dude Ranch-PAR 4-26-31

Dugan of the Bad Lands-MOP
8-21-31

The Easiest Way—MGM .3-1-31

East Lynne-F 2-22-31

Echo of a Dream—GLE.12-7-3U
Enemies of the Law-REG

7-12-31

Ex-Flame-TIF .. ...1-25-31
Extravagance-TIF 12-7-30

Everything's Rosie-RKO. 5-24-31

Fair Warning-F 2-8-31

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema F—Fox PAT—RKO Pathe

AGF—American General Film FF— Foreign Film REG—Regal Talking Pictures

AM—Amkino FFF—Foreign Feature Films RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures

ASC—Associated Cinema FN—First National SIN—Dr. Alexander Singelow

BT—British International FM—Forenfilms SWE—Swedish Biographic

BLK— Richard G. Block GLE—Goldie Films SYN—Syndicate

CAP—Capitol Film Exchange HF— H. H. Hoffberg TIF—Tiffany

CEL—Celebrity HPI—Hollywood Pictures TPE—Talking Picture Epics

COL—Columbia ITA—La Itala Film Co. TPL—Otto Trippel

COP—Congo Pictures JOH—W. Ray Johnston TRI—Triangle Films

COS—Cosmos MGM—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer TRM—Trans American Films

COT— Continental Pictures MOP—Monogram Pictures U—Universal 1

CRE—Chesterfield NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line UA—United Artists 1

CRM—J. V. Cremonim OM—Olympia Macre Excelsior UFA—Ufa

DK—Drkhk-Martel OS—Osso Productions WA—Warner Bros.

EL—Protex Trading Corp. PAR—Paramount WW—Sono Art

Fidlovacka-DM 7-5-31

Fifty Milliion Frenchmen-WA
3-29-31

Fighting Caravans-PAR. .2-1-31

The Fighting Sheriff-COL
6-28-31

Fighting Thru-TIF 12-28-30

Finger Points-FN 3-29-31

Finn and Hattie-PAR.. 2-1-31

First Aid-WW 7-12-31

Five and Ten-MGM 7-12-31

Five Year Plan-AM ...6-7-31

The Flood-COL 5-3-31

Free Love-U 12-14-30

A Free Soul-MGM 6-7-31

Front Page-UA 3-22-31

Gang Buster-PAR 1-25-31

Gateway of the Caucasus-AM
1-25-31

Gentleman's Fate-MGM .6-28-31

Girls Demand Excitement-F
2-8-31

Girl From the Reeperbahn-TPE
1-25-31

Girl Habit-PAR 6-14-31

God's Country and the Man-
SYN 6-7-31

God's Gift to Women-WA
4-19-31

Going Wild-WA . . .2-1-31

Goldie-F 6-28-31

Gold Dust Gertie-WA 5-31-31

Good Bad Girl-COL. . 5-17-31

Gorilla-FN 3-1-31

Great Meadow-MGM 3-13-31

Gretel and Liesel-FFF .2-1-31

Gun Smoke-PAR 4-26-31

Headin' North-TIF . .12-28-30

Heimatsklange-TPL . .2-22-31

Hell Below Zero-TPE. . .6-28-31

Hell Bent for Frisco-WW
7-12-31

Hell Bound-TIF 3-1-31

High Stakes-RKO .. 5-31-31

Hjartats Rost-PAR 6-28-31

A Holy Terror-F 7-19-31

Honeymoon Lane-PAR. . .8-2-31

Honor Among Lovers-PAR
3-1-31

Hook, Line and Sinker-RKO
12-14-30

Hot Heiress-FN 3-15-31

How He Lied to Her Husband-
BI 1-18-31

Hush Money-F 7-12-31

I Take This Woman-PAR
6-14-31

ledenbu-AM 12-7-30

Ulicit-WA 1-18-31

II Richiamo del Cuore-PAR
3-8-31

The Immortal Vagabond-TPE

Ingagi-COP 3-15-31

Indiscreet-UA 5-10-31

In Old Cheyenne-WW ..5-3-31

Inspiration-MGM 2-8-31

Iron Man-U 4-19-31

It Pays to Advertise-PAR
2-22-31

It's A Wise Child-MGM
5-17-31

Jaws of Hell-WW . . 1-11-31

Jede Frau Hat Etwas-PAR
5-24-31

Jew At War-AM 7-26-31

June Moon-PAR 3-15-31

Just A Gigolo-MGM.. 6-14-31

Just For A Song-WW. ..4-26-31

Kept Husbands-RKO ...2-8-31

Kick In-PAR 5-24-31

Kid From Arizona-COS .
5-10-31

Kiki-UA 3-8-31

Kiss Me Again-FN 1-11-31

La Canzone Dell' Amore-CRM
1-25-31

Ladies' Man-PAR 5-3-31

Lady From Nowhere-CRE
7-19-31

Lady Refuses-RKO ..2-15-31

Lady Who Dared-FN .. .6-7-31

La Jaula de los Leones-HF
3-8-31

L'Amour, Maitre des Choses-
CAP 4-5-31

Land of Midnight Sun-NOR
12-28-30

La Nuit Est A Nous.. 2-22-31

La Regina di Sparta-IT.\ .3 3-31

Lash, The-FN ..14-31
Last Parade-COL 3-1-31

La Straniera-CAP ....4-19-31
Laugh and Get Rich-RKO

3-22-31
Laughing Cinners-MGM 7-5-31

La Vacanza del Diavolo-PAR
3-22-31

Lawless Woman-CRE .4-26-31
Lawyer's Secret-PAR 5-31-31

Le Collier de la Reine-EL
2-8-31

Le Culte de Beaute-OS. .6-7-31

Le Million-TF 5-24-31

Le Mystere de la Chambre
Jaune-OS 5-31-31

Le Petit Cafe-PAR .1-25-31
Le Roi S'Ennuie-RKO. .2-8-31

Liebe Auf Befehl-U .6-7-31

Lieber Uber Alles-CAP 4-19-31
Liebeswalzer-UFA 5-3-31

Lightning Flyer-COL ...4-5-31
Lion and the Lamb-COL. 4-5-31

Living Corpse-FF 1-18-31

Lonely Wives-PAT 2-15-31
Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-31
Love Habit-BI . 2-1-31

Love Kiss-CEL 12-28-30
Lover Come Back-COL .6-7-31

Lumpemball-AGF 4-26-31

Maciste In Hell-OM ...6-28-31
Magnificent Lie-PAR ..7-26-31
Maltese Falcon-WA 5-31-31

Man in Possession-MGM . 7-19-31

Man of the World-PAR 3-22-31

Man From Chicago-COL . 1-18-31

Man to Man-WA 1-4-31

Man Who Came Back-F. 1-4-31

Meet the Wife-COL 6-21-31

Men Call It Love-MGM .6-21-31

Men of the North-MGM . 12-14-30
Men of the Sky-FN 7-19-31

Men on Call-F 12-14-30
Middle Watch-BI . .12-21-30
Midnight Special-CHE .12-7-30
Millie-RKO 1-25-31

Millionaire-WA 4-12-31

Miracle Woman-COL. .8-2-31

Monsters of the Deep-TPE
5-24-31

Mothers Cry-FN 12-7-30
Mother's Millions-U ....5-10-31
Mr. Lemon of Orange-F. 3-29-31

Murder By the Clock-PAR
7-19r31

Mutterliebe-FFF 2-22-31
Mystery of Life-U 7-5-31

My Past-WA 3-15-31
Nacht-Brumm'er-COL ...3-8-31
Napoli Che Canta-CRM .1-25-31
Nar Rosorna Sla-Ut-PAR

2-15-31
The Naughty Flirt-FN 4-19-31
Newly Rich-PAR 7-5-31
New Moon-MGM 12-28-30
Never the Twain Shall Meet-
MGM 6-7-31

Night Angel-PAR 6-14-31
Night Birds-BI 1-4-31
Night Nurse-WA . ...7-19-31
No Limit-PAR 1-18-31

Nomandie-SIN 6-21-31
Oh, Sailor, Behave-WA . .2-15-31
Once A Sinner-F 1-18-31
One Heavenly Night-UA . 12-7-30
Only Saps Work-PAR . 12-14-30
Other Men's Women-WA .4-26-31
Pagliacci-AC . . 3-1-31
Paid-MGM 1-4-31

Painted Desert-PAT 1-18-31
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath-
MGM 4-5-31

Party Husband-FN ...5-17-31
Passion Flower-MGM .12-21-30
The Perfect Alibi-RKO 3-8-31

Playthings of HoUywood-HPI
4-12-31

PoHtrics-MGM 8-2-31
Primrose Path-HPI ...1-25-31
Prodigal-MGM 6-28-31
Public Enemy-WA 4-26-31
Public Defender-RKO . .7-12-31
Pueblo Terror-COS 4-21-31
Quick Millions-F 4-19-31
Rango-PAR 2-22-31
Reaching for the Moon-UA

1-4-31

Reckless Hour-FN ...8-2-31
Reducing-MGM .1-18-31
Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31
Remote ControI-MGM .12-7-30
Resurrection-U 1-25-31
Rider of the Plains-SYN . 5-3-31
Riders of the North-SYN .4-5-31
Ridin' Fool-TIF 5-31-31
Right of Way-FN 3 29^1
The Right to Love-PAR. 12-21-30
River's End-WA . .3-15-31
Rogue of the Rio Grande-WW

12-7-30
Rosenmontag-UFA . . .3-29-31
The Royal Bed-RKO. .2-1-31
Royal Family of Broadway-
PAR 12-28-30

Runaround (Reviewed as Lov-
able and Sweet-RKO 6-21-31

Salvation Nell-TC . .7-5-31
Scandal Sheet-PAR 2-8-31
Scarlet Pages-FN 12-7-30
Sea Devils-JOH 3-8-31
Seas Beneath-F 2-1-31
Second Honeymoon-COT. 1-1 1-31

Secret Call-PAR . . 7-12 31
Secret Six-MGM 5-3-31
Secrets of A Secretary-PAR

7-19-31
Seed-U 5-17-31
Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour-
FD , 7-12-31

Sheriff's Secret-COS 6-14-3
Shipmates-MGM 5-24-3
Ships of Hate-MOP 7-26-3]
Si I'Empereur Savait Ca.
MGM 3-8-31

Sin Ship-RKO 4-5-3J
Single Sin-TIF .2-15-31
Sit Tight-WA 2-22-31
Six Cylinder Love-F .5-17-31
Skandal Um Eva-FM ..4-2M)
Skin Game-BI 6-21-3]
Skippy-PAR 4-S-3]
Sky Raiders-COL 5-31-31
Sleeping Partners-BI ..12-14-30
Smart Money-WA ....6-2I-3J
SmiUng Lieutenant-PAR. 5-24-31
Soldiers Plaything-WA . . . 5-3-31

Son of India-MGM ..7-26-31
Son of the Land-AM .5-31-31
A Son of the Plains-SYN . 7-5-311

South of Sonora-INL. .12-14-3C
Spy, The-F 3-22-31
Star Witness-WA .... 8-2-31'

Stepping Out-MGM ....5-24-31
Stolen Heaven-PAR ...2-15-31
Strangers May Kiss-MGM

4-12-31
Student Sein-PRX .. ..5-3-'31

Subway Express-COL ..3-29-31
Sunny-FN 12-28-3C
Sunrise Trail-TIF 3-29-31
Svengali-WA 5-3-31
Swanee River-WW 2-8-31

Swcden-MAL 1-18-31
Sweepstakes-PAT . . 6-28-31
Tabu-PAR 3-22-31
Tailor Made Man-MGM .4-27-31
Tarnished Lady-PAR ..4-19-3i,
Ten Cents A Dance-COL.3-8-3r
Ten Nights In a Barroom-
ROA . 3-1-31

The Texas Ranger-COL. 5-10-31
Three Girls Lost-F 5-3-31

Three Loves-ASC ... .5-24-31

Three Who Love-RKO . .6-21-31

Three Rogues-F 4-5-31

Too Many Cooks-RKO .7-19-31

Too Young To Marry-WA
5-10-31

Toute Sa Vie-PAR .. .6-21-31
Trader Horn-MGM 1-25-31

Trails of the Golden West-
COS 2-15-31

Transatlantic-F 7-26-31

Transgre&sion-RKO 6-7-31

Transport of Fire-AM .3-22-31

Traveling Husbands-RK06-21-31
Treason Trials in Moscow-
AM 3-8-31

Troika-FE 4-26-31

Tropen Nachte-PAR . .5-31-31

Truth About Youth-FN . 12-14-30
Two Gun Man-TIF ...6-7-31
Ubangi-PIZ ...5-31-31
Under the Greenwood Tree-
BI 12-14-3n

Under the Roofs of Paris
12-28-3

Under Suspicion-F ....12-28-30
Under Texas Skies-SYN. 2-1-3.

Unfaithful-PAR 3-1-3:

Up For Murder-U ... 5-31-3'

Up Pops the Devil-PAR. 5-17-3.

1

Versuchen Sie Meine Schwes-
ter-TA ..6-21-3''

Vice Squad-PAR 67-31
Viking-WM 6-21-31*

Virtuous Husbands-U ..5-10-31

Vi Tva-PAR 2-8-31

"W" Plan-RKO . . .2-15-31

Way Down East-GG .
3-15-31

Way for a Sailor-MGM . 12-14-30
West of Cheyenne-SYN. .3-1-31

Westward Bound-SYN .1-25-31

White Shoulders-RKO .5-18-31

Widow from Chicago-FN
12-21-30

Wien, du Stadt der Lieder-
BK 3-22-31

Wild Horse-HOF . .
8-2-31

Wild West Whoopee-COS
3-8-31

Woman Between-RKO 6-21-31

Woman Hungry-FN .3-22-31

Women of All Nations-F
5-31-31

Woman of Experience-PAT
7-12-31

Women Love Once-PAR .6-28-31

Women Men Marry-HED
4-19-31

Yankee Don-CAP .. 5-17-31

Ye low Mask-BI 12-7-31

Yellow Pass-AM ...5-3-31

Young Donovan's Kid-RKO
S-21-31

Young Sinners-F 5-10-31



A PREDICTION

XN 1914 Eastman announced the first panchro-

matic motion picture negative film. It swept

the country ... In March, 1931, Eastman an-

nounced the first stable ultra-speed panchro-

matic—Eastman Super-sensitive Panchromatic

Negative, Type 2... It is predicted that just as

color- sensitive film has practically replaced

color-blind material, so the new Eastman

Super-sensitive will make slower emulsions vir-

tually obsolete . . . Naturally the producers and

camera men who are adopting this remarkable

film now will reap the greatest advantage . .

.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New

York. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New

York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

Eastman Supersensitive

Panchromatic Negative, Type 2



''GREATEST HUMAN INTEREST
PICTURE EVER NiADE^'-Mox Balaban

Greatest because of James Dunn's magnificent per-

formance. Through sheer personality and power,

this find of the season becomes the sensation of

the year.

Acting that carries the stamp of greatness — a

screen presence that reaches out through the dark-

ened theatre and sways every soul, touches every

heart.

Best acting Sally Eilers has ever done. As great

a picture as Fox has produced— from every angle.

Jomes DUNN
EILERS

MINNA GOMBELL- WILLIAM PAWLEY
From Vina Delmar's novel and

play byher and Brian Marlowe

Directed by

Frank Borzage

n€UJS€flson

n€uu HfT:

YOU TAKE OURWORD
Wait till you see the n^w HoHy-

wood hero, James Dunn, late

of the legitimate road shows»

He makes his movie debut i»

"Bad Girl/' and he'll have the

women in the audience wee^"^

ing into the aisles. After seeing

this picture, which comes soon

to Broadway, weVe betting o»

his bright camera future.

— Julia Shayfell, Evening Graphic
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Richard A. Rowland Joins Fox as Vice-President

MG DISTRIBS IN MARKET FOR INDIEFILMS

lExhibs Hold Key to Better Times, Says Joe Brandt

Small Talk
— on a string

; By JACK ALICOATE^

A big stem theater did $84 gross
|)NE day last week and it COST
30 frogs to operaie its refrigerat-

\g plant . . . Admiral Nick Schenck
[as the FASTEST boat in pictures

. . Court holds that calling a man
LOUSY is only HUMOR. We know

, lot of HUMORISTS in and out
f pictures ... The VANISHING
lEGION is a bang-up serial . . . We
;now whereof we speak when we
ip you to the fact that sparks have
leen struck in the biggest MER-
pER this industry has EVER seen.
nd that ain't PERHAPS . . . There

i no SQUAEER shooter in the in-

ustry than "Bob" Cochrane . . .

le KIND to your office boy. He may
e your BOSS next year . . . Re-
orts have it that the Henry King-
aynor-Farrell combine in "Merely
[ary Ann" is a SMASH.

After all it may JUST be possible
hat this industry can get along
HTHOUT Mr. Dreiser . . . Has
linybody MISLAID the bring-back-
•ne-kids-movement? . . . Phil Reis-
ian was born in St. Paul MINNE-
|OTA . . . After digging LIGHT-
jY into the matter we are some-
jhat BEARISH on the foreign sit-

ution . . . That COMERFORD gang
If Scranton and points West are
'reat HOSTS . . . Wish someone
fould do a SILENT picture just to

:;ee how it would go . . . There is a
llefinite need for BIG and BETTER
'hort subjects . . . Looks like War-
ei Brothers are getting HOT
Rain. Hollywood reports several
IPS on the way. . . .

Judging from our FAN mail the
uirent DIRECTORS' ANNUAL is

rave with the CRITICS through-
ut the country ... It might inter-
5t the ancient and honorable order
f DIVOT DIGGERS of Los Angel-
ic to know that their NY walking

(Continued on Page 2)

Theater Owners Urged to

Lead "Buy-Spend"
Movement

Declaring that the exhibitor is

the keystone of the film industry
structure and can do more than
anyone else in hastening the return
of better business, Joe Brandt,
president of Columbia, urges adop-
tion of a "Buy Now—Spend Now"
slogan by theater owners.

Spending money to improve the
(Continued on Page 8)

COAST EXHIBS PREfER

ARBITRATION SYSTEM

San Francisco—Majority of ex-
hibitors in this territory favor the
old arbitration system, declaring
that it is preferable to court of law
procedure and to "countless other
clauses" which have found their
way into contracts since the Thach-
er decision, according to a survey
made by Film Trade Topics. It to

(Continued on Page 8)

Butterfield Circuit

Adds Two Theaters
Detroit — Two houses recently

added to the Butterfield Theaters
group in Michigan are the Center
in South Haven and the Holland in

Holland, both acquired from Carley
& Leverenz.

Police Protection Promised

For Chicago Indie Houses

Chicago— Full police protection was of-

fered Saturday to the 100 or more inde-

pendent theaters closing Sunday night be-

cause of the union's refusal to eliminate

one man in a booth. The protection would

enable houses to operate with non-union

men, if they so desire.

PinSBURGH THEATERS

SEEK ONEJN IN BOOTH

Pittsburgh—A strenuous fight to

eliminate the second man in pro-

jection booths is being conducted by

independent theaters in this com-

munity. Present agreement with

the union expires Sept. 1.

Ernest Shipman Dies

Ernest Shipman, 59, independent

producer and distributor and at one

time associated with J. D. Wil-

liams, died Friday night at his

home, 3546 79th St., Jackson
Heights, L. I. Some of Shipman's
productions, made in Canada, were
distributed by the old First Nation-

(Continned on Page 8)

Rowland Leaves Paramount
For Vice-Presidency at Fox

"Huck" Opens to Record

At Roosevelt, Chicago

Chicago— "Huckleberry Finn" opened

Thursday at the Roosevelt to the biggest

business that house has done this season.

Packed houses from the first show and

hundreds waiting on the sidewalks through-

out the day.

Richard A. Rowland has resigned
from Paramount to join Fox Film
as a vice-president, it was an-
nounced Saturday by Harley L.
Clarke.
Rowland returned to active duty

in the industry early this year
after a two-year retirement, join-
ing Tiffany and then going to Para-
mount, where he had charge of the
literary department.

Major Firms Looking for
Quality Product From

Small Producers
Major distributing companies are

almost unanimously in the market
for quality independently-produced
features, it is indicated by a sur-
vey made by The Film Daily Sat-
urday. The checkup, made in New
York and Hollywood, was designed
to answer the oft-repeated question:
''Can an independent producer get
a national release provided his pic-

(Continued on Page 8)

UNITED fllW. SOES

PHILIY MEjJOR MILLION

Charging failure to carry out an
agreement made in 1929 to finance
the Wolff-Heide color process for
$125,000, United Film Industries, of
which the Wolff-Heide Photo-Chemi-
cal Corp. is the operating subsidi-
ary, is bringing a $1,000,000 dam-
age suit in the U. S. District Court,
Philadelphia, against John J. Mc-
Guirk, Ira M. Lowry, Walter L.
Eckhardt, Charles Denby, Jr., Ber-

(Continued on Page 8)

50 Per Cent Film Quota
Being Sought in England
London — A boost in the film

quota to 50 per cent is the aim of
the Trade Unions Congress which
will submit a plan to the Govern-
ment in conjunction with the Films
Committee of the F. B. I., the idea
being to stimulate production in
England.

$2,327,365 Dividends
By Film Firms in July

Dividends paid by motion picture com-
panies In July amounted to $2,327,365, ac-
cording to the Standard Statistics Com-
pany of New York. Total cash dividend
payments made by domestic corporations
in July were $516,095,367.
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FINANCIAL

The Broadivay Parade
(Week of August 10)

FIRST-RUNS
PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"Huckleberry Finn" Paramount Paramount
"Politics" (2nd week) M-G-M . . Capitol
"Young As You Feel" Fox Roxy
"The Runaround" Sadio Strand
"Traveling Husbands" RKO Mayfair

EXTENDED RUNS
"Star Witness" (2nd week) Warner Bros Winter Garden
"Smiling Lieutenant" (12th week*) ..Paramount Rivoli

$2 RUNS
"A Free Soul" (Uth week) M-G-M
"An American Tragedy" Paramount

FOREIGN PICTURES
"White Cargo" British International .

"Zwei Herzen" (44th week) Asso. Cine of Amer.
"Der Wahre Jakob" Trans-Atlantic Pictures
"Die Lustigen Weiber (5th week) Capitol Film Exchange.
"Express 13" Ufa
"Five Year Plan" . . Amkino.
"Immortal Vagabond" (2nd week) Talking Pic. Epics

FUTURE OPENINGS
"Bought" (Aug. 14) Warner Bros
"Arizona" (Aug. 14) Columbia
"Unholy Garden" (Aug. 26) . . United Artists
"Dreyfus Case" (Aug. 28) Columbia .

*Including $2 run.

Astor

Criterion

8th St.

Europa
Belmont
Little Carnegie
Cosmopolitan
Cameo
Warner

.Hollywood
Strand
Rivoli

Warner

NEW YORK
(.QUOTATIONS

STOCK MARKET
AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

7Vi 7H
135^ 135
13 12}4

2 'A

7yk ..

US'A +
13

2H —2

45 44Vs 44H
2S!4 2SI4 2S'A

22^ 22m
U'A
7

2lVi
iA
13A
7

_ +
IH —

ii'A —
7

Con. Fm. Ind. . .

.

East. Kodak ....
Fox Fm. "A". . .

.

Gen. Th. Eq. (new)
Loew's, Inc
M-G-M Pfd
Paramount
Pathe Exch
RKO "A"
Warner Bros

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A".. 214 2'4 2'A ..

Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 4'A 3 A 3A —
Technicolor 654 6A 6A —
TTans-Lux 4M 4J4 4^ .

.

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 20^ 19;^ 20 -f-

Paramount 6s47 . . 86J4 86 86 —
Par. SAsSO 77 76 77 -|-

Pathe 7s37 93 93 93 +
Warner's 6s39 435^^ 43-^ 435^^ —

Small Talk
—on a string

(Continued from Page 1)

delegate is breaking 100 regularly
. . . MIKE Simmons is a POLITI-
CIAN . . . Never mind, it won't be
long till XMAS and business prom-
ises to pick up in 1932.

Maloney to Be Film Board Contact
Pittsburgh—Owing to discontinu-

ance of the Pittsburgh Film Board
of Trade, John J. Maloney, M-G-M
local branch manager, has been
named secretary to function as con-
tact man between local exchanges,
exhibitors and the Philadelphia
board, which has taken over the
duties of the local board.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

j| Eastman Filmsw
h I. E. Brulatoiur, Inc.

«

Chicago Hollywood J-J

1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica H
CALumet 3692 Blvd. H

HOLlywood 4121 K

Hoffberg to Handle Spanish Lineup

Latin Productions, Ltd., of Holly-

wood has concluded a deal with J.

H. Hoifberg Co. for the world's dis-

tribution of all its Spanish dialogue
pictures. Already completed is a

feature, "Campanas De Capistrano,"
and two two-reel comedies, "El Za-
patero Feliz" and "Serenata."

First "Sport Champions" Release

"Tennis Technique," featuring
William "Bill" Tilden, first of M-G-
M "Sport Champions" series, will

be released Aug. 22 in all Loew
houses, to be followed each week
thereafter by subsequent releases.

The first three in the series will star

Tilden's work. The last two being
"Fore-hand, Back-hand and Ser-

vice" and "Vollev and Smash."

Chicago—Milton Cohen is now on
the sales force of Columbia.

Audubon, la. — Pace &; Bouma
have taken over the new Audubon.

West Point, Neb.—The Nebraska
ind Rivoli have been purchased by
Phil Lannan.

Brooklyn Operators'

Unions Still Fighting
Another episode in the fight be-

tween two operators' unions, 306
which is affiliated with the I. A. T.

S. E. and M. P. 0. and Empire
State, new local, has occurred with
the Garfield, Brooklyn house, obtain-
ing an injunction restraining 306
from picketing it. The Garfield is

employing Empire State projection-
ists.

Indie Houses to Add Stage Shows
Following a meeting of indepen-

dent theater owners from New Eng
land and New York state held last

week at the Hotel Astor at the in-

vitation of Abe I. Feinberg, it is re-

ported that 12 of these houses will

add stage attractions next season
provided negotiations with stage
hands and musicians are successful.

Bargain Show Nights
San Francisco—The Davies hat

inaugurated a revival policy of out-
standing screen successes on Mon-
day and Saturday nights, as "Bar-
jain Show Nights."

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation

723-7TH AVE.. N. Y. BRYANT 9-6067

Sound Recording
FILM AND DISC

Re-Recording Disc or Film
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
STANLEY RECORDING CO. of

AMERICA. INC
18>J> Broadway—New York, N. Y.
i" Columbus 5-3181-3182

COLOR NEGATIVES
Producers make own Color Negatives

with By-Pack.

Color in Red-Ortho Negatives may be
removed or altered to complementary
color.

Write DU CHROME FILM SYSTEM, Ltd.
"Specialists in Color"

6723. Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: First Annual Golf Tournameu
New England Film Industr.
Pine Brook Valley Club, Westoi
Mass.

Aug. 3-22
: British film festival, sponsor*

by British International Pictari
Malvern, England.

Aug. 20: Annual golf tournament of SontI
ern California film men, P<
Hills _ Country Club, Culw

Aug. 29

:

City, Cal

RKO and RKO Pathe Annu
Outing, Indian Point. v
Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.

Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, AUii
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesot
North and South Dakota, Radi
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

Oct. 1

:

Hispano - American Motion Pi
ture Congress, Madrid, Spain.

Oct. 4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention
M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsj
vania. Pittsburgh.

Nov. 4: Annual Awrards Dinner of Ac.
demy of M. P. Arts & Science
Hollywood.

Warner Theater Staff Changed
E. Wallach, who recently resigne

as manager of Warner's Wintf
Garden on Broadway, has joine
the RKO Pathe exploitation depar
ment under A. P. Waxman. Mortc
Levine, formerly manager of tl

Hollywood, has been transferred 1

the Winter Garden. John Bercen
formerly publicity director and ai

sistant manager at Warner
Strand, Brooklyn, has been pn
moted to the management of ti

Beacon, replacing George Handu
who will manage the Hollywood"

Granville Sells "Captivation"
Fred Leroy Granville has sol

"Captivation," Bi-itish picture wit
Conway Tearle, to Capitol Produi
tions.

!«

the FILM DAILY STRING

FILM DAILY

YEAR BOOK

•

DIRECTORS
ANNUAL

PRODUCTION
GUIDE

•

SHORT SUBJECTS
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•
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BIG DiSTRIBS IN MARKET

rOR GOOD INDIE FILMS

(Continued from Page 1)

ture conforms with the pi'oduction

standards of the distributor?'"

Asked concerning its policy, Par-
amount pointed out that it is cur-

rently handling two features made
outside of its own studios. They
are "The Mad Parade" and "Honey-
moon Lane." Fox said that al-

ihough all its product is generally
made at its own plant, the company
is open to outside pictures.

J. I. Schnitzer, speaking at the
Coast, said: "Radio Pictures has al-

ways given consideration to com-
pleted independent pictures for dis-

tribution based primarily on qual-
ity." At Pathe it was pointed out
that the new year's program is

filled, but thereafter the concern
will entertain some outside proposi-
tions. Al Lichtman said that Unit-
ed Artists will handle independent-
ly made pictures provided they con-
form with U. A. standards. Colum-
bia, Tiffany and Sono Art-World
Wide take a similar attitude.
Warner Bros, and First National

have their 1931-32 programs defi-

nitely set, but later will consider
product made beyond the confines
of their studio. M-G-M and Uni-
versal did not indicate their policies
in the matter.

Coast Exhibs Prefer

Arbitration System
(Continued from Page 1)

pointed out that the old system
brought quick results through men
conversant with industry condi-
tions, whereas recent court proceed-
ings in many cases have been slow
and costly.

^ W. B.-F. N. Revivals
Pictures selected for the two

weeks of revivals at the Warner on
Broadway, in connection with the
fifth anniversary of Vitaphone, are
as follows: first week—"Son of the
Gods," "Gold Diggers of Broad-
way," "Disraeli," "On With the
Show," "Noah's Ark," "Genei-al
Crack," "Weary River"; second
week—"Viennese Nights," "Don
Juan," "Three Faces East," "Dawn
Patrol," "Singing Fool," "Desert
Song."

Polly Moran in Town
Polly Moran, the M-G-M comedi-

enne who is to make a personal ap-
pearance at the Capitol the week
of Aug. 14, has arrived in town.

Frenzied Expectations

A warning is issued by Dr. C. B.

Jolliffe, Chief Engineer of the Fed-

eral Radio Commission, against

what he terms the "frenzied expec-

tations" of the public on having

television in their homes shortly.

Dr. Jolliffe states emphatically that

the visual art is a long way off as

a practical medium of entertain-

ment.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
"KTAT LEVINE, president of Mascot

Pictures and Director B. Reeves
(Breezy) Eason have completed
casting for "The Galloping Ghost"
at the Tec-Art Studios. Harold E.
(Red) Grange heads the cast. Doro-
thy Gulliver plays opposite him.
Walter Miller has been engaged for
the heavy role. Gwen Lee, Francis
X. Bushman, Jr., Theodore Lorch,
Tom London, Eddie Hearn, Ernie
Adams, Tom Dugan, Frank Brown-
lee, Connie Grouse, Edward Piel,

Sr., George McGrill, Bert Good-
rich and Stepin Fetchit complete
the cast. Shooting is now under
way with Eason again directing and
Levine supervising.

* * *

Helen Chandler will play the

feminine lead in Universal's "Heart
and Hand," in which Walter Hiis-

to7i is featured. Kent Douglass and
Vivien Oakland also are in the cast,

with William Wyler directing.
* * *

Laurence Olivier has been signed
by Fox for "The Yellow Ticket,"
replacing Edward Crandall, who
goes to "Surrender."

* * *

Frederick Kerr will appear in

Universal's "Frankenstein," which
goes in work Aug. 17 under the di-

rection of James Whale. Herman
Rosse is designing the atmospheric
settings.

if tf *

John Ford will direct Fox's
"Young America," glorifying youth.

* * *

James Gleason and Robert Arm-
strong will appear in Bill Boyd's
new RKO Pathe film, "Suicide
Fleet."

* * *

Harvey Stephens has arrived

from the Elitch stock company iv

Denver to appear with Nancy Car-
roll in "Wild Beauty."

* * *

Rose Hobart has been borrowed
from Universal by Paramount to

appear with Fredric March and
Miriam Hopkins in "Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde."

* * *

Irene Rich has been given one of

the featured roles in the Wallace
Beery-Jackie Cooper vehicle, "The
Champ." King Vidor is now mak-
ing preparations to begin filming

this original story by Frances Mar-
ion at the M-G-M studios.

* * *

John LeRoy Johnston, who gains
presidencies with regularity, cover-

ed himself with glory at the Wam-
pas party for the press. "Johnny,"
who is president of the Wampas, is

also the new head of the "233"

Club. Clayton, Jackson and Dur-
ante, Charles Judels, June McCloy,
Murray Smith and Nita Martan
were among the entertainers at the

Wampas affair.
* * *

Among those at the dinner-dance
were Lew Ayres, who was attending

his first Hollywood party; Mae
Clarke, Lola Lane, Ethelyn Claire,
Joseph Jackson, Ernest Klapholz,
Tom Geraghty, John Bright, Ed-
ward Dean Sullivan, Mr. and Mrs.
Allen E. Rivkin, Harry Blair, Ern-
est Fegte, Jose Crespo, Edward
Dean Sullivan, Henry Freulich, J.
Darsie Lloyd.

Harold E. Lewis, veteran record-
ing engineer, who recently did the
sound work on "The Secret Call,"
is now doing the recording on "Once
a Lady," which stars Ruth Chatter-
ton.

Our Passing Show: Marc Lach-
man, Don Eddy, Harry Brand, Nat
Dyches, Mark Larkin lunching on
Santa Monica Blvd.; Richard Wal-
lace and Mort Blumenstock chatting
at Paramount.

* * *

Laurence Olivier, British star un-
der contract to Radio Pictures, re-

lieved a Hollywood clothier's depres-
sion the other day by purchasing a

dozen new suits. The actor hastens
to explain that this was no extrava-
gance, but a need made necessary
after Carl Freemanson, studio ath-
letic director, had added 22 pounds
of muscle to his frame.

* * *

Freemanson, who formerly direct-

ed the athletic destinies of Siveden's
Olympic shars, was commissioned
by studio executives to increase
Olivier's weight. Freemanson achiev-
ed results by Swedish massages,
pummelings and a vigorous regime
of daily exercising until Olivier
piled up the required muscles.

* * *

George J. Lancaster, formerly
with Paramount and a news cam-
eraman for 15 years, is photo-
graphing the second release of

"Ghosts of Other Days," in the se-

ries of "Ghost Towns" shorts being
made by Argus-Lancaster Produc-
tions. Gayne Whitman is the nar-

rator.
* * *

// you are still one of those people

who "Wonder What Became of Sal-

ly," you'd still wonder if you had
seen Sally Blane on the hottest day
of the year, covered up with blank-

ets, doing a winter bedroom scene

in "The Ghost Walks."

Ralph Murphy, a Syracuse boy,

who made good in New York City
and Hollywood, will become a full-

fledged director, having been given
a promotion by Charles R. Rogers.

He will direct Eddie Quillan's next
starring vehicle. Ralph has direct-

ed the dialogue for several pictures

Tnd was a stage director before

coming to the Coast.
* * *

Double-bill fans should go to

China, where 15- reel features are

common.

EXHIBSHOLDKEYTOBETTEf

TIMES, SAYSjOE BRilND|

(Continued from Page 1)
j

condition and attractiveness of the
aters, many of wnich have beei
allowed to run down in the pe
riod of depression, is advocatec
by Brandt as the first step towarc
stirring up revival activity anc.,
spreading optimism. In addition tcl
the work provided and the monej™
placed in circulation, Brandt points
out, improvement work of this kindil
has a favorable influence on mert;
chants and others, and the various
individual activities put togetheij
will aid considerably in promoting
general prosperity.

™
At the producers' end, says Brandt

a "Buy Now—Spend Now" policj
by exhibitors will encourage tha
making of better pictures, enabling!
studios to work without the restric-
tions of curtailed budgets. As far3
as Columbia is concerned, it has set
an example by operating the stu-|
dio at capacity, as well as increase
ing the sales personnel.

United Film Ind. Sues
Philly Men for Million'

(Continued from Page 1)

nard R. Cohn, Abe Sablosky, Harry
0. Schwalbe, Charles Segall and
Lewis Sablosky.
Hans von Fraunhofer, president

of United Film Industries, also an-
nounces that since the Lowry-Mc-
Guirk group of Philadelphia have
not provided manufacturing facili-

ties, the company plans to acquire
plant space on Long Island to per-
mit the production of a trade dem-
onstration and to handle commercial
orders. He has called a meeting ofl

stockholders for Aug. 12 at the
Roosevelt Hotel to decide on this

matter.

Ernest Shipman Dies
(Continued from Page 1)

al. Services will be held at 2 o'clocl%

today at his home and the booy;
will be cremated. He is survived'

by his widow and two children.

New Central Falls House
Providence—It is reported that a^

new theater will soon be built on.

Broad St., Central Falls, where
present buildings are being razed.

New Slant

Wheeling, W. Va.—Great news-

paper propaganda for boosting pat-

ronage of the local film houses was

put over here by N. D. Dipson. con-

trolling four of the principal thea-

ters here. Dipson sold the Wheel-

ing News the idea of rooting edi-

torially for home-town patronage,

and the paper points out to its

readers that Wheeling has no cen-

sor board, so they can see the pix

uncut instead of going to Pitts-

burgh or some other Pennsylvania

town where the films are massacred

by the censor boys.
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ahi. CircuitsMay Join Indies in Two-OperatorFight

LATlpTAL POLICTSTAGING COMEBACK

1 Cleveland Loew Houses To Form Separate Division

Realignment of Circuit

Houses Effective

Sept. 1

[Cleveland—As a result of a geo-

•aphical realignment of Loew cir-

iit houses, the 11 theaters in this

jty will become a separate and dis-

inct division under H. M. Addison,

ho has been supervisor in Pitts-

irgh, it was announced by Col. E.

i. Schiller, vice-president of Loew's,

Lc, while here on an inspection

fur. The change goes into effect

Lpt. 1. "The duties of W. A. Fin-

fey, manager of the midwestern di-

(ision, of which Cleveland was a
^Continued on Page 6)

SEPT. 15

j

Trans-Lux will resume its expan-

lon program about Sept. 15 by

pening hous'-s in a number of

tastern cities. The organization at

Tesent is operating three theaters

I New York City and one at Play-

md, Rye, N. Y.

(Columbia May Release

Jensen-Camp Pictures
rw Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Columbia will prob-

bly release features which will be

reduced by Emil Jensen and Wal-
lY Camp under the company name

f
Patrician Pictures. The first story

jas been selected and production

!:arts soon. Jensen returns to New
j'ork late in September.

German Film Exports

i Now 5 Times Imports

i'ashhujfon Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—German film exports are

3w five times as large as imports, result-

ig in the most favorable trade balance in

ears, according to motion picture statistics

liceived by the Department of Commerce.

15 Publix^ Warner Houses On Market
Publix is reported marketing 10 houses in Ohio, Indiana and Pennsylvania.

Warner Buos. are understood to be interested in selling five Eastern theaters.

Paramount Pays 2\^' in Stock

Instead of 62! Cents Cash

General Executive Duties
For Rowland at Fox Film
Richard A. Rowland, who joined

Fox yesterday as a vice-president,

will have "general executive duties."

He expects to make his headquarters
at the Fox offices in New York.

A quarterly dividend of 2j^ per
cent in stock, instead of 62i^ cents
in cash, was declared yesterday by
Paramount, payable Sept. 30 to
stockholders of record Sept. 4. The
payment amounts to l-40th of a
share of common stock, and at last

(Continued on Page 6)

Shorter Features Advocated
IVrst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Cutting feature films

down to the length warranted by
story, and filling out the program
with suitable short subjects, is ad-

vocated by Frank Woods in his

second paper on the subject of

"Improvement of Screen Entertain-

ment." A summary of the points

covered in the Woods discussion

follow

:

Reduce the length of program
(Continned on Page 8)

Goldwyn May Produce
One Extra Picture

IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood —-In addition to the

eight pictures announced some time
ago, Samuel Goldwyn may produce
an extra feature for the 1931-32
United Artists program. Of the
pictures announced, "Street Scene"
will be released Sept. 5, following

(Continued on Page 6)

Circuits in Chicago May Join
Fight Against Two Operators

Chicago — Possibility of the big
circuit houses joining the independ-
ents in the war to eliminate the
second operator in the booth is like-

ly, according to reports making the
rounds. Belief among local theater
men is that, if it is seen that the
indies have a good chance of win-
ning their point, the home offices of

(Continued on Page 8)

300 Fox Theaters
In U. A. Product Deal

In confirming the deal whereby
Fox Theaters, including West Coast

houses, will play the entire United

Artists lineup for next season, Al

Lichtman states that more than 300

houses are involved.

Percentage Arrangements
in Minority Among
New Contracts

Flat rental deals are staging a
comeback as the 1931-32 sales sea-
sons gets well under way. With the
exception of the big situations con-
trolled by major circuits, practically
all contracts are turning a cold
shoulder to percentage arrange-
ments, according to a checkup made

(Continued on Page 8)

SEE DUAL BILL EXIT

STARTING LABOR DAY

starting with Labor Day, double
featuring will gradually be dropped
and theaters will revert to the
"balanced" type of program accord-
ing to a survey made yesterday by
Film Daily. Large circuits have
expressed their willingness to re-
turn to the single feature program

(Continued on Page 8)

Two Wichita Theaters
Defy State Blue Law

Wichita, Kan.—Defiance of the
blue law in this state is gaining
momentum, with two local houses
opening Sunday. Mrs. Meta Barron
again operated the Kansas, while
the Noveltee also opened.

Dr. Giannini Confident

Over Industry Outlook

ir,-st Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Confidence in the ability of

the film industry to rise from the present

doldrums to even greater heights than be-

fore is expressed by Dr. A. H. Giannini,

banker and expert on film finances. Pro-

ducers and exhibitors made as many mis-

takes as executives in other businesses,

Dr. Giannini says, and have been busy cor-

recting them with the result that saner

and mure efficient policies are being es-

tablished.
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"Street Scene" for Rivoli

Due to a switch in bookings, Sam-
uel Goldwyn's "Street Scene," in-

stead of the Ronald Colman picture,

"The Unholy Garden," will open at

the Rivoli on Aug. 27.

.^*v*••
Jj{ New York
y 1540 Broadway
.» BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City j'j

1 54 Crescent St. j'j

STillwell 4-7940 J*t

I Eastman Films ||

\^ J. E. Brulatour, Inc. \\

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood tv
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood4121

Too Much Belittlin'
West Coast PurecK, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—There are more first-rate pictures available today than ever

before, but the pessimistic spirit of the time has caused everybody to emphasize

the bad and ignore the good, says Charles R. Rogers, RKO Pathe production

chief. With 500 or more features a year to be turned out, they can't all be

sensations, declares Rogers, but the percentage of hits is comparatively high.

Radio Pictures to Handle
13 Color Shorts on Orient

IV est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood —• Radio Pictures will

release 13 color shorts dealing with
the Orient to be made by Leonard
Fields, who is now on his way to

Shanghai, where he will make his

headquarters. Fields' first picture,

to be made at Hang Chow, will be
a romance of the great canal which
feeds millions of Chinese from its

shores.

Plan Spanish Sport Shorts

Ernest Hemingway, the noted
author, and Sidney Franklin, the

toreador, are now writing scenarios
for a series of six shorts, "Bull
Fighting- and other Spanish Sports,"
to be produced by an American
•ompany for international distribu-

tion early next year. Hemingway
and Franklin also may play in their

nictures, which are to be made in

Soain. Calvin Harris, acting for

Franklin, expects to complete final

arrangements with the American
producer this week.

Warner Midwest Deals

Gradwell L. Sears, western gen-
eral sales manager of Warner Bros.,

has closed product deals on Warner
and First National pictures with the
Publix-Dubinsky houses, the Glen
Dickinson theaters, the M. B. Schan-
berg circuit, the Rhoden circuit and
the southern Illinois Fox houses.

Unions Not Merging
Published reports that the Empire

State M. P. Operators Union, Inc.,

and Local 306 were negotiating a
merger are denied by Arthur Fark-
ash. president of the former or-

ganization. The Empire State is

an independent unit.

Louis A. Howland Dies
n'est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Louis A. Howland,

veteran technical advisor, is dead
"ollowing a heart attack.

M-G-M Buys "Peg O'My Heart"
"Peg O'My Heart," the old stage

play by J. Hartley Manners, has
been bought by M-G-M.

Lesserman Back on Job

After an illness of three weeks'
duration, Carl Lesserman, Western
^qles manager for Warner Bros, and
First National under Grad Sears,
has returned to work.

Judge Alfred Murphy Dead
Word has reached New York of

*^^p sudden death of Judge Alfred
J. Murphy of the Circuit Court, De-
troit. He was known by many film
people as a friend of the industry.

FitzPatrick "Holidays"
Bought by Louis Meyer

Ten James A. FitzPatrick "Holi-
day" short subjects, comprising the
entire series, have been purchased
by Louis Meyer of the Meyer-Rieger
laboratories The FitzPatrick name
will be retained on all the subjects
and release will cdntinue through
the present franchise holders, many
of whom will also represent Meyer-
Rieger in the distribution of De
Luxe trailers. The purchase in-

volved the following shorts, "Col-

umbus Day," "Armistice Day,"
"Thanksgiving," "Christmas," "Lin-
coln," "Washington," "Mother's
Day," "Memorial Day," "Independ-
ence Day," and "Labor Day."

Crinnion Promoted
John M. Crinnion, chief auditor

with Tiffany since 1928, has been
oromoted to replace Charles Steele

as assistant treasurer. Steele re-

signed last week.

Ralph Lund Joins Columbia
Ralph Lund, formerly with Uni-

versal and recently associated with
Lord, Thomas & Logan, has joined

the advertising department of Col-

umbia under Al. Selig.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Ben Roman With T.P.E.

Ben Roman has been engaged by
Talking Picture Epics to head their

New Jersey sales force.

"Alice in Wonderland" on 16 MM
"Alice In Wonderland" produced

by Unique-Cosmos and directed by
Bud Pollard will be reduced to 16

mm film for release simultaneously

with the regular theatrical release

According to H. Maienthau, presi

dent of Unique-Cosmos, the move
was made necessary by the demand
for the series by non-theatrical

users throughout the country.

"Rip Van Winkle," second in the

series will be put into production

it the Metropolitan Studios within

•^he next two weeks.

"Penrod-Sam" Release Oct. 3

"Penrod and Sam," First Na-
tional production of the Booth Tark-
ington story, will be released Oct.

3. Leon Janney and Junior Coghlan
play the title roles.

Paramount Acquires Play
"As Husbands Go," Broadway

play, has been bought by Para-
mount. Rachel Crothers wrote it.

George Katz Acquires Riviera
George Katz has taken over the

Riviera. New York, and will insti-

tute a burlesque policy.

Murdock Joins Universal
Kansas City — H. M. Murdock,

formerly with Metro, has joined the
sales staff of Universal.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Oct.

3-22
:

British film festival, sponsorei
by British International Picture!
Malvern, England.

20: Annual golf tournament of South,
ern California film men, Foj
Hills Country Club, Culver
City. Cal.

21-22: Annual Outing of Minneapolis'
Film Board of Trade, Detroit
Lakes, Minn.

29: RKO and RKO Pathe Annua".
Outing. Indian Point, via
Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.

9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota
North and South Dakota, Radis
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

1: Hispano - American Motion Pic
ture Congress, Madrid, Spain.

4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention ol
M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsyl
vania, Pittsburgh.

4: Annual Awards Dinner of Aca-
demy of M. P. Arts & Sciences,
Hollywood.

James Rothwell To Make
Shorts Series in Canada
Trenton, Ont. — James Rothwell:

has begun preparations at the On-
tario Government studio here for
the production of a series of short
subjects using all Canadian talent
developed outside the professional
ranks. The first number is "Even
the River."

Tiffany Picture Titled
"Murder At Midnight" has b?en

finally decided on as the title for
the new Tiffany Productions murder
mystery which bore the working
title of "The Monster Kills."

COMING & GOING

WILLIAM JOHNSON of Theater Service
Corp. returned from Chicago yesterday and
left again for Boston.
MARIAN MARSH, Warner plaver, will

visit Philadelphia on Thursday and Wash-
ington on Friday, returning to New Yorl'
on Saturday to remain until the middle o'l

ne.xt week.
GLORIA SWANSON, whose return from.^

abroad has been delayed several times, is-/

now reported aboard the Aquitania, arriving
Friday.
GRADWELL L. SEARS, western general,

sales manager for Warner-First National, i

is back from a trip to Kansas City.
'

GROUCHO, HARPO and CHICO MARX
have arrived from Hollywood, with ZEPPO
due next week.
BILL RAYNOR of the Fox organization

in Detroit is in New York.

FOR SALE
Kolograph Portable Sound projector,

35 mm., practically new. Price

$350. Phone Digby 4-8898.

The Finest Projection Room
(Western Electric System)

$1.25 per reel

4 private cutting rooms
DU-ART FILM LAB
245 West 55th Street

Columbus 5-4907
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James Whale
who directed "JOURNEY'S END"
now gives you his masterpiece

r\atVtc

A ttttf

BRIDGE
/'Beauty's Last Stand'^

from ROBERT E. SHERWOOD'S srippins suae pliy of

innocent young love caught in the maelstrom of war-mad
London . . . with Mae Clarke, Kent Douglass, Doris Lloyd,
Enid Bennett, Bette Davis, Ethel Griffies, Frederic Kerr.

Presented by Carl Laemmie

Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr.

RIDE WITH

UNIVERSAL
and you ride with a WINNERI'''^— ^'A? Ov ^^***' wiiBiiaiiiiBiiiiBiiiii|pii»xp
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IKLEVE.LOEW HOUSES

AS SEPARATE DIVISION

{Continued from Page 1)

part, have been constantly increased

so that his headquarters will be

moved to Columbus, from which
point he will function, covering the

midwest territory, Col. Schiller

stated. "Fred Desberg remains
here in charge of our vast inter-

ests and will have additional duties

which will take him away from
town from time to time. H. H.

Maloney, who has been city super-

visor here, will be promoted to the

management of one of our larger

eastern theaters.

"I am quite optimistic about the

future of our business, not only in

this city but everywhere. The signs

of improvement are decidedly notice-

able. I have viewed more good pic-

tures already of the coming season's

product than ever before in history."

Goldwyn May Produce
One Extra Picture

{Continued from Page 1)

its Broadway showing at the Rivoli

starting Aug. 27; Ronald Colman
in "The Unholy Garden" will follow

on Sept. 17, Eddie Cantor in "Palmy
Days" is down for Oct. 1, Gloria

Swanson's "Tonight or Never" is

scheduled for November, followed

by Colman in "Arrowsmith." A
second Swanson picture and Ina

Claire in "The Greeks Had a Word
for It" are to come out before April,

and in addition to his eighth pro-

duction Goldwyn expects to an-

nounce another within the next two
weeks.

RUBIN TURNS AUTHOR
A treatise dealing with the technical

process of motion picture production,

intended to interest and instruct the

public as well as members of the film

industry, is being prepared by Benny
Rubin, the comedian, who feels he has

picked up enough data in the course

of his 50 pictures, more or less, to fill

a good-sized book. Rubin says he has

heard many complaints about the scar-

city of authentic books on various

phases of picture production, and he
hopes to Induce others in the industry

to write down their experiences and ob-
servations.

Vaude. Agitation Dies Out
Memphis—Agitation to boycott

loop theaters because of the com-
plete withdrawal of vaudeville from
Memphis has practically died out.

The "Commercial-Appeal" recently

pointed out editorially that if

vaudeville has been profitable it

would not have been discontinued.

Anti-Gang Film Bill in Jersey

Newark—Sponsored by the local

Kiwanis Club, a bill to curb gang-
ster and racketeer films will be in-

troduced by Assemblyman David M.
Litwin in the New Jersey legisla-

ture next winter.

iSUNSHIN€
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= Joe Brandt, president
= reports sales this season
= in the company's history

of Columbia,
are the largest

;»ililllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllP^^

PARA. PAYS 2^ ^» STOCK

INSTEAD On2"^C. CASH

{Continued from Page 1)

night's closing of 22->4 this is equal

to 57 cents.

Commenting on the action of the

directors, Adolph Zukor said:
"Some time ago the Company purchased

certain theaters and other assets which it

then believed, and still believes, to be valu-

able acquisitions, obtained at a fair and
reasonable figure. At the time these pur-

chases were effected, payment was made in

Paramount stock, with the right, however,
tu the vendors, within a certain time, to ex-

change such stock for cash at a price which
would realize an amount which was not in

excess of what the Company did and still

does consider a fair price for those the

aters and other assets. Naturally, with the

change in market conditions that has since

supervened, it is more advantageous to the

vendors to take cash at the figure agreed
upon rather than stock. A certain portion

of the total amount involved in this trans-

action has already been called for by the

vendors and paid out of current cash re-

sources prior to June 30. As to the balance,

aggregating approximately $11,500,000, u
must be expected that a similar course will

be pursued by the vendora.
"It should be understood that these trans-

actions simply mean that the company is

paying cash instead of stock, for the assets

acquired. Normally, the capital expenditures
thus called for would be met on the part of

the company by the sale of securities to the

public, liut, in view of prevailing market
conditions, it is not considered an appro-
priate course or in the best interest of iis

shareholders to dispose of either stock i>i

long term obligations at this time."
"The earnings of Paramount Publix for

ihe hrst six months of the present year aie
con.-,ervatively figured (partly estimated) at

$5,700,000, equal to $1.S2 a share on the

stock now outstanding. IJuring the last

c.ght years the company has averaged .ip

proximately 40 per cent of its annual net

income in the first six months of the year,

and oO per cent in the second six montli?>.

"The company's consolidated cash balance
on June 30, is calculated at about $8,400,U0il.

Bank loans outstanding at the same dale
were $5,000,000.

"Ordinarily, therefore, no question wouUl
arise as to the continuance of cash divideiul

on the stock, as long as the ratio of cur-

rent assets to current liabilities is, as u
is now calculated to be, not below two tu

i>ne and the ratio of tangible assets to in-

tlebtedness remained at least 1^ to 1, the

maintenance of which ratios is required by
the indentures securing the i'/i per cent and

per cent bonds of the company, as a con-
dition for the payment of cash dividends.
Consideration must be given, however, in

the spirit of the due conservatism, to the
following circumstances:

82nd Paper for U Newsreel
Addition of the "Record," Meri-

den, Conn., makes 82 newspapers
allied with the Graham McNamee
Universal Newspaper Newsreel.

w

PREPARATION

Will Rogers Film Re-named
"Business and Pleasure" is the

new title of the Will Rogers picture
formerly called "The Plutocrat,"
filmed by Fox from the Booth Tarlc-
ington story.

}

There Is No
Better Way
Of Opening

The Door To

The Tremendous

Buying Power

Of Tomorrow

Than By Using

The Advertising

Columns of the

FILM DAILY
Regularly

.... A Test

Will Tell . . . .

'

l!
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

t)
iamatic Stocks Vital

/; Training Units
r^RAMATIC stock companios

are the proper school for

l/oung men and women ambi-

i;ious to become screen actors.

rhe schooling provided by the

motion picture studio is too

limited and too superficial to

irovide good fundamentals, and
;:annot, of necessity, devote the

jtime and patience to apprentice

[actors.

In the theater stock com-

Ipanies, the young actor is called

fupon to play a different role

jeach week, and in the course

lof a season will have an oppor-

Itunity to develop his talents to

Ian infinitely greater extent than

in several years in pictures.

Just as the stock company
was the training school for

imany of the great stage and

iScreen actors of today, it will

continue to provide the talent

ifor tomorrow.
I Edward Goodman,

Stage-Screen Director.
* * *

f-Year Moratorium
rged for Triangles
DECENTLY a dispatch from

;

Germany declared that the

^strict censors of that country

would like "to cut out the love

triangle theme altogether." A
German critic leaped at the pro-

posal immediately and declared

ithat it would be the finest thing

ithat could happen to German

j

cinema.

I

I would like to see the triangle

jbanned for a while in this coun-

jtry, the love triangle is legiti-

mate drama, but it is only one

,of many themes that can be

iutilized as a basic structure. But
I we have concentrated on it to

I such an extent that one would
bolieve the only exciting event
ill this 1930 era is to have two
men desiring one woman or—
iless frequently—two women de-

i
s'ring one man.

i I would like to see a ten-year

moratorium on the love triangle.—Eric M. Knight,
Public Ledger, Philadelphia

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTER
'Film and Theater Proprrani Co., aclvertis-

;g; Attrrneys Albany Service Co., 299
roadway, New York. 100 shares common.

NAME CHANGE
,Vitascope Corp., New York, to Vitascope
)rp. of New York.

I

DISSOLUTION
Utica State Theater. Utica, N. Y.

CAPITAL INCREASED
I
Television Corporation of America, Wil-
ngton, Del., 200,000 to 600,000 shares no

^ D̂AILY

MQ
TliLmm

• • • THAT RISING young Broadway columnist, Walter

Winchell, has turned screen scout as a result of a letter

he wrote to an exec, June McCloy, pop Broadway singer, wa.s

launched on a screen career via "Reaching for the Moon"
now she has been signed on a term contract by RKO Patiie

she appears in "June First," the initial offering of the

"Gay Girls" comedy series

* * * *

• • • A Van Beuren cameraman and assistant working
through Northern China getting material for Vagabond Ad-
ventures to be released by RKO Pathe were taken prisoners

by outlaws and held for ransom after five days of cap-

tivity they were rescued by soldiers at least that's the

Van Beuren version but One Lung Lee, our Chink cor-

respondent, sends us a differen'; version that the bandits

made their prisoners scram the minute they found out who
they were knowing it was useless to try to get ransom
on film muggs

• • • AND NOW Bill Hurst rises to ask "Where
are the gaudy posters we useter see in front of 14th Street,

2.3rd Street, 3rd and 6th Avenoo cinemas?" Bill made a
tour of those thoroughfares the other eve for auld time's sake

and not one screeching poster did he see anywhere
probably gone pansy. Bill like our Broadway

film palaces

* * * *

• • • WHAT HAS happened to Ivan Abramson, the great
producer of the 1917-18 era? Ivan had an absolutely
sincere belief that his indie productions were as good as Mis-
ter Zukor's any day and if he ever met that gentleman,
he no doubt would have given him a lot of argument on the
subject just another colorful personality that we miss
in these drear, drab days when the film biz is so ter-

ribly commercial and prosaic over in the ole Tec-Art
stude on 44th Street, it useter be a pure joy to watch Ivan in

the artistic throes of a super-special production often
he would suddenly call a halt in the midst of a scene on one
of his silent epics then while everybody held bated
breaths, Ivan would sit down in a corner, chin on hand, elbow-

on knee The Thinker this would last for a half
hour suddenly the impresario would come out of his

artistic trance gesticulating wildly and yelling things in

his very own dialect that no one could understand he
would be that excited after a special committee had
finally got the drift of his Big Idea it would probably
mean changing the drapes on a window set or having
the femme star come prancing in instead of a quiet entrance

them were the happy daze for Ivan

• • • A CERTAIN Broadway actor has a yen for Spiritu-

alism with so little of material things left for actors
nowadays Spiritualism must be a great comfort
but this happened 10 years ago when the pickin's were
good and all hands were eatin' regular and this

bozo has a spiritual contact direct with Stradivarius the
ole violin maker of Cremona who told him he must
grab up all the genooine violins of that name still extant
so one evening he failed to show up for the Broadway stage
performance and was missing three days and
right after that all the Canadian and American newspapers
were filled with a sensational story the celebrated
Stradivarius at the shrine of St. Anne de Beaupre in Quebec
had disappeared from the collection of relics funny co-

incidence, eh, wot? and to this day the disappearing
violin is a Mystery almost

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)
Break for Newsboys
On "Smart Money"

'\7lC FOYNTER, manager of

Warners State, Milwaukee,
took a simple means of obtain-

ing a great deal of publicity for

his house and "Smart Money."
Tieing up with a bottling con-

cern he announced a special

showing of the Edward G. Rob-
inson picture for newsboys to

be given on Sunday, the day on
which the boys would be free to

enjoy themselves. As a treat

for each of the theater's guests
there would be a bottle of ice

cold soda. The local newspapers
approved of the idea and played
it up, devoting lavish space to

the picture the newsboys were
to see. The bottling concern
placed huge signs on all its de-

livery trucks announcing the
performance.

•

—

State, Milwaukee

Stage Wedding
for "Gigolo"

A PUBLIC wedding that took

place on the stage of the
theater, was included by Harvey
Buchanan, manager of the Pal-
ace, Superior, Wis., in cam-
paign he used on "Just a
Gigolo." The ceremony was
held on a Tuesday night and
the merchants of Superior
donated some very valuable
gifts to the couple. Buchanan
also purchased time on Station
WEBC located in Superior and
Duluth, and had announcements
about the picture made daily.

Several window tie-ups with
merchants were included and
two vacant stores on the Main
Street was used with big special

displays in the windows. A
summer-term dancing school
was tied up with stills of the
picture placed in prominent
locations.

•

—

Palace, Superior, Wif^c.

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

August 11
T. Roy Barnes
Hobart Bosworth
Samuel Bischoff
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FIAT RENTAL POLICY

A

(Coiitimted from Page 1)

by The Film Daily yesterday.

Principal reason is the general busi-

ness situation.

Straight rentals allow theaters

more flexibility in their bills, it was
pointed out. Among the reasons
which have influenced distributors

in favor of flat rental deals in most
instances is the cost of checking.

One sales manager laments a deal

in which his company netted 67

cents on one of last season's per-

centage runs.

See Dual Bill Exit
Starting Labor Day

(Continued from Page 1)

provided, independent opposition

would do likewise. According to

Edmund Mantell, owner of several

independent houses in the Bronx,
his theaters will drop the dual bills

as the first houses in his territory

to make the move. Mantell operates

the Star and the Ritz with opposi-

tion from the Daly, operated by Jack
Steinman of the Manhattan Play-

house Circuit. Steinman, who was
out of town yesterday, is expected
to make a statement regarding the
fall policy of the Manhattan houses,
upon his return.

Frank Woods Advocates
Shorter Feature Films

(Contitiued from Page 1)

features to one hour or less, cutting

out padding and unnecessary dia-

logue. In exceptional cases be sure

that over-length is fully justified by
audience appeal.
Adopt measures that will insure

greater freedom of authorship.
Restore to feature pictures a

larger measure of fast action which
formerly gave to them their greatest

appeal, utilizing all devices, includ-

ing parallel lines of action to give

us genuine motion pictures.

Do not sacrifice, however, the

great boon of vital dialogue and
sound effects.

Remember that the original lure

of motion pictures was the illusion

of reality. Therefore, avoid strain-

ing credulity. Emphasize truth.

Search diligently for the different

and the unusual in selecting types

of material for program productions.

Include, where warranted, true

M. P. Athletic League

Standing of the Clubs

W L
RKO 9
Columbia 9 1

ERPI 8 3

Warner 4 3
Fox 3 6
Pathe 2 8
National 2 8
RCA Photophone 8

Results of Saturday's Games
RKO 13 RKO Pathe ...
Fox 5 Columbia
ERPI 8 Warner

Pet.

1000
900
727
571
333
200
200
000

A LITTLE From "LOTS
//

Bv RALPH IVILK

HOLLYWOOD
"^ALTER PUTTER'S latest "Cu-

riosities," released by Colum-
bia, contains a weird yai'n of the
"Zombies," who, he avers, are the
dead brought back to life by the
powers of Voodooism, to work in

the rice fields of Haiti. He shows
the corpses being taken from the
graves and prodded into life—then
takes you to the rice fields where
thev are working—then puts them
back to sleep in their graves to be
ready for another hard day of toil.

* *

Richard Talmadge has added
Gareth Hughes and Joseph Girard
+o the cast of his next production,
"Scareheads," which Noel Mason
will direct.

Frank Capra is about to begin
directing "Gallaerher," tentative title

of the Special Capra production on
Columbia's program for next sea-
son.

D * *

William. Hornbeck is swpervising
the final cutting of "Sveed," Mack
'Bennett's new color picture, which
haa been reduced from three to two
reels.

* * *

Clem Portman, who has done the
'•ecordiner on several Radio Pictures,
is handlino: the sound on "Are These
Our Children?" which is being di-

rected by Wesley Ruggles.
* * *

Our Passing Show: June Collver.
Sfiiprt Erwin, I-ew Codv. Sue Carol,
Nick Stuart. Sally O'Day. Harry
Blair. Clavton, Jackson and Dur-
ante lunchin<y at the Brown Derby:
Grp<Torv LaCava, Bernard Schub<>rt
and Allen Rivkin chatting at Radio.

* * *

Liif^ie Rohlfs now Madame
Rohlfs. who for 10 vpars sano- such
roles as "Manon." "Tosca." "Thais"
and "Marguerite" in the Grand Op-
pra House of Paris, arrived yester-
-lav pt thp Hollvwood Plaza Hotel,
with her three children to make the
Southland her home.

"Wrestling Sword Fish" is an
nounced by John A. Waldron, gen-
eral manager of Mack Sennett stu-
dios, as the second of the six one-
reel fish picture series which Mack
Sennett is now producing. The
voice is none other than the gen-
eral manager himself explaining
the advantages of this fishing trip.

* * <K

Richard Talmadge and Mrs. Gra-
ver Jones, who opened a floral shop
in Glendale in March, will open
their second store in September. It

will be located at Sunset Boulevard
and Laurel Canyon Road, Holly-
wood, and will represent an invest-

ment of $25,000. The structure will

be of Gothic design.
* * *

Gene Towne, playing in the front
yard with his baby, was accosted
by a little neighbor girl, who asked,
"Oh, Mr. Towne, how old is your
baby?' "Two months old," said
Gene, in a fatherly voice. The little

girl's next question was, "Is she
your youngest?"

* * *

B. C. Stafford will direct the next
Mack Sennett comedy starring An-
dy Clyde. Patsv O'Leary will ap-
pear opposite Clyde.

* * *

Valentin Mandelstamm, who re-

cently returned from a four months'
stay in France, has resumed his

work as general Fren'^h counsellor
for Paramount, M-G-M and Fox.
He is an advisor on French stories

ind locales and has written several

novels.
* * *

Folloxving the best Hollywood
procedure, Allen Rivkin, formerly
Allen Erwin Rivkin, drovped "Er-
win." He was bitten by the numer-
olony bu<j and the "Erwin' had to

fluffer. Allen is a scenarist at Ra-
dio.

* * *

Marshall Hahn of Nathan. Hahn
nnd Fairbanks, producers of "It

Seems to Me," is all smiles these
days. He recently became a father.

stories and feature news subiects.

Continue to improve still further
the nroduction quality of features.
Arrange future production plans

o avoid over-production of single
tynes of stories by all comnanies.

Balance the program with short
subiects that will make the second
hour's pntprtainment supplement in

divprsitv the feature hour.
Concentrate attention on the pro-

duction quality of short subjects, bv
'laying' more rental for them, with
a view to raising their appeal as
"early as possible to a par with
features.

Increase the importance and show-
ng time of news reels by intprpolat-
ing side shots of human touches and
reactions.

Produce short special news sub-
jects when the events warrant, to-

gether with short true stories.

Endeavor to provide better tvir^^

of short comedies, in place of thp

over supply of silly trash, payinr-

real money for ideas.

Introduce "true story" and action

ouality into travelogues and the

like.

Seek for new ideas for short sub-

jects of all kinds, by intensified

search and money rewards.
The genuinely bie: picture should

be confined mainly to subjects of b'tr

and commanding importance, al-

though program features may fre-

nuentlv show super-special quality.

Big pictures are the high snots of

the industry. Thev should justify

their length by thpir power to com-
mand audience interest throughout
their running time.

Epics on historical subjects should

include erreat moments of history

truthfully pictured.

CHI. CIRCUITS HAY JOIN

nCHT ON TWOOPERATOI
(Continued from Page 1)

the circuits will instruct their Ch
cago units to take advantage of tl

opportunity to drop the "permi
men.

Following failure of the oper
tors' union to answer the exhibitor
demands, after the last show Sui
day night, employes of 107 housi
which are members of Allied 1

P. T. O. of Illinois were paid off ai
told not to return until furth
notice. Policemen have been sti

tioned in each house to guai
against violence. Tom Maloy, hes
of the union, on his return fro
New York instructed the operatoi
to report for work Monday mornir
and, if the theaters were closed, '

depart peacefully. Theater ownei
are to meet today to decide on tj
next move.

Override Mayor's Veto
On Sunday Show Issu

Willmar, Minn. — By overridiri
the Mayor's veto of the Sund^
show proposal here, the City Com
cil has made Sabbath movies he;
a certainty. Performances will stai
in Sepetember.

Publix Sells Minneapolis House
Minneapolis—W. R. Frank, ope)

ating several uptown houses, h;
bought the Lyndale from Publix an
reopened it as a third-run at 10 cent
admission. The theater had bee
dark for more than a year an
Frank had planned to build a ne
theater in the neighborhood if Put
lix refused to sell the Lyndale.

Destroyed by Fire
Anamosa, la.—The Grand Opei

House here was destroyed by fii

Aug. 6, with a loss estimated ;

$75,000, partially covered by in-ui
ance.

Fox Signs Ralph Morgan
Ralph Moi-gan, prominent Broa

way actor, has been signed by Fc
and leaves tomorrow for Hollywoo;
He will drive west, reporting at th
studios about Sept. 1.

Congratulates:

NORMAN TAUROC
for his directorial skill in bringing

the immortal Mark Twain story

and characters to life in

Paramount's

"Huckleberry Finn."
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FreeShowsLatestMoveAgainstNon- UnionHouses

SEEKExtension ofoperators'Jebate
faramount Reviving Musicals—Six For Next Season

Percentage
—and other things

:^By JACK ALICOATE ^=

For years we have been
Ji We voting a straight percen-

ig 11 tage ticket right down
'^

the line. If an author

\ites an unusual story, a star gives

£ extraordinary pei'formance, a cii-

• :tov produces a masterpiece, the

inducer turns out a smash or even

1e exhibitor, through unusual

fowmanship, brings in extra shil-

ligs, each should profit in direct

joportion to his share in bringing

lying guests to the box-office. It

i; in the cards that some day we
'11 have percentage bookings ev-

(ywhere. When that time comes,

list of the present petty exhibitor-

<5tributor bickering will be done

!/ay with. Provided, of course,

1at* both sides are leveling.
* * *

Several of our so-

Avertising cially prominent
.nd Allied companies recently

took a flyer in the

Itail sponsored reel business. The
isult was a bust of major propof-

>ns. Now comes Allied to play
' th and fan the embers of a fire

at has already caused consider-

ile damage. The usually sane and
Msible Allied leaders should know

'his time that patrons will not

|iaid advertising on the screen,

id what's more important that

'wspapers everywhere have the

mahawk sharpened for the return
y this advertising irritation. Looks
:e this Allied newsreel is just

srking up another headache.
* * *

Perhaps we're
ollywood just an old fidget

es, But Why? about it, but to

us this Holly-
Dod production business don't add
). About the best answer we can
lit to the question of production
[ing centered in Hollywood is that

;
is. For years we have given har-

vr to the Freudian nightmare that
jie of the chronic ailments of this

imetimes-called-art is Hollywood,
nd the funny part of it is we still

ink so.

Fitting Music to Action
Will be Followed in

New Formula
Revival of music in pictures under

a carefully worked out and executed
treatment is planned by Paramount,
which is expected to make at least

•;ix features during the coming year.
The formula will be to use music
as a means of carrying on the story's

action and never as the principal
ingredient in the picture. In other
words, action will not pause to allow
some,'body to sing.

Jay Gorney, well-known song
(Continued on Page 8)

shorterMI films

favored bylouissw
Shorter features are favored by

Louis K. Sidney, Loew executive,

as they permit better balancing of
programs. In an exclusive inter-

view with The Film Daily yester-

day, Sidney pointed out, that shorter
(.Continued on Page 3)

Hughes-Franklin Books
New Universal Product
Hughes - Franklin Theaters has

booked the new Universal product
for its entire circuit.

Fox's six Chicago houses and the

eight theaters in the National Cir

cuit of San Francisco also have
been signed by Universal.

Old Yankee Custom
Is Copied in France

Paris—The old Yankee custom of hold-

ing back good pictures during the sum-
mer in order to release them in the fall

when they can get more money has caused

a serious "product shortage" in France.

Many cinemas are showing re-issues, al-

though 57 new French films are reported

to be in cold storage awaiting cooler

weather.

SIX MANHAHAN HOUSES

DROPPING DUAL FEATURES

Six houses of the Manhattan
Playhouse circuit will drop double
featuring and revert to single fea-
tures with short subjects on Labor
Day, according to Jack Steinman,
vice-president. The theaters are
known as the East Side group and

(Continued on Page 3)

Six Arizona Theaters
Revert to Phoenix Co.

Phoenix, Ariz.—Six houses in this
state transferred from Phoenix
Amusement Co. to the Nick Diamos
Amusement Co. four months ago
have reverted to the Phoenix Co.
The group includes: Oasis, Ajo;
Iris, Florence; Rex, Hayden; Iris,

Ray; Sonora, Sonora; Mauk, Su-
perior.

Continuance of Reduced
Scale to be Asked

by Circuits
A continuance of the lowered pro-

jectionists' wage scale, effected
voluntarily on the part of operators'
unions throughout the country early
in June on a rebate basis, will be
asked by the major circuits at a

(Continued on Page 3)

FOX THEATERS DROPPING

HOME OFFICE OPERATION

Practically all of the excessive
cost of the home office will be
eliminated from the ovei'head of Fox
theaters under the new plan of di-

visional operation to be put into
effect shortly, it was announced
yesterday by Harry Arthur, gener-

(Continued on Page 3)

Union Sponsors Free Shows
In Campaign on Ochs Houses

Charged With Robbing

18 Brooklyn Theaters

Joseph Steidle, charged with the burg-

lary of 18 Brooklyn theaters, was arrested

yesterday by police as he loitered near

the Empress on Empire Blvd. Steidle is a

porter at the Cumberland theater in

Brooklyn.

As a phase of one of the most
elaborate and organized picketing

campaigns ever instituted in theater

history, the projectionists' union.

New York City, is running free
shows in competition with the Lee
A. Ochs houses which are employ-
ing non-union operators. Wives of
members of the union have formed

(.Continued on Page 8)

Skirboll Brothers
Building Up Circuit

Cleveland—Skirboll Brothers have
purchased the Vita-Temple, Toledo,
and the Dixie, Evansville, Ind. They
already own the Opera House, New
Philadelphia, the new Grand, Mas-
silon, and are interested with Publix
in the new 1650-seat Madison under
construction in Mansfield. Skirbolls
bought the Vita-Temple from John
Collins of National Supply Co.,

Toledo. They plan to reopen the
house within two weeks as a second
run with three changes a week. The
Dixie, purchased from RKO, will

be completed in November.

M-G-M Adding Music

To Foreign Releases

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Famous musical scores that

made a hit in New York presentations of
silent films are being synchronized to out-
standing productions for foreign release by
M-C-M. "The Big Parade" is now re-

ceiving such treatment, with Dr. William
Axt and Oscar Radin doing the work.
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Join "Radio Newsreel"

Two more stations, one in Fresno

and the other in San Francisco, have

joined the "Radio Newsreel of Hoi

iywood," series of broadcasts featur-

ing Warner-First National stars

writers and directors. This makes
44 stations in the group.

*;!*•>•»>••••»•***•«*»••»'»/.*

ii New York Long Island City <i
»* 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. j'{

:.t BRyant 9-4712 STiUwell 4-7940

I Eastman Films |

ij.E

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

^\t<*<*%'*<»%'t<*%\

Hollywood J'l

6700 Santa Monica W
Blvd. :-j

HOLlywood 4121 It

Something to Remember
Our annual national income is about $90,000,000,000 and nearly 95 per

cent, of this huge sum is spent right here in these United States. Amid the

prevailing gloom about everybody seems to have forgotten that impressive

fact. Americans have gone in for a session of the blues and, true to tradition,

in a big way. Some day our people will wake up to the fact that the wealth

of the country is well over $350,000,000,000, somebody will whistle a pleasant

waltz tune and the depression, a la American, will be quickly filed away with

the nation's other unhappy memories. —Weekly Underwriter.

28 Theaters Included
In Comerford-Fox Deal

Following are the 28 theaters of

the Schine group being taken over
by M. E. Comerford from Fox:
Strand, Carthage; Glove, Hippo-
drome, Gloversville; Liberty, Herk-
imer; Capitol, Hion; Rialto, Little

Falls; Colonia, Norwich; Oneonta,
Palace, Oneonta; Pontiac, Saranac
Lake; Avon, Utica, Utica; Avon,
Liberty, Olympic, Watertown; Jef-
ferson, Strand, Auburn; Babcock,
Bath; Capitol, Buffalo; Playhouse,
Canadaigua; Fox, State, Corning;
Capitol, Newark; Strand, Cataract,
Niagara Falls; Capitol, Strand, Os-
wego; Eckel, Syracuse.

Musicians' Ranks Cut 50%
While Operators Doubled

IVashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Number of musi-

cians employed has been reduced 50
per cent since the arrival of talk-
ers, the number paying dues the
past season being 9,795, against 19,-

780 in 1928-29, according to an-
nouncement yesterday by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics. Number of pro-
jectionists, however, has about
doubled by sound, the report states.

Radio City Plans Filed

Detailed plans embodying chiefly
"interior refinements" and a revised
layout of seats were filed yesterday
for a 31 story office and theater
building in Radio City. The the-
ater, which will occupy the block
from 50th to 51st Street, on tY^
east side of Sixth Avenue, is to
be known as the International
Music Hall, and, with a capacity of
6,500, is to be the largest theater
in the world. Both theater and of-

fices are to be leased to the Radio-
Keith-Orpheum Company.

"Smart Money" Holds in B'klyn

Warner's "Smart Money" is be-

ing held a second week at the
Strand, Brooklyn.

John Scharnberg Wins
Month's Trip to Europe

A trip to the Mediterranean for
himself and wife, a month's vaca-
tion and a month's salary will go
to John Scharnberg, manager of the
RKO Orpheum and Capitol, Madi-
.?cn. Wis., for being honor man for
j.ly in the percentage contest bein^j

conducted by Joseph Plunkett to

boost business over the RKO circuit.

Scharnberg will sail Sept. 11 on the
Conte Grande. William Elson. Chi-
cago division manager, will give him
a dinner in th? windy city before
hir, departure.

150 Foreign Contracts
Signed by Photophone

Orders for more than 150 units
of special size and standard si,ze

equipments have been received from
abroad by RCA Photophone in the
past two months, following an-
nouncement of the new special size

all-AC operated reproducing system
for theaters up to 500 seats, says
Van Ness Philip, manager of the
company's foreign department.

Martin Schiff for New Post
Martin Schiff', who recently re-

signed from Universal after a long
association as traveling auditor and
more recently on a special assign-
ment for the company in London, is

back in town following a vacation
and is negotiating a new connection.

Warners Get Indiana House
Whiting, Ind.—Warner Bros, are

now operating the Capitol, formerly
owned by A. J. Obreshk.

Sound Recording
FILM AND DISC

Re-Recording Disc or Film
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
STANLEY RECORDING CO. of

AMERICA, INC
1841 Broadway—New York, N. Y.

Columbus 5-3181-3182

>'>>'''>!>

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3040

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Sept.

Oct. 1

Oct.

British film festival, sponsci
by British International PictuI
Malvern, England.

Annual golf tournament of Soiiil'.V

ern California film men, .

Hills Country Club, Cu

-

City, Cal.

: Annual Outing of Minneapi
Film Board of Trade, 0e4|
Lakes, Minn. I

RKO and RKO Pathe Ant'
Outing, Indian Point,

i

Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.

Semi-annual Convention, AI'
Theaters Ass'n of Minnes.
North and South Dakota, Ra
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

Hispano - American Motion
ture Congress. Madrid. SpaiiJ

Eleventh Annual Conventioar
M,P.T.O. of Western Penn.
vania, Pittsburgh.

Annual Awards Dinner of A m-
demy of M. P. Arts & Scienijfit:
Hollywood.

Mascot Serials To Play
Warner Bros. Theate

Nat Levine's Mascot serials, stal

ing with "The Vanishing Legio,
have been booked into Warner Bij

houses throughout the Albany t

ritory by Bernard Mills of Standd
Film Exchange, Albany. The dl
calls for the showing of the serij

at all performances in 13 houses

Royal Zenith on S. S. Paris
|Royal Zenith projectors and sou

equipment, manufactured by
Pulverman Corp. of Duluth and N
York, have been installed on 1

Paris of the French Line, follow!
a similar installation on the He'
France. J. V. Cremonim. vice-prc
dent of the Pulverman Corp., S!,

another portable outfit will be
stalled on the France.

The 1931

Directors' Annualf

and

Production Guide

IS
•

now
being

distributed

to

Subscribers

to

THE FILM DAILYf
1650 B'way, N.Y.G.
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SORTER FEATURE FILMS

'PREDBYL0UI8 SIDNEY

(,Continued from Page 1)

fe;ures allow a diversity of shorts

toiupplement the principal piece of

er^rtainment. At the Capitol, New
Y'k, which Sidney programs as

w'l as the other Loew houses, his

shw averages two hours and 20

m utes.

idney finds that two-reel com-

ecis get the best audience reaction

apng short subjects. Novelties he

rc:2S second, with travelogues oc-

aying third place in the classifi-

C£ on.

generally speaking, the master-

oleremonies era is past, in Sidney's

ojiion. Loew is using only four

atpresent, these being entertainers

tl/ have "built up" much in the

miner that a producing company
iesiblishes a star or featured player.

jTpy are: Tedu Claire, Dave
Si'ooler, Hal Yates and Al Wohl-
mi.
luring the past year three more

L'W houses have adopted stage

pjsentations, making the current

tcil 12. The newcomers are in

Bjfalo, Rochester and Syracuse.

—^S D̂AILY

Sk Manhattan Houses
Dropping Dual Features

I

(Continued from Page 1)

cciprise the Apollo, Palestine, New
Dancey, Florence, Hollywood and
Citon. Three other Manhattan
chuit houses will change policy on

tl! same day, the San Jose going

iiD Spanish legitimate stage pro-

d tions, the Mount Morris adding
videville with pictures and the

Rjjun changing from English talk-

ie to an all Spanish picture pro-

gim.

"Voice of Israel" Finished

'The Voice of Israel," ten-reel

ej produced by Judea Films with
acast that includes Cantor Josef

Rsenblatt and nine other noted

c:ttors, has been completed. The
ticer presents allegories and songs
tten from the Book of Life, start-

ir with the birth of Israel.

:OMING & GOING

MMETT FLYNN has arrived in New
^ k flum the coast

A\XV CARROLL is in New York for

a i;.it with her husband, Bolton Mallory.

LBERT PARKER, Fox studio represen-

t:ve in the east, leaves at the end of

tt week for the coast.

YLVIA SIDNEY is on her way to the

C(;t, hut will return to New York again

iltime for the world premiere of "Street

She" on Aug. 27 at the Rivoli.

ERNARD MILLS of Standard Film Ex-
chge, Albany, is in town conferring with

J'lme Kessler and Charles Reed Jones of

ijicot Pictures.
.IIIKE SIMMONS is vacationing at Scrooii

I]e, N. Y.
lUDD ROGERS, sales manager of Sono
.EWorld Wide, returns to New York on

^ilday after a sales trip of several weeks.
1 is in Minneapolis today.
IIILLARU OCHS has returned to New
Vk after a vacation at Mineral Springs,

1'as.

ALO
THE 4^mm

• • • OVER AT the home ossif of Educational they have
doped out a brand new racket it is called the Amalga-
mated Association of True and Exclusive Home Office Pals

it is a social organizashe with a benevolent complex
the social side is great for the unmarried fel-

lers, there is a paragraph in the bylaws which stipulates thus
"Each week a King Pal will be selected among the

unmarried members. During the week he is King, he can call

on any unmarried member to submit his list of telephone num-
bers. He selects one jane's number, and then the member
possessing the phone number sends the King in strong with
the gal, and arranges a date." isn't that swell?
but they played a dirty trick on Joe Rivkin they waited till

he went on his vacashe to Hollerword then they ap-
pointed him King wait till Joe hears about that one

the Association took out a short-term life insurance
policy covering Joe on his airplane trip to the Coast and
weren't they disappointed when he arrived safely! for
the married members, the Association is purely one of a benev-
olent nature if a mugg goes broke before payday, he
can slap any member married or single on the back

say "My Pal!" and the other goof has to loan him
half of his current bankroll last week they initiated
Bob Doidge the day before payday and as soon as he was
pronounced a member, 15 of the married Pals fell on Bob at
once, slapping his back and yelling "My Pal!" so Bob is

broke this week and so is his back now he's
planning to get married just so's to get even

* * * *

• • • GHOSTS OF the Past are occasionally resurrected
William S. Hart, the strong silent man of the West who

used to thrill the kids in the ole silent days, will be the subject
of the "Intimate Talks" by Francis X. Bushman on Friday over
the NBC-WJZ network a case of one Ghost talkin'

about another
* * ^- *

• • • A LI'L Journey to the Home of A Film Mugg
we dropped in the other day to give Louis Meyer the once over

Louis is the main part of Meyer & Rieger, film lab
concern in the Film Center building a very ambitious
and optimistic egg, this Louis two years ago he came
back from Hollerword with exactly one grand in his kick
and right away decided to start a big lab and today he
has it and if you ask us, he must also have "It"

to raise enough dough to equip the marvellous layout he has
over there on Ninth Avenoo golly, the joint has every-
thin' besides lab equipment, a gorgeous modern sound
room for recording a machine shop for manufacturing
lab equipment for outside concerns and now Louis and
his partner. Jack Rieger, have decided to invade the trailer

field and state right the service all proving that
ya can't keep a good man down Louis has had his ups
and downs for yars and yars but now he seems to be
UP permanently with one of the smoothest
functioning organizations we've encountered since we've been
in this dizzy biz Louis has both feet planted firmly on
the ground he's goin' places, and doin' things
modestly admitting that he doesn't expect to Grab Everythin'

but quite sure that he and his partner are gonna Get
Theirs and we're bettin' that they will

* * * *

• • • ALWAYS LIKE to hear about a gent who has taken
a modest whirl at the pix going out and doin' somethin' i-;

another field just to prove that he isn't a one-strin^'

guy that's the story of Barry Townly, the Broadway
stage actor who has done bits in the film Barry has
written a play, "All Women Are" some title, eh, wot ?

he plays the lead in it, too and at the Asbury
Park premiere the other week, the local reviewers went over-

board praisin' it as a surefire Broadway smash the sort

of stuff that will have all the femmes swoonin' with ecstacy in

their seats and what a plot for talkie transcription!

Marriage first iiite reactions both man
and wife a Natural

« « « » » »

CIRCUITS SEEK EXTENSION

OF UNION REBATE PLAN

(.Continued from Page 1)

conference to be held with represen-
tative of the I.A.T.S.E. and M.P.O.
in New York today. The original

plan, covering 10 weeks, expires
about Aug. 22.

Under the arrangement projec-
tionists receiving $60 or less have
been rebating five per cent and those
getting more than $60 have been
turning back T/2 per cent. The
circuits will argue that current busi-

ness conditions warrants continuing
this arrangement.

Fox Theaters Dropping
Home Office Operation

(Continued from Page 1)

al manager, at a meeting of division
managers. The move, which sub-
stantiates previously published re-

ports, is regarded as another blow
to affiliated circuit operation. Houses
are to be grouped into districts ap-
proximately the equivalent of the
territory served by film exchanges,
with a general manager in complete
charge of each district and respons-
ible directly to the board of direc-

tors of each local company. A f^w
of the de luxe houses will be oper-
ated as separate units.

Discover Unknown Twain Story
A heretofore unknown Mark

Twain manuscript in play form,
titled "The End of the World," writ-
oen in collaboration with the late

Sydney Rosenfeld, playwright, has
been discovered and is now in the
hands of Viola Irene Cooper, literary
agent.

Cruze Special Booked
llcst Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — "Women Go On

[I'orever," the Tift'any-James Cruze
'pecial, featuring Clara Kimball
Young, has been booked into the
Los Angeles for a week's run, starl-
ing Aug. 13.

Bill Pine Injured
Chicago — Bill Pirn P.-laban A

Katz p. a., was injured last week
at a preview of "An American
Tragedy" when a can of film wei^-h-
ing around 40 pounds wns dropped
by the operator and landed on
Pine's shin, shattering a bone.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ez-
ended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
Sers of the industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

August 12
Cecil B. De Mille
Douglas Gerrard
Irving Epstein
Mort Spring



HOT OR NOT,
IT'S KNOCKING
RECORDS COLD!

RKO PATHE presents CONSTANCE

THE COMMON LAW
With JOEL McCREA, Lew Cody, Robert Williams, Heddo Hopper, Marion Shilling.

From the novel by Robert W. Chambers. Screen Play by John Farrow.

Directed by PAUL L. STEIN.

A CHARLES R. ROGERS PRODUCTION
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER, HARRY JOE BROWN

/I

RKO&PATHE
The Old Fightin' Cock crows every Friday night 10:30 N. Y. time. RKO

THEATRE OF THE AIR—NBC hook-up of 44 coast-to-coast stationsi

I
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FREE SHOWS LATEST MOVE

(Continued from Page 1)

women's clubs under whose auspices
he shows are being held.

On Wednesday nights outdoor
shows are being given at St. James
Park, near the Kingsbridge theater.

Tuesday evenings similar programs
are presented at Moshulu Park, in

the drawing region of the Moshulu
and the Tuxedo. Picture perform-
ances are put on Saturday night at

Kingsbridge Park, near the Ogden,
and at Yeshiva College Park, near
the Majestic, on Sunday evenings.
Motorized trucks are used to handle
the reproducing equipment.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH IVILK

H. K. Brin Sues Unions

Seattle — An injunction against
union picketing is asked by H. K.
Brin of the Third Avenue Theater,
formerly the Pantages, in a suit

against Local 154 of the I.A.T.S.E.

& M.P.O., Dock Crist, secretary;

Local 76, Musicians; Local 6, Build-
ing Service Employes, and Local 15,

Stage Employes. Brin charges the
throwing of stench bombs and in

timidating the public.

Cleveland Indie Office Closes
Cleveland — Independent Pictures

has closed its local office, and all

booking is being done through
Selected Pictures, 401 Film Bldg.

Independent still maintains its Cin
cinnati office under the management
of Chester Loewe.

"Last Flight" Premiere
Richard Barthelmess in "The Last

Flight," First National picture, will

have its premiere Aug. 20 at the

Strand.

Ufa Film for Cameo
"Thirteen Men and a Girl," Ufa

production, with Conrad Veidt,

opens Friday at the Cameo.

Click in Cleveland
Cleveland—-"Night Nurse," War-

ner picture, did so well in its first

week at the Lake that it was held

over nine days.
"Politics," M-G-M, gave extra

morning matinees the last three days
at the Allen.

Dowling-Dooley in Providence
Providence—Eddie Bowling and

Rae Dooley, assisted by J. Fred
Coots, will appear in person at the

Majestic starting Friday with the

showing of the film, "Honeymoon
Lane," in which Bowling and Miss
Dooley appear. A. I. Feinberg, New
York agent, handled the booking.

Tracked Down
After deciding, for the sake of

safety, not to travel by air on his

trip from New York to South Amer-
ica, Jacobo Clucksmann embarked
on 3 boat that went on the rocks

while en route from Rio to Santos.

HOLLYWOOD
(^ONWAY TEARLE, Carmel My-

ers, Roscoe Karns, Lina Bas-
que te, Frances Bate and Paul Page
are in "Pleasure," second in the se-
ries of Artclass Pictures produc-
tions, which is now shooting.

* * *

William Powell and Carole Lom-
bard have retnrned from their
Hawaiian honeymoon. After ap-
pearing in "The Greeks Had a
Word for It" for United Artists,
Miss Lonnhard will return to the
Paramount lot for "No One Man."

Lawrence Tibbett's next vehicle
for M-G-M will be "The Cuban,"
directed by W. S. VanDyke, with
Lupe Velez, Karen Morley, Ernest
Torrence and Cliff Edwards.

Anna Q. Nilsson, back from her
home in Sweden, is returning to
film work.

* * *

Harry Barris, Andy Devine and
Nat Pendleton have been added to
Universal's "Spirit of Notre Dame."

* * *

Nat Levine says the Red Grange
serial, "The Galloping Ghost," is es-

ftcntially a st^int picture, rather
than a football story.

* * *

Erie C. Kenton will direct Tif-
fany's "Leftover Ladies," based on
a story by Ursula Parrott.

RKO Pathe has assigned Belle
Bennett to the new Eddie Quillan

picture being directed by Ralph
Murray, and Yola D'Avril to the
^ouis John Battels comedy, "Stop
That Run," with Georgette Rhodes,
Luis Alberni and Rolf Sedan, di-

rected by Howard Bretherton.
* * *

"Plain Clothes," an RKO Pathe
comedy starring Benny Rubin, has
been placed in production under the
direction of Ralph Ceder. Harry
Gribbon, Billy Franey and Arthur
Thalasso have supporting roles. The
story was written by Ewart Adam-
son.

* * *

In "Facing the Gallows," first of
the Nick Harris detective shorts
being made by Spencer Gordon Ben-
net for Radio, are Emmett King,
Doris Martel, Cornelius J. Keete,
Ernie Adams, Walter Miller. Allan
Greer, Eddie Baker, Tom London,
L. Arris and Edward Cecil. Adap-
tation and dialogue are by George
R. Rogan.

* * *

Malcolm Knight is editing Andy
Clyde's newest comedy, which is as
yet untitled. The picture was pro-
duced by Mack Sennett, with B. C.

"Babe" Stafford directing.
* * *

After testing many candidates to
be the narrator for the "Ghost
Town" series, Elmer Clifton of Ar-
gus-Lancaster, selected Gayne Whit-
man. He heard Whitman "narrat-
ing" an "It Seems to Me" subject.
Whitman is also the narrator on
"The Vagabond Adventure" series

PARAMOUNT TO REVIVE
itp

i
(Continued from Page 1)

writer formerly identified with th
Paramount New York studio, has rac:
joined the company's story deparSjl.
mi.nt. Under supervision "of D. j3?
I'oran, Jr., he will look for materisi
^juitable for this type of productioil' ]/

H. M. Popkin Takes Over
jTwo Los Angeles Houseji^

IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIL]
Los Angeles— H. M. Popkin S

now operating the Crystal and tli

Jewel, formerly belonging to South
ern California Theaters.

Garrett Returning to England .

Sydney Garrett, American repj-e' Q!
sentative for British Internationa'
Pictures, is planning to return ti

England, where he will confer witl

John Maxwell on the sales and pro
duction policy of B.I. P. in America
Maxwell, who was scheduled t
come to this country this summer
has postponed his visit indefinitely
Garrett will sail early next niontl
and return before Oct. 1. ity

mEsther Ralston a Mother
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIL\~
Hollywood—Esther Ralston (Mrs

George Webb) is the mother of at

8>:t-pound daughter.
'

Act Against Non-Union Men
Okahoma City — Application has

been filed in Oklahoma County Bis-
trict Court by the local operators'
union asking an injunction to stop
the Isis from using non-union pro-
jectionists. The petition charges a
contract was signed last year with
the theater, but later all union men
were discharged. B. G. Johnson,
new owner of the house, says the
contract was made with the old cor-
poration.

"Troika" Runs Five Weeks
"Troika," foreign production re-

leased by the Film Exchange, Inc..

'•ecently closed a five-week run at
the Little Theater in Philadelphia
and is now at the Globe in Atlantic
City, where it is expected to re-
main for two weeks.

Stage Shows Dropped
Indianapolis—The Indiana and Ly-

ric have discontinued stage shows
indefinitely.

Improving Indianapolis House
Indianapolis—R. G. Wood, man-

ager, announces the Rivoli will be
closed for two weeks to undergo
$15,000 worth of improvements.

W. L. Crull Transferred
Memphis — W. L. Crull, Jr., of

Loew's Strand, recently closed, has
been transferred to Evansville, Ind.

Providence Street Stunt
Providence —- Street exploitation,

banned for years in this city, has
been inaugurated by George A.
Jones, recently appointed manager
of Loew's State. In connection with
the current showing of "Politics,"

Jones persuaded the City Fathers
to allow an old-fashioned torch-
lierht procession, which attracted
widespread attention.

Christos Buys roperty
Chicago—D. J. Christos, district

manager of Warner Bros., has
boueht the building at 5038 West
Madison St., now occupied by a
chain grocery on a 13-year lease.

Edward F. Bagley Promoted
Lowell. Mass.—Edward F. Bag-

ley has been promoted to assistant
manager of the Publix Strand, suc-
ceeding T. L. Smalley, transferred
to Boston.

North Adams Exhib Bankrupt
North Adams, Mass.—Petition in

bankruptcy has been filed by Alfred
E. Hamilton, theater manager, with
liabilities of $2,746 and no assets.

Start New House for Guilford, Me.
Guilford. Me.—Work has started

">n the 500-seat house beine built
here by W. B. Mills and Richard
Elliott. It will cost about $40,000
and completion is expected by Oct. 1.

New Union Opening Office
Opening of a business office soon

is planned by the recently-formei
International Cameramen a n (

Sound Technicians' Union, ritatei

Sherman Pratt, secretary of the or

ganization.

Uniform Newspaper Ads
Cleveland—G. E. Erdmann, busi

;

ness manager of the M. P. ExhibiJ,
tors Ass'n, has arranged with al i;

local newspapers for uniform suh
urban theater advertising, witl

houses listed alphabetically regard^
less of location. No type or spaO
preference is possible under thij

plan, which is designed to save th^ n

atera approximately $200 annualljl

2 Chicago Houses in Receivershijl

Chicago—The Gold and the 20t'

Century, on Roosevelt Road, former],

ly operated by Homan Photopla
Co., are now in the hands of Chi
cago Title & Trust Co. as receiver

"Hollywood's eminent Masquers can't

qualify as gentlemen. They don't pre-

fer blondes. In two out of three com-
edies produced so far on their series,

they chose brunette heroines."

—RKO Pathe.

i
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laltitnore in Turmoil Over Percentage Squabble

lEW^NTRACTS IGNORE 5-5-5 TOINTS
Fox Planning to Sell All But West Coast Houses
S< era! Deals Now Pending

for Leasing or Out-
right Buy

elling of all Fox houses with
thi exception of those at the Coast
is nderstood contemplated. A num-
be of deals, some on leasing ar-

rai?ements and others outright

bus, are pending. Another effort

w» recently made to revive negoti-

atns on the proposal to sell Fox
N'V Jersey houses to Warner Bros.

iograFcompletes

CVERAGEm, CANADA

lonogram Pictures has completed
it sales coverage of the United
S'tes and Canada with the open-
ir of the Minneapolis branch by
J' Stern of the Capital Pictures
C p., of Omaha. The exchanj,-

w:l occupy the premises formeily
l^ed by Tiffany. According to

I [Coiilinucd on Pacjc 6)

I've Pathe Features
Set for Early Release

Hi i.Hist Bureau. THE FILM PAIL)'
lollywood—As a result of con-

tiious work during the usual sum-
rr. bill, RKO Pathe has five fea-

tilss in the cutting room being ed-

iijl for early release. They in-

c;de Ann Harding in "Devotion."
Hen Twelvetrees in "Bad Com-
ply," Bill Boyd in "The Big Gam-
b," Eddie Quillan and Robert
/mstrong in "The Tip-Off," and
Tm Keen in "Sundown Trail."

Increase in Patronage

Shown by French Tax

aris—Although amusement taxes were

riuced about 25 per cent by the French

f incial law of 1930, instead of the ex-

pted 30,000,000 francs decrease there

h; actually been an increase of almost 32,-

C|i,000 francs in tax receipts. The jump
iiscribed to greater patronage.

Wampas Baby Stars of 1931
ll'rst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Wampas Baby Stars of 1931 are announced, as follows:

Joan Blondeil, Constance Cummings, Frances Dade, Sidney Fox, Rochelle

Hudson. Anita Louis, Joan Marsh, Karen Morley, Marion Shilling, Barbara

Weeks, Judith Wood, Frances Dee and Marion Marsh.

Test Cases on Protection

Planned by Allied Ass'n
H'aslniuiton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Two test cases are
planned by Allied in the near fu-

ture for the purpose of testing the

legality of the protection being im-
posed in favor of affiliated circuit

houses and against independent the-

aters, according to Abram F. Myers.
It is believed that these proceedings,
if pressed to final determination,
will tend to clarify the law on the
general subject and serve as pre-
cedents in other cases.

Hays Urges Return of Waste Film

Replies to a questionnaire sent by
the Hays office to exhibitors

throughout the country indicate that

practically all theaters throw their

waste film, such as cuttings and
trailers, into the rubbish can or

give it to children. The Hays or-

ganization, in communicating with
exhib units, recommends that this

film, in quantity, be shipped back
to the exchanges. Combustion is

likely to occur if too much film is

burned at one time, it is pointed
out.

Most of Clauses Favoring
Exhibs Are Ignored,

Allied Charges
Washington Burcati of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Declaring that the

contracts of nine companies an-
alyzed so far show only an 11.8
per cent acceptance, and an 88.2
per cent rejection, of the clauses
favorable to the exhibitors granted
at the 5-5-5 Conference, Abram F.
Myers, head of Allied States Ass'n,

(Continued on Page 8)

TRI-8TATE H. P. T. 0.

WANT NAPPY ENDINGS

Memphis—Objection to unhappy
endings in pictures is expressed in

a resolution adopted by the M.P.
T.O. of Arkansas, Mississippi and
Tennessee. The association is ap-
pealing to distributors to defer re-
leasing pictures of this type while
current business conditions exist.

Percentage Squabble Stirs

Big Turmoil in Baltimore

800 Publix Theaters
Figure in Radio Deal

Negotiations are now under way
for the sale of RKO's new season

product to Publix. The deal, when
completed, will cover between 700

and 800 houses, all available Publix
situations.

Charles Rosenzweig, RKO sales

chieftain, expects to sell approxi-

mately 9,000 accounts on 1931-32

product.

Baltimore—With a loss of $150,-

000 in bookings for next season fac-

ing Paramount and M-G-M unless
son;e agreement lis reached with
the M.P.T.O. of Maryland on the
luestion of percentage, against
which the exhibitors have balked,
various reports are current regard-
ing the eventual outcome of the
squabble. One rumor is that pro-

ducing companies may buy or lease

houses in strategic points. Another
(Continued on Page 6)

Joel C. Cohen Dies
In San Francisco

San Francisco—Joel C. Cohen, 69,

president of Consolidated Amuse-
ment Co. of Honolulu, largest film
exchange in the islands, and head
of the Pacific Coast Record Co. and
the Flexo Theater Record Corp. here,
died suddenly Tuesday of heart di-

sease n his suite at the Hotel St.

Fran. ,. His wife was with him.

Recognition At Last

For Ace Stunt Man

Ifesf Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—After 16 years of risking his

life for other stars, Dick Grace, sensational

stunt king and author, will be headlined in

his own right by Radio Pictures in the film

version of his autobiography. Paul Sloane

will direct the air picture, titled "The Lost

Squadron."
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Warner's 6'i39 .. 52^4 47J4 50 + 2y2

Author Sues Para, for $1,000,000

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIIA

Los Angeles — Charging that

"Sins of the Fathers" was based
on a manuscript submitted by him
in 1927 and returned as unsuitable,

Walt'jr T. Mead has sued Para-
mount for $1,000,000 damages. Nor-
man Berstein, alleged to have writ-

ten the script for the film, is named
as co-defendant.

France Dislikes Dubbing
Paris (By Cable I—Aritation against American tall<ers is now concentrating

on the dubbing of French versions with players other than French having their

voices synchronized with the visual action. The feeling is that the work ought
to go to French actors.

Usual Extra Dividend

Declared by Eastman
Eastman Kodak has declared the

usual extra dividend of 75 cents a
share on the common in addition to
the regular quarterly payment of
$1.25 a share on the issue. Both
dividends are payable Oct. 1 to
stock of record Sept. 3.

Next for Winter Garden
Warner Bros, will open "Side

Show," starring Winnie Lightner, at
the Winter Garden following the
current run of "The Star Witness,"
which is expected to stay until
Sept. 17. After "Side Show," slated
for a month's run, the W. G. wil'
get "Five Star Final," starring Ed-
ward G. Robinson.

Richard Barthelmess in "The
Lost Flight" comes into the Strand
on Aug. 20 for at least two weelcs.

Three Dialogue Versions
For U. A. British Picture
"77 Park Lane,"* produced in

England by Albert dc Courville as
an United Artists quota picture,
will be released by that company
abroad in French, Spanish and
English versions. U. A. concern is

now considering distributing the
English version in the United
States. The French version will
be sold in Canada.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City •»

154 Crescent St. "
STillwell 4-7940 j"t

I J. E. Brulatour, Inc. |

^

•*« Chicago Hollywood
«v 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
•'• CALumet 3692 Blvd.V HOLlywood4121
::

U^5
>>,>,Mf>.>>
r»>#*»>•

Architect Sues William Fox
Harold L. Arnold, Inc., has filed

suit in the Supreme Court against
William Fox for $35,420, one-half
the expenses the Arnold corporation
declares it incurred in architect's
fees under an agreement with Fox
in 1925 to build a theater in Los
Angeles.

It is alleged that Fox refused to

approve the plans and specifications,
and that the building project was
dropped.

Knorr Finishes Ninth Year
Arthur Knorr, art director and

co-producer of stage revues at the
Capitol, today completes his ninth
year at the Broadway de luxe house

Edward G. Robinson Route Shifted

A shift in his vaudeville routing
will bring Edward G. Robinson into

the Albee, Brooklyn, on Saturday
followed by a week in Boston and
"hen the Palace, New York. Robin-
son is playing Cincinnati this week
His Chicago and Cleveland dates
have been postponed.

Jersey City Houses Aid Fund
Jersey City, N. J. — Cooperating

with Mayor Frank Hague to relieve
the condition of the unemployed
here, Warner's Stanley gave a spe
cial bill that netted $1,928.25 for thp
fund. The Majestic earned $900.35
and the Palace turned $45.90 into
the fund.

Alter to Write Shorts Scores

Lou Alter, well known composer
of "Manhattan Serenade", "Over
Night" and "One of God's Children,"
has been engaged to write original
scores for the "Screen Columnist
Series" of shorts to be produced by
Pierre Arnaud.

Abram Myers to Chicago
lVa-hi„citon Bureau of THE FITM DAILY
Washington — Abram F. Myers,

Allied chief, has gone to Chicago
or a conference with Aaron Saper-
5tein and W. A. StefFes. He will also
-^f H. M. Richey and Lester F.

Martin.

\ew Indie Offices for Minneapolis

Minneapolis — Capitol Pictures
"^orp. of Omaha, headed by S. H.
"ind J. L. Stern, are opening an ex-
^ano:e here, handling Monogram,
Hoot Gibson, Tom Tyler and an-
other line of product.

A. L. Huston also has opened an
oflSce here to distribute the Talking
Picture Epics lineup.

'Common Law" Opens RKO House
Constance Bennett in "The Com-

mon Law" will be the opening at-

traction at the new 2,500-seat RKO
Park Lane, which makes its debut
Saturday. The house is located at
89th St. and First Avenue.

Town's Only House Burns
New Prague, Minn.—Fire believed

o have originated from defective
wiring recently destroyed the Sa-
voy, only movie house here.

Connecticut Film Corporation

Stamford, Conn. — Incorporation
tiapers have been filed for the State
Photoplay Corp. of Springdale. The
sum of $2,500 in capital has been
naid in. Incorporators are David
E. Flagel, Abraham Carr and Isaac
Needle.

Mayfair Theatre B'ldg, N. Y.

WILLIAM MORRIS

M
Call-Board

ANDRE LUGUET

WARNER BROS.

HOLLYWOOD

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Oct.

3-22 British film festival, sponscf
by British International Pictu,
Malvern. England.

10: Annual golf tournament of So
ern California film men. >

Hills Country Club. Cu i

City. Cal.

21-22: Annual Outing of Minneaf s

Film Board of Trade, Dcii
Lakes, Minn.

RKO and RKO Pathe Anil
Outing, Indian Point. »
Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.

Semi-annual Convention. Aid
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesi
North and South Dakota, Ra.
son Hotel. Minneapolis.

Hispano - American Motion !

ture Congress. Madrid. Spaii

Eleventh Annual Conventioml
M.P.T.O. of Western PenrI
vania, Pittsburgh.

Annual Awards Dinner of /
demy of M. P. Arts & Scien
Hollywood.

29:

9 10

4-6:

Jean Arthur for Legit
Jean Arthur, former Paramoit

contract player has arrived in N/
fork with the intention of doingi
legit show.
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production
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is

contained
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The 1931 .

Directors' Annual
|

and

Production Guide

now being distributed



Paramount
Celebrates 5 Years of

Leadership in SHORTS!
Paramount 1931-2 Shorts

Praised by Trade.

about ^e ^^
. 3Vxorts are grea

|

gladly bAjylnS. ^. KiMestregards^^

(Private letter
from Oscar
Xlorgart, Brfinch
Manager Kansas
City Exchange.)

"Paramount Shorts are excellent"— United Artists Thea-

tre, Detroit; "Paramount Comedies are plenty clever"

—

Ritz, Danville, Pa. ; "Above average in audience reaction"

—Paramount, Colorado Springs, Colo.; "Good, the kind

that any audience will eat up"— Rialto, Casper, Wyo.;

"Paramount Shorts are very good"— Lyceum, Duluth,

Minn.; "Clever gags and good plots"—Idaho, Twin Falls,

Idaho.

104 PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS. 32 TWO REEL
COMEDIES. 52 ONE REEL PRODUCTIONS. 18 SCREEN
SONGS. 18 TALKARTOONS. 12 PARAMOUNT PICTORIALS.

PARAMOUNT Tiie 200% Hit
Company!
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

f)
Two Stunts

for "Night Nurse"

TN exploitation of Barbara
•* Stanwyck in "Night Nurse"

at the Stanley, Jersey City,

Charles Carroll got up two

stunts that helped to arouse

public interest. First of these

stunts was a clever booklet en-

titled "Confessions of a Night

Nurse" as written by the hero-

ine of Dora Macy's stirring

novel. The "confessions" ran

about twelve hundred words,

was neatly printed on glazed

paper and had an attractive

cover. To add to the value of

the book was a mathematical

stunt by which one could by

adding up certain columns of

figures ascertain his or her

normal blood pressure. The
second stunt was an enormous
practical book in the theater

lobby. Crowds of people at-

tracted to it turned its pages to

read the printed matter and ex-

amine enlargements of scenes

from the picture.
•

—

Stanley, Jersey City

* * *

Airport Week
Plugs "Chances"

JOHN GOODNO, manager of

J the Palace, Huntington, W.
Va., in booking "Chances," with
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., for the

airport week in his city saw the

possibilities. The Edsel Ford
Reliability tour, which included

Huntington in its itinerary,

gave him a fine-hook-up.

For the front of his house,

Goodno used an immense en-

largement of a telegram from
young Fairbanks in Hollywood.

A huge cut-out of the star as

the lieutenant in the picture

was placed on top of the mar-
quee and across the entire front

of the theater was a banner
reading: "Chances"—A Super
Hit—"Chances." A motor car

made over to look like an army
tank with the barrel of a can-

non protruding, toured the city.

—Palace, Huntington, W. Va.

The research department of

the Paramount - Hollywood
studios contains files of 15,-

000 photographs.

RI4LTI
• • • DIDJA HAPPEN to pick up WFAA at Dallas, Texas,
on your rad-dee-oh last Sunday nite? well, fellers, it

was worth while listenin' in Mister Rosenfield, dramatic
editor of the Dallas Morning News, was givin' the works to

Ray Beal, Paramount-Publix man Rosie shot his ques-
tions right and left and Beal came right back with
snappy answers boy, if they'd get more of these Live
Features on the air waves, instead of a lotta hoosh about Smin-
ksy's corn salve, Jimson's combination tooth brush and shoe-
shiner, et al folks might start to get interested in their
fireside entertainers once more

* * * *

• • • IT STARTED with Rosie askin' Mister Beal why
theayter advertisin' uses so many superlatives boostin'
films that are second-rate programmers with ballyhooey that
should be confined to epics "Dontcha know. Mister Beal,"
queries Rosie, "that the public is wise to the misleading super-
latives ? And whyin'ell dontcha practice more Truth in Ad-
vertisin'?" and Ray comes right back, snappy
"Dontcha unnerstan'. Mister Rosenfield, that the biggest pro-
portion of ALL advertisin' is misleadin? That the public wants
OVERSTATEMENT—that they Love It?" and he cited
two hot examples of advertisers taken right from Rosie's own
loca rag one a dep't store the other a real

estate shark that not only overstated, but mis-stated
and then Ray Beal proved that Paramount-Publix has

inaugurated an Era of Reconstruction in all their advertisin'
seeking to restore the public's lost confidence in all

advertising but that they were gettin' little co-operation
from a lotta big offenders in other industries who still

advertise on the principle that Jawn Public and his family are
a lotta suckers it was all very exhilaratin' with
Mister Beal and Paramount winning the debate by abou£ 17
miles

* * * *

• • • A CERTAIN trade paper man on vacashe spotted
a pippin' on the boat back from Bermuda to hear him
tell it, his only interest in her was for the Good of Art
and ya can take that two ways if ya happen to know
the mugg but all he cared about was landin' her for
glory of the films and the good of the industry but the
trouble was, she had a boy friend stickin' so close that he never
got a chance to horn in finally he broaches the escort,

tells him his gal is a natural for the pix and leaves him
his card in case and wot was his surprise on landm'
back in New York to get a line from the gal sayin' slTe

was interested and would come to our hamlet from her
home in Baltimore with her dad not so hot, that
dad part however, the trade paper mugg writes back

"Fine. Come up with dad, and meanwhile send me
your photo." and the photo arrived of Naomi
pretty name, eh? it arrived postage due, 36 cents
at this writin' the egg doin' things for the Love of Art is out
36 pennies he is in a gor-gee-ous photo and a
lotta Hopes and Expectations but accordin' to
that photo, the effort is Worth While golly, Naomi has
everythin' that is, so far as we can judge she
doesn't let her shoulder strap hang down like that dizzy Daily
News gal

• • • SOME CORN-FED cutup down in Little Rock,
Arkansas, writes Tommy Westmorland, smeared limburger on
the seats of the local Arkansas theayter and the boys
in Eddie Niebaur's band sniffed the sweet perfume up their
horns and like t' chocked t' death but Eddie, leadin' his

Seattle Harmony Kings, saved the situashun by wisecrackin'
and the good natured yaps that compose Arkansas

audiences were soon laughin' it off can ya imagine
laughin' off limburger! that's Optimism

* * * *

• • • THE LATEST Remick song hit is "I Can't Write
the Words" ellsbells, a lotta those song clucks can't

write the music leave alone the words

TIMELY TOPICS
A. Digest of

Current Opinions

-\

e
Hard for Actor
To Meet Public

'THE public falls in love witl

the character you piajiq

never with the individua

Therefore the result is tha

when a movie playgoer meet^^

an actor in private life he

invariably disappointed. He eXjl

pects to meet a character acta

ing as in a specific storjf

whereas, away from his greasl

paint, an actor becomes jus|

one of the millions of segj

ments of all humanity. An|
this rule works both ways. I

is hard on an actor to meet

members of the public, to basl

in their delight in his work . .

and then to see a puzzled ligh:

come into their eyes. This puzi

led light is sure to come, fo;

the theater-going public expecti

too much of an actor when the;

meet him face to face. The
have seen him in a picture a

a high pitch of dramatic fervo

. . . and then when they mee
the same actor on the gol

course or at a party, they fin(

him just another workingmar
relaxing from a day's work
The actor's business is to ere

ate an illusion. The better th

illusion he creates the bette

actor he is. And no matter ho'^

fine a fellow an actor may b'

personally, he cannot, in hi

periods of relaxation, hope t

meet the exaggeratedly heroi

ideals his 'fans' hold up fo

him! —Leivis Ston

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-
tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

August 13
Mary Duncan
Arvid E. Gillstrom
Alfred Hitchcock
Charles (Buddy) Rogers
Regis Toomey
Sam Taylor
L. E. Tillman



//

REAL GOOD MELODRAMA

HUlBANDf

TIIKIE IKII

Current RKO-Mayfair, N. Y.,

RKO-Albee, Brooklyn and
heading lickety- split for

other key city premieres

!

NATIONAL AD CAMPAIGN
BEHIND IT. GET ABOARD
NOW AND GIVE IT A RIDE!

EVELYN BRENT
HUGH HERBERT FRANK ALBERTSON

CONSTANCE CUMMINGS DOROTHY PETERSON

DIRECTED BY PAUL SLOANE
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PERCENTAGE JAM STIRS

(Continued from Page 1)

is that some exhibitors may pull

out of their organization and book
product anyway. Two houses, the
Overlea, operated by Max Cluster,
and the Irvington, owned by Jack
Levin, signed with Paramount be-
fore the anti-percentage resolution
was passed.

Production of Westerns
To Start in Europe

ll'est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAI I.)

Hollywood—Due to the current
shortage in Europe of outdoor and
other action pictures turned out by
Hollywood, plans are under consid-
eration for the making of western
melodramas, dealing with the tradi-
tional American cowboy, in both
England and France. This informa-
tion is vouchsafed by Wallace
Smith, author-scenarist under con-
tract to Radio Pictures. Smith says
his publishers, George Putnam &
Sons, have requested him to dig up
every magazine story or novel he
has ever written with a western
background.

Louis K. Sidney's Fish Story
Louis K. Sidney, Loew executive

and production chief at the Capitol,
has his chest out over the accom-
plishment of his 14-year-old son,

George, who caught a 51-pounci
Tuna fish while fishing with his dad
off Montauk.

Welsh's New Color Short
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Robert E. Welsh of

Welshay Prods., author and pro-
ducers of "Beauty Secrets from
Hollywood," made in Technicolor,
has produced "Old Songs for New,"
a brief musical, in which he illus-

trates in color scenes from the old
favorites. Among the songs in-

cluded are "Alexander's Ragtime
Band," "Waltz Me Around Again
Willie" and "A Bicycle Built for
Two." The short features Georgie
Stoll and his orchestra.

Reopen South Richmond House
South Richmond, Va.—The Vic-

tor, for several years a moderate-
price motion picture house in this

city, will be reopened by United
Theaters Corp.

"Columbia's "Mickey Mouse" is wor-
ried. He has been booked into China
for the first time and, having heard
that mice are a favored Chinese deli-

cacy, refuses to appear until officials
of that country assure his safety

"

—Columbia.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY N. BLAIR

'T'HREE Vitaphone shorts, a two-
reeler and two one-reelers were

completed the past week. The two-
reeler was "The Clyde Mystery,"
first of the S. S. Van Dine detective
thrillers. An E. M. Newman Travel
Talk, "Little Journeys to Great
Masters," and "The Three Eyes
Have It," featuring Edgar Bergen,
well-known ventriloquist, were the
one-reelers completed.

"The Musical Mystery," miniature
musical revue in two reels has gone
into production today at the Vita-
phone Studio under the direction of
Roy Mack. Featured in the cast are
the Albertina Rasch Girls and
Janet Reade.

Irving Pichel, former leader in

the Little Theater movement of
California and the Middle West and
who is forging rapidly toward star-
dom by his work in character roles
of an unusual nature, returned to

New Yoi'k this week for his first

visit in nine years. Pichel, who had
much directorial and acting experi-
ence in this city before going West,
has come here from Hollywood,
where he has been lately appearing
in Paramount talking pictures, to
start work soon with Taliulah Bank-
head in her next Paramount vehi-
cle, "The Cheat," to be made at
the Eastern studios.

First of Booth Tarkington's Pen-
rod and Sam juvenile stories went
into production Monday under the
direction of Alf Goulding. It is

called "Snakes Alive." The cast,

selected by Sam Sax, studio chief,

after over 500 tests, promises to
make this juvenile series a hum-
dinger. Billy Hayes will play Pen-
rod, Bobby Jordan will enact Sam,
while Paul White and Ralph Scott,
two Pickanninies, will supply the
colored comedy of Herman and Ver-
man, respectively.

George K. Arthur who is again
teamed with Kax'l Dane in a series

of four two-reel comedies, completed
this week at the Paramount studio,

sails Aug. 26 on the He de France,
for a six-week sojourn abroad, com-
bining pleasure with work. In as-

sociation with several Hollywood in-

dependents, Arthur is planning to

produce another feature on the order
of "The Salvation Hunters"—that
is, so far as small cost is concerned.
The story is tentatively titled "The
Crossing" and many of the scenes
will be shot on shipboard.

Dane and Arthur wound up their

Paramount series this iveek on loca-

tion at Newport, R. I., where scetws

for "Join the Nai^y" were shot.

Edward Cline directed.

Aileen Cook, musical comedy in-

genue, has been engaged by Para-
mount to appear opposite Ford
Sterling in "Twenty Horses," sec-

ond of the Sterling two-reelers be-

ing made at Paramount's New York
studio under the direction of Al
Ray.

Sterling has just completed his

first two-reeler, "There Ought to

Be a Law," and Miss Cook recent-

ly returned from the Catskill Moun-
tains, where she played a prominent
role in "In the Good Old Summer-
time," co-starring Karl Dane and
George K. Arthur.

Marchesa Iside Minnucci, of Sar-

ravalle, and Countess Mariana Doni,

described as Italian noblewomen,
who recently came here on a visit,

were signed by the Aurora Filni

Corp. for roles in "Amore e Morte"
("Love and Death,") the first of a

series of Italian talking pictures to

be made in this counK.ry, in which
Cavalier Ufficiale Rosario Romeo
will be featured.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Dallas—Jack Adams of the Al-
lied Film Exchanges has left on a
sales trip throughout his territory,

covering the entire state of Texas.
He will sell the Big 4 line-up for
1931-1932 consisting of 12 westei'ns
and six melodramas.

Monticello, la. — The Grand at
Monticello, owned by Clifford Niles
of Anamosa, was burned Aug. 6.

La Crosse, Wis.—Articles of in-

corporation have been filed by the
Kayess Theaters Co., capitalized at
$5,000.' Signers are R. D. Stewart,
L. A. Stewart and P. Moe.

Miami, Fla.—The Seventh Ave-
nue theater is being reopened by

L. Leslie Headly, former manager
of the Regent theater, and A. L.

Godber.

Afton, la.—A. L. Wellemeyer of

Humeston has leased the Legion
here and is installing sound equip-
ment.

Waterbury, Conn. — F. J. Van
Doren has opened the Hamilton,
East End neighborhood house, re-

cently remodeled.

South Richmond, Va.—Samuel C.

Gordon has succeeded George C.

Ingham as manager of the Venus
here. Ingham has become manager
of the Crews in Crews, Va.

MONOGRAM COMPLETES

COVERAGE IN U.$.,CANAI

(.Continued from Page 1)

W. Ray Johnston, the Charlo
branch of Monogram, under
management of H. H. Everett, 1

sold 85 per cent of its year's qui
in 60 days' selling.

"The fact that we have complel
25 per cent of our production pi

gram for the year and the excell
sales reports that have reached
office, point to the best year
experienced since the advent
sound, for independent picture
said Johnston. Monogram's si:

feature, "The Man from Dei

Valley," has been completed by-
rector Lloyd Nosier and "In L
of Duty" will be put into prod
tion Monday, according to Johnst

Buy An Iowa Theater
Sac City, la.—The Lyric thea

here has been purchased by Geoi
Norman of Storm Lake and M,
Kuesch of Charles City.

Allyn, Hartford Changes Manag
Hartford, Conn.—Walter Stus

formerly assistant manager at
Allyn, has been named manager
the Crown, New London, anot
Publix house. David Cohn has s

ceeded Stuart at the Allyn.
_L

-f^om
HAmiLTQf

IN THE

NATION'S
CAPITAL
A HotelofExcellence

In the center of the shop-

ping, business and theatre

center, travelers to the

Capital will find the
HAMILTON a hotel of

exceptional charm.

Rooms are large and
sunny, equipped with tub

and shower bath, electric

fan and furnished with

taste.

Delicious southern dishes

served in the famous res-

taurant.

Write for illustrated guide
and map of Washington

Russell A. Conn, Gen. Mgr.

andK streets
\VA5HINGT0N,D.
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NEW BOOKS
On the Art and Business

of Motion Pictures

\"ELEVISION—Its Methods and
tes, By Edgar H. Felix. McGraiv-
BlBook Co., Inc., New York. $2.50.

Anybody interested in television

wl find this book both interesting

ajl practical. In a concise and
car-cut manner, Edgar H. Felix,

airadio consultant and member of

t' Institute of Radio Engineers,
p!sents a frank and impartial
^ilysis of the problems of televi-

sn, its commercial possibilities and
ii probable future. It is the au-
t|)r's belief that television event-

ijlly will be the greatest advertis-
ii: medium available. However, he
ao discusses the use of television

i entertainment and education.
Vmong the contents of the volume,

V ich is the August selection of the
Sientific Book Club, are chapters
c/oted to the present status of

tievision, the six processes of the

£;, the light sensitive element,
tinsmission of signals, reception,

civerting the picture signal light

f-ming the image in the field of

ijroduction, synchronization, the

C3 as an instrument of television,

c:ail requirements of reproduction,

logram possibilities, commercial
jssibilities, establishing a televi-

fin entertainment service, indus-

tal and commercial application of

tevision appliances, future pros-

I'cts, etc.

[The author, who was intimately

^sociated with the development of

anmercial broadcasting as a mem-
* of the original staff of WEAF,
Sims to anticipate that advertising
l! television will tend to overshadow
i]; entertainment and educational
lies. He says, "Television will find

[complete structure ready to com-
Tcialize it. Broadcasting stations

ve organized personnel and estab-

!hed contacts in the advertising

d, the advertising agencies have
icialists in handling radio prob-

tiis for their clients, and the ad-

'rtiser is already accustomed to

ildio as a medium of approach to

t!? public. Consequently, there will

Ij no long period of adjustment and
cvelopmcnt. Advertising will b'.'

hdy for the visual medium long

Koio the medium is ready for ad-
' -tising.

SUNSHIN€
x>^|^ IN

~i f'f^|K THE

^^ DAY'S

NEWS

Col. E. A. Schiller, vice-president o(

Loew's, Inc., on a tour of the circuit,

reports signs of improvement making
their appearance.

llillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllipillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliy^^

IN THE

MAIL BAG
Dialogue and Action
Serve Distinct Ends
Editor, Film Daily:
When a drama is written for the

stage, its maximum design in dia-
logue is only so much as is neces-
sary to reveal the story. The dia-
logue, in other words, tells only
"story" and nothing else. To a slight
extent the telling of the "story" is

amplified by the actions of the
players.

In talkies, it is possible for the
players to reveal more of the
"story" of the picture than it is for
stage players to reveal of a drama.
Therefore, part of the function of
dramatic dialogue is taken over by
the players.
However, the players in a motion

picture are not expected to tell the
entire story. This burden falls up-
on the dialogue, and insofar as
dialogue assists in plot and char-
acter development, it is necessary.
The amount of dialogue exceeding
that point is" a superfluity. So long
as there is balance between d a-

logue and action, with one purpose
only in mind, namely the telling of

a story to an audience, there
should be little dissatisfaction with
either dialogue or action, as far as
the amount of either goes.

In many pictures, however, it

would seem that a story is devel-

oped through a series of scenes, and
that the dialogue is put in simply
because, say, four people who have
3ntered a room are supposed to talk

when they are together. It is this

kind of dialogue which exhibitors

nust be displeased with. Some pic-

tures are filled with this type of dia-

logue. Very little of the conversa-
tion seems to be because it is nec-
?ssary "to get on with the story,"

but is inserted because when peo-

ple are together they "talk."

"Talk" of this kind is not dialogue.

Dialogue should never repeat any
)f the story told by action, and ac-

tion should not repeat any of the

story that has been revealed
through the dialogue.—Viola Irene Cooper.

New York, Aug. 12, 1931.

Ayres and Bakewell Together
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Lew Ayi-es and Wil-

liam Bakewell, the Damon and Py-
thias of "All Quiet on the Western
Front," are to be together in an-

other picture. According to word
emanating from the offices of Uni-
versal's general manager, Carl
Laemmle, Jr., arrangements have
been concluded whereby M-G-M, to

whom Bakewell is under contract,

will loan the latter for the second
chief role in "The Spirit of Notre
Dame."

Muscatine Has New Theater
Muscatine, Fla.—Muscatine's new

1,000-seat theater, the A-mus-u on
East Third St., has been completed.
Ludy Bosten is owner and manager.

POWER

The Tremendous

Purchasing Power

Of The Motion

Picture Industry

Is In The Hands

OF Comparatively

Few Buyers . . . .

To Sell Them

They Must Be

Reached ....

You Can Reach

Them Thru The

Columns Of The

FILM DAILY
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declares the new contracts of cer-

tain major companies will be the

subject of protest at forthcoming

exhibitor conventions. "These com-

panies," says Myers, "apparently

have adopted a policy of deviation

from, rather than conformity to,

the standard form approved by the

Conference." Myers also states that
"Allied views with dismay and
alarm the sales policies adopted by
certain exhibitors this year."

Judell Is Appointed
Big 4 Distributor

Milwaukee—B. N. Judell, Inc., has
been signed to distribute the entire

Big 4 product in Milwaukee. Charles
Koehler is manager of the ex-

change.

Warner Preferred Dividend

Regularly quarterly dividend of

96% cents on the preferred stock
has been declared by Warner Bros.

New Theater for Harlem
A house seating 2,500 will be

erected in Harlem on Seventh Ave.,

the vicinity of 130th St. It will be
ready next summer.

Goodman Buy,s German Novel
ircst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Stage and film rights

to a German novel by Karl Freulich
have been bought by Edward Good-
iTian, Paramount director. It is

understood that Goodman is planning
on first producing it as a stage play
in Hollywood before transposing it

into a film opus.

Directs "Farewell to Arms"
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Richard Wallace is

scheduled to direct Gary Cooper and
Eleanor Boardman in Ernest Hem-
ingway's sensational story, "Fare-
well to Arms," which Paramount
will produce. Wallace just completed
directing "The Road to Reno."

COMING & GOING

JOHN CONSIDINE of Fox Film has
arrived in New York from the coast.

GEORGE R. BATCHELLER, president of
Chesterfield Motion Picture Corp., has left

for the coast to start production of Chester-
field's next picture, "Grief Street."

TALLULAH BANKHEAD is due hack
in New York from her Wyoming vacation
trip at the end of the week to start re-
hearsals for "The Cheat' at the Paramount
studios.

JOHN EMERSON returned from Europe
yesterday on the France.

.
JEAN ARTHUR is in town from the

coast.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

Bv RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
"DENNY RUBIN, comedy star now

under contract to RKO Pathe,
will be seen as the principal male
player in a farce comedy to be pro-
duced on Broadway next season, ac-

cording to report.
* * *

Buzz Barton inaugurates his first

starring series with "The Cyclone
Kid," Big 4 production.

* * *

Jed Buell, Mack Sennett's hand-
some Boswell, is responsible for
this one. He claims Andy Clyde
was a blacksmith in his younger
days and that Andy had an expe-
rienced boy as an apprentice. One
day Andy said to the boy, "When
I take the red hot horeshoe out of
the fire and put it on the anvil, I

will nod my head, and you hit with
the hammer as hard as you can."
He did, and Andy became an actor.

* * *

Joseph Fields and Earl Baldwin
wrote the screen, play and dialogue
for Eddie Quillan's next starring
vehicle for RKO Pathe. It is now in

production under the direction of
Ralph Murphy. The story, yet un-
titled, is an original by George
Dromgold and Hal Conklin.

* « «

Dorothy Tree, young New York
stage actress recently placed under
contract by Paramount, received her
first assignment when she was se-

lected for one of the leading roles
in Ruth Chatterton's new picture,

"Once a Lady."
* * *

Upon completion of "Consolation
Marriage," which he is filming now,
Paul Sloane will direct Radio Pic-
tures' "The Lost Squadron," based
on the book and serial by Dick
Grace.

* * *

Sons of executives seem to like

to follow in their father's footsteps.
Buddy Schulberg is writing public-
ty at Paramount, while Harry
Rapf's son is in M-G-M's scenario
lepartment. M. H. Hoffman, Jr., is

lead of Allied Pictures, while Bob-
>y North's boy has also shown in-

terest in studio work.

Wallace Smith will do the dia-

logue for "Marcheta," in which
Richard Dix and Irene Dunne will

^tar for Radio.
* * *

C. Gardner Sullivan, prominent
M-G-M executive, has just com-
pleted his third original story this

year.

Frank Albertson and Bette Davis
will have the romantic juvenile

leads in Radio's "Other People's
Business," starring Seth Parker.

* * *

The Independent producing field

is beckoning strongly to C. Graham
Baker, formerly associate executive
for Warners-First National.

Ivor Novello has been borrowed
from M-G-M by Paramount to por-
tray a leading male role opposite
Ruth Chatterton in the star's new
vehicle, "Once a Lady."

* *

Preparations are under way at

Fox for Will Rogers' next picture,

"Dollar Bill." Ted Alexander will

play a featured part.
* * *

Paul Lukas's new Paramount
vehicle has been tited "The Beloved
Bachelor." Vivienne Osborne, Char-
lie Ruggles and Judith Wood also

are in it. Lloyd Corrigan will di-

rect. Raymond Griffith and Sidney
Buchman will assist Corrigan in the
preparation of the screen story.

Edmund Breese experienced an
embarrassing moment, when, in

company with his wife, he was ap-
proached by C. C. Burr, producer

of the "Torchy" comedies, with a

beautiful blonde in tow. Breese did

not recognize the blonde, much to

Burr's surprise. The blonde, Doro-
thy Dix, also seemed confused.

* * *

"I never knew father and daugh-
ter to be so high-hat before," said

Burr. Then the situation dawned
on Breese and Miss Dix that they
had been playing father and daugh
ter in the "Torchy" series, but had
never met, because there had not

been a single sequence where father

and daughter were together.

M. A. Ajiderson, veteran camera-
man who did the camera work on
"The Lawless Womayi" and "The
Wo7nan. from Nowhere" for Ches-
terfield Prods., will also he in

charge of the photography on "Grief
Street," which will be made by
Chesterfield.

* * *

Leo McCarey, who recently com-
nleted a contract with the Howard
Hughes organization, is at oresent
the subject of neeotiations with two
prominent producing companies.

* * *

The first picture to be mnde by
Lil Dagover under her neiv con-

tract with First National is to he

"The Night Watch." This will re-

place "/ Spy" as her first English-

speaking vehicle. Michael Curtiz in

named as director of the film. "I

Spy," novj being adapted by Har-
vey Thew, nn'll probably serine as

the star's second American assign-

meii t.

Ralph Wheelrie-ht believes that
Ployd Gibbons, New York's fast
talker, would not run "one-two-
three" with local real estate men.

* * *

Kay Hammond has been signed by
Tiffany to play the leadina feminine
role opposite Leo Carrillo in the

HAS BALTIMORE GUESl
Baltimore — Fox's "Quick Mi

\

lions" was drastically cut whd '

shown at the Warner Metropolita
here, but nobody seems to know w?
did it. The state censor board sa>

only one elimination was ordere
while the picture was presented wit '

about a dozen deletions. Theati
manager can't explain it.

star's second James Cruze specia

"Racetrack." Junior Coghlan h(

also been cast for an. important rol

* * *

Nella Walker is well represente
on the screen. She worked in "Ir

discreet," "Their Mad Moment
"The Common Law" and "H(
Heiress," which are now bein

shown in Los Angeles. Her fortli

coming releases include "The Pul
lie Defender," "Daughter of tlj

Dragon" and "An American Tra§
edy."

Peggy Shannon will have tl

feminine lead in Paramount
"Touchdown,' with Richard Arle,

and Jack Oakie.

Welshay Prods., has complete!
"Beauty Crashes Through," the seo

ond subject in the "Beauty Secreis

series.

* * *

Ernesto Lecuona, fainons Lati
American composer and author
"Sihoney," will he bro"ght fro

Cuba by M-G-M to play the part

an orchestra leader in Lnwrevi
Tibhet's new starring vehicle, "Tl
Cuban." At the same time a s

cial native orchestra will also

imnorted from Cuba. The piefic

will be du-ected by W. S. Van Dili

and iji the cast will appear Ln%
Valez. Karen Morley, Cliff Edwar
and Ernest Torrence.

Although Richard Dix has r.

ceived high critical praise all ovi

the country for his work as "Yai

cey Cravat" in "Cimarron," he bi

lieves the best characterization
did in pictures was "The Christian

based on the Hall Caine novel.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Petarco, stage plays, motion picture

Cohen. Cole, Weiss & Wharton. 61 Broa

way. New York. 100 shares common.
Landhar Amusement Co.. motion picture

D. R. Mason. J91 Broadway, New Yor

$20,000.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
Crown Amusement Co., Inc., Newarl

Riker & Riker, Newark, N. J. 1.000 share

common.

CAPITAL INCREASE
Western Television Corporation, Chicago

111., 100,000 to 1,100,000 shares, no par.
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Strenuous Opposition to Cuts Planned by Union

25^ OFMAJOR HOUSESMAY GO VAUDE-FILM

Current Wcek^s Gross In RKO Houses Sets Record

Listening
-to the other fellow

By JACK ALICOATE —

I

In order to

i What: No keep our past

iTradc Papers an open book
;

we will call it

an unusual coincidence that we
happened to be talking, both

comfortably and confidentally,

to a small-town exhibitor, in a

small-town speakeasy, some few
nights ago. He had a vague
idea that we were in pictures,

which idea grew considerably

more vague as the evening
grew on. Most certainly he was
blissfully unaware that we were a

paid-up member, in good standing,

of the cinema fourth estate. "Do
you think the motion picture trade
papers are worth a whoop-la?" we
asked him, rather recklessly. "Bet

' your life they are," was his rebound-
ing shot. "Without 'em I would not
know what was going on in New
York, the big towns, or Hollywood,
for you can't believe film salesmen.
Imagine no magazines or daily

newspapers," he continued. "How
would we know what was happening
every day'' That's the same way
with our film, trade papers. They
ain't so good when they tell you
what to do, but they are better when
they tell you what not to do." And
so, as the clock in the steeple struck
one, we returned to our fireside and
children, safe in the premise that as
far, at least, as one exhibitor was
concerned, their father was in a pro-
fession and not a racket.

C
With the midnight

Midnight show, especially in large

Patrons centers, becoming more
and more conventional,

we recently felt it our duty to do a
little psychological researching, un-
der cover of the early morning
mazdas of Broadway, on the why,

{Continued en Pape 2)

Box-Office Receipts Over
Entire Circuit At

New High
Gross business for the current

week in all RKO theaters has broken
all records of the circuit, an execu
tive of the organization told The
Film Daily yesterday. Favorable
weather coupled with many theaters
playing Constance Bennett in "The

(.Continued on Page 4)

Seven Detroit Houses

Giving Ail-Night Shows

3 CKI. HOUSES REOPEN

WITH NON-UNION POLICY

Chicago — Three independent
houses in Lake Forest, Park Ridge
and Desplaines are the first to re-
open with non-union operators fol-

lowing Sunday's closing in protest
over the requirement of two men in

(Continued on Page 4)

Lee A. Ochs Leaving
Union Worries Behind

Lee A. Ochs, whom the operators'
union has been harrassing for the
last few months in an eff'ort to bring
about a union shop in his 10 the-

aters, leaves Sunday for Hollywood,
where he will remain from six to

eight weeks on vacation.

Detroit—Seven local houses are playing

all-night shows. They are the Blackstone,

Loop, Republic, LaSalle, Midwest, Colonial,

and Fine Arts.

6 PLAYERS EOR STARDOM

Paramount is grooming six con-
tract players for stardom. They
are: Sylvia Sidney, currently seen
in "An American Tragedy," Carole
Lombard, now working in "No One
Man"; Frances Dee, playing in
"Rich Man's Folly"; Miriam Hop-

(Continued on Page 4)

Warner Bros. Writes Off
Brunswick Radio Unit

Strength in Warner Bros, securi-
ties over the past few days is linked
with Wall Street advices that the
company has written off between
$1,500,000 and $2,000,000 value of
the Brunswick Radio unit. Warner
preferred stock yesterday jumped
4 1/2 points, with the common and
bonds also strong.

Union Plans Strenuous Fight
Against Proposed Reductions

Japanese Film For

Release in America

Tokyo—When Yoshizo Minagawa sailed

for the U. S. on July 16 to study television

developments, he took with him a print

of the Japanese-made picture, "Furusato,"

made by Nikkatsu with the collaboration

of the Mina-Talkie. It will be arranged

and re-edited in the U. S., supplied with

sound effects and released there.

Any attempt to reduce salaries of

operators or eliminate the so-called

"extra man" from booths will be

fought by the projectionists' union
in New York, The Film Daily
learned yesterday.

Within a few days major circuit

representatives will meet with the

local's delegates to discuss a new
two-year contract to succeed the one

{Continued en Page 4)

Stage Act Policies Loom
for Many Theaters

Next Season
Approximately 25 per cent of

major circuit houses now playing
straight pictures are expected to add
from four to eight acts of vaudeville
next season, with the trend toward
stage acts also embracing indepen-
dent houses, especially those anxious
to change over from the double fca

{Continued on Page 4)

NEW PENNAJE SPEEDS

SETTLEMENJOE DISPUTES

Harrisburg — Gov. Pinchot has
signed a measure having an im-
portant bearing on relations be-
tween Pennsylvania theaters and
unions. The bill, which does away
with the prolongation of a tempo-
rary injunction over an indefinite
period, specifies that five days after
the granting of a court order of
this kind, a public hearing must be
held at which decision must be made
as to whether or not the injunction
is to be made permanent.

Court Orders New Owners
To Hire Union Operators i

Oklahoma City—Judge R. P. Hill|
in Oklahoma County District Court
ha.i issued a temporary injunction
directing employment of union mo-
tion picture operators at the Isis
in accordance with a three-year con-

(Continued on Page 2)

British Studio Wo r k

Shows 25% Increase

London—A total of 1,682 persons ex-

clusive of extras, are currently employed
in film production here, against 1,305 a

year ago. In addition it is estimated that

more than 10,000 take part in crowd work.
Stages now number 32, with seven more
under construction.
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Boston Braves in Educational Short

Negotiations have been completed
whereby the Boston Braves will ap-

pear in "Inside Baseball," second of

Educational's "Bill Cunningham
Sports Reviewr Series," it is an-

nounced by Howard C. Brown, who
is producing these shorts. Other
major league baseballers also will

be in the subject.

.Vv*#V#V*VW««W*V¥«W*«w*«>«••#v>
).t ::
it New York Long Island City f*
S» 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. •'

5.t BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 :*{
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i Eastman Films!

I J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

«

V Chicago Hollywood H
1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica ti* CALumet 3692 Blvd. tt

}•• HOLIywood 4121 H

Listening
—to the other fellow

(Continued from Page 1)

wherefore and habitats of those who
do their retail film shopping when
most folks are setting the alarm
clock. We find these midnight film

patrons a decidedly unusual type of

fan-species. White light sophisticates
we might call 'em. Wise in the ways
of the world, full of smart cracks,
imbued generally with the spirit of
carnival and for the most part im
patient. Our investigation further
discloses that nine times out of ten
they are attracted by the feature
and but slightly, if at all, interested
in shorts no matter how novel. For
instance, we recently saw a party of
four meander in after midnight, sit

impatiently through three shorts
hoping audibly, the feature would be
next, and then, up on their way to

a competing house when the fourth
short subject was flashed. And, as
a matter of fact, we felt like doing
the same thing.

Court Orders New Owners
To Hire Union Operators

(Continued from Page 1)

tract signed by former owners with
the union.
The judge denied plea of attorneys

for D. G. Johnson, owner, for bond
from the union to protect the the-

ater from possible losses pending
final outcome of the dispute and also

denied the theater bond to stay the
injunction. Johnson indicated the
show house will close rather than
employ union operators.

Film Players' Club Dance
The Film Players' Club will hold

a dance, with vaudeville, Saturday
night at the N. V. A. grand ball-

room. Music will be furnished by
the Rumford Black Crackerjacks.
Comprising the committee of ar-

rangements are: Harry Hornik, Al-
lan Quinn, Alida Stanley, Carl de
Mel, Constance Lusby, Rose Felt-

man, Avis Nast, Mrs. Julia Gorman,
Theresa Klee and Tully Nash.

Sign Vitaphone Output
Vitaphone has closed contracts on

its new product with 12 houses in

the Schine Circuit, as well as with
the Fox St. Louis group, the Schan-
berg and the Rhoden houses and
the Glen Dickinson circuit.

"Lane" Big in Binghamton
Binghamton, N. Y.—The Capitol,

Comerford house, smashed its single

day record Wednesday when
"Honeymoon Lane" opened with its

star, Eddie Dowling, appearing in

person.

Scan Baltimore Sunday Law
Baltimore—In order that it may

be made court proof, the proposed
ordinance liberalizing Baltimore's
Sunday laws has been placed in

hands of high legal authorities for
study and rewriting, if necessary.

16 Educational Releases
Scheduled for September
Sixteen releases, its biggest

monthly line - up to date, are
scheduled by Educational for Sept.
The list includes:
"The Cannonball," first Andy

Clyde comedy; the first Ideal com-
edy, "The Tamale Vendor," featur-
ing Tom Patricola and Charles
Judels; "Outpost of the Foreign
Legion," a new Romantic Journey;
"The Trail of The Swordfish," first

in Mack Sennett's "Cannibals of the
Deep" series, and "Jesse and James,"
a new Terry-Toon, scheduled for
Sept. 6 release.
"Poker Widows," Mack Sennett

comedy, with Patsy O'Leary and
Arthur Stone; "Highlights of
Travel," Lyman H. Howe's Hodge
Podge, "I Surrender Dear," first

Mack Sennett Featurette, featuring
Bing Crosby; and a William J.

Burns Detective Mystery and a Mack
Sennett Brevity, as yet untitled, for
Sept. 13 release.

"Up Pops The Duke," a Mermaid
with George Chandler, Pauline
Wagner and Helen Bolton, and a
Vanity comedy and a Terry-Toon
will be released Sept. 20.

"Speed," Mack Sennett comedy
featuring Andy Clyde and Marjorie
Beebe, and a William J. Burns De-
tective Mystery and a Romantic
Journey, both of which have not
as yet been titled, are scheduled for
release Sept. 27.

Louisville House Reopens Aug. 29

Louisville, Ky.—The Brown will
reopen on Aug. 29 with an all RKO
Pathe bill, headed by Ina Claire's
starring vehicle, "Rebound." Round-
ing out the program will be "Stout
Hearts and Willing Hands," a
Hollywood Masquers Comedy; a
Grantland Rice Sportlight, an Aesop
Fable and Pathe News.

Aug.

Aug,

Aug.

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Oct.

Nov.
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THE INDUSTRY'S *

DATE BOOK li

3-22: British film festival, sponsor
by British International Pictun
Malvern. England.

20; Annual golf tournament of Sout
ern California film men, F,
Hills Country Club, Culv
City. Cal.

21-22: Annual Outing of Minneapo
Film Board of Trade, Detn
Lakes, Minn.

29: RKO and RKO Pathe Anni;
Outing. Indian Point, v

Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.
9-10: Semi-annual Convention, AUi

Theaters Ass'n of Minnesot
North and South Dakota, Rad
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

1

:

Hispano - American Motion Pi
ture Congress, Madrid, Spain.

4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention
M.P.T.O. of Western Penna
Tania, Pittsburgh.

4: Annual Awards Dinner of Ac
demy of M. P. Arts 4 Scienci
Hollywood.

Paramount Pep Club Nominatioi
Dr. Emanuel Stern has be<

nominated for president of the Par
mount Pep Club. Other nomine
are as follows: vice-president, C.
Beute; treasurer, H. S. Traw; seer
tary, Doris Meyer; board of gover
ors, Fred L. Metzler, Ida Wo
Joseph Doughney, Lillian Stevei
M. F. Gowthorpe and Charles Gai

Union Execs Conferring
Atlantic City—Joseph N. Weber,

president of the American Federa-
tion of Musicians and vice-president
of the A. F. of L. is here attending
an executive board meeting in con-
nection with the latter organization's
coming annual convention, scheduled
for Vancouver on Oct. 5. William F.
Canavan and Fred J. Dempsey,
president and treasurer, respective-
ly, of the I.A.T.S.E. and M.P.O., will

also attend the convention.

"Common Law" Run in Frisco
San Francisco — Constance Ben-

nett's "The Common Law," is in its

third week at the Orpheum. The
RKO Pathe film is equalling the
run of Charlie Chaplin's "City
Lights," the only picture to have
this length here in many months.

Buy Ideal Traveltalks
Oscar Neufeld of Success Picture

Corp., Philadelphia, and Marcel
Meckelberg, representing the Cen-
tury Film Corp., Boston, have pur-
chased for their respective terri-

tories 12 Traveltalks produced by
M. J. Kandel of Ideal Pictures Corp.
Meckelberg also took the franchise
on Ideal's new series of 12 animal
pictures.

Neeper Handling Chimp Corned

Print of a two-reel talking chirl

comedy, made independently on tl

coast by Lem Powers, has been
ceived by C. A. Neeper, of V:

Harold Lloyd office in New Yo-,

who is negotiating for release
'

the subject.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Theater Products Corp., advertising; .

S. Rosenfeld, 16 Court St., Brooklyn, N .

$10,000.
Lothur Amusement Corp.; J. Giteint,

Ro-'itster N. V. $20,000.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
High Bridge Amusement and Realty i.

Inc., High Bridge; Filed by the compi).
$,so.ooo. :

DELAWARE CHARTER
Telephoto and Television Corp., Wilm-

ton, Del., photoelectric cells, Curry v;k-. i

switches; Corporation Trust Co., Dover,

$300,000. 1

Sound Recording
FILM AND DISC

Re-Recording Disc or Film

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
STANLEY RECORDING CO. ol i

AMERICA. INC
1841 Broadway—New York. N. Y. ,

Columbus 5-3181-3182

Studio and Locatio

Sound on Film Recordin
Low Daily or Weekly lUtec

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporatli

T23-TTH AVE.. N. Y. BRYANT 9-aOi



HAT MAKES RECORDS LIKETHESE:
Srossed $1400 MORE
In 3 days than entire
previous week.

Garde Theatre, New Haven

|2000 over weekly
average in 6 days.
I

Capitol, Springfield, Mass.

pOUBLED gross of pre-
vious week in first five
•J^wc Strand, Syracuse

BOUGHT

!

i

is the outstand-
ing box-office
sensation of
the day!

When Bigger Hits Are Made

WARXER RROS.
will make them!

Opening
tonight for

long run at
Warner
B roth e rs
Hollywood,
New York

BEN LYON
and

RICHARD
BENNETT
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VAUDE-fILM POLICIES

LOOM IN 25^° or HOUSES

(Conti)iucd from Page 1)

ture policy, according to a survey

by The Film Daily.

Warners have decided upon the

move, but have not as yet specified

the number of theaters and their

locations to be included in the plan.

•Vaudeville booked directly by War-
ners will be routed over a circuit

of from 10 to 15 weeks. Official

word of the change in policy and
the theaters involved will be made
next week.

S. L. "Roxy," Rothafel is now
supervising all RKO intact units and
making changes in presentation, be-

fore they leave New York.

. Mark A. Luescher, RKO national
publicity director, yesterday made
the following statement to The Film
Daily, "The Palace on Broadway
has always been a barometer as far
as the popularity of vaudeville is

•concerned. The present show will

stay its fifth week at the Palace.
Although I cannot say how many
RKO houses will include vaudeville
with the picture next season, I fully

believe that the manner in which
the public has responded to the pres-

ent vaudeville bill at the Palace
speaks for itself and is a prediction

as to the trend of the times."

No plans have been made for in-

cluding vaudeville in Loew houses
now on a straight picture policy

according to Oscar Doob, Loew pub-
licity director.

RKO Houses Set Record
In Current Week's Gross

(Continued from Page 1)

Common Law" are said to be largely
responsible for the unusual results.

Present figures (with one day to

go) show an increase of about
$75,000 over the first six days of

last week.

Boscobel House Changes Hands
Boscobel, Wis.—The Falls Amuse-

ment Co. has taken over the Bos-
cobel from H. C. Tibbets. The the-

later is managed by J. R. McDonald.

CARL GOE, formerly of Tiffany, sails

Aug. 20 on the Deutschland for a six weeks'
vacation in Europe.

' JOSEPH K. PLrNKETT and NAT
BLUMBEKG returned from Albany last

night.

J. J. HESS, RKO advertising chief, leaves
for Havana on Aug. 22.

MAURICE BARON, con<Iuctor of the
Roxy symphony orchestra, sails tomorrow on
the Paris for a three weeks' vacation.

EDDIE CANTOR leaves Hollywood on
Aug. 24 for New York to make arrange-
ments for his coming European tour in con-
nection with the showing of "Palmy Days."

COLIN CLIVE arrives in New York
today from England and will leave im-
mediately for Universal City to appear in

"Frankenstein."

• • • A FRIENDLY rivalry has started between RKO
Pathe and Educational home offices following the lead
of the latter organizashe with their Office Pals association
Manny Goldstein decided that somethin' had to be done about
lining up the office associates of RKO Pathe so he
sent for Kid Zimbalist, the egg who promoted the Warner Club
Jjefore he left to join up as an assistant to A. P. Waxman
""Are we gonna let these Educational muggs get ahead of us?"
asks Manny Al's answer was to start the wheels mov-
ing to organize a co-op buying club among the RKO Pathe
force T. J. Richards, head of the purchasing dep't, will
have charge of the co-op buying ya may think this is a
dry, uninterestin' job but that's where we fool ya
just think of the thrills Mister Richards will get when some
gal puts in her order for a set of those pretty undies
in every life a li'I sunshine falls well, Al, here's wishin'
you luck if you do as good a job as you did on organiz-
ing the Warner office staff, it will mean just so much extra
copy for this kolyum to quit worrying about and with
Lee Marcus, Manny Goldstein, Ned Depinet, C. J. Scollard and
A. P. Waxman pledging their wholehearted support
the RKO Pathe Club should be a Big Success

• • • A CERTAIN young man up at the Radio ossif is

feeling pretty chipper these day Sam Warshawsky's
play, "The Woman of Destiny," is all set with national wo-
men's clubs support for the premiere performance by the Wharf
Players at the Provincetown theater on Aug. 24 repre-
sentatives of a dozen powerful femme organizations will attend
officially and report back to their headquarters for a proposed
campaign to put the play over strong the angle is that
the opus carries a dramatic preachment on anti-war and wo-
man's interest in politics

• • • WALKED IN on Bert Ennis over at Columbia to
find him studying a letter with furrowed brow one of
the field men had addressed him as "Exploration Director"

"Now, I arsk ya, Phil," sez Bert, "is that a dumb
delivery or a Dirty Crack?" and we replies "Ob-
viously." so Bert is still puzzled Spotting Charlie
Pettijohn lunching at the Empey Club with Sam Trigger t'other
day, reminds us that Sam built the first picture house in the
world at the corner of Fifth Avenoo and 110th Street

30 yars ago

• • • A CIRCUIT theater manager up in New England,
states G. L. Southwell, told his publicity dep't that they must
use diplomatic phraseology in all their copy and one
mugg wrote a letter to inquire just what that meant
and the boss wrote back "When you say to your wife
that 'Time stops in its flight when I gaze into your coun-
tenance,' THAT would be diplomatic phraseology for 'Your
face would stop a clock.' "

• • • TOM AND NAT, cigar specialists for the film curb
boys in our hamlet, are about the most interesting Irish and
Armenian team in the biz always ragging each other
geometrically Nat went up to Sullivan county over the
week end to visit his family his wife reports he never
arrived and he didn't come back to the Boyer cigar
stand Tom claims he planned to economize by hitch
hiking, and was probably picked up along the route by some
local con-stay-bule as just another tramp

• • • AFTER LOOKING over the bathing beauties in

some recent newsreels, Jimmy Cunningham opines that they
should call 'em Nudes Reels

« « « » » »

UNION PLANS STIEF m
IT PROPOSED (I

(CotUinued from Page 1)

which expires Sept. 1. Mattt
connection with this new agrei

were discussed at a prelim
meeting held Wednesday with
cials of the I.A.T.S.E. and I\

attending.

3 Chi. Houses Reopen
With Non-Union P(

(Continued from Page 1)

a booth. Nothing toward a
promise has been achieved si

between the union and the e;

tors' association.
The union's proposal that a

mission be appointed to surve;
condition of theaters and c(

their financial ills was turned
by the owners.

Union men felt out the o\

with a suggestion that opei
return every third week's sala
their employers. This, too, wp
jected on the grounds that it

only temporary relief.

State's Attorney Swanson i

at the mayor's office this wet
inquire what action had been i

on the recommendation of the j

jury that charges be filed witl

civil service commission ag
Thomas Maloy's brother, Josep
charge of the licensing of ni

picture operators. Swanson wa
formed the charges are now )

drawn up. Joseph Maloy was n

in true bills along with his bi^

,

Paramount Grooming
6 Players for Star

(Contniued fiom Page 1)

kins, working in "Dr. Jekyll an("5

Hyde"; Peggy Shannon, appe
in "Working Girl," and Judith ^

who last worked in the "Ro;
Reno."

\

J. H. Harris' New Thtat.
Waupaca, Wis. — J. H. H,

former operator of the Mira
Milwaukee, has taken oveii
Palace here from Bert Wheels

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following me
bers of the industry, who are celebr

ing their birthdays:

August 14
Robert Woolsey
Arline De Haas
Donald Hall
Sidney Lazarus
Donald Davis
Nelson McDowell
Lee Zahler
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CLYDE
at the

Throttle
^^^...^^NOW YOU KNOW WHY THERE'S A CARLOAD OF LAUGHS l|

^f THE CAXNONBALL
II

The First Of The New Season^

s

MACK SENNETT
NPYCtYPr
COMEDIES

^^The CannonbalP' ^wlW send your pro-

gram off to a flying start and carry it

along at break-necli. speed. It's Andy
Clyde'^s best comedy to date'—and your

best opportunity to give your public the

delightful variety it ivants.

PRE-RELEASED
BECAUSE IT'S SO GOOD!

y EDUCATIONAL
FlUM EXCHANGES. Inc.

LLCCitlcrnci/ (J-tcZuAJi^

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

E. "W. BAJiJtOJVS, Preaideni
Memlxrr, Molioo Picture Producers and Dulributora

of Americj, loc. Will H. Ha)9. President
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12 Ohio Towns Open on Sunday With Blue Law Out

500 UTS^ PLAYDATESTOR FOREIGfTFILMS

Plagiarism Cases To Be Hr^d';. '

" k i

Conciliation Committee
' Will Take Up Piracy

of Stories, Titles
rest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Arrangements have

)een completed whereby cases
harging plagiarism of story or

itle will be handled by a concilia-

ion committee of the Academy of

V[. P. Arts & Sciences. The com-
nittee consists of J. Theodore Reed,
hairman; Lawrence Grant, Reginald
barker, Al Rockett and Percy
Jeath. Alternates are Conrad
>Iagel, Fred Niblo, Louis B. Mayer,
,>fathan Levinson and John Goodrich.

!2 SCANDINAVIAN TALKERS

»UL[D FOR THIS YEAR

Scandinavian countries will pro-
luce about 32 talking features this

'ear, according to present indica-
lions, it was stated yesterday by
irnest Mattsson, importer and ex-
porter, who recently returned to

^ew York after a visit of three
lonths in Sweden, Denmark and
Norway. Sweden, with 30 pictures
heduled, will make the bulk of the
roduct.

Practically all important houses
1 Sweden are now wired for sound,

(Continued on Page 3)

i^.M.P.E. Fall Meeting
' In Swampscott, Oct. 5-8
Fall meeting of the Society of

Motion Picture Engineers will be

[eld at the New Ocean House,
!iwampscott, Mass., Oct. .5 to 8.

Film Rights Carried
By Shuberts At $1

A valuation of only $1 is placed on the

lotion picture rights of properties held by

Hubert Theater Corp., according to the

itest consolidated balance sheet of the

smpany.

a bright idea he sez to

this film biz and I'll be
y should make me Rich and P'a-ar out makin' local co-op films all

dmp roU:ave the merchants in the tie-ups
lid ya believe it he coined
n't clean up 25 grand he chalked
lally the lure of New York drew

Finding it necessary to do somet
Manager A. L. Greene of the Tuxec,

four-hour show with 10 numbers an'^.^g^*;^ 'gambVof" all"
beat h.m on value. Here is the Tux,, ^- ^own and the film
15 and 20 cents for matmee and 15 a^j ^^^ ^y golly, he DID!

The Lawyers Secret, Hoot Gib
^ *

comedy, Bobby Jones golf short, Prim

It Seems," Fox News, "Danger lsland'46th Street the Atlas Soundfilm
girls every week in connection with "Dan^^^ulano, o.has been built up
"Adventure Magazine" to everyone attending first chapter of "Danger "("Snta.

More Chi Houses Opening

With Non-Union Operators
Chicago—Three more theaters, the

Lindy, owned by Harry Nepo; the

Ray, owned by Edward Dollos; and
the Clearing, owned by Ed Halper,
reopened yesterday with non-union
operators.
At a meeting of the operators yes-

terday, the entire membership reject-

ed the one-man-in-a-booth proposal

offered by the exhibitors. Tom Ma-
loy, the union's business manager,
stated that the exhibitors have, by
their present action, repudiated an

agreement they have with the union

that has four months to run. The
union's offer to have three mediators

decide the question has been rejected
(Continued on Page 3)

Paramount Color Deal
Practically Closed

Indicating that Paramount defi-

nitely plans to resume production

of color pictures in a big way is the

fact that the company is understood
to have practically completed nego-
tiations for the Keller-Dorian color

process. This non-pigment system
is used in conjunction with black
and white stock and is based on three
colors. It is the property of the
Keller-Dorian Corp., French organ-
ization. Eastman Kodak some time
ago acquired the 16 mm. rights for

amateur films.

Death of Blue Law in Ohio
Brings 12 Sunday Openings

John G. Griffin Dies;

Canadian Film Pioneer
Toronto— John G. Griffin, 77,

credited with bringing the first mo-

tion picture shows to Canada, is

dead following an illness of a few
months. Griffin opened a movie
here in 1906.

Cleveland—Twelve towns in this

state have joined the Sunday show
list since Aug. 2, when local option

as a substitute for the state blue

law went into effect. The dozen lo-

cations include: Bellaire, Martins
Ferry, Steubenville, Yarkville,

Bridgeport, Newcomberstown,
Uhrichsville, Cadiz, Salem, East

(Continued on Page 3)

|P. Academy
50 Bookings in New York

Alone for Italian

Talkers
Foreign population neighborhoods

throughout the U. S. contain audi-
ences for a potential circuit of 500
theaters for periodical showing of

European productions, it is indicated

by results already obtained in the
booking of Italian, German and

(Continued on Page 3)

MOLTI-LINGUALS PLANNED

BY NEW COAST COMPANY

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Triumphant Film

Corp., Ltd., has been formed with
William Appleby as president; Bru-
no Valletty as vice-president and
general manager, and Samuel S.

Lindenstein as treasurer and pro-
duction manager, to produce pic-

tures in English, Spanish, French
and Italian. Offices and studio will

be at 1845 Glendale Blvd. The mul-
ti-lingual versions will be done in

their original languages, instead of

by synchronizing, using a method
discovered by Valletty.

Gabe Yorke Appointed
Assistant To Griswold

li'rst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Gabe Yorke is re-

tui-ning to New York to be assistant

to Glenn Griswold, Fox vice-presi-

dent in charge of public relations.

Bob Collier succeeds Yorke as head
of the Fox West Coast publcity de-

partment.

15-Min. Radio Program

Broadcast from Fi I m

Winston Salem, N. C.—A 15-minute

radio program direct from the sound rib-

bon of a motion picture film was broadcast

from WSJS here. The performance is said

to mark a new step in radio methods.
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Putting It Over
Newark, N. J.—Marlene Dietrich in "Three Loves," German silent picture

with sound effects, has already run for six weeks at the Little Theater and is

expected to continue until Labor Day. hienry Okun, publicity director of the

house, says the trick was done by putting up the "Adults Only" sign and using

two-inch ads in all the papers, as well as featuring Marlene Dietrich's name in

big type, with the title in small letters. At another house, where the same
picture played without this ballyhoo, it lasted only two days.

D. W. Griffith Considering
British Picture Offer

Having completed his latest pro-
duction under working title of "The
Struggle," D. W. Griffith is now con-
sidering an offer made by the Wil-
cox interests in London to direct

"Loyalities" from the John Gals-
worthy story. At present he is cut-

ting "The Struggle," made in New
York. During the past year Griffith

has written two plays.

500 Special Size Units
Sold by RCA Photophone
Initial manufacturing order of 500

units of Special Size RCA Photo-
phone reproducing equipment, de-

signed for small theaters, has been
practically absorbed, and a duplica-
tion of the order has been entered,
it is announced by E. 0. Heyl, vice-

president and general sales manager.
Majority of the installations are re-

placements, says Heyl.
:, b4^b nouywooa ^ .

Blvd. Phone Granite 6607. London—Erne; ^^~^~'
' ^ ^, ^,

W. Fredman, The Film Renter, ^^-^^r/^-fr triKJd^xvr -wvr vw -tr m Denver Theater Changes
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin—Karl Woiffsoh, lUU KINUW WHY T Denver—The Empress, for years
Lichtbiidbuehne, Friednd,strasse, 225, Pan

_^^ headquarters of Pantages vaude-—P. A. Harle, La Cinematographic
caise. Rue de la Cour-des-Noue

Pari
Fran

19.

FINANCIAL " M»Ji Cyi^
The First Of TlNEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. UVi Uyi 145^ -f-

East. Kodak 145 M H3
Fox Fm. "A" ... 14^ 13^^
Gen. Th.Eq.(new) 25^ 2J4
Loew's, Inc 48 }4 47 Ji
Paramount 24^
Pathe Exch lyi
do "A" 6.VJ

RKO "A" \S'A
Warner Bros. ... 8^
do pfd : 21

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A" .

2i4 2'A 2Vz \- '4

Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 5 4!4 5 -\- Wi
Trans-Lux Sj/^ 5^^ 5J^— ^

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 27 25 26 -f 2/^
Loew fis 41ww ,. 99 98^^ 98'/J

P-, amount 6s 47 . 87-54 87^ 87 .^
Par. 51/is 50 78^
Pathe 7s 37 94
Warner's 6s 39 .. 53K

2lVi
1/2
6-^

15

21

76/.
93
Slfi

145^ 4- IVi
WA -I- l/s

2Vi -t- '/2

48 + 1J4
2454 -I- 154
1/. .....
6-5^ — V,

15 -I- ^8
8/2 + Vz

76 /a — M
94 -f ./s

52/2 -f l/s

Col. Charles T. Clark Resigns

Chicago—Col. Charles T. Clark,

manager of the Automatic Simplex
Register Corp., subsidiary of Gen-
eral Register Corp. of New York,
has resigned. John W. Zundt, for-

merly district sales manager for

the concern, succeeds Clark as man-
ager.

•^^^^•^•••••••••••••••••VmSm/J

« New York Long Island City
J**

J.t 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. J*:

:.{ BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 ;"J

i% %

iEastHiain Films I
It ^
is. L E. Brulatour, Inc. g
Vi

''
ix

J^ Chicago
•j 1727 Indiana Ave.
j CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood4121

''^''•'''•V^

i^ :^^:
Mariaiv Marsh Visit*' Hoover

Marian Marsh, w'arner player va-
cationing in the East, made a trip

to Washington and called on Presi-
dent Hoover on Friday. She re-

turns West shortly to appear with
Richard Barthelmess in his next
picture.

Short Subject on Driving

Toronto—In collaboration with the
Department of Highways, the On-
tario M. P. Bureau has made a one-
reel talker designed to impress up-
on the public the importance of

careful driving on highways.

Tom Namack on Vacation

Tom Namack. of the Warner-First
National publicity staff, left Friday
for a two weeks' vacation.

Vitaphone Signs Stage Players

Lucille Sears and Ray Collins,

stage players, have been signed by
Vitaphone for the parents' roles in

the Penrod series.

Rosenblatt Leases Another

Menominee, Mich. — Reuben Ro-
senblatt, manager of the Lloyd here
as well as the Lloyd in Houghton,
Mich., has leased the Rhinelander,
Wis., theater. The house, which was
built at a cost of $140,000, is being
operated as Lloyd's State.

Herbert Brennan, former Mil-

waukee newspaper and theater

man. has been named manager of

the house. Kenneth Wright, form-
er organist at the Lloyd in Me-
nominee, has been named organist

at the Rhinelander.

ville, and owned by F. G. Bonfils,
publisher of the "Denver Post," is

nstalling sound and will show in-

dependent releases, fight films and
Id favorites.

The Washington Park theater has
been sold by Clinton M. Stowall to

E. Adler.
The Palace will be reopened soon

by Paul Hoppin, owner of the Plaza.
R. W. Taylor, who owns the Moon

theater at Berthoud, Colo., has
joined the sales force of Sheffield

Film Exchanges.

Release Date Moved Up
National release for First Na-

tional's "Five Star Final" has been
advanced two weeks to Sept. 26.

Warners also announce the re-

lease of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

"I Like Your Nerve" on Sept. 12.

Football Releases Timed
Educational's "Football for the

Fan" series, consisting of six sub-
jects, will be released for showing
by the time the football season is

ushered in, it is announced by S.

W. Hatch, general sales manager of
Educational. Each subject will fea-
ture several prominent coaches.

Marjorie Beebe for Vitaphone
Marjorie Beebe, who came east to

appear with George K. Arthur and
Karl Dane in Paramount shorts, has
now been signed by Vitaphone to

appear in a series of shorts.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Aug. 3-22 : British film festival, sponsor.
by British International Picture
Malvern, England.

Aug. 20: Annual golf tournament of Sout
em California film men, Fi
Hills Country Club, Culv
City, Cal.

Aug. 21-22: Annual Outing of Minneapo
Film Board of Trade, Detri
Lakes, Minn.

Aug. 29: RKO and RKO Pathe Annu
Outing, Indian Point, v
Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.

Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, AUii
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesot
North and South Dakota, Radi
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

Oct. 1

:

Hispano - American Motion Pi
ture Congress, Madrid, Spain.

Oct. 4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention
M.P.T.O. of Western Penns-
vania, Pittsburgh.

Oct. 5-8 : Fall meeting of the Society
Motion Picture Engineers, Ne
Ocean House, Swampsco'
Mass.

Nov. 4: Annual Awards Dinner of Ac
demy of M. P. Arts & Science
Hollywood.

New Distributing Firm
Opening Coast Office

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIl

Los Angeles—Pacific Coast E:
changes, Ltd., has been formed wit
Mannie Brown, formerly wester
division manager for Tiffany, i

vice-president and general manage
to distribute independent produc
Headquarters will be in this city ar

branches are to be opened in Sa
Francisco and other Pacific Coa^
cities. Among the output to 1

handled will be M. H. Hoffman's Si

Stage Classics and the Hoot Gibsor
made by Allied Pictures.

Pathe Football Series
Pathe is making a series of s

single reel subjects known as "Foe
ball Thrills." Clyde Elliott is d

recting and editing is being done 1:

Leonard Mitchell. Highlights of i\

pictures are "big moments" frc?

outstanding football games.
[

Albany Strand Reopens
Albany, N. Y.—Attended by gsj

ceremonies, Warner Bros, reopenij

the Strand on Thursday night aft'

extensive improvements. Hermf<
Maier was on hand to represent tl*

producers. The Mayor spoke ar

Governor Roosevelt also had a rei,

resentative present.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640
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(Continued from Page 1)

rench talkers over here. Typical

,; the situation is the experience of

ranscontinental Pictures Corp.,

jaded by Dr. Paul Rinaudo De
ille and Dr. Leandro Forno, han-
ing the Cines-Pittaluga product in

lis country. This organization al-

;ady has obtained bookings for

alian pictures in 50 Greater New
ork theaters alone, while more than

i) additional dates have played in

her eastern localities. Intensive

•outing around the country has re-

ealed that there are several hun-
red other communities offering

aydates for Italian talkers, and
le same applies to several other

>nguages, according to Dr. De Ville.

i Length of the booking depends
pon the available patronage, but

!/en one-nighters and two-nighters
irn out profitably because the per-

)rmances are "gala" events in their

!spective communities and they in-

ariably draw packed houses at

ood admission prices.

The good results obtained by
i)reign showings in many locations
• inducing more of the regular pic-

ire houses, including circuit the-

ters, to play these films on special

ights, and in situations where such
rrangements are not possible the

Jctures will be shown in whatever
;her theaters or auditoriums are

v'ailable.

Foreign-dialogue talkers made in

lis country do not draw as well as

iiose made abroad, experience

lows, the reason being that one of

le chief appeals of the foreign pie-

ires is the true native atmosphere
: the country.
Intensive efforts to develop ex-

ibition outlets in this country for

ines-Pittaluga product are now be-

ig made by Dr. De Ville and Dr.

orno. In addition to the Italian

ilkers, which are recorded by RCA
hotophone, Pittaluga turns out

erman and French versions with

ative casts. The company has some
; features and 30 shorts in this

untry at present.

;

John Wick to Stage Comeback

I

Pittsburgh—It is reported that

!)hn Wick, veteran theater owner in

'lis territory, may rejoin the ranks
exhibitors in the fall.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
lApollo Film Supply Co., motion picture

^paratus; L. Ogust, 2 Rector St., New
brk. 100 shares common.
jCharles Amusement Corp.; J. H. Goldstein,

pew's Theater Bldg., Coney Island, New
brk. $10,000.

i
DELAWARE CHARTERS

Television Manufacturing Co. of America.
',c., Wilmington, Del., operate broadcasting
ktions; Corooration Trust Co., Dover, Del.

locooo.
jPublix National Theaters Corp., Wilming-
p, Del., theatrical proprietors; Corporation
rust Co., Dover, Del. $5,000.

At
. I HI: ^

RI4LT
• • • CONTINUIN' OUR Li'l Journeys to the Homes of

Film Muggs once upon a time a gentleman from Bir-

mingham, suh, wandered up to the big northern city we call

New York he was an innocent lad of some 19 yars

who thought everybody was as honest as hisself

but after they gave him seventeen varieties of shel-

lackin' in as many months George S. Gullette
this southern lad began to doubt everybody's honesty

includin' his own so he went in the hotel biz

to test his theory that the world was full of gippers and con
men after buying the ole Windsor hotel on West 58th
Street and listenin' to the conversation of the film pro-

moters of that early day in the lobby he was sure the
world was Crooked

* i^l If *

• • • This GAVE George a bright idea he sez to

hisself "I'm goin' in this film biz and I'll be
Honest and the Novelty should make me Rich and P'a-

mous." so he started out makin' local co-op films all

over the Youessay he gave the merchants in the tie-ups
a Square Deal and would ya believe it he coined
dough any year he didn't clean up 25 grand he chalked
it off as a total loss finally the lure of New York drew
him back he took the biggest gamble of all

tryin' to Shoot Square in the Big Town and the film

biz and still make good and, by golly, he DID!

• • • AND SO, over on 46th Street the Atlas Soundfilm
stude in a short five months has been built up
to a Major film organizashe with over 40 active accounts

among large and small producers one of the
sights of the industry so busy in these days of depres-
sion that they have had to double their renting space
just a study of an honest gent givin' the customers
more than they expect and still makin' a Profit

and how!
* * * *

• • • OF ALL the bug notions that afflict humanity,
writin' and actin' are the two most virulent specimens
it's a safe bet that every human, whether king or pauper

genius or goof cherishes a secret notion that
he's a great actor or a marvelous author if he could
only make the rest of the world recognize his Native Gifts

some start out early in life with their pet idea
like Rod La Rocque, according to Charles Reed Jones
when Rod was six years old, his parents started taking him
weekly to a stock company performance in a midwest city

and Rod, at that tender age, got the Bug that he
wanted to be a hacktor and at one matinee performance,
he sneaked backstage and approached the male lead and sez

"I wanna be an actor!" the leading man was
so impressed with the kid's insistence, that later he prevailed
on his parents to let young Rodney take a juvenile part in

"Salomy Jane" in stock that was the start

the deadly bug of Actin' was gettin' in its work
* * * *

• • • YEARS LATER, Mister La Rocque, grown to man-
hood or what he was pleased to term such was
breaking into the silent films and one day he was sittin'

outside the casting ossif of the ole World Films at Fort Lee
the head man came in Rod recognized him as

the stock company chap who had given him his first break yars
ago so he squawked in an imitation of his kid voice

"I wanna be an actor!" the man turned
dim memories could be seen flashin' across his phiz
then a smile of remembrance "Well, well," sez he, "if

it ain't the egg that played with me in 'Salomy Jane' at the
age of six!" and Rod sez "Righto, Mister Mack"

for the gent was Willard Mack, no less so here
were two muggs who had always yelled "I wanna be an actor!"
and they got their wish serves 'em right the
dopes

12 OHIO TOWNS OPEN

WITH BLUE LAW OUT

(Continued fiom Paye 1)

Liverpool, East Palestine and
Lisbon.
The following towns remain closed

under local ordinances: Delaware,
Athens, Marietta, Cambridge, Ox-
ford, Alliance and Wooster.

Cleveland Heights recently won a

signal victory when the Heights
council voted to open the theaters

on Sunday.

32 Scandinavian Talkers
Scheduled for This Year

(Continued from Page 1)

Mattsson said. Both Swedish and
German pictures are shaping up bet-

ter, he declared. Business condi-
tions in Sweden are far better than
elsewhere in Europe, according to

Mattsson's observations.

More Chicago Houses Open
With Non-Union Operators

(Continued from Page 1)

by the exhibitors. Mr. Maloy had
earlier stated that the union might
resort to picketing and other meas-
ures. Three Polka Bros, houses were
the first to reopen with non-union
operators.

Distributors Sue Japanese Concern

Tokyo—Six distributors of foreign
pictures in Japan have filed suit

against the Osakasa, closed because
of financial difficulties and now man-
aged by S-P Kogyosha, for the full

amount due them by Mr. Yoshikawa
of the Osakaza who had offered his

creditors a settlement of 20 per
cent of the sums due them. "The

suing firms include M-G-M, Para-
mount, Towa-shoji (Ufa), Warner
Bros.-First National and Serizawa-
shokai.

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-

tended by T H
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat

ing their birthdays:

August 15-16
Peter Milne
Harry Akst
Maude George
John Boyce
Estelle Brody
Ann Greenway

Lucien Littlefield

Jack Fuld
Harold A. Noon
Mae Clarke
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HOLLYWOOD ACTIVITIES
^Ak. .. .. Latest Production News Received By Wire From The West Coast Jk. .. ..

4 COMEDIES UNDER WAY

AT HAL ROACH STUDIOS

Activity at the Hal Roach stu-

dios, is at a high point for the sum-
mer months, with four comedies
currently under way and a num-
ber of other stories being prepared
for early production. The comedies
now being made comprise the ZaSu
Pitts-Thelma Todd vehicle, "War
Mamas"; an "Our Gang" produc-
tion, "Dogs Is Dogs"; a Charley
Chase film, "What a Boy"; and a

new Laurel-Hardy comedy with a

Foreign Legion background, "Beau
Hunks."

Ann Harding Completes First

Ann Harding has completed "De-
votion," the first of the four star-

ring vehicles in which RKO Pathe
will present her during the new sea-

son. The story is an adaptation
by Horace Jackson of a Pamela
Wynne novel, directed by Robert
Milton. Suporting cast includes:

Leslie Howard, Robert Williams,
Doris Lloyd, Louise Closser Hale,
O. P. Heggie, Tempe Pigott, Dud-
ley Digges, Allison Skipwoi-th, Ruth
Weston and Joan Carr.

Bill Boyd Unit at Sea
Bill Boyd, Robert Armstrong and

James Gleason head an RKO Pathe
unit of 100 players and technicians
that is making scenes 25 miles at
sea on the Pacific for Boyd's new
vehicle. Albert Rogell is directing.
Lew Lipton wrote the original story
which was adapted for the screen
by Commander Herbert A. Jones,
U. S. Navy. F. McGrew Willis did
the dialogue. Ten naval vessels,
operating from San Diego, will
work with the film unit in the sea
action.

"GHOST
TOWNS"

First

Independent Short to

Stalk Into the Winter

Garden, New York

A ,new series produxuid by

ARGUS-IANCASTER
Tec-Art Studios, Hollywood, Gal.

^ Distributed by

.Talking Pictures Epics

McGowan a Juvenile Specialist
During his ten-year career as a director of "Our Gang" comedies at the Hal

Roach studios, Robert McCowan has handled the megaphone for 110 juvenile

two-reelers. McCowan, who recently was signed to a new contract by Roach,

has guided many youngsters on the road to stardom, among them being Jackie

"Skippy" Cooper.

Benny Rubin on His Own
Starting in September

Benny Rubin's plans to become an
mdependent producer are expectea
to materialize next month upon the

expiration of his present contraci

with KkO Pathe. Kubin has boughi
the rights to a magazine story, "Kea
suspenders," which he intends to

rilm with himself as director as weli

as playing a prominent role.

"Flying High" Starts

Katherine Crawford and Pat

J'Brien have the romantic leads in

M-G-M's picturization of "Flying

riigh," which is going into produc-

tion at once at Culver City. It wih

oe directed by Charles Riesner. The

cast is headed by Bert Lahr and in-

cludes Charlotte Greenwood and

Guy Kibbee.

"Peach O' Reno" Starting Sooner

Anticipating a full production
program in October, Radio Pictures
has moved "Peach 0' Reno" up a
month. Filming will start early in

September. Bert Wheeler and Rob-
ert Woolsey are starred in the pic-

ture.

The comedians, who have been
spending their vacation in Scotland
and England, are due back in Holly-
wood for rehearsals late this month.

"Girls About Town" Cast

Cast for "Girls About Town,"
Paramount picturization of the ro-

mantic comedy about two interna-

tional beauties who capitalize their

charm, has been virtually com-

pleted, with the following line-up:

Kay Francis, Joel McCrea, Lilyan

Tashman, Eugene Pallette, Allan

Dinehart, Judith Wood, George Bar-

bier and Robert McWade.

Contract for Eric Linden

Radio Pictures has signed 20-

year-old Eric Linden to a long-term
contract, according to William Le-
Baron. Linden, who made his mark
in three successive seasons with the
Theater Guild in New York, and
with the American Players in Paris,
was brought to the Coast by Radio
to play the lead in "Are These Our
Children?" now being filmed. The
long-term contract stipulates that
Linden is to play leads.

First of Torchy Series

Completed by C. C. Burr
"Torchy," first in the new series

of Torchy comedies, being made by
C. C. Burr for Educational, has just
been completed. Dorothy Dix plays
opposite Ray Cooke, who has the
title role in the series. In the cast
also are Edmund Breese, Franklin
Pangborn and others.

Mermaid Comedy Finished
Production has been completed on

"Up Pops the Duke," the first in

Educational's new series of Mer-
maid comedies. William Goodrich
directed the comedy in which George
Chandler, Pauline Wagner and Helen
Bolton head an important comedy
cast.

Joe E. Brown Tour Ends Sept. 1

Joe E. Brown will wind up his

vaudeville vour Sept. 12 in Washing-
ton. He is now at the Stanley,
Pittsburgh, for a week's run. Upon
conclusion of his tour, Brown re-

turns to the Fn-st National lot in

Hollywood.

Custer Completing First
"Headin' for Trouble," Bob Cus-

ter's first in a series of action out-
door films to be released by Big 4,

is nearing completion. The picture
is under the direction of J. F. Mc-
Gowan, and the cast includes Betty
Mack, Andy Shuford, Bob Walker,
Jack Harvey, John Ince and Duke
Lee. Burton King is production
supervisor.

BELL & HOWELL DEVELOii

IMPROVED CAMERA DEVK

Chicago—A new silent unit
pilot pin camera mechanism t.

will give positive and exact reg:

tration and yet is said to be sili

enough to use on a sound stai

has been developed by Bell
Howell Co., Chicago.

The little roller, which enga]
in the main cam, is now made
fibre, and the two slides which
gage on the periphery of the m:
cam are equipped with fibre inser

The oscillating rockev arm and n
ister leaf parts are cut away ai

lightened as much as possible wi'

out sacrifice of rigidity and safe
While these silence the mecha

ism considerably, the two other ii

provements have been developed f

further silencing the camera.
First, the camera itself has be^

equipped with a special cam. T!|

second improvement is the little h
bearing roller assemblies.
The mechanism can be readi

adap.ed to take bi-pack films, th
giving a silent, color camera,
merely interchanging mechanis
regular black and white pictu
can be obtained without adjustmei
to the focusing ground glass or ai'

other make-shift arrangement f

compensating for the difference
the focal planes of regular and i

pack films.

ARTHUR LANGE
ERNEST KLAPIIOLZ

Musical Directors
RKO PATHE

Current Release "Sweepstakes"
A Chas. R. Rogers Production

Harry Joe Brown, Associate Producer'

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
Bottyuiootl's wnost convenient hotei . ,

tor your stay in Southern California

RHGHT in the center of everything to see and do .

.

next door to famous studios, theatres, cafes, and
shops . . near golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement places.

The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unex-
celled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
makes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enjoy the company of interesting and famous people.

Special low summer rates now in effect—$2.50
up, single. $3.50 up, double. $4.50 up, twin

beds. Rates by week or month.

Remember the Plaza for an unforgettable stay in
Hollywood. Write for free folder.

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL.l . HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.,

I
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"

«,
,

HOLLYWOOD
n, A.AN MOWBRAY, British actor,

[Irtioesn't know whether he has lost

hi English accent or not, because

Ipihf.'an't speak above a whisper. He
l[|refntly underwent a throat opera-

tii and the doctors got three ton-

sj—anyway Alan swears that there

wc three tonsils, but admits that

wbe the third was just a lump in

h throat. He adds that since his

ditors were so thorough, maybe
tly got his accent, too.

* * *

oung Jackie "Skippy" Cooper is

t only Hollywood male to date
\\a has been able to disregard the
Ijwn Derby restaurant's rigid

"ear a coat" rule and get away
y,h it. Young Mr. Cooper, pink,

stubbed—in knee pants and starch-

e' white blouse—is frequently seen
Iiching with his mother at the
Illywood Derby.

speaking of youngsters, Para-
runt has signed Jerry Tucker,
fir-year-old red-head, who was dis-

c>ered among the juvenile extra
i;iks. He is the youngest player

t receive a Paramount contract.
* * *

Jen-y first attracted attention at
Iramount when he worked as an
itra in "Far-bidden Adventure."
(lied upon to recite during idle mo-
"»fs, he gave a dramatic prescnta-
Mi. of Kipling's "Gnnga Din" and
IX nicknamed "The Gunga Din
)(/" in the film colony. He knows
-))€ than 100 poems, which he pre-

nts with his own interjyretations.

Ben Holmes and Nat Perrins,
medy writers under contract to

:adio Pictures, are writing the

lurth Charles "Chic" Sale short,

he third comedy, "Cock-a-doodle-
)o," is about finished. Mark Sand-
ich directed and the supporting
iist includes Aileen Carlyle and Bud
kmieson.

I Gus Arnheim and his Cocoanut
rove orchestra have been signed
; Howard Hughes to appear in

>carface," the last of the gangster
ms, which Howard Hawks is di-

ecting with Paul Muni, Osgood
erkins and Karen Morley in the
rincipal roles.

By RALPH WILK

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

AGENT

"A school of sharks will play an Im-

portant part in El Brendel's next Fox

picture, 'Sink Or Swim'."

—Fox.

Denison Clift, who wrote "The
Woman Disputed" and "Scotland
Yard," has completed "Man About
Town," a novel which will be pub-
lished by a leading New York pub-
lisher. Clift has also written an
original spectacle for which nego-
tiations are now pending for pro-
duction at the Drury Lane, London.
Cliffs play, "Sin Becomes Fashion-
able," will be produced at the Gar-
rick, London, with Mary Newcombe
as the star and Frank Cagney as
the producer.

* * *

Famous last words—"He is no
longer a juvenile."

William Hamilton, film editor-in-
chief at Radio, is editing "Are These
Our Children?" which Wesley Rug-
gles is directing. Hamilton also ed-
ited "Cimarron," which was direct-

ed by Ruggles. Hamilton was film
editor for Richard Barthelmess for
seven years and was also with Cos-
mopolitan Prods, in New York.

Our Passing Show: Louis B. May-
er, King Vidor, Mary Doran, Mel-
vin Douglas, Johnny Hines, Harry
Blair, Allen Rivkin at Agua Cal-
iente; James Cagney and George
Frank playing tennis at the Holly-
wood Y. M. C. A.

* * *

Charles Stumar is one of the busi-
est campramen on the Coast. Fol-

lowing the completion of his work
on "Mississippi" for Universal, he
was assigned to photograph "Heart
and Hand," also for Universal.

Buddy Fisher, a New York-to-
Hollywood commuter, appears in

"Reno," which is being shown at

Grauman's Chinese in conjunction

with "Transatlantic'
* * *

George Amy, who cut several fea-

tures for First National, is now ed-

iting the "Torchy" comedies, which
are being produced by C. C. Burr.
Amy is also writing the continui-

ties for the comedies.
* * *

Gustav Von Seyffertitz and Ar-
nold Korflf have been signed to sup-

port Will Rogers in Fox's "Dollar

Bill."
:fc :{: :fc

Majel Coleman, Herman Bing,

Paul Power, Monte Carter, Alice

Stombs, Alice Dell and Nick Cope-
land will support Eddie Buzzell in

his latest "Bedtime Stories for

Grownups."
* * *

Halliwell Hobbes and Edgar Nor-
ton have been added to Paramount'

s

"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."
* * *

"Pagan Lady" is in the Columbia
cutting room. Evelyn Brent, Con-
rad Nagel and Charles Bickford
head the cast. J. Francis Dillon di-

rected.
* * *

Mathilde Comont has been added
to the cast of "The Cuban," Law-

EASTERN STUDIO ACTIVITIES
By HARRY N. BLAIR

riEORGE ABBOTT has been se-

lected to direct Tallulah Bank-
head in "The Cheat." This is the
Hector TurnbuU original which was
done as a silent by Fanny Ward
and Sessue Hayakawa. Irving Pichel

will appear with Miss Bankhead,
and rehearsals are to begin in a

few days.

Billy Hayes, who plays the leading
role of Penrod in the Booth Tarking-
ton series of juvenile films being
made by Vitaphone, fixed it so that
his dog, Duke, also would appear in
"Snakes Alive." The story calls for
a dog, and Billy made a "deal" with

rence Tibbett's new M-G-M vehicle
now in production under W. S. Van-
Dyke's direction. Lupe Velez has
the chief feminine role.

Loretta Sayers will play her third
leading role opposite Buck Jones in
"Deadline," temporary title of one
of Columbia's forthcoming west-

Casting has started on "Miracle
City," the Radio Pictures' produc-
tion dealing with the movie capital,
Hollywood. Howard Estabrook did
the story and players already as-
signed include Rosco Ates, Mary
Astor and Ricardo Cortez.

Sam Sax, studio head, to use Duke
at 15 cents a day.

One of the most elaborate two-
reelers to go into production at the
Vitaphone studio is now in the
course of filming at that plant. "The
Musical Mystery," as it is called,
has a cast of 50, composed of danc-
ers, singers, musicians and com-
edians. -^—

Included in the cast are the Al-
bertina Rasch Girls, featured danc-
ers of the current "Follies," Janet
Reade, the hit of "Ballyhoo," Lester
Cole from the ShuberV musicals, the
Ambassador Sextet, who played in
last year's Joe Cook show, Al Shayne
of radio fame, Jack Riano from the
"Third Little Show," Loma Ruth, the
sensational acrobatic dancer and
Gertrude Milne, who proved a sen-
sation as a dancer in "Sons O'
Guns" and also appeared in the
"Follies." The short is being di-

rected by Roy Mack.

Cliff Hess of Remick Co., who
wrote the music for "Angel Cake,"
Vitaphone's great musical short, also
wrote the song "Ex-Wife," for "The
Musical Mystery." Two other songs,
"Little Caesar,' and "In Storyland,"
were especially written for this mu-
sical revue by Harold Levey, Vita-
phone musical director, and Herman
Ruby.

AMERICA'S FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE

St. MoRiTZ
OIV THE PARK

50 Central Park South
New York City-

Old world hospitality in the
spirit of the new world; old
world service with the newest
of the new world's comforts.
A cuisine that is the essence
of Europe's finest, under the
inspired direction of

CCrTyLC^yyvaue/f

of Paris, London and the Riviera.

Rooms single or en suite, facing

Central Park and but a moment
from the city's amusement and
business sectors.

Personal Direction of S. GREGORY TAYLOR
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Theater Equipment
By M. P. BOOTH

PROJECTION ROOMS MADE

PORTABLE AND PERMANENT

Portable and permanent fireproof

projection rooms are being offered

by the Blue Seal Products Co. of

Brooklyn, manufacturers of motion
picture accessories.

The booths, which are obtainable
in standard sizes ranging from 4

feet by 6 feet by 7 feet, IV2 in. high,

to 9 feet by 14 feet by 7 feet, IVa

inches high, are made of ^A-inch
thick transite with a«gle iron 1%
inches by 1^/i inches by 3/16 inches.

The panels are interchangeable and
bolted together with stove bolts and
the seams filled with transite cement
The floor sheets are of %-inch thick
asbestos.

Underwriters throughout the coun-
try, as well as the fire and building
departments of all cities, have ap-
proved these booths, the company
states.

Carpets Renewed by New Process
A specially prepared formula for

use in renovating rugs and carpets
to make them look new, the process
being sun-proof, color fast and cap-
able of standing all stains, is being
oft'ered by the Nu-Process Rug &
Carpet Dyers of New York, Chi-
cago and Los Angeles.
By this process it is declared the

present color can be changed or it

can be dyed in the original color all

in a period of eight hours without
interruption of performance in the
theater.

Regulating Thermostat
Chicago—A regulating thermostat

for heating, ventilating and cooling
apparatus, said to open valves or
dampers gradually only to the de-
gree required by the temperature
of the space under control, making
for greater comfort and the elimina-
tion of over-heating and cold drafts,

is being marketed by the Powers
Regulating Co.

Umbrella Rack
Morganstown, W. Va.—The new

Warner theater of this city has the
latest installation for service to pa-
trons—a safety umbrella rack
where patrons on a rainy day can
park their rain sticks.

Illumination Important

Illumination means decoration as

well as publicity. When you plan

the installation or alteration of your

lighting—indoors as well as out

—

remember that, properly designed

and executed, it can fulfill the

double purpose of emphasizing the

beauty of your theater as well as

attracting and informing the public

of what you have to offer.

Saugus, Mass.—A plan to build a
theater in Cliftondale Square, on
the site of the recently burned Hol-
lywood, was revealed recently by an
application made to the board of

appeals by Albert E. Foy of Lynn
to have land in that area re-zoned
for business purposes.

Richmond, Calif.—A contract for
excavating has been let to Marshall
& Higgins of this city by the Henry
L Beller Construction Co., general
contractors of the $150,000 theater
to be erected here by United Artists.

Other sub-contracts are being let.

Monet, Mo.—A theater is being
erected here by M. E. Gillioz at an
estimated cost of $75,000.

West Newton, Mass.—Charles E.
Hatfield, Rupert Thompson and Ben
Rockman are the sponsors of the
Garden City Auditorium, Inc.,

formed for the purpose of construct-
ing a theater on the site formerly
occupied by the Players Hall.

Tama, la.—The Idle Hour theater
building here is being torn down and
a new theater is to be erected by
the owners of the building, F. W.
Russell and W. I. Fife. Wesley
Mansfield will be the manager of

the new house, which will probably
open by Oct. 1.

New W. E. Aperture Denied

A story from the West Coast re-

cently to the effect that Western
Electric was working on a new
camera and projection machine
aperture that would preclude the
reproduction of talking pictures re-

corded by other than Western Elec-
tric equipment, is believed to be
unfounded by C. W. Bunn, general
sales manager of Electrical Re-
search Products.

"We are compelled to make a
public denial because of inquiries
received from many exhibitors,"
Bunn stated. "The story was evi-

dently the result of erroneous in-

formation.

"We are not working on any such
equipment, we have no intention of
developing such equipment and we
have no desire to manufacture
equipment that will impose arbi-
trary, technical restrictions upon
the type of pictures exhibitors must
play."

Appointed Assistant Manager

Cleveland—G. O. Yarger, former-
ly connected with the National The-
ater Supply Co.'s home office, has
been appointed assistant manager
of the branch office here.

NEW SOUND FILM SETS

PUT ON FRENCH MARKET

Paris-—The following sound film

reproduction sets have recently ap-
peared on the French market:

"Universal," produced by the So-
ciete des Appareils Sonores. The
price of 45,000 francs includes com-
plete installations including two
projectors for the projection of
sound film bearing the sound re-

corded on film. The system may
also be adapted to any existing
projectors. It is stated that this set

includes numerous technical improve-
ments one of them being the elastic

suspension of the projectors which
is supposed to improve the purity
of sound by the absence of mechani-
cal vibrations of the sound head.

"Teleson," produced by Societe
Teleson-Film, is a sound head group
that can be adapted on any projec-
tor. Price is 35,000 francs for com-
plete installations.

"Echo-Gesco," produced by the
Societe Gesco, is a new sound head
adaptable to all existing projectors.
No price has been quoted for this

apparatus. All the above sets are
more especially adapted to the needs
of small cinemas.

Report Boom in Wiring
Small English Theaters

London — Reports received here
from various parts of the United
Kingdom indicate that a decided
boom in the wiring of small theaters
for talking pictures is in progress.
RCA Photophone, Ltd., announces
an unprecedented demand for its

new small theater reproducer for
houses seating 500 or less.

Syncrofilm Model "J" Sound Head
Rochester, N. Y. — Described as

simple, sturdy and dependable, and
offered on the same basis as the
standard Syncrofilm, Model "J"
sound heads are now being marketed
by the Weber Machine Corp. of this

city. They have been designed and
built to comply with the require-
ments of the very small theaters,
where low cost equipment is desir-

able, the company states.

Universal Sales on Increase
Dallas — Universal sound-on-film

equipment is proving popular in

this territory and sales are on the
increase, according to reports made
by B. G. Herber, manager of Photo-
Talker Co. here.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 M.M. SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Rockville, Md. — The old Op a

House building is being remodtji

into a theater, stores and offi|

The theater will have a seating
|

pacity of 600.

Lynchburg, Va.—Renovations
being made at the Warner Trend,
this city. Completion of the wk
and reopening of the house ""

planned for Sept. 1.

I
State Center, la.—Don Thornbu]

owner of the Family in Marsh
town, has signed an agreement \^^

the State Center Commercial Cb
and will operate the town's fi

talkie show. The old Star thea

building here is being remodeled 1

the purpose.

Columbus, Miss. — Extensive
provements are planned at

Strand, recently acquired by
Kuykendall-Sanford Enterprises.

Oberlin, 0.—Installation of t

chairs, a Walker screen, new b'

office and box-office equipment iT

automatic curtain control, al(|

with general improvements, is be

made at the Apollo by Jerry Ste*|

who recently took over the house.

Fort Morgan, Cal.—Improvemeij
and the installation of new equj

ment are being made at the Gq\

Manchester Depot, Vt.—The
lonial has been leased by Casper :l

Landman of Londonderry, who Is

closed the house to install talkj

equipment and make general
provements.

New Holdback Sprocket

Chicago—An effective device
taking up the slack on the
and which is said to eliminate
ter and prevent sound distort^

and be easily attached to the 'I

style Western Electric sound he,
is being marketed by the Chic^jj

Cinema Equipment Co.

JUST y^^sii^.

AROrXD
THE

yvv.;^^™^^

CORXER ^@^S^

from every Americai
theatre

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY
Branches in till Principal Cities



New Light Exceeds

. . . Sun's Brilliancy

^^ ^

.ODERN projection calls for a light source equaling

and in some cases exceeding the brilliancy of the sun itself.

Sound, color, and wide films, with long throws on porous

screens now demanded by the modern theatre, have called

for a most intense and active program of research and

development to keep National Projector Carbons ahead of

the requirements of modern projection.

The concentration of large quantities of electrical energy

in slender carbons, while keeping the light confined to a

point source, represents a most remarkable advance in

lighting practice.

The results of this development program have been the

production of National Projector Carbons of the highest

quality with economies which make carbon costs extremely

low in comparison with other important items needed for

the successful operation of the theatre.

NATIONALPROJECTOR CARBONS
<yy

v^ National Carbon Company will gladly cooperate with

the producer, exhibitor, machine manufacturer or

projectionist on any problem involving light. . . .

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Carbon Sales Division ' Cleveland, Ohio

Unit of Union Carbrde I I I and Carbon Corporation

Branch Sales Offices: New York Piltsburah Chicago San Francisco
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

By L. H. MITCHELLi

SIX NEW PRODUCTIONS

UNDER WAY AT UFA STUDIO

Berlin—Six pictures are currently
being readied by Ufa for the coming
season. Else Heims, noted German
stage actress, has been signed for

the lead in "Meine Frau, die Hoch-
staplerin" which Bruno Duday will

produce for Ufa under the direction

of Kurt Gerron. Music for "Sein
Scheidungsgrund" is being com-
posed by Otto Stransky. Alfred
Zeisler will produce and direct this

musical comedy.
"Die Graefin von Monte Carlo,"

an adventure talking picture, will be
produced under the supervision of

Rabinowitsch. Erich Pommer is just

completing his new Ufa talking pic-

ture, "Der Kongress Tanzt." star-

ring Lil Dagover. H. H. Ulrich is

producing "Die Schlacht von Baden-
muende," with several of Germany's
foremost comedians in the cast

—

Max Adalbert, Fritz Schulz, Adele
Sandrock and Paul Heidemann.
Philipp Lothar Mayring is direct-

ing. Gerhard Lamprecht will direct

"Emil und die Deteketive."

Imperial Film Institute

Proposed in England
London — At the recent British

Commonwealth Educational Confer-
ence, G. T. Hankin proposed a
scheme for an Imperial Film In-

stitute, to stimulate the use of mo-
tion pictures in art, science and edu-
cation throughout the Empire. Its

constitution would be that of a semi-
independent corporation responsible

to some Minister, probably the Presi

dent of the Board of Education. The
proposal met with a good deal of

favor. It is believed that such a

body would gradually raise the

standard of entertainment films.

French Pictures for London
London — Synchro-Cine of Paris

has sold three pictures for showing
in England—"Sur la Terre," "Vit-

esse" and "Eperon d'Or." "Le Mil-

lion" is in its fifth month at the

Rialto, London, and will be continued
although "Le Chemin du Paradise"

is awaiting showing at that theater.

Sunday Bill Halted

London—Further consideration of

the Sunday Performances Regula-

tion Bill has been suspended for

nearly three months, the committee

appointed by the House of Com-
mons having adjourned until Octo-

ber. Little progress so far has been

made on the bill.

New French Film Houses Increase
Paris—Seventy-six new film theaters were built here during the past twelve

months, with a seating capacity of 55,000 as against 20 theaters, seating

20,000, in 1929. Talking pictures are held responsible for this increase in

building.

IN LONDON NEXT SUMMER

London — The International Ex
hibitors' Conference Trade Exhibi-
tion for next summer will be held

in conjunction with the Cinema Ex-
hibitor Association's summer con-

ference during Derby Week at the

Grosvenor Hotel. It is expected that
this film exhibition will attract ex-

hibits not only from British film

organizations but also from Con-
tinental and American organiza-
tions, making it a unique event in

the history of the motion picture
industry—the greatest trade confer-

ence yet held.

Italian Film Imports
Mostly From the U. S.

Rome—The United States was the
leading supplier of foreign made
films to Italy during the first quar-
ter of 1931. Italian imports of films

during the first three months were
742,831 meters as against 777,993
meters for the corresponding three
months of 1930. Exports during
same quarter for 1931 were 342,390
meters as against 300,174 meters for

the first three months of 1930. Ital-

ian trade publications state that
Italian picture houses require about
400 films a year while the annual
production of such films in Italy is

around 20. England, France and
Germany, in the order named, fol-

low the U. S. in exportation of films

into Italy.

Another Paris News Reel Theater

Paris — Gaumont-Franco-Film-
Aubert is negotiating with a com-
pany which has just been formed
for the sale of the Electric Palace,
which the new owners will use ex-

clusively for the showing of news
reels. Paris already has two the-

aters devoted to news reels, one of

them run by the newspaper, "Le
Journal.'

Gaumont Palace at Barnstaple

Barnstaple, Eng.—The Gaumont-
British circuit is adding a "super"
theater to its circuit in this city. It

will be known as the Gaumont Pal-
ace, and erected on the site of the
old Theater Royal.

4,84? HOUSES IN U. K.;

191 NOW BEING BUILT

London—The total number of mo-
tion picture theaters in the United
Kingdom as of June 30, according to

figures just made public, was 4,847,

of which 3,617 were wired and 1,230

silent. New film houses under con-

struction number 191. Divided re-

gionally, England has 2,848 wired

houses and 784 silent; Scotland has
375 wired and 219 silent; Wales 237
wired and 106 silent; and Ireland
157 wired and 121 silent.

International Cast

For "Blue Danube'"
London—A cast of famous inter-

national artists is being assembled
for the forthcoming British and
Dominions' feature, "The Blue
Danube," which Herbert Wilcox will

direct. Among the artists already
engaged are Brigitte Helm, Joseph
Schildkraut, Leonide Massine, Al-

fredo Rode and his Tzigane Band,
and Mile. Nikitina, famous Russian
dancer. An entirely new technique
of production, it is said, has been
devised and the film, which will con-

tain but little dialogue, is expected
to create a sensation.

TRADE

OFE IN FIRST 6 MONTI

London — During the first si{

months of 1931 film imports into th^'
United Kingdom showed a decide

drop, according to statistics jus

made public. Comparison is wit

the first six months of 1930.

Imports
1931
Ft

Sensitized (unexposed)
film 20,618.700 22,338,9(

Negatives 2,332.451
Positives 11,969,996

Exports
Raw film 2,838.453
Positive film 9,636,966
Negatives 412,088

Exports of negatives alone show*
an increase in footage over the co:

responding period of 1930, but tt

monetary value of the negatives e:

ported was much less than that ft

1930—$21,615 for 1931 and $87,l'i

for 1930.

1930
Ft.

3,112,81

18,859v3l

10,967,41

12,888,Si

34a^

Aafa Dividend of 10 Per Cent

Berlin—At the annual meeting of

the Aafa Co., a 10 per cent dividend
was declared for the fiscal year
ending Dec. 21, 1930. The capital

stock was increased to 1,500,000
marks. The board was re-elected.

The net profit was 76,400 marks.

Propaganda Films in India

Bombay—The Congressites of In-

dia, it is reliably reported here, are
planning to take motion pictures of

all public meetings of the Congress
and all flag salutation ceremonies
as topical events for free distribu-

tion to all picture houses in India

as Congress propaganda. If the
movies are well received. Congress
officials will approach film produc-
ers with a view to making special

^Ims showing the Congress activities

in drama and in fiction.

Official Film Dept.
Being Formed in Fran0
Paris—The Cinema is to be placfl

on the same footing as theaters &t

education in France through tl]

creation by the French governmel
of an official film department, it 1

stated. The new body will be cri

ated by the Minister of Fine Art
Publication of the official decree

expected as s«on as the Cabin*

gives its formal sanction to thi

"Conseil Superieur du Cinema." T^
Board will be composed of thr^

cabinet ministers—the Ministers
Fine Arts, Public Instruction &)^

one other. A sub-committee
take over the powers of censorsh

and will be appointed year by ye^

The Minister of Public Instructi]

will be president of the Board. Ser

tors, Deputies, members of tj

French Academy, of the Fine Ar
department, of the Authors al

Con:posers organizations, and
various trade bodies will be mei)

bers of the Board. The new depai)

ment will study all trade questiorj

Noted British Actors in "Calendd
London—Cast selected by Britii

Lion-Gainsborough for Edgar Wa
lace's racing thriller, "The Cale:

dar," contains many noted nami'

from the British stage, includir »,

Edna Best, Herbert Marshall, Go) li

don Harker, Ronald Frankau, Nig'

Bruce, Allan Aynesworth, S
Farmington, Melville Cooper.

.1

Multi-House for Berlin

Berlin—Berlin, according to re-

ports, will soon have a foreign film

theater, showing exclusively films in

English, French, Italian, etc.
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Features Reviewed in Film Daily Dec. 14 to Aug. 18
376 Pictures Covered in 8 Months

*
y; Reviewed

iAcTage Glueck-FL 8-2-31

Ai'Police-WW .. 3-22-31

,, Aribelle's Affairs-F ...6-28-31

Al' The Bad Man-TIF 6-28-31

Ola-TIF ..2-1-31
' AlJSt a Honeymoon-BI 1-11-31

Alg Came Youth-PAR 1-11-31

I'Ahys Goodby-F 5-24-31

I Al'Yemen-AM 1-11-31

llAtrican Tragedy-PAR ..8-9-31

Aiger-COL 4-19-31

Bfielor Apartment-RKO 3-8-31

Biielor Father-MGM .2-1-31

Bj Girl-F 8-9-31

B' Sister-U 4-5-31

B: Wliispers-UA 1-18-31

Bu Ideal-RKO .. 1-11-31

B.nd Office Doors-RK03-22-31
Bond Victory-PAT ..4-12-31

B Business Girl-FN . .6-14-31

Bi of a Nation-TRI. 12-21-30

B.cbierfest-BLK 4-5-31

Biy and Soul-F 3-15-31

Bi to Love-PAT 4-26-31

B,;k Camel-F 7-5-31

Bk Sea Mutiny-AM 6-21-31

B ht Lights-FN 2-15-31

B-.F 8-2-31

Bik-up-AM 12-7-30

Bid Minded-FN 7-5-31

B Rocket to the Moon-UFA
2-8-31

C of the Rockies-SYN 7-12-31

Ctain Applejack-WA 4-19-31

Otain Thunder-WA. . .5-10-31

Cght Cheating-TIF 1-4-31

Cght Plastered-RKO ..8-9-31

Cined-UFA 12-14-30

Cnces-FN 6-14-31

Crley's Aunt-COL 12-28-30

Crlie Chan Carries On-F
3-22-31

Crie-PAR 6-14-31

CIdren of Chance-BI 1-25-31

CIdren of Dreams-WA. 7-19-31

Ciarron-RKO ...1-18-31

Ces and Years-AM ..4-12-31

Cy Lights-UA 2-15-31

0/ Streets-PAR 4-19-31

Caring the Range-CAP. 5-24-31

Ciens and Kellys in Africa-U
1 12-21-30

Cnmand Performance-TIF
1-18-31

(jtimon Law-PAT 7-19-31

Cnpromised-BI 1-18-31

Cnrades of 1918-FM ... 2-22-31

Cifessions of a Co-Ed-PAR
6-21-31

Cinecticut Yankee-F .4-12-31

Ciquering Horde-PAR. .3-29-31

Ccked Nuts-RKO 4-5-31

(minal Code-COL 1-4-31

lidy Long Legs-F 6-7-31

Inaged Love-WW 1-25-31

Ince, Fools, Dance-MGM
2-1-31

Ipger Lights-RKO ..12-14-30
Lwn Trail-COL 12-28-30

rybreak-MGM 5-31-31

Venders of the Law-JOH
5-24-31

I- Grosse Tenor-UFA. 5-31-31

I Tanz Geht Weiter-WA
1-11-31

l;ert Vengeance-COL. .. 3-1-31

I'il to Pay-UA... .12-21-30

t Drei Von Der Tankstelle-
UFA 6-21-31

It Forsterchristl-CAP .5-3-31

h Lustigen Weiber Von
Wein-CAP 7-12-31

Privatsekretaerin-CAP
6-21-31

3 Groschenoper-WA. 5-24-31

>igible-COL 4-12-31

shonored-PAR 3-8-31

vorce Among Friends-WA
i

4-5-31

iictors' Wives-F ... .4-26-31
)illy Macht Karriere-UFA
! 7-26-31

m't Bet on Women-F 2-15-31
acula-U 2-15-31
earn Waltz-SWE ..12-28-30
urns of Jeopardy-TIF. .3-8-31

ide Ranch-PAR 4-26-31
igan of the Bad Lands-MOP

siest Way-MGM 3-1-31

St Lynne-F 2-22-31
lemies of the Law-REG

7-12-31
:-Flame-TIF 1-25-31

:press 13-UFA 8-9-31

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
AGF—American General Film
AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass
ASC—Associated Cinema
BI—British International
BLK—Richard G. Block
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CKL—Celebrity
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures
DM—Drklik-Martel
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FE—Film Exchange
FF—Foreign Film
FFF—Foreign Feature Films

FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National
FM—Forenfilms
(;G—Al Griffith Grey
HED—Headline Pictures

HG—J. H. Hoffberg
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
HPI—Hollywood Pictures
INL—Industrial Films
ITA—La Itala Film Co.
JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAT—Ernest Matteson
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn Mayer
MOP—Monogtam Pictures
NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line
OM—Olympia Macre Excelsior
OS—Osso Productions
PA R—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PIT—Pittaluga

PIZ—William Pizor
PRX—Protex Trading Corp.
REG—Regal Talking Pictures

ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
SIN—Dr. Alexander Singelow
SWE—Swedish Biographic
SYN—Syndicate
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TPL—Otto Trippel
TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros.
WM—J. D. Williams
WW—Sono Art

Title Reviewed

Extravagance-TIF . ...12-7-30

Everything's Rosie-RKO .5-24-31

Fair Warning-F 2-8-31

Fidlovacka-DM .. . ..7-5-31

Fifty Milliion Frenchmen-WA
3-29-31

Fighting Caravans-PAR. .2-1-31

Fighting Sheriff-COL . 6-28-31

Fighting Thru-TIF 12-28-30

Finger Points-FN 3-29-31

Finn and Hattie-PAR. . .
2-1-31

First Aid-WW 7-12-31

Five and Ten-MGM 7-12-31

Five Year Plan-AM 6-7-31

Flood-COL 5-3-31

Free Love-U 12-14-30

Free Soul-MGM 6-7-31

Front Page-UA 3-22-3

1

Gang Buster-PAR 1-25-31

Gateway of the Caucasus-AM
1-25-31

Gentleman's Fate-MGM .6-28-31

Girls Demand Excitement-F

Girl From the Reeperbahn-TPE
1-25-31

Girl Habit-PAR 6-14-31

God's Country and the Man-
SYN 6-7-31

God's Gift to Women-WA
4-19-31

Going Wild-WA 2-1-31

Goldie-F 6J28-31

Gold Dust Gertie-WA 5-31-31

Good Bad Girl-COL 5-17-31

Gorilla-FN 3-1-31

Great Meadow-MGM 3-13-31

Gretel and Liesel-FFF .2-1-31

Gun Smoke-PAR 4-26-31

Headin' North-TIF 12-28-30

Heimatsklange-TPL . .2-22-31

Hell Below Zero-TPE. . .6-28-31

Hell Bent for Frisco-WW
7-12-31

Hell Bound-TIF 3-1-31

High Stakes-RKO 5-31-31

Hjartats Rost-PAR 6-28-31

Holy Terror-F 7-19-31

Honeymoon Lane-PAR. . .8-2-31

Honor Among Lovers-PAR
3-1-31

Hook, Line and Sinker-RKO
12-14-30

Hot Heiress-FN 3-15-31

How He Lied to Her Husband-
BI 1-18-31

Huckleberry Finn-PAR 8-9-31

Hush Money-F 7-12-31

I Take This Woman-PAR
6-14-31

Illicit-WA 1-18-31

II Richiamo del Cuore-PAR
3-8-31

Immortal Vagabond-TPE 8-2-31

Ingagi-COP 3-15-31

Indiscreet-UA 5-10-31

In Old Cheyenne-WW ..5-3-31

Inspiration-MGM 2-8-31

Iron Man-U 4-19-31

It Pays to Advertise-PAR
2-22-31

It's A Wise Child-MGM
5-17-31

Jaws of Hell-WW 1-11-31

Jede Frau Hat Etwas-PAR
5-24-31

Jew At War-iAM 7-26-31

Title Reviewed

June Moon-PAR 3-15-31

Just A Gigolo-MGM.. 6-14-31

Just For A Song-WW. ..4-26-31
Kept Husbands-RKO ...2-8-31
Kick In-PAR 5-24-31

Kid From Arizona-COS. 5-10-31

Kiki-UA 3-8-31

Kiss Me Again-FN 1-11-31

La Canzone Dell' Amore-PIT
1-25-31

Ladies' Man-PAR 5-3-3

1

Lady from Nowhere-CHE
7-19-31

Lady Refuses-RKO ..2-15-31
Lady Who Dared-FN .. .6-7-31

La Jaula de los Leones-HF
3-8-31

L'Amour, Maitre des Choses-
CAP 4-5-31

Land of Midnight Sun-NOR
12-28-30

La Nuit Est A Nous. . 2-22-31
La Regina di Sparta-IT.'V.S 8-31

Lash, The-FN 14-31
Last Parade-COL 3-1-31

La Straniera-CAP 4-19-31
Laugh and Get Rich-RKO

3-22-31
Laughing Sinners-MGM 7-5-31

La Vacanza del Diavolo-PAR
3-22-31

Lawless Woman-CHE . .4-26-31
Law of the Rio Grande-SYN,

8-9-31

Lawyer's Secret-PAR 5-31-31

Le Collier de la Reine-PRX

Le Culte de Beaute-OS. .6-7-31

Le Million-TF . 5-24-31

Le Mystere de la Chambre
Jaune-OS 5-31-31

Le Petit Cafe-PAR ..1-25-31
Le Roi S'Ennuie-RKO. .2-8-31

Liebe Auf Befehl-U ..6-7-31
Lieber Uber Alles-CAP 4-19-31
Liebeswalzer-UFA .... 5-3-31

Lightning Flyer-COL ...4-5-31
Lion and the Lamb-COL .4-5-31

Living Corpse-FF 1-18-31
Lonely Wives-PAT 2-15-31
Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-31
Love Habit-BI . 2-1-31

Love Kiss-CEL 12-28-30
Lover Come Back-COL. 6-7-31
Lumpemball-AGF 4-26-31
Maciste In Hell-OM ...6-28-31
Magnificent Lie-PAR ..7-26-31
Maltese Falcon-WA 5-31-31

Man in Possession-MGM . 7-19-31

Man of the World-PAR 3-22-31

Man From Chicago-COL. 1-18-31
Man to Man-WA. 1-4-31

Man Who Came Back-F. 1-4-31

Meet the Wife-COL 6-21-31

Men Call It Love-MGM .6-21-31

Men of the North-MGM . 12-14-30
Men of the Sky-FN 7-19-31

Men on Call-F 12-14-30
Middle Watch-BI . .12-21-30
Millie-RKO 1-25-31

Millionaire-WA 4-12-31
Miracle Woman-COL. .8-2-31

Monsters of the Deep-TPE
5-24-31

Mothers Cry-FN 12-7-30
Mother's Millions-U 5-10-31

Mr. Lemon of Orange-F. 3-29-31

Title Reviewed

Murder By the CIock-PAR
7-19,31

Mutterliebe-FFF 2-22-31
Mystery of Life-U 7-5-31

My Past-WA 3-15-31
Nacht-Brummler-COL ...3-8-31
Napoli Che Canta-PIT 1-25-31

Nar Rosorna Sla-Ut-PAR
2-15-31

Naughty Flirt-FN 4-19-31
Newly Rich-PAR 7-5-31

New Moon-MGM 12-28-30
Never the Twain Shall Meet-
MGM . 6-7-31

Night Angel-PAR 6-14-31
Night Birds-BI 1-4-31

Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31
Night Nurse-WA 7-19-31

No Limit-PAR 1-18-31
Nomandie-SIN 6-21-31

Oh, Sailor, Behave-WA. .2-15-31
Once A Sinner-F 1-18-31
Only Saps Work-PAR. 12-14-30
Other Men's Women-WA. 4-26-31
Pagliacci-AC 3-1-31
Paid-MGM 1-4-31

Painted Desert-PAT 1-18-31
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath-
MGM 4-5-31

Party Husband-FN 5-17-31
Passion FIower-MGM ..12-21-30
Perfect Alibi-RKO 3-8-31
Playthings of Hollywood-HPI

4-12-31
PoBfics-MGM 8-2-31
Primrose Path-HPI 1-25-31
Prodigal-MGM . 6-28-31
Public Enemy-WA 4-26-31
Public Defender-RKO ..7-12-31
Pueblo Terror-COS 4-21-31
Quick Millions-F 4-19-31
Rango-PAR 2-22-31
Reaching for the Moon-UA

1-4-31
Reckless Hour-FN 8-2-31
Reducing-MGM 1-18-31
Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31
Resurrection-U 1-25-31
Rider of the Plains-SYN. 5-3-31
Riders of the North-SYN .4-5-31
Ridin' Fool-TIF 5-31-31
Right of Way-FN 3-29-31
Right to Love-PAR ...12-21-30
River's End-WA 3-15-31
Rosenmontag-UFA ...3-29-31
Royal Bed-RKO 2-l'-31

Royal Family of Broadway-
PAR 12-28-30

Runaround (Reviewed as Lov-
able and Sweet-RKO 6-21-31

Salvation Nell-TIF 7-5-31
Scandal Sheet-PAR 2-8-31
Sea Devils-JOH 3-8-31
Seas Beneath-F 2-1-31
Second Honeymoon-COT. 1-11-31
Secret Call-PAR . . 7-12-31
Secret Six-MGM 5-3-31
Secrets of A Secretary-PAR

7-19-31
Seed-U 5-17-31
Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour-
FD 7-12-31

Sheriff's Secret-COS 6-14-31
Shipmates-MGM ....5-24-31
Ships of Hate-MOP ....7-26-31
Si I'Empereur Savait Ca.
MGM 3-8-31

Title Reviewed
Sin Ship-RKO 4-5-31
Single Sin-TIF 2-15-31
Sit Tight-WA 2-22-31
Six Cylinder Love-F .5-17-31
Skandal Um Eva-FM ..4-26-31
Skin Game-BI 6-21-31
Skippy-PAR 4-5-31
Sky Raiders-COL 5-31-31
Sleeping Partners-BI ..12-14-30
Smart Money-WA ....6-21-31
Smiling Lieutenant-PAR . 5-24-31
Soldiers Plaything-WA. . .5-3-31
Son of India-MGM ..7-26-31
Son of the Land-AM .5-31-31
Son of the Plains-SYN ... 7-5-31
South of Sonora-INL. .12-14-30
Spy, The-F 3-22-31
Star Witness-WA 8-2-31
Stepping Out-MGM 5-24-31
Stolen Heaven-PAR ...2-15-31
Strangers May Kiss-MGM

4-12-31
Student Sein-PRX .. ..5-3-31
Subway Express-COL ..3-29-31
Sunny-FN 12-28-30
Sunrise Trail-TIF 3-29-31
Svengali-WA 5-3-31
Swanee River-WW 2-8-31
Sweden-MAL 1-18-31
Sweepstakes-PAT 6-28-31

Tabu-PAR 3-22-31
Tailor Made Man-MGM .4-27-31
Tarnished Lady-PAR ..4-19-31
Ten Cents A Dance-COL. 3-8-31
Ten Nights In a Barroom-
ROA 3-1-31

Texas Ranger-COL 5-10-31
Three Girls Lost-F 5-3-31
Three Loves-ASC ... .5-24-31
Three Who Love-RKO . .6-21-31
Three Rogues-F 4-5-31
Too Many Cooks-RKO .7-19-31
Too Young To Marry-WA

5-10-31
Toute Sa Vie-PAR 6-21-31
Trader Horn-MGM .1-25-31
Trails of the Golden West-
COS 2-15-31

Transatlantic-F 7-26-31
Transgression-RKO 6-7-31
Transport of Fire-AM .3-22-31
Traveling Husbands-RK06-21-31
Treason Trials in Moscow-
AM ...3-8-31

Troika-FE 4-26-31
Tropen Nachte-PAR . .5-31-31
Truth About Youth-FN . 12-14-30
Two Gun Man-TIF . ..6-7-31

Ubangi-PIZ 5-31-31
Under the Greenwood Tree-
BI 12-14-30

Under the Roofs of Paris
12-28-30

Under Suspicion-F ....12-28-30
Under Texas Skies-SYN. 2-1-31
Unfaithful-PAR 3-1-31
Up For Murder-U 5-31-31
Up Pops the Devil-PAR. 5-17-31

Versuchen Sie Meine Schwes-
ter-TF 6-21-31

Vice Squad-PAR 6-7-31
Viking-WM 6-21-31
Virtuous Husbands-U ..5-10-31
Vi Tva-PAR . 2-8-31

"W" Plan-RKO . 2-15-31
Way Down East-GG.. 3-15-31
Way for a Sailor-MGM. 12-14-30
West of Cneyenne-SYN. .3-1-31
Westward Bound-SYN .1-25-31
White Shoulders-RKO .5-18-31
Widow from Chicago-FN

12-21-30
Wien, du Stadt der Lieder-
PRX 3-22-31

Wild Horse-HOF 8-2-31
Wild West Whoopee-cos

3-8-31
Woman Between-RKO 6-21-31
Woman Hungry-FN .3-22-31
Women of All Nations-F

5-31-31
Woman of Experience-PAT

7-12-31
Women Love Once-PAR .6-28-31
Women Men Marry-HED

4-19-31

Yankee Don-CAP .. 5-17-31
Yellow Mask-BI 12-7-31
Yellow Pass-AM ...5-3-31
Young As You Feel-F ...8-9-31
Young Donovan's Kid-RKO

5-21-31
Young Sinners-F S-10-3I
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Constance Bennett in

"BOUGHT"
Warned' Bros. Time, 83 mhis.

BENNETT'S BEST DRAMA IN
SEVERAL PICTURES. REAL
ENTERTAINMENT FOR ADULT
AUDIENCES AND ESPECIALLY
WOMEN.

Miss Bennett in a vehicle which
entirely suits her talents and which
gives her an opportunity to wear
those gowns which cause femme
audiences to rave. She plays a

seamstress' daughter who has social

ambitions—who wants to better her
position. Gradually she climbs to-

wards luxury, incidentally rejecting

the love of a struggling young writer,

effectively played by Ben Lyon.
Finally, following a seduction scene,

the wealthy chap she is going to

marry learns that she's an illegimate

child and the wedding's off. Event-
ually she learns that an elderly man
who has been paying attention to

her is her father and she gets to-

gether with the writer. Richard
Bennett as the father is fine and
the entire cast is excellent. It's a

lavish production.

Cast: Constance Bennett, Ben Lyon, Rich-

ard Bennett, Doiothy Peterson, Raymond
Milland, Doris Lloyd, Maude Eburne, Mae
Madison, Clara Blandick, Arthur Stuart

Hull, Edward J. Nugent and Paul Porcasi.

Director, ArcTiie Mayo ; Author, Harriett

Henry ; Adaptors, Charles Kenyon, Raymond
Ciriffith ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, George
Marks ; Cameraman, Ray June ; Recording
Engineer, not credited.

Direction, expert. Photography, A-1.

"SILENCE"
with Clive Brook

Marjorie Rambeau, Peggy Shannon
Paraynount Time, 60 mins.
GOOD MURDER DRAMA

WEAKENED BY MISCASTING IN
PRINCIPAL ROLE. STRONG ALL-
AROUND CAST.

This remake of the silent film and
play of same name by Max Marcin
carries interest pretty well, but loses
through the casting of the smooth,
suave and methodical Clive Brook in
the role of an oldtime New York
crook, carnival grifter and convict,
who would go to the chair in order
to save his daughter. Losing to a
rival for the hand of a girl who is

about to become the mother of his
child, Clive and a crook friend turn
up 20 years later after the mother
has died and the child is now a stun-
ning girl about to marry a boy of
good family. Clive's friend attempts
to blackmail the guardian, and in the
squabble that follows the girl learns
the truth and shoots the crook. Her
real father takes the blame and re-
fuses to talk, but at the last minute
the girl confesses and is exonerated.
Peggy Shannon does nicely in the
dual role of mother and girl. John
Wray scores as the blackmailer.

Cast: Clive Book, Marjorie Rambeau,
Peggy Shannon. Charles Starrett, VVillard
Robertson, John Wray, Frank Sheridan, Paul
Nicholson, John Craig, J. M. Sullivan, Charles
Trowbridge, Ben Taggart, Wade Boteler,
Robert Homans.

Directors, Louis Gasnier, Max Marcin

:

Author, Max Marcin ; Adaptor, not credited

;

Dialoguer, not credited ; Editor, not credited

;

Cameraman, Charles Rosher ; Recording En-
gineer, H. M. Lindgren.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

"SPORTING BLOOD"
with Clark Gable

M-G-M Time, 82 mins.

GOOD HORSE-RACE DRAMA
WITH SOME NEW ANGLES IN
ATTRACTIVE KENTUCKY BACK-
GROUND. WELL CAST AND DI-

RECTED.

Plenty of horses and colts, and
much intimate human-interest ma-
terial make this an entertaining of-

fering. The story is a bit different

from the usual run of horse-race
films in so far as the first three or

four reels are more about the rais-

ing of blue-blooded horses than
about racing. Clark Gable portrays

a sporting fellow who is mixed up
with a crowd of crooked gamblers
but, who saves the day (and the

race) at the finish. Scenes are
actually taken in the "Blue grass"
region of Kentucky and provide
colorful background. There is the
usual thrill as "Tommy Boy," the
horse-hei'o, wins the derby in spite
of his unscrupulous jockey. Dia-
logue is snappy and cast well
chosen.

Cast: Clark Gable, Ernest Torrence. Madge
Evans, Lew Cody, Marie Prevost, Harry
Holman. Hallam Cooley, J. Farrell Mc-
Donald, John Larkin, Eugene Jackson.

Director, Charles Brabin; Author, Frederick
Hazlitt Brennan ; Adaptors, Willard Mack,
Wanda Tuchock ; Dialoguers. same ; Editor,
not credited ; Cameraman, Harold Rosson

;

Recording Engineer, not credited.
Direction, very good. Photography, fine.

«E^
"THE SPIDER"

with Edmund Lowe
Fox Time, 59 w

GOOD MYSTERY T)RA

WITH FANTASTIC THEME A
NO ROMANCE. DIRECTION ipi
PHOTOGRAPHY ARE
STANDING FEATURES.

In the transposition of the Brc

way stage hit to the screen nj

has been gained in effects and !

sicns, but in turn there has Ij

much lost in suspense and act

Edmund Lowe does his best in'

extremely serious part. In s]

he is convincing. He portrays

part of a great magician whose el

"subject" is a young man suffei

with amnesia. Lowe determine^

discover the boy's true identity,

does so, but only after causinj'a

murder to be committed during e

performance, throwing the audiee

into a panic. Camera and lightg

effects are exceptionally fine, we
William Cameron Menzies has de

a good job of the direction.

Cast : Edmund Lowe, Lois Moran,
ard Phillips, Earle Foxe, El Brendel, i|
dall McCoraas, Manya Roberti, Jolm
ledge, George E. Stone, Purnell Pratt,

liam Pawley, Jesse DeVorska, Warren
mer, Ruth Donnelly.

Directors, William Cameron Menzies, iM
neth MacKenna; Authors, Fulton Our|f
Lowell Brentano; Adaptors, Barry Conn
Philip Klein ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, .1

J^e Gaetantj : Cameraman, James W I

Howe; Recording Engineer, Albert Bru;

.

Direction, fine. Photograph, excellent.

Richard Talmadge in

"DANCING DYNAMITE"
Capital Exchange Time, 67 mins.

FAST ACTION MELLER WITH
DICK TALMADGE OUTSTUNT-
ING HIMSELF IN THRILL STUFF
THAT WILL PLEASE THE FANS.

In this one Richard Talmadge
outdoes himself in the quality and
number of the daring stunts he pulls

throughout the footage. At a neigh-
borhood house the showing of the

film had the kids yelling with de-

light, if that is any indication of

the success of the opus. The scen-

ery is beautiful, showing the scenes

in and around Catalina Island. The
story covers the efforts of a racke-

teering gang to shake down a rich

industrial leader by kidnapping his

daughter. Dick horns in as a mem-
ber of a fishing crew, and the rack-

eteers are out to get rid of him
when they see him obstructing their

plans. It is a series of fast action

shots, with Dick in evidence most
of the time, and keeping the foot-

age popping with excitement every
time he shows. He pulls some real-

ly remarkable and daring stunts,

seeming to risk his neck a score of

times in thrilling leaps, falls and
whatnot. The windup is a whiz,

with the hero in a fast motorboat
chase, and a series of hand-to-hand
fights with members of the gang.

For the pop crowds, should go big.

Cast: Richard Talmadge, Blanche Me-
liaffey. Robert Ellis, Richard Cramer, Har-
vey Clark, Dot Farley. Jack Ackroyd, Stan-

ley Blystone, Walter Brennan.
Director, Noel Mason. No other credits

listed.

Direction, satisfactory. Photography, clear.

Buddy Roosex'elt in

"LIGHTNIN' SMITH'S RETURN"
Syndicate Exchange Time, 59 mins.

WESTERN POORLY PRO-
DUCED AND ACTED WITH A
WEAK STORY THAT SCORES
ONLY A FEW LAUGHS ON COM-
EDY ANGLE.

Just another example of a western
turned out carelessly that rates very
low from all angles. The acting in

many spots is pretty terrible. The
direction is even worse. Altogether,
it's just a filler for small stands,
where they aren't fussy about their
western fare. The story had merit,
if it had been properly handled. But
they mussed it up from start to
finish, so that in many spots the
motivation and action is so clouded
that you are confused and be-
wildered. Buddy Roosevelt, as the
hero, is a writer of western stories

who has never visited the West. He
gets a letter from a girl on a ranch
who kids him that he doesn't know
what it's all about, and that if he
will come out, she will show him the
real west. Arrived there, she frames
him to appear as a notorious bandit,
and the gang frames a holdup, etc.

The real bandit appears, and then
the final showdown.

Cast: Buddy Roosevelt, Barbara Worth,
Tom London, Nick Dunaev, Jack Richardson.
Sam Tittley. Fred Parker. William Bertram.
Pee Wee Holmes.

Director, Jack Irwin ; Author. same

;

Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor,

Earl Turner ; Cameraman, Amos Stilhnan ;

Recording Engineer, Herbert Eikes.

Direction, poor. Photography, fair.

"FIFTY FATHOMS DEEP"
ivith Jack Holt

Columbia Time, 68 mins.

THRILLING MELODRAMA RE-
PLETE WITH ACTION, SUS-
PENSE AND ROMANCE. SPLEN-
DIDLY ACTED AND DIRECTED.

With a staunch story upon which
to work. Director Roy William Neill

has turned out a swell melodrama.
Jack Holt and Richard Cromwell
are deep-sea divers, with Holt act-

ing as a sort of a guardian over the

younger lad. While Holt is away
Cromwell marries a girl of ques-

tioned reputation, although the boy
believes she is the soul of purity.

Upon Holt's return, Cromwell is

called away on a job. Holt visits

the boy's wife only to discover she

is a one-time sweetheart of his. Holt
waits his time to tell the lad, but is

saved from doing so by finding the

body of the girl lying on the bottom
of the sea next to the millionaire
owner of a yacht which both Holt
and Cromwell are salvaging, follow-
ing an explosion. Loretta Sayers
looks beautiful and backs up her
appearance by some fine acting.

Cast: Jack Holt, Loretta .Sayers, Rich-
ard Cromwell, Mary Doran, Christina Montt,
Wallace MacDonald. Henry Mowbray.

Director, Roy William Neill ; Author,
Dorothy Howell : Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer,
Roy Chanslor ; Editor, Gene Havelick ; Cam-
eraman, Joseph Walker, A. S. C. ; Record-
ing Engineer, George Cooper.

Direction, excellent. Photography, very
fine.

Wally Wales in

"RIDERS OF THE CACTUS"
Big 4 Time, 56 mi.

STRONG ACTION WESTER,
WITH SOME BEAUTIFUL CA
ERA SHOTS OF CACTUS COU
TRY AND WALLY WALES .'

HIS BEST.

Pictorially, this is one of the fine

westerns ever produced. Most
the action take place right in

desert, with the giant cactus in p-

-'use variety everywhere. The st^

is rather out of the ordinary, t

written by someone who knows
west and put some originality ir

plot development. The theme c
ters around an old Latin parchme
which proves to hold the secret
X buried treasure of some old Spa
ish outlaws. The girl comes ir

possession of the document, witho
realizing its significance. The hea
gets hold of it, and with his gan
;tarts out to the desert to locate t

treasure. The hero follows wi
what seems to be a pack train

mules, on a prospecting trip. B
under the blankets his followers a

concealed. This works into sor

strong action stuff for the clima

with the U. S. and Mexican bord

patrols in at the finish.

Cast: Wally Wales, Buzz Barton, Fi

Church, Ed Cartright, Don Wilson, J

Lawliss, Lorraine La\'al, Tete Brady, E
Delmas, Gus Anderson.

Director, David Kirkland ; Author, Char
T. Connell; Adaptor, David Kirkland; D
loguer, same; Editor, not listed; Camei
man, R. B. Hooper; Sound Recorder, B.

j

Kroger.
Direction, fast. Photography, A-I.
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"MEN ARE LIKE THAT"
ml Laura La Plant e, John Wayne
Cojnbia Time, 70 mins.

JlIR ENTERTAINMENT IN
AI^PTATION OF OLD STAGE
PLY, "ARIZONA." GOOD WORK
BT^CAPABLE CAST.

ji effort has been made to bring

th« old Augustus Thomas stage

pla, "Arizona", down to date, but
thwasic story itself no longer has

an kick in it for this age. The
pivtal role, played by Laura La
Plite, of the girl who is thrown
ov< after two years by her West
Po t sweetheart and who later tries

to block his marriage with her
yoiger sister, seems to lack logical

mcvation and fails to elicit any
sympathy. John Wayne is the hero
wf breaks off with the girl upon
hii graduation, only to be trans-

fejad to an Army post in Arizona
wire he again meets the girl, now
m^ried to John's commanding of-

fic' and best friend. When her
kifsister and young officer fall for

eaii other, the married girl frames
hil with a charge of trying to at-

tei: her while alone in her home,
wlreupon the c.o. gives him a punch
in he jaw and demands his resigna-

ti(. John prepares to pull out with
nc3xplanations, but the young sis-

te reveals that they are married.

>st: Laura LaPIante, John Wayne, June
ri:e, Forrest Stanley, Nena Quartero, Hugh
Cimingrs.

rector, George B. Seitz ; Author, Augus-
lu^Thomas; Adaptor, Robert Riskin ; Dia-

lo^jr, same ; Editor, Gene Milford ; Camera-
Ti;; Teddy Tetzlaff ; Recording Engineer.

Gin Rominger.
Erection, okay. Photography, good. I

Clara Kimball Young in

"WOMEN GO ON FOREVER"
Tiffany-Cruze Time, 67 mins.

HUMAN INTEREST YARN
THAT HAS POPULAR APPEAL
AND ENDS WITH DRAMATIC
KICK.

This James Cruze production was
made for the pop crowds with a
boarding house atmosphere and a
lot of characters from everyday life.

It looks like an attempt to stage
Clara in her comeback in a Marie
Dressier part, the big hearted
mother type who tries to cover up
her sentimental side with some gruff
actions. Miss Young does fairly
well with a tough part, especially
in the comedy scenes. All sorts of

cheap boarding house types are in^

troduced, but the main story centers
around Marian Nixon and Paul
Page. The hero is railroaded to

cover a racketeer, and meanwhile
the girl awaits his return for a year,
not knowing that he has been sent
to prison. Clara's son, a blind boy,
kills a racketeer to save his mother
and later his partner is bumped off

by another rowdy. They try to

frame the released young convict for

the second crime, but it all works
out satisfactorily. The ending car-

ries a dramatic kick and a lot of

good human interest touches.
Cast: Clara Kimball Young, Marian

Nixon. Paul Page. Thomas Jackson. Yola
D'Avril, Eddie Lambert, Nellie V. Nichols.
Morgan Wallace, Maurice Black, Lorin
Raker. Maurice Murphy.

Director, Walter Lang ; Author, Daniel N.
Rubin ; Adaptor, not listed ; Dialoguer, not
listed ; Cameraman. Charles Schoenbaum.

Direction, fair. Photography, okay.

"WATERLOO BRIDGE"
with Mae Clarke, Kent Douglass

Universal Time, 81 mins.

STRONG, GRIPPING DRAMA
OF WAR - TIME LONDON.
SUPERBLY ACTED AND MAS-
TERFULLY DIRECTED.

Director James Whale has made
an outstanding contribution in trans-

forming this Robert W. Sherwood

stage success to the screen. Staunch-

ly directed, with the leading parts

convincingly handled by Mae Clarke

and Kent Douglass, the story, which

is sophisticated but none the less

fitted for all class audiences, pro-

vides unusually fine entertainment.

It concerns a cultured young private
who falls in love with a girl of the
London streets. The action takes
place during the air raids over Lon-
don and while the lad is on a short
furlough. The boy, ignorant of the
girl's profession, is insistent in his

proposal of marriage. The girl fully

realizing the imtjossibility .^f their

union tries to save the lad from him-
self. The ending is tragic. A
thoroughly good picture from every
angle.

Cast: Mae Clarke, Kent Douglass. Doris
Lloyd, Ethel Griffies, Enid Bennett, Frederic
Kerr, Rita Carlisle, Bette Davis.

Director, James Whale; Author, Rubert
W. Sherwood; Adaptors, Benn W. Levy.
Tom Reed ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, not

credited. Cameraman, Arthur Edeson ; Record-

ing Engineer, C. Roy Hunter.

Direction, exceptional. Photography, great.

H
"CIVILIZATION"

djencari Trading Assoc.

Time, 70 mins.

>LD THOMAS H. INCE EPIC
RJVIVED WITH SOUND AND
BiLOGUE. INTERESTING AS
PROWBACK TO EARLIER
[>,YS.

;'his old classic of 1916, made by
Pimas H. Ince, has been cut from
t original 11 reels to a snappy six,

i! the editing job has been well
iidled. Its appeal must rest on
! interest of the oldtimers in again
rsving the ancient masterpiece,
^i to the younger generation, to
vjm it may appeal as more or less

li novelty. Purely for the smaller
I ?hborhoods, where a film resur-
':ed after so many years may get
li'lay. The story of the film is too
ill known to require repetition,

iiefly, it is a moralizing preach-
mt against war, with the hero, in

irge of the submarine, refusing
sink the ocean liner as command-
in order to spare the lives of the

ijsengers. Then the anti-climax,
h the allegorical stuff making the
•0 symbolize the Christ. The war
)ts are still fine examples of their
)e, as well as the mob scenes and
; fine atmospheric shots. There is

;le dialog dubbed in, plenty of
md effects and incidental music.
;ast: Lola May, Lillian' Read, Alice Jer-
s, Enid Markey.
)irector, Thomas H. Ince ; Editor, Pierre
Arnaud.

Direction, good in its day. Photog-
phy, good.

"THIRTEEN MEN AND A GIRL"

Ufa Time, 70 mins.

SLOW-MOVING AND MORBID
FILM WITH ENGLISH PLAYERS
IS A DRAGGY AND DREARY
EFFORT.

This is a Ufa production in Eng-
lish version with Conrad Veidt in

the leading role. All the other prin-

cipals are English players, speaking

in a thick British accent that at

times is not understandable. The
story was evidently made for Bri-

tish consumpton, and why they

show it over here is a mystery. It

is based on the German stage play,

"The Last Company," and deals

with events in the old Prussian war
with the French. A small company
of 12 men and their captain defend
an outpost that commands the cross-
ing of a river over a bridge. The
greater part of the film is concerned
with a lot of slow action shots of

the reactions of the men knowing
they face death on the morrow when
the enemy troops arrive.. But they
are out to hold the bridge till the
Prussian troops retreat safely. The
final battle is the only kick in the

picture, ending with the entire gar-
rison and a girl killed.

Cast: Conrad Veidt. Kavin Evans, Erwin
Kaiser, Else Heller, Maria Pederson.

Director, K. Bernhardt ; Author, not listed ;

Adaptor, not listed ; Dialoguer, not listed

;

Cameraman. Gunther Krompe.

Direction, poor. Photography, fair.

"DER WAHRE JAKOB"
("The Real Jacob")

Transatlantic Picts. Time, 86 wims.

PLEASING GERMAN COMEDY
WITH EXCELLENT CHARAC-
TERIZATION GETS THE LAUGHS
IN ABUNDANCE AND SHOULD
PLEASE GENERALLY.
Based on the stage play by Arnold

and Bach, this is a very Germany
production. Its chief charm is its

naturalness, and the spirit of gaiety,

chaffing and robust hilarity that

saturates the entire film. The char-

acters are well rounded, lifelike and
wholly enjoyable. In a word, they

are human beings, and so story and
characters make you feel that you
.ire seeing a real slice from German
life—which you are. An alderman
and his friend are sent to attend

a convention of a reform society in

Berlin. The alderman meets up with
a fascinating concert hall star, falls

for her hard, little knowing that

she is his step-daughter. She never
lets on. Returned to his Saxon
town, she follows, and he is in a

terrible stew for fear of develop-

ments with his wife, and the other

members of the reform society. Then
the truth comes out, and everybody
is happy.

Cast : Ralph Arthur Roberts, Hansi Arn-
staedt. Anni Ahlers, Felix Bressart, Margot
Walter, Paul Henkels. Julius Falkenstein,
\'iktor de Kowa, Vicky Werkeister, Harry
Halm. Gertrud Wolle, Anna Muller-Linke,
Wilhclm Diegelmann.

Director, Hans Steinhoff ; Authors, Arnold
and Bach ; Adaptors, Wasserniann, Scjes

;

Dialoguer, same : Editor, not credited ; Cam-
eraman, Otto Stein ; Recording Engineer,
Carl Puth.

Direction, satisf.nctory. Photography, fair.

Presentations
mm^By JACK HARROWER^^

Roxy
Plenty of dancing punctuates the

current stage offering at the Roxy.

In one of the three sets under the

heading of "On with the Show," the

Joyce Kilmer poem, "Trees," is given
a Terpsichorean interpretation by
the 32 Roxyettes, while Harold Van
Duzee sings. "The Living Buddah"
is danced by a Japanese team, Sa-

nami and Michi, and "Mazurka
Moderne" contains Patricia Bow-
man, George Kiddon, Val Gueral and
the ballet corps. Before the dance
trilogy starts there is an elaborate

overture in two scenes entitled

"Samson and Delilah," the Saint-
Saens number, with a special musi-
cal arrangement by Maurice Baron.
One of the scenes, "My Heart at
^hy Sweet Voice," has Harold Van
Duzee and Anne Tyson as soloists,

while the other, "The Temple of
^agon," includes the singing en-
semble, ballet corps and Roxyettes
in addition to the soloists. With
Maurice Baron on vacation, Mischa
Violin is conducting the orchestra.

Paramount
The spectacle of a flock of sheep

being released on the stage in one
one of the scenes gives a touch of
unusual novelty to this week's pres-
entation at the Paramount. It is a
Frank Cambria unit entitled "A Day
in the Alps," with appropriate at-

mospheric background, and featur-
ing the Six Maxellos, Jack Major,
Bert Faye, Holly and Fox, the
Monicker Quartette, and the David
Bines Ballet. Another item of size-

able entertainment value is a pro-
duction overture called "On Parade,"
in which the Bines Ballet performs,
with Irving Talbot conducting the
Paramount Orchestra. In his organ
concert, Jesse Crawford offers some
selections from "The Firefly."

Capitol

Polly Moran holds the spotlight at
the Capitol this week in the stage
presentation, "Fiesta." Miss Moran's
appearance brought forth a thunder-
ous round of applause and through-
out her monologue, which appeared
to be more or less extemporaneous,
the laughs were many and heai-ty.
Joseph Pope Jones, a negro bari-
tone with a fine voice, sang two
numbers. Jones could select more
appealing material for popular
priced houses. Dances by Joyce
Coles, Nicholas Daks and Carlos
Peterson were well received. Chester
Hale's Senoritas offered several
numbers in colorful costumes and
the Capitolians backed up the entire
presentation with snappy up-to-date
tunes.
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
"Roamin' in the Gloamin'

"

(Harry Lauder Series)

M-G-M Time, 10 mins.
Enjoyable

Fortunately the director did not

try to inject a lot of "motion picture

technique" in the film of the noted

Scotch comedian singing his most
famous success. The scene is of a

large theater, filled with laughing
and applauding Lauder fans. Lau-
der appears on the stage and does

his inimitable act, songs and mono-
logue. "The End of the Road" is

sung by Lauder as an encore. All

the personality, talent and mag-
netism of the famous performer are

brought to the screen, resulting in

thoroughly fine entertainment.

Joe Penner in

"Gangway"
Vitaphone 1198-9 Time, 18 mins.

Fair Skit
Some singing and dancing by Joe

Penner, as well as a dance by a

feminine stepper, have been inserted

to stretch this comedy into a two-

reeler. The main action is about
Penner playing the part of jester

to a gangster. The gunman, upon
being invited to attend a classy

blowout, sends his comedian instead.

Penner goes disguised as Napoleon,
and at the same time another under-
world gang dress up one of their

members in the same costume in or-

der to use him in staging a jewel

holdup. Mistaken identities result,

with Penner getting the jewelry and
giving it back to the ladies. Pen-
ner's comic laugh and peculiar man-
nerisms get their usual play, but
the skit as a whole is just passable.

"Mail"
Amkino Time, 20 mins.

Novel Rn^sian Cartoon
First animated cartoon from

Soviet studios to be shown here is a

curiously interesting product, with
novel technique as its main asset.

The drawing, instead of being in

lines, is of the poster and light-and-

shadow variety, with music being an
especially vital part of the picture.

Movement of the characters is in

staccato fashion, and the story is

not easy to grasp unless one under-
stands the accompanying Russian
dialogue. The system, however,
seems to have possibilities.

"The Land of the Maharajas"
(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)

M-G-M Time, 10 mins.
Interesting

Photographed in Baroda, near
Bombay, this short opens with
scenes of natives and some of their

primitive customs and gradually
works up to scenes of the magnificent

palace of the Maharaja of Baroda.
Several shots of the Maharaja him-
self, his cabinet and his one wife,

follow. With the interesting and
well-delivered descriptive talk which
accompanies the scenes, it makes
enjoyable entertainment.

"Various Shifts"

Universal Time, 10 mins.
Swell Football

First of the Knute Rockne-Notre
Dame series shows the famous team
demonstrating the various shift

plays of the gridiron. It is a well

handled reel, snappy and full of

action. The Notre Dame coach
gives a short explanatory talk be-

fore each play, and then one team
representing Notre Dame in white
uniforms and another team for the
rival college go through the play.

Many of the shots are slow motion,

enabling the student of the game to

analyze in detail every move. The
famous shift plays of Southern
California, the Williams shift of

Minnesota, the Bierman shift of Tu-
lane. Chick Meehan's shift of N. Y.

University, and the Virginia, Dart-
mouth and Oregon variations are
demonstrated. A swell football

number that should go big.

"Wild and Woolly"
(Sports Champion Series)

M-G-M Time, 9 mins.
Thrills

Broncho and steer busting during

a real western Rodeo are featured

in this short. Bronchos that are

really wild provide plenty of thrills

as the cow-hands ride them for the

first time. Slow motion provides

the novelty. Pictorially, and for ac

Mon, this is a speedy short, but is

hampered by an unfunny descrip-

tive chatter from someone who tries

to bo humorous.

"Notre Dame Offensive System"
Universal Time, 10 mins.

Fast Football

The second in the Knute Rockne-
Notre Dame series. A fine exposi-

tion of the offensive systems used

by the leading college football team?
as compared with the Notre Dame
brand. The Notre Dame coach leads

off each play with a description, and
h"n shows the tactics that his t^am
has built up to offset the opposition

plays. This reel is one of the fast-

est and snappiest football films ever

shot, and the slow motion views

make it easy to follow every action

of the individual players.

"Love Tails of Morocco"
(Dogville Comedy)

M-G-M Time, 16 mins.

A Screayn

Hal Roach has turned out a

smash hit in this canine laugh-

maker which shows the dogs as

members of the Foreign Legion.

Four mutts, while sitting around a

table in the mess hall, tell_ stories

of how each one came to join the

Legion. There are four "flashbacks,"

each of an elaborate scene in which

there is much action and plenty of

amusement. Dialogue is most clever-

ly synchronized and is well written.

Direction is painstaking. An excep-

tionally good number.

"A Burglar to the Rescue"
Universal Time, 22 mins.

Thrill Number
Initial subject in the Shadow De-

tective series is built up with a lot

of creepy suspense by the employ-
ment of a shadow projected every so

often throughout the action, with the
voice of the shadow forecasting the
retribution that awaits the criminal.

The story covers the case of a presi-

dent of a small town bank who has
been appropriating the funds. This
night he is working over his books,
when a visitor arrives with a leveled

gun. In the conversation between
the two, it develops that he is an
escaped convict, a former cashier of

the bank railroaded by the president
to cover his thefts. The climax is

dramatic and carries a good kick.

Some confusion in the end, however,
by not making it clear that the in-

cident is finished. It leaves the im-
pression that the story is to be con-

tinued in the next reel. But the
mystery and suspense is strong
throughout, and well handled for
thrills.

"Radio Rhythm"
Universal Time, 6 mins.

Flat
An Oswald cartoon, that goes

over all the old stuff, and falls pretty
flat. The musical stuff is worked
to death at the expense of action

and story values. It also falls flat

on comed.v, for the same reason. The
theme centers around a broadcast-
ing program, with Oswald as the an-
nouncer, and the animals listening
in.

"Forehand, Backhand and Service"

(Sport Champion Series)
M-G-M Time. 9 mins.

Fine
Abounding in the engaging per-

sonality of William "Bill" Tilden.

and filled with intimate shots show-
'ng in detail some of the secrets of

his masterful tennis playing, this

short rates high in entertainment
value. Technical terms play a very
small part in the descriptive talk.

There is a wealth of slow-motion,
which attractively analyzes Tilden's

tennis form. You don't have to un-
derstand tennis to enjoy this re-

lease.

"The Blonde Girls of Jena"
Ufa Time, 9 mins.

German Musical
This is a musical number show-

ing a group of students with their

girls seated around a banquet table,

singing their songs. There is a slight

story interest worked up with one
of the students arriving and singing
a love song to his sweetheart about
the blonde girls of Jena. The sing-

ing has a good quality, and should
prove fairly diverting to German
audiences.

"Ghost Towns"
Talking Pic. Epics Time, 10

Interesting
Towns that figured in the I

rush days of years ago are the|
ject of this series. Virginia
Nev., where most of the scenj]

this short were taken, is sho\
its present derelict state, althou
sequence has been added to gi^|

idea of the entertainment pu
in those days by a beef-trust ch|
Accompanying narrative is sp

off by Gayne Whitman, who r^

some highlights of the famous
marks, hotels, gambling densJ
loons, etc. Makes an engrossing!

"First to Fight"
Universal Time, 33

Misses
A Slim Summerville comedy, *.tt

Eddie Gribbon again acting ashe
tough sergeant making things ti.fh

for Slim, the bugler. This timehc

pals are transferred to the Mfne
Base at Quantico. There is ly

one really laughable gag in the n-

tire offering. This concerns a ve

scene between Slim and a n se

which is picked up by the mik in

the broadcasting room and scattfid

all over the loudspeakers on the id

for all the Marines to hear, le

rest of the material has been woi?d

to death in former reels. Mosof
it is very mechanical, lacking iy

spontaneity to get the 1 a u g s.

And too much repetition and sii-

larity. The reel could have l-n

boiled down to half the length, id

been snapped up into a real la:h

number.

"Old Clothes"
Ufa Time, 18 m s.

German Comedy
A comedy sketch with good c

•

acter work in the setting of an d

clothes shop, where the propri'r
worries because of lack of busin !.

His assistant gets a bright idea, id

buys a few leather pocketbooks f ;n

a peddler. These are placed inie

pockets of various suits, and w,n

a customer from the country co f

in, he buys the coat when he f '

the pocketbook inside. But w i

he has departed, the suit derr

finds he has sold him his own cit

containing a wallet with a thous;d

marks. The comedy character w k

is very good, and should please G -

man audiences.

Charley Chase in

"The Panic Is On"
M-G-M Time, 20 mi-

Just Fair
"Accumulate $50,000 and 1

marry you" is the slim theme E

this mild comedy. Chase shows -

tie new as the young man who
termines he can be great and g

mixed up with a bunch of croi

while working out his salvation, i

tion is speedy and, with the assij-

ance of a funny-looking dog, ChfJ!

gains a few laughs, but very ft'
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RKO has loined the other major circuits placing

their OUTDOOR ADVERTISING

THRU

ALFRED E. FIEGEL •
as have many of the larger independent circuits and individual theatres

OUTDOOR
ADVERTISING
EVERYWHERE

110 East 42nd St., N. >. C.

CALEDONIA 5-8588
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BEST ROGERS SINCE 'THEY HAD TO SEE PARISl

Reviewers Acclaim Hit— Crowded Roxy Rocks With Laugh]

NEW YORK SAYS ''PACKS LAUGHS GALORI
Lots of laughs are certain when a story and director turn Will Rogers and Fifi Dors

loose to strut their stuS. This is what happens at the Roxy. And that accounts for t|

merriment which echoes through its cool depths. —Regina Crewe. New York Amni,

Will Rogers is better than ever in "Young as You Feel". . . His fun is infectious
.]

It's a livelier and snappier Rogers than I've ever seen before.

—Kate CameTon, New York Daily Hil

^

SAN FRANCISCO QUAKES WITH LAUGHTEI
Rogers fans will roll in the aisles; the remaining baker's dozen of movie fans hereaboij

can take their choice. His carryings on with Fifi Dorsay are performed with lova

boyishness. —San Francisco Chrontl

"Young as You Feel" was paid the tribute of applause after the audience had becon

weakened from laughter. Gives Rogers something new to play with. How he handl

the situations and surprises the boys means just that many more laughs.
—San Francisco Call-fiuIL

I

WHILE CHICAGO ROARS
When Rogers and Fifi Dorsay get together in a picture the laughs fall thick and fa;

There is something irresistible about the combination of the philosophising cowlx

and the hot-cha mamma. —Carol Frinh. Chicago Herald and Examini

Rogers funnier than ever. It's a riot. —Doris Arden, Chicago Daily Till

Rogers is a delight, a man one never sees enough of. 100 per cent entertainment. Fi

Dorsay makes enchanting hey hey as Fleurette. —Mae Tinee, Chicago Trifcw

Best thing Rogers has done for the screen since "They Had To See Paris," It MOVE
. . . Amusing oSering the whole family will enjoy. —Rob Reel, Chicogo Evening ATneria

IN

ogers
YOUNG Is YOU FEEL
w/fh FIFI DORSAY LUCIEN LITTLEFIELD

I

\DONALD DILLAWAY TERRANCE RAY < ROSALIE ROy
From Play by George Ade

Oirecfed hy FRANK BORZAGE
neuj S€RJon

neuj HiTj
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^5 Actions Are Filed by Birmingham Operators

VAirst. KILLING TrODUCTION^AINS
Lxliibs Crying 'Hard Times' Least Anxious to Sell
lenty Indies in Market

for Additional
Theaters

.Minneapolis—Times are not so
^gh that exhibitors are anxious
' se.l their theaters, at least not in

-t'ction, which has been hit as
as any section, according to

'11 Marcus, Columbia manager
Ire. Commenting on the northwest
!;uation, Marcus says: "Many ex-

Ijbitors are complaining because of

inditions, but just try to buy their
eaters. They want plenty of money
1- them. And plenty who are cry-

(Coiitiiiiicd on Pane 2)

STARTED BY CHI. STUDIO

I
Chicago—Production of commer-

'al films has started at the Vita-
Corp. studios using the Vitaglo

Ortable sound-on-film recording
;iit. Vitaglo portable units also
i'e being used for local work by
'>wsreels, and the company has fa-
<lities for color photography as
"^ll as for addition of sound, print-
tg sei'vice, transcribing and re-
I'nding.

arner-F. N. Sales

Sets Week's Record
sales of Warner-First National
oduct set a new record in the his-
.y of the organization last week,
is announced by Sam E. Morris,
eals closed included Loew metro-
t)litan theaters, RKO circuit
iroughout the country, and the
jblix-Comerford, Publix-New Eng-
ind, Publix-Indiana, Glen Dickin-
i'n, Dubinsky, Schanberg and Rho-
l^n circuits.

Sunday Shows Okayed
On 100^f Charity Basis

Gadsden, Ala.—The City Commission has
ted in favor of Sunday shows and minnie
If—provided all receipts are given to

arity.

W. E. Cuts Service Charges in England
London— In accordance with promises made to the C. E. A. earlier this

year, Western Electric will make substantial reductions in service charges
effective Oct. 4, it is announced by R. M. Hatfield, managing director of the

organization here.

Refusing Films to 10c Houses

Urged by Tri-State M.P.T.O.
Publix Executives

On Three-Week Tour
Robert J. O'Donnell, Southwest

division manager for Publix, ac-

companied by John F. Barry, direc-

tor of personnel, and Gaston Bureau,
booking supervisor, are on a three-
week tour extending as far west as

Arizona.

Memphis—The M.P.T.O. of Ar-
kansas, Mississippi and Tennessee
has gone on record to distributors

as opposing the serving of theaters

charging 10 cents admission which
advertise their shows in widely-

circulated newspapers 90 days be-

fore date of release.

American Backgrounds Are Favored

American backgrounds in screen

stories will be more than ever a

requisite, says Jacob Wilk, story

manager for Warner-First National,

and material offering plots with a

modern true-to-life small-town and

big-city slant are to have prefer-

ence in the production of these com-
panies, he declares. Foreign and
exotic backgrounds will not be ruled

out entirely, but will be less in de-

mand, says Wilk.

Philadelphia Musicians
Renewing Agreement

Philadelphia—No important dif-
ferences are expected to interfere
with the signing of a new contract
between the musicians' union and
iVarner- Stanley. Amicable rela-
tions fostered by William Goldman,
general manager of the Warner
houses in this territory, are likely
to smooth the way for quick dispo-
sition of the agreement which re-
places the contract expiring Sept. 1.

Birmingham Operators File

1 5 Suits Against 9 Houses

Ben Berger Blames Poor
Product on Financial

Dictators
Minneapolis — Unusually poor

product turned out in the last sev-
eral months is due largely to the in-
fluence of Wall St. dictators, who
are killing or hampering production
brains by the curtailments and re-
strictions they have imposed upon

(Cuutiniicd on Page 2)

FEW FILMS fSCflPt CIJTS

BY PENNSYLVANIA CENSOR

Pittsburgh—Almost every motion
picture shown in Pennsylvania is
censored to some extent, according
to L. Leila Walker, recently made
manager of the State Censor Board
office here. She also stated that the
Pennsylvania board is one of the
strictest. The censors have few
rules and may delete anything
which they consider in bad taste.

Increase in Profits

Reported by B. I. P.
London—Profits of British Inter-

national Pictures and Associated
British Cinemas for the year ended
March 31 amounted to approximate-
ly $3,568,000, an increase of about
$1,325,000 or nearly 34 per cent
over the previous year, according-
to the directors' report announced
by John Maxwell. Economies in
operation last year more than offset
decreased receipts. Ordinary divi-
dends of 8 per cent were recom-
mended for both companies.

89 Per Cent of Teachers
Report Films as Helpful
In a survey of 6,000 teachers in

517 representative public school units

by the M. P. Division of the Depart-
ment of Commerce, 89 per cent of

the answers to questionnaires stated

that motion pictures are helpful.

Birmingham—As the latest move
in the battle between operators and
Frank Merritt, head of Birmingham
Theatrical Amusement Co., 15 suits
for wages alleged to be due have
been filed by the operators. De-
fendants named are the Birmingham
Theatrical Co., Frank Merritt, John

t Continued on Page 2)

One-Reelers on Safety

Urged by Senator Davis

In a drive to promote greater safety,
Senator Davis of Pennsylvania will ask the
next session of Congress for an appropria-
tion of $50,000 to be used for making one-
reel films showing how to avoid accidents,
as well as what to do when mishaps do
occur.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

High Low Close dig.
East. Kodak 148 145!/^ 148}4 + iH
Fox Fm. "A" 14^ l^Ys 1454
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 2H 254 2H + 'A
Paramount 24Ji 24^4 24J4

The Broadvray Parade
(Week of August 17 >

FIRST-RUNS
PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR
"Silence" Paramount
"Sporting Blood" . . M-G-M
"Bad Girl" Fox
"Men Are Like That" Columbia
"Miracle Woman" Columbia

EXTENDED RUNS
"Star Witness" (3rd week) . Warner Bros.
"Smihng Lieutenant" (13th week*) Paramount. . .

.

"Bought" Warner Bros.

$2 RUNS
"A Free Soul" (12th week) M-G-M
"An American Tragedy" (2nd week) Paramount

THEATER
Paramount

. Capitol
. Roxy
Strand
Mayfair

Winter Garden
Rivoli
HoUyvrood

Astor
Criterion

FOREIGN PICTURES
"Zwei Herzen" (45th week) Assoc. Cine of Amer
"Der Wahre Jakob" (2nd week) Trans-Atlantic Pictures .

'Die Lustigen Weiber" (6th week) Capitol Film Exchange.
"Express 13" (2nd week) Ufa
"Thirteen Men and a Girl" . . Ufa
"Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour". . First Division

FUTURE OPENINGS
"Last Flight" (Aug. 20) First National . . .

Street Scene" (Aug. 27) United Artists .

.

'Dreyfus Case" (Aug. 28) Columbia

Europa
Belmont
Little Carnegie
Cosmopolitan
Cameo
8th! St.

Strand
Rivoli
Warner

"Including $2 run.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Pathe Exch 1^
do "A" ey^

IV2

6V» 6'A — 'A
RKO "A" 15^ 15^ 15Ji 4- Vs
Warner Bros. ... 8^
4o pfd 21

8/,
21 21

+ Vi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A".. 2A 2^4 2^
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 5H 5 5'A +
Technicolor 754 7<A 7'A +
Trans-Lux 5 5 5 —

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ISA 26 IS/, -f
Keith A-O 6s 46. 67 K 67 67
Paramount 6s 47.. 88 87Ji 88 +
Par. By. 554s31..102H 1024^ lOlVs —
Par. 5/2S5O 78 77>4 78 +
Warner's 6s39 .. 54^ S3 54^4 +

2 A

Mrs. Bakewell Heads M. P. Fund
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood -— Mrs. George Gale
Bakewell has been appointed secre-
tary of the M. P. Relief Fund of
America, Inc., succeeding A. W.
Stockman, it is announced by Fred
W. Beetson, chairman of the execu-
tive committee.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City '
154 Crescent St. '
STillwell 4-7940 ff

iEastnian Film
i J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

«

« K

Chicago
> 1727 Indiana Ave.• CALumet 3692

Hollywood :•:

6700 Santa Monica H
Blvd. :«

HOLlywood 4121 K

Wall Street Killing

Production Brains
(Continued from Page 1)

studio operations, declares Bennie
Berger, head of the Northwest The-
ater Owners' Ass'n, in a statement
for The Film Daily. Inferior prod-
uct is the biggest problem facing ex-
hibitors today, says Berger, and the
best way of meeting the situation
is to kick Wall St. dictatorship and
all the mathematicians out of the
business and allow showman brains
to again produce pictures.
There is nothing wrong with the

types of productions if they are
made well, Berger states. The ex-
hibitor leader also believes price-
cutting is wrong at this time, and
he is opposed to double-feature pro-
grams. "With all the rotten pic-
tures produced in the last 12
months," Berger adds, "we need a
little perfume, such as pictures on
the order of 'The Big Parade,' 'The
Covered Wagon,' 'Birth of a Na-
tion,' 'Ten Commandments.' etc."

Sue Over "Public Defender"

Claiming ownership of the title,

"The Public Defender," Mayer C.
Goldman and Frank W. Harris, at-
torneys, have filed suit in Supreme
Court to restrain Radio Pictures
from showing its talker under this
name.

Reg. Famous Players Canadian Div.

Montreal—Famous Players Cana-
dian Corp. has declared the regular
quarterly dividend of 50 cents, pay-
able Sept. 26 to stock of record
Sept. 4.

Birmingham Operators
File 15 Theater Suits
(Continued from Page 1)

Pick, Jr.. Five Points Theater,
Paramount Publix and Clint E.
Lake. Meanwhile the operators re-
fuse to consider any offer except
their own to reopen the 10 houses
here. They have until today to ac-
cept Merritt's offer of $50 a week
for downtown theaters and $40 for
neighborhoods, working six hours a
day with one man in a booth.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Oct.

3-22: British film festival. sponsoreJ
by British International Picturol
Malvern. England.

|

20
:

Annual golf tournament of South!
ern California film men For
Hills Country Club. Culve
City, Cal.

21-22: Annual Outing of Minneapoli
Film Board of Trade, Detroi
Lakes, Minn.

29: RKO and RKO Pathe Annua
Outing. Indian Point, n,
Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.

'">: Semi-annual Convention, Allio!
Theaters Ass'n of Minneaou
North and South Dakota. Radi»
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

I

:

Hispano - American Motion Pic
ture Congress. Madrid, Spain.

4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention a
M.P.T.O. of Western Penniyl
Tama, Pittsburgh.

S-8: Fall meeting of the Society
Motion Picture Engineers, Nn
Ocean House, Swampscott
Mass.

4: Annual Awards Dinner of Aca-
demy of M. P. Arts ft Sciences
Hollywood.

Conn Fights 'No Parking' Edict

Providence—Jacob Conn, ownei
of Conn's Olympia, is leading 01
neyville business men in a figh'
against the recent "No Parking'
regulation ordered by the Publk
Safety Board.

"Hard Times" Exhibs

Least Anxious to Sell
(Continued on Page 2)

ing 'hard times' the loudest now
are in the market for new theaters."

Columbia's sales in this territory
so far this year are ahead of the
corresponding period in 1930, and
the company is now finding real pre-
ferred playing time, Marcus reports.

First Gibbons Film Out Today

"The Great Decision," first sub-
ject in the series of 13 "Floyd Gib-
bon's Supreme Thrills" being pro-
duced by Van Beuren for RKO
Pathe, will be released today. A. P.
Waxman and Michael Mindlin are
supervising these productions.

Another House for Publix-Kincey

Concord, N. C. — Publix-Kincey
has assumed control of the Para-
mount here, purchasing the house
from J. R. Quails. The theater will

be under the management of William
E. Cooper.

Sound Recording
FILM AND DISC

Re-Recording Disc or Film
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
STANLEY RECORDING CO. of

AMERICA. INC
1841 Broadway—New York, N. Y.

Columbus S-3181-318Z

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Ralel

Powers Clnephona Equipimnt Corporation

r23-7TH AVE.. N. Y. BRYANT e-eO«T

Islin Auster Joins Legit. Firm in

Islin Auster, who was former sce-
nario editor of Columbia, has joined
the Edward Blatt producing organi-
zation and will assist in the staging,
of "The Terrible Turk" for Blatfji
He will also be associated witHl
Blatt in future productions.

COLOR NEGATIVES
Producers make ow. Color Negatives

with By-Pack.

Color in Red-Ortho Negatives may be
removed or altered to complementary
color.

Write DU CHROME FILM SYSTEM, Ltd.
"Specialists in Color"

6723 Santa Monica Blvd.. Hollywood, Cal.

WANTED
A camouflage trans-

port entering New
York Harbor in war
time.

A warship leaving Ha-
vana Harbor.

W. D. KELLY
BRyant 9-7800
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^"BIGGEST
BUSINESS
THIS YEAR//

n
URIGIBLE OPENED TO BIGGEST SATURDAY

AND SUNDAY BUSINESS AT BOTH RKO HOUSES

ml IN SYRACUSE AND ROCHESTER . . BIGGEST

BUSINESS THESE TWO CITIES HAVE DONE

THIS YEAR

— •• iriii-'^'=^-^"--irir'"'^"*^"^-

A stand-up in

Cleveland—

A sell-out in

Pittsburgh—
i

A terrific smash
in Minneapolis—

I

— this great audience mag-

net is good for record money

at any box-office!
^

With

JACK HOLT
RALPH GRAVES
FAY WRAY
From the story by Lt. Comdr. Frank
Wilber Wead, USN. Adaptation and
dialog by Jo Swerting.

FRANK CA PRA
PRODUCTION

Hit After Hit From Dependable Col
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A'Little
from *'Lots"

iBy RALPH WILK\

HOLLYWOOD
"CRWIN GELSEY, Columbia scena-

rio editor, who has won Eastern

movie tennis tournaments, romped
off with the honors in the handicap

tourney held at Malibu Beach. He
won two straight sets from Frederic

March, although he gave March a

handicap of two games in the first

set and three games in the second.
* * *

Fifi. Dorsay is having her troubles.

In Cleveland, she gave an interview

to a girl, luho claimed to be a repre-

sentative of a fan magazine. "I

treated her like a pal and when I

left she registered at the Hotel Hol-

lenden as my secretary, expecting

me to pay for the bill. The maga-
zine warned me she is a fake and

she is now in jail," Fifi writes.
* * *

Roy Pomeroy is now at work on

a new camera, which when com-

pleted, will enable cameramen to

perform amazing trick effects. He
is the inventor of more than a score

of recording and reproducing de-

vices, as well as the transparency

photographic process. He directed

"Interference" and "Inside the

Lines."
* * *

Victor Schertzinger is preparing

to direct "Marcheta," with Richard

Dix and Irene Dunne, at the Radio

Pictures stttdios.

Ona Munson in Stage Play

San Francisco—Ona Munson, First

National player, will take temporary

leave of absence to play a part in a

stage production here of Rachel

Crother's comedy, "As Husbands
Go."

"Larceny Lane" for October

Warners' "Larceny Lane," featur-

ing Joan Blondell and James Cag-

iiey, will have national release on

Oct. 17.

Vaude for RKO London House

London—Following reconstruction,

the Leicester Square, RKO house,

will reopen Aug. 21 with vaudeville

and films.

Two Philly First-Runs Reopening

Philadelphia—With the reopening
of two more houses planned for the

near future, all Philadelphia first-

runs will be slight. The Boyd re-

sumes operations Sept. 4 and the

Aldine in October.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Opticolor Corp., motion picture apparatus

H. Osborne, 120 Broadway, New York. 100

shares common.
National Touring Artists, organize orches-

tras. H. Berman, 475 Fifth Ave., New
Y'ork. $500,

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
Caldwell Park Theater Co., Bayonne.

Denibe & Dembe, Bayonne. 300 shares com-
mon.

I HI: - ^r^

• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till

Now that a canvass of the Fox studios reveals some
interesting info concerning the pre-HoUerword days of the
players and directors Paul Cavanagh, who plays crook
parts, was a member of the Royal Mounted of Canada
James Dunn sold lunch wagons and played the stock market,
the former to his profit and the latter to his loss Jim-
mie Kirkwood worked in a Grand Rapids furniture factory

J. M. Kerrigan was a newspaper reporter in Dublin,
and quit his job when the boss refused him a holiday
John G. Blystone started life as an electrician Kenneth
MacKenna was once on J. P. Morgan's secretarial staff

Frank Borzage worked in the silver mines in Utah
Henry King drove a chariot in a circus and no doubt
a lotta these gents now wish they were still doin' Those Things.

• • • THAT Eddie Klein calls attention to the use of the
"moving closeup" by Karl Freund, camera wizard, in Univer-
sal's "Strictly Dishonorable" a closeup with constantly
changing backgrounds and replete with action, which may revo-
lutionize this dep't of screen photography

• • • THAT Robert Sherwood in a recent article won-
dered why such a genius as Von Stroheim is not directing, and
why "Queen Kelly" was shelved and Joe Poland in his
Film Mercury kolyum supplies the info, thus "Queen
Kelly" was shelved because it couldn't be released after cost-
ing 800 grand and this sum would enable a producer
to pay a supervisor, director, star or writer one grand a week
for 16 yars oops

• • • THAT after razzin' and kiddin' a lotta muggs in

this kolyum for yars the same muggs now step out and
make us a Handsome Gesture by organizin' a whooperup
campaign on that Zit's Columnist Pop Contest for us
with handsome display posters originated by Harvey-Jaediker

co-operating with the A.M.P. A. Madison Square
Garden Association the Pups the National Demo-
cratic Club and several dozen Broadway speakeasies

and in spite of it all we hereby serve notice

that we're gonna keep on razzin' and kiddin' 'em just the
same because we like it and so do THEY

• • • THAT according to Billy Ferguson, the film biz

has nothing to worry about on this Television gag for some
time to come for he tried to pull a television stunt on
a trip to Nova Scotia on the Leviathan with the co-

operation of the leading experts in the new racket
and they couldn't Do a Thing

• • • THAT Arthur Hurley, directing shorts over at Vita-
phone, is putting feature production values into those S. S.

Van Dine shorts and if ya ask us, Arthur should be
directing Big Features that Paul Baron and Lou Schwartz
will cover New York State selling Meyer-Rieger trailers

that Joe Weil has hung up a record for novelization of Uni-
versal features, with syndicated newspaper circulation running
into the millions that Dave Bader is having a very
tough assignment visitin' all of the Continental summer
resorts with his boss, Uncle Carl

• • • THAT Mister Wilstach can use these for his Simile
Book, in case he runs short As lonesome as a bathing
beauty sitting on the beach with BOTH shoulder straps down

The talkies are like a pretty dumbbell—easy on the
eyes, but their prattle is of no importance Chorus gals

are like a swarm of locusts—they leave Ruin in back of 'em.

NEWS of the DA

Ft. Worth—E. E. Penix has tUi^
over the Capitol here from
Murrin and associates.

Ml
Swainsboro, Ga.—L. Balafas las

taken over the active manage; ;Dt,

of the Princess. ":

Pittsburgh^Moe Gould has Irff

the sales staff of the local ox

branch and joined that o* IIQ

Pathe.

Irving, Tex.—A. J. Vineyar is

the new owner of the Irving, wre
he is using home-made disc eclp-

ment for sound films. !

Johnstown, Pa.—L. L. Chan^r-
lain is now operating the Dal in

this city two days a week.

Denver—Tom Thornton has In-'

ed the Columbia sales force {.'•e.

He was formerly a Universal s; s-

man here. D. E. Edwards, fori»r-

ly with Publix in this sectioris
now office manager for Columh's
Denver exchange.

Chicago — Abe Cohn has iien

transferred from the manager ip

of the Fox Monroe in the Looito
that of the Fox Terminal.

Named Cameo Music Headj

Jack Goetz of Cameo Broadcjt-
ing & Recording Studios, has En-

gaged Paul Sternberg as heacof
the motion picture music-score id

synchronization department. Stn-
berg is a composer, solo pianist, r-

ranger and orchestral conductor

« « « » » »

Peerless Franchises .55% In

With 55 per cent of the courpy

sold on franchise for the 24 Peer'ss

independent productions, A. Pollc,

general manager, left Saturday br

the coast, where he will obtai" a

print of "Sea Ghost," first Al Pr-

man production for Peerless, h

the object of holding preview
the feature in key cities noi as

signed by Peerless.

Kopfstein to Coast

Jack Kopfstein left for the c -t

on Saturday.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

August 17
John McCormick
Winnie Lightner
Charles Judels
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r. S. Circuit in England Is Seen as Inevitable

':risis[meetings called by n. jTallied

flew Equipment Corporation Plans 2,400 Dealers

Cut"Outs
—from a round'Up

=By JACK ALICOATE -^

ooks like the 5-5-5 conference
w; just a BEAUTIFUL ADVEN-
TRE alter all . . . The WORST
seion since the big wind is ON at
Aintic City . . . CHARLIE petti-

jai played right end on an Inaiana
CI mpionship team ... A song wri-
te just told us that Hollywood was
miing but BROOKLYN with palm
trs . . . Ain't WALTER wanger
tl" silent somebody . . . You cannot
u the word PANSY in pictures
u ess you're talking about posies
. With DICK rowland at Fox it's

aj.in Rowland & Clarke but this
tie with reverse english . . . Scouts
RPORT the beginning of a Pro-
iition BOOM in hollywood . . .

•
'erhaps this industry has again

gten iJACK to the point where
fJTURES mean more than the
5t;k ticker . . . FRANK wilstach
:i be darn CUSSED in an argu-
irit . . . WHAT? No exhibitor
icventions or TAFFY-PULLS this
iumer? ... We CHUCKLED all

;hugh "Huckleberry Finn" ... 99
p fons out of a century WANT
li.py endings . . . LEE marcus is

Idg a GREAT job with Pathe . . .

B gest news of the week is the DE-
HiUSING program for fox . . .

^.er taking otf plenty poundage
-.i Metzger is no longer the BIG-
jST exec in pictures . . . These
;iliies certainly played hell with all

Ise high salaried dog ACTORS.
•

iighest import DUTIES are in

^stralia where the country admis-
i'l tax is 8c a foot . . . HAL skelly
'k three hours to put on his
ike-up in D. W.'s "The Struggle"

. The little ARTY theaters seem
' be just about holding their own

. There are not TOO MANY
iirt subjects, but too many MEDI-
-,RE ones in circulation . . . Funny
\'^ many FIRST CLASS outfits
Ji third class STATIONERY . . .

Irdon us while we test our new

Arc Products Corp. Looks
for $54,000,000 Annual

Business
Arc Products Corp., a newly or-

ganized equipment company, has
established headquarters at 723
Seventh Ave., New York, and plans
to have about 2,400 dealers, served
by 50 regional distributors, handling
its line of products. The company

{Continued on Page 8)

800 PUBLDdEATERS

IN U. A. MUCT DEAL

Negotiations have been completed
whereby the entire United Artists
product for 1931-32 will be shown
in approximately 800 Publix the-
aters starting Oct. 1, according to
an announcement made yesterday by
Al Lichtman.

Sues to Postpone
"Bad Girl" Release

Charging that when he sold the
"Bad Girl" talker rights to Fox the
picture was not to be released until

Sept. 1. Robert V. Newman, stage
producer, yesterday filed suit in

State Supreme Court to enjoin Fox,
as well as the Roxy, where the pic-

ture is now showing, from further
exhibition of the film.

$4 a Share Estimated
For Paramount in '31

Based on a recapitulation of recent

years showing that the September quar-

ter net usually is 50% ahead of the June

period, and the last three months 17%
ahead of the third quarter, Wall St. es-

timates that Paramount will earn from $4

to $4.50 a share this year. First-half net

is equal to about $1.82 a share.

PHILLYM.P.T.0.A8KS

LOWER OPERATOR SCALE

Philadelphia—The M. P. T. 0. is

asking the operators' union to take
a cut in salary in the new contract
now being negotiated to supplant
the one expiring Sept. 1. No form-
al attempt will be made by local

{Continued on Page 6)

Two Confabs To Be Held
On Vital Problems

of the Day
Declaring that the contract mud-

dle and current distributor demands
have brought independent exhibitors
fact to face with a crisis where he
must take quick action if he is to
remain in business, two meetings of
the Allied Theater Owners ef New

{Continued on Page 8)

Murray Roth Signs
New Vitaphone Contract
Murray Roth, director-in-chief at

the Warner Vitaphone studio in

Brooklyn, has signed a new contract
with that company. He has been
identified with the Flatbush plant
since its reopening a few years ago.

A.Bacal Cites Big Opportunity
For U. S. Circuit in England

Memphis To Boost Self

With Three -Reel Scenic

Memphis— Plans for a three-reel scenic

picture showing off the advantages of this

city are being made by the newly-formed

Memphis Theatrical Assn. it is expected

to have the short finished in time to show

at the national dental convention here

this fall.

Growing competition between the
Gaumont-British and the Associated
British Cinemas theaters, together
with the operations of the quota
law, which is gradually boosting
the output of British studios, makes
the building of a U. S.-owned the-
ater circuit in Great Britain in-

evitable, in the opinion of A. Bacal,
one of England's leading theater
owners, who is now in New York on

{Continut4 tn Pagt 6)

MEET AOG. UN NEW YORK

A non-partisan exhibitor meeting
will be held at the Hotel Astor Sept.
1, at 9 o'clock in connection with
score charges and the M-G-M sales
policy. The M. P. T. O. of Eastern
Pennsylvania is sponsoring the
meeting, to which exhib leaders
will be invited. Percentags deals
will go under fire.

Spyros Skouras Heads
New Virginia Company

Richmond, Va. — Spyros Skouras
is president and Austin C. Keough
is secretary of the Publix National
Theaters Corp., Delaware corpora-
tion, which has just been domesti-
cated in Virginia to acquire and
operate places of amusement. Prin-
cipal office will be located here, with
Thomas B. Gay in charge. The
names of Sam Dembow and Arthur
Israel were on the domestication
papers, and the corporation was for-
merly known as Southern Enter-
prises, Inc.

Eight More Fox Men
Resign From Wampas

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Eight Fox West Coast em-

ployes have joined Francis Parrett and Ken
Whitmore of the Fox studio publicity
staff in resigning from Wampas because
no Fox players were named in this year's
Wampas baby stars list.
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:asin3 theCensor s Job
Wilmington—An aid toward averting censorship troubles is expected in

the plan sponsored by women's organizations to preview pictures and publish
the reviews in a local daily newspaper. Mrs. Edmund M. Barsham, chairman
of the motion picture committee of the State Federation of Women's Clubs,
is working out the system, which will be discussed at a general meeting to be
held Sept. II.

Cliflf Broughton Finishes
First of Action Series

Cliff Broughton of Action Pic-
tures has arrived m New York from
the Coast with a print of "The Sky
l?'ighter," first of a series of 24 fea-
tures he is producing. "Chinatown
After Dark," second of the series,

IS now in production at the Coast.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

7J4
143

2/2

14/8
8

21

7J4
143}^ —
13-4 —
2^8 —

154

14K
8^8

21

Con. Fm. Ind 75i
East. Kodak 146
Fox Fm. "A" 14 J4
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 2%
Loew's, Inc 48^ 47^ 475^ —
M-G-M pfd 2554 2554 25J4 +
Paramount 24^ 23J4 24 —
Pathe Exch 1J4
do "A" 6Ji
RKO "A" 15
Warner Bros 8}^
do pfd 21

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A".. 2^4 2^i 2"4 —
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 5 4% 4"/^ —
Technicolor 8}^ 7^ 8 -|-

Trans-Lux 5 5 5

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 29]/^ 27 27 —
Keith AG 6s46... 67}4 67 67
Loew 6s 41ww. . . 9854 985/^ 98j/^ .

Paramount 6s 47.. 87 87 87 —
Par. By. 554sS1..103 102^ 103 -|-

Par. 5i^s50 78 77J4 77J4 —
Warner's 6s39 ... 5554 54 5454 —

Net
Chg.

/2
5

l/s

JMae Murray Revives Suit
Through a motion to examine

Charles Steele, assistant treasurer
of Tiffany, the year-old suit for
$300,000 brought by Mae Murray
against Tiffany, for an accounting
alleged to be due under a contract
for eight pictures signed in 1921,
was revived yestei'day in State Su-
preme Court. Herbert E. Cronen-
weth is made joint defendant.

1/2

Marc Bowman to Spokane
Spokane—Marc Bowman, former-

ly manager of the Fox Broadway
in Portland, will have charge of the
exploitation and .^publicity of the
new Fox Spokane, scheduled to open
Sept. 3. He will be succeeded by
Charles Couche, in Portland.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City "
154 Crescent St, '
STillwell 4-7940 >

I EastHian Films

% J. E. Brulatoer, Inc.

«

jt
•*

': t-j' Chicago Hollywood J-J

<t» 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica tJ• CALumet 3692 Blvd. J?

iX HOLlywood 4121 JJ

^ K

stock for Denver
Denver—Picture houses here will

again have dramatic stock competi-
tion next season. Ben Ketchum,
former manager of the Denham,
and George Cleveland, former di-

rector at the theater and now with
Tiffany in Hollywood, are recruit-
ing a company on the coast to re-
open at this house Sept. 12.

Court Reserve Decision
Over "Public Defender"

State Supreme Court, at a hear-
ing yesterday, reserved decision in
the action brought by Mayer C.
Goldman against Radio Pictures
over the title of "The Public De-
fender," which Goldman says be-
longs to him by virtue of a picture
produced in 1917 under the same
name.

First Columnist Short Finished
First production in the "Screen

Columnist Series" of shorts has been
completed by Pierre Arnaud, fea-
turing Denton Vane and Suzette
Aubert with an atmospheric musical
score by Lou Alter. James F.
Clemenger, as the Screen Columnist,
does the narration.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Tay Garnett Made Supervisor
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAllA
Hollywood—Tay Garnett has been

promoted by RKO Pathe from di-

rector to supervisor, it is announced
by Charles R. Rogers. His first

assignment in the new post will be
on the new Eddie Quillan picture.

Buy Mascot Serials
Thomas A. Brannon, southern

distributor for Mascot serials, has
sold the Nat Levine chapter plays
for next season to the entire Publix-
Kincey circuit of North Carolina;
Albert Sottile of the Pastime
Amusement Co., Charleston, S. C,
and to Fred G. Weis, of the Savan-
nah theater. Savannah.

French Suit Interests Industry
Paris—A suit of decided interest

to the film industry at large, and to

France especially, is the suit filed

by Maurice Lehmann against the
wife and son of the late Edmond
Rostand. Rostand's widow and son,
Lehmann claims, sold to him the
rights for all representations in the
French language of the poet's play,
"L'Aiglon." The Rostands later sold
the talking picture rights to Films
Osso. Lehmann claims that the talkie

rights are included in his contract
and asks 1,000,000 francs damages.

Warner Releases Advanced
Through a re-arrangement of re-

lease dates, Warner's "Alexander
Hamilton," starring George Arliss,
and First National's "I Like Your
Nerve," starring Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., will be nationally released Sept.
12.

Dickinson Opening Another
West Plains, Mo.—Dickinson cir-

cuit will open the new 600-seat
Dickinson here on Sept. 1.

Coulter Opens New House
Hopewell, Va.—Walter J. Coulter's

newly acquired house, formerly the
New Broadway, has been reopened
as the Beacon, following improve-
ments.

W. E. British Installations
London—Western Electric's total

number of talking picture installa-

tions in theaters in the British Isles

is now 1,327, nineteen new houses
having been opened with W. E. ap-
paratus last week.

E. C. Hartman Promoted
Wichita, Kan.—Edwin C. Hart-

man has been made assistant man-
ager, in charge of publicity, of the
New Crawford here. He was for-

merly associated with his father in

the local Uptown and Nomar
houses.

Herb Goldberg at K. C. Isis

Kansas City — Herb Goldberg,
manager of the Isis, is now also
supervising manager of the Apollo,

J. K. Berlinger having left his post
there. Mavin Richmond, formerly
assistant manager of the Isis is now
house manager at the Apollo.

The Finest Projection Room
(Western Electric System)

$1.25 per reel

4 private cutting rooms
DU-ART FILM LAB
245 West 55th Street

Columbus 5-4907

Today:

Aug. 3-22:

Aug. 20:

Aug. 21-22

Aug. 29:

Sept. 1 :

Sept. 9-10;

Oct. 1

:

Oct. 4-6:

Oct. 5-8:

Nov. 4:

Meeting of Allied Theater wr
ers of New Jersey, Mo -re
Hotel, Asbury Park, N.

British film lestival, spoi.rei
by British International Pitrei
Malvern, England.

Annual golf tournament of Sith
em Califorr>ia film men, ^ol
Hills Country Club. ( »«
City, Cal.

: Annual Outing of Minntolii
Film Board of Trade, Iroi
Lakes, Minn.

RKO and RKO Pathe Am
Outmg, Indian Point, vii

Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.

Meeting of Allied Theater m
ers of New Jersey, Moire)
Hotel, Asbury Park, N.
Exhibitor meeting sponso"-. bi
M.P.T.O. of Eastern in

Hotel Astor, New Yori
Semi-annual Convention, i«
Theaters Ass'n of Minniu
North and South Dakota. '"

son Hotel, Minneapr'
Hispano - American
ture Congress, M" . '•

Eleventh Annual I «n

M.P.T.O. of Wesi
vania, Pittsburgh.

Fall meeting of the Socie oi

Motion Picture Engineers, e«
Ocean House, Swamp )tt,

Mass.

Annual Awards Dinner ol

demy of M. P. Ans & Sii.

Hollywood.

Present for Eddie Dowlinghl
Providence— Eddie Dowling, ip-

pearing at the Majestic with ay

Dooley, was presented a gold \ist

watch by Mayor Dunne. Ed\rd
M. Fay, Martin F. Toohey ai a

host of other friends of Downg
were at the presentation. .ss

Dooley and Dowling's mother?
ceived flowers.

I-

Covering

the
^

Production

Field

Thoroughly

and

Intelligently

1931 Directors

Annual

and

Production Guid<
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lEXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€^
Incil Stunt Helps
\ig Business Girl"

*HE lack of a pencil when it

is hurriedly needed is not
Conducive to a sweet temper,
particularly in hot weather,
knowing this the manager of

Ithe Princess in Louisville, Ky.,

Ifelt that he would keep a num-
Iber of business people in his

"home town in good humor and
at the same time call attention

to "Big Business Girl" at his

house by distributing pencils of

the better kind. In this he was
aided by the Postal Telegraph
company. The latter supplied

*he pencils, 5,000 of them, and
'theater attached them to

shading: "Take a note of

'.retta Young is now at

. rincess theater in 'Big

-jmess Girl.' " Postal mes-
senger boys distributed the pen-
cils and tags all over town.

—Princess, Louisville, Ky.
* <ii *

}rgan Stunt
^roves Popular
A/TILTON CHARLES, featured

organist at the Mastbaum
Theater, Philadelphia, evolved a

tie-up with the Speak-o-phone
representative in that city which
proved a successful program
feature. A Speak-o-phone re-

cording apparatus was placed on
the stage along with a Bruns-
wick Panatrope. Charles then
flashed slides of three old-time

songs on the screen, the audience
indicating their favorite by ap-

plause. "Till We Meet Again"
was chosen. Charles played the

number with the entire audience
of 4,500 voices singing. He
made occasional comments while
the audience sang. The Speak-
o-phone record was then played
back to the audience. The hold-

er of the lucky number received
the record of the audience's
singing.

—Mastbaum, Philadelphia

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Arthur S. Kane signs series of

six pictures from G. and J. Photo-
plays for Playgoers and Pathe re-

lease.

* * *

Edgar Selden forms Premium
Pictures.

THE ^.^iii^y

msiimPHILMI>4e
• • • GOING BACK to the very inception of the film biz

35 years ago, to be exact we find the picturesque

figure of Lyman H. Howe looming up at that time as the out-

standing figure in what was then disparagingly spoken of as the

"flickers" and it may surprise a lotta you gents to be

told that Wilkes-Barre, Pa., was the first film center for

it was in this mountain city that Mister Howe started his pic-

ture career 'way back in 1896 when he started

showing in this town programs of foreign films mostly

scenics and travelogues with an occasional French com-

edy and the folks of Wilkes-Barre and the surrounding
countryside liked these flickers and Lyman, being a born
showman figured that his show would please the folks

North, South, East and West and within a few years

he had seven companies constantly on the road one-nite

stands playing the same program of jumpin', skittery flickers

from one end of the year to the other and Cleaning Up.

• • • HE EVEN had advance agents out ahead of the va-
rious companies and a young feller named Bob Gillaum
joined up as advance man on the No. 1 company, touring the
New England states and soon became Mister Howe's
right hand man and now that this pioneer showman
is no more Robert is the head of the Lyman H. Howe
studios still functioning in Wilkes-Barre the
first picture concern to produce and distribute and still

in the game after 35 years

• • • AND WAS there competition? plenty
these roadshowing pix companies sprang up like mushrooms
everywhere sometimes two rival units would be play-

ing the same town together then, sez Mister Gillaum,
it was merely a question of screen illumination the
show that gave the best illumination got the crowds
regardless how loud-zee the pictures were but then, in

those early davs, all the pix were loud-zee gas tanks
were used for illumination and some mechanical genius
in the Howe organizashe worked out a gadget that kept the
screen illuminated ALL the time and they came pretty
near putting their competitors out of business

• • • AN IDEA was taking form in the brain of Lyman
Howe he was a man of real vision he saw the
day when pictures would be the principal entertainment of the
masses when folks would patronize 'a flicker show
seven days a week so he conceived the notion of build-
ing a chain of houses across the continent he approached
bis wealthy friends capitalists, bankers to raise

the necessary dough they thought he had gone knertz
when they refused to help him in his madcap adven-

ture he started out to raise the capital alone
and his intimates told his wife to dissuade him! or
Lyman would lose every nickel he had made so, at his

wife's pleadiners he abandoned the Crazy Idea .

can ya beat it? over 20 years ago, he sez to his assistant.
Mister Gillaum "Some day. Bob, they'll work out a
mechanical scheme to put sound and voices right on the screen,
so's we won't have to make the effects back of the screen by
hand, like we do now." that's how crazy this pioneer
was and in the books and articles that talk about the
First Minds in the film biz nobody ever mentions Lyman
H. Howe the gent who first made the nation picture-
conscious 35 years ago but Mitchell Mark, who
built the Broadway Strand appreciated him and
asked him to build the theater figuring his name would
insure the success of the project but again Mister
Howe's friends discouraged him considering it another
Qrazy Project oops

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

€)

« « « » » »

Advertising on
Higher Plane

'THE vastly higher plane on

which film exploitation and

publicity is conducted now in

contrast with methods of five or

ten years ago is one evidence

of the sounder and more digni-

fied tone of the industry. Cheap

and unsavory stunts designed

to attract attention to a pro-

duction or an individual, color-

ed and exaggerated descrip-

tions of forthcoming pictures,

are no longer relied upon by

major producers of pictures.

In the early days of wildcat

production no claim was too

gigantic for publicity men to

make for the particular picture

or star in which they were in-

terested. All sorts of bizarre

and spectacular gags were re-

sorted to for the purpose of

stimulated interest in this or

that photoplay. The public

seemed to expect it. Advertis-

ing of pictures today, although
it is dynamic and colorful, is a

truer guide to what the patron
may actually expect of the sub-

ject than it ever has been.

When the phraseology of the

exploitation agent sounds bom-
bastic and he resorts to superla-

tives, it is because he himself

is not sold on the thing he has
to offer.

—Roy Del Ruth

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-
tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

August 18
Vernon Gray
Gus Edwards
Agnes B. Leahy
McGrew F. Willis
Travis Banton
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CROWDS STRAND
//

— Says Knoxville News-Sentinel

WHILE Dayton and Memphis, Tenn., were

threatening with clubs o( censorship or an-

nihilation the showing of Clarence Darrow*s Film on

evolution. The Mystery of Life, Knoxville audi-

ences not only accepted it without a murmur at the

Strand yesterday, but actually packed the house

to see it."— Knoxville News -Sentinel, August 4.

MYSTERY OF LIFE/ opened to best Monday busi-

ness this year with the exception of Daddy

Long Legs, wires Ken Woodward, Penn Theatre,

Uniontown, Pa. Give censors a vote of thanks

for leaving in all scenes, several of which mean a

lot to *"he picture.

MY(TERY
LIFE

as vividly interpreted by

CLARENCE DARROW
Arranged by Dr. H. M. Parshley, Edited by W. W.
Young. Directed by George Cochrane, Produced by

Classic Productions, Inc. Presented by Carl Laemmle.

UNIVERSAL AGAIN 1 1

1
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U.S. CUT IN ENGLAND

IS SEEN AS INEVITABLE

(Cm,tinned from Pnge 1)

a visit. Increased production by
American companies in Great Bri
tain also will be forced by the quotr
requirements, says Bacal.

Gaumont-British and Associated
British Cinemas, the latter affiliated

with British International Pictures
which together have 600 of the lead-
ing houses in England, are gradu-
ally becoming keener competitors
and the growing output of their
producinp- companies will eventually
reduce the choice playdates for
American pictures, Bacal points out.

In addition to this factor, says the
British exhibitor, there is an exten-
sive field in Great Britain for the
erection of modern theaters to re-

place the thousands of dingy exhibi-
tion halls which have plenty of

potential audiences but are too un-
attractive to draw them in.

British financiers are too con-
servative, are not vet sold on th^
fact that movies have become a

staple commodity, says Bacal, hence
there is too much hesitancv about
investing in theaters or film pro-

duction. The unfortunate experi-
ence of several film companies which
were financed by stock promotion
projects, in which many people lost

all their money, also has made it

difficult to obtain funds by public
financing. In addition, says Bacal.
England hasn't the facilities, tech-

nicians and other resources to pro-

duce pictures of the same quality

as those turned out in Hollywood.
Pictures made on the continent

do not find much favor in England,
where they are considered "too
heavy," according to Bacal, adding
that light-hearted, sentimental stor-

ies with an agreeable ending are the
most popular with British fans.

There is a trend toward better bal-

anced bills, in place of double fea-

tures, and some of the Bacal houses
soon will use stage acts in place of

the second feature.
In addition to operating theaters.

Bacal and his associates are en-

gaged in various other actvities, in-

cluding the distribution and exploi-

tation of pictures for independent
U. S. firms, arranging for theater
construction, etc. Bacal will be at

the Hotel Commodore until Friday,
when he leaves for Chicago.

SUNSHIN€

RKO Circuit's business in the pist

few wc-'<s is reported to have taken

a sizeable spurt.

HOLLYWOOD FLASHES
By RALPH U'lLK

'pREM CARR, vice-president of

production for Monogram Pic-
tures, has signed Bert Glennon to
direct "In Line of Duty," for which
he has also signed Noah Beery, Bet
ty Bronson, James Murray and
Frances McDonald as principal
players.

* * *

Ronald Colman in "Arrowsrnith"
has gone into production on the
Samuel Goldwyn stages. Helen
Hayes, Richard Bennett, A. E. An-
son, Beulah Bondi and George Hutn-
bert are in the cast.

* * *

Johnny Risso, one-armed tennis
expert, had been added to the cast
of "Secret Service," at Radio Pic-
tures. He played "The Street of
Chance," for Paramount.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Wesley and
Charles Ruggles, Olin and Jobyna
Howland. Berthold Viertel, Al Lew-
is, Sam Zierler, Pat Dowling at the
opening of "The American Trag-
edy"; Joe Rivkin being shown points
of interest in Hollywood.

Karl Struss, veteran cameraman.
is doing the camera work on "Dr
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." He was
also in charge of the photography
on "Murder by the Clock" and "The
Road to Reno."

Simile—As popular as a halitosis-

nfflicted star, who tries to "hog"
*he camera.

Laurel and H^rdy, Dorothv Jor-
dan and Lola Lane have become
"Yo-Yo" enthusiasts. "Yo-Yo" is

\ circular top, tied to a string.
* * *

Bill Davidson has been signed for

he cast of "Half Holiday." Ma'-V
'^ennett's new short, starrin*'- Andv
Clyde. This is the thi^-d siibiecf in

he new Clyde series for the Fdu-
"ational program. B. C. Stafford 1=

directing the comedy.
* * *

C C. Burr has the distinftion of
owning the la'''r^':+ and oldest fo"n
tain pen in the film colony. Th-"

pen is 10 vears old and is at least

12 inches long.

Lnht Lane, who created much fav-
orable comment by her work in

"Hell Bound.' has placed herself
undrr the crchisive mnnagcmcvt o'

Rebecca and Silfon.
* * *

Do you remember when the Mar?i
brothers answercl <o the names o'
Leo. Julius, Herbert and Arthur?
When Harrv Sherman ran a neigh-
borhood theater in Minneanolis?
When Hubert Voifht studied journ-
alism at Columbia?

* * *

"Larceny Lane," recently pre-
viewed, is said to be a directorial

achievement for Roy Del Ruth.

Wallace Smith has been assigned
by William LeBaron to write the

picture version and dialogue for
"Marcheta," Victor Schertzhigers
newest directorial appointment for
Radio Pictures.

* * *

Remember the "Four Horsemen
of Notre Dame?" They're running
interference for William Bakewell
in Universal's sensational gridiron
picture, "The Spirit of Notre
Dame," in which Lew Ayres stars.

Howard Estabrook, in addition to

his manifold duties, is writing an
original story based on "The Cas-
tle."

C. Graham Baker, formerly asso-

ciate executive and producer for
Warner-First National, will shortly
become associated as a prominent
figure with one of Hollywood's ma-
jor producing organizations, it is

reported.
* * *

Victor Schertzinger plans a two
weeks' vacation in the High Sierras.

* * *

Al DeMond, prominent scenarist
and former Universal associate pro-
ducer hearkened to the call of the
"Fourth Estate" recently. DeMond
covered a local murder trial for a
leading newspapf>r syndicate.

* * *

Lois Moran has been engaged by
Columbia for "The Men in Her
Life."

The new Wampas baby stars will

make their bow to the world on the

night of Sept. 11, marking one of

the big events of the La Fiesta de

Los Angeles, the 150th birthday
celebration of the city. Harry D.

Wilson, a past president of the

Wampas, is in charge of the public-

ity for the celebration, which will

start Sept. 4 and continue until the

13th.
* * *

Famous last words—"Let's have
it quiet, please."

* * *

J. B. Leong, who wrote and pro-

duced "Daughter of Heaven," which
was shown at Filmarte theater, heiv
is writing another original, "World
Wide Traffic in Souls." William
Campbell, who directed "Ingagi,"
will direct the new story.

Knthryn. Crawford will make her
return to the screen in "Fining
High," which will co-feature Bert
Lahr and Charlotte Greenwood. Miss
Crawford left Hollywood last fall to

be featured in the musical revue.

"The Neiv Yorkers."
* * *

William Grew, who wrote "My
Girl Friday" and who has been writ
ing comedy material for Louis Brock
at Radio Pictures, has returned to

New York to arrange for the stag-

ing of his newest play, "O'd Scout."

PHILLYM.P.T.0.ASKS1

LOWER OPERATOR SCl

(.Continued from Page 1)

exhibs to have the extra man e
inated from the booth, as it is {

erally believed that the union is (

nitely set on this policy, especi
in view of the fact that a
siderable number of its members
out of work at present.

M

Second Week for "Bought"
Syrause — "Bought," star:

Constance Bennett, is being l|

over for a second week at the
ner-Strand.

LeRoy Stone, who was with Fi
National for the past eight ye!

\f
has joined Paramount and is e< f\

ing "Girls About Town," which
being directed by George Cukor.

Marty Santell, vet^
director, who work
Long Legs," is no
fred Santell on "S. •'•<

Fox.
* * +

Bryan Foy has discovered a
ture screen "star" and has nam
his discovery "Ginger." Foy foul0
"Ginger" hidden away in a lo^V
pet shop. "Ginger" is a cute lit

ring-tailed monkey with a wh
face and a black eye. Foy will

him in one of his "Monkeyshinesi*
which he is producing for Columb

tl

i

Mack Sennett is due back soj.

from his vacation in Alaska.

Fred Warren will portra
eral Grant in Radio's "Secre
vice."

* * *

Laurence Olivier, young Engli;

actor, will play the male lead o,

posite Pola Negri in "A Wonrsi

Commands" for RKO Pathe.

Natalie Moorhead has been sigw
by Universal for "Strictly Dishonc
able."

* * *

With the signing of .Jack Chea
ham and Fred Toomis. the cast
(Columbia's "Shanghaied Love" h
been completed.

"Persons who complain of the heat
can sympathize with )ohn Gilbert on
location in the Mojave desert, where
the temperature averages above 120 in

the shade of the cactus."—M-C-M.



• •••

• ••

We never thought oi it in just that way before
I

but a prominent advertising executive

•who knows exploitation and this in-

ijustry^^^^*just told us::: There is usually

pm CLASS publication in every trade^^^^^

that hits the bulPs eye of executive

eader interest^^^^^From my investigation as

veil as from experience I find ••••••• The

-I.ASS trade publication in Motion Pictures

s The Film Daily*****Keep up the good

vork • • • • •You have a great little paper**

••••••••••

t***** and that*s what makes a happy staff

;hat*s always trying^ try^ just a little harder••••
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TWO MEETINGS CALLED

BY NEW JERSEY ALLIED

{Cuiitmued from Page 1)

Jersey have been called by Sidney

E. Samuelson, president of the or-

ganization, to be held today and

Sept. 1 at the Hotel Monterey,

Asbury Park. Speaking of the con-

tract situation, Samuelson says:

"Now that each company is using

a separate and different form of

contract and the excuse for this

is the decree of the United States

Supreme Court, it becomes evident

that there is no such thing as a

standard contract, and no salesman

or manager can take the position

that the contract terms are not sub-

ject to change." "Therefore, a duty

devolves upon each and every in-

dependent exhibitor whose competi-

tive situation permits him to choose

the company with whom he does

business. It must be remembered
that the big producer-chains never

signed the illegal standard contract

which was forced upon us.

"Independent exhibitors should

undertake to do business with those

companies that offer the best con-

tract and independent exhibitors,

fortunately situated, should insist

on eliminating the worst clauses

and on inserting clauses favorable

to them. Do not throw up your
hands in dismay and say it can't

be done. Each and every distri-

butor is so hungry for business that

he'll concede contract changes in

order to capture your dollars.

"And we are led to the inevitable

conclusion that if the distributors

and producers continue on their

reckless course the end must be a
congressional investigation that will

result in regulation designed to pro-

tect the public and those elements
in the business that want to remain
free and independent and do not
care to bend the knee in homage
to the self-appointed and self-an-

nointed kings of this industry.

Dryden to Direct Abroad
Wheeler Dryden is en route to

Paris with the intention of directing
a picture. Dorothy Cevaley will

probably be starred.

COMING & GOING

GLORIA SWANSON left yesterday for

the coast to start work on "Tonight or
Never" for Samuel Goldwyn.

GRANT MITCHELL is back in New
York from Hollywood, where he has been
appearing in pictures.

A. BACAL, prominent London exhibitor
and representative of American independent
producers, is in New York for a visit.

CHARLES B. PAINE, treasurer of Uni
versal, left yesterday on the Century for

his annual trip to the coast studios. Mat-
ters of production and the budget will absorb
his attention for a little more than two
weeks.

ELIZABETH MEYER leaves for Chicago
tomorrow for a vacation.

CLIFF BROUGHTON is in town from
the coast.

WHEELER DRYDEN has sailed for

Paris.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE««DAy •

Philadelphia — Ben Tolnias has
succeeded Al Davis as local Fox
salesman, Davis having been pro-
moted to the management of the
Fox Milwaukee branch.

Breitung, Mich.—The Capitol here
has been taken over by A. E.
Brauns and M. J. Thomas. It will

be closed for remodeling and the
installation of new equipment.

Benton, Pa.—-The Universal here
is now being operated by Ben W.
Jury.

Burlington, Wis.—Jack Annexton
has purchased the interest of his

brother, Joseph, in the Crystal.

Marshalltown, la. — Don Thorn-
burgh, manager of the Family here,
has leased the Star, State Center,
la., which he will remodel and re-
open this month. Sound equipment
will be installed. Thornburgh vdll

continue to mantain his residence
here.

Hazelton, Pa.—The rebuilt New
Strand in McAdoo, a suburb of this

city, has opened after many months
of preparation and the investment
of many thousands of dollars. Pro-
gram will be changed three times a
week, with a price range of 10 to 30
cents.

Humphrey, Neb.—William Young-
claus will open the new Astor about
Sept. 1.

Philadelphia—Harry Schliffer and
D. Segal have taken over the Morris
from Morris Gerson, under a lease.

San Francisco — Sam Henley,
formerly exchange manager for
Paramount in Denver, is now a
member of the local Universal sales
force. Sam was with Universal
years ago. He is covering the Sacra-
mento Valley territory.

South Sioux City, Neb.—Construc-
tion of the New Soo is nearing com-
pletion, and A. E. Thacker plans to

open the house Sept. 1.

Philadelphia — Joseph W. Pierce
and Ray J. O'Rourke are now man-
aging the Doris under the corporate
title of the Doris Amusement Co.

Minneapolis — Arthur Heusman,
booker at the Educational exchange,
Minneapolis, has been promoted to

the sales staff. Henry Robinson,
assistant to Heusman, has been ad-

vanced to the post of booker. C.

J. Bloomberg has resigned from the
Educational sales' staff to enter the

peanut vending business.

Philadelphia — The Crescent has
reopened under the management of

Simon Mikelberg.

Bancroft, la.—James West, form-
erly of Burt, la., has purchased the

Star here from Frank Lupin. It is

the only showhouse in Bancroft and
is equipped for sound.

Lincoln, Neb. — Work has been
finished on the new State, operated
by George Monroe.

Philadelphia—Harry Volck, for 12
years vdth the Chamberlain Amuse-
ment Co. in the acounting depart-
ment and as assistant general man-
ager, has resigned.

Baltimore — "Night Nurse" has
been held over for a second week
at the Metropolitan.

Old Forge, Pa.—Scabo Bros, are
now operating the Home in this

town.

Toledo—"Night Nui se" is being
held for a second week at the Pan-
theon.

Philadelphia—Dave Supowitz has
reopened the renovated and re-

modeled Jumbo, with Manny Lewis
as manager.

Camden, N. J.—Harold Blumen-
thal is the new manager of the
Stanley here. He recently operated
houses in East Rutherford, Garfield

and Passaic, N. J.

Wyalusing, Pa.—Kenneth L. Pal-

mer is now operating the Wyalus-
ing.

Trenton, N. .1.—The Crescent The-
ater Co., I. Levy, manager, now
controls the Victory here.

Charlotte, N. C.— Abandonment
of plans for rebuilding the Imperial,

recently destroyed by fire, is indi-

cated in an announcement that Pub-
lix soon will start rebuilding the Al-

hambra to provide a better show-
house to replace the Imperial. An
amount in excess of |25,000 will be
spent in Alhambra improvements.

Pittsburgh — Hymen Goldberg,
city exhibitor and well known as

partner with Mayer Silverman trad-

ing as Western Penna. Amusement
Co., has leased the New Brighton,

New Brighton, Pa. The house, last

operated by Joseph Shuler, has
been closed for some time. Western
Penna. Amusement Co. is not in-

terested in this theater, the deal

being completed by Goldberg per-

sonally. House is to be remodeled
and redecorated and will be ready
for! an early September opening.

The lease is for a period of 11 years,

Goldberg states.

Oakland, Cal.—Barbara Stanwyck
in "Night Nurse" is now at the

State for a second week.

Thief River Falls, Minn.—A. M.
Holte will construct a $50,000 thea-

ter here.

Cudahy, Wis.—The Majestic has
reverted to J. J. Disch.

NEW EQOIPMENT EIRN

PLANS 2^0 DEALERSI

(Continued from Page 1)

has been chartered in Delaware,
with authorized capital of 500,000

shares, to engage in the manufac-
ture as well as distribution of equip-

ment, which includes the Vocolor

low-price sound camera and projec-

tor for 16 mm. or 35 mm. blaclc

and white or color films, Univox
switchboard speaker system, and
other devices.

It is also planned to establish a

circulating film library for distri-

bution of pictures for amusement
and educational purposes. The com-

pany estimates an approximate
gross retail volume of about $54,-

000,000 a year.
H. W. Arnold, formerly vice-

president and general manager of

Delco Light Co., division of Genera!
Motors, is president and general

manager of the new company.
Other officers are: H. C. Annable,
executive vice-president; Frederick
T. O'Grady, chief engineer; John
Grinwis, treasurer; Bennett Bates,

advertising manager; Clifford L.

Ewing, secretary; A. F. Bjorkman,
superintendent of production, and
John C. Messer, assistant advertis-

ing manager.

Twickenham Signs Wontner Again
London—On account of his suc-

cess in "The Sleeping Cardinal"
(known in the U. S. as "Sherlock
Holmes' Fatal Hour"), Twickenham
has signed Arthur Wontser for an-

other picture before he ^'oes to Hol-

lywood. The title is "Ji.'ck O'Lan-
tern." There is a probability that

he will also do another Sherlock

Holmes picture for the company.

Portugal a Poor Film Market
Lisbon — Since sound films were

first exhibited in Portugal in April,

1930, but fifteen sound films have

been censored and exhibited. Sev-

enty-five per cent of these were

American made. Portugese theaters

customarily exhibit the same film

for several weeks, the admission

charge varying from 13 to 44 cents.

Rapaport With Picture Classics

Ben Rapaport has joined Picture

Classics as assistant to M. J. Weis-

feldt. He will handle sales.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Standard Booking Exchange, theatrical

enterprises; H. S. Hechheimer, HO \\>sl

42nd St., New York. $5U,000.
Enitertainment Publications Corp.. printing;

T. E. McEntegart, 250 West 57th St., New
York. 100 shares common.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
Elwood Amusement Corp., Jersey City,

amusement enterprises; Corporation Trust

Co., Jersey City, N. J. 1,000 shares com-

mon.
CAPITAL INCREASES

Vitascope Corp. of New York, New York,

100 to 300 shares preferred $100 each; 2,500

no par.
Colorcraft Corp., New York, 240,000 to

600,000 shares, no par.
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14 Features Added to UniversaVs New Lineup

REVIVALS ABANDONED AS DEFINITI FLOP
I

X^arners Show Another Loss, But Pickup is Predicted

deficit of $2,613,600.47 for
Quarter Ended

May 30
; Consolidated net loss of $2,613,-
J0.47, after deducting all charges
eluding interest and depreciation,

i reported by Warner Bros, for the
aarter ended May 30, and for the
ine months ended May 30, the com-
any shows a net loss of $4,334,-
J8.13, which includes the write-
jwn of $3,073,368.53 in respect of

I

(Continued on Page 9)

Another Argument for More Action
Talkies have been a boon to deaf mufes, who can read lip movement well

enough to follow the stories of most pictures. But down in Fort Worth recently

one of these boys got stymied at a picture. After trying vainly for an hour
to read the lips of the players, he walked out in disgust. At the door he
learned he had been watching a Spanish talker.

•m TRUSTEES HOLD UP

OE LEO'S DEAL WITII FOX

Acquisition by Joe Leo of a group
f eastern houses from Fox The-
;ers has been held up due to re-
usal of the trustees of the bond
isue to release the theaters from
le indentures. Leo's offer of $1,-
00,000 cash for the houses is con-
ingent upon the properties being
eed from the bond issue.

Undt Now Chicago Head
For Gen'l Register Corp.
Due to the resignation of Col.
harles T. Clark, in charge of the
/eneral Register Corp. subsidiary,
\utomatic Simplex Register Corp.,
f^hicago, John W. Zundt, who has
')een assistant to General Sales
Manager J. C. Enslen in New York,

(Continued on Page 9)

10-Cent Admission Policy

Defended by Allied States

3 Universal Features
Signed by RKO Circuit

Three Universal productions,
"Waterloo Bridge," "Strictly Dis-
honorable" and "East of Borneo,"
were signed yesterday by RKO and
routed over the entire RKO circuit.

"Waterloo Bridge," first to be
shown, will be released Sept. 1.

Refusal of distributors to sell

product to houses charging a 10-
cent admission will take motion
pictures out of the reach of mil-
lions of persons, including most of
the children, at a time when low
cost entertainment is most needed,
declares Abram F. Myers of Allied
States Ass'n in a bulletin com-

(Continued on Page 8)

75% of Circuit Deals on Percentage

The great bulk of important deals

on Paramount's 1931-32 product

has been definitely set. All big cir-

cuit contracts have been closed, it

was stated .yesterday. Seventy-five

per cent of them are on percentage

and guarantee.

Dowling-Dooley Slated
For Series of Features

Eddie Dowling and Ray Dooley
will appear in a series of features
to be handled by a national distri-
butor. Decision to make the group
followed release of "Honeymoon
L,ane," in which both are seen.

Few Spanish Versions
Being Shown in Cuba

Out of 250 houses in Cuba, 70 are now
vired for sound, with practically all Cuban
heaters playing English versions with cut-in
r superimposed titles, Nat Liebeskind, manager
or Warner Bros, and First National, said yester-
lay following his arrival in New York fro-n
lavana. Economic conditions, coupled with
he current revolution, are seriously handicap-
ping the film industry there he pointed out.ew Spanish versions are being shown, said
liebeskind.

Universal Adds 14 Features
To Program for Next Season

L. J. Ludwig Appointed
Publix N W. Director

L. J. Ludwig district manager
for Publix with headquarters in

Minneapolis, will succeed Arthur
Mayer as divisional director for the
circuit in that locality. Mayer soon
assumes his new duties as director
of publicity and advertising for
Publix theaters, replacing A. M.
Botsford who has entered the Para-
mount story department.

Universal has added 14 features
to its previously announced sched-
ule of 34 for 1931-32. The new
group will comprise six westerns
and eight action-melodramas each
wi'h a maximum production cost
of $100,000. "The Last Ride," first
of the westerns has been completed.
The original schedule of 26 dramas
and eighth Tom Mix features stands
with the substitution of "Twenty
Grand" for "Lillies of Broadway"

[Continued on Page S)

Warners Latest to Drop
Showing of Old

Pictures
Revival policies, recently looked

upon hopefully as a means of re-

lieving the product shortage as well
as to obtain some additional revenue
from pictures whose cost has been
already written off, are definitely

out, following the flop of several
experiments, the latest of which is

at the Warner on Broadway. This
house, which was to have played

(Continued on Page 9)

suspicionWycott

in contract analysis

Activty of Allied States Ass'n in
making a careful analysis of each
distributor contract has aroused ap-
prehension among producing com-
panies that boycotting of product
may result where the contracts are
not satisfactory. In reply to in-
Quiries of one company regarding-
the supposed boycott. Allied states
that it is merely analyzing the var-
ious contracts and letting the in-
dividual exhibitors do as tfiey
please.

Gen'l Business Films
Makes Canadian Tie-up

Through a tie-up effected with
Louis P. Beaulac, head of Canadian
Motion Pictures Advertising Co.,
Ltd., of Windsor, Ont., and Mon-
treal, this company and General
Business Films of New York will

(Continued on Page 8)

12 New Jersey Houses
Formally Taken Over

Philadelphia — Atlantic Theaters, headed 6y
Ben Arnsterdam. has formally taken over 12
houses In nine Southern New Jersey towns from
Warner Bros. The theaters are: Beverly at
Beverly; Fox, Bordentown: Stanley and Criterion,
Bridgeton: Fox and Burch Opera House Bur-
lington; Fox, Mt. Holly; Broad and Riverside,
Pennsgrove; Fox, Riverside; Embassy. Swedes-
boro: Rialto, Woodbury.
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Get $1,000 in Brooklyn Holdup

Receipts amounting to $1,000 were
taken from Michael Nicholas, man-
ager of the Park, and Thomas Du-
pel, his assistant, by three armed
bandits who escaped in the man-
ager's car.

}.t ::
*. New York Long Island City ;"

|» 1 540 Broadway 1 54 Crescent St. •>

J.: BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 :":

n «

I Eastman Films |

P J. E. Brulatour, Inc. |

*j Chicago Hollywood H
V 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica H
*J CALumet 3692 Blvd. H• HOLlywood4121 H

Irving Browning's photographic studios of film indusfry subjects on display in connection
with the Hollywood Motion Picture Exhibit on the Steel Pier. The collection, sponsored by
The Film Daily and originally exhibited at the Motion Picture Club in New York, will later
be shown in Hollywood and London.

Sidney Lust Lauds Washington Film

As Goodwill Builder For Industry

IWishington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Declaring that the

George Washington Bi-Centennial
film to be made by Warner Bros,
with the sponsorship of the Cham-
ber of Commerce of Washington
offers a grand opportunity to build
up good will with the Government
and the nation as a whole, Sidney
Lust, head of the Lust theaters,
urges exhibitors everywhere to get
behind this project and make the
most of it. When the idea for the
Bi-Centennial was first reached, a
committee consisting of Lust and A.
Julian Brylawski went to New York
and induced Warner Bros, to under-
take the making of the film.

Plans for the scenario are now
under way. Jacob Wilk, in charge
of the Warner scenario department,
has been here and approved some
of the ideas submitted in a contest.
Work on the picture is expected to

start within the next few weeks.

Wm. F. Brooker Joins RKO Circuit

Stamford, Conn. — William F.
Brooker, manager of the Publix
Strand here for the past year, has
resigned to become resident man-
ager of the RKO Pickwick, Green-
wich, succeeding Joseph Di Lorenzo,
recently named district manager of
RKO houses in Westchester county.

Oscar Lund to Produce
Swedish Dialogue Films

Production of dialogue pictures
in Sweden is planned by Oscar
Lund, who sails today on the
Drieps Holm en route to Stockholm.
The features will be made with
three versions. Lund, who recently
directed for Pathe release, expects
to remain in Sweden at least one
year.

Pierce With New Dallas Exchange
Dallas—William B. Pierce, a new-

comer in the Dallas film field, is

vice-president of the new independ-
ent distributing office established by
Al Wolf, a veteran motion picture
man in this territory. The new of-

fice is called Southwest Film Ex-
change, with headquarters at 308
So. Harwood St. The company has
signed the Dick Talmadge action
pictures.

Warner Theater Managers Shifted

Bristol, Conn. — Al Weiss, man-
ager of, Warner's Cameo here, has
been transferred to the manager-
ship of the Embassy, New Britain.

Jack Harvey, who formerly man-
aged the Roger Sherman, New
Haven, takes charge of the Cameo.

Let Us Solve Your Problemsl
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade BIdg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

THE INDUSTRY'S

DATE BOOK

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Sept.

Sept.

Oct.

Oct.

3-22 : British film festival, sponsorc.
by British International Picture
Malvern, England.

20 : Annual golf tournament of Soutt
ern California film men, Fo
Hills Country Club. Culvt
City, Cal.

21-22 : Annual Outing of Minneapoli
Film Board of Trade, Oetro
Lakes, Minn.

29: RKO and RKO Pathe Annul
Outing, Indian Point. vi

Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.

1 : Meeting of Allied Theater Own
ers of New Jersey, Montert
Hotel, Asbury Park, N. J.
Exhibitor meeting sponsor«l b
M.P.T.O. of Eastern Penn.
Hotel Astor, Nev Yonk

9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Alliei>

Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota
North and South Dakota, Radii
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

1

:

Hispano - American Motion Pic

ture Congress, Madrid, Spain.

4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention a

M.P.T.O. of Western Penoayl
vania, Pittsburgh.

5-8 : Fall meeting of the Society o

Motion Picture Engineers, Ne^
Ocean House, Swampscott'
Mass.

4: Annual Awards Dinner of Aca-
demy of M. P. Arts & Sciencea
Hollywood.

Sport Shorts for Capitol f

William T. Tilden's three tennii I

shorts for M-G-M will be showi.

during successive weeks at thii

Capitol. The first, "Tennis Tech
nique," is now playing the house

I

with the other two to follow. (

Harry Schlinker Transferred
Ft. Worth—Harry Schlinker, pub^'

licity director for the RKO HoUyvj
wood, has been transferred to th«J

RKO Majestic in Houston.
]

Film Daily
i

Readers

the world

over are

now receiving

their copies

of The 1931

Directors' Annual

and

Production Guide
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THERE'S ONLY ONE
KIND OF POLITICS
TO PLAY IN THIS
INDUSTRY-

—and thafs the one starring

Marie Dressier and Polly Moranl

LETS play "Politics"

THE box-office kind

—

LET'S attend to theatre business

AND leave the other kind of Politics to the Politicians!

MOST of the exhibitors we know are busy

BUYING pictures for next season,

RESERVING early playing time for them,

ARRANGING advertising and promotion campaigns-

M-G-M is busy making pictures

—

THE kind of pictures we've made for seven solid years!

THE kind of pictures that have made friends

AND kept friends!

Are you all set for another

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER YEAR?
We are!



THE OLD

FIGHTIN' COCK'

BEST COMEDi

LINE-UP IN 23

YEARil

P. S.- Pathe News Is Still the Leading Newsreel— Pathe Review Is Still the Leading Screen MagazinI
(

RKO J.PATH
The Old Fiqhtin' Cock crows every Friday niaht 10:30 N. Y. time. R K



JMMY GLEASON
COMEDIES

'ie master of slang as a prize

f)ht manager in six laughers

hm Arthur (Bugs) Boer's RuflF-

town stories.

BENNY RUBIN
COMEDIES

One of America's most highly

paid variety artists— the fun-

niest man on the screen. A whiz-

bang fun series!

FRANK McHUGH
COMEDIES

The comedian whp created the

"drunken reporter" in films,

in a series all his own that's

caused a riot I

TRAVELING MAN
COMEDIES

starring LOUIS JOHN BARTELS

The great stage comedian of

"The Show-Off" in a series

about a traveling man I Pep
— snap—and funl

6
GAY GIRLS
COMEDIES

starring JUNE MacCLOY
With Marion Shilling and Ger-

trude Short assisting. Just

a trio of innocent gals out

for— men's gold!

f >

MR.AVERAGE MAN
COMEDIES

starring EDGAR KENNEDY

Domestic stuff with a humor-

ous angle — and how E6 Ken-

nedy can make 'em laugh I This

one's a natural.

MAN H ATTAN
COMEDIES

3 ofwhichfeafureDAPHNE POLLARD

Third year of this success-

ful series of shorts. Three
with Daphne Pollard, and

other famed comicsl



SMART SHOWMA
Balaban and Katz, Shrew
Pick F«X Pictures to Buii

CHICAGO THEATRE
(Weekly change)

YOUNG AS YOU FEEL
Excellent Business ....
Laughs fall thick and fast. There is something irresistible about the combination of

the philosophizing cowboy and the hot-cha mamma. — Chicago Herald and Examiner

Rogers funnier than ever. It's a riot. — Chicago Daily Times

Rogers is a delight, a man one never sees enough of. 100 per cent entertainment. Fifi

Dorsay makes enchanting hey hey as Fleurette. — Chicago Tribune

Best thing Rogers has done for the screen since "They Had to See Paris." It MOVES
. . Amusing offering the whole family will enjoy. —Chicago Evening American

TRANSATLANTIC
Drew Out the Crowds ....
An unusual and an entertaining film, so cleverly directed that your interest doesn't lag a

moment. Lowe gives a grand performance . . . Splendidly acted — there's some unusual

and impressionistic photography, and the ship scenes furnish an interesting background.

You'll enjoy this for there's the flavor of the "different" about it. Excellent film.

— Chicago Daily Times

"Transatlantic" may place Howard among 1931's best ... A photoplay of exceptional

brilliance. We feel sure critics will have a hard time eliminating it in compiling their

selections of 193 1's best offerings. Produced with a masterly touch . . . Director never

loses the human element .. . . The acting is well nigh flawless. — Chicago American

P#X smash hits fo



IN CHICAGO
ijudges of Box Office Values,
lusiness in the Loop • • •

MERELY MARY ANN
"Another 'Daddy Long Legs' in popular appeal. It is very rare for

a star to have such good luck in two consecutive roles as has be-

fallen Janet Gaynor, and her popularity rating should take a big

jump ... In fact 'Merely Mary Ann' is just about all right in

every particular. It should be even more popular than 'Daddy
Long Legs! It is the kind of picture which makes the great ma-
jority of the public faithful movie fans." —Chicago Evening Post

"Here are Charles Farrell and Janet Gaynor in the romantic

Cinderella story that their fans cry for." —Chicago Daily Tribune

" 'Merely Mary Ann' should make itself a lot of money in the

loop and outlying houses." — Chicago Daily News

To be followed by

BAD GIRL

* • * •

"One of the best of the year. It has the cleverest dialog, the most
inspired direction, great acting and a most human, compeUing
little yarn . . . James Dunn gives a remarkable performance . . .

It is great entertainment. A Grade A film."—Neio York Daily Mirror

"Rates 4 stars . . . Under impressive direction the cast give splen-

did representations of the principal characters in Vina Delmar's
famous story. —Neu; York Daily News

"Very moving and human. Direction is deft and effortless, full of

fine shadings . . . But it is the warm and human interpretations of

Sally Filers and James Dunn that give the film its real distinction.

Splendid picture." —New York World -Telegram

"It is not every day that the movies give us anything as genuine
as 'Bad Girl' . . . Rings true to life. It is difficult to imagine how
the screen version could have been improved . . . Dialog is fresh,

sparkling and true . . . Humor without cheapness, laugh in almost

every line, even in the most pathetic scenes ... It is good, fine and
sincere, without a false note in it . . . Splendidly acted by James
Dunn . . . For 'Bad Girl' we have nothing but cheers."

—New York Sun

McVICKERS
(Extended runs)

lefii

1^

\^'^

^7^

Chicago's finest theatres
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ADDS 14 rEATyR[S

TO NEW SEASON LINEUP

(Continued from Page 1)

and the replacing of "Baby-faced
Gangster" with "0 Promse Me."
Seven dramas have been completed,
with the Tom Mix pictures sched-

uled to start production Oct. 15,

at the close of Mix's circus en-

gagements. Five dramas are in

production at Universal City with
Poe's "Murderers in the Rue
Morgue" ready for production with-

in the next two weeks.
The revised release schedule is

as follows; "Mother's Millions,"

Aug. 15; "Waterloo Bridge," Sept.

1; "East of Borneo," Sept. 15;

"Heaven on Earth," Sept. 29;

"Strictly Dishonorable," Oct. 3;

"Lasca of the Rio Grande," Oct.

13; "Spirit of Notre Dame," Oct.

20; "Homicide Squad," Oct. 27.

Mack Sennett Studios

At Record Activity
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— With four new pic-

tures just placed in work, while

several others are being cut and
edited and another group is in early

stages of story preparation. Mack
Sennett has set a production record

for his comedy studios, it is an-

nounced by John A. Waldron, gen-

eral manager of the studios.

Harry Gribbon will be featured
in "The Great Pie Mystery," with
May Boley, Alma Bennett and
Harry Myers. Del Lord is direct-

ing. "Dream House," featuring
Bing Crosby, is being edited.

Charles Judels, Arthur Stone and
Patsy O'Leary will appear in "The
World Flier," to be directed by Del
Lord, and Andy Clyde is being di-

rected by "Babe" Stafford in an-

other "Pop" Martin comedy. Wald-
ron himself will deliver the third

subject in the Cannibals of the Deep
series.

Warner House Reopens
New Britain, Conn.— Warner's

Strand reopens tomorrow with a
film and vaudeville policy.

COMING & GOING

WILLIAM SKIRBOLL of Cleveland,
now visiting in New York, returns to

Cleveland in a few days.
W. A. KEYES, owner of the Victory,

Dayton, O., left New York today for that
city.

OSCAR LUND sails today for Sweden.
SOL WURTZEL, in New York from

the coast, is to sail Friday on the Bremen
with his wife and daughter.

E. B. HATRICK is due back from Holly-
wood this week.
LOUIS P. BEAULAC of Canadian M.

P. Advertising Co. is in New York on
business.
HAROLD HENDEE, director of the Radio

Pictures research department, is back from
Hollywood.
MARIAN MARSH starts back to the coast

tomorrow.
HIRAM S. BROWN leaves the coast to-

morrow for New York.
WILLIAM LE BARON is expected to

leave the coast for New York at the end
of next week.
NAT LIEBESKIND is in town from

Havana.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY N. BLAIR

D'ICK WILLIS, makeup expert at

the Warner Vitaphone studio,

has moved into larger quarters. Celeb
etchings, the work of his brother.

Jack, will soon adorn the walls.

Georges Metaxa, who appears with
Claudette Colbert in "Secrets of a
Secretary," owns a pin that he values
more than any of his other posses-

sions. It was presented to him by
Lord Lonsdale when Metaxa sang at

his wedding anniversary party, in

the presence of the King and Queen
of England.

Stanley Rauh is hard at work
adapting the Peiirod stories, by
Booth Tarkington, into 13 single

reelers for Warner Bros.

Final photographing of scenes for

"The Struggle," David Wark Grif-

fith's forthcoming picture, was con-

cluded Friday, with pedestrians
in a scene which depicted an in-

cident in a traffic halt at an inter-

section of two East side thorough-
fares. Cameras were set up in win-

dows and upon roofs on several sides

of the crossing, were masked with
curtains and otherwise hidden, and
the direction of actors was by sig-

nals given from a third-story win-

dow.

Griffith will spend a month or

more in the processes of editing and
cutting his picture, which is destined

for release in the latter part of Oc-

tober. "The Struggle" is based on
an original story by John Emerson
and Anita Loos. Hal Shelly and
Zita Johann have the chief roles.

Ruth Etting, who has worked in

a number of Vitaphone shorts, is

receiving plenty of fan mail, much
to the gratification of the studio

personnel.

"The Seai Ghost," authored by
Burnet Hershey, Vitaphone studio
stafif writer, will soon be released
by an independent company.

Cameramen at the Vitaphone stu-

dio are suffering from housemaid's
knee. While shooting "Snakes
Alive!" the first of the Booth Tark-
ington Juvenile shorts, the camera
boys had to shoot while stretched

out full length on the floor in order
to follow the movements of the kid

players.

Jack Carroll, a m,ember of the

Paramount New York stiidio nmsic
department, is drafted for picture

work in almost every sequence de-

manding the services of a talented

pianist. His latest screen appear-
ance is in "Secrets of a Secretary."

Robert (Believe It or Not) Ripley
was the big attraction at the Vita-
phone studio yesterday, where they
have started the first of his new

Ann Andrews, prominent stage
actress, has been signed by Para-
mount through the William Morris
office to play with Tallulah Bank-
head in "The Cheat."

Fanny Watson and Thelma White
are again at work at the Vitaphone
studios on another of the series of

two-reel comedies. The present sub-
ject is titled "Of All People."

Gen'l Business Films
Makes Canadian Tie-up

(Continued from Page 1)

book advertising pictures in each
other's houses, it is announced by
Francis Lawton, Jr., president of

the latter firm. The Canadian firm

has contracts with more than 500
houses playing to 800,000 persons
a day, while General Business Films
serves 650 houses in the U. S.

"Bad Girl" Packs Roxy

Attendance records for this year
are being broken at the Roxy with
"Bad Girl," which played to 55,000
on Saturday and Sunday, including
the Saturday midnight show, accord-
ing to the management. The picture
opened without special ballyhoo.

Fox lawyers tomorrow will present
argument in Supreme Court in reply

to the application of Robert B. New-
man, producer of the stage version
of "Bad Girl," for an injunction to

stop the showing of the picture be-

fore Sept. 1, which he claims is the
release date stipulated in the agree-
ment covering sale of the film rights.

Repeats for "The Common Law"
"The Common Law" is playing

repeat dates in two Connecticut
cities. Having scored at the State,

Waterbury, it now goes into the
Strand and follows from the Palace
in South Norwalk to the Rialto.

iOC. ADMISSION POLICY

DEFENDED BY ALLIEII

(Continued from Page 1)

menting on a communication saic

to have been received by the asso-
ciation from a large distributing
company stating flatly that it is

not interested in selling to theaters
charging a dime.
"A ten-cent grind policy in nor-

mal times may tend to cheapen the
business in some localities, but mo-
tion pictures attained their present
greatness as the people' entertain-t
ment, and to take the pictures outJ

of the reach of the people in times
of industrial depression and unem-
ployment is economic folly," says
Myers.
"A serious consequence of the

present selling policies of certain
distributors is that, having sold to

a first run in a given locality on a
high percentage basis, their interest

in that locality narrows down to

protecting the first run.
"This has resulted in unreason-

able protection both as regards time
and distance, in requirements that
subsequent runs raise their admis-
sion prices, and in downright re-

fusals to sell to the subsequent
runs."

Fox Managers Shifted
George Davis is now manager of

the Fox Ambassador in Brooklyn,
succeeding Irving Berman, who has
been shifted to the Alba.

J. J. Breslin, formerly manager
of the Jefferson, Auburn, has been
transferred by Fox Theaters to the

Utica in Utica. He is succeeded
in Auburn by C, J. Rose, former
manager of the Colonial, Norwich.
J. L. Rose has been shifted from
the Rialto, Little Falls, to the Nor-
wich house, and is succeeded in

Little Falls by T. E. Hall.

"Flight" Opening Advanced
A sudden change brings the pre-

miere of Richard Barthelmess in

"The Last Flight" at the New York
and Brooklyn Strand theaters a'

6:30 this evening.

^nq Islartds
lEtTAIIA HT %1 »ISTIilTI«M

PAIKHAIfD
ON THE MERRICK ROAD AT

AAASSAPEQUA-NEAR JONES BEACH

DINE AND DANCE
WITH

HERB HAGENAH
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
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AS A DEFINITE FLOP

{Continued from Page 1)

;wo weeks of revivals of the best

iWarner-First National hits of the

past two seasons, with a change of

bill daily, is dropping the policy

after one week. The Rialto also is

scheduled to resume its first-run

status shortly after a summer's poor
'business with old Paramount and
[United Artists releases. Another
classic revival flop was the recent

ishowing of "Sunny Side Up" at the

(Roxy.

jZundt Now Chicago Head
For Gen'l Register Corp.

(Continued from Page 1)

goes to Chicago to take charge of
that office. General Register also

has opened a Los Angeles office, at
1420 So. San Pedro St., and Enslen
t

announces a marked reduction in

; repair charges on all types of ticket

I

registers.

i Ideal Shorts Sold for Texas
First series of 12 animal short

subjects produced by Ideal Pictures
have been sold to Syndicate Pic-
tures Corp. of Dallas for Texas re-

lease. Joe Silverman represented
Syndicate in the deal. According
to M. J. Kandel of Ideal, two-thirds
of the United States is now covered
on franchise for the series. The
shorts have also been sold, for
United Kingdom release, to W. and
F. Ltd. of London.

Proctor's Theater Leased
Proctor's Fifth Avenue theater.

at Twenty-eighth Street, has been
leased by the 1193 Broadway Corp.
to the Mosruhal Amusement Co.,
Inc., which intends to operate the
theater. Lazarus Reit, of Reit &
Kaminsky, attorneys, acted for the
lessor.

Warner-Clavering Suit Still On
London (By Cable)—Suit brought

by "Warner Bros, against Arthur
Clavering, formerly managing di-
rector for the company in the
United Kingdom, is still pending.
Action is in connection with a War-
ner deal for theaters in which Clav-
ering was interested.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Senate certain to give industry
fair chance on tariff situation.

* * *

Censors arrive at Universal City
for conference.

* * *

New York State censors again
delete scenes from Pathe News.

MO
THL

RI4LT
• , • • INTIMATE STUDY of a film gent everybody knows
about but few people KNOW if you get what we mean

referring to Joe Brandt prexy of Columbia
Pictures whom we will now endeavor to take apart and
put together again so's you'll understand just what
makes him tick so Strong a gent who was a little

known independent just a few short yars ago but today
sits right up on the front bench with the leaders a guy
with a fightin' heart who never admits any circumstance or

situation can lick him one of these optimistic muggs
who is always ridin' high in the saddle and if he hap-
pened to be mounted on a spavined plug would canter down
the boulevard with the air of Napoleon astride his white
charger for that's the Spirit of the Man and
that's the main reason why he is where he is today
he carries a lucky horseshoe in each mitt but they're

labeled Grit and Initiative while some other film execs
are sitting back pondering what to do Joe steps out

and does it figuring that the feller who lands the first

punch has got the battle half won which goes for the
film biz as well as the fight game

* * iX

• • • ANY MORNING you can run into Mister Brandt
trudging to work at 9:20 sharp and he quits

with the hired help and sometimes much later

and there isn't a person in the Columbia organizashe that plugs
any harder than Joe hisself for this chap has a tre-

mendous driving force a real love for work
pictures are his hobby, and everything connected with 'em

fishin' in his diversion and the egg loves to

clean the fish he takes oif his own hook which li'l side-

light tells you volumes about the man if you're a
fisherman

• • • REMEMBER 'way in the ole days when Joe and the
two Cohn boys started in a very modest way with a
one-reeler of the Hollywood stars and then came the
great day when they handled an ENTIRE series "The
Hall Room Boys" yeah, that was prophetic
Cohn, Brandt & Cohn were those same ballroom boys in real

life but pretty soon they started creepin' into the ritzy

section of Filmland makin' and sellin' pix
nothing else but let the other producers have the head-
aches tryin' to buy up all the expensive theater sites

Harry Cohn on ffie Coast was turnin' out pix with an
uncanny showman sense for gauging in ADVANCE the public
demand and Joe Brandt on the executive New York
end pushin' over the contracts and lining up the terri-

tories a beaucoup combination such as this industry

has never beaten and seldom equalled perfect

team work concentrated effort makin' and sellin'

pix that's all but it's enough

• • • WHAT WE personally like about Mister Brandt is

his Directness no shillyshallyin' he likes you,
or he doesn't a proposition is good or lousy ...
no wobbly middle course and when he figures a setup
is right he MOVES puts the machinery in back
of it full steam ahead and this Depression thing?

just be sucker enough to mention it to him
and he will look at you with pitying eyes Joe doesn't

know the meanin' of the word and we wish t'gawd
there were more execs just like him because there
would then be no Slump not in the film biz, anyway

J. B. the gent who puts Brains and Punch
in back of his native Optimism

It * * *

• • • SOME MUGGS will try to tell you that Joe and
Columbia are just lucky but it takes more than luck
to keep rakin' in the blue chips year after year in a Big Game

ask their competitors

« « « » » »

W.6. SHOW ANOTHER LOSS

BUT PICKUP IS PREDICTED

(Continued from Page 1)

inventories and accounts receivable

of the radio and record division

shown in the Feb. 28 statement.
For the nine months, net earn-

ings available for all interest, in-

cluding the interest requirements on
the Optional 6 per cent Convertible
Debentures, series due 1939, after
deducting all charges including the
write-down of $3,073,368.53, but be-
fore amortization and depreciation
of fixed properties, was $8,215,099.-
42, equivalent to over 1.62 times
the consolidated interest charges.
During the quarter ended May

30, a special charge-off amounting
to $2,073,230.21 was made to Sur-
plus Account to write-down the
plant and equipment of the radio
and record divisions.
The consolidated balance sheet, as

of May 30, shows a current ratio
of over 1.94 to 1. Total current
assets were $30,997,521.79 as com-
pared with total current liabilities
of $15,960,639.63. Cash on hand
amounted to $4,013,841.71, while
notes payable were $2,051,680.84.
Harry M. Warner, president of

the company, stated: "The company
today has no bank loans and cash
on hand is more than sufficient to
meet the requirements for the in-
terest on the Debentures and the
dividend on the preferred stock pay-
able Sept. 1. On July 16, the com-
pany deposited with the Trustee $1,-
300,500 principal amount of Option-
al 6 per cent Convertible Deben-
tures, series due 1939, in satisfac-
tion of the annual purchase fvnd
requirements due August 1, 1931.
While the operations for the quar-
ter ending Aug. 29 will result in
a loss, there has been a notable
pick-up in business during the past
few weeks, and the outlook for
the coming year is encouraging.
The consolidated statement shows

total assets of $221,120,546.49 as
of May 30, against $230,185,444.43
on Aug. 30, 1930.

Brooklyn House Leased
Bulkley & Morton Co. has leased

the theater and five stores at 2083-
2091 Fulton Street, Brooklyn.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-
tended by THE -
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

August 19
Eleanor Boardman
June Collyer
Alan Crosland
Lewis Sargent
Kenneth McKenna
Harriet V. McCann
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Theater Changes Reported
ALABAMA

Changes in Ownership
Brundridge—First National, sold to Joel

Youngblood ; Geneva—Arcade, sold to L.

M. Gay by A. C. White ; North Birming-
ham—North Birmingham, sold to H. C.

Berry by South States Thea.

Closing
Bridgeport—Jackson ; Brighton—Brighton ;

Prattville—Prattauga ; Wetumpka—Grand.

ARIZONA
Changes in Ownership

The Phoenix Amusement Co. have taken
over the following theaters from Nick
Diamos Amusement Co.:—Ajo—Oasis;
Florence—Iris ; Haydn—Rex : Ray—Iris :

Sonora—Sonora ; Superior—Mauk.
Closing

Ashfork- New Palace.

Re-Opening
St. Johns—Columbia.

New Theater
Phoenix—Fox, Fox West Coast, owners.

CALIFORNIA
Changes in Ownership

Azusa—Azusa, sold to C. S. Harris by
Wm. E. Knotts; La JoUa—Granada, sold

to Louis Stutz by F. L. Newman, Jr.

;

Long Beach—Metro-Ebell, sold to Met-
ropolitan Thea., Ltd., by Dave Rector;
Redonda, sold to Madam LaRue by Carl

Johnson ; Los Angeles—Crystal, Jewel
sold to H. M. Popkin by S. Calif. Thea.,
Ent. ; Oakland—Roxie, sold to Roxie
Thea. Co. by Fred Seigel ; San Diego—
Spreckles. sold to Berinstein, Lustig.

Franklin by Fred Spigle ; San Francisco
Sutter, sold to Irwin E. Lee ; Southgate
—Garden, sold to Sandow & Posner by
C. C. Porter.

Closing
El Centre—El Centro ; Los Angeles

—

Home; Keystone, Granada; Morgan Hill

—Granada ; Oakland—Peralta ; San Fran-
cisco—Parkview.

Re-Opening
Glendale—Glendale ; Los Angeles—Egyptian.

Merryland ; Whittier—Scenic.

New Theater
Los Angeles—Studio, Hughes-Franklin Cir-

cuit, owners; San Mateo—Baywood, Ben
Levin, owner.

Change of Name
Oakland—Premier, formerly. Hippodrome ;

Royal, formerly, Fern : San Francisco

—

Cameo, formerly Shamrock.

COLORADO
Changes in Ownership

Delta—Strand; Denver — Mission. — No
names reported on change.

Rico—Rico.

CONNECTICUT
Closing

Oakville—Community ; Waterbury— Strang,
Westport—Fine Arts.

DELAWARE
Changes in Ownership

Georgetown—Ryon, sold to Sussex Amuse.
Co. by E. C. Ryon.

FLORIDA
Changes in Ownership

Bonifay—Bonifay, sold to John Caiman by
B. S. Donnan ; Chipley—Manavista, sold

to John Caiman by B. S. Donnan; De-
Funiak Sorings—Murray's, sold to F. J.

Crowe by D. B. White.

Closing
Fernandina—Little : Lake Wales — Delia
Roba ; Miami Beach—Biscayne Plaza.

GEORGIA
Changes in Ownership

Cordele—Circle, sold to F. J. Wood by
Gortowsky Bros.

Closing
Bainbridge—Decatur.

IDAHO
Changes in Ownership

Challis—Challis, sold by W. L. Stratton bj
E. K. Dodge ; Lava Hot Springs—Lava
Hot Springs, sold to Ramsey and Seppi

:

Twin-Falls—Orpheum, sold to Publix.

Closing
Aberdeen — Duncan ; Bancroft — Harris

;

Caldwell — Huree ; Cleveland — Cleveland ;

Dubois—Tho ; Eden—Eden ; Emmett—Lib-
erty ; Fairfield — Liberty ; Filer— Gem ;

Grand View—Nelson Bros. ; Lewisville

—

Lewisville ; Malad—Cozy ; Parker—Parker ;

Paul— Paul ; Rockland— Iris ; Stanley —
Stanley ; Tensed — Pastime ; Wendell —
Odeon.

Re-Opening
Blackfoot—New Mission.

Change of Name
Boise—Lyric, formerly Grand.

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

Chicago—Gold, 20th Century, sold to Chi-
cago Title & Trust Co. by Homan Photo-
play Co. : East St. Louis—Lincoln, sold
to G. L. Daniels by Samuel Wehl ; Spriiip;-

field—Palace, sold to J. L. Bores by H.
Upton ; Warsaw—Vivo, sold to Otis H.
Butler by Stuart Walters.

Closing
Abingdon—Bijou; Alton—Gem; Assumption

Scenic ; Berwyn—Ritz ; Chicago—Bertha,
Ideal, Kenwood, Ridge; Colfax—Colonial;
Crossville— Wabash ; Danville— Colonial

;

Elkville—Lyric ; Mounds—Egyptian ; Ot-
tawa—Little Princess : Pleasant Hill—El-
tin.ge : Ramsey — Midway ; Ridgvsray —
Strand ; Springfield—Capitol ; Watseka

—

Crystal ; Zeigler—Hayton.

Re-Opening
Chandlerville—Cozy ; Duquoin—State.

INDIANA
Changes in Ownership

Whiting—Capitol, sold to Warner Bros, by
A. J. Obreshk.

IOWA
Changes in Ownership

Ackley—Strand, sold to Ackley Amuse. Co.
by F. Bredow; Afton—Legion, sold to Em-
ma Wellmeyer by BPW Club ; Audubon

—

Crescent, sold to Harry Pace by C. Roush ;

Buffalo Center—New Iowa, sold to R. M.
E n d e r s by G. G. Beaning ; Eldon

—

New, sold to Illiad by Walter Enyart

;

Lake Park—State, sold to A. M. Leitch by
J. A. Bradley ; Lohrville—LoMar, sold to

J. A. Benfer by W. A. Morley ; Lowden

—

Tjiberty. sold to Arthur M. Brown bv H.
Kreinberg ; Marion—Garden, sold to J. D.
Jacobs by G. W. Brome; Milford—Strand,
sold to F. F. Jungkung by A. M. Leitch

;

Sac City—Casino, sold to Layo Miller bv
W. F. Weary.

Closing
Cedar Rapids—Palace ; Cincinnati—Opera
House ; Clarence—Liberty ; Coin-Sun

—

Durant—Palace ; Eldon—New ; Lehifh—

•

Lehi.gh ; Murray—Palace ; Ocheydan—Prin-
cess ; Orange City—Cottage : Shenandoah
—Mayfair. Zenith ; Sioux Citv—Princess.
Scenic : Victor—Strand ; Wellman—Well-
man ; Wheatland—Amuzu.

Re-Opening
Adair—^Adair ; Charter Oak—Royal ; Mc-

Gregor—Strand ; Ottumwa— Star.

LOUISIANA
Changes in Ownership

Glenmora—Amusu. sold to a stork cnmpanv
bv W. Pringle; New Orleans—IT. S.. sold

to W. E. Salles by Tebault ; Ville Platte-
Evangeline, sold to Emile Ludeau by C. A.
Fontenot.

Closine
Bernice—Royal ; Delhi—Virginia : Glenmora

Rialto.

Re-Opening
Rayville—Richland.

MASSACHUSETTS
Changes in Ownership

Dedham—Community, sold to Julius Nelson
by T. Cioetschal.

Closing
Springfield—Broadway.

MICHIGAN
Changes in Ownership

Detroit—Chalmers, sold to Angelo Moro bv
Tohn B. Jacobs; Ferrv Field, sold to T. J
London bv F. Sr F. Theater Co.; LaSalle,
sold to Harrv Kline by Hyman CofFman
X- Harry Kline ; Majestic, sold to Jacob
Schrieber by Majestic Thea. Corn. ; Wol-
verine, sold to Thomas Picha bv Gilbert K,
F.'nk ; Iron Mt.—Capitol, sold to F. I.

Weed Sr C. NeMberg by Braumrirt Thea,
Cn. : Holland—Holland, sold to Butterfield
Thea.. Inc.. by Carley & Leveren? ; South
Haven—Center, sold to Butterfield Thea..
Inc., by Carley & Leverenz.

Closing
Detroit—Amo, Buchannan, Doric, Embassy,

Charles. Dix, Harper ; Grand Rapids—

•

Franklin, Madison, Liberty ; Iron Mt.—
Capitol, Breitung ; North Branch—Strand

;

Owosso — Owosso ; Schoolcraft — Comfort

;

Scottville—Amusu ; Stockbridge—Starland.

Re-Opening
Detroit—Ambassador. Regent ; Muskegon

—

Strand ; New Baltimore—Family.

MINNESOTA
Change of Name

Belle Plain—State, sold to J. F. Case by K.
L. Sternberger ; Keewatin—Capitol, sold to
Loren Lenz by Edelstein's ; Lanesboro

—

New State, sold to E. Kromroy by H. S.

Hoflf ; Lake Crystal—Crystal, sold to E.
L. Parsons & Sons by John Pesava ; St.

Paul—New Ray, sold to I. Gilman by H.
M. McGoon.

Closing
Cromwell—Opera House; Comfrey—Com-

frey ; Franklin—LTnique ; Fairmont—State ;

Graceville—Grand ; Ironton—State ; LeRoy
—Crystal ; Mountain Lake—State ; Pine
River—Memorial Hall ; Raymond—Opera
House : Sedan—Community ; West Con-
cord—Concord.

Re-Opening
Keewatin—Capitol ; Lanesboro—New State ;

Twin Valley—Cosy.

New Theater
Floodwood- -Floodwood. E. W. Johnson,

owner.

MISSOURI
Changes in Ownership

Fredericktown—Palace, sold to A. C. Mer-
cier. by Tom Ford ; Lancaster—Strand,
sold to A. C. Mercier by Tom Ford ; Lan-
caster—Strand, sold to G. W. Bolton by
H. E. Mitchell.

Closing
Blackwater—Princess : Brunswick—Russell

;

Campbell—Lyric ; Hannibal—Star ; Man-
chester—Lyceum.

Re-Opening
St. Louis—Hollywood; Princess Airdome.

MONTANA
Changes in Ownership

Sheridan— Sheridan, sold tn J. H. Gilbert;
Walkerville—Dream, sold to Mr. I. A. Tip-
ple by Mrs. I. A. Tipple.

Closing
Absorkee—Majestic ; Arlee—Arlee ; Big Fork
--Big Fork; Chester—Hi-Line ; Circle

—

Merwood ; Columbia Falls—Columbia
;

Dooley—Dooley : Ennis—Ennis ; Froid

—

Liberty ; Grass Range—Dorothy ; Hingham
--Hi-Line; Ingomar— Star; Lewistown

—

Broadway ; Rexford — Liberty ; Ritchey

—

Gem ; Townsend—Rex ; Whitctail—White-
tail.

Re-Opening
Thompson Falls—Liberty.

Change of Name
Hvsham — Yucca. formerly Idle Hour;
Thompson Falls—Rex. formerly Liberty ;

Cut Bank—Orpheum. formerly Capitol.

New Theater
Hot Springs—Myah. H. E. Smith, owner.

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

Grainton—Powers, no names reported ; Kene-
saw—Melguinn. sold to Melvin Guinn by
Walt Schultz ; Miniature—Grand ; Paxton
Opero House, no names reported ; Pitts-

mouth—Parmele, sold to G. G. Griffin by
W. J. Sevdlitz ; Stromsberg— Delharko,
sold to Chas. Goodrich bv Delmar F. Har-
ris ; Wood River—Pal. sold to Stansy &
Mack by H. W. Cochran.

Closing
Elm Creek—Elm ; Lynch—Velda ; Pilger

—

Paragon ; Synder—Mars ; Spencer—Moon ;

Wilcox—Crescent.

Re-Opening
Brownville—Onera House ; Coleridge—Or-
pheum ; Ewing—Eldorado ; Farnam—New
Farnam ; Kenesaw—Melguinn ; Republican
City—Liberty.

NEVADA
Changes in Ownership

Reno—Roxie. sold to Phil Patterson by Ro
sasco & Mottino.

Closing
Alamo—Alamo : Battle Mountain—Kinema.

NEW HAMPSHIRE '

Changes in Ownership
East Jaffrey—Park, sold to Romel Vanni 1

F. H. Baldwin.

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

Keansburg—Ideal Beach Casino, sold tn I

W. Schaefer ; Salem—Fenwick. sold i

Charles M. Papaport by Arthur B. Smith
Westwood— Westwood, sold to G. I

Amuse. Corp. by Goldwood Thea., Inc

Closing
Westwood—Westwood.

Re-Opening
Atlantic Highlands—Atlantic.

NEW MEXICO
Changes in Ownership

Portales—Palace, sold to H. C. Kyle.

Closing
Roswell—Princess.

Re-Opening
Clovis—Main.

NEW YORK
Changes in Ownership

Fulton—Happy Hour, sold to Paul W
Kraus by Julia M. Fanning ; Rochester-
Thurston, sold to Fater & Loritz by Barcl
& Herman ; Syracuse—Syracuse, sold f^

Tom Hogan by Kolb & Branze.

Closing
Catifaraugus—Palace ; Binghamton—Hider
Regus : Buffalo— Circle, Park ; Niagar;
Falls

—

Rialto; Newark—Newark; Roches
ter—Apollo ; Solvay—Community ; Syra
cuse—Brighton. DeWitt.

New Theater
Warsaw—Forman, Aprile & Fisher, owners

NEW YORK CITY
Changes in Ownership

Cannon Movies—Cannon St., sold to Oui
Gang Realty Corp. by Bertha Abeles ; Cen
tral Park—Columbus Circle, sold to L.

Schubert by Leo Brecher ; Madison—Madi-
son Ave., sold to Kingstone Amuse. Corp.
by Sterling Amuse. Corp. ; Miracle—Mel-
rose Ave., sold to Jaymee Corp. by 752
Melrose Ave. Amuse. Corp. ; Pershing

—

Amsterdam Ave., sold to Harris Theatrical
Ent. by Zeus Amuse. Corp. ; Renaissance—2343 Seventh Ave., sold to Renaissance
Thea. Corp., by Cheeke Amuse. Corp.

Closing
Gem—West 13.=;th .St.; Liberty—116th St.

BROOKLYN
Changes in Ownership

Armory—7th Ave., sold to Kutlar Amuse.
Corp. by Goldstein & Berg; Elton—New
ITtrecht Ave. sold to Hyman Rachmiel b:

H. Sonenshine ; Grace—2 Whipple .St.. soln

to H. & J. Amuse. Corp. by C. M. & S.;

Amuse. Corp.; Normandy— 1927 Fulton
St.. sold to Howard Ent., Inc., by Bernard
Frank.

Closing
American—E. 92nd St. ; DeKalb—DeKalh

Ave. ; Flora—201 Atlantic Ave. ; Halsey-
928 Halsey St. ; Livonia—Livonia Ave.

:

Myrtle— Myrtle Ave. ; Peerless — Third
Ave. ; Roebling—Lee Ave. ; Whitehouse

—

2 Whipple St.

LONG ISLAND
Changes in Ownership

Astoria- -Meriden Playhouse, sold to Lange
& Subak by M. Golumb ; Rockaway Point

—Rockaway Point Movies, sold to John
H. Walker by Rockaway Oper. Co.

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

Arthur—State, sold to L. F. Burgum by J.

A. Burgum; Beach—Bijou, sold to Tobias

& M. Gilman; Fairmount—State, sold to

Harry Nelson by Paul Melhus.

Closing
Anamoose—Annex ; Bottinau—Grand ;

Elgin

Auditorium ; Drake— Drake ; Garrison —
Princess ; Starkweather—Rex ; Walhalla

—

Opera House.

Re-Opening
Hazelton—Zirbes.

New Theater
Ashley- -Strand, Schaber & George, owners.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
Bv RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
/ENIAL JOE SHERMAN, M-G-M

; publicist, and Mary Doran, for-

„;r M-G-M actress, stole a march
c their friends by being married in

5 n Diego. Howard Strickling acted

i best man.
* * *

By the way, Sherman was an at-

imey before entering newspaper
d publicity work. He is also a

st president of the Wampas and
.co-author of an original, "Through
te Window," which is now being

joduced by Paramount. His bride,

110 is free-lancing, appeared in

n'cral Ziegfeld productions before

iming to the Coast.
* * *

jMrs. George Gale Bakewell has

|en appointed secretary of the Mo-
Ln Picture Relief Fund of America,
icceeding A. W. Stockman.

* * *

(Our Passing Show: Leo Carrillo,

iurray Smith, Fran Orsatti, Jack
obbins at J. P. Medbury's party in

ijnor of Oscar Straus; Leo Morri-
itn motoring to Culver City on busi-

If the plans of Wallace Smith are

irried out this fall, the scenarist

id Mrs. Smith will journey to LaB-
idor for a two months' excursion
heir purpose is to accumulate ma-
jrial and some exterior shots for

n original story dealing with the

jicturesque people there and their

pange existence.

I

* * *

( Fred Walton, English character

\ctor and former star of the Lon-
\on and New York musical stages,

'Jays a comedy role as the butler of

The Big Gamble," Bill Boyd's new
'KO Pathe starring picture.

I* * *

Here and There: Rowland Brown
eturning from a trip to San Fran-
jisco; Max Shagrin hurrying to his

ffice in the Warner Brothers the-

tre building; Murray Feil motor-

fig on Vine St.

* * *

I Joe Bonomo is all smiles these

lays. The athletic actor recently
jscame the father of a baby girl, his

irst born.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Republic Pictures Corp., motion picture

ilms; Fitelson. I.eritian &• Mayers, 60 West
,0th St., New York. 200 shares common.
! Elmer Rice, theatrical; J. P. Rickerton,
jr., 220 West 42nd St., New York. 200
jihares common.
Harry Mendelsohn Prorhictions, theatrical

'•nterprises; L. M. Blatt, 11 West 42nd St.,
Vew York. 200 shares common.
Consolidated Television and Radio Corp.;

'\. E. Walscheid, Union City, N. J. 200
jihares common.

,
Silent Amusement Corp., theatrical; J. A.

Walsh, 51 Chambers St., New York. $10,-
)00.

William Goodrich has placed in

production the second in the new
Educational-Cameo Comedies, with
Al St. John, Lynton Brent, Audrey
Ferris and Stanley Blystone in the
principal comedy roles.

* * *

Llewellyn Miller reports that John
LeRoy Johnson, Universal studio

publicity chief, is the only press

agent that does not smoke and that

he stopped smoking when he was
ten. We met him ten years later,

tvhen he was a sports cartoonist on
the St. Paul Daily News and was
covering an interscholastic track

meet at the University of Minne-
sota.

Harry Hellingsworth and Bradley
Knoche have been added to Radio's

"Are These Our Children?"
* * *

"The Freshman's Finish" has been

selected as the title of the first Van-
ity Comedy on Educational's 1931-32
program,. Shooting has just been
completed with Vernon Dent, Jack
Duffy, Ronnie Rondell, Helen Mann,
Carlyle Moore, Jr., and Sally Sweet
in the cast.

* * *

Richard Harlan, who directed for-

eign versions at Fox for a year, has
joined Universal and is organizing
a Spanish department. Universal is

planning to make Spanish versions
of several of its important pictures.

* * *

Harry Lieb, veteran film editor,

is cutting "Twenty Grand," at Uni-
versal. He also did the editing on

"Homicide Squad" and "Ex-Bad
Boy."

* * *

Dorothy Tree, the original young-
er sister in "Holiday," has been
cast to appear as Ruth Chatter-
ton's daughter in "Once a Lady,"
which is being directed by Guthrie
McClintic at Paramount.

* * *

George Barbier, who attracted

much attention in "The Smiling
Lieutenant," is busy, to say the

least. He has been appearing in

"Touchdown," for Paramount, and
is also working in "Girls About
Town," at the' same studio.

* * i>

Rouben Mamoulian, ivho directed

"City Streets" and "Applause," is

completing his cast for "Dr. Jekyll

ayid Mr. Hyde." Fredric March,
Miriam Hopkins and Rose Hobart
head the cast.

Florence Ryerson is busily en-

gaged getting her Tiffany story, "X
Marks the Spot," into shape for

shooting.
t * *

Conchita Montenegro will be the

new heart interest for Edmund
Lowe and Victor McLaglen in "Dis-

orderly Conduct," Fox picture. El
Brendel also has a featured part.

GOING UPI
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MAKES A FELLOW WISH
HE HAD TWICE AS MANY

THEATRES

I!

$15,619 week end in
an 1816 seat house —
Hollywood Theatre, N. Y.

Betters entire previous
week in five days at
Buffalo Theatre, Buffalo

Doubles average weekly
gross at Branford Theatre
Newark, New Jersey

Equals four day's business

in one day "Strand, Hartford

Raises Seattle Music
Box 50% over last week's
good gross

No wonder Sam Katz

of Publix says ....

"PARTICULARLY
STRONG BOX-
OFFICE FILM!"

Coniftiiiee

NNETT
t

BEN LYON
and RICHARD

Directed by ARCHIE MAYO

It's the

WARNER
Touch That Does Itl

{more than your contract calls for)



htimate \n Character
iternational in Scope
idependent in Thought
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f^hi. Houses Reopening With Imported Operators

?UBLIXJ)ROPS LOCAUZED FILM ^YING
tadio Moves Up Strongest Features on New Program

Stars
— and other things

By JACK ALICOATE-

7/' tht> ^^ hate to be-
Uling ine come personal,
olden Geese but we do some-

times wonder if

e good old public is being fed up
ce we are, with seeing the same
ars in the same roles day after
y. We have seen Connie Bennett
nematically betrayed so many
ncs that we have lost all sympa-
y for her, and are commencing t

talog her as just a lady wolf in

e^p's clothing. How that film

ang'ster, Ralph Ince, manages to

tf back on the screen after bein
ken to the hoosegow in so many
de-outs is nobody's business. Ed

fe Lowe has kidded so many gal
jito going the way of all flesh that
'le would think, by this time, they
1 knew his line, even on the screen
,erhaps, at that, Sheehan, Schul-
prg, Mayer, Warner, Goldwyn,
John, I^eRaron & Co., know more
tan we do about the matter, any-
ay, so let's let it drop.

I, w L The labor situa-neLaOor
^-^^^^ brought to a

Uestion head in Chicago, is

but one of many now
'i'menting throughout the country,
n the other hand, in many cities
lis labor question has been ' ad-
rted to the satisfaction of all by
combination of cool heads and co-
pera iye analysis. That this in-
ustry "must be thoroughly liqui-

'tcd, along with business and in-
nstry in general, is but basic
fonomics. That labor, in view of
'le greater purchasing power of
V dollar, should share in this
iiuidation process, is a question so
pen and controversial as to have
^p attention of no less than Presi-
ient Hoover. The situation, ob-
i"usly is irritating, but, like other
natters of the sort, can and should
e worked out in the spirit of un-
lerstanding and co-operation from
)oth sides.

Seven Pictures Going in

Work Next Month, Says
William LeBaron

RKO Radio Pictures has rear-
ranged its production schedule,
noving up several of its strongest
features originally set for produc-
tion late in the fall, William
LeBaron, who arrived from the
coast yesterday, told The Film
Daily. "Starting on Sept. 14, seven

(Continued on Page 3)

FOURTH BIG-CIRCUIT DEAL

BEING MADE BY UNIVERSAL

Universal is now closing its

fourth big-circuit product deal, this

being with Publix. Other major
organizations sold on new season
product are: Warner Bros., RKO
and Paramount-Publix in Canada,
formerly known as Famous Players
Canadian.
The RKO deal, consummated yes-

?rday, is more extensive than the
(Continued on Pafic 8)

Indie Booking Combine
Being^ Formed in London
London — A secret booking com-

bine is in the process of organiza-
tion among London exhibitors who
have small circuits. The purpose is

(Co)itimied on Pane 3)

Lightman and Myers
Support Protest Meet

M. A. Lightman and Abram F. Myers

have pledged their support to the national

protest meeting against high percentage

and score charges, to be held Sept. 1 at

the Hotel Astor. Myers will attend the

confab in person. George P. Aarons, sec-

retary of the M.P.T.O. of E. Penna., South-

ern N. ). and Del., where the protest move
originated, is in charge of reservations for

the gathering, which is open to all exhibs.

SHORTS WITH LOCAL TIEUP

PLANNED BY R.B. COLEMAN

A series of 12 "Screen Tid Bits"
made up of jokes gleaned from
publications and spoken by actors

and actresses is now being pro-

duced by Robert Bruce Coleman of

Visucolor. According to Coleman
a tie-up will be made in all key

(Continned on Page 8)

3 Fox Houses in Bronx
Changing Hands Soon

Louis Fordan and Moses Silver-

man are furthering negotiations for
acquisition of three Bronx houses
from Fox. They are the Belmont,
Blenheim and Parkway. Fordan
and Silverman acquired the Bene-

' son in the Bronx last June.

Booking of Product by
District Managers

Impractical
Publix is understood to have defi-

nitely discarded its plan for local-

ized buying of product. The system,
as originally mapped out, called for
district managers to negotiate deals
for houses in their terri-'-'^^-'^^. 'T'e>q+.

ing out of the plan, however, indi-
cated that it was impractical and
consequently all deals are being
made in New York through home
office executives.

120 Operators from New York
Imported by Chi. Indie Houses

Offer Bread As Bait

To Draw Family Trade

What Cheer, la.—Ten loaves of bread

are being given as a prize at the Masonic

to the largest family attending the Satur-

day night shows. At the last presentation

a family of nine received the award.

Chicago — Independent theater
owners, who closed their houses last

week in the controversy with op-
erators over the elimination of one
man in the booth, are all set to

reopen tomorrow with men import-
ed from New York. Aaron Saper-
stein, president of the Illinois unit

of Allied States Ass'n, states that

{Continued on Page 3)

JERSEY ALLIED UNIT

OUT TO GET THE FACTS

A fact-finding commission has
been established by the Allied The-
ater Owners of New Jersey to col-
lect full data on conditions that are
proving oppressive to independent
exhibitors, with a view to using
these findings as a basis for de-
manding the necessary relief, says
Sidney E. Samuelson, president of

(^Continued on Page 8)

"Bad Girl" Injunction
Denied by Supreme Court
Declaring that no substantia!

damage has been sustained by the
plaintiff as a result of the release
of "Bad Girl" by Fox before Sept.
1, Judge Shientag in Supreme Court
yesterday denied the injunction
asked by Robert V. Newman, stage

{Continued on Pane 3)

Another Wr inkle
In De Luxe Service

Baltimore—Under an arrangement made
by William K. Saxton, Loew's city manager,
attendants of a public garage take patrons'

autos at the door of the Century and
Valencia, give them a check, and return

the car to the theater entrance after the
show—all for 35 cents.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

East. Kodak 142 141J4 141^ — 1

Fox Fm. "A" . 13?^ 13% 13^ — !4

Gen. Th.Eci.(new) 2^% 2i4 2;^ — !4

Loew's, Inc 4854 47)^ 47^ — %
Paramount 24J4 24 24
RKO "A" 14M 14)^ 1454
Warner Bros. ... 8-5^ 8^ i^Yi + Vi

do pfd 21 21 21

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A" . 2Yi 2!4 2'4
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 454 4-^ 454 + %
Trans-Lux 5 4^ 5 — J4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 26 J4 25^ 25% — Vi,

Loew 6s 41ww .. 98% 98% 98.)4 + '4

Par. By. 5/2s51..103% 103 10354 + 54

Pathe 7s i7 ... 92 5^ 92 92
Warner's 6s 39 .. 5654 55 55 + V2

E. J. Sparks Circuit

Closes for Radio Lineup
E. J. Sparks Circuit of 50 houses

in Florida has signed for the new
Radio Pictures product, it is an-
nounced by Charles Rosenzweig,
vice-president in charge of distribu-

tion. Jerome Safron and H. M.
Lyons of the Radio sales staff

negotiated the deal.

"
it

},t New York Long Island City >
J.t 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. }>
>.t BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 ]{

i% ••

J.{

lEastmain Films
|

I J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

«

I I
j*» Chicago Hollywood J-J

JV 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica W
J't CALumet 3692 Blvd. J-J

it HOLlywood 4121 K

Urge Tieup of MPTOA Convention

With Washington Bi- Centennial

Holding of the next convention of
the M.P.T.O.A. in February and
making it a big get-together meet-
ing commemorative of the 200th
anniversary of the birth of George
Washngton is advocated by M. E.
Comerford and other officials of the
national organization. "The con-
vention," says Comerford, "should
be held at a place vi^here the great
force of our screen power will be
expressed best in the work of ad-
vancing and developing all lines of

action which will help government
and people most.

"We are now in the midst of a
financial, industrial and business
condition, which needs adjusting.

This will be done in an American
way by American minds and hands
and our Theaters can give any plans
adopted much force and effect."

Action Pictures Lineup
For State Right Market

The 24 features planned by
Action Pictures will be sold on the

state right market. In the New
York territory the product will be

handled by Action Pictures ex-

change, which has changed its

name from Aywon. The Coast ter-

ritory will be handled by All-Star,

and in Boston, Century Films will

represent Action.

Cliff" Broughton of Action left

New York yesterday for the Coast
to start production on the com-
pany's second picture, "Chinatown
After Dark."

F. L. Granville Completing
Production Arrangements
Production arrangements for the

Multicolor jungle feature to be
made by Fred Leroy Granville in

association with Capt. Norman
Franklin will be completed follow-
ing the arrival of Granville in Hol-
lywood next week. The expedition
to the far east will get under way
next month. Granville, at one time
with Universal, is now an indepen-
dent producer in England. He re-
cently sold "Captivation," British
feature with Conway Tearle, to
Capitol Productions for distribu-
tion throughout the U. S.

Chaplin's Big Plans

West Coast Bur. THB FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Charlie Chaplin may

produce two features and eight

short comedies next season, accord-

ing to word reaching here from

France, where he is now vacation-

ing. Harry D'Arrast and Chaplin

each will direct one of the fea-

tures, while Al Austin will direct

the shorts, reports say. All will

be in sound.

Louis Frisch Takes Over
Fox Bklyn Houses Aug. 30
Aug. 30 is the date on which

Louis Frisch formally takes over
12 Brooklyn houses from Fox,
jumping his total to 29 theaters un-
der his corporate name of Rand-
force. The new additions are:
Fortway, Meserole, Alba, Republic,
Commodore, Marcy, Lefferts, Em-
bassy, Crossbay, Kinema, Ozone
Park and Roebling.

Jack Gilbert Assigned
Warner Post in London
Jack Gilbert, head of Warner

Bros., purchasing department and
former president of the Warner
Club, leaves Sept. 1 for England,
where he will join Max Milder,
London representative for Warners,
as associate.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today:

Aug. i-Z2:

Aug. 29;

Sept.

Annual golf tournament of Souti

em California film men, Fo
Hills Country Club, Culve
City. Cal.
tintish nlm festival, sponsore
by British International Picturt:
Malvern, England.

Aug. 21-22: Annual Outing of Minneapoli
Film Board of Trade, Detroi
Lakes, Minn.
KKO and KKO Pathe Annua
Outing, Indian Point, vi

Steamer Peter Stuvvesant.
Meeting of Allied Theater Owr
ers of New Jersey, Montere
Hotel, Asbury Park, N. J.
Exhibitor meeting sponsored b
M.P.T.O. of Eastern Penn.
Hotel Astor, New YorJi

Semi-annuai Convention,
Theaters Ass'n of Mi
North and South Dakota
son Hotel. Minneapolis.
Hispano - American Motion Pic
ture Congress. Madrid, Spain.
Eleventh Annual Convention o

M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsyl
vania, Pittsburgh.
Fall meeting of the Society o
Motion Picture Engineers, Nev
Ocean House, Swampscott
Mass.
Annual Awards Dinner of Acs
demy of M. P. Arts & Science*
Hollywood.

Sept 9-10

Oct. 1 ;

Oct. 4-6:

Oct. S-8:

AUie.
lesota

Radis

Nov. 4 :

WANTED—CARTOONISTS
Animators—Inkers and

opaquers
State lowest salary and

experience
Box K-158

Film Daily, 1650 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

Notice
is hereby given that by contract

dated June 30, 1930, which con-

tract is in full force and effect,

James Cagney engaged his exclu-

sive services to Warner Bros. Pic-

tures, Inc. and specifically agreed

that he would not act, pose or

appear in any branch of the

amusement business or in any
other occupation whatsoever
without the consent of the under-

signed. No such consent has been
given and the rights of the under-

signed to the services of the said

James Cagney under the said

contract will be enforced.

Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.
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ilO PICTURES MOVES OP

ITS STRONGEST FEATyRES

(Continued from Page 1)

{atures will go into production at

Jie Radio Pictures' studios,," said

leBaron. "Hope Williams, star of

le legitimate stage, will make her

st picture under the direction of

regory La Cava. Herbert Brenon
ill start work on 'The Dove' in

hich Dolores Del Rio will be

-arred. Also on the stages will be

'new Ivan Lebedeff picture : 'Ladies

f the Jury,' starring Edna May
liver, 'Macheta,' with Richard Dix
nd Irene Dunne, a new vehicle for

tia Claire with Lowell Sherman
irecting, and a Wheeler and Wool-
iy comedy 'Peach O' Reno'."

LeBaron says his trip east is to

ttend several Broadway stage suc-

5sses and to confer with Fannie
[urst on the scenario of her novel

Symphony of 6,000,000," which
?ill be produced with an all-star

ast.

ndie Booking Combine
i Being Formed in London
j

{CuiitiiuictI from Pai/c 1)

jo build up an independent circuit

j'f between 60 and 100 theaters and
jhen come out into the open as a

coking company to obtain films on
I circuit basis. About 60 London
heaters already have been brought
[inder th's independent banner, it

is stated.

Worcester Theater Sold
Worcester, Mass.—At an auction

asting only five minutes, with only
ne bid entered, the Worcester was
)ought by the Spencer Savings
k.nk, holder of a $30,000 mortgage
n the property. Re-sale is planned.

Rcbi'lard Gets Fall River House
Fall River, Mass.—Rene A. Ro-

illf r J, recently with Comerford
\niu^eirrnt Cj., has acquired the
: pit j1 from Nathan Yamins and
rni t) sLart operating it Sept. 6.

Icfco J. O'Brien is manager of the
lOUse.

Fei'-Ti House Changes Hands
Pedhara, Mass. — J. J. Enter-

r ; headed by Julius Jolson, has
' t'n over the Dedham Community

'l.ent'^v. Lewis Carroll will man-
ge the house.

COMING & GOING

( CLIFF BROUnHTON has returned to
he coast.

DAVID SARNOFF mailed for Europe
{.esterday on the Leviathan.
FRED LEROY GRANVILLE leaves to-

May for Hollywood.
BERTHOLD VIERTEL has arrived

jrom the coast to direct Tallulah Bankhead
In "The Cheat" at the Paramount New
York studios.

\
JAMES CAGNEY, who walked off the

Warner lot at the Coast owing to salary
lifferences. is en route to New York.
CHARLES P. SKOURAS, general man-

iger of the Skouras Super Theaters in the
Middle West, is in New York to look
jver the field and book attractions for the
lew season.

MO
TIILmm

• • • SOUND THE trumpets beat the bally drums

all you exhibs are due for a b.o. smash.. ..and
we mean Smash .... none other than Universal's "East of

Borneo".. .. which has slipped in quietly without any fan-

fare. . . . and gawdknows why not they ballyhoo the

clucks and the cleanups are sneaked in the back door

as if they had the smallpox just one of the li'l mysteries

of this dizzy biz but we're here to state that this

Oriental jungle pix has practically Everythin' . . . . another

"Trader Horn" done in an entirely different metier

chock full of Atmosphere. ... Sex Weird Situations

. . Thrills. ... Suspense. . . . a pip of a plot

boo-tiful Rose Hobart in the jungle wilds of Borneo
following her hubby, Charlie Bickford. . . . who has gone
native acting as court physician to an oily Prince who
starts to put in the fine and cunning works on Rose
a white couple trapped. . . . in the toils of a scheming
potentate.. .. surrounded by hundreds of great big black
slaves. . . . and then the Big Escape. ... with a smash
climax that is pos-it-ive-ly sensayshunal and the most
terrifying wild animal shots scattered profusely throughout
the footage. ... a native condemned to death by the Prince,
trying to outswim a river of pursuing crocodiles a

jaguar and a terrified black in mortal combat on a river craft
oh, boy. . . . a pix with Pop Appeal. . . . that

should freeze the customers in their seats say, Mister
Melford. . . . ya did a swell directorial job. .

• • • FROM WASHINGTON, where sena ors and presi-

dents come and go but the Volstead Act stays on for-

ever comes word of a stunt pulled by Ed Hurley
batting out the publicity for the local Fox house Ed
decided he was going to pull somethin' Diff'erent so he
tried to interest Mister Hoover's publicity representative
in a li'l stunt and that gentleman almost passed out at

the Horror of the Thot so Ed pulled it anyway
he appeared in front of the White House gates with a camel

on which was seated a bevy of Fanchon & Marco pips
and the Capitol guard, detectives and officials shooed

'em away and Ed exclaimed "What! One Dry
won't give another Dry an audience?" and the stor^

was so good, that the Washington "Star" played it up with
photos and now all official and social Washington is

jabbering about the aff'air only an Irisher like Mister
Hurley could have got Away With It

• • • THE BOYS have organized a committee.. .. to
give the works to a certain mugg.. .. who in a rash mo-
ment condemned himself and a perfectly innocent gal to a li/e

of Solitary Confinement. ... which some cynical cluck in

the Dark Ages sardonically referred to as Marriage. .

so this mugg.. .. who happens to be a columnist.,
alleged. . on a trade paper. . . . will have a Ball and
Chain party in his honor (?).... at the Dixie hotel. .

on Sept. 10. . . . they will lead him to his Doom down the
prison corridor. ... followed by a priest, a rabbi and ;.

minister. . . . to make sure he gets the Last Rites in all re-
ligions seein' that he has none hisself bein' a
columnist.. .. how could he?.. .. and for the first time
in yars he will get a Good Meal.. .. for it is customary
to allow condemned prisoners to select Anything they want t j

eat.. .. for their Final Meal and because we know
this mugg.. .. and how he loves to eat.. .. at some-
one else's expense. . . . bein' Scotch there's no doubt
that he will show up even though he knows that th^y
are gonna take him for an Awful Ride. . . . tolling bells

funeral chant. . slow lockstep. . . . Gone.
but not Forgotten see Paul Benjamin, George Harvey,
Ed McNamee. . ..for the Horrible Dirtails. . ..

« « « » » »

CHI. HOUSES REOPEfilNG

WITH IMPORTED OPERATORS

(Continued from Page 1)

no cut in salary is contemplated.
Operators are to receive the same
scale as before the lockout.

One hundred and twenty members
of the Brotherhood of M. P. Em-
ployes of North America, affiliated

with the American Federation of

Labor, have arrived here by plane
and are quartered in Loop hotels.

Al Lamar, representative of the
George Williams Service of New
York, is in charge of the men.

Theater owners evidently expect
some trouble, as they have sent

States Attorney Swanson a letter

asking protection for the men and
properties. Tom Maloy, head of

the operators union here, states

that Local 110 is the only accredited

union in Chicago and it will oppose
any attempt to bring in strike-

breakers. Members of the Chicago
Exhibitors' Ass'n will not enter the

controversy, it was stated at their

office.

"Bad Girl" Injunction

Denied by Supreme Court
iCoiitijiucd from Page 1)

producer, who claimed his sale of
the talker rights stipulated release

not earlier than Sept. 1.

"Assuming that there was a vio-

lation of the contract in exhibt ng
the picture prior to Sept. 1," said
the Judge, "The violation was a
technical one. The defendant would
suffer great loss without any real

benefit to the plaintiff if the extra-
ordinary remedy of immediate in-

junction were granted."
Edwin P. Kilroe and Henry Brill

represented Fox, and William F.
Friedman appeared for Bad Girl,

Inc.

"Bought" Held Over
"Bought!" the new Constance

Bennett starring picture released
by Warner Bros., has been held
over for an additional week a.
both the Apollo, Indianapolis, and
the Slrand, Louisville.

Arthur Lee in Canada
Arthur Lee of Amer-Anglo, who

- in Toronto, returns to New York
about Sept. 1.

Many Happy

Returns

it->i wishes and con-
-HTijlations are ex-

'-H bv THE
'TT M DAILY to tht toMow
"-. .f *hp inHn«trv who are
IP *hpir birthdays:

August 20
Hyatt Daab
Fred A. Kelsey
S. J. Brody
Willis Marks
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HE SHOWMAN'S
DREAM COME TRUE!

What a Chance

For Exploitation!

^*-

Ol C t^l« blood-curdling
wLi«^ hand-to-claw battle to

the death between a ferocious

leopard and a frenzied native!

. . . one of the screen's most

thrilling moments!

Of [3 the pulse-pounding
witLar race for life between
a condemned man and hundreds
of ravenous crocodiles . . . with

the crocodiles winning and fight-

ing over their prey!

OC. f a volcano in full erup-

wIvIm tion . . . vomiting forth

flaming flood of death and de-

struction, driving before its ven-

lomous fury man and beast alike!

Oprp a gorgeous pagan
wtivLv palace fall in ruins as

the crawling wall of earth and
debris obliterates a town and

annihilates a people!

Opp the mysteries of thewL^ jungles...the beasts of

the wilds . . . leopards . . . tigers

. . . hyenas . . . crocodiles . . .

everything that creeps and
crawls^ walks or stalks!

^PP the strangest love story

Wkt> ever screened. .daring-

ly dramatic ... a white woman
in the power of a cruel native

prince ... a society beauty who
refused to pay the prince's price I

H O B A R T

B I C K F O R D
Renavent. Produced by

by George Melford^

Laemmle.

%~



AMERICAN
TRAGEDY" te

S. R. O. Sensation!

H^'^'^f^.

Based on DREISER'S great

romantic novel JOSEF VON
STERNBERG'S production.

With Phillips Holmes, Sylvia

Sidney and Frances Dee,



I 1^ MJd Ww M ^^*/*%• Sell-oul every performance at Criterion at

$2 admission. Record advance sale.

i M^V^S imi^ V'MjtfM^^K^!^* Biggest opening in history of United

Artists Theatre. Even balcony could be sold three times over.

P ^^jn.M^im.VjlV_r* Most sensational business in history of United

Artists Theatre. Extra shows to accommodate S. R. O. mobs.

S JII#JCi M JH/V^Ji. M • Largest business since United Artists Theatre^was

built. No let-up since opening.

S JLPJK^i^ W MjLJK« Mobs storm Paramount Theatre and receipts touch

new high for past two years!

Evader

PARAMOUNT
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FOORTH BIG-CIRCUIT DEAL

BEINC MADE BY UNIVERSAL

(Continued from Page 1)

contract signed last year, which in-

volved more than $3,000,000 in

rentals. It provides for the show-
ing of the U product in the entire

circuit of RKO houses. First pic-

tures to be dated are "Waterloo
Bridge," "East of Borneo" and
"Strictly Dishonorable."

100 Day-and-Date Runs
For "Waterloo Bridge"

Universal's "Waterloo Bridge"
has been dated for 100 day-and-date
showings during Labor Day week.
The bookings were closed within 24
hours after the picture had been
shown to the Warner, RKO and
Publix theater officials.

Shorts With Local Tieup
Planned by R. B. Coleman

(Continued from Page 1)

cities where a local newspaper will

present the reels similar to tie-

ups made with newsreels. The
first release is expected to be ready
Sept. 1.

Local Stage Units for Warners
Believing that intact stage units

staged in New York are less favor-
able due to different tastes in vari-

ous cities, a policy of local units
will be followed by the Warner de
luxe houses starting next week, it is

announced by Dan Michalove. Larry
Conley, AI Kaye and Harry Marx
will be production managers in Jer-
sey City, Philadelphia and Pitts-
burgh, respectively. Talent, how-
ever, will be engaged through Wal-
ter Meyers of the Warner Artists
Bureau in New York.

Polly Moran Touring Till Oct.
Following her week at the Capitol,

ending tonight, Polly Moran will
make personal appearances in Jer-
sey City. Washington, Baltimore,
Buffalo, Cleveland, Rochester, Syra-
cuse and Pittsburgh, keeping her on
the stage until the latter part of
October. She will then return to
the M-G-M lot.

Buffalo Deal Closed
Buffalo— Deal whereby Publix

takes over the Fox Great Lake has
been closed. The house will have
a long run policy.

SUNSHINC

Harry M. Warner says the outlook
for the coming year is decidedly en-
couraging.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
Br RALPH IVILK

HOLLYWOOD
CAMUEL L. ZIERLER has decided

on "Race Track" as the next ve-
hicle for his star, Leo Carrillo, as a
follow-up to the James Cruze pro-
duction, "Hell Bound." Douglas
Doty, who adapted "Laughter," will

do the adaptation of "Race Track,"
which is a story by Wells Root.

Dwight Frye has been added by
Universal to the cast of "Franken-
stein.'"

* * *

Marilyn Miller returns to Holly-
wood this week from Santa Bar-
bara, where she has been recuper-
ating from her recent illness. She
is to begin work next month in
"Her Majesty, Love," at First Na-
tional.

* * *

Inez Seabury, Eddie Gribbon, Ed-
ward LeSaint and three Oriental
leadinir women will appear wfth
Slim Summerville in his next Uni-
versal comedy of the marine corps,
"Peeking in Pekin."

* * *

"The Nevada Buckaroo," second
in Tiffany's new series of ten Bob
Steele westerns, has been completed,
according to announcement by Trem
Carr, who is making the series.

Supporting the cowboy star in this

action drama are Dorothy Dix, Ed
Bradv. George Hayes, Glen Cavender
and Billy Engle. J. P. McCarthy
directed.

* * *

Every male star and player on
the RKO Pathe feature contract

list except Eddie Quillan has been
placed in the cast of "Suicide
Fleet." Bill Boyd heads the array
of contract talent in the starring
role. He is supported by Robert
Armstrong, James Gleason, Harry
Bannister and the western star,
Tom Keene. Quillan is busy on a
new starring vehicle of his own.

* * *

Sarah Padden will support Elissa
Landi in Fox's "Wicked," directed
by Raoul Walsh.

* * *

Two actors and two directors wind
up their M-G-M association next
month. They are: Ivor Novella, who
has engaged as actor and author;
S. Herbert Braggiotti, foreign actor,
and directors Zion Myers and Jules
White.

* * *

Richard Boleslavsky, Radio Pic-

tures' director, has returned to Hol-
lywood after a three weeks' vacation
in the High Sierras.

* * *

Frances Dade will be seen in

"Range Law," a new Ken Maynard
western, which is now in the proc-
ess of editing at Tiffany.

* * *

"The Thirteenth Chair," original
by Louis Sarecky, associate producer
at the Radio Pictures studio, will be
moved up a month on schedule. Pro-
duction has been set for Sent. 1.

The cast includes Ricardo Cortez,
Robert Ames, Rosco Ates, Kitty
Kelly, Joseph Cawthorn and Ned
Sparks.

Welsh Finishes First of Series
IfVc/ Const Bureau, THE FILM DAU "

Hollywood—Robert E. Welsh has
completed "Old Songs for New,"
first of his new series of musical
shorts in Technicolor. "Alexander's
Ragtime Band." "Waltz Me Around
Again, Willie" and "A Bicycle Built
for Two" are among the popular old

numbers included in the revue. Welsh
recently completed a series of Tech-
nicolor shorts for Paramount under
the title of "Beauty Secrets from
Hollvwood."

Tiffany Premiere at Los Angeles
Los Angeles—"Women Go On

Forever," Tiffany-James Cruze
production featuring Clara Kimball
Young, has its world premiere at

the new Los Angeles. Supporting
Miss Young are Marian Nixon, Paul
Pasre, Eddie Lambert. Yola D'Avril,
Wallace Morgan, and others. The
nicture was directed by Walter
Lang.

New Quillan Vehicle Re-titled
RKO-Pathe's new vehicle co-star-

ring Eddie Quillan and Robert
Armstrong is to be known as "The
Tip Off,"^ instead of "Eddie Cuts
In."

Publix Reopeninsr Lowell House
Lowell, Mass.—Plans for the re-

opening of the Merrimack Square
are announced by Publix,

23 T. P. E. Releases Set
Talking Picture Epics will release

four features and 19 shorts in the

next 30 days, the comnany an-
nounces. Features are: "The Whit^
Devil," "The Immortal Vasrabond,"
"The Last Companv" and "Balinese
T.ove." Shorts include four C. L.

Chester monkey comedies, two Al

Alt comedies, four Interviews with
Screen Personalities, four travel

subiecta, one Ghosts of Other Days,
and two Wild Life subjects.

Warners Sign Leila Bennett
Leila Bennett has been signed by

Warner Bros, to play a featured
role in "Blindfold," the deal having
been made through the William
Morris office. She leaves for the
Coast in September.

Changes at Ritz, Birmingham
Birmingham—Georere Steele has

become manager of the RKO Ritz.

replacing Andy Talbert. who is

switched west. Dick Nuchols comes
in as assistant in place of Joe Mil-
ler, transferred to Dallas.

Brandt Leases Central Park Apt.
Joe Brandt, president of Colum-

bia, has leased a five room suite on
the 19th floor of the Century Apart-
ments, Central Park West and 62nd
Street.

JERSEY ALLIED UNIT

OUT TO GET THE EACi

(.Continued from Page 1)

the organization, follovdng the fi

of two meetings held Tuesday
i

Asbury Park.
Thirty exhibitors representing

theaters, attended the confab,
which the current situation v
thoroughly discussed. Among :

phases brought out was the f;

that probably not 20 contracts
all companies were sold to the tl

ater men present. Percentage a

score charges were gone into a

will be taken up again, along w
other matters, at the Sept. 1 me'
ing, when additional facts are
be in hand.

Mary Nolan With Quillan
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAI
Hollywood—Mary Nolan has bf

signed by RKO-Pathe to appear
the new Eddie Quillan picture n
being directed by Ralph Murpl
Sonny Barkas, New York artis

representative, contracted M
Nolan.

G. H. Byrnes Promoted
G. R. Byrnes, formerly assista

manager of the RKO 81st St. tl

ater, has been promoted to t

management of RKO Proctor's 21
St.

HAmiLTQf
IN THE =

nation's!
CAPITAL
A Hotelof Excellence

In the center of the shop-

ping, business and theatre

center, travelers to the

Capital will find the
HAMILTON a hotel of

exceptional charm.

300 outside rooms, all

equipped with tub and
shower bath, electric fan

and furnished with taste.

Single $3 to $5 daily.

Double $5 to $8 daily.

Delicious southern dishes

served in the famous res-

taurant.

Write for illustrated guide
and map of Washington

Russell A. Conn, Gen. Mgr.

andK streets
WASHINGTON, D.C
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Chicago Operators' Union Fights Imported Men

OISTRffiS AGREE TOTSE 5-5-5 CONTRACT

'

riot Spell Doesn't Cool Draw oF Good Pix, Says Brandt

'olumbia Defies Practice

of Holding Back Films
for Colder Weather

I
Defying the practice of holding

)ack good pictures until cool weather
irrives, Columbia has met with
jiignal success in releasing their two
)est features of the present schedule,
'Dirigible" and "Miracle Woman,"
luring the hot weather, Joe Brandt
old The Film Daily yesterday.

/Gross receipts from percentage
engagements of the two pictures

j
(Continued on Page 4)

M ART MAKING DFAL

J
Sono Art-World Wide is work-

ing out a 1931-32 product deal with
Publix and Warner circuits. Budd
Rogers, who returned to New York
a few days ago after visiting ex-
changes, is handling the negotia-
tions for Sono Art-World Wide.

Dual Bill Contract
Signed by Skouras

St. Louis—Continuance of double
features at the Missouri is indicated
oy contracts signed in New York
between Charles Skouras and Para-
mount whereby provision for the
dual policy is included. Skouras also

has booked the Columbia product.
Dual bills at the Missouri are deemed
necessary to compete with the Fox
and Ambassador, which have big

stage shows.

Ace Minnie Course

Gives Up the Ghost

Lack of patronage yesterday caused the

I

world's premier miniature golf course, be-

hind the Roxy, to call it quits. William

Fox, who owns the property and operated

the course, gave the equipment to the

Hebrew Orphan School. The space will

revert to auto parking.

Plan Trailers By Television
San Francisco—Possibility of tie-ups with film production companies and

theaters for the release of trailers on forthcoming pictures by television is

being considered by a local advertising agency, which believes the idea has big

possibilities. Several prominent San Franciscans are reported interested in

the venture.

More Preparation^ Less Remaking

Is Studio Watchword for Economy

3 ManagerialAppointments
Announced by Monogram
L. W. Marriott has been appointed

manager of the Indianapolis office

of Monogram. Al Blofson, a recent

appointee, is in charge of the re-

cently opened Philadelphia office. J.

S. Jossey, formerly in the home of-

fice, has been made district manager
for the Cleveland and Cincinnati
branches.

"Keep costs down to the lowest
possible level" is the slogan being
adopted by major producing and dis-

tributing companies, following a

series of meetings in an effort to

effect further economies. The slogan
is particularly trained at the studios,

where orders have been issued to

keep a close watch on production
costs.

More preparation and less remak-
(Continved on Page 4)

Finkelstein Circuit's First Convention

St. Paul—First convention of the

Finkelstein Circuit will be held

here next month, it is announced
by Harold Finkelstein, president.

House managers, assistant manag-
ers and other officials will attend

and discuss various topics. Since

its organization early this year, the
Finkelstein Circuit has acquired 13

(Continued on Page 4)

Hughes-Franklin Houses
Reopening on Labor Day
Kansas City—All Hughes-Frank-

lin theaters in the Middle West that
are closed for repairs and remodel-
ing will be reopened Labor Day, ac-
cording to Rick Rickertson, middle
western manager.

Oppose Reopening Chi. Houses
With Men Imported from N. Y.

RKO Appoints Deubach
City Manager in Dayton
Milwaukee—J. William Deubach,

Wisconsin RKO district manager

has been named city manager of

RKO theaters in Dayton, 0.

Chicago—Reopening of 100 inde-
pendent theaters tonight with op-
erators imported from New York
will be strenuously opposed by the
M. P. Operators' Union, with court
action taken if necessary, Tom Ma-

(Continued on Page 4)

Exhibs Given Alternative
Between Company and

Confab Forms
Major distributors have decided

to put into effect the standard ex-
hibition contract drafted and adopt-
ed at the 5-5-5 conferences last
year, giving exhibitors the option
of buying pictures under this or
the individual company agreements
now in u.se. This decision w^as madp
at a meeting of sales managers
yesterday at the Hays office and

(Continued on Page 4)

TOBIS TO REPRESENT

10

At least 10 German producers
will be represented by the American
Tobis Co. next season, according to
David Diamond, general manager.
The company, which is now negotiat-
ing for a permanent Broadway house

(Continued on Page 4)

Radio Pictures Closes
Part of Publix Circuit

First half of the negotiations be-
tween Radio Pictures and Publix
were concluded yesterday, with the
signing of about 300 houses east of
the Mississippi, it was announced by
Charles Rosenzweig, who handled
the deal with the aid of Jerome
Safron and Cleve Adams. Remainder
of the situations are now being-

worked out.

Amusement Tax Receipts

Drop Nearly One-Third

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Taxes on admissions to

theaters and other places of amusement
dropped from $296,188.57 in )uly, 1930, to

$197,072.80 last month, the Commissioner,

of Internal Revenue reports. This re-

duction was general, there being two no-

table increases—the revenue on non-

beverage spirits and the revenue on snuff.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind... 754 7J4 7^ — %
East. Kodak 145 143 143/8 + 1%
Fcx Fm. "A" ... 13J4 13H 13J'» + Vi
Gen. Th.Eq.(new) 2% 2/^ 2'/^
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do "A" SYi 5yz 5/2— ','2
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Warner Bros. ... S'A SVt 8fi
do pfd 2'2 21 22

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
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Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 454 ^Vi -^Vi + !s
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Paramount 6s 47 . 86 85J4 86 — 1

Par. 5^s 50 78 78 78 + !4

Pathe 7s 37 94 92"^ 92"/^ — I'/,

Warner's 6s 39 .. 55 54J4 54/^ — _•

Shumlin Settling with Goldwyn
Herman Shumlin, producer of the

legit hit, "Grand Hotel," who left

the Sam Goldwyn lot owing to dif-

ferences with that producer, de-

parted from New York yesterday
for the Coast to settle his contract.

With him is William Drake, whq
wrote the stage adaptation of

"Grand Hotel."

if it
it New York Long Island City *\

J|t 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. J>
J.t BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 ^J

iEastimaii Films
ii L E. Brulatotir, Inc.
if"

'

j> Chicago Hollywood
V 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
V CALumet 3692 Blvd.

(I HOLlywood4121

A. M. P. A. Nominations
SelecHons by the nominating committee of the A.M.P.A. for the coming

year are as follows: president, Ed Finney; vice-president, George Bilson; treas-

urer, Marvin Kirsch; secretary, Al Sherman; trustee—3 years, Bruce Gallup;

trustee—2 years, Kelcey Allen; board of directors, Mike Simmons, Vincent

Trotta, Paul Benjamin, Al Selig, C. W. Barrell.

Paramount Filming Works
Of Noted British Authors
London—Paramount's production

plans in England include the filming
of stories by Rudyard Kipling, Ar-
nold Bennett and other noted British
authors, it is announced by Robert
T. Kane, the company's production
chief on this side. Kipling himself
will assist in the making of his

story, "The Light That Failed."

German Installations

Showing an Increase
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—In spite of the po-

litical and economic unrest in Ger-
many there has been an increase
in the sale of sound film reproduc-
tion sets in that country, the De-
partment of Commerce is inforined.

The sales, however, are limited to

small sets for theaters seating from
200 to 400.

Writer Joins Paramount
Herman Michelson, veteran news-

paper man whose first novel, "Money
Man," is just off the press, has gone
to Hollywood from New York to

work on an unannounced writing as-

signment at the Paramount studios.

Vallee With NBC 3 More Years
Rudy Vallee will continue under

exclusive management of the Na-
tional Broadcasting Co. for an addi-
tional three-year period under the
terms of a new contract, according
to an announcement by George
Engles, vice-president in charge of

NBC Artists Service.

Eddie Rosecan Joins Premier
St. Louis—Eddie Rosecan, for the

last 18 months city salesman for
United Artists, has been appointed
assistant general manager in charge
of sales for Premier Pictures Corp.,
which has the Monogram lineup on
its list.

Alice White for Vaude
Alice White, who has been making

personal appearances in the Middle
West, has arrived in New York with
plans for a vaudeville tour. Fred
Schafer, formerly director of ex-
ploitation for United Artists, is rep-
resenting her.

Hoffman Joins Meyer-Rieger
Michael Hoffman, who arranged

the music score for several Barry-
more pictures, has been engaged as
head of the Meyer-Rieger music de-
partment. He will have charge of
the synchronization and scoring of
all De Luxe Trailers.

Policemen Condemn Gang Films
Atlantic City—A resolution urg-

ing film producers to stop making
gangster pictures was passed yes-
terday by the Fraternal Order of
Police at its annual convention
here.

Putting Speed Into

Installation Service
James Craig, sound engineer of

the Pulverman Corp., has covered a
distance between New York and
Kingston, Jamaica, by airplane in

32 hours. The ordinary travel time
is about three days. Craig recently
completed five installations for the
Palace Wilcox-Saenger Co., Ltd., of
Kingston.
L Pulverman also has been using

the modern way of traveling, par-
ticularly between New York and Du-
luth. He left a few days ago for
the western factory by airplane, cov-
ering the distance between New York
and Duluth in approximately 21
hours.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Matto Grosso Jungle Film

Brought Back by Newell
Several thousand feet of film shot

in the jungles of Brazil were
brought back to New York yester-
day by David Newell, a member of
the Matto Grosso Expedition, who
arrived on board the Munson liner.

Southern Cross. The film shows
wild life in the Brazilian jungles.

Settlement Near in Brainerd
Brainerd, Minn.—Following sale

of the Palace by Jake Gruesner to
Joe Annexton, formerly owner of
the Crystal in Burlington, Wis.,
negotiations are reported under way
for the working out of an admis-
sion price range that will not cause
trouble between theaters in this ter-

ritory. Gruesner was accused of
building an independent theater here
for the sole purpose of selling to the
circuit at a big profit.

Gregory After 2 Publix Houses
Chicago—Gregory theater inter-

ests of this city are negotiating for
two Publix houses in Kokomo, Ind.
They are the Indiana and Sipe.

Publix Sells Fargo DeLuxer
Fargo, N. D.—Publix has sold the

Garrick, de luxe house, to the Grant
chain store company. This leaves
Publix with the State and Fargo
still open, and the Orpheum and
Grand closed.

Bandits Get $1,200 and Ring
Indianapolis—Receipts amounting

to $1,200 and a diamond ring valued
at $350 belonging to Mrs. Grace Hil-
ton, cashier, were taken by robbers
who held up the Circle a few nights
ago.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dailj or Weekly Ralet

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation

T23-7TH AVE.. N. Y. BRYANT 9-8067

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Sept.

Sept.

Oct.

Oct.

3-22 : British film festival, sponsorea
by British International Picturei,
Malvern, England.

21-22: Annual Outing of Minneapolis.
Film Board of Trade, Detroiil
Lakes, Minn.

29: RKO and KKO Pathe Annual
Outing, Indian Point, via

Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.
1 : Meeting of Allied Theater Own-

ers of New Jersey, Monterey
Hotel, Asbury Park, N. J.
Exhibitor meeting sponsored b>
M.P.T.O. of Eastern Penn.,
Hotel Astor, Nev Yodr >

9-10: Semi-annuai Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Radia-I
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

1

:

Hispano - American Motion Pic-
ture Congress, Madrid, Spain.

4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention of

M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsyl-
vania, Pittsburgh.

5-8: Fall meeting of the Society of

Motion Picture Engineers, New
Ocean House, Swampscott,
Mass.

4: Annual Awards Dinner of Aca-
demy of M. P. Arts & Sciences.
Hollywood.

Wisconsin Allied Unit
Attending N. W. Meet

Milwaukee — Frank McWilliams,
president of the Allied Independent
Theater Owners of Wisconsin, ha?
announced that the organization will

attend the Northwest Allied conven-
tion to be held Sept. 9 and 10 in

Minneapolis to the tune of 50 to

100 strong.

Orchestra at Brown, Louisville
Louisville — When the Brown

opens Aug. 29 it will be under a
new policy with a 12-piece orches-
tra under the direction of George
Felman of Chicago. Ina Claire in

"Rebound" is the opening film.

Louis Lutz in Milwaukee
Milwaukee—Louis Lutz, formerlyii

manager of the Eastwood, Madison,
has been named manager of War-
ner's Downer, local neighborhood
house.

RKO Houses Reopening
Minneapolis — Definite announce-

ment that the RKO Seventh St. here
and the President in St. Paul will

reopen next month was made by
i

Morgan Ames, division manager, on
his return from New York, where
he attended a division managers'
meeting. Ames also stated that the

Orpheum in Des Moines would re-

sume Aug. 29 as a straight picture
house.

GEVAERT
"SAFETY"
RAWSTOCK
16 & 35 MM

B & W and Colors

UNIFORM—BRILLIANT
FINE GRAIN—DURABLE
The Gevaert Company of

America, Inc.
423 W. 5Sth St. 413-21 No. State St.

N. Y. C. Chicago

Originators of the Tinted Bast M. P.
Film j.j
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[These Smart

JBuyers Were

SOLD
the moment
they saw the

box-office
reports of

these 3 hits!

CONSTANCE

BENNETT
BOUGHT

wifh BEN LYON ond

IRICHARD BENNETT
....Getting more
money than any
picture on tlie

market

RICHARD

BARTHEIMESS
»n anofher John Monk Saunders drama

THE LAST FLIGHT
with David Manners, Helen Chandler, John Mack

Brown, Elliott Nugent, Walter Byron

.... Setting a terrific

pace at Nei;v York
and B'l^lyn Strands.

Set to repeat in ace
Itey city iiouses....

THE STAR
WITNESS
wffh WALTER HUSTON
CHARLES "CHICK" SALE
Dickey Moore, Frances Starr, Sally Blane, Grant

Mitchell, Ralph Ince, Robt. Elliott

....Tiie Outstanding
Hit in tliis montli's
key city box-office
reports

You get ^^MORE than your contract calls for^^ from

WARNERS .n. FIRST NATIONAL
^yiUigraph, Inc. distrxhutors)



HOT SPELL DOESN'T COOL

GOOD PIX'S DRAW-BRANDT

(Cotitinued from Page 1)

during the past few weeks are better

by more than 25 per cent than the

receipts of other Columbia releases

for the same period," said Brandt.

"This result need not be unique pro-

vided the pictures are of the better

class and that exhibitors lay as

much stress upon selling the picture

to their public as they do in buying

it.

"Advertising is the wisest policy

at this time. It is the dynamite

which will blast away the log jam
holding back the waters of pros-

perity. My advice is to use advertis-

ing freely and watch good times

come flooding in."

Economy Watchword
Adopted by Studios

(Continued from Page 1)

ing is the new studio watchwcrd.
Paramount, for example, had planned

to make "Come on. Marines" but

called off the production when it

learned that it would cost consider-

able thousands more than the orig-

inal budget provided for this pic-

ture.

Finkelstein Circuit to

Hold First Convention
{Continued from Page 1)

houses in seven Iowa towns, and
it is said the company has weath-
ered the disastrous season without

a loss.

New Film Row for Omaha
Omaha—Erection of a group of

buildings to form a new film ex-

change center here is contemplated

in negotiations now being carried

on with the New York offices of

varous picture firms. Elson Con-

struction Co. of Kansas City is

sponsoring the project. The pres-

ent film row has outgrown its quar-

ters.

New U. A. Milwaukee Branch
Milwaukee—A new local exchange

for United Artists will be erected at

1137 N. 8th St.

COMING & GOING

OSGOOD PERKINS has arrived in New
Vork from the Coast after completing a fea-

tured role in "Scarface" for United Artists.

CONSTANCE BENNETT is due back
from Europe on Monday aboard the lie de
France. She will leave immediately for the

Coast to start on "Compromised" for RKO
Pathe.

SYLVIA SIDNEY arrives today from
Hollywood for a vacation resuming work at

the Paramount studios.

SIDNEY A. MOSELEY, a director in

the Baird Television Corp. of London, is in

New York to arrange for mass production of

television sets.

MICHAEL L. SIMMONS, director of

publicity for Sono Art-World Wide, has re-

turned to New York after a vacation on

Cape Cod.

GERTRUDE PURCELL, Paramount wri-

ter, left New York yesterday to resume
work at that company's Coast studio.

Friday, August 21, 1S|

• • • THERE MAY be a tipoff for the big film producers

in the goings on at the Palace the last five weeks
where vaudeville, the forlorn and slighted sister of the Amuse-
ment Family, has been staging a comeback with the

customers blocking the sidewalks north and south as they rush
right by the picture houses which are supposed to have
it All Over a vaude show excuse us while we laff dis-

creetly behind our typesetting machine figure it out

the same identical bill held over in its Entirety

for five Smash Weeks have pix palled on the
public? is the cycle swinging back to flesh shows?
nunno that ain't the answer, dear constituents

the Palace is giving DIVERSIFIED entertainment
diversified not only in the types of gorgeous comedy and goofy
cut-up nonsense but also in the NXTMBER of enter-

tainers supplying same and THAT is the li'l secret of

success in scoopin' in shekels at the Palace a sight for

any showman's eyes give yourself a treat walk
past the Palace front any afternoon or eve and then
try and squawk that this Depression thing has hit the amuse-
ment industry the only depression that has hit the film

end of amusements is in the minds of the ginks makin' pix

who haven't sensed that in times of financial stress

folks want to laugh uproariously to forget
their troubles to be amused amusingly they
want carefree entertainment the reckless, flighty, jolly

hoopla kind that wipes the furrows from their brows
and makes 'em forget financial worries and

that's exactly what the Palace is supplyin' to great big
Gobs

* * * *

• • • The ENTIRE bill is an invitation to the careworn
public to kick aside Die Man Trouble to come in for
two hours and laff 'emselves silly at the vastly amusing antics

of Lou Holtz and Billy Gaxton and the dazzling array
of other talent the show whizzes along at dizzy comic
pace without a single letup and mebbe if the Great
Minds in the Hollerword studes could lay aside their Self-

complacency long enough to hark to a tip this Palace
show might supply the answer make merry pix

by lining up a half dozen Real Comics in each production
and let 'em run wild just as long as they con-

tinued FUNNY gawdknows, there are enough funny
gents in Hollerword kickin' out their shoes tryin' to
bust into casting offices out there in the land of sun-
shine which has only been used this season for pro-
ducin' canned fruits but most of the canned comedies
seem to have been planted in a cellar nurtured on
gloomy shadows but then they tell us that the Cali-

for-nigh-aye sunshine has been so fierce this year that
it has frizzled and dried up most of the brains in the soft-

domed muggs and those with hard conks ain't got any
gray matter to shrivel up anyway so wotthe'ell

* * * *

• • • REMEMBER US tellin' you about Frank Buck
shooting the "Bring 'Em Back Alive" series for Van Beuren
in the Singapore wilds and that Frank was out to get
shots of the Stadang the most ferocious wild boast
known to big game hunters which has never been pho-
tographed because the beast charges so fast and is so
terrifying in appearance that no goop with a camera ever
stood to snap one? well, Frank got his photographs of
the stadang, all right but he was severely gored doing
it almost cashed in all in the day's work
of a free lance producer tryin' to bring a few thrills to us
jaded city dwellers

* * * *

• • • LETTER FROM a brand new bootlegger, sez
"Thei'e is a time in everybody's life when a little stimulant is

not only necessary but beneficial and pleasing I know
you are timid about a message of this kind but let me
deliver a trial order." now why can't you pressageys
write Interestin' Copy like that

DISTRIBUTORS AGREE

TO USE 5-5-5 iWHt
Jk

(Continued from Page 1)
~

lines up with an exclusive si

printed in The Film Daily of

30 when John Lord O'Brian,
assistant attorney-general,
quoted as saying that distribu,

could take such an action witll

violating the spirit of the Thai

decisions.

Sidney R. Kent, who presidi

the 5-5-5 conferences, said

statement: "The adoption of the
contract as an alternative coni

was approved in principle toil

Further consideration is being J

en to the method by which ;

the time when it can be used." S;

managers contracted by The FI

Daily said it was virtually imj]

sible to estimate how much t

would be required to print new c|

tracts and get them out in the fi

Tobis to Represent
10 German Product!

(Continued from Page 1)

in addition to 29 theaters in

cities already signed, has just

cepted seven more features i

American distribution, among th
being "City of Song," "The Broths
Karamasoff," "Song of Life," '"e

Man Within," "The Kaiser's Sw'

heart," "Up Pops the Lover" ;

"Stage Struck." Thirty-six i

ductions are on the 1931-32 T(

schedule.

Oppose Reopening Chi.

Houses With N. Y. Mi
(Continued from Page 1)

loy, local union head, said yest-

1

day. More than 100 outside projr-

1

tionists are here ready to go on ;

job tonight.

Named Ace Berry's Assistanti|

Baltimore — William Roberts,

former chief of service at Lo
Stanley, has been made assistant

Ace Berry, who is to manage
Hippodrome, reopening Aug.
with films and vaudeville.

Rappaport is spending about $||

000 to remodel the house.

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays

:

August 21

Bert Roach
Louis Brock
Albert Rogell
Bobby Gordon
Dick Pearl
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LI V E WIRES H O W M E N^

BOOK MONOGRAM'S MIGHTY MELODRAMa|

"MOTHER AND SON'

-• J :> i

STARRING THE INCOMPARABLE

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG

NOW PLAYING THESE DE LUXE HOUSES

3
, I

MILLION DOLLAR THEATRE LOS ANGELES ONE WEEK
BIJOU THEATRE BOSTON ONE WEEK
PARK THEATRE BOSTON ONE WEEK
FAY'S THEATRE PROVIDENCE ONE WEEK
OLYMPIA THEATRE NEW BEDFORD ONE WEEK
STRAND THEATRE PORTLAND ONE WEEK

MONOGRAM, WITH ONE QUARTER OF ITS NEW
SEASON'S PROGRAM COMPLETED, DELIVERS

WHILE OTHERS TALK ABOUT PICTURES

FOR THE 1931-32 SEASON
»

AND HERE COMES ANOTHER SMASH FOR SEPTEMBERI

SUE CAROL >> » » NOAH BEERY « « « JAMES MURRAY

"IN LINE OF DUTY"
YOU CAN SECURE YOUR CONTRACT AT
ANY OF MONOGRAM'S 33 EXCHANGES

Monogram Pictures Corporation » « DisStors Ritchey Export Corporation



INDEPENDENT PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES-IN THIS ISSUE
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ntimatein Character
nternational in Scope
ndependent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Fourteen Years Old
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Vew Contracts to Be Uniform on Some Points Only

NDIESANSWER CRY^R ACTION PICTURES

l^lo Threats oF Boycott Planned at Protest Meeting
fon-Partisan Exhib Con-
fab Will Make Fair

Play Appeal
i There will be no talk of boycott
t the exhibitor protest meeting
;heduled for Sept. 1 at the Hotel
stor, its sponsors pointed out Fri-
ay. Instead efforts will be made to

npress distributors with the alleged
nfairness of score charges and the
urden they place on theater men,
specially under existing business
jnditions. A similar effort will be
lade in connection with the M-G-M
ereentage demands.

IP IN TIFFANY SALES

REPORTED BY WM.SAAL

During the past 30 days' selling
ime, more contracts have been
losed for Tiffany features than
uring any previous six months
leriod, William Saal told The
'iLM Daily on Friday.
Saal recently returned from the

oast, where he installed Burt Kel-
/ as New York representative for
11 Tiffany production.

leubenson Finds Scarcity
3f Indie Films for Abroad
Unusual scarcity of independent

iroductions for release in England
ind the continent is reported by
leginald Reubenson, prominent

{Continved on Page A)

Course in M. P. Technique

Being Given This Fall

A Sunday evening course in the history,

echnique and achievement of the motion
)icture will be given this fall by the New
ichool for Social Research in New York,
rhe course will offer for the first time a

:omprehensive survey of the evolution of

:inematography with estimates of achieve-
nent in various fields.

Indies Stand the Test
"Despite all the gloom I really feel that the future of the independent

exhibitor is absolutely assured. Those independents that are left have had

their courage and ability tried in fire, and they are, without a doubt, the

most capable exhibitors in the entire world today."—Sidney E. Samuelson,

president Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey.

Reopening of 100 Chicago Houses

Held Up Pending Arbitration

Chicago—Reopening of the 100
neighborhood theaters scheduled for
last night has been postponed, the
exhibitors and operators having
agreed to the appointment of an
arbitration committee to work out

(Continued on Page 4)

terms of a new agreement, it was
announced following a conference
be.ween Tom Maloy of the Union,
Aaron Saperstein of Allied, and
States Attorney John Swanson.
Theater owners will appoint two

Alternative Contracts To Be ^
Uniform on Some Points Only

Alternative exhibition contracts
to be issued by major distributors
will be uniform only in certain prin-

ciples, The Film Daily learned
Friday. Just what provisions they
will contain will be decided next

(Continued

week and the matter will also re-

ceive a general discussion at a meet-
ing at the Hays office within a few
days. Exhibitor leaders on Friday
expressed anticipation that out of

the situation would develop a stand-
on Page 4)

Pay-Day for Independents
. By DON GILLETTE.

AT NO TIME in motion picture history has the independent

been the subject of more discussion and acclaim than in

the past year.

In the reversion from massed activity to small unit produc-
tion that is now under way, the individual with ideas, original-

ity, showman's sense and enterprise is on the threshold of some
of the best opportunities in a decade.

* * *

J])EMAND for independent product today is far above the

supply. Big circuits want it on account of insufficient or
tardy supply from their studio affiliations. Smaller theaters

(.Continued on Page 13)

150 Productions in Fast
Drama Vein Planned

by Independents
Cries of the last several months

for more action and less dialogue
will be answered in a generous
measure next season by indepen-
dent producers, who at present nave
approximately 150 such features
planned for 1931-32 release.

In their new season's programs,
independents have held themselves

(Continued on Page 10)

H-F

ANNOONCED BY fRANKUN

IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAIIY
Los Angeles—Announcement of

recent Hughes-Franklin Theaters
activities, together with the inti-
mation that some pending deals
would probably be closed in New
Tork within the next few weeks,
was given out by Harold B. Frank-

(Continued on Page 4)

Ribbon Mike to Be Used
On All Radio Pictures

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Use of the ribbon

mike, which is said to save 15 per
cent of production time by elim-
inating "move ins" and preventing
reverberation, is planned for all

(Continued on Page 4)

Daily Film Renter
Denies Gaumont Control

In 3 cablegram to THE FILM DAILY,
Ernest Fredman, managing director of The
Daily Film Renter, British trade paper, em-
phatically denies the story carried by a

New York theatrical publication to the ef-

fect that the London paper is affiliated

under Caumont-British control. The Daily

Film Renter continues independent and af-

filiated with no one, declares Fredman.
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Wardour St., W. I. Berlin—Karl Wolffsohn
Lichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
— P. A. Harle, La Cinematographic Fran-
caise. Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, 19.

FINANCIAL

' NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind. .. 7?/8 7^ 7^
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 13^ 13% 13?i — Va
East. Kodak 143^ 140^ 141 —2%
Fox Fm. "A" .. liyi li'A H'A — Vi
Gen. Th.Eq.(new) 2^ 2i/i 2^
Loew's, Inc 49 46"^ 47^ — 154
Paramount 2AH 23i/^ 23% — Vs
Pathe Exch IH IH iVa
do "A" S'A SJ^ S'A
RKO "A" 14% 1454 14^ — yi
Warner Bros. ... 8/2 &'/» S'/a — }4

do pfd 21% 21% 21% + 1%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
•Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 4% 4% 4%— %
Technicolor 6}4 6A 6'/2 — '/i

Trans-Lux 5 4% '4%— %
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 24J4 22^ 22A — 2

Keith AG 6s 46. 68 67/2 67 ^i — A
Loew 6i 41ww .. 98'/! 98'^ 98^4
Par. 5/2S 50 ... 78% 78 78/2 + 'A

Pathe 7s 37 93 93 93
Warner's 6s 39 . 54 53% 53% — 1%

Ken Maynard Flies to Air Meet

Ken Maynard, Tiffany western

star, is on his way from Hollywood

in his own plane to attend the na-

tional air meet at the Municipal Air-

port, Cleveland.

Page Cagney, Stanwyck, Et Al.
Tokyo—Income tax return of Denjiro Ohkohchi, Japan's highest paid

film star, indicates his salary is $5,000 a year. Yoko Umemura, highest paid

feminine star, gets $1,500 a year.

136 Capital Releases
Scheduled for 1931-32

Capital Film will distribute some
136 pictures in 1931-32. The group
includes six specials from Jack
Bachmann, starting with "The Pent
House Murder," directed by Thorn-
ton Freeland; 12 society dramas, in-

cluding "Enemies of the Law," with
Mary Nolan; "The Parisian," with
Adolphe Menjou and Elissa Landi;
"Captivation," with Conway Tearle
and nine other stories; eight Action

Melodramas; six Richard Talmadge
productions, six Bob Custer West-
erns, six Buzz Barton Westerns;
four novel attractions, "Ubangi,"
"Tragedy of Mount Everest," "Ma-
ciste in Hell" and "The Blonde Cap-
tive"; 12 German talkers, two Ital-

ian talkers and two French talkers,

making 64 features. Then there will

be four Mascot serials, six Simple
Simon comedies, 12 kiddie shorts, 26

Port o'Call travelogues and 24 Fitz-

Patrick shorts.

Columbia-RKO Ball Teams
To Fight Out Tie Today
By virtue of a defeat suffered last

Tuesday night by the RKO baseball

team at the hands of ERPI, RKO
has dropped back into a tie for first

place with Columbia in the Baseball

League. The two leaders will fight

it out today (Saturday), at the

Catholic Protectory Grounds at 2:30

o'clock. There will be no admission

charge.

Richard Talmadge
Steps Up Activity

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Richard Talmadge has

doubled his production forces and
rushed his current feature, "Scare-
heads," a newspaper story, into the
cutting room to meet the September
release dates. His next picture, a
railroad yarn, is slated to go in

work early next month. Reports
from exchanges handling the six Tal
madge productions have been very
encouraging and the producer-star
is particularly optimistic over the
new season.

Equipment Exhibition
At S.M.P.E. Fall Meet

An exhibition of newly developed
motion picture apparatus will again
be a feature of the S.M.P.E. fall

convention to be held Oct. 5-8 at
the New Ocean House, Swampscott,
Mass.

Estelle Taylor in Vaude
Estelle Taylor opens an RKO

vaudeville tour Aug. 28 in St. Louis.
She will reach New York about the
first week in October.

Chesterfield Signs Players
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—George Batcheller of

Chesterfield Pictures, has signed

Barbara Kent, John Holland, Crau-
ford Kent, and Lloyd Whitlock for

the leading roles in "Grief Street,"

which goes into production Mon-
day. Richard Thorpe is directing

"Grief Street" is the fourth of six

productions that Chesterfield ha§
announced for the 1931-1932 sea-

jjyj*•*>••••
J"{ New York
it 1540 Broadway
J.: BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City *
154 Crescent St. •>

STillwell 4-7940 :":

j^ Eastman Films
II I. E. Brulatour, Inc.
i.i

j.t

J.:

V{ Chicago Hollywood
> 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
W CALumet 3692 Blvd.

j*| HOLlywood4121

fV^V^V^V**•> >> »«««#«»V»«>

U Buys Two Stories for Tom Mix
Universal ha's1)ought the first two

stories in which Tom Mix is to be

starred under his contract to appear
in six westerns. The first is "Destry
Rides Again," Max Brand novel

published by Dodd, Mead & Co. and
serialized in Western Magazine, and
"Christmas Eve at Pilot Butte," by
Courtney Ryley Cooper, published in

Red Book Magazine.

Allied Leaders for N. W. Meet
Minneapolis — Convention by Al-

lied Theaters of the Northwest •will

assume the important of a pow-
wow of national Allied leaders.
President Abram F. Myers will at-
tend the sessions, scheduled for
Sept. 9 and 10 at the Hotel Radis-
son.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Aug. 29: RKO and RKO Pathe Annua
Outing, Indian Point, n
Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.

Sept. 1 : Meeting of Allied Theater Own)
ers of New Jersey, Montere;)
Hotel, Asbury Park, N. J.
Exhibitor meeting sponsored b
M.P.T.O. of Eastern Pena
Hotel Astor, New Yorir

Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, AUiei
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesot?
North and South Dakota, Radii
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

Oct. 1

:

Hispano - American Motion Pic
ture Congress, Madrid. Spain.

Oct. 4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention o

M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsyi
vania, Pittsburgh.

Oct. 5-8 : Fall meeting of the Society o
Motion Picture Engineers, Ne\
Ocean House, Swampscott
Mass.

Nov. 4

:

Annual Awards Dinner of Aca
demy of M. P. Arts & Sciencej
Hollywood.

COMING & GOING

Memphis Censor Board Change
Memphis—Lloyd T. Binford has

resigned from the city board of film

censors and is succeeded by Mrs.
Walter Stewart, a former member
of the board. This change gives
women the balance of power in the
censor group.

Joe Goetz To Manage RKO House
Cincinnati — Joseph Goetz of

Mount Auburn has been appointed
manager of the RKO Paramount at

Peebles Corner.

Chas. Amos at Tivoli, Chattanooga
Chattanooga— Charles H. Amos

is now manager of the Tivoli suc-
ceeding V. L. Wadkins.

Doubling From Legit Curtailed
New general rule at the Para-

mount New York studio is not to
engage actors currently working in

legit productions owing to frequent
collisions over service. Exceptions
to the policy are players especially
suited for roles to be filled.

ABRAM F. MYERS of Allied States

Ass'n left New York Friday to return tl

Washington.
\

RUDOLPH SEIBER, German directc

and husband of Marlene Dietrich, sailei

Friday on the Bremen for Europe.

BERT WHEELER and ROBERT
WOOLSEV, just hack from abroad, returii

shortly to the RKO lot in Hollywood.

H. B. FRANKLIN left the coast a fev,

days ago for another trip east.
;

AL ALTMAN of M-G-M has retumeij
to his office following a vacation at Range-
ley Lakes, Me.
DA.\ MICHALOVE, general manager oi

Warner Bros, theaters, has left for Chii

cago, accompanied by his assistant, Eddii,

Alperson. They will return to New Yorl'

early next week. '

FACTS!
All the COLORS in a RAINBOW

make the

POT OF GOLD
Win COLD with TECHNICOLOR-FUL 4

STORIES
Golden Tips:

f

DIANA DAUNTLESS by Paul Kester (I

EDWIN DROOD by Dickcns-Comyns Carr (!

SUMURUN by Friederich Freksa

Go to the Agent !'

VIOLA IRENE COOPER '

9 East 59th St., N. Y. C.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade BIdg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761
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A FEW STATE RIGHT TERRITORIES STILL AVAILABLE
U. S. RIGHTS CONTROLLED BY AMERANGLO CORP., INC. AND FIRST DIVISION PICTURES, INC.

CENTURY—
Sheepshead

Albemarle

Avalon

Marine

Empress

Freeport

Beacon, Pt. Washington
Queens, Queens Village

Bliss, Thompson Hill

Fantasy, Rockville Centre

Huntington, Huntington
Mayfair

WARNER—
Goodwin, Newark
Tivoli, Newark
Central, Newark
Ritz, Newark
Savoy, Newark
Roosevelt, Newark
Hawthorne, Newark
Regent, Newark
Stanley, Newark
Castle, Irvington

Sanford, Irvington

Embassy, Orange
Cameo, So. Orange
Regent, Elizabeth

Capitol, Passaic

Rivoli, Paterson

Eureka, Hackensack
Wellmont, Montclair

Central, Jersey City

Lincoln, Union City

DeWitt, Bayonne
Hudson, Kearney
Cranford, Cranford

Playhouse, Ridgewood
Union, Union
Capitol, Belleville

U. S., Hoboken
Ritz, Albany
Lincoln, Troy
Lafayette, Batavia

Palace, Jamestown
Capitol, Dunkirk
Babcock, Wellsville

Diana, Medina
Madison, Albany
Albany, Albany
American, Troy

PUBLIX—
Strand, Yonkers
Lyric, Asbury Park
Bardavon, Poughkeepsie

Crescent, Perth Amboy
Strand, Freehold

AND A DOZEN
OTHERCIRCUITS

FIRST DIVISION EXCHANGES, INC. harry H. THOMAS, President

NEW YORK CITY BUFFALO ALBANY PHILADELPHIA WASHINGTON
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ROBERT E. WELSH
J. FRANK SHEA

Welshay Pictures, Inc.

Metropolitan Studios

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

When It Comes
to Color

Come To Us

STATE RIGHTERS!

A GREAT PRODUCTION
Is Now Open for Your Territory

CONWAY TEARLE'S LATEST

"CAPTIVATION"
with Betty Stockfeld and an All Star Cast

of Popular Favorites—It's a Natural

For You—Get in on This Deal.

Phone—Wire or Write

HERMAN GLUCKMAN

CAPITAL FILMS 630 Ninth Ave.

New York City

Life's Little Errors

San Francisco — Minnie golf

courses here have practically done a

fadeout. One of the former pill

grounds displays a sign: "Opened by

Mistake!"

DIVERSITY OF STARS

iS LIST

New stars for each succeeding
picture, and stories of action and
intense heart-interest, will form
the entertainment value of the
28 features on the 1931-32 Mono-
gram release program according to
W. Ray Johnston, president, '"/here
is no question in our minds as to
the sort of picture the theatergoers
of this country want," said Johns-
ton. "Popular themes, away from
sophistication, with plenty of ac-
tion, is the correct formula."

In addition to eight Tom Tyler
westerns and eight Bill Cody and
Andy Shuford westerns, Monogram
has scheduled "Arm of the Law,"
"Ships of Hate," "Mother and Son,"
"The Western Limited," "The Mid-
night Patrol," "The Isle of Hunted
Men," "Forgotten Women," "In
Line of Duty." "The Law of the
Sea," "Klondike," "Police Court"
and "The Fatal Alarm."

46 BEING DISTRIBUTED

BY FIRST DIVISION

Line up of First Division fea-
tures for 1931-32 release includes
the entire Monogram line-up of 12
features and 16 westerns, in addi-
tion to 18 other feature pictures.
The 18 are "Night Life in Reno,"
"Sherlock Holmes Fatal Hour,"
"Should a Doctor Tell," "The Vik-
ing," "Women Men Marry," "Pleas-
ure," "Foolish Girls," "Where are
your Children?," "I Accuse," "Auc-
tioned Off." "Sherlock Holmes No.
2," "Loneliness," "Cross Examina-
tion," Sherlock Holmes No. 3,"

"Bridesmaid," "Humanity," "Con-
fidential," and "Convicted."

Numerous Contract Suits
Hinge on Northwest Case
Minneapolis— Numerous contract

suits hinge on the outcome of case
now under way in which M-G-M is

suing George Carisch, owner of the
Mohawk, St. Paul, over films bought
under the old contract. The North-
west Allied is behind the exhibitor.
Carisch's defense, that the contract is

illegal because it violates the anti-
trust laws, and unenforceable be-
cause of lack of mutual obligation
on the part of those who entered
into it, has been upheld by Judge
Clyde R. White in the District Court
here, thereby giving Allied the first

round. M-G-M is expected to fight

Judge White's ruling.

WEISS BROS. LINE UP

PRETENTIOUS PROGRH

With 23 features set for th
1931-32 release, Weiss Brothers ha
lined up the most pretentious p
duction and release schedule e^

announced by Artclass Pictures. 1
program consists of 12 feature p
ductions, three other independen
produced pictures and eight Wa
erns.

Two features have been finish

"Night Life in Reno," with Virgi
Valli, Jameson Thomas, Dorot,
Christy, Pat O'Malley, Clarence
son, Dixie Lee, Carmelita Gerai_
and Arthur Housman, and "F
ure" with Conway Tearle, C
Myei's, Roscoe Karns, Lina
quette, Paul Page, and Fran"
Dade. "Convicted," the third, is r

in production. The remaining n-.

are "Foolish Girls," "Where J;

Your Children?" "Auctioned o}'

"Humanity," "Cross Examinatic
"Bridesmaid," "I Accuse," "Lou
ness," and "Confidential."
The three independently produll

pictures have already been C( -

pleted. They are "Maid to Ordi"
with Julian Eltinge, Jane Rl,

Georgie Stone, Betty Boyd, jjk

Richardson, Al Hill, Kerman Griji.

and Charles Giblin; "The Wl^e

Renegade," with Tom Santsi,
Blanche Mehaffey, Philo Mc(l-
lough. Reed Howes, Donald Kfi,

Marjorie Keyes, Billy Franey, Gie

Laymon, Martha Wells, Tom IV;-

ray, and Ted Wells, and "The PI i-

torn," with "Big Boy" Williams, 1-

lene Ray, Niles Welch, Tom O'Brn,
Wilfred Lucas and Sheldon Lewi
Harry Carey will be featurec n

the Westerns. The titles are: "le

Hurricane Rider," "Across le

Line," "Cavalier of the We,"
"Horsehoofs," "Border Dev ,"

"Double Sixes," "Trusty Trigge,"
and "Roped."

15 "Musical Revues"
Added to Imperial I,5t

Fifteen "Musical Revues" '«

been added to the Imperial Dis b-

uting Corp. line-up for the coi'ig

season. Five of the "Port 0' (
1"

series of 26 releases have pi ed

the Capitol on Broadway and Ue
been booked over the entire I ve

Circuit. "Ubangi," the six !el

feature which played the Roxy nd

Cameo will be Imperial's featur«e-
lease for the season with the ; li-

tion of "The Blonde Captive,' an

Australian expedition picture ist

received from the Antipodes.

Variety for Talmadge i

Variety is to be the keynote

the group of six features being pr

duced by Richard Talmadge for tl

new season. "Scareheads," no

under way, is a newspaper stoi

This will be followed by a mou
taineer, a railroad and a sea stoi

Dick Talmadge will do his thr

stuff in al! of them. !



rijE CRITICS ACCLAIM NOW PLAYING FIRST RUNS EVERYWHERE

'NIGHT LIFE IN RENO
WEISS BROTHERS' ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION'S

II
FIRST RELEASE OF THE SEASON

'! WITH

1

1

Virginia Valli Jameson Thomas Dorothy Christy Dixie Lee

Arthur Housman Clarence Wilson

I'^'fk^RN PRESENTWION™
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**Night Life in Reno**

(Artclass)

WEISS BROTHERS' Art-
class makes a good start

for its new season with "Night
Life in Reno." The picture is

a peep behind the scenes of

America's divorce miU. The
story has a number of punch
angles and the cast is capable.
A wife flees to Reno after

catching her husband in the
apartment of a girl friend.

Hubby, penitent, follows after.

But the wife is unrelenting and
lets her husband know she is

stepping out, in fact he accident-
ally lands on the same party at

which wifey is with another
man. The latter is murdered
and suspicion falls on the wife,

whereupon hubby shoulders the
blame until the real murderess
confesses. This has good ex-
ploitation possibilities.

HYNES

^" original ^^y ^ay Can„^ *"'«-
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XECCNE) I2ELEASE 66NOV CCei^INC
PCSCCE l\4.CN$,
EINA C/lSQUErrE

TCACLE
PAUL PAGE,
ERANCES DADE

HARRY CAREY
8 SPECIAL WESTERN FEATURES 8

"THE HURRICANE RIDER"
"ACROSS THE LINE"
"CAVALIER OF THE WEST'
"HORSEHOOFS"

"BORDER DEVILS"
"DOUBLE SIXES"
"TRUSTY TRIGGERS'
"ROPED"

National Distributors

WEISS BROS.

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
one BRyant 9-3169 729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK Cables Weisspict, N. Y.

''MEETING THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF LEADERSHIP''
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INDEPENDENTS!

IT'S DIFFERENT!

HEALTHY

ENTERTAINMENT

ALWAYS PACKED

AUDIENCES

For the Coming

Season

Silent
both< 1^ Features

fJ^J Shorts "''*" Sound

Produced in U. S. S. R.

Released in U. S. A.

by

AMKINO

CORPORATION
723 Seventh Avenue

New York

Telephone

Bryant 9-7680

MELODRAMAS EXCLUSIVELY

ON ACTIONJICTURES LIST

With their 1931-32 feature Rne-
up composed entirely of melodramas,
Action Pictures, Inc., has announced
the completion of "The Sky Spi-

der," first of the scheduled produc-
tions. "Chinatown After Dark" is

now in preparation with the follow-

ing melodramas set for production:
"Behind Stone Walls," "Hell's Head-
quarters," "The Gorilla Ship," "Sal-

ly of the Subway," "Temptation's
Workshop," "Riff Raff," "Dynamite
Denny," "Sandy of the Secret Ser-

vice," "The Widow in Scarlet,"

"Devil's Tatoo," "Anybody's Blonde,"
"Trapped in Tia Juana." "Wrack
and Ruin," "Big City Cop." "De-
struction's Trap," "Side Doors,"
"Foaming Barriers," "Docks of San
Francisco," "Passport to Paradise,"
"Dragnet Patrol," "Hawk of the
Yukon" and "The Flop House."

Production is at the Ralfh Like
studios on the Coast. According to

Cliff Broughton who left for the
Coast Thursday, the entire country
is expected to be covered with fran-
chise distributors for Action Pic-

tures within the next month.

Harry Thomas Optimistic

In order to differentiate between
sophisticated and "type" attractions,

Harry H. Thomas of First Division Pic-

tures has named the 46 features to be
distributed by First Division as "ex-
ploitation attractions." Each feature

will be individually exploited by men
covering cities throughout the country.
"First Division is entering its biggest

year," said Thomas, "Every one of its

releases has beeen booked 100 per cent
to the circuits. We shall corral every
meritorious attraction that is possible

to buy and continue to supply the ex-
hibitor with pictures for the masses."

12 WESTERNS, 8 MELLERS

ARE COMING EROM BIG 4

CHESTEREIELD COMPLETES

HALE OE 1931-32

EILM EOLK MORE KEEN

EOR RAINY DAY EUNDS

In the motion picture field, where
actors and actresses in the past
virtually made fortunes overnight
and then let their vast earnings
slip through their fingers before
morning, personal trusts are being
used today more widely than ever
before for the conservation and
preservation of personal estates. A
trust officer of a leading New York
trust institution told the New York
American that at the present time,

an actual majority of the leading
screen performers have set up per-

sonal trust agreements in one form
or other.

One of the common practiqes

among high-salaried motion picture
performers today, a trust officer

pointed out, is to have part of his

or her salary sent directly to a
trust company or bank for deposit
under a personal trust agreement.
An actor, for instance, who is mak-
ing $3,000 or $4,000 a week, sends
$2,500 a week to a trust institu-

tion, using the remainder for his

personal expenses and current
needs. Other film performers ac-

cumulate their salary checks in

banks until they have a sizeable

amount, then set up personal trusts,

either revocable, or irrevocable, for

the whole amount saved.
The motion picture people seem

to be sounder business folks than
sports people, trust officers find.

Trust men attribute this generally
to the fact that motion picture ar-

tists have personal lawyers to han-
dle their contracts, taxes, and
other legal matters, and that the
advice and counsel received by them
is usually sound advice and counsel.

Final announcement of Big Four's
production schedule for 1931-32 in-

cludes 12 westerns and 8 melo-
dramas, with Burton King supervis-
ing all production units and J. P.
McGowan directing the western fea-
tures. The westerns are "Headin'
for Trouble," with Bob Custer; "The
Spawn," "Rip Roaring Broncs,"
"Lure of the Range," "Desert
Spawn," "Rip Roaring Broncos,"
"Mark the Spur," "Blazed Trails,"
"Highway Riders," "Hard Pan
Gulch," "Rio Grande Raiders,"
"Guns and Saddles," and "Quick
Trigger Lee."
Melodramas include "Sheer Luck,"

with Nick Stuart and Jobyna Rals-
ton; "Trapped," with Nick Stuart,

Nena Quartaro and Priscilla Dean;
"Dance Hall Kisses," "Big City
Shadows," "Midnight Prowlers,"
"Devil's Decoy," "Railroad Mail
Limited," and "Diamond Mystery."

Six features, all action pictun
with star casts, have been schedult

by George R. Batcheller, presidei

of Chesterfield, for 1931-32 releas

Three have been completed: "Tl

Midnight Special," with Glenn Tryo
Myrna Kennedy, Phillips Smalle
Mary Carr, Jimmy Aubrey, To

O'Brien, directed by Duke Worn
"The Lawless Woman," with Ca

roll Nye, Vera Reynolds, Thorn.

Jackson, Wheeler Oakman, Jimn
Burtis, Gwen Lee, Phillips Smallf

directed by Richard Thorpe; "T

Lady From Nowhere," with Ali

Day, John Holland, Mischa Au.

Barbara Bedford, Phillips Smalli

Jimmy Burtis, directed by Richs

Thorpe. The fourth productii

"Grief Street," is now in prepa

tion. Richard Thorpe will dirt

The two remaining productions :

tentatively titled "Tia Juana," <

"Into the Flames."

EIVE COPYRIGHT CASES

PENDING IN N. Y.

101 Reels of Serials

Scheduled by Mascot
Mascot Pictures has set 101

reels, comprising four serials of 12
episodes, each as its 1931-32 produc-
tion schedule. The first, "The Van-
ishing Legion" is 26 reels and fea-
tures Harry Carey, Edwina Booth,
Rex the horse, Frankie Darrow,
William Desmond and Philo Mc-
Cullough. B. Reaves (Breezy)
Eason directed. The other three, of

25 reels each, are "The Galloping
Ghost," starring Harold (Red)
Grange, with Dorothy Gulliver,

Francis X. Bushman, Jr., Gwen Lee,
Walter Miller, Tom Dugan, Edward
Hearn, and Tom London; "The
Lightning Warrior," starring Rin-
Tin-Tin, and "The Shadow of the
Eagle," a detective thriller.

"The Galloping Ghost" is now be-
ing completed at the Tec Art Stu-
dios.

Five copyright violation C!

are now pending in Federal Coi

in New York City. Educatio

M-G-M and Universal, with a

ated companies, have suits penc

against the American theater

Canarsie, operated by Louis

Scala. M-G-M has a similar ac

pending against T. K. Amuser
Corp., which runs the Amer
Movies. Educational has instit

a copyright action against the s

house. Cases will be given hear

in October.

Louis Meyer Postpones Trip
Louis Meyer, president of Meyer-

Rieger Laboratories, has indefinitely

postponed his trip to the coast pend-

ing the completion of country-wide
franchise distribution contracts for

De Luxe trailers.

Ed Fay Books Legit. Shows
Providence—Edward M. Fay,

veteran exhibitor, is bringing legit

shows back to Providence through
his Carlton. "Elizabeth the Queen"
and "Private Lives" are booked in

for the Fall.

Third Fairy-Tale Film
Being Started by Unit
"Through the Looking-glass

the third fairy-tale feature x

selected for production by Uii

Foto Film, of which Hugo "Fi

Maienthau is president. "Ali'

Wonderland," first of the s

has been completed by Bud Po'.:

who directed at the Metrop-

t

studios. "Rip Van Winkle," se

of the series, is now in prepar; i

Maienthau expects non-theai i

sales to equal the regular th

sales in as much as the fea (

are being made on 16 mm. fi)

'

addition to standard size, andi

being exploited throughout k

country as available for scU

churches and educational orgas

tions and institutions.

Sennett Back to Pies

Mack Sennett, the custard
i

comedy king who reformed, has

lented and announces that he v

produce another comedy in wh

his famous pastry will play a le;

ing role. It's called "The Great

Mystery," with Harry Cribbon, ^

Boley, Harry Myers and Alma B(

nett. Del Lord will direct
=.\'-
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ff

ADOLPHE
MEXJOV

in

his most sophisticated

role since

The Woman of Paris

as

59

''THE PARISIAN**
WITH ALL ENGLISH DIALOGUE

a gay comedy-drama

of Paris to-day, with

eussA
LAIVDI

produced by Pathe-Natan France's out-

standing producer, in luxurious

Parisian settings

Territories Now Available

Write - - -Wire - - -Telephone

729 Seventh Ave. W^»]^ M7<&V
Xew York City Jj^*!^!^ M^^ *

FOREIGN TERRITORIES AVAILABLE: Australia, New Zealand, India, South Africa, Burma, Ceylon, China, Japan, Mexico,

Central America, Philippine Islands.

BRU BllyaiU 9-n909
Cable: ERBRU.N.Y
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AMKINO WILL

30 SOVIET

Out of the entire output of mo-
tion pictures to be produced this

year in Soviet Russia, 30 have
been selected for American re-

lease by L. I. Monosson, president
•of the Amkino Corp. The number
is eight more than Amkino has
handled in past years and is due
to the increasing popularity of

Russian features of an entirely dif-

ferent make-up than American or

other foreign productions, accord-
ing to Monosson. The films have
been selected from the whole pro-
duction output of 12 motion pic-

ture companies in Soviet Russia.

Among the films already set for

I'elease are: "The Quiet Don," "The
Road to Life," "Soil Thirsty,'^ "A
Jew at War," "A Son of the Land,"
"The Black Sea Mutiny," "Alone,"
"Tommy," "Toys," "The Dead
House," "The Mechanical Traitor,"

"In the Far East," "Struggles of

Life" (talk in English), "The Five
Year Plan: Russia's Remaking"
(talk in English) and a number of

sound short subjects and cartoons.

Independents Geared for Action
By DON HANCOCK

"All Quiet" for French Children
Paris—In its efforts to provide

films for school children, Pathe-
Natan screen "All Quiet on the

Western Front" for a specially in-

vited audience of children at the
Moulin Rouge. Well known ed loca-

tors were present to study the re-

action of the children to the film.

LJAVING passed-up "gangster
themes" from the start and

only touched lightly and apprehen-
sively on the "sophisticated" type
dramas, independent producers seem-
ingly have bided their time to bring
forth, in more or less of an indus-
trial blast, what many claim to be
the solution of the better-motion-
picture-business question. With the
independent schedule made up en-
tirely of action pictures, melo-
dramas and western dramas, the
theory upon which the majority of
these producers have based their se-

lections, is the public's never-wan-
ng relish of "down to real life" in

fact or fiction.

Were it not for a sense of abso-
lute confidence in their belief of

what the public wants, independent
producers would not now be smil-

ing behind their press books at the
dismal failure of the "other k'lnd"

of features that have attempted to

hold up summer business, letting

the other fellow spend huge sums
of money on lavish but meaningless
productions was their privilege, of
which they took advantage.

More independent producers have
sprung up during the past few
months than have started during
any one previous year. Every in-

dependent producing company has
increased its schedule and many
are daily adding to their original

line-up. Independents who never
before sent out publicity or exploi-
tation (except what was badly
written by the president or sales
manager) are engaging publicity
and advertising men either on part
or whole time. Press books of
divers colors adorn the desks of
the executives. Tie-ups with na-
tional advertisers have been and are
being worked out and good sales-
men who have breezed through the
politics of every large distribufing
company are finding a haven and
.security) under the wings of the
independents.

The genuine optimism of the in-
dustry is in the hearts and minds
of the independents. Every picture
does not necessarily have to be a
"knock-out" nor does each employee
have to rave over the newest pro-
duction in order to remain in good
standing. It will undoubtedly be a
banner year for independent pic-
tures and very possibly the first of
many.

M. H. HOFFMAN, Jr.

Producing

SIX HOOT GIBSON SPECIALS
1. "Clearing the Range"
2. "Wild Horse"

3. "Hard Homhre"
4. "Gay Buckaroo"

5. " "

6." "

and

SIX STAGE CLASSICS
"File 113"

"Madame Bovary"
"The Iron Master"
"Anna Karanina"

"A Parisian Romance"
"Vanity Fair"

ALLIED PICTURES CORP., Ltd.
5360 Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Calif.

Independents Answer
Cry for Action Films
(Continued from Page ))

to the acceptance of stories of ac-
tion, melodramatic value and intense
heart-interest. Monogram's line-up
provides 28 of the fast moving type.
Cliff Broughton of Action Pictures
is now en route to the Coast to su-
pervise production of more than a
score of fast-moving dramas. Rich-
ard Talmadge will turn out six ac-
tion productions. Big Four has ari-

nounced 12 westerns and eight melo-
dramas, all of the "hard-ridin',
"tear-jerking" kind. Peerless Pro-
ductions is planning 24. Louis Weiss
of Artclass has schedul -d a pro-
gram of 23 popular action stories
and westerns, and others such as
Harry H. Thomas of First Division
and George R. Batcheller of Ches-
terfield are carrying on along like

lines.

With sales contracts showing an
average of 30 per cent over writ-
ten business for the same period
last year, independents look for a
like percentage of actual sales for
the entire season, according to the
president of a representative inde-
pendent producing company.

BIG 4 EXCHANGE EINEUP

ANNOUNCEHY FREyiB

Big 4 announces the followim
list of exchanges affiliated with Bi
Pour in the distribution of prod
uct: Standard Film Exchange'
Inc., Albany; Arthur C. Bromberi
Attractions, Atlanta; Century
Corp., Boston; Standard Film
changes, Inc., Buffalo; SheU
E}xchange System, Butte; Art!
C. Bromberg Attractions, C
lotte; B. N. Judell, Inc., Chici
Fischer Film Exchange Co.,
cinnati; Fischer Film Exchange
Cleveland; AlHed Film Exchan
Inc., Dallas; Sheffield Exchai
System, Denver; Excellent Pictu
Corp., Detroit; B. N. Judell, I;

Indianapolis; Midwest Film L
tributors, Inc., Kansas City; Hoi
State Film Company, Inc., Ui
Rock; All Star Features Distri
tors. Inc., Los Angeles; B. N.
dell. Inc., Milwaukee; Celebrai
Film Exchange, Minneapolis;
tury Film Corp., New Haven; J.

thur C. Bromberg Attractions, N*
Orleans; Capital Film Exchatt„
Inc., New York; Allied Film eI
change. Inc., Oklahoma City; Mil
west Film Distributors, Inc., Onu|
ha; Gold Medal Film Companj
Philadelphia; Alexander Film Sei
vice. Inc., Pittsburgh; Sheffield Ej
change Eystem, Portland; Sheffiel
Exchange System, Salt Lake City
All Star Features Distributor!
Inc., San Francisco; Sheffield Ex
change System, Seattle; B. N. Ji:

dell, Inc., St. Louis; Arthur (

Bromberg Attractions, Tampa; Gol
Medal Film Co., Washington, I
C; Excellent Film Exchange, T(
ronto, Canada and Filmophon
Renters, Ltd., London, England.

50% QUOTA SENTIMENT

Pathe Signs Three Circuits
RKO Pathe has closed booking

deals with the Coston Circuit of 35
situations in Chicago, the Hall Cir-
cuit of 10 towns in Texas, and the
Carey & Alexander Circuit of four
towns in Nebraska.

Cauffman With "Once in a Lifetime"
David M. Cauffman, formerly

identified with picture circuits, has
been appointed manager of the first

"Once in a Lifetime" company to
go on the road.

London — Opinion is gainir
ground in England that a 50 p|
cent quota policy will be for tu
best interests of British produced
and distributors. Many profess .

see a favorable outcome of tl'

project if the F.B.I, and T.U.('
agree as to the advisability of sue
a quota. This would give Bri'ti?

exhibitors 200 British-made pictun
and 200 American-made films
year, and keep some $10,000,00
now spent abroad in the Unite
Kingdom. Already more than 12

British productions have been ai

nounced for next year.

3,000-Seater for Wolverhampton
London — Cinema Proprietoi

Ltd., has filed its plans for a 3,00(
seat "super" film theater, the Gai
rick, Garrick and Old Hall Sts,

Wolverhampton. The Public Worlt
Committee will shortly make

'

recommendation to the Wof/ei'
i^ampton Town Council in the maij
ter.
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Just Completed^

The First of the Peerless 24

The

Ghost
A Tlirilliiig Tale of Love, Uate and Adventure on the Mighty Sea!

LAURA LA PLANTe"
" ALAN HALE

CLARENCE WILSON CLAUDE ALLISTER

Directed by

WILLIAM NIGH

Produced under supervision of

ALFRED T. MANNON

In Production Now

—

**LOVE BOUXD"
with

Ralph Forbes, Myrna Loy, Betty Bronson, Nance O'Nei

THESE PEERLESS PRODUCTIONS TO FOLLOW
STATE'S EVIDENCE
NOBODY'S CHILDREN
FORTUNE'S FOOL
MODERN YOUTH
SPORTING CHANCE
BLIND MARRIAGE
THE WARNING SHADOW
INNOCENT SINNERS
MICKEY
TOMORROW'S MAN
THE FUGITIVE

THE RECKONING
THE DIVORCE MILL
THE ADVENTUROUS SEX
CROOKED STREETS
HOME SWEET HOME
A SOLITARY SIN
HONORS DIVIDED
GAMBLERS ALL
WORLDLY WOMEN
HALF A WIFE
THE MYSTERY OF JUDGE LA GARDE

PEERLE!$S PRODUCTIONS* Inc.
630 NINTH AVENUE >» >» >» >» >» >»

CHickering 4-3949

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Theater Changes Reported by Film Boards oF Trad(
OHIO

Changes in Ownership
Bellefontaine—Opera House, Strand, sold to

Schine Thea. Ent. by Bellefontaine Amuse.
Co. ; Brewster—Brewster, sold to M. Bel-

loni by W. J. Van Ryzin ; Brilliant—Gar-
den, sold to R. C. Bishop by Chas. Papou-
lias; Chagrin Falls—Falls, sold to Valley
Amusement Co. by O. E. Selleck ; Liberty
Center—Majestic, sold to W. A. Butter-
field by Jim Hoffer ; Loudonville—Ohio,
sold to B. W. Bickert by H. J. Geselman

;

•Scio—Scio, sold to Geo. J. Buswald by The
Scio Thea. Co. ; Steubenville—New Rex,
sold to New Rex Thea. Co. by George
Zeppos ; Struthers—A-Mus-U, sold to W.
J. Van Ryzin by A. J. Masters ; Toledo

—

Vita-Temple, sold to Rogramil Thea., Inc.,

by Collins Thea., Inc.

Closing
Plymouth—Plymouth.

New Theater
Youngstown—Warner, Warner Bros., owners.

OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership

Pond Creek—Rex, sold to McDowell & Over-
street by T. M. Lora.

Closing
Checotah—Cozy ; Cheyenne—Lyric ; Davis

—

Bison; Hydro—Hydro; Sapulpa—Victori-

an ; Tryon — Liberty ; Waynoka — Ritz ;

Weleetka—Blaine.

OREGON
Changes in Ownership

Portland—Irvington, sold to Lillian Lock-
wood by Woodlaw Theater Corp.

Closing
Marshfield—Noble; Portland—Union.

FENNSYLVATSllA
Changes in Ownership

Ambridge—Senate, sold to Paramount Pub-
lix Corp. and A. N. Notopolous ; Altoona

—

Capitol, Mischler, Olympic, Palace, sold to
Paramount Publix Corp. and A. N. Notop-
lous by A. N. Notopolous ; Bellwood

—

State, sold to L. C. Menchio by C. Tivelas
Berlin—Rialto, sold to C. W. Bonner by
W. S. Tower ; Bradford—Bradford, Grand
sold to Shea Paramount Corp. by Shea
Amuse. Co. ; Charleroi—Menlo, sold to Geo
Moody by M. Rosenbloom ; Conneautville—Palace, sold to N. Kategianer by J. L
Trout ; Erie—Perry, sold to Shea-Para
mount Corp. by Warner Bros. ; Hummels
town—Royal, sold to C. H. Rogers & J
W. Reinbold by Earl F. Levens ; Hunt-
ingdon—Grand, sold to Paramount Publix
Corp., and A. N. Notopolous by A. N.
Notopolous

; Johnstown—State, sold to
Paramount Publix Corp. and Geo. Pana-
gatocas ; Strand, sold to Paramount Publix
Corp. and A. N. Notopolous by A. N.
Notopolous ; McDonald—Dreamland, sold
to E. A. Thomassey, Jr., by Geo. Lavie

;

Natrona—State, sold to M. Palkowitz by
L. Stein ; Philadelphia—Eureka, sold to I.

Norman Hurwitz by Minna Pearlman

;

Little, sold to Stuart I. Whitmarsh by
German American Film Assoc. ; Gladstone,
sold to H. Weiss by Benjamin Borowsky

;

Pitcairn—Nemo, sold to J. B. Kane by
Ben. J. Bernstein ; Pittsburgh—Lincoln
Square, sold to Peter Alderman by N. H.
Lazier ; Verona—Olympic, sold to R. Na-
varry by A. Belda ; Wilmerding—Grand,
sold to Mr. Crystal by Elias Nassis.

Closing
Apollo—Strand ; Belle Vernon — Verdi

;

Bentleyville—Safety ; Berlin—Rialto ; Ber-
wyn—Berwyn ; Burgettstown—Arco ; Cali-
fornia—Lyric ; Claysburg—Diehl ; Coaldale
McTague ; Confluence—Liberty ; Derry

—

Gem ; Dixonville—City ; Elwood City

—

Barnes ; Emeigh—Pastime ; Erie—Grand
;

Freeland—St. Mary's Church ; Girard—Den-
man : Johnstown—Dale ; Larksville—-Or-
pheum ; Lilly—Liberty ; McDonald—Grand ;

New Castle—Penn ; Norristown—Westmar
;

NuMine—Gayety ; Pen Argyle—Palace ;

Pittsburgh—Capitol, Colonial, Davis. Ful-
ton. Hippodrome, Hilltop, Ideal, Lyric

;

Portage—Pastime ; Raccoon—Jeffry ; Rock-

GOLDEX STATE PRODUCTIONS

Announce the return to the screen

of the famous horse

SILVER KING

PICTU 13 E$

IN A SERIES OF WESTERN DRAMAS

TEC-ART STUDIOS HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

wood — Photoplay ; Shrewsbury— Trail

;

Slippery Rock—Motor ; Springdale—Happy
Hour ; Star Junction—Auditorium ; Trev-
orton—St. Patrick's Church ; Williamsburg

—Dean ; Winburn—-Lyceum.

Re-Opening
Conneautville—Palace ; Erie—Park ; Hoo-

versville—Savoy ; Imperial—Imperial ; Mc-
Kees Rocks—Colony ; Oil City—Lyric ;

Milton—State; Philadelphia—Gibson; Pitts-
burgh — Dome ; Reynoldsville— Liberty ;

Russelton—Nixon.

New Theater
East Cannonsburg—Duquesne, Lane & Hart,

RHODE ISLAND
Closing

Pawtucket—Imperial.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

Fairfax—Fairfax, sold to P. W. Lambert by
L. A. lUer.

Closing
Garretson—Princess ; Waubay—Lyric.

Re-Opening
Armour—Lorain ; Volin—Nace.

TENNESSEE
Closing

Lupton City—Dixie.

TEXAS
Changes in Ownership

Ft. Worth—Capitol, sold to E. E. Penix;
Haskell—Texas, Haskell sold to B. A. Ma-
thena ; Homestead—Idle Hour, sold to C.
C. J. McKenzie ; La Feria—La Feria, sold
to A. J. Vinyard ; Pearsall—Ritz, sold to

John H. Stahl ; San Antonio—Venus, sold
to Community Thea., Inc.; Sonora—La
Vista, sold to J. A. Flynn.

Closing
Austin—Crescent ; Borger—Rex ; Crowell

—

Rialto ; Frankston—Palace ; Ft. Worth

—

Orpheum, Rose ; Hale Center—Ritz ; Kil-

gore—Crim ; Marble Falls—Michel ; Mer-
kel—Queen, Merkel ; Rochester—Roches-
ter ; San Antonio—Sam Houston ; Trini-

dad—Trinidad; Wolfe City—Palace.

Re-Opening
Bastrop—Dixie ; Damon—Damon ; La Feria
—La Feria ; Smiley—Smiley ; Sonora—La
Vista.

New Theater
Galveston—International, Martini & L. At-

tanasio, owners ; Rusk—Texas, Hughes &
Rau, owners.

UTAH
Changes in Ownership

Castle Dale—Rex. sold to Ray Webb by C.
Evin Wilberg ; Green River—Gem, sold to

Ray Webb ; Grantsville— Opera House,
sold to L. Bolinder ; Richfield—Kinema,
sol dto Stalling Amuse. Co. ; Lyric, sold

to J. E. Hosteller.

Closing
Bingham—Gem; Brigham City—Liberty;

Castle Dale—Circuit, Amusement Hall;
Cedar City—Orpheum ; Coalville—Opera
House ; Cortege—Lawrence ; Copperfield

—

Ward Hall; Farmington—Opera House;
Diana ; Delta—Delta, Pace ; Deweyville—
Ferron—Greenhalgh ; Kaysville—Utopia

;

Layton—Latonia ; Lewiston—Rialto ; Loa

—

Ward Hall ; Lynndyl—Princess ; Marys-
vale—Rex : Midway—Star : Moab—Ides ;

Monroe—Kinema ; Moroni—Kozy ; Pan-
guitch—Hub; Paradise—Ward Hall; Par-
owan—Aladdin ; Provo—Strand ; Randolph
—Kozy ; Salt Lake City—Esspee, Victory ;

Santaquin—Star ; Spring City—Victory
;

'Tabiona—Tabiona ; Thatcher—Lawrence
;

Tooele—Ritz ; Vermillion—Circuit.

Re-Opening
Bountiful—Bountiful ; Tropic—M. H. John-

son Circuit theater.

VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Manassas—Dixie, sold to Ban Pitts by Mrs.
Mrs. J. D. Washington ; Richmond—Star,

sold to W. B. Fox by Arcaro & Storino.

VERMONT
Changes in Ownership

Springfield—Ideal, sold to Phil Smith by
Mathieu.

Re-Opening
Rutland—New Paramount Thea., Paramou

Publix, owners.

WASHINGTON
Changes in Ownership

Garfield—Garfield, sold to C. H. Clark
Emmett F. Dix.

Closing
Buckley—Cosmo ; Oroville—Oro ; Seattle

Paramount.

Re-Opening
Seattle—Palace.

WEST VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Brownton—Cosmar, sold to Frank Mara
Steve Annese ; Phillipi—Grand, sold

Mrs. Eliz. Phillips by G. W. Patton; Pi

Grove—Paramount, sold to B. N. Simi

by H. Williams ; Wheeling—Capitol, si

to Warner Bros, by Capitol Thea. Ent.

Closing
Burnwell—Y. M. C. A. ; Cameron—Aim

Fairmont— Dix.ie ; Huntington— Lyrj

Kingwood—Arcade ; Morgantown—Arca^

Re-Opening
Brownton — Cismar ; Flemington— Libei

Phillippi—Grand ; Wheeling—Temple.

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership

Racine—Capitol, sold to Racine Ami
Corp., by Robert Ungerfeld ; Mainstr
sold to RKO Theater Corp. by Midwe
Thea., Inc. ; Rhinelander—State, sold

Rouman Amuse. Co. by Reuben Ros
blatt; Tomah—State, sold to Smith
Johnson by Koppelberger & Stewart.

Closing
Black River Falls—Avon; Bloomingtoi
Opera House ; Fond du Lac—Garrit

Kaukauna— Colonial ; Milwaukee— Mi
mar, Palace, Pastime ; New Lisbon—Hoi
Racine— Capitol ; Sheboygan— MajesI
Spring Green—Wisconsin ; Stratford—

J

ditorium.

Re-Opening
Oconomowoc—Crystal ; Racine—Capitol.

WYOMING
Changes in Ownership

Rock Springs—Grand. Rex, Rialto, sold

Fox West Coast ;
Jackson—Rainbow, 9

to Bruce Porter.

Closing
Big Piney—Clyde Hall : Cumberland—

C

berland ; Dines—Liberty ; Hawk Spring

Ideal.

New Theater
Sheridan—Lotus, Orpheum, Fox West Cc

:

owners.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Madruhal Amusement Co., theatrical en

prises; Reit & Kaminsky, 1441 Broadw
N. Y. $6,000.

Justine, theatrical enterprises ; N. Burk

1451 Broadway, N. Y. 100 shares comro

International 16 M.M. Pictures, mot
pictures; S. V. Ryan, Albany, N. Y. 1,1

shares common.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
G. O. K. Enterprises, Inc., Jersey C

operate theaters ; Harry G. Guttman, >

'

York City. $25,000.
Artkin, Inc., Elizabeth, radio, televisiii

Solkin L. Levenson, Passaic, N. J. 2,'

'

shares common.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Freed Television and Radio Corp., \

•

mington, Del., television, radio; Corporal'

Trust Co., Dover, Del. 500,000 shares c
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Ifidependents Facing Their Greatest Opportunity
(eneral Trend Is Away

from Big Produc-
tion Units

By M. H. HOFFMAN
iThis year marks the start of the
•eatest opportunity independent
loducers have ever had. Existing
dependent exchanges everywhere
int product. New exchanges are

liing opened where the old ones are

')t wide awake.
Major producing and distributing

i)mpanies have their doors wide
pen for worth-while product, and
;3t only independent theaters, but
jrcuit theaters as well are ready to

ook box-office pictures regardless

t[ who makes them.
Yet, this is nothing new. It's the

ime old story. The public doesn't

lare who makes a good picture, and
he exhibitor cannot afford to miss

a good picture—he wants to make
money.
Major companies are adopting the

unit system of production because
the unit system means specializa-

tion. This, also, is very encouraging
to the independent producer.

Every once in a while producing-
companies and exhibitors get into

a rut because times are good and
they think that they can get away
with any kind of pictures, until they

get a jolt, when the people refuse
to pay for "any kind of pictures."

The jolt has been received recently
by everybody in the picture busi-

ness, and consequently everybody
wants good pictures only—quality

and not quantity. In other words, a
trade mark or a beautiful theater
will not get the public to the box-
office. The public shops for good
entertainment.
Notwithstanding the fact that

good times are coming for those
"who know how," there are bound to
be victims of the boom—those who
are of the opinion that it only takes
money to make pictures, and for
those who do not follow the old ad-
age of "a shoemaker to his last."

The production of pictures requires
technical knowledge and experience,
and success in producing pictures is

not the result of an accident, neither

is failure.

Pay-Day jor Independents

1^^^^ (Continued from Page 1)

ire hollering for the indie output

)ecause it is the action type of en-

ertainment which their patrons

jrefer to the sophisticated and over-

lialogued pictures that have been

;oming out in overdose quantities.

The foreign field, likewise, is

clamoring for the fast drama which
meet the understanding of a wide
range of peoples.

4c * 4*

CO THE CHANCES for an inde-

pendent to realize on his invest-

ment not only are exceptionally

good, but he can afford to spend
enough money on his productions to

make them stand up favorably

alongside the efforts of the bigger

companies.
In this the indie is helped by the

ample supply of stars, featured

players and expert technical staffs

now available to him.
And in addition to the eagerness

shown by big distributors in grab-

bing up any good indie product, the

country's independent exchanges
themselves are now spotted and
manned to obtain the most thor-

ough coverage.

Congratulates

:

FRANK BORZAGE
whose keen direction added
many extra values to the

picturization of "Bad
Girl" for Fox.

No. 31 of 1931
''Good Deeds''

Series

Clicl^ Againf
f:;<"::,^:s'^^ ' St/CCEs

:%

RAY COOK* At TOr-

J^ SeVGLL -PORO'S

• •

'*<:Kiicei

PfiODUCED BY

BURR
RIBUTED BY
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HOLLYWOOD ACTIVITIES
JL. JL. .. Latest Production News Received By Wire From The West Coast j^ .. ..

SIX COLUNBIA STAGES

WORKING AT CAPACITY

Production activity at Columbia is

practically on a capacity basis, with

four pictures shooting and two more
scheduled to begin any day.

"Revolt" is the latest feature to

start. Constance Cummings, Leo

Carrillo, Leslie Fenton, Boris Kar-

loff and Emma Dunn are in the cast.

Rowland V. Lee is directing from a

script prepared by Jack Cunning-

ham.
Current production also includes

"Gallagher," temporary title for a

newspaper story, with Loretta

Young, Robert Williams, Joan Har-

low, Reginald Owen, Louise Closser

Hale, Edmund Breese and Walter

Catlett. Frank Capra is directing.

The latest Jack Holt-Ralph Graves

co-starring story, under the working

title "The Ghost Walks," is nearing

completion. Sally Blane is featured,

with Edward Sedgwick directing.

The Buck Jones Western, "The
Deadline," is just finishing and the

company will return from location

shortly. Loretta Sayers plays op-

posite Buck.

"Men in Her Life" will start pro-

duction within the week. William
Beaudine will direct. A Tim McCoy
western, "Gamblers' Gun," starts

within the next few days.

Eddie Buzzell's short subjects,

"Bedtime Stories for Grown Ups,"

and Walter Futter's "Curiositiefe"

and "Travelaughs," and Ralph

Staub's "Screen Snapshots" complete

the productions currently working

the six sound stages.

The "Mickey Mouse" cartoons,

Bryan Foy's "Monkey Shines,"

Winkler's "Krazy-Kat" series and
Charles Mintz's "Scrappy," also are

all in active production.

Something in a Name
|une MacCloy was born on June 2. Her first screen role was in "June

Moon." The title of her first Cay Girls comedy for RKO Pathe was "June First."

She completed her part with Bill Boyd in "The Big Parade," her first feature

role under her current RKO Pathe contract, on June 4.

MICKEY MOUSE
again shares honors with

WILL ROGERS
this time in

"YOUNG AS YOU FEEL"

at Grauman's
Chinese the-
atre, Holly-
w o o d, and
Fox - Criter-

ion theatre,

Los Angeles.
Always in

fast com-
pany.

Steady Production
Maintained at Pathe

With two features before the carn-

eras, five in preparation and five in

the cutting rooms being edited for

release, activity at the RKO Pathe
studios is following the steady sched-

ule mapped out by Charles R. Rog-
ers, production chief, whose policy is

to keep work proceeding at uniform
pace.

Pictures in production are "Sui-

cide Fleet," starring Bill Boyd, and
an untitled feature starring Eddie
Quillan. Albert Rogell is directing

the first and Ralph Murphy is guid-

ing Quillan,

Vehicles in preparation are: "A
Woman Commands," to star Pola
Negri; "Dangerous to Love," to star

Constance Bennett; "Women Need
Love," for Ann Harding; "Pick
Up," for Helen Twelvetrees; and
"Timber Beast" to star Bill Boyd.
The five features just edited in-

clude "The Big Gamble," Bill Boyd's
latest; "Bad Company," starring

Helen Twelvetrees; "Devotion," Ann
Harding's new vehicle; "The Tip
Off," starring Eddie Quillan and
Robert Armstrong; and "Sundown
Trail," the first western picture star-

ring Tom Keene.
In addition to the features, three

two-reel comedies are in production
with others being prepared for

shooting. The comedy department,
under Lew Lipton, is well advanced
on its filming schedule.

Universal Title Changes

Some title changes have been ef-

fected in Universal short product.

Slim Summerville's third Marine
comedy, known in the studio as

"Some Do and Some Don't" was
changed to "Bless the Ladies," while

"The Volissimo Case," which fea-

tured Lina Basquette, James Mur-
ray and Stanley Fields, was changed
to "Trapped." "Trapped" is the

second of the Shadow-Detective
Magazine featurettes.

Cast for Tom Tyler Film

Members of the supporting cast

for "The Man from Death Valley,"
Monogram western featuring Tom
Tyler, are announced by Trem Carr.
Players selected by Charles A. Post,

production manager, are Betty
Mack, John Oscar, Gino Carrado,
Stanley Blystone and Si Jenks. Llovd
Nosier will direct from a story by
Paul McVey.

PRODUCTION AT TIFFANY

WELL AHEAD OF SCHEDULE

Tift'any's schedule on production
is running on an average of 35 per
cent ahead of the plans announced
at the recent convention. Nine of

the 30 features have been completed
so far. Three of these are dramas,
of which there will be 12, and six
are westerns in the group of 18.

Next "Bill and Andy" Picture

"Oklahoma Jim" has been selected
as the title for the third of the se-

ries of Monogram's "Bill and Andy"
westerns. Director Harry Fraser is

working on the story and expects to

complete it in a few days. The first

two of this series, starring Bill Cody
and little Andy Shuford, were "Du-
gan of the Badlands" and "The Mon-
tana Kid."

.'5 "Ghost Town" Shorts Lined Up
Among the subjects that will be

made in the "Ghost Town' series
being produced by Argus-Lancaster
will be "Ghosts of Ramona," "Ghosts
of Kit Carson," "Ghosts of Captain
Kidd," in Florida, "Ghosts of Ships,"
showing the haunts of Jack London,
and "Ghosts of Bret Harte."

FIVE BEING PREPARED i
BY UNITED ARTIST.

Five new vehicles are currentl i

in preparation at United Artist
They include "Queer People," "Sk
Devils," "Scarface," "Arrowsmit?
and "Cock of the Air." In additioi
"Corsair" and "The Greeks Had
Name for It" are in work.

Powell Starting Second

William Powell starts rehearsal
this week in "Divorce Detective!
his second starring vehicle for Wa^
ner Bros.

"GHOST
TOWNS"

First

Independent Short to

Stalk Into the Winter

Garden, New York

A new series produxuid by

ARGUS-IANCASTER
Tec-Art Studios, Hollywood, Cal.

, Disliibuled by

Talking Pictures Epics

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
Hollyujood's most convenient hotel. .

tor your stay in Southern California

RIIGHT in the center of everything to see and do .

.

next door to famous studios, theatres, cafes, and
shops . . near golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement places.

The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unex-
celled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
makes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enjoy the company of interesting and famous people.

Special low summer rates now In effect—$2.50
up, single. $3.50 up, double. $4.50 up, twin
beds. Rates by week or month.

Remember the Plaza for an unforgettable slay in
Hollywood. Write for free folder.

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL .^. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
«

. L
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH IVILK

HOLLYWOOD
Y-'ARK GABLE has been given

the male lead opposite Joan
Ciwford in "The Mirage," a pictur-

iz;ion of Edgar Selwyn's play of

iftl same name, to be directed by
drence Brown.

I
I

ilf if *

legis Toomey's plans for a vaca-

tii have been changed as a result

Oj the Paramount featured player
bug assigned to a role in Ruth
CMerton's new picture, "Once a

Liy." He was also cast for a part
if'Touchdown." Toomey will share

clef supporting honors with Ivor
Kvello and Geoffrey Kerr opposite

hss Chatterton, under the direction

oGuthrie McCUntic.
I

* * *

porothy Jordan has been borrowed
ly Paramount from M-G-M to act

i>. leading feminine role opposite
Ful Lukas in "The Beloved Bache-
Ic." Vivienne Osborn and Charlie
Fggles also have been selected for
fitured roles in this picture, which
I)yd Corrigan will direct.

* * *

IV^irginia Bruce, one of the blonde
|s)w girls selected by Florenz Zieg-
f d in Hollywood and taken East
t appear in "Smiles," has been
srned by M-G-M.

* * *

Samuel Zierler, president of James
(uze Productions, has made ar-
)ngements whereby the entire
i:ilities of the Auga Caliente Race
'ack and Jockey Club, will be
]iced at the disposal of the unit
liking "Racetrack," new Tiffany
[eduction starring Leo Carrillo.

* * *

Harry Gribbon has one of the lead-
igr roles in support of Benny Rubin
-. "Dumb Dicks," RKO Pathe com-
y. Ralph Ceder is directing.

* * *

(Because of the lengthy and difficult

mooting schedule on "Dr. Jekyll and
r. Hyde," Robert Lee relinquished
s position as a Paramount director
return to the post of assistant

rector to Rouben Mamoulian on
lis single production.

Ann Harding's next starring ve-
cle for RKO Pathe will be "Pres-
ge," original by Harry Hervey,
pw being adapted by Graham John.

AGENT

"Dorothy Jordan seems fated to be a
sailor's sweetheart on the screen, first
in "Shipmates," and now in "Hell Div-
ers." And she's never taken a sea
voyage."

—M-C-M.

Norma Shearer and Robert Mont-
gomery will appear together in
"Private Lives," adapted from Noel
Coward's stage play. Sidney Frank-
lin will direct the pictui'e for
M-G-M.

Claire Maynard, New York model
recently placed under contract by
Fox and regarded as a "discovery,"
will make her professional debut in

"Over the Hill." Edward Crandall
and Eula Guy also have been as-

signed principal parts in the picture.
* * *

Sally Blane has been signed for
the feminine lead in Columbia's
"The Ghost Walks" (tentative
title), which is in production under
the direction of Edward Sedgwick.

* * *

Sue Carol has been signed by
Monogram to take the leading
feminine role in "In Line of Duty,"
replacing Betty Bronson, previously
announced and who it was found
was unavailable in time to start this
newest Monogram release. Noah
Beery, James Murray and Frances
McDonald complete the cast, with
Bert Glennon directing. Story is

by G. A. Durlam.
* * *

Ernest Wood and Ferdinand
Munier will be featured players in
Fox's new Will Rogers picture, "Dol-
lar Bill." Greta Nissen, Marguerite
Churchill, Gustav Von Seyffertitz,
Arnold Korff and Ted Alexander
will play in support of Mr. Rogers.
Sam Taylor will direct.

* Xs 4:

Gavin Gordon, Southerner, play-
ing a principal role in Radio Pic-
tures' "Secret Service," starring
Richard Dix, doubled as an "accent
teacher" the other day. Gordon used
his time between scenes instructing
Dix and Shirley Grey in the proper
way to slur "r's" in the Southern
manner.

Roland Young has been signed
for a comedy role in Pola Negri's
forthcoming RKO Pathe picture, "A
Woman Commands."

* * *

Frances Agnew, one of the
screen's leading scenarists since her
script on "Are Parents People?"
six years ago, arrived recently to

rejoin Paramount's writing staff.

She comes from New York where
she has been doing special writing
and scenario work for the past year.

* * *

Miss Agnew returns to the com,'

pany with which she made her film

debut. After some newspaper expe-
rience in New York, she was repre-
senting the New York Morning Tele-

graph in Hollywood in 1925 when
given the assignment on "Are Par-
ents People?" Following this, she
worked on "Mannequin" and "The
Golden Princess" for Paramount.
Her other scripts include "The Per-

fect Sap," "Silk Legs," "The Rain-
bow Man," "Syncopation," "Soft
Living," and "The Joy Girl."

to pack thousands of t^^KGS

RICHARD

TALNADGE
*)\CE"of Screen Daredevils in

the 3rd. of his smashinj^'ACTlGN SIX

SCAREHEADS
Th(? highest powered Newspaper melo-drama

sincetRONT PA6E" the picture that mopped up

RICHARD TALMADGE takes

this space to congratulate
Howard Hughes on the smashing
success of his sensational news-
paper melodrama "The Front
Page."

Altho' "SCAREHEADS,"— Talmadge's
smash newspaper drama was scheduled for

production long ago, Mr. Hughes beat us
to it and we are glad he did for his great
picture proved that millions of fans will

pack thousands of theatres to see a great
picture, depression or no depression.

4iQCAREHEADS"—the 3rd of Tal-

l3 madge's high powered "ACTION
SIX" is Talmadge's best to date.

It gives the "Ace" of screen daredevils

the big chance to do his stuff, not dupli-

cated by any Star in pictures today.
Power, Speed, Action, and punch, de-

scribe "SCAREHEADS," and presents the
famous "Dick" at his best, in the kind of a
story and the kind of entertainment mil-

lions will applaud and hugely enjoy.
High powered advertising and exploita-

tion backs up this latest Talmadge release.

GET A COPY OF THE SMASH
PRESS BOOK NOW.

RICHARD TALMADGE PRODUCTIONS, Inc.

Universal City, Cal. _

M!Bia!i.mi.i.iJi.ii.iii.iiii[j.iJ.iiJ.imal^
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Theater Equipment
By M. P. BOOTH

Now is the Time To Check Up
Heating Equipment for Winter
With cool weather just around the

corner and winter not far behind it,

J. H. Elder, director of maintenance
for Publix suggests that managers
of all theaters look to their heating
equipment now so that this equip-
ment will be ready for use as soon
as cold weather sets in.

"It is very essential," says Elder,
"that heating equipment in all the-
aters be checked, cleaned and any
necessary repairs made prior to the
next heating season. To do this work
now will cost less than if we waited
and made the necessary repairs just
before or after putting the equip-
ment in operation for the winter.
"Below are a few items that

should be checked in connection with
your heating equipment:

"Fire-boxes, ash pit, back connec-
tions and all oil-burning equipment
should be thoroughly cleaned.

"All boiler brick-work, fire-brick,

grates, sections, tubes, flanges or
seams should be inspected, repaired
or replaced where found necessary.
"Damper regulations, safety valves

and gauges should be carefully
checked, adjusted or replaced.
"Gauge glasses should be cleaned

and where necessary replaced.
"Vertical or horizontal flues or

chimneys, boiler sections and tubes,
should be thoroughly checked, clean-
ed and replaced, and repairs made,
if possible.

"All air leaks in horizontal or ver-
tical flues should be properly sealed
with cement or fire resisting mate-
rial. (Leaks can be determined by
the use of a candle light, as the leak
will draw or blow the flame, thus
indicating that a leak exists.)

"Repair or replace all defective
or leaking pipes, valves, radiators or
other parts of such equipment. Re-
pack all valves or hand-operated
valves, radiators, pipe lines or boil-

ers. Check all pumps and motors
in connection with this equipment
and see that they are thoroughly
cleaned and in good condition.

"Inspect fans, fan motors, and see

that these items are in perfect condi-

tion.

"Emergency repairs to equipment
of this kind are very expensive in

more ways than one, which makes
it very important to be sure that the
heating equipment is in first class

operating condition in advance of

the actual time this equipment is

necessary.
"Be sure the boiler room is thor-

oughly cleaned, and everything in

perfect operating condition prior to

the next heating season."

meansVALUE
Theatre equipment dealers, scenic

studios and dealers in stage
equipment are invited to write

us for our liberal distributor
proposition, which will enable

them to cash in on the enviable
reputation of Vallen Curtain

Control Equipment for Value
and Customer-Satisfaction. VAL-
LEN DARES TO GUARAN-
TEE!

VALLEN ELECTRICAL CO., INC.
AKRON, OHIO

Sound Engineering Dept.
Added by Oliver Supply

Cleveland—A sound service engi-
neering department has been added
to the Oliver Moving Picture Sup-
ply Co., which recently bought out
the Tone-0-Graph company, and is

now prepared to service all Tone-
0-Graph installations in this terri-

tory as well as furnish replacement
parts required either for Tone-0-
Graph or any other type of inde-
pendent sound equipment.

In addition to serving these
equipments, E. E. Oliver, president
of the company, announces the
opening of a consulting engineering
department under the supervision
of Homer D. Briant, formerly of

the National Theater Supply Co.
and the E. E. Fulton Co.

NEW THEATERS

Montgomery City, Mo. — W. E.
O'Brien of St. Louis has leased the
corner building next to the Standard
office and is converting it into a
modern theater.

Thief River Falls, Minn.—A $50,-

000 theater is to be built here by
A. M. Holte.

South Sioux City, Neb.—A. E.
Thacker, who is building the New
Soo, plans to open the house Sept. 1.

Anamosa, la.—A $100,000 theater
seating 1,200 is to be erected here by
Clifford Niles to replace the Grand,
recently destroyed by fire.

Spencer, la.—Mrs. R. E. Fraser
has announced plans for a $50,000
theater to replace the one destroyed
in the recent fire. The theater will

be one of two for Finkelstein Cir-

cuit.

Sac City, la.—A picture theater
is to open here Sept. 1 in the Odd
Fellows hall. A contest is being con-

ducted to name the theater.

Hall & Connolly Sales

Recent sales of Hall & Connolly
pi'oducts include the following
items: Four HC-4 projection I4mps
to International Projector Corp.,
for export.
Two EF-4 spotlights, one to the

Stanley theater, Pittsburgh, and
one to Wilshire-Western theaters,
Los Angeles.
Two FR-10 lamps to Arco Elec-

tric Co., New York, for shipment to

Rohlig & Co., Bremerhaven, Ger-
many.
One FR-10 to Donaldson Litho

Co., Newport, Ky.
Two FR-lO's to National Cash

Register Co., Dayton, O.

Kinetophone on Vulcania

Kinetophone Ruby Co. has in-

stalled a reproducer on the S.S. Vul-
cania, which is cruising to Bermuda
over Labor Day.

Philly Poster Firms Move
Philadelphia—National Kline Pos-

ter Co. has moved to 1305-7 Vine St.,

and National Penn Printing Co. is

now at the Kline company's former
address, 1233 Vine St.

Worcester, Mass. — Construction
starts soon on the Lewis J. Warner
Memorial theater which Mr. and
Mrs. Harry M. Warner are giving

to the Worcester Academy, which
graduated their son in 1928. Plans
for the theater, which will seat 400,

include a group of murals depicting

Lewis' characteristics. The architect

is Drew Eberson.

NEW PORTABLE PROJECIi

PUTOUTBYARCPRODUCI

American Blower Corp.

Busy on Installations
Omaha—Many of the Omaha ter-

ritory theater owners have been
installing air washers and blowers
to combat the hot weather as well

as supply fresh air in the theaters

at all times, according to the
American Blower Corp. of Detroit.

Distribution is through the Nation-
al Theater Supply Co. The follow-

ing situations in this area have
made recent installations of air

washers and blowers:
Grand theater. Red Oak, Iowa;

Isis, Crete, Neb.; Strand, Lincoln,

Neb.; Rivoli, Seward, Neb.; Majes-
tic, Hebron, Neb.; Nebraskan, West
Point, Neb.; Sun, Holdrege, Neb.;

Iowa, Iowa City, la., and the Gra-
nada theater, Sioux City, la.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 M.M. SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

A portable projector for black
white or natural color, adaptable
sound on film or sound on disc,

been placed on the market by
Products Corp., new equipment a
pany, which has just establii

headquarters in New York. Kn
as the Vocolor projector, the ec

ment can be assembled or d;

sembled in five minutes, and
pack in two compact rectangv
containers with a combined tcl

weight of less than 160 pounds,,!
that one man and a small car <

handle it for any distance or
p]

pose, the company states.

Among features claimed for
Vocolor projector are: long raj

"throw," showing color pictures S

large as black and white; compl;
flexibility, enabling change fii

color to black and white, or \?

versa, at will; normal speed of p-
jection for color, same as black ii

white; low price of machine.
The apparatus is of simple c-

struction, and the small number!
parts means greater ease of ope-
tion.

A 16 mm. Vocolor camera and p -

jector also are put out by Arc Pr-
ucts. Vocolor is described as a s

pie process which takes color ]-

tures on ordinary black and wle
panchromatic film through rotatj
color discs in the camera and p-
jects through corresponding discsi
the projector.

Opens New Orleans Branch
i

New Orleans—J. 0. Ford, <-

trict manager for Blizzard coo ;

systems, including washed r

equipment, and the Bestone soi'

-

on-film system, with headquar's
in Dallas, has announced the \-

pointment of R. T. Kindrich to hi-

dle distribution of these two h'ls

of equipment, with offices in <i

city. A district manager for ,e

Atlanta territory also will e

named shortly. Ford states.

JUST /^^s
AROUND li/^^f?
THE mlm

CORIVER ^^h^'

from every America
theatre

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY
Branches in all Principal Cities



SERVICE
^^Gf,

Diagram of a W^estern Electric

Sound System Circuit *

knows his ^way through this intricate circuit

. . . that^s why he is able to protect you

against Poor Sounds Breakdowns^, Pro-

gram Interruptions and Lost Patronage!

Trained to Bell System standards of main-

tenance, the ERPI man can render this service

more economically and efficiently than anyone

else.

Backed by 50 years of voice transmission

experience, the Western Electric Sound System

is the finest equipment you can buy. Yet even

the finest equipment needs regular, pains-

taking and expert inspection and service.

By keeping your Western Electric Sound

System operating at peak performance for

the life of your contract, the ERPI Service

Engineer helps you earn dividends on your

investment!

SOD N D
Westcrm^Mtectric

SYSTEM
Nortbcrn Electric in Canada

Distributed by

ElectricalResearch Products Inc.
250 West 57th Street, New York
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"EAST OF BORNEO"

ivith Charles Bickford, Rose Hobart

Universal Time. 74 mins.

A POP SMASH. SPECTACU-
LAR MELODRAMA WILL WOW
EM WITH SEX, SUSPENSE AND
SMASHING THRILLS.
Here is a colorful Oriental jungle

meller that has practically every-

thing. Made frankly for the popu-

lar appeal, it pours in every trick

of showmanship with prodigal pro-

fusion. It is a riot of colorful at-

mosphere, an intriguing sex situa-

tion delicately handled, weird and
gripping situations, thrill upon
thrill, suspense, and some of the

most terrifying wild animal shots

ever filmed. It is another "Trader
Horn" striking out into an entirely

different treatment. A showman's
pix that is a natural for the heavy
ballyhoo. Briefly, the plot: Rose
Hobart follows her husband, Charles

Bickford, into the tropical wilds of

Borneo. He has gone native acting

as court physician to the sinister

native Prince, played superbly by
Georges Renavent. The Prince tries

to possess the girl. The husband
fights for her safety. Then a suc-

cession of tense, gripping situations

to a smash climax. And wild ani-

mal shots that alone would make
this a hair-i-aiser of the first water.

Cast: Charles Bickford, Rose Hobart,

Georges Renayent, Lupita Tovar, Noble
Johnson.

Director, George Melford ; Author, Dale
VanEvery ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer. Edwin
H. Knopf; Cameraman, George Robinson;
Recording Engineer, not listed.

Direction, e.xcellent. Photography, the best.

Laurel and Hardy in

"PARDON US"
M-G-M Time, 55 mins.

THOROUGHLY ENJOYABLE
COMEDY WITH LAUREL AND
HARDY TAKING ADVANTAGE
OF EVERY OPPORTUNITY FOR
LAUGHS IN THEIR FIRST FEA
TURE.

With ample comedy material in

the story and dialogue, fine direction
and excellent production, Laurel and
Hary score heavily and handily.
They have been given clever comedy
situations, which they never fail to

"top" with their "mugging" and
ludicrous actions. Laurel's gag of

the "loose tooth" which "buzzes"
every time he talks, is a scream.
The entire action takes place behind
prison walls, where the boys have
been confined for selling a bottle of

beer to a policeman. Hilarious situa-

tions follow as the boys get mixed
up in a couple of prison-breaks and
finally, with a machine gun passing
from one to the other, they unknow-
ingly quell a prison riot and gain
pardons from the governor. Laurel
and Hardy seem destined for more
features if they can keep up this

fast pace.

Cast: Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy, Wilfred
Lucas, Walter Long, June Marlowe, James
Finlayson.

Director, James Parrott : Author, not cred-
ited ; Adaptor, not credited ; Dialoguer, H. M.
Walker ; Editor, Richard Currier ; Camera-
man, Jack Stevens ; Recording Engineer, El-
mer Raguse.

Direction, fine. Photography, good.

"THE LAST FLIGHT"
First National Time, 80 mins.

CHARMING FILM WITH ITS
WHIMSICAL STORY OF WAR
BUDDIES ADOPTING A GIRL.
BARTHELMESS SCORES
STRONG.

This will appeal to the femmes
with its very unusual and whimsi-
cal story. Helen Chandler does
well in the part of the naive girl
who has never grown up, and is

"adopted" by the four war buddies.
The latter are American aviators
whom the war has disillusioned,
and left with no interest in life but
their comradeship and an enormous
desire to drink themselves to death
and have a good time. Then they
meet the girl in a cafe, adopt her,
and take her on a trip to Lisbon.
Here a succession of incidents re-
sults in the death of two of the
buddies, the disappearance of the
third, leaving Barthelmess and the
girl alone. They decide to complete
their destinies together. The love
interest is charming, and the entire
production well handled with a deli-
cate touch on the directorial end.
It is a clean and wholesome story,
and just made for the family trade.
Barthelmess handles his part ad-
mirably, as do the entire company.

Cast: Richard Barthelmess, John Mack
Brown, Helen Chandler, Walter Byron,
Elliott Nugent, David Manners.

Director, William Dieterle ; Author, John
Monk Saunders ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer,
same ; Editor, Al Hall ; Cameraman, Sid
Hickox ; Recording Engineer, not credited.

Direction, good. Photography, okay.
I

"DAUGHTER OF THE DRACC
Paramount Time, 70 m

WEAK ENTERTAINMI
OWING TO PREPOSTERCS'
AND DRAGGY STORY. WlL
ENACTED FU MANCHU DRA>

.

The insidious Fu Manchu is

been resurrected to continue is

vengeance upon the Petrie fan

whom he blames for the murdei

his own line in China. Beforeie

dies in an early reel, after kil
g

Sir John Petrie, he compels isi

daughter, Anna May Wong, to l:e

an oath to kill the remaining Pe'

a young man. This occupies r

of the obvious and suspensess

story which ends with her fai 'e

and death. An interesting highlit

i

of the picture is the return to e

'

screen of Sessue Hayakawa, p -

ing a Scotland Yard man. e

players are much better than .e
i

story. The picture will have s

best chances when shown before i-

discriminating audiences.

Cast. Anna May Wong, Warner i
Sessue Hayakawa, Bramwell Fletcher, la-

ces Dade, Holmes Herbert.

Director, Lloyd Corrigan ; Author, ix

Rohmer; Adaptors, Lloyd Corrigan, Mte
M. Katterjohn ; Dialoguer, Sidney Buchn;
Editor, not credited ; Cameraman, Victor 1-

ner ; Recording Engineer, Earl S. Hyn^.

Direction, poor ; Photography, fine.

"THE GAY DIPLOMAT"
with Ivan Lebedeff

Radio Pictures Time, 70 mins.

MECHANICAL AND SLOW
MOVING STORY, WITH ARTIFI-
CIAL TREATMENT AND ACT-
ING.
The advance publicity given Ivan

Lebedeff as the hero was a great
building-up for a second Valentino,

but the comparison is far from a

happy or propitious one. For Lebe-
deff is the direct antithesis of the

great screen lover. His acting is stilt-

ed and mechanical. He fails to get

over on the screen any sense of a

vibrant personality—let alone a

heart breaker who can make his

power felt by the femmes in the
audience. The theme has been poorly

treated throughout. As a Russian
captain, Lebedeff is sent on a diplo-

matic mission to uncover a female
spy in Bucharest. Three women are

suspected. He is to make love to all

three, and endeavor to find the
traitress among them. A great idea

if it had been dramatically devel-

oped and splendidly acted. But they
missed both ways. You can feel

no sympathy for the three women
and the hero. Just a series of

events that builds no real suspense
and leaves you cold.

Cast : Ivan Lebedeff, Genevieve Tobin,
Betty Compson, Ilka Chase. Purnell Pratt,

Rita La Roy, Colin Campbell, Edward Mar-
tindel, Arthur Edmund Carew.

Director, Richard Boleslavsky ; Author,
Ben W. Levy ; Adaptor, Doris Anderson

;

Dialoguer, same ; Editor, not listed ; Camera-
man, Leo Tover ; Recording Engineer, Bailey
Fessler.

Direction, weak. Photography, very good.

"THE PARISIAN"
with Adolphe Menjou and

Elissa Landi

Capital Pictines Tim.e, 63 mins.

DRAGGY COMEDY WITH TOO
MUCH TALK AND TOO LITTLE
FUN. MENJOU AND LANDI
POORLY DIRECTED.

Made by Pathe-Natan in France,
this English dialogue picture falls

short of providing sufficient enter-
tainment for American audiences.
Menjou lacks the pep and snap
which are considered to be synony-
mous with his appearance, and
Elissa Landi has been seen to much
better advantage. Menjou plays the
part of a Parisian gentleman-play-
boy who married for the second time
and who is surprised by the appear-
ance of his nineteen-year-old son, by
his former marriage. The boy tries

to transform his father from a

waster to a businessman but with
little success. Finally Menjou de-

cides that he is too old for his young
wife and that his son will be a more
fitting companion for her, but it all

wsrks out peacefully. Too peace-

fully. Sound recording is poor and
the cast badly chosen for comedy
work.

Cast, Adolphe Menjou, Roger Treville,

Redgie, Williams, Campion, Elissa Landi,

Renee Savoye, Valery, Pauline Carton.

Director, Jean de Limur ; Author, Leopold
Marchand ; Adaptor, Mary Murillo, Dialoguer,
Roy Horniman ; Editor, Stewart B. Moss;
Cameraman, P. J. Faulkener.

Direction, Very ordinary. Photography,
Poor.

"SHOULD A DOCTOR TELL?"
Regal Time, 52 m,ins.

INTERESTING THEME WITH
BIG FEMME APPEAL WELL
HANDLED IN DIRECTION AND
ACTING IN BRITISH PRODUC-
TION.

This is a very intelligent British
production, treating a delicate theme
expertly. It carries a story of uni-
versal interest to women, and it

works up to a very dramatic climax.
The cast is good, but the two girls

should have been switched in their
roles, and it would have been per-
fect. A young English girl goes
to a doctor for medical treatment
after being duped by a man who
had inveigled her into a mock mar-
riage. Later she marries the doc-
tor's son, also a physician. Then
the problem arises between the doc-
tor and the young wife—should a

doctor tell? He decides to keep her
secret, and stick to his professiongl
ethics. Then a dramatic incident

results in the disclosure, with the
doctor's daughter learning that her
fiancee is the man who spoiled the
life of her brother's wife. Th(!

situation is well handled, and puts
a fine finish on a very worthy little

picture.

Cast: Basil Gill. Norah Baring, Gladys
Jennings, Maurice Evans, Anna Naegel, Wal-
ter Sondes, Claire Greet, A. G. Poulton, C.
Wood. H. Braban.

Director, Manning Haynes ; Author, G. B.
Samuelson ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, Edgar
Wallace ; Editor, not listed ; Cameramen, Jack
Mackenzie, Bon Martin ; Recording Engi-
neers, Harold King, H F. Cooper.

Direction, good. Photography all right.

"DIE BLONDE NACHTIGALI
{"The Blonde Nightingale")

Ufa Time, 69 m%.

PLEASING GERMAN FILM F

SENTIMENT AND SONG C(l
BINED WITH HUMAN INTI:-
EST TOUCHES AND GCD
CHARACTER ACTING.
This is a typical sample of le

recent German offerings combirg
a sentimental theme with mel y

and light characterizations. lie

Elster scores as the blonde nijt-

ingale, with a nice personality d

a pleasing voice. The rest of lie

cast are well picked for a vary
of human characterizations,
production is marked by nati;

ness and an air of reality tha is

characteristic of this type of o'''-

ings from the Berlin studios, .e

story tells of the singer who >
comes famous at a little beer jf-

den. A little romance develops ^ h

a young student, which is ru. y

interrupted when the singer beco 'S

engaged to sing in a big opera ci-

pany. Circumstances bring -r

back to the humble beer gar"
atmosphere, and the return of is

happy romance. It should go
with German audiences, and "

easily be followed by Amer;

"

patrons also.

Cast: Ernst Behmer, Else Elster, At ir

Hell, Walter Steiner, Erich Kestin. >
pold von Ledebur, Berthe Ostyn, Sief M

Berisch, Wilhelm Bendow, Harry Halm, "I

Kemp.
Director, Johannes Meyer ; Author, 1

"'

ard Kessler ; Adaptors, Walter Wasser n.

Walter Schles ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, ot

listed ; Cameraman, Werner Brandes.

Diection, satisfactory. Photography, ol
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"THE SKY SPIDER"

]\ein Pictures Time, 69 nmis.

VIRY ENTERTAINING YARN
'itl GOOD AIRPLANE ACTION
T>F AND HUMAN STORY
ETURING BERYL MERCER
SrHE MOTHER.

: Ijis one is well up the list of the

id<endent offerings, being handled

'it| class in all departments,

triig cast throughout, a very hu-

laiand appealing story, and plen-

v ( action stuff in the airplane se-

ue;es. The theme is that of three

roiiers, airmail pilots, with an air

acjteer securing the inside dope

n ihipments of currency through

is'riendship with the family. One

f le brothers is followed in his

igit and shot down over the rough

eS-t country. Follows a series of

ncents in which the other two

rciers uncover the racketeer, and

rs^e him to follow another flight,

'hi third brother comes up behind

[J I

pursuit plane, and after a hot

alie, sends the air bandit ship

0^1 in flames. The first brother

3 fescued from his marooned spot

n [le wilderness. Beryl Mercer as

h^mother lends her usual fine por-

raal, lifting the story into the hu-

n^ interest class strong. Nice
hie-cornered love interest angle

vh Blanche Mehaffey.

6t: Glenn Tryon, Pat O'Malley. John

're', Beryl Mercer, Blanche Mehaffey,

os:h Girard, Philo McCuUough, George
:h<boro. Jay Hunt.
lector, Richard Thorpe; Author, Grace

Le< Norton; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer,

an; Editor, not listed ; Cameraman, not

St.; Sound Recorder, not listed.

Ijection, smooth. Photography, good.

"THE MYSTERY TRAIN"

Ictmental Time. 69 mins.

NTERTAINING LOVE STORY
rnT WILL PLEASE THE FEM-
4S AND SHOULD GO WELL IN
riE SMALLER HOUSES.
his one started off as if it was

;cig to be a sensational dramatic
Art, then suddenly switches to a
igt love treatment, that throws
h; entire production all out of fo-

u Opens with a sequence finish-

n in a sensational train wreck,
r.i the heroine escaping from the

h-iff to whom she had been man-
ic'd. The girl of course is inno-
•4: of the crime of which she is

icised. A society dame on the
rn vouches for her as her niece,

ii takes her under her wing.
D-xi later the love interest devel-

\\ with the young and wealthy
rnd of the family. This is treat-
dightly and with a certain charm,
!i ing in some more or less dra-
ntic incidents, with the police au-
Irities trying to apprehend the
r:l, but all working out to the usu
iltiappy finish. Just fair entertain-
rnt in a rambling story that will
)ase the uncritical.

iast: Hedda Hopper, Bryant Washburn,
^; Stuart, Marceline Day, Jack Richard-
c Al Cooke, Eddie Fetherston, Joe Girard.
irector, Phil Whitman ; Author, Hamp-

er del Ruth, Phil Whitman ; Adaptor, Hamp-
cdel Ruth; Dialoguer, Hampton del Ruth;
i:or, not credited ; Cameraman, J. S.
3;wn; Sound Recorders, C. S. Franklin
Ml Neil Jack.
irection, fair. Photography, good.

SOUND SHORTS
"Rhythms of a Big City"

Vitaphone Time, 10 mins.
A Screen Classic

Put this down in your date book
as a truly distinctive short—the
type that discriminating audiences,
in particular, will rave about. Mur-
ray Roth and Glen Lambert, who
co-authored and co-cjirected, have
provided a variety of trick camera
angles which greatly enhance the
production. Relating the move-
ments of a great metropolis, the
picture sketches what perhaps
may be termed an average day in

its existence, briefly touching upon
a tragic and dramatic incident.

Dolly Gilbert and John Hickey are
both attractive in their roles. No
dialogue is included in the picture
and certainly none is needed. In-

stead a splendid, moving score has
been arranged by Harold Levey.
The superb photography is by Ed
DuPar and Ray Foster. Bert Frank
edited the film.

"The Voice of Hollywood"

Tiffany Time, 11 mins.
Pleasing

This offering in the "Star" ra-

dio station from Hollywood employs
the television device cleverly, with
a gag worked all through the vari-

ous shots of the Hollywood celebri-

ties. Chester Conklin is used as the
television subject, offering the pub-
lic a new recipe for baking a cake.
Meanwhile such well known screen
characters as Charlie Chaplin,
Dolores Del Rio. Carl Laemmie,
Mitzi Green and Constance Bennett
are presented, among many others.

It is well handled from a produc-
tion angle, with Lew Ayres acting
as announcer.

Tom Howard in

"Two A. M."

Paramount Time, 9 mins.
Am.using Travesty

Very humorous travesty on bur-
glary. Tom Howard plays the part
of the dumb assistant, who carries
the tools, makes a lot of noise, calls

upstairs to ask the folks for the
combination of the safe, gets
chummy with the cop and finally

leads the way to the station house
as though he were going on some
joy date. The comedy idea is nice-
ly worked out, and the skit ought
to click nicely anywhere.

"Little journeys to Great Masters"

(E. M. Newman Travel Talk)
Vitaphone 1248 Time, 8 mins.

Mildly Interesting

A Cook's tour of Italy, with
stress placed on its beautiful cathe-
dral and other historical and archi-
tectural points, is provided in this
member of "Little Journeys to
Great Masters" series. A descrip-
tive voice has been dubbed in. It's

mildly interesting.

"Gold-Digging Gentlemen"
Vitaphone 1263 Time, 10 mins.

Good Flash Comedy
Nicely entertaining skit dealing

with gigolos and their elderly part-
ners. Handled in a somewhat satir-

ical vein, and with a cabaret sequence
interpolated, the subject maintains
satisfactory interest. Shows a couple
of gigs playing up to their rich em-
i)loyers while "on duty," but denying
their vocation and spending their

dough on other dames during their

off time. The dowagers come along
and catch the foursome in a ritzy

restaurant, whereupon the gigs are
yanked back to their paid escort

duties.

Eddie Buzzell in

"Chris-Crossed"
Columbia Time, 9 mins.

Nifty
This is one of the best of the

"bedtime stories for grownups'
turned out by Eddie Buzzell so far.

It is a travesty on the discovery of

America by Columbus and shows
Chris at home working out h^s

theories despite objections from un-
sympathetic parents, then appeal-
ing to the Queen for backing, the
voyage across and finally the s'ght-
ing of land—none other than New
York in all its skyscraper glory,
with the discoverer being greeted
by a harbor demonstration like

that accorded the returning Lind-
bergh. Entire skit is richly hu-
morous and should prove a big
laugh number anywhere.

Eddie Foy, Jr., and Eric Dressier in

"Good Mourning"
Vitaphone 1206 Time, 10 mins.

Familiar Stuff
Telling their wives that they must

attend a friend's "wake," the two
young husbands, played by Eddie
Foy, Jr., and Eric Dressier, go on
a party with a couple of hot num-
bers. Meanwhile the fellow who is

supposed to be dead calls up one of
the errant lads, resulting in the
wives getting wise and the husbands
getting it in the neck on their re-

turn. One of the wifey roles is play-
ed by Peggy Shannon. Nothing new
in the idea, but it manages to hold
interest pretty well nevertheless.

"Tennis Technique"
(Sport Champion Series)

M-G-M Time, 10 mins.
Interesting

After getting off to a slow start,

this William "Bill" Tilden release,
speeds up and finishes with a bang.
Tilden outlines and explains the
fundamentals of good tennis play-
ing and shows, in both normal and
slow motion, some of the strokes
for which he is famous. The "aerial
marker" idea is clever and explana-
tory. The analysis of Tilden's mas-
terful playing should interest ev-
eryone regardless of whether they
are tennis fans or not.

"Spring Training"
Educational Time, 9 mins.

Snappy Football
The first of the "Football for the

Fan" series, featuring the coaches
of the famous college football

teams, putting their squads through
their gridiron work and showing
all the inside work. In this, the
first of the series. Coach Howard
H. Jones of the Southern Califor-
nia "Trojans," shows his men in

spring practice. It is a very well
produced reel, snappy and full of

action. Coach Jones explains each
individual play before his team ex-
ecutes it. Many of the shots are
in slow motion, so that each indi-

vidual movement of the players is

seen in detail. Should prove a
strong feature with the football
fans.

"Success"
Vitaphone 1257-8 Time, 17 mins.

Excellent Co^nedy
Jack Haley, who does the lead in

this entertaining comedy, is a Jack
Oakie type and his work is grand.
Helen Lynd plays his sweetie.
Story concerns young song plugger
who wants to marry charmer but
dad insists that his son-in-law be a
baseball player. Boy, who is near-
sighted, takes a try at baseball and
through a streak of real comedy
luck, comes through in big league
style. Alf Goulding didn't miss any-
thing in this story, which Fred Al-
len wrote.

"The Navajo Witch"
Talking Picture Epics. Time, 8 mins.

Very Entertaining
One of the Wild Life series. Very

picturesque, being a personally con-
ducted tour through the home life

of a Navajo Indian family on the
desert. It is very unusual and en-
tertaining, showing the Indian
youth tending the herd of goats,
catching a hoot owl, and bringing
it home to the family shack, where
the old granny remonstrates, and
has the owl released, sure that it

is an old witch that will cause
trouble. The narrator has a good
delivery, speaking in a western
style that fits in admirably with the
subject.

"Ye Olde Time Newsreel"
Vitaphone Time, 7 mins.

Novelty
Interesting presentation of old

library shots, with the narrator
gagging and kidding the various
views dating back to the very earl-
iest era of pictures. Each shot is

introduced by a quartet singing an
appropriate old melody. The views
cover such interesting relics as the
trial flight of Wright's first plane,
an old horse car, bathing beauty
styles of the nineties, a fashion pa-
rade on the Atlantic City board-
walk, the first of the original horse-
less buggies, etc.
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^ By HARRY N. BLAIR ^^

\TEELY EDWARDS, James Mor-
ton and Jessie Bushley are ap-

pearing with Fanny Watson and
Thelma White in their new Vita-

phone short, "Of All People," being
directed by Alf Goulding.

Raquel Davido has been assigned

a part in "Sal of Singapore," which
has just gone into production at the

Paramount New York studio.

Robert Ripley has completed his

first "Believe It or Not" short un-
der his new Vitaphone contract.

Roy Mack directed it. Ripley is

making 13 of these novelties this

year, against 11 last year.

"Balmy Daze," third in the series

of Simple Simon Comedies produc-

tions starring Louis Simon, has been
completed. The picture boasts a cast

of 60 and eight elaborate sets, with
dialogue kept to a minimum. Harry
Tighe is Simon's chief support.

Plans are now under way for the
remaining three comedies to be made
by Simple Simon this season.

Tommy Madden, former heavy-
weight fighter and in recent years

a picture actor, is working in "Sal

of Singapore,' now being made at

the Paramount New York studio.

Rose Mariella is lending her
glamor to "Sal of Singapore."

Teddy Pahle of the Paramount
Joinville camera staff has been vis-

iting friends around New York dur-

ing the past few days.

Dewey Wrigley, process man with
Pathe at the Coast, is in town get-

ting some special shots.

Enric Madriquera arranged the

score for "My Sin," Tallulah Bank-
head vehicle which Paramount soon

opens on Broadway.

William Gargan has been as-

signed a part in "Girl from No-
where," which is Paramount's new
title for "Sal of Singapore," now
in production at the Long Island stu-

dio. He opens in "He," Theater
Guild production, on Broadway Sept.

21st.

Bargain Holiday

Providence—Publix has cut admis-

sion prices at the Strand on its

Monday matinees, Monday being the

"afternoon off" for department store

employes in Providence. "Smiling

Lieutenant" was the first picture

played under the policy.

FOREIGN MARKETS
By L. H. MITCHELL

FULLERS EXPANDING

AUSTRALIAN CIRCUIT

Sydney—The Fuller interests are
quietly expanding their holdings in

motion picture theaters. They are

gathering in suburban houses in

Sydney, invading the North Coast
of New South Wales, and floating

a new $1,000,000 company, Fullers

Metropolitans, Ltd., to build a

"super" picture house on the site

of the old Town Hall, in Brisbane.
Their invasion of the North Coast
of N.S.W. will begin with the erec-

tion of a theater at Lismore.
The Fullers now have four subur-

ban houses \xi Sydney, with the
opening on Aug. 1 of the Olympic,
Leichardt. At the end of this year
the St. James, Sydney, and Mel-
bourne Princess, leased to Union
Theaters, Ltd., will revert to the
Fuller interests.

Hoyts is moving to counteract
Fullers' expansion of houses in the
Sydney suburban field. Owners of

several Melboure theaters are said

to have offered their theaters to the
Fullers on a rental basis sufficient

to assure adequate returns to in-

vestors.

Drive for British Films
On Colonial Screens

London—A comprehensive scheme
is on foot for organizing and facili-

tating the distribution of British
films in the British Colonies and
possessions. It s being worked out
by the F.B.I, in conjunction with
the Colonial Office. It is proposed
that the F.B.I., through the Pro-
ducers' Group, collect and tabulate
lists of all films suitable and avail-

able for distribution in the Colo-
nies. The official support of the
Colonial Office is expected to be a
powerful factor in inducing British
producers to work wholeheartedly
for the scheme. An official an-
nouncement is expected in the near
future. .

Astra Film Co. Offers Settlement
Vienna—The Astra Film Co. of

Vienna, owned by an Englishman,
Percy Felce, is offering creditors a
35 per cent settlement on its out-
standing obligations of 5,000,000
schillings.

"Mother Earth" for Argentina
Rome—Cines-Pittaluga's "Mother

Earth," which has had a successful
showing at the Titania-Palast, Ber-
lin, has been sold to Mayo Films
for release in Argentina, Paraguay
and Uruguay.

Swedish Exhibs Want Tax Removed
Stockholm — Swedish exhibitors

are trying to persuade the Govern-
ment to remove the amusement tax
and replace it with an assessment
against producers. Up to the pres-
ent time the Government has not
indicated its attitude in the matter.

ERENCH-BRITISH PICTURES

PLANNED BY OSSO FILMS

London—In an interview here, C.
Gallone, producer of "City of
Song," stated that Osso Films, the
French producing company, would
make eight French-British produc-
tions during the coming season in

co-operation with a well-known
British company, negotiations with
which are now in progress. The
first of the program of British-
French films will be a desert pic-

ture along the lines of "Beau
Geste," featuring Prejan, star of

"Sous les Toite de Paris," and an
English actress yet to be chosen.

B.I.P. Finishes Three;

Starts on Three More
London — British International

Pictures has completed "Carmen,"
from Bizet's opera; "The Shadow
Between" and "House Full" and
has started work on "Out of the
Blue," starring Gene Gerrard with
Jessie Matthews and Kay Ham-
mond; "Money for Nothing," from
a Seymour Hicks story with the
author in the stellar role, and "The
Love Race" for the Lupino-Lane
combination. "Gordon of Khartoum"
is scheduled for early production
under the direction of Anthony As-
quith. Capt. Reginald Berkeley
wrote the script.

Modify French Tax Regulations

Paris—Minister of Finance Pietri

will soon introduce a decree modi-
fying the present entertainment tax
regulations. Under the new rules,

managers will be able to issue

many tickets free of tax and fiscal

charges. Modification is also pro-

posed for tickets sold at reduced
prices. War-wounded, bachelors and
students will no longer have to pay
any tax.

Kiba Buys Schoenbrunn Studio

Vienna — A group of producers
connected with Kiba, a Vienna ex-

hibitors' organization backed by the

Arbeiterbank, has acquired the
Schoenbrunn Studo near here, and
will start production on a large

scale in October.

35 Fined in Quota Case

London— Thirty-five British ex-

hibitors and five distributors have
been convicted of non-compliance
with the quota provisions of the

Flms Act and received fines. Forty
prosecutions against exhibitors were
of Offenders Act. Two of the seven

actions against distributors were
dismissed under the same act.

dismissed, two under the probation

Presentation,

,By JACK HARROWER^^

Capitol

nil I"Miniature Revue," devised ij

staged by Chester Hale proves
a diversity of colorful and talejd

entertainment as the Capitol js-

entation this week. Arthur \
a young man with an unusilj
fine tenor voice, almost stopped le

show with his rendition of jj

Man River." Ball later sang "
ly

Dance" assisted by the Chter

Hale Girls in a breezy dance rj.

ber. Fields, Smith and Fils,

three lads in sailor uniforms, r

vided ten minutes of slap-stick \

and acrobatic dancing and had ^

audience either laughing or
p

plauding throughout their act. a-

rietta, a dancer of exceptional
!

ents, and Stadler and Rose,
room dancers rounded out a
enjoyable stage show.

Paramount
Labeled "The Four Seasons"

stage show current at the P
mount provides a hodge-podge w
is particularly entertaining thrc

the work of Block and Sully,

indulge in bright patter. El;

Powell does a tap and other d;

routines which are distinctly
of-the-ordinary. The company
eludes the Danny Dare Girls, L
Hoffman, the Picken Sisters, t

and Mary Mason, the Thrillers
acrobatic flyers. Irvin Talbot i

a nice piece of conducting with
Paramount Orchestra.

Pola Negri Stricken

Santa Monica, Cal. — Stricn
with acute appendicitis at her hiie

here, Pola Negri was rushed toie

hospital Thursday. She is u !r

contract to RKO Pathe. ji

Traversi Joins RKO
Philip Traversi, identified \\i

the film industry for several yi?,

has joined the music division f

RKO.

Bond Issue for Denver Orphe
Denver—A $500,000 bond is e

on the RKO Orpheum has been i-

sued locally.

New Sound Apparatus

Prague—Knotek, a Czechoslovak

ian motion picture technician, i

working on a new sound film ap

paratus which Prague professiona

circles assert will revolutionize ex

isting sound patent devices. Th(

sound is electrically recorded oi

two different tracks and can b(

reproduced immediately. The ap-

paratus will cost from $250 to $300



A PREDICTION

IN 1914 Eastman announced the first panchro-

matic motion picture negative film. It swept

the country ... In March, 1931, Eastman an-

nounced the first stable ultra-speed panchro-

matic—Eastman Super-sensitive Panchromatic

Negative, Type 2... It is predicted that just as

color- sensitive film has practically replaced

color-blind material, so the new Eastman

Super-sensitive will make slower emulsions vir-

tually obsolete . . . Naturally the producers and

camera men who are adopting this remarkable

film now will reap the greatest advantage . .

.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New

York. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New

York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

Eastman Supersensitive

Panchromatic Negative, Type 2
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V-^INDERELLA of the slum^j

upsets high-hat household. M
new Sally O'Neil as the world-

wise waif — rough, tough and"

adorable. So human and funny

that it got her a 5 year contracjti

Clever stage success perfect]

screen material and good to the-

last laugh. y^

i% AN
SALLY O'NEIL
ALLAN DINEHART FRANK ALBERTSON
WILLIAM COLLIER, Sr. . VIRGINIA CHERRILL

JUNE COLLYER
From play by Maude Fulton • Dialog direction by William Collier, Sr.

Directed by
JOHN FORD

neuj s€R(on

neuj HITS

m

AugiLst 23—
WILL ROGERS in

YOUNG AS YOU FEEL.

August 30—
TRANSATLANTIC with

EDMUND LOWE LOIS MORA
Septemher 6 —

JANET GAYNOR . CHARLES FARRELf

I MERELY MARY ANN
Septemher 13 —

JAMES DUNN
in BAD GIRL

SALLY EILERI

Every Om a Hit
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iriimatein Character
Inernational in Scope
Irliependent in Thought

B
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5,000-S100,000 Gravy for Foreign Film in U.S.

iWSPAPERS' AD FILMBAN IS CHALLENGED

junction Allows Chicago Houses To Reopen
ece Negotiations Flop
Between Operators

and Indies
(]icago—Threat of C. K. Crei-

head of the city license bu-
to close independent houses

h^e operators could not show
!r credentials was blocked yes-

y when Judge Ross Hall grant-
temporary injunction restrain-
he police and city department
ectricity from interfering with
heaters.

Ifieteen of the 75 houses which
(Continued on Pape 2)

I LAUNCHES ITS OWN

SABY STAR SELECTIONS

Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
IbUywood—As the outcome of
e.'efusal of Wampas to give the

studio any representation in

i^ist of Wampas Baby Stars for
Ic, officials of the film company

launched an annual selection
heir own, to be known as the
Debutante Stars. Selected for

)Jt are Linda Watkins, Conchita
enegro and Helen Mack.

•jP. Revenue Running
At $5,000,000 a Year

:mdon—Eevenue of British In-
rational Films from rentals and

1 in Great Britain exceeded
,)0,000 in the first three months,
t the rate of $5,000,000 a year,

;(rding to John Maxwell. This
occlusive of dividends on invest

i£ts, studio rentals and other spe
a income.
-

Bad Girl" Draws 185,000

n First Week at Roxy

I its first week at the Roxy, "Bad Girl"
a d to 185,000, according to the house
cds. The Fox picture, starring James
u and Sally Eilers, is now in its second
e at the big house.

Two New Paramount Producers
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Herman |. Mankiewicz and Percy Heath, writers, have been

elevated to the posts of producers on the staff of B. P. Schulberg, managing

director of West Coast production for Paramount.

Trailers Called Best Medium-

For Advertising of Pictures

San Francisco—In a discussion of

the relative merits of newspaper
and trailer advertising for the

boosting of patronage, exhibitors in

this territory have voted in favor
of trailers, according to a survey
by Film Trade Topics. It is gen-

erally agreed that properly design-
ed trailers are the greatest sales

mediums for coming attractions,

and that the application of more
advertising psychology, as well as
greater care in construction, would
make most trailers many times
more effective.

Columbia Earns $3.09a Share
Net earnings of Columbia Pic-

tures for the year ended June 27
amounted to $560,869.86 after all

charges, equal to $3.09 on the com-
mon stock outstanding, compared
with $6.12 in the preceding year.
Gross income for the year was $8,-

600,877.34. Assets of" the company
as of June 27 totaled $6,350,115.49,
against $5,797,650.86 a year ago.

In a statement accompanying the
report. President Joe Brandt said:

"The accompanying income state-

ment does not fully reflect the earn-
ing capacity of this corporation dur-
ing the fiscal year just ended. A
substantial amount of income, which
normally would have been received
from the distribution of our pictures
in Great Britain and the Irish Free
State, will not be received until

after the beginning of the new fiscal

year as a result of our having
(Continued on Page 2)

Foreign Picture in the U. S.

Can Get Up to $100,000 Gravy
Profits of from $25,000 to

000, which in most cases covers or

exceeds the cost of the picture, can
now be obtained in the U. S. by for-

eign productions. The figures, based
on actual receipts of certain Ger-
man, Italian arid French talkers

made abroad and distributed here
in the past season, include rentals

rom circuit bookings, scattered in-

dividual dates, special perform-
ances arranged with local foreign
community co-operation, etc. It is

stated that up to now the potential
audiences for talkers from abroad
have been just partly cultivated,
and that with organized effort plus
a knowledge of communities the re-
sults could be boosted considerably.

Head of Gen'l Business
Films Takes Gannett

Papers to Task
Opposition of newspapers to ad-

vertising films is challenged by
Francis Lawton, Jr., president of
General Business Films, Inc., in a
letter to the Gannett chain of
newspapers, which recently were
reported to have put up the bars
against publicity to ad films as well
as limiting publicity given to shows

(Continued on Pane 2)

COLUMBIA-RKO DEAL

EXPECTED THIS WEEK

Booking deal between Columbia
and RKO theaters is set, with the
formal and detailed announcement
scheduled for this week, The Film
Daily learns. Several smaller sit-

uations remain to be decided upon.

Imported Operators

Not With A. F. of L.
Dispatches from Chicago to the

effect that the contingent of more
than 100 imported operators, sent
from New York for the reopening of
independent houses, were members
of a brotherhood affiliated with the
American Federation of Labor, has
brought a statement from Hugh
Frayne, general organizer of the A.
F. of L., declaring that the only lo-

cal union of operators affiliated with
the labor body through the I. A. T.
S. E. is Local 306, New York, head-
ed by Sam Kaplan.

1,000,000 New Shares

Being Issued by B. I. P.

London—To provide for expansion of
activities, British International Pictures is

to issue 1,000,000 more of its authorized
shares. Present stockholders and directors

are expected tQ take the entire issue,
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 13^4 13}i 13.54 — Vi

East. Kodak 140 138^ 139!^ — IVi
Fox Film "A"... 1354 13 13!4
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) ly^ 2^ 2Vi — Ys
Loew's, Inc 47-5^ 46^ 47.VJi + H
Paramount 23^ 23J^ 23J^ — Vn
Pathe Exch 1% 1}4 I'A — %
do "A" SVi SVz 5'A
RKO "A" 14!4 T-*'A 1454 — 'A

Warner Bros Si'A 8 »'/«

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. vtc. S'A S'A S'A — V2
Fox Thea. "A".. 2A 2'A 2'A
Gen. Th. E(i. pfd. ^'A 4'A 4!/g

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 23 A 22 }4 2354 + 1

Loew 6s 41ww... 981^ 9&A 98/.
Par. 5!/^s50 .... 78-^ 78 78 — A
Warner's 6s39 .. 54 5354 54 +• Va

Joseph Levinson Dies

Milwaukee—Joseph Levinson, 46,

pioneer local exhibitor, died last

week in a local hospital following
an operation. He was manager of

Fox's Miller and Princess here.

Cosmopolitan's New Season Opener

Opening of the Fall season at the

Ufa-Cosmopolitan is scheduled for

Sept. 11, when "The Student Song
from Heidelberg" will begin a run.

.^••'••••••'•••••'•••••••••vX
it
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The Broadway Parade
(Week of August 21)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"Daughter of the Dragon" Paramcuunt. Paramount
"Pardon Us" M-G-M Capitol
"Bad Girl" (2nd week) ,. . . .Fox Roxy
"Last Flight" .First National. Strand
"Dirigible" **

. . . . Columbia Mayfair
"Should a Doctor Tell" Regal Talking Pictures. .. Warner

EXTENDED RUNS
"Star Witness" (4th week) Warner Bros.

.

Winter Garden
"Smiling Lieutenant" (14th week)* Paramount Rivoli
"Bought" (2nd week) . . Warner Bros Hollywood

$2 RUNS
"A Free Soul" (13th week). M-G-M Astor
"An American Tragedy" (3rd week).... Paramount Criterion

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Zwei Herzen" (46th week) Assoc. Cine of Amer Europa
"Der Wahre Jakob" (3rd week) Trans-Atlantic Pictures. .. Belmont
"Die Lustigen Weiber" (7th week) Capitol Film Exchange. . .Little Carnegie
"Die Blonde Nachtigall" .... Ufa Cosmopolitan
"I Am From Siam" Picture Classics Cameo
"Parisian" Capitol Film Exchange. Camec
"Three Loves" Assoc. Cinemas . . Eighth St.

FUTURE OPENINGS

'Street Scene" (Aug. 26) United Artists.

'Dreyfus Case" (Aug. 28) Columbia
Rivoli
Warner

*Including $2 run.
**Previously played $2 run at Central

Injunction Allows

Chi Houses to Reopen
(Continued from Page 1)

reopened Saturday with imported
operators were raided and closed by
inspectors. Under the injunction,

they have reopened. Five more
were closed for lacking amusement
licenses. The others were unmol-
ested.

The temporary truce established

Friday between indie exhibitors and
operators was declared off Satur-

day after the union ai'bitrators re-

fused to discuss the question of

theaters employing one or two op-

erators.

Columbia Pictures

Earn $3.09 a Share
(Continued from Page 1)

changed to a percentage basis of

distribution in those countries in the

expectation of greater ultimate in-

come under that arrangement. Fur-
thermore on account of the uncer-

tainty of conditions prevailing in

Australia and declining foreign ex-

change, it was deemed advisable to

sell the Australian bonds derived
from the distribution of our pic-

tures in Australia, resulting in a

shrinkage of $86,452.91, all of which
amount was charged against profit

during the last quarter, although
these rentals were actually accumu-
lated for the entire period dating
from April, 1930, to the end of the
nresent fiscal year."

Nancy Carroll Returning West
Nancy Carroll is on her way back

to the Paramount studios on the
coast.

Castle Back from Abroad
Eugene Castle returns from Eu-

rope tomorrow on the He de France,

Challenges Opposition
To Advertising Films
(Continued from Page 1)

with such reels on their programs.
On behalf of interested advertising
men, Lawton has put the following
Questions to the Gannett organiza-
tion:
To wha textent. and to what other subjects,

does Business Office regulation of Editorial
Policy apply on the Gannett Newspapers?
Do they print motion picture reviews for

the benefit of rea{lers or advertisers?
If for readers, how are the readers benefited

by discriminatory curtailment of legitimate
news of current motion picture entertain-
ment?

If for advertisers, how do the advertisers
benefit by curtailment of certain screen news?
Do the theaters affected increase or decrease
tlieir newspaper advertising? Do the local

advertisers who handle film advertised goods
increase or decrease their newspaper adver-
tising? Do the national advertisers concerned
sliow more, or less, disposition to list the
Gannett Newspapers?

WHiat is your reason for issuing the in-

structions referred to?
Is the Editorial Policy of the Gannett

Newspapers regulated by the Business Office,
in respect to any other advertising medium?
Has any other advertising medium taken a

>iiniilar attitude toward the Gannett News-
p.mers?
Did you know that advertising of motion

pictures bad been appearing in theaters all

over the country for more than twenty years?

Lawrence to Tour Exchanges Abroad
Survey of M-G-M European ex-

changes will be made by Ludwig
Lawrence, continental representa-
tive of that company, who sails

from New York on Sept. 2. He has
been in the United States since
last December.

"Mystery Train" for Loew Circuit
Meyer Solomon, sales manager for

Hollywood Pictures, has closed a
deal for playing of "The Mystery
Train" over the Loew circuit.

M-G-M September Releases
M-G-M pictures to be released in

September comprise Cecil B. De
Mille's "The Squaw Man," the Al-
fred Lunt-Lynn Fontanne picturiza-
tion of "The Guardsman," John Gil-

bert in "The Phantom of Paris"
and a Buster Keaton vehicle, "Side-
walks of New York.

THE INDUSTRY':

DATE BOOK

Aug.

Sept.

Sept

Oct.

Oct.

29: RKO and RKO Path A.

Outing, Indian Pt t,

Steamer Peter Stuvves t.

1 : Meeting of Allied The;r
ers of New Jersey, lor

Hotel, Asbury Park, .

Exhibitor meeting spcoii
M.P.T.O. of Eastet [

Hotel Astor, Nev Yo
Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Conventii i

Theaters Ass'n of nm
North and South Dakc, F

son Hotel. Minneapolis
28-30: French Educational In

gress, Paris.

I ; Hispano - American M on

ture Congress, MadridSp;
Eleventh Annual Comtk
M.P.T.O. of WesterrPet
vania, Pittsburgh.
Fall meeting of the ciei

Motion Picture Enginrs,
Ocean House, S\nip

Mass.
Annual Awards Dinneof
demy of M. P. Arts fiScii

Hollywood.

4-6:

J. H. Seidelman Saililt

J. H. Seidelman, of the Pa:nii

foreign department, sails tdoi

for his semi-annual inspectn
abroad.

Peerless Production Stts
Wcxt Coast Bureau. THE_ FILl D.

Hollywood — "Sporting iiar

first Al Herman feature t P

less, goes into production tciy.

the cast are Claudia Dell, 711

Collier, Jr., Belle Bennett.iJa

Hall and Stepin Fechit.

Johnston Quits Hera
IVest Coast Ihireau, THE FILi d:

Hollywood—William A. ,hr

has resigned as editor of th Hi

wood Herald. Leo Meehan cc

him.

New Incorporati ni

NEW YORK CHARTER
Picture Guild, theatrical enterpn.i, .A

neys Albany Service, 299 Broad'^',
York. $,SO.O0O.

|
Albert Bannister Productions. th«,V'Ca

terprises : M. C. Goldman, 570 Sev'tli

New York. $,SO.000.
_ [

Joe Levitt Amusements, theatrics, R

Karsten. 30.S Broadway, New YorJplO
Avenue Theater Corp., operateJpta

W. B. Grandison, Buffalo, N. Y. (:)
fl

common. -!

NEW JERSEY CHARTS,
Newark Orphcuni Theater Co.,'Ic«

operate theaters; Lester (iuttern .

York City. 100 shares common.

Studio and Loceio

Sound on Film Reco lir

Low Daily or Weekly Rate>

Powers CInephone Equipment Coirat

T23-7TH AVE.. N. Y BRYANT 60i

COLOR NEGATlEi
Producers make own Color Ne

with By-Pack.

Color in Red-Ortho Negatives r

removed or altered to compler
color.

Write DU CHROME FILM SYSTE^
"Specialists in Color"

6723 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywo(



haplin did it!

did it!

PARDON US
^DD the name of LAUREL-HARDYto the biggest FEATURE DRAW-
ING CARDS of today! Their first fulllength comedy "PARDON US," produced

Hal Roach, a positive sensation in its first engagement at Houston, Texas, Open-

)g in Columbus, Ohio, beats ''Secret Six,'' ''Politics" and 'JFree Soul" Opening

ji Boston beats "Trader Horn!" Watch it roll up records across the world!

's one of the early 1931^2 METRO^GOLDWYN^MAYER releases. Lucky You!

IXTRA! A TELEGRAM! 'Tardon Vs opened to biggest business in history of

iieatre, 4,200 admissions in first two -and a half hours. How is that for 2,900 seats,'^

(signed W. K. Saxton, Ccnturyy Baltimore)



THE WOMEN WILL PA^^

Clara KimballYOUNG<^
MARION NIXON — Paul Page and Yola D'Avril

THE WOMEN — THE MEN — WILL ALL PAY AND PAY TO
SEE THIS ACTION DRAMA RIPPED FROM THE PAGES OF LIFE!



and PAY~^' yout Box-office!

lirst in the Tiffany Productions 1931-32 Quality Group-

e^ JAMES CRUZE
PRODUCTION

Vivid drama thrown against a background where life is raw and

rough and unadorned . . . stark realism of the uneven struggle in

the lower strata of society .... love glowing in the heart of a

Oman who brought life, saw life, faced death ... a heaven in her

sacrifices where a hell surrounded her!

SWIFT ACTION I SWIFT DRAMA! AND WOMAN'S GLORY!

Directed by WALTER LANG



WAKE UP, U

Let^s all pull in the same direction.

The public has wandered away from the box office—or, shall

we say it was driven away by poor pictures? Nevertheless the

public must be brought back to its once favorite entertainment.

Something must he done.

Something CAN he done!

Let's lose no more time about it. Let's show the old flare that

show business is noted for. Let's get out the cymbals, a band

or two, a street parade—let's circus the public back to its en-

thusiasm for pictures. And let's keep them enthused and eager

to continue their lines at the box office by early delivery of the

good pictures that are on the new season's programs. The mob

spirit still rules the most of America. It needs but to be led.

Start the way with a clarion call; bring forth the best pictures

for current showings ; city mayors, governors and even the Presi-

dent will hop on the band wagon for a rousing call to a better

day. And merchants and clubs and other organizations will join

hands to make one grand welcome to the return of better pic-

tures and better times.

Business needs a revival*

Show business can lead the procession!

Motion pictures kept spirits high during the war. They can

similarly brighten up a depression-minded people. The public



low Business!

has money to spend—but it hasn't been encouraged to spend it.

Too many alibis. Too little effort.

A revival? Sure! Let's give 'em an old-fashioned revival

—

but withouti the hymn singing. Let's cheer their souls ; let's stir

their interest; let's arouse their desire; let's make 'em stampede

to the box-offices!

Let^s revive Qreater Movie Season,

But let's do it BIG ! Let's do it in a never-to-be-forgotten man-

ner—with a "this means everything" spirit.

Team Work!
Let's co-ordinate our efforts. We can't win by scattered shots.

Make it a nation-wide affair—shoot the works—start it off right

and keep it going!

There are good men in the industry's home offices who know

how. They don't need to be told what to do—they're only wait-

ing for the signal. Give it to 'em, General Hays! They'll carry

it through their district exploitation men to the exhibitors and

through them to the public. They'll sweep away the cobwebs

and put new pep into the cash register.

A revival? Sure! Cast aside the one-sheets and bring out the

twenty-fours. Throw away the air rifles and bring on the Big

Berthas. Rig up in full colors; fly high the motion picture flag.

Wake Up, Show Business—WAKE UP
BUSINESS/

BEN SHLYEN, Publisher,

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, INC.



Af Little
from '"Lots"

',Bv RALPH li'lLK',

HOLLYWOOD
WALTER FUTTER has signed

Tom Miranda, who was at one
time scenario chief at Fox, to write
an original script covering an idea
which he claims will be even more
thrilling than "Africa Speaks."

* * *

As a reward for their work hi

"Street Scene," Benlah Bovdi and
George Hiimhert have been added
to the cast of "Arrowsmith," which
stars Ronald Colman. Miss Bondi
and Humbert were members of the

original New York cast of the El-

mer Rice play. John Ford is direct-

ing "Arrowsmith."
* * *

Most of the members of the First
National editing department who
were affected when the department
was shut down for the summer have
found new berths. Hugh Bennett,
who was film editor-in-chief, is with
United Artists, while LeRoy Stone
and Al Hall are with Paramount.
George Amy is with C. C. Bui-r,

while Fredric Smith is sailing for
Joinville to join Paramount abroad.
Harold Young has already arrived
at the Paramount Joinville plant.

The Warner Bros, editing depart-
ment was not affected by the shut-
down.

.,. u, o* * *
Our Passing Show: George Amy,

Bill Holmes and Merle Wade play-

ing tennis at night on the Vista
courts; Frank Joyce, Evelyn Brent,
Miriam Hopkins, Ivan Kahn, Mar-
iorie Peterson on the Embassy
Roof.

Speed on Gang Fight Pictures
Newsreel pictures of the gangster

battle in the Bronx on Friday night,

when six were killed and 11 shot in

a 10-mile chase, were being shown
in Broadway houses at noon Sat-

urday by Fox Movietone and Pathe.

Schubert Play Going On
IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—-"Fish Gotta Swim,"

by Bernard Schubert, Radio Pic-

tures contract scenarist, is in re-

hearsal and will open shortly at the
Biltmore in Los Angeles. Schubert
is supervising the rehearsals.

Congratulates

:

GEORGE MELFORD
for his box-office direction

of the Universal jungle
melodrama, "East

of Borneo."
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• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till

Now. ... that the Big Financial Boys are jockeying with this

Television racket.. with the Radio Corporation group
having tried to sew it up in the bag for their Own Li'l Circle
. . . . but the independents like Messrs. Jenkins and De For-
est beat 'em to it ... . and forced their hand .... and
with the Government passing out television permits .

the Big Group had to start active work ahead of their schedule
. .in order to grab off some of these permits. . . .or be left

Out In the Cold altogether. ... which is why they are in

such a helluva hurry to get Radio City under way. ...
even though their original plans did not contemplate action for
a coupla years. ... for this same group is manipulating
the sound equipment racket also. ... and wanted to get
their Profits out of the talkin' screen.. before they
launched Television on the public. .. feedin' the baby one
plum at a time. ... while they sat back and cut the melons
at their Leisure. . . . but as we pointed out, the indie boys
spoiled their li'l game. ... and are forcing the Television
issue. ... and now they are in a tough spot. ... as they
watch the Heavy Gravy oozing away. ... if they aren't
able to bottle up the indie boys. ... which is just another
proof.. . . that Capital can't corral Ideas.. .. and that
Brains and Inventive Genius count heavier than the Wall Street
money bags.. .. which goes for the film game the same
as this new television toy. . . . and that's why the Indie
Producers are comin' back so strong. ... for they have
Brains and Ideas, too.. ..which is why this industry will

always remain Wide Open.. ..and make it worth while
for you and us to stick around a li'l longer. ... for Our
Day may come. ... IF we have Brains and Ideas. .....
encouragin'? .... eh, wot? most suttinly

• • • THAT as long as we have spilled so much inside

Dope we might as well go a li'l further. . . . ajid

wise ya up that Television right This Minute is a FACT
so far as the entertainment field is concerned now it's

merely a matter of ironin' out some technical problems
such as cloudy-day televisioning and, most important
to the Big Fellers, tryin' to sew it up and not kick
the Other Amusements all to smithereens by launchin'
the Novelty too fast and stampedin' the public away
from the Radio and the Pix and raisin' 'ell gen-
erally with the entire industrial structure and
the Investments of the Big Fellers in Radio and Sound
Pix but the Controlling Minds figure that in just about
two years Television will be operating and HOW.

* * * *

• • • THAT they are practically all set right now
to turn a gadget in a television station in, say, Schenectady

and give a complete television program with sound
and everythin'. ... to duplicate any picture theater's show

. . in Galveston, Texas. ... or Nome, Alaska. ...
and if ya think that's a lotta hoosh. ... just mull over the
fact that recently they sent a television pix flyin' through the
ether from that upstate city. . . . completely encircling the
globe. ... and appearing within no time. . . . flashing on
a screen. ... in the Very Same room from which it was
shot. ... and practically Perfect, too. . . . and if they
can do that. ... shootin' a television screen show to a dump
in Oskaloosa is a cinch. ... and that, folks, is the reason
why Hollerword can't remain the Film Center. ... Forever.

• • • THAT it has seeped from the Inside Circle
that Hizzonner Jimmie Walker is scheduled to be the
Hays of Television takin' over his vastly important as-
signment as soon as he relinquishes the mayoralty at
150 grand per annum which may explain why Jimmie
isn't losing any sleep over the Seabury investigation
as he fluffs around the healing bawths at Carlsbad and points
east that we hope we haven't upset you but
ya might as well prepare yourself for the Inevitable

« « « » » »

Minatore, Neb.—George Luce

'

reopening the Grand.

Hutchings, S. D. — Hobert
Gates has bought the Garlock.

Sacramento — The Plaza opes
Sept. 1 with first run pictures a|

RKO vaudeville. House will be (•

erated by I. A. Morris.

Delano, Cal.—The Star has bci

opened by Stewart and Hodge. '

Tulare, Cal.—S. 0. Segada vl

open the Air Dome here shortl;

Minneapolis — The Heights, (

lumbia Heights, has reopened afl-

being closed for repairs and ;

decorations. A cooling system \^

installed.

St. Louis—George Stern, veter
film salesman, is now with Prem':
Picture Corp.

Charleston. Mo.—0. W. McCutc
eon is building a 400-seat hov^
here. Uzzell S. Branson of Blyti
ville, .\rk., is the architect.

Staff Changes Are Made
By Sheffield Exchanj

Denver—J. T. Sheffield, owner
the Sheffield Film Exchanges. «
move his headauarters from D(
ver to Seattle in the near futu
He has announced the follow!
changes in staffs: E. .J. Lustig, f'

mer salesman and Salt Lake Ci

branch manager, will be sales ma
ager of the Denver oflRce: E.
Shaffer, formerlv with RKO a
Columbia, is taking charge of sal

in the Salt Lake and Butte ter
tories, and Hal Moore, forn:

branch manager RKO, Portlai
will be office manager in Portia^

';•

De Mille Leaving for Russia
,

Berlin—Cecil B. De Mille, V.\'

has been visiting Berlin, will lea)

at the end of next week on his t

to Russia. An official governmc'
car has been placed at his dispos

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended bv THE
FILM DAILY to the tollowing mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

August 24
Herbert J. Yates
Victor Halperin
Charles Sellon

Tom London
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Intimatein Character
jiternational in Scope
idependent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictuies

Now Fourteen Years Old
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«>9 P. C. of Copyright Cases Settled Out of Court

JEE PROSPECTS OF TWO-IN-BOOTITlAWS
Dual Feature Problem Slows Up Chicago Buying

I
Just Chatter

\

—on the passing parade

AMatter

0. Opinion

of

l==ByJACKALICOATE^^
As a matter

policy as well as

opinion, shall the

big companies pro-

die, and the exhibitors show, un-

uial or so called "mental" pictures,

v.'en they know they will not earn

tljir feed at the box office? Yes,

one we, on the side of the con-

smctionists, for we believe the fu-

tte of pictures as entertainment
lis in their diversification, original-

it and increasing mentality. Here
islaboratory experimentation. Pro-

d:tions such as "Broken Blossoms,'

tl: Byrd picture, "Disraeli" and
"lutward Bound" may not have
bim direct hits at the box office

tsget, but surely are a credit to

tl- courage and determination of

tlir sponsors to think, at times, in

ttrns of culture and artistry as well

ai. dollars.

Mvertising
Tmptations

In these high-
ly competitive
days it is many
times tempting

tci exaggerate in advertising copy.
Ad still, nothing leaves a more
brer feeling with the "bitten,"
tin to be sold through the medium
ohnisleading or falsely colored ad-
Vjtising. Repeating patrons are
til finest of good will. Advertising
tht over-sells will turn them away
aj quickly as bad pictures. Mark
ain was pretty close to home

wen he said "When in doubt, tell

truth."

And
Hiisicand word from Italy of a
SilSSOlini highly organized

movement, subsidized
b] the government, for the purpose
ojproducing, in toto, all of the bet-
t( Italian operas. The idea is in-
tiesting. Opera, as old as the Ital-
ij; hills, is constantly sung in ev-
ev town and hamlet in central Eu-
r,)e. Will these screen versions
W'lace those of the flesh? From
were we sit the answer looks

—

Indies Wondering
Policy Will Be

Continued

If

Chicago — Uncertainty as to

whether or not the double feature
policy is going to be continued into

the new season is causing local indie
houses to go slow in buying 1931-32
product, it is indicated by a survey
just completed here. Another re-

tarding factor is the current con-
troversy with the operators' union.
Downstate, however, the situation
is radically different with the in-

dependents buying full steam.

M-G-M FOREIGN SCHEDULE

DEPENDS ON U.S. REACTION

M-G-M will not schedule any fea-
tures for foreign distribution until
after they have been shown to

American audiences, "Laudy" Lawr-
ence of the M-G-M foreign depart-

(Coiitiniied on Paiie 8)

Cleveland Loew Houses
Slash Prices Friday

Cleveland—The local admission-
price-slashing carnival will reach
all local Loew houses Friday when
reductions ranging from 16 to 40
per cent will be effected. RKO Hip-
podrome has cut evening admission
prices 10 cents and has extended
the bargain morning matinee one
hour.

Memphis Censors Okay
Clarence Darrow Film

Memphis— The Memphis censor board,

in the heart of the anti-evolution-theory

territory, has okayed Clarence Darrow's

much-debated picture, "The Mystery of

Life." Local clergymen and other funda-

mentalists have strongly protested against

showing of the picture here.

TO

ON ANT! COMBINE PLAN

Montreal—Plans for joint legal

action against the alleged mation
picture combine in Canada will be
considered by provincial legal rep-
resentatives at a meeting to be held
soon, probably at Winnipeg. The
movement is based on the recent
government investigation report.

H-F Circuit Building
Four 1,500 Seat Houses

Four theaters for the Hughes-
Franklin circuit are now under con-
struction and one, the South Troost,
in Kansas City is being rebuilt,
Harold B. Franklin told THE Film
Daily yesterday. The theaters will
have an average seating capacity
of 1,500 and will be located ir

Pomona, Whittier, Leimert Pari
Los Angeles, Cal., and Dalla?
Texas.

99% of Copyright Actions
Being Settled Out of Court

Keith's, Philly, Goes
to Loew on Sept. 11

Philadelphia—Loew on Sept. 11 takes

over Keith's which will show first-run M-
C-M and United Artists pictures. "Street

Scene" will be the opener. E. A. Schiller

made the deal owing to product dispute

between M-C-M and Warner Bros, thea-

ters.

Approximately 99 per cent of
copyright violations suits institutec

by the Copyright Protection Bureau,
administered under guidance of the
Hays Office, are being settled before
the cases go to trail. The Film
Da'.LY was told yesterday. The-
aters so charged are finding it

cheaper to adjust the matter before
court and legal costs augment the
expenses, it was pointed out.

Proposed Ordinance At
Atlanta Would Fix
Number of Men

Prospects of projectionists' unions
throughout the country sponsoring
passage of laws requiring that at
least two operators be employed in
a booth became evident yesterday.
This possibility was being discussed
in connection with campaigns being
staged by locals to maintain their
policy of demanding two men in the
booths, as nearly 300 new contracts
are being negotiated.
A proposed city ordinance of this

(Continued on Page 8)

NEW OPERW ONION

TO AIDJDIE HOUSES

Pittsburgh—In view of the cur-
rent deadlock in contract negotia-
tions between local independent the-
aters and the operators' union, the
exhibs are understood to be partly
sponsoring the formation of a new
projec'ionists' union whose mem-
bers will work in their booths. This
plan was evolved when the opera-

(Continued on Page 8)

Police Guard Chicago
Non-Union Theaters

Ch'cago—Under police protection,
i5 Ch cago independent houses re-
opened today with non-union opera-
tors. Tom Maloy, head of the local
projectionists' union, said he would
see that these theaters are closed.

Panama Injuns Wild For

Newsreels and Cartoons

West Palm Beach—Down in Panama, the
littie-known San Bias Indians simply go
wild over newsreels and cartoons, say mem-
bers of the George Vanderbilt expedition
which has just arrived here. The explorers
also found that motion picture films have
replaced beads and mirrors as currency in

trading with the natives.
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Af Little
from **Lots"

iBy RALPH IVILK',

HOLLYWOOD
WALTER FUTTER has signed

Tom Miranda, who was at one
time scenario chief at Fox, to write
an original script covering an idea

which he claims will be even more
thrilling than "Africa Speaks."

* * *

As a reward for their work v>

"Street Scene," Beulah Bondi and
George Humbert have been added
to the cast of "Arroivsmith," which
stars Ronald Colman. Miss Bondi
and Humbert were m,embers of the

original New York cast of the El-

mer Rice play. John Ford is direct-

ing "Arrowsmith"
* * *

Most of the members of the First
National editing department who
were affected when the department
was shut down for the summer have
found new berths. Hugh Bennett,
who was film editor-in-chief, is with
United Artists, while LeRoy Stone
and Al Hall are with Paramount.
George Amy is with C. C. Burr,
while Fredric Smith is sailing for

Joinville to join Paramount abroad.
Harold Young has already arrived
at the Paramount Joinville plant.

The Warner Bros, editing depart-
ment was not affected by the shut-
down.

^ ^ ^
Our Passing Show: George Amy,

Bill Holmes and Merle Wade play-

ing tennis at night on the Vista
courts; Frank Joyce, Evelyn Brent,
Miriam Hopkins, Ivan Kahn, Mar-
iorie Peterson on the Embassy
Roof.

Speed on Gang Fight Pictures

Newsreel pictures of the gangster
battle in the Bronx on Friday night,

when six were killed and 11 shot in

a 10-mile chase, were being shown
in Broadway houses at noon Sat-

urday by Fox Movietone and Pathe.

Schubert Play Going On
JVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Fish Gotta Swim,"

by Bernard Schubert, Radio Pic-

tures contract scenarist, is in re-

hearsal and will open shortly at the
Biltmore in Los Angeles. Schubert
is supervising the rehearsals.

.mWMM^^ '^'-™t 1*^^V ^^AU THE HMt

Congratulates

:

GEORGE MELFORD
for his box-office direction

of the Universal jungle
melodrama, "East

of Borneo."
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• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till

Now. ... that the Big Financial Boys are jockeying with this

Television racket. ... with the Radio Corporation group
having tried to sew it up in the bag for their Own LiT Circle

. . but the independents like Messrs. Jenkins and De For-
est beat 'em to it . . . . and forced their hand .... and
with the Government passing out television permits.. ... .

the Big Group had to start active work ahead of their schedule
... .in order to grab off some of these permits. . . .or be left

Out In the Cold altogether. ... which is why they are in

such a helluva hurry to get Radio City under way. ...
even though their original plans did not contemplate action for
a coupla years.. for this same group is manipulating
the sound equipment racket also and wanted to get
their Profits out of the talkin' screen ..... before they
launched Television on the public. ... feedin' the baby one
plum at a time while they sat back and cut the melons
at their Leisure. ... but as we pointed out, the indie boys
spoiled their li'I game. ... and are forcing the Television
issue and now they are in a tough spot. ... as they
watch the Heavy Gravy oozing away.. .. if they aren't
able to bottle up the indie boys. ... which is just another
proof.. .. that Capital can't corral Ideas.. .. and that
Brains and Inventive Genius count heavier than the Wall Street
money bags.. .. which goes for the film game the same
as this new television toy. . . . and that's why the Indie
Producers are comin' back so strong. ... for they have
Brains and Ideas, too which is why this industry will

always remain Wide Open.. .. and make it worth while
for you and us to stick around a li'I longer. ... for Our
Day may come. ... IF we have Brains and Ideas. ...
encouragin'? .... eh, wot? .... most suttinly. .......

• • • THAT as long as we have spilled so much inside

Dope we might as well go a li'I further. . . . ajid

wise ya up that Television right This Minute is a FACT
so far as the entertainment field is concerned now it's

merely a matter of ironin' out some technical problems
such as cloudy-day televisioning and, most important
to the Big Fellers, tryin' to sew it up and not kick
the Other Amusements all to smithereens by launchin'
the Novelty too fast and stampedin' the public away
from the Radio and the Pix and raisin' 'ell gen-
erally with the entire industrial structure and
the Investments of the Big Fellers in Radio and Sound
Pix but the Controlling Minds figure that in just about
two years Television will be operating and HOW.

* * * *

• • • THAT they are practically all set right now.

.

to turn a gadget in a television station in, say, Schenectady
.. and give a complete television program with sound

and everythin'. ... to duplicate any picture theater's show
. . in Galveston, Texas. ... or Nome, Alaska. ...

and if ya think that's a lotta hoosh. ... just mull over the
fact that recently they sent a television pix flyin' through the
ether from that upstate city.. .. completely encircling the
globe. ... and appearing within no time. . . . flashing on
a screen. ... in the Very Same room from which it was
shot.. ..and practically Perfect, too. . . . and if they
can do that. ... shootin' a television screen show to a dump
in Oskaloosa is a cinch .... and that, folks, is the reason
why Hollerword can't remain the Film Center. ... Forever.

• • • THAT it has seeped from the Inside Circle
that Hizzonner Jimmie Walker is scheduled to be the
Hays of Television takin' over his vastly important as-
signment as soon as he relinquishes the mayoralty at
150 grand per annum which may explain why Jimmie
isn't losing any sleep over the Seabury investigation
as he fluffs around the healing bawths at Carlsbad and points
east

_
that we hope we haven't upset you but

ya might as well prepare yourself for the Inevitable

« « « » » »

Minatore, Neb.—George Luce is

reopening the Grand.

Hutchings, S. D. — Hobert S.

Gates has bought the Garlock.

Sacramento — The Plaza opens
Sept. 1 with first run pictures and
RKO vaudeville. House will be op-
erated by I. A. Morris.

Delano, Cal.—The Star has been
opened by Stewart and Hodge.

Tulare, Cal.—S. 0. Segada will
open the Air Dome here shortly.

Minneapolis — The Heights, Co-
lumbia Heights, has reopened after
being closed for repairs and re-
decorations. A cooling system was
installed.

St. Louis—George Stern, veteran
film salesman, is now with Premiej
Picture Corp.

Charleston. Mo.—0. W. McCutch-
eon is building a 400-seat house
here. Uzzell S. Branson of Blythe-
ville, Ark., is the architect.

StaflF Chang:es Are Made
By Sheffield Exchange

Denver—J. T. Sheffield, owner of
the Sheffield Film Exchanges, will
move his headauarters from Den-
ver to Seattle in the near future.
He has announced the following
changes in staffs: E. .T. Lustig. for-

mer salesman and Salt Lake City
branch manager, will be sales man-
ager of the Denver office: E. C.
Shaffer, formerlv with RKO and
Columbia, is taking charge of sales
in the Salt Lake and Butte terri-

tories, and Hal Moore, former
branch manager RKO, Portland,
will be office manager in Portland.

De Mille Leaving for Russia

Berlin—Cecil B. De Mille, who ^!

has been visiting Berlin, will

at the end of next week on his

to Russia. An official government
car has been placed at his disposal.

a, who
1 leave

|

lis trip
j

rnment |

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-

tended bv THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem
hers of the industry, who are celebrat

ins; their birthdays

:

August 24
Herbert J. Yates
Victor Halperin
Charles Sellon
Tom London
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99 P. C. of Copyright Cases Settled Out of Court

SEE PROSPECTS OF TWO-IN-BOOTHJ.AWS
Dual Feature Problem Slows Up Chicago Buying

Just Chatter
—on the passing parade

=By JACK ALICOATE^^
. _, ^^ As a matter of
A Matter polky as well as

Of Opinion opinion, shall the
big companies pro-

duce, and the exhibitors show, un-

usual or so called "mental" pictures,

v.'hen they know they will not earn

their feed at the box office? Yes,

opine we, on the side of the con-

structionists, for we believe the fu-

ture of pictures as entertainment

lies in their diversification, original-

ity and increasing mentality. Here
is laboratory experimentation. Pro-

ductions such as "Broken Blossoms,'

the Byrd picture, "Disraeli" and
"Outward Bound" may not have
been direct hits at the box office

target, but surely are a credit to

the courage and determination of

their sponsors to think, at times, in

terms of culture and artistry as well

as dollars.
* 4> *

In these high-
Advertising ly competitive
Temptations days it is many

times tempting
to exaggerate in advertising copy.

And still, nothing leaves a more
oitter feeling with the "bitten,"

'han to be sold through the medium
jf misleading or falsely colored ad-
i^ertising. Repeating patrons are
he finest of good will. Advertising
that over-sells will turn them away
as quickly as bad pictures. Mark
Twain was pretty close to home
when he said "When in doubt, tell

the truth."
* * *

And now comes
Jnusicand word from Italy of a

Mussolini highly organized
movement, subsidized

by the government, for the purpose
3f producing, in toto, all of the bet-
ter Italian operas. The idea is in-

teresting. Opera, as old as the Ital-
ian hills, is constantly sung in ev-
3ry town and hamlet in central Eu-
rope. Will these screen versions
replace those of the flesh? From
where we sit the answer looks

—

Ves.

Indies Wondering
Policy Will Be

Continued

If

Chicago — Uncertainty as to

whether or not the double feature
policy is going to be continued into
the new season is causing local indie
houses to go slow in buying 1931-32
product, it is indicated by a survey
just completed here. Another re-
tarding factor is the current con-
troversy with the operators' union.
Downstate, however, the situation
is radically diff"erent with the in-

dependents buying full steam.

M-GM FOllMHEDULE

DEPENDS ONJLS. REACTION

M-G-M will not schedule any fea-
tures for foreign distribution until
after they have been shown to

American audiences, "Laudy" Lawr-
ence of the M-G-M foreign depart-

(Coniiniied on Page 8)

Cleveland Loew Houses
Slash Prices Friday

Cleveland—The local admission-
price-slashing carnival will reach
all local Loew houses Friday when
reductions ranging from 16 to 40
per cent will be effected. RKO Hip-
podrome has cut evening admission
prices 10 cents and has extended
the bargain morning matinee one
hour.

Memphis Censors Okay
Clarence Darrow Film

Memphis— The Memphis censor board,

in t-he heart of the anti-evolution-theory

territory, has okayed Clarence Darrow's

much-debated picture, "The Mystery of

Life." Local clergymen and other funda-

mentalists have strongly protested against

showing of the picture here.

province8¥powwow

on anmbine plan

Montreal—Plans for joint legal

action against the alleged mation
picture combine in Canada will be
considered by provincial legal rep-
resentatives at a meeting to be held
soon, probably at Winnipeg. The
movement is based on the recent
government investigation report.

H-F Circuit Building
Four 1,500 Seat Houses

Four theaters for the Hughes-
Franklin circuit are now under con-
struction and one, the South Troost,
in Kansas City is being rebuilt,

Harold B. Franklin told The Film
Daily yesterday. The theaters will

have an average seating capacity
of 1,500 and will be located ir

Pomona, Whittier, Leimert Pari
Los Angeles, Cal., and Dallas
Texas.

99% of Copyright Actions
Being Settled Out of Court

Keith's, Philly, Goes
to Loew on Sept. 11

Philadelphia—Loew on Sept. 11 takes

over Keith's which will show first-run M-
C-M and United Artists pictures. "Street

Scene" will be the opener. E. A. Schiller

made the deal owing to product dispute

between M-C-M and Warner Bros, thea-

ters.

Approximately 99 per cent of

copyright violations suits institutet

by the Copyright Protection Bureau,
administered under guidance of the
Hays Office, are being settled before
the cases go to trail, The Film
Da'.ly was told yesterday. The-
aters so charged are finding it

cheaper to adjust the matter before
court and legal costs augment the
expenses, it was pointed out.

Proposed Ordinance At
Atlanta Would Fix
Number of Men

Prospects of projectionists' unions
throughout the country sponsoring
passage of laws requiring that at
least two operators be employed in
a booth became evident yesterday.
This possibility was being discussed
in connection with campaigns being
staged by locals to maintain their
policy of demanding two men in the
booths, as nearly 300 new contracts
are being negotiated.
A proposed city ordinance of this

{Continued on Page 8)

NEW OPERATORS' UNION

TO AID INDIE HOUSES

Pittsburgh—In view of the cur-
rent deadlock in contract negotia-
tions between local independent the-
aters and the operators' union, the
exhibs are understood to be partly
sponsoring the formation of a new
projectionists' union whose mem-
bers will work in their booths. This
plan was evolved when the opera-

(Coiitiiiued on Page 8)

Police Guard Chicago
Non-Union Theaters

Ch'cago—Under police protection,
/5 Ch cago independent houses re-
opened today with non-union opera-
tors. Tom Maloy, head of the local
projectionists' union, said he would
see that these theaters are closed.

Panama Injuns Wild For

Newsreels end Cartoons

West Palm Beach—Down in Panama, the
little-known San Bias Indians simply go
wild over newsreels and cartoons, say mem-
bers of the George Vanderbilt expedition
which has just arrived here. The explorers

also found that motion picture films have
replaced beads and mirrors as currency in

trading with the natives.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Con. Fm. Ind 7% 7}4 7/2 — Va
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 13J4 12/^ 12% — %
East. Kodak ...139^ 13bM 139J4 -f Vi
Fox Fm. "A" ... 13M 13 13^ + 'A
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 2/2 2J4 2H
Loew's, Iiic 47 >4 46^ 47 J^ — "4

M-G-M pfd 2S'A 2Syi 25'A + A
Paramount Zi'A 22Vs 2i — yi
Pathe Exch. '.A" .5^ S/s 5^— Ji
RKO "A" 14^i 14 14^ — A
Warner Bros. ... SA 7J4 8!/i

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. Vtc. 9 SVi 9 + 'A
Fox Thea. "A"... 2Ji 2ys 2Ji
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 4'A 4 4 — A
Technicolor 6}^ 6}^ 6}^ — f|
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NEW YORK BOND MARKET
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Par. By. 5j4s51..103 103 103
Par. SAsSO 78 78 78
Pathe 7s37 92 92 92 — 1

Warner's 6s39 ... 53 52}4 52J4 — 1^

Handling Hollywood Franchise

Detroit—Joseph Cohen has ac-
quired the Hollywood Pictures
Corp. franchise for this territory

and is operating under that com-
pany name. Headquarters are iii

the Film Exchange Bldg.

if

if

if

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

ItEastmain Films i

if
i

I ! E. Brulatonir, Inc. \

*f !

^f
if

i

J*J
Chicago Hollywood i

J*»
1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica i

J> CALumet 3692 Blvd. i

it HOLlywood4121 i

if I

A Break!

New gag starts at the Capitol Friday, with the Chester Hale gals diving

into a portable tank, and reappearing again attired in entirely different cos-

tumes. The press is invited to a rehearsal Tuesday, to see how the' costumes
changeover is accomplished. Oh, boy, we'll be there!

Hyams and Young Signed
To M-G-M Contracts

li-'est Coast Bureau, THE tlLM UAil^i
iioliywood — M-G-M has signed

Lena xiyams and Robert i^oung to

long term contracts, it was an-
nounced today. Gus Arnheim and
nis Kadio iroubadours, now ap-
pearing at tne Ambassador Hotel,

nere, nave also been signed and will

appear in ""I'lying High." M-G-M
aiso announced tne signing of iiosco

Ates wno will appear in "The
Champ."

West Coast Interests

Seeking Fantages, K. C.
Kansas Ciuy—West Ooast Thea-

ters are reported negotiating for
tne Pantages here with view ol

opening it about iiept. 15 as a first

lun house using Fanchon & Marco
stage shows. The same interests
are also understood to be dickering
lor lease rights to the Globe.

Mack Sennett Studio
Closing for 30 Days

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM VAii^i
Hollywood—Mack fcjennett studios

on Aug. 24 will suspend activities

for a dO-day period. By this time
two current productions, "The Lyin'
Hunter" and "The Great Pie Mys-
tery," will be completed. During
the production shutdown the story
department will lay out yarns for
the balance of the year's program.

Carole Lombard's New Contract
Carole Lombard was signed to a

new contract by Paramount fol-

lowing her return from her honey-
moon in Hawaii with William
Powell. Several stories are under
consideration for her next picture.
She is now on loan to United Artists
for "The Greeks Had A Word For
It."

Warners Sign Perleman
William Morris Agency has sign-

ed S. J. Perleman, author, to a War-
ner Bros, contract. He is one of
the writers of "Money Business,"
Marx Brothers' vehicle.

Lincoln Square Reopens Sept. 5
Reopening date for Loew's Lin-

coln Square has been dropped to
Sept. 5. The house, which has been
remodeled since a fire, will operate
on a straight picture policy.

Fox Reopening RKO House
Milwaukee — RKO's Palace-Or-

pheum here will reopen Sept. 4 as
a Fox house. The theater has been
dark for the past several weeks
and approximately $10,000 will be
spent in renovation.

Tobis Leases N. Y. House
Tobis Film Co. is negotiating a

lease for the Vanderbilt, legit house,
for the showing of German talkers.

RKO Re-opening Colonial
With Jfop Frice Policy

RKo will re-open tne Colonial
at iiroadway and 65th St., Satur-
day, Sept. i2. Tne house which
nas been dark for tne past eighteen
montns and nas been known as the
nampton, will open with a single-
leature and short subjects policy
wun three or four changes eacn
week, l^eatures will play tne Co-
lonial as second run to the RKU
81st St. Price scale will be 10, 2U
and 30 cents.

Kuykendahl Adds One
To Mississippi Circuit

Columbus, Miss. — iiid. Kuyken-
dahl, member of the M.P.T.O.a. di-

rectorate, has added another house
CO his circuit. It is the Strand at
1 upelo, this state.

Ala. Solons May Meet
To Consider Tax Laws

Mobile—Possibilities of a speciai
session of the Alabama Legislature
in September to provide means ol

raising funds through taxation is

causing some apprehension in film
circles in this state. Among the
methods being discussed are lux-
ury, theater admission and chain
store taxes.

Polly Moran Routed
Polly Moran will be seen in at

least nine cities outside of New
i:ork during her personal appear-
ance tour. After appearing at the
Capitol, New York, Miss Moran
went directly to the Jersey City,
Jersey City, where she will remain
for a week. She will then play in

Washington, Baltimore, Pittsburgh,
Columbus, Cleveland, Buffalo,
Rochester and Syracuse before re-
turning to the M-G-M studio.

M. H. Maloney to Providence
Cleveland—M. H. Maloney, super-

intendent of the local Loew houses
until the recent reorganization
which takes the Cleveland houses
out of a district and places it into
a district of its own, will manage
Loew's State in Providence-

Berliner System for Carroll
Earl Carroll's new theater, larg-

est in the country for legitimate
stage attractions, has been treated
for sound by the Berliner Acoustic
Corp.

The Finest Projection Room
(Western Electric System)

$1.25 per reel

4 private cutting rooms
DU-ART FILM LAB
245 West 55th Street

Columbus 5-4907

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

-J

Aug. 29: RKO and RKO Pathe Annu
uuting, Indian Point, «

steamer Peter stuyvesant.
Sept. 1 : Meeting of Allied Theater Ow

ers of New Jersey, Monter
Hotel, Asbury Park, N. J.
Exhibitor meeting sponsored
M.P.T.O. of Eastern Peni
Hotel Astor, New Yoi*

Sept. 9-iO: bemi-annuai Convention, AUi'
Theaters Ass'n ol IVlinnesoi

Worth and South Ualtota, Kad
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

Sept. 28-30: French Educational Film Co
gress, Paris.

Jet. 1 : xlispano - American Motion fi

ture Congress, Madrid, Spam.
Oct. 4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention

M.P.T.O. of Western Penns
vania, Pittsburgh.

Oct. 5-8: Fall meeting ot the Society
Motion Picture Engineers, Ni
Ocean House, Swampsco
Mass.

Jov. 4; rviinual Awards Dinner of Ai
demy of M. P. Arts & Science
Hollywood.

firnest Morrison Gets
Publix Atlanta Pes

Atlanta —• Ernest Morrison h
been transferred to this city

Publix division manager, coincide
cal with the consolidation of two '

its divisons. He will have charn
of operations in Virginia, North a'

South Carolina, Tennessee, Georgi
Florida and Alabama. He succee
R. J. O'Donnell, now identified wi
Publix headquarters in New Yo
City.

Changes in Herald Staff
George Cliff'ord, identified wi

the "Exhibitors' Herald" since 19:

has resigned. Sherwin A. Kane h

been transferred from the Chica
office to succeed him.

Cast in "Husband's Holiday"
Clive Brook, Vivienne Osbor

and Juliette Compton have bC'

assigned to principal roles in Par
mount's "Husband's Holiday," frc
a story by Ernest Pascal.

New Columbus Theater Co.i
Columbus—With John E. Joi<

as president and H. H. Palmer
secretary the Southern Thea
Company, Inc. has been formed
operate the Southern, a 1200-s
downtown house.

Robinson at RKO 86th St.
Edward G. Robinson has be

booked to appear at the RKO 8(

St. for the week beginning Aug.
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Set to repeat
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SOLID
MONTHS
of Hits

ompleted

previewed

endorsed

"Hilarious
movie cock-

tail!" -Screen

Play Magazine

FAIRBANKS, JR

LIKE
LOR

TUUK IMEKV B

ETTA YOUN(^

"Box-office

triumph."

LEXANDER HAMILTON
with June Collyer, Doris Kenyon,

Dudley Digges, Ralf Harolde

"Fast and
Funny."

—Hollywood
Reporter

HTNER
in SIDE SHO

I:
CHARLES BUTTERWORTH, Ev.tynKa.pp]
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"Hits a high
point in
pictures."

H. B. WARNER, MARIAN MARSH
Frances Starr, Anthony Bushell, George Stone

"PowelTs
first f o r

Warner s

and his
best." -Motion

Picture Daily

WILLIAM

P O W ELL
THE ROAD TO SINGAPORE

«,id, MARIAN MARSH, DORIS KENYON

Triumphant
return ofthe

Belle of the

Box Office.

Pe r f e c t

picture for

kids and
grown-ups!

with LEON JANNE
iiorCoghlan,MattMoore,DorothyPcter<on,ZaSuPitts

C a g n e y
crashes the

heights of
stardom!

"Highly en-

tertaining.

Played
superbly."

— Photoplay

RULING VOICE
nhatsthe WALTER HUSTON

use of L O R E T T A Y O U N G
-•^ WARREN WILLIAM, H. B. WARNER

^ Talking! Don. Kenyon. David Manners. Dudley I^gge^;

EXPENSIVE WOMEN

When better stars are made IfVARNEIf S will make them!

35 WARNER BROS.
STAR HITS . .

^ e FIRST NATIONAL09 STAR HITS .

more than
your

contract ,i

calls '

for

i\Ji VALUES JZ,^2
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tHEm D̂AILY

COMING & GOING

J. W. MacFARLAND of the Walt Dis-

;y office returns to New York Wetlnesday
irom Cleveland.
EDDIE CANTOR will leave the Coast

jionday on the S. S. California, arriving in

,'ew York Sept. 14 in time for him to

ttend the world premiere of "Palmy Days.'

is last picture for Samuel Goldrty.i.

JOHN D. CLARK, Western division

lies manager for Paramount, is en route

I the Coast from New York, visit. ng eif

hanges along the way.
E. B. HATRICK, has returned from th

oast.

ML DAGOVER, German stage an<

creen star, arrives today on the L,le cle

'ranee.

BEKT F. LYON, Warner Bros.. Ca:\

dian sales manager, and J. C. VEKGESS
: MCH, Chicago branch manager, are here

'!or sales conferences with Claude Ezell.

h HIRAM S. BROWN arrived from the
' 'oast yesterday.

I

C. J. MUSSELMAN, Paris. Te.xas, ex-

I

iiibitor, is in New York.

I

i WALTER MEYERS, head of the Warner
lastern casting bureau, will return from the

ioast Sept. L
SYDNEY GARRETT, of B.I.P., is en

,oute to England on the Belgenland.
WILHELM DIETERLE, First National's

icrnian director, who has been vacationing

jin the Sierras, will return to Hollywood

;
i.his week.

jThalians Making Six

!
Shorts for "U" Release

ir,-st Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Bryan Foy will direct

"The Hollywood Cleanup," the first

of a series of six comedies to be
made by the Thalians for release

through Universal. Arthur Lake
will be starred in the initial sub-

ject, which was written by Charles
Lamont.

Proceeds from the comedies will

be used for the building of a club-

house for the Thalians, a social or-

ganization. Among the members
of the club are Laura La Plante,

Billie Dove, Lew Ayres, Mae Clarke,

Sue Carol, Mary Brian, Colleen
Moore, Reginald Denny, Nick Stu-

art, Benny Rubin, Charles Buddy
Rogers, Georgie Stone, Rex Bell.

Foy is donating his services, as will

members of each cast.

3 Norworth Shorts on BVay
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth, who

have been starred in a series of 12

Vitaphone shorts and who are un-
der contract with Warner Bros, to

make six more, have no less than
three of their shorts playing at

the same time in New York first-

run houses. At the Winter Garden
their comedy, "The Naggers at the
Races" has been held over for a

third week, at the New York Strand
"The Naggers Housewarming" is

on display, and the Brooklyn Strand
is showing "The Naggers in the

Subway."

M. P. Athletic League

Standing of the
W

Clubs
L
1

2
3
3

7
8
8
8

St Week

Pet.
<)n<)

RKO 9
ERPI 9

818
7sn

Warner 4 S71

Fox 3
Pathe 3

300
771

Mational Theaters 2
RCA Photophone

Results of Games La
ERPI . 6 Fox .

200
000

3

RKO 3 Colum bia 3

Pathe 4 RKO 2

» • • We see by Ed McNamee's lively and readable
"En-Ess-Ess Family," which he edits for National Screen Ser-
vice that Pat Garyn has been gallivantin' around Lun-
non and what burns us up is to see a good Irisher like
Pat spreading hisself in a rave all over the front page of this
usually conservative house organ ballyhooin' the bloom-
in' Britishers and finishin' with this crescendo
"Here's to Britain long may she wave her love-
ly people and their lovely land will never be forgotten by us

it's great! it's a marvelous country
may we see it often!" doggone it, if King George can
get the rest of the Irishers in this country to visit Lunnon'

and get hypnotized like Pat we'll have the
spectacle of the sons of the ould sod marching up fifth Avenoo
on St. Patrick's day singin' at the top of their lungs

"God Save the King!" wotinell are these Irishers
comin' too, anyway? and mark you, friends, this Hi
Ho for Merrie Hingland was passed by an Irish Editor without
a blue pencil mark so now, as a loyal son of Scotland

we're gonna try and get a break for the land o' heather
by sending Mister McNamee documentary proof that

St. Patrick was born in the land of scones and porridge
and if Ed runs that one we promise to have him elected
as a chieftain of the Scottish Clans but we forgive ye
editor and Pat for it all after readin' that pip yarn
Pat brought back from the Northumberland country

about the kind lady who volunteered to look after the
children of a neighbor while she went to the cinema

so while the wife was away, the lady bathed all the
kids and put 'em to bed but complained on the mother's
return that she had a lotta trouble givin' the red-headed young-
ster his bawth and the mother shrieked "good-
gawd, that ain't no youngster. It's me 'usband!"

* * * *

• • • STUTTERIN' Tommy Culkin, of Tom & Nat Seegar
Corporuttion catereres extraordinaire to the Film Curb
trade is vacationin' at Saratoga where he thinks
he is gonna make a killing on the bosses well, Tom, as
long as y-y-y-ou must g-go and lose your d-d-dough, let's tip ya
off to put your bets on the s-s-spring water which is

the only way you'll get a r-r-run for ya money
* * * *

• • • IT GRIEVES us to report that the Pals Club
over among the Educational home ossif staff has fallen
down hard on the main plank in their platform which
is to come through with financial assistance whenever a brother
member in distress slaps ya on the back and sez "My Pal!"

which Joe Rivkin did when he returned broke from
his Hollywood trip slapping in quick succession such
charter members as Reggie Wilson, Gerald Wynn, Lou Lifton
and Sol Edwards and all they gave him was a Stony
Stare so Joe showed 'em up by borrowin' five smackers
from Gordon White who is NOT a Pals member
and after talkin' to these four goops about it they alibi

that club organizer Reggie Wilson was the only mugg with
five berries about his person on the fatal occasion and
Messrs. Wynn, Lifton and Edwards had just slapped the dough
away from him and each other with the "My Pal" gag
and Sol Edwards, the last, was gettin' ready to beat it

when a collector for the home radio came up and took it away
from HIM so poor Joe was outa luck just a
Dumb Alibi sez we

• • • A CERTAIN well known indie producer is also in

the dress business and true to clucks and sutts form,
tried to get 3,000 press sheets turned out Complete for 60 ber-
ries two cents apiece this egg hasn't stopped to
figure out that if everybody put the scraper on the wages like

he does nobody would have enough dough left after
buying coffee and doughnuts to pay admission to see his indie
pictures and they call some bullets dum-dum
oops

« « « » » »

Fort Valley, Ga.—The Peach is

to open within a few days under
the management of T. A. McDon-
ough.

New London, la.—Eardley Bell,
Jr., has acquired the Alamo.

Mendenhall, Miss.—Glenn Steven-
son is now managing the Sanatorium
theater here. He was formerly
cashier of the Planters' bank in
Tunica.

St. Paul—Irving Oilman, local ex-
hibitor, has taken over the New
Ray in this city.

Storm Lake, la.—The Casino has
been taken over by L. A. Miller.

Baltimore — Herman G. Wein-
berg, manager of the Europa, here
will have his brother Max as his
assistant next season. House is to
open in September.

Plan to Standardize
Roll, Machine Tickets

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— At the suggestion

of the Federal Trade Commission,
the roll and machine ticket indus-
try has adopted a set of trade prac-
tice conference rules. Members have
agreed to refrain from such un-
ethical or unlawful business prac-
tices as inducing breach of contract,
defamation of competitors, enticing
employees of competitors, discrim-
ination in price between different
purchasers of commodities, secret
payment of rebates. The industry
has also agreed that standardiza-
tion and simplification of various
forms of roll and machine tickets
should be undertaken.

New Milwaukee Equipment Firm
Milwaukee—Articles of incorpo-

ration have been filed by the Wis-
consin Sound Equipment Corpora-
tion. The company has been capi-
talized for $25,000. Signers of the
articles are W. L. Bushey, Clarence
Kruecke and Fred Bushey.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Alfred S. Black to confer with
Zukor and M.P.T.O. on New Eng-
land theater situation.

Famous Players declare regular
quarterly dividend of $2. Six
months' earnings total $3,078,697.

* * *

Local operators may accept 10
per cent wage cut.
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SEE PROSPECT OF LAWS

ON TWO-MEN-IN-BOOTH

;'- .. (Continued from Page 1)

nature has been introduced at At-

lanta and is scheduled for a hearing

Sept. 3. Love B. Harrell, executive

secretary of the Southeastern The-

ater Owners Ass'n, has pointed out

that its adoption will deal a stag-

gering blow to the smaller down-

town and suburban houses.

Similar laws exist in several

towns in the United States and are

also operative in a number of

Canadian provinces.

M-G-M Foreign Schedule

Depends on U. S. Reaction
(Continued from Fage 1)

ment told The Film Daily yes-

terday. Reaction of American the-

atergoers will guide M-G-M ex-

ecutives in deciding the number,

and the selection of productions to

be sent abroad.

Gay Comedies Formed;
Plan 12 Two-Reelers

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Frank Gay and Max

Slobin have organized Gay Com-
edies, with Gay as president, in

charge of production, and Slobin as

vice-president and general manager.

The new company will make a se-

.ries of 12 two-reel comedies.

Gay is a writer and director and

was in charge of foreign comedies

at Fox under John Stone. He also

wrote and co-directed English fea-

tures at Fox. More recently, he

was with C. C. Burr.

New Operators' Union
To Aid Indie Houses
(Continued from Fage 1)

tors failed to meet the theater

men's demands that one man be

taken out of the booth. Thirty in-

die houses are reported lined up in

the situation.

Para's Third British Film

London — "A Child in Their

Midst." the third of Paramount's
British productions, has gone into

work at the Elstree Studios, with

Jack Buchanan and Joan Barry in

leading roles. Louis Mercanton will

direct.

"jMSt before her departure for the
United States, Lil Dagover. celebrated
German stage and screen star, took out
an Insurance policy on her equally cele-
brated shoulders." —First National.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALFH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
T ORETTA YOUNG and Robert

Williams will play the leading
roles in "Gallagher," tentative title

of the Special Capra Production
announced by Columbia for 1931-32.

* * *

Vernon Richard, Notre DaTue
graduate, is playing the part of the

young priest in ''The Spirit of Notre
Dame," at Universal.

* * *

Edwin Maxwell says he knows
one man in Hollywood who is not
writing a play—and that is the
man who cleans his shoes every
week.

* * *

Milt Howe, Paramount publicist,

has returned from a vacation spent
at Missoula, Mont.

* * *

David Manners is a booster for

numerology. His real name is Rauff
Acklem, but declares his success as

an actor started when he changed
his name, after studying numer-
ology.

* * 4>

Robert F. Hill, director of Tom
Keene in RKO Pathe's "Sundown
Trail," joined the films as an actor

ivith the old Imp company in 1914
and in less than two years was writ-

ing arid directing. His screen stories

include those for the first westerns
starring Will Rogers and as a direc-

tor he has guided Laura La Plante,

Herb Rawlinson and William Des-
mond in many of their most suc-

cessful pictures.
* * *

One of the longest continuous
scenes shot for a motion picture was
accomplished by Director Richard
Wallace in making "The Road to

Reno," recently completed at the
Paramount studios. Nearly eight
ninutes of uninterrupted action
was sustained by the cast in shoot-
ing a comedy sequence.

* * *

Wallace desired to have the tempo
if the scene kept at a fast comedy
pace and feared to break it up into

ihort sequences. In consequence an
entire day was spent in rehearsing
it until the actors were able to give

speeches and business with the let-

ter-perfect precision of a stage per-

formance.
* * *

Mischa Auer, featured in the Fox
film, "The Yellow Ticket," is a

grandson of the noted violinist,

Leopold Auer.

Vivienne Osborne is playing an
important role in "The Beloved
Bachelor," which Lloyd Corrigan is

directing at Paramount. Before
coming to the Coast, Miss Osborne
had an excellent record on the New
York stage.

* * *

Abe Meyer is fast becoming
known as the Florenz Ziegfeld of
the Coast. The latest pretty girl

to join his organization is Sylvia

Panitz, who is a "double" for Kay
Francis. She is pianiste-composer
and will be in charge of the musi-
cal department of the Abe Meyer
Synchronizing Service.

* * *

Genial Joe Rivkin, "daredevil of
the air," has flown back to New
York. The exploiteer, on his first

trip to the Coast, fell hard for the
sunny Southland and will be a

booster for California.

Keep your eye on June Knight.
She is performing at the Embassy
roof and the Los Angeles Para-
mount and United Artists Theaters
and is destined for Broadway.

* * *

Elmer Clifton, who is producing
the "Vagabond Adventure" series
for A. J. Van Beuren, has shipped
his latest subject, "Through the
Ages," to New York. It is an in-

teresting story of a little known
locale in Mexico and shows the re-

mains of Toltecs and the openings
of their graves, which are about
1,000 years old. This civilization
was destroyed by the Aztecs. Tht
locale has never been shown on the
screen.

* * m

Eunice Chapin, latest addition to

the Columbia scenario staff, has
written "City Girl," a novel, which
will be published soon. She is ahc
the author of "Pickup," which will

be made by RKO-Pathe as the star.

She was with McCalls and otho
magazines before starting to write
books. "Pickup" was her first book
and she lost little time in selling it.

* * *

After completing the first pre-
liminary cutting of Radio Pictures'
'Consolation Marriage," director
Paul Sloane will pack up his guns
and fishing tackle for a three weeks
vacation in the High Sierras. Upon
his return to Hollywood, Sloant

•ill start immediate preparation
"or the filming of "The Lost Squad-
ron," a thrilling adventure of a
film stunt aviator, written by Dick
Grace, famous stunt flyer, who is

to be featured in the film.
* * *

Harry Allen has been signed b>
Paramount for George Bancroft's
Rich Man's Folly."

* * *

"The Gay Diplomat" is to be the
final and definite title for the
Radio Picture which will feaAire
Ivan Lebedeff with Betty Compson
Genevieve Tobin and Ilka Chase in

tale of European royal intrigue
Former titles were "The Woman
Pursued," and "Kisses by Com-
mand.

* * *

Hans Dreier. who was sent to New
York to design the sets for "The
Smiling Lieutenant" has been as-
signed to art duties on Paraynoimt's
filmization of "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde."

fOURW.B.-F.N.EILMS

START WORK SEPT.

IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAl\

Hollywood — Warner Bros, a

First National will launch the n.i

production season Sept. 8 wh
four new pictures will go into pi

duction as follows: "Poor Little R
Girl," with Marian Marsh, direct
by Archie Mayo; "Blind Spot," wi
Lorelta Young and James Cagn«
to be directed by Roy Del Rul
"Safe in Hell," starring Barba
Stanwyck supported by Victor Vj
coni and Charles Middleton, wi
William Wellman directing -

Warner Bros, productions. Pii
National will start on the sai
date, "Her Majesty, Love," starrii
Marilyn Miller, w'.th Wilhelm D
terle directing.

James V. Alien Joins
General Talking Pic

James V. Allen has joined Ge
eral Talking Pictures Corp., as c

visional manager in charge of tl

central division. Allan's headqua
ters will be in the Standard C
Building, Chicago, and his territo)
will encompass Illinois, Kentuck
Michigan, Indiana, Dakota, Kansa
Missouri and Ohio. Allan was fo'

merly with E. R.P.I.

Eddie Buzzell is busy prepariii
his latest Columbia Specialty, "Tl
Big Fright."

Jimmy Durante will next appes
in Lawrence Tibbett's new M-G-l'
film, "The Cuban."

"Range Feud" is the final titl

of the current Columbia But
Jones ivestern, formerly announc^
under the working title of "Ran^
War."

* * *

Frank Reicher, Henry Victoi
Hans Joby and George Berliner a
four important additions to tL
cast of "Suicide Fleet," RKO Path©
sea special starring Bill Boyd.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con
gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

August 25
George Fawcett
Victor Heerman
George R. Bilson
James R. Cowan
Alice White
John Zanft
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Six Major Firms To Set Foreign Policies In Fall

MUSICIANS NOT TO SEEK WAGE INCREASES

Paramount To Make 8 Color Features, WB-FN Four

M-G-M May Produce More
ij Pictures With

f Technicolor
I
Undei' new contract just signed

vith Technicolor, Paramount will

•nake eight color features and War-
'ler Bros, and First National be-

ween them will make at least four
iolor pictures.
' M-G-M is reported planning to

ijo ahead with plans for its big
•evue, "The March of Time," which
vas abandoned last year when mu-

(CoiitiiiKed oil Pane 2)

m GERMAN PRODUCERS

I STRONG FOR CRIME HLMS

I
German producers are going in

[itrong for underworld and juvenile
pictures, said Martin J. Lewis,
Europa director of publicity, yes-
terday, following his return from
jBerlin. "Murder," produced by
Nero, is a big hit in that country,
he declared. Most popular Ameri-

iContinucd on Page 2)

2-Ad Campaigns For All

RKO Theater Pictures
! Two separate and distinctly dif-

'^erent advertising and exploitation
ampaigns will be sent on each pic-

-ure playing RKO theaters in the
'uture, J. J. Hess, national adver-
tising director for RKO told Film
Daily yesterday. One campaign
will be prepared with the large key
cities in mind, while the other will

be made for smaller towns and
neighborhood houses.

Praise F. N.---Warners
For "Fair Treatment"

Philadelphia
—

"Warners, First National

organization are treating the exhibitors

more fairly than any other company," says

George P. Aarons, secretary of the M. P.

T. 0., in a letter to its members. He
states this finding is based on a survey.

Publix Ballyhooing Boston Managers
Boston—Tied in with its 20th birthday observance here, Publix has started

a publicity campaign to sell the public the idea that its theater managers are

booking product which it sees and hears. District managers' names are also

being ballyhooed in the big-space ads being used in the local dailies which play up

the attractions they and the house managers have selected.

See More Legislative Trouble

In Coming Special Sessions

With nine state legislatures due

to hold regular sessions in 1932, in-

dications are that various other as-

semblies will meet in special sessions

to devise ways and means of raising

revenues. Judging from their per-

formances during the past legisla-

tive season they are apt to look to

the film industry as their source of

supply. States whose legislatures
{Continued on Page 2)

French Producers Fight
Gov. Film Monopoly Plan
Paris—A scheme for a state film

monopoly with studios and theaters
operated by the government, is being
denounced by French film producers
and theater owners. The plan has
been advanced by Charles Delac,
president of the French Cinema
Syndicate.

Ironing Out K. C. Union Deal
Kansas City—Although contract

differences between independent ex-

hibs and operators have not as yet

come to a head, an amicable settle-

ment of them is expected by Jay
Means, chairman of the theater

men's committee. Meetings are be-

ing held with the most important

topic of discussion, the exhibitor re-

quest that the booth personnel be
reduced to one man. In addition
to Means, the owners are represent-
ed by Clarence A. Schultz of Com-
monwealth Theaters and "Rick"
Ricketson, division manager for the
Hughes-Franklin circuit.

Six Major Firms To Decide
Foreign Policy Next Fall

Michigan Allied Unit
Dislikes Two Contracts

Detroit—The Michigan Allied ex-

hib organization has taken exception

to the Fox and M-G-M contracts

which were discussed at a recent

meeting. A committee has been ap-

pointed to represent the interest of

its members in the situation.

Only one major producing com-
pany. Paramount, has definitely de-
cided on actually producing foreign
versions for continental Europe
for 1931-32. Two other com-
panies, Fox and Columbia, will make
only Spanish versions for Latin
American countries while the policy

of six other major companies re-

mains in doubt and decisions on the
(Continued on Pane 2)

Locals Start to Negotiate
Contracts Covering

New Year
No increases in wages will be

sought by the few musicians' locals
which are now beginning to nego-
tiate new contracts with exhibitors
throughout the country, according to
a checkup made by The Film Daily
yesterday. Attitude is that such de-
mands would be unreasonable in

{Continued on Paqe 2)

SAPHIER STARTING NEW

CIRCUIT WITH 6 HOUSES

Sol Saphier, pioneer exhibitor,
who has operated the Empress on
Washington Heights for the past
18 years, is starting an independ-
ent circuit of six houses in upper
Manhattan and the Bronx. Saphier's
first house in the circuit will be the
Miracle in the Bronx which he has
taken over and will re-open Sept. 5.

The house has been renovated and
re-decorated.

'Frisco Business Picks
Up With Three Holdovers
San Francisco—Box office receipts

have jumped here with three Frisco
houses holding features over for a
second week. Pictures retained are:
"Huckleberry Finn" at the Para-
mount, "Front Page" at the United
Artists and "Dirigible" at the RKO
Orpheum.

English Titles Boost
Biz For "Two Hearts"

English explanatory titles have been in-

serted in "two Hearts in Waltz Time,'

sensational Viennese screen opera which is

now in its 47th week at the Europa, New
York. Success of this plan, as indicated by
increased attendance, has led the company
to add titles to its other three German fea-

tures which are: "The Inn at the Rhine,"

"The Song is Over" and "His Love Song."
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Posed as Buddy Rogers
Chicago—Arthur Rogers, of Los

Angeles, who posed as a brother of

Charles (Buddy) Rogers, motion
picture star, and ran up a $65 bill

at a local hotel, has been sentenced
to 30 days in the house of correc-

tion.

Theater Ticket Free With "Package"
San Francisco—Following lead of the Hotel Whitcomb, 'Frisco hostelries

are going for the "bargain package" idea which includes an admission to the

Fox matinee on Sunday afternoons. The "package" of hotel service embraces

week-end accommodations and three meals, auto parking and admission to a

baseball game Saturday.

IT TO MAKE
I

MUSICIANS NOT TO

SEEK WAGE INCREASES8 COLOR FEATURES

{Continued from Page 1)

sicals declined in popular favor.

The company is now negotiating to

produce "The Merry Widow", in

Technicolor. RKO is understood
planning to make three more color

features as follows: "The Biid of

Paradise," "Marcheta" and "Babes
in Toyland." These will supple-

ment "The Runaround" and "Mom!"
already completed.

13 Firms to Abide by
Trade Practice Rules

Trade practice conference rules

suggested by the Federal Trade
Commission for the roll and ma-
chine ticket industry in which mem-
bers agree to strictly ethical busi-

ness practices and the standardiza-
tion of rolls and tickets, have been
accepted by 13 firms. Company
names and by whom represented at

the conference follow:
American Amusement Ticket

Mfrs.' Assn., Washington, D. C,
Charles Comradis; Ansell Ticket
Co., Chicago, George Clendenning;
Globe Ticket Co., of N. E., Boston.
Mass., J. W. Cummings; World
Ticket Supply Co., Inc., New York
City, J. C. Enslen; National Thea-
ter Supply Co., Chicago, W. E.

Green; Globe Ticket Co. of Cal., Los
Angeles, H. R. Keen; Globe Ticket
Co., Inc., Jacksonville, Fla., H. R.

Keen.
Weldon, Williams & Lick, Fort

Worth, Ark., C. A. Lick; Technical
News Service, Washington, D. C.

B. F. Linz; International Ticket Co..

Newark, N. J., Milton M. Manshel;
Simplex Ticket Co.. Chicago, W. L.

Peabody; Automatic Ticket Resris-

ter Co.. New York Citv, A. G. See-
back; Globe Ticket Co., Philadel-
phia, Pa., P. C. Snow.
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More Legislative Trouble
In Special Sessions

(Continued from Parie l)

will hold regular sessions, beginning
in January with the exception of
Louisiana which starts in May,
are: New York. New Jersey, Mass-
achusetts, Rhode Island, Kentucky,
South Carolina, Virginia and Mis-
sissippi.

Says German Producers
Strong for Crime Films

(Continu.'d from Pane n
can pictures in Germany, said Lewis,
a'-e "Monte Carlo" and "Th° Love
Parade" owing to audience interest
in Maurice Chevalier and Jeanette
MacDonald.

(Continued from Page 1)

view of existing business conditions.
The great bulk of musicians' con-
tracts carry over through next year.
The Chicago Federation of Musi-

cians' board of directors, which
holds a meeting late this week to
take up the matter of a new con-
tract to succeed the one expiring
Labor Day, expects no change in the
nature of its agreement, stated
Secretary Edward A. Bankert yes-
terday.

Offer Real Lowdown on
Foreign Talker Grosses

A Film Daily reporter, mangled
by recent heat waves, brought in a
story yesterday to the effect that
foreign pictures released in the
United States can garner profits of
from $25,000 to .$100,000. The desk
man, in an August coma, let it slip

by. Contacting such foreign film

authorities as F. Wynne-Jones of
Ufa, Mike Moran of Inter-Ocean,
Max Goldberg of Europa and Nor-
man Arenwald of Protext Trading
Corp. for an accurate lowdown, the
consensus of opinion was as follows:
That it takes a great foreign talker
to gross as much as $10,000.

Another for Dickinson
Kansas City—Glen W. Dickinson

will add another house to his circuit

Saturday when the Dickinson opens
at West Plains, Mo.

COMING & GOING

FRANK I.LOVI). Tnited Artists' directoi
^..liled l.ist niffht on the Europa for a three
month vacation in Europe.

JACK WARNER is due in New York
from the Coast alxjut Sept. 1.

ELIS.SA LANDI plans to sail from New
York Sept. 15 on a visit to London.
REGINA CREWE and HERBERT

CKriKSHANK have returned to New
York after a trip to Bermuda.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Aug. 29: RKO and RKO Pathe Annua
Outing, Indian Point, vii

Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.
Sept. 1 : Meeting of Allied Theater Own

ers of New Jersey, Monterej
Hotel, Asbury Park, N. J.
Exhibitor meeting sponsored bj
M.P.T.O. of Eastern Penn.
Hotel Astor. New Yoi*
Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesoti
North and South Dakota, Radii
son Hotel. Minneapolis.

28-30
: French Educational Film Com
gress, Paris.

1

:

Hispano - American Motion Pic
ture Congress, Madrid. Spain.

4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention ot
M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsyl
vania, Pittsburgh.

Oct. S-8: Fall meeting of the Society ol
'

Motion Picture Engineers, New
Ocean House, Swampscott,
Mass,

Nov. 4: Annual Awards Dinner of Aca
demy of M. P. Arts & Science*
Hollywood.

Sept. 9-10:

Sept

Oct.

Oct.

Six Major Firms to Decide
Foreign Policy Next Fall

(Continued from Page 1)
manner with which American pro-
ductions will be transformed for
foreign consumption will not be
made until late in the fall, a survey
made yesterday by Film Daily
shows.
While all companies state 100 per

cent of their English dialogue prod-
uct will be distributed to English
speaking countries, the question of
whether "dubbing," cut-in titles, pr
super-imposed titles will be utilized
for foreign speaking audiences, is

now under consideration by many.
According to a Universal executive,
its foreign policy will not be deter-
mined until the return of Carl
Laemmle, who is now on the con-
tinent. Paramount's policy although
decided to a certain extent may un-
dergo changes after the arrival of
Joseph H. Seidelman who sailed for
France last night. Super-imposed
titles will play a great part in the
making of foreign versions by Fox,
Warner, RKO and Tiffany. M-G-M
has decided upon the watchful-wait'
ing plan, as exclusively reported in,

Film Daily Tuesday. United Art-I
ists has also adopted that plan.'

Although the policy for Latin Ameri
ican countries has been practically;

set by all companies, versions for

Scandanavian countries, Turkey,
Germany and France provide a

problem which major companies are

finding it difficult to solve.

Let Us Solve Your Problemsl
Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
Spring Arcade BIdg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640



IT'S A PLEASURE!
6 Column Ad Mat, FREE!

M'G'M exhibitors

capitalize on the

fact they have

booked the great

M'G'M product.

This ad is being

used in newspaper

promotion, also

as a throwaway,

and for program

adaptation.

NOTE:
THIS MAT
MEASURES

6 columns

by 280 lines.

It can be used

complete or

cut apart and

arranged to

suit your own
spaces.
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NOT SINCE "ALL
NOT since he touched the heart of the world

with his thrilling performance in All

Quiet has Lew Ayres reached the heights he

attains here ... in this soul-searing story of a

love that flowered in the lowlands of the

Mississippi and flamed to fury against crushing en-

vironment. ..against the flooding anger of the Father

of Waters himself... Here is the picture headed

for the biggest grosses you ever experienced!

LEW
AyRES

li'^^F^'^-^ '^

UNIVERSAL'S AMAZING PA



JUIET"-
With Anita Louise, Slim

Summerville, Harry Beres-

(ord and others. Produced

by Carl Laemmle, Jr.,

from the novel, "Missis-

sippi," by Ben Lucien
Burman. Directed by
Russell Mack. Presented

by Carl Laemmle.

*^
-'*!^Jfi«^

S^J-

6i

UNIVERSAL
Gives You Bigger Ones Than Ever, Such as - - -

WATERLOO BRIDGE...EASTOF BORNEO
...STRICTLY DISHONORABLE...FRANK-
ENSTEIN...THE SPIRIT OF NOTRE DAME
...HOMICIPE SQUAD.. .LASCA OF THE

RIO GRANDE, Etc.

>M
DAZZLING THE INDUSTRY!



THE

A Little
from ''Lots''

-,By RALPH WILK\

HOLLYWOOD
TJARRISON THOMSON, brother

of the late Fred Thomson,
will make his screen debut in a se-

ries of westerns, in which "Silver

King," the horse, will be used. He
is a former Princeton athlete and

was captain of the track team in

1922 and played football in 1923.

Marion Going has been assujn-

rd fo direct, Paramoiint's "Lffd'V.s nf

flic Biff How"-" which is based on

II sfoijj hu L rnest Booth, showinff

the feminine side of prison life.

Sylvia Sidney will be starred.
* * *

Emile Forst has secured the talk-

ing picture rights to Alice N. Wil-

liamson's books and short stories.

Her novel. "Honevmoon Hate," has
been bought by Paramount. Forst
will also control the picture rights

to her future output.
* * *

Mel Browv, who recently com-
pleted direction of "Fanny Foley
Herself," for RKO, has gone to

the Northwest for a two months'
vacation.

Additions to the cast of Pai-a-

mount's "The Man I Killed" are;

Tom Douglas and Louise Carter.

Earl Hayman, veteran recording
engineer at Paramount, did the
soimd work on "The Daughter of
the Dragon" and "24 Hours."

Hickey General Manager
Of N. H. Theater Firm

Manchester, N. H. — Ernest L.

Hickey has b-^en appointed general
manager of the State Theater Op-
erating Co., which runs the State.
Palace and Crown in this ci'y and
the Colonial and State in Nashua.
He succeeds Wm. C. Watson, who is

returning to the Middle West.

More "Vagabond" Film
Several thousand feet of film

taken in Haiti by a Vagabond Ad-
venture unit have been received by
the Van Beuren Corp.

Congratulates:

MURRAY ROTH
and

GLEN LAMBERT
for their distinctive Vitaphone

short subject, "Rhythms
of a Big City."

No. 33 of I93I
^^Good Deeds^^

Series
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• • • IT IS not generally known that .Jack Cohn of Colum-
bia is one of the most expert amateur bartenders who has
sprung up since Prohibition Jack took over Eugene
Zukor's old apartment on West End Avenoo not bo-

cause of the southern exposure but mainly to possess

its spiflFy bar one of those tricky kinds that can be

shunted out of sight like a folding bed with a brass

rail 'n everythin' Jack plays bartender to his guests

his specialty is the Cohn Fizz he gets a kick in

inviting his teeetotaller friends to inspect the wet mahogany
masterpiece he can show 'em the "scenery" without
parting with any of it but the main attraction in the

Cohn menage is the missus Madame Jeanette
mother of three promising lads Ralph, Joseph and Bobby

Joe was the valedictorian of his high school class and
is the dead spit of his uncle Harry on the coast and
Harry claims that's why he is so smart after her
pride in her boys, Ma Cohn has two other Main Urges
she is a coloratura artist as well as a culinary artist

and if the film biz gets too tough Jack and the missus
can set up their own private show any time in their own apart-
ment after a swell feed, the madame can give a complete
concert program from the classics while Jack mixes
the famous Cohn Fizz

• • • GREGORY LINDER, the dynamic prexy of Color-
film Corporation has not only perfected his Supercolor
so that it shapes up as about the most naiural color we have
ever lamped on a screen but he has got it down to a
sales price of six cents a foot, b'gosh which is just
one cent less than color has ever sold for before and
Captain George F. Zimmer, who was the government's chief
secret intelligence operative with a motion picture camera dur-
ing the war is all set to shoot the German superplane
"DO-X" in Supercolor when it arrives here from Miami on
Thursday

• • • A CLEVER stunt for drawing biz from the big
neighboring town is disclosed by Tommy Westmorland, our
Arkansas sleuth he tells about the Rialto theayter in

North Little Rock, just across the river from the big Li'l Rock
the owner sends two free tickets through the mail

to representative citizens of the big burg just a short
ride across the bridge to his house with plenty of park-
ing facilities (he gag is that if they miss the big pix
at the Little Rock theaters the Rialto shows 'em soon
after and for 30 cents nite tariff and they're
doin' a whale of a biz

* * * *

• • • ANY DIRECTOR m need of a real tragic scene
is referred to the one that Joe Poland offers free,'

gratis and for nothin' in his Film Mercury kolyum to

wit scene is the Rolls Royce factory the di-

rectors are sittin' around the conference steeped in gloom
because a telegram has just arrived with the news

that at last a Rolls Royce has Worn Out

• • • A VISIT to Gordon White's ossif at Educational
these days necessitates crawling over a small mountain of let-

ters stacked up on tables and chairs everywhere
it seems the mag, "Open Road for Boys," ran a contest for the
most pop western star and ya can imagine how upset
and peeved Gordon was when they mentioned Educational had
Ken Maynard under contract and the kids have writ-
ten in thousands of letters askin' for Ken's photograph

• • • JUST TO show how narrowminded some folks are
in our more backward communities Clarence Muse went
fishin' on his vacashe and the constabule wanted to fine
him for fishin' without a license and Clarence explained
that he was only teachin' the worm to swim so the of-
ficer inspected the worm and fined him anyway
'cause the worm had no bathin' suit

« « « » » »
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Short Shots froir

New York Studio^.

By II.4RRY N. BL.ilR

Sam Sax, head of the Vitaph'ie
studio, played host recently to f r

members of the Pennsylvania Ste
Board of Movie Censors who visid

the studio in order to get first hid
information about movie prodt-

tion. Sax took them out on e

stage where they watched Fai
Watson and Thelma White mgj-i ^

their two-reeler, "Of All Peop
and then escorted them through c

entire plant.

A favorite in the old Jnce ch

Herschel Mayall, is making a str

bid for a comeback at Paramou
New York stiidio where he
been appearing in several of
Ford Sterling two-reelers. Also,
has been assigned an important p
in "Blind Cargo," in which G>

Cooper and Claudette Colbert sh.

stellar honors.

Paramount has started product i

on "The Cheat," starring Tallu i

Bankhead, with Harvey Stephe

,

Ann Andrews, William Ingers
,

Hanaki Yoshiwara, Henry Warwi,
Frank Monroe, Arthur Hohl, V-
liam Bennelli and Irving Pichel.

Neely Edxvards, whose pn
comedy has made him a favorite t

the Brooklyn Vilaphonc stui-.

spends his time between pictn
running a summer hotel at a L
Island summer resort.

Goldwyn Finishes 3; |

Starts Work on 3 Mos
With the completion of "Strt

Scene," "The Unholy Garden" spl

"Palmy Days," Samuel Goldwyn lis

placed his second three current si-

son productions in work. They e

"Arrowsmith," with Ronald (!-

man, Helen Hayes and Richljl

Bennett; "Tonight or Never," wji
Gloria Swanson, and "The Gre"!!

Had a Word for It," with Ina Cla .

Carole Lombard and Joan Blon* ,

Lowell Sherman will direct the
ter.

Ina Claire's "Rebound" for May r

"Rebound," RKO Pathe's proo
tion goes into the Mayfair i

Broadway on Friday, August 2.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry who are celebrat-

ing their hirthdflvw

August 26
Richard Wallace
Katherine Webb
Maxwell Henderson
Ruth Roland
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Producers To Ban Player, DirectorAd Testimonials

JOUNDON DISC ASSURED FOR NEWJEASON

X^arners Reopening 11 Houses, Building Three More
Advice

from most everywhere

= By JACK ALICOATE^=
, . Slyly we admit,
iailbag with the faintest

ilformation of blushes, that
we do enjoy our

lorning's morning with our fan
'ail. And this notwithstanding the

(rtain knowledge of finding at least

*ie passionate letter gently slipping

i the info that we are perhaps the

orld's worst editor and that our
ircentage of correct views on the
esent problems of the industry
ituld be adequately written upon
le back of a special delivery stamp
lith an everset shaving brush,
evertheless and to-wit what
e started out to say, before being
) rudely interrupted by our
noughts, was somewhat as follows:
tiat most of our morning maii
aring these sensitive and clammy
jiys of depression comes from
liaders who insist on giving us
leir complete and unabridged
ews on what's wrong with this al-

ady highly harassed industry.

' Advice on how pictures should
|j made, marketed and merchan-
,sed. Hints on how theaters
rould or should not be managed,
'hy stories, stars and directors are
)od and why stories, stars and
irectors are bad. In fact advice on
Imost every cinematic question
lat could be mentioned excepting
,3W to cure a beautifully arched
[at distance killing slice. This ad-
|ice, however, is not without its

)mpensating influence, for it does
<plode the theory that all exhibi-
)rs and Hollywood productionites
re not equipped with thinking ap-
aratus. Which brings us to the
rgumentative point that we our-
jlves have a viewpoint on the ques-
on.

•
Our viewpoint may not have the
epth of a Darrow or the brilliance
if Shaw but nevertheless it is a

{Continued on Pagt 2)

Increased Activity to Be-
gin Within the Next

Three Weeks
Reopening of 11 houses within

three weeks and the construction of

three theaters is planned by War-
ner Bros.

Theaters whose re-opening dates
have been definitely set are: Capital,
Newark, tomorrow; Mosque, New-
ark, Sept. 18; Boyd, Philadelphia,

(Continued on Faye 2)

canadianImreport

READY linWO WEEKS

Toronto—Results of the Federal
probe of the film industry will be
made public in about two weeks
when the R. H. Greer report will
oe completed. Col. Greer, appointed
jy Col. W. H. Price, Attorney-Gen-
eral, has been studying evidence
taken before Commissioner Peter
vVhite.

Fox Publicity Depts.
Consolidating Sept. 1

Consolidation of the Fox Theaters
and Fox Film publicity departments
will be accomplished Sept. 1, with
both departments moving to the first

(Cojitinued on Page 7)

Picture House In Radio

City Ready October, 1932

The elaborate picture theater to be in-

cluded in the Radio City project will be

completed by Oct. 1, 1932. It will be lo-

cated in the block between 48th and 49th

Sts. Contracts will be awarded within the

next week.

SIEGEL QUITS CHICAGO

ASS'N TO HELP INDIES

Chicago—Owing to his sympathy
with the smaller theater owners who
are not generally affiliated with the
organization, Ludwig Siegel, secre-
tary of the Chicago Exhibitor Ass'n,
has resigned. He intends to join

(.Continued on Page 7)

Pan Percentage Deals
Due to Checking System
Minneapolis — Deploring the

checking system, Allied States
Ass'n leaders here are urging their
members to decline to buy pictures
on percentage as the only means of
avoiding the practice. Particularly
they are ii-ritated against the policy
of using local men in checking.

Producers Banning Player^
Director Ad Testimonials

Warners on "Hands Off"

Policy With Stanwyck

Although Warner Bros, has a picture

scheduled with Barbara Stanwyck, policy

of the company is understood to be "hands
off" this star until her salary differences

with Columbia are straightened out. Miss
Stanwyck is under contract to Columbia
to work in four more pictures. At present

she is planning a vaudeville tour with her

husband, Frank Fay.

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Picture stars and di-

rectors will be forbidden to indorse

various products in advertising

matter under an order to be issued

within a few days by M. P. Pro-
ducers Ass'n. Testimonials have
frequently put players in a ridicu-

lous position, according to pro-

ducers, and have had a tendency to

injure their box-oflSce value.

Only 20 P. C. of Theaters
Now Using Sound

On Disc
Although accounts requiring discs

have now been reduced to less than
zo per cent of all theaters, major
distributors will continue supplying
sound via this method during the
new year, according to a checkup
made yesterday by The Film Daily.
None of them have immediate plans

(Continued on Page 7)

SIX EXECUTIVES NAMED

ON FOX EDITORIAL BOARD

Six vice-presidents and executives
will comprise the Fox Film Editor-
ial board which has been officially

formed, The Film Daily learns.
Richard A. Rowland will head the
board which is understood to be
composed of the following vice-
presidents in addition to Harley L.
Clarke, chairman and Rowland;

(Continued on Page 7)

Sees Need of Love Stories
Instead of Sophistication
American pictures have generally

become too sophisticated m char-
acter, with sex as a predominating
element and too little attention be-

(Continued an Page 7)

"Street Scene"

A human and dramatic translation of

tlie Pulitzer prize play by the same title.

Samuel Coldwyn presents it in a form

practically identical with the original

and it proves to be a genuine, throbbing

reproduction of life on a New York
side street. The picture benefits from

an unusually fine set of characteriza-

tions, including a splendid performance

by Sylvia Sidney, and painstaking, in-

telligent direction from King Vidor.

Every theater ought to play this United

Artists production.

EDDY.
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California — Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607. London—Ernest
W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin—Karl Wolffsohn
Lichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
—P. A. Harle, La Cinematographie Fran-
caise. Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, 19.

FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

East. Kodak 142^ 138 142 + 4
Fox Fm. "A" 13J4 12Ji 13"4 + 'A
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 2J4 2'/g 2J4 + Yi
Loew's, Inc 48^2 46^ 48 Ji + 1

Paramount 24>i 23}4 24 + ^4
Pathe Exch 1}4 1J4 154 — Vi
RKO "A" 15 14J^ 14*4 + H
Warner Bros. . . . 8J4 8 8^+54

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. Vtc 9Vi 9^ 95/8 -f }i
Fox Thea. "A"... 2Ji 2J^ 2J^
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. AVi 3% 4
Technicolor 6J^ 6'/, 614 + %
Trans-Lux 5 4^ 5 + 'A

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 211^ 20^ 21 -/^ + H
Loew 6s 41ww... 98'A 98"4 9S'A — Vi

Paramount 6s 47.. 86 86 86 -f ^2
Par. Bv. 5^s51...102^ 10254 102J4 — %
Par. 5>/^s50 78 78 78
Pathe 7s37 94J4 94J4 94*4 + H
Warner's 6s39 ..54 53 54

Mrs. Ramsaye's Funeral Today
Funeral services will be held to-

day at Norwalk, Conn., for Mrs.
Fern Forester Ramsaye, wife of

Terry Ramsaye, editor of "The
Motion Picture Herald." Burial
will be in Riverside Cemetery, Nor-
walk. Mrs. Ramsaye, well known
as a commercial artist and illustra-

tor, died Tuesday of heart disease.

•.^'••>»•>•
if ii
?. New York Long Island City *
.t 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St.

J*|

J.X BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 it

j|Eastman Films I

h J. E. Brulatour, Inc. |

*j Chicago Hollywood K
}*j 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica *i

J> CALumet 3692 Blvd. K
Jj: ,1 HOLlywood4121

Jj

2f>*,^*,**>t>*'A*>*>*>*>^.*

Berlin Biz Off
Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—A decline in picture house business in Berlin is Indicated by

the entertainment tax returns for the month of June, according to Trade Com-
missioner George R. Canty, Paris, in a report to the Dept. of Commerce. Total

tax receipts amounted to 602,000 marks against 670,000 marks for the cor-

responding month of last year.

Fox Release Schedule Now

Set For Nine Months Ahead

Advice
—jrom most everywhere

(^Continued fiom Faye 1)

viewpoint. The sooner most film

folk leave the other fellow alone,

concentrate on working out their

own problems and mind their own
knitting, the sooner this industry,
as a whole, will return to its right-

ful place in the sun. In other
words our experience with life fn

general and this industry in par-
ticular is that giving un-asked for
advice is usually a total waste of
time, and, looking at the whole
thing philosophically, the best and
safest personal investment one can
make in film futures is happily to
mind one's own business.
Or am I wrong?

Warners Reopening 11

Houses, Building 3 More
(Continued from Page 1)

Sept. 11; Metropolitan, Washington,
Sept. 13. Other houses going light
are: Davis, Pittsburgh; Liberty,
Sharon, Pa.; Columbia, Warren,
Pa.; Ritz, New Kensington, Pa.;
Plaza, Sandusky, O.; Palace, Law-
rence, Mass.; Penn., Wesleyville,
Pa.
Ground has been broken for the

new Warner at Ridgewood, N. H.,
the house to seat 1,500. Work soon
starts on a new suburban house in
Washington with a 1,800-seat ca-
pacity. A 1,500-seat theater is also
planned for Winchester, Pa.

3rd Week for "Bad Girl"
"Bad Girl" is being held over for

the third and final week at the
Roxy.

COMING & GOING

AL ROCKETT, who has produced "The
Plutocrat," starring Will Rogers for Fox,
sailed on the He de France yesterday {or
a month's vacation abroad.
EUGENE ZUKOR is on board the Europa

on a business trip which will occupy about
four weeks. He will attend the opening
of a new Paramount house, seating 2,600,
at Newcastle, England.
CONSTANCE BENNETT sailed yester-

day from Harve for New York.
EUGENE CASTLE returned from Europe.

Tuesday, on the He de France.
LOUIS WEISS of Artclass, left yester-

day for a sales trip through the key cities

of the middle-west. He will stop at St.

Louis, Kansas City, Omaha, Denver and
Chicago.
GABE YORKE has returned to New York

from the coast.

Fox has definitely set its release
schedule for the next nine months
with casts selected for all but three
of the 34 productions. Release dates
productions and stars are as fol-

lows: Sept. 6, "Merely Mary Ann,"
with Janet Gaynor and Charles
Farrell; Sept. 13, "Bad Girl" with
James Dunn and Sally Eilers; Sept.
20, "The Brat" with Sally O'Neill
and Alan Dinehart; Sept. 27, "The
Spider" with Edmund Lowe; Oct.

2, "Wicked" with Elissa Landi and
Victor McLaglen; Oct. 11, "Skyline"
with Thomas Meighan; Oct. 18,

"Riders of the Purple Sage" with
Noah Beery; Oct. 25, "Sob Sister"
with James Dunn; "Nov. 1, "The
Cisco Kid" with Warner Baxter and
Edmund Lowe; Nov. 8, "Heart-
break" with Charles Farrell; Nov.
15, "The Yellow Ticket" with Elissa
Landi and Lionel Barrymore; Nov.
22, "Business and Pleasure" with
Will Rogers; Oct. 29, "Over the
Hill" with Mae Marsh and James
]>umi; Dec. 6, "Surrender" with
Lionel Barrymore; Dec. 13, "Deli-

cious" with Janet Gaynor and
Charles Farrell; Dec. 20, "First
Cabin" with Ralph Morgan; Dec.

27, "While Paris Sleeps" with Victor
McLaglen; Jan. 3, "Cheating" with
Linda Watkins and Alan Dinehart;
Jan. 10, "Disorderly Conduct" with
Victor McLaglen and Edmund
Lowe; Jan. 17, "She Wanted a Mil-

lionaire" with Joan Bennett; Jan.

24, "In Her Arms" with Warner
Baxter; Jan. 31, "The Heir to the

Hoorah" with James Dunn; Feb. 7,

"Sink or Swim" with El Brendel;
Feb. 14, "Stepping Sisters" (to be

cast) ; Feb. 21, "Swindle" with
Spencer Tracy; Feb. 28, a De Sylva
story with Janet Gaynor and James
Dunn; Mar. 6, "The Rainbow Trail"

with George O'Brien; Mar. 13,

"Young America" with Maureen

RENT=

A SOUND EDITING MA-

CHINE • EDIT YOUR
SOUND - FILM IN YOUR
OWN CUTTING ROOM •

STOP PROJECTION COST
• A MOVIOLA DOES IT •

RUBY
Camera Exchange
729—7th Ave., N. Y.
Phone: BR 9-9430

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Aug.

Sept.

Sept. 9-10:

Sept.

Oct.

Oct.

RKO and RKO Pathe Anni
Outing, Indian Point,
Steamer Peter Stuyvesant.
Meeting of Allied Theater 0\
ers of New Jersey, Monte
Hotel, Asbury Park, N. J.
Exhibitor meeting sponsored
M.P.T.O. of Eastern Pen
Hotel Astor, New Yoi*
Semi-annual Convention, AUi
Theaters Ass'n of Minneso
North and South Dakota. Rad
son Hotel, Minneapolis.
French Educational Film C<
gress, Paris.
Hispano - American Motion P
ture Congress, Madrid, Spain,
Eleventh Annual Convention
M.P.T.O. of Western Penn
vania, Pittsburgh.
Fall meeting of the Society
Motion Picture Engineers, N
Ocean House, Swampsca
Mass.
Annual Awards Dinner of Ai
demy of M. P. Arts & Scienci
Hollywood.

O'Sullivan; Mar. 20, "Chart
Chan's Chance" with Warm
Oland; Mar. 27, "The Devil's Loi
tery" (to be cast) ; Apt. 3, "Salon
Jane" with Janet Gaynor af
Charles Farrell; Apr. 17, "A Tick
to Hell" with Warner Baxter ap
Sally Eilers; Apr. 24, "Circun
stances" with Elissa Landi a^
Warner Baxter; May 1, "Son
Law," to be cast.

RKO St. Louis Cuts Prices
The St. Louis, RKO's first ru

and vaude house, will cut its admis
sion price from 65 cents to 50 centi
effective tomorrow. Fox and Mil
souri have the same price scali

leaving the Ambassador with a 6?
cent top.

Mayfair Theatre B'ldg, N. Y.

WILLIAM MORRIS

m
Call-Board

CONGRATULATIONS-
JOAN BLONDELL
JAMES CAGNEY
LOUIS CALHERN
GUY KIBBEE

For your splendid performances
in the Warner Brother's picture

"LARCENY LANE"

HOLLYWOOD

'9 ST. EAST of BWAY, N.Y..

50 dai/i/

t^ROOM.BATH
andHA/VO
SINGLE «250,.S35'»

5 'MWi
DOUBLt «4°°-.*5<"" j^MA
vnMmmkGt
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TIMELY TOPICS

A Digest of
Current Opinions

e
icture Directing
ecoming Specialized
TV7ITH most professions now

I

tending toward specializa-

tion, why not that of motion
picture directors ? Physicians,

engineers and even artists are

meeting modern conditions by
specializing in one branch of

: their vacation. There is as much
' if not more reason why a di-

I

rector of films should concen-
Itrate on one type of story and
'devote himself and his study to

, that particular type. The fam-
: ily doctor who attended to ev-

ery ailment in the category has
passed away in favor of the

I
physician who knows ten times

, as much about his special line

. as any general practitioner

; could know. Once upon a time

I
a man known to be a film direc-

tor of any merit would be

I

asked to tackle comedies, west-

I

ems, farces, melodramas or

;
sophisticated plays. While there

is some distinction made now
between the ability of this di-

rector or that, the idea of spe-

cialization is not carried far

,
enough. That will be one of the

I

future developments of pic-

I

tures that will be a great help

I

to the industry.
•

—

Richard Wallace

•"ox Theaters Announce 10

j

Managerial Assignments
I

Changes and assignments an-
lounced by the Fox theater depart-
lent yesterday are as follows-
,. Wernick has been appointed
iianager of the Granada, S. Lar-
then is now manager and treasurer
{f the Meserole, I. J. Stein is treas-

'rer of the Astoria Grand, J. Gold
tein becomes assistant manager and
reasurer of the Lynbrook, G. King
prmerly assistant manager and
-easurer of the Lynbrook, has been
romoted to manager, M. Smith has
sen made manager of the Valley
tream, William Brown has been
•ansferred to the managership of
lie Ambassador, L. Goldfarb is now
..anager and treasurer of the
orona, S. Fried becomes manager
f the Astoria Grand, M. Weiser is

panager and treasurer of the
tadium.

Plug Film Character

Plugging of the principal char-

acter of the picture in newspaper
advertising instead of the star name
is the somewhat unique method be-

ing employed in merchandising "The
Last Flight," current at the New
York and Brooklyn Strands. Nikki

and her boy friends, rather than

Dick BartheJmess, are being con-

centrated on in the copy.

ALO
.THLmm

• • • FLASH VIEWS of a few muggs identified as branch
managers with that fast-movin' Monogram outfit the
indie combine that is linin' up the free lance theayters every-
where to show their product which fact reminds us that
the monicker "Monogram" is a very happy one denot-
ing a harmonious blending of initials and we can think
of no more appropriate blending than that of Indie producer
with Theaters which gives you IT and NOW
Monogram gives It if you have looked over their cur-

rent lineup and here are the boys out in the territories

who are turning the trick Harry Thomas, New York,
a real showman who knows both production and theater
Arthur C. Bromberg, Atlanta, one of the greatest salesmen in

the biz E. J. Lustig, Salt Lake City, a big guy in a

small territory Max Wiesner, Milwaukee, a go-getter,

who covers the field personally B. H. Mills, Albany, a

talkie picture hisself, who invariably closes on the dotted line

Bob Withers. Kansas City, who believes goodwill is

the greatest salesman, proved by the fact that every exhib in

his territory is a close personal friend Jack Berkotitz,
Buffalo, owner of three exchanges, one of those rare eggs whose
criticisms are always constructive and so we could go
on for a kolyum, givin' you Flashes of the men who are mak-
ing Monogram stand out like the royal markers on the Prince
of Wales' laundry for he also sports a Monogram

* * * *

• • • AND WHO should drop in on us but our old pal

Miss L. H. Clark, editor of "Today's Cinema," the Lunnon trade
journal a smart femme who has built the rag up from
inconspicuosity to the point where it is known around the world

and when we corresponded with her we always
pictured her as one of these very efficient but dried-up middle-
aged frizzes and doggone if she ain't a Ziegfeld eye-

smash and one of those peaches-and-cream complex-
ions and genooine, too and chaperonin' her
around was her American correspondent, Lou Guimond
the lucky dog some guys get all the breaks

* * * *

• • • WHAT WE admire about the work of Gerald Ru-
dulph. loudspeaker for RCA Photophone is that he in-

jects Originalitv in his printed blurbs the latest sam-
ple bein' a nifty brochure, "That's Telling 'Em" an
imaginary sales talk with a cast of characters consistin' of

a Salesman, an Exhib and an Operator and between
the three of 'em they get over the dry and technical

details of sound equipment efficiency with all the color,

sex appeal and dynamic drama of a combined effort of Theo-
dore Dreiser, Hy Daab and Marlene ("Legs") Dietrich
excuse us, Hy, for gettin' ya in the Wrong Sequence
the s.a. goes for Marlene but what we are tryin' to say
is that this egg Jerry Rudulph has the knack of presenting
technical dryness in entertaining showman dress which
is some Asset in this biz that is rapidly turning into

Machinery instead of Art
* * * *

• • • A PIP from Peggy meanin' Peggy Goldberg,
over at Educational publicity it seems that Claude
Flemming, the Hinglish narrator in the Romantic Journeys se-

ries, was tellin' her about his experiences in the Bavarian Alps
he casually mentioned that he visited the 'ome of

Mary Magdalene, but Mary was on her honeymoon in Dres-
den then he called on Peter the Apostle and Peggy
thot the heat had got the bloomin' Hinglishman till

Claude explained that he referred to the players in the Passion
Play at Oberammergau

m * t *

• • • HOLLERWORD HACTORS get a break! Roy
Del Ruth has been approached by Lunnon haberdashers to pro-

vide the names of well dressed male players to be out-

fitted with the very latest styles from Piccadilly for

fiothin' Roy sent in his Own Name why not?

« « « » » »

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)
Local Beauty
Contest Gets Play

TLJ. MILLER, manager of the

Metropolitan, Chicago, in

figuring that the early part of

August would be an opportune
time to organize a bathing
beauty contest brought upon
himself a lot of excitement. Get-
ting the cooperation of the mer-
chants in the South Side, he an-
nounced that the winner of the
contest would be named Miss
Metropolitan and would be giv-

en the leading role in a motion
picture to be gotten up by the
merchants. On the night of the
contest nearly a hundred en-

trants put in an appearance.
The contestants were all colored
beauties. So much excitement
was occasioned by the contest

that the crowds flocking to see

it were so great that police aid

had to be called to keep them in

check. All of the contestants

had friends to cheer for them,
but the white population of the

South Side got to the Metro-
politan first and few of the

rooters for the entrants suc-

ceeded in getting inside the

house. The merchants of the

district are going through with
their original plan of placing
the winner in a movie.—Metropolitan, Chicago

Earl CarrolPs "Vanities"

To Use W. E. Amplifiers
Western Electric Address system

for sound amplification has been
adopted by Earl Carroll for his

"Vanities" which opens tonight at

the Earl Carroll. This is the first

time a legitimate stage production
has utilized the system for carry-
ing dialogue and song to all parts
of the house.

Offers Sound Editing Machine
Ruby Camera Exchange of New

York is now offering on a rental
basis its Moviola sound editing ma-
chine to producers.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-
tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

August 27
Frank Heath
Jack Livingston
Lorraine Eason
Bert Ennis
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"CONSIDER AMERICAN
TRAGEDY VERY BIG SURE
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Hundreds of hard-boiled, show-me Show-
men last week saw the first big guns in
Paramount's mighty barrage of 1931-2 hits.
They're convinced that the only way to in-
sure week-after-week boom-time grosses is
PARAMOUNT. Read some of their unso-
licited comments!
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'Silence, what a drama."

. . . S. Lebedoff

Homeitood Theatre
Minneapolis, Minn.
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"SMILING LIEUTENANT,'

•SILENCE,' 'AMERICAN TRA-

GEDY' AND 'HUCKLEBERRY
FINN.' FOUR GREAT BOX
OFFICE ATTRACTIONS."

• . . Albert A.Fenyvcssy^

Rochester^ 1\. Y.
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^nanks for il,«

of seeing ,h^^_„

-In AMERICAN Tragedy, Smiling

Lieutenant, Secrets Of A Sec-

retary, Paramount has proved

that the 20lh Anniversary Pro-

gram will eclipse all others."

Paramounlly yours,

Thomas O. Davis,

Andalus Theairf,

St. Bernard, Ohio

And more BIG ones coming! Marx Brothers in "Monkey Business" ac-

claimed year's greatest comedy in previews. "Road to Reno" with star

cast. Bankhead-March dramatic sensation "My Sin". "Mad Parade",
"24 Hours". Hit after Hit from the Hit Company.

PARAMOIJNT
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€ NEWS OF THE DAY €
* EA.ST *

Trenton, N. J.—The Stacy is play-

ing "Night Nurse" for a second

week.

Park. He was formerly connected
with the old D. & R. theater or-

ganization here.

Waterbury, Conn. — Strand, one

of two Warner houses here, will

not reopen this fall, according to

Julia Smith, who manages both

Strand and State. Large number

of straight film houses here, and

failure of the Strand to show a

profit on an vaudefilm policy last

season, are the reasons.

Newport, R. I.—Continuance of

the Casino seems assured after a

meeting of the stockholders at

which they favored the plan to in-

crease the capital from $75,000 to

$100,000 and splitting the stock on

a four to one basis, giving the stock

a par value of $25 instead of the

present $100. Pres. William H.

Vanderbilt will appoint a committee

to further the plan.

Centerdale, R. I.—Trahan's has

been reorganized and its nanie

changed to the Community. It is

closed for remodeling and installa-

tion of sound apparatus.

Georgetown, Del.—Sussex Amuse-
ment Co. has taken over the Ryon.

B. V. Wheaton is booking the

house.

* WEST *
Denver—William Cook, formerly

a First National salesman in Chi-

cago is now covering Western
Nebraska and Eastern Colorado for

Warner Bros.

Los Angeles—The Fox Criterion

and Chinese Theaters have booked
for day and date showing the sec-

ond of the RKO Pathe Masquers
comedy series, "Oh, Oh, Cleopatra,"

for a run.

Denver—The purchasing depart-
ment of Publix Theaters has been
moved to 1628 California St.

Denver—Milt Franklyn, for a few
weeks master of ceremonies at the
Denver, has gone to New York.

Denver—L. L. Loomis has been
named manager of the Washington

Endorsement

Hutchinson, Kas.—Seven hundred
and ninety boys, inmates of the

Kansas State Industrial Reformatory,

have contributed $1.00 each towards

the purchase of a RCA Photophone

sound reproducing apparatus. Rest

of dough coming from sale of com-
modities to the officers and inmates.

Denver — The Missiom has cut
prices to 10 and 15 cents for its

reopening under the management of

C. S. Stowell.

Denver—Clayton Bray, formerly
district booker with Publix, now
occupies the same position for Uni-
versal.

* CENTRAL *
New Prague, Minn.—E. R. Schut-

te is making plans to rebuild the
Savoy, which was destroyed by fire

recently.

Rhinelander, Wis.—The Lloyds
opened their Lloyd- State after re-

modeling and installing W. E. sound
apparatus,

Elyria, O. — John Pekras has
switched the signs on the Dream-
land and Rivoli. Hereafter what
was the Dreamland will be the
Rivoli, and the Rivoli becomes the
Dreamland. The latter is being en-
tirely remodeled by the National
Theater Supply Company, and will

have 100 additional seats.

Murdock, Minn.—The Rialto has
been taken over by Minneapolis in-

terests it is reported here.

Milwaukee—J. H. Harris, former-
ly operator of the Miramar, local

neighborhood theater, has taken
over the Palace in Waupaca from
Burt Wheeler.

Cleveland—Jack Withers has re-
olaced Walter Brandt in the sales
department of the local Universal
branch.

Buflfalo Lake. Minn.-—The Audi-
torium has discontinued thp show-
ine of motion pictures until Sept.
15th.

Cudahv, Wis.—The L^nger-Disch
Realty Co. has taken over the .^a-
iestic here from the Circuit Thea-
ters, Inc.

Cleveland — W. D. Ward, state
'-iehts owner of the feature "Ten
Nights in a Bar Room." which iust
concluded a local first run at War-
ner's Lake theater, is makinqr his
hpadouarters in the Cleveland and
Cincinnati offices of the Standard
Film Service Comnanv. which is

handline the pbvsi^al distribution
of the picture in Ohio and Ken-
tucky.

Milwaukee — The Lyric, local
noip-hborbnod honsp. has reonened.
The theater is operated by Frank
Rossow, Sr.

For Men Only

Kansas City—The Tivoll has in-

troduced a new wrinkle in bathing

beauty contests. It staged one for

men only under supervision of Floyd

G. Ward, house manager.

Detroit — The annual convention
of the Allied Theaters of Michigan
will be held at Mt. Clemens on Oct.
6 and 7. The call was issued by
H. M. Richey, general manager. A.
Eisman, of the Michigan Theaters,
Flint, president of the association,
will preside.

New Philadelphia, O. — M. A.
Shea will reopen the Bijou on Sept.
15. The house is now being enlarged
and redecorated.

Milwaukee—The exhibitors Ser-
vice Bureau has been taken over by
the Rink Advertising Co. J. F.
Krofta, formerly of the Exhibitors
Service, is operating the A. & A.
Sign Service, offering a complete
cut-out, and lobby display service
on motion pictures to exhibitors.

Detroit—The Grand Victory here
has been closed during the month of
August for repairs. It will reopen
in September.

Cleveland — M. B. Horwitz and
Lefkowitch are taking advantage of
the newly passed Sunday ordinance
in Cleveland Heights, to open the
Heights and Cedar Lee theaters on
September 6th.

La Crosse, Wis.—Articles of in-

corporation have been filed here l)y
the Kayess Theater Co. The con-
cern has been capitalized at $50,-
000. Signers of the articles are
R. D. Stewart, L. A. Stewart and
P, Moe,

Detroit — On Friday the RKO
Downtown celebrates its first an-

niversary. During a single year
operation the house has shown
more than 2,500,000 persons.

Boscobel, Wis.—H. C. Tibetts h.

disposed of the Boscobel to t

Falls Amusement Co. J. R. M
Donald is manager of the theater

Columbus — Burns O'Sulliva
former manager of RKO Pala(

recently bought the Savoia. Aft
extensive alterations O'Sullivj

opened it Saturday, Aug. 23rd, i

the Liberty.

Fond du Lac, Wis.—The Garric
operated by W. L. Ainsworth, h
reopened after being closed for
month to allow the installation

new sound equipment.

* SOUTH *
Baltimore—J. Louis Rome, ma

aging director of Associated Th
aters Co., is vacationing in Main

St. Louis—Bill Weiss has resigj

ed from the sales staff of Unive*
sal. Charley Zipp, formerly "wi*

Warners, has succeeded him. Hom(
Heise, who had been booker f(

Warners, was promoted to the sal

staff.

Charlotte, N. C.—Constance Be!

nett's new Warner Bros, starrii

picture, "Bought,' is playing a ft

week at the Warner Broadwa
which is ordinarily a split we<
house.

Tuscombia, Mo. — Fire recent
destroyed the motion picture th©
ter here, with loss estimated
$10,000.

Dallas — The Capitol will reopj

on Aug. 29 as one of RKO's t%
aters. Program will be chang
twice weekly and will feature Rl5

and Universal films.

-^nq Islands
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PAII(HA(D
ON THE MERRICK ROAD AT

MASSAPEQUA-NEAR JONES BEACH

DINE AND DANCE
WITH

HERB HAGENAH
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Phone: Maisapequa 738
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
^ By HARRY N. BLAIR j^^^^

iJohn W. Green, staff composer ai

iramount's New York stuaio, is

J busy man these days. In addi-

()n to putting ihe finisning toucnea

i the score lor "My Sin," the new
illulah iJankheaU-i^'redric IViarci.

(-starring picture, he is also writ

jg all tne music lor tne I'ete.

j-no musical wfiich has its premieiv
i Pittsburgh the middle of next
unth.

It seemed that all of Brooklyr,
rntd out one evening this week
len the "Blind Cargo" company
tide some night scenes on a Brook-
fii pie7: Gary Cooper and CLau-
tte Colbert, co-stars in the pic-

re, were besieged by autograph
rnters. Edward Sloman is airect-

>y-

Larry Kent, Paramount short sub-
,i;l head, has accepted an invita-

i»n to act as judge of the bathing
lauty contest to be held Sunday at
innyside Beach Pool, Woodside,

; I.
_ _ I

James C. Morton, veteran stage
pyer who made his movie debut m
'\iucky la" starring Fanny Watson
i,i<i I heima White, played a fea-
ired role witii this comedy team in

\eir second Vitaphone iwo-reeler
imedy, "Of All i^eople," which was
med last week, under the direc-

m of Alf Uoiudmg,

iWalter O'Keefe, who is appearing

^ master of ceremonies in the
jJhird Little Show," has replaced
arry Richman in the leading role
"Platinum Blondes," now in pro-

action at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
f.udio. Roy Mack is directing, from
|e story by Burnet Hershey.

His series of two-reelers for Par-
inount practically completed, Ford
/erling is slated to returyi to the
'est Coast to go into a feaure pro-
kcion, yet untitled.

Rudy Vallee will make a one-reel
usical short for Paramount some
ne before the first of the month.

: Several barges, a freighter anl
;e tugs, including a portion of
/•ooklyn's water front are being
,med nightly for Paramountfs
Blind Cargo," in which Claudette
olbert and Gary Cooper will be
^-starred. Director Edward Slo-

fm expects to take the entire cast
I a three-day cruise on board the
reighter, for the filming of epi-
>des on the high seas.

Next week will find the Para-
lount New York film plant hum-
ling with activity. At that time,
vo feature productions, "Blind Car-
o" and "The Ghost," Tallulah
ankhead's latest in which Irving
ichel is prominently featured, will
e in full sway. Within the next
iw days, several short subjects are
Iso scheduled to go into work.

SOUND ON DISC ASSURED

FOR THE NEW SEASON

(.Continued from Page 1)

for discontinuing disc although most
of them report that sound-on-film
is gaining complete domination over
the field by leaps and bounds. Prac-
tically all the larger houses are
using sound-on-film. The smaller
.heaters, many of which have "boot-
eg" equipment, are the mainstay
jf the disc equipments.

Siegel Quits Chicago
Ass'n to Help Indies
(Continued from Page 1)

in the fight between the independent
houses and the operators' union.
Acting Corporation Counsel Leon

Hornstein will immediately seek an
injunction hearing before Superior
Judge Ross C. Hall and ask for
dissolution of the temporary injunc-
tion which enables the 75 houses af-
fected by the fight to operate with-
out licensed operators.

Six Executives Named
On Fox Editorial Board

(Continued from Page 1)
Winfield Sheehan, W. C. Michel, S.
R. Burns, James Grainger and Glenn
Griswold. The board will pass final
judgment on all stories and scen-
arios recommended by the reader
department.

Sees Need of Love Stories
Instead of Sophistication

(Continued from Page 1)
ing paid to wholesome love stories,
according to Lillian Clark, editor of
"Today's Cinema," London trade
paper, who is visiting New York.
She bases her observations upon
contact with audience reactions in
both the British Isles and on the
Continent.
Underworld pictures are going

well in English theaters, Mrs. Clark
said. European audiences require
"thoughtful themes," she declared,
and simple dialogue is necessary.
Announced production programs

in England indicate that between
50 and 60 features will be produced
for the coming season, Mrs. Clark
stated. This represents an approxi-
mate increase of 25 per cent over
last year. Average negative cost
of productions is $50,000, said the
editor.

Fox Publicity Depts.
Consolidating Sept. 1
(Continued from Page I)

floor of the 56th St. building under
the official supervision of Glenn
Griswold. Gabe Yorke will head
administration of the consolidated
department. Joel Swenson will con-
tinue as editor of "The Last Word"
which will drop its coast edition

with the next issue. Word received
yesterday from the coast by Film
Daily states that Vic Shapiro, west
coast publicity director, is being con-

sidered for some place in the pro-

duction department.

BANG I BANG!

Never was

Spot Advertising

So essential

In this industry

As to-day

And speaking oF

Bang I Bang

I

Advertising

The Film Daily

Reaches The

Buying Power

Of the Industry

Every Day

Of the year
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HOLLYWOOD ACTIVITIES
'' .. ^ Latest Production News Received By Wire From The West Coast j^ Jbk. .Jk.

FOUR FEATURES IN WORK

FOR COLUMBIA PROGRAM

Columbia Studios have four fea-
tures in production with several
shorts also being made. The fea-
tures are "Gallagher," temporary
title of a Frank Capra special, with
Loretta Young, Robert Williams and
Jean Harlow; "Guilty Generation,"
from a stage play by Jo Millward
and J. Kirby Hawkes, with Leo
Carrillo under the direction of Row-
land V. Lee; "A Dangerous Affair,"

a new Jack Holt-Ralph Graves ve-

hicle, with Edward Sedgwick direct-

ing; and 'The Deadline," working
title for Columbia's latest Buck
Jones outdoor special which Lam-
bert Hillyer is directing.

Two other Columbia features are
scheduled to go into -, reduction
within a week or two—"M ' in Her
Life" under the direction c Villiam
Beaudine, and a Tim McL west-
ern, "Gamblers' Guns." Shorts now
in work include Eddie Buzzell's next
issue of "Bedtime Stories," Walter
Futter's "Curiosities" and "Trave-
laughs" with John P. Medbury, and
Ralph Staub's "Screen Snapshots."

John Wray Signed by
F. N. To Support Dagover
John Wray has been signed by

First National for an important
character part in support of Lil

Dagover in "I Spy." Production is

expected to begin on or about Sept.
15th.

Fox Signs Fletcher

Dorothy Fletcher, writer and
former Theater Guild actress, has
signed a Fox contract as a writer.

Robinson's Route Altered

Instead of appearing in person at
the Palace Saturday, as had been
announced, Edward G. Robinson,
will be seen there for a week be-
ginning Sept. 19.

Frightened Players

West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Fear of players to im-

personate Hollywood personages is

supplied by United Artists as the

reason why Howard Hughes has "in-

definitely postponed" production of

"Queer People," which satarizes the

cinema capital. Says it was impos-
sible to assemble suitable cast after

spending more than $100,000 on
preparations for the picture.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

^:ALLY BLANE has been chosen by
Director Russell Mack for the

leading role in "The Spirit of Notre
Dame," which has been in produc-
tion for the past three weeks at
Universal City. Most of the foot-
ball scenes feauring Frank Carideo
and Adam Walsh, former gridiron
stars, have been finished.

* * *

Robert Ellis and Knute Erickson
have been added to Columbia's lat-

est Buck Jones picture, temporarily
titled "The Deadline."

* * *

Ford Sterling has been signed by
First National for a role in sup-
port of Marilyn Miller in "Her Maj-
esty, Love."

* * *

Hamilton MacFadden, ivho direct-

ed his first western picture in

"Riders of the Purple Sage," has
been assigned to another, "The
Rainbow 2 rail." Both Fox pictures
are based on novels by Zane Grey,
and George O'Brien has the leading
roles in both.

* * *

Stella Moore, who is a niece of
Mrs. Patrick Campbell, gets her
first real break in "Once a Lady,"
Ruth Chatterton's new starring ve-
hicle at the Paramount.

* * *

Barbara Stanwyck will probably
be the star of "Safe in Hell," which
Warner Bros, will put into produc-
tion early in September. Other
players selected for the cast are
David Manners, Victor Varconi,
Charles Middleton, George Marion,
Sr., Ralf Harolde, Gustav von Seyf-
fertitz, Nina Mae McKinney, Ivan
Simpson and Cecil Cunningham.
William Wellman will direct.

* * *

Anna May Wong has been signed
to a new contract as a Paramount
featured player.

* * *

Alexander Kirkland has been
signed for a leading role in the Fox
picture. "Surrender," based on the

novel "Axelle" by Pierre Benoit.
Williayn K. Howard will direct.

* * *

Louis John Bartels, Frank Dar-
ien, Otis Harlan and Harvey Clark
have been added to the cast of Ed-
die Quillan's latest starring vehicle,

yet untitled, which is being made
at the RKO Pathe studios under
the direction of Ralph Murphy.

* * *

George B. Seitz is to write the
treatment for Radio's Boulder Dam
picture.

Marjorie Gateson and John
Breeden will appear in "The Be-
loved Bachelor," starring Paul Lu-
kas.

* * *

Marian Marsh's next role will be
the title part in a picture tenta-
tively entitled "Poor Little Ritz
Girl,' which will go into productioti
early in Septemoer with Archit
Mayo directing.

* * *

Claude King, Leonard Carey and
Elsie Prescott have been signed by
Paramount for parts in "Once a
Lady."

* * *

Ruth Weston's contract has been
renewed by Radio Pictures.

Important roles in George Ban-
croft's next for Paramount, "Rij,
Men's Folly," have been given lc

Wade Boteler, William Arnold, AL
P. James and Maude Lewis.

* * *

Russell Ford, Voting Neiv York-
stage actor, has been given a fea-
tured role in Joan Crawford's neu
starring picture, "The Mirage,"
which Clarence Brown will direct
for M-G-M.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Eddie Cantor.
Benny Rubin, Louise Dresser, Jack
Gardner, Seymour Felix, Sam Har-
dy, Leo Morrison, Henry Herzbaum,
Al Lewis, Sam Behrendt, Edgar
Selwyn, George Sidney, Sam Marx,
Zeppo Marx, Edward T. Lowe, Jr.,

Harry Sauber, Leon Gordon, Pat
Dowling at the opening of "The
Bad Penny."

* * *

Manny Wolf has resigned from
the Warner Bros.-First National
scenario department and is now in
New York. He has a financial in-
terest in "Louder, Please," Norman
Krasna's play, which will be pro-
duced on Broadway next month.

* * *

Edna May Oliver is to have the
starring role in Radio's "Ladies of
the Jury," by Fred Ballard.

* * *

Clarence Kolster, who edited 'Wa-
terloo Bridge," which was directed
by James Whale, has been assigned
to cut "Frankenstein," which will
also be directed by Whale.

* * *

John A. Stransky, Jr., who is a
Tiffany sound engineer, has become
very air-minded and is now the
proud possessor of a pilot's license.

He takes his daily airplane work-
outs at Mines Field, Englewood.

Un JIM THORPE FOR

jIS GRIDIRON SHORT!

Jim Thorpe, former Carlisle him
dian athlete has been signed bi
Universal to appear in a series on
football short subjects to be madi
at Stanford University early in Sep
tember.
Glenn S. 'Pop' Warner, Stanfor

coach, and men.or at Carlisle whea
Thorpe was in his hey-day, is to b!

starred. Albert Keliey wno directe/
ive Universal short.< made at Notr
Dame University, will direct th
Warner football reelers.

Two More in Work for
Peerless Productions

With "The Sea Ghost" completed
Peerless Productions has two mor
pictui-es, "Lovebound" and "Th
Sporting Chance," now in worl
Featured in "Lovebound" are Myrn
Loy, Betty Bronson, Nance O'Nei
and Ralph Forbes. "The Sportini
Chance" players include Willian
Collier, Jr., Claudia Dell, Bell
Bennett, James Hall and Stepi:
Fetchit.

Bickford's New Columbia Role
Following closely upjn his rol(

3f Dingo in Columbia's "Pagai
Lady," Charles Bickford has bee
:ast for "The Men In Her Life," ;

-"orthcoming Columbia production. ,

U Newsreel's 83rd Paper
The eighty-third newspaper ,

join the Universal Newspape
Newsreel Ass'n is the Jamestowi
Journal of Jamestown, N. Y.

Adapting Hurst Story
Gladys Lehman, scenarist,

completing the screenplay fri_
Fannie Hurs'.'s "Back Street" ^
Universal studios.

Cast for "Frankenstein"
John Boles and Boris KarlQ

have been cast by Carl Laemn,
Jr., for Universal's "Frankenstein
which James Whale will dire^
Colin Clive will play the title rol
with Frederick Kerr, Edward Vail
Sloan and Dwight Frye in the casli

Old Favorites in New Film

Trem Carr, Monogram production
head, announces that William Des-
mond, Franklyn Farnum and Ed Brady
will play supporting roles to Bill Cody
and Andy Shuford in Director Harry

Eraser's "Oklahoma Jim." Others in

the cast are Marion Burns, John
Elliott, Si jenks, Chief Standing Bear

and Earl Dwire.
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^on- Union Operators Reopen Birmingham Houses

\A PRODUCERS IN N^ 16 MM. ENWRISE
\ievi Process Records Sound, Color Simultaneously

r. 0. A. Peters Will Use

I

Camera Invention On
I

"Ave Maria"
kst Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Simultaneous record-
i? of sound and color is achieved
trough a new camera called the

lychophone, according to its in-

mtor, Dr. Otto A. Peters. The
iVentor, who was technical advisor

c "All Quiet on the Western
I-ont," will use the camera in mak-
ij? "Ave Maria," starring Betty
(tmpson.

mW folvOTE TIME

[0 CONTACTING DIVISIONS

Under the decentralized set-up of

1)X theaters to be completely ef-

i:ted by Sept. 1. Harry Arthur,
jneral manager, will devote prac-

tally all of his time to contacting
.(jnsions in the field. Personnel of

1

1

{Continued on Page 7)

hea Circuit Boosts
Total to 11 Theaters

Cleveland — With the acquisitipn
o the Bijou in New Philadelphia,
fim Nate Schultz, Art, Simon and
E^d Schram of Cleveland, Shea
Iterprises now operates 11 houses
i; northern Ohio. The Shea circuit

cnprises: the Colonial, Akron;
£ok and Palace, Ashtabula; Opera
Iiuse, Canton; LaGrande and
Site, Conneaut; Bexley, Dover;
Ijerty, Geneva; Cameo, Toledo,
ad the Park, Youngstown.

Brown Says RKO Studio

Staff To Remain As Is

n expressing his satisfaction with cur-

rt RKO Radio productions, Hiram S.

Bwn told The Film Daily yesterday that

n changes will be made in the studio

psonnel. "We shall carry on along the

sie lines," said Brown.

Developments In Chicago Labor Disputes
Chicago— Newest developments in the independent theaters-operators

dispute are:

1. Two thousand men and women to canvass theater neighborhoods cir-

culating cards characterizing houses as unfair to union labor.

2. Theaters to employ non-union janitors to replace those who went on
sympathy strike.

3. Examinations for imported non-union operators will be continued

today.

New Memphis Indie Contract

Continues Two-in-Booth Policy

Report Publix Dropping
Two Twin City Houses

Minneapolis — Publix is under-
stood planning tq rid itself of two
Twin City houses. Lease on the

(Continued on Page 7)

Memphis — Under an agreement
providing for the continuance of
the two-men-in-a-booth policy, local
independent theaters and the opera-
tors' union have signed a new con-
tract. The local is still negotiating
with the big circuit houses.

UFA Bringing Over Eight More
Ufa is bringing eight more dia-

logue features, including two Eng-
lish versions, to this country for
national distribution. The English
pictures are: "Monte Carlo Mad-
ness," with Hans Albers, Sari Ma-
ritza and Charles Reggie, and "The
Congress Dances," with Lilian Har-
vey, Conrad Veidt and Henry Garat.

German pictures scheduled for re-
lease here are: "The Grouch," with
Max Adalbert; "Secret Service,"
with Oscar Homolka, Willy Frisch,
Bridgette Helm and Theodore Loos;
"Her Indiscretion," with Albert
Themig and Renate Muller, "The
Battle of Bademunde," with Max

(Continued on Page 7)

Birmingham Houses Reopen
With Non-Union Operators

Birmingham, Ala.—Owing to thg
deadlock between exhibs and the
operators' union over a new con-
tract, downtown houses have de-
cided to reopen with non-union pro-
jectionists. Four theaters operated
by the Birmingham Amusement Co.
will reopen Sept. 7 under this policy

unless the situation is adjusted to

their satisfaction. They are: Strand,
Galax, Capitol and Royal, The Em-
pire is expected to follow suit in

two weeks.

No Decentralizing Plan
For Loew's, as Reported
Reports that Loew's plans to de-

centralize its circuit along lines be-
ing followed by Fox were emphati-
cally denied yesterday by Col. E.
A. Schiller, who stated that the or-
ganization will continue its present
policy under which managers are
given considerable leeway in run-
ning ther houses.

Louis B. Mayer Interested
In the International

16 mm. Pictures
With Louis B. Mayer understood

to be personally interested, and 14
major and independent producing
companies affiliated on a profit shar-
ing basis, International 16 mm.
Pictures, Inc., formally begins to
operate today. Thirty 16 mm.
equipment concerns will also par-
ticipate in the association, which

(Continued on Page 7)

RKO-PATHTlSSmiNC

WARNER^ARA. DEALS

RKO-Pathe has practically com-
pleted a deal whereby all Warner
houses will j)lay the RKO-PaLho
line-up of features and shorts. A
similar deal with Paramount for
Publix houses will be put into work
next week. Ned E. Depinet and
Dan Michalove are working on tlio

Warner deal with contracts to be
ready for signatures early next
week.

Cliflf Lewis Made Head
of Paramount Adv. Dept.
Cliff Lewis has been appointed

advertising manager for Paramount,
succeeding Russell Holman, who
was recently transferred to the
story department. Lewis, who was
Holman's assistant for four years,
is succeeded by Alvin Adams of the
press book department.

Working Out Compromise

On Cincinnati Contract

Cincinnati—Although the projectionists'
union has emphatically vetoed the one-
man-ln-the-booth proposition made by
Allied Theater Owners Ass'n, negotiations
are continuing along compromise lines.

General opinion is that a new contract
will be signed without prospects of a
strike.
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Net

High Low Close Chg.

East. Kodak 142 J4 139 139^ — 2?^
Fox Fm. "A" 14J4 13^ 14 + M
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 2^ 2"4 2H + 'A
Loew's, Inc 49}4 48^ 49 -f J^
Paramount 24)4 23^ 24
Pathe Exch IH i'A ^'A
do "A" 5.y8 5^ sy» + Vi

RKO "A" IS'A U'A UiA — 'A
Warner Bros. . . . 8A &'A 854 + Ji

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. Vtc. 10^ 9 9)4 -f Vs

Fox Thea. "A" . 2^ 2)i 2Ji
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. A'A 3Vi 4

Technicolor 6)i 6f4 byi — Vi

Trans-Lux 5 S 5

Taking Their Own Medicine
Audiences at the Mastbaum, Philadelphia, are having the pleasure (or dis-

pleasure) of hearing themselves sing. Milton Charles, organist, figured out

the gag of recording the community singing of the patrons on to a disc. The
record is played back immediately through amplifiers. According to reports,

only a few individuals who have recognized their own falsettos have left the

house.

Warners Close Canadian,
N. Y. State Product Deals
Bernstein Bros, circuit in upstate

New York has bouglit Warners,
First National and Vitaphone prod-
uct 100 per cent under a deal ciosed

by A. W. Smith, Jr., Eastern sales

manager for the distribution com-
pany.

B. F. Lyon, Canadian manager
for the firm, has arrived back in

New York after closing product
deals with United Amusement Co.

operating in Eastern Canada and
the Dewees West Coast Circuit.

Arliss Returning In Sept.

George Arliss will return from
Europe the last week in September,
one month earlier than was pre-

viously scheduled. He will imme-
diately start on his next produc-
tion, "A Successful Calamity" for

Warner Bros.

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 23J4 2VA 22)4 -\- MA
Loew 6s 41ww... 98)-8 98)i 98)4 + 'A

Paramount 6s 47. SS'A 86 86 Vi -|- 'A
Par. 53^s50 78V^ 78 78
Pathe 7s37 94 94 94 — )4

Warner's 6s39 . . 54K 54 54

Estelle Taylor in Vaude

Estelle Taylor today begins at

RKO vaude tour, opening in St.

Louis where she remains one week.
After playing Columbus, Cincinnati
and Chicago, she will arrive in New
York the first week in October.
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"Side Show" In N. Y. Soon
Warners "Side Show" with Win-

nie Lightner and Charles Butter-
worth will open in New York with-
in the next few weeks. National
release has been set for September
19.

Ala. Aldermen Extend
Sunday Show Time Limit
Tuscumbia, Ala.—Time limit for

inaugurating Sunday shows has been
extended by the City Board of
Aldermen, from Aug. 20 to Sept. 20
An ordinance recently passed by
city officials specifies that local the
aters must take advantage of the
privilege before the given time
Crescent Amusement Co., will open
their theaters Sundays.

Cagney's Agencies Absolved
PVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—ine Artists' Manag-

ers Ass'n has completely absolved
Frank and Dunlap agencies which
were involved in tne James Cagney
dispute. Cagney soon resumes work
for Warners from whom he has re-

ceived a new contract.

Moneyhum Transferred
Miami, Fla. — Frank J. Money-

hum, division advertising manager
for Paramount Enterprises, Inc.,

has been transferred from Miami to

Atlanta.

Edwards Out of Danger
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM D.^ILY

Hollywood—Snitz Edwards, ser-

iously ill for the past five months,
was reported as out of danger yes-
terday.

Kirkpatrick Back at Desk
A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice-president

of Educational, who has been ill for
the past month, has returned to his

desk, fully recovered.

"Guilty Hands" for Capitol
M-G-M's "Guilty Hands," featur-

ing Lionel Barrymore opens at the
Capitol tomorrow.

Stewart Cast in "Pie Mystery"
Dick Stewart has been added to

the cast of "The Great Pie Mys-
tery," Mack Sennett's featurette
starring Harry Gribbon and May
Boley.

Ufa Gets Cincinnati.

House for Ger. Talkers
Cincinnati-—-Ufa will take over

the Royal from the Cincinnati Freie
Presse for the showing of German
talkers. The house, which seats 320,
will be called the "Ufa Cinema" and
will start its season Sept. 18 with
"Tankstelle," starring Lilian Har-
vey and Willy Fritsch.

Must Start Work by Oct. 1

Brookline, Mass.—Construction of

a moving picture theater at Coolidge
Corner, this town, for which a per-
mit to build was granted by the
selectmen last January, must begin
by Oct. 1, next, or the board of

town fathers will entertain applica-
tions of other theater companies for

a permit. Delay was explained to

the board on Monday, August 24,

by George Wightman, Brookline
lawyer, in charge of the erection

of the house for Publix, and the

contractor, F. J. Van Etten. They
promised that construction would
begin within a fortnight; that ar-

rangements for the first mortgage
had been made, but other financial

details have yet to be completed.

THE INDUSTRy'S
DATE BOOK

Aug.

Sept

Sept

Sept.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

29: RKO diid RKO Pathe Ann),
Uutins, inaian Point,
bteaaici Peter Stuyvesant.

1 : Meeting of Allied Theater 0<
ers of New Jeraey, Monte
Hotel, Asbury Park, N. J.
Exhibitor meeting sponsored
M.P.T.O. o£ Eastern Pel
Hotel Astor, New Yoi*

9-10: semi-aiiiiuai l-oaveiuiun. All
Theaters Ass n of Minnea.
North and South Dakota, Kai'
son Hotel. Minneapolis.

28-30: French Educational Film Ci
gress, Paris.

1

:

riispano - American Motion t\

ture Congress, MadriO. apaiu
4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention

M.P.T.O. of Western Peniii
vania, Pittsburgh.

5-8: Fall meeting of the Society
Motion Picture Engineers, N
Ocean House, Swampsct
Mass.

4: Annudi Awards Dinner ot A
demy ol M. P. Aits & Scieiit
Hollywood.

Repairing Fox Wichita House
Wichita, Kan. — Extensive re-

modeling of the Fox Midwest here
will be undertaken shortly, the

house reopening in September with
W. E. sound equipment. The house
will give Fox Midwest a seating
capacity of 9,000, in five theaters in

this city.

COMING & GOING

HAL ROACH arrives in New York this

morning from the Coast, making the trip

by his own airplane.

HARRY THOMAS is back in New York
following a visit to exchange centers.

RADIE HARRIS has returned to New
York from the Coast.

E, M. "EMC- OROWITZ, RKO ex-
ploitation head, went to Boston yesterday.

MARK A. LUESCHER will return to

New York from Rochester today.

B. F. LYON, Canadian manager for War-
ners, has returned to New Y'ork after clos-

ing deals in his territory.

HARRY BLAIR, Eastern studio represen-
tative of Film Daily, has returned from a
visit to Hollywood.

Theater Deal Action
Against Warner Peni

Middletown, Conn.—Suit of Fra
Arrigoni & Son, Inc., owners of t
Middlesex, against Warner Theate
for alleged breach of contract, w
be tried in Superior court hei
Arrigoni seeks fulfillment of a ca
tract to purchase the Middles',
Theater property or $100,000 dai
ages.

It is alleged that during May
1930, the Warners started negoti
tions for purchase of the Middlesi
for $400,000. The purchasers we
also to assume contracts of oper
tors and stage employes. Arrigo
says that as a result of the agre,
ment with Warner, he refused othi
offers to purchase the property.;

Second Artclass Completed
"Pleasure," Weiss Brothers Ar,

class' second of 12 features, h^
been completed under direction <

Otto Brower. Conway Tearle, Cai

mel Myers, Frances Dade, Pai
Page, Roscoe Karns, Lina Basquet^
and Harold Goodwin are in the cap
John Varley wrote the story. "Coi!

victed," the third Artclass relea;

will go into rehearsal shortly

Holding "Blonde Nightingale"
Ufa - Cosmopolitan will hoi,

"Blonde Nightingale" over uni
Sept. 10.

In Preparation

"GHUNGA DIN
by Alf Couiding

JOHNNIE WALKER
Mayflower Hotel, N. Y.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording;
Low Daily or Weekly Ralei

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation'

T23.TTH AVE.. N. V. BRYANT 8-eOer
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

t)
W sterns Are
Hlance Wheel

WESTERN films pulled the

motion picture industry

ut of one bad hole and sent it

n its way to greatness. Years

iter, they repeated that feat.

oday, they are still safe-

uarding the industry. Screen

ntertainment was about to die

1 its infancy when the cowboy

nd Indian thrillers came along

nd saved it. The novelty of

lere movement had worn off.

'hen the first westerns intro-

uced fast action thrills in con-

jnction with stories. The west-

rns sent in action to success-

ully pinch hit for novelty and

lave the industry again after

(alking pictures ceased to be
lew. In the first days of sound,
iieople flocked to the theaters
last to hear the screen players
lalk. They soon begun to hear
ntirely too much talk. Charles
'.. Rogers and Harry Joe Brown
lade the first Ken Maynard
'utdoor talkers to prove that
'he audible films did not have
b be confined within four walls
jnd to chatter. Fox crashed
Ihrough with "In Old Arizona,"
nd Paramount turned out "The
/irginian." Westerns, with
deir sweeping action outdoor
[cenery and terse dialogue
gain had saved the day. Right
i;ow, they are one of the in-

[ustry's great guardians. They
jeep the motion in motion pic-

lures and youngsters in the
Im-going habit. They are also

wholesome balance lever
[gainst too much talk, sophis-
ication, and sex.

—Robert F. Hill

Mew Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
avewein Theaters; J. I. Goodstein. 21

' 40th St., New York. 200 shares com-
II'.

dee Productions, theatrical ; Bennett &
Wtenberg, 26 West 44th St., New York.
!2000 pfd., 100 shares common.
ayette Theater Corp., theatrical enter-

ir;;s; Lee & Judson, Utica, N. Y. 200
b/es common.

DELAWARE CHARTERS
Jild Theaters, Inc., Wilmington, Del., the-

itJ3, amusement places ; Corporation Trust
-j Dover, Del. 100 shares common.
-idland Theaters, Inc., Wilmington, Del.,

hters, music halls; Corporation Trust Co.,
3er, Del. 100 shares common.
.aytona Beach Theaters, Inc., Wilming-
Del., theaters, music halls; Corporation

rist Co., Dover, Del. 100 shares common.

RIALT
• • • MASS MIND production is our individual way for

typifying the system where the entire product of a

studio is supervised and governed by one or two individuals

who in the course of time reduce all their product to

a Deadly Formula because that is the only way a few
minds can possibly meet the demands of a heavy production
schedule for they are forced to Fordize their factory

to maintain the steady output and so the vehicles

are turned out in different models, of course
Comedies, Dramas, Sex but if you lift up the hood and
peek inside it's the same ole standardized motor drivin'

the bloomin' things in a word no spark of Dis-

tinctiveness or Innovation or Originality to differentiate

one model from another

• • • WHICH IS all by way of sneaking up on you gradu-
ally and spreading before your gaze the Opposite Sys-
tem that guarantees absolutely that Distinction. Inno-
vation and Originality shall not be ironed out of the finished

product with the rubber stamp of a Few Minds work-
ing together mechanically which is the nature of rub-
ber stamps and nothing can change it except
discarding the rubber stamp and turning your Comedies,
Dramas, etcetera, over to Specialists in each field each
having his own separate and specially organized unit
trained and equipped to do that one particular type of picture
superlatively well and knowing nothing about what the
other units are doing and caring less because
their specialized job is a big assignment calling for all

the ingenuity, experience and concentration they can command
and that, folks, is the Educational system

demonstrated to us graphically and conclusively at their

latest preview showing of five Pip Shorts

• • • F'R INSTANCE, take "The Tamale Vendor" .

with Tom Patricola puttin' over the Mexican atmosphere with
a New Slant a beaucoup combination of slapstick and
the finished art of a trained trouper who strums a

guitar and shakes his hoofs as only Tommy can do those two
things and all an Intrinsic Part of the story
not just thrown in for a buildup of a piece of boloney that
couldn't hang together without it which seems to be
the general formula with some short comedy producers
and that mugg Charlie Judels supporting Tom with his
eccentric Mexican characterization deserves a series

all to himself he's that Good

• # # AND FOR the first time we saw a detective story
from Real Life properly presented with studio technique at its

best in "The Trap" a fast moving, suspenseful
William J. Burns Detective Mystery then by way of
utter contrast "Dreamworld" a California idyll

of desert, mountain and ocean a Brown-Nagel saga of

beauty, with Claude Flemming's voice making it very human
and real then off on another slant with "The Trail of

the Swordfish" with Mack Sennett rockin' you in your
seat as he fought titanic combats with a giant tuna
and swordfish so realistic you could almost smell the
salt tang, and feel the lash of the wind across your cheek

and for a finale an ingenious comedy a
cunning mixture of goofiness, hilarity, trick shots, and more
production stuff than we have seen in a comedy short this

season called "The Cannonball" an Andy Clyde
sidesplitter from the Sennett salon

• • • TUSH, TUSH how we (do Vave but,

whoin'ell wouldn't after seein' five Pips in a row
all from one company Educational Specialists
in Diversity, Innovation, Class

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing Houm- for

TabloM Exploitation Ideas

f)
Bathing Beauts
Line 'Em Up
yOGEL GETTIER, manager

of the Ottumwa, Ottumwa,
la., increased 2>4 times average
business with a bathing beauty
parade. The preliminary work
and judging took place at the
municipal swimming pool. This
pool is an improvement of the
mayor's, so Gettier had all the
city officials and newspapers
behind him. No announcement
was made as to who the judges
had selected as the six most
perfectly formed girls. To
learn their identity, it was neces-
sary for people to visit the the-
ater the next day where the
judges' choices were displayed
on the stage of the theater
with applause of the audience
electing a Miss Ottumwa.

—Ottumwa, Ottumwa, la.

Big Campaign
On "Up for Murder"

CTUNTS used on "Up for Mur-
der" at the Metropolitan,

Baltimore: Radio broadcast one
week in advance and currently;
giant 24-sheet net banner sus-
pended at intersection in front
of theater; tie-up with Mc-
Crory's 5 and 10 Cent Store, in

which they inserted candy slips

into every bag of candy that
was sold. These slips were im-
printed with the name of the
attraction, and lucky numbers.
Fifty lucky numbers were post-
ed in the lobby of the theater,
which entitled winners to
passes; front window display of
McCrory's 5 and 10 Cent Store
was given over to tie-up; 2,000
tab "News-Heralds" were dis-

tributed. Some of these were
distributed from prominent
news stands in the city.

—Metropolitan, Baltimore

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishci and con-
^ratulationi are es-

'ended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdayi:

August 28
Edmund Joseph
Paul Pritzhoff
Gretchen Hartman
Al. Ray
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T/i« New Strand,
East Orange^ /V. J,

seating 1200

The ballot on which
patrons voted

Advertising that brought me to this theatre to s«

"Skippy" or "Strangers May Kiss" or both was

(Mark ivilK an X m square or squares)

D NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING

^ TRAILER ON THE SCREEN

D POSTERS

LOBBY DISPLAY

n IN THE THEATRE PROGRAM

D WAS TOfD BY OTHERS TO SEE THEM

D I CAME THRU HABIT

AddressVA ^uMt/^J'i^.c^...
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eats ! And How
!

RESULTS OF TEST
•w

Newspapers - 244 191/4%

Trailer - 218 IVI0O

(Poster - 162 12V5%

i

Lobby - 54 4^5%

! Program - 145 111/2%

Others Told Me 333 261/3%

1 Habit - 109 81/2%

1265 995/6%

Here's hov/ one
exhibitor found out-

so CAN YOU!
"What brought you to this theatre?" Adolph Rettig, Manager of

The New Strand, East Orange, N. }., a$l<ed 81 34 patrons. 1 265 told

him. 333 said "others told me." 244 said Newspaper Advertising.

218 said "THE TRAILER ON THE SCREEN." And only 9 admis-

sions a day paid the cost of the trailers. The rest was profit!

Trailers sell seats

—

profitably^ economi-

colly. Because they sell pictures WITH

PICTURES ... to amusement-minded

audiences. No waste circulation. Your

screen is the focal point for all eyes—jowr

patrons canH help seeing your trailers.

More than 8000 theatres served

!

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
fEW YORK • DALLAS • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES

|A SERVICE TO FIT EVERY THEATRE'S POCKETBOOK"
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C NEWS OF THE DAY ©
* EPiST *

Pittsburgh—The Hollywood will

be re-opened this fall by Warner
Bros. The house has been closed

since it was taken over from E. J.

Murray.

Concord, N. H. ^ The city audi-

torium, repaired nearly two years

ago at a cost of $69,000, has been
leased for two days a week to the

Concord Operating company, a part

of the Maine and New Hampshii-e
Theaters Corp. at a rental of $40
per week for the two days. The
Concord Operating Co. also controls

the Star and Capitol.

Pittsburgh—Lew Lefton, manag-
er of the Standard Film Service has
announced a booking deal with War-
ner that covers shorts and features.

Derby, Conn. — Jerry A. Parker,
manager of the Commodore Hull
here, has been promoted to man-
agership of the two Warner houses

in Torrington. A. J. Grassgrin suc-

ceeds as manager of the Hull.

Pitcairn, Pa.—J. B. Kane, owner
of the Nemo has re-opened the

house. It was formerly operated by
Ben Bernstein.

Lawrence, Mass.—Max Mellincoff,

local manager for Warner Bros, the-

aters presented Mayor Michael A.
Landers a season pass so large that

the city executive had to step out-

side the municipal office to receive

it. The pass measures six feet by
four feet and was carried to City
Hall by two messenger boys.

Ford City, Pa.—Western Electric

equipment has been purchased by
Fickinger Bros., for the Savoy.

Worcester, Mass.—Several offers

to take over the Worcester, sold re-

cently at a foreclosure sale to the
Spencer Savings Bank, will be con-
sidered by the bank trustees. T/he

offers were made by Boston the-

atrical interests.

Erie, Pa.—The Park is installing

RCA sound equipment.

Amesbury, Mass. — Walter H.
Woodman, manager of the Strand,
for a year has been transferred by
Warner Bros, to another territory.

Johnstown, Pa.—The Grand will

re-open in September with Lee Con-
rad as manager.

7 Broadcasts for Cantor

Eddie Cantor will begin a series

of seven broadcast's Sept. 13 over

the WEAF network. He will arrive

in New York soon from the Coast

to complete details of his broad-

casts.

Hartford, Conn. — Walter B.
Lloyd has been appointed manager
of the Publix Allyn to succeed El-
mer Levine who has been trans-
ferred to New York City. Mr. Lloyd
has been in charge of the Publjx
Goldstein houses in Springfield,
Mass.

Pittsburgh — N. Braverman has
closed the Brookline.

* WEST *
Denver—A building permit, cov-

ering $415,000 on the new 2,700 seat
Orpheum has been issued. The
house will cost $1,000,000 and will

be opened in December.

Denver—The Empress is install-

ing Monarch sound equipment.

Denver—Clinton M. Stowall has
sold the Washington Park to C. E.
Adler.

Denver—Paul Hoppin, owner of
the Plaza will re-open the Palace
next month.

* CENTRAL *
Chicago—Denny Russo, formerly

orchestra leader at the Palace, who
was transferred to the Hill Street,
L. A., about a year ago, returned to

Chicago this week and is at the
Englewood, RKO neighborhood
house. He succeeds Cecil Davidson,
who has been transferred to Colum-
bus, O.

Abilene, Mo.—New Wright, form-
erly at the Dickinson, is now super-
vising director of the Dickinson
Missouri houses. Charles Stanley
is now managing the Dickinson.

Chicago—Stepln Fetchit, colored
comedian who has appeared prom-
inently in a number of pictures, has
been signed as master of ceremon-
ies for the Show Boat Cafe, Loop
night spot.

Cincinnati—Joseph Goetz is the
new manager of new RKO Para-
mount, Peebles Corner. September
4th in the opening date. Goetz
leaves the Palace here, whose new
manager will not be named until

September 5th.

Racine, Wis.—Warners' Venetian
is closed for renovation. The re-
opening date has not yet been an-
nounced by Owen McKivett, man-
ager.

Cleveland—George H. Wiley, who
had been manager of RCA Photo-
phone sales in Michigan is now as-
sociated with Van Wyck Benner,
whose district has been extended to
include Michigan. Wiley will make
his headquarters in Toledo.

What! No Ice!

Wauchula, Fla.—You can go to

picture shows on Sunday in this town
but if you deliver ice you're apt to

run afoul of the law. When the

town voted for Sunday movies re-

cently it forgot to exempt the ice

man from the local ban.

Burlington, Wis.— Henry Tollett
has resigned as manager of the
Plaza and is succeeded by Paul
Klemp, who has been connected
with the house at Lake Geneva. The
Plaza is operated by the Commun-
ity Theaters, Inc.

Cleveland—Sam Silverstein, 401
Film Bldg., is managing and ex-
ploiting Prince Sha Barba and
Company.

Fond du Lac, Wis.—Budd Shon-
born, formerly with Fox in Osh-
kosh, has been named assistant
manager to Nat Blank at Fox's
Fond du Lac, succeeding Laverne
Touchette, who has been trans-
ferred to the Strand in Oshkosh.

Cleveland—All Artclass product
has been bought by Warner
Brothers for their houses in Ohio,
West Virginia and western Penn-
sylvania. Charles Kranz, Artclass
sales manager, completed the deal.

Columbus—Ralph Reisinger am
Albert L. Sugarman have takei
over the New, and are installinj

RCA Photophone.

* SOUTH *
Farmington, W. Va.—F. Tasslllo^

f\

will re-open the State in Septemberj ^

Bogalusa, La.—Mrs. R. Blanchard,;
who operates the Magic City hasi

purchased the Garden. She will

close the Magic City.

Allendale, S. C—G. F. Lundy of

Springfield, has leased the Pastime
for five years from Dr. F. H. Boyd.
The house has been overhauled and
De Forest sound installed. Seating
capacity is 200.

New Orleans—The Globe's new
policy is a twice weekly change with
a 35 cent top after 6 p. m.

Durham, N. C. — William E.!

Cooper has been transferred to the
Paramount, Concord.

i

Lakeland, Fla.—A petition is be
ing circulated calling for a referen-^
dum on the Sunday movie question.
Sunday shows are now running but
are meeting with some oppositon.

New Orleans—W. L. CruU form-
erly of Loew's Strand, has been
transferred to Evansville 111.

MOTEL i

HAPPISON
CMICAGOS NEWEST
DOWNTOWN MOTEL

RUNNING ice WATER
IN EVERY ROOM
*2?0 AND ^3?°

V^ITH BATH
NO HIGHER

I

No
PARKING
WORRIES

DIRECT ENTRANCE
FROM HOTEL TO
HARRISON PARKING

GARAGE

HARRISON STRErBT JUST OFF
'MICHIGAN BOULeVARD

CHICAGO
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*H PRODUCERS IN NEW

16 MM. ENTERPRISE

(Continued from Page 1)

fU handle reduced versions of the-

•ical features and will also pro-

Ice educationals and industrials.

Heading the company, which has

tken half a floor in the Film Center

]dg., is Rudolph Mayer as presi-

(nt. A. M. Miltenberg is vice-

)esident and Josiah Levin is secre-

1ry and treasurer.

fa Bringing Over
Eight More Features
(Continued from Page 1)

dalbert; "His Reasons for Di-

irce," with Lien Deyers and Jo-

annes Riemann; "My Wife's a

.vindler," with Kaithe von Nagy
iid Heinz Ruehann; "Emil and the

stectives," all-children cast, and a

{ecial, "York," with Werner
irauss and Rudolph Forster.

Ufa is also bringing over six

ludeville shorts, four short reel

iniedies and 15 additional oddities.

Danger Ahead!
So that there will be no mis-

takes, errors or lapses of memory
during the "undress and swim" race
to be held at the RKO outing
tomorrow, the committee has issued

the following rule regarding the
contest: "Girls and boys will un-
diess (with the exception of their

bathing suits) swim across the pool

and back again. ' By putting limita-

tions and qualifications on the rules

roi- undressing, the committee hopes
to have a fairly good time.

rthur to Devote Time
To Contacting Divisions

(Continued from Page 1)

e circuit at the home office in New
)rk will be eliminated, with many
iployees being transferred to posts

tside of New York. Only Arthur
id his secretary will retain offices

New York.

Report Publix Dropping
Two Twin City Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

Lyceum, «t. Paul, expires Aug. 31
and will not be renewed. Publix
lease on the New Palace, this city,
^hich has some months to run, will
not be renewed, it is understood.
George Benz & Sons estate, St.
Paul realtors, who own both prop-
erties, are reported planning to op-
erate the house.

[elected Pictures In
Northern Ohio Deal

Cleveland—Nate Schultz and Art
Imon of Selected Pictures have
Iken over complete distribution of

]oduct formerly handled by Inde-

jndent Pictures in northern Ohio.

'le Cincinnati office of Independent,

liwever, is intact with Chester

])ewe as manager and Ralph Ros-

ngle as booker.

Joe Goldberg Shoots Robber
Joseph Goldberg, manager of the

udley at Roxbury, Mass., was re-

ntly robbed of $40 while sitting

his car in front of the home of

s fiancee, Sadie Mussman. Gold-

rg shot the bandit as he attempt-

to escape.

"White Devil" Opening
^'The White Devil," Ufa talking

:ture in English adapted from Leo
ilstoy's novel "Hadschi Murat," is

)ening at the RKO Cameo Theater
day.

Synchro Screen Moves
Synchro Screen Service has re-

oved its quarters from 1440 Broad-
ay to 2 West 43rd St.

New "Fifty-Fifty" Theater

London—What is designated as

London's first "fifty-fifty kinema"
has opened at the RKO Leicester

Square with a policy providing both

a feature and shorts and a stage

presentation.

Cincinnati Exchange
Has 7 Features Listed

Cincinnati—Quality Talking Pic-
tures is releasing the following
seven features and shorts: "The
Pueblo Terror" with Bulfalo Bill,

Jr., "The Ridin' Kid" with Buddy
Roosevelt, "Sagebrush Politics"
with Art Mix, "Riders of the Rio
Grande" with Lane Chandler, "The
Valley of Bad Men" wth Buddy
Roosevelt, "The Cheyenne Kid" with
Buffalo Bill, Jr.; "Mawas," a syn-
chronized production of the Dutch
East Indies Expedition, and these
short subjects: Cliff Nazzarro in
"Modern Minstrels," one-reel dia-
logue comedy; Lee "Bud" Harrison
in "A Pair O' Dice," one-reel slap-
stick comedy; "The Voice of Vaude-
ville," current issues of a series of
20 one-reel vaudeville varieties.

Warring on Billboards

Providence — The Rhode Island
Council for the Protection of Road-
side Beauty is whooping up its anti-
billboard campaign with renewed
energy. The organization has or-
dered 100,000 stickers bearing the
slogan: "I favor products not ad-
vertised on the landscape."

Cast for "Leftover Ladies"
Casting has been completed on

"Leftover Ladies," new production
in Tiffany's Quality Group. Walter
Byron, Marjorie Rambeau, Claudia
Dell, Rita LeRoy, Dorothy Revier,
Allan Mowbray and Harold Goodwin
have been signed. Filming starts

at once under the direction of Erie
Kenton.

Walker Buys Original

Johnnie Walker has purchased
both screen and stage rights to

"Ghunga Din," an original by Alf
Goulding based on Kipling's famous
character. He will produce, but not
act in the picture.

CONFIDENCE

Film Daily

Believes that

The Time for

Pessimism was

Two Years Ago
And Not Now,

And That This

Industry Is On
The Threshold

Of its greatest

Era of

Prosperity.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

mBy RALPH WILK.

HOLLYWOOD
TpHREE divisions of the U. S.

Naval service are working on

location with RKO Pathe's Bill

Bovd production, "Suicide Fleet."

The submarine cruiser, Ai-gonaut,

under Lieutenant-Commander W. E.

Doyle; the destroyer, Preble, com-

manded by Lieutenant-Commander
T. D. Westfall, and the Noa, skip-

pered by Lieutenant-Commander
^Stuart A. Maher, appear in much
of the action. Six other destroy-

ers and two seaplanes appear in the

climaxing b tie scenes.
* *

Alice Hey ill Rice's famous yiovel,

"Mrs. Wigys of the Cabbage Patch,"

is said to oe 'Hated as sixth, in Para-

mounfs series of jtroductiotis for

children. It will, it is reported, fol-

low "Tom Sawyer, Detective," with

Junior Diirkin and Charlotte Henry
in the leads under the direction of

Norman Taurog.

G. Raymond Nye and Edwin J.

Brady are the late additions to the

cast of Colum'^ia's newest Buck
Jones feature, tentatively titled

"Deadline." L« et*a Sayers, Rob-
ert Ellis and Knut Ericson are in

the cast. Lambert Hillyer is di-

recting.

Ruth Weston, film actress, who
reads and speaks English, French.
German and Italian and has a par-

tial mastery of Arabian and Swa-
hili, will be seen in "Devotion," Ann
Harding's next picture for KKO
Pathe.

Willie Hoppe acknowledged
world's champion billiard player for
years, has been signed by M-G-M
to show the world how to play bil-

liards correctly in a special short

subject directed by Zion Myers. As
a contrast to his polished worki
Henry Armetta and Monty Collins

have been hired to demonstrate
clearly how not to play the historic

old game.
* * *

It looks as though the talented
Mae Clarke has secured the cov-
eted role of Elizabeth in "Franken-
stein." She has not had a mo-
ment's leisure since she was cast
for "Waterloo Bridge." "Twenty
Grand" followed and now before
that is even finished, she is tenta-
tively assigned to "Frankenstein."

Clarke Gable has been given the
male lead opposite Joan Crawford

Ken Flies—Without Tarzan
Ken Maynard, Tiffany's western

star, flew from hlollywood to Cleve-

land in his new 220 horse power
Stearman, to attend the National

Air meet. He had a picture of Tar-

zan, his famous white horse, pasted

on the plane.

'lady With A Past'' Next for Bennett
Constance Bennett's next vehicle for Pathe will be "Lady with a Past,"

based on Harriet Henry's novel. E. H. Griffith will direct and Austin Parknr

is doing the adaptation. Miss Bennett arrives in New York Monday on the

Paris after a vacation abroad.

m M-G-M's "The Mirage." This

Jiidgar beiwyn play will oe directed

by Clarence Brown. Russell i?'ord,

i\ew lorK stage actor, has been a?

signed a role m tnis picture.
* * *

Another of Universal's discov-

eries 2S ynaking her debut. Pauline
Moore, the li-year-old dark-eyed

miss from Harrisburg, Pa., iiua

oeen given a stnall role in "i'wenty

^rana." Bert Roach was also ada-

ed to the cast.

Frederick Lonsdale, author of

Ihe Last of ivirs. Cneyney," "The
High Koad" and many other plays,

IS now completmg an original scnpi
lor Robert Montgomery at the i»i-

G-M studios, tne first of three

scripts he is to prepare for M-G-M.
+ * *

Hal Roach is personally dir^^'-ting

the forthcoming ZaSu Pitts-V^-lma
lodd comedy, "Pajama Party,'

wnich started last week. Elizabeth
i-'orrester has been signed for an
important role.

Buster Keaton is himself again.

A week ago his pet St. Bernard
Elmer, disappeared, and Keaton
was so worried he couldn't think oj

a single "gag." But Elmer was
found, returned and now Keaton'

s

"raring to go."

Edward Brophy, a Buster Keaton
"find," is a production manager
much in demanfl "on the side" as an
actor. So much so that another
studio borrowed him from M-G-M.
"Now you are a real actor at last,"

Keaton told him. "You've been sold

down the river."
* * *

"Private Lives," the adaptation of

Noel Coward's stage play of the

same name, will be Norma Shearer's
next M-G-M picture, wi^h Robert
Montgomery playing opposite her.

Sidney Franklin will direct.
* * *

Production has started on "Dogs
Is Dogs," the latest Hal Roach "Gur
Gang" comedy under the direction

of Robert McGowan. The story re-

volves around Pete the Pup or.d a

police dog who essays the r<Tle of

a heavy.
* * *

Virginia Bruce, one of the blonde
show girls selected by Florenz Zieg-

feld in Hollywood and taken East
to appear in "Smiles," has been
signed by M-G-M.

* * *

M-G-M has signed Nils Asther to

a new contract. Asther has recent-

ly appeared in vaudeville. His next
screen role will soon be announced.

* * *

Wallace Beery loves to "kid"
t^larke Gable about the tatter's i^i-

called "sex appeal." He had a pic-

cure taken of himself among the

M-G-M "Flying High" chorus girls,

and autographed it to Gable—"Deal
i^tartc, Just to show you what an
amateur you really are . . . 'What
a Man.' Beery."

» * *

John Miljan has a new fad. He
trims formal gardens. Weird and
fantastic are the shapes of hedges
he has personally trimmed at his

Beverly Hills home. "I can't tell

whether they're supposed to be pic-

tures of us actors or geometrical
problems," remarked a fellow M-G-
M player, who inspected his handi-
work.

* * *

Warner Baxter will play opposite
Dolores Del Rio in Radio Pictures'
"The Dove," which goes into pro-
duction the first week in October.
Herbert Brenon will direct.

* * *

Walter Thompson, who edited
"Only Men Wanted, " an RKO Pathe
comedy, will cut "Blondes Prefer-
red," which will be directed by Ed
Kennedy.

* * *

Andy Clyde, Mack Bennett star
comedian, declares he can't under-
stand why so many movies are go-
ing into bankruptcy, because there
isn't any money in it nowadays.

* * *

Corson Jowett is the latest own-
er of a pilot's flying license. He
has been assigned to do the sound
work on an untitled Tiffany fea-
ture. He recently completed the re-
cording on "Murder at Midnight."

* * *

Big Bill Lucas is busy as the nar-
rator on "The Wild Life" series, the
material for which was gathered
by William and George Allen, na-
turalists and motion picture photog-
raphers. Elmer Clifton is sponsor-
ing the series, which is being dis-

tributed by Talking Picture Epics.
* * *

Radio has discontinued the use
of the titles "Glamour," "Pick-Up"
and "Penthouse."

* * *

John A. Stransky, Jr., is doing
the recording on "Left Over Ladies,"
for Tiffany.

* *

Claiming the fastest shooting
record ever achieved by "Dick"
Talmadge, final scenes of "Scare-

heads," his latest action featurt
.vere finished yesterday. In the

cast are Gareth Hughes, King Bag
got, Virginia True Boardman, Trm
Boardman, Jacqueline Wells, Josepj
Girard and Walter James. Releasi
date is set fui Sept. 1.

* * *

Lo--—" Sherman has been select-

d tc <j.,.ect Ina Claire in her nent
Radio Pictures' production whii^
will be started about Oct. 4. H is

story of New York's social set.
* * *

Douglas MacLean, associate pr
ducer at the RKO Pathe Picture
studio, has been assigned to super
vise three pictures. He will guid
the destinies of "Ladies of tht
Jury," which is to star Edna May
Oliver; "The Other Passport," a

Harold MacGrath story featuring
Irene Dunne, and "The Last Vir-

tue," now being written by I. A. R.,

Wylie, novelist.
* * *

Johnny Risso, one-armed tennis
expert, J. W. Johnson, Virginia Sale
and Gertrude Howard have been as
signed character roles in RKO-Ra
dio Pictures' "Secret Service," st
ring Richard Dix. The film, be
directed by J. Walter Ruben,

,

based on the famous Civil War sp„
play by William Gillette. Others in

the cast are Shirley Grey, Nance
O'Neil, Gavin Gordon, William Post,
Jr., and Frederick Burton.

* * *

Ralf Harolde is playing the

prosecuting attorney in Radio Pic-

tures' "Are These Our Children?",
being directed by Wesley Rugglea.

* * *

Rowland Brown, Universal direc-

tor, is at San Quentin prison to get
j

"atmosphere" and study prison rou-

tine for his production, "Gallows"
j

of which he is the author as well a
i

director.
* *

Francis Edwards Faragoh will

prepare the screen version of "Oh,1

Promise Me!" the Lindsay-Robin-j
5on Broadway stage hit purchased'
by Universal. Faragoh wrote the

screen versions of "Little Caesar"
ind "Iron Man."

* * +

Robert Alden, who appeared in;

"Paramount on Parade," "Only th?

Brave," and others, has been signed

on a long term contract by Columbia.

Wanted—Rejection Slips

Found—a man who wants rejec-

tion slips. T'other day a man walked

into our office and asked for rejec-

tion slips. We were rather surprised

until he explained he was a property

man at the Tiffany studios and

wanted the slips for a scene in

"Left Over Ladies," which will be

made soon.
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MACK SENNETT
Andy Clyde Comedies

MACK SENNETT
Comedy Featurettes

MACK SENNETT
Comedies

VANITY COMEDIES
Al CHRISTIE PRODUCTIONS

The trend in fiction is to short stories. They're

even calling them short, short stories, and some

magazines give you the reading time. It's the

hit-and-run, look-and-leap, hear-and-hike era.

And folks like movie entertainment thai's short

and sweet. EducationaVs varied program—made

by specialists—meets the ne^v demand. You, too,

must meet it. Give them variety — and more

variety — comedies, cartoons, romance, travel,

novelty. Make it snappy. Seeing, hearing time,

8 to 20 minutes. Tuned to the age in showing

time, diversity, quality.

IDEAL COMEDIES

TORCHY COMEDIES
PRODUCED BY C. C. BURR

MERMAID COMEDIES

82 ONE -REEL
PICTURES

19 MACK SENNETT
lii Brevities

Photographed in Sennetl Color

6 Lyman H. Howe':
HODGE-PODGE

jO ROMANTIC JOURNEYS
AV* Brown-Nagel Productions

Photographed in Multicolor

6 CANNIBALS of the DEEP
Produced by Mack Sennelt

*• * *

IQ CAMEO COMEDIES

ft/% TERRY-TOONS
^W By Frank Moser and Paul Terry

*• * •

^ BILL CUNNINGHAM
b SPORTS REVIEWS

Brown-Nagel Productions

(r^>d.u,catlcfyval 6\cL4aID

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc., E. W. MAMMONS, president

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors c( Arr.erica, Inc., Will H. Hays, President
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aee Improvement In Picture Company Earnings

lOV'TTO MEDIATE INCHICAGO UNION ROW
)eal Starts Report Franklin May Form His Own Circuit

Taking Over Operation

j

Of Two Publix Houses
In Los Angeles

Formal announcement by Sam
atz, Friday, that Harold B. Frank-
n will take over operation of the

aramount and United Artists the-

ters, Los Angeles, gave rise to re-

orts that Franklin is launching a

,;rcuit of his own, independent of

[[oward Hughes, with whom he is

I

(Continued on Page 9)

WOSED CODE MAY SHUT

ILLER ATLANTA HOUSES

Atlanta — Neighborhood and
mailer houses in this city will be
orced to close providing they are
addled with the proposed revisions

the City Code, now being con-
idered by the Council, according to

ocal exhibitors. Although agree-
ng that the recommended require-

(Continued on Page 9)

aude Bookings Jump
Says R-K-0 Checker

Salt Lake City — Booking of
raudeville acts is increasing accord-
ng to M. E. Manwaring, R-K-0
hecker, who says, about 350 acts
re now being booked weekly. When
ound pictures came into popularity
jookings fell from 600 to 800 weekly
0 200 to 250, but are steadily grow-
ng, he says.

Manwaring believes that the eight
•)r nine act shows will not come
iJack, instead there will be a com-
bination of three to five acts and a
Dicture.

Set To Use Non-Union Operators
Pittsburgh—Thirty local theaters are ready to go ahead with non-union

operators providing a new contract is not signed to succeed the one expiring

Monday. Expectations are that the new union formed by exhibitors and non-

union projectionists will be granted a charter within a few days.

Believes Exhibs Can Legally

Sell Advertising Accessories
Atlanta—Into the prolonged dis-

cussion as to whether or not an
exhibitor can legally sell picture
accessories obtained from a distrib-

utor is inserted the opinion of R.
H. Robinson of the Poster Ex-
change who, quoting his attorney,
declares an exhib has this privilege.

Robinson says: "I am advised
by my attorney that there are no
legally-executed leases made for
accessories and the fact that such

{Continued on Page 9)

Roxie in L. A. to Be
Opened on Nov. 15th

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DATLY
Los Angeles—The new Roxie is

being rushed to completion, with the

opening scheduled for Nov. 15th.

The Pacific Amusement Company
will operate the house. It seats

1,500 and will play second runs.

Sentry Safety Control
Files Infringement Suit

Philadelphia—Sentry Safety Con-
trol has filed suit against Film Fire
Prevention Co. of this city, makers
of safety device, alleging infringe-

(Continued on Page 9)

U. S. Officials Take Hand
In Situation After
Three Bombings

Chicago — While assistants of
State's Attorney John Swanson
were busy investigating the bombing
of three theaters whose owners re-

cently hired non-union operators, the
U. S. Government was taking pre-
liminary steps towards arbitrating
the contract difficulties. Both Aaron
Saperstein, president of Allied ex-
hibs organization, and Tom Maloy,
business agent of the union, said
that they would be pleased to meet
with Swanson.

The three houses which were
bombed Thursday are the Ridge, the
Olympia and the Ray.
A union delegation has been con-

(Continued on Page 9)

Robb Quits Hughes - Franklin

Dallas — H. B. Robb, veteran
showman and for years a partner
of E. H. Rowley, has submitted his

resignation as the Hughes-Franklin
circuit executive in the Southwest.
With Rowley he has been working
under a five-year-contract, signed
when the Hughes-Franklin interests

took over his circuit. Robb plans to

travel.

Forecast Greater Earnings
From Picture Companies

Delegates from 21 Units

To Attend Protest Meet

Twenty-one exhib organizations through-
out the country have signified their inten-
tion of sending representatives to the
national protest meeting to be staged Sept.

1 at the Hotel Astor, New York City.

"Better sentiment has been in evi-

dence recently regarding the shares
of motion picture companies, largely

due to the expectations of improve-
ment in earnings with the passing
of the summer months," says "The
Wall Street Journal."

In part the publication says: "Par-
ticular optimism prevails regarding
the outlook for this fall in view of

the exceptional grasp which amuse-
ment companies have succeeded in

gaining on expenses.

Ohio Censor Board
Drops Three Inspectors

Columbus, O.— Three inspectors

have been dropped by the Ohio State

Censor Board and will not be re-

placed. These inspectors checked up

on the deletions which had been or-

dered. Their dismissal leaves the

Board no means of checking up on

eliminations.

Triumphant Films to
Make Multi-Linguals

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles— Triumphant Film

Corporation, Ltd., with home offices

adjoining the studio at 1845 Glen-
dale Boulevard, announces that it

will produce multi-lingual pictures
in English, French, Italian and
Spanish, all versions being done in

the original language. William
Appleby is president of the com-
pany; Bruno Vallety, vice-president
and general manager, and C. G.
Lindenstein, treasurer and produc-
tion manager.

St. Louis Exhibs Holding

OutforOne-Man-in-Booth

St. Louis—Representatives of the M. P.

T. 0. of St. Louis, Eastern Mo. and South-

ern III., are still holding out for a one-man-

in-the-booth policy in their negotiations

with the operators' union now going on.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind 7 7 7 — Vi

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 13^ 13^ 13?i + %
East. Kodak 144^ 140!^ 142^ + 3H
Fox Fra. "A" 14^ 1354 14^ + 'A

Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 25^ 2'^ 2}4 + 5i

Loew's, Inc 50J4 49J4 SO + 1

do pfd 93}4 935^ 93H + 1/2
Paramount 25 24J4 24^ + %
Pathe Exch I'A I'A lA + Va,

do "A" 6M 5K 6-4 + Vi

RKO "A" 1554 14-5^ UYi + A
Warner Bros 9J^ 8^ 9 + Vi

do pfd 21'4 21 21^ + ^.
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Pets 954 Vz 9A — A
Columbia Pets. vtc. 10!4 9!4 9A — A
Fox Thea. "A"... 2A 254 2A + A
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 454 45i 'i^ + Va

Technicolor 654 654 6A + A
Trans-Lux 5 4^ 4?^ — A

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 24?^ 2254 24 + A
Loew 6s 41ww . . 9854 975^ 98 — 5i

Paramount 6s 47.. 87 86 86—54
Par. By. 554s51..103 103 103 + 54

Par. 5-4550 78 7754 7754— A
Pathe 7s37 95 94A 95 + 1

Warner's 6s39 ... 56 5454 55-/4 + 1
'/4

War. Bros. Co. 6s41 83 83 83 -f 2

U Ball at Astor Hotel, Oct. 31

Fourth annual entertainment and
ball of the Universal Club will take

place in the Astor grand ballroom

on Saturday evening, Oct. 31.

New York Long Island City J>
1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. {"j

BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 :^

Eastniain Films!

J. E. Brulatour, Inc. U
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J?
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j^
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* Chicago Hollywood
> 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
•» CALumet 3692 Blvd.
j-J

,
HOLlywood 4121

Stimulating Spirits

Dan Sterns who edits and publishes a weekly paper in Willoughby, Ohio,

has tal<en to writing copy for the local movie house. Here is his latest piece

of bait.

"When you go swimming and the water is colder than the air, it takes a

little persuasion to get wet all over. Once in, however, and it's another story.

You feel fine, completely refreshed.

"When your spirits are a bit low, any form of entertainment looks 'cold.'

It takes a little persuasion, perhaps, to go to a good movie. But once there your

spirits are boosted like the price of eggs in January.

"A good movie is like that—it washes away your cares. Refresh yourself

at the Willoby."

Love B. Harrell, Jr., Edits
Weekly Film Review

Atlanta—Love B. Harrell, Jr., for

the past two years secretary of the
Southeastern Theater Owners As-
sociation, assumes the editorship of

the Weekly Film Review with the

issue dated Sept. 1. The publica-

tion's headquarters will be at 125
Walton Street, Atlanta.

Seeking to Cut Wages
of Musicians, Stagehands
Minneapolis—Efforts to effect a

reduction in the wages and a cut-

ting of stage crews are expected to

be made during the contract discus-

sions which have just started be-

tween the musicians and stage hands'
unions and representatives of Pub-
lix and RKO. Theodore Hays and
Mort Singer are representing Publix
and RKO, respectively. Publix and
RKO contracts with Minneapolis op-
erators have two years more to run.

B. N. Judell Distributing
Big 4 Films in Milwaukee
Milwaukee—B. N. Judell has be-

come the local distributor for Big
4 product. Charles Koheler, for-

merly assistant manager of the Fox
exchange, has been made manager
of the local exchange.

Six RKO Pathe Films to Go
In Work Within 6 Weeks

ffc.r^ Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Six star productions

will be placed in actual work with-
in the next six weeks at the RKO
Pathe studios, according to Charles
R. Rogers, production chief. Sched-
uled for immediate production are
"A Woman Commands" starring
Pola Neorri and directed by Paul
Stein; "Breach of Promise" with
Helen Twelvetrees; Constance Ben-
nett in "Lady with a Past" and
"Freighters of Destiny" a western,
starring Tom Keene.

$>>•

"Street Scene" Breaks Rivoli Record
$8,709 is the opening day's

(Thursday) receipts of "Street
Scene," which represents by several

hundred dollars a new summer
house record for that famous pic-

ture theater, said United Artists
Friday.

Juliette Monet Dead
Hartford, Conn. — Miss Juliette

Monet, secretary to Henry Needles,
district manager for Warner Thea-
ters, died recently following an op-
eration. She was 28 years of age.

"The Exhibitor" Plans Golf
Tournament for Sept. 25
Philadelphia—Annual golf tourna-

ment sponsored by "The Exhibitor"
is scheduled for Sept. 25 at Lu Lu
Country Club. Metropolitan film

golfers are invited to participate in

the day's program, during which
prizes will be awarded.

World's Trade Exchange
Sells Territorial Rights

World's Trade Exchange, headed
by Arthur Ziehm, has sold three

more territories on "Maciste in

Hell." All Star Features Distribu-

tors of Los Angeles will handle the

picture in California, Arizona. Ne-
vada and Hawaiian Islands. Capi-
tol Film Exchange, New York, will

do the same for Illinois, Indiana and
Wisconsin. In Ohio and Kentucky
the picture will be distributed by
Quality Talking Pictures of Cincin-

nati. Ziehm has sold the German
musical, "The Kaiser's Sweetheart,"
to Tobis Forenfilms of New York.

R. A. Robillard Leases
Capitol in Fall River

Fall River, Mass.—Rene A. Robil-

lard, a former Fall River man re-

cently connected with the Comerford
Amusement Co. in Scranton, Pa., has
leased the city's newest film theater,

the Capitol. He expects to open it

on Sept. 6 with a straight picture
policy.

Nirdlinger Estate is $730,328
Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger, theater

owner, who died in Nice, France,
March 11, left an estate of $730,328
accordng to an inventory filed with
the Registrar of Wills in Philadel-

phia. Mrs. Charlotte Nash Nixon-
Nirdlinger, who is now living in

Atlantic City, receives one-third of

the estate.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Sept. 1: Meeting of Allied Theater (n.
ers of New Jersey, Monlsy
Hotel, Asbury Park, N. J
Exhibitor meeting sponsoreoj
M.P.T.O. of Eastern Pi^
Hotel Astor, New Yorir

Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, A-j
Theaters Ass'n of Minne:i
North and South Dakota, R;i
son Hotel. Minneapolis.

Sept. 25; "The Exhibitor" annual golf r.

nament at Lu Lu Country (b,

Philadelphia.
Sept. 28-30: French Educational Film ii.

gress, Paris.

Oct. 1

:

Hispano - American Motion
ture Congress, Madrid. Spai

Oct. 4-6: Eleventh Annual Conventioiit
M.P.T.O. of Western Penil
vania, Pittsburgh.

Oct. 5-8: Fall meeting of the Societirf

Motion Picture Engineers, !»

Ocean House, Swampsit,
Mass.

Nov. 4

:

Annual Awards Dinner of n
demy of M. P. Arts & Scieri
Hollywood.

M. S. White Sells

Dallas Poster Exchani
Dallas, Tex. — M. S. White H

sold his Dallas Poster Exchangee
Ralph Lowman, Pathe feature bo-:

er, effective last Monday. 9

Geo. F. Washburn Dead I
Plymouth, Mass.—George Fred'f

Washburn, multi-millionaire ai-

evolutionist, who sponsored the ft

motion picture theater in Bost.,

the Unique, at the corner of Wa-
ington and Kneeland streets, is dii

here at the age of 72.

RKO Opens Schenectady Theat
Radio-Keith-Orpheum opened e

New RKO Plaza theater in Schen-
tady Friday evening. This is a

second theater in that city opera i

by this organization. The policy ^l

be all-sound attractions. Josei

Plunkett, Nate Blumberg, E. .

Glucksman and other RKO offici;

went to Schenectady to attend ?

dedication.

Harvey-Jaediker Moving
Harvey-Jaediker Service will n-

into larger quarters at 1674 Brc
way Sept. 1.

Carole Lombard III

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DA.
Hollywood—Carole Lombard, v

was recently married to Will: i

Powell, is reported seriously ill w
pleurisy. i

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.

BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

e
bw Is

fiur Sound?
ikN^E have spent the summer

by taking auto trips around
he territory and dropping in on
ome of the smaller houses to

:et a slant on how they are sell-

ing their shows to the public.

)ne feature we noticed in many
louses was the poor way that

he film was being run and the

ack of attention paid to the

iiuality of the sound. In some
ases it was so low we could

lardly hear it and in other

louses it seemed to us that

everyone must have been hard
)f hearing, for the fader must
lave been turned up to the last

liotch. Another thing was the

nany cases of snapping and
crackling which, we were in-

formed, was caused by dirty

aim and oil on the sound track.

In many instances we found,

especially on afternoon calls,

that the manager was not

around and the house was prac-

tically running without an of-

ficial head. True, there was not

much business being done but
the few who were paying their

money were entitled to see as

good a show as though the house
iwas filled. Perhaps this lack of

attendance made the acoustics

bad and as no one was checking
up on the projectionist he had
no way of knowing this. The
idea of this editorial is not to

(attempt to tell anyone how to

I run his theater but to bring it

to the attention of those of you
who really wish to be real show-
men and give the best possible

presentation of the product
available. Might we suggest
that you take an example from
the larger houses and assign
someone of your staff to watch
the sound at every show and

,

turn in a written report at the

[end of his alloted time?
!

—G. Lester Southwell,
Associated Publications

EN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

British Board of Trade may take
fficial action on tariff.

* * *

Further conferences between
>dolph Zukor and M.P.T.O. slated.

* * *

Loew's State, New York City,
pens with throng of notables pres-
nt.

• • • ALONG COMES a gent with a suggestion for open-

ing up a new avenue for the employment of Art in the film biz

more particularly on the screen in an interview

in "Art-Throbs," the Harvey-Jaediker house organ, Albert

Schiller presents his ideas he being the director of Ad-

vertising Agencies' Service Corporation and a recognized

authority among the nation's craftsmen of typography and the

allied industries he believes that his well known ex-

perimentation with typographic ornament can be applied to

the films by placing in motion upon the screen artistic

compositions of ornamental designs in place of the

standardized, routine titles we have at present and if

he can pull that one, he deserves to be moved up into the Film
Hall of Fame for there hasn't been a new idea in titles

since the talkies started and that's too long a hiatus
in addition to this interesting development. Mister

Schiller has some intriguing ideas on applying the principles

of advertising layout to the screen which might possibly

result in a radical departure in the present screen technique .

and all this, coming from a gent who has revolutionized some
phases of his own particular craft calls for giving him
a chance to show what he can do to inject some artistic

novelty into Hollywood productions so we pass it along
gladly to any Open Minds who believe that the screen
can still be Improved if there are any Progressives left

in this practically standardized biz or are we too Radi-
cal?

• • • SO GREAT is the interest of exhibs in Universal's
"East of Borneo," that exploitashe director Joe Weil has ex-

tended hisself getting out a series of giant-size news-
paper ads smashing over the spectacular aspects of the
pix that set a New Standard in blurb displays

• • • ONE RESULT of our booming Wilkes-Barre, Pa., as
the original Fillum Center in the pioneer days is an
interesting screed from Ray Murray out in Hollerword
it happens to be Ray's home town and he recalls the
days of his innocent youth when the naborhood kids of
Wilkes-Barre sneaked into Lyman Howe's barn the orig-

inal combination studio and home ossif where the
Pioneer ran off "rushes" from all over the world before
he assembled 'em into the Great and Only Lyman H. Howe's
Motion Pictures Spectacles to amaze and delight the
nation and Ray recalls one afternoon they showed an
execution in China with 18 Chinks gettin' their heads
cut off while buried up to their necks just a cute
Celestial Custom and Ray and the rest of the kids
staggered outa the barn all wobbly at the knees and
white around the gills this bein' the very first instance
of a Gangster Pix showin' wholesale slaughter
and in 1900 Ray and his kid brother bought an Edison pro-
jection machine and a mess of Pathe fillum and
toured the coal mine towns and made enough the first

week to pay for the outfit, playing in churches

• • • THE OTHER week-end Ed Hurley took Jimmie
Cunningham to Washington via the Ludington Air Lines
and all the way down James was friz to his seat and couldn't
open his yap and as soon as the ship landed, the goof
disappeared and Ed couldn't locate him anywhere
and when Mister Hurley got back to this hamlet, he was ad-
vised that Mister Cunningham had got cold feet, and took a
train back thereby wasting a perfectly good pass await-
ing him for the return air-trip in Washington some
muggs just ain't airminded especially legmen on trade
papers

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

f)

« « « » » »

Novel Newspaper
Contest on "Politics"

A SMASHING contest in cash

prizes was included by

Jerry O'Connell, manager of the

Loew's Allen, Cleveland, Ohio,

in the extensive campaign he

used on "Politics." The novel

contest ran in the Cleveland

News for four days, under the

title "What Would The Men Do,

If The Housewives Went On
Strike." The contest was started

on the Friday previous to the

opening of the picture, with a

two column picture of Marie
Dressier and Polly Moran,
double headlines and an inter-

esting story. The results of the
contest were published in the
News during the run of the
picture, with cash prizes and
guest tickets offered for the
best answers.—Allen, Cleveland.

Tie In With
Fire Department

jyjANAGER C. J. LAWLER
tied in very nicely with the

fire department to exploit "The
Fourth Alarm" playing at the
Publix-Lawler, Greenfield, Mass.
Through the sanction of the fire

chief, a large sign was put on
the main door of the Central
Fire station, the sign reading,
"Nobody at home today—We
can be located at 'The Fourth
Alarm' at the Lawler theater."
The sign created a great deal of
comment and was excellent pub-
licity for the picture.

—Lawler, Greenfield, Mass.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-
tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

August 29-30
Hoey Lawlor
R. M. Savini
Ann Brody
Charles J. Van Enger

Joan Blondell
Arthur Rankin
Marguerite Allan
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

'By RALPH WILK.

HOLLYWOOD
r^HARLES KENYON and Maude^ Fulton have completed the script

for Warner Bros, next Marian
Marsh picture tentatively titled

"Poor Little Ritz Girl." Miss Marsh
is just back from a vacation in New
York. Production starts Sept. 8.

* * *

More than 5,500 extras and bit

players will be used by RKO Pathe

within the next four weeks. From
2,000 to 5,000 extras will be used in

scenes of Pola Negri's "A Woman
Commands" by Director Paul L.

Stein. Albert Rogell will employ

several thousands in the Bill Boyd
picture, "Suicide Fleet," while Eddie

Quillan's new picture will call for

many bit players and extras.
* * *

Arnold Lucy has been cast for

"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," Para-

mount picture which has just gone

into production.
* * *

Lucille Webster Gleason has been

signed for a part in "Girls About
Town," Paramount picture.

* *

H. B. Warner will work in "A
Woman Commands" for Pathe with

Paul L. Stein directing.
if * *

June MacCloy has been cast for

"The Big Gamble," Bill Boyd star-

ring vehicle for Pathe.
* *

Edmund Lowe and Linda Watkins
will be seen together in "Cheating"

a new Fox production. Claire May-
nard will also be in the film.

* * *

Warner Baxter and Lelia Hyams
will play the leading roles in Fox's

"Surrender" which is based on the

novel "Axelle."
* * *

Will Rogers' next picture for Fox
will be titled "Ambassador Bill" in-

stead of the previously announced

title "Dollar Bill."
* * *

Fox has signed Weldon Heyburn,

a new leading man, who has played

opposite many leading stars on the

legitimate stage. Heyburn will ar-

rive from the east Saturday.
* * *

Harpo Marx is still the mute
player amid a cast of talkers in the

Marx Bros, new picture, "Monkey
Business."

* * *

Bill Boyd will have one of the

strongest casts that Charles R.

Rogers, in charge of RKO Pathe

production, has ever assembled in

"The Big Gamble," the Octavus Roy

Scott To Build Studio
Construction of a film studio one mile southwest of Azusa will begin shortly,

with the acquisition of property situated on either side of the proposed Arrow
Highway, by Henry W. Scott, promoter from St. Louis and Oklahoma City.

Scott will spend $45,000 to build sound stages and $35,000 for sound equipment.

Market For Indies

With more than 100 independent

made short subjects on its 1931-32

program, Columbia seems to be of-

fering the best market for independ-

ent producers.

Cohen story in which he will star

under Fred Niblo's direction. The
support i7icludes Dorothy Sebastian,
Warner Oland, William Collier, Jr.

ZaSu Pitts, James Gieason, June
MacCloy, Ralph Ince and Geneva
Mitchell. Miss Sebastian, Boyd's
bride of a few months, has the lead-

ing feminine role.
* * *

Blanche Friderici and Tyler
Brooke have been assigned roles in

Columbia's "A Dangerous Affair,"

a mystery story with a newspaper
background in which the Jack Holt-

Ralph Graves combination will act

the leading roles. Sally Blane is the

love interest.
* * *

Val Paul, veteran motion picture

executive, has been appointed pro-

duction manager at the RKO Pathe
studios. Paul was a film actor in

early single-reel productions, since

which time he has been writer, di-

rector and production executive. He
was associated with Charles R.
Rogers, RKO Pathe production head,

when the latter was an independent
producer.

Two westerns and a melodrama
are the latest Monogram pictures to

go into production. "In the Line of

Duty," the melodrama, has Sue
Carol, Noah Beery, Francis Mac-
Donald and James Murray in the

cast. Bert Glennon is directing at

Idyllwild. The two westerns are

"Dugan of the Badlands" and "The
Montana Kid" featuring Bill Cody
and 12-year-old Andy Shuford.

* * *

Mae Busch has a leading role in

support of Frank McHugh in "The
Big Scoop," which Harry Sweet is

directing for RKO Pathe.
* * *

Robert Williams, an actor since

the age of seven, has been given

a role in his third RKO Pathe pro-

duction in succession—"Devotion."

Twenty-five bashed noses; fifty

cauliflower ears—and in dinner jack-

ets! That was Director Albert Rog-
ell's order for a scene in Eddie Quil-

lan's "Tip Off." The casting direc-

tor produced them!
* * *

Ben Lyon has been signed to play
opposite Marilyn Miller in First Na-
tional's "Her Majesty Love."

* * *

Scripts of "Suicide Fleet" an
RKO-Pathe feature now in prepara-
tion have been submitted to, and
approved of by U. S. Navy officials

who subsequently ordered full co-

operation to the production unit, to

be given by the members of crews
now at the submarine base San
Pedro, Cal. Bill Boyd, James Glea-
son and Robert Armstrong will bead
the cast.

* * 4<

George Cooper, who recently com-
pleted the recording on all the Buck
Jones pictures, will soon start work
on "Revolt," which Rowland V. Lee
will direct for Columbia.

* * *

Mrs. Grace Duffie Boylan, former
national president of the League of

American Penwomen, and mother of
Malcolm Stuart Boylan, the screen
writer, has arrived in Hollywood.
While here she will discuss the film-

ing of her two best novels, "The
Kiss of Glory" and "The Supplant-
ers," with certain producers. She
will also confer with local political

leaders regarding the Republican
status of Tennessee in the next elec-

tion, being a leader in the Republi-
can affairs of the southern state.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Phillips
Holmes, Edward H. Griffith, Lucien
Hubbard, Joe Jackson, Robert Flo-

rey, Valentin Mandelstam, Nat Per-

rin, Frank Woods, Percy Heath at

the Writers' club entertainment, at

which Waldenuir Young was a very
capable master of ceremonies.

* * *

Lewis Weitzenkorn, E. Lloyd Shel
don, Oliver H. P. Garrett, Sam and
Bella Spewack, Arthur Kober, Slatko
Vorkapich, Herman J. Mankiewicz,
Herman Michelson and Abraham
Jacoby are Paramounters, who
worked on the old New York World

Richard Dix flunked in drama
-.s

while attending the St. Paul Ci.

tral high school. Arthur Sheekm,
who studied dramatics at the ss e

school, is now scenarist at Pai-
mount, while Richard Arlen, > o

attended the institution, did )t

study the subject.
* * *

Edward Cronjager is completg
the photography on "Secret Servii "

which stars Richard Dix. Cronjar
was also in charge of the cam a

work on 'Cimarron" and "The P)-

lic Defender."
* * *

Harry Allen has been signed v

Paramount for George Bancro-
next vehicle, "Rich Man's Folly."

* * *

J. H. Kerr has collected a "
t

farm" of domestic animals valid

at $10,000. The animals are
rent to motion picture studios.

Id

i

THE SATURDAY
EVENING POST
Recently published many

articles on

"GHOST
TOW]\S"
Wise exhibitors are playing

this unusual

ARGUS-
LANCASTER

Subject

Distributed by

Talking Picture Epics

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
Hollyujooti'g most convenient hotel . ,

tor your stay in Southern California

RUG NT in the center of everything to fee and do .

.

next door to Famous studios, theatres, cafes, and
shops . . near golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement places.

The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unex-
celled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that

makes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enjoy the company of interesting and famous people-

European plan. $3.00 and up, single. $4.00 and up,
double. $5.00 and up, twin beds. Special low weekly
and monthly rates.

Remember the Plaza for an unforgettable stay in

hloltywood. Write for free folder.

HOLLYIVOOD PLAZA HOTEL ... HOLLWVOOD, CALIF. «
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Deny Studio Closing

Denial that the United Artists'

Studio is closing for six months, as

reported, is made by executives of

that plant. Casting is now under way

on two pictures.

The Domino club, which was or-

mized less than two years ago,

)W numbers 235 members. On Sept.

the members will move to their

; jw permanent home in West Holly-

ood. Mrs. James Gleason, presi-

•iit, and Mrs. Edmund Breese,

ra surer, have to a great extent,

inked oat the plans which have
trthered the club's interests.

* * *

Others prominent on the council

nd committees of the club are

j:Ouise Dresser Gardner, Mrs. Cecil

. De Mille, Dorothy Bernard Van
luren, Olive Cooper, Mae Marsh

^ Lrms, Katherine Givney, Dorothy
''ierney, Jo Wallace, Mrs. Edward
il. Robinson, Edith Taylor Thomp-
,on, Julia Dean, Mary Forbes, Mrs.
iUmsden Hare, Maude Fulton,

lelen DeStefani, Frances Rotoli,

Irs. DeWitt Jennings.
* * *

Among the "Dominos" are Mary
Hckford, Ruth Chatterton, Helen
^.handler, Ona Munson, Joan Craw-
ford, Lina Basquette and Frances
Uarr. Mrs. Ken Maynard is an as-

lociate member, since she is non-

!)rofessional.

j

* * *

i More Passing Show: Martin Cor-

lica, Walter Ledgewood, John Pow-
er and H. Mehl, the survivors in

>he Fox tennis tournament, which
will be completed Sunday; Robert
Presnell motoring on Sunset Blvd.

* * *

Robert Planck, who photographed
i'Three Live Ghosts" and who has
worked on several other United
Artists productions, is doing the

;amera work on "Penthouse Mur-
der," which is being produced by
Famous Attractions, with Thornton
Freeland directing.

; * * *

Mel Brown, accompanied by Mrs.
Srown and their daughter, has left

m a two months' vacation which
will take them to the northwest.
They will stop at Spokane, Seattle,

Tacoma, Portland and several

Canadian cities, possibly reaching
Alaska, before turning homeward.
Brown recently completed "Fanny
Foley Herself" for RKO Radio
Pictures.

* * *

George Archainbaud. has been
assigned to direct Louis Weitzen-
korn's story "Pick Up" which has
been adapted to the screen by Wal-
lace Smith. Robert Ames, Ricardo
Cortez and Mary Astor have been
selected to head the cast.

* * *

Elissa Landi is planning to sail

for a visit about Sept. 15 if—and it's

the "if" that worries Elissa—her
current Fox picture, "The Yellow
Ticket," is finished by then.

* * *

Anthony Coldeway, former scena-
rio editor and story executive for
First National, has been signed as a
member of RKO Pathe's writing
staff.

* * *

Will Rogers has a new pal

—

eight-year-old Tad Alexander. Tad
was signed by Fox Films to play
the part of the boy king in "Dollar
Bill," Rogers' next picture.

* * *

Both Dudley Digges and 0. P.

Heggie, screen character actors, be-
came interested in acting through
amateur theatricals. Digges was ac-

tive in the "Irish Players," in his

native Dublin. Heggie's outstanding
work as an amateur performer while
attending Whimbam College in Ade-
laide, Australia, where he was born,
won him professional offers.

* * *

Ralf Harolde, who has an im-
portant role in support of Eddie
Quillan in the RKO production, "The
Tip Off," has the distinction of play-
ing in exactly 490 stage plays during
a career which extends over a period

of 10 years.
* * *

Helen Twelvetrees will return
in a few days from a trip to

Vancouver, in the course of which
she leisurely motored north and
came home by steamer.

* * *

Dorothy Tree, now under contract

with Paramount, will make her

screen debut in "Once a Lady,'"

Ruth Chatterton's new feature. The
story is by Zoe Akins and will be
directed by Guthrie McClintic.

* * *

Peggy Shannon will play the fem-
inine lead in Paramount's "Touch-
down." Richard Arlen, Jack Oakie
and Charles Starrett are also in the

cast.
* * *

Paramount has purchased the

screen rights for "As Husbands Go,"

a stage success selected as one of

the ten best plays in 1930-31 by

Burns Mantle.
* + *

"The Beloved Bachelor" is the

title selected for Paul Lukas' forth-

coming Paramount vehicle. Lloyd
Corrigan will direct.

* * *

The cast of Paramount's "Girls

About Town" will include Kay Fran-

cis, Joel McCrea, Lilyan Tashman,
Eugene Pallette, Allan Dinehart and
Judith Wood.

* * *

Halliwell Hobbes and Edgar Noi--

ton have been added to the cast of

"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" which

Paramount will produce with Fred-

ric March in the dual role.
+ * *

Frances Agnew has arrived in

Hollywood to join Paramount's writ-

ing staff.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY N. BLAIR

"QUE to the illness of Rose Ma-
riella, Bee Sheldon is acting as

Claudette Colbert's stand-in for
"Blind Cargo," Miss Colbert's new-
set screen play in which she shares
stellar honors with Gary Cooper.

Casey Robinson, who both wrote
and directed "Roaming," a Para-
mount short subject starring Ethel
Merman, for tvhich John Green
composed the music, is now at work
on Miss Merman's next picture for
Paramount, as yet untitled.

With two features and a record
number of shorts in work at Para-
mount's New York studio. Ferd
Graf, studio hairdresser has found
it necessary to re-engage Freida
Schmidt as his assistant.

William Steiner, Jr., is chief cam-
eraman on "Blind Cargo" with Joe
Nadel acting as production manager
on the same picture which Edward
Sloman is directing.

Harry W. Conn has just com-
pleted "Wild and Wooly Vest" for
Smith & Dale's latest Paramount
short which Aubrey Scotto directed,
is now at work on dialogue for the
next of the series to be made by
that popular team of laugh-getters.

While filming scenes for "Blind
Cargo," on a freighter out on the
Atlantic, little 9-months-old Richard
Spire, who figures prominently in

the action, proved himself the best
sailor of them all. When several
members of the picture unit got
seasick, Richard continued to enjoy
himself—so much, in fact, that he
refused to miss anything by taking
his regular afternoon nap.

After a long period at Para-
mount's New York studio, where he
acted as cutter for Ernst Lubitsch,
Merrill White returns this week to

the company's West Coast plant,

where he will edit "The Man I

Killed," Lubitsch's latest effort.

White was responsible for the cut-

ting and editing of "The Smiling
Lieutenant."

Following the completion of her
role as feminine lead in "The Man
I Killed," it is understood that Para-
mount will star Nancy Carroll in

an elaborate musical production.

Lonnie D'Orsa, former assistant

to Edmund Goulding, sailed this

week on the He De France, for a

brief European vacation.

Richard Blaydon, formerly as-

sistant director at Paramount's New
York studio, and more recently right

hand man to D. W. Griffith during
the filming of "The Struggle," has
returned to the Coast.

"Balmy Daze," third of the series

of Simple Simon two-reel comedies,

is now in the process of editing.

having recently been completed at
the Audio Cinema studio. Louis
Simon heads a cast of 100, which
includes Harry Tighe and Gertrude
Mudge.

With a gesture of disdain toward
Hollywood, Paramount recently
staged a cattle stampede in the
wilds of Long Island, for "Wild
and Wooly Vest," a two-reel comedy
starring Smith & Dale.

Arthur Ellis, who has edited sev-
eral Paramount features since re-

turning from the Joinville studios
where he was in charge of cutting
all foreign language versions, has
been assigned the editing of "Blind
Cargo," now in production here, with
Claudette Colbert and Gary Cooper
in the featured roles.

Joe Ruttenberg, having completed
D. W. Griffith's "The Struggle," for
which he was loaned by Paramount
to act as chief cameraman, is now
working on "The Cheat," with
George Folsey.

Ford Sterling has started work
on "Walking the Dogs," last of a
series of two-reel comedies in which
he has been starring at the Para-
mount New York studios. Frances
Hyland wrote the script and Al. Ray
is directing.

Robert Ripley has completed his

13th "Believe It Or Not" short for

Vitaphone. He utilized material
gathered on his recent trip through
Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt,
Palestine, Syria and Turkey.

As soon as "Havana Cocktail"
was completed at the Brooklyn.
Vitaphone studio, production was
immediately started on "Platinum
Blondes." The former was finished

at noon, Tuesday, and the latter

started one hour later after the

gang had eaten luncheon.

Division Managers Meet
New Orleans — Saenger division

managers of Publix have just com-
pleted a meeting here. Speakers on
the program were R. J. O'Donnell,
William Jenkins, Jack Barry, G. J.

Dureau, H. W. McCoy, H. Seel, L.

C. Montgomery, N. L. Carter, M. C.
Hughes, R. R. Hollaway, S. E.
Posey, A. H. Whedon, E. B. Hands.

Damage Booth Equipment

Linden, N. J.—Two men who en-
tered the Plaza threw a solution

of nitric and sulphuric acid over the
projection booth equipment, causing
damage estimated at more than
$8,000.

Seek Television Permit
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Knickerbocker Broad-

casting Co. of New York City has
applied for a construction permit
for a television stage.
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© NEWS OF THE DAY ©
* EAST •

Rochester, N. Y.—The Lindy, a

1,000-seater, has been leased by the

Sirromax Amusement Corp., and

will reopen late this month. The
house has been renovated and re-

decorated.

Washington — Western Electric

has been installed in the Carolina.

Utica, N. Y.—Utica State Thea-

ters announce its voluntary dis-

solution. The corporation headed

by Thomas E. Dougherty, Isadore

Schancup and Joseph J. Raymond
leased the theater from the Gol-

stiens Bi'others Amusement Co.,

several years ago.

Oakville, Conn.—The Community
is now equipped with Western Elec-

tric sound.

Herkimer, N. Y.—Lester Sparkes,

who managed the Liberty under the

Schine regime, is back at his old

post under Fox management. This

is his first Fox assignment.

Boston—Erecting steel and sub-

contracts have been awarded for

the Paramount, to be erected on
the former site of the old Adame
House. The Adams House Realty
Corp., H. K. Noyes, president, 857
Commonwealth Ave., is the ownei.

Dolgeville, N. Y.—The Strand, a
Schine circuit house has closed.

East Haven, Conn.—Adolph John-
son of New Haven has sold the
Capitol, Main St., to William F.

Hoyt and Abel Jacocks. Johnson
retains the Garden and Strand, New
Haven.

invitation to see "Night Nurse" at
the Tabor. Betty Craig, movie
critic of the "Post," invited them
as her guests and the admission
ticket was a note from the doctor
on one of his prescription blanks
stating that the nurse was engaged
on a night case at the time.

Portland, Ore.—J. J. Parker, presi-

dent of Portland Theaters, will open
the United Artists on Sept. 1. The
nouse has been closed for the past
three months.

Herkimer, N. Y. — A seven-year
lease on the Richmond has been
taken by the Fox Metropolitan
Playhouse Corp., from Morris Shul-
man and Nathan Robbins of Utica.

Newark, N. J. — The State and
Cameo have been taken over by the
Morley Theater Corp. from the Jay-
ess Theater Enterprises.

Utica, N. Y.—John J. Breslin of
Auburn is now managing Fox's
Utica, succeeding H. A. Albright
who has been promoted to city man-
ager.

* WEST *
Denver — Charles Farrell and

Marjorie Rambeau will be guest
stars at the Denham stock com-
pany some time this winter.

Thermopolis, Wyo. — Sound and
new projectors have been installed
in the Whiting.

Denver—Over a hundred nurses
took advantage of Harry Huffmai'T's

Denver — The exchange bowling
league will start Sept. 2 with teams
from RKO Pathe, Metro, Warner
Bros., Paramount, Universal-United
Artists, Fox, Publix theaters and
Film Delivery.

Spokane, Wash. — H. W. "Nick"
Pierong, manager of the Fox Spo-
kane, has announced the following
operators for his projection room
staff: C. S. Alderman, A. S. Judge,
William Knorre, Guy Windsor and
Leo Vigil.

Denver — The Palace, Folly and
Empi-ess are installing sound and
will reopen Sept. 1.

Phoenix, Ariz.—The Fox Phoenix
has installed Western Electric
sound equipment.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Harry Karp has
been named manager of Fox's
Strand here. He succeeds Roger
Dawson who has been named man-
ager of the Palace which reopens
Sept. 4.

Denver — The Paramount ana
Denver, both Publix houses, have
added a free parking service.

Los Angeles—The Roxy is now
equipped with Western Electric
sound system.

Petaluma, Cal.—Western Electric
sound equipment has ^een installed
in the Mystic.

Denver, Colo. — The Folly now
has Western Electric sound equip-
ment.

* CENTRAL •
Monroe, Wis. — Goetz Bros, will

open on Sept. 2 the new Goetz here.
The house is modernly equipped and
of fireproof construction.

Yobor City, la.—Work has been
'.tarted on B. A. Scaglione's new
theater. The house will be a one
story .structure, 65 x 95 and will

?ost $25,000.

Chicago — The Empii'e, operated
by Mrs. Joseph Paley since the
death of her husband, is being re-

decorated and Western Electric
;ound is being installed.

Sac City, la.—The Lyric is now
owned by George Norman.

Monona, la.—The Rex has been
closed.

Lawrence, Kan.—The Pattee will

reopen next week after extensive re-

modeling.

Rockford, 111.— Western Electric
sound equipment has been installed
In the Palm.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Leonard How-
ard, formerly treasurer of Fox's
Wisconsin theater, has been named
manager of the circuit's Princess
- nd Miller. He succeeds Joe Levin-
jon, deceased.

Spring Valley, 111.—The Valley is

now equipped with Westen Electric
sound.

Marcus, la.—The Lyric has closed.

Rock Island, III. — John McKay
has been appointed manager of the
Publix Spencer.

Boscobel, Wis. — The Hurd has
been leased by the Falls Amusement
Co. of Black River Falls. Smith
Davis, former manager of the Scott
in Black River Falls, will operate
the Hurd.

Marion, O.—George Settos, form-
erly of Lima, has taken over the
Orpheum and is operating it as the
Ohio.

Sioux City, la.—RKO has pur-
chased the Orpheum which was built

in 1927 and is now valued a, about
$2,000,000.

Racine, Wis.—Warners' Venetian
hao been closed for renovations.
Owen McKivett is managing direc-
tor.

Alma, Kan.—Sound has been in-

stalled in the Colonial. Western
Electric equipment has been in-

stalled.

Davenport, la.—The Star now has
Western Electric sound equipment.

Milwaukee—Charles Filkins, for
the past 11 years salesman for
Pathe is now managing the local

Talking Picture Epics branch, under
Tom North, midwest division man-
ager.

St. Paul, Minn.—Irving Gilman is

having RCA equipment installed in

the Ray.

Le Pas, Manitoba—The local the-

ater has installed RCA sound.

Colfax, la. — The Star is now
equipped for sound pictures.

Racine, Wis.—Articles of incorpo-
ration have been filed by the Racine

Capital Theater Co. Signers of tl

articles are C. Buhler, W. E. Bu]
ler and L. Buhler.

Bancroft, la.—Jimmy West is tl

new owner of the Star. i
Fond du Lac, Wis.—W. L. Ain

worth, manager of the Garrick, hj

reopened the house with new souil

equipment installed.

Chicago—Walt Disney's Micki
Mouse Clubs have now been oi-ga:

ized in all of the Publix-Gre
States houses in the lUinois-Inc
ana-Ohio-Kentucky division and a:

proving excellent business stimul
tors, according to Madeline Wood
publicity chief.

Milwaukee, Wis.—A new buildiri

with the most modern film handlin
equipment will be erected by Unitd
Artists for their local branch,
will be a one-story structure C

2,500 square feet floor space.

Sioux City, la.—The West and th

Loop are now equipped with Wes(
ern Electric sound.

Elyria, O. — John Pekras ha
changed the name of the Rivoli 1

the Dreamland and the Dreamlai
is now named the Rivoli.

Milwaukee, Wis. — Louis Lutz
now managing Warners' Downel
Lutz was formerly manager of tU
Eastwood in Madison.

SOUTH
Dallas, Tex.—Ralph Lowman, foi

merly Pathe feature booker, is nol

out for himself in the used-postcl

business.

Oklahoma City, Okla.—The Isi

owned by D. J. Jackson, has bee;

closed.

Dallas, Tex. — RKO will reop^
the Capitol in Dallas, Sept. 1.

Ashland, Ky. — The Paramour
Publix-Great States house, opei
Sept. 5. It is a 1,800-seat houi

and will be under the managemer
of Paul White, city manager.

Dallas, Tex.—Leon Granjean, foi^

merly publicity director for thl

Dent circuit, has been engaged b;

the Hughes-Franklin circuit as ad
vertising and publicity director fo

theaters operated out of the south
west division.

Luverne, Ala. — Western Electri
has been installed in the Luverne.

Marked Tree, Ark.—The Star i

now equipped for sound. Westen
Electric as been installed.

Winter Haven, Fla.—The Gram
has been equipped with Westen
Electric sound.
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Theater Equipment
By M. P. BOOTHW is the Time to Put Theaters

n Condition for Coming Season
Warm weather is still with us,

,nd the theater operator who goes
y that age-long dictum of show-
lanship that the month of Septem-
«r ends the out-door recreation
sason, is beginning to make plans
nd decide his policy for the com-
ig winter season.
The cool dark nights will soon

le upon us and the many who have
iatered to out-door pastimes will

oon be flocking back to the genial
/armth of under-cover entertain-
lent, and as picture goers have bs-

lome accustomed to de-lux houses,
jffering entertainment under the
est of conditions, it is up to every
ndividual operator and manager to

ut his house in condition so that
;e will get the fullest possible share
if that potential business. The fact

liust not be overlooked that it is

'uring the first few weeks of the
feason the seed for the whole win-
Isr's volume of business is sown.
i
Aside from any alterations and

Tiprovements in equipment that you
lay plan, check up on your sound
nd see that it is up to standard.
I'our projection equipment may be
leginning to wear. Have it gone
[ver thoroughly and replace any
\TOTT\ parts. Be sure that you have
j

sufficient supply of spare parts in

ase of emergency. Check up on
our screen. It may be dirty, bulgy
r loose. Where boiler heating is

(sed the boilers should be over-

iauled and tried out, and a suffi-

lient supply of fuel laid in to meet
ny sudden demand. Sometimes an
larly "cold snap" will bring a rush
•f patrons to the theater and a

welcome impression" given patrons
n their first visit may have ma-
,^rial eff'ect on business all during
ho season.
These and many other ideas which

automatically suggest themselves
'hen putting one's theater in condi-
on, will be carried out within the
dxt few weeks by the keen and re-

JUST

THE
CORXER
from every American

theatre

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY
Branches in all Principal Cities

sourceful showman who is always
eager to take advantage of any and
every circumstance to popularize his
theater for the coming season.
The time for remodeling, decorat-

ing, making improvements and
checking your equipment is NOW.

Telephoto & Television Co.

Acquires Telephoto Corp.
Telephoto & Television Co., newly

formed corporation, has taken over
the Telephoto Corp., of 133 West
L9th St., New York City, which
company has been engaged in the
manufacture of photo electric cells

and television tubes for the past 18
months. It has been supplying
Paramount, Universal Sound Sys-
tems, Sterling Motion Picture Co.,

Pulverman Corp., and many others
in tVj sound field with its prod-
ucts, according to an announcement
made by R. H. Herschman, secretary
of the company.

It is the intention of the concern,
Herschman states, to increase its

manufacturing facilities for its

product as the demand for same
greatly exceeds its present facilities

and the application for the uses of

photo electric cells is increasing
daily. The company is manufactur-
ing photo electric cells of the
Caesium Argon type which is said

to be the latest type of photo cell

and has an output many times that
of the old Potassium type. In ad-

dition to the sound field these cells,

he states are used in connection
with photo engraving, color match-
ing and smoke detection as well as
many other uses.

The personnel of the company in-

cludes Nicholas Fabian, formerly
connected with the Union Lamp
Works and the Televical Co., R. H.
Herschman, of the H. J. Jaeger Co.,

and Triad Manufacturing Co., and
George Albert, formerly connected
with the Jenkins Television Co., as
engineer for the manufacture of tele-

vision tubes.

Offers Dresserware Premium
Distinctive vanity ware and dress-

er sets are being offered to exhibi-

tors as a box office stimulator by
the Theatrical Premium Co. of New
York City.

Novel Cooling Blower

Kansas City, Mo.—A novel cool-

ing system known as the Autovenl
Cooling Blower, said to be noise-

less in operation and delivering the
air at low velocity, is being mar-
keted by the A. A. Electric Ma-
chinery Co. of this city.

Middletown, Conn. — The new
Middlesex, owned by Frank Arri-
goni, and managed by George A.
Marsh, has been reopened after
having been completely renovated
and redecorated during the summer
recess.

Hartselle, Ala. — The Hartselle
theater here is installing sound
equipment and making several im-
provements.

Wichita, Kan. — Extensive re-

modeling and the installation of new
sound equipment is being made at
the 1,400 seat Fox Midwest theater
here.

Lawrence, Kan. — The Patee, of
this city with a seating capacity of
530 is being remodeled and will be
brought up-to-date as an "atmos-
pheric" house. The house is op-
erated by the Commonwealth The-
aters, Inc.

Chattanooga, Tenn. — Plans are
being completed for rebuilding of

the American, recently damaged by
fire to the extent of $22,500. The
house is owned by Independent The-
aters, Inc., of which A. Solomon and
Sam Borisky are officers.

Lincoln, Neb.—New equipment is

to be installed in the Colonial, Capi-
tol and Rialto, Publix-Cooper the-
aters here. Similar work on the
Lincoln, also of this city, is expected
to be made shortly.

Westwood, N. J.—The Westwood,
recently taken over by Leon Rosen-
blatt, has closed to permit renova-
tions and the installation of new
sound equipment.

Rutland, Vt.—Publix has started
the work of reconstructing the Grand
here. J. T. Knight and Richard
Boyer of the Publix construction de-
partment in Boston are in charge.

Miami Beach, Fla.—About $25,000
will be spent by the Wolfson &
Meyer interests to improve the
Biscayne Plaza, of which Edgar B.
Pearce is manager. Reopening is

slated for Oct. 18.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 M.M. SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

NEWLINEOFLOWER PRICED

LAMPS OFFERED BY G. 0.

Schenectady, N. Y.—A new line
of decorative Mazda lamps retail-
ng at 15 cents and said to repre-
sent a 25 per cent lower price than
that at which standard lamps have
previously been offered, is an-
nounced by George Swope, president
of the General Electric Co.
The new lamps are made in the

30-watt size; spherical bulb shape,
p.nd are offered in two standard vol-
tages of 115 and 120 volts. They
are available in a variety of six
bulb finishes and colors.
The lamps are intended primarily

for decorative purposes, it is de-
clared, but may also be used for
general illumination.

Western Moves Into New Quarters
Minneapolis, Minn.—The Western

Theater Supply Co., having recently
purchased a three story building
here, will move into its new quarters
at 39 Glenwood Ave., where several
new lines of equipment to be carried
by the company and complete stocks
of supplies will find greatly enlarged
quarters, accoi-ding to an announce-
ment made by George Kopman,
manager.

Ultraphone Installs Three
Minneapolis, Minn. — Three new

installations have been contracted
for, states Ted Karatz, manager of
Ultraphone Sound System, Inc., of
this city. The three houses to re-
ceive new equipment are the Scott
theater of Black River Falls, Wis.,
and the Grand and Elite theaters of
Milwaukee, Wis.

Opens Los Angeles Branch
A branch of the General Registei-

Corp. has been established at 420
So. San Pedro St., Los Angeles, ac-
cording to an announcement made
by J. C. Enslen, general sales man-
ager of the company with headquar-
ters in the Paramount building. New
York City.

GEVAERT
**$ArETy"
CAWST€Cr

15 & 35 MM
B & W and Colors

UNIFORM—BRILLIANT
FINE GRAIN—DURABLE
The Gevaert Company of

America, Inc.
423 W. SSth St. 413-21 No. State St.

N. Y. C. Chicago
Originators of the Tinted Base

M. P. Film
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. 5.

By L. H. MITCHELL

CHINA MAY SOON MAKE

OWN TALKING PICTURES

Shanghai—Reports are being cir-

culated here that sound recording
apparatus will soon be installed in

five Chinese motion picture studios.
Three of the projects are said to be
definitely settled while two are still

in the stage of talk. The sound
apparatus will be bought in Amer-
ica and American cameramen and
sound technicians will be brought
here to teach the Chinese the intri-

cacies of producing talking pic-

tures.

There are approximately 300 pic-

ture theaters in China, 55 of which
are equipped for sound reproduc-
tion. Of the remaining 245 about
100 show only Chinese pictures, the
remaining 145 giving mixed pro-
grams of American, Chinese and Eu-
ropean silent pictures. The popu-
larity of talking pictures in China
is so great that the use of silent

films is considered merely a
means of marking time until China
is able to produce talking pictures
in the Chinese language.

Distributors at present are con-
centrating their efforts on the 55
theaters with sound reproducing
equipment. Twenty-two of these
are in Shanghai and six in Hong
Kong. These theaters produce most
of the revenue. A talking picture
shown in Shanghai returns a profit

of about $7,000 Mexican, while the
revenue of the same picture in
Peiping is around $300 Mexican.

Ecuador May Get Talkies
Within the Next Year

Guayaquil—A good deal of inter-
est 1'5 being: manifested in Ecuador
in talking pictures. In fact, one of

the leading companies is now mak-
ing inquiries for small portable ma-
chines available for sound track and
disc reproduction. One American
manufacturer of sound equipment is

represented in Ecuador as is a Ger-
man competing company. It is con-

sidered likely that both Guayaquil
and Quito may have sound theaters
within a year, despite the fact that
economic conditions will not now per-
mit of the increased admission price

which would be necessary to sup-
port talking pictures.

Film Africa from Air

London—Roy Tuckett, British avi-

ator who is planning to fly sver un-

charted sections of Africa to make a

picture from the air, will take a

Fulvue camera equipment and shoot

several thousand feet of film by

the film -for-wide-screen process.

Paris' 2,500 Seat Newsreel Theater
Paris—The rush to build newsreel theaters is on. Two such houses are

already open and the Electric Palace is to be transformed into a newsreel
theater. Such a theater on a grand scale, seating 2,500, is in the process of

erection on the Place Clichy, while a 350 seater is being built in the Boulevard
Klaussmann.

British Censor Board
Passes Fewer Pictures

London—A big drop in the num-
ber of motion pictures passed by the
British censors for the half year
ending June 30 was looked for on
account of the economic conditions,

but the decrease is bigger than was
expected. While there was an in-

crease of 108 in the number of sound
films passed, there was a decrease
of 356 in the number of silent pic-

tures passed in comparison with the
figures for the first half of 1930.

The decrease was greatest in feature
pictures, but 59 silent productions
having been passed as against 221

for the first half of 1930. The in-

crease of the number of sound shorts

passed was about 15 per cent, with
the decrease in silent shorts not so

pronounced as in the case of fea-

tures.

County Councils to Aid
In British Censorship

London—Upon the advice of the

British Home Secretary, the County
Council's Association is to become
associated with the British Board of

Film Censors as a consultative com-
mittee so that the Board of Censors
may keep in closer contact with
local authorities and discuss any
matters that arise upon which the

Board may wish the advice of local

authorities.

The County Councils' Association

has accepted Home Secretary Clynes'

suggestion and thus a semi-oflicial

censorship is in the offing. In some
circles it was thought that the new
arrangement might prove a sort of

Board of Appeal from the Censor
Board, and considerable satisfaction

was expressed at the prospect, but
this proves to have been a misunder-
standing of the Home Office's official

communication to the County Coun-
cil's Association.

It was suggested by the Home
Secretary that the consultative com-
mittee should consist of (say) ten

members, four to be nominated by
the County Councils' Association,

four by the Municipal Corporations'
Association and two by the L. C. C.

England Imports German Director

England—Wilhelm Thiele, direc-

tor of "The Road to Paradise," has
been engaged to direct three films

in England next year at the Gains-
borough Studios.

Must Double Wired Houses
To Make Talkies Pay

Paris — M. Honore Snell, well-
known French exhibitor, is author-
ity for the statement that France
must double the number of her
wired picture houses to make
French-produced talking pictures
pay. At present the country has
but 1,000 wired theaters. The rea-
son for the current falling off in the
production of French talkies, con-
tinued Snell, is the fact that the
cost of French pictures can no long-
er be covered by their release in
France only. There is no world
market for talking pictures in

French—France, Belgium a.:^ a
part of Switzerland being all the
market French producers can count
on.

Four Stavanger Theaters

Are Wired for Sound
stavanger, Norway-—Of the 12

motion picture theaters in the Sta-
vanger consular district, four are
wired for sound, two using German
apparatus, one American and one
Swedish. In Stavanger itself but
two theaters have recently been in

operation, one showing silent films

only. A total of 16 sound films

were shown during the months of
May and June. Eight of these were
of German origin, six American
one French, and one Hungarian
with German dialogue. No Swedish
sound films have been shown in re-

cent months. German sound sets

have been most popular here because
dealers are adequately supplied with
reserve parts, while representatives
of American manufacturers are not.

Malvern Festival to

Become Trade Show
Malvern, Eng.—So great was the

success of the Malvern Film Festi-

val conducted by British Interna-
tional Pictures concurrently with
the Festival of Old English Drama,
that the Film Festival next year
will become a trade show at which
films never previously seen in Great
Britain will be screened. Business
at the Malvren Picture House, dur-
ing the current festival, is said to

have been greater than that of a
number of London's leading motion
picture theaters.

HOTEL "VARIETY" HALLS

ENGLISH CINEMA THREA1

London — Small English motiq
picture theaters, particularly in ti

mining regions, face a new three,

to their existence in the springin;
up of numerous ultra modern bote
which include variety halls in the
structure. These hotels incorpora
large, fully equipped concei-t hal
with the idea of giving free vaud.
ville shows to their patrons. Thf
experience no trouble in engagir
talent on account of the depressic
which has hit the variety stage
well as the legitimate stage and i\

films. A typical example of tl

hotel with a concert hall is t?

"Winning Post" at Thorne Moo
ends. Its concert hall, seating 40
is said to be the finest in the cou.
try, with interior decorations by ]

Leach, one of the most talented ar
ists in the district. It occupies a si

directly opposite the Empire, a tal

ing picture house. Another hot
with concert hall is operating
Thorne Moorends. With a popul
tion of 10,000 to draw upon, the tv

talking picture houses are findir

their patrons deserting them for t)

free variety shows at the hotels.

Quota Case at Leeds
May Prove Serioii

Leeds, Eng. — Stipendary Magi
trate Horace Marshall, when tl

Botternewton Estates Co., propri
tors of the Gaiety film theatc
Roundhay Road, was summoned in

Police Court charged with failii

to comply with the film quota ai

stated that he would take any p'

of guilty as an admission of a se

ous offense and not merely a techj
cal breach of the act. The prosec
tor said the quota of 7 per cent h

not been complied with by the B.
ternewton Estates for 1929 -

1

claiming a deficiency of two per ct

on feature films and three per ce

on all other films shown. The pi

of guilty was withdrawn.

Paramount to Film Kipling No'
London—It is currently report

that Paramount's next British-ma^
production will be a screen versi^

of Rudyard Kipling's early nov
"The Light That Failed." Alexa
der Korda will probably direct.

First Talkie in Persia

Teheran—The first talking pic-

ture to be shown in Persia was ex-

hibited in Teheren recently and was
largely attended. The Minister of

the Court, representing the Shah,

was in the audience.
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Novelty Diving Beauties
Click in Capitol Revue

The Capitol stage show is set

around a strong flash novelty act,

with the setting built around a div-

ing tank, concealed in front from the
audience, but with large mirrors
snabling them to see the diving girls

as they splash. Eight gii'ls appear
first in regular costumes, and par-

ade up the steps and dive in turn
into the tank, fully clothed. They
appear almost instantly in different

costume. This routine continues,

through a series of costumes till

the girls are practically nude except
for a few spangles. The finale has
the girls doing a series of fancy
diving stunts. It's a great flash,

iind a pip for a summer show. With
the audience trying to figure out the

change of costume gag. The balance
jf the bill preceding opens with the

Chester Hale Girls in a routine fea-

turing parasols; a stepper with an
3ccentric shake; a comedy acrobatic

drunk team who get the laughs with
their trick legs. A femme soloist is

employed to introduce the diving

tank act.

Geo. Wiley Joins RCA
Office in Cleveland

I

Cleveland—George Wiley, former-

ly
Michigan sales manager for RCA,

fias joined the Cleveland office as

issistant to Van Wyck Benner
ivhose territory has been extended
;o include Michigan. Wiley will

nake his headquarters in Toledo.

Sells 5 Cleve. Circuits

Cleveland— J. S. Jossey, general
^ales manager for Monogram Pic-

-ures, has closed deals with five cir-

';uits in this city to show the Mono-
gram product. The circuits are:

;jUsdanovic, five houses; Lefkowitch,
"ourteen houses; Scoville Essick and
Reif circuit of five houses; and the

Paramount theaters in Steubenville

^nd Marion, 0.

U's Tennis Elimination Meet
In preparation for joining the

»Ioving Picture Tennis Association,
'8 members of the Universal Club
participated in the first elimination
ournament Friday evening at

5unnyside courts. Long Island,
rhose who will remain in the elim-
nation trials are Kii'by, Byrne,
Fhall, Lorber, Schimel, Mazer,
Joseph, Sills, and Agell, and the
Wisses Bertan, Wolfe, Healy, Sing-
jrman, Shadel, Muller, Hilbert and
Flanagan.

Competition From Fairs

Boston—Picture houses this fall

will have some competition from
212 agricultural fairs. They will be
held in the following states: Mass-
achusetts, 96; Maine, 50; Connecti-

cut, 42; Vermont, 12; New Hamp-
shire, 8; Rhode Island, 4.

REPORT TRANKUN MAY

FORM HIS OWN CIRCUIT

^Continued from Page 1)

now associated. J. J. Franklin, his
brother, who was formerly asso-
ciated with the Hughes-Franklin in-

terests, recently announced pre-
liminary plans for a circuit.

Efforts to reach Harold Franklin,
who is in New York, Friday for a
statement were unavailing.
Katz declined to indicate whether

or not the Hughes-Franklin circuit
is involved in the United Artists
and Paramount deal. He explained
that "at the present time the Para-
mount and United Artists are the
only theaters operated by Publix at
the West Coast. Because Mr. Frank-
lin is on the ground in Los Angeles
we deemed it advisable to make this

arrangement so that these two
houses will receive Mr. Franklin's
personal attention. Mr. Franklin
plans to make the Paramount and
United Artists theaters the key
houses of his activities."

According to one report in circu-

lation Friday, Franklin may event-
ually take over more Publix houses
in situations where they are isolated

from important groups.

Publix-Great Lakes
Transfers Managers

Chicago — Publix-Great States
Theaters has announced a number
of managerial changes, effective

Sept. 1, in houses in their Indiana-
Illinois-Ohio division. J. H. Mitch-
ell, formerly manager at Alton,
111., takes I. Weinshank's place at
La Salle, Weinshank going to the
Palace, Peoria. M. D. Lewis goes
from Peoria to Alton as city man-
ager and also will handle Wood
River, 111.

E. E. Crabtree, former secretary
to Tom Ronen at Danville, goes to

the Madison, Peoria, as house man-
ager. Harry Sommers has been
named city manager at Hamilton,
0., and W. S. Vail manager of the
Paramount, Middletown, 0.

W. B. Book Artclass Films
for O., W. Va. and W. Pa.
Cleveland— Charles Kranz, gen-

eral sales manager for Artclass

Pictures, reports that he has closed

a deal with Warner Bros, to play

the entire Artclass product in

Warner theaters in Ohio, West Vir-

ginia and Western Pennsylvania.

Blondell Signs New W. B. Contract
IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warner Bros, an-

nounce that it has signed a new con-

tract, covering a period of years,

with Joan Blondell. The company
is given exclusive services of this

ace impersonator of hard-boiled

roles.

See "Last Flight"
Officers and crew of the famed

airplane DO-X attended a showing
of "The Last Flight" Friday night

at the Strand.

Lauds Anti-Crime Crusade
Pathe News anti-crime crusade

has been approved and lauded by

Senator Nye of North Dakota, who
in a recent address said "Results are

being gained by Pathe News in its

drive against gangsters. Correspond-

ence on the subject is being re-

ceived by legislators daily."

Believes Exhibs Can
Legally Sell Accessories

(Continued from Page 1)

accessories are copyrighted does
not prohibit the sale of such ma-
terial. It is the opinion of my at-
torney that a receipted invoice of
C.O.D. constitutes an outright sale
of the accessories to the exhibitor."

Sentry Safety Control
Files Infringement Suit

(.Continued from Page 1)

ment. Sentry attornies have also
instituted an action against John T.
Gibson, owner of the Standard the-
ater, Philadelphia, for the use of
the Film Fire device.

Symond Gould Leaving
Warner Press Department
Symond Gould, who has been iden-

tified with Warner theater special
exploitation department concerning
himself with foreign pictures, has
resigned and leaves the organization
Saturday. He will open his own
publicity office.

GOV'T TO MEDIATE IN

CHICAGO ONION ROW
(Continued from Page 1)

ferring with William Canavan, presi-
dent of the I.A.T.S.E. and M.P.O.,
in New York for the past few days
and also with executives of major
circuits operating in this city.

Proposed Code May Shut
Smaller Atlanta Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

ments for improving projection
booths were of a beneficial nature,
the owners felt that the provision
should not apply to existing houses.
It was pointed out that should the-
aters be legally compelled to use
two men in their booths, the in-
creased overhead would force them
to go dark.
The following exhib committee

has been appointed to study the
legislation: Carter Baron, Fox the-
ater; Willis Davis, manager of
Lucas Jenkins houses, and Love B.
Harrell. A public hearing on the
ordinance is scheduled by the Com-
mittee on Electrical Affairs for
Sept. 3.

"She Means Business" for Winnie
Winnie Lightner's next starring

vehicle for Warner Bros, will be
"She Means Business," from an or-
iginal play by Samuel Shipman.
This production will be directed by
Lloyd Bacon and will be photo-
graphed in technicolor.
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Sylvia Sidney in

"STREET SCENE"
United Artists Time, 80 mins.

DRAMATIC, PULSATING
TRANSLATION OF A PULITZER
PRIZE PLAY. A DISTINCTLY
WORTHWHILE PICTURE.

This Samuel Goldwyn production

faithfully brings to the screen the

Elmer Rice stage success which deals

with a closeup of life on a New York

side street. Like the original play

the screen version tells its tale on

one set and tells it with moving bits

of pathos and infectious comedy. It

offers an unusually excellent parade

of characterizations with a cast, in-

cluding Sylvia Sidney, which leaves

little or nothing to be desired by
way of improvement. The story is

a simple structure culminating in

the murder of Sylvia's mother and
her lover, and in her own renuncia-

tion of the boy she loves rather than
interfere with his career. Discrim-
mating audiences, in particular, will

enthuse over this picture, which
ought to play every house.

Cast : Sylvia Sidney, William Collier, Jr.,

Estelle Taylor, Russell Hopton, Max Men-
tor, David Landau, Louis Natheaux, Greta

Grandstedt, Beulah Bondi, T. H. Manning,
Matthew McHugh, Adele Watsoti, John M.
Qualen, Anna Kostant, Nora Cecil, Lambert
Rogers, Allan Fox.

Director, King \idor ; Author, Elmer Rice

;

Adaptor, same: Dialoguer, same; Editor,

Hugh Bennett ; Cameraman, George Barnes.

Direction, superb. . Photography, the best.

"GUILTY HANDS"
with Lionel Barrymore, Kay Francis
M-G-M Time, 71 mins.
MURDER THEME WITH UN-

USUAL PLOT MAKES STRONG
DRAMATIC FARE, WITH LIONEL
BARRYMORE GIVING SPLENDID
PERFORMANCE.

This is an original by Bayard
Veiller, who wrote it with much of
the tricky stage technique for build-
ing thrills that made him famous
in such plays as "The Thirteenth
Chair." If you stop to analyze the
motivation, it is full of holes and
hardly logical, insofar as a sweet
and intelligent young girl insists on
marrying a middle aged roue after
her father has clearly showed her
the type of rotter he is. But out-

side of this basic fact on which the
entire plot is built, it's fine enter-
tainment that carries an awful
wallop of suspense. It is Barry-
more's play from start to finish,

and all the other characters are
merely fillers. He gets it over with
fine artistry and conviction. As a
criminal attorney, he has a chance
to prove his theory that a man can
commit a murder and get away with
it. But he doesn't get away with
it. Which fact furnishes a great
kick for the climax.

Cast. Lionel Barrymore, Kay Francis,
Madge Evans. William Bakewell, C. Aubrey
Smith, Polly Moran, Alan Mowbray, Forres-
ter Harvey, Charles Crockett, Henry Bar-
rows.

Director. VV. S. Van Dyke; Author, Bayard
Veiller; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, Anne Bauchens; Cameraman, Merritt
B. Gerstad.

Direction, very good. Photography, excel-
lent.

"REBOUND"
with Ina Claire, Robert Ames

RKO Pathe Time, 67 mins.

CLASS PRODUCTION WITH
SPLENDID CAST, ABSORBING
LOVE THEME THAT WILL GET
THE FEMMES, AND CLEVER DI-
ALOGUE.
Taken from the stage play by

Donald Ogden Stewart, it looks like

a perfect presentation in screen
form. Here is a swanky production
for the classes and not the masses,
but with such a human theme that
even the morons can get it without
any effort. Casting is just about
perfect. And Edward H. Griffith

has directed with his usual cunning
and understanding of the fine shades
the author tried to inject in char-
acters and situations. It involves
a marriage mixup, with Robert
Ames as the hubby rebounding in

his attention to a girl who had mar-
ried another. Meanwhile Ames has
married, and the action revolves
around the efforts of his wife (Ina
Claire) to hold his love and outwit
the other woman. A natural for the
femme interest of all classes, for it

searches deep into a woman's soul
with a powei-ful punch. And the
dialogue sparkles.

Cast: Ina Claire, Robert Ames, Myrna Loy.
Robert Williams, Hedda Hopper. Hale Hamil-
ton, Walter Walker, Louise Closser Hale,
Leigh Allen.

Director, Edward H. Griffith ; Author, Don-
ald Ogden Stewart ; Adaptor, Horace Jack-
son ; Dialoguer, Donald Ogden Stewart ; Edi-
tor, Dan Mandcll : Cameraman. Norbert Bro-
dine ; Recording Engineer, Denzil Cutler.

Direction, expert. Photography, excellent.

"PERSONAL MAID"

Paramount Time, 70 mins,

MILD COMEDY DRAMA EN-
HANCED BY A SUPERLATIVE
CAST AND FINE DIRECTION:
BEST APPEAL TO UNDISCRIM-
INATING AUDIENCES.

A splendid cast tries valiantly to

overcome the story weaknesses in

this picture and succeeds in giving

a series of excellent performances.

This is particularly true of Mary
Boland, stage star, who garners

plenty of laughs. Gene Raymond
in a role which is generally unsym-
pathetic, stands out and Miss Car-

roll and George Fawcett contribute

good pieces of work. But the story

never materializes to an interest-

holding degree. It concerns a little

Irish girl who becomes a personal

maid with a wealthy family ana
finds that practically all the men
she comes in contact with are "on
the make." Eventually the scion

of the family reforms and is ready
to wed her at the fadeout.

Cast: Nancy Carroll, Pat O'Brien, Gene
Raymond, Mary Boland, George Fawcett,
Hugh O'Connell.

Director, Monta Bell ; Author, Grace Per-
kins; Adaptor, Adelaide Heilbron; Dialogue,
same ; Editor, Arthur Ellis ; Cameraman, Carl
Freund ; Recording Engineer, C. A. Tuthull,

Direction, grade A. Photography, good.

"MANY A SLIP"

Universal Time, 64 tnins.

WEAK COMEDY IDEA UN-
SATISFACTORILY MOTIVATED
THAT HAS LITTLE POINT OR
INTEREST TO CARRY IT

THROUGH.
Just a weak number that was in-

tended to be a light domestic com-
edy but misses badly. The theme is

weak, little plot to carry it, and the
motivation is not only weak but
illogical. It seems that the young
hero married into a meddlesome
family that was always trying to

tell his wife what to do and how to
do it. Then hubby gets an erron-
eous impression that the stork is

on the way, and goes out and loads
up a closet with toys in anticipa-
tion. And friend wife hasn't the
heart to enlighten him that it's all

a mistake. So when he finds that
there isn't going to be a baby, he
leaves her in a huff. Some weeks
later the family drops in one at a
time to tell him that the great event
is on the way after all. Then the
happy reconciliation, with the play
having teetered between comedy,
human pathos and domestic tragedy
—and getting nowhere. So the
title is still good.

Cast: Joan Bennett, Lew Ayres. Slim
.Summerville, Ben Alexander, Virginia Sale,
Roscoe Karns. Vivian Oakland. J. C. Nugent.

Director, Vin Moore ; Authors, Edith Fitz-
gerald, Robert Tiskin ; Adaptor, Gladys Leh-
man ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor. Harry W.
Lieb ; Cameraman, Jerome Ash ; Recording
Engineer, C. Roy Hunter.

Direction, weak. Photography, good.

"THE GREAT LOVER"
MG-M Tim£, 79 mins.

ARTIFICIAL STORY OF OPER-
ATIC LIFE CREATES LITTLE
SYMPATHY FOR PRINCIPALS
WITH MENJOU HANDICAPPED.
Adapted from an old stage pl&y,

this one is outmoded for the talkies.

The theme has been routined in so
many other screen plays, so far as
the atmosphere of the opera is con-
cerned. And that's about all you
get throughout the reels. Men.pu
does his best as the great lover, but
none of the scenes gives him a
chance to prove that he really is

such. He is just a great opera
singer with another femme opera
ditto trailing him while he falls in

love with a girl with operatic as-
pirations. But nowhere is a great
love scene developed, or anything
that excuses the title. And the girl,

played by Irene Dunne, flipflops

from her love for the opera star to
her love for her original sweetheart,
a lesser opera star, until Menjou
makes up her mind for her by doing
the big sacrifice act in the end.
Then she is forced to make a chliice,

and everybody can breathe a sigh
of relief. It's just one of those un-
satisfactory, wobbly type of screen
plays.
Cast: Adolphe Menjou, Irene Dunne, Ernest

Torrence. Neil Hamlton, Olga Baclanoya,
ClifiF Edwards, Hale Hamilton, Rosco Ates,
Herman Bing, Else Janssen.

Director, Harry Beaumont ; Authors, Leo
Ditrichstein. Frederic and Fanny Hatton

;

Adaptors, Gene Harkey, Edgar Allan Wolff

;

Dialoguers, same; Editor, Helen Warne

;

Cameraman. Merritt B, Gerstad; Recording
Engineer, not listed.

Direction, weak. Photography, okay.

"THE DREYFUS CASE"
Columbia Time, 89 mi)is

WELL ACTED AND FORCE-
FULLY PRESENTED ADAPTA-
TION OF FAMOUS FRENCH
TREASON CASE. CEDRIC HARD-
WICKE FINE IN TITLE ROLE.

Oldtimers will remember this case
which captured the imagination of
the world in 1894 and caused a dif-

ference of opinion in every com-
munity as to the guilt or innocence
of Dreyfus. The newer generation
will be interested in the unfolding
of the story which tends to prove
Dreyfus innocent from the start and
envelops a beautiful love between
Dreyfus and his devoted wife, and
the staunch friendship of several
military colleagues. Cedric Hard-
wicke handles the title role admir-
ably, giving an intelligent reading
at all times. Beatrix Thomson, as
his wife, capably carries on through
several "weepy" sequences that
would fall flat in less talented hands.
Dreyfus is accused and convicted of
espionage on the grounds that his
handwriting was similar to the
script in a confiscated communica-
tion to another country. Although
tried and convicted twice, Dreyfus
is finally proved innocent.

Cast; Cedric Hardwicke, Charles Carson,
George Merritt, Sam Livesey. Beatrice Thom-
son, Garry Marsh, Henry Caine, George Skil-
lan, Leonard Shepherd, Arthur Hardy, Kay
Souper.

Directors. F. W. Kraemer. Milton Rosmer

:

Author, not credited ; Adaptors, Reginald
Berkeley. Walter Mycroft ; Dialoguers, same:
Editors, Langford Reed. Betty Spiers

:

Cameramen, W. Winterstein, J. Harvey, H.
Wlieddon ; Recording Engineer, Alec Murray.

Direction, fair. Photography fair.

"UNDERTOW"
with Mary Nolan,

Johyiny Mack Brown
Universal Time, 58 mins.

UNSATISFACTORY DRAMA
WITH LIGHTHOUSE ATMOS-
PHERE AND MARY NOLAN
LOST IN DRAMATIC ROLE,

They decided for some reason
that Mary Nolan could do a drama-
tic role, and as a domestic drudge
married to a poor lighthouse keep-
er, and with a baby in the bargain,
Mary was completely submerged.
Johnny Mack Brown gives a good'
performance insofar as a very
wobbly story will permit him.
Johnny takes the girl away from
her fiance, who happens to be a'
lighthouse inspector who gets
Johnny marooned with his new wife
in a lonely lighthouse. Johnny goes
blind, the rival arrives and tries to
seduce Mary, and she goes so far
as to desert Johnny and the light-
house. But remorse overtakes her,
and she leaves the hall bedroom and
beats it back to the lighthouse,
where Johnny has miraculously re-
covered his sight in time to beat
up his rival when he returns to put
the works on Mary once more.
Pretty dizzy, and too implausible to
get anywhere.

Cast: Mary Nolan. Johnny Mack Brown,
Robert Ellis, Churchill Ross, Audrey Ferris.

Director, Harry Pollard ; Author, Wilbur
Daniel Steele; Adaptor, Winnifred Reeve;
Dialoguers, Winnifred Reeve, Edward T. Lowe,
Jr. ; Editor, not listed ; Comeraman, Jerry
Ash ; Recording Engineer, not listed.

Direction, poor. Photography, fair.
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THE HOMICIDE SQUAD"
with Leo Carrillo, Mary Brian, Noah

Beery, Russell Gleason
Universal Time, 69 mins.

TENSE, THRILLING GANG-
STER MELODRAMA PACKED
WITH SUSPENSE. RUSSELL
GLEASON GIVES EXCEPTIONAL
PORTRAYAL.

Exhibiting a goodly amount of di-

rectorial genius, George Melford has
turned out this gangster picture, so

ruthless in its treatment of the un-

derworld, so piercing in its sensa-

tional theme, that only strong-

hearted and staunch-nerved audi-

ences will be able to sit through it

without "holding tight" and sitting

on the edge of their chairs. Russel'

Gleason contributes a piece of acting

that would "make" him even if none
of his other fine portrayals counted.

In the part of a weak-kneed kid who
gets mixed up with a gang and espe-

cially with a killer, Gleason carries

the burden of drama. Carrillo, as

the killer, gives a neat, suave read-

ing. In order to get the killer to

confess to several murders, the

homicide squad cleverly makes the

killer think that the kid is his long

lost son. Sentiment is the bad man's
weakest point and he falls for the

trick. There is plenty of shooting

and "sweating" gripping romance.
Cast: Leo Carrillo. Noah Beery. Mary

Prian. Russell Gleason, Pat O'Malley, J.

Carroll Naish.
Director, Georgje Melford; Author, Henry

La Cossitt; Adaptor. John Thomas Neville;

Dialoguer. same ; Editor, Maurice Pivar

;

Sound Supervision, C. Roy Hunter ; Camera-

man, George Robinson.
Direction, exceptional. Photography, excel-

lent.

"MOTHER AND SON"
with Clara Kimball Young

Monogram Time, 61 mins.

POP DRAMA THEME HITTING
THE HUMAN INTEREST ANGLE
WITH MOTHER LOVE AND
CLARA GETTING OVER STRONG.

This has the elements that makes
for the popular entertainment classi-

fication. Clara Kimball Young is

well cast as Faro Lil of the old

days when the west was wide open,

now reformed and living a quiet life,

her only ambition to see her son

succeed. He is ritzing around with

a society girl, daughter of a Wall

street financier. Clara goes broke

in the stock market, and drifts to

Reno, where she becomes the silent

partner in a wide open old time

faro .ioint. Her son still thinks his

mother is a lady, with her fortune
impaired, for she keeps feeding him
the dough. Then circumstances bring
the girl, her father and the boy to

Reno, where dramatic events come
thick and fast. It is nicely gaited,

and builds to some real drama and
genuine human touches that should
lease the pop crowds.

Cast: Clara Kimball Young. Bruce War-
ren, Mildred Golden, John Elliot, Ernest Hil-

liard, Gordon Wood.
Director, John P. McCarthy ; Author, Wel-

lyn Totman ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer,
same ; Editor. Lem Wheeler ; Cameraman,
Archie Stout.

Direction, good. Photography, fair.

"THE WHITE DEVIL"

ivith Ivan Mosjoukine

Talking Picture Epics
Time, 77 mins.

COLORFUL DRAMA OF OLD
RUSSIA FROM TOLSTOI NOVEL
CARRIES POPULAR KICK WITH
ROMANCE, BATTLE SCENES
AND FINE SETTINGS.

This is a Ufa production employ-
ing an English cast principally,

with Ivan Mosjoukine as the Cau-

casian military leader in Tolstoi's

story, "Hadschi Murat." The set-

tings throughout are very elaborate

and it has been intelligently directed

with the cast uniformly good. Color-

ful atmosphere, with the Caucasian
mountain tribe attacked by the

Czar's hordes, and overcoming them
through the strategy of their leader.

Then he is forced to flee to St.

Petersburg through the treachery of

a jealous rival leader. Here he
meets an old village sweetheart,

whom he saves from the advances
of the Czar. Fleeing back to his

; mountain village, after many adven-

tures, he loses his life to save his

sweetheart from the Czarist troops.

Moves swiftly, with lots of suspense.

Should make pop fare.

Cast: Ivan Mosjoukine, Lil Dagover, Betty
Amann, Fritz Alberty.

Director. Alexander Wolkoflf ; Author, Leo
Tolstoi ; Adaptor, not credited ; Dialoguer,
not credited ; Editor, not credited ; Camera-
man, not credited ; Recording Engineer, not
credited.

Direction, satisfactory. Photography, very
good.

Tom Tyler in

"PARTNERS OF THE TRAIL"
Moyiogram Time, 63 mins

SLOW ACTION WITH STORY
TAKING TOO LONG TO GET UN-
DER WAY FOR A WESTERN.
BUT SNAPS UP TOWARD THE
END.
This has one of those semi-mys-

tery plots, with the audience trying
to guess just who is who and which
is the hero. Tom Tyler is the ban-
dit, who meets up with an Eastern
tenderfoot who has fled from the
law. But the law catches up wi^h
him, and Tom rescues him from the

sheriff's clutches. Then as the story

nears the end you learn that the

Eastern lad was railroaded for

shooting a dame who was really

shot by Tom, for the lady was his

faithless wife. So the Eastern boy
had escaped the jail, and come West
to kill the man for whom he had
suffered. It is all very confusing,

and meanwhile little has occurred in

the way of action to entitle it to the
action western classification. But it

snaps up toward the close, with the

sheriff again hot on the trail, with
the Eastern youth trying all the
time to keep Tom, his pal, from a

bandit's career, and Tom wondering
who is double-crossing him. Pretty
weak and illogical motivation
throughout.

Cast: Tom Tyler. Betty Mack. Reginald
Sheffield. Lafe McKee. Horace Carpenter, Pat
Rnoney.

Director, Wally Fox : Author, G. A. Dur-
lam ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same ; Edi-
tor, not credited ; Cameraman, Archie Stout

;

Recording Engineers. Balsley & Phillips,

Direction, indifferent. Photography, okay.

SOUND SHORTS
"The Trail of the Swordfish

"

Educational Time, 10 mins.

Sport Thriller

The first episode in "Cannibals of

the Deep" series, from the Sennett
studios. Mack Sennett himself is

featured in one of his deep sea fish-

ing trips in Southern California
waters. One of the finest sea fish-

ing pictures ever made. It carries

a powerful wallop, with Sennett in

two thrilling battles with a giant
tuna and swordfish. The sight of

the latter leaping high from the
water in the sunlight is a gorgeous
and thrilling spectacle that will

warm the heart of every outdoor
sports lover. A genuine novelty,
done with class.

"The Trap"
Educational Time, 11 mins.

A Thriller

The latest in the William J. Burns
Detective series has been snapped
up so that it does not look like it

belonged to the same series. Here
is a strong action number record-
ing the jail break of a dangerous
criminal and his recapture under
very dramatic circumstances. Fine
production values throughout, the
reel moving with an air of realism
that grips you. For the thrill

lovers, it has the stuff that will send
it in strong.

"The Cannonball"
Educational Time, 22 mins.

Surefire

Strong comedy that rates high on
the production angle, which has
enough to fill a half dozen of the
routine comedy shorts. The gags
are highly original, with Andy
Clyde scoring heavily all the way
as the inventor of a rocket who in-

herits a broken down jerkwater rail-

road with one wobbly engine and
cars. The climax is a race between
Andy's train and the new bus, for
the mail carrying contract. This
sequence is a riot of laughs, with
the trick stuff snappy and original.

Surefire in any house.

"The Tamale Vendor"
Educational Time, 21 mins.

Can't Miss
Swell laugh number, with Tom

Patricola going over strong with
his eccentric comedy guitar playing
and fast stepping in a Mexican
hacienda setting. Tom falls in love
with the Mexican girl whose rich
father is forcing her to marry the
middle-aged Mex. This part is

played beautifully by Charles Ju-
dels, who is an excellent foil for
Patricola. Together, they build one
of the snappiest and funniest com-
edies of the season. It is an ex-
pert mixture of slapstick with fine
characterization and classy artistry
by this new comedy team. Can't
miss.

"Volley and Smash"
M-G-M Time, 11 mins.

A Pip
The third of the William T. Til-

den tennis pictures. Like its pred-
ecessors, this is about the best
sports offering that we can recall
among all the varied sports series.

Tilden is superb, both in his tennis
play and in his intelligent handling
of the explanatory dialogue. He has
a fine voice, and is an actor par
excellence. The camera work is un-
surpassed. The lightning delivery
of the tennis champ has been caught
perfectly, with a splendid technical
treatment. The various volley strokes
are analyzed in slow motion, with a
white marking device to outline the
sweep of the champ's tennis racket.
Finishes with some fast tournament
brand of play with an opponent,
illustrating the shots Tilden has ex-
plained. A pip for any house.

"One More Time"
Vitaphone 5602 Time, 9 mins.

Cartoon Cutups
Foxy and Honey, new entrants

in the field of animated characters,
are featured in the third of a se-
ries of "Merrie Melodies," music
for which is supplied by Abe Ly-
man and his band. The characters
sing "One More Time" and an un-
derworld plot has been given thr
action. It's entertaining stuff, aid-
ed by some new pen and ink gags.

"Fur, Fur Away"
Paramount Time, 18 mins.

Pip Comedy
Larry Kent's New York studio

department has turned out another
comedy wow with that infectious
Smith and Dale team clowning in
grand style. Locale this time is the
frozen North with the two come-
dians muscling into the fur trading
racket. The comedy never slows
down and the gags are surefire.
Casey Robinson directed.

Bobby Jones in

"How i Play Golf"
No. 9—"The Driver"

Vitaphone 5209 Time, 11 min.s.

Fine
The ninth episode in the Bobby

Jones series, "How I Play Golf." A
fussy foursome is used for atmos-
phere, with J. Farrell MacDonal for
the comedy relief. Mac gets sore
when the foursome razz him for his
poor driving, and lays down to
sleep. In his dreams, Bobby tells
him the fine points of driving, and
corrects his mistakes. Then Mac
wakes up, and goes out with the
foursome and makes a beautiful
drive, leaving them speechless. A
good gag for getting over the golf
champ's instructions. As usual,
Bobby's work and explanatory talk
are aces.
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Features Reviewed in Film Daily Dec. 28 to Aug. 30
372 Pictures Covered in 8 Months

Title Reviewed
Act Tage Glueck-FL 8-2-31

Air Police-WW .. 3-22-31

Annabelle's AfFairs-F ...6-28-31

Alias The Bad Man-TIF 6-28-31

AIoha-TIF 2-1-31

Almost a Honeymoon-BI 1-11-31

Along Came Youth-PAR 1-11-31

Always Goodby-F 5-24-31

Al Yemen-AM 1-11-31

American Tragedy-PAR ..8-9-31

Avenger-COL 4-19-31

Bachelor Apartment-RKO 3-8-31

Bachelor Father-MGM .2-1-31

Bad Girl-F 8-9-31

Bad Sister-U ..4-5-31

Bat Whispers-UA 1-18-31

Beau Ideal-RKO .. 1-11-31

Behind Office Doors-RK03-22-31
Beyond Victory-PAT ..4-12-31

Big Business Girl-FN . .6-14-31

Bockbierfest-BLK 4-5-31

Body and Soul-F 3-15-31

Born to Love-PAT... 4-26-31
Bought-WB 8-16-31

Black Camel-F .7-5-31

Black Sea Mutiny-AM 6-21-31

Bright Lights-FN 2-15-31

Brat-F . 8-2-31

Broad Minded-FN 7-5-31

By Rocket to the Moon-UFA
2-8-31

Call of the Rockies-SYN 7-12-31

Captain Applejack-WA 4-19-31

Captain Thunder-WA .. .5-10-31

Caught Cheating-TIF 1-4-31

Caught Plastered-RKO ..8-9-31

Chances-FN 6-14-31

Charley's Aunt-COL 12-28-30

Charlie Chan Carries On-F
3-22-31

Cherie-PAR 6-14-31
Children of Chance-'BI 1-25-31

Children of Dreams-WA. 7-19-31

Cimarron-RKO ...1-18-31
Cities and Years-AM ..4-12-31

City Lights-UA 2-15-31
City Streets-PAR. . 4-19-31
Civilization-ATA 8-16-31

Clearing the Range-CAP. 5-24-31

Command Performance-TIF
1-18-31

Common Law-PAT 7-19-31

Compromised-BI 1-18-31

Comrades of 1918-FM .. .2-22-31
Confessions of a Co-Ed-PAR

6-21-31

Connecticut Yankee-F .4-12-31
Conquering Horde-PAR. . 3-29-31

Cracked Nuts-RKO . 4-5-31
Criminal Code-COL 1-4-31

Daddy Long Legs-F.. .6-7-31

Damaged Love-WW 1-25-31
Dance, Fools, Dance-MGM

2-1-31

Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-16-31

Daughter of the Dragon-PAR
8-23-31

Dawn Trail-COL 12-28-30
D aybreak-MGM 5-31-31
Defenders of the Law-JOH

5-24-31

Der Grosse Tenor-UFA . 5-31-31

Der Tanz Geht Weiter-WA
1-11-31

Der Wahre Jakob- TRA .8-16-31

Desert Vengeance-COL. . .3-1-31

Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA
8-23-31

Die Drei Von Der Tankstelle-
UFA 6-21-31

Die Forsterchristl-CAP .5-3-31

Die Lustigen Weiber Von
Wein-CAP 7-12-31

Die Privatsekretaerin-CAP
6-21-31

Die 3 Groschenoper-WA. 5-24-31
Dirigible-COL 4-12-31
Dishonored-PAR 3-8-31
Divorce Among Friends-WA

4-5-31

Doctors' Wives-F . . . .4-26-31

Dolly Macht Karriere-UFA
7-26-31

Don't Bet on Women-F 2-15-31
Dracula-U ...2-15-31
Dream Waltz-SWE ..12-28-30
Drums of Jeopardy-TIF. .3-8-31

Dude Ranch-PAR 4-26-31
Dugan of the Bad Lands-MOP

Easiest Way-MGM 3-1-31

East Lynne-F 2-22-31

East of Borneo-U ..8-23-31

Enemies of the Law-REG
7-12-31

Ex-Flame-TIF 1-25-31

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures
AGF—American General Film
AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass
ASC—Associated Cinema
ATA—American Trading Asoc.
BI—British International
BIF—Big Four
BLK—Richard G. Block
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CEL—Celebrity
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures
DM—Drklik-Martel
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FE—Film Exchange

FF—Foreign Film
FFF—Foreign Feature Films
FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National
FM—Forenfilms
GG—Al Grififith Grey
HED—Headline Pictures
HG—J. H. Hoffberg
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
HPI—Hollywood Pictures
ITA—La Itala Film Co.
JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAT—Ernest Matteson
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line
OM—Olympia Macre Excelsior
OS—Osso Productions
PAR—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PIT—Pittaluga

PIZ—WiUiam Pizor
PRX—Protex Trading Corp.
REG—Regal Talking Pictures
ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
SIN—Dr. Alexander Singelow
SWE—Swedish Biographic
SYN—Syndicate
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TPL—Otto Trippel
TRA—Transatlantic Picts.

TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros.
WM—J. D. WilUamsWW—Sono Art

Title Reviewed
Silence-PAR 8-16-31
Sin Ship-RKO 4-5-31

Title Reviewed
Express 13-UFA 8-9-31
Everything's Rosie-RKO. 5-24-31
Fair Warnine-F 2-8-31

Fidlovacka-DM ... . .7-5-31

Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL
8-16-31

Fifty Million Frenchmen-WA
3-29-31

Fighting Caravans-PAR. .2-1-31

Fighting Sheriff-COL . 6-28-31

Fighting Thru-TIF 12-28-30
Finger Points-FN 3-29-31
Finn and Hattie-PAR.. 2-1-31

First Aid-WW 7-12-31
Five and Ten-MGM 7-12-31
Five Year Plan-AM 6-7-31

Flood-COL 5-3-31
Free Soul-MGM 6-7-31

Front Page-UA 3-22-3

1

Gang Buster-PAR 1-25-31
Gateway of the Caucasus-AM

1-25-31

Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31

Gentleman's Fate-MGM .6-28-31
Girls Demand Excitement-F

2-8-31

Girl From the Reeperbahn-TPE
1-25-31

Girl Habit-PAR 6-14-31
God's Country and the Man-

SYN 6-7-31

God's Gift to Women-WA
4-19-31

Going Wild-WA . . .2-1-31
Goldie-F
Gold Dust Gertie-WA
Good Bad Girl-COL
Gorilla-FN
Great Meadow-MGM
Gretel and Liesel-FFF
Gun Smoke-PAR ...

Headin' North-TIF .

Heimatsklange-TPL .

Hell Below Zero-TPE
Hell Bent for Frisco-

Hell Bound-TIF .

High Stakes-RKO .

Hjartats Rost-PAR
Holy Terror-F
Honeymoon Lane-PAR

.6J28-31

5-31-31
5-17-31

. .3-1-31

.3-13-31
.2-1-31

.4-26-31
12-28-30
.2-22-31
.6-28-31WW
7-12-31
.3-1-31
5-31-31
6-28-31
7-19-31
8-2-31

Honor Among Lovers-PAR
3-1-31

Hot Heiress-FN .. ...3-15-31
How He Lied to Her Husband-

BI 1-18-31
Huckleberry Finn-PAR 8-9-31
Hush Money-F 7-12-31
I Take This Woman-PAR

6-14-31
Ulicit-WA .... 1-18-31
II Richiamo del Cuore-PAR

Immortal Vagabond-TPE 8-2-31
Ingagi-COP 3-15-31
Indiscreet-UA .... ....5-10-31
In Old Cheyenne-WW ..5-3-31
Inspiration-MGM 2-8-31
Iron Man-U 4-19-31
It Pays to Advertise-PAR

2-22-31
It's A Wise Child-MGM

5-17-31
Jaws of Hell-WW 1-11-31
Jede Frau Hat Etwas-PAR

5-24-31
Jew At War-AM 7-26-31
June Moon-PAR 3-15-31

Title Reviewed
Just A Gigolo-MGM.. 6-14-31

Just For A Song-WW... 4-26-31

Kept Husbands-RKO ...2-8-31
Kick In-PAR 5-24-31

Kid From Arizona-COS. 5-10-31

Kiki-UA . 3-8-31

Kiss Me Again-FN 1-11-31

La Canzone Dell' Amore-PIT
1-25-31

Ladies' Man-PAR 5-3-31

Lady from Nowhere-CHE
7-19-31

Lady Refuses-RKO ..2-15-31

Lady Who Dared-FN ... 6-7-31

La Jaula de los Leones-HF
3-8-31

L'Amour, Maitre des Choses-
CAP 4-5-31

Land of Midnight Sun-NOR
12-28-30

La Nuit Est A Nous.. 2-22-31

La Regina di Sparta-ITA. 3 8-31

Lash. The-FN . .1 4-31

Last Flight-FN 8-23-31
Last Parade-COL 3-1-31

La Straniera-CAP 4-19-31
Laugh and Get Rich-RKO

3-22-31
Laughing Sinners-MGM 7-5-31

La Vacanza del Diavolo-PAR
3-22-31

Lawless Woman-CHE ..4-26-31
Law of the Rio Grande-SYN.

8-9-31

Lawyer's Secret-PAR 5-31-31

Le Collier de la Reine-PRX
2-8-31

Le Culte de Beaute-OS. .6-7-31

Le MilHon-TF 5-24-31

Le Mystere de la Chambre
Jaune-OS 5-31-31

Le Petit Cafe-PAR ..1-25-31
Le Roi S'Ennuie-RKO. .2-8-31

Liebe Auf Befehl-U ..6-7-31
Lieber Uber Alles-CAP 4-19-31
Liebeswalzer-UFA .... 5-3-31

Lightning Flyer-COL ...4-5-31
Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN

8-16-31

Lion and the Lamb-COL. 4-5-31

Living Corpse-FF 1-18-31
Lonely Wives-PAT 2-15-31
Love Habit-BI 2-1-31
Love Kiss-CEL 12-28-30
Lover Come Back-COL. 6-7-31

Lumpemball-AGF 4-26-31
Maciste In Hell-OM ...6-28-31
Magnificent Lie-PAR ..7-26-31
Maltese Falcon-WA 5-31-31
Man in Possession-MGM. 7-19-31

Man of the World-PAR 3-22-31
Man From Chicago-COL. 1-18-31
Man to Man-WA 1-4-31

Man Who Came Back-F. 1-4-31

Meet the Wife-COL 6-21-31
Men Are Like That-COL. 8-16-31
Men Call It Love-MGM .6-21-31

Men of the Sky-FN 7-19-31
Millie-RKO 1-25-31
Mi!lionaire-WA 4-12-31
Miracle Woman-COL. .8-2-31
Monsters of the Deep-TPE

5-24-31
Mother's Millions-U ....5-10-31
Mr. Lemon of Orange-F. 3-29-31
Murder By the Clock-PAR

7-19,31
Mutterliebe-FFF 2-22-31

Title Reviewed
My Past-WA . . 3-15-31
Mystery of Life-U 7-5-31
Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31
Nacht-Brummler-COL ...3-8-31
Napoli Che Canta-PIT 1-25-31
Nar Rosorna Sla-Ut-PAR

2-15-31
Naughty Flirt-FN 4-19-31
Newly Rich-PAR 7-5-31
New Moon-MGM 12-28-30
Never the Twain Shall Meet-
MGM 6-7-31

Night Angel-PAR 6-14-31
Night Birds-BI 1-4-31
Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31
Night Nurse-WA 7-19-31
No Limit-PAR 1-18-31
Nomandie-SIN 6-21-31
Oh, Sailor, Behave-WA. .2-15-31
Once A Sinner-F 1-18-31
Other Men's Women-WA. 4-26-31
Pagliacci-AC . . 3-1-31
Paid-MGM 1-4-31
Painted Desert-PAT 1-18-31
Pardon Us-MGM ..8-23-31
Parisian, The-CAP 8-23-31
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath-
MGM 4-5-31

Party Husband-FN 5-17-31
Perfect Alibi-RKO .. ..3-8-31
Playthings of Hollywood-HPI

4-12-31
PoHtics-MGM 8-2-31
Primrose Path-HPI 1-25-31
Prodigal-MGM 6-28-31
Public Enemy-WA 4-26-31
Public Defender-RKO . .7-12-31
Pueblo Terror-COS 4-21-31
Quick Millions-F 4-19-31
Rango-PAR 2-22-31
Reaching for the Moon-UA

1-4-31
Reckless Hour-FN 8-2-31
Reducing-MGM . .. .1-18-31
Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31
Resurrection-U . 1-25-31
Riders of the Cactus-BIF

8-16-31
Rider of the Plains-SYN. 5-3-31
Riders of the North-SYN .4-5-31
Ridin' Fool-TIF 5-31-31
Right of Way-FN 3-29-31
River's End-WA . ...3-15-31
Rosenmontag-UFA . . .3-29-31
Royal Bed-RKO 2-1-31
Royal Family of Broadway-
PAR 12-28-30

Runaround (Reviewed as Lov-
able and Sweet-RKO 6-21-31

Salvation Nell-TIF .. ..7-5-31
Scandal Sheet-PAR 2-8-31
Sea Devils-JOH 3-8-31
Seas Beneath-F 2-1-31
Second Honeymoon-COT. 1-1 1-31
Secret Call-PAR . . 7-12-31
Secret Six-MGM 5-3-31
Secrets of A Secretary-PAR

7-19-31
Seed-U S-17-31
Sherlock Holmes* Fatal Hour-
FD 7-12-31

SheriJPs Secret-COS ....6-14-31
Shipmates-MGM 5-24-31
Ships of Hate-MOP 7-26-31
Should a Doctor Tell?-REG

8-23-31
Si I'Empereur Savait Ca.
MGM 3-8-31

Single Sin-TIF
Sit Tight-WA
Six Cylinder Love-F
Skandal Urn Eva-FM
Skin Game-BI
Skippy-PAR 4-5-31
Sky Raiders-COL 5-31-31

Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-31

Smart Money-WA 6-21-31
Smiling Lieutenant-PAR. 5-24-31
Soldiers Plaything-WA . . . 5-3-31

Son of India-MGM ..7-26-31
Son of the Land-AM .5-31-31
Son of the Plains-SYN.
Spider, The-F . .

Sporting Blood-MGM .

Spy, The-F 3-22-31
Star Witness-WA 8-2-31

Stepping Out-MGM 5-24-31
Stolen Heaven-PAR ...2-15-31
Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-31
Strangers May Kiss-MGM

4-12-31

Student Sein-PRX 5-3-31

Subway Express-COL ..3-29-31
Sunny-FN 12-28-30
Sunrise Trail-TIF 3-29-31
Svengali-WA .5-3-31

Swanee River-WW 2-8-31

Sweden-MAL 1-18-31

Sweepstakes-PAT 6-28-31

Tabu-PAR 3-22-31

.2-15-31

.2-22-31

5-17-31

.4-26-31

6-21-31

.7-5-31

8-16-31

.8-16-31

Tailor Made Man-MGM. 4-27-31

Tarnished Lady-PAR ..4-19-31
Ten Cents A Dance-COL. 3-8-31

Ten Nights In a Barroom-
ROA 3-1-31

Texas Ranger-COL ...5-10-31
Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA

8-16-31

Three Girls Lost-F 5-3-31

Three Loves-ASC ... .5-24-31

Three Who Loved-RKO .6-21-31

Three Rogues-F 4-5-31

Too Many Cooks-RKO .7-19-31

Too Young To Marry-WA
5-10-31

Toute Sa Vie-PAR .. .6-21-31

Trader Horn-MGM 1-25-31

Trails of the Golden West-
COS 2-15-31

Transatlantic-F 7-26-31

Transgres«ion-RKO 6-7-31

Transport of Fire-AM .3-22-31

Traveling Husbands-RK06-21-31
Treason Trials in Moscow-
AM . 3-8-31

Troika-FE 4-26-31

Tropen Nachte-PAR 5-31-31

Two Gun Man-TIF 6-7-31

Ubangi-PIZ 5-31-31

Under the Roofs of Paris
12-28-30

Under Suspicion-F ....12-28-30
Under Texas Skies-SYN. 2-1-31

Unfaithful-PAR 3-1-31

Up For Murder-U ... 5-31-31

Up Pops the Devil-PAR. 5-17-31

Versuchen Sie Meine Schwes-
ter-TF 6-21-31

Vice Squad-PAR 6-7-31

Viking-WM 6-21-31

Virtuous Husbands-U . .5-10-31

Vi Tva-PAR 2-8-31

"W" Plan-RKO 2-15-31

Waterloo Bridge-U 8-16-31

Way Down East-GG.. 3-15-31

West of Cheyenne-SYN.. 3-1-31

Westward Bound-SYN .1-25-31

White Shoulders-RKO .5-18-31

Wien. du Stadt der Lieder-
PRX 3-22-31

Wild Horse-HOF .. 8-2-31

Wild West Whoopee-COS
3-8-31

Woman Between-RKO 6-21-31

Women Go On Forever-TIF
8-16-31

Woman Hungry-FN .3-22-31

Women of All Nations-F
5-31-31

Woman of Experience-PAT
7-12-31

Women Love Once-PAR. 6-28-31

Women Men Marry-HED
4-19-31

Yankee Don-CAP 5-17-31

Yellow Pass-AM ...5-3-31

Young As You Feel-F ...8-9-31

Young Donov,-n's Kid-RKO
5-21-31

Young Sinners F 5-10-31
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''Somewhere
out there sits

o Murderer^

SHOW HIM
TO MEr'

Crime's black shadow falls on the

magicians young accomplice, on a

beautiful girl, on the great performer

himself. Swift and startling the

climax! Was it love or fear or

the trick of tricks?

neuj seflson

neuu HITS

Liie iricK oi iricKS : i

THE SPIDER
with

Edmund Lov^e'Lois Mora
EL BRENDEL •

GEORGE E. STONE
JOHN ARLEDG

JESSE DeVORSKi
Based on Play by Fulton Oursler and Lowell Brenfoncj

Directed by WILLIAM CAMERON MENZIES and KENNETH MacKENNi
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Producers To Take Part In 16 mm. Exposition

10 MUSICALS plannedTndicate newtrend
fripp Says Place to Exploit Ad Films is Ad Columns
lannett Publications Exec.

Replies to Letter
From Lawton

"Free exploitation in our papers
)f films which contain advertising
s outside our province and beyond
(ur obligation to either our readers
)r our advertisers, becoming as it

Ices a purely commercial project.''

This is a highlight of the answer
)f F. E. Tripp, of the Gannett Pub-
ications to a letter from Francis E.
!l,awton, president of General Busi-
jiess Films.

i

In part he says: "We have no
ijuarrel with advertising on the

(Continued on Pape 2)

JPTOWN FIRST THEATER

IN NEW CRANDALL GROUP

^.Vcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
!
Washington, D. C. — Crandall's

'Jptown will be the first house in

.he circuit planned by Harry Cran-
lall, its site being Connecticut Ave.
it Ordway St., Northwest. Negotia-
tions are going on for other sites.

The new company is offering for
(Continued on Page 4)

5ays German Audiences
Want Music and Laughs
German - speaking audiences who
ttend performances of pictures
jiialogued in their own language
vant music and laughs in their en-
tertainment, according to the ex-
perience of Lee Kugel of the Bel-
nont, which has been operating on
I foreign picture policy during the

(Continued on Page 4)

'Keep Independents Going'

is Herrington's Advice

Pittsburgh
—

"Keep the independents go-
ng" is the advice expressed by Fred J.

Herrington, secretary of the M. P. T. 0.,

n a bulletin to members of the organiza-

ion. "Tell the salesmen to put his promises
n the contract," said Herrington.

''Shoot to Kiir' Order in Chicago Row
Chicago

—
"Shoot to kill" is the answer of the county's law enforcement

officials to the bombing of three Chicago theaters which are in difficulties with

the operators' union and which are running with non-union men in their booths.

One hundred and four neighborhood theaters are under police protection.

Birmingham Operators Bring

Suits Against Nine Houses
Birmingham—Apparently explod-

ing all prospects of an amicable
settlement of differences between
nine houses here and the operators'
union, the local has filed 15 suits

against them for wages alleged due
its members. Almost simultaneously

(Continued on Page 4)

Seeks Receiver for 6
Fox Chicago Theaters

Chicago — Foreclosure of second
mortgage on six Fox Chicago The-
ater Co. houses is asked in a suit

filed in Circuit Court in behalf of
(Continued on Page 2)

Union May Accept Wage Cut

Expect 250 Theater Men
At Protest Meet Tomorrow
Film men associated with the ex-

hibitor protest meeting planned for

tomorrow at the Hotel Astor esti-

mate that its attendance will ap-
proximate 250. The session, which
will probably last all day, gets un-
der way about 10 a. m. on the eighth
floor of the hotel. Walter Vincent
will preside.

New Orleans—-Although the Allied

Stage Crafts, comprising musicians,

operators and stagehands, have

asked for a five per cent increase

in wages in the contract now being

negotiated with local theaters, it is

understood that a majority of them
are agreeable to accepting a reduc-

tion of from 10 to 20 per cent owing

to current conditions.

Producers Will Aid In First
National 1 6 mm. Exposition

Representatives of major produc-
ing companies will take part in the

First National 16 mm. Motion Pic-

ture Exposition to be held at the

Hotel Victoria, Sept. 21 to 26, under
the auspices of the 16 mm. Board
of Trade. More than 100 manufac-
turing enterprises in the 16 mm. field

will be exhibited including cameras,
(Continued on Page 2)

Police Adopt Resolution
Against Gangster Films

Atlantic City, N. J.—Motion pic-

ture companies are urged to forego
the production of gangster films as

a "means of crime prevention and
control" in a resolution adopted by
the Fraternal Order of Police here.

Major Companies Also To
Use Music In

Six Others
Indicating that musicals are

gradually edging their way into the
general scheme of motion picture
production, a survey by The Film
Daily shows that ten out-and-out
musicals and six features with in-
terpolated songs are included in the
production schedules of the 10 major
companies.
Of the ten musicals, Paramount

(Continued on Page 4)

CRABTREEIouI RETIRE

AS IIEflDJ[^S. M. P. E.

J. I. Crabtree, president of the
S. M. P. E. for the past two years,
is understood determined not to ac-
cept re-election. Balloting for new
officers to succeed the ones whose
terms expire in October, is now go-
ing on via mail. Results will be
formally announced at the fall meet-
ing planned for Swampscott, Mass..
Oct. 5 to 8.

Trevor Faulkner Joins
S M Chemical Company

Trevor Faulkner, manager of the
Paramount film depot at Astoria
and associated with that company
for the past 12 years, has joined
S M Chemical Co. His work is con-
cerned with the organization's proc-
ess for treating new film to retard
buckling and warping and prevent
scratching.

750,000 Kiddies Enrolled

In Micl<cy Mouse Clubs

Mickey Mouse Clubs now have an en-
rollment of 750,000, with a roster which is

fast spreading all over the world. "Petite
"Parisienne," Paris newspaper, and "Stock-
holm Dagblad," Stockholm publication,

recently formed clubs as well as a number
of newspapers in the Lord NorthcJiffe
group in England.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 13% 13% 13%
East. Kodak 144'/^ 142J4 144^ + 1^
Fox Fm. "A" 14% 14% 14% + %
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 2% 2^ 2fg + %
Loew's, Inc 50J4 50^^ 50% + %
Paramount 25^ 24% 25K + Vz

Pathe Exch Wi I'A I'A
do -A" eVz eyi e'A + H
RKO "A" 15/2 15 15% + 'A

Warner Bros 10 9 10 -f 1

do pfd 24J4 22 2454 + 3

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. Vtc. 9J4 9)4 954
Fox Thea. "A".. 2'^ 2% 2 54

Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 454 45i 454

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 25 24 24% + H
Loew 6s 41ww... 98 98 98
Paramount 6s 47.. 86 86 86
Par. By. 554s51 .. 10254 10254 102M — 54

Par. 554s50 7754 77"/2 7754— 5i

Warner's 6s39 57 55 57 + \H

Expect "Star Witness" to

Get $140,000 at Garden
Warner Bros, expect that "The

Star Witness" will gross between
$140,000 and $150,000 in its run at

the Winter Garden on a grind policy.

Picture closes Sept. 11 to make
room for "Five Star Final."

The Broadivay Parade
(Week of August 28)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURE DISTRIBUTORS THEATER
"Secrets of a Secretary" Paramount Paramount
"Guilty Hands" M-G-M Capitol
"Bad Girl" (3rd week) Fox Roxy
"Last Flight" (2nd week) First National Strand
"Rebound" RKO Pathe Mayfair
"Dreyfus Case" Columbia Warner

EXTENDED RUNS

"Star Witness" (5th week) Warner Bros Winter Garden
"Street Scene" United Artists Rivoli
"Bought" (3rd week) Warner Bros Hollywood

52 RUNS

"A Free Soul" (14th week) M-G-M Astor
"An American Tragedy" (4th week) Paramount Criterion

FOREIGN PICTURES

'Zwei Herzen" (47th week) Assoc. Cine of Amer.

.

'Der Wahre Jakob" (4th week) Trans-Atlantic Pictures
'Die Lustigen Weiber" (8th week) . . . . Capitol Film Exchange.
'Die Blonde Nachtigall" (2nd week) Jia
White Devil" Ta.king Picture Epics. .

'Un Chapeau De Pailee d'ltalie" Assoc. Cine of Amer. . .

. Europa

.Belmont
. Little Carnegie
. Cosmopolitan
. Cameo
. Eighth St.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Form Bus Co. to Handle
Film in Ga. and Fla.

Atlanta—Film Bus Company, Inc.,

has applied to the Public Service
Commissions of Georgia and Florida
for permits to start a company for
the purpose of transporting films

between Atlanta, Jacksonville, Tam-
pa, St. Petersburg and Miami, op-
erations to begin about Sept. 1.

Five large express trucks will be
used. A. S. Elliott is president and
secretary of the company.

ft New York Long Island City j'j

J'J 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. J>
:*: BRyant 9-4712 STiUwell 4-7940 y
:{ J^

$ i.i

II Eastman Films s

:| J. E» Brulatour, Inc.

«

Jack Pickens May Form
Small-House Circuit

Kansas City—Jack Pickens, for-

mer film salesman who recently was
with the Griffith circuit, is planning
a string of small-town houses. He
operates a theater at Woodsboro,
Texas.

Says Place to Exploit

Ad Films Is Ad Columns
(Continued from Page 1)

screen. We do not question the right
or the policy of those who enter it.

Our activities deal, in turn, with our
own policy in handling a commercial
venture and that policy definitely is

that the place to exploit advertising
films is exclusively in the paper's ad
vertising columns, as is required of
our department store and commer
cial advertisers in general."

Producers Will Aid in First

Nat'l 16 mm. Exposition
(Continued from Page 1)

sound projectors, film, screens and
other equipment. Julius Singer is

president of the Board of Trade and
A. B. Ayers of Quincy, Mass., vice-

president. On the ticket for board
of directors to be elected today are
M. Ellison of Chicago, S. Harrison
Noden and G. P. Foute of New York.
A. D. V. Storey is executive secre-

tary.

Harrison to Address Publishers
Pete Harrison will speak on ad-

vertising in pictures at a meeting
of the New York State Publishers'
Ass'n at Lake George in October.

Seeks Receiver for 6

Fox Chicago Theaters
(Continued from Page 1)

M. Rand, holder of $213,000 of sec-

ond mortgage bonds. He also asks
that a receiver be appointed. The
company issued three sets of notices

on June 17, 1929, totaling $479,000,
according to the bill.

Arguing Injunction Motion

A motion for a temporary injunc-

tion will be argued today in the
Supreme Court, New York, in con-
nection with an action filed by
Joseph Baiter of Boston, stock
holder in Paramount, who seeks to

enjoin the corporation from repur-
chasing of 65,()00 shares of Kunsky
Theaters Corp. stock.

J.t

•* Chicago Hollywood X'J

•J 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica t»
a CALumet 3692 Blvd. J-j

a HOLlywood4121 K
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COMING & GOING

CARL LESERMAN, Western division
sales manager for Warner Bros, and First
National, on Saturday leaves on a sales trip

to Oklahoma City and points south.

FRED FLADER, managing director of

the Rialto, Washington, has returned to that

citv from New York.
EDDIE CANTOR will arrive from the

coast Thursday on the Advance Century.
RUTH WESTON, Radio Pictures feature

player has left Hollywood for a three weeks'
vacation at Lake Placid.

HAROLD B. FRANKLIN left for the

coast Saturday.

COLOR NEGATIVES
Producers make own Color Negatives

with By-Pack.

Color in Red-Ortho Negatives may be
removed or altered to complementary
color.

Write DU CHROME FILM SYSTEM, Ltd.

"Specialists in Color"
6723 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Rslet

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation

T23-7TH AVE., N. Y. BRYANT 0-6067

"M
Sept. Meeting of Allied Theater Owii

ers of New Jersey, Mometej
Hotel, Asbury Park, N. J.
Exhibitor meeting sponsored
M.P.T.O. of Eastern Penal
Hotel Astor, Nev Yoi*

Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, AUiet
Theaters Ass'n of MinnesoM
North and South Dakota. Rajii
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

25: "The Exhibitor" annual golf torn
naraent at Lu Lu Country Clul
Philadelphia.

28-30: French Educational Film Con
gress, Paris.

1

:

Hispano - American Motion Pic
ture Congress. Madrid, Spain.

4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention o
M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsyl
vania, Pittsburgh.

5-8: Fall meeting of the Society a

Motion Picture Engineers, N«
Ocean House, Swampscoti
Mass.

4: Annual Awards Dinner of Aca
demy of M. P. Arts & Sciencei
Hollywood.

Sept.

Sept.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Cantor to Appear at

N. Y.-B'klyn Paramounti
Eddie Cantor who recently com

pleted "Palmy Days" for Unite
Artists will make personal appeal
ances at the Brooklyn and New Yor
Paramount theaters, Sept. 18 an
Oct. 31, respectively.

Houses for H.-F.

Circuit, States Franklii

Harold B. Franklin on Saturda
said that the two Los Angele
houses, the Paramount and Unite
Artists, he is taking over from Pub
lix are for the Hughes-Franklin cii

cuit.
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•

DIRECTORS
ANNUAL

PRODUCTION
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•
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•
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at a
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Steady Patronage
Runs into Money!
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''Scrappy'' the mw
Cartoon Sensation

of the Screen!
Once they've seen this irre-

sistible short feature, they'll

always want to see it.

"Scrappy" is the only human
character now in cart

Produced by

CHARLES MINTZ
Producer of

KRAZY KAT"\<,i
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TEN MUSICALS PLANNED

INDICATE NEW TREND

{Continued jrom Page 1)

will make six, M-G-M will produce
two, "Flying High" and "The
Cuban," RKO Radio has scheduled

"Girl Crazy" and the United Artists

production "Palmy Days" which has
been previewed on the coast, com-
pletes the list. Pictures with inci-

dental songs will be made by Uni-
versal, Tiffany and United Artists

with Fox making three, "Merely
Mary Ann," "Young As You Feel"

and "Delicious" which will include

five musical numbers and score by
George and Ira Gershwin. RKO-
Pathe, Columbia and "Warner are

the only companies not including

some nature of music in any of their

productions.

Little Progress Made In
Miami Operators Strike

Miami, Fla.—But little progress

has been made towards settlement

of the operators' strike affecting

the Wolfson-Meyer houses here.

Projectionists walked out when the-

ater refused to pay $2.25 additional

for Sunday work, as allegedly

agreed.

Says German Audiences
Want Music and Laughs

(Continued from Page 1)

past 30 weeks. They react unfavor-
ably to drama, he declared yester-

day. Travelogues with German
backgrounds strike responsive chords
with these picturegoers, said Kugel,

who has the opinion that a house
of 500 seats or smaller is ideal for

the showing of foreign productions.

Uptown First Theater in

New Crandall Circuit
(Continued from Page 1)

sale in lots of five shares seven per
cent cumulative preferred stock at

$20 par value and two shares of com-
mon of no par value, for $120. The
concern is also offering 40,000 shares
of seven per cent cumulative stock,

total $800,000, with the same num-
ber of common stock shares with no
par value.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

August 31
Si Seadler
Fredric March
John Garrick
Fred Baer
L. Wolfe Gilbert
Frances Gross
David Werner

• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till

Now that the reason more babies are not employed in

talkies, even though wimmen go wild about 'em, is because of
the "ifs, ands and buts" imposed by the Losang Board of Edu-
cation no producer can use a babe under six months
of age without signing an iron-hand contract with the Board

requiring that they be paid 75 smackers each workin'
day and they can only be employed two hours in the
morn and two in the afternoon and an infant cannot be
worked under the lights more than 30 seconds at a time
also they must employ the babe's mother and a trained nurse

and arrange for a nursery outside of that, us-
ing an infant in pix is Perfectly Simple

• • • THAT nowadays a screen writer feels slighted un-
less there are two or three charges of plagiarism confronting
him every time he produces a new picture that, accord-
ing to Howard Estabrook, these charges of plagiarism consti-

tute a new Racket two stories recently prepared by
Estabrook for RKO had not been produced before letters were
received claiming plagiarism in one case only three
people knew what the story was about so Howard
figures these plagiarism racketeers must be Psychic

• • • THAT Pep-O-Grams, mag of the Paramount Pep
Club, takes Eddie Brown, cashier, for a Dizzy Ride on his fa-

mous mustache claiming he spends an hour each nite work-
in' on the darn thing applying bees-wax, then Valspar,
and topping off with white lead filler and a coat of weather-
proof varnish but ellsbeels, the Paramount gals say the
Result is Worth It All

• • • THAT since Harold Noice made that pix, "Explorers
of the World," at the Atlas Soundfilm stude, featuring him-
self and five other explorers the rest of the gang at the
Explorers Club have swamped him with reels of their own
explorations and are yellin' for a chance to go Holler-
word

• • • THAT "Wally," famous cartoonist who wrote the
history of the war for the A.E.F. in comics, is doing the art
work for "The Legion on Parade" a three-reel produc-
tion with story built around the Legion's national convention
at Detroit which Jaydee Williams will release

• • • THAT the politest elevator operator in the Broad-
way sector is in the Loew's State building he thanks
ya when ya step in and out his life is just a continuous
Thanksgivin' that whether a guy enters the bridle path
or the bridal path, he's gotta operate under a check-rein
which reminds us that the week ending Sept. 12 is Paramount
Week for both of Us and check-rein is right.

• • • THAT Robert Bruce Coleman, director and inventor
of Visu-Color process is wondering whether he is slill

a director or a newspaper dramatic crit since Mister
Coleman of the "Mirror" was so shocked on learnin' that a
mugg in the film biz was usin' His Name to promote a
picture organizashe oops that Hymie Silverman,
pioneer projection room operator, is busy running the Motor-
ized Talking Picture Service outfit over at 729 Seventh Avenoo

that the next Tiffany Chimp comic is called "Gland
Hotel" and they probably will refer to the customers
as "jests" it's a cinch there will be a lotta monkey biz
goin' on in this hotel

A' Little
from ''Lots"

iBy RALPH WILK\

« « « » » »

HOT.LYWOOl
j^INDA WATKINS, Helen Mad

and Conchita Montenegro mad'
their bow as the Fox "Debutant
Stars" at a press dinner at the Fo:
studios. William Collier, Sr., acte(

as toastmaster.
* * *

Allan Dwan, in introducing Mis
Mack, told of casting her for a rol

in "Zaza," starring Gloria Swansorl
Helen was 10 years old, at the time
In her album, Dwan had written
"To a sweet little girl, with a greai
future." Toastmaster Collier sau
the moral was "save your albums^

* * *

Barbara Ann Blue, five and one
half year old daughter of Mont
Blue, is reported recuperating fol

lowing an appendicitis operation.

clea:

fron

Famous last words—"On a
day, you can see Catalina
here." * * #

Dimitri Ostroi', voted New Yor,
stage director, has arrived from tK
East and is residing at the Holl^
tvood Plaza. He staged "As Yo;
Desire Ale," ivhich had a long rw.

in New York avd ivhich has beej

bought by M-G-M for Greta Garbi
Ostrov has joined the Fox scenario

staff.

Operators Bring Suits
Against 9 B'mham Housei|

(Continued from Page 1)

the union refused to entertain Fran!
Merritt's proposal for the reopen
ing of the nine theaters which coir

prise the Marvin Wise circuit.

Defendants named in the action
are: Birmingham Theatrical Co!

Frank Merritt, John Pick, Jr., Fiv
Points Theater, Publix and Clint I
Lake. The theater men intend t

go ahead with their plan to reopei

Sept. 8 with non-union proje«
tionists.

Personnel of Para.
Story Council Nami

With A. M. Botsford headi
the Paramount story editorial cou
cil the remainder of the board w.
consist of Russell Holman, Miles Gi
bons, D. A. Dorran, Jr., Mauri
Hanline, Maude K. Miller, H.
Wohl, Jay Gourney and Albe'

Deane.

SUNSHINi

Wall Street convinced that pictures

to be released in months ahead to have
greater audience appeal than duringi

past year.
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Hit Film Costs, Producer Ownership of Houses

DNLYHREMAKES SCHEDULED FORNEWYEAR
Movel/ Individual Policy lor| Trans Lux Houses

Small Talk—on a string

'^^ By JACK ALICOATE -^

I Seems that those enthusiastic
'AMPUSONIONS will never learn
at MOST troubles in the world
tart with WIMMEN . . . WALTER
jitter's "Curiosities" are interest-

g BITS . . . Best picture DE-
rlESSION suggestion we have
:ard is that circuit theaters RE-
.OVE every THIRD row of seats
< . That common SCOLD of Holly-
tiod, old Massa beaton is annoy-
-g us again . . . Business IS get-
tig better and so is PRODUCT . . .

;ave a HUNCH that DOUG'S
ground the World in 80 Minutes"
^
going to be plenty good . . . News-

tels seem to be getting BETTER
It accompanying music is as
SrALE as ever ... Old PHIL M.
3 still leading in the ZIT COL-
IMNIST Free-for-All . . . AL licht-
ijin told us a Scotchman bought a
kchshund so that ALL of his nine
cildren could feel it at the same
tne.

If the Laurel and Hardy first full
l;gther PROVES anything it is

tat the good old public STILL
vnts to laugh . . . Television seems
t be pulling up-stream . . . This
Jimy Dunn kid of "Bad Girl" has
t;^ stuff from which stars are made
. The other day TOMMY meighan
4 nine on the first hole, twelve on
t^. second and eleven on the third.
Her that his game blew up . . .

rCK rowland is now board-of-di-
r;ting in re Roxy Theaters Corp.
• . Cagney is a great little guy
bt we admire his courage more
tin his judgment.

"Free Soul" leads the Broadway
f;GATTA with thirteen weeks to
tl merry . . . Now that Summer is
nirly over the Broadway theaters
^M SOON be warm and COM-
f'RTABLE again . . . Double fea-

I

[Continued on Page 2)

Will Be Screen-Press of
The Nation, Says
Courtland Smith

Trans Lux theaters individually
specializing in biography, philoso-
phy, economics and international
relations are destined to become a
reality, Courtland Smith, president
of Trans Lux told the Film Daily
yesterday. "Trans Lux houses will

{Continued on Page 6)

Newsreel Cameraman Gets

Machine Gun Shots: Plenty

COURT HNDS WICHITA

SUNDAY LAW INVALID

Wichita, Mo.—Wichita's city or-

iiance providing for Sunday shows
s invalid, Judge Grover Pierpont in

the district court there has de-

:lared, because it is contrary to a
state law.
Judge Pierpont dissolved a tem-

(Contiinied on Page 4)

Chi. Theater Owners Seek
Dissolution of Injunction
Chicago—Dissolution of the tem-

porary injunction restraining city

officials from interfering with the
operation of independent theaters
was sought today by the theater
owners before Judge Ross C. Hall
who granted the injunction a week

(Continued on Page 4)

Kansas City—Intent upon getting shots

of a police machine gun spraying bullets,

John Hermann, Paramount newsreel camera-

man, collected a wound in his right arm.

He was stationed behind a boiler plate

barricade, with his camera trained through

bullet proof glass, but one bullet cleared

the top of his defense and ricocheted into

his arm.

CLEVELAND INDIES HIT

PROTECTION GIVEN LOEW

Cleveland—Protest against pro-
tection being given Loew neighbor-
hood houses has been formally made
by the Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors
Ass'n. This action followed the
announcement of a general reduc-
tion in admission prices, bringing,
in many instances, scales below
those of indie subsequent reins.

Fearing Kidnapping Plot,

Dubinsky Asks Police Aid
Kansas City—Believing that he

nay be the victim of a kidnapping
plot, Ed Dubinsky of Publix has
"sked the local police to investigate
a series of peculiar happenings.

Hit Film Costs, Producer
Ownership of Theaters

Valentino Voice Record

Is Played at Service

London—A record of Rudolph Valentino's

voice, claimed to be the only one ever

made, was played recently at the Forum

Cinema during the program commemorat-
ing the fifth anniversary of the star's death.

Record belongs to Miss M. C. Elliott, hon-

orary secretary of the Valentino Ass'n,

Terming production costs "a riot
of extravagance and waste" and call-

ing upon producers to divorce them-
selves of neighborhood theaters, the
M. P. T. 0. of Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern Jersey and Delaware will
deliver its manifesto at the national
exhibitor protest meeting today at
the Hotel Astor.

In part the statement, addressing
itself to producers and distributors

(Continued on Page 6)

Trend Away From Re-
makes Indicated— 53
Made Last Year

Remakes for the 1931-32 season
will total only 30 per cent of the
number produced the previous year.
Indicating a general trend away
from remaking, 11 companies which
last season remade 53 pictures will
remake a total of only 17 for the
current season according to a check-
up made yesterday by The Film
Daily.
Last year 16 remakes were pro-

duced by Fox. The number has
(Continued on Page 6)

BRIT. PROlm VIEW

CANADAWITH NEW HOPES

London (By Cable)—British pro-
ducers and distributors have taken
a more optimistic a+itude towards
the Canadian situat . owing to a
statement made by J R. Muir, Fa-
mous Players Canadian district
manager, who, rect atly at Van-
couver, said that b'^-^kings are now
being made on ^rge number"
of British pictui

Joseph Schenck To Study
Foreign Market Puzzle

Solution to the foreign problem
from United Artists' standpoint will
be sought by Joseph M. Schenck
when he sails for Europe from New
York about Oct. 1. He leaves for
the Coast tomorrow to confer with
Samuel Goldwyn on new year prod-
uct.

Salem Ordinance Would
Ban Gangster Pictures

Salem, Ore. — An ordinance introduced
in the City Council would impose a fine

on theaters showing operations of gang-
sters. Local exhibitors are making plan?

to cope with this development.
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High Low Close
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Con. Fm. Ind. .. 7J/$ 7^ 7;^ +
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 13^ 13}4 13^ —
East. Kodak 1441^ 141J4 142 —
Fox Fm. "A" .. 15!^ 14^^ UVi
Gen. Th. Eq.(new) 2iA Z'/z 2^ .

Loew's Inc 51 49J4 49^ —
do pfd 94 94 94 +
Paramoun;t 25 J^ 245^ 24J4 —
Pathe Exch IVs IH iVi —
do "A" 6 6 6 —
RKO "A" 15^ 15 15 —
Warner Bros. ... 10^ 9^ 9H —
do pfd 26M 2554 25j4 +

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Col. Pets. Vtc .. 9^ 9 9 —
Fox Thea. "A" . 2K 2H 2^ —
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 4^ 4^ 4^ —
Transt-Lux 4}4 4J4 4M —NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 25 K 24 24 —
Keith A-O 6s 46. 70 70 70 +
Loew 6s 41ww ... 98 97-^ 98
Paramount 6s 47 . 85^ 85"^ SS'/i —
Par. By. Sy,s 51.103 103 103 -f
Par. 5Hs 50 ... 78 78 78 +
Pathe 7s 37 95 94}/^ 94}^ ..

Warner 6s 41 .. 83 82 82 -f

Chg.

Eight Holdovers on ''Bought"
Eight houses so far have held "Bought," starring Constance Bennett, over,

Warner Bros, said yesterday. They are. Apollo, Indianapolis; Strand, Indian-

apolis, Hollywood and Uptown, Los Angeles; Warner, Milwaukee; Capitol,

Rochester; Warner, San Francisco; Music Box, Seattle and Strand, Syracuse.

Small Talk
—on a strimg

(.Continued from Pane I)

ture EPIDEMIC seems to have
died a natural death . . . BERT
adler is a likable somebody . . . We
liked "Smiling Lieutenant" BET-
TER second time we caught it . . .

What the hell. If we HAD gone
to Europe we would be back NOW
inyway.

Photophone Equipment
For Mexico City Studio

Maurice Chase of Empire Pro-
ductions has closed with RCA
Photophone for its recording equip-

ment in connection with his new
studios at Mexico City. Two stages
are now ready and a third struc-

ture, 208 X 125, and which can be
converted into four separate stages
is being readied. Several Holly-
wood producers are negotiating for
space, said Chase, who leaves New
York within a few days to return
to Mexico City.

No Film-Vaude for Dallas

Dallas, Tex.—For the first time
in 25 years this city will not have
vaudeville in any theater for the
coming season. Frank Starz, loca'

Publix representative, however, has
announced that organ concerts in

Publix houses would be continued.

* it
if New York Long Island City j"j

J.t 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. ft
y BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 «
it •*<»
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1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica S
CALumet 3692 Blvd. W

HOLlywood 4121 t-j

Dickinson, Circuit Holds
First Annual Convention
Kansas City, Mo.—About 40 man-

agers and executives of the Glen
W. Dickinson circuit are attending
the group's first annual convention
here.

The following executives will take
oart: Glen W. Dickinson, president
and general manager; T. D. Stiles,

vice president and treasurer; W. 0.
Lenhart, vice president and booker;
Winston Brown, booker; Chester V.
Button, publicity; Ned Wright, su-
pervisor, Missouri division; J. A.
Jefress, supervisor. Kansas division,

and George Nescher, engineering
and maintenance.

ST. LOUIS OPERATORS

VETO WAGE CUT PLAN

St. Louis—Projectionists' union
has declined to comply with re-

quests of local theaters for a re-

duction in operators' wages. The
local contract, under which two op-
erators are employed, has one more
year to run. The St. Louis pro-
jectonists' summer wage rebate
plan concluded yesterday.

Lightman in Three-House
Memphis Partnership Deal
Memphis—Malco Theaters, head-

ed by M. A. Lightman, has entered
a partnership with Macieri & Zerilla

in the operation of three local

houses. Lightman contributes the
Linden Circle, seating 1,000, to the

arrangement, while the other con-

cern puts in the Rialto, 800-seater,
and the Lamar, which has a ca-

pacity of 700.

"Queer People" For Indies?
IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Howard Hughes is

negotiating with two independent
producers for the sale of "Queer
People" which was originally sched-
uled for United Artists production
and release.

M. A. LIGHTMAN of Memphis arrived
in New York ve terday.
LILY DAMITA returns to New York

on the S. S. Bremen Saturday following
two months in Paris. She soon leaves for
the Coa t to discuss further plans with
Samuel Goldwyn.
ED ROWLEY. Texas operator for years,

has left New York en route to his home
state.

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK leaves for the

coast tomorrow.
BENTAMIN WOOD arrived yesterday on

the S S. Paris from France where he
formed the "Soc'ete Benwood." He handles
in France and other European countries the

Royal Amplitone Sound Ecjuipment and
Royal Zenith Sound Projectors manufac-
tured by the Pulverman Corp,

Jack Meyers Special

Peerless Representative
Jack Meyers has been appointed

special representative of Peerless

Productions, Jack Bellman an-

nounces. Meyers will soon leave on

a sales trip and will also secure

new franchises.

THE INDUSTRyS
DATE BOOK

Today; Meeting of Allied Theater 0'
ers of New Jersey, Monte i

Hotel, Asbury Park, N. J.
Exhibitor meeting sponsored i

M.P.T.O. of Eastern Pe
Hotel Astor, Ne» Yorir

Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Al
Theaters Ass'n of Minnes'
North and South Dakota, Ra
son Hotel, Minneapolis

Sept. 25 : "The Exhibitor" annual golf t.
nament at Lu Lu Country C.
Philadelphia.

Sept. 28-30 : French Educational Film C
gress, Paris.

Oct. 1

:

Hispano - American Motion 1

ture Congress, Madrid. Spait

Oct. 4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention
M.P.T.O. of Western Penn
vania, Pittsburgh.

Oct. 5-8: Fall meeting of the Society
Motion Picture Engineers, t
Ocean House, SwampK
Mass.

Nov. 4

:

Annual Awards Dinner of A
demy of M. P. Arts & Sciem
Hollywood.

All Warner Cleveland
Houses Slash Pric

Cleveland—Warner Bros, are
ducing admission prices at all th
ocal houses. Top prices at i

Lake is now 50 cents, instead of
cents. The uptown and Varif
have cut 10 cents and are chargi

I 30 cents' top for evening adn.
sions.

Paramounts to Celebrate

20th Anniversary Sept. 4
For Paramount's 20th anniver-

sary celebration, the New York and
Brooklyn Paramount houses have
booked "Personal Maid," "My Sin,"

"The Mad Parade" and "The Road
to Reno" as special attractions. All

Publix theaters throughout the

country will present special bills.

Fla. Circuit Starts Libel

Suit Against Union Paper
Miami — Wolfson-Meyer Theater

Enterprises has started a suit

igainst the "Miami News," official

labor paper of Southeastern Flo-

rida, alleging three libelous articles.

"Circuit is having difficulties with
local operators' union over a new
contract.

The Finest Projection Room
(Western Electric Systeml

$1.25 per reel

4 private cutting rooms
DU-ART FILM LAB
245 West 55th Street

Columbus 5-4907

Selling Like "Hot Dogs
Tickets for the big 'Ball s

Chain" party, sponsored by the
M.P.A., to be given Phil M. Di
(Jack narrower), of The Fl
Daily staff, who becomes a bened
Sept. 12, are selling like "hot do|
at a double header. The bache
party, which will be held at 1

Hotel Dixie, Sept. 10, promises to'

one of the leading "stag" affairs

the season. Paul Benjamin, trei

urer of the committee on arranj
ments, has a few ducats left

early purchasers.

•I

Indoor Fair in Theater
Louisville—The Rialto has hf

the scene of an indoor fair for
past three days. Cooperating
the newspapers and the city
chants, booths were erected aroi

the theater for the display of
chandise. "Transatlantic" was
picture attraction, supplementedi
six vaudeville acts.
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Harwick, Mass. — Special equip-

ment for deaf patrons has been in-

stalled by the Modern.

Fort Valley, Ga.—Ed Booth has
bought the Peach theater. Booth
also operates the Grand at Macon.

Abbeyville, la.—Work has been
started on Frank's theater building
which will seat 790.

Millvale, Pa.—L. J. Bender has
taken over the Grand from the
Western Pennsylvania Amusement
Co.

Buffalo—Basil Bros, will reopen
the Hollywood on September 5.

Topeka, Kan.—J. E. Pennington
has installed De Forest sound equip-
ment in the Crystal here, which
will be opened today.

Kansas City, Mo.—The Commun-
ity theater (F. V. Silver) atHumans-
ville. Mo., just has been equipped
with De Forest sound by the Cole
Theater Supply Co. here, and will

formally open today.

South Pittsburgh, Tenn.—H. G.
Jenkins has installed Western Elec
trie equipment in the Palace.

Chi. Theater Owners Seek
Dissolution of Injunction

(.Continued from Page 1)

ago. The action was taken in an ef-

fort to have licenses of permit men
revoked after it had been charged
they were obtained by fraud. Judge
Hall referred the matter to a Master
in Chancery who will at once start

taking testimony on it. It is likely

that some time will elapse before a
decision is reached. Otherwise there
has been no change in the situation.

Theaters at which stench bombs
were set off on Saturday, the Jack
son Park and the Madelin, are on
the South and the West Sides re-

spectively. The police are still in-

vestigating the stench bombing of
these two houses. Assistant State's
Attorney Charles E. Lounsbury rec-
ommended that the licenses of 137
non-union projectionists be revoked,
alleging that with one exception
they had been obtained by fraud.

SUNSHIN€

"Bought" clicking so loudly that
eight houses in various sections are
holding picture over.

UlMl
• • • A LITTLE over two years ago there was a young
feller acting as operator in the booth of the Publix theayter in

Lakeland, Florida a quiet sort of a chap one of

those kind who lets others do the yapping while he does the

heavy thinkin' a mugg with a mechanical inventive turn

of mind always foolin' around with cameras and pro-

jection machines in his spare time while the other opera-

tors fooled around with well, what DO operators fool

around with after business hours? and the result was

the invention of the Contner lens adaptor which is now
an important part of most of the projection machines of the

nation and for this li'l gimmick which J. Bergi Cont-

ner knocked oflf in his spare time. . he collected 25 grand

outright not bad for a youngster of 23 yars, eh?

• • • MEANWHILE Bergi had struck up an acquaintance
with George Gullette who was makin' local advertism'
reels in tnat section George used Uergi to snoot some
01 nis pix and discovered that tliis young man was a
wiz witn the lens so tney joined forces and came
up here to the Jtsig Hamlet resolved to Do or Bust
and in two snort years these ginks have been steppin' along
together high, wide and handsome having made it a
threesome witn Verne iiraman another young man with
inventive genius and ya can waiK over to the Atlas
boununim stuae any day and see a practical demon-
stration of wnat they are doin' not only in bound
but in Color havin' associated themselves with Greg-
ory Linder, prexy of Colorfiim Corp a swell combina-
tion tnat IS knocKin' 'em dead m all Branches of studio activity.

• • • JUST TO complete the record about Mister Contner
he has put the sound in the Akeley cameras

doped out a nifty portable sound outfit that has been officially

adopted by the U. S. Mavy and in his odd moments he
knocked off the Cineglow sound system of recording
and outside of that, Bergi has just been loafin' around
wastin' his Youth and if this lad of 26 ever settles

down in earnest we'll betctia that he will be heard
from meanwhile he is an omcial of all three corpora-
tions above mentioned drawin' handsome salaries three
ways, of course just a Southern boy tryin' to struggle
along in a Tough Racket while a lotta veterans born
and raised in the film biz are constantly complainin'
that there are no Breaks ! oops

• • • THIS MUST be Youth's Day in this kolum
for here we have the spectacle of Alvin Adams bein'
moved up from the press book dep't of Paramount to
the very important position of assistant advertisin' manager

when Cliff i-.ewis succeeded Russell Holman
and it seems only like yesterday that Alvin could be
seen runnin' around cheerfully just a kid office boy in
the same organizashe golly, they sure do Move Up
fast in this Paramount outfit when they've got The
Stuff like Alvin has

• • • UNDERSTAND that Mister Goldwyn's pix, "Street
Scene," was put through the works without any United Ar-
tists credit on the print ready to show at the Rivoli

but they discovered the oversight the last moment
and cut in a silent credit strip for the New York

opening

Short Shots from
New York Studios

r^LAUDETTE COLBERT, Huj|
O'Connell, Betty Garde

Georges Metaxa, principals
"Secrets of a Secretary," were e

present at the New York openii
of the picture on Friday night,

;

the Paramount theater. It wj
necessary for O'Connell to huri
over between acts of "Once In
Lifetime," in which he has bee
playing the role of Dr. Lewis, whi(
he created and has acted for tl

past year.

Margaret Lee, who plays the fen
mine lead opposite Walter O'Kee.
in ''Platinum Blondes," a Vitapho)
short, prepared for a picture care(
by playing roles in recent Broadwa
shows, including "Made In Hollt
wood" and "June Moon." She
now appearing in "Once In a Lif<
time," the stage satire on Holli/woi

Notes : Gary Coope|l
d and fit, attract.njj
admiration at var

Paramount Notes:
looking bronzed and
much feminine admi
ous first nights Tallulah Bani
head elated over her role in "Til
Cheat" Terry Carroll, Nancy
sister, is again acting as her stanj
in ... . Entire upper stage resembk
the deck of an ocean liner f:
"Blind Cargo."

Court Finds Wichita
Sunday Law Invali(
(Continued from Page 1)

porary injunction restraining Mn
Meta Barron from operating he
theater on Sundays at the sami
time, holding that the injunctioij
procedure was incorrect In her casi
and that under state law crimina
iction and not civil should be usee

Judge R. E. Bird, counsel for th
council of churches which has lef

che fight against Sunday movies, .

preparing an appeal on the injunC
tion suit. The whole question
likely to go to a higher court t
final settlement.

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishcf and con-
gratulations are ex-
tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

Septemcer 1
Rex Beach
Richard Arlen
John Mack Brown
Marilyn Miller
Miriam Seegar
George O'Brien
Allan Forrest
Edwin S. Clifford



LITTLE FATHER'S FINGER PUBLIC NIGHT
CAESAR SON POINTS ENEMY NURSE,

theyVe got to be

MORE than big

to Hold Over at

the N.Y. Strand.

Now mCHAIlD

IUrthelmess
heads the list of The Sirand^s

best money makers in THE

LAST FLIGHT
with

DAVID MANNERS
HELEN CHANDLER
JOHN MACK BROWN
ELLIOTT NUGENT
WALTER BYRON

First of

FIRST NATIONAL'S
new season star hits sets the pace
from coast to coast ^ 4 ^ 4

{MORE THAN YOUR CONTRACT CALLS FOR)
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
"DIES again come into their own.

Mack Sennett is now doing "The
Great Pie Mystery," a burlesque
based on gangster and mystery
stories, which will feature Harry
Gribbon and May Boley. Del Lord
is the director.

* * *

Ten former collegiate grid stars,

including three all-Americans and
four team captains, have been signed
by Paramount to appear in "Touch-
doivn!". The ten are Russ Saunders,
Morley Drury, Jesse Hibbs, Roy
Reigels, Nate Barragar, Harry
Edelson, Marjor Apsit, Jesse Shaw,
Frank Anthony and Dick Temple-
ton.

* * *

Joan Peers has been added by Fox
to the cast of "Over the Hill." Mae
Marsh, James Dunn, Sally Eilers,

James Kirkwood, William Pawley
and Edward Crandall have leading
roles. Henry King will direct.

Recently, genial Jed Buell, prob-
ably affected by the heat, wooed the

muse and wrote a poem dedicated to

his goldfish. Jed is Boswell for

Mack Sennett.
* * *

Harry Carr recently typed the fol-

lowing, "/ have been in many groups
of men when they were talking. I

have yet to hear one man talk about
babies—nor have I ever seen a man
show a photo of a baby." Apparent-
ly, Harry has never met Jerry Hoff-
man.

* * *

If stars should be cast according
to picture titles, we would place
Clara Bow in "The Greeks Had a
Word for It."

* * *

Howard J. Green is working on
his third original story for Colum-
bia. It will star Jack Holt. Green
wrote "The Dangerous Affair," co-

starring Holt and Ralph Graves, and
an original for Barbara Stanwyck.

« « *

Molly O'Day replaces Sally O'Neil
in the Fox Film, production, "Sob
Sister."

* itii *

Junior Coghlan is taking his art
seriously. Signed for a jockey role
in the Tiffany Production, "Race
Track," starring Leo Carrillo,

Junior is practising up on his gal-

loping several hours a day, and run-
ning down to Agua Caliente to ride

'Shanghai Express' for Marlene

Paramount has selected "Shang-
hai Express," an original story by

Harry Hervey for Marlene Dietrich's

first starring vehicle following her

return from Europe. Josef von

Sternberg will again direct Miss
Dietrich. In her support will be
Clive Brook, Anna May Wong and
Louise Closser Hale.

on the famous track which will be
seen in the picture.

* * *

Isabelle Withers, Howard Hick-
man, Wally Albright and Bud
Jamiesou have been added to the

cast of "The Big Scoop,' an Rj\L>
fathe comedy which stars Frauh.
McHugh, with Mae Busch in an im-
portant role. Harry Sweet is di-

recting.

First National does itself proud
in tne casting of Marilyn iViiUer's

new starring vehicle, "Her Majesty,
Liove." JtJen Lyon will play opposite
ner, and tour—count em, tour —
comeoians will be in the cast—Leon
Jirrol, W. C. Held, I'ord Sterling
and Chester Conklin. Others in Miss
Millers support will be Guy Kib-
bee, Mauae H-burne, Kuth Hall,
tirandon Hurst and Mae Madison,
rroauction starts Sept. 8 under the
direction of Wilhelm Dieterle.

"Freighters of Destiny" is the
new western story purchased from
Adele Buttington by KivO Pathe to

star Tom iveene. Miss Buttington
has already started the adaptation
of the story and will have it in

shape for actual production eariy

in September.

* * *

The Tiffany Chimps, under the

direction of Sig Neufeld, have start-

ed another of their antic-filled com-
edies of monkey business at the Hol-
lywood studios. "Gland Hotel" is

the title selected for the new laugh-
maker.

Louise Closser Hale, who recently

scored a screen hit with Constance
Bennett in "Born to Love," is again
appearing under the RKO Pathe
banner. The veteran character
actress will be seen as Ann Hard-
ing's mother in the star's forthcom-
ing production, "Devotion."

"Silent Thunder" replaces "Gos-
sip" as the title of the drama which
will be included in Tiffany's Qual-
ity Group of twelve features. "Sil-

ent Thunder" is based on Andrew
Soutar's popular novel bearing the
same title.

Pittsburgh Circuit

Houses Sign Contract
Pittsburgh— Pittsburgh's larger

houses, circuit operated, have signed
a two-year contract with the opera-
tors' union. Projectionists em-
ployed in 40 independent houses are
reported locked out owing to failure

to reach an agreement on a new
contract. Members of the new pro-
jectionists' union sponsored by the
exhib unit here will take their

places.

Caynor, Dunn to Co-Star
IVest Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—James Dunn and Janet

Caynor are to be co-starred in

' Heart Free," a Fox picture from

an original story by George DeSylva.

David Butler will direct. The film,

it is said, will introduce a back-

ground entirely new to pictures.

Filming will start following "Sob
Sister" now in work.

ONLY 17 REMAKES ARE

SCHEDULED FOR NEW YEAR

iCotitirnied from Page 1)

been cut to six for the present sea-

son. They will be "Skyline" for-

merly "iiiast Side, West Side";
'Kiders of the Purple Sage," "The
yellow Ticket," "Over the Hill,"

•Salomy Jane" and "In Her Arms'
which as a silent was titled "Fazil."
Paramount has scheduled four re-

makes as against six for last sea-

son. They are "The Cheat," "Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," "The Miracle
Man" and "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-
bage Patch." Universal will re-

make "Lasca of the Rio Grande,"
it being the only remake as against
five for last year. RKO-Pathe made
none last season but will remake
into sound "The Big Gamble" known
in silent as "Red Dice." "The Com-
mon Law" another remake has al-

ready been released by them. M-G-M
last year issued four remakes but
have only one, "The Squaw Man,"
for 1931-32 release. RKO Radio
made one remake last year and will

make one, "The Dove" this season.

First National remade nine last

season but have scheduled only two
for the current year. They are
"Penrod and Sam" and "School
Days." Warner produced seven re-

makes last season and will make
none this year. Last season United
Artists and Tiffany made two re-

makes with none planned for 1931-
32. Columbia produced one remake
last year with none scheduled for
the present season.

New Birmingham Contract
Cuts Operators 10 P. C.
Birmingham — Accepting a 10

per cent reduction in wages, the
operators' union has signed a new
two-year contract with Publix and
RKO. Policy of continuing two
men in the booth continues. So far
independent theaters and the pro-
jectionists have not reached an
agreement on a new contract.

San Angelo Goes Non-Union
Dallas—Three theaters in San

Angelo, having refused to sign a
jontract with the recently-formed
operators' union, are using non-
nion projectonists.

Omaha Pacts Expire Oct. 1

Omaha — Omaha theaters have
until Oct. 1 to sign a new contract
with the projectionists' union.

40 INDIE HOUSES SET TO

RUN WITH I NAN IN BOOm
Cincinnati—Starting today, 40 in-

dependent houses will begin to
operate with one operator in their
jooths, according to a decision made
at a meeting at the Hotel Gibson
at which they rejected the union's
proposal that two men be employed
in each booth and a reduction of

hj5 a week be effected in each pro-
jectionists' salary. The union con-
cract expired yesterday.

Novel, Individual Policy
For Trans Lux Houses

(Contnined from Page 1)

be the screen-press of the nation.
We hope to have theaters showing
short films pertinent to the most
discussed and prominent subjects of
the times. Each hou.e will have its

individual 'screen tneme' and will
cater to those interested in the in-

dividual subject or those wanting
to broaden their knowledge of cur-
rent happenings and discussions."

Hit Film Costs, Producer
Ownership of Theaters

(Contimied from Page 1)

says: "We ask you to devote your-
self 10 the making of better pictures
rather than to the operation of

neighborhood houses which you have
demonstrated by ample proof is legi-

timately the field of the independent
exhibitor. Divorce yourself from the
ownership of these costly playthings
and turn them back to the indepen-
dents who know how to operate
them profitably."

Assailing production costs, the
statement says in reference to ren-
tals: "Mounting production costs,

poor pictures, crazy competition for

stars, a riot of extravagance and
waste—all these burdens are passed
oa to the theater men and to the
theatergoers." Charge is made that
despite a decrease of 25 percent on
prices of all other commodities dur-
ing the past two years, there has
been "a general increase in film

prices and percentages for the 10th
consecutive year."
Primary purposes of the meeting

are to criticize the M-G-M sales pol-

icy and to assail score charges.

Grad Sears Closes Another
Publix-Dubinsky circuit of Kan-

sas and Missouri has bought Vita-

phone shorts 100 per cent under a

deal closed for Warners by Grad-
well Sears.

British R-R Talkies
London— British-Caumont, the Fox

controlled company, and the North

Eastern Railway have held a suc-

cessful demonstration of talking

films aboard a railroad train. A 60

foot coach on the "Scarborough

Flier" was transformed into a movie

theater for the test. Plans are under

way to equip all long-distance trains

with talkie equipment.
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Max Brand's Thrilling Novel will

be his first picture for UNIVERSAL

Watch for announcement of the

5 Other

Marvelous Stories

For the Industry's Biggest

Western Box-oFFice drawl

UNIVERSALIS
amazing pace is dazzling the industry!



IS GOLDEN!
While "THE SMILING LIEUTENANT" and "AMERICAN
TRAGEDY" continue their country-wide box office clean-up

PARAMOUNT gives you another mighty 1931-2 dramatic

smash. "I believe ''SILENCE' will be listed as one of the finest

dramatic features ever made by any company", writes S. H.

Rich, Montpelier, Idaho. "'^SILENCE' gripped me completely.

It is one of the greatest, if not THE greatest picture I have

ever seen", says Bob Menches, Liberty Theatre, Akron, Ohio.

Typical of what smart showmen think of this picture.

A GOLDEX FLOW OF BIG BUSINESS HITS

PARAMOUNT
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Theater Men Ask For Original 5-5-5 Contract

EXHIBSTO MEET Wira^M-G-M SALESJIEAD

Universal To Produce Features In France, Says Laemmie
Announces His Production

Plans at Dinner
in Paris

Paris—At a luncheon given yes-

terday in honor of Georges Melies,

French film pioneer, Carl Laemmie
announced that plans have been
completed for Universal to make
features in France. Native casts

and companies will produce films

for distribution by Universal thru
Germany and England under the su-

pervision of American producers. An
arrangement has also been complet-
ed whereby Tobis will make pictures

(Contiyiued on Page 6)

iNPHIS CIRCUIT HOUSES

CLOSED IN DEADLOCK

Memphis—Negotiations with oper-
ators are deadlocked with all cir-

cuit houses closed indefinitely.

Neighborhood houses continue to

run. Theaters involved in the shut-
down are Loew's State, Loew's Pal-
ace, RKO Orpheum and Warner's.

|E. E. Whitaker Now Heads
Publix Atlanta Houses

E. E. Whitaker, city manager of
the Paramount-Publix theaters, has
been promoted to the managership
of all Paramount-Publix theaters in
Atlanta. N. Edward Beck of Day-
tona Beach, Fla., will succeed Whit-
aker who will be stationed at Keith's
Georgia.

Rhode Island Indie Exhibs

Will Act Against Union

Providence—Independent houses in this

city and Pawtucket are planning to act

against union operators whom, they claim,

are trying to interfere with their houses.

They declare they can't stand the union

wage scale.

Move Towards Killing Score Charges
Exhibitors left the national protest meeting at the Hotel Astor yesterday

afternoon with a feeling that another step had been taken towards the elimina-

tion of score charges. Speaking for Warner Bros. Sam E. Morris sent a mes-
sage in which he said that "if any company wishes to abandon score charges,

there is nothing in the way to stop it." This was regarded as clearing the

atmosphere inasmuch as Sidney R. Kent, according to various leaders, once

stated that providing Warner Bros, dropped score charges, other distributors

would do likewise.

Columbia Exploitation Crew
Permanent in 8 Key Centers
Permanent assignment of eight

exploitation men in districts cover-
ing the entire country was announc-
ed yesterday by Columbia. The men
were recently placed in the field as
a "flying squadron" to exploit "Di-
rigible" and "The Miracle Woman"
but have been notified to retain their

posts to exploit all Columbia first-
(Continued on Pagf 6)

Call International Official

Into K. C. Union Row
Kansas City— Theater owners

have decided to extend negotiations
with operators for 10 days in order
to permit operators to bring in an
official of the international organiza-
tion to represent them.

Time Extension In Squabble
New Orleans—At a conference of

theater owners, musicians, stage
hands and projectionists, held yes-

terday, it was agreed to extend the

period for negotiating contracts

until tomorrow. Musicians will

negotiate separately regarding sub-

stitution of show basis for overtime
basis, reducing salaries about 15

per cent and a six weeks cancella-

tion clause in contract. Twenty or-

ganists, of whom 18 are in ne'gi
borhood houses, with one at the
Saenger and one at the Strand, will

be dismissed with projectionists han-
dling music for silent shorts and
consequently demanding two men in

a booth. Points in dispute with
stage hands are reported as being
minor grievances.

Theater Men Ask For Contract
As Adopted At 5-5-5 Meeting

Yates to Defend $1,500,000

Suit Against Consolidated
H. J. Yates, of Consolidated Film

Industries announced yesterday that

he is prepared to defend the $1,500,-

000 suit to be instituted by the In-

surance Co., of North America, The
{Ctnttinutd on PiB* d)

Calling for the placing into effect
of the new standard exhibition con-
tract, "without unneceesaTy delay,"
in its exact form as drafted and
adopted by the 5-5-5 conferences at
Atlantic City last year, a resolu-
tion was passed by the national ex-
hibitor protest meeting at the Ho-

iContinmd on Pogt 6)

Committee Will Seek
Modification of

Sales Policy
Appointment of a continuing com-

mittee to confer with Felix Feist
concerning modification of the
M-G-M percentage deal requirements
and to also work towards elimina-
tion of score charges by all distri-

butors was an outstanding result of
yesterday's national non-partisan ex-
hibitor meeting at the Hotel Astor.
The gathering, which comprised 150

(Contmiied on Page 8)

FEIST TALK CIS IDEA

SALES POUCY ELASTIC

Assertion of Felix Feist, M-G-M
director of sales, to the effect thatJ

"no sales policy is applicable to
every situation" was interpreted as
meaning that his company will not
insist with its percentage deal de-
mands in every instance. This was
the opinion of exhib leaders who
heard Feist defend his company and
its sales policy a. the national ex-
hibitor protest meeting staged at
the Hotel Astor yesterday.

Feist, who received complete at-/
(.Coiitiiiued OH Page 8)

Allied Units in Support
Of Exhib Meet Objects

Although Abram F. Myers was
inable to attend the national ex-
hibitor protest meeting at New
York yesterday, owing to more
pressing appointments of an Allied

(.Continued on Page 8)

Rudy Vallee Will Star

In Para. Shorts Series

Rudy Vallee is headed for pictures again
with Paramount planning to star the croon-
er in a series of shorts. Production will

be at New York studio under direction of

Larry Kent.
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"Free Soul" Ends Run
M-G-M's "A Free Soul" will close

its Broadway engagement at the As-
ter Monday night after a run of 14

weeks. "The Guardsman" with Al-

fred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne will

re-open the house Sept. 9.
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Sees Incompetency Being Weeded Out
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Incompetency and mediocrity is gradually being weeded out of

the picture industry, asserts Carl Laemmie, Jr. Talent now available is of a

much higher order than it was a few years ago, he declares.

Allied Unit to Discuss
Anti-Buying Campaign

Minneapolis—An anti-buying cam-
paign will be discussed by members
of the Allied Northwest unit at their

semi-annual convention planned for

this city Sept. 9 and 10. President
Abram F. Myers will attend.

Five New Features Set
By Kane for Elstree

London—Robert T. Kane has an-

nounced that five new features are
planned for production at Elstree
Imperial studios for Paramount.
"The Light that Failed" unit will

leave in November for Sudan to

take sequences for the Rudyard
Kipling story.

"Maciste In Hell" Gets
N. E. States Distribution
Herman Rifkin of Hollywood

Films Corp., Boston, has contracted
to handle "Maciste in Hell" through-
out the New England states. Nicho-
las Macri and Arthur Ziehm repre-
sented Olympia Macri Excelsior Pic-
tures Corp., holder of American dis-

tribution rights.

"Der Hamplemann" at 8th St.

"Der Hamplemann" ("The Pup-
pet"), based on an operetta of the
same title, opens at the 8th St.

Playhouse, Sept. 7. Music is by
Robert Stolz who wrote the score
for "Two Hearts in Waltz Time."

Al Parker, Fox Scout, Returning
Albert Parker, talent scout for

Fox, will return from Hollywood in

three weeks at which time tests will

be resumed here. In the meantime,
Joe Shea is lining up 10 minute
sketches for test purposes.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Edward's Institute for Motion Picture Op

erators; M. S. Feingold, 303 Fifth Ave,,
New York. $10,000.

Manhattan Productions, theatrical; S. R.
Golding, 489 Eighth Ave., New York. $20,000.
Andre Debrie, Inc., of America, sound re-

cording apparatus; S. V. Ryan, Albany, N.
V. 1,000 shares common.
Upper New York Theaters Corp.; E. J.

Ludvigh, 1501 Broadway. New York. 100
shares common.
National Illustrated Film and Disk Corp.,

motion picture films; E. S. Silver, 11 Park
Place, New York. $10,000.

Nostrand Amusement Corp.; I. H. Alper,
130 West 42nd St., New York. 200 shares
common.

Planet Pictures Corp., motion pictures; The
company, Albany, N. Y. 200 shares com-
mon.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Publix Ottumwa Theaters, Inc., Wilming-

ton, Del., theaters; Corporation Trust Co.
Dover, Del. 200 shares common.

Big Opening Shindig
For Para. Aurora House
Aurora, 111.—The Paramount, new

de luxe Publix-Great States theater,
will open Sept. 3. It will be in

charge of E. B. Lewis, Publix city

manager. House seats 2,200. In
conjunction with the opening Made-
line Woods, publicity chief of the
Great States division of Publix, has
interested local civic authorities in

making the opening an occasion for
a civic celebration.
The house will play straight talk-

ing pictures except Sunday, when
a vaudeville bill will be added, and
for occasional stage attractions,

especially radio stars. Feature or-

ganist will be Banks Kennedy, for-

merly at the Paramount, Fort
Wayne, and Paramount, Scranton,
Pa.

Warners to Reopen Mosque
Plans for the reopening of War-

ners Mosque in Newark are being
completed with the latest addition
Governor Larson who has accept-
ed an invitation to officially reopen
the house. Albert Howson, of War-
ners will be master of ceremonies
and broadcasting of the ceremonies
will be carried by WOR. "Five Star
Final" will be the opening feature.

Army To Build 5 Theaters
IVasliington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The Army has de-

cided to build five $20,000 fire-proof
theaters, for motion picture pro-
grams. They will be located at Fort
Niagara, Fort H. G. Wright and
Madison Barracks, in New York;
Fort Hancock, N. J. and Fort Crook,
Neb. Admission price for enlisted
men will be 15 cents, civilians 25
cents and children 10 cents.

"Dreyfus" Run Indefinite
"The Dreyfus Case" will stay at

the Warner on Broadway for an in-

definite run, it was announced yes-
terday by Warners. Last week-end,
box-office receipts amounted to "five
figures" for the first time in a year
at the Warner, according to a War-
ner official.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota
North and South Dakota, Radit
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

Sept. 25: "The Exhibitor" annual golf tour-
nament at Lu Lu Country Club,
Philadelphia.

Sept. 28-30: French Educational Film Con-
gress, Paris.

Oct. 1

:

Hispano - American Motion Pic-
ture Congress, Madrid, Spain.

Oct. 4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention oi

M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsyl-
vania, Pittsburgh.

Oct. 5-8: Fall meeting of the Society oi

Motion Picture Engineers, Hem
Ocean House, Swampscott,
Mass.

Oct. 31 : Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.

Nov. 4

:

Annual Awards Dinner of Act-
demy of M. P. Arts & Science^
Hollywood. ^H

Fox West Coast Buys
M-G-M on Percentage

IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Fox West Coast has

bought all M-G-M product for the
1931-32 season. Deals for all the-

aters are on a straight percentage
basis.

Loew's To Declare Dividend
At the regular meeting of the

Loew's, Inc., board of directors, set

for Sept. 9, it is learned that the

regular dividend of $3 a share will

be declared. For the fiscal year

ended Aug. 31, it is likely that $7

a share will be shown on the 1,462,-

G84 common shares of which 660,900

shares are owned by the Film

Securities Corp.

Warners Re-sign "Chic" Sale

Charles "Chic" Sale has been re-

signed by Warner Bros., to a long

term contract. His next role will

be announced in a few days.

COMING & GOING
J

HAL ROACH left by airplane for the

coast yesterday.
PAUL CAVANAGH, Fox feature player

will arrive Saturday morning from Toronto

and will sail for Europe on the Leviathan

a few hours later.

ZEPPO MARK arrived yesterday via air-

plane, from the coast.

J. J. McCarthy arrives Thursday on the

Leviathan.
ALBERT PARKER, will return from the

coast in three weeks.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640



NOT A DRY
SEAT IN THE
HOUSE!

WHAT ARE THOSE "M-G-
SPORT CHAMPIONS"?
Let the Trade Revieivers tell you:

WHIPPET RACING-HeW Over 2nd Week, Capitol, N. Y.

"One of the better kind of shorts. Maximum of laughter reaction.'*

—

Variety

"Smart and sparkling. Audience sparkled with it."—M. P. Herald.

"Carthay Circle audience went for it in a big way."—M. P. Daily

"Side-splitting dialogue by Pete Smith."

—

Hollywood Reporter

WILD AND WOOLLY-Extended Run in Los Angeles

"Ideal short. Certain to click in a big way. Dialogue by Pete Smith sparkling with
laughs from start to finish."

—

Hollywood Reporter

12 M-G-M SPORTS CHAMPIONS FOR YOU!
A new idea in Short Subjects! Sport headliners of Swimming, Wrestling, Track, Tennis, etc.

in fast action single reelers. Laughs and effects by Pete Smith.

BOOK BILL TILDEN'S TENNIS
Reels During National Tournament

'•M-G-M'S GOT SOME-
THING," says Kann.

"Carving a notch among
the high places of short-

subjects, the first three of
the Bill Tilden tennis pic-

tures click with a resound-

ing smack. M-G-M's got

something!"

•^Maurice Kann Editorial

in M. P. DAILY

'National Championship Tennis Tournament, Forest Hilb, Long Island,

September 5th to 12th. Cash in on the country-wide publicity.

-G-
Shorts—
but SWEET!
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Newspapers prochxi

IT MUST BE GOOD V

DAILY NEWS
• * •

" 'Dreyfus Case,' a moving film, rates 3 stars.

The acting is impressive .... is a moving spec-

tacle. The Warner Theatre was crowded for the

initial showing of the film, and I have no doubts

that it will continue to draw crowds."

Kate Cameron

DAILY MIRROR
"An impressive picture. Dignified and stirring

film. The cast is uniformly excellent. The per-

formance of Cedric Hardwicke, who plays

Dreyfus, is a gem." Bland Johaneson

TIMES
"An intensely interesting picture. The dialogue

in this production is adroitly penned. ,The per-

formers all do efficient work . .
."

Mordaunt Hall

AMERICAN
" 'Dreyfus Case' historically thrilling in i

movie form. The -film at the Warner must I

regarded as a true historical document—a dran

of real life—in which the participants are li

surrected to enact their celebrated roles agaiii

Speaks well for the executives who selected if

Regina CreH

EVE* POtT i

"The 'Dreyfus Case' .... has been dramatize

with triumphant skill and understanding . i

it is a picture which everyone ought to rus

immediately to see— it is a poignant and deepl

human document, magnificently acted an

magnificent, too, in its pictorial and atmo/

pheric fidelity." Thornton Delehanii

Another SMASH HIT /rom



9 BUSINESS!

it a Smashing Hit I
1

Reserve such praise

HERALD TRIBUNE

. . an earnest, straightforward and intensely

ilteresting dramatic screen dratna ... so in-

brently powerful is its drama and so honestly

Jid unaffectedly is its narrative handled that

tie photoplay never ceases being enormously

lective. In addition, it is admirably cast."

Richard Watts, Jr,

M* P* DAILY

"resenting something different, -the 'Dreyfus

ise* is a suspenseful drama of France's scandal

1 1894. The trial scene in the Zola case is the

cture's highlight . . . the cast is uniformly

fed."

FILM DAILY

"Well acted and forcefully presented adapta*

tion of famous French treason case. Cedric

Hardwicke handles the title role admirably,

giving an intelligent reading at all times."

VARIETY
" 'Dreyfus Case' surprises. First time in months

house in five figures. Ought to get good money
. . . opened to capacity. 'Dreyfus' is a certain

grosser and bound to do business . . . but its best

indication of strength lies in the line waiting in

front of Warner's tonight (opening night), to

see the picture. First time the house has done

that kind of business in over a year."

PENDABLE COLUMBIA!
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
(""LARK GABLE will play opposite

Joan Crawford in "The Mir-
age." Miss Crawford will play the
role Florence Reed created on the
New York stage. Lenore J. Coffee
has prepared the screen version of
the Edgar Selwyn play.

* * *

A former studio publicity man,
who has been giving radio programs,
has been "given the air."

* * Hi

Endre Bohem, who has been with
Fox and M-G-M, has joined the
Paramount scenario staff and is

writing an original, "Constanti-
nople."

* >•> *

Our Passing Show: Joe Schnitzer,
Howard Estabrook, Pandro Berman,
Myles Connolly, Charles Beyer, Billy

Hamilton. Humphrey Pearson, Paul
Sloane, James Ashmore Creelman,
Jimmy Townsend, J. V. Maresca,
Carl Dreher, Harold Schwartz. Pat
O'Brien, Irene Dunne. John Halli-

day, Allen Rivkin, Sig Schlager
Hunter Lovelace at the preview of

"Consolation Marriage"; Paul Perez
motoring on Melrose.

* * *

Garrett Fort, veteran scenarist,

has written an original, "The Sec-
ond Shot," which will star Helen
Twelvetrees at RKO Pathe. He
also wrote the screen play and dia-

logue for "Frankenstein," which is

in production at Universal. "The
Lady Descends," a play which he
wrote in collaboration with Gamett
Weston, will be presented in New
York in the fall.

* * *

Regis Toomey, who was a foot-

ball manager at the University of
Pittsburgh, is playing an impor-
tant role in "Touchdown," which is

being made by Paramount.
« * *

Richard Cahoon, veteran film ed-

itor, will edit "Men in Her Life,"
which will be made by Columbia,
with William Beaudine directing.

* * Dl

Lloyd Whitlock is losing little

time between pictures. He had no
sooner finished work in "Scare-
heads," a Richard Talmadge pro-
duction, than he was signed for a
role in "The Last Performance,"
which is being made by Chesterfield
Prods.

* *

More Passing Show: John LeRoy
Johnston and his sons, Billy and

Etherizing Bobby

Bobby )ones, of recent months a

picture luminary, and Grantland Rice

will do some talking for the beneft
of radio fans Sept. 2 over the NBC
network from 10.30 to 11 p.m. Rice

will do interview on Bobby's obser-

vations on the amateur golf tourna-

ment that day at Beverly Country
Club, Chicago.

Junior, lunching at Universal; Abe
Meyer motoring to the Metropolitan
studio; Robert Planck busy at Tif-

fany.
* * *

Harry Lieb is one of the busiest

film editors on the Coast. During
the past two years, he cut 14 fea-

tures and three shorts. He is now
editing "Up and Up" at Universal.
Before joining Universal he was
with Hal Roach.

« * ii

John Stumar, ace cameraman, who
photographed "The Flood" and "The
Avenger," for Columbia, is now
doing the camera work on "Left
Over Ladies" at Tiffany. Before
going to Tiffany, he spent several

months in the trick camera depart-

ment at Warner-First National.
« 4> *

Mary Nolan has been signed by
Al Mannon to appear in "Decency,"
which he will produce for Peerless,

at the Tec Art studios.
!) »> If

Lucien Littlefield and Frank
Sheridan have been signed for im-

portant character roles in Para-
mounVs "The Man I Killed" fea-

turing Lionel Barrymore, Phillips

Holmes and Nancy Carroll. Ernst
Lubitsch will direct.

Stench Bombs Again
Charlotte, N. C. — A reward of

$100 has been offered by the Cri-

terion Amusement Co. for informa-
tion leading to the identification of

stench-bomb throwers in the Cri-

terion.

"Bargain" at Both Strands
"The Bargain" an adaptation of

Philip Barry's Harvard prize play,

"You and I," opens at the New
York and Brooklyn Strands tomor-

"Last Flight" at Beacon
"The Last Flight" opens tomor-

row at the Beacon after a two week
run at the Strand.

Social Research M. P. School
A course in the history, technique

and achievement of the motion pic-

ture is announced for the fall term
of the New School for Social Re-
search.

Francis X. Bushman on Air
Francis X. Bushman will "word-

picture" Ethel. John and Lionel
Barrymore Friday evening between
9:30 and 10 o'clock over WJZ of the
National Broadcasting Co.

Capitol Sept. Bookings
"This Modern Age," "The Squaw

Man," "The Phantom of Paris" and
"Susan Lenox" have been booked to
play the Capitol on Broadway dur-
ing September. They are all

M-G-M productions.

New Union Idea

Dallas—Said to be an inspiration

of stage hands and local musicians

out of work, window stickers bear-

ing pleas of "Bring Stage Shows
Back" and "Keep Stage Shows in

Dallas" are being supplied to stores

all over the city.

THEATER MEN ASK FOR

ORIGINAL 5-5-5 CONTRACT

(Continued from Page 1)

tel Astor yesterday. It was intro-
duced by President M. A. Lightman
of the M. P. T. 0. A. who was par-
ticularly active in its shaping and
has since exerted every effort to
bring about its actual adoption by
distributors. Its unanimous adop-
tion was the result of some exhibi-
tor opinion that the standard con-
tract which distributors plan to ef-
fect will not conform vdth the one
approved at Atlantic City.

Universal to Produce
Features in France

(Continued from Page 1)

for Universal distribution in Ger-
many. Harry Tiel, German film star
has already been engaged to make
four pictures a year for the next
two years under the Tobis-Universal
banner.

Yates to Defend $1,500,000
Suit Against Consolidated

(Continued from Page 1)

Royal Insurance Co., and other in-

surance companies, in connection
with, losses paid by the insurance
companies following the distruction
of negatives at a recent fire in the
Melrose St. laboratory, Hollywood.

"Bad Company" Book Tie-up
Grosset and Dunlap will tie-up in

an exploitation campaign with RKO-
Pathe on "Bad Company" the next
Helen Twelvetrees starring feature.
The publishers will issue special
"jackets" and promotional matter
with the book "Put on the Spot"
from which the screen play was
adapted.

COLUMBIA EXPLOITATION

CREW IN 8 KEY CENTET

(Continued from Page 1)

runs over RKO, Warner and oth
circuits. In certain instances, t

permanent force will be supplemei
ed by a secondary crew where se

eral first-runs occur simultaneous
in the same territories.

The following exploitation m
have been appointed to distr.

posts: John Curran, New Engla
district, headquarters at Bosto
Mike Newman, Western distrl
headquarters in Los Angeles; B
Horter, Eastern district, headquE
ters in Cincinnati; F. F. Vincei
Middle States district, headquarte
in St. Louis; Garrett Cupp, Sou
Mid West district, headquarters
Kansas City; Jack Thoma, Mid Wei'

district, headquarters in Chicag
Ted Toddy, Southern district, hea
quarters in Atlanta. Ralph Gervt
will be attached to the home ofii

in New York, and will cover (

ploitation at various points betwe
New York and Philadelphia and

|Eastern Pennsylvania.

Robinson At Coliseum
Edward G. Robinson opens

three day engagement at t

Coliseum today with the Jeffers.

to follow. His vaudeville tour v
end at the Palace the week
Sept. 26.

Koenigsberg Songwriters Head
Moses Koenigsberg, president L

Kay Features has agreed to seii

as executive director of the Sor"
writers Protective Association.

Mi-friends Clubhouse Opens
The Mi-friends Club, consisting

Broadway business men and theat

managers of the Times Square d

trict have opened their new clt,

house at 228 West 52nd St. Ilq

plan a dinner at the Hotel Asf
Dec. 18.

Free Saturday Matinees
Dallas—Three local theaters

give free Saturday matinees
children this fall.

^nq Islands
ietTAItAiT«r IISTIilTI«M

PAIKHAI^I^
ON THE MERRICK ROAD AT

MASSAPEQUA-NEAR JONES BEACH

DINE AND DANCE
WITH

HERB HAGENAH
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Phone: tAaaaptqua 738

•Ki UL TEAt!
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)
bvel Window
hr "Girl Habit"
yANAGER T. W. McKAY of

j

the Publix-Strand, Rutland,
Vt., arranged a most interest-

ng window display in a shoe
itore to play up "Girl Habit."
Che display was in a shoe store
directly opposite the theater;
he window showing a number
jf pairs of ladies' shoes group-
id around a pair of man's shoes
—suggestive of the man being
chased by the girls.

1
—Strand, Rutland, Vt.

* * *

le-Up With
Cassified Ad Page
^NE of the stunts effected by

Manager Roy P. Drachman
jn putting over "The Secret
Jail" at the Publix-Opera
House, Tucson, Ariz., was a
;ieup with the classified ad
)age of one of the local papers.
The newspaper ran three nine-
nch ads featuring cut of Peg-
jy Shannon with phone head-
fear on head. Copy announced
hat phone numbers were scat-
ered among the classified ads
tnd that persons finding their
lumber and making the proper
dentification would be given
fuest tickets to see the picture.—Opera House, Tucson, Ariz.

Clen Dickinson Circuit
leopening Four Theaters
iansas City, Mo.—Glen W. Dick-

iion is reopening the following
'Scond" theaters after being closed
a summer, Sept. 7; Dickinson,
knton, Mo.; Seeyle, Abilene,
t^n.; Varsity, Lawrence, Kan.; and
ti> Dickinson, Manhattan. The
Czy at Junction City will be open-
i Sept. 15. It is being complete-
I; remodeled and equipped with
F;A sound equipment.

;n years ago to-day
IN

^^ssociated Producers-First
taal deal about closed.

Na-

Federal Trade Commission files
f mal complaint against Famous
^lyers and five other corporations
ii six individuals, charging viola-
tn of Sherman and Clayton acts.
VP.T.O. deny having sponsored

mportant changes in state right
i isions drawn up.

RIALT
• • • TALKING OF real pioneers, there is the colorful

personality, Michael E. Comerford .... who is given a build-

up in a biographical article in the Syracuse Herald on

the occasion of his invading the local theatrical field

Mike having taken over general supervision of the 30 upstate

playhouses of Fox. ... which is a long leap from the time

he started his first show about 25 yars ago. ..... with a

remodeled store in Wilkes-Barre a 60-seater a

nickel admission. ... Mike is the original Community Booster

.... they tell the story about a fire near Mike's Nickelodeon

in the Pennsylvania town.. ..and the fireladdies were al-

most frozen in the piercing January air. ..... and Mike per-

sonally went around dishing out hot coffee to 'em say-
ing, "Compliments of Mike Comerford's movie emporium"
..... that's how the Community Spirit started in the film
biz. . . . and Mike has been consistently plugging it ever
since. ... in all his houses. ... and insists that his man-
agers do likewise

• • • COMMUNITY CONSCIOUSNESS is a fetish with
Mike he lives it and breathes it every one of
his theaters is recognized as a community center an
Institution in that particular locality every Comerford
house is a point of contact for those interested in civic welfare

he was one of the first to sponsor the Old Age Pension
plan in this country Mike maintains his own organiza-
tion to keep plugging this plan for his efforts on be-
half of firemen, police and mail carriers, he has those bodies
in every community rooting for his theaters he is iden-
tified with so many public activities, that he has become a
real national figure and heading the largest independent
theater chain and growing faster now than ever
is no Mystery just the inevitable result of Real Service
to the community not trying to see how much dough
his theaters can take Out of It

* * * *

• • • AND NOAV Joe Poland quotes his fictitious charac-
ter, Neversay-Noe, the vet yes-man. "Virtue is its own
reward, and too often its only one. Because Virtue has never
learned to say Yes" .... but a lotta assistant directors have
never been rewarded for sayin' Yes does that make 'em
Virtuous, Joe? ........

• • • SQUELCH A L'AMERICAINE as reported
by Pierre de Rohan, just back from abroad at the in-

ternational tennis matches at Wimbledon, a Lunnon newsreel
cameraman approached Rhea McGrath, the American tennis
star, doffed his bowler, and sez "Miss Constance Ben-
nett, I believe" and the young court queen, who bears
a striking resemblance to Connie, retorts "My dear
fella, if ya believe that, you'll believe anything"

• • • AND IF you happen to run into Emmett Flynn, now
in our hamlet, ask him just how he happened to get rolled
for a grand and a half .... And aren't those Emgeem home
ossif officials elated over the fact that Madge Evans and Astrid
Allwyn, both picked in New York, are getting important roles
at the Coast .... The Board of Governors of the Motion
Picture League will burst forth on Sept. 25th with a Monster
Burlesque at Proctor's 23rd Street theayter Harry Sto-
rin at Pathe can supply the ducats Walter Huston made
a trip to Agua Caliente, and his car stalled through lubricating
trouble. ... he asked an old lady in a nearby cottage if she
had any oil in the house, even if it was only castor oil

"I'm sorry," she sez, "but I can mix you up a dose of salts"
.... Add Similes As plentiful as "I's" in a film
hactor's conversation

« « « » » »

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

€)
Pastime of
Slamming the Pix

J
HAVE often wondered why
so many writers, near wri-

ters and would-be wi-iters use so
much space in papers, maga-
zines and pseudo-smart maga-
zines knocking everything per-
taining to the pi-oduction end
of the motion picture industry.
It would seem that the old cus-
tom of selling life insurance
when you cannot do anything
else has changed to knocking
the film producers when you
cannot do anything else. The
motion picture industry seems
to have become the world's foot-
ball to be kicked around at sun-
dry and all moments by peo-
ple, in many cases, who would
in all probability make more
mistakes in a minute than the
average producer makes in a
year. True, the film producers
make blunders—terrible blun-
ders. But what of it! Why
does some young whippersnap-
per fresh from college or some
old timer who, often, is sore
because he or she cannot get a
studio job, think he or she has
the sublime right to sit down
and criticize men who have for-
gotten more than a lot of them
will ever know? At times this
criticism grows absolutely sick-
ish. A lot of foolish tripe hand-
ed out mostly by people who
have never had a day of experi-
ence in the business of making
motion pictures. Isn't it nearly
time it was stopped? . . . An
English professor at Brown
University told us one day, years
ago when we were in the col-

lege class, that "those who can,
do; those who cannot, criticize."
Maybe he was right.

—Hal Hall,
American Cinematographer

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-
tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

September 2

Helen Brent

George H. Plympton
David Rollins

Willard Ochs
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Resolutions Hit Gangster Pictures, Score Charge

EXHIBS TO MEET WITH

M-G-M SALES DEPT. HEAD

(Continued from Page 1)

theater men from various sections
and was sponsored by the Phila-
delphia M.P.T.O., adopted the fol-

lowing resolutions:
Registering disapproval of gang-

ster and indecent pictures as "a
menace to our youth and our busi-
ness" and arousing "a great deal of
public resentment."

Protesting against holding out of
pictures already sold in order to
obtain higher prices.

Seeking abolition of score charges.
Appealing for adoption of the

5-5-5 contract as drafted at the
Atlantic City conference last year.

Meeting was called to order by
George Aarons of Philadelphia who
explained its purposes. Playing of
pictures on 25, 30 and 35 per cent
deals, he declared, would force some
of the smaller theaters to close.

"We are not here to advocate a
destructive policy," asserted Aarons.
He said that 30 exhibitor units were
represented at the meeting, includ-
ing both the M.P.T.O.A. and Allied
States.

Allied Pledges Support
Walter Vincent of Wilmer & Vin-

cent took the chair. Aarons read
Abram F. Myers' letter pledging
Allied's support and David Barrist
of Philadelphia presented his M.P
T.O. manifesto, highlights of which
were printed in yesterday's Film
Daily. He suggested an appeal to

bankers, public and legislatures pro-
viding exhibitor demands were not
complied with.
An invitation was extended to

Nicholas M. Schenck to attend and
discuss the M-G-M sales policy. The
reply, however, was that the M-G-M
president was leavir\g New York at
1 o'clock and would not return until

Tuesday. As a representative of
the company Felix Feist, director of

sales, addressed the afternoon ses-

sion.

Invited to Discuss Score Charge
A similar invitation was extended

to Harry M. Warner as an oppor-
tunity to discuss the score charge
situation. He declined, pointing out
that since his son's death he has
made no public addresses. Later a
statement, printed elsewhere in this

issue, was made by Sam E. Morris
in behalf of Warner Bros.
That the film industry is employ-

ing antique sales methods was the
opinion expressed by Herman Blum

Nothing for Kiddies

"Not a picture in a Broadway
theater suitable for showing to

yeungsters" was the comment made
by Pete Wood, Columbus exhib
leader, while attending the exhibitor

protest meeting at the Hotel Aster

yesterday. He had to steer his three

offspring into the Trans-Lux house.

Constructlveness Keynote of Meet
Keynote of the national exhib protest meeting yesterday at the Hotel

Astor was sounded by Charles L. O'Reilly, president of the T.O.C.C. at the

morning session when he expressed his hope for a constructive, sane session.

"Let it be fact-finding rather than fault-finding," he asked.

Exhib Protest Meet Sidelights
By ARTHUR IV. EDDY

Both M. P. T. 0. A. and Allied
States Ass'n officials worked should-
er to shoulder in tackling whatever
problems sprung into the conversa-
tions.

The Philly exib unit boys won
plenty of applause for their work in
engineering the convention, ably
supported by Pete Harrison.

When Felix Feist mounted the
rostrum he announced that he wel-
comed the opportunity to attend the
meeting as it afforded him a chance
to sell M-G-M product.

A Schenectady exhib who appar-
ently didn't catch the name of M.
A. Lightman won a laugh when he
referred to him as "Winnie Light-
ner." No blows were struck.

Walter Vincent swung the gavel
in big-league fashion, garnering nu-
merous compliments for his handling
of the meeting.

Jay Emanuel, theater operator
and general live-wire in the Philly
exhib organization, didn't go in for
oratory but nevertheless did a lot of
valuable work.

Dishonest exhibitors make check-
ing necessary, according to one ex-
hib's observation—and his remark
aroused some applause.

Sid Samuelson's Allied outfit from
New Jersey didn't arrive for the
confab. Held a meeting of its own
at Asbury Park.

Old-timer exhibitor convention-
eers used to brick-tossing fracas
would have found the affair prett>
tame stuff. "Mud slinging" was ta-

boo.

The T. 0. C. C, through Prexy
Charlie O'Reilly, entertained the
out-of-towners at a dinner last

night at the M. P. Club.

of Baltimore. William Hollander,
New York exhib, urged that per-
sons attending the meeting be
checked to make certain distributor
representatives were not present
but the idea collapsed when it was
generally agreed that all transac-
tions were public in nature.
Lightman Asks Fair Treatment
M. A. Lightman, M.P.T.O.A. presi-

dent, called for "fair treatment" in

handling the problems confronting
the meeting.
"Any company has a right to

adopt any sales policy but if it is

not a good one, it's the company's
own hard luck," he declared. He
characterized as "A reckless step"
any attempt to increase exhibitor
burdens, especially under existing
business conditions. Buying and
selling, he pointed out, is an indi-

vidual problem. Stressing the ex-

hibitor situation, Lightman emphas-
ized the fact that operation costs

are substantially higher since sound
came into the business and declared
that matters have been made worse
by the "unions" stranglehold." Re-
ceipts, he declared, are lower than
in the silent picture days.

Charles L. O'Reilly, president of

the T.O.C.C, New York, told the
meeting _that further demands of a

charitable nature will be made upon
exhibitors this coming winter owing
to the unemployment situation.

Resolution condemning gangster
pictures was presented by Lightman

and one hitting at holding out pic-

tures was submitted by M. J.

O'Toole, secretary of the M.P.T.O.
Both were adopted and instructions
given to send copies of all resolu-

tions to producers and distributors.

"Are other companies insisting up-
on percentage deals?" was the ques-
tion asked. This subject was dis-

cussed by Nathan Yamins of Fall
River, Lightman and others present.
Yamins suggested that a resolu-

tion be adopted calling the Federal
Government's attention to the al-

leged distributor practice of compel-
ling theaters to buy shorts before
they sell them features. This, he
contended, is a violation of the trade
practice rules adopted at the indus-
try trade practice conference a few
yeai's ago. The resolution, how-
ever, was never drafted and sub-
mitted.

Continuing Committee Named
The following named continuing

committee was appointed: Walter
Vincent, chairman; Edward Levy
of Connecticut, Jack Harwood
of Ohio, Lewin Pizor of Pennsyl-
vania, M. A. Lightman of Tennes-
see, Charles L. O'Reilly of New York
and Nathan Yamins of Massachu-
setts. There was some discussion
as to the course the committee is to
pursue. During this conversation
there was some ai-gument as to
whether or not exhibitors preferred
percentage to straight rentals. One
pointed out that under a percentage

FEIST TALK GIVES IDEA

SALES POLICY ELA8TI

(Continued from Page 1)

tention irom his auditors, said th

only in "isolated incidents" have t

hib complaints against M-G-M be
justified. His company has alwaj
listened to theater men's complaisi
he declared, and has "no intent
to hurt exhibitors." He said he
never instructed his men in the ft

to employ "high handed methods.!
Discussing needs in product, Fe'

said that M-G-M, through its tl

ater affiliations, is in a position
learn what product clicks and wl

doesn't. If the company listened ,'

all exhibitor suggestions concerni'
pictures, declared Feisc, the resu
would be chaotic. He said he coi

mention 20 productions on which 1

G-M did not regain its product!
costs. Speaking of production e.

penditures Feist asserted that "'

can't restrain wages of people c

ing such unique work." High qu!

ity of last year's product, he state

has resulted in the company's }

suming new obligations to its p^
ducing staff.

"I defy anyone to prove we ha
ever done anything destructive," (

clared Feist.

Allied Units in Support
Of Exhib Meet Objec

(Continued from Page 1)

nature, he sent a letter to Geor
P. Aarons of the M.P.T.O. of Ea
ern Pennsylvania, saying that 1

organization and its affiliated un
are thoroughly in sympathy w,

the objects of the gathering. H
man Blum of Baltimore and Nath
Yamins of Fall River acted as L

substitute.

"Dreyfus" Held at Warner
"The Dreyfus Case" will be B

over for a second week at the W|
ner.

deal an exhibitor ought to be
lowed to specify what pictures ,.

to be played on Saturdays and Sli

days and also given the right
|

hold over good product. An «xhij

tor ought to be given the opt|

of buying either on percentage *

outright was another expressi
made. Vincent declared that t

good will of the theaters is as ni.

essary to producer-distributors
their stars and directors.

Suggests Sales Plan

Upward revision of percentages

on percentage deals when the prod-

uct involved is box-office and a

downward revision when the pic-

tures are weak was recommended

by Walter Vincent at the exhib

protest meeting in New York yes-

terday.

i
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S. R. Kent Expects No Change In 5-5-5 Contract

mobolTzing to aid unemployment
Dr. Goldsmith Nominated For Presidency of S. M. P. E.

National Relief
— an industry to the fore= By JACK ALICOATE^=

Never has a
Motion Pictures City, State or

First As Usual the Nation
f called and
found this industry wanting or un-
prepared for whole-hearted and en-

thusiastic co-operation. Heeding the

activity in Washington, and as fast

as they could gather, motion picture

leaders from every section of the

country mobilized yesterday and will

shortly offer the resources of this

igreat industry to President Hoover
|in his program for relief and unem-
ployment. Some sixty executives,

representing every branch of the in-

dustry, as well as the heads of the

trade press, attended the conference
and already, as this i.s being written,

plans are being formulated for a

nation-wide set-up.
* * *

r i AT cij. The purpose of
Let No btone the movement
Be Unturned that will have the

I energetic guid-

ance and leadership of Will Hays is

two fold. First. To develop plans
chat will make certain that the in-

lustry will leave no stone unturned
n the discharge of a full and com-
lete duty toward humanitarian and
inemployment problems in Cities

ind States as well as the Nation.
Secondly. To co-ordinate its activi-

ties in such fashion as to avoid
^ove-tailing and overlapping, as well
as the intelligent handling of the
hundreds of childish requests from
well meaning but impractical in-

dividuals.
* * *

Timfi Tn T^^s unemployment
time I O ^^^ relief problem is

Prepare one that will confront

I

every theater operator
[in the country during the coming
iwinter. The fact that it is aggres-
sive and has the sponsorship of the
biggest minds in the country is not
to be construed that the entire coun-
itry is going on the rocks or that

(.Continued on Page 2)

Election Results Will Be
Announced at Meet

in October
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith of RCA

Photophone has been nominated for
president of the S. M. P. E. Other
nominations are as follows: vice-
president, D. V. B. Sease, Dupont-
Pathe, Parlin, N. J.; E. I. Sponable,
Fox, New York, and N. W. Palmer,
Paramount; treasurer, H. P. Cowl-

(Continued on Page 6)

COL. GIVE8IMP0RTANT

DECISIONjNOPERATORS

Denver—In a decision which is

expected to exert a wide influence,
the State Industrial Commission has
granted the Thompkins theater,
Colorado Springs, the right to
ignore its operators' union contract

(Continued on Page 6)

Bandy Returns After
W.B.-F.N. Foreign Survey
H. A. Bandy, foreign manager

for Warner-First National, returns
from Europe today on the Levia-
than after making a six months'
survey of foreign conditions which
will likely determine the Warner-
First National foreign policy for
the coming season.

Germany Removes Its Ban

Completely on "All Quiet"

Unrestricted showing of "All Quiet on

the Western Front" throughout the Ger-
man Republic is now possible owing to

okaying of this picture by the Berlin cen-

sors, according to cabled advices to the

Universal home office yesterday. Al Szeck-
ler handled the situation for Universal.

M-G-M WON'T CHANCE ITS

SALES PLAN, SAYS EEIST

Felix Feist, interviewed yester-
day by the continuing committee aj)-

pointed at the exhibitor protest meet-
ing Tuesday in quest of modification
of the M-G-M percentage policy, did
not indicate that his company will

effect any drastic change in its sales
(Continued on Page 6)

Chicago Indies Consent
To Injunction Dissolutior
Chicago — Independent theater

owners yesterday consented to a dis-
solution of their temporary injunc-
tion issued a week ago restraining
police from interfering with the-
aters using imported operators.
They agreed to this on condition
that the city would continue to
license capable operators in future.

Kent Expects New Contracts To
Abide By 5-5-5 Agreement

Cantor Signs New Contract

With Goldwyn for 5 Years

Wcsf Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Exchanging his present con-

tract with Samuel Goldwyn for a new one,

Eddie Cantor has signed an agreement
extending his services with that producer

for five years. Cantor arrives in New
York Sunday.

"As far as I know there will not
be one paragraph changed in the
standard exhibition contract drafted
by the 5-5-5 conference," said Sid-
ney R. Kent yesterday. He made
this statement to The Film Daily
when asked if the standard con-
tracts to be issued by major distrib-
utors will exactly conform with the

(Continued on Page 6)

Leaders of Industry Map
Plan Under Guidance

of Will H. Hays
Leaders in all branches of the film

industry met yesterday at the invi-
tation of Will H. Hays and mobil-
ized on a national scale to help re-
lieve the unemployment situation.
Hays will serve as chairman of the
central planning committee which
will function to coordinate the in-
dustry's resources with the nation's
relief program initiated by Presi-
dent Hoover.
Hays last night appointed the fol-

lowing to the committee:
Representing Theater Owners:

Abram F. Myers, President of Al-
lied states; M. A. Lightman, Presi-

(Continued on Page 6)

ANTI-GANOTPICTURE

BILL INJ^Y. SENATE

Albany—An anti-gangster picture
bill was introduced in the New York
State Senate yesterday by James J.
Crawford, Democrat, of Brooklyn.
It prohibits the making, possession,
transportation, sale, licensing and
exhibition of pictures depicting
gangster life.

Stanley-Warner Theaters
Buy United Artists Product

Philadelphia — Stanley-Warner
houses have closed a deal for United
Artists product. United Ajtists sold
away from the circuit in a few spots
when, for a time, it looked as if the
deal would not be consummated.

Minneapolis Indie Contract

Provides One Man in Booth

Minneapolis—One operator in the booth
is provided under a ront-.'-t just signed

between the local union and independent
houses. The contract with Publix and
RKO has a year to run.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Loew Close Chg.
Con. Fm. Ind. . . . 13^ 13^ \i'A — ]/$

-East. Kodak 143"^ 13S'A 139V1 —2^
Fox Fm. "A" 147/i 13^ 14 — ^
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 2^ 2J^ 2'A — 'A
Loew's, Inc 50J4 49% 494^ — l^i
do pfd 9354 93 93—1
Paramount 25 K 24^ 2'4>4 — Vi
Pathe Exch I'/i IJi I'A — Vt
do "A" 554 ^Vi iVi — y%
RKO "A" 15^ 15 1554 — Vi
Univ. Pict. pfd 41 41 41—1
Warner Bros <^Vt, 9ys 9'A — Yi
do pfd 26 25 25 — 1

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Gen. Th. Kq. pfd.. AV2 4% 4'/,

Technicolor 7 y's 7% 7'/i + 'A
Trans-Lux 5 4J4 4^

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 24 23'A 23;4 — !4

Paramount 6s 47.. 86 86 86+14
Par. By. 5!/$s51 ..102^4 10254 10254 — 54

Par. 55^s50 77!^ 7754 77'4 — 54

Pathe 7s37 95 5^ 95 54 95% — Vi

Warner's 6s39 60 5854 59

To Repeat Arliss Broadcast

Cleveland—The special broadcast
on Warner's "Alexander Hamilton"
which s ars George Arliss, heard
ever WJAY Tuesday evening, will

be repeated by popular request, over
the same station this afternoon be-
tween 4:30 and 5 o'clock.

|.^ ix
J.* New York Long Island City j'j

*. 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. J*»

V BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 J*t. ix

I Eastman Films I

'% I. E. Brulatour. Inc. H
Vi %
H — *^

:l
'^

'^' '

Hollywood Ss
6700 Santa Monica |*»

Blvd. ;•:

HOLlywood 4121 j-j

. J'l

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Para. Develops Portable Interior

An innovation in efficiency is claimed by Paramount with the development
of an interior motion picture setting for emergency use outdoors. The "Girls

About Town" unit, now at Catalina for five days' outdoor work, is equipped

with a portablr set for use in case of rain or cloudy weather.

^aiionoX Relief
—an industry to the fore

(Continued from Page 1)

conditions generally will be worse.
The fact is that most industrial lead-

ers see definite signs of impVove-
ment in the air and predict that the
upturn has already started. How-
ever, in this instance as in most
others, preparedness is half the
battle. This industry, as always,
has seen a noble duty and has set

its collective self to the task. We
wonder how many of its violent
critics can show like spirit and
record in time of national need.

ST. LOUIS CO. REFUSES

TO HIRE 47 MUSICIANS

Negotiations on a new musicians'
contract for the St. Louis Amuse-
ment Co. have been transferred to

New York, with the company refus-
ing to employ 47 musicians which
it does not use. The Ambassador.
^ox, St. Louis, Loew's State and
Missouri are continuing under the
old agreement pending signing of a
new contract.

Milwaukee Theaters Seek
To Retain Old Scale

Milwaukee — Under the current
-•nerators' contract which has one
nore year to run, projectionists will
"eceive an increase of five cents per
hour during the second year. Ex-
^ibs are seeking to continue the old
-cale.

N. J. Exhib Would Enjoin
Operators from Vandalism
Linden, N. J.—The Plaza has ap-

I'ied to Vice-Chancellor Malcom
Buchanan of Elizabeth for an in-

'in'-tion against the operators' union
•"bi^h. the management alleges, has
"nu'sed vandalism in connection
with his theater. The theater is

'employing out-of-town projection-
ists.

"The Spider" at the Roxy
"The Spider," picturization of Ful-

^on Oursler and Lowell Brentano's
^^^aere melodrama, with Edmund
TiOwe and Lois Moran, is the Roxy's
"pw attraction. El Brendel and
Warren Hymer have import.jnt
roles.

Sidney Lust Re«'overing
<i-n''.:„nt0H Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washine-ton. D. C.—Sidney B.

Lust, president of the M. P. T. O. of
Washington, is recovering from an
operation following the recurrence
of an old ailment.

((

LYNCHING PARTIES" OUT

IS SAMUELSON'S POLICY

"We must never be members of a
lynching party to substitute passion
for sanity," says a statement issued
yesterday by Sid Samuelson, presi-
dent of Allied Theater Owners of
N. J., following a meeting held at
Asbury Park Tuesday. He was re-
ferring to the M-G-M sales policy
incident.

"If we are to profit by the mis-
takes and experiences of the past,
we must realize that attacking one
company inevitably reacts to the
advantage of another company,"
Samuelson declared.

Atlanta Exhibs to Deal
Individually with Operators
Atlanta — Settlement of the op-

erators' situation here will be ef-
fected individually by theater own-
ers. They expect to work out deals
on the old basis.

N. J. Allied Unit to Open
Headquarters in New York
New York headquarters will soon

be opened by the Allied Theater
Owners of N. J. under its expanded
service plan. The organization has
appointed a budget and finance com-
mittee, which, among other things,
will handle the matter.

Abraham Stanzler Gets
Two Rhode Island Houses
Abraham Stanzler, who formerly

operated a circuit in Greater New
York, is starting a new group of
houses. He has acquired the Broad-
way, Pawtucket, R. I., and has also
leased the Trahan at Centerdale,
R. L This latter house will be re-
named the Community.

S. L. Rothafel To Guide
Radio City Culture Plan

S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel will guide a
large training school for promising
young musicians and other enter-
tainers, designed to accommodate
hundreds of pupils in the new
Rockefeller project, "Radio City." It
is planned to have graduates make
their professional debuts on the stage
of the $7,000,000 International Mu-
sic Hall which will be in the group
of buildings.

Entertainers Form Firm
Boston — Professional Entertain-

ers of N. E., Inc., has been formed
here with Norman C. Finard as
president and Charles Barrett as
vice-president. Offices are located
at 232-A Tremont St.

THE INDUSTRrS
DATE BOOK

Sept. 9-10: Serai-annual Convention, AUicil
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota!
North and South Dakota. Radi]
son Hotel, Minneapolis

Sept. 25: "The Exhibitor" annual golf toiL
nament at Lu Lu Country CluJ
Philadelphia.

Sept. 28-30 : French Educational Film Con-
gress, Paris.
Hispano - American Motion Pu
ture Congress. Madrid. Spain

Oct. 4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention
M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsyl
vania, Pittsburgh.

Oct. S-8 : Fall meeting of the Society
Motion Picture Engineers. N«
Ocean House, Swampsco
Mass.

Oct. 31 : Universal Club -Night in Pi
ris," Hotel Astor

Nov. 4

:

Annual Awards Dinner o( A>..

demy of M. P. Arts & Sr
Hollywood-

Oct. 1

:

Fordan and Silverman
Take Three From Foi

Louis Fordan and Moses Silvei
man have formally taken over thrfi

Fox houses in the Bronx, as excl*
sively reported in The Film Daiu
of Aug. 20. They are the Belmort
Blenheim and Parkway.

Censors Okay Darrow Film
Chicago—Local censor board hai

cancelled its objection to "Mysterj
of Life," with Clarence Darrow.

COMING & GOING

EDDIE CANTOR will arrive from
coast Sunday morning.

J. REAL NETH. Columbus, Ohio, exhibi
lor is spending his honeymoon in New Yori

H. A. BANDY returns from Europe tc

(lay on the Leviathan.
LOl'IS WEISS of Artclass. returns tofl

day from a tour of the middle west.
LKE MARCUS, leaves tomorrow for hi

regular bi-monthly trip to the West Coas
studios for conferences with Charles F

LEO BRECHER, director of the LittV

Carnegie Playhouse, returns from Europ
next Saturday on board the S. S. BreraeB
He arranged for several German pictures t

be shown at his 57th Street theater.
SYLVIA SIDNEY returns tomorrow «

Hollywood after a trip east to attend I
j

premiere of her picture, "Street Scene,"
^

the Rivoli. i

CHARLES B. PAINE, treasurer of Ui,l

vcrsal, is home from his annual trip to tl*i

Coast and reports production go ng remai^~
Tbly satisfactorily at Universal City.

Madison
Overlooking Ocean <rf lilinoit Avwnu*

ATLANTIC CITY. N.J.
A New Fireproof Hotel

Rates (with meals) as low as

$40 Weekly Per Person
SPECIAL DAILY RATES

European Plan Rates Upon Request

BATHING DIRECT FROM
HOTEL

FETTER «vHOLUNCER /nc'
Cugien» C FeHtr. Mnp. Di,
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

'By RALPH WILK.

HOLLYWOOD
pHYLLIS FRAZER, 17-year-old

cousin of Ginger Rogers, while
making her second visit to a motion
picture studio, was asked by Direc-
tor Ralph Murphy if she would like

to take a small part in RKO
Pathe's next starring vehicle for
Eddie Quillan. Phyllis accepted and
has joined the following cast: Mau-
reen O'Sullivan, Mary Nolan, Ros-
coe Ates, Belle Bennett, Harvey
Clark, Louis John Bartels, William
Eugene, Otis Harlan, Frank Darien
and Arthur Stone.

* * *

After two weeks at sea, during
which they sunk one ship in co-

operation with the United States
Navy and worked with nearly a
score more war vessels. Bill Boyd
and 125 other members of RKO
Fathers "Suicide Fleet" troupe are
now back at the Culver City studios.

« * 4>

Louise Fazenda has been added
to the cast of "The Cuban," new
Lawrence Tibbett picture now in

production at the M-G-M studios

She will play the cinematic wife of

Jimmy Durante.
m * *

Hollywood's newest Cinderella is

Anna Dvorak, the little extra girl

who made good in "Scarface," How-
ard Hughes's sensational gang flTm.

She has been signed to a five-year
contract and assigned to the lead-
ing feminine role in "Sky Devils,"
the Hughes air comedy now in pro-
duction.

* * *

Virginia Cherrill, Olive Tell and
Mischa Auer have been assigned
roles in "Delicious," a Fox film in

which Janet Gaynor and Charles
Farrell will be co-starred.

* * *

Joe Brown has been added to the

cast of the Fox picture, "Sob
Sister." Linda Watkins and James
Dunn play the leading roles. Alfred
Santell is directing.

* >•< «

Hedda Hopper, appearing with
Ina Claire in RKO Pathe's "Re-
bound," is a Pennsylvania girl.

Although she is the embodiment of

sophistication on the screen, she
came from a simple Quaker family
in Holidaysburg, Pa., with seven
uncles who were ministers.

niness has caused the withdrawal
of Carole Lombard from the cast
of Samuel Goldwyn's production
"The Greeks Had A Word For Tt,"

Sam Morris, Host

Sam E. Morris held an informal

reception yesterday at the Warner
offices. His unexpected visitors

were scores of exhibitors, here to at-

tend the national exhib protest con-

ference, who took the opportunity

of saying "Hello" to him.

in which Ina Claire is starred. Lo-
well Sherman is directing. Work
will begin again as soon as Miss
Lombard is replaced in the cast.

* * *

Al DeMond, former associate pro-
ducer for Universal is negotiaxmg
with Cari Laemmie, Jr. for ine stage
rights to "That's My Daddy."

Roy Del Ruth, formerly a news-
paper man, and now regarded as
one of filmland's most successful
directors, has written an article

called "I'he Solidity of Films" for
a publication of niternational import.

* * *

Louis Weiss of Weiss Brothers
Artclass Pictures Corporation an-
nounced yesterday tnat Christy
Cabanne and William Nigh have
been engaged to direct the tnird and
fourth of his company's tweive re-

leases of the 19al-32 season.

Cabanne will direct "Convicted,"
and Nigh will wield the megaphone
on "Where Are Your Chilaren?"

* * *

Howard Phillips, who made his

screen debut in "The Spider," and
William Pawley, featured in "Bad
Girl," have been assigned to "Sur-
render" by Fox. Warner Baxter and
Leila Hyams will have the leading
roles. William K. Howard will di-

rect.

Maurice Black has been signed by
Fox Films for a role in "Sob Sis-
ter," newspaper romance featuring
James Dunn and Linda Watkins.

* * *

Irene Dunne, Radio Pictures' star,
was official hostess for the City of
Los Angeles, in the welcome cere-
monies for Post and Gatty, round-
the-world fliers.

* * *

Manya Roberti, who sports a
tricky Polish accent, will be fea-
tured in "Delicious," which Fox is

making with Janet Gaynor and
Charles Farrell in the leading roles.

* * *

Victor McLaglen is all booked up
for several weeks to come. He has
finished "Wicked" in which he plays
opposite Elissa Landi and is sched-
uled to start work soon in "While
Paris Sleeps" which will be directed
by Allan Dwan. Following that, he
will be co-starred with Edmund
Lowe in "Disorderly Conduct."

>!• « «

Salisbury Field, writer, has been
signed to a long term writing con-
tract by RKO-Radio Pictures, ac-
cording to an announcement by J.

I. Schnitzer.
« « *

Casting on "Mounted Fury," the
seventh of the Thrill-0-Drama se-

ries released by Sono Art-World

Birmingham Again Bars
"The Secret Six" To Kids
Birmingham—M-G-M's "The Sec-

ret Six," now playing at the Rialto,

has again been banned to children
under 14 years of age. Similar ac-

tion was taken by city officials dur-
ing the first run of the picture at
the Alhambra.

Open Lindbergh Saturday
Kansas City, Mo.—Hughes-Frank-

lin will open the Lindbergh here
Saturday, after reseating, redecorat-
ing and remodeling. A contest was
conducted for the picture that best
depicted the spirit of Lindbergh. It

was conducted through the Kansas
City Art Institute and covered this
division of the theater circuit.

Twenty or 30 paintings were sub-
mitted. The best is to hang in the
lobby of the theater.

Handy Completes Commercial
The Detroit sound studios of the

Jim Handy Picture Service has com-
pleted the four reel talking picture
"Cold Cash" for Frigidaire. It was
directed by John A. Freese.

Predicts Canadian Gain
Toronto—Dr. E. A. Hardy, M. A.

Ph., D., chairman of the Better
Films Committee of the Social Wel-
fare Council of Ontario, predicted
development of Canadian pictures,
in a speech made recently at the Na-
tional Exhibition.

George Tyson Perfects
Press-Theater Tie-up

A new plan, worked out by
George Tyson, Warner Theater pub-
licity man at Pittsburgh, whereby
newsboys are admitted free to the-

aters in exchange for newspaper
advertising space, has proven suc-

cessful in its first trial. The Pitts-

burgh Press in cooperation with the
local Warner theaters arranged for
the admission of 3,000 newsboys
during August. Space given to the
theaters at a slightly reduced rate,

equalled the sale price of the total

admissions.

Miriam Hopkins Gets New Contract
Miriam Hopkins, blond stage

star who scored with Chevalier in

"The Smiling Lieutenant" and is

now appearing with Frederic March
in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," has
been given a new contract by Para-
mount.

Wheeler-Woolsey Return
tVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Bert Wheeler and

Robert Woolsey, Radio Pictures'
comedy team, have returned from a
six weeks' European trip. "Peach
0' Reno" will be their next.

"Horse Ate Hat" for 8th St.

"The Horse Ate the Hat" (Un
Chapeau de Paille d'ltalie), a Rene
Clair production for Moviegraphs,
opened at the 8th St. Playhouse yes-
terday.

Wide, was started this week. Tht
story, featuring John Bowers,
Blanche Mehaffey, Lina Basquette
and Robert Ellis, revolves around
the noted tradition of the North
West Mounted never failing to get
their man. Others in the cast are
Lloyd Whitlock, George Regas, and
Frank Rice. Stuai-t Baton is di-s

recting.
* * *

J. Walter Ruben, who is complet-i
ing the direction of "Secret Ser-
vice," starring Richai'd Dix, hasi

been given a new contract by Radioi
Pictures. He made his bow as a
director on "The Public Defender,"'
starring Dix. Ruben first came tol

Radio as a writer and created a
record by authoring 27 scripts ini

18 months.
* * *

Harry "Ham" Beall reports that^

salmon fishing is the latest sport o^
the film elite. On a trip to British
Columbia, "Ham" learned that John;
Barrymore, Dolores Costello, Louise
Fazenda, Hal Wallis, William Koe-
nig, Mack Sennett, Tay Garnett, Bd.
Beaudine, Reginald Barker, Walt
Disney, creator of Mickey Mouse,
had enjoyed the thrills of fishing in

the Victorian and Vancouver waters.

HAmiLTon
IN THE

NATION'S
CAPITAL
A Hotelof Excellence

In the center of the shop-

ping, business and theatre

center, travelers to the

Capital will find the
HAMILTON a hotel of

exceptional charm.

300 outside rooms, all

equipped with tub and
shower bath, electric fan

and furnished with taste.

Single $3 to $5 daily.

Double $5 to $8 daily.

Delicious southern dishes

served in the famous res-

taurant.

Write for illustrated guide
and map of Washington

Russell A. Conn, Gen. Mgr.

andK streets
WASHINGTON.D.C.



HOME AGAIN!
FROM OVERSEAS TRIUMPHS

And knocking laugh records
higher than Gilroy's kite!

WHEELER-WOOLSEY
DOROTHY
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WFCAUGHT
PLASTER
DIRECTED BY WM. SEITERi^

TUNE IN! *'RKO Theatre ofthe Air'*N.B.C, Coast toCoast Network EvervFridav Nieht. 10:.^n P. M. lV^t« V^wL t;—.
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TO AID UNEMPLOYMENT

(Continued from Page 1)

dent of the Motion Picture Theater
Owners of America; Walter Vin-
cent, Wilmer and Vincent Theater
Circuit.

Representing Distributors: Sidney
R. Kent, Paramount Publix; Claude
C. Ezell, Warner Bros.; Charles Ro-
senzweig, RKO.

Representing Producers: Louis B.
Mayer, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; Pres-
ident Assoc, of Motion Picture Pro-
ducers of California.

Representing Artists, Writers and
Directors: William C. deMille, Pres-
ident, Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences, Los Angeles, Qa.\.

Representing News Reels: Court-
land Smith, Pathe News.

Representing Motion Picture Ad-
vertisers: Edward Finney, United
Artists, President Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers.

Representing Raw Stock Manu-
facturers and Laboratories: Jules

H. Brulatour, Eastman Kodak; H.
J. Yates, Consolidated Film Labora-
tories.

Representing The Trade Press:

Martin J. Quigley, "Motion Picture

Herald"; Jack Alicoate, "The Film
Daily"; Sime Silverman, "Variety";
Ben Shlyen, Associated Publications,

Kansas City.

The objective of the eflfort com-
menced today, as explained by Hays,
is "to develop plans to the end that

the industry may fully discharge its

duty in connection with the whole
subject of unemployment relief, and
to coordinate everywhere with re-

sponsible community relief agencies,

thereby assuring the most effective

application of what we do to help.

Exhaustive and united action

through responsible delegated com-
mittees in our own ranks, extending
everywhere, will make our facilities

available to the local joint commit-
tees of the nation's general effort.

"We are doing in our industry,"

Hays continued, "what the Gifford

Committee is doing in regard to the

general relief activities. We will

make certain that the organized in-

dustry is available at quick and ef-

fective contact points with the co-

ordinated work of welfare agencies,

city committees, and other indus-

tries which I am sure will prepare,

as we are doing, to render unified

and effective service."

Change Opening at Little Carnegie

"Das Cabinet des Dr. Larifari,"

new German production, will open
at the Little Carnegie on Thursday
evening, Sept. 10th, instead of on

the preceding Wednesday. "Die
Lustigen Weiber von Wien" will con-

tinue on till 6 p.m. on Wednesday.

Hippodrome's 27th Season

The New York Hippodrome this

week begins its 27th season as a
New York amusement place. "Diri-

gible," with Jack Holt and Ralph
Graves, is the feature billing.

A Bad Example
Chicago—Pictures assumed a new

importance in marital relations when
in a divorce action here, the wife

charged that during her eight years

ot married life, her husband only

took her to the movies seven times.

DR. GOLDSMITH NOMINATED

FOR S.M.P.E. PRESIDENCY

(.Continued from Page 1)

ing, Eastman Kodak, Rochester, and
W. B. Little, Electrical Testing
Laboratories, New York; secretary,
J. H. Curlander, Westinghouse
Lamp, Bloomfield, N. J., and R. E.
Farnham, National Lamp Works,
Cleveland; mambers of board of gov-
ernors (two to be elected), L. C.
Porter, General Electric, Cleveland;
W. H. Carson, Agfa-Ansco, Bing-
hamton, N. Y.; W. B. Rayton,
Bausch & Lomb, Rochester; O. M.
Glunt, Bell Telephone Laboratories,
New York. Announcement of the
results of the election will be made
at the Fall meeting planned for
Swampscott, Mass., Oct. 5-8.

Col. Gives Important
Decision on Operators

(Continued from Pege 1)

providing for two men in the booth
and instead use one projectionist.
Under the decision, which deals with
the first case of its kind ever han-
dled by the commission, a relief man
must be hired two days per month.

M-G-M Won't Change Its

Sales Plan, Says Feist
(Continued from Page 1)

policy. Members of the committee
left the conference, held at the Ho-
tel Astor, with the hope, however,
that the policy will be sympathe-
tically applied.

Feist pointed out that a radicJal

change in his company's sales plan
as regards percentage deals would
cause dissatisfaction among exhibi-
tors who have already bought. He
pointed out that hundreds of deals
are being made on a straight rental
basis.

S. R. Kent Expects
No Change in Contract

(Continued from Page 1)

one adopted at the Atlantic City
conference at which he presided.

After the exhibitor protest meet-
ing Tuesday, when a resolution was
adopted calling upon distributors to
effect the contract exactly as adopted
at Atlantic City, there was some
talk of holding another national
exhibitor meeting providing this

recommendation was not carried out.

Thomas to Do Script

Lowell Thomas has been signed by
William Pizor to write continuity
and talk for "The Blonde Captive" a
new Australian film recently im-
ported by Imperial Distributing
Corp., of which Pizor is president.

mKm»%

SHORT SUBJECTS

Are the Big

Little Features

That add Life

And Variety

To Every

Program....

Film Daily

SHORT
SUBJECT

QUARTERLY
Is out

Next Sunday..

ITS HOT
Don't Miss It.

L
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

D
'ie-up with Publisher
ii "Common Law"
A TIE-UP with excellent mer-

chandising values is being
-vorked out between Grosset &
lunlap, book publishers, and
!IK0 Pathe on "The Common
jaw." The tie-up centers on the
;pecial Constance Bennett edi-

;ion of the Robert W. Chambers
level, which carries a wrapper
vith a picture of the blonde star

ind credit for RKO Pathe. In

•onnection with the New York
presentation of "The Common
faw" at the Mayfair, window
displays were arranged in nu-
nerous drug stores handling the

'

;ale of the photoplay edition of

;he book. The displays weio
nade doubly attractive with the
nsert cards and lobbies.

—RKO-Pufhc

ilg Campaign
(T "Night Nurse"

THE following stunts were
successfully used on "Night

Nurse" at the Metropolitan,
Baltimore: Radio broadcast two
weeks in advance. Giant 24
sheet net banner suspended at

intersection in front of theater.

Tie-up with McCrory's 5c & 10c

Store in which they inserted

candy slips into every bag of

:andy that was sold. These slips

were imprinted with the name
of the attraction, and lucky
numbers. Fifty lucky numbers
were posted in the lobby which
entitled winners to passes. 300
love thermometers were dis-

tributed one week in advance to

the first fifty ladies attending
matinees to build up word of

mouth. 1,500 letters were dis-

tributed to the nurses of the
leading hospitals of Maryland.

Metropolitan, Baltimore

m YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

East Side theaters seeking injunc-
i)n against picketing helpers.

I

* * *

'Associated Producers to amalga-
ate with First National.

Senator Myers asks Senate to
obe political tendencies of indus-
y-

1^^^—^-——^^^-^—

^

THLmm
• • • THERE HAS been a lotta talk among publicity and
advertisin' men about this trick of gettin' out cam-
paigns over-night the usual squawk is that it ain't fair

to the company the public the theaters

or for that matter, the poor advertisin' muggs
which is all correct as 'ell and some companies have
seen the light and have ordered all campaigns out many
weeks in advance but there's some excuse for the big
execs, too because they can't order a campaign until

they have book«d a pix and sometimes the pix ain't

booked before the smell of the developer is off the print

• • • WHICH IS all by way of leadin' up to the exploits
of one gent known as J. J. Hess Jack to his in-

timates who acts as National Director of Advertising
for the RKO Theaters whose regular stint is to turn
out two newspaper advertising campaigns two different
sets one for small town houses and one for big
city theaters turning 'em out OVER-NIGHT
and from the looks and the punch and the horseradish in the
copy you'd never know unless we told you but that he
and his cohorts had worked a month on the darned thing
take frinstan^e his newspaper campaign on "Waterloo Bridge"

the Universal pix that was booked all over the RKO
circuit Mister Hess and his staff got word that this pix
was set in for the RKO run one evening, after you were park-
ing your dogs under the dining room table and by seven
o'clock the next morn Mister Hess and his gang had
turned out the sweetest bunch of copy these old eyes have ever
lamped so here's to the advertisin' chief and his mob

who sometimes work under pressure overtime
and do a beaucoup job all part of the day's

work but nobody knows about it unless we hap-
pen to mention it

• • • DID YOU know that Dick HUEMOR is chief artist

on Charlie Mintz's "Scrappy" Cartoons much as we
deprecate this abhorrent practice of punning, we cannot refrain
from calling your attention to the fact that Dick's
huemor is mintzing matters for ya And there was that
recent newspaper ad for Fox's Brooklyn theayter
"Young As You Feel" With Fifi Dorsay oh, boy, how
could ya feel otherwise?

4: * * «

• • • WE SEE by the papers that the WAMPAS are real
proud of pickin' 13 baby stars includin' such picks as
Joan Blondell, Sidney Fox, Marian Marsh of the boo-ti-full laigs,

Frances Dee, et al well, watin'ell is so clever about
pickin' those babies how could anybody AVOID pickin'
'em ? Frank Sutch, manager of the Madison Hotel, At-
lantic City, informs us that he is gettin' a great play from the
motion picture people and thanks US for it ya
got us all wrong, Frank it must have been Walter
Winchell for doesn't he give all the RELIABLE NEWS
about the fillum biz ? along with the skendel ?

• • • NOTHING IS so good for the soul as a full, free
and frank confession so in that spirit we call attention
to an egregrious error in our Year Book which notes
that Gustav Brock is affiliated with Eastman Kodak
which ef course is all wrong for Gustav is an Independ-
ent always has been and always will be the
mugg is makin' more money That Way it seems that a
transposed linotype slug caused the misapprehension ex-
cuse it, pliz. Mister Brock you're Independent
and how The best "emergency adjuster" we have dis-

covered in the biz is Joseph MacLoughlin, office manager of
Paramount-Publix that guy is a wiz at planning over-
night readjustments of office space for different departments

and pleasing Everybody, b'gosh !

« « « » » »

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Curretit (fpinions

€)
Importance of
Small Town Theater

'P'HE small town theater holds
a prominent place in the mo-

tion picture industry. It com-
mands the sincerest respect of
those who make pictures and
those who sell them. For in the
final check-up, it is small town
theaters that create the greatest
part of the revenue for produc-
ers and the exchanges. It is a
necessity in every community.
It is the center of social and
business life of the community.
Merchants of the small town
realize the necessity of the the-
ater. It holds the interest of the
community and brings in those
from nearby rural districts. For
that reason, merchants are will-
ing to co-operate with the the-
ater manager in advertising tie-

ups that will be of mutual bane-
fit. There is a belief that the
key city theater is drawing pa-
trons away from the surround-
ing small town theater. This is

true in some cases, but not
where the exhibitor is "up and
doing." The wide awake small
town exhibitor realizes he is in
a position to select his pictures
frorn the entire market, because
of little or no opposition in h's
town, while the key city theater,
which is one of a number of
theaters in its city, is obl'ged
to take the entire output of a
number of companies to assure
it of a sufficient amount of
product . . . Truly the small
town theater has its place in
the sun, but the manager must
take advantage of opportunity
offered him. He must take pride
in his theater; keep it modern-
ized, clean and up to date.

—W. L. Ainswo7-th,

M.P.T.O., Wisaisin

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mere

bers of the industry, who are celebrs-

ing their birthdays:

September 3

Mary Doran
Percy Challenger

H. C. Smith
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C NEWS OF THE DAY ©
* E\ST *

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Western Electric

sound equipment will be installed

in the Melrose theater now under

construction in this city.

Boston, Mass. — "Miss Italy of

1931" is being sought among local

Italian girls by Cavalier Ufficiale

Rossaro Romeo, actor-director of

the stage and screen. The winner

will be contracted to star in "Amore
e Morte" (Love and Death) first

Italian talking picture to be made
in this country. The Aurora Film

Co., will produce.

East Cannonsburg, Pa.—G. Lane
has changed the name of his Du-

quesne theater here to the East

End.

Griffith—Empire State Theaters

has opened the Roxy with R. Son-

sone as manager.

Kittanning, Pa.—William Serrad

has taken over the duties of A. H.

Batastini as manager of the Colum-

bia and Lyceum theaters of this

city.

Windsor, Conn. — The Windsor,

formerly the Tunxis, has reopened

with George T. White as manager.

RCA sound equipment has been in-

stalled.

Erie, Pa.—Vance Minton has been

made manager of the Perry here,

recently taken over by the Shea
Amusement Co.

Norwich, Conn.— The Broadway
has reopened with Harold Le Val-

ley, formerly of the Warner houses

in New Britain, as manager.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Al Gammon, for-

merly connected with Universal, has

been appointed to the RKO booking
staff this city.

Lowell, Mass.—The Publix Mer-

rick Square, closed for several

months, will reopen soon. No policy

has been announced.

Pittsburgh—Closed since early in

the spring, the Davis theater here

will reopen Labor Day with a

straight picture policy. The regu-

lar opening day for all attractions

will be Monday of each week. Wyl-
lot Warren again is to manage the

theater.

Dedham, Mass.—Julius Jolson of

the J. J. Enterprises has taken over

Flying Star

St. Louis—Ken Maynard arrived

here from the Coast recently in his

biplane to participate in the national

air races. He contributed two cup

trophies.

Grape Fruit Memories
Boston—When Rudy Vallee played the Metropolitan recently he gave the

projection room crew a check for $5. They've had it adorned with grape fruit

representations and marked "He gave us this to remember him by."

the Dedham Community. Lewis
Carroll will manage.

Pittsburgh— Free picture enter-
tainment is being given by the city

here affording citizens relief from
the heat and two hours of enter-
tainment at the same time.

Franklin, Mass.—A Sunday per-

mit allowing the Morse to show
only evening shows on that day has
been revised so that the house may
now open at 2.30 p.m. Sundays.

* WEST *
Denver—A Chevrolet coach, pro-

moted from Denver dealers by Bert
Henson, publicity director of the
Denver, was given to the lucky num-
ber holder present at one of the
three Publix houses on the night
of the drawing. Tickets were given
out all week and many went to all

three shows that week so as to have
more chances. Principal cost to

houses were ads in dailies and a
trailer, which gave the dealers a
mighty fine ad on the screens for the
week.

San Francisco — Joel C. Cohen,
president of the Consolidated
Amusement Co., operating a chain
of theaters in Honolulu, died sud-
denly at his suite in a down town
hotel here. A heart attack was be-
lieved to be the cause of his death.

San Luis, Colo.—Fight films val-

ued at $1,700 were destroyed when
fire broke out at the Gold theater
here. The house was crowded but
no one was reported injured.

San Francisco—Clinton Bray, for-

merly booker for Publix in Denver,
has been made district booker for
Universal exchange here.

Seattle, Wash.—The Sheffield Film
Exchanges has moved its head-
quarters from Denver to this city,

according to an announcement made
by J. T. Sheffield, owner. The fol-

lowing changes in staff reported by
Sheffield includes: E. J. Lustig,
from Salt Lake City branch man-
ager to sales manager at Denver:
E. C. Shaffer, formerly with RKO
and Columbia, will be sales man-
ager at Salt Lake City and Butte,
and Hal Moore, formerly manager
of Portland exchange, will be Port-
land office manager.

San Francisco—The Mission the-

ater here, formerly operated by Ed-
win Bluck, has been leased by Clin-

ton S. Stowell.

Scio, Colo.—The Scio theater of
this city has been purchased by
George J. Buswald who is operating
the house on Tuesday, Wednesday,
Friday and Saturday of each week.

San Francisco—The Publix thea-
ters purchasing department of this
city has been moved to 1638 Cali-
fornia St.

Denver—Salvatore C. Palese, local
musician, and Miss Mary Garnet
Hathaway were married recently
here. They went to New Mexico
for a honeymoon and will live at
Santa Fe, where he will be director
of music at the Orpheum theater.

* CENTRAL if
Cleveland — Contrary to previous

announcement, Loew's Cameo did
not close last Saturday. It will be
open at least one more week. What
happens after that depends upon de-
cisions made by Loew's officials who
will be here over the week-end. At
that time some decision will also be
made regarding the Stillman theater
which has been closed since early
June.

Detroit—The Fox has decided to
retain "Bad Girl" for a second week.

Belleville. O.—0. H. Faust has
closed his Opera House here.

Kansas City, Mo.—John Irvin, for-
merly manager for Dickinson in

Chillicothe, Mo., has traded places
with Frank Barnes, formerly man-
ager for Dickinson at Lawrence,
Kans.

Lisbon, O.—It is reported that the
Grand of this city will be opened
by Sam Moranz.

Kansas City, Mo.—Benny Benja-
min, local manager for Columbia,
has just announced that Cecil

Vaughn, formerly with Warners, will

cover for Columbia in Southwestern
Kansas.

La Rue, O.—The Kaypee Opera
House, formerly operated by H. B.
Dubbs, has been taken over by V.
G. Secord.

Kansas City—Cubby Baer is the
new manager of the Varsity at

Lawrence, which Dickinson has just

reopened after being closed for the
summer. Baer was formerly with
Publix out of Milwaukee.

Cleveland — The RKO houses in

Youngstown, Akron and Toledo are

changing their policies to split w k
effective Sept. 5, according to Is-

trict manager J. E. Firnkoess. j.

;

missions at the Palace, Youngstoi,
have been cut 10 cents.

Ithaca, Mich.—The Ideal oped
on Aug. 27 with Movietone soi<l

equipment, a new screen and iv
carpeting throughout the build: (.

Mrs. Ethel Gibbs is the operate.

* SOUTH * '

Johnson City, Tenn.—S. W. Ci-
er, who recently leased the Capjl,
is reported planning to open it vji

a dime admission policy. !

Dallas, Texas—H. E. Hardgn;,
formerly operator of the Palace, t

Frankston, Texas, now closed, s

been made manager of the E5,

here succeeding F. F. McHenry, 1-

signed.

Greenville, S. C—H. C. Broi,
formerly of Augusta, has been me
manager of the Rivoli, succeed g
Erskine Howell.

Louisville— Since the closing if

the Wright Players, who occupied e

Mary Anderson theater all sii-

mer, that house has been dark.

Miami—The Tower has been tajii

over by the Wolfson-Meyer Enp-
prises. It is planned to decor;,

both inside and out in a modernic
effect.

I

Dallas—F. F. McHenry has ;

signed as manager of the Ritz (;-

ater and is building a group 'f

camps to be known as Sunrise Pk
at Lake Dallas.

Miami—Tne Biscayne Plaza n

Miami Beach, one of the Wolfii-
Meyer group, has been closed I'f

the summer. It will reopen alat

Oct. 1.

Columbus, S. C.—Union Their
Co. has been chartered here by;[.

H. Everett, president and C. I.

Patrick, secretary. Firm is capii-

ized at $5,000.

Charlotte, N. C. — The Drta
League is making plans for a d-e

to raise money for a theater tc e

built in 1932. Mrs. C. T. Wanr
is president of the organization.

Donaldsonville, Ga.—The Olms
now operating on a full time,
weekly change policy.

Lone Vienna House Silent

Vienna—Only one local theatei

has survived the sound wave, f

lone house remains unwired an(

gets its customers from deaf mutes
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Operators' Strike Closes Memphis Circuit Hg^hses

HORE^BITIOUS SETUP FOR M. P.T 0. A.

ind Only 28 P; C. oF Features Suitable For Children

A P. C. Fit For Showing
Adolescents, Says

Magazine
'Out of 194 features currently be-

:; shown throughout the country,
fcording to the "Parents' Maga-
ne," only 28 per cent, are fit for
cildren and only 44 per cent, suit-

ile for adolescents. This state-

ij!nt is made by George J. Hecht,
{blisher, in a communication to

(.Continued on Page 3)

DIUNBIA GETS FIRST RUN

OUTLET INMOSS' B'WAY

(Columbia, through a deal just
c!sed with B. S. Moss, obtains a
jirmanent first run outlet for its

pduct on Broadway in B. S. Moss'
loadway Theater. The house on
Jpt. 19th will open as the home
'^' spectacular revues, novelties and
fet run pictures, with a weekly
cmge of bill. Popular prices will

p'^vail.

()urt Reserves Decision
In Para. Injunction Suit
iupreme Court Justice Franken-

tVler reserved decision on a motion
b Joseph Baiter, of Boston, a mi-
ll ity stockholder of Paramount-
Pplix Corp., to enjoin that com-
ply from continuing the fulfill-

irnt of an agreement to repurchase
stok given in 1929 for acquisition

o;,71% of the assets of Kunsky
Tsaters, Inc., of Detroit. Under

(Continued on Page 3)

Fox Signs Von Stroheim

To Direct One Picture

Philly Mayor Bans ''Birth of a Nation''
Philadelphia—Terming the picture as "prejudicial to peace between the

black and white races," Mayor Harry A. Mackey has banned showing of "The
Birth of a Nation" in Philadelphia, hie issued this order despite the fact the

picture has played a local house since Aug. 27.

St. Louis Neighborhoods

Plan To Aid Unemployed
St. Louis — Local exhibitors will

help the St. Louis unemployed Sat-
urday, Sept. 12, when 43 neighbor-
hood houses will run a special mati-
nee at which the admission price

will be a bundle of children's cloth-

ing. These benefits will climax
"Clothing Week" which will be ob-

served from Sept. 6 to Sept. 12

when a city-wide campaign will be
staged to aid the Citizens' Commit-
tee on Relief and Unemployment.
Participation of the neighborhoods
was arranged through the M.P.T.O.
of St. Louis, Eastern Mo. and South-
ern 111., and the Hays organization.

Only Starring Material
For Para. Stock Company

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Only players who seem

to be genuine prospective starring
material will be added to the Para-
mount stock company, said B. P.
Schulberg yesterday in announcing

(Continued on Page 3)

Charles C. Hildinger
Funeral Held Tomorrow
Funeral services for Charles C.

Hildinger, operator of the Hildinger
circuit in New Jersey, who died
Wednesday at the Mercer Hospital,
Trenton, will be held tomorrow at
his late residence, 614 West State
St., Trenton. He was 54 years of
age. Hildinger, who had been ac-

(Continued on Page 3)

Indie Exhibs To Exercise
Greater Power in

Organization
Officers and directors of the M. P.

T. 0. A. have unanimously approv-
ed a new and more ambitious setup

of the organization which will af-

ford independent exhibitors greater

participation in its executive affairs.

This became known yesterday when
President M. A. Lightman announc-
ed the plan, pointing out that it will
bring about a closer co-ordination
of the state and regional units.

The arrangement provides for a
direct representative of each state
or local organization on the board
of directors which will place addi-
tional control in the hands of small
exhibitors. The directors will be
elected by the state or local asso-
ciations and the arrangement will

have the effect of increasing the
(Continued on Parte 3)

Set To Open 150 16mm. Exchanges
Opening of 150 exchanges through-

out the country is planned by In-
ternational 16 mm. Pictures, Inc.,
which will release talking film li-

braries of 14 major producers.
George Hoppert, advertising man-
ager of Pacent Electric and Pacent
Reproducer, joins the company Mon-
day as vice-president.

if-t Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
ollywood— Fox has signed Erich von

Siheim to write and direct a picture

bi'.d on an unproduced stage play by
D.|n Powell, New York novelist, and to

bttitJed "Walking Down Broadway."
,

Operators' Strike Closes
Memphis Circuit Houses

Contract difficulties with opera-
tors have caused closing of four ma-
jor circuit houses in Memphis and
decision of projectionists at Pater-
son, N. J., to strike unless their de-

mands for increased wages are met.
The four Memphis houses, Loew's

Palace, Loew's State, Warner and
RKO Orpheum, went dark when

(Continued on Page 3)

Paramount Drops Suit
Against Revenue Bureau

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Adjustment of the

Paramount account with the Bureau
of Internal Revenue has resulted in
withdrawal of the picture com-
pany's suit, filed in the Court of

(Continued on Page 2)

96 Musicians Affected by
St. Louis Negotiations

St. Louis—Future jobs of 96 mu-
sicians are contingent upon outcome
of negotiations now going on be-
tween the Musicians' Mutual Benefit
Ass'n whose members are employe'd
in local first run houses and the the-
aters. Houses involved and the num-
ber of musicians they employ are as
follows: Ambassador, 27; Fox, 23;
St. Louis, 13; Granada, 15; St. Louis
Amusement Co. circuit, 18.

Anti-Gan|gster P'icture

Ordinance Dies at Saiem

Salem, Ore.—Anti-gangster picture or-

dinance introduced in the City Council
has been defeated with vote of that body
to indefinitely postpone action on the
measure.
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the act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage
free) United States outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3

months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscriber

should remit with order. Address all com-
munications to THE FILM DAILY, 1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle

7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. Cable ad-

dress: Filmday, New York. Hollywood
California — Ralph Wilk, 642S Hollywood
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607. London—Ernest
W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Wardour St., W. I. Berlin—Karl Wolffsohn
Lichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris

—P. A. Harle, La Cinematographic Fran-
caise. Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, 19.

FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Con. Fm. Ind 7 7 7

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 13!4 13 li — 'A

East. Kodak 139H 136^ MTA — 2

Fox Fm. "A" .. 13^ li% 13^— 54

Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 25^ 2% 2% — '/»

Loew's, Inc 49-5^ 49% 48Ji — 54

ilo pfd 93 93 93
Paramount 2A'A 23Vi 23J4 — 1

Pathe Exch 1^4 1'4 W2 + Vi

do "A" 5 S 5 — Vi

RKO "A" 15 14^ 14%— Vi

Warner Bros 9H W* 9% — H
do pfd 25 24 24 — 1

NEW VORK CURB MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 45^ 4 4'A — 'A

Technicolor .-. 6H (t'A 6',4 — Va

Trans-Lux 4?4 4-5/^ 454 — K
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen, Th. Eq. 6s40 23 22^ 22/2 — 'A

Keith AO 6s 46.. 70!^ 7()>/8 70"^ -f /«

Loew 6s 41ww... 97j4 97.54 97^— H
Paramount 6s 47.. 86 86 86
Par. By. 5^s51 .103 103 103 + H
Par. 5'/.s50 77 76f4 77 + !4

Pathe 7s37 96 96 96
Warner's 6s 41.. 81H 79 81 — 1

U. S. Film Labs. Creditors Called

Samuel Stern, receiver for U. S.

Film Laboratories of New Jersey is

sending notices to creditors of that

corporation to file their claims by
Sept. 27. Malcolm Laboratories is

plaintiff in the receivership action.

*'••«•>•••••••••••••••,_i
New York

1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City

154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

Eastman Films

J, E. Brulatour^ Inc.

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

'.'''***>>•>'»' '

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood4121

Indianapolis Grinds To Employ One Man in Booth
Indianapolis, Ind.—An agreement providing for the continuance of two-

men-in-a-booth in all De Luxe houses, and one-man-in-a-booth in all grind

houses was signed by local theater owners and operators' union to become
effective Sunday.

W. B. Close Product
With 4 N. Y. Circuits

Warner Bros.-First National re-

ported yesterday closing of deals by
George Balsdon, Jr., Metropolitan
manager, and Harry Decker, New
York branch manager, of contracts
with four circuits of theaters in

Manhattan and Staten Island call-

ing for 100 per cent showing of the
company's product for 1931-32. The
circuits are: the Brill and the
Charles Moses circuits in Richmond
County; the Springer-Cocalis and
the Manhattan Playhouse circuits

in Manhattan.

First Division Handling
New Artclass Product

Harry H. Thomas, president of

First Division Pictures, has acquired
distribution franchise for the 12

Weiss Brothers Artclass features of

the 1931-1932 season. Thomas is

now operating in Buffalo, Philadel-

phia, and Washington as well as

New York.

Braithwaite New Head
Of Universal London Office

London—Arthur Braithwaite has
been appointed manager of Univer-
sal's office here following the resig-

nation of Max Thorpe who accepted
a position with Warners. Braith-
waite formerly handled Universal's

iirmingham branch.

Paramount-Newark Reopens

Newark, N. J.—The remodeled
Newark reopened last night under
the name of the Paramount-Newark
with city and state officials as guests.

Adams Brothers, former owners,
will share operation of the house
with Publix. Paramount pictures

will be shown exclusively.

U's Jersey Find in Debut
Pauline Moore will make her

screen debut in a small role in Uni-
versal's "Twenty Grand" in support
of Ricardo Cortez, Mae Clarke and
Norman Foster.

Anniversary of Brooklyn Fox
The Brooklyn Fox will observe its

third anniversary with a special pro-
gram starting on Sept. 11 and con-
tinuing throughout the week. Bor-
ough officials and leading merchants
will participate in the celebration.

Goldstein Bros. Build New House
Springfield, Mass. — Goldstein

Bros., who sold their circuit of 20
theaters to Publix a year ago, are
building a new theater here on
State St. It will be called the Ar-
cade and will open in two or three
weeks.

Paramount Drops Suit
Against Revenue Bureau

(Cotitiiiucd from Page 1)

Claims, in connection with an over-
assessment of $375,824.93 in 1918,
1919 and 1920. A cash refund will

be made in the amount of $148,-
431.93. Total of $262,529.92 will be
entered as a credit against the tax
account and the balance of $8,853.28
will be rebated.

Frank Vreeland Joining
Paramount Story Council
Frank Vreeland, with the Para-

mount publicity department for some
time, is joining the company's story
council. He will be succeeded by C.

M. Odell of the New York studio
publicity staff. Nick Manula is

being transferred from the home of-

fice publicity department to fill

Odell's job at the studio.

Central States Circuit
Closes for Radio Product
RKO-Radio Pictures has closed

a deal for its 1931-'32 product with
the Central States Circuit served by
the Des Moines office, according to

Charles Rosenzweig, vice-president
in charge of distribution. Towns to

be served in this 100 per cent prod-
uct deal are Ames, Clinton, Albia,
Centerville, Fort Dodge, Oelwein and
Chariton. Manager McCarthy acted
for RKO-Radio with the assistance
of Lou Kutinsky, home office repre-
sentative. Harry Weinberg acted for
Central States.

RKO Opens New Cincy House
Cincinnati—RKO opened its new

theater, the Paramount, last night
with Constance Bennett in RKO
Pathe's "Common Law." The Para-
mount is RKO's seventh theater in

Cincinnati, and its 21st in Ohio. The
house seats 2,200 and is one of the
finest in southern Ohio.

Laemmle Signs German Actor
During his stay in Germany on

his two months' trip to Europe, Carl
Laemmle, who is sailing for home
on board the Europa Saturday,
signed a contract with Harry Piel.

German stunt actor, to star in three
foreign productions for Universal
during the coming season. His pic-

tures may be marketed in America
and in England as well as in Ger-
many. There is a probability that
Piel may be brought to America to
make pictures in Hollywood.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or WeekW Kalet

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation

723.7th AVE.. N. Y. BRYANT 9-6067

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Sept. 9-10: Serai-annual Convention, AUi
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesoi
North and South Dakota, Rad
son Hotel. Minneapolis.

"The Exhibitor" annual golf to»
nament at Lu Lu Country CIu
Philadelphia.

: French Educational Film Coi
gress, Paris.
Hispano - American Motion PJ
ture Congress. Madrid. Spain.!
Eleventh Annual Convention
M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsj
vania, Pittsburgh.
Fall meeting of the Society
Motion Picture Engineers, N«
Ocean House, Swampsco;
Mass.
Universal Club "Night in
ris," Hotel Astor
Annual Awards Dinner of Ac
demy of M. P. Arts & Scienci
Hollywood.

Sept. 25:

Sept. 28-3

Oct. 1

:

Oct. 4-6:

Oct.

Nov,

Two Publix Houses in
New Kokomo, Ind., Circui
Kokomo, Ind.—Three local th!

aters, the Indiana, Sipe and Isis, a;

to be combined under one manag
ment. The Indiana and Sipe we
acquired from Publix and a merg;
was effected with the Isis by the ne
owners, who are to be known as t!

Kokomo Amusement Corp.
Sam Neall of Indianapolis and Kl

komo will have active manageme
of the circuit. Those interested an
James J. Gregory of Frankfoii
Thomas Valos of Peru, Thom
Chamales of Chicago and Sam Nea
All three theaters will show pictun
with vaudeville being shown at t
Sipe.

Found Looting Theater Safe
Jersey City — George Elmoi

manager of the Rialto, entered I

office after the show had closed We'
nesday night to find a man at t
safe which had been forced open. I

was arrested on a charge of bv
glary and gave his name as Jose;
Mitchell, 21 and homeless. Pol>
say the youth concealed himself 5

the orchestra until the theater vi,

deserted and then forced open
safe.

FOR SALE

Two Simplex Projection machines..^

Excellent condition. Phone Wlscon-j

sin 7-4340.
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OPERATORS' STRIKE CLOSES

f[
(Continued from Faye 1)

toperators went on strike. At Patei--

son five circuit theaters are affected

by the situation. They are the
Fabian, Regent, Rivoli and Rialto,

operated by Warner Bros., and the
U. S., a Publix house. Warner and
union officials yesterday conferred
in an elfort to reach an agreement.

Find But 28% of Features
Are Suitable for Children

(Continued from Faije 1)

Walter Vincent, chairman of the

'exhibitor protest meeting continu-

ing committee, in which he congra-
tulates exhibitors for their attack

upon gangster pictures via a reso-

ilution. Hecht pledges support of

jhis publication and allied women's
organizations to independent the-

aters in aiding them to buy pictures

suitable for children.

Only Starring Material

For Para. Stock Company
(^Continued from Page 1)

that within the next 70 days the

company will have 18 features in

work. This statement indicates that

in the future the company will not

take on additional featured players

for its personnel, instead using for

'their roles players being developed
'for stardom. Of the 54 Paramount
contract players, 30 are newcomers,
said Schulberg.

Charles C. Hildinger

j
Funeral Held Tomorrow

I

(Continued from Page 1)

Itive in New Jersey politics, also

'owned an interest in the Newberry
•circuit which operates houses along
the Jersey coast. He is survived
by a widow, a son, Clark, and a

[daughter, Claire Hildinger.

Miss Wong Signs Para. Contract
Anna May Wong has been signed

to a long term contract as a fea-

tured player for Paramount as a

;re!5ult of her work in "Daughter of

the Dragon" with Warner Oland and
Sessue Hayakawa.

Sease Nominated
Dr. D. V. B. Sease of Dupont-

Pathe has been nominated for the

presidency of the S. M. P. E. as well

as Dr. Alfred G. Goldsmith.

Warshawsky's Play Sold

William A. Brady, Sr., has ac-

cepted and will produce Sam War-
shawsky's play, "The Woman of

Destiny." At the try-out in Prov-

incetown in which Mary Young
played the leading role, Brady cor-

raled Sam after the second act and

before the final curtain the papers

were signed. Sam is general press

representative for RKO Radio Pic-

tures.

mm
• • • IT'S NOT only the film biz that is plagued by the

reactionaries and ole mossbacks with pre-Victorian ideas

take frinstance the cigarette manufacturers who have

been up against a tuff proposition tryin' to get over their sales

message to the femmes who like their cigs even as you and I

but the fussfusses and the moralizers raise such 'ell

at the idea of picturing a gal smokin' that the cig peo-

ple have had to gun for femme patronage by indirect method
first they started with colored art studios of beautiful

gals, with their cig package appearing down in the corner

mere suggestion that a gal MIGHT smoke next
advance was the gal proffering a light to her boy friend
now the Camel people have got Real Bold and turned
out a full page ad showing the femme actually ACCEPTING
a cig from her boy friend in a few months it won't be
a bit surprising to see the gal actually SMOKIN' the cig
and the silly part of it all is that for the past year the ciggy
manufacturers in their ad copy have been plugging the advan-
tages of gals smoking their particular brand and when
they finally come clean and show the ladies smokin' naturally

they can give most of the credit to the film producers
who have been showin' the femmes in the pix smokin'

regardless and why shouldn't they? wimmen are
entitled to some consideration for after all is said and
done they are human beings in spite of all that
married men say but please don't quote us

• • • SENSATIONAL NEWS from Dave Bader, confiden-
tial secretary to Uncle Carl Laemmle now sojourning
together at all the ritzy Continental resorts Dave met
a glorious gretchen named Hanel Kadelburg, niece of the fa-
mous Viennese playwright of the same name the mugg
wot wrote the European sensay-shun, "At the White Horse
Inn" so Dave flew to Vienna to give the Unlucky Gal
the RING looks as if our bad example has led this
Davey person astray and he's comin' back on the "Eu-
ropa" to ga-ga with us as two kindred souls on the occasion
of that Ball and Chain Party

* * * *

• • • PAUL GULICK sez he never realized how exten-
sively our pix reviews were read until through error
we ran a review on "Undertow" that we covered a year
ago! and now all the exhibs are writin' in to him askin'
him wotthe'ell well, Paul, it's li'I mistakes like this that
prove we're Human ya can't expect us to be Perfect
like a supervisor they're so darned Uninterestin'

• • • FOR THOSE with thirsts, who still wanna be Cau-
tious here's how our bootleg analyzes on chemical test

45% by volume 37.9 by Weight 90 Proof
Wood alcohol, absent Diethyl, absent

Isopropyl alcohol, absent Formaldehyde, absent
Acetone, absent Artificial coloring, absent Re-
marks: A high proof potable liquor good in flavor no,
ya yaps we're only tellin' ya about our supply
not offerin' ya ANY why should we ?

• • • JAY EMANUEL of "The Exhibitor" is stagin' a goIT
tournament at the Lu Lu Country Club near Philly on Sept. 25,
with plenty of prizes a special car will carry the New
York contingent there Mister Zittel of "Zit's" will open
up a swell nite club in the Grand Concourse Plaza hotel in
about a month, featuring a pop price dinner Arnold
Van Leer, publicity director of the Palace, has brought the
house Prosperity BIG standout shows ever since he
took it over, b'gosh

MORE AMBITIOUS SETUP

EORTHEM.P.T.O.A.

(Continued from Page 1)

membership of the board, which will

hold regular sessions twice a year.

Another phase of the system pro-
vides for the election of an execu-
tive committee by the directors with
authority to meet as frequently as

necessary. This will be a smaller
body, as compared with the direc-

torate, and will be selected on a
geographical basis.

The entire setup will be presented
to the annual convention of the M.
P. T. 0. A. which will be held later

than usual this year. In the mean-
time President Lightman and other

officials of the organization will line

up additional state and regional

units for membership in the asso-

ciation.

« « « » » »

Court Reserves Decision

In Para. Injunction Suit
(Continued from Page 1)

the agreement, Paramount must re-

purchase on September 9, 65,000

shares of its own stock at $75 a
share, a total of $4,875,000.

Baiter alleges that the agreement
was illegal because it was made
without consent or knowledge of

stockholders and that Samuel Katz,

vice president of Paramount, and a

voting trustee of the Kunsky The-
aters, Inc., acted in a dual capacity

in the transaction. Both allega-

tions were denied by counsel for the

defendants who stated that Katz'

only interest in the acquired organi-

zation was through ownership of

29% of the company's stock by a

subsidiary of Paramount. The re-

purchase agreement was contained

in company's annual report for

1929 and 1930, he stated. He de-

clared the transaction had been
highly profitable to Paramount, the

company having earned more than

9% on its investment in each of the

last two years.

Film Curb's New Offices

Tom and Stella Hamlin have
moved the "Film Curb" across the

street to new quarters at 358 West
44th St.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-

bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

September 4

Jack Duffy

Jane Laurel

Pete Smith
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PHIL M. DALY
sums up the reasons

for Educational*

s

prestige and leader-

ship in the production of

Short Subjects—the kind

that Fill 'Em Daily with

laughter, thrills, dramal

i'CC '^A

<^

'THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc., E. w. mammons, president
Member. Motion Piclure Producers and Dislribulors o| America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President
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Your Feature is no Slronger

Than Its Support
"

wmniccl

Did YOU ever see a baseball pitcher wave his support
in from the field to the bench? Well, hardly. No
matter ho^v strong he's twirling, he can't go it alone.

Your feature, too, needs the air-tight backing to the
last fade out of the evening's show. No matter how
good, it's only half your bill. When it's a flop, your
whole show depends on the supporting featurettes.

Educational has a two -reel comedy for every Aveek
in the year. And in the 82 single-reel pictures, the
world's borders are our studio walls.

Folks don't shell out just to see THE PITCHER. It's the
team—the w^hole show^—the Educational support—that
puts 'em on their toes from the bleachers to the boxes.

ourftbet

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc., E. w. MAMMONS, president

Member, Motion Piclure Producers and Dislribulors ol America, Inc., Will H. Hays, PresidenI

"POKER WIDOWS,"
with PaJsy O'Leary and
Arthur Stone. A Mack
Sennett ComedY. A roYai

flush 1 The skY is the limit

for laughs.

"HAREM SECRETS

"

with ClaudeHemming
From the Romantic
lourneYs Series. Pro-

duced bY Howard C
Brown and Curtis F
Nagel. A red hot num-
ber from the harems of

Morocco.Photographed
is Multicolor.
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International in Scope
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Non - Union Operators In 7 N. J. Circuit Houses

1,500SHORTS FOR '31-32 RESASE
Fox Now Grooming 19 Players For Future Stardom
Promising Players Are

Being Trained For
Important Roles

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Nineteen players are

being groomed for stardom by Fox.
Names of the future stars and the
vehicles in which they will next be
seen follow: James Todd, "Sob
Sister"; Ralph Morgan, "The Lone
Wolf's Son"; Edward Crandall,

{Continued on Page 3)

NAT ROSS TO MAKE 13

SHORTS FOR RKO LIST

Production of Liberty Magazine
short short-stories is planned by
Nat Ross as associate producer for
Van Beuren Corp., which has se-

cured release of 13 subjects through
RKO. Ross has taken an option on
all future short short-stories in Lib-

{Coiitinurd on Page 2)

Connie Bennett Patient

I

At New York Hospital
I

Constance Bennett on Friday was
a patient at the Harbor Sanitarium.
According to reports in New York
newspapers, she is suffering from
the effects of an appendicitis opera-
tion performed in Europe 18 months
ago. A. P. Waxman, publicity di-

rector for RKO-Pathe last night
denied reports of Miss Bennett's
illness.

How an Ingenious Exhib

Obtained Police Guard

An exhibitor in a strike-troubled city

was refused police protection but being an

ingenious chap, he found a solution of this

problem. He had a bomb tossed at the
front door of his theater. Altogether the

damage amounted to $20, American money,
but he got six coppers assigned to his

house to guard it.

Believe Sensible Solons

Will Kill Albany Bill

Major producers and distributors con-

tacted in New York Friday by THE FILM
DAILY concerning the anti-gangster pic-

ture bill introduced in the New York State

Senate expressed the opinion that the

measure would meet its death at the hands

of sensible legislators. They pointed out

that inasmuch as it would ban pictures

showing "the evils of crime," its unreason-

able scope would prevent making of numer-

ous subjects.

Diversity of Subjects Indicated by Revised Pro-

duction Schedules of 15 Organizations

Settle Memphis Union Row;

Four De Luxers Reopening

Revised production plans of 15 major and independent

companies indicate that more than 1,500 short subjects will be

produced for 1931-32 distribution.

According to a Film Daily survey, 951 one-reelers and 415

two-reelers will be released. Sales quotas for the coming season

on the better grade of single reelers has been put by some of the
major companies as $35,000 per

release, with conditions indi-

cating that within $5,000 of the

amount specified will be reached.

Memphis—With a new operators'

contract signed, the four local cir-

cuit houses. Loew's Palace, Loew's

State, Warner and RKO Orpheum,

will immediately resume operations.

The agreement gives projectionists

$65 per week, six hour shifts and
does not provide overtime pay. The
new contract covering Loew's Strand
reduces operators' wages from $60
to $50 per week.

Ochs' Houses Plan Benefit

For Policemen's Widows
Ten houses comprising the Lee

A. Ochs circuit, engaged in a dis-

pute with the operators' union for

some weeks, will stage a midnight

benefit performance Sunday for the

(Continued on Page 3)

Hays Relief Committee
Will Meet on Sept, 14

Further details in the industry's
national project to help relieve un-
employment will be mapped out by
its planning committee which will

meet Monday, Sept. 14, at 11 A. M.
at the Hays office.

Seven N. J. Circuit Houses
Install Non-Union Operators

Walkout of operators has led to

seven New Jersey circuit houses

using non-union projectionists. The

six Warner theaters involved are

the Fabian, Garden, Rivoli, and

Regent, all in Paterson, and the
(Continued on Page i)

Expect No Trouble With
Philly Musicians' Contract
Philadelphia -— Expectations are

that a new contract between the mu-
sicians' union and local houses will
be settled amicably. It

Labor Day.
expires

ANTI-GANGSTER PICTORE

BILL FOR N. J. ASSEMBLY

Newark—Right to grant an in-

junction against gangster pictures
would be given under a bill which
Assemblyman David M. Litwin of
this city intends to introduce in the
1932 Legislature. Measure would
forbid importation of such films in
New Jersey and would make their
exhibition a misdemeanor.

Detroit Publix De Luxe
Houses Reduce Prices

Detroit—Effective yesterday, the
admission prices of Publix de luxe
houses here were reduced to from
25c to 60c, varying with the time
of day. The former scale ended at
75c. Theaters affected are the
Michigan, State, Fisher and United
Artists. Children will be admitted
at all times for 15c.

No Paper Monday
As Monday is Labor Day, a legal

holiday, there will be no issue of

THE FILM DAILY.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High Low Close Cbg.

Con. Fm. Ind. . . 6^ 6]A 6!/5 — J^
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 13 13 13
East. Kodak ....136'/^ 134 13454 — ?4
Fox Fm. "A" ... 1354 13J4 13J4
Gen. Th. Eq.(new) 2y2 2?^ 2^
Loew's, Inc 48?g 4754 4754 — 5^

M-G-M pfd 25 25 25 +54
Paramount 2354 23 23'4 -f y»

Pathe Exch 1'/$ 154 154 — Vs.

do "A" 554 5J4 5'4 + 'A

RKO "A" 145^ 1454 '^^y*

Warner Bros 954 8% 9!^

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. Vtc. 754 754 7 54—1
Fox Thea. "A" .. 25^ 2^ 2Y»
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 454 4 454
Technicolor 654 654 654
Trans-Lux 45^ 45^ 454

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 22 22 22 — Ys,

Keith AG 6s 46. 70 70 70—54
Loew 6s 41 ww.. 9754 9754 9754
Paramount 6s 47 . 8554 85 85—1
Par. By. 554s51..103 1025^103
Par. 55/2S 50 ... 77'^ 77 77
Warner's 6s 39 .. 58 57 5754 + 154

CELEBRATED IN BERLIN

Berlin — First anniversary of

Fox Tonende Wochenschau (German
Movietone News), and the opening
of another continental newsreel the-

ater, were celebrated here recently.

The house is a 500 seater, formerly
known as the Oswald and is located
in the heart of the theatrical center
on the Kurferstandam, the Broad-
way of this center. Ben Miggins,
European director for Movietone, and
Russel Muth, Berlin editor, pre-

sented the opening show.

Philly M. P. T. O. Plans
Convention for Sept. 24

Philadelphia—Next convention of
the M.P.T.O. is scheduled for the
Hotel Adelphia Sept. 24. Business
to be transacted includes considera-
tion of a report on the recent ex-
hibitor protest meeting held in New
York and sponsored by the associa-
tion.

Close For Three Day Holiday
Warner Bros, and First National

general offices will be closed today,
(Saturday), in order to give the em-
ployees a three day holiday. A
skeleton force will be retained in
some of the departments, particu-
larly in that handling film, but all

of the executives will be absent.

Eberson-Designed House Opens
Cincinnati—Seating 2,000, the new

RKO Paramount, designed by John
Eberson, opened Friday night with
city and state officials present. RKO
home office officials attended.

t.t it
it New York Long Island City j'j

it 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. '{

J.t BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 fj
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i'.i i$

li L E. Brulatour* Inc. li
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St. L. Ambassador Goes Vaude
St. Louis—Skouras Brothers' Am-

bassador has dropped "master-of-
ceremony" shows and will adopt
straight vaudeville Sept. 18. Blos-
som Seeley and Benny Fields, Smith
and Dale and Jack Osterman are on
the opening bill.

Mike Cullen in Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh—Mike Cullen, former-

ly manager of Loew's, Washington,
D. C, has been appointed manager
of Loew's Penn here, replacing H.
M. Addison who has been made di-

vision manager of the Loew Cleve-
land group of theaters. Jack Si-

mon, former manager of the Aldine,
is now publicity director for the
Penn.

COMING & GOING

NAT ROSS TO MAKE 13

SHORTS FOR RKO LIST

(Continued from Page 1)

erty for the next five years. It is

estimated that from 5,000 to 7,000
stories a week are submitted for
approval and all will be made avail-

able to Ross and Van Beuren. Many
promient authors are responsible
for a number of stories accepted
during the past two years. First
of the series has already been filmed

by Ross. It is "Fixed," by F. R.
Buckley, and was adapted and di-

rected by William Cowen. In the
cast are Raymond Hatton, Warner
Richmond, Maurice Black, Crauford
Kent, Freddie Howard, John Hyams
and Rose Lane.

THE INDUSTRyS
DATE BOOK

Standard Film Service
Distributing Artclass

Pittsburgh— Lew Lefton, Pitts-

burgh manager for Standard Film
Service Co., announces the follow-

ing titles of new Artclass produc-
tions to be distributed by his firm:
Harry Carey in "The Hurricane
Rider," "Across the Line," "Cavalier
of the West," "Horsehoofs," "Border
Devils," "Double Sixes." "Trusty
Triggers" and "Roped"; "Night Life

in Reno" and "Pleasure," melo
drama featuring Conway Tearle and
Carmel Myers.

jv Chicago Hollywood «•*

j> 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica K
V CALumet 3692 Blvd. K
j-j HOLlywood4121 K

>••#>>>>>

MAX WEISS, president of Artclass Pic-
tures, plans to sail for Europe next week.

ROBERT L. RIPLEY, J. WITMARK.
BF.TTV GALLAGHER. DAVE BARNUM
and SONNY BARKAS sailed for Bermuda
on the Vulcania yesterday.

SIDNEY HOWARD, of Samuel Goldwyn's
staff, arrived from the coast yesterday en route
to Maine for a month's holiday.
FERDINAND GOTTSCHALK, is en route

to the coast to appear in "Tonight or Never"
for LTnited Artists.

CLAUDE FLEMMING, narrator of the
Educational-Romantic Journeys, is en route
to Hollywood. After a few days there he
will follow Curtis F. Nagel, co-producer of
the series with Howard C. Brown, to the
Grand Canyon.
CARL LAEMMLE sails for home today

from Southampton on board the Europa after

a two months' business trip and vacation in

Europe.
LEO TOVER, RKO cameraman, has ar-

rived in New York for a vacation.

Warner Club Honors Gilbert
The first frolic of the season by

the Warner Club will be in the na-
ture of a farewell reception for Jack
Gilbert, first president of the club,

who soon leaves to join the W.B.-
First National headquarters staff in

London.

Sept. 9-10:

Sept. 25:

Sept. 28-30

Oct. 1

:

Oct. 4-6:

Oct. S-8:

Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota
North and South Dakota. Radia
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

'The Exhibitor" annual golf tour-
nament at Lu Lu Country Club,
Philadelphia.

French Educational Film Con-
gress, Paris.

Hispano - American Motion Pic-
ture Congress, Madrid, Spain.

Eleventh Annual Convention of

M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsyl-
vania, Pittsburgh.

Fall meeting of the Society ol

Motion Picture Engineers, New
Ocean House, Swampscott,

Oct. 31: Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.

Nov. 4: Annual Awards Dinner of Aca-
demy of M. P. Arts & Sciences
Hollywood.

Lining Up Equipment
Displays for S. M. P. E.

The S. M. P. E. is lining up
equipment displays for its exhibi-

tion in connection with its fall con-

vention scheduled for the New
Ocean House, Swampscott, Mass.,

Oct. 5-8. Sylvan Harris, editor-

manager of the society, is in charge.

Ordered to Vacate Florida House
Coral Gables, Fla. — L. Leslie

Headley, president of the Regent,
charged with forcibly taking posses-

sion of the Seventh Ave., a week
ago, was ordered to vacate the prop-
erty by an order signed by Judge
Uly 0. Thompson in Circuit Court.

See New Para. Listing
New York Stock Exchange has

received an application from Para-
mount to list 80,882 additional
shares of its stock to be issued in

connection with the stock dividend
recently declared.

To Resume Stage Producing
Rosalie Stewart, formerly identi-

fied with the story department at

the Paramount, New York, is to re-

enter the legit theater production
field. She recently returned to New
York from a trip to Europe.

New Bankhead-Para. Contract
Tallulah Bankhead is understood

to have signed a new starring con-

tract with Paramount.

CARL BERGERl
Now in the

MALAY JUNGLES

turning first

camera on the

Frank Buck-

Van Beuren
R.K.O.

WILD ANIMAL SERIES

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade BIdg.

Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761
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Japitol and Montauk at Passaic,

rhe U. S. at Paterson, operated by
Publix, is the seventh house.

Negotiations towards a contract

vvere at a standstill Friday, with the

jperators persisting in their de-

mands for a 10 per cent increase.

Management of the Warner houses

•eported business as normal. The
Regent, which runs on a combina-
ion policy, is only playing vaude-

dlle.

Capitol Diversity Acts

I

Furnish A Peppy Show
' The Sapitol stage show, "Going,

joing, Gone"! is meant to suggest

he atmosphere of the auctioneer,

)ut is not overemphasized. Opens
with Adler & Bradford, acrobatic

leam, stepping out of a frame, doing

'i series of strength and balancing

joses. They're good. Roma Brothers,

•omic eccentric dancers, do a nice

'outine, exiting on the old melody,

'The Bowery." Olive Sibley, so-

prano, furnishes the vocal atmos-

jhere for the Chester Hale girls in

% picturesque routine with flowing

fowns, finishing with a neat tableau

effect. Erner & Fisher, in harlequin

•ostumes, do a clever adagio with a

jirl, tossing her around like a rub-

)er ball. The finale has Don How-
ird, vocalist, with thiee floats re-

volving in the background with rain-

)ow lighting effects as the Chester

lale girls pose and dance.

England Buys 2 Vitaphone Series

Warner Bros, are in receipt of

;abled advices from their British

listribution head, Max Milder, that

Contracts have been closed for two
)f the series of "Vitaphone shorts,

Bobby Jones in "How I Play Golf"
sind "Adventures in Africa," with

wo large British circuits—Provin-

nal Cinema Theaters, controlling

nore than 100 houses, and Asso-
dated British Cinema Theaters of

iround 100 theaters.

"Fox Junior" Matinees
i St. Louis — A series of "Fox
junior" matinees have been ar-

anged by the Fox in co-operation

nth the Better Films Council. Mati-

'ees will be given the third Satur-

lay of each month and will begin

It 9:30 a. m.

Following an eight-hour battle wjth
the elements, Lil Dagover, First National
star and her companions, en route to

Hollywood by airplane, were compelled
to make a forced landing in a corn
field, 50 miles from Indianapolis.

RI4LT
• • • A MOST unique luncheon was given at the Biltmore

the other day by John Eberson, the well known theater builder

and architect to a few of his friends for the pur-

pose of bringing together two internationally known personali-

ties one was Count von Luckner, the German sea raider

of War fame the other, Joe Fisher, the gent who owns
a string of picture theaters in the Orient these two
gentlemen had an encounter thirteen years ago but
never met face to face for the Count blew up "The City
of Athens" on which Mister Fisher was a passenger
and all Mister Fisher recalls about the event was bein' blown
30 feet across the deck pickin' himself up and scramblin'
into a lifeboat which was upset and bein' picked
up hours later more dead than alive so natur-
ally he was very anxious to meet the gent who gave him the
works

• • • NOW IT so happens that Mister Eberson, the host,
has a pecooliar sense of oomer so he hadn't told the
Count who he was gonner meet and during the luncheon,
he ups and sez, casual like "Oh, by the way, Count,
you torpedoed Mister Fisher on the City of Athens in the
course of your war adventures." and the Count, casual
like, raises his eyebrows, and sez "No, you're wrong.
Mister Eberson. I blew him up with a mine." and
Mister Fisher, who naturally was the most interested party,
butts into the conversation by sayin' "Thank gawd I

know at last what really happened to me." then the
Count courteously explained that the day before his raiding
vessel had laid a bunch of mines in the channel and
left for other conquests so that when Mister Fisher met
up with one of the mines 24 hours later naturally he, the
count, was not there to have the honor of meetin' him

• • • SO THEN the Count and Mister Fisher got real
chummy and found out that as world travelers they
had a lot of friends in common "It's strange." sez the
Count, "but I have met so many of my Victims, and now they
are all my Friends, like you. Mister Fisher." now what
are ya gonna do with a guy like that? then they dis-

covered that they are both members of the International Magi-
cians' Society and made an appointment to get together
and exchange tricks at which Mister Eberson iurned
to Mister Donald Mersereau, another guest, and sez
"Say, tell me—which is the guest of honor—the Victim or the
Raider?" and Don sez that after listenin' to both of
these birds describin' their experiences it's a toss-up.
And Miss Fisher agreed.

• • • ONE OF the world's shortest interviews was that
accorded to a trade paper feller about a year ago by the proxy
of a major company the reporter went into a long query
to the effect "It is ttae, Mister So-and-So, that you are
about to sever all your motion picture connections?"

Mister So-and-So merely looked at him so the inter-

viewer started all over again, thinkin' he had not heard
and Mister So-and-So interrupted with just One Word
and that word was the definite, final and devastating answer
to the question so the reporter tiptoed out and
if ya know what this dizzy film biz is principally composed of

then ya know the Answer

• • • THAT PREVIEW of Educational-Tiffany sports

shorts gave the local sports scribes on the dailies a great kick

The local rag, "Gotham Life," which tells all about
the weekly doin's in our hamlet, has a great yarn by Bide Dud-
ley, who reminisces about some of the oletimers on tjte staBf

of the Mornin' Telly

FOX NOW GROOMING 19

PLAYERS FOR STARDOM

(Continued from Page 1)

"Over the Hill"; John Arlege,
"Heartbreak"; Elda Vokel and
Rosalie Roy, "She Wanted a Mil-
lionaire"; Manya Roberti, "The
Cisco Kid"; Alfred Cardova, "Deli-
cious"; Linda Watkins, "Sob
Sister"; Claire Maynard, "Over
the Hill"; Conchita Montenegro,
"The Cisco Kid"; Hardie Albright,
"Heartbreak"; Helen Mack, "While
Paris Sleeps"; Yvonne Pellicier,

"Riders of the Purple Sage"; Peggy
Ross, "Business and Pleasure";
Weldon Hayburn, Howard Phillips,

Roxanne Curtis and John Peter
Leister, not as yet assigned to com-
ing productions.

Ochs' Houses Plan Benefit
For Policemen's Widows

(Continued from Page 1)

widows of Policemen Walter J.

Webb and Edwin V. Churchill, kill-

ed by gangsters recently in a spec-
tacular chase. Bronx Chamber of
Commerce has endorsed the plan as
well as "The Evening Journal" and
"New York American."

Select Story for Chevalier
"One Hour With You" has been

selected as Chevalier's next Para-
mount picture, an adaptation of Lo-
thar Goldschmidt's play, "Only A
Dream." Work will get under way
following Chevalier's return late in

the month from southern France
where he has been vacationing.

"Five Star Final" for W.G.
Warner Bros, announce the pre-

miere of "Five Star Final" at the
New York Winter Garden next
Thursday evening at 7:45. Edward
Robinson, Marian Marsh and H. B.
Warner are the leading players.
Mervyn LeRoy directed.

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishci and con-

gratulation! are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-

bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

September 5-6

Doris Kenyon
Sam Sax
Jerry Safron
Larry Gardiner
Amos Hiatt
Maurice J. Clear

y

Rowland V. Lee
Frank Richardson
Donald Keith
Dorothy Gulliver
Paul Powell
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Should Use Shorts' Star Names In Advertising
Never Before Have

Many Real Names
Been Available

So

By A. H. SCHNITZER
Short Subject Sales Manager

RKO Futhe Distributing Corporation

Names mean as much today in

shorts as they do in features. Never
before have as many real names
been available in quality short films.

What is w^orth playing is worth
advertising. Any exhibitor who
has, let us say, a Jimmy Gleason
two-reeler or a Floyd Gibbons' thrill

reel on his bill and fails to give it

a fair play in his advertising is, to

say the least, neglecting a sales an-
gle. Some exhibitors cover this

phase of their bills with "Also Com-
edy and News" or "Selected Shorts."

But it is not selling copy either in

newspaper space or in marquee in-

candescents.

Presentation of this copy is im-
portant. Type display of these box-
office names together with titles is

one way of selling shorts. However,
the modern showman strives to put
ideas into his copy.

To give exhibitors material with
which to work in the proper adver-
tising and publicizing of RKO Pathe
shorts, that department has issued

an Exhibitors' Campaign Book en-

tirely devoted to shorts. In addi-

tion, on series like the Floyd Gib-
bons and Masquers groups, special

press sheets have been prepared.

The shorts campaign material in-

cludes feature, news and play-date
stories, scene cuts and novelty ac-

cessories. But most important are
the varied size little ad mats that
can be conveniently used.

RKO Rathe

WHERE CANARIES.
SING bass:

specimen, considerably reduced, of the type

of half-column ad mats which A. H. Schnit::er

contends should occupy a fair amount of space

in the exhibitors' newspaper advertising.

Experimenting With a Four-reeler
An experiment in four-reel comedies is being made by Universal which is

releasing "First to Fight," starring Slim Summerville. Its reaction at the box-

office will be watched by all producers owing to its unusual footage. Sum-
merville is appearing in a series of comedies dealing with life in the Marine

Corps.

Moray Sees Big Name Shorts
In Series As Pop Screen Fare

By NORMAN MORAY
Sales Manager, Vitaphone Short Subjects

Raising the quality of short sub-
jects has served to eliminate the
double feature threat, and producing
shorts with big names in series, has
resulted in greatly increased sales
of Vitaphone's one and two reelers.

Exhibitors no longer regard the
short as a filler and will not buy
one merely to take up eight or
eighteen minutes of screen time. He
wants instead screen entercainment
that can stand up with his feature
picture. He also wants names that

he can bill and display on his mar-
quee. Joe Glutz or Pincus Palooka
may be able to write a corking
short, but the smart showman knows
that Booth Tarkington and S. S.
Van Dine have names that mean
something to audiences.

After all, selling short subjects
whether to exhibitors or audiences,
is no different from selling any other
commodity. Well advertised brands
always have the edge over the un-
known products.

OLD-FASHIONED SLAPSTICK

EXTINCT, SAYS DIRECTOR

The term "slapstick," as used in

describing the modern one or two-
reel comedy is a misnomer, accord-
ing to Edward Cline, veteran film

director, now acting as producer for
short pictures in Paramount's New
York studio.

"The origination of the term can
be traced back to the days of old

burlesque when the comedian used
a bladder, or lathe to slap people
on the head, or body. The lathe

was in fact two lathes, fastened to-

gether with a small piece of wood
between them, so that when any-
one was hit with those lathes there
was a sharp noise like that when a
person's cheek is slapped with the
palm of a hand.

"Since the term first was used
there has been a steady refinement
and improvement of comedy and I

believe that the real, old-fashioned
type of "slapstick" comedy is ex-
tinct.

"The comedies now being pro-

duced probably could best be de-

scribed as broad comedy. These
comedies do not depict the impos-
sible but instead picture things
which could happen even though
unlikely to happen. We cling to

the term, 'slap-stick', merely because
we cannot find a better phrase to

describe the modern motion picture

comedy."

Bennett Lining Up Stories
Mack Sennett has returned from

his vacation in Alaska and has once
more taken up the comedy reins. He
is now lining up stories and making
preparations for production of the
five series he is making for Educa-
tional.

26 PIHALUCA SHORTS

BEINC DISTRIBUTED HERE

Twenty-six diversified short sub-
jects, produced by the Cines-Pitta-
luga studios of Rome, are being dis-
tributed in this country by Trans-
continental Pictures Corp., headed
by Dr. Paul R. DeVille and Dr.
Leandro Forno. The subjects are
divided into four groups, as follows:

Harp Series: "Mose's Prayer," by
Rossini; "The Pastorale," by Bel-
lotta; "Triumph March," by Verdi;

Novelties: "Doll's Fantasy," "Lov-
ing Cats," "Venetian Masks," "Wo-
men at the Spring," "Notturno," by
Chopin; "Old Aria," 'Gypsy Fan-
tasy," "Dances and Songs of Hun-
gary."

Italian folklore: 'Song of the
Earth," "Song of Sicily," "Songs of
Romagna," "Songs of the Lagoon,"
'Women of Rome," "Dances of Ro-
magna."

Italian artistic travelogues: "Na-
poli, Sorrento e Capri," "A Night in

Venice," "Fountain of Rome."

Argentine folklore: "En El
Rancho," "Melodie Argentine," "Mel-
odie Delia Pampas."

Special shorts—All talking in

Italian: 'The Courtyard," "The 12

Mothers' Lullaby," "Grandpa's Mel-
odies."

Complete "College Alibi"

Camera work has been finished

on the second in the new Vanity se-

ries. The comedy, which bears the

working title, "The College Alibi,"

features Helen Mann, Eddie Tam-
blyn. Vera Stedman, Ronnie Ron-
dell, Jack Duffy, Vernon Dent. Wil-
liam Watson directed.

EXPLOITATION TIEUPS

SET FOR WARNER SHORTS

Exploitation, a phase of the pic-

ture business that has generally cut
very little figure in the past in con-
junction with short subjects, will

this year play a prominent part in

the plans of Vitaphone for the com-
ing year.

Vitaphone made an exploitation
tie-up with Parker Bros, manufac-
turers of ping pong tables and
equipment for one of Ted Husing's
"Sportslants" shorts in which the
game of ping pong or tabletennis
as it is called, appears.

E. M. Newman's series of World
Travel Talks is being brought to
the attention of booksellers where
the shorts are booked, by Funk &
Wagnalls Co. publishers of New-
man's Books. Dealers will be asked
man's Books.
Robert L. Ripley's "Believe It or

Not" Vitaphone shorts are being
tied-up with the 300 daily and Sun-
day newspapers that are publishing
nis cartoons. Newspapers are asked
to announce in their columns that
a "Believe It or Not" picture is ap-
pearing at the name of theater and
in return the theater agrees to run
a slide after the "Believe It or Not"
has been sho-c^n, announcing that
the "Believe It or Not" cartoon^
appear daily exclusively in the name
of paper.

"Bosko," the hero of Vitaphone's
Cartoon series, "Looney Tunes,"
which are produced by Leon Schles-
inger, is going to be produced as a
doll and as a toy.

Goodrich Farmed Out
William Goodrich, director-in-

chief of the Educational Studios,
was contemplating a few days' va-
cation at his Malibu Beach cot-
tage, when RKO Pathe sent out an
SOS for a sure-fire comedy director, ^

so through special arrangements
with E. H. Allen, general manager :

of Educational, Goodrich took his 1

microphone to Culver City and got

;

right on the job. He is scheduled

'

to start a new Cameo comedy in a
few days, so the vacation was just
a good idea gone wrong.

"Mickey Mouse" Parade

In conjunction with a Fanchon and
Marco presentation of a "Mickey
Mouse Idea," Bill Thomas, publicity

director of the Pantages, Hollywood,

organized a parade of the female

"Mice" through the main streets of

the film city. Certain tie-ups were
effected, such as a stop at a well-

known restaurant for a huge ration

of cheese for the "Mice" and a peek

at the inside of a nationally adver-

tised electric refrigerator. Trans-

portation was taken care of by a

local auto dealer.



Greatest Name
in Shorts, too!

TRADE w^^^)f w MARK

IT'S perfectly natural that PARAMOUNT, for 20 years

the recognized leader in features should also make
the best shorts. The same high-calibre production organ-

ization makes PARAMOUNT shorts as well as features.

Real showmen, schooled in the demands of movie fans,

bring these great seat- sellers to you: PARAMOUNT
SOUND NEWS, 104 sparkling issues. 32 TWO-REEL
COMEDIES. 52 ONE-REEL PRODUCTIONS. 18
SCREEN SONGS. 18 TALKARTOONS. 12 PARA-
MOUNT PICTORIALS. 12 SCREEN SOUVENIRS.



WIN EM BACK WITH THE
PACKED INTO EDUCATIONAUS

fHE TAMALE VENDOR
Ideal Comedy

with

TOM PATRiCOLA
"Swell laugh number, with Tom

Patricola going over s/rong-.-one

of the snappiest and fu;.n.est_com-

edies of the season.. . Cant m^.ss^_

MACK SENNETT presents

in the Qrst of his new star comedy series

THE CANNONBALL
"Strong comedy that rates high on the production angle, which has enough to fill a
half dozen of the routine comedy shorts . . . with Andy Clyde scoring heavily all the

way . . . sure-fire in any house."

—

Film Daily

Half the show is good shortsubjects-the Educafionaf kind!



LAUQHI AND THRILLI
SHORT SUBJECT PROGRAM ! !

!

Vacations are over. The summer is gone. The parents, the
kids, the beach flappers trek back to town. The new season
is on. You^re oflF! To what? And with what?
These EducationalPictures make it easyforyou to getaway

to a flying start. ^'Box-office^^ is the word that sums up their

entertainment value. The titles, the stars, the themes, the

producers and the Educational trademark prove that.

"UP POPS THE DUKE"
Mermaid Comedy

Dignity was the Duke's middle name, but when he got mixed

up with the impostors he lost it all. A fast comedy in a society

setUng, and a riot of laughs.

f^dj^ulA^tixjn^ 6\ctuAK)

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.. E. w. MAMMONS, president
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50 P.C. of M-G-M Short Program Now Completed

Hal Roach Will Deliver
Five Series of

Eight Each
Production is 50 per cent com-

plete on M-G-M's 1931-32 line-up of

48 two-reel comedies and 47 single-

reel releases. In addition, 104 issues

of Hearst Metrotone News will be

made.

Hal Roach Studios will deliver

five series of eight comedies each.

Thirteen releases are now completed.
ZaSu Pitts and Thelma Todd have
finished "Catch-As-Catch-Can" and
"Pajama Party." The Boy Friends
unit has delivered "Call a Cop" and
"Mama Loves Papa" while the re-

maining three units have completed
three comedies each as follows: Our
Gang; "Big Ears," "Shiver Mv
Timbers" and "Dogs Is Dogs";
Charley Chase; "The Panic Is On,"
"Skip the Maloo" and "What a

Bozo." Stan Laurel and Oliver

Hardy; "Come Clean," "One Good
Turn" and "Beau Hunks."

M-G-M's own Dogville Comedies
have completed three of a series of

six; "Love Tails of Morocco," "Two
Barks Brothers" and "Trader
Hound."
Among the single reel releases,

four starring Sir Harry Lauder
have been completed and titled

"Roamin' in the Gloamin' ", "She's
My Daisy", "Nanny" and "I Love
a Lassie." Eight of the James A.
FitzPatrick Traveltalks are likewise

finished, leaving five still to be de-

livered. Mr. FitzPatrick is now
planning another trip abroad for

the purpose of recording special

material for the balance of the

series.

Sport Champions, a series of
twelve outstanding champions of
various sports, are being completed
rapidly.

An Oswald doll used by Universal to plug its

popular cartoon star

An M-C-M short receives equal billing with the fcatur
Hollywood.

this poster for the Pantaqes,

Thirty -Five Paramount Shorts

For Release In First Quarter

TWO or FOUR MASCOT

SERIALS COMPLETED

Nat Levine, president of Mascot
Pictures Corp. has completed two
of the four chapter plays which he
will make for the independent mar-
ket during the 1931-32 season. The
first serial, released in 12 install-

ments, was "The Vanishing Legion,"
starring Harry Carey and Edwina
Booth. The supporting cast in-

cluded Rex, King of Wild Horses,
Frankie Darrow, William Desmond,
Philo McCullough, Joe Bonomo,
Tom Dugan, Edward Hearn, Al
Taylor, Lafe McKee, Dick Hatton,
Pete Morrison, Dick Dickinson, Bob
Kortman, Paul Weigel, Frank
Brownlee, Yakima Canutt, and Bob
Walker. The story and scenario
were by Wyndham Gittens and Ford
Beebe. B. Reaves Eason directed
under the personal supervision of
Nat Levine.

Exploitation Booklet

"Business Builders," an eight-

page exploitation booklet just pub-
lished by Educational Film Ex-
changes, presents to exhibitors a
number of strong inducements for
the proper merchandising of his

short subjects and offers concrete
examples of this organizations will-

ingness to aid the showman.

Thirty-five short subjects will be

released by Paramount during the

first quarter of 1931-32. Of this

number, 10 are two-reelers and the

remainder are one-reelers.

Prominent in the two-reel divi-

sion are the famous comedy team
of Karl Dane and George K. Arthur

who co-star in "The Lease Breakers"

and "Good Old Summer Time";

Lulu McConnell, who appears in

"Nothing to Declare" and "Keeping
Up with the Neighbors"; the dialect

duo of Smith and Dale in "What
Price Pants" and "Fur, Fur Away";
Billy House, the rotund funster,
who stars in "Bullmania" and "Out
of Bounds"; and Ford Sterling, who
appears in "There Ought to Be a

Law" and "The Man Who Bought
an Automobile."

Burns and Allen, Tom Howard,
Willie West and McGinty, Helen
Kane, Lillian Roth, Borrah Minne-
vitch, Solly Ward and Herb Wil-
liams are listed to appear in one-
reelers.

Five "Screen Songs" and three
"Talkartoons" are on the release

schedule, as well as three one-reel

issues of "Screen Souvenirs." One
"Paramount Pictorial" will be re-

leased each month, the first featur-
ing Lowell Thomas, the Aber Twins,
and Japanese Goldfish.

A one-reel Technicolor subject en-

titled "Beauty Secrets of Holly-

wood" is slated for Paramount re-

lease September 5.

THIRTY-SIX OF PATHE'S

48 TWO-REELERS READ^

RKO Pathe has made excellent

progress on its program of 48 two-

reel comedies, 36 being completed tc

date. Lew Lipton is in charge oi

comedy production under the super-

vision of Charles R. Rogers, vice-

president in charge of the Culvei

City studios.

On Lipton's staff are sucK directors

as Harry Sweet, Ralph Ceder, Wil-

liam Goodrich, Edgar Kennedy and

Howard Bretherton.

Completed in the eight series oi

two-reelers, each composed of six

releases are as follows:

Four Masquers Comedies with 100

or more male stars from leads to ex-

tras with a guest girl star for each

subject are ready for exhibition.

They are "Stout Hearts and Willing
Hands," "Oh, Oh, Cleopatra," "The
Great Junction Hotel" and "Wide
Open Spaces."

In the Traveling Man series fea-
turing Louis John Bartels, five sub-
jects are in the can. They are
"That's My Line," "Beach Pajamas,"
"Selling Shorts," "Stop That Run"
and "Blondes by Proxy." ,

Six Benny Rubin Comedies arel

finished: "Julius Sizzer," "The Mas-.
senger Boy," "Full Coverage,"
"Guests Wanted," "Dumb Dicks"
and "The Promoter."

Edgar Kennedy, featured in the
Mr. Average Man series, has com-
pleted five comedies, "Lemon Mer-
ingue," "Thanks Again," "Camping
Out," "Bon Voyage" and "Mother-
In-Law's Day."
Five Gay Girls Comedies, featur

ing June MacCloy, Marion Shilling'
and Gertrude Short, have been sent
to exchanges. They are "Jun'
First," "Take 'Em and Shake 'Em,'
"Easy to Get," "Only Men Want-
ed" and "Gigolettes."

In the Manhattan Comedies series,

three subjects have been completed
featuring Daphne Pollard. They
are "She Snoops to Conquer," "Oh,;
Marry Me," and "Crashing Reno.''

Four Frank McHugh comedies
are finished, "That's News to Me,"
"The Hot Spot," "The Big Scoop"
and "The News Hound."

8,000 Terry-Tooners

With an enrolled membership of

8,000 boys and girls and new units

being formed in key points through-

out the country, The Terry-Tooners
Music and Fun Club, sponsored by

Educational, has won the support

of leading executives of the indus-

try's major circuits.
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NICE, FRESH
FILM TODAY?n

You can't buy your shorts by the yard and

expect to satisfy your patrons. You must

have star value, class, diversity and honest-

to-box-office attractions • • • the kind that

only WARNER BROTHERS can give you! ^ ^

'y-snt^sisrt^ss^KtsBizgfv^

S. S. VAN DINE'S
Detective Mysteries
12 2-Reel Thrillers

ROBERT L. RIPLEY
"Believe It Or Not"

13 1-Reel Queeriosities

E. M. NEWMAN'S
World Wide "Travel Talks"

13 1-Reel Attractions

THE NAGGERS
MR. & MRS. JACK NORWORTH

in 6 1-Reel Laugh Hits

PEPPER POT
Ace Novelty Shorts
13 1-Reel Surprises

BOOTH TARKINGTON'S
Juvenile Stories

13 Kid Comedies

LOONEY TUN ES
13 1-Reel Comedy Cartoons

Starring Bosco

TED HUSING'S
"Sport Slants"

13 1-Reel Knockouts

ADVENTURES
IN AFRICA
12 2-Reel Jungle Thrills

BIG STAR COMEDIES
12 2-Reelers with

Broadway's Big Stars

BROADWAY BREVITIES
12 2-Reel Revues

RUTH ETTING in 4

MERRIE MELODIES
Peppy Song Cartoons

13 1-Reel Laugh Smashes

BOB BY JO N E S
"How 1 Play Golf"
12 1-Reel Sensations

MELODY MASTERS
Kings of Syncopation
7 1-Reel Musical Gems

No matter Mvhnt type of feature you play^ there^s a

VITAPHONE SHORT
to make it better!
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. b.

By L. H. MITCHELL

To Film the Yang-tse
Paris—Titayana, French novelist,

and Maurice Lugeon, Swiss cam-

eraman, have left France for China

where they propose to go up the

Yang-tse River in a canoe, filming

the river and the unusual and inter-

esting sights to be encountered in

such a trip. M. Lugeon filmed

"Les Mangeurs des Hommes" ("Man

Eaters"), a film document of rare

merit and interest.

Milder Tells British

of W. B. Star Appeal
London—Max Milder, new manag-

ing director for Warner Bros, in

Great Britain, in announcing the

Warner product for 1931-32, laid

particular stress upon the outstand-

ing value of the star names to be

found in the new product and the

great importance of individual per-

sonalities in the making and pre-

senting of feature pictures.

U. T. (Victoria) Ltd. Profit

Sydney — Union Theaters (Vic-

toria), Ltd., shows a profit of $114,-

825 for the year ending March 31

as against $184,720 for the previous
vear.

32 B. I. PRODUCTIONS

Sydney—Union Theaters Feature
Exchange has scheduled 32 British

International features for new sea-

son distribution throughout Aus-
tralia, according to Gordon Ellis,

manager of Union Theaters ex-

change. Outstanding B. I. produc-
tions for the season are "Dreyfus,"
"Tell England," "City of Song" and
"Avalanche." Among the others are
"Carnival," "Carmen," "Children of

Chance," "Keepers of Youth,"
"Glamour," "Rich and Strange,"
"Girl in the Night," "McGluskie, the

Sea Rover," "Hobson's Choice" and
others.

In short subjects, the U. T. F. E.
has scheduled 52 issues of the Pathe
Super Sound Weekly News Reel; 30
Educational two-reel comedies, and
sixteen Terry Toon cartoons.

Germany Censored 300 Pictures
Berlin — During 1930 Germany

censored 300 features, of which 179
were all-talking. French imports ex-
ceeded those from America.

THELMA WHITE
Now being starred in

WARNER VITAPHONE SERIES

Completed;

'LUCKY THIRTEEN" "OF ALL PEOPLE'

"HER WEDDING NIGHTMARE-

THREE MORE IN PREPARATION

DIRECTED BY ALF. COULDING
(Under Supervision Sam Sax)

West-Pearson Directors

Report $42,710 Profit
London—The West-Pearson report

for the year shows a profit of $42,-

710, but the auditor and the direc-
tors both make reservations in the
report. Picture rights and com-
pleted pictures are given at $500,000,
and this figure is doubted since

"Journey's End" did not bring in

the returns expected, particularly in

the United States. Nor was provi-
sion made for studio and equipment
depreciation.

N. S. W. Exhibs Want
Moratorium on Debts

Sydney—At a recent special meet-
ing of the U.S.W. Exhibitors' As-
sociation it was decided to seek po-
litical assistance in the heavy losses
sustained by decreased picture the-
ater patronage. The help they ask
is that the Govez-nment amend the
Moratorium Act to include film con-
tracts, equipment purchase agree-
ments and service payments. The
meeting was the lai-gest ever gath-
ered in New South Wales, more than
50 independent theater owners be-
ing present.

COS. HmiQUIDATEI

Berlin—According to German filn

trade journals the number of mo
tion picture companies which wen
out of business during the first hal

of 1931 exceeded by 48 the numbei
of new organizations. Newly in

vested capital, however, is in exces'

of that liquidated by 158,000 mark
—a very small sum in comparisoi

with the total sum invested in pic

tures.

The depression in the German mo
tion picture business is further at

tested by the decline of 7,500,00(

marks, or 14 per cent, in the enter

tainment tax receipts in Germa:
cities. The decline, it is stated, i

due to decrease in theater attend

ance and not to reductions in admis
sion prices. In Berlin the total num
ber of cinema patrons in 1930 wa
56,500,000, a decrease of 2,000,00i

over the 1929 figure.

FANNY WATSON
(Of Watson Sisters)

now starring in a series of

SIX VITAPHONE SHORTS

Completed.

"LUCKY TH IRTEEN" "OF ALL PEOPLE"

"HER WEDDING NIGHTMARE"

« »

THREE MORE IN PREPARATION

Upon completion of this series the Watson Sisters will resume their RKO

route of 45 weeks, starting November 21.
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Features Reviewed in Filin mm
372 Pictures Covered

Daily Jan.
n 8 Months —

4 to Aug. 30
Reviewed
...8-2-31
..3-22-31

. .6-28-31

ntie
iict Tage Glueck-FL
lir Police-WW
innabelle's Affairs-F

Jias The Bad Man-TIF 6-28-31

.loha-TIF 2-1-31

almost a Honeymoon-BI 1-11-31

..long Came Youth-PAR 1-11-31

Jways Goodby-F 5-24-31

JLl Yemen-AM 1-11-31

American Tragedy-PAR ..8-9-31

ivenger-COL 4-19-31

lachelor Apartment-RKO 3-8-31

iachclor Father-MGM .2-1-31

lad Girl-F 8-9-31

iad Sister-U 4-5-31

Itat Whispers-UA 1-18-31

lleau Ideal-RKO 1-11-31

lehind Office Doors-RK03-22-31
ieyond Victory-PAT ..4-12-31

.!ig Business Girl-FN. .6-14-31

i;ockbierfest-BLK 4-5-31

;ody and Soul-F 3-15-31

^orn to Love-PAT 4-26-31

.ought-WB 8-16-31

(lack Camel-F 7-5-31

lack Sea Mutiny-AM 6-21-31

;right Lights-FN 2-15-31

!rat-F 8-2-31

froad Minded-FN 7-5-31

By Rocket to the Moon-UFA
}

2-8-31

;all of the Rockfes-SYN 7-12-31

laptain Applejack-WA . . 4-19-31

Captain Thunder-WA. . .5-10-31

:aught Cheating-TIF 1-4-31

aught Plastered-RKO ..8-9-31

:hances-FN 6-14-31

harlie Chan Carries On-F
3-22-31

J:herie-PAR 6-14-31

Children of Chance-BI 1-25-31

hildren of Dreams-WA. 7-19-31

:imarron-RKO ...1-18-31

ities and Years-AM ..4-12-31

:ity Lights-UA 2-15-31

ity Streets-PAR 4-19-31

ivilization-ATA 8-16-31

learing the Range-CAP. 5-24-31

^ommand Performance-TIF
1-18-31

ilommon Law-PAT 7-19-31

ompromised-BI 1-18-31

omrades of 1918-FM. . .2-22-31

onfessions of a Co-Ed-PAR
6-21-31

lonnecticut Yankee-F .4-12-31

onquering Horde-PAR. . 3-29-31

racked Nuts-RKO 4-5-31

riminal Code-COL 1-4-31

laddy Long Legs-F 6-7-31

'amaged Love-WW 1-25-31

:iance. Fools, Dance-MGM
i

2-1-31

fancing Dynamite-CAP .8-16-31

daughter of the Dragon-PAR
8-23-31

faybreak-MGM 5-31-31

Jefenders of the Law-JOH
5-24-31

ler Grosse Tenor-UFA . 5-31-31
ler Tanz Geht Weiter-WA
1 1-11-31

,er Wahre Jakob- TRA .8-16-31
esert Vengeance-COL. . .3-1-31

ie Blonde Nachtigall UFA
8-23-31

ie Drei Von Dcr Tankstelle-
UFA 6-21-31

lie Forsterchristl-CAP .5-3-31

ie Lustigen Weiber Von
Wein-CAP 7-12-31

ie Privatsekretaerin-CAP
6-21-31

ie 3 Groschenoper-WA. 5-24-31
irigible-COL 4-12-31
ishonored-PAR 3-8-31
ivorce Among Friends-WA

4-5-31
loctors' Wives-F 4-26-31
jolly Macht Karriere-UFA
I

7-26-31
on't Bet on Women-F 2-15-31
racuIa-U 2-15-31
reyfus Case—COL ...8-30-31
rums of Jeopardy-TIF. .3-8-31
ude Ranch-PAR 4-26-31
ugan of the Bad Lands-MOP

asiest Way-MGM 3-1-31

ast Lynne-F 2-22-31
ast of Borneo-U 8-23-31
nemies of the Law-REG

7-12-31
;X-Flame-T1F 1-25-31
xpress 13-UFA 8-9-31

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
AGP—Action Pictures
AGF—American General Film
AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass
ASC—Associated Cinema
^TA—American Trading Asoc.
BI—British International
BIF—Big Four
BLK—Richard G. Block
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CEL—Celebrity
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures
DM—Drklik-Martel
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FE—Film Exchange

FF—Foreign Film
FFF—Foreign Feature Films
FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National
FM—Forenfilms
GG—Al (iriffith Grey
HED—Headline Pictures

HG—J. H. Hoffberg
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
HPI—Hollywood Pictures
ITA—La Itala Film Co.
JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAT—Ernest Matteson
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line
OM—Olympia Macre Excelsior
OS—Osso Productions
PAR—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PIT—Pittaluga

PIZ—WiUiam Pizor
PRX—Protex Trading Corp.
REG—Regal Talking Pictures

ROA—Roadshow Pictures

RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures

SIN—Dr. Alexander Singelow
SYN—Syndicate
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TPL—Otto Trippel
TRA—Transatlantic Picts.

TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros.
WM—J. D. Williams
WW—Sono Art

Title Reviewed
Everything's Rosie-RKO . 5-24-31

Fair Warning-F 2-8-31

Fidlovacka-DM . .7-5-31

Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL
8-16-31

Fifty Million Frenchmen-WA
3-29-31

Fighting Caravans-PAR. . 2-1-31

Fighting Sheriff-COL .6-28-31
Finger Points-FN 3-29-31

Finn and Hattie-PAR. . 2-1-31

First Aid-WW 7-12-31

Five and Ten-MGM 7-12-31

Five Year Plan-AM 6-7-3

1

Flood-COL 5-3-31

Free Soul-MGM 6-7-31

Front Page-UA 3-22-31

Gang Buster-PAR 1-25-31

Gateway of the Caucasus-AM
1-25-31

Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31

Gentleman's Fate-MGM .6-28-31

Girls Demand Excitement-F
2-8-31

Girl From the Reeperbahn-TPE
1-25-31

Girl Habit-PAR 6-14-31

God's Country and the Man-
SYN 6-7-31

God's Gift to Women-WA
4-19-31

Going Wild-WA .. 2-1-31

Goldie-F 6J28-31

Gold Dust Gertie-WA 5-31-31

Good Bad Girl-COL 5-17-31

Gorilla-FN 3-1-31

Great Lover-MGM 8-30-31
Great Meadow-MGM 3-13-31

Gretel and Liesel-FFF .2-1-31

Guilty Hands-MGM 8-30-31

Gun Smoke-PAR 4-26-31
Heimatsklange-TPL . .2-22-31

Hell Below Zero-TPE. . .6-28-31

Hell Bent for Frisco-WW
7-12-31

Hell Bound-TIF 3-1-31

High Stakes-RKO 5-31-31

Hjartats Rost-PAR 6-28-31

Holy Terror-F 7-19-31

Homicide Squad-U .8-30-31

Honeymoon Lane-PAR. .. 8-2-31

Honor Among Lovers-PAR
3-1-31

Hot Heiress-FN 3-15-31

How He Lied to Her Husband-
BT 1-18-31

Huckleberry Finn-PAR 8-9-31

Hush Money-F 7-12-31

I Take This Woman-PAR
6-14-31

Ulicit-WA 1-18-31

II Richiamo del Cuore-PAR
3-8-31

Immortal Vagabond-TPE 8-2-31

Ingagi-COP 3-15-31

Indiscreet-UA ....... .5-10-31

In Old Cheyenne-WW ..5-3-31
Inspiration-MGM 2-8-31

Iron Man-U 4-19-31

It Pays to Advertise-PAR
2-22-31

It's A Wise Child-MGM
5-17-31

Jaws of Hell-WW 1-11-31

Jede Frau Hat Etwas-PAR
5-24-31

Jew At War-iA.M 7-26-31

Title Reviewed
June Moon-PAR 3-15-31

Just A Gigolo-MGM... 6-14-31

Just For A Song-WW. ..4-26-31

Kept Husbands-RKO ...2-8-31
Kick In-PAR 5-24-31
Kid From Arizona-COS. 5-10-31

Kiki-UA 3-8-31

Kiss Me Again-FN 1-11-31

La Canzone Dell' Amore-PIT
1-25-31

Ladies' Man-PAR 5-3-31

Lady from Nowhere-CHE
7-19-31

Lady Refuses-RKO 2-15-31
Lady Who Dared-FN. . .6-7-31

La Jaula de los Leones-HF
3-8-31

L'Amour, Maitre des Choses-
CAP 4-5-31

La Nuit Est A Nous.. 2-22-31
La Regina di Sparta-IT.\.3 8-31
Lash, The-FN.... 14-31
Last Flight-FN 8-23-31
Last Parade-COL 3-1-31

La Straniera-CAP 4-19-31
Laugh and Get Rich-RKO

3-22-31
Laughing Sinners-MGM 7-5-31

La Vacanza del Diavolo-PAR
3-22-31

Lawless Woman-CHE ..4-26-31
Law of the Rio Grande-SYN,

8-9-31

Lawyer's Secret-PAR 5-31-31
Le Collier de la Reine-PRX

2-8-31

Le Culte de Beaute-OS. .6-7-31

Le Million-TF 5-24-31
Le Mystere de la Chambre
Jaune-OS 5-31-31

Le Petit Cafe-PAR ..1-25-31
Le Roi S'Ennuie-RKO. .2-8-31

Liebe Auf Befehl-U ..6-7-31

Lieber Uber Alles-CAP 4-19-31
Liebesvralzer-UFA 5-3-31

Lightning Flyer-COL ...4-5-31
Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN

8-16-31
Lion and the Lamb-COL. 4-5-31

Living Corpse-FF 1-18-31
Lonely Wives-PAT 2-15-31
Love Habit-BI . 2-1-31

Lover Come Back-COL. 6-7-31

Lumpemball-AGF 4-26-31
Maciste In Hell-OM ...6-28-31
Magnificent Lie-PAR ..7-26-31
Maltese Falcon-WA 5-31-31

Man in Possession-MGM .7-19-31

Man of the World-PAR 3-22-31
Man From Chicago-COL. 1-18-31
Man to Man-WA 1-4-31

Man Who Came Back-F. 1-4-31

Many a Slip-U 8-30-31
Meet the Wife-COL 6-21-31

Men Are Like That-COL. 8-16-31

Men Call It Love-MGM .6-21-31

Men of the Sky-FN 7-19-31
Millie-RKO 1-25-31

Millionaire-WA 4-12-31
Miracle Woman-COL. .8-2-31
Monsters of the Deep-TPE

5-24-31
Mother and Son-MOP. . .8-30-31
Mother's Millions-U ....5-10-31
Mr. Lemon of Orange-F. 3-29-31
Murder By the Clock-PAR

7-19,31
Mutterliebe-FFF 2-22-31

Title Reviewed
My Past-WA . . 3-15-31
Mystery of Life-U 7-5-31
Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31
Nacht-Brummler-COL ...3-8-31
Napoli Che Canta-PIT 1-25-31

Nar Rosorna Sla-Ut-PAR
2-15-31

Naughty Flirt-FN 4-19-31
Newly Rich-PAR 7-5-31
Never the Twain Shall Meet-
MGM 6-7-31

Night Angel-PAR 6-14-31
Night Birds-BI 1-4-31
Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31
Night Nurse-WA 7-19-31
No Limit-PAR 1-18-31
Nomandie-SIN 6-21-31
Oh, Sailor, Behave-WA. .2-15-31
Once A Sinner-F 1-18-31
Other Men's Women-WA. 4-26-31
Pagliacci-AC 3-1-31
Paid-MGM 1-4-31

Painted Desert-PAT 1-18-31
Pardon Us-MGM 8-23-31
Parisian, The-CAP 8-23-31
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath-
MGM 4-5-31

Partners of the Trail-MOP

Party Husband-FN 5-17-31
Perfect Alibi-RKO 3-8-31
Personal Mail—PAR 8-30-31
Playthings of HoUywood-HPI

4-12-31
Politics-MGM 8-2-31
Primrose Path-HPI 1-25-31
Prodigal-MGM 6-28-31
Public Enemy-WA 4-26-31
Public Defender-RKO . .7-12-31
Pueblo Terror-COS 4-21-31

Quick Mil!ions-F 4-19-31

Rango-PAR 2-22-31
Reaching for the Moon-UA

1-4-31

Rebound-PAT . 8-30-31
Reckless Hour-FN 8-2-31
Reducing-MGM 1-18-31
Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31
Resurrection-U 1-25-31
Riders of the Cactus-BIF

8-16-31
Rider of the Plains-SYN. 5-3-31
Riders of the North-SYN. 4-5-31
Ridin' Fool-TIF 5-31-31
Right of Way-FN 3-29-31
River's End-WA 3-15-31
Rosenmontag-UFA 3-29-31
Royal Bed-RKO 2-1-31
Runaround (Reviewed as Lov-

able and Sweet-RKO. .6-21-31

Salvation Nell-TIF 7-5-31
Scandal Sheet-PAR 2-8-31
Sea Devils-JOH 3-8-3

1

Seas Beneath-F ..2-1-31
Second Honeymoon-COT. 1-11-31
Secret Call-PAR 7-12-31
Secret Six-MGM 5-3-31
Secrets of A Secretary-PAR

7-19-31
Seed-U S-17-31
Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour-
FD 7-12-31

Sheriff's Secret-cos ....6-14-31
Shipmates-MGM 5-24-31
Ships of Hate-MOP 7-26-31
Should a Doctor Tell?-REG

8-23-31

Title Reviewed
Si I'Empereur Savait Ca.
MGM 3-8-31

Silence-PAR 8-16-31
Sin Ship-RKO 4-5-31
Single Sin-TIF 2-15-31
Sit Tight-WA 2-22-31
Six Cylinder Love-F .5-17-31
Skandal Um Eva-FM ..4-26-31
Skin Game-BI 6-21-31
Skippy-PAR 4-5-31
Sky Raiders-COL 5-31-31

Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-31
Smart Money-WA ....6-21-31
Smiling Lieutenant-PAR. 5-24-31
Soldiers Plaything-WA . . . 5-3-3

1

Son of India-MGM ..7-26-31
Son of the Land-AM .5-31-31
Son of the Plains-SYN. . .7-5-31

Spider, The-F 8-16-31
Sporting Blood-MGM ..8-16-31
Spy, The-F 3-22-31
Star Witness-WA 8-2-31
Stepping Out-MGM 5-24-31
Stolen Heaven-PAR ...2-15-31
Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-31
Strangers May Kiss-MGM

4-12-31

Street Scene-UA 8-30-31
Student Sein-PRX 5-3-'31

Subway Express-COL ..3-29-31
Sunrise Trail-TIF 3-29-31
Svengali-WA 5-3-31

Swanee River-WW 2-8-31

Sweden-MAL . 1-18-31

Sweepstakes-PAT 6-28-31
Tabu-PAR 3-22-31
Tailor Made Man-MGM .4-27-31

Tarnished Lady-PAR ..4-19-31

Ten Cents A Dance-COL. 3-8-31

Ten Nights In a Barroom-
ROA 3-1-31

Texas Ranger-COL 5-10-31

Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA
8-16-31

Three Girls Lost-F 5-3-31

Three Loves-ASC 5-24-31
Three Who Loved-RKO .6-21-31

Three Rogues-F 4-5-31

Too Many Cooks-RKO .7-19-31

Too Young To Marry-WA
5-10-31

Toute Sa Vie-PAR 6-21-31

Trader Horn-MGM 1-25-31

Trails of the Golden West-
COS 2-15-31

Transatlantic-F 7-26-31
Transgression-RKO 6-7-31
Transport of Fire-AM .3-22-31
Traveling Husbands-RK06-21-3l
Treason Trials in Moscow-
AM 3-8-31

Troika-FE 4-26-31
Tropen Nachte-PAR 5-31-31
Two Gun Man-TIF 6-7-31
Ubangi-PIZ 5-31-31
Under Texas Skies-SYN. 2-1-31
Undertow-U 8-30-31
Unfaithful-PAR 3-1-31

Up For Murder-U S-31-3I
Up Pops the Devil-PAR. 5-17-31
Versuchen Sie Meine Schwes-

ter-TF 6-21-31
Vice Squad-PAR 6-7-31
Viking-WM 6-21-31
Virtuous Husbands-U ..5-10-31
Vi Tva-PAR . 2-8-31
"W" Plan-RKO 2-1S-31
Waterloo Bridge-U 8-16-31
Way Down East-GG.. 3-15-31
West of Cheyenne-SYN. .3-1-31
Westward Bound-SYN .1-25-31
White Devil-TPE 8-30-31
White Shoulders-RKO .5-18-31
Wien, du Stadt der Lieder-
PRX 3-22-31

Wild Horse-HOF 8-2-31
Wild West Whoopee-COS

Woman Between-RKO 6-21-31
Women Go On Forever-TIF

8-16-31
Woman Hungry-FN .3-22-31
Women of All Nations-F

5-31-31
Woman of Experience-PAT

7-12-31
Women Love Once-PAR. 6-28-31
Women Men Marry-HED

4-19-31
Yankee Don-CAP 5-17-31
Yellow Pass-AM 5-3-31
Young As You Feel-F ...8-9-31
Young Donov.-n's Kid-RKO

5-21-31
Young Sinners F 5-10-31
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24 Educational Shorts Now
Completed On New Year List

With 24 subjects either just com-
pleted or in various stages of pro-
duction, Educational has passed two
of the most active months in the his-
tory of the company. The combined
short feature programs of Educa-
tional and Tiffany consist of 172
subjects, and the various units pro-
ducing for Educational are work-
ing on all cylinders to meet the
heavy schedule.

Operating with a production staff
tfh.^t has been practically doubled.
Mack gennett has each of his five
.different series under way. Two in
the new Andy Clyde starring series
have been completed, with "The
.Cannonball" now being released and
'' fsxi Troubles" scheduled for Octo-
ber i-elease. Bing Crosby w"'.\ be
featured in a group of Se';',nett com-
edies, Crosby's first two comedies
will be titled "J Surrender Dear"
•and "One Moi-e Chance."

"The Great Pie Mystery," a two-
^reel comedy which will mark the re-
vival of the famous Sennett pastry,
is now being edited. Harry Grib-
bon. May Boley, Harry Myers and
Alma Bennett are in the cast. "The
World Flier," the first Mack Sen-
nett Brevity, has been completed,
with Charles Judels, Arthur Stone
and Patsy O'Leary, as well as Lo-
retta Turnbull, world's champion
speed boat driver, and Harry Fer-

guson, another ribbon holder in
speed boats, in the principal roles.
Billy Bevan has been signed for the
featured role in the second brevity,
which will be directed by Babe Staf-
ford. "The Trail of the Swordfish,"
the first in the Cannibals of the
Deep series, has been completed and
scheduled for Sept. 6 release, while
the second one is being cut and ed-
ited.

At the Educational Studios, of
which E. H. Allen is in charge, ac-
tivities have been at their peak,
with William Goodrich acting in the
capacity of director-in-chief. "Up
Pops the Duke," the first Mermaid,
has been completed, with Helen Bol-

ton, George Chandler and Pauline
Wagner featured. "The Tamale
Vendor," the first Ideal comedy
featuring Tom Patricola and Charles
Judels, has also been completed.
The second Ideal, one of the popu-
lar Hollywood Girl comedies, is now
in its final stages of production.
Virginia Brooks and Rita Flynn,
two of the girls who appeared in

previous Hollywood comedies, are
featured, with Jean Reno complet-
ing the trio.

Of the Cameo comedies, which are
being built along the rough and
tumble lines of the silent one-reel-

ers, "Honeymoon Trio" and "One
Quiet Night" have been completed.

1920-1931

"What this country needs

is a good laugh."

C. C. BURR
Producer

Continuously producing high class

features^—shorts— foreign versions

for 10 years, since Dec. 20, 1920,

for the leading Distributing compa-
nies of the Motion Picture Industry

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

with the first just released and the
other to be released next month.
"Idle Roomers" and "That's My
Meat" have been selected as vehi-
cles for subsequent comedies in the
Cameo series.

"Torchy," the first in the new
series of Torchy comedies, has been
completed with Ray Cooke in the
title role and Dorothy Dix appear-
ing in the feminine lead. Edmund
Breese and Franklin Pangborn
complete the list of principals. The
four will appear again in the sec-
ond Torchy which is shortly to go
into production.
"The Freshman's Finish," the

first Vanity, has been finished. Al
Christie announces that camera
work has been completed on the sec-
ond which boasts a strong comedy
cast including Helen Mann, Eddie
Tamblyn, Vera Steadman, Ronnie
Rondell, Jack Duffy and Vernon
Dent.

The new Bill Cunningham Sports
Reviews has, as its initial release,,
"No Holds Barred," featuring Gus
Sonnenberg, while the second, "In-
side Baseball," featuring the Bos-
ton Braves, is now in production.

The Tiffany Chimps, under the
direction of Sig Neufeld, are now
making "Gland Hotel," while both
"Cinnamon" and "Skimpy" are in

the process of cutting and editing.
Two new subjects in the Voice of

Hollywood series have been finished.

The entire Football for the Fan
series is now available to exhibitors:
"Spring Training," "Wedge Play,"
"Kicking Game," "Forward Pass,"
"Deception," and "Penalties."
The Romantic Journey unit re-

cently completed "Harem Secrets"
and "Outposts of the American Le-
gion." The Terry-Toons, William
J. Burns Detective Mysteries and
Lyman H. Howe's Hodge-Podge
units continue with their schedule.

ALF. GOULDING
Directing:

THE GIRL FRIENDS' "PENROD AND SAM'

"THE NAGGERS"

VITAPHONE COMEDY SERIES

(Under Supervision Sam Sax)

Murray Roth, Director-In-Chief

Harry W. Conn

Writer and Gag Man

Recent Releases:

"I'm Telling You," featuring Eugene and Willie Howard, for

Paramount.

Featuring Smith & Dale

for Paramount.

"All At Sea," featuring Lulu McConnell, for Paramount.

"S.S. Malaria"

"Fur, Fur Away"

"Wild and Wooly Vest"

"The Beach Nut," featuring Herb Williams, for Paramount.

"Pulling a Bone," featuring Burns & Allen, for Paramount (in

collaboration).

In Preparation: "No Man's Land"
Written especially for Lulu McConnell

126 WEST 47th STREET

New York City Tel. BRyant 9-2733



MEDBURV

Medbury, in his fast rapid-fire comment, will hand you a laush

from the four corners of the slobe. You laush while you travel

around the world.

This is the biggest little feature of the year— will lift

you right out of the lap of "Old Man Gloom" into

the arms of "Merry Sunshine.

A built-up reader audience of twenty

million people through the daily news

columns of more than three hundred

newspapers including seventeen Hearst

papers plus one hundred million radio fans

from coast to coast. A worldwide wait-

ing audience. A genuine box-office bet!

Produced by

Wdfilms, inc.
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Variety Keynote oF Paramount Short Subject Lisi

Comedy Is Predominating
Element, States

Larry Kent
Variety enough to please all

groups of film fans is one of the
outstanding features of the compre-
hensive short subject program now
in production at Paramount's New
York studio, according to Larry
Kent, who is in charge of the filming
of this important division of the
company's 1931-32 product.

"Because we believe that variety
is one of the keynotes of successful
short subject production we have
combed the amusement world for the
best performers and stories in a
wide range of entertainment," Kent
points out in discussing his short
subject schedule.
"Although comedy predominates

throughout the list, we believe we
have assembled widely dissimilar
types of both players and scripts.

"Primarily, our product for the
season divides itself into dialogue
productions and musicals. The divi-

sion is approximately half and half.

But in both groups we have taken
great care to insure the maximum
variation in the actual material
filmed.

"For instance: In the group of

musicals we have one-reelers star-

ring such outstanding but totally

different performers as Rudy Vallee,
Ethel Merman, Helen Kane, the
Boswell Sisters, Lillian Roth, Anna
Chang, Boris Minnevitch and his Har-
monica Rascals, Eddie Younger's
Mountaineers, Charlie Davis and His
Gang, George Dewey Washington,
the Haige Trio and the Four Mus-
keteers. Everyone of these stars or
stellar units are topnotchers yet no
two of them offer the same type of
musical entertainment.

"In the one-reel comedy division

the variety is equally marked. One
stellar group includes Burns and
Allen, Solly Ward, Tom Howard,

Croup of Terrytooncrs assembled for a meeting at a sliounng of one of the fol^i

Editeational short subjects.

Three Shorts a Week is New
Season Vitaphone Studio Plan

With 168 one and two reelers list-

ed on Warner Bros, short subject
program for 1931-32, of which 118
are to be produced at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studio, production got un-
der way with the reopening of the
eastern plant July 27. Since then
five two-reelers and 14 one-reelers
have been filmed and are either in

the cutting rooms or have been

Mitchell and Durant, Alan Brooks,
Cameron and Aylesworth, Herb Wil-
liams, Joe Laurie, Jr., and Jack
Benny. All of them are comedians of

stellar rank yet there is a tremen-
dous difference between the furious
knock-about comedy of Mitchell and
Durant, for instance, and the rapid-

fire patter of Burns and Allen or

the dead-pan fun-making of Tom
Howard.

shipped to the branches. The pro-

duction schedule at the studio calls

for two one-reelers and two two-
reeler each week.

The two-reelers on which all

shooting has beeh finished are two
"Big Star" comedies starring Fanny
Watson, Thelma White, in "Lucky
13" and "Of All People" and one
starring Walter O'Keefe in "Plati-

num Blondes." The first of 12 S. S.

Van Dine Detective Mystery 2-reel-

ers, "The Clyde Mystery," with
Donald Meek and John Hamilton;
the first of 12 "Broadway Brevities"
series of 2-reelers, "The Musical
Mystery," with Janet Read, Loma
Ruth, Gwen Milne, the Albertina
Rasch Girls and many others from
Broadway's musical comedy stage.

The 14 one-reelers produced are

(Continued on Page 24)
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^^BALMY DAZE''
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5
SIMPLE SIMON COMEDY LU

JUST COMPLETED >
o With

o^ LOUIS SIMON and HARRY TIGHE LUQo. Minimum Dialogue . . Maximum Action . . Packed full of Gags . . Laffs

LU and a bevy of Georgeous Bathing Girls LU

^ 8 MAGNIFICENT SETS CAST OF 60 ^
R. C. A. Recording

CAPITOL WILL RELEASE

203 REELS OF SHORl;

Capitol Film short subject n
leases for the 1931-32 season will b

made up of 203 reels of which ther

will be 71 one-reelers, 18 two-reelei>

and four serials of 12 two-reel ep

sodes each.

Of the one-reelers, 33 will be pre

duced by James A. FitzPatrick an

will cover his Travelogues, Musi

Masters and Horoscope series. Car

toon "Tips" a new animated comed
release produced by Jules Burstei'
will supply 12 one-reelers and Wit
liam Pizor's "Port O' Call" travj

elogues will be in 26 single reel^

Titles of the "Port 0' Call" seriej

are as follows: "Raffel's 'n Rubber,,
"Temple of Heaven," "A Japanesi
Rome," "Ghosts of Empire," "Death
Hostelry," "Castilian Memories,,
"Pilsen Bohemia," "Bucharest Rou!

mania," "Ragus Ygo-Slavia," "A'
Oriental Metropolis," "A Celesti;

Venice," "Isle of Isolation," "SoutJ-

ern Cross Ways," "Fairest Eden,'

"Cannibals Once," "Odessa Ukraine,
"Mesocovez Hungary," "Venice
Italy," "Honeymoon Heaven," j
Garden Granary," "In Maori Lana,
"Sunny Splendor," "Haunts of Re

mance," "Istanbul (Turkey)," "Sp

loniki, Greece," "Vienna, Austria.

Two reelers will comprise si

Kiddie Kaper comedies featurin

four-year-old Billy Barty. They wi

be titled, "Baby Blues," "Half
Hero," "Childhood Daze," "Pupp'
Love," "Anybody's Baby" am
"Grandpa's Boy." Also included wi'

be six Kiddie Revues with the fo?

lowing titles: "On Parade," "Let'

Go," "Hotsy Totsy," "Says You" ani

"Just Kids." Six "Simple Simon
comedies with Louis Simon are aU

scheduled for release. The titles wij

be "Hot Shivers," "A Shocking A *

fair," "Society Circus," "Knight

and Daze," "Bride and Groom" ai i

"Crashing Thru."

First of the four serials of V
episodes each will be "The Vanishin-

Legion."

GET KID PATRONAGE
A BRAND NEW IDEA THAT
DRAWS LIKE A MAGNET AND

KEEPS THEM COMING.

Give Each Kiddie a VALUABLE
PRIZE on Saturday Matinee, also

10 GRAND PRIZES absolutely
WITHOUT COST to you.

WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILS

Universal Toy & Novelty Mfg. Co.

2329 Third Ave. New York City
Mfrs. of Give-Away Toys and

Novelties.

ORIGINAL EXPLOITATION
NOVELTIES TO FIT ANY

PICTURE



'SCRAPPY'
FILM FANS' FAVORITE
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Produced by

CHARLES MINTZ
Producer of "Krazy Kat"

COLUMBIA SHORT FEATURES SELL SEATS
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EASTERN STUDIO ACTIVITIES
By HARRY N. BLAIR

CAM KAPLAN headed an imposing
delegation which recently return-

ed from the State Labor Convention
at Syracuse. Among those in the
party were Jack Winick, Sol. Scap-
pa, 0. V. Johnson, John Flaherty,
E. T. Stewart, Dick Walsh and Bill

Brennan. Stopovers at Buffalo and
Crystal Beach, Canada were made
on the way back, by way of diver-

sion.

Marjorie Beebe is getting ac-

quainted with New York while wait-
ing to start work at the Warner
Vitaphone studio cohere she will be
featured in two comedies. Miss
Beebe recently completed a series

for Paramount here, opposite Dane
and Arthur.

A highly original setting has been
designed by William Saulter, super-
vising Art Director at the Para-
mount New York studio, for "Mus-
ical Justice," first of two two-reel
musicals in which Rudy Vallee will

be starred. Aubrey Scotto is slated

to direct.

"The Naggers," (Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Norworth), have wound up
their European jaunt and are pre-
paring to return to the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studio where they will

resume the comedy series which has
become one of the standard laugh-
getters in the shorts field.

After being trained for the rather
prosaic career of electrical engineer,
R. J. Engler, recently of Electrical
Research Products, now finds him-
self very much a part of the hectic
routine of studio life at ParamounVs
New York plant, where he recently
succeeded G. Edwin Stewart as
sound director.

"Wall St. Mystery," second of the
S. S. Van Dine Vitaphone series,

starts Sept. 8, under the direction
of Arthur Hurley.

Location scenes are beiyig favored
by Paramount these fine days, with
"The Cheat" coinpany shooting ex-

teriors at the Vernon Mann estate
in Great Neck and the Sands Point
Bath Club, "Blind Cargo" company
at sea, on a freighter and Ford
Sterling attracting a crowd in Cen-
tral Park ivhere scenes for "Buyiijg
an Automobile," fourth of his shorts
series was being shot, with Al Ray
directing.

Sam Marino, of the Vitaphone
camera staff, is sitting on top of

the world with a new wife and a

RAY FOSTER
Cinematographer

Warner Vitaphone Studio

new car. The former is a French-
Italian model with special lines

while the latter is just plain Detroit,

of a very popular make.

Al St. Johns, who began life as
an acrobat, reverts to form in "Mile.
Irene the Great," a two-reel com-
edy of back stage life, directed by
Eddie Cline.

.Jane Allen, formerly featured
with Harry Carroll in RKO vaude-
ville, had her hair dyed to the re-

quired shade in order to play a role

m "Platinum Blondes," a Vitaphone
short directed by Roy Mack.

The three years spent in the
Orient has come in handy to Gas-
ton Duval, in charge of research at
the Paramount New York studio
where "The Cheat," with a definite

oriental background, is now in pro-
duction.

Vitaphone Varieties: Ray Foster,
cameraman, on a tour with the mis-
sus, ivhile looking for a place to

sleep, fell sound asleep at the wheel
and found the car climbing a tree,

with considerable damage to all...

The 'Chinnah" Quinns are anticipat-

ing a "Blessed Event" .. ."Mickey,"
popular Vitaphoner, again guarding
the sound stages against intrusion.

Ruth Etting's several Vitaphone
shorts went over so well that she
is scheduled to make four more for'

the current season's program, first

of which starts Sept. 14.

Lucia Backus Seger plays a prom-
inent role in "Automobile Intoxica-

tion," a Paramount short featuring
Ford Sterling and which Al Ray
directed.

Ruth St. Denis, famous exponent
of the classic dance, has been en-
gaged by Paramount to stage the
Cambodian dance number which will

be a feature of "The Cheat," now
in production. Actual Cambodian
dancers are given into the service
of the king for training, at the age
of eight and seldom reach majority
due to the fact that their entire
bodies are frequently covered with
paint.

Fayiny and Kitty Watson, besides
being teamed up professionally, are
the closest of pals. Every time

When SHORT
short' STORY

go to

VIOLA IRENE COOPER
9 E. 59th Street VO. 5-5543

Fanny visits the Warner Vitaphone
studio to make one of the "Girl
Friends" comedies with Thelma
White, she is sure to be accompanied
by her sister.

Bert Frank, head of the Vita-
phone cutting room, is compiling
several more of those popular shorts
which received much praise when
shown on Broadway. "Evolution,"
"Stars of Yesterday," and "Ye Old
Time Newsreel," are three of the

films turned cut by Bert during the

past season.

Eddie DuPar, head cameraman at

Vitaphone had a rough experience
while taking pictures of the Inter-

club Yacht Races, recently, for the
Ted Husing series "Sportslants."
He was in a small power boat which
the high waves kept bouncing up
and down. It took three men to

hold the camera from being pitched
overboard.

Walter O'Keefe proved himself a
real trouper at the Vitaphone Studio
this week. With less than 48 hours
notice, he was able to step in and
give a fine performance in"Platinum
Blondes," a two-reel Big Star
Comedy.

BEnER

OFF

That the end of the double featui
epidemic will soon be in sight is t\

prediction of Mack Stark, gener;
manager of Simple Simon Comedie
Inc., following a survey of the ei

tire country.

Shorts producers, who have bee
feeling the effects of the double fe<

ture vogue have improved thei

product to such an extent that th

exhibitor with an eye to ultimat
profits cannot afford to leave thei

off his bill. This, Stark believe

is especially true of the independer
shorts producer who is in a positio

to put more time and money int

one and two reel product than na

tional producer-distributor organ
zations, besides not being burdene
with a high overhead.

With houses in many key citie

given over to the exclusive showing

of short subjects and enjoying goo
patronage, it is evident that the put
lie is hungry for the variety in mo
tion picture entertainment whic

only the short subject can suppl

says Stark. To persist in showin)

an all feature bill to the exclusioi

of shorts, while it may result in a

immediate improvement in busines

will ultimately turn patrons awa
from the theater, is Stark's fim,

conviction.

"When Is That Young
Man Going Home?"

"ymS unwelcome suitor has been wooing
the muse for many dreary months

without wnning her favor. Patience of

the household seems about exhausted.

If you, too, feel that the cause of human
happiness would be better served by the

return of Living Music to the theatre,

you can help to hand the Robot his hat

—

just sign and mail the coupon.

I
American Federation of Musicians
1440 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Without further obligation on

my part, please enroll my name in the Music
Defense League as one who is opposed to the
elimination of Living Music from the Theatre.

Name
Address ...,„.

City State
THE AMIRICAN FEDERATION OF MUSICIANS

(Comprising 140,000 professional musicians in the United States and Canada)

JOSEPH N. WEBER, President 1440 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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HOLLYWOOD ACTIVITIES
"^ .. Jk^ Latest Production News Received By Wire From The West Coast .^ .. ..

ladio Pictures Completes
Ruggles, Rubin Features
"Secret Service" William Gillette's

imous Civil War melodrama, star-

ling Richard Dix, and "Are These

fur Children?" authored and direct-

[i by Wesley Ruggles, have been

ompleted at the RKO Radio Pic-

.ires studio. The Dix picture was
irected by J. Walter Ruben and

jpervised by Louis Sarecky. Sup-
Drting Dix are William Post, Gavin
ordon, Florence Lake, Eugene
ickson and Nance O'Neill. In the

uggles cast are Beryl Mercer, Eric
inden, Mary Kornman, Allen Riv-
,in, Edward Churchill and William
'rlamond.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

Ley Opposite Goldwyn
Myrna Loy has been signed by
amuel Goldwyn to support Ronald
olman in the Sinclair Lewis story,
\rrowsmith," which John Ford is

recting. Also in the cast are:
elen Hayes, Richard Bennett, A.
. Anson, Beulah Bondi, Claude
ing, David Landau, George Hum-
>rt, John M. Qualen and Russell
jopton.

Una Merkel Cast
Una Merkel has been cast for an
iportant role in "Penthouse Mur-
!r," which is being produced by
imous Attractions. Other prin-
pals are ZaSu Pitts, Ralfe Har-
ide, Clyde Cook, Rita LaRoy, June
lyde, Purnell Pratt, Nat Pendle-
m, Paul Hurst and Clarence Muse,
lornton Freeland is directing,
ith Robert Planck as the camera
lan.

"GHOST
TOWNS"

First

Independent Short to

Stalk Into the Winter

Garden, New York '

A ui'W series produxuid by

ARGUS-IANCASTER
Tec-Art Studios, Hollywood, Gal.

, Distributed by

Talking Pictures Epics

QEORGE BANCROFT will soon
start "Through the Window"

from an original story by Martin
Flavin and Joe Sherman. This pic-

ture will be directed by Louis Gas-
nier and Max Marcin.

* * *

Birger de Bulow plans to produce
two features, "Regeneration" and
"Degeneration" in South Africa. He
will make the pictures in Multicolor
and plans to leave for South Africa
in October. He will be accompan-
ied by a technical staff.

* * *

Tuesday morning, Eddie Snyder,
veteran cameraman, was an anxious
husband. Tuesday afternoon, he
was a proud father. He suspended
work on a picture to hurry to the
hospital to see his first-born, a son.
Eddie claims the boy wants to be
a cameraman.

* * *

Martin G. Cohn, veteran film edi-

tor, continues as chief film editor at

Tiffany. He will supervise the cut-

ting of "Left Over Ladies," the first

picture on Tiffany's new program.

Art LaForest, trainer and mas-
seur, has opened the Metropolitan
studio gymnasium. Among his pa-
trons are Al Christie, Robert E.
Welsh, James Gallagher, Spencer
Bennet and others.

* * *

Fred Allen, veteran supervisor
and film editor, will direct Tom
Keene in "Freighters of Destiny,"
for RKO Pathe. "Freighters of Des-
'hiy" is an original by Adele Buf-
fington.

* * *

Arnold Korff, who played the role

if the judge in "The American
Tragedy," is playing a featured
part in Will Rogers' untitled star-
ring vehicle at the Fox studios.

* * *

Margaret Knapp, who has played
in stage successes abroad and in

this country, is playing the starring
role in the German version of
"Dance, Fools, Dance."

* * *

Stanley Cortez, brother of Ri-
cardo, will handle the second cam-
era on Pola Negri's initial talking
picture. He has worked with Hal
Mohr for several years and also
worked with George Barnes and
Karl Struss.

* * *

Nora Gregor, the German actress,
who speedily mastered English for
her role in "The Man in Posses-
sion," has added a new accomplish-
ment. She has become interested in
golf and has developed into a grace-
ful and skillful player.

Esther Howard, long a favorite
jomedienne on Broadway, recently
discovered how much a preview can
mean to a film player. When
"Wicked" was previewed her dra-
matic scene opposite the star, Elissa
Landi, stood out so powerfully that
the following day she was called by
Fox executives to sign for a role in

"The Yellow Ticket," starring
Lionel Barrymore.

John Davidson, who has appear-
ed in numerous screen features, will

return to the legitimate with Jane
Cowl in "Camille." Davidson will

play the role of Zarville. The piece
will open Thursday in Santa Bar-
bara and will follow "On the Spot"
at the Belasco here.

As a result of injuries to his
shoulder sustained by Buck Jones
during the making of a fight se-

quence in "Deadline," work on this
Columbia release will be held up for
a few weeks. The film was in its

final stages when the accident oc-
curred. During a sequence a player
threw a chair at Buck who failed
to duck quickly enough to avoid in-

jury.

Peerless Productions has obtained
the exclusive services of Mickey
McGuire, juvenile screen star. He
will be starred in two productions,
"Mickey" and "Tomorrow's Man,"
to be produced under the personal
direction of Al Herman.

Bennet Finishes Work
On Second Mystery

Spencer Bennet has completed the
direction of "The Mystery of Com-
partment C," the second of a series
of short subjects based on true
stories in the career of Nick Harris,
famous detective. Harris is starred
in the series, which will be released
by Radio Pictures. George Rogan
is writing the scenarios and dialogue
for the various subjects.
The cas.; supporting Harris in the

3cond picture include Lita Chevret,
John Webb Dillon, Harry Semels,
Carleton King, Eddie Baker, Allen
Greer. Edward Snyder was in

charge of the photography.

Making Third "Torchy"
The third "Torchy" comedy, as

yet untitled, is in production with
C. C. Burr, the producer, directing.
Ray Cooke heads the cast, with
Dorothy Dix and Edmund Breese
among the principals. George Amy
wrote the scenario for the comedy.

Now is the time
to start forming

j

MICKEY MOUSE CLUBS
a "peppy" p^
all year vl^

round tonic

for any thea-

tre. For com-
plete organi-

zation details^
write to

Walt Disney
Studios

2719 Hyperion
Ave.

Hollywood

1

Calif.

c^KP

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
Hollyteood'g wnostconvenient hotel . .

for your stay in Southern California

RUG HT in the center of everything to see and do .

.

next door to famous studios, theatres, cafes, and
shops . . near golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement places.

The (Ijaza offers you every modern convenience, unex-
celed service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
makes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
known doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enjoy the company of interesting and famous people.

Special low summer rates now in effect—$2.50
up, single. $3.50 up, double. $4.50 up, twin
beds. Rates by week or month.

Remember the Plaza for an unforaellabis stay in
Hollywood. Write for free folder.

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL/f. BOLLYWOOD, CALIF..
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Sugar For Film Basis Claim of

Arthur Ford, British Inventor

RCA Kansas City Branch

Busy on Installations

Kansas City, Mo.—R.C.A. instal-

lations and sales are on the up-grade
according to reports made by the

local RCA branch under the direc-

tion of Homer Ellison, manager,
and A. C. Lindquist, engineer.

Recent installations reported in

this territory include; Doric, Erie,

Kan.; Lyric, Valley Junction, Iowa;
Dickinson, West Plains, Mo.; Gem,
Baldwin, Kan.; Ritz, Montgomery
City, Mo.; Opera House, Chester,

HI.; Soo, South Sioux City, Neb.;
New Dixie, New Madrid, Mo.; Or-
pheum, Elsberry, Mo.; Fairmount,
Fairmount, Mo.; and the Pruett at

Centralia, Mo. Institution installa-

tions include the Chapel at the Kan-
sas State Reformatory, Hutchinson,
Kan., Auditorium, Bagnell, Mo., and
the Myron Stratton Home at Colo-
rado Springs, Colo.

New Equipment Corp. Formed
Milwaukee, Wis.—Articles of in-

corporation have been filed by the
Wisconsin Sound Equipment Corp.
The company has been capitalized

for $25,000 and will engage in the
wholesale and retail sale of power
amplifiers, moving picture sound
equipment, etc. Signers of the ar-

ticles are W. L. Bushey, Clarence
Kruecke and Fred Bushey.

New Amplifier Tubes Offered

Two new tubes known as the 242
amplifier, designed to replace the
211E and said to consist of a long
life thousand hour tungsten fila-

ment, and the 205D intermediate
amplifier said to have an anchored
construction to assure noise free
projection, is being off'ered by the
Duovac Radio Tube Corp., of Brook-
lyn, New York.

JUST
%ROUXDt
THE

CORXER
from every American

theatre

NATIONAL THEATRE =
SUPPLY COMPANY i
Brunches in all Princital Cities 1

Arthur S. Ford, an English chem-
ical engineer, after more than 40
years of research work and experi-
ment, has succeeded, it is reported,
in transforming sugar into a plas-

tic substance from which, it is

claimed, non-inflammable film can
be produced. Calling his sugar cel-

luloid "sakaloid" the inventor claims
he can produce celluloid for all pur-
poses, at very low cost. The raw
material used can be either beet or
cane sugar in any stage of refine-

ment, or even raw sugar cane;
treated in one way, it freezes into
a hard, glass-like mass; in anothej;
it becomes a transparent substance,
with rubber-like qualities; while a
third variation of the process con-
verts it into a celluloid. A large
American chemical corporation, it

is declared has interested itself in
the invention and plan commercial
production of the new material with-
in the next few weeks.

NEW THEATERS

Del Rio, Texas—Work is expected
to start sometime this month on the
$100,000 theater to be constructed
here by Hughes-Franklin Theaters.

Amarillo, Texas—A two-story the-
ater and store building is to be con-
structed here by J. N. Beasley, at
an estimated cost of $400,000. The
house will be leased by Publix when
completed.

Los Angeles, Calif.—The 1,500
seat Roxie being erected here, and
to be operated by the Pacific Amuse-
ment Co., operators of the Fairfax
in Hollywood, is being rushed to
completion for a scheduled opening
November 15.

Abbeyville, La.—Work of clearing
the lot for the erection of Frank's
Theater building here has been
started. The house when completed
will have a seating capacity of 790.

Charleston, Mo.—Bids have been
taken from contractors on the con-
struction work of the 400 seat the-
ater to be erected here by 0. W.
McCutcheon. Uzzell S. Branson, of
Blytheville, Ark., is the architect.

Plainfield, N. J.—Erection of a
new theater here at an estimated
cost of $250,000 is being planned by
Paramount.

Have you checked up on your elec-

tric light bulbs lately? During the
course of a year much electric light
juice is wasted due to unclean mar-
quee lamps and other bulbs around
the house. In these days when dol-
lars are hard to get and harder still

to hang on to, its a crime to let this
item kick up your overhead. Why
not make this inspection now and
see that you are getting 100% ser-
vice out of them.

ROYAL ZENITH PROJECTOI

The winter season in the show
business will soon be upon you, and
any contemplated change planned,
to meet the demand of patrons
should be given every consideratioyi
NOW. Look over the recent im-
provements made in theater "seats,

drapes, lighting equipment, projec-
tion, screens, and the numerous
other equipment developments and
it may surprise you to learn how
rapidly each in its otvn sphere had
been improved upon. Not because
of any one exhibitor's need, but to

fit in with the modern trend of the
business, to satisfy that demand of
the public, which is now shopping
for the best.

Vending machines are becoming
more popular than ever before by
theater owners for the accommoda-
tion of patrons in obtaining candies,
etc., inside the theater. These ma-
chines not only serve the purpose
of bringing in additional revenue,
but are now obtainable in designs
and color that add to the decoration
of the house.

Several improvements in t

Royal Zenith portable sound proj(
tor type "A" with removable le

and the type "B" with heavy pede
tal, a product of the Pulverm;
Corp., were pointed out in a dei

onstration before a group of di

tributors and exporters yesterdf
in the company's New York office

The outstanding Improvements i

elude; new upper magazine that c;

be removed and telescoped into t
lower one; electric motor and mot
bed plates detachable so that tl

entire projector which weighs a
proximately 100 pounds can be ca
ried about in two small trunk^
removable legs, silent operation ai;

other improvements to make f:

greater portability, brilliancy '

projection and tonal quality.

A new compact portable project ,

for non-theatrical use that w
have a total over-all weight of I I

pounds, construction of which w
consist of the same qualities as tl

Royal Zenith type "A" is now
production at the company's Dulut
Minn, plant and will be anjiounci
shortly, according to J. V. Crem
nim. Vice-president and Sales Ma:
ager of the company.

,

Markets New Coupling Cable
Chicago, Ill.^-A new cell coupling

cable for use in sound reproducing
equipment, that is said to have five

times the capacity reactance of
standard microphone cable, has been
developed and is being marketed by
the G-M Laboratories of this city.

Takes Over Service Bureau t

Milwaukee, Wis.—Rink Adverti
ing Co., has taken over the Exhib
tors Service Bureau, of this cit

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 M.M. SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

O^

ISTAGE LAMPS
HIGH intensity lighting units, properly de-

signed, give excellent service—spotlights,

floodlights, strip lights, sciopticons, or any other

form of lighting apparatus used on the stage—also

color frames, connectors, and miscellaneous stage
lighting supplies.

KLIECL BROS
Universal Electric Stace Lichtinc Co., Inc.

321 West 50th Street - New York.N.Y.

a/*o
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ilternative Printing Attachment

,1 Announced By Bell & Howell

Jew Electric Pit Lift Put
iOut By Otis Elevator Co.
Several types of electrically

cWen stage and pit elevators, ar-

raged for individual and group op-

(ation in synchronism, has been
tught out by the Otis Elevator Co.,

New York City.

Control of the individual group
c combination of the equipment
cln be done by push button, but
i,iy also be accomplished by me-
cinical pre-setting and master con-
til similar to that used for stage
Ihting, it is declared.

ALTERATIONS

Tampa, Fla.—Work of remodeling
t; Casino here by the Casino En-
t prises. Inc., at an estimated cost
o $25,000 has been started. Im-
plements will include installation
air-washed ventilating equipment,

HA^ seats, redecorating and a new
n.rquee.

Polumbus, Ohio—Southern theater
othis city recently acquired by the
Siithern Theater Co., Inc., a newly
fmed concern, is being completely
modeled and new equipment in-
slled preparatory to opening. The
base has a seating capacity of
100.

Rutland, Vt.—Work has been
sirted on the reconstruction of the
Iblix Grand theater here under
t) supervision of J. T. Knight and
Ichard Boyer of the Publix con-
S'uction department of Boston.

'ndianapolis, Ind.—The Rivoli, of
ts city is being completely remod-
e i and redecorated, also new
aoustic treatment, and new heating
si ventilating system is being in-
sped. H. G. Wood is the manager.

pedham, Mass. — The Dedham
(mmunity theater here recently
tjcen over by Julius Jolson, plans
(;anges in the mechanics of the
l^use along with general improve-
isnts.

'Pittsburg, Kan.—The General con-
tict for remodeling Frank Lenshi's
tjater here at an estimated cost of
?5,000 has been awarded to Sch-
rider Bros, contractors.

Strom Lake, Iowa—A new front
ibeing constructed and general im-
nvements are being made at the
I'lpire here.

Chicago, 111. — An alternative

sound printing attachment which

can be fitted into the company's

Model "D" continuous 35 mm. Prin-

ter has been announced and is being

made by the Bell & Howell Com-
pany, of this city.

Instead of having movable masks
at the aperture, it is said the five-

way attachment utilizes a 220°

drum in which are cut five open-

ings. Four of the openings are ar-

ranged to take care of printing the

sound and picture areas respectively

of the negative, whether the nega-

tive is running forward or back-

ward. The fifth opening is arranged

to print ordinary "silent" negatives.

In other words, instead of arrang-

ing masks to give the various com-

binations of aperature openings, the

five-way wheel is turned to the cor-

rect openings.

These openings the company de-

clares are indexed to facilitate the

operator using them for sound and

picture area printing, in correct

sequence.

Named Distributor

Dallas, Texas—R. Z. Glass, of

Public Address Service Co., here,
announces that the distribution of
Beaded Screen Corp. products has
been limited to his company. Allied
Theaters Owners, of this city and
the Independent Theater Supply
company, Houston. The Super-lite,
Vocalite, Chromolite and Silverlitc

make up the group now offered.
Distribution, of the Morelite re-

flector arc lamp now manufactured
in the senior and junior sizes, has
also been acquired by the company.

Adopting Fire Safety Devices

Philadelphia, Pa.—Fire safety de-
vices for projectors are being in-

creasingly adopted by many theater
operators as a precaution against
the possible outbreak of fire, and the
protection of life and property. Re-
cent installations announced by the
Film Fire Prevention Co. of this
city, manufacturers of fire safety
devices, include Roxy, Nixon Grand,
New Jumbo, Oxford and Gibson's
Strand of Philadelphia; College Co-
lonial and Savoy of Bethlehem, Pa.,
Park, Wilmington, Pa., and the Hol-
lywood, St. Louis, Mo.

The Door Man
Many managers place a man at

the door without any thought of his

intelligence. Doormen hear much
more from patrons than the mana-
gers ever do, and an intelligent man
on the door can be of great help in

advising the manager what the

patrons' reaction is on the picture

showing, what they want in the way

of picture fare and any little im-

provements in the running of the

house that may add to their com-

fort.

Neon Sign Cable for Indoor Use
Schenectady, N. Y.—Development

of an indoor-type sign cable avail-

able in ratings of 5,000, 10,000 and

15,000 volts, has been announced by

the General Electric Co., of this

city.

The standard color of the finish is

brown, but special colors such as

black, etc., can be furnished at slight

additional cost, the company states.

AMPLION CORP. MARKETS

NEW REPRODUCING

Development of a new reproduc-
ing unit marketed under the trade
name of "Octophase" has been an-
nounced by Amplion Products Corp.,
of New York City.

Efficiency of the unit, it is said,

is from six to eight hundred per
cent greater than that of cone speak-
ers and its output volume so high
it exceeds that of the average speak-
er by an amount equivalent to that

obtained by the use of an extra
stage of amplification. Not only

may greater volume be obtained with
lower amplification output, with the
use of this unit, but due to the wide
frequency range of reproduction,
clearness and naturalness of tone,
greater intelligibility of speech is

realized at lower volumes, the com-
pany declares.

r K b b from

DISTORTION

V THiTHE PERFECT FIREPROOF SOUND SCREEN

1 Fireproof

2. Free from distortion of sight

or sound

3. Acoustically perfected

4. Eliminates "sound pockets"

5. No glare—restful to the eyes

6. Easy to clean—lasts longer

Approved by E. R. P.

I., for use in con-
nection with all West-
ern Electric Sound
Equipment.

Sold by National Theatre Supply Company—all branches. Ask
any salesman for further particulars or apply direct to the
manufacturer

—

KEASBEV & MATTISON
AMBLER, PENNA.

COMPANY
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
"The Old Family Album"

Colorfilm Time, 9 mins.

Swell Novelty

The first two of the series, "The
Old Family Album," shape up as

a distinct and welcome novelty car-

rying a very wide pop appeal. Done
throughout in Colorfilm, a process
that is extremely natural in tints,

easy on the eyes, and recording re-

markably clear photography. How-
ard and Sadler, the well known
vaude team, are featured. One of

the girls is made up as an old cullud

mammy, while the other plays the
mistress. In a setting of a typical

old fashioned living room, they start

to look through the old family al-

bum. The old photos are repro-

duced in closeup, then the picture

is brought to life in every detail,

tied up with an appropriate old time
song, such as "Bicycle Built For
Two," "Devil In His Own Home
Town," "My Gal Sal," "Alexan-
der's Ragtime Band," etc. These
single reelers are nicely paced, and
balanced with contrasting sentiment,
comedy, burlesque, romance. The
old fashioned costumes are authen-
tic in every detail, and some of the

idyllic bits showing such shots as an
arbor in a garden, a cotton field,

etc., are real art studies. Plenty
of comedy with the cullud mammy's
remarks, and the antics of the com-
edy players brought to life from
the old tintypes. This is a natural

that should wow 'em, both the old-

timers and the younger generation.

A real novelty. Shad E. Graham did

a swell directorial job, with snappy
story and dialog by Billy Frisch.

Color work outstanding.

I

Dame coach and players demonstrat-
ing the offensive systems employed
by the various college teams, com-
pared with the Notre Dame system.
The reel is beautifully photographed
and handled with fine technical skill,

making a very enjoyable reel

throughout.

"Where Canaries Sing Bass"

RKO Pathe Time, 18 mins.

A Knockout

One of the best slapsticks of the

season. Jimmy Gleason is the main
laugh getter with his clever char-

acterization of the tough fight man-
'ager. His champ is Harry Grib-

bon, who gives a swell performance
as a dopey fighter. Ivan Linow is

the opponent in the match,, held on
a floating platform in the ocean.

The finish gag is a pip, with all

hands getting seasick. The inciden-

tal gagging is snappy and very
original, and the fine hand of Jimmy
Gleason can be seen throughout
This one will wow 'em in any house.

The belly laughs are there, and the
gagging is prolific and done with a

highly original slant. They should

make a series, with the same swell

cast.

"Notre Dame Offensive System"
Universal Time, 10 mins.

Very Good
Second in the Knute Rockne-Notre

Dame series, with the present Notre

"Castilian Memoirs"
"(Port O' Call" Series)

Imperial Time, 9 mins.
Interesting

This short carries with it a neat
description of old and new Spanish
Manilla and in addition shows se-

quences of novel and unusual enter-

tainment value. Much footage is

taken up with shots of the prison, a

well managed and clean appearing
institution with its military-trained

inmates. Other subjects of interest

follow in quick sequence and provide
novelty and laughs. A fine trav-

elogue.

Ideal

"The Holy City"
Time, 9 mins.

Scenic Jerusalem
Accompanied by an instructive

and well delivered talk, these scenes
of the Holy City hold interest be-
cause of their historical value. De-
scription has been cleverly written
and keeps up a steady pace. Mo-
hammedans, Jews and Christians are
shown in the various sequences and
excellent shots of the "Wailing
Wall" finish this scenic of the old

world.

"No Holds Barred"
Educational Time, 10 mins.

Thrills

This is the first of the Bill Cun-
ningham Sports Series, and is the
finest exposition of the wrestling
game ever presented on the screen.

The work of Gus Sonnenberg on the
mat is positively sensational. He
is seen demonstrating his football
rushing tactics which has revolu-
tioned the wrestling world. His bout
with a big bruiser is crammed with
excitement, and is more thrilling

than any championship fight match.
Cunningham, the well known sports
writer, delivers the narration, and
keeps the reel pepped up with his

lively and timely sports comments.

"Famous Plays of 1930"

Universal Time, 10 mins.

Peppy
The third reel in the Knute Rock-

ne-Notre Dame series, made very
dramatic and spectacular by the
Notre Dame stars showing the great
plays that scored for the team in

the 1930 season. Such plays as

Schwartz's 67-yard run against
Pittsburgh, and many plays by
other leading teams that scored for

their respective colleges are finely
reproduced. Plenty of action in thj"=

one for the fans. The explanatory
talk by the Notre Dame coach keeps
the reel pepped up.

"Honeymoon Heaven"
("Port C Call" Series)

Imperial Time, 9 mins.
Excellent

This is one of the best descriptive
travel shorts to be presented this
year. It concei-ns Honolulu, its peo-
ple, beautiful scenery, sports and
dances, and is filled with romance
and color from start to finish. Scenes
taken in front of the Royal Hawai-
ian Hotel where expert surf-board
riders race at 40 miles an hour over
the waves to the beach at Waikik,
provide the thrills of the reel. Ex-
tinct volcanos, "Diamond Head,"
singular natives and their customs
and beautiful Hawaiian dancing
girls, go to make this first class

entertainment that will stand ex-
ploiting.

"Love In a Pond"
RKO Pathe Time, 8 mins.

Average Cartoon
An Aesop Fable, overemphasizing

the musical angle at the expense of
story interest. But this has become
such a common fault with all the
cartoons, that it must be accepted
as a matter of course. The theme
is that of a frog pursuing his court-
ship and marriage, with all the other
inhabitants of the pond joining in

the festivities.

Ideal

"Autumn Leaves"
Time, 9 mins.

Peaceful
This is a nice, quiet, peaceful se-

quence of scenes depicting autumn
atmosphere and the approach of
winter. In addition to excellent
scenic shots there are scenes of ani-

mals making ready for winter by
burrowing in the ground or taking
on a complete new fur covering.
Some very novel material has been
gathered for this short that should
satisfy at a filler.

Pathe Review No. 2433-2

RKO Pathe Time, 9 mins.

Very Inteiresting

Very nicely diversified reel, start-

ing with a sensational study of
tuna fishing in Sicily, showing how
they catch thousands of pounds of

giant fish in miles of nets at great
personal danger to the fishermen.
Then a barnyard scandal comedy
bit, followed by Walter Damrosch
giving a personal demonstration
with a talk, showing how children
should be introduced to the knowl-
edge and love of music. Several
children help the demonstration by
singing songs. The final episode
goes back to old library shots of

1910, with a presentation of t

Wright Brothers staging St. Lo;;'

first aviation meet, with Ted
Roosevelt an interested spectator.

"Strange As It Seems' No. 1

Universal Time, 9 mil
Weak

This one drops below the usi
standard of unique shots of this i .

ries. Nothing in it of any particul
novelty. Opens with a study of
penguin at the New York Aquariu
followed by a bootblack working
a high hat, the Annapolis cad(

'

throwing pennies for luck at t

statue of old Tecumseh as th'

march by (which may have no p?
"

ticular place in a reel supposed
feature strange and odd shots. T
finale shows a youngster of fi

bending iron bars with his neck a
teeth, which with two strong mi
on each end helping, seems pret
phony, as the stunt has been del
so many times on the vaude sta^

"Haunt of Romance"
("Port O' Call" Series)

Imperial Time, 9 mil
Good Stuff

Hongkong, Victoria and beautil,
Repulse Bay form the locales f

this travel picture. A surprising
modern city is shown, Hongkor
with its trafl^c policemen and beau
ful hotels, and then the other si

of native life; families living
small boats, eeking out a living
human scavangers. The reel is ni(

ly described and well edited, a
contains much that will interest a
amuse American audiences.

"Wedge Plays"
Educational Time, 9 min

Fine Football
The second in the "Football f

the Fan" series. Howard Joi-

coach of the University of Sou*^,

em California, takes his Trojs^
through the wedge play in all

many formations. He shows
old style, and then the modern
sion, demonstrating in pract
work and actual shots from big fo
ball games just how the wedge pi

is made effective. Very superb
photography, splendid explanatoj
talk by the coach, and all-roiB

good football any way you look at

I

"Olympic Talent"
RKO Pathe Time, 10 mil

Timely
A splendid presentation of t

tryouts for the coming Olympic mei

showing all the various Americi
contenders in the recent event
Jersey City stadium. Most of t

big colleges are represented, wi

all classes of track sports includ

—sprinting, distance running, hi

dies, javelin and shot putting. T
girls are also represented in ma'

varieties of sports.
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SOUND SHORTS
leal

"Jungle Babies"

Time, 9 mins.

Good
A melange of shots showing wild
iiimals and their young. Very
)vel and interesting. Bears, kan-
iroos, various rodents and other
rge and small animals show
rong moth-instinct in the caring
r their offspring. The film is well

unded and cleverly described by
F. Clemenger.

"Kicking Came"
iucational Time, 9 mins.

I

Pip Sports Reel
|The third in the series, "Football

^r the Fan." It features the Uni-
irsity of Michigan team with coach
•arry Kepke, coach Wallace and
is team. Bill Ingram of California,

iid Lou Little of Columbia. The
(ntrasting work of these brilliant

(iaches and their teams is brought
(t very graphically in team prac-

i'e, and then into shots from big

(liege games showing the various

licking styles. Plenty of diversity

'th the various teams doing their

jaff, fine photography, and all

:und class in production values,

'le fans will go for this in a big

jy.

"Julius Sizzer"

K^O Pathe Time, 18 mins.

Misses
A miscue, with Benny Rubin as a

{ng leader very much out of his

e'ment. The gags are forced and
uchanical, and it develops little

i the way of real comedy. Benny
i; known as the scissor artist, al-

viys impaling his victim's with

sssors thrown in such a way as

t pin them against the wall. The
gg is too far-fetched to get over,

£Jd the plot material is very wob-
br. Benny plays a dual role of

Jlius, a Russian immigrant, and
E/.zer, his brother, the tough gang
l-,der.

1 "One Hundred Dollars

kiversal Time, 20 mins.
^ Flat
Pretty weak number, being a re-

lish of a lot of old gags that have
lien worked to death long ago.

Carlie Lawrence is featured as the
ctnedian for some unexplained rea-

Ei. He is a slow-witted youth who
iiinformed by his girl that he must
nke $100 a week before her father
vjl give his consent to their mar-
iige. Then the hero gets a job as
le insurance agent, and is assigned
t sell the old man a policy. He
£ms everything up trying to sell

tj father the policy in the midst
d his golf tournament match,
tliich is all very silly, and not at

all funny. Then the finale has the
nero mumg in tne gins locker
room, a gag draggea in jusc to snow
Che giriies in tneir unaies.

"Isle of Isolation"

("Pori o Can series)

imperial Time, H mins.

Unusual
Taken at Ban in ine Dutch South

oea islands, tnis snorci brings to tiie

screen a people and a lanu, seldom,
ii ever, seen by American audi-
ences, in this isiand wnicn is soutn
01 tne equator, we see Deautiiui
amazons, covered oniy Irom tne
waist down ana exhiOiting weu-
lounded and bronzeu Dodies as tne^
go ahout their daiiy tasKS. uances
and costumes that are startling, ana
a descriptive talk mat tehs me in-

teresting details 01 lile in i5aii,

rather than dry chatter aDoui its

Deauty, provide extremely novel en-

tertainment.

"Dreamworld"

Educational Time, 11 mins.

Class
One of the Romantic Journeys se-

ries done m Multicolor, witn i.^iaude

r lemmmg as tne traveler narrating
the views portrayed. The setting is

ibouthei'n ualilornia m its most
gorgeous aspects, and i lemming
and the camera have caught the
lairyland atmosphere perfectly.

Some very unusual shots are pre-
sented of the desert, the mountains
and the ocean, together with beau-
tiful views ot old Spanish missions,
li'lemming's narrative style is ex-
cellent, and his chatty style makes
you feel that you are right there
on the journey with him. A classy
travel number that will please the
discriminating.

"Adventures in Africa"

No. 7—The Witch Doctor's Magic
Vitaphone Time, 10 mins.

Below Average
This number in the African Ad-

venture series is just about pass-
able. It does not contain anything
sufficiently outstanding to bring it

up to the average of preceding
numbers. Some of it, particularly
where the witch doctor is chased
out of the colony after the natives
have become wise to his fakery, is

too apparently staged. The picture
is principally concerned with round-
ing up animals for food without
spearing them or drawing blood in

any way, on penalty of a dread
curse pronounced by the witch doc-
tor. Natives singled out for this

duty are supposed to die of fear.

The white man, however, shows
them how to catch the animals
without shedding blood, and upon
returning from the successful hunt
the witch doctor is put to rout.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Kansas City, Mo.—W. 0. Lenhart,
formerly at Lawrence for Glen W.
Dickinson, and Winston Brown, for-

merly assistant to William Renkie,
former Dickinson booker, now are
doing the booking for the circuit.

Mr. Lenhart is acting as booker for
the Kansas division, Mr. Brown, the
Missouri division. Renkie is in

Southern California where his health
is reported much improved.

Cleveland—Sherman Webster is no
longer connected with the local War-
ner exchange. He joined the organ-
ization as special sales representa-
tive in July.

Kansas City, Mo.—Ward Scott,

local Fox branch manager, has ar-

ranged for better downtown repre-

sentation this year than Fox ever

has had before. Seventy-five per

cent goes to the Newman and Lib-

erty, and twenty-five per cent to

the Mainstreet.

Brilliant, O.— Charles Papoulias
has sold his Garden of this city to

R. C. Bishop. The new owner has
installed Tone-0-Graph sound equip-

ment.

Cleveland — George Tice, Para-
mount booker states that there is

no immediate indication that admis-
sion prices will be lowered at Publix
houses in this district.

Chicago — General Talking Pic-

tures Corp., handling De Forest
sound systems, is moving into new
and spacious quarters at 910 S.

Michigan Ave. Tuesday. J. V. Al-
len, central division manager, will

be in charge. Frank B. Rogers,
vice-president of the corporation, is

here from New York superintend-
ing the furnishing and arrangement
of the new quarters.

Cleveland—G. W. Erdmann, busi-

ness manager of the Cleveland Mo-
tion Picture Exhibitors' Association,
was all dressed up with a white silk

badge labeled "Reception Commit-
tee" last week when the Ohio Legis-
latui'e celebrated its 89th reunion in

a series of entertainments which
ended with a banquet at the Cleve-
land Chamber of Commerce.

Torch Lake, Mich. — The Little

Gem has re-opened with new sound
equipment.

Cleveland — J. S. Jossey, district

manager for Monogram Pictures,
Nat Lefton, general manager of

Standard Film Service Company and
Sam Gorrell, manager of the local

Standard Film office were busy pat-
ting each other on the back last

week when they learned that this

district has jumped from twentieth
to fourth place in six weeks.

Chicago—Offices of the Chicago
Film Board will move into smaller
quarters on the third floor of the
Standard Oil building Tuesday.

Frederickstown, O. — The Neil,
here operated by J. F. Jones, has'
been closed.

Alger, O.—Mr. and Mrs. Roy L.
Thompson, are reported to have
sold their Huston theater here to
Rush Hughes.

Cleveland—J. E. Scoville will open
the Gordon Square on Labor Day.
Duofone sound equipment has been
installed.

CAPITAL*
REQUIRED*
to further develop and commercial-
ize several patents now issued and

pending.

Box No. K-20

THE FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway New York City

ONES PITTALUGA
OF ROME, ITALY
Makes its film debut in the shorts field

with

Six One-Reel Musical

Jewels From Italy

1—TRIUMPH MARCH by VERDI—per-
formed by an orchestra of 30 harps
of the academy of St. Cecily of
Rome.

2—MELODY OF THE FOUNTAINS—
extremely artistic.

3—HUNGARIAN DANCES—performed in

Rome by an original Hungarian I. F.

S. Choral Society of Budapest, di-
rected by Louis N. Hackl; Prima
Ballerina Miss Cato Szody

4—LOVING CATS—an extreme original
musical score on a new theme.

5—DOLL'S FANTASY—with a catching
tune by Crazia Del Rio, and three
dancers of the Schumann Ballet.

6—VENICE BY NIGHT-with songs and
serenaders and a glorious finale, with
a night festival of the sea.

j R.C.A. rccoidiiui Phot ot'hoiie on film)

LIVELY NUMBERS — OUTSTANDING
PERFORMANCE — FASCINATING SCE-
NIC SPOTS OF ITALY—EACH ONE OF
THESE SHORTS IS TRULY DISTINC-
TIVE AND THE TYPE THAT DISCRIM-
INATING AUDIENCES WILL RAVE
ABOUT.

Released in the United States
by

TRANSCONTINENTAL
PICTURES CORPORATION

11 West 42nd St. New York, N. Y.

Tel. PEnnsylvania 6-2103
(Many State and foreign rights open)
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9 Series of 13 Reels Each on Columbia Prograrr

Diversified Subjects on

Company's 1931-32

Schedule

Columbia is offering for 1931-32,

nine series of 13 reels each including

four cartoon series and a diversified

number of other releases. The four

animated cartoon series will be

"Mickey Mouse," "Krazy Kat," "Dis-

ney Silly Symphonies," and "Scrap-

py," with "Travelaughs"; Walter

Putter's 'Curiosities"; "Screen Snap-

shots"; a series of animal pictures

by Bryan Foy under the name of

"Monkeyshines"; and Eddie Buz-

zell's "Bedtime Stories for Grown-

ups," completing the line-up.

"Scrappy" is the first animated

cartoon to feature a human char-

acter. It is the product of Charles

Mintz, who also makes "Krazy Kat."

The first two "Scrappy's" ready for

release are "Yelp Wanted" and "The

Little Pest." Krazy Kats will con-

tinue to be released alternately with

"Scrappy."

Walt Disney is considering the ad-

visability of bringing "Mickey

Mouse" to the screen in colors. His

latest release is "Blue Rhythm" a

travesty on jazz orchestras.

In "Travelaughs" or "Laughing

with Medbury," Medbury finds the

ridiculous in the sublime. "Laugh-

ing with Medbury in Reno," is the

first release. Walter Futter's "Curi-

osities" present natural oddities. In

Bryan Foy's "Monkeyshines," he has

monkeys that are the counterpart of

every race and nationality and pre-

sents them in some of the old time

"ten, twenty and thirty" melo-

dramas. The first two of these are

released under the title of "Little

Beezer," and "Curses! Curses!

Curses!"

Ralph Staubs is making Talking
Screen Snapshots which reveal the
lives of the popular stars and play-

ers, at home, at work and at play.

Eddie Buzzell's series of "Bedtime
Stories for Grown-Ups" continues.
His latest gives a satire on the story
of how Columbus discovered Amer-
ica and the reception New York gave
him on his arrival. It is entitled,

"Chris Crossed."

Befty Boops to Stardom

"Betty Boop," the pouting, baby-

talking, animated vamp in Para-

mount's "Talkartoons," has been ele-

vated to stardom by Max Fleischer.

In the future the cartoons will be
built around Betty with the other

characters "also in the cast."

Syndicated Articles To Plug Series
Universal has arranged for the syndication to several thousand newspapers

throughout the country of a series of illustrated lessons in football as a plug

for their series of Christy Walsh All America Sport Reels. The lessons have

been written by Frank Carideo, famous star of the Notre Dame eleven. There
will be 20 in all and each one will be illustrated with specially posed pictures.

Similar material will be prepared on the other sport subjects being made by

Universal which include Soccer, Basketball, Tennis and other leading athletic

activities.

Twelve Expeditions Will Film

Material for ^'Magic Carpet^^ Series

Plans have been completed by

Truman H. Talley, general manager
of Fox Movietone News for the pro-

duction of the second series of 26

releases for "The Magic Carpet of

Movietone." Twelve expeditions have

been arranged by Louis de Roche-

mont, short subject editor, to cover

parts of the world not already

reached by staff units in New York,

London, Berlin, Sydney and Paris.

One of the units, already in

Alaska is headed by Eric Mayell.

Another, which is in charge of Jack
Lieb, is in Africa gathering material
for three releases. The Lieb unit
with Carl Bjerre, sound engineer is

working up from Cape Town
through the Union of South Africa.
Northern Africa is being covered by
crews working out of the Paris
office. Richard Maedler and Lewis
Tappan have secured material for

the "Magic Carpet" in the Sudan,
Ethiopia and the Belgian Congo.
Ariel Varges, pioneer newsreel man,
is securing film in the Orient and
the islands of northern Japan.
James Mclnnis and William K.
Hawk are in India and will tour
the Dutch East Indies.

Crews, under the supervision of

Harry Lawrenson are working in

Australia, New Zealand and the

Malay Archipelago. Ben Miggins,
European director and Russell Muth
in charge of the Paris office have
sent units to Scandanavia, Austria
and the Slavish countries. Charles
Herbert and a camera and sound
crew will shortly start a round-the-
world trip in search of material.

Canadian and South American ter-

ritories are also covered by units.

Working titles of the next re-

leases arej "Back to Erin," "City

in the Clouds," "In Old Mexico,"
"A Dancing World," "Byways of

England," "An Alpine Playground,"
"Cherry Blossom Time," "Children
of the Desert," "Here Comes the

Circus," "Pearls of the Caribbean,"
"Across the Andes," "Over the

Bounding Main," "Sunny Italy,"

"Paths in Palestine," "Wonders of

the World," "Land of the Storks,"

"Conquering the Sky," "God's
Frozen Children," "On the Road to

Mandalay," "A Journey to Java,"
"The Iceberg Patrol," "Off the
Grand Banks" and "Along the
Amazon."

Al St. John to Make 4

Two-Reelers for Para.
Work has begun at the Para-

mount New York studios on a se-

ries of four two-reel comedies in

which Al St. John will be starred.

The first will be "Mademoiselle
Irene the Great," an adaptation of

a Saturday Evening Post story by
Nunnally Johnson. Edward Cline is

directing.

59 SUBJECTS ON 1931-32

OF

With the entire country sold o

franchise, except the Denver terr

tory, Imperial Distributing Co. ei

ters the 1931-32 season with a schec

ule of 47 one-reelers and 12 tw(

reelers for release. The success c

the present "Port 0' Call" serie

six of which have played the Cap
tol on Broadway and four the Ne-

York Strand, has caused Williai

Pizor, president, to authorize anothe
series of 26 one-reel subjects undt
the same title. The scenes wer
made and are described by Deane i
Dickerson, world traveler. Fiftee
"Musical Revues," one-reel subjecl
filled with music and dancing are i

the line-up as are six miscellaneoi'
one-reelers comprising comedy, bui

lesque and satirical sketches. In
perial's two-reel releases will 1

headed by six Ernie Jones-Billy Hai
comedies. Another series of twt
reelers will be "Novelties" which wi
take in novel forms of entertair
ment presented in sketchy form. Th
"Port 0' Call" series will be mad
into French, Italian, German an
Spanish versions for foreign releasi

AMERICA'S FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

TIME

St. Moritz
OIV TH£ PARK

50 Central Park South
New York City
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Nancy Carroll in

I

"I AM FROM SIAM"
picture Classics Ti7ne, 39 mins

INTERESTING AND IMPRES-
IVE TOUR OF SIAMESE CITIES

t^ITH INTIMATE VIEWS OF NA-
IIVES AND ROYALTY.

1
The coronation of King Prajadhi-

pk, who recently visited this coun-

[•y, and the cremation ceremony of

ing Rama VI are the outstanding

liatures in this travel film, although

score of novel and curious scenes

f native sports and customs add

pnsiderably to the entertainment.

l!uch footage is given over to the

oronation sequence which shows

'uch royal pomp and majesty, some
' it a relic of medieval days. The
emation shots are unusually in-

cresting. Novelty is added to the

[Im by scenes of a Siamese prize-

bht in which the contestants use

iDth hands and feet; a theatrical

erformance; elephants at work and

L play, and many other items new
nd novel to American audiences,
lusical background is well selected
Ind satisfactorily synchronized. D.

j.
Garden, editor of the Bangkok

laily Mail, delivers the descriptive
ilk in a breezy, graphic manner.
Production Supervisor, M. J. Weisfeldt

,

jlitor. Russell Shields; Musical Director,
.ithaniel Shilkret ; Lecturer, D. S. Garden

;

jimeraman, Karl Robelen.

Tallulah Bankhead in

"MY SIN"

Paramount Time, 80 mins.

FAIRLY ENTERTAINING DRA-
MA OF PANAMA AND NEW
YORK. BANKHEAD AND
MARCH BIG LURE IN THIS ONE.

This picture offers additional evi-

dence to the effect that Miss Bank-
head is first class starring material.

She has both glamour and ability.

Able support comes from Frederic

March opposite her. The story is

inclined to be a variation of "should

a woman tell?" It is not strikingly

original but it speeds up in the last

two reels, thus giving the audience

a better impression than it really

deserves. It concerns a hostess in

a Panama cafe who kills her man
when he tries to grab her savings.

A drunken young attorney reforms

to save her in the court sequence.
She returns to New York and is

about to marry a wealthy young
chap when her past is exposed.
Eventually she turns to the lawyer
in a cleverly-handled ending.

Cast: Tallulah Bankhead, Frederic March,
Harry navenport, Scott Kolk, Anne Suther-
land. Margaret Adams, Jay Fassett, Lily

Cahill, Averell Harris and Charles Fang.

Director, George Abbott ; Author, Fred
Jackson : Adaptation, Owen Davis and Ade-
l-iide Heilhron ; Cameraman, George Folsey

;

Editor, Emma Hill ; Recording Engineer,
Ernest Zatorsky.

Direction, okay. Photography, fine.

"You And I"

with Lewis Stone, Evalyn Knapp
First National Time, 76 min^.

ADAPTATION OF STAGE PLAY
MISSES SPARKLE OF ORIGINAL,
SHAPING UP AS ENTERTAIN-
MENT FOR THE SELECT FEW.

This one misses the pop appeal
a mile, with the motivation and ac-
tion a little too subtle for the mob
to get. As a stage play, "You and
I," by Philip Barry, it was one of
those intimate affairs over the foot-

lights that scored. The transposi-
tion to the screen seems to have
clouded some of its values. It

wobbles around uncertainly, with no
definite building toward any strong
climax. The theme is that of a
father who yearns to quit the busi-
ness grind and devote his life to

painting. This he does eventually,
urged by his loving wife. Mean-
while his son's life starts to dupli-

cate that of his father, rushing into

a business career so he can marry
a girl, and sidetracking his ability

as an architectural student. Finally
the son's wish is gratified through
a compromise with fate on the part
of his father. Interesting, but won't
create any furore. Fine cast
throughout, with clever dialogue.

Cast: Lewis Stone, Evalyn Knapp, Charles
Butterworth, Doris Kenyon, John Darrow,
Oscar Apfel, Una Merkel.

Director, Robert Milton ; Author, Philip
Barry; Adaptor, Robert Presnell ; Dialoguer,
same; Editor, Jack Rawlins; Cameraman.
Sol Polito ; Recording Engineer, not listed.

Direction, very good. Photography, fine.

Joan Crawford in

"This Modern Age"
M-G-M Time, 76 mins.

FINE NUMBER FOR SOPHIS-
TICATED AUDIENCES WITH
SEX VALUES CLEVERLY TIED
UP IN UNUSUAL MOTHER-
DAUGHTER THEME.
They put a splendid cast to work

on a very unusual story that packs
some powerful dramatic punches
and real heart throbs, all done with
a sophisticated touch that will de-
light the intelligent audiences. It

is group-up entertainment in every
respect. Joan Crawford finds her-
self in Paris with her mother, a di-

vorcee, who is being supported by
her French lover, without Joan's
knowledge. Then comes Joan's love
affair with a fine youth of a
splendid family. The mother sees
that she must sacrifice herself to
save the girl's happiness, when the
youth's family and he himself dis-
cover the mother's relationship with
the French daddy. Pauline Fredrick
handles the mother part with dra-
matic power and a fine delicacy that
almost steals the picture. But Joan
Crawford is excellent, too, and all in
all it is real entertainment done with
class. Of course the ending works
out happily for all.

Cast : Joan Crawford, Pauline Frederick.
Xeil Hamilton, Monroe Owsley. Hobart
Bosworth, Emma Dunn, Albert Conti,

Adrienne d'Ambricourt, Marcelle Corday.
Director, Nicholas Grinde ; Author, Mildred

Cram ; Adaptors, Sylvia Thalberg. Frank
Butler; Dialoeuers, same; Editor, William
LeVanway : Cameraman, Charles Rosher

;

Recording Engineer, Douglas Shearer.
Direction, smart. Photography, excellent

"HEADIN' FOR TROUBLE"
with Bob Custer

\ig 4 Time, 56 miyis.

(GOOD WESTERN MELODRAMA
ITH STRONG APPEAL FOR
OP HOUSES. HARD RIDIN' BY
lUSTER AND A CLEVER PER-
ORMANCE BY MASTER DUKE
EE, OUTSTANDING.
This is the type of melodrama of
e west that will make "pop" au-
j.ences stand up and shout when
\e hero and his gang, ride madly
'er the plains, to arrive "just in
me" to save the heroine and her
)or old father from the clutches
' the villian. Bob Custer, first ap-
pars as a cattle-thief but after
any fights, some hard ridin' and
enty of gun-play, he turns out to
a "rider of the range" out to get
murderer. A rather pretty ro-

lance runs through the picture be-
veen Custer and Betty Mack, aid-
I considerably by Duke Lee, a
venile, who knows how to act, and

',ho becomes an integral part of the
ory. Colorful and scenic locations
ive been chosen for the locale. A
w sequences, wherein cowboys
ay and sing, are also enjoyable,
arton King turned in a good job
V supervisor and the recording is

'^ar and distinct.

fcast: Boh Custer. Betty Mack, Andy
juford. Bob Walker. Jack Hardey, John
j:e, Duke Lee.

Pirector, J. P. McGowan : Author, George
organ

; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same

;

iitor, Fred Bain ; Cameraman, Edward
ill; Recording Encineer, L. John Myers;
ipervisor. Burton King,

pirection, good. Photography, good.

"Shanghai Love"
with Richard Cromwell,

Sally Blaine and Noah Beery
Columbia Time, 75 mins.

TYPICAL SEA-MELODRAMA
WITH FIGHTS, MUTINY. BAD
MEN AND ROMANCE. RICHARD
CROMWELL FINE AS LOVE-
SICK YOUTH.

Fast action, strong dialogue and
good performances by the leading

players place this raw-boned sea-

drama in the better class list of

two-fisted melodramas. Noah Beery
as the captain of a "hell ship"

shanghies a crew and finds among
his seamen, the man from whom
Beery had taken his wife and

child, years previous. Also on board

as an able-seaman is Richard Crom-
well, a youth who had once befriend-

ed Sally Blaine, the captain's daugh-

ter. The presence of the two men
is resented by Beery who orders his

first mate to "get" them both. Mu-
tiny, with some hard fightintr.

breaks out, and in the end. Beery
and the mate receive their just des-

erts and Cromwell gains Sally as

his wife-to-be. The picture is verv

melodramatic in theme and direc-

tion. Cromwell appears to find ad-

vantage and Beery is excellent.

Cast: Richard CrnmwHI. Noah Beery.

<?.illv B'nrip Willard Rnbertson. Sidney

Braov. D'rk Alexarder. Fdwin J. Br-.dv.

Krville Aldersnn Tpck Cheatham, Fred

Tnnmes. Lionel Belmore.
Director. Geortrp B. S-itz : Author, Nor-

man Snrineer ; Adaotors. Roy Chanslor. Jack
Cunnirtrbnm : Dialoeuers. same ; Editor.

Gene Milfo-d ; Cameraman, Teddy Tetzlaff

;

Recordim? Eneineer, Glenn Rominper.
Direction, good. Photography, fine.

"Explorers of the World"
Raspin Productions Time, 76 mins.
BIG KICK FOR THRILL AND

ADVENTURE-LOVERS IN CAM-
ERA RECORDS OF FAMOUS EX-
PLORERS.

This is primarily planned for
roadshowing, but it will stand up as
very absorbing entertainment for
those who love their thrills and the
spirit of adventure. It's chief value
is in its stark realism, presenting
very graphically the inside stories
of the adventures of six world-fam-
ous explorers on their scientific ex-
pedition to the far corners of the
world. The reels were assembled
by explorer Harold Noice, who em-
ployed an interesting device for in-

jecting the personal and human ele-

ment into the photographic records.

He assembles his five explorer
friends at a banquet table, and gives
a brief introduction of each celeb-
rity, and they in turn take up the
narration work on their own cam-
era record as it starts to unreel.

These cover Harold McCracken, in

his Siberian Arctic trip; Gene Lamb,
conducting the trek to Tibet for the
Chinese government; Commander
Attilio Gatti, leader of the Italian-

African expedition; Lieutenant Com-
mander J. R. Stenhouse, captain of

the "Aurora," on the Imperial
Trans-Antarctic expedition, Dr. Lau-
rence M. Gould, second in command
of the Byrd Antarctic trip; and
finally Harold Noice, leader of the
Tariano Italian Ethnological expedi-
tion to Northwestern Brazil. Plenty
of thrills and action.

"The Horse Ate the Hat"
("Un Chapeaii de Paille D^Italic")

Moviegraphs Time, 63 mins.

POOR FRENCH SILENT FILM
HOLDS LITTLE ENTERTAIN-
MENT IN FARCE IDEA THAT IS

WEAKLY PRESENTED.

This is an adaptation of a French
stage satire, which in its original

form created quite a furore. But in

transposing to the screen, they lost

all the subtlety of the idea, and in

many spots it goes slapstick, with
the cast rushing around rather aim-
lessly and frantically, and not at all

humorously. Rene Clair, who made
"Sous Les Toits de Paris," directed
this weak number some two years
ago, and shows little of his master-
ful direction displayed in the later

highly successful film. The yarn
is all about a flirtatious wife whose
new hat is destroyed by the hero's
horse. Then into the typical French
farce situation, with the wife's
sweetheart involved, and the frantic
efforts of all hands to protect them-
selves, or to find out what scandal
the others are involved in. The cast
is far superior to the material, but
are made to act in a very amateur-
ish manner more often than not.

Cast: Albert Prejean, Vita L. Ceymond,
Olga Tschekova. Paul Olivier. Alex Allin,

Volbert, Jim Gerald, Alice Tissot, Alexis
Bendi, Molle Maryse Maia.

Director, Rene Clair ; Authors, Eugene
Labi.sche. Marc Michael; Adaptor, Rene
Clair ; Editor, not listed ; Cameraman, not
listed.

Direction, weak. Photography, fair.
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FOR SHORT SUBJECTS

By CHARLES ROSENZWEIG
Vice-Presidctit in Charge of Distribu-

tion, RKO-Radio Pictures

Keenly conscious of the fact that
the short subject is today a vital fac-

tor in his program, the exhibitor is

today shopping with the utmost care
for this branch of his talking screen
attractions.

RKO-Radio Pictures have been
more than gratified with the recep-
tion accorded their shorts for the
season of 1931-'32.

This is due to the fact that RKO-
Radio Pictures have embarked on
their short subject '31-'32 program
with more than the usual care and
with what has proven to be excep-
tionally happy foresight.

This policy has proven to be espe-
cially successful in the matter of

picking the stars to head the short
subject series. There is "Chic"
Sale's for example, currently re-

ported to have recently signed a con-

tract with a major film company at

$5,000 per week. Sale's is doing a
series of six two-reelers for RKO-
Radio Pictures, and exhibitors who
are getting the benefit of a $5,000
a week star at two-reel values are
now congratulating themselves.
Ned Sparks, Rosco Ates, Clark &

McCullough and Jimmy Savo are all

stars in RKO-Radio Pictures shorts,

who are steadily mounting in box
office draw. And the sensational ap-
peal of the Nick Harris series of 12

two-reel featurettes bringing this in-

ternationally famous detective to

the screen in real-life dramas taken
from authentic cases will react

strongly in the exhibitors' favor and
supply him with a splendid exploita-

tion background. Add to these the

series of Mickey McGuire two-reel-

ers, steadily mounting in favor
through the formation of Mickey
McGuire clubs throughout the coun-
try, and the 13 Amedee Van Beuren
one-reel shorts, and it may be readily

observed that Radio Pictures is well

able to keep the exhibitor supplied

with an exceptional program of short
features of wide diversity and box
office appeal.

Para. Signs Ethel Merman
For 2 One-Reel Musicals
Ethel Merman has been signed by

Paramount to appear in two one-
reel musical productions to be made
at the New York studios. First is

an original story by Aubrey Scotto
who will also direct. John W. Green
is scoring the music.

Showmanship Essential on Shorts—Bergerman

"Patrons 'must be assured of a good time when they go to the theater.

Feature pictures cannot carry all the elements necessary to make up a pleas-

ing program," S. Stanley Bergerman of Universal told THE FILM DAILY yes-

terday. "A showman should see every picture put on the screen before it is

bought for his public. Many programs that could come through 100 per cent

have only grossed 50 per cent because showmanship of that kind was lacking."

France Honors Film Folk
Paris—In the recent awards of

honors by the Department of Public

Instruction, the French government
singled out a number of film folk.

Charles Delac received the rosette,

Georges Melies was made a

chevalier of the Legion of Honor,

and M. Roux-Parassac and Auguste
Baron received the cross of the

Legion.

Universal To Deliver 326
Short Reels, Plans Indicate

Universal's short subject line-up

for 1931-32 will include 326 reels in

addition to 104 reels of Universal

newsreel. Single reel series will in-

clude 13 "Dangerous Jobs," 13
"Strange as It Seems," 26 Oswald
Cartoons and 26 All American Sports
reels of which the following 9 have
been completed: "Shifts," "Offensive

System," "Famous Plays," "Back-
field Plays" and "Carry-On" of the

Notre Dame series, three basketball

shorts as yet untitled and one Tilden

Tennis reel.

The two-reel line-up will take in

13 Shadow-Detective releases, four

serials of 12 episodes each to be
known as "Danger Island," "Bat-

tling with Buffalo Bill," "Heroes of

the Law" and "Airmail Mystery."
Fifty-one comedies of two reels each
and one of four reels, complete the
short product schedule. The four-
reeler "First to Fight" with Slim
Summerville has been completed as
have three other Summerville two-
reelers, "Hotter than Haiti," "Bless
the Ladies," and "Peeking at Pek-
ing." Other two-reel comedies com-
pleted are "Models and Wives" with
Sidney and Murray, "Robinson
Crusoe and Son" and "An Apple a
Day" with Lloyd Hamilton, "Out
Stepping" with Don Brodie, "One
Hundred Dollars" with Charles Law-
rence and "Fast and Furious" with
Daphne Pollard.

Ideal Producing 42 Shorts

For American-Foreign Sale
With 42 one-reelers on its 1931-

32 schedule. Ideal Pictures Corp.,

will re-make the descriptive talk of

all subjects over into three lan-

guages for foreign distribution.

French versions will be described by
Guy Hignon, Castillian-Spanish by
Louis Nebot, and Brazilian-Portu-
guese by H. de Almedida, Jr.

The Ideal line-up includes 12

Milt Gross "Gross Exaggerations";
12 Traveltalks, described by Arthur
Hale of WOR: 12 new animal shorts
described by J. F. Clemenger, and 6

"Film Fan Biographs." a new series

of surprise cartoons drawn and ani-

mated by Eddie White. Allyn B.

Carrick will edit the entire Ideal
outnut for the season. According
to M. J. Kandel, president, 60 per
cent of the country has been sold on
franchise for his entire program.

50 P. C. of Universal
Serial Output Ready

Fifty per cent of Universal's se-

rial for the new year is already
completed. "Danger Island" started
its auspicious releasing career by
being booked in the Roxy. as was
its successor, "Battling With Buffalo
Bill." "Danger Island" features
Kenneth Harlan and Lucile Browne,
and Walter Miller. "Battling With
Buffalo Bill" brings Rex Bell, Wil-
liam Desmond, Joe Bonomo and
Francis Ford, all former serial

stars. Yakima Canutt. two Indians,
Chief Thunderbird, and Jim Thorpe,
and little Bobbie Nelson.

Fly Over Mt. McKinley
The second flight ever to be made

over the 20,300-foot peak of Mt. Mc-
Kinley has been accomplished by
Eric Mayell and Oscar Darling of
the Fox Movietone News crew, as-
signed to Alaska.

Three Shorts A Week
Vitaphone Studio Plan

{Contituicd from Paqc 14)

divided as follows: Two of the
seven "Melodie Masters" series.

Earl Carpenter and his Jones Beach
Orchestra made "The Big House
Party," while Castro's Cuban Or-
chestra completed "Havana Cock-
tail." "Snakes Alive," the first of
a series of 13 juvenile stories by
Booth Tarkington, with little Billy

Hayes as Penrod; two of the 13
"Pepper Pot" series, one starring

Edgar Bergen, ventriloquist in "The
Eyes Have It" and a novelty short
with ducks called, "Wise Quacker."
Six of the 13 E. M. Newman "Trav-
el Talks" called "Little Journeys to

Great Masters," "Southern India,"
"Northern India." "The Road to

Mandalay," "Mediterranean By
Ways" and "Javanese Journeys";
two Robert L. Ripley "Believe It or
Not" shorts, one which was number
12 of last years product and num-
ber one of the 12 scheduled for the
coming year. Also Number one of
13 "Sportslants," with Ted Husing,
popular radio sports announcer for
the Columbia Broadcasting Chain.

In production are "Her Wedding
Night-Mare," number three of the
"Girl Friends," series with Fanny
Watson and Thelma White being re-

leased as part of "The Big Star"
comedies series and Edgar Bergen
in "Free and Easy," another of the
"Pepper Pot," series.

For the balance of "Big Star"
comedies, the following big stars
have been signed: Phil Baker, Wil-
liam & Joe Mandel and Doctor Rock-
well, Ruth Etting, is signed for four
of the 12 "Broadway Brevities,"
series of two-reelers; her first pic-

ture under her new contract called
"Words and Music," goes into pro-
duction the week of Sept. 7. Mar-
jorie Beebe will make at least two
and probably three one-reeler com-

TALKING PICTURE EPICS

14

With 14 series of short subject

comprising 160 releases for 1931-32

Talking Picture Epics enters thi

new season with a great numbe:

and diversity of shorts.

One-reelers will comprise 31

"Ghosts of Other Days" releases

each woven around historical ro

mances. The Argus-Lancaster expe
dition is touring the country mak
ing material for the series. C. L
Chester will revive the Snooky
Monkey comedies with "Snooky" th(

almost-human monk, supported b;

kids and animal actors. The series

consists of 13 releases. Of the Dit

mas series of six one-reelers, threi

have already played first-run or

Broadway. "Intimate Interviews ol

Famous Screen Personalities," wit!

a full reel devoted to each featurec

player, are being produced by Inti

mate Interviews, Ltd., with 26 in tk
series. There will be 12 releases

in the "Wild Life" series, which wiL

deal with unusual animals. Thej
will be produced by Bill Lucas, Wil-

liam and George Allen. Elmer Clif

ton will direct.

Lowell Thomas will appear in twc

series of six reels each. "Lowel
Thomas Driftin' Around in Latir

America" and "Driftin' Around ir

the Far East" are the series titles

"Going Places" will present Emma-
Lindsay Squier, authoress, who in 12

releases will tell the story of far-

off places. "Great American Cities,'

six one-reel scenics; 13 "Wander-
lust" releases covering scenic woa
ders of the old and new world; sii

"Character Studies of Places anfl

People," produced by Frank D. Qti

miston; six Tom Terriss "GoldeO
West" series releases; six Wan
Lascelle animal and scenic release!

and six "American Scenics" coni'

plete the one-reeler line-up.

A series of 12 two-reel Al A'

comedies are being produced b;

Chadwick Pictures for T. P. E. Twi

single two-reelers are also on ttt

schedule, they are "U-35" and "Se^
ing Australia in 15 Minutes."

edies for the "Pepper Pot" seriesj

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth, wh(,

are in Europe will make a series ol

six one reelers. The first of th^

series, "Naggers at the Studio,'

goes into production the week oi

September 14th. In the same week.

"The Wall Street Mystery," num-

ber two of the S. S. Van Dines will

get under way.
Two series of cartoons of 13 eacb

"Looney Tunes," and Merrie Melo-

dies," a comedy song cartoon, art

being produced for Vitaphone or

the coast by Leon Schlesinger. Twc

other series of 12 pictures each

Bobby Jones in "How I Play Golf,'

and "Adventures in Africa," bj

Wynant D. Hubbard, although re

leased the past summer but in real

ity part of the 1931-32 product

complete Warner Bros. Vitaphon*

program.



NEARER

AND NEARER
. . . comes the day when ultra-speed motion

picture negative will eliminate slower emul-

sions. The latest impetus is supplied by the

new gray backing on Eastman Super-sensitive.

This advance is of particular interest to the

exhibitor and the producer. Definitely im-

proving photographic quality, it means more

artistic, more pleasing, more satisfying pic-

tures. And these factors, needless to say, have

a very definite box-office value. Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, New York.

(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New

York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

Eastman Super-sensitive

Panchromatic Negative, Type 2
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Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Warners to Produce 12 Features in England

pOV'TENDS PROBEINSPONSORED FILMSCASE

Council Mapping Campaign Against Picture Censorship

•Ian Conferences With
I Hays Organization

\\ Officials
; Plans for a campaign centered on
totion picture censorship will be
apped out next month by the Na-
lonal Council on Freedom from
[ensorship. Conferences will be
eld with representatives of the
ays organization and distributors,

he council has been engaged for

)me months in doing research
lork in connection with the drive,

pnipiling data on the operations
censor boards.

I LOUIS STAGEHANDS

CONTRACT AGREED UPON

St. Louis—Local de luxe houses
id the stagehands' union have
•iached an agreement on a neiW

ntract. Fox is understood to have
btually signed the agreement,
hich embraces the same provisions
" the old contract, and the other
rcuits will sign immediately.

ersey City Again Bans
Birth of Nation" Showing
iJersey City has banned showing
\ "The Birth of a Nation" for the
t'cond time in 20 years. Thomas
. Wolfe, Deputy Director of Pub-
y. Safety, has issued an order to

le Orient following protest from
'e National Ass'n for the Advance-
ent of Colored People.

First Dramatic Picture

To Play Palace, N. Y.

For the first time in the history of the

ilace on Broadway, a dramatic motion

IL'ture will be on the program when the

ist of the Floyd Gibbons shorts, "Wood-
\M Wilson's Great Decision," opens at that

luse Sept. 11. Booked day and date with

Palace, the short will play the Mayfair

d Hippodrome.

Announces "\J" German Production Plans
Southampton (by Cable)—Between six and ten features will be made by

Tobis, in Germany, for Universal during the next year, Carl Laemmie, president

of Universal said before sailing on the Europa, Saturday. The pictures will be
in three languages, German, French, and Spanish. The films will be marketed
in America as well as in Europe. The Europa is due in New York Sept. 10.

Famous Players Canadian

Ceases Expansion Plans
Unions Seek Protection

By Revising N. Y. Law
N. Y. Secretary of State would be

authorized to use his discretion in

granting incorporation papers to

dual labor unions organized by non-
unionists and "unfair employees"
under a revision of the state's in-

corporation laws proposed by the N.
Y. state Federation of Labor.

Toronto—While the various prov-

inces are deciding what collective

course to pursue against the alleged

American film combine. Famous
Players Canadian has entirely

ceased expanding. Only one house

is planned, this being the Capitol

at St. Thomas, Ontario, which be-
gins business late this month.

Plan Milt Gross One-Reelers
Milt Gross, cartoonist and humor-

ist of the Hearst papers, has been
signed by M. J. Kandel, of Ideal

Pictures, for a series of 12 one-
reelers to be known as "Gross Ex-
aggerations." Tom Johnston, for-

merly cartoon and "strip" editor of

the "N. Y. World," will write the
gags and stories for the series and
the dialogue will be composed by

Frank Dollan who was recently con-
nected with the "Movie Memories"
shorts released by Paramount. Gross
will collaborate with Johnston in
"gagging" the reels and will add se-
quences of animated cartooning to
each. The shorts will burlesque va-
rious subjects, the first being a sa-
tire on travel films. It will be ready
next week and titled "The Isle of
Jazz."

12 Features to Be Produced
In England, States Warner

London (by cable)—Approximate-

ly $1,000,000 will be spent by War-
ner-First National on the 12 fea-

tures scheduled for production at

the Teddington Studios which they
have taken over on a two year's

lease, according to Jack L. Warner.
RCA sound will be used. Studio
executives will be Irving Asher,

^Continued on Page 7)

Columbia Seeks Exclusive
Services of B. Stanwyck
Columbia Pictures has brought a

court action against Barbara Stan-
wyck in an effort to restrain her
from working for any other com-
pany. According to the complaint,
she has signed a contract with War-
ner Bros, in violation of her Colum-
bia contract.

Satisfied Five Producers
Have Abandoned Making

Advertising Fikns
The Federal Trade Commission

will not investigate activities of five
companies in connection with spon-
sored pictures, says a letter from
H. L. Anderson, chief examiner of

(Continued on Page 7)

MYERS SEETgANGSTER

SUBJECTS^ OVERDONE
IVashingfon Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Although Allied

States Ass'n has no definite policy as
regards gangster pictures, President
Abram F. Myers believes that the
subject has been overdone and that
"the public is beginning to yawn."
He deplores "imitativeness which
leads to production of an unending
succession of such pictures."

Charges U. S. with Trying
To Discredit British Films
Toronto—A resolution urging con-

stituent organizations to encourage
exhibition of British films and "fur-
ther support the greater interchange
of British films" was adopted at the
British Empire Service League Con-
ference here. Major General Sir
Frederick Maurice charged Holly-
wood producers are "deliberately
producing inferior films in British
studios" and exhibiting them as
British pictures "in order to dis-
credit British films generally."

Sunday Show Voters Get
Free Cleveland Ticl<ets

Cleveland Heights, 0.—M. B. Horowitz,
general manager of the Washington cir-

cuit, which operates the Heights theater,
has sent a letter of thanks and a free ticket
to each of the 9,041 residents who voted
for Sunday movies. The tickets were for

Sunday, the day when Sunday movies went
into effect at the two Cleveland Heights
houses.
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FINANCIAL

The New York stock market was closed

Saturday and Monday on account of the

Labor Day holiday.

Releasing 11 Vitaphone Shorts
For the month of September War-

ner Bros, are releasing 11 of the Vi-

taphone shorts — "Bosco's Ship-
wreck," "The Eyes Have It," "The
Clyde Mystery" (first of the S. S.

VanDine mystery pictures), a new
Ripley "Believe It or Not," "Snakes
Alive" (first of the Booth Tarking-
ton juvenile shorts), "Platinum
Blondes," "Smile, Darn Ya, Smile,"
"Sportslants," "Lucky Thirteen"
(first of the "Girl Friends" series
starring Fanny Watson and Thelma
White"), "The Naggers' Anniver-
sary," and "Little Journeys to
Great Masters" (first of a series of
E. M. Newman World Travel Talks).

Incendiary Starts Fire

Two persons were injured when
an incendiary started a fire in the
Grand Opera House, New York.
Fire Marshall Brophy ascribed the
fire to a "labor racketeer," pointing
out that the theater is employing
non-union operators.

». New York
», 1540 Broadway
|.t BRyant 9-4712

Lent Island City '
154 Crescent St. "{

STillv/ell 4-7940 f*

lEastmsm Films
|

I J. E, Brulatour, Inc. p

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood tv
6700 Santa Monica {•}

Blvd. :•;

HOLIywood 4121 V.
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The Broadi^vay Parade
(Week of September 4)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"Personal Maid" Paramount Paramount
"This Modern Age" M-G-M Capitol
"The Spider" Fox Roxy
"The Bargain" Warner Bros Strand
"Waterloo Bridge" Universal Mayfair
"Dreyfus Case" (2nd week) Columbia Warne:

EXTENDED RUNS
"Star Witness" (6th week) Warner Bros Rivoli
"Street Scene" (2nd week) United Artists ..Hollywood
"Bought" (4th week) Warner Bros Winter Garden

$2 RUNS

"A Free Soul" (15th week) . . M-G-M Astor
"An American Tragedy" (5th week) Paramount ...Criterion

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Zwei Herzen" (48th week) Assoc. Cine, of America Europa
"Der Wahre Jakob" (5th week) Trans-Atlantic Pictures Belmont
"Die Lustigen Weiber" (9th week) Capitol Film Exchange Little Carnegie
'Die Blonde Nachtigall" (3rd week) Ula .Cosmopohtau
"Danton" • • Capitol Film Exchange Cameo
"Der Hampelmann" Tobis-American Eight St.

FUTURE OPENINGS

"The Guardsman" (Sept. 9) M-G-M Astor
"Five Star Final" (Sept. 10) . First National Winter Garden
"Das Cabinet des Dr. Larifari" (Sept. 10).Protex Trading Co Little Carnegie
"A Student Song of Heidelberg" (Sept. 11) Ufa Cosmopolitan

Two Australian Producers
At Work, States Mason
Although two producing compa-

nies are now making feature films

in Australia, there is no fear of

pictures produced in the Antipodes
competing with American or other

foreign product, Cecil Mason, sales

manager for Greater Australasian
Films told the Film Daily yester-

day. The two producers in Aus-
tralia are the Union Theaters in

Sydney, headed by Stuart F. Doyle,
and the Eftee Films of Melbourne,
headed by F. W. Thring. The for-

mer is making "On Our Selection" a
feature with an all Australian cast

and staff, and the latter is produc-
ing "The Sentimental Bloke" which
is being directed by an American.
General Australasian Films repre-
sents Columbia and several British

producers in the Antipodes.

Leaders Coining to Meet
An idea of the importance being

attached to the industry's campaigrn
to help relieve the unemployment
situation may be derived from the
fact that leaders in every section
of the country are planning to come
to New York especially to attend
the planning committee meeting
scheduled for Sept. 14.

Capital Required
to further develop and commercial-

ize several patents now issued and

pending.

Box No. K-20
THE FILM DAILY

1650 Broadway New York City

The Finest Projection Room
(Western Electric System)

$1.25 per reel

4 private cutting rooms
DU-ART FILM LAB
245 West 55th Street

Columbus 5-4907

Herb Given Resigns
As U's Philly Manager

Philadelphia—Herb Given has re-
signed as manager of the local Uni-
versal exchange. Mike Landow, dis-
trict manager, is handhng the office

until a successor to Giv^n is ap-
pointed.

Lowell Opera House Sold
Lowell, Mass.—Norman Glassman

and Fred E. Lieberman, operators
of the Capitol and Victory, have
taken over the Opera House from
Thomas F. Hennessey.

COMING & GOING

FRANCES STARR, stage star who makes
her debut in "Five Star Final," has returned
to New York and may be seen in a stage
production.
LARRY DARMOUR is visiting in New

York from the Coast.
IGNACY CZALCZYNSKI, Polish govern-

ment photographic representative, is in New
York.
M. A. LIGHTMAN has returned to Mem-

phis from New York.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low DaJix or Weekly Raiei

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation
T23.7TH AVE.. N. V. BRYANT 9-6067

GEVAERT I
"SAFETY" ii

RAWSTOCK ^1

16 & 35 MM «
B & W and Colors g

UNIFORM—BRILLIANT !•!

FINE GRAIN—DURABLE J*:

The Gevaert Company of %
America, Inc. V.

423 W. 55th St. 413-21 No. State St. ••

N. Y. C. Chicago %
Originators of the Tinted Bast M. P. »v»

Film J.t

Vi\

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Sept. 9-10:

Sept. 25:

Sept. 28-30

Oct. 1

:

Oct. 4-6:

Oct.

Nov.

Semi-annual Convention. Al
Theaters Ass'n of Minnes
North and South Dakota, Ra
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

'The Exhibitor" annual golf to
nament at Lu Lu Country CI
Philadelphia.

French Educational Film C<
gress, Paris.

Hispano - American Motion P
ture Congress, Madrid. Spain

Eleventh Annual Convention >

M.P.T.O. of Western Penm
vania, Pittsburgh.

Fall meeting of the Society
Motion Picture Engineers, N
Ocean House, Swampscc
Mass.

Universal Club "Night in !,

ris," Hotel Astor.

Annual Awards Dinner of A
demy of M. P. Arts & ScientJ

Hollywood.

Pacific Coast Exchanges;

To Handle Peerless I

Los Angeles—Pacific Coast E
changes, Inc., have contracted wi
Peerless Productions for the d
tribution of the Peerless 24 iiw

pendent features, in Califom
Arizona, Nevada and Hawaiian
lands. The exchange is headed !

Mannie Brovi^n in association -wi

M. H. Hoffman, Jr.

COLOR NEGATIVES
Producers make own Color Negatives

'

with By-Pack.
|

Color in Red-Ortho Negatives may be '

removed or altered to complementary 1

color. '

Write DU CHROME FILM SYSTEM, Ltd.
"Specialists in Color"

6723 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cat.
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YEAR BOOK

•

DIRECTORS
ANNUAL

PRODUCTION
GUIDE

•

SHORT SUBJECTS

QUARTERLY

•

Complete Service

and Coverage

at a

Yearly Subscription

rate of $10.00



1. C. VERGESSLICH
Chicago

MR. NATBEIER
New Jersey

PUTERTHERE
You might quibble about protection....dicker over

percentage. ..argue about playing time...but

thousands of exhibitors agree ^ith these branch

managers on one big fact. WARNER BROS.
and FIRST NATIONAL features and VITAPHONE
shorts are the outstanding 'buys' for 1931-32!

AND HEMiE'S THE IJWHALLENfiEABLE PROOF..
^i^sSsS'^'^'^^^'^SiVffi^SisSS&^sS^SI^w



THE

STAR WITNES
WALTER HUSTON
CHIC SALE DICKEYMOORE

Frances Starr Grant Mitchell

Sally Blane Ralph Ince

RICHARD

BARTHELMES

Now in

5th recor

smashing wt

at the N.

Winter Gm
en.

HE LAST
FLIGHT

with

David Manners, Helen Chandler
John Mack BrowTi,Walter Byron

and Elliott Nugent

Greatest
Barthelnu
hits sets a t

rific box-ofl

pace evell

where!

THE BARGAI
with

LEWIS STONE
DORIS KENYON
CHARLES BUTTERWORTH
UNA MERKEL EVALYN KNAPP

Selected
one of the i

films of t

month
Photoplay j

Screenland

GEORGE ARLIS
ALEXANDER
HAMILTON

with

Doris Kenyon June CoUyer
Dudley Digges Montagu Love

Ralf Harolde

"Grand ett

tainment.1

box<off|
triumphs
WarnerM

—Ho^
Rtfifl

m\

DOUG FAIRBANK!
in

I LIKE YOUR
NERVE

wifh

"Doug JtJk

an hilarol

movie cwM
tail!" 11

MaJJHLORETTA YOUNG

SIDE SHO
with

WINNIE LIGHTNER
CHARLES BUTTERWORTH

EVALYN KNAPP
DONALD COOK

"Sure-fire

office. FastH

funny!"

-Ho«y*'



rOU KNOW w»s

^The Star Witness' is a ter-

rific box office sensation

in every spot it plays!

'The Last Flight^is the
greatest Bartheimess hit

in years!

KNOW ^
that no company has ever

produced a picture so

big, so powerful, so truly

great as Five Star Final.

'OU KNOW
that WARNER BROS, and
FIRST NATIONAL can de-

liver more sure-fire hits

r/g/it novi than any other

i company can truthfully

promise you.

FHArS WHY
I

you become one of the

industry's real leaders the

moment you sign that

square deal contract for
i

STAR
' HITS from

l/VARNER BROS.

STAR
' HITS from

IRST NATIONAL

VALUES
IITAG RAP H, /nc, Dh\r\h\i\ors

FIVE STAR FINAL
iffi EDWARD G.

ROBINSON
H. B. WARNER
MARIAN MARSH

Frances Starr, Anthony Bushell
George E. Stone

"Hits a new
high point in

pictures! Hu-
man, stirring

and realistic!"

—Moti( Picture

Heraia

PENROD AND SAM
LEON JANNEY
Junior Coghlan Matt Moore
Dorothy Peterson Zasu Pitts

Based on. the stofj by

BOOTH TARKINGTON

"Clicks in a big

way. Juvenile

characters
bring laughs

and tears."

—Motion Picture

Daily

WILLIAM POWELL
THE ROAD TO
SINGAPORE
™,h MARIAN MARSH

DORIS KENYON

"Certainly
proves to his

advantage to be
with Warner.
This one is

grand."
N.Y. Telegram

HONOR t^hV FAMILY
BEBE DANIELS
WARREN WILLIAM
FREDERICK KERR
ALAN MOWBRAY

Cyclonic com-
edy hit! With
Bebe Daniels
and the new
screen hero,

Warren
William!

DOLORES COSTELLO
EXPENSIVE
WOMEN

with

H. B.WARNER,WARREN WILLIAM
ANTHONY BUSHELL

THE RULING VOICE

Belle of the
Box Off ice

scores in tri-

umphant re-

turn to the
screen!

WALTER HUSTON
LORETTA YOUNG
Doris Kenyon David Manners

Dudley Digges

"Highly enter-

taining. Played

superblyby the

principals."

—Photoplay



Lets ShakeOn It/

LOREHA YOUNG H. B. WARSKR EVALYN KNAPP LEON JANNEY DORIS KENYON

We are proud that the largest percentage of ex-

hibitors have selected WARNER BROS, and

FIRST NATIONAL as their backbone program
for 1931-32. ^ ji^ ^ ^ ^
We are proud of the enthusiastic acclaim accorded

our first twelve releases. We feel the balance of

the program planned for us will make this OUR
greatest year^ YOUR greatest year, and

\''J0^

%vV

KAY FRANCIS

JOE E BROWN

WINNIE LIGHTNER

CHARLES BUTTERWOR

JOAN BLONDELL

LEWIS STONE

WARNER BROS. Greatest Year
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! SPONSORED FILM CASE

(.Continued from Page 1)

h commission, to Eugene W. Cas-

;,i«of Castle Films, who brought the

liiation to its attention. Prelimi-

i^y investigation of the matter dis-

|;l|;ed "that the producers complain-

feo of having definitely abandoned
tr production of so-called adver-

ting films," states the communi-
cHon, and so the commission has
;lied its files in the complaint,

wich was examined from the angle
ojan alleged unfair trade practice.

JEirlington, la., Houses
Ise Non-Union Operators

Surlington, la.—Non-union opera-

h'ls have been placed in all the

lc:al theaters by the management,
fdowing a walkout by the others.

lip controversy started in the Iowa
tliater at the time of expiration of

acontract. The operators of the

Rilto and Palace theaters, whose
|itracts had not expired, joined

Iowa operators in sympathy.
Tb theaters are in regular opera-
tii at present.

Italian Feature Starts
i'Le Porte del Destino" (Gates of

Cstiny) an Italian feature written
b; Angelo DeVito will start pro-
dHion tomorrow at the Metropoli-
ta Studios, Fort Lee. It will be
djected by Lewis Maisell and will

entirely in Italian dialogue. S.

Et\.ura and Yolanda Carluccio will

featured.

W.E. Audiphone Installations
Interest of exhibitors in installing

adiphones in their theaters is in-

c asing, according to C. W. Bunn,
E:PrS general sales manager, who
aiounces audiphone installations in
tli following theaters: Belle, Belle-
firche, S. D.; Lyric, Monrovia,
Clif.; Playhouse, Atascadero, Calif.;

Hham, Bronx, N. Y.; and Sprec-
ks, San Diego.

iVomen Control Memphis Board
Memphis, Tenn. — Mrs. Walter

S?wart, wife of a physician and
p)minently identified with the par-
el-teacher association, has replaced
L yd T. Binford on the movie een-
S' board which women now control
t) to one.
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the - industry interests pjan
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• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till

Now.. ..that now we know why pressageys go era-zee

.... Jed Buell, Mack Sennett's debonair publicity excava-

tor, entered three of Mack's beauties, Ann Christy, Ruth Hiatt

and Dorothy Granger, in an auto parade. ... and Jed pro-

moted a high-hat auto to carry 'em .... but on the day of

the parade he was laid up with a cold. ... now comes the

Sad News.. ..the car called for the gals and it

was a CLOSED vehicle! now, we arsk ya, howin'ell

could the syndicate photographers snap Mack's prize pi&s hid-

den beind $8,000 worth of aluminum, Varnish and plate glass?

• • • THAT Tommy Westmorland, our Arkansas snooper,

rises to comment on our article about Mister Schiller's new
notion for the use of typographical design in picture titles

he notes that the field is already in process of devel-

oping with Pathe's Audio-Revue using a modern sans-
serif face mebbe a Kabel light face or Future
and they have also been usin' impressionistic designs moving
in a modern pattern behind their subtitles for decorative ef-

fects and Tommy winds up by sayin' that there is no
doubt but that gents like Mister Schiller and himself could
develop this field to Unlimited Proportions and he
thinks that Pathe, Fox and M-G-M have the rest of the field

stopped when it comes to arty treatment of pix titles

Tommy, Like Mister Schiller, knows his Type

• • • THAT Sam Warshawsky is busy receiving squawks
from Broadway stage producers .... because he didn't give
'em a chance to grab off his smash hit, "Woman of Destiny"

which William Brady sewed up in the bag after the
second act of the opening performance but Sam, bein'

a showman, grabbed the First offer

• • • THAT Nell Roy, of "Girl Crazy," is planning to take
a bungalow in Hollerword when she goes out on a film
contract so she asked Joe Rivkin to look around on his
trip to the coast and give her the lowdown and
Joe sends her a postcard sayin' "This is the place for
you" but through a slight error he sent the message
on a postcard pix of a graveyard!

• • • THAT accordin' to Frederic Lonsdale, the British
playwright, Hollerword has grown so Refined and Elegant
that nowadays there is no confusion at a party no
longer are the servants mistaken for guests or the hostess
for the extra hired gal which mistakes ustere cause
considerable embarrassment in times past, as you can well
imagine

* * * *

• • • THAT Al Zimbalist over at RKO Pathe proved
himself a hero when Carrington North's sec was injured by
an unruly electric fan Al's first-aid measure probably
saved the young lady from permanent disfigurement
that "The Walls Are High," second novel written by Joe Van
Raalte, vet newspaperman, comes out this montla Van
is the author of "Vice Squad" that Katherine Albert of
Photoplay, came east on a vacation, but has decided to stop
over and marry Dale Eunson of Cosmopolitan on Sept. 19

* * * *

• • • THAT George Shute, formerly of Motion Pix Her-
ald, has joined the Mack Publicity Service in the Hotel Dixie
... that Catherine Calhoun Doucet was guest star of the
Lakewood Players at Skowhegan, Maine, playing her original
role in Rachel Crothers' comedy, "As Husbands Go"..
that Sylvia Nadina, who appeared in "Resurrection," expects to
have a prominent part in Cecil De Mille's production of India

« « « » » »

TO

12 EEATURES IN ENGLAND

(Continued from Page 1)

executive head of production, George
Groves, chief sound recording en-
gineer, and Harry Lorraine, studio
manager.

Directors William McGann and
Willard Doumeroy have already ar-
rived here. McGann will direct
"Murder on the Second Floor" the
first of the series. The other 11
productions will be chosen from the
following 15 stories and plays:

"Sinners All," by Jerome King-
stone (a novel); "Lady Winder-
mere's Fan" (the play of Oscar
Wilde); "When the Devil Was 111,"

a play in four acts by Charles Mc-
Evoy; "The Lost Lady," by Willa
Gather (a novel); "Heat Wave," a
play by Rowland Pertwee; '^As Good
as New," a play by Thompson
Buchanan; "The Hungry Wife," a
play and novel by Arthur Richmojid;
"Charming Sisters," by Ernest Pas-
cal (a novel); "Three Dooms," by
Warwick Deeping (a novel); "The
Love of Michael," by Fields, Rogers
and Hart (the three men who have
written numerous musical comedy
shows for New York and London);
"What Do Women Want?" by Greg-
ory Rodgers (a novel); "Environ-
ment," by Edna Ferber (a novel);
"Lovely Lady," a play by Jesse
Lynch Williams; "Riviera," by Fe-
renc Molnar.

M-G-M Seeks Wilmington House
Wilmington, Del.—Report is cur-

rent here that M-G-M is after a
first run house in this city and that
the Parkway is under consideration.
Rudolph Berger and other Metro of-
ficials have been looking over the
ground.

"I^ Like Your Nerve" for Strands
"I Like Your Nerve," starring

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and fea-
turing Loretta Young, has been
booked to play at both the New
York and Brooklyn Strands, start-
ing Thursday.

Many Happy

Returns
Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

September 7-8

Joseph R. Vogel
Arthur W. Kelly
Roscoe Karns
Thomas Maguire
Daniel Frazier

Howard Dietz
Jack Adams
May McAvoy
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
TF you have any spare elephants

around, send them to Jerry Zig-
mond, manager of the Paramount,
Denver. His collection of the ivory-
tusked creatures is growing. Of
course, the elephants are of the toy
and souvenir variety.

* * «

Our Passing Show : Jack Gardner,
Charles Miller, Paul Dickey, Frank
Fay, Barbara Stanwyck, Lloyd Ba-
con, Eddie Silton, Dave Kay, Harry
Lichtig, Willard Robertson, Edmund
Breese, Fred Kohlmar (Tninus his

dog) at the opening of "Ada Beats
the Drum"; Eddie Cantor, Wallace
Beery, Bill Perlberg at the Carthay
Circle.

* * *

In a recent issue of one of the
trade papers, Paul Hurst, the actor,

carries the following ad, addressed
to a former friend: "The phony
cheek you put over on me through
your pretense of friendship, not
only destroys your credit, but works
a hardship on the honest man, who
might have been benefited in these
tough times by the confidence you
have destroyed. Yours in deep dis-

gust, Paul Hurst. P. S. However,
you can trust me not to tell anyone
that you knowingly wrote a check
on a bank, wherein you had no ac-

count.—P. H."
* * 4:

Sam Bischoff is making prepara-
tions for the production of "X
Marks the Spot," at Tiffany. The
story, despite the title is not a gang-
ster yarn, but deals with newspaper
life. Pat O'Brien is being consid-
ered for the lead.

:»= * *

Famous last words: Yeah, the
critics didn't like the picture, but it

is making lotsa money.
>|c :fc 3|c

Important roles in Paramount's
shipbuilding story, "Rich Man's
Folly," have been assigned to Wade
Boteler, William Arnold, Alf P.

James and Maude Lewis. The cast
for this story of an ambition-mad
builder of ships, starring George
Bancroft, includes Robert Ames,
Juliette Compton and Frances Dee
in featured parts.

* * *

Herman Michelson, veteran news-
paper man whose first novel, "Money
Man," is just off the press, has ar-

rived in Hollywood to begin his new
work as a writer at Paramount's
studios. For three years, Michelson
was Sunday editor of the New York

Norman Lewis Leasing Fay's

Philadelphia—Norman Lewis, well-

known exhibitor, is understood to

have leased Fay's from the M. E.

Comerford circuit. He will operate

on a combination policy.

World, leaving when the World was
merged with the Telegram. He is

considered one of the leading news-
paper editorial workers of the na-
tion.

Hi Hi *

Claude King, stage actor of New
York and London before embarking
on a screen career, has been signed
by Paramount for the role of a
titled Englishman in the new Ruth
Chatterton picture, "Once a Lady."
Leonard Carey and Elsie Prescott
have been signed for character parts
in the film.

* * *

Director Mark Sandrich, Tom
Lennon and Ned Sparks are com-
bining their various talents in the
writing of the stories for the next
two short subjects which are to star
Ned Sparks for Radio Pictures un-
der supervision of Producer Lou
Brock.

* * «

Margaret Feely and Carales
Shumway, singers, have been added
to the case of Radio Pictures'
"Other People's Business," starriyig
Seth Parker.

* * *

Because of the lengthy and dif-
ficult shooting schedule on "Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," Robert Lee
has relinquished his position as a
Paramount director to be assistant
director to Rouben Mamoulian on
this single production. Lee was as-
signed the duties at the request of
Mamoulian, with whom he served as
assistant on "City Streets," before
becoming a director.

* * *

Dorothy Jordan has been borrowed
from M-G-M by Paramount to act
the leading feminine role in "The
Beloved Bachelor," Paul Lukas' first

starring film.
* * *

Regis Toomey, who recently com-
pleted a feiatured part in Para-
mount's mystery picture, "24 Hours,"
has been assigned roles in Ruth
Chatterton's "Once a Lady" and in
"Touchdown!" the talking picture
version of the collegiate football
story, "Stadium."

* * *

Weiss Brothers Artclass Pictures
has begun preparations for the early
prodtiction of the first of eight Harry
Carey special western productions.
J. P. McCarthy, long identified with
this type of production, has been en-
gaged to direct the first of the se-

ries.

Cleveland—Regis Duddy, assistant
manager at RKO Palace, has been
transferred to the Albee, Cincinnati,
and William Quigley is now his suc-
cessor in Cleveland.

Denver—The organ at the Para-
mount is being put back into use.

Carl Bonne from the Olympia,
Miami, Fla., will be the new organ-
ist. Until he arrives Armond Carlos
of Colorado Springs will play.

Denver—West Masters, who has
been playing on the west coast, suc-
ceeds Marjorie Nash at the Mayan
organ.

Ridgewood, N. J.—Work on War-
ner's new theater to be erected
on the Schwartz property on East
Ridgewood Ave. has been started. It
will be finished by the first of the
year.

Salem, Mass.—-Charlie Goldreyer,
who formerly operated the Holly-
wood in Cliftondale, Mass., recently
destroyed by fire, is reopening the
old Comique here which he has re-
named the Rialto.

Cleveland—H. R. Skirboll, local
Educational branch manager, is at
St. Luke's Hospital under medical
observation.

Because Edmund Lowe's vacation
has been prolonged, Spencer Tracy
will play the role originally intend-
ed for him in Fox's "Disorderly
Conduct." When Joan Bennett
leaves the hospital to which she was
confined as the result of being
thrown from a horse, Tracy will

complete his role in "She Wanted
a Millionaire." Sally Filers has a
leading role in "Disorderly Con-

duct."

Shenandoah, la.—The State has
been remodeled and will reopen next
week.

Rutland, Vt.—Under the super-
vision of J. T. Knight and Richard
Boyer of the Publix construction
department, work has been started
on the Publix Grand.

Omaha, Neb.—It is reported that
the Elson Construction Co., will

build a "film row" consisting of a
group of buildings to house all ex-
changes.

Worcester, Mass.—The Worcester,
seating 1,400 was recently bought
at auction by the Spencer Savings
Bank holders of a $30,000 mortgage
on the property. The bank will not
tear the building down but will offer

the theater for sale.

Denver — Ben Ketchum and
George Cleveland have taken over
the Denham from Capt. C. C. Spicer
and will operate it as a legitimate
house to be opened in September.

Denver—The i^aramount is having
its first anniversary this week and
has ice cream and cake for all,

cigars for the men and flowers for
the ladies.

Fitchburg, Mass.—The Comings
has changed hands and is now the
State.

Walpole, Mass. — James Austin,
former Franklin, Mass., exhibitor,
opened the Elite, which has been
closed for four years, on Labor Day.
He is installing W. E. equipment.
He sold his Franklin theater to the
Phil Smith Circuit.

Cleveland — The New Broadway,
closed most of the summer, re-
opened Aug. 23.

Wilton, N. H.—Joseph La Casse,
Jr., has taken over the local theater
in the Town Hall, closed for two
months, and will reopen it late in
September. He is installing W. E.
sound equipment.

Mansfield, O. — Sol Bernstein is

now playing a second run policy at
the Ritz theater.

Guilford, Me.—Elliott & Mills are
opening a new theater here about
the middle of September. They may
call it the Community.

Waldoboro, Me.—A new picture
house, the Medomak, will be opened
here soon by H. R. Oldis. Showings
on Wednesdays and Saturdays.

Portland, Me. — The Jefferson,

with a capital of $200,000 will be
known as the Original Theaters
Activities, in conjunction with the
New York Theaters, Inc., and the
Theater Guild.

Minneapolis — RKO will reopen
the Seventh Street theater here and
the President at St. Paul on Sep-
tember 9, according to Morgan
Ames, district manager.

Springfield, Mass.—A $1,500 at-

tachment has been filed in the reg-

istry of deeds by Fox New England
Theaters, Inc., against Worthington
Corp.

Cleveland — Frank N. Phelps,
former manager of the RKO
Orpheum and RKO district manager
for Minneapolis, is now district

manager for Warner Bros. Ohio
houses.

Des Moines—The Orpheum, form-
er vaudeville-film house, will soon be
reopened with a straight film policy.

Tifton, Ga.—The Strand is now
equipped with Western Electric
sound.

N. C. Allied Unit Convention

Efforts to increase its membership

roster will be made by the recently

formed Allied Theater Owners of

North Carolina at its convention

scheduled for Sept. 15. It is ex-

pected that President Abram F.

Myers of Allied States Ass'n will be

present and speak.

II
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May Offer New Contract on Deals Already Signed

APPEALTO TRADE ^MISSION ONToNING

M-G-M Negotiating lor Production in England

Cycles
—and other things

^^ By JACK ALICOATE^=

If one will
Back Where but pause be-

They Started tween the bras-

sie and niblick

shots for a moment's reflection

one will come to the inevitable

conclusion that this merry,

whirling, talkative business is

running true to cyclical form.

What is this decentralization

plan of Fox, and the others too,

but getting back to where ex-

hibition started? Individualiza-

tion. What is this new unit

plan of production? Nothing new
at all but the tried and proven

methods as old as the General Pat-

ents days. And what is this new
Trans-Lux, Harold Franklin-Studio

theater movement? Nothing else

but the old nickelodeon store show
with a clean shave, haircut and
manicure. Proving once more that

there is very little new under old

Sol, even in cinema circles. It's do-

ing the old things just a little bet-

ter that usually sews up the old

ball game.
* *

There's plenty of

The Charm pretty good in this

of Bad Girl "Bad Girl" picture

of Fox. It IS about
as palatable a dish as has been of-

fered this season. If it contains a

film lesson it is that all the world,

and his brother, are interested in

youth with its smiles and heart-

aches, and that screen dialogue can

lose none of its charm, forcefulness,

nor meaning when written by an
understanding hand and directed

with the sensitive and human touch-

of a Borzage.
* * *

In the ordinary course
Trailer of events we hear very

Tribute little of the trailer, yet,

trailers play no unim-
portant part in both the production

(Continued on Pape 2)

Plans for British Studio
Activity Being Worked

Out by Eckman
London (By cable)—M-G-M prob-

ably will produce a series of fea-
tures here using some established
studio with as many Americans in

the cast and staff as are permitted
by the English quota to have the
features classed as English produc-
tions. Irving Thalberg, who re-
cently returned to Hollywood, is un-
derstood to have started negotia-
tions before he sailed, leaving Sam
Eckman, M-G-M sales manager here,
to formulate plans under cabled or-
ders from Thalberg.

SEniE OMOPERATOR

IN COLORiP TERRITORY

Denver—Publix has settled with
the unions for one man in a booth
in all locations in Colorado and
Wyoming with the exception of Col-
orado Springs and Denver. Fox is

either negotiating or has settled on'

a one man basis for its houses.

Six First-Run Melos
Added to Big 4 Lineup

Six melodramas have been added
to the Big 4 schedule for 1931-32.

John R. Freuler, president, says
the pictures will be made for first-

run distribution. Production will

start next month at the Tec Art
studios, Hollywood.

Professional Cast of 30

In 10-Reel Commercial

IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A cast of 30 professionals

will be used in "More Power to You" 10-

reel commercial to be supervised and di-

rected by Pat Dowling and Hobart Brownell

of Metropolitan Industrial Pictures for

Dodge Motor Car Co. The picture is being

made at the Metropolitan Sound Studios.

13

EOCK OUT UNION MEN

Pittsburgh — Nearly two score

pickets have been placed by the op-
erators' union in front of 13 inde-

pendent motion picture theaters in

the Pittsburgh district, following a
lockout of the men for refusing to
accept a wage cut approximating 25
per cent. Indie exhibs, claiming

(Continued on Page 6)

Court Sees Nothing Wrong
In Para. Stock Repurchase

Justice Frankenthaler in the Su-
preme Court, New York, yesterday
denied the application of Joseph
Baiter of Boston, a Paramount
stockholder, for an injunction re-
straining that company from re-
purchasing 65,000 shares of Kunsky
Theater Corp. stock. The Judge said
he found nothing to substantiate any
of the points in the complaint.

Exhibs Already Signed Up May
Be Offered 5-5-5 Contract

Sponsored Stage Show
At Publix Denver House

Denver—Denver Dry Goods Co. is spon-

soring the current stage show at the Pub-

lix Paramount. The presentation, called

"Back to School," has a cast of 20 young-

sters. Store is repaid by a number of plugs.

Distributors are understood to be

considering a plan to offer exhibi-

tors who have already bought their

1931-32 product the new 5-5-5 con-
tract, substituting this agreement
giving theaters more advantages in
place of the ones already signed.
Such a policy, from the distributor

(Continued on Page 6)

Kansas City Exhibs Form
Association in Fight
Over Production

Kansas City—An association of
local independent exhibitors has been
formed and has appealed to the Fed-
eral Trade Commission for relief
against protection demands of local
Fox houses. R. R. Brewster, well-
known Federal lawyer, has been re-
tained. John Clark, Paramount sales
executive, is here to look into the
matter. The association contends
Fox houses here are demanding un-
fair zoning arrangements.

12 TIFFANY PICTURES

GET B'WAY FIRST-

Through a deal signed yesterday
with B. S. Moss, 12 Tiffany pictures
will have a first-run Broadway
showing this season at Moss' Broad-
way, reopening Sept. 19 as a com-
bination house. Among th. Tiffany

(Continued on Page 6)

300 Expected to Attend
N. W. Allied Cor ntion

Minneapolis—About 3uw are ex-
pected to attend the Northwest Al-
lied's semi-annual convention start-
ing today at the Radisson Hotel. In
addition to Al Steffes, Abram F.
Myers, Aaron Saperstein and other
Allied big shots, Sidney R. Kent of
Paramount, Governor Olson, Mayor
Anderson and other celebrities will
be at the dinner on Thursday.

Shorts Now Entertain
Ti red Business Man

Long Beach, Cal.—Comedy shorts, espe-
cially animated cartoons, have become the
chief recreation of the tired business man
as well as others, said Dr. Clinton Wun-
der, executive vice-president of the Acad-
emy of M. P. Arts and Sciences, in an ad-
dress before the national convention of
20-30 clubs here.
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L. M. Rubens in Politics

Chicago—L. M. Rubens, head of

Great States Theaters until the cir-

cuit was taken over by Publix, an-

nounces he has disposed of all his

theater holdings and will enter poli-

tics.

r
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and merchandising branches of the
industry. Used by four out of five

exhibitors this trailer footage must
be enormous. It is a rather inter-

esting commentary that some ex-

hibitors, upon recent tests, have
found trailers their most effective

means of advertising. Being both
economical and without waste cir-

culation the trailer has long since

established its value to the indus-

try.

7 Chicago Circuit Houses
Figure in Foreclosure

Chicago — Seven neighborhood
houses lormerly operated by Ascher
Brothers are involved in foreclosure
proceedings as a result of Fox dis-

continuing advancing money to meet
notes coming due. Three of the
houses, the i'ortage Park, Commer-
cial and Crown are operated by Fox
Chicago Theaters, and four, the

Oakland Square, West Englewood,
Metropolitan and Frolic, by Warner
Bros. All of the buildings except
the Crown are owned by Fox Chi-
cago Theaters.

Conn Charges Conspiracy
In Suit Against RKO

Providence—Charging that RKO
refused to renew a film contract
which expired last September and
that it conspired with his competi-
tor, the Royal, to end his supply of

films for the Olympia, Jacob Conn
has filed suit for $150,000 against
RKO Distributing Corp. and the
Royal.

Reopening Non-Union
Birmingham— Reopening of the

Strand, Galax, Capitol and Royal is

planned by Birmingham Theatrical
Amusement. The operators are un-
derstood to be imported non-union
men.

Memphis Houses Reopen
Memphis—Following final settle-

ment of their contract difficulties

with the operators' union, the four
local circuit houses reopened yes-
terday.

Dowling-Dooley in Baltimore
Baltimore — Eddie Bowling and

Ray Dooley are appearing at the
Hippodrome in connection with the
showing of their feature, "Honey-
moon Lane." George Jessel played
the house the previous week.

"Modern Age" Holding Over
M-G-M's "This Modern Age" will

be held over at the Capitol on Broad-
way for a second week.

$>•>'''*'>>>>•>>>>>'•'•>•'**•'•><(

Capital Required
to further develop and commercial-
ize several patents now issued and

pending.

Box No. K-20
THE FILM DAILY
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Hoffman-Quigley-Kerr
Starts New Coast Agency

IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAIIA
Hollywood—Milton E. Hoffman,

Hugh Quigley and Harry L. Kerr
have opened a motion picture and
theatrical agency, with offices in the
Warner Brothers theater building.

Hoffman was for several years gen-
eral production manager of Famous
Players and also general produc-
tion manager of Metro. Quigley Is

a brother of Martin Quigley and has
acted for several years as a sal§s

executive. Kerr was assistant to

Irving Thalberg at Universal and
casting director for Metro. He was
the creator and founder of the
Standard Casting directory and was
also with the Willis & Inglis agency.

Transcontinental Handling
"Fra Diavolo," 3 Versions
"Fra Diavolo," German success

from the opera of Aubert, is being
prepared for distribution in this
country by Transcontinental Pic-
tures Corp., agents of Cines-Pitta-
luga of Rome. The picture, produced
in Paris at the Pathe-Natan studios,
with exteriors taken in Italy by Ita-
lafilm of Berlin, has original Ger-
man and French versions and an
Italian adaptation. Tino Pattiera,
noted tenor of the Dresden Opera
Company, is star of the picture.

Nine First Runs in Baltimore
Baltimore—-With opening of the

Hippodrome by the Isadore RUppa-
port interests, Baltimore now has
nine first run houses. It is under-
stood that Warner Bros, may con-
vert the Met into a second run
house.

Sprucing Up Rialto
In preparation for its reopening

as a run house starting Sept. 24
with Eddie Cantor in "Palmy Days,"
the Rialto is being redecorated and
refurnished. Cantor and Barbara
Weeks, ingenue lead, will be on hand
for the United Artists film pre-
miere.

FOR SALE

Two Simplex Projection machines.

Excellent condition. Phone Wiscon-

sin 7-4340.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Sept. 9-10: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota
North and South Dakota, Radis
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

Sept. 13: .Fifth Annual Motion Picture
Golf Tournament, Lakeside Golf
Club, Hollywood.

Sept. 14: Meeting of the Hays Unemploy-
ment Relief Committee at the
M.P.P.D.A, offices. New York.

Sept. 24 : Convention of Philadelphia M.
P. T. O., at the Hotel Astor,
New York.
Convention of M. P. T. O. of
Eastern Penna. Southern New
Jersey and Delaware, Philadel-
phia.

Plans Foreign Film Showings
State College, Pa.—A series of

"Little Theater" type film presen-
tations is planned by George Wil-
liams, manager of the CatHaum
here, for the winter season. At least
six productions by foreign compa-
nies, preferably films with appeal
for college town clientele, will be
booked. If the policy takes, it will
be extended.

Strikers and Operators Clash
Paterson, N. J.—In a clash be-

tween striking operators and strike-

breakers, while the latter were leav-
ing the United States theater, Vin-
cent Kearney, a union operator, and
August Marino, striker, were ar-

rested.

Paramount Buys "Mrs. Wiggs"
Purchase of "Mrs. Wiggs of the

Cabbage Patch," popular adult-juve-
nile classic, has been completed by
Paramount. Junior Durkin and
Charlotte V. Henry will have the
leading roles. Sam Mintz will adap't
the story.

"THE WALLS ARE HIGH"

by Joseph Van Raalte

The Perfect Love Story

Publication Date, September 17

RUTH RAE
220 W. 42nd St., N.Y.C.

Tel.: Wise. 7-6876

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y.
BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Michigan 8761



THE PUBLIC IS THE FINAL JUDGE!

Get Ready To Give
Them Hits Lilce Tliese!

GARBO—They want more like "Inspiration." And wait till they see "Susan Lenox"—Garbo gets the gold!

SHEARER—After "Strangers May Kiss" and "Free Soul." naturally the public waits for Norma's new
season hits!

CRAWFORD—"Dance Fools Dance," "Paid"—sure they loved 'em and they'll flock to Joan's forthcoming

delights.

DAVIES—Her great dramatic work in "Five and Ten" is a forerunner of her big thrill-vehicles to come!

BEERY—When you can flash Wallace "Secret Six" Beery from your housefront you know it's a sure housefull!

MONTGOMERY—"Shipmates" and "Man in Possession" were only starters for handsome Bob. The
public wants more!

GILBERT—His first new season and "new idea" film is "The Phantom of Paris" and it's jack for Jack!

LUNT'FONTANNE—We told you so! Class will tell! Their first "The Guardsman" is $2 worth at the

Astor, N.Y.

riAINES—The Haines they liked in "Just a Gigolo" is the boy they want to see next season! They will!

NOVARRO—He clicked with his fans in "A Son of India," and he'll click again in his new romances!

LAUREL-HARDY—Every day come new glad reports from their first full-length feature comedy "PardonUs"

TIBBETT—Those who have watched the progress of his coming film "The Cuban" predict a new high for

Tibbett.

KEATON—Now's the time to begin telling the folks about "Sidewalks of New York." They'll laugh till it hurts!

DRESSLER—"Politics," "Min & Bill," "Reducing"—Marie Dressler's is the magic name that thrills the folks!

Certainly they want hits like ^^Trader Horn/' new personalities

like Clark Qahle—Are You All Set For Another

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER YEAR?



TIFFANY PRODUCTION
ARRIVES ON TIME

Keep your eyes on Tiffany Productions

precision of the Twentieth Century! Ston

are finely geared to meet the needs of the

ARRIVALS (Oft Time) AVAILABLE NOW

A JAMES CRUZE Production

WOMEN GOON FOREVER
#/

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG— MARION NIXON
Paul Page, Yola D'Avril. Directed by Walter Lang.

Vivid drama thrown against a background where h(e is raw and rough.

'Capacity audiences . . a human story . . enacted by a superb cast."

—

L. A. Eve. Herald

MURDER AT MIDNIGHT
with HALE HAMILTON-AILEEN PRINGLE, ALICE WHITE

by Scott Darling. Directed by Frank Strayer.

The screen's weirdest mystery— the gamut of thrills in a game o( death.

Distributed by
SONO ART-
WORLD WIDE

THE ARIZONA TERROR
A KEN MAYNARD WESTERN

ALIAS THE* BAD MAN
A KEN MAYNARD WESTERN

NEAR THE TRAILS END
A BOB STEELE WESTERN

GET ABOARD THE TIFFANY PICTURES SPECIA



931-32 PROGRAM STARTED ON TIME
AND IS BIG TIME

(lease Schedule, it is operating with the

iterial, stars^ directors and producers

>x-ofFice at the psychological momenti

Booming into Station BOX-OFFICE on Time!

''The Nevada Buckaroo''
BOB STEELE WESTERN

Oct. 4

Range Law''
KEN MAYNARD WESTERN

//

Oct. 11

"Left Over Ladies"
Based on the magazine article by Ursula
Parrott, author of "Ex-Wife."

Oct. 35

"Race Track"
with LEO CARRILLO

A JAMES CRUZE SPECIAL

"Morals For Women"
with BESSIE LOVE, CONWAY TEARLE

By A. P. Younger, Directed by Gene Lewis

Nov. 8

"Branded Men"
KEN MAYNARD WESTERN

//
Nov. 15

South Of Santa Fe"
BOB STEELE WESTERN

//FishtingMad"
KEN MAYNARD WESTERN

Dec. 15

"The Last Mile"
A SUPER SPECIAL

From the tremendous stage hit by JOHN
WEXLEY . . . destined to be one of the
outstanding screen dramas of all time.

Oec. 20

West Of The Rockies"
BOB STEELE WESTERN

//

//
Oec. 27

X Marks The Spot
By Florence Ryerson

/#

//I .//

Jan. 3. 1933

"Sunset Trail"
KEN MAYNARD WESTERN

Jan. 17

"Hotel Continental"
TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS' SPECIAL

Feb. 7

"The Galloping Romero
BOB STEELE WESTERN

Feb. 14

"Those We Love"
From the stage success written by S. K.
Lauren and George Abbott and produced
by John Golden and Philip Dunning.

Mar. 6

"The Man
From Hell's Edges"

BOB STEELE WESTERN
Mar. 30

Xuxury Girls
By Mazie Grieg

Adapted by Olga Printzlau from
the novel "Satin Straps"

April 3

"Strangers
Of The Evening"

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS' SPECIAL

April 10

"Riders Of The Desert"
BOB STEELE WESTERN

April 17

"Silent Thunder"
From the novel by ANDREW SOUTAR

"Texas ¥Jddies"
BOB STEELE WESTERN

"Law Orthe West"
BOB STEELE WESTERN

Aug. 31

"Son Of Oklahoma"
BOB STEELE WESTERN

PRODUCTIONS, INC

WITH OLD MAN SHOWMANSHIP AT THE THROTTLE!



HAY OFFER NEW CONTRACT

ON DEALS ALREADY SIGNED

^Continued from Page 1)

standpoint, would prevent squawks

from exhibs who have closed their

new season deals.

Provided distributors do not de-

cide to adopt the new-contract-for-

the-old-one plan, it is likely that

they will defer placing of the 5-5-5

agreement in use until the next sales

season.

Miami Operator Strike

Now Involves 7 Houses
Miami — All independent houses

here, seven in number, are now in-

cluded in the strike by Local 316,

operators' union. The organization

originally struck at the three Wolf-
son-Meyer theaters.

Houses in Miami where the strike

is now in effect, are the Capitol,

Biltmore and Biscayne Plaza of the

Wolfson-Meyer Circuit; State, John
Cunningham, owner; Coconut Grove,
Irving Thomas and Finn Pearce,
owners, and Tower, Nelson Tower,
owner.

Operators employed in indepen-

dent theaters where strike is in

progress have formed a union known
as Local Association of Motion Pic-

ture Operators of Miami, Fla. Roy
Mitchell has been elected president,
andl B. C. Hofstutler, business
agent. This local has started pick-

eting houses in Miami where LA.T.
S.E. men are employed. At the same
time I.A.T.S.E. men are picketing
houses where Local Association men
are employed.

75 Prizes in Coast Golf Tourney
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Seventy-five prizes

have been put up for awards in the
fifth M.P. Golf Tournament and 150
entries are already in. Douglas
Fairbanks, Gene Ruggerio and
Johnny Mescall are expected to fight
for the cup. Event takes place Sept.
13 at Lakeside Golf Club.

"Alexander Hamilton" Sept. 16

George Arliss in "Alexander Ham-
ilton" opens Sept. 16 at Warner's
Hollywood, succeeding "Bought."

COMING & GOING

JOHN SCHARNBERG, of Madison, Wis.,
winner of the July managers' contest con-
ducted in RKO Theaters, arrives in New
York today to sail on the Conte Grande for
Europe.

CARL LAEMMLE arrives from England
tomorrow on the Europa.
EDDIE CANTOR is in New York from

the coast.

ROBERT ARMOUR, exhibitor of Santa
Monica, Cal., is visiting New York with
Mrs. Armour. He is on his way home
from a European tour.

ARLINE JUDGE, Radio Pictures feature
player, arrived from the coast Monday.
CHARLES ALLEN, formerly with War-

ner Bros, has arrived in New York from the
Coast to join Edward Blatt, stage producer.

^"-0^
muTOPHILM

• • • GLANCING BACK through the files of the li'l ole

paper, we were forcefully reminded of the Changes which have

taken place in this film biz in a few short years

gents who started out with High Hopes and Big Plans

and today where are they? just Memories

there was Mike Smoosh, f'rinstance headin' Sockem

Pictures capitalized at 50 million in paper,

promises and pennies and Mike's ambitious program en-

visioned a Hollerword stude, a circuit of de luxe houses, and a

skyscraper for the home ossif in New York Mike's or-

ganizashe confidently expected to have all the big producing

outfits lookin' like shoestring indie setups in a coupla years

so Mister Smoosh's name was on everybody s lips

he seemed to have the entire industry hypnotized

and he bought advertisin' space in the trade papers and

every so often the trade paper publishers riffle through their

ole files and look at Mike's handsome three-color spreads

and wish that Mike was still with us for he was a good

guy when it came to spendin' the suckers' dough
until the sucker crop shriveled and so did Mister Smoosh

ya, ya, the film biz is like that

• • • ON THE other hand, there is that gibraltarized or-

ganizashe, Paramount moving along steadily through
the years proving to the world at large and
especially the skeptical Wall Street financiers that this

concern is just as Permanent as the steel or the life insurance
biz bein' built on the solid rock of Experience, Finan-
cial Stability, Scientific Organization and will be with
us as long as the public's love for entertainment lasts

which means Forever

• • • AND THE stability of Paramount is perfectly exem-
plified in a casual browsing through the home office

with the various departments functioning with the smoothness
that only years of Knowing How can attain f'rinstance,

there's the Art Department supervised for 17 years by Vincent
Trotta and 17 years is a long stretch in any organiza-
tion a department scientifically co-ordinated with every
other department that requires art work in any form
why, the work done for the Advertising Sales or the Foreign
departments amount to specialized enterprises in themselves

entirely different from the major job of turning out
art work on the regular production schedule

• • • WHAT INTERESTED us most was the comprehen-
sive file system you can call for anything your imagina-
tion visions from beetles to Lindbergh's epochal flight

in the Spirit of St. Louis and Vince's competent secre-
tary, who has been on the job for 14 yars will place a
complete file in your hand showing all kinds of illustra-

tions, diagrams and drawings of beetles or Lindy's plane
it's extraordinary so no matter what the art layout may
call for on herald, broadside, theater program, newspa-
per campaign, press sheet Mister Trotta can pick out
an idea or suggestion that will perfectly fit the art job his de-
partment wants to turn out and after 17 years, you'd
be surprised the mass of art data than can be accumulated.

• • • COMPLETE DATA is filed away permanently on
every Paramount production covering the art work we
called for "Extravagance," Dorothy Dalton's pix made in 11518

and there was the detailed record of the costs of every
item of art work on the feature invaluable for compari-
son purposes and this department is symbolic of the
entire Paramount structure Permanence Stability
here to Stay

12 TIFFANY PICTURES

GET B'M FIRST-RUN

(.Continued from Page 1)

films to play the house will be "The
Last Mile," "Race Track," "Left-

over Ladies," "Silent Thunder,"
"Murder at Midnight," "Morals for

Women," "Women Go on Forever,"

"Those We Love," "X Marks the

Spot," "Luxury Girls," "Hotel Con-
tinental" and "Strangers of the

Evening."

M-G-M Studio at Peak
With 14 Films on Way

'V^.^t Coast Bureau, THE FILM DA1T.V
Hollywood—M-G-M studio activ-

ity is at its peak for the year, with
eight features in work and several

others slated to start in a few weeks.
The fall schedule includes "The
Champ," with Wallace Beery and
Jackie Cooper; Greta Garbo in "Su-
san Lenox," Norma Shearer in "Pri-

vate Lives," Lawrence Tibbett in

"The Cuban," the musical "Flying
High," Joan Crawford in "Mirage,"
Wallace Beery and Clark Gable in

"Hell Divers," and William Haines
in "The New Wallingford."^ I/ater

will come Marie Dressier in "Em-
ma," Robert Montgomery in "Cour-
age," "Freaks" directed by Tod
Browning, and a Marion Davies pic-

ture. "Pigboats" and "Tarzan of

the Apes" also are in preparation.

13 Pittsburgh Houses
Lock Out Union Men
{Continued from Page 1)

booth expenses have jumped from
130 to 200 per cent in two years, de-

clare they can't keep open with the
present union scale.

« « « » » »

Joe E. Brown at Moss Opening
Joe E. Brown, First National star,

will head the vaudeville bill for the
reopening of B. S. Moss' Broadway,,
at 53rd and Broadway, on Sept. 19. i

The Warners Artists' Bureau willj

book the vaude for the house, which"'
is to be under a combination grind
policy of stage acts and pictures.

Columbia's "Pagan Lady" will be
the opening screen attraction.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishei and con-

gratulation! are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-

bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

September 9

Ned E. Depinet
Charles Farrell

Neil Hamilton
Pauline Garon
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TREAT THIS PICTURE AS
THOUGH you WERE
CHARGING $2 TOPI
(No. 731 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmie,

President of the Universal Pictures Corporatiotn)

THE BIGGEST SURPRISE PICTURE OF YEARS IS JUST ABOUT TO HIT THE WORLD
between the eyes.

I REFER TO "EAST OF BORNEO."

IT LENDS ITSELF TO THE HIGHEST PRESSURE ADVERTISING YOU CAN POSSIBLY USE.

IT WILL BACK UP EVERYTHING YOU SAY ABOUT IT.

IF YOU WILL GIVE IT A REGULAR CIRCUS ADVERTISING AND EXPLOITATION
campaign^ it will jerk your business out of the doldrums and give you a box-office thrill that

you1l never forget.

I DONT TREAT IT JUST AS ANOTHER PICTURE-

GET AWAY FROM YOUR ROUTINE ADVERTISING. DON'T BE AFRAID TO SMASH
it at your people for all you're worthy because I tell you again it will give your fans every-

thing you lead them to expect.

IT IS NOT MERELY A SENSATION—NOT JUST ANOTHER THRILLER. IT IS IN SOME

I

parts almost terrifying in the sensationalism of its wild beast scenes.

[ IT IS NOT JUST A TRIP INTO THE JUNGLE. IT IS A CORKING GOOD STORY WITH
a splendid cast including Rose Hobart and Charles Bickford under the sterling direction of

George Melford.

FRANKLY, THIS IS ONE OF THOSE CASES WHERE WE OURSELVES DID NOT
realize we had such a startling production until we gave it a tryout and fairly knocked the

fans off their chairs. That's why you have not heard much about it

—

but, boy, you will hear

about it and you will remember the profit it makes for you for a long time to come.

USE 24 SHEETS! USE ALL THE OTHER REMARKABLE ADVERTISING HELPS WHICH
are all prepared and ready for you to shoot! Put your heart and soul into it and you'll just

naturally clean up!

Business is GREAT with UNIVERSAL
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FOOTBALL SCORES
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IN HEADLINES
EVERYWHERE!
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS' WORTH OF FREE

PUBLICITY WHEN YOU PLAY ROCKNE'S FILMS

The kick-off! Football's here! And football means

one thing— Knute Rockne^ the greatest coach in

the history of the sport. Six Rockne football

pictures, backed up by day-after-day front-

page, headline newspaper publicity— free!

RKOmPATHE

» ^£

6 EXCLUSIVE FOOTBALL FILMS BY "ITS MASTER"

KNUTF ROrKNF
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Industry Saves $50,000,000 in New Union Scales

alliedTrko compromise on franchise

More Preparation, Faster Shooting, New Warner Plan

Studios to Remain Open
Continuously, Says

Jack Warner
More time in preparation and less

in shooting will be the keynote of
the Warner-First National produc-
tion policy hereafter, Jack L.

Warner told The Film Daily
yesterday in an exclusive interview
following his return from eight
v.'clio abr>jciJ. Only four features
at a time will be made by Warner
and F. N., instead of the old mass
method, and this will prevent any
studio shutdown, said Warner. The

{Continued on Page 3)

FOX LIKELY TO RELEASE

fOR SELZNICK-NILESTONE

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Fox is understood

likely to release productions planned
by the Selznick-Milestone Combina-
tion. It is reported that Frank
Borzage and Raoul Walsh may be

identified with the enterprise.

Publix Houses Book
Vitaphone Shorts

Contracts were closed yesterday

whereby more than 125 Publix

houses in the Minneapolis, Omaha
and Des Moines territories will play

the full Warner-Vitaphone shorts

output. In another deal, four Publix

first-runs in Detroit also have signed

for the Vita, product.

Quality Creates Cycles

IVest Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Declaring that predictions

about a "comedy year," "romance year,"

etc.. mean nothing, Charles R. Rogers

of RKO Pathe says that the sole de-

termining factor in the matter of cycles

is quality of the pictures. Varied pro-

grams are the life of picture business,

states Rogers, and when any type of film

achieves special popularity it is because
an unusual number of good pictures of

that kind are produced.

Brandt Talks on Stanwyck Situation
In his first official comment on the Columbia-Barbara Stanwyck contract issue,

Joe Brandt yesterday issued a statement charging deliberate breach of contract for no
other reason except that the star wanted more money than her agreement specified.

Brandt says that, after her next picture had been cast. Miss Stanwyck "'arbitrarily

refused to appear at the studio unless Columbia met her demands for an exhorbitant
raise in salary, namely $50,000 for each of her remaining pictures." This in spite of

the fact that Harry Cohn had taken up Miss Stanwyck when she had no studio connec-
tion, gave her a contract that she agreed to in all particulars, spent large sums
building her up, allowed her to make two pictures for Warner Bros, and to keep the
entire salary paid her for both films and otherwise aided her in her rise to popularity,

Brandt points out. As a result of Miss Stanwyck's action, Columbia has gone to court

to enjoin her from appearing in pictures or other form of entertainment until she has
fulfilled her present contract.

[ ' Houses Play Lone Hand

in Negotiation With Unions
Fox Theaters Corp. is playing a

lone hand in effecting new contracts

with operators' and musicians'

unions, while the other four major
circuits, Publix, Warner Bros., RKO
and Loew's, are working together.

The Fox policy is partly based on

the fact that the circuit is now busy

with its decentralization movement.
A delegation representing the

Boston musicians' union is in New

York working out a contract deal
with the four circuits. The St.

Louis delegates of the musicians'
union of that city are still trying to
iron out its differences with the big
operators. At Washington the mu-
sicians and stage hands yesterday
continued their strike and in Phila-
delphia the musicians were still oc-

cupying a similar position as far

(Continued on Page 3)

M-G-M Is Set for Musical Return

Hollywood — That M-G-M will

make greater use of music in future

productions is indicated by the fact

that the company has built up its

music library to more than 25,000

numbers. In addition to three mu-

li-'est Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
sical pictures now in work, songs
will be included in many future
M-G-M productions, according to an
oflScial of the company. The num-
bers will be spotted where they fit

in logically.

Saving of $50,000,000 Looms
Under New Union Contracts

A reduction of approximately 10

per cent is indicated for the com-

ing year in the aggregate sum of

$50,000,000 paid theater unions in

wages, according to a survey made
by The Film Daily. This esti-

mate, which is termed conservative,
is based on new contracts with op-
erators, musicians and stage hands
signed for the year which, in most
instances, began Labor Day. It

covers both producer-owned and in-

dependent houses.

Northwest Exhibs Back
Fight for One Man

in Booth
Minneapolis— Report of a com-

promise in the RKO franchise, with
distributors and exhibitors each
getting some points, was made at
yesterday's opening session of the
Northwest Allied convention at the
Hotel Radisson. About 200 were
present at the opening. The or-

(Contirued on Page 3)

hollywoodIFended

by abram f. myers

Minneapolis—In a paper prepared
for today's session of the Allied
convention here, Abram F. Myers
says that Hollywood is doing a
pretty good job notwithstanding its

(Continued on Page 3)

RKO Features, Shorts
In 600 Publix Houses

RKO yesterday completed the

second half of its deal with Publix,
involving the playiag of Radio Pic-

tures, features and shorts, in ap-
proximately 600 Publix houses,
Charles Rosenzweig of RKO told

The Film Daily before he left last

night for the west.

"The Guardsman"

Class audiences will get the biggest
enjoyment from this nobby adaptation

of the Broadway stage hit, talkertzed

by M-C-M and presented last night at

the Astor. Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fon-
tanne do smart work in their original

roles, bringing to the screen some new
qualities in polished acting. Whether
this histrionic excellence, together with
Sidney Franklin's expert direction and
the technical merits of the production
can compensate the movie masses for

the picture's preponderance of draw-
ing room dialogue and shortage of vital

action, is a question. In any event,

M-C-M deserves credit for inducting
into the films such an accomplished
pair of performers as the Theater
Guild's leading star combination. Their
work in itself makes the picture worth
while. GILLETTE.
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Technicolor 554 554 554 —
Trans-Lux 454 454 454

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 2154 20'A 2154 +
Keith A-O 6s 46. 67 67 67
Loew 6s 41ww .. 97 9654 9654 ..

Paramount 6s 47 .8554 85 85 —
Par. 554s 50 76 76 76 +
Warner's 6s 39 ... 57 56 56

Net
Chg.

54
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Six Personnel Changes
Made in Warner Circuit
Six shifts in personnel of Warner

circuit houses have been made by
Dan Michalove. Kenneth Grimes,
manager of the Victoria, Wheeling,
W. Va., has been transferred to the
new Warner, Morgantown, W. Va.,
replacing B. C. Wild, who goes to

the Strand, Erie, Pa., replacing
Ernest Williams on Sept. 27.

Changes in the Indiana district

include the replacing of Dan Delaney
as manager of the Hoosier, Wheel-
ing, Ind., by Edward C. Grady.
Delaney goes to the Bucklen, Elk-

hart, replacing Michael Evon, who
joins the theater staff in the Mil-

waukee district.

James Savage Gets Settlement
Libel suit brought by James

Savage, physical instructor at the

M. P. club, against the "New York
Sun," has been settled out of court.

The newspaper some months ago

reported the death of a James
Savage and drew the conclusion that

he was the former pugilist, who is

still alive and healthy. Attorney

Louis Nizer handled the case for

Savage.

Consolidated Declares Dividend
Board of directors of Consolidated

Film Industries yesterday declared
regular quarterly dividend of 50
cents a share, payable Oct. 1 to
stock of record Sept. 21.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City "{

1 54 Crescent St. >
STillwell 4-7940 J't

il Eastman Films I

I ! E. Brulatoiir« Inc.

«

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood w
6700 Santa Monica K

Blvd. K
HOLIywood 4121 K

Warner Celebration Tonight
Opening fall frolic of the Warner

Club takes place tonight at the

Hotel New Yorker. The event will

be in the nature of a farewell party

to Jack Gilbert, the club's first presi-

dent, who has been given a Warner
post in London.

De Mille's Dauerhter in Film
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Katherine De Mille

daughter of Cecil B. De Mille. will

appear in Paramount's "Girls About
Town." Kay Francis, Joel McCrea,

Lilyan Tashman and Eugene Pal-

lette head the cast.

Industry Tax Measures
Before 3 Legislatures

Tax bills affecting the industry
are pending before three state legis-

latures now in session. They are
New York, Texas and Georgia.

North Carolina Allied

Meets Sept. 17 in Raleigh
Raleigh, N. C — Allied Theater

Owners of North Carolina will hold

its annual meeting Sept. 17 at the
Sir Walter Hotel here. Addresses by
Abram F. Myers and Nathan
Yamins are on the program.

New Sales For Action Pictures

Claude MacGowan, general man-
ager for Action Pictures, reports
closing of contracts for distribution

of his series with Syndicate Ex-
changes, New York; Century Film
Corp., Boston; Masterpiece Film At-
tractions, Philadelphia and Wash-
ington; All Star Feature Distribu-
tors, Los Angeles and San Francisco;
Fischer Film Exchange, Cleveland
and Cincinnati; Security Pictures,

Chicago, Milwaukee and Indian-
apolis; Security Pictures, Omaha;
Texas Film Exchange, Dallas; and
Celebrated Film Exchange, Min-
neapolis.

"The Sky Spider," first production
of the new series, is now being
booked throughout the countrv fol-

lowing its nremiere at the Warner
Beacon. New York. "Chinatown
After Dark" will be the second re-

lease.

Katherine Brown a Mother
Katherine Brown, Radio Pictures

scenario editor, is the mother of a

girl, Linda Jean, born in the Doc-
tor's Hospital. In private life Miss
Brown is the wife of James H. Bar-
rett of White Plains.

Tamar Lane in East
Tamar Lane, editor of "Film

Mercury," is in the East for a visit.

Following a few days in New York,
where he is stopping at the Park
Central Hotel, Lane will make a trip

to New England.

U Dividend on 1st Preferred
Universal declared regular quar-

terly dividend of $2 on the first pre-
ferred stock, payable Oct. 1 to stock
of record Sept. 19.

Ferris Reopening Mattoon House
Mattoon, 111. — Charles Ferris,

manager of a Fox house in Jackson,
111., will reopen the K Theater here
in opposition to Fox.

Succeeding "Zwei Herzen"
"Zwei Herzen in % Takt" will

end its 49-week run at the Europa
on Sept. 22, with another German
musical, "Linden vom Rhein," suc-
ceeding it Sept. 23.

Harron-Harrison in Person
IlV.t/ Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — John Harron and

Jimmy Harrison are mak'ng per-

sonal apnearances with "The Czar
of Broadway." They onened their

tour in Yuma. Ariz. Later, they
will tour with "The Flower of

Chinatown," made bv Willis H.
T^^ent. Thev will be ioined soon by
Dick Pritchard, publicity man.

Command Showinsr of "City Lights"
London (Bv Cabled—A command

showing of Charlie Chaplin's "City
Lights" has been ordered by King
George and Queen Mary for tonight
at Balmoral Castle, Scotland.

Louis Charninsky Goes West
Kansas City—Louis Charninsky,

former local theater manager, has
gone to the coast to become man-
ager of the Continental Hotel, Los
Angeles, and Grand Pacific Hotel,
Long Beach.

Quit Midwest Circuit
Chicago — Simansky and Miller

Theaters have withdrawn from the
Midwest Theater Circuit.

Siegel Leaves Chi. Ass'n
_
Chicago—Ludwig Siegel has re-

signed as secretary of the Chicago
Exhibitors' Ass'n, local unit of the
M.P.T.O.A.

William Cotter Dies
Meriden, Conn.—William J. Cot-

ter, for many years manager of the
Fox-Poli here, died recently in a
Philadelphia hospital.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Semi-annual Convention, Allied
Theaters Ass'n of Minnesota.
North and South Dakota, Radis-
son Hotel, Minneapolis.

Sept. 13: Fifth Annual Motion Picture
Golf Tournament, Lakeside Golf
Club. Hollywood.

Sept. 14: Meeting of the Hays Unemploy-
ment Relief Committee at the
M.P.P.D.A, offices, New York.

Sept. 24 : Convention of Philadelphia M.
P. T. O.. at the Hotel Astor,
New York.
Convention of M. P. T. O. of
Eastern Penna. Southern New
Jersey and Delaware, Philadel-
phia.

Sept. 25: "The Exhibitor" annual golf tour,
nament at Lu Lu Country Club,
Philadelphia.

Sept. 21-26: First National 16 mm. motion
picture exposition. Hotel Vic-
toria, New York.

Sept. 28-30: French Educational Film Con-
gress, Paris.

Oct. 1

:

Hispano - American Motion Pic
ture Congress, Madrid. Spain.

Oct. 4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention of
M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsvl
vania. Hotel Henry, Pittsburgh.

COMING & GOING

BESSIE LOVE is in New York for a
stay of about two weeks.
CHARLES ROSENZWEIG left last night

for a month's tour of the country, covering
all RKO branches. First stop is Cleveland.
HARRY MICHALSON is back at theRKO home office from Charlotte, and LOU

KUTINSKY has left for St. Louis.
TAMAR LANE is in New York for a few

days.
CARL LESERMAN of Warner Bros, left

New York last night on a sales trip to
Charlotte and points south.
CONSTANCE BENNETT has left the

Harbor Sanatorium and is on her way to
the coast.

LEO BRECHER is back from abroad with
a quantity of product.

Mayfair Theatre B'ldg, N. Y. SI

WILLIAM MORRIS

CD
Call-Board

o

n
< JOAN BLONDELL >
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FASTER SHOOTINGPOSSIBLE

UNDER NEW W.B. SYSTEM

{Continued from Page 1)

new system, already tried, has re-

sulted in the better grade of product
being turned out.

Directors are now spending be-
tween 12 and 14 weeks in prepara-
tion, working with the writers on
their scripts and also with the as-
sociate executives. Each associate
will have charge of two productions
at a time, working under supervi-
sion of Jack L. Warner, who heads
the studio. They are: Hal Wallis,
Lucien Hubbard, Raymond Griffith

and Ray Enright.
Warner's foreign production

schedule calls for the making of 15

features in English and 12 in

French. Direction will be by Wil-
liam McGann and John Daumeroy.
George Arliss will be sent to Eng-
land to make a feature which Alfred

E. Green will direct.

Warner leaves for the Coast in

about a week.

Fox Houses Playing Alone
In Union Negotiations

{Continued from Page 1)

as Warner Bros, is concerned. Fox,

however, has signed a new contract

with the union. The situation in

Paterson remains unchanged with

the circuit houses still operating

non-union. Negotiations toward a

musicians' contract in Pittsburgh

continued yesterday.

Schader Back to Fox, Detroit

Detroit— Arthur "Mike" Vogel,

publicity director for the Fox, has

been transferred to Fox head-

quarters in New York and Frederick

Schader, whom he suceeded some

months ago, has been re-assigned

to this territory.

George Morrow Leases Theater

George Morrow of the H. & M.

Amusement Co., leased the Wash-
ington at Amsterdam Ave., and

149th St., from the Morrison Estate

this month.

Formby in New Post
Atlanta—William G. Formby, for

nearly three years associated with
Atlanta papers, has left for Kansas
City where he is to assume the post

of managing editor of Associated
Publications, headed by Ben Shlyen.
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quarterly dividends were de-
st-erday by Cor)solidated Film
and Universal (first preferred).
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• • • OUR FILM Family Album presenting a gent

you might as well get acquainted with now for you are

bound to hear a lot about him in the years to come he

has only been with us one short year but in that time

he has placed his organization on a solid basis for

Gregory Linder for years has been in touch with natural color on
film having analyzed and surveyed the field for various

concerns looking for financing finally deciding, from the

matured judgment of a Wall Street financier, that Colorfilm

ofifered the best opportunities for his group to get behind and
finance which they did and the rest is history

for today the Colorfilm Corporation has expanded to

an entire floor in the Leavitt building and is being hard
pressed to take care of the increasing call for its process.

• • • A WORD about the man himself an ideal

example of the banker-businessman type so much needed in

this film biz no hooey no blah with his

feet firmly planted on the ground knowing what it's

all about and with his organization smoothly function-
ing doing things without fuss or flurry genial,
democratic, approachable his big private office door is

never closed '.
. .he will interrupt an important conference

any minute to interview a stranger and nobody ever
has to sit and cool his heels outside his door we have
seen him analyze a 25 grand proposition in 30 minutes
place his okay on it and set the machinery in motion
to put it in operation and turn his attention to another
problem and when a financier of high repute for 15
years in the Big Street decides to throw in his lot with the
industry it is an occasion for felicitation espe-
cially for those in the field of color on film for no
financial group of this magnitude is backing an enterprise with-
out a Real Future and that's what Color has

• • • CECIL MASON, sales manager for Greater Austra-
lasian Films, came several thousand miles from the Antipodes
to join the "Hole-in-One-Club" he performed the miracle
last Saturday while playing with J. D. Williams up at Mamaro-
neck

• • • DOWN IN Arkansas, writes Tommy Westmorland,
there is a li'l town called Ink and when the government
granted this town permission for a postoffice, they sent out a
circular, saying "What name do you prefer for your
city ? and underneath in small type was printed
"Write in Ink." and every dumb cluck in the town
all 45 of 'em wrote in "Ink!" oops

• • • NOW THAT Tess Michaels is handling fan pub-
licity for United Artists, they're sure of plenty of breaks
for Tess stands aces with all the fan mag bunch Ac-
cording to Regina Crewe, Mister Buddy Rogers is all set for
a 10-grand-a-week job leading his own orchestra at the New
Yorker hotel, starting about the first of the year

* * * *

• • • IT'S a boy at the John Francis Painters
Jawn bein' the ace cameraman of Movietonews but
this is his first really important "take" Dave Aronwald
is now runnin' the Warendorff flower shoppe in the Astor, with
"Smilin' Max," the personality mugg, as his star salesman. ....

« « « » » »

ALLIED ASS'N AND RKO

AGREE ON FRANCHISE

{Continued from Page 1)

ganization went on record as back-
ing Al Steffes, general manager, in
the Chicago fight for one man in a
booth, and assumed responsibility
for his actions.
A large protest committee will

visit Mayor Andreson today and
impress upon him that Steffes is

not making personal action, as
alleged, in his fight, but has been
given orders by the owners.
Announcement was made of the

releasing of the Allied newsreel.
Speakers at today's dinner will in-

clude Sidney R. Kent, Abram F.

Myers, H. M. Richey, Lester Martin
and J. McWilliams.

President Bennie Berger may re-

sign, as he is moving to Sioux Falls,

S. D.

Hollywood Defended
By Abram F. Myers
{Continued from Page 1)

faults and that "exhibitors put them-
selves in a weak position when they
engage in sweeping denunciations of

Hollywood and the methods by
which pictures are made." The
statement, coming on the heels of
the "studio extravagance" denuncia-
tions uttered at the recent New York
protest meeting, adds that the critics

of Hollywood are purely destructive
because they offer no helpful sug-
gestions. Virtually all of the exhibs'
legitimate complaints belong to the
marketing and distributing of films,
says Myers. The Allied chief also
states that sentiment is growing
against the percentage system and
the costly checking that it involves.

J. C. Latta's Father Dies
Cleveland—J. C. Latta, Warner

theater district manager, is mourn-
ing the death of his father, who died
Saturday after a short illness.

Carl Porter Resigns
Salt Lake City—Carl A. Porter,

for six months manager of the RKO
theater here has resigned.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishci and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

September 10
Robert W. Perkins
Thomas Jefferson
Matty Kemp
Al St. John
Herbert Clark
Lily Damita
Bessie Love



THE OLD
FIGHTIN'COCK

STARS TELL

THE WHOLE STORY

TOM KEENE
SUNDOWN TRAIL

AND 5 MORE WHIRLWIND WESTERNS

CONSTANCE BENNETT
in ''THE COMMON LAW
''LADY WITH A PAST"

and 2 more

INA CLAIRE
in "REBOUND //

A country wide sensation

BILL BOYD
in "THE BIG GAMBLE"

"SUICIDE FLEET"

and 2 more

ROBERT ARMSTRONG
in "THE TIP OFF"

Co-starred with Eddie Quillan



ANN HARDING
in ^'DEVOTION'' ''PRESTIGE''

and 2 more

HELEN TWELVETREES
in "A WOMAN of EXPERIENCE

"BAD COMPANY"
and 2 more

EDDIE QUILLAN

//

in "SWEEPSTAKES
"THE TIP OFF"

and 2 more

//

• • •Stars tell the whole story

that's why RKO Pathe product

is sweeping the country in a

tornado of broken records —

hold-overs and return dates!

RKOmPATHE
The Old Fightin' Cock Crows every Friday night 10.30 N. Y. time,

RKO THEATRE OF THE AIR — NBC hookup of 44 coosf-to-coast stations I

AND THESE STAR
SPANGLED SHORTS

FLOYD GIBBONS
SUPREME THRILLS

•

AAASQUERS COMEDIES
•

JIMMY GLEASON
RUFFTOWN COMEDIES

•

benny rubin comedies

frank mchugh comedies

traveung man comedies

gay girl comedies

mr. average man comedies

manhahan comedies

grantland rice sportlights

aesop's fables
•

VAGABOND ADVENTURES

Plus t/ie sure-fire appeal of

PATHE NEWS
PATHE REVIEW



Exhibitors cheer as
productrringsback

P^VERYWHERE they're saying it's a PARAMOUNT year. Thousands of smart

exhibitors are shouting "Happy New Year" in September. They've signed a

PARAMOUNT 1931-2 contract, and they know that means a consistent run of

week-after-week quality product. Box-office records of early fall releases prove it

!

CHEVALIER-LVBITSCH
"SMILIXG LIEUTENANT"
A country-wide clean-up. Wrecking records in everj

town. Claudette Colbert, Charlie Ruggles and Miriam

Hopkins.

"AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY"
Paramount's mighty dramatic hit. Practically doubling

business in every theatre. Based on Theodore Dreiser's

novel. Directed by Josef von Sternberg. With Phillips

Holmes, Sylvia Sidney and Frances Dee.

ffSILENCE59
• Clive Brook

and great cast including Marjorie Rambeau, Pegg^

Shannon and Charles Starrett. Powerful dramatic smasM

that's doing big-money business. Directed by Loui^

Gasnier and Max Marcin.

9i^^SECRETS OF A SECRETARY
CLAUDETTE COLBERT, Herbert Marshall and Georges

Metaxa. Directed by George Abbott. Swell money pici

ture in the small towns as well as the cities.

^^HUCKLEBERRY FINN"
Clean, wholesome picture for the whole family. Witl

Jackie Coogan, Junior Durkin, Mitzi Green, Jackie Sear

and Eugene Pallette. Directed by Norman Taurog.



I

PARAMOUNT'S 1031-3

BOOM-TIME GROSSES

4 MARX BROS.
«' M O X K E Y
BUSIIVESS"
It's in the air! Here's the greatest comedy

hit in five years. The money-making maniacs

at their best. Rave reviews say '''"MONKEY

BUSINESS" will do more to bring back

happy- box-office days than any picture in

years. The Laugh Panic of the age! Opening

soon at long-run Rivoli, New York. Directed

by Norman McLeod.

And here is just a sample of sure-fire box office hits to come! "THE ROAD TO
RENO"— Lilyan Tashman, "Buddy" Rogers, Peggy Shannon, William Boyd,

Irving Pichel. "MY SIN", showing the real TALLULAH BANKHEAD and hand-

some FREDRIC MARCH. "TWENTY FOUR HOURS"—world famous novel—

with CLIVE BROOEL, Kay Francis, Miriam Hopkins, Regis Toomey. RUTH
CHATTERTON in "ONCE A LADY". GEORGE BANCROFT in "RICH MAN'S

FOLLY". "TOUCHDOWN", football story with Richard Arlen, Peggy Shannon

and big cast. Lubitsch production "MAN I KILLED" with Nancy Carroll, Phillips

Holmes, Lionel Barrymore. Is it any wonder Paramount exhibitors are happy.

Big Money
PicturesPARAMOUNT
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

Bv RALPH U'ILK

HOLLYWOOD
TJREDERICK LONSDALE'S orig-

inal story for Robert Montgom-
ery's new M-G-M picture is titled

"Courage." The English playwright
is on his way to London where he
expects to finish his second original

story before returning to Hollywood
in two months.

* * *

Tod Browning's first directorial

assignment since his return from
Europe is "Freaks," a m,ystery story

with a circus background. Willis

Goldbeck is working with him on the

script.
* « 4>

Charles "Buddy" Rogers and
Peggy Shannon will be teamed again

by Paramount in "Working Girls,"

which Dorothy Arzner will direct.

Dorothy Hall, Broadway actress,

also will be in it. Stuart Erwin
has the comedy lead.

* * »

Ray Harris has joined the Para-
mount writing staff.

* * *

Tim McCoy is ready to start his
second for Columbia. It is tenta-
tively titled "Gambler's Guns" and
appeared recently in a popular mag-
azine. Ray Taylor will direct. Doris
Hill will have the principal feminine
role.

* * 4>

Hamilton MacFadden, who direct-

ed "Riders of the Purple Sage," has
been assigned by Fox to direct

"Devil's Lottery." Alexander Kirk-
land and William Pawley will be in

the cast.

* « *

Paul Lukas' new Paramount pic-

ture, "The Beloved Bachelor," will

have the following players in the
cast: Dorothy Jordan, Vivienne Os-
borne, Charlie Ruggles, Marjorie
Gateson, John Breadon, Harold
Minjir, Leni Stengel, Alma Chester,
Betty Van Allen and Guy Oliver.

Lloyd Corrigan is directing from a
play by Edward Peple.

* * sH

Greta Nissen, the blond vamp of
"Transatlantic," will be featured in

Fox's "Cheating," in which Linda
Watkins, Claire Maynard and Allan
Dinehart have been cast.

* * *

The veteran Tom Ricketts has
been signed for a part in Warner
Baxter's next Fox picture, "Sur-
render," and M. Maazel has been

Dowling for Governor

Providence—Eddie Dowling stands

a chance of receiving the Democratic
nomination for Governor of Rhode
Island, according to local political

wiseacres. Dowling, who last ap-

peared in "Honeymoon Lane," is a

Rhode Island boy and for years has

been intimately associated with both

state and national Democratic lead-

added to the cast of the Janet Gay-
nor-Charles Farrel picture, "Deli-

cious."
* * *

Our Passing Show: Wilson Miz-
ner, Robert Terry Shannon and
Robert Hopkins lunching in Culver
City; Nick Barrows and Howard
Bretherton conferring at RKO-
Pathe; Frank Gay receiviyig con-

gratulations on his debut as an in

dependent producer; Harrison Wiley
motoring on Hollywood boulevard.

Ruth Chatterton will have the fol-

lowing players in the cast of her
next Paramount production, "Once
a Lady"; Ivor Novello, Jill Esmond,
Geofifrey Kerr, Regis Toomey, Doris
Lloyd, Herbert Bunston, Gwendolen
Logan, Claude King, Stella Moore.
Edith Kingdon, Ethel Griffies and
Suzanne Ransom. Miss Moore is a

niece of Mrs. Patrick Campbell.
* *

Anderson Lawler, New York
leading man, has been signed by
Paramount for a prominent role in

"Girls About Town," a sophisticated

night-life comedy by Zoe Akins. Kay
Francis, Joel McCrea and Lilyan
Tashman are prominently cast in it.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY N. BLAIR

'pHELMA WHITE, who is star-

ring in "The Girl Friends" series

with Fanny Watson, is a thorough
trouper as proven by the fact that
she agreed to be hit by no less than
four custard pies during the filming
of "Of All People," recently com-
pleted by Alf Gouldlng.

During the past week, Vitaphone
was able to keep up its production
schedule of three short subjects a
week by completing, "Platinum
Blondes," a two reeler Big Star
Comedy with Walter O'Keefe and a
cast of 90; "Havana Cocktail," a
one reel Melody Master band short
with Castro's Cuban Orchestra and
another "Believe It or Not" with
Robert Ripley.

That Vitaphone is not stinting
where talent is concerned is proven
by the cast which supports Thelma
White and Fanny Watson in "Her
Wedding Night-Mare," one of a se-

ries of six comedies which this team
is making. Edward C. Morton, stage
star, makes his Vitaphone debut bv
playing the heavy in the series while
Neely Edwards portrays the sweet-
heart of Thelma White.

Charles Glickauf Dead
Omaha—Charles Glickauf, M-G-M

exploitation manager for the cen-

tral district, died here yesterday.

Glickauf had been with M-G-M for

15 years.

"Waterloo Bridge" for Cameo Run
Universal's "Waterloo Bridge,"

now at the Mayfair, switches to the
Cameo on Saturday for an indefinite

run. "Caught Plastered," Radio
picture, opens at the Mayfair to-
morrow.

Asks Injunction Against Union
Detroit—Henry Sadlowski, lessee

of the Crane, has filed petition for
injunction to restrain Local 199 and
Roger M. Kennedy, manager of the
union, from molesting him or hin-

dering his business.

E. M. Loew to Build in Saugus
Saugus, Mass.—The board of se-

lectmen, at a recent meeting, grant-
ed a license to E. M. Loew, Inc., to
operate in Cliftondale. A $75,000
house is planned.

Eph Rosen Resigns

St. Louis—^Eph Rosen, RKO sales-
man, has resigned. Cleve Adams,
western general sales manager will

announce Rosen's successor next
week.

Fox Relinquishing Chi. House
Chicago — The Monroe, Loop

house closed recently, will not be re-
tained by Fox Theaters, which holds
the lease. Building is owned by the
Edison Co. and rented for $27,000 a
year.

Ted Malone to Pathe
Salt Lake City—Ted Malone, for-

merly associated with United At-
ists in Dallas, is now connected with
RKO Pathe and is scheduled to
make the Idaho territory.

Frank Kingsley, Vitaphone'
handsome casting director, was a

office boy at the studio 13 years agi
when the old Vitagraph compan
tyas in operation. Frank took Hoi
ace Greeley's advice, went West t

Hollyivood, landing a job in th
casting office of Warner's We.^
Coast studio. He later returne
East with a thorough knowledge o

pictures and players.

Borse Named City Manager
Oshkosh, Wis. — Bob Borse, for-

merly manager of the State, Minne-
apolis, and Lyceum, Duluth, has
been appointed city manager for
Fox-Midwesco in Oshkosh.

Temple, Birmingham, Reopens
Birmingham — The Temple has

been reopened after several years by
a new corporation, Temple Theater,
Inc. John Caiman is manager.

Benny Rubin for London
Benny Rubin, who came east from

Hollywood with Eddie Cantor, will
go to London for a two-week en-
gagement at the Palladium, accord-
ing to report.

Lou Baum Resigns from RKO
Lou Baum, assistant to "Bo"

Dowling, RKO foreign manager, has
resigned to enter the independent
production field.

Sam Maurice to Brooklyn
Bridgeport, Conn.—Sam Maurice

has resigned as director of publicity
for the Fox-Poli houses in Bridge-
port to become managing director
of the Fox in Brooklyn. Terry Tur-
ner, publicity head for Fox houses
in New Haven, will also handle
Bridgeport.

John Hamilton, who has bee
signed by Sam Sax, to play the in
portant role of police inspector i

the 12 S. S. Van Dine two reeleri
appeared in four Broadway theater
this past week at the same tim«
He is playing in "Unexpected Hus
band" at the 48th Street and h
also appeared in three Vitaphon
shorts. At the Warner, he playe
in the Helen Morgan two-reelei
"The Gigolo Racket," at the Stran
with Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworf:
in "The Naggers Housewarming,
and at the Hollywood with Jao
Haley in "Success."

Betty Garde, who made an indi

vidual hit in such recent Paramoun
pictures as "Girl Habit" and "Se
crets of a Secretary," has been sign
ed as principal feminine suppoi't t
Lenore Ulric in the latter's nex
Broadway starring vehicle, "Th
Social Register," now in rehearsa;

The script for "The Naggers
Wedding Anniversary," first of thi

new series of six Vitaphone come
dies featuring Mr. and Mrs. Jac^

Norworth, is being prepared by A
Dorian Otvos and Herman Rubj
The picture is scheduled to go int

production next week.

Claudette Colbert, between "takes
on "Blind Cargo," at Paramouni
Ne%v York studio, listened to th

strains of "Claudette," a waltz de(
icated to her by the composer^ Vit
cent de Rubertis, in its initial broai'

cast over station KNX, from Lc
Angeles.

Big things are expected of IreR
Cook, playing in various Paramoun
short subjects here. "Cookie," e?

she is known to the entire studio, J

one of the few pretty girls who ca
actually be funny.

Wrinkle Remover
Baltimore's new wrinkle, in the

form of a de luxe service whereby
patrons of the Century and Valencia

can have their cars taken to a near-

by garage and brought back to the

theater after the show for the small

cost of 35 cents, has been ironed

out by Harry E. Huffman of the

Aladdin Theater Corp., Denver.

Huffman writes that a similar policy

has been in effect at his Tabor in

Denver for a year, with the patrons

being furnished the service free of

charge.
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United Artists Winding Up Construction Program

5-5-5 CONTRACT PUT^FF TO NEXT^SEASON

Loew^s 40-Week Net Is Double Full -Year Dividend

Smiles
— and other things

;By JACK ALICOATE -

On the wall in

The Value every Film
of Optimism Daily office and

work-room is

the framed thought
—"There is

but one imperative rule in this

outfit and that is SMILE." We
believe it would help others as

it has helped us. We run into

salesmen almost daily who
carry the atmosphere of being

on the way to the funeral of

their best friend instead of en-
thusiastically selling the product of

their company. Not because they are

or are not regularly drawing the old

salary check, but because they are
surrounded from morning to night
by entirely too much gloom. If

most of us would tarry a moment
for reflection we would m«et the

fact that as a whole we are far bet-

ter off than most depression ped-

dlers would have us believe. What
this country in general and business
in particular could stand is a few
more smiles, plenty more optimism
and a dash here and there of co-

operative happiness.
* * *

Just as we were
Forecasting about to become

Television lulled into a sense
of security as the

result of a series of pronunciamen-
tos from those high in electrical, ra-

dio and television circles that the
practicability of this innovation for
home use is still many years off, we
are confronted with an amazing
and fairylike document in the form
of a summary of television forecast
prepared by the Columbia Broad-
casting System. For instance, these
Columbia statisticians point out that
there are about 30,000 television sets

in use throughout the country with
approximately 9,000 of these in New

(Contmutd on Page 2)

$6.04 a Share Earned in

First Three Quarters
Ended June 5

Net profit of Loew's, Inc., for the
40 weeks ended June 5 amounted
to $9,829,482, against $11,781,924 in

the same period of 1930 and $8,215,-

034 in 1929. The current 40-week
net is equal to $6.04 a share, more

(.Continued on Page 4)

SALES UP 35 PtR CENT,

JACK WARNER REPORTS

Sales on Warner Bros, and First

National product for 1931-32 have
increased 35 per cent as compared
with this time last year, said Jack
L. Warner yesterday.

In a more comprehensive search
for writing and acting talent, the
Warner story department in New
York under Jacob Wilk has been
augmented by eight members, and
the eastern casting bureau by three,

(Continued on Page 7)

u. S. Navy Protests
Misuse of Uniforms

Protesting against "the occasional
illegal use of the uniforms of the
United States Navy and Marine
Corps in depicting naval characters
and scenes in motion picture plays,"

the United States Navy Recruiting
Bureau has written to the Hays

(Continued on Page 4)

Hughes-Franklin Plan

Town Garage Service

IVcst Coast Bttriau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Hughes-Franklin Theaters

is seeking a site for a 700-car central gar-

age to service United Artists and Para-

mount theaters here. Indications are that

key city operators everywhere will be

adopting this plan to solve the downtown
parking problem.

mm.m progress

SATISEACTOMYS YATES

Consolidated Film Industries di-

rectors are highly gratified over tKe
progress being made by the com-
pany, which reports profit of $124,-
576.78 for August, against $77,624.20
in July, or an increase of 60 per
cent, Herbert J. Yates announced

(.Continued an Page 4)

Strand Circuit in Iowa
Combines With Publix

Ottumwa, la. — Publix Ottumwa
Theaters, Inc., a combination where-
by the Strand Amusement Co. of
this city joms Publix, has been
formed to control the Capitol,
Ottumwa, Rialto and Strand. Jack
Cohen of the Strand company is

president and manager of the new
corporation.

Theater Construction Plans
Are Being Wound Up by U. A.

U. A. Deal Scouted
Reports from the coast that negotia-

tions are under way whereby United
Artists will become affiliated with
M-C-M were called unfounded yester-

day by David Bernstein, M-C-M vice-

president, who stated to Film Daily
that the matter "has never even been
discussed."

San Francisco — Although the

settling of differences between
United Artists and Fox West Coast
Theaters will have no effect on the
three U. A. theaters already under
construction in this district, there
will be no further building of houses

(Continued on Page 7)

Sales Managers Decide to
Postpone Use of
New Form

Major Company sales managers,
at a meeting yesterday at the Hotel
Algonqum, are understood to have
aecided to defer placing of the 5-5-5

exhibition contract in operation un-
til the next selling season. Possi-
bility of this postponement was in-

dicated in an exclusive story in

Wednesday's Film Daily. Original
plan was to have the contract ready
for use about Jan. 1.

LAEMMLE SEES EUROPE

IN SANE FIX AS U. S.

Business conditions in Europe are
much the same as in the U. S., said
Carl Laemmle on his return yester-
day from a sojourn abroad. Film
companies are having their troubles
over there, but it is bringing about
more efficient methods that will

prove profitable later, declared the
Universal president. U's business
.n England is very satisfactory, and

(Continued on Page 7)

Arthur Aouseman Quits
Warner Theater Post

Arthur Houseman has resigned
js direc-or of advertising, publicity
and exploitation for the six Warner
ilros. metropolitan theaters after a
two-year association.

"Five Star Final" .

A high-powered, intensely dramatic
story aealing with tabloid news-
paperdom in the raw. Reel af-
ter reel - It packs an army mule
wallop. Unlike many other stories

which charge along in smash temgp,
this one has a theme with a strong
woman angle. Additionally there's ex-
cellent comedy relief. A cast headed
by Edward C. Robinson performs with
notable skill under the knowing direc-
tion of Mervyn LeRoy. This First Na-
tional picture is 100 proof entertain-
ment for any adult audience.

EDDY.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg
Con. Fm. Ind. .. 1V% 6'A dVi + %
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 13 12>i 12^
East. Kodak 135^5 13154 132 — 1^
Fox Fm. "A" .. 135^ 13 13!4
Gen. Th. Eq.(new) 2^ 2}i
Loew's, Inc 48
M-G-M pfd 25
Paramount 22 !4
Pathe Exch IK
do "A" 5

RKO "A" 14^
Warner Bros 9Ji
Jo pfd 23

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Col. Ptcs. VTC. 8 7^ 8 + 54

Fox Thea. "A" .. 2}i 2J4 254 — Vs.

Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. iVt Wa ^Va- — Vi

Technicolor 5J4 5H 5^4 + Vi

Trans-Lux 454 45^ 454 — Vi

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 2154 2054 20'^
Loew 6s 41ww .. 97 9654 9654 + K
Paramount 6s 47 . 8554 84^ 85 54 -f Yz

Par. By. SVzS 51.10254 10254 10254 — Vz

Par. 554s SO ... 76 76 76 — 1

Pathe 7s 37 ... 93;^ 9254 9254 —3
Warner's 6s 39 .. 57 56 -56^4 -f 154

Safety First!

(From Publix Opinion)

Of all economy suggestions submitted in recent months, few have so vitally touched
the welfare of the rank and file of Publix as the one submitted by Dr. Emanuel Stern.

As Dr. Stern points out, while a careful surveillance to avoid accidents in theaters
will effectively eliminate medical and other charges against the theater, the real benefit
is felt by the men themselves. They will be guaranteed—in so far as it is humanly
possible to guarantee it—safety of life and limb in the pursuance of their duties.

They will be spared the loss in wages which compensation never fully covers. They
will have confidence in the knowledge that every possible preventive measure has
been taken to make their work free from unnecessary risks.

For the sake of humanness, therefore, as well as in the interests of economy, the
watchword of every theater manager should always be: "SAFETY FIRST!"
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Studios Getting Lax on Sounds

Declares L. V. Calvert of RCA
Smiles

—and other things

(Continued from Page 1)

York. They predict that 1,000,000

sets will be in use by the end of

1933, with the distinct possibility of

11,000,000 sets seeing daily action

by 1942, which, in turn, will in-

crease the electric power consump-
tion in this country some $120,000,-

000 annually. We have no way of

checking the why, what or where-
fore of the above prophetic conclu-

sions, but we do know that the dizzi-

ness of these figures makes them
tremendously formidable. Even as
guess work they cannot be passed
lightly.

Columbia Declares Dividend

Columbia Pictures has declared
regular quarterly dividend of 18^
cents payable Oct. 2 to stock of rec-

ord Sept. 21.

.^'••••••••••••••••••••••Jrj
y it
if New York Long Island City j'j

i.t 1 540 Broadway 1 54 Crescent St. j't

i.t BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 f{
'. :'t

lEastimaii Filnnsl

% J. E. Brulatour* Inc. ii
« ''

is
if— y

Hollywood H
6700 Santa Monica ti

Blvd. K
HOLlywood 4121 j-.

\l 'f

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

'Roxy' Sails Sept. 23
For Radio City Ideas

Samuel L. "Roxy" Rothafel and
a group of Radio City architects,

builders and engineers will sail

Sept. 23, for Europe, on the Bremen.
A study will be made of European
developments in music, drama, the
ballet, architecture, lighting, traffic

planning and acoustical and sound
proofing effects. "Koxy" will also

scout the continent for musical and
dramatic talent for the International
Music Hall, to be erected in Radio
City. "Roxy" will be accompanied
on the trip by Webster B. Todd, of

Todd and Brown, Inc., architects;

O. B. Hanson and Gerard Chatfield
of the National Broadcasting Co.,

and L. Andrew Reinhard and W. K.
Harrison, architects.

The majority of west coast studios
are becoming careless in the quality
of sound recording, L. V. Calvert,
of RCA Photophone told The Film
Daily yesterday. "European pro-
ducers are stepping far ahead oi
our own," said Calvert, "Standard
recording equipments are as near
perfection as it is possible to make
them at this time, but they are use-
less in the hands of ordinary elec-
tricians when sound engineers should
be in charge. Many producers feel
that the saving of a sound engi-
neer's salary is an economy. That
is a fallacy. 1 am leaving for the
coast next week and while there I

hope to convince many offenders
that they cannot carry on unless
they match, or better, the quality
of sound that is reaching us from
abroad."

"Star Witness" Grossed
$140,000 in Six Weeks

Total of nearly $140,000 was
grossed by "The Star Witness" in

its six weeks' run at the Winter
Garden, closing yesterday.

Krikorian Visits Here
A. Krikorian, general manager of

the Societe Benwood of Paris and
well known in film industry through-
out Europe, has completed a visit of
the factories of the Pulverman Corp.
and Victor Animatophone and is re-
turning home. The Societe Benwood
has expanded its activity to most
parts of the continent.

Only 2 for British Quota
Made by U. S. Up to Now
Allegation that Hollywood pro-

ducers are "deliberately making in-
ferior films in British studios" and
exhibiting them as British pictures
"in order to discredit British films
generally," made by Major General
Sir Frederick Maurice at Toronto
recently, was answered by several
producers' representatives yesterday.
They pointed out that American
companies have produced but two
pictures in English studios since
the quota law went into effect in
1928. Pictures for quota purposes,
however, have been produced by
British firms and bought by Amer-
ican companies, it was stated.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Sept. 13:

Sept. 14:

Sept. 17:

Sept. 24:

Sept 25:

Sept 21-26

Sept 28-30:

Oct 1

Oct. 4-6;

Oct. 5-8:

Oct. 31:

Nov. 4.

Fifth Annual Motion Picture
Golf Tournament, Lakeside Golf
Club, Hollywood.
Meeting ot the Hays Unemploy-
ment Kelief Committee at the
M.P.P.D.A, offices, New York.
Annual meeting of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of North Carolina,
Sir Walter Hotel, Raleigh, N.C.
Convention of Philadelphia M. |

P. T. O., at the Hotel Astor. i

New York.
Convention of M. P. T. O. of
Eastern Penna. Southern New
Jersey and Delaware, Philadel-
piiia.

'The Exhibitor" annual golf tour-
nament at Lu Lu Country Club,
Philadelphia.

: First National 16 mm. motion
picture exposition. Hotel Vic-
toria, New York.
French Educational Film Con-
gress, Paris.
iiiapdnu • American Motion Pic-
ture Congress. Madrid. Spain.
Eleventh Annual Convention oi
M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsyl
vania, Hotel Henry, Pittsburgh.
Fall meeting of the Society ot
Motion Picture Engineers, New

'

Ocean House, Swampscott,
Mass.
Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.
rtunuai rtwdius Dinner ol Ac<i
demy of M. P. Arts & Stie.icca.
Hollywood.

Fox's Spanish Film Shown
"Mama," an original Spanish pro-

duction made by Spanish people for
Spanish countries, was given a spe-
cial showing this week at the Fox
home office. Benito Cerojo directed
the picture for Fox from the play
by Gregorio Martinez Sierra.

Brandt Gives Party to Son
Joe Brandt, president of Colum-

bia, is giving a party tonight at his
home to his son, Jerry, who is going
to Syracuse University.

Daughter for Bebe Daniels
H'cst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Bebe Daniels has pre-

sented Ben Lyon with asix-pound
daughter, named Barbara Bebe Dan-
iels LyoQ.

Cummins Handling
Two War Pictures

Samuel Cummins of Veterans M.
P. Service, 723 Seventh Ave., has
two war features, with sound effects
and dialogue, ready for release. They
are "Powder River," with a lecture
by a war correspondent, and "Men
of Purpose." Both pictures are of-
ficial war films. "Powder River"
will be released through a national
distributor, while "Men of Purpose"
will be road-shown.

Loew Managerial Shifts
George Minor, formerly manager

of Loew's Yonkers, has become the
manager of Loew's State on BroadT-
way. He succeeds Ken Behr, who
has been appointed assistant director
of the Floyd Bennett Airport. C. C.
Moskowitz announces other appoint-
ments: Ben Levy, manager of the
newly opened Lincoln Square; "J.
Harnss, manager of the Plaza; G.
Ellis, manager of the Yonkers, suc-
ceeding Minor, and Charles Fergu-
son assumes the managerial duties
of Loew's Avenue B.

Joe Vergesslich in New York
Joe Vergesslich, Chicago branch

manager for Warner Bros., has been
named metropolitan manager and is
now located in New York. He is
succeeded by Earl Silverman, who
has been identified with the Chicago
sales force for some time. George
Balson continues as New York met-
ropolitan district manager.

Studio and Location
Sound on Film Recording

Low Daily or Weekly Raiei

Powers CInaphone Equipment Corporation
T23.7TH AVE.. N. V. BRYANT s-«oer
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CONSOL.m PROGRESS

SATISFACTORY, SAYS YATES

(Continued from Page 1)

yesterday. The present period, said

the Consolidated Film president, of-

fers excellent opportunity to im-

prove manufacturing processes and
reduce costs so that companies which
take advantage of this are able to

meet the current business situation

successfully and make progress that

will show increased profits both now,

and in the years to come.
Yates pointed out that during the

first eight months of this year Con-
solidated Film Industries earned net

profit after taxes equivalent to 128

per cent of the annual regular $2
dividend requirements of the pre-

ferred stock.

He stated that it was his belief

based on a very careful survey that

the remaining four months of this

year would show the corporation

profits at least equal and in all prob-

ability in excess of the average ob-

tained thus far this year.

He also said: "These are hard
times only in the sense that you
have to work harder and that is

what we are doing."

Warners Release Two Today
Two Warner Bros.-First National

productions will be released today

—

First National's "I Like Your
Nerve," starring Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., and Warner Bros, new George
Arliss vehicle, "Alexander Hamil-
ton." The latter has its premiere
at the Hollywood, New York; next
Wednesday.

Shapiro Opening N. E. Exchange
William "Bill" Shapiro will open

a new exchange in Boston on Oct. 1.

He has already contracted for the
New England rights to Capitol
Films "Captivation." Excellent Pic-

tures of Toronto also have taken the
feature for release throughout Can-

Brecher Brings Foreign Films
"Paris-Begun" and "Un Soir de

Rafle," French pictures, and "Salto
Mortale," "Opernredoute" and "Die
Blumenfrau von Lindenau," German
productions, are among the films
brought back from Europe by Leo
Brecher.
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s Loew's net profit for 40 weeks ended
June 30 is more than double the full-

year dividend requirements.
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• • • WALKED IN on Al Selig of Columbia and

found Al in a reminiscent mood as he went back to the

days when stars were stars and bein' a film luminary

'•eally meant somethin' f'rinstance, there was Theda
Bara who back in 1916-17 was setting the world on fire

and Winnie Sheehan of Fox assigned Al to handle her

personal publicity so Mister Selig started to work to

build her up as the original "mystery woman" of the screen

yars before Greta Garbo was ever heard of

* * * *

• • • ONE STUNT Al maneuvered was a "psychic" per-

fume especially designed to publicize Theda in "Cleo-

patra" so he got the screen vamp all steamed up on

the idea and Theda took up the study of perfumes in ?

Serious Wav she spent several thousands in research

experts to discover the types of perfume Cleopatra used

and had these all blended into one perfume and Al spz

it was so distinctive that the newspaper lads could smell Thed^

a mile away consequently she was always bein' harSsse^^

for interwiews which killed the "mystery" atmosphere

surrounding Theda so they had to abandon the perfu"-"-

but they say that to this very day Theda has her

boudoir drenched with the exotic aroma

* * * *

• • • FUNNY THING was that the screen vamp was just

the onnosite in real life retirine. home-loving ?

f^irl of unusual sensitivity one whom the breath of scan-
dal never smirched but she had millions of admirers
all over the world who showered her with costly gifts

one Rajah in India sent her over a period of a year
nreoinns jewels, gorgeous tapestries, shawls, embroideries
humble men and women in odd corners of the earth forwarded
little inexD^nsive mementos that they had treasured for years

pnd Theda still has those for she is an incur-
phle sentimentalist the iewels and costly gifts have
dwindled for Theda is no longer knocking out a ouarte-
mi'lion a year but when she had it she never turn"-'
anybody down Al has seen her write hundreds of chck';
for 10 or 25 dollars in answer to a plea for some unknown fan.

• • • THFN THERF was Bill Farnum, the leading male
star kno<^king Vm dead alono- with Theda his 10 grand
a week from Fox he snent like loose sand slithering through
your finq-ers Bill had his country home at Sag Harbor

a beautiful estate at Bucksport, Maine, his birthplac'^
as well as a eorgeous home in Hollywood and

snoVi modest li'l playthings as a complete racing stable
racing motors pleasure yachts

* • • YEZZIR. stars were real kings and queens in thos«>
''"vs enioying a worldwide homaire from millions of
admiring subjects it's a safe bet that Theda Bara and
Bill Farnum pictures started more exhibitors on the road to
independent wealth than all the other film stars you can men-
tion for their pix clicked in series over a pe-
riod of years and they both were prolific producers

these two started Bill Fox's fortune

* * * *

• • • AND TODAY Theda is playing one-nite stands in
"Fata Morgana" on the Coast and Bill Farnum is filling
secondary parts in pix, with the reviewers not even mentioning
him "Ain't life queer?" sez Al "Naw," sez we,

"ifU fllO ^'/-vllrc. I'r, ;<• "'it's the folks in it.'

« « « » » »

LOEW'S 40-WEEK NET

MAKES GOOD SHOWING

(Cor.tiniied from Pane 1)

than twice the annual dividend re-

quirements, considered an excep-
tionally good showing in these times.

Regular dividend of 75 on the
common stock has been declared,
payable Sept. 30 to stock of record
Sept. 19.

u. s. Navy Protests
Misuse of Uniforms

(Continued from Page 1)

office through its Washington branch
and also to Joe Brandt, president of
Columbia. The letter to Brandt is

in connection with "Fifty Fathoms
Deep," which, according to the pro-
test, depicts "en'isted men of the
Navy and the Marine Corps in bar-
room and dance hall brawls."

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishci and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

September 11

Hector Turnbull
Ray Harris
John T. Prince
Herbert Stothart

W. B. Engage Ferenc, Photographer
While he was in Vienna. J. L.

Warner engaged Ferenc, Viennese
genius of the camera, to go to Hol-
lywood to photograph the Warner
Bros, and First National stars. He
will sail for New York next week
and go directly to the Company's
West Coast studios.

Governor at Mosque Re-opening
Newark—Governor Larson of New

Jersey will be present and make an
address, at the reopening of War-
ner Bros. Mosque on Sept. 18. "Five
Star Final" is the opening attrac-
tion.

Weinberg in N. J. for T.P.E.
M. Weinberg has replaced Ben

Roman as salesman in the New Jer-
sey territory for Talking Picture
Epics.

"Captivation" at Beacon
"Captivation," a Capitol Films re-

lease, has been booked to play first-

run at the Beacon the week of Sept.
24th.

Clayton L. Packard Dead
IVcs' Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Clayton L. Packard,

character actor, died at San Diego
on Monday.
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HAJiRY N. BLAIR

CYLVIA SIDNEY, who is vaca-

tioning at her home in New York
after making "An American
Tragedy" and "Street Scene" on the
coast, visited the Paramount studio
in Astoria this week and renewed
acquaintance with Gary Gooner.
with whom she played in "City
Streets." She also met Tallulah
Bankhead and Claudette Colbert.

Miss Sidney returns to Hollywood
soon to play the lead in "Ladies of
the Big House" for Paramount.

Julia Eeuben, popular secretary
to Larry Kent, Paramount's short
subject producer, sprung a surprise
on her friends by eloping to Pough-
keepsie last week with Barney Ochs,
her childhood sweetheart.

James Dunn, new Fox contract
player, hailed as the greatest "dis-

rovery" in years, was given his first

iob in pictures by Frank Heath, at

the Paramount studio here.

Edgar Bergen, the only ventrilo-

quist appearing in Vitaphone Varie-
ties, is also a clever writer. He is

author of "Free and Easy." his
sixth Vitaphone short, which has
just been completed under the direc-

tion of Alf. Goulding. Three weeks
ago, Bergen completed "The Eyes
Have It." Both pictures will be re-

leased as part of the "Pepper Pot,"
one reel series.

Roy Mack has been busy these
past few days rehearsing Ruth Et-
t™q avd casting for the latest of- the
"Broadway Brevities^' series of two-
reelers. It is entitled "Words and
Music." and goes int& production at
the Vitaphone studio this week.

Fanny Watson and Thelma White
completed their third two-reeler,
"Her Wedding Night-Mare," for
Vitaphone this week, with Neely
Edwards and Edward C. Morton
again playing strong supporting
roles. Edwards enacts a hard drink-
ing bridegroom, Thelma the bride.
Fanny is her best girl friend, and
Morton the heavy. Alf. Goulding
directed from an original by Bur-
net Hershey and Glenn Lambert.

"Play Ball," second of the Booth
Tarkington series made by Vita-
phone, is being adapted by'Stanley
Rauh. It goes into production this
week, with Alf. Gmdding directing.

Maynard Opens Show
IVe^ Coast Bk'-. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Ken Maynard will have

the honor of opening the bis pro-
gram in the Los Aneeles Coliseum
on Motion Picture Ni^ht of La
Fiesta de Los Angeles which takes
place tonight. Ken and his steed,

Tarzan, will entertain the assem-
blage-

Charles Wagenheim, who has a
small part in "Grand Hotel" and
who on several occasions assumed
Sam Jaffe's role in that play, was
given another opportunity to play
Jaffe's part this week, due to the
latter's illness. Wagenheim has ap-
peared in many Broadway produc-
tions during the last five years, be-
sides film work in New York stu-

dios.

Big things are expected of "The
Cheat" with Tallulah Bankhead
starred, George Abbott directing,
and George Folsey as chief cam^
eraman. Ernest Zatorsky is moTv-
itor man and Emma Hill wUl edit.

Robert (Believe It or Not) Rip-
ley, who has been travelling in
taxis, to and from the Vitaphone
studio, where he is making a series
of "Believe It or Not," one reelers,
gave the gang something to admire
when he pulled up Thursday in an
Isotta Frachini which he had just
bought. .. .Even Murray Roth, got
a kick out of the car, and when he
learned the price. "Eighteen and
one-half grand," he remarked, "Now
Rip's a real actor."

Allied Told Settlement
Expected in Chi. Strike

Minneapolis—The Chicago delega-
tion of ten today told the Northwest
Allied convention at its session in

the Radisson Hotel, that they expect
a settlement next week between the
operators and theater owners.
Abram F. Myers and others spoke op-
timistically on the general situation.

Telegrams were read from every Al-
lied leader not present. Twenty-
five exhibitors were on hand from
Wisconsin. A letter was read from
Mayor W. A. Andreson to the effect

that he was sorry if anything in the
letter he had written the Chicago
union was misinterpreted as re-

flecting upon Al Steffes as a strike-

breaker. He had stated the facts

as he knew them and nothing ob-

jectionable was intended. President
Berger said exhibitors are more en-

thusiastic over the success of the
organization than ever. The ab-

sence of Sidney R. Kent as a ban-
nuet speaker was deplored. Abram
F. Myers took his place. H. M.
Richey of Michigan was toast mas-
ter. Bennie Berger was induced to

remain as president nothwithstand-
ing his removal from the twin cities.

Lasky Coming East
Uncertainty concerning the fu-

ture of the Paramount New York
studio may be dissipated soon with
return of Jesse L. Lasky from the
Coast scheduled for next week. Two
more features remain on the plant's
schedule, one starring Tallulah
Bankhead, which will be started up-
on completion of her "My Sin," now
in production, and a Claudette Col-
bert-Fredric March vehicle.
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LAENNLE SEES EUROPE

IN SAHE FIX AS U. S.

(,C(mtinued from Page 1)

in Germany it has been the com-

pany's best summer, with "All

Quiet" going over big everywhere,

Laemmle stated.

Commenting on Universal's plans

for production in Paris, Berlin and

London, Laemmle said a production

crew from Universal City is now
on the way to Paris to join the or-

ganization built up with the Con-

sortium Intejrnationale Cinemato-

graphique. One picture, "Little Ac-

cident," already is in work. If it

turns out satisfactorily, five others

will be made. In Berlin, U will pro-

duce with Tobis. Five pictures are

planned, in addition to four which

will be made with Harry Piel, who
has been signed by Laemmle. Brit-

ish production will be at the Stoll

studios in London.
After a two weeks' stay in New

York, Laemmle will proceed to his

home in Beverly Hills for the win-

ter.

Bargain Holiday Prices

Bring Goodwill in Miami
Miami — Considerable goodwill

was created by the Capitol, Bilt-

more. State and Cocoanut Grove,

four leading houses involved in the

local operators' strike, by the run-

ning of a combined newspaper ad on

Labor Day congratulating labor and

offering reduced prices for the day

as a compliment to the working
man. The theaters did big business,

and part of the receipts were given

to the new local association of op-

erators which is operating the

booths during the union walkout.

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Two Seconds, theatrical enterprises; S. M

Heiraann, 521 Fifth Ave., New York. 100

shares cotnmon.

Cargill, Kalcheim & Dobson Corp., theatri-

cal enterprises; M. S. Salzman, 271 Madi-

son Ave., New York. 100 shares common.

Newkirk Amusement Corp., motion pic-

tures; Potter & Potter, 245 Broadway, New
York. 100 shares common.

Six-Forty-Eight Walden Corp., theatrical

enterprises; S. B. Pfeiffer, Buffalo, N. Y.

100 shares common.
Sheldon Operating Corp., realty, theatri-

cals; same as above. 100 shares common.

DELAWARE CHARTERS
Triad Television and Manufacturing Co.,

Inc., Wilmington, Del., patents; Corporation

Trust Co., Dover, Del. 1,200,000 shares

common.
Nakken Sound Products Sales Co., Inc.,

Belleville, N. J., motion pictures, films; Reg-
istrar and Transfer Co., Dover, Del. $2,-

000,000.
New York Theater League, motion pic-

tures; L. R. Feigin, 225 Broadway, New
York. 200 shares common.

Elton Operating Corp., theatrical; Marks &
Marks, 535 Fifth Ave., New York. 200 shares

common.
National Amusement Holding Corp., fur-

nish amusements; Ornstein & Silverman, 405
Lexington Ave., New York. $20,000.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Orpheum Theaters Operating Corp., New

York City; Corp. Trust Co., Dover, Del.
$10,000.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
'TONY GAUDIO, veteran camera-

man, who did the camera work
on "Hell's Angels," is again busy on
an air picture. He is photographing
'Sky-bevils," which is being made
jy Howard Hughes.

* * *

SAMUEL GOLDWYN has borrowed
Madge Evans trom M-G-M for "The Greeks
rfad a Word tor It".... Matt Moore and
vValter Catiett have been signed tor "Cock
jt the Air," stjirring Chester Morris and
Billie Dove under the direction of Thomas
Jjuckingham, with Lewis Milestone super-
vising. ... "Sky Devils" has started produc-
tion, Edward Sutherland directing .... Ann
Dvorak, whose work in "Scarface" won her
a tern\ contract with Howard Hughes, is now
working in "Sky Devils."

* * *

Our Passing Show: Harry Joe
Brown, Stuart Erwin, June CoUyer,
Betty Compson, George Frank, Ku-
bec Glasmon, Virginia Cherrill,

Frank Albertson, Lew Schrieber,
Frank Mandel at the re-opening of

George Olsen's club; J. Grubb Alex-
ander motoring to the Warner Bros.-
First National studios.

« * «

UNIVERSAL has elevated Edw. H.
Knopf, scenarist and co-director, to the post
of director on "Nice Women," with Sidney
Fox. . . "Tennessee's Partner," the third Tom
Mix story, is being adapted by Helen Van
Upp from the Bret Harte tale Other U
scenarists busy on scripts include Ray Doyle,
Don Lee Randall Faye and Forrest Sheldon.

* * *

Ray June, ace cameraman, who
photographed Constance Bennett in

"Bought," is doing the camera work
on "Arrowsmith," starring Ronald
Colman. He is under contract to

United Artists.
« « 1)1

COLUMBIA has cast Constance Cura-
mings opposite Leo Carrillo in "The Guilty
Generation," which William Beaudine will
direct .... Leslie Fenton and Boris Karloff
are other additions to the cast. ... Edmund
Breese and Reginald Owen have been signed
for "Gallagher," Frank Capra production
with Loretta Young, Robert Williams and
Jean Harlow. .. .Susan Fleming and Esther
Muir will appear with Jack Holt, Ralph
Graves and Sally Blane in "A Dangerous
Affair," directed by Edward Sedgwick....
Carroll Nye and Polly Ann Young have been
added to the cast of "Gamblers' Guns," next
Tim McCoy western, being directed by Ray
Taylor, with Doris Hill as feminine lead.

* * *

Naomi Ruth Stevens, who has
been acting as mistress of cere-
monies at Warner theaters in San
Pedro, Huntington Park and Bever-
ly Hills, has resumed her woi:k in
the studios. She is only five years
old, but is a dramatic reader of ex-
ceptional ability. She is also a clever
tap and acrobatic dancer.

PARAMOUNT has bought "The Heart Is
Young," magazine story by May Edington,
for Kay Francis and William Boyd.... Ar-
thur Kober is adapting it, and Stuart Walker
will direct. .. .Charles D. Brown, Judith
Wood, Bramwell Fletcher, Theodor von Eltz,
Adrienne D'Ambricourt and Joan Carr will
appear, among others, with Ruth Chatter-
ton in "Once a Lady".... J. Farrell McDon-
ald and George Irving have been cast for
"Touchdown," with Peggy Shannon, Richard
Arlen and Jack Oakie, with Norman McLeod
directing . . Wynne Gibson is a late addition
to "Ladies of the Big House"

« * «

Wilbur McGaugh is one of the
busiest assistant directors on tHe
Coast. He just finished work as as-

sistant to Christy Cabanne on "Con-
victed," for Al Mannon. He recently

assisted Otto Brower and Alvin J.

Nietz.
* * *

RKO PATHE has picked "The Second
Shot," melodrama by Uarrett Fort, as the

next Helen Twelvetrees vehicle Dorothy
Sebastian, Antonio Moreno and Ned Sparks
wiU play principal roles in "Wide Open
Spaces," next Masquers comedy, which Ar-
tnur Kosson will direct. .. .Kagar Kennedy,
under his new contract, will direct as well

as act in short subjects.. Joyzelie has been
added to "Blondes by Proxy, comedy star-

ring Louis John Bartels. . . vViUiam Goodrich
is directing "Gigolettes," fifth of the Gay
Girls comedies.

* * *

M. H. Hoffman is on a six weeks'
automobile tour of the country. He
will visit a few key cities on his

trip and plans to spend two weeks
in New York.

« « «

FOX has cast Marjorie Rambeau for

"Stepping Sisters," which Seymour Felix
will direct. .. .Hedda Hopper is an addition
to the cast of "Cheating, ' Kenneth Mac-
Kenna directing. .. .C. Aubrey Smith wnl
have a role in "The Yellow Ticket' with
Klissa Landi and Lionel tsarrymore, directed
by Kaoul Walsh, with James Wong Howe
as chiet photographer. .. .David autler has
started directing "Delicious, " starring Janet
Gaynor and Cnarles Farreil. .. .Edwin Stur-
gin has been signed tor "Sob Sister."

Crauford Kent, Lillian Rich, Doro-
thy Christy, Creighton Hale
have been added to the cast of

"Grief Street," Chesterfield's new re-

lease. Barbara Kent and John Hol-
land are already in the East, with
Richard Thorpe directing.

RADIO PICTURES expects to place
"Girl Crazy " in work late next month. . . .

Bert Wheeier, Robert Woolsey and Dorothy
Lee will have the chief roles. .. .Joseph Caw-
thorn has been cast for "Peach o Reno," cur-
rent Wheeler-Woolsey vehicle. .. .Mel Brown
is working on an original while vacationing
.... George Archainbaud is now preparing to
direct "i'lckup," for which Wallace Smith
did the adaptation and dialogue. .. .Smith is

now writing the picture version for "Boulder
Dam" .... Howard Estabrook and Wesley
Kuggles are said to click again in "Are
These Our Children?"

Carl Laemmle, Jr., is reported en-
thusiastic over the script and dia-
logue for "Saint Johnson," which
were created by John Huston, son
of Walter Huston, who will star in

the picture. The Hustons form one
of the few writer-actor teams in

Hollywood.

WARNER BROS, have decided on "The
Gentleman from San Francisco" as the next
William Powell vehicle ... Leila Bennett,
Dorothy Burgess and Ray Cook have been
added to "Blind Spot," featuring James Cag-
ney and Joan Blondell. . . Roy Del Ruth
will direct At First National, Marilyn
Miller has started work in "Her Majesty,
Love," with Ben Lyon, W. C. Fields, Leon
Errol, Clarence Wilson, Florence Roberts,
Mae Madison, Eileen Carlyle, Alfred James,
Ford Sterling. Wilhelm Dieterle is directing.

* * *

Fraser MacLeod is a recent addi-
tion to the staff of Al Mannon at
the Tec Art Studios. He has been
assigned to contract work. Young
MacLeod, a graduate of Bucknell
University, class of 1931, is the son
of Mrs. Marion MacLeod of the
Warner Bros, home office.

U. A. IS WINDING UP

{Continued from Page 1)

after these are up, according to Lou
Anger, representing Joseph M.
Schenck. The trio in question in-
cludes Palo Alto, Berkeley and
Vallejo. Plans for the San Jose
house have been postponed in-

definitely.

Sales Up 35 Per Cent,
Jack Warner Reports

{Continued from Page 1)
Jack Warner stated. The dramatic
training academy on the coast un-
der Ivan Simpson will be continued.
James Cagney, Marian Marsh, Lo-
retta Young, Warren William, Don-
ald Cook, Evalyn Knapp and Charles
Knapp are to be developed as full-
fledged stars, Warner said.

Productions to be made at the
Teddington studio in England will
be under the supervision of Irving
Asher. William McGann and John

|Daumeroy have already gone to P

England from Hollywood. They will
direct English and French versions,
respectively.

Philly Musicians Resuming
Philadelphia—Musicians have an-

nounced that they are willing to re-
sume work in Warner-Stanley
houses pending settlement of con-
tract ditferences between the union
and the circuit.

To Film Aurora Borealis
Headed by Captain Flavel M. Wil-

liams of the U. S. N. Reserve, a po-
lar e.xpedition left New York yes-
terday for the Arctic Circle where
they plan to make motion pictures
of the Aurora Borealis.

Paris Avoids Film Censor
Paris—A superior cinema council

has been created by the Ministry of
Beaux Arts. It has 87 members and
is charged with drafting legislation
relating to film control without cen-
sorship.

Four Weeks for "Front Page"
San Francisco—Howard Hughes'

"The Front Page" is setting records
at the United Artists theater, where
it was scheduled for two weeks, kept
for a third week and then a fourth.

COMING & GOING

JOE E. BROWN, First National comic,
closes a week's engagement today at the
Earle, Washington, and returns tonight to
this city, where he will vacation for a week
before he appears as headliner on the open-
ing bill at Moss's Broadway on Sept. 19.

DORIS KENYON, just back from a vaca-
tion in Europe, is remaining in New York
for several days before returning to Holly-
wood. She plans a musical tour this fall,
ending with a recital in New York.

N. DIPSON, of Batavia, N. Y., was a
visitor at the Warner-First National home
offices yesterday.

A. POLLAK of Peerless Productions has
returned from the coast.
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© NEWS OF THE DAY ©
* EAST *

Elizabethtown, N. J.—H. Chert-

koff, who operates the Strand in

Lancaster, is now handling the

Moose here.

Philadelphia — Mike Stiefel has

taken over operation of the Wayne-
Palace. He is also directing the

Elrae.

Camden, N. J.—Harry Feldman
who has been managing the Colney,

is now directing the Lyric.

York, Pa.—A new policy of oper-

ation was inaugurated at the Rialto

on Sept. 7th, when Manager Els-

worth Smith, reverted to the three-

change-a-week schedule.

Worcester, Mass.—Alice Hunne-
well has settled her damage action

against Loew's Orpheum, Boston.

Philadelphia — The Gibson has
opened under its new name, the

Lincoln.

Paulsboro, N. J.—Atlantic The-
aters, Inc., has taken over the man-
agement of Hill's, this city.

Philadelphia — The Canton and
Troy theaters have cut down and
are now operating on a two- and
three-day-a-week policy.

Holyoke, Mass.—The Strand has
reopened after undergoing several

changes in construction and decora-

tion. Western Electric sound has
been installed. Ray Canavan man-
ager will run shows Friday, Satur-
day and Sunday of each week, with
a full week policy to follow later in

the fall.

Philadelphia — Recent changes in

sales ranks include the following
resignations—Phil Duffy, Warner
Bros.; Harry Devonshire, M-G-M;
Frank Loftus, Columbia.

Hammonton, N. J.—Harry Den-
bow has withdrawn from the direc-
tion of the Rivoli to give more time
to his Warner sales activities. Abe
Frank is now managing the house
for his brother.

"A choir of canary birds accompa-
nies Lawrence TIbbett in one of his

songs in his latest picture, 'The Cu-
ban'."

—M-C-M

AUentown, Pa. — M. Paret has
taken over the new Astor.

Windsor, Conn.—George T. White
is managing the Windsor, formerly
Che Tunxis, reopened following im-
provements.

Walpole, Mass.—The Elite is now
being operated by James M. Austin,
v/ho with Walter E. Mitchell former-
ly conducted the Morse in Franklin.

Rockland, Me. — Lawrence Dan-
deneau is now manager of the Park
succeeding Robert Boyle, transfer-
red to the Strand, Holyoke. Dande-
neau was promoted from assistant
manager of the Sti'and, Portland.

Springfield, Mass. — Alfred P.
Page is now managing the Strand
and Liberty for the Winchester
Amusement Co.

Southington, Conn. — Joseph A.
Davis and A. M. Schuman have re-

opened the Coleman with its name
changed to Colonial.

* CENTRAL •
Omaha, Neb. — Bob Morrison,

booker for the Rogers Film Trans-
port Co., was married to Irene Ross
of this city, recently.

Indianapolis—After being closed
several months for remodeling
and new wiring, the Roosevelt
has opened under the supervision of
Fred N. Sanders. The Lyric is re-

suming its combination stage and
screen policy.

Yorkville, O. — Louis Velas has
taken over the Yorkville and is open-
ing it with RCA Photophone equip-
ment.

Sioux City, la.—A new loop the-
a.er, the Loop, has been opened by
E. E. Seff in the building formerly
occupied by the Scenic. The new
owner has expended $10,000 for re-
modeling and installation of West-
ern Electric sound equipment and
new seats.

Youngstown, O.—The State, Pub-
lix house, reopens Sept. 11. The
house will play split weeks.

Detroit — Jack Daly, for a long
time with Universal and United Art-
ists, has joined the office staff of
Hollywood Pictures as booker and
city salesman.

Ames, la.—Wilford Garbracht and
brother of New con are to operate
the Capitol here.

Split Week for RKO Houses
Cleveland — The RKO houses in

Toledo, Akron and Youngstown are
going into a split week policy, ac-

cording to an announcement from
the office of RKO District Manager
J. E. Firnkoess. Admission prices
in Youngstown have been cut to 50
cents.

Behan With New Exchange
Minneapolis — Joe Behan, promi-

nent for many years in local film cir-

cles, has been appointed booker for

Capitol Pictures Corp., which is en-

tering the Northwest field with the
opening of offices in the former Tif-

fany exchange, 64 Greenwood Ave.
Behan formerly was with Columbia
and M-G-M.

Expedition Back With Film
About 25,000 feet of motion pic-

ture film has been brought back
from Peru by the Shippee-Johnson
expedition, which returned a few
days ago on the Grace liner Santa
Clara.

Indie House for Downtown Cleve.
Cleveland—Loew has sold the

Cameo to a local group headed by
Albert Cohen as president and Mil-
ton Bryer as house manager. This
makes the Cameo the only inde-

pendent downtown house here.

Another House for Leitch
Milford, la.—A. N. Leitch of Mil-

ford, owner of several theaters in

Iowa, is now operating the Lyric in

Lakefield, Minn.

E. W. Presbrey Dead
H'est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Eugene W. Presbrey,

78, playwright and motion picture
actor died here Wednesday after a
long illness.

First Talkie in Persia
Teherna, Persia—A large audi-

ence attended the first talkie to be
shown in ihis country. The Min-
ister of the Court represented the
Shah at the performance.

Italian Film Starts Monday
"Immacolata," Italian all-dialogue

feature, goes into production Mon-
day at the Metropolitan studios,
Fort Lee, with the leads played by
Miriam Battista and Pierre Nigi.
The cast also includes: Adrianna
Dori, Frank Allare, Augusta Ne-
righi, A. De Rosa. Frank Zucker
and Charles Harten will do the cam-
era work. Direction will be by Eu-
gene Roder, who is making the pic-

ture for the Thalia Amusement
Corp.

Old Howard Goes Talkie
Boston—The Old Howard, one of

the oldest burlesque, variety and
film houses in the country, has in-

stalled Western Electric sound
equipment.

Estelle Taylor to Play Cleve.
Columbus — Estelle Taylor, who

opened her vaudeville act at the
RKO house here, plays Cleveland
next week. She returns to New
York the first week in October.

• WEST *
Spokane, Wash.—Manager Walter

of the RKO Orpheum, after con-
ferences with Homer Gill, district

manager has announced a straight
picture policy for his house. It is

reported that he will share M-G-M
productions with the new Fox.

Montrose, Colo.—George Frantz is

the new manager of the Fox house
here.

Centralia, Wash. — The Liberty,
dark for the past year, has been re-
opened by A. C. St. John, president
and Cecil Gwinn, resident manager
of the Twin City Theater Co.

Denver—E. Hugo Strickland has
succeeded R. J. Garland as manager
of the Columbia exchange.

Tacoma, Wash.—Frank M. Jacobs
and William M. Boileau, recent or-
ganizers of Pacific Amusement Co.,
have reopened the Paramount.

Denver — C. J. Stevenson, local
RKO representative, was operated
on and is doing nicely. Will be out
of hospital soon.

SOUTH
Clarksville, Tenn.—The old Ma-

jestic is being torn down and re-
placed with stores. Was closed a
few months ago by Lillian Theater
Company.

Gadsden, Ala. — Motion picture-
houses and miniature golf courses
may operate Sundays here if the
receipts are given to charity. No
one has taken up the offer to-date.

Columbia, S. C.—Bids on the lease
of the theater in the City Hall build-
ing will be received on Sept. 15.

Three companies, including Publix
'

and Criterion Amusement Co. of
Charlotte are expected to bid. Pub-
lix will probably build another '

house if they do not get the lease.

Miami, Fla.—The Tower, now one
of the Wometco circuit, has been
closed for remodeling and improve-
ments. It will reopen Oct. 3.

Opposition from miniature
golf this summer is less than
10 per cent of what it was last

year.
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KEEP YOUR EYES ON TIFFANY C T U R E S

It

AT MIDNIGHT
KEEP YOUR EYES ON TIFFANY PICTURES

ALICE WHITE

AILEEN PRINGLE

HALE HAMILTON

ROBERT GUMBINER, Los Angeles
Theatre, L. A., wires—"Just com-
pleted successful run 'Murder at
Midnight'. For thrills, suspense
and mystery this picture surely
entertains."

An unusual parlor game develops
into a series of ingenious crimes'—
and here's ivhat the critics think
of it! ....
'• . . . don't miss 'Murder at Midnight.' It baffled
this reviewer completely."

-LOS ANGELES EXAMINER
• • • .

** . . . very entertaining and full of suspense ...
effective in holding one's attention."

—L. A. ILLUSTRATED DAILY NEWS
• • • •

''Thunder and lightning. Someone moves the
clock ahead to midnight. Another form moves
doivn the stairs. Another enters thedoor—Bang !

"
—LOS ANGELES EXPRESS

COMING
"SILENT THUNDER"
A fresh, original story from
Andrew Soular's successful
novel, showing how the bottom
drops out of a famous surgeon's

world through the wagging of

poisoned tongues—and regener-

ation through the love of a
courageous woman.

COMfNG
"LEFT OVER LADIES"
The story of a woman who sold

hersoul for success in the world's

eyes.Basedon an article byUrsula
Parrott, famous author of "Ex-
'Vtife"and "Strangers MayKiss."

ONE OF THE
P R O D U C T I ON S I N C

QUALITY GROUP
Distributed by

SONO ART -WORLD WIDE
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Publix Houses Find Foreign Versions Profitable

NATIONAL CIRCUIT OFKID MOVIES PLANNED

See Defeat of Anti-Gangfilm Bills by Amendments
New York State Measure

Changed to Give Law
and Order Break

Bill introduced recently in the

New York State Senate by James
J. Crawford of Brooklyn to outlaw
gangster pictures has been amended
to permit showing of films in which
the forces of law and order ulti-

mately win over the lawless ele-

ments.
Legislative guardians of the in-

dustry, it is understood, will make
efforts to bring about similar amend-

{Continued on Page 2)

MORE BIRMINGHAM HOUSES

Birmingham—Reopening this week
of four houses of the Birmingham
Theatrical Amusement Co. with non-
union operators is expected to be

followed shortly by the resumption
of activity in the circuit's other six

houses that have been closed since

July 18 when the union refused to

come to terms. Placing of the non-
union men this week was accom-
plished quietly, with no mention in

the papers.

U. A. Ratifies Deal
With Col. in England

United Artists has ratified a deal

whereby the company will continue
to handle Columbia product in Great
Britain. The renewal was set for

United Artists by Arthur W. Kelly,

who returns to New York from
abroad about Nov. 1.

Warner Industrial Unit

Gradually Disbanding

Warner Bros. Industrial Pictures is grad-

ually being disbanded. The organization

has abandoned its offices at 220 West 42nd
St. and is transacting its final business

from the Warner Bros, headquarters.

Mortgages Block Deali
Mortgage obligations of Fox Metropolitan Theaters are understood to be the

stumbling block in the consummation of several deals now pending and through

which independent operators would acquire some of its houses.

Fox Studios Are Operating

3 Months Ahead of Schedule
West Coast Bureau,

Hollywood — Fox Studios have
maintained such speed on production
that the company is three months
ahead of the release schedule for the
1931-32 program. Every picture set

for release up to Nov. 29 has been
completed. These are: "Wicked,"
starring Elissa Landi with Victor
McLaglen; "Skyline," featuring
Thomas Meighan; "Riders of the

Purple Sage," with George O'Brien

THE FILM DAILY
and Marguerite Churchill; "Sob
Sister," with James Dunn and
Linda Watkins; "The Cisco Kid,"
co-featuring Warner Baxter and
Edmund Lowe; "Heartbreak," with
Charles Farrell and Madge Evans
in the leading roles; "The Yellow
Ticket," starring Elissa Landi with
Lionel Barrymore, and "Business
And Pleasure," starring Will
Rogers with Jetta Goudal.

Joseph H. Moskowitz Appointed

Executive Asst, to Joe Schenck
Joseph H. Moskowitz, vice-presi-

dent of Art Cinema and personal
representative of Joseph M. Schenck,
has been appointed executive assist-

ant to Schenck and elected a vice-

president of United Artists Corp.,

it is announced following a meeting
of the board of directors attended

by Nathan Burkan, Dennis F.

O'Brien, Harry D. Buckley, James
A. Mulvey, H. T. Banzhaf and Al
Lichtman, representing Charles
Chaplin, Mary Pickford, Douglas
Fairbanks, Samuel Goldwyn and
David Wark Griffith.

Moskowitz heretofore has devoted
the major portion of his activities

(Continued on Page 2)

Booking of Foreign Versions
Found Profitable by Publix

Special bookings of foreign ver-

sions have been found sufficiently

profitable by Publix to warrant the

circuit in urging its managers to

make further use of this policy
wherever warranted as a means of

getting extra business. Much of the
foreign element in each community

is a dead loss to theaters playing
only English talkers, says Leon
Netter of the Publix booking depart-
ment, but this portion of the popu-
lation can be turned into paying
customers if pictures in their lan-
guages are presented. Nationalistic
conventions and gatherings, as well

(Continued on Page 9)

First Miniature House on
16 mm. Shorts Policy to

Open in New York
The forerunner in what is ex-

pected to be a national circuit of
small picture houses for juveniles
will open Thursday evening at 52
East 78th St., New York City.
Economical operation is provided for
under the "plan of the organization,
Juvenile Playhouses, Inc., which will

use 16 mm. films and projection.
Heading the company is David

Mavity, formerly with Fox and
(Continued on Page 2)

PRONOTED BY PUBLIX

IN FIELD DIVISIONS

In a reorganization of the central
and southern Publix territories for
more intensive executive supervision
and to aid individual operations,
Sam Katz has made eleven promo-
tions. R. J. O'Donnell, in charge
of Saenger and southwest divisions,

assumes in addition control of the
southern de luxe division. J. J.

Friedl, division manager, continues
(Continued on Page 9)

Paterson Union Signs
At Lower Wage Scale

Paterson, N. J. — Local circuit

houses have signed a new contract
with the operators' union and the
projectionists are back on their old

jobs. The new scale is somewhat
lower than the one provided under
the former contract. The theaters
have been running with non-union
operators since the strike several
days ago.

New Appointment Slated

For Fox Film Corp. Board

Next meeting of the Fox Film board of

directors has been called for Sept. 21, when
another executive appointment will be

made, the FILM DAILY learns.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OP FRIDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 4 4 4 — K
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. UYs 1254 13 -f Vi
East. Kodak 13254 12854 131 —1
Fox Fm. "A" ... 135^ 12^4 12>^ — 54

Gen. Th. Eq.(new) 2^4 2!4 2H + Yt

Loew's, Inc 4854 465^ 48j4 + 15^
do pfd 91J4 91J4 nVz — 1

M-G-M pfd 23 23 23 — ^
Paramount 225^ 21^4 2254 + }4

Pathe Exch 15^ IM 1'4

do "A" 5'4 4?i 5^ -f M
RKO "A" 14'^ 13>4 14'/^ -f y2

Warner Bros 10 9 10 — 1

do pfd 25 25 25 -1-2
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Fox Thea. "A" .. 2Vi 2% 2!4
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 3% 3H 3% + 'A

Technicolor 5% SVt 5^ + 54
Trans-Lux 45^ ^Y» 4^

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 2054 20 205^ -f Yi,

Keith A-O 6s 46. 65^ 65 65 — 2

Loew 6s 41 ww.. 97!4 96i^ 97^4 + 1

Paramount 6s 47 . 84?4 82'/^ 83 — 2Y2
Par. By. 5;4s 51.102^ 102 102 — 1

Par. SY2S 50 ... 75 741^ 75 — 1

Pathe 7s 57 93 90 90 — 2Y2
Warner's 6s 39 .. S9Yt 57 59 + 2J4

"Expensive Women" Release
Warner Bros, will release "Ex-

pensive Women," starring Dolores
Costello, on Oct. 24. H. B. Warner
also is in the cast.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

Eastntiain Films

J. E.

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood J-J

6700 Santa Monica J-J

Blvd. :•:

HOLlywood4121 J-J

GANG FILM BILLS' DEFEAT

SEEN IN AMENDMENTS

(Continued from Page 1)

ments to other anti-gangster picture
measures which are in the offing-

Under this revision the bills, if

passed, will have but little effect

upon production plans as in prac-
tically all underworld pictures the
law-breakers have come to a bad
end.

3 Killed, 13 Injured in

Eastman Kodak Explosion
Rochester, N. Y.—Eastman Ko-

dak's four-story roll-coating build-
ing was damaged Friday by an ex-
plosion in which three workmen
were killed and 13 injured.
The accident, which is the first

of its kind in 25 years at the East-
man plant, will not seriously inter-

fere with production.

Central Film Completes
Six Travelogue Shorts

With the completion of "Dutch
Treat," a travelogue of Holland,
Central Film Co. has finished and
is ready to release six of its series

of 12 shorts on leading American
cities and far-away places, it is an-
nounced by Philip M. Brown. Dis-
tribution in the U. S. is being
handled by General Talking Pic-
tures, while Gaumont has the United
Kingdom.

Paul Kohner to Europe
Paul Kohner, one of the super-

visors of production at Universal
City, sailed Friday on the Europa
for a visit to his parents in Czecho-
slovakia. In addition to the vaca-
tion, Kohner has an important mis-
sion from the studio to carry out in

Paris and Berlin, where Universal
pictures are already in production.

G. T. P. Settles With Rosenberg
Full settlement of his contract,

which ran until 1934, has been ob-
tained from General Talking Pic-
tures by Bert Rosenberg, former
Chicago and Midwestern division
manager, who severed his connec-
tion with the company recently as
a result of his activities in matters
pertaining to the operators' union
strike in Chicago.

Chicago House Goes Vaudefilm
Chicago—Edward W. Monaco has

leased the Kedzie, former dramatic
stock house, and will operate it un-
der a vaudeville-film policy. RKO
will furnish the acts.

Rebuild Lyric, Huntsville, Ala.
Huntsville, Ala. — Work has

started reconstructing the Lyric
which was twice destroyed by fire.

It is owned by the Crescent Amuse-
ment Co.

Grampp in La Crosse
La Crosse, Wis.—H. E. Grampp,

formerly with Publix in Beloit, is

now managing the Rivoli, reopened
by La Cross Theater Co. after im-
provements costing $50,000.

PLAN NATIONAL CIRGOIT

OF JUVENILE MOVIES

(Continued from Page 1)

Warner Bros., as president. Joseph
F. Flaherty, who has been identified

with Paramount, Fox and the Roxy
is manager of the enterprise.

According to present plans, only
shorts suitable for juvenile audi-

ences will be shovsTi. The house
will operate during the late after-

noon and early evening on week-
days and all day on Saturdays.
Providing the experiment develops
into a national circuit, as intended,

houses will be constructed or bought
in residential sections of cities

throughout the country.
Sound will be furnished via a

turntable device specially designed
by Hector Streychmans. The first

juvenile house will seat 275, and
others will run under 300 capacity.

Moskowitz Appointed
Asst. to Joe Schenck
(.Continued from Page 1)

to the financing of Schenck's pro-
ductions and to the conduct of the
United Artists Theater Circuit, of

which he is also vice-president, but
now his duties will be enlarged to

include a hand in distribution, in

which he has had experience.
Joe Moskowitz is the brother of

Charles Moskowitz, who occupies a

similar confidential capacity with
Nicholas M. Schenck of Loew's, Inc.,

and M-G-M.

De Mille to Bulgaria

Moscow—Cecil B. De Mille ar-
rived here a few days ago and is

looking over local motion picture
conditions. He will leave for Bul-
garia and Rumania next week and
plans to return to the United States
about Oct. 15.

Second "Strange" Series in Color
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A second series of

John Hix's "Strange As It Seems"
short subjects will be made in Mul-
ticolor, it is announced by A. A.
MacDonald, president of the Howard
Hughes color process. Contracts
have been closed between Nathan-
Hahn-Fairbanks, producers, and
Multicolor, for 13 new releases of
the one-reel novelties. Universal
will again release the films.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Sept. 13: Fifth Annual Motion Picture
Golf Tournament, Lakeside Golf
Club, Hollywood.

Sept. 14: Meeting of the Hays Unemploy-
ment Relief Committee at the
M.P.P.D.A, offices, New York.

Sept. 17: Annual meeting of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of North Carolina,
Sir Walter Hotel, Raleigh, N.C.

Sept. 24: Convention of Philadelphia M.
P. T. O., at the Hotel Astor.
New York.

Convention of M. P. T. O. of
Eastern Penna. Southern New
Jersey and Delaware, Philadel-
phia.

"The Exhibitor" annual golf tour-
nament at Lu Lu Country Club,
Philadelphia.

: National 16 mm. motion picture
exposition. Hotel Victoria, New
York.

French Educational Film Con-
gress, Paris.

Hispano - American Motion Pic
ture Congress. Madrid. Spain.
Eleventh Annual Convention of
M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsyl-
vania, Hotel Henry, Pittsburgh.

Oct. 5-8: Fall meeting of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, New
Ocean House, Swarapscott,
Mass.

Oct. 31

:

Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.

Nov. 4: Annual Awards Dinner of Aca
demv of M. P. Arts & Sciences.
Hollywood.

Sept. 25:

Sept. 21-26

Sept. 28-30:

Oct. 1:

Oct. 4-6:

New Incorporations

NEW YORK -CHARTERS
Long Island Motion Picture Co., theatrical

;

L. B. Alterman, 630 Ninth Ave.. New York
n 50,000.

Midvale Amusement Corp.; J. Gitelman,
Buffalo, N, Y. 200 shares common.
Driving Park Theater Corp.

; J. Gitelman,
Rochester, N. Y. 200 shares common.

Regards from

CARL BERGER
now in the depths of

SUMATRA
grinding first

camera on the

Frank Buck-

Van Beuren

WILD ANIMAL SERIES

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y, C.
BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Michigan 8761
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tPresentationsBy JACK HARROWER,

Roxy
"Blues," the Roxy stage presenta-

tion, supplies color, beauty and dash,

and abounds with melodious melo-

dies, both old and new. It is pre-

ceeded by a miniature edition of

"Rigoletto," programmed merely as

the "Overture." Several arias from
the opera are beautifully sung by
Benjamino Ricco, Rosemary Cam-
eron, Sunworth Frazer and Louise
Scheerer. Three scenes from "Rigo-

letto" are depicted and the orches-

tra under the direction of Maurice
Baron, does a fine job. "Blues"

opens with a cleverly conceived

"water fall" ensemble. Yascha
Zayde, pianist, plays two numbers
masterfully and is followed by a

modernistic "Blue" dance by Roger
Pryor Trio. The presentation ends

with a snappy number by the

Roxyettes in which they dance to

the "Memphis Blues." A new
shadow effect, during the dance, is

worth while seeing.

Paramount
Ben Bernie and Band headline the

Frank Cambria presentation cur-

rently at the New York Paramount.
The musical maestro of radio and
vaudeville fame has a snappy and
talented bunch of performers with

him, and among the featured prin-

ciples are Eileen Dougall, Pat Ken-
nedy and an Albertina Rasch ballet

which appears in an elaborate over-

ture conducted by Irvin Talbot. This

is Bernie's only Broadway stage ap-

pearance in 18 months, and he leaves

next week for Chicago. Jesse Craw-
ford's organ concert includes an
"Eli Eli" duet with Leon KairoflF.

Dave Schooler Returning

Dave Schooler, after an absence
of more than eight months, returns
to the Capitol next Friday as master
of ceremonies.

New Minneapolis Suburban House
Minneapolis — Ground for a new

suburban theater in the vicinity of

48th and Chicago avenues, has been
broken by the May Theater Co. of
which Frank Woskie is the head. It

will be of Spanish design and seat
650. Total cost is given as $40,000.

Australia imported 1,859
American films in 1930; 175
from the United Kingdom and

114 from other countries.

msir
• • • AT THIS writing the casualty list following the car-
nage at the Dixie hotel Thursday iiite is steadily growing
it seems that the Gang started out to put a certain film kolyum-
ist on the spot but the Victim is alive and normal
practically at least able to do his daily stint, as you can
readily see but somewhat handicapped by constant ring-
ing of the phone there goes the blamed bell again
excuse me a moment "Hello you say, madame,
that your husband didn't get home from the Ball and Chain
Party? and he hasn't reported at his ossif?"
too bad oh, yes, he was most certainly there . .1

distinctly recall seeing him about one a. m. in the Dixie
he was in the third floor corridor, all alone, delivering a nomina-
tion speech for William Jennings Bryan for president
so I suggest that you call the lost property room they
probably checked him there .... you're entirely welcome."

• • • THAT'S THE way it's been going all morning
another perturbed wife called up it seems that all night
long telegrams kept arriving at the house from her hubby

each wire stated "On the way home"
all from different towns up the Hudson the last one just

arrived before she phoned us dated Poughkeepsie
so we assured her that he was undoubtedly on the way home
to the Bronx via Boston the poor woman was
greatly comforted another mugg woke up this morn to

find himself in the Municipal Lodging House and a half
dozen companies are seriously shy on man power, and calling

up asking what we're gonna do about it . the only thing
we can suggest is to stage another party and they'll

ALL be missing that'll make it even .

« * * 4>

• • • EVENTS LEADING Up to the Tragedy Pat
Garyn of National Screen Service staged a warming-up party
in Paul Benjamin's room at the hotel just before the
Main Event downstairs the entire National Screen or-

ganizashe drifted in and out for an hour and Pat, hos-
pitable Irish soul wot he is kept phoning the service
desk for ice and whatnot and opening up Paul's private
stock Paul being busily engaged on committee work
downstairs but he'll learn all about it when he
gets the hotel bill

* * * *

• • • THE PARTY itself is something we can only talk

about hazily but we do distinctly recall a handsome,
matronly woman at the start of the dinner she carne
tearing down between the tables declaring in a high
falsetto that Phil M. Daly had done her Wrong leaving
her stranded in a midwest town with two kids and a
sheriff in back of her, waving a legal document hauled
us ignominiously outa the room a swell gag
credited to Ed Hurley

* * * *

• • • A WORD for the Committee who did a beau-
coup job for a mugg who'll never forget the Spirit in

Back of It All I Paul Benjamin, George Harvey, Ed Mc-
Namee, Jack Level, Pierre Armaud, Billy Ferguson, Ed Hurley

with a dozen lieutenants assisting . and the boys
brought the shindig through out of the red
that's Showmanship but the Gang was so noisy and
hilarious that they missed a swell show lined up
so the committee staged it after the party just for Themselves

Ed Hurley having lined up enough talent for an all-

nite performance which they Had

• • • WE'LL BE seein' you, fellers in a coupla
weeks off for the Fatal Leap ya, ya, that Ball
and Chain ceases to be a Gag starting 4 p. m. this
afternoon say a prayer for the Gal

NEW BOOKS
On the Art and Business

of Motion Pictures

« « « » » »

PROJECTING SOUND PIC-
TURES, by Aaron Nadell. Pub-
lished by McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

New York. $2.50.

An interesting and practical text-

book for projectionists, theater man-
agers and others who are concerned

with the reproduction of talkers. The
author, Aaron Nadell, through his

former connection with Electrical

Research Products and subsequently

with Publix Theaters, has been able

to get authentic slants on the vari-

ous problems involved, with the re-

sult that his book will give the

reader a clear understanding of the

intricacies of operating sound equip-

ment. Numerous illustrations sup-

plement the text, which includes

chapters on film reproduction, me-
chanical requirements of sound-on-

film reproduction, sound - on - disc,

mechanical requirements of sound-

on-disc, between the projector and
the amplifiers, amplifier and rectifier

apparatus, amplifier circuits, acous-

tics, the loud speaker, motors, gen-

erators, speed control, care of sound

equipment and precautions to pre-

vent trouble, tracing trouble, record-

ing. There is also a list of symbols,

a precaution index, a trouble index

and a subject index. Theater man-
agers who want to be properly in-

formed on the important matter of

sound, with a view to not only detect

and adjust troubles but also to im-
prove the quality of their reproduc-
tion, will find this volume a good
investment.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishei and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-

bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

September 12-13
Maurice Chevalier
William Slavens McNutt
Alice Lake
John Stone
Gerald Ames

Jesse L. Lasky
Matthew Betz
Claudette Colbert
Robert Dudley
Olin Francis
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HOLLYWOOD ACTIVITIES
"W ^k. .. Latest Production News Received By Wire From The West Coast ^k. ^ ..

FOX STUDIOS WORKING

ON l4n{0DUCTI0NS

Five pictures are in production at

the Fox Studios, five are in the

cutting room, and four are in prep-

aration. Those in work are:

"Sob Sister," with James Dunn
and Linda Watkins in the leads;

"Ambassador Bill," starring Will

Rogers; "Over the Hill," Mae
Marsh's comeback picture; "Sur-

render," with Warner Baxter and
Leila Hyams in the leads, and

"Delicious," co-starring Janet Gay-

nor and Charles Farrell.

"Business and Pleasure," starring

Will Rogers; "Riders of the Purple

Sage," based on Zane Grey's novel;

"The Yellow Ticket," starring Elissa

Landi; "The Cisco Kid," featuring

Warner Baxter and Edmund Lowe;
and "Heartbreak," starring Charles

Farrell, are in the cutting room.

"While Paris Sleeps," Victor Mc-

Laglen's next film; "Disorderly

Conduct," which will co-feature Mc-

Laglen and Spencer Tracy; "Step-

ping Sisters," which will feature

Marjorie Rambeau; and "Devil's

Lottery," are in preparation.

"Arrowsmith" Cast
Complete cast of Samuel Gold-

wyn's screen transcription of the

Sinclair Lewis novel, "Arrowsmith,"

follows: Ronald Colman, Helen

Hayes, Richard Bennett, A. E. An-

son, DeWitt Jennings, Beulah Bondi,

Bert Roach, John M. Qualen, Adele

Watson, Russell Hopton, Claude

King, Myrna Loy, Sidney DeGrey,

Frank Elliott and Eulalie Jensen.

Added to Warner Cast
Warren William, J. Farrell Mac-

Donald and Emma Dunn have been

added by Warner Bros, to the cast

of "Poor Little Ritz Girl," in which
Marian Marsh and David Manners
have the leads. Archie Mayo is di-

recting.

Two Educationals Finished
"Inside Baseball," second subject

in the Bill Cunningham Sports Re-
view series, and "Queenie of Holly-

wood," in the new Hollywood Girl

comedy series, have been completed
by Educational.

"Galloping Ghost" Completed
Nat Levine has completed shoot-

ing of "The Galloping Ghost," Mas-
cot serial starring Harold (Red)
Grange. Levinc's third serial of the
season, "The Lightning Warrior,"
with Rin-Tin-Tin, starts soon.

Prophetic

Eddie Quillan, RKO Pathe star,

reveals that he was born on Holly-

wood Street in Philadelphia.

Family of Giants
There are eight brothers in the McLaglen family and none of them is less

than six feet, two inches in height. All of the boys, together with a sister

named Lily, have been on stage and screen. Four of the brothers, Victor,

Clifford, Leo and Arthur, are now in Hollywood. Cyril is a film star in England,

while Lewis and Kenneth are working in films there. The elder brother, Fred,

was killed in the World War.

Ralph M. Like Starts

Second in Action Series
Filming of "Chinatown After

Dark," second in the series of 24
feature pictures to be produced by
Action Pictures, has been started

under the direction of Richard
Thorpe. Principal players are Rex
Lease, Carmel Myers, Frank Mayo,
Edmund Breese, Lloyd Whitlock,
Barbara Kent and Billy Gilbert. The
series is being made under the su-

pervision of Ralph M. Like.

Smith and Dale With Lightner

Joe Smith and Charles Dale, mem-
bers of the famous Avon Comedy
Four, have been signed for impor-
tant comedy roles in "She Means
Business," selected by Warner Bros.
as Winnie Lightner's next picture.

Sid Rogell Appointed
Pathe Studio Manager

Sid Rogell has been appointed stu-

dio manager of the RKO Pathe
plant in Culver City, according to an
announcement from Charles R.
Rogers, production head. Rogell
has been associated with Rogers for
some time, having been his produc-
tion manager when Rogers was an
independent producer.

Second Torchy Finished

C. C. Burr has completed the di-

rection of the second "Torchy" com-
edy, featuring Ray Cooke. Blond
Dorothy Dix played the feminine
lead. Other members of the cast
included Morley Drury, former Uni-
versity of Southern California foot-

ball star; Edmund Breese, Franklyn
Pangborn, Cornelius Keefe, Kane
Richmond and Connie Lewis.

Arthur McLaglen Gets Role

Arthur McLaglen, younger brother
of Victor McLaglen, film star, has
been cast for a character part in

Paramount's production of "Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," which Rouben
Mamoulian is directing with Fredric
March, Miriam Hopkins and Rose
Hobart in the leading roles.

Kenton to Direct "X"
Erie Kenton has been assigned by

Tiffany to direct "X Marks the
Spot," newspaper story, scheduled
CO begin Sept. 15. A new script
nas been written by Warren B. Duh"
and Gordon Kahn.

Second Huston Picture for U
A second Walter Huston vehicle

on the 1931-32 program has been
announced by Universal. It is ten-
tatively called "Law and Order."
Huston's first for U, "Heart and
Hand," is now nearing completion.
John Huston, son of the star, may
appear in the second picture.

"Convicted" Finished

Completion of "Convicted," third
Weiss Brothers Artclass picture of

the current season, places this com-
pany three full weeks ahead of its

original production schedule. Aileen
Pringle, Jameson Thomas, Harry
Meyers and Dorothy Christy head
the cast, which alse includes Rich-
ard Tucker, Wilfred Lucas, Niles
Welsh and John Vosburg. Christy
Cabanne directed.

"Where Are Your Children?"
fourth Artclass release of the sea-
son, will go into production shortly
under the direction of William Nigh.

Preparing "Men in Her Life"

Columbia is preparing to start

work on "The Men in Her Life,"
which William Beaudine will direct.

Cast thus far includes Charles Bick-
ford, Luis Alberni and Adrienne
D'Ambricourt.

FOUR WARNER-r.N. FILMS

PLACED IN PRODUCTION

Four pictures started production
this week at the Warner Bros.-
First National studios. The War-
ner pictures are "Blind Spot"
with James Cagney under the
directorial guidance of Roy Del Ruth,
and "Poor Little Ritz Girl," with
Marian Marsh and David Manners,
directed by Archie Mayo. First Na-
tional's offerings are "Her Majesty,
Love," starring Marilyn Miller, and
directed by Wilhelm Dieterle, and
"Safe in Hell," starring Dorothy
Mackaill, directed by William A.
Wellman.

"GHOST
TOWNS"

First

Independent Short to

Stalk Into the Winter

Garden, New York

A new series produxuul by

ARCUS-IANCASTER I

Tec-Art Su;dios, Hollywood, C;il.

^ Distributed by

.Talking Pictures Epics

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
HoUuu)ood.'s most convenient hotel. .

tor your stay in Southern California

RIIGHT In the center of everything to see and do .

.

next door to famous studios, tlieatres, cafes, and
shops .. near solf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement places.

The Plaia offers you every modern convenience, unex-
celled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
makes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
•nioy the company of interesting and famous people.

Special low summer rates now in effect—$2.50
up, single. $3.50 up, double. $4.50 up, twin
beds. Rates by week or month.

Remember the Plaza for an unforgettable slay in
Hollywood. Write for free folder.

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL.?.HOLLY^VOOD, CALIF. «
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

mBy RALPH WILK

,

HOLLYWOOD
pRANKLIN FARNUM has a role

in the new Tiffany production,

"Leftover Ladies."

Captain Ted Dmican of Columbia
has the distinction of having organ-
ized the only military unit in Holly-
wood that saw service in the World
War. He had 128 men in his unit,

and 21 of the volunteers received
commissions in their first year in

service.
* * *

Joan Standing will appear in

Paramount's "The Man I Killed."
* * *

,T. P. McGowan has been signed
to direct "Cyclone Kid," initial Buzz
Barton western in a series of six to

be produced and released by Big 4.

McGowan has just completed "Head-
in' for Trouble," starring Bob Cus-
ter.

* * *

Vicki Baum, author of "Grand
Hotel," who has been in Hollywood
six months under contract to Para-
mount, leaves Sept. 28 for her home
in Berlin, where she will resume the
editorship of "Der Dame," the
magazine from which she was grant-
ed a leave of absence.

Bramwell Fletcher and Theodor
von Eltz will fill two important roles
in Ruth Chatterton's new picture,

"Once a Lady," for Paramount.

Jimmie Starr is writing an orig-

inal story for Tiffany productions.
Karl Brown will assist on continuity
and dialogue.

* * *

Mack Swain, a substantial mem-
ber of the world's most famous po-
lice force, the Keystone cops, plays
a bartender in "Wide Open Spaces,"
newest of the Hollywood Masquers'
two-reel comedies. He lends the
considerable weight of his support
to Ned Sparks, Dorothy Sebastian
and Antonio Moreno. The picture is

in production at the RKO Pathe stu-
dios with Arthur Rosson directing.

* * *

"Riders of the West," a new Bob
Steele western, has been placed in

production by Trem Carr. Bert
Glennon is directing.

Jerry Mandy, Bud Jamieson and
Heinie Conklin have been added to

the cast of "Gigolettes," one of the
Gay Girls series of RKO Pathe com-
edies which co-feature June Mac-
Cloy, Marion Shilling and Gertrude
Short.

Huntley Gordon, Robert Warwick
and Frank Mayo have been added to

the cast of "Race Track," now in

production at the Tiffany studios

under the direction of James Cruze.
* * *

Lois Wilson's sister, who refuses

to shine by reflected glory, and is

known as Constance Lewis, has an
important role in the cast support-
ing Ray Cooke in the second of the
Educational-Torchy series. Kane
Richmond also is in it.

* * *

Marvin Stephens, nine - year - old

actor from the comedy lots, has been
selected by Paramount for a role in

Ernst Lubitsch's "The Man I Killed,"

in support of Lionel Barrymore,
Phillips Holmes and Nancy Carroll.

* * *

Lee Moran has been cast for a

part in "Race Track," Tiffany pro-
duction featuring Leo Carrillo.

* * *

Betty Scott has been signed by E.
H. Allen, general manager at the

Educational studios, as special com-
edy writer, assisting Ernest Pagano
and Jack Townley.

* * *

Maude Fulton has handled the
adaptation and dialogue for "Safe

in Hell," which has gone into pro-
duction at First National. Dorothy
Mackaill is starred. Supporting Miss
Mackaill are Donald Cook, Victor
Varconi, Ralf Harolde, Ivan Simp-
son, Nina Mae McKinney and others.
William A. Wellman is dfrecting.

* * *

RKO Pathe has given Harry
Sweet a long-term contract, as a
reward for his excellent direction

of the first four Mr. Average Man
Comedies, starring Edgar Kennedy.

* * *

Gene Raymond, Paramount juve-
nile player, has just received his
second assignment, that of the lead-
ing male role in "Ladies of the Big
House." Sylvia Sidney, now in New
York, is to have the feminine lead.

* * ' *

Jobyna Howland is happy on the
Fox lot these days for two reasons:
she has been signed for a featured
part in "Stepping Sisters," Broad-
way stage success, and her brother,
Olin Howland, has a Fox contract
to play a featured role in "Over
the Hill."

* * Id

Andre Beranger will have a role
in the Fox picture, "Surrender," in

which Warner Baxter and Leila
Hyams will play the leads.

Milton E. Hofifman Hugh Quigley Harry L. Kerr

We have opened a Motion Picture

and Theatrical Agency in the interest

of the Director, Writer and Actor

Hoffman

Quigley

and Kerr,

Incorporated

Room 305

Warner Bros. Hollywood Theatre Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.

Telephone

Granite 2161
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Theater Equipment
By M. P. BOOTH

PORTABLE fl.C. PROJECTOR

MARKETED BY UNIVERSAL

Philadelphia—An all A.C. oper-

ated 35 mm. portable projector

packed in two small carrying cases,

wi:h a total weight of 82 pounds,

is being marketed by Universal
Sound System, Inc.

The mechanical construction of the

projector and the sound mechanism
are balanced into one operation so

that there is no lost motion or flick-

er. A picture 9 feet by 12 feet can
be thrown at a distance of 60 to 70

feet, and the amplification supplies

sufficient sound for audiences of 50

to 1,000, the company declares.

New Chicago Sales Force
Built Up by DeForest Co.
Chicago—A complete new sales

organization has been formed by
Frank B. Rogers, recently appointed
vice-president of General Talking
Pictures, for the distribution of De-
Forest equipment in this territory.

The Chicago division, which has
jurisdiction over the middle west
and northwest territories, a total of

14 states, is now headed by J. V.

Allan, who was formerly associated

^ith Rogers in his connection with
Eletcrical Research Products.

The offices of the company, for-

merly located at 1155 So. Wabash
Ave., have been moved to Suite 300

in the Standard Oil Building, 910

So. Michigan Ave.

USEESAll-PLAYSALLI

NIVER.SAL

SOUNDfS^
35MM PORTABLE
PR.OJECTOR.-FULLA.C
AMPLlFICATION-SPEAKER-tTC
9fb.xl2ftJHcture at60 ~ 70/t throw

These Outstanding Features—Low Cost

—Easy Operation—No Installing—Sound

on Film— Full A. C. Amplification—No
Batteries—Dynamic Speaker—Tubes, etc.

IN 2 CASES—TOTAL WEIGHT 82 POUNDS
LIST PRICE F.OB. PHILA $^5 00

Universal Sound System, Inc.

Factory & Gen. Office New York Office

13 & Cherry Sts. 1560 Broadway

Phila., Pa. Cab!e "USTEM"

Curing Acoustics Without Padding
Curing of poor acoustics in theaters without the use of additional material is

claimed possible by Robert Kendell, President ot Kendell & Dasseville, Inc., engineering

service of New York.
The new method of sound correction, Kendell states, is based on area distribution,

rather than on a volume content basis, utilizing the exhibitor's present equipment in its

entirely and involving the use of neither additional equipment nor absorption material

in the auditorium proper in any form.

Ventilating Equipment
Sales Are Running High
An unusually good season in ven-

tilating equipment sales is reported
by the National Theater Supply Co.
Throughout the United States, the
report states, the company has in-

stalled 350 Sirocco ventilating fans
made especially for them by the
American Blower Corp. of Detroit.
Also over 100 of the National Siroc-
co Air Washers have been installed.

More ventilating equipment was in-

stalled in the Philadelphia territory
than in any other locality.

Sales of equipment, it is also re-

ported, have been very good through
the summer months and a few re-

cent installations included the fol-

lowing: Complete equipment for the
Rex, Starksville, Miss., and the
State, Statesboro, Georgia; draperies
and scenery at the Goetz, Monroe,
Wis.; the Elgin High School, Elgin,
111.; and the Ceramic, East Liver-
pool, Ohio. Recent ventilating in-

stallations include the Richland,
Richland Center, Wis.; Nebraska,
West Point, Neb.; and opera chairs
to the Pastime, Berea, Ohio.; and
the Oken of Cincinnati.

H. & C. Sales on Increase

Sales are on the increase accord-
ing to Theodore Hall of Hall & Con-
nolly, New York, manufacturers of
high intensity projection equipment
and arc lamps. Recent shipments of
the company's product reported by
Hall include the following: Two
EF-4 spots to RKO Palace, Colum-
bus, 0.; one to RKO Plaza, Schenec-
tady, N. Y., and six to the new Earl
Carroll's theater. New York City.
Two FR-10 projection lamps to the
export department of the National
Theater Supply Co., for shipment
to Manila; two to the Palace theater
in Milwaukee, and two others to
RKO Plaza in Schenectady, N. Y.

RCA Moves in Kansas City

Kansas City — Local branch of
RCA Photophone has moved both
service and sales offices from the
Business Men's Assurance Building
back to film row at 1706-8 Wyan
dotte.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 MM SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

More Theaters Using
G. E. Lighting Control

Schenectady, N. Y.—First appli-

cation of General Electric's Thyra-
tron-reactor theater lighting control

to a house devoted strictly to motion
pictures has been made in the new
RKO theater here. This lighting

control scheme, which is operated
from a console in front of the cur-

tain, and which eliminates the back-
stage switchboard and makes the
manipulation of the control a matter
of extreme simplicity, found its first

application in the Chicago Civic

Opera House. A modified form was
installed in the new Earl Carroll
theater in New York, and RKO, in

addition to the new Schenectady the-

ater, will install the system in new
theaters in Albany and Denver.

Thyratron tubes are the basis ol

the new control scheme. By shifting
the phase relationship between the
elements in the tube, the average
amount of rectified current passed
by the tubes is varied, governing the
intensity of the lights into various
circuits, various groups can be con-
trolled individually, and related
groups of circuits can be controlled
collectively through master circuits.

KNOWLES CO. BRINGS OUT

NEWPOWERSREARSHUnER
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—A new rear shutter

for Powers projectors that is said to

afford nearly 78 per cent cooling at
the aperture, an almost complete ab-
sence of film buckling and a light

increase of 20 to 35 per cent at the
screen, has been developed and is

being marketed by the Knowles Rear
Shutter Co. of this city.

This device, the company claims,
modernizes the Powers projector to

where it is no longer necessary to

discard the Powers now in use for a
heavier and more expensive make of

projector because of the excessive

heat generated by the high intensity

arc. A smooth and novel framing
device replaces the old jerky form of

framing bar that invariably over shoi

the mark. A quick means of setting

the shutter while running is also

had with a new type of collapsible

glare shield.

The device is built as an integral

part of the projector head mechan-
ism and will last as long as the

projector itself, besides sharpening
the focus to a truly remarkable de-

gree, the company states.

New 16 MM. Reproducer

A new 16 mm. portable repro-
ducer packed in a case 23 by 18
by 14 inches and weighing 80 pounds
complete has been placed on the
market by the Talkiola Corp. of
New York City. A specially design-
ed projector is said to be an im-
portant feature of the new product
in that it eliminates interference of
extraneous noises, and is claimed to
be so well designed that even a
novice can thread the film with ease.
Provision is also made for the use
of a microphone for public address
work in addition to talking picture
usage.

Yager Added to Cole Force
Kansas City—W. E. Yager, for-

merly connected with the Kansas
City Machine & Supply Co. and the

National Theater Supply Co., has
been added to the sales force of the

Cole Theater Supply Co., this city.

JUST
.4ROU]¥Dl
THE

CORXER
from every American

theatre

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY
BritHclifs til all Principal Cities

PLUG CONNECTORS
LONG lasting and most serviceable—Kliegl pin-

plug connectors and portable plugging boxes, the
best and most economical to use for quickly and con-
veniently connecting stage lamps and other electrical

appliances. Any size or arrangement desired, for 5 to
100 ampere circuits. Also other stage lighting spe-
cialtlies, spotlights, scenic effects, supplies, etc.

KLIEGL BROS
Universai Electric Stage Lighting Co.. Inc.

321 West 50th Street - New York.n.y.

C>^ aA^



NOW YOU CAN PRESENT TALKING PICTURES ANY PLACE . . ANY TIME

WITH RCA PHOTOPHONE PORTABLE SOUND REPRODUCING EQUIPMENT

"THE THEATRE IN A SUITCASE
EASILY CARRIED IN A SMALL CAR

This new portable apparatus provides the

perfect equipment for Road Shows, Small

Theatres and Auditoriums where permanent

installation is not desired as well as for

private performances in Hotels, Homes, Clubs,

Schools, Churches and Industrial Exhibitions.

"The Theatre in a Suitcase" requires but 15 minutes to install and

project . . accomodates standard size film . . complete with pro-

jector, amplifier, loud speaker, cables, connections, tubes and

carrying cases weighs less than 200 pounds . . . Power obtained

from an A-C light socket. The smallest, lightest and simplest

operated Portable Sound Reproducting Equipment embodies all

superior qualities, acoustical principles, unmatched tone values

that indentifies RCA PHOTOPHONE performance in rnore than

3,000 leading theatres. \

LOWEST PRICE FOR STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Nowavailable through authorized dealers tm ^-.^ ^^
and company representatives . . Price I U/ O-—

Write for booklet "The Theatre in a Suitcase"

RCA PHOTOPHONE, INC. (Radio Corporation of

America Subsidiary) 411 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

PROJECTOR

AMPLIFIER

LOUDSPEAKER

SOUND EQUIPMENT
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. b.

DOUBLE QUOTA NEEDS

London — Starting last March,
12% per cent of film distributors'

output had to comprise British quota
footage. It is now apparent, after

six months, that the required figure

will be almost doubled by British

producers. In all about 140 British

productions will be distributed dur-

ing the year while the necessary
quota figure, which depends upon
the total picture output, will prob-

ably not exceed 70 pictures.

Never before have British produc-
ers achieved such an extensive pro-

duction schedule. The total of 140

productions includes 35 from British

International and associated com-
panies; 35 from the Gaumont-Brit-
ish Corporation; 12 from Gains-

borough; 12 from British and Do-
minions; 8 from British Lion. The
remaining 40 pictures will include

at least 6 from Paramount; at least

6 from Associated Talking Pictures
although it may double that number
through its association with P.D.C.

Pictures will also be included by
Universal and Warner Bros., and
from various British independent
companies.

"Cathedral of the Talkies"

London—The Granada, just open-

ed at Tooting, seating nearly 6,000,

is being called the "Cathedral of the

Talkies" befcause of its Gothic archi-

tecture and the original decorative

schemes of Theodore Komisarjevsky.
The proscenium arch is flanked by
towering Gothic arches, giving a

note of grandeur to the auditorium
which is new in picture theaters. A
mirror hall, with basic inspiration

from the Gothic, is a feature of the

circle level. Despite its great seat-

ing capacity, the vastness of the
theater is not apparent, the area be-
ing cleverly broken by simple curves
in the balcony and the walls.

Asher Heads W. B. English Studio
London — Irving Asher has been

appointed production manager for
Warner Bros, in England. The com-
pany has taken over the Teddifigton
Studio. V. Royce has been named
as secretary and controller.

Rex Ingram to Act Again

London — Rex Ingram, famous
American director, will make his re-

appearance as an actor in "Baroud,"

the Arabian picture which he is di-

recting for Mansfield Markham and
which Ideal will distribute. Ingram

will direct the picture and play the

stellar role.

English Travelins Theater
London—A traveling Theater, British Acoustic and the Tomlinson Autocar's

"mobile talkie film saloon," was given a demonstration recently under the
auspices of the Gaumont Company, Ltd. It is a self-contained projection plant,

making its own current and showing a large picture on a special daylight
Trans-Lux screen supported on a serrated rail at the rear of the "saloon."

Czechoslovakia to Make
Motion Picture Equip't

Prague — Representatives of the
Siemens-Halske Co. are expected to

arrive here soon to complete negoti-
ations with the Central Committee
of Czechoslovak Motion Picture
Theater Owners and the Corpora-
tion of Manufacturers of Talking
Picture Equipment for the use ol

the company's patents in manufac-
turing talking picture equipment.
Owners of the equipment would pay
a certain fee to the patent owners,
the amount of the fee being deter-
mined by the size of the theater.
The patents expire in 1935.

Welsh-Pearson Producing
For Gaumont Release

London—Welsh-Pearson discloseo
at its annual meeting that it would
continue active production of pic-

tures, a contract having been en-
tered into with Gaumont for the dis-

tribution of four Welsh-Pearson fea-
tures. The first of these will be W.
W. Jacobs' story, "The Third
String." His "Monkey's Paw" may
be the second.

Franco-Belgian Film Tie-Up
Paris—M. Raisfeld, general man-

agei of Distributeurs Reunis, has
made a tie-up with a Belgian groi"^,

it is reported, by which productions
made in one country will be dis-

tributed in the other. The Belgian
group, known as the Societe Gen-
erale Beige, brings 20,000 francs
into the merger. The French group
will produce and distribute pictures
for them. An agreement has been
concluded with Pathe-Natan by
which the latter agrees to rent 5,-

000,000 francs worth of pictures a
year for five years.

180 German Pictures Coming
Berlin—The Film-Kurrier, after

an inquiry among producers and dis-

tributors, estimates that there will

be 180 German-produced motion pic-

tures available to exhibitors during
the coming year. Of this number
140 have already been announced,
while 10 others will be international-
ly produced.

But One Silent House in Belfast
Belfast, Ire.—The Sandoro Cinema

in Sandy Row is to go talkie this
month, leaving but one silent house
in Belfast, the Kelvin.

British Quota Pictures

Cost $450 per 100 Feet
London—According to the report

of the General Council of the T. U.
C, British quota pictures have cost
at least $450 per 100 feet to pro-
duce (with a maximum requirement
of $50,000), exclusive of copyright
and recording fees. The report also
suggests that the Advisory Commit-
tee to the B. 0. T. should be made
more representative by including
representatives of the F. B. 1. and
T. U. C, and should be given pow-
er to make recommendations to the
Minister as well as to supervise the
working of the Act generally. The
report sets at rest the rumors that
T. U. C, with the F. B. L film group,
might urge the government to raise
the British quota to 50 per cent.

Irish Admission Prices Up

;

Theaters Likely to Close
Dublin — The extra tax recently

imposed on film imports is having
its effect. Admission prices have
been advanced and a number oi ex-
hibitors are seriously considering
closing down. The Metropolitan and
several other Dublin houses have in-
creased admissions slightly, but even
the slight increase has caused a de-
cline in patronage. No trade shows
have been held in Dublin for six
months. The tax was increased
from a penny to three-pence per
foot.

Making "Mystery of Marriage"
London—Wardour Films is mak-

ng for British International distri-
bution an unusual motion picture
conceived and directed by Miss Mary
Field, whose nature study filmn
have been very popular. Its title is

"The Mystery of Marriage" ana
it will show contrasts between the
methods of courtship of the animal
world and those of human beings.

Dog Stars in "Tailwaggers"
London—Delta Pictures, Ltd., has

been formed, with a production unit
installed at the Albany Street Stu-
dios, for the production of a series
of dog-subject shorts as its first of-
fering. They will be called the
"Tailwaggers" series. Capt. H. E.
Hobbs, founder of the Tailwaggers
Club, will assist in the production.

SOCIETYTODEALWITH FILMS

Berlin—German authors' organi-
zations interested in motion pictures
have decided upon the creation of a
society to deal with all claims of
authors and composers relating to
screen rights for their works. Spio,
the exhibitors' organization, is re-
ported ready to resist any new de-
mands, particularly in the constant-
ly growing number of percentage
claims. A novel feature of the au-
thors' scheme is to ask that the
prominence of each author be taken
into consideration in the ultimate di-

vision of profits.

London Shilling Theater

As Challenge to Cinema
London—L. Cowen has launched

a move in connection with the For-
tune theater to popularize stage pro-
ductions, designed as a "challenge
to the cinema." He has organized
the Fortune Theater League, Ltd.,
and hopes to get a membership of
250,000 at a shilling each to support
the move. Admission prices would
be one, two and three shillings, w-tn
two performances a day of plays
which have already proved to be-

successes.

Paris to Have 5,000-Seater

Paris—Braunberger and Richebe
;

are preparing the plans for a huge i

motion picture* palace to be erected
]

here off the Place de I'Opera. It

will seat between 5,000 and 6,000.

Work will start early in the new
j

year, it is planned.

Pathe Pictorial in Sound

London — The Pathe Pictorial,

which reached its 700th issue on
Aug. 31st, will be issued in sound
after Oct. 1, it is announced. Fred
Watts, in charge of Pathe Pictorial

|

since its inception thirteen years >

ago, states that with its change to

sound the release date will be
changed from Monday to Thursday.

Bryson to Tour World
London—James V. Bryson, who

has resigned as Universal head here,
is planning to go on a world tour
for his health.

Bagdad Talkie Theater

Bagdad--The Royal Cinema opened {{

here with "Atlantic," after the in-

stallation of RCA Ph stophone. The
innovation is reported to be a big

success.
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11 Promoted by Publix
In Field Divisions

(Continued from Page 1)

under O'Donnell, taking on the

towns of Ft. Worth, Galveston and
Austin, in addition to New Orleans,

Dallas, Houston and San Antonio.
Harry Katz, director of the Great

States-Indiana group, adds Youngs-
town, Steubenville, Lorain, Marion
and Wheeling. Henry Stickelmaier,

present division manager, becomes
field supervisor. L. E. Schneider,

southwest division director, takes
over special company activities in

the home office, and is succeeded by
William K. Jenkins, former man-
ager of the Saenger division, who
will be located in the Melba build-

ing, Dallas. W. E. Paschall, re-

turning to Publix after an associa-

tion with Dent Theaters, will be

division manager under Jenkins.

Howard W. McCoy, district man-
ager of the Tri-State district, suc-

ceeds Jenkins, while M. C. Hughes,
former head of the New Orleans
real estate department, will fill the

vacancy caused by the promotion of

McCoy. J. J. Fitzgerald, special

representative in the real estate de-

partment in the home office, takes
over the post vacated by Hughes.

The southwestern district real

estate office will become a district

office responsible to New York. A
B. Heston, manager of the sub-office,

now becomes district real-estate

manager of the southwest with
headquarters in Dallas.

Toledo will be transferred to the

Chicago-Detroit division, while the

deluxe houses in New Haven and
Boston will be transferred to Divi-

sion A under Feld.

Publix Managers Urged
To Play Foreign Films

(Cantinued from Page 1)

as student trade, also offer possi-

bilities, Netter points out.

Paramount at. present has 51

foreign versions available for do-

mestic distribution. These include
French, Spanish, German, Italian,

Swedish, Hungarian, Polish and
Portuguese.

Dr. Harry Phillips Davis Dies

Pittsburgh—Dr. Harry Phillips
Davis, vice-president and director
of Westinghouse Electric and chair-
man of the National Broadcasting
Co., died this week at his home hpre.

Son of Jack Connolly

An addition to the family is an-
nounced by Jack Connolly, general
manager of Pathe News, in the per-
son of an eight-pound boy who ar-
rived a few days ago.

Market Valuations
Market value of amusement stocks as

of Sept. 1 amounted to $355,386,000.
according to a compilation by the New
York Stock Exchange just made public.
Twenty other industrial groups come
ahead of amusements in market valua-
tion, the railroad industry topping the
list with $5,432,666,000. Five others ex-
ceed three billion, while ten more run
above one billion.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY N. BLAIR

npHE fields of art and society are

always well represented among
the extras taking part in a Tallulah
Bankhead picture. The former toast
of London has become the current
rage with the Park Avenue crowd
and the opportunity to appear in one
of her pictures is widely sought.
Among those playing bits in "The
Cheat" are Neysa McMein, famous
artist, Phyllis Winter, Philadelphia
society girl and Radie Harris, fan
writer and radio interviewer.

Roy Mack, director of the "Pen-
rod" series for Vitaphone, had to

make a hurried tour of Central and
Prospects Parks to line up rival

baseball teams consisting of boys
ranging in age from eight to ten
years and fully uniformed to be used
for part of the action in "Play Ball,"
latest two-reeler of the series.

Paramount Notes : Arthur Cozine
sporting a dandy coat of tan . . .

Chick Kirk deserves plenty credit on
turning out some swell sets for "The
Cheat" . . . Harry Baldwin reveling

in his new status as a full-fledged

assistant director . . . Dick Hertel,

of the camera crew, still thrilled

over flying back from Washington in

a storm . . . Gertrude Turchin, visit-

Mort Blumenstock
Succeeds Housman

Mort Blumenstock has been en-

gaged as advertising manager of

Warner Bros. Metropolitan theaters

to succeed Arthur Housman, re-

signed. Blumenstock, who formerly
served with Paramount and First

National, will work under the super-
vision of Dave Weshner, in charge
of advertising for the entire Warner
theater chain.

Gov't Got $825,000 from Davies
About $825,000 in back taxes and

extra charges, covering deficits in

income tax over a period of years
involving earnings from properties
which she owns in New York was
paid to the government recently by
Marion Davies, according to the
star, who returned a few days ago
from a vacation abroad. Negligence
on the part of her real estate agent
here was the reason for the taS
oversight, said Miss Davies.

Engagement Cut Short
Denver—Local fans turned out so

weakly for "Five and Ten" at the
Rialto that it was taken off after
three days and "Fatal Hour" sub-
stituted to finish the week.

Pittsburgh House Goes Foreign
Pittsburgh—The Avenue Cinema,

Liberty Ave., reopens Monday on a
continuous weekly change policy,

playing mostly foreign talkers.

ing the studio while recovering from
a slight injury received when a lad-

der fell on the set . . . Douglas Dum-
brille, stage actor, getting a big
play from some Spanish girls on tht

"Blind Cargo" set wh^n the removal
of a wig disclosed his blonde hair.

Vitaphone Vitamins: Jack Nor-
worth amusing the studio force with
tales of his trip abroad . . . Jack
looks like he enjoyeil plenty of beer
while in Germany . . . Billy ("Pen-
rod") Hayes practicing on the back
lot for his role in "Play Ball" . . .

Dick Willis, make-up chief, expami-
ing in his new quarters.

"All Sealed Up," second of the Al
St. Johns series for Paramount, is

exactly that with Al Ray acting as

director and Eddie Dowling staging
the dialogue.

Floyd Gibbons, who is making a
series of RKO Pathe shorts, will

broadcast the daily activities of the
American Legion Convention in De-
troit over a coast-to-coast NBC net-
work. He will also screen his first

two subjects for the big assembly
of conventionites.

All Distribution Set
On Hoot Gibson Series

M. H. Hoffman, Jr., of Allied Pic-

tures Corp., Ltd., producers of the
Hoot Gibson series, announces 100
per cent distribution of the pictures.

Capitol Pictures Corp., Minneapolis,
which is being operated by J. L.

Stern, acquired the last open terri-

tory in the United States, while
Federal Film Company brought the
rights for Canada.
The other independent exchanges

distributing the product are Ameri-
can Pictures, Inc., Boston; Holly-
wood Pictures Corp., New York;
Masterpiece, Philadelphia; Alexan-
der Film Service, Pittsburgh; Gra-
phic Exchange, Inc., Detroit; Stand-
ard Exchanges, Inc., Buffalo; Se-
lected Pictures, Inc., Cleveland;
Security Pictures, Chicago; Joe Sil-

verman, Kansas City; Premier Pic-

tures, St. Louis; Capitol Pictures,

Omaha; Syndicate Pictures, Dallas;
A. C. Bromberg Attractions, At-
lanta; Co-Operative Film Exchange,
San Francisco; Sheffield Exchange
System, Seattle.

Mae Murray for Vaude.
Mae Murray, who is now in New

York, leaves on a vaudeville tour

within a few days.

Hoffman Succeeds Carroll
Burt Hoffman, who has been as-

sistant to Charlie Carroll, chief of

advertising and publicity for the
Warner-Stanley Theater in Jersey
City, has assumed CarrolFs post, fol-

lowing the latter's resignation.
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Janet Gaynor and Charles

Farrell in

"Merely Mary Ann"

Pox Time, 72 mins.

MILDLY ENTERTAINING RO-

MANTIC DRAMA ADAPTED
FROM OLD-FASHIONED STORY.

This adaptation of Israel Zang-

will's Cinderella-like romance will

not arouse much enthusiasm from

modern theatergoers. The story

moves along in leisurely fashion

with the stars trying their best to

make something of it, but without

much avail. Janet Gaynor as Mary
Ann, a "slavey", contributes an or-

dinary reading, while Charles Far-

rell, as the cultured but poverty

stricken young composer, falls short

of contributing a convincing por-

trayal. Beryl Mercer, as Mary
Ann's mistress and Farrell's land-

lady, is excellent and carries the

burden of comedy relief in her usual

finished manner. The story is com-

monplace and behind times. Far-

rell champions Janet whenever she

is needlessly subordinated by her

mistress. Later, Janet comes into

money and they live happily ever

after.

Cast: Janet Gaynor, Charles Farrell, Bary\

Mercer, G. P. Huntley, Jr., Harry Rosen-

thal, J. M. Kerrigan, Lorna Balfour, Ar-

nold Lucy, Tom Whitely.
Director, Henry King; Author, Israel

Zangwill; Adaptor, Jules Furthman ; Dialog-

uer, same; Editor, Frank Hull; Cameraman,
John Seitz.

Direction, good. Photography, fine.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in

"I LIKE YOUR NERVE"
with Loretta Young

First National Time, 70 mins.

FAIRLY PLEASING LIGHT
COMEDY WITH DOUGLAS FAIR-
BANKS, JR., IN A BREEZY PER-
FORMANCE.

There isn't much to this one in

the way of story or punches, but it

is a light and breezy affair that

ought to prove pleasing to the not

overly fastidious, especially the

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., fans. Fair-

banks, in the role of a shy, specta-

cled bookworm at the outset, takes

the advice of a palmist and goes out

after women and adventure m a big

way. Landing in Central America,
he makes a big play for a big gov-

ermnent official's step-daghter,

played by Loretta Young, who is

about to be married off to a rich but

fat and old gent of doubtful morals.

Defying all conventions, the hero
forces his way into the household of

the father, wins the girl, shows up
the dirty political doings and rides

off victorious. Some comedy is sup-

plied by Claude Allister.

Cast:. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.. Loretta

Young, Claude Allister, Henry Kolker, Boris

Karloff, Ivan Simpson.
Director, William McGann ; Author, Ro-

land Pertwee ; Adaptor, Houston Branch

;

Dialoguers, Houston Branch, Roland Pert-

wee ; Editor, Peter Fritch ; Cameraman, Ern-
est Haller.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.

Edward G. Robinson in

"FIVE STAR FINAL"

First National Time, 89 mins.

RED - BLOODED AND FAST
DRAMATIC ENTERTAI N M E N T
ON TABLOID NEWSPAPER
THEME. A PIP FOR ANY ADULT
AUDIENCE.
Operations of a tabloid newspaper

are publicized in interest-gripping

fashion in this picture, which deals

with an editor, who, against his own
desires, is forced to print a story

which wrecks a family and results

in the suicide of two of its members.
Edward G. Robinson is outstanding
as the editor, and another forceful

performance comes from H. B. War-
ner. In fact, all the players are
splendid. The story revolves around
a tabloid which is out to get circula-

tion at any cost. It exhumes a scan-

dal yarn which causes the woman
involved and her husband to commit
suicide and nearly prevents the mar-
riage of her daughter to a wealthy
young chap. Highlighting the story

is a denunciation scene played by
Marion Marsh. It's meaty entertain-

ment, told with punch and frequently
excellent humor.

Cast: Edward G. Robinson, H. B. War-
ner, Marion Marsh, Anthony Bushell, George
E. Stone, Frances Starr, Ona Munson.

Director, Mervyn LeRoy ; Author, Louis
Weitzenkorn ; Adaptor, Byron Morgan; Dia-
loguer, same ; Editor, Frank Ware ; Camera-
man, Sol Polito ; Recording Engineer, not
credited.
Direction, the best. Photography, fine.

"THE GUARDSMAN"
urith Alfred hunt, Lynn Fontanne,

Roland Young
M-G-M Time, 89 mins.

HIGHLY ARTISTIC, BRIL-
LIANTLY ACTED ADAPTATION
OF STAGE SUCCESS HAMPERED
BY INSUFFICIENT ACTION AND
LENGTHY DIALOGUE.

More praiseworthy acting than'

this comedy-drama contains will sel

dom be seen on the screen, but the'

stage success does not make a happy
adaptation for present-day motion'

picture audiences. Cleverly written'

dialogue and admirably delivered
repartee are its outstanding fea-i

tures, but both are served up inl

doses too large for excitement-lov-
ing audiences. The story concerns
a handsome young Shakespearian
actor who believes that his wife, also'

an actress of note, is losing her af-

fection for him. Assuming that she'

is dreaming of some mythical lover'

in a uniform, the husband makes up
and costumes himself as a Russiani
prince and after much flirtation she
submits to his amours. At the end,'

she tells him that she knew all the
time "the prince" was her husband,!
but the audience is left to judge
whether she did or not. A class

picture, all the way through.
Cast: Alfred Lunt, Lynn Fontanne, Ro-

land Young, ZaSu Pitts, Maude Eburne,
Herman Bing.

Director, Sidney Franklin ; Author, Ferenc
Molnar; Adaptors, Ernest Vajda, Claudine
West ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, Conrad A.
Nervig; Cameraman, Norbert Brodin ; Re-
cording Engineer, Douglas Shearer.

Direction, excellent. Photography, fine.

Bill Cody in

"THE MONTANA KID"

Monogram Time, 64 mins.

GOOD FAST ACTION FILM.

WITH CODY AND HIS KID PAL,

ANDY SHUFORD, SUPPLYING
THRILLS AND HUMAN INTER-
EST.

This western travels fast all the

way, with a good human interest

angle centering around the kid,

Andy Shuford, whose father is killed

by a crooked saloonkeeper, who has

forged a deed to the dead man's
ranch. Bill Cody starts out to even

the score for the boy, by holding up
the stage six times in succession,

but only appropriating the villain's

money. Then he forces the killer to

accept his own money in payment
for the ranch. Later in a duel Cody
kills the killer, and is exonerated by

the sheriff. A good love angle with

the sheriff's niece, and with Andy,
the yarn works out into a nice three-

cornered story that is nicely bal-

anced between sentiment and peppy
action. Andy will get over strong

with the juveniles, and Bill Cody
keeps the footage hopping with his

gun play and riding stunts. Should

please the western fans easily.

Cast: Bill Cody, Andy Shuford, W. L.
Thorne, G. D. Wood, Paul Panzer, John
Elliott, Doris Hill.

Director, Harry Eraser ; Author, same

;

Adaptor, G. A. Durlam ; Dialoguer, same

;

Editor, Len Wheeler ; Cameraman, Archie
Stout; Recording Engineers: Balsley and
Phillips.

Direction, competent. Photography, clear.

Buck Jones in

"Border Lore"

Columbia Time, 63 mins.

FAST ACTION WESTERN HAS
THE THRILLS WITH BUCK
JONES PUTTING IT OVER
STRONG IN COLORFUL MEXI-

CAN SURROUNDINGS.
This one gets going at the jumpoff

and stays that way throughout the

footage. Buck Jones is in evidence
most of the time, and that means
that there is plenty of fast riding

and gun play, along with a couple

of good fights that carry a kick.

Buck Jones is the ranger who re-

signs from the force to trail a gang
leader over the Mexican border who
has killed his brother. Under the

guise of an outlaw, he works ^
scheme on the gang leader to get

him back into Texas where the
Rangers can nab him. But the vil-

lain escapes, and the hero pursues
him across the border again, fin-

ishing with a good punch and lots

of excitement. There is a good bit

of sentimental interest not over-

done, with a Mexican cantina girl

helping the hero to put the works
to the heavy. The thrill fans will

go for this one.
Cast : Buck Jones, Lupita Tovar, James

Mason, Frank Rice, Don Chapman, Louis
Hickus, F. R. Smith, John Wallace.

Director, Louis King ; Author, Stuart
Anthony ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same ;

Cameraman, L. W. O'Connell ; Editor, Otto
Meyer; Recording Engineer, Glenn Rominger.

Direction, snappy. Photography, good.

"DANTON"
Capital Time, 76 wins.

ADMIRABLE GERMAN FILM

OF FRENCH REVOLUTION HAS
POWERFUL PUNCH, WELL DI-

RECTED AND ACTED.

The familiar story of the French
Revolution of 1789 is presented with
thrilling effect and extremely fine

photography. It is a Pressburger
Film of the AUianz of Berlin. Ger-
man dialogue throughout, but so ad-
mirably directed and acted that the

average American can thoroughly
enjoy it. Fine contrasting scenes
such as the furious mob in destruc-
tive action opposed to the gay revels

of the aristocrats. The action starts

in the Club of the Jacobins, with
Danton, ably portrayed by Fritz

Kortner as the central figure. The
story revolves around the political

feud between Danton and Robes-
pierre, in which grim, remorseless
Marat also participated, presenting
the history-making events that con-

verted Paris into an inferno of con-

tending human passions. It is all

done with admirable restraint. Fine
cast throughout, and historically ac-

curate as to costumes and sets.

Cast: Fritz Kortner, Gustaf Grundgens,
Lucie Mannheim, Alexander Granach, Wer-
ner Schott, Ernst Stahl-Nachbaur, Gustav
von Wangenheim, Herman Speelmans, Georg
John, Walter Werner. G. H. Schnell, Till

Klockow. Frederick (jnass.

Director, Hans Behrend; Author, H. T.
Rehfisch ; other credits not listed.

Direction, very good. Photography, ex-
cellent.

"DER HAMPELMANN"
("The Puppet")

Tobis-American Time, 67 mins.\

GERMAN FARCE HAS CLEVER
STORY AND IS HIGHLY AMUS-
ING THROUGHOUT, WITH CAP-J
ABLE CAST AND DIRECTION.

Here is a very clever farce with;
just the right touch of naughtiness''
in it to make it peppy without giving]
offence. It is based on the operetta
of the same name. Several catchy
melodies by Robert Stolz add greatly
to its entertainment value. The
theme is that of a poor young Baron'
smitten with the beautiful young
wife of a rich elderly manufacturer.
The Baron contrives to have himself
substituted for a big mechanical doll

that the manufacturer has bought
for his wife. Then the fun begins,
with the fake puppet trying to re-

spond to the mechanical actions of

the doll as the husband pulls the
various strings according to the di-

rections. Later the "doll" is placed
in the young wife's boudoir, where
he attempts to make love to her,

with very interesting and amusing
complications. Good fare for non-
German audiences, for it is easy to

follow with the fine pantomimic ac-

tion.
Cast; Max Hensen, Szoke Szakall, Lien

Deyers, Paul Heldeman, Otto Walburg, Lotte
Werknieister, Oskar Sabo.

Director, E. W. Emo ; Authors, Gustav
Beer, Fritz Lunder ; Adaptor. Hanz Zerlett

;

Dialoguer, Gustav Beer ; Editor, Eugen
Tuscherer ; Cameraman, Curt Curant. Fridl
Behn-Grund; Recording Engineer, Victor
Behrens.

Direction, good. Photography, okay.
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"Das Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari"

ieorge Schneider Time, 76 mins.

TRAVESTY ON THE TALKIES
VITH HEAVY ATTEMPT AT
;OMEDY AND POOR STORY AND
ACTING.

This one is a heavy Teutonic at-

empt at wit and humor, and is in

ad contrast to the light and agree-

,ble German films that have been

musing and entertaining us for the

tast few months. They have three

omedians who work very strenu-

usly trying to get the humor over,

ut the material licked them. The
dea is too far fetched, and it is

.oubtful even if German audiences

vill go for it. Certainly it is out

or the American patronage. The
idea is that of three impecunious

:ents who decide to organize them-
elves into a sort of syndicate to

un a film producing organization,

['hey act as players, directors, busi-

less managers, etc. In turn they

ump from one role to the other,

rying to perform their various

asks. It was evidently intended to

oke sly fun at the talkies, but it

lisses. The one redeeming feature

omes with some tuneful melodies

hat are well worth listening to.

Cast: Paul Morgan, Max Hansen, Carl

oeken, Marianne Stanior, Gisela Werbezirk,

ilice Hechy, Else Reval, Ellen Plessow,

Viliy Prager, Carl Harbacher, Wolfgang
on Scliwindt.
Director, Robert Wohlmuth ; other credits

ot listed.

Direction, poor. Photography, okay.

"DAS ALTE LIED"

with Lil Dagover

Tenry Kaufman Time, 85 mins.

GOOD GERMAN LOVE DRAMA
VITH MUSIC. FINE PERFORM-
iNCE BY LIL DAGOVER AND
UPPORTING PLAYERS.

Lil Dagover, continental actress

rho arrived over here recently to

lake pictures for Warner Bros., is

he chief interest in this German
-alker. While the plot is in a fa-

liliar triangle vein, dealing with a

^oman of the world and an inno-

ent girl fighting for the love of the

ame man, the treatment of the

leme and the acting by Miss Dag-
ver and her supporting cast give

le story a well-sustained interest.

uman interest and heart appeal

re pretty strong all the way
irough, and in addition the picture

as a few musical interpolations as

ell as a little comedy. The work
f Miss Dagover in this picture

larks her as a promising possibil-

,y with respect to her forthcoming
ppearance in Hollywood produc-
ons. Due to its all-Teutonic dia-

)gue, this attraction is suited al-

lost exclusively to German audi-

ices, although the story is not dif-

cult to follow even without knowl-
Ige of the language.
Cast: Lil Dagover, Lien Devers, Igo
ym, Gustav Rickelt. Ida Wviest, Paul Hoer-
ger. Bob .Stoll, Felix Bressart, Lucie Euler,
[aria Forescu, Franz Scharwenka.
Director, Erich Waschneck ; Author, Dr.
nili Frank ; Adaptor, not credited ; Dia-
guer, not credited; Editor, not credited;
ameraman, F. BehnGrund ; Recording En-
neer, Hermann Birkhofer.
Direction, good. Photography, good.

SOUND SHORTS
Floyd Gibbons in

"The Turn of the Tide"

RKO Pathe Time, 11 mins.

Exciting

This is the second of the "Supreme
Thrills" in which Floyd Gibbons
dramatically draws a word picture

of world-war happenings. This one

has to do with Major-General James
G. Harbord when he was in com-
mand of the Second Division. The
event pictured and described, is the
mobilization of 300,000 American
soldiers on July 18, 1918, in the val-

ley of the Marne, for the battle

which turned the tide of victory for

the Allied troops. Gibbons' chatter

is fast and cleverly delivered. The
descriptive talk has been well-writ-

ten and thoroughly outlines the

cause and effect of the defensive and
offensive. The picture opens with
Gibbons introducing General Har-
bord who starts to outline the bat-

tle. Gibbons takes up the thread of

the story and continues. Battle
scenes are realistic and help Gibbons
work the picture up to thrilling

climax.

"Paris Nights"

(Magic Carpet of Movietone)

Fox Time, 8 mins.

Interesting

Glimpses of Paris night life, with
its cafe crowds, dancing by the pa-
trons and performers, and the gen-
eral commotion of the resorts, com-
prise this issue of the Magic Carpet
series. It holds interest very nicely

and makes a suitable filler for any
bill.

Bobby Jones in

"How I Play Coif"

No. 10—Trouble Shots

Vitaphone Time, 10 mins.

Maintains Stride
The stride set by the Bobby Jones

golf shorts is satisfactorily main-
tained in this latest edition, which
employs the incidental services of

Edward G. Robinson, Joe E. Brown,
Joan Blondell, Polly Walters, Doug-
las Fairbanks, Jr., and others. Brown
bets Robinson that he can beat
Jones, with Brown coming out win-
ner more or less by accident. Com-
edy is good.

Andrew Tombes in

Vitaphone 1103 Time. 10 mins.

"Knocking; Them Cold"
Fair Comedy Skit

A theatrical boarding house
sketch revolving around one of the
vaudevillians, played by Andrew
Tombes, who is always bragging.
A gang of his fellow-boarders go
out to Jersey, where Andy is play-
ing, and crab his act, resulting in

his being canned by the theater

manager. On his return home^ how-
ever, Andy puts up the same bluff
about having wow'd 'em. Fairly
good idea, but done in such a man-
ner that it is pretty much over the
heads of any but metropolitan au-
diences.

"Olympic Events"

M-G-M Time, 11 mins.

Swell
In this Sport Champions short the

origin of various sports, such as
broad jumping, pole vaulting, shot
putting, running, etc., is shown in a
manner that is both richly amusing
and informative. The comedy lies

chiefly in the clever and natural dia-
logue by Pete Smith. On the basis
of showing some of the champion-
ship field and track performances
scheduled for the coming Olympic
Games, the reel presents a group
of outstanding contestants doing
their stuff, with the old-time scenes
of the games in their early stages
preceding each stunt. Slow motion
is amusingly employed throughout.
A highly entertaining number for
any bill.

"The Island Paradise"

FitzPatrick Traveltalks
Time, 9 mins.

Interesting
An interesting traveltalk on Bali,

a south sea island, which shows the
natives in their everyday tasks and
their extraordinary fields of rice.

The woman are beautifully formed
and untouched by civilization. Tem-
ples of the highest craftsmanship
are shown with young girls doing
their native dances to very melodi-
ous music produced from instru-
ments that have been handed down
from generation to generation. In
all, a very interesting short that
will please everyone.

Lulu McConnell in

"Nothing to Declare"

Paramount Time, 19 mins.

Poor Comedy
Lulu McConnell's incessant gab-

bing is handed out in too big doses
to make this comedy digestible.

Idea involves Miss McConnell re-

turning from abroad, telling about
her seasickness, knocking her fel-

low passengers, going through the
customs inspection routine, etc. It's

practically all talk and gets rather
tiresome.

Tom Howard in

"My Wife's Jewelry"

Paramount Time, 10 mins.

Good Comedy Skit
Another sketch in which Tom

Howard plays the easygoing burglar
who kids the folks he is holding up,
and then kids himself along with
the cops, with everybody falling into

the spirit of the idea and helping
the comedy along. Good hokum.

"Mother Goose Melodies"
(Silly Symphony)

Columbia Time, 8 mins.
Great

Walt Disney and his assistants
have turned out a synchronized car-
toon comedy that will be hard to
beat. It has all the Mother Goose
rhymes worked into the story and
the transposition from one to the
other is accomplished by turning
the pages of a huge story book.
Drawings on the pages come to life
and perform real laugh-making an-
tics. Gags are new and plentiful.
This one will make audiences laugh
plenty.

"The Freshman's Finish"
Educational Time, 21 mins.

Classy
A Vanity Comedy, with Carlyle

Moore and Helen Mann, the latter
a newcomer, and a swell looker.
This is a classy and snappy college
comic, with the Freshmen and the
Sophomores in a hot struggle. The
professor decrees that the class that
wins the speed boat race shall go
to the prom with the girls. A good
gag is used in the race, with a me-
chanical trick employing a bath tub
for the hero's speed boat. It cre-
ates a fine series of clever stunts,
ingeniously contrived, and furnishes
plenty of laughs. It is fast and ex-
citing also.

"The World Flier"

Educational Time, 9 mins.
Laugh Number

Done in Sennett Color, this is a
classy little comedy, with the fun
centering around a world flier who
travels in high hat and cutaway.
He is Charles Judels, an ace com-
edian who knows how to put over
a slick characterization of a fore-
igner getting his English all balled
up. They promote him into a speed
boat race, and he can't manage the
boat, resulting in a series of very
funny situations. This fast Mack
Sennett offering will score easily
on class and laugh angles.

"Poker Widows"
Educational Time, 20 mins.

Real Comedy
A Mack Sennett comedy, with

Arthur Stone and Patsy O'Leary.
Stone gets over a good line as a
dancing instructor who calls on a
young poker widow to give her a
dance lesson. Her hubby is a jeal-

ous fire-eater, and it so happens
that after the dance lesson Stone
joins the poker game with hubby.
Then developments come thick and
fast, with Stone's wife, the wife of
the jealous man and hubby him-
self all in a clever series of funny
situations. They put a lot of orig-
inal gags in this one, that lifts it

away above the ordinary run of
situation comedy shorts. It will

score easily on real entertainment
and natural laughs.
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Features Reviewed in Film Daily Jan. 11 to Sept. 6
—-—^==^^^========^=^^==— 372 Pictures Covered in 8 Months ^====^i^,^^^^==^=^^^====-~~--

Title Reviewed
Act Tage Glueck-FL 8-2-31

Air Police-WW 3-22-31

Annabelle's Affairs-F ...6-28-31

Alias The Bad Man-TIF 6-28-31

Aloha-TIF ..2-1-31

Almost a Honeymoon-BI 1-11-31

Along Came Youth-PAR 1-11-31

Always Goodby-F S-24-31

Al Yemen-AM 1-11-31

American Tragedy-PAR ..8-9-31

Avenger-COL 4-19-31

Bachelor Apartment-RKO 3-8-31

Bachelor Fathor-MGM .2-1-31

Bad Girl-F 8-9-31

Bad Sister-U 4-5-31

Bargain (reviewed as You
and I)-FN .. 9-6-31

Bat Whispers-UA 1-18-31

Beau Ideal-RKO .. 1-11-31

Behind Office Doors-RK03-22-31
Beyond Victory-PAT ..4-12-31

Big Business Girl-FN. .6-14-31

Bockbierfest-BLK 4-5-31

Body and Soul-F 3-15-31

Born to Love-PAT 4-26-31

Bought-WB 8-16-31

Black Camel-F 7-5-31

Black Sea Mutiny-AM 6-21-31

Bright Lights-FN 2-15-31

Brat-F 8-2-31

Broad Minded-FN . 7-5-31

By Rocket to the Moon-UFA

Call of the Rockies-SYN 7-12-31

Captain Applejack-WA 4-19-31

Captain Thunder-WA ... 5-1 0-3

1

Caught Plastered-RKO ..8-9-31

Chances-FN 6-14-31

Charlie Chan Carries On-F
3-22-31

Cherie-PAR 6-14-31

Children of Chance-BI 1-25-31

Children of Dreams-WA. 7-19-31

Cimarron-RKO 1-18-31

Cities and Years-AM ..4-12-31

City Lights-UA 2-15-31

City Streets-PAR 4-19-31

Civilization-ATA 8-16-31

Clearing the Range-CAP. 5-24-31

Command Performance-TIF
1-18-31

Common Law-PAT 7-19-31

Compromised-BI 1-18-31

Comrades of 1918-FM .. .2-22-31

Confessions of a Co-Ed-PAR
6-21-31

Connecticut Yankee-F .4-12-31

Conquering Horde-PAR. .3-29-31

Cracked Nuts-RKO . 4-5-31

Daddy Long Legs-F 6-7-31

Damaged Love-WW 1-25-31

Dance, Fools, Dance-MGM
2-1-31

Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-16-31

Daughter of the Dragon-PAR
8-23-31

Daybreak-MGM 5-31-31

Defenders of the Law-JOH
5-24-31

Der Grosse Tenor-UFA .
5-31-31

Der Tanz Geht Weiter-WA
1-11-31

Der Wahre Jakob- TRA .8-16-31

Desert Vengeance-COL. . .3-1-31

Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA
8-23-31

Die Drei Von Der Tankstelle-
UFA 6-21-31

Die Forsterchristl-CAP .5-3-31

Die Lustigen Weiber Von
Wein-CAP 7-12-31

Die Privatsekretaerin-CAP
6-21-31

Die 3 Groschenoper-WA. 5-24-31

Dirigible-COL 4-12-31

Dishonored-PAR 3-8-31

Divorce Among Friends-WA
4-5-31

Doctors' Wives-F ... .4-26-31

Dolly Macht Karriere-UFA
7-26-31

Don't Bet on Women-F 2-15-31

Dracula-U 2-15-31

Dreyfus Case—COL ...8-30-31

Drums of Jeopardy-TIF. .3-8-31

Dude Ranch-PAR 4-26-31

Dugan of the Bad Lands-MOP
8-21-31

Easiest Way-MGM 3-1-31

East Lynne-F 2-22-31

East of Borneo-U 8-23-31

Enemies of the Law-REG
7-12-31

Ex-Flame-TIK 1-25-31

Explorers of the World-RAS
9-6-31

Express 13-UFA 8-9-31

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures
AGF—American General Film
AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass
ASC—Associated Cinema
^TA—American Trading Asoc.
BI—British International
BIF—Big Four
BLK—Richard G. Block
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CKL—Celebrity
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures
DM—Drklik-Martel
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FE—Film Exchange
FF—Foreign Film

FFF—Foreign Feature Films
FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National
FM—Forenfilras
GG—Al Griffith Grey
HED—Headline Pictures

HG—J. H. Hoffberg
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
HPI—Hollywood Pictures
ITA—La Itala Film Co.
JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAT—Ernest Matteson
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
MOV—Moviegraphs
NOR-—Norwegian Amer. Line
OM—Olympia Macre Excelsior
OS—Osso Productions
PAR—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PIC—Picture Classics
PIT—Pittaluga

PIZ—WiUiam Pizor

PRX—Protex Trading Corp.

RAS—Raspin Productions
REG—Regal Talking Pictures

ROA—Roadshow Pictures

RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures

SIN—Dr. Alexander Singelow

SYN—Syndicate

TF—Tobis Foreign Film

TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TPL—Otto Trippel
TRA—Transatlantic Picts.

TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists

UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros.
WM—J. D. Williams
WW—Sono Art

Title Reviewed
Everything's Rosie-RKO. 5-24-31
Fair Warning-F 2-8-31

Fidlovacka-DM 7-5-31
Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL

8-16-31
Fifty Million Frenchmen-WA

3-29-31
Fighting Caravans-PAR . .2-1-31

Fighting Sheriff-COL . 6-28-31
Finger Points-FN 3-29-31
Finn and Hattie-PAR.. 2-1-31
First Aid-WW 7-12-31
Five and Ten-MGM 7-12-31
Five Year Plan-AM ...6-7-31
Flood-COL 5-3-31

Free Soul-MGM 6-7-31

Front Page-UA 3-22-31
Gang Buster-PAR 1-25-31
Gateway of the Caucasus-AM

1-25-31
Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31
Gentleman's Fate-MGM .6-28-31
Girls Demand Excitement-F

2-8-31

Girl From the Reeperbahn-TPE
1-25-31

Girl Habit-PAR 6-14-31
God's Country and the Man-

SYN 6-7-31
God's Gift to Women-WA

4-19-31
Going Wild-WA .. .2-1-31
Goldie-F 6-28-3

1

Gold Dust Gertie-WA 5-31-31
Good Bad Girl-COL.. 5-17-31
Gorilla-FN 3-1-31
Great Lover-MGM 8-30-31
Great Meadow-MGM 3-13-31
Gretel and Liesel-FFF .2-1-31
Guilty Hands-MGM 8-30-31
Gun Smoke-PAR 4-26-31
Headin' for Trouble-BIF. 9-6-31
Heimalsklange-TPL .2-22-31
Hell Below Zero-TPE. . .6-28-31
Hell Bent for Frisco-WW

7-12-31
Hell Bound-TIF 3-1-31
High Stakes-RKO 5-31-31
Hjartats Rost-PAR 6-28-31
Holy Terror-F 7-19-31
Homicide Squad-U 8-30-31
Honeymoon Lane-PAR. . .8-2-31
Honor Among Lovers-PAR

3-1-31
Horse Ate the Hat-MOV. 9-6-31
Hot Heiress-FN 3-15-31
How He Lied to Her Husband-

BI 1-18-31
Huckleberry Finn-PAR 8-9-31
Hush Money-F 7-12-31
I Am From Siam-PIC. . .9-6-31
I Take This Woman-PAR

6-14-31
Ulicit-WA 1-18-31
II Richiamo del Cuore-PAR

3-8-31
Immortal Vagabond-TPE 8-2-31
Ingagi-COP 3-15-31
Indiscreet-UA 5-10-31
In Old Cheyenne-WW ..5-3-31
Inspiration-MGM 2-8-31
Iron Man-U 4-19-31
It Pays to Advertise-PAR

2-22-31
It's A Wise Child-MGM

5-17-31
Jaws of Hell-WW . . 1-11-31
Jede Frau Hat Etwas-PAR

5-24-31

Title Reviewed
Tew At War-AM 7-26-31

June Moon-PAR 3-1S-31

Just A Gigolo-MGM.. 6-14-31

Just For A Song-WW... 4-26-31

Kept Husbands-RKO ...2-8-31
Kick In-PAR 5-24-31

Kid From Arizona-COS . 5-10-31

Kiki-UA 3-8-31

Kiss Me Again-FN 1-11-31

La Canzone Dell' Amore-PIT
1-25-31

Ladies' Man-PAR 5-3-31

Lady from Nowhere-CHE
7-19-31

Lady Refuses-RKO ..2-15-31

Lady Who Dared-FN. . .6-7-31

La Jaula de los Leones-HF
3-8-31

L'Amour, Maitre des Choses-
CAP 4-5-31

La Nuit Est A Nous.. 2-22-31

La Regina di Sparta-IT.\ . 3 8-31

Last Flight-FN 8-23-31

Last Parade-COL 3-1-31

La Straniera-CAP 4-19-31

Laugh and Get Rich-RKO
3-22-31

Laughing Sinners-MGM 7-5-31

La Vacanza del Diavolo-PAR
3-22-31

Lawless Woman-CHE ..4-26-31

Law of the Rio Grande-SYN,
8-9-31

Lawyer's Secret-PAR 5-31-31

Le Collier de la Reine-PRX
2-8-31

Le Culte de Beaute-OS. .6-7-31

Le Million-TF 5-24-31

Le Mystere de la Chambre
Jaune-OS 5-31-31

Le Petit Cafe-PAR ..1-25-31
Le Roi S'Ennuie-RKO. .2-8-31

Liebe Auf Befehl-U ..6-7-31
Lieber Uber Alles-CAP 4-19-31
Liebeswalzer-UFA .... 5-3-31
Lightning Flyer-COL ...4-5-31
Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN

8-16-31

Lion and the Lamb-COL.4-S-3I
Living Corpse-PF 1-18-31
Lonely Wives-PAT 2-15-31
Love Habit-BI 2-1-31
Lover Come Back-COL. 6-7-31

Lumpemball-AGF 4-26-31
Maciste In Hell-OM ...6-28-31
Magnificent Lie-PAR ..7-26-31
Maltese Falcon-WA 5-31-31
Man in Possession-MGM . 7-19-31
Man of the World-PAR 3-22-31
Man From Chicago-COL. 1-18-31
Many a Slip-U 8-30-31
Meet the Wife-COL 6-21-31
Men Are Like That-COL. 8-16-31
Men Call It Love-MGM .6-21-31
Men of the Sky-FN 7-19-31
Millie-RKO 1-25-31
Millionaire-WA 4-12-31
Miracle Woman-COL. .8-2-31
Monsters of the Deep-TPE

5-24-31
Mother and Son-MOP. . .8-30-31
Mother's Millions-U ....5-10-31
Mr. Lemon of Orange-F. 3-29-31
Murder By the Clock-PAR

7-19,31
Mutterliebe-FFF 2-22-31

Title Reviewed
My Past-WA 3-15-31

My Sin-PAR 9-6-31

Mystery of Life-U 7-5-31

Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31

Nacht-Brumm'.er-COL . . . 3-8-31

Napoli Che Canta-PIT 1-25-31

Nar Rosorna Sla-Ut-PAR
2-15-31

Naughty Flirt-FN 4-19-31

Newly Rich-PAR 7-5-31

Never the Twain Shall Meet-
MGM 6-7-31

Night Angel-PAR 6-14-31

Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31

Night Nurse-WA 7-19-31

No Limit-PAR 1-18-31

Nomandie-SIN 6-21-31

Oh, Sailor, Behave-WA. .2-15-31

Once A Sinner-F 1-18-31

Other Men's Women-WA .4-26-31

Pagliacci-AC 3-1-31

Painted Desert-PAT 1-18-31

Pardon Us-MGM 8-23-31

Parisian, The-CAP 8-23-31

Parlor, Bedroom and Bath-
MGM 4-5-31

Partners of the Trail-MOP
8-30-31

Party Husband-FN 5-17-31

Perfect Alibi-RKO 3-8-31

Personal Maid-PAR... 8-30-31

Playthings of HoUywood-HPI
4-12-31

Politics-MGM 8-2-31

Primrose Path-HPI 1-25-31

Prodigal-MGM 6-28-31

Public Enemy-WA 4-26-31

Public Defender-RKO . .7-12-31

Pueblo Terror-COS 4-21-31

Quick Millions-F 4-19-31

Rango-PAR .
2-22-31

Rebound-PAT ... 8-30-31

Reckless Hour-FN 8-2-31

Reducing-MGM 1-18-31

Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31

Resurrection-U 1-25-31

Riders of the Cactus-BIF
8-16-31

Rider of the Plains-SYN. 5-3-31

Riders of the North-SYN .4-5-31

Ridin' Fool-TIF 5-31-31

Right of Way-FN 3-29-31

River's End-WA 3-15-31

Rosenmontag-UFA .
3-29.-31

Royal Bed-RKO 2-1-31

Runaround (Reviewed as Lov-
able and Sweet-RKO 6-21-31

Salvation Nell-TIF .. ..7-5-31

Scandal Sheet-PAR 2-8-31

Sea Devils-JOH 3-8-31

Seas Beneath-F 2-1-31

Second Honeymoon-COT. 1-11-31

Secret Call-PAR 7-12-31

Secret Six-MGM 5-3-31

Secrets of A Secretary-PAR
7-19-31

Seed-U 5-17-31

Shanghai Love-COL 9-6-31

Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour-
FD 7-12-31

SherifTs Secret-COS 6-14-31
Shipmates-MGM 5-24-31
Ships of Hate-MOP 7-26-31
Should a Doctor Tell?-REG

8-23-31

Title Reviewed
Si I'Empereur Savait Ca.
MGM 3-8-31

Silence-PAR 8-16-31
Sin Ship-RKO 4-5-31
Single Sin-TIF 2-15-31
Sit Tight-WA 2-22-31
Six Cylinder Love-F .5-17-31
Skandal Um Eva-FM ..4-26-31
Skin Game-BI 6-21-31
Skippy-PAR 4-5-31
Sky Raiders-COL 5-31-31

Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-31
Smart Money-WA ....6-21-31
Smiling Lieutenant-PAR. 5-24-31
Soldiers Plaything-WA . . . 5-3-31
Son of India-MGM ..7-26-31
Son of the Land-AM .5-31-31
Son of the Plains-SYN. . .7-5-31

Spider, The-F . . 8-16-31
Sporting Blood-MGM ..8-16-31
Spy, The-F 3-22-31
Star Witness-WA 8-2-31
Stepping Out-MGM 5-24-31
Stolen Heaven-PAR ...2-15-31
Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-31
Strangers May Kiss-MGM

4-12-31

Street Scene-UA 8-30-31
Student Sein-PRX 5-3-31

Subway Express-COL ..3-29-31
Sunrise Trail-TIF 3-29-31
Svengali-WA 5-3-31

Swanee River-WW 2-8-31
Sweden-MAL . 1-18-31
Sweepstakes-PAT 6-28-31
Tabu-PAR 3-22-31
Tailor Made Man-MGM .4-27-31
Tarnished Lady-PAR ..4-19-31
Ten Cents A Dance-COL. 3-8-31

Ten Nights In a Barroom-
ROA ... 3-1-31

Texas Ranger-COL ...5-10-31
Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA

8-16-31
This Modern Age-MGM 9-6-31
Three Girls Lost-F 5-3-31

Three Loves-ASC ... . 5-24-31
Three Who Loved-RKO .6-21-31
Three Rogues-F 4-5-31
Too Many Cooks-RKO. 7-19-31
Too Young To Marry-WA

5-10-31
Toute Sa Vie-PAR 6-21-31
Trader Horn-MGM 1-25-31
Trails of the Golden West-
COS 2-15-31

Transatlantic-F 7-26-31
Transgression-RKO 6-7-31
Transport of Fire-AM .3-22-31
Traveling Husbands-RK06-21-31
Treason Trials in Moscow-
AM 3-8-31

Troika-FE 4-26-31
Tropen Nachte-PAR ...5-31-31
Two Gun Man-TIF . ..6-7-31 ',

Ubangi-PIZ 5-31-31 -j

Under Texas Skies-SYN. 2-1-31
Undertow-U 8-30-31
Unfaithful-PAR ... 3-1-31
Up For Murder-U . . . 5-31-31
Up Pops the Devil-PAR. 5-17-31
Versuchen Sie Meine Schwes-
„.ter-TF 6-21-31
Vice Squad-PAR 6-7-31
Viking-WM 6-21-31
Virtuous Husbands-U ..5-10-31
Vi Tva-PAR 2-8-31
"W" Plan-RKO 2-15-31
Waterloo Bridge-U 8-16-31
Way Down East-GG.. 3-15-31
West of Cheyenne-SYN. .3-1-31
Westward Bound-SYN .1-25-31
White Devil-TPE 8-30-31
White Shoulders-RKO .5-18-31
Wien, du Stadt der Lieder-
PRX 3-22-31

Wild Horse-HOF . 8-2-31
Wild West Whoopee-COS

3-8-31

Woman Between-RKO 6-21-31
Women Go On Forever-TIF

8-16-31
Woman Hungry-FN .3-22-31
Women of All Nations-F

5-31-31
Woman of Experience-PAT

7-12-31
Women Love Once-PAR. 6-28-31
Women Men Marry-HED
,r ,

4-19-31
Yankee Don-CAP ... 5-17-31
Yellow Pass-AM ...5-3-31
Young As You Fcel-F ...8-9-31
Young Donovrn's Kid-RKO
V „. 5-21-31
Young Sinners F 5-I0-3I



Sixteen Million

ne M.1/ \_^ \^_^^ JLJ_ \_y • • • /V\OTION picture projection

today demands a source of light sixteen million

times as brilliant as the screen.

Due to losses through aperture, shutter, film,

optical system and screen absorption, only a

small percentage of the light from the source is

reflected from the screen. This is spread over a

picture a half million times the area of the arc

crater from which it comes. That is why the

crater brilliancy must be sixteen million times

the brilliancy of the screen.

National Projector Carbons hold their leader-

ship in the motion picture theatre because they

provide a source of steady, white light surpassing

the sun in intrinsic brilliancy.

Over fifty years of experience, constant research

and the most modern manufacturing facilities

assure their uniformity. Yet they are paid for, at

each performance, by two satisfied patrons.

NATIONAL

PROJECTOR CARBONS
. . . Sold exclusively through distributors and dealers.

National Carbon Company will gladly cooperate with the

producer, exhibitor, machine manufacturer or projectionist

on any problem involving light.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC
Carbon Sales Division ' Cleveland, Ohio

Unit of Union Carbide 1 1
j ^ ^ and Carbon Corporation

Branch Sales Offices: New York Pittsburgh Chicago San Francisco



Her babe was all she had.

Yet the law took it from

her. The story of a young

mother, hungry for hap-

piness, who never got a

break but who fought her

fight and won.

Landi, great in emo-

tional roles and getting

greater all the time, in

another picture thatshows

why Fox is first.
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San Antonio May Be Nucleus of New S. W. Circuit

WAR BEING WAGED ONBOOTLEG EXCHANGES
//Go Back To Selling Films/' Harwood Tells Exhibs
Picture Is the Thing and

Must Be Sold Better,

Says Showman
Cleveland—"Cut oul d( able fea-

tures, two-for-one ^admissions, spe-
cialty nights and premiums, and
start selling pictures," is the advice
of J. J. Harwood, president of the

(Ci>ntinued on Page 2)

!.FI

PLANNED AT 8.M.P.E. MEET

An extensive symposium on the
problems of 16 mm. sound films will

be one of the features of the fall

meeting of the S. M. P. E. to be held
Oct. 5-8 at the New Ocean House,
Swampscott, Mass. Among those
to be represented by papers are:

Glenn Griswold, J. L. Spence and
J. F. Leventhal, Allan Cook, R. T.

May and Schwartz and Tuttle. Pa-
pers on other subjects are schedulfed

by Dr. H. E. Ives, H. E. Edgerton,

H. A. Frederick, Ben Schlanger and
V. A. Schlenker, Dr. S. E. Sheppard
and N. D. Golden.

Milt Gross to Make
Series for M. J. Kandel

Milt Gross, cartoonist and humor-
ist of the Hearst papers, has been
signed by M. J. Kandel, of Ideal

f Pictures, for a series of 12 one-reel-

; ers to be known as "Gross Exag-
! gerations." Tom Johnston will write

1 the gags and stories. Dialogue will

be composed by Frank Dollan.

Films EasieronEyes
Than Reading Books

Viewing movies involves less eyestrain

than reading a book for the same length of

time, according to Dr. Park Lewis of Buf-

falo, vice-president of the National Society

for the Prevention of Blindness, in an arti-

cle for "Sight-Saving Review." Watching
motion pictures is distant vision and does

not demand as great ocular effort as near

vision, says Dr. Lewis.

Musicians Continuing Sound Fisht
Continuance of the anti-sound pictures campaign by the American Federa-

tion of Musicians is assured until next June, when the organization holds its

annual convention. More than 2,500,000 signatures have been secured in its

drive against what it terms "canned music."

Better Understandings Generally

Is Aim of Continuing Committee

With a view to bringing about bet-

ter understandings with producers
generally and to better in every pos-

sible way the situation of the in-

dependent theater owner, the Con-
tinuing Committee named by the re-

cent conference on M-G-M sales pol-

icy will keep functioning and will

hold meetings from time to time, it

is announced by Walter Vincent,
chairman. Reporting the results of

a conference with Felix Feist of

M-G-M, Vincent says:
"Feist very clearly stated the pol-

icy of his company; corrected what
he thought were some false impres-
sions of the company's said policy

and reviewed in general the plans

that led up to its adoptio.n. He
stated that if they were to alter

same it would be necessary to imme-
diately get in touch with Louis B.

Mayer in Hollywood and inform him
that on account of a revised sales

policy it would be necessary to re-

vise their program as the new sales

policy was based upon same.
"He informed the committee that

his company felt they could not make
pictures that would click at the box
office unless they went forward with
their ambitious plans. He stated

that their Branch Sales Managers
were not a lot of Wooden Indians
and that they would consider each

(Continued on Page 2)

5 La Crosse Theaters to Publix

La Crosse, Wis.—With confirma-
tion of the deal whereby Publix
takes over the operation of the Bi-

jou, Riviera, Strand, Majestic and
new Rivoli, it is announced that

Edwin Schwalbe will manage the

Bijou, Riviera and Strand. William
Freiss will handle the Majestic, an^
Harry E. Grampp will manage the
Rivoli.

New S. W. Circuit May Start
With House in San Antonio

Dallas—Reports that W. G. Un-
derwood has been dickering for a

big house in San Antonio, probably

the Empire, recently acquired by
Warners, is causing speculation here

over the possibility that this thea-

ter would form the nucleus of the

new circuit which H. H. Robb, Un-

derwood and Dave Bernbaum, thea-

ter financier, are understood to be

planning. Underwood enjoys close

contact with Warners and a deal is

believed logical in view of the fact

that the producer-circuit has de-

cided not to undertake further ex-

pansion in Texas.

Films Ordered Destroyed
by Owners Are Seized

in Bureau's Drive
Copyright Protection Bureau is

waging a war on "bootleg ex-
changes" which are selling prints of
pictures ordered destroyed by their
rightful owners, major distributors,
but which in various ways have es-

caped the junk pile. Working with
United States marshals, a number
of rolls of copyright film have been
seized during the past few days.
These conditions are reported as ex-

(Continued on Page 2)

ATLANTA THWTER MEN

KILL 2-0PE|lflT0R BILL

Atlanta—Following a hearing be-
fore the Committee on Electrical Af-
fairs, the ordinance sponsored by
operators for two men in a booth
was unanimously rejected. The con-
mittee also drafted a new bill legal-
izing motor-driven machines. J. R.
Rebb, Alpha Fowler, Love B. Har-
rell, Carter Barron and John Smith
were among the theater men who
appeared against the bill.

Unemployment Committee
Holds Meeting Today

A meeting of the Unemployment
Committee will be held in the Hays
Office at 11 o'clock this morning,
when proposals will be submitted
for coordinating the work of the
film industry with the general relief

program. It is expected that at

least 20 plans will be offered.

"Five Star Final" Tops

Winter Garden Record

Friday's receipts on "Five Star Final" at

the Winter Garden beat the record held by

"The Dawn Patrol" by $300. The "take"

was approximately $7,000. Manager Mor-
ton Levine was forced to keep the theater

open until 3:30 A. M. Saturday.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. UYg, 13 13
East. Kodak 131 126-^ 1263^ — 4^
Fox Fm. "A" 12^ 12^ \2Vi — li
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 2f^ 2J4 2^ — ^
Loew's, Inc 48M 46% 46ji — 1J4
Paramount 22J^ 21^ 21^ — %
Pathe Exch. "A".. 5^ 5 5 — K
RKO "A" 13% UVi \iV» — H
Warner Bros 10 9J| 9J4 — ?4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 3M 3J4 3J4 — 5i

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 21 20 20 — K
Paramount 6s 47.. 83 83 83
Par. By. 5Hs51. .101J4 101% 101% — Vk

Pathe 7s37 90 89% 90
Warner's 6s39 59 58 58 — 1

Heads Woman's Bureau at Fox
Fox has appointed Mrs. Grace Al-

len Bangs as director of the new
Women's Bureau of the Fox Educa-
tional Department. Mrs. Bangs
will give a visual education demon-
stration at the Astor Hotel on Sept,

30 in connection with the exposition

of Women's Arts and Industries, of

which she is vice-chairman.

I J, £ Brulatour* Inc. |

«; «>

t*5 Chicago Hollywood $>
' 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica t*
j-j CALumet 3692 Blvd. Vt' HOLlywood 4121 t'j

v *

Tlie Broadi%^ay Parade
(Week of September 11)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"My Sin" Paramount Paramount
"This Modern Age" (2nd week) M-G-M Capitol

"Merely Mary Ann" Fox Roxy
"Caught Plastered" RKO . Mayfair
"Dreyfus Case" (3rd week) Columbia Warner
"I Like Your Nerve" First National Strand

EXTENDED RUNS
"Five Star Final" First National Winter Garden
"Street Scene" (3rd week) United Artists Rivoli

"Bought" (5th week) Warner Bros Hollywood
"Waterloo Bridge" (2nd week) Universal Cameo

$2 RUNS
"The Guardsman" M-G-M Astor
"An American Tragedy" (6th week) Paramount Criterion

FOREIGN PICTURES
"Zwei Herzen" (49th week) Assoc. Cine, of America. Europa
"Das Alte Lied" Henry Kaufmann Belmont
"Das Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari" Protex Trading Co Little Carnegie
"Student Song of Heidelberg" Ufa Cosmopolitan
"Der Hampelmann" (2nd week) Tobis-American Eighth St.

FUTURE OPENINGS
"Alexander Hamilton" (Sept. 16) Warner Bros Hollywood
"Kararaazov" (Sept. 18) Tobis-American Vanderbilt
"The Pagan Lady" (Sept. 19) Columbia .. B. S. Moss
"Lindenwirtin vom Rhein" (Sept. 23) Assoc. Cine, of America. Europa
"Palmy Days" (Sept. 24) United Artists Rialto

War Is Being Waged
On Bootleg Exchanges

(.Continued from Page 1)

isting in New York, Cincinnati, De-
troit, Indianapolis, Philadelphia,
Newark and other cities.

Bootleg prints, it is said, have
been stored and distributed in com-
plete disregard for the fire laws. A
haul of 1,600 rolls of film owned by
Pathe was recently made in New
Jersey and a suit for damages in-

stituted. A seizure has been made
in theaters at Irvington, N. J.,

Brooklyn and Philadelphia and in

the vaults of an exchange in New
York.

Back to Film Selling

Is Harwood's Advice
(.Continued from Page 1)

Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors' Ass'n,
to independent theater owners who
are wondering how to meet the low-
ered admission scale announced by
Loew. The trouble with theater
business in most sections is that ex-
hibs have gone too far on incidental
attractions and stimulants that
eventually react unfavorably against
the backbone of drawing power, the
feature film, declares Harwood.

"Silence" Opens Colonial

"Silence" has been booked as the
opening attraction for RKO's Co-
lonial, starting Sept. 19. The house
will operate on a straight picture

policy, playing Radio, RKO Pathe,
Paramount and Universal pictures.

Baseball Shorts from T.P.E.

Talking Picture Epics will release

a series of baseball short subjects

entitled "Big League Baseball," in

which leading big league players

will explain how to play their favor-

ite positions on the diamond. First

subject is "Pitching Form," featur-

ing Lefty Grove, Athletic hurler.

Better Understandings
Is Aim of Committee
{Continued from Page 1)

buyer's problem on its merits. He
extended through the committee an
invitation to all theater owners who
had a justifiable complaint to pre-
sent their case and he felt that they
would reach an understanding that
would eventuate in a contract. He
further stated that he was pre-
pared to justify any clauses in the
contract that theater owners felt

woj'e not fair."

Dealer Distribution

On New RCA Portable
Dealer distribution, along with

RCA Photophone's own sales organ-
ization, will be employed in intro-
ducing the new portable sound re-

producing unit now being put out
by Photophone primarily for the
educational and industrial fields.

S. K. Wolf Honored
S. K. Wolf, director of the acoustic

consulting service of Electrical Re-
search Products, has been elected a
Fellow of the Acoustic Society of
America. He has also been appoint-
ed a member of the society's stand-
ardization committee.

7 Midland Houses Reopen
Kansas City—Fox Midland has

reopened or is reopening the follow-
ing houses after summer closing:

Sedalia, Sedalia, Mo.; Plaza, Brook-
field, Mo.; Plaza, Chanute, Kan.;
strand, Salina, Kan.; Fourth Street,

Moberly, Mo.: Palace, El Dorado,
Kan.; Royal, Atchison, Kan.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Ratet

Powers CInephone Eauipment Corporation

723-7TH AVE.. N. V. BRYANT 9-6067

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today:

Sept. 17:

Sept. 24:

Sept 25:

Sept 21-26

Sept. 28-30:

Oct. 1:

Oct. 4-6:

Oct. 5-8:

Oct. 31:

Nov. 4:

Meeting of the Hays Unemploy-
ment Relief Committee at the
M.P.P.D.A, offices. New York.
Annual meeting of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of North Carolina,
Sir Walter Hotel, Raleigh, N.C.
Convention of Philadelphia M.
P. T. O., at the Hotel Adel-
phia, Philadelphia.

Convention of M. P. T. O. of
Eastern Penna. Southern New
Jersey and Delaware, Philadel-
phia.

"The Exhibitor" annual golf tour-
nament at Lu Lu Country Club,
Philadelphia.

: National 16 mm. motion picture !

exposition, Hotel Victoria, New
York.

French Educational Film Con-
gress, Paris.

Hispano - American Motion Pic-
ture Congress, Madrid, Spain.

Eleventh Annual Convention ol
M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsyl-
vania, Hotel Henry, Pittsburgh.

Fall meeting of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, New
Ocean House, Swampscott,
Mass.

Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.

Annual Awards Dinner of Aca-
demy of M. P. Arts & Sciences.
Hollywood.

Three More Weiss Franchises
Three more ' distributing franchi-

ses have been released by Weiss
Bros., for the entire Artclass 1931-
32 output of 23 features. Nat Stein-
berg and Barney Rosenthal of Pre-
mier Pictures will distribute in St.
Louis territory, and Jack Adams of
Allied films, Dallas, has contracted
to distribute the product in Texas,
Oklahoma and Arkansas. Talking
Picture Epics has also taken the
Artclass line-up for distribution
throughout the entire southern ter-
ritory.

G. V. T. Burgess Joins Erpi

G. V. T. Burgess has been added
to the staff of S. K. Wolf, director
of the acoustic consulting service of
Electrical Research Products. Be-
cause of his expert knowledge of
building construction acquired as a
partner of the McGraw Construction
Co., Burgess will specialize in the
application of acoustic principles to

construction work.

Charles Glickaux Dies

Kansas City—Charles Glickaux,
64, exploitation representative for
the local M-G-M branch, died Sept.
9 in Omaha. Burial was in Chi-

;

cago.

COLOR NEGATIVES
Producers make own Color Negatives

with By-Pack,

Color in Red-Ortho Negatives may be
removed or altered to complementary
color.

Write DU CHROME FILM SYSTEM, Ltd.

"Specialists in Color"
6723 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.



Playing up the Universal is abet-[
ting the Luxer's bid for originality.

McNanie© is the ace of talking
screen reporters. That smcei-ity

which rings out in his voice carries

him through the highs and lows oi

description. When otners in prac-
tically all of the reels that try the
reporter angle do tne j\iciNamee

imitation the same registers com-
lis Kina ofcolorless.

Iv^cSranEoSrKffi^Ts injurions to any
subject on the screen. That ab-

sence of feeling, or forced emotion,

the obvious effort to copy the Mc-
Namee voice shadings and adjective

splashes, wisecracking of the kind

that is chiefly composed of stale

bromides—those are a few of the

things most of the other talking

scribes should think over.

VARIETY says
EFFORTS TO
IMITATE McNAMEE
ARE "COLORLESS

//

for Originality

for Cleverness

for Audience Appeal

YouVe simply got to have
UNIVERSAL'S GREAT NEWSREEL

with

GRAHAM McNAMEE
the Ace of Talking Reporters
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K'Little
from 'Lots'*

^By RALPH WILK,

HOLLYWOOD
VfORLEY DRURY, ex-football

star of the University of

Southern California and now a Los
Angeles broker, plays a prominent
role in the second "Torchy" comedy
featuring Ray Cooke, Drury worked
with Cooke in several pictures at

M-G-M. C. C. Burr is producing
and directing the "Torchy" com-
edies.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Robert Lord, Walter
DeLeon, William Collier, Sr., Hans Kraly,

Cliff Edwards, Harold Lipsitz, Dell Hender-
son, Bert Siebel at "Ada Beats the Drum."

* * *

Philip Moore of the Fox casting

office, not content with being one of

the best tennis players in the film

colony, is devoting much of his spare

time to painting. He recently had
an exhibit of his pencil paintings

shown at the Stendahl Art Galleries.

Among those who viewed his work
were Sid Grauman, Jean Harlow,

Maureen O'Sullivan, Dorothy Sebas-

tian, Paul Perez and Lucille Powers.
* * *

Sid Ziff, sporting editor of the Los An-

geles Express, declares the "yes" man did

not originate with the hirelings of motion

picture directors. "Thousands of years ago

when the first Neanderthal man began knock-

ing in the konks of his neighbors he prob-

ably was surrounded by 'yes' men," Ziff

writes. "These were the originators of the

most familiar 'yes' men known to the pres-

ent world, the guys who hang around a

prominent box-fighter."
* # *

Universal has decided on "Reck-

less Living" as the final title for the

adaptation of the stage play, "The
Up and Up," which has been filmed

under the working title of "Twenty
Grand." Cast includes Ricardo Cor-

tez, Mae Clarke, Norman Foster,

Slim Summerville, Marie Prevost

and Pauline Moore. Cyril Gardner

directed.
* * *

COLUMBIA has signed Claude AUister

and Donald Dillaway for "The Gilded Cage,"

formerly called "Gallagher," which is near-

ing completion under Frank Capra. .. .Sid-

ney Bracey and Charles Middleton are late

additions to the cast of "A Dangerous Af-

fair," the Jack Holt-Ralph Graves vehicle

.... Sally Blane, Polly Ann Young and Lo-
retta Young, three sisters, are appearing to-

gether for the first time on the Columbia
lot; Sally in the Holt-Graves picture, Polly

Ann in Tim McCoy's new western, and Lo-
retta in "The Gilded Cage."

* * *

Frankie Darrow has been engaged
by Nat Levine, president of Mascot
Pictures Corp., for "The Lightning
Warrior."

COMING & GOING

CHARLES KRANZ, special representative

of Weiss Bros. Artclass Pictures in the Pitts-

burgh, Cleveland, Detroit, and Cincinnati

territories, has arrived in New York for a

week's stay.

WINFIELD SHEEHAN is due in New
York early this week from the coast.

DORIS KENYON, who arrived in New
York from Europe in the He de France last

week, will start for California today.

MILLARD WEBB and his wife, MARY
E-A-TON, have returned from abroad.

KENT DOUGLAS has returned from

HoUywood to accept a stage engagement

here.

• • • CARL LAEMMLE looks as healthy as his gross
from "All Quiet on the Western Front" that trip to his

homeland did him plenty of good Saturday he was la-

menting the hundreds of miles between him and his grand-

daughter, Carla Laemmle Bergerman, who was celebrating

her first birthday that is, in her own infant way-
out Hollywood way Universal's daddy sez he'll remain

in Gothamtown for two weeks and then bag and baggage
Coastward for a month's stay And then back to New
York until December and thence to the Coast again

And is he happy over "East of Borneo" and "Waterloo Bridge."
* * * *

• • • FRANK BUCK, who does most of his shooting with
a camera, has found enough time to write a postcard bearing
the postmark of Palainbanb, Sumatra which is some-
thing of a sleeper jump from N. Y. C He informs the
Van Beuren outfit that he extracted from the jungle a couple of

big pythons, some monks and birds Well, as far as

we're concerned, he's welcome to 'em
* * * *

• • • DYNAMIC JACK WARNER (the word "dynamic"
is suplied by a mugg named Webster) is on the records as say-
ing that his son, Jackie, is an unusual young feller

Because, according to his exec father, the young man doesn't
want to become a writer To which the Senior Warner
sez piously, "Thank Gawd." Over in India you can still

buy ready-made letters to send to your favorite fillum celeb

Their text is an eulogistic rave about the art and
beauty of the player and all you have to do is sign your name
or mark and address it it's an English-saving device.

* * * *

• • • DAMCLEVER these publicity muggs woC
with Sam Warshawsky selling a play to Brady and Val
Lewton of Emgeeem now working on his second novel
not to speak of Howard Dietz Mike Simmons
and a score more who author tomes but have only seen Green-
wich village from the dirty window of a sightseein' bus
NOW comes along handsome John Moynihan who
works behind an eyebrow-mustache in Radio Pics pub-
licity department John has novelized the screen play,
"Are These Our Children?" bein' in sympathy with the
theme and has he made it interestin' and breezy

and while we're admirin' the cover to the book
we cast our glims on the name of Gene Widhoff another
mugg who works for Radio in the art department
as bein' responsible for the jacket design and as we
pass Hy Daab looks up from a book on swimming in-

structions to ask as he points to his publicity muggs
"Are These Our Children ? "

* * * *

• • • THIS ONE comes from our correspondent in
the Holy Land who cannot tell a fib he sez it
happened during the week that "Madam X" was playing the
Cinema Eindor of Haifa in Palestine a woman appeared
in the district court to complain against her former
husband who has the custody of their son but
who refused to permit her to see the child "Have You
Seen 'Madam X'?" sez the magistrate to the erring husband

"No, your honor," sez the mugg "Well, go see
it," sez the highness, "and you will realize your folly"
which all goes to make us realize that out of all the
publicity snoops in this world we are the only one to
put over this scoop

* * * *

• • • AND WHILE we were figurin' out what we are go-
ing to say to George Coxey our insurance hound
about not bein' able to pay this quarter's premium we
come across news that Jesse Lasky Adolph Zukor
Joseph M. Schenck and William Fox continue to

hold their lead among the most heavily insured Americans
when Fox sez "Finis" his estate will increase $6,500,000.

« « « » » »

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^ By HARRY N. BLAIR ^i^

JOHN W. GREEN, whose remark-
J able musical scores added much
to the success of "My Sin" and
"Secrets of a Secretary," is compos-
ing most of the tunes for "Here
Goes the Bride," Peter Arno's new
Broadway musical. Edward Hey-
man, who collaborates with Green,
will write lyrics for the entire score,

Adolph Deutsch, formerly of Para-
mount, will conduct and the prin-

cipal feminine role will be played by
Audray Dale, wife of Casey Robin-
son, Paramount writer-director.

Jack Haley is appearing in two
places on Broadway at the same
time. In addition to starring in the
new musical comedy, "Free for All,"

at the Manhattan theater, he can
also be seen at the Hollywood the-

ater, one block away, in "Success,"
his latest Vitaphone short.

Friday, besides being one of the
hottest days of the year, was banner
day at the Paramount New York
studio with 200 extras employed in

a costume ball setting on "The
Cheat" stage and two other com-
panies busy making "Blind Cargo,"
with Claudette Colbert and Gary
Cooper, and "All Sealed Up," an Al
St. John short.

Sam Sax, head of the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studio, has signed pretty
little Arline Dinitz, aged five, to
play the role of Marjorie Jones in
the Booth Tarkington series of
juvenile films now being made un-
der the direction of Roy Mack.

The Vitaphone studio is a busy
place these days. While Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Norworth were making
"The Naggers' Anniversary" on one
stage, an elaborate fashion review

\

with a seven-piece orchestra was be-

ing filmed on another stage for a
Warner Bros. Industrial film. At the
same time, rehearsals were under
way for "Play Ball," second of the
Tarkingtoyi juvenile shorts.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishei and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-

bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays;

September 14
Phil Reisman
Alfred Santell
Joseph Keenan
Robert Florey
Don Ryan
Betty Caldwell
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Maryland Exhib Unit Lifts Ban on M-G-M, Para.

COMERFORD-FOX THEATER DEAlTlS OFF

Average Film Cost of $200,000 Urged by M.P.T.O.

Chatter
—on a string

ByJACKALICOATE
This is TWENTIETH anniversary

month for PARAMOUNT ... A for-

mer OUTSTANDING theater archi-

tect is now DOOR MAN at a de-

luxer . . .Why this RAP at MGM
when their product has kept MANY
a picture house alive? . . . Some of

the SMART boys see a trend in the
new three-frog POLICY of Earl
Carroll . . . As long as they click at
the BO outstanding stars will con-
tinue to draw down heavy honey . . .

With TEN productions on the
MENU, Paramount, L. I. studio has
no intention of folding . . . Quick
SUCCESS usually means QUICK
oblivion in pictures . . . STREET
SCENE is a lulu.

B. 0. skinner, Ohio censor chief,

will allow anything to be shown in

newsreels that is printed by the
daily press . . . FIVE STAR FINAL
looks like plenty of mone / . . JACK
Shapiro who built the nev U is

a GREAT little guy . . -e's

GOOD pictures PLENTY on the
way . . . ARTIE stebbins has lost

his putting touch . . . It's about
TIME for a good screen musical to

CRASH thru . . . WONDER what's
happened to MONS. chaplin and a
certain MR. lloyd.

Downtown PARKING problem be-
ing solved by theater operators tak-
ing over GARAGES. Probably
charge an iron mafi for parking and
throw in the SHOW free . . . Never
saw WILL hays more GENUINELY
enthusiastic about anything than
the unemployment program . . .

THE GUARDSMAN is a classy bit

. The easiest of mental GYMNAS-
TICS is destructive criticism . . .

There should be a wailing WALL
against which all BAD and SILLY
little shorts would be shot at sun-
rise.

High Outlay No Assurance
of B.O. Value, Exhib

Unit Declares
Bringing negative costs down to

an average of $200,000 for each
picture, instead of $300,000 and
$400,000, as a step toward cutting
the cost to the exhibitor and mak-
ing it possible for him to do busi-

ness under present economic condi-
tions, is urged in a bulletin issued
yesterday by the M.P.T.O. of East-
ern Penna., Southern N. J. and

(Continued on Page 6)

CONTINUING CONMIHEE

MEETS AGAIN THURSDAY

Meeting of the exhibitor continu-
ing committee, which originated at
the recent protest meeting in New
York, is planned for Thursday at

the office of Wilmer & Vincent, it

(Continued on Page 6)

Ruth Roland Planning
Indie Talker Serial

Ruth Roland, former serial queen,
plans to make a talking chapter
screen play with ind*""^ indent capital.

She will start p'" lon upon com-
pleting her tour with Ruth Roland
in Fanchon & Marco's cozy corner.

Giving Bigger Value

To Maintain Prices

Cleveland— Instead of cutting its scale

to meet the general reduction in admis-

sion prices, the RKO Palace is giving a

bigger show. Maurice Spitalny has been

signed as orchestra leader with an en-

larged symphony orchestra, and Joe Vero

is now offering special organ numbers in

addition to the regular program of vaude-

ville and pictures.

Acquisition of 32 Schine
Upstate Houses

Hits Snag
Deal under which M. E. Comer-

ford circuit and Publix would ac-
quire 32 upstate New York houses
from Fox is understood to have defi-

nitely fallen through. Each circuit

was to have acquired a 50 per cent
interest in the former Schine the-
aters under an operating arrange-
ment.

Less Art and More Vital Themes

Advocated by Jack Cohn of Columbia
Less art and more down-to-facts

themes will bring box office receipts

to an average of normal business or

better. Jack Cohn of Columbia told

the Film Daily yesterday on his re-

tui-n from the coast. "Producers are
(Continued on Page 6)

E. S. Gregg is Slated

For ERPI Division Post
1.. S. Gregg, formerly manager

for Electrical Research in Great
Britain, is slated for a post as di-

vision manager in this country. He
has been at the home office for some
months. Other personnel changes
are understood to be pending.

Ban on M-G-Mand Paramount
Lifted by Maryland M. P. T. O.

Managerial Efficiency

Now at Highest Level

Efficiency of managers throughout the

circuit is now higher, on an average, than

ever before, says Jack Barry, director of

personnel for Publix, on his return from an

extensive field trip. Necessity of bringing

operation in line with new conditions has

been a factor in this development.

Baltimore—For reasons not an-
nounced, the M.P.T.O. of Maryland
has released its members from the
resolution passed June 11 commit-
ting them to a boycott of all pic-

tures produced by M-G-M and Para-
mount. The boycott was the off-

shoot of the exhibitors' determina-
tion to fight the leasing of films on
a percentage basis. It is under-
stood that a majority of the exhibi-
tors will keep on fighting for a flat

rental basis.

TEXAS Any. GENERAL

MAY PROBE RESTRAINT

Dallas—Investigation of certain
theater organizations, including pro-
ducers as well as theater operators,
for alleged restraint of trade tactics
is reported to be under considera-
tion by the attorney general's office.

The probe comes in the general
move to bring all classes of busi-
ness and industry in Texas in line
with the state's anti-trust laws.

L. M. Threet, operator of the
Texan in Lufkin, and W. H. Bow-
ers, operator of the Victory at Hen-

(Continued on Page 6)

Stage Co-Operative Show
By and for Unemployed

"March of the Unemployed," a coopera-

tive musical revue for the benefit of un-

employed, with a big cast composed largely

of heads of families who are out of work,

is being given tonight and tomorrow night

in addition to the regular show at the

Tuxedo, Brighton Beach. Proceeds will go

to the unemployed participants. Rugoff &
Becker, owners of the theater, are re-

sponsible for the idea.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Con. Fm. Ind. . . 6}4 6 6 —
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 13}4 13 li% +
East. Kodak 126J4 122J4 123}4 —
Fox Fm. "A" ... 1254 H^ 12^ —
Gen. Th. Eq.(new) 2J4 25i 2J4 .

Loew's, Inc 46^4 46 46?^ —
do pfd 91 91 91 —
Paramount 2154 19K 20 —
Fathe Exch 1"4 IV* 1!4 •

do "A" 5 4Ji 4% —
RKO "A" 13^ 13 13 —
Warner Bros. ... 914 8^ 954 .

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Col. Pets. Vtc... 85^ 7-4 85i +
Fox Thea. "A" . 254 25^ 2!4 —
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. iVi 3H 3 54 —
Technicolor 5Ji SVi SYi —
Trans-Lux 4 354 354 —

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 20 19 19 —
Keith AG 6s 46. 65 65 65
Loew 6s 41ww .. 9654 9654 9654 —
Paramount 6s 47 . 83 82 82 —
Par. By. 5 54s 51.102 102 102 +
Par. 55/2S 50 .... 7454 73 73 —
Pathe 7s 37 ... 91 9054 9054 +
Warner's 6s 39 . 5854 55}4 565^ —

Net
Chg.

H
54

354
/2

Expect Dividend Cut
Reduction or omission of the Fox

dividend is expected at this week's
meeting, according to Wall Street
reports. Recent pressure on the
stock is said to be in anticipation
of such a development.
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Praise The Good
"...Why not a little constructive criticism? Why not official recognition upon

the part of the churches of those who like Mr. George Arliss are proving day by day

that there can be movies' which leave a wholesome taste in their wake? Why,
instead of wholesale denunciation, could there not be a praise for the good, endorse-

ment of the wholesome, and appreciation of the art of men who are holding on to

the real Ideals of the stage? Like in most everything else, wholesale criticism of

the 'movies' falls far short of the need of the situation—and accomplishes nothing;
whereas there is a real opportunity at hand, as in most everything else, to demonstrate
support of the good...." —Latrobe, Pa., Bulletin.

Unemployment Group
Continuing Confabs

Members of the Planning Com-
mittee appointed by Will H. Hays
to organize the industry's efforts in

regard to unemployment relief, will

continue in session for several days,

discussing ways and means of aid-

ing the general situation. At yes-

terday's meeting the following were
in attendance: Abram F. Myers,
M. A. Lightman, Walter Vincent,
George Akerson, Claude C. Ezell,

Charles Rosenzweig, Courtland
Smith, Edward Finney, H. J. Yates
and Jack Alicoate.

Three Years to Complete
Publix Building Plans

London—About three years will

be required to complete the building
plans which Paramount Publix has
mapped out, it was stated by Eugene
Zukor while here.

Sims Leases Orangeburg House
Orangeburg, S. C.—J. L. Sims and

associates have leased the Orange-
burg City Auditorium, a modern
picture and road show house built

a few years ago at a cost of $150,-

000. Western Electric Sound equip-
ment will be installed.

German Newsreel House Opens
Berlin •— Germany's first newsreel

house, known as the Wochenschau,
has opened under the management
of Max Feldschuh. One of the fea-

tures is a Movietone newsreel in-

cluding items from all over the

world.

Vaudeville at Oriental, Chi.

Chicago—The Oriental has inaug-
urated a new policy, substituting
regular vaudeville for its usual
stage presentation. The dailies car-

ried ads playing up the vaudeville
portion of the bill. There were
packed houses on opening day.

American Seating Loss
American Seating Company re-

ports net loss of $190,740 after
taxes and charges in the six months
to June 30, compared with net loss

of $161,394 in the first half last

year. For the June quarter the net
loss was $94,515, compared with net
loss of $52,934 in the second quar-
ter last year.

Expedition Using Colorcraft
Colorcraft film is being used by

the American Polar Expedition
which is now working out of a base
at Port Churchill, Canada, under
Captain Flavel M. Williams, in an
effort to take motion pictures of the
aurora borealis in natural colors.

2 Chi. Houses Bombed
In Union Controversy

Chicago—Two independent houses,
the Austin and Hamlin, part of the
group of more than 100 that re-
cently imported projectionists to
take the place of the local union
men, were bombed yesterday. The
missiles did not explode near enough
to do much damage. Last week
Judge Kavanagh issued an injunc-
tion restraining members of the
Operators' Union from picketing or
otherwise molesting the indie
houses.

Fordan-Silverman After
Four More Fox Theaters
Lou Fordan and Max Silverman

are understood to be negotiating
for four more Fox houses in the
Bronx. They are: Audubon, Cro-
tona. Park Plaza and Valentine.
The Fordan-Silverman combination
recently acquired three from Fox in

this locality.

Laurel-Hardy Four-Reeler
"Beau Hunks," Laurel and

Hardy's newest comedy, will be re-

leased as a four-reeler by M-G-M,
but included in the series of eight
originally scheduled as two-reelers.

Arliss Returns Next Month
George Arliss is due to return

from England on the Olympic the
first of next month. He will go di-

rect to the Warner studios in Holly-
wood to start on "A Successful
Calamity."

Week-End Records Smashed
All week-end records at the Win-

ter Garden were smashed by "Five
Star Final," the Warner offices re-

port. The ten grand figures set

by "Dawn Patrol" and "Office Wife"
for a single day were topped.

Gould Handling Moss Publicity
Simon Gould is handling publicity

for the Moss Broadway.

USEESAll-PLAYSAlLI

NIVER.SAL

SOUNDf^
35MM PORTABLE
PkOJECTORrFULLAC
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Universal Sound System, Inc.
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13 & Cherry Sts. 1560 Broadway
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THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Sept.

Sept.

Sept.

Sept.

Sept.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Nov.

17: Annual meeting of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of North Carolina,
Sir Walter Hotel, Raleigh, N.C.

24: Convention of Philadelphia M.
P. T. O., at the Hotel Adel-
phia, Philadelphia.

Convention of M. P. T. O. of
Eastern Penna. Southern New
Jersey and Delaware, Philadel-
phia.

25: "The Exhibitor" annual golf tour-
nament at Lu Lu Country Club,
Philadelphia.

21-26: National 16 mm. motion picture
exposition. Hotel Victoria, New
York.

28-30: French Educational Film Con-
gress, Paris.

1

:

Hispano - American Motion Pic-
ture Congress, Madrid. Spain.

4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention ol
M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsyl-
vania, Hotel Henry, Pittsburgh.

5-8: Fall meeting of the Society oi
Motion Picture Engineers, New
Ocean House, Swampscott,
Mass.

31 : Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.

4: Annual Awards Dinner of Aca-
demy of M. P. Arts A Sciencet
Hollywood.

Edmund Loews Going Abroad
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Edmund Lowe and

Lilyan Tashman (Mrs. Lowe) leave
shortly for New York, from which
port they will sail Sept. 29 on the
Europa for an extended tour abroad.

Warners Add Pittsburgh House
Pittsburgh—Warner Bros, have

taken over the Model, neighborhood
house, adding it to the local circuit
now under the direction of John
Harris, zone manager. Norman
Bailey is to manage the house.

GEVAECT
CAWSTCCr

15 & 35 MM
B & W and Colors

UNIFORM—BRILLIANT
FINE GRAIN—DURABLE
The Gevaert Company of

America, Inc.
423 W. 5Sth St. 413-21 No. State St.

N. Y. C. Chicago
Originators of the Tinted Base

M. P. Film



Laughing days

are here

u

MARX BROTHERS
in their latest box-office clean-up

MONKEY BUSINESS
^^ It won't be long now! The four

mad, merry money-makers are

headed straight for your box-oflfice.

Every line, every gag a brand new

riot of fun. Positively the greatest

audience picture in years. Another
mighty S. R. O. natural from Motion
Picture Headquarters.

PARAMOUNT
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7 FILMS IN PREPARATION

AT RADIO PICTURES STUDIO

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Seven features are

currently in preparation at the Ra-

dio Pictures studio. The list in-

cludes: "Peach o'Reno", by Tim
Whelan, to be directed by William

Seiter, with Bert "Wheeler, Robert

Woolsey, Dorothy Lee, Kitty Kelly

and Joseph Cawthorne; "The Dove",

from Willard Mack's stage success,

to star Dolores Del Rio under di-

rection of Herbert Brenon; "Ladies

of the Jury", from the play by Fred
Ballard, to feature Edna May Oli-

ver; "Daughter of Joy", original by
John Howard Lawson, to feature

Mary Astor under Herbert Brenon's
direction; "Boulder Dam", centered
around the locale of the govern-
ment's great engineering enterprise,

written by Myles Connolly and
adapted by Bernard Schubert, with
Paul Sloane slated to direct; "The
Lost Squadron", from the biography
of a daredevil flyer written by Dick
Grace and to be directed by Paul
Sloane, with Pat O'Brien, Erich von
Stroheim and Dick Grace; "Pickup",
tentative title for a story by Louis
Weitzenkorn, author of "Five Star

Final." Wallace Smith is doing the

adaptation for director George Ar-
chainbaud, with Mary Astor, Ricardo
Cortez, Robert Ames and Kitty Kel-

ly already assigned for featured
roles.

"Penthouse," temporary title of

the Hope Williams picture, is in re-

hearsal, with Joel McCrea, John Hal-
liday and Hugh Herbert in the cast.

William Seiter is directing "Other
People's Business", the "Seth Par-
ker" vehicle, while "Consolation
Marriage" and "Are These Our
Children?" are in the cutting room.

Harry Karp At Milwaukee Strand
Milwaukee—Harry Karp, who was

connected with Fox Midwesco a
number of years ago and more re-

cently manager of Warners' Juneau,
has returned to manage the cir-

cuit's Strand here. He succeeds
Roger Dawson, who becomes man-
ager of the Fox Midwesco's Palace.
Leonard Howard, who has been con-
nected with the circuit's Wisconsin
Theater here, has been named man-
ager of the Miller and Princess.

Harold Dunn Leaves for Japan
Philadelphia—Harold Dunn, for-

merly Pittsburgh branch manager
for Warners and later with the com-
pany's real estate department here,
has left for Japan to assume man-
agerial duties for the firm there.

Justifier

Cleveland—Overheard in the Allen
lobby after a performance of "An
American Tragedy."

"If Lionel Barrymore had been
that boy's lawyer, he would never
have been convicted."

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
W/"ALTER FUTTER and Dr.

Frank Nolan have returned
from a fishing trip at Ensenada.
They caught octoupus, barracuda,
bass, yellow tail. They also caught
a 150-pound shark, but returned it

to its watery home.
* * *

Lloyd A. French and Nat Perrin are writ-

ing an original for Rosco Ates, which will be

produced by Louis Brock for release through
RKO. French will direct the comedy.

* * *

Byron Morgan, who achieved his

first screen writing success through
authoring many of Wallace Reid's

racing stories, has been borrowed by
Paramount from M-G-M, to work
on an unannounced story. Morgan
started film work in 1918, through
a number of his Saturday Evening
Post stories being bought by Par-
amount.

* * *

PARAMOUNT has assigned Pat Somerset
to the Ruth Chatterton film, "Once A Lady"

..George Irving. William Orlamond and
Tulia Swayne Gordon will appear in "The
Man I Killed" Howard Jones, U. of So.
Calif, football coach, and Jim Thorpe, the
Carlisle Indian star of years ago, have roles

in "Touchdowm" . . Wynne Gibson, Adrienne
Ames and John Halliday will appear in

"Husband's Holiday" with Clive Brook,
Vivienne Osborn and Juliette Compton under
the direction of Robert Milton Wally
Albrieht, Jr., has been added to the "Jekyll-
Hyde" cast.

* * *

Previous to starting for his Eu-
ropean trip, George Kann, who
owns a large collection of books
(when his friends are not keeping
his volumes), asked for the return
of the books he had loaned. Fifty
books were returned to George, in-

cluding two from the writer.
* * *

FIRST NATIONAL is using John Wray
in "Safe in Hell," the new Dorothy Mackaill
nicture. before he appears in "I Spy" with
Lil Dagover, who has just arrived on the
coast. . Russell Powell, Harry Holman and
Frank Darian are late additions to the cast
of "Her Majesty, Love," starring Marilyn
Miller.

'

* * *

Mr. and Mfs. Anthony Jowitt
have returned to their Beverly Hills
home following an extensive tour
of Europe. In private life, Mrs.
Jowitt is Doris Anderson, well
known scenario writer. She was
ereeted with the news that "The
Better Graft," a three-act stage
play, which she wrote in collabora-
tion with Joseph Jackson, has been
accepted by Arthur Greville Collins,
who will leave this week for New
York to put it into production im-
mediately.

* * *

FOX has signed Jeanette Gegna for
"De'icious." Gaynor-Farrell film... Elda
Vokel, who has been playing in the coast
legit version of "The Greeks Had a Word
fir It," returns to the Fox lot shortly for
"Young America," which John Ford will
direct. .. .Sally Filers has been assigned the
lead in "Devil's Lottery," to be directed by
Hamilton McFadden Alexander Kirkland
and William Pawley also are in it,

* * *

Connie Lewis, sister of Lois Wil-
son, played an important role in the
third "Torchy" comedy, featuring
Ray Cooke and directed by C. C.

Burr. Miss Lewis is a sister of
Diana Kane, who played in the si-

lent "Torchy" subjects and who is

now married to George Fitzmaurice,
the director.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Mauri Grashin, James
Frank and Max and Arthur Alexander play-
ing tennis: Hugh Cummings motoring to the

RKO studios.

Lloyd Knechtel is handling special
"amera eff'ects on "Are These Our
Children?" which was directed by
Wesley Ruggles. Knechtel also han-
Hed special camera effects on "The
Gay Diplomat" and "Secret Ser-

Rouben Mamoulian, who directed "City
Streets" and "Applause," is busy directing

"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" at Paramount.
* *

Sascha Lautman, noted Polish
artist, is painting a portrait of Sallv
Blane. He painted Patsy Ruth Mil-
ler and Carmel Myers and will also
use Laura La Plante as a subject.

* * *

An informal reunion of picture pioneers was
held at Columbia, where Jack Cohn is gather-
ing data concerning early developing and
printing methods. The information will be

used in combating a patent infringement suit

to be heard in California courts. Cohn's
visitors included David Horsley, Joe Neill.

Hollywood manager for Lumiere, Jim Crosby,
"the daddy of the laboratory business," who
has been working with developing machines
since 1903, and C A. "Doc" Wallat, one of

the first independent producers.
* * *

Bv the way, Cohn's visitors were
in the business of making pictures
when the limit length of a piece of
fllm which could be developed at one
ime was about 50 feet. Tanks used
then were shorter than those now
used for "still" picture developing.
"Doc" Willat, incidentally, gave Jack
Cohn his first picture job in 1908.

* *

Here and There: Joe Traub showing Al
Singer, the fighter, points of interest at the
studios; Fred Kohlmar minus his dog.

* *

Robert Presnell, who wrote "Left
'^ver Ladies" for Tiffany, is vvTiting
the screen play and dialogue for
"Hullabaloo," which will be made by
RKO, with Ina Claire starred.
Presnell was with Paramount in the
East and has also worked for First
National and M-G-M.

* * *

Jack Donovan has completed an important
role in "The Modern Generation," at Colum-
bia. The picture was directed by Rowland
V. Lee,

* * *

Edwin L. Knopf will direct "Nice
Women" for Universal. Sidney Fox
will play a leading role.

* * *

Howard AnJerson, veteran trick camera-
man, is handling the process work on "Scar-
face," which stars Paul Muni and which was
directed by Howard Hawks.

* * *

Albert Herman Productions have
started shooting "The Sporting
Chance," first of the series of 16
features to be produced in 19.31-32.

Cast includes James Hall, Claudia
Dell, Buster Collier and Eugene
Jackson. Peerless Productions will
release the pictures.

PATHE'S TWO-REEL LINEUP

THREE-OUARTERS FINISHED

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Thirty-six of the 48

two-reelers on the RKO Pathe pro-
gram for 1931-32 have already been
completed by the comedy department
in the charge of Lew Lipton under
supervision of Charles R. Rogers.
Among the finished shorts are four
Masquers comedies, five in the Louis
John Bartels Traveling Man series,

six Benny Rubin comedies, five Mr.
Average Man shorts featuring Ed-
gar Kennedy, five Gay Girls sub-
jects, three Manhattan comedies fea-
turing Daphne Pollard and four
Frank McHugh shorts.

Dallas Operators Settle
Dallas—A new two-year contract

has been signed by local first-run

houses and the operators, who
agreed to a slight cut from $85 to

$77.50, with no change in number
of men in booths. Hughes-Franklin,
operating the Ritz, subsequent run,
has not yet settled.

"Trader Hound" Novelized
"Trader Hound," M-G-M's satir-

ical Dogville Comedy, has been nov-
elized and will be published by the
Lubin Press for sale in 5 and 10
cent stores. Books are expected to

be ready and delivered four weeks
in advance of release dates, for both
store and theater sales.

Gershwin's "Second Rhapsody"
George Gershwin has composed a

symphonic number for the Fox Film,
"Delicious," which he considers his

most ambitious effort since "Rhap-
sody in Blue." It is called "Second
Rhapsody" and will be heard for the
first time when the film is released.

W. E. Installations in Paris
Paris—Notable Western Electric

installations recently completed here-
abouts include the Ambassadors and
the Theatre Edouard VII in Paris
and the Majestic in Saint Germain,
the Theatre de Neuilly in Neuilly
and the Casino in Becon-les-Bruy-
eres.

Corianton Co. Fights Receivership
Salt Lake City—A supplemental

cross-complaint, asking that stock-
holders of the Corianton Co. be
ordered to show cause why a receiv-
er should not be appointed for the
ompany, was filed here this week
by Orestes U. Bean, one of the de-
fendants in an action brought
against the company management by
Flora B. Home, a stockholder. The
corporation was formed to produce
a motion picture based on Bean's
play, "Corianton."

Peripatetic

Harold B. Franklin is believed to

be the champion Holiywood-to-New
York commuter. In the past four

years he has averaged a transcon-

tinental trip every six weeks.



THE 1932
Film Daily

YEAR BOOK
has been

in Preparation
Since the first of the year

And notwithstanding the lull in business will reflect

The Optimism and Progress

of a Great Industry

By being:

MORE COMPREHENSIVE
MORE PRACTICAL
MORE INTERESTING
MORE WORTH WHILE

than ever before.
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$200,000 AVERAGE COST

URGED BY M. P. T. 0.

(Coitinued from Page 1)

Delaware, in connection with the
recent national protest meeting.
The contention that quality and

high production costs are synony-
mous is disproved by the numerous
expensive pictures that failed to

gross as much as many that cost

comparatively little, the bulletin

states,, and in some instances the
heavy outlays are due largely to

directors trying to outdo each other
in the size of budget they are able

to obtain for "super productions."
Regarding the producers' argu-

ment that "stars are worth the
fancy salaries they receive because
they bring in the business at the

box office—that answer is predicated
on the theory that the star alone is

responsible for the gross, which is

not true. Put a star in three con-

secutively poor pictures and that
star is definitely through as a draw-
ing card. The star is but one of the

contributing factors in the success

of a production. The star, cast in

a poor picture, will flop just as

surely as the top-notch picture with-
out any star will succeed and will

help to Tnake stars of the leading
players appearing in that attrac-

tion no matter how little known
they are. A picture makes the star

as frequently as the star makes the

picture."

The exhibitor unit declares that
the movement initiated at the Astor
Hotel meeting will be continued
until results are obtained.

Texas Atty. General
May Probe Restraint
(Continued from Page 1)

derson, have employed a brother of

the attorney general, who is a prom-
inent Texas attorney, to handle cer-

tain legal phases in connection with
a new purchase of product by these
two theaters.

COMING & GOING

SYLVIA SIDNEY is on her way back to

the coast to start work in Pararaount's
"Ladies of the Big House."

LEONARD KRIM of Mt. Clemens, Mich.,
and WILLIAM GUERINGER, formerly of

the Saenger Circuit in New Orleans, were
recent visitors at the Warner home offices.

EDWARD L. KLEIN sailed Saturday to

establish offices abroad for the handling of

independent pictures.

ALICE JOYCE arrived yesterday from
the coast by way of the Panama Canal.

JAMES V. RITCHEY, vice-president for
foreign activities of Monogram Pictures, has
left for a visit to London, Paris and Ber-
lin to close pending deals on product.

EDWIN H. (Buddy) MORRIS, vice-

president of the Music Publishers Holding
Corp., subsidiary of Warner Bros., has left

on a trip to the Coast.

JACK COHN, of Columbia, returned from
the coast yesterday.

MR. and MRS. JACK MULHALL are
in town.

Short Shots From Eastern Studios
By HARRY N. BLAIR

JyTARJORIE BEEBE is scheduled
to make her first Vitaphone

short this week at the Warner stu-
dios in Brooklyn.

Terry Carroll, sister of the fa-

mous Nancy, gave up her job as
stand-in for Tallulah Bankhead in

order to accept a role in a forthcom-
ing Broadway stage production.

An example of orderly and effi-

cient crowd handling was demon-
strated in a remarkable manner
when a group of well over 200 ex-
tras were required for an elaborate
costume ball scene in "The Cheat."
One hour after the extras had re-
ported for work they were made-up,
costumed and on the set, all ready
for work. Frank Heath and Fred
Scheld marshalled the crowd, ably
assisted by Herb Hayman and Ed-
die Baldwin.

Mary may hav had her little

lamb, but Tallulah Bankhead has
her portable phonograph. Like
Mary's lamb, everywhere that Tallu-
lah goes, the phonograph goes along
to provide lively tunes, mostly of a
jazz nature.

The latest beauty contest winner
to make a bid for movie fame via
the extra route is Sally Warren, a
blonde, who recently won first prize
in a contest held in Dlinois.

Bill Black, who has been playing
supporting roles in numerous pic-

tures made here for the past few
years, will depart for Hollywood
shortly, following an operation at
the Mayo Bros, clinic in Rochester,
Minn.

The music staff at Paramount's
New York studio, headed by Frank
Tours, with Phil Cohen handling
the business end, is equal to any oc-
casion. This is proved by their abil-

ity to furnish absolutely authentic
music for the Cambodian dance
staged by George Abbott and Ruth
St. Denis for an important scene in

"The Cheat." Instruments peculiar
to Cambodia were also obtained, at
the result of much effort and ex-
pense.

The Norworths, while on their
recent trip abroad, traveled to

Spitzbergen, within 400 miles of the

North Pole in an effort to keep cool.

Arriving there, they bundled up in

fur coats for a walk around the ice.

Here, they found the heat so intense
that all warm clothing had to be
shed, proving the statement of Rip-
ley in one of his "Believe It or
Not" Vitaphone shorts that "Ice-

bergs are hot and not cold." It

seems that the reflection of the sun's
rays on the ice produces an abnor-
mal heat.

"Southern India," second of E. M.
Newman's "Travel Talks," being
produced by Warner Bros., was com-
pleted this week at the Vitaphone
studio.

NEWS««OF«»THE«»DAy •

Columbus, O.—The Southern, a

1,200 seat downtown house, now be-

ing remodeled, will be operated by
the newly formed Southern The-
ater Co., Inc., of which John E.

Jones is president and H. H. Pal-

mer secretary. RCA Photophone is

being installed.

Louisville—Jack Boswell, former-
ly with the Keith interests, has been
appointed manager of the vaudeville

house of the Fourth Avenue Amuse-
ment Co. in Terre Haute, Ind.

Charlotte, N. C. — Publix an-
nounces the old Alhambra here is

to be practically newly equipped
throughout and is to be reopened
about Sept. 21 under the name of the
State.

Oakdale, La. — The Bailey has
been taken over by W. C. Garrett,
of Haslem, Tex., and the name of
the house changed to the Scout.
Beatrice Ober will continue as man-
ager.

St. Johns, N. B.—Staffs of the
local film exchanges held their fifth

annual picnic at Loch Lomond last
week, all arrangements having been
made by Miss Alice L. Fairweather
of the Maritime Film Board of
Trade.

Cleveland—Bryan D. Stoner, M-
G-M Buffalo booker, has been trans-
ferred here as feature booker, suc-
ceeding Leo Jones, who has joined
the Paul Gusdanovic circuit as the-
ater manager and booker.

Milwaukee—Distribution for Ul-
traphone in the Milwaukee territory
and southeastern Wisconsin has been
taken over by Charles Stone and
Sam Levinsohn. Levinsohn is an
officer of the Theater Seating &
Equipment Co.

Missouri Valley, Neb. — S. V.
Brown has announced the formal
opening of the Rialto to take place
next week. This will be Publix's
only competition in this town.

Toledo—Van Wyck Benner, dis-
trict sales manager for RCA Photo-
phone, has had the state of Michigan
added to his district. George H.

LESS W,MORE VITALITY

ADVOCATED BY JACK COHN

(Continued from Page 1)
beginning to realize that pictures
must be made for the people and not
for the gratification of an execu-
tive with an idealistic idea," said
Cohn. " 'Street Scene', 'The Star
Witness' and 'Fifty Fathoms Deep'
are e.xcellent examples of what the
public wants. Columbia fully real-
izes this condition and our pictures
will be of the human-interest type,
devoid of extreme 'arty' direction or
theme."

Continuing Committee
Meets Again Thursday

(Continued from Page 1)
was stated yesterday ' by Walter
Vincent, chairman. The M-G-M
percentage sales policy will be fur-
ther discussed and also the matter
of score charges.

Texas Escapes' Tax Measure
Dallas—Motion picture interests

of this state are relieved by action
of the Governor in calling off the
special session of the Legislature
which had been announced to devise
means of additional taxation.

Wiley, formerly in charge of the
Michigan territory, has been named
as assistant to Benner with head-
quarters in this city.

Detroit—Lillian Goldberg, opera-
tor of the Doric, plans to reopen the
house with pictures only.

Berkeley, Calif.—The Lorin, own-
ed by Kaliski-Harband Theater Co.,
will be remodelled at a cost of $20,-
000.

Viroqua, Wis.—The Viroqua Tem-
ple theater, operated for over 10
years by B. C. Brown, has been
taken over by Koppelberger & Stu-
art. F. L. Koppelberger Is general
manager of the La Crosse Theater*/
Co.

Milwaukee—F. R. Trottman, for
merly manager of the Gem, neigh-
borhood house, has taken over the
South Side Palace and reopened it

under the name of the Ace.

Winona, Minn. — Louis Roesneri
was injured in an automobile acci-1

dent recently. His legs were brokeni
and he sustained internal injuries.
Roesner operates the State and the
Winona in partnership with Pubfix.

M.P. Bas

nding

eball League

Sta of the Clu bs

W. L. Pet.

Columbia 11 1 917
RKO ... 9 2 818
ERPI .. 10 3 769
Warner 5 4 556
Fox ... .... 5 6 455
>athe . . 3 8 273
hJaticnal Theaters .... 3 11 214
RCA Ph )tophone .... 14 000
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TIMELY TOPICS

A Digest of

Current Opinions

€
star Names
and High Prices

JVrOT all of the blame for high

prices may be placed upon

the exchanges. The distributor,

occasionally, gets plenty of help

from the exhibitor who does not

figure properly at the time of

deals. Percentage advocates

draw a healthy argument from

some of the flat buy practices.

If an exhibitor pays a higher

price for one star than for an-

other because the distributor de-

sires him to, then the exhibitor

is only allowing himself to be

subject to a demand for a high

price when the lesser-priced star

hears of it. Stars have different

values, but, naturally, if the

business representative of one

star knows that another's pic-

tures command higher figures

from an exhibitor, that business
representative will seek to make
his star's price higher. On the

other hand, if a certain group
of pictures, without stars or

names, command a figure higher
than that of a star, it only leads

that same star to seek the high-

,
er figure for his own pictures.

This business gauges itself by
the top figure, not the lower one,

with the sky, apparently the

limit, as far as distribution re-

turns are concerned. It is silly

' to pay huge sums for pictures

which, on the surface, do not

1 contain either star or star-story.

Stars command a definite figure.

To assume that a group of spe-

cials, with no names, should get

top prices is an unsound theory

for exhibitors to adopt. An ex-

1 hibitor can blame no one but

I
himself if he allows himself to

I

believe otherwise.

I
—Jay Emanuel

Congratulates

:

KING VIDOR

for his pulsating direction of

the Samuel Goldwyn-United
Artists production,

"Street Scene"

No. 34 of 1931
*^Good Deeds"

Series

4LO
mm

• • • FREQUENTLY IT'S the actor, not the woman, who
pays and pays and pays in Chicago F'rinstance,

taKe the case of Georgie Jessel some time back Georgie
was playing a de luxer in that hamlet when a Guy With A
Tough Voice got him on the phone and asked him to do his en-

tertaining stuff at a food powwow that night in honor of Tim
McCoy the luminary politely vetoed the idea, alleging a

previous engagement But after the show three muggs,
with pans as hard as Portland cement, crashed into his dressing
room and Georgie decided to go along although he had
never heard of said Tim McCoy En route in the expen-
sive mechanical buggy he mustered up enough courage to ask
who was this guy McCoy "What's it to yuh?"
Which ended the Jessel inquisitiveness pronto

• • • ABOUT one thousand ginks and geezers, supplement-
ed by their girl f'rens, were out to do honor to Mister McCoy

or mebbe to save their lives and hearthsides

And still Georgie had no idea who this Mugg McCoy was
Anyhooooo, he mounted the rostrum and gave a rave about
Mister McCoy as being the Greatest Man in the World
the boy who wrote Lincoln's Gettysburg speech the bird
who stopped the World War And did he get applause

and not pineapples

* * * *

• • • RENE CARROLL, the world's most popular hat
check impresario, did a bit in a Vitaphone short at the Brooklyn
plant yesterday Gave a perfect performance checking
lids Courtesy of Sam Sax Add Things to Get
Excited About: Peggy Shannon, Paramount discovery, has long
red hair, sez the Paramount press dept Marion Marsh
was miked last eve Meaning she headlined for "The
Radio Newspaper of Hollywood," reproducing her big moment
of "Five Star Final," in which she makes the cheeks of the
tabloid's staff red by telling them what Every Tabloid Editor
Ought to Know

• • • GRAB SEARS, who looks more like a fillum celeb
than a fillum sales manager, got himself endorsed by Lil Dag-
over the other day The exotic star, after having given
him the once over several times, went on the records as stating
"Such Men Are Dangerous." And did Grad blush se-
riously he did not Donald Henderson Clarke is

enjoying the Westhampton ozone while pounding out another
best-seller His latest completed work, "Young and
Healthy," has just gone onto the book counters Val
Lewton, also of the Metro press organization, is ghosting
And how this boy Lewton can ghost and write other stuff as
well

• • • MARY PICKFORD has no idea of folding up as far
as pictures are concerned Sez Joe Schenck, out Holly-
wood way When she gets hold of the right story, the
Pickford moniker will start heading toward more marquee lights

If you want to believe Rian James, who columns Broad-
way and environs, "Love Is a Racket." That's the title

of his unpublished novel which First National has bought
You write your own answer From this observation post
it looks like women teams are becoming pop M-G-M has
been getting plenty of b. o. satisfaction from that IVfarie

Dressier-Polly Moran combo Now Fox is amalgamating
Sally Filers and Minna Gombel What a break for wim-
men players when the pictures went gabby

• • • CONGRESSIONAL dignity, so-called, took an awful
wallop at the Paramount Coast studio recently An as-
sistant director, failing to recognize U. S. Senator Gillett of
Mass., yelled: "Yeh, you, didn't you hear me say all beards on
the set? Now shake a leg and sit at a table with those two
women in the corner." If the two women were good-
looking it was no insult, sez we

« « « » » »

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)
New Gag for

Doorbell Hangers

'TpO advertise the engagement

of the "Man in Possession"

at the World, Kearney, Neb.,

Manager Rowan Miller pre-

pared a fake summons herald.

The kicker in the herald was

that it was dfstributed by a

doorbell hanging crew of college

students, who filled in the recipi-

ent's name in pen and ink to

make it look bonafide. The
names were obtained from the

mail boxes and by asking next-

door neighbors.

—World, Kearney, Nebr.

New Slant

On Classified Ads

^L GONSIOR, manager of

the Virginia, Champaign,
111., included an interesting

Questionnaire Contest on "Trad-

er Horn." The Urbana Courier

ran a classified Ad Questionnaire

contest on "Trader Horn," for

two days previous to the open-

ing of the picture at the Vir-

ginia. Questions pertaining to

certain incidents in the produc-
tion were placed among the

classified ads, and theater tick-

ets were awarded as prizes to

those patrons sending in the

most correct replies.

—Virginia, Champaign, III.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishef and con-

gratulation! are ex-

tended by T H K
FILM DAILY to the following mem-

bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

September 15
Leonard P. Grant

David Roice

John Slosson



IT'S A PLEASURE
to publicize the product of Action Pictures—newest addition to the ranks

of independent producers—along comes *'The SKy Spider"-^first of 24

features which Action Pictures will make this season—immediately the

trade and newspaper critics relieve Action Pictures' press agent of the

necessity for devising new ways of saying ''Great" and "MarvelOUS"""
shrewd picture judge Red Kann says "The 'Sky Spider' marks an
auspicious start for the ne^w company''—that's better than

"Great" or "Marvelous"—Regina Cre^ve in the New^ York
American states—"It Will Be Nicely Received"—thanks Regina
—Phil M. Daily considers "The Sky Spider" a "Very Enter-
taining Yarn"—and Irene [Star] Thirer reviewing forNe^wYork's
Daily News waxes enthusiastic writing '*The ^Sky spider' Crashes
Through Like Nobody's Business"—a blurb like that from a press

agent would be regarded as so much "hooey"

—

and now—"Chinatow^n After Dark"—second Action Pictures
production— will give the critics another opportunity to lighten the press

agent's burden—"ChinatO'Wn" has a swell cast—Harold Lloyd's
leading lady Barbara Kent— handsome, manly Rex Lease—gorgeous

Carmel Myers—and the stage and screen vet Edmund Breese—it

shouldn't be hard praising a picture with that cast—especially with Ralph
M. Like at the production helm—Ralph is the Big Shot at the produc-

tion studios of Action Pictures—

you livewire exhibitors can get full information regarding Action Pictures
from the regional distributors listed below

—

SYNDICATE EXCHANGES NEW YORK CITY

CENTURY FILM CORP BOSTON
ACTION PICTURES, INC PITTSBURGH
SECURITY PICTURES CHICAGO
SECURITY PICTURES MILWAUKEE
SECURITY PICTURES INDIANAPOLIS
CONSOLIDATED PRODUCTIONS DENVER
CONSOLIDATED PRODUCTIONS SALT LAKE CITY

TEXAS FILM EXCHANGE DALLAS
SECURITY PICTURES OMAHA
SECURITY PICTURES DES MOINES
FISCHER FILM EXCHANGE CLEVELAND
FISCHER FILM EXCHANGE CINCINNATI
MASTERPIECE FILMS PHILADELPHIA
MASTERPIECE FILMS WASHINGTON
CELEBRATED FILMS MINNEAPOLIS

ACTION PICTURES, INC ATLANTA
ALL STAR FEATURES LOS ANGELES
ALL STAR FEATURES SAN FRANCISCO
ACTION PICTURES, INC BUFFALO
EXCELLENT PICTURES DETROIT
ACTION PICTURES, INC SEATTLE
PROGRESSIVE PICTURES ST. LOUIS
SECURITY PICTURES KANSAS CITY

CLIFF P. BROUGHTON
Production Supervisor

4376 SUNSET DRIVE

Hollywood, Calif.

/IC-W^Ty^ CLAUDE MACGOWAN
General Manager

1600 BROADWAY
New York City
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Tie Up MPTOA Meet, Washington Celebration

SECONDIcID CIRCUITliEADED BY^ITKEN
Metro Profit Off 33% but Tops All Years Except '31

Warner Bros,
— it can he done

^ ByJACK ALICOATE-^

Something less than a
Seeing year ago Warner Bros. &
It Thru Co. were counted right

out of the picture by
many grand-stand managers as the
rpsnlt of R fhroni'^ attack of ex-
pansion indigestion. In the mean-
time what this outfit has accom-
plished in readjustment and prog-
ress might well be the topic of an
object lesson for not only industry
idlers but business in general. With
the past year a matter of history, it

is rather apparent that Warner
Brothers would not be licked.

While others wavered in

Team the face of an unpre-

Work cedented depression, they
fought on with splendid

determination. While their pioneer-

ing of the musical field had cost

plenty, they were not discouraged.

They rolled up their sleeves and
went back to work. Once more
they occupy an industry key posi-

tion. A team that won't be licked,

can't be licked.

With plenty of white
The space to sell at so much
Record per, we are not going tc

leopardize our position with
the business department by giving
away free advertising in this

column. However, two thoughts are
inescapable. Warner Bros, have
staged the most spectacular about-
face this industry has ever known,
and any man's company leaving the
wharf in early September with such
a cargo as "Five Star Final,"

"Bought," "The Star Witness,"
"Alexander Hamilton" and "Smart
Money" will be there or there
abouts when they finally check up
the 1931-32 box-office regatta.

50 Weeks' Net $6,231,152
Against $9,262,589

Last Year
Metro - Goldwyn Pictures, con-

trolled by Loew's, Inc., reports profit
of $2,213,608, before federal taxes,
for the 12 weeks to June 5, against
$3,186,267 in the corresponding
period last year, and profit of $6,-

(.Continued on Paae 2)

RKOPAM AGAIN UPHELD

IN SUIT ONjLD CONTRACT

Contention of RKO Pathe that it

is not responsible for the contrac-
tual obligations of Pathe Exchange,
Inc., has been upheld again in a
decision by Judge Heath in the
Supreme Court of Otsego County,
New York.
The Smalley Circuit of Bingham-

(ContlnKed on Pane 2)

76 Houses Embraced
By Canadian Combine

Toronto—There are now 76 the-
aters in the combine recently
formed with Mayor Ernie Marks of
Oshawa as president. Among them
are the 17 houses of Community
Theaters, 39 of Cooperative The
aters, and 20 of Associated The-
aters. The organization plans to

mbrace the entire Dominion even-
tually.

D. W. Griffith Denies

New Film is Propaganda

Rumors that his new picture, "The Struggle",

is a Soviet propaganda picture were scouted

yesterday by D. W. Griffith. Although the

title may have induced such conclusions, said

the producer, the picture has nothing to do
with the Soviet, the Five Year Plan, politics or

anything of the kind, but is a story of everyday

Americans. Premiere will probably take place

next month.

100 CHICAGO OPERATORS

MAY LOSE THEIR LICENSE

Chicago — Possibility that the
licenses of more than 100 operators,
mostly permit men, will be revoked
on the grounds that they were ob-
tained by fraud was a development
yesterday in the fight between the
operators' union and independent
theaters. Charges of fraud have
been placed in the hands of William
A. Jackson, commissioner of gas
ind electricity, who stated the
licenses will be recalled if it is

(Continued on Paae 2)

Harry Scott With Pathe
In Sales Advisor Post

Harry Scott, formerly general
sales manager for Van Beuren, has
joined Pathe Exchange, Inc., as sales

advisor.

MPTOA Convention Being Tied
With Washington Celebration

63 Indie Producers
Now Active on Coast

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—There are 63 independent com-

panies now producing here, it is stated by
Louella Parsons, who quotes a letter from Frank
Donovan saying there are 21 indies making
westerns, 12 making melodramas, 25 making
shorts and five preparing expedition epics.

Tieing in with the Washington bi-

centennial celebration, the M.P.T.O.A.
plans to hold its annual convention
in Washington the last week in

January or the first week in Feb-
ruary. A three-day session is

planned with well-known industry
executives as speakers.
The M.P.T.O.A. since its last eon-

{Continucd on Page 2)

National Theater Project
Will Use 16 mm. for

Juvenile Shows
A second natonal circuit of small

houses with programs arranged for

juvenile audiences is contemplated.
This project is being developed by
a group headed by Harry Aitken,
president of Triangle. Sixteen mm.
projection will be used, it is under-
stood, as part of till:; piaii l\j jvcc^j

operation costs down to a minimum.

LOEWCIRCUITTO OPERATE

CLEVELAND LEGIT. HOUSE

Cleveland—Loew's, Inc., has taken
over the Ohio, local legitimate house
formerly operated by the Erlanger
circuit, and will offer Erlanger stage
attractions at the house. This is un-
derstood to be the only arrange-
ment of its kind entered into by
Loew.

Arnold Lowry and Wife
Drowned in Lake Erie

Cincinnati—Eff"orts were being
made yesterday to recover the bodies
of Arnold Lowry, a traveling audi-
tor for Columbia, and Mrs. Lowry,
secretary of the Cincinnati Film
Board of Trade, who were drowned
Monday night in Lake Erie. The
couple were married 11 months ago
and were taking a belated honey-

(CoiJtittued on Paae 2)

Film Colony Investors

Turn to Real Estate

THE FILM DAILY
picture people have

IVest Coast Burear.

Hollywood—Motion
turned from stocks to real estate, with their

property investments now totaling approxi-
mately $20,000,000, according to the Vine
Street Development Ass'n. The association's

survey shows that more homes have been
bought by producers, actors, directors and
studio employes in the last two years than
during any five-year period in the city's his-

tory.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Con. Fm. Ind. ... 5^ SVs SVi — Yi
Con. Fra. Ind. pfd. 13 54 13 13 — '4

East. Kodak 126^ 123!^ 1243^ -f 1 "4

Fox Fm. "A" 1214 10J4 UYa — Wt
Gen. Th. Eq.(new) iyi 2 2

Loew's, Inc 47Ji 45^ 45^
24J4 24J4
18J4 19K

4J4 — J^

12^8 — ^8
9 — %

24 — 1

M-G-M pfd 24
Paramount 20^4
Pathe Exch ly^
do "A" 434 4}4
RKO "A" 133^ 12J4
Warner Bros 9"/^ 834
do pfd 24 24

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A".. 2'/^, Z'A 2'A
Gen. Th. Ec,. pfd.. SVs i'/s i'A — H
Technicolor 5% 5^ Syi — '/i

Trans-Lux is/g i'/^ 3'i — f^NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 19 17 17 — 2

Keith A-O 6s 46. 65 65 65
Loew 6s 41ww... 97fi 96^ 96K
Paramount 6s 47.. 83 82 82
Par. By. 5^^s 51.102' 101^ 102
Par. S'As 50 7i 70f4 70H — 2'A
Pathe 7s 37 90'^ Wyi 90"/^

Warner's 6^39 ... 5734 5534 55^ — 54

New ERPI Sound Unit Going Well

Electrical Research Products is

reported satisfied with sales on its

recently-introduced 4-A reproducing
equipment, designed for smaller
houses.

i.t it
:,J New York Long Island City >
it 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. ;{

Jj: BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 iji

lEastmnLain Films I

ii ! E. Brulatour<» Inc.

«

i.t '" it
:.: :":

» it

• Chicago Hollywood H
a 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica •»

•l CALumet 3692 Blvd. H
W HOLlywood 4121 j-j

'The Unholy Garden
//

A red-blooded, action drama told against an Algerian background with Ronald
Colman again portraying a romantic thief. Garnished with excellent comedy
touches, this Samuel Coldwyn production for United Artists release is crammed full
of excitement, plus considerable gunplay and injections of sex. It is enhanced by
high calibre direction and acting. Colman plays the suave, dashing bank robber
in engaging style. Audiences which demand action in particular will be enthusiastic
over this entertainment.

EDDY.

METRO PROFIT OFF 33%;

TOPS ALL YEARS BUT '31

(Continued from Page 1)

231,152 before taxes in the 40 weeks
to June 5, against $9,262,589 the
year before, or a decline of about
33 per cent. Earnings so far this

year, however, are ahead of pre-
vious years with the exception of

1930.

RKO Pathe Again Upheld
In Suit on Old Contract

(Continued from Page 1)

ton asked for an injunction against
RKO Pathe Pictures, RKO Pathe
Distributing Corp., Pathe Exchange
and Radio-Keith-Orpheum. This in-

unction was denied.

Chicago Exhibitor Sues
M-G-M for $500,000

Chicago— George Gehring, owner
of the Rosewood, has filed suit for

$500,000 in the Superior court
against the M-G-M, the Essaness
theaters and three officials of the
latter concern. According to At-
torney Charles Soelke, who repre-
sents Gehring, the theater owner
held a contract with the distributing

company to furnish him first run
films during the last year. Gehring
charges that the distributors ar-

ranged with the circuit to furnish
him only films which had already
been shown in loop theaters.

Decker at Warner N. Y. Exchange
Harry Decker, formerly Brooklyn

branch manager for Warner Bros.,

is now officiating in the same ca-

pacity at the New York branch.
Gus Solomon has taken over the
Brooklyn office. Nat Beier remains
n charge of the New Jersey branch.
The shifts are part of a series of

"hanges made recently when J. C.

Vergesslich returned from Chicago
T become metropolitan manager.
George Balsdon, Jr., remains metro-
politan sales manager.

Dietrich Signs New Contract
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A new contract, start-

ing in April, 1932, when her pres-

ent agreement expires, has been
dgned with Paramount by Marlene
Dietrich. The star is now preparing
to start work on her third American-
made production, "Shanghai Ex-
press." Upon completion of this

and one other picture, she may go
to Europe for a vacation before
starting on her new contract.

TIEING NEXT MPTOA MEET

WITH WASHINGTON EVENT

(Continued from Page 1)

vention has been working out plans
for co-operation with the George
Washington bi-centennial committee.
Generally its annual gathering is

held in October.

100 Chicago Operators
May Lose Their License

(Continued from Page 1)

proved they were not properly ob-
ained. The evidence is understood

to have been presented to the grand
jury.

Another incident yesterday was
the bombing of the Regent, 6826
South Halsted St., while police
were guarding both front and rear.
This was the third attack in 24
hours.

Two Dist. Appointments
Announced by ERPI

Appointment of E. S. Gregg as
general manager of the eastern dis-

trict and H. W. Dodge as general
manager of the central district was
announced yesterday by Electrical
Research Products. Both will re-

port to H. M. Wilcox, vice-president.

8 Bridgeport Houses
Return to Union Men

Out of 15 Bridgeport theaters
which locked out union projec-
tionists last year, eight have been
brought back into the union fold,
while three are reported closed, it

was stated by projectionists at the
Connecticut Federation of Labor
convention here. Protest was made
against neighborhood houses using
but one man in a booth.

Western Electric Omits Dividend
Quarterly dividend on Western

Electric, due at this time, has been
omitted.

THE INDUSTRrs
DATE BOOK

Sept. 1 7

:

Annual meeting of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of North Carolina,
Sir Walter Hotel, Raleigh, N.C.
Convention of Philadelphia M
P. T. O., at the Hotel AdeU
phia, Philadelphia.

Convention of M. P. T. O. ol
Eastern Penna. Southern New
Jersey and Delaware, Philadel-
phia.

"The Exhibitor" annual golf tour-
nament at Lu Lu Country Club.
Philadelphia.

^
Sept. 21-26: National 16 mm. motion picture

exposition. Hotel Victoria, New
York.

Sept. 28-30
: French Educational Film Con-

gress, Paris.
Hispano - American Motion Pic-
ture Congress. Madrid, Spain.
Eleventh Annual Convention of
M.P.T.O. of Western Penosyl-
vania. Hotel Henry, Pittsburgh.
Fall meeting of the Society ot
Motion Picture Engineers, New
Ocean House, Swampscott,

Sept. 24:

Sept. 25

:

Oct. 1 :

Oct. 4-6:

Oct. S-8:

Oct. 6:

Oct. 31

Mass.
Annual meeting and noon-day lunch-

eon. Allied Theaters of Mass.,
Hotel Bradford, Boston.

Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.

Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplan
Projection Society, Hotel Com-
modore, New York.
Annual Awards Dinner of Aca-
demy of M. P. Arts 4 Sciencea.
Hollywood.

Arnold Lowry and Wife
Drowned in Lake Erie

(Continued from Page 1)

moon. A sail boat in which they
were passengers lurched. Mrs.
Lowry went overboard and her hus-
band drowned in an attempt to res-
cue her. They were with Mr. and
Mrs. Mark Moffett, the latter being
secretary of the Cleveland Film
Board of Trade.

Columbia Releasing
6 "Football Thrills'

Columbia will release a series of
six one-reel "Football Thrills" pro-.i

duced last year by Pathe and edited^
during the past month by Leonard,,
Mitchell. These are the last pictures']

to be made by the old Pathe org:ini-

j

zation.

"Le Million" Returning
A return engagement of Rene •

Clair's French production, "Le
Million," opens Sept. 20 at the
Eighth St. Playhouse.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 21 Years of Experieace Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761



$2WORDS
for a ^2

PICTURE!
In all your

life did you
ever read better

reviews than these?

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne score screen triumph. Here's

the perfect picture! What a film it is! What a triumph for

Metro ! If you don't see another picture—ever—you must see

"The Guardsman" REGINA CREWE-AmeWcan

* * • • "GUARDSMAN" sparkles four stars. A new triumph

of the young cinema season. A foreseen success. Earns its four

stars by magnificence of portrayal combined with subtletly and

wit of the story which is Ferenc Molnar's. How could it be any-

thing but perfect entertainment? Lunt and La Fontanne, superb

artists, take splendidly to the camera. He is handsome; she

beautiful; both are fascinating and glamorous. "The Guards-

man" is an enchanting evening of fun. We think you'll love it.

IRENE THIRER—Daify Neu/s

It is a wonderful relief to sit through such a production.

Through the discerning eye of the camera one has the oppor-

tunity of enjoying this Molnar work to its full-

est extent. The audience applauded as though

Mr. Lunt were present in person. Dozens of

subtle, witty scenes in this film.

MORDAUNT HALL—Times

a notable film addition. One of the most charming and satis-

fying of the 1931 movies.
JULIA SHAWELl-Graphic

Superb entertainment. Brilliandy acted, sophisticated in theme

and sparkling in dialogue. The result is one of the outstanding

productions of the year. ^^^^ PELSWICK-E.e. Journal

Masterly work. Delightful, suave, mature, literate and humor-

ous piece, of which not only Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, but the

two principals, may well be proud. Altogether "The Guards-

man" is an excellent picture.

WILLIAM BOEHNEL—World-Telegram

A wholly delightful talkie comedy. Gratifyingly close to perfec-

tion. The Astor, evidently, has a new long-lease tenant.

MARTIN DICKSTEIN—Bfclyn. Eagle

CLIMAXING A YEAR
OF ASTOR $2 HITSI

First Family of the Stage becomes practically

the First Family of the Screen by the gayety,

deftness and light hilarity of their incompar-

able portrayals. The Lunts are magnificent.

Admirable entertainment.

RICHARD WATTS, JR.—Herald-Tribune

Its picturization has given the current film year

ilHE BIG
jfHOUSE

!

itkmm
HORN

Lunt and Fontanne have taken their Theatre

Guild success "The Guardsman" and made of it

a screen success of very much the same caliber.

It is delightful entertainment all the way through

and ought to keep the ushers at the Astor busy

for a long time.

THORNTON DELEHANTY—Eve. Pose

A coup for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Nothing

quite like it has been attempted in the talkies.

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne as brilliant as

ever. The talkies are lucky to have them. I

wouldn't overlook "The Guardsman" if I were

you. ]OHN S. COHEN, JR —Sun

JC^^ FONTANNE
By the courtesy of the Theatre Guild Inc., in a picturization of

their greatest stage success with ROLAND YOUNG —
ZASU PITTS. From the play by Ferenc Molnar. Screen play

by Ernest Vajda. Directed by SIDNEY FRANKLIN.THEQwmmM
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
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HOLLYWOOD FLASHE
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TJICHARD TALMADGE'S next

production, tentatively titled

"Hot Rails," is now in preparation.

It is a railroad story and the script

indicates that it will be packed with
typical Dick Talmadge action and
thrills.

* * *

Roy J. Pomeroy has completed details for

the location and establishment of a technical

institute devoted primarily to the motion pic-

ture industry, but with equipment accom-
modations for ideas of recognized inventors.

He has been installing equipment for his new
enterprise, the location of which is on High-

land Avenue, near Santa Monica Boulevard.
* * *

Barbara Stanwyck, following set-

tlement of her contract differences

with Columbia, starts work imme-
diately in "Forbidden."

* * *

Harman-Ising Studios, which produces "The
Merry Melodies" series, in association with

Leon Schlesinger, has completed "Red-Headed
Baby." Harman-Ising and Schlesinger also

sponsor the "Looney Tunes" series, of which

"Bosco, the Doughboy" is the newest subject.

Frank Marsales, musical director for the pro-

ducers, agrees wnth Sherman that "war is

hell," as "Bosco" is the noisiest subject he

has handled.
* * *

Edward Curtiss, who is editing

"Scarface," is an air enthusiast and

recently became a licensed pilot.

"Criminal Code" is among the pic-

tures he has edited.
* * *

Raoul Pagel, veteran unit manager, has

been made production manager of the short

subject department at RKO-Pathe.
* * *

Walter Thompson is editing

"Niagara Falls," a comedy directed

by William Goodrich for RKO Pathe.
* * *

Fred Allen has added Barbara Kent,

Mitchell Harris, Billy Franey and ^'rank Rice

to the cast of "Freighters of Destmy," which

he is directing. Tom Keene is the star.

* * *

"Up Pops the Duke," first in the

new Educational-Mermaid Comedy
series, has been scheduled for re-

lease Sept. 20. Directed by William

Goodrich, the two-reeler features

Helen Bolton and George Chandler.

* !|< *

Mack Sennett broke the record for the

fishing season last week. He caught a Mar-
lin swordfish weighing 215i/4 pounds, while

fishing around Catalina Island. It took the

producer-fisherman exactly 53 minutes to land

the monster. He used regulation tackle, in-

cluding a six-ounce rod with a nine strand

line.

COMING & GOING

SIDNEY R. KENT sails tomorrow for

Europe. Mrs. Kent will accompany him.

FRANCES MARION is en route to

Paris.

A. S. EVERETT, general manager of the

motion picture department of Acme Films,

Ltd. of Manila, Phillipine Islands, is in New
York to confer with Ambrose Dowling, gen-

eral manager of foreign export for Radio
Pictures, on new product.

LOWELL V. CALVERT, manager of

recording operations for RCA Photophone,

leaves today for Los Angeles to confer with

John Klenke, assistant manager of the

recording department. He expects to be
gone about a month.

• • • DONALD CRISP, who can Simon Legree or wield a

megaphone with equal skill, digs this one up From the Past

Some years backwards he was preparing to direct

"Don Q," starring an unknown named Fairbanks Or per-

haps this Guy Fairbanks wasn't so unknown at the time

And into his office crashed an Old Timer, an elderly

gent who had heard that famous slogan, "Nothing today" over

a wide period of years He asked Don for work in his

pitcher And Don, being Big Hearted, gave him a job

—

a part of the keeper of the castle gate The Old Timer
then ups and sez: "How about my contract. Mister Crisp?"

Well, you could have knocked Don ofif his chair with the

Empire State Building "Contract?" sez he, "whaddaya
mean, contract? You know we never give contracts for

parts as small as this one." "But I gotta have a con-

tract. Mister Crisp," insisted said Old Timer "Four com-

panies are after me." Don registered disbelief in an

Authentic Way This mugg never had a contract in his

life, he knew "Honestly, Mister Crisp," pleaded the Old
Timer, "there's the gas company, the electric light company,
the ice company and the renting company." If you're in-

terested in knowing whether or not he Got the Contract, kindly
write to Donald Crisp, enclosing two cents for return postage

And maybe you'll find out

• • • JOE SANTLEY, who bag-and-baggaged into nuyork
t'other day, is arranging production of a new play, "Malibu,"
which gives the low-down on what picture folks do at Malibu

It's the work of Adela Rogers St. John and her hubby,
Dick Hyland, and Santley Eddie Robinson, screen gang-
ster gambler, newspaper ed., etc., comes into the Palace next
week His program includes character bits from "Little
Caesar," "Smart Money" and "Five Star Final" Jesse
Gourlay, who heads the Warner-First National art department,
is exhibiting these days Exhibiting a handsome wrist
watch he won at the medal handicap play at the Summit, N. J.,

Golf Club over the week-end Charlie Einfeld alleges
that Gourlay's golfing hit a new high because he studied the
Bobby Jones shorts

• • • FLOYD GIBBONS just can't escape thrills

He collects 'em like other people collect antiques—or bills

On a recent vacation in Wyoming the star of the "Floyd Gib-
bons' Supreme Thrills" series turned forest ranger to help bat-
tle forest fires Newest wrinkle in unemployment relief

work is the "Five Friends" club At the suggestion of
Harley Clarke, Fox employees are forming such units, each of
which cares for some needy family Idea is presented in
form of an appeal rather than a requirement Add things
to Get Excited About: Out of 150 contract people at the Para-
mount studios, 21 claim New York as their birthplace Or
mebbe this won't excite anybody

• • • "A WOMAN can't have two ambitions and do justice
to both." So speaketh Tallulah Bankhead, referring to
marriage, partly Probably plenty of husbands, after
seeing their spouses perform on the screen, agree that in the
interests of justice, they ought to stick exclusively to mar-
riage Vicki Baum, author of that sage wow, "Grand
Hotel," is the latest typewriter-pounder to use Hollywood as
material Under title of "Falling Star," her new novel
goes Hollywoodesque Herb Miller, m. c. of the Emanuel-
Goodwin publications, is doing that thing called vacationing

Joe E. Brown's famed "Mousey" story is something to
rave about

« « « » » »

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^ By HARRY N. BLAIR ^^

PRODUCTION on "Rip Van Win-
kle," feature picture based on

the famous legend, has been started
by Unique Cosmos Productions,
which is using the Metropolitan
studios in Fort Lee. Bud Pollard is

directing with Charles Levine act-
ing as chief cameraman.

Larry Williams, who has been as-
sociated with Paramount's New York
studios for the past three years as
a first cameraman, has been placed
under contract by Fox and leaves
for Hollywood on Saturday.

Frank Zucker, assisted by Buddy
Harris, is acting as chief camera-
man on "Le Porte del Destino," an
all-Italian feature being made at
the Metropolitan studios under the
direction of Lewis Maisell.

Burnet Hershey is responsible for
the adaptation and dialogue of
"Wall Street Mystery," latest of the
Van Dine series which Arthur Hur-
ley is directing for Vitaphone.

The Annual Dinner Dance of the
Kaplan Projection Society, in honor
of its president, Sam Kaplan, will
be held in the Grand Ballroom of
the Hotel Commodore, on Saturday
night, Oct. 31. From present indi-
cations it will be the biggest affair
ever given by the Society.

Newark Indie House Opening
Newark, N. J.—The new $400,000

Elwood will open Saturday with a
straight picture policy under direc-
tion of D. J. Shepherd, who several
years ago managed the Branford
when it was owned by the Fabian
interests. The house, seating 1,700,
will be operated independently by
the Broadway Carteret Corp., head-
ed by Abe Levin.

Seattle House Reopened
Seattle—The Beacon has been re-

opened by Farwest Theaters, opera-
tors of eight other suburban houses.
L. 0. Lukan is president of the cir-
cuit.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulation! are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

September 16
Fay Wray
Richard Keene
Sam Spewack
Joseph P. Kennedy
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English Theaters All Wired by End of Next Year

CHI. BOMBINGS LAIDTO THEATER|aCTION

Seven Committees Named in Jobless Relief Program

32 Zone Groups, Followed
By City Units, Also

To Be Created
After a three-day session, the

Planning Committee of the Motion
Picture Industry, appointed last

week after a general industry con-

ference called by Will H. Hays, an-

nounced yesterday a National Com-
(Continiicd on Page 2)

IX RUDNICK ORGANIZING

BURLESQUE-riLM CIRCUIT

Max Rudnick, picture house op-

erator, is developing a circuit of

combination picture and burlesque

theaters in the New York territory.

He has just opened his second house,
(Continued on Page 6)

Four Chadwiek Features
On Monogram Circuit

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—I. E. Chadwiek has

arranged with Trem Carr, vice-

,
president for production of Mono-
gram Pictures, to produce four fea-

tures on the Monogram lineup. First

will be "The Western Limited," fol-

lowed by "The Law of the Sea,"

"Police Court" and "The Fatal

Alarm."

SMPE Invites Film Pioneers

A gathering of pioneer inventors of the film industry is being planned in

connection with the Fall meeting of the S. M. P. E. scheduled for Oct. 5-8 at

Swampscott, Mass. Invitations to participate and speak are being exte ided to

Thomas Edison, George Eastman, A. Lauste, Jean LeRoy and others.

Take Crime Off Street, Not Screen/

Pettijohn Tells N. Y. Legislators

Albany—"It is more important to

take crime off the streets than to

take it off the screen—no gangsters
have any business understanding
with anybody in the picture busi-

ness," C. C. Pettijohn of the Hays
office declared yesterday before the

joint committee of the House and
Senate on criminal code at the hear-

ing on the anti-gangster fi.m meas-
ure now pending, i'he handling of
crime stories on the screen was de-
fended by Pettijohn, who said films
had done perhaps more than any
other agency to arouse public in-

terest against gangesterism. At
present the gang picture has lost

(Continued on Page 6)

Pittsburgh Musicians To Strike

No Distribution Report
Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—No public report will

be made by Census Bureau in the

Department of Commerce on the sur-

vey recently made covering distribu-

tion of motion pictures. The bureau's

census covered all industries, with some
of the findings being issued and others

being withheld for different reasons.

The motion picture industry, as classi-

fied by the Census Bureau, embraces

143 establishments engaged in studio

and laboratory activities connected with

the production of pictures and prepara-

tion of films for use. These estab-

lishments, because of the nature of

their work, were not asked any ques-

tions regarding the sale of their out-

put, the Bureau states. Exchanges also

were embraced in the census, and it

is understood this data is withheld be-
cause of the advantage it would give

competitive firms.

Pittsburgh— Fifty-five musicians
employed in Loew's Penn and the

Stanley will go on strike tonight

wing to differences with the two
v.x^aits over a new contract. Warner
Bros, and Loew are willing to con-

tinue the present wage scale, which
provides $86 a week for the men

in the pit and $28.50 more for stage
work. The obstacle was the num-
ber of musicians to be used by the
houses. With only 15 men needed,
the theaters offered to use 18.

Pittsburgh has the highest musi-
cians' wage scale of any six-day
situation in the country.

Wiring of English Theaters
To Reach Saturation in 1932

London—Wiring of English the-

aters will reach the saturation point

about the end of next year, at which

time the 1,100 houses now remain-

ing silent will either have been
equipped for sound or closed, it is

stated by T. Drew, sales chief of

Western Electric. By the end of

the present year only a little more
than 600 silent theaters are expected

to be open in this country, with
probably half of these being worth-
less as talkie houses, says Drew. At
the present rate of progress, equip-
ping of all the country's active the-
aters will be completed by England
considerably before the U. S.

achieves that end, according to
Drew. After that, replacements and
servicing will become the chief ac-
tivities of W. E.

Charge Exhibs Trying To
Discredit Union—Seek

Public Sympathy
Chicago—Charges that a faction

of theater owners is responsible for
bombing of six theaters here in the
last two weeks, and that the motive
is to bring the union into disrepute
and prevent any wavering members
of the exhib organization from mak-

(Conlinued on Page 4)

MAJOR THOMPSON JOINS

TRANS-LyXASCEN.MGR.

Major Leslie E. Thompson, for
years associated with the RKO
theater department and lately RKO
representative on the theater circuit

(Continued on Page 4)

Publix Not A Party
In Skouras-Fox Deal

Publix will not be a participating
party in the deal through whicn
Spyros Skouras is to acquire 57
eastern houses from Fox. The agree-
ment is definitely set w.th details

^Continued on Page 4)

"Alexander Hamilton"
Another classic characterization is

brought to the screen by George Arliss

in this Warner Bros, production which
had its premiere yesterday at the Holly-
wood. In addition to the star's suave
and engaging performance as the
Andrew Mellon of Colonial days, the
picture includes an engrossing human
interest story revolving around the
early-day political intrigues and a
domestic scandal from which the
country's first treasurer emerges em-
inently victorious. Because of its

foundation on historical fact and the
inclusion of George Washington,
Thomas Jefferson. James Monroe and
other great names of history in the
cast, the story holds spell-binding in-

terest, though its appeal is chiefly
adult. Painstaking direction by |ohn
Adolfi, first-class work by Doris Kenyon
and the rest of the supporting cast
and high standards in the technical
departments are other merits of the
picture.

GILLETTE.
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Callaghan on Masquers Board
IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Andrew J. Callaghan,

vice-president of Technicolor, has
been elected to the board of direc-

tors of the Masquers Club.
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Seven Committees Are Named
In Jobless Relief Program

(.Continued irom Page 1)

mittee, a Central Committee and
five sub-committees which will be-
gin immediate work in mobilizing
the production, distribution and ex-
hibition branches to assist recog-
nized community agencies in unem-
ployment relief, sustention of gen-
eral morale and fulfillment of the
industry's duty within its own
ranks.

Hays was asked to serve as chair-

man both of the National and the
Central Committees. He named as
vice-chairmen of the former, Abram
F. Myers and M. A. Lightman.

In addition to the committees ap-
pointed yesterday designations are
in process for 32 distribution zone
committees, covering the entire na-
tion, and these zone committees will

in turn be responsible for the crea-

tion of city committees.
Following are the names, subject to addi-

tional acceptances, which will serve on the

National Committee:
Jack Alicoate, New York ; G. McL.

Baynes, New York ; William Benton,
Saratoga, N. Y. ; A. J. Bethancourt, Houma,
La.; R. R. Biechele, Kansas City; A. H.
Blank, Des Moines; Joe Brandt, New York;
J. R. Bray, New York; Hiram S. Brown,
New York; Walter S. Butterfield, Detroit,
Mich. ; Walter Camp, New York ; William
Canavan, New York; Charles H. Christie,
Hollywood; Harley L. Clarke, New York;
R. M. Clarke, Oklahoma City ; Jack Cohen,
Philadelphia; Al Cohn, Hollywood; H. A.
Cole, Dallas; M. E. Comerford, Scranton,
Pa. ; J. I. Crabtree, Rochester ; Harry Cran-
dall, Washington ; Donald Crisp, Hollywood ;

Cecil B. deMille, Culver City; William C.
deMille, Los Angeles ; Fred Desberg, Cleve-
land ; George Eastman, Rochester

; Jay
Emanuel, Philadelphia ; J. A. English,
Anaconda, Mont. ; Roscoe Fawcett, Robins-
dale, Minn. ; Edward M. Fay, Providence

;

Edward Finney, New York ; Harold B.
Franklin, Los Angeles ; Benjamin Glazer,
Los Angeles ; Lawrence Grant, Los Angeles

;

D. W. Griffith, New York; Earle W. Mam-
mons, New York ; Will H. Hays, chairman,
New York; William Randolph Hearst, New
York ; Fred J. Herrington, Pittsburgh ; Jean
Hersholt, Los Angeles; Harry E. Huffman,
Denver ; Howard Hughes, Hollywood

; J. L.
Johnston, Los Angeles; W. Ray Johnston,
New York; Sam Katz, New York; H. J.
Kincey, Greensboro, N. C. ; E. E. Kuyken-
dahl, Columbus, Miss. ; Carl Laemmle, New
York; William LeBaron, Los Angeles; M.
C. Levee, Los Angeles ; M. A. Lightman,
vice-chairman, Memphis; Frank Lloyd, Los
Angeles ; Arthur Lucas, Atlanta ; F. J. Mc-
Williams, Madison, Wis. ; Lee Marcus, New
York ; Lester F. Martin, Nevada, la. ; Louis
B. Mayer, Los Angeles; Jack Miller, Chi-
cago; J. J. Murdock, New York; Abram F.
Myers, vice-chairman, Washington ; R. E.
Myers, Chillicothe, C; Conrad Nagel, Los
Angeles; Fred Niblo, Los Angeles; Chas.
E. Nolte, Baltimore; Lee Ochs, New York;
M. J. O'Toole, New York; J. E. Otterson,

New York ; Mary Pickford, Los Angeles

;

Charles W. Picquet, Pinehurst, N. C. ; Verne
Porter, New York ; J. L. Price, St. Louis

;

Martin J. Quigley, New York; Jas. R.
Quirk, New York; J. T. Reed, Los Angeles;
E. V. Richards, New Orleans; H. M.
Richey, Detroit ; Hal E. Roach, Culver City

;

Herman Robbins, New York ; R. P. Rosser,

Hamlet, N. C. ; S. L. Rothafel, New York

;

Sidney E. Samuelson, Newton, N. J.

;

Aaron Saperstein, Chicago ; David Sarnoif

,

New York; Watterson R. Rothacker, Chi-

cago ; Joseph M. Schenck, Los Angeles

;

Nicholas M. Schenck, New York; Ben
Shlyen, Kansas City, Mo. ; Sime Silverman,
.\ew York ; George P. Skouras, St. Louis

;

.\ugent H. Slaughter, Los Angeles; E. J.

Sparks, Jacksonville; N. I. Steers, New
York ; W. A. Steffes, Minneapolis ; Karl
Struss, Los Angeles ; Irving Thalberg,^ Los
.\ngeles ; L. E. Thompson, New York

;

Frank C. Walker, New York; Albert
Warner, New York ; Harry M. Warner,
New York; Joseph N. Weber, New York;
George W. Weeks, New York ; Fred
Wehrenberg, St. Louis; S. C. Weskil, Col-
fax, Wash. ; R. D. Whitson, Los Angeles

;

R. B. Wilby, Atlanta ; Herman Wobber,
San Francisco ; G. T. Woodlaw, Portland,
Ore. ; Charles E. Williams, Omaha ; Clin-

ton Wunder, Los Angeles ; H. J. Yates,
New York; L.A.Young, Detroit; Waldemar
Young, Los Angeles ; Adolph Zukor, New
York.
The names of the Central Committee, to

which additional acceptances are also ex-
pected, are:

George Akerson, Jack Alicoate, Harry
.\rthur, G. McL. Baynes, Fred Beetson,
Joe Brandt, Hiram S. Brown, J. E. Brula-
tour, Harley L. Clarke, R. H. Cochrane,
Emanuel Cohen, Sam Dembrow, Jr., William
C. deMille, Howard Dietz, C. C. Ezell, Felix
F. Feist, lidward Finney, Pat Garyn, James
R. Grainger, Glenn Griswold, Paul Gulick,
Earle W. Hammons, Will H. Hays, chair-
man, Sam Jacobson, Sidney R. Kent, M. A.
Lightman, Lee Marcus, Louis B. Mayer,
Dan Michalove, Abram F. Myers, Charles
L. Nolte, Charles L. O'Reilly, David Pal-
freyman, secretary, Joseph L. Plunkett, Mar-
tin J. (Juigley, S. L. Rothafel, Nicholas M.
Schenck, E. A. Schiller, Ben Shlyen, Sime
Silverman, Courtland Smith, Truman Talley,
Walter Vincent, Frank C. Walker, Albert
Warner, Harry M. Warner, Gordon White,
Nathan Yamins, H. J. Yates, L. A. Young,
Adolph Zukor.
The following sub-committees were ap-

pointed :

(1) Increasing employment within indus-
try: Harley L. Clarke, M. E. Comerford,
\Vm. R. Hearst, Sam Katz, Harry M.
Warner, Nathan Yamins, H. J. Yates.

(2) Industry's cooperation with relief
agencies: George Akerson, R. H. Cochrane,
Claude C. Ezell, M. A. Lightman, Abram
F. Myers, Charles L. O'Reilly, E. A. Schil-
ler, L. E. Thompson, Walter Vincent.

(3) Screen cooperation: G. McL. Baynes,
Joe Brandt, J. E. Brulatour, Emanuel Cohen,
Pat Garyn, E. W. Hammons, Sam Jacob-
son, Courtland Smith, Truman Talley.

(4) Trade Press: Jack Alicoate, Ben
Shlyen, Sime Silverman, Martin J. Quigley.

(5) Advertising Division. Hyatt Daab,
Howard Dietz, Edward Finney, Glenn Gris-
wold, Paul Gulick, J. L. Johnston, S. L.
Rothafel, Gordon White.

15 Clergymen Oppose Sunday Shows
Arlington, Mass.—Fifteen clergy-

men of this town have signed a pe-
tition to the local board of select-
men, stating that they are un-
alterably opposed to Sunday movies
here. This action preceded a pub-
lic hearing on the matter.

Kid Playhouse Premiere Monday
Formal opening of the Juvenile

Playhouse, first of a national cir-
cuit of film houses with programs
especially arranged for child audi-
ences, has been postponed until Mon-
day night at 8 o'clock. A swank
gathering will attend the premiere
at 52 East 78th St.

Epics Releasing Legion Film
"The Legion on Parade," three-

reel talking picture produced for
National Headquarters of the Amer-
ican Legion with a background of
the annual convention at Detroit,
Sept. 21-24, will be distributed
through Talking Picture Epics.

Picketer on Bail

Miami, Fla.—C, Upshaw, man-
ager of pickets for the Miami Mo-
tion Picture Operators Ass'n, was
placed under $100 peace bond on
complaint of the Tivoli, following a
disorderly conduct charge preferred
by Charles Walder, manager of the
theater.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today

:

Annual meeting of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of North Carolina,
Sir Walter Hotel, Raleigh, N.C.

Sept. 24: Convention of Philadelphia M.
P. T. O., at the Hotel Adel-
phia, Philadelphia.

Convention of M. P. T. O. of
Eastern Penna. Southern New
Jersey and Delaware, Philadel-
phia.

Sept. 25 : "The Exhibitor" annual golf tour-
nament at Lu Lu Country Club,
Philadelphia.

Sept. 21-26: National 16 mm. motion picture
exposition. Hotel Victoria, New
York.

Sept. 28-30: French Educational Film Con-
gress, Paris.

Oct 1 : Hispano - American Motion Pic-
ture Congress. Madrid. Spain.

Oct. 4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention of
M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsyl
vania. Hotel Henry, Pittsburgh.

Oct. 5-8: Fall meeting of the Society oJ
Motion Picture Engineers, New
Ocean House, Swampscott,
Mass.

Oct. 6 : Annual meeting and noon-day lunch-
eon. Allied Theaters of Mass..
Hotel Bradford, Boston.

Oct. 31

:

Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris." Hotel Astor

Oct. 31: Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplan
Projection Society, Hotel Com-
modore, New York.

Nov. 4: Annual Awards Dinner ot A,
demy of M. P. Arts & S< le .

Hollywood.

Sol Braunig Buried
Providence—Funeral of Sol Brau-

nig, a theater manager in this ci y
for 30 years and for seven years
manager of the Majestic, was held
yesterday. Braunig was at one time
owner of the Iroquois, Chicago
house destroyed by fire.
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^^ Pat O'Brien {hero of ''The Front Page'') and
great cast of screen and stagefavorites includ-

ing Gene Raymond, George Fawcett and Mary
Boland. Directed by Monta Bell.

NANCY CARROLL smiUng, flirting, loving as the
fans want her. "It's the surest box office medicine
known"

—

Variety. From the popular best -selling

novel by Grace Perkins. Big profit pictures from

PARAMOUNT
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LAID TO THEATER FACTION

(Continued from Page 1)

ing an independent agreement with
the union, were made by Tom Ma-
loy, business agent of the union, in

a broadcast from WCFL.
At a special meeting of the union

yesterday morning a reward of $5,-

000 was posted for inf-^rmation

leading to the arrest and conviction

of the bombers. Fo'lowing bomb-
ing of the Regent on Tuesday, two
policemen on guard at the theater
were suspended. Maloy, in his radio

talk, assailed Al StefFes of Allied.

The union also is going after public

sympathy with a contest for chil-

dren whereby each week a pony is

given away to the child writing the

best letter on why only theaters en-

ploying two union operators should

be patronized.

Publix Not a Party
In Skouras-Fox Deal
(Continued from Page 1)

now being ironed out by attorneys

for both sides. Operation of these

theaters by Skouras puts him in

the New Jersey field as a competitor

of Warner Bros., from which he re-

signed some months ago following

a disagreement.

Mass. Allied Meets Oct. 6

Boston—Allied Theaters of Mas-
sachusetts will hold its annual meet-

ing and noon-day luncheon Oct. 6 at

the Hotel Bradford, it is announced
by James J. McGuinness, executive

secretary.

Jailed in Union Controversy
Providence—Conrad S. Lavigne,

former operator at the Liberty,

owned by Samuel Bomes, has been
given four months' in jail for de-

facing the theater building. Two
companions were fined $100 each.

Lloyd Circuit Increasing
Hancock, Mich.—Addition of two

more units to the Lloyd cii'cuit is

expected shortly, according to J.

Burke, manager of Lloyd's Or-

pheum here. The company recently

acquired the State, Rhinelandei,
Wis., and also has a house ir.

Menominee.

Congratulates

:

ALFRED LUNT
and LYNN FONTANNE

whose acting in M-G-M's "The
Guardsman" ranks with the
best of the current season.

No. 3S of 1931
^^Good Deeds*^

Series

ALO
m4LT<

• • • THE HARD-WORKING p. a. of a theater not many
speakeasies from Broadway has been Disillusioned that
is, assuming that a public relations mugg can be Disillusioned

A reporter on a foreign language newspaper continu-
ally asked him for okays And being a Big-Hearted In-
dividual he kept bringing in clippings of stories which his rag
had printed and told the p. a. that his stuflf was getting a great
break You can imagine that the publicity gink was Just
Too Tickled for Words And he kept shelling out
passes like traffic through the Holland Tunnel on Sunday after-
noons But one Sad Day, a friend of his who reads that
particular language picked up some of the clippings and found
that the stories were about everything else in the world except
the theater and its attractions And now he ain't got no
faith in mankind

* * * *

• • • JOE E. BROWN, sitting alongside a glass of iced
coffee at the Sherry-Netherlands, tells of a fan letter he has
iust received from a juvenile admirer in a Pennsylvania ham-
let Boy sez he got into a fight with a pal arguin-^
whether Joe E. Brown or Joe Cook was the Greatest Comedian
in the World The pal came out of the misunderstand-
ing with a busted arm And now Mister Brown's ad
mirer urges him to send twelve bucks. American money, to hel->

pay the medico's bill on the busted arm Even if h"
doesn't send the dough he's still the Greatest Comedian in th"
World, sez the youngster Which must be adoration
without taint of coin

* * * *

• • • EDDIE CANTOR is pulling one about Flo Ziegfe'^
and Sam Goldwyn fiirhting over him Each is fighting to
ffive him to the other, sez Banjo Eyes But with an
$8.000-per-week booking at the Palace, beginning Sent. 23
Eddie can afford to gag suchly Andy Smith of Warn"r-
First National by way of Authentic Information, eats chili

con came whether the weather be hot or be cold

• • • SARDI SIDELIGHTS: Lina Basquette, Claire Wind-
sor. Sophie Tucker and Vivienne Seeral all engrossed with
SOUPS, salads and such The Warner Bros, and First
National contingent monopolizing the north-east corner .

and Jules Ziegler leading the chorus in the north-west secto"
A lunch counter and soft drink stand will be units in

the juvenile theater circuit being contemplated bv Harry Aitken
Eddie Dowling, honevmoon laner, is plannine to pro-

duce a stage plav and act in it himself Several film in-

dustry execs will come along financially Before Arthur
Housman checked out of his job as director of advertising,

publicity and exploitation for Warner Bros. New York thea-

ters, he arranged a tieup which plugs these houses throusrh

4.500 grocery stores Which sounds like bringing home
the groceries

* * * *

• • • JAY EMANUEL phones (collect) from Philly to

unload a cargo of superlatives concerning plans for the annual
wolf tourney of "The Exhibitor" set for the Lu Lu Countr'
Club. Philadelphia, Sept. 25 Jay sez it's gonna be a

Smash Hit, a Wow, a Sensation and the Greatest Show on

Earth as well And Jay is generally an Honest Guy
Efenerally Add Thinsrs to Get Excited About:

Fredric March soends five hours making up when he works as

Hyde in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."
if Hf * if

• • • THIS SHOULD make the Broadway de luxers Turn
Green With Envy A 350-seater in a li'l Rhode Island mill
town with a pop of 1,150 is advertising the following attrac-

tions for a two-week period: "Susan Lenox," "This
Modern Age," "Bad Girl," "Merely Mary Ann," etc The
Garbo picture hasn't reached Big Bulb Lane yet and "Modern
Age" and "Merely Mary Ann" are current at the Capitol and
Roxy, respectively

MAJOR THOMPSON JOINS

TRANS-LyXASGEN-MGR.

(Continued from Page 1)

labor committee, has joined Trans-
Lux Pictures Corp. as general man-
ager. He takes the place of Major
John Zanft, who resigned last
spring.

« « « » » »

Injunction Blocks Strike
In Fox's Denver Houses

Denver—A temporary order re-

straining the local and international
operators and stage hands unions
from calling strikes or playing
strike benefits, because of a con-
troversy over the discharge of a man
^t the Mayan, has been granted bv
District Judge E. V. Holland to the
Fox Colorado Theater Co. All Fox
houses here, including the Isis,

Mayon, Oriental and Egyptian, are
ffected by the order, which pre-

vented a strike called for yesterday.
Hearing on the injunction is set for
Sept. 21.

New Italian Film Distributor
Italian Star Film Production Co.,

nc, has been organized by John
Milo, A. Battistone, Frank Portale
and Sal. DiGennaro. late of Capital
^ilm Exchange. Offices are in the
'<'ilm Center Building. The com-
ny has already closed contracts
ith Italian producers and the first

iic':ure to reach this country is

"Naples and Sorrento."

Twin City Houses Reopen
Minneapolis — RKO's Seventh

treet reopens this week with pic-

tures. The Lyceum also opens Sept,
19 for a week's run of "The Vik-
ing." The Lyceum in St. Paul has
reopened after reconditioning and
installation of Western Electric
sound equipment.

M-G-M Sales Changes in Portland
Portland, Ore.—Jack Rue of San

Francisco has been added to the
M-G-M sales staff here. Peter
Higins and Arthur Gollafin will
handle western Washington, and
Rue the eastern part.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishei and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat

ine their birthdays:

September 11
Dolores Costello
Lewis Milestone
Monty Scheff
Al Kingston
Robert W. Miller
Willard Mack
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MOBS BRAVE BLAZING HEAT
TO SEE "FIVE STAR FINAL"

LINE FORMS AT 8:30 a.m. Two hours before the Winter Garden opened,

the line was around the block. 90 degrees in the shade didn't mean a thing.

It was "Five Star Final" or bust. And the line continued all day

and night.

RMORED TRUCK MAKES FOUR
ECORD TRIPS. So great was the in-

ke that they shipped the dough in car-

ads four times a day.

SHE BROUGHT
HER LUNCH.
Minnie Ziltch

heard about the
crowds and came
prepared to wait
all day if neces-
sary.

WINS DISTINC-
TION! New York's
new hero. He got
there first. Waited
five hours to see "Five
Star Final."

SUCCESS
SMILE. A 1 1

New York is

raving about
Lovely
Marian
Marsh in

"Five Star
Final."

CAUSES RIOT. The remarkable
drawing power of Edward G. Robin-
son was declared to be responsible for
the Winter Garden panic. $60,000
in one week.

Beginning Today. Greatest Business Era In

History with FIRST NATIONAL'S Thunderbolt

USHERS
WILT as

crowds storm

doors and
force manage-

ment to keep

theatre open

until 3:30

a.m.

^
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MAX RUDNICK ORGANIZING

BURLESdUMM CIRCUIT

{Continued from Page 1)

the Fifth Ave., at Broadway and
28th St., formerly operated by RKO.
This will supplement the Eltinge, on
West 42nd St. It is understood he
may adopt similar policies for the
De Kalb and Myrtle in Brooklyn.

Roxy Host to Radio City
Architects and Builders

Samuel L. "Roxy" Rothafel yes-
terday tendered a luncheon at the
Ritz-Carlton to the Radio City ar-
chitects, builders and technicians
who will accompany him to Europe
on the Bremen, sailing Wednesday.
The party included Webster B.
Todd, O. B. Hanson, Gerard Chat-
field, Peter Clark, Andrew Reinhard
and W. K. Harrison. Others present
were Hiram S. Brown, Jr., Mark A.
Luescher, G. W. Johnstone, Robert
S. Carr and Merle Crowell.

Columbia Cartoon at Europa
"Little Pest," one of the "Scrap-

py" cartoons released bv Columbia.
'^as been booked for the new bill

^t the Europa, where "The Inn at
the Rhine" opens next week for a

Joe Hebrew Optimistic
Film industry as a whole has

nothing to fear during the fall and
winter, in the opinion of Joe Hebrew,
head of the Warner-First National
exchange in Philadelphia and one of
the real veterans in the film in-

dustry. Business in Philadelphia is

fine, Hebrew said while in New York
yesterday.

Mayor Stops Sunday Shows
Holland, Mich. —• An injunction

prohibiting motion pictures on Sun-
days in Holland has been granted
by Judge Fred T. Miles at Grand
Haven. The writ was asked by the
Mayor, who stated that a large ma-
jority of Holland citizens were op-
posed to Sunday shows.

Spokane Orpheum Drops Vaude
Spokane—RKO Orpheum will con-

tinue its picture policy without
vaudeville this season, it is an-
nounced by Walter Finney, manager.

Shooting Shorts in Portland
Portland, Ore. — Fairmont Film

Production Co., encamped at Jantzen
Beach, is shooting several comedy
subjects in addition to making shots
of the beach. Jack Sherry is di-

rector.

COMING & GOING

JACK WARNER arrived at the Coast
yesterday from New York.

JOHNNIE WALKER sails on the Paris
tomnrrow tn make preparations for produc-
tion of "Ghiinga Din." He will stop in
London.

|

"'

MRS. WILLIAM K. HOWARD has ar-
rived in New York from the Coast.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
JANE MURFIN, playwright and
J and scenarist under contract to
Radio, has been assigned the adap-
tation and dialogue of Harold Mc-
Grath's "The Other Passport,"
which will feature Irene Dunne in
the role of a grand opera singer.

* * *

Casting has been completed on Buzz Bar-
ton's initial starring vehicle for Big 4. Francis
X. Bushman, Jr., will have a leading male
role with Caryl Lincoln appearing in the
feminine lead and Ted Adams, heavy, has
been signed for the menace. The picture

will be directed by J. P. McGowan under
supervision of Burton King.

Sol Polito, veteran photographer
of sea pictures, is first cameraman
for "Suicide Fleet," RKO Pathe's
special production starring Bill

Boyd. One of Polito's latest films
was the First National production,
"Five Star Final." Among his nau-
tical pictures were "Scarlet Seas"
md "The Isle of Lost Ships."

* Wi *

Ann Dvorak, Hollywood's latest Cinderella
has been presented at court. It was the Los
Angeles Superior Court, and little Miss
Dvorak, who is onlv 19 and recently was
rewarded by Howard Hughes with a long-
term contract, appeared to have that contract
legalized She was accompanied bv her at-

torney, Neil McCarthy, and her mother and
euardian. Anna Lehr, one-time stage and
screen player. Her first assignment under
the new contract is the leading feminine role
opposite Spencer Tracy in "Sky Devils."

Denzil A. Cutler, veteran sound
recorder, is doing the recording on
Bill Boyd's newest picture, "Suicide
Fleet," at RKO Pathe.

* * *

Una Merkel has been signed to a long-
term contract by M-G-M. She recently com-
pleted a new role for this company in the
picturization of Noel Coward's "Private
Lives." with Norma Shearer and Robert
Montgomery.

* * *

Brian Marlow, playwright, short
story writer and scenarist, has
signed a new contract as a Para-
mount staff vsrriter.

* * *

WARNER BROS, have signed Bobby
Watson for Winnie Lightner's next picture,

"She Means Business," and he is due here
Oct. 10 following a vaudeville tour
Loretta Young, who has succeeded Joan
Blondell opposite James Cagney in "Blind
Spot." started work in the picture this week
under Rov Del Ruth.... Miss Blondell is

busy at United Artists.
* * *

Spencer Bennett Productions are
now filming the second of the Nick
Harris detective series for Radio
Pictures release, "The Mystery of
Compartment C." In the cast sup-
porting Nick Harris are John Dil-
lon, Lita Chevret, William Bailey
John Miller, Harrv Semels, Walter
Miller. Carlton King, Allan Greer
and Eddie Bake^-. Spencer Gordon
""f^nnett is directing, with Ray Heinz
acting as production manager.

Rudy Wiedoeft Making Short
Rudy Wiedoeft. saxaphone vir-

tuoso of national fame, has been
signed by Warner Bros, to star in a
Vitaphone short entitled "Darn
Tootin'," which will be made at the
Brooklvn studio. Rov Mack will di-

rect the picture, which goes into
nroduction Sept. 25. Wiedoeft will
be supplemented by the Singing
Saxaphones and other talent.

Malco Adds in Ft. Smith
Fort Smith. Ark.—Realizing that

there are more headaches in the-
ater operation than the average
outside - the - industry organization
fiorures, the local Masonic lodee h^s
abandoned its theater proiect in its

auditorium. whi<^h has now been
leased bv Malco Theaters. The same
comnany has also strengthened its

nosition in this situation by leasine
the New. which Publix formerlv op-
orated, and by reopening its Mvs-
tic. Malcn has closed the old Rialto
permanently.

Phvsi'-al Culture Reel
"How to Grow Thin," a technical

reel on body reducinf, has been
completed by Carl Ander=on of
Natural Productions, Inc.. with Allan
Hale delivering the descriptive talk.

"Citv Lights" Bip- in Rngland
London—Charlie Chaplin's "Citv

Liehts" has been one of the out-
standing successes in this country
af^cordine- to Murrav Silverstone of
United Artists. Gross has passed
!i;i .000.000, he stated, with many
houses playing repeats.

St. Louis Musicians Sign
St. Louis—New working agree-

ments have been reached between
the musicians and the Ambassador
and the St. Louis, which will use
44 and 20 men, respectively. Neigh-
borhood houses will not use any
musicians. Under the settlement.
^t. Louis Amusement Co. will save
the $100,000 yearly which it had
been pavinpr to musicians who were
not obliged to do anv work since
the houses went sound.

New Shorts Series for Ideal
Production on a series of 12

"Screen Biogranhs" has been start-
ed bv Eddie White, cartoonist- for
^ J. Kandel of Ideal Pictures. Thev
will be one-reelers and each release
will contain a caricature of three
motion picture stars or directors.
A. descriptive talk will be svnchron-
ized to the drawings. Narrative
will be done by Ray Vox.

Harrv Niemeyer Injured
St. Louis—Harry Niemeyer, Jr.,

Orphfum publicitv director, receiv-
ed a broken lee and bruises when an
airplane owned and piloted bv F. C.
Richards, publicity man at the Fox.
nosed over in a cornfield near Fen-
ton, Mo.

Ann Arbor Union Jam Settled
Ann Arbor, Mich.—Union projec-

tionists will go back to work this

week after having been out on strike
from all Ann Arbor theaters since
last Sunday, following the discharge
of an operator for an infraction of
rules.

'TAKE CRIME OFF STREH,

NOT SCREEN'-PEniJOHN

(Continued from Page 1)

its popularity with the public and ;

such stories are taboo among the
big producers, Pettijohn stated.

Others who appeared against the |i

bill included Dr. Holmes of Colum-
bia University, Prof. Rapport of
Connecticut Agricultural College
and A. W. Frederick of the M. P.
Dept. of the Y.M.C.A. Canon Chase
headed the contingent in favor of
the measure.

Denver Exhibs Reducing
Number of Operators

Denver—In order to bring to a
head negotiations that are pending,
Harry Huffman, owner of five
houses here, and Buzz Briggs, man-
ager of the State, have notified the
operators' union that after Oct. 1

they will use three operators daily
instead of four, as at present. The
notice has been filed with the state
industrial commission and if the
parties do not agree the case will

be heard by the board soon.

RKO Publicity Changes
Eunice Lefkowitz, formerly press

representative for the RKO Cameo,
has been placed in charge of the na-
tional publicity-story department by
J. J. Hess. Harold Dyggert, who
handles publicity for the Mayfair
and Albee Brooklyn, has taken over
the Cameo assignment.

Friday Openings in Baltimore
Baltimore — Starting tomorrow

the Century and Valencia change to

Friday opening instead of Monday.
Only four houses here now change
bills on Monday.

Rita La Rov. Ben Hirschfield to Wed
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAJLV
Hollywood—Rita La Roy and Ben-

iamin Hirschfield, actors' agents
{

have announced that they will marry
Sept. 27.

"Fanny Foley" Previewed
A preview of Radio Pictures'

"Fanny Foley, Herself." with Edna ;

May Oliver, will be held to nio'V>t "*
,

'he RKO Proctor's New Ro"helle
j

theater. This preview is designed
to obtain audience reaction to a new
production from a cosmopolitan
standpoint, prior to a Broadway
showing.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Distinctive Amusement Enterprises; Oril'

stfin & Silverman, 405 Lexington Ave., New I

York. $20,000.

Mert-El Amusement Corp.; L. KaufFman,
.S.il Fifth Ave., New York. 100 shares

common,

DELAWARE CHARTER
International Sound Recording Corp.,

Dovor, Del., recording devices of all kinds;

I'Dted States Corp., Co., Dover, Del. 5,000

shares common.



BOUNCE LAUGHS OVER U.S.A.

Bert, Bob, Dot score solid smash in

comedy battle royal!

New Orleans: ^Hot at local wicket

$12,000 '. . . Variety.

Top grosses Seattle, Los Ange|es,

Philadelphia.

Family trade soars in wake of

screen's ace laugh combo . . . Book
now and nail your share of early

Autumn business.

WHEELER
WOOLSEY

DOROTHY LEE

CAUGHT
PLASTERED
DIRECTED BY WM. SEITER

HAILED BY MET. CRITICS WHO RATE LAUGHS ABOVE SOPHISTICATION:

Bland Johaneson, Daily Mirror. . "Plenty of goofy fun, Qags good and merriment genuine,

Qood rowdy comedy,^*

Regina Crewe, American . . . "Never a lull in the avalanche of nifties , , , Lots to laugh at,^'

Marguerite Tazelaar, Herald Tribune . . . "Will prove side-splitting for Wheeler and

Woolsey followers. Audience enjoyed the flip lines immensely,"

TUNE IN ! ''RKOTheatreoftheAir''lSlB.C.CoasttoCoastlSIetworkEveryFridaylSlightJ0:30PM.NewYorkTirne



ER FIRST PICTURE IN 7 MONTHS!
WILL BREAK RECORDS FOR NEX'

7MONTHS!

1

It's Big Time!

Two-A-Day at ^K M^l
$2.00! Advance ^V /^H
Sale Enormous! ^H^L ^^1
FOX CARTHAY
LOS ANGELES

,p.•-,_
^ wwf' -^

Ann
HARDING
DEVOTION

with LESLIE HOWARD
Robert Williams • O. P. Heggie
a CHARLES R. ROGERS PRODUCTION
Directed by Robert Milton • Harry Joe Brown, Associate Producer

RKO&PATHE



Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Fourteen Years Old
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Fox West Coast Will Operate 11 U. A. Theaters

LAEMMLE RESTORESJNIVERSAL SALARIES

Lasky Sees Better Cooperation Among Producers
Greatest Picture Season

I
Predicted by Para.

I Vice-President
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Producing companies

low are quick to help each other for

;he common good, executives realiz-

ing that the industry's structure is

30 interwoven that the success of

me helps the success of all, and the

standard of ethics has been estab-

ishtd on a far higher level than at

my previous time, declared Jesse L.

Lasky on his departure for New
(Continued on Page 8)

zoostocMderstoask

trial ofjathe action

With 200 Pathe stockholders
oigned up as additional plaintiffs in

'-e $20,000,000 suit of Lena M. Vin-
" nt and others against Pathe Ex-
change, Inc., in which an accounting
for alleged loss and damages as a

•esult of the sale of Pathe assets

to RKO is asked. Harry L. Kreeger,
(Continued on Page 8)

Syracuse Musicians Si

4 More Cities Dick ng
With the Syracuse musicians'

contract difficulties settled through
^•gning of a new contract, negotia-

Lioub are still continuing in four
cities, Rochester, New Orleans,

Pittsburgh and Philadelphia. The
Syracuse contract provides for a

(Continued on Page 8)

Stability of Films Cited by Schenck
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Proof of the essential character of motion pictures is reflected

by the industry's excellent showing in a period of general stress, says Joseph M.
Schenck. "While some other industries have found little or no market for

their products, there has been a continued demand for motion picture enter-

tainment," says the United Artists head. "That films are an essential of life

is abundantly indicated by the fact that they have retained their interest for

audiences in such wise as to enable studios to proceed steadily and hopefully

with production."

Seeks Deduction from Income Tax

For Organs Made Useless by Sound
Washington Bureau of

Washington—A decision of im-
portance to theaters which invested
in expensive organs and then re-

placed them by sound equipment
will be forced by the appeal of the
Anderson Theatrical Enterprises,
Inc., Louisville, Ky., to the Board of

Tax Appeals asking permission to

deduct from profits the amount of

heir organ investments upon which
;hey have not realized.

The petitioner operates the Ri-
dera and Starland in Anderson,
''nd., and the Jefferson in Hunting-

TH^ FILM DAILY
ton, Ind. Organs were placed in

each theater in 1927 and replaced by
sound equipment in 1928. A 15 per
cent depreciation was allowed for

1927 and 1928, and in the 1929 re-

turn the taxpayer deducted the 70
per cent balance of $29,781.08, the
organs having gone into disuse that
year.
The Internal Revenue Department

lisallowed the deduction on the
ground that a 15 per cent deprecia-
tion is sufiicient, the organs still be-
ing in place.

RKO Enlists Cops on Ticket Sales

Negotiations Resumed

For Wanger Settlement

With the return of Nathan Burkan, at-

torney, from Europe, negotiations are un-

derstood to have been resumed with Para-

mount toward settlement of Walter Wan-
ger's contract. Pending an adjustment of

the new agreement, which becomes opera-

tive in October, Wanger is technically on

a leave of absence from the company.

Lowell, Mass.—Every policeman
in this city has been assigned to

selling tickets for the RKO Keith
theater during the run of Universal's
"Homicide Squad," which opens to-

norrow. It is the first move of

Mayor Braden and Police Superin-
tendent Downey in their new cam-
laign "to recreate respect for law
xnd order and for the police of the

nation which existed prior to the ad-
vent of the prohibition law.

Through arrangement with Mark
Gates, manager of the theater, and
E. M. Orowitz, RKO New York
representative, tickets will sell for
40 cents, with 10 cents on each
ticket sold by policemen being
donated to the Mayor's unemploy-
ment fund.

11 United Artists Theaters
Will Be Operated by Fox W. C.

Improved Outlook Leads
U's Chief to Abolish

Cuts in Pay
Universal has abolished the sal-

ary reductions which have been in
effect throughout the summer and
restored the former scale of pay.
Improved outlook and increases in

sales prompted the action on the
part of Carl Laemmle, who returned
last week from Europe. Universal
was the last major company to cut
salaries and is the first to put them

{Continued on Page 8)

PRESENTFOXMSOMIT

J.E.
No deals are pending for the sale

of Fox New England and upper New
York State (Schine) houses, accord-
ing to Glenn Griswold, who told The
Film Daily yesterday that subse-
quent to the signing of theater sales
now pending, including the Skouras
deal, Fox will retain, in addition to

{Continued on Page 8)

New RCA Victor Record
Gives Half-Hour Program
A new long-playing record capable

of reproducing an entire vaudeville
act, symphony or musical program
lasting half an hour was demon-
strated for the first time last night
by the RCA Victor Co. at the Savoy-
Plaza Hotel. These records are to

(Confirmed on Page 8)

Consistently Best Sound
Will Get AcademyAward

San Francisco—Official announce-

Yient has been made that Fox West

^last Theaters will operate 11 of the

louses in the United Artists cir-

!*. Five of the theaters are in

Berkeley, Palo Alto, Richmond. V-1
lejo and Sacramento. United Artists
will retain an interest and assist in

the bookings.

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—This year's sound recording

award by the Academy of M. P. .Arts
and Sciences will go to the sou^ ' aepart-
ment which has the best recor, ror con-
sistently good work during the, 'year, in-

stead of to a single outstanding achiev
ment. Each studio was asked to su*- t

five samples for review. : >
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High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 4 4 4
Con. Fm. Ind. ... 5^ 5 '/J 5'/^ — Vi

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 13 12-54 12^ — Yt
East. Kodak 127 121.^ 125% + 1%
Fox Fm. "A" 11 9% lOJ^ + Vi
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 2^ 2 2

Loew's, Inc 46^ 44^ 45-% -|- 1

do pfd 86 86 86 — 5

M-G-M pfd 24'/^ 2454 2414 — K
Paramount 20J^ 18"^ 19^ -f V2
Pathe E.xch IJ^ \V% \V>.

,

do "A" AM 4'A 4'A — Vi
RKO "A" 13 12 12M :

Warner Bros 9M ZVi 9 -f M
do pfd 25 25 25 — 2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A"... 2 1 J4 1 % — !4

Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. iVt. 3 3^
Nat. Scr. Ser 18!^ 18^ UYi — 1

Technicolor SYi SYi ^Yi — V%
Trans-Lux ) 3!4 iYe. 3!4 — Vt

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. IGK 1.^ l.'i^i — 3

Loew 6s 4Iww 97 96'/^ 97 -f ^
Paramount 6s 47.. 81 >4 80 80 — \Va
Par. By. 5i^s51...101 WQYz 101
Par. S^^sSO 71^ 70 70 — Yi
Pathe 7s37 90}^ 90^ 90^ — Wt
Warner's 6s39 ... 57 55 57 +1

Griffith Circuit in Gainesville
Gainesville, Tex.—Griffith Amuse-

ment Co. is reported planning to

build a house here in competition
with A. V. Wade.

Finds Reformers Wrong
It seems to us that the church authorities are patently wrong In their demands

on the movies. They are wrong because they have seized upon a form of mass enter-
tainment, potentially capable of artistic form, and asked that It serve as a form
of propaganda for humanitarian Ideals. The most severe criticism brought against
organized religion nowadays Is that It has forsaken Its traditional aims of aiding
Individuals to reconstruct their consciences in line with divine precept and has gone
in for a large scale uplifting program. ... Many critics attribute the weakness of many
church organizations to this very Rousseaulstic ideal of reforming great groups of
people at one time.

—Richmond, Va., Times-Dispatch.
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Next Ampa Honor Guest
May Be Eddie Cantor

Eddie Cantor will probably open
the new season of AMPA meetings
at next Thursday's luncheon, ac-

cording to plans of the new adminis-
tration. Several prominent and out-
standing personages of stage and
screen are being scheduled for
honor-guest appearances. The en-
tire ticket of officers, as presented
by the nominating committee, was
unanimously elected at yesterday's
meeting at the Dixie, with Ed Fin-
ney of United Artists replacing
Mike Simmons as president.

3 Columbia Releases on B'way
With the opening of "Pagan Lady"

at the B. S. Moss house tomorrow,
Columbia will have three feature re-

leases current on Broadway. The
others are "Fifty Fathoms Deep" at

the Mayfair and "The Dreyfus
Case" at the Warner. This is the
second time in the past year that
Columbia has had a trio on the main
stem simultaneously.

New Ohio Corporations
Columbus—H. F. Adams, Helen

Vianes and Dale D. Rapp of 42 East
Gay St., have obtained a charter to

ooerate a theater. Carl Anderson
Theater Co. of Dayton has been in-

corporated. William Bauer, Albert
J. Conrad and Fritz M. Witte are
the incorporators of Europa The-
ater, Inc., Cincinnati.

Para. Pays Debenture Installment
Paramount has delivered to Chase

National Bank as trustee $800,000
nar value of its 6% Sinking Fund
Debentures for cancellation and re-

tirement. These bonds were deliv-

ered to comply with the sinking fund
orovision which requires the retire-

ment of $800,000 par value of these
bonds on Oct. 1st of each year. This
leaves outstanding $12,800,000 of
these bonds from an original issue
of $16,000,000.

Radio Station at Loew's, Providertee
Providence—Loew's State is to be

the home of a new broadcasting sta-

tion for the Cherry & Webb women's
store.

Livermore House Damaged by Fire
Livermore, Cal.—Fire recently did

$15,000 damage to the Livermore
picture house. It will be closed for
several months.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Ralet

Powers CInephona Equipment Corporation

Convention Committees
Announced by S.M.P.E.

Committees in charge of arrange-
ments for the fall meeting of the
S. M. P. E., to be held Oct. 5-8 at
the New Ocean House, Swampscott,
Mass., are announced as follows:

Boston Local Committee: J. S. Cifre,

Chairman; A. C. Hardy. C. A. B. Halvor-
son, L. T. Troland, A. J. Holman.

Reception: J. S. Cifre. L. T. Troland. J.
K. Kienninger, Donald McRae. LeRoy An-
drews. A. C. Hardy, A. J. Holman. Thad.
C. Barrows, H. S. Dill, C. A. B. Halvorson.
A. C. Hayden, J. H. Cohen, Joseph Rosen,
Maurice Rottenberg.
Convention Registrars: W. C. Kunzmann.

S. Renwick, H. T. Cowling, E. R. Geib.
Hostess to Convention: Mrs. A. C. Hardy,

assisted by Mrs. H. T. Cowling. Mrs. C. A.
B. Halvorson, Mrs. Donald McRae.
Banquet Arrangements: W. C. Hubbard.

Chairman; W. C. Kunzmann, F, C. Badg-
ley. J. S. Cifre.

Supervisors of Projection Eouipment. In-
stallation, and Operation: H. Griffin. Chair-
man; J. Frank. Jr.: Officers and Members
of Projectionists Local No 245. I. A. T. S.
E.. Lynn. Mass. : J. S Cifre. Joseph Rosen.
H. S. Dill, Thad. C. Barrows. Maurice Rot-
tenberg.

Entertainment and Amusements: J. S.
Cifre. L. T. Troland. A. C. Hardv. Thad. C.
Barrows, C. A. B. Halvorson, Donald Mc-
Rae.

Press and Publicity: W. Whitmore. Chair-
man.

Membership: H. T. Cowling. Chairman.
TransDortation Bulletins. and Reserva-

tions: W. C. Kunzmann, W. C. Hubbard,
M. W. Palmer.

Official Cinematoi^raDher: H. T. Cowling.
New Anparatus Exhibit: H. Griffin, Chair-

man ; J. Frank. S. Harris.

Continuine Committee
Meet Called for Today

The meeting of the continuing
committee, appointed at the recent
exhibitors' protest convention in
New York, will be held today. Wal-
ter Vincent, its chairman, had
planned to call the session for yes-
terday.

"Alexander Hamilton" Clicks
First day's business on "Alexan-

der Hamilton," new George Arliss
vehicle, at Warners' Hollywood set
a new opening day record for this
Broadway house. Gross was $5,140.
surpassing Constance Bennett in
"Bought" by $652, the management
states.

T23-7TH AVE.. N. V. BRYANT 9-8067

I Mayfair Theatre B'ldg, N. Y.

WILLIAM MORRIS

m
Call-Board

EDDIE CANTOR
Opevmo

PARAMOUNT
BROOKLYN

Friday, Sept. 18

1- HOLLYWOOD

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Sept. 24:

Sept.

Sept.

Sept.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

25:

21-26

28-30:

1:

4-6:

5-8:

6:

31:

Convention of Philadelphia M
P. T. O., at the Hotel Adel
phia, Philadelphia.

Convention of M. P. T. O.
Eastern Penna. Southern Ne»
Jersey and Delaware, Philadel
phia.

"The Exhibitor" annual golf toui
nament at Lu Lu Country Clul
Philadelphia.

: National 16 mm. motion pictur
exposition, Hotel Victoria, Ne>
York.

: French Educational Film CoB^
gress, Paris.

Hispano - American Motion Pic
ture Congress. Madrid, Spain.

Eleventh Annual Convention
M.P.T.O. of Western Penniyl
vania, Hotel Henry, Pittsburgh

Fall meeting of the Societv
Motion Picture Engineers, Ne?
Ocean House, Swampscott
Mass.
Annual meeting and noon-da4
luncheon. Allied Theaters ol
Mass.. Hotel Bradford, Boston.]
Universal Club "Night in Pal
ris." Hotel Astor. 1

Ezell and Smith Holding
\

New England Sales Meetei
Claude C. Ezell, eastern genera

sales manager, and A. W. Smith
Jr., eastern sales manager, of War
ner Bros, and First National, lefl

yesterday to attend a series of sales

meetings in the New England terrii

tory. Among the cities to be visiteci

are New Haven and Boston. Be-

fore returning to the home offices th(

eastern sales managers will attenc,
a meeting of the companies' reprel
sentatives in Buffalo.

Rubenstein Returns to i

Lloyd's Film Storaga
After an absence of several

months, Sam Rubenstein has resunr
ed active charge of Lloyd's Filir

Storage.

Regular K-A-O Dividend
Board of directors of Keith-Albee

Orpheum has declared the regula
quarterly dividend of 1%% on th

preferred stock of the company, paj
able on Oct. 1 to stockholders o-

record Sept. 26.

Madison
Overlooking Ocean of Illinois Av«nu«

ATLANTIC CITY. N.J.
A New Fireproof Hotel

Rates (writh meals) as low as

$30 Weekly Per Person

SPECIAL DAILY RATES
European Plan Rates Upon Request

BATHING DIRECT FROM
HOTEL

FETTER CvHOLLINGER //>&»
Cugtnt C feHer. Mnp. Dir.
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• NEWS««OF«»THE«»DAy •

Atlanta—Burglars broke into the

Empire a few days ago and depart-

ed with the safe from the theater

office. Only a small amount of cash
was in it.

Wheeling, W. Va. — Wheeling
Temple Theater Company, J. W.
Parker, manager, announces that

the Temple will soon reopen.

Phillipsburg, Pa. — Preparations
are being made to reopen the old

Majestic within the next several

weeks, according to A. J. Flecken-
stein, proprietor.

New Orleans—Bolivar Hyde, man-
ager of the Tudor here, has left for
Lakeland, Fla., where he will be in

charge of the Lakeland and the
Polk, Sparks houses.

Lumberton, Miss.—The Lumber-
ton theater building has been de-

stroyed by fire. It was owned by
U. Walker, Baton Rouge, La.

New Orleans—The U. S. Theater
on Magazine street is now under
the management of Warren Salles,

who has made it the most modern
house of its kind in the upper sec-

tion of the city.

Atlanta — Augmenting the sales

force of the local office of Univer-
sal, Joe Fieldman, is traveling as
special sales representative in the
southern territory. Fieldman re-

turns to Atlanta from the west.

San Franciscco—Ray Kelsall has
been relieved of all theater duties
on the Kaliski Harband circuit. He
will henceforth do the buying,
booking and exploitation of cellu-

loid product for the circuit.

Atlanta — Tom Heenan, former
general manager of the Alexander
Film Co., and E. B. Walker, have
opened an office handling the sales
on two-for-one tickets in the south-
ern territory.

Cleveland—P. R. Touney, former-
ly manager of the Windermere,
succeeds A. E. McAuliffe as man-
ager of the Lincoln, in the Asso-
ciated Theaters circuit.

Atlanta — John Smith, Keith's
Georgia manager, has resigned and
will return to California to enter
into a business of his own.

Brandt Satisfies Navy
Prompt action of Joe Brandt in

eliminating certain scenes of U. S.

Navy men in Columbia's "Flight,"

"Dirigible" and "Fifty Fathoms

Deep," has been acknowledged by

the Secretary of the Navy in a let-

ter received by Brandt yesterday.

The Navy raised some objections to

actions of men in uniforms.

Toledo, O. — Martin Smith has
gone back to full operating time at
the Park, formerly the Sylvan.

San Francisco—E. Hugo Strick-
land, Columbia salesman at the local
exchange, has been promoted to a
branch managership. Strickland has
moved to the managerial sanctum of
the Columbia Denver exchange.

Dover, O.—George Chrest states
he contemplates opening the Ohio.

Montgomery, Ala.—James Pepper
is now manager of the Strand,_Wil-
by house, succeeding Bernard Buch-
heit, who has gone to Birmingham
for a short rest before going to the
Pacific Coast. Pepper comes from
the Noble, Anniston.

Jeromeville, O.—Mrs. C. Shanks
has leased the Liberty to B. L.

Smith and Rexford Fasig, who will

operate it on Saturday and Sunday
only.

Akron—The Allen, closed all sum-
mer, is to reopen Sept. 20, accord-
ing to the owner, Allen Simmons.
Charles Schweitzer, former man-
ager, will again run the house.

New Philadelphia, O.—M. A. Shea
is reported to have bought the Opera
House from Skirboll Bros. It is also
rumored that Shea will not open the
Bijou.

Lowering Scales in Iowa
Des Moines—Admission prices are

being reduced in a number of the
smaller town theaters throughout
the state. At Gilmore City a regu-
lar price of 30 cents for adults and
10 cents for children is the new rate.

The Granada in Webster City has
set its matinee price at 25 cents and
for early evening shows 35 cents.

Triple Showing for Ideal Short
"Jerusalem, the Holy City," Ideal

short subject, has been booked
through Harry Brown of Standard
Film Co. for day-and-date runs at
the Strand, Warner and Beacon, all

Broadway houses. M. J. Kandel,
president of Ideal, announces com-
pletion of the second Ideal travel-
ogue, "A Journey Through Ger-
many." Arthur Hale, WOR an-
nouncer, is the narrator.

Recording Studio Leases Space
Recording Studios of America has

leased the building at 216 to 218
East 38th St. for its radio and mo-
tion picture recording activities.

Third Week for "Hampelmann"
"Der Hampelmann" ("The Pup-

pet"), German operetta, is being
held a third week at the Eighth St.
Playhouse.

"Dreyfus" in Fourth Week
"The Dreyfus Case" will hold

over for a fourth week at the War-
ner on Broadway.

CHARACTER

You Like

Or Dislike

Publications

For the Same

Reason You

Like or Dislike

People

It's Reputation,

Integrity and

Character

That Counts...
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

t)
Magnificent Liar Contest

Drew Replies from 300

nrOM KANE of the Sequoia,

Redwood City, Calif., ex-

ploited "The Magnificent Lie"

by a Magnificent Liars' Contest.

His announcement read: "Most

magnificent liar contest! The
person telling the most magni-
ficent lie will receive a week's

pass for two to the Sequoia The-

ater. Fishing, golf and matri-

monial lies are acceptable. Pro-

fessionalism barred. Contest

conducted under rules of S.P.C.

A. Contest Closes Monday night

at 12 p.m. Mail or bring your
lies to Sequoia Theater. Contest

is open to adults only. Lies will

be judged by the manager of the

Sequoia Theater, due to his

ability in such matters." More

than 300 entries were received,

and the contest aroused a storm

of mirthful comment.
—Sequoia,

Redwood City, Calif.

Capitol, St. John, Has
Novel Guessing Contest

'VUE Capitol Theater, Saint

John, New Brunswick, has
arranged a tie-up with Wasson's
Drug Store at the Saint John
Annual Exhibition. In the booth

at the Exhibition is J. C. Muir,
make-up expert from the Max
Factor Studios, Hollywood, and
in conjunction with the Capitol

Theater, tickets are given away
for a guessing contest and a

lucky ticket contest. The guess-

ing contest is to guess the num-
ber of feet in a length of film

rolled in a glass case.

—Capitol Theater,
Saint John, N. B.

m

$UNSHIN€

Carl Laemmle abolishes salary cuts

and restores former wages among Uni-
versal employes.

• • • A YARN IN Times Square circulation concerns a

feller who qualifies for a Tough Break Medal He is, or

more accurately, was a minor exec in a minor fillum outfit

One night he was doing his chores at the office when
the phone rang and a masculine voice said: "This is Mr. So-and-

So (naming the high mogul of his company) I want you

to come right up to my apartment to discuss that such-and-such

deal." Now it so happens that this feller had been vic-

timized before by Practical Jokers He was Sophisticated

So he lets go: "How would you like to go to (fill in

your own word)" And hung up the phone violently

All of which was Extremely Unfortunate as the mugg
who called was actually the Big Shot And all of which
accounts for the fact that the minor exec is now a buck private

in the Great Army of the Unemployed
* * * *

• • • TALK ABOUT dreams come true Take the
case. of John Sharnberg, manager of the RKO Capitol at Madi-
son, Wis. Like scores of other RKO managers he plug-

ged away to win No. 1 prize in "the best showing during July"
contest He crossed the wire first And now he
and his wife are enjoying a de luxe tour through Europe
They're due back in Manhattan Oct. 8

* * * *

• • • MIKE COMERFORD is a Living Example of an op-
erator who Means Something to the state in which he lives

He is as much concerned with the welfare of Pennsyl-
vania as the welfare of his theaters Up in Scranton the
other day a series of "runs" were making Life Miserable for

several banks Mike went to a radio station and through
the medium of ampilifiers placed in the street near the bank
lines, persuaded the depositors not to withdraw their funds

Assured then that the institutions are fundamentally
sound In other words Stopped a Panic Which
again proves that he is a public-spirited citizen and a credit to

the fillum industry
* * * +

• • • CLAUDE EZELL takes the role of a prophet to in-

sist that Warren William, who appears in "Honor of the Fam-
ily," is uncut-starring material Melvin Heymann of the
M-G-M publicity staff is booked to commit matrimony with
Cecile Gansler, who hails from Newark Everett Mar-
shall, who had an Abbreviated Career in pitcher musicals, is

the sensation of George White's new "Scandals" "Give
us more comedy such as the Torchy series." writes M. L. Le
Fevre, manager of the Lyric at Carrizozo, New Mexico
He joins the list of predictors by forecasting Ray Cooke as f

Future Star Doris Kenyon, who does a splendid pio'^

of work in "Alexander Hamilton," writes as well as she acts.

* * * *

• • • LARRY KENT, who knows What It's All About
when it comes to short subject production, still gets phone calls

intended for Larry Kent, the actor Jim Loughborough
is publicizing a movement to restrain alley cats and such from
spreading disease You may consider that "The Merrv
Widow" was Mae Murray's best picture, bnt she'll tell you it

was "Fascination." Bessie Mack authors a statement to
the effect that Edwin Milton Royle will pass judgment on "The
Squaw Man." which he wrote as a play, when he visits the
Capitol tonight The George Gerhard who is writing
pieces for High-Brow Magazines is not the same Gerhard who
writes publicity pieces for United Artists But he's clever
enough to be

* * * *

• • • THE AMPA election yesterday was as tranquil as a

Philadelphia Sunday Ed Finney takes over the Presiden-
tial Grief Other new officials are: George Bilson, vice-
president; Marvin Kirsch, treasurer; Al Sherman, secretary;
trustee for three years, Bruce Gallup; two-year trustee, Kelcey
Allen: board of directors, Mike Simmons, Paul Benjamin, Vin
cent Trotta, Charlie Barrell and Al Selig; auditing committee
George Harvey, Rutgers Nielson and Tom Hamlin; National
Chamber of Commerce, P. L. Thomson Bon Voyage!

NEW BOOKS
On the Art and Business

of M.otion Pictures

CHARLIE CHAPLIN, His Life
Art, by W. Dodgson Bowninn, vnth
foreword by Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr. Published by John Day Co..
New York. $1.75.

After reading the trenchant fore-
word by Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

this sketchy biography of Charlie
Chaplin is not nearly as arresting
as it might have been. It makes the
reader wish that Fairbanks had
written the whole volume; either
Fairbanks or someone more inti-

mately conversant with Chaplin and
the film business, and more anxious
to turn out an informative biography
than a more or less partial fan story.

In spite of its shortcomings, how-
ever, the 134-page book is enjoyable
reading, especially for the public at
large. It traces the famous com-
edian from his childhood days to his

appearance in London at the "City
Lights" premiere, where George
Bernard Shaw publicly congratu-
lated him. Chaplin's early days as
a performer in England, his coming
to America and touring with the
Fred Karno Comedy Company, his

first motion picture comedies spon-
sored by A. Kessel of the New York
Motion Picture Company, his asso-
ciation with Mack Sennett, who let

Charlie get away from him in a dis-

pute over salary and other incidents
of his meteoric rise from a musical
hall artist at less than $75 a week
in 1913 to a film comedian at $10,000
weekly in the short space of two
years, are recounted in interesting
fashion. There is also a chapter on
"Charlie Chaplin and Women." which
appears to be something of a de-

fense of his costly matrimonial ven-
tures and other unhappy love af-

fairs. On the subject of Chaplin's
films and in regard to his attitude
toward talkers, the volume is very
uninformative and incomplete. The
same applies to a discussion of Chap-
lin's art as a comedian and producer,
a vastly interesting subject for one
who could do justice t' i .

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishei and con-

gratulationg are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem
bers of the industry, who are celebrat

ing their birthdays:

September 18
Greta Garbo

Edna Rollins

C. Gardner Sullivan
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UNIVERSAL RESTORES

FORMERJALARY SCALE

(Continued from Page 1)

back on the old basis. In his letter

to employes, Laemmle said:

"After a careful study of the gen-

eral business situation and Univer-

sal's expanding business, I have de-

cided to abolish our former salary

reduction and to pay you, beginning

with the next pay day, on the basis

of your former salary. I know this

will be joyous news to you and I

assure you it takes a load off of my
own mind. I was mighty uphappy
to make any cuts at all, but it was
the wise thing to do. I thank yov

for the spirit in which you accepted

the reductions and in which you car-

ried on during the summer.
"I hardly feel it necessary to teF

you that your utmost cooperation is

needed more now than ever if wf

are to justify this return to the for-

mer salary basis. You must not re

lax for a moment in your determina-

tion to maintain all possible eco-

nomies."

Present Fox Deals Omit
Schine and N. E. Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

the New England and Schine

groups, six de luxe houses located in

Detroit, Washington, Philadelphia

St. Louis, the Roxy in New York,

and the Fox in Brooklyn. All other

Brooklyn Fox theaters, numbering
41, have been sold to Rinzler and

Frisch.

New RCA Victor Record
Gives Half-Hour Program

(Continued from Page 1)

be known as program transcriptions

and are titled as complete perform-

ances, as against the ordinary rec-

ords which reproduce only excerpts

For those who already have electric

phonographs, an inexpensive gear

shift arrangement for playing the

new records has been developed by
Victor. Thirty-four records already

have been made by the new process.

Smalley Signs WB-FN Lineup
Contracts have been signed by

the Smalley circuit of New York
state for the showing of Warner,
First National and Vitaphone prod-

uct.

E. S. Young Gets Kansas City House
Kansas CiW—E. S. Young has

leased the Central, 3209 East 31st

St., for five years. He will remodel
the 775-seat house.

COMING & GOING

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

Sv RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
Q.EORGE SEITZ is finishing the

original story "Boulder Dam,"
which goes into production at the
Radio Pictures studio late this

au'umn. Wallace Smith, author and
scenarist, will wi-ite the adaptation
and dialogue. The film will be photo-
graphed at the Boulder Dam site at
the time of the first big dynamiting
iperations there.

* * *

PARAMOUNT has assigned Judith Wood
^o the role originally intended for Peggy
Shannon in "Workine: Girls," with Buddy
Rogers. ... Marjorie Gateson and Charles D.
Brown have been cast for "The Heart is

YoimT," with Kay Francis and William
Boyd.

* * *

"Hullabaloo," an original story by
Gerrit J. Lloyd, has been accepted
'iy Radio Pictures for early produc-
ion. Robert Presnell has been en-
Taeed today to write the adaptation
•nd dialogue. The story is the sec-
ond to be accepted from Lloyd with-
n two weeks. The first was a new
•ehicle featuring Ivan Lebedeff.

* * *

"Fx-King" replaces "Broadcast-
n^" as the title of the sixth laugh-
''ker in Tiffany's series of Chimp

^-t-nedies. "Skippy" and "Gland
lotpl" precede "Ex-Kinc" in pro-
-"<^inn under the direction of Sig
•-ufeld.

* * *

Walter Huston, having finished "Heart and
H^nf^." ,Tt Universal under the direction of

^Vill'am Wyler. ha>; immediately started on
he W. R. Burnett P'ctiire. "Law and Or-
^er." in the same studios. It will be directed

by Edward Cahn. Huston will be supported
by Lois Wilson Ralph Ince. Raymond Hat-
ton and Russell Hopton. It is also possib'e

•hat his son. John Huston, will be included

n the cast. John just took a screen test for

•'. minor role.

Louis King is directing "Un-
wanted" at Columbia. It is based
on the stage play of that name,
which was written by Bella Muni
and Aben Finkel. Jack Cunningham
wrote the adaptation for the screen.

* * *

June Collyer and Stuart Erwin have re-

turned from their "second honeymoon"—an
automobile trip into northern California,

where they visited Yosemite, the Redwood
Forests, San Francisco and Lake Tahoe.

* * *

Dr. P. Marafioti, voice teacher,

who trained Gloria Swanson, wil'

shortly open a studio in Los An-
geles. He came west a year ago by
arrangement with M-G-M. He is

the discoverer of new vocal meth-
ods, which have been endorsed by
amous singers from Caruso to

Grace Moore.

Arnold KorfF, who p'ayed the judge in

"The American Tragedy," has appeared in

more than 900 stage p'ays. He was born of

American parents, in Vienna, and was trained

for his father's profession of engineer. In hi'-

younger days, he made many visits to the

United States, but it was not until after his

-eturn to Europe, that he found his life work
-s an actor.

Pola Negri this week started her

first talker. "A Woman Commands."
Ht the RKO Pathe studios. Paul L
Stein is directing, and supporting
cast includes Bas'l Rathbone, H. B
Warner and Roland Young.

* * *

FOX has given Minna Gombell a fea-

tured role in "Cheating. " which Kenneth
MacKenna is directing.. Louise Beaver also

is a late addition t" the cast of this picture,

•n which Linda W~tkins has the lead. . . .

Louise Dresser, Marjorie Rambeau and
Jobyna Howland are preparing for their

-oles PS ex-burlesque queens in "Stepping
Sisters."

Schreiber Gets Detroit House
Detroit—Litigation over the Co-

lonial, Woodward Ave. house, came
to a climax this week when Jack
Schreiber obtained a writ and took
possession of the house in accord-
ance with a Supreme Court decision

over ownership. Schreiber charged
that after buying the theater from
Lou and Beniamin Cohen, they re-

fused to turn it over to him.

On 17-Honr Schedule
Business on "Five Star Final" at

he Winter Garden is running at
•uch a pace that the house is on-
-^ratins: on a 17-hour schedule, giv-
''<^g eight shows a day.

•T. A. Martin Acquires Two
Seattle—.T. A. Martin has acouired

^he Societv hfve from W. P. A^VIps
ind the W>>ite Tpti^qv in Whi+e
""'^nter, Wash., from George Sriglei'

WILL H. HAY.S returns to New York
today after a brief trip to Chicago.

MAURICE CHEVALIER is on his way
hack from Southern France, where he has
been vacationing, to start work at the Para-
mount coast studios in "One Hour With
You."

ROY DISNEY is due in New York today
from the Coast.

Rav-Miner Plans TTnde<'iHed
Rav-Miner Corp., plav producing

subsidiary of Paramount, has not a?
yet mapped out a nrograrn for the
new season. An officer of the con
cern yesterday stated that the con-
cern will not disband, as reported.

31 Broadway Musicals
Although at present musicals are

not cutting an important figure in

picture production, the Broadway
legit producers are going for them
in a serious way. Checkup indicates

that at least 31 are planned for Fall

production, supplementing the sev-

-"ral current musical hits in New
York.

Madan Buys De Forest Equipment
J. F. Madan, theater owner and

producer in India and well know"
n the United States, is planning to

"onstruct a sound studio at Calcutta

He has purchased De Forest record-
ing equipment.

Dowling Closes Foreign Deals
Two more foreign situations have

been closed bv "Bo" Dowline ^or
the entire Radio Pictures 1931-32
'^eature and short subject line-up,

Madan Theaters. Ltd,, will handle
^^he product in India, and Reid-Hall.
Ltd., in Bermuda. According to
Dowling every country in the world,
vith the exception of Russia, will

how the last year's line uo of Radio
''ictures, with the 1931-32 schedule
already sold for many continental
countries.

LASKY SEES PRODUCERS

IN BEHER COOPERATION

(Continued from Page 1)

York after a two months' stay here.
Hollywood lately has become more
awake to its responsibilities, and is

on a better basis of efficiency and
economy than ever before, said the
Paramount vice-president. As a re-

sult he predicts that the season just
starting will see "the greatest pic-

ture entertainment from all com-
panies that we ever had in a single

season."

200 Stockholders to Ask
Trial of Pathe Action

(Continued from Page 1

)

ttorney for the stockholders, will

nake application to the court with-
in the next 10 days asking that all

'efendants be ordered to submit to

examination before trial. Elisha
Walker, president of Bancamerica-
Blair and Jeremiah Milbank, treas-
urer of the Republican National
Committee recently included as de-
fendants in the action, will be ques-
tioned as to their knowledere of the
'leeed interlocking of the Pathe and
RKO directorate previous to the
sale.

Syracuse Musicians Sign;
4 More Cities Dickering

(Continued from Page 1)

continuance of the terms in the old

agreement. It eff'ects both Loew and
RKO. In Philadelphia musicians
are out of the Warner-Stanley
Houses, but are continuing to work
for Fox pending a new contract.

Another Station for Radio Newsreel
WLAP of Louisville has joined

the 44 stations now broadcasting the

Radio Newsreel of Hollywood, War-
ners' weekly exploitation feature.

Richard Barthelmess goes on the

air next week.

lart, Mich., House Changes Hands
Hart, Mich.—Carl Myers, former-

V manager of the Franklin in

Grand Rapids for the Becher Thea-
ter Co., and Ernest Roche, manafre*
if the Cinevox in the same city.

'

have taken a five-year lease with

'

ntion of purchase on the Amus'
in Hart. Fred Harris, former op
erator will retire.

T. & D.. Jr.. A-quire House
Gilroy, Cal.—The Strand theater

has been sold to T. & D., Jr., En-
terprises.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Freezel Holding Corp., nmtion pictures

;

Filer's name not given ; New York City.

100 shares common.
Cine-Log Corp., motion pictures : \V. A.

Ulman, 521 Fifth Ave., New York City.

$30,000.
Winerich Corp., theatrical enterprises; H.

Uttal, 521 Fifth Ave., New York City. 100

shares common.
NAME CHANGE

Tobis Theater Corp., New York, to Tob;s-

Vanderbilt Theater Corp.
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Other Firms May Follow U in Rescinding Pay Cuts

EXHIBSSEE BETTER QUALITY IN NEW^FILMS

16 Per Cent Tax on English Theaters—Film Imports Escape
New British Entertain-
ment Levy Includes

Low-Priced Seats
London — British kinemas are

taxed 16 2-3 per cent on exclusive

prices of admission under the in-

creased entertainment tax to become
operative Nov. 9. Cheap seats,

which heretofore have been exempt,
are included in the new levy. No
additional taxation on film imports
has been announced. The new scale

is expected to bring the government
$12,500,000 yearly.

SIXTH HOUSE IS ADDED

TO UFA CIRCUIT IN U. S.

Another Ufa theater, the sixth

l|
in three months, will be opened in

Newark on Oct. 2, when the Carl-

ton, dark for several months, be-

i comes the Ufa Carlton. The house
seats 450. F. Wynne-Jones leased
the theater from the owner, Benja-
min Nobel. In addition to the New-
ark, Ufa theaters are in Cincinnati,
Baltimore, Philadelphia, Chicago
and New York.

10 Personnel Changes
Made in Warner Houses
Ten shifts in personnel of Warner

theaters are announced by Dan
Michalove. Homer Lord, formerly
town manager of theaters in Ches-

i.Continued on Pane 2)

Religious Film Planned

ByAimee and New Hubby

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—A feature production with

a religious background in which Aimee
Semple McPherson-Hutton and her new
husband. D. H. Hutton, will play principal

roles is planned by the evangelist on their

return from a honeymoon in two months,

it is stated by Billie Dove, writing in the

"Evening Express".

Chicago Suburb to Test Blue Law
Chicago—Exhibitors in Oak Park plan to open on Sunday to see if they

are stopped under the "blue laws" which heretofore have kept Sabbath motion

pictures out of the latest Chicago suburb.

Elimination of Score Charges

Discussed by Continuing Committee

Howard Estabrook Made
Assoc. Producer at RKO

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Howard Estabrook

has been appointed associate pro-
ducer at Radio Pictures, it is an-

nounced by William LeBaron, pro-
duction head. Estabrook's increased

duties will include supervision of

writing and story departments,
while at the same time he will con-

tinue his individual work as writer.

Plans for working toward elimina-

tion of score charges were discussed

Friday afternoon at a meeting of

the continuing committee named at

the recent national exhibitor protest

meeting in New York. Walter Vin-

cent presided as chairman. Several

plans, termed "constructive", were

discussed but no definite decision

reached as to the course to be pur-

sued.

Milwaukee Operators Win Increase

Milwaukee—Operators and exhibi-

tors have reached an agreement in

the wage scale controversy. The
operators will receive 5 cents an

hour increase in first-runs and de-

luxe neighborhood houses. The scale

remains the same for other theaters.

New Circuit Looming
In North of England

London—Formation of a new cir-

cuit in the North of England is re-

ported being considered by Harry
Buxton, who already controls 17

halls.

Rescinding of Salary Cuts
Planned By Other Companies

London Circuit Head
Opposes Salary Cuts

London—George B. McLelland,
head of Associated Theater Proper-
ties, Ltd.. operating eight of the

leading West End houses, has
threatened to resign from the The-
atrical Managers' Ass'n as a pro-

test against proposed cuts in em-
ployes' salaries.

Several other companies are like-

ly to soon emulate Universal in re-

storing salaries to the scales in ef-

fect before cuts were made several
months ago. The Film Daily
learns. Among the firms reported
to be considering this move is War-
ner Bros.-First National, which is

understood to have been discussing
the matter previous to the Universal
announcement.

Lightman, Comerford,
Ochs and Vincent Pre-

dict Good Season
Quality of early new season re-

leases is considerably better than
that of product in general during
the past six months of year, in the
opinion of well known independent
exhibitors contacted by The Film
Daily yesterday. Provided pictures
continue as they have started off,

the season ought to be unusually
good, said the operators. Theater
men questioned included: M. A.
Lightman, M. E. Comerford, Walter
Vincent and Lee A. Ochs.

GERMAN fImsIeEP UP;

7 CURRENTLY ON BM
German productions have made

such inroads on the New York the-
ater map that seven such films are
currently playing in the downtown
zone. Among them are "Zwei
Herzen," at the Europa; "Das Alte
Lied," Belmont; "Das Rheinland-

(Ccmtinucd on Paqe 2)

Indie Exchange Group
Is Orgahized in West

Denver — Consolidated Produc-
tions, Inc., has organized exchanges
here, in Salt Lake City and in

Butte, Mont. In Denver it has
taken over the old Tiffany quarters.

(Covtinued on Paqe 2)

Fox Reported in Deal

With Luce of Italy

Rome—In connection with the official

grant of 10,000,000 lire to extend the ac-

tivities of Luce, the national film institute.

Luce is reported to have signed a contract

with Fox Movietone News involving rights

to the entire Italian territory, the idea

being to issue a weekly newsreel under

Luce auspices. In return Fox is understood

to be acquiring rights to all suitable Luce

films for foreign distribution.
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Ufa Declares 6 Per Cent Dividend
Berlin—A common stock dividend

of 6 per cent, the first distribution

since 1925, has been declared by
Ufa. Earnings of 'Rm. 3,000,000 are
reported by the company for the
year ended May 31.
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10 Personnel Changes
Made in Warner Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

ter. Pa., has been made district man-
ager of the Atlantic City and Pleas-

antville Warner houses. W. H. Le-
Valley has been transferred from
the Broadway, Norwich, Conn., to

the Embassy, New Britain, Conn.,

J. V. Shea going to the Norwich
house.

Other transfers are as follows:

Jack Mulhall from the Olney, PhH-
adelphia, to the Arcadia, Wilming-
ton, Del.; W. B. Huffman from the

Arcadia to the Aldine in Wilming-
ton; Al Blumberg from the Aldine
to the Stanley, Philadelphia; Morris
Gable from the Stanley to the Pal-

ace, Philadelphia; M. Heller from
the Palace to the Allegheny, Phila-
delphia.

In the Kentucky zone F. M. Ken-
dall, formerly manager of the Dixie
and Mayfield in Mayfield, has been
transferred to the Empress in

Owensboro, succeeding E. P. Thomas.
Paul Wykoff succeeds Kendall in

Mavfield.

Chase Issuing Statement
On Fox Finance Matters
An official statement from Chase

National Bank with regard to the
new Fox Film finance committee and
plans for renewing various Fox and
General Theaters Equipment notes
falling due shortly is expected to-

day (Saturday), according to Wall
Street information. Members of the
newly appointed finance group in-

clude W. W. Aldrich, president of
the Chase bank; Harley L. Clarke;
George Moffatt, president of Corn
Products Refining; C. E. Richard-
son, vice-president of the Chase
bank, and E. R. Tinker, president of
Interstate Equities Corp. Richard-
son is slated to become Fox treas-
urer and a vice-president. Board of
directors of Fox meets Monday for
dividend action.

Only One Film in Navy Request
Columbia's "Flight" and "Dirigi-

ble" were not included in the U. S.
Navy's request to Joe Brandt for
the elimination of certain scenes of
men in uniform, as reported. De-
letions were made in "Fifty Fa-
thoms Deep," which was the only
film to bring objections.

Three Warner Releases Set
Three new Warner feature pro-

ductions will be nationally released
in October and will have their first

Broadway showings during that
month. They are: "The Road to
Singapore," starring William Pow-
ell, which will be released on Oct.
10; "Larceny Lane," with James
Cagney and Joan Blondell, Oct. 17;
"Expensive Women," with Dolores
Costello, Oct. 24.

Milestone's Schedule
Under the production project

which David 0. Selznick is forming,
Lewis Milestone is down on the
schedule to personally make two fea-
tures and supervise six more. Selz-
nick is now in New York.

German Films Creep Up;
7 Currently on B'way

(Continued from Page 1)

maedel," Little Carnegie; "Kara-
mazov," Vanderbilt; "Student Song
of Heidelberg," Cosmopolitan; "Der
Hampelmann," Eight St. Playhouse.
The only other foreign picture show-
ing in the Times Square sector are
"Rubicon," Soviet production, at the
Cameo, and "The Dreyfus Case,"
British picture, at the Warner.

Indie Exchange Group
Is Organized in West
(Continued from Page 1)

It will handle Talking Picture
Epics, Harry Carey pictures. Art-

class, Talmadges, Action Pictures,

serials and state rights. C. C. Mc-
Dermond is president and general
manager and G. C. McGee is man-
ager of the Denver office.

Third Dimension Coming
Up at S.M.P.E. Convention
Third dimension pictures will be

discussed at the Fall meeting of the

S. M. P. E. in Swampscott, Mass.,

Oct. 5-8, when Dr. Herbert E. Ives

of Bell Telephone Laboratories will

present a paper entitled "The Prob-
lems of Projecting Motion Pictures
in Relief." He will outline the scien-

tific principles involved in the pro-
jection of pictures in relief to ob-

tain the effect of third dimension.

Providence Union Elects
Providence—The Rhode Island

Theatrical Employes Union, Inc., at
its annual meeting last night in the
Howard building, elected the follow-
ing officers: president, Edward Vo-
lante; vice-president, Nick Rossi;
business agent. Jack Wathey, treas-
urer, Matthew Annotti; secretary,
Henry Miniero.

Plan Dinner for Chevalier
A testimonial dinner in honor of

Maurice Chevalier, now on his way
to New York from France, is

planned by the Friars Club on Sept.
27 at the Hotel Astor. Mayor
Walker is to be a principal speak-
er. George Jessel is toastmaster and
others expected to attend include
Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky,
George M. Cohan, Eddie Cantor,
Walter Winchell, Harry Richman
and Rudy Vallee.

"Shanghaied Love" Release
"Shanghaied Love," drama of the

clipper ship days, will be Colum-
bia's second September release.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Sept. 24: Convention of Philadelphia M.
P. T. O., at the Hotel Adel-
phia, Philadelphia.

Convention of M. P. T. O. of
Eastern Penna. Southern New
Jersey and Delaware, Philadel-
phia.

25 : "The Exhibitor" annual golf tour-
nament at Lu Lw Country Club,
Philadelphia.

21-26: National 16 mm. motion picture
exposition, Hotel Victoria, New
York.

28-30: French Educational Film Con-
gress, Paris.

1 ; Hispano - American Motion Pic
ture Congress, Madrid. Spain.

4-6: Eleventh Annual Convention ol-

M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsyl
vania, Hotel Henry, Pittsburgh.

5-8
: Fall meeting of the Society oi

Motion Picture Engineers, New
Ocean House, Swampscott,
Mass.

6

:

Annual meeting and noon-day
luncheon. Allied Theaters of
Mass., Hotel Bradford, Boston.

31 : Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.

31 : Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplan
Projection Society, Hotel Com-
modore, New York.

4: Annual Awards Dmner of Aca
demy of M. P. Arts & Sciences
Hollywood.

Sept,

Sept,

Sept.

Oct

Oct.

Oct.

Pathe-Natan To Make
Six German Versions

Paris—French versions of six

Emelka films will be made by Pathe-
Natan under an arrangement con-
cluded with the German company.

Hoover to See "Hamilton"
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—"Alexander Hamil-

ton," the new George Arliss vehicle
which is now playing at Warners'
Hollywood on Broadway, will be
shoviTi for President Hoover at the
White House in the near future, the
I^hief Executive having expressed a
lesire to see it.

Rocky Mt. Thea's Map Relief Shows
Denver—Theaters in this section,

especially members of the Rocky-,

Mountain Theater Owners Ass'n,
will join in benefit shows to be staged
Saturday midnights for the relief of

:

the unemployed.

Alfred J. Newton Dies
Rochester, N. Y.—^Alfred J. New- <^

ton, superintendent of the Eastman

)

Kodak engraving department, died

)

Thursday at the age of 58.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
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Los Angeles, Cal.
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IPresentations
r

°" JACK HARROWER^^_

A four-part pageant on the sea-

sons comprises the current presen-

tation program at the Roxy. The
first scene, "Spring," has Patricia

Bowman in some delightful dancing
with Val Gueral, also the singing
ensemble. "Summer" is a gay num-
ber set in Coney Island with Betty
Froos, Kelo Brothers, LeMar-Atlas
and Betty, Belle Flower, Mischa
Voljani, the Roxyettes, costumed as

shooting gallery ducks, and the Bal-

let Corps impersonating kewpie dolls.

Miss Froos again appears in "Au-
tumn," along with Russell Waters,
Ralph Cook, Barney Grant and the

Roxyettes, and a skating ensemble
is the highlight of "Winter," which
brings the show to a massive finale.

Another enjoyable item in Ravel's

"Bolero" by the Roxy Orchestra.

Paramount
The Paramount currently is of-

fering one of the snappiest, highest-

grade shows in many a week. Pro-

duced by Frank Cambria the unit

part of the bill is excellent stuff,

with the old maestro himself, Ben
Bernie, officiating as master-of-cere-

monies. Sylvia Froos is a wow with
her songstering, the Albertina Rasch
Girls click in a novel routine, the

Five Sepian "Nephews" are hot with
their music and Dillon Ober also

comes through okay. Show is tagged
"Knights of the Round Table." As
a preliminary "I Pagliacci" is pre-

sented in tabloid form with Irvin

Talbot conducting the Paramount
orchestra. The vocal work is being
done by Edward Albano, Stella

Power and Nicolo Cosentino.

Capitol
Dave Schooler makes a trium-

phant return to the Capitol this

week in the stage presentation,

"Making Hey". Besides leading the

"Capitolians" in several popular
numbers, Schooler gave a classical

piano selection which met with
much applause. The laugh number
of the bill is presented by Walter
'Dare" Wahl and his partner, who
had the house nearly in convulsions.
Julia Curtis, the 12 Tappers and the
Chester Hale girls help make this
breezy and happy entertainment.

SUN$HIN€

Exhibitors report improvement in

quality of new season's pictures.

RI4LT
• • • WAYNE PIERSON and M. A. Lightman went do-
you-remembering yesterday Skipped the years back to

1918 to recall when Wayne and his partner, Dan Martin, were
in biz in Atlanta and M. A. had the Criterion Film Exchange
in that burg With "Eyes of the World" booked into the
Criterion (managed at that time by Willard Patterson), Pier-

son and Martin decided that they could boost the gross if they
had a crystal-gazer to tie in with the theme of the picture

Out of some Gutter they dug a 100 per cent bum, or
hobo, if you insist upon being delicate, and converted him into

a first-class crystal-gazer The way the townsfolk and
newspapers fell for this mugg, who was tagged Waymar (a
combination of Wayne and Martin) was Absolutely Criminal

His eyes were Soulful or Something But finally

Waymar went native again and busted up the act
Later he was discovered happily occupied in an Unmentionable
Place

* * * . *

• • • UP IN LOWELL, Mass., even the cops are working
on percentage deals Interpreted, this means that they're
helping sell ducats in connection with the showing of "Homi-
cide Squad" Twenty-five per cent of the proceeds go to

hizzoner's unemployment relief fund Fillum celebs were
included in the swank gathering which attended the showing of

fall models at Hawes, Inc., Thursday night which indi-

cates that some moom pitcher actresses will be additionally
arty in their wardrobes during the new season

* * * *

• • • RALPH STITT, Rivoli press expert, delivers this

one whether you like it or not Groucho Marx and a

playwritin' friend were lunching in a ritz jernt and when the
check made its Personal Appearance they found they had been
assessed $1.50 for a modest, unassuming chicken sandwich

"Isn't there anything in this cafe one can get for 15
cents," the playwright is alleged to have said dirtly

"Yes," flashed our hero, i. e., Groucho, "a nickel." If you
have a Good Sense of Humor (very) you'll appreciate that joke

mebbe
* * * *

• • • A. P. WAXMAN, Alan Crosland, George Marshall,
Richard Wallace and Al Kaufman were all members of the same
outfit during the Big Scrap They went warring with the
Photo Division of the Signal Corps Cecil B. De Mille,

the man who Made Golden Beds Famous, is due to arrive in

New York on Oct. 15 from points European While their
chief, Charlie Rosenzweig, is doing road work his aids, Jerry
Safron and Cleve Adams, are carrying on nobly Closing
product deals and such The RKO Colonial, formerly
the Walter Hampden, goes sound with "Silence." It

sounds cock-eyed but it's right
* * * *

• • • ADD: BELIEVE It or Don't: Jack Hess. Arnold
Van Leer and Jay Blaufox are all Hinglish Mike O'Toole,
M.P.T.O.A. sec, has written more political speeches than most
politicians deliver in a lifetime Jerry West of Erpi,
with Revenge in His Heart, is looking for the gink whot pur-
loined his copy of "Whitey." Attractive Flora Shefiield,

who appears in "Expensive Women," which you'll find on your
Warner release chart, has bag and baggaged into this Great
Big Town of Ours to do a show Virginia Morris, plus
her hubby and "the sweetest baby in all the world," again go
Jackson Heights on Oct. 1 F. Wynne-Jones' Ufa-Cosmo-
politan theater rathskeller offers beer at a dime a stein with a
free lunch of salami and ham on rye

* * * *

• • • ALEX GOTTLIEB, who is paaaaing the Paramount,
announces that the current "Mad Parade" is "a startling drama
of women and their loves and reputations." Eric von
Stroheim has plans for making exteriors in Nuyork for "Walk-
ing Down Broadway." If the von Stroheim tradition
holds up it won't be a walk—it'll be a journey Frances
Wright, ex-Columbian, is rehearsing in a vaude act and ex-
pects to go to work soon expects

« « « » » »

First Nat'l Spreads Itself

On "Five Star" Press Sheet

npHE press sheet put out for

First National's production

of "Five Star Final" is one of

the most complete and compre-

hensive publications that has

been issued from the Warner of-

fices. The press sheet proper

consists of 16 pages. In addi-

tion there are two inserts, one

in pink being a tabloid newspa-

per which has been made avail-

able to exhibitors. The second

insert contains the advertising

campaign that was put over in

New York preceding the show-

ing of the picture at the Winter

Garden. All of the ads used in

the local papers are repro-

duced in this insert in the order

in which they were printed.

Added to all this are excerpts

from the reviews of the New
York critics on the picture. This

type of insert should prove of

great value to exhibitors han-

dling the Edward G. Robinson

picture as it presents tangible

evidence of the things that

counted in putting the picture

ovef in New York. In the

press sheet proper over 25 news-

paper ads of various sizes are

displayed and the issue is filled

with material calculated to be

of benefit to the exhibitor.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

September 19-20

Fritzi Fern
Betty Garde
Neil Jack

Marian Nixon
Elliott Nugent
Florence Ryerson
Sidney Olcott
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HOLLYWOOD ACTIVITIES
"^ .. .. Latest Production News Received By Wire From The West Coast ^ .. ..

BIG 4 IS CONSIDERING

COMEDIES AND SPECIALS

Although Big 4 has announced 12

Westerns and six Melodramas for

the new season, plans are going for-

ward for additional product and it

is believed that this independent
will number comedies and perhaps
one or two feature-length specials

on its program for 1931-1932. John
R. Freuler, president of the organi-

zation, has expressed himself of the

opinion that the real advantage of

an independent is an ability to gauge
market fluctuations as they occur

and their peculiar adaptability for

taking advantage of the existing

situation at a moment's notice.

Two Directors on "Race Track"

James Cruze, who is directing

"Race Track," Tiffany production

starring Leo Carrillo, is in charge of

the dramatic sequences, while B.

Reeves Eason, action specialist, has
been assigned the direction of the

racing scenes. Kay Hammond and
Junior Coghlan appear in important
roles with Carrillo.

Additions to "Blind Spot"

Several additions have been made
to the cast of "Blind Spot," now in

production at the Warner studios.

James Cagney and Loretta Young,
as previously announced, head the

cast. Among the latest names in

the lineup are George McFarland,
Eddie Nugent, Matt McHugh, Otto
Lederer, Polly Walters, Charles
Middleton, Berton Churchill, Nat
Pendleton and Russ Powell. The
picture is being directed by Roy
Del Ruth.

"GHOST
TOWNS"

First

Independent Short to

Stalk Into the Winter

Garden, New York

A ,new series produced by

ARGUS-IANCASTER
Tec-Art Studios, Hollywood, Cal.

^ Distributed by

.Talking Pictures Epics

Quick, Watson, the Needle!

Buster Keaton observes that "sinus trouble" is greatly on the increase

among film players. Upon asking one of them for the reason, the actor

replied: "Times are so tough that nobody will sign us."

Edgar Rice Burroughs
Writing Tarzan Episodes
Edgar Rice Burroughs has been

signed by Bennie Zeiaman to write

a series of 15 episodes exploiting

ctie popular Tarzan. Zeidmann, who
IS working at Tec-Art Studios, re-

cently announced plans for six fea-

tures.

Production Stafif for "Her Majesty"

Full staff in charge of production
on Marilyn Millers thira starring

picture, "Her MajesLy, Love," is an-

nounced as follows: Wilhelm Die-

terle, director; Al Alborn, assistant

director; Bob Kurrle, first photog-
rapher; Jack Okey, art director, and
Ralph Dawson, nlm editor. The
adaptation from the German orig-

inal has been made by Henry
cJlanke and Joseph Jackson.

New Bob Steele Western

Production will start within a few
days on Titt'any's "Riders of the

West," new outdoor western starring

Bob Steele.

"Leftover Ladies" Completed

Sam Bischoff, in charge of pro-

duction for Tiffany, announces the

completion of "Leftover Ladies," the

fourth production in Tiffany's Qual-
ity Group of 12. Cast is headed by
Claudia Dell, Marjorie Rambeau
and Walter Byron. Erie Kenton di-

rected.

Start "Husband's Holiday"

"Husband's Holiday," talking pic-

ture version of the novel and play
by Ernest Pascal, went into pro-
duction this week at Paramount with
a cast headed by Clive Brook, Vivi-

enne Osborne, Juliette Compton,
Adrienne Ames, Dorothy Tree and
Charlie Ruggles. Robert Milton is

directing. The film adaptation was
written by Pascal and Viola Brothers
Shore. Among those with important
roles in the picture are Leni Sten-
gel, Harry Bannister, Charles Win-
ninger, Elizabeth Patterson, Marylin
Knowlden and Dickie Moore.

Back at Radio Studio

Marquis Henry de la Falaise and
Lily Damita are both back at the
Radio Pictures studios preparing for
further activities in their respective
fields. The Marquis has been film-
ing French versions of Radio Pic-
tures. Miss Damita's coming vehi-
cle will soon be the subject of an
announcement.

Schertzinger Advocates

Reduction in Dialogue

A reduction in amount of dialogue
is urged by Victor Schertzinger,

Radio Pictures director, who is now
preparing to film "Marcheta." Too
much dull and superfluous speech is

handicapping many pictures now
being turned out, in his opinion. He
advocates a general reduction in

talk.

Sarecky Confers with Mexican Sec'y

Lou Sarecky, associate producer
for Radio Pictures, left for Mex-
ico City today to confer with Sec-
retary of State Estrada on produc-
tion plans for the filming of exterior
scenes called for in "Marcheta," ro-

mance of the Mexican bull ring
which is to star Richard Dix with
Irene Dunne, and "The Dove," Wil-
lard Mack's stage success of life on
the Mexican border, wherein Dolores
Del Rio is to be starred.

Barbara Kent Opposite Tom Keene

Barbara Kent, who was the girl

appeal in two Harold Lloyd feature
comedies, has been signed as lead-

ing woman for Tom Keene in his

second RKO Pathe western,
"Freighters of Destiny." Miss Kent
recently played the younger sister

of Gloria Swanson in "Indiscreet."

PATHE RECORDING STAGE

ENIARGEDJ0125,()00FT.

Enlarging of the sound recording
stage to 125,000 cubic feet, against
100,000 feet at present, is under
way at the RKO Pathe Studios.
Installation of several new develop-
ments in recording apparatus also
will be made.
Arthur Lange, head of the Pathe

music department, is supervising the
enlarging of the large glass booth to
which sound comes after going
through the microphone. Hence-
.or h he will use a new method of
orchestra direction, standing behind
the glass and away from the orches-
tra. In this position he can con-
duct the players and hear the music
coming in over the sound horns
which will give him a true idea of
how the music will sound on the
screen.

"I think our

MICKEY MOUSE
club is the greatest good
will builder any theatre

can have'"

says

Will J. Conner
Mgr., Fox St.

Helen's theatre
Chehalis, Wash.

Write

Walt Disney
Studios

Hollywood

about a club for

your theatre.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
BoUywood's most convenient hotel . .

for your stay in Soutltern California

RliGHT in the center of everything to see and do .

.

next door to famous studios, theatres, cafes, and
shops . . near golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement places.

The Plaza offers you every modern convenience, unex-
celled service, and a unique, homelike atmosphere that
makes you feel at home as soon as you enter its well
known "doorway of hospitality." Here, too, you may
enjoy the company of interesting and famous people.

Special low summer rates now in effect—$2.50
up, single. $3.50 up, double. $4.50 up, twin
beds. Rates by week or month.

Remember the Plaza for an unforgettable stay in
Hollywood. Write for free folder,

HOLLYWOOD PLAZA HOTEL .^. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. ^

ri
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
\r EN MAYNARD is back at work
^^ on the Tiffany lot after an air-

plane trip to the National Air Meet.

"Fighting Mad," the new Maynard
vehicle, is being directed by Phil

Rosen, with a supporting cast that

includes Marceline Day, Charles

King, Jack Rockwell, Lew Meehan,
Richard Kramer, Bert Lindley and

Arthur Millet. Story is an original

by Scott Darling.
* *

Harry Beaumont will direct "Skyscraper"

for M-G-M. Madge Evans has the feminine

lead, with Robert Young opposite her. Una
Merkel also is in it,

* * *

Lew Ayres and Lola Lane, mar-
ried this week in Las Vegas, are on

a month's honeymoon, visiting Wy-
oming, Canada and Minnesota,

where Ayres was born. On their re-

turn, Ayres will start work in Uni-

versal's "Gallows" under the direc-

tion of Roland Brown, with Rose
Hobart in the feminine lead.

* * *

Miriam Hopkins and Phillips Holmes will

have the leading roles in Paramount's "Way-
ward," from the Homer Miles play, "Mary
Makes a Call."

* * *

Eunice Chapin has been added to

the writing staff at Columbia. She
is the author of the novel, "Pick

Up."
* *

Our Passing Show. Jack Oakie, John Wray
and Morris Small lunching at Henry's; the

Allen Rivkins moving to their new home on

Whitley Heights.

George Amy, veteran film editor,

has completed the direction of

"Torchy Passes the Buck," the sec-

ond in the series of "Torchy" com-
edies being produced by C. C. Burr.

Charles Schoenbaum, ace cameraman, is in

charge of the photography on "Race Track,"

which is being directed by James Cruze. He
also did the camera work on "Hell Bound"
and "Women Go On Forever."

* * *

Berton Churchill, popular IStew

York stage and screen player, has
taken a suite at the Hollywood
Plaza. He is playing opposite Irene

Franklin in "Ada Beats the Drum"
at the El Capitan.

Of niMDOJH^^^PsyjisAllTHINIW
All THI 11MI

^^S^^DAILY-

Congratulates

:

CHARLES "CHIC" SALE
whose portrayal of a Civil

War veteran is the high-
light of Warners' "The

Star Witness"

No. 36 of 1931
*^Good Deeds**

Series

Hollywood Fable—Once upon a time a

Hollywood visitor did not ask local friends to

show him the studios.

Austin Parker and Joseph Fields
have completed their writing con-
tracts at RKO Pathe and will make
new connections.

Claire Carvalho, playwright and author of

"Crime in Ink," a compendium of her father,

D. N. Carvalho's world-famous criminological
experiences, will collaborate with Gertrude
Orr on Alan Crosland's "Thirty Days." The
picture will have the dialogue services of Miss
Carvrlho. who has authored two Broadway
hits, collaborated with Coningsby Dawson,
Porter Emerson Browne and Henry Hull, and
has many magazine stories to her credit.

Miss Carvalho has also co-author-
ed "Grandpa's Boy," a screen story
now under consideration. Karl
Brown, who has written and direct-

ed several stories, developed the
storv with Miss Carvalho.

"Gentlemen prefer blondes." but cameramen
prefer brunettes, as they are easier to pho-
tograph, according to Charles Rosher. who
was chief cinematographer on "Girls About
Town," at Paramount.

Buddy Meyers, veteran sound
man, is doing the recording on "The
Perfect 36," which Ralph Ceder is

directing for RKO Pathe.

Warren Duff, Tiffany scenarist, bears a

close resemblance to Earl Carroll and is often
mistaken for the revue producer. Duff is now
working on "X Marks the Spot," which will

be directed by Erie Kenton.

Adrienne Ames has been assigned
her most important role since sign-

ing a Paramount contract, in "Hus-
band's Holiday." Her part marks
her elevation from minor roles in

which she has been playing to ac-

quaint herself with motion picture
technique. She recently completed a

small part in "Girls About. Town."

Harrison Carroll lists Jack Holt, Victor
McLaglen, Shirely Grey, Carmel Myers and
Al Jolson as the children of preachers. Doug-
las MacLean can also be added to the list.

Dick Tyler is handling the sound
recording on "Freighters of Des-
tiny," which marks Fred Allen's de-

but as a director. Tom Keene is the
star.

Earl Baldwin, RKO Pathe writer, has re-

turned from a visit of six weeks in Maine and
New York City. Earl is an old friend of

Walter O'Keefe, who is in "The Little Show"
revue in New York, and Walter gave Earl
much publicity the night the latter attended
tho revue.

Charles Stumar, ace cameraman,
is doing the camera work on "Nice
Women" at Universal. He was also

in charge of the photography on
"Heaven and Earth" and "Heart
and Hand," for Universal.

Anita Page will support Marian Marsh in

Warner's "Poor Little Ritz Girl." which
Archie Mayo is directing. David Manners,
Warner William. J. Farrell MacDonald and
Emma Dunn also are in it.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY N. BLAIR

J>
UTH ETTING has been given a
strong supporting cast for her

fifth Vitaphone two-reeler, "Words
and Music," now in production.
Those playing featured roles in-

clude Marjorie Lytell, Don Tomp-
kins, Maurice Barrett, Blair Kent,
Byron Russell, Frank McNeills,
Ralph Hertz and Harry Yokes, all

from the New York stage. Fifty
extras are being used in a scene
that is an exact reproduction of a
well known Broadway restaurant.

Both Rudy Vallee and Ethel Mer-
man, heading the cast in the cur-
rent George White "Scandals," are
set to make several shorts for Para-
mount under the supervision of
Larry Kent. "Musical Justice," di-

rected by Aubrey Scotto, will be

Rudy's first, while the second, to

have a collegiate background, will

be megged by Casey Robinson. Miss
Merman's next bears the alluring
title of "Garden of Eden." It is the
ivork of Aubrey Scotto, who will

also direct.

The next Smith and Dale short
for Paramount will be made here
next week. It is called "Bound in

Morocco," and was written by Aubrey
Scotto, who will also direct. Scotto
will next put Burns and Allen
through their paces in "The Book
Shop."

Production on "Blind Cargo" and
"The Cheat" are winding tip in

record time . . . both look "big" . . .

Tallulah Bankhead showing mark
where she was "branded" for a scene
in "The Cheat" . . . everybody rav-
ing about that Spiro baby whose
ability to take directiori is uncanny
. . . Berthold Viertel interviewing
pri7icipals for the feature he is plan-
ning to direct here.

Following the completion of her
role in "The Man I Killed," Nancy
Carroll will return East to make
"Wild Beauty" here.

Averill Harris of the New York
stage is playing his third and best
picture role in "Blind Cargo." His
work in "Secrets of a Secretary"
and "My Sin" has made him one of
the most sought after "heavies" ap-
pearing in pictures here.

Renee Carroll, famous hat check
girl, lured from the comparative se-

curity of Broadway to the wilds of
Flatbush by Sam Sax, to lend at-

mosphere to the restaurant set iv

Ruth Etting's latest Vitaphone
short, offered one slightly worn
straw hat for sale. Believe It or Not,
the kelly once belonged to Robert L.
Ripley, who gave it to Renee in

lien of a tip, saying that it was
cheaper to give the hat away than
to keep on buying it back every time

he had to eat.

Marjorie Beebe plays a girl re-

porter in "Hot News Margie," her
first Vitaphone short, which Alf
Goulding is directing. Both direc-

tor and star are graduates of tne
Sennett school of comedy.

Against such strong competition
as Claudette Colbert and Gary
Cooper, a niyie-months-old baby is

stealing most of the thunder on the
"Blind Cargo" set. The baby, whose
importance to the story really makes
him one of the principals, is Rich-
ard Spiro, who despite his tender
age, tips the scales at 25 pounds.
His brother Donald, six years old,

is already well known as a commer-
cial model, besides appearing in

films.

Rudy Wiedoeft, who has been
signed to make a Vitaphone short,
was the inspiration that led Rudy
Vallee to a professional career.
"Darned Tootin' " will be the title

of the short and Roy Mack will di-

rect.

Next week's Vitaphone schedule
includes the "Wall Street Mystery,"
second of the two-reel Van Dine de-
tective series, which Arthur Hurley
will direct, and the Thomas Quintet,
famous radio singers.

Charlie Davie and his gang, popu-
lar Brooklyn Paramount stage or-

chestra, have been signed by Para-
mouyit for a second one-reel short
to be made here. Their first, "The
Jazz Reporter," will soon be re-

leased.

"Charley," a trained seal, promi-
nent in the Paramount short, "All
Sealed Up," starring Al St. John,
can sing both bass and tenor. Be-
sides this, he can dance, snore,
sneeze, imitate the buzzing of a bee,
the bleat of a lamb, the neigh of a
horse and the cooing of a dove, in

addition to the regular line of seal
stunts such as juggling and balanc-
ing. His trainer, Ray Huling, claims
that he is the first seal to broadcast
over the radio.

The Norworths can't understand
the English censors. While in Lon-
don, they learned that their first

Vitaphone short was banned because
it contained a bedroom scene that
had always proved popular here.
Yet the same censor who banned
the scene in the film permitted it to
be enacted on the stage.

AGENT

"In order to conserve the energy of

3ob Custer's prize horse, a less valuable

nount is substituted at rehearsals."

—Big 4.
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INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR

MARKETING NEW PORTABLE

Acme 35 mm. portable projector
and sound-film reproducer, desigrned

primarily as a portable unit, but
equipped with a complete profes-
sional optical system for use in mod-
erately-sized auditoriums, and in

small theaters where a picture of

the maximum size of 12 x 16 feet

is desired, is being marketed by the

International Projector Corp. of

New York. Entire assembly weighs
about 100 pounds.

This new equipment, simple in

operation yet sturdy in construction,

consists of a portable motion picture

projector and sound reproducing
equipment of fundamentally new de-

sign.

The condensing system consists of

the Bausch and Lomb Cinephor PM-
15 and PM-25, and projection lens

mounts are so constructed that any
type of lens may be used. This
means that the full-size. No. 2 or

Series II lenses may be readily ac-

commodated in any focal length. The
sound reproducing equipment is said

to have received equal consideration

in its construction. The exciter lamp
socket is rugged and the optical sys-

tem is sturdy and rigidly mounted.
No tension shoes or springs, in the

sound reproducing gate, are used at

the sound take off aperture. The
film after leaving the sound gate

feed sprocket is passed over a roller

and tension is applied at this point.

The amplifier used with the acme
portable equipment is the product
of RCA Photophone, Inc., and is

completely AC-operated. It is mount-
ed in a carrying case and weighs
approximately 40 pounds.
A system of change-over switches

has also been developed for use in

connection with two of these new
Acme projectors so that a sound-on-
film program may be projected with
equal ease and with the same results

as obtained in a modern theater, the

company declares.

This machine and sound unit

complete will be distributed through
the National Theater Supply Co.

Delivery is expected to start Oct. 1.

Reminder!
Cool Weather Days! Does your marquee still read "20 degrees cooler

inside?" How about the Icicles and sign cuts? About this time of the year
you will want the warming glow of autumn in your theaters. Are you thinking
of changing your lighting from cool greens to the warmer colors? Also how
about those florists tie-ups for autumn leaves and fall flowers to decorate your
theater? Those days are just ahead of you. Start planning for them NOW!

—Publix Opinion.

New Book on Projection
Publication by McGraw-Hill Pub-

lishing Co., New York, of the book,
"Projecting Sound Pictures," a work
on standard projection room prac-
tice, by Aaron Nadell, a member of

the Publix projection department,
has met with a hearty welcome
among theater managers and pro-
jectionists. The volume is written
in simple non-technical language
and does not pre-suppose an exten-

sive knowledge of electricity and
sound engineering on the part of

the reader.

Berliner Acoustics
Aid Big BVay House

Berliner's acoustic system in the
recently opened Earl Carroll the-
ater, the first house to be equipped
with this invention while in the
course of construction, is giving ex-
cellent results, the management re-

ports after several weeks of per-
formances. Patrons in all parts of
the 3,000-seat house are able to hear
the stage performances clearly, it is

stated,

The Berliner system, the develop-
ment of the late Emile Berliner, in-

ventor of the telephone transmitter
and Victor talking machine, is a
simple device. A section or unit of

a wall treated with this invention
gives the appearance of a smooth
nine-inch square tile of about a half
inch in thickness. The underside re-

veals a circular depression eight
inches in diameter and a quarter of

an inch deep, lined with a galvanized
wire netting. The substance of the
"tile," or "acoustic cement cell," as it

is described, consists of a special

kind of porous cement mixture.
These acoustic cement cells massed

together form what appears on the
outside as a flat cement wall. The
finished wall thus consists of a se-

ries of concealed diaphragms, en-

dowing an otherwise rigid wall with
the same vibratory quality possessed
by a wooden structure, and it is the
acquirement of this vibratory qual-

ity that is said to transform a rever-

berating "boomy" hall into a cham-
ber where every sound spoken is

clearly understood. The sounds on
striking these diaphragms, it is de-

clared, are not reflected back as

beams, or shafts of sound, as would
otherwise be the case, but are
"sprayed" back in a diffused form
and with amplification of volume.

Vendola Opens Columbus Branch
Columbus. 0. — A branch of th^

Vendola Corp. of New York, manu-
facturers of candy vending machines
for additional revenue in theaters,
has been opened here under the di-

rection of P. J. Wood of the M. P.
T. 0. of Ohio.

Sound for Two Institutions
RCA Photophone sound reproduc-

ing equipment is being installed in

the Southern Illinois Penitentiary,
Menard, 111., and in the Kansas State
industrial Reformatory, Hutchinson.

Good Results Reported
With Air-Blast Lamp

IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The new air-blast

projection lamp, a product of the
Ashcraft Automatic Arc Corp. of
this city, is reported giving very
good results.

This new lamp is composed of
four units: the enclosing housing,
burner assembly, combination arc
controller and blower unit, and the
heat-resisting elliptical reflector.

A motor is used for driving the
arc control and the carbon feeding
mechanism, as well as a drum-type
blower rotor mounted on the opposite
end of the arc control driving the
motor armature shaft. The action
of this rotor, which is almost silent,

is to drive a strong blast of air
through the working parts of the
main burner or element. This blast
of air, after passing over all parts
subject to the effects of the radiated
heat of the arc, passes out of the
mechanism at an opening at the top
of the enclosed burner housing, and
is driven through the lamp house
stack directly above the air exit in
the burner, carrying with it heat and
gases generated within the lamp
house by the arc.

The air cooling arrangement, new
contact assembly, and other features
are in reality provided for the sole
purpose of improving the mechan-
ism o such an extent that it will
withstand a much higher current
density in the positive electrode
than was formerly possible, the com-
pany declares.

PPPHONETURNJGOUT

NEWPORTABLESOUNDilT

Large scale manufacture of an en-
tirely new portable sound reproduc-
ing unit, designed primarily for the
educational and industrial fields, has
been started by RCA Photophone.
The entire outfit comprises a pro-

jection machine, an amplifier, a loud
speaker and a carry-case for film
which have an aggregate weight of
slightly over 200 pounds. The equip-
ment is A.C.-operated from an out-
let of 105 to 125 volts, either 50 or
60 cycle, single phase power source.

The projector is designed to ac-
commodate a 1,000-foot standard reel,

a standard series I theater projec-
tion lens with limits of focal lengths
of 3 '4 inches to 8 inches, a one-thou-
sand watt, 110 volt, pre-focused base
projection lamp, a 10 volt, 7 ¥2 am-
pere exciter lamp and a UX 868
photo-electric cell.

Standard 35 mm. film is used and
a picture about 8 x 10 feet in dimen-
sions is obtained upon the screen
from a throw of 75 feet, the com-
pany declares.

means VALUE
Theatre equipment dealers,

scenic studios and dealers in

staefe equipment are invited to

write us for our liberal distributor

proposition, which will enable
them to c^sh in on the enviable
refutation of Vallen Curtain
Control Equipment for Value and
Customer- Satisfaction. VALLEX
DARES TO GUARANTEE!

VALLEN ELECTRICAL CO., INC.

AKRON, OHIO

"ACE EFFECTS
Realistic and fantastic, scenic and sound ef-
fects, and illusionary devices of every descrip-
tion; furnished for stage shows, prologues,
feature pictures, etc.—also color wheels, spot-
lights, connectors, and other stage lighting

specialties and supplies.

KLIECL BROS
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., Inc.

321 West 50th Street ^ New York, N.Y.
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COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIER

INTRODUCED BY GEN. ELEC.

Schenectady, N. Y.—A copper-

oxide rectifier, built to improve the

growing use of full vision screens,

v*rider films and colored motion pic-

tures, and said to be the first copper-
oxide rectifier to be introduced for

the motion picture field, has been
announced by the General Electric

Co.
One of the outstanding features

claimed of the new rectifier is that

it may be used either for a high-

intensity projector or for one or

two low-intensity projectors. Used
with a high intensity projector, it

supplies 60 to 70 amperes of arc

current. Operated with one or two
low-intensity projectors, each of the

two sections supplies 30 to 35 am-
peres.
The new rectifier makes use of the

copper-oxide disc principal of rectifi-

cation, which is said to give it dura-

bility, long life and freedom from
maintenance expense. A system of

forced ventilation, using radiating

fins and two small electric blowers,

forces a steady stream of cool air

over the copper-oxide elements and
maintains a temperature, it is de-

clared, within ten degrees of the

surrounding air temperature. No
objectionable noise is made by the

rectifier, enabling it to be placed in

the projection room. Installation

and operation of the unit are simple.

One switch starts or stops the recti-

fier instantly, without the usual

starting" or "warming up" period,

the company declares.

Armoured Film Successful

The "armoured film," which is

said to increase life of prints and
reduce wear on sprocket holes and

3mulsion surface of film sufficiently

io add at least 100 per cent to the

life of the film and maintain "first

run" quality is reported meeting
with good results in tests.

The process is the development of

the Armoured Films, Ltd., of Lon-
don, and will be placed on the

:market through its New York of-

fice located in the Chanin building.

English and United Sates patents

were developed and acquired by the

London company and the experimen-
tal machines were manufactured by
:he Precision Engineering Co.

New Line of Rectifier Assemblies
St. Louis—A new line of rectifier

assemblies in which is included

power packs for operating photo-

ilectric amplifiers, exciter lamps and
;)ther devices requiring low voltage,

direct current, is announced in the

;ourse of development by the B-L
lillectric Co. of this city.

NEW THEATERS

Guilford, Me.—A theater is being
built here by Henry and Richard
Elliott and Walter Mills.

Newburgh, N. Y.—Work is ex-

pected to start soon on the Para-
mount theater to be erected here.

Gainsville, Tex. — The Griffith

Amusement Co. of Oklahoma City
is planning the erection of a the-

ater here.

Montgomery City, Mo.—The the-

ater being constructed here is near-
ing completion and is scheduled for

opening in the near future.

Beeville, Tex.—Erection of a the-

ater here is planned by the Hall In-

dustries.

Dresserware Giveaways

Athol, Mass.—Fourteen deals in

dresserware giveaways, with no
coupons or split pieces and said to

conform with admission charged,

are being offered by the Pyroloid

Sales Co., of this city.

Photophone Installations

London—RCA recently installed

portable sound reproducing equip-

ment in the American Embassy for

the third time, at the request of

Ambassador Dawes who entertained

friends with a program of sound
pictures.

Harris & Elkan have installed one

of the new special size RCA Photo-

phone sound reproducing units in the

Gaiety, operated as a newsreel the-

ater.

Plymouth, Eng.—The New Regent
Theater, largest picture house in the

west of England, has been equipped

with a super-size RCA Photophone
sound reproducing unit.

Takes Over Seattle Branch

Seattle—H. S. McLeod has taken

over the duties of manager of the

National Theater Supply Co. branch

in this city. McLeod was connected

with National activities in New
York City before his appointment

to the branch here.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 M.M. SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

SALE OF VISITRON CELLS

SHOW MARKED INCREASE

Chicago—Sales of Visitron Photo-
electric Cells made through National
Theater Supply branches have re-

cently increased more than 50 per
cent, according to G-M Laboratories,
Inc. The increase is attributed to the
fact that many exhibitors are now
getting their projection equipment in

proper order for the new season and
to a general realization of the im-
portance of the photoelectric cell as
a necessity to better sound perform-
ance.

Although properly constructed cells

have a very long life expectancy un-
der average conditions of operation,

they should nevertheless be inspected

and tested periodically for output
and operating efficiency, inasmuch
IS they are vital to correct talking
picture presentation. The importance
of making a thorough examination
of sound equipment in preparation
for the coming season cannot be
over-emphasized, and of all parts of

the sound equipment there is no
more vital part than the photoelec-

tric cell. G-M Laboratories are

among the pioneers in development
and production of photoelectric cells

for moving picture sound reproduc-

tion.

N.T.S. Equipment Folder

An equipment folder in the form
of a broadside, describing their

many theater equipment products,

has been issued by the National
Theater Supply Co. of New York.

Moving Sign

A moving sign known as "Claude-
O-Graph" and having a neon ef-

fect, that is said to produce a mes-
sage of approximately 35 words
traveling at readable speed, repeat-

ing every 30 seconds, is being mark-
eted by the Silent Broadcaster Co.,

of New York City. It comes in

small and large sizes.

JUST
%ROUXD
THE

CORXER
from every American

theatre

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY
Brtinc/ies iii till Principal Cities.

ALTERATIONS

Lowell, Mass.—The Lowell Opera
House, recently taken over by Nor-
man Glassman and Fred E. Lieber-
man, operators of the Capitol and
Victory, is being remodeled and im-
proved.

Pawtucket, R. I.—Abraham Stanz-
ler, who formerly operated a cir-

cuit of theaters in New York, re-
cently took over the Broadway here
and plans to redecorate and refur-
nish the house.

Seymour, Ind.—The Princess has
been closed for extensive repairs
and remodeling by F. 0. Whitmer,
who recently purchased the house
from W. 0. Zuber.

Mattoon, 111.—Extensive improve-
ments are being made at the Grand
here. Fox West Coast Theaters is

planning to open the house soon.

North Manchester, Ind.—Plans
are being made by the local Cham-
ber of Commerce to purchase the
existing theater, now closed, and
spend $25,000 for remodeling and
enlarging.

Fairmount, Mo.-—Remodeling and
the installation of new RCA Pho-
tophone equipment are in progress
at the Fairmount here.

USEESALI-PLAYSALII

niversaL
SOUNDpffibi

35MM PORTABLE
PkOJECTOR:-FULLA.C
AMPLIFICATION-SPEAKER-ETC
9fb.xl2ftJ*icture at60 ~ 70/e dtraa

H ^1 >•

These Outstanding Features—Low Cost

—Easy Operation—No Installing—Sound

on Film—Full A. C. Amplification—No
Batteries—Dynamic Speaker—Tubes, etc.

IN 2 CASES—TOTAL WEIGHT 82 POUNDS
LIST PRICE F.O.B., PHILA. $995.00

Universal Sound System, Inc.
Factory & Cen. Office New York Office

1 3 & Cherry Sts. 1 560 Broadway
Phila., Pa. Cable "USTEM"
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

PIHALUGA REORGANIZES;

PLANNING TO CUT COST

Rome—The most interesting re-

cent event in Italian film circles is

the complete, unannounced reorgani-
zation of Cines Pittaluga. The ob-
jects, it is stated, are to extend its

American renting activities and to

decrease production costs. One of

the surprises of the move was the
resignation of Signora Anita Pitta-

luga, widow of the late chairman
of the board. Signor Angelo Besoz-
zi, managing director of the studio

and production activities, is also

stated to have resigned, as well as

others connected with the theatrical

side of the company. The company
is launching a fairly extensive pro-

duction program, including among
other features an aviation film in

which 600 airplanes will take part.

The Italian Air Ministry will co-

operate in the making of this fea-

ture.

26 Features Censored
By Germany in July

Berlin—Of the 26 feature films

censored in Germany during July,

1931, seven were produced in Ger-
many and 19 were of foreign make.
Thirteen of these were American
pictures. The total for June was
14 and for May 19. The total length
of all films (silents and shorts as
well as talking features) during
July was 104,807 meters as against
64,395 meters in June and 106,666
meters in May. For the first six

months of 1931 a total of 142 films

passed the German censorship as
against 147 for the same period of

1930.

joinville Production Personnel

Paris—Robert T. Kane, general manager of European production at Para-
mount's Joinville studios, has named the following production cabinet, which
he himself heads: Saint Cranier, Alfred Savoir, Lajos Biro, Alexander Korda and
Claudio de la Torre. The literary committee is composed of Pierre Benoit,
Marcel Pagnol, Edward Bourdet, Sacha Cuitry, Saint Cranier, Paul Morand and
Paul Branch. A 200,000,000 franc program of multi-lingual production is sched-
uled.

125 Theaters Closed

In Philippine Islands

Manila, P. I.—The world-wide
business depression has affected the
motion picture theaters in the Phil-
ippine Islands. A year ago there
were 300 picture houses, while to-
day there are but 175 in operation.
Seventy of these are wired, the
Manila district having 33 of them.
Not even the first run theaters are
now making money, according to
the proprietors. The largest circuit
of theaters in the islands is con-
trolled by the Lyric Film Exchange,
which has four houses in Manila
and forty in the provinces. It also
acts as agent for Paramount, War-
ner Bros.-First National, and United
Artists.

To Supply Studios with Orchestras
London—Studio Orchestras, Ltd.,

has been formed here to supply mo-
tion picture studios with complete
orchestras. E. Von Loo is the man-
aging director of the organization.

The other directors are A. W. and
C. F. Lindsley-Sims.

Film Filipino Folk Dances
Manila, P. I.—A group of motion

picture people from the United
States recently arrived in the Philip-

pine Islands for the purpose of film-

ing the Filipino folk dances for

showing in America, along with
films showing folk dances in vari-

ous parts of the world.

Admiralty Aids Film

London—The British Admiralty is

co-operating with British Interna-

tional Pictures in the production of

its submarine picture which Walter

Summers is directing. The British

Broadcasting Corporation is also aid-

"John Armstrong" a Polish Count
London—The recent wedding here

of John Armstrong, director of ad-
vertising for important Paramount
interests in London, to Betty van
Geuns, a member of the staffs of
several society newspapers, revealed
that Armstrong is in reality Count
Ostrorog, head of an old Polish fam-
ily. He is rated as outstanding
among promoters of film publicity
here.

S. Frank Ditcham Heads
Universal's British Office

London—S. Frank Ditcham is the
aew managing director of Univer-
sal Pictures, Ltd., having succeeded
James V. Bryson in that post. Dit-
cham has been with Universal's
British organization for more than
nine years as director and general
sales manager. He has been con-
nected with motion pictures since
1912 when he joined Ruffell's Bio-
scope. He was with Gaumont for
a period of seven years, and later
with International and First Na-
tional Pictures.

Church Recognizes Film's Value
Newcastle — Westmoreland Road

Presbyterian Church, Newcastle, in
token of its recognition of the edu-
cational and social value of the mo-
tion picture to the public, will be
converted into a picture theater for
a period of three days, from Sept.
29 to Oct. 1. Only the best of films
will be shown. One clergyman here
has predicted that the church itself
will one day use motion pictures to
stimulate the interest of its con-
gregations in, for instance, its mis-
sionary enterprises.

Osso Schedules 16 Talkies
Paris—Osso Films, which has just

celebrated its first anniversary, an-
nounces 16 talking picture produc-
tions for the coming season. Among
them are "Sergeant X," starring
[van Mosjoukine; "The Gypsy Song"
and "A Story of Love" with the
popular Parisian actess, Jane Mar-
nac, in the leads; Roland Toutain
in three productions; Suzy Vernon
in two; Boucot, the humorist, in
two; Albert Prejean and Annabelle
in two, and Lucien Muratore in "The
Unknown Singer."

Three Italian Stage Stars in Film
Rome—Pittaluga announces that

three of Italy's foremost stage stars,
Elsa Merlini, Nino Besozzi and Ser-
gio Tofano, will appear in its ver-
sion of "The Private Secretary," the
film which has achieved a big suc-
cess in Germany and France.

Convert the Shakespeare to Films
London — Another successful le-

gitimate theater to go talkie is the
Shakespeare, Clapham Junction, of
which Clifford H. Manly is manager.
The theater has been remodeled and
refitted throughout.

W.E.'8 PERCENTAGE PLAN

PLEASES SMALL EXHIBS

London—Recent offer of Western
Electric to install sound reproduc-
ing equipment of a quality equal to

that in large West End theaters in

a certain number of small picture
houses, with payment to be made
weekly from a certain percentage
of the receipts, has aroused much
interest among London exhibitors
having small theaters. The exhib-
itor reaction has been very favor-
able. The offer was made by R. M.
Hatfield, managing director of West-
ern Electric Co., Ltd., and applies
to the company's equipment 3S-FD,
3A-F and 4U-F.

New South Wales Exhibs
Plan Part-Time Policy

Sydney—New South Wales exhi-
bitors are considering the proposal
of W. A. Mclntyre, president and
Secretary of the Exhibitors' Asso-
ciation of New South Wales, to close

their theaters three or four nights
a week as a means of decreasing
their losses. Some suburban the-
aters have already reduced their
show nights and cut down expenses.
It is believed by some exhibitors
that the scheme, if put generally in-

to practice, will decrease losses to

a minimum.

Simultaneous Trade Shows Approved
London—The innovation adopted

by Butchers in trade-showing its

New Empire production, "Dead-
locked," simultaneously in London
and in the provinces, has met with
the approval of exhibitors in the
provinces who have hitherto had to
wait until the provincial showing
for an inspection of the new films
or go to the trouble and expense of
a trip to London.

Ulster to Fight Increased Tax
Londonderry — Ulster exhibitors

are discussing the best means of
fighting the expected increase in
amusement taxes. They claim that
they are already paying a higher
tax than exhibitors in England.

Japan Has 1,270 Film Theaters
Tokyo—According to a survey by

the "Osaka Mainichi," picture the-
aters in Japan have increased at the
rate of 40 a year since 1896, when
films were first introduced in the
country. Today Japan has 1,270
picture theaters. Tokyo and Osaka
each have ten with sound.

New British Super Cinemas
London—The following new "su-

per" cinemas are just being com-
pleted or are in various stages of

erection in Great Britain : Gaumont,
Coventry, seating 2,600; Tudor Tal-
kie Theater, Dewsbury (the Theater
Royal remodeled) seating 1,400;
Broadway Super, Pendleton, Salford,
seating 2,000; Lanham, Hull, seat-

ing 2,600; State, Sydenham Road,
South London, seating 1,470; Gra-
nada, Tooting, seating 4,000; As-
toria, Manchester, seating 2,000.

French Film Trade Slump
Paris—Large concerns as well as

small are suffering from the recent
severe slump in the French film
trade. The "Tribunal de Com-
merce," records the following fail-

ures: Films H. L. Arnel, Societe des
Spectacles, Cinematographiques du
Grand Guignol, Consortium Central
de Paris.

Biography in 7 Languages

London — )ohn Drinkwater has

been approached with offers to have

his "Life and Adventures of Carl

Laemmie" translated and published

in almost every country in the
world. It will be printed in at least

seven different languages within
the course of several months.
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€ NEWS OF THE DAY e
* EAST *

Pittsburgh—Frank Silverman, for-

merly with Standard exchange, is

now connected with Lando's Grand,
Centre Ave.

Bridgeport, Conn.—West End has
reopened after extensive alterations

with Harry Lund as manager.

Providence — Two neighborhood
houses, the Community in Centre-
dale, and the Royal in Olneyville,

have reopened following remodeling
and installation of new apparatus.
The latter is owned by the D. & R.

Amusement Co., which is developing
a string of neighborhood houses.

Pittsburgh—George M. Young is

the new manager at the Alvin. T.

D. Booneville has been transferred
to the Royal Alexandra, Toronto.

* WEST *
Portland. Ore.— Torey Roberts,

Columbia salesman, has been trans-
ferred to San Francisco. Columbia's
new $14,000 addition at the local

exchange will be finished about
Oct. 1.

Pueblo, Colo. — The Pueblo has
added the Joe Marion stage shows
to its first run pictures. J. T. Shef-
field, owner, has named M. L. (Fat)
Saunders as manager.

Los Banos, Cal.—The Strand has
been sold to National & Jose Thea-
ters of San Jose. House has been
closed for remodeling.

Portland, Ore.—Northwest offices

of Talking Picture Epics are now
located at 2422 Second Ave., Seattle,
with A. H. McMillan continuing in

charge of sales. Physical distribu-
tion will henceforth be made
through P. C. Hurst Distributing Co.

San Francisco — Completely re-

modeled and wired for sound re-

production, the New Palace of the

Golden State Theater Circuit, 23rd
Ave. and E. 15th St., Oakland, has
oeen opened.

* CENTRAL •
Minneapolis — Bill Robinson has

been made assistant advertising
manager for local RKO houses,
working under Morgan Ames. Rob-
inson was formerly with the Min-
neapolis Tribune.

Cleveland Heights, O. — The
Heights, operated by the Washing-
ton circuit, presented its fii*st

Sunday picture program on Sept. 6

with Eddie Quillan's "Sweepstakes"
as the feature.

Minneapolis—W. A. Ronning has
succeeded J. A. Behen as manager
of the Columbia exchange.

Cardington, O.—G. S. Granger has
taken over the management of the
Dreamland.

Chicago — The Grand, 31st and
State, will reopen about the last

week in September with sound pic-

tures, using Western Electric equip-
ment. Harry B. Miller will manage
the house.

Terre Haute, Ind.—Fourth Ave-
nue Amusement Co. is reopening the
Liberty. Only first run pictures
will be shown. The Indiana is to

have vaudeville and pictures.

Mansfield, O.—When the Madison
opens Sept. 15, it will play a split

week policy showing Paramount and
M-G-M product. Tim Roberts has
been appointed house manager.

Racine, Wis.—Warners' Venetian
has reopened after renovations.
Owen McKivett is manager and Har-
old Jakopac, assistant.

Paramount-Emelka Deal
Berlin—Paramount has closed a

deal with Emelka providing for the
playing of the major portion of the
Paramount releases in the Emelka
theaters.

Half of Switzerland's 300
motion picture theaters are
wired for sound.

10 British Film Studios
Use Photophone Recording
Ten Bi'itish studios are now using

RCA Photophone recording system,
it is announced by Van Ness Philip,

manager of the Foreign department.
The studios include British Interna-
tional, British Lion, Gainsborough,
Gaumont, First National Pathe,
Mansfield Markham, Associated Ra-
dio Pictures (Dean), Teddington
(Warner Bros.), Twickenham, Net-
tlefold. With 14 pictures as the peak
in production for the summer per-
iod, 12 were recorded by Photophone
system, says Philip.

Chaplin in London
London—Charlie Chaplin is here

from Paris. He probably will spend
the week-end at the home of Win-
ston Churchill.

Spencer, la.—Work is to start at
once on the construction of the new
l''raser to replace the one destroyed
by fire in June. It will be operated
by li'inkelstein Theaters.

Oberlin, O.—The New Apollo, en-
tirely rebuilt, has opened under the
management of W. H. Steel. It seats
650.

Humeston, la.—R. C. Hadley has
discontinued his theater at Garden
Grove and is moving his sound
equipment to the Princess, Humes-
ton.

Chicago — Oscar Florine is now
acting as special representative for
RCA Photophone out of the Chicago
district.

North Manchester, Ind.—Plans are
being made by the local Chamber ot
Commerce to purchase the existing
theater, now closed, and spend $25,-
000 for remodeling and enlarging,
to make it into a first-class modern
motion picture theater.

Cleveland — J. E. Scoville has
opened the Gordon Square with a
mixed policy. Sa..urday, Sunday and
Monday he oft'ers vaudeville and pic-
tures, while the rest of the week
he is presenting a straight picture
program.

* SOUTH *
Bowie, Tex.—C. 0. Bailey of No-

cona is opening a show here in com-
petition to C. E. Stalling of the Ma-
jestic.

Martin, Tenn.—The Capitol is ex-
pected to open soon in the location
of the old Rex. H. J. Brown will

be manager.

Arp, Tex.—Hubbard & Jones have
opened the Chris. The house seats
400 and Joe Featherstone is man-
ager.

Macon, Ga.—Art Barry has ar-
rived from Lakeland, Fla., to take
over the management of the Para-
mount-Publix theaters here, suc-
ceeding R. M. Swanson, who returns
to the Community, Miami Beach.

Overton, Tex.—J. E. Adams has
opened the Strand, seating 300. Gil-
bert Van Alst of Troup has pur-
chased the Palace here.

Dallas—Martin Weiss, prominent
Dallas merchant and civic leader,
has reopened the Avenue, Oak Cliff'

neighborhood house.

Midland, Tex.—H. T. Hodge has
taken back his Grand from the Grif-
fith Amusement Co., lessees for the
past two years.
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George Arliss m
"ALEXANDER HAMILTON"

Warner Bros. Time, 73 mins.

HIGHLY INTERESTING STORY
OF COLONIAL DAYS WITH AR-
LISS IN DISTINGUISHED PER-
FORMANCE.
There is a fascination about this

historically - founded episode that

makes it choice entertainment.

George Arliss, as the influence be-

hind the merger of the original IS

,tates, and then as the first secre-

tary of the treasury under George

Washington, gives his customary

polished portrayal, combining mas-

ter strokes of diplomacy with hu-

mor, outwitting his political enemies

placing the country on a strong

financial basis and winning out even

in a domestic scandal into which he

was tricked by those seeking his

downfall. George and Martha Wash-
ington, Thomas Jefferson, James
Monroe and General Schuyler are

among the interesting characters in

the s.ory, and all are played in fine

style. Doris Kenyon is excellent as

Hamilton's wife, who stands by her

husband in his critical hour. Johr

Adolfi directed with great care and

the production as a whole bears the

stamp of class. Chiefly for adults.

Cast: George Arliss, Doris Kenyon. Mon-

agu Love, Dudley Digges, Lionel Belmore.

June CoUyer, Rolf Harolde, George Larkin,

Allan Mowbray, Morgan Wallace, Charles

Middleton, Gwendolin Logan, John T. Mur-

ray, Charles Evans, John Larkin, Evalyn

Hall, Russell Simpson, James Durkm.
Director, John G. Adolfi ; Authors, George

Arliss, Mary Hamli;i ; Adaptors, Juhan Jo-

sephson, Maude Howell; Dialoguers, same;

Editor, Owen Marks; Cameraman, James

Van Trees; Recording Engineer, not credited.

Direction, A-1. Photography, excellent.

"THE MAD PARADE"
Paramount Time, 6'i miua.

WEAK ENTERTAINMENT
WITHOUT A MAN IN THE CAST.
DRAB AND HEAVY DRAMA OF
WOMAN CANTEEN WORKERS
IN THE WAR.

Apparently the idea back of this

story was to do a female "Journey's

End." It deals with women canteen

.v'orkers under the stress of front-

ine conditions and tension. Only
me man figures in the yarn and he
j never shown. The story frequent-

y becomes tiresome as continual ef-

orts are made to make the femme
aeavy heavier. The constant bicker-
ing among the woman principals

gets somewhat wearing. Accord-
ing to the plot Evelyn Brent falls

in love with a soldier who is the
sweetheart of a comparatively-un-
iophisticated co-worker. The catty
aeavy threatens to have her affairs

exposed, which means shipment back
:o the States, and Evelyn kills her.

Then Evelyn gets herself fatally

wounded in returning to the Allied
lines to stop the barrage falling on
the dugout in which the girls have
taken refuge. Acting and direction
is fine.

Cast, Evelyn Brent, Irene Rich, Lilyan
Tashman, Louise Fazenda, Marceline Day,
Fritzi Ridgway, June Clyde, Elizabeth
Keating, Helen Keating.

Director, William Beaudine ; Authors, Ger-
trude Orr, Doris Malloy ; Adaptors, same

;

Editor, Richard Cahoon ; Cameramen, Charles
Van Enger, Ernest Miller, Glenn Kerschner.

Direction, good. Photography, A-1.

"SIDE SHOW"
with Winnie Lightner, Charles

Butterworth
Warner Bros. Time, 68 mins.

GOOD POPULAR ENTERTAIN-
MENT IN CIRCUS STORY WITH
LOTS OF ACTION AND SOME
COMEDY PUNCHES.

Charles Butterworth's excellent
comedy interludes, including two
bits that are sure to throw any audi-
ence into roars, and the hard work
of Winnie Lightner are the chief en-
joyments of this circus yarn. Win-
nie, in addition to being the drunken
show owner's first lieutenant, also is

the all-around handy man of the
outfit, pinch-hitting in emergency
for anybody from the high-diver to

the bearded woman. Frozen-face
Butterworth also is a more or less

versatile guy, but in a useless way,
his chief work being to dispense dry
humor. Winnie is dead gone on the
show's slick barker, who has
promised to marry her, but the ar-
rival of her kid sister on the show
distracts him and nearly causes a
couple of tragedies, but at the last

minute everything is brought to a
happy conclusion. There is plenty
of action, including a "Hey, Rube!"
right, that ought to go good with
.ne pop crowds.
Cast: Winnie Lightner, Charles Butter-

worth, Guy Kibbee, Donald Cook, Evalyn
Knapp, Luis Alberni, Edward Morgan, Tom
Ricketts, Mathew Betz, Louise Carver, Otto
Hoffman, Ann Magruder, Lucille Ward.

Director, Roy Del Ruth ; Author, William
K. Wells ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, Arthur
Caesar ; Editor, Jim Gibbons ; Cameraman,
Dev Jennings ; Recording Engineer, not
credited.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

Elissa Landi in

"WICKED"
with Victor McLaglen, Una Merkel
Fox Time, 55 mins.
WOMAN'S PICTURE, CHIEFLY

ABOUT A FIGHT OVER A CHILD,
MAKES FAIR ENTERTAINMENT.

Mother-love drama revolving
around a wife who is unjustly put
in jail just before she is about to

become a mother, and who later goes
through a fight to recover her child,

which has been adopted by a
wealthy couple. Miss Landi, in the
role of the mother, is convicted on
circumstantial evidence when she
accidentally shoots and wounds an
officer while the law is after her
husband, who, unknown to her, par-
ticipated in a bank holdup. The hus-
band is killed while trying to make
a getaway and the wife takes the
rap. Considering the short length
of the picture, too much footage is

given to prison scenes, largely of a

depressing nature. With the aid of

a former suitor, played by Victor
McLaglen, the wife eventually wins
her freedom and regains legal

custody of her little girl, and they
sail off to a new home in Australia.

Miss Landi gives a good perform-
ance and Miss Merkel is a bright
spot in her few appearances.

Cast: Elissa Landi, Victor McLaglen.
Theodore Von Eltz, Una Merkel, Allan Dine-
hart, Oscar Apfel, Irene Rich, Blanche Pay-
son, Kathlen Kerrigan, Eileen Percy, Mae
Busch. Blanche Frederici, Lucille Williams,
Alice Lake, Ruth Donnelly, Edmund Breese.

Director, Allan Dwan ; Author, Adele
Rogers St. John ; Adaptors, Kenyon Nichol-

son, Kathryn Scola ; Dialoguers, same ; Edi-

tor, Jack Dennis, Cameraman, Teverell Mar-
ley ; Recording Engineer, George Leverett.

Direction, good. Photography, fine.

Ronald Colman in

"THE UNHOLY GARDEN"
United Artists Time, 75 mins.

ACTION DRAMA OF ALGERIA
WITH COLMAN IN ANOTHER
EXPERT PERFORMANCE. ESPE-

CIALLY FOR EXCITEMENT-LOV-
ING AUDIENCES.
Ronald Colman again does a

Twentieth Century Robin Hood in

this story and does it in suave and

engaging style. Unlike "The Devil

to Pay," his previous release, the

star is involved in a yarn in which
excitement, both visual and dia-

logue, predominates. It moves along

at high speed and far more plaus-

ibly than most stories of this cate-

gory. The story has an Algerian
locale, with the action centering on
a hotel in which a motley crowd of

law-breakers have taken refuge.

Colman, playing a bank robber,

joins a crew which plans to rob an
aged embezzler of his loot. His plan

is to make love to the embezzler's
daughter and thus learn where the
stuff is cached. He falls in love

with the girl and in the end outwits

the gang. This Samuel Goldwyn pic-

ture ought to mainly appeal to audi-

ences which want action. There's
plenty of gunplay and sex in it.

Cast: Ronald Colman. Fay Wray, Estelle

Taylor, Tully Marshall, Ullric Haupt, Henry
Armetta, Lawrence Grant, Warren Hymer.

Director, George Fitzmaurice ; Authors,
Ben Hecht, Charles MacArthur ; Adaptors,
same ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, not credited ;

Cameramen, George Barnes, Gregg Toland

;

Recording Engineer, not credited.

Dirction, Grade A ; Photography, excellent.

"THE SQUAW MAN"
vnth Warner Baxter, Liipe Velez,

Roland Young
M-G-M Time, 105 mins.

FINE ADAPTATION OF ED-
WIN MILTON ROYLE'S STAGE
PLAY. STRONG CAST AND DI-
RECTION.

Director Cecil B. DeMille has
turned out a gripping and interest-

ing piece of entertainment that
should draw heavily on woman
patronage and satisfy the men. Cast
is filled with excellent talent. Lupe
Velez, although in a comparatively
small part, stands out smartly. The
burden of the piece is carried by
Warner Baxter, who, first as an
English gentleman and later a
rancher who marries the Indian girl,

handles some difficult readings and
situations convincingly. Baxter
leaves London and the girl he loves,

taking another's blame for the theft
of a large sum of money. He be-
comes an American ranch owner and
marries an Indian girl who had
saved his life. Plenty of action.

Cast: Warner Baxter, Lupe Velez, Eleanor
Boardman, Charles Bickford, Roland Young,
Paul Cavanaugh, Raymond Hatton. Julia

Faye, DeWltt Jennings, J. Farrell McDon-
ald, Dixie Moore, Mitchell Lewis, Victor
Potel. Frank Rice, Eva Dennison, Lilian

Bond, Luke Cosgrave, Frank Hagney, Law-
rence Grant, Harry Northrup, Ed Brady,
Chrispin Martin.

Director, Cecil Be DeMille; Author, Ed-
win Milton Royle; Adaptors, Lucien Hub-
hard. Lenore Coffee ; Dialoguer, Elsie Janis

;

Editor. Anne Eauchens : Cameraman, Harold
Rosson ; Recording Engineer, Douglas She-
arer.

Direction, Excellent. Photography, Fine.

"MURDER AT MIDNIGHT"
with Hale Hamilton, Aileen Pringle,

Alice White

Tiffany Time, 69 mins.

GOOD MURDER MYSTERY
FILLED WITH BAFFLING SITU-
ATIONS. FINE CAST.

With the finger of suspicion point-

ing at practically every character

in the picture, this melodrama
moves along at a fast pace and car-

ries considerable interest. Robert

Elliott in the role of a police inspec-

tor walks away with the lion's share

of honors. He is great. The other

prominent players are well cast and
give careful and convincing read-

ings. The picture starts off with

an "accidental" murder during a

parlor charade, and subsequently

three other killings occur, under

most mysterious circumstances. Di-

rector Strayer has done a neat job

in holding suspense and continually

throwing suspicion from one person

to another. Cleverly arranged light-

ng effects aid considerably in pro-
viding mystic atmosphere.

Cast: Aileen Pringle, Alice White, Hale
Hamilton, Robert Elliott, Clara Blandick,
Brandon Hurst, Leslie Fenton. William Hum-
phrey, Tyrell Davis, Aileen Carlisle, Kenneth
Thomson, Robert Ellis.

Dirctor, Frank Strayer ; Authors, Frank
Strayer, W. Scott Darling ; Adaptors, same

;

Dialoguer, W. Scott Darling ; Cameraman,
William Rees.

Direction, fine. Photography, excellent.

Hoot Gibson in

"THE HARD HOMBRE"
M. H. Hoffman, Jr. Time, 65 mins.

REGULATION WESTERN WITH
GIBSON NICELY SUPPORTED!
BY LINA BASQUETTE.

This western has the regular in-

gredients expected by the outdoor'

fans, and in addition the star. Hoot i

Gibson, has a very attractive leading I

woman in the person of Lina Bas--

quette, who arouses her own share
|

of interest. Known as a mother's
]

boy with a conscience against fight-

'

ing. Hoot applies for a job as fore-
j

man on the ranch of a pretty Mexi-

can widow. First thing she does!

is to send him after some cattle]

stolen by a gang of bad men. Un-
able to get the cattle, he makes the '

rustlers pay him instead. His ruse
in getting the money causes Hoot to

be taken for a notorious killer, "the
hard hombre," and the mistaken
identity is carried through various
complications to the climax where
he runs into the famous bandit,
gives him a lacing in a lively rough
and tumble fight, and wins the chic

widow.

Cast: Hoot Gibson, Lina Basquette, Ma-
thilde Comont, Jesse Arnold, Raymond Nye,
Christian Frank, Jack Byron, Frank Winkel-
mann. Frenando Galvez, Rosa Gore, Bill

Robbins.

Director, Otto Brower; Author, Jack Natte-
ford ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same : Edi-

tor, Mildred Johnston ; Cameraman, Harry I

Newmann ; Recording Engineer, L. E. Tope.

Direction, bit slow. Photography, okay.
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"ALICE IN WONDERLAND"
Unique Cosmos Time, 55 mins.

MILDLY ENTERTAINING
ADAPTATION OF FAIRY TALE
GOOD ONLY FOR KIDS AND
NON-THEATRICAL TRADE.

Little has been done in either di-

alogue or direction to make this

light story acceptable to adult

patronage as even passing-fair en-

tertainment. Characters match up

well in makeup and costume with

those illustrated in the book, "Alice's

Adventures in Wonderland," but

continuity of thought and action is

poor and even the kiddies may be

considerably bored due to lack of

action or interesting talk. Alice,

White Rabbitt, the Duchess, the

Queen, King, Knave, Tortoise and

many others of Lewis Carroll's

immortal book characters come to

life. The best of the lot is White

Rabbit, played by Ralph Hertz, who

gives a nice reading and whose

makeup is very cleverly constructed.

Scenery is commonplace and sound

recording uneven.

Cast: Ruth Gilbert, Leslie King, Ralph

Hertz.

Director, Bud Pollard; Author, Lewis

Carroll ;
Adaptors, John E. Godson, Ashley

Ayre Miller; Dialoguer, Ashley Ayre Miller;

Editor, Bud Pollard; Cameraman, Charles

Levine.

Direction, fair. Photography, poor.

"EIN BURSCHENLIED AUS
HEIDELBERG"

("A Student from Heidelberg")

Ufa Time, 77 m.ins.

ENTERTAINING COMEDY-
DRAMA INTERSPERSED WITH
WELL-SUNG COLLEGE TUNES.

Scenes of Heidelberg form the
"olorful and stately background for
this interesting German-dialogue pro-
duction which swings along at a
nice pace. Betty Bird, Willy Forst
and Hans Brausewetter form a trio

of juveniles who deliver their lines

snappily. A beautiful love-ballad,
"Ich Lieb, Du Liebst, Er Liebt," is

sung by Betty and Willy, and the
theme is carried throughout the
piece. The story concerns Betty,
who while at Heidelberg is loved by
the two boys, but who loves Willy.
The boys have a misunderstanding
and challenge each other to a duel.

Betty visits Willy at his apartments
the night before the lads are to
cross swords, in an effort to stop
the quarrel. While she is there,

Willy's seconds call to take him to
the scene of the proposed duel.

Rather than compromise Betty,
Willy does not admit his seconds
•ind fails to face Hans. The ar-

rival of Betty's father starts the
fixing up process.

Cast: Ernst Stahl-Nachbaur, Betty Bird,
Willi Forst, Albert Paulig, Hans Brausewet-
ter, Hermann Blass. Ida Wuest.

Director, Karl Hartl ; Authors, Ernst Neu-
hach, Hans Wilhelm ; Adaptors, same ; Dia-
loguers, not credited ; Editor, not credited

;

Cameraman, Karl Hoffman ; Recording En-
gineer, Dr. G. Goldbaum.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

SOUND SHORTS
"Playing With Fire"

with Jack Hazzard
Vitaphone 1188 Time, 12 mins.

Okay
Comedy about firemen. Alarms

have been scarce for some time, so
the boys have taken to staging a
show. Two of them are checker
hounds who can't be budged. In the
middle of the show, an uproarious
affair in which the husky firemen
impersonate ballerinas, there comes
an alarm, causing the company to

scurry out in feminine apparel, with
the change to raincoats being made
during the ride. The fire turns out
to be in their own engine house,
which is burned down, but fails to

disturb the checker players, who are
shown still at their game when some
collapsed boards are pushed aside.

A satisfactory laugh number for any
house.

"IS THERE JUSTICE?"

Sono Art-World Wide Time, 60 mins^

HEAVY CROOK DRAMA LOAD-
ED WITH SITUATIONS BUT
HANDICAPPED IN CONTINUITY
AND DOOMED BY TITLE.

There is plenty of plot background

in this Ralp M. Like production, but

it is ineffectively handled almost all

around, chiefly by poor continuity.

In addition, the unattractive title is

against it. Story is about a crooked

young husband and his innocent wife

being convicted together for a job

pulled by the man himself. The wife

dies from the shock. Later her

brother, a newspaper reporter, and
the husband, who has obtained his

release through a clever lawyer, go
gunning for the district attorney re-

sponsible for the convictions. The
reporter gets a flashlight of the dis-

trict attorney's daughter cavorting
in a speakeasy, but upon mee'.ing
the girl he changes his mind about
seeking revenge. The unscrupulous
husband, however, steals the photo
and goes in for blackmail, but is

bumped off by another crook whom
he double-crossed, and in the end
the reporter wins the daughter of
the d. a.

Cast: Rex Lease. Blanche Mehaffey, Henry
B. Walthall, Robert Ellis, Joseph Girard.

Director, Stuart Paton ; Author, Betty Bur-
bridge; other credits not supplied.

Direction, fair. Photography, fair.

"DAS RHEINLANDMAEDEL"
("The Rhineland Girl")

Capitol Film, Exchange
Time, 72 mins.

FAIR GERMAN LOVE STORY
WITH COLLEGE BACKGROUND.
HAS SOME PLEASING MUSICAL
NUMBERS.

This is a college story of the Ger-
man order with slight entertainment
value for any but German audiences.
Plot is slim and of farhiliar mate-
rial, with a poor but worthy girl

falling in love with a rich man's
son and winning him in the end after
overcoming the parental objections.
Some of the most interesting scenes
take place at a big outdoor celebra-
tion, the Carnival of Colosrne, and
the Rhineland folk melodies and
other musical bits are among the
chiefly agreeable items in the pro-
duction. The acting for the most
part is somewhat below the stand-
ard of the average German picture
broue-ht over here lately. Gretl
Berndt. attractive blonde who plays
*^he title role, is new to this country,
although the program credits her
vith having a standincr in her na-
tive country. Strictly German audi-
ences doubtless will find this film
aecentable, but it doesn't gtand
much chance as a draw for general
'arty' trade.

Cast: Gretl Berndt. Trude Berliner, Lucie
T^ni.'Iisch, Tise Np^t Werner Fuetterr. Ernst
Behmer, George Pless.

Director. Johannes Meyer : Author, W.
Waseerman ; Adaptor, same : Dialoguer, Fritz
Falkenstein : Editor, Stewart B. Mn<;t; ; Cam-
eraman. Charles Stumar ; Recording Engineer,
Alfred Kerm.

Direction, weak. Photography, okay.

"Vagabond Melodies"
Educational Time, 9 mins.

Fine Novelty
Here is a pip presentation of the

New York atmosphere, with the idea
of vagabond melodies as exempli-
fied by various amateur musicians
caught in atmospheric settings

strictly informal. For instance, a
bunch of urchins playing harmonicas
in Greenwich Village, wharf rats

with their makeshift instruments; a

colored street musician playing a

combination of home-made instru-

ments in Harlem. The idea is nicely

carried through with J. F. Clemen-
ger as the narrator making pertinent

and amusing comments. It shows
New York City life as it really is,

and constitutes a real human inter-

est document.

"The Voice of Hollywood"
(No. 5)

Tiffany Time, 8 mins.
Good

Olsen and Johnson are at the

"mike" for this all-star broadcast,

with Olsen and his contagious laugh
providing the comedy. Many stars,

entering a theater preview, are
shown. They include William Pow-
ell, Marlene Dietrich, Douglas Fair-
banks, Mary Pickford, Robert Mont-
gomery and Helen Chadwick. It is

a good average release for this se-

ries.

"Screen Biographs No. 1"

Ideal Time, 8 mins.
Clever Novelty

Maurice Chevalier, Norma Shear-
er and Ernst Lubitsch are drawn in

succession by Eddie White, cartoon-
ist. In each case White endeavors
to withhold the identity of the sub-
ject until the finish of the drawing.
White's work is neat and results in

excellent likenesses of the subjects.
Only White's arm and hand with
the pencil, are shown but a descrip-
tive chatter, breezily delivered by
Ray Vox, holds attention and cre-
ates several laughs. It's a good
short.

Joe Penner in

"Where Men Are Men"
Vitaphone 1207-8 Time, 16 mins.

Good Comedy
Losing his job, Joe Penner treks

out to the wide open spaces and be-
comes a cowboy, having been left

a ranch by an uncle. The property
is situated on a boundary line, with
the house being directly in the line of
gunfire between two clans engaged
in a feud. Through conniving, Joe
gets both families into the house,
each in a different room without
knowledge of the other, following
which he sells the place for a good
sum and the two warring factions
kill each other off in a good comedy
climax. Well done all the way and
generously loaded with laughs.

"Pompeii"
Talking Picture Epics Time, 9 mins.

Interesting
Very interesting shots of the city

of Pompeii which was destroyed by
a volcano in ancient times. The city
is being excavated and restored and
this short shows some of the won-
ders being unearthed. Shots of
buildings, paintings, carbonized
loaves of bread and unbroken eggs,
which have been buried all these
years, will make this go over in

nearly any house. The dialogue by
Frank D. Ormston is particularly
good.

Johnnie Walker and Dudley Clements
in

"Speaking Out of Turn"
Vitaphone 1219 Time, 8 mins.

Am,using
A timely satire on talking pictures

somewhat in the spirit of "Once in

a Lifetime." Sequence in which dia-
logue gets out of step and four-
year-old child talks like a hard-
boiled racketeer, and reverse is es-
pecially laugh provoking. Written
by A. D. Otvos. Directed by Al
Ray.

Ruth Etting in

"Old Lace"
Vitaphone 1238-9 Time, 19 mins.

Pleasing
Opens with Ruth Etting turning

down her young suitor in favor of

a richer man. Her dressing-room
attendant overhears the conversa-
tion and tells Miss Etting the simi-
lar story of her life. This is done
by a flash back to the "gay nine-
ties." The attendant, also played
by Ruth Etting, is shown as one of
the leads in a show current at that
time. She turns down a boy in

favor of a richer man and marries
him. Five years later, she is shown
as the unhappy wife of the man
who continues his flirtations with
other women. There are shots of a
beer garden and a singing waiters'
quartette. The picture then returns
to the modern sequence and Miss
Etting finally ditches the old bird
for the younger man. Miss Etting
sings several numbers in her usual
good style.
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Features Reviewed in Film Daily Jan. 18 to Sept. 13
- 374 Pictures Covered in 8 Months -:^^^iii^^^,i^^i^^^^i^:^^i^^^^^^^L^^

Title Reviewei
Act Tage Glueck-FL 8-2-31

Air Police-WW 3-22-31

Annabelle's AfFairs-F ...6-28-31

Alias The Bad Man-TIF 6-28-31

Aloha-TIF 2-1-31

Always Goodby-F 5-24-31

American Tragedy-PAR ..8-9-31

Avenger-COL 4-19-31

Bachelor Apartment-RKO 3-8-31

Bachelor Fathor-MGM .2-1-31

Bad Girl-F 8-9-31

Bad Sister-U ..4-5-31

Bargain (reviewed as You
and I)-FN 9-6-31

Bat Whispers-UA ...1-18-31

Behind Office Doors-RK03-22-31
Beyond Victory-PAT ..4-12-31

Big Business Girl-FN. .6-14-31

Bockbierfest-BLK 4-5-31

Body and Soul-F 3-15-31

Border Love-COL 9-13-31

Born to Love-PAT 4-26-31

Bought-WB 8-16-31

Black Camel-F .7-5-31

Black Sea Mutiny-AM 6-21-31

Bright Lights-FN 2-15-31

Brat-F 8-2-31

Broad Minded-FN .7-5-31

By Rocket to the Moon-UFA

Call of the Rockies-SYN 7-12-31

Captain Applejack-WA 4-19-31

Captain Thunder-WA. . .5-10-31

Caught Plastered-RKO ..8-9-31

Chances-FN 6-14-31

Charlie Chan Carries On-F
3-22-31

Cherie-PAR 6-14-31

Children of Chance-Bl 1-25-31

Children of Dreams-WA. 7-19-31

Cimarron-RKO 1-18-31

Cities and Years-AM ..4-12-31

City Lights-UA 2-15-31

City Streets-PAR 4-19-31

Civilization-ATA 8-16-31

Clearing the Range-CAP. 5-24-31

Command Performance-TIF
1-18-31

Common Law-PAT 7-19-31

Compromised-BI 1-18-31

Comrades of 1918-FM .. .2-22-31

Confessions of a Co-Ed-PAR
6-21-31

Connecticut Yankee-F .4-12-31

Conquering Horde-PAR. .3-29-31

Cracked Nuts-RKO .4-5-31
Daddy Long Legs-F 6-7-31

Damaged Love-WW 1-25-31

Dance, Fools, Dance-MGM
2-1-31

Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-16-31

Danton-CAP 9-13-31

Das Alte Lied-HK 9-13-31

Das Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari-

GS 9-13-31

Daughter of the Dragon-PAR
8-23-31

Daybreak-MGM 5-31-31

Defenders of the Law-JOH
5-24-31

Der Grosse Tenor-UFA .
5-31-31

Der Hampelmann-TA .
9-13-31

Der Wahre Jakob- TRA .8-16-31

Desert Vengeance-COL. . .3-1-31

Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA
8-23-31

Die Drei Von Der Tankstelle-
UFA 6-21-31

Die Forsterchristl-CAP .5-3-31

Die Lustigen Weiber Von
Wein-CAP 7-12-31

Die Privatsekretaerin-CAP
6-21-31

Die 3 Groschenoper-WA. 5-24-31

Dirigible-COL 4-12-31

Dishonored-PAR 3-8-31

Divorce Among Friends-WA
4-5-31

Doctors' Wives-F .. .4-26-31
Dolly Macht Karriere-UFA

7-26-31

Don't Bet on Women-F 2-15-31

Dracula-U 2-15-31

Dreyfus Case—COL ...8-30-31
Drums of Jeopardy-TIF. .3-8-31

Dude Ranch-PAR 4-26-31

Dugan of the Bad Lands-MOP

Easiest Way-MGM 3-1-31

East Lynne-F 2-22-31

East of Borneo-U 8-23-31

Enemies of the Law-REG
7-12-31

Fx-Flame-TIF 1-25-31

Explorers of the World-RAS
9-6-31

Express 13-UFA 8-9-31

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures
AGF—American General Film
AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass
ASC—Associated Cinema
'VTA—American Trading Asoc.
BI—British International
BIF—Big Four
BLK—Richard G. Block
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CF-L—Celebrity
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures
DM—Drkhk-Martel
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FE—Film Exchange
FF—Foreign Film
FFF—Foreign Feature Films

FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National
FM—Forenfilms
GO—Al Griffith Grey
GS—George Schneider
HED—Headline Pictures

HG—J. H. Hoffberg
HK—Henry Kaufman
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
HPI—Hollywood Pictures
ITA—La Itala Film Co.
JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAT—Ernest Matteson
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
MOV—Moviegraphs
NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line
OM—Olympia Macro Excelsior
OS—Osso Productions
PAR—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PIC—Picture Classics
PIT—Pittaluga

PIZ—WiUiam Pizor

PRX—Protex Trading Corp.

RAS—Raspin Productions
REG—Regal Talking Pictures

ROA—Roadshow Pictures

RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures

SIN—Dr. Alexander Singelow
SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TPL—Otto Trippel
TRA—Transatlantic Picts.

TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros.
WM—J. D. WilliamsWW—Sono Art

Title Reviewed
Everything's Rosie-RKO . 5-24-31
Fair Warning-F 2-8-31

Fidlovacka-DM ... ..7-5-31
Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL

8-16-31
Fifty Million Frenchmen-WA

3-29-31
Fighting Caravans-PAR. .2-1-31

Fighting Sheriff-COL . 6-28-31
Finger Points-FN 3-29-31
Finn and Hattie-PAR.. 2-1-31
First Aid-WW 7-12-31
Five and Ten-MGM 7-12-31

Five Star Final-FN 9-13-31
Five Year Plan-AM 6-7-31

Flood-COL 5-3-31

Free Soul-MGM 6-7-31

Front Page-UA 3-22-31
Gang Buster-PAR 1-25-31
Gateway of the Caucasus-AM

1-25-31
Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31
Gentleman's Fate-MGM .6-28-31
Girls Demand Excitement-F

Girl From the Reeperbahn-TPE
1-25-31

Girl Habit-PAR 6-14-31
God's Country and the Man-

SYN 6-7-31

God's Gift to Women-WA
4-19-31

Going Wild-WA .2-1-31
Goldie-F 6^28-31
Gold Dust Gertie-WA 5-31-31
Good Bad Girl-COL. . 5-17-31
Gorilla-FN 3-1-31

Great Lover-MGM 8-30-31
Great Meadow-MGM 3-13-31
Gretel and Liesel-FFF .2-1-31

Guardsman-MGM 9-13-31
Guilty Hands-MGM 8-30-31
Gun Smoke-PAR 4-26-31
Headin' for Trouble-BIF. 9-6-31

Heimatsklange-TPL . .2-22-31
Hell Below Zero-TPE. . .6-28-31
Hell Bent for Frisco-WW

7-12-31
Hell Bound-TIF 3-1-31
High Stakes-RKO 5-31-31
Hjartats Rost-PAR 6-28-31
Holy Terror-F 7-19-31
Homicide Squad-U 8-30-31
Honeymoon Lane-PAR. . .8-2-31
Honor Among Lovers-PAR

3-1-31
Horse Ate the Hat-MOV. 9-6-31

Hot Heiress-FN .. ...3-15-31
How He Lied to Her Husband-

BI 1-18-31
Huckleberry Finn-PAR 8-9-31
Hush Money-F 7-12-31
I Am From Siam-PIC. . .9-6-31

I Like Your Nerve-FN 9-13-31
I Take This Woman-PAR

6-14-31
Ulicit-WA 1-18-31
II Richiamo del Cuore-PAR

3-8-31
Immortal Vagabond-TPE 8-2-31
Ingagi-COP 3-15-31
Indiscreet-UA 5-10-31
In Old Cheyenne-WW ..5-3-31
Inspiration-MGM 2-8-31
Iron Man-U 4-19-31
It Pays to Advertise-PAR

2-22-31
It's A Wise Child-MGM

5-17-31

Title Reviewed
Jede Frau Hat Etwas-PAR

5-24-31

Tew At War-AM 7-26-31

June Moon-PAR 3-15-31

Just A Gigolo-MGM.. 6-14-31

Just For A Song-WW... 4-26-31

Kept Husbands-RKO ...2-8-31

Kick In-PAR 5-24-31

Kid From Arizona-COS. 5-10-31

Kiki-UA . .3-8-31

La Canzone Dell' Amore-PIT
1-25-31

Ladies' Man-PAR 5-3-31

Lady from Nowhere-CHE
7-19-31

Lady Refuses-RKO ..2-15-31

Lady Who Dared-FN. . .6-7-31

La Jaula de los Leones-HF
3-8-31

L'Amour, Maitre des Choses-
CAP 4-5-31

La Nuit Est A Nous.. 2-22-31

La Regina di Sparta-IT.'V.S 8-31

Last Flight-FN 8-23-31

Last Parade-COL 3-1-31

La Straniera-CAP 4-19-31

Laugh and Get Rich-RKO
3-22-31

Laughing Sinners-MGM 7-5-31

La Vacanza del Diavolo-PAR
3-22-31

Lawless Woman-CHE ..4-26-31

Law of the Rio Grande-SYN,
8-9-31

Lawyer's Secret-PAR 5-31-31

Le Collier de la Reine-PRX
2-8-31

Le Culte de Beaute-OS. .6-7-31

Le Million-TF 5-24-31

Le Mystere de la Chambre
Jaune-OS 5-31-31

Le Petit Cafe-PAR ..1-25-31
Le Roi S'Ennuie-RKO. .2-8-31

Liebe Auf Befehl-U ..6-7-31

Lieber Uber Alles-CAP 4-19-31

Liebeswalzer-UFA 5-3-31

Lightning Flyer-COL ...4-5-31
Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN

8-16-31

Lion and the Lamb-COL. 4-5-31

Living Corpse-FF 1-18-31
Loneiy Wives-PAT 2-15-31
Love Habit-BI 2-1-31

Lover Come Back-COL. 6-7-31

Lumpemball-AGF 4-26-31

Maciste In Hell-OM ...6-28-31
Magnificent Lie-PAR ..7-26-31
Maltese Falcon-WA 5-31-31
Man in Possession-MGM .7-19-31
Man of the World-PAR 3-22-31

Man From Chicago-COL. 1-18-31

Many a Slip-U 8-30-31
Meet the Wife-COL 6-21-31

Men Are Like That-COL. 8-1 6-31

Men Call It Love-MGM .6-21-31
Men of the Sky-FN 7-19-31
Merely Mary Ann-F 9-13-31
Millie-RKO 1-25-31
Millionaire-WA 4-12-31
Miracle Woman-COL. .8-2-31
Monsters of the Deep-TPE

5-24-31

Montana Kid-MOP 9-13-31
Mother and Son-MOP. . .8-30-31
Mother's Millions-U ....5-10-31
Mr. Lemon of Orange-F. 3-29-31
Murder By the Clock-PAR

7-19,31

Title Rei'iewed
Mutterliebe-FFF 2-22-31
My Past-WA . 3-15-31
My Sin-PAR 9-6-31
Mystery of Life-U 7-5-31
Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31
Nacht-Brummler-COL . . . 3-8-31
Napoli Che Canta-PIT 1-25-31
Nar Rosorna Sla-Ut-PAR

2-15-31

Naughty Flirt-FN 4-19-31
Newly Rich-PAR 7-5-31
Never the Twain Shall Meet-
MGM 6-7-31

Night Angel-PAR 6-14-31
Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31
Night Nurse-WA 7-19-31
No Limit-PAR . 1-18-31
Nomandie-SIN 6-21-31

Oh. Sailor. Behave-WA. .2-15-31
Once A Sinner-F 1-18-31
Other Men's Women-WA. 4-26-31
Paghacci-AC 3-1-31
Painted Desert-PAT 1-18-31
Pardon Us-MGM 8-23-31
Parisian, The-CAP 8-23-31
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath-
MGM 4-5-31

Partners of the Trail-MOP
8-30-31

Party Husband-FN 5-17-31
Perfect Alibi-RKO .. ..3-8-31
Personal Maid-PAR... 8-30-31
Playthings of Hollywood-HPI

4-12-31

Politics-MGM 8-2-31
Primrose Path-HPI 1-25-31
Prodigal-MGM 6-28-31
Public Enemy-WA 4-26-31
Public Defender-RKO ..7-12-31
Pueblo Terror-COS 4-21-31
Quick Millions-F 4-19-31
Rango-PAR 2-22-31
Rebound-PAT 8-30-31
Reckless Hour-FN 8-2-31

Reducing-MGM . 1-18-31

Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31
Resurrection-U 1-25-31

Riders of the Cactus-BIF
8-16-31

Rider of the Plains-SYN. 5-3-31

Riders of the North-SYN .4-5-31

Ridin' Fool-TIF 5-31-31
Right of Way-FN 3-29-31
River's End-WA 3-15-31
Rosenmontag-UFA 3-29-31
Royal Bed-RKO 2-1-31

Runaround (Reviewed as Lov-
able and Sweet-RKO 6-21-31

Salvation Nell-TIF . . . .7-5-31

Scandal Sheef-PAR 2-8-31
Sea Devils-JOH 3-8-31
Seas Beneath-F ..2-1-31
Secret Call-PAR 7-12-31
Secret Six-MGM 5-3-31
Secrets of A Secretary-PAR

7-19-31

Seed-U 5-17-31
Shanghai Love-COL 9-6-31
Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour-
FD 7-12-31

Sheriff's Secret-COS 6-14-31
Shipmates-MGM . 5-24-31
Ships of Hate-MOP 7-26-31
Should a Doctor TeU?-REG

8-23-31

Title Reviewed
Si I'Empereur Savait Ca.
MGM 3-8-31

Silence-PAR 8-16-31
Sin Ship-RKO 4-5-31
Single Sin-TIF 2-15-31
Sit Tight-WA 2-22-31
Six Cylinder Love-F .5-17-31
Skandal Um Eva-FM ..4-26-31
Skin Game-BI 6-21-31
Skippy-PAR 4-5-31
Sky Raiders-COL 5-31-31
Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-31
Smart Money-WA 6-21-31
Smiling Lieutenant-PAR. 5-24-31
Soldiers Plaything-WA . . . 5-3-31
Son of India-MGM ..7-26-31
Son of the Land-AM .5-31-31
Son of the Plains-SYN. . .7-5-31

Spider, The-F ..8-16-31
Sporting Blood-MGM ..8-16-31
Spy, The-F 3-22-31
Star Witness-WA .... 8-2-31
Stepping Out-MGM .... 5-24-31
Stolen Heaven-PAR ...2-15-31
Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-31
Strangers May Kiss-MGM

4-12-31

Street Scene-UA 8-30-31
Student Sein-PRX 5-3-31
Subway Express-COL ..3-29-31
Sunrise Trail-TIF 3-29-31
Svengali-WA 5-3-31

Swanee River-WW 2-8-31
Sweden-MAL . 1-18-31
Sweepstakes-PAT 6-28-31
Tabu-PAR 3-22-31
Tailor Made Man-MGM. 4-27-31
Tarnished Lady-PAR ..4-19-31
Ten Cents A Dance-COL. 3-8-31
Ten Nights In a Barroom-
ROA 3-1-31

Texas Ranger-COL ...5-10-31
Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA

8-16-31
This Modern Age-MGM 9-6-31
Three Girls Lost-F 5-3-31
Three Loves-ASC ... .5-24-31
Three Who Loved-RKO .6-21-31
Three Rogues-F 4-5-31
Too Many Cooks-RKO . 7-19-31
Too Young To Marry-WA

5-10-31
Toute Sa Vie-PAR 6-21-31
Trader Horn-MGM 1-25-31
Trails of the Golden West-
COS 2-15-31

Transatlantic-F 7-26-31
Transgression-RKO 6-7-31
Transport of Fire-AM .3-22-31
Traveling Husbands-RK06-21-31
Treason Trials in Moscow-
AM . .. .3-8-31

Troika-FE 4-26-31
Tropen Nachte-PAR 5-31-31
Two Gun Man-TIF 6-7-31
Ubangi-PIZ 5-31-31
Under Texas Skies-SYN. 2-1-31
Undertow-U 8-30-31
Unfaithful-PAR 3-1-31
Up For Murder-U . . . 5-31-31
Up Pops the Devil-PAR. 5-17-31
Versuchen Sie Meine Schwes-

ter-TF 6-21-31
Vice Squad-PAR 6-7-31
Viking-WM 6-21-31
Virtuous Husbands-U ..5-10-31
Vi Tva-PAR . 2-8-31
"W" Plan-RKO 2-15-31
Waterloo Bridge-U 8-16-31
Way Down East-GG.. 3-15-31
West of Cheyenne-SYN. .3-1-31
Westward Bound-SYN .1-25-31
White Devil-TPE 8-30-31
White Shoulders-RKO .5-18-31
Wien, du Stadt der Lieder-
PRX 3-22-31

Wild Horse-HOF ... 8-2-Sl
Wild West Whoopee-COS

3-8-31

Woman Between-RKO . 6-21-31
Women Go On Forever-TIF

8-16-31
Woman Hungry-FN ...3-22-31
Women of All Nations-F

5-31-31
Woman of Experience-PAT

7-12-31
Women Love Once-PAR. 6-28-31
Women Men Marry-HED

4-19-31
Yankee Don-CAP 5-17-31
Yellow Pass-AM ...5-3-31
Young As You Feel-F ...8-9-31
Young Donovrn's Kid-RKO

5-21-31
Young Sinners F 5-10-31



NEARER

AND NEARER
. . . comes the day when ultra-speed motion

picture negative will eliminate slower emul-

sions. The latest impetus is supplied by the

new gray backing on Eastman Super-sensitive.

This advance is of particular interest to the

exhibitor and the producer. Definitely im-

proving photographic quality, it means more

artistic, more pleasing, more satisfying pic-

tures. And these factors, needless to say, have

a very definite box-office value. Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, New York.

(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New

York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

Eastman Super-sensitive

Panchromatic Negative, Type 2



THOMAS MEIGHAN
HARDIE ALBRIGHT
MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN • DONALD DILLAWAY

MYRNA LOY
A SAM TAYLOR Production

that are streets. Poverty of Hell's

Kitchen. Luxury of Park Avenue.
Virtue and vice, babel of tongues
—'Sew York, city of Theodore
Roosevelt, Al Smith and Jimmie
Walker. Background of "Skyline,"
romance of youth in the metrop-
olis today.

Just a barge boy but he had
the spark. He got a sweetheart in

his first boarding house— a father

from his first job.

It tingles with reality. It's alive

with thrill. It has the tang of the
city ofsubways.And it has Meighan!
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300,000 Projectors of 16mm. Class Now in Use

75% OFWAMPAS STARS STILL JN^ RING

Exteriors Climb in Favor as Public Demands Action
Overdoing of falky Indoor

Scenes Is Bringing
Reaction

Increased use of exteriors in

forthcoming prodactions is on the

slate as a result of public demand
for more action and less unneces-
sary dialogue, inquiries by The
Film Daily reveals. A grow-
ing tendency to produce pic-

tures in a small number of
{Continued on Page 4)

12

PLANN[D BY LOCKWOOD

"Canadian Indian Legends," 12

two-reelers, made in the Canadian
Rockies in natural color, is to be
produced by Earl Lockwood, who
leaves Oct. 1 for the Northwest.
Lockwood will take a portable
sound recording unit. Molle Wood,
interpreter of Indian dances and
author of the shorts, will be fea-

tured in them. The series will be

released in Canada by Twilight
Pictures of Toronto. United States

release has not yet been arranged.

Harry Storin Entering
Advertising Business

Harry Storin, manager of the

RKO Albee, Providence, for nearly

two years and one of the most
widely-known operators in the coun-

try, has resigned to enter the adver-

tising business in Providence. Dur-
ing the past few years Storin has
won three prizes in national mana-
gers' contests. He is now in New
York.

Tiffany Closes With Warners;

Publix Deal Is Now Pending

Tiffany's entire 1931-32 schedule

of features and short subjects has

been booked into all Warner the-

aters, in a deal signed Saturday. Sol

Edwards represented Tiffany and E.

H. Alperson acted for Warners. Wil-
liam Saal of Tiffany is now com-
pleting negotiations on the Tiffany
lineup with Publix. Deals have al-

ready been closed with Fox West
Coast and the Hughes-Franklin cir-

cuits.

Eight Companies Working at M-G-M
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — M-G-M has started

its fall production schedule with
eight companies working and four

others slated to start in a few weeks.
Pictures under way include "The
Champ," "Susan Lenox," "Private
Lives," "The Cuban," "Flying High,"
"The Mirage," "Hell Divers" and
"The Lullaby." Soon to start are

"Freaks," "Emma," "Courage" and
a Marion Davies vehicle. Prepara-
tions also are in progress on "Pig-
boats," "Tarzan of the Apes" and
"Skyscraper."

Settlement Is Reached
In Teamsters' Strike

A strike which would have affect-

ed New York metropolitan houses
using stage shows and vaudeville
was averted Friday afternoon, when
truckmen and teamsters signed a

new contract. Negotiations had
been under way for several weeks
with officials of Loew's, including
Col. E. A. Schiller and Charles
Moskowitz, working to bring about
an agreement.

16mm. Projectors Sold in U. S,

Already Total Over 300,000

1926 Was Best Year, With
All Selections Re-

maining Active
Although only about 10 per cent

of the Wampas Baby Stars picked
in the eight years from 1922 to 1929
have achieved genuine stellar bill-

ing, and about 25 per cent have at-

tained feature status, nearly 75 per
cent of the 104 selections are still

on the active list. Of the 1922 se-

lections, only Coileen Mo^ie, Marlon
Aye and Claire Windsor are not on

(Continued on Page 2)

NEW MOSSBIy POLICY

CLICKS ATffllER SHOW
B. S. Moss' Broadway, formerly

the Colony, at 53rd St., opened Sat-
urday to capacity business' under its

new policy of combination extrava-
ganza stage presentation and first-

run pictures. Joe E. Brown heads
the show, "Varieties," which also in-

cludes the Brox Sisters, Jack Pepp6r,
the Maxellos, an Albertina RaSeh
Ballet and a company of 50. Alex-
ander Leftwich staged the presenta-

(Continucd on Page 4)

First Pittsburgh Indie

Signs Union Agreement

Pittsburgh—The Avenue, smallest local

sound-equipped house, is the first independ-

ent to reach an agreement with the union

here. Ralph Freeman, business manager

of the union, announced that a new wage

scale had been signed for one year. The
Avenue is showing a German film.

Laemmle Gets Plaudits

From Home Office Staff

Carl Laemmle departed Saturday

on the Century for the west to the

tune of hearty plaudits from his

home office staff, who on Friday

called upon the Universal chief in a

body to thank him for restoring

their salaries to the former basis.

It was one of the most happy in-

cidents of Laemmle's career. On his

way to the coast, the U president

will stop off in Chicago, where a

print of "The Spirit of Notre Dame,"
now on its way east, will be inter-

cepted and screened for him.

Fully 300,000 projectors or motion
picture machines of the 16 mm. class

have been sold in the U. S., exclu-

sive of another 100,000 of smaller
type movie machines that are term-
ed toys and also use shorter lengths
of 16 mm. films, according to A. D.
V. Story, executive secretary of the
16 MM. Motion Picture Board of

Trade, which is holding its first na-
tional convention all this week at

the Hotel Victoria. Pictures are now
offered on the 16 mm. market by
leading producers, including Para-
mount, Universal, Pathe, Columbia,
FitzPatrick and others, says Storey.
There are at present more than 1,000
productions in silent 16 mm. film for
use on the home or non-theatrical

(Continued on Page 4)

Jesse Clark Appointed
City Manager in Tampa

Jacksonville, Fla. — Jesse Clark,
for some time manager of the Palace
here, has been transferred to Tampa
by Sparks as city manage?- Jack
Fitzwater, his assistant, went with
him and will manage' the Tampa.
Al Weiss, formerly manager hete

(Continued on Page 4)

Saperstein Ridic!uies

Union's'Bombing Charges

Chicago—Tom Maloy's charges that an
exhibitor faction was responsible for the

six recent theater bombings, as a means of

discrediting the union, are called "absurd"
by Aaron Saperstein and other exhib or-

ganization officials. Saperstein pointed out

that two of the bombed houses were his.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High Low Close Ch^.

Con. Fm. Ind 5^ 4Ji 5 — ^
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. \2%. 11 K 1IJ4 — Vi
East. Kodak 118}4 1155^ 115^ —4
Fox Fm. "A" lOK 9?^ 10 — M
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 2 \7/s 1%
Loew's, Inc 43 41 }4 41 J4 — 54
do pfd 87 85 87 +2
Paramount 18J^ Wz IT/z — M
Pathe Exch 1 1 1 — %
do "A" 414 AVs 4ys — yi

RKO "A" llj^ 10'/^ 107/i — H
Warner Bros 8^^ 7^ 8 — %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A"... 1% IH IVs + 'A
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 2Vs 2J^ 2J^
Technicolor 5H S'A ^Vk — Vi
Trans-Lux 2^ 2^ 2% — H

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 15 14 14 -f 1

Keith AC 6s46.. 64 64 64—1
Loew 6s 41ww... 96!4 965i 96}i — ^
Paramount 6s 47.. 79 76 76 — 3
Par. By. 5}4s51...100 99M 99M — 'A
Par. 554s50 69^ 69^4 69^4 — H
Fathe 7s37 895^ 88 88—1
Warner's 6s39 ... 53;^ 50!^ 50K — 2J4

Hubert Voight Out

Hollywood— Hubert Voight, pub-
licity director at Warner Bros.-First
National, is out, following a dis-

agreement with Darryl Zanuck.

The Krfiatl^vav Parade
(Week of September 18)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURE
"Mad Parade"
"Squaw Man"
"Wicked" ...

"Fifty Fathoms Deep" Columbia
"Pagan Lady" Columbia

DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
Paramount Paramount
M-G-M Capitol
Fox Roxy

Mayfair
Broadway

"Side Show" Warner Bros Strand
"Big Gamble" RKO Pathe Hippodrome

EXTENDED RUNS
"Five Star Final" (2nd week) . First National Winter Garden
"Street Scene" (4th week) United Artists Rivoli
"Alexander Hamilton" Warner Bros Hollywood

$2 RUNS
"The Guardsman" (2nd week) M-G-M Astor

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Zwei Herzen" (50th week) ... Assoc. Cine, of Amer Europa
"Dreyfus Case" (4th week) Columbia Earner
"Das Alte Lied" (2nd week) Henry Kaufman Belmont
"Das Rheinlandmaedel" Capitol Film Exch Little Carnegie
"Rubicon" Amkino Cameo
"Karamozov" Tobis-American Vanderbilt
"Student Song of Heidelberg" . Ufa Cosmopolitan
"Der Hampelmann" (3rd week) Tobis-American Eighth St.

FUTURE OPENINGS
"Lindenwirtin vom Rhein" (Sept. 23) .... Assoc. Cine of Amer Europa
"Palmy Days" (Sept. 24) United Artists Rialto
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75% Wampas Baby Stars

Are Still on Active List
(Continued from Page 1)

the records for appearances in the
last two or three years, leaving the
big majority of 10 still in the ring.

These include Helen Ferguson, Lila

Lee, Jacqueline Logan, Louise Lor-
rane, Bessie Love, Katherine Mc-
Guire, Patsy Ruth Miller, Mary
Philbin, Pauline Starke and Lois
Wilson.

The year 1926 was the most suc-

cessful, producing four outstanding
stars—the largest number of any
year—and seven featured players,
with the entire 13 continuing active.

The selections that year included
Joan Crawford, Janet Gaynor, Do-
lores Del Rio, Dolores Costello, Fay
Wray, Mary Astor, Mary Brian,
Joyce Compton, Marceline Day, Sal-
'y Long, Edna Marion, Sally
O'Neill, Vera Reynolds.
Worst years were 1925 and 1927,

which incidentally suffered the big-
gest casualties—seven each. Of the
1925 list, Olive Borden, Ann Corn
wall, Natalie Joyce, June Marlow,
Evelyn Pierce and Dorothy Revier
have continued active up to the las

two seasons at least, while Betty
Arlen, Violet Avon, Ena Gregory,
Madeline Hurlock, Joan Meredyth,
Duane Thompson and Lola Todd
have not been heard from lately.

Those dropping -out- in- the 1927 list

are Patricia Avery, Rita Carewe,
Helene Costello, Sally Phipps, Sally
Rand, Tris Stuart and Adamae
Vaughn, leaving Barbara Kent, Na-
talia Kingston, Gwen Lee, Mary
McAlister, Gladys McConnell and
Martha Sleeper.

In 1923 the selections included
Ethel Shannon, Kathleen Key, Mar-
garet Leavy, Helen Lynch and Der-
elys Perdue, all of whom have
dropped out, while Eleanor Board-
man, Evelyn Brent, Dorothy Devore,
Virg na Brown Faire, Betty Fran-
cisco, Pauline Garon, Laura La
Plante and Jobyna Ralston remain
active.

Lucille Rickson, Margaret Morris,
Hazel Keener, Gloria Grey and El-
eanor Fair are the present absen-
tees from the list of 1924, leaving
Clara Bow, Carmelita Geraghty,
Ruth Hiatt, Julanne Johnston, Dor-
othy Mackaill, Blanche Mehaffey,
Mario.!! Nixon and Alberta Vaughn.

The 1928 lineup included Lina
Basquette, Flora Bramley, Sue
Carol/; Ann Christy, June Collyer,
Sally > Eilers, Alice Day, Audrey
Ferris, Dorothy Gulliver, Gwen Lee,
Molly O'Day, Lupe Velez and Ruth
Taylor, with Miss Taylor the only
one to drop out.

Doris Dawson is the only baby
star now missing from the 1929 se-
lections, which also included Jean
Arthur, Betty Boyd, Ethlyn Clair,
Sally Blane, Josephine Dunn,
Helen Foster, Doris Hill, Caryl
Lincoln, Anita Page, Mona Rico,
Helen Twelvetrees and Loretta
Young.

No selections were made in 1930.
The 1931 list is: Joan Blondell,
Constance Cummings, Frances
Dade, S-dney Fox, Rochelle Hudson,
Anita Louise, Joan Marsh, Karen
Morley, Marion Shilling, Barbara
Weeks, Judith Wood, Frances Dee,
Marion Marsh.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Ralc«

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation

•23-7TH AVE., N. V. BRYANT 9-«0eT

COLOR NEGATIVES
Producers make own Color Negatives

with By-Pack.

Color in Red-Ortho Negatives may be
removed or altered to complementary
color.

Write DU CHROME FILM SYSTEM, Ltd.
"Specialists In Color"

6723 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

THE INDUSTRrS
DATE BOOK

Sept. 24: Convention of Philadelphia M
P. T. O.. at the Hotel Adel-
phia, Philadelphia.
Convention of M. P. T. O. of
Eastern Penna. Southern New
Jersey and Delaware, Philadel-
phia.

Sept. 25
: "The Exhibitor" annual golf tour-

nament at Lu Lu Country Club,
Philadelphia.

Sept. 21-26: National 16 mm. motion picture
exposition, Hotel Victoria, New
York.

Sept. 28-30
: French Educational Film Con-

gress, Paris.

Loew Theater Staflf Changes
Loew on Saturday effected several

changes in managership of Greater '

New York houses. J. J. Rosenberg,
.

assistant manager of the Valencia,
was named manager of the Boro
Park, Brooklyn. Kenneth Grattan,m charge of the Boro Park, was
shifted to the Victoria as manager.
Charles Burns, manager of the Vic-
toria, was transferred to take charge
of Loew's at Yonkers, replacing
Gregory Ellis, resigned.

Co-op Campaign on Radio Picture
A co-operative advertising cam-

paign, along the same lines as those
conducted for "Cimarron," "Amos V
Andy" and other Radio Pictures re-
leases, has been made ready for
placement by exhibitors, according
to Hy Daab, director of Radio ad-
vertising.

FILM
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Production

Guide

$10.00
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Subscription

Rate
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PARAMOUNT
SOUND NEWS
Scores Again!

First (by days) Pictures

Caribbean
Hurricane

First air scenes of Belize,

capital of British Honduras,

destroyed by hurricane, tidal

wave and fire. Included in

issue No. 15 at no extra cost

to subscribers.

.bfSer PARAMOUNT
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HOLLYWOOD FLASHES
°- RALPH WILKi,mi^

T. GRUBB ALEXANDER is at work
J on the screen version of "The
Honorable Mr. Wong," the play by
Achmed Abdullah and David Belas-
co, in which Edward G. Robinson is

to appear next. Alfred E. Green
will direct.

* * *

Universal has bought "The Cabinet of

Ling Fu," by Frank King, from "Detective
Story Magazine," as one of the Shadow De-
tective series.

* * *

"Extra! Extra!" one of the "News-
paperman" series of RKO Pathe
comedies starring Frank McHugh,
has gone into production at the Cul-

ver City studio under the direction

of Harry Sweet. Mae Busch and
Ralph Ince head the supporting cast.

* * *

The combination of William K. Howard
as director and James Wong Howe as cam-
eraman on "Transatlantic" produced such
amazing photography that Fox has given

them another cooperative assignment. They
are working together on "Surrender" and
Howe promises new camera angles. Warner
Baxter and Leila Hyams have the leading

roles. * * *

Eddie Buzzell has completed a

new "Bedtime Story for Grown Ups"
at Columbia. This one is called "The
Call of the North" and deals with
the "Northeast Dismounted Police."

* * *

"The Gentleman from San Francisco," Wil-
liam Powell's new starring picture for War-
ner Bros., will go into production at the

Burbank studios on Oct. 1, according to in-

formation from the West Coast.

Exteriors Climb in Favor
As Public Demands Action

(Continued from Page 1)

indoor sets is said to have
brought unfavorable reaction, with
the back-to-nature policy looming
more prominently as a result. Ro-
land West, producer-director with
United Artists, has stated on the

coast that he will hereafter concen-

trate on outdoor pictures. His lat-

est, "Corsair," has only four interior

scenes, he says. Murray Roth, Vita-
phone director-in-chief, also has an-

nounced that his plant is going in

more for location work.

Over 300,000 Projectors

Of 16 mm. Class in Use
(Continued from Page 1)

projectors. These pictures are re-

duced versions of productions pre-

viously seen in theaters and include

almost all screen favorites. Talking
pictures available for the 16 mm.
market already total more than 400,

ranging from one to seven reels and
also including leading stars. About
15,000 radio dealers are arranging
to handle 16 mm. talkie machines.

COMING a GOING

SIDNEY GARRETT sails from England
for New York on Wednesday,
JACK CONNOLLY, Reneral manager

of Pathe News, is in Detroit for the Ameri-
can Legion Convention, which ends Wednes-
day.

H. W. FITELSON, general counsel for

Tiffany, is en route to Europe on the Paris.

L. A. YOUNG left for Detroit on Satur-
day.

RI4lTUpiiiiMDi^
• • • THERE'S A KNOTTY Problem in a town which is

a sleeper jump or two from This Great Big Wicked City
As biz was pretty anemic, an exhib in said hamlet decided to
exploit his emporium by running a matinee at which a bushel of

grain was the admission price Or maybe it was a quart
of grain Anyhoooo, the idea worked out Swell
That is, part of the way . . . . Until the distrib who sold

him his show tried to figure out his percentage on the deal

According to latest reports he is still Figuring
There ought to be a law, sez he

• • • CHARLIE CHAPLIN, who got himself Talked About
some months back in connection with a performance which the
King and Queen of Hingland were to attend, is now a Right
Guy again in Hinglish society Cholly has just given a
command performance of "City Lights" before their Majesties

He is now on the French Riviera doing those things
When Will H. Hays dropped into Chicago the other day

he confabbed with officials of the forthcoming World's Fair as
to what the fillum industry can do to help the Big Show
He also attended a meeting of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois

Railroad directorate Inaugural dinner planned by the
Paramount Pep Club for Oct. 22 has been indefinitely post-
poned

• • • DO YOU REMEMBERS: When that slick director
Gregory La Cava was a cartoon animator for International
Films when Bert Green, Frank Moser and John Foster
sat at nearby easels When Larry Darmour and Eugene
Castle worked on the Fox Newsreel When Herman Rob-
bins was general sales manager for Fox Enough for
that Roxy, who sails on the Bremen tomorrow midnight,
will tell RKO representatives at Berlin What's What on Sept. 29

Al Altman is making High-Grade tests of M-G-M pros-
pective talent A theater advertising service today will

formally announce that Pete Woodhull has been added to its

executive personnel

• • • "A HERRING LAYS 3,000,000 eggs a year but no
one remembers her on Mother's Day" The author of
this is Ben Bernie, the Old Maestro Himself, who is pulling this

line at the Paramount whether you like it or not Dimitri
Tiomkin, one of the better composers and pianists, is planning
a European concert tour next April His spouse, Albertina
Rasch, by the way, injects a strikingly novel note in the Para-
mount stage show this week through a ballet routine which is

hot and new Joe Vogel at Loew's is an Authority on
Labor Troubles, especially so during the past few weeks
Ufa is happy 'cause "Heidelberg" drew 20,000 customers into
the Ufa Cosmopolitan during the past week

• • • HARRY GOLD, after closeupping a Park Central
menu, is wondering what is an "Angel on Horseback"
Betty Garde, who has played opposite Charlie Ruggles in a
Competent Way, had a birthday party which was Extremely
Pleasant Bob Doidge performs at publicity work and parties
with That Magical Touch not the traditional Broadway
kind of a "touch" however Jesse Crawford sez
that "Shine On, Harvest Moon," the kind-of-a-song-you-remem-
ber, from the current edition of Flo Ziegfeld's "Follies," is 15
years old Teddy Pitts, Capital managerial aide, thinks
There's No Place Like Rockaway Frank Walker claims
that the Ozone at a Certain Spot near Pawling is the best in the
world Col. Zack Mulhall, former wild west showman who
died in Oklahoma Friday, was credited with making the arrange-
ments whereby Tom Mix and the Oklahoma Territory cowboy
band led the inaugural parade of President McKinley
Tom officiated as drum major Mulhall also was called
Will Rogers' discoverer or one of them

Short Shots from
New York Studios
w By HARRY N. BLAIR i^

TACK HALEY'S very successful
J short, "Success," was directed by
Alf Goulding for Warner Vitaphone..

The remarkable photography oj

George Folsey which is a feature
of "My Sin" tvill be topped, if pos-
sible, when "The Cheat" is shown.
Both are Bankhead vehicles with
George Abbott directing. Looks like

the combination of Folsey and these
two has resulted in a most success-
ful trio.

Little Billy Hayes, who plays Pen-
rod in the Booth Tarkington-Vita-
phone kid shorts, had to overcome
a cockney accent before he could get
into the movies. Although born
here, his parents are both English
and it was natural for him to ac-

quire their manner of speaking.

Dick Willis, Vitaphone's make-up
chief, did such an artistic job paint-
ing a black eye on Mrs. Jack Nor-
worth that the stage crew hung
around after the picture was over to

see if it actually was a real shiner.

« « « » » »

New Moss B'way Policy
Clicks at Premier Showj

(Continued from Page 1)
"

tion, the sketches of which were
written by Sid Silvers. Lyrics and
music are the work of Mack Gordon
and Harry Ravel. Columbia's "Pa-
gan Lady" is the feature. Publicity

and advertising for the house isi!

being handled by Holzman and Dorf-I

man.

Jesse Clark Appointed
City Manager in Tampaii

(Continued from Page I) J

at the Florida has been assigned t<»

the Victory, Tampa. John Crovovl

who has been field man for Sparks|I
Enterprises in Florida, has beer"
brought to Jacksonville to manage
the Palace.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

September 21

Victor Seastrom
Lesley Mason
Paul Muni
A. Thompson
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Notify 1,000N. Y. StateHouseson Sunday RestLaw

HIGH COSTS CLOSE lOFOX MIDWESTHOUSES

Woodhull Named Vicc-Prcs. and Sales Mgr. ofAd Firm

Former Exhib Leader Joins
United Theater Adver-

tisers, Inc.

Naming of R. F. ("Pete") Wood-
hull as vice-president and general
sales manager of United Theater
Advertisers, Inc., v^fas formally an-
nounced yesterday by Walter Stein,

president of the company. Wood-
hull, former national exhibitor lead-

er, assumed his new duties yester-
day, as indicated exclusively in The
Film Daily of that date.

Appointment of Woodhull, Stein
(Continued on Page 4)

ILLINOIS CO-OPERATIVE

NOT BUYING DUAL BILLS

Chicago—Members of the Illinois

Cooperative Theater Circuit are not
considering playing double features
the coming season, and no provision
for sufficient product for this pur-
pose is being made in contracts
closed by Henri Ellmann, who heads
the buying cambine. Essaness The-
aters, which recently withdrew from
the Midwest Circuit, intend to play
two features "as long as compet-
itive conditions make it necessary,"
according to Emil C. Stern.

Lack of Quorum Delays
Fox Dividend Meeting

Fox dividend meeting, scheduled
to take place yesterday, was post-
poned until later in the week due to
lack of a quorum.

Combination Production

Planned by James Cruze

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—James Cruze is reported

planning a production which, in addition

to a complete picture version, can be pre-

sented partly on the screen and partly on
the stage, the idea being to take it on
tour. Betty Compson will be in it.

Moss' Broadway Sells Out in 30 Miriutes

Thirty minutes after opening yesterday morning, B. S. Moss' Broadway
was filled to capacity. House has been doing capacity since it opened Friday

with its new policy including Columbia's "Pagan Lady" on the screen and the

Moss "Varieties" on the stage. Management expects the biggest week's busi-

ness on Broadway, topping the record house gross held by Harold Lloyd.

Big Names for Minor Roles

Advocated by M. A. Lightman
Frequent use of important play-

ers in minor parts, with the object

of increasing audience interest and
building up a picture, is urged by
President M. A. Lightman of the

M. P. T. O. A. Not only would
productions show a general improve-
ment in acting through more pains-

taking casting, he points out, but
this policy would aid in building

names of players being groomed as

big personalities. Holding out of

stars for one, two or three pictures

a year is a fallacy, Lightman be-

lieves.

"My thought is that the day

should come when a company will

cast pictures from all its perform-
ers as if it were one big stock com-
pany," said the M. P. T. 0. A.
president in part. "If two or three

of the biggest names on the roster

happened to fit into a picture, they
should be available rather than held

out for individual pictures. The
right person in the right part means
everything to the picture, even if it

is a big name in only a few scenes.
If anything will increase a star's

popularity, proper casting will do
it."

SarnoFF Sees Home Theater in Year
A "theater of the home" created by

television will be an established fact

in a year, said David Sarnoff last

night in his address at the opening

of the Radio-Electrical World's Fair

at Madison Square Garden. "Just
as the shackles of silence were struck
from the screen, so will the veil be
lifted from broadcasting" he de-
clared. Television demonstrations
are part of the exposition program.

State Labor Dept. Enforcing
Sunday Rest Law in Theaters
In the preliminary report of a

checkup being made by 28 inspec-

tors under the direction of James
L. Gaynor of the State Labor De-

partment, approximately 1,000 the-

aters in New York state, including

the Manhattan area, have been
found not observing the "day of
rest law," which went into effect

Sept. 1, giving operators one day off"

each week. Notices are being sent
to all houses not conforming with
the law.

Expense of Operation is

Causing Theaters to
Go Dark Saturday

Kansas City—Fox is closing 10
houses in this area Saturday night
because of excessive operating costs,

it is announced by M. B. Shanberg.
The Uptown-, Isis and Plaza, lead-
ing suburban theaters with large
capacity and following, will remain
open under union requirements.

6 ALLIED HOUSES QUIT

CtllCACO UNION EIGHT

Chicago—Two more Allied the-
aters, the Drake and National, have
deserted the ranks in the operator
controversy and are now using two
operators, members of Local 110,
making six in all that have capitu-
lated to the union. Strenuous ef-
forts are being made to induce

(Continued on Page 4)

Wm. Morris Will Handle
Theater Television Tests
Demonstrations of the Sanabria

television presentations in de luxe
houses are being arranged by the
William Morris office. The showing
will be in the nature of a novelty,
with the performers and their tele-

vision screen counterparts appear-
ing simultaneously. The Sanabria
system is now being demonstrated
at the Radio-Electrical Fair in
Madison Square Garden.

11 Pictures Will Employ

3,000 at Fox Studios

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Within the next 10 days

the Fox studios expect to have 1 1 pictures

in work, giving work to a total of more
than 3,000. Six films are being shot at

present, with last week's payroll contain-
ing 2,350 names.
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How to Build Patronage
One of the most comprehensive booklets ever put out as an aid to effective

exploitation has just been issued by National Screen Service under the title of "Build-
ing Patronage". Almost every conceivable stunt for boosting business has been
included. Besides the suggestions, the book contains sample copy from which any
theater operator can carry out any sort of exploitation campaign. Through the
medium of this brochure National Screen Service is rendering a distinctly worthwhile
service to managers at a psychological time.

Published daily except Saturdays and holidays
•t 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
nd copyright (1931) by Wid's Films and
Film Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President.
Editor and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau,
Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager;
Arthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor; Don
Carle Gillette, Managing Editor. En-
tered as second class matter. May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3. 1879. Terms (Postage
free) United States outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $3.00: 3

months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscriber
should remit with order. Address all com-
munications to THE FILM DAILY. 1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone Circle
7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. Cable ad-
dress: Filmday, New York. Hollywood
California — Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607. London—Ernest
W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin—Karl Wolffsohn
Lichtbildbuehne, Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
—P. A. Harle, La Cinematographic Fran-
caise. Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, 19.

FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Con. Fm. Ind S}4 iVn 5

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 11 95i 10 — VA
East. Kodak 123 113M 120J4 -f 4^
Fox Fm. "A" 10 9^ 9J4 — Vi
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 2 IJ^ Wi — M
Loew's, Inc 40K 37'4 i&Yi — ZVi
MG-M pfd 24 23 23 — VA
Paramount 16J4 ISH 16 — IVi
Pathe Exch 1 J4 1 1

do "A" 3^ 35i iy2 — Vt
RKO "A" IQi/J 9 95^ — 1!4
Warner Bros 754 6"4 7 — 1

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. .. 5^ 5}4 554 — 354
Columbia Pets. Vtc 5 54 55i 554—2^
Fox Thea. "A" ... VA I A IH — 54
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 2% 2% 2A
Technicolor 4% 454 454 — Vl
Trans-Lux 2^ n/t 2A + HNEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 1454 13^ 14!^ + '/4

Keith A-O 6s 46. 68 60 60—4
Loew 6s 41ww... 8854 87 8854 — 7%
Paramount 6s 47.. 72 7154 72 — 6

Par. By. 554s51... 9954 97 97 —2^
Par. S54s50 6854 6754 6754 — 154
Pathe 7s37 87 83 83 — 5

Warner's 6s39 ... 49 45 47 — 354

Brazil Firm Closes N. Y. Office

Mataroazzo Industrias Reunidas,
Brazilian distributors, have closed

their New York office and will deal

direct from their South American
offices. They have had a New York
branch for the past 12 years.

Plunkett Making Tour
Of RKO Western Houses
Joseph K. Plunkett, vice-president

and general manager of RKO the-

aters, leaves today for a tour of the

circuit's western houses. He will

first inspect the Northwest Division,

then go to the Pacific Coast and
confer with Cliflf Work, divisional

manager.

if it
*i New York Long Island City j'j

J.X 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. }*

J.t BRyant 9-4712 STillweU 4-7940 :':

I Eastman Films |

'i} I. E. Brulatour, Inc.

«

J •
li :•:

• Chicago Hollywood J{
•• 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica •*

> CALumet 3692 Blvd. t-J• HOLlywood4121 t-j

Amusement Stocks Are Hit
In London Crisis Reaction
Amusement stocks and bonds on

the New York exchange took a beat-

ing yesterday along with the gen-
eral list in the reaction to the Lon-
don money situation. Bonds suffered

most, with Loews dropping nearly
8 points, and lesser in Paramount,
Pathe, Warners and Keith. Loew,
Paramount, RKO, Columbia and
Consolidated Film also were losers

among common stocks, while East-
man Kodak dropped and then ral-

lied for a gain of 4 ¥2 on the day.

Concerned Over Money Situation
Major American distributors were

apprehensive yesterday over the
situation in Great Britain due to the
suspending of the gold standard.
Pic ure financial men are also con-
cerned with conditions in the Argen-
tine and Mexico. The situation in

England will not affect Canada, says
B. F. Lyon, Canadian sales man-
ager for Warner-First National,
who is just back from the Dominion,
'^^anada is no longer dependent upon
England financially.

Trans-Lux Type Policy
Gaining Indie Sentiment

Sentiment in favor of operation
policies similar to the Trans-Lux
setup was reported yesterday as fast

developing among independent exhi-

bitors. Costs can be materially re-

duced through employment of 16
mm. projection, as planned by two
national circuit projects now being
formulated, it was pointed out.

High operation costs assessed
against the average present-day
theater, owing in a large measure
to union labor requirements, have
a tendency to develop this trend.

Expedition to South America
Earl Rossman will head a camera

crew leaving late this month with
the Latin American expedition on
the Santa Maria of the Grace Line
for South America to take sound
and color pictures of head-hunters.

William Haines in Person
Baltimore — William Haines will

make a personal appearance at

Loew's the week of Sept. 25, it is

announced by Manager William A.
Saxton.

Reynolds, Houston Join Pomeroy
H'Vrt Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Harry F. Reynolds

and H. Houston, until recently with
the Howard Hughes Development
Co., have joined Roy J. Pomeroy as

associates in his new M. P. Techni-
cal Institute.

Orpheum Circuit Omits Dividend
Orpheum Circuit, Inc., has omit-

ted the quarterly dividend of $2 on
the preferred stock due at this time.

3 Arrested in Sunday Defiance
Chicago—Although three were ar-

rested, the Oak Park suburban
house gave its first Sabbath show
in 10 years on Sunday. A test case

is planned.

Special Player Contract
Put in Effect by Academy

IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Academy of M. P.

Arts and Sciences has placed in ef-

fect its recently adopted contract
form to be used when players are
engaged for roles on the basis of a
stipulated sum and time guarantee.
This contract supplements the stand-
ard minimum agreement for artists

in which the special form of pay-
ment is not covered. One of the
stipulations is that if a role extends
beyond a specified period, a pre-ar-
ranged weekly salary shall be paid
the artists or pro-rated on the ba-
sis of one-sixth of the weekly rate
if the additional time is less than a

week.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Sept.

Sept.

Sept.

Sept.

Sept.

Oct.

Oct.

21-26: National 16 mm. motion picture
exposition. Hotel Victoria, New
York.

24: Convention of M. P. T. O. of
Eastern Penna. Southern New
Jersey and Delaware, Hotel
Adelphia, Philadlphia.

24-25: RKO Golf Tournament. West-
chester Country Club, Rye, N. Y.

25 : "The Exhibitor" annual golf tour-
nament at Lu Lu Country Club,
Philadelphia.

28-30: French Educational Film Con-
Kress. Paris.

Eleventh Annual Convention of
M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsyl-
vania, Hotel Henry. Pittsburgh.

5-8: FaU meeting of the Society ot

Motion Picture Engineers, New
Ocean House, Swampscott,
Mass.

6: Annual meeting and noon-day
luncheon. Allied Theaters of
Mass., Hotel Bradford. Boston.

31: Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris." Hotel Astor.

Settlement is Reached
In Cleveland Dispute

Settlement of the Cleveland con-

tract dispute involving stage hands
and operators has been effected

through conferences in New York.
Warner, Loew and RKO are in the
deal, negotiation of which was
handled by Joe Vogel of Loew's as
their representative. The union
men have continued working pend-
ing signing of a new agreement.

Big Week-end Business
"Five Star Final" broke its own

week-end record at the Winter Gar-
den, according to Harry Charnas,
manager of Warner metropolitan
theaters. George Arliss in "Alex-
ander Hamilton" also did SRO
over the week-end, says Charnas.

Sparks Closes Warner Product Deal
Contracts were closed yesterday

by Frank Rogers, general manager
of the E. J. Sparks circuit, for the
entire product of Warner-First Na-
tional and Vitaphone.

Paramount Buys Play
"Top 0' the Hill", Charles Ken-

yon's Broadway stage play, has
been purchased by Paramount to

be filmed in Hollywood as "Uncer-
tain Women", with Claudette Col-

bert and William Boyd heading the

cast. Bartlett Cormack will adapt
it.

For

Scripts and Scribes
Go to

Viola Irene Cooper
9 E. 59th St. New York

volunteer 5-5543

New York SMPE Meets Sept. 25
New York section of the S. M. P.

E. will hold its first meeting Sept.

25 with the gathering to be held
at the Bell Telephone Laboratories
at 7:30 p. m. Papers to be read
are: "Screen Brightness," by S. K.

Wolf of Erpi, and "A New Sys-
tem of Color Photography", by
Frederick W. Hochstetter of the

Hochstetter Research Laboratory,
Pittsburgh. Experimental tests will

accompany Wolfe's paper in con-

junction with the audience's coop-
eration.

Loew Books Vitaphone Shorts
Loew has booked two Vitaphone

shorts, Jack Haley in "Success" and
a cartoon titled "Smile, Darn Ya,
smile," for the entire metropolitan
istrict.

USEESALLPUYSALLI
niversaL

.ON
FilmSOUND

35MM PORTABLE
PkOJECTORrFULLA.C
AMPLIFICATION-SPEAKER.-ETC
9fb.xl2f6J>icture at60 ~ 70/t tkrm

IN 2 CASES—TOTAL WEIGHT 82 POUNDS
LIST PRICE F.O.B., PHILA. $995.00

Universal Sound System, Inc.
Factory & Cen. Office New York Office

13 & Cherry Sts. 1560 Broidway
Phila., Pa. Cable "USTEM"



when you top any house record by

*' # * * * Superb film wins

four stars. Another grand and glo-

rious credit to 193rs cinema list."

i

—Daily News

"Stirring and effective. Arliss scores

triumph."
—Daily Mirror

"Arliss' finest contribution to the

screen. Sure-fire."

—A^. Y. American

"Arliss wins another feather for his

cap."

—Times

it^s an achievement!
But any picture that can

top Constance Bennett

in ''Bought by $726
in one day must be a

WARNER BROS.
{more than your contract caits for)

HIT! That^swhat

GEORGE
ARLISS

lit

ALEXANDER
HAMILTON
did at Warner^s Hollywood Theatre^ N, Ym

with DORIS KENYON, JUNE COLLYER, DUDLEY DIGGES
ALAN MOWBRAY, RALF HAROLDE, MONTAGU LOVE

Direcfed by John Adolfi
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PETE WOODHULL JOINS

THEATER ADV. FIRM

(^Continued from Page 1)

stated, is another step in the ex-

pansion of the company's scope and
service to theater men through in-

dividual advertising aids. Woodhull
•was recently general sales manager
of General Talking Pictures.

Robt. Crystol Reported
Forming New Circuit

Wilmerding, Pa. — Robert "Red"
Crystol, who recently opened the old

Grand here under the name of the
Crystol, is reported planning to ac-

quire other houses in this district.

Andrew Battiston is managing the

Crystol.

Publix Takes Indiana House
Michigan City, Ind.—Publix has

taken a 10-year lease on the Star-

land from Mrs. Frank Vreeland.
The house will be remodeled and
reopened about Oct. 10, with Wal-
ter Dale continuing as manager.

One Man in Cincy Suburbans
Cincinnati—All but three of the

39 suburban houses affected by the

recent strike of operators' union are

running with one man in the booth.

The trio not operating are Gerber
houses now being renovated and ex-

pected to reopen soon.

Jean Negulesco Producing
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jean Negulesco,

young Rumanian artist, is producing

and directing "3 and a Day," a two-

reel dramatic subject, which he also

wrote. Mischa Auer, Katja Sergeiva

and John Fox are the principals.

Paul Ivano is doing the camera work.

Plan Production in Detroit

Detroit — Liberty Pictures, Inc.,

has been organized by Salvatore

Murgi, with offices in the Fox The-
ater Bldg., to produce a series of

educational films in English and
Italian.

COMING & GOING

S. L. ROTHAFEL ("ROXY") sails on
the Bremen tonight with his group of archi-
tectural authorities to gather foreign ideas
for Radio City.

JOSEPH K. PLUNKETT leaves today on
his regular fall tour of RKO western the-

aters.

CLAUDE C. EZELL of Warner-First Na-
tional, following a trip to New England, has
gone to Cleveland to rejoin A. W. Smith,
Jr. They will hold sales conferences in that

city and Cincinnati.

ARTHUR LUCAS, associated with Publix
in Atlanta, is a New York visitor.

SIR OSWALD STOLL, British showman,
has arrived in New York.

B. F. LYON, Warner-First National sales

manager in Canada, is back from a trip

through the Dominion.

MAX WEISS, president of Weiss Bros.

Artclass Pictures, sails for England on Sept.

29 to arrange for the foreign distribution of

his company's 23 pictures for 1931-32.

RULT
• • • B. S. MOSS handed the Main Stem a sweet surprise
on Saturday when he reopened his brightened Broadway Thea-
ter, formerly the Colony, with Something New in combination
entertainment Highlight of the show is a 12-scene re-

vue, "Varieties," which in talent, production values and down-
right enjoyment is on a par with legit attractions charg-
ing several times as much This stage bill is topped off

with a first-run pix, Columbia's "Pagan Lady" and all

at a weekly scale of 35 to 85 cents which is going to
have a lot of the boys trying to figure out how it can be done

but maybe the lines at the Broadway will hint at the
answer

• • • HEADING THE Moss Varieties stage presentations
is Joe E. Brown, appearing in several scenes The recep-
tion accorded him showed what the fillums can do for an artist

in expanding his popularity fast The audience took to
Joe in a big way they also got a great kick out of the
Three Brox Sisters doing a triple takeoff on Marlene Dietrich
singing "Falling in Love Again," with triple limb exposure

Other headliners of the program included Jack Pepper
and a couple of funny stooges, Sam Cantor and Sam Pokrass,
who roused plepty of laughs; William Langan, Maxine Carson
and Dorothy Dare, in neat singing numbers; the Maxellos,
thrilling novelty acrobats who just about tied the customers
in a knot, and one of Albertina Rasch's niftiest ballet troupes
in terpischorean eyefulls

• • • THE WHOLE production, in which comedy wisely
predominates, has been staged with class and tone by Alexander
Leftwich special music by Harry Revel lyrics by
Mack Gordon dialogue by Sid Silvers beautiful
scenery by Joseph Teichner orchestra conducted by Ed-
ward J. Kay If succeeding shows match the opener, it

is going to make some other Broadway houses do a little step-
ping and innovating And as a final thought, it is signifi-

cant to note that, while the house features its amazing stage
bill, practically 100 per cent of the audiences remained to see
the pix

• • • IRVING HOFFMAN, Beau Broadwaying for the
Morning Telly, tells one about a lay-off actor who, in hopes of
raising coffee and cake money, sang a couple of songs in front
of the N. V. A. and passed his hat hopefully And some-
body stole his hat T'other day a couple lines appeared
in this medium concerning picture folks who were tied up with
the Signal Corps during the Big Huff Supplementing
the already-printed list are the following names contributed by
an Unknown Admirer perhaps: Lewis Milestone, Joe von Stern-
berg, Victor Fleming, George Hill and Larry Darmour
Incidentally, sez Our Informer, it was Richard (Wally) Wallace
who talked Milestone into going to Hollywood in 1919 after his
discharge from the army Which was a Great Break for
pitchers, rightoooo

• • • PETE WOODHULL is wearing a Satisfied Smile
these days Reason: his joining up with United Theater
Advertisers, Inc. "Bringing 'em to the box-oflSce" is

Pete's slogan from now on He sez no matter how good
the product is, or how well it's exhibited, you gotta tell the
public about it with Individual Technique And that's
what he is going to help do With his thousands of exhib
contacts he's certain to prove a Big Asset to United Theater
Advertisers

* * * *

• • • DREW EBERSON, architect, and Herman Maier,
head of the Warner Bros, theaters contraction organization, re-
port that the new Warner at Ridgewood, N. J., will be ready
for opening early next Spring Walter Eberhardt is

Burning the Midnight Oil writing fiction George D.
Trilling is general manager of B. S. Moss' Broadway

« « « » » »

6 ALLIED HOUSES QUIT

CHICAGO UNION FIGHT

(Continued from Page 1)

others to give in. A check of some
30 houses shows that business is at

least 25 per cent off, this being at-

tributed to the fear instilled by the
several bombings.
A man supposed to be an emis-

sary of the union is calling on in-

dependent operators in an effort to

bring them into line. He is under-
stood to be offering to furnish union
operators at $100 a week and, in

houses using stage hands, to elimi-

nate one stage hand.

Zeidman Starts Filming
"Juvenile Court" Oct. 1

Hollywood—B. F. Zeidman has set

Oct. 1 as the date for the starting
of production on his independent pic-

ture, "Juvenile Court," which he will

make with Junior Durkin as the
star. Howard Higgin will direct,

while Harvey Leavitt will act as
Zeldman's production manager. Pro-
duction will be at the Tec-Art stu-

dios.

Zeidman has received several in-

quiries from territorial buyers and
major companies regarding the pic-

ture, but has not completed his dis-

tribution plans.

Mady Christians for B'way Stage
Mady Christians, popular German!

stage and screen actress, has arrived
in New York to appear in a musical
play for the Shuberts.

Fox After Chicago Legit. House
Chicago—Fox Chicago Theaters isi

reported to be dickering for thei

Majestic, former Shubert house,
owned by the Lehman estate. The]
house, which seats 2,000, has been
dark for a year. ,

Ohio Allied to Celebrate
Cincinnati—^A celebration is plan-l

ned for the latter part of Octobei.l

in honor of the first anniversary of!

the Allied Theater Owners Ass'n oi

Ohio. R. E. Meyers of the Majestic,!

Chillicothe, is president of the unit.j

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

September 22

Dave Dreyer

Carlyle R. Robinson

Mathilde S. Brundage
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Stage Properties Dwindle to 5% of Films' Needs

VAUDE^EGIT REVIVAL COMPETITION DIES

120 Family Pictures Turned Out in Last Eight Months

Small Talk
—on things cinema= ByJACKALICOATE=

First touch of fall WEATHER
as boosted ADMISSIONS to opti-

listic heights . . . Metro advertising
LATES go to publications wrap-
ed in CELLOPHANE . . . RAM-
AY macdonald has developed into

he best CHARACTER man on the
creen . . , ALEXANDER HAMIL-
'ON is class . . . Broadway is

RIGHTER at night than Pittsburgh
t mid-day . . . HERB yates is a dy-
amo . . . ROXY is sailing on an
DEA and TALENT exploration . . .

Ve know of SEVERAL picture
ouses that are all DRESSi<:D up
nd no place to go . . . It's still a toss

p BETWEEN needle and 3% beer.

•
! NO industry has resisted lower
tandard of LIVING with more de-
erminations than pictures . . .

JHARLIE chaplin was born in
lONDON and is the same age as
ours truly . . . WESTERN ELEC-
,'RIC might help matters a BIT by
having that 500-frogs-a-reel roy-
*Jty business . . . SPORTS shorts
mtinue their POPULARITY . . .

1. A. lightman is a bridgehound . . .

IZ at MOVPIC club continues to
old up . . . REDUCTION of admis-
ions, in some locations, has NOT
elped business one whit . . . Those
'ELEVISION fellows are having
worries PLENTY.

•
Perfect HARMONY from every
ranch of the industry is the KEY-
lOTE of the jobless campaign de-
.berations . . . CHARLIE pettijohn
3 a BULLDOG ... Six syllable
IIKE Simmons steps OUT and
eau Brummel Ed Finney steps IN
tie president's chair at the A. M.
. A. . . . HENRY king did a swell
)b of directing "Merely Mary Ann"
. . Nowadays a motion picture
lONEER is anyone who had any-
iiing to do with producing, dis-
ributing or exhibiting silent pic-
ires ... Ah well! The depression
OVER—and the PANIC is on.

25 Pictures a Month Get
Recommendation from

Preview Groups
During the first eight months of

1931, an average of 15 pictures suit-

able for family trade were released
monthly, according to an analysis of
reports made by previewing groups,
says "The Motion Picture Monthly",
issued by the Hays organization.
These groups, including the General
Federation of Women's Clubs, rec-
ommended an average of more than
25 pictures a month.

NOVEL MUSICAL SERIES

PLANNED BY H. WISBY

A series of short musical novel-
ties, in which popular classics will

be dramatically picturized on the
screen by a special process, is

planned by Hrolf Wisby, the Danish
director, who is now preparing such
a short embracing Tschaikovsky's

(.Continued on Page 6)

Michigan Co-operative
Signs Columbia Product

Detroit—^Columbia's entire lineup
of features and shorts for 1931-32
has been booked by the Co-operative
Theater Circuit of Michigan. The
buying group includes 60 theaters,
48 of them in Detroit.

Projection Standards

Coming Up at SMPE Meet

Standardizing of projector parts will now
occupy the attention of the committee in

charge of the matter for the S. M. P. E.

At the Fall meeting of the society sched-

uled for Oct. 5-8 at Swamscott, Mass.,

members will be asked for recommenda-
tions as to standards.

COURT RULES EMPLOYER

IS SOLE JUDGE OF WORK
IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—An employer is the

sole arbiter of the question whether
an employe's work is satsfactory,
it has been ruled by Superior Court
Judge McLucas. The far-reaching

(.Continued on Page 2)

Wisconsin Allied Meets
Oct. 10-11 in Milwaukee
Milwaukee — Annual meeting of

the Wisconsin Allied unit will take
place Oct. 10-11 at the Wisconsin
Hotel here, it is announced by F. J.

McWilliams, president. The confab
follows the Michigan Allied conven-
tion in Detroit on Oct. 6-7. Abram
F. Myers, Al Steffes, Nathan Bur-
kan, Lester Martin and H. M. Richey
are expected to attend both gather-
ings.

Only 5% of Screen Story Needs
Now Being Supplied by Stage

Plans for Big Return of

Flesh Shows Fail to

Materialize
Recently publicized plans for a

widespread revival of vaudeville
and legitimate road shows on a price
scale to compete with movie houses
have failed to materialize and indi-

cations are that they will die out
entirely, a Film Daily investiga-
tion shows. The much-baUyhooed
"Save Our Stage" movement

(Continued on Page 2)

4 PUBLIXliTHOUSES

TAKEN OVER BY LUCAS

Arthur Lucas, Atlanta theater
operator, yesterday closed a deal in

New York whereby he takes over
the four Publix houses in Macon,
Ga.

Krazy Kat Cartoon
Picked for Television

One of Columbia's Krazy Kat cartoons,

"The Stork Market", made by Charles
Mintz, has been picked for television broad-

cast in the Sanabria demonstration at the

Radio-Electric Fair in Madison Square Gar-

den.

Only about 5 per cent of the
screen's story requirements are now
being filled by the Broadway stage,
a checkup by The Film Daily
shows. An additional 6 or 7 per
cent has been contributed by the re-

vival of old legit, properties, but
the possibilities in this field are fast
dwindling to the zero level.

Out of approximately 380 releases
(.C<mtinued on Paat 2)

Samuel Cummins Making
Six Features in East

Six independent features based
on topical sensational subjects wiil

be made in the east by Samuel Cum-
mins of Welfare Pictures, with the
first production, "Baby Ki lers," by
Dr. Wi liam Jennings Jones, to go
in work Oct. 10. This story also is

to be novelized next month by In-
dependent Bock Corp. The pictures
wiil be roadshowed and in towns
where theater playdates are not
available. Cummins will give shows
n armories, halls, etc., with port-
able equipment.

Stage Show Propaganda

Circulated in Da lias

Dallas—Posters reading "Bring Back the
Stage Shows" have been displayed lately by
many automobiles here. It is believed the
signs were fostered by musicians displaced
by sound. RKO and Publix, which dropped
stage acts some months ago, were expected
to resume them this fail, but have not yet
done so.
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Stage Properties Dwindle
lo 5% ot Screen's Meeds

(Lonti)ntcd from Page 1)

in the past eight months, less than
oo came Irom tne stage, among tnem
Deing-

:

"J. lie Squaw Man," "Merely Mary Ann,'
"Too Many CooKs," "Alexander Hamilton,'
"Tne Ouardsman," "I'lve i>tar i^iiial,"

"iiaciielur l"ather," "Annabelle's Aitairs,
Vvii American 1 ragedy," "Bad Oiri," "Tne
Kargaiu' (.Irom " i ou and i"), "ihe i3at

Wliispers" Urom "The Bat"), "The ±irai,'

"Captain Applejack," "Common Law," "A
Connecticut iankee," "JJaddy Long Legs,
"Uracula," "The Easiest Way," "tasi
Lynne," "Fifty Million I'renchmen," "The
Iront Page," "The Uonlla," "Ihe Great
l^over," "iligh Stakes," "Honeymoon Lane,
"it Pays to Advertise," "It's a Wise Child."
"June Aioon," "Kick In," "Kiki," "Kisa
Me Again" (from "Mile. Modiste"). "Aleet
the Wite," 'Men Are Like That ' (trom
"Arizona"), "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath,"
'"Ihe Koyal Bed, " (trom "The Queen's Hus-
band"), "Salvation Nell," "The Secret Call"
(.trom "The Woman"), "Silence," "Six
Cylinder Love," "The Spider," "Street
Scene," "Subway Express," "Svengali" (.trom

"Tribly"), "Taiior-Made Man," " I'en Nights
in a barroom," "Too Alaiiy Cooks," "VVa.er-

loo Bridge," "Voung Sinners." Two-thirds
of the loregoing had their stage showing
more than tour or hve years ago.

Percentage of hits among stage

adaptations is considerably higher
than from books or originals, de-

spite the fact that the ngure sui-

ters from a majority of flops in the

case of the older stage properties
whose stories are out of date.

Vaude-Legit Revival
Fails to Materialize
{Continued from Faiie 1)

launched a few months ago has
practically passed out, with nothing-

accomplished. Both the Shuberts
and Erlanger, anticipating a slim

legit, roadshow season, are trying

to lease some of their houses for

pictures.

In the matter of houses playing
vaude. there are probably less un-

der this policy now than a year ago.

The RKO and Publix houses in tn^

southwest, which dropped stage acts

several months ago, have not yei

resumed them, although it is wen
past the usual starting time for the
winter stage policy.

Two M-G-M Films Titled
"The Cuban Love Song" is an

nounced by M-G-M as the linai title

for the new Lawrence Tibbett pic

ture. William Haines' next tias

been set as "The New Adventures
of Get Rich Quick Wallingford."
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Warners Artist's Bureau Moves
The Artist's Bureau handling

vaudeville engagements for Warner
Bros, theaters is now located on

the fourth floor of the east wing of

the general offices.
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Brady Funeral Tomorrow
Funeral services for Peter J.

Brady, who died Monday following
an airplane accident on Staten Is-

land, will be held tomorrow at St.

Rita's Church, New York. Burial
will be in Calvary cemetery. A num-
ber of motion picture executives will

attend the funeral.

Carlisle Jones Rejoins Warners
li^'est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Carlisle Jones has re-

signed as studio publicity director
at Columbia to rejoin the Warner-
First National publicity department
under George Thomas, new public-
ity director.

"Road to Hell" in Publix House
"Road to Hell," released by Pub-

lic Welfare Pictures Corp., i-ecently
finished runs at two Wilmer & Vin-
cent houses in Allentown and Read-
ing and has been booked for a week
at the Publix Alhambra in Wilkes-
Barre.

Jaynes Appointed Big 4 Contact Man
R. O. Jaynes, formerly connected

with Warner Bros, and for the past
several months associated with Big
4, has now been officially appointed
contact man and is leaving on a
trip to various distributors han-
dling Big 4 product. His first stop
will be Chicago, where he will con-
tact B. N. Judell, Inc.

Chaplin Meets Ghandi
London — A meeting between

Charlie Chaplin and Mahatma
Ghandi was arranged yesterday.

Court Rules Employer
Is Sole Judge of Work

(.Continued from Page 1)

decision was made in the case of
a sound technician against M-G-M
for $1,100 allegedly due him under
a contract terminated by the com-
pany before expiration date.

Testify in W.E.-W.B. Dispute

William Saal and M. A. Lightman
testified before the arbitration group
working on the sound dispute be-

tween Western Electric and Warnei
Bros, yesterday. Ned Depinet and
Julian Brylawski will be the next to

testify. The sessions continue today.

Paramount Studio Changes
William Saulter, for five years

supervising Art Director at the
Paramount N. Y. studios, has re-

signed to go into business for him-
self in N. Y. His successor is

Charles Kirk who has been assisting
him. Several other resignations
turned in at the same time include
Dan Doram, Lou Priestley and
Harold Singerlin.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Sept.

Sept.

Sept.

Sept.

Sept.

Sept.

Uct.

21-26: National 16 mm. motion picti
exposition. Hotel Victoria, Ki
York.

24: Convention of M. P. T. 0.1
Eastern Penna. Southern N,
Jersey and Delaware, H(l
Adelphia, Philadlphia.

24-25: RKO Golf Tournament, W..
_
Chester Country Club, Rye, N.

25: "The Exhibitor" annual golf tr

nament at Lu Lu Country Cl
Philadelphia.

25: New York Section of S.M.P
meets 7:30 P. M. at Bell T.
phone Laboratories, New Yc.

28-30 : French Educational Film C
gress, Paris.
Kieventh Annual Convention i

M.P.T.O. of Western Penni
vania. Hotel Henry, Pittsbur.

5-8
: Fall meeting of the Society I

Motion Picture Engineers, Ni
Ocean House, Swampsci,
Mass.

Wiggin Returning
Albert H. Wiggin, chairman of

the Chase National Bank and a
member of the Fox board of direc-
tors, is on his way back from Eu-
rope. Due to pressure of other busi-
ness, Wiggin is retiring from the
Fox board and will be succeeded by
Winthrop W. Aldrich, president of
the Chase bank. Charles E. Rich-
ardson, formerly a Chase vice-presi-
dent, is to become treasurer of Fox,
in place of W. C. Michel, who will
devote his time to the duties of op-
erating vice-president.

Bombing Attempt Foiled
Birmingham — An attempt

-itench bomb the Strand was frt
trated when an usher noticed U
ooys carrying in a package whi
was leaking. The boys told poli
ney had been offered $2.50 each
do the job. The Strand is one
.he Birmingham Theatrical Amus
ment Co. houses which recently we
non-union when operator.s refus
to take a cut.

Schlesinger's Projection Service!
li'est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAW.
Hollywood — Leon Schlesinger

the Pacific Title & Art Studio hi

installed sound projection equipme
and is now off"ering public projecti(
service to independent producers.

starling With Allied Exchange;
Dallas — R. V. Starling, wej

known film salesman, is now repri
senting Allied Film Exchanges. '

»SI
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A' Little
from '*Lots"

\Bv RALPH U'ILK,

HOLLYWOOD
T EO CARRILLO, playing the lead-

ing role in Columbia's "The
Guilty Generation." is at present

doubling stage and screen work as

he is also appearing in "The Broken
Wing" at the El Capitan.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Lee Marcus, Charlf
R. Rogers. Harry J. Brown, Ivan LebedefF

Thelma Todd, Constance Bennett, Raon'
Pagel, Phil Geredorf. Adeline Huser. Fran
ces Dade. Hank Arnold at the opening o'

"Devotion" at the Carthay Circle.
* * *

Phillips Holmes has signed a new
contract with Paramount.

* * *

Andy Devine has been added to the cast

of Univrsal's "Law and Order," starrinf

Walter Huston.

Thornton Freeland has been as-

signed by Universal to direct the

feature in which ."^llim Summerville
and ZaSu Pitts will appear.

* * *

Here and There: Eric von Stroheim. Davr
Allen, Leslie Fenton. Margaret Ettinger. L-lv

Damita, Rose Shattuck, Harry Brand at the

reopening of the Blossom Room at the Roose-
velt hotel.

Conn. Film Distributors

Hold Annual Joy Affair

New Haven—Annual outing of

the Connecticut Film Distributors

and their friends, held at Champ's
Farm, Bridgeport, was a highly suc-

cessful and enjoyable affair with
over 200 in attendance.
On the committee for the day

were Nat Furst, RKO-Pathe, chair-

man; Herb Elder, Warner Bros.;

Barney Pitkin, RKO, and Bob
Smith, M-G-M.

Showing All Golf Shorts at Once

By arrangement with Vitaphone
the entire series of 12 Bobby Jone?
golf shorts will be shown at a field

n'ght planned for tomorrow by the

U. S. Army Post at Little Silver

N. J. Vitaphone reports that ex-

hibitors in various sections also

have made requests for showing of

the complete series at one time, and
a similar booking may take place
later at the Warner on Broadway.

RCA Anti-Trust Suit Ends
An agreement has been reached

bringing to an end the anti-trust
action brought by 21 tube manufac-
turers against RCA. it was an-
nounced yesterday by David Sarnoff.

COMING & GOING

LEE MARCtTS retii.Tied from the coast
yesterday.
ELISSA LANDI is due to sail Sept. 26

nn the He de France for a sojourn abroad,
and expects tn return with her mo'.her and
step-father. Count and Countess Zanardi
Landi.
RAQUEL DAVIDO has finished an im

pnrlant role w'th Gary Cooper in "Rlind
Cargo" at the Paramount New York stud o

and sailed yesterday on the DeGras:e for an
ensagement in Paris.

• • • HARRISON CARROLL, who kolymns right smartly
for the "Los Angeles Herald," discloses that out Hollerwood
way there's a woman who can tell you 100 Efficient and Compe-
tent Methods of committing murder It has taken Mrs.
Elizabeth GafFey exactly 17 years to perfect Homicide Tech-
nique of this class As head of the RKO research de-
partment she combs the public prints for Nice, Juicy Morsels
which illustrate how the best murders are done In her
collection of thousands of clippings are provided—Splendid
unique methods of administering the Lethal Rap If

RKO ever decides to detach her she certainly ought to get a
break in Chicago and other shootin', tootin' towns

• • • BRUCE GALLUP, ex-director of publicity and ad-
vertising for United Artists, does a Horace Greeley tomorrow
via auto The Cinema Citadel beckons him with a New
Proposition which sounds great Add Things to Get Excited
About: Before starting work in "The Mad Parade," nine femme
players drew up a private armistice agreeing not to quarrel

sez Paramount Herbert Grau of the Ufa Amer-
ic?n office has gone benedict the frau being the former
^Hen Baumann from the Homeland L. P. Grant of
RKO informs the industry that Columbia is leading the M. P.
Baseball League But the other day Erpi sprung a sur-
nrise and took the Columbians over the jumps to the tune of
14 to 3 Richy Craig, Jr.. recently seen in Paramount's
short, "By Appointment," is "telling all" about the pitcher biz

this week in his act at the Palace
* * * *

• • • PAUL GREENHALGH is selling males the idea that
they oughta go to "The Exhibitor" golf fracas at Philly to-

morrow Gordon White is Hot and Bothered over the
screen future of Ring Crosby, whose first picture, "I Surrender,
Dear," produced by one Mack Sennett, is having its world's
premiere run day and date at the Chinese and Criterirn in L. A.

Joe E. Brown, he of the Acrobatic Pan, leaves for
Toledo immediately following the end of his current engage-
ment at B. S. Moss' Broadwav Toledo's his home town,
you see And then he'll trek Coastward to resume work
on the First National lot

* * * *

• • • SOON AFTER George Arliss. actor, arrives from
England on Oct. 1, he'll drop in at the White House for a cup
of tea with Our President "Alex Hamilton" will be given
a special showing there at that time Abe Feinberg has
sold Gautier's "Hot Dogs" to Fanchon & Marco for its "Broken
Toys" ideas Forty weeks hither and yon in the de luxers

Agnes Ayers, who is Just as Charming as a few years
back, experts to go to work in a Broadway legit show
And Fay Wray is soon opening in a stage version of "Nikki,"
which hit the screen under the John Hancock of "The Last
Flight"

V * * *

• • • BILL SAAL, Tiffany exec, sez the Real Lowdown
on the Grant C'»ok retirement rumor is that Grant Cook is con-
tinuing with said companv as in days of yore However,
he's now devoting more time to the activities of the law firm
of which he's a member and which handles L. A. Younsr's multi-
tiidinons interests Consequently he's headouarterintr in

Detroit most of the while But his status with Tiffany
is unchanored Halsey Raines is rendinir hotel circulars
in connection with a Bermuda vacation which theoretically gets
under way Saturday David Mavity's Juvenile theater
project premiered in Swanky style Monday nite

* * * *

• • • IT'S AN OLD Reno custom to toss your wedding ring
in the Truckee River which runs through Divorceville after the
judge has severed the Tie That Does Not Always Bind
Richard Wallace uses this business in "The Road to Reno," with
Lilyan Tashman performing the ring-tossing ceremonial
Harry Storin, who a few days ago Ended It All with RKO
after managing the Albee in Providence, has been approached
on a new theater project in that state which proposition
is engaging his attention as well his advertsing biz plans

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^ By HARRY N. BLAIR ^j^jj^

T^UTH ETTING, besides being a
popular singer, is also a song

writer. She composed "I'm Falling
in Love," which she sings in "Words
and Music," her latest Vitaphone
short.

"Dancing Sweethearts'" is the title

of the fourth Thelma White-Fanny
Watson tivo-reel comedy, which
Stanley Raiih and Glen Lambert
have just completed for Vitaphone.

« « « » » »

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth's
next comedy for Vitaphone will be
"The Naggers at the Opera," by
Herman Ruby and A. Dorian Otvos.

"Bells, Baby and Button" is the
"go" signal on the "Blind Cargo"
set. . . .

Claudette Colbert, who returned
to the Paramount studio on Monday
to resume work in "Blind Cargo"
after being ill for a week, suffered a
'•elapse while before the cameras and
had to be taken home. She will rest
for several days more before going
back to work.

Novel Musical Series

Planned by H. Wisby
(Contitnicd from Page 1)

"1812 Overture." The process,
known in the trade as the Wisby
Plan, makes it possible to present
in dramatized form the absolu''e

music of the number in question
without the use of actors or tech-
nical staff, the screen presentation
being in the nature of descriptive
drawings.

In addition to its application in

^ransposing musical compositions to

the screen, Wisby's process makes
it possible to picturize an entire

feature production for previewing
purposes to determine its possibili-

ties before a cent is spent in studio
overhead.

M-G-M Buys Atherton Novel
Gertrude Atherton's novel, "Black

Oxen", has been bought for the

screen by M-G-M.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

September 23
M. Van Praag
Mickey McGuire
Thomas J. Connors
A. F. Frederick
Ruth Renick



FRANK CARIDEO DON MILLER

JOHN LAW

«nV,;JOHN O'BRIEN

BUCKY O'CONNOR

^<«UJ^

NAT PENDLETON

You see them all for the
first time on any screen ••

LEW AYRES
supported by

THE GREAT HEROES OF
FOOTBALL IN THE GRANDEST
ROMANCE EVER FILMED

The SPIRIT of

NOTRE
DAME

Here are no trite, last minute heroics built up of hokum
and ancient situations but here is the personification of
YOUTH • . . wholesome red-blooded romantic drama
with a glamorous, world-famous football background.

Look at the names in the cast . . . endeared to millions
...blazoned in eight column streamers across the sport-
ing pages of the nation . . . pure gold at any box office.

Directed by RUSSELL MACK
Dedicated to the incomparable Presented by Carl Laemmie

KNl ITF ROC^KNF Produced by Car! Laemmie, Jr.

HARRY STUHLDREHER

ELMER LAYDEN

WILLIAM BAKEWELb

ADAM WALSH

by special arrangement
with CHRISTY WALSH

Business is GREAT with UNIVERSAL



The Music and Mirth Sensatf'oj the Season

MACK SENNETT^
brings to the Screen ^^

RADIO'S LATEST GREAT
CROONING SENSATION

BING CROSBY

.^>\

m
WORLD PREMIERE
NOW RUNNING SIMULTANEOUSLY

AT CHINESE AND CRITERION

THEATRES .... L.A.

if (QcUiAzaXlcrruz/ U4xJjuajU^

s, "THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM-

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,

BING CROSBY! .... California'

baron of baritones who has become tl

country's reigning favorite overnight. Ever^"

body's listening to him on the radio an<

everybody's anxious to see him on the screer

And here he is—the star find of the seasoi.

— in a short comedy feature that is a sensa

tion at its premiere— a picture full of musi

as well as mirth. They'll never forget th*

thrill of his inimitable rich voice as he sing

his most popular song, ''I Surrender Dear"

Inc., E. IV. MAMMONS, President
Memb«r, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.. Will U. Baya. Preai4«nl
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Five Canadian Provinces Decide to Act on Combine

FOX WINS SUNDAY ORDER IN KANSAS COURT

Writer - Producer Code oF Ethics Being Formulated
Joint Committee Approves

Resolution Made by
Thalberg

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A resolution by Irving

Thalberg that a code of ethics be
drawn up governing writer-producer
relations was unanimously passed
by the Joint Committee at the last

meeting, it is announced by Walde-
mar Young, chairman. Although it

was the or'ginal plan to keep pro-
{Continucd on Page 8)

12 F.&M. STAGE UNITS

WILLBEnLMEDIN3REELS

Twelve of the 50 Fanchon and
Marco stage presentations to be
produced this year will be made into

a series of three-reel shorts in color.

The pictures will be made on the
coast. Colorfilm process will be used.

Mo.-IU. M. P. T. O.
Holding Meet Oct. 6

St. Louis—Tenth annual meeting
of the M. P. T.O. of St. Louis, East-
ern Missouri and Southern Illinois

, will be held at the Coronado Hotel
here Oct. 6, it is announced by Fred
Wehrenberg, president.

Offer Giannini Big Post

Dropping of Dr. A. H. Giannini from
the board of Transamerica, as reported
in yesterday's dailies, was somewhat
misleading. The facts are that, with
Transamerica's decision to divorce con-
trol of banks from the holding com-
pany, the interlocking of directorates
had to be dispensed with, hence it was
necessary for Dr. Giannini to resign
from the Transamerica board in order
to continue with the Bank of America.
While Dr. Giannini could not be reached
yesterday, it is understood on the best
authority that he will remain with
Bank of America and that those now
in control of the billion-dollar Trans-
america unit have offered him, under
flattering terms, the executive direc-
torship of all Bank of America activi-
ties in Los Angeles and Southern Cali-
fornia, involving some 300 banks.

Women Induce Smoking Permission
Kansas City—Fox Plaza is now allowing patrons to smoke in balcony seats.

Asked if the requests for such a plan were from the men, Breck Fagin, manager,

replied: "Naw! Women!"

Union Expects Midwest Houses

To Give in Within One Month
Chatterton to Warners

Scheduled for Nov. 1

"uth Chatterton will definitely go
from Paramount to Warner Bros,
on Nov. 1, it was announced yester-

day by the Warner home office. The
contract is for an indefinite number
of years.

Kansas City—Exhibitors in this

district who are closing their the-
aters rather than concede the
union's demands for two men in a
booth will agree to the union re-

quirements within a month, it is

predicted by Robert Dillon, opera-
tors' representative. The theater
men, however, are just as firm in

{Continued on Page 8)

Canadian Unemployment Committee
Toronto—Formation of a National

Planning Committee on Unemploy-
ment in Canada, similar to that
formed in the U. S., has been com-
pleted. John A. Cooper is acting
chairman and the group includes:

R. J. Dawson, Maple Leaf theater,
Vancouver; A. Entwisle, Dreamland,
Edmonton; P. W. Mahon, Strand
Prince Albert; H. N. Jernberg,
Province, Winnipeg; J. M. Frank-

(,Continued on Page 8)

Randforce Takes Over
13 B'klyn Houses Oct. 4

Randforce Amusement Co., oper-
ated by Lou Frisch and Sam Rinz-
ler, on Oct. 4 take over 13 Brooklyn
houses from Fox under an operating
deal. The theaters are: Supreme,
Stone, Biltmore, Carroll, Stadium,
Congress, Savoy, Leader, Parkside,
Ridgewood, Parthenon, Glenwood.

Action Under Combines Act
Planned by Five Provinces

Educational Studios
At Peak of Activity

Educational's production activi-

ties are at their peak, with nine new
comedies in various stages at the

coast studios, while three units,

making Terry-Toons, Sport Reviews
and Hodge-Podges, are at work in

the east,

Toronto — Four Canadian prov-
inces, Ontario, Saskatchewan, Alber-
ta and British Columbia, have de-
cided to undertake joint prosecution
of the group of motion picture com-
panies recently charged with oper-
ating in violation of the Combines
Act, while Quebec is to bring a
separate suit. W. N. Price, pro-
vincial attorney-general of Ontario,
says the joint action will start Oct.
5 in the Court of Assizes.

Authorities Are Restrained
from Molesting Sab-

bath Shows
Kansas City, Kan.—An order re-

straining state and county officials

in Wichita from interfering with
Sunday operation of Fox West
Coast theaters in Kansas has been
signed by Judge John C. Pollock in

(Continued on Page 8)

148CHICAiPEilTMEN

RETAIN MIR LICENSES

Chicago—State attorney's efforts
to revoke the licenses of 148 permit
men belonging to the M. P. Opera-
tors' Union have been blocked by an
opinion from Corporation Counsel
Sexton, who says the grand jury
evidence, which was the basis of the
Maloy indictments, did not suffice to
establish that the men obtained their
licenses fraudulently.

Chicago—Support of the position
taken by the Operators' Union here
in its fight for two men in a booth
was voted by the Illinois Federa-

(Contiuued on Page 8)

"Palmy Days"
A comedy bombshell, garnished with

catchy music, snappy girls and the most
versatile performance yet given by Eddie
Cantor, was exploded by United Artists

at the Rialto last night when this Sam-
uel Goldwyn production directed by Ed-
ward Sutherland had its premiere. Cantor
plays five different characters, from com-
edy roles and blackface to a French mys-
tic and a feminine part, and he's at his

best in all of them. While Cantor, with
Charlotte Greenwood as his main foil,

is the main works in this lively fun fest,

the production also includes about the
swellest bevy of chorus girls ever as-

sembled, performing routines that will

make any Broadway musical sit up and
take notice. There is no color in the
picture, but it has plenty of sure-fire

hokum, a neatly sustained story, the best

in camera work and recording, and it's

clean enjoyment for young and old every-
where. Coming at a time when the
country needs laughs, here is an enter-
tainment feast for fans that will mean
plenty of palmy days for exhibs.

GILLETTE,

i
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am Seat 3 3 3 — Vi

Con. Fm. Ind SM AVi 4M + '/4

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 10% 10 lO'A + Vi

East. Kodak 124M 119 12'2!4 + 2'4

Fox Fm. "A" 10'/4 ^Vz 9% + Vs
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) VA IVi i^ + J^

Loew's, Inc. ...•42% 39J4 4054 +2%
do pfd 85'4 SS'A SS'A
M-G M pfd 22'A 22% 22% + %
Paramount 16^ 14.>4 16% + 154
Pathe Exch I'A 1% I'/i + A
do "A" 4!4 4 4 + 'A

RKO "A" 10% 9Vi 10% + \A
Warner Bros 8^^ 7% 7ii + Va

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. ... 6^ 614 OA + U
Columbia Pets. Vtc 7

A

6% 7^4+2
Fox Thea. "A"... lA 1 54 1'/^

Gen. Th. Eti. pfd. 3A 3 3

Technicolor 4ii 4 4A + A
Trans-Lux 3% 2^ 3^ -f Vi

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. E(|. 6s40. 22 16 20+4
Keith A-O 6s 46.. 58 54 54
Loew 6s 41ww... 93 8»A 93 + 3^
Paramount 6s 47.. 76 73 76 +2
Par. By. 5!/2s51... 99!^ 97J4 99^ + m
Par. 5/2S50 69 67 68'^ + iA
Pathe 7s37 85 85 85 + lA
Warner's 6s39 . . . 4SA 45 47+2

First Headline Release Booked
Los Angeles — "Women Men

Marry," first Headline release, has
been booked for a week's run at

the Million Dollar.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City '
1 54 Crescent St. >
STillwell 4-7940 :":

EastmamL Films
|

J. E. Brulatour, Inc. :•:

5>

i.t

}• Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.

Hollywood J?
6700 Santa Monica ti

*j CALumet 3692 Blvd. H
j-j HOLIywood4121 K

>V#V'M>»•>>><>#VM>V#V**>V#*>^

Good Single Film Beats Duals
Springfield, Mass.—After establishing a double-feature policy in order to

meet competition, the Capitol went single for the showing of George Arliss in

"Alexander Hamilton" and did considerably bigger business than with any dual

program. A similar experience is reported in Worcester.

Lobby Trailer Service

Gets Under Way Nov. 15
Distribution of a lobby trailer

device, embracing sound pictures,

will be started Nov. 15 by Auto
Cinema Sales Co. The apparatus
is being made in two types, one tak-
ing 35 mm. film and the other 16
mm., the latter being silent.

Horace Parker is president of

Auto Cinema and A. 0. Kellogg and
H. R. Kossman are vice-presidents.

Diamond on Scouting Tour
For More Tobis Houses

David Diamond of Tobis Amer-
ican left New York yesterday for
Chicago, the first stop of a country-
wide tour in search of theaters and
locations for Tobis German dialogue
features. While in Chicago, Dia-
mond will open the Tobis Monroe,
750-seater, as the sixth Tobis house
in the U. S. Diamond's trip will

take him to St. Louis, New Orleans,
several Texas and Arizona cities,

California, Washington, Oregon and
Minnesota.

Rialto Staff Changes
The Rialto, which reopened last

night as a first-run with Eddie Can-
tor in "Palmy Days," has made the
following changes in staff: Martin
Rosen, former assistant manager, is

now manager. Dave Weisler re-

mains as treasurer. Ijeo Flyn, for-
mer assistant manager at the Cri-
terion, now holds the same position

at the Rialto. Arthur Lake, who
previously managed the Rialto, has
been transferred to the Rivera
Scranton, Pa. The full staff of the
Rialto has been reinstated.

Craven Acquires Foreign Plays

"The Harlequin King," Duquesne's
version of "Konig Harlekin," written
and copyrighted in U. S. in 1904, has
been bought by Major Frederick de
Trafford Craven for production in

America. The play was prohibited
in practically all the royalist coun-
tries prior to the war.
"The Yankee Amazon," an orig-

inal by Duquesne which was pro-
duced in Europe under the title of
"Mam'zelle Cocoran." has also been
acquired by Major Craven.

Schottenfels With "Open Road"
C. Schottenfels, better known as

"Schotty," for the last two and a
half years with the Fawcett Publi-
cations, has resigned, effective Oct.

1, to join "Open Road for Boys,"
where he will handle the motion pic-

ture end of the publication.

Louis Orlove Joins Publix

Milwaukee—After 1.3 years with
Fox-Midwesco, Louis Orlove has re-,

signed as manager of the circuit's

Uptown to become manager of a
house for Publix in Detroit.

RKO Field Exploiters
Get Break-in Here First
In the future, all RKO theater

picture exploitation men in key cit-

ies, will first serve a three-week
probationary period of instruction
under the supervision of J. J. Hess
at the New York office. The new
ruling goes into effect immediately.
Harry W. Reiners and Sam Kopp
have been engaged for field work
and are now working temporarily in

Hess's department. Twenty-five men
are now doing picture exploitation in

the field for RKO theaters.

W. Pa. M. P. T. 0. Names
Convention Committee

Pittsburgh —
• Eddie Beedle has

been named general chairman for
the annual convention of the M. P.
T. O. of W. Pa. and W. Va. to be
held Oct. 4-6 at the Hotel Henry.
Committee appointed to assist Bee-
dle includes: Alex Moore. Pitts-

burgh; Bart Dattola. New Kensing-
ton; Sam Hyman, Aliquippa; Charlie
Wright, Brownsville; Speer Marou-
sis. New Castle; Vern Scott, Johns-
town: Adolph Farkas, Johnstown;
B. J. Neyland. Erie; Ken Woodward,
Uniontown: T. J. Hickes, Saxton; A.
P. Jim. Oil City: H. E. Hammond,
Erie: Bill Gray, Monongahela City;
Joe Delisi, Salisburg; Charlie Blatt,

Patton.

Fliesler's Last at Eighth St.

"Naples and Sorrento," Italian
picture, opens tomorrow at the
Eighth Street Playhouse as the last

production to be presented there by
Joseph R. Fliesler. The house is

being taken over by Rugoff &
Becker.

Becky Gardiner on Leave
Wert Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Becky Gardiner, sce-

narist under contract to M-G-M, has
left for New York on a six months'
leave of absence. She will return
in March to resume her contract
with M-G-M.

A<'tion Sells Buffalo, Pittsburgh
Claude Macgowan, general man-

ager of Action Pictures, announces
the signing of distribution agree-
ments for his series of 24 feature
productions with Alexander Film
Service, operating in the Pittsburgh
territory, and First Division Pic-
tures, Inc., a Harry Thomas unit,

covering Buffalo and Albany.

James F. Burke Honored
Boston—Before his departure for

Vancouver as a special representa-
tive of the I.A.T.S.E. at the Ameri-
can Federation of Labor convention,
James F. Burke, business manager
of the Boston M. P. Operators'
Union. Local 182, was given a tes-

timonial dinner at the American
House, with numerous notables pres-
ent.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Convention of M. P. T. O. o!
Eastern Penna. Southern New
Jersey and Delaware, Hotel
Adelphia, Philadlphia.

Sept. 21-26: National 16 mm. motion picture
exposition. Hotel Victoria, New
York.

Sept.

Sept.

Sept,

Sept.

25:

25:

Oct.

Oct.

24-25: RKO Go'f Tournament. West-
chester Country Club, Rye, N. Y.

"The Exhibitor" annual golf toui
nament at Lu Lu Country Club
Philadelphia.
New York Section of S.M.P.E.
meets 7:30 P. M. at Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories, New York.

28-30: French Educational Film Con
gress. Paris.

Eleventh Annual Convention o'

M.P.T.O. of Western Ppnn.v'
vania. Hotel Henry, Pittsburgh

S-8: Fall meeting of the Society o»

Motion Picture Engineers, Ne»
Ocean House, Swampscoti
Mass.

6: Annual meeting and noon-day
luncheon. Allied Theaters of

Mass., Hotel Bradford, Boston.
Annual meeting of M.P.T.O. of
"^t. Louis, Eastern Mo. and So.
111., Hotel Coronado. St. Louis.
Convention of Michigan Allied
unit. Detroit.

10-11: Meetine of Wisconsin Allied
unit, Wisconsin Hotel, Milwau-
kee.

6-7

Lillian Bond Back to Films
Lillian Bond, who recently was

signed by Warner Bros, and then
loaned to Schwab & Mandel for the

stage musical, "Free for All", is

returning to the Burbank studios

on Oct. 5 following the closing of

the Broadway show.

USEESALI-PLAYSAILI

niversaL

SOUNDfS^
35MM PORTABLE
PkOJECTORrFULLAC
AMPLIFICATION-SPEAKER-ETC
9ft.xl2fdJ>iciure at60 ~ 70/t throio

IN 2 CASES—TOTAL WEIGHT 82 POUNDS
LIST PRICE F.O.B., PHILA. $99500

Universal Sound System, Inc.
Factory & Cen. Office New York Office

13 & Cherry Sts. 1560 Broadway
Phila., Pa. Cable "USTEM"

Madison
Over tookin^ Ocean <xf Illinois Av«nu«

ATLANTIC CITY. N.J.
A New Fireproof Hotel

Rates (with meals) as low as

$30 Weekly Per Person

SPECIAL DAILY RATES
European Plan Rates Upon Request

BATHING DIRECT FROM
HOTEL



BE KIND TO YOUR
ADAM'S APPLE

!

AN exhibitor tells us

—

and we're telling you—
THAT not only did he clean up on

LAUREL-HARDY in "PARDON US", their feature hit,

BUT now when he plays a Laurel-Hardy comedy,

HE capitalizes on their new and greater box-office draw

BY playing up their names bigger than ever

IN his ads and on his house-front!
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NEWS of the DAY

Northampton, Pa. — A Pennsyl-

vania charter of incorporation has

been obtained by the Harlem The-

ater Co., with headquarters here.

Company is capitalized at $25,000.

Julius E. Lentz, of Laury's, Pa., is

treasurer and one of the incorpora-

tors. Other incorporators are Harry
E. Hartman and Paul E. Lentz.

Howard, Kan. — George Gotobed

has bought the Crooks from the

stockholders.

Reading, Pa. — Jack Flynn, who
succeeded George Rich at the Astor,

is now district manager for Warners
in Reading.

Ionia, Mich.—Gene Yarnell, for-

mer manager of the Hillsdale, Hills-

dale, has been transferred to the

new Ionia to succeed George ShafF-

ner, who will go to the Hillsdale.

York, Pa.—Lester Stallman, for-

merly a Warner executive in At-

lantic City and Wilmington, has been

appointed Warner district manager
here, succeeding William Haynes,

who was transferred to the man-
agership of Warner's Philadelphia

district.

Charlotte, N. C. — The Publix

house, formerly operating as the Al-

hambra, has been temporarily closed

for installation of the new equip-

ment throughout and is to be re-

opened Sept. 22 as the State. M. S.

Phillips will serve as manager.

Seymour, Ind.—The Princess has

been purchased from W. 0. Zuber
by F. 0. Whitmer, proprietor of

Whitmer's Gift Store, and the Sey-

mour Business College. The house

was immediately closed for exten-

sive repairs and remodeling. W. L.

Ball, who now owns theaters in

Brownstown and Crothersville, Ind.,

is associated in the project with
Whitmer, and will have active

charge of the operation of the

house.

Mattoon, 111. — Fox West Coast
Theaters Corp. is planning to re-

open the Grand. Extensive improve-

ments are being made.

Toronto—Tom Brady, RKO Pathe's

general Canadian representative, re-

ports a deal with the F. G. Spencer

Circuit for the new season's com-
plete Rooster product.

Close to 80 per cent of the

approximately 5,000 British

theaters are now wired for

;ound.

RIUT
• • • FOR NO PARTICULAR reason at all are we re-

minded of a Certain Celeb of the stage and screen who was
being interviewed at Hartford, Conn., while on a Poisonal Ap-
pearance tour This chap, it so happens, does not know
the definition of the word "modesty" But he does know
that the femmes go for him in a Serious Way, partly owing
to his famous profile or perhaps that line should have
been written past tense Anyhoooo, the reporter was at

a loss for a general theme of his interview but finally, in his

own kidding way, he suggested: "Why not talk about your
manly beauty?" The star went torrid on the idea
"Ah, yes," he is alleged to have replied, "but, you know, it's

Heaven-given." The newspaperman wrote the interview
and immediately left town leaving no forwarding ad-
dress

* * * *

• • • ROXY, JUST before he gangplanked to the Bremen,
dropped in at the NBC party at the Hotel Neu Yorkah Tues-
day night The Man Who Made Stage Shows Famous
and Expensive led the ork in the "Roxy March" Johnny
Johnstone arranged the blow-out, which wowed all members
of the Fourth Estate present A k. o. gag was staged
in connection with the menu, which, like a radio program, was
changed just before the presentation of each item, telegrams
being sent to each guest as to the switches Erno Rapee
was among the others On Deck So were Nellie Revell
and Bessie Mack

* * *

• • • DARRYL ZANUCK and Arthur Caesar are organiz-
ing a pony polo team Jack Harrower, who is supposedly
honeymooning somewhere in Canada, postcards that there's
nothing to do up there but drink ale and beer Well, that's
one way to spend a honeymoon Al Sherman wants all

Ampa members to attend today's meeting and luncheon, or
vice versa, at the Hotel Dixie Policy and plans of the
new administration will be discussed A vaude act book-
ing battle looms between the B. S. Moss Broadway and the
Palace, RKO property The new Moss house is set to
spent Big Dough on its material

V * * *

• • • THAT GERHARD PERSON fathers one to the ef-
fect that a letter addressed to "The Original Platinum Blonde,"
Hollywood, Cal., has actually reached Jean Harlow
Hell's Angels Marty Stern has gotten out another issue
of the M. P. Club Bulletm which is Chatty and Reminiscent

Herb Ebenstein gets a Front Page Break with pitcher
and trimmings He is authored by Louis Nizer
Second free ad for Mr. S. L. Rothafel Complimentary
program to this impresario, now en route to Yurrop, will be
broadcast tomorrow night from the Crystal Room of the radio
show at Madison Square Garden Which reminds us that
some day some youngster is going to ask: "Pappy, why do they
call that big auditorium on Eighth avenoo Madison Square Gar-
den when Madison Square is blocks and blocks away ? "

Of course, there's a reason, but, from a geographical slant, it's

cock-eyed
!|> « 4< *

• • • PEGGY GOLDBERG, who lends Charm and Such
to the Educational press relations dept., which is high hat for
publicity dept., is a Reformed Moom Pitcher reviewer Big
Names aplenty invaded the Rialto last nite to watch Eddie Can-
tor do his clevah stufif in "Palmy Days" a la the Goldwyn method
of production Lynn Farnol had a lot to do with the suc-
cess of the premiere showing So did Lou Smith
Frank Wilstach is a Nash booster And Dave Palfreyman
claims he is Improving His Golf Score After hearing
about the salaries paid the arbitrators in the Warner Bros.-
Erpi dispute, we are convinced that we selected the Wrong Ca-
reer Walter Harvey has had the Distinction (some might
say "pleasure") of shooting at more screen stars than any other
guy in the world When an expert marksman is needed
they call him in to send trained bullets careening through hats,
sleeves, trouser legs, etc. Harvey recently took a few
shots at Richard Dix while he was working in "Secret Service."

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^ By HARRY N. BLAIR ^^

pANNY WATSON, of the famous

Watson Sisters, was robbed of

considerable money and jewelry

while vacationing at her summer
home in Crescent Beach, Ont., be-

tween pictures. Miss Watson has al-

ready completed three of the series

which she is making for Warner
Bros, here and will resume work on

the balance of the series next week.

So far, her property has not been re-

covered.

Seems like it just isn't possible to

make a Bankhead film without at

least one big courtroom scene. In

"My Sin" Tallulah is called upon to

fight for her life in the court of

law, with the same situation recur-

ring in "The Cheat" and "Woman
Against Woman." She is acquitted

in all cases.

Two Long Island football teams
have been secured by the Vitaphone
casting office, in order to stage the
game being covered by "Hot Nev.'S

Margie," first of two Vitaphone
comedies for which the popular com-
edienne, Marjorie Beebe, has been
signed by Sam Sax. Both will be
released as part of the "Pepper
Pot" series.

The oft-repeated statement thai

in New York no one knows his next
door neighbor is borne out in the

case of Claudette Colbert and Rudy
Vallee who have lived in the same
apartment house on Central Park
West for the past year, without ever

seeng each other. These two celebri-

ties met on the set the other day at i

the Paramount studio where Clau-

dette was completing "His Woman"
and Rudy was making "Musical
Justice," a short subject.

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-

bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

September 24
Winfield R. Sheehan

Harvey B. Day
Harry W. C. Behn
Claire Adams
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MARX BROTHERS

MONKEY BUSINESS
Coast to coast sensa-

tional clean-up now
on! Greatest audi-

ence picture of this

or any other season!

Directed by

Norman McLeod.
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THEATER CHANGES

Reported by Film Boards of Trade

ALABAMA
Changes in Ownership

Moulton-Palac?, sold to L. F. Howell by K.

O. Smith.

Closing
Sheffield—Ritz.

ARIZONA
Closing

G'endale—Rainbow.

CALIFORNIA
Changes in Ownership

Colma— C'olma, sold to Paul Aglietti by J.

W. McClasham; Gilroy— Calif, sold to T.
& D. Jr. by Ben Levin ; Hilt—Hilt, sold to

J. T. King by Clark Seecher ; Long Beach
—Long Beach, sold to Sydney C. J. Feder
by Schaak & Goldberg ; Stanley, sold to

R. H. Cohen by Jurisdiction of Court ; Los
Angeles—Hippodrome, sold to Adolph Ra-
mish by Bert Levy ; Mission, sold to J. A.
Hessel by Geo. Harrison ; Sacramento

—

Plaza, sold to Vaudo Corp., Ltd., by I. F.
Morris ; San Francisco— Bayshore. sold to

Frank Goseling by McDermott & Shaw

;

Son Jose—Lyric, sold to Mrs. J. Fazakas
by John Phillips.

Closings
Brawley—Azteca ; Livermore—California ; San

Diego— Imperial; San Francisco—Hayes;
Southgate— Garden.

Re-Openings
Bakersfield—California ; Brae—Red Lantern

;

Isleton—Isleton ; Long Beach—Mayo.

Name Changes
Glendora—Beacon, formerly Mission ; Long
Beach—Long Beach, formerly Lyric ; Mayo,
formeily Carters; Ritz, formerly Redondo.

COLORADO
Changes in Ownership

Denver- Mission, sold to C. M. Stowell by
fi;d Bluck ; Washington, sold to C. E. and
Mary E. Adler by C. M. Stowell.

Closings
Bcrthoud— .Moon; Eads— Ea<ls ; Lajunta

—

W'onderiy ; Ordway -Princess.

Re-Opening
Denver- Palace.

FLORIDA
Changes in Ownership

DeFuniak Springs- -Ritz. sold to D. B. White
by F. J. Crowe; Miami—Tower, sold to

Wolfson-Meyer Eriterprise Thea. by N. L.
Tower ; Sebring— Circle, sold to Charlie

Morrison by Chas. F. Johnson.

Closing
Jacksonville Beach— Lyric.

GEORGIA
Changes in Ownership

Atlanta—Toyland. sold to W. G. Browning
by Buchanan ; Jackson— Lyric, sold to

Flynn Haygood by P. P. Stancil ; Vidalia

—Pal, sold to Walter Jenkins by Vidalia

Amuse. Co.

Closings
La Grange—Golden : Nashville—Majestic.

Re-Opening
Statesboro— State.

IDAHO
Closing

Potlatch—Potlatch.

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

Chicago—Armitage, Famous, sold to A. Sap-
erstein by Bland Bros. ; Hoisted, sold to

\'an Buren Halsted Thea. Corp. by Halkar
Thea. Co.rp. ; Garfield, sold to Garfield

Amuse. Corp. by Halkar Thea. Corp. ;

Oak, Olympia, Rogers, sold to A. Saper-
.stein by Bland Bros. ; Mattoon—Kay, sold

to C. S. Ferris by Fox West Coast Thea.

;

Springfield—Capitol, sold to Ken Franklin
by H. E. Upton.

Closings
Auburn—American ; Harding—Apple Blos-

som.

Re-Openings
Alton—Gem ; Crossville—Wabash ; Mattoon
Kau ; Springfield—Capitol.

INDIANA
Change in Ownership

Whiting— Capitol, sold to Warner Bros, bv
A. J. Obreshk.

Closing
Whiting -Capitol.

IOWA
Changes in Ownership

Burlington—Iowa, sold to Central States
Thea. Corp. by Strand Amuse. Co.

;

Sigourney—tiarden. sold to J. A. Mere-
dith by Meredith & Smith Ent. ; Wellman
—Wellman, sold to H. M. Forsythe by
Eardley Bell.

Closings
Anamosa—Grand ; Bancroft—Star ; Bedford
—Rialto ; Harris— Harris ; Marcus—Rain-
bow ; New London—Alamo ; Thurman

—

Portal.

Re-Openings
Cedar Rapids—Colonial ; Des Moines—Or-
pheum ; Wellman—Wellman.

KENTUCKY
Closing

Hickman—Rex.

LOUISIANA
Change in Ownership

Rayville—Ricliland, sold to T. A. Sliea by
J. B. Moore.

Closings
Arcadia—Dixie ; Columbia—Columbia ; Glen-
mora— Rialto.

Re-Opening
Delhi—Virginia.

MARYLAND
Change in Ownership

Port Deposit— Riverside, sold to Paul Cap-
Ian by Hugh Falls.

Re-Opening
Prince Frederick—Town Hall ; So'omons Is-

land Town Hall.

MASSACHUSETTS
Changes in Ownership

Fall River Capital, sold to Rene A. Rob-
billard by N. Yaniins ; Fitchburg— State,
sold to E. C. Pollard by C. Morse.

Re-Openings
Boston — Waldron's Casino ; Holyoke —

Strand ; Lowell—Merrimac Sri.

Name Change
Fitchburg—State, formerly Cummings.

MICHIGAN
Changes in Ownership

Caro—Strand, sold to Harry Hobolth by
Geo. Gidley ; Cass City—Pastime, sold to
Harry Hobolth by M. B. Auten ; Iron
Mt.—Capitol, sold to Braumart Amuse.
Co. by Weed & Neldberg ; North Branch
—Strand, sold to Harry Hobolth.

Closings
Almont—Star ; Bangor—Regent ; Detroit—

Del Ray. Palace. Ritz. Theatorium ; St.

Charles—Lyric.

Re-Openings
Addison—Merryland ; Adrian—Family ; Al-
mont—Star ; Baraga—Baraga ; Bay City

—

Regent ; Capac—Palace ; Cass City—Pas-
time ; Detroit—Stratford ; Doric ; Dix

;

East Lansing—State; Grand Rapids— Isis;

Jackson—Capitol ; Rex ; Mackinaw City-
Casino ; Marine City—Mariner; North
Branch— Strand; Owosso— Strand; Port
Huron—Pinegrove ; Saginaw— Franklin.

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership

Black Duck—Lyceu, sold to S. J. Rouning
by K of P Lodge; Morgan—Marathon,
sold to Emil Netzte by W. J. Bandemerc.

Closings
Habtad—Movie ; Sacred Heart—Cozy ; New
Prague—Savoy.

Re-Openings
Bovey—Star ; Oslo—Alhambra ; Winona

—

West End.

MISSISSIPPI
Closing

Gloster—Gloster.

EXHIBITORS

POWER of

NAMEE
Best known

voice in the

wide wide

world.

They know they are getting the

acme oF voice perfection with a

radio and newspaper campaign

no imitator can even approach in

UNIVERSAL'S
TALKING NEWSREEL
There's a Newspaper Tieup in Your Locality

!
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FOX WEST COAST WINS

SUNDAY ORDER IN KAN.

(Continued from Page 1)

Federal Court. The order is return-
Eble Oct. 2.

The old order prohibiting Sunday
-shows was repealed by Wichita last

November. Authorities then in-

voked the old Kansas labor law in an
effort to keep the shows closed. Fox
has been threatened with eviction
Rs a persistent violator of the state
laws and has keit its theaters closed
Sundays since July 4, although in-

dies have remained open.

Expect Midwest Theaters
To Give in Within Month

(Continued from Pacie 1)

their stand, contending that in vir-

tually all neighborhood theaters the
operators draw more wages than the
combined salaries of the rest of the
staff.

Rick Ricketson, Hughes-Franklin
division manager, Jay Means and
C. A. Shultz comprise the commit-
tee that has decided on the closing
of 33 neighborhood houses here and
in Independence. Fox. whose nego-
tiations were conducted independent-
Iv. on Saturday will close the War-
wick. Linwood. Gladstone. Lincoln
AdoIIo, Rockhill, Mokan, Vista and
Boone, continuing the Plaza. Isis

and Uptown as Union Houses. H-F's
Chief. Lindbergh. Madrid, Tivoli,

South Troost and Granada will close

Sept. 30. Means' Bagdad. Oak Park
and Murray, Dickinson's Bijou and
Dickin'j'^n. and the Ashland, Alad-
din. Colonial, Gem, Penn, Valley,
Ritz. Roanoke, Summit, Strand, Sun
and Westport also are closing Sat-
urday.

Heflpy Balks Over Dallas Zoning
Dallas — Challenging Dallas dis-

tributors to either enforce or stop
using the zoning plan, Charles Hef-
ley, enterprising owner of the Bison,
""ighborhood house in Dallas, has
threatened to file suit for damages
unless given the same booking priv-
ileges as Hughes-Franklin theaters,
chargini? the same admission prices
as the Bison.

Momand-Griffifh Suit Coming Up
Dallas—Charles Hefley, local ex-

hibitor, has been called in as a wit-
ness at the state suit of A. B. Mo-
mand against Griffith Amusement
Co. due to be heard Sept. 28. The
federal case is not yet set.

Baltimore Holdovers
Baltimore—"Bad Girl" is holding

over at the New and "Alexander
Hamilton" remains another week,
going from Keith's to the Audito-
rium.

COMING & GOING

M. A. LIGHTMAN has returned to Mem
ph's from New York.

MAURICE CHEVALIER has arrived in

New York from Europe en route to the

Coast.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
]])OUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., and

guest, Clifton Webb, had loads
of fun at the premiere of "Devo-
tion" at the Carthay Circle open-
ing. Informally dressed, they stood
on the sidelines among the fans and
called out to various stars who
were entering the theater. Complet-
ing their lark, they took seats in

the eleventh row of the balcony.

Through Howard Seiter, Charles Baron has
been signed to play the juvenile in "The
Vinegar Tree," which is tourinfj the North-
west, with Billie Burke as the star.

Earl Hayman, veteran Paramount
sound engineer, has completed the
recording on "The Beloved Bach-
elor" and will soon start work on
"Husband's Holiday."

^Enthusiastic reports have been received on
"The Gilded Cage," which was previewed in

Santa Barbara. It is an original newspaper
and high society story by Harry Chandlee
and Douglas Churchill and was directed by
Frank Capra. Loretta Young, Robert Wil-
liams and Jean Harlow head the cast.

Leon Waycoff, now appearing in

the "9 O'clock Revue," was formerly
a leading man for the Stuart Walk-
er stock company in Cincinnati. He
recently played in the Los Angeles
cast of "Tomorrow and Tomorrow."

Thilde Forster, the young German nov-
elist and screen playwri=:ht who wrote "A
Woman Commands" for Pola Negri, is very
active. She has twice been a guest of honor
at the Los Angeles Breakfast Club. She has
become an enthusiast for ocean swimming
and has also learned to drive a car.

Lewis Physioc, who photographed
the second of the subjects in the

"Torchy" comedy series, did the

camera work on the first talking

picture, a one-reel tabloid version
of "The Master Mind," featuring
Edmund Breese now playing in the
"Torchy" series. He has made many
research contributions in the field

of photography.

Noah Beery has just finished the char-
acter lead in the Monogram Production,
"In Line of Duty." James Murray and Sue
Carol were the other principal leads.

Phil Rosen is losing little time be-

tween pictures. Following his en-
gagement at Tiffany, where he is

directing Ken Maynard in "Fighting
Mad," he will direct Hoot Gibson in

"The Gay Buckaroo" for Allied Pic-

tures.

Production work on Action's "Chinatown
After Dark" was completed last week. It

was directed by Stuart Paton and the cast
includes Barbara Kent, Carmel Myers, kex
Lease, Edmund Breese and Frank Mayo.

William Bakewell took advan*^age
of his engagement at Universal in

"The Spirit of Notre Dame" to learn

a lot of inside football from Bucky
O'Connor, star of the USC-Notre
Dame conflict last fall.

Basil Rathbone's engagement as leading
man for Pola Negri in "A Woman Com-
mands," marks this Broadway favorite's sec-

ond lead under the RKO Pathe banner.

Claude Macgowan, general man-
ager of Action Pictures, announces
the signing of Frank Strayer as di-

rector of the third Action picture,
which will be titled "Anybody's
Blonde." It will go into production
immediately.

* * *

Laurence Olivier has recovered from his
illness and reported back at the Radio studios.

* * *

Further additions made to the
players supporting Marilyn Miller
'n "Her Majesty, Love" are Don
Novis, Scotty Mattraw and Henry
Lewis.

George Arliss has selected John Adolfi to
direct his next Warner starring picture, "A
Successful Calamity," from the well remem-
bered stage comedy by Clare Kummer.

Paul Lukas, now at work in the
production of "The Beloved Bach-
elor," will have the leading male
role in "Working Girls," Para-
mount's forthcoming picture story
from the New York stage play,
"Blind Mice."

The definite title of Marian Marsh's new
picture is announced as "Under Eighteen."
This is the work previously known under the
tentative title of "The Poor Little Ritz Girl

Louise Closser Hale, Walter Cat-
lett and Halliwell Hobbs, are the lat-

est prominent additions to Colum-
bia's "Platinum Blonde," which has
been in production under the work-
ing title of "Gallagher."

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., may soon appear
in a picture of his own authorship. At pres-
ent the First National star is living at Malibu
Beach, where he is said to be engaged on
the preparation of a script.

Allen Vincent, Broadway actor,

has been assigned to an important
role with Carole Lombard in Para-
mount's "No One Man."

William Welsh has been given a part in

RKO Pathe's new Tom Keene starring west-
ern picture, "Freighters of Destiny."

David Howard, formerly assistant
director with King Vidor and lately
handling Spanish talkers, has been
made a full-fledged director by Fox.
He will direct George O'Brien in

"The Rainbow Trail."

FOX has teamed Charles Farrell and Sally
Eilers for "Devil's Lottery," with Greta
Nissen also in it . . . Warner Baxter will
have the male lead in "Widow's Might,"
which Irving Cummings will direct . . . Other
Fox assignment include Claire Maynard for
"While Paris Sleeps," Ethel Kenyon for
"Cheating" and Mary Forbes for "Stepping
Sisters" . . . Rosco Ates for "The Rainbow
Trail."

Sam Hardy has been signed by
Radio Pictures for "Peach o'Reno."

CODE OF ETHICS PLANNED

FOR WRITERS-PRODUCERS

(Continued from Page 1)

ceedings confidential, this statement
has been given out due to some
trade papers reporting that Thal-
berg and B. P. Schulberg were not
in accord at the last meeting. Young
declares that at no time was there
any disagreement between Thalberg
and Schulberg as to the principles and
policies involved in the discussions.
Young was empowered to appoint a
committee to draft a code of ethics,

which will then be submitted to the
producers' and the writers' branches
of the Academy for approval.

Canada Completes Its

Unemployment Committee
(Continued from Page 1)

lin, Capitol, Ottawa; M. West, presi-
dent. Province of Quebec 'Theater
Owners Ass'n, Montreal; F. G. Spen-
cer, Spencer Amusements, St. John,
N. B.; R. J. McAdam, Casino thea-
ter, Halifax; J. J. McCabe, Carlton,
Toronto; Arthur Cohen, Famous
Players Can. Corp., Toronto; S. B.
Cornell, Canadian Kodak Co., Mount
Dennis, Ont., and B. E. Norrish
Associated Screen News, Montreal.

Provincial committees are now in

process of formation.

148 Chicago Permit Men
Retain Their Licenses
(Continued from Page 1)

tion of Labor at the closing sessions
of its 49th convention in Galesburg.
Thomas E. Maloy of the union sent
a long letter to the labor body giv-
ing his version of the situation.

E. E. Whittaker in Atlanta
Atlanta—E. E. Whittaker, for the

past two years with Publix in Char-
lotte, N. C., has come here as man-
ager of Keith's Georgia, succeeding
John Smith, who is entering another
line of work in Los Angeles.

Reopening Waterbury House
Waterbury, Conn.—Strand, War-

ner house, reopens Sept. 26 with
films and vaudeville. Julia Smith,
managing director of the Strand and
State, had announced that the house
would remain closed indefinitely.

Artclass-First Division Deal
Harry H. Thomas's First Division

exchanges in Buffalo, Washington
and Philadelphia will distribute

eight special westerns which Harry
Carey will make for Artclass this

season.

House for Old Lynne, Conn.
Old Lynne, Conn.—Contract for

erection of $100,000 brick theater
building here has been awarded.

New Incorporations

Delancey-Clinton Theaters Operating Corp.

;

Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett, 120 Broadway,
New York. 200 shares common.

Group Theater, theatrical productions: Tib-

betts, Lewis & Rand, 15 Broad St., New
York. 1.000 shares common.
Bermor Productions, theatrical ; M. E.

Baron. 1457 Broadway, New York, $5,000,
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PERCENTAGE MAIN I^E AT M.P.T^MEET
Half of Tiffany's 1931-32 Lineup Finished by Oct. 1

Studio Speeding Up Work
on New Season's

Program
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Fifty per cent of Tif-

fany's 1931-32 production schedule
will be completed by Oct. 1. Of the
12 in the company's Quality Group,
"Murder at Midnight," "Left Over
Ladies,' '"Morals for Women," "Wo-
men Go On Forever" and "Race
Track" will be delivered to the home
office by that date. A new script

(Continued on Page 6)

PIONEER MFgINEERS

WILL BE HONORED BY SMPE

Banquet of the S.M.F.E. to be held

at the New Ocean House, Swamp-
scott, Mass., Oct. 7, will be in honor
of the engineering pioneers of thr

industry. Certificates of honorary
membership will be presented to

Thomas Alva Edison, Frederic
(Continued On Page 7)

RKO Boosting Orchestras

In Four Key City Houses
A definite move by the RKO the-

ater department, in their plans to

concentrate on building up vaude-

ville and stage presentations, has

been made in four key cities, where
RKO theater pit orchestras have
been increased by from five to ten

musicians. The cities are Cincin-

nati, Boston, St. Louis and Phila-

delphia.

Goldwyn Puts Voice

On the Dotted Line

A contract between Eddie Cantor, star

of "Palmy Days", and his producer, Samuel

Coldwyn, was signed in a novel way yes-

terday at the Radio-Electrical Fair here.

Cantor attended the fair and his contract

was placed under a recording instrument.

Coldwyn, in Hollywood, spoke his name into

a telephone and it was recorded here in

sound waves.

"Monkey Business"
Paramount has a money picture in this Marx Brothers four-ring circus.

It's an out-and-out winner crammed full of fast, insane and rowdy comedy.

The story is only an excuse to enable the quartet to gag hilariously. This is

genuine entertainment for any audience, adult or juvenile. EDDY.

High Tax Likely to Halt

Import of Films by Mexico
Palley and Rosenthal
Building Another House
Palley and Rosenthal, who now op-

erate the Bronxville are completing
a 1,200-seat house in Scarsdale, will

have another house soon in Larch-
mont. Construction is to begin im-
mediately.

Mexico City — Importation of

American films by Mexico may be

discontinued or seriously affected as

a result of the government's an-
nouncement that its recent increase
in import taxation must stand. The
new duty amounts to about $36 a
kilogram, against $4 formerly.

Hays Names 31 District Committees

On Unemployment Relief Activities

Following a survey of industry
nersonnel made by the Planning
Committee, and after consulting
with M. A. Lightman and Abram F.

Myers, his^ two vice-chairmen on
the national unemployment relief

committee, Will H. Hays yesterday
announced the 31 district commit-
tees named to cooperate in the re-

lief work. Various sub-committees
(Continued on Page 2)

Books of Canadian Firms
Seized in Films Act Move
Toronto—Detectives from the at-

torney general's ofl[ice visited the of-

fices of Canadian Famous Players
and the Bloom and Fine quarters in

the same building, where books and
other records were seized in con-
nection with the impending prose-

(Continued on Page 6)

National Board of Review Finds
Gang Films Unharmful to Youth
Vitaphone Shorts Sales

100% Ahead of Last Year
Current bookings of Vitaphone

shorts are double what they were at
this time last year, according to

Norman Moray, sales manager of

the company. The Bobby Jones golf

series is largely responsible for the

showing.

Gangster pictures exercise no bad
influences on youth, in the opinion
of a composite group of High School
boys and girls tested out by the Na-
tional Board of Review. At the
height of the gang film controversies
a short while back the board took
a group of young people represent-

ing such schools as Xavier College,
(Continued on Page 7)

Exhibitor Convention Also
Urges Action Against

Score Charges
Philadelphia — Under percentage

deals distributors should share with
exhibitors losses as well as profits,
declared Walter Vincent, chairman
of the national exhib continuing
committee, yesterday before the M.
P. T. 0. at its annual convention at
the Adelphia. Vincent asserted that
in instances where a picture fails
to register, there should be a down-
ward revision of percentages, and
that before winter many contracts
will be revised to embrace this pro-
vision.

President Lewen Pizor presided
at the session, which got under way
with a report of the board of man-

(Continued on Page 6)

F. J. MIlLERliS INTO

PUBLIX AUGUSTA HOUSES

Augusta, Ga.—Frank J. Miller,
manager of Publix theaters here,
has closed a contract with Publix
in New York whereby he acquires
a substantial interest in the owner-

(Continued on Page 6)

Seventh Bombing Occurs
In Chicago Operator Row
Chicago—Another stink bomb was

thrown yesterday at the Granada,
forcing the entire audience out of
the theater, and marking the seventh
bombing since the beginning of the
row between union operators and
indie houses.

Seth Parker' to Tour

On Ballyhoo for Fi[m

As a ballyhoo in connection with the

Forthcoming Radio Pictures release of

"Other People's Business", starring 'Seth

Parker', famous radio character, a personal

appearance tour of 70 cities has been ar-

ranged for the star, beginning next month.

Broadcasting and newspaper tieups •vill

supplement the date;,
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Con. Km. Ind 5^ 5?i 5^^ + Vi
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 105^ 9J^ 10 — Vs.

East. Kodak 12454 112!4 113 —9^4
Fox Fm. "A" 1054 9!4 9Va — Vs
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 2 154 iH — Vs
Loew's, Inc 42 38 38K — ^'A
do pfd 85 85 85 — }4

M-G-M pfd 22 54 22'A 22 '/i — '/s

Paramount 1654 14-5^ 15 — IH
Pathe Exch 1 5^ 1 1 — %
do "A" 4 4 4

RKO "A" 115'8 y^ 9^ -- Vs
Univ. Pict, pfd.... 415^ 4154 41% + 'A
Warner Bros. ... 85^ 0% 6li ~ %
do pfd 21 20 20 — 5

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. Vtc 7 6 7—54
Fox Thea. "A" . . . 154 154 lA
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 354 2H 2H — 'A
Nat. Scr. Ser 16 16 16—54
Technicolor 45^ tA 454
Trans-Lux 354 2Vs 2^4— H

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 21 18 18—2
Loew 6s 41ww 95 93 94+1
Pathe 7s37 86 8354 8354 — 154
Warner's 6s39 ... 4754 3854 3854 —854

Deubach in Providence

Providence—J. William Deubach
has been named RKO manager of

the RKO Albee, city, succeeding
Harry Storin, resigned.

.........•..•..•.........•.^
y :":

*, New York Long Island City j'j

J.t 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. j'j

i.t BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 :"{

lEastmain Films

I } E. Brulatour, Inc.

j:

V Chicago Hollywood
1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica

•• CALumet 3692 Blvd.> HOLlywood4121

"The Spirit of Notre Dame
Here is one big reason for Carl Laemmie restoring full salaries to Universal

employes. Never has college or the game of football been made into a more absorbing,
more human, more deeply stirring picture than this sincerely moving story dedicated
to Knute Rockne. The entire production deals with footbsll at Notre Dame, with
feminine characters entering into it just slightly. But back of the gridiron proceedings
is a forceful dictum putting across the punch that the spirit of cooperation and team-
work, rather than playing for personal glory, is the thing that wins games. The point
and its application to life in general are driven across without preaching, but in a

gripping manner through the medium of the gridiron conflicts. Lew Ayres and
William Bakewell, as rivals, and |. Farrell MacDonald, in the Rockne part, give good
performances. Direction was well handled by Russell Mack,

GILLETTE,

Hays Names 31 District Committees

On Unemployment Relief Activities
(Continued from Page 1)

of the central committee, of which
Hays also is chairman, are holding
meetings on allied problems, such as
intra-industry efforts to conserve
employment and fulfillment of the
ledium's duty in the matter of aid-

ing general morale.
Members of the 31 district com.-

mittees are:
Albany—Ralph Pielow. Russell Halligan,

K. G. Robinson, Louis Lazar, Lou Golding,
Marshall Taylor, W, W. Farley, Abe Stone,
Meyer Schine. M. J. Kallet, Frank C. Wal
ker, C. H. Buckley, William E, Benton,

Atlanta—Harry Balance. Charles Kesnick,
Tohn Ezell. Ernest Morrison. L. H. Keene.
R. B. Wilhv. E. T. Sparks, O. C. Lam, Love
B. Harrell, Nat M Wlllams, H, C, Winks.
Tony Sudekum.

Boston—Tom Spry, Morris Wolf, Ross
Cropper, Martin J. MuUlfl. Victor J. Morris.
I. J. Hoffman, George A. Giles. Nathan
Vamins. T. J. McGuinness, E. M, Fay, John
Ford. George Fecke,

Buffalo—K. K. O'Shea, Harry Seed, Sdney
Sampson, Vincent McFaul, Dave Nolan. Louis
Lazar, J. H. Michael A. C, Hayman, Frank
C, Walker.

Charlotte—R. T. Ineram, William Conn,
H. E. Everett, H. F. Kincey, Warren Irwin,
Charles W. Picquet, H, E. Buchanan, R, P,
Rosser, T. R. Teague, Jerry Simpson, Albert
Sotille. J. M. O'Dowd.

Chicago- -Clyde Eckharrtt, Felix Mendels-
sohn, J. O. Kent. Barney Balalian, James
Costen, William Elson, J, J, Rubin, Aaron
Saperstein, Tack Miller, Fred Gilford, Eddie
Silverman, F. M. Brockell,

Cincinnati—R, F, Cloud. George A. Smith,
Harry J. Michalson, I. Libson, J. E. Firen-
koess, R. E. Meyers, P. J. Woo<l, Fred
Streif, A, J. Holt, W. A. Keyes. Frel Dolle.

Cleveland—F. J. Drew, Jess Fishmnn. I. J.

Schmertz, Fred Desberj., J. E, Firenkoess,

C, J. Latta. J. J. Harwood, George W. Erd-
mann. M. B. Horowitz, Martin Smith. P. J.

Wood.
Dallas—L. BIckel. L B. Dugeer, C. E. H-1-

gers, J. T. Friedl. Roy B. Walker. J. A.
Lempke, L. C, Tidhall, H. A. Cole. Paul
Scott, Leamnu Marshall, J. J. Strickland.

Denver—Charles R. Gilmour, Tosenh H,
Ashby. J, S. Hommel. Cus Kohn. Hnlden
Swigert, Harry E. HufTman, Emmett Thur-
man,
Des Moines—E. T. Tilton, B. T. McCarthv,

W, E. Banford, H. L. Grove, Morgan C,

Ames, Lester Martin, C, L, Niles, Fred Hege-
nian, Harry Weinberg.

Detroit— I. E. Flynn, Otto W, Bolle. Carl

H. Shalit, Nat Piatt. Arthur Frudenfeld. Wil
liam C. Raynor, H. M. Richev, Glenn A.
Cross, Herbert T. Fowser. R E, Moon. E. E.

Kirchner, E. C. Beatty, Paul J. Schlossman,
Indianapolis—Flovd Brown, Charles Regan,

C. E. Penrod, Cullen Espv, Harrv Katz,
William Elson, A. C. Zaring, Charles R,

Metzger, Louis Markun, Fred C. Dolle.

Kansas City—Roy Churchill, M. C. S'nf ,

Russell Borg, Arthur H. Cole, Ed, Dubinskv.
E. C. Rhoden, M. B. Shanberg, E. Van Hyn
ing, Charles Burkey, John C. Staples. Rick
Rickettson. Glenn Dickinson. O. K, Mason.

Los Angeles—T. J. Milstein, Jack Nelson,
M. P. Jacobs. "W. C. Ritter, Jack Frost,

Mike Rosenberg, Moe Silver, Harrv Golden-
berg, Gus Metzeer. Bob Whitson, Russell
Rogers, M, Michelstetter, Harold B, Franklin,
Simon Lazarus,
Memphis—Paul Wilson, Page M. Maker,

W. E, Sipe, Herb Jennings, M. A, Light-
man, II, D. Wharton, E, E. Kuykendall, C,

L. McElravy,
Milwaukee—Allen Usher, Sam Sherman,

A, N. Schmitz, H. J. Fitzgerald, Frank Fish-
er, John ,Scharnberg, F. J, McWilliams, A. F.
Maertz, Fred S. Meyer, Steve Bauer, H. S.
Calloi), Martin D, Thomas,

Minneapolis—C. A. Roeder. H. B. John-
son, Jack Lorenz, E. R. Rubin, Morgan C.
Ames, W. A. Steflfes, Theo. L. Havs, Otto
N. Raths, Bennie Berger, Sen. Tlios. Lee
Hvde, H. J. Peterson, S, T Blackmore.
New Haven—H, D. Noble. Arthur Horn,

B, Simon, J, Robert Smth. Herschel Stuart.
I. J. Hoffman, Harry L, Levietes. Edward G.
Levy, .Sam Weiss.
New Orleans—C, T, Briant, G, C. Brown.

H, F. Wilkes. M. C, Hughes, R. C. Richard.
M. H. Jacobs, A. J. Bethancourt, Henry
Lazarus.
New York ("ity—Joe Uncer, George Bals

don. Tack Bowen. Harry Buxbaum. H. W
Woodin. M Hon Feld. H. D. Goldberg, C. C.
Moskowitz, Joseph L. Plunkett. Harry Char
nas. Harry Kalmine, Charles L. O'Reilly.
Sidney Samuelson.
Oklahoma City—Sam Benjamin. Rov HefT-

ner, L. F. Stocker, Pat McCee, Bob Hutch
inson, R. M. Clark. Phil Isley, Ralph Tal
bot, F. B. Pickrel, W, H. Lawrence.
Omaha— S. W. Fitch, R. S. Ballantyne, L

C, Durham, E. R. Cummings. L, R. Pierce,
Lester F. Martin, C, E. Williams, Sam Ep-
stein, Harry L. Goldberg.

Ph'ladelphia—R. Mochrie. J. S. Helirew,
M. S. Landow. WilHam Goldman, George
Walsh, Lewen Pizor, E. Floyd Hopkins, Jay
Emanuel, Sidney Samuelson, William Hunt,
M. E. Comerford, Fred Osterstock, Abe
Sablosky, L. Berman. Ben Amsterdam

Pittsburgh—Roy H. Haines. J. J. Maloney,
Ira H, Cohen. John J, rfarris, David Selz
nick, F. J, Herrington, A. N. Notopolis,
Frank Panopolous,
Portland—William Green, Frank Clark,

Howard Mapes, Floyd Maxwell, Tex Gamble.
Charles Couch, Colonel G. T. Woodlaw,
Wi'Iam Cutts.

Salt Lake City—W. F. Gordon, C, H.
Walker. C. H. Messenger, Harry David, J. J.

Gillette, J. L. Lawrence, M. Perry.
San Francisco—J. C. Parsons, M. E. Cory.

G. C. Blumenthal, A. M. Bowles, Jack Gross,
Ed. Fitzgerald, Morgan A. Walsh, Thomas
D, Van Osten, R, A. McNeill, M. Naify, C.
W. Koerner, Louis Greenfield.

Seattle—George Ballentlne. Neal East, L. J.

McGinley, Al Rosenberg, Homer Gill, J. M.
Hone, L. O, Lukan, John Danz, Ray Grom
bacher, LeRoy Johnson, Walter Ives, John
Hamrick, Earl Crab, Fred Mercy, Ed Dolan.

St, Louis—Jerome Marks, M. Schweitzer
Barney Rosenthal, Charles Skouras. J. J.

Rubin. Harry Greeman, Fred Wehrenberg,
Oscar Lehr, Dr, J, L, Price, Joe Desberger,

Washington, D C.—Robert Smeltzer, Harry
Hunter, Rudolph Bergei", John J. Payette.

Harry Long, A. J. Brylawski, : Charles E.

Nnlte, Herman Blum, L, C. Garman, Sidnev
B, Lust. J. L. Schamlierger, William S, Wil-
ier, W, j. Coulter, J. Louis Rome.

Henry Poke Dies
Pittsburgh—Henry Poke, operator

and owner of several theaters in this

district and organizer of an asso-

ciation now known as the Motion
Picture Exhibitors and Owners, is

dead at him home in Mt. Washing-
ton.

Columbia's Third Sept. Release
"A Dangerous Affair", with Jack

Holt and Ralph Graves, will be Co-

lumbia's third September release.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: RKO Golf Tournament, West-
chester Country Club. Rye, N. Y.
"The Exhibitor" annual golf tour-
nament at Lu Lu Country Club,
Philadelphia.

New York Section of S.M.P.E.
meets 7:30 P. M. at Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories, New York.

Sept. 21-26: National 16 mm. motion picture
exposition, Hotel Victoria, New
York.

Sept. 28-30: French Educational Film Con-
gress, Paris.
Eleventh Annual Convention of
M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsvl
vania. Hotel Henry, Pittsburgh.

°"- 5-8: Fall meeting of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, New
Ocean House, Swampscott,
Mass.

Oct. 6: Annual meeting and noon-day
luncheon. Allied Theaters of
Mass., Hotel Bradford. Boston.
Annual meeting of M.P.T.O, of
't. Louis, Eastern Mo. and So.
111., Hotel Coronado, St. Louis,

Oct. 6-7
: Convention of Michigan Allied

unit, Detroit.

Oct. 10-11: Meeting of Wisconsin Allied
unit, Wisconsin Hotel. Milwau-
kee.

Oct, 31: Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.

Oct. 31 : Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplan
Projection Society, Hotel Com-
modore, New York.

Nov, 4: Annual Awards Dinner of Aca-
demy of M, P. Arts & Sciences.
Hollywood.

100 Expected to Attend
Exhibitor Golf Tourney

Philadelphia — About 100 film
golfers are expected to be on hand
today at the 1931 Annual Handicap
Tournament and Dinner-Dance
sponsored by "The Exhibitor" at Lu
Lu Country Club, according to Jay
Emanuel. Entries have been re-
ceived from a wide territory, includ-
ing New York, Washington, Balti-
more and other points. The New
York contingent is expected to in-

clude Sam E. Morris, Felix Feist,
Phil Reisman, Ted Schlaenger, Jerry
Safron, Emo Orowitz, Paul Burger, .1

Don Mersereau, Lou B. Metzger, Red"
Kann, Ben Shlyen, Frank Walker,
George Dembow, Herman Robbins,
Pat Garyn, Joe Eagan, Jack Enslen,

j

Clint Weyer and others.

Jack Pickford Suffers Relapse
IVe^t Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jack Pickford is seri-

ously ill at his home here. His ill-

ness started with a severe cold. He
has suffered a relapse but his phy-
sicians believe a two months' rest

will restore his health.

Charles Goodwin, Jr., Buried
Philadelphia — Funeral services

for Charles Goodwin, Jr., former
exhibitor and the son of Charles

H. Goodwin, will be held today. He
died suddenly.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Ratei

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation

T23.7TH AVE.. N. Y. BRYANT 9-6067
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CAPRA SPECIAL
FOR THE NEW SEASON
has EVERYTHING!

A corking modern story

scintillating with both

dramatic and humorous

highlights; acted by a

Superb Box Office Cast

under the masterly

direction of

FRANK CAPRA

'X

Another GREAT HIT from

DEPENDABLE COLUMBIA!
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PERCENTAGE MAIN ISSUE

ATM.P.T.O.

(Continued from Page 1)

agers. Vincent reported concerning
the protest meeting held in New
\'ork on Sept. 1 in connection with
the M-G-M sales policy and score
charges. Great good will eventually
come of this session, he said. Orig-
inal instituting of the score charges
by producers was "almost a natural
mistake," declared Vincent, as at the
start heavy financial burdens im-
posed by sound influenced them to

shift this charge to the theaters.
Distributors should pay part of the
score charge under percentage deals,

said the veteran operator.
Jay Emanuel suggested that the

continuing committee take up the
matter of score charges with Sid-

ney R. Kent, recalling that he once
stated that elimination of this as-

sessment was blocked owing to the
Warner policy in the matter. Sam
E. Morris, Emanuel pointed out,

told the protest meeting that his

company does not stand in the way
of any move to rescind the charge.
The industry needs to undergo the

inflation process, said David Bar-
rist, and declared that the pay of

stars and executives ought to be
slashed. M-G-M is not the only
off"ender in the matter of asking
high percentages, declared Emanuel,
United Artists, he said, is seeking
50 per cent deals on "Street Scene"
and "Palmy Days." Statement was
made that Paramount held out "The
Smiling Lieutenant" and "Huckle-
berry Finn" from its 1930-31 re-

leases and is selling the pictures as

part of its new season program. It

was decided to ascertain exhibitors'

legal rights in the situation.

Pete Woodhull, new vice-president
and general sales manager of United
Theaters Advertising Service, Inc.

denounced "Bolsheviki methods"
which have prevailed in past exhibi-

tor meetings. It was voted to in-

crease personnel of the board of

managers from nine to 20 members.
M. J. O'Toole, secretary of the M.
P. T. O. A., spoke on the value of
theaters to the nation.
George Kline of the National

Kline Poster Co., said that Fox and
Paramount would not sell him paper.
Vincent, in discussing a resolution
urging local bankers not to aid
"wildcat" theater projects owing to
the overseating situation, said he be-
lieves the only way to check this

so-called evil is to bring about the
passage of laws regulating the
amount of theaters, as in Massachu-
setts.

Philly M.P.T.O. Meeting Sidelight!

^ALTER VINCENT was hailed
as a new exhibitor leader owing

to his intensive work in behalf of
theatermen since the protest meet-
ing held in New York last Sept. 1.

Jay Emanuel expressed the idea and
the meeting thoroughly okayed it.

Walter Stein, prexy of United
Theater Advertisers, Inc., took a bow
at the suggestion of Pete Woodhull,
recently named vice-president and
general sales manager of his outfit.

E. J. O'Connell, another of the
Manhattan contingent, renewed old

acquaintances.

George Aarons didn't remain for
the luncheon as he's dieting. And
not with object of losing weight.

Mike O'Toole, M. P. T. O. A. sec.
oratorically represented his organi-
zation in the final speech on the pro-
gram.

Auto Cinema's continuous lobby
trailer projector was plugged to in-
terested exhibs.

President Lewen Pizor had a cinch
presiding at the meet as it was
quiet as a Philadelphia Sunday.

Bezel Buys Out Goetz
In Road Show Pictures

Chicago—Albert Dezel has bought
the complete interest of L. E. Goetz
in Road Show Pictures. Goetz ex-
pects to go to Hollywood to produce
another picture, Dezel will continue
to roadshow "Ten Nights", and in

addition to his regular territory he
has acquired the Southern Illinois

and Eastern Missouri rights on "Ten
Nights".
Winnie DeLorenzo of Celebrated

Players, Milwaukee, will continue to
act as the Road Show Pictures agent
in Wisconsin, and Greiver of Greiver
Productions, Chicago, will continue
to act as sales agent in Northern
Illinois and Indiana.

Dezel has just returned from New
York where he has completed a deal
with Sherman Krellberg to handle
the distribution of "Should a Doctor
Tell" in the Middlewest. This pic-

ture opens soon at the Cinema.

Simmons Receives Token
From A.M.P.A. Members
A buffalo skin Gladstone travel-

ing bag was presented to Mike Sim-
mons, retiring president of the
A.M.P.A., at the weekly meeting
held yesterday at the Dixie Hotel
The meeting was closed to all but
members and was presided over by
Ed Finney, recently elected presi-
dent.

HALF OF TIFFANY LINEUP

BEING FINISHED BY OCT. I

(Continued from Page 1)
has been prepared for "X Marks the
Spot by Warren B. Dufl' and Gor-
don Kahn. "The Last Mile" will fol-
low.

In the Ken Maynard series, "Alias
the Bad Man," "The Two Gun Man,"
"The Arizona Terror," "Range Law"
and "Branded Men" have been com-
pleted, with "Near the Trail's End"
and "The Nevada Buckaroo," of the
Bob Steele series, ready for release.

Books of Canadian Firms
Seized in Films Act Move

(.Continued from Page 1)
cutions for alleged violations of the
Combmes Act. Police also visited
Regal Films and Exhibitors' Dis-
tributing Co. The seizure is a for-
mality in carrying out the necessary
details of getting evidence.

Get It In Writing
Philadelphia—When a theater is

holding over a picture, don't take

your exchange manager's word that

it's okay, warned George Aarons,

speaking to the M. P. T. 0. at its

meeting here yesterday. Put it in

writing, he urged, pointing out that

the Copyright Protection Bureau has

become increasingly active in this

territory.

Seven Daily at Paramount
"An American Tragedy" will be

shown seven times daily at the New
York and Brooklyn Paramount
starting today. It will probably run
for two weeks.

Vitaphone Signs Hal Le Roy
Hal Le Roy, 17-year-old dancing

sensation of Ziegfeld's "Follies",
has been signed to appear in one of
Vitaphone's "Pepper Pot" shorts.

Pittsburgh House Signs With Union
Pittsburgh — A wage agreement

has been signed between operators
and owners of the Brushton, follow-
ing a strike of three weeks, accord-
ng to Ralph C. Freemen, business
agent of the union.

Entrants in RKO Golf Tournament
Entrants in RKO's two-day golf

tournament which started yesterday
at the Westchester Country Club at
Rye include:
Hiram S. Brown, Hiram S. Brown, Jr.,

M. S. Bentham, Nate Blumberg, Arthur
Blondell, H. Bellitt, Pat Casey, Wayne
Christy, Al Columbo, Ned E. Depinet, T.
S. Delehanty, A. S. Dowling, R. Donii, W.
C. Fisher, Chas J. Freeman, Jesse Freeman,
Harry Fitzgerald, E. M. Glucksman, Lou
(Jolder, John Hickey, Robert Hawkins, Wm
.laniey, H. N. Horton, M. Inglis, Harry Kal
cheim, H. Krivit, Harold Kemp, A. J. Kir-
win, H. Levine, Mark A. Leuscher, Jules
Levy, E. McAvoy, Charles Morrison, Pete
Alack, L. Miller, Wm. McCaffery, B. Mack,
Harry Mosley, Wm. Mallard, Roger Murrell.
H. Norwood, E. J. O'Leary, Phil Offin,
Jo5»ph Plunkett, Harry Pimstein, L. Puck,
Myron Kouin^on, 6. L. Kothafel, Harry
Romm, John F. Royal, L. Stewart, Chester
Stratton, Julian Street, Jr., C. J. Scollard,
Milton Schwarzwald, M. lishman, James H.
Turner, Leslie E. Thompson, A. J. Van
Beuren, J. Henry Wallers, Harry Weber,
Arthur Willi. H. Ward, Koy Webb, R. Wolff,
J. Weiner, Harvey L. Watkins, Irving Yates,
C. Yates and Herman Zobbel.

Robinson Continues at Palace
Edward G. Robinson, First Na-

tional star, continues his personal
appearance for a second week at the
Palace starting Saturday.

F. J. Miller Buys Into
Publix Augusta Houses

(Continued from Page 1)
ship and operation of three theaters,
the Imperial, Modjeska and Rialto.
The houses were formerly operated
by the Augusta Enterprises, subsi-
diary of Publix.

Pathe for Egypt
London—Capt. H. E. Auten, Eu-

ropean representative for RKO
Pathe, has returned from a trip to
Alexandria, where he completed a
deal for the distribution of his com-
pany's product by Essanel Film
Agency, headed by Thomas Shafto
and W. A. Lancaster, British film
men.

"Lieutenant" in French at Carnegie
French version of "The Smiling

j

Lieutenant" with Maurice Cheva-
]

Her, Claudette Colbert and Miriam
Hopkins, opens Oct. 1 at the Little

j

Carnegie.
j

Ad Film Company Folds
St. Louis—Kismet Sound Films,

organized by Anthony Kramer and
Phil Jay Silverson to make adver-
tising pictures, has folded up with-
out producing any films.

Lou Goldberg Joins RKO
Lou Goldberg, at present publicity

writer at the Paramount Long
Island Studios, has been engaged by
J. J. Hess to handle national pic-
ture exploitation for RKO theaters.

Loew's London Theaters Dividend
Toronto — Loew's London Thea-

ters, Ltd., has resumed dividends on
the $10 preferred stock with a pay-
ment of 35 cents a share.

Moss Show Holding Over
B. S. Moss' premiere show, in-

cluding Columbia's "Pagan Lady"
on the screen and the Moss Varie-
ties on the stage, will be held over
for a second week at the Broadway.

"Alexander Hamilton" Holds Over
Pittsburgh—The Warner is hold-

ing over George Arliss in "Alex-
ander Hamilton." The house, despite
its limited capacity, grossed over
$12,000 on its first week.

Memphis Loew House Reopens
Memphis—Loew's Strand, closed

during the summer, reopens today
with pictures. Herb Jennings is man-
ager.

AUTIKICWI )

AUTHinMI

Congratulates:

EDDIE CANTOR
for his versatile antics which
make up the load of
laughs in United Artists'

"Palmy Days"

No. 37 of 1931
*^Good Deeds**
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PIONEER FILM ENGINEERS

WILL BE HONORED BY SMPE

(Continued from Page 1)

Eugene Ives, Louis Lumiere, Charles
ii'rancis Jenkins, and George East-
man. Invitations to the banquet
have been issued to Eugene Lauste,
Jean LeRoy, Thomas Armat, Donald
Bell, George Melies (France), Oscar
Messter and Max Sladanowsky
(Germany), Robert Paul and W. K.
L. Dickson (England), Charles
Friese-Greene, son of William
Friese-Greene, Miss Marie LePrince,
daughter of L. A. A. LePrince, Ed-
win Porter, and D. W. Griffith.

Notre Dame Man Joins
Universal's Sales Dept.

Dan Halpin, manager of Knute
Rockne's last team at Notre Dame,
has joined Universal, which made
the picture, "The Spirit of Notre
Dame." Halpin was introduced to
Carl Laemmle the day after he ar-
rived from Europe. The next day he
went to work for the picture com-
pany, in the sales department. He
was temporarily assigned to work
in connection with the Notre Dame
"shorts" and with the feature, "The
Spirit of Notre Dame."

Local 306 in Two More Houses
Despite activities of Empire M. P.

Operators' organization, Local 306,
identified with the A. F. of L. has
strengthened its position by placing
its operators in two more Timer
Square houses. Members are work-
ing at the B. S. Moss Broadway
and the Vanderbilt. Local 306 pro-
jectionists recently went into the
55th St. Playhouse.

Shorts Sent to Rome Conference
Prints of "Spring Training", the

first in Tiffany's new Football For
he Fan Series, and "Vagabond Mel-

odies," a new Lyman H. Howe
Hodge-Podge, have been sent to

Rome, where they will be screened
before the International Council of

Women, sub-section of motion pic-

tures, meeting under the auspices of

the League of Na ions at the In-

ternational Educational Cinematog-
raphic Institute which will be at-

tended by women from all over the

world.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

All set and ready for the first

annual golf tournament.
* * *

Famous Players understood to
have shipped back to Germany bulk
of German pictures.

:, * * *

Marcus Loew denies report of
Metro reorganization; says no radi-

cal changes planned.

mm
• • • SLIP A NEW leaf in your directory of studio terms

Write in "space shot," which Marion Gering is using
in "24 Hours," Paramount pix Simple means "pan-
ning" or turning away of the camera from the players at the
end of each scene and then showing a panorama or traveling
with the characters from one spot to another before picking up
the next location this treatment permits continuous
action minus fade-ins and fade-outs Helen Klump, who
is known to Evepost readers as Karen Hollis, is living with Ann
Rork Usta be on the Morning Telly handling pitcher
stuff Irene Thirer seems to be the most-quoted of Gotham
newspaper reviewers Her star system of evaluing screen
fare gives publicity departments meaty stuff for their ads

* * * *

• • • PRELIMINARY PLANS are being set for the din-
ner, dance and entertainment which the M. P. Club will toss
Feb. 20 at the new Waldorf-Astoria Rudy Wiedoeft, who
handles a Mean Saxophone when it comes to contagious melody,
is being ably handled by H. Emerson Yorke, who is his busi-
ness associate in Radio "Transcriptions "liet's Play Marx,"
sez an Unauthenticated Report, is Hollywood's latest retort

Of course you couldn't surmise it's a plug for "Monkey
Business," which Paramount is anxious to tell you opens at the
Rivoli on Oct. I Vivian Moses very frankly announces
that final scenes have been shot in D. W. Griffith's "The Strug-
gle," produced at Joe Coffman's Audio Cinema Studio

* * * *

• • • JIMMY SMITH has saved many a star from becom-
ing Just a Face on the Cutting Room Floor He edited the
first picture Mary Pickford ever made and has on his list of
credits the scissors-work on "The Birth of a Nation," which AI
Grey will tell you is still box-office lure Add to Broken
Hearts on Broadway that kolymnist kontest is kom-
pleted and the original author of this kolymn, alack, alack, only
came in second Al Fineman is Anticipating but he won't
tell what

• • • PHIL REISMAN opines that anyone wanting to im-
prove his film industry background should attend some of those
Warner-Erpi arbitration confabs and we hear that one
of the questions asked by an Erpi lawyer was, "What is the
difference between a motion picture and a feature?"
Morning musicales, which cost the customers no extra tariff,

are now part of the policy of the Europa, where the new film
is "The Inn at the Rhine" latest pop German melodies
will be played daily from 11:30 to 12 o'clock, sez Martin Lewis

Hy Daab, master of showmanship superlatives, is dop-
ing out a exploitash campaign in connection with the Seth
Parker pix which RKO will offer to exhibs Every time
Primo Camera walks into Sardi's the luncheoners center their

attention on his highly-publicized feet Grad Sears, who
is going West with Charlie Einfeld, has a route which takes
him to Portland, Seattle, San Francisco and other hamlets where
pitchers are sold

• • • FERENC, NOTED continental photographer who was
recently signed by Jack Warner while in Europe, has arrived on
the Coast to make camera studies of Warner and First National
stars Two ex-Theater Guild plays are doing nicely

thank you, in talker garb in Broadway houses Meaning
"The Guardsman" and "The Brothers Karamazov." Joe
Weil is showing a powerful one-sheet on "Homicide Squad" for

use as this Universal celluloid plays here and there It

urges the public to help "Drive 'Em Out," referring to gang-
sters Joe Leo is more concerned with golf these au-
tumn days than theater deals Nothing new in his plans
since his deal with Fox was called off

* * * *

• # • BOND BLDG. elevator boys are going up in the
world One is being groomed by RKO to work at its

Porto Rico exchange Another has developed into a song
writer And a third expects to Get Somewhere by sing-

ing to his customers When be hits the 16th floor, like

a department store elevator director, he yodels: "Are These Our
Children?" which is a plug for a certain piece of RKO
product

« « « » » »

BOARD OP REVIEW FINDS

OANG FILMS UNHARNFUL

(.Continued from Page 1)

Horace Mann, Scudder, Fieldson,
Dickinson in Jersey City and Ruth-
erford High School, who were
shown a group of pictures including
"Little Caesar," "City Streets" and
"Quick Millions," and then were
asked their reactions.
None admitted that he or she had

been harmed in any way by any of
the films. Answering a question
regarding the possible effect of these
films upon the members of their
families most of them agreed that
they would not want their eight year
old brother or sister to see them. A
few would allow the films to be
shown to their fourteen year old
brother or sister. A large percent-
age thought it would be safe for
an eighteen year old brother or sis-

ter to see them—an equal number
thought it would be equally safe for
their mothers. Adult brothers and
sisters, and fathers, were unani-
mously immune.
Asked if they thought there was

any particular significance in chil-

dren's liking to play games about
gangsters and racketeers, any more
than playing Indian, 80 per cent re-
plied in the negative, while the af-

firmative qualified their answers al-

most unanimously by the fact that
children do not hear so much of In-

dians now and the gangster just
happens to be the type of 'bad man'
they hear most about.

Garbo-Novarro in Mata Hari Story
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Greta Garbo and Ra-

mon Novarro will appear together
in a story based on the exploits of
the European spy, Mata Hari, ac-
cording to announcement by M-G-M.
The picture is now being prepared
for early production.

Philly House Drops Colored Acts
Philadelphia — Fay's has aban-

doned its policy of colored vaude
acts and pictures in favor of white
vaude acts and films, effective today.
The other policy ran for three days.

Nixon's Grand inaugurates a

vaude and picture policy in October.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

September 25
Paul Gulick
Al Cooke
Louis D. Lighten
Guy Oliver
Arthur James
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INSTITUTIONAL ADVTG.

STILL BEING CONSIDERED

The Hays organization, despite
reports to the contrary, has not
voted to ban institutional advertis-
ing, a representative of the organi-
zation told The Film Daily yester-
day. The matter has been discussed
and is still pending, it was pointed
out.

Fox Theater Assignments
Bring" Many N. Y. Changes
Monte Salmon has been appointed

manager of the P»rk Plaza, Bronx,
replacing Chris Eagan, who has
been transferred to the management
of the Valentine. Richard Dixon is

now assisting Jacques Benjamin,
manager of the Nemo. Fred J.

Cuneo has been appointed manager
of the Fox-Poli, Meriden, Conn.,
with Bert Gleason as assistant. Wal-
ter Melvin, formerly of the Valen-
tine, is now managing the Corona
and the Granada, Long Island. R.
Wernick, who has been managing
the Granada, is now assistant man-
ager and treasurer of the Corona.
S. Abrams, formerly assistant man-
ager of the Corona, is now assistant
manager and treasurer of the Gran-
ada. H. Doran, formerly assistant
at the Granada, has been made as-

sistant manager and treasurer of
the Roosevelt.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

New Talkie Apparatus in Australia
Melbourne—Philips Lamps, Ltd.

recently announced its entry into

the Australian talkie equipment
field with a unit selling at around
$3,720. The equipment, manufac-
tured in either England or the Neth-
erlands, is reported to be very com-
pact. It is sound-on-film only.

Auto Parking Site for Kutinsky
Morris Kutinsky, former theater

operator, is planning an auto park-
ins: space on the site of the old Bel-
mont Hotel, opposite Grand Central
Terminal. Originally had intended
to build a theater on the plot, which
extends to 41st St.

HOLLYWOOD
]y[ONROE OWSLEY, who scored

in "Holiday," "Honor Among
Lovers," "This Modern Age," and
other films, is temporarily absent
from the screen while recovering
from a nervous breakdown. Owsley,
who recently severed his connection
with Richard Kane as agent, has
been approached direct by several
producers. Among the parts for
which he is under consideration is

the role of Whitey in "Queer Peo-
ple."

* * *

Wallace Smith, author and scenario expert,
claims to have devised a photoplay which can
be completed with staff of four people includ-
ing actors, mechanics and executive staff. He
is holding his idea in reserve for the day when
retrenchment in Hollywood reaches its limits.

* * *

Mack Sennett has finished a new
Brevity which is hailed a sure-fire
entertainment for youngsters. It

was originally called "The Lyin'
Hunter," but renamed "Who's Who
in the Zoo," and has been produced
in Sennett Color. Billy Bevan has
the leading role. In the supporting
parts are Spec O'Donnell, Rosemary
Theby and little Billy Barty,

* *

RADIO PICTURES has cast Norman Fos-
ter and Stanley Fields in "The Dove."
Laurence Olivier as the Don Juan in "Mar-
cheta." Kitty Kelly and John Hallidav for
the Louis Weitzenkorn story in which Mary
Astor and Ricardo Cortez will be featured.
Zelma O'Neil. Cora Witherspoon and Sam
Hardy for "Peach O'Reno," and Hugh Her-
bert for "Penthouse" . . .

* *

William Goodrich, who hardly
takes a breath between assignments,
has started a new Educational-Mer-
maid comedy with Jack Shutta
Emerson Treacy and Frances Dean,
the latter a striking blonde borrow-
ed from Samuel Goldwyn.

taking
City.

a vacation trip to Mexico

Thieves Take Equipment
St. Louis—Fred Wehrenberg, own-

er of the Melba, has reported to
police that pro.iection equipment val-
ued at about $1,000 has been stolen
from this house. The robbery took
place after midnight.

Checking Service in Atlanta
Atlanta—Ross Federal Service of

Chicago opens an office here at 709
Glenn Building on Oct. 1.

COMING & GOING

RICHARD A. ROWLAND leaves Monday
for the coast.

FRANCES AGNEW has finished her sce-

nario assignment at the Paramount coast
studios and returned to New York.

P. J. WOLFSON, author of "Bodies Are
Dust," leaves today by auto for the coast

urder contract as a writer for Universal.
WILLIAM HAINES, who has just signed

a new contract with MOM, is due in the
East next week for a visit.

UNIVERSAL has added Harry Carey.
Russell Simpson, Andy Devine, Richard
Alexander, Harry Woods, Alphonse Ethier.
Walter Brennan, Dewey Robinson, Nelson
McDowell and D'Arcy Corrigan to "Law and
Order," which Edward Cahn is directing . . .

Sidney Fox and Frances Dee are in "Nice
Women," which Edw. H. Knopf adapted and
will direct . . . Slim Summerville is workinp
in "The Siamese Twins," two-reeler, with
Harry Gribbon, Daphne Pollard, Inez Sea-
bury and Lena Malena, directed by Harry
Edwards . . .

Fox has bought "Dance Team."
first novel by Sarah Addington, for
Tames Dunn.

RKO PATHE has assigned Robert Arm-
strong to "The Second Shot," with He'er
Twelvetrees . . . Ralph Ince will be in the
cast of Eddie Quillan's next, as yet un-
titled , . .

Harold Lewis, Paramount sound
engineer, has completed work on
"Once a Lady." His next assign-
ment will be "Working Girls."

* * *

COLUMBIA'S recent cast assignments in-
clude Emma Dunn and Murray Kinnell for
"Guilty Generation," Halliwell Hobbs for
"Platinum Blonde" in place of Donald DlUa-
way, Al Ferguson and Robert Homas for
"Gamblers' Guns." Edward Brophv and Wil-
liam V. Mong for "A Dangerous Affair" . . .

* *

Will Rogers, with two Fox pic-
tures finished ahead of schedule, is

WARNER BROS, has signed Dickie
Moore, kid actor, for five years . . . Regis
Toomey will play opposite Marian Marsh in

"Under Eighteen," new title of the picture
formerly known as "Poor Little Ritz Girl"...

* * *

Mark Sandrich is directing "Chic"
Sale in "Ex-Rooster," for Louis
Brock. The comedy will be released
by Radio Pictures. Sandrich recent-
ly directed Ned Sparks in "Many
Scrappy Returns."

sK * *

Charles A. Logue, whose "Drake Murder
Case" and other mjrstery thrillers of an orig-
inal nature have made this type of film some-
thing of a specialty with him, has completed
his second Columbia assignment. He is

credited with the adaptation of "Unwanted."
Jack Cunningham collaborated with him on
the dialogue. Edgar Wallace's "The Feather-
ed Serpent" will reach the screen via Logue
treatment and dialogue.

* * *

M, M. Paggi, verteran sound man,
is doing the recording on "Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde" at Paramount.

* * *

It seems to be safe to predict that "The
Spirit of Notre Dame," will be one of the
biggest moneymakers of the year. The writer
was a member of a hard-boiled audience of

men and women who raved regarding the

picture and ranked it as easily the best foot-

ball picture that has been screened to date.
4< * *

Paramount assignments recently
included Paul Lukas opposite Ruth
Chatterton in "Tomorrow and To-
morrow"; Kent Taylor for "Hus-
band's Holiday"; Arthur Pierson for

"Remote Control"; Clarence H. Wil-
son for "The Man I Killed," and
four-year-old Jeriy Tucker for
"Sooky."

* * *

Not so many years ago. Jacqueline Logan
was a reporter on a small town newspaper
in Nebraska. Now she is directing her own
story, "Strictly Business." for British Inter-

national Pictures, in Eneland. She has been
appearing in an Edgar Wallace play in Lon-
don.

* « *

An actor who became a camera-
man and a property man who has
graduated to the rank of actor will

be associated with George Archain-
baud in his forthcoming production
of "Pickup" for RKO. One of them
's Harrison Fillmore, who aban-
doned his ambition to be an actor

when he became interestpd in pho-
tography. The other is Ward Daw-
son, who has only recently given I'ri

he mechanical department to try his

luck as a player.
* * *

James Kirkwood and Beatrice Powers were
married this week in Las Vegas, Nev.

* * *

Conrad Nagel, Frank Capra, M
C. Levee, Max Bee and Ben.iamin
Glazer have been nominated for the
board of directors of the Academy of
M. P. Arts and Sciences.

When Doris Lloyd came to Hollywood
several years ago it was writh no thought of a

P'cture career, but solely to visit her sister.

Mrs. George K. Arthur, wife of the popular
omedian However, offers of stage and film
work persuaded her to lengthen the visit and
eventually to remain as one of the screen's
trost popular character actresses. . Miss Llovd
will shortlv be seen with Ann Hardine in the
latter's RKO Pathe starring picture, "De-
votion."

GOILD PRESIDENT APPOINTS

COMMinEESEOR 1931-32

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—James Gleason, new-

ly elected president of the Catholic
Motion Picture Guild of America,
has made the following Guild Com-
mittee appointments for the 1931-
1932 season, which will formally be
opened in October.
Executive Committee: James Glea-

son, chairman; Johnny Hines, Neil
Hamilton, C. E. Sullivan, Winfield
Sheehan, John W. Considine, Jr.,

Jack Coogan, Sr., John J. Gain,
Joseph P. Kennedy and Edward
Mannix.

Advisory Board: Sam Taylor,
chairman; C. C. Burr, Wm. K. How-
ard, John Ford, Ben Turpin, Robert
McGowan, John McCormack, George
Cooper, Eric von Stroheim and
Charles O'Loughlin.
Entertainment Committee: Purnell

Pratt, chairman; Eddie Quillan,
Marjorie White, Eddie Albright,
Nick Lucas, Tom McDonald and Jose
Bohr.

Publicity Committee, Frances
Scully, chairman; Erie Hampton,
Bert Ennis and Joseph Shea.
Membership Committee: Frankie

Dolan, chairman; Patsy O'Byrne,
Polly Moran, George O'Brien, Ed-
die bowling, Albert Conti, Malcolm
Stuart Boylan.

Corresponding Secretaries: Ina
Mae Merrill, Leo McCarey and ZaSu
Pitts.

10 More Photophones for India
RCA Photophone has received or-

ders in the past week for 10 units

of reproducing equipment from
Madan Theaters, Ltd., and Alex
Hague, distributors in Bombay,
bringing the number of Photophone
units in India up to 84 in the last

eight months, it is announced by
Van Ness Philip, foreign manager.
Madan theaters has been produc-

ing sound pictures for the past six

months with a Photophone recording
channel. Plans are now in the mak-
ing for more extensive production
activities in order that the Madan
theaters may intersperse home-made
product with programs from Holly-

wood and England.

Reynolds as Columbia Salesman
Kansas City — Charles Reynolds

has replaced Joe Rosenberg as sales-

man here for the Columbia, accord-

ing to Benny Benjamin, manager.

"Donald Cook will defy all motion

picture and fiction precedent in "Safe

in Hell" by being Nordic without being

blond."
—First National.
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You may fool the public some of the time,

but you can't fool yourself any of the time.

Size up your show. Has it balance? variety?

speed? spontaneity^ sparkle? color? class? If

not, you'll be the first to get hep. Then set

about pleasing yourself. Remember that the

balance of box-office power is in your short

features. Use a comedy and two or three one-

reel novelties. Vary the showings. Mix 'em up.

See that you have a trade-marked show,

short features of the Educational Pictures brand.

That means cumulative value in screen, fan

and national advertising. Eleven years ofspeciali-

zation and concentration by Educational have

pre -sold and made sure-fire the short feature

part of your program.

A

MACK SENNETT
brings Radio's latest great crooning sensation to the

screen in a sensational short comedy

BING CROSBY
in

"I SURRENDER, DEAR"
They'll never forget the baron of baritones singing

his favorite number.

orchy is Dae.

RAY COOKE
in

TORCHY"
First of the new talking comedies from the famous
Sewell Ford stories. With Dorothy Dix, Edmund
Breese, Franklin Pangborn.

Produced by C. C. Burr

• EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc., E. w. mammons, president
Member, Motion Picture Producers tind Distributors of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President

^ -THE SPICE OFTHE PROCPAM" ,
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Stars Supersede Wide Film and Color—Nick Schenck

CRYINGNEED FOR MORE WHOLESOME^FILMS

Arbitration May Prevent 25 Closings in K. C. Area
Operators' Union Is Given

Until Monday to
Mediate

Kansas City—Independent exhibi-
tors have proposed an arbitration
board to settle the controversy with
the operators. The board is to con-
sist of tvfo members from each
group, these four to select a fifth

man agreeable to both parties. Oper-
ators have until Monday to accept
the idea. C. H. Burkey, Rick Ricket-

(Continued on Page 2)

BRITISH qItaInCREASE

IS _^
London—Increase of the film quota

over the scale laid down by the
Cinematograph Films Act is strong-
ly opposed in a resolution carried
at a meeting of the general council

of the C.E.A. Recent agitation for
a higher quota, running up to 50
per cent, prompted the action.

Eastman Tennessee Plant
Starts Activity in Oct.

Kingsport, Tenn.—Eastman Ko-
dak's subsidiary, the Tennessee
Eastman Corp., will be ready to

start manufacture next month at

the vast plant now nearing comple-
tion here. It will turn out acetate
yarn, a synthetic textile chemically
related to "safety" film. Eastman's
expanding cellulose acetate manu-
facturing operations were trans-

ferred from Rochester last year to

a large group of buildings here.

Fox Unemployment Plan

Begins Operating Oct. 1

The Five Friends Plan for Unemployment
Relief" organized by Fox employes goes into

effect Oct. 1, with the following administra-
tive committee: Alan E. Freedman, chairman;
Maurice Goodman, treasurer; E. H. Collins and
William Freedman. Under the plan employes of

all Fox properties are divided into groups of

five with each group "adopting" a needy fam-
ily and providing relief.

Fox Giving Writers a Break
Fox's 19 staff writers will hereafter be given a break in the publicity on films

in which they had a hand, according to a new policy decided upon by Winfield
Sheehan. Thus the scribes will get wider credit for their good stories and ditto on
their bad ones. The Fox writing staff includes Edwin Burke, Tom Barry, S. N. Behrman,
Cuy Bolton. Barry Connors, A. Cohn, William Conselman, William Hurlburt, Philip

Klein, John Peter Leister, William Anthony McCuire, Dudley Nichols, Howard Emmett
Rogers, Lynn Starling, Irene Kuhn, Maurine Watkins, Imogene Stanley, Sonya Levien
and Dorothy Fletcher.

5 Equipment Firms Will Finance

10 Exchanges for 16 MM. Films

Five equipment manufacturers are
scheduled to finance ten 16 mm. ex-

changes which International 16 MM.
Pictures, Inc., will open in key cities

before Oct. 25, stated Rudolph
Mayer, president, yesterday. It is

understood that the following are

the concerns: Sparks-Withington,
Jackson, Mich., makers of Visionala;
International Projector Corp.,
Sprague Specialities Corp., North
Adams, Mass., manufacturers of
Visivox; Pacent Electric Co., and
Peko, Inc., of Chicago.

Talking Television Demonstrated
A successful demonstration of

talking and moving television pic-

tures was held at the Radio-Elec-
trical World's Fair which has been
in progress the past week at Madi-
son Square Garden. Images were
projected on a 10-foot screen and

(Continued on Page 2)

All Warner Chi. Houses
Now on Dual Bill Policy
Chicago—All local Warner thea-

ters are now double featuring. The
policy was first tried in the smaller
houses, where it was suflSciently
successful to warrant expansion.

Nick Schenck Favors Stars
Over Wide Film and Color

Martin L. Petry Joins

Castle Films as Exec.
Martin L. Petry, publicity man-

ager during the last five and a half
years for the United States Lines,

has resigned, effective Oct. 1, to be-
come associated in an executive cap-
acity with Eugene W. Castle, head
of Castle Films, industrial and mer-
chandising film producers. As pub-
licity director for U. S. Lines, Petry
booked all films for exhibitors
aboard vessels of this fleet.

Both wide film and color will not
be included in M-G-M's revised pro-
duction plans for 1931-32, according
to present intentions, said President
Nicholas M. Schenck in an interview
with The Film Daily Friday. Wide
film experiments have been suspend-
ed by the company.
M-G-M schedule calls for two fea-

tures with music, these being "Fly-
ing High" and "The Cuban,"
Schenck stated, and said that he is

firmly convinced that star names
are vital to productions.

National Group Reports
Scarcity of Family

Pictures
Continued scarcity of pictures

suitable for young folks is indicated
in the September report of the Na-
tional Committee on Current The-
atrical Films conducted by The
Educational Screen. Bearing out
the findings of a recent Film Daily
survey among representative exhi-

bitors, who were almost unanimous
in declaring there is a crying need

(Continued on Page 2)

PROTESTERS CONCENTRATE

ON SCORE CHARGE FIGHT

The exhibitor protest committee
which developed out of the New
York meeting Sept. 1 will now con-
centrate its efforts on the removal
of score charges. Chairman Walter
Vincent has been continually in con-
tact with sales managers of major
companies on the matter. Another
session of the committee will be held
this week, on a day to be selected
by Vincent.

Lowrys' Bodies Found

;

Funeral in Cincinnati
Cleveland—Bodies of Mr. and

Mrs. Arnold Lowry, who were recent-
ly drowned while sail boating on
Lake Erie, have been washed ashore.
Funeral services will be held in Cin-
cinnati Sunday. Both Mr. and Mrs.
Lowry were connected with the film

industry.

Rating Films By Stars

Discarded in Dallas

Dallas—Rating pictures by the use of stars

has been discarded by the "News" here as a

result of efforts on the part of John ). Friedl,

Publiix de luxe division manager. Friedl's ar-

gument was that, although two-stars Is sup-
posed to mean that a picture is 'good', to the
public this is damnation with faint praise,

and unless a picture gets at least three-stars

most folks stay away from it.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High Low Close CliR.

Con. Fm. Ind.... 5^ 5!4 55^ + !4

Con. Fni. Ind. pfd. 10'4 9}4 10'4 + 'A

East. Kodak 11554 lOSJi 113
Fox Fm. "A" 9% 9 914 + 'A

Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 154 ^H 1^4
Loew's, Inc Siyk 83H 835^ — \H
Paramount 15^4 I'i'A 15

Pathe Exch I'A 1 1

do "A" 3M 3^ iVz — 'A

RKO "A" 1054 95^ 105^ + H
Warner Bros 75^ 6^ 7 + 'A

do pfd 1754 1754 1754 — 2M
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Pets. Vtc 5 54 554 554 — 1!4

Fox Thea. "A"... I'A 154 1}4
Gen. Th. Eq. pfdT. 2>i 25^ 254
Nat Scr. Ser 1654 1654 1654 + 54

Technicolor 4 354 35^ — 54

Trans-Lux 254 25^ 254

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 19 175^ 18i4 + 54

Loew 6s 41ww... 94 91 91—3
Paramount 6s 47.. 76 72 7254-3 54

Par. By. 55^s51... 995^ 97 97 —254
Par. 554s50 68 67 67 — 154
Pathe 7s37 85 83 84 +54
Warner's 6s39 ... 42 37 41 +254

Eddie Cantor Launches Dunker Drive
Police reserves had to be called out Friday afternoon to manage the mobs that

gathered to watch Eddie Cantor do a doughnut dunking stunt in the glass-front
doughnut shop at Broadway and 45th St. After viewing the exhibition, hundreds of
timid souls who have bee dunking in the privacy of kitchen corners, departed with
the feeling that, if a man like Cantor can dunii: doughnuts on Broadway, they too
can come out in the open with it. Cards, designating the holders as members of the
National Dunkers' Order, were passed out. And it was all a "Palmy Days" exploitation
stunt, which exhibs at large are privileged to copy.

Fox Buys Broadway Play

"After Tomorrow," the Hugh
Stange-John Golden play at Gol-

den's theater, has been bought by

Fox. Golden is expected to assist

in the making of the talker version.
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More Wholesome Films
Needed, Report Shows

(Continued from Page 1)

for more pictures of the wholesome
variety to offset the many sordid

stories of the day, the Educational
Screen's tabulation for the past
month states that, out of 63 films

appraised, only 26 are considered in

the least suitable for youth from 15

to 20 years old, and only 14 of the

63 are passable for children under
15. Two pictures, Paramount's
"Huckleberry Finn" and RKO
Pathe's "Sweepstakes", are rated

excellent for youngsters as well as

good for adults. Fox's "Merely Mary
Ann" also gets a very good rating

for all classes, while complimentary
marks are given to Paramount's
'Newly Rich", Fox's "Young As You
Feel" and "Black Camel", RKO
"Public Defender" and "Too Many
Cooks", and M-G-M's "Sporting
Blood."

Newman Shorts Tied Up With Tour
E. M. Newman, having mapped

out his travel lecture tour for the

season, the Vitaphone shorts sales

department is perfecting plans to

have his "World Travel Talks"
shown in all of the cities on his

itinerary at the time of his visit.

Among the cities on the Newman
tour are Detroit, Cleveland, Pitts-

burgh, Milwaukee, Boston, Balti-

more, Philadelphia, Washington and
New York.

Charles Yates Wins in RKO Golf

Charles Yates, an RKO booking

agent, won the RKO golf tourna-

ment yesterday at Rye. Yates is

now holder of the J. J. Murdock Cup
which he must win three times in

succession to become possessor of the

trophy. Roy Webb, was runner-up.

First Texas Stink Bomb Conviction

Fort Worth, Tex.—The first con-

viction under the new law enacted

by the Texas Legislature making the

hurling of a stink bomb a misde-

meanor was made here when one

John L. Lewis was given nine

months in jail for hurling and ex-

ploding a stink bomb in the Gayety.

Peggy Shannon Signs New Contract

Peggy Shannon has signed a new
contract with Paramount. She is

currently working with Richard Ar-
len in "Touchdown."

Glen Dickinson to Coast
Kansas City—Glen W. Dickinson

has left for a three weeks' business
trip to Hollywood.

Royal Studio Opening
Royal Studios at Grantwood, N.

J., will open for activity today (Sat-

urday) with several features and
short subjects scheduled for produc-
tion during the next two months.

Arbitration May Stop
25 Closings in K. C
(Continued from Page 1)

son, Jay Means and C. A. Shultz
presented the proposition to the
operators. Fox, which is conducting
negotiations separately, will close 10
houses Saturday night, while the fate
of about 25 indie houses hinges on
the reaction to the arbitration pro
posal.

Talking Television

Pictures Demonstrated
(Continued from Page 1)

simultaneously the voices of the
characters were reproduced by a bat-
tery of loud speakers. The exhibi-
tion was called a "television taking
moving picture."

Warner Houses Reopening
Warner Bros, will reopen the

Bristol, in Bristol, Conn., on Oct. 3
with a policy of three changes a
week. The Gem, Williamantic, Conn.,
reopens the same date with a policy
calling for double features on Sat-
urdays and Sundays. The Alvin,
Pittsburgh, will continue to be op-
erated by Warners as a legitimate
house, and the Model, Pittsburgh
suburban recently acquired by War-
lers, is closed for reconditioning.

Ralph Lund to RKO
Ralph Lund has resigned from

Columbia's advertising department
to join the national advertising de-

partment of RKO theaters under J.

J. Hess. Lund will handle exploita-

tion copy.

Handling Fox Advertising
Fox Film has appointed Donahue,

Coe & Mayer, Inc., to direct its ad-
vertising account. E. J. Churchill,
formerly with Paul Cornell Co., has
joined the above firm as vice-presi-

dent.

"Convicted" Ready
"Convicted," third feature in the

Artclass group, has been received
from the coast by Louise Weiss. A
trade showing will be given Mon-
day.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Sept

Oct.

Oct

Oct.

Oct.

28-30: French Educational Film Con-
gress, Paris.
Eleventh Annual Convention of
M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsyl-
vania, Hotel Henry, Pittsburgh.

5-8: Fall meeting of the Society of

Motion Picture Engineers, New
Ocean House, Swampscott,
Mass.

6: Annual meeting and noon-day
luncheon. Allied Theaters of
Mass., Hotel Bradford. Boston.
Annual meeting of M.P.T.O. of
St. Louis. Eastern Mo. and So.
III., Hotel Coronado, St. Louis.

Luncheon meeting of American
Ass'n for Better Photoplays,
Hotel Astor, New York.

6-7: Convention of Michigan Allied
unit, Detroit.

10-11: Meeting of Wisconsin Allied
unit, Wisconsin Hotel, Milwau-
kee.

31 : Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.

31 : Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplan
Projection Society, Hotel Com-
modore, New York.

4: Annual Awards Dinner of Aca
demy of M. P. Arts & Sciences
Hollywood.

Two More Chicago Bombings
Chicago — The eighth theater

bombing in a week occurred yester-
day, when the Commodore was at-
tacked. This is one of the houses
involved in the controversy with the
local operators' union. The seventh
house to be bombed was the Harri-
son on S. Kedzie Ave. Small dam-
age was done to the theater.

Better Photoplays Group to Meet
A luncheon meeting of the Amer-

ican Ass'n for Better Photoplays
vill be held Oct. 6 at the Astor.
Madge Bellamy will be guest of
honor. Plans are to be announced
at that time for filming the oratorio
of "Elijah in the Holy Land".

Wheeler with Educational

Bert Wheeler, writer, has joined
the Educational staff under Ernest
Pagano.

For

Scripts and Scribes
Go to

Viola Irene Cooper
9 E. 59th St. New York

volunteer 5-5543

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Michigan 8761
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NEW!
FAST!

NAMES!
THE NEW DRAMATIC
SENSATIONS! . . . .

NICK HARRIS
World Famed Detective andCriminologist
Unravels Twelve of America's Most Baff-
lingM.ysteries.Breath-TakingTu!0-Reelers

Produced by Spencer Bennett

CLARK AND
McCULLOUGH

Broadivay'sDrollestCloivnsPackHilarity
into Six Two-Reel Panics Produced by

Lou Brock

'CHIC SALES
Smack on the Heels of His Hit Sensation

in "The Star Witness". . . Six Two-Reelers
at His Merriest. Lou Brock Production

NED SPARKS
Dead-Pan Riot of Stage and Screen Packs

All His Tricks into Six Hilarious Two-
Reel Comedies. Lou Brock Production

MICKEYM'GUIRE
Best Juvenile Draw on the Screen Carries

On His Prospe/ous Career in Six More
Kid Comedies Made by Larry Darmour

ROSCO ATES
The Stuttering Laugh Star of "Cimarron"
and "The Big House" in Six Character
Comedies. Lou Brock Production

AMEDEE J. VAN BEUREN
SHORT FEATURES!

SINGLE REEL TOM AND JERRY CAR-
TOONS . . . New and Lively Successors

to Van Beurens' Famous Aesop Fables.

LIBERTY SHORT STORIES . . . Single

reel features from the hens of the tvorld's

^^^ _R K O
I

PICTURES

R«g. u. %.w Por, on.

TUNE IN!
"RKO Theatre of the Air" N.B.C.

Coast to Coast Network Every Fri-

day Night, 10:30 P. M. N. Y. Time
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)
Special Herald for

Women on "Bought"

npHE manager of the Warner
•^ theater in Elkhart, Ind., is

to be credited with having got-

ten out a rather unique herald

in announcing the run of Con-
stance Bennett in "Bought!" In-

stead of issuing the usual flat

herald, one was designed with a

three-inch fold. On the front

was this announcement in clear

type: "An Actual Experience of

Interest to Every Woman."
Opening the herald one found
this: "Just as you unfold this

—

just so does the unusual story

of Stephanie Dale unfold to the
world of women." The inside

spread was decorated with three
reproductions of scenes in

"Bought!" The captions for the

scenes consisted of dialogue
from the picture. The last page
contained the theater announce-
ment. —Warner, Elkhart, Ind.

* * *

birthday Congrats and Pint of

Ice Cream for Louisville Fans

T EE G. GOLDBERG, manager
of Warner Bros, theater

chain in the Kentucky district

has elaborated on his plan of

mailing out birthday congratu-
lations to the fans in Louis-

ville. As a good-will builder

Goldberg has found the personal
letters a great help, many of

those receiving them acknowl-
edging their receipt and giving
thanks for the sentiments ex-
pressed. Now Goldberg has
made arrangements through one
of the most prominent druggists
in Louisville to present pint of
ice cream to all those receiving
one of the Warner theater
chain's birthday letters of con-
gratulation.

—Warner Theater Chain,
Louisville, Ky.

COMING & GOING

TOM DELAHANTY, vice president and
general manager of RKO Pathe Export Co.,
sails today (Saturday) on the Leviathan for

England. Delahanty recentlj^ reorganized his
company's British organization and is now
i^O'jig over to review the progress made in

recent months.

L. J. LUDWIG, new director of the Pub-
lix northwest territory, is leaving on an in-

spection tour.

BERNARD J. GOTTLIEB leaves for
Mexico on Monday to take over the M-G-M
branch there.

EDMUND LOWE and LILYAN TASK-
MAN are on their way to New York from
Hollywood and will sail Tuesday on the
Europa.

EUGENE ZUKOR and MORRIS
GREENBERG of the Publix construction
department are due back from Europe next
week.

RI4LT
• • • SPEAKING OF GAGS There's a Certain M.
P. Exec who's still trying to get details concerning an alleged
telephone attachment which enables you to see the Mugg you're
talking to The other p. m. a friend of his whose office

is just across the boulevard, could clearly see him working
at his desk So he picked up his telephone and called His
Pal Across the Street Said he: "I'm down in Wall Street
and I gotta a new device which is a wow I can see every-
thing you're doing." His friend oh-yeahed him
naturally but soon the First Exec had him making
faces in front of the telephone mouthpiece and doing other
Foolish Things And, of course, from his Vantage Point
across the lane, it was a cinch for the kidding exec to de-
scribe the other's antics

* * * *

• • • ED CHODOROV and Arthur Barton, who have au-
thored a play labeled "Wonder Boy," which now seems destined
for Broadway production, want the industry to know that the
characters are imaginary and are not caricatures of Existing
Execs In other words it's all in fun Will Rogers
is the best biz-puller among the stars whose pictures have played
the Fox houses in Seattle, sez Fox West Coast officials

Fred de T. Craven of the General Play Co. is in Town with a
pair of plays he's peddling Joe Cook's nine-hole golf

course at his Lake Hopatcong place is as funny as Joe Cook
It's harder to play successfully than the Market

Bill German of the Jules Brulatour force holds the L. I. Rail-

road record for buying commutation tickets between N. Y. C.

and Long Island City
* * * »

• • • GEORGE BATCHELDER of Chesterfield, according
to our Inside Scout Who Knows All, is reducing Ernest
Mattsson's still studying the situation in Sweden, Norway, Den-
mark and Finland Ed Selette, manager of the Arcadia
at Portsmouth, N. H., is plugging his shows through jackets
on circulating library books The pop Roseland ballroom
in Times Square looks like picture studio these days with a
Fox camera crew making interiors for "Dance Team,"
Viola Irene Cooper, Nu Yauk rep. for Louise Dresser, is look-
ing for a legit show for the same sophisticated stuff

Dave Bader, who recently Went Matrimony while in

England, is organizing a new exploitation dept. for Universal
in that land

* * * *

• • • RUDY VALLEE is a real 16 mm. film fan
Every time you walk into his apartment you're apt to stumble
over one of his five cameras The M. P. Baseball League
winds up its season today with a battle between Columbia and
RKO This is the pennant-decider And then the
ball-tossers, etc., will attend a burlesque show, no less, at a

Broadway theater tonight Bettie Davis, pulchritudinous
RKO featured player, has a Yankee accent, sez Sam Warshaw-
sky Which somewhat accounts for her being cast in

"Other People's Business," starring Seth Parker of Radio Fame
Add Things to Get Excited About James Dunn

has bought a Scotty pup The Sam Goldwyn office has
gotten out a de luxe press book on "Palmy Days"

* Hs * *

• • • WONDER WHY some exhibs aren't more careful in

the wording of their marquee signs? Some of 'em.
meaning the signs, make funnier reading than the Congressional
Record or this kolymn Picture stars are a bit

wary about handing out autographs nowadays A coupla
of them, or mebbe more, have been fooled into signing Im-
portant Papers and such when they thought they were Simply
Being Nice to some admirer Will Whitmore's sending
out publicity for the forthcoming S. M. P. E. get-together at
Swampscott George Britt, former chief p.a. at the Para-
mount New York stude, is getting plenty of by-lines these
days on Illuminating Interviews for the "World-Telegram."
G. K. Rudolph would like to have it known that RCA Photophone
portable sound recording apparatus was used at the Radio-
Electrical Show yesterday in recording that long-distance agree-
ment between Eddie Cantor, in New York, and Samuel Gold-
wyn, on the coast
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

€)
"Natural" Colors Too
Garish for Films

WTHAT is meant by "natural"

colors as applied to motion
pictures? Clearly the colors of

nature and creation as seen by
the eyes of the normally con-

stituted individual. Now, sup-

pose we had a perfect method
of reproducing nature and cre-

ation as they appear to the vi-
sion of mankind (and woman-
kind) should we be satisfied
with what we got? Nope.
Nature and creation are often
ugly, garish, crude, inharmoni-
ous—suppose, for instance, we
had a battle scene just as eye
witnesses have seen it exactly
reproduced in a motion picture.
It would repel, revolt, repulse,
nauseate, sicken us. Or a slum
scene; a poor interior; a group
of down and outs. They would
repel us by their very fidelity to
nature. Or the fabrics of wo-
men's dresses? Or men's
clothes; or household interiors;
or crowded functions, festivals,
mob scenes. Nature is very
rarely artistic; she overdoes
things in respect of shape, color,
size, drawing. Now, here is

where the "art" of the film pro-
ducer steps in: he judiciously
tints, tones, stains, his pictures,
and the movie audiences are
easily satisfied to waive any
claim to know the process, "na-
tural" color or artificial, by
which their aesthetic suscepti-
bilities are unruffled. They don't
want to be "shouted at" by
bright scarlet, or green, or blue,

however scientifically correct
they may be. In other words,
art beats science first, last, and
all the time.—Thomas Bedding

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

September 26-27
Antonio Moreno
Victor Kendall
Kitty Mclver

Edmund Burns
Ann Sheridan
Wally Van
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HOLLYWOOD ACTIVITIES
^W ^k. .. Latest Production News Received By Wire From The West Coast ^k. jtk. ^

3 WESTERNS UNDER WAY

AT

Monogram Studios will place three
western action pictures in produc-
tion within the next fortnight, ac-

cording to an announcement today
by W. Ray Johnston, Monogram
head. The schedule includes two
Tom Tyler features and one of the
popular Bill Cody-Andy Shuford se-

ries. "Two-Fisted Justice" leads

the Tom Tyler list. It is being di-

rected by G. A. Durlam from his

original story. Lloyd Nosier, who
made the last Tom Tyler, "The Man
from Death Valley," will direct an-
other, as yet untitled.

Harry P^razer, who wrote and di-

rected the last two of the Cody se-

ries, will start shooting Tuesday on
"Land of Wanted Men," his latest

story, another of the "Bill and An-
dy" series.

Three Big 4 Units at Work
Three units are at work on the

new Big 4 schedule. Camera work
is progressing rapidly on the initial

Buzz Barton western, "Cyclone Kid,"
featuring Francis X. Bushman, Jr.,

Caryl Lincoln and Ted Adams. J. P.

McGowan is directing.

The second Bob Custer western,
as yet unnamed, is in preparation.

Casting has started on the first

action melodrama, "Dance Hall
Kisses," on which the budget, it is

estimated, has been doubled. This
picture will be produced for Class
"A" houses.

Billy Dooley Back
Billy Dooley, once famed as the

"goofy gob," who has been absent
from pictures for more than a year,

will present his familiar face in the
latest Educational-Cameo Comedy,
"Smart Work," just completed. In
supporting roles are Addie McPhail,
Lynton Brent, Louise Glover, Mary
Dunn and Charles Dorety. William
Goodrich directed.

I
"Safe in Hell" Cast

I Full list of cast assignments for
' "Safe in Hell," now in pi-oduction

j
at First National, includes: Dorothy

I
Mackaill, Donald Cook, Victor Var-

i coni, Morgan Wallace, Ralf Harolde,
i Ivan Simpson, John Wray, Nina Mae
j
McKinney, Gustav von Seyifertitz,

Cecil Cunningham, Charles Middle-

I
ton. Noble Johnson, George Marion
and Clarence Muse.

Billy Hornbeck to Europe
Billy Hornbeck, who for many

years has either personally cut or

i supervised the cutting of every pic-

j ture from the Mack Bennett Studios,

i is about to take his first vacation in
' six years. He will go to Europe,

I
leaving on the Berengaria and re-

turning on the Europa after a

I
month's stay.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
QERTRUDE ORR, who wrote

"The Mad Parade" in collabora-
tion with Doris Malloy, is writing
the screen play and dialogue for
"Thirty Days," which will be di-

rected by Alan Crosland. Claire
Carvalho is writing the added dia-

logue. Miss Orr and Dorothy
Cairns have written an untitled
stage play. Miss Cairns co-authored
"Sin Takes a Holiday," with Robert
Milton.

* * *

Wels Root, Oliver H. P. Garrett. Ted
von Eltz, John Fowler and Martin Cornica
were among the members of the film colony
who participated in the annual Pacific South-
west tennis tournament.

* * *

Frances Agnew, who recently com-
pleted her scenario assignment at

Paramount and has returned to New
York, has written two plays which
will be presented on Broadway this

season.
* * *

Through Al Rosen. Arthur Pearson has
been signed on a long-term contract by Para-
mount. Rosen discovered Pearson in the
stock company at Elitch's Garden, Denver.

* * *

Georgo O'Brien has returned from
Spokane, where he assisted in the

opening of the new Fox theater, and
is now about to plunge into produc-
tion of Zane Grey's "The Rainbow
Trail."

* * *

Douglas MacLean will supervise "Ladies
of the Jury" at Radio. He has already super-
vised six productions under his Radio con-
tract.

Albert J. Cohen has been ap-
pointed exclusive west coast repre-
sentative of David B. Hampton, New
York, authors representative. Among
the writers represented are Harold
Bell Wright, Nina Wilcox Putnam,
Lee Sage and Meredith Nicholson.

* * *

George Stevens has completed the direc-

tion of "The Kick-Off." a Hal Roach com-
edy. It is one of the subjects in "The Boy
Friends" series and its cast included David
Rollins, Grady "Alabam" Sutton and Mickey
Daniels. Tom Lieb. Loyola coach football
team, acted as technical adviser.

Gayne Whitman, popular stage
and screen player, acted as the nar-

rator of the Van Beuren short sub-

ject, "Under the Southern Cross,"
now playing the Carthay Circle, Los
Angeles. Because of his ability to

paint word pictures. Whitman was
assigned by Elmer Clifton to act as

the narrator on "Ghost Towns," an-

other short subject.
* » *

Rouben Mamoulian refused an assignment
to direct Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontaine's

next Theater Guild production in New York
in order to direct Paramount's filmization of

"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." He staged

"Porgy," "Wings Over Europe" and "Mar-
co's Millions" for the Theater Guild.

Louis King is busy, directing "Un-
wanted," a story of stage life, at
Columbia. His cast includes Ian
Keith, Dorothy Sebastian, Lloyd
Hughes, Natalie Moorhead, Richard
Tucker and others. Prior to his
present assignment. King had di-

rected Buck Jones in several west-

Anna Chandler, former vaudeville head-
liner, who has played over the Keith and
RKO circuits for several years and who has
appeared in London and Paris, has joined the
fi.m colony. Her most recent stage work was
in "Imported from Paris." She also olaved
in "Mendel, Inc." for two years.

Frank Gayne warns his friends
to beware of penthouse paupers.

Our Passing Show: Hobart Henley. Wal-
ter Lang, Jack Oakie. Genevieve Tobin.
George O'Brien, Betty Compson. Lew Cody.
Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.. and Edmund Burns
watching Johnny WeissmuUer, Stubby Kruger
and other swimming stars perform in the
Ambassador plunge.

Gwen Wakeling, RKO Pathe cos-

tume director who designed the
gowns for the actresses in "Devo-
tion," "The Common Law" and other
important RKO Pathe productions,
will keep her department busy for

the forthcoming Ann Harding and
Constance Bennett pictures.

More Passing Show: Paul Bern. Hal
Roach, William Farnum. Milton E. Hoffman.
Ralph Ince, Howard J. Green, Earl Baldwin,
Ralph Block, Edgar Allan Woolff. Edmund
Goulding, John Colton, Joe Jackson. Ivan
Lebedeff, Erwin Gelsey, Colonel Joy, Sidney
Marcus. Fritz Tidden, Charles Miller. Max
Marcin. Nat Perrin at the premiere of

"Precedent."

S RADIO PRODUCTIONS

Eight features are currently in
preparation at the Radio Pictures
studios. They include: "The Dove,"
"Pickup," "Peach O'Reno," "Mar-
cheta," "Penthouse," "Ladies of the
Jury," "The Lost Squadron" and
"Glamour." Seven of the new pic-
tures have been completed and are
ajvaiting release.

Chatterton's Two Leads
Ruth Chatterton is to have two

leading men in her next Paramount
picture, "Tomorrow and Tomorrow."
Robert Ames has just been signed,
while Paul Lukas already had been
assigned the other leading part.
Harold Minjir also has been added
to the cast. The play is being adapt-
ed by Josephine Lovett. Richard
Wallace will direct.

Burnett Doing Original for M-G-M
W. R. Burnett, author of "Little

Caesar" and "Iron Man," has been
signed to do an original for M-G-M.

Brock Signs George Marshall
Louis Brock, producer of Radio

Pictures comedy shorts, announces
that his directorial staff has been
completed with the signing of
George Marshall. Others are Mark
Sandrich, Lloyd A. French and Har-
old Schwartz.

Goulding to Direct "Grand Hotel"

Edmund Goulding has been pick-
ed by M-G-M to direct "Grand Ho-
tel," based on the Broadway stage
hit.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"
Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood*
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amusC'
meat places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.
$3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Lookfor tht "Dooriiay ofHospitality"

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY N. BLAIR

J^OSALIE STEWART, formerly of
the Paramount studio editorial

staff, has returned from a European
vacation and announces that she will
resume stage producing. Her first

production, "Portrait of a Lady," is

due in November. Miss Stewart's
previous stage successes include
"The Show Off" and "Craig's Wife,"
the latter a Pulitzer prize winner.

Ed DuPar, chief cameraman at
the Vitaphone studio looks happy
these days. Reason is his wife has
just returned from a three months^
visit to Hollywood.

The animated backgrounds and
trick effects which lend so much
novelty to the titles used on Para-
mount shorts and features, is the
work of Eddie White, who recently
completed the first of his "Screen
Biographs," in which he sketches
various screen celebrities.

Willard Dashiell and Robert
Strange are the latest additions to

the cast of "The Cheat," now near-
ing completion at Paramount's New
York studios. Both are well known
stage actors.

Vitaphone officials are highly
elated over the reception accorded
"The Clyde Mystery," first of the
S. S. Van Dine detective series, at

a special preview showing held in

the Strand theater. New York. Judg-
ing by the reaction, this series which
Arthur Hurley is directing, will rate
feature billing in most spots.

The nine-months-old baby used in

"Blind Cargo" is considered a re-

markable child, working four weeks
on the picture without holding up
Ted Sloman's direction for one min-
ute. However, Sloman admits hold-

ing up the baby, but only for a sec-

ond.

Most of the action in "Bagdad
Blues," starring Al St. John, takes
place in a ladies' dress shop with
St. John as a timid male dressmaker.
Al Ray directed with Eddie Dowling
handling the dialogue.

"His Woman" is the new title of
"Blind Cargo," now nearing com-
pletion at the Paramount New York
studios with Claudette Colbert and
Gary Cooper co-featured. The same
picture was made as a silent some
years ago under the title, "Sat, of
Singapore."

Paramount Notes: Recent articles
regarding various picture celebrities
who were tied up with the Signal
Corps during the Big Parade, failed
to mention Manny Jacobs, of the
Paramount New York studio, who
happened to be lieutenant in charge
of the group . . . What Price Glory?
. . . Fred Graf, studio coiffeur, wel-
coming Berthold Viertel and Hans
Ziehner, his assistant, as fellow
Viennese.

The New York Labor World is

running a series of interesting and
informative articles on the industry
written by Lionel Herbert, who is

attached to the laboratory at Para-
mount's New York studio. "This
Thing Called Film" and "Film-
Facts" are the titles of the first two
articles.

"The Cheat" and "His Woman"
both practically completed, things
ivill be quiet at the Paramount New
York studio for a brief spell, ivith

the exception of short subjects until

Berthold Viertel starts "Woman
Against Woman," starrirtg Tallulah
Bankhead, early next month.

Irene Shirley, in private life the
wife of Arthur Hurley, Vitaphone
director, will be featured in "People
on the Hill," opening on Broadway
this week.

First Turkish Talkie

Epinay, France — The first all-

Turkish talking picture to be pro-

duced, "Mendiant de Stamboul"

("The Beggar of Stamboul"), has

just been completed here at the To-
bis studios. It was directed by Er-

togroul Moushin Bey for Ipekdju,

Ltd., of Istamboul, which owns a

number of picture houses in Turkey.

With the exception of the feminine

star, Madame Azyze Amir, who is

Egyptian, the entire cast is from the

Turkish National Conservatoire of

Stamboul. Exteriors were shot in

Stamboul, Cairo and Ather)s.

Frances Dale, late of "Cradle
Call," "Los Angeles" and other stage
plays, makes her talkie debut in

Vitaphone's "The Wall Street Mys-
tery," under the direction of Arthxn-
Hurley. Miss Dale also appeared
in numerous silent pictures while on
the West Coast.

The Warner Vitaphone studio has
produced what is believed to be the
largest saxophone in the world for
"Darn Tootin'," featuring Rudy
Wiedoeft. It stands 21 feet high
md only a man like Wiedoeft, who
has been playing a sax since he was
six years old, could be expected to
play it.

Next week, Robert Ripley will
make his fourteenth "Believe It or
Not," Vitaphone short, using some
of the foreign material and some
"Believe It or Nots" gathered from
all over the United States.

FOREIGN MARKETS
ii^iii^iii By L. H. MITCHELL ^^^^^

New Sound Recorder
Arouses German Hopes

Berlin — Cheaper apparatus for
the making of talking pictures is

promised in a new sound recorder
system using the Braun valves and
requiring but one-tenth watt for op-
eration. Small producers in Ger-
many are particularly interested in
the apparatus because it is made to
rent or sell at a much lower price
than that charged by the big elec-
tric companies. If the new apparatus
comes up to expectations, small pro-
ducers hope to be able to stay in
business.

New French Producing Firm
Paris—A new independent produc-

ing company has been formed here
by Barstoff and Jaquin. The first
of six contemplated comedies, "Deux
Bons Copins," is nearly ready for
presentation. The firm is working
with its own capital.

Four New Leeds Film Houses
Leeds, Eng.—Four new cinema

theaters are in the course of erec-
tion here—the Paramount to seat
2,500; the Strand which will seat
1,140; the Trocadero with a seating
capacity of 1,750; and a new theater
to be built on Chapeltown Road.
These additions will bring Leeds'
picture houses up to 63, or one seat
for every eight inhabitants.

Pittaluga Completes Two
Rome —

• Cines-Pittaluga has re-
cently completed two of its outstand-
ing features for the new season

—

"Pyrrhus' Victory," directed by
Gennaro Righelli, and "Ostrega che
Sbrego," with Commandatore Gia-
chetti in the leading role, directed
by Mario Camarini. Director Ales-
?andro Blasetti has started photog-
raphy on "Palio di Siena."

Austrian Tax Not Reduced
Vienna—The expected reduction

'n the entertainment tax in Austria
las failed to materialize. Instead,
exhibitors have been called upon to
pay immediately the amounts which
had not been paid on the tax since
April last in the expectation that the
ooked-for reduction would be made
.etroactive.

50 Bauer Sound Sets for Belgium
Brussels—Fifty Bauer sound re-

producing sets were installed in Bel-
erian theaters during the month of
July, believed to be a record for a
single make of sound apparatus in
Belgium. It is a German sound-on-
film set.

Lucien Le Saint Dead
Paris—Lucien Le Saint, pioneer

of the French film trade, is dead at
50. He was responsible for some of
the earliest discoveries in regard to
the motion picture camera. For the
past three years he had been blind.

New Zealand Rejects

10% of British Films

Wellington, N. Z.—One out of ev-
ery ten British productions exam-
ined by the New Zealand Censors
during the year ending March 31
was rejected. During the year 2,077
pictures were examined, nearly 600
less than for the preceding year.
Seventy-six were passed, 243 passed
subject to excisions and 106 passed
as suitable for adult audiences.
America supplied 457 feature films,

112 less than the previous year.

Union Theaters Lost

$240,000 in 6 Months

Sydney—A letter sent to stock-
holders of Union Theaters, Ltd., and
Australasian Films, Ltd., contains
the information that in the last six

months of 1930 the firms lost $240,-

000 and that while trading figures

for the six months ending June 27,

1931, have not been finalized, the
indications are that further heavy
losses have been sustained by both
companies. Regular dividends were
passed by both companies. Drastic
measures are proposed by the direc-

tors to put a stop to the downward
trend in receipts.

Ray Friedgen in England

London—Ray Friedgen, American
director, and his wife, known pro-

fessionally as Helen Turner, are kept
busy in England. Friedgen has a
directorial assignment under Basil

Dean on the film version of H. P.

Herbert's novel, "Water Gypsies,"

with Ann Todd in the stellar role.

Associated Radio Pictures, which is i

producing the picture, will soon opett

its new studios in Ealing.

Ufa Theaters in Saarbruecken

Saarbruecken, Ger.—Ufa has taken!
over two theaters in Saarbruecken,]
the Kammerlichtspiele and the Ufa
Palast. The houses were reopened-

with "Nie Wieder Liebe" and "In;

Geheimdienst."

Berlin Tax Receipts at New Low
Berlin — The entertainment tax

collected in Berlin for July amount-
ed to 500,000 marks, a new low rec-

ord. The tax for July 1930 was
669,000 marks.

English Preacher Turns Exhib

Bradford, Eng. — The Rev. S. B.

Swift of this city has given up his

pulpit to become manager of the

Tatler, formerly the Thornton Road

Picture House, this city. He was a

missionary in Africa for ten years.

Recently he answered an attack on

motion pictures by the Rev. ). Bol-

ton Allen, the vicar of Frizinhall.
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Theater Equipment
By M. P. BOOTH

NOVEL PROGRAM LIGHT

MARKETED BY KLIEGL

A novel device known as the "pro-
gram light" for installation on the
back of theater seats is being mar-
keted by Kliegl Bros., manufacturers
of theatrical stage lighting.

This "program light" was devel-

oped by Kliegl in collaboration with
Earl Carroll, for use in his theater
and is a neat compact arrangement
which is fitted into the back of the
chair without projections of any
kind to catch the clothes or bother
the patrons in passing in and out
of their seats. Individual battery
service is used for the lamps, elim-

inating the necessity of expensive
wiring. A light guard shields the

light so that it only illuminates the
program held directly below it, with
just a sufficient amount of light to

enable one to easily read his pro-

gram and cause no interference with
black-out scenes or annoyance to pa-

trons in adjoining seats, the com-
pany claims.

Novel Kiddie Deal

Sebring, O. — A new and novel

kiddie deal for theaters covering 11

weeks and consisting of 10 clay

miniature statues of the Hal Roach
"Our Gang" kiddies, stage, complete
assorted paints for coloring, brush
palettes and instructions, is being

oflfered by the Gem Clay Forming
Co. of this city.

SEESALI-PLAYSAILI

ON
Univer^sa

SOUNDfS^
35MM PORTABLE

I PkOJECTORrFULLA.C
AMPLIFICATION'SPEAKER-ETC
9ft.xl2fdJ'u:ture at60~ 70/t throw

These Outstanding Features—Low Cost

— Easy Operation—No Installing—Sound

on Film— Full A. C. Amplification—No
Batteries—Dynamic Speaker—Tubes, etc.

IN 2 CASES—TOTAL WEIGHT 82 POUNDS
LIST PRICE F.O.B., PHILA. $995.00

Universal Sound System, Inc.

Factory & Cen. Office New York Office

13 & Cherry Sts. 1560 Broadway
Phila., Pa. Cable "USTEM"

NEW THEATERS

Bremen, Ga. — Work has been
started on the theater being erected
here by L. G. Hobgood.

Marblehead, Mass.—Boston inter-
ests have obtained an option on land
here on which it is planned to erect
a 1,000-seat theater at an estimated
cost of $75,000. Construction is to
start at once and completion of the
house is expected in February.

Eau Claire, Wis.;—W. L. Krause
of La Crosse is reported to have ob-
tained option on a site here for the
erection of a theater.

Smyrna, Del.—Conversion of the
three-story town hall into a modern
sound-equipped theater is being
planned by the town council. John
C. Mannering, chairman of the com-
mittee, has charge of negotiations.

Farmington, Minn.—The 300-seat
theater being erected here by George
Warweg will be known as the Lyric
and is expected to be opened within
the next two weeks.

Oval Tubing and Cable

Added by General Elec.

Schenectady, N. Y.—Oval tubing
and oval BX cable have been added
to the G. E. line of wiring mate-
rial, according to an announcement
made by General Electric.

Oval tubing is a thin-walled, rigid

metal raceway designed for under-
plaster extension installations in

walls and ceilings.

The oval BX cable incorporates

all the features of BX cable plus

one important feature, its oval

shape, a factor which makes it par-

ticularly adaptable for all exposed
or surface wiring. Neat installa-

tions are assured because the oval

cable nestles into the plaster with-

out the need for cutting away the

walls and ceilings, and fits snugly
around corners and projections, the

company declares.

Issues Lighting Catalogue

Philadelphia—A catalogue describ-

ing in text and photographs the

company's line of lighting fixtures

has been issued by the Voigt Co.

[t should be an aid to exhibitors be-

cause of its modernistic angles and
applications to the theater indus-

try.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 M.M. SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

729 Seventh Avenue, New York

RE-SYNGHRONIZER PATENT

ISSUED TO PHOTOTALKER

Dallas—Final patent papers on
special features that were embodied
in the Phototalker disc equipment
now in use in many theaters of the
Southwest has been issued to the
Phototalker Co. of this city.

The special re-sychronizer attach-
ment, designed to regain synchron-
ization immediately, which proved to
be a valuable feature in disc opera-
tion, was granted full patent pro-
tection. In addition tc its disc,

Phototalker is distributor cf Univer-
sal Sound Equipment.

Device for Making Cutouts
Used to Good Advantage
Chicago—A device known as tne

"Cutawl," a product of the Inter-
national Register Co., of this ci.y

is reported being used to good ad
vantage in publieizmg thea ers and
iheir attractions owing to its many
uses in making poster cut-outs, lob

by displays, special effects, floats,

banners, etc.

The device, which is portable,
weighs but 13 pounds, does not re-

quire a special place to work, and
is so compact and handy it may be
carried from one theater to another
and operated under all conditions.
With it one can cut any design de-
sired, accurately, easily and in any
material from felt to steel, the com-
pany declares.

Tobis Cuts Prices in France
Paris — The French Tobis com-

pany announces new prices on sound
equipment. In future production ap-
paratus will cost $3,830 instead of

$7,255 while projectors for small
theaters will be sold at $2,925.

English Talkie Set for $1,300
London—A. E. Morrison & Sons,

Ltd., of Leicester, announce a new
model talking picture set to sell for

$1,300 cash, or $10 a week. It is

for theaters seating up to 500. No
batteries are used. Installations

will begin on Oct. 1.

ALTERATIONS

York, Pa. — Work of re-seating
and other improvements to be made
at the Capitol here is expected to
be started within the next few days.

St. Louis—Best Amusement Co.
has awarded the contract for the
remodeling of the Uptown to the
Kremer & Voirel Const. Co. of this
city. General interior and ex-
terior alterations will be included
in the remodeling.

Tuscumbia, Ala. —• Improvements
to the amount of $7,000, including
sound equipment, are to be made at
the Strand here by the Muscle
Shoals Theaters, Inc. W. E. Har-
man is manager.

Buckland, Mass.—Preparations are
being made by Carl Nilman of Shel-
burn Falls for redecorating, re-seat-
ing and installation of sound equip-
ment in the Town Hall.

Kansas City — Redecorating and
the installation of W. E. Sound
equipment is being made at the
Central, recently acquired by E. S.

Young. Other improvements in-

clude new carpets, scenery, curtains
and drapes.

JUST
AROUND
THE

CORNER
from every American

theatre

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY
Brniiclies i/i all Principal Cities

^ LITTLE THINGS tAat^

mean so much togoodli^htin^

THE many important little things
required for proper illumination of

the stage are here in abundance—parts
and supplies of every description; car-
bons for arc lamps, cable and connec-
tors, gelatine and glass color mediums,
color wheels and color frames, resis-

tances, enclosed pedestal switches, ter-

minal lugs, etc.—also spot-lights and
other stage lamps of various kinds.

KLIEGL BROS
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Coinc

V^
321 WestSOthStreet NiwYoftK.N.Y.
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Eddie Cantor in

"PALMY DAYS"
with Charlotte Greenwood

United Artists Time, 78 mins.
FAST AND TUNEFUL LAUGH

SHOW WITH CANTOR SCORING
BIG AND ENHANCED BY FEM-
ININE EYEFULS. SURE-FIRE.

Regardless of how blase Broad-
way reacts to this Samuel Goldwyn
production, the fans at large should
go for it in a big way. Besides hav-
ing Eddie Cantor dispersing comedy
In half a dozen characterizations, it

contains one of the niftiest groups
of girls ever brought together, has
loads of swell laugh situations, ac-
tion that moves along at a lively
clip, agreeable music and just
enough song numbers to make you
want more. In short, it's certified
entertainment for the whole family.
Story doesn't matter much. Cantor,
a crystal gazer's bungling assistant,
falls into the job of efficiency expert
in a doughnut factory, and after a
series of laughable episodes he is

hooked into matrimony by the shop's
athletic director, effectively played
by Charlotte Greenwood. The chorus
also does some fancy routines that
are a delight. Sutherland's direction
is topnotch. Recording of Cantor's
voice and clever camera work add
value to the picture.
Cast: Eddie Cantor, Charlotte Greenwood,

Barbara Weeks, Charles Middleton, Spencer
Carters. Paul Page, Harry Woods, George
Raft, Walter Catlett.

Director. Edward Sutherland ; Authors, Ed-
die Cantor, Morris Ryskind, David Free-
man ; Dialoguers, same ; Adaptor, Keene
Thompson ; Editor, not credited ; Cameraman,
Gregg Toland ; Recording Engineer, Vinton
Vernon.

Direction, lively. Photography, excellent.

Lew Ayres in

"THE SPIRIT OF NOTRE DAME"
with J. Farrell MacDonald, William

Bakewell
Universal Time, 80 mins.

STIRRING PICTURE WITH
DEEP HUMAN INTEREST THAT
SHOULD BE A CLEANUP.

There have been many pictures
where football is used to ride the
hero to victory in the last 30 sec-

onds, but here is film in which foot-
ball is the whole picture and puts
across a vital point that will hit

home with everybody. Through the
medium of the gridiron game, it is

made clear that cooperative spirit

and teamwork, not individual
achievement, is the backbone of an
organization and of life. Lew Ayres.
coming to Notre Dame as a con-
ceited punk, develops into the star
football player. For the good of
the team it becomes necessary to
shift him to an inside positon while
his roommate, William Bakewell
moves into the spotlight role and in
turn develops conceit. Lew gets sore,
goes back on Bill, who thereupon
flops. Lew is kicked off the team,
returns and redeems himself. There
is no love story, but the picture has
powerful appeal.

Cast: Lew Ayres. William Bakewell. T.
Farrell MacDonald, Frank Carideo, Andy De-
vine, Harry Barris, Sally Blane, Don Miller,
Fames Crowley. Elmer Layden. Harry A
Stuhldreher. Paul "Bucky" O'Connor. Adam
Walsh, Arthur McManmon. AI Howard. .John
Law, Larry "Moon" MuUins.

Director, Russell Mack; Authors. Richard
Schayer, Dale Van Every ; Adaptor. Christy
Walsh ; Dialoguer. Walter de Leon ; Editor,
Robert Carlisle ; Cameraman. George Robin-
eon.

Direction, aces. Photography, fine.

Four Marx Brothers in

"MONKEY BUSINESS"
Paramount Time, 77 mins.

MARATHON OF LAUGHS
THAT OUGHT TO CLICK WITH
ANY AUDIENCE. FAST, FURI-
OUS AND INSANE SLAPSTICK.

Paramount rings up a genuine hit

in this Marx Brothers' vehicle. It

is crammed all the way with belly

laughs and there's never a dead spot.

Like the two previous Marx pic-

tures, the story is simply a flimsy

structure on which the gags and

broad comedy pieces are strung. It

opens with the four comedians

stowing away on a trans-ocean liner.

They meet up with a wealthy rack-

eteer and Zeppo falls in love with

his daughter. An opposition rack-

eteer tries to force the girl's father

into a deal and kidnaps her. The
Brothers Marx rescue her in the

final hilarious sequence. All the way
through the show is a goofy circus
in which only the Marxmen count

—

and how! Any audience will go for
this entertainment, adults and
youngsters alike.

Cast: Four Marx Bros., Harry Woods.
Thelma Todd, Ruth Hall, Tom Kennedy.
Rockliffe Fellows, Ben Taggart. Otto Fries,

Evelyn Pierce, Maxine Castle.

Director, Norman McLeod : Authors. S. J.

Perlman, Will B. Johnstone; Adaptor, not

credited ; Dialoguer, Arthur Sheekman : Edi-
tor, not credited ; Cameraman, Arthur Todd.

Direction, good. Photography, likewise.

Bill Boyd in

"THE BIG GAMBLE"
RKO Pathe Time, 61 miyis.

GOOD DRAMA CARRYING
STRONG SUSPENSE AND WIND-
ING UP WITH A BIG ACTION
FINISH.

An engrossing story about a chap,
played by Bill Boyd, who is tired
of living and wants to do a suicide
after insuring himself so that he
can pay a big debt. The creditor,
Warner Gland, is a classy racketeer
and makes a deal to insure Bill for
100 grand and then stake him for a
year—the length of time that must
pass before his death would be hon-
ored by the insurance company. So
that Gland's part in the arrange-
ment can be kept a secret, he forces
Bill to marry a girl, Dorothy Se-
bastian, whose brother. Buster Col-
lier, is at Gland's mercy on account
of some trouble. She is to collect
the money in due time and turn it

over to the big-time crook. But the
newlyweds fall in love and Bill

wants to live, which he does after
winning out in the battle with the
master racketeer and his mob.,
James Gleason, as a private dick,
and ZaSu Pitts, in a housemaid role,

inject some comedy.
Cast: Bill Boyd. Dorothy Sebastian, War-

ner Oland, Wm. Collier, Jr., James Gleason,
ZaSu Pitts, June MacCloy, (Icneva Mitchell,
Ralph Ince, Fred Walton.

Director, Fred Niblo ; Author, Octavus Roy
Cohen ; Adaptors, Walter De Leon, F. Mc-
Grew Willis; Dialoguers, same; Editor, Joe
Kane ; Cameraman, Hal Mohr ; Recording En-
gineers, C. O'Louthlin, T. Carman.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.

Ken Maynard in

"THE ARIZONA TERROR"
Tiffany Time, 61 mins.

FAIR WESTERN WITH KEN
MAYNARD NICELY SUPPORTED
BY LINA BASQUETTE AND
MICHAEL VISAROFF.

This one will please the western
fans. Ken Maynard and Lina Bas-
quette are good and Michael Visaroff
is well cast. Ken's partner has been
killed by outlaws and Ken is chasing
them from Arizona when they am-
bush and wound him. Lina finds
him on the desert and brings him
to her home. That night the same
bandits kill the girl's father and
frame Ken so he is blamed. He es-
capes and while being chased by the
sheriff, meets the local outlaw,
played by Visaroff, who tries to
make an outlaw out of Ken, but
fails. They become friends anyway.
The leader of the bandits, in the
rreantime is posing as a live stock
tn,"er and trying to rob the girl.

Ken finally frames the leader so
that he is shot by his own gang. In
the same fracas, the outlaw is killed
saving the girl's life. Lina and the
sheriff are convinced of Ken's in-

nocence and she offers him a job as
manager of her ranch.

Cast: Ken Maynard, Lina Basquette,
Hooper Atchley, Nena Quartaro, Michael
Visaroff, Murdock MacQuarrie, Charles King,
Tom London.

Director, Phil Rosen ; Author, John Francis
Natteford ; Adaptor and Dialoguer, same

;

Editor, Martin Cohn ; Cameraman, Arthur
Reed.

Direction, good. Photography, fair.

"PENROD AND SAM"
with Leon Janney, Junior Coghlan
First National Time, 70 mins.

A NATURAL FOR THE KIDS
AND AMUSING FOR GROWNUPS
AS WELL. ACTION CHIEFLY IN
BROAD COMEDY VEIN.

Although the juvenile trade ought
to eat this up and adults likewise
will find plenty of entertainment in

it, the story smacks very little of
Booth Tarkington. The trouble
seems to be that they tried to jam
everything into the picture, from a
schoolroom scene that is rank bur-
lesque of the vaudeville "school
days" act variety, to the pathos over
a dog that is killed and the father
who "didn't understand." Then there
is a sissy character that is grossly
overdone, and this together with
such expressions as "nertz" and
"pansy" — certainly not Tarkington
words—won't help the picture in

quarters where it might receive
boosting. But in spite of the fact
hat the episodic action is largely
of the two-reel comedy style, the pic-

ture has some touching moments. It

moves along fast and Leon Janney
is very ingratiating in the principal
role of Penrod.

Cast: Leon Janney, Matt Moore. Dorothy
Peterson, Junior Coghlan, Johnny Arthur.
ZaSu Pitts, Charles Sellon, Wade Boteler,
Helen Beaudine, Nester Aber. Bilb Lorl,
Margaret Marquis. Betty Graham, Jamc«
Robinson, Robert Dandridge, Cameo.

Director, William Beaudine: Author, Booth
Tarkington ; Adaptor, Waldemar Young ; Dia-
loguer, same; Editor, LeRoy Stone; Camera-
man, Roy Overbaugh.

Direction, okay. Photography, good. I

"THEIR MAD MOMENT"
with

Dorothy Mackaill, Warner Baxter

Fox Time, 55 mins.

WEAK STORY THAT DOESN'T
GIVE THE PRINCIPALS MUCH
CHANCE. MAY GET BY ALL
RIGHT ON A DOUBLE BILL.

Based on the novel, "Basquerie,"
by Eleanor Mercein, this production
at no time arouses much interest or

sympathy because of its artificial-

ities and illogical motivation. Its

locale is the Basque country, where
a girl in poor financial circumstances
is driven by her stepmother into an
engagement with a rich English
nobleman. The girl loves another
lad, who is supposed to be poor, and
who pretends that the girl he mar-
ries would have to spend her life in

toil with his country relations. The
girl shies at this, but just before
her marriage to the rich lord is

about to take place she goes for a

stroll and runs into her real lover,

who has a yacht waiting and carries

her off to England. Dorothy Mac-
kaill and Warner Baxter work hard
to put life into their characters,

and there is good work by the comic
ZaSu Pitts and by Nance G'Neil,

but they are never able to overcome
the story weakness.

Cast: Dorothy Mackaill, Warner Baxter.
ZaSu Pitts, Nance O'Neil. Lawrence Grant,

Leon Janney. Mary Doran. John St. Polls.

Directors, Hamilton MacFadden. Chandler
Sprague ; Author, Eleanor Mercein; Adaptor,
Leon Gordon ; Dialoguer. same : Editor, not
credited ; Caraerama. Arthur Todd : Recording
Engineer, George P. Costello.

Direction, handicapped. Photography, good.

"PAGAN LADY"
with Evelyn Brent, Conrad Nagel,

Charles Bickford

Columbia Time, 75 mins.

ACTIONFUL SEX DRAMA
BASED ON BROADWAY STAGE
HIT. HIGHLIGHTED BY BICK-
FORD'S ROBUST PERFORM-
ANCE.
Although Evelyn Brent plays the

central role, it is Charles Bickford'
who dominates the action in this
talkerization of the New York play.
Bickford enacts a tough liquor run-;
ner who carries off the enticing bar-
girl from a Havana cafe after near-
ly wrecking the joint and its sup-
posedly hard gang. They team up
and go to Florida, and one day while'
he is away on business the girl gets:
into an affair with a rabid reform-

j

er's nephew, played by Conrad Na-
gel, who wants to marry her regard-
less of her past. But at the last

:

minute she convinces him that their
marriage would turn out a sad mis-
take, so he returns to his mission-
ary career and she is taken back by
the bootlegger, who promises to

make her the Mrs. legally and go
straight by becoming a cop. Lots
of action has been put into the pic-

ture and comedy touches are sup-
plied by Roland Young.

Cast: Evelyn Brent, Conrad Nagel. Charles
Bickford. Roland Young. William Farnum,
Lucille Gleason, LesHe Fenton, Gwen Lee,
Wallace MacDonald.

Director, John Francis Dillon ; Author,
William Du Bois; Adaptor, Benjamin Glazer;
Dialoguer, same ; Editor, Vi Lawrence ; Cam-
eramen, Norman Brodin. Gus Peterson ; Re-
cording Engineer, Edward Bernds.

Direction, good. Photography, fine.
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"CAPTIVATION"
with Conway Tearle

Capital Films Time, 68 mins.

MODERATELY AMUSING BRIT-

ISH-MADE COMEDY ROMANCE,
BEST SUITED FOR DOUBLE
FEATURE PROGRAMS.

Conway Tearle's typically tranquil

and dispassionate performance and

Betty Stockfeld's clever and intel-

ligent reading of the leading female

role, are the outstanding attractions

in this mild light comedy of English

society life. Tearle portrays a fa-

mous author who, in trying to get

away from admirers, boards a

friend's yacht for a few weeks of

solitude. A young society matron

and her maid accidentally board the

same yacht, and it puts out to sea.

Tearle and the girl meet, which re-

sults in the girl chiding Tearle on

his attitude toward women, in his

books. Tearle resents her remarks
and tricks her into a complete re-

traction after several more or less

interesting situations. Supporting
cast is good and scenery, especially
aboard the yacht, is colorful.

Cast: Conway Tearle, Betty Stockfeld,
Violet Vanbrugh, Robert Farquharson, Mar-
ilyn Mawn, A. Bromley Davenport, Louie
Tinsley, Frederick Volpe, George De War-
faz. Dorothy Black.

Director, John Harvel ; Author, Edgar
Middleton ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same ;

Editor, Stewart B. Moss ; Cameraman, James
Rogers.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

"EX-BAD BOY"
with Robert Armstrong

Universal Time, 67 miim.

SLOW-MOVING COMEDY WITH
ONLY A FEW SCATTERING
LAUGHS. ROBERT ARMSTRONG
POORLY CAST.

Taken from "The Whole Town's

Talking," by Anita Loos and John

Emerson, this adaptation is rather

slow. Robert Armstrong's partner

makes the town believe that Arm-
strong, who is a bashful fellow, has

had an affair with a movie star.

The object is to break up an affair

between his daughter, Jean Arthur,

and an out of town man. The plan

is working nicely, when the star ar-

rives in town. She gets wind of the

local gossip and comes to make a

sap out of Armstrong and at the

same time to make her own man
jealous. This is done by kissing

Armstrong publicly. Jean breaks
her engagement to Armstrong and
the star's lovei* picks a fight with
him. Finally everything is straight-
ened out and the lovers are reunited.

Cast: Robert Armstrong, Jean Arthur, Lola
Lane, George Brent, Jason Robards, Grayce
Hampton, Mary Doran, Eddie Kane, Eddie
Hearn.

Director, Vin Moore; Authors. Anita Loos.
John Emerson ; Adaptor. Dale Van Every
Dialoguer. Fred Niblo, Jr. ; Editor. Harry W
Lieb

; Cameraman, Jerome Ash ; Recording
Engmeer. C. Roy Hunter.

Direction, slow. Photography, okay.

George O'Brien in

"RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE"
Fox Time, 58 mins.

GOOD WESTERN ENTERTAIN-
MENT. ZANE GREY STORY
OKAY FOR THE SMALLER
HOUSES BUT NOT FOR THE DE
LUXERS.

This ought to please fans who go
for Westerns, although the story is

generally stereotyped and involved.

George O'Brien is in search of his

sister, who was lured away from her

husband by a bad character. He be-

comes acquainted with a girl whose
ranch is the objective of a gang of

bad men, including Noah Beery.

After considerable gun-play and
hard riding O'Brien and the girl,

played by Marguerite Churchill, are

chased by the gang. They escape

them by rolling a large boulder

down the mountainside, thus causing

a landslide and leaving them prison-

ers in an unescapable valley. The
acting is just the kind you'd expect

to find in a Western. Not for dis-

criminating customers.
Cast: George O'Brien, Marguerite Chur-

chill, Noah Beery, Yvonne Pelletier, James
Todd, Stanley Fields, Lester Dorr, Shirley
Nail and Frank McGlynn, Jr.

Director, Hamilton MacFadden ; Author,
Zane Grey; Adaptor, John F. Goodrich;
Continuity and Dialogue, Philip Klein and
Barry Connors ; Cameraman, George
Schneiderman ; Recording Engineer, Eugene
Grossman.

Direction, fair. Photography, great.

"KARAMAZOV"
with Fritz Kortner

Tobis Time, 102 mins.

GRIPPING GERMAN TALKER
VERSION OF FAMOUS STORY.
EXCELLENTLY PRODUCED
WITH FINE ACTING AND DI-
RECTING.

_
An outstanding German talking

picture has been made by the Terra
company from the Dostoyevsky
novel, "The Brothers Karamazov."
Except for the fact that it is per-
haps a trifle lengthy, this produc-
tion ranks with the very best for-
sign output shown here to date.
Acting, direction and scenic atmos-
phere are exceptionally good, while
the story itself has plenty of grip
and thrills, particularly for those
understanding the foreign dialogue,
although the plot is not difficult to
follow. Accompanying music also is

an asset. The story is a heavy and
complicated affair involving strife
over a woman, who is desired by a
father and his son, with the latter
killing his dad after he has taken
the woman. For this crime he is

sentenced to 10 years in Siberia and
the girl accompanies him there.
Fritz Kortner gives an arresting
performance in the chief role, and
the girl is attractively played by
A.nn Sten.

Cast: Fritz Kortner, Anna Sten, Fritz
Rasp, Bernard Minetti, Dr. Max Pohl, Hanna
Waag, Liese Neumann, Fritz Alberti, Werner
Hollmann.

Director, Fedor Ozep ; Author, Fyodor
Dostoyevsky ; Adaptors, Leonhard Frank.
Feydor Ozep, Victor Trivas ; Dialoguer, Ericli

Engel ; Cameraman. Fridl Behn-Grund; Re-
cording Engineer, Hans Birkhofer.

Direction, first-class. Photography, fine.

"RUBICON"
(Silent)

Amkino Time, 79 miiis.

PICTORIALLY INTERESTING
SOVIET PROPAGANDA FILM
WITH WEAK STORY. RATES
LOW AS ENTERTAINMENT.

In this silent production from the
Soviet film camps the taint of propa-
ganda again is plainly evident. The
s'ory is about an English seaman
who gets into trouble on his ship
while in the tropics and is kicked
off the crew. So he eventually joins
a Soviet vessel carrying an English
passenger who happens to be the
representative of a British lum-
ber company and who offers him a
job in the Soviet camps. The sea-
man accepts and is taken to the
Russian mills, where he is supposed
to find everything conducted in an
orderly and efficient manner mak-
ing for contentment. Later it de-
velops that the English lumber man
is not on the level, and is trying to
put the mill on the fritz. There is

a showdown and it all winds up
with the disillusioned seaman pull-
ing stakes again. About the best
thing to the picture is the photog-
raphy, and apparently the producers
themselves were fully conscious of
this because a good deal of footage
is consumed in camera exposition.
The acting also is commendable.
But taken in its entirety the picture
does not give much satisfaction as
entertainment.

Cast: G. Sanailov, A. Russinov, others all
niiiKir characters.

Director, Vladimir Weinslitak ; Author, A.
Mtwski; Cameraman, Arkadi Kaltzaty.

Direction, okay. Photography, very good.

"DIE LINDENWIRTIN VOM
RHEIN"

("The Inn at the Rhine")
Assoc. Cinemas of Amer.

Time, 92 mins.
ENJOYABLE GERMAN OPER-

ETTA WITH VERY AGREEABLE
MUSIC. PLENTY OF COMEDY
AND EXCELLENT ACTING.
Though it doesn't measure up to

its record-making predecessor, "Two
Hearts in Waltz Time," this newest
tenant of the Europa is quite a de-
lightful musical affair that should
enjoy generous popularity. It is a
Fellner and Somlo production and
the story concerns the love affairs
of a university town, and chiefly the
romance of a charming feminine inn-
keeper and the town's most desirable
bachelor. Fine performances by a
big cast, together with the appro-
priately spotted song numbers and
the lively farce-comedy activities,

combine to give the production as a
whole plenty of entertainment qual-
ities. Action is sustained at a good
pace all the way, and the well-de-
signed blending of comedy, music
and romantic ingredients keeps the
interest of the audience on an even
keel. While German audiences will

get the most pleasure out of it, the
picture has the ability to satisfy
non-German speaking audiences.

Cast: Kaethe Dorsch. Fritz Schuiz, Hans-
Heinz BoIIman. Karl Platen, Paul Henkels.
Ida Perry, Oskar Sabo, Ida Wiiest. Marie
Eisner, Leo Schuetzendorf. Oscar Sima,
Eugen Rex, Herman Schaufuss, Frigga Braut.

Director, Georg Jacoby ; Author, Siegfried
Philippi ; Adaptor, same ; Dailoguer. same

;

Editor, not credited ; Cameramen, Otto Kan-
turek, Heinrich Balasch.

Direction, snappy. Photography, good.
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
"Wrestling Swordfish"

Educational Time, 8 mins.
A Thriller

Here is a short that will possibly

be classed as the most thrilling of

the year. Taken under the super-

vision of Mack Sennett, it shows two
men in a small rowboat hooking and
landing a giant swordfish. After the

monster is caught, it dashes and
leaps through the water struggling

to get free. It is gradually brought
to the side of the boat and there a

hand-to-hande struggle ensues that

will make audiences hold tight to

their seats. In the midst of the bat-

tle the man is drawn into the water
but returns to safety to finally con-

quer the big fellow. A few scenes

of other deep sea fish precede the

swordfish episode but are forgotten

after the first 100 feet.

"Adventures in Africa"

No. 9—Dangerous Trails

Vitaphone 5109 Time, 17 mins.
Fair

Latest of these African two-reel-

ers depicts a trip through some
waters filled with hippos and croco-

diles, followed by a forest fire scene,

making just a mildly interesting sub-

ject. Length and heavy lecture par-

ticularly are against it.

"Inside Baseball"

Educational Time, 9 mins.
(Sports Review)

Good

Bill Cunningham, sports writer, is

first shown sitting in the press stand

at a big league game between the

Boston Braves and the St. Louis
Cardinals. Cunningham describes

the game in detail, while scenes of

the plays are flashed. Some inside

dope about signals to players and
also some slow motion shots taken

behind the plate, add considerably to

the interest. A good sports reel.

Giovanni Martinelli in

"Gypsy Caravan"
Vitaphone 124.5 Time, 9 mins.

Fine for Music Lovers

Music lovers will like this one.

Martinelli's voice will please them
and the settings are good. Opens
and closes with the opera star sing-
ing while driving a gypsy wagon.
There is also a sequence showing a
gypsy camp, which includes a dance
scene and a violin solo.

Bobby Jones in

"How I Play Coif"
No. 11—Practice Shots

Vitaphone 5211 Time, 10 mins.
Okay

Bobby Jones shows how practice
shots benefit his golf game in this

one. Comedy and continuity are
supplied by James Cagney, Anthony
Bushell, Donald Cook and Louise
Fazenda.

Smith and Dale in

"La Schnapps, Inc."

Paramount Time, 10 mins.
Good Comedy

A real laugh number directed by
Mort Blumenstock with Vera Alex-
ander, Alfred Hesse and Maude
Hall among the cast surrounding the
popular comedians, Smith and Dale.
The yarn has to do with a couple of
cloak-and-suiters, one of whom rises

;o riches and comes around to pa-
tronize his former oartner. The for-

tunate guy puts on the class, while
the one still in business tries to sell

him gowns and incidentally makes
an effort to arouse the moneyed
man's interest in his comic niece.

The short is well pacKed with action
and sure-fire comedy bits.

Daphne Pollard in

"Fast and Furious"

Universal Time, 19 mins
Rank Slapstick

Custard pie throwing and other
forms of low comedy carelessly
crammed into two reels make this

release fit only for the non-class
houses. The story was worn out
many years ago as were all the so-

so-called gags and mugging. The pic-

ture starts with Miss Pollard doing
an ungraceful flop on the sidewalk
and never lets up in similar forms
of comedy, or worse. Nothing fun-
ny about this one.

"Manhattan Mariners"
(Grantland Rice Sportlight)

RKO Pathe Time, 9 mins.
Fine and Snappy

A cruise around Manhattan Island

aboard a slick and speedy motor
launch, results in a very enjoyable
short subject. After taking several

pretty girls aboard as passengers,
the pilot starts the craft from 86th

St. and Hudson River. The speedy
cruise traces a course down the

river, around the battery, up the

East and Harlem Rivers, through
Spuyten Duyvill Creek and down the

Hudson to its moorings. All build-

ings and places of interest are de-

scribed and there's a thrill when the

speedy launch races the "Twentieth
Century Limited."

"Strange As It Seems"
(No. 13)

Universal Time, 9 mins.
Unusual Stuff

This John Hix Novelty holds to

the average quality of the series.

Six curious facts are shown in na-
tural colors and are graphically de-

scribed. An 80-year-old man who
has never slept, facts about the
Capitol at Washington and the
Statue of Liberty that are not gen-
erally known, an artificial eye maker,
the great Salt Lake, and the world
champion horse-shoe thrower, pro-
vide a few minutes of very interest-

ing entertainment.

Bing Crosby in

"I Surrender Dear"
Educational Time, 21 mins.

Crooning Comedy
Mack Sennett has provided Bing

Crosby with a semi-funny vehicle,
bordering on the slapstick, that is

bright at times and at other times
dull. The story is so constructed
as to give Crosby opportunity to
croon several numbers and to be
rushed by a host of girls and a not
too good looking leading lady. Un-
less you are a Crosby fan, it is just
fair entertainment.

"Kentucky Belle"

(Oswald (Cartoon)
Universal Time, 6 mins.

Good Gags
It all takes place at the race

course and the popular and pretty
local belle promises a kiss to the
winner. Oswald on his trusty steed
is out to win but discovers that it is

more of an obsacle race. He wins,
however, and both he and the horse
receive the prize. Animation and
synchronization are fine and the
gags have been cleverly arranged
and planted. A good filler.

"The Wonder Trail"

(Lyman Howe Kodge-Podge)
Educational Time, 9 mins.

Nice Scenic
There isn't any hodge-podge about

this one. It is a beautiful scenic,

possibly taken at a dude-ranch in

the vicinity of Yellowstone or Yose-
mite. Water-falls, huge mountains
and cliff's, geysers and nicely framed
trails, poetically described, class this
as a graceful and peaceful filler.

"Pigskin Progress"
(Grantland Rice Sportlight)

RKO Pathe Time, 9 mins.
Interesting

Grantland Rice delivers the de-

scriptive matter for this release. The
first intercollegiate football battle in

1869, between Rutgers and Prince-
ton, is re-enacted by Rutgers stu-

dents. Then a football tussle of 17
years ago between Yale and Harvard
is shown in actual scenes. With these
are close-ups of the late Walter
Camp and Frank Hickey. The reel

ends with some shots of last year's
games. Material has been well se-

lected and cleverly edited.

Howard Jones in

"Football for the Fan"
(The Forward Pass)

Educational Time, 10 mins.
Interesting

Football fans will like this one.

Howard Jones, coach of the Univer-
sity of Southern California, the
"Trojans," outlines the evolution for

the forward pass from the old days
to the present time. Gridiron coaches
from various parts of the country
show the methods used by their

teams in forward-passing.

"Speed"

with Andy Clyde, Marjorie Beebe,
Alberta Vaughn

Educational Time, 21 mins.
Okay

Andy Clyde, Marjorie Beebe, Al-
berta Vaughn and Frank Eastman
are featured in this Mack Sennei,t
comedy. Picture is all in Sennett-
Color. Miss Beebe and Miss Vaughn
race from the west to New York to
marry the same man, the first one
there to be the bride. Alberta is a
moving picture star and starts by
plane, while Marjorie goes in her
Uncle's flivver. Andy Clyde is the
uncle. Best part of the picture is

the scenes where Mai-jorie and Andy
are chased by Indians and bees,
while marooned in a stream, and
finally see their car blown up. They
are picked up by the plane and get
to New York, where Alberta mar-
ries the boy by getting to his apart-
ment first. Some airplane scenic
shots are well done.

Lo^iis John Bartels in

"Beach Pajamas"

RKO Pathe Time, 18 mins.
Just Fair

The story starts out on a Pullman,
where Bartels as a traveling man
flirts with a pretty young lady
across the aisle and continues at the
girl's house where he is made thcj

subject of a joke which ends more or

:

less disastrously for Bartels. Com-,
edy is fair and slapstick at times.

Bartels cleverly "muggs" his gags,

and the girls in the piece are both:

good looking and real comedy play-

ers. Story is ordinary.

William J. Burns in

"The Starbrite Diamond"

Educational Time, 11 mins.,

Okay
A group of crooks pose as a but-

ler and private detectives and at-'

tempt to steal the Starbrite Dia-

mond. A real detective, one of the

house guests, turns the tables on

them and has them arrested. Good
for audiences who like this type of

picture.

"Balmy Daze"

Simple Simon Time, 17 mins.
Fast

This two-reeler doesn't let down
for a minute starting with high
jinks in a fast-moving pullman car.

Louis Simon and Harry Tighe irn-

personate a famous admiral and his

valet at a smart yacht club. Inci-

dental humor involves a flock of mid-
gets and a hypnotist who proceeds
to turn a high class society dame
(Gertrude Mudge) into the life of

the party. This comedy lines up
with the best of them. Directed by
Edward Manson. Photography by
Frank Zucker.
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Red Grange in

"The Galloping Ghost"
Mascot Pictures 12 Episode Serial

Action Stuff
This Nat Levine picture starring

Red Grange, features action and
stunts instead of football. The
story starts out in a college, where
Grange and Francis X. Bushman,
Jr., are the main cogs in the foot-

ball team. Red is wrongly accused

of attempting to throw a game for

money and the whole series of epi-

sodes deals with his attempts to

clear his name. The thrill stuff in-

cludes a drop from a parachute to

the wing of plane, speed boat chases,

etc. First episode runs three reels

and the rest two each. Mascot has
also produced an advance trailer

with shots of various chase scenes.

"The Clyde Mystery"
with Donald Meek, John Hamilton
Vitaphone 6201 Time, 20 mins.

Fairly Engrossing
First of the S. S. Van Dine de-

tective mystery shorts is entertain-

ing enough to folks who are espe-

cially interesting in trying to figure

out murder mysteries, but for gen-

eral appeal it is too talky and based

too much on a trick foundation that

anybody could concoct. Opens with

a rich man found dead in his parlor

chair, and the rest of the time is

consumed in questioning various

members of the household, with John

Hamilton as the inspector who is

positive he knows who killed the man
and why, while Donald Meek applies

"psychology" and "science," mixed

with comedy, and ends by proving

that the man committed suicide. All

characters except Meek act in a too

theatrical manner, which helps to

kill any sincerity in the motivation.

"Istanbul to Bagdad"
(Magic Carpet of Movietone)

Fox Time, 10 mins.

Swell
This is one of the neatest little

shorts of its kind to come along in

a fjood while. Notwithstanding the

wide ground it covers, in compari-

son to its length, the material has

been so well assembled that it holds

strong interest from start to finish

and is over before you know it.

Beautiful camera work, which shows
to specially fine advantage in setting

off the temples of the Far East, is

one of the highlights of the short.

Many of the scenes also are some-
what different from the ordinary

run of travelogues. The subject is

particularly suitable for schools and
is decidedly entertaining.

Ray Cooke in

"Torchy"
Educational Time, 21 mins.

Good Laugh Number
First of the new "Torchy" series

produced by C. C. Burr. Ray Cooke
is good as the smart-cracking Torchy
and the action and dialogue give him
plenty of chances. The picture moves
along with never a let-down in speed.

Story tells how Torchy, fired from
his office boy job, goes about getting

a new job. He is hired by a phony
gold mine promoter and, after the
government marshal closes the of-

fice, Torchy finally wise-cracks him-
self into a job with another concern.

Here he meets Dorothy Dix, the boss'

daughter. If the rest of the series

lives up, to this one, it will go over

big. Franklin Pangborn, Edmund
Breese and Harry Meyers are also

in the cast.

"Betty, Boop and Bimbo"
Paramount Time, 6 mins.

Good Cartoon
Measures well up to the best in

the animated cartoon line. Many
of the antics are new ideas and the

comedy, as well as the art work and
musical accompaniment, are of fine

quality.

"Air Attack"
(Football Thrills)

Columbia Time, 9 mins.
Fine

This is the first in this new se-

ries directed by Clyde Elliott and
edited by Leonard Mitchill. Both
have done a good job. The reel is

devoid of technical explanations and
resembles a radio announcer's de-

scription of several fotball games
which are thrown on the screen

mostly in slow motion. Georgia vs.

Florida, Syracuse vs. Columbia, and
Nebraska vs. Missouri are some of

the 1930 contests shown. Ford Bond
handles the announcing in true radio

style, adding considerably to the ex-

citement by his breezy delivery. This
series should stimulate interest in

football to a great degree.

"Fly Hi"
(Aesop's Fable Cartoon)

RKO Pathe Time, 8 mins.
Mild

There is an abundance of clever

animation and careful synchroniza-
tion and too little comedy in this

cartoon. It is practically devoid of

gags. The picture starts out with
a pup playing on the piano and sing-

ing to his sweetie over the tele-

phone. She replies in song. Then
there are more songs and finally a

long piano solo played by a bad
spider. Fingering on the piano keys
closely matches the notes sung and
played, but fun and gags have been
sacrificed for technique.

"Honeymoon Trio"

with Walter Catlett

Educational Time, 10 mins.
Fair

Walter Catlett includes himself on

Dorothy Granger's and Al St. John's

honeymoon. The bridegroom rides in

the rumble seat. After a series of

time-mellowed situations the bride-

groom gets rid of Catlett by rolling

the car down a hill, and his wife

knocks him down as a result.

"Military Tactics"
(Football Thrills)

Columbia Time, 9 mins.
Fast

The Army-Navy game of 1930
with all the preliminary marches
and formations by cadets, is thrill-

ingly described by Ford Bond. Shots
of the most interesting plays of the
game are shown in slow-motion and
in normal speed. Lateral passes,
forwards, line plays and many
others are presented in a manner
that will prove interesting to all.

whether they understand the game
or not. It is a dandy release.

"Adventures in Africa"
No. 10—Man Eaters

Vitaphone 5110 Time, 15 mins.
Okay

Highlight of this number in the
African adventure series is the
shooting of one of the biggest lions

ever bagged. He is brought down
while in the act of killing cattle.

Rest of the picture is pretty much
routine stuff of the familiar variety,

including some young jungle animals
that have become pets.

"Hot Feet"
(Oswald Cartoon)

Universal Time, 6 mins.
Just Fair

Oswald opens this release as a
lemonade vendor and sings a num-
ber reminiscent of the "Peanut Ven-
dor." The pup meets up with some
racketeers. Finally at the "head-
man's" house Oswald rescues a
beautiful girl from the clutches of

the gangster. The cartoon runs
along smoothly but is short on real-

ly funny gags.

"Screen Souvenirs"

Paramount Time, 10 mins.
Humorous

Amusing collection of old time
movie shots, going back to 1905 or

thereabouts, with humorous offstage

comment on the scenes, which in-

cludes one of the first airplane dem-
onstrations, James Jeffries in train-

ing, an early "gangster" sequence in

which Lillian Gish and Harry Carey
appear, a heavy triangle play and
other bits. Good for lots of laughs.

"The Big House Party"

Vitaphone 1268 Time, 10 mins.

Corking Novelty
There is a novel idea back of this

short that will make it click strong

anywhere. At first it looks as

though the action is concerned with
convicts in the cell house, where
they disport themselves in several

bits of comedy, including a traves-

tied football game and a band num-
ber. But the audience is handed a

surprise when the scene is enlarged

to show that the doings were just

nart of a floor show at a cabaret.

Snappy music combines with the

comedy and the surprise element to

make this a very enjoyable number.

Joe Penner in

"Rough Sailing"

Vitaphone 1252 Time, 18 mins.
Good Slapstick

Another Joe Penner comedy well
loaded with laughs. In this two-
reeler Joe starts out as a clothing
store dummy wearing a seagoing
uniform. A girl, taking him for a
sea captain, accompanies him to a
joint where mariners and liquor
runners are congregating. Joe is in-
ducted into service handling a ship,
and when it is discovered he knows
nothing about it he is thrown into
the galley and put to work as a
cook. Again he is found to be no
good at the job, so after consider-
able knockabout stuff there is a live-
ly chase scene around the boat,
which is traveling in rough water,
winding up with Joe being rescued
by the arrival of a coast guai-d cut-
ter. A good action comedy that
ought to give heaps of satisfaction
anywhere.

"Laughing With John P. Medbury
in Turkey"

Wisecrack Stuff
Columbia Time, 10 mins.

Turkey with its harems, barbers,
pig vendors, etc., constitutes the
target of this J. P. Medbury wise-
cracking tour. The scenic shots are
interesting and Medbury's quips are
generally amusing.

"Little Annie Rooney"
(Fleischer Song Cartoon)

Paramount Time, 6 mins.
Neat

Among the best of the Fleischer
song novelties based on popular old
tunes, with the audiences invited to

join in the choruses. Good art work
and synchronization, along with the
comedy, make it a neat filler.

DOES A

"WILD
LIFE"
PAY?

From the Capitol, New York, to the

Carthay, Los Angeles, the Answer

is "Yes."

Book These

CLIFTON-ALLEN
Shorts

Through

Talking Picture Epics
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Theater Changes Reported by Film Boards of Trade
MISSOURI

Changes in Ownership
Desloge—Grand, sold to R. W. Corbin by
H. C. Tuttle; Grand, sold to Mr. Miller
by R. W. Corbin ; Houston—L'Nor, sold

to McCaskill by O. L. Gentry; St. Louis
—Maryland, sold to L. Landau by W. O.
Reeve ; Southampton, sold to Mr. Pappen
by Maud E. Reed.

Closings
Houston—L'Nor ; Lilbourne—Rex ; Perry

—

Strand ; Vandalia—Strand.

Re-Opening
Campbell—Lyric.

New Theaters
Montgomery City—Riz, W. E. O'Brien,
owner; Monett

—

New, M. E. Gillioz, own-
er ; Rolla—New Lyric, L. L. Lewis. o\yn-

er ; West Plains—Dickinson, Glen W.
Dickinson Thea. Inc., owners.

MONTANA
Closing

Troy—Lincoln.

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

Auburn—Husker, sold to Cornhusker Amuse.
Co. by O. R. Bennett; Beaver City—Au-
ditorium, sold to A. L. Christian by M.
C. Schaffer ; Comstock—Comstock, sold to

Donald L. Myers by Comstock Amuse.
Co. ; Humboldt—Humboldt, sold to Corn-
husker Amuse Co. by L. M. Billings;
Reno—Roxie, sold to Pat Stevenson ; Reno,
sold to Mrs. Sarah Neff and Sol Lachman.

Closings
Cook—Strand ; Emerson—World ; Ponca

—

Empress ; Wilsonville—Rainbow ; Winne-
bago—Winnebago.

Re-Openings
Deshler—Empress ; Big Springs—R & B ;

Los Vegas—Airdome.

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

Beverly — Beverlee ; Bordentown — Fox;
Bridgeton—Criterion, Stanley ; Burlington
—Fox ; sold to Barnard Hirsh by Nathan
Stiefel ; Burlington—Opera House, sold to

Atlantic Thea., Inc. by Warner Bros.

;

Coldwell—Park, sold to Rudin & Rapp by
Coldwell Amus. Corp. ; Hoboken—Liberty,
sold to Sidney Kassell by P. Sperino

;

Irvington—Grove, sold to Crown Amuse.
Co., Inc. by Rivoli Holding Co, Inc.

;

Jersey City—^Palace, sold to G.O.K. Ent.,
by Palace Theatrical Ent.; Mt. Holly-
Fox, sold to Atlantic Thea., Inc. by War-
ner Bros. ; Newark—Congress, sold to

Kridel Amuse. Co., by Kridel Realty Co.

;

Orpheum, sold to Newark Orpheum Thea.
Co. by Enterprises, Inc. ; Penns Grove

—

Broad ; Riverside—Fox ; Swedesboro—Em-
bassy ; Woodbury—Rialto ; sold to Atlan-
tic Thea. Inc. by Warner Bros. ; Trenton

—

Victory, sold to Crescent Thea. Co. by
Robert A. Bulman.

Closings
Fort Lee—Fort Lee ; Keansburg—Cameo ;

Newark—Carlton ; Seabright — Airdome
;

Westville—Victoria ; Woodbridge—State.

Re-Openings
Hoboken—Liberty ; Newark—Congress, Or-
pheum.

NEW MEXICO
Change in Ownership

Ft. Summer—Granada, sold to Trapp and
Lee.

Closing
Raton—Shuler Auditorium.

Re-Opening
Roswell—Princess.

NEW YORK
Changes in Ownership

Buffalo—Walden, sold to J. Corney, I. Gur-
ney by Mrs. Mary Stasyk ; Kingston

—

Auditorium, sold to Fred Hausman by J.
.Stephano ; Newburg—Cameo, State, sold to
Morley Thea. Corp. by Jayess Theatrical
Ent. ; Poughkeepsie — Strand, sold to
Paramount Publix Corp. by Ben Knobel

;

Rochester—Rexie, sold to Max Fogel by
South Thea. Corp.

Closings
Canastota—Avon ; Cortland — Paramount

;

Jordan—Hippodrome ; No. Tarrytown

—

Strand ; Rochester—Thurston.

Re-Opening
Mt. Vernon—Bunny.

NEPV YORK CITY
Changes in Ownership

Gem—36 W. 135th St., sold to Landbar
Amuse. Corp. by Thos. Porter ; Fifth Ave.—1193 Bway., sold to Madrubel Amuse.

Co. ; Lyric—Third Ave., sold to C. S. W.
Corp. by Bathgate Amuse. Corp. ; Mecca
—14th St. and Ave. A., sold to Woodall
Industries, Inc., by Matty Radin & Co.,
Inc. ; Miracle—Bronx, sold to Digby Thea.
Co. by Jaymee Corp. ; S. & A.—558 W.
125th St., sold to Morris R. Menkoff by
S. & A. Amuse. Corp.

Closings
Columbia—1324 Amsterdam Ave. ; Fifth

Ave. Playhouse—66 Fifth Ave.

Re-Opening
Madison—Madison Ave. and 102nd St.

BROOKLYN
Changes in Ownership

Alba — Flushing Ave. ; Commodore — 329
Bway. ; Embassy—Fulton St. ; Fortway

—

Ft. Hamilton Pkway. ; Kinema—Pitkin
Ave. ; Marcy—302 Bway. ; Meserole

—

Manhattan Ave. ; Republic—Keap St.

;

Roebling—Lee Ave. ; sold to Randforce
Amuse. Corp. by Fox Met. Playhouses,
Inc. ; Elton, sold to New Utrecht 43rd
St. Corp. by H. Sonenshine ; Flora, sold

to Manser Realty Corp. by Levinson &
Justry ; Newkirk, sold to Newkirk Amuse.
Corp. by M. and P. Sangillo; Paagon,
sold to John A. DeMara by A. Bodelson;
Rivera, sold to DeLuxe Enterprises by
Fox Met. Playhouses, Inc. ; Lee, sold to

Aaron Luxemberg by Dreiling.

Closings
Lee—Lee Ave.

Re-Opening
Flora—201 Atlantic Ave. ; Livonia—Livonia

Ave. ; Miriam—Coney Island Ave. ; New
Prospect—470 Ralph Ave. ; Paragon—2083
Fulton St. ; Whitehouse—2 Whipple St.

LONG ISLAND
Changes in Ownership

Jamaica—Fox's, sold to DeLuxe Enteprises

by Fox Metropolitan ; Ozone Park—Cross
Park ; Ozone Park ; Richmond Hill—Lef-

ferts ; sold to Randforce Amuse. Corp. by
Fox Met. Playhouses, Inc.

Closing
Astoria—Meriden Playhouse ; Ozone Park

—

Ozone Park.

NORTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

Concord—Paramount, sold to Publix Kincey
Co. by Cabarrus Amuse. Co. ; Spindale

—

Carolina, sold to Odell Harrill, Spurgeon
Yelton and Mr. .Setzer by Spindale Amuse.
Co. ; Spruce Pines—Piedmont, sold to Mrs.
Dymon by J. A. Taylor ; Sylvia—Lyric, sold

to H. E. Buchanan by Hastings & Wilkes.

Closings
Durham—Paris; Greensboro—Palace; New
Bern—Masonic ; Wake Forest—Castle.

NORTH DAKOTA
Closings

Crosby— Auditorium ; Fessenden—Auditor-

ium ; Hazelton—Zirbes; Hope—Cozy;
Lake Norden—Opera House ; Wildrose

—

Palace.

Re-Opening
Glen Ullin—Palace.

OHIO
Changes in Ownership

Cleveland—Ludowry, sold to Joseph Wejroch
by The W. & G. Amuse. Co. ; Columbiana—Globe, sold to A. G. Floyd by Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Myler; Dennison—Lincoln, sold
to Jacob Smith by The Dennison Theater
Co. ; Marion—State, sold to Settos Bros,
by Roger Scherer ; Minerva—Park, sold to
G. A. Swisher by L. C. Swank ; New
Philadelphia—Bijou, sold to M. A. Shea
Enterprises by F. A. Simon & Nate
Schultz ; Richwood—Opera House, sold to
V. G. Secord by H. B. Dubbs ; Struthers—Struthers, sold to W. J. Van Rizen by
A. J. Masters ; Wellsville—Liberty Square,
sold to George Davis by Vogel & Hen-
thorne ; yorkville—Yorkville, sold to Louis
Velas by W. B. UrHng.

OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership

Beaver—State, sold to F. L. Dalton by A.
C. Wooten ; Mangum—Rialto, sold to Pat
Duffy by Mangum Thea. Co. ; Wilson

—

Empress, sold to H. Gilliam & G. D.
Thompson by H. Gilliam ; Thompson, sold
to Glen D. Thompson by Ferris Thomp-
son.

Closings
Ponca City—Ritz ; Henryetta—Concord.

Re-Openings
Cheyenne—Lyric ; Lone Wolf—Liberty.

New Theaters
Oklahoma City—Blue Moon, H. G. Wal-

dron, Mgr. ; Talihina—New, Nernest Ky-
ser, owner.

OREGON
Re-Opening

Portland—United Artists.

New Theaters
Astoria—Riviera, F. C. Talbert & W. B.
McDonald, owners ; Portland—American,
C. M. Dunne, owner.

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership

Allentown—Astor. sold to M. Paret ; Benton
—Universal, sold to Ben W. Jury by R.
Edw. Keller ; Berwyn—Berwyn, sold to B.
S. Operating Co. by F. C. Schwerdtferger

;

Clifton Heights—Clifton, sold to James J.
Dick by Interurban Theater Co. ; Eliza-

bethtown—Moose, sold to Mr. Chertcoff
by Loyal Order of Moose ; Norristown

—

Westmar, sold to Second Saving Fund &
Loan Assoc, by Thos. J. Begley ; Philadel-
phia—Crescent, sold to Simon Mikelberg
by Louis J. Poplow ; Doris, sold to Jos.
W. Pierce and Raymond J. O'Rourke by
Daniel S. Bader ; Morris, sold to H. M.
Schleifer and S. Segal by Morris Gerson

;

Wyalusing—Wyalusing. sold to Kenneth
L. Palmer by R. N. Merrill.

Closings
Allentown—Hamilton ; Mt. Carmel—Arcade ;

New Philadelphia—Flood's ; Tremont

—

Tremont ; Weston—Palace.

f) PRESENTATIONS t)
By JACK NARROWER

Capitol
"Fantastique" is the title of the

current Chester Hale stage show at

the Capitol. It features Paul Kirk-

land, Gold and Raye, Milton Doug-
las, Anita Avila, African Rhythm
Kings, the Chester Hale Girls and
the Capitolians. "Operatic Cock-

tail" is the grand orchestra overture

conducted by Yasha Bunchuk.

Paramount
Rubinoff and his violin return to

the New York Paramount again
this week as the feature of the or-

chestra. On the stage the presenta-

tion, "Fan Fantasy," features Janet
Reade, Barry and Fitzgibbon, Wil-
liams and Delaney, Miriam Lax,

Roxy
"Black and White Revue," done

artly and competently, is the prin-
cipal item on the stage show menu
at the Roxy. Particularly effective

lighting and colors are used in the
five separate scenes. Participating
in the show are: Patricia Bowman,
the Roger Dodge Trio, Nina Polsley,

Margaret Sande and the Ballet
Corps. Rendition of "Liebestraum,"
by Charlotte Ayres and Rene Com-
pany, with the Ballet Corps, Roxy-
ettes and singing ensemble, is es-

pecially effective. The orchestral
overture is "Pucciniana".

Stella Power and the Danny Dare
Girls. Jesse Crawford does his
usual stint at the organ.

Re-Opening
McAdoo—Roxy ; Old Forge—Home.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

Belton—Cameo, sold to W. M. Scott by
Cameo Theater, Inc. ; Cheraw—Lyric, sold
to H. M. Craft by J. W. Ricker.

Closings
Georgetown—Lyric ; Johnsonville—Prosser's.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

Fairfax—Fairfax, sold to Fairfax Chamber
of Com. by L. A. Iller; Springfield-
Strand, sold to G. R. Woodring by R. J.

Vanderby ; Tripp—Idle Hour, sold to Ger-
ald Hewitt by C. M. Knolls.

Closings
Armour^Rex ; Avon—Star ; Bridgewater

—

Strand; Kennebec — Rex; Mcintosh^
Lyric.

Re-Openings
Springfield—Strand ; Waubay—New Lake.

TEXAS
Changes in Ownership

Alvarado—Alvarado, sold to W. M. Barnes;
Corsicana—Grand, sold to C. J. Mussel-
man ; Dallas—Rialto, sold to Martin Weiss;
Denison—Liberty, sold to J. A. Cuff ; Ft.

Worth—Hollywood, sold to RKO Southern
Corp.; Gorman—Ritz, sold to T. S. Ross;
Hereford—Star, sold to J. C. Parker;
Houston—Crown, sold to Abe Silverberg;
Azteca, sold to Paul Batmonis ; Midland—Grand, sold to H. T. Hodge ; Pleasan-
ton—Plextex, sold to P. A Vance; Quin-
lan—Capitol, sold to G A. Bishop.

Closings
Benavides—^Empress ; Ft. Worth—Majestic;
Mason—Odeon ; Mathis—Ritz ; Throch-
morton—Texas ; Whitewright—Palace.

Re-Openings
Alvarado—Alvarado ; Corsicana—Grand ; Dal-

las—Capitol ; Dallas—Rialto ; Gorman^
Ritz ; Houston—Crown ; Kingsville—Rex

;

Midland—Grand
;

Quinlan—Capitol ; Rule
—Rule.

New Theaters
Arp—Chris, Hubbard & Jones, owners;

Breckenridge—Plaza, R. L. Hansard &
C. V. Daniel, owners : Gladewater

—

Payne's, L. B. Payne, owner ; Overton

—

Palace, Joe Echols, owner ; Strand, J. E.
Adams, owner.

Name Changes
Dallas—Rialto, formerly Avenue ; Kingsville—Rex, formerly Queen ; San Angelo—
New, formerly Rainbow.

VIRGINIA
Re-Opening

Chatham—Ritz ; Norfold—Ghent, Majestic.

New Theater
Roanoke—Virginia Heights, M. Caldwell,
owner.

WASHINGTON
Changes in Ownership

Kelso—Auditorium, sold to H. C. Zurfluh
by A. L. Basher; Seattle—Grand, sold to
Harry Black bv J. N. Sullivan ; Pantages,
sold to H. K. Brin by Follies Thea. Co.

Closings
Renton—Grand ; Stevenson—Wigwam.

Re-Openings
Garfield—Garfield ; Seattle—^Grand, Pantages,

Yesler.

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership

Black. River Falls—Scott, sold to Kayess
Thea. Co. by G. Hockberger ; Boscobel

—

Boscobel, sold to Falls Amuse. Co. by
H. C. Tebbetts; Cudahy—Majestic, sold
to Unger Disch Realty Co. by Circuit
Thea., Inc. ; Rhinelander—State, sold to

Reuben Rosenblatt by Rouman Amuse.
Co. ; Tomah—State, sold to Kayees Thea.
Co. by Smith & Johnson ; Virogua—Tem-
ple, sold to Kayees Thea. Co. by B. C.

Brown ; Waupaca—Palace, sold to C. H.
Harris by Bert Wheeler.

Closings
Independence—Legion ; Monroe—^Monroe.

Re-Opening
Milwaukee—Lyric.

New Theater
Monroe—Goetz, Goetz Thea. Operating Co.,

owners.

WYOMING
Closings

Cheyenne—Princess ; Meeteetsee—Inland.



It can be done/
and it will be done

4 Each year The Film Daily Year Books are

acclaimed as the greatest ever.

4 Each year we are told that the current edition is

the best ever published and that v/e cannot make

the next edition any better and each year we
surpass the previous year by turning out a greater

volume containing more valuable information than

ever before.

^ The 1931 Edition was the best to date, praised

and valued by the entire industry BUT

—

1932 FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK
AUTHENTIC RELIABLE

COMPREHENSIVE
covering

COMPLETELY
The entire Industry

Will surpass all others'^
This 14th edition of filmdom's recognized standard

book of reference will be distributed complimentary

as usual to Film Daily subscribers all over the world

for their use every day throughout 1932



JAMES DUNN -DISCOVERED
IN "BAD GIRL" -IN ANOTHER
HUMAN INTEREST DRAMA!

• >

¥

with

DUNN
WATKINS

3f

Molly O* '^^ • Minna Gombe

Howard Phillips

From novel by Mabel Gilman

Directed by ALFRED SANTELL

James Dunn, who flashed into popularity

in "Bad Girl," is again electric in his role

in "Sob Sister."

As a newspaper reporter, competingfj

with the "sob sister" on another paper

believing her woman's heart hardened by

her job— while she writes of love but

doesn't believe in it.

When these rivals by day become sweet-

hearts by night, each finding the other

human under the crust of their careers,

watch for emotional dynamite!

i^i



Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

-yy
\

The Dally Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Fourteen Years Old
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Inter-Participation Urged As Foreign Solution

ALLIEDJOARD MAPPING NEW CAMPAIGNS

Going After Football Season With 40 Gridiron Films
Tieups Advocated as Best
Means of Meeting Fall

Competition
This fall will see the industry's

biggest effort so far to buck the an-
nual football season competition and
try to turn it into benefits for the
theater. The drive will be conducted
on two fronts. The first, as advo-
cated by Arthur L. Mayer, Publix
advertising director, is to tie in with
the opposition, since there is noth-
ing an exhibitor can do that will

keep folks from attending football

games. The other, offering special

possibilities for tieups, is through
the medium of the unprecedented
number of football shorts and series

! being released. No less than 40
such pictures already are completed
or on the way.

CLEVEL'DlEiBORHOODS

j

EXPLOITINGOVERMM
Cleveland—A contract has been

[made by the Cleveland M. P. Ex-
fhibitors' Ass'n whereby a series of

\
daily two-minute talks on why the

' public should patronize its neigh-
borhood theaters will be broadcast
daily from WHK. G. W. Erdman,
business manager of the associa-
tion, is preparing the talks.

Edgar Wallace Signed

;
To Write RKO Originals

j
Edgar Wallace, most prolific of

[British playwrights and novelists,

ihas been signed by Radio Pictures

I

to write originals. He is due in

tHollywood sometime in November.

Eugene ZukorHeads
$150,000 Ouota Drive

Eugene Zukor has been named acting

chairman of the Business Men's Council of

Federation, the money-raising unit of the

Federation for the Support of Jewish Phil-

anthropic Societies, which has allotted a

quota of $150,000 to the theatrical and

-notion picture division in the 1931 drive.

An AII-Wool Film Fan
Toronto—What may amount to the champeen fillum fan has been discovered here

in the person of a girl named Roselyn Sheffc. She has a unique collection of 2,000
photos of film stars and it has been her labor of love to paste these pictures on the
walls and ceiling of her bedroom. In addition. Miss Sheffe is an authority on the
latest foible of every movie celebrity. At a moment's notice she can tell you what
Mary Pickford eats for breakfast, where Norma Shearer was born and whether Fifi

D'Orsay is really French. And she did it all in the last 18 months.

Lee Marcus Sees Film Industry

Holding Its Own This Winter
The film industry's problem this

winter is not how much more busi-

ness it can do in comparison with

the previous year, but rather to

keep on an even keel and hold its

own until the general industrial pic-

ture gets sufficiently brighter to

provide the opportunities for ex-

pansion of movie trade, Lee Marcus
told The Film Daily on Saturday.

Motion pictures, said the RKO
Pathe president, must not be con-
sidered a business in a preferred
class entirely unaffected by sur-
rounding conditions. Such a belief

has gained too much credence in
some quarters, Marcus declared, and
the best way for the industry to be
prepared to weather whatever may
be ahead is by having a full realiza-
tion of the facts.

Union Status Throughout Country

May Be Affected by Chi. Outcome
Theater operators, and big cir-

cuits in particular, are understood
to be keenly watching the Chicago
projectionists' situation in which the
great majority of independent
houses are running with non-union
men. Ultimate outcome of this dis-

pute, which has been in progress
for several weeks, is likely to exer-
cise great influence over attitude of
other theaters toward union labor.

Interest of the theaters is height-
ened by increased operation costs
which they believe could be reduced
through adjustment of union de-
mands to conform with the times,
several exhib leaders pointed out
yesterday.

Efforts to settle the Chicago con-
troversy are now under way, fol-

lowing peace moves made by the
union last week.

Solution of Foreign Problem
Seen in Inter-Participation

By KARL WOLFFSOHN
Editor "Lichtbildbuehne," Berlin

Berlin (Special to Film Daily)

—

Growing popularity and increased
distribution of German pictures in

the U. S. has come as a boon to the
film industry over here, but it has

not done much to solve the foreign
problem in general. Nor has suffi-

cient progress been made in the ef-

forts of German producers to pro-

(Continued on Page 2)

Directors Will Meet in Mt.
Clemens Oct. 6 to

Adopt Program
Washington Bureau oi THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Board of directors

of Allied States Ass'n will meet Oct.
6 in Mt. Clemens, Mich., in connec-
tion with the annual convention of
the Allied Theaters of Michigan, to
formulate and adopt a program to
oppose the extension of the zoning
and protection system into Allied
territory, it is announced by Abram
F. Myers. They will also give fur-
ther consideration to percentage
contracts and checking, and will

map out a campaign for legislation

against the music tax and copyright
protection bureau in the coming ses-

(Continued on Page 2)

TO STAR D. 8HARPE

IN ACTION FEATURE SERIES

IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—C. C. Burr will star

David Sharpe in a series of action
features to be produced for the in-

dependent market.

John Barrymore's Next
Under the M-G-M Banner

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—John Barrymore, who

recently finished his contract with
Warners, will appear next under
the M-G-M banner, probably in

"Arsene Lupin" with his brother,
Lionel.

Win Two-Year Fight

For Sunday Opening

Albany, Ca.—A two-year fight for the

resumption of Sunday movies here has come
to a successful conclusion with the signing

of a consent decree by judge B. C. Gardner

of Dougherty County Superior Court, le-

galizing Sabbath shows for charitable pur-

poses, in accordance with the recent State

Supreme Court ruling.
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Canadian Buying Co-op
Expects to Have 250 Houses

Associated Theaters, Ltd., Cana-
dian buying co-op. expects even-
tually to have 250 houses, said

Oscar Hanson, its general manager,
in New York on Saturday.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

^^J
Long Island City j'j

1 54 Crescent St. "
STillwell 4-7940 ft

I Eastman
:^ J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

«

« :•

$ :.:

:.tK Chicago Hollywood J-J

^ 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica »•

}» CALumet 3692 Blvd. Vt
jV HOLlywood4121 W
gt :i

The Broadwav Parade
(Week of September 25)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"An American Tragedy"** Paramount Paramount
"A Free Soul"** M-G-M Capitol
"Riders of the Purple Sage" Fox ... Roxy
"East of Borneo" Universal Mayifair
"Pagan Lady" (2nd week) Columbia Broadway
"Penrod and Sam" First National Strand
"Captivation" Capital Film Beacon

EXTENDED RUNS
"Palmy Days" United Artists Rialto
"Five Star Final" (3rd week) First National Winter Garden
"Street Scene" (5th week) United Artists Rivoli
"Alexander Hamilton" (2nd week) Warner Bros HoUsrwood
"Tabu"* Paramount Cameo

$2 RUNS
M-G-M Astor

FOREIGN PICTURES
"Lindenwirtin Vom Rhein" Assoc. Cine, of Amer. . . . Europa
"Dreyfus Case" (5th week) Columbia Warner
"Nur Am Rhein" Joe Fliesler . . Belmont
"Das Rheinlandmaedel" Capital Film Little Carnegie
"Karamazov" (2nd week) Tobis-American Vanderbilt
"Student Song of Heidelberg" (2nd week) . Ufa Cosmopolitan
"Naples and Sorrento" Italian Star Film Co. . . . Eighth St.

FUTURE OPENINGS
"Monkey Business" (Oct. 1) . . Paramount Rivoli

"The Guardsman" (3rd week)

.

*Second Run. ** Previously shown at $2.

Speechless Banquet
Closes Philly Golf Meet

Philadelphia—Film circles on Sat-
urday were abuzz with comments
on "The Exhibitor" golf tournament
which entertained a plenty-big
crowd at the Lu Lu Country Club
on Friday. Winding up the event
was a banquet at which speech-
making was taboo. William Heehan
of United Theaters Circuit did
the toastmastering job. Paul Bur-
ger of United Artists received
considerable kidding as to his win-
ning of the Jimmy Grainger punch
bowl prize. And Harvey Day, who
won his first golf tourney award,
was the recipient of numerous con-
gratulations. Telegrams were read
from Sam E. Morris, Frank C. Wal-
ker and George Schaeffer. Alto-
gether Jay Emanuel's party was
voted a Smash Hit!

The committee on arrangements
included: Mike Landau, Jack Green-
berg, Paul Greenhalgh, Charles
Zagrans, Jim Clark, George Kline,
John Bachman, Milton Rogasner,
Oscar Neufeld. Comprising the hon-
orary committee were: William
Goldman, M. E. Comerford, Joe
Eagan, Sam Galanty, Frank Price
and Lewen Pizor. The New York
contingent included: Phil Reisman,
Jack Enslen, Pete Woodhull, Wil-
liam Hollander, Paul Burger, Har-
old Rodner, Walter Green, David
Chatkin, George Walsh, Howard
Beaver, Ted Schlanger, Clint Weyer,
George Dembow, Jimmy Cron, Har-
vey Day and Hillary Brown.

Another for F. B. Horowitz—a Boy
Cleveland—M. B. Horowitz, gen-

eral manager of the Washington
Theater circuit, passed out cigars
recently in celebration of the birth

of a son.

Inter-Participation Urged
As Foreign Problem Cure

(Continued from Page 1)

duce English language versions of
their most important pictures in or-
der to establish an international
combination.

As far as the future is concerned,
it is of the utmost importance that
a closer collaboration be reached be-
tween the American and German film
producers. The best method would
be for American producers to in-
struct the German producers to
make well-cast German-language
versions of films suitable for the
German market, and vice versa, that
German producers instruct Ameri-
can producers in Hollywood or in
New York to make English versions
of German films suitable for the
American market. In such a way
the German firm would participate
in the business of the American
firm and the American firm in the
business of the German firm. This
would do away with many disap-
pointments which are unavoidable
with the present method of produc-
ing foreign-language versions of
films, and the international charac-
ter of the exploitation of films could
again be established on a sound and
profitable basis.

Film Theater for Ft. H. B. Wright
New London, Conn.—Plans have

been completed for a modern thea-
ter at Fort H. G. Wright, Fisher's
Island. Cost will be borne by the
U. S. Army Motion Picture Service.

Action Feature for St. Louis Houses
Charles Stimson, field represen-

tative for Action Pictures, and T.
A. McKean of Progressive Pictures,
have closed a deal whereby "Sky
'voider," Action feature, will play ail

Warner houses in the St. Louis ter-
ritory. Progressive is Missouri dis-
tributor for Action.

Another Station in Warner Hookup
Station WNBR, Louisville, will be

added to the hook-up of Warners'
Radio Newsreel of Hollywood on
Wednesday night. This makes the
40th station in the system. Frank
Fay heads the current week's pro-
gram.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Sept.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

28-30: French Educational Film Con-
gress, Paris.
Eleventh Annual Convention of
M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsyl-
vania, Hotel Henry, Pittsburgh.

5-8: Fall meeting of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, New
Ocean House, Swampscott,
Mass.

6: Annual meeting and noon-day
luncheon. Allied Theaters of
Mass., Hotel Bradford, Boston.

Annual meeting of M.P.T.O. of
St. Louis, Eastern Mo. and So.
111., Hotel Coronado, St. Louis.

Luncheon meeting of American
Ass'n for Better Photoplays,
Hotel Astor, New York.

Allied States Ass'n board of di-
rectors meets in Mt. Clemens,
Mich., in connection with an-
nual convention of Allied The-
aters of Mich.

10-11: Meeting of Wisconsin Allied
unit, Wisconsin Hotel, Milwau-
kee.

31 : Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris." Hotel Astor.

31 : Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplan
Projection Society, Hotel Com-
modore, New York.

4

:

Annual Awards Dinner of Aca-
demy of M. P. Arts & Sciences,
Hollywood.

Allied Meeting Oct. 6
To Map Out New Drives

(Continued from Page 1)

sion of Congress. Myers will re-
port to the Board on the plans for
unemployment relief and on other
issues arising since the last direc-
tors' meeting. A full attendance is

expected.

Delahanty to Complete
RKO Pathe-Tobis Deal

Completion of the deal whereby
Tobis will handle the distribution
of RKO Pathe product in Germany,
Austria and Czechoslovakia is the
main object of the present foreign
trip of Tom Delahanty, g.m. of
RKO Pathe Export Corp., who
sailed Saturday. Preliminary nego- ,

tiations were conducted by Dela- I

hanty on his previous visit abroad.

Jerry Loeb in Jack Gilbert Post
Jerry Loeb has been appointed by i

Warners to replace Jack Gilbert in
the (purchasing department under
Joe Hornstein, chief of all Warner
purchasing. Gilbert recently joined
the Warner forces in England.

Warners Reopen Hartford House
Hartford, Conn.—Warner's Prin-

cess, closed for several months, has
been reopened with Francis Morin
again at the helm as manager.

Installing Audiphones
Monroe, Wis.—The Goetz has con-

tracted for installation of the West-
ern Electric Audiphone for the hard-
of-hearing.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Ratei

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation

•'23.7TH AVE., N. V. BRYANT 0-6067
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BATTLING WITH
BUFFALO BILL

• TOM TYLER
^ REX BELL
^ LUCILLE BROWNE
• BILL DESMOND
yr FRANCIS FORD
^ YAKIMA CANUTT
• JIM THORPE
• JOE BONOMO
• BOBBY NELSON
i^ CHIEF THUNDERBIRD

si -%

^
y

^^^-SM^*!^

12 Chapters

Directed by Ray Taylor

from story

THE GREAT WEST THAT WAS
by Wm. F. Cody (Buffalo Bill)

Assoc. Producer, Henry McRae

ITS A UNIVERSAL
SERIAL OF COURSE
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^By RALPH WILK\

HOLLYWOOD
A FORTHCOMING issue of "Screen

Snapshots" will include actual

shots of the screen fight that result-

ed in two broken ribs for Buck
Jones. Jones and Joe Bomo were
having a battle in a scene of Co-
lumbia's "Headin' for Love," in

which the latter hurled a heavy
chair at Jones, who did not duck in

time. Jones has recovered now and
is back at work.

Marjorie Gateson will have an important
role in Paramount's "Husband's Holiday," in

which the cast will be headed by Clive Brook,
Vivienne Osborne, Charlie Ruggles and Juli-

ette Compton.
* * *

Howard Estabrook has completed
his first draft of "Frontier" which
will serve as another starring vehi-

cle for Richard Dix after the com-
pletion of "Marcheta," soon to go
into production at the Radio Pic-

tures studio.

"Taxi, Please" is the new title of the pic-

ture formerly known as "Blind Spot," now
in production at the Warner studios. James
Cagney and Loretta Young have the two
leading roles.

* * *

Charles Lang, who has photo-

graphed Ruth Chatterton in ten

Paramount pictures, will do the

camera work on "Tomorrow and To-
morrow," her final picture for Para-
mount. Lang recently completed
work on "Once a Lady."

* * *

Tim McCoy's second outdoor special on the

new Columbia schedule, which was tentatively

called "Gamblers' Guns," has the permanent

title of "The One Way Trial." Doris Hill

plays opposite McCoy. Other members of the

cast include Polly Ann Young, Carroll Nye,

Robert Homans and Al Ferguson. Ray Tay-

lor is directing.
* * *

Manny Nathan of the "Strange
As It Seems" unit, has discovered

that bees seem to want honey at all

times. While photographing a

honey bee, he found the bees would
not pose unless the cameramen and
other members of the unit covered

their arms and hands with honey.
* * *

Lou Brock is searching the California coun-

tryside for possible locations to be used in a

forthcoming Rosco Ates' vehicle. "Never the

Twins Shall Meet." Monty Collins, Jr., Billy

Gilbert, Betty Farrington and Isabell Lamal

have been signed for this featurette. Ates

doubles for himself in the story. Rehearsals

are scheduled for this week with Harold

Schwartz directing from the story by Tom
Lennt>n..

HELEN HAYES, who has been working

on the M-G-M lot, is on her way back to

New York to join her husband, Charles

MacArthur.

NANCY CARROLL leaves Hollywood
soon for the east to make "Wild Beauty,"

••n which Pauline Frederick also may ap-

pear.

MRS. B. P. SCHULBERG is coming
east this week to embark for Russia with
MiE. Bertram Viertel.

CLAUDE C. EZELL. eastern sales chief

of Warner-F. N., is back from a series of

district conferences.

4LO
THL
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• • • ALF GOULDING, who swings a Mean Megaphone
for Warner Bros, at its Flatbush shop, has one in his memory
book about an English vaude team which had never passed the
literacy test Brown and Sharpe, we'll call 'em for the
sake of this Expose One day Brown went to the man-
ager of the music hall the act was playing and Ranted and
Raved "Look 'ere," he demanded, pointing to the thea-
ter's ad in a London newspaper "Wotta you mean giv-
ing my partner publicity in this 'ere ad and not mentioning my
name?" The Astonished Manager focused on said copy,
indicated by Jones' digit and read: "The performance will begin
at 8 o'clock sharp."

* * * *

• • • BILLIE GOULD, who is Charming and usta write
pieces for fan magazines, will tell you one about a stuttering

musician who was trying to promote a job from a booking agent
"If you p-p-p-p-phone and n-n-n-no one answers, it's

m-m-m-m-me," he told him Sam Datlow and missus have
again gone Greenwich Village, having discarded the village of
Brooklyn Hannah Kass, who diligently and expertly
heads the Columbia foreign department, is very keen about
Prince Charles Prince Charles being a wire-haired ter-

rier of congenial disposition and generally Good Habits
Jimmy "Schnozzle" Durante will do his stuff on the Capitol
screen next week in "New Adventures of Get-Rich-Quick-
Wallingford"

* * * *

• • • MARTHA WILCHINSKI, formerly p. a. of the Roxy,
has entered the free-lance publicity biz. And is she get-
ting accounts .... Gordon Kahn, pen and penciling in "New
York Amusements," informs about a picture aspirant who
worked a new gag in order to get The Big Break. ... She
threw up her handles, blood-curdled a yell and did a first-class

imitation of a faint. ... Joe von Sternberg, who happened
to be promenading by, shouted for water. .... But a Highly
Sophisticated and Experienced actor suggested "Somebody get
a fountain pen and a contract and see how quickly she comes
^q" * * * *

• • • LORETTA YOUNG, who got her start in this world
in Salt Lake City, is planning to inspect Manhattan for the first

time, following completion of her role in "Taxi, Please"
Mrs. George Arliss will accompany her distinguished actor-

husband when he arrives in New York on Oct. 7 from England,
en route to the Coast to work in "A Successful Calamity"
Wonder why so many pitchers show the North River back-
ground moving in the Wrong Direction when a ship is supposed
to be coming up the harbor? Arthur Lee is cheering over

"The Happy Ending," which is the tentative title of a Gaumont
talker he has just brought into town Millard Webb
directed it for Gaumont Harry Flickman of Craft Film
Lab. has invented "film salve" He has exclusive rights

to the definition Louis Meyer's injured finger isn't so

injured now
* * * *

• • • ALTHOUGH CHARLIE YATES captured the RKO
golf tourney at the Westchester Country Club, Roy Webb gave
him some hot competition. ... James H. Turner, prexy of
the club, presided at the dinner which followed the duffing

Maurice Chevalier, "the Charm Vendor," as Adela Rogers St.

John dubbs him, was the reason for a dinner given last night
at the Friars' Club. ... Picture execs were plentiful around
the board Frank Condon's yarn, "Kansas City Platinum,"
which was printed by the "Saturday Evening Post," ballyhooed
Jean Harlow, sez Hortense Schorr, who wouldn't tell a lie

.... Mort Blumenstock avers that "Five Star Final" has
set up a new opening week's biz record and the biggest second
week record for the Winter Garden

If Hf * If

• • • LOOKING OVER Your Shoulder, do you remember
when Al Selig was an ace reporter on the "New York
Journal" Jim Loughborough was a crack re-write man
for the same rag Mark Luescher was a leading Broad-
way producer of stage shows And Walter Futter was a

film cutter

Monday, Sept. 28, 1931

« « « » » »

NEWS of the DAY

Winfield, la.—Pi-att's theater here,
which had been closed for lack of
patronage, has opened on a full

week's schedule at reduced prices.

Bentonville, Ark.—R. L. Moreland
is operating the Plaza, which he pur-
chased from Harry Taylor and A.
F. Simmons. Taylor is now district
manager for Columbia in Kansas
City. Moreland is new in the show
business, having formerly been in
the drug field.

Spirit Lake, la.—C. Lindblod of
Minneapolis has been named man-
ager of the new Royal theater here,
a part of the Finkelstein group.

Birmingham — Loew's Temple is

being run on a straight picture pol-
icy by John Caiman as manager for
the Masonic fraternity which is op-
erating the house. It is showing
first-run pictures at 15 cents mati-
nees and 20 cents top nights, with
children admitted at 10 cents at all

times. Caiman was recently a sales-
man for A. C. Bromberg attractions.

Milwaukee—Frank Trotman, for-
merly manager of the Gem, has
taken over the South Side Palace
which he has renamed the Ace.

Chicago—Jerry Drell is now op-
erating the Empire on West Madi-
son, having acquired the theater
from Mrs. Florence Paley, widow of
Joseph Paley. Drell has spent $15,-
000 remodeling and installing West-
ern Electric sound apparatus. Mrs.
Paley is devoting all of her attention
to the Imperial, 43rd St.

Nashville, 111.—The State has been
purchased by H. R. Hisey, a former
First National salesman.

Cardington, O. — The Dreamland
has been leased by the Cardington'i
Business Men's Ass'n. After reAec-\

oration the house will be opened.

Chicago—Fred Mindlin is now the!
Chicago representative of Foreign ^

Talking Pictures Corp., with offices :

at 804 South Wabash Ave. He cov-
ers eight states.

,

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

September 28
Tom Terriss
Ray Davis
Ernest Fegte
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Warner Houses Launch Drive on Music Racketeers

BOOTLEGGED FILMS JLLEGAL, COURTRULES

Minimum Admission and Other Contract Points Upheld
No Restraint of Trade is

Found by Pennsyl-
vania Court

Pittsburgh—Five important points,

some of them previously ruled upon
similarly by other courts, are cov-
ered in a court decision just handed
down dealing with the old standard
contract and involving Sono Art-
World Wide vs. William Lando of

the Lando theater here. The de-
fendants contended that the con-
tracts at issue were illegal and void
and furthermore violated the public
policy and were in restraint of the
freedom of contracts. Salient points

{Continued on Page 2)

IS

IN KAN. SUNDAY riGIIT

Wichita, Kan.—The jury trying
Met Barron for operating on Sun-
day has been discharged by Judge
J. E. Alexander after they had ac-

quitted her on four of 10 counts and
were deadlocked on the remainder.
This settles the Sunday movie fight

{Continued on Page 4)

William K. Brotherhood
Dies of Heart Failure

William K. Brotherhood, general
manager of Craft Film Lab., died
yesterday morning of heart failure
following a severe cold. He is sur-
vived by his widow and two sons.

Funeral service will be held at 2

P. M. tomorrow at Dockrell Chapels,
310 Willis Ave., Bronx, with burial

in Mt. Hope Cemetery.

Fox Makes Jap Version

With U.S. Actors Talking

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—What is believed to be the

first Japanese dialogue version ever made
with American players doing the talking is

nearing completion at Fox. The Abe Meyer-

Lavrallier synchronizing process is being

used.

Time to Forget It

"No hard times talk" is the order which has been issued to Warner Bros,

and First National sales forces from headquarters. Infracture of this Instruction

puts a salesman in a tough spot.

Foreign Managers See No Losses

Due to Money Situation Abroad

Federal Film Board Asked
By Protestant Churches
Denver—A resolution demanding

that Congress establish a board like

the Federal Radio Commission to

supervise films was presented to the
convention of Protestant Episcopal
Churches here. Gangster and sex

pictures were attacked, and a letter

was read from Canon Chase saying,

in part, that only 17 out of 188 re-

cent films were suitable for children.

No ultimate loss to American dis-

tributors is anticipated from the de-

preciation of the pound sterling in

England, foreign managers of sev-
eral major companies told Film
Daily yesterday. On account of the
expensive studio construction and
production activities in England,
Paramount is not drawing on col-

lections for exchange to American
dollars, according to a foreign de-
partment executive of the company.
A similar attitude is taken by an

{Continued on Page 4)

E. E. Fulton Opening 21 Branches

Chicago—In carrying out its new
plan of discarding the selling of

theater equipment through retail

stores and replacing it with a uni-

versal system of merchandising from
offices, the E. E. Fulton Co. in a

few months will open 21 new branch-
{Continued on Page 4)

Two Publix Theaters
Go to Fox West Coast

Denver—Fox has taken over from
Publix the Paramount at North
Platte, Neb., and the Strand and
Paramount at Cheyenne, Wyo.

Drive on Song-Sheet Racket
Launched by Warner Houses

M.P.T.O. of Neb.-Iowa
Meet in Omaha Oct. 13-14

Omaha—Annual convention of the

M.P.T.O. of Nebraska and Western

Iowa takes place here Oct. 13-14.

President M. A. Lightman of the

M.P.T.O.A. has accepted an invita-

tion to attend.

Asserting that music publishers
are losing $15,000,000 annually
through song-sheet racketeers, Dan
Michalove, general manager of War-
ner Bros, theaters, is calling upon
the circuit personnel to help wipe
out this practice. In his message,
Michalove points out that "three
Warner music subsidiaries bear a
major portion of this loss because

{Continued on Page 4)

Decision Granted to Pathe
and RKO Will Be Used

in National Drive
What appears to be the deathknell

of "bootleg pictures" has been sound-
ed by Judge Julian W. Mack of the
Federal District Court, New York,
in a decision in which he issues an
injunction to Pathe Exchange and
RKO Distributing Corp. against
Apollo Film Supply Co. The Copy-
right Protection Bureau will utilize

{Continued on Page 2)

FOX postponeTclosing

10 KANSflSCITY HOUSES

Kansas City—Fox West Coast has
held off closing of 10 local houses
pending a conference with the union
arranged for tomorrow by City Man-
ager H. F. McElroy. The 23 inde-

pendent houes have not changed
their plans to close tomorrow,
though some will reopen next day
with operators from another union
unless an agreement is reached.

Springfield, Mo., Showless
Unless Operators Give In
Springfield, Mo.—Unless opera-

tors agree to one man in a booth,
this city will be showless in two
weeks. Fox and Dubinsky already
have closed one house each and have
served notice that they will close

their other two houses Oct. 10 if

no agreement is reached. Three in-

dependents also will quit Oct. 3 un-
less terms are made.

Show Isn't Merchandise,

So Theaters Escape Tax

Louisville—According to an interpreta-

fion of the gross sales tax by the Assistant

Attorney General of the State, theaters and

places of amusement are exempt from tax-

ation, as they do not classify as sellers of

merchandise.
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Gen. Theaters Renews Loan
General Theaters Equipment is

understood to have negotiated a re-

newal of its $10,000,000 bank loan
which matured yesterday. Arrange-
ments also aie reporre i to have been
made for payment of interest and
sinking fund on the company's 10-

year 6 per cent debentures of 1940.
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BY PENNSYLVANIA COURT

(Continued from Page 1)

of the decision by Judge Soflfel of

the County Court, Allegheny County,
are:

"The contract is divisible; not-
withstanding clause 18, the balance
of the contract is legal and enforce-
able.

"The theory that the contract,

providing as it does for a minimum
admission price, is void as against
public policy, is without merit; the

contract is not in restraint of trade.

"The paragraph relating to the
method of selection of play dates is

not unreasonable.
"The question of plaintiff's duty

to minimize damages is a matter of

defense.
"That a statutory demurrer limits

the defendant to facts as they ap-
pear in the statement of claim, and
defendant cannot rely on facts out-

ride the record,"
A statutory demurrer of the de-

fendant was overruled and the ex-

hibitor given 15 days to file an an-
swer to the statement of claim.

Martin Silverman is attorney for

the plaintiffs. It is believed the rul-

ing can be used in any cases on the
foregoing questions and probably
if taken to the highest court of

Pennsylvania, will be good author-
ity.

Minneapolis Pantages
Becomes United Artists
Minneapolis^—United Artists has

taken over the Pantages, loop house
that has been vacant for some time,
and will reopen it with "Palmy
Days" either Oct. 3 or Oct. 10, de-
pending upon completion of repairs.

House will be called the United Art-
ists and W. H. Rudolph of New York
is manager. Austin McGough, divi-

sion exploitation manager, aided in

the deal.

Arthur JHousman Joints

Columbia Pictures
Arthur Housman has joined Co-

lumbia as national director of ad-
vertising under Al Selig. He recent-
ly resigned from Warner Bros.
after handling publicity, advertising
and exploitation for their Broadwaj
houses.

A. J. Cooper in Hospital
Cleveland—A. J. Cooper, promi

nent Ashtabula exhibitor, is at th
Cleveland Clinic for treatment fol-

lowing an automobile accident.

Claudette Colbert Resumes Work
Claudette Colbert, recovered from

her illness, yesterday resumed work
with Gary Cooper in "His Woman"
at the Paramount New York studio.
Edward Sloman is directing.

Lloyd Hamilton Iniured
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Lloyd Hamilton is in

the hospital being treated for a
broken leg and other injuries as the
result of an auto accident.

BOOTLEGGED PICTURES

ARE ILLEGAL, COURT RULES

(Continued from Page 1)

this decision in its national cam-
pa'gn against similar infringe-
ments.
The petitioners, in their action,

declared that they have been sell-

ing old films to Emile Snyder, Inc.,

smelter and refiner, to destroy them
and acquire the nitrate. They al-

leged, however, that this company
was selling pictures and named 65
reels which had recently been
seized. Louis Ogust, attorney for
the defendants, argued that his
client had a right to sell these films.

Attorney Louis Nizer, representing
Pathe and RKO, claimed that the
purchaser's rights do not include
exhibition and that the sale of the
films to Apollo did not constitute a
transfer of their copyright. After
the case had been argued for four
hours Judge Mack granted the in-

junction. Minutes will be sent to
Judge Clarke, Federal District Court,
in New Jersey, who has a similar
case pending.
Another action of Pathe and

RKO, seeking damages from Apollo,
will soon be tried. In the injunc-
tion case, three exhibitors, Edmund
Amusement Corp., Moses Silverman
and Louis B. Fordan, defaulted.

Warner Houses Reopening,
Ezell Expresses Optimism
Gradual reopening of many War-

ner houses that have been closed
during the past months is now under
way. Among the latest to be re-

turned to operation by Dan Micha-
ove are the Nittany, State College,
Pa., the Arcadia, Wilmington, Del.,

and the Princess, Hartford.
Claude C. Ezell, eastern g.m. of

Warner-First National, who has
just returned with A. W. Smith, Jr.,

eastern sales manager, from a series

of district sales meet, says he found
business in a more promising con-
dition and exhibitors more optimistic,
with the hit pictures getting plenty
of trade.

Carl E. Milliken Marries
Announcrment was made yester-

day of the marriage en Saturday
of Carl Elias Mil^k-n of the Hays
organization and Caroline Wood
Chase. The coup'e will be at home
at 155 Center Ave., New Rochelle,
after Nov. 15.

Cleveland Exhibs Meet Tomorrow
Cleveland—The M. P. Exhibitors

Ass'n will hold its first fall general
meeting tomorrow noon. Luncheon
will be served to all members, fol-

lowed by a business discussion.

Ninth Chicago Bombing
Chicago—The Music Box, neigh-

borhood house, is the ninth indepen-
dent theater to be bombed since the
operator trouble started. The blast
did some damage and terrorized
pbout 200 occupants of apartments
in the building.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Con-Sept. 28-^n- French Educational Fil
gress, Paris.

Sept. 28-30: Eleventh Annual Convention o< i

M.P TO. of Western Pennsylvania,
|

Hotel Henry, Pittsburgh.

Sept. 30 : General meeting of Cleveland
M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n, Cleveland.

Oct. 5-7: Annual Convention of Allied
Theater Owners of Michigan, Medina
Hotel, Mt. Clemens, Mich.

Oct S-g Rail meetine of the Society of

Motion Picture Engineers, New Ocean
House, Swampscott, Mass.

Oct. 6' Annual meeting and noon-day
luncheon. Allied Theaters of Mass., Hotel
Bradford, Boston.

Oct. 6: Annual meetine of M.P.T.O. of
St. Louis, Eastern Mo. and So. Ill,

Hotel Coronado, St. Louis.

Oct. 6: Luncheon meeting of American
Ass'n for Better Photoplays. Hotel Astor.
New York.

Oct. 6: Allied Stat s Ass'n board of di-

rectors meets in Mt. Clemens, Mich., in

connection with annual convention of

Allied Theaters of Mich.

Oct. 10-11: Meeting of Wiscons n Allied
unit, Wisconsin Hotel, Milwaukee

So. American Travel Film
Next for Doug Fairbanks

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Douglas Fairbanks

plans an airplane trip in December
to South America in company with
Victor Fleming, director, and Charles
Lewis, actor. They will take cam-
eras and sound equipment for the

making of a picture on their journey,
which is expected to take them down
to Chile, across to the Atlantic coast
and then up to the headwaters of

the Amazon.

Publix and RKO Split W. B. Product
Minneapolis—"The Last Flight"

and "Five Star Final" come into the

Orpheum on Oct. 17 and 31, respec-
tively, as the first Warner-First Na-
tional pictures to play the RKO
house under the deals whereby
W. B.-F. N. product will be split bcr

tween RKO and Publix first-run^

here.

Trenton Strikers Enjoined
Trenton—A temporary injunction

has been issued restraining members,
of the Union County M. P. Opera-,

tors' Local from interfering with
operation of the Linden, where thej

scale was recently cut from $125]

to $100 weekly.

USEESALL-PLAYSALLI
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SOUNDfS^
35MM PORTABLE
PkOJECTORrFULLA.C
AMPLIFICATION'SPEAKER-EIC
9£t.xl2ftJ^tiire at60~ 70/t throa

IN 2 CASES—TOTAL WEIGHT 82 POUNDS
LIST PRICE F.O.B., PHILA. $995.00

Universal Sound System, Inc.

Factory & Gen. Office New York Office

13 & Cherry Sts. 1560 Broadway
Phila., Pa. C^b e "USTEM"
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FIRST NATIONAL follows

"FIVE STAR FINAL"
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GUARANTEED "GREAT" BY THE N. Y. CRITICS!

ecommended by BOY
GOUTS OF AMERICA. \]

ee your local troop for

ill cooperation!

"3 Stars. A natural. Every boy and
girl will want to see it. They'll—Daily News.

"Sure to please. First-rate enter-

tainment. Anyone will enjoy it im-

mensely." —Evening Journal.

"Hasn't a dull moment. Delightful

entertainment. Sure-fire laugh get-

ter." -

—

Evening Graphic.

"A natural for the kids and grown-
ups. It moves along fastly."—Film Daily.

'Delightful. A fine picture. Laughs
galore and a few tears."—Daily Mirror.

RiLEASED THIS WEEK TO HOLD THAT WARNER
AND FIRST NATIONAL more than your
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DROP IN MONEY ABROAD

WON'T CAUSE LOSS HERE

(Continued from Page 1)

M-G-M executive, who stated that

the company would continue to de-

posit receipts in English banks and
thereby "gamble" on a return of the

pound sterling to normal. At RKO,
Ambrose "Bo" Bowling is inclined

to favor an increase in rental of

American pictures in England. Var-
ious other companies are taking no

action, the majority feeling that

English money will eventually come
back to par and most companies can
manage to hold their collections

abroad until they can draw them
out nearer par.

It is also believed that the ad-

vantage which the low pound gives

England in the matter of exports is

likely to spur American producing
activity over there, since the pic-

tures can now be made at much
lower cost.

E. E. Fulton Company
Opening 21 Branches
(Continued from Page 1)

es, giving it complete coverage in

the U. S., it is announced by Carl

H. Fulton, president. The new sys-

tem involves two important sales

aids. One is a model theater in the

branch office, so that all equipment
may be sold by demonstration. The
other is a portable projector and
screen with which salesmen can tell

their entire story visually in the of-

fices of theater managers.

Additions to RKO Sales Staflf

A. J. Sullivan, formerly Seattle

sales manager for M-G-M, has

joined the Radio Pictures sales staff

in that city, replacing J. J. O'Lough-
lin, transferred to San Francisco.

Other salesmen engaged by Cleve

Adams, western general sales man-
ager, are N. Provencher, who suc-

ceeds Eph Rosen in St. Louis, and
Joe Rosenberg, who replaces F. M.
Baxter in Kansas City.

Warner Circuit Personnel Shifts

Following changes in personnel

among Warner houses are an-

nounced by Dan Michalove:
E. C. Grady replaces Dan Delaney as

manager of the Hoosier, Whiting, Ind. De-
laney replaces G. L. McKeen at the Bucklen,

Elkhart, Ind. McKeen replaces Floyd Cor-

mican at the American, Indiana Harbor. Ind.

A. J. Grasgrin replaces Louis Smith as

Manager of the Sigriia, Lima, Ohio. George

Dana succeeds A. E. Roberts as manager of

the Lafayette, Batavia, N. Y. H. C. Mun-
roe, replaces F. S. Morin as manager of the

Commodore Hull, Derby, Conn., Morin re-

turning to the Princess, Hartford, Conn.

COMING & GOING

LEO MORRISON, manager of Leo Car-

rillo and Chic Sale, arrived from the coast

yesterday by airplane.

ELISSA LANDI, Fox star, arrives in

New York tomorrow and leaves Oct. 2 on the

lie de France for a visit to her home in

England.

EDMUND LOWE and LILYAN TASH-
MAN sailed last night on the Europa for a

three-month vacation.

RI4LT
• • • HERE WE are, folks, back again after our Welding
Journey practically as good as new after steer-

ing the ole bus over picturesque Maine highways and
along Canadian mountain trails back at the desk push-

ing the alphabet machine along the Rialto gone are the

smell of the pines vistas of shimmery lakes, somber

gorges, the red and gold of autumn maples in gorgeous patterns

on mountain slopes gone also is the sound of the farmer

wife's shrill voice in the twilight, calling the ole man in from
the field to his supper or whatever a farmer's wife may
have to offer her ole man who knows? who
cares? what business is it of yours, anyway?
and the only point of resemblance between the ole bus and

the word-mangling machine is this they both need a
helluva lot of gas and oil and if you muggs will get
busy and contribute a li'I of each it's gonna make our
task much lighter till we hit our Natural Stride

• • • EASING INTO the harness, the job was made con-
siderably smoother with our first assignment looking
over the Weiss boys' latest opus "Convicted" a
swell murder mystery on an ocean liner the solution of

which even fooled an expert like Red Kann but it's a
cinch that director Christy Cabanne wasn't the murderer
he did a beaucoup job with a close knit story, fine cast

and, thankgawd intelligent dialogue used spar-
ingly a pleasure

• • • AND DIDJA see the current issue of Ed McNamee's
"En-Ess-Ess Family" house organ for National Screen?

the cover shows a photo of Manager Wallace Walthall
of the Texas branch, surrounded by a dozen Southern Pips in

his dep't pretty soft, Wally, pretty soft!

• • • WALTER FUTTER, producer of "Curiosities," has
discovered a real primitive settlement in ultra-erudite Cali-for-

nigh-aye it's in the interior of Lower Calif a
settlement started at the time of the Russian revolution
13 families founded the colony 70 miles from a rail-

road station no telephones, autos or other modern con-
veniences but they have raised about 1500 kids
well, what else is there for them to do ?

• • • CHARLES REED JONES is hitting on high with
his detective novels "The Van Norton Murders," third
of the series, has been scheduled for November publication by
the Macaulay Company besides this, Charlie is handling
publicity for Mascot Pictures, Weiss Brothers Artclass, Chester-
field and Ernest Bru and in his odd moments knocks
off originals for the indies the big loafer!

• • • A STORY that appeals to us is that one from Joe
Poland's kolyum in the "Film Mercury" after the pre-
view of a pix, the publicity man approached a reviewer
"Wasn't it great, marvelous, colossal?" he yawped "and
didn't the drama make ye cry?" and the reviewer
opines "Hell, why should I cry? I don't haveta take
the blame for it!"

• • • "TELL ME, fella," queries Jay David Blaufox of
RKO, "why do ya always have Service Stripes at the bottom of
ya kolyum?" aw. Jay, them ain't Service Stripes
they're just the Scars after the weddin' trip
and, boy, we EARNED 'em, if you follow us ever so slightly

« « « » » »

FIGHT ON MUSIC RACKET

(Continued from Page 1)

of their constantly popular catalog-
ues of hits which makes them in-

creasingly subject to this piracy."
He instructs zone managers, branch
managers, publicity and advertising
men and house managers to notify
R. W. Budd at the home office when .

'hey learn of activities of these
racketeers who are violating copy-
rghts.

.

Another Round is Won
In Kan. Sunday Fight

(Continued from Pa(/e 1)

in Kansas until trial of the tempo-
rary injunction obtained by Fox
West Coast Theaters. If Fox wins
a permanent order against state of-

ficials, it is believed the Sunday fight

will be settled for good.

I

Carfare Boosts Worries
Cleveland Exhibitors

Cleveland—A boost in carfares of
one cent within the city limits and
of two cents in the suburbs, effective

Oct. 4, with a further boost an-
nounced for the following week, has
given local theater owners new wor-
ries. Admissions in nearly all

houses were lowered recently to

meet present conditions. Fear is

felt that the advantage of this price
cut will be more than offset by the
raise in carfares.

M.P.T.O. of Wisconsin
Names Committee Heads
Milwaukee—M.P.T.O. of Wiscon-

sin committee chairmen for the cur-

rent year have been announced by
Fred S. Meyer, president of the
organization. Martin Thomas, Brau-
mart theater, Iron Mountain, Mich.,
is chairman of the finance commit-
tee; A. C. Berkholtz, Merniac, West
Bend, membership; George Fischer, I

Milwaukee, affairs; A. C. Gutenberg, '

Grand, Milwaukee, advisory and A.
D. Kvool, Fox-Midwesco, legislative.

Many Happy

Returns

Best vtrishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

September 29
Irwin D. Rathstone
Virginia Bruce
Billie Bevan
Theodore Lorch
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Imported Operators Tortured, Robbed in Chicago

PARAMOUNT FINANCES DECLARED^OKAY
Union Racket Charges in N.Y.C. Laid Before Governor

Courage
— and other things

= ByJACK ALICOATE —
It is not

Common Sense hard to be-

Is Needed lieve that if

the present
crop of panic prowlers could be
deported in a body to some far-

away island and given plenty

of spools to play with during
the next couple of years this

country in general and indus-

try in particular would be, Oh,
so much better off. America,
it seems, is likely to carry on,

after all, and the sheriff still

has many duties far and away from
motion pictures. We are living in

the richest, economically strongest

and most productive nation on earth

and in time can look forward to com-
plete economic recovery. Washing-
ton reports the tide as already turn-

ing. What is needed now more than
anything else is courage and com-
mon sense.

* * *

, .
Here is not

The Spirit only one grand

of Notre Dance slice of enter-
tainment, but a

monumental tribute to Rockne, one
of the greatest and most beloved
sportsmen that ever lived. To have
gotten power, speed, laughs plenty,

punch and dynamic entertainment
value from this theme in the raw is

no slight tribute to Laemmle the
Second. And while on the subject,

this young man seems to have re-

cently settled into a successful stride

of knocking 'em over at each new
Dpportunity.

* * »

Having been in pictures
1z Zat since they painted the

So??? piano on the back drop, we
are not given to high blood

)ressure and intense excitement at

he spoken word of prediction. How-
'ver, two statements of the past week,

(Ctmtinued on Page 2)

Two Members Win Appeal
Against Head of Oper-

ator Organization
Albany — Coincident with the

handing down of a decision yester-

day by the Court of Appeals giv-

ing Arthur Polin and Charles
Schneider, operators, a complete vic-

tory against Sam Kaplan, president
(^Continued on Page 4)

PASS RESOLUTI ASKING

GOV'T CONTROL IN STUDIO

Denver—Demand that the Federal
government enter studios and super-
vise production at the source is made
in a resolution passed by Houses of

Deputies and Bishops at the con-

vention of Protestant Episcopal
Churches here. Creating of a Fed-
eral commission to govern movies
the same as radio was asked in a

resolution submitted Monday.

Seven More Cities Sign
New Union Agreements

Operator contract situations in

practically all major cities have been
adjusted with the signing of seven

more agreements with major cir-

cuits. Cities affected are: Miami,
Chattanooga, Salt Lake, Portland,
Ore., Denver, New Orleans and Co-
lumbus. In practically all instances

terms of the new contracts are the

same as those expiring Labor Day

RKO's "Smart Woman"
Booked Into the Roxy

Radio Pictures' "Smart Woman", star-

ring Mary Astor, has been booked into the

Roxy starting Oct. 9. It will also play

the Fox Brooklyn starting Oct. 16. This is

the first attraction outside of Fox releases

to play the big Broadway house since Uni-

versal's "Resurrection" back in January.

Jerome Safron closed the RKO booking.

Publix Houses Now Show-
ing Profit—Company Set
to Meet Payments Ahead
Apparently prompted by the re-

cent pounding away at Paramount
stock, which yesterday went to a
new low of 12^, Dow-Jones yester-
day came out with a statement to
the effect that the company's fi-

nances are in satisfactory shape, that
Publix theater receipts, after show-

(Continued on Page 4)

International 16 MM. Pictures

Acquires Hudson Film Laboratory

Acquisition of the Hudson Film
Industries laI)oratory at Palisades,
N. J., is annoanced by International
16 mm. Pictures, Inc. Capacity of
the plant, now figured at 1,500,000
feet per week, will be increased to
4,000,000 feet per week, it was stat-

ed yesterday. Only 16 mm. film will

be handled at this lab. Negotiations
are also under way for a second lab-
oratory at which both 36 and 16
mm. film will be treated.

Del Riccio Heads New Firm
Planning to Make Shorts
Lorenzo Del Riccio, with the Par-

amount New York studio for sev-

eral years, has completed formation
of Cinelog Corp., which will make
travelogue and noveltv shorts. Sub-

(Contiiiued on Page 4)

Non- Union Men Beaten In Chu;
Balaban & Katz House Bombed

Fur Show Being Staged

At New York Paramount

A "million-dollar fur style show", spon-

sored by the I. J. Fox store of Fifth Ave.,

will be presented at the New York Para-

mount starting Friday.

Chicago—Tactics in the indie ex-

hibitor-operator row took a new turn
yesterday, when Michael Aivey. im-
ported operator from New York at
the Adelphi on North Clark St. and
Wallace Lindley, usher at the house,
were kidnajjed, tortured, beaten
and robbed by four men. Ludwig

(.Continued on Page 8)

ONLY 3 PER CENT DROP

IN NO. CALIF. PATRONAGE

San Francisco—Motion picture at-
tendance shows a decrease in num-
bers of only 3 per cent from last
year in Northern California, says
the Business Outlook published by
the Wells Fargo Bank & Trust Co.

$853,500 Dividend Suit

Lost By Eastman Kodak
Philadelphia — Eastman Kodak

must pay back dividends of $853,500
to the Alien Pronerty Custodian on
itock issued to a German corporation
'n 1903 for part of its business in

Europe, and which was seized during
the war, according to a decision of

(Continued on Page 4)

Wangcr Not Resuming

Active Status at Para.

Jesse L. Lasky yesterday denied to The
Film Daily that Walter Wanger, former

Eastern production executive, will again

become active for Paramount, as reported

along Broadway.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. .Seat 3}i 2'/2 2!^ — 'A
Con. Fm. Iml 5Vs 5% 5H + Ve
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 10 9J^ 954 — '/

F.it. Kodak 1045^ 9954 99'/ — 4,'';

Fox Fm. "A".... 9 8'/ S'A — 'A
r.en. Th. Et|. (new) 1^ ^ 15^— '4

Loew's, Inc 37^ 35M 35?4 — IVt
do pfd 82J-g 80 80—3
M-r,-M pfd 22 22 22 — '4

Paramount 13Vs II'A 12!4 — 1

Hathe Exch 1 I 1 — 'A
ilo "A" 3'A 3'A iVz — Yi
"KO "A" 9Vi SA SA — Vz
Univ. Pict. pfd 41 41 41 — !^
Warner Bros 7 6'/a 654 — Vi

do pfd 175^ 1754 1754 -f 54

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. ... S?4 5^ 5?4 — V2
Columbia Pets. Vtc 5 5^ 5 5 — ^
Fox Thea. "A" ... 154 154 154 — 5i
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 3 2M 2^4—54
'technicolor 3 3/| 3 54 3 54— Vi
Trans-Lux 254 254 2 54 — A.

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen Th. Eq. 6s40. 2154 20 20}4 + 54
Loew 6s 41ww... 8954 86 86 — 354
Paramount 6s 47 .70 70 70 — 1

Par. 5 54s50 66 64 64 — 54
Pathe 7s37 84 83 84
Warner's 6s39 ... 405i 40 40

"Devotion" for Mayfair
RKO Pathe's "Devotion" with Ann

Harding, opens at the Mayfair on
Friday.

Courage
—and other things

(Continued from Page 1)

doubly important because of their
genealogy, caught our imagination.
We pass 'em along for better or
worse: David Sarnoff, addressing the
Radio-E.ectric World's Fair at
Madison Square Garden—"A thea-
ter of the home, created by televi-

sion, will be an established fact in

a year." Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith,
vice-president of Radio Corporation
of Ameri-^a—"The most striking
radio development to be anticipated
during 1932 will be initiation of tele-

vision of a quality capable of main-
taining public interest on a purely
entertainment basis." And now put
those in your smoke and pipe it.

Warner Zone Managers
In Two-Day Conference
A general discussion of policies

is going on at a meeting of 20 War-
ner Bros, managers being held at the

home office. H. M. Warner address-

ed the session at its opening yes-

terday In addition to zone man-
agers the attendance at the meeting,
which closes today, includes: Sam E.

Morris, Dan Michalove, Albert War-
ner, Herman Starr.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

, >.*i

Long Island City '
154 Crescent St. ft
STillwell 4-7940 J"f

Eastman Films
|

J. E. Brulatour, Inc. S

—
J.J

:.:

Hollywood {•,

6700 Santa Monica J-I

Blvd. :•:

HOLlywood4121 K

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Monogram Sales Drive Winners
In the first Monogram sales drive

which ended last week and included

the sales of all offices made in the

last three months, first prize of $300
was won by H. H. Everett, manager
of the Charlotte office, who wrote
116.39 per cent of his year's quota

in contracts for that period. John
Mangham, manager of the Atlanta
office, was second, obtaining 112.56

per cent of his year's quota and re-

ceiving $200, while Floyd St. John,
nanager of the San Francisco office,

with a percentage of 93.84, won
third prize of $100,

A new sales drive starts this week
and ends early in December. In this

drive the eastern teams are lined up
against the western.

Another Week for "Street Scene"
Instead of ending its run tomor-

row night, "Street Scene" will re-

main at the Rivoli a sixth week, de-

laying the opening of "Monkey Busi-
ness" until Oct. 8.

Fox Signs Writer
Harry Ruskin, who has written or

collaborated on several Broadway
shows and vaudeville acts, has been
signed by Fox and leaves Oct. 12 for

the coast.

T.P.E. Adds 3 Shorts Series
Two additional series of six one-

reelers, one on baseball and the
other on aviation, have been added
to the line-up of Talking Picture
Epics. A single-reeler, "Hollywood
Beach Colony," has also been added.

Peerless Production Ready
"Sporting Chance", second of 16

features to be made by Al Herman
for Peerless Productions, has been
received from the coast by A. Pol-
lak. In the cast are Buster Collier,

James Hall and Claudia Dell.

Seven Ft. Worth Houses
On Non-Union Policy

Fort Worth, Tex.—In addition to
the non-union policies recently
adopted by the Tex, Hippodrome and
Capitol, operated by Earl Penix,
and the Gayety Texan and Odeon,
Manager Leon B. Lewis of the Lib-
erty is reported to have given the
union men two weeks' notice. The
non-union operators are forming
their own group.

Fox Theater Assignments
Recent personnel assignments

among Fox theaters around the
country include the following:

Richard D.xon has been appointed assistant
manager of the Fox, Nemo, New York.
J. ISenjamin remains as manager.
Louis (Golden replaces Robert Cuzan as
manager of Embassy, Los Angeles. Paul
Barry replaces Golden as manager of the
Rosemary, Ocean Park. Calif. Robert C.
Cannom replaces J. D L'Esperance as man-
ager of the Orpheum. San Diego. J, D.
L'Esperance replaces George Christoffers as
manasjcr of the Egyptian. San Diego, and also
replaces Franklin Elledge as manager of the
Fairmount, San Diego. Mel Todd has been
appointed manager of the Fox Paramount.
Cheyenne, Wyo. C. E. Miller is now man-
ager of the Strand, Cheyenne. Wyo H. B.
Ashton has been made manager of the Fox
Paramount, North Platte. Xeb. Jack Kurke
has been made treasurer and Kenneth Henry
assistant manager of the Park Plaza. .\'ew

York.

Projectionist Shot in Holdup
David Robbins, 44, a projection-

ist employed by Columbia at 729
Seventh Ave., was in a critical con-
dition at the Lincoln Hospital, the
Bronx, last night, after having been
shot during a hold-up at the Crotona
Trading Corp., 1,378 Prospect Ave.,
the Bronx, the previous evening.
Robbins was hit by a police bullet
as officers interrupted a stick-up of
members of the company who were
holding a meeting. He is suffering
from a punctured lung.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: French Educational Film Con
gress, Paris.

Today: Eleventh Annual Convention "<

M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsylvania.
Hotel Henry, Pittsburgh,

Today: General meeting of Cleveland
M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n, Cleveland.

Oct. 5-7: Annual Convention of Allied
Theater Owmers of Michigan, Medina
Hotel, Mt. Clemens, Mich.

Oct. S-6: Fall meeting of the Society o»
Motion Picture Engineers, New Ocean
House, Swampscott, Mass.

Oct. 6: Annual meeting and noon-day
luncheon, Allied Theaters of Mass., Hotel
Bradford, Boston.

Oct. 6: Annual meeting of MP T.O. of
St. Louis, Eastern Mo. and So. HI,
Hotel Coronado, St. Louis.

Oct. 6

:

Luncheon meeting of American
Ass'n for Better Photoplays, Hotel Astor
New York.

Oct. 6

;

Allied States Ass'n board of di-

rectors meets in Mt. Clemens, Mch., in
connection with annual convention of

\

Allied Theaters of Mich.

Oct. 10-11: Meeting of Wisconsin Allied
unit, Wisconsin Hotel, Milwaukee.

Oct. 13-14: Annual convention of MP T.O.
of Nebraska and Western Iowa,
Omaha.

Oct. 31: Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.

Oct. 31 : Annual Dinner Dance of Kap'an
Projection Society, Hotel Commodore,
New York.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M P.
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holiy-'
wood.

Haines for Capitol in Person
William Haines will appear in per-

son, in a stage playlet written for
him by Edgar Allan Woolf, in con-
junction with the showing of "New
Adventures of Get-Rich-Quick Wal-
Hngford" at the Capitol, week of
Oct, 9.

Union Heads to Meet in Vancouver
A meeting of the general execu-

tive board of the I. A. T. S. E. and
M. P. O. will be held at Hotel Van-
couver, Vancouver, Oct. 5, in con-
nection with the annual convention
of the American Federation of
Labor. President William Canavan
will attend, along with other or-
ganization executives.

30 Montreal Theaters
Affected by Lockout

Montreal—Thirty theaters are af-

fected by the lockout of projection-
ists employed by the Independent
Amusement Theaters, with head-
quarters here. Negotiations toward
a settlement are still in progress.

"Columbus Day" Released
"Columbus Day," first of the Fitz-|

Patrick holiday series to be handlei'j

by Meyer-Rieger, was released yes-l

terday for sale in every territory
in the country. Meyer-Rieger are
selling the series direct.

Virginia Doyle Killed in Crash
IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIty
Hollywood — Virginia Doyle, 24

actress at the Warner-First Nation-
al studios, was killed at Cahueng^
Pass, north of here, when her autd
collided with a freight train.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761



HERE'S A TOAST!
MAY EVERY exhibitor in 1931-32 enjoy the security which M-G-M
showmen had during the trying times of the past year, and which
M-G-M showmen will enjoy in coming months with DAVIES,
GARBO, SHEARER, MONTGOMERY, GILBERT, NOVARRO,
BEERY, HAINES, JACKIE COOPER, CRAWFORD, KEATON,
TIBBETT, LUNT-FONTANNE, DRESSLER. It's a pleasure!
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UNION RACKET CHARGES

LAID 6EE0RE GOVERNOR

(^Continued from Page 1)

of the M. P. Machine Operators

Union of Greater New York, it was
learned from Samuel I. Rosenman,
counsel to Governor Roosevelt, that

charges had been made to the Gov-

ernor against District Attorney

Thomas G. T. Grain of New York
for failure to act in connection with

alleged racketeering of officials in

conducting the union. The charges

were instituted by Samuel B. Birn-

baum, lawyer for the union mem-
bers, who have been fighting for two

years to get an accounting of the

union's funds spent over a period

of three years.

In the ruling of the Court of Ap-
peals here, the judgments of the

lower court are reversed and judg-

ment directed in favor of plaintiff in

each action, setting aside the pro-

ceedings of the union, restoring

plaintiffs to membership and award-

ing to Polin a recovery of $1,955 and
to Schneider a recovery of $1,622.40

with interest, together with costs in

all courts.

Del Riccio Heads New Firm
Planning to Make Shorts

(Continued from Page 1)

jects will be made with original

sound instead of dubbing. Del Ric-

cio is president of the company,
which has opened headquarters at

521 Fifth Ave.

$853,500 Dividend Suit

Lost by Eastman Kodak
(Continued from Page 1)

the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals,
confirming a similar ruling by the

U. S. District Court of New Jersey.

Eastman sought to avoid payment of

dividends and endeavored to have
the stock cancelled on the ground
that the transaction for which it was
issued violated the anti-trust laws.

Johnny Waters At Beacon
Johnny Waters, organist, is now

at Warner's Beacon, replacing C.

Sharpe Minor. Waters has been en-

gaged by the Warners for an indefi-

nite period.

Miss. Legislature in Session
Jackson, Miss.—Film circles are

apprehensive over the special ses-

sion of the Mississippi Legislature
which started yesterday at the call

of Gov. Bilbo. Object is to impose
more taxes.

COMING & GOING

ANN HARDING is due from the coast to-

day by airplane.

FRANK BORZAGE, Fox director, is due
in New York with his family on Friday from
the coast.

BURTON HOLMES arrived from abroad
yesterday on the lie de France.
CLAYTON SHEEHAN of the Fox foreign

department is expected to leave Paris at the

end of the week for New York.
MAURICE CHEVALIER left New York

yesterday for the Paramount coast studios.

• • • WALKED IN on Paul Gulick, and found him all of a-

flutter as he was opening some of his Japanese mail

first there was a beautiful satinwood box tied with a gorgeous

green ribbon inside this reposed a leather covered vol-

ume hand painted with intricate designs it proved to be

a Testimonial Book from Uncle Carl's many Nippon friends in

the film biz felicitating him on the 25th Anniversary of

Universal most of the testimonials were written in

Japanese characters seeing which, Al Sherman of the

Tellygraft exclaimed "Ah! Jewish New Year cards.

he would

• • • BUT WHAT we started out to say was that the book

contained a very fine tribute from Tom D. Cochrane, manager
for Paramount in the Orient Tom wrote to Mister

Laemmle "I've watched your career for all of the 25

years in which you wrestled with Fate and it seems to me
sort o' offhand that you have very great prospects for the

future never mind the past you took Good Care

of that" and coming from Tom who handled

Uncle Carl's very first pix, "Hiawatha" back in the

pioneer days when a supervisor really worked that tribute

means something

• • • THERE WAS another package containing a magnifi-

cent leather-covered cabinet in this rested a silver lov-

ing cup from the publisher of the "Movie Times" of Tokyo
for "All Quiet" "the best picture of 1930"

and what struck us was not the intrinsic value of the gifts

but the painstaking care in their artistic presentation
denoting that these Japs have a real personal regard

for Carl Laemmle shared by people of all nations the

world over

• • • EN ROUTE to Paris, Lilyan Tashman sailed with

her hubby, Edmund Lowe, also 10 trunks and 21 pieces of hand
luggage Edmund just had a brief case for his neckties

Harry Ruskin, well known stage play craftsman, now
on the writing staff of Fox, attributes his success to the fact

that he does not take ginger ale in his highballs just an
old Scotch custom personally, we only take ginger ale

in the other feller's high balls

• • • PIPE THE flash front Jack Hess has placed on the
Mayfair for the run of "East of Borneo" positively

unique the front lobby has every inch covered with a
panoram view of the Big Scene fiery volcano, wild ani-

mals, wimmen, and everythin' and hundreds of stills of
alluring Rose Hobart a lotta headwork in back of this

display

• • • RAN INTO Jack Fuld last Sunday putting on his

trained animal act up at the Polo Grounds Jack runs
the concession over the week-ends for the hot-dog stand
they stopped him from putting on one of his famous exploitation
stunts to ballyhoo the dogs for the fans were all watch-
ing the stunt instead of the game A. C. Blumenthal, pal
of Mayor Walker, is being sougjht for interrogation by the
Hofstadter committee that is probing city hall polytics

* * « He

• • • A LINE from Mike Smoosh, our roving correspon-
dent, now traversing the alfalfa belt in the middle west
"Things are rather quiet in the local theaters one man-
ager took his vacation sitting in his ow n orchestra chairs
because he craved peace and quietness but he went nuts
from loneliness and the desolation"
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DECLARED IN SHAPE

(Continued from Page 1)

ing a more than seasonal drop in
summer due to unusual heat and the
infantile paralysis epidemic, have
shown a healthy seasonal increase
and this together with recent econ-
omies has the company now operat-
ing substantially in the black. The
statement further said:
Paramount has an obligation to purchase

its common stock between Sept. 1, 1931, and
.^pril 1, 1932, which will necessitate pay-
ment of approximately $11,000,000. Re-
cently the bank debt of the company was
increased to $8,250,000 to take care of part
of this commitment in the early part of
September. At present this bank debt has
been reduced to $7,750,000. and will be
cut to $7,400,000 by Oct. 1. During the
last three months of the year bank loans
probably will be reduced another $1,400,000,
leaving a balance of $6,000,000 at the j-ear-

»nd. The company will have the usual cash
balance of about $6,000,000 or more on hand
at that time.

During the first quarter of 1932, Para-
mount will have to pay the remaining $6.-

500.000 for its purchase of stock, funds for
which will be obtained by increasing bank
loans to about $10,000,000, and from ex-
cess cash arising from the depreciation ac
counts and profits during the first quarter of
1932. It is understood that Paramount ha,
at present more than $18,000,000 of con-
firmed lines of bank credit to take care of
these commitments. After these stock pur-
chases have been completed, commitments
will be normal, and should be taken care
of easily from excess cash from deprecia-
tion and profits. Bank loans, according to
the budget of the company, should begin to

be reduced during the second quarter of next
year and will be paid ofF as rapidly as pos-
sible from then on.

Paramount's film releases in the past six
months have been substantially lower in cost

than during the like period last year. The
average negative cost of films released in

September, October and November, 1931 is

about 20 per cent less than average cost

of releases in the like months of 1930.

Substantial progress is being made in econ-
omies in production, such as already have
taken place in the distribution and theater
departments. Results from this should l>e

felt by February, 1932.

Allen Moritz Joins Columbia
Cleveland—Allen Moritz, former

local Tiffany branch manager, has
been appointed manager of the Co-
lumbia exchange in Cincinnati, suc-
ceeding Morris White.

Wm. Rosenthal Succeeds Almy
Cincinnati, 0.—William Rosenthal

succeeds Clifford Almy as local

United Artists branch manager.

Many Happy

Returns

« « « » » »

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

September 30
George Bancroft
Ralph Forbes
Hermann Starr
Norman Z. MacLeod
Fred Fisher
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mighty box-office hit smashes
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advertising
that is tell-

ing the na-

tion about
this great
comedy.

Directed by
Norman McLeod



with joy as PARAMOUNT^S
records from coast to coast

PITTSBURGH
Sensational opening Stanley theatre.

Biggest grosses ever despite terrific heat

and tough opposition.

CINCIX^ATI
Palace theatre records cracked wide

open. More money than they thought

existed.

SEATTLE
Smashing business at Paramount the-

atre. A sure cure for the blues!

DES MOINES
Outgrosses previous Marx Brothers hits

by hundreds of dollars at Des Moines

theatre.

SAN FRANCISCO
Played to greatest number of people in

any single day since Paramount opened.

KANSAS CITY
Crowds jammed Newman theatre from

morning until late at night. Biggest

business in months!

LOS ANGELES
Terrific smash at United Artists theatre.

More business than any single week in

years.

HARTFORD
All house records broken at Allyn the-

atre. Audiences go crazy!

BOSTON
Opened day and date Uptown and Wash-

ington Street theatres. Thousands turned

away during run!

INDIANAPOLIS
Indiana theatre packs them in for days.

Business better than boom times!

^ Check over the entire country. Every engagement is a sensation!

Large cities, small towns, it's all the same. Broken box-office records!

Is it any wonder exhibitors are happy they signed a 1931-32 contract!

•S.R.O. HITS

PARAMOUNT!
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FOX LINES UP SALES STAFF

FOR EDUCATIONAL FILMS

Fox is lining up a sales staff to

handle its new educational films.

The sales manager has been selected,

but will not be announced until later

in the week. First demonstration of

the educationals will be given today
at the Astor Hote" before the Ex-
position of Women's Arts and Indus-
tries. Mrs. John Kendrick Bangs
will introduce the films.

Orlove Staying With Fox
Milwaukee—Louis Orlove, man-

ager of Fox's Uptown here, will re-

main as manager of the theater in-

stead of joining Publix in Detroit

as originally announced, according

to H. J. Fitzgerald, gsneral man-
ager for Fox-Midwesco.

Son to Reginald Dennys
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A son was born Mon-

day to Mr. and Mrs. Reginald

Denny. The mother, before her mar-
riage, was known on the screen as

"Bubbles" Steifel.

Second Torchy

Looks A Knockout
"TORCHY PASSES THE BUCK"

Produced by C. C. Burr for

Educational

Direction C, C. Burr

Story Sewell Ford

Adaptation and Dialogue

"Chuck" Roberts and William Owens

Continuity George Amy

Photography Lewis Physioc

Film Editor George Amy

Cast: Ray Cooke, Dorothy Dix, Frank

-

lyn Pangborn, Edmund Breese, Con-

stance Lewis, Kane Richmond, Bob

Holman, Morley Drury, Cornelius

Keefe.

The second of the series of six

"Torchy" comedies is a real treat. A
combination of clever dialogue and amus-

ing slapstick kept the preview audience

in a constant state of laughter. Ex-

hibs can bank on this series to give

satisfaction, if the other four me:'sure

up to the first two.

The story is a continuation of "Tor-

chy's'-' adventures and misadventures as

an 'office boy, in constant danger of

losing his job. There is a dinner-party

sequence at the home of his employers

that brought lots of chuckles.

The cast is capable, with Ray Cooke
as Torchy, Franklyn Pangborn as a fussy

employee, Bob Holman as a game war-

den, and Cornelius Keefe as the boss'

son, giving outstanding performances

Morley Drury, the football star, portrays

himself, and his work in this picture, at

least, should have little effect on his

amateur standing.

(Reprinted from Hollywood Reporter)

Adv.

HOLLYWOOD FLASHES
Bv RALPH IVILK

(^ONSUELO DAWN, who played

in comedies at Fox and Univer-
sal a few years ago, is re urning to

the screen. Since leaving Holly-
wood, she has played on the stage
in the East. Her most recent stage
engagement was in "The Green Bot-
tle" st the Hollywood Vine Street
theater.

Our Passing Show: King Vidor, Eleanor
Boardman. Lothar Mendes, Charles Beyer,
Maurice Revnes at "Precedent": A. A. Kline
boosting Carmel, the writers' colony.

* * *

Columbia has signed Adolphe
Menjou to appear with Barbara
Stanwyck in "Forbidden".

Roscoe Karns, Geneva Mitche'l, Francis
McDonald, Kathryn McGuire, Adele Kar-
pels and Carl Stockdale are the principals in

"Is My Face Red?" the Allen Rivkin-Ben
Markson sketch, which will be presented at

the Writers Club Sept. 30 and Oct. 1.

* * »

William H. Deitz, who did the
trick camera work on "Devotion"
and "Age for Love," is handling
special effects on "Racetrack."

* * *

Harry W. Lieb, Universal film editor, who
cut "Homicide Squad," has been assigned
to edit Vin Moore's new story which is as
yet untitled. Lieb also edited "Reckless Liv-
ing.'"

* * *

David Abel, ace cameraman, pho-
tographed George Bancroft in

"Rich Man's Folly." He also did
the camera work on "Huckleberry
Finn."

Paramount Oct. Bookings
Bookings of the New York Para-

mount for the month of October have
been set as follows: Oct. 2, "24

Hours"; Oct. 9, "Road to Reno";
Oct. 16, Paul Lukas in "The Be-
hoved Bachelor"; Oct. 23, Ruth Chat-
terton in "Once a Lady."

Rockne Shorts for 1,.500 Houses
RKO Pathe's series of Knute

Rockne football shorts were booked
by 1,.500 houses to start playing dur-
ing the first five days of national
release, says A. H. Schnitzer, short
subj'^ct sales manager on Ned E
Depinet's staff. Rockne himself is

seen and heard in the s'x pictures.

H.-F Agrees to Two Men in Dallas
Dallas—Local office of Hughes-

Franklin Theaters has s'gned with
the operators' union on a basis of
two men in the booth at the Ritz.

Joe E. Brown to Play Cleveland
At the close of his hold-over en-

gage-rent at Moss' Broadway this

week Joe E. Brown is to be rushed
to th? Palace, Cleveland. After that
engagement Brown will hurry to the
Warners studio in Hollywood to be-
gin work on his next picture.

Lee Ochs Signs Radio Product
Lee Ochs has booked the entire

1931-32 Radio Pictures line-up for
his circuit of ten Manhattan and
Bronx houses. Phil Hodes and Jack
Ellis handled the deal for RKO.

I. E. Chadwick, in association with Trem
Carr, will make four pictures for release
through Monogram. His first subject will

be "Western Limited," with Richard Thorpe
directing. Other releases will include "The
Fatal Alarm," "Police Court" and "The Law
of the Sea."

M. H. Hoffman, Jr., has signed his

entire cast for the fourth Hoot Gib-
son picture for Allied release. Those
who will support Gibson are Roy
D'Arcy, Myrna Kennedy, Ed Peit,

Kit Guard and Lafe McKee. Phil
Roren will direct.

Here and There: Carl Laemmle. Jr.. Frank
Joyce. John McCormack. Maurice Revnes,
Sam Wood. Sam Jaffe, Buddy de Sylva.
Barbara Stanwyck, Nat Golds'tone, Frank
Fay. Joan Bennett, Arthur Kober, Adolphe
Menjou, John W. Considine. Jr., Lothar
Mendes. Denison Clift. Sidney Lanfield.
David Burton. Bramwell Fletcher, Ricardo
Cortez watching the Pacific Southwest tennis
matches.

* * *

George Cukor will direct Maurice
Chevalier in his next Paramount pic-

ture, "One Hour With You."

More Passing Show : King Vidor. Robert
Z. Leonard. Allan Dwan, Victor Schertzing-
er. Ralph Block, John Francis Dillon. Har-
old Lloyd, Eleanor Boardman, Gregory La-
Cava, Lou Baum, Matt Moore, Cedric Gib-
bons, Mary Brian, Noll Gurney. Martin Cor-
nica, Bill Newberry, Richard Whiting, Rus-
sell Gleason, Frances Dee at the Pacific
Southwest tennis matches.

IMPORTED OPERATORS

BEATEN UP IN CHICAGO

(Continued from Page 1)

Sussman, owner of the theater, has
offered $500 reward for arrest and
conviction of the miscreants.
Monday night a small but power-

ful stench bomb was released in Mc-
Vicker's, Balaban & Katz loop
house, while 2,000 were viewing the
show. This is believed to have been
the work of a crank, as B. & K. are
not involved in the operator trouble,
^ix union men are used in three
shifts.

Thomas "Red" Burke, president of
the checkroom girls' union, held on
suspicion of being concerned in some
of the 10 bombings to date, has been
released for lack of evidence.

Warner-F.N. Out for 90%
Of All Possible Accounts
Warner Bros, and First National

expect to sell 90 per cent of all pos-
sible accounts with its 1931-32 prod-,
uct. This estimate is based on deals
made to date. All major circuit
transactions have been closed.

Barry Shedd a Daddy
Madison, Wis. — Barry Shedd,

managing RKO theaters here dur-
ing John Scharnberg's absence, is

the daddy of a baby girl.

A Private Solarium^g

THE ultra = modern in

living accommodas
tions is expressed
throughout The Majes=
tic, notably in its vita=

glassed private solaria,

a feature of all corner
apartments on Central
Park West. New de=
signing eliminates light=

obstructing corner coU
umns and provides a
spacious lounge room
or sleeping porch. New=
type casement windows
eliminate drafts.

Housekeepins - Restaurant

Hotel Service Available

ly

(jjuiM'^*^
in the

lAJESTIC
APARTMENTS
115 CENTRAL PARK WEST
Blockfront list to 7S.nd Street

I93I PRICES
Immediate Occupancy

Asent on premises. Tcl. LExing»

ton 2=3800 or TRafalgar 7=7480.

Cooperation of Brokers Invited.
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Hughes-Franklin Closing Its K. C. Division Office

4MUSEMENT STOCKSJIT ALL-TIMTlOWS

Fwo-Thlrds oF U Lineup To Be Completed This Month
Features Finished, Six

in Work and Three in

Preparation
^est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood^More than two-thirds

f Universal's current season line-

p will be finished and delivered by
>ct. 31. Out of the 26 features

sheduled, 10 have been completed,
ix are nov/ in work and three are

oing through the final stages of

eparation. The six features now
eing produced at Universal City are
Law and Order," "Impatient

(Continued on Page 4)

CHICAGO HOUSErORTOBIS

Chicago—The Monroe, formerly a
ox house, is being reopened to-

orrow by Harry Lubliner and Sam
rinz with a policy of Tobis-Klang-
Im German talkers exclusively.

,500-Seater for Publix
Planned in Oklahoma City
Oklahoma City—A 2,500-seat Pub-
i theater is planned here by Sterns
ros., Inc., on the site owned by
lem at First and Robinson Sts.

'ork is expected to start next year,

he same people are builders and
Vners of the 33-story Ramsey office

lilding now nearing completion.
iublix has five other houses here,

ith the opposition including five

t'arner theaters and two independ-
its.

Ohio House Provides

Free Taxis for Aged

pberlin, 0. Free faxicab rides for

lerly customers are being provided by

-ome C. Steel in connection with his

d)ollo, which had its premiere recently.

nee parking is also available to patrons,

National Buck Jones Club
As a business-builder for exhibitors, Columbia has launched a national

Buck Jones Rangers Club with membership open to boys and girls. ]ones will

be head of the club, which in addition to aiming at more kid patronage will

try to foster good will among parents and teacher associations.

Special Publix Exploitation Dept.

Is Launched Under J. A. Koerpel

First 16 MM. Exchanges
In N. Y., Boston, Philly

First three exchanges to be
opened by International 16 mm. Pic-
tures in its planned system of 10
will be located in New York, Bos-
ton and Philadelphia. The company
plans to have its short subject pro-
duction start late in October.

Publix has formed a special ex-

ploitation department, headed by J.

A. Koerpel, to devise stunts and
other publicity means for "atmos-
phere" and other unusual-angle pic-

tures. Koerpel, who was formerly
managing director of Publix houses
in the southeastern division and pre-
viously European director-general

(Continued on Page 4)

Mexico to Regulate U. S. Newsreel

Mexico City—Representatives of

U. S. newsreel companies operating

in Mexico have been informed by
the Interior Department that they

would be obliged hereafter to hire

a Government censor, who would

accompany their photographers on

all picture-taking trips. Films must
be inspected and sealed by the In-

(Conttnned on Page 7)

Cantor To Make Second
U.A. Film This Season

Eddie Cantor, whose "Palmy
Days" is current at the Rialto, will

appear in a second Samuel Gold-
wyn picture for United Artists re-
lease this season. Production is ex-
pected to start in May. Cantor, now
in the east, returns to Hollywood in

January.

Division Office in Kansas City

Closed by Hughes-Franklin
Firnkoess Headquarters
Moved Back to Cleveland
Cleveland—J. E. Firnkoess, RKO

district manager, is now making his

headquarters in this city with of-

fices in the Keith Bldg. He had been
transferred to Cincinnati.

Kansas City — Hughes-Franklin
Theaters will close its divisional of-

fices here on Oct. 10. Rick Ricket-

son, who was in charge, has been
made manager of the Southern Cali-

fornia Division. R. S. Campbell re-

mains as city manager. The six
(.Continued on Page 6)

Sinking Spell Due To Out-
side Conditions Affect
Almost Entire List

All major amusement stocks ex-
cept Warner Bros, yesterday were
pushed down to new lows for the
year or for all time. There was
nothing in the way of film news to

account for the decline, but general
market weakness caused necessitous
selling that affected the picture
stocks almost as a whole. Fox, over
which there has been much uneasi-
ness due to delay in holding the
quarterly dividend meeting, made a

(Continued on Page 6)

MASTER ART PRODUCTIONS

WILL PRODUCE IN EAST

Mater Art Productions, the mo-
tion picture division of the Equitable
Investment Corp., has moved its

producing organization east and will

make series of short subjects, at

Audio Cinema Studio. The series in-

cludes an Adventure travelogue,
American historical episodes, phy-
sical culture and reducing, and
novelty screen magazine.

Skouras Completes Deal
For Fox Eastern Houses
Completion of the deal whereby

Spyros Skouras is to take over
about 55 Fox eastern houses, ex-
cluding de luxers, was reported yes-
terday.

English Money May Back

Nathanson Circuit Plan

Toronto—N. L. Nathanson, on his recent

trip to Europe, net^otiated for financial

backing in connection with his recently

reported new Canadian circuit to compete

with Famous Players, according to infor-

mation making the rounds here. Nathan-

son plans to lease houses and enter into

partnership operation deal$.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low
Am. Seat 2 2
Con. Fm. Ind. ... 5

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 10
East. Kodak 103
Fox Fm. "A" 8
Gen. Th. E<1. (new) 1

T.oew's, Inc 36^ 32
M-G-M pfd 22 22
Paramount 13

9/2

7/2

Close
2 —
5M +
9/2 .

99J4 .

7/2 —
l-/« .

325^ —
22

Net
Chg.

/2

40 Setsjn 10 Reel Industrial
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—More than 40 settings and locations are included in the 10-recl

industrial picture, "More Power to You," being made by Educational Talking Pictures

Co. for Dodge Bros. Corp. Cast includes Huntley Cordon, Eddie Woods, Dorothy
Gulliver, Jason Robards, Charles K. French, Joseph Cirard, James Durkin, Barnev Cilmore
and others. Hobart Brownell is directing and production management is in the hands
of Pat Dowling of Metropolitan Industrial Pictures. Staff on the picture also includes

Jack Sullivan, assistant director; R. S. Clayton and Ted Murray, sound engineers;

Dwight Warren, first camera, and Sid Walsh, editor

Pathe Exch.
do "A"
RKO "A" ...

Univ. Pict. pfd.
Warner Bros.

1

3/2m
41

6M

11^ 12 —
1

7V4-

1

7V4
40
6

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. . . .

Columbia Pets. Vtc
Fox Thea. "A"...
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd..

Nat. Scr. Ser. . . .

Technicolor
Trans-Lv

5/8

15/2
3-4

5/2
5

1J4
2V»
15/2
3/8
2-4

5/2
5

IH +
2Vs —
15/2 —
3/8 —
2-4

53

85K

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Cen. Th. Eq. 6s40 20
Keith AG 6s 46. . 53
Loew 6s 41ww .... 87^
Paramount 6s 47. . 71
Par. By. 5/s51... 96
Par. 5/s50 64^
Pathe 7s37 85
Warner's 6s39 ... 40

96
60
81

85/ —
69 —
96 —
60 —
38/ —

Hal Home's Father Dies
Hal Home, United Artists director

of advertising, is in Boston to attend
the funeral of his father, who died
Tuesday night.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

jlEastniaii Films
or.

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood a
6700 Santa Monica H

Blvd. :•:

HO Llywood 4121 j-J

5 Celebrities Lined Up
For Today's AMPA Meet
Five celebrities have been lined up

by Prexy Ed Finney and Secretary
Al Sherman for today's luncheon
meeting of the A.M.P.A. at the Ho-
tel Dixie. They are: Norman An-
thony, editor of "Ballyhoo"; Norman
Krasna, who wrote the play, "Loud-
er, Please"; Olive Olsen of Earl
Carroll's "Vanities" and Alice White
and Lillian Bond of stage and
screen.

"Maciste in Hell" Territories Sold
Arthur Ziehm of World's Trade

Exchange, Inc., has sold the terri-

torial rights of "Maciste in Hell"
to the Standard Film Service Co.,

Cleveland, for Ohio, Kentucky,
Michiean, Western Pennsylvania,
and West Virginia; to the Sack
Amusement Enterprises, San An-
tonio, for Texas, Oklahoma, Arkan-
sas, Missouri, and Louisiana; to the
Cosmopolitan Film Exchange, Port-
land, for Oregon, Washington, North
Idaho, and Montana.

Joe E. Brown on Air
Joe E. Brown, First National star,

will feature the RKO Theater of the
Air broadcast tomorrow night. Wil-
liam Hanley will be heard as narra-
tor.

"Free Soul" Holding Over
Norma Shearer in "A Free Soul"

will be held over for another week
at the Capitol. This is its first

poDular price showing in New York
following the $2 run.

Lou Goldberg at Albee
J. J. Hess has assigned Lou Gold-

berg, formerly of Publix, to the
Albee, Brooklyn, where Goldberg
will handle publicity and exploita-
tion for the house.

W. B. Coast House Opens Oct. 7
rVft Coast Bureau. THE FJT.M DAILY
Los Angeles—Warner Bros, have

set Oct. 7 as the date for the open-
ing of the Western, the $2,000,000
cinema palace at Western and Lieht-
wood Avenues. Onening film will be
George Arliss in "Alexander Hamil-
ton."

"Left Over Ladies" Premiere
Los Angeles—"Left Over Ladies,"

first special to be produced under
the supervision of Sam Bischoff", new
production chief at Tiffany, will have
its world premiere at the Los An-
geles Theater the week of Oct. 8.

Fanchon-Marco in Indianapolis
Indianapolis—Cullen E. Espv, dis-

trict manager for Skouras-Publix.
says that plans are being made to
present Fanchon & Marco units at
the Indiana starting Oct. 16.

Brecher to Add Houses;
M.H. Chamberlain Resigns

Leo Brecher, operator of seven
houses in the metropolitan district,

is likely to add several uptown the-
aters to his circuit during the win-
ter . He now has the Little Carnegie.
Plaza, Douglas, Odeon. Lafayette
and Boston Road. M. H. Chamber-
lain, for years with Brecher as man-
aging director, has resigned.

"Roxy" Gets Berlin Welcome
Berlin—S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel and

his Radio City party were accorded
a big reception on their arrival herr
Tuesday. Karl J. Fritzsche, Radi-^

Pictures representative in Berlin, ar
ranged the affair, which was attend
ed by 100 German amusement and
?ivic leaders. The "Roxy" party is

on its way to Russia to spend five

days.

Lloyd Plays Real Life Fireman
Santa Monica — Harold Lloyd

played a real life hero fireman yes-

erday when he rescued three of his

children in a fire that broke out in

the Lloyd ranch home here. No-
body was hurt.

John Payette Injured
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—John Payette, gen-

eral zone manager for Warner the-

aters in this territory, is in the Gar-
field Hospital being treated for ser-

ious injuries received following a

taxi cab accident Tuesday night
while riding home on his return
from New York.

"Notre Dame" in 98 College Towns
Universal's "Spirit of Notre

Dame" will play every college town
in the U. S., 78 in number, the week
of Oct. 17. The film also has 100
first-run bookings for the week of

Oct. 10.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Oct. 5-7: Annual Convention of Allied
Theater Owners of Michigan, Medina
Hotel, Mt. Clemens, Mich.

Oct 1-8 Fall meeting of the Society o'

Motion Picture Engineers. New Ocean
House, Swampscott, Mass.

Oct. 6- Annual meeting and noon-day
lunrheon. Allied Theaters of Mass., Hotel
Bradford, Boston.

Oct. 6: Annual meeting of M.P.T.O. of

St. Louis. Eastern Mo. and So. III.,

Hotel Coronado, St. Louis.

Oct. 6: Luncheon meeting of American
Ass'n for Better Photoplays, Hotel Astor.
New York.

Oct. 6: Allied Stat-s Ass'n board of di-

rectors meets in Mt. Clemens, Mch.. in

connection with annual convention of

Allied Theaters of Mich.

Oct. 10-11: Meeting of Wisconsin Allied
unit, Wisconsin Hotel, Milwaukee.

Oct. 13-14: Annual convention of MP TO.
of Nebraska and Western Iowa.
Omaha.

Oct 31: Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.

Oct. 31 : Annual Dinner Dance of Kap'an
Projection Society, Hotel Commodore,
New York.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.

Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

U Serial Release in Month
"Battling With Buffalo Bill," Uni-

versal serial, will be generally re-

leased in about a month. Meanwhilo^
it opens Saturday at the Roxy and
will follow in day-and-date in the

Loew houses in Greater New York.

Mayfair Theatre B'ldg, N. Y.

WILLIAM MORRIS

M
Call-Board

POLA NEGRI
THE WOMAN COMMANDS

RKO Pathe

HOLLYWOOD

J^ng Islands
ftCtTAIIAHT«rilSTIilTI«i

ON THE MERRICK ROAD AT

MASSAPEQUA-NEAR JONES BEACH

DINE AND DANCE
WITH

HERB HAGENAH
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Phone- tAaaapettuia 738

•»Ei ALL TEAi



UNIVERSAL gave RKO

A SMASH PICTURE
RKO gave it

A SMASH AD CAMPAIGN
A SMASH LOBBY
A SMASH 24-SHEET

CAMPAIGN —
SMASH EXPLOITATION

resulting in

SMASH BUSINESS
at RKO'S MAYFAIR

Theatre, Broadway, New York

Follow in their footsteps and do the same!!

Presented by CARL LAEMMLE
Directed by George Melford
Produced by CARL LAEMMLE, Jr.

with Rose HOBART
Charles BICKFORD

Bi.cin^c« Sc ARFAT r,t UNIVERSAL i!
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COMPLETED THIS MONTH

{Continued frym Page 1)

Maiden," "Oh Promise Me," "Mur-
ders in the Rue Morgue," "Gallows"
and a Summerville-Pitts feature. In

preparation are "Nice Women,"
"Back Street" and "Marriage In-

terlude."

Canadian Combine Action
Gets Under Way Monday
Toronto — Legal action of three

Canadian provinces against Para-
mount, following the recent govern-
mental investigation, begins Mon-
day. Saskatchewan, Ontario and
British Columbia have pooled their

efforts in a joint action. Various
prominent film industry executives

will be called as witnesses.

Wm. Warner and Wife Held Up
St. Louis—While en route home

from Chicago, William Warner,
Universal manager here, and his

wife were held up near Kankakee by
two bandits who took their auto and
a large sum of money. Mrs. War-
ner saved about $670 in jewelry by
hiding it in her stocking.

"Bad Girl" Takes Baltimore Record
Baltimore—Record gross for 1931

here was set at the New Theater by
"Bad Girl," according to Morris A.
Mechanic, manager. Film grossed
$30,000 in two weeks.

First G-B House in Paris
Paris—Gaumont-British has open-

ed its first Paris theater, the Al-
hambra in the Rue de Malte.

"East of Borneo" Moving to Cameo
Universal's "East of Borneo,"

after a big week at the Mayfair.
moves to the Cameo on Friday to

continue its Times Square run.

COMING & GOING

LILLIAN BOND leaves New York on
Sunday for the coast to resume work for
Warners.

EDDIE CANTOR has gone to Connec-
ticut for a few days.

ESTELLE TAYLOR, now playing vaude-
ville dates, is due in New York on Oct. 24
for a stay of several weeks.

GEORGE K. ARTHUR returned on the La
France from a short stay in Paris.

WILLIAM HAINES and EDGAR ALAN
WOOLF are due in town today from the
west.

SIDNEY GARRETT of British Interna-
tional Pictures arrived yesterday from Eng-
land.

WILLIAM SKIRBOLL, manager of the
Vita Temple in Toledo, reached the city
yesterday to confirm his Warner-First Na-
tional bookings.

WILLIAM OLDKNOW, father of Oscar
S. Oldknow of Fox and a pioneer in the
film industry with headquarters in Atlanta,
is back from a trip abroad and leaves for
Atlanta in a few days.

JERRY STEEL, manager of the New
Apollo in Oberlin, O., and formerly a War-
ner Bros, salesman, reached New York yes-
terday to close contracts for his season's
program.

JAS. WILKINSON of Paramount left

for Hollywood yesterday.

• • • TALKING OF "gratitude" there is the case

of a certain musical feature of one of the palatial Broadway
cinemas he had a chance to cop a swell radio contract

so he asked his cinema boss if it was oke not

only did the boss approve, but he rearranged the program spot

for the young man so that he could cover his studio dates more
conveniently that was last spring this fall the

stude will not use the young man it means a loss of

some hundreds of berries a week to him so what does

the egg do he goes to his friendly boss, and yawps
"I gotta have a raise, for I'm gettin' hundreds a week

less, but my living expenses are just the same." can ya

beat that for gratitood?

• • • SOME DAY we are contemplatin' putting a lotta

artists of stage and screen on the spot on this "grati-

tude" angle with a few choice tales we have been col-

lecting from their business managers, agents and personal rep-

resentatives fully authenticated why, some of

the dumbbells wrote long screeds to their benefactors
tnankmg 'em profusely lor makm' 'em admit uing freely

that without their help they would never have rung tne gong
and today ? well, f'rinstance, there is the classic

case of the cluck now sitting pretty on top of the heap
being tendered a big testimonial dinner and the gent
wno spent two hard years putting him across to the dear pub-
lic Wich His Own Coin walKed up to congratulate him
and the Great Star looked him over coldly, and sez
"Pardon me, but what's the name ? "

• • • THEN AGAIN, there are a swarm of reg'lar fellers

to whom the word "gratitude" is not a stranger like their miss-
ing appendix like the young director on the Coast who
had to take a 10 per cent salary cut and he had an op-
portunity to add a hundred berries weekly to his paycheck via
an offer from a competitive stude but this young feller

had been groomed by his old studio from the post of film cutter
on so he stuck and the 10 per cent reduction
went off last week and in addition they have given him
the 100 smackers difference the competing stude had offered

proving that Gratitude is sometimes an attribute of
the studio exec as well as the salaried boy

• • • OUT IN the St. Louis branch of Warners they have
known Jerry Steel for the past five years Jerry has
oodles of friends in all branches of the film biz so he
decides to become an exhib, and wangles himself into ownership
of a house in Oberlin, Ohio and on the opening night
the theater was packed with well-wishers and Jerry was
on the stage receiving congrats and floral tributes finally
they passed up an immense bouquet of American Beauties
Jerry gasps, as he looks at the card attached from his wife

"Aw, folks, I'm almost overcome" and a mugg
in the audience yawps "Ya, an' you'll be unconscious
when the wife hands ya the bill!"

• • • OVER AT Wallack's on 42nd Street, Max Cohen is

playing Universal's "Mystery of Life," depicting the saga of the
Ages the banner reads "The picture that took
1,000,000 years to make" a mugg eases up to the sign,
and peeps to his pal "Must be a De Mille production"
........ Joseph Van Raalte is anxious to have it known that
he did not write the screen play, "Vice Squad" Para-
mount merely bought the title the original story which
he wrote is quite different from the screen version

« « « » » »

PUBLIX LAUNCHES SPECIAL

EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT

(Continued from Page 1)

for Films First National, is arrang-
ing these special aids principally for
the Publix Class B and C houses.
In the case of a picture like "East
of Borneo," he provides a lobby dis-

play with authentic spears and other
native articles which tie in with the
picture. Publix is interested in book-
ing pictures with angles which fit

into this arrangement.

Para. October Releases
Include Chatterton Film)
This month's releases by Para-

mount will include "The Mad Pa-
rade," Oct. 3; "24 Hours," with Clive
Brook and Kay Francis, Oct. 10;
"Road to Reno," with Buddy Rogers,
Oct. 17; "Beloved Bachelor," with
Paul Lukas, Oct. 24; "Once a Lady,"(
starring Ruth Chatterton, Oct. 31.

Huffman Settles With Union
Denver—Harry Huffman, owner

of five theaters here, has signed with
the operators' union. The contract
calls for one man operation in his

two neighborhood houses, while at
the other three, two of which arei
first-runs and the other a downtown

»

second run, two men remain.

Essaness Adds House \

Chicago—Channel Amusement Co.,
|

subsidiary of Essaness Theater*
Corp., has taken a 10-year lease on
the Orpheus, 825-seater on W.
Roosevelt Road.

New Shapiro-Goldman Exchange
Boston — Bill Shapiro, Tiffany

franchise holder, and Zippy Gold-
man, until recently with George
Jeffrey, plan to open a new exchange
here.

Denver Orpheum Opens Dec. 20

Denver—Opening date of the ne\»'

Orpheum has been set for Dec. 20.^

RKO will pay $85,000 yearly rental}

on the house. f

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

October 1

Alice Joyce

Jesse Westmoreland
Lindsay Brown
E. de B. Newman
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY N. BLAIR

r:iEORGE ABBOTT, having com-
^^ pleted "The Cheat" for Para-
mount, will again try his hand at
stage direction for a spell. He has
consented to direct "Louder. Please,"
a satire on movie publicity methods,
by Norman Krasna, formerly of
First National. Abbott plans to di-

vide his future time between stage
and screen.

Standard Sound Recording Corp
has leased a modern, fireproof sound
studio at 220 East 38th St., where
sound-on-film and disc recordings
will be made. Space will also be
available for shooting interiors.

The Vitaphone studio in Brook-
lyn is a regular bee-hive of activity
this week. Robert Ripley is com-
pleting his 14th "Believe It or Not"
short; Dr. Rockwell is making
"Relativity and Relatives," a two-
reel comedy, with Fanny Watson
and Thelma White also scheduled

One in a Thousand

M 999 hotels in Atlantic City you
can get the same thing . . . rooms
with or without meals . .

'An Original and Unique Service has
made

CARollNA
CREST

The Thousandth Hotel

"Abed or at your service table en-

joy a delicious Tray Breakfast.

WITHOUT CHARGE. In the pri-

vacy of your own comfortable room

while you glance through your

morning paper . . . then wonder,

as all our guests do—how we hap-

pened to move your home to the

CAROLINA CREST
North Carolina Ave., Near Boardwalk

ATLANTIC CITY, N. j.

RATES:

Single, $4 and $5.

Double, $7 and $8.

Every room with private bath—Bed
lamps and at least three windows

IT'S WISE TO MAKE RESERVATIONS
IN ADVANCE

to make "Shake a Leg," fourth of
"The Girl Friends" series.

Larry Kent likes Tom Howard's
"The Wilson House" so much that
he is building it up to a two-reeler.
Aubrey Scotto directed.

Frank Zucker and Buddy Harris
did the excellent camera work on
'His Wife's Lover," all-Jewish dia-

logue feature starring Ludwig Satz.

Rudy Wiedoeft, who recently com-
pleted "Darned Tootin' " for Warner
Bros., has had his hands insured for
$100,000, at the rate of $10,000 for
each finger.

Carrington North, eastern story
editor of RKO Pathe, is spending
her vacation on the 100-acre farm
which she and her daughter, Eliza-
beth North, recently acquired near
the artists' colony at New Hope, Pa.

Paramount Notes: Sam. Corso de-
signed a stuntmig Oriental set for
"Bagdad Blues" . . . Gary Cooper
everybody's favorite . . . what a dis-

position! . . . Ray Cozine, Frank
Heath and Eddie Senz among those
suffering from summer colds . . .

The second of the Booth Tarking-
ton series of two-reel juvenile
stories starring Billy Hayes, seven-
year-old find who appears as Penrod,
and Boby Jordan, the Sam of the
series, has been changed from "Play
Ball" to "Batter Up." "Snakes
Alive," the first of the Booth Tark-
ington series being produced by
Vitaphone is scheduled for general
release Oct. 10.

Edwarl Senz, make-up chief at
the Paramount studios, had six as-
sistants working during the taking
of a masquerade ball scene in "The
Cheat." Those engaged for the oc-
casion were Tom Cameron, Eddie
Scanlon, Walter Chapin, At Gaston
and Willon Fields.

New Pittaluga Film Here
"Corte D'Assise" ("Before the

Jury"), a new Cines-Pittaluga pro-
duction made in Rome, has arrived
here and will be tradeshown to-
day by Transcontinental Pictures
Corp., American agents for Pitta-
luga.

First Milt Gross Short Ready
First of the "Gross Exaggeration"

shorts starring Milt Gross will be
completed and ready for private
screening this week, according to M.
J. Kandel, president of Ideal Pic-
tures, producer of the series.

Sixth Week for "Dreyfus"
"The Dreyfus Case," Columbia re-

lease, goes into its sixth week at the
Warner tomorrow, and in addition
has been booked into the Brooklyn
Strand starting with a preview
tonight.

THERE'S A
FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK
ON THE DESK

OR IN

THE LIBRARY

OF
EVERY

EXECUTIVE • •

IN PICTURES

AND
IF YOU DONT
BELIEVE IT

LOOK«««««
AND SEE • •

1932 EDITION

OUT IN JANUARY

14th EDITION

1200 PAGES
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H-F houses in this locality will stay
closed indefinitely pending an ar-

rangement with the operators' union.
Some independent houses are re-

opening today with men from the
Sound Projectionists' Union, unaffi-

liated with Local 170.

Capitol Films Releasing
"Blonde Captive" Oct. 15
Recording on "The Blonde Cap-

Live," the latest Capitol i^ilms au-
vencure leature was completed yes-
terday with descriptive talk by
i^oweil Thomas ana musical syn-
ciirunization under the direction of

Carl liJdouarde. The film has been
scneduled for release, Oct. 15.

xieroes All," another Capitol fea-
ture concerning the armies on tne
nve Ironts during the world war,
will be ready for release Occ. 10.

ine L,ast of the Empire," the fifth

release of the r'ort U' Call" travel
series, has been completed at the
Powers studio, with iDmil Velazco
playing an organ background to the
descriptive talk.

Warner-F. N. October Releases

Warner Bros, releases next month
will include William Powell in "The
Koad to Singapore, ' Oct. 10; "Lar-
ceny Lane," with James Cagney and
Joan Blondell, Oct. 17, and Dolores
Costello in "Expensive Women,"
Oct. 24.

First National will release "Pen-
rod and Sam" on Oct. 28, and "The
Ruling Voice," with Walter Huston,
Oct. 81.

Bowser Goes M-G-M Second-Run
St. Louis—George Bowser, who

has been operating his Hollywood
as a short subject and newsreel
house, is changing to second-run for
all M-G-M features that play the
Fox and State. Bowser will play
the films day and date with his new
Uptown, formerly the Embassy.

"Hamilton" Holds in Washington
Washington— "Alexander Hamil-

ton," Warner production starring
George Arliss, has gone into its

second week at the Metropolitan.

Ufa Annual Meeting Oct. 12

Berlin—Annual general meeting
of Ufa will be held Oct. 12 at the
offices of the Deutsches Bank.

On BotK Sides of War
Ben Alexander, former boy celeb-

rity of the screen, is seeing both

sides of the World War. In "All

Quiet" he played a German soldier

fighting the Allies. Now in RKO
Pathe's "Suicide Fleet" he is an

American in pursuit of German sub-

marines.

HOLLYWOOD FLASHES
Sv RALPH WILK

QRYAN FOY'S next "Monkey-
shines" comedy for Columbia is

a burlesque on "The Jazz Singer."

The all-monkey cast is said to in-

clude a mammy-singing monk.
* * *

Our Passing Show: H. Keith Weeks,
Fred Niblo, Jr., Ollie Garver, Charles West.
Harry Freid at the U. S. C.-St. Mary's
football game; Sidney Buchman motoring
to the Paramount studio.

* * *

Sheila Manners, Gibson Gowland,
James Marcus, Jack Richardson,
Frank Lackteen and Hank Bell will

be in "Land of Wanted Men," Mono-
gram western starring Bill Cody and
Andy Shuford. Harry Frazer is the
director.

* * *

Casting by RKO Pathe for Pola Negri's
"The Woman Commands" has been com-
p'.eted. In Miss Negri's support will be
Roland Young. Basil Rathbone, H. B. War-
ner, Anthony Bushell. May Boley, George
Baxter and Reginald Owen. Paul Stein
will direct.

* * *

Edward Sedgwick, who has been
seriously ill with pneumonia since
directing his first Columbia picture,
"A Dangerous Affair," has recovered
and will shortly be assigned to his
second picture.

* * *

Two Westerns will go into production this

week at the Monogram Studios, according to
Trem Carr, production head. Tom Tyler will

start in G. A. Durlara's "Two-Fisted Justice,"
and Bill Cody will begin work w^th Andy
Shuford in "Land of Wanted Men," with
Harry Frazer directing. For the Tom Tyler
cast Barbara Weeks has been borrowed from
United Artists. Others include Bobbie Nel-
son, Bill Walling, G. D. Wood, John Elliott,

Pedro Regis, Carl DeLoue, Kit Guard and
^akima Canutt. Giu Wilkie will be camera-

Bill Cody, Monogram Pictures
star, will leave this week for Tulsa,
Okla., for two weeks of personal
appearance at the Lyi'ic in connec-
tion with his recent release, "Okla-
homa Jim."

Here and There: Lew Cody, Jack Oakie,
Sid Grauman, Joseph McCloskey, Phil Fried-
man. Vincent Barnett, Efe Asher, Sylvia
Panitz at the Wilshire League Club enter-

tainment at the Ambassador.

George Barbier has been assigned
by Paramount to a principal role in

"No One Man," in which Carole
Lombard will have the leading fem-
inine role and Allen Vincent will

make his screen debut.

First National's next starring vehicle for

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., will be titled "Union
Depot," according to latest Hollywood ad-

vices. This will be an adaptation by Kenyon
Nicholson and Walter De Leon of a play of

the same title by Gene Fowler and Joe Laurie,

Jr.

Elliott Rothe and Robert Young
have been added to the cast of Co-
lumbia's "The Guilty Generation" in

which Leo Carrillo is starred.

Ira Morgan, cameraman for Futter's "Curi-
osities" released by Columbia Pictures has re-

turned from a two weeks' tnip through
Northern California and the Yosemite valley,

where he has been on a still hunt for new
material.

Don Marquis is writing the dia-

logue for "Marcheta," the Louis

Stevens original in which Richard
Dix will star for Radio Pictures,

with Victor Schertzinger directing.

"Anybody's Blonde," third feature produc-
tion which Action Pictures will produce this

season, has a cast including Dorothy Reviet,

Myrna Kennedy, Edna Murphy, Reed Howes,
Henry B. Walthall, Creighton Hale, Lloyd
Whitlock, Arthur Housman and Gene Morgan.
Frank Strayer will direct.

* * *

Charles C. Burr, who is produc-
ing and directing the "Torchy"
comedies, recently completed the di-

rec.ion of "Toi'chy Passes the Buck."
George Amy was the assistant di-

rector.

Pat O'Brien will be featured in "The Lost
Squadron," which will be made by Radio
Pictures, with Paul Sloane directing. Pat's
releases include "Consolation Marr.age" and
"Front Page."

* * *

Byron Morgan and George Sayi'e

have completed the adaptation of

"Sky Bride," which will star Rich-
ard Arlen at Paramount. Sayre
was formerly in the M-G-M scenario
department.

* * *

Elmer Clifton, who supervised "Beneath
the Southern Cross." the Van Beuren travel-

ogue which has created much interest, is now
filming the next "Vagabond" subject, "The
Song of the Voodoo," a story of Haiti. Gayne
Whitman will be the narrator.

Endre Bohem, Paramount scenar-
ist, is all smiles these days. He re-

cently became a father for the sec-

ond time, his newest youngster be-
ing a girl.

Norma Krasna, whose initial play, "Louder,
Please," will soon be presented on Broadway,
will be represented on the Writers Club l)ro-
gram Sept. 30 and Oct. 1 by "Pleasing Na-
poleon." Other sketches will be "Fog" by
Frances Fineman Gunther, sistsr of B. P.
Fineman; "Two and Two Makes Four" by
Brandon Hurst, and "Is My Face Red? '

by Allen Rivkin and Benjamin Markson.
* * *

Arthur Reed has finished the pho-
tography on "Fighting Mad," his

seventh consecutive picture, with
Ken Maynard. Reed is also slated
to do the camera work on "X Marks
the Spot," for Tiffany.

Benny Rubin will play the comedy lead
in the road company of "Girl Crazy." The
company will open a long Chicago engage-
ment Oct. 4.

Richard Harlan has completed the
direction of the Spanish version of

East of Borneo," at Universal.
* * *

Joe Wolff and Sainuel Berkowltz, who
head Argosy Prods., Inc., will distribute

"Tex Takes a Holiday" as their first re-

lease. The picture was made in Multicolor,
with Wallace MacDonald starred and Alvin
J. Neitz as the director.

* * *

Ned Mann has written "The Skies
Beyond," an original story, which
will be made in the Ozark moun-
tains, its locale.

Dave Kay, a member of the film colony
will open "Old Heidelberg," a novel restau-
rant, on Hollywood Boulevard. Singing
waiters will be employed.

AMUSEMENT SMS HIT

NEW LOWS EOR ALL TIME

{Continued from Page 1)

new low of 7^2. Loevv, which sym-
pathetically follows Fox, went down
Sys to 32/8, which is regarded as

ridiculously low in view oi the com-
pany's earnings and position. Para-
mount dropped to llJ/2 and recovered

to 12. RKO, at its new low of 7^,
had a •)4 loss on the day. Warner,
dropped to 6, a loss of 1/2 but held

above its former low of 4^. Con-
solidated Film Industries also re-

mained above its previous low and
showed a gain of /i, while the com-
pany's preferred broke even. East-
man dropped fractionally to a new
low, but Closed at the previous day s

figure of 99/2. General Theaters
Equipment made a new low at !>/&,

then regained its loss for the day
and closed at 15^. Changes on the

curb were fractional. Losses aiso

were sustained by aii bonds.

Leon Britton Starts

Chinese Talkers Oct. 10
The first feature to be made in

China by Leon iSritton will go into

production Oct. 10. The Britton stu-

dios are located in Shanghai. Brit-

ton will also construct a laboratory
there to handle negative developing
and release prints as well as fiini

used in a Chinese newsreel which tne
producer will start this winter.

Columbia Signs Randforce
Columbia has closed a booking deal

with the Randforce Amusement Co.

of Brooklyn invoivmg the company's
entire lineup of 1931-32 product lor

the circuits' 22 houses.

St. Louis Houses Change Hands
St. Louis — Two local neighbor-

hood houses have changed hands.
Maud E. Reed sold the Southampton
to C. Papper, and L. Landau has
taken over the Maryland, formerly
operated by the late W. 0. Reeve.

R. W. Corbin has sold the Grand,
\

Desloge, Mo., to J. Miller.

"Five Star" Continues in Detroit
Detroit — i'irst National's "iiiive :

Star 1< inal," now in its hold-over
week at the United Artists, is to be

|
transferred tomorrow to the State, j!

another first-run house, for a con-
tinuation of its run.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Mayfair Theater Ticket Service ; J. A.

Adler, 151 West 40th St., New Vurk. Slo.OOU.
Little Carnegie Corp., theater busmess ; 11.

Koslan, 1482 Broadway, New York. lUO
shares common.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Alpar Theater Enterprises, Inc., Philadel-

phia, Pa. ; Corporation Guarantee and Trust
Co., Dover, Del. $50,000.

DISSOLUTIONS
Home Talkie Machine Corp., New York.
Home Talkie Productions, New York.
Stanley Advertising Co., Industrial Fijm

Division, New York.
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RKO CIRCUIT m\%
PERSONNEL IN N. W.

Minneapolis—Following personnel

shifts have taken place in the RKO
circuit ranks:

Dick Gilbert, divisional publicity

manager, and Bill Robinson, assis-

tant, took charge of the Minneapo-
lis, St. Paul, Omaha, Des Moines,
Sioux City and Davenport terri-

tories, with an exploitation man in

each key spot.

Roland Douglas, former publicity

manager at Omaha, named manager
at the President in St. Paul. Dick
Gaston, former Seventh St. manager
and assistant manager at the Hen-
nepin Orpheum in Minneapolis, again
managing the Seventh St. Stanley
Krueger is his assistant. Clayton
Neary retui'ns from Omaha as as-

sistant manager at the RKO Hen-
nepin Orpheum in Minneapolis. Emil
Franke still managing that theater.

New M-G-M Cleveland Booker

Cleveland — Bryan D. Stoner is

Metro's new feature booker, suc-

ceeding Leo Jones. Stoner has been
booker in the Buffalo office and this

is his first Cleveland assignment.
Leo Jones has joined Paul Gusdano-
vic as manager and circuit booker.

Boston Gets RKO-Pathe Premiere
Boston—The world premiere of an

RKO Pathe picture fell to Boston
for the first time when "Bad Com-
pany," starring Helen Twelvetrees,
opened at the New Keith's on Fi'i-

day.

Norman Lewis Leases Philly House
Philadelphia — Fay's theater, one

of the largest theaters in West Phil-

adelphia, has been leased to Norman
Lewis in association with Abe Rov-
ner. Comerford Amusement Co.

owns the house.

Eleventh Chi. Bombing
Chicago—Eleventh theater to be

bombed since the operator trouble
began is the Avaloe, where a stench
bomb was set off yesterday.

Cleveland Managerial Changes

Cleveland—Frank Greenwald, for

the past few years manager of the
Cedar-Lee, one of the houses be-

longing to the Community circuit

has been appointed manager of the
Windermer, succeeding P. R. Tour-
ney, now managing the Lincoln, suc-

ceeding E. A. McAuliffe.

€
A

FILM
FACT
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DAY
paid Japanese

only $5,000 a

The highest

film star earns

year.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Detroit— Joe La Rose, formerly
manager of the Century, is now
handling the newly opened Publix

Eastown at Harper and Van Dyke
Ave. House seats 2,500.

Portland, Ore. — Eddie Quillan's

RKO Pathe picture, "Sweepstakes,"

booked into the Oriental for four

days, was held over for the entire

week.

Worcester, Mass. — R. Lawson
Daniels has succeeded E. G. Pollard

as manager of the Olympia. Dan-
iels' post at the Family will be as-

sumed by Herman Bloom of Lynn,
Mass.

Indianapolis—Beginning Sunday,
the Sanders theater, one of the H.

A. Klein group, will change policy

and feature M-G-M pictures for the

first showing on the South side.

Harrisburg, Pa.—Bill Devonshire,
formerly with M-G-M, is now cover-

ing the Harrisburg territory for

Warners.

Northampton, Pa. — A Pennsyl-
vania charter of incorporation has
been obtained by the Harlem The-
ater.

Cleveland—Frank L. Burke of the

Columbia auditing department is

here completing the work of Arnold
Lowry, accidentally drowned last

week.

New Britain, Conn.—The 500-seat
Erwin, under construction on Main
St., will be ready for occupancy
about Oct. 15. R. H. Erwin, owner,
expects to lease the house.

Kansas City—Taylor Myers, for-

merly assistant manager at the
Mainstreet, now is with Loew's
Midland in the same capacity. Ed-
win M. Marchbanks, treasurer and
assistant manager at the Mainstreet,
was married a few days ago.

Portland, Ore.—George Arliss in

"Alexander Hamilton" has been held

over for another week at the Music
Box, with every prospect that it

will run longer.

Denver—Arthur Pierson, leading
man the past summer with Elitch
stock here, has been signed for pic-

tures by Paramount.

London, Wyo.—Fire of undeter-
mined origin destroyed the Nicker-
son here. It had been vacant some
time.

Sound View, Conn.—Bruce Brad-
bury is owner of a new theater re-

cently completed here. Policy has
not been announced.

Washington—The Embassy, own-
ed by H. Nickel and located in the
downtown section here, has been re-

opened by Joe Fields, on a neigh-
borhood policy.

Philadelphia — Charles Raymond,
formerly in charge of the Great
Lakes in Buffalo, is now in charge
of the Keith theater here, operated
by Loew's.

Madison, Wis.—The Mack Bybee
Players are appearing at the East-
wood, augmenting the regular photo-
play policy.

Dallas—The remodeled Oak Lawn
has reopened under the management
of Mrs. B. L. Cutler, only woman
theater manager in Dallas and who
also operates theater in Oklahoma.

Chicago—Publix-Great States the-
aters in Fremont, Marion and
Youngstown, O., and Wheeling, W.
Va., will hereafter be handled from
the Chicago office.

Chicaffo—Irvine Parness is now
country salesman for United Artists.

Cleveland—Frank Belles has re-

signed as local Tiffany booker to

join the sales force of Standard
Film Service Company.

Danville, Va.—J. J. Delson of New
York has assumed management of
the Capitol, Universal's house here,
succeeding Frank Ponton, who plans

MEXICO TO REGULATE

UNITED STATES NEWSREEL

{Continued from Page ])

terior Department before being sent
to the United States, it was ordered
and they must be sent direct to the
Mexican Consulate at their des-
tination, which will break the seals
and forward them to the company
headquarters.

opening a theater of his own in
Richmond.

Circleville, O.—Circleville Theater
Co. has been formed by Lawrence
W. Rich, W. Heed and H. Supp.

Oberlin, O. — Jerry Steele has
opened the rebuilt Apollo, playing a
policy of four changes a week.

Youngstown, O.—Joe Trunk has
re-opened the Princess with a com-
bination burlesque and picture
policy.

Dayton, O.—Emil H. Rump and
R. T. Parrish have taken over the
Palace and will present colored road
shows and pictures.

Columbus, O. — Maurice Kaplan,
new owner of the Pythian, has in-

staled RCA Photophone, preparatory
to presenting a combination colored
road show and picture policy.

A Private Solarium^S

HE ultra = modern in

living accommoda=
tions is expressed
throushout The Majes=
tic, notably in its vita=

slassed private solaria^

a feature of all corner
apartments on Central
Park West. New de=
signing eliminates light=

obstructing corner col=

umns and provides a
spacious lounge room

•-%«i^?^^ti
or sleeping porch. New=

^^W^' type casement windows
s^/WMM^ eliminate drafts.

Housekeepins - Restaurant

I Hotel Service Available

(jjlA/v^
in tTte

AJESTIC
APARTMENTS
115 CENTRAL PARK WEST
Blockfront 7lst to 7Znd Street

I93I PRICES
Immediate Occupancy

Agent on premises. Tcl. LExing=

ton 2=3800 or TRafalgar 7=7480.

Cooperation of Brokers Invited.



GREAT COLLEGE TEAMS 14^ (tCtXOTT^
^ FOOTBALL
FOR THE FAN //

Coach of UNIVERSITY of So. Cal.,"Troj

with 25 OF THE NATION'S
LEADING FOOTBALL

COACHES
"SPRING TRAINING

ixith

A. A. Stugg (1) . . University of Chicago
lock Southerland (2) Univ. of Pittsburgh
Ray Morrison (3) So. Methodist Un
Chick Mcehan (4) New York University

"WEDGE PLAY"
ui f/l

Harry J. Mehre (5) University of Georgia
Tad Jones . Chair. Football Rules Com.
Dick Hanley . . Northwestern University
Bill Mundy Foremost Football Announcer

"KICKING GAME"
iiith

Harry Kepke (6) University of Michigan
Wallace Wade (7) . . . . Duke University
Bill Ingram . . University of California
Lou Little (8) . . . Columbia University

"DECEPTION PLAYS"
with

Rip Miller .• • •. Navy

Smashing Flashing Dashing Plays

From Actual College Games
The big games—The Big Plays—andwhy the crowd goeswild I

Thrilling Inside Football . . . revelations more exciting than
the games themselves

!

Supreme Slow Motion Shots . . . football as it's played.

They're cheering these pictures in the coun-

try's leading theatres as the season opens.

Columbia University
New York University
, Tulane University
Missouri University

University of Kansas

Lou Little
Chick Meehan .

B. I. Bierman .

Bill Hargis (9) .

Gwin Henry (10)

"FORWARD PASS"
tvith

Gus Dorais (II) . University of Detroit
Mai Stevens Yale University
Al Wittmer . . . Princeton University
Harvey Harmon (12) University of Penn.

"PENALTIES"
U!ith

, , , Princeton University
(13) Ohio State University
Carnegie Tech University

PLAYING THESE GREAT CIRCUITS

Publix Theatres • • Warners Theatres

Fox Metropolitan Theatres, N.Y.

V Fox West Coast Theatres

Fox Mid-West
Theatres

Butterfield

Circuit

Al Wittmer
Sam Willama
Walter Steffin
Bill Spaulding . University of Calif. L.A

Produced by
ALFRED T. MANNON

By arrangement with

NORMAN L. SPER

mmy,
Distributed by EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, INC.
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Union Brings Ochs in Fold—Now After Springer

FEDERAL COURT FINDSMONOPOLYlNOKLA.

Skouras Forming Separate Unit to Run 53 Fox Houses

Cut-Outs
—and some re-takes

= By JACK ALICOATE =
"THE TALKIES" by that old

war horse ARTHUR edwin krows is

well WORTH reading . . . and now
they call him GOOD OLD PHIL
reisman . . . Industry unemployment
program is well and NOBLY under
way . . . C. J. north, US Depart-
ment of Commerce movie expert
GOZES statistics . . . Most screen
yarns in re SEX are not one-fifth

as HOT as their titles . . . You
don't hear much about this WIL-
LIAM howard fellow but he's a
whale of a director . . . CLIFF lewis,

new advertising maestro at Para-
mount, is a BEAU BRUMMEL and
at one time was a theater MAN-
AGER . . . "Spirit of Notre Dame"
is the best football OPERA to date.

C
A sweet YOUNG thing opined

that she did not care much for The
Mad Parade because there were too
many WOMEN in it ... If EVERY
industry would have RESISTED
like pictures the depression would
be over . . . ABRAM myers has the

. respect of everyone . . . We just
heard a phonograph record that
plays for half an hour . . . Looks
like SCORE charges are en route to
the HISTORY department . . .

PALMY DAYS is sure of clicking
because in these days everybody
wants to laugh . . . This industry
NEVER had a more sincere and
MILITANT friend than Dr. Gian-
nini.

This year will mark the TENTH
anniversary of Film Daily's nation-
wide poll of the TEN BEST pic-

tures of the year . . . Hollywood is

fading as a fertile field for NEW
faces. Practically all of the screen
recruiting is done in the EAST . . .

MOST things are right or wrong
ONLY in respect to how they affect

' the habits or happiness of the in-

dividual ... It is NOT hard to be-
lieve that the worst is OVER and
that it was NEVER as bad as it was

I

advertised.

Special Company Will Be
Organized Next Week

—

No More Expansion
A separate company will be or-

ganized by Skouras Bros, early next
week to operate the 53 houses which
they have acquired from Fox under
a leasing deal, which runs 25 years.
This transaction gives the Skouras
interests a total of 73 houses, as
they already have 20 in their Atlan-

{^Continued on Pane 2)

R. J. PEARLAPPOINTED

VICE-PREUF TEC-ART

Richard J. Pearl, one of the

youngest executives in the industry,

has been appointed vice-president of

the Tec-Art Studios in Hollywood.
Pearl recently returned from abroad,
where he closed some important dis-

tribution deals for Tec-Art, and is

{Continued on Page 2)

J. E. Luckette Heads
New San Antonio Firm

San Antonio—Joseph E. Luckette
of Dallas, widely known showman, is

managing director of the Duel
Amusement Co., a new Texas corpo-
ration which has taken a 10-year
lease on the Empire, for years one
of the most popular local theaters.

60 Out o\ 5,000 Scripts

Bousht by Warner -F.N.

Out of 5,000 scripts read by the War-
ner Bros, and First National story depart-

ment in New York during the past year,

450 were sent to the Coast studios for

further examination. Out of this total 60

were purchased.

KANSAS CITY INDIES

Kansas City—Eleven independent
houses, out of 33 involved in the
controversy with the union, are re-

maining open with non-affiliated

union operators. The other 22 subur-
(Continued on Page 2)

Suit Involving^ Momand vs.

Griffith and Others
is Upheld

Shawnee, Okla—After two days'
hearing. District Judge Hal John-
son has upheld the State of Okla-
homa's case brought by Clarence
Tankersley, Pottowattomie County
Attorney, for violation of the state's

anti-trust laws, alleging a monopoly
and conspiracy existing by and be-

tween a score of defendants and tb*'

Griffith Amusement Co. Defendants
include Griffith, Paramount Publix,
Metro, Columbia, Universal, RKO,
Roy Heffner of the Paramount
branch in Oklahoma City, John
Terry and others.

A. B. Momand, head of Momand
Theaters, is the complaining witness.
Evidence was presented by the state
showing that a monopoly and con-

iContimted on Page 2)

American Distributors May Buy

Exchange Properties in England

Several major distributing com-
panies are understood to be consid-

ering buying of exchange properties
in Great Britain, because, owing to

the reduced status of the English
pound, revenue taken out of the

(Continued on Page 4)

Ochs Circuit Signs With Union;
Operators Now After Springer

George Washington Film

Sta rti ng This Month

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Filming of the official

George Washington Bicentennial movie to

be produced by Warner Bros., will be

started the latter part of this month. A.

Julian Bryiawski has just returned from

New York, where he conferred with War-
ner officials on the picture.

With settlement of the Lee A.
Ochs circuit lockout situation an-
ticipated within a few days, the New
York Projectionists' Union, Local
306, will next concentrate its cam-
paign for elimination of non-union
operator policies on the Jack Spring-
er Circuit of 15 houses in New York
City, the Bronx, Brooklyn and Long
Island.

Trouble between Ochs and the
union started 28 weeks ago when the

(Continued on Paiie 2)

N.Y.yNEMPLOYMENTGROUP

NAMES CITY COMMITTEES

At a meeting of the New York
district committee on unemployment
relief held yesterday, city commit-
tees were named to cooperate with
local relief agencies. Those attend-
ing the meeting included Joe Unger,
George Balsdon, Jack Bollen, Harry

(Continued on Page 4)

Warner Books RKO Film

For Broadway Showing

"The Cay Diplomat", Radio Pictures pro-

duction starring Ivan Lebedeff, has been
booked by Warner Bros, for the Warner
on Broadway the week of Oct. 9. That
same week RKO will have "Smart Woman"
at the Roxy.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Hish Low Close ,;hp.

Con. Fm. Ind 5-/« 4'/4 454 — 1/
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 914 8-/, SH — 7/r

East. Kodak 102-4 99 101/. + 2

Fox Fm. "A" 8 7% 7H + /
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) iH VA m + /s
Loew's, Inc 33^4 307/, 32'A + /
do pfd 78 78 78 — 2

M-G-M pfd 20!^ 20 20 — 2

Paramount ]2'4 11 11/. - /
Pathe Exch 1 1 1

do "A" 3H 3 'A 354 — /
RKO "A" 8 7V, 7/. - /
Warner Bros 6 5H 5/. - 'A

17 17 17 — /,

NEW YORI CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. . . . .S-/, 5'/, 5/ .

Columbia Pets. Vte 4^ Ws 45^ — %
Fox Thea. "A"... 1% 1'4 154 — %
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 2y« 2H 2^8 .

Nat. Scr. Ser.... l.SV, IbV, 15/ .

Technicolor 3'/, 27/, 3 — /«

254
BOI

2 2 — '/,

NEW YORK 40 MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s4a 18 15 16 — 2

Keith A-O 6s 46.. 53 53 53

Loew 6s 41ww. . .

.

855^ SSVz 85/ .

Paramount 6s 47.. 67 60 60 — y

Par. By. 5^s51... 93 92 92 — 4

Par. 5/2S50 61 60 60
Warner's 6s39 38!/^ 35 35 — 3/

Third Week for "Bad Girl"

Pittsburgh—Fox's "Bad Girl" is

being held over for a third week at

the Fulton, establishing a record for

the theater.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City j'j

154 Crescent St. '{

STillwell 4-7940 it

Eastman Films |

J. E. Bmdatour, Inc. |

t
Chicago Hollywood •*

a 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica ii
• CALumet 3692 Blvd. U
j*j HOLlywood 4121 j'j

*••«*»»••*•>'*

You Holly-wood Believe It

Buddy Fisher, the screen, vaudeville and radio artist, who bears a striking
resemblance to Benny Rubin, had a novel experience on his trip east this week.
Mistaken for Rubin, the train crews passed the word along, resulting in Buddy being
lionized all along the line. When he tried to explain he was himself and not Rubin,
the folks just laughed and accused him of being high hat and traveling incognito.

So when he got to New York yesterday Buddy rushed to the local officials of the
R. R. to have the matter straightened out. "Why should Benny Rubin get credit
for my stuff?" says Fisher.

Skouras Forming Unit
To Run Fox Theater
(Contimied from Page 1)

tic States Circuit, which operates in

Pennsylvania and New Jersey. No
further expansion is planned, Spy-
ros Skouras told The Film Da^ly
yesterday, in formally confirming
the exclusive story published in yes-

terday's issue concerning final clos-

ing of the deal.

Houses acquired from Fox are
located as follows: Manhattan and
the Bronx, 12; New Jersey, 24; Long
Island, 17. Skouras will take over
the theaters in two or three weeks.
The deal carries the Fox franchise.

R. J. Pearl Appointed
Vice-Pres. of Tec-Art

(Continued from Page 1)

at present in New York. He will

remain here for several months, af-

ter which he leaves on a cross-coun-
try trip covering all Educational and
Tiffany exchanges that are distrib-

uting some of the Tec-Art product.

4 New Paramount Shorts
Going Into Production

Paramount's New York studio will
place four new shorts in work with-
in the next two weeks. Among hem
are "Bound in Morocco," two-reeler
by Harry W. Cohn and Aubrey
Scotto, in which Smith and Dale
have just started, with Scotto direct-
ing; a pair of two-reel Ethel Mer-
man musicals, the first of which is

"The Garden of Latin," with music
by John W. Green, and Rudy Vallee
with his Connecticut Yankees in an-
other one-reeler.

Seek Public Sale of Lab
Jersey City—Hearing will be held

Monday morning at the Chancery
Chambers on an order to show cause
why the assets of the U. S. Film
Laboratories should not be sold at

public sale. Complainant in the ac-

tion is Malcolm Laboratories Corp.

RKO Books Vitaphone Shorts
Contracts were closed yesterday

for the showing of Vitaphone shorts

in about 30 houses operated by RKO
in the following cities: Cincinnati,
Dayton, Grand Rapids, Champaign,
111., Rochester, Trenton, New Bruns-
wick and Providence.

Columbia Product for Fox in N. Y.
A deal was closed this week giving

Columbia product representation in

close to 30 theaters in the Fox cir-

cuit around New York. Features,
westerns and shorts are included in

the booking.

Warners Buy Edna Ferber Story
Edna Ferber's "Old Man Minnick"

has been bought by Warner Bros.
as a vehicle for Chic Sale. Stage
version of the book was produced
by Winthrop Ames.

Federal Court Finds
Monopoly in Oklahoma

(Continued from Page 1)

spiracy did exist and that Momand
and other independent exhibitors
were unable to obtain representa-
tive and sufficient product to oper-
ate their theaters. Judge Johnson
held that the state made a prima
facie case for injunctional relief and
overruled the defendants' demurrer
to the evidence, and on the defend-
ants' application set the hearing for
Oct. 12. Momand's suit for dam-
ages amounting to $2,500 rtOO comes
up in the Federal court in Decem-
ber.

Union Signs Ochs Houses;
Now After Springer Group

(Continued from Page 1)

exhibitor refused to employ union
men in his 10 houses. Negotiations
toward an adjustment were resumed
a few days ago and it is understood
that Ochs has agreed to employ
union operators.

Releasing German Film
"Liebeslied," German dialogue and

singing picture made by Cines-Pitta-
luga in Rome, with Renata Muller
and Gustav Froehlich co-starred,
will be released this month by
Transcontinental Pictures Corp. The
Little theater, Philadelphia, has
booked it for the week of Oct. 3.

Transcontinental also is releasing
on the same date the Italian talker,
"Corte D'Assise" ("Before the
Jury").

Webster Theater Reopens
Webster, Mass.—After extensive

improvements, including installation

of Western Electric sound equip-
ment, the State has been reopened
by the Webster Theater Corp. of

which Edgar S. Hill is president and
treasurer. The changes, all design-
ed by Hill, have made the State one
of the finest houses in this territory.

Other houses in the Webster Corp.
group include the Liberty here and
the Oxford in Oxford, Mass.

Walter Scott Leaves Pathe
Walter Scott, chief cameraman

for Pathe newsreel for a number of

years, has left that organization.

Giegerich Joins Ideal
Charles Giegerich has been en-

gaged as special sales representa-
tive for Ideal Pictures by M. J.

Kandel.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Ratet

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation

723-7TH AVE.. N. Y. BRYANT 9-eoeT

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Oct. 5-7: Annual Convention of Allied
Theater Owners of Michigan. Medina
Hotel, Mt. Clemens, Mich.

Oct S-8 Fall meeting of the Society oi
Motion Picture Engineers, New Ocean
House, Swampscott, Mass.

Oct. 6: Annua! meeting and noon-day
luncheon, Allied Theaters of Mass., Hotel
Bradford. Boston.

Oct. 6; Annual meeting of M.P.T.O. of
St. Louis, Eastern Mo. and So. III.,

Hotel Coronado, St. Louis.

Oct. 6: Luncheon meeting of American
Ass'n for Better Photoplays, Hotel Astor,
New York.

Oct. 6: Allied States Ass'n board of di-
rectors meets in Mt. Clemens, Mich., in
connection with annual convention of
Allied Theaters of Mich.

Oct. 10-11: Meeting of Wisconsin Allied
unit, Wisconsin Hotel, Milwaukee.

Oct. 13-14: Annual convention of MP T.O.
of Nebraska and Western Iowa,
Omaha.

Oct. 31 : Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.

Oct. 31 : Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplan
Projection Society, Hotel Commodore,
New York.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

11 Kansas City Indies
Operating Non-Union

(Continued from Page 1)

bans are dark. Parleys will be con-
tinued by the Independent Theater
Owners Ass'n and by Fox until some
agreement is reached with the regu-
lar union.

"Devotion" Big in Syracuse
Syracuse, N. Y.—RKO Pathe's '

"Devotion," starring Ann Harding,
which opened here Saturday, did a
considerably greater business during
the week-end than "The Common
Law" did at the same house some
weeks ago. "Devotion" went about
$1,500 over the Bennett picture's
mark.

New Camera Company Organized -j

Globe Camera Corp. has been or-

>

ganized, with headquarters at 132ii

West 22nd St., to take over the as-
sets of Star Camera Co., Inc. The
firm handles film and other kinds of
camera apparatus.

Madison
Overlooking Ocean of lllinoi* Av*nu«

ATLANTIC CITY. N.J.
A New Fireproof Hotel

Rates (with meals) as low as

$30 Weekly Per Person

SPECIAL DAILY RATES
European Plan Rates Upon Request

FETTER £>HOLUNGER /nc.
Cugren^ C FeHer, Mnp. Dir.
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HOLLYWOOD FLASHES

\Bj RALPH WILKm

r)OUG FAIRBANKS, who leaves

the first of the year for a trip

to South America, will do all his

hunting with bows and arrows and
an Australian stock whip. Accom-
panying him will be Victor Fleming
and Chuck Lewis. Naturally cam-
eras will go along, too.

* * *

Carl Laemmle, Jr., arinounces that James
Whale will direct "The Impatient Maiden,"
and that Clara Bow will not be in it. Laeni-

mle also has assigned William Wyler to di-

rect the first Tom Mix picture, "Destry
Rides Again."

*. * *

Charles Bickford will be seen as

an American racketeer traveling in

Europe to broaden himself in Co-

lumbia's "The Men in Her Life."
* * *

FIRST NATIONAL has added Harry
Stubbs, Bobby Gordon and William Irving

to the cast of "Her Majesty, Love" . . .

Toshia Mori, Chinese actress, will be in

"The Honorable Mr. Wong" . . . Bernard
Mandelstamm, German writer, collaborated

with Harvey Thew on the screen version of

"I Spy" for Lil Dagover . . .

* * *

Norman Foster has been signed

by Warner Bros, for "Under Eigh-

teen."

N. Y. Unemployment
Group Names Committees

{Continued pom Page 1)

Buxbaum, H. S. Woodin, Milton
Feld, Charles McDonald, Charles
O'Reilly, Sidney Samuelson and
Louis Nizer. O'Reilly was elected

chairman of the district committee,
Nizer secretary. City committee for

New York includes all the forego-
ing and Charles Moskowitz, Joseph
Plunkett, Harry Charnas and Harry
Kalmine.

Others are: Newark—Harry Kal-
mine, chairman, Charles L. Robin-
son, M. M. Kridel; Bayonne—Leon
Rosenblatt, chairman; Paterson —
Charles Dooley, chairman, Peter
Adams; Jersey City—J. G. Keele,
chairman, George Brennan, Sol

Schwartz; East Orange — Adolph
Rettig, chairman; Passaic —• Harry
Hecht, chairman; Hoboken — Bert
Leighton, chairman; Irvington —
Russell Ende, chairman. In each
case, where two associates have not
been named, the chairman is to ap-
point the necessary number to fill.

COMING & GOING

EDGAR SELWYN is back from Holly-
wood to launch his Broadway stage produc-
tion season.

ELLIOTT NUGENT, J. C. NUGENT
and NORMA LEE (Mrs. Elliott Nugent)
are due from the coast at the end of this
week.

SONYA LEVIEN, Fox scenario writer, ar-

rives in New York from the coast on Sun-
day.

BUDDY FISHER reached New York on
the Century yesterday from the coast where
he appeared in Paramount. Columbia and
other pictures, as well as doing radio work.

OSCAR R. HANSON has returned to

Toronto from New York.

• • • GETTING AWAY to a flying start with his first big

meeting as prexy of the Ampas, Ed Finney and his committee

of arrangements had the most gorgeous lineup of femme guests

of honor y' can imagine there was Lillian Bond, the

Australian charmer Olive Olsen, the dancing delight of

Earl Carroll's "Vanities" and Alice White, in a tight-

fitting green gown that moulded her well, as we said

before y' can imagine it was a most gorgeous

lineup

• • • THE MAIN event was Norman Krasna, the juvenile

marvel who has just left his 'teens behind him he wrote

"Louder, Please," scheduled for Broadway staging this fall

it seems only a few months ago that he was dillydally-

ing around the Warner plant in HoUerword tryin' to convince

the Big Shots that he could write they believed him
and set him to readdressing returned scenarios and

wasn't Mister Darryl Zanuck and the rest of the bunch sur-

prised when the kid wrote his own manuscript and sold it

to a Broadway stage producer sounds like a typical

HoUerword talkie plot, doesn't it? that's why Norman
calls it "Louder, Please" he sez he thought he was
shoutin' his own praises at the top of his young lungs when he
was in the City of Forgotten Men and Forgettin' Wimen
but since he has returned to Broadway and listened to the film

pressageys he realizes he was only Whispering

• • • HE TOLD the inside story of how that big mountain
in back of the Warner stude came to be called Warner Moun-
tain it seems that nobody of the thousands around the
stude for yars had paid any attention to it everyone out
in HoUerword gets so wrapped up in himself that mountains
pass unnoticed then some Easterner suddenly discovered
it so they decided to christen it Warner Mountain
they had the prop department place a big boulder up on the
summit and one bright mornin', surrounded by all the
staffs of the Losang papers and state and city officials

Jack Warner's son tried to split a bottle of real champagne
on the rock and it went Clear Through the darn
thing was only a papier mache prop ain't that just

like HoUerword?

• • • THE EDITOR of Ballyhoo, Norman Anthony, was
scheduled as a guest but he sent a wire of regrets

noting that the next issue of Ballyhoo will be out on
the 15th 15 cents a copy and THAT qualifies

him as a pressagey and an honorary member of AMPA
but for us personally, the real charm of the luncheon

was Alice White in her green form-fitting creation what
DID she talk about? oh, well, it doesn't really matter. . . .

• • • TOM HOGAN blew in from Detroit Wednesday,
where he assisted in the direction of "The Legion On Parade"

which Talking Picture Epics will release Tom
tells how he squared one doughboy around before the camera

and lo and behold, it was "Duke" Schiller, famous
Canadian aviator the last time Tommy saw the
"Duke" was in the Canadian wilds a few years ago when
Tom scored the Bremen aviation scoop for Pathe News
what a li'l place this ole world is! Dave Bader writes
from his new post with "U" in Lunnon that our premature
story about his bethrothal is getting him in bad with his harems
in the East and West coasts but his English stenog
wrote it "in bed" but we quite understand
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NEWS of the DAY

Brunswick, Ga.—Mrs. Alma King,
owner of the Bijou, now closed, is

planning to remodel the house, it is

understood.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

October 2
p. A. Parsons
Henry Victor
William Bloecher
James Arthur Insley

Rita La Roy

Milwaukee!—Ted Hilgendorf, for
several years manager of the Ritz, ;

was married recently to Evelyn
Fruits.

Marinette, Wis.—Tom Kress has
taken over the management of the
Fox, succeeding George E. Hannan,
resigned. It is reported the Rialto
theater in this city will be reopened
shortly under the same manage-
ment.

Toledo — Martin Smith is now
operating the Park, formerly called
the Sylvan, on a full-time policy.

Cleveland—J. J. Scoville is offer-
ing a mixed policy at the Gordon
Square. On Saturday, Sunday and
Monday of each week, the house will
show feature pictures and five acts
of vaudeville. The rest of the week
straight pictures prevail.

Akron — Allen Simmons has re-
opened the Allen. Charles Schweit-
zer again manages the house.

Youngstown—Joe Trunk has re-
opened the Victory. The house had
been closed all summer.

U. S. Distribs May Buy
Exchanges in England

(Continued from Page 1)

country diminishes in value. The
plan is being talked about as these
American organizations discuss the
advisability of investing an in-

creased part of their grosses in

Great Britain.
At present practically all Amer-

ican concerns lease their exchange
space. In one or two instances, how-
ever, their product is being handled
through foreign distributors.

That the financial situation in

Great Britain will give impetus to
American production activities there
was indicated yesterday.
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4 times around the earth
every iveek

110,000 miles travelled by ERPI Engineers

so that the show can go on

This amazing weekly mileage is just one indica-

tion of EKrl S constant efforts to maintain every

Western Electric Sound System at peak perform-

ance. . . . Down have come the number of emer-

gency calls every month. In one year they have been

reduced 28 per cent because regular service calls

have eliminated the emergencies — a preventive

service. . . . Wlien emergencies do arise, records

show that ERPI Engineers are reducing the timt-

to clear trouble. In August, 1930, average time to

clear trouble was 131 minutes. In August, 1931,

time to clear trouble had been reduced to 35 min-

utes, . . ."Peak Performance for the life of your

contract"—the ERPI Service Engineer's guarantee.

SOD N D
Wesrerm^Mtectric

SYSTEM
j\'ortIieru Eloftric in Canada

Distributed by

Etectricat Research Products trtc
250 Vi- est 57th Street, New York
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Selwyn Urges More Stage Tryouts Before Filming

PARAJN NEW DRIVERON STUDIO^OSTS

Seven Theaters Being Added to Active List in Miami
Show Business in Florida

Taking Spurt With Re-
opening of Houses

Miami—Theater activity in the

Greater Miami district is taking a

spurt with the addition of seven

houses to the operating list. The
Hippodrome, vs^hich Publix closed

last summer because of differences

with the owner, T. R. Knight, is

being reopened as a Publix house
following adjustment of the contro-

versy. The Paramount, closed for

several seasons, has been leased from
Knight by Charles F. Johnson, who
has several houses in the state. He

(Continued on Page 10)

MONOGRANlONPLEnNG

HALF OF MP BY NOV.

Monogram will have 50 per cent

of its season's program of 26 fea-

tures completed by Nov. 1, accord-

I ing to W. Ray Johnston, who told

I

Film Daily that it is the first time

an independent organization has fin-

ished half its feature schedule with-
'

(Continued on Page 10)

Harry D. Graham Heads

I

U's Southwestern Division
I Harry D. Graham manager of
' Universal's Kansas City office, has
been appointed district manager of

; the new southwestern division,

which includes the exchanges locat-

ed in Dallas, Kansas City, Okla-
homa City, St. Louis and San An-
tonio.

100 16mm. Educationals

Added by B. & H. Library

Chicago

—

A hundred new educational films

have just been added to the Bell & Howell
library of pictures for school use. Forty-two
of the subjects deal with science and nature,

13 are about literary notables, six concern
American statesmen, nine are geographical,

seven relate to industry and agriculture, eight

pn outdoor life and a five-reeler on the Life

of Christ.

Radio's London Studio Starts Production

London—One of the most important developments of the British film

industry this year has just occurred with completion of work on the Asso-

ciated Radio Pictures studio at Ealing, where production is now under way.

The first picture is 'The Fun Men Have", starring Jack Buchanan.

Hearing Being Held Monday

On Electric Rate Reduction

Profit Seen for Warners
In the Current Quarter
Warner Bros, started its current

fiscal year on Sept. 1 with indica-

tions that it has emerged from the
period of deficit operations and the

(Continued on Page 10)

Reduction of the new electric

rates affecting New York City ex-

hibitors, is being sought by the Elec-

trical Sub-Meeting Ass'n of New
York, Inc. A public hearing on the

schedule, which became operative

June 25, will be held before Mayor
(^Continued on Page 11)

Stage Tryouts Before Filming
Advocated by Edgar Selwyn

Motion picture producers will

work to advantage if they give film

stories a stage try-out before mak-
ing them into feature productions,

Edgar Selwyn, M-G-M producer,

told The Film Daily yesterday on
his arrival from the coast. "It does

{Continued on Page 11)

Loew, Erlanger Houses
Book Foreign Talkers

A group of Loew and Erlanger
theaters are included -among the

houses that have booked the entire

lineup of 26 German talkers being
(Continued on Page 11)

Vacts and Figures
—for rainy day contemplation

By DON CARLE GILLETTE

A STATISTICAL BUG—picture minded—has doped it out that—when

the five-day week—and six-hour day—become fairly general

—

probably within the next couple of years—movie attendance—will be in

line—for an increase—of 15 to 20 per cent. Sounds pretty modest—for

a statistician.

•
ONLY 14 dramatic productions—and seven musical comedies—run-

ning on Broadway the past week—a third less than the same week

of I930_and less than half of Broadway's peak figure—whea there used

to be some 75 playhouses—all devoted to legit. Only 38 stage companies
(Continued on Page 2)

Emanuel Cohen Goes West
to Curtail Production

Overhead
Emanuel Cohen, editor of Para-

mount News, who leaves New York
for the Coast today (Saturday) will

concentrate his efforts on keeping
production costs down. He will func-
tion as a direct representative of
Adolph Zukor, it is understood.

In the past, when special efforts
(Continued on Page 10)

HEAVY PRODUCIn PLANS

FOR PARAMOUNT IN OCT.

Paramount will have one of its

most active production months in

October, with nine features now in

work on the coast, four being edited

and eight in preparation, while two
are being filmed in the east. Pic-

tures slated to start this month are:

"The False Madonna", "No One
Man", "Shanghai Express",
"Through the Window", "The Goose
Hangs High", "One Hour With
You", "School for Sweethearts" and

(Continued on Page II)

Trans-Lux Theater
On Split-Week Policy

Starting the week of Oct. 9,

Trans-Lux's Madison Ave. theater
will inaugurate a split week news-
reel policy, changing programs Sat-
urdays and Wednesdays. No plans
for a similar change of policy in the
Broadway houses has been an-
nounced.

11 Baltimore Houses
In Newspaper Tie-up

Baltimore—Unique trailer tie-up has been
made between "Evening Sun" and 11 first-line

theaters. Paper will print a two-column mo-
vie time table on Saturdays, giving name of
picture, star and schedule. Movies will run
talking trailer, different each week, first show-
ing pretty girl opening paper and reading no-
tice. Houses affected are Auditorium, Cen-
tury, Europa, Hippodrome, Keith's, MetropoU
itan, New, Parkway, Rivoli, Stanley, Valencia.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind 4^ 4^ 4!4 4- Va
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 9 8J^ S'A — 'A
East. Kodak 105 99^ 103 + I'A
East. Kodak pfd..l305^ 130J^ 130^ — iVt
Fox Fm. "A" 854 7iA ^A + Va
Gen. Th. Eq, (new) 1^ I'A l^
Loew's, Inc 34^
do pfd 77
M-G-M pfd 20
Paramount 13
Pathe Exch \'A
do "A" 4
RKO "A" 8
Warner Bros. . . . 6l4
do pfd 15'/^

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. ... 5 5 5

Fox Thea. "A"... l^ 1!4
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 3Ve 2H
Nat. Scr. Ser 15'/^ 15'4
Technicolor 3 54 2

Trans-Lux 2^4
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 16 13 1354 — 2'4
Keith A-0 6s 46... 5254 5254 5254 — 54

3\H
77
20
11^8
1

3 54

75^

3354 + 154
77 — 1

20
1254 + 54

155/2 155^

4 + V*
7% + Vs

(>A + 1

W2

!54

m -f /«

27/8 + Vi

15/2
3
25/2 + H

Loew 6s 41ww. ... 87
Paramount 6s 47.. 65
Par. By. 55^s51.. 93

82
60 65

917i 92

35/2

+ 5

Par. 554s50 63K 6054 6154 -f 154
Pathe 7s37 76
Warner's 6s39 ... 55

75
4954

76 — 3

55 4-4

Columbia Football Film at Roxy
"Air Attack," the first installment

of Columbia's series of "Football
Thrills" opened Friday at the Roxy.

t.t New York
J.{ 1540 Broadway
J.t BRyant 9-4712

j|Eastman Films il

% J. E. Bnilatonr, Inc. •:

Long Island City j'j

154 Crescent St. J"{

STillwell 4-7940 it
i^

^ Chicago Hollywood !•*

j> 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica W
ft CALumet 3692 Blvd. K
it HOLlywood 4121 j-J

Facts and Figures
{Continued from Page 1)

—now on tour—against 48 last year. Only 22 burlesque shows—on the road this week

—

compared with 39— in October of 1930. Only about 250—vaudeville acts—in this

week's Billboard route list—against some 420—a year ago—although de luxe movie

theater presentations—currently number 205—and only 105 last year at this time. So
it's no disgrace—for movie business—to be running—in second gear-—when all other
amusements—are in low.

•
piLM STOCKS—can go down—only a few more points—before hitting zero. But

—

there's a consolation. The lower they go—the more room they give themselves—on
the upside—for that rebound—which has to come—sooner or later—or later.

•
r\ESPITE two years—of business anemia—the cash position—of 60 leading American
•^ industrial corporations—is considerably stronger—than in the 1924-27 period—and

only 14 per cent—below the 1928 peak—according to a survey—by the Midland Bank
of Cleveland.

•
DETWEEN schools, churches, American Legions, etc., etc.,—there are now—about

^ as many—non-theatrical shows—as regular movies—and the non-theatricals—are

expanding—by leaps and bounds. Eastman Kodak alone—has a 16mm. repertoire—of 500
subjects—and nearly 1,000 reels—with branch distributors— in 60 American cities

—

and 30 abroad—while The Educational Screen—in its latest Blue Book—of non-theatrical

films—lists more than—3,000 items—from agriculture and athletics—to sociology and
entertainment.

•
WELFARE groups—educators and church organizations—find only 10 to 20 per cent

—

of current film output—suitable for kids—^yet "Penrod and Sam"—swell juvenile

entertainment— if nothing else—was the lonesomest pix—to play the New York Strand

—

in this yere season—and the paralysis epidemic—gets blamed.

•
CONSTRUCTION activities—in the theater field—are as low—as an adder's hips

—

with barely a handful—of projects—in an active state—against a former average

—of a few hundred. This means—at some not distant date—there will have to be—

a

good period—of above-normal activity—to make up for—the present recess—for there's

no depression—in wear and tear.

•
INDEPENDENT exhibitors—in union-troubled sectors—declare the wages—paid their

operators alone—exceed the total—for all other employes—on the theater's staff. So

the union—would solve this—by giving the other help—more dough.

•
ONE REASON—the Chase banking interests—have been cold—to the months old

idea— of selling back—that Loew stock—is because—even at their high—purchase

price—these 660,000 shares—are bringing in—nearly four per cent—and where else

—

could a job be found—these days—for seven or eight millions—at four per cent return

—with the same safety?

•
A ND where—are all those circuits—of turnstile movies—announced last spring?

Another Radio Picture
Booked Into the Roxy

Radio Pictures' "Friends and

Lovers," with Adolphe Menjou, Lily

Damita and Erich von Stroheim, has

been booked into the Roxy the week
of Oct. 23, with the Fox Brooklyn
showing it the following week. A
few days ago Radio booked "Smart
Woman" into the Roxy. Jerome
Safron closed the deals.

Default Bond Interest

St. Louis—Interest due Oct. 1 on
the $4,400,000 6^ per cent bonds of
Theater Realty Co., owner of the
Fox St. Louis theater building and
subsidiary of Fox Theaters, has not
been paid. Letters sent out by Hal-
sey, Stuart & Co., notified the bond
holders, who plan to form a protec-
tive committee. Interest on $6,000,-
000 bonds of the Fox theater build-
ing in Detroit also was due Oct. 1,

These are

"HONEY, DO" days!
For stories that are "honies"— if you
wish a b- 0- melon—go to

VIOLA IRENE COOPER
9 E. 59th St., N. Y.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Oct. 5-7: Annual Convention of Allied
Theater Owners of Michigan, Medina
Hotel, Mt. Clemens, Mich.

Oct. 5-8- Fall meeting of the Society ol

Motion Picture Engineers, New Ocean
House, Swampscott, Mass.

Oct. 6: Annual meeting and noon-day
luncheon, Allied Theaters of Mass., Hotel
Bradford, Boston.

Oct. 6: Annual meetine; of M.P.T.O. ofi

St. Louis, Eastern Mo. and So. Ill.,l

Hotel Coronado, St. Louis.
Oct. 6: Luncheon meeting of Americani

Ass'n for Better Photoplays, Hotel Astor,i
New York.

j

Oct. 6: Allied States Ass'n board of di-i

rectors meets in Mt. Clemens, Mich., in

connection with annual convention of
Allied Theaters of Mich.

Oct. 10-11: Meeting of Wisconsin Allied
unit. Wisconsin Hotel, Milwaukee.

Oct. 13-14: Annual convention of MP T.O.;
of Nebraska and Western Iowa,
Omaha.

Oct. 19-20: Convention of Allied Theater
Owners of Texas, Dallas.

Oct. 31 : Universal Club "Night in Pa-i
ris," Hotel Astor.

Oct. 31: Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplani
Projection Society, Hotel Commodore,
New York.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

COMING & GOING

theEMANUEL COHEN leaves today for
Paramount coast studios.

JOE SMITH and CHARLIE DALE, who
have been appearing in shorts at the Para-
mount New York studio, left Friday for

Hollywood, where they will play with Win-
nie Lightner in a Warner feature.

LEW BORZAGE accompanied his brother,
FRANK BORZAGE, and the latter's wife to'

New York for a vacation extending till the
end of next week,

GEORGE ARLISS sailed this week from
Ensland on the Olympic for New York,

N. D. GOLDEN of the M. P, Division,
Dept. of Commerce, is in New York
route to Swampscott for the S, M. P, E;

ALEX L, FISCHER sailed Friday on the
Majestic for Europe,

1

I

RUDY WIEDOEFT
i

Tlie World's Greatest Saxophonist

in

His New Vitaphone Short

DARN TOOTIN'

Management

H, Emerson Yorke
General Motors Building

1775 Broadway, New York

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Michigan 8761
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Films Helping to

Wipe Out Gangsterism

'T'HE motion picture industry

is opposed to gangsterism

and unless this method of hu-

man expression is strangled, our

news reels particularly intend

to keep hammering away at it

until government by gangster-

ism ceases to be a fact. There

never was a motion picture

made where right did not tri-

umph over wrong. Gangster

pictures are at an end of their

own weight and because the

public does not want them. You

cannot eliminate crime as a

theme from motion pictures un-

less you prohibit the industry

from making pictures from all

the great masterpieces that have

ever been written. Motion pic-

tures have done more, or at least

as much, as anything else to

arouse the public not only to

the dangers of gang rule but to

the fact that gang rule actually

exists and is operating in defi-

ance of all laws. Gangsterism

will not be stamped out by cur-

tailing any form of human ex-

pression. It will be wiped out

through the press, the screen

and the radio.

—C. C. Pettijohn

Mew Incorporations

^ D̂AILY

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Warranted Films, motion pictures; P. Mai-

ler, 225 Broadway, New York. $2,000.

Scandinavian Talking Pictures, motion pic-

tures; S. K. Brandon, 1501 Broadway, New
York. 100 shares common.

Television Laboratories, radio ; Miller,

Fieldman & Paul, 276 Fifth Ave., New York.

200 shares common.

Major Productions, motion pictures; Grel-

ler & Rosenberg, 500 Fifth Ave., New York.

$10,000.

Universal Radio and Television Corp., ra-

dio, television; Schechler, Lotsch & Sulzber-

ger, 500 Fifth Ave., New York. 200 shares

common.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
Metropolitan Theaters, Inc., Camden, Wil-

lig & Kratzok, Philadelphia, Pa. $125,000.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Augusta Amusements, Inc., Wilmington,

Del., theatrical proprietors; Corporation Trust
Co., Dover, Del. 1,000 shares common.

NAME CHANGE
Universal Radio & Television Corp., New

York, to Metropolitan Radio Distributors.

mm
• • • FIRST GUN was fired the other day over at the

Empey Club for their Monster Annual which is sched-

uled for the new Waldorf-Astoria on Feb. 20th this

M. P. Club bunch are a very ultra-ultra gang dignified,

and all that sort of thing they seem to be laborin' un-

der an impression that when they enter the portals of their

club, they must eschew the Flamboyant Gesture, the Ballyhoo

Bunk and the Inflated Inflection in voice and deportment

doggone 'em, to watch this gang doing their stufif over at their

ritzy club in the Bond building, they don't seem like showmen
at all you think you have wandered into the Meadow-
brook Hunt Club or the Salem branch of the Dignified

Daughters of the American Revolution they're that

Aristocratic and Unworldly
* * * *

• • • SO IT came to pass at the luncheon tendered t'other

afternoon to launch their first big annual dinner, dance and

dingdong that the Committee were diffident about broach-

ing the subject there was a li'l matter of $12.50 a ducat

in connection with the Waldorf-Astoria affair which

means 25 smackers if ya want to pair up with your gal

and the Committee hated to intrude the sordid subject of filthy

lucre into the proceedings finally someone suggested they

dine and the chairman of the committee casually men-

tioned that the luncheon was On the Club straightaway

every mother's son present threw off his Dignified Disguise and

became a Showman as they hacked and tore their way
to the tables and everybody was actin' natural and real

happy in a jiffy

• • • THE EFFECT of the Free Lunch was immediately
apparent billy Jb'erguson, a Scotchman no less, ups and
oaers to buy the Jb irst two tickets at which a dozen
muggs who have tried for yars to wangle and chisel things
outa Billy fell unconscious unaer the taoles and then
Mister t erguson wrote out his check then and there it

happened on the day that all the film Stocks hit a New Low
and billy holds a big block ot each so a possible

explanation is that tne Shock temporarily unseated his reason
wait till he Recovers and sees his cancelled

check for the 25 smackers he'll probably have a Stroke.

• • • THEN AGAIN, it might have been a canny trick on
Mister Ferguson's part ne knew he d haveta buy the
tickets evencually and so he just made a Grand Stand
Play in front ol the Gang this theory is borne out by
the fact that he asked Paul Gulick privately later if he could
Post Date the check Two Months in any event. Si Sead-
ler, who has worked alongside him for yars opined that
billy wasn't taking any chances Si says that tnis Scotty
never made a bum Investment in his life and as billy
is on the ballyhoo Committee for the affair it's bound to

be a big Success for William R. Ferguson never starts
a ballynoo on anything unless he has 76 per cent of it in the
bag the Uommituee confidently expects to have the
maximum turnout of 3,000 and we're bettin' that they
Will

* * * *

• • • SOL EDWARDS, assistant to Bud Rogers at Sono
Art, has a swell gag when he starts to talk business
with a circuit booker or exhib, he pulls out a beautiful long
pencil box but instead of a pencil he draws out a
Sharp Chisel and starts gently chiseling on the top of
the prospect's desk it effectively stops the other mugg
from chiseling

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

t)
"Hamilton" Period Display

In Sloane's, 5th Avenue
'THE hope of every exploita-

tion man in New York to
obtain a prominent window in

the fashionable shopping dis-
trict of Fifth Avenue for dis-
play purposes was achieved by
the Hollywood theater. The win-
dow in question was in W. & J.

Sloane's store at Fifth Ave. and
47th St. and it was used for the
George Arliss picture, "Alexan-
der Hamilton." It is the first

time that this conservative
house has lent itself in any way
to a thing of this kind. All
furniture used in the picture
was of the early American pe-
riod in which the action is set.

Drapes, hangings and all the
little decorations used in the
scenes were the real articles.

W. and J. Sloane agreed not
only to obtain for Warner Bros,
all the necessary furnishings,
but to send representatives to
Hollywood to supervise the
dress of the scenes in the pic-

ture. At the completion of the
Arliss vehicle the furniture was
shipped back to the New York
establishment. Much of this
furniture formed the basis of
the artistic window display at
the Sloane establishment. A
neat card announced that the
furnishings were used in "Alex-
ander Hamilton" to be seen at
the Hollywood theater. In addi-
tion two photo enlargements
showed scenes in which the fur-
nishings on display were used.

—Hollywood, New York

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns
Best wishes and con-

gratulations are exi

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the followinK mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

October 3-4
Warner Oland
James R. Grainger
Claud Allister

Tom Wiley
Leo McCarey
George Moran

Buster Keaton
Carroll Nye
B. F. Ziedman
Marcel Silver
Mary Emery
Dal Clawson
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HOLLYWOOD ACTIVITIES
^^ ^ j^ Latest Production News Received By Wire From The West Coast Jk^ .. ..

8 FEATURE PlCiyRES

IN PREPARATION AT M
Preparations for the filming of

eight new pictures are in progress at

the Fox studios. The list includes:

"Good Sport," Linda Watkins' sec-

ond picture for Fox, with John
Boles, Hedda Hopper, Claire May-
nard, Greta Nissen, Minna Gombell,

Louise Beaver and Ethel Kenyon in

the cast.

"While Paris Sleeps," with Victor

McLaglen in the lead. William
Bakewell has been borrowed to play

opposite the ingenue, Helen Mack.
"Disorderly Conduct" will intro-

duce Victor McLaglen and Spencer

Tracy as a team. Sally Filers and
Conchita Montenegro will share

feminine honors, and El Brendel

will furnish the comedy.
"Stepping Sisters" has Marjorie

Rambeau, Louise Dresser, Jobyna
Howland and Mary Forbes, four of

the best known character actresses

in the movies, in leading roles. Alex-

ander Kirkland, Sidney Toler and
Robert Greig have featured parts.

"Dance Team," with James Dunn
heading the cast.

"Widow's Might" has Warner
Baxter and Sally Filers in the lead-

ing roles.

"Devil's Lottery," with Charles
Farrell and Sally Eilers paired for

the first time on the screen, and
Greta Nissen and William Pav/ley

assigned to featured parts.

"The Rainbow Trial," with George
O'Brien in the lead and Roscoe Ates
in a featured part.

Powell's Next for Warners
"High Pressure," based on an un-

published novel by S. J. Peters, will

be William Powell's next vehicle for
Warners. Mervyn LeRoy will di-

rect and production starts about
Nov. 2.

THANK YOU
Mr. Samuel Sax

Mr. Murray Roth

Mr. Roy Mack

and everyone in that wonder-
ful gang at the Vitaphone Stu-

dios for your swell coopera-
tion in 'setting 'em up' and
'turning 'em over' on my new
short subject

DARN TOOTIN'

Sax-o-tively yours

RUDY WIEDOEFT

More Truth Than Comedy
jimmy Gleason, star of RKO Pathe comedies, says he is considering com-

piling and publishing the world's longest and shortest books. The former will

be, "What is Wrong With Motion Pictures," by 10,000,000 amateur critics.

The second is to be, "What We Know About Motion Pictures," by the same
authors.

Three Independent Units
Shooting at International
Pictures currently in work at the

International studio are: "China-
town After Dark," Myers-Lease ve-

hicle directed by Stuart Paton;
"Anybody's Blonde," with Glenn
Tryon, directed by Frank Strayer,
and Rex Lease in an untitled picture

directed by Harry Webb. J. P. Mc-
Gowan also is preparing to direct a
Burton King-Custer production.

Cagney-Young Film Retitled
Warners have at last definitely

decided on a title for the new James
Cagney-Loretta Young picture which
is now in production with Roy Del
Ruth directing. The early tentative
title was "The Blind Spot," which
gave way to "Taxi, Please." This
has now been shortened to "Taxi!"
It is based upon a play by Kenyon
Nicholson and has been adopted for

the screen by Kubec Glasmon and
John Bright. Cast also includes Ralf
Harolde, George E. Stone, George
MacFarlane, Leslie Fenton, Dorothy
Burgess, Ray Cooke, Leila Bennett
and Guy Kibbee.

Brock Starts Two Comedies
Louis Brock has decided on "Big

Dame Hunting" as the title of the
next Ned Sparks comedy, in which
Betty Farrington will play the fem-
inine lead, with George Marshall di-

recting. Brock also has Chic Sale
starting in "Ex-Rooster," with Bud
Jamieson, Aileen Carlyle, Otis Har-
lan, Catherine Courtney and Ben
Holmes, -with Mark Sandrich direct-
ing.

Agnes C. Johnston With Para.
Agnes Christine Johnston, writen

of motion picture stories since 1914
and author of the scenarios of nu-
merous famous films, has been sign-
ed by Paramount to write dialogue
and prepare character material for
the picture version of "Mrs. Wiggs
of the Cabbage Patch." The prin-
cipal juvenile roles have been given
to Junior Durkin and Charlotte V.
Henry.

Pathe Grooming 2 for Stardom
RKO Pathe is grooming two play-

ers for stardom. They are Marion
Shilling and June MacCloy. Thir-
teen star and featured players are
now under contract to this company.

Paramount Buys Story
"The Master Key," a dramatic

love story by Berkham Stead, has
been produced by Paramount for

Fredric March in the central role.

Seven Being Prepared
At the Tec-Art Studios

Seven independent productions are
in preparation at the Tec-Art stu-

dios. Units include Perfection Pic-
tures, doing "Love Bound"; Golden
State, "The Gun Maker"; Kent-
Lane Chandler, untitled picture;
Allied Gibson, "Gay Buckaroo"; B.
F. Zeldman, "Juvenile Court"; Wil-
lis Kent-Barrington, untitled pic-

ture; Patrician, "Thirty Days."

Boy Friends Finish "Kick Off"
Production has been completed on

"The Kick Off," a football yarn, lat-

est of the series of Boy Friends
comedies produced by Hal Roach.
The cast includes David Rollins,

Mickey Daniels, Grady "Alabam"
Sutton, Gertie Messinger, Mary
Kornman and Betty Bolen. George
Stevens directed.

Quillan-Armstrong Vehicle Ready
Editing of 'The Tip Off," latest

co-starring vehicle of Eddie Quillan
and Robert Armstrong, has been
completed at the RKO Pathe studios.

Cruze Finishes "Race Track"
James Cruze has finished actual

shooting on "Race Track," with Leo
Carrillo, and the Tfffany release is

now in the cutting room.

Kay Francis Starts at W. B. Oct. 20
"The Rich Are Always With Us,"

Kay Francis's first starring picture
for Warners, will start production
Oct. 20.

3 COMEDIES COMPLETED

AT

Three new comedies were com-
pleted this past week at the Educa-
tional studios, and as many are be-
ing prepared for production. The
second in the new series of Mermaid
comedies, as yet untitled, was com-
pleted by William Goodrich, with
Jack Shutta and Frances Dean in

the leading roles. Miss Dean, who
is Eddie Cantor's leading lady in

"Palmy Days," was loaned to Edu-
cational for this Mermaid comedy
by Samuel Goldwyn.
"Torchy Passes the Buck," second

in the Torchy series being made by
C. C. Burr, was also completed, with
Ray Cooke and Dorothy Dix again
in the principal roles. Supporting
cast includes Edmund Breese, Frank-
lin Pangborn and Maury "Skid"
Drury. Billy Dooley completed a
new Cameo, "Smart Work."

"Talk of the town," says Victor

J. Rosen, Mgr., Warner Bros.—
Daily News.

MICKEY MOUSE
club of Santa
Barbara, Cal.

Write

Walt Disney
Studios

Hollywood

for details how
a Mickey

Mouse Club
will stimulate

your matinees.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"

Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.

83.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Lookfor the "Doorway o/Hoipita/ity"

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
VfERVYN LeROY, who has "Five-

Star Final" and "Little Caesar"

to his credit, is directing Gloria

Swanson in "Tonight or Never." His

services are very much in demand,
M-G-M having borrowed him from
Warner Bros, to direct John Gilbert

in "A Gentleman's Fate," while

United Artists borrowed him for the

Swanson picture
* * *

Our Passing Show: M. C. Levee, Al Kauf-

man, Harry Rapf, Rupert Julian. Wilhelm

Dieterle. Vic Shapiro, Joseph A. Fields,

James Seymour, Earl Baldwin, Al Martm.

Eddio Luddy at the Masquers Revel; Sam
Bischoff busy at Tiffany.

* * *

Will Rogers borrowed Hal Roach's

plane to fly to and from Will's old

home town, Claremont, Okla. Roach
lent him the plane on the condition

that Rogers would keep him supplied

with chewing gum for a month.
* * *

Leo Carrillo, Don Jose Mojica and Jimmy
Savo were among the entertainers at the

Masquers Revel. "Where Angels Fear to

Tread" and "The Masquers Spirit," by Wil-

liam CoUier. Sr. ; "The Robe of Wood," by

John Golden, and "What Are We Going to

Do About It?" by Howard Chaldecott, were

among the sketches presented. Ernesto Le-

Cuona and his Palau Cuban orchestra scored

heavily The sketches were staged by Wil-

liam Collier, Sr., Emmett Corrigan. Richard

Carle and Lawrence Grant. Antonio Moreno

was the Jester.
* * *

W. C. Smith, Fred Lau and Harry
Foy have completed the recording

on '"Race Track," which was directed

by James Cruze for release by Tif-

* * *

More Passing Show: Ronald Colman, Olive

Brook, B. P. Schulberg, William LeBaron,

George Fitzmaurice, Robert Montgomery.

Nancy Carroll, Mervyn LeRoy, Ivan Le-

bedeff, Charles Farrell, David Butler, Fred

Niblo, Louella Parsons, Harry Brand, Max
Ree Sam Marx, Myles Connolly, Lloyd

Corrigan, Hobart Henly, Jack Mulhall, Mel

Schauer, Fredric March, Eddie Cronjager,

Erwin Gelsey, Charlotte Greenwood, Philip

Klein, Rowland Brown at the Pacific South-

west tennis matches.
* * *

"The Gall of the North," Eddie

Buzzell's new short subject for Co-

lumbia release, is a hilarious parody

on the brave heroes of the frozen

north, the Northwest Mounted Po-

lice.
« 4 >ii

RADIO PICTURES has assigned Cissy

Fitzgerald, Frank Campeau and Roberta Gale

to "The Dove" . . . Arthur Hoyt has been

signed for the "Peach O'Reno" cast headed

by Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey and Dor-

othy Lee . . . others in this picture, now in

rehearsal under direction of William Seiter,

are Kitty Kelly, Sam Hardy, Stanley Fields,

Joseph Cawthorn, Zelma O'Neil, Cora Wither-

spoon, Harry Holman and Mitchell Harris.

. . . Count Allan De La Falaise, brother of

the Marquis Henry, has been signed as tech-

nical advisor to director George Archainbaud

to assist in irlralng Louis Weitzenkorn's story

Another Warner Scoop!

RUDY Wl EDOEFT
The World's Premier Saxophonist

in

His New Vitaphone Short

DARN TOOTIN'

temporarily titled "Exposed" . . . Marcelo
Ventura, former prescnal representative of

King Alfonso in Hollywood prior to the
Barcelona Exposition, has been engaged as
consultant to Victor Schertzinger, director
of "Marcheta" . . . Louis Sarecky has re-

turned to Hollywood with full permission
from Mexican authorities to film exteriors
of "Marcheta" and "The Dove" in Mexico.

Mary Doran will have the femi-
nine lead opposite Buck Jones in

Columbia's "Headin' for Love,"
which Ross Lederman is directing.

* * *

RKO PATHE has chosen Charles Bick-
ford for the heavy in "The Second Shot,"
with Helen Twelvetrees . . . Ginger Rogers
has finished her role with Bill Boyd in "Sui-
cide Fleet" and left for Chcago to start a
stage tour . . . Earl Baldwin is back from
the Maine woods, where he devoted all his
time to stories for RKO Pathe, his latest
adaptation being "The Tip Off" for Eddie
Quillan and Robert Armstrong . . . Melvyn
Douglas will be Ann Harding's leading man
in "Prestige" ...

* * *

Louis Brock has signed Edgar
Kennedy and Ethel Wales for
"Never the Twins Shall Meet," fea-

turing Rosco Ates, with Harold
Schwartz directing . . . George Mar-
shall will direct "Too Late to

Pacify," tentative title of Brock's
next Ned Sparks' comedy . . ,

* * *

PARAMOUNT announces the addition of
Helen Jerome Eddy, Enid Bennett, Gertrude
Sutton, Harry Beresford and Guy Oliver to
the cast of "Sooky," with Robert Coogan
and Jackie Cooper . . . Willard Robertson
also will be in it as the father, and Norman
Taurog again directs . . . Warner Oland and
Eugene Pallette are recent additions to Mar-
lene Dietrich's "Shanghai Express" . . .

Eleanor Boardman will have the feminine
lead with George Bancroft in "Through the
Window," by Martin Flavin and Joe Sher-
man . . . Louise Carter, Broadway actress,

makes her screen debut in "The Man I

Killed" . . . Carole Lombard will have the
leading role in "Sky Bride," original by
John Blythe, with Richard Arlen and Stuart
Erwin . . . Little Jerry Tucker will appear
in "Tomorrow and Tomorrow" . . . Mar-
jorie Gateson has been assigned to "Working
Girls" . . .

* * *

Leo Carrillo will appear in Radio
Pictures' "The Dove." Norman Fos-
ter has the romantic lead and Stan-
ley Fields is to be one of the heavies.

* * *

FOX has decided on "Good Sport" as the
title of the Linda Watkins picture formerly
called "Cheating" . . . Alexander Kirkland,
Barbara Weeks, Howard Phillips and Ferdi-

nand Munier are additions to "Stepping Sis-

ters" . . . Sally Eilers has the feminine lead

in "Widow's Might" with Warner Baxter
. . . Irving Cummings is directing . . . Wil-
liam Bakewell has been cast for "While Paris

Sleeps" with Victor McLaglen and Helen
Mack . . . Sonya Levien and S. N. Behr-
man are doing the screen play of "After To-
morrow," which Frank Borzage will direct

with Minna Gombell in the lead . . . Ferdi-

nand Munier, veteran stage actor who made
his movie debut in "Ambassador Bill" with
Will Rogers, has been given a contract and
is now working in "Stepping Sisters." . . .

* * *

Tom Patricola has been signed for

another Educational comedy in the

Ideal series. Jack Townley and
Ernest Pagano have written the

story.
* * *

Noel Francis, former Ziegfeld Follies beauty
who went to Hollywood a year ago after

stage roles in "No Fooling" and "Rio Rita,"

has been signed by Paramount for an im-

portant role in "Husband's Holiday" with a

cast headed by Clive Brook, Vivienne Os-

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY N. BLAIR

£DWARD C. MORTON has made
such a hit in the Fanny Watson-

Thelma White Vitaphone comedies
that he has been kept busy con-
stantly since making his screen de-

but a few weeks ago. In addition
to appearing in the three Watson-
White two reelers, Morton has a
prominent role in "Batter Up," sec-

ond of the Booth Tarkington .juve-

nile series, besides being in "Darn
Tootin'," the Rudy Wiedoeft short.

Harold Sugarman of the Para-
mount studio foreign department re-

lates the interesting fact that all

pictures shipped into Italy must be

minus dialogue, as the Italian law
prohibits the showing of any foreign
language talkers. A great many si-

lent pictures are also still being
shipped into Spain because the
Spainards will not stand for super-
imposed dialogue.

So much rough stuff in "Balmy
Daze," latest Simple Simon Comedy,
that Harry Tighe, featured with
Louis Simon, was laid up for a

week with an assortment of bruises.

With the completion of "Bagdad
Blues," under the direction of Al
Ray, the acrobatic Al St. John is

preparing to return to Hollywood,
his series of four two-reelers hav-
ing been finished. The other three
shorts are "Mile. Irene the Great,"
"All Sealed Up" and "The Grant
Apartments."

Dal Clawson is celebrating his

birthday on Sunday with a pig roast
at his home in Sparkill, New York.
Everybody is invited.

Pearl Byrd, stage actress, boasts
the unique distinction of having
made her screen test with the cam-
era which Admiral Byrd used on his

Antarctic expedition. Her stage
background includes stock experi-
ence with the Greely players, tour-

ing New England and understudy to

Muriel Kirkland in "Brass Buttons."

Former U. S. Senator George
Wharton Pepper of Pennsylvania,
ex-Governor Nathan S. Miller of

borne, Juliette Compton, Charlie Ruggles and
Harry Bannister.

Warren William will be Lil Dag-
over's leading man in "I Spy."

* * *

Frankie Darro has been engaged by Nat
Levine, president of Mascot Pictures for an
important role in "The Lightning Warrior."
Darro was seen recently in Mascot's serial.

"The Vanishing Legion." Production on
"The Lightning Warrior," in which Rin-Tin-
Tin will be starred, begins shortly at the
Tec-Art Studios.

* * *

J. M. Kerrigan and Minna Gom-
bell will have featured roles in

"Rainbow Trail," Fox film based on
Zane Grey's novel.

Manya Roberti's Polish accent will have as

a foil the Hebrew accent of Jesse DeVorska
when they act together in Fox's "Disorderly
Conduct." Lawrence O'Sullivan and William
Pawley also are in it.

New York, Mayor Rowland Marvin
of Syracuse and Asst. District At-
torney William C. Martin, also of
Syracuse, were guests at the Vita-
phone studio during the past week.
These public officials were anxious
to see a modern film plant in opera-
tion. Under the guidance of Sam
Sax, head of the studio, they were
taken through the studio, and watch-
ed the filming of "The Wall Street
Mystery," the second of the S. S.

Van Dine two-reelers.

Harry W. Conn is keeping busy
these days writing originals and dia-
logue for Parainounts shorts. His
latest work is the dialogue for
"Bound in Morocco," featuring
Smith & Dale and "The Wilson
House," ivith Tom Howard, both di-

rected by Aubrey Scotto, who also
wrote the originals.

Helene Turner, who edited several
recent features made by Paramount
here, writes us from England, where
she is visiting her husband, Ray
Friedgen, who is producing a series
of features at Ealing. Helene re-
ports having met Jack Mulhall, T.
Hayes Hunter, Carlyle Blackwell
and Donald Crisp during her pres-
ent spell in Blighty.

Eighteen different "believe it or
nots" were gathered by Robert L,
Ripley and the Vitaphone camera-
men who accompanied the big "Be-
lieve It or Not" man through North
Africa and the Near East for his
latest release. Among them is an
immense mosque built solely to house
a single hair from the beard of Mo-
hammed, and a Sudanese lady who
had her eyes padlocked for flirting
with another woman's husband.

Smith and Dale have just com-
pleted "Bound in Morocco," their
latest Paramount short, for which
it was necessary to bring on several
camels at considerable expense from
a private zoo in Pennsylvania. On
hearing which Leo Zochling, film
cutter, wisecracked that he could buy
a whole pack of Camels for 15 cents.

Marjorie Beebe had to don a ioot-
ball uniform and take part in an
honest - to - goodness scrimmage as
part of her role of a girl news re-
porter in "Hot News Margie," her
recent Vitaphone short,

Frank Ross, make-up nuin, is put-
ting his 30 years' acting experience
to work, while things are slack, by
appearing in "I Love an Actress,"
a current Broadway production.

RUDY WIEDOEFT
The World's Premier Saxophonist

His New Vitaphone Short

DARN TOOTIN'
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Theater Equipment
By M. P. BOOTH

COMFORTABLE WEATHER

THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

Tiltz Erigineering & Air Condi-

tioning Corp., Ltd., of New York and
Los Angeles, is offering theaters of

all sizes a system for giving patrons

comfortable weather the year 'round.

This development of the science of

air conditioning makes it practical

for every theater, whether its capac-

ity is 500 or 5,000 seats, to install

air conditioning on a cost-per-seat

basis that is economically sound, the

company declares

Photographing^ Arc Lamp
Is Marketed by Blue Seal

An inexpensive carbon arc lamp,

known as the Photo-Sun Lamp, for

use in theaters using considerable

photography for exploitation and ad-

vertising purposes, and adaptable to

many other uses, has been developed

and is being marketed by the Blue

Seal Products Co., Inc., of Brooklyn.

It is made in two models, working
on 110 volts a.c. One model is said

to give an equivalent of two 1,000-

watt incandescent bulbs, operating

at from 10 to 12 amperes. The other

model gives a light equivalent to

3,500 watt, and operates at 18

amperes, either a.c. or d.c , it is

stated.

Surprise Bag for Kid Matinees

A novelty which is proving suc-

cessful in attracting children to

matinees is the Surprise Bag, made
bv Universal Toy & Novelty Co. It

ccnsists of a bag 7 Mi" x 101/2" with
the name of the theater printed on
the side. Contents consist of a toy
and candy. There are also a lim-

ited number of coupons placed in a

few of the bags which entitle the
recipient to a grand prize worth
about $1.00. These grand prizes are

placed on exhibition in advance to

excite interest. The surprise bags
cost but a few cents each and in

some cases can be had free of

charge by tying in with a local

dealer.

JUST
AROUXD
THE

CORNER
from every American

theatre

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY GOMPANy
Brmnchesm'tili.Prmiipal CUies

NEW THEATERS

Valdese, N. C.—Work on the the-

ater being constructed here is near-
ing completion and the house is

expected to open soon.

Ybor, Fla.—Contract for the erec-

tion of a 1,000-seat house here by
B. A. Seablione, at an estimated cost

of $25,000, has been let to Frank
Setticasi.

East Windsor, Ont.—Erection of

a theater here at an estimated cost

of $250,000 is being planned by Tem-
ple Theaters, Ltd., this city.

Huntsville, Ala.—A permit to re-

build the Lyric, destroyed by fire,

has been obtained by the Crescent
Amusement Co.

Cumberland, Md. — Contract for

the erection of a theater here by the

Capitol Theater Co., at an estimated
cost of $150,000, has been awarded
to F. Hazelwood, this city.

Charlestown, W. Va.—Work on
the 1,000-seat theater being erected

here at an estimated cost of $65,000,

has been started by Benjamin T.

Pitts of Fredericksburg, Va,

Many Theaters Adopt Penn Felt

Philadelphia — Over 600 theaters

have adopted Penn Felt carpet lin-

ings for deadening patrons' foot-

steps as well as saving wear and
tear on theater carpets, according to

an announcement made by Wm.
Scholes & Sons, Inc., manufacturers
of Penn Acoustical Felt and Penn
Felt Carpet Linings. The product,
which is claimed to be 100 per cent

hair, is odorless, moth and vermin
proof and fire resistant. It is re-

ported being supplied to an average
of four theaters daily.

Markets New Card Frame

Kansas City—Perfection and mar-
keting of a new low-priced card

frame has been announced by C. A.
Jones, film man of this city, The
innovation in the frame is that it

stands or hangs perpendicularly and
horizontally and is adapted to any
type of card. The frame, which is

of 26 gauge steel, is being offered in

three sizes, 11 by 14, 14 by 22 and
^ by 11, and is covered with a dura-
ble black enamel.

Buffalo Eng. Co. Moves Office

Dallas—The Buffalo Engineering
Co. of this city has taken a corner
location in the same building at 315
South Harwood.

REMOTE CONTROL OFFERED

FOR ALL RCA EQUIPMENT

Chicago—-Essannay Electric Manu-
facturing Co. of this city is now
offering a new Strong Remote Vol-
ume Control for all RCA equipment.
By the simple operation of a con-

veniently located push button, the
device will regulate sound volume
control instantly, Is inexpensive,
easy to install, and there is nothing
to get out of order, the company
claims.

Novelty Studios Busy
Novelty Scenic Studios of New

York are reported unusually busy
on installations, owing to the many
theater operators making improve-
ments in their interior decorations.
Some of the recent installations by
the company include the Guild Hall,
East Hampton, L. I.; Civic Audi-
torium, Kalamazoo, Mich.; Pelham,
Pelham, N. Y., and the Embassy,
Reading, Pa.

Equipment Ass'n Moves
•Kansas City — Independent The-

ater Supply Dealers Association, of
which J. E. Robin is president, has
moved its headquarters tc 423
Lathrop Building here. R. G. Tanne-
hill, general manager of the organ-
ization, reports that several new
dealer members have recently joined
and that good progress is being
made.

Issuing New Catalogue
Chicago •— A new catalogue of

stage equipment will be brought off

the press next week by the Chicago
Cinema Equipment Co.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 M.M. SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

means VALUE
Theatre equipment dealers,

scenic studios and dealers in

^tatre eouipnT-nt are invited to

write us for our liberal distributor
proposition, which will enable
them to cs3h in on the enviable
reputation of Vallen Curtain
Control Equipment for Value and
Cu«tom<"--,Safisfaction. VALLEN
DARES TO GUARANTEE!

VALLEN ELECTRICAL CO,, INC.

AKRON, OHIO

ALTERATIONS

Webster City, la.—Improvements
amounting to $11,000 will be made
to the Granada and Isis, it is an-
nounced by J. E. Plant, manager.

Bids will soon be taken by Thomas
W. Lamp, New York architect, on
the general contract for alterations

to the theater at 254 West 42nd
St., New York, to be made by the
Alurion Realty Corp. at an esti-

mated cost of $500,000.

Livermore, Cal.—Plans and speci-

fications are being studied by Jimmie
Lima, Livermore exhibitor, for re-

construction of the California, re-

cently damaged by a projection room,
fire. Cost of reconstruction is esti-

mated at $60,000.

Blytheville, Ohio — Repairing of

the Ritz, recently damaged by fire,

is being planned by O. W. McCutch-
eon. Estimated cost of the work is

$15,000.

Dr. Christy Joins G-M Lab
Chicago—Dr. Andrew Christy, re-»

cently engaged in research work at
the University of Chicago, has join-

ed the engineering research staff of
G-M Laboratories, manufacturers of
the Visitron Photoelectric Cell.

USEESALl-PLAYSALLI

NIVER.SAL

SOUNDf^
35MM PORTABLE
PkOJECTORrFULLA.C
AMPLIFICATION-SPEAKER-ETG
9fb.xl2ftJ^icture at60~ 70/t throia

These Outstanding Features—Low Cost

—Easy Operation—No Installing—Sound

on Film—Full A. C. Amplification—No
Batteries—Dynamic Speaker—Tubes, etc.

IN 2 CASES—TOTAL WEIGHT 82 POUNDS
LIST PRICE F,0,B., PHILA. $995.00

Universal Sound System, Inc.
Factory & Gen. Office New York Office

13 & Cherry Sts. 1560 Broadway
Phila,, Pa. Cable "USTEM"
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Otliers in the U. S.

PERSONNEL CHANGES MADE

iN WARNER BRITISH STAFF

London—Max Milder, managing
director of Warner Bros. Pictures,

Ltd., who recently announced the ap-
pointment of Maxie Thorpe as sales

manager, has made several further
alterations and additions to the
company's personnel.

Robert Booth, who organized the
Vitaphone shorts department, and
has been sales manager of that for

the last 16 months, has been ap-
pointed circuit sales manager.

John Jacobs, of Warners' Man-
chester branch, takes over the sales
management of Vitaphone shorts.

Alfred Kutner has been appointed
London branch manager of Warners.

Harold P. Jones is taking the
place of John Jacobs as manager of

the Manchester branch.

Czechoslovakia Headed
Toward Kontingent

Prague-—Rumors of a Czecho-
slovakian kontingent continue here

and it is known that the govern-
ment looks favorably upon such an
outcome. No satisfactory plan has
been submitted as yet, however.
Exhibitors favor the project. The
single Czechslovak studio, in Prague,
which will make 15 to 20 feature
pictures in the native tongue, wants
government assistance in the form
of a kontingent, One suggestion
provides for a censorship fee of $300
upon every feature film, domestic
or foreign, passed for exhibition.

Haik Starting Four New Pictures
Paris—Haik's is starting four new

pictures on its ambitious 1931-32
production program—"For a Half-
pennyworth of Love" to be directed

by Jean Kemm, with Andre Bauge
in the lead; "The Improvised Son,"
which Rene Harvil will direct, fea-

turing Maude Loty; "Cequigrole,"
directed by Andre Berthomieu, with
Max Dearly; and an unnamed com-
edy to be directed by Henri Fres-
court.

London's First Full German Film
London—The first German film to

be shown publicly in complete Ger-
man dialogue in London is "Vienna
Waltzes" which Frederick White
and Gilbert Church presented at the
Rialto for an indefinite run. It is

based on the life of Johann Strauss.

Russian Film Institute

Leningrad—A number of labora-

tories and scientific institutes for

film research, have been erected on

Krestowsky Isle. The latest techni-

cal inventions applicable to cultural

and education films will be shown
and studied-

British Will Double Quota Needs
London— It is reported that British producers will make double the number of

motion pictures required under the quota. With half the year over, 140 British

films will be rented whereas the necessary figure will probably not exceed 70
pictures.

15 Gainsborough Fibns
Sold for South America

London — Gainsborough Pictures
has recently concluded four con-

tracts for the sale of its pictures

overseas. The first is with Inter

national Variety Theater Agency of

South America, covering 15 features.

Madan's Theaters, Ltd., has taken 7

productions for release in India,

Burma and Ceylon; Joe Fisher has
bought four features and the Lauder
shorts for the Dutch East Indies, the
Malay States and Siam; while the

British Film Distribution Company
is taking the whole of Gains-
borough's output for China, the
Philippines, Macao and Hong-Kong.

New British Picture Houses .

London — Recent motion picture
theaters opening or now in course
of erection include the Mayfair, Bir-
mingham, seating 1,600; Deansgate,
Manchester, a small newsreel thea-
ter; the Britton Ferry (Wales) Pub-
lic Hall, seating 1,000, to be leased
for seven years for talking pictures;
Gaumont Palace, Salisbury, seating
1,700; a new house to be erected at
the corner of Rochdale Road and
Victoria Ave., Crompsall, Manches-
ter; plans are being prepared for a
2,000-seater, the Broadway, at Pen-
dleton, near Manchester; a 2,000-

seater at Green Lane, West Derby,
Liverpool; a 3,200-seater at New-
port.

Fejos to Direct in France
Paris — Paul Fejos, director of

"Solitude" and the French version

of "The Big House," is in France
on a six months' holiday. It is re-

ported that he will direct several

pictures here before returning to

Hollywood. The first is to be "Ar-
riviste" at the Billancourt Studios.

Braunberger-Richebe are the pro-

ducers.

French Gaumont Sells Houses
Paris—The French Gaumont com-

pany, following the sale of its share
in the Aubert Palace, has sold the
Electric Palace, another Boulevard
house, and the Aubert Palace in

Marseilles. The Agence Havas,
which bought the latter, intends to

turn it into a newsreel theater.

New French Trade Journal
Paris—A new French film iournal.

"L'Industrie Francaise Cinemato-
graphique," will appear this month
under the management of R. Lajeu-
nesse. It will be published at 14,

Rue BruneL

Pathe-Natan Holds
Parisian Film Festival

Paris—One of the most ambitious
events in the history of the French
film trade was the recent Pathe-
Natan French Film Festival here.
It was designed to focus the atten-
tion of the world upon the achieve-
ments of French talking pictures.
Guests from all countries were in-

vited. The festival was a big suc-
cess. Pathe-Natan talking pictures
were shown, visitors were taken to
the company's studios and to the
French colonial exhibition and a big
banquet was given in conclusion
which was attended by the French
Cabinet.

French Cinema Council Now a Fact
Paris — With President Doumer

having signed the decree providing
for the creation of the French Cine-
ma High Council, that organization
is now an accomplished reality. The
principal part of the High Council
will be a sub-committee of 11 repre-
sentatives of various ministries,
which will undertake censorship du-
ties. The film trade is not repre-
sented on this sub-committee, al-

though it has 14 out of the 87 mem-
bers of the parent body.

"Journey's End" in German
Berlin — Cando-Film, Ltd., has

completed the German talker ver-
sion of "Journey's End" at the Jafa
Studios, this city. It will be ready
for release some time this month.
Heinz Otto directed. Conrad Veidt
plays the role of Stanhope and Theo-
dore Loos that of Osborne.

Kinephone for Newsreels
Paris—'The newest newsreel the-

ater here is the Kinephone, just
opened.

Fox Manager at Newcastle
London—Jack Todd, until recently

M-G-M branch manager at Man-
chester, has been appointed branch
manager for Fox at Newcastle-on-
Tyne.

Paris' English Theater
Paris—The Theater Edouard VII

opened as the Parisian home of Eng-
lish-speaking pictures on Sept. 28
with the American "Daddy Long
Legs" as the attraction.

Release German Film Music
Berlin — The Beboton-Verlag,

G.m.b.H., has been organized by the
German D.L.S. to handle the edition

of its musical productions. It will

base its methods on those of Amer-
ica in exploiting sound film music.

FILM IMPORTS BY ITALY

SHOW CONSIDERABLE DROP

Rome — Importation of foreign
films from the United States, Great
Britain and Germany suffered a big
drop during the first half of 1931.
France was the only country to
show a big increase. Importation of
English pictures dropped from 200,-
720 meters for the first half of 1930
to 45,868 meters for the same months
of 1931. The decrease in American-
made pictures was from 840,507 to
651,950 meters, while the drop in
German pictures was from 97,533
to 72,821 meters. France sent Italy
445,087 meters of film during the
first six months of the year, as
against 234,206 meters the previous
year. Owing to the foreign talk
ban the supply of films is very much
below normal. Italian film exports
for the first half-year were 588,318
meters, against 649,958 in 1930, and
807,162 in 1929.

Gaumont-British Theaters
Show Increased Profit

London — General Theater.^; Cor-
poration and Denman Pictures
Houses' third annual report shows
a net profit for the year of $1,679,-
295. Gaumont-British holds the
whole of the ordinary shares in Gen-
eral Theaters and most of the Den-
man Picture Houses' capita).

Blacklisting English Exhibs
London —

• The Kinematograph
Renters' Society, on the advice of
the joint investigation committee of
that distributors' organization and
the Cinematograph Exhibitors Ass'n,
will stop renting pictures to those
exhibitors who have not lived up to
agreements on sharing terms. Five
exhibitors have been banned. The
ruling is now in effect and the
banned exhibitors will be forced out
of business, it is stated.

Sound Apparatus at $375
London — Complete sound equip-

ment for two projectors is to be of-
fered in this country at $375, the
lowest price at which sound equip-
ment has ever been sold here. It
will be offered by Eugen Forbat &
Co. of Vienna which has sold 800 of
these sets in Germany. The price
was recently reduced from $500.

50 for W. E. in India

Bombay—With the installation of

Western Electric sound reproducing

apparatus in the Cinema-de-France,
Ahmedabad, that company has

equipped 50 theaters in India.
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Ann Harding in

"DEVOTION"
RKO Pathe Time, 70 mins.

THOROUGHLY ENJOYABLE
COMEDY - DRAMA BRIMFUL
WITH ROMANCE. SPLENDIDLY
ACTED AND DIRECTED.
Ann Harding and Leslie Howard,

supported by an excellent cast, are

presented in a clever story that

should satisfy the most discriminat-

ing audiences. The dialogue is filled

with witty repartee which in the

hands of less talented players would

be wasted. But with Miss Harding

and Howard every whimsical line

and dramatic situation is handled to

its utmost. The story concerns the

daughter of a cultured and moder-

ately well-off English family who
decides to go to work. She becomes

governess to the young son of a

lawyer, who does not recognize her

in her character make-up. Her true

identity is later discovered when
Howard attends a dinner given by

Ann's father. Many interesting sit-

uations develop which carry through

a sweet romance. Robert Williams,

as an artist also devoted to Ann,

gives an unusually natural por-

Cast: Ann Harding, Leslie Howard Rob-

ert Williams, O. P. Heggie, Louise Closser

Hale, Dudley Digges, Allison Skipworth,

Doris Lloyd, Ruth Weston, Joan Carr, Joyce

Coad, Douglas Scott, Tempe Pigo", For-

rester Harvey, Margaret Daily, Pat Somer-

set, Olive Tell, Claude King, Donald Stew-

art, Cyril Delevante,
Director, Robert Milton ; Author, Pamela

Wynne ; Adaptors, Graham John, Horace

Jackson ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, Dan
Mandell; Cameraman, Hal Mohr ; Recording

Engineers, D. Cutler, H. Stme.

Direction, excellent. Photography, fine.

James Dunn and Linda Watkins in

"SOB SISTER"

Fox Time, 67 mins.

RAGGED STORY THAT MIXES
SENTIMENT, HARD - BOILED
NEWSPAPER ATMOSPHERE
AND MELLER ALL TOGETHER.
This one seems to have suffered

principally from poor construction

in the story. It starts out very

leisurely developing the theme of a

sob sister stealing all the scoops
from her male rival on another tab-

loid paper. And the newspaper at-

mosphere is often too exaggerated.
Gradually the love interest develops,

then there is a misunderstanding
when the boy friend thinks the girl

has stolen a scoop right out of a
diary in his possession. Then the
plot goes suddenly meller, with a

gangster atmosphere. The girl is

kidnapped, and about to be put on
the spot. But her loyal newspaper
buddies are hot on the trail with the

cops, and make the rescue in the
nick of time in the good old ten-

twenty-thirty manner. The work of

James Dunn and Linda Watkins is

away ahead of the material.
Cast : James Dunn, Linda Watkins Molly

O'Day, Minna Gombell, Howard Phillips,

George E. Stone, Allan Dinehart, Eddie Dil-

lon, Ernie Wood, Lex Lindsay, Harold
Waldridge, Neal Burns, Harry Beresford,
Sarah Padden, George Byron, Joe Brown,
Wallie Albright, Maurice Block, Edwin
Sturgis.

Director, Alfred Santell ; Author, Mildred
(iilman; Adaptor, Edwin Burke; Dialoguer,
same ; Editor, Ralph Dietrich ; Cameraman,
Glenn MacWilliams; Recording Engineer,
George Leverett.

"24 HOURS'
Paramount 66 Mins.

GOOD HIGH-GRADE ENTER-
TAINMENT. INTEREST - HOLD-
ING DOMESTIC DRAMA WITH A
GANGSTER TOUCH.

Paramount has converted Louis

Bromfield's hit novel into a first-

rate piece of entertainment. As in-

dicated by the title, the entire ac-

tion occurs within a 24-hour period.

The story is based on a marriage

situation which has turned out bad-

ly, with the husband playing around

with a night club entertainer and

the wife also having an outside male

interest. The drunken husband is

asleep at his sweetheartf's apart-

ment when her husband, a gangster,

murders her in a jealous rage as he

tries to get at the other man. The
drunken husband is charged with
murder, but finger prints reveal the

real killer, who, in the meanwhile,

has been put on the spot by another

gang. Husband and wife find they

love each other. Expert acting and
direction is provided.

Cast: Clive Brook, Kay Francis, Miriam
Hopkins, Regis Toomey, George Barbier,

Adrienne Ames, Charlotte Granville, Minor
Watson, Lucille La Verne, Wade Boteler,

Robert Kortman, Malcolm Waite, Thomas
Jackson.

Director, Marion Gering ; Authors, Louis
Bromfield, William C. Lengel, Lew Leven-
son ; Adaptor, Louis Weitzenkorn ; Dialogu-
er, not credited ; Editor, not credited

;

Cameraman, Ernest Haller.

Direction, fine. Photography, excellent.

William Powell in

"THE ROAD TO SINGAPORE"
with Doris Kenyan, Marian Marsh-
Warner Bros. Time, 79 m,ins,
FAR-FETCHED BUT GENERAL-

LY AMUSING COMEDY DRAMA
THAT DEPENDS ON POWELL
FOR ITS CHIEF DRAW.

William Powell's following will
have to be relied upon largely for
business on this picture. Based on
the stage play, "Heat Wave," it is

not an entirely credible affair, al-
though for one reason or another it

provides a generous number of
laughs. Powell plays the role of a
notorious ladies' man who has fig-
ured in home-breaking scandal to
the extent that he is unpopular even
in the Far East hole where he re-
turns to drink himself away. In
the same settlement is a doctor,
played by Louis Calhern, who is so
interested in his work that he hasn't
as much as a kiss or a smile for his
desirable wife, portrayed by Doris
Kenyon, who has just come 5,000
miles to marry him and is crying for
love. It's a situation that's hard for
an audience to take. So the neglected
woman is swept away by the dash-
ing cad, who acts quite gallantly,
and after some dramatics it ends
with these two giving the husband
the air. Marian Marsh plays the
part of the doctor's sister who
make a play for Powell.

Cast: William Powell. Doris Kenyon,
Marian Marsh, Louis Calhern. Lumsden
Hare, Allison Skipworth, A. E. Anson,
Douglas Gerrard.

Director, Alfred E. (Ireen ; Author, Roland
Pertwee; Adaptor, J. Grubb Alexander; Dia-
loguer, same ; Editor, William Holmes ; Cam-
eraman, Robert Kurrle.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.

"CONVICTED"
with Aileen Pringle, Jameson Thomas
Artclass Time, 63 mins.

SWELL MURDER MYSTERY
WITH OCEAN LINER SETTING
PACKS SUSPENSE PUNCH WITH
DEFT DIRECTORIAL HANDLING.
FINE CAST.

This is one of those plays techni-

cally to be classified as a directors

picture, for Christy Cabanne did a

smart and finished job throughout.

But it is more than that. It has a

well-knit story that is plausible

throughout. The murder mystery de-

velops logically and moves intelli-

gently forward without straining at

theatrical effects and the usual tricks

of mystery writers to achieve
suspense and dramatic effects. These
develop naturally through the un-
ravelling of the mystery. And add
to this a hand-picked cast, and you
have a feature that any big-line
producer could have been proud to

put his trademark on. The dialogue
treatment is splendid, conversation
only intruding where it is absolute-
ly essential. It is an action picture
in the best traditions of the old-time
silent picture era. The settings are
all aboard an ocean liner, authentic,
and carrying the tang of the salt air

and the routine of a big liner.
Cast : Aileen Pringle, Jameson Thomas,

Harry Meyers, Dorothy Christy, Richard
Tucker, Wilfred Lucas, Niles Welch, John
Vosburg.

Director, Christy Cabanne ; Author, Ed
Barry; Adaptor, Jo Van Ronkel ; Dialoguer,
Arthur Hoerl ; Editor, Thomas Persons

;

Cameraman, Sidney Hickox ; Recording En-
gineer, S. E. Tope.

Direction, showmanship. Photography,
very good.

"CAUGHT"
with Richard Arlen, Louise Dresser
Paramount Time, 65 mins.

DRAMA OF OLD MINING
TOWN DAYS MISSES WITH
OVERDOSE OF ATMOSPHERE
AND UNCONVINCING STORY.

This is a heavy drama of the old
days out west in the mining town
and cattle country, when a woman
could run a tough joint and boss a
bunch of cattle rustlers on the side.

That is the unthankful part that
was assigned to Louise Dresser, and
the marvel of it is that she could
make the role seem reasonably
plausible. She is just about the
toughest and hardboiledest femme
character ever seen in a picture in
this one. She can drink and shoot
better than any male in her outfit.
Then along comes the innocent young
girl who can't mix in with the other
tough janes and the drunken men
who frequent the joint. Along comes
a cavalry detachment headed by
Richard Arlen to clean up the place
and locate the cattle rustlers. Works
up to a situation where the lieuten-
ant's life is to be forfeited by the
tough madame, who suddenly dis-
covers he is her long lost son. And
so to the bitter end.
Cast: Richard Arlen, Louise Dresser, Fran-

ces Dee, Tom Kennedy, Martin Burton, Mar-
cia Manners. Sid Savior, Guy Oliver, E. J.
Le Saint, Charles K. French, Lon Poflf,

James Mason, Jack Cliflford.

Director, Edward Sloman ; Authors, Agnes
Brand Leahy, Keene Thompson ; Adaptors,
same ; Dialoguers, Agnes Leahy. Keene
Thompson, Bella Spewack. Sam Spewack

;

Editor, not listed ; Cameraman, Charles Lang ;

Recording Engineer, not listed.

Direction, handicapped. Photography, okay.

"CORTE D'ASSISE"

("Before the Jury")

Transcontinental Pics. Time, 70 mins.

ENGROSSING ITALIAN MUR-
DER MYSTERY WITH WELL-
SUSTAINED SUSPENSE, GOOD
CAST AND FINE PRODUCTION.

To make it more easily under-
standable to non-Italian audiences,
this Cines-Pittaluga murder mys-
tery has some superimposed titles

and printed dialogue in English.
With this, the picture has more ex-
tensive possibilities for "arty" book-
ings, although its main appeal is to

Italian clientele. Story concerns the
killing of a banker, a philanderer
who was trying to take advantage
of a girl whose brother had forged
the banker's name. Various per-
sons are suspected, with a tense jury
trial following. The girl tries to take
the blame to save her brother whom
she believes committed the crime,
but a further probe reveals the real
murderer. Of special interest is the
trial, with the judge doing all the
questioning and even visiting the
scene of the crime for first-hand
evidence. Action moves along at a
fast pace, aided by good acting and
clear RCA recording.

Cast: Marcella Albani, Lya Franca, Elvira
Marchionni, Carlo Ninchi, Elio Steiner, Giov-
anni Cimara, Camillo de Rossi, Vasco Creti.
Francesco Coop, Giorgio Bianchi, Luigi
Carini.

Director, Guido Brignone ; Cameramen,
Ubaldo Arata, Massimo Terzano ; Recording
Engineer. Vittorio Trentino : English Film
Editor, Dr. Paul R. De Ville.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

Ludwig Satz in

"ZEIN WEIB'S LUBOVNICK"
("His Wife's Lover")

High Art Pictures Time, 79 mins.

ENTERTAINING YIDDISH DIA-
LOGUE PRODUCTION WITH MU-
SIC, A GOOD BET FOR STRICT-
LY JEWISH TRADE.

Because it is, or claims to be, the

first musical comedy in Jewish dia-

logue, and having the prominent
star, Ludwig Satz, at the head of
its cast, this picture should find a
ready and generous clientele in the
Yiddish field. Considering the limi-
tations involved in making an inde-
pendent production of this kind for
a special class, the job has been
done very commendably. The action
revolves around a bet between an
actor and a cynical friend that there
are some good women in the world.
The actor dons an elderly disguise,
represents himself as rich, and gets
a young girl to marry him for his
jack. Then he comes around in his
natural appearance and makes a
play for the wife but she remains
faithful to her husband, whereupon
he divulges his identity. It's all

right as farce, and the story is aided
by good acting and a few pleasing
song numbers.

Cast: Ludwig Satz, Isidore Cashier, Lucy
Levine, Lilian Feinman, Michael Rosenberg,
Jacob Frank, Zita Ma-Kar, Anne Shapiro.

Director. Sidney Goldin : Author, Scheen-
Rachel Samkoff ; Cameraman, Frank Zucker;
Recording Engineer, Percy Glen.

Direction, good. Photography, good.
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"Battling With Buffalo Bill"

Universal Serial, 10 chapters
Good for the Kids

This is a wild west serial based
on a book of the life of Col. William
F. Cody. It is principally a re-

counting of adventures of the early
settlers with hostile Indians, and as
such will no doubt exercise a strong
appeal for the youngsters. But for
adults it is weak, for it is filled

with too much repetition. And the
olausibility angle is very strained
in many spots. They evidently spent
a lot in production, for there are
hordes of redskins, and the Indian
tepee camps and the white settle-

ment have been given lots of pro-
duction detail. Tom Tyler is the
prototype for Buffalo Bill, Jane
Mills is the girl, and the cast is

strong with such names as Rex Bell

as the young hero, William Des-
mond, Francis Ford, Joe Bonomo,
Chief Thunder Bird, Jim Thorpe,
Yakima Canutt and Bud Osborne.
There is plenty of hard riding, wild
fighting between whites and red-
skins, attack and counter-attack, but
too much of it moves along in repe-
tition with slight variation in scene
and action. First chapter covers
the attack on the settlement and kid-
rtapping of the girl. The second
episode covers the rescue. The third
chapter has Bill Cody, the hero and
girl caught between the battling of
two hostile Indian tribes. But the
gal deliberately rides from safety
into danger in order to help the di-

rector create a scene, and the fa-
mous scout does not seem to use his

vaunted cunning in avoiding danger.
The serial in its first three chapters
is filled with similar weak spots, but
the kids will probably overlook all

this in the excitement of the Indian
warfare and the undeniable thrills

that ensue.

"The Great Junction Hotel"
(Masquers Comedy)

RKO Pathe Time, 21 mins.
Swell Comedy

Again the Masquers' Club of Hol-
lywood pitches in and produces a
highly entertaining broad comedy
that will provide merriment for any
audience. The action deals with a
honeymoon couple's first night at a
hotel. The wife, who is a sleep-
walker, disappears from her twin
bed while the husband is snoring
away. When he wakes up and finds
her gone the hotel is almost turned
upside down in an effort to find her.
A general alarm is sent out, bring-
ing a flock of comedy detectives, dis-
trict attorneys and even "Al Sca-
pone," who appears with a body-
guard to present an alibi so the dis-
appearance won't be blamed on him.
Finally wifie is discovered strolling
unconsciously on a balcony. An-
other big list of Hollywood names
comprises the cast with Edward
Everett Horton playing the comedy
bridegroom.

"The Hot Spot"
RKO Pathe Time, 18 mins.

Fair
This comedy has its good mo-

ments, with Frank McHugh as the
star reporter arranging with his

pesky brother-in-law to pose as a
murderer until he can discover the
real murderer and scoop the other
newspaper boys. But the scheme has
a kick-back when they are ready to
execute the innocent man and Frank
is still frantically trying to discover
the real criminal. The punch and
comedy comes in the final sequence,
with the comedian discovering the
supposedly murdered man very much
alive, getting him drunk and cart-
ing him to the warden before his
brother-in-law is executed. The
story is too uneven to build into
any real comedy, but it is saved by
novel treatment and situations.

"The Utmost Isle"

RKO Pathe Time, 11 mins.
Good Travel

One of the Vagabond Adventure
series, covering a journey through
Ceylon, the home of the Singalese
and the lotus, The atmosphere of
the tropic isle is alluring, with lovely
scenics and strange views of the
natives and their customs. The big
kick in the reel is a devil dance,
with three performers going through
some weird contortions in their ter-
rifying makeup as the tom-toms in-

tone wild music. The narrator keeps
the interest alive with an interesting
explanation of the spectacles.

"Voce di Fontane"
("Voices of the Fountains")

Transcontinental Pics. Time, 8 mins.
Fine Musical Novelty

Here is something out of the ordi-
nary, combining beautiful natural
shots of a myriad fountains with
symjihony orchestra and vocal ac-
companiment of a high musical or-
der and yet of a nature that will
give pleasure to audiences general-
ly. It is a Cines-Pittaluga short
and, while the numerous designs of
water spouting and shots of classic
architecture are most interesting, it

is the mellow singing and the musi-
cal score that give chief delight.
Not only Italian audiences, but Eng-
lish and others will appreciate this
musical treat. The short has been
cleverly photographed, and the RCA
Photophone recording is of high
quality.

Mickey Mouse in

"Blue Rhythm"
Columbia Time, 5 mins.

Good Cartoon
Neatly executed and thoroughly

entertaining cartoon comedy. Mickey
Mouse is seen at the opening as a
pianist pounding away on the theme
of "St. Louis Blues." Minnie Mouse
enters and indulges in some ani-
mated vocalizing, after which there
are musical bits by an animal or-
chestra with plenty of comedy as
well as melody.

"Nerve Wreckers"
(Football Thrills)

Columbia Time, 9 mins.
Speedy

The Yale-Dartmouth game of 1930,
played in the Yale bowl where 60,-

000 people yelled themselves hoarse
at some of the most thrilling plays
ever witnessed, is the first sequence
of this fine short. Described by
Ford Bond, the reel keeps a steady
pace, continually creating excitement
and bringing climax after climax to
the screen. Washington State vs.

Villanova, Harvard vs. Holy Cross,
U. of S. C. vs. Citadel and a number
of other of the season's best contests
are shown in part. The reel pro-
vides genuine entertainment.

"A Journey Through Germany"
Ideal Pictures Time, 9 mins.

Very Good
Prepared by Allan Carrick, this is

one of the most interesting travel-
ogues of Germany yet presented on
the screen. It moves swiftly in con-
trasting shots from the picturesque
Rhine with its castles, the great
cities such as Dresden and Cologne,
and finishing with a thrill sequence
of dangerous mountain climbing in

the Bavarian Alps. Two mountain
climbers with only a rope between
them ascend a perpendicular rock
that falls straight down to a ravine
a mile below. One of the most sen-
sai-ional and daring stunts ever
caught by a camera. It's a bear.
Arthur Hale does the narration and
makes a good job of it, mixing in a
lot of interesting historical data in

describing various scenes.

"A Havana Cocktail"
Vitaphone 1279 Time, 8 mins.

Snappy Musical Novelty
In a Havana bar setting, with an

aggregation of Cuban musicians and
a Cuban feminine trio of singers
and steppers, this short presents a
fast melange of music and novelty.

Solo exhibitions by members of the
orchestra are offered in interesting
succession, and in addition to the

pleasing quality of the music there
is some byplay at the bar, with a
series of rapid closeups of various
patrons, topped off by a fake "raid"
to make the Americans "feel at

home." A very good novelty.

"Venezia di Notte"
("Venice at Night")

Transcontinental Pics. Time, 7 mins.
Excellent

Another decidedly enjoyable scenic

and musical novelty from the Cines-
Pittaluga studios. It shows Venice
during night time, with gondolas
gliding along the canals, moonlight
reflected on the waters and lighting

up the palaces and other buildings,

natives singing real Venetian songs,
and finally a mammoth colorful fes-

tival in which the singing rises to a
melodious climax. Inasmuch as it

is all scenic, music and singing of
popular arias, the subject will ap-
peal to any class of audience.

Fanny Watson and Thelma White in

"Lucky Thirteen"
Vitaphone Time, 20 mins.

Good Comedy
Taking part in a eoast-to-coast

race by housemobile, Fanny Watson,
the portly, and Thelma White, the
slender, encounter plenty of mis-
haps and other experiences that
make for a good round of laughs.
Their house on wheels, after leading
the race for a while, is passed by a

tough-mug driver who gets so far
ahead of them that the girls give
up. But just as they have given
up all hope a "nut" with an auto-
driving complex escapes from an
asylum, gets to the wheel of the
girls' car while they are inside

moui-ning their fate, and steps on
it to the hilt for a wild-ride to the
finish line, upsetting the dope by
coming in first. Gags and action
are well described, and the subject
should go over nicely with almost
any clienele.

"The Glory That Was Egypt"

Ideal Pictures Time, 9 mins.
Rates High

A very interesting and novel

travel film, covering some unusual
views of Egypt and the Nile. The
photography is exceptionally good,

being shot from some unusual angles
and the entire reel showing unusual
intelligence in treatment. The des-

ert scenes are splendid, also the

views of the pyramids and the
Sphinx. Especially interesting are
the shots of the native customs,
showing the primitive methods of

tilling the soil, and all the other
incidents in the life of the descend-
ants of this once proud nation, who
are living practically as did their

ancestors a thousand years ago, to

all appearances. The narration by
Arthur Q. Bryan, the radio an-
nouncer, is very good, couched in a
style that will appeal to intelligent

audiences.

DOES A

"WILD
LIFE"
PAY?

From the Capitol, New York, to the

Carthay, Los Angeles,, the Answer

is "Yes."

Book These

CLIFTON-ALLEN
Shorts

Through

Talkins Picture Epics
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SEVEN HOUSES JOINING

irS ACTIVE LIST

(.Continued from Page 1)

will improve the theater and reopen
it soon. Johnson also is reopening
the Flagler, dark for several years.

N. T. Ragland, former operator of

the Biltmore, and his son, T. R.

Ragland, are reopening the Regent
at N. W. Seventeenth Ave. Also set

for reopening are the Tower in

Miami and the Biscayne Plaza,

Miami Beach. In Coral Gahles,

bondholders of the Coral Gables

Corp. have bought the old adminis-

tration building from Sam Wessel
and are having it remodeled into a

theater, which Charles Walder, man-
ager of the Tivoli here, will operate.

R. M. Swanson, city manager for

Publix in Macon, Ga., is here va-

cationing and looking over the the-

ater situation.

Profit Seen for Warners
In the Current Quarter

{Continued from Page 1)

current quarter, ending Nov. 30, is

expected to net a profit, says the

"Wall St. Journal." Steady improve-
ment in earning power has been
shown since July, the financial paper
states, and the company's financial

position is understood to be sound,

with no bank loans.

Radio Broadcasts for Mascot

"The Galloping Ghost," Mascot
Pictures' latest 12-part serial, star-

ring Harold (Red) Grange, will be
exploited nationally through a se-

ries of 12 weekly broadcasts by
Grange. While in California, Grange
made 12 electrical transcriptions for
this broadcasting, and arrangements
have been completed whereby these
broadcasts will be heard through-
out the U. S. and Canada.

Jules Fields at Nemo
Jules Fields is now managing the

Fox Nemo, replacing Jacques Ben-
jamin, who resigned last week.
Fields formerly managed the Fox
Jamaica.

Leonard Arthur

HAYTON and SCHUTT

At The Pianos

RUDY
for

WIEDOEFT
The Virtuoso of the Saxophone

in

His New Vitaphone Short

DARN TOOTIN'

Roy Mack Director

f) PRESENTATIONS f)
By JACK HARROWER

Paramount
"Ermine on Parade," currently oc-

cupying the Paramount stage, is

generally undistinguished entertain-
ment with the only highlight being
the work of Castleton, Mack and
Owen, who do some expert acrobatic
tumbling and dancing. Acts are in-

terspersed in a fall fashion show pro
duced in co-operation with I. J. Fox.
Beautiful display, but it certainly
doesn't help pep up the show. Other
entertainers on the bill are: Francois
LeMaire's Ice Skaters with Evelyn
Chandler and Marguerite Verden,
David Bines Ballet, May Joyce, Wal-
ton Quartet and the Paramount Deb-
utantes. The production is by Boris
Petroff. Jesse Crawford's organ
concert is below his standard. Ru-
binoff and the Paramount orchestra
please with a group of numbers
titled "Memories of Victor Herbert."

Bank of America Merging
With National City Bank
Merging of the Bank of America,

National Association, with the Na-
tional City Bank, creating the sec-

ond largest institution of its kind
in the country, was reported as near
completion Friday. Bancamerica-
Blair and Bank of America of Cali-

fornia are not to be included in the
consolidation. Dr. A. H. Giannini
will remain board chairman of Bank
of America until the physical mer-
ger is consummated. Transamerica,
which owns 63 per cent of Bank of
America stock, becomes one of the
biggest stockholders in National
City under the deal.

Mussolini Okays Movietone Feel
Rome—Initial reels turned out by

Luce-Movietone-News, under the re-
cent deal whereby this newsreel be-
comes the mouthpiece of the Mus-
solini Government, were viewed by
the Italian Premier this week and
pronounced satisfactory. While the
arrangement does not give Movie-
tone the exclusive rights to make
pictures in Italy, it puts the organi-
zation in a privileged position.

Coast Houses Book Italian Films
"La Canzone Dell'Amore" ("Song

of Love"), Cines-Pittaluga produc-
tion, has been booked into the Fil-

marte Theater, Hollywood, starting
next week. "Corte D'Assise" ("Be-
fore the Jury"), another Cinos pic-
ture, opens Oct. 14 at the Verdi, San
Francisco. Distribution is handled
by Transcontinental Pictures Corp.
of New York.

"Blonde Crazy" Release Nov. 14
"Blonde Crazy," with James Cag-

ney and Joan Blondell, will be re-
leased by Warner Bros, on Nov. 14.

Fink Succeeds Sutphen in Miami
Miami—Jack Fink has been named

manager of the Capitol to succeed
Joy Sutphen.

Roxy
The stage presentation at the

Roxy is "The Glory of Greece," in

five episodic scenes. Opens with the
Roxyettes as "The Highlanders of
Greece," doing one of their routines
in Grecian costumes. Then follows
"Invocation to Zeus," a very specta-
cular and impressive bit, employing
the singing ensemble, the ballet, and
with George Gordon and Philip
Steele in specialty bits. The third
scene is "Wind and the Grecian
Urn," a very beautiful and artistic

conception. Natacha Nattova is the
dancer, who poises herself elflike on
an immense urn of flowers, and exe-
cutes some graceful and clever sym-
bolic movements. Paul Haakon ap-
pears in a dancing specialty, and the
finale is "The Parthenon," showing
a replica of the classic architectural
structure as a background. Patricia
Bowman is the danseuse, and also
featured are Beehee Rubiyette and
Company, Arnold Grazer, the sing-
ing ensemble, the Roxyettes and the
ballet.

Monogram Southwest Sales
Dallas—Joe Silverman, Monogram

.district manager, has closed with
Publix, Hughes-Franklin, Jefferson
Amusement, Griffith Amusement, M.
A. Lightman and the East Texas
theaters Circuits for the playing of
the entire Monogram 1931-32 out-
put.

PARA. IN NEW DRIVE

ON PRODUCTION COSTS

(Continued from Page 1)

had been launched to minimize pro-

duction overhead, the executive as-

signed to the job has, in most in-

stances, never been sufficiently strong
in position to enforce his decisions

and opinions. Cohen, however, goes
to the Coast with top Paramount
backing in his handling of the com-
pany's budget.

Jesse L. Lasky, in announcing
Cohen's departure for the coast stu-

dios, said he would "spend a few
weeks in conference with B. P.

Schulberg to effect closer coordina-
tion between the studio and other
departments of the company."

Monogram Completing
Half of Lineup by Nov.

(Continued from Page 1)

in 60 days of the opening of the
new selling season. Production has
just started on "Forgotten Women,"
with "The Western Limited", "Sin-
gle Handed Sanders" and "So This
IS Texas" scheduled for October pro-

duction.

Ideal's French Short at Carnegie

A French version of "Jungle Ba-
bies," Ideal animal series release, is

playing at the Little Carnegie on the
program with the French version of
"The Smiling Lieutenant."

AMERICA'S FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE

St. Moritz
0]¥ THE PARK

50 Central Park South
New York City

Old world hospitality in the

spirit of the new world; old

world service with the newest
of the new world's comforts.

A cuisine that is the essence

of Europe's finest, under the

inspired direction of^OC^7YL£'^yyva^e/f

of Paris, London and the Riviera.

Rooms single or en suite, facing

Central Park and but a moment
from the city's amusement and
business sectors.

Personal Direction of S. GREGORY Taylor
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HEAVY PRODUCTION PLANS

FOR PARAMOUNT IN OCT.

(^Continued jrom Page 1)

"Uncertain Women". The eastern

studio is now making "His Woman"
and "The Cheat". "Woman Against

Woman" and "Wild Beauty" are to

follow.
Pictures shooting in Hollywood

are "Rich Man's Folly", "Touch-

down", "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde",
"The Man I Killed", "Husband's
Holiday", "Working Girls", "Sooky",
"Tomorrow and Tomorrow" and

"Ladies of the Big House". In the

cutting room are "The Road to

Reno", "Girls About Town", "Once
a Lady" and "The Beloved Bache-

lor."

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC.,
REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CON-
GRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912.

OF "THE FILM DAILY," published daily

except Saturday at New York, N. Y., for

October 1, 1931.
State of New York, )

County of New York. J

ss.

:

Before me, a notary public, in and for the

State and County aforesaid, personally ap-

peared Donald M. Mersereau, who, having

been duly sworn according to law, deposes

and says that he is the General Manager of

"THE FILM DAILY," and that the fol-

lowing is, to the best of his knowledge and

belief, a true statement of the ownership,

management (and if a daily paper, the cir-

culation), etc., of the aforesaid publication

for the date shown in the above caption, re-

quired by the Act of August 24th, 1912, em-

bodied in Section 411, Postal Laws and Reg-

ulations, printed on the reverse of this form

to wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the

publisher, editor, managing editor, and busi-

ness manager are:

Publisher, John W. Alicoate, 1650 Broad-

way, New York, N. Y.; Editor, John W.
Alicoate, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.:

Managing Editor, Don Carle Gillette, 1650

Broadway, New York, N. Y.; Business Man-
ager, Donald M. Mersereau, 1650 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

2'. That the owners are: "Wid's Film

& Film Folk," Inc., 1650 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.; John W. Alicoate, 1650 Broad-

way, New York, N. Y.; Pearl Dannenberg,
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.; Addie
Dannenberg, 1650 Broadway, New York,

N. Y.; Edna Sussman, 1650 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.

3. That the known bondholders, mortga-

gees and other security holders owning or

holding 1 per cent or more of total amount
of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are:

None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above,

giving the names of the owners, stockholders,

security holders, if any, contain not only the

list of stockholders and security holders as

they appear upon the books of the company,
but also in cases where the stockholder or

security holder appears upon the books of the

company as trustee or in any other fiduciary

relation, the name of the person or corpora-

tion for whom such trustee is acting, is given,

also that the said two paragraphs contain
statements embracing affiant's full knowledge
and belief as to the circumstances and con-

ditions under which stockholders and security

holders who do not appear upon the books
of the company as trustees, hold stock and
securities in a capacity other than that of a

bona fide owner and this affiant has no rea-

son to believe that any other person, associa-
tion or corporation has any interest direct or
indirect in the said stock, bonds or other
securities than as so stated by him.

5. That the average number of copies
of each issue of this publication sold or
distributed, through the mails or otherwise, to
paid subscribers during the six months pre-
ceding the date shown above is 5,491.

D. M. MERSEREAU,
General Manager.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this
30th day of September, 1931.

(Seal) Abraham S. Lang.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Springfield, Mass.—The State has
been reopened by Massachusetts
Theaters, Inc., with Max Tabaca-
man as manager. It is on a four-

changes-a-week policy.

Los Angeles—RKO Pathe's "De-
votion," starring Ann Harding, is in

its third week at the Carthay Cir-

cle.

Chicago—Walter Branson, Pathe
branch manager, sold the Simansky-
Miller circuit of six theaters in Chi-

cago.

Fall River, Mass.—The Capitol has
reopened with Rene A. Robillard as

lessee and manager.

Detroit—Harris Silverberg, Pathe
branch manager, closed a deal with
the Schulte Circuit involving seven

towns in Michigan.

Salem, Mass.—The Rialto, former-
ly the Comique, has been reopened
by Charles A. Goldreyer. The policy

is double features with four changes
a week.

Meriden, Conn. — The Capitol,

lanaged by A. Leo Ricci, has ad-

Loew, Erlanger Houses
Book Foreign Talkers

(Continued from Page 1)

distributed by Capital Films. The
contracts include 10 Loew houses in

the metropolitan district and three

in Cleveland, Boston and Baltimore.

The Erlanger houses are in Los An-
geles, San Francisco, Bulfalo and
Cincinnati. In addition Capital has

signed independent theaters in Hol-

lywood, St. Louis, Milwaukee, Chi-

cago, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Mem-
phis, Boston, Dallas, Galveston,

Minneapolis, Newark, Albany,

Rochester, Ft. Smith, Pine Bluff and
Little Rock. Twenty German fea-

tures have been received by Capital

and are ready for release. The re-

maining six will be delivered with-

in the next month. The films were
made by eight German producers.

12 Vitaphone Subjects

Turned Out in September
Vitaphone Studio had an active

session in September, turning out a

total of 12 shorts in that month. In

addition the studio made numerous
tests of prospective Warner - First

National players for the coast stu-

dios.

Next Bebe Daniels Release
Warner Bros, will release the next

Bebe Daniels vehicle, "The Honor
of the Family," on Oct. 17, earlier

than planned.

Fischer Goes Abroad for Films
Alex L. Fischer, who sailed Fri-

day night on the Majestic, will make
a search of the foreign market for

product to bring back to the U. S.

He expects to return in January.

justed its labor differences with the
projectionists* union.

Alexandria, La.—Repaired, reno-
vated and newly equipped, the Saen-
ger, closed since last December, has
reopened under the management of
H. C. Winham.

Woonsocket, R. I.—The Olympia,
formerly the Strand, has reopened
under the management of George A.
Haley acting for a firm with head-
quarters in Fall River.

Kansas City—Big 4 is now set in
several Fox West Coast theaters
which have booked westerns and
melodramas through the Midwest
Film Distributors, Inc., of Kansas
City. The towns are: Sedalia and
Brookfield, Mo., and Shanute, El-
dorado, Salina, Pittsburg, Ottawa.
Moberly and Coffeyville, Kan.

Minneapolis — J. A. Peters has
taken over the lease of the Glen-
wood from M. C. Martin.

Humboldt, S. D.—The Humboldt,
which has been closed, has been
taken over by West Central Thea-
ters Co.

EDGAR SELWYN ADVOCATES

MORE TRYOUTS ON STAGE

(Continued from Page 1)

not necessarily follow that a stage
play must be a great success in or-
der that it will be a satisfactory
picture," said Selwyn. "No matter
what the result on the stage, the
play will show the producer both
its limitations and its advantages as
a screen production. I believe mo-
tion picture producers should stop
temporizing as stage producers. It

is a field to which they will be wel-
comed and in which they will be
successful. Plays may carry on
with any one of many outstanding
requisites, but take the play and add
the 'plus quality' of many screen
star names, extensive scenic treat-
ment and elaborate production, and
a good photoplay is the result. Some
companies have tried it. Others
should, but should be earnest in

their desires along the line of stage
shows as well as movies."

Hearing Being Held Mon.
On Reducing Electric Rate

(Continued from Page 1)

Walker on Monday at 3 o'clock in

City Hall. Representatives of the
exhibition end of the industry have
been invited to participate in the
drive.

A Private Solarium^

'HE ultra = modern in

living accommoda=
t i o n s is expressed
througliout The Majes=
tiC/ notably in its vita=

glassed private solaria^

;
a feature of all corner

,
apartments on Central
Park West. New de=

,; ,

' signing eliminates lights

' >'^A> S^j obstructing corner col=

V.lvvil&if; umns and provides a

'5'^-f<^i'-'9
spacious lounge room

k'^'^^wP or sleeping porch. New=
%JM^^ typz casement windows

eliminate drafts.

Housekeeping - Restaurant

Hotel Service Available

(jjUi/vi^y*^

in tlie

lAJESTIC
APARTMENTS
115 CENTRAL PARK WEST
Blockfront 71st to 7Znd Street

I93I PRICES
Immediate Occupancy

Agent on premises. Tel. LExing«

ton 2-3800 or TRafalgar 7-7480.

Cooperation of Brokers Invited.
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Features Reviewed in Film Daily Feb. 1 to Sept. 27
373 Pictures Covered in 8 Months

Title Reviewed
Act Tage Glueck-FL 8-2-31

Air Police-WW 3-22-31

Annabelle's Affairs-F ...6-28-31

Alexander Hamilton-WA 9-20-31

Alias The Bad Man-TIF 6-28-31

Alice in Wonderland-COS
9-20-31

Aloha-TIF 2-1-31

Always Goodby-F 5-24-31

American Tragedy-PAR ..8-9-31

Arizona Terror-TIF ..9-27-31
Avenger-COL 4-19-31

Bachelor Apartment-RKO 3-8-31

Bachelor Father-MGM .2-1-31

Bad Girl-F 8-9-31

Bad Sister-U ..4-5-31

Bargain (reviewed as You
and I)-FN 9-6-31

Behind Office Doors-RK03-22-31
Beyond Victory-PAT ..4-12-31

Big Business Girl-FN. .6-14-31

Big Gamble-PAT 9-27-31

Bockbierfest-BLK 4-5-31

Body and Soul-F 3-15-31

Border Love-COL 9-13-31

Born to Love-PAT 4-26-31

Bought-WB 8-16-31

Black Carael-F 7-5-31

Black Sea Mutiny-AM .6-21-31

Bright Lights-FN 2-15-31

Brat-F .
8-2-31

Broad Minded-FN 7-5-31

By Rocket to the Moon-UFA

Call of the Rockies-SYN 7-12-31

Captain Applejack-WA 4-19-31

Captain Thundei^-WA. . .5-10-31

Captivation-CAP 9-27-31

Caught Plastered-RKO ..8-9-31

Chances-FN 6-14-31

Charlie Chan Carries On-F
3-22-31

Cherie-PAR 6-14-31

Children of Dreams-WA. 7-1 9-31

Cities and Years-AM ..4-12-31

City Lights-UA 2-15-31

City Streets-PAR 4-19-31

Civilization-ATA 8-16-31

Clearing the Range-CAP. 5-24-31

Common Law-PAT 7-19-31

Comrades of 1918-FM .. .2-22-31

Confessions of a Co-Ed-PAR
6-21-31

Connecticut Yankee-F .4-12-31

Conqueriner Horde-PAR. .3-29-31

Cracked Nuts-RKO . .
4-5-31

Daddy Long Legs-F.. .6-7-31

Dance, Fools, Dance-MGM
2-1-31

Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-16-31

Danton-CAP 9-13-31

Das Alte Lied-HK 9-13-31

Das Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari-

GS 9-13-31

Das Rheinlandmaedel-CAP
9-20-31

Daughter of the Dragon-PAR
8-23-31

Daybreak-MGM 5-31-31

Defenders of the Law-JOH
5-24-31

Der Grosse Tenor-UFA. 5-31-31

Der Hampelmann-TA . 9-13-31

Der Wahre Jakob- TRA .8-16-31

Desert Vengeance-COL. . .3-1-31

Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA
8-23-31

Die Drei Von Der Tankstelle-
UFA 6-21-31

Die Forsterchristl-CAP .5-3-31

D!e Lindenwirten vom Rhein-
ASC 9-27-31

Die Lustigen Weiber Von
Wein-CAP 7-12-31

Die Privatsekretaerin-CAP
6-21-31

Die 3 Groschenoper-WA. 5-24-31

Dirigible-COL 4-12-31

Dishonored-PAR 3-8-31

Divorce Among Friends-WA
4-5-31

Doctors' Wives-F .... .4-26-31

Dolly Macht Karriere-UFA
7-26-31

Don't Eet on Women-F 2-15-31
Dracula-U 2-15-31

Dreyfus Case—COL ...8-30-31
Drums of Jeopardy-TIF. .3-8-31

Dude Ranch-PAR 4-26-31

Dugan of the Bad Lands-MOP

Easiest Way-MGM 3-1-31

East Lynne-F 2-22-31

East of Borneo-U 8-23-31

Ein Burschenlied Aus Hei-
delberg-UFA 9-20-31

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures
AGF—American General Film
AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass
ASC—Associated Cinema
^TA—American Trading Asoc.
BI—British International
BIF—Big Four
BLK—Richard G. Block
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CF.L—Celebrity
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Unique Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures
DM—Drklik-Martel
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FFF—Foreign Feature Films

FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National
FM—Forenfilms
GG—Al Griffith Grey
GS—George Schneider
HED—Headline Pictures
HG—J. H. Hoffberg
HK—Henry Kaufman
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
HPI—Hollywood Pictures
ITA—La Itala Film Co.
JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
MOV—Moviegraphs
NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line
OM—Olympia Macre Excelsior
OS—Osso Productions
PAR—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PIC—Picture Classics
PIT—Pittaluga

PIZ—WiUiam Pizor
PRX—Protex Trading Corp.
RAS—Raspin Productions
REG—Regal Talking Pictures
ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
SIN—Dr. Alexander Singelow
SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TPL—Otto Trippel
TRA—Transatlantic Picts.
TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros.
WM—J. D. WilliamsWW—Sono Art

Title Reviewed
Enemies of the Law-REG

7-12-31

Ex-Bad Boy-U 9-27-31

Explorers of the World-RAS
9-6-31

Rxpress 13-UFA 8-9-31

Everything's Rosie-RKO. 5-24-31

Fair Warning-F 2-8-31

Fidlovacka-DM 7-5-31

Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL
8-16-31

Fifty Million Frenchmen-WA
3-29-31

Fighting Caravans-PAR .. 2-1-31

Fighting Sheriff-COL . 6-28-31
Finger Points-FN 3-29-31

Finn and Hattie-PAR.. 2-1-31

First Aid-WW 7-12-31
Five and Ten-MGM 7-12-31

Five Star Final-FN 9-13-31
Five Year Plan-AM 6-7-31

Flood-COL 5-3-31

Free Soul-MGM 6-7-31

Front Page-UA 3-22-31

Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31

Gentleman's Fate-MGM .6-28-31

Girls Demand Excitement-F

Girl Habit-PAR 6-14-31
God's Country and the Man-

SYN 6-7-31

God's Gift to Women-WA
4-19-31

Going Wild-WA . . .2-1-31
Goldie-F 6-28-31
Gold Dust Gertie-WA 5-31-31
Good Bad Girl-COL. . 5-17-31
Gorilla-FN 3-1-31

Great Lover-MGM ..8-30-31
Great Meadow-MGM 3-13-31
Gretel and Liesel-FFF .2-1-31

Guardsman-MGM .. ..9-13-31
Guilty Hands-MGM 8-30-31
Gun Smoke-PAR 4-26-31
Hard Hombre-HOF . .9-20-31
Headin' for Trouble-BIF. 9-6-31

Heimatsklange-TPL . .2-22-31
Hell Below Zero-TPE. . .6-28-31
Hell Bent for Frisco-WW

7-12-31
Hell Bound-TIF 3-1-31
High Stakes-RKO 5-31-31
Hjartats Rost-PAR 6-28-31
Holy Terror-F 7-19-31
Homicide Squad-U... ..8-30-31
Honeymoon Lane-PAR. . .8-2-31

Honor Among Lovers-PAR
3-1-31

Horse Ate the Hat-MOV. 9-6-31
Hot Heiress-FN 3-15-31
Huckleberry Finn-PAR 8-9-31
Hush Money-F 7-12-31
I Am From Siam-PIC. . .9-6-31
I Like Your Nerve-FN 9-13-31
I Take This Woman-PAR

6-14-31
II Richiamo del Cuore-PAR

Immortal Vagabond-TPE 8-2-31
Ingagi-COP 3-15-31
Indiscreet-UA 5-10-31
In Old Chevenne-WW ..5-3-31
Inspiration-MGM 2-8-31
Iron Man-U 4-19-31
Is There Justice?-WW. .9-20-31
It Pays to Advertise-PAR

2-22-31
It's A Wise Child-MGM

5-17-31

Title Reviewed
Jede Frau Hat Etwas-PAR

5-24-31

Jew At War-AM 7-26-31

June Moon-PAR 3-15-31

Just A Gigolo-MGM.. 6-14-31

Just For A Song-WW... 4-26-31

Karamazov-TA 9-27-31

Kept Husbands-RKO ...2-8-31

Kick In-PAR 5-24-31

K-d From Arizona-COS. 5-10-31

Kiki-UA 3-8-31

Ladies' Man-PAR 5-3-31

Lady from Nowhere-CHE
7-19-31

Lady Refuses-RKO ..2-15-31

Lady Who Dared-FN .. .6-7-31

La Jaula de los Leones-HF
,'• 3-8-31

L'Amour, Maitre des Choses-
CAP 4-5-31

La Nuit Est A Nous.. 2-22-31

La Regina di Sparta-IT.\.3 8-31

Last Flight-FN 8-23-31

Last Parade-COL 3-1-31

La Straniera-CAP 4-19-31

Laugh and Get Rich-RKO
3-22-31

Lauo-hing Sinners-MGM 7-5-31

La Vacanza del Diavolo-PAR
3-22-31

Lawless Woman-CHE ..4-26-31

Law of the Rio Grande-SYN.
8-9-31

Lawyer's Secret-PAR 5-31-31

Le Collier de la Reine-PRX
2-8-31

Le Culte de Beaute-OS. .6-7-31

Le MilHon-TF ..5-24-31
Le Mystere de la Chambre
Jaune-OS 5-31-31

Le Petit Cafe-PAR ..1-25-31

Lp Roi S'Ennuie-RKO. .2-8-31

Liebe Auf Befehl-U ..6-7-31

Lieber Uber Alles-CAP 4-19-31
Liebeswalzer-UFA 5-3-31

Liehtning Flyer-COL ...4-5-31
Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN

8-16-31

Lion and the Lamb-COL. 4-5-31

Loneiy Wives-PAT 2-15-31

Love Habit-BI . 2-1-31

Lover Come Back-COL. 6-7-31

Lumpemball-AGF 4-26-31

MsH Parade-PAR 9-20-31

Maciste In Hell-OM ...6-28-31
Magnificent Lie-PAR ..7-26-31

Maltese Falcon-WA 5-31-31

Man in Possession-MGM .7-19-31

Man of the World-PAR 3-22-31
Many a Slin-U 8-30-31
Meet the Wife-COL 6-21-31

Men Are Like That-COL. 8-16-31

Men Call It Love-MGM. 6-21-31
Men of the Sky-FN 7-19-31

Merely Marv Ann-F 9-13-31
Millionaire-WA 4-12-31
Miracle Woman-COL. .8-2-31
Monkey Business-PAR ..9-27-31
Monsters of the Deep-TPE
5Pi- S-24-31
Montana Kid-MOP 9-13-31
Mother and Son-MOP. .. 8-30-31
Mother's Millions-U 5-10-31
Mr. Lemon of Orange-F. 3-29-31
Murder At Midnight-TIF

9-20-31
Murder By the CIock-PAR

7-19,31
Mutterliebe-FFF 2-22-31

Title Reviewed
My Past-WA 3-15-31
My Sin-PAR 9-6-31
Mystery of Life-U 7-5-31
Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31
Nacht-Brumm!er-COL ...3-8-31
Nar Rosorna Sla-Ut-PAR

2-15-31
Naughty Flirt-FN 4-19-31
Newly Rich-PAR 7-5-31
Never the Twain Shall Meet-
MGM 6-7-31

Night Angel-PAR 6-14-31
Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31
Night Nurse-WA 7-19-31
Nomandie-SIN 6-21-31

Oh, Sailor, Behave-WA. .2-15-31

Other Men's Women-WA. 4-26-31
Pagan Lady-COL 9-27-31
Pagliacci-AC 3-1-31

Palmy Days-UA 9-27-31

Pardon Us-MGM 8-23-31

Parisian, The-CAP 8-23-31

Parlor, Bedroom and Bath-
MGM 4-S-31

Partners of the Trail-MOP

Party Husband-FN 5-17-31

Penrod and Sam-FN 9-27-31

Perfect Alibi-RKO 3-8-31

Personal Maid-PAR... 8-30-31
Playthings of HoUywood-HPI

4-12-31

Politics-MGM 8-2-31

Prodigal-MGM 6-28-31

Public Enemy-WA 4-26-31

Public Defender-RKO ..7-12-31
Pueblo Terror-cos 4-21-31

Quick Millions-F 4-19-31

Rango-PAR 2-22-31

Rebound-PAT 8-30-31
Reckless Hour-FN 8-2-31

Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31

Riders of the Cactus-BIF
8-16-31

Riders of the North-SYN. 4-5-31

Rider of the Plains-SYN. 5-3-31

Riders of the Purple Sage-
F 9-27-31

Ridrn' Fool-TIF 5-31-31

Right of Way-FN 3-29-31

River's End-WA 3-15-31
Rosenmontag-UFA 3-29.-31

Royal Bed-RKO .
2-1-31

Rubicon-AM 9-27-31
Runaround (Reviewed as Lov-

able and Sweet-RKO 6-21-31
Salvation Nell-TI F 7-5-31

Scandal Sheet-PAR 2-8-31

Sea Devils-JOH 3-8-31

Seas Beneath-F 2-1-31

Secret Call-PAR 7-12-31
Secret Six-MGM 5-3-31

Secrets of A Secretary-PAR
7-19-31

Seed-U 5-17-31
Shanghai Love-COL 9-6-31
Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour-
FD 7-12-31

SherilT's Secret-COS 6-14-31
Shipmates-MGM . 5-24-31

Ships of Hate-MOP 7-26-31
Should a Doctor Tell?-REG

Side Show-WA 9-20-31
Si I'Empereur Savait Ca.
MGM 3-8-31

Silcnce-PAR 8-16-31
Sin Ship-RKO 4-5-31
Single Sin-TIF 2-15-31

Title Reviewed

Sit Tight-WA 2-22-31

Six Cylinder Love-F .5-17-31

Skandal Um Eva-FM ..4-26-31

Skin Game-BI 6-21-31

Skippy-PAR 4-5-31

Sky Raiders-COL 5-31-31

Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-31

Smart Money-WA . 6-21-31

Smiling Lieutenant-PAR. 5-24-31

Soldiers Plaything-WA . . . 5-3-31

Son of India-MGM ..7-26-31

Son of the Land-AM .5-31-31
Son of the Plains-SYN. . .7-5-31

Spider, The-F .. .. 8-16-31
Spirit of Notre Dame-U 9-27-31
Sporting Blood-MGM ..8-16-31

Spy, The-F ..3-22-31
Squaw Man-MGM 9-20-31
Star Witness-WA 8-2-31

Stepping Out-MGM 5-24-31
Stolen Heaven-PAR ...2-15-31
Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-31
Strangers May Kiss-MGM

4-12-31
Street Scene-UA 8-30-31

..5-3-31

.3-29-31

.3-29-31
.5-3-31

..2-8-31
6-28-31
.3-22-31

Student Sein-PRX
Subway Express-COL
Sunrise Trail-TIF
Svengali-WA
Swanee River-WW
Sweepstakes-PAT .

Tabu-PAR
Tailor Made Man-MGM .4-27-31
Tarnished Lady-PAR ..4-19-31

Ten Cents A Dance-COL. 3-8-31

Ten Nights In a Barroom-
ROA 3-1-31

Texas Ranger-COL ...5-10-31
Their Mad Moment-F. . .9-27-31

Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA
8-16-31

This Modern Age-MGM 9-6-31

Three Girls Lost-F 5-3-31

Three Loves-ASC ... .5-24-31

Three Who Loved-RKO .6-21-31

Three Rogues-F 4-5-31

Too Many Cooks-RKO. 7-19-31

Too Young To Marry-WA
5-10-31

Toute Sa Vie-PAR .. .6-21-31

Trails of the Golden West-
COS 2-15-31

Transatlantic-F 7-26-31

Transgression-RKO 6-7-31

Transport of Fire-AM .3-22-31

Traveling Husbands-RK06-21-31
Treason Trials in Moscow-
AM 3-8-31

Troika-FE 4-26-31

Tropen Nachte-PAR 5-31-31

Two Gun Man-TIF 6-7-31

Ubangi-PIZ 5-31-31

Under Texas Skies-SYN. 2-1-31

Undertow-U 8-30-31
UnfaithfuI-PAR 3-1-31

Unholy Garden-UA 9-20-31

Up For Murder-U 5-31-31

Up Pops the Devil-PAR. 5-17-31

Versuchen Sie Meine Schwes-
ter-TF 6-21-31

Vice Squad-PAR 6-7-31

Viking-WM 6-21-31

Virtuous Husbands-U . .5-10-31

Vi Tva-PAR 2-8-31

"W" Plan-RKO 2-15-31

Waterloo Bridge-U 8-16-31

Way Down East-GG.. 3-15-31

West of Chevenne-SYN.. 3-1-31

White Devil-tPE 8-30-31

White Shoulders-RKO .5-18-31

Wicked-F 9-20-31

Wien, du Stadt der Lieder-
PRX 3-22-31

Wild Horse-HOF .. 8-2-31

Wild West Whoopee-cos

Woman Between-RKO 6-21-31

Women Go On Forever-TIF
8-16-31

Woman Hungry-FN . .3-22-31

Women of All Nations-F
5-31-31

Woman of Experience-PAT
7-12-31

Women Love Once-PAR. 6-28-31

Women Men Marry-HED
4-19-31

Yankee Don-CAP 5-17-31

Yellow Pass-AM ...S-3-31
Young As You Feel-F ...8-9-31

Young Donovrn's Kid-RKO
5-21-31

Young Sinners F 5-10-31



LOOK FOR

BETTER PICTURES

l\ OT since sound first burst upon the

eager ear of the movie fan have there been

changes and improvements so important to

the industry as those wrought by Eastman's

introduction of ultra-speed negative film.

They begin on the lot, and they carry through

to the screen. Because of them you can look

for better pictures for your audiences. And

that is an augury of better business for you.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New

York. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,

New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

Eastman Super-sensitive

Panchromatic Negative, Type 2



A PRICE ON HIS HEAD
THE ARM/ ON HIS TRAIL
YOUR AUDIENCES AT HIS FEET!

Yc.OU remember Warner
Baxter as the "Kid"—O. Hen-

ry's famous character— in that

big success, "In Old Arizona."

Meet him again, in a new ad-

venture, romance with a pile-

driver punch. And Edmund
Lowe as Sergeant Mickey

Dunn— good lover, good sol-

dier—he admits it. It's swell

—

vigorous, heart-stirring.

The Public Wants
Outdoor Pictures

"Increased use of exteriors

in forthcoming productions

is on the slate as a result of

the public demand for more
action and less unnecessary

dialogue^ inquiries by the

Film Daily reveals...with the

hack-to-nature policy loom-

ing more prominently as a

result." —Film Daily

ANOTHER
SURE-FIRE

F«X HIT



Intimate in Character
International in Scope
independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Fourteen Years Old
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Hollywood Imports Players to Ghost on Dialogue

PRICEJUTS LOOM INCHI. DUAL WLL JAM

Fox Film^s Six Months Net Shows Sharp Decline
Profit for First Half of

This Year Amounts
to $120,152

Net profit of Fox Film and affili-

ated companies for the first six

months of this year declined to

$120,152.68, compared with $6,785,-

897 in the corresponding period last

year. The drop was largely due to

a reduction in theater receipts and
film rentals, which amounted to

$45,749,867 against $50,937,848 in

the first half of 1930.

GEN'LTHEATERSEQUIPMENT

REPORTS $883,353 PROEIT

Net income of $883,353.70, appli-

cable to the preferred and common
stocks, is reported by General Thea-
ters Equipment for the six months
ended June 30. Net sales and other
revenue of the company for the pe-
riod amounted to $6,235,149.85. The
net does not quite cover the dividend
requirements on the $3 preferred
'stock.

Opposition to Momand
Monopoly Charge Arising
Oklahoma City — Declaring that

the state court's action last week in
the monopoly charges sponsored by
A. B. Momand was somewhat er-
roneously reported in the press,
David I. Johnston, attorney repre-
senting the distributor interests, has
issued the following statement to
clarify the status of the case:

"Hearings on the applications of Momand
for the appointment of a receiver and re-

(Continued on Page 7)

Mayer Inviting Hoover

To See Olympic Games

West Coast Btireau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Louis B. Mayer, an intimate

friend of President Hoover, has been com-
misioned to convey to the Chief Executive

a formal invitation to attend the Olympic

games scheduled here next Spring.

W. E. -Warner Arbitration Adjourns
Sessions in the royalty arbitration hearing between Western Electric and

Warner Bros, have been adjourned indefinitely. Ex-Cov. N. L. Miller, Judge

F. A. Hiscock of Syracuse and Frank Hogan of Washington are judges in the

case.

S.M.P.E. Meet Starts Today

With 300 Expected to Attend

Universal Starting
7 Features in October

Hollywood—Universal will start

seven new productions this month,
while three are now in work. The
seven are "Destry Rides Again,"
"Blue Blazes," "The Unexpected
Father," "Murders in the Rue
Morgue," "Back Street," "Oh Prom-
ise Me" and an original by Roland
Brown. The three productions be-

ing completed are "Frankenstein,"
"Law and Order" and "Nice Women."

by ARTHUR W. EDDY
Swampscott, Mass.—With an at-

tendance of 300 anticipated, the Fall
meeting of the S. M. P. E. goes into
action today at the New Ocean
House. The program arranged for
the four-day session will present va-
rious of the industry's most expert
scientific minds.
Twenty equipment companies are

represented in the equipment ex-
hibit. They are: International Pro-
jector, RCA Photophone, Keasbey &
Mattison, Westinghouse, Eastman

(.Continued on Page 6)

Technicolor Awarded Sweeping Patent
A patent embracing 234 claims

covering the production of pictures
in color, and acquiring rights claim-
ed by many contestants since 1921,
has just been issued to Dr. Leonard
T. Troland of the Technicolor Mo-
tion Picture Corp. Dr. Herbert T.
Kalmus, president, says that in his

opinion the claims granted will give
{Continued on Page 6)

Warner N. Y. Branch

33% Ahead on Sales
Business being done by the met-

ropolitan exchange of Warner-First
National is 33-1/3 per cent ahead
of last year, says Claude C. Ezell,

general eastern sales manager, and
{Continued on Page 7)

Ghosting of Foreign Dialogue
Now Favored in Coast Studios

Allen Moritz Appointed
Columbia Cincy Manager
Cincinnati—Allen S. Moritz, for-

merly a salesman in Cleveland, has
been appointed local branch mana-
ger for Columbia, succeeding Mau-
rice White, resigned.

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Dubbing with local

linguists as the talkers has proven
unsatisfactory to foreign audiences,
with the result that many studios
are importing foreign talent to

"ghost" talk in the true foreign
{Continued on Page 7)

Indies May Retaliate Over
Double Featuring by

Circuit Houses
Chicago—Unless some agreement

is reached soon between the circuits
and independents on the double fea-
ture question, a wave of price cut-
ting is expected to be started by the
indies. It is estimated that about
90 per cent of the theaters in this
territory are on a dual policy, the
tendency having been aecelprf ted by

{Continued on Page 7)

senneitwhTproduce

crosby shorts in east

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Because of Bing Cros-

by's present contract with National
Broadcasting Co., Mack Sennett
plans to make his next two shorts
in New York. Sennett himself will

go East to direct the subjects. The
producer opens his comedy lot to-

day with two two-reelers to start

this week.

Millard Webb to Direct

Four Pictures in Europe
Millard Webb, who is now in New

York supervising the cutting of the

American version of "The Happy
Ending," which he directed at the

Gaumont studio in London, plans
to sail again this month to make
four pictures in various parts of

Europe, starting with Switzerland.
He is accompanied by his wife,

Mary Eaton.

''Penny-a-Show" Plan

Boosts Relief Chest

Atlanta—This city's "Penny - a - Meal
Club," whereby a penny is donated for each

meal eaten, with the proceeds going to

relief work, was adapted into a "Penny-a-

Show" idea by Carter Barron, Fox manager,

who won the distinction of turning in the

first full penny box. The plan is proving

very popular.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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High Low Close Chg.
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East. Kodak 103
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Paramount 6s 47.. 65
Par. By. 5!/^s51.. 92
Far. 5'/.?50 60
Pathe 7s37 72
Warner's 6s39 .... 36^4

+ 1— VA

+ Vi.

"Blonde Crazy" Release Next Month
"Blonde Crazy," Warner picture

with James Cagney and Joan Blon-
dell, will be nationally released
Nov. 14.

y ::
*.» New York Long Island City fj
*.{ 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. J>
J.t BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 H

lEas
j^ I. E. Brulatour^ Inc.

«

j; itV J*;' Chicago Hollywood »*JV 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica J-J• CALumet 3692 Blvd. Vi

ft HOLlywood 4121 H
J> :i
t*>.>*.*.>.#.>.>>>>>.>*>>>>>V#» •••»r#iVV#Vi»»V*V»#»>*VV#*VV#i>»*

The Broadivay Parade
(Week of October 2)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"24 Hours" Paramount Paramount
"A Free Soul" (2nd week)* M-G-M....' Capitol
"Sob Sister" Fox Roxy
"Devotion" RKO Pathe Mayfair
"Road to Singapore" Warner Bros Strand
"Murder at Midnight" Tiffany Broadway
"Skyline" Fox Hippodrome

EXTENDED RUNS
"Palmy Days" (2nd week) United Artists Rialto
"Five Star Final" (4th week) First National Winter Garden
"Street Scene" (6th week) United Artists Rivoli
"Alexander Hamilton" (3rd week) Warner Bros Hollywood
"Dreyfus Case" (6th week) Columbia Warner

SECOND RUNS
"East of Borneo"* .... Universal Cameo

$2 RUNS
"The Guardsman" (4th week) M-G-M Astor

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Lindenwirtin Vom Rhein" (2nd week) .. Assoc. Cine of Amer Europa
"Nur Am Rhein" (2nd week) Joe Fliesler Belmont
"Smiling Lieutenant" Paramount Little Carnegie
"Karamazov" (3rd week) . Tobis-American Vanderbilt
"Student Song of Heidelberg" (3rd week) Ufa Cosmopilitan

FUTURE OPENINGS
"Die Grosse Sehnsucht" (Oct. 7) Tobis Vanderbilt
"Monkey Business" (Oct. 7) Paramount Rivoli

"The Gay Diplomat" (Oct. 9) RKO Warner

* Previously shown at $2.

Paschall to Keep Mgrs.

Longer in Same Place

Dallas—More authority and free-

dom for the house managers and
keeping them in one place long
enough to get the cumulative re-

sults of local contact, will be the
policy of W. E. (Gene) Paschall,
newly-appointed district manager of

the old Dent houses, now a unit of
Publix.

Moran-Mack Story Starts in Nov.
IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—The Moran and Mack
story, which is now in the process
of construction at the Sennett stu-
dios, will probably not go into pro-
duction before Nov. 1, according to
John A. Waldron, general manager
of the Mack Sennett studios. Earle
Rodney and Arthur Ripley of the
Sennett staff are at present working
on the story.

"Five Star" Philly Release Delayed

Philadelphia—Release of "Five
Star Final" in this territory is be-
ing held up until the play has a
local run, as per the contract under
which First National acquired
screen rights to the show. First
National is understood trying to ef-

fect a waiver of this restriction.

Lubin Buys Sachheim's Play

Arthur Lubin has purchased a
play, "When the Bough Breaks,"
from Jerome Sachheim of the RKO
story department. He will produce
and direct the piece which goes into

rehearsal the middle of November.

John Harron Touring Texas
John Harron, together with Jim-

mie Harrison, both Hollywood play-
ers, are making personal appear-
ances through Texas. Dick Pritch-
ard, publicity man, is piloting them.

William Powell Film

May Hold Over at Strand
William Powell in "The Road to

Singapore," his first Warner ve-
hicle, is tentatively slated to remain
a second week at the New York
Strand. It will be followed by Bebe
Daniels in "Honor of the .Family,"
then Dolores Costello in "Expen-
sive Women," "Blonde Crazy," with
James Cagney and Joan Blondell.
and "Compromise," with Rose Ho-
bart and Ben Lvon.

Third Albertina Rasch Short
Albertina Rasch, besides produc-

ing dances for "Band Wagon" and
the "Follies," and having three
shows in rehearsal, has just signed
to make a third Vitaphone short.
Roy Mack will direct and a troupe
of 12 dancers will be used.

Mrs. Balcerski Dies

Cleveland—Mrs. Wladyslaw Bal-
cerski, wife of a local exhibitor,
died Friday. She was 52 years old
and a prominent member of Polish
organizations here.

Armstrong Gets .5-Year Contract
West Coast Bnrcau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Robert Armstrong

has been given a five-year contract
by RKO Pathe, it is announced by
Charles R. Rogers.

Third Week for Ed Robinson
Edward G. Robinson is holding

over for a third week at the RKO
Palace. Following this engagement,
he returns to the coast to make
"Honorable Mr. Wong" for Warners.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Rates

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation

r23-TTH AVE.. N. Y. BRYANT 9-606T

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Oct. 5-6: Annual convention of M.P.T.C
of W. Pa. and W. Va., Hotel Henrj
Pittsburgh.

Oct. 5-7 : Annual Convention of AUie
Theater Owners of Michigan, Medin
Hotel, Mt. Clemens, Mich.

Oct. 5-8 r Fall meeting of the Society c

Motion Picture Engineers, New Ocea
House, Swampscott, Mass.

Oct. 6: Annual meeting and noon-da
luncheon. Allied Theaters of Mass., Hot
Bradford, Boston.

Oct. 6: Annual meeting of M.P.T.O.
St. Louis. Eastern Mo. and So. Ill

Hotel Coronado, St. Louis.

Oct. 6: Luncheon meeting of America
Ass'n for Better Photoplays, Hotel Asto
New York.

Oct. 6: Allied States Ass'n board of d
rectors meets in Mt. Clemens, Mich.,
connection with annual convention
Allied Theaters of Mich.

Oct. 10-11: Meeting of Wisconsin AUie
unit, Wisconsin Hotel, Milwaukee.

Oct. 13-14: Annual convention of MP T.C
of Nebraska and Western Iowa, Omahi

Oct. 19-20: Convention of Allied Theate
Owners of Texas, Dallas.

Oct. 31: Universal Club "Night in Pa
ris," Hotel Astor.

Oct. 31: Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplai
Projection Society, Hotel Commodore
New York.

Nov. 1-2: Annual convention of Tri-Stat
M.P.T.O., Memphis.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet an
Business Meeting of Academy of M F
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Hollj
wood.

-//OTV/

HAmiLTQ fl

IN THE

NATION'S
CAPITAL



FIGHTIN'
COCK HAS
NEW B. O.

SOCK!
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The biggest crowds
Newark has seen in

years—Thousands jam

Proctor's lobby; storm-

ing the sidewalk,
swarming the street]

FIRST SEVEN DATES
TOPPED ALL GROSSES

AT

PROCTOR'S-Newark
NEW B. F. KEITH-Boston
RTTZ—Birmingham
HOLLYWOOD—Fort Worth
MAJESTIC—Houston
ORPHEUM—Memphis
ORPHEUM-Spokane

\^ I^KO PATHE presents

HELEN

':•

\.f
"

TWELVETREES
##

BAD COMPANY
//

WITH

RICARDO CORTEZ
DIRECTED BY TAY GARNETT ^

CHARLES R. ROGERS PRODUCTION
HARRY JOE BROWN, ASSOCIATE PRODUCER ^'

WILL TORPEDO AU
YOUR PAST RECORDS!

RKO PATHE



THt ULD JrHj^rtlllM

GIVES YOU BIGGEST

THE OLD FIGHTIN' COCK
is goina stronger than ever I

Broadway's

Biggest Hit

RKO MAYFAIR
lew Yoric

NOW!

Clean romantic

drama is now
the big B. O.

clean-upl

Ann Harding's first in

8 months. Will wreck
records for next 8 months.

^:
y %

ourtn wee
»2 TOP

OX CARTHAY
CIRCLE
Los Angeles

5 1 "'

ry
>rd
H'S

40 MORE RECORDS IN 40 MORE KEY CITY HOUSES 1
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HIT OF 1931

1

WILL TORPEDO AU
YOUR PAST RECORDS!

RKOPATHE
The Old Fighlin' Cock crows on Ihe radio every Friday

nighi, 10:30 New York Time, RKO THEATRE OF THE AIR,

N.B. C. coasl-lo-coasl hook-up of 44 slalions!

ANN HARDING
DEVOTION

• • • • With LESLIE HOWARD
ROBERT WILLIAMS • O. P. HEGGIE

Directed by ROBERT MILTON
A CHARLES R. ROGERS PRODUCTION

Harry Joe Brown, Associate Producer
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8.M.P.E. MEET STARTS;

300 EXPECTED TO ATTEND

(Continued from Page 1)

Kodak, Mackler, Akley Camera, C.

P. Goerz, Strong Electric, M. P.

Lighting, General Radio, Bosch &'

Lomb, Automobile Film Machine,

Q. R. S., De Vry, Neumade Prod-
ucts, Operadio Mfg., Electrical Re-
search Products, Weston Electrical,

Oscar P. Depue and Bell & Howell.

New Tobis Film for Vanderbilt
"Die Grosse Sehnsucht" ("The

Great Passion"), featuring Camilla
Horn and 33 of the leading German
film names in a musical comedy
drama played behind the sets of the

Neubabelsberg studio, will come into

the Tobis Vanderbilt on Wednesday.
A short, "Melody of the World," in

which George Bernard Shaw ap-

pears, also is on the same bill.

Miltenberger Joins Cole Supply

Kansas City — M. Miltenberger,
widely known showman, has joined

the sales staff of Cole Theatre Sup-
ply Co.

Indie Exchange in K. C.

Kansas City—Allen Burke and
Mrs. Burke have opened a Kansas
City branch of Security Pictures Co.

of Omaha at 1820 Wyandotte street.

Publix Gets S. D. House
Madison, S. D.—Publix has taken

over the local house from the Wag-
ner Amusement Co. of Sioux Falls.

Jewish Film Holds Over in Balto.

Baltimore — Phil Stark and Al
Herman are working up a good au-
dience for Jewish talkers here. Their
third presentation, „"The Voice of
Israel," did $5,000 in its first week
at the Auditorium and is being held
over.

Wolfson-Meyer House Opens
Miami — Wolfson-Meyer Theater

Enterprises opened their newest lo-

cal house, the Tower, on Saturday.
This is the circuit's eighth theater.

Two Reopen After Two Years
Sheffield, Ala.—After being closed

for two years, the Ritz here and the
Strand in Tuscumbia are being re-
opened by Louis Rosenbaum of Mus-
cle Shoals Theaters, Inc.

Thompson Leaves Photophone
Hamilton Thompson, exploitation

manager for RCA Photophone, has
resigned.

C. M. Stowell Bankrupt
Denver—C. M. Stowell, manager

of the Mission and recent owner of
the Washington Park, has filed a

petition in bankruptcy.

Joelson Buys RKO Outfit
Boston — Radio Pictures' 1931-32

product has been placed with the
Joelson Circuit of New England by
Larry Gardner, manager of the lo-

cal RKO office.

NEWS OF THE DAY
Berthoud, Colo.—0. G. Brown has

bought the Moon from W. L. Taylor.

Custer, S. D.—H. H. Gates has
bought the Garlock from J. H.
Kurka.

Trenton, Neb. •— The Gem has
burned to the ground.

Denver—The Joe Marion Players
will be installed in the Empress
when it reopens on Oct. 11 with a
picture and stage show policy.

Palisades, Neb.—J. K. Powell has
bought the Oliver.

Palatka, Fla.— Gordon W. Reap
formerly of Ocala and Jacksonville,
is now managing the Howell. He
succeeds Byron Cooper.

Indianapolis — Will T. Richards
has joined the local RKO Pathe
branch.

Denver—Gene Mcintosh has re-

opened the Annex on Larimer St.

Jacksonville—Kermit Stanford, for-
merly of the Arcade at Fort Myers,
has been made assistant manager
of the local Palace.

Hickory, N. C—R. W. Sherill has
leased the City Hall theater. New
equipment will be installed and
Sherill will operate the house five

days a week and the city one day.

Denver—Bob Bailey, who has
been playing in Publix houses in

Omaha and Des Moines, is the new
organist of the Paramount.

Canton, N. J.—W, H. Odum, op-
erator of the Strand, is building an
850-seat house on Main St.

Taylorville, 111.—The Elks, which
was closed by Fox, will be reopened
by local business men.

•FAR-REACHINC PATENT

(Continued from Page 1)

Technicolor control over most, if

not all, of the various methods of
manufacturing color films employed
by other companies.
The patent gives Technicolor the

sole right to employ the fundamen-
tal idea and method for color mo-
tion pictures of making both a nega-
tive and positive print consisting of
a layer of emulsion sensitive at dif-

ferent depths to different colors of
light, says Dr. Kalmus, who believes
that this method of producing mo-
tion pictures in color will soon sup-
plant present more complicated proc-
esses. The patent likewise. Dr.

Kalmus said, embodies a large num-
ber of claims on methods using two
or more films, or two or more layers

of emulsion.

Jack O'Laughlin in 'Frisco

San Francisco — Jack O'Laughlin
has been transferred here from Seat-
tle by RKO. He replaces J. N. Ran-
dolph in the local office.

WRITERS
Those of the writing fraternity keep a

copy of the Film Daily Year Book
within easy reach, for they find it in-

dispensable in their work. ... A com-
plete list of the productions of the

year,—the full personnel of each stu-

dio and home office,—a complete list

of film writers and their work in pic-

tures in a comprehensive "Writers'

Section,"—a 60-page list of the titles

of every picture ever made,—over

12,000 titles. . . . And this is but a

small part of this 1200 page volume
used by motion picture executives all

over the world.

The 1932 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
(Hth Edition)

IS NOW IN PREPARATION

FILMDOMS RECOGNIZED REFERENCE BOOK
Distribufed in January

BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER
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PRICE CUTS LOOM IN CHI.

OVER DOUBLE FEATURE JAM

(Coittinned from Page 1)

the recent action of Warner Bros,
in adopting the policy for all their

houses here.
Nothing satisfactory has resulted

yet from the confab held last week
in the offices of Barney Balaban of

Balaban & Katz, although the indies

are reported willing to drop dual
bills if the circuits do likewise.

Warner N. Y. Branch
33% Ahead on Sales
(Continued from Page 1)

is the best showing ever made by
the office. George Balsdon, Jr.,

heads the exchange, with Harry
Decker, Nat Beier and Gus Solomon
managing the various branches.

Columbia Branch Promotions
San Francisco—With the recent

promotion of Hugo Strickland as
manager of the Columbia branch in

Denver, replacing R. J. Garland, E.
Tory Roberts of the Seattle sales
force has been brought here to fill

Strickland's former post.

Another for Allen Newhall
Cliftondale, Mass.—Allen B. New-

hall of Lynn, who operates the Or-
pheum in Danvers and the Union
Hill in Gloucester, is to build a $100,-
000 theater here.

Publix N.W. Accounting Dept. Moves
Minneapolis—Publix is moving its

accounting department for North-
west houses to New York, retaining
only about half a dozen persons
here.

R. D. Page in New Post
Cleveland, Tenn.—R. D. Page, for

the past several years manager
with the Crescent Amusement Co.,

is now managing the new Roxy
owned by Cleveland Amusement Co.

New House for Corpus Christi
Corpus Christi, Tex.—Jack Pick-

ens, Jr., formerly connected with
Griffith Amusement Co., is planning
the erection of a house to play sec-

ond-run product.

Tri-State Exhibs to Elect
Memphis—Officers will be elected

at the annual convention of the Tri-
State exhib organization here Nov.
1 and 2.

COMING & GOING

PAUL MUNI, who has been working in
"Scarface" on the United Artists lot in Holly-
wood, returned to New York yesterday with
Mrs. Muni to appear in Elmer Rice's play,
"Counsellor at Law."
BASIL DEAN arrives from London to-

morrow on the Olympic. On the same boat
are Mr. and Mrs. GEORGE ARLISS and
LADY BUTT, wife of Sir Alfred Butt.
MRS. B. P. SCHULBERG is in New

York en route to Soviet Russia with Mrs.
Louis Weitzenkorn.
MRS. BERTHOLD VIERTEL has arrived

from the coast to join her husband in New
York.

• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till

Now that in case you have a nice li'l Wine Cellar, you
should always remember that wine is a living organism
and being of a delicate constitution it should be treated
with great care and respect all Wines should be al-

lowed to rest after being moved from one cellar to another
they should be binned away immediately on arrival

the cellar should be of a uniform temperature of .55

to 60 degrees Fahrenheit for Red Wines and 4.5 to 50
degrees Fahr. for White Wines that in case you have
no Wine, fill some bottles with red and white vinegar, and kid
yourself that you have a Wine Cellar

• • • THAT Harry Glickman over at Craft Film Lab is

becoming famous with his new Emulsion Salve, which promises
to revolutionize this department of the biz or cause a
revolution, Harry isn't quite sure that Joe Hummel,
head of Warners' contract dep't, believes the bookings received
for "Alexander Hamilton" constitute a record for any picture
in the history of the biz that that is Some Assertion.

• • • THAT George Bilson has taken up ping-pong in a
serious way as champ of the Ampas, he is getting in
trim to meet the best the Empey Club has to offer that
Dick Pearl, the youngster just elevated to vice-prexy of Tec-
Art Studios, started as office boy to Jimmie Grainger in the
original Goldwyn company that Rose Pelswick, screen
scribe of the "Journal," cut her finger and finds it tough to use
the ole word machine

• • • THAT Norman Krasna tells a good yarn about the
chiropodists' convention in Hollerword the big event be-
ing a contest among the studios to discover the gal with the
prettiest legs and finally when the decision was made

before assembled studios execs, reporters and camera-
men they removed the stocking from the winning gal's
leg to photograph it and found her tootsies covered
with corn and bunion plasters!

• • • THAT Martin Starr, in town with his Galveston
Beauty Contest Cuties, has booked seven of 'em with the Zieg-
feld show, and three with Earl Carroll's "Vanities"
that he modestly implored us not to mention it as he
frantically wrote down the names of the gals and asked us
when the item would appear

• • • THAT Jack Connolly, general manager of Pathe
News, was very active at the American Legion Convention in

Detroit, casting the first vote in favor of the beer referendum
that George Harvey is managing the publicity cam-

paign on the film taken at Detroit, "The Legion On Parade,"
released through Talking Picture Epics and his per-
sonal letters to his old buddies of the national Posts have re-
sulted in lining the full strength of the Legion up in back of
the exhibs' local showings

• • • THAT Tom J. Geraghty remarks in the Hollywood
Reporter that Mickey Mouse has been the most consistent and
wisest star of 'em all for when sound came in, Mickey
used music and dialogue judiciously but kept his inimit-
able pantomime paramount in which there is a Big Les-
son for all the Hollerword stars to ponder as well as
directors, studio execs, et al

« « « » » »

PLAYERS BEING

TO GHOST FOREIGN TALK

(Continued from Paqe 1)

tongue. Players are being selected
abroad for correct accent, intona-
tion to fit the parts assigned, tim-
bre of voice and intelligence. Im-
ported players whose voices are dub-
bed in parts will receive no screen
credit, according to several studio
executives interviewed on the sub-
ject.

Opposition to Momand
Monopoly Charge Arising

(Continued from Page 1)
straining- order have been in progress on va-
rious dates since July 6 in the Oklahoma
Slate Court.
"Upon the conclusion of the plaintiff's evi-

dence, the defendant's demurrer was sus-
tained and the appointment of a receiver
refused.
"The defendant's demurrer to the evidenc»

on plaintiff's application for a restraining or-
der was for the time l)eing overruled, and the
case continued for further hearing until Oct.
12, on which date the defendant will intro-
duce evidence in opposition to the plaintiff's
ajiplicatiou for a restraining order as prayed
for in his petition."

Sparks Circuit Staff Shifts
Jacksonville, Fla.—Recent shifts

on the Sparks circuit include the fol-

lowing: Byron Cooper, manager of
the Howell, transferred to Ft. My-
ers; Al Weiss, assigned to the Vic-
tory, Tampa; John Crovo to the
Palace, Jacksonville succeeding Jesse
Clark, now city manager in Tampa;
Jack Fitzwater, named manager of
the Tampa.

Stinnett Sells House to Dent
Temple, Tex.—Ray Stinnett has

-sold out his Temple to the Dent Cir-
cuit (Publix) after operating the
house only a few days. Under the
deal, Stinnett agreed not to enter
show business here again for 20
years.

"Song of Life" for Cameo
"The Song of Life," the Alexis

Granowsky German film ("Lied von
Leben") which the Berlin censors
refused to pass, has been okayed by
the New York censor board, with a
few minor cuts, and will open soon
at the RKO Cameo for an extended
run.

Many Happy

Returns
Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the follov»ing mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

October 5
David L. Loew
Louise Dresser
George Irving
.lames Bradbury
Kathryn Crawford
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HOLLYWOOD FLASHES
Bv RALPH IVILK

"D ICHARD TALMADGE declares

that what the country needs even
more than a good nickel cheroot is a

moratorium on gloom. That a man's
state of mind has a big influence on
business was proven recently by Tal-
madge in a simple experiment, the
ace of screen daredevils reports. He
wrote his distributors and associates

to "can" all depression talk for 30

days and talk better times. Result
was a 30 per cent increase in sales

and a jump in collections as well.

Talmadge will soon begin produc-
tion on his next picture, tentatively

called "Hot Rails."
* * *

PARAMOUNT has signed Robert Dud-
ley, Rodney McLennon, Ed Eberle, George
Da,vis, Henry Fifer, Anton Vaverka and
John Steppling for "The Man I Killed" . . .

Alberta Vaughn, Greta Gould and David
Mir are recent additions to "Working Girls"
. . . Little Ted Alexander is playing in

"Tomorrow and Tomorrow" . . .

Richard Cahoon, who edited "Men
in Her Life" for Columbia, will start

immediately on the Edward Small
production of the Arctic, temporarily
titled "Manna."

* * *

WARNER BROS, has cast Joan Blon-
dell in the new Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., pic-

ture, "Union Depot" . . . First picture to

be made by Kay Francis when she starts at

the First National studios Oct. 20 will be
"Shadows on the Wall," from the E. Pettit
story, "The Rich Are Always With Us"
. . . The Rose Hobart-Ben Lyon picture
formerly called "We Three" has been retitled
"Compromised" . . .

* * *

Tempe Pigott, who won praise for
her portrayal of the fish woman in

"Seven Days' Leave," has been
awarded another Cockney role in

Paramount's "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde." She joins a cast headed by
Fredric March, Miriam Hopkins and
Rose Hobart, under direction of

Rouben Mamoulian,
* * *

Camera work has been completed on
"Cyclone' Kid," Buzz Barton's initial Big 4
starring vehicle, which is now in the cutting
room. In addition, Francis X. Bushman, Jr.,

Caryl Lincoln, Lafe McKee, Ted Adams and
others round out the cast. J. P. McGowan
directed under the supervision of Burton
King and the picture is scheduled for October
release. McGowan will now direct Bob Cus-
ter in "Quick Trigger Lee."

* * *

Indicative of M-G-M's new policy
of putting multiple "name" drawing

Congratulates

:

CARL LAEMMLE, JR.

for the string of hit pictures
being turned out this season
by the Universal studio,
of which he has charge.

No. 38 of 1931
t^Good Deeds"

Series

power in productions, Lionel Barry-
more and Lewis Stone have been
placed in the cast supporting Greta
Garbo and Ramon Novarro in "Mata
Hari."

Ralph Bellamy, tall and husky, typical of

the new leading men being signed for the
movies, has been given a long term contract

by Fox. His first assignment under his new
agreement will be in "Circumstances." Wil-
liam Cameron Menzies will direct.

* * *

Elda Vokel's first assignment since

she returned to the Fox lot from
the Los Angeles stage is in "Young
America." Miss Vokel played on
the stage in "The Greeks Had a
Word for It."

* * *

Claire Maynard. New York model who has
been in the movies a short time, has two
more assignments from Fox, a featured part

in "Dance Team," James Dunn's coming pic-

ture, and a role in "Widow's Might" featur-

ing Sally Eilers. Ralph Morgan and Edward
Crandall have been asigned to "Dance Team."

* * *

Joseph A. Fields, who is writing
the dialogue for "Girl Crazy," which
will be made by RKO, with Wheeler
and Woolsey as the stars, is the son
of Lew Fields. Fields is also the
author of three plays, two of which,
"S.S. Europic" and "The Big Char-
ade," will be produced in the East
this fall.

* * *

UNIVERSAL has completed the sixth

Daphne Pollard two-reeler, "What Port-
land?" with Rolfe Sedan, Buster Slavin, Hal
Price and Charles Sullivan, directed by Phil
Whitman . . . Sally Sweet nlays Slim Sum-
merville's leading woman in "Double Cross-
ed," with Eddie Gribbon and Ed Le Saint,
directed by Harry J. Edwards . . Carl
Laemmle, Jr., has signed Arietta Duncan,
New Orleans beauty winner, for "Franken-
stein" . . . Kurt Neumann is directing
"Sealed Lips," third of the Shadow Detec-
tive series with Joseohine Dunn. E. H. Cal-
vert, Walter Miller and Willard Hall . . .

Edward H. Knopf has added James Dur-
kin, Kenneth Selling and Patsy O'Byrne to
"Nice Women" . . .

* * *

RKO PATHE signed Reginald
Owen for "A Woman Commands,"
starring Pola Negri . . . Doris Mc-
Mahon is Louis John Bartels' lead-
ing woman in "A Perfect Thirty-
Six" . . . Ralph Murphy is directing
Helen Twelvetrees in "Panama" . . .

* * *

"The False Madonna" is announced as
the title of Paramount's film version of May
Edginton's magazine story, "The Heart Is
Young," in which Kay Francis, William
Boyd, Conway Tearle, Charles Brown and
Marjorie Gateson are to appear. Script is

being; prepared by Arthur Kober and Ray
Harris. Stuart Walker will direct.

MONOGRAM "completed "Two-
Fisted Justice" last week ... It stars
Tom Tyler, with Barbara Weeks and
Yakima Canutt, directed by G. A.
Durlam . . . Richard Thorpe has
been signed by Trem Carr to direct
"Forgotten Women" . . . I. E. Chad-
wick starts work this week on "The
Western Limited" .. . .

* 4> H:

COLUMBIA has added Walter Miller and
Russell Simpson to the Buck Jones western.
"Headin' for Love" . . . Lloyd Hughes is

the featured juvenile in "Unwanted." which
Louis King is directing . . . The brilliant
Pageant of Jewels for the Los Angeles Fiesta
will appear in a forthcoming "Screen Snap-
shots" . . . Jean Harlow returns from va-
cation soon to start in "Blond Baby" . . .

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
Py HARRY N. BLAIR

QINGER ROGERS has returned
to New York from Hollywood,

where she was featured in several
RKO Pathe pictures, and is head-
lining an all-star bill at the B. S.

Moss Broadway theater this week.

Reunions were very much in or-
der when Olive Shea paid a visit to
the Paramount New York studio
the other day. The first man she
met was Millard Webb, who directed
her in "Glorifying the American
Girl," and who is here on a visit
from England. She next encoun-
tered Robert R. Snody, who directed
her in "The Love Kiss," an indepen-
dent feature in which she had the
leading role. Miss Shea is planning
more picture work in conjunction
with her stage activities.

Di\ Rockivell has the most reten-
tive memory of any player that has
appeared for Vitaphone. He can
read over his script once and then
rattle off his lines. Director Roy
Mack didn't have to order a single
retake because of Rockwell's failure
to get his lines right.

Charlotte Wynters and Joan
Blair have been added to the cast
of "His Woman," featuring Gary
Cooper and Claudette Colbert, now
nearing completion under the direc-
tion of Ted Sloman. Miss Wynters
has previously appeared in "Per-
sonal Maid" and "The Struggle."
The latter is D. W. Griffith's latest
picture in which Miss Wynters ex-
h'bits an entirely new style of
vamping.

Among the collection of stars'
photographs presented to Harold
Sugarman of the Paramount studio
foreign department is one from
Nancy Carroll and another from
Fredric March, both of which are
inscribed in French. The pay-off is

that both Chevalier's salutation, as
well as that of Claudette Colbert,
is written in perfectly good English!

Thelma White and Fanny Watson
are now viaking their fourth Vita-
phone two-reeler, "Shake a Leg."
They started work Friday motniing,
knocked off at noon Saturday, ivhen
the electricians went home, hut in-
stead of being able to call it a day,
they fell in ivith Director Alf Goul'd-
ing's suggestion that they spend the
afternoon and Sunday rehearsing
for next Monday and Tuesday's
ivork. Glen Lambert and Stanley
Rauh wrote the script for "Shake
a Leg."

A Private Solarium

THE ultra = modern in

living accomnioda=
tions is expressed
throughout The Majes=
tic, notably in its vita=

glassed private solaria,

a feature of all corner
apartments on Central
Park West. New de=
signing eliminates lights

obstructing corner col=
umns and provides a
spacious lounge room
or sleeping porch. New=
type casement windows
eliminate drafts.

Housekeeping - Restaurant

Hotel Service Available

in the

lAJESTIC
APARTMENTS
lis CENTRAL PARK WEST
Blockfront -1st to 72nd Street

I93I PRICES
Immediate Occupancy

Agent on premises. Tel. LExing^
ton 2=3800 or TRafalgar 7=7480.

Cooperation of Brokers Invited.
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One-Third of Foreign HousesNow Wired forSound
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M. P. Academy Completes Nominations For Awards
Candidates Picked for

*Best' Selections to

be Made in Nov.
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Nominations on which

the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sci-

ences will ballot for the finest

achievements in motion pictures
during 1930-31, with one winner in

each division to be announced at
{Continued on Pane 2)

KANSAS SUNDAY FIGHT

GOING TO SUPREME COURT

Wichita, Kan.—Dismissal of the
injunction proceedings brought by
Pox West Coast Theaters to prevent
state officials from interfering with
Sunday shows will be asked in the
Supreme Court by the attorney-
general and county attorneys involv-

ed. It is contended that the present
{Continued on Page 2)

Fourth Radio Picture
Lands in B'way Spot

Making the fourth Radio Picture
to be booked into a Broadway first-

run within 10 days, contracts were
signed yesterday for the showing
of "Woman Between" into the Par-
amount the week of Oct. 23, with
simultaneous showing at the Brook-
lyn Paramount. Previous deals, all

closed by Jerry Safron of the RKO
sales staff, include "Smart Woman"
and "Friends and Lovers" for the
Roxy, and "Gay Diplomat" for the

Warner.

Hollywood Audiences

Become Preview Stale

IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Previewing of pictures for audi-

ence reaction has developed into a problem
with producers as a result of coast audiences

becoming preview stale and no longer respond-

ing like a normal audience should. Holly-

woodites once could be counted on for con-
structive criticism, but not any longer.

Leroy Recognized as Projection Inventor
Swampscott, Mass.—After two years' controversy, the S.M.P.E. has recognized

Jean A. Leroy as the inventor of the first projector used commercially for the public

and has extended him an honorary membership. Expected opposition failed to

materialize. The Society also gave an honorary membership to Eugene Lauste as

inventor of sound recording apparatus. Action was taken at the recommendation of

the board of governors and historical committee, following investigation.

Bootleg Films Dealt Another Blow

By Federal Court Ruling in N. J.

Pathe Product to Play
Entire Warner Circuit

RKO Pathe has concluded its

long-pending deal whereby the com-
pany's lineup of feature product
will play the entire Warner Bros,
circuit. Ned E. Depinet and Ed
McEvoy of Pathe negotiated the
deal with Dan Michalove of War-

With the granting of a temporary
injunction prohibiting the Metro-
politan Exchange of Newark from
releasing, exhibiting or offering for
sale any RKO Pathe pictures. Judge
William Clark in the Federal Dis-
trict Court of Newark yesterday
broke a strong link in the chain of
bootleg picture exchanges which
threatened to cause severe sales
losses in the east. Judge Clark con-

{Contimied on Page 2)

Sensational Films Out, Says Depinet

Death-knell of "sensational" pic-

tures has been sounded, Ned E.

Depinet told Film Daily yester-

day. "The basic vale of popular
entertainment depends upon its

cleanliness and decency," said Dep-
inet. "If I had never believed this

before, I would now know it to be
a fact, since seeing the recent pub-
lic reaction to certain clean pic-

tures."

Mascot Serial To Play
Paramount Theaters

"The Galloping Ghost", Mascot
serial produced by Nat Levine with
Harold "Red" Grange in the leading
role, has been booked for the New
York and Brooklyn Paramount the-

aters starting Oct. 9. This will be
the first serial to play the Para-
mount ace houses.

13,716 Out of 41,550 Houses
In Foreign Field Now Wired

Warner Upstate Managers
Hold Meeting in Buffalo
Buffalo—Theater managers in the

Northwestern New York division of

the Warner circuit are holding a

two-day meet at the Hotel Statler
{Continued on Pacie 2)

Representing an increase of 100
per cent over the previous year, a
total of 13,716 out of 41,550 the-

aters in the foreign field were wired
for sound as of October, according

a compilation by C. J. North and
N. D. Golden of the M. P. Division,

{Continued on Page 2)

Sponable, Kurlander and
Cowling, Other New Of-

ficers of Society
By Arthur W. Eddy

Swampscott, Mass.—Dr. A. N.
Goldsmith of RCA Photophone was
elected president of the Society of
M. P. Engineers at the opening ses-
sion of the organization's fall meet-
ing being held at the New Ocean
House. He succeeds J. I. Crabtree,
who declined reelection, and defeat-

{Continued on Page 4)

BRANCH OFFICES PLANNED

BY THEATER AD COMPANY

Branch sales and distribution of-

fices are to be established in the
south and middle west by United
Theater Advertisers, following a
tour of the territories by Pete Wood-
hull, general sales manager, wh6
left Sunday for Chicago. WoodhulJ
will attend several advertising con-
ventions, and also organize a field

sales organization for the company.

Two Los Angeles Houses
Pass to H-F This Week

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Hughes-Franklin

Theaters will take over operation of
the 3,400-seat Paramount on Oct. 8
and the 2,100-seat United Artists
on Oct. 9. The recently acquired
houses, designated as flagships in

the H-F fleet, will be placed in the
Southern California Division under
Jeff Lazarus.

Publix and RKO Stop

Price Cutting in N. W.

Minneapolis—No further cutting of admis-
sion prices in this territory will be made by
Publix and RKO. according to Eddie Rubens,
Publix division director, and Morgan Ames,
who holds the same post with RKO. They
contend that good pictures have no trouble

getting business, while poor ones don't draw
any better at lower prices.
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Net

High Low Close Chg.
Con. Fm. Iiid 41^ 3^ ZVi — Vi
Con. Fm, Ind. pfd. 85^ 8 8'/^ — '4

East. Kodak 98 93 93^4 — 5 54
Fox Fm. "A" .. 7Vt 5 SVi — 2Vi
Gen. Th. Eq.(new) 1^ VA. IVz — V^
Loew's, Inc iOVz 275^ 27Ve — 3Vi
M-G-M pfd 21 21 21 -f 1

Paramount IIM 1054 lO'A — 154
Pathe Exch 1 ^ 54 — 54
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RKO "A" 754 67A 7 — -/s

Warner Bros. ... 5J4 554 554 — H
do pfd 18 177/^ 17?^ + 2y»

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
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Warner's 6s 39 .. 37 35 35—1
Pathe Releasing "Tip Off"

RKO Pathe will release "The Tip
Off," starring Eddie Quillan and
Robert Arnnstrong on Oct. 16. Helen
Twelvetrees in "Bad Company" has
just been released.
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13,716 Foreign Houses
Now Wired for Talkers

(Continued from Page 1)

Department of Commerce, in a pa-
per read at the S.M.P.E. fall meet-
ing yesterday.
The paper also quotes various authoritie'^

as stating that Foreign revenue of U. S
distributors has dropped 5 per cent as com-
pared with 1930, and that 20 iier cent of

the aggregate revenue now received by Amer-
ican companies comes from foreign market^

England is the most completely wired
country at present, with 4,100 of her 5,000
houses equipped. That country also is boost-

ing its production, having 140 features al-

ready scheduled for 1931, against 13.S mad-
last year. France plans 107 sound picture-,

against 76 in 1930. while Germany's produc-

tion is declining due to economic depression

and only l'>4 films are scheduled for this

year against 174 last year. Italy is suffer-

ing from an acute product shortage, finding

less than 50 features available against its

requirements of 250.

Theater statistics on the foreign

field as a whole are as follows:

Approx. No. Approx. No.
Theaters

1930 1931

Wired
1930 1931

Europe 27,000
Far East 4,000
Latin Amer. . . 4.000
Canada 1,100
Africa 750
Near East . SO

29,535
5,350
4,700
1,100
770
85

4,950
900
450
450
40
10

10.400
900

1,575
700
116
25

Total 36,900 41,550 6,800 13,716

Comparative production schedules
of three leading foreign countries

for 1930 and 1931 follow:

GERMANY
1930

Suedfilm
Sudfilm
D. L. S 5

Emelka 6

Terra 9
Others 136

Total

.

ENGLAND
.174

1930
34British Int. Pics

Gaumont-British 9
Gainsborough 25
British & Dominion 16
British Lion 5

Associated Talking
Amer. Producing Co
Miscellaneous 46

Total 135

FRANCE
1930

Amer. Producing Co 9
Gaumont-Franco-Aubert .... 11

Pathe-Natan 11
Jacques Haik 10
Braunberger-Richebe 4
Others 31

1931
12
12

19
10
10

164

1931
35
35
12
12

6
26

140

1931
11

10
16
7
8

55

Total. 76

"Spectator" Becomes Monthly
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Welford Beaton's

"Hollywood Spectator" will hereaf-
ter appear as a monthly, instead of
a weekly. Decision was prompted,
Beaton says, by the fact that the
nature of material being published
in the "Spectator" essentially be-
longs in a monthly.

Mrs. Ellen Costello Coinness Dies

Pittsburgfh—Mrs. Ellen Costello
Coinness, 76, mother of Maurice
Costello and grandmother of Do-
lores and Helene Costello, is dead
?t the home of her daughter, Mrs.
George W. Rodgers, in Carrick.

Lesser to Film "Peck's Bad Boy"
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Sol Lesser has re-

signed from Universal and will pro-
duce "Peck's Bad Boy" independ-
ently.

M.P. Academy Completes
Nominations for Awards

(.Continued from Page 1)

the annual awards banquet on Nov.
10. are as follows:
BEST PERFORMANCE, ACTRESS —

Marlene Dietrich in "Morocco"; Marie
Dressier in "Min and Bill"; Irene Dunne
in "Cimarron"; Ann Harding in "Holi-
day": Norma Shearer in "A Free Soul."

BEST PERFORMANCE, ACTOR—Lionel
Barrymore in "A Free Soul"; Jackie
Cooper in "Skippy" ; Richard Dix in
"Cimarron"; Fredric March in "The
Royal Family"; Adolphe Menjou in "The
Front Page."

BEST DIRECTION—Clarence Brown. "A
Free Soul"; Lewis Milestone, "The Front
Page" ; Wesley Ruggles, "Cimarron"

;

Joseph Von Sternberg, "Morocco"; Nor-
man Taurog, "Skippy."

BEST PRODUCED PICTURES—"Cimar-
ron," "East Lynne," "The Front Page,"
"Skippy," "Trader Horn."

BEST ORIGINAL MOTION PICTURE
STORY—"Doorway to Hell," written by
Rowland Brown; "The Dawn Patrol,"
John Monk Saunders; "Laughter," Doug-
las Doty and Harry D'Abbadie D'Arrast;
"The Public Enemy." Kubic Glasmon and
John Bright: and "Smart Money," Lu-
cien Hubbard and Joseph Jackson.

BEST MOTION PICTURE ADAPTA-
TION—"Cimarron," Howard Estabrook;
"The Criminal Code," Fred Niblo, Jr.;
"Little Caesar," Francis Faragoh; "Hol-
iday," Horace Jackson and "Skippy,"
Sam Mintz.

BEST PHOTOGRAPHY—Edward Cron-
jager, "Cimarron"; Lee Garmes, "Mo-
rocco"; Charles Lang, "The Right to
Love"; Chick McGill, "Svengali"; and
Floyd Crosby, "Tabu."

BEST ART DIRECTION—Max Ree for
"Cimarron"; Stephen Goosson, "Just Im-
agine"; Hans Dreier, "Morocco"; Anton
Grot, "Svengali," and Richard Day,
"Whoopee."

BEST WORK IN SOUND PRODUC-
TION (Four Studios Nominated)—Metro,
Paramount, RKO and Sam Goldwyn-
United Artists.

Kansas Sunday Fight
Going to Supreme Court

(Continued from Page 1)

case is similar to the slot machine
suits in which the Supreme Court
held that the Federal courts could
not interfere with the operation of
the criminal laws of a state.

Meanwhile Charles P. Huston,
manager of the Crawford, has been
found not guilty on six counts of
violating the Sunday labor laws.
This is the second case to be dis-
missed.

Chi. Arbitration Committee
Chicago—Appointment of a com-

mittee, composed of two exhibitor
and two operator representatives,
with each pair naming another mem-
ber and the group of six picking a
seventh man, is Mayor Cermak's
suggestion for arbitrating the ex-
hibitor-operator dispute.

"Roxy" on Air From Europe
S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel, who is

touring Europe for ideas in connec-
tion with the Radio City project,
will broadcast to the U. S. from Ber-
lin next Sunday at 5 P. M.

ACCCUNTANT
and Traveling Auditor
16 Years* Experience in Film Bueinese, includ-

ing Home Olfice, Road and Foreign lerritory.

OPEN FOR PROPOSITION
Address Box 702 Film Daily, New York

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of W. Pa. and W. Va., Hotel Henry,
Pittsburgh.

Today: Annual meeting and noon-day
luncheon. Allied Theaters of Mass., Hotd
Bradford, Boston.

Today: Annual meeting of M.P.T.O. of
St. Louis, Eastern Mo. and So. IlL,
Hotel Coronado, St. Louis.

Today: Luncheon meeting of American
Ass'n for Better Photoplays, Hotel Aster,
New York.

Today: Allied States Ass'n board of di-

rectors meets in Mt. Clemens, Mich., in
connection with annual convention of
Allied Theaters of Mich.

Oct. 5-7 : Annual Convention of Allied
Theater Owners of Michigan, Medina
Hotel, Mt. Clemens, Mich.

Oct. 5-8: Fall meeting of the Society oi
Motion Picture Engineers, New Ocean
House, Swampscott, Mass.

Oct. 10-11: Meeting of Wisconsin Allied
unit, Wisconsin Hotel, Milwaukee.

Oct. 13-14: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Nebraska and Western Iowa, Omaha.

Bootleg Films Again Hit
By Federal Court Ruling

(Continued from Page 1)

curred with similar decisions hand-
ed down by Judge Coleman of Bal-
timore and Judge Mack of New
York and disagreed with the action
of Judge Morton who recently ruled
on a motion to dismiss before trial

in a like suit.

The Judge Clark decision, how-
ever, is expected to be more far-
reaching than the others.

Warner Upstate Managers
Hold Meeting in Buffalo

(Continued from Page 1)

here. Louis Lazar will call the con-
vention to order this morning. A.
W. Smith, Jr., eastern sales man-
ager of Warner-First National, is

among the scheduled speakers.

Paramount Musical Starts
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—"School for Sweet-
hearts", described as a new form of
musical, has been placed in work
at Paramount. Jack Oakie, Stuart
Edwin, Mitzi Green, Wynne Gibson
and Adrienne Ames are among
those already signed for the cast.

Norman McLeod is directing, with
story by Joseph L. Mankiewicz, Ger-
trude Purcell and Virginia Kellogg.

,
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• • Indian maid plunges dagger into heart for a white man *s

love • e • white man tortured at command of medicine man

• • mthe tomahawk Dance of Death • • •a dashing U. S. Army

officer poisoned • • • blood-curdling yells and war whoops

Hold on to your scalps
for

The First Spectacular Indian

Epic Since the Advent of ''Talkies''
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"OKLAHOMA JIM"
—a story of the Cimarron

Country in its wild and woolly days

STARRING:

BILL CODY FRANKLIN FARNUM
WM. DESMOND ANDY SHUFORD
MARIAN BURNS "Chief" STANDING BEAR

Princess LAUGHING WATER, MINNEKADA and

hundreds of extras

Directed by HARRY ERASER

WESTERN ELECTRIC NOISELESS RECORDING

An Attraction for De Luxe Tlteatres !

A Mighty Monograin Exploitation Western

—for special Tie-ups and Indian Ballyhoo

Available now at 33 Monogram Exchanges

or Communicate with

Monogram Pictures Corporation
723 Seventh Avenue New York

Foreign Distributors:

Ritchey Export Corporation — 723 Seventh Avenue, New York
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S. M. P. E. SIDELIGHTS
= By ARTHUR W. EDDYa

(^NE of the busiest men at the

meeting is Sylvan Harris, ed-
itor-manager of the Journal. The
success of the meeting is due in no
small measure to his labors.

H. T. Cowling, treasurer of the

society, is one of its best boosters

and leaves no stone unturned to find

a new member. His handshake
makes you wish your hand was in

a vise instead.

Glenn Matthews, chairman of the
Progress Committee, has deep cir-

cles under his eyes from burning
midnight oil for the past two months
in preparing his report, which in-

variably is as long as a congres-
sional record, but unlike the con-

gressional record, every word is in-

teresting and informative.

W. C. (Bill) Kunzmann, chairman
of the Program Com/mittee, must be

made out of springs. He is on the

job day and night and looks as

fresh as something inside a cello-

phane wrapper.

Dr. Goldsmith Elected
President of S.M.P.E.

(Continued from Page 1)

ed Dr. V. B. Sease of Dupont-Pathe
by a vote of 131 to 96. E. I. Spon-
able won the vice-presidency, de-

feating M. W. Palmer by 127 to 102.

J. H. Kurlander was chosen secre-

tary, and H. T. Cowling treasurer.
L. C. Porter and 0. M. Glunt were
named to the board of governors.

Papers on the first day's schedule in-

cluded one on foreign markets by C. J. North
and N. D. Golden, report of the Dresden
Photographic Congress by S. E. Sheppard,
electrical committee report by C. L. Gregory,
a paper on air conditioning by E. C. Holden,
a discussion of theater seating by Ben
Schlanger, a paper on motion picture sets

by William Saulter, and a talk on educa-
tional films by Glenn Griswold.

Schlanger said that although progress has
been made in theater decorations, few im-

provements have been made in theater con-
struction. He recommended reverse slope

seating arrangements for theaters, allowing
for economic construction, better projection
angles and space saving.

Griswold said that the tremendous news-
reel shot library helped influence Fox to

enter the 16mra. educational field. He
stressed the value of Americanization sub-

jects.

COMING & GOING

ESTELLE TAYLOR is in New York vis-

iting until Friday, when she resumes her
RKO vaudeville tour in Jerse.y City.

FRANK ROGERS of the E. J. Sparks
circuit in Florida arrived in New York yes-
terday.

A. W. SMITH, JR.. eastern sales man-
ager for Warner-First National, is in Buf-
falo to address a regional meeting of War-
ner theater managers.

PETE WOODHULL left Sunday for a

tour of the south and middle west.
A. H. SCHNITZER. RKO Pathe short

subject sales manager, leaves today for Chi-

cago.

mm
• • • FILM FAIRY Tale that may surprise you by Coming
True Once upon a time not so long ago
one of the Big Pioneers in this biz was frozen out of his

own company after a hot fight and a great big

financial power took over the reins but after sinking sev-

eral millions of his own dough he has about decided

that the film racket is not His Game and along about

next April when certain heavy paper obligations be-

come due in favor of the Pioneer the Big Finan-

cier will probably retire gracefully in favor of the Pioneer

allowing him to reassume the saddle and if you
think this is a lotta hoosh then watch the stock of this

company on the. ticker until it hits a low of 4

and buy all you can and sell it at 10 for it

won't go much higher if any and you'll Clean Up
and you won't have t' wait long for the low 4 price

and after y' have made a Fortune on your winnings

and Retire then some day when your grand-

children ask who their Fairy Godfather was you jump
up and cry joyfully "Why, Phil M. Daly, of course!"

• • • WE HAVE just witnessed a very private showing
of a new screen epic a one-reeler entitled, "She
Wrecked Her Life" for it shows a nice gal just Before
and After manacling herself for life to a film kolyumist

so such experts as E. W. Hammons, Gregory Linder,
Gordon White, George Gullette, and Pat Garyn who
witnessed the screening are undecided whether ii; is a
Comedy or a Tragedy according to how you look At It

but opinion is Unanimous that the bride who starred
got a Dirty Deal with the mugg they picked for the role of
groom which proves that y' can never rely on your Pals

but the groom doesn't appear in the pix, anyway
they only photographed his back and gave the

spot to such sterling screen actors as Jack Alicoate, Don Mer-
sereau, Billy Ferguson and Gordon White a company
has been formed to market the epic as a warning to
other girls not to marry a Film Mugg the slo-

gan of the campaign will be "Safeguard Our Woman-
hood!" Lyman Howe stude handled the lab work
Pierre Arnaud supervised production Bob Doidge di-

rected Ed McNamee edited and how!
the low-down so-and-so just Our Pals!

g-r-r-r

• • • WE FOUND Michael Hoffay of Radio Pictures for-
eign dep't quite indignant the other day seems that he
had just returned from lunch and while mopping up
his cold borschet a waiter passed and let fly

a whole pitcher of milk all over our hero but what made
Mike mad was that when he reached the cashier all

set to register a kick they told him that "as a favor"
they would have his suit cleaned!

• • • OUR ARKANSAS correspondent has written an ad-
vertising booklet for his adopted state "Arkansas In-
vites You" with photos of shooting wild mallard ducks

bass fishing in mountain streams and what a
State for motorists! Tommy Westmorland shows pic-

tures of a Puncture Prevention Truck operated by the State
Highway Dep't this truck acts on a magnetic principle

picking up nails and all metal objects making
the highways practically a Motorists' Paradise but wait
till your native state of Cali-for-nigh-aye finds out about your
Judas Iscariot betrayal act. Tommy!

« « « » » »

HOLLYWOOD FLASHES
\By RALPH WILKi

'TIFFANY'S newspaper story, "X'
Marks the Spot," has gone into

production under the direction of
Erie C. Kenton. Sally Blane and
Mary Nolan have the principal fem-
inine roles, while Lew Cody, Fred
Kohler and Wallace Ford are also
cast in featured roles. A new script
for the picture has just been com-
pleted by Warren B. Duff and Gor-^

don Kahn.

Our Passing Show: B. F. Zeidman, Ru-
pert Hughes, Percy Heath, Waldemar
Young, Valentin Mandelstamm, Howard J.
Green, Jo Swerling, Adeline Huser, Abe
Meyer, Sylvia Panitz, Sam Marx, Dave
Thompson. Dan Kelly, H. McCuIlom at the
Writers Club entertainment.

Stuart Walker will megaphone
"The False Madonna" from the
script of Arthur Kober and Ray

!

Harris. Conway Tearle will play an

'

important role, while other prin-

1

cipals include Kay Francis and Wil-
liam Boyd. '

More Passing Show: Mel Schauer. George
Cukor, Milt Howe, John Engstead, greet-
ing Maurice Chevalier on his return to Hoi-

1

lywood; Walter Futter leaving on a business
trip to New York.

'

« * *

"Evenings for Sale," by I. A. R.
Wylie, will be Paul Lukas' next'
after "Tomorrow and Tomorrow."

Winfield Sheehan, chairman of the Com-
munity Chest's motion picture division in
the fall's campaign, has begun organizing
the film ranks for participation in the eighth
annual appeal. He expects the industry to
raise about $200,000 this year, against $104,-
000 last year.

Mae Marsh has been given an^
other assignment by Fox, a featured
role in "The Devil's Lottery" with
Charles Farrell and Sally Eilers.
Greta Nissen and William Pawley
have supporting roles, with Hamil
ton McFadden as director.

1

H. M. Mitchell Dies

Pelham, Ga.—H. M. Mitchell, 67,j

owner and operatc)r of the Dixij
here for the past several years, ii

dead.

Many Happy

Returns
Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ei>i

tended by T H
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

October 6
Janet Gaynor
Carole Lombard
Ruth Turner
Alice Knowland
Owen Davis, Jr.
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International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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K. C. Police Ordered to Shoot Theater Bombers

ALLIED TEST CASE BLOCKS ZONING PLAN

S. M. P. E. Finds Little Improvement Made in Sound

Small Talk
—on a big subject

= ByJACKALICOATE =
This is a funny old world. We mean

the people in it. They seem to be
always asking the darndest, most
embarrassing questions. At this
semester the principal topic of in-

quiry, as far as we personally are
concerned, is the relative quality of
screen fare. Being a thorough con-
vert to the white lie theory, we have
a catalogue set of answers to the
stock questions of the outsider.

However, here and within this in-

dustry of ours, it is decidedly an-
other matter. Screen product has
suffered from nothing as much as
mal-nutrition.

We wonder whether the anemia
of the past few months is not the
chronic and direct results of too
many don'ts, threats, muzzles and
codes. Would it be entirely out of

order to suggest looking into the
mirror at the honest reflection of

the fact that you cannot constantly
substitute fairy tales upon the
screen for life as she is? Our an-
swer to whether we want our grow-
ing youngsters to see certain pic-

cures or plays, or to read certain
books, is a direct unequivocal yes or
.10 as the occasion demands. Parental
ducies cannot be delegated to the
censors. Youngsters every day
come into direct contact with that
which might be undesirable for them
to know. The element of "Movies"
is entirely overstressed.

Every library, including our own,
contains books, some of classical

nature, not suited to adolescent
minds. Consider also the legitimate
stage. It is true of painting, sculp-

ture and poetry. The laws are pow-
erful enough and the policemen
plenty to properly punish those who
wilfully off'end public decency. We
have yet to hear of a single censor,

male or female, whose individual

morals were affected for better or
(Continued tm Page 2)

Reproduction in Smaller
Theaters Shows No

Betterment
Swampscott, Mass.—While there

has been some improvement in the
quality of reproduced sound in the
better type of theater, during the
past year there has been no radical
improvement in the devices or in the
method of reproductions, it is stated
in the report of the Progress Com-

(Continued on Page 11)

EVILS IN CANADIAN PROBE

ALREADY PARTLY REMEDIED

Toronto — Governmental action
anent the activities of American film

interests which got under way this

week will find that a number of so-

called "evils" have already been era-

dicated. Famous Players Canadian
has substantially reduced its protec-
tion demands. In Montreal, its first

runs, which formerly had 90 days'
{Continued on Page 11)

Dr. A. H. Giannini Elected
Officer of Coast Bank

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Dr. A. H. Giannini

was yesterday elected vice chairman
of the Bank of America in Califor-

nia. He wHl make his headquarters
in Los Angeles.

Exhibs' 4 Big Worries

Cited by Abram Myers

Pittsburgh—Besides general conditions, inde-
pendent exhibitors are faced with four addi-
tional obstacles that must be overcome befoie
they can enjoy prosperity again, said Abram F.

Myers at the convention of the M.P.T.O. of

W. Pa. and W. Va. The quartette of vuorries

includes protection, labor, selective percentage
contracts and copyright abuses.

ALLIED MICHIGAN MEET

AnRACTSJlEEN INTEREST

Mt. Clemens, Mich.—Annual con-
vention of Allied Theater Owners of
Michigan preceded by a conference
of the Allied board of directors, has
attracted keen interest and a good
attendance. Between here and the
meeting of the Wisconsin unit that
is to follow, Allied directors are
expected to formulate some impor-
tant plans for carrying on the asso-

(.Continued on Page 11)

Standards for 16 mm.
Urged at S.M.P.E. Meet

Swampscott, Mass.—That steps be
taken by the new S. M. P. E. com-
mittee on standards towards fixing

dimensional standards for 16 mm.
sound film has been recommended by
the retiring committee. Dr. Lee De-
Forest, Joseph Dubray and R. P.

May have written to the society

stressing the need of such standards.

3 Kansas City TheaterBombings
Bring Police Order to Shoot

Interest in Wide Film

Expected to be Revived

Swampscott, Mass.—Interest in the adoption

of wide film, though dormant for some

time, is expected to be aroused again with the

return of normal economic conditions, says the

report of the S.M.P.E. Progress Committee.

Kansas City — Bombing of three

theaters early yesterday, causing

$6,000 damage and endangering
many lives, prompted Chief of Police

Siegfried to order his men to shoot

any bombers they come across and
"bring them in dead or wounded."
Declaring that it is almost impos-
sible to secure conviction on police

(Continued on Page 12)

Distributors Delay Action
on Uniform System Until
Action is Withdrawn

National distributors refuse to
take part in joining negotiations with
exhibitors with a view to establish-
ing uniform zoning plans until the
Allied Ass'n test case, brought
through the medium of an action in-

stituted by W. R. Youngclaus of
Madison, Neb., has been determined.
The Youngclaus suit, attacking the

(Continued on Page 12)

ALL OFFICERS RE-ELECTED

BY WESTERN PA. M.P.T.O.

Pittsburgh—All present officers of
the M. P. T. 0. of Western Pa. and
W. Va. were re-elected at the an-
nual convention here. They include
David J. Selznick, president; Wil-
liam R. Wheat, Jr., vice-president;
Joseph Gellman, treasurer, and Fred
J. Herrington, secretary. Among
speakers at the two-day sessions
were Abram F. Myers, Al Steffes

(Continued on Page 12)

Sunday Show Opposition
In Two Ohio Localities

East Liverpool, 0. — Four local

theaters may be forced to drop Sun-
day shows due to opposition from
the Ministerial Ass'n. A referendum
on the issue is planned at the No-
vember election. William C. Tall-
man, manager of the Ceramin, says
he is confident the public will vote
for shows.

Silent Technique Policy

For Columbia,Says Cohn

In order to get away from the overdose of

'talking photography,' a policy of silent tech-
nique plus an appropriate amount of dialogue,

music and sound effects will be followed by
Columbia, says Jack Cohn, who returned re-

cently from four months on the coast. Activity

at the Columbia studios is running high, Cohn
states, with 11 pictures now in various stages.
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Laenimle to Attend U Club Ball
Carl Laemmle is planning to re-

turn from the coast late this month
to be g'uest of honor at the annual
ball of the Universal Club on Oct.
31 at the Hotel Astor.
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Small Talk
—on a hig subject

(.Continued fiom Page 1)

for worse after seeing every impor-
tant picture made in a given sea-
son. Now, there, Massa Alicoate
better count ten for you is com-
mencing to get mad. However, this
thing does get our angora. We dis-
like synthetic screen fare for the
same reason that we dislike syn-
thetic cocktails. We have a healthy,
happy growing collection of young-
sters ranging from two to sixteen.
They are picture wise and picture
minded. We have never taken the
trouble to see if it adds up, but it

is our guess that we could name
fifty more powerful dangers to their
minds, morals and welfare than any-
thing they have yet seen on the
screen.

Mendoza at L. A. Paramount
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—David Mendoza has

been named director of the Para-
mount's 55-piece orchestra.

Loew Books "Convicted"

Thirty-eight Loew houses in the
Metropolitan district will play "Con-
victed," an independent feature pro-
duced by Weiss Bros. Harry Thomas
handled the deal for Artclass.

Dave Gould in Porto Rico

Dave Gould, formei'ly exploitation
manager for M-G-M in South Amer-
ica, has just arrived in Porto Rico
where he will take charge of the M-
G-M branch office.

Rene Adoree Recovering

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Rene Adoree has

passed the crisis of her long illness

and will leave the sanitarim at Pres-
cott, Ariz., after a convalescent
period of several months.

Walker to Aid in Electric Confab

Mayor Walker has promised the
co-operation of the city in obtaining
a reduction in the existing rate
schedules for electric light supplied
by the Edison company.

Changes In Warner Theaters

Following changes in Warner the-
ater managers are announced by
Dan Michalove:

J. Monaghan has replaced A.
Frank as manager of the Lyric in

Camden. A. Kearns, former assist-

ant manager of the Forum in Phila-
delphia, has been promoted to the
post of manager of the Princess in

that city. L. M. Jones, formerly of
the Princess, has been transferred to

the post of assistant manager of the
Forum. M. Wolf has been trans-
ferred from the Ogontz in Philadel-
phia to the Imperial in the same
city.

Jack O'Connell's Fourth House
Toledo, O. — Jack O'Connell has

taken over his fourth house, the
Shoreway at Point Place, from Har-
ry Albright. After remodeling he
will reopen Nov. 1.

Amkino Bringing Over
3 More Soviet Talkers

Swampscott, Mass.—Three more
Soviet talkers will be brought to this
country by Amkino, states L. I.

Monosson. "Tickets to Life" and
"The Quiet Don" will be released
here this month, and "Alone" next
month, he said, while attending the
S. M. P. E. meeting here.

Two Broadway Holdovers
Ann Harding in "Devotion," RKO

Pathe picture, is being held for a
second week at the Mayfair.

Tiffany's "Murder at Midnight"
will hold over at B. S. Moss' Broad-
way.

Fred Golford's Theater Bombed
Chicago—In the tenth outrage of

its kind since the exhibitor-operator
fight began, a bomb was exploded
outside the Madlin, owned by Fred
Golford, an exective of Allied The-
ater Owners Ass'n.

15 Hurt in Brooklyn Bombing

Fifteen persons were hurt in the
confusion that followed the throw-
ing of an acid bomb Monday night
at the Myrtle in Brooklyn. George
Murphy, manager of the house, said
he knew of no reason for the bomb-
ing.

Lloyd Hamilton Sues for $52,350
West Coast Bureau,, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Lloyd Hamilton has

sued C. W. Schafer for $52,350 as a
result of injuries which the comedian
says he received when struck by
Schafer's car about two weeks ago.

William Haines on Air
William Haines, who will appear

in person at the Capitol next week
in conjunction with his new starring
vehicle, "New Adventures of Get-
Rich-Quick Wallingford," will be
guest artist on Major Edward
Bowes' Capitol "Family" broadcast
on Friday evening.

Ted Toddy Writing on Exploitation

Atlanta—Ted Toddy, director of
publicity and exploitation with Co-
lumbia in the Southern division, is

writing a series of five articles on
exploitation for the "Weekly Film
Review," regional trade paper in

the Associated Publications group.
Toddy has made quite a reputation
with exhibitors in this territory for
his box-office stimulating stunts.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Annual Convention of Allied
Theater Owners of Michigan, Medina
Hotel, Mt. Clemens, Mich.

Oct. 5-8: Fall meeting of the Society oi

Motion Picture Engineers, New Ocean
House, Swampscott, Mass.

Oct. 10-11: Meeting of Wisconsin Allied
unit, Wisconsin Hotel, Milwaukee.

Oct. 13-14: Annual convention of MP T.O.
of Nebraska and Western Iowa, Omaha.

Oct. 19-20: Convention of Allied Theater
Owners of Texas, Dallas.

Oct. 31: Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.

Oct. 31: Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplan
Projection Society, Hotel Commodore,

[

New York.
Nov. 1-2: Annual convention of Tri-Statei

M.P.T.O., Memphis.
Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and

Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

"Local Boy Makes Good" Release
Joe E. Brown's new First National

film, "Local Boy Makes Good," will
be released nationally on Nov. 21.

"Five Star" Big in Cleveland
Cleveland—Besides breaking the

Lake house record formerly held by
"Little Caesar," as well as playing
simultaneously at the Uptown and
Variety for six days, Warners'
"Five Star Final" was held a second
week at the Lake. This is equivalent
to a four-week run.

Ohio Senator Honored
Cleveland—J. J. Harwood, presi-

dent of the Exhibitors' Ass'n, pre-
sented Senator Joseph N. Ackerman
a gold life membership certificate in
recognition of his services to the
officers and members of the associa
tion.

Storin Joins Sign Company
Providence—Harry Storin has be

come associated with Laushway
Signs, Inc., of Pawtucket as adver
tising counsel.

ACCCUNTANT
and Traveling Auditor
16 Years' Experience in Film Business, includ-

ing Home Olfice, Road and Foreign Territory.

OPEN FOR PROPOSITION
Address Box 702 Film Daily, New York

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
Spring Arcade BIdg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640



MONTHS
FROM NOW!

(h takes two yninutes to read this. It will give you plenty to think about!)

WE'RE NOT PESSIMISTS! We merely be^

lieve in being prepared for any contingency- If there^s

a cold, hard winter ahead we^re ready for it! Are you?

If there's going to be keen shopping for pictures by

the public, we're set for it Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

plans for 1931-32 visualize a year when it is more neces-

sary than ever for M-G-M showmen to have a wide

edge over competition* Last year we took top produc-

tion honors in a walk! The ^^Trader Horns", ^Tree

Souls", "Politics", "Min and Bills", and all the rest of

them— we'll have shows of that calibre plus! We've

got the important money names— no question about
{continued next page)



it—the Davies, Garbos, Crawfords, Shearers, Haines,

Dresslers, Novarros, Lunt-Fontannes, Keatons, Gilberts,

Montgomerys, Beerys, Tibbetts, Jackie Coopers, Clark

Gables and more!

NOW IS THE TIME to visualize what your

theatre marquee would look like if those names were

to appear on your competitor's house-front! Now is the

time to look ahead to SIX MONTHS FROM NOW
and realize that what you buy now is what you'll have

to sell to your public THEN! To a public that won't

be in the mood to throw money away on unknown

quantities!

NEVER BEFORE in all the history of this

industry was your buying problem more important!

Success!—or Failure!—there's no in-between this year!

Buy badly and youll have empty seats in these times!

Buy with intelligence and you'll have the assurance

backed by seven years of solid success of another

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Year!
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What Causes
the Slump?
CHOW business ought to be

good now with so many peo-
ple walking the streets; your
theater ought to be packed all

the time. This is a verbatim
remark made to me a few days
ago by a friend who admits he
knows little or nothing about
our problems. And his theory
that "show business ought to be
good" is by no means a singular
thought. Most people seem to

feel that way. If people still

have money to go to theaters
and crave entertainment, what
is stopping them. Newspapers
tell us of record baseball
crowds, fights draw as big an
attendance as ever, the Ken-
tucky derby had 60,000 paid
customers and the annual speed
classic, while it didn't hang up
a new record, had an immense
crowd. To be sure, ours, being
a seasonal business, is destined
to suffer from laf"^ of patronage
in the summer. The lure of the
great outdoors is bound to make
drastic inroads in the box office,

but is that really the reason?
In my opinion the present slump
is the result of two things: lack
of quality product and a dis-

heartening of the morale of
those connected with the motion
picture industry. There have
been too few "steaks" and too
much "sausage." This goes for
practically every distributor.

Good product this season did not
consistently issue from any one.
A box office picture is not neces-
sarily a big picture. First of
all it must be entertainment,
and second, it must have that
something" which the public de-
mands. It is to be regretted if

this industry has run out of
ideas, worthwhile stories and
the "unusual." Film business
no longer runs in cycles. The
public has been educated to a
degree where it knows long be-
fore we do whether a picture is

worth seeing. "They smell
'em!" —E. L. Weisner,

M.P.T.O. of Wisconsin

COMING & GOING

HELEN CHANDLER h.is arrived from
Hollywood for a visit in Manhattan.

SUE CAROL is expected in New York
this week and plans to make a picture while
here.

MR. and MRS. GEORGE ARLISS ar-
rive today on the Olympic.

RALPH BINNS, sales manager for War-
ner-First National in the Philadelphia zone,
was a visitor at the home offices yesterday.

ED FAY of Providence is in New York.

mm
• • • SOME DAY when we get all fed up on the routine

and blah of this humdrum existence we are gonna re-

tire on the dough we Hope our Uncle Jed Bilge will bequeath

us if the ole sap doesn't marry some young seductress when he's

92 and fool us and then we will sit down leisure-

ly and write a colorful novel about a Resident Foreign Film
Manager and if ya think there's no romance and adven-

ture in the daily life of such it's because you haven't

met up with Jack Hayes one of the most interesting

personalities in this here film biz

• • • JACK HAYES is back after a three-years' residence
in Java where an American citizen is as welcome as
Cholera and he has to fight the jealousy of the Dutch
who govern the Island and the wiles of the native Ma-
layans the trickery of the Chinks and the devil-
try of the Eurasians—the mixed breeds and then there
are the adjoining Dutch possessions of Sumatra and Borneo

the combined group teeming with 61,000,000 people
with only 200,000 whites all film fans

for the Dutch East Indies are one of the richest sources of in-

come for the the big film companies who go after it

good for a revenue of 200 grand a year to any company that
Goes After it properly meaning with a Manager like

Jack who knows the ropes and has the guts to Stick
and play the game against almost insurmountable obstacles.

• • • THREE MANAGERS before Jack committed suicide
which gives you just a Vague Idea they're not

quite sure about one of 'em he took up with an Era-
sian woman darn lonesome down there, with the coun-
try unfit for a white woman and some of these Eura-
sian femmes are very, ver-y attractive but tricky, some-
times like this one who was suspected of slow
poisoning of the former manager when she learned that
he was pining to return to civilization they have a cute
trick of feeding a feller the fuzz of green bamboo stalks in his

food which gradually coats the lining of the stomach
finally pierces it like ground glass and some

day the victim just passes out from "the insidious climatic
conditions" but Jack is alive and healthy today
because he kept strict bachelor apartment with a vicious
Javanese knife hung over his bedpost and a dagger un-
der his pillow nize countree, this Dutch East Indies.

• • • DOWN THERE a few degrees above the line of the
Equator the theater is built with an open roof
practically a pavilion because of the terrific heat and
humidity which both hover around 80 to 90 all the time

no seasons just one long humid nightmare of

Heat and the Europeans sit on one side and the
natives. Chinks and Eurasians, on the other with an oc-

casional poisonous snake crawling down the aisle or under the
seats but with these houses catering weekly to millions

for that's about all the amusement they have
and an average of four grand going forward to the home ossif

every seven days who's gonna kick at these Trifles ?

not the General Foreign Manager, surely

• • • SO WHEN ya feel your job is tough give a
thought to muggs like Jack Hayes who ya never hear
of but whose work often keeps your company outa the
red when the good ole Youessay theater receipts hit the
skids

« « « » » »

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)

Many Happy

Returns
Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by T H B
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

October 7
John W. Considine
Robert Z. Leonard
Jack Mulhall
Eddie Luddy
Max Ree
John F. Coneybear
M. Abramson

"Laff Ballots"
Exploit "Politics"

W^ALTER FLUGEL, manager
of the Pekin theater, Pekin,

111., included the use of "laff

ballots" in the exploitation cam-
paign he used to help in his
showing of the M-G-M produc-
tion, "Politics." Five thousand
"Laff Ballots" were printed and
distributed from house to house
throughout the city. Each bal-
lot was numbered and persons
who received them were in-

structed to write their names on
the reverse side and deposit them
in the lobby of the theater.
Each day ten names were drawn
from these ballots and the win-
ners' names posted on an elec-

tion board in the theater lobby.
Free tickets were awarded as
prizes. Special cards, together
with a letter from Marie Dress-
ier in which she says: "I'm
holding open house for miners
at the Pekin theater on Mon-
day night," were mailed to all

miners listed on the Glenn-Ott
payroll. —Pekin, Pekin, III.

>)> * «

"Hush Money" Tied Up
With Starr Faithfull Case
pRANK SHEPHERD of the

Cataract, Niagara Falls, got
plenty of talk started on "Hush"
Money" by distributing several
thousand heralds on the Starr
Faithfull murder mystery. The
heralds contained several photos
of Constance Bennett, the star
of the feature, and cited the re-
ward offered by a New York
newspaper for a solution of the
Faithfull mystery. The tie-up
came in the gag: "Was Starr
Faithfull murdered for refusing
to pay 'Hush Money'?"—Cataract, Niagara Falls, N. Y.



A NEW KIND OF APPE^

LORETTA YOUNG
ROBERT WILLIAMS
JEAN HARLOW

Walter Catlett

Louise Closser Hale
Edmund Breese

and a notable supporting cast

Story by Harry E. Chandlee

\ and Douglas W. Churchill

Continuity by Dorothy Howell

Adaptation by Jo Swerling

Dialogue by Robert Riskin

Another PROFIT-PIC



FOR YOUR BOXOFFICE!

^PLATINUM BLOXDE'RANKS
AS FAST COMEDY-DRAMA
Dialogue Sparlcles/

Cast Excellent

"PLATINUM BLONDE"
Columbia

The rafters rang with the unre-

ttroined mirth of a large preview

oudience, as "Platinum Blonde" ran

its merry course. The picture is

light, engrossing comedy fore, so

well told, acted and written, that it

fairly bounces across the screen.

It is a great credit to Director Frank

Copra and Dialogist Jo Swerling,

that in a picture of this type, no

situation, no funny line was

"muffed" by the audience. The

pace is fast— but not too fast to

squeeze in a little drama, and its

"sophistication" has been shaped

with on eye on the measurements

of the overage brow.

"Platinum Blonde" will surely

take its place with the best comedy-

direction, so lavishly mounted and

well cast, that the result is a rore

dish of thoroughly satisfying en.

tertoinment—the kind that mokes

you forget the depression— that is,

if you hove one.

The direction of this piece isM—
101 per cent swell. The picture is

full of "touches"—the kind that

make good scenes better. Dialogue

is a treat, and many of the lines ore

excruciatingly funny. Photography

beautiful.

Robert Williams does himself and

his producers proud as Stew Smith.

He carries most of the footoge and

has that thing called charm. Jean

Harlow emerges a treat for the hip

and fanny fanciers. Loretto Young

does well and looks sweet as

Gollogher. Walter CotleH, Edmund

Breese, Holliwell Hobbes and other

supporting players excellent.

Well, Exhibs—you con do the big

dramas of the year. And why not? blost on this one. Plenty of loughs

The story hos been so very well

qornished with humor and fine

and enjoyment for the whole

clientele in "Platinum Blonde."

IRE from COLUMBIA!
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

-By RALPH WILK -.

HOLLYWOOD
QIL PRATT, member of the Hal

Roach writing staff, was given
his first directorial assignment on
"Hasty Marriage," Charley Chase
comedy. Supporting cast is headed
by Gay Seabrook with James Finlay-
son and Eddie Dunn in prominent
parts.

* j|i *

Ina Claire, having finished in Samuel
Goldwyn's "The Greeks Had a Word for
It," is leaving for New York.

* * *

Richard Talmadge is stepping out.
He is having extensive advertising
and exploitation campaigns pre-
pared for each of his action pic-
tures, which are being state-righted.

Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy are work-
ing on "Any Old Port" at the Hal Roach
Studios. The love interest is handled by
Allan Lane and Jacqueline Wells. James
Home is directing.

* * *

Lily Damita probably will be
Eddie Cantor's leading woman in
"The Kid from Spain," the come-
dian's next Samuel Goldwyn pic-
ture.

* * *

Richard Currier, film editor of the Hal
Roach Studios, recently celebrated his
seventh anniversary on the comedy lot.

* * *

Jeanette MacDonald, who is

abroad at present, has been signed
by Paramount to appear with Mau-
rice Chevalier again in two pic-
tures. First will be "Only a Dream,"

which George Cukor will direct on
the coast under supervision of Ernst
Lubitsch.

* * *

Fox cast assignments in the past few
days include: Warner Oland for "Charlie
Chan's Chance," directed by John Blystone
. . . Niles Welch, W. L. Thome, Robert
Frazer, Edward Hearn, Alice Ward, James
Kirkwood, Ruth Donnelly, Laska Winter
and Landers Steven* for "The Rainbow
Trail" in which Cecilfa, Parker has the

feminine lead . . . Alfred Cordova and Ea-
ward Crandall for "Widow's Might" . . .

Edward Crandall for "Stepping Sisters"

. . . Sally O'Neill, William Bakewell, Fer-
dinand Munier and H. B. Warner foj

"First Cabin." directed by Alfred Werker
. . . Joan Bennett for "Miss Adventure,"
directed by Sam Taylor . . . Alexander
Kirkland for "Circumstances," with Linda
Watkins, directed by William Cameron Men-

First Natioal has added Walter
Huston and Robert Warwick to "I

Spy" . . . Joe E. Brown will appear
next in "Fireman, Save My Child",

which Lloyd Bacon will direct . . .

Anthony Bushell has been signed to

a new contract.

PARAMOUNT has given Miriam Hopkins
the leading femnine role with Buddy Rogers
in "Jazz King." which David Burton will

direct . . . Clive Brook will have the lead

in "The House of Troon," original by Ed-
mund Goulding . . . Edgar Norton, who
played with Richard Mansfield in "Dr. Jekyll

and Mr. Hyde" 33 years ago, will act the

same role in Paramount's talker version

. . . George Barbier will appear in "No One
Man" . . . with addition of Jackie Searl,

Leigh Allen and Oscar Apfel, "Sooky" has
gone into work . . . Peggy Shannon, Frances
Dee, Vivienne Osborne, Frances Moflett,

THE

AJIESTIC
APARTMENTS
115 Central Park West
Blockfront yisl to jind Sts.

3 to 14 ROOMS
Featuring:

Tower apartments of 4, 6 and
10 Rooms

Private Solaria in corner apart-
ments of 8 and 10 Rooms

Private terraces with units of
wide range of size and ex-
posure

Duplex apartments of 12 and
14 Rooms with both Ter-
races and Solaria.

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY

Housekeeping—Restaurant
and Hotel Service
Representative at the Building

TRafalgar 7-7480

Renting and Managing Agents

CHANIN MANAGEMENT,
Inc.

122 East 42nd Street
LExington 2-3800

Cooperation of Brokers Invited

AT 1931 PRICES.

Magnificence
ai ilie K^osl oj

^lileaiocriit; ....

Tbe Majestic makes its strongest

appeal on its unmatcnea location,

superior arrangement ana size of

rooms, ana the sumptuousness of

its ultra - modern appointments.

Xnat all of tbis is available at rent-

als sucn as are asked for ordinary

apartments makes an added at-

traction to living on tke "sunny"
side of tke Park.

Adrienne Ames and Kent Taylor have signed
new contracts as featured players.

Judith Voselli is a recent addition
to the cast of Warner's "Under
Eighteen."

* * *

COLUMBIA has placed Robert Riskin.
writer, under long term contract and he is

now working on the dialogue for "Blonde
Baby," Jean Harlow's next picture . . .

Phil Tead and Frederic Howard have been
added to the cast of "The Guilty Genera-
tion" . . . Barbara Weeks will appear in

•The Men in Her Life."
* * *

Universal has started "Blue
Blazes," third of the Whirlwind pic-

tures, with Vin Moore directing . . .

cast includes Slim Summerville,
Louise Fazenda, Eddie Phillips,

Frank Albertson, June Clyde, For-
rest Stanley and Arthur Stewart
Hull . . . Thornton V. Freeland will

direct "The Unexpected Father,"
Summerville-Pitts feature which
starts Monday.

Peggy MacDonald, whose blond beauty
and dancing ability graced numerous Broad-
way shows including "The Greenwich Vil-

lage Follies" and "Animal Crackers," is

repeating her success in Hollywood. Miss
MacDonald, who has been seen in several

recent films, notably "Just Imagine," is now
being considered for a protainent supporting
role in a forthcoming musical film.

* * *

Radio Pictures has added Ralph
Ince and John Halliday to "Ex-
posed," Virginia Sale to "Peach o'

Reno," and Charles Dow Clark and
Monte Collins, Jr., to "A Hurry
Call," Chic Sale short . . . Joel Mc-
Crea and Pat O'Brien will have prin-

cipal roles in "The Lost Squadron."
* * *

M-G-M will release the Helen Hayes pic-

ture, formerly "The Lullaby," as '"The Sin

of Madelon Claudet" . . . Karen Morley is

to appear with Greta Garbo again in "Mata
Hari."

* * *

RKO Pathe has signed Charles
Whittaker and Albert Shelby LeVino
to prepare a story with a Russiarf

locale, based on an idea by Edward
H. Griffith, as the next Constance
Bennett picture.

* * *

Columbia employes are given the option

of attending football games Saturday, but

are required to make up the lost time. No
radios are allowed on the sets to receive

baseball or football results.

* * *

Sam Taylor has completed the di-

rection of "Ambassador Bill," star-

ring Will Rogers. "Skyline" was
Taylor's initial picture for Fo.x.

* * *

While photographing the home of Mark
Twain for "Ghost Towns," a new Argus
production, the cameraman, trying to get as

much information as possible, asked an old

woman, "Were you familiar with Mark
Twain?" "Why, sir, I want you to know
I was never familiar with anybody," was
the indignant reply.

Al Martin has been assigned to

do the additional dialogue on "Pop"
Warner's football series for Univer-
sal, under the supervision of Stan-
ley Bergerman.

Francis Edwards Faragoh, who wrote the

screen play and dialogue for "Little Caesar"

and "The Iron Man," has joined the RKO-
Pathe scenario staff, and is working on
"Prestige," which will star Ann Harding.
Faragoh, who has written several stage
plays, has been with First National and
Universal, but his first screen work was for
Pathe.

* «. *

Harold Dodds, veteran casting di-
rector, who recently resigned from
RKO Pathe, is now in complete
charge of casting at Tiffany.

* * *

Arthur Caesar, who is writing Winnie
Lightner's next comedy. "She Means Bus-
ines," is no longer Justice of Peace at La-
guna Beach. He forgot the dignity of his
office and led a raid on the exclusive La-
guna art gallery, throwing out a lot of what
he termed "chromos" and hanging in their
place some examples of very modern "art."
The natives decided they needed a more
conservative justice and Judge Arthur is
now just a writer.

^ ^ ^i

By the way, it is not generally
known that Arthur at one time prac-
ticed law in New York.

* * *

Joseph Jackson, Warner-First National
scenarist, made a big hit as master of cer-
emonies at the Writers' Club entertainment.
He made his entrance on a bicycle and lost
no time in describing the sketches. His
"explanation" of the "Is My Face Red"
sketch brought rounds of laughter.

* * *

Harry Fischbeck, ace cameraman,
who photographed Billie Dove in
"The Age for Love," is doing the
camera work on "Working Girls,"
at Paramount.

Carlyle Moore, Jr., is following in the foot-
steps of his famous father, who wrote "Stop
Thief" and other Broadway successes. Young
Moore recently directed the stage version of
"The Mirage" for the Community Players in
Beverly Hills. The play will also be broad-
cast over KNX.

Big Bill Lucas, narrator of the
"Wild Life Pictures," produced by
Clifton-Allen, attributes his success
to a life of travel and adventure.
He became a world traveler at the
age of six, lived in five continents,
and has mastered as many different!
languages. Much of his time also
has been spent on the American
desert, where he became familiar
with the animal life, which he de-
scribes.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Robert .S. Mapletoft, motion pictures;

Graham & Reyaolds, 25 West 43rd St.,

New York. 50 shares common.
Rusco Enterprises, theatrical business ; 1.

Goldman, 551 Fifth Ave., New York. $10,-
000.
Eastwood Amusement Co.. realty, etc.;

Call & Nem'eti, Oneida, N. Y. $10,000.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
The Danforth Theater Co., Jersey City;

Burke, Sheridan & Hourigan, Union City,
N. J. 1. 000 shares common.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Fraiicoast Theaters. Inc., Wilmington,

Del., general entertainment ; Corporation
Trust Co., Dover, Del. 200 shares common.

NAME CHANGE
Television School, New York, to School

of Television.



''all-

wool-
and-plenty-
yard wide
entertain-
ment"'

Spirit of Notre Dome
(Universal)

Rockne Memorial Film

If the spirit of football has been able to bring

toRclher the, largest audiences ever assembled
in the world, then "The Spirit of Notre Dame"
should be able to iiitriRiic every one interested

in tootball. And this should lu- ronsi(icral)le

of a crowd ! H you don't thnik so. try to huy
a lew good scats in the Olympic Stadium fur

the majgr games this fall—depression, or nn
depression.

Junior Laemmle lias had the courage, cr

Notre Dame has convinced him (and they're

not so dumb on audience psychology back
there, either), that juvenile romance and pic-

ture formula: are not so important when >ou
have national heroes like I'Vank Carideo, Don
Miller, Jim Crowley, lilmer Layden, Harry
Stuhldreher, Adam Walsh, Bucky O'Connor,
Moon Mullins, Johnny O'Brien and their like

in a cast. So Junior and his cohorts set out

really to show the American public what was
behind this man Knute Rockne, why he was
able to accomplish what he did at the Univer-
sity of Notre Dame, and to outline a few of

the reasons why football is today the most
popular and best-supported sport in America.

"-The Snirit of Notre Dame" is another one

1of thpse Carl Laemmle productions which come
a pntr no\v and then, like "Western Front" or

"Seed." It makes you glad vou are connected
with the picture business, because it is worthy
of the screen^s highest possible, achicvcinent.

the lifting of 'millions out of the doldrurns~ol
life, inspiring therti to the principles which have
been the making of this great nation.

To Russell Mack, the director, and to Rich-
ard Schayer, who supervised and wrote the

screenplay in collaboration with Dale \'an

Every, there should go special commendation.

Leo Meehan

"another
like

WESTERN
FRONT"

from M. P. Herald

Business is GREAT
at UNIVERSAL!!

SPIRIT



FORWARD//
//^HIS once high-riding, head-up industry seems to have its tail between its legs. It's licked.

I It's lost its guts. And altogether without cause!" So said a picture individual in New York

to me the other day. That's a pretty strong indictment; worth pondering over. But his last words

—

"and altogether without cause"—stuck to me most.

Rather than look for a cause for such pessimism I looked for a cure. And these were my

thoughts

:

Where are the courageous fighters of yesteryear? Where are the men who beat the Patents

Trust? What has become of the genius that pioneered sound? What's become of the showmen who

transformed nickelodeons into palaces? They're all still in this business

—

but they're too damned

still for the industry's good! Have they, too, got their dampers down?

". . . and altogether without cause !" Pictures today are better than they ever were. With such

sterling values as "Street Scene"— "Five Star Final"— "An American Tragedy"— "The Miracle

Woman"—"Spirit of Notre Dame"—"Bad Girl"
—

"Sporting Blood"— and a dozen others could be

named—never has this industry had so many good pictures released at one time. And we don't need

new inventions to start another era ; talking pictures are the greatest entertainment of the age. They

need but to be sold right. They need inspired selling!

Perhaps the answer lies in leadership—leadership, not of one man, but by a score of men;

leadership in production; leadership in distribution; leadership in exhibition. The leadership that

made this industry fifth in size in the world is still in this business. It needs to be aroused. The call

is coming for it loudly from every quarter of the industry. Yes, aggressive, fearless, two-fisted, hard-

nosed leadership!

WHAT A MARVELOUS RESULT WOULD COME FROM ALL OF THE OLD LEADER-

SHIP, THAT MADE THIS BILLION DOLLAR INDUSTRY, ASSERTING ITSELF ANEW!

NOW IS THE TIME! LET'S SEE THAT OLD FIGHTING COURAGE; LET'S FEEL THAT

INDOMITABLE SPIRIT; LET'S START, AND CONTINUf:—ALL TOGETHER—TO TAKE THIS

GRAND INDUSTRY TO NEW HEIGHTS OF SUCCESS

NOW IS THE TIME!

BEN SHLYEN, Publisher,

Associated Publications, Inc.
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SEE LiniE IMPROVEMENT

IN SOUNDJPRODUCTION
(Continued from Page 1)

mittee of the S.M.P.E. presented at

the fall meeting here. Very slight

improvement, if any, has been noted
in the quality of reproduced sound in

smaller theaters, the report says.

S.M.P.E. Coast Office

Urged by J. I. Crabtree
Swampscott, Mass. — Establish-

ment of S.M.P.E. headquarters in
Hollywood with a part or whole time
secretary and manager is recom-
mended by J. I. Crabtree, retiring
president of the organization, in con-
nection with the Society's plans for
closer contact, more active participa-
tion and a wider scope of activities.
Duplicate committees should be ap-
pointed in both east and west to
study such problems as laboratory
processing, studio lighting, projec-
tion practices, etc., he asserted, add-
ing that Hollywood is rapidly be-
coming the leader in laboratory
processing as well as production.

Possibilities and limitations of
rear screen projection is among the
problems requiring investigation by
the Projection Theory Committee of
the S. M. P. E., said Crabtree. Other
problems needing attention are the
merits of non-intermittent projec-
tion for two-color additive photog-
raphy and the possible eye-strain
produced by pictures.

S. M. P. E. Convention Sideliskts

By ARTHUR IV. EDDY

Fox Theater Assignments
Recent assignments among Fox

theaters include the following: Art
Smith, named manager of the Ja-
maica, succeeding Jules Fields, ap-
pointed manager of the Nemo, Man-
hattan; Clay Armstrong, managing
the Mirth, Milwaukee; S. G. Matti-
son, managing the Capitol, Buffalo;

Tom Warne, managing the Capitol,

[lion, N. Y.; Paul Krier, made man-
ager of the Valencia, Walsenburg,
Colo. The New Jersey division has
been added to Harry W. Woodin's
Bronx group.

Refuse Operators' Contract

Pueblo, Colo. — The Rialto and
Palm have served notice on the

state industrial commission that
ihey'will not renew the present con-

tract with operators, expiring Oct.

Bl and calling for two operators and
?65 a week. The managers want
)ne man and a cut in wages.

Up to Producers

Swampscott, Mass.—Film execu-

tives must come to a realization of

the value of the S.M.P.E. if the so-

ciety is to function to aid the indus-

try to the greatest possible extent,

declared J. I. Crabtree in addressing

the convention. He deplored what

he termed producer apathy towards

the organization's activities.

TT is no wonder the Bell Telephone
Laboratories is noted for its scien-

tific accuracy and efficiency, for T.
E. Shea, one of its prominent mem-
bers, is handling the papers and
speakers at this meeting as efficient-

ly as he handles electrons, ohms and
atoms at the laboratories.

A pleasing fellow, this Franklin
Ellis, who handles the publicity for
Eastman Kodak and who is doing
good work for the society's Pub-
licity Committee.

That paper on third dimen&ion
pictures which Dr. Herbert E. Ives
of Bell Telephone Laboratories is

reading, is the last word on the sub-
ject. Dr. Ives is the man at Bell
Laboratories who coordinates all of
A. T. & T.'s research work and in-
vestigations on television.

J. I. Crabtree of Eastman Kodak,
ivho has guided the destinies of the
society so well for the past two years
is working harder than ever at this
ineeting, although it is his "Swan
Song" since he declined to accept a
renomination for president for the
coming year.

This boy Ben Schlanger surely
knows his inclinations. By that we
mean theater floor inclinations and
all it has to do with seating and
theater arrangements. His paper
at the spring meeting in Hollywood
attracted wide attention. His pa-
per at this meeting is getting the
same amount of talk.

// anyone wants to get the real
low-down on the foreign film situa-
tion, N. D. Golden, Department of
Commerce, Washington, D. C, is the
man for him to see. Golden's pa-
pers on this subject are highlights
of every society meeting.

If you don't believe that the scho-
lastic atmosphere of a college cam-
pus and the talk of the movie busi-
ness can mix, you will have to re-

Assail Sunday Stage Shows
Steubenville, 0.—^The City solici-

tor has asked two Warner theaters
to discontinue stage acts on Sunday
or face prosecution. Warners have
been bringing the stage shows here
from Pittsburgh, where Sunday
showing is barred.

Merchants Help Buy Sound Set
West Salem, 0.—In order to keep

the residents of this town from go-
ing to neighboring towns, local busi-
ness men have chipped in to buy
sound equipment and will show pic-

tures twice a week.

Burns Warden to Cleveland
Cleveland—Burns Warden, assis-

tant ad sales manager for Para-
mount in Detroit, has been appoint-
ed ad sales manager in Cleveland
succeeding Justin Spiegle, transfer-
red to Pittsburgh.

vise your ideas when you meet Dr.
A. C. Hardy. He is a "prof" at
Harvard University, but just the
same he can tell you a few things
about the film business.

That quiet man whose smile is so
infectious is M. H. Palmer of the
Paramount studio, Astoria, and
chairmxin of the Studio Lighting
Committee for the society.

A. F. Victor, whose movie cameras
can always be seen at any football
game, is attending the convention.

From over the Canadian border
has come B. J. Back who works in
the Trenton Studios at Trenton, On-
tario for the Ontario Government.

Erpi, Bell Telephone Laboratories
and Eastman Kodak are probably
the best represented companies at
the meeting. Kenneth Morgan and
H. C. Silent came all the way from
the West Coast to help represent
Erpi.

Married less than one week, RCA
Photophone Jimmy Frank, has spent
night and day overseeing the job

of installing Photophone equipmeyit.
He has the Charmiyig Mrs. Frank
with him.

Everyone is especially glad to see
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Depue at the
meeting. They have not been pres-
ent at the last several meetings. Mr.
Depue is a real pioneer in the busi-
ness, having devoted his life to pic-
tures even before they began to
move.

James R. Cameron of the Cameron
Publishing Company, but Jimmy to

you, may be Scotch, but there's noth-
ing stingy about that smile of his.

National Theater Supply Joe Cifre
has had his hands full for the last

week helping to get the sound and
picture equipment in the ball room.

ALLIED MICHIGAN MEET

ATTRACTSJEN INTEREST

(Continued from Page 1)

ciation's campaigns this fall and
winter.

Speaking of the problems con-
frontmg independents, Abram F.
Myers, head of Allied States Ass'n,
declares that the "exhibitor move-
ment will have to have more Cool-
idges and fewer Borahs if economic
independence is to be secured to
the exhibitor of the country." Myers
says labor unions are demanding the
employment of a greater number of
workmen than are fairly and reason-
ably necessary to the safe and effi-
cient operation of theaters. Copy-
right abuses, he asserts, are result-
ing in double and even treble taxa-
tion for the privilege of reproduc-
ing sound, and they subject the the-
ater owner to penalties for mere
breaches of contract that are all out
of proportion to the injury inflicted.
He also attacks zoning, and declares
selective percentage contracts in-
troduce new principles greatly to the
disadvantage of the theater owner
and his patrons by denying to the
exhibitor the right to book pictures
in accordance with the wishes of
his patrons.

"Evils" in Canadian Probe
Already Partly Remedied

(Continued from Page 1)

protection, are now getting only 28
days.

Although presenting of evidence
started yesterday, it may be a few
days before the case against the film
companies comes up. Prosecution
likely will start later in the week.

Lou Kuster in New Post

Circleville, O.—Circleville Thea-
ter Corp., recently chartered, has
leased the Cliftonia and opened it

under the management of Lou Kus-
ner of Martinsburg, W. Va. The
house has been operated for the
past three years by Harry Clifton.

- ^nq Islands
letTAIIA iT %f IISTIIITI«M

PAJKHAUD
ON THE MERRICK ROAD AT

MASSAPEQUA-NEAR JONES BEACH

DINE AND DANCE
WITH

HERB HAGENAH
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Phone: Massapequa 738

•Ki ALl TEAi
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ALLIED TEST CASE DELAYS

ONIFORN ZONING SYSTEM
(Continued from Page 1)

legality of the uniform protection
and zoning in the Omaha territory,
is one of a series of test cases
planned by Allied.
Announced opposition of certain

other state exhibitor associations to
any protection between "runs" or
localities also is a factor in the dis-

tributors' stand against participating
in conferences.
As a result of this decision, each

and every distribution territory is

left without any uniform limitation
upon protection, and in each instance
private negotiations between individ-
ual exhibitors and each distributor
will be necessary to fix protection
without restrictions or limitations of
any kind upon its length or area.

Distributors feel that, although
there is an urgent demand from ex-
hibs for uniform zoning plans that
are reasonable to all, the distribu-
tors would not be justified in jointly
going forward in the face of the
pending and threatened litigation

questioning the legality of limiting
protection by agreement between all

parties interested and attacking the
right of distributors to grant any
protection of any kind.

Schwartz Bros. Acquire Two
Uhrichsville, 0.—Jules and Abe

Schwartz, who operate the Utopia
and Park in Painesville, have pur-
chased the State and Ohio from
Jay H. Guthrie.

• NEWS«<»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Philadelphia — Robert Mochrie,
RKO Pathe branch manager and re-
tiring president of the Film Board
of Trade, will be given a dinner at
the Ritz-Carlton Hotel on Oct. 12.

Mike Landow of Universal is the
newly elected Film Board head.

Scranton—With the addition of
Poughkeepsie, MiddletowTi, Yonkers
and Newburgh, there are now 71
houses in the Comerford-Publix
group under the regional director-
ship of George C. Walsh.

Philadelphia—Lou Davidoff is now
Warner-Stanley district manager for
southern New Jersey.

Everly, la.—An .?8,000 theater is

being constructed here by Wehde &
Schoelerman. It will seat 250.

Monessen, Pa.—Peter Sotus has
renewed his lease on the Olympic.

Pittsburgh—William Caldwell is

now managing the local branch of
Ross Federal Service, Inc., succeed-
ing Harold Lunt, who has been pro-
moted.

Chicago — E. A. Laughlin has
taken over the Erie. Laughlin also

operates the Granada in Mount Mor-

Oklahoma City — Irving Mirisch
manager of the Liberty, will soon

leave for New York to manage a
house there.

Orleans, Ind.— Robert Honnaker
of Louisville has reopened the Or-
leans.

Durant, Tex.—T. Miller Davidge
will open the Queen soon. Davidge
recently sold the Liberty to Hughes-
Franklin.

Ennis, Tex. — Local authorities
have passed an ordinance which
closes theaters on Sundays.

Corsicana, Tex.—C. J. Musselman
has opened the Grand. G. L. Wood
has been transferred from Paris to
manage the house.

Pittsburgh — Joseph Kaliski re-
cently celebrated his tenth anniver-
sary as manager of the local Edu-
cational office.

Worcester — R. Lawson Daniels
has been transferred from the Fam-
ily to manage the Olympia, succeed-
ing E. G. Pollard. Herbert Bloom
will manage the Family.

Boston—Frank O'Connell has been
transferred from the Empire at

Whitman, to manage the Garden.
Frank H. Harrington succeeds
O'Connell at Whitman.

POLICE ORDERED TO SHOOT

K. C. THEATER BOMBERS

(Continued from Page 1)

confessions since the Wickersham
report and other discussions of so-

called police brutality, the chief said,

"If we can't convict the bombers in

court, we will convict them with

bullets."

Danny Costello's Admiral theater

suffered most, the bomb wrecking

the lobby and projection machines
above it, causing $5,000 damage. The
Admiral had been using a non-union

operator since September 1 because

it could not afford the International
demands of two men at more than
$90 a week. The Bijou, Dickinson
house whose operator was imported
from one of the circuit's out-of-town
houses, suffered slightly, the bomb
exploding outside. Emanuel Rolsky's
National, which has not been using
International operators, suffered $1,-

000 damage.

All Officers Re-elected

By Western Pa. M.P.T.O.
(Continued from Page 1)

and Fred Gilford of Chicago. Her-
rington was appointed representa-
tive of the organization at the Allied
States Ass'n meeting in Mt. Clem-
ens.

fGreatest Novelty of the Year!

Monsters of the Deep
Now playing solid over Paramount-Publix, Loew's, R.K.O., Fox, Warner
Bros., Fox West Coast, Balaban & Katz and fifty other circuits.

99

A THRILL IN EVERY FOOT

!

IT'S REAL BOX OFFICE!
Don't take our word for it. Ask the manager of a house that has played it.

For dates see nearest exchange

of

TALKING PICTURE EPICS, INC.
11 W. 42nd ST., NEW YORK CITY

Foreign rights controlled by Natural Productions, Room 309, 729 Seventh Ave.
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HUGHKDICKERING fO^BUY OUT GOLDWYN

B. O. Situations in 12 Warner Zones Being Studied

Notations
— while Hollywood bound

== By JACK ALICOATE=
To be statistically accurate this is

the first lap of our 22nd ROUND
TRIP to Hollywood . . . and that's
round tripping in any league ... In
the OLD days we were a cinch for
LUNCH in Chi . . . Now Chicago is

FAMOUS as the place SAM katz,
JIMMY quirk, WATTY rothacker
and JOHN eberson came from . . .

Chicago was at ONE TIME an im-
portant producing and distributing
center . . . Now it's only INTER-
MISSION while they jump from the
Century to the Chief or vice versa.

•
MAURICE chevalier is on the

train with us ... He is a likable,
democratic and definitely opinionated
chap ... He was born in MENIL-
MONTANT, france, if anybody cares
. . . if they want to show GANDHI
how poor people can live on practi-
cally NOTHING, why not let him
MINGLE with the EXTRAS in Hol-
lywood . . . LOUIS mayer is en route
EAST. We just passed him some-
where BETWEEN Albuquerque and
the END of the depression . . . And
speaking of Albuquerque, our favo-
rite Navajo who sells anemic bows
and arrows at the station tells us his
business has fallen 70 per cent since
they stopped sending song writers

i through.
•

MICKEY mouse is one star they
DON'T have to send to Europe or
New York for a HOLIDAY . . . With
JIMMY whale directing, we have a
suspish that Universal's FRANK-
ENSTEIN will be plenty picture . . .

If the studios BAN us, we will throw
away our ties, both of them, and
pass as an ACTOR . . . We've de-
cided One thing: This trip is to be
NO joy ride . . . Aside from a bit of
GOLF, a smattering of BRIDGE, a
dash of YACHTING and an occa-
sional RUBBER, we're going to ap-
ply ourselves to a scientific and
THOROUGH reportorial investiga-
tion of Hollywood as SHE IS and
not what they tells us. Eh! gang?

Series of Regional Meets
Mapped Out by Dan

Michalove
Comparison of box-office experi-

ences of Warner theaters in similar
situations is being made at a series

of conferences of managers in 12
zones throughout the country. Suc-
cessful operation ideas are being ex-

changed. With the first of the series
(.Continued on Page 15)

MUSIC HEADAf ERPI

SUED BY SAM FOX CO.

A suit asking for the removal of

John G. Paine as trustee for music
publishing companies in the dealings
with sound recording concerns, filed

by the Sam Fox Music Publishing
Co., will be heard today in the Su-
preme Court, New York. In addi-

tion to naming Paine as a defendant,

Sam and Harry Fox also are suing
Electric Research Products, which
has an agreement with music pub-

(Conti)tucd on Page 15)

Abe Blumstein Joins
Skouras Bros. Unit

Abe Blumstein, Fox picture book-

er, is joining the Skouras Bros, in-

terests in the operation of houses
they are acquiring from Fox Metro-
politan. He will continue booking.

Lasky Again Named
Red Cross Chairman

Jesse L. Lasky has again accepted the
chairmanship of the Motion Picture Di-

vision of the American Red Cross for 1931-

1932. He held the same position last year.

92 FOREIGN FEATURES

A total of 92 foreign features
were imported and shown in New
York in the first nine months of
1931. This is more than the total

for the entire year 1930, when 8C
were brought over. Of the impor-
tations, 41 were German arid 16 Ene-
lish.

Purchase of Pickford and
Fairbanks Interests in

U. A. Also Sought
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Howard Hughes is

negotiating for Samuel Goldwyn's
interests in United Artists Corp.,
United Artists Studio and Art Cin-
ema Corp. He is also interested in

making similar acquisitions from
(Continued on Page 15)

NEW RECORDING DEVICES

HAILED AT S.M.P.E. MEET

Swampscott, Mass. •— Demonstra-
tion of Bell Telephone Laboratories'
new vertical cut disc recording
equipment at yesterday's session of

(Continued from Page 2)

Films Debunk Depression--Ro3ers
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—One big reason why

motion pictures have retained popu-
larity and suffered much less than
other lines in the past two years is

because, while newspapers, maga-
zines, radio lecturers, stage comed-
ians and other public mediums have
been talking and reflecting hard
times, the films have continued to

(Continued on Page IS)

Key City Exchanges Planned
By B. I. P. in This Country

Photography in Dark

Perfected by Eastman

Rochester, N. Y.—Photography in the

dark, by use of specially sensitized film,

has been perfected by Eastman Kodak. A

demonstration was given yesterday in the

company's research laboratory.

A coast-to-coast exchange system
will be established before the end
of the present selling season by
British International Pictures for

the distribution of its 24 features
and various shorts, Sydney Garrett
told The Film Daily yesterday.
Garrett leaves about Nov. 1 on a
tour of the country to make the
branch office arrangements in key
cities.

1,200 Players Listed
By 26 Coast Agents

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Nearly 1,200 players

are listed by the Artists' Managers
Ass'n in its new announcement.
Twenty-six agents are now on its

roster, which is as follows: Phil
Berg, Beyer, Macarthur & Co., Bren-
Weber-Orsatti, W. O. Christensen,
Collier & Flinn, Tom Conlon Corp.,
Frank & Dunlop, William S. Gill,

Nat C. Goldstone, Gould-Price-Beers,
Jacobs & O'Brien, Frank Joyce, Ltd.,

Frank Joyce-Myron Selznick, Ivan
(Continued from Page 2)

Initiation Fee Waived

For S.M.P.E. Associates

Swampscott, Mass.—Making a bid to in-

crease its roster, the S. M. P. E. has de-

cided to admit associate members without

a fee. In the past, $20 has been the

assessment for this class of member.
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Mrs. Jesse Crawford Back

Mrs. Jesse Crawford returns to

the New York Paramount tomorrow
after an absence of three months
and will appear again in twin-organ
concerts with her husband.

.>.>>>.>>•,/•^•••••<
i*% New York
». 1540 Broadway
J.{ BRyant 9-4712

••''••••••••••••••Jj
Long Island City '
154 Crescent St. "
STillwell 4-7940 H

New Recording Devices
Hailed at S.M.P.E. Meet

(Co)itinncd from Page 1)

the S.M.P.E. meeting was hailed as
an epoch-making contribution by J.

I. Crabtree. Consensus of the So-
ciety was that the reproduced music
as played by the new equipment
was the finest reproduction of music
yet heard. A frequency of 10,000
cycles is achieved with the equip-
ment. T. E. Shea described a new
light valve developed by Bell which
weighs only 11 ounces and uses no
field current. It is extremely effi-

cient electrically and mechanically
stable, gives more faithful reproduc-
tion and is especially suited to port-
able recording equipment.

1,200 Players Listed
By 26 Coast Agents
(Continued from Page 1)

Kahn, John Lancaster, Arthur M.
Landau, Lichtig & Englander, J. G.
Mayer, Rebecca & Silton Co., Mau-
rice Revnes, Fred Robinson, James
Ryan, Lew Schreiber, Edward Small
Co., Dave Thompson and Harry
Wurtzel-S. George Ullman.

Officers of the association are:
president, Frank Joyce; vice-presi-
dent, Ruth Collier; secretary, Eddie
Silton; treasurer, Morris Small; ex-
ecutive secretary, Alice Van Allen;
board of governors, Frank Joyce,
Ruth Collier, Eddie Silton, Morris
Small, Phil Berg, Hai-ry Weber,
George Frank, Dave Thompson,
Harry Wurtzel; legal counsel, M. B.
Silberberg.

IEastman Films «

li J. E. Brulatour, Inc.

«

•* Chicago Hollywood J-J

•j 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica ?•»

}V CALumet 3692 Blvd. H
*» HOLIywood 4121 t-J

:|
?-^

>>>>>>>.>>;Vi^

New Educational Releases

Educational will release next week
five varied single-reel subjects, as
follows: "Who's Who in the Zoo,"
Mack Sennett Brevity, featuring
Billy Bevan, Rosemary Theby, Spec
O'Donnell and Billy Barty; "The
Veldt," Lyman H. Howe Hodge-
podge; "Inside Baseball," Bill Cun-
ningham Sports Review in which
the Boston Braves are featured; a

William J. Burns Detective Mystery,
and a new subject in Tiffany's Voice
of Hollywood series.

Another Month for "Five Star"

Business of "Five Star Final," en-
tering its sixth week at the Winter
Garden, is running along at a pace
that indicates a possibility of the
Edward G. Robinson vehicle being
held three or four more weeks, ac-

cording to the mahagement. Record
of 10 weeks at the house is held by
"Dawn Patrol."

Columbia Releases "Border Law"
"Border Law," Buck Jones west-

ern, is Columbia's first release for
October.

ACCCLNTANT
and Traveling Auditor
16 Years' Experience in Film Business, includ-

ing Home Olfice, Road and Foreign lerrilory.

OPEN FOR PROPOSITION
Address Box 702 Film Daily, New York

H. Wayne Pierson Joins
Outdoor Advertising Co.
H. Wayne Pierson has joined Out-

door Advertising Co. in an execu-
tive capacity. He will function as
contact man between his company
and poster concerns handling amuse-
ment advertising. Pierson was re-

cently with Columbia Pictures in
charge of roadshowing of "Dirig-
ible."

A. C. Blumenthal Sued
Over Loew Stock Deal

Suit for $50,000 has been filed in
Supreme Court against A. C. Blu-
menthal by Bernard Grob and Ben-
jamin Knobel, independent exhibi-
tors, who claim they aided to bring
about Blumenthal's contract to ne-
gotiate for the Fox purchase of the
Loew stock, which the Loew inter-
ests are now reported trying to buy
back.

Today's A.M.P.A. Guests
Count Felix von Luckner, captain

of one of Germany's sea raiders
during the war, and Sophie Tucker
will be today's honor guests at the
A.M.P.A. luncheon in the Hotel
Dixie.

Ben Piazza After Freaks
Ben Piazza has arrived from the

coast via New Orleans in search of
human freaks for Tod Browning's
next M-G-M picture. Piazza expects
to be in the east several weeks.

Ladies Entertained in Swampscott
Swampscott, Mass.—Ladies pro-

gram in connection with the S. M.
P. E. fall meeting here yesterday
provided an automobile trip t,o

Salem and Marblehead. Mrs. Ar-
thur C. Hardy of Wellesley is act-
ing as hostess and is assisted by
Mrs. H. T. Cowling, Mrs. C. A. B.
Halvorson and Mrs. Donald McRae.

"Unholy Garden" for Rialto
Samuel Goldwyn's production of

"The Unholy Garden," starring Ron-
ald Colman, will follow "Palmy
Days" into the Rialto within a few
weeks.

La Rose Managing New House
Detroit—Joseph La Rose, former

manager of the Fox and Century, is

managing the newly opened Publix
Eastown.

By virtue of an Order of the Coui
of Chancery of New Jersey, dated Oc
toher 5th, 1931, the undersigned is di

rected to sell all the as'^ets of the U. S
Film Laboratories, Inc.. at public auc
tion on Tuesday, October 13th, 1931, ai

nine-thirty a. m. sharp, sale to take
place on premises. 1990 Boulevard
East, Hudson Heifihts, New Jersey.
The assets consist of laboratory ma-

chinery and equipment, accounts re-

ceivables and approximately four hun-
dred reels of feature and comedy nega-
tives and 1929 Ford Truck.
The sale is subject to the confirma-

tion of the Court of Chancery of New
Jersey.

SAMUEL S. STERN, Receiver

U. S. Film Laboratories, Inc.

1 E.xchange Place Jersey City, N.J.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Fall meeting of the Society ol

Motion Picture Engineers, New Ocean
House, Swampscott, Mass.

Oct. 13-14 : Meeting of Wisconsin Allied
unit, Wisconsin Hotel, Milwaukee.

Oct. 13-14: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Nebraska and Western Iowa, Omaha.

Oct. 19-20: Convention of Allied Theater
Owners of Texas, Dallas.

Oct. 31

:

Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.

Oct. 31 : Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplan
Projection Society, Hotel Commodore,
New York.

Nov. 1-2 : Annual convention of Tri-State
M.P.T.O., Memphis.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.

Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

Celebs at Luncheon
Beverly Bayne, Madge Bellamy,

Eugene 0' Brien and Catherine Dale
Owen were among the speakers at

the Astor luncheon given by Better
Photoplays, Inc., which plans to

make a talker version of Men-
delssohn's oratorio, "Elijah," in the
Holy Land. A national contest will

be held for singers to appear in the
picture. The association's aim is to

offer artistic opportunities in mo-
tion pictures to young American
talent, it was stated.

Booking Film Names for Air
Famous Artists of the Air, with

motion picture affiliations, has form-
ed an artists' bureau headed by
William Rowland, former producer
and agent. Through this bureau it

is planned to secure screen person-

alities for commercial broadcasts i

with a new manner of presentation ^

in preference to the set form of in-

terview previously used.

I Want to Hear
from the Best
Theatre Manager

in America!
This man will have a
fine record of success

as a showman ... no
run-of-the-mill, think-

in - a - groove kind of

fellow, but one who
can find those differ-

ent off - the - beaten

-

track exploitation
angles in a picture
that put his house in

the big money class.

Box 395
M. P. Daily
1790 B'way

tt New York
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BosTox, Mass.

Opened day and date

Washington Street and

Uptown theatres. Tre-

mendous business

throughout run. Thou-

sands turned away daily

!

Nothing Hke it ever seen

before

!

0KLA1103fA IITY
OKLAHOMA

Criterion Theatre's open-

ing day all-time house

record broken w ide open.

Better than boom-time

grosses. It's a box-ofRee

landslide, and how !

Pittsburgh, Omaha,

Seattle, Des Moines, Cin-

cinnati, Philadelphia,

Kansas City. Every-

where! The great-

est audience pic-

ture in years.

S.R.O.inabigway!
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AUSTIN, TEX.

Brought the great-

est business the

ParamountTheatre

has ever seen. And

that means 50%

above best average.

S\

t\

Here are a few out-

standing engage-

ments. Public and

critics say it's the

greatest Marx
Brothers' hit!

LOS AXCELES, CAMF.

Biggest opening day at United

Artists Theatre in two years.

Block-long crowds lined up

six abreast.

Jammed theatre

from early morn-

0,d Man Devre.«i«n

Unockea for a loop as

XncUana
Theatre play«

»„„.ore people opening

Uek-ena *«» »»''

^ \n months,
picture in

Crowds go crazy I

^..
ing until midnight.

SAN FBA?iCISC», CALW

-^i Op ene ^
paramount

theatre to grealest
num-

ber of people since re-

opening

Crowds go twice

all the laughs.

f theatre.

to get
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STUDYING BOX OFFICE

IN 12 WARNER ZONES

{Continued from Page 1)

held this week in Buffalo, the next
session is planned for Cleveland
within 10 days. Conferences will

follow in Newark, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Washington, Indianap-
olis, St. Louis, Oklahoma City, Louis-

ville, Chicago and Milwaukee. Dan
Michalove, Eddie Alperson, David
Weshner and Andy Smith are ex-

pected to attend all meetings.

Music Head and Erpi
Sued by Sam Fox Co.
(Continued from Page 1)

lishers covering the recording of

music, and also leading publishers

who are members of the Music Pub-
lishers' Protective Ass'n, of which
Paine is chairman.
The plaintiffs allege that Paine is

withholding arbitrarily large sums
due them as part of an alleged con-

spiracy with other publishers to

damage the Sam Fox company. Al-

legation is made that payments ag-

gregating $500,000 are due the

plaintiffs and that the money is

being withheld.
The Nathan Burkan office is rep-

senting the Fox interests. Erpi de-

clined to comment on the action and

Paine was not available.

Warners Open New Coast House
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Warner Bros, last

night opened their new $2,000,000

local theater, the Western. The oc-

casion also was the fifth anniversary

of Vitaphone here.

Bill Cody Appearing in Okla.

Tulsa, Okla. — Bill Cody, Mono-
gram's western star, is making a

personal appearance for two weeks
at the Lyric in a one-act play in

conjunction with his latest release.

"Oklahoma Jim."

COMING & GOING

LOUIS B. MAYER arrives in New York
tomorrow from the Coast.

ANDY SMITH has returned to New York
after attendinp; a Warner theater zone man-
agers' conference at Buffalo. N. Y.
CHARLES QUIGLEY, New York juvenile

lead signed by RKO Pathe through Bertha

Karp and Paula Gould, is on his way to

Hollywood.
MIRIAM HOPKINS, who has been work-

ing at the Paramount coast studios, will

arrive in New York from Hollywood to-

morrow morning for a brief rest.

^ HARRY NOVAK of Cristobal, Can.il Zone.

../•paramount general manager for Central

America, Panama, Colombia and Venezuela,

nas arrived in New York on a business trip

t(. the home offices.

CHARLES GLETT has left on a two
weeks' trip to contact the Simple Simon
Comedies exchanges in New England and
the Middle West.
LOUELLA PARSONS and her husband,

Dr. Harry Martin, are in New York for a

vi^it.

JOE FISHER of Singapore leaves today

fcir the coast, preparatory to sailing for

Singapore.
REGINALD SHEFFIELD, who has been

uorking on the Warner lot at the Coast.

iv now in New York.
COL. JASON JOY and JAMES FISHER

of the producers' organization on the Coast

have arrived in New York.

m4LT
» • • THE WELL WISHES of the entire film industry
go forth unreservedly to Dr. A. H. Giannini as he pre-
pares to assume his new and responsible financial post as chair-
man of the executive committee of the Bank of America Na-
tional Trust and Savings Association in California he
thus becomes the outstanding figure in the Pacific Coast bank-
ing field controlling, as he will, the destinies of approxi-
mately 440 banks always a staunch friend of the film

business he has done more to build up solid financial

structures than any other banking personality and it is no
exaggeration to state that the "Doc" was the first to "sell" the
film biz to the money powers of the Street and to keep
it sold which is no mean service and while his

friendly and expert counsel will be missed here in the East
it is cheering to know that located near the center of

production he will continue to be an invaluable ally in

guiding the destinies of the motion picture
* * * *

• • • IF YOU want to get a comprehensive idea of the
far-flung network of the Paramount organizashe cover-
ing the entire world just wander into the Mailing De-
partment of the home ossif and ask Manager Danny
O'Neil to show you around pneumatic tubes shooting
letters up and down to all the floors acres of bins and
cubbyholes for mail assortment electrical machines for
stamping, sealing handling a mere trifle of about 10,000
pieces of incoming mail a day and the same amount
going out two wire operators sending and receiving
telegrams and cables on automatic machines we saw a
wire shot to Hollywood and received in four minutes!

which puts the studio just around the corner
as far as home ossif officials are concerned some depart-
ment, this working on railroad schedule Scien-
tific, Modern, Efficient

* * * *

• • • IN THAT recent story of Norman Krasna's we ran

about the christening of the Warner Mountain in Hollerword
we mentioned that "some Easterner" made the sugges-

tion we have since been apprised that the anonymous
gent was no less than A. P. Waxman it happened last

March, when A. P. was advertising chief for the company
while on the First Nash lot, he suggested to Jack

Warner that the peak be dubbed Mount Warner as it

was a natural scenic background for the lot so he went
into a huddle with George Thomas, in charge of coast pub-

licity and in no time George ironed out the legal red

tape to put it over
* * * *

• •> • JUST TO show ya what a live Publicity Mind can

do in an eight-day trip to the Ghost—er—Coast City

Mister Waxman got the idea of having the University of South-

ern Cali-for-nigh-aye give Jack Warner a degree for his con-

tribution to Science and Education through his development of

Vitaphone and he set George Thomas to work on this

one also and it went over in jig time but as

A. P. modestly admits thinking up stunts is one thing,

but putting 'em over is somethin' else again and he

thinks George should get the credit for two good jobs whose
authorship should not be veiled in anonymity and our

main reason for reciting all this is because of our Extreme
Amazement at finding a publicity chief who whole-

heartedly gives Due Credit to another mugg who helped him.
* * * *

• • • EDDIE CANTOR and George Jessel met yesterday

in the offices of Charles Freeman RKO booking head

where contracts were signed for their appearance at the Palace

week of Oct. 31 Gus Edwards, who gave the

comedians their start 20 years ago, was present Fol-

lowing the signing of the contract, Arnold Van Leer, press agent

for the Palace, was host to a score of newspapermen at a lunch-

eon at the M. P. Club Publicity and advertising for the

Leo Brecher enterprises is now being handled by Martha L.

Wilchinski, formerly of the Roxy and now an independent pub-

lic relations counsel

HUGHES DICKERING TO BUY

UNITED ARTISTS INTERESTS

(CoHtinucd from Page 1)

Mary Pickford and Douglas Fair-
banks.
Consummation of the deal will leave

Goldwyn as an independent producer,
possibly releasing through some or-

ganization other than United Ar-
tists. He is now completing "Ar-
rowsmith," the last of six features
he is scheduled to produce for
United Artists. He is one of the
eight owner-members of the distri-

bution company and one of the four
stockholders in Art Cinema.

Films Debunk Depression,
Declares Chas. R. Rogers

(Continued from Page 1)

show life in its normal aspects
minus the gloom of depression, says
Charles R. Rogers, RKO Pathe vice-

president in charge of production.

"Wholesome entertainment is the

world's greatest safety-value," de-

clares Rogers, "and by showing men
and women following normal pur-

suits, working, loving, striving, trav-

eling, playing, forging ahead to

conquer difficulties as they have from
the beginning of time, motion pic-

tures are doing much to debunk the

depression and to restore the pub-

lic's fear-biased perspective."

In addition to picturing life nor-

mally, Rogers points out, the film in-

dustry is aiding the return of bet-

ter times by providing entertain-

ment that takes the minds of mil-

lions off their real or fancied wor-

ries, by going ahead on normal pro-

duction schedule and thereby giving

work to thousands, and by putting

its own house in order and on a more
sound business basis.

RKO Signs Michigan Co-op

Detroit — Co-operative Theaters

Circuit has closed with Radio Pic-

tures for 1931-32 product in a deal

which involves 25 theaters. Nat
Levy, local Radio manager, closed

the deal.

Many Happy

Returns

« « « » » »

Beat wishes and con-
gratulations are ex-
tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

October 8
Norman Sheehan
Rouben Mamoulian
William N. Robson
Norman Walker
Leslie Peterson
Daniel O'Shea
Sadie Pearson
Ben Gould
Edythe Chapman
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COUNTRY! DOLLARS

FLY IN THE WAKE
OF RKO-RAPIO
HIT ATTRACTIONS
. . . AND PILE UP
NEW HIGHS IN THE

BAHLE FOR PROS-

PERITY GROSSES!...

RADIO SMASHES IN ACE BWAYSPOTS
Paramount Theatres, ISlew York and Brooklyriy book"Woman Between"
with Lily Damitaf Oct 231 ''Smart Woman'' starring Mary Astor, Robert

Ames, Ed. E. Horton, Noel Francis, opens Friday, Roxy, New York! "Gay
Diplomat " introduces sensational new star, Ivan Lebedeff, at Warner^s New
York same day, "Friends and Lovers" Lily Damita, AdolpheMenjouand
Eric Von Stroheim Oct 30, Roxy I Irene Dunne,^^Sabra*^ of Cimarron and Pat

O^Brien, whizzing star of ^^Front Page*^ open next week "Consolation
Marriage", Carthay Circle, Los Angeles/ Watch box-office results!

TUNE INI
^'RKO Theatre of the Air'' N. B. C. Coast to Coast
Network Every Friday Night, 10:30 P. M., N. Y. Time
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Moss Empires Circuit May Go Over to Pictures

ACADEMY TO HONORGRIT IN STRESSPERIOD

M-G-M and Warner Bros. Working Out Product Deals

Accord is Reached by Two
Companies Following

Philly Scrap
Philadelphia — With Warner

Bros, theaters and M-G-M generally

in accord, representatives of each
ii-zation met yesterday to work

out product deals. The session will

be continued today. S. Applegate
has bsen representing M-G-M and
Eddie Peskay and Eddie Alperson
are acting for Warner Bros.

lEE OCHSlii ENDS

MEEK UNION LOCKOUT

Lee A. Ochs circuit and Local 306,

Projectionists' Union, yesterday
reached an agreement which ends a
40-week lockout situation affecting

the 10 Ochs houses. Union opera-
tors will be used by the houses
under the deal, indicated exclusively
in The Film Daily of Oct. 2.

I Capital Films Adds
' Four Representatives

Capital Films has added four rep-
' resentatives to handle its foreign
1 film sales, it is announced by Dave
! Brill. Aaron Gottliebe will be west-
1 ern exploitation manager and Clarke
Brown will handle product in the
middle west, both working out of

Chicago. Charles W. Trampe has
the Wisconsin and Minnesota terri-

tory, while Alfred N. Sack of San
Antonio will cover the southwest.

j
Capital has a lineup of 26 German

! talking features for the season.

Columbia Football Shorts

Booked by Four Circuits

Columbia's series of "Football Thrills," the

first of which had its premiere the past week
at the Roxy, has been booKed by Loew's, for

its entire circuit; the Buttertleld circuit, for

10 cities in Michigan; Fox Wisconsin Circuit,

for 27 houses, and the entire Publix Minneap-
olis division.

Bargain Days
Waltham, Mass.— In this Publix situation an indie house is offering its cus-

tomers three features with cash prizes thrown in. The theater's advertising

also stresses the fact that its admission price is lower than that of its

competitors.

Canty Sees Increased Patronage

Offsetting Lower Sterling Value

Won't Pay Higher Rental
To Equalize Lower Pound
London — Gaumont-British will

not pay any more for American pic-

tures to make up for the deprecia-

tion of the pound, declared Mark
Ostrer, chairman of the corporation,

at a stockholders' meeting. He also

said the lower value of sterling will

have no effect on G-B, which made
a profit of $2,500,100 in the past

year, an increase of $900,000 over

the previous year.

London—Dropping of the gold
standard not only will affect films

less than anything else, but it will

mean more money for Britishers to

spend on movies because of more
employment created by the increased
export trade as a result of the pres-

ent rate of exchange, says George
R. Canty, U. S. Trade Commissioner,
on his arrival here from Paris. The
greater patronage at the box-office

should make up for the amount lost

in the exchange when the renters'

(^Continued on Page 4)

Plan British Film Circuit in Canada

Toronto—A Canadian circuit for

the showing of British pictures will

be launched here shortly, it is stated

in connection with announcement
that Mrs. Joshua Smith, on behalf

of a Canadian syndicate, has signed

a $2,500,000 contract with British
(Continued on Page 4)

Three for Arliss

George Arliss, just back from Eng-

land and due to leave for the coast in

about a week, will make three new

pictures for Warner Bros, this season.

One Is to be produced this fall and

the others after Christmas.

Film Policy Being Considered
For Moss Empires, Ltd., Circuit

Regular Dividends
Declared by B. & K.

Chicago—Balaban & Katz Corp.

has declared the regular quarterly

dividends of 75 cents on the com-
mon and $1.75 on the preferred
stocks, both payable Dec. 26 to stock

of record l)ec. 4.

London—Starting with the Domin-
ion, 2,800-seater in the West End,
the Moss Empires, Ltd., circuit is

understood to be planning a talker
policy in opposition to existing
cinemas. Will Evans, who recently
resigned the control of the P.C.T.
circuit, is expected to be associated
with the plan. Several films already
have been booked for the Dominion.

Recognition to Be Given
Progress Made in

Stress Period
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—As a formal gesture

to indicate that existing conditions
have not in any way affected the
aims of the film industry to pro-
duce steadily better pictures and to
improve the working and artistic
conditions within the industry, the
1930-31 Merit Awards Dinner to be

(Continued from Page 2)

GLENN CROSSIeCTED

HEAD OMICH. ALLIED

Mt. Clemens, Mich.—Glenn Cross
of Battle Creek is the new presi-
dent of the Allied Theaters of Mich-
igan. Others elected at the three-
day convention here are: P. C.
Schram, Kalamazoo, vice-president;
John Niebes, Detroit, secretary; Ed-
gar E. Kirchner, Detroit, treasurer.
All old incumbent directors were re-
elected, with three new members,
William Guensche and William Lon-
don of Detroit, and H. R. Lush of
Plymouth.
Abram F. Myers was the chief

(Continued from Page 2)

No Move Made to Prevent
Five Springfield Closings
Springfield, Mo.—Union operators

have had nothing to say, so the
town will have no shows open after
tomorrow, independents closing three
houses, Fox closing the Gillioz, and
Dubinsky closing the Paramount.

Memphis Union Head
Not Allowed to Quit

Memphis—Sam D. Campbell, who was under
fire during the recent operators' strike, will
continue as president of the M. P. Operators'
Union, his resignation having been refused.
Campbell, who is assistant attorney general,
submitted his withdrawal following settlement
of the strike.
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RKO's Indie Contracts Show Rise of 20 Per Cent
Twenty per cent more contracts with independent exhibitors have been written by

Radio Pictures since the start of the present selling season than were obtained last

year over the same period of time, according to Jerry Safron. The increased business

h3S been written despite the fact that Safron claims only ten per cent more "possi-
bilities" to which to sell than were available In 1930.

Orowitz Assisting Freeman
E. M. "Emo" Orowitz has been

named executive assistant to Charles

Freeman, head of the RKO vaude-

ville booking department.

iX New York Long Island City j'j

iX 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. «
:': BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 y
j: i%

Motion Picture Academy
Planning Special Honors

(Continued from Page 1)

held by the Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences on Nov. 10 will be made
the most brilliant assembly of the
series to date, says William C. de
Mille, president of the Academy.
"The past year has been one of

particular difficulty to every one,"

states de Mille. "Mental, physical
and financial burdens have been
heavy. The members of the motion
picture industry, therefore, feel that
the winners of the Merit Awards
during the year deserve special at-

tention. They have attained their

positions under the pressure of ex-
traordinary obstacles. We are plan-
ning that they shall be honored, not
only by the presence of their own
people, but also by that of nation-
ally famous personages in all walks
of life."

The Committee on Arrangements
is headed by Harry Rapf and in-

cludes Lawrence Grant, Reginald
Barker, Nathan Levison, Julien
Josephson, Albert Lewin, Arch
Reeve, Joseph Johnson, Mitchell
Lewis, Donald Crisp, Arthur Edeson^
Frank Woods, Clinton Wunder, Bar-
rett C. Kiesling and Howard Strick-
ling.

E. M. Loew Circuit Books U
Universal has sold its 1931-32 prod-

uct to the E. M. Loew circuit oper-
ating 19 houses in Massachusetts
and Rhode Island.

N. Edward Beck Shifted
Charlotte, N. C. — N. Edward

Beck, former manager of the Caro-
lina, has been transferred to Birm-
ingham, where he is to hold an ex-
ecutive position. C. J. Finley of
the Strand, Knoxville, replaces him
here.

Robbers Get $4,000

South Bend, Ind. — Two gunmen
held up three employes of the Col-
fax and obtained approximately $4,-

000 in week-end receipts.

llEastmain
in

ii T. E. Brulatour.
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Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica
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Glenn Cross Elected
Head of Mich. Allied
(.Continued from Page 1)

speaker at the meeting. Others in-

cluded Fred J. Herrington, Pete
Woodhull, Al Steffes, H. A. Cole,
Senator Ernest Conlon, Representa-
tive Robert Wardell, Herman Blum,
Thornton Kelly and Sidney Samuel-
son. The convention passed resolu-

tions protesting service charges nnd
certain trailer charges as exorbitant,

and also alleging that discrimina-
tion has been shown against smaller
houses and neighborhoods favoring
de luxe theaters and large accounts.

Philly Exhibs Affected

By 10 Bank Closings
Philadelphia—Closing of 10 local

banks is estimated to have affected

approximately 65 per cent of exhibi-

tors in this city. Suspension of

business by these institutions has

tied up exhibitor unit funds.

Joe Brandt Called West
Joe Brandt, president of Colum-

bia, leaves today on the Century for

Hollywood, where he has been called

by the illness of his brother, Al.

"Blonde Captive" Synchronized

Synchronization has been com-
pleted at the Powers Cinephone
studio on "The Blonde Captive" an
Imperial Distributing Co. release.
Lowell Thomas delivered the descrip-
tive talk, while an orchestra under
the direction of Carl Edouarde
played a musical background.

Frank Buck Returning
Frank Buck has completed film-

ing his adventures in the jungles of

India and the Far East which he
undertook for Van Beuren, and is

now en route to the United States.

Approximately 83,000 feet of nega-
tives was used, most of which has
already been received in New York
and awaiting the return of Buck and
Clyde E. Elliott, dii-ector, who will

handle the cutting and editing. The
pictures will be released under the
title "Bring 'Em Back Alive."

"Notre Dame" Premiere in So. Bend
South Bend, Ind.—World premiere

of Universal's "The Spirit of Notre
Dame" took place yesterday at the
Palace here. The house was sold out
at $1.50 top in one of the biggest
events of South Bend's social history.

This is the seat of Notre Dame Uni-
versity.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Ratei

Powers cinephone Equipment Corporation

723-7TH AVE.. N. Y. BRYANT 9-6067

Cartwright in Sarasota
Sarasota, Fla. — James L. Cart-

wright has been appointed manager
of the Edwards, coming from Tampa,
where he was manager of the Tam-
pa. He formerly was in New York.

NOW ACCF.PTTNG DATES

A Road
Show

Write
For
Dates

ROAD
TO

HELL
For oiaie ri.^iiis or Booking

S. Cummins. 723 7th Ave.. N.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Oct. 13-14: Meeting of Wisconsin Allied
unit, Wisconsin Hotel, Milwaukee.

Oct. 13-14: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Nebraska and Western Iowa, Omaha.

Oct. 19-20: Convention of Allied Theater
Owners of Texas. Dallas.

Oct. 31 : Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.

Oct. 31 : Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplan
Projection Society, Hotel Commodore,
New York.

Nov. 1-2 : Annual convention of Tri-State
M.P.T.O., Memphis.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

Musicians' Deadlock
Continues in 3 Cities

Major circuits and musicians'
unions are deadlocked in contract
negotiations in three principal cit-

ies, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and
New Orleans. All other important
city disputes have been adjusted.

Indications yesterday were that
the New Orleans situation, involv-

ing musicians, operators and stage
hands, was progressing toward a set-

tlement.

Grant Withers in Person

Grant Withers, Warner player,

plans to start out soon on a per-
sonal appearance tour. His act will

include Sam Kahn's Hollywood Col-
legiates band.

Gauvreau Talks in "Heroes All"
Emil Gauvreau, managing editor

of the "Daily Mirror," has delivered,
the descriptive talk for "Heroes All,"
an Imperial Distributing Co. re-
lease. The description was authored
by A. Young. The film concerns
the world war and contains actual
battle-front scenes and also scenes
of the Russian Revolution following
the war.

ACCCUNTANT
and Traveling Auditor
16 Years' Experience in Film Business, includ-

ing Home Olfice, Road and Foreign Terrilory.

OPEN FOR PROPOSITION
Address Box 702 Film Daily, New York

By virtue of an Order of the Court
of Chancery of New Jersey, dated Oc
tober 5th, 1931, the undersigned is di
rected to sell all the assets of the U. S,
Film Laboratories, Inc., at public auc
tion on Tuesday, October 13th, 1931, a:

nine-thirty a. m. sharp, sale to take
place on premises, 1990 Boulevard
East, Hudson Heights, New Jersey.
The assets consist of laboratory ma-

chinery and equipment, accounts re-
ceivables and approximately four hun-
dred reels of feature and comedy nega-
tives and 1929 Ford Truck.
The sale is subject to the confirma-

tion of the Court of Chancery of New
Jersey.

SAMUEL S. STERN, Receiver

U. S. Film Laboratories, Inc.

1 Exchange Place Jersey City, N.J.
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HOLLYWOOD FLASHES

^_£7 RALPH WILK^^^^

pEGGY SHANNON and Buddy
Rogers will head the cast of

Paramount's "Second Chances,"
from the play by Lewis Beach.
Frank Tuttle will direct.

F. Weston Adams, associate producer, with
Brown-Nagel Productions, of the Bill Cun-
ningham Sports Reviews, narrowly escaped
death when the wing of his plane collapsed

at an altitude of 5000 feet while he was per-

forming solo stunts as part of the program
of an air meet at the Framingham Airport
in Framingham, Mass. Adams saved his

life by a spectacular parachute leap to safety

as the plane went into a tailspin and crashed
in a pasture.

* * *

Harry Bannister has been loaned
by RKO Pathe to Paramount for
"Husband's Holiday."

* * *

J. L. Warner, Mayor Porter, Senator
Shortridge and Joseph Scott were among
the speakers at the opening of Warners' new
Western theater in Los Angeles on Wednes-
day night. William Powell acted as master
of ceremonies and "Alexander Hamilton"
was the opening feature.

* * *

Mack Sennett is to direct a foot-

ball short under the title of "The
Ail-American Drawback." Sennett
is at present making additional
shots for his fishing series off the
Santa Barbara Islands.

* * *

Lieutenant Commander Frank W. Wead,
whose book "Wings for Men," is a com-
plete history of aviation, is best known for

liis film stories, which include "The Flying
Fleet," "Hell Divers," "Dirigible" and oth-
ers. He was one of the most famous av-
iators in the navy before he took up lit-

erature. His stories have appeared in the
Saturday Evening Post. American Magazine
and other publications.

British Film Circuit

Is Planned in Canada
(Continued from Page 1)

distributors. Louis Morris of Lon-
don, owner of a circuit of 30 houses,
is working with the group and a
Canadian exchange will be estab-
lished. First house is to be built

here and at least six others will be
located in key cities.

Mary Garden for Films
Mary Garden, the opera star, who

has just returned from Europe, an-
nounces that she will soon take a
test for screen work as a dramatic
actress.

COMING & GOING

MAURICE A. CHASE of Empire Pro-
ductions has returned to Mexico City after
a business trip to New York City.
HOBART HENLEY, who has signed with

Universal to direct another feature, is due
to arrive in New York from the Coast next
week.
HELEN CHANDLER is in town from

the coast.

SIR OSWALD STOLE and LADY
.STOLE sailed last night on the Bremen for
England.
JOHN L. BAIRD, British television in

ventor, is due to arrive in New York on the
Aquitania next week.
JOE BRANDT leaves today for the coast
ALICE WHITE, accompanied by her

manager, SID BARTLETT, leaves today for
Buffalo to continue her personal appearance

• • • AT LAST it has happened Uncle Carl Laemmle
has met his celebrated English biographer, John Drinkwater
.... ever since Jawn wrote "The Life and Adventures of
Carl Laemmle" over a year ago, these two have been trying to
get together. ... so several days ago they met in Drink-
water's Lunnon home Jawn sez "Well, how didja
like my blurb about ya. Mister Laemmle?" and Uncle
Carl, through force of habit when talking to an author about
his latest work, replies.. "Oh, I don't think your hero is

so hot, but whadja want for the screen rights, anyway?". ...
* * * *

• • • TALKING OF Lunnon, reminds us of a squib in the
current issue of Today's Cinema by Publisher Sam Harris
commenting on the writeup we gave his editor. Miss L. H.
Clark, on her recent visit Sam quotes it, and is amazed
at "the powerful way" we American journalists have of put-

ting things referring to our build-up of Miss Clark as
"a lurid pen picture" because we characterized her as a
"smart femme" and "a Ziegfeld eye smash" shucks,
Sam, if a British writer ballyhooed an American trade paper
editor that way, the publisher would meet his editor at the
dock with a brass band and a Mayor's Reception Committee

and try to cash in by getting ye ed a job with Ziegfeld

on the side some day these Britishers are gonna quit

being Dignified and put Showmanship in their trade

papers and their pix and we Americans will start read-

ing their papers and booking their pix

• • • AND THE Depression has hit the beer consumption
in Great Britain, which has decreased 10 per cent. ... why,
can ya believe it? ... . the Britishers guzzled only 18,011,-

660 barrels of brew this last fiscal year practically Total
Abstinence. . ... .for them. ...

• • • NOW COMES Joe Fisher, the big distributor of pix
in the Orient who radically disagrees with the opinions
concerning the Dutch East Indies expressed here a few days
ago by Jack Hayes Joe asserts that in this foreign
field there are modern theaters the folk are hospitable

and the country healthful and as far as those
Eurasian wimmen are concerned, ya don't have to meet 'em if

you don't want to so it's differences of opinion that
make boss races and film men and help us fill

this kolyum next ?

• • • SPENT AN interesting hour with Neil McGuire
.... over at his studio with the National Screen bunch

Neil is what ya might term a Technical Artist. ...
he paints scenery, art effects and atmospheric stuff on bristol

boards. ... employs them as background for trick photog-
raphy, animated figures and Live Actors. .... and gets some
amazing effects on the screen. . . . his stuff replaces en-
tirely expensive sets. ... and with cunning camera work it

takes an expert studio man to tell the difference. . . .

• • • OUT IN the Grand Canyon, where Claude Flemming
is shooting some of his Romantic Journeys the Hopi
Indians made him one of their chiefs dubbing Claude as
Big Chief Thunder they bein' superstitious, as it hadn't
rained for a month and all their crops were drying up
and doggone if it didn't rain the very next day! now
Claude could have their shirts IF they had shirts

• • • WHAT A tuff spot Walter Huston was in out in
HoUerword. . . . when he took a rising young screen actress
to church the other Sunday .... and when the collection
was being taken, Walter had no dough.. .. and whispered
to the gal.. .. "I haven't a penny—I changed my pants"

. . and she searched her bag, blushed and sez. ... "How
awkward. I'm in the same fix!"

3I

S. M. P. E. SIDELIGHTS
^ By ARTHUR W. EDDY

Sivampscott, Mass.

^ILL WHITMORE, who squeezes
mountains of publicity out of

molehills of facts, is working non-
union hours in "telling all" about
the confab.

Frank Badgley of the Canadian
Gov. M. P. Bureau at Ottawa is
down on, the records as one of the
convention's most congenial persoTv-
alities.

In this convention hotel is where
Thelma Todd got her picture start.
At a gathering here she was se-
lected to enter the now-defunct
Paramount School of Acting several
years ago.

C. Francis Jenkins, television ex-
pert, is among the missing regulars
owing to illness.

H. N. Shaw of the Projecton Di-
vision, Panama Canal Zone M. P.
Dept., is one of the "farthest from
home" conventioneers.

Dr. Kenneth Hickman shines as
a pinch-hitter when it comes to sub-
bing in the chair.

Figure this out for yourself. A
gentleman by the name of Silent is
the co-author of a paper on noise-
less recording.

RCA Photophonc installed a
standard sound reproducing equip-
ment for the .'screening of several
pictures.

« « « » » »

Canty Sees Lower Pound
Offset by More Patrons

(Continued from Page 1)

share of returns is turned into dol-
lars. Canty believes. In the case
of the British companies, special
benefits will accrue since every dol-
lar will bring them in a larger
amount of sterling. Canty also pre-
dicted that the exchange value of
sterling would soon become stabilized
because England is fundamentally
sound.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations arc ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem
beta of the industry, who are celebrat

ing their birthdays:

October 9

Irving Cumniings
Joseph Schildkraut
Marjorie Beebe
Jeannette Loff
Dennis J. Shea
Charles Farrell
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DAILY NEWS

Hollywood Hails

]

Wow Comeback
Of Billie Hovel
By FLORABEL MUIR.

Hollywood, Cal.. Aug. 20.-

This is one of the soundest

picture making jobs turned out this

year, which is saying a great deal

in a season of unusually fine pic-

tures. From the point of view of

individual performances "Age for

Love" tops almost anything I've

"An exceptionally strong audience picture the

public is going to like a lot. . . Howard Hughes
has a picture here with plenty of audience ap-
peal, a lot of romantic heart interest, bound
to click at the box-office. 'The Age for Love*
looks like a sure-fire winner."

-HOLLYWOOD DAILY SCREEN WORLD
•

"'The Age for Love' splendid. . . Has just

about everything to recommend it: a thor-

oughly modern treatment of a very modern
problem, direction which never permits inter-

est to lag for a split second, a sensational

'new' star supported by as capable a cast as
could be found in all of Hollywood, and no
expense spared in mounting the production
adequately." -THE HOLLYWOOD HERALD

•
" 'The Age for Love' should be box-oftice in

all towns, large or small. It will cause plenty
of talk— the kind that sends "em into the

theatres. . . 'Age for Love' is a different pic-

ture on a topic that has been discussed in

every home, on the streets, and in most of-

fices. . . It will settle many problems for ex-
hibitors." -THE HOLLYWOOD REPORTER'

•
"It's a United Artists picture that exhibitors

should hop on and play up for all it is worth
that it is a Howard Hughes production star-

ring the most gorgeous beauty on the Ameri-
can screen." -HOLLYWOOD FILMOGRAPH

II

LOVE
from-EP^NfST PA-iCALS <>ema+,onal Hovel

5ILLI€ DOVE
CWhMS STAP^F^-ETT

LOIS LUILSONl
{D[lWI^0efP.fTT+IOKrON

MARY DUNCAN-

fRANKtlOYD'
PP.ODUCTI O N

Another Winner horn UNITED A R T I S T 3/ >\ga/n/ The Leader!
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THE INFINITE
VARIETY

They come in assorted sizes and shapes,

with various likes and dislikes. What's

a passion for one is a poison for another.

You can't please the infinite variety with

a type of entertainment based on a singu-

lar appeal. Load your box-office guns for

a broadside. Shoot at the masses. Back

your feature with comedies and novelties

that balance your program.

It takes all kinds of people to make a
world and several types of pictures to

please them.

You need EducationaVs program for the

big brother and the w^eak sister. Short

subjects for every show, and a w^hole

show in every one of them.

"THE GIRL RUSH"
VANITY COMEDY
An AL CHRISTIE Production

A bevy of co-ed beauties
on J a broadside of laughs.

ANDY CLYDE in

"TAXI TROUBLES"
Produced by

MACK
SENNETT

A Romeo driver
who Forgets his
fares For <he fair

ones. Thrills and
laughs with the

brakes olT.

'THE TRAP"
WILLIAM J. BURNS

Detective Mystery
Another thriller— and one of
the best from the actual records
of the world's greatest detective

"UP
POPS THE DUKE"
with George Chandler

A MERMAID Comedy
A laugh for every
whisker of the titled

lover.

.-
I

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES. Inc., E. W. MAMMONS, president

Member. Mohon Picture F^oduceVs and Dislributors of America. Inc., Will H. Hays, Presidenl
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Drop in Exchange Threatens Spanish Film Output

MAYERJESPONSIBLEJOR HOOVER^PLAN

Missouri-Illinois M. P. T. O. Plan Family Nights
Wehrenberg and Others

Re-Elected at An-
nual Meet

St. Louis—A resolution endorsing
the suggestion of the Better Films
Council that theaters designate one
night each week as family night for

the showing of subjects suitable for

the entire family, and calling upon
producers to make more pictures of

this type, was passed by the M. P.

T. 0. of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri
and Southern Illinois at its tenth

annual convention here. Approxi-
mately 175 theater owners, repre-

iContinued on Page 9)

ESCHMANN JOINS G.T.P.

AS SOUTHERN MANAGER

Eddie Eschmann, identified with
various major companies as sales

manager, has been appointed South-

ern division manager for General
Talking Pictures by Frank B. Rog-
ers, vice-president in charge of dis-

tribution.

Numerous Shifts Made
In Warner Circuit Staff

Homer Lord, formerly town man-
ager for Warner Bros, in Wilming-
ton, Del., has been appointed district

manager handling seven Warner
houses in Atlantic City and Pleas-

antville.

Warner Bros, has also effected the

following managerial changes: F. M.
(Continued on Page 9)

No More Wodehouses
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Policy of studios now is to keep their writers busy all day long, follow-

ing Wall Street reaction to the much-publicized P. C. Wodehouse report concerning his

Hollywood experience. "No loitering on the premises" is the order which has been

circulated in writers' rows.

16mm. Group Offers Producers

Profit-Sharing Proposition

No Paper Monday
Due to the legal holiday, Co-

lumbus Day, there will be no

issue of THE FILM DAILY on

Monday.

Establishing a new policy in re-

lations between producers of the-

atrical pictures and 16mm. distrib-

utors. International 16mm. Pictures
is offering producers a profit-shar-

ing proposition. Deals give produc-
ers 50 per cent of the gross and 40

(Continued on Page 9)

Output of Spanish Pictures
Threatened by Exchange Drop

Indications are that the money ex-

change situation may have the ef-

fect of curtailing plans for the pro-
duction of Spanish talkers for the
South American market, in the opin-
ion of foreign department executives
of major companies interviewed by
The Film Daily yesterday.
With the value of South Amer-

ican money substantially lower in

the United States, pictures must
bring in increasingly big grosses in

(Continued on Page 9)

Para. Contract Players
Contribute to Relief

PVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—At a meeting presided

over by M. C. Levee, treasurer, and
Conrad Nagel, president, all Para-
mount stars and feature players
under contract approved the plan of

the M. P. Relief Fund, Hollywood's
official welfare body, to donate one-

half of one per cent of their weekly
salaries to the fund,

Women's Council Asks

Less Stress on Sex

Rome—Presentation of woman with true pro-

portionate stress on the great urges which mo-
tivate her life, instead of showing her chiefly

in the role of sex protagonist, is demanded in

a resolution presented by Mrs. A. N. Diehl of

New York, in a report to the International

Council of Women in session here. Censorship

is ineffective, Mrs. Diehl said, and producers

should be urged to use more discrimination.

Qetting Into The Class
—the public is responding to finer pictures

^^^^ii^^^^a^ By DON CARLE GILLETTE =^;^==;
IF YOU'RE in doubt—whether there's a future—for class pictures—visit

' the Mayfair—and study the crowds—going to see—Ann Harding in

"Devotion"—the RKO Pathe pix****A year ago—pictures like this-

were giving satisfaction—only to hoi poloi-—but right now—they are pu

jng in—the stenogs and chauffeurs—with equal ease'**'**And if you

watch—you will see—these lowly folks—leaning forward eagerly—fol

(Continued on P»ge 2)

Billion-Dollar Bank Pool
Based on Idea of M-G-M

Production Head
The $1,000,000,000 bank pool plan

recommended by President Hoover,
and which caused the stock market
boom the past week, is understood to

be basically the idea proposed by
Louis B. Mayer, who arrived in New
York on Friday noon from the Coast.
The M-G-M production head, who
has been a close friend of Hoover
over a long period, went to Wash-
ington Friday night to confer with
the President today.

M-G-M's FOREIGN POLICY

TOBEMAPPEDBYNAYER

Mapping out of M-G-M foreign
policy will occupy attention of Louis
B. Mayer while in New York, the
production head having arrived in

town Friday noon from the Coast.
Asked concerning the reported

plan of a combination comprising
Nicholas M. Schenck, J. Robert Ru-
bin and himself to buy back Loew's
controlling stock, including M-G-M,
from Chase Securities, Mayer said:

(Continued on Page 9)

Chevalier in Person
At L. A. Paramount

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles— Maurice Chevalier

will make a personal appearance at

the Paramount the week of Oct. 22

at a reported salary of $15,000.

Clara Bow Returning

In Sam Rork Picture

(Vest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Clara Bow has been signed by

Sam E. Rork, who will star her in an independ-
ent production, "Get the Woman," from a story

by Nell Shipman. Rork, who has just returned
from the ranch in Nipton, Cal., where Miss Bow
is staying, says production will start early in

December.
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Mrs. Saxe Dies

Milwaukee — Mrs. Theresa Saxe,
54, wife of Thomas Saxe, former
theater circuit owner, died recently
following a brief illness. She is

survived by her husband, two daugh-
ters and a son.

.^^'^'•'%VV#i'
{} New York
. 1540 Broadway
g BRyant 9-4712

V >Wlr^iJ

Long Island City ;"•

154 Crescent St.
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Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
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6700 Santa Monica
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Qetting Into The Class
(.Continued from Page 1)

lowing the class acting—catching the class dialogue—and appreciating

it—-just like you and you.

•
SOME YEARS ago—S. L. Rothafel—'Roxy' to the populace—began

.feeding his customers—low-grade symphony music—then gradually
—raised the standard—until it went to 100—and the audiences—went along with it

***Radio and screen—also have helped—develop taste and demand— in the musical line

—

and today you'll tind—the Iowa ruralites—applauding Martinelli shorts—with nearly as

much gusto—as often exhibited—at the Metropolitan 0. H.*"**So if the class campaign
—succeeded in music—it has a chance— in the screen drama.

•
|T IS fitting and proper—for the M. P. Academy—to add some trimmings—in bestow-

ing honors—on this year's winners—of merit awards * * In a gloomy period

—

when the trend of industry—has been toward—cheapness and inferiority—so that the

merchandise—could be sold for less—in a false campaign—to meet public ideas—of

lower prices—it is significant to note—that screen entertainment—has defied the

trend—and actually bettered—its basic quality.

•
A LTHOUCH cheap merchandise—finds a steady sale—among the masses—it is a
'* curious fact—that those very same folk—almost unanimously pass up—inferior

entertainment.

•
klEWSPAPER stories—now say that—business and financial leaders—are reticent in

' ^ predicting—the turn of the tide"***The old wiseacres—regard this—as one of the

best signs—that the turn—is near.

•
A MERRY discussion—is still going on—throughout the land—on whether the public

—

'* —prefers flesh or shadows**** It's such a silly controversy—when anyone can see

—

that what the public wants—is entertainment.

•
V/AUDEVILLE audiences—or large slices of them—habitually walk out—on the closing

' act—and many vaude fans—time their arrival—to miss the opening turn*''"'"'But

it's a rare film fan—who does not sit—through a picture— till it comes around—to the

scene—where he came in.

•
PDDIE CANTOR—has made enough capital—of Goldman-Sachs gags—that he ought
'" to be pretty near repaid—for what Coldman-Sachs—did to his capital.

Columbia Releasing
10 Shorts in October

Columbia has 10 shorts on its re-

lease schedule for October. Among
them are the first of the Football
Thrills series, "Air Attack"; Mickey
Mouse in "Barnvard Broadcast,"
Eddie Buzzell in "Soldier of Misfor-
tune," Krazy Kat in "The Weenie
Roast," a Silly Symphony titled "In

a Clock Store," Scrappy and Yippi

in "Showing Off," Futter's "Curiosi-

ties No. 226," "Screen Snapshots No.
12," a John P. Medbury Travelaugh
called "Death "Valley," and the latest

Bryan Foy "Monkeyshines."

M. P. Service Lights Up Lido

Motion Picture Service Corp., of

which Charles Ross is president,

handled the lighting for the open-

ing of the Lido Club at Fifty-second

St. and Seventh Ave. on Friday
night. The company uses its own
generator truck and G. E. lamps.

Paramount Earnings

As previously estimated, consoli-

dated net profits of Paramount Pub-
lix for the six months ended June
27 amounted to $2,227,603.12, equal
to 70 cents a share, and for the six

months to June 27 the net was $5,-

743,255.34, or $1.82 a share. This
compares with $2.98 earned in the
first six months of 1930.

Parent-Teacher Ass'n
Backs Shows for Kids

Fort Worth, Tex.—The Parent-
Teacher Ass'n is sponsoring a series

of Saturday morning movies for

school children at the Liberty begin-
ning this week.

Scott Kolk in Dallas Stock
Scott Kolk, who recently appeared

with Tallulah Bankhead in "My
Sin," will play leads with the James
Hayden Players in Dallas this sea-

son.

A. W. Croft Acquires Two
Hartland, Wis.—A. W. Croft has

acquired the Victor here and the
Owl in Pewaukee, both formerly op-
erated by A. L. Geyer.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Oct. 13-14: Meeting of Wisconsin Allied
unit, Wisconsin Hotel, Milwaukee.

Oct. 13-14: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Nebraska and Western Iowa, Omaha.

Oct. 19-20: Convention of Allied Theater
Owners of Texas, Dallas.

Oct. 31: Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Aster.

Oct. 31 : Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplan
Projection Society, Hotel Commodore,
New York.

Nov. 1-2: Annual convention of Tri-State
M.P.T.O., Memphis.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

Ochs' Union Policy

Goes in Effect Monday
Contract between Lee A. Ochs

circuit and Local 306, Projection-
ists' Union, becomes effective Mon-
day. Under its terms four regular
operators and one relief man is as-

signed to each of the 10 Ochs houses
in New York.

Barutio Back at Rialto
Stephen L. Barutio, managing di-

rector of the Rialto a year and a
half ago, has been called in from
Detroit to again take over the man-
agerial reins of the house. He re-

places Martin Rosen, acting man-
ager, who becomes house manager.
Marvin Sandusky, former director of

personnel at the Rivoli, is now as-

sistant manager at the Rialto.

Address Warner Sales Force
Claude C. Ezell, S. Charles Ein-

feld and Andy Smith were among
the speakers at a general meeting
of all the Warner-First National
metropolitan sales forces held yes-

terday. Plans and policies for the
fall and winter were discussed.

Sada Cowan's Play Being Produced
Sada Cowan, who is doing a story

for Paramount, is having a play,

"Defiance," produced on the New
York stage.

Players Escape Drowning
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Overcome while doing

a swimming scene for a picture
being made in San Francesquito
Canyon, Virginia Brown Faire and
Rex Lease narrowly escaped drown-
ing.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of Experieace Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3840

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Michigan 8761
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions
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A rbitration—Its

Importance to Both Sides

TN a business where the prod-

uct dealt in has no set price

value and where that product

is sold before it is made—there

are no samples of film that

can show fully what the actual

product will be — contractual

misunderstandings are bound to

arise. To settle these differences

in the courts of law is a long

drawn out and expensive pro-

cedure. But such a course is all

that is available to the exhibitor

who has a right and just claim

against a distributor. Distribu-

tors, on the other hand, obtain

satisfaction on contractual vio-

lations by exhibitors through
the Copyright Bureau, which
fixes damages on bicycling, fic-

titious receipt reports on per-

centage bookings and irregular

holdover of pictures. Those are

the principal exhibitors' viola-

• tions. But distributors, too, do

not always live up to their

agreements. Where other than

through justice or Circuit

courts can the exhibitor obtain

satisfaction over a contractual

violation by the distributor? We
hold no brief for the exhibitor

who falsifies box-office reports;

he has no defense. Nor do we
hold any brief for the exchange
manager or salesman who mis-

represents the product he has to

sell and who overprices his prod-

uct in accordance with his over-

representation of it. In various

sections of the country exhibi-

tors are now asking for a re-

turn of arbitration, the principle

of which has always been right.

Arbitration gives exhibitor and
distributor an equal hearing.

There is no more tendency for

wrong decisions by an 'arbitra-

tion committee than there is in

the courts by a jury or judge

and arbitration is much more
expeditious and far less costly.

We believe that distributors,

too, would like to see the return

of arbitratoin.

—Ben Shlyen,

Associated Publications

COMING & GOING

LOUIS B. MAYER who arrived in New
York on Friday, left the same day for Wash-
ington to see President Hoover.

EDDIE McEVOY, publicity man for Van
Bcuren Corp., is back from his honeymoon
at Lake George.

J. P. McEVOY, writer, sailed Friday on

the Paris for Europe.

• • • OVER AT the AMPA luncheon the other day they
had the Dame Who Launched a Thousand Quips and the Mugg
Who Sunk a Thousand Ships meaning Sophie Tucker
and Graf Felix von Luckner Sophie sang her songs with
a lymie accent following her Lunnon visit but her song
topics were broader than her aitches even George Har-
vey and Paul Benjamin blushed and those hardboiledaigs
haven't changed color since Harlem went sepia and that's
a helluva long time but Sophie's classic was the one
about meeting Mahatma Gandhi, the Indian prophet, in Lunnon

she sang one hot number to him and he threw
away his suit consisting of a bedsheet Sophie made some
side remark to prexy Ed Finney about her pajamas
and Ed got all flustered and started biting his nails
we must make a note to get the Dirt from him later
there must be something in this business of being the head of
Am pa and selecting the honored guests, after all

• • • BUT THE German Talking Picture was the main
attraction Count von Luckner went over with great
sound effects a one-man cast, director, supervisor and
everythin' wotta guy! he sunk our ships and
scared everybody silly during the War and now he
comes over to lecture about it at $3 a head and the nation
books him solid for two years we need his Showman
Brains in the film biz the Count could win the next
war all by himself if they let him wander through the
enemy lines and tell a few of his inimitable stories

if he ever hits Washington and talks to Congress
they'll cancel all the German war debt amid cheers just
a mugg with a marvelous Magnetic Personality

• • • AT LUNCHEON the other day, Georgie Jessel starts
felicitating his pal Eddie Cantor "Why, Eddie," he chirps,
"when I was in Philly I saw mobs of pipple in line before eight
theaters tearing and biting each other to get into see your
latest pix and Gus Edwards yawps "Just a
slight error in your story, Georgie—them theayters were Closed
Banks."

• • • WE SEE by the trade papers which we read occa-
sionally that the Empey Academy has completed its

nominations for the finest achievements in pix for the past yar
awards to go to the Best Direction Best Story
Best Adaptation in fact, the Best everythin'
EXCEPT awards to certain ginks without whose work

all the work of the others wouldn't amount to much on a big
pix we refer to such gents as Mister Hendee at Radio

take f'rinstance his research in preparation for "Cimar-
ron" for months before they started shootin' he assem-
bled mountains of data on the historical background of the pro-
duction resulting in such authentic material going into

the pix that the scenario skeleton became a live, pulsing, vibrant
document and every big producing company has its

Mister Hendees tireless, patient Research Experts
working without a spotlight who seldom get a Break

but without their labors some Big Moneymakers would
have been just Programmers

• • • BOTANICAL NOTE in the ossif of Arthur
Eddy there is a li'l green plant he has been nursing but
it just withered away and drooped day after day till

Art went to Swampscott over the week-end and darned
if the li'l plant didn't perk up immejitely now the hor-

ticulturist is back and the shrub is swoonin' again

EXPLOITETTES
A. Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

t)
Racing Board for

"Sporting Blood"

^ NOVEL exploitation stunt

for "Sporting Blood" was
pulled by H. F. Rose, manager
of the Fox, Oneonta, N. Y. He
placed a large racing board at a
central spot where there was an
unused three-sheet board. A
young man was stationed by the
board to change the so-called

betting odds, which were listed

as follows: "'Sporting Blood'

now up at the Fox Oneonta the-

ater 2:15—7:00 and 9:00. Every
Event. Thrills 60 to 1; Action
50 to 1; Romance 40 to 1; Ex-
citement 20 to 1; Heart interest

50 to 1; Entertainment 100
to 1."

—Fox, Oneonta, N. Y.

Playing Up
the Co-Eds

W/^HEN "Confessions of a Co-

ed" played the Des Moines,

Des Moines, Iowa, Manager Hal
Sheridan sent letters to 200 co-

eds residing in Des Moines. The
letters were numbered and the

recipients informed that attrac-

tive prizes awaited them at the

theater if the number on tljeir

letter correspond with one of

those posted in the lobby. The
prizes were leather-bound diaries

promoted from a local merchant.

—Des Moines, Des Moines, la.

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wiihei and con-

gratulations ar« exn

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

October 10-11
Harry Richman
Harry Dressier
A. Hussey
Marc Bowman

Lowell Sherman
Maurice Pivar
James MacWilliams
Nellie A. Spencer
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HOLLYWOOD ACTIVITIES
^W ^ .. Latest Production News Received By Wire From The West Coast .. .^k ..

SAN GOLDWYN FINISHING

LAST HALF OF SCHEDULE

Samuel Goldwyn's second group
of pictures for the 1931-32 season
is in the final stages of production,
"The Greeks Had A Word For It,"

picturization of the Zoe Akins
stage comedy in which Ina Claire,

Madge Evans, Joan Blondell ai;d

Lowell Sherman appear, is com-
pleted and Miss Claire has gone to

New York. The finishing touches
are being shot on the Ronald Col-

man picture, "Arrowsmith," Sidney
Howard's adaptation of Sinclair

Lewis's Pulitzer and Nobel Prize
winning novel, in which Helen
Hayes, Richard Bennett and A. E.
Anson play with Colman, while
Gloria Swanson expects to complete
work on "Tonight or Never," based
on the Belasco stage success, some-
time next week. Wardrobes for
both "Tonight or Never" and "The
Greeks Had A Word For It," were
designed by Mile. Gabrielle Chanel,
distinguished Paris fashion authority
and style arbiter for Goldwyn's
pictures.

Goldwyn's future plans are unde-
cided. He may do one, two or even
three more pictures this season.
"The Kid From Spain," with Eddie
Cantor, will probably be for next
season.

Buster Keaton's Next

"Her Cardboard Lover" will be
the next Buster Keaton starring
vehicle for M-G-M. Edward Sedg-
wick is directing. "Her Cardboard
Lover" was a continental stage
farce that enjoyed a season of suc-

cess on Broadway with Jeanne
Eagles in the leading role. It has
been long the property of the M-
G-M studios, and at one time served
as a silent motion picture vehicle
for Marion Davies.

Congratulates:

THE MASQUERS
whose comedies for RKO Pathe

release are among the
most richly amusing

bits of the season.

No. 39 of 1931
^^Good Deeds**

Series

Max Steiner's Busy Year
The judges who give annual prizes for distinction in screen work might

well consider Max Steiner, musical director at the Radio Pictures studio. He
completed a symphony for use in "Are These Our Children?" wrote several

original boleros for "Marcheta" and between inspirations translated a German
play for consideration by William LeBaron. During the current year he has

written 16 songs, two complete symphonies, several religious numbers for

"Other People's Business" starring Seth Parker, and the scoring for 24 pictures.

4 Featured Leading Men
Signed for Dagover Film
First National is spreading itself

on the selection of a cast for Lil

Dagover, the recently imported Ger-
man actress, who is to make her
bow as a screen star in an adapta-
tion of the sensational story, "I

Spy." Michael Curtiz, the director
planning for the picture, already has
signed four featured leading men
for Miss Dagover's support, Warren
William, Walter Huston, John Wray
and Robert Warwick.

"The Big Shot" Done
Eddie Quillan has completed his

third picture of the season on the
RKO Pathe lot and "The Big Shot"
has been selected as the release title.

George Drumgold and Hal Conklin
devised this comedy drama of an
auto camp. Ralph Murphy directed
from the screen play by Joseph
Fields and Earl Baldwin. Support-
ing Quillan are Maureen O'SuUivan,
Mary Nolan, Belle Bennett, Ralph
Ince, Arthur Stone, Louis John Bar-
tels, Otis Harlan, William Eugene,
Edward McWade, Harvey Clark,
Frank Darien and others.

Pathe Completes "Suicide Fleet"

"Suicide Fleet," naval special with
Bill Boyd, Robert Armstrong, James
Gleason and Ginger Rogers, has been
completed by RKO Pathe. Al Rogell
directed.

Jed Buell Recovering
Jed Buell, Mack Sennett's dynamic

publicity man, is convalescing from
pneumonia.

Rufus Le Maire in New Post
Rufus Le Maire is now officiating

in his newly assigned higher post
as executive casting director and ad-
visor to Darryl Zanuck, chief pro-
duction executive at the Warner
studios.

Fox Completes "Surrender"
"Surrender," featuring Warner

Baxter and Leila Hyams, has been
completed by Fox. William K.
Howard directed.

Preparing Sixth Vagabond
The sixth of the new series of

"Vagabond Adventure Pictures," en-
titled "Children of the Sun," is in

preparation, with Elmer Clifton su-
pervising. "Twenty-six subjects were
presented last year, while five have
been completed so far this year.
Gayne Whitman is the narrator.

Sally Filers, James Dunn
Paired in "Dance Team"
Fox has teamed Sally Eilers and

James Dunn in still another pic-

ture, titled "Dance Team." It will

be directed by Sidney Lanfield. Ed-
ward Crandall, Ralph Morgan and
Claire Maynard have supporting
roles, while Edwin Burke is doing
the adaptation and dialogue from
the novel by Sarah Addington. As
a result of this assignment, Miss
Eilers will have to forego the femi-
nine lead in "Widow's Might."

Three Male Leads in Fox Picture
Victor McLaglen has been assign-

ed to a leading role in "Circum-
stances," thereby bringing the total

of leading men in the cast of this

Fox picture up to three. Ralph Bel-
lamy and Alexander Kirkland are
the other two. Linda Watkins will

have the feminine lead.

M-G-M Buys Novel

M-G-M has acquired motion pic-

ture rights to a pirate story, "China
Seas," a novel by Crosbie Garstin.

Tim McCoy Vehicles Titled
"Shot Gun Pass" and "The One

Way Trail" are the permanent titles

for the first and second of Colum-
bia's Tim McCoy outdoor specials.

The last named had the tentative
title of "Gamblers' Guns."

U'S FIRST THALIAN COMEDY

CONTAINSMANY BIG NAMES

Universal's first Thalian comedy
has been completed. Its title is

"Running Hollywood," directed by
Bryan Foy, and in the cast are such
prominent names as Buddy Rogers,
Arthur Lake, John Wayne, Sessue
Hawakaya, Louise Fazenda, Charlie
Murray, George Sidney, Noah Beery,
Vivien Oakland, Leo Carrillo, Gert-

rude Astor, Ralph Ince, Little Billy,

Mary Carr, Claude Gillingwater,

Sally Blane, Bennie Ruben and Vir-

ginia Sale.

"Over the Hill" Completed
Henry King has completed the

shooting of "Over the Hill" for Fox.
In the cast are Sally Eilers, James
Dunn, Mae Marsh, Edward Cran-
dall, Claire Maynard, Eula Guy,
Olin Howland and others.

"Chic" Sale Film Begins Nov. 1

Starting date for "Chic" Sale's

next Warner Bros.' picture, an
adaptation of Edna Ferber's "Old
Man Minnick," has been set as Nov.
1. The director will be Archie
Mayo, who is now handling "Under
Eighteen," with Marian Marsh,
Regis Toomey, Warren William and
others.

Joe E. Brown Starts Nov. 9
Production of "Fireman Save

My Child" will begin Nov. 9 at
First National. Lloyd Bacon is to
direct this film, which will star Joe
E. Brown. It has been authored by
Robert Lord, Ray Enright and Ar-
thur Caesar. Brown has just fin-

ished his vaudeville tour and will

visit his mother in Toledo for a few
days before departing for Holly-
wood.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"

Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths* and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-

venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.

S3. 50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Look/or the "Dooritay ofHospitality

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
QEORGE O'BRIEN, Fox star, has

stai'ted production of his next
Zane Grey story, "The Rainbow
Trail." * * *

Mary Kornman is one of the busiest
Ingenues in town these days. She has just

completed a role in the first of a new Hal
Roach series of comedies, co-starring Charles
Rogers and Charles Hall, with Roach per-

sonally directing. Mary but recently com-
pleted a featured part in Radio's "Are These
Our Children, " which was previewed at Long
Beach this week and proved a sensation.

* * *

Maurice Murphy, juvenile, who di-

vides his time between the stage and
screen has been signed for an im-
portant role in "Her Night Out,"
with May Robson, opening this

week at the Hollywood Playhouse.

Charlotte Wynters, well known Broadway
actress, whose most recent New York stage
appearance was in the leading role of "A
Regular Guy" opposite Glenn Hunter, has a

role in Paramount's "His Woman" in sup-

port of Claudette Colbert and Gary Cooper.

W. C. Fields, Leon Errol, Ford
Sterling, Chester Conklin, Harry
Stubbs and Maude Eburne are
among the important supporting
players in the forthcoming Marilyn
Miller picture, "Her Majesty, Love."
Ben Lyon has the leading juvenile

role in this Warner production which
William Dieterle will direct. The
lyrics are by Al Dubin.

The large cast being assembled to support
Lionel Barrymore, Nancy Carroll and Phillips

Holmes in the Ernst Lubitsch production of

"The Man I Killed" at Paramount, has been
increased by two more character actors. Tor-

ben Meyer and Harry Schultz.
* * *

Mervyn LeRoy, who has completed
the direction of "Tonight or Never,"
starring Gloria Swanson, will direct

William Powell for Warner Bros.

The story is expected to be "High
Pressure," by S. F. Peters.

The first authentic Rathskeller for the film

colony has been opened by Jack Robbins and

Jimmy Mannix, Detroit and Los Angeles
cafe men, in association with Dave Kay, for-

mer newspaperman and Hollywood diamond
broker. The decorative scheme, patterned

after a famous Rathskeller in Bremen, Ger-

many, is being carried out by James Calhoun,

Hollywood artist, who recently returned from

a tour of Europe.
* * *

Such is fame. One writer, com-
menting on the preview of Bert
Lahr's initial picture, "Flying High,"
used Lahr's name seven times, al-

ways spelling it "Lehr."

TO-DAY'S
p^^^tiUft^

EVENT L ji^jy
AS SEEN BY C'S?/^ ^^^
THE PRESS Wi?

"Clark Cable dislikes dark clothes and

would never wear anything but gray if

It weren't for the demands of fashion."

—M-C-M

Our Passing Show: Al Christie, George B.
Seitz, Earle Foxe, Paul Snell, Oliver Garver
at tho U. S. C.-Oregon State game; Eli

Dunn playing tennis at the Y.M.C.A. ; Willy
Wyler, Charles Logue and Sig Schlager chat-

ting at Universal.

Cyrus Wood, playwright and sce-

narist, has written "The Cyclone
Lady," in collaboration with Regi-
nald Owen. The play will serve as a
vehicle for Mitzi Hajos. Wood was
formerly with Radio Pictures.

Fred Kohler has today joined the cast re-

hearsing Radio Pictures' "The Dove" under
the direction of Herbert Brenon.

Dorothy Sebastian has been cast for
the heroine role in Columbia's "Un-
wanted," in production under the
direction of Louis King.

"Mother-in-law's Day," one of the "Mr.
Average Man" series of RKO Pathe com-
edies, is in production, with Edgar Kennedy
as its star. Featured cast includes Florence
Lake, Isabelle Withers, Dot Farley, Billy

Eugene, Luis Alberni and Billie Bletcher.

Harry Sweet is directing from hs own orig-

inal story.
* * *

Eric Linden will have the juvenile

lead in "The Lost Squadron," the
Dick Grace story of the Hollywood
stunt aviators to be filmed by Radio
Pictures.

Helen Chandler and Frances Dade essay

the role of "Miss Information" in the two
new Voice of Hollywood subjects. John Boles

is the television master of ceremonies who
tunts in on Malibu Beach where many of the

Ho.Iywood stars are introduced. Roscoe Ates

is the stuttering announcer of the second

subject, and introduces Lola Lane, Robert

Montgomery, Anita Page, John Miljan and

Jean Hersholt.
* * *

May Boley, comedienne, has been

signed for "A Woman Commands,"
the first Pola Negri vehicle for RKO
Pathe.

* * *

George Davis, noted clown, and more lately

a successful character actor with a knowledge

of seven languages, has been added to the

cast of the untitled Louis Weitzenkorn story

being rehearsed at the Radio Pictures studios.

* * *

Emile de Recat is all smiles these

days. He recently received word
that the French version of "Trader
Horn" is playing to capacity busi-

ness at the Madeline theater, Paris.

He wrote the adaptation for the

French version.
4s 4< 4>

Del Lord, Mack Sennett director, caught

an octopus during a fishing trip. Del de-

clares an octopus is certainly different from

a bathing beauty—it never appears in any-

thing less than eight-piece bathing suit

+ * *

In the old days, contracts for

writers were thrown around freely.

Now it seems it's the writers who
are thrown around freely.

Of the first 64 short subjects listed by
the Motion Picture Producers and Distrib-

utors of America, 13 were directed or pro-

duced by Elmer Clifton. Among those
mentioned were "Vagabond" series, travel

pictures; "Ghost Towns," the first of the
Ghost of Other Days" series; "The Nav-

ajo Witch" and "Comrades of the Desert,"
two of the "Wild Life Pictures."

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
B\ HARRY N. BLAIR

JOHN McCONAUGHTY, formerly
J associate producer at the Cos-
mopolitan studio and more recently
with Paramount as staff writer, has
completed his first book. The title

is "From Cain to Capone," and it

comprises a history of racketeering
in all forms. On sale Oct. 16.

Vitaphone Vitarni7is: Russ Brown,
late of "Flying High," signed for
two shorts . . . Thelma White heads
revue at Hollywood restaurant open-
ing Oct. 18 . . . also starring in
"The Girl Friends" series with Fan-
ny Watson . . . busy girl . . . Jay
Rescher, demon cameraman, enjoy-
ing location work during spell of
warm weather.

Nick Basil and Tony Martin, pre-
viously featured in the "Nick and
Tony" series under the direction of
Mark Sandrich, have completed the
first of their two-reel humorous
travelogues for Picture Classics, Inc.

This new series will be known as
"Sightseeing with Nick and Tony"
and the first is set in New York.

Max Hoffman, Jr., musical com-
edy favorite, heads a cast of 50
people used by Warner Vitaphone
for "Relativity and Relatives," star-

ring Dr. Rockwell. Others include
Maurice Cass, veteran character ac-

tor, and Helene Barclay, who posed
for the Fisher Body ads painted by
her husband, MacLelland Barclay.

Paramount's New York studios
has a miniature League of Nations
represented in the four "hello" girts

employed there to take calls. Emma
Gertani is Italian; Helen Kazmhrek,
Polish; Ann Arneth, German, and
Henrietta Slomka of Czech extrac-

tion.

Robert L. Ripley, in his fourteenth
"Believe It or Not" short, just com-
pleted at the Vitaphone studio, pre-

sents a man who can tear a deck of

cards into eighths, the smallest book
in the world and also reveals the
identity of the Japanese Methuselah
who lived to be 308 years old.

No feature activity at the Para-
mount New York studio this week
and only one short, Ethel Merman
in "The Garden of Eatin'," which
Aubrey Scotto is directing. Next
week Rudy Vallee makes another
short with a collegiate background,
with Casey Robinson slated to di-

rect. "Woman Against Woman."
next Paramount feature, in which
Tallulah Bankhead will star, is set

to start Oct. 19.

Harriet Lee, chosen as Radio
Queen of 1931-32, is featured in a

cartoon comedy titled "You're Driv-
ing Me Crazy," soon to be released
by Paramount. Olive Shea, pre-

vious Radio Queen, has also appear-
ed in Paramount shorts and features.

During the past ten days. Vita-
shorts released are "Snakes Alive,"
first of the Booth Tarkington juve-
nile series; "Havaym Cocktail," one
of the "Melody Master's" series;
Robert L. Ripley's ISth "Believe It
or Not" short; "Thrills of Yester-
day," showing old time stars; first

of the "Broadway Brevities" series;
Ted Husing's "Sportslants" ; "Lucky
Thirteen," first of the Watson-White
series and "The Eyes Have It," star-
ring Edgar Bergen and his dummy,
Charlie, one of the "Pepper Pot" se-

ries.

Numerous players engaged in

eastern production, including Claud-
ette Colbert, Irving Pichel, Tallulah
Bankhead and Betty Lawford were
present at a farewell party given by
Radie Harris, who leaves for Holly-
wood in a few days to conduct a
radio column featuring star person-
alities. Visiting west coast stars also
present were Estelle Taylor, Fay
Wray, Kent Douglas and Ginger
Rogers.

Jack Cherry plays the role of a
butler in Vitaphone's "Shake a
Leg," under the direction of Alf
Goulding. This in itself would not
be particularly interesting except
for the fact that twenty-two years
have elapsed since Cherry last work-
ed under Goulding's direction. Back
in 1901, wheyi Cherry was only ten
years old and Goulding was 17, they
toured the world together with a
show troupe.

Sidney Easton, colored actor, who
has a prominent comedy role in

"His Woman," has been cast for
"Garden of Eatin'," Paramount
short featuring Ethel Merman.

Dr. Rockwell, who recently com-
pleted a Vitaphone short, is one of
I he busiest gents in town. In be-

tiveen takes, he dictated articles to

his secretary which are syndicated
to 40 daily nwspapers. In addition
to his vaudeville, musical revue,
radio and talkie engagements, he al-

so writes for magazines. And while
he is resting he looks after his hotel
in Booth Bay Harbor, Maine,

T ONNIE D'ORSA, associated with
Edmund Goulding on many of

the latter's productions, and who
has been visiting such places as
London, Paris and Budapest, writes
from the Continent that he expects
to return shortly and resume work
in Hollywood.

Pittsburgh 100% Sound
Pittsburgh—With the wiring of the

Idle Hour, 170-seater owned by Mrs. I.

Golden and her son, Ed Golden, this city

is now 100 per cent wired. Photophone
was installed at the Idle Hour.
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Theater Equipment
By M. P. BOOTH

FIRE PREVENTION DEVICE

PLACED ON THE MARKET

Philadelphia—A new fire preven-
tion device known as the "Chief"
safety control has been placed on
the market by the Film Fire Preven-
tion Co., Inc., of this city.

The controls consist of an as-

sembly of seven distinct parts. Parts
1 and 2 are an upper and lower fire

valve, which automatically close if

film catches fire, breaks or tension

is lost. These fire valves are

mechanically operated and protect at

all times regardless of whether or

not the projector is in operation, it

is declared.

Part 3 is the lower head. Parts

4 and 5 are the upper and lower

loop switches. Part 6 is a centrifu-

gal switch which operates when the

speed of the projector drops too far

below normal. Operation causes

motor to stop and dowser to drop

automatically. Part 7 is an auto-

matic control box which carries

power to motor, switches, etc., caus-

ing a complete shutdown if trouble

develops.

Operating time from moment of

faulty operation to complete opera-

tion of the "Chief" safety controls

is one-sixteenth of a second, the

company claims.

Greater N. Y. Export House Moving

Greater New York Export House,

mill agents, jobbers, furnishers and
decorators, will soon move its quar-

ters to 244 West 49th St., New
York, from 820 Eighth Ave. Show-
room and offices will be located on
the street floor and work rooms
and stock rooms will occupy the en-

tire fourth floor of the building.

Named RCA Distributor

Pittsburgh—A. E. Kline, RCA
Photophone manager here, announces
that the portable sound equipment
manufactured by his organization,

will be distributed in this territory

by Ludwig Hommel of this city.

Awarded Equipment Contract

Kansas City — Stebbins Theater
Equipment Co. of this city has been
awarded the contract for equipping

the projection booth in the audi-

torium of the Kansas City Power &.

Light skyscraper, nearing comple-

tion.

Equipment to be installed by
Stebbins includes two Kaplan rear

shutter projectors, one Roth 30-60

ampere motor generator, two Brenk-

ert low intensity reflector arc lamps,

pne Chicago cinema inclosed auto-

matic film re-wind, two Weaver auto-

matic dowsers, two cinephor lenses

and one Da-Tone beaded sound

screen.

Washington—The sum of $100,000
has been set aside by the Govern-
ment for the construction of five

fireproof theaters for the army at
a cost of $20,000 each. The theaters
will be located at Ft. Niagara, Fort
H. G. Wright and Madison Barracks,
in New York; Fort Hancock, N. J.,

and Fort Crook, Neb.

Oklahoma City — Erection of a
new 2,500-seat theater here is being
planned by Publix. Work is ex-
pected to be started within the next
twelve months and will be done by
Stern Bros., Inc., of this city.

Corpus Christi, Tex.—A theater to

be operated by the Rio Theater Co.
is to be erected here by Jack Pick-
ens, Jr., of San Antonio.

Minneapolis — Ground has been
broken for the construction of a
theater for the May Theater Co.

The house, which will be of Spanish
design with a seating capacity of

650, is being erected at an estimated
cost of $40,000.

Operadio Sound System
Names 8 Distributors

St. Charles, 111.—Progressive Reel
Tone Corp. of Grand Rapids, Mich.,

Carey & Alexander of Lebanon,
Ind., Herber Brothers & Wolfe of

Dallas, Captiol Theater Supply Co.

of Boston, Weber Machine Corp. of

Rochester, N. Y., Sono Equipment
Co. of Dayton, 0., Vocophone Talk-
ing Equipment, Inc., of St. Marys,
0., and the Ohio Amusement Co. of

Lima, have been named distributors

in their respective territories for the

Operadio sound-on-film amplifier and
the complete line of Operadio sound
equipment, put out by the Operadio
Manufacturing Co. of this city.

Issues New Bulletin

Mansfield, O.—Bulletin No. 512

giving details of the recently devel-

oped Ideal synchronizing alternators

and their control, has been issued

by the Ideal Electric & Manufactur-

ing Co. of this city.

Photo-tone Distributor

Kansas City—The Cole Theater

Supply Co. of this city has taken

on the distribution of Photo-tone

sound machines for the Missouri

and Kansas territory.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 MM. SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

NEW X-CELL SOUND UNIT

PUT OUT BY R. Z. GLASS

Dallas—R. Z. Glass, owner of

Public Address Service Co., distribu-

tors of X-Cell A.C. sound equipment,
has announced the marketing of the
"Paseo" junior and senior portable
sound-on-film equipments manufac-
tured in his own plant on Jackson
Street here.
The projector and heads are said

to be mounted in a steamer trunk-
like case and speaker and amplifier
are housed in smaller carrying cases.

Reduction in prices on his X-Cell
sound-on-film for theaters where disc

is now installed, and reduction in

complete X-Cell installations, have
also been announced by Glass.

New Animatophone Features
Davenport, la.—The Animatophone

16 mm. talking projector has been
made more attractive, compact and
efficient through the acquisition of

a "blimp" type case which encloses

the projector while it is in opera-
tion, a vertical tone-arm which op-

erates on the pendulum principle,

and several other improvements to

make for better sound projection,

the manufacturer announces.
The Animatophone is the product

of the Victor Animatograph Corp.

of this city, and wholesale distribu-

tion in the U. S. will be made
through the 31 branches of the non-

theatrical division of the National
Theater Supply Co.

Installs Aluminum Screen
Boston—A new all-metal screen

has been installed in the Metropoli-

tan here. This screen is the product

of the Whiting & Davis Co. of

Plainville, nationally-known makers
if ladies' mesh bags. The screen is

made up the same way that these

mesh bags are fabricated, with mil-

lions of little aluminum squares

inked together so that the whole

fabric is flexible.

This is claimed to be one of the

first absolutely fireproof sound

screens to be put on the market.

AROUiVD
THE

CORXER
from every American

theatre

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY
Brtinelies in all Principal Cities

Pittsburgh — The Model, recently
leased to Warner Bros, by N. Rosen,
has been closed for remodeling.

Hickory, N. C—R. W. Sherrell,
former owner of the Lincoln, Marion,
Va., has leased the City Hall theater
here and plans general improve-
ments and the installation of new
equipment.

Sheffield, Ala. — Opening of the
Ritz here, and the Strand in Tus-
cumbia, closed for two years, will

follow redecoration and the installa-

tion of new equipment, according to

an announcement made by Manager
Louis Rosenbaum, of Muscle Shoals
Theaters, Inc., this city.

Berkeley, Cal.—The Lorin, owned
and operated by Kaliski-Harband
Theater Co., is to be remodeled at

an estimated cost of $20,000.

J. O. Ford Moves Offices

Dallas—J. 0. Ford, factory repre-

sentative of Blizzard cooling sys-

tems and Bestone sound equipment,
is now located on the Film Row at

2009 Jackson St.

In the new location Ford is dis-

playing new models of both cooling

and sound devices.

USEESAll-PLAVSAlLI

niversaL

35MM PORTABLE
PkOJECTORrFULLA.C
AMPLIFICATION-SPEAKER-ETG
9fb.xl2ftJ>icture at60~ 70/C throw

These Outstanding Features—Low Cost

—Easy Operation—No installing—Sound

on Film— Full A. C. Amplification—No
Batteries—Dynamic Speaker—Tubes, etc.

IN 2 CASES—TOTAL WEIGHT 82 POUNDS
LIST PRICE F.OB.. PHILA. $995.00

Universal Sound System, Inc.

Factory & Cen. Office New York Office

13 & Cherry Sts. 1560 Broadway
Phila.. Pa. Cable "USTEM"
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

PRODUCTION IN SPAIN

IS AT A STANDSTILL

Madrid—Film production in Spain
is dead, for the time being at least.

Not a single picture is being made
this year, despite the fact that most
of Spain's 350 picture houses have
been wired for sound. Spain im-
portea during the year ending this

August a total of 500 motion pic-

tures, of which 300 were talkers.

Eighty per cent of the talkers and
70 per cent of the silents were of

American make. The remaining 20

per cent of talkers and 30 per cent

of silents were English, German and
French productions.

Wired Houses in Europe
Reach Total of 10,400

Increase in wired theaters in vari-

ous European countries over the

past year is shown in the following

chart compiled by the M. P. Division

of the Department of Commerce:
Oct. 1930 Oct. 1931

United Kingdom 2,600 4,100

Germany . . 940 2,000

France . 350 850
Sweden 90 550
Italy 120 450
Czechoslovakia . . . 75 300
Spain 145 290
Austria 55 295
Denmark 45 200
Netherlands 95 180
Hungary 70 175
Switzerland 65 140
Rumania . 50 135
Belgium 30 125
Yugoslavia 35 110
Poland . . 60 105
Finland 15 70
Greece 20 70
Norway 30 60
Turkey 10 40
Bulgaria 10 35
Portugal . 15 30
Other Europe 25 90

Total 4,950 10,400

B.I.P. Making Two Thrillers
London—British International Pic-

tures has two thrillers in production.
They are: "Tin Gods," with Frank
Cellier making his talkie debut un-
der the direction of F. W. Kraemer,
and "The Window Cleaner," written
and directed by Anthony Asquith.

Falconi's New Pittaluga Film
Rome—Cines-Pittaluga has signed

Falconi, one of Italy's prominent ac-

tors, for another feature production
to be entitled "A Good Boy," written
by Dino Falconi and Oreste Biancoli.

Mario Camerini will direct.

15 Swedish Talkers

Stockholm—Fifteen Swedish-talk-

ing feature pictures, produced by

five companies, will be ready for

fall showing. Nine of these will be
produced by the Aktiebolaget Svensk

Fiimindustrie.

'Viennese Nights'' Record
Sydney—Warner's "Viennese Nights" has broken the record for length of

run in the Antipodes. That record was previously held by 'The Ten Command-
ments." "Viennese Nights" is now in its fifteenth week at the Prince Edward

Theater here and is expected to run for at least five more weeks.

B.T.-H. Plans to Enter
16 Millimeter Field

London—B.T.-H., one of the lead-

ing electrical firms of the world,
which has installed 600 talkie sets
in the British Isles, is preparing to

make 16 mm. talking pictures. The
company will not produce itself, but
will concentrate at present on re-

producing existing pictures on the
narrow film. It has designed and
is using a machine for reducing 35
mm. films to 16 mm. It weighs
about 60 pounds and will be sold

well under $1,000, the price to vary
with the demand.

Increased Film Costs
Seen by British Trade

London — Abandonment by the
government of the gold standard
presents a new problem to British

exhibitors, already harassed by the
increase in the amusement tax. It

is expected to place a new burden
on the entire industry. The reduced
value of the pound in foreign trade

will make it imperative that Ameri-
can producers get a somewhat larger

income in pounds for their product,

and while producer-distributors will

do everything in their power to

share the burden they cannot carry

it alone, but will have to pass it on

to the exhibitor in increased rentals.

Assoc. Radio Studio Personnel

London —- Complete personnel of

the new Ealing studios of Associated

Radio Pictures is as follows:

Managing director, Basil Dean;
general manager and casting direc-

tor, Roger Ould; studio manager,
John Harlow; film editor-in-chief.

Otto Ludwig; chief sound engineer,

Marcus Cooper; art director, N. G.

Arnold; head of scenario department,

John Carstairs; manager of public-

ity, Frederick F. Isaac; chief en-

gineer, S. Double; assistant engineer,

G. S. Parsons.

New London Booking Combine?
London — Rumors are persistent

that an exhibitors' booking combine

in London, following the suggestion

of Major Gale at the Summer Con-

ference, is being planned and that

rapid developments may be expected.

"Something may happen within the

next two or three weeks," Major
Gale admitted. Another booking

combination in which 50 or 60 lead-

ing London exhibitors were said to

be interested, has not yet material-

ized.

American Film Interests
After Broadhead Circuit
Manchester, Eng.—It is reliably

reported that American film inter-
ests are seeking to buy the 14 the-
aters in the Broadhead Circuit in

Manchester and nearby towns. A
tempting offer is said to have been
made. A large British insurance
corporation has become interested,
with Harry Buxton, in keeping the
theaters under English management,
and an offer in excess of the $1,-

250,000 already made, is expected to

materialize. Negotiations are await-
ing the probate of the will of the
late Alderman W. H. Broadhead.

Bokra Women Rebel
Against Picture Ban

Bombay—Bokra women are in re-

bellion against the order of the
Bokra head priest prohibiting the
women from attending motion pic-

ture shows on the ground that it is

un-Islamic. A band of Bokras
picketed a Bombay theater to en-
force the order. Vehicles which
brought Bokra women to the theater
were held up by the pickets. The
women who defied the pickets, and
entered the theater with the permis-
sion of the management, were made
to show their faces and will be re-

ported to the head priest. The
pickets were all women who wore
the usual borkha.

Catholic Talkie Van
Liverpool—A Roman Catholic or-

ganization, the Metropolitan Cathe-
dral of Liverpool Building Fund, has
instituted a traveling cinema. A
one-ton Morris van, in which an
Associated Portable Sound Equip-
ment has been installed, will visit

the parish halls, schools and con-

vents throughout the country, show-
ing films dealing with the Cathedral,

which is to be the largest in the

world.

U. S. Films in British Malaya
Singapore—Ninety per cent of the

film footage imported by British

Malaya is supplied by the United
States. For the first half of 1931

the imports were 2,629,685 feet of

which the U. S. supplied 2,386,365

feet.

Pittaluga's First for New Season
Rome—"The Solitary of the Moun-

tains," Cines-Pittaluga's first pro-

duction for the new season, will soon

be released to Italian exhibitors.

BRITISH SEATING CAPACITY

UP 234,645jN 4 YEARS

London—A survey of the new the-
aters built in Great Britain in the
four years since talking pictures
were first successfully presented
shows that the increase in the num-
ber of seats is 234,645. The figures
were arrived at by T. P. Drew, West-
ern Electric's sales manager in
Great Britain, who states that of
this number of new seats Western
Electric wired 183,159, the remain-
ing 51,486 seats having been wired
by other systems.

Invention Records Sound
On Undeveloped Film

Paris—A young Frenchman, Rene
Nublat, claims to have invented ap-
paratus which permits the instan-
taneous recording of sound on film
without the film's first having to be
developed. He asserts that its adop-
tion will result in a great saving of
money to producers. He will soon
give a demonstration of his inven-
tion to the film trade in Paris. His
invention, he says, records mechani-
cally, aided by electrical apparatus.

Klangfilm-Gaum't Equip 117 Houses
Berlin—A Tobis bulletin announces

that 117 Klangfilm and Gaumont
sound equipments wei-e installed
during September, 49 in Germany
and 68 abroad, eight of the latter
being in France. This brings the
total number of equipments of ther^e
two makes over the 1,000 mark.

Studio Television Broadcast
London — A portable television

transmitter has been installed in the
B.B.C. studios and for the first time
artists broadcast direct from the
studio by television. Previous tele-

vision broadcasts have been from the
Baird studios in Long Acre.

Talker Apparatus at $1,300
London—A. E. Morrison & Sons,

Ltd., of Leicester, announce a new
model talking picture set to sell at
$1,300, or $10 per week. Installa-

tions began on Oct. 1.

New Talker for Calcutta
Calcutta—The Old Picture House

will open soon as the Plaza, com-
pletely remodeled and equipped for
talking pictures with RCA Photo-
phone apparatus, under Madan's
management.

W. E. Unit in Japan

London — Western Electric has

shipped its first talking picture unit

to japan. It is a complete portable

set, with spare parts to last a year.
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€ NEWS OF THE DAY c
* EAST *

Baltimore—Rivoli has announced
change of opening date from Satur-
day to Friday, making the fifth first-

line theater to decide on that day.

East Greenwich, R. I.—The Green-
wich has closed for complete reno-
vation.

Devon, Conn.—Margaret Kish has
again taken over management of the
Devon, closed recently, and has re-

opened the house.

Providence—Harold H. Maloney
of Cleveland is now managing the

Loew's State.

Pittsburgh — Peter Antanapolis
and William Finkel of this city and
C. E. Herman of Carnegie are new
members of the board of directors

of the M.P.T.O. of W. Pa., and W.
Va.

Lowell — The Merrimack Square,
which has been dark since last

spring, will be reopened under the
personal management of Charles H.
Williams, present manager of the
Rialto. Williams will close the Ri-
alto until further notice and the
entire staif of that house will be
taken to the new theater with him.

Boston — The American Theater
Co. of Cliftondale, Mass.. has; been
granted a charter by the secretary
of the commonwealth, with a capi-

tal of $100,000. The incorporators
are Veronica M. Lyons, Ruth Holds-
worth and Robert L. Weiner, all of

Lynn, Mass.

Pittsburgh—"Bob" Lynch, former
First National salesman here, is

back on the job representing War-
ner-First National in the northern
territory.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
H. & W. Enterprises, theatrical ; M. R.

Weinberger, 1440 Broadway, New York.
$20,000.

Eleven Irving' Place, theatrical ; J. I.

Goodstein, 21 East 40th St., New York. 200
shares common.

Broadway Amusement Corp., theatrical;

A. O. Siegel, 1440 Broadway, New York.
100 shares common.
Benenson Theater, theatrical business ; W.

L. Standard. 270 Broadway, New York.
$10,000.

Talking Picture Tours; F. Ullman, Buffalo,

N. Y. $1,500.
Dindy Theater, Lindenhurst, N. Y,, mo-

tion pictures; J. Kaminer, 1440 Broadway,
New York. $10,000.

DELAWARE CHARTER
National Amusement Distributing Corp.,

Wilmington, Del., general amusement; Corp.
Trust Co., Dover. Del. $50,000 and 500
shares common.

ILLINOIS CHARTERS
Central Illinois Theaters Co., Elks Theater

Bldg., TaylorsviUe. Capital, $15,000. To
establish, maintain, erect, equip, own, rent,

lease, operate, manage and control a theater

or theaters. W. C. Argust, Clif=ford S.

Stokes, John W. Coale, Tony Podeschi.
Halsted Van Beuren Theater Co., 320 S.

Halsted St. Capital, $20,000. Own and
operate theaters etc. Julius B. and Nathan
W. Robenstein, Bess Klass.

DISSOLUTION
Novelty Talking Picture Corporation, New

York.

DESIGNATION
May Radio and Television Corporation,

Delaware, 120,000 shares, no par. The Sec-
retary of State is named as representative.

Marblehead—A survey of a new
theater site has been made by men
in the employ of Joseph Skolinck of

Swampscott who is associated with
Dr. Meyers of Boston on the project.

It is said the theater when erected
will be leased to an operator of a
circuit of houses in New England.

• WEST *
San Francisco—Harry Carney has

joined the Co-operative exchange.

Denver — Margaret Roche is re-

opening the Folly.

Los Angeles—George Fletcher has
disposed of the Riverside to Fred
E. Rainsberger.

Spokane, Wash.—H. D. McBride
has been named director of pub-
licity for Spokane Theaters, Inc.,

operated by Roy Grombacher. Mc-
Bride has been identified with the
motion picture industry in Holly-
wood for the past 15 years.

San Francisco—The Parkview is

now being managed by John Phil-
lips, formerly of the Lyric, San
Jose.

San Francisco—Jack Tripp has
been appointed manager of the
Tulare, under the direction of T. &
D., Jr.

Seattle — Carl Scott has been
transferred to the local M-G-M ex-
change from its San Francisco
branch.

Los Angeles— A. H. Pugh has
been appointed manager of the
opera chair division of the B. F.
Shearer Co., with local headquar-
ters, and will work with C. Frank
Harris in this territory.

Long Beach, Calif.—Harry Ross,
formerly of the Strand in Los An-
geles, is the new manager of the
local Strand, succeeding Frank
Johnson who has joined one of the
bigger circuits in Los Angeles.

* CENTRAL *
Proctor, Minn.—J. B. Clinton is

now operating the Orpheum here.

Spring Valley, Wis. -— The Com-
munity has been sold to D. E, Muh-
lolum.

LeRoy, Mmn. — The Crystal has
been reopened under the manage-
ment of C. I. Roy.

Preston, Minn.—A. M. Uhr, who
bought the Strand recently, has re-

opened it.

Finley, N. D. — The Auditorium
has been taken over by Charles La-
Zarre and renamed the Star.

Alcester, S. D.—The Barrymore
has a new proprietor in the person
of H. W. Lend.

Lakefield, Minn.—The Lyxic has
changed hands, Livingston and
^eitch having bought it.

Toledo, O.—Howard Feigley and
Nat Charnas have renamed the
Cameo, which they recently ac-
quired. It's now called the Granada,
and is offering dramatic stock.

Redwood Falls, Minn.—Mike Buck-
ley is opening his New Redwood.

Cromwell, Minn. — Fred Larson
has purchased the Opera House and
reopened it.

Geddes, S. D.—West Central The-
aters Co., has taken over the Tem-
ple here.

Cleveland—Willie Kent, producer
in town this week sold his western
series of six pictures to Fred Schram
for Ohio distribution. He's now
dickering for release of his dramas.

Cleveland —• Joseph Crosley has
been appointed local Tiffany booker.
He succeeds Frank Belles, who has
joined Standard Film Service as
salesman.

Armour, S. D.—The Lorain has
been sold to W. B. Bastian.

Redwood Falls, Minn.—The New
Redwood has opened under the man-
agement of Don Buckley. The house
seats 800 and was built at a cost of
$50,000.

* SOUTH *
Charlestown, W. Va.—Benjamin

T. Pitts, Fredericksburg, Va., has
started work here on a two-story
brick theater. The house will be
55 by 135 and when completed will
have a seating capacity of 1,000.
Estimated cost is $65,000.

Minneapolis—Dick Latchow is oc-
cupying the position of RKO Pathe
exchange manager during the illness
of M. E. Montgomery, permanent
manager. Latchow is of the sales
staff. Montgomery is reported to
be making good progress on the
road to recovery.

Birmingham — The Temple has
changed opening day from Saturday
to Monday.
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PLAN FAMILY NIGHTS

(Continued from Page 1)

senting 375 houses, attended the

meet and voted in favor of the move.
The Better Films Council has
pledged its support toward making
the plan profitable for the exhibi-

tors.

Fred Wehrenberg was re-elected

president of the organization, and
others re-elected were: S. E. Pirtle

of Jerseyville, I. W. Rodgers of

Cairo and J. C. Hewitt of Robinson,
vice-presidents; A. M. Bears of

Chester, also elected vice-president;
Louis C. Hehl, secretary-treasurer;
G. M. Luttrell of Jacksonville, ser-

geant-at-arms; Charles P. Skouras,
J. C. Hewitt, Louis J. Menges, Louis
K. Ansell, Charles Goldman, Harry
Greenman, A. S. Rittenberg, H. E.
Miller, Oscar C. Lehr, L W. Rodgers,
Victor Thien, Leto Hill and Wehren-
berg were named as board of direc-

tors.

Numerous Shifts Made
In Warner Circuit Staff

(.Continued from Page 1)

Kendall from Mayfield to Owensboro
to take over the Empress, Paul
Wykoff manager of the Princess and
Dixie at Mayfield; W. H. LeValley
at the Embassy, New Britain; J. V.
Shea at Broadway, Norwich.
Following changes have been ef-

fected in the Philadelphia territory:
Al Reh, formerly with Allegheny,
now at Colney; Jack Mulhall, for-
merly at Colney, to the Arcadia,
Wilmington; W. B. Huffman, for-

merly at Arcadia, to Aldine; Wil-
mington; Al Blumberg, formerly at
Aldine, to the Stanley; Morris
Gable, formerly at Stanley, to the
Palace; M. Heller, formerly with
Palace, to the Allegheny; B. Paul
Costello, formerly at State, Chester,
now town manager in Wilmington;
Jack Frere, now town manager in

Chester and Norwood.

Lassack Gets Milwaukee House
Milwaukee — Bernhard Lassack

has taken over the Gem, formerly
operated by Frank Trottman.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

M.P.T.O. conducting membership
drive.

« 4< «

First National in letter to fran-
chise holders says it won't counte-
nance M.P.T.O. investigation.

* * *

Report in on "Black Beauty" case.
Examiner finds no violation but
Federal Trade Commission must de-
cide.

O PRESENTATIONS O
By JACK HARROWER

Roxy
A nice diversity of stage bits at

the Roxy this week, starting with
"Marche Militaire," employing the
ballet, Roxyettes, with choreography
by Florence Rogge. A smart num-
ber with a fine musical arrangement.
Then "Three Violins," an artistic

presentation with Patricia Bowman,
Elias Breeskin, Cyril Towbin and
Nicholas Olmazu. The Roxyettes
appear in a new specialty routine,
"Broken Rhythm," which got a big
hand. The main event is "The
Birthday of the Infanta," a Spanish
spectacle gorgeously staged. The
scene is the Spanish throne room,
with the ballet and Roxyettes in two
beautiful dance movements with eye-
arresting costumes. Specialty acts
are introduced, the best being a
group of six acrobats who perform
some lightning combinations. There
is an opening interlude with Anto-
nio and Catalina Cansino in a very
beautiful atmospheric dancing num-
ber.

Capitol
The personal appearance of Wil-

liam Haines is causing a box-office

rush at the Capitol this week.
Haines is introduced by a trailer in

which Charlotte Greenwood, Buster
Keaton, Robert Montgomery and
Wallace Beery visit Haines in Holly-
wood. For a cheery goodby they
tell him of the terrors of a personal
appearance. The trailer is a scream
and is followed by Haines doing a
monologue with a very fat girl in

the audience acting as stooge. Mil-
ton Berle heads the revue, "Great

Paramount
Launching its new policy of big

names to meet the stronger competi-
tion on the Main Stem since B. S.

Moss' Broadway started its bargain
value offerings, the New York Para-
mount this week presents a stage
show headed by Georgie Jessel and
Sophie Tucker. The presentation^ an
elaborate affair in about a dozen
scenes, was produced by Boris Pet-

roff and is titled "Some of These
Days." It was pretty close to even
honors for Jessel and Miss Tucker
at the opening show, with both sock-

ing the audience for big hands and
substantiating the drawing power of

name talent. The revue also in-

cludes a number of other versatile

artists, among the featured per-

formers being Jules and Josie Wal-
ton, Jimmy Hadreas, Ted Shapiro
and Danny Dane Ballet. Special

songs were provided by Ruby Cowan
and some sketches by Jack Yellen,

while Vincente Minelli did the set-

tings and costumes. As an added
item of interest, Mrs. Jesse Craw-
ford has returned to the Paramount
to appear again in twin organ con-

certs with her husband.

Guns." Berle is an ace master of

ceremonies. Maureen Rio, a mighty
pretty girl, gives a snappy acro-

batic dance, Mills Kirk and Martin
cause much laughter with their nut-
ty antics, the Four Monitors render
some tuneful quartette numbers and
the show is rounded out by the 12

Navy Steppers, the Chester Hale
Naveyettes and the Capitolians.

M-G-M's Foreign Policy
To Be Mapped By Mayer

(Continued from Page 1)

"It's a matter for only Mr. Schenck
to discuss."

It was reported Friday that the
first offer of the group to pay $60
per share for Loew stock had been
rejected by the Chase interests
which are asking $72.

Universal Buys Stories
Universal has completed negotia-

tions for the talker rights to two
English properties, the H. G. Wells
novel, "The Invisible Man," and "If

A Body," Edward Knoblock play,

which will be directed by Russell
Mack under the title of "Apartment
Hotel."

Explosion at Carlton
Explosion of a bomb at the Carl-

ton in Jamaica on Thursday night
resulted in injuries to five persons.

The house has been having labor

troubles.

Two Weeks in Wilkes-Barre
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — "Road to

Hell," roadshow booked by Public

Welfare Pictures of New York, has
finished a two-week run at the Pub-
lix Alhambra here.

Warners' Artists' Bureau
Adds Vaudeville Bookings
The Artists' Bureau, in connection

with Warner Theaters, is arranging
to take over all the vaudeville book-
ings in the circuit houses that are
presenting special acts as preludes
to feature pictures. For some time
the bureau has booked the tours of
stars and supplied the acts for the
Warner houses in Chicago, Pitts-
burgh, Washington, Milwaukee, Jer-
sey City and Philadelphia. It has
now added to its list the Warner
houses in Johnstown, Pa.; Parkers-
burg, W. Va.; Erie, Pa.; Wheeling,
W. Va.; Jamestown, N. Y., and New
Kensington, Pa. From two to five
acts will be booked for these cities

on a split week basis.

Madison Strand Reopens
Madison, Wis.—The Strand, for-

mer Fox house, has reopened under
RKO. The theater is managed by
Tom Powell, with John Ferger, for-
merly auditor of the circuit's Capitol
and Orpheum here, as assistant
manager. Joseph Hogan succeeds
Ferger as auditor of the two houses.
Wensel Spellum is chief of service
at the theater.

DROP IN EXCHANGE VALUE

THREATENS SPANISH EILN

(Continued from Page 1)

order to clear production and other
costs. Limitations of the Latin
American market, however, obstruct
any important increase in rental
money to take care of the deficit due
to the exchange situation, it was de-
clared.

16mm. Group Offers
Profit-Sharing Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

per cent over the net profit, Ac-
cording to the usual arrangement
pictures are sold outright to 16mm.
distributors.

Equipment dealers interested in
International will own 40 per cent
of the exchange system, which is

planned to comprise 150 branches,
and International will hold 60 per
cent. President Rudolph Mayer said
Friday.

According to an announcement
made last night by Mayer the first
three International exchanges will
be officially in operation before the
end of next week. They will be
located in New York, Boston and
Philadelphia. Mayer also claims
extensive plans for the establish-
ment of 150 non-theatrical film ex- I

changes for national distribution. I

F. & M. To Continue
Booking Fox Houses l

Fanchon & Marco will continue I
booking their acts into three Fox I

houses which are going to Skouras I

Bros, under the deal just completed.
They are the Academy, Audubon
and Crotona.

Shea Adds McKees Rocks House
McKees Rocks, Pa.—The Orpheum

theater has been acquired by Shea
Amusement Co. The house has been
under lease to the Handel Amuse-
ment Co. for several years. Harry
Handel, former operator, has had
the theater closed for the past
month.

Madison
Overlooking Ocean ol lllinoit Avenu«

ATLANTIC CITY. N.J.
A New Fireproof Hotel

Rates (with meals) as low as

$30 Weekly Per Person

SPECIAL DAILY RATES
European Plan Rates Upon Request

FETTER e^HOLLINGER /nc.
C.upen9 C FeHer. Mnp. Di,
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"THE ROAD TO RENO"
with Lilyan Tashman, Charles

"Bitddy" Rogers, Peggy Shannon,
Irving Pichel

Par-amount 73 mins.

HIGHLY AMUSING AND
POINTED SATIRE ON DIVORCE
QUESTION. CLEVER COMEDY
PERFORMANCE BY LILYAN
TASHMAN.

Lilyan Tashman, in a fine high
comedy portrayal, carries off honors
in this keen satire on quick marriage
and easy divorce. The scene is chief-

ly Reno with its simple separation
mill, free living and open gambling.
Miss Tashman plays the much-mar-
ried wife of a kindly eastern mil-

lionaire, portrayed by Pichel whom
she wants to divorce for no special

reason. The incident is somewhat of

a tragedy for her two grown-up
children, one of whom, Peggy Shan-
non, accompanies her to Reno and
incidentally meets and falls in love
with a young engineer, "Buddy"
Rogers. In the Reno crowd is a
libertine who, while awaiting his

own divorce, makes a play for the
newly arrived mother and daughter,
and the hectic proceedings are given
a sobering finish by the arrival of

the son who shoots the libertine, just

as he is about to march to the altar.
Cast: Lilyan Tashman, Charles "Buddy"

Rogers, Peggy Shannon, William Boyd, Irv-

ing Pichel, Wynne Gibson, Skeets Gal-

lagher, Tom Douglas, Judith Wood, Leni

Stengel, Emil Chautard.
Director, Richard Wallace ; Author, Vir-

ginia Kellog ; Adaptor, Josiephine Lovett

;

Dialoguers, Josephine Lovett, Brian Mar-
low ; Editor, not credited ; Cameraman, Karl
Strauss.

Direction, fine. Photography, fine.

"GRIEF STREET"

with Barbara Kent, John Holland

Chesterfield 70 mins.

NOVEL MURDER MYSTERY
WITH BACKSTAGE SETTING
AND USUAL PROBE ROUTINE.

A fairly well handled production

that moves through an intriguing

maze of mysterious happenings to

the ultimate disclosure of the mur-
derer and the method of perpetrat-

ing the crime, which was done in a

novel way. It is almost impossible

to guess the denouement, but when
it comes it is perfectly plausible and
logical. Although being set in a
backstage atmosphere among mem-
bers of the cast of a Broadway play,

there is nothing exactly stagey about
its development or acting. Barbara
Kent and John Holland turn in
worthy performances, stamping
themselves as a team with possibil-

ities. The rest of the cast is well
picked, and credit goes to director
Richard Thorpe for handling intri-

cate twists in plot so that any child
can follow the developments easily.

Cast: Barbara Kent, John Holland, Dor-
othy Christy, Crauford Kent, Lillian Rich.
Lloyd Whitlock, Creighton Hale, James Bur-
tis, Larry Steers, Lafe McKee, Ray Largay,
Arthur Brennan.

Director, Richard Thorpe ; Author, Arthur
Hoerl ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same ; Edi-

tor, Richard Thorpe ; Cameraman, M. A.
Anderson ; Recording Engineer, not credited.

Direction, good. Photography, okay.

Tom Tyler in

"THE MAN FROM DEATH
VALLEY"

Monogram 64 mins.
FAST ACTION WESTERN

WITH MYSTERY ANGLE GIVES
TOM TYLER GOOD VEHICLE TO
INTEREST THE THRILL FANS.
This one gets away to a fast start,

and keeps the suspense going with
lots of action, gun-play, and clever
tricks on the part of the hero, Tom
Tyler. The element of mystery is

carried along to the close, making it

appear that Tom and his pal are
bank bandits. Opens with the west-
ern star overhearing a conversation
between the sheriff and a Mexican
outlaw to rob the bank of a desert
town. Tom and his pal beat the
conspirators to the robbery, and
Tom pulls it himself, and gets away
with the money. Trailed by the
sheriff he has double crossed, he
buries the gold, and is captured. He
nakes a clever escape, and with the
help of the girl, finally succeeds in

pinning the crime on the sheriff and
the bandit, who kill each other in

\ duel for the stolen money. Then
it develops that Tom is a United
States marshal who has been trail-

ing the outlaw gang for some time.

It's fast, with lots of surprise stuff,

and should please generally.

Cast: Tom Tyler, John Oscar, Gina Car-
rado, Stanley Blystone, Betty Mack, Si

Jenks.
Director, Lloyd Nosier ; Authors, Llovd

Nosier, G. A. Durlam ; Adaptor, G. A. Dur-
lani ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, not credited ;

Cameraman. Archie Stout ; Recording En-
gineers, Balsley & Phillips.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.

"SKYLINE"
with Thomas Meighan, Maureen

O'Sullivan, Hardie Albright,
Myma Loy

Fox 68 mins.
GOOD HUMAN INTEREST

DRAMA SET AGAINST INTER-
ESTING SKYSCRAPER BACK-
GROUND.

This fills the bill fairly well as
popular entertainment. It has a
nicely sustained human interest
story, about an East River barge boy
who, fascinated by the New York
skyscrapers, breaks away from his
drunken stepfather following the
death of his mother and goes forth
to realize his architectural dreams.
He is befriended in turn by a fore-
man with a nice daughter and then
by a famous architect, who makes
a protege of him, and it later de-
velops that the man is the boy's
own father. The lad had sworn to

kill his dad if he ever met him, be-

lieving him responsible for his

mother's sad end, but when he learns
that the father was not at fault
everything is cleared up. Tom
Meighan gives a likeable portrayal
of the architect. Hardie Albright is

good as the boy and Maurine O'Sul-
livan plays the girl sweetly. The
city photography is especially good.
Cast: Thomas Meighan, Maureen O'Sul-

livan, Hardie Albright, Myrna Loy, Sammie
fields, Donald DiUaway, Jack Kennedy, Alice

Ward, Sam Godfrey, Dorothy Peterson, Rob-
ert McWade.

Director, Sam Taylor; Authors, Eva K.
Flint, Martha Madison ; Adaptor, Courtney
Perrett ; Dialoguer, not credited ; Editor,

Harry W. Lieb ; Cameraman, Jackson Roe:
Recording Engineer, C. Roy Hunter.

Direction, .-rood. Photography, fine.

Lane Chandler in

"THE HURRICANE HORSEMAN"

Willis Kent 50 mins.

WESTERN MELODRAMA HAS
A WEAK STORY BUT PLENTY
OF ACTION.

"Raven," Lane Chandler's intel-

ligent horse, plays the leading part

in this western which boasts plenty

of fist fighting, hard riding, raw
melodrama and an all too sinister

Mexican villain. The story concerns

Chandler, an itinerant gunsmith,

who aids the sheriff and his posse

in the capture of a Mexican bandit

who is terrorizing the countryside.

The climax is nicely worked up.

Chandler is captured by the bandit

and ordered to be shot. As the

executioners are leveling their guns

at their victim, there are several

flashes of the sheriff and his men
riding to the rescue. There is a

sketchy romance in the tale, but it

is of little consequence.

Cast: Lane Chandler, Marie Quillan, Wal-

ter Miller, Yakima Canutt, Richard Alex-

ander, Lafe McKee, Charles SchafTfer.

Director, Armand Schaefer ; Author, Doug-

las Dawson; Adaptor, Oliver Drake; Dia-

loguer, same ; Editor, Ethel Davey ; Camera-

man, Wm. Nobles.

Direction, fair. Photography, good.

"SUSANNE MACHT ORDNUNC"
("Susanne Fixes Everything")

Foreign Talking Picture Corp.
Time, 70 mins.

PLEASING GERMAN COMEDY
HAS GOOD LAUGH SITUATIONSAND CHARACTERIZATIONS
WITH TUNEFUL MELODIES.
A very pleasing number, nothing

important, but an hour's real enter-

tainment for German-speaking audi-

ences. It is one of those typical

themes of mixups resulting in a lot

of good natured fun and some very
good work on the part of a compe-
tent cast with diversified character
parts. Truus van Aalten is the girl,

an elfish type who flits through the
footage pleasingly. She is ably sup-
ported by Franz Lederer, an en-
gaging youth who knows his camera
and how to play up to it. Truus is

in a boarding school where she dis-

covers the identity of her father,

and starts to Berlin to find him.
It so happens that her daddy is

about to marry the daughter of his

company's biggest creditor in order
to save the firm from bankruptcy.
His attorney, fearful that the
daughter's appearance will crab the
wedding, shunts the girl off on sev-
eral of her father's friends.

Cast : Truus van Aalten, Mary Parker,
Franz Lederer, Albert Paulig, Martin Kett-
ner. Max Ahrlich, Szoke Szkall, Maria Ho-
fen, Kurt Lilien, Senta Soneland, Lotte
Stein, Maria Forescu, Irma Godau.

Director, Eugene Thiele ; Author, Eugene
Thiele, Wolfgang Wilhelm ; Adaptors, Leo
Lux, Charles Amberg ; Dialoguer, Paul
Nikolaus; Editor, not credited; Camera-
man, not credited ; Recording Engineer,
Walter Tjaden.

Direction, good. Photography, okay.

"RECKLESS LIVING"

with Ricardo Cortez, Mae Clarke

Uiiiversal 69 mins.

WEAK OFFERING HAS A RAM-
BLING AND UNCERTAIN STORY
THAT FAILS TO CREATE ANY
SYMPATHY FOR PRINCIPALS.

This was adapted from the stage
play, "The Up and Up." The pres-
ent title hardly fits, for it concerns
a young couple who try to make a
precarious living mixed up with
various shady deals. Ricardo Cor-
tez is running a betting book and a
lot of the action takes place in his

phone room with his assistants busy
recording the bets of clients. He is

making a play for Mae Clarke, mar-
ried to a young sap. But Mae loves

her hubby, and tries her best to get
him away from his gambling mania
so they can save some dough to buy
a gas station. Cortez persuades her
to hire an apartment for which he
pays the rent so he can use it as a

blind for his phone room. Meanwhile
hubby drives a taxi, but the gam-
bling fever gets him, and he loses

his wife's savings on a frameup by
Cortez. A happy but forced ending,
creates no interest for the couple.

Cast: Ricardo Cortez, Mae Clarke, Norman
Foster, Marie Prevost, Slim Summerville,
Robert Emmett O'Connor, Thomas Jackson,
Louis Natheaux. Murray Kinnell, Russell

Hopton, Perry Ivins, Brooks Benedict.

Director, Cyril Gardner ; Author, Felix
Riesenberg; Adaptors, Kenyon Nicholson,
Dudley Nichols ; Dialoguers, Kenyon Nichol-

son. Dudley Nichols, William Anthony Mc-
Guire ; Editor, Harold Schuster ; Cameraman,
John Mescal ; Recording Engineer, W. W.
Lindsay.

"DIE GROSSE SEHNSUCHT"
("The Great Passion")

Tobis 100 tnins.

TOO LENGTHY GERMAN
TALKER WITH MUSIC PRE-
SENTS PARADE OF STARS IN
RAMBLING STORY WITH STU-
DIO SETTING.

This was evidently an attempt to

reproduce a "Paramount on Parade"
with a presentation of about 30 Ger-
man screen favorites. They are seen

at work in the Neubabelsberg studio

near Berlin, and much of the foot-

age is a disclosure of how German
talkies are made. It may be of in-

terest to German audiences, but
there is nothing particularly novel
about it over on this side. The film

is too long and draggy, and goes into

a lot of unnecessary detail that
builds no interest and does not ad-

vance the story interest. It is pri-

marily designed to give each in-

dividual German screen favorite a

chance to do his or her stuff, and
consequently the story interest suf-

fers. It is built around the hack-

neyed idea of an extra girl, played
by Camilla Horn, becoming a star

—

her "great passion." The action de-

velops a light satire on Viennese
film operettas. Music is agreeable.

Cast: Camilla Horn. Theodor Loos, Harry
Frank, Paul Kemp, Paul Henckels, Berhe
Ostyn, Irma Godau. Anna MuUer-Lincke. Er-

win van Roy, Karl Platen, Ferdinand Bonn,
Walter Steinbeck.

Director, Stefan Szekely ; Author, Hans H.
Zerlett ; Adaptor, not listed ; Dialoguer, Paul
Heiickles; Editor, not listed; Cameraman,
Mutz Greenbaum ; Recording Engineer, Al-

fred Norkus.
Direction, heavy. Photography, good.
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William Haines in

"NEW ADVENTURES OF CET-
RICH-0U1CK WALLINCFORD"
M-G-M 96 mins.

BIG LAUGH NUMBER
CRAMMED FULL WITH HILA-
RIOUS SITUATIONS. JIMMY DU-
RANTE A SCREAM.

This is a top-notch comedy and
the best yet made fi'om George Ran-
dolph Chester's famous series. Wil-
liam Haines, Jimmy Durante and
Ernest Torrence as Wallingford,
Schnozzle and Blackie Daw, respec-
tively, form an outstanding mirth-
making trio that brings this com-
edy to a very high standing. The
story concerns Wallingford's ex-
ploits in a small-town real estate
swindle, and how, because he falls

in love with the daughter of the
town's leading citizen, he returns
the money to the townsfolk and de-
cides to go straight. Durante brings
to the screen much of the material
that made him famous in vaudeville.
Haines makes a fine Wallingford
and never lets down on the fast pace
established by director Sam Wood.

Cast: William Haines, Jimmy Durante,
Ernest Torrence, Leila Hyams, Guy Kibbee,
Hale Hamilton, Robert McWade, Clara
Blandick, Walter Walker.

Director, Sam Wood ; Author, Georgfe
Randolph Chester ; Adaptor, Charles Mac-
Arthur ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, Frank
Sullivan ; Cameraman, Oliver T. Marsh.

Direction, excellent. Photography, good.

"SMART WOMAN"
with Mary Astor, Robert Ames

Radio 68 mins.

GOOD CAST HOLDS UP THE-
ATRIC STORY THAT LACKS
CONVICTION IN SOPHISTICAT-
ED THEME OF MARRIED LIFE.

Here is an adaptation of the stage
play, "Nancy's Private Affair,"
which shows all the stage tricks of
striving for effects at the expense
of plausibility. Mary Astor is the
loving wife who returns from a trip
abroad to find that her hubby, Rob-
ert Ames, has fallen in love with
a designing girl after his dough.
Then Mary decides to be a "smart
woman" and beat her rival with
finesse. She invites an English lord
to the house and plays up to him.
He frames the other girl and shows
her up to the husband who begins
to see the light and realizes that his
wife is his real love after all. With
such an unconvincing story they
couldn't do much, but an excellent
cast throughout gets it over as fair-
ly interesting entertainment if you
can overlook the lack of sympathy
in the principals—the wife for being
a sap, and the husband for being a
cad.

Cast: Mary Astor, Robert Ames, Edward
Everett Horton, Noel Francis, Ruth Weston,
John Halliday, Gladys Gale, Alfred Cross,
Pearl Varvelle, Lillian Harmer.

Director, Gregory La Cava ; Author, My-
ron C. Fagan ; Adaptor, Salisbury Field

;

Dialoguer, same ; Editor, Ann McKnight

;

Cameraman, Nick Musuraca ; Recording En-
gineer, not listed.

Direction, handicapped by material Pho-
tography, good.

SOUND SHORTS
"Southern India"

(Newman Travel Talk)
Vitaphone 10 mins.

Good
Chief interest of this Newman

travelogue is in its shots of India's
seeming human hordes, princinally

the lower castes, and the giant tem-
ples of carved architecture which
must have taken centuries to build.

There is also shown one of the coun-
try's most important festivals, with
fantastic floats on parade and the
people massed along the way in al-

most unbelievable numbers. Accom-
panying talk is both interesting and
instructive.

Clark and McCullough in

"False Roomers"
Radio Pictures 19 mins.

A Laugh
As a couple of stragglers who

rent a furnished room for the night

from a Scotch landlord, Clark and
McCullough provide plenty of merri-

ment with their laughable "mug-
ging" and unique style of comedy.
The first sequence shows them en-

gaging the room from the Scotchman,

who grants them all privileges ex-

cept cooking, but Clark's love for

pop-corn forces him to weaken and

soon the tasty grain is merrily pop-

ping atop an oil stove. Other mirth-

ful situations involving other room-

ers, round out two reels of really

funny material.

"NUR AM RHEIN"
("Only on the Rhein")

Foreign Talking Pics. 81 mins.

FAIR GERMAN PRODUCTION
IN WHICH ROMANCE, COMEDY
AND MUSIC ARE AGREEABLY
BLENDED.

Another musical romance set

against the Rhineland, which seems

„o be the background for the ma-
jority of German pictures brought
over lately. In this instance the love

story involves a British officer and
I burgomaster's daughter, with the

girl's brother, who is a student, be-

coming entangled in some unlawful
doings and the English officer being
obliged to arrest him. This brings
about a break between the officer

and the girl, but everything is

smoothed out in due course and love

has its way. The action glides along
in gentle fashion, with the love in-

terest, comedy and musical numbers
aking turns in a manner that is

quite agreeable. A bunch of stu-

dents put on an amusing masquer-
ade stunt, and the acting of the
cast as a whole is interesting. As
usual, there is the attractive Rhine-
land scenic background.

Cast: Emil Rameau, Maria Reisenhofer,
Daisy d'Ora, Carl Balhaus, Truus van Alten,
Igo Sym, Teddy Bill, Hugh Douglas, Julius
Falkenstein. Lene Illing, Marcel Wittrisch,
August Putjer.

Director, Max Mack ; Authors, Jacques
Bachrach and Max Mack ; Cameramen, Mutz
Greenbaum, Akos Farkas ; Editor, G. Pollat-

chik ; Recording Engineer, Walter Ruhland.
Direction, good. Photography, good.

Solly Ward in

"More Gas"
with Lea Penman

Paramount 9 mins.

Good Comedy

An amusing comedy idea and con-
sistent action make this a thorough-
ly enjoyable travesty. Solly, ac-
;ompanied by his wife, visits the
dentist. Wifie and the tooth-yanker
find they are old friends, so while
Solly is under gas the dentist and
the spouse go for some sparking.
Meanwhile Solly, under the influence

of the gas, finds himself in a pleas-

ant situation with the nurse, and he
likes it so much that when he wakes
up and realizes it was all a dream,
he voluntarily reaches for the gas
in order to put himself into another
happy trance. Ought to please audi-

ences anywhere.

"Trouble"

(Tom and Jerry Cartoon)
Radio Pictures 8 mins.

Fair

Fairly amusing animated cartoon.

Tom and Jerry, the "human" char-
acters, are not specially funny in

appearance nor is there much humor
in what they say or how they say it,

but one gag, where a fellow tries to

anchor a dirigible to the top of the
Empire State building, rouses quite

a few laughs.

George Dewey Washington in

"Old King Cotton"

Paramount 7 mins.

Pleasing

This atmospheric short deals en-

tirely with negro life and tells in

simple terms the story of a young
buck who leaves his plantation home
for Harlem only to realize that the

things he most desired were left

behind. Consists mostly of pleasing

tunes well delivered by Washington,
a well known negro singer. Ray
Cozine directed, from an original by
Walton Butterfield.

"Melody of the World"

Fair Novelty

Tobis 30 mins.

This is a "featurette," running for

a half hour. It is chiefly propa-
ganda for the Hamburg-American
Line, showing innumerable shots of

views taken in a round-the-world
trip on the liner "Resolute." A Ger-
man sailor with the initials of the
steamship line on his cap is injected

every so often to remind you that
the steamship company is giving the
party. The shots are presented with
kaleidoscopic effect and without
titles. Scenes jump from India to

America, from Berlin to Singapore.
All the known countries of the world
are seemingly represented, and there
is a brief bit in which George Ber-
nard Shaw talks with Ivor Mon-
tague of the London Film Society.

"Slow Poison"

Swell Laughs
RKO Pathe 18 mins.
A swell comedy that- gets the

heavy guffaws right through the
footage. With Jimmy Gleason as the
hardboiled fight manager, and Harry
Gribbon as the dumb pug, Arthur
"Bugs" Baer contributed a char-
acteristic yarn of the prize ring that
is a wow. You may think that the
ring stuff has been worked to death
in the short comics, but you ain't
seen nothing till you lamp this goofy
travesty on the realm of fisticuffs.

Gleason and Gribbon make a great
comedy team.

"Thanks Again"

Clicks
RKO Pathe 18 mins.
Another neat number in the Mr.

Average Man comedy series, with
Edgar Kennedy doing his original
line as the worried head of the
house working under the handicap
of a fluttery wife, a raspy ma-in-
law, and a meddlesome brother-in-
law. Kennedy starts out to assemble
the family airplane, after they have
promoted him into being airminded,
with some hilarious complications
that will bring the chuckles without
a struggle on the part of any audi-
ence.

"The Family Shoe"

Good Cartoon

RKO Pathe 7 mins.
A neat Aesop Fable cartoon, with

a combination of the fairy tales of
the Old Woman in the Shoe and
Jack in the Beanstalk. Hero Jack
starts out to help his poor old
mother living in the shoe, climbs
the beanstalk to the clouds, and
steals the goose that lays the golden
eggs from the Giant. It is a fine

mixture of fantasy and cartoon com-
ics, and is above the average ani-

mated.

//
DOES A

WILD
LIFE"
PAY?

From the Capitol Theatre in New
York to the Carthay Center Theatre

in Los Angeles, ail the big theatres

have booked the "Wild Life Series."

The Answer is 'Yes.'

Book These

CLIFTON-ALLEN
Shorts

Through

Talking Picture Epics
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Features Reviewed in Film Daily Feb. 8 to Oct. 4
369 Pictures Covered in 8 Months

Til V Reviewed
Act Tage GIueck-FL 8-2-31

Air PoU-e-WW 3-22-31

Annabelle't Affairs-F ...6-28-31

Alexander 'TV^jmilton-WA 9-20-31

Alias The Bad Man-TIF 6-28-31

Alice in Wonderland-COS
9-20-31

Always Goodby-F 5-24-31

American Tragedy-PAR ..8-9-31

Arizona Terror-TIF 9-27-31

Avenger-COL 4-19-31

Bachelor Apartment-RKO 3-8-31

Bad Girl-F 8-9-31

Bad Sister-U 4-5-31

Bargain (reviewed as You
and I)-FN .. 9-6-31

Behind Office Doors-RK03-22-31
Beyond Victory-PAT ..4-12-31

Big Business Girl-FN. .6-14-31

Big Gamble-PAT 9-27-31

Bockbierfest-BLK 4-5-31

Body and Soul-F 3-15-31

Border Love-COL 9-13-31

Born to Love-PAT 4-26-31

Bought-WB 8-16-31

Black Camel-F 7-5-31

Black Sea Mutiny-AM .6-21-31

Bright Lights-FN 2-15-31

Brat-F . 8-2-31

Broad Minded-FN 7-5-31

By Rocket to the Moon-UFA
2-8-31

Call of the Rockies-SYN 7-12-31

Captain Applejack-WA .4-19-31

Captain Thunder-WA. . .5-10-31

Captivation-CAP 9-27-31

Caught Plastered-RKO ..8-9-31

Caught-PAR 10-4-31

Chances-FN 6-14-31

Charlie Chan Carries On-F
3-22-31

Cherie-PAR 6-14-31

Children of Dreams-WA. 7-19-31

Cities and Years-AM ..4-12-31
City Lights-UA 2-15-31

City Streets-PAR 4-19-31
Civilization-ATA 8-16-31

Clearing the Range-CAP. 5-24-31

Common Law-PAT 7-19-31

Comrades of 1918-FM .. .2-22-31

Confessions of a Co-Ed-PAR
6-21-31

Connecticut Yankee-F .4-12-31

Conquering Horde-PAR. . 3-29-31

Convicted-ARC 10-4-31

Corte D'Assise-TRC . . 10-4-31
Cracked Nuts-RKO 4-5-31

Daddy Long Legs-F. . .6-7-31

Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-16-31

Danton-CAP 9-13-31
Das Alte Lied-HK 9-13-31
Das Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari-

GS 9-13-31
Das Rheinlandmaedel-CAP

9-20-31
Daughter of the Dragon-PAR

Daybreak-MGM 5-31-31

Defenders of the Law-JOH
5-24-31

Der Grosse Tenor-UFA. 5-31-31

Der Hampelmann-TA .9-13-31
Der Wahre Jakob- TRA .8-16-31
Desert Vengeance-COL. . .3-1-31

Devotion-PAT 10-4-31
Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA

8-23-31
Die Drei Von Der Tankstelle-

UFA 6-21-31
Die Forsterchristl-CAP .5-3-31
Die Lindenwirten vom Rhein-

ASC 9-27-31
Die Lustigen Weiber Von

Wein-CAP 7-12-31
Die Privatsekretaerin-CAP

6-21-31

Die 3 Groschenoper-WA. 5-24-31
Dirigible-COL 4-12-31
Dishonored-PAR 3-8-31
Divorce Among Friends-WA

4-5-31
Doctors' Wives-F 4-26-31
Dolly Macht Karriere-UFA

7-26-31
Don't Bet on Women-F 2-15-31
Dracula-U 2-15-31
Dreyfus Case—COL ...8-30-31
Drums of Jeopardy-TIF. .3-8-31
Dude Ranch-PAR 4-26-31
Dugan of the Bad Lands-MOP

Easiest Way-MGM 3-1-31
East Lynne-F 2-22-31
East of Borneo-U 8-23-31
Ein Burschenlied Aus Hei-
delberg-UFA 9-20-31

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures

AGF—American General Film

AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass
ASC—Associated Cinema
ATA—American Trading Asoc.
BI—British International
BIF—Big Four
BLK—Richard G. Block

,

CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
I CKL—Celebrity

CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Unique Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures
DM—Drklik-Martel
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FFF—Foreign Feature Films

FI Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National
FM—Forenfilms
GG—Al Griffith Grey
GS—George Schneider
HA—High Art Pictures
HED—Headline Pictures
KG—J. H. Hoflberg
HK—Henry Kaufman
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
HPI—Hollywood Pictures
ITA—La Itala Film Co.
JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
M OV—Moviegraphs
NOR-—Norwegian Amer. Line
OM—Olympia Macre Excelsior
OS—Osso Productions
PAR—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PIC—Picture Classics
PIT—Pittaluga

PIZ—WiUiam Pizor
PRX—Protex Trading Corp.
RAS—Raspin Productions
REG—Regal Talking Pictures
ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
SIN—Dr. Alexander Singelow
SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TPL—Otto Trippel
TRA—Transatlantic Picts.

TkC—Transcontinental Pics.

TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros.
WM—J. D. Williams
WW—Sono Art

Title Reviewed
Enemies of the Law-REG

7-12-31
Ex-Bad Boy-U 9-27-31

Explorers of the World-RAS
9-6-31

Express 13-UFA 8-9-31

Everything's Rosie-RKO. 5-24-31

Fair Warning-F 2-8-31

Fidlovacka-DM ..7-5-31
Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL

8-16-31
Fifty Million Frenchmen-WA

3-29-31
Fighting Sheriff-COL . . 6-28-31
Finger Points-FN 3-29-31
First Aid-WW 7-12-31
Five and Ten-MGM 7-12-31
Five Star Final-FN 9-13-31
Five Year Plan-AM 6-7-31
FIood-COL 5-3-31

Free Soul-MGM 6-7-31
Front Page-UA 3-22-31

Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31

Gentleman's Fate-MGM .6-28-31

Girls Demand Excitement-F
2-8-31

Girl Habit-PAR 6-14-31
God's Country and the Man-

SYN 6-7-31
God's Gift to Women-WA

4-19-31
Goldie-F 6-128-31

Gold Dust Gert!e-WA 5-31-31
Good Bad Girl-COI 5-17-31
Gorilla-FN 3-1-31
Great Lover-MGM ...8-30-31
Great Meadow-MGM. .. .3-13-31

Guardsman-MGM 9-13-31
Guilty Hands-MGM 8-30-31
Gun Smoke-PAR 4-26-31

Hard Hombre-HOP . .9-20-31
Headin' for Trouble-BIF.9-6-31
Heimatsklange-TPL . . . .2-22-31
Hell Below Zero-TPE. . .6-28-31
Hell Bent for Frisco-WW

7-12-31
Hell Bound-TIF 3-1-31
High Stakes-RKO 5-31-31
Hjartats Rost-PAR 6-28-31
Holy Terror-F 7-19-31
Homicide Squad-U... ..8-30-31
Honeymoon Lane-PAR. . .8-2-31

Honor Among Lovers-PAR
3-1-31

Horse Ate the Hat-MOV. 9-6-31
Hot Heiress-FN 3-15-31

24 Hours-PAR 10-4-31
Huckleberry Finn-PAR . 8-9-31
Hush Money-F 7-12-31
I Am From Siam-PIC. . .9-6-31

I Like Your Nerve-FN 9-13-31
I Take This Woman-PAR

6-14-31

II Richiamo del Cuore-PAR
3-8-31

Immortal Vagabond-TPE 8-2-31
Ingagi-COP 3-15-31
Indiscreet-UA .5-10-31
In Old Chevenne-WW ..5-3-31
Inspiration-MGM 2-8-31
Iron Man-U 4-19-31
Is There Justice?-WW. .9-20-31
It Pays to Advertise-PAR

2-22-31
It's A Wise Child-MGM

5-17-31

Title Reviewed
Jede Frau Hat Etwas-PAR

5-24-31

Jew At War-AM 7-26-31

June Moon-PAR 3-15-31

Just A Gigolo-MGM 6-14-31

Just For A Song-WW... 4-26-31
Karamazov-TA 9-27-31
Kept Husbands-RKO ...2-8-31

Kick In-PAR 5-24-31

Kid From Arizona-COS. 5-10-31

Kiki-UA .3-8-31

Ladies' Man-PAR 5-3-31

Lady from Nowhere-CHE
7-19-31

Lady Refuses-RKO ..2-15-31
Lady Who Dared-FN. . .6-7-31

La Jaula de los Leones-HF
3-8-31

L'Amour, Maitre des Choses-
CAP 4-5-31

La Nuit Est A Nous.. 2-22-31
La Reeina di Sparta-ITA.3 8-31

Last Flight-FN 8-23-31
Last Parade-COL 3-1-31

La Straniera-CAP ....4-19-31
Laugh and Get Rich-RKO

3-22-31
Lauching Sinners-MGM 7-5-31

La Vacanza del Diavolo-PAR
3-22-31

Lawless Woman-CHE ..4-26-31
Law of the Rio Grande-SYN.

8-9-31

Lawyer's Secret-PAR 5-31-31

Le Collier de la Reine-PRX
2-8-31

Le Culte de Beaute-OS. .6-7-31

Le Mil'ion-TF 5-24-31

Le MvstPre de la Chambre
Jaune-OS 5-31-31

Le Roi S'Ennuie-RKO. .2-8-31
Liebe Atif Beffhl-U .6-7-31
Lieber Uber Alles-CAP 4-19-31
Liebeswal'zer-UFA 5-3-31
Lightning Flver-COL ...4-5-31
Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN

8-16-31
Lion and the Lamb-COL.4-.5-31
Lonely Wives-PAT 2-15-31
Lover Come Back-COL. 6-7-31
Lumppmball-AGF 4-26-31
Mad Parade-PAR 9-20-31
Maciste In He1!-OM ...6-28-31
Magnificent Lie-PAR ..7-26-31
Maltese Falcon-WA 5-31-31
Man in Possc<!sion-MGM. 7-19-31

Man of the World-PAR 3-22-31
Many a S'in-U 8-30-31
Meet the Wife-COL 6-21-31
Men Are Like That-COL. 8-16-31
Men Call It Love-MGM. 6-21-31
Men of the Sky-FN 7-19-31
Merely Marv Ann-F 9-13-31
Millionaire-WA 4-12-31
Miracle Woman-COL. . .8-2-31
Monkey Business-PAR . .9-27-31
Monsters of the Deep-TPE

5-24-31

Montana Kid-MOP 9-13-31
Mother and Son-MOP. . .8-30-31
Mother's Millions-U 5-10-31
Mr Lemon of Oranee-F 3-29-31
Murder At Midnight-TIF

9-20-31

Murder By the Clock-PAR
7-19-31

Mutterliebe-FFF 2-22-31

Title Reviewed
My Past-WA 3-15-31
My Sin-PAR 9-6-31

Mystery of Life-U 7-5-31

Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31

Nacht-Brummler-COL . . . 3-8-31

Nar Rosorna Sla-Ut-PAR
2-15-31

Naughty Flirt-FN 4-19-31
Newly Rich-PAR 7-5-31

Never the Twain Shall Meet-
MGM 6-7-31

Night Angel-PAR 6-14-31
Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31
Night Nurse-WA 7-19-31
Nomandie-SIN 6-21-31
Oh. Sailor, Behave-WA. .2-15-31
Other Men's Women-WA. 4-26-31
Pagan Lady-COL 9-27-31
Pagliacci-AC . 3-1-31
Palmy Days-UA 9-27-31
Pardon Us-MGM 8-23-31
Parisian, The-CAP 8-23-31
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath-
MGM 4-5-31

Partners of the Trail-MOP
8-30-31

Party Husband-FN 5-17-31

Penrod and Sam-FN 9-27-31
Perfect Alibi-RKO .. ..3-8-31
Personal Maid-PAR 8-30-31
Playthings of Hollywood-HPI

4-12-31
Politics-MGM 8-2-31
Prodigal-MGM 6-28-31
Public Enemy-WA 4-26-31
Public Defender-RKO ..7-12-31
Pueblo Terror-COS 4-21-31
Quick Millions-F 4-19-31
Rango-PAR 2-22-31
Rebound-PAT g-30-31
Reckless Hour-FN 8-2-31
Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31
Riders of the Cactus-BIF

8-16-31
Riders of the North-SYN, 4-5-31
Rider of the Plains-SYN. 5-3-31
Riders of the Purple Sage-

F 9-27-31
Ridin' Fool-TIF 5-31-31
Right of Way-FN 3-29-31
River's End-WA . ...3-15-31
Road to Singapore-WA. .10-4-31
Rosenmontag-UFA 3-29-31
Rubicon-AM 9-27-31
Runaround (Reviewed as Lov-

able and Sweet-RKO 6-21-31
Salvation Nell-TIF 7-5-31

Scandal Sheet-PAR 2-8-31
Sea Devils-JOH 3-8-31
Secret Call-PAR 7-12-31
Secret Six-MGM 5-3-31
Secrets of A Secretary-PAR

7-19-31
Seed-U 5-17-31
Shanghai Love-COL 9-6-31
Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour-
FD 7-12-31

SheriJF's Secret-COS 6-1 4-31
Shipmates-MGM 5-24-31
Ships of Hate-MOP 7-26-31
Should a Doctor TelU-REG

Side Show-WA 9-20-31
Si I'Empereur Savait Ca.
MGM 3-8-31

Silence-PAR 8-16-31
Sin Ship-RKO 4-5-31
Single Sin-TIF .2-15-31

Title Reviewed
Sit Tight-WA 2-22-31

Six Cylinder Love-F .5-17-31

Skandal Um Eva-FM ..4-26-31

Skin Game-BI 6-21-31

Skippy-PAR 4-5-31

Sky Raiders-COL 5-31-31

Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-31
Smart Money-WA 6-21-31
Smiling Lieutenant-PAR. 5-24-31
Sob Sister-F 10-4-31
Soldiers Plaything-WA . . . 5-3-31
Son of India-MGM
Son of the Land-AM

7-26-31
5-31-31

Son of the Plains-SYN. . .7-5-31
Spider, The-F .. 8-16-31
Spirit of Notre Dame-U 9-27-31
Sporting Blood-MGM ..8-16-31
Spy, The-F 3-22-31
Squaw Man-MGM 9-20-31
Star Witness-WA 8-2-31
Stepping Out-MGM 5-24-31
Stolen Heaven-PAR ...2-15-31
Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-31
Strangers May Kiss-MGM

4-12-31
Street Scene-UA 8-30-31
Student Sein-PRX 5-3-31
Subway Express-COL ..3-29-31
Sunrise Trail-TIF 3-29-31
Svengali-WA 5-3-31

Swanee River-WW 2-8-31
Sweepstakes-PAT 6-28-31
Tabu-PAR 3-22-31
Tailor Made Man-MGM. 4-27-31
Tarnished Lady-PAR ..4-19-31
Ten Cents A Dance-COL. 3-8-31
Ten Nights In a Barroom-
ROA 3-1-31

Texas Ranger-COL 5-10-31
Their Mad Moment-F. . .9-27-31
Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA

8-16-31
This Modern Age-MGM 9-6-31
Three Girls Lost-F 5-3-31
Three Loves-ASC .5-24-31
Three Who Loved-RKO. 6-21-31
Three Rogues-F 4-5-31
Too Many Cooks-RKO .7-19-31
Too Young To Marry-WA

5-10-31
Toute Sa Vie-PAR .. .6-21-31
Trails of the Golden West-
COS 2-15-31

Transatlantic-F 7-26-31
Transgression-RKO 6-7-31
Transport of Fire-AM .3-22-31
Traveling Husbands-RK06-21-31
Treason Trials in Moscow-
AM 3-8-31

Troika-FE 4-26-31
Tropen Nachte-PAR 5-31-31
Two Gun Man-TIF 6-7-31
Ubangi-PIZ 5-31-31
Undertow-U 8-30-31'

Unfaithful-PAR 3-1-31
Unholy Garden-UA 9-20-31
Up For Murder-U 5-31-31
Up Pops the Devil-PAR. 5-17-31
Versuchen Sie Maine Schwes-

ter-TF 6-21-31
Vice Squad-PAR 6-7-31
Viking-WM 6-21-31
Virtuous Husbands-U . .5-10-31
Vi Tva-PAR 2-8-31

"W" Plan-RKO 2-15-31
Waterloo Bridge-U 8-16-31
Way Down East-GG.. 3-15-31
West of Chevenne-SYN.. 3-1-31

White Devil-tPE 8-30-31
White Shoulders-RKO .5-18-31
Wicked-F 9-20-31
Wien, du Stadt der Lieder-
PRX 3-22-31

Wild Horse-HOF . . 8-2-Sl
Wild West Whoopee-COS

3-8-31

Woman Between-RKO 6-21-31
Women Go On Forever-TIF

8-16-31
Woman Hungry-FN ...3-22-31
Women of All Nations-F

5-31-31
Woman of Experience-PAT

7-12-31
Women Love Once-PAR. 6-28-31
Women Men Marry-HED

4-19-31
Yankee DonCAP 5-17-31
Yellow Pass-AM 5-3-31

Young As You Feel-F ...8-9-31
Young Donovrn's Kid-RKO

S-21-31
Young Sinners F S-tO-SI
Zein Weib's Lubovnick-HA

10-4-31



Fundamentals of Projection

^^MALL AREA of light source is essential to the projection

of a clear, sharp image on the screen. The crater of the

carbon arc, just a few millimeters in diameter, is the ideal

source of light.

HIGH INTRINSIC BRILLIANCY is required of this mi-

nute area of light—sixteen million times the high intensity

of screen illumination demanded by the critical patron.

National Projector Carbons afford an intrinsic crater

brilliancy rivaling that of the sun at zenith.

STEADY LIGHT is equally essential to satisfying pro-

jection. Extensive research and years of experience have

enabled National Projector Carbons to supply the steady,

white light that is a source of satisfaction to both projec-

tionist and patron.

/

Two satisfied patrons pay for the

National Projector Carbons

used at each performance.

NATIONALPROJECTOR CARBONS
. . . Sold exclusively through distributors and dealers.

National Carbon Company will gladly cooperate with the

producer, exhibitor, machine manufacturer or projectionist

on any problem involving light.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

Carbon Sales Division Cleveland, Ohio

UnH of Union Carbide
[
I

j ^ ^ and Carbon Corporation

Branch Sales Offices: New Y*"''^ Pittsburgh Chicago San Francisco



A PRICE ON HIS HEAD .

.

BUT A SONG ON HIS LIPS

O. Henry's lovable bandit. What a man!

Song on his lips though the army was

on his trail. Life just a gay adventure

with men to fight and women to adore.

Perfect lover to all women. Uncatchable

outlaw to all men. Baxter lives his

greatest role!

And Edmund Lowe as Sergeant Mickey

Dunn the debonair. Hard hombre on

the trail but not so tough withm.

Rousing romance . . for your better

business.

O. HENRY'S romantic bad man

THE <IS<0 KID
with

WARNER BAXTER
EDMUND LOWE
Conchita Montenegro • Nora Lane

Directed by IRVING CUMMINGS

H I T DAYS

V
ARE HERE
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Union Plans Campaign in Behalf of Ochs Circuit

SET Nm)NAL MOVIEWEEK IN RELIEF PLAN

Harry Thomas Opening Exchanges Throughout the East

Hollywood
—just snooping 'round

= ByJACKALICOATE =
We had hardly

Oplimism brushed the dust
in the Air of the desert from

our patent leather

shoes before we were face to

face with the compellingly
novel thought that here, m
California, was one spot where
they gave these good old United
States, as well as the motion
picture industry, a chance of

pulling through. "Business as
usual, for the sun Avill soon be
shining," seems to be the spirit
in the air. We've heard less cry-
ing here in three days than we usu-
ally get in walking from the Roxy
to Times Square. It's infectious,
too. We have even caught ourselves
smiling a couple of times. And back
home in the M. P. Club they'd expel
you for that.

One of Hollywood's
The Extra continually pressing

Situation problems is the Extra.
The situation is

chronic. In the silent days it was
bad enough. Now it is many times
worse. Some 16,000 extras are reg-
istered. Forty-nine out of 50 can-
not earn a living wage and not one
in 5,000 ever gets to first base in
the profession. And still they come,
in droves, only to have their aims
and ambitions crushed in this relent-
less mill of heartaches. You'll be
doing your industry a favor by ad-
vising all screen aspirants to keep
away from Hollywood. Practically
all new screen talent is now re-
cruited in the East.

* * *

On all sides we hear
The Cycle humming to the tune

Again °f the March of the
independents. Closely

following the latest trend in exhibi-
(Coiitiiiucd on Paye 2)

Head of First Division
Sees Best Year for

Independents
With exchanges planned for each

Eastern key city, Harry Thomas of
First Division Exchanges has four
more branches set for opening in

che immediate future. Inaugural of
a Buffalo branch is planned for Oct.
19 in charge of Harry Lotz, form-
erly with United Artists. He will

(Coiitiinied on Page 4)

UNIVERSAL^IEDULE

TO BE FINISHED IN FEB.

li'est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Universal will /have

production on its 1931-32 product
completed by early February, ac-
cording to present indications.
Eleven features have been finished
so far.

Carter Barron Heads
Atlanta Managers' Ass'n
Atlanta—Carter Barron, manager

of the Fox, has been elected presi-
dent of the Atlanta Theater Man-
agers' Ass'n. Others elected are:
Alpha Fowler, vice-president; Love
B. Harrell, secretary; E. E. Whitaker,
chairman of the unemployment com-
mittee, which also includes Arthur
Lucas, James Carrier and Harrell.

100,000 German Patrons

Claimed by Ufa in N. Y.

Approximately the entire German-speaking
theatergoing public of New York has visited the
Cosmopolitan in the past six months, according
to Ufa, operator of the house. The management
says it has received nearly 100,000 signed names
of patrons who attended performances in this

period.

SUPREME WTRyLES

ON NEW THEATER LEASE

A lease for a theater which be-
comes operative at the immediate
expiration of an old lease, although
it is a separate contract, is never-
theless an extension of the old
lease. This is the opinion of Judge
Dodd in the Supreme Court, Kings
County, in the case of Rosen Bros.,
theater operators, against John Ches-
nius, owner of the Grand, Brooklyn.
The court denied petition of Rosen

(Continued on Page 4)

Bombing Terrorism
Continues in Chicago

Chicago—While efforts are under
way to settle the operator-exhibitor
controversy, another outbreak of ter-
rorism occured Sunday, when two
lighted bombs were hurled at Joseph
M. Welter, policeman guarding the
Argmore, owned by Joseph Pastor,

(Continued on Page 4)

Union to Help Circuit Regain
Loss Suffered During Dispute

Hollywood Working Pace

Too Much for Howard

Leslie Howard, after distinguishing himself in

several U. S. films, is quoted in London as
saying he turned down a five-year contract be-
cause he couldn't stand the pace of work in

Hollywood. Howard is now acting in "The
Headwaiter, " which Paramount is making at
Elstree. He expects to return to the New York
stage.

An elaborate campaign is being
mapped out by Local 306, projection-
ists' union, to stimulate patronage
at the 10 Lee A. Ochs houses where
business was impaired during the
lockout situation just settled. Sam
Kaplan intends that his organiza-
tion not only will repair damage
caused during the prolonged dispute,
but also, by helping business, as-

(Continued on Page 4)

Hays Submits Program in

Campaign to Aid
Unemployed

A "National Motion Picture
Week," to be held Nov. 18 to 25, at
which time special performances will
be given for the benefit of unem-
ployment re.ief funds, is part of a
comprehensive plan of cooperation
by the film industry submitted by
Will H. Hays, chairman of the na-
aonal and central committees of the

(Continued on Page 4)

SOL lesser¥produce

UNDER R^r; SYSTtn

iVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIIY
Hollywood — Sol Lesser, who re-

cently resigned as personal assist-
ant to the Laemmles, has organized
the Motion Picture Guild of Amer-
ica, Inc., to produce pictures under
a system whereby authors and di-
rectors will share in profits on a
royalty basis. Under the plan, in-

(Continued on Page 2)

Two Zoning Proposals
Drafted in Cleveland

Cleveland — Protection based on
the admission scale is favored by
Cleveland exhibitors in two new
plans drafted by a committee head-
ed by Meyer Fine and presented to
David Palfreyman, affiliated the-
aters reresentative, who has re-
turned to New York to submit the
proposals to the Hays office. Lack
of a zoning system here has been
causing much trouble.

"An American Tragedy"

Is Barred in England

London—"An American Tragedy" has been
banned by the British censor, who objects to
the incident of premeditated murder and other
aspects of the story. Although, it is stated
that the ban is complete and will not be re-
moved by editing. Paramount officials will en-
deavor to have the picture passed on its ar-
tistic merit.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAYS

Net
High Low Close Chfj-

Con. Fm. Ind 5% SYi 5% — 'A

East. Kodak U^H ^lO'A nZH + %
Fox Fm. "A" 9 8M 8M— Vs

Gen. Th. Eq. (new) iVt 1J4 ^Vs
Loew's, Inc 371/2 iCi'/s 36-54 + 5^

do pfd 78 78 78 +2
M-G-M pfd 22 22' 22 +1
Paran-.oiint 14!^ 13^ 14
Pathe Exch 1 1 1

do "A" iVs 35^ 3Vi + Vk

T^KO "A" 8% 8^ 8'A + 'A

Warner Bros. ... 7 6M bVa — Vs

Hollywood
— just snooping 'round

(Continued from Page 1)

tion, there seems to be a certain
spirit of decentralization of produc-
tion in the air. Once again the cy-
cle is turning to individual effort.

Several important undertakings are
in the oven. More are on the way.
Most are the plans and efforts of
those pioneers who know pretty
much what it's all about and have
proven so.

Columbia Pets.

'"TTRB MARKET
'5 54" ••.,.- m — !4

Fox Thea. "A" IJ^ Wi W,
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 254 2M 2H + Vz

Technicolor AVi AVi ',%
Trans-Lux 2)4 2V% 2^— Vt,

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 16 16 16

Loew 6s 41ww 88^ 88
Paramount 6s 47.. 75 73}4 75 — 1

Par. By. 5'^s51... 97 96 97
Par. 5^s50 69 68^ 69
Warner's 6s39 46^ 45^4 45?4 — Vt

NOTE: The New York Stock Market was
closed yesterday, Columbus Day being a legal

holiday.

"Mad Genius" Next at Hollywood
John Barrymore in "The Mad

Genius" will follow "Alexander
Hamilton" at the Hollywood. Date
has not been set

M-WW* *«V4Sm>V«<m>V»>«>•#«•«'

J. E. Brulatour. Inc.

«

$
Chicago Hollywood Vi

1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica «!

CALumet 3692 Blvd. Vt
HOLlywood4121 t-J

Sol Lesser to Produce
Under Royalty System

(Continued fiom Page 1)

3tead of the producer tying up big
sums in story material, authors will
be paid an adequate sum as an op-
tion, after which they will receive
expense allowance during filming, in
which the authors are to participate,
and after release they will share
in the profits on a sliding scale.

Nathan Burkan of New York is at-
torney for the new concern.

Warner Houses to Pick Silk Queen
Paterson, N. J.—All Warner the-

aters in northern New Jersey will
take part in a contest to pick a
queen for the style show and ex-
position to be held here under the
title of National Silk Industry Week.

14 WARNER-F.N. Ml
STARTING BY DECEMBER

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Fourteen features are

to be started by Warner and First
National between now and Decem-
ber, by which time 21 pictures out
of the 70 planned for the year will

be ready for release, it is announced
by Jack L. Warner. Four produc-
tions are now under way, including
"Her Majesty, Love," "Safe in Hell,"
"Under Eighteen" and "Taxi."
Scheduled to start later this month
are "The Marked Woman," "Man-
hattan Parade" in Technicolor,
"Union Depot" and "The Honorable
Mr. Wong." Getting under way next
month will be "High Pressure," "En-
vironment," "Fireman Save My
Child," "Shadows on the Wall," "Old
Man Minick," and a George Arliss
picture.

Moss Show May Hold Three Weeks
Current show at the B. S. Moss

Broadway, including the Tiffany pic-

ture, "Murder at Midnight," and a
stage bill headed by Eddie Dowling,
Rae Dooley and Ginger Rogers, may
be held for a third week. Business
over the week end was about $3,700
ahead of the opening show on the
same date.

$2,000 Fund to Fight Bombers
Kansas City—A $2,000 fund has

been subscribed by members of the
Motion Picture Theater Owners' As-
sociation of Greater Kansas City to
be offered as reward for the arrest
and conviction of Dombers. Three
theaters were bombed early last
Tuesday morning, causing damage
estimated at $6,050.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Ralet

Powsrs CInaphona Eaulpmant Corporation

7a3-TTH «VE.. N. Y. BRV4NT O-AOAT

Mexican Newsreel Edict
Defeated by U Cameraman

Mexico City—Through the efforts

of C. Ehlers, Universal cameraman,
the Mexican government's recent
edict calling for censorship of aFl

newsreel unit activities has been
lifted.

Changes at Providence House
Providence—J. Fred Lovett, for

several years manager of the Royal
in Olneyville Square, has resigned to

become manager of the Modern here.
He is succeeded ac the Royal by
Peter Filey. William Purcell and
Walter Bigelow of Fall River have
leased the Modern and are adding
vaudeville.

Schenck Delays Foreign Trip
Joseph M. Schenck, back in New

York following several weeks in

Hollywood, is postponing his com-
bined business and vacation trip to

Europe until the return of Arthur
W. Kelly, who has been abroad most
if the summer on United Artists
business and is due back in about a
week.

THEATRE WANTED
Experienced theatre manager wants to
lease a theatre in the East or South.
State seating capacity, population,
terms, etc. Address Theatre manager,
695 Chauncey Street. Brooklyn, New
York.

NOTICE!
Is hereby given that

"THE COLLIXS MYSTERY"
An original story by
MICHAEL L. SIMMONS

Based on the Ceilings Murder Case
Has been acquired, with all rights protected by

GEORGE W. WEEKS, Pres.

SONO ART PRODUCTIONS, Inc., Ltd.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Oct. 13-14: Meeting of Wisconsin Allied
unit. Wisconsin Hotel, Milwaukee.

Oct. 19-20: Annual meeting of Allied Theater
Owners of Texas, Hotel Baker, Dallas.

Oct. 20-21: Annual c-nvention of M.P.T.O.
of Nebraska and Western Iowa, Omaha.

Oct. 31

:

Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.

Oct. 31: Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplan
Projection Society, Hotel Commodore,
New York.

Nov. 1-2: Annual convention of Tri-State
M.P.T.O., Memphis.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

Dual British Bill at Warner
A dual bill of British International

pictures will be presented at the
Warner starting Friday. One is

"The Love Storm," released in Eng-
land as "Cape Forlorn," and the
other "The Flying Fool."

Cantor-Jessel at Palace Oct. 31

Joint personal appearance of Ed-
die Cantor and George Jessel at the
Palace has been set to start Oct. 31.

Jeanette Loff also will be on the bill.

Sol Brill Improved
Sol Brill was reported resting

comfortably yesterday at Mt. Siani
Hospital.

CIRCUIT AND INDEPENDENT
THEATRES, HAVE YOU A

BUSINESS PROBLEM?
I have nursed and cured a number of

theatres of their ailments and never
had a failure during my twenty-six
years in the moving picture business.
If there seems to be anything wrong
with your business, I will risk the
time to look into it and tell you frank-
ly whether I can help you bring it

out of the red or increase its present
profits.

In return I would expect, first of all

a nominal salary, and secondly, a chance
to share in the profits I can produce
for you.
I am American-born. Christian, a busi-

ness producer and Itnow the business
from A to Z. Prepared to give business
and social references, also bond to any
extent desired.

If you have a theatre problem, let us
talk it over in confidence.

Box 808, FILM DAILY. 1650 Broad-
way. New York.

USiESAlt-PUYSjUll
NIVER.SAL

SOUNDpffib

35MM PORTABLE
PkOJECTOR.-FULLAC
AMPLIFICATION'SPEAKER-ETG
9ft.xl2ftJ>iclure at60~ 70/e tkrom

IN 2 CASES—TOTAL WEIGHT 82 POUNDS
LIST PRICE F.OB., PHILA. $995.00

Universal Sound System, Inc.
Factory & Cen. Office New York OfHce

1 3 & Cherry Sts. 1560 Broadway
Phlla., Pa. Cable "USTEM"



MURDER SENT A NORTHWEST ''MOUNTS
DEEP INTO THE HEART OF THE WILDERNESS
AND INTO THE HEART OF A GIRL!

'IN LINE OF DUTY"
means box-office lines! It

has the cast—Sue Carol,
Noah^Beery, Francis
McDonald, James Murray
—the story, the action, the
drama, the stirring, in-
spiring setting of the
Canadian Northwest.

/t^^N^

The Corporal got his man
—and that man was the

father of Felice Duchene,
the girl who wer: hi:» love.

Throbbing drama
against the background
of nature's mighty force

and grandeur.
Men who do or die or

the trail of duty and dar-
ing. Gripping action that

will make the fans' teeth

grit. An appealing love
story amid the pictorial

beauty of the rugged
wilderness.

AVAILABLE AT 33 MONOGRAM EXCHANCES
MONOGRAM PICTURES CORPORATION
723 SEVENTH AVENUE, N. Y. C.

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS
RITCHEY EXPORT CORPORATION
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PART OE RELIEF PLAN

(Continued from Page 1)

Motion Picture Organization to Aid
Unemployment, to Owen D. Young,
chairman of the Committee on Mo-
bilization of Relief Resources of the

President's Organization on Unem-
ployment. Acceptance of the plan
has been announced by Young. The
movie week plan is in addition to

arrangements that may be made
with local committees. It is esti-

mated that performances will be
given in close to 20,000 theaters and
that attendance will exceed 15,000,-

000.

M. A. Lightman, president of the

M.P.T.O.A., and Abram F. Myers,
head of Allied States Ass'n, joined

with Hays in the movie week pro-

posal. The week of Nov. 18 to 25
was chosen because it is the last

week of the unemployment campaign
period, running from Oct. 19 to 25,

and in this way it is believed there
will be a minimum of possible dis-

traction from the local campaigns.

Supreme Court Rules
On New Theater Lease

(Continued from Page 1)

Bros, to allow them to take posses-
sion of the house. Judge Dodd also
granted a counter claim to Chesnius
giving him damages for destructive
treatment of his theater. Amount
of damages will be fixed by the
court later. Attorney Louis Nizer
represented Chesnius.

COMING & (jOINO
T

HELEN CHANDLER, after a brief visit

to Manhattan, has returned to Hollywood.

CLAODETTE COLBERT leaves today
for a brief visit to Hollywood.

SUE CAROL, accompanied by Dixie Lee,
has arrived in Manhattan for a vacation.

BADIE HARRIS leaves today for Holly-
wood where she will broadcast star inter-

views.

CARL LAEMMLE has arrived from the
coast.

HOBART HENLEY, Universal director, is

in New York en route to London for a vaca-
tion.

MARK LUESCHER sails for Euroe on the
Roosevelt tomorrow to meet the S. L. Roth-
afel ("Roxy") party and prepare press state-

ments pw ••,the -, return' voyage aboard the
Europa.

JOSEPH PLUNKETT is due back from
the west tomorrow.

CHARLES ROSENZWEIG returned from
the coast yesterday.

MOE MARK has arrived in New York
from California.

MELVILLE BAKER, director and play-
wright, has sailed for a six weeks' trip to

Europe in search of s.-.ige and screen ma-
terial.

EDWARD G. ROBINSON, who ended his

vaudeville tour Saturday at the Palace, is

on his way back to the Warner studios in

Hollywood.

LEOPOLD MARCHAND, French play-
wright, has arrived to supervise the French
productions of Maurice Chevalier's next twQ
Paramount pictures.

JOHN SCHARNBERG, RKO theater man-
ager in Madison, Wis., is back from his

month's vacation abroad.
BASIL DEAN, general European represen-

tative of RKO, has arrived from London.

RIUT
• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till

Now that Chester Bahn in the Syracuse Herald notes

that in this Period of Poverty Hollerword still keeps ballyhoo-

ing the Heavy Dough being paid certain stars that the

producers' argument for the Princely Pay Envelope has always

been that Only big star names bring Big b. o. patronage

which alibi another powerful newpaper writer, Eric M. Knight,

on the Philly Public Ledger, disputes recalling that an

unknown extra named Janet Gaynor who wasn't drawing a

telephone-number salary swamped the theaters every-

where overnight in "Seventh Heaven" and an unknown
lad named Lew Ayres did the same thing in "Western Front"

and an obscure German fraulein yclept Marlene Diet-

rich goaled 'em in "Morocco"

• • • THAT THESE two ace newspaper men, whose read-

ers run into hundreds of thousands, are educating their follow-

ing of fans to realize that Arabian Knights salaries are un-

warranted in view of the Evidence that everybody else

in all other lines are taking cuts and if good directors

are allowed to pick their casts they can uncover Gay-

nors, Ayres and Dietrichs most any day for Far Less

Dough and Everybody will get a Break which

all sounds Reasonable

• • • THAT Warners pulled a new one at the dedication

of their Western theater in Losang with the "Bridge of

Stars" a bridge built across Wiltshire Avenoo leading

to the theater lobby and all the Warner stars paraded
in single file across the bridge under a glare of sun arcs

but a lotta these stars will soon be walking over a Bridge of

Sighs with no sun arcs nor cheering populace
for Oblivion is the lot of stars eventually

especially in these Parlous Times

• • • THAT Paul L. Hoefler, of "Africa Speaks" fame,
is off on another camera adventure this time to the far
corners of Asia and unphotographed spots in India
and promises to knock off a couple that will equal his African
classic with Color

• • • THAT Sydney Garrett is all hopped up on his return
from Lunnon with the news that John Maxwell of

British International is to open a string of exchanges here
and now Sydney opines in addition to Buying good pix from us,

he will Sell some good British films well, well, such
Bounding Optimism

• • # THAT Mike Goosh, our roving correspondent, wires
from the Alfalfa Belt "Box Office situation out here is

slightly reminiscent of that other B. O. sitooation—Body Odor."

• • •THAT the RKO Pathe Club is booming along
with an Amateur Theatrical scheduled, to discover Screen Tal-
ent IF any right in the organizashe and
Al Zimbalist and George Ronan are Very Optimistic that it

Can Be Done that Jack Miner, Busse Reeves and Sonny
Barkas are handling Standard Sound Recording stude over on
Thirty-eighth St.

« « « » » »

HARRY THOMAS OPENING

EXCHANGES THROUGH EAST

(Continued from Page 1)

be assisted by Al Teschmacker. First
Division's Washington branch at
1916 G St., will open Oct. 25 in the
charge of Dave Thomas. Robert
Bertschy will be manager of tht
Syracuse exchange, while Gent
Goldschmidt will handle Albany.

Thomas is already operating in

New York and Philadelphia. He
said yesterday that this is the best
year for independents in the history
of distribution.

Union Plans Campaign
To Aid Ochs Circuit
(Continued from Page \)

sure jobs for members of his union.
Two bands employed by the union

will play nightly in the lobbies of
two Ochs houses, changing their
schedule to cover all theaters in the
circuit. Ochs will print programs
announcing signing of the union con-
tract and these will be distributed
by union members.

Bombing Terrorism
Continues in Chicago
(Cotitinucd from Page 1)

one of the four conciiliators who
have been meeting with union rep-
resentatives to brmg about peace.
One of the bombs exploded and
knocked Welter down, but he yanked
the fuse out of the other just in

time.

Two New York men, Albert Lazar
and Solly Grossman, arrested a few
days ago, said they were hired by
the union to get the 97 imported
operators to return to New York
on the promise of jobs there and a
bonus. Lazar and Grossman were
to be paid $25,000 for their work,
they stated.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays

:

October 12-13
Robert Doid<re
Karl Dane
Crauford Kent
Joseph Skirboll
William Nigh
Mary Morrissey

Ray L. Hoadley
Malcolm MacGregor
Irene Rich
Clarence Crews
Jessica Gribbon
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Demand for Shorts Takes Big Spurt in Northwest

MERCHANTS FORCE REOPENING OFIToUSES

Reductions in Exclusive Protection Days Under Way
XJniversal City
- a day with the Laemmles

= ByJACK ALICOATE =
ONE cannot visit the Universal

lot without immediately being
impressed v^^ith its complete rejuve-
nation. Politics has made way for

efficiency. One finds far less small
talk and far more action. Less zoo,

less billboards, and decidedly more
spirit. Under the effervescent guid-
ance of Carl Laemmle, Jr., the old

factory methods have been pain-

lessly discarded and in place we find

a busy, intelligently supervised, bee-
hive of modern production activity.

And a 1931 batting average right

up in front of the parade. Any out-

fit that can turn out a string com-
posed of "All Quiet," "Seed,"
"Waterloo Bridge," "East of Bor-
neo," "Dracula" and "The Spirit of

Notre Dame" can be fairly sure of

its standing in any league.

•
FRANKENSTEIN" is still in the

making. We were fortunate in

a being permitted to see several of its

I

sequences. Somehow or other you
rather feel a decided hit around a
studio. This one looks like it's in

the bag. It packs a series of thrills

that will have 'em talking all over
the country. Some of these days
someone is going to discover that
this James Whale fellow is really a
director. "Strictly Dishonorable" is

about ready and is grand entertain-
ment. The first of the Tom Mix
series goes into work in about two
weeks. They have ambitious plans
for "Once in a Lifetime."

TO reminisce and chat with
' Carl Laemmle, Sr., is to share
his optimism and satisfaction of
Ji-ecorded accomplishment over the
years. His has been an open rec-

ord of unerring aim and dogged de-
termination. In this trying year his

company has just turned up a profit

)f well over a million for the first

line months. On his desk is the
photograph of the one that holds

(Continued on Page 2)

Circuits Making Cuts in

all Sections, Says
Rosenzweig

Independent exhibitors and small
circuit owners through the country
will benefit through reductions in

exclusive protection playing days
now being made by the larger cir-

cuits and distributors, Charles Ro-
senzweig told Film Daily yesterday
upon his return from a coast-to-
coast tour.

"The number of protection days
(.Continued on Page 7)

'GOOD GIRL' STORIES

Producers are asking for stories
concerning "good" girls and girls

who withstand temptations, rather
than themes in which the opposite
occurs, according to Donald Hender-

(Continucd on Page H)

Philly M.P.T.O. to Act
On Protection Charges

Philadelphia — Aregations that

local exchanges are discriminating
n favor of producer-owned circuits

in enforcement of protection will be
acted upon by the board of direc-

tors of the M. P. T. O. at its meet-
ng here tomorrow. It is reported
hat changes are likely to occur in

the directorate of the exhib organi-
zation.

Pittsburgh M. P. Exhibit

Arranged by Warner-F. N.

Pittsburgh—A motion picture exhibit, ar-

ranged by George D. Tyson, head of the War-
ner-First National publicity staff in this dis-

trict, will be displayed in 11 of the big show
windows of McCreery's, one of the biggest

department stores here. Stars' costumes, ef-

fects, equipment, etc., will be in the exhibit,

and the store plans to advertise it big.

WOMAN PRODUCER PLANS

SIX FEATURE PICTURES

IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Fanchon Royer, for

the last several years a story and
artists agent, is entering the pro-
ducing field with plans for six fea-
tures which she is to make for
George Weeks, who handled "Life is

Like That," which Miss Royer pro-
duced in 1928. They will be known
as the Fanchon Royer Productions
and produced at the former Charles

(Continued on Page 7)

Roy Campbell Takes Over
Hughes-Franklin K.C. Div.
Kansas City — Roy S. Campbell

has been promoted to division man-
ager of Hughes-Franklin Theaters
here, succeeding Rick Ricketson, re-

cently transferred west. The five

H-F houses here are still closed
pending a settlement with the union.

Northwest Exchanges Report
Record Demand for Shorts

Tobis Planning To Dub

German Films For U. S.

Berlin—Plans are under way for the forma-
tion of the Tobis-Polyphon-Film Co., the spe-
cial purpose of which will be to produce for-

eign language versions and to dub German
films for distribution in the U. S. and other
countries.

Minneapolis — Lack of sufficient
comedy features is believed largely
responsible for a greatly increased
demand for short subjects reported
by the various exchanges here. An-
other factor is a more noticeable
trend toward diversification, it is

stated. Harold Johnson of Educa-
tional declares the demand for

(Continued on Page 8)

Kansas City Independents
Resuming With Non-

Union Operators
Kansas City—Feeling a depression

in trade as a result of the recent
wholesale closing of theaters in the
controversy with the operators'
union, merchants in the districts
served by these houses have filed

petitions with the owners to reopen
for the general good of the com-
munity. Partly due to these pro-
tests. Jay Means today is reopen-
ing the Oak Park, Bagdad and Mur-

(Continued on Page 7)

WANGER GETTING READY

TOPRODUCyNHISOWN
With negotiations between Walter

Wanger and the David O. Selznick-
Lewis Milestone combination defi-
nitely dropped, the former Para-
rnount executive is definitely plan-
ning to produce independently. He
is now reading stories. The Selz-
nick-Milestone production company
has closed with RKO to handle its

product.

United Artists Studio
Will Close Until May

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DATLY
Hollywood — United Artists stu-

dio, which closes the end of next
week following completion of work
on the company's 1931-32 program,
is to reopen May 1. Three pictures
are now being cut.

Myers Calls on Allied

For United Relief Aid

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Abram F. Myers, president of

Allied States Ass'n. has issued a call to all

Allied leaders to "lay aside all political dif-

ferences and petty jealousies" and join In with
the other units of the industry in a united
effort to put over the unemployment relief

program.
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Chamberlain at Broadway
Milton H. Chamberlain, formerly

managing director for Leo Brecher
enterprises has joined the B. S. Moss
Broadway Theater public relations

staff.

^^'•V#*V*>'•••>*
i.t it
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if 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. j"!
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Universal City
- a day with the Laemmles

{Continued from Page 1)

the key to his ambitions and hap-
piness, Carl Laemmle, Jr., who
had his own way of doing things

and then proceeded to do them. He
took his baptism of fire and came
through like a major. It's hard to

find a better incentive than the will

to accomplish. We have our own
happy little thought, that, more
than one realizes, the "Spirit of

Notre Dame" is but the reflection of

the spirit of Universal. Some day
this industry will place its true ap-

praisal on Carl Laemmle—the grand
little old man of pictures.

TELEVISI0N0PENS0CT.24

ATB.8.MM0flDWAY
Television demonstrations will be-

come part of the show at the B. S.

Moss Broadway starting Oct. 24,

when scenes from the play, "He,"
will be broadcast from the stage of

the Theater Guild theater. Other
television scenes will be transmitted
from a booth on the stage imme-
diately under the screen, which
measures 10 x 10 ft. and is the in-

vention of Ulysses Sanabria of Chi
cago. A private demonstration for

newspapermen and scientists will be
given at the Broadway on Oct. 21.

William Morris is agent for the in-

ventor.

7 Foreign Productions
Received by Ufa in Week
Ufa has received six German and

one English dialogue features in the

nast week. The latter, "Monte Carlo

Madness," an Erich Pommer pro-

duction, is scheduled for national

release. The others will play the

Ufa circuit of theaters. Of the

1931-32 schedule of 30 features,

more than 50 per cent will be either

completed or in work by Nov. 1.

The six German talkers are "Der
Kleine Seitenspring" ("Her Indis-

cretion") ; "Meine Frau, die Hoch-
staplerin," ("My Wife, the Swin-
dler") ; "Sein Scheidungsgrund,"
("His Reason for Divorce") ; "Nie
Wieder Liebe", ("Never Love
Again"); "Geheimdienst," ("III B")
and "Die Schlacht von Bademuende",
("The Battle of Bademuende").

22 DISTRICT COMMITTEES

PICK CHAIRMEN ON RELIEF

Chairmen, secretaries and in some
cases vice-chairmen, to serve in con-

nection with the film industry's un-

employment relief activities have
been named in 22 districts. "The

names are listed below, with city,

chairman and secretary following in

order, except as otherwise noted:
Atlanta: L. H. Keene, chairman; Love

B. Harrell, secretary.

Boston: Martin J. MuUin, J. J. McGuin-
ness.

Cincinnati: G. A. Smith, Alice Juergens

or Helen Siebler.

Cleveland: Fred Desberg. George W. Erd-

man.
Dallas; J. J. Friedl, Don C. Douglas.

Denver: Harry Huffman, Duke W. Dun-
bar.

.

Detroit: H. M. Richey, Audrey C. Lit-

"" ^ u
Buffalo; J. H. Michael, Marian Gueth.

Chicago: Felix Mendelssohn, Barney Ba-

'aban (treasurer), Emma Abplanalp.
Indianapolis: Charles R. Metzger, Marion

E. Hull.
Memphis: M. A. Lightman. A'ma Walton.
Minneapolis: W. A. Steffes; Otto N.

Raths, Bennie Berger, R. J. Peterson, vice-

chairman ; Mabel Dietz.

New Haven: Arthur Horn, Kathryn T.

Sullivan,

New Orleans: H. F. Wilkes, Mrs. Julie

Meine, John Winberry (assistant secretary).

New York; Charles L. O'Reilly, Louis
Nizer.
Omaha; L. R. Pierce, S. R. Cummings

(vice-chairman), Regina Molseed.
Philadelphia : Joseph S. Hebrew. Jack

Greenberg.
Portland, Ore. ; Floyd Maxwell, Ruth

Doyle
St. Louis: Fred Wehrenberg, Miss L. B.

Schofield.
San Francisco: Thomas D. Van Osten.

Rowena Foley.
Seattle; John Danz, Mrs. R. B. Lynch.
Washington: John J. Payette, A. Julian

Brylawski (vice-president)

New Coast Zoo to Breed
Animals for Film Work

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The Los Angeles Wild

Animal Farms, Inc., which has pur-
chased the Selig Zoo's 177 animals,
will convert the L. A. Polo grounds
into an animal farm and amuse-
ment park. J. C. Woolf, former
sales manager of Multicolor, is vice-

president and general manager of
the company, which will breed ani-

mals for picture work. Frank
Buck sails Nov. 15 for India to col-

lect animals for the organization.

Next Columbia Film at Broadway
"Shanghaied Love," Columbia pic-

ture with Richard Cromwell, will

have its premiere at the B. S. Moss
Broadway on Oct. 17.

Let Us Solve Your Problemsl
Over 21 Years of Experieace Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Michigan 8761

INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Oct. 13-14 : Meeting of Wisconsin Allied

unit, Wisconsin Hotel, Milwaukee.

Oct. 19-20: Annual meeting of Allied Theater
Owners of Texas, Hotel Baker, Dallas.

Oct. 20-21: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Nebraska and Western Iowa, Omaha

Oct. 31 ; Universal Club "Night in Pa
ris," Hotel Astor.

Oct. 31 : Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplan
Projection Society, Hotel Commodore,
New York.

U. S. Lab. Acquired
By 16 mm. Company

Acquisition of the U. S. Labora-
tories, Hudson Heights, N. J., by
International 16 mm. Pictures was
announced yesterday by President
Rudolph Mayer. This property and
the Hudson laboratories recently
taken over in Palisades, N. J., will

be consolidated at the Hudson
Heights plant, it was stated. U. S.

Laboratories is equipped to hand.e
both 35 and 16 mm. film.

Charles Botzum Dies
Akron, 0.—Charles C. Botzum,

64, pioneer theater owner, with
houses in Akron and Canton, is dead
following a lingering illness. With
his four surviving brothers, Botzum
owned the Orpheum here and the
Strand and Valentine in Canton.
Joe Calla will continue as manager
of the Canton theaters.

New H-F Managers in Texas
Dallas—Hughes-Franklin has an-

nounced the appointment of two new
theater managers, C. D. Jackson in

Durant, Okla., and Fred Polacek in
Big Spring, Tex. The vacancy in

Laredo, caused by the death of J. H.
Rowley, father of E. H. Rowley, has
not been filled.

THEATRE WANTED
Experienced theatre manager wants to
lease a theatre in the East or South.
State seating capacity, population,
terms, etc. Address Theatre manager,
695 Chauncey Street, Brooklyn, New
York.

CIRCUIT AND INDEPENDENT
THEATRES, HAVE YOU A

BUSINESS PROBLEM?
I have nursed and cured a number of

theatres of their ailments and never
had a failure during my twenty-six
years in the moving picture business.
If there seems to be anything wrong
with your business, I will risk the
time to look into it and tell you frank-
ly whether I can help you bring it

out of the red or increase its present
profits.

In return I would expect, first of all

a nominal salary, and secondly, a chance
to share in the profits I can produce
for you.
I am American-born, Christian, a busi-

ness producer and know the business
from A to Z. Prepared to give business
and social references, also bond to any
extent desired.

If you have a theatre problem, let us
talk it over in confidence.

Box 808, FILM DAILY. 1650 Broad-
way, New York.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

mBy RALPH WILK.

HOLLYWOOD
D. F. ZEIDMAN has signed Pat
^ O'Brien to co-feature with Jun-

ior Durkin in "Juvenile Court," di-

rected by Howard Higgin. Al

Siegler is doing the camera work,

while Edward Jewell is art director.
* * *

Bill Boyd, Dorothy Sebastian, Hugh Cum-
mings and Mona Ray are motoring to Van-

couver. They will return by boat.
* * *

J. A. Goodrich, who recently com-

pleted the sound work on "Huddle,"

is doing the recording on Ruth Chat-

terton's new picture, "Tomorrow and

Tomorrow," at Paramount.

Our Passing Show: William LeBaron,

Charles R. Rogers. Joseph Plunkett. B. F.

Zeidman. Geneva Mitchell, Jerry Horwm.
Pando Berman, Louis A. Sarecky, James

Wilkinson, Billy Hamilton, Charles Beyer,

Max Steiner, Bruce Fowler, Leon d'Usseau,

Frank Whitbeck at the preview of "Are

These Our Children?"
* * *

Vicki Baum, author of "Grand

Hotel," has been signed by M-G-M
to work on the screen adaptation of

this stage hit.

Here and There: Carl Laemmle. Sr..

Charles Rosenzweig, Mervyn LeRoy, "Death

Valley Scotty," John C. Flinn, Henry King,

J W. Alicoate, Stanley Bergerman, V. Man-
de'.stamm, James Seymour, Fred Jackman,

Sidney Olcott, RaU Harolde, Robert WU-
'-'ms, James Cagney, Evalyn Knapp at the

. ... ^ ' Warner's Western theater.

George Som, ". Paramount's new-

est director, receni.:' directed Gladys

Unger's play, "Ladies -^f Creation."

Before becoming a stage director,

Somnes was an actor. Hi\ ^nitial

directorial work was with C^^uart

Walker for a season of Dunsarv
plays at the Punch and Judy the-

ater, New York
* * *

PARAMOUNT assignments: Lyda Roberti

for "School for Sweethearts"; Frances Dee
for "Working Girls," with Buddy Rogers,

Paul Lukas and Stuart Erwin ; Earle Foxe
for "Ladies of the Big House."

* * *

Harry Pollard will direct Jackie

Cooper in "Limpy" for M-G-M.
Sylvia Thal&erg and Frank Butler

are preparing the William Johnson
novel.

RADIO PICTURES has substituted Rich-

ard Dix for Pat O'Brien in the lead of "The
Lost Squadron," in which Erich von Stro-

heim also will appear . . . "Way Back
Home" has been set as the title for the

Phillips Lord ("Seth Parker") picture . . .

Lew Kelly, former stage star, has been
added to "The Dove" . . . Lou Brock has
finished the fourth Chic Sale short, "The
Hurry Call," with Aileen Carlyle, Bud
Jamieson, Ben Holmes and others in sup-

port . . .

Shooting of "Frankenstein" has
been completed at Universal under
the direction of James Whale.
Lionel Belmore, Michael Mark and
Marilyn Harris were added to the
final sequences.

More Passing Show: George Cukor motor-
ing to Paramount; Al Rosen busy at Tec-
Art; Harry Chandlee and Douglas Churchill
lunching at Paramount; Bill Wright, "The
Gentleman from Indiana," returning from his

Lawrensburg, Ind., home; John Considine,

Edmund Goulding, Richard Dix, Clarence
Brown, Jack White, Mona Maris, Hugh
Trevor at the Cocoanut Grove ; Lew Cody
motoring to the Tiffany studio.

James Wilkinson has been made
head of the Radio Pictures cutting
department. William Hamilton, for-

merly in charge, assumes special

work on individual productions.

WARNER BROS, will co-star Charles
Butterworth with Winnie Lightner in Samuel
Shipman's "Manhattan Parade," all-Techni-
color picture, wh.ch Lloyd Bacon will direct.

Others in the cast are Joe Smith.
Charles Dale, Luis Alberni and Walter Mil-
ler .. . Evalyn Knapp, recovered from her
accident, will be William Powell's leading
woman in "High Pressure" . . .

Ray McCarey, writer and comedy
constructionist, and Frank Terry,
former English vaudeville comic,
have been added to the Hal Roach
writing staff. Roach also has signed
Kendall McComas as a new mem-
ber of "Our Gang."

FOX has assigned Marcel Varnel, former
Shubert stage director, to his first picture.

"First Cabin," in which Charlotte Green-
wood, Ferdinand Munier and Joe Brown will

appear . . . Paul Cavanagh will play the lead
in "Circumstances" . . .

Loretta Young plans to make her
first trip to New York about the
end of this month upon completion
of "Taxi" at First National. Her
mother will go along.

TIFFANY has nicked B. Reeves Eason
to direct Ken Maynard in "Sunset Trail,"
with Ruth Hiatt as feminine lead . . . Wal-
lace Ford will have the lead in "X Marks
the Spot." in which Lew Cody, Fred Koh'.er,
Sally Blane and Mary Nolan also have fea-

tured parts . . . Bob Steele has started
work in "South of Santa Fe" . . . James
Cruze's production of "Race Track," with
Leo Carrillo and Kay Hammond, will have
a musical score by Constantin BakaleinikofiF.

Winnifred Dunn and E. Richard
Schayer have prepared an entirely
new treatment "of Donald Henderson
Clarke's "The Impatient Virgin,"

which Jame Whale will direct for
Universal. * * *

FIRST NATIONAL has decided on "The
Marked Woman" as the title of the Lil
Dagover picture formerly called "I Spy,"
on which production is expected to start next
we:k . . . Frank McHugh has been added
to "Union Depot," starring Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr., to be directed by Alfred E.
Green . . .

* * +

Ralph B. Staub, director-camera-
man of "Screen Snapshots," has
been made an honorary captain of
the Los Angeles Fire Dept. as a
result of his cooperation with the
organization.

Babe Ruth, now en route here, will p'ay
a three game series for the benefit of Ma-
rion Davies" Children's Clinic before starting
on his five baseball pictures for the Uni-
versal-Christy Walsh All-America Sports
reels. Production is scheduled to start
Dec. S.

Columbia has borrowed Andy De-
vine from Universal for a part in

"Blond Baby," in which Jean Har-
low and Mae Clarke will be featured.

THE YEAR BOOK IS

NATURALLY CHUCK FULL OF

THINGS I WANT TO KNOW ABOUT,

ESPECIALLY IF AUTHENTIC

INFORMATION IS HURRIEDLY

REQUIRED i»

George A. Blair

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
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EXCLUSIVE PROTECTION

BEING CUT BY CIRCUITS

(Continued from Page 1)

allowed large theaters has been cut

considerably in every city. Inde-

pendents are on the threshold of a

bumper year. What with playing

dates moved up for them and the

fact that factories all over the coun-

try are beginning to re-employ many
workers, the outlook is indeed prom-
ising," said Rosenzweig.
While on the coast Rosenzweig

spent considerable time at RKO stu-

dios.

Fire Authorities Launch
New Campaign for Safety
New York City fire authorities are

making another drive to secure the
cooperation of exchanges in comply-
ing with the new fire code. Com-
missioner Dorman recently addressed
exchange employes at a meeting in

Film Center Bldg. Louiz Nizer and
Inspector Marietta also spoke. Joe
Lee, president of the Film Board
of Trade, under whose auspices the
meeting was held, presided.

Prinsen Moves to Cleveland
Cleveland—E. C. Prinsen, Publix

district manager, has moved his

headquarters here from Toledo, and
has an office in the local Paramount
^change.

R. M. Swanson Back in Florida
Miami— R. M. Swanson, former

manager of the Hippodrome here
and the Community of Miami Beach,
and who was transferred to Atlanta
last spring when the Hippodrome
was closed, is back at the Commun-
ity.

Marian Marsh Becomes Star Jan. 1
IV est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Marian Marsh will be

elevated to full stardom on Jan. 1,

coincident with the national release
of her new picture, "Under .Eigh-
teen," Warner Bros, announce.

Rosenquest a Fire Hero
Harry Rosenquest of the Vita-

phone sales staff was receiving plau-
dits yesterday on his heroic aid at
a fire in his home town, Caldwell,
N. J.

12th Chicago Bombing
Chicago—Exploiding of a bomb

on the roof of the Monroe, Loop
house, marked the twelfth incident
of its kind in the current war be-
tween operators and indie exhibs.

COMING & GOING

ARTHUR GOTTLIEB left last lught for
loronto to visit the plant of Film Laljora-
tories of Canada, Ltd.

JOHN P. MEDBURY, writer of dialogue
for Columbia's "Curiosities" and "Trave-
laughs," is in New York for a short visit

ALFRED SANTELL, Fox director, arrives
in New York on Friday for a vacation
JOSEPH L .SCHNITZER is due from

the coast today.

mm
• • • NOW COMES Jawn Cohen Joonior, film scribe on
the New York Sun, with a surprising theory. .... it is that
these depressing times are influencing the public to patronize
serious pix that make them stop and ponder a bit about life

.... and he cites "An American Tragedy" as an instance

..... which by some involved process of reasoning .

or secret box-office figures that have so far eluded all the trade
papers .... he claims is "the biggest success of the last

year that Paramount has turned out".. ..and all along
we have been under the delusion that "The Smiling Lieutenant"
was some pix also "Skippy," that goaled 'em everywhere

and referring to Ja>vn's theory that folks in financial

doldrums prefer heavy, tragic fodder how about the
success of "Palmy Days" and "Monkey Business" and "Wal-
lingford"? to mention just a trio of current successes
built along light and frothy lines but perhaps the best
answer to Mister Cohen's pronouncement is a study of the
productions now in work for the various big companies
which proves rather conclusively that the powers that dictate

the calibre of film fare seem quite convinced the dear public
wants to lafF and lafif plenty and often

• • • ALEXANDER GOTTLIEB of the New York Para-
mount informs us about a femme trade puller that his house
will have on the coming week's program it's called
Beauty Week following every stage show experts from
the Helena Rubinstein organization will give the ladies special
instruction in the art of cosmetics and makeup in addi-
tion to which a surprise gift will be given to every woman and
all of them will be eligible for 12 cosmetic prizes to be awarded
daily . Columbia baseball team has copped the M. P. League
championship and the trophies donated by FILM DAILY and
the Quigley Publications RKO finished second

• • • A FILM exec who has a habit of appending to his let-
ters the phrase, "Dictated but not read," received one of his
letters back from a big exhib with a notation "Opened
but couldn't Read" After winning a prize for the best
slogan for the city of Long Beach, Jack Level ups and moves
to Jackson Heights that's gratitood for ya

• • • IN A Lunnon interview, Charlie Chaplin yearns to
settle down in Hingland and forget Hollerword and
Charles thinks it would be nice if they made him an M. P. and
gave him a seat in Parliament but ain't there enough
funny confusion in Parliament right now without the peer of
comics making it worse?

• • • REMEMBER WHEN in 1921 Joan Crawford
was working at the Bohemian Village, a cafe in Milwaukee
she was in the chorus doing high kicks for the German beer
garden crowd and she was known then as Mary Wentz

a good old pretzel-soundin' monicker

• • • A NEW note in business cards is that of Mulligan's
Kitchen since Proprietor Pete has been gettin' a play
at his restaurant from the film crowd, he's gone Showman
his cai-d is a photograph of the front of his house with
address and phone number a slick idea that could be
copied to advantage by any film house In the lobby of a
Broadway theayter we saw two gents making funny motions
with their hands under their coats, while their faces were con-
vulsed with laffink so we asks the house manager if it
was a new publicity stunt "Naw," sez he "those
eggs are deaf and dumb mutes, tellin' each other Naughty
Stories." oops

« « « » » »

OVER CLOSED HOUSES

(Continued from Page 1)

ray, while C. A. Schultz is resuming
shows at the Ashland, all with non-
union operators. C. H. Burkey also
may reopen his theater. Ten Fox
houses and five belonging to Hughes-
Franklin remain closed. No prog-
ress has been made toward arbi-
tration, the last move being on th?
part of Burkey, who suggested that
three ministers be picked as con-
cilliators.

Woman Producer Plans
Six Feature Pictures
(Continued from Page 1)

Ray studios. First picture w.ill be
"Gangway," with Wheeler Oakman,
Molly O'Day, June Marlowe, Rolfe
Sedan and Kenneth Treseder. Wal-
lace Fox will direct, and scenario is

by Bernard McConville.

Continental Accessories in Drive
Under the regime of Joe Hornstein

as president of Continental Theater
Accessories, the Warner subsidiary
is, launching an intensive campaign
to sell concession devices to theaters
throughout the country. Harold
Rodner is in charge of the sales
drive, which covers candy vending
and other machines.

Regular Loew's Boston Dividend
Boston—Loew's Boston Theaters

Co. has declared rep^alar quarterly
dividend of 15 cents, payable Nov. 2
to stock of record Oct. 24.

Edward Curtiss to Visit Censors
Edwcrd Curtiss, who edited "Scar-

face," for Caddo, has been assigned
to visit various states and confer
with local censors regarding the
picture. Curtiss, who is an air pilot,
will return by plane.

Three Sign New Para. Contracts
West Coa<^ Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount has given

new contracts to Waldemar Young,
writer, Dudley Murphey, director,
and John Breeden, actor. Murphey,
who formerly was associate director,
will handle "The Man With Red
Hair."

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays

:

October 14
Lillian Gish

H. L. Muller

Cyril Gardner

Irving Rasmussen
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BIG DEMAND EOR SHORTS

(.Continued from Page 1)

shorts is exceeding all records.

Vitaphone subjects are selling like

hot cakes, according to L. E. Gold-
hammer of Warner-First National,
while Ben Marcus of Columbia says
his exchange can't get shorts fast
enough to supply the demand. RKO
Pathe, Universal, Paramount and
indie exchanges handling shorts and
serials also find a stimulated de-

mand for their short releases.

Publix-Shea Take Over
Two in New Philadelphia
New Philadelphia, 0. — Publix-

Shea have acquired the Union
Opera House, largest movie in this

section, and reopened it with For-
ney L. Bowers continuing as man-
ager. The same company has taken
a 10-year lease on the Bijou.

Feist to Philly on Product Deal

Philadelphia—Felix Feist is ex-
pected in town today to talk over a
product deal with William Goldman,
representing the Stanley-Warner
theaters, negotiations on which have
been in progress for a number of
days. Owing to the fact that M-G-M
has already sold numerous houses in
this territory, following its recent
break '-"nth Warners over the M-G-M
percentage d-^mands, it is considered
unlikely that major deal will be set.

Two F. N. Releases Set

First National has set Oc*^. 17 as
the release date for "The Honor of
the Family," starring Bebe Daniels,
and Nov. 28 for the release of "Com
promised," featuring Ben Lyon and
Rose Hobart.

Ziehm Sells Two Films to Tobis

Arthur Ziehm of World's Trade
Exchange has sold the American
rights to two German pictures,
"Eine Freundin So Goldig Wie Du"
and "Die Gross Sehnsucht" to Tobis
Forenfilms.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY .V. BLAIR

DAULINE FREDERICK is ex-

pected East shortly to play a
prominent role in "Wild Beauty,"
which Paramount is planning to

start next month with Nancy Car-
roll and Phillips Holmes co-fea-

tured. No director has as yet been
announced.

Seven of Ziegfeld's choicest beau-
ties, 1I0W appearing in the current
edition of the "Follies," gave up
their morniyig sleep to appear at the
Vitaphoyie studio in "Footlights,"
latest of the "Broadway Brevities"
series. Cliff Hess wrote special tmies
for this elaborate two-reel musical.

Fanny Watson and Thelma White
got writer's cramp signing their
names for autograph collectors
while on location in the Bay Ridge
section of Brooklyn for "Shake a
Leg," their latest Vitaphone com-
edy.

Barbara Newberry and the Giers-
lorf sisters head a cast of Broad-
way headliners appearing in "Foot-
lights," seco7id tivo reel revue of the
'Broadway Brevities" series which
Roy Mack is directing for Vitaphone.
Tivelve Albertina Rasch dancers,
James C. Morton and Russ Brown,
are also featured.

Joan Blair, featured in numerous
stage plays, including "Torch Song,"
"Flight" and "Even in Egypt," has
a role in "His Woman," along with
Charlotte Wynters, Averill Harris
and Harry Davenport.

Much of the credit for the artistic

effect of Vitaphone's "Rhythyns of a
Eig City" is due to Bert Frank, head
of the cutting room. In assembling
the various scenes made by Murray
Roth and Glen Lambert, Frank used
no less than 14 dissolves, no two of
which arc alike.

Start Geo. Washington Short
Vitaphone has started work on

the special two-reeler for the
George Washington bi - centennial

"^nq Islands
letTAItAHTtr llfTlilTIM

PAJKHAIID
ON THE MERRICK ROAD AT

MASSAPEQUA-NEAR JONES BEACH

DINE AND DANCE
WITH

HERB HAGENAH
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Phone 'Mauapeq/m 738

•Mi ALL TEAi

celebration to be held next year.
Sam Sax, head of the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studio, has engaged Lyon
Mearson, author and authority on
George Washington, to work with
Burnet Hershey in preparing the
scenario. They are now in Wash-
ington, D. C.

James C. Morton of stage and
vaudeville tvill henceforth use his

right name on all future screen
work, following his success in Vita-
phone cotnedies. Not sure of how
he would go over in films, Jimmy
used the name of Edward Morton on
his first two films. His most recent
appearance is in "Footlights," a two-
reel musical revue.

Marjorie Beebe has started work in
her second Vitaphone short, "Cigars-
Cigarettes," by Herman Ruby. Di-
rection is being handled by Alf
Goulding. James C. Morton also is

in it.

Claudette Colbert has been as-
signed the lead in "Woman Against
Woman" originally intended for
Tallulah Bankhead. Miss Colbert is

now en route to Hollywood to visit
her husband, Norman Foster, after
which she returns here to begin
ivork under the direction of Berthold
Viertel. Miss Bankhead goes west
in two weeks to star in "Milady's
Dress," under the direction of John
Cromwell.

'GOOD GIRL' STORIES

(Continued from Page 1)

son Clarke, author of "Millie" and
other sex stories. "I believe the
public is fed up with stories of
girls 'falling,' regardless of the
worth of the excuse. Producers to
whom I have talked feel likewise."

Clarke also told The Film Daily
that the most successful screen
plays of the future will first be
written in story or novel form.
"Authors create 'book characters,'
but directors make those characters
live."

Schneider Bringing Over
Series of Foreign Films
George Schneider, who is handling

the release of "Das Cabinet des Dr.
Larifari," recently shown at the
Little Carnegie, plans to bring over
a series of German and other for-
eign pictures. He has established
headquarters at 230 West 54th St.,

with a branch in Los Angeles as
well as an office in Vienna.

Jack Maher Complimented
Hornell, N. Y.—Because of the

active part he has played in local

affairs since coming here four
months ago, and especially for his

efforts in connection with the recent
Hornell Days campaign, Jack Maher,
manager of the Warner Majestic,
has received an official compliment
from the Chamber of Commerce.

THE

VIAJESTIC
APARTMENTS
115 Central Park West
Blockfront yist lo 72nd Sis.

3 to U ROOMS
Featuring:

Tower apartments of 4, 6 and
10 Rooms

Private Solaria in corner apart-
ments of 8 and 10 Rooms

Private terraces with units of
wide range of size and ex-
posure

Duplex apartments of 12 and
14 Rooms with both Ter-
races and Solaria.

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY

Housekeeping—Restaurant
and Hotel Service
Representalivt at the Building

TRafalgar 7-7480

Renting and Managing Agents

CHANIN MANAGEMENT,
Inc.

122 East 42nd Street
LExington 2-3800

Cooperation of Brokers Invited

AT 1931 PRICES.

Magnificence
ai me i^osi oj

^ 1 1 ieatocvH^ ....

TKe Majestic makes its strongest

appeal on its unmatclied location,

superior arrangement and size of

rooms, ana tne sumptuoiisness of

its ultra - modern appointments.

1 nat all of tnis is available at rent-

als such as are asked for ordinary

apartments makes an added at-

traction to living on tte "sunny"
side of tke Park.



NOTICE TO THE TRADE!

You're in the picture business-TO MAKE MONEY!
• • •

Are you cheating yourself?

Are you really trying to make money for your theatre?
Or are you letting pictures that will make money get

past you?
• • •

Give the public what they want!
Are YOU doing that?
Or do you sit in a projection room and think that just

because you like a picture, or don't like it, your au-
diences will, or won't.

• • •

North-South-East-West-TIIEV WAISIT THIS PICTURE!
''THE DREYFUS CASE!'' It's the sutprise smash-hit of 1931!
it's made money for everybody—everywhere!
It will make money for YOU—unless you're a mule!

• • •

Tl-ilS PICTURE has mopped up in New York, Chicago,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cleveland, Washington,
Rochester, Cincinnati, Detroit, Providence, St. Louis

Seattle, Milwaukee, Denver, San Francisco, and a lot

of other situations.
• • •

IT'S A MOP-UP FOR YOU, TOO! "THE DREYFUS CASE!"
• • •

THERE'S NO GUESSWORK ABOUT THIS ONE! ITS BOX-
OFFICE APPEAL HAS BEEN PROVED!

• • •

BOOK IT yvOlvr-This PROFIT-PICTURE from COLUMBIA!
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ALICE WHITE, AILEEN PRINGLE
and HALE HAMILTON in

"MURDER AT MIDNIGHT"
SMASHED WEEK-END RECORD

at the BROADWAY!
RESULT HELD OVER!

"... holds its suspense to the last reel."

—N. Y. GRAPHIC
• • •

.MSit^A
. . . Even Broadway's ushers were mystified."

—N. Y. AMERICAN

. . . speed, suspense and more than a little

excitement." -N. Y. herald tribune

RACE TRACK'
with

LEO CARRILLO
The star of the phenomen-
ally successful "Hell Bound"
duplicates his drawing
power in this colorful story

of the sport of kings!

A JAMES CRUZE
PRODUCTION
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"WOMEN GO

ON FOREVER"
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG

in her triumphant return

to the screen

An east side boarding house— life in

the rough—and Clara Kimball Young
as the hard-boiled boarding house

mistress with a heart as big as a

mountain. Human. Compelling.

A JAMES CRUZE PRODUCTION
Directed by Walter Lang

Produced by Samuel Zierler

"Clara's acting is superb. . .the picture

provides good entertainment."
— L. A. EXPRESS

• • •

"Kept the audience gasping for

breath." — L. A. examiner

"Audience ate up 'Women Go On
Forever' with a hearty gusto."

— HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

k\

"LEFTOVER

LADIES"
with CLAUDIA DELL, WALTER BYRON

and MARJORIE RAMBEAU
Divorce!... Freedom!...The thrill of living her own life

...the ecstasyof accomplishment... and then the reali-

zation that she has forsaken the most precious things

of life . . . that she is another of the "Leftover Ladies"

Directed by Erie C. Kenton
Produced by Sam BischofF

". . . well worth the dough any exhibitor is

likely to be asked for it."

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
• • •

". . . the audience will be thrilled."
— L. a. EXPRESS

.^OTi
"'^.

-</r.

On.

Co
...final fade-out was a signal
^

. for sincere applause."
— HOLLYWOOD

HERALD
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Boost in Positive Prices

Follows Drop in Exchange
London—To equalize the drop in

value of the pound sterling, both
Eastman Kodak and Agfa have ad-

vanced the price of positive stock.

The effect of the increase amounts
to as much as 3 pounds on a feature
print.

Vaude Back in Dallas
Dallas—RKO will resume vaude-

ville at the Majestic on Oct. 15, it

is announced by Manager Curt
Beck. The house will have a pit

orchestra of at least 10.

Business Films Cause 40% Boost
A gain of 40 per cent in actual

results obtained through the use of

business films has been experienced
by various clients of Visugraphic
Pictures, it is announced by Ed-
ward Stevenson, president. In 1930
and 1931 Visugrahic obtained 46,852
showings of business pictures, says
Stevenson.

U's "Homicide Squad" for Hipp
Universal's "Homicide Squad,"

starring Leo Carrillo and Mary
Brian, goes into the RKO Hippo-
drome on Saturday.

Bank Closing Hits New House
Philadelphia — Completion of the

new Midway, 2,800-seater being
built by Sam Shapiro is being
held up owing to closing of the 01-

ney Bank & Trust Co.

U. A. Branch in Calcutta
United Artists has opened a

branch in Calcutta to serve India,

Burma and Ceylon. H. A. O'Con-
nor, formerly at the home office, is

in charge.

James Cagney May Tour
James Cagney will probably be

sent on a personal appearance tour
in Warner key city houses upon
completion of "Taxi!" which is now
under way in Hollywood.

Richard Editing Para. News
With Emanuel Cohen at the Coast

watching finances in connection with
Paramount production^ editing of

"Paramount News" is now in the
charge of Albert J. Richard, assist-

ant editor.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTER
Synchronized Classics, theatrical enter-

prises; C. C. Pettijohn, 28 West 44th St.,

New York. 100 shares cotnmon.
Gibsel Motion Pictures ; Newgass, Nayfack

& Waldheitn, 350 Madison Ave., New York.
100 shares common.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
Arnold Amusement Co., Jersey City

arty & Lenehan, Jersey City, N. J.
shares common.

DELAWARE CHARTERS
Columbia Pictures of Argentine,

Dover, pel., motion picture films; Prentice
Hall, Inc., of Delaware. $10,000.

Stewart Warner Film Manufacturing Corp.,
Wilmington, Del., general motion pictures;
Corporation Trust Co.. Dover, Del. .$25,000.

DISSOLUTION
F. F. Proctor New York Theaters Co..

New York.
NAME CHANGE

All States Picture Production, Inc., to

American Distributing Corporation, Wilming-
ton. Del.

Mori-
1,250

Inc.

Capone Aids Gang-Film Ban?

That- Al Capone has been aiding

agitation in several states to ban

gangster films is hinted in a state-

ment from United Artists quoting a

wire from Howard Hughes, who says

that a Capone representative tried to

arrange for an advance showing of

"Scarface," new Hughes' production.

The racketeer's object presumably

was to find out if the picture is

damaging to him.

Changes in Denver Critics

Denver—Louden Kelley has been
promoted to amusement critic on
the "News." succeeding Kaspar
Monahan, who has taken over the
same position on the "Post" follow-
ing the resignation of A. De Ber-
nard!.

Miami Beach House Changes Hands
Miami Beach, Fla.—Vernon C.

Seaver and George J. Border have
bought the Biscayne Plaza theatei'

building from the Smith Realty Co.
of New York. Wolfsohn-Meyer En-
terprises operate the house.

Wolff Touring with Argosy Film
IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Joe Wolff of Argosy

Pictures, is on a tour of the ex-
change cities of the country show-
ing a print of "Tex Takes a Holi-
day," made in Multicolor. The pic-

ture will be state-righted. The next
Argosy story will be "Hell's Half
Acre."

Budd Rogers Touring Exchanges
Budd Rogers, sales manager for

Sono Art-World Wide, is making a

tour of exchanges through the mid-
dle-west and south. He is now at
Kansas City, and will visit Okla-
homa City, Dallas, New Orleans, At-
lanta and Charlotte before return-
ing to the home office.

Three Tiffany Releases Set
Tiffany has set release dates on

three new features in its Quality
Group of 12. They are as follows:
"Leftover Ladies," Oct. 18; "Morals
for Women," Oct. 25; "Racetrack,"
Nov. 1.

"Mad Genius" Opens Oct. 23
Warner Bros, have set Oct. 23 as

the opening date of John Barrymore
in "The Mad Genius" at the Ho,lly-

wood, succeeding "Alexander Hamil-
ton." On the same date the RKO
picture, "Fanny Folly Herself," goes
into the Warner for a run.

Grandjean Issuing House Organ
Dallas—L. H. Grandjean, Hughes-

Franklin exploitation director, has
started a four page magazine,
"What's What," which is sent out
weekly to H-F theater managers.

Hearst in Television Field
Station WGBS of New York City

has applied to the Federal Radio
Commission for authority to assign
its license and construction permit
to the American Radio News Coi-p.,
a Hearst organization.

No Motion Picture • •

Publication in the • • •

Wide wide world • •

Even approaches • • •

The Film Daily • • • •

YEAR BOOK • •

in volume of • • • • •

Advertising carried • •

Because this volume* •

Has demonstrated • • •

Its year round* • • • •

Pulling power • • • • •

At a one time • • • • •

Advertising rate • • • •

1932 EDITION I

OUT IN JANUARY i
• =

14th EDITION 1
m =

1200 PAGES 1

'illlllllllllllllllllllilllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllhiin
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15 FEATURES PLANNED

BY U. A. FOR 1932-33

(Continued from Pai.ic 1)

tails of the program will be discussed

when Goldwyn arrives in New York
about the middle of November.

United Artists will release this

season the travelogue made by Doug-
las Fairbanks in the far east. Fair-

banks appears in the picture.

Temporary Receivers
For Fox St. Louis House

(Continued from Page 1)

bonds secured by the theater had
been permitted to go into default

on Oct. 1 although money was avail-

able for semi-annual interest. Com-
plaining bondholders also asked for

permission to sell the property at

foreclosure. Petition says $898,000

in back rent is due from Fox The-
aters, of which the realty concern

is a subsidiary.

Standard Recording Personnel
Operations of the Standard Sound

Recording Corp., which has a new
and fully-equipped film and disc re-

cording studio at 216-220 East 38th

St., are being handled by the former
personnel of the Stanley Recording
Co. Jack Miner is director of sales,

Hazard E. Reeves is sound engineer

and Sonny Barkas is handling the

talent bureau.

Baird Plans $25 Television Sets

Production of television sets at a

cost of $25 each, turned out at the

rate of 20,000 weekly, will be start-

ed here soon by Baird Television ac-

cording to John Logie Baird, who
has just arrived in this country.

Baird has established New York of-

fices in the Paramount building. A
broadcasting hookup with WMCA
is being negotiated.

"Unholy Garden" Opens Oct. 22

Opening of Ronald Colman in

"The Unholy Garden" at the Rialto

has been set for Oct. 22. It fol-

lows "Palmy Days," another Samuel
Goldwyn picture.

M. Goldman 111

Chicago — M. Goldman, theater

broker, has been ill at his home for

a week.

Robt. Hicks to Steubenville

Steubenville, 0. — Robert Hicks,

formerly of the Newman, Kansas
City, is now manager of the new
Warner Paramount here.

In Japan, picture shows av-

erage six hours. Last year

650 features were produced.

RIALTi
• • • PRIZE STORY of the week goes to Alf Goulding

who overheard the following conversation between two

stock brokers in the subway "Depression," moaned one

of the brokers who had been socked "that's all I hear

—Depression." and the other wheezed "And the

worst of it is—it's universal." and a Universal film sales-

man sitting alongside got sore, and yelped "Ya, ya. Uni-

versal gets blamed for everythin'. What about Warner and

M-G-M?"
* * * *

• • • THAT OLD wheeze of the stage actor, "The show
must go on," has an entirely different significance in the motion

picture theater it took us all these years to learn about

it 'till we went down to the International Projector pjant

and had general sales manager Herbert Griffin and

assistant factory superintendent Thomas Lambert show us

around the story rates a whole kolyum which

we'll dish out to you later

• • • NOW IT'S "Admirl" Rogell if you please when
addressing director Albert Rogell after his direction of

sea operations for RKO Pathe's naval meller, "Suicide Fleet"
Al had as many as ten U. S. Navy warships under

his indirect command his orders were transmitted by
the commanding officers via Navy radio and signal men
Verne Braman is jaunting around Havana and the Canal Zone
with a scientific expedition having the time of his life

and in a postcard he refers to his "arduous task" that

guy always did have a sense of humor

• • • WHAT A turnout they had for the inauguration of

the new officers of the Paramount Pep Club the other day!
a thousand members were present speakers were

Jesse L. Lasky, Sam Katz and R. A. Kohn the new of-

ficers are Dr. Emanuel Stern, prexy Chris Beute, vice-

president Homer S. Traw, treasurer Doris Meyer,
secretary the board of governors are Fred L. Metzler,

J. J. Doughney, Charles E. Gartner, M. F. Gowthorpe, Lillian

Stevens and Ida Wolfe

* * >;: *

• • • DIJA EVER hear the story of how AI Selig almost
became a war correspondent? when he was a cub re-

porter on the "World," during the Russian-Japanese War
he had a bright idea and suggested to the managing
editor that he be sent to Russia to report the doings the same
as he was covering assignments at the police precincts

something Snappy and Modern in the war correspondent game
but the managing editor sez "NO" so Al

became a film advertising man

• • • KEEPING UP the hot pace he has set as prexy of

the AMPA Missus Finney's son, Edward, has lined up a
bunch of honor guests for the Dixie luncheon today
Irving Pichel, Raquel Torres, Thelma White and Max Hoffman,
Jr. when the hotel management heard about Raquel
being booked, they installed seven big electric fans in the dining
room that gives you a Slight Idea of Raquel

• • • LATEST RACKET a vaude actor on small
time wrote to Eddie Quillan to send him a sound film with ap-

plause on it so's the projectionist could run it over the
sound equipment in the theayter as soon as his act was finished!

'SHOOT TO Kill ORDER

IS

(Continued from Page 1

)

suspects and held for investigation.
Today's blast came on the heels of
investigation of bombing of the
Monroe, Loop house, and attempts
on the life of four imported opera-
tors. Union counsel conferred with
the police commissioner and asked
idd'tional guards for theaters, say-
ing the bombings reflected on the
union.
The latest peace parley broke up

without getting anywhere. Mayor
Cermak has announced drastic po-

lice powers will be invoked unless
v'olence ceases. Crack shots of the

police department are to be concealed
near theaters with orders to shoot
suspicious characters and ask ques-

tions later.

7 Gaumont-British Studios

Plan to Make 40 A Year
(Continued from Page 1)

has been set, which means that each
film will cost more than the 15,000
pounds heretofore considered the
limit for a British production in or-

der to prove profitable. Michael
Balcon is to be production super-
visor, and aid will be extended to

independent producers.

Changes in Essaness Houses
Chicago — Several changes in

house managers have been made by
Essaness Theaters. Transfers in-

clude Max Sachs, from the Bird to

the West End, which has been re-

opened; Irving Lipnick, Crawford to

Bird; Elmer Immerman, Embassy to

Crawford; Harry Hadfield, Devon to

Embassy. Jack Baker, former pub-
licity man for Marks Bros. Thea-
ters and more recently exploitation

man for RKO in the East, has been
made manager of the Devon.

Essaness now has 16 theaters, of

which 14 are currently in operation.

The Logan, which had been operat-

ing only week-ends, is now on a

seven-day policy. The circuit is go-

ing in for 24-sheet stands on adver-

tising.

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-

bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays

:

October 15
Ina Claire
Mervyn LeRoy
Jack Nelson
Clair Luce
Clarence Johnston
Archie Buchanan
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UNION THEATERS CIRCUIT

GOES INTO RECEIVERSHIP

(.Continued from Page 1)

gest capital city first-run houses.

Entry of another U. S. company in-

to the Australian exhibition field

also is rumored, which would mean
opposition to Fox, controlling Hoyt's
circuit. Another eventuality is the

floatation of Greater Union Theaters
and Greater Union Theaters Invest-

ments.

Wm. Haines and James Hall in J. C.

William Haines and James Hall

will give each other opposition in

personal appearances here starting

tomorrow. Haines at Loew's Journal

Square, while Hall comes into the

Stanley as the first stand of a tour

of Warner houses.

Offer Prizes for Amateur Films
HV.v* Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Total of $1,000 in

prizes for the four best amateur
productions made is being offered by
"The American Cinematographer"
magazine, of which Hal Hall is edi-

tor. Pictures must be made on 16

or 9 millimeter film. Contest opens

Nov. 1 and ends Oct. 31, 1932. Pic-

tures will be judged by a board com-
prising professional cameramen, di-

rectors, actors, writers and nation-

ally-known critics.

Book on Plagiarism Out
"Plagiarism, the 'Art' of Stealing

Literary Material," new book by

Maurice Salzman, member of the

California Bar Association, has just

been published. Several cases in-

volving motion picture material are

covered in the book, which has a

foreword by Rupert Hughes.

Norman Schwartz Marrying
Norman M. Schwartz, production

manager at the Roxy, and Rosalind

D. Greenberg have obtained a mar-

riage license. The wedding is to

take place late this month.

Goldwyn, Hornblow Coming East
Samuel Goldwyn and Arthur

Hornblow are due in New York
from the Coast late in November.
The United Artists production head
may go abroad.

COMING & GOING

ARTHUR KELr.Y of United Artists sailed

from Eneland yesterday on the Majestic.
JEANETTE MacDONAI.n. who returned

3-esterday from Europe liy way of Canada,
leaves next week for Hollywood to at)pear
in Paramount's "One Hour With You."
LUPE VELEZ is in New York from

Hollywood.
PAUr, CAVANAGH, Fox player, sailer!

last nipiht for a vacation in England.
EDDIE CANTOR leaves for Philadelphia

tomorrow to start a vaudeville tour.

DAN MICHALOVE, E. L. AI.PERSON
and DAVID WESHNER left last nicht for
Washington to conduct a zone meeting of

Warner theater managers.
JOHN GILBERT arrived from the coast

yesterday en route to Europe.
GEORGE BRENT leaves Ijy plane toda\

for the coast to appear in the Mascot Sfrial

"I.ii'htning Warrior."
WILLIAM SAAL is in Chicago to con

fer with BURT KELLY, production he...

of the Tiffany coast studios.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
WAESLEY RUGGLES, Howard

Estabrook, Eric Linden and Ar-
line Judge can take bows for their

work on "Are These Our Children?"
which was recently previewed. Lin-
den and Miss Judge, newcomers to

the screen, are certain of an excel-
lent future in pictures.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Bryan Foy. Lew
Seller, Ben Sto'.off. Al D'Agastino. OUie Car-
ver, Freddie Schuessler watching the U.S.C.
team trim Oregon State; Gilbert Warrenton
photographing "X Marks the Spot." at Tif-
fany.

M-G-M has given Madge Evans
a new contract . . . Myrna Loy also

has been added to the company's
roster.

* * *

In announcing their marriage plans this

week, Wesley Ruggles and Arline Judge
said that following the ceremony at Rug-
gles' home they would motor to San Fran-
cisco and sail to British Columbia for a

honeymoon.

Jack Holt and Richard Cromwell
will be paired again by Columbia in

"Yellow," a football story.

Nat Levine has signed William Watson
to direct "The Lightning Warrior." Mascot
serial. George Brent will play the leading
male role. Story is by Wyndham Gittens
and Ford Beebe.

William Wellman has been signed
to a new contract by Warner Bros^
He is now directing Dorothy Mac-
kaill in "Safe in Hell" for First Na-
tional.

Paul L. Stein, who is directing Pola Negri
in her initial talking picture, "A Woman
Commands." has had much success in his di-

rection of women stars. He has directed
Ann Harding, Constance Bennett, Jetta Gou-
dal, Jeanette MacDonald, and Lilliam Gish.
While in Europe, he also directed several
actresses.

Terrence Ray, formerly under con-
tract to Fox, is playing in "Marked
Woman," starring Lil Dagover, at
Warner Bros.-First National. He
played an important role in "Young
As You Feel," starring Fifi Dorsay.

* * *

On his first vacation in four years, Walt
Disney, creator of Mickey Mouse, is spend-
ing five weeks away from his studio. His
itinerary includes the Grand Canyon, Kansas
City, his old home; Washington, D. C.

;

Miami and other Florida resorts; Havana,
and a return voyage through the Panama
Canal.

Maurice Chevalier will be a guest
artist at the first of the new calen-
dar of Wampas programs, scheduled
for the Writers Club, Oct. 20, Tom
Bailey and Teet Carle have an-
nounced.

RADIO PICTURES has assigned Lowell
Sherman to direct "Ladies of the Jury," in

which Jill Esmond has a prominent role . . .

Production of "Marcheta" has been postponed
. . . Richard Dix. who has just finished "Se-
cret Service." plays a daredevil in "The Lost
Squadron," whicji Paul Sloane will direct.

Tiffany's newspaper drama, "X
Marks the Spot," has gone in work
with Erie Kenton directing. Lew
Cody is featured and Wallace Ford,
Sally Blane, Fred Kohler and Mary
Nolan appear in the principal sup-
porting parts.

* * *

Nine well known young actresses are
among the latest additions to the cast of

Paramount's "Working Girls." in which Paul
Lukas, Judith Wood, Charles "Buddy" Rog-
ers, Dorothy Hall and Stuart Erwin are
featured. The nine are Gay Sheridan, Yvonne
Howell, Marion Byron, Lisa Gora, Geneva
Mitchell, Sheila Manners, Sue Gomez, Ruth
Channing and Jane Mercer.

* * *

Marilyn Miller's third starring pic-

ture for First National, "Her Ma-
jesty, Love." has reached comple-
tion.

Sidney Fox, who recently completed her
role in "Strictly Dishonorable." has been cast
by Carl Laemmle, Jr., to play in "The Mur-
ders in the Rue Morgue." She will not coin-
pete her role in "Nice Women" for another
week or more.

Frank McGlynn, veteran New York
actor, has taken a suite at the Holly-
wood Plaza. He has been joined by
his son, Frank McGlynn, Jr., who re-

cently played the heavy in "Riders
of the Purple Sage," starring George
O'Brien.

Fred Rath, who was represented on Broad-
way last season by "First Night," has joined
the Paramount writing staff. His newest plays
are "Scandalous Affair" and "What's on Your
Mind." which are expected to be produced
this season. He also wrote "Solitaire," which
was given a Broadway production. His story,

"The Olympic Champion," sold to Universa'.
was the first original dealing with the Olympic
games.

U. A. Opens Minneapolis House
Minneapolis—United Artists yes-

terday opened its local house, the
Pantages, with "Palmy Days" on a
grind policy at 50 cents top.

Swedish Film at 5th Ave. Playhouse
"Fridas Visor" ("Frida's Song"),

all-Swedish talker made in Stock-
holm, opens Saturday at the Fifth
Avenue Playhouse.

Prince of Wales in Feature
London—With the sanction and

cooperation of the Prince of Wales
a local film company has prepared
a feature length sound picture of
the activities and interests of the
Prince. The film will be called "I
Serve."

Picketers' Fines Revoked
Pittsburgh—William Ferry, Wil-

liam Humphrey and B. V. Flask,
striking operators who were ar-

rested for picketing and fined by
police magistrates on disorderly

conduct charges, won appeals from
summary conviction taken to county
court, when Judge Thomas C. Jones
today declared them not guilty and
revoked the fines.

West Coast Books Mascot Serial
H'cst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "The Galloping

Ghost," Mascot serial starring Red
Grange, has been booked over the
entire Fox West Coast circuit. The
serial also will have a first-run show-
ing at the Pantages Hollywood.

REMOVAL OF EQUIPMENT

JUSTIFIED BY DEFAULT

(Continued from Page 1)

has decided in favor of Erpi and
denied the counter-claim of the Peo-
ples Theater Co., operating the
Paradise, defendant in the case, for
$6,100 alleging interference with its

use of the equipment. The decision
reads in part:
"The defendant (Peoples Theatre Co.) could

not terminate this contract except upon
the option of plaintiff (Electrical Research
Products). . . . the sealing of the machine
would not he deemed a breach of the con-
tract, such as would warrant its termination
because it took place by the mutual agree-
ment of the parties. ... I am also cle,ir

that the contract in question is not a con
ditional sales contract."

No Strike in Fox Denver Houses
Denver — Under the terms of a

stipulation signed in district court
here, operators will not call a strike
against the local Fox houses but
will continue under the contract
signed a few months ago. The union
men had threatened to walk out
after the discharge of a stage hand
at the Mayan.

One in a Thousand

At 999 hotels in Atlantic City you
can get the same thing . . . rooms
with or without meals . .

'An Original and Unique Service has
made

Tli.

CAROLINA
CREST

The Thousandth Hotel

'-'Abed or at your service table en-

joy a delicious Tray Breakfast.

WITHOUT CHARGE. In the pri-

vacy of your own comfortable room

while you glance through your

morning paper . . . then wonder,

as all our guests do—how we hap-

pened to move your home t} the

CAROLINA CREST
North Carolina Ave., Near Boardwalk

ATLANTIC CITY, N. j.

RATES:

Single, $4 and $5.

Double, $7 and $8.

Every room with private bath—Bed
lamps and at least three windows

IT'S WISE TO MAKE RESERVATIONS
IN ADVANCE
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Individual Theater Operation Urged by Schenck

12,000^TIVE WIREDJHEATERS JN U. S.

Light Romance is Present Trend, Says Borzage

Jack Warner
—shows us about

= ByJACK ALICOATE =
AS WE were being happily chap-

eroned, through the seemingly
endless Warner Bros, lot, by none
other than the old maestro Jack
Warner himself, our thoughts re-

turned to a location trip with this

outfit some ten years ago. In those
good old days Jack and Sam were
the complete production department.
One would direct while the other
turned the camera. Each, in turn,

was author, scenarist, property man,
title writer and cutter. No element
of misunderstood genius here. Rath-
er a fundamental understanding of

practical showmanship coupled with
the spirit of Peter Pan and the
philosophy of Huckleberry Finn.
How short a span, as time goes, to

the picture we saw today. Here is

the same happy, lovable, irrepressi-

ble Jack Warner, but in a somewhat
more swanky setting. Wielding tre-

mendous power in directing the far-

flung activities of a studio that is

the last word in technical efficiency

and usually a step ahead in innova-
tion. It might be interesting to

know that some two thousand car-

penters, electricians and painters
alone are regularly employed here.

HERE on this Warner lot one is

impressed with the continued
application of saneness, understand-
ing and common sense. The Holly-

wood brand of genius is tolerated,

but only charitably encouraged. With
this gang the making of pictures

is no deep esthetic mystery. They
realize that it's work, this keeping
up with the public. Hard work. Su-
pervision must be intense and con-

stant. No head-man is more loyal

to his gang. If you make good for

Jack Warner, you're a fixture. Is

he hard-boiled? Occasionally. If

you can't take it, you're out, pronto.

Darryl Zanuck, second in command,
is a dynamo, whirling dervish, and
cinema encyclopedia combined. He

(Continued on Page 2)

Sad Endings Acceptable
Only When Uplifting,

States Director
Unhappy endings are okay pro-

vided they have the effect of up-
lifting a story or stressing a moral,
said Frank Borzage in an exclusive
interview with The Film Daily
yesterday. Borzage is opposed to
sad endings attached to a story with
the purpose of making it grim and
dramatic. Especially in view of
present conditions, the director of

(Continued on Page 7)

HARRY BRANDT TRYING

SHORTS AND VAUDE PLAN

Harry Brandt has leased the
Lyric, former legit, theater on 42nd
St., and will open a vaudeville and
short subjects policy there on Oct. 24
with a view to extending the plan
to a circuit of houses if it clicks.

Six shorts will be offered, along with
four or five acts, at 25 cents.

Balto. Blue Law Repeal
Must Wait Another Year
Baltimore—Because the Mayor, in

the interests of economy, has refused
to call a special election in accord-
ance with the referendum ordered
by the last session of the legisla-

ture, vote on the blue law repeal
must wait until the general election

in the fall of 1932.

Films Prophesy Trends,

Declares Joe Brandt

Motion pictures, instead of inciting condi-
tions, invariably forecast coming events, in the
opinion of Joe Brandt, president of Columbia,
basing his belief on observations over a decade.
Taking gang films as an example, Brandt says
that pictures indicated the current crime wave
in advance. At present the screen is Inclining
to a lighter and more cheerful vein, reflecting
optimism regarding the future, he states.

m COMPANY FORMED

rOR ONION THEATERS

A new reconstructed company
called Greater Union Management,
Ltd., to take over the interests of
Union Theaters, Ltd., has been suc-
cessfully completed, according to a
cable received yesterday by Millard
Johnson, New York representative of
the Union Circuit. Stuart F. Doyle
is director of the newly formed unit,
with headquarters in the Shopping
Block, Sydney.

Al Jolson's Picture
On United Artists List

When United Artists resumes pro-
duction about Jan. 15, the first pic-
ture to go in work probably will be
Al Jolson in "Sons O'Guns," based
on the Broadway musical, according
to Joseph M. Schenck. Lily Damita
may play her original role in it. A

(Continued on Page 2)

Joseph M. Schenck Advocates
Individual Theater Operation

May Assist in Making

Public Color Conscious

Chicago—Boosters of color motion pictures
will derive some rays of hope and encourage-
ment from the action of the Chicago Tribune,
which has ordered nine new presses for the
printing of a daily four-page section in colors.

Exhibition would be better off if

theaters were run by individuals and
not by circuits, declares President
Joseph M. Schenck of United Artists
in an exclusive interview with The
Film Daily. Schenck, who arrived
this week from the Coast, says that
pictures should be given big open-

(Continued on Page 7)

RKO Completes Checkup
of Sound Houses

Now Open
Approximately 12,000 wired the-

aters are in active operation at this

time in the U. S., according to a

complete coverage checkup made by

RKO through its country-wide ex-

changes. A similar survey in Can-

ada shows 499 sound houses now
open. The U. S. houses, totalling

(Continued on Page 2)

J.J.

CLEVELAND EXHIB LEADER

Cleveland—J. J. Harwood, presi-

dent of the Cleveland M. P. Exhibi-
tors' Ass'n for the past five years
and long a prominent leader in ex-
hibitor activities, died yesterday
afternoon, of a he^r' attack while
undergoing treatm at the Rou-
bicek Health Club.
Harwood, who was 52, was form-

(Continued on Page 2)

Chas. McDonald Resigns
As Vice-Pres. of Wafilms
Charles McDonald has res'gned as

vice-president and general manager
of Wafilms. McDonald is now en
route to the coast by automobile to

settle at his ranch in Escondido and
later make business arrangements
in Los Angeles. William Ruben-
stein, secretary of Wafilms, will act

as New York representative for all

Walter Futter activities.

58 Replacements by RCA
Out of 94 Installations

Out of 94 installations of reproducing equip-

ment made in the U. S. by RCA Photophone
within a month, 58 were replacements, it is an-

nounced by E. 0. Heyl, vice-president and gen-

eral sales manager. Twenty-three different

kinds of sound devices were replaced by Pho-

tophone, Heyl states.
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Hays Addresses Medical Meet
Will H. Hays yesterday was a

speaker at the 21st clinical congress
of the American College of Sur-
geons. He discussed the use of
films in medical work.
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Jack Warner
—shows us about
(Continued from Page 1)

is likable and listens with an open
mind, but his views are definite and
uncompromising.

THE very recent opening of their

new theater-beautiful, Warners'
Western, is the highlight of the
present Hollywood season. An il-

luminating tribute to the splendid
carry-on-spirit of this outfit. It is

the newest super-theater on the

Coast. Ultra-modern to the 'nth de-

gree. Its location, at the junction
of Western and Wilshire, is com-
parable to Times Square or Trafal-
gar Square. It is the flagship of

the Warner string on the Coast.
Marty Schwartz, a New York boy,
is its managing director. It looks

like Warner Bros, are back. And
how.

Al JOlson's Picture
On United Artists List

(Continued from Page 1)

second Douglas Fairbanks travel

picture, covering his trip to South
America, also will be released by
U. A. next year, while Mary Pick-

ford is now looking for a story and
Charlie Chaplin is working on a

new scenario in England.

J. J. Hardwood Dead;
Cleveland Exhib Leader

(Continued from Paqe 1)

erly a member of the M. P. T. 0. A.
directorate and was a pioneer in the
exhibition field. He was a member
of the general exhibitor continuing
committee appointed at the protest
meeting held in New York in Sep-
tember. Funeral will be held Mon-
day from the Funeral Home of

George Edick, 187 East 82nd St.

Surviving are his widow and two
sons, Jack and Max, both movie
operators.

Larry Baren Joins High Art
Larry Baren has been engaged by

Nathan Hirsh and Morris Kleiner-
man of High Art Pictures Corp. in
the distribution of the Ludwig Satz
Jewish feature, "His Wife's Lover."

Selig on National Advertising
Al Selig will hereafter handle

only national advertising for Colum-
bia. He has turned over all pub-
licity supervision to Bert Ennis, who
also supervises Columbia exploita-
tion.

Citron Sells Fight Film Rights
Sam Citron, who bought rights to

film scenes of the Sharkey-Carnera
fight, has sold distribution rights to

Columbia for New York City and
to First Division Pictures for Al-
bany and Buffalo territories.

Camerawork was done by Joe Seiden
and Frank Zucker.

Plaza on Weekly Change
Starting tomorrow, Leo Brecher's

Plaza will run its programs a full

week, instead of the split-week
change.

12,000 WIRED PLAYDATES

OPEN IN THE U. S.

(Continued from Page 1)

11,947 to be exact, are located in

the following exchange centers:
Albany, 223; Atlanta, 338; Boston. 667;

Buffalo. 290; Charlotte, 226; Chicago, 570;
Cincinnati, 480; Cleveland, 353; Dallas, 496;
Denver, 268; Des Moines, 272; Detroit,
468; Indianapolis, 377; Jacksonville, 154;
Kansas City, 516; Los Angeles, 410; Mem-
phis, 199; Milwaukee. 297; Mi,nneapolis,
499; New Haven, 161; New Orleans, 242;
New York, 873; Oklahoma City, 369;
Omaha, 299; Philadelphia, 669; Pittsburgh,
454; Portland, 146; St. Louis, 336; Salt
Lake City, 228; San Francisco, 339; Seat-
tle. 205; Sioux Falls, 111; Washington,
412.

The Canadian distribution is: Calgary,
28; Montreal, 93; St. John, 49; Toronto,
217; Vancouver, 51; Winnipeg, 61.

Walter Futter Preparing
Romantic Travel Feature
A travel adventure-romance fea-

ture is now being prepared by Wa-
films, Walter A. Futter told FiLM
Daily yesterday. It will have Tibet
and a secret valley in Asia as its

locale and is to be ready for release

in February. Futter will resume
work on the picture upon his arrival

in Hollywood next week.
Six releases of the second series of

13 "Curiosities" have been completed
and five in Futter's new "Trave-
laughs" are ready for release

through Columbia.

Sue Carol for Indie Film
Sue Carol will be starred in an

independent production of "The
Main Event," based on the Saturday
Evening Post story by Peter Mc-
Farland. The film will get under
way next month at the Bristolphone
studios in Waterbury, Conn.

Fox Extending Relief Plan
Harley Clarke's "Five Friends"

unemployment relief plan has been
instituted in Fox Midwesco houses
by Glenn Griswold, vice-president in

charge of public relations, who yes-
terday returned to his office follow-
ing a trip to Chicago and Milwau-
kee. He plans to go to the coast
early in November to put the plan
into effect in the West Coast houses.

Barman Succeeds Beery
Baltimore— Howard Burman has

replaced Ace Beery as manager of
the Hippodrome. Burman was for-
merly assistant manager. Beery has
gone to Pittsburgh.

Bell & Howell Appoints Sales Mgr.
J. G. Llewellyn, for the past two

and a half years assistant sales
manager of Bell & Howell, has been
advanced to the position of sales
manager. Llewellyn has been act-
ing sales manager for the past year.

Projectionist Ordinance in Wis.
Oshkosh, Wis.—A measure, which

failed in the last legislature, provid-
ing for net less than one projection-

ist for each machine, has been
passed by the council here. Similar
ordinances are expected to be en-

acted by other Wisconsin cities.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Oct. 18: First Revel of the Dominos at
their Clubhouse, North Crescent Heights
Boulevard, Hollywood.

Oct. 19-20: Annual meeting of Allied Theater
Owners of Texas, Hotel Baker, Dallas.

Oct. 20-21: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Nebraska and Western Iowa, Omaha.

Oct. 31 : Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ns," Hotel Astor.

Oct. 31: Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplan
Projection Society, Hotel Commodore,
New York.

Nov. 1-2: Annual convention of Tri-State
M.P.T.O., Memphis.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

Nov. 10: Annual convention of Allied
Amusements of the Northwest New
Washington Hotel, Seattle.

$2 Showing for "Arrowsmith"
Samuel Goldwyn's production of

"Arrowsmith," the Sinclair Lewis
prize novel in which Ronald Colman
stars, will be presented on Broad-
way in December for a two-a-day
run at $2. Meanwhile Goldwyn is

bringing Colman's "The Unholy
Garden," to the Rialto on Oct. 22,
to be followed next month by Gloria
Swanson in "Tonight or Never."

Abrams Opening New Chi. Exch.
Chicago—Jerry Abrams is due in

town today from New York to ar-
range for the opening of another
independent exchange. Abrams, who
will have temporary headquarters
at 800 So. Wabash Ave., has already
taken on six M. H. Hoffman pic-
tures and eight Buffalo Bill, Jr.,

westerns from Principal Attractions.

Pacific N. W. Allied Meet Nov. 10
Seattle—Annual meeting of Al-

lied Amusements of the Northwest
will be held Nov. 10 at the New
Washington Hotel here, according to
James M. Hone, secretary.

C. E. Almy in Indianapolis
Indianapolis—C. E. Almy has been

appointed manager of the Warner-
First National branch here, succeed- I

ing Truly B. Wildman, resigned.
;

Almy at one time managed the W. .

B.-F. N. exchange in Cleveland. He
recently rejoined the Warner forces
in Cincinnati.

Thalia Completes Italian Film
"Cosi e' La Vita," Italian feature,

has been completed by Thalia
Amusement Co. ai the Metropoli-
tan Studios, Ft. Lee. Cast includes
Edward Cianelli, Miriam Battista,
Adrianna Dori, Augusta Merighi
and Ascanio DeRosa. Eugene Ro-
der directed.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dailj or Weekly Ralei

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation

723-TTH AVE.. N. V. BRYANT 9-eOST
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URGED BY JOS. SCHENCK

(Continued from Page 1)

ings in order to provide impetus to

carry them on during their run. He
deplores handling of campaigns un-

der general home office instruc-

tions, pointing out the need of in-

dividual treatment of pictures ac-

cording to each situation.

"Save money plugging weak pic-

tures and get behind the good ones

instead," urged Schenck.

Irving Simpson in Kansas City

Kansas City — Irving Simpson,

formerly manager at Hughes-
Franklin's Madrid, has been re-

placed by Frank Regan, formerly

manager of H.-F.'s Nomar in

Wichita.

R. T. Kemper in Wheeling
Wheeling, W. Va.—R. T. Kemper,

recently with Loew in New York
and at one time with Publix in Salt

Lake City, has been made manager
of the Court and Victoria here.

New Minneapolis Neighborhood
Minneapolis — Shenandoah Hold-

ing Co. is building a $48,000 theater

at 4812 Chicago Ave., with 700 seat-

ing capacity, to be ready Dec. 1.

The company is composed of com-
munity business men.

Tri-State Circuit Adds House
Uhrichsville, O.—The State has

been leased by the Tri-State Amuse-
ment Co. of Cleveland. Milton Ko-
rach continues as manager.

Helen Hayes Film for Capitol

M-G-M will present its first Helen
Hayes starring vehicle, "The Sin of

Madelon Claudet," at the Capitol

starting Oct. 23.

COMING & GOING

GEORGE ARLISS leaves tonight for Bos-

ton to visit Winthrop Ames. The Warner
star's present plans call for his departure

for Hollywood on Oct. 27.

FRANK BORZAGE leaves today for the

A. H SCHNITZER, short subject sales

manager of RKO Pathe, is back from a tour

of exchanges. E. L. McEVOY, eastern dis-

trict manager, is now visiting the branches

under his jurisdiction.

MARJORIE BEEBE, who has been mak-

ing Paramount and Vitaphone shorts in New
York, leaves tonight for plollywood.

CLAUDE C. EZELL has returned from

a trip to several Wiarner-Firtst Naltional

branches. „
E J. WOLK of Chicrgo Cmema Equip-

ment Co. left New York yesterday for a

short trip through his territory before re-

turning to Chicago.
, ^ ,

\V. C. KUNZMAN of National Carjv.n

Co has left for Cleveland. ,,^r.
WALTER PUTTER and .JOHN MED-

BURY leave for the coast tomorrow.

CHARLES R. ROGERS, vice-president

in charge of production for RKO Pathe, is

due from the coast Nov. L
r -.r i

GARY COOPER returned to New York

yesterday from a two-week vacation in the

^'sIDNEY'r. KENT and JOE SEIDEL-
MAN return Tuesday on the Majestic after

making a survey of conditions in Europe.

LOIS MORAN has arrived in New York

from the Coast with the intention of working

in a stage play.

• • • OPENING OF Universal's "Spirit of Notre Dame"
at the Mayfair last nite with Mayor Jimmie Walker on

the stage paying a tribute to Knute Rockne, to whose memory
the football epic is dedicated marked the culmination of

one of the most intensive publicity campaigns ever recorded in

motion picture annals it meant three months of solid

plugging supervised and engineered by Paul Gulick and

Joe Weil and when the final checkup is made, the "U"
officials in distributing the honors for a fine production

should not overlook giving these two gents their due meed of

credit for they put every bit of their combined experi-

ence of advertising and publicity into the job experience

accumulated over the years which is Considerable

and we don't mind saying that no other combination of adver-

tising and publicity brains in the biz can beat theirs

• • • BY WAY of a legal brief to support our statement,
let us cite, among other achievements on this super-campaign

nation-wide publicity on the famous gridiron stars who
appear in the production separate stories to every paper
in every town where these 14 football notables were known
and honored newspaper stories breaking in every college
paper in the Youessay three syndicate stories

a series of special screenings for sports writers and national
organizations two dozen national tie-ups two ra-
dio hours and a new type of pressbook authored by Jack
Hess for the RKO playdates in three sections, with each
section stepped off at the bottom so that material in it can be
readily found and clipped without damaging the rest of the
book the entire press sheet printed in typewriter type

a Brand New idea in pressbooks which haven't
produced that Miracle since D. W. Griffith got out his blurb on
"The Birth of a Nation" and if all this sounds to you
like a free ad for Universal and Paul Gulick and Joe Weil

it IS and we'll give 'em an autographed copy
if they think we're kidding, b'gosh , .

• • • LOOKS AS if a "Back to Nature" movement has
started in film production with Jawn Public and his
family fed up to the eyebrows on these gangster and sophisti-
cated sex pix so it is a pleasure to note that "Alice in
Wonderland" is getting a strong play with it's unworld-
ly, idyllic appeal to the heart of all children and aren't
we all children? at heart?

• • • NOW COMES Radio with "Way Back Home"
with Seth Parker, the radio star, doing a gorgeous role
a kindly old way-down-East character with a spirit of
tolerance for all the world a simple, wholesome story

with the farm songs that mellowed the lives and char-
acter of generations long past homely fireside atmos-
phere just an ole-fashioned tear-jerker but it had
those hard-boiled boys of the RKO booking ossif wiping the
weeps from their galvanized iron glims and any pix
that can MOVE that gang must Have Something can
ya imagine what it will do to the mothers and grandmas and
childer in the theayter!

• • • ACCORDING TO Mister Oscar Doob, a special .stage

show called the Second Anniversary Revue has been prepared
for Loew's Paradise theayter to celebrate the happy event on
October 23rd Polly Moran will appear in person

« « « » » »

BORZAGE SEES TREND

TOWARD LIGHT ROMANCE

(.Continued from Page 1)

"Bad Girl" believes that the public
wants romantic, lighter and more
wholesome stories.
Borzage finds that use of stage

players who read lines expertly is

advantageous because it enables
working according to schedule.
Trained players, he pointed out,
build an ordinarily unimportant
scene into an important one. Color,
in the opinion of Borzage, is not
yet ready for general use in pictures.
He believes that eventually wide film
will find a place in the picture
scheme of things.
The Fox director is now makifig

exterior shots for "After Tomor-
row." He leaves New York for the
Coast tomorrow.

New Group Takes Detroit House
Detroit —• The Uptown, formerly

known as the Koppin-Uptown, is

being taken over by a new corpora-
tion, the American Mack Co. Stock-
holders include Abram C. Standart,
Otto Lang, Jr., and Louis Myll.

Most of New Fox Talent From East
Out of 25 players signed by Win-

field R. Sheehan for Fox since last

March, 20 were given tests in the
East. Among recent additions to

the Fox stock company are Herbert
Mundin, Ferdinand Munier, Manya
Roberti and William Pawley.

New RKO Manager in Ft. Worth
Fort Worth—Wally Watlington,

formerly at the RKO Majestic in

Little Rock, is now RKO city man-
ager here, succeeding Jack Edwards,
who resigned to become associated

with Arthur Ungar in his new Hol-

lywood motion picture paper.

Form Synchronizing Service
Standard Sound Synchronizing

has been formed by Leonard Mitchill

and J. F. Clemenger. Mitchill last

edited "Football Thrills," short ser-

ies, which Columbia is releasing.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-

bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

October 16
Al G. Ruben
Mollie O'Day
Rex Bell
Lloyd Corrigan
Frank Ormiston
Bernard McConville
Robert Kendell
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jDvery female STAR in

Hollywood clamored,

begged, prayed for

WARREN
WILLIAM

as her leading man
Bebe [the lucky girl] gets

him first in FIRST
NATIONAL'S

HONOR T^HE FAMILY
with

BEBE DANIELS
Alan Mowbray, Frederick Kerr

RELEASED THIS WEEK! and h„ next

. week hem be the talk of 42 key eities! . . . i
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AXNOrXCEMEXT
We deem it a distinct privilege and honor to announce our direct asso-

ciation with the Sparks-Withington Company of Jackson,^ Michigan,

makers of the VISIONOLA; Sprague Specialties Company of North
Adams, Massachusetts, makers of the VISIVOX and the International

Projector Company of New York City, makers of the SENTROLA, in

the opening of a chain of non-theatrical motion picture exchanges for the

distribution of 16mm sound pictures.

It is inspiring to know that film producers, as well as the above
named equipment manufacturers, appreciate the advantages of the

Mayer plan for the distribution of 16mm motion picture entertainment.

It may be said with safety that it is the only plan brought forward so

far which is truly flexible and equitable and which possesses profit-

sharing features benefiting both the film producer and the equipment
manufacturer. Furthermore, it is the only plan which definitely guaran-

tees the producer a reasonable profit from the 16mm industry.

With three exchanges now being opened in New York, Boston and
Philadelphia, under this plan the 16mm industry is now making its first

stride toward what will be sure to lead to national and even international

distribution of home entertainment.

Yet no matter how astounding its growth, the 16mm industry will

never interfere with the motion picture theatre which is permanently
established as an American institution. We therefore assume the attitude,

not as a competitor of the exhibitor, but as a co-worker. Accordingly, we
feel that the efforts of the 16mm industry, added to those now being ex-

pended, will result in increased growth of the motion picture industry at

large.

RUDOLPH MAYER, President

INTERNATIONAL 16mm PICTURES, Inc.

630 Ninth Avenue

New York City
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Double Feature Programs Are Spreading in Ohio

LOWERMOST FILMS UNWISE, SAYS^NTELL
M-G-M Completes HalF of Its New Shorts Program
Short Subject Production

Is Running Ahead of

Schedule
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—M-G-M's short subject

production program is far ahead of

schedule, with more than half of

the program as a whole already

completed. The entire series of 12

"Sport Champions" has been fin-

ished, the last being set for release

April 7, 1932. Laurel and Hardy
comedies and PitzPatrick Travel-

{Coiitinucd on Page 3)

WILLIAM WHITE RETAINING

SEOX NEW YORK HOUSES

Five houses controlled by William
White and operated as part of the

Fox Metropolitan circuit will not go
to the Skouras Brothers under their

deal with Fox. Instead White will

conduct them as a separate group,

it is understood. They are the

Riverside, Nemo, Rivera, Japanese
Garden and Jamaica. White is

understood to own a 51 per cent in-

terest in these theaters.

Pittsburgh Houses
Give In to Two Men

Pittsburgh—Four of the 15 inde-

pendent theaters in the Pittsburgh
district where machine operators
went on strike about six weeks ago
have now signed for two men in a
booth, according to Fred Harring-
ton, secretary of the exhibitors' as-

sociation.

Stars at $150 a Month

Under New Soviet Plan

Moscow—Under a new plan mapped out by
the Soviet film industry, motion picture players
are to be divided into four categories and paid
accordingly. The stars will receive 300 roubles
($150) a month; first-class artists, 270 roubles;
second-class players, 200 roubles, and extras
160 roubles.

Advertising Men to Aid Movie Week
At a meeting of advertising and publicity men held at the Hays office

yesterday, Paul Culick was appointed editor of a press book to be issued for

National Motion Picture week. All those attending were asked to contribute

to the book and to forms of exploitation.

German Studios to Concentrate

On German and French Versions

iParis—As a result of existing
conditions in the German film indus-
try, producing companies in that
country appear to have concluded
that their intention to supply films
for the world markets will, tempo-
rarily at least, be restricted to films

in German and French dialogue, and
special versions without talk, it is

{Continued on Page 11)

A. P. Blumenthal Quits
Film Biz for Stocks

A. Pam Blumenthal, lately in ex-
ecutive charge of the industrial and
commercial films department of
Warner Bros., is retiring from the
picture business following his ac-
quisition of a seat on the Stock Ex-
change.

Five of 7 Houses in Ohio Town
Clicking With Double Features

2 More Chicago Bombings
Brings Total Up to 15

Chicago—Hurling of bombs Fri-
day at the Byrd on the West Side
and the Lindy on the North Side
brought the total of such attacks up
to 15. Neither of these houses is

involved in the operator dispute.

Canton, 0.—Spread of the double-
feature policy in Ohio is under way
following unusual success in the ex-
periment here. Warners inaugurated
the plan at the Alhambra several
weeks ago, first confining it to mid-
week. Upon finding that it took well,
they expanded it, so that dual bills

(.Continued on Page 11)

Film Titles and Stories
—the merry game of changing names

By DON CARLE GILLETTE

^HANGING picture titles—seems to be—a favorite pastime—with some

producers* **There are cases on record—where a film's tag—was
juggled around—six times or more—before finally set***Which means
—^for one thing—that at least five-sixths—of the advance publicity—on

this picture—was a total loss—to say nothing—of the editorial confusion

—caused by the changes—and the resultant—unfavorable opinion—of

the film company—doing such dallying***Curiously enough— it is some
(Continued on Page 2)

Public Demand for More
Value Obviates Cheap

Pictures
Producing of lower-priced product

owing to current business condi-
tions will not help the box-office
situation any, as the public, which is

now carefully shopping for its

screen entertainment, wants all it

can get for its money, in the opin-
ion of Alfred Santell, Fox director,
who arrived in New York on Friday

(Continued on Page 3)

NcWILLIANS REELECTED

WISCONSIN ALLIED HEAD

Milwaukee—Frank J. McWilliams
of Madison was reelected president
of Allied Independent Theater Own-
ers of Wisconsin at the two-day con-
vention here. Other officers include:
Charles Washicheck, vice-president;
Ed Maertz, secretary; L. K. Brin,
treasurer. Directors named are Mc-
Williams, Washicheck; Brin, John
A. Laudwig, 0. L. Meister, James
Zanias, Neil Duffy, 0. V. Kelly, J.

P. Adler, Percy Palmer. Among
speakers at the meetings were Al
Steffes, H. M. Richey, Fred Gilford
and Bennie Berger.

Carolina Theater Owners
Meet in Charlotte Dec. 7
Charlotte, N. C.—Mid-winter meet-

ing of the Carolina Theater Owners'
Ass'n will be held at the Hotel Char-
lotte here on Dec. 7, it is announced
by Charles W. Picquet of Pinehurst,
president of the organization.

Sunday Shows to Aid Idle

Are Favored In Savannah

Savannah Welfare Commitfees here are seri-

ously considering Sunday shows, the funds from
which can go wholly or in parf to the relief

of the unemployed. The state court has ruled
that Sunday shows are legal, but local min-
isters are opposed to them.
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High Low Close Chg.
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Loew's, Inc 37M 36 37^ -f l'/4

Paramount 14 13 14 -f 1
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Warner's 6s39 ... 45^ 41!^ 45!^ + 45i

E. Liverpool Plans Sunday Vote

East Liverpool, 0. — A vote on
Sunday shows here will be held at

the coming election Nov. 10. Church
factions are opposing the Sabbath
movies.
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Film Titles and Stories
—the merry game of changing names

- Cr^ii>i'm/g/j from Page 1) .i^i^i^^i^^^^ii

big outfits—that do most—of this changing*'' 'The indie fellows—are rarely guilty—of

such misdirected energy—they start out—with a title—and stick to it—usually because

—

the original name—tells the story'*''lf there's any reason—why a company—can't be
sure—about the title—from the start—a sensible plan—would be to use—some other

means—of identifying the picture—such as the names—of chief players—and not

announce—any title at all—until it is set.

•
INCREASING importance—of film titles—is becoming apparent—in foreign reactions

' —to American product*''* Before talkers came—the clientele abroad—was almost

solely—star conscious—made so by campaigns—of producing companies***But now that

films—have become audible—the foreign patrons—are fast becoming—play conscious

—

anxious to understand—what is contained—in the dialogue—so the story—has taken

on—a bigger meaning

—

and the title—must better indicate—what it's all about.

•
^^N the word—of European authorities—the time is coming—when the foreign

^^marl<et—will prefer to buy—the play framework—of an American film hit—on a

royalty basis—or for outright cash—and reproduce it—in its own country—with correct

linguist—because such a picture—can be understood—by more persons—and will

attract—bigger business—than an American star— in a sound picture—that only a

few—over there—can understand.

RKO Pathe and Warners
Conclude Deal on Shorts
RKO Pathe has concluded a deal

for the playing of all its shorts over
the full Warner circuit. Many of
the houses already are booking the
Rooster subjects. A contract on
Pathe features for the Warner the-
aters was closed recently. The shorts
deal was negotiated by A. H. Schnit-
zer of Pathe and Charles Klang of
Van Beuren with William J. Clark
of Warner.

Fox Signs Violet Heming
Violet Heming, prominent stage

actress, has been signed by Fox and
leaves Sunday for the coast to ap-
pear in "Circumstances."

Mary Boland Gets Para. Contract
Paramount has given Mary Boland

a long term contract. She is now
appearing around New York in the
stage play, "The Vinegar Tree."

Nacio Brown to Write Negri Music
Nacio Herb Brown will write a

complete original score to provide
a musical background for "A Wo-
man Commands," the Pola Negri
picture being made by RKO Pathe.

Seymour House Reopens
Seymour, Conn.—The Strand has

been reopened by E. H. Rolston,
owner.

New Saenger Manager in Vicksburg
Vicksburg, Miss.— Jack Manning

has become manager of the Saenger,
succeeding James Thomas, Jr.

Walder to Manage New Gables
Coral Gables, Fla.—Charles Wal-

der, manager of the Tivoli in Miami,
will manage the new Gables now be-
ing completed here and scheduled to
open in December.

American Legion Film

Ready for Distribution
"Legion on Parade," taken at the

recent American Legion convention
in Detroit and including President
Hoover among its talking figures,

has been completed for release by
Talking Picture Epics. It was pro-
duced for the Legion by Winsor B.
Williams, directed by James E.
Darst and Tom Hogan, with su-
pervision by E. 0. Marquette, and
edited by the American Legion
Monthly.

Schulberg to Address Wampas
lVc3t Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — B. P. Schulberg of

Paramount will address the Wampas
on Tuesday evening at the first of
organization's winter series of din-
ners, it is announced by Tom Baily
and Teet Carle, co-chairmen. The
same meeting will be a "welcome
home" to Maurice Chevalier.

Payette Out of Hospital
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DALLY
Washington — John J. Payette,

zone manager of Warner theaters
who was seriously injured in a taxi
accident recently, has been dismissed
from Garfield Hospital and is carry-
ing on the circuit business from his
home.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Oct. 18: First Revel of the Dominos at

their Clubhouse. North Crescent Heights
Boulevard, Hollywood.

Oct. 19-20; Annual meeting of Allied Theater
Owners of Texas, Hotel Baker. Dallas.

Oct. 20-21: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Nebraska and Western Iowa, Omaha.

Oct. 31: Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor. «

Oct. 31 : Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplan
Projection Society, Hotel Commodore,
New York.

Nov. 1-2: Annual convention of Tri-State
M.P.T.O.. Memphis.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

Nov. 10: Annual convention of Allied
Amusements of the Northwest New
Washington Hotel, Seattle.

Dec. 7

:

Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte,
Charlotte, N. C.

McConnell Joining Columbia
Fred McConnell, who resigned as

Universal short subject sales man-
ager, is understood to be joining Co-
lumbia in an executive capacity. His
successor at Universal will be ap-
pointed by Phil Reisman, general
sales manager, early this week.

Another for Wolfson-Meyer
Miami—Wolfson-Meyer has prac-

tically completed arrangements with
the Paramount Enterprises, Inc., for
taking over the Coral Gables, closed
for some time. The house seats
1,500.

New Warner Branch Mgrs. on Coast
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—N. H. Brower, for-

merly of Seattle, is now manager of
the Warner-First National exchange
here, succeeding Harry Lustig, re-
signed. L. Oxtoby has been pro-
moted to manager in Seattle.

Robert Hicks Transferred East
Steubenville, 0. — Robert Hicks,

who recently came here to manage
j

the new Paramount, is being trahs-
ferred east. Thor Hauschild, for- \

merly in South Bend, Ind., has suc-
ceeded him here.

OFFICE SPACE WANTED
by high class motion picture authors'
agent, not less than 200 sq. ft., top
cash rental $35 monthly, on B'way be-
tween 46th & 50th. Will consider ex-
change executive office supervising
services for rental In excess of this

amount. Box 812, FILM DAILY.

Denver House Robbed
Denver—About $1,000, represent-

ing two days' receipts, was taken
from the Ogden, neighborhood
house, a few days ago.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Michigan 8761
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MG-M COMPLETES HALF

OF NEW SHORTS PROGRAM

(Continued from Page 1)

talks are completed up to March
releases, and all other series are fin-

ished up to releases of January. The
entire Harry Lauder series of four

releases is ready and at least 50

per cent of the ZaSu Pitts-Thelma

Todd, Dogville, Boy Friends, Our
Gang, Charley Chase, Fisherman's

Paradise and Flip the Frog have

been completed.

George Fischer Adds House
Milwaukee—George Fischer, who

operates the Milwaukee and Nation-

al here, has taken over the AUis in

West Allis from Eugene Phelan.

Huffman Gives and Takes
Denver—Harry Huffman is giving

up the America on Dec. 31, when
the house will be replaced by a de-

partment store. To equalize, he

takes over the Rialto from Publix

and reopens it Dec. 25 after altera-

tions.

Speakers for Dallas Meet
Dallas—Emmett Thurman of Den-

ver and Judge Will Henry of Dal-

las are to speak at the Allied The-
ater Owners convention to be held;

at the Baker Hotel here Oct. 19 and
20.

Louisville House Reopening
Louisville — M. Switow &

_
Sons

Enterprises, in partnership with I.

Libson of Cincinnati, will reopen the

Mary Anderson on Oct. 17 as a sub-

sequent run theater with four week-
ly changes at 15 and 10 cents.

Richards Circuit Signs Pathe
New Orleans — Rupert Richards

has signed the Pathe features and
comedies for his circuit of eight

houses in Louisiana and Mississippi.

Scharnberg in Line for Promotion
Madison, Wis.—John Scharnberg

is expected to be named district

manager for RKO in Wisconsin, suc-

ceeding J. Wm. Deubach, formerly

of Milwaukee.

Congratulates

:

FOUR MARX BROS.

who supply the season's peak
in hilarious entertainment in

the Paramount picture,

"Monkey Business."

No. 40 oS 1931
*^6ood Deeds**

Series

• • • MANY EXHIBS are in the habit of thinking of

screen trailers strictly in the sense of announcements of their

next week's attraction overlooking the fact that the
screen is their stage their Rostrum for selling their the-

ater in innumerable ways and not more than one exhib
in a thousand has ever set back and said to himself
"What am I offering my patrons to make my theater different

from my competitor? he runs a program of feature,
newsreel, shorts, the same as I do so I must hit on a
plan to put some Individuality into my screen to create
on the screen an Atmosphere that sets my theater apart from
my competitor to leave an impress on the minds of my
audience that my house is Distinctive it has an Intimate
Air it reflects the Spirit of this community in a
word, it is not just a theater but a place where my
patrons feel At Home it has an indefinable, intangible
Something which they miss in the theater of my competitor"

And, Say, Mister Exhib when you have hit on
THAT solution then you automatically move up into
the class of Showmen not just a Ticket Seller

* * *

• • • JOHN J. HARWOOD'S death was a distinct shock
to his many friends in New York who knew the Cleve-
land exhibitor as a man among men Typical of the ex-
pressions voiced along Broadway is the following by C.
C. Pettijohn: "The death of Jack Harwood of Cleveland is a
great personal loss to all who knew him and a great industry
loss as well. He was a man. His word was better than gold.
And a real man doesn't have to be on your side all the time
if he is as honest and sincere as was Jack Harwood"

* * *

• • • RUTH ROLAND, who has been trouping steadily
since she opened in San Francisco at the age of six as "Baby
Ruth" is merrily doing her five-a-day throughout the
middle west and goalin' them all by showing that it's possible
for a movie star to really have talent Ruth sings, dances
and gives imitations that put her in the top-notch class as an
entertainer In between shows she keeps tabs on her
real estate activities just a gal with plenty of energy

directed the right way and Estelle Taylor, who
has been drawing them in at the Warner Stanley in Jersey City
the past week, is doing ditto this week at the Fox in Washing-
ton, after which she comes into the Albee, Brooklyn

• • • JOE BRANDT of Columbia has made himself highly
popular at Syracuse University, where his boy Gerald is a stu-
dent, by offering to help the faculty in establishing a school of
motion pictures Michael L. Simmons may soon lose that
"six-syllable" for a new appellation, to wit, "quick-trigger" Mike

the reason being that, a few hours after the CoUings
murder was committed, Mike had written an original story
and solution, which the official dicks haven't arrived at yet, and
sold it to George W. Weeks for production by Sono Art
David Burke, the theater broker, reports business brisk over
his way among his latest deals is the lease of the Lyi-ic

on 42nd St. to Harry Brandt for a vaude-and-shorts house
Helen Penland, formerly on the Warner lot in Hollywood, is in

New York with her first novel, "Taxi Money" and
Harold Winston is back from the Paramount studios on the

coast with a couple of play manuscripts Ronald Colman
is aboard the Conte Grande, which has sailed for Mediterran-
ean ports

* * * *

# • • AND IF there's any question in your mind about
"Susan Lenox" whether she Rose or Fell go over
to the Capitol and watch the wimmen fall for Susan oh,

boy ! and Clark Gable and if the exhibs don't
fall for this lulu they deserve to hit the skids
whether Susan fell or was pushed, she's gonna make the
Grosses Soar and how

!

LOWER-COST PICTURES

UNWISE, SAYS SANTELL

{Continued from Page 1)

from the Coast. Curtailing of story
and negative costs is not the solu-

tion to the problem, believes Santell,

but high grade entertainment will

help the situation.

Reducing of salaries of screen
stars is impossible, according to San-
tell, owing to highly competitive
bidding which seems beyond elim-

ination. Personalities will always
command big compensation as long
as they register at the box-office.

A handicap in the production of

pictures, said Santell, is frequently
time restrictions. On the other hand,
he pointed out, stage shows are in

process of moulding and re-shaping
weeks before their premiere on
Broadway. A picture, however, is

comparatively given but little re-

make attention.

Santell is on the first lap of a

three months' vacation.

Julia Butterfield Injured
Detroit — Julia S. Butterfield,

daughter of W. S. Butterfield, was
severely injured a few days ago by
a fall from a horse.

No Drop in Para. British Revenue
Paramount revenue from Great

Britain has not been reduced
through the pound situation, it was
stated at the company's home office

yesterday, owing to the increased

sales efforts of its organization in

that country.

Waco Censor Has A Snap
Waco, Tex.—Since the city com-

mission stopped the censor's pay,

but refused to repeal the ordinance

stipulating no pictures shall be

shown here without a permit, City

Secretary George Bush has been ap-

pointed censor by the Mayor. Bush
issues the permits without the

bother of viewing the pictures.

Many Happy

Returns

« « « » » »

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-

bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays

:

October 17-18

Jean Arthur
Neil McGuire
Marian Marsh
Hapsburg Liebe
Casey Robinson
Roy Stewart

Miriam Hopkins
Bob Custer
Richard H. Diggs, Jr.

Martha Franklin
Sherman Lowe
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

mBy RALPH WILKi

HOLLYWOOD
T)ICHARD A. ROWLAND, who is

^^here discussing 1932-33 story

plans with Winfield R. Sheehan,
plans to return to New York in

about three weeks.
* *

Harry Sweet is directing "High Hats and
Low Brows," one of the HuiTtown series of

RKO Pathe comedies starring James Gleason.

Mae Busch, Harry Gribbon. Gertrude Astor,

Irving Bacon. Maude Truex, Thomas Mc-
Guire and Leo White are in the supportmg
cast.

* * *

Production has started at First

National on "Union Depot," latest

starring vehicle for Douglas Fair-

banks, Jr.
* * *

Lawrence Grant, Gustav von Seyffertitz and
Emil Chautard have been assigned by Para-

mount to roles in Marlene Dietrich's^ new
starring picture, "Shanghai Express." the

Jules Furthman screen play from Harry Har-

vey's original story to be directed by Josef

von Sternberg.
* * *

"Wide Open Spaces" is the title

of RKO Pathe's latest Masquers
Club picture. In the cast are Ned
Sparks, Dorothy Sebastian and An-
tonio Moreno. Arthur Rosson di-

rected.
* *

Clarence Muse, negro actor now appearing

with Dorothy Mackaill in First National's

"Safe in Hell," has composed the song

"When It's Sleepy Time Dowm South,"

which is being used in the picture. Nina
Mae McKinney, negro actress, sings the

number.
* * *

Lois Montgomery, niece of Mari-

lyn Miller, plays a small part in

Miss Miller's next picture for First

National, "Her Majesty, Love." Lynn
Reynolds is Miss Montgomery's
screen name.

* * *

RADIO PICTURES has added Paul Hurst
to "The Lost Squadron" . . . Ken Murray
will appear in "Ladies of the Jury" with

Edna May Oliver, Jill Esmond. Rosco Ates,

Kitty Kelly, Lita Chevret and Cora Wither-
spoon under the direction of Lowell Sherman
. . . Ralph Ince is doing double duty in

"The Dove" and the untitled Louis Weitzen-
korn story . . . Herbert Brenon, who is di-

recting "The Dove," will also direct "Bird
of Paradise." . . .

Robert Kurrle, ace cameraman

Surely Your Theatre
will be celebrating

MICKEY MOUSE'
3rd BIRTHDAY
Saturday, October 24

Pathe Westerns Going Musical
Music is going to play an important part in this season's RKO Pathe Westerns, if

the plans made for the Tom Keene starring series may be taken as a criterion. "The
Sundown Trail," first of the series featured several cowboy laments, while "Freighters
of Destiny," just completed has no less than three specially composed numbers.

who recently completed the camera
work on "Her Majesty, Love," star-

ring Marilyn Miller, will handle the
photography on the next William
Powell production.

* * *

William Beaudine, who has just finished

Columbia's "The Men in Her Life." has been
assigned to direct "Blonde Baby," which will

feature Jean Harlow.
* ^ *

Herbert Mindin is a late addition

to the cast of Linda Watkins' com-
ing Fox picture, "Circumstances."
This is the first picture William
Cameron Menzies has directed alone.

The leading man will be the young
newcomer, Alexander Kirkland.

UNIVERSAL has added Carmel Myers to

"Nice Women," which also includes Sidney
Fox, Frances Dee, Lucille Gleason, Patsy
O'Byrne, Florence Enright, Jo Wallace,
Alan Mowbray, Russell Gleason and James
Durkin. .. .Complete cast of "The Unex-
pected Father," featuring Slim Summerville
and ZaSu Pitts, includes Allison Skipworth,
Dorothy Christy, Tom O'Brien, Claude AUis-
ter, Richard Cramer and four-year-old Cora
Sue Collins Thornton V. Freeland is di-

recting from an original by Dale Van Every.
* * *

William Collier, Sr., will be dia-

logue director of Fox's "Stepping
Sisters." Seymour Felix will direct.

* * *

Anthony Bushell, who appeared with Con-
stance Bennett in ' Born to Love," returns to

the RKO Pathe studios to play an impor-
tant role in Pola Negri's starring vehicle,

"A Woman Commands."
* *

Wilhelm Dieterle will handle the
megaphone for Warners' "Shadows
on the Wall," in which Kay Francis
will be starred. The story is by E.

Pettit.
* * *

Monogram has started production on "For-
gotten Women." Trem Carr, production man-
ager of Monogram, has borrowed Marion
Shilling from Pathe for the lead. The rest of

the cast includes Beryl Mercer, Virginia Lee
Corbin, Patsy Ruth Miller, Edna Murphy,
CarmeUta Geraghty. Edward Earle and Rex
Bell. The story is by Wellyn Totman and
Adele Bufiington. Richard Thorpe is direct-

ing.
H< * *

Joan Blondell and George Barnes,
cameraman, have announced their
engagement.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Harry Chandlee greet-
ing his son, Ellis, who arrived from New
York to attend the University of California
at Los Angeles; Sam Rork and Sol Lesser
chatting at the Roosevelt; Ben Jackson mo-
toring to the Fox Western Ave. studio.

* * *

Marie Dressier, back from her
vacation in the east, is preparing to
start work in "Emma" at M-G-M.
. . . Clarence Brown will direct the
Frances Marion story . . . Richard
Cromwell also is in it . . .

* * *

RKO PATHE has added Paul Hurst to
the new Helen Twelvetrees picture being
directed by Ralph Murphy. .. .Fred Allen,
supervisor of Westerns, is making a tour of

California and Nevada ghost towns for lo-

cations.

John Warburton will lose little

time between pictures. Rushed from
New York to Hollywood, Warbur-
ton is now playing in "Thirty Days,"
being produced by Patrician Pic-

tures. The same company will also
star him in "Just Suppose," because
of his resemblance to the Prince of
Wales, the central character of the
story. "Just Suppose" was made as
a silent picture by Inspiration Pic-

tures, with Richard Barthelmess as

the star.

FOX has moved up the production date of

"Disorderly Conduct" and placed Ralph
Bellamy in the leading role originally in-

tended for Victor McLaglen, who is busy
in "While Paris Sleeps" .... Others in the
Bellamy picture include Sally Eilers, Law-
rence O'SuUivan, William Pawley, Manya
Robert! and Jesse De Vorska, with John
Considine, Jr., directing. . Kenneth Mac-
Kenna will direct Warner Baxter in "Wid-
ow's Might," with Claire Maynaxd, Ed-
ward Crandall and Raul Roulien .... Allan
Dinehart has been added to "Charlie Chan's
Chance," which John Blystone will direct. .

Walter Klinger, casting director

at the Mack Sennett studio, asked
an actress her age. "I've just turned
25," she replied sweetly. "Yeah,"
Walter retorted, "and when you turn
25 around you get 52."

WARNER BROS, has assigned Lillian
Bond to "Union Depot," now m work....
Dudley Digges will appear with Edward G.
Robinson in "Honorable Mr. Wong".... Nat
Pendleton is an addition to the cast of
"Manhattan Parade," now in work under
the direction of Lloyd Bacon Evelyn
Brent is to have the feminine lead opposite
William Powell in "High Pressure," wnth

Evalyn Knapp as ingenue lead Others in
the cast mclude Rolfe Harolde, Guy Kibbee
Polly Walters and Frank McHugh, with
Mervyn LeRoy directing.

* *

Percy Westmore, makeup expert,
has completed a coiffure for Lil
Dagover, German star, which he
anticipates will become as sweeping-
ly popular with the fans as was the
Garbo bob of a few seasons ago. The
Dagover coiffure is combed back
from the forehead and falls in loose
shadow curls at the nape of the
neck.

* * *

PARAMOUNT has added Kent Taylor
and Julia Swayne Gordon to "The False
Madonna" Walter Walker will appear
with Ruth Chatterton in "Tomorrow and
"Tomorrow". .. Jane Darwell is a late addi-
tion to "Ladies of the Big House". .. .Mar-
jorie Gateson will appear in "Second
Chances," which Frank Tuttle will direct
.

. Mischa Auer has been assigned to
"Working Girls" Juliette Compton joins
the cast of "No One Man," to be directed
by Lloyd Corrigan.

* * *

Mothers-in-laws are openly taboo
with the Navajos, according to
George and William Allen, co-pro-
ducers with Elmer Clifton of "The
Navajo Witch," a short subject. A
Navajo husband must never be
caught speaking to his mother-in-
law, her sisters or her mother, the
Aliens declare.

* * *

FIRST NATIONAL completed "Safe in
Hell" this week Dorothy Mackaill is
starred and William A. Wellraan directed
..."The Captain's Wife," starring Lil Dag-
over, has gone in work.... cast now in-
cludes Walter Huston, Warren William,
Robert Warwrick, John Wray, George E.
Stone, Oscar Apfel, Maude Eburne, Paul
Porcasi, Ben Hendricks, Jr., and George
Cooper.. Lillian Bond and Guy Kibbee
will be in "Union Depot". .. .The next Rich-
ard Barthelmess picture, now called "Alias
the Doctor," goes in work next month. .

.

* * *

With "Cyclone Kid," starring
Buzz Barton, Big 4 starts a new
series of six westerns . . . Shooting-
has been completed on "Quick Trig-
ger Lee," starring Bob Custer un-
der the direction of J. P. McGowan.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"
Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motiori picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.

$3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Lookfor the"Doorway ofHospitality"

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY N. BLAIR

jyrARGARET ADAMS, who had a

prominent supporting- role ift

"My Sin," is featured in "The Cat
and the Fiddle," a new musical play
which out-of-town notices indicate

will be one of the season's smash
hits. Heading the cast is Georges
Metaxa, who attracted much favor-

able attention by his work in Para-
mount's "Secrets of a Secretary."

Vitaphone is proud of the fact

that the Loew circuit has booked
"Old Lace," Ruth Etting's latest

tu'o-reeler, for their whole list of 50

Ne2V York and Brooklyn houses.

Ruth Ettivg has been sigyied for

four more two-reelers as part of the

"Broadtvay Brevities" series.

Billy Lee, who has appeared in

numerous Vitaphone shorts, includ-

ing "Rough Sailing," "Nagger's
House Warming" and "Lucky Thir-

teen," is nothing if not versatile. In

his many years on the stage and
in pictures he has played Greek,
Italian, Hebrew, French and Ara-
bian parts, mostly of a comic na-
ture. Lee's stage experience in-

cludes prominent roles in such
musical plays as "Puzzles" and
"Artists and Models," by reason of

his powerful baritone voice.

Ethel Merman's next Paramount
short is called "Irene," with empha-
sis on the last syllable. Casey Rob-
inson is slated to direct.

Jane Winton, late of Hollywood,
where she was featured in "Hell's

Angels," has been signed for the

leading feminine role in "The Week
End Mystery," third of the S. S.

Van Dine series. Donald Meek and
John Hamilton, who appear through-

out the series, have the principal

roles. Harry McNaughton, Barry
Townley and Isabel Jewell complete

the cast.

Vitaphone Vitamins : Marjorie

Beebe, starring in "Cigars, Cigar-

ettes," never smoked in her life . . .

Bryan Farley specializes in unusual

props . . . carries his own boxes of

props with him . . . no mutter what's

required, he usually has it . . . Eddie

Delange, back in New York after

five years in Hollywood, appearing

in "Cigars, Cigarettes,"

"Dead Man" is the intriguing title

of Frances Hyland's first novel,

which is due in March. Miss Hyland
has been attached to the writmg
staff of the M-G-M and "U" studios,

among others, and has recently been

turning out snappy short subject

scripts for Paramount's New York

"Struggle" Scored

Audio Cinema studio has completed

the scoring on "The Struggle," D. W.
Critfith's latest production, with Phillip

Scheib in charge of musical effects and

Joe W. Coffman supervising sound.

studio where her husband, Al Ray,
is a director.

Despite conditions and double fea-
ture bills, Vitaphone shorts this year
have sold better than in any pre-

vious year, according to Sam Sax,
head of the Warner Vitaphone stu-

dio. Aside from improved quality

of product, Sax attributes the popu-
larity of Vitaphone shorts to the

series idea which he inaugurated this

year.

"Shake Well Before Using," the

latest number written by John Green
and Eddie Heyman for "Here Goes
the Bride," is already an established

hit despite the fact that the show
has not yet reached New York. It

is hardly necessary to say that this

same team is responsible for "Body
and Soul," which took the country

by storm.

A cast of over 60 stage players,

headed by Don Tomkins, Blair Kent
and Marjorie Lytell, supports Ruth
Etting in her latest X'itaphone short,

"Words and Music."

The comedy talents which Al

Downing exhibited in several recent

Broadway shows is not being wasted

by Vitaphone, which has used him
in four of its shorts within the

past three weeks. His latest is

"Cigars, Cigarettes."

Ray Foster, Vitaphone camera-

man, estimates that he traveled over

25,000 miles, or more than the entire

distance around the world, in the

three years that he has commuted
between the Warner studio in Flat-

bush and his apartment in upper
Manhattan. Result: he's moving to

Brooklyn within five minutes drive

of the studio.

Sammy Fain and Irving Kahal,
composers of numerous hit tunes in-

troduced in Paramount features,

have written the music for "Every-
body's Welcome," Broadway's latest

musical show, now packing 'em in at

the Shubert theater. Among the

best known numbers written by this

team are: "You Brought a New
Kind of Love to Me," "Mia Cara"
and "Let a Smile Be Your Umbrel-

la."

Stanley Rauh, Vitaphone staff

writer, who recently completed

"Shake A Leg," for Thelma White
and Fanny Watson, in collaboration

with Glen Lambert, is now working

on the next of the "Naggers" series,

as yet untitled.

Thelma White, the platinum

blonde member of Vitaphone's

Fanny Watson-Thelma White com-

edy team, made her first public ap-

pearance at the age of two years

as ballyhoo artist for a circus side

show in which her parents par-

ticipated. Now she's putting her

talents to work doubling at the

Hollywood Restaurant as mistress

of ceremonies.

FOREIGN MARKETS
By L. H. MITCHELL

$21,705 Profit for Year
Reported by Hoyt Circuit
Sydney — Hoyt's Theaters, Ltd.,

controlled by Fox, after showing a
loss of $53,155 for the first six
months of the fiscal year, made a
profit of $74,860 during the last six
months, giving it a net profit for thej
year of $21,705, after providing fori
taxation and depreciation. No divi-i

dend to stock holders was declared'
owing to the commitments of the
company which necessitated further
borrowing.

6,000 French Institutions

Are Equipped for Pictures
Paris—At the Educational Film

Congress which recently met here,
it was stated that there are 6,000
educational establishments in France
which are equipped for showing mo-
tion pictures.

B. & D. Signs Authors
London— British and Dominions

Film Corp. has added P. G. Wode-
house and Walter Hackett to its list

of contract writers which already
included Frederick Lonsdale and Ben
Travers.

Paramount-German Co. Personnel
Berlin — Managing executives of

Paramount Film A.G. (Paramount's
German producing company) are,

Gustave J. Schaefer, Harvey D. Ott
and George P. Vallar, all of Berlin.

The board of directors is composed
of J. C. Graham, London; Isaac
Blumenthal, Paris; and Ralph
Knapp, Paris. The nominal capital
of the concern is given as 500,000
marks.

Cheap Seat Tax Reduced
London—Small exhibitors through-

out Great Britain are greatly re-

lieved at the amendment to the new
amusement tax offered by the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, leaving 2

pence seats tax free and removing
a half-pence from the tax on 6

pence seats. The House of Com-
mons accepted the amendment by a
vote of 230 to 130.

Efftee Completes First Unit
Melbourne — Efftee Films com-

pleted its first unit program. In

the five months the company has
been operating it has made three
features, two shorts and is well
along in filming its fourth feature,

"The Sentimental Bloke."

$572,157 Profit for A.P.P.H.
London—The annual report of As-

sociated Provincial Picture Houses
shows a profit of $572,157 for the

year. A final dividend of 6 per
cent on common stock is advised. It

will bring the total dividend for the

year up to 10 per cent.

Plaza, Johannesburg, Opens
Johannesburg—The Plaza, said to

be the finest picture theater south

of the Equator, has opened.

Walter West Reviving
Broadwest Company

London—Walter West, who with
George Broadbridge in 1914 launch-
ed the old Broadwest Company,
which went out of existence in 1921,
is re-launching the producing con-
cern. West will be production chief
with the backing of a prominent
Londoner and a Northern exhibitor.

Studios will be built in the neighbor-
hood of Surbiton. One of West's
first productions for the revived com-
pany will be a film version of the
life of Mary Queen of Scots. He
made nearly 100 productions for the
original Broadwest Company.

Australian Exhibs Open
Fight on Distributors

Sydney—Differences between Aus-
tralian exhibitors and distributors
have reached such a point that the
theater owners of New South Wales
have opened a Fighting Fund, to

which contributions are flowing in

freely. The exhibitors' association
has decided to call upon all inde-
pendents to show their balance
sheets in the effort to induce the
State Government to grant relief on
purchase agreements through the
Moratorium Act. Exhibtors are con-

sidering the advisability of contest-

ing the validity of picture contracts
in equity, and it is for this purpose
that the Fighting Fund is being
raised.

New Ufa Film a Hit in Vienna
Vienna—"The Congress Dances,"

Ufa's new musical motion picture,

scored a big hit at its opening at the
New Scala Theater. Lillian Harvey,
Willy Fritsch, Lil Dagover and Con-
rad Veidt have the leading roles.

Because of its music and pageantry,
the picture is expected to help bring
musical pictures back into favor.
English and French versions have
been made.

Italian Standard Contract

Rome—The National Fascist Fed-
eration of Industries is reported
negotiating a standard type of rent-

ing contract for motion pictures.

Edibell Company to Liquidate

London—Stockholders in Edibell

Sound Film Apparatus, Ltd., voted
at the recent meeting to liquidate

the company's affairs. Ernest Nor-
ton was appointed liquidator.

France Bans "Angels"

Paris—As a result of the objection

of the German Ambassador in France,

"Hell's Angels" has been banned by

the French Foreign Office. The
German objection was that it was a

"hate" picture of the war, inimical

to German interests.
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cTHEATER
Volume Control Highly Important

To Inspire Audience Enthusiasm

By M. P.

(R. H. McCulloiigh in Fox's

"The Last Word")

Before the advent of sound, mo-
tion pictures lacked popularity.
Producers were seeking something
different. The modern sound picture
success saved producers and exhibi-

tors, and since recording has been
somewhat improved, theater audi-
ences have received many thrills.

I recently witnessed a sound pic-

ture performance, in one of our the-
aters, which caused the audience to
be overwhelmed with enthusiasm.
The success of this performance was
due to proper volume control, in the
auditorium, and the projectionists'
efforts in handling and maintaining
the projection room equipment.

It is great to hear an audience ap-
plaud a sound picture performance.
Many accompanying effects with
sound pictures are not anything
over-marvelous, but they can be
greatly improved by proper han-
dling. Modern times have taught us
that efficiency brings forth good re-
sults.

Sound picture presentation is

something more than mere projec-
tion. It is something that requires
the exercise of judgment and appli-
cation of high grade knowledge and
skill. It is imperative that every
projectionist and manager take
great pride in modern sound picture
presentation.
Every theater with sound equip-

ment has experienced the replace-
ment of the 555-W Receiver, and
there has always been a question as
to just what was the nature of the
trouble and why the unit ceased to
function.

Gun shots, cannon shots, bombs, I

blasting and other effects produced
with increased volume have been the
cause of replacing many receiver
units. Audio current circulates
through the actuating coil, inter-
acted with a steady magnetic field,

forcing the diaphragm in and out.
This coil is mounted rigidly on the
diaphragm, and the diaphragm is

corrugated between the coil and the
clamped edge to prevent resonance.
However, I have found that the in-

ternal connections, connected to L
No. 1 and L No. 2 of the speech cir-
cuit, break off at the terminal. It is

advisable, when a receiver unit
ceases to function, to remove the
cover plate and inspect the internal
connections. Often times it is pos-
sible to reconnect the speech circuit

connection, which is broken off at

the terminal, thus resuming opera-
tion of the unit.

Every day before the theater
opens, test the horns individually
and at the same time check the op-
eration of the projector and pick-up
mechanism. Regular daily testing is

of great value and importance for
the reason that a large proportion
jf failures and defects do not hap-
pen suddenly, but develop gradually
md hence can be detected and reme-
died before they become serious.
Many projectionists are neglect-

ing the take-up assembly in the
ower magazine. The take-up should
be inspected every week for proper
operation. Most projection room
film fires emanate from the take-up
tailing to function. Dust and dirt

collect on the friction surfaces,
A'hich causes rapid wear.
Occasionally disassemble the take-

up and wipe the friction surfaces
with a cloth and fresh oil. Adjust
the film take-up tension enough to
wrap the film evenly and firmly
around the reel.

The tension should be the same
with one hundred feet of film as
with two thousand feet. If exces-
sive tension is used, it will cause
erious damage to sprocket perfora-

tions.

Plan Ads Carefully

"Remember your advertising reflects
your theater. Plan your ads carefully.
Have the pictorial sections of your lay-
our sell. infuse life and selling lines
in your copy—have your ads stand out
on the page just as you want your
theater to stand out in your community.
Spend plenty of time in the preparation
of your ads. Do not be discouraged If

your budget is small and you cannot
afford to splash Remember that the
c.refully thought out small ad draws
mo;e surely than a large ad carelessly
constructed."—Publix Opinion.

Maximum Protection Speed and Accuracy

SIMPLEX
TICKET

Registers

General Register Corp.
Paramount BIdg., New York City

Chicago Office—1018 So. Wabash Ave.

Kliegl Issues New Catalogue
A completely revised catalogue,

fully illustrated, thoroughly indexed
and conveniently arranged for quick
reference, covering the latest im-
provements and new devices for the-
atrical decorative and spectacular
lighting included in its pages, is an-
nounced by Kliegl Bros, of New
York.

It covers flood lights, border-
lights, spotlights, footlights and nu-
merous other forms of lighting
equipment with prices said to have
been adjusted to present day levels.

Markets New Projection Lamp
Davenport, la.—Marketing of a

new G-E Mazda projection lamp of
300 watts rating which does not re-

quire any form of lamp resistance,
for use in all model 3 and 5 Victor
Projectors and Animatophones, is

announced by the Victor Animato-
graph Corp.
The new 300-watt lamp is said to

be of the regular 16 mm. T-10 size.

Lauds Premiums as Best
Theater Patron Builder

Chicago—Premiums have proven
themselves more valuable as con-
sistent box office boosters than any-
thing an exhibitor can offer as an
inducement to patrons, claims Tom
Mitchell, of the M. & M. Co.
According to Mitchell, none of the

many and varied exploitation stunts
practiced by theaters can have near
the permanent and consistent effect
which premiums can create the year
around. A test sponsored recently
under the direction of Mitchell in
several Chicago houses is said to
have proved that more business
could be done with a single feature,
ippropriate shorts and premiums,
than with a double-feature program.

Offers New Premium Deals
Pittsburgh—New premium deals,

including electric washing machines,
vacuum cleaners and attachments,
and hand painted electric percolator
sets, are being offered exhibitors for
the building of theater patronage by
A. Steinberg of Theater Novelty
Sales Co., this city.

Photo-Electric Cells
Photo-electric cells of the Caesium

Argon type, for use in all types of
sound heads, and declared to be
constant in operation, requiring no
continuous adjustment of voltage
possessing greater flexibility, quiet
in operation and giving perfect na-
tural reproduction, are being mar-
keted by the Telephoto & Television
Corp. of New York.

New Equipment Catalogue
Chicago—A new theater equip-

ment catalogue comprehensively de-

scribing and illustrating theater
equipment, with a special section

presenting the recently acquired line

of the Gallagher orchestra equip-
ment, has been issued by the Chi-
cago Cinema Equipment Co.

6-in-l Home Device
A new device known as the Tele-

vision-Talkiola, said to incorporate
six different types of entertainment
combined into one cabinet, has been
marketed by the Talkiola Corp. of

New York.

VISIBESTONE SCREEN

RATED HIGH IN TEST

Ambler, Pa.—Tests made by Elec-
trical Research Products on Visibes-
tone sound screen, a product of
Keasbey-Mattison Co., of this city,
are reported to have proved highly
satisfactory.

Visibestone, the latest develop-
ment of fireproof motion picture
screen, by Keasbey-Mattison, is an
asbestos cloth specially woven and
treated for use as a sound screen.
It is declared to be free from distor-
tion of sight or sound, able to elimi-
nate "sound pockets," easy to clean,
minus glare and acoustically per-
fected.

Newest of Loew Theaters
Embodies Novel Features
Many features novel in theater

construction are being embodied in

the construction of Loew's 72nd
Street theater, New York.

Included in th« innovations are
specially developed materials to be
used in the acoustical scheme, en-
larging screen of triple width, a
modernistic cosmetic room with il-

lumnated tables, automatic mechan-
isms for the lighting of the house
and decorative effects designed ex-
pressly for talking picture acous-
tics.

Rapid progress is being made in }

the construction of the theater un- ]

der the direction of Leo Fleischman,
Loew's building head, who, with his

staff of engineers, nas produced the
secret mixture for walls and ceil-

,j

ings which will give the most uni- |

form frequency of sound vibration
throughout the house.

Open Atlantic Sales Office

Atlanta—The Blizzard Sales Co.,

Omaha, Neb., manufacturers of
{

Blizzard Washed Air Cooling Sys-
j

terns and BesTone sound-on-film i

equipment, has opened sales office in
'

this city.

JUST
AROUND
THE

CORNER
from every American

theatre

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY
Brniiches i/i all Principal Cities
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EQUIPMENTe
BOOTH

NEW THEATERS

Marblehead, Mass.—A survey on
a new theater site has been made
by men in the employ of Joseph
Skolinck of Swampscott, who is as-
sociated with Dr. Meyers of Boston
on the project.

Old Lyme, Conn.—Contract for
the erection of a theater here at an
estimated cost of $150,000 has been
awarded to Pieretti Bros, of Center-
brook. Prutt and Brown of New
York are the architects.

Cliftondale, Mass. — Work is to

start immediately on the $100,000
theater to be erected here on the
site of the Hollywood, recently de-

stroyed by fire. The house has been
leased to Allen B. Newhall, who op-
erates the Orpheum in Danvers,
Mass., and the Union Hill in

Gloucester, Mass.

Norwich, Conn.—Work is ex-

pected to be started soon on the
580-seat theater to be erected at

Fort H. G. Wright, Fishers Island,

bv the U. S. Government.

Muscatine, la.—The New Boston-
Uptown theater being erected here
is being rushed to completion. Steel

work already is finished and it is

hoped that the house will be ready
for occupancy within the next 60

days.
Greensboro, N. C.—Building prop-

erty has been leased here by L. F.

Barnard and associates, who plan

to build a modern 800-seat theater.

Work is expected to start imme-
diately and the house will be named
the Paramount.

Saugus—Work has started on the

new $100,000 theater on the site of

the old Dream. Workmen are clear-

ing the premises in preparation for

laying the foundation. When com-
pleted it will be operated by Allen

Newhall, former well-known man-
ager from Lynn who now has houses
in Danvers and Gloucester, Mass.

Takes Over Holmes Distribution

Minneapolis — National Theater
Equipment Co. of this city has taken

over distribution of the Holmes
Portable sound movie equipment for

small showhouses, lodges, schools,

hotels and churches.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 M.M. SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

# A TRIP THROUGH THE #
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR PLANT

?.v PHIL M. DALY

A LITTLE Journey to the Home of the Wonder Workers mean-
'^ ing the boys who turn out the projection machines that make it

possible for the Show to Go On down there on Gold Street the
International Projector Corporation is in a daily tussle never end-
ing with the Problem of Accuracy and it may surprise
you to learn that there is more Exactness in the construction of a pro-
jection machine than in that of most watches for the variation
of even an infinitesimal part of an inch in any one of a hundred parts
means Poor Projection a motion picture camera that costs up to
15 grand is less accurate than a Simplex or a portable Acme for a
projector operates hours daily year in, year out and it

must Stand Up and does and for far less dough than
they pay for a good camera

Try to visualize 14 enormous floors in two big modern factory
buildings each floor devoted to a separate department
scientifically laid out with about $3,000,000 worth of the finest and most
complex machinery used in any industry with about 600 skilled
machinists and technicians employed the year round and you have
a slight conception of what the manufacture of the modern projection
machine requires

The entire plant is governed by one master mechanism a
Swiss jig-boring machine that turns out tools adjusted to the
fineness of one 10-thousandth of an inch ACCURACY Mister
Henry Ford once bragged that he had a machine in his auto works that
was geared to accuracy of one-thousandth of an inch till the
International boys installed their Miracle Machine that is Ten Times
more accurate which gives you a Slight Idea of how much more
accurate the construction of a Projector is than that of a Lincoln
car

Testing the teeth on the intermittent sprocket of the projector proved
a Fascinating Experience to us a special mechanism with a
microscopic attachment insures an accuracy of the tenth part of one-
thousandth of an inch! and even a slight variation in this one
vital part would mean a poor screening IF the projector operated
at all and for practically every other of dozens of parts there
is a special testing machine to maintain the same exactitude
and Producers, Studio Ofl3cials and Exhibitors think they have Prob-
lems! they should browse around this Wonder Shop and
come to the realization that their job is a Cinch

The International boys are particularly proud of one achievement
the Intermittent Movement the Heart of the Projector

the mechanism that insures a Steady projection without

the fraction of an inch in jumpiness on the screen the casing

that incloses this delicate movement is the finest bit of mechanical work
we have ever lamped insuring practically hermetical sealing

as the magnification on the screen is about 1500 to 1, this gives

you a pretty fair notion of how accurate a projector must be

And every part is made right in the plant for no manu-
facturer can match their Standard of Accuracy we'll tell you
more about International Projector some other time the con-

cern that makes it possible for the Show to Go On 365 days a
year

ALTERATIONS

Watertown, Mass. — The E. M.
Loew Theater Circuit, which has ac-
quired the former Strand here, will
remodel the house and install new
Western Electric sound equipment.

Worcester, Mass. — Repairs and
mprovements are being made at the
Worcester, recently taken over by
Spencer Savings Bank ofiicials.

Pittsburgh—The Model, a subur-
ban house recently acquired by the
Warner circuit, is to be closed for
reconditioning.

East Greenwich, R. I.—Work has
been started on alterations at the
Greenwich. During the preliminary
work the house is being kept open
and it is expected a great amount
of the work will be done without
closing the theater.

Ottawa, Kan.—General improve-
Tients and the installation of all

new equipment are being made at

the Memorial Auditorium, recently

acquired by Charlie Goodell.

Webster City, la.—Improvements
are being made at the Granada and
Isis by J. E. Plant at an estimated

cost of $11,000.

Washington, la.—A number of

improvements are under way at the

State and Fox.

Miami Beach, Fla. — Alterations

are to be made at the Biscayne Plaza

here at an estimated cost of $25,000.

Wolfson-Meyer Theater Enterprises

of Miami operate the house.

Forms Candy Service Co.

Boston—Cinema Candies Service,

Inc., of this city has been incor-

porated with a capital of 5,000

shares of no par stock. Incorpora-

tors are: Julius Miller, Chelsea;

Benjamin A. Trestman, Brookline;

and Mary Havey, Belmont, Mass.

means VALUE
Theatre equipment dealers,

scenic studios and dealers in

stage equipment are invited to

write us for our liberal distributor

proposition, which will enable

them to cssh in on the enviable

reputation of Vallen Curtain
Control Equipment for Value and
Customer-Satisfaction. VALLEN
DARES TO GUARANTEE!

VALLEN ELECTRICAL CO.,

AKRON. OHIO
INC.
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© NEWS OF THE DAY ©
Mantua, O. — George Ryder, who I Youngstown, O.—Alterations cost-

was assistant manager of Loew's ing about $50,000 have been com-
Ohio theater in Cleveland, has taken pleted at the Park, managed by Jo-
over the management of the Man- seph Shagrin. House will offer mov-
tua. ies exclusively.

Detroit — Leonard Shector has
joined the sales staff of Standard
Film Service. He was formerly
with Big 4.

Cleveland — Nate Schultz, who
with Arthur Simon, owns and oper-
ates Selected Pictures, independent
exchange, has announced his en-
gagement to Fay Venig of this city.

Kansas City—Charles Reynolds is

a new member of the Columbia sales

taff, with territory in southeast
Missouri and Kansas.

Fremont, O. — The 1,200-seat
Paramount is scheduled to be com-
pleted in about two weeks when it

will open with a straight picture
policy.

Fort Myers, Fla. — John N.
Thomas has been appointed manager
of the Arcade.

Alliance, O.—Marty Manthos has
closed the State, probably for good.

Cleveland—For the eighth term,
Frank Drew, manager of the local
M-G-M exchange, has been elected
president of the Cleveland Film
Board of Trade. I. J. Schmertz,
Fox, was re-elected vice-president,
and H. R. Skirboll, Educational, was
re-elected treasurer. Mrs. Georgia
D. Moffett is secretary of the board.

Kansas City—Benny Taylor has
returned from Omaha, where he
worked in the Columbia exchange.
He may go to California.

Chicago—B. N. Judell, Inc., has
been appointed physical distributor
for Big 4 product covering the Chi-
cago, Milwaukee, St. Louis and In-
dianapolis territories.

Garrison, N. D.—Ahlers & Schnei-
der are now operating the Garri-
son.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Foreign Talking Pictures Corp.; H. P.

Kahan, 295 Madison Ave., New York. 20a
shares common.

Jones Research Sound Products, motion
pictures; L. E. Greenberg, 132 Nassau St.,
New Y'ork. $20,000.

Barion Theater Co.; A. A. Zerilli, 303
Wpst 42nd St., New York. $5,000.

ii25 Main St., theatrical business; M. M.
Marcus, Jr., Buffalo, N. Y. 200 shares com-
mon.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Phillip J. Welson, Inc., Dover, Del., radio,

television apparatus; First Mutual Corp.,
Dover. Del. $100,000.

Chicago— Walter Branson, local

branch manager for RKO Pathe,
has sold the company's entire pro-
gram of the Schoenstadt Circuit of
ten theaters.

Youngstown, O. — The Hippo-
drome, dark for several months, re-

opens Oct. 17. House has been im-
proved.

Kansas City — Joe Rosenberg is

now RKO salesman in northern
Missouri. He was formerly with Co-
lumbia.

Shinnston, W. Va.—The Princess
and the Rex have been sold to Fan-
nie Abruzzino and Vincenzina Maz-
zie. Transfer was made Sept. 28,
Isaac Peters, former owner, an-
nounces. Miss L. B. Monroe has
been named as manager of the two
houses by the new owners. She op-
erates the Columbia here, and is a
well-known West Virginia booker.

Kansas City—Bert Edwards, long
in the business of selling pictures,
is now salesman for Security Pic-
tures Corp.

Green Bay, Wis.—Articles of in-

corporation have been filed by the
Keystone Film Exchange, Inc., cap-
italized at $20,000. Signers of the
articles are J. R. Minahan, V. Den
Dooven and V. McCormick.

Dows, la.—-The Amuzu, closed for
some time, has reopened with W. F.
Fritz, formerly of Cresco, as man-
ager.

Denver—The Empress, dark most
of the last few years, has reopened
non-union with second and third
runs plus a stage show.

Milwaukee—The Cudahy has been
taken over by the Edgar Theater
Co., recently incorporated. The
house was formerly operated by Cir-
cuit Theaters, Inc.

Akron, 0.—Allen T. Simmons has
reopened the Allen, dark since
spring, with an exclusive film policy.

North Branch, Minn.— Davis &
Johnson have sold the Family here
to Mrs. Ada M. Brown.

Auburn, Neb.—O. R. Bennett has
leased his local motion picture the-
ater to Winberg & Stern of Omaha
who have changed the name to the
New Auburn.

Cleveland—It is unofficially ru-
mored that the Stillman, closed
since last June, will re-open about
Nov. 1 under a first-run policy.

Kansas City—Charles Goodell has
leased the Arkansas City Audi-
torium and opened it as a talker
house.

San Francisco—Following an ex-
penditure of approximately $150,000
in remodeling its former Excelsior
on Mission St. at Ocean Ave., Golden
State Theater Circuit has reopened
the house under the name of the
Granada, the name being selected
in keeping with its Spanish design.

Topeka, Kan.—The Capitol, for-

merly the Isis, has reopened.

Muscatine, la.—The New Boston-
Uptown is being rushed to comple-
tion. Steel work already is finished
and it is hoped that the house will

be ready for occupancy by early win-
ter.

Omaha—Signing of two-year con-
tracts between Omaha Moving Pic-
ture Operators' Local No. 343 and
locally controlled theaters in Coun-
cil Bluffs and Fremont disposes of
possibility of a trade and consequent
labor troubles in these points.

Milwaukee—Ted Hilgendorf, man-
ager of the Ritz, neighborhood
house, was married recently to Eve-
lyn Fruits. The couple spent then
honeymoon in Canada and New
York.

Madison—A daughter was born
recently to Mr. and ,Mrs. Barry
Shedd. The father is in charge of
the RKO houses in Madison durmg
the absence of John Scharnberg,
who is in Europe.

Manitowoc, Wis.—Tom Kress has
succeeded George E. Hannan as
manager of the Fox here. Kress
has for the last four months been
conducting a personal appearance
tour along the west coast for Wes-
ley "Freckles" Barry on the Fox
circuit.

Owosso, Mich.—The Strand, closed
for some weeks, has reopened, with
Malph Benedict handling both the
Strand and the Capitol. Ernest Mor-
ley, transferred from Huntington,
Ind.. is Benedict's assistant at the
Strand.

Minneapolis—The Lyceum, erst-
while legitimate house, which had
sound equipment installed and open-
ed with "The Viking" as a sound
picture theater, is dai-k again with
no attractions apparently in sight.
The management is experiencing
difficulty in obtaining product.

Akron, O.—An attempt to revive
road shows will be made by the Co-
lonial, picture house, with Joe Cook's
"Fine and Dandy" booked for next
month.

Minneapolis—Oct. 14 has been set
as the date for the reopening of
Pantages as a United Artists house.
The initial attraction will be Eddie
Cantor's "Palmy Days."

Seward, Neb.—I. N. Kuhl, man-
ager of the Rivoli, has leased the
George Thomas building here and
will remodel it into a small show
house with a 250-seat capacity.

Indianapolis — The Sheldon has
been remodeled and renamed the
Hollywood. It is being managed by
Louis Markum, who also has the
Rex.

Des Moines — Columbia Pictures
had three features playing simultan-
eously in first-run houses here last
week. The B.I.P. production, "The
Man From Chicago," at the Casino;
"Pagan Lady" at the Strand, and
"Fifty Fathoms Deep" at the Or-
pheum.

Humphrey, Neb.—The new Cor-
anado, acclaimed the finest in the
state, has been opened by William
Youngclaus of Madison, Neb.

JMIIL_
HAfniLTQn

IN THE

NATION'S
CAPITAL
A HotelofExcellence

In the center of the shop-
ping, business and theatre

center, travelers to the

Capital will find the
HAMILTON a hotel of

exceptional charm.

300 outside rooms, all

equipped with tub and
shower bath, electric fan

and furnished with taste.

Single $3 to $5 daily.

Double $5 to $8 daily.

Delicious southern dishes

served in the famous res-

taurant.

Write for illustrated guide
and map of IVashingtoti

Russell A. Conn, Gen. Mgr.

am/K streets
WASHINGTON.D.C
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
Billy House m
"Bullmania"

Paramount 20 mins.
Amusing Slapstick

Billy House, the rotund comedian,
and a pal become stranded in a
Spanish-American country when
their plane goes haywire. In order
to get some money, the friend eggs
Billy into taking the part of a bull
fighter and going up against what
is supposed to be the most ferocious
animal in the kingdom. A fake bull
is substituted, however, and when
the king gets wise to the farce he
goes into a rage. But with the aid
of a dashing senorita the Yankees
extricate themselves. A fairly fast-
moving comedy, with enough laughs
to satisfy.

"Two Barks Brothers"
(Dogville Comedy)

M-G-M 17 mins.
One of the Best

The producers will go a long way
before they better this dog comedy
which carries an interesting story
and packs a load of laughs. The plot
is melodramatic and concerns a dog
who is running for political office on
the prohibition ticket. Just before
his main campaign speech one of the
villians charges his glass of water
to a heavy swig of gin. The result
is indeed laughable. Later it is dis-

covered that the culprit is the poli-

tican's long lost brother.

"The Girl Rush"
Educational 21 mins.

Pip Collegiate
Al Christie has turned out a sweet

college comic in this Vanity comedy.
It features a bunch of eye-sockers
in the way of bathing girls. The
finish is a clever sequence of trick

photography with a hair-raising
chase between three autos. Some
entirely new stunts are pulled that
should get the fans. Strong cast

with Vernon Dent, Helen Mann,
Vera Steadman and Jack Duffy.

"The Hunter"
Universal 7 mins.

A Repeater
An Oswald cartoon, with the hero

rabbit out fox hunting to secure his

sweetie a nice winter fur. It fol-

lows the routine formula, with the
bear appearing to scare both Os-
wald and the fox, with the rabbit
the eventual victor over both. Just
another cartoon from the formula
files.

"You're Driving Me Crazy"
Paramount 6 mins.

Good Song Cartoon
Fastest moving Fleischer song

cartoon. Main background is a jun-
gle, with the animals scurrying
around for cover from a rainstorm.
For the singing portion, there is a
non-cartoon sequence in which a
feminine vocalist appears and calls

upon the audience to join in Plenty
of action and comedy.

"Deception Plays"

Educational 10 mins.
Fast Football

Another in the Football for the
Fan series, with Coach Howard
Jones of the University of Southern
California putting his team through
a bunch of deception plays which
have won victories for big college

teams in past seasons. The leading-

gridiron coaches are introduced by
Jones, and they in turn demonstrate
with the help of the Trojan team
how they won games with their pet
Deception Play. A lively football

number that should please all the
gridiron fans.

"Dive In"

(Sports Champions)
M-G-M 10 mins.

Dandy
Despite a poor descriptive talk by

Pete Smith, this reel of champion-
ship diving exhibitions is extremely
interesting and novel. The subject

opens with close-ups of several

shapely bathing girls and then
switches to a pan of several expert

divers. Slow motion and normal
shots of diving, both from the high

and low board are shown. Action
and photography are of first quality.

"Take 'Em and Shake 'Em"
RKO Pathe 18 mins.

Weak
Can't give this one very much, a

Gay Girls comedy that crowds in a
lot of mixed motives and incidents

in a desperate attempt to create

laughs. The comedy seems forced
and strained to the cracking point

at times. But it was due to no fault

of the players. Charles Judels did

wonders with his part of the for-

eigner who loaned his apartment to

three stranded girls. Then they try

to frame him for a grand on his re-

turn, and the complications start by
dragging in a hospital operation se-

quence that isn't a bit funny. June
MacCloy, Marion Shilling and Ger-
trude Short are the girls, who made
the best of tough material.

"Benares, the Hindu Heaven"
(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)

M-G-M 9 mins.
Impressive

Startling in its content and with a

very interesting talk delivered by
James A. FitzPatrick, this reel rates

high. Following several scenic shots

of Benares and of religious natives

bathing in the sacred waters of the
Ganges, a cremation ceremony at

the river edge is shown and graphi-
cally described. The body of the

deceased is carried to the Ganges by
relatives of the departed. There it

is immersed in the river waters and
then placed upon the funeral pyre
where natives of low caste kindle

the flame which according to their

belief, releases the soul of the dead
man to the gods.

Oar Gang in

"Shiver My Timbers"
M-G-M 21 mins.

Excellent
Here's a cute release that the

grown-ups as well as the kids will

go for in a big way. The gang gets
so interested in the pirate tales of
a sea captain that they neglect going
to school. Their teacher complains
to the captain, who decides to cure
the gang of playing truant, and of
their liking for pirate thrills. He
signs them all on as part of his crew
and then stages harrowing and
breath-taking battles which so scare
the tots that they are glad to return
to the schoolroom with their teacher.

"Pearls and Devilfish"

(Fisherman's Paradise)
M-G-M 9 mins.

A Knockout
Taken off the west coast of Mexi-

co, this thriller holds attention
throughout. According to the de-

scriptive talk the devilfish that is

harpooned, and subsequently landed,
weighed 2,000 pounds. After being
struck, the monster tows a large
fishing boat swiftly through the

water. The fish is finally brought
to the boat's side and killed but not
until it provides both the fishermen
and the audience with one of the
season's best thrills. Photography is

fine, but descriptive matter is filled

with forced humor.

Laurel and Hardy in

"One Good Turn"
M-G-M 21 mins.

Funny
This release is up to the average

set by these clever comedians. Being
hungry, they apply at a cottage for
food and are welcomed into the
kitchen by Mary Carr, as a kindly
old woman. While eating, the boys
hear someone in the next room de-

mand the mortgage money and
threatening to dispossess the old

lady. It is a rehearsal of an ama-
teur dramatic performance, but the
boys take it seriously with serious
results. Plenty of falls and slap-

stick stuff. Audiences will like it.

"The Pajama Party"
with ZaSu Pitts and Thelma Todd
M-G-M 20 mins.

Fair
This newly formed team will show

to better advantage with stories

that are stronger than this. How-
ever, there are many laughs due
mostly to Miss Pitts' unique style

of droll delivery. As sweethearts
of two boys who are members of a

society orchestra, the girls happen
to attend a party at which the boys
are playing. There is much tom-
foolery and slapstick stuff which re-

sults in a moderate number of

laughs, the biggest coming when
ZaSu tries to understand a French
maid who insists on undressing her.

"Taxi Troubles"
Educational 18 mins.

Scores
A Mack Sennett mirthfest that

features Andy Clyde as the taxi
driver who gets jammed up with the
gangster husband of a neighbor.
Through no fault of Andy's he finds
himself in several compromising
situations with the beautiful bride
of the gunman, while his wife and
ma-in-law take the worst possible
view of the affairs. Winds up with
a fast chase, with Andy in his taxi
careening along with an Auburn car
on top of his bus. Good trick stuff",

with Andy scoring the laughs easily
in some well planted gags.

"No More Hookey"
Paramount 8 mins.

Sivell Juvenile Number
This is a fine number for the kids,

and will amuse the grown-ups as
well. It is a sketch of an ultra-
modern school in which the routine
has been made so enjoyable that the
pupils consider it punishment to be
kept away from class. The chil-
dren recite their lessons in song and
dance. There are individual spe-
cialties and ensemble numbers, with
the whole affair moving along at a
lively pace.

"Idle Roomers"
Educational 9 mins.

Above Average
Snappy one-reeler Cameo comedy,

featuring Frank and Alfred Molino
in a fast acrobatic mixup. The
boarding house lady thinks the
acrobats are a couple of nuts, and
after the doctors arrive and start
doing acrobatics to humor the sup-
posed goofs, in walks the booking
agent and signs the doctors for the
big time. This one-reeler has more
gags and speed than a lot of two-
reelers.

DOES A

"WILD
LIFE"
PAY?

From the Capitol Theatre in New
York to the Carthay Center Theatre

in Los Angeles, all the big theatres

have booked the "Wild Life Series."

The Answer is 'Yes.'

Book These

CLIFTON-ALLEN
Shorts

Through

Talking Picture Epics
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Greta Garbo in

"SUSAN LENOX, HER FALL AND
RISE"

with Clark Gable
M-G-M 75 mins.

A BOX-OFFICE SMASH. THE
GARBO-GABLE COMBINATION
WOWS 'EM IN CLEVERLY HAN-
DLED DRAMA.

Here's one to bring in the real

dough. With Garbo and Gable
teamed in a story which, although
somewhat hokey, is sure-fire, the

picture can't miss in any house.
Briefly, it's a yarn about a scarlet

Evangeline. At the start Garbo, an
illegimate child, is driven from home
when her uncle tries to force her
into marriage. She meets an en-
gineer and falls in love with him.
He is called to the city on business
and in his absence ner uncle comes
after her and she takes refuge with
a theatrical troupe. Circumstances
compel her to become the mistress
of the company's manager and when
the engineer learns the situation he
walks out on her. Embittered she
goes from man to man, making 'em
pay. Eventually she realizes her
love for the engineer and finally

finds him in a New Orleans dive.

Both Garbo and Gable are splendid.
Cast: Greta Garbo, Clark Gable, Jean

llersholt, John Miljan, Alan Hale, Hale
Hamilton, Hilda Vaughn, Russell Simpson,
Cecl Cunningham, Marjorie King, Helene
Millard, Ian Keith.

Director, Robert Z. Leonard, Author,
IJavid Graham Phillips; Adaptor, Wanda
Tuckock ; Dialoguers, Zelda Sears, Edith
Fitzgerald ; Editor, Margaret Booth ; Cam-
eraman, William Daniels.

Direction, great ; Photography, artistic.

"THE BELOVED BACHELOR"
2vith Paid Lukas

Paramount 68 mins.

VERY ENTERTAINING DRAMA
CARRYING SUSPENSE, RO-
MANCE, HUMOR AND SOME
HEART TUGS. STRONG CAST
AND DIRECTION.

This story carries plenty of punch

and some new angles that will be

welcomed by audiences. Paul Lukas

plays the part of a sculptor who
fathers the daughter of his former
model. In order to prevent the child

from being taken to an orphanage,
Lukas tells a court officer that he
is the father of the child. The re-

mark is overheard by the girl with
whom Lukas is in love. Believing
him to be the child's real father, his

fiancee marries another suitor. "Then

follow many intensely interesting

situations, culminating with a sweet
romance between Lukas and his

ward who has grown to womanhood.
Charlie Ruggles gives one of his

typical impersonations of a chronic

inebriate and is responsible for the

many laughs. It is a good box-office

feature.

Cast: Paul Lukas, Dorothy Jordan, Belty

van Allen, Charhe Ruggles. Vivienne Os-
borne, Leni Stengel, John Breeden, Harold
Minjir, Marjorie Gateson, Alma Chester, Guy
Oliver.

Director. Lloyd Corrigan ; Author, Ed-
ward H. Peple; Adaptors, Raymond Grif-

fith, Agnes Brand Leahy; Dialoguer, Sidney
Huchman ; Editor, not credited; Cameraman,
Charles Rosher.

Direction, Fine. Photography, Excellent.

"HONOR OF THE FAMILY"
with Bebe Daniels, Warren William

First National 63 m,ins.

POOR ENTERTAINMENT WITH
CONTINENTAL STORY OF
MIXED LOVES TOO BROAD AND
SOPHISTICATED FOR AMER-
ICAN FAMILIES.

This one is based on a French
play founded on one of Balzac's
stories, and the relations of the
heroine with several gentlemen is

far too broad to admit of acceptance
in nice family circles in this country.
They tried to camouflage the idea
that the girl is a mistress to two
men, but didn't make a very good
job of it. Bebe Daniels takes the
part of an adventuress who is trying
with her lover to get control of an
old man's fortune. But along comes a
nephew in the form of a roistering

soldier of the foreign legion who up-
sets theii- plans. Warren William
takes this part, and he is the life

of the picture. He has a good rois-

tering swashbuckling part, and
eventually tames the lady, and ap-
propriates her for himself, taking
her away from his old uncle. The
only kick in the story is a duel,

which is well handled. It is out for
family trade.

Cast: Bebe Daniels, Warren William,
Alan Mowbray, Blanche Friderici. Frederick
Kerr, Dita Parlo, Allan Lane, Harry Cord-
ing, Murray Kinnell, Henry Gordon, Al-
phonzo Ethler. Carl Miller.

Director, Lloyd . Bacon, Author, Honorc
Balzac ; Adaptor, James Ashmore Creelman

;

Dialoguers, James A. Creelman, Roland Per-
twee ; Editor, not listed ; Cameraman, Ernest
Haller.

Direction, poor; Photography, oka^.

Charles Farrdl and Madge Evans in

"HEARTBREAK"
Fox 60 mins.

AGREEABLY SENTIMENTAL
ROMANCE WITH WAR BACK-
GROUND. SHOULD SATISFY
THE FARRELL FANS.

A tragic war situation is handled
with fair eff'ectiveness and not too

much emotional calisthenics in this

vehicle. Charles Farrell, as an Amer-
ican embassy attache in Vienna just

before the U. S. entered the war, is

in love with a young countess, de-

lightfully played by Madge Evans,
whose brother is an aviator in the

Austrian ranks. After the Yanks
get in it, Charlie eventually is trans-

ferred to the Italian border, where
he brings down the brother in an
air fight. Then he abandons his

ranks to fly to Vienna and try to

square things with the girl, but she
is horrified and sends him away.
Time softens her, however, and after

the war he returns again for the

happy ending. Hardie Albright is

fine as her brother, and the rest of

the cast is first-rate. Some nicee

Viennese waltz melodies have been
interspersed in appropriate spots.

Cast: Charles Farrell. Madge Evans, Paul
Cavanagh, Hardie Albright, John Arledge,
Theodore von Eltz, Albert Conti, Claude
King, John St. Polls.

Director, Alfred Werker ; Author, Llewel-
lyn Hughes ; Adaptor, Leon Gordon ; Dia-
loguer, same; Editor, Margaret Clancy;
Cameraman, Joseph August ; Recording En-
gineer, W. Lindsay.

Direction, Good. Photography, Fine.

Tom Keene in

"SUNDOWN TRAIL"
RKO Pathe 56 mins.

GOOD WESTERN THRILLER
FULL OF PEP AND SHOOT-EM-
UP ACTION. KEENE IS FINE.

Starting out with a breath-taking

thrill situation, this melodrama sets

a speedy pace and sticks to it all

the way to the final fade-out. The
story is okay and the acting un-

usually convincing for a western.

Tom Keene will make many new
fans with his portrayal of the genial

but hard-hitting cowhand who falls

in love with Marion Shilling in the

part of an eastern girl who arrives

as new owner of the ranch. Marion's

lawyer-adviser and a bad-man of

the west plot to relieve her of the

ranch and her fortune. After some
interesting situations, hard riding,

and a hand-to-hand fight, in which

Tom cleans up about six raiders,

Tom and Marion clinch for the fin-

ish. Miss Shilling handles her part
very well and the remainder of the
cast is good.

Cast: Tom Keene, Marion Shilling, Nick
.Stuart, Hooper Atchley, Stanley Blystone,
Louise Beavers, Alma Chester, William
Welsh, Murdock MacQuarrie.

Director, Robert F. Hill ; Author, same

;

Adaptor, not credited ; Dialoguer, not cred-

ited ; Editor, not credited ; Cameraman, Ted
McCord : Recording Engineers, B. Winkler
and J. Fields.

)irection, good. Photography, good.

"LEFT OVER LADIES"
Sono-Art World Wide 69 mins.

SOPHISTICATED DRAMA WITH
FAMILIAR DIVORCE - PROBLEM
THEME. GOOD CAST AND SNAP-
PY DIALOGUE,

With somewhat of a punchless

story upon which to work. Director

Erie Kenton has turned out a fair

drama that has plenty of clever dia-

logue, but lacks the action and sus-

pense-holding situations that could

pull it out of the program class.

The story concerns two couples who
become divorced on the same day.

Claudia Dell, one of the divorcees,

wants a career and is taken up by

Roscoe Karns, a loquacious reporter

who introduces her to Alan Mowbray,
an author of popular sex novels
whose wife has just divorced him.

Alan helps Claudia in her writings
and gradually ingratiates himself in

her affections. The plot is leisurely

worked out to the end that Alan
goes back to his wife and little son

and Claudia to her husband. Mar-
jorie Rambeau is cast as a heavy-
drinking opera singer.

Cast: Claudia Dell, Marjorie Rambeau,
Walter Byron, Alan Mowbray, Dorothy Re-
vier, Rita La Roy, Roscoe Karns, Selmer
Jackson, Franklin Farnum, Buster Phelps.

Director, Erie C. Kenton ; Authors, Rob-
ert R. Presnell, Ursula Parrott ; Adaptor,
Robert R. Presnell; Dialoguer, same; Ed-
itor, not credited ; Cameraman, John Stu-
mar ; Recording Engineer, John Stransky.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

"THE LOVE STORM"
British International 61 7nins.

HJAVY, SLOW MOVING
DRAMA WITH A LIGHTHOUSE
ATMOSPHERE THAT WILL
HOLD LITTLE APPEAL FOR
AMERICAN AUDIENCES.

This British International produc-

tion is done in the typically heavy
and slow moving manner of British

dramas. The story itself creates

little interest, for there is no sym-

pathy created for any of the char-

acters. The girl gives up her life in

a resort in Melbourne to marry the
man in charge of a lighthouse. Here
the loneliness gets her, and she has
an affair with her husband's as-

sistant. Then along comes a young
stranger, rescued from a wreck in

his motor boat near the lighthouse.

Then she goes into a love affair with
him. From this tangle the matter
goes into a further mixup with
a fight between the two lovers,

with the assistant keeper being shot

by the girl to save the young man.
He proves to be an absconder, does

his stretch, and we see the gal back

at the resort waiting patiently for

his release. All a lot of muddled
action that gets nowhere.

Cast: Fay Compton, Frank Harvey, Ian

Hunter, Edmund Willard, Donald Calthrop.

Director, E. A. Dupont ; Author, Frank
Harvey ; Adaptor, Victor Kendall ; Dia-

loguer, same; Editor, A. C. Hammond;
Cameramen, Walter Blakeley, Hal Young;
Recording Engineer, Alec Murray.

Direction, Weak. Photography, Good.

"THE FLYING FOOL"
British International 65 nii'irs.

NOVEL DETECTIVE MELLER
WITH FINE AIRPLANE ATMOS-
PHERE IN FAST MOVING AC-
TION STORY.

A British International picture that
;,

has been well handled in all depart-
j

ments. Henry Kendall plays the
i

part of a private detective after
j

an international crook wanted for -.

a murder. The plot is very cleverly J

woven, and much of the action takes
j

place on board one of the giant '

airships in the Channel service from
j

London to Paris. The story shifts •

from a London club to a Paris dive,
;

where a lot of exciting meller action ;

takes place in a dungeon, where the

hero is dropped into the Seine for

dead, but recovers and escapes. Then
the final sequences shift back to the

airplane stuff, with some novelty

shots of the Croydon air field at

night. It finishes with a stirring

chase between the detective in an

airplane and the murderer in a fast

motor. This one moves fast, and

carries a big wallop with the air

stuff and the suspense.

Cast: Henry Kendall, Benita Hume, Ur-

sula Jean, Wallace Geoffrey, Martin Walker,

Barbara Gott, Charles Farrell.

Director, Walter Summers ; Authors, Ar-

nold Ridley, Bernard Merrivale, Walter

Summers ; Adaptors, same ; Dialoguers,

same; Editor, J. W. Stockvis ; Cameramen,
Stanley Rodwell, J. Wilson, A. L. Fisher,

J. Rosenthal.

Direction, Good. Photography, Excellent.
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"DAS LIED VOM LEBEN"
("The Song of Life")

Tobis Forenfilms 54 mhis.

THIN STORY BUILT AROUND
SENSATIONAL THEME SHOW-
ING SURGICAL OPERATION.

Billed as having been barred by
the Berlin censor board, this pro-

duction will appeal almost exclusive-

ly to those interested in the science

of surgery or to the morbidly curi-

ous. A weak story paves the way
to the operation room sequence

which is carried out in true pro-

fessional style and technique, no
doubt by registered nurses and

obstetric specialists. The story con-

cerns a young girl who is engaged to

a repulsive old baron. The girl

rushes from the engagement din-

ner, determined to end her life by
drowning. At the waterfront she

is prevented fom jumping off the

wharf by an idle seaman. They fall

in love, marry and then come the
Caesarian section scenes. Much trick

photography and symbolic material
helps to pad the story to feature
length. There is little talk and much
pantomime.

Cast: Albert Mog, Margot Fena.
Director, Alexis Granowsky ; Author, orig-

inal ; Adaptors, Victor Trivas, Dr. H. Lech-
iier ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, Mark Asa-
row ; Cameramen, Victor Trinkler. Heinrich
Ualasch ; Recording Engineers, Dr. Hans
Hittcimann, Ernest Schultz.

Direction, Good. Photography, Fine.

"DAS FLOETENKONZERT VON
SANSSOUCI"

("The Flute Concert in Sanssouci")

Ufa 60 mins.

GERMAN WAR STORY WITH
EXCELLENT ACTING BY OTTO
GEBUEHR BUT SHORT ON AC-
TION.

A historical romance of 1756. Too
much dialogue and not enough ac-

tion make this unsuitable for Eng-
lish speaking audiences generally,

but good characterizations by Otto

Gebuehr, Hans Rehmann and Re-

nate Mueller should help it with

German audiences. The picture re-

lates how the envoys of Austria,

France and Russia plan to over-

throw the King of Prussia. He gets

word of the plot through a musician-

courier who rides all night to carry

the message. Though opposed to

war, Frederic slowly gathers his

armies for battle, in the meantime
trying to make peace. His pacifist

efforts are unsuccessful and an im-
pressive finale shows him reviewing
his men before they go to battle.

Renate Mueller, as the musician's
wife, supplies romance for the story.

Cast: Otto Gebuehr, Hans Rehmann, Re-
nate Mueller, Walter Janssen, Raoul Asian.

Director, Gustav Ucicky ; Author, Walter
Reisch ; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Cameraman, Carl Hoffman ; Recording En-
gineer, Hermann Fritzscliing.

Direction, Bit slow. Photography, Good.

"UN SOIR DE RAFLE"
("Night Raid")

Os^o Productions 80 mins.

ENTERTAINING FRENCH DI-

ALOGUE DRAMA WITH OLD
PRIZE-RING THEME. WELL
ACTED AND DIRECTED.

There is plenty of suspense,

drama and comedy in this French
talker, all of which can be fully ap-

preciated by non-French speaking

audiences even though they miss

the sparkling dialogue which helps

to heighten the comedy touches. The
story carries the well-known theme
of a husky seaman, who is handy
with his fists, becoming a profes-

sional prizefighter and later cham-
pion of Europe. As soon as he

reaches the top notch in his profes-

sion, he deserts the cabaret singer

who befriended him when he was
poor. Besides leaving his sweet-

heart, he replaces his trainer and

manager. Night life and liquor

drag the fighter down so that he

loses his next championship match.

The cabaret singer returns to him
in his hour of distress.

Cast: ."Mbert Prejean, Annabella, Lucien
Haroux. Edith Mera, Lerner, Constant Remy.

Director, Carmine Gallone ; Author, Henri
Decoin ; Adaptors, Henri Decoin, H. G.
Clouzot.

Direction, Very good. Photography, Fine.

Double Feature Bills

Are Spreading in Ohio
{Continued from Page 1)

are now offered four and sometimes
five days each week. Botzum's the-

aters, the Strand and Valentine,

under management of Joe Calla, also

found the idea popular and made
additional concessions by cutting

night prices to 10 and 15 cents,

against 25 cents formerly, while the

Windsor and McKinley, neighbor-

hood houses, are pulling big crowds

with two features for a dime with

nightly change. This makes five out

of seven Canton houses on a dual

policy. The two major houses, War-
ners' Palace and Loew's, are alter-

nating previews of Sunday bills on
Saturday nights, with business com-
ing along well.

Credits Twisted
Through a slip in makeup, part of

the production credits for "Skyline"
and "Reckless Living," both review-
ed in last Sunday's issue were
switched. Correct designations are:

For "Skyline" : Author, Felix
Riesenberg; Adaptors, Kenyon Nich-
olson. Dudley Nichols; Dialoguers,
Nicholson, Nichols, William An-
thony McGuire; Editor, Harold
Schuster; Cameraman, John Mescal;
Recording Engineer, W. W. Lindsay.

For "Reckless Living": Authors.
Eva K. FHnt, Martha Madison;
Adaptor, Courtney Perrett ; Editor,
Harry W. Lieb ; Cameraman, Jack-
son Roe; Recording Engineer, C. Roy
Hunter.

C PRESENTATIONS f)
By JACK HARROWER

Roxy
The Far East gets its turn at the

Roxy this week in a stage show that
is entirely Oriental in flavor. Follow-
ing an elaborate production of the
overture to "Martha," the program
reveals vistas of Siam and its mys-
tic temples, the plains of Siberia and
cherry blossom time in Japan. In
addition to utilizing the Roxy regu-
lars, including Patricia Bowman,
Harold Van Duzee and others, Pal-
lenberg's Bears are appropriately
spotted in the Siberian scene, while
Maurice Baron has composed a spe-
cial musical score for the Siamese
bit. Dorothy Miller, Marion Raber,
William Johnson and Philip Steele
also appear in the "Martha" number.

Capitol
A charming stage bill holds forth

at the Capitol this week in the form
of a three-part divertissement. The
highlights are "Milady's Boudoir,"
performed by Ivan Triesault, James
Pendleton and an assemblage of
maids and pages, followed by "Mi-
lady's Garden," with Joyce Coles,
Ivan Triesault, Louise Bave, Phil
Tiltman, the Chester Hale Girls and
the Ballet Corps. As a prelude, Ivan
Triesault appears in a pantomime
interpretation of "Afternoon of a
Faun." Yasha Bunchuk's overture
is titled "Ballet Memories."

Paramount
"Laugh It Off," a Frank Cambria

production, is the current presenta-
tion at the New York Paramount.
Charlie Ahearn and His Millionaire

Hobo Band provide the comedy
punches, while the musical and
dance portions are neatly handled
by Violet Carlson, Tita Coral and*
the Foster Girls. Rubinoff directs

the Paramount Orchestra in "Bou-
quet of Roses," while Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Crawford demonstrate classi-

cal versus jazz music at the twin
organs.

German Studios Holding
To German and French

(Continued from Page 1)

stated in a survey of the German
situation by U. S. Trade Commis-
sioner George R. Canty. With a
need for 200 to 250 features next
season, Germany's producers so far

have announced only about 120 pic-

tures. The U. S. is expected to con-

tribute some 35 foreign-made Ger-
man talkies and around 15 are ex-

pected from other countries.
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Features Reviewed in Film Daily Feb. 5 to Oct. 11
370 Pictures Covered in 8 Months

Title Reviewed
Act Tage Glueck-FL 8-2-31

Air Police-WW 3-22-31

Annabelle's Affairs-F ...6-28-31

Alexander Hamilton-WA 9-20-31

Alias The Bad Man-TIF 6-28-31

Alice in Wonderland-COS
9-20-31

Always Goodby-F 5-24-31

American Tragedy-PAR ..8-9-31

Arizona Terror-TIF 9-27-31

Avenger-COL 4-19-31

Bachelor Apartment-RKO 3-8-31

Bad Girl-F 8-9-31

Bad Sister-U 4-5-31

Bargain (reviewed as You
and I)-FN 9-6-31

Behind Office Doors-RK03-22-31
Beyond Victory-PAT ..4-12-31

Big Business Girl-FN. .6-14-31

Big Gamble-PAT 9-27-31

Bockbierfest-BLK 4-5-31

Body and Soul-F 3-15-31

Border Love-COL 9-13-31

Born to Love-PAT 4-26-31

Bought-WB 8-16-31

Black Camel-F 7-5-31

Black Sea Mutiny-AM .
.6-21-31

Bright Lights-FN 2-15-31

Brat-F 8-2-31

Broad Minded-FN 7-5-31

Call of the Rockies-SYN 7-12-31

Captain Applejack-WA 4-19-31

Captain Thunder-WA . . . 5-10-31

Captivation-CAP 9-27-31

Caught Plastered-RKO ..8-9-31

Caught-PAR 10-4-31

Chances-FN . 6-14-31

Charlie Chan Carries On-F
3-22-31

Cherie-PAR 6-14-31

Children of Dreams-WA. 7-19-31

Cities and Years-AM ..4-12-31

City Lights-UA 2-15-31

City Streets-PAR 4-19-31

Civilization-ATA 8-16-31

Clearing the Range-CAP. 5-24-31

Common Law-PAT 7-19-31

Comrades of 1918-FM .. .2-22-31

Confessions of a Co-Ed-PAR
6-21-31

Connecticut Yankee-F .4-12-31

Conquering Horde-PAR. .3-29-31

Convicted-ARC 10-4-31

Corte D'Assise-TRC 10-4-31

Cracked Nuts-RKO . 4-5-31

Daddy Long Legs-F 6-7-31

Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-16-31

Danton-CAP 9-13-31

Das Alte J.ied-HK 9-13-31

Das Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari-

GS 9-13-31
Das Rheinlandmaedel-CAP

9-20-31

Daughter of the Dragon-PAR

Daybreak-MGM 5-31-31

Defenders of the Law-JOH
5-24-31

Der Grosse Tenor-UFA. 5-31-31

Der Hampelmann-TA . 9-13-31
Der Wahre Jakob- TRA .8-16-31
Desert Vengeance-COL. . .3-1-31

Devotion-PAT 10-4-31

Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA
8-23-31

Die Drei Von Der Tankstelle-
UFA 6-21-31

Die Forsterchristl-CAP .5-3-31

Die Grosse Sehnsucht-TA
10-11-31

Die Lindenwirten vom Rhein-
ASC 9-27-31

Die Lustigen Weiber Von
Wein-CAP 7-12-31

Die Privatsekretaerin-CAP
6-21-31

Die 3 Groschenoper-WA. 5-24-31
Dirigible-COL 4-12-31
Dishonored-PAR 3-8-31
Divorce Among Friends-WA

4-5-31
Doctors' Wives-F .... .4-26-31
Dolly Macht Karriere-UFA

7-26-31
Don't Bet on Women-F 2-15-31
Dracula-U 2-15-31
Dreyfus Case—COL ...8-30-31
Drums of Jeopardy-TIF. .3-8-31
Dude Ranch-PAR 4-26-31
Dugan of the Bad Lands-MOP

Easiest Way-MGM 3-1-31

East Lynne-F 2-22-31

East of Borneo-U 8-23-31
Ein Burschenlied Aug Hei-
delberg-UFA 9-20-31

Enemies of the Law-REG
7-12-31

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures

AGF—American General Film

AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass

ASC—Associated Cinema

ATA—American Trading Asoc.
BI—British International
BIF—Big Four
BLK—Richard G. Block
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CEL—Celebrity
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Unique Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures
DM—Drklik-Martel
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FFF—Foreign Feature Films

FL—Joseph Fleisler PIZ—William Pizor
FN—First National PRX—Protex Trading Corp.
FM—Forenfilms RAS—Raspin Productions
FTP—Foreign Talking PicturesREG—Regal Talking Pictures

GO—Al Griffith Grey
GS—George Schneider
HA—High Art Pictures
HED—Headline Pictures

HG—J. H. Hoffberg
HK—Henry Kaufman
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
HPI—Hollywood Pictures
ITA—La Itala Film Co.
JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MGM—Metro-Goldviryn- Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
MOV—M viegrraphs
NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line U—Universal
OM—Olympia Macro Excelsior UA—United Artists

OS—Osso Productions UFA—Ufa
PAR—Paramount WA—Warner Bros.
PAT—RKO Pathe WK—Willis Kent
PIC—Picture Classics WM—J. D. Williams
PIT—Pittaluga WW—Sono Art

ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
SIN—Dr. Alexander Singelow
SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TPL—Otto Trippel
TRA—Transatlantic Picts.

TKC—Transcontinental Pics.

TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films

6-28-31
..3-29-31
..7-12-31
,.7-12-31
.9-13-31

Title Reviewed
Ex-Bad Boy-U 9-27-31
Explorers of the World-RAS

9-6-31

Express 13-UFA 8-9-31

Everything's Rosie-RKO. 5-24-31

Fidlovacka-DM ..7-5-31
Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL

8-16-31

Fifty Million Frenchmen-WA
3-29-31

Fighting Sheriff-COL
Finger Points-FN .

.

First Aid-WW ...
Five and Ten-MGM.
Five Star Final-FN..
Five Year Plan-AM 6-7-31

FIood-COL 5-3-31

Free Soul-MGM 6-7-31

Front Page-UA 3-22-31

Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31

Gentleman's Fate-MGM .6-28-31
Girl Habit-PAR 6-14-31
God's Country and the Man-

SYN 6-7-31
God's Gift to Woraen-WA

4-19-31
Goldie-F 6-J28-31

Gold Dust Gertie-WA 5-31-31
Good Bad Girl-COL. .. 5-17-31
Gorilla-FN 3-1-31

Great Lover-MGM 8-30-31
Great Meadow-MGM 3-13-31
Grief Street-CHE . .

Guardsman-MGM . .

Guilty Hands-MGM..
Gun Smoke-PAR . .

.

Hard Hombre-HOF .

Headin' for Trouble-BIF.9-6-31
Heimatsklange-TPL .. .2-22-31
Hell Below Zero-TPE. . .6-28-31
Hell Bent for Frisco-WW

7-12-31
Hell Bound-TIF .

High Stakes-RKO .

Hjartats Rost-PAR
Holy Terror-F
Homicide Squad-U .

.

Honeymoon Lane-PAR.
Honor Among Lovers-PAR

3-1-31
Horse Ate the Hat-MOV. 9-6-31
Hot Heiress-FN 3-15-31
24 Hours-PAR 10-4-31
Huckleberry Finn-PAR 8-9-31

Hurricane Horseman-WK
10-11-31

Hush Money-F 7-12-31
I Am From Siam-PIC. . .9-6-31
I Like Your Nerve-FN 9-13-31
I Take This Woman-PAR

6-14-31
II Richiamo del Cuore-PAR

Immortal Vagabond-TPE 8-2-31
Ingagi-COP 3-15-31
Indiscreet-UA 5-10-31
In Old Cheyenne-WW ..5-3-31
Iron Man-U 4-19-31
Is There Justice?-WW. .9-20-31
It Pays to Advertise-PAR

2-22-31
It's A Wis* Child-MGM

5-17-31
Jede Frau Hat Etwas-PAR

5-24-31
Jew At War-AM 7-26-31
June Moon-PAR 3-15-31

..10-11-31
.. 9-13-31

. . .8-30-31

. ..4-25-31

.9-20-31

3-1-31
5-31-31
.6-28-31
.7-19-31
.8-30-31
..8-2-31

Title Reviewed
Just A Gigolo-MGM 6-14-31

Just For A Song-WW... 4-26-31
Karamazov-TA 9-27-31

Kick In-PAR 5-24-31

Kid From Arizona-COS. 5-10-31

Kiki-UA 3-8-31

Ladies' Man-PAR 5-3-31

Lady from Nowhere-CHE
7-19-31

Lady Refuses-RKO 2-15-31
Lady Who Dared-FN. . .6-7-31

La Jaula de los Leones-HF
3-8-31

L'Amour, Maitre des Choses-
CAP 4-5-31

La Nuit Est A Nous.. 2-22-31
La Regina di Sparta-IT.\.3 8-31

Last Flight-FN 8-23-31
Last Parade-COL 3-1-31

La Straniera-CAP 4-19-31
Laugh and Get Rich-RKO

3-22-31
Laughing Sinners-MGM 7-5-31

La Vacanza del Diavolo-PAR
3-22-31

Lawless Woman-CHE . .4-26-31
Law of the Rio Grande-SYN.

8-9-31

Lawyer's Secret-PAR 5-31-31

Le Culte de Beaute-OS. .6-7-31

Le Million-TF ..5-24-31
Le Mystere de la Chambre
Jaune-OS 5-31-31

Liebe Auf Befehl-U ..6-7-31
Lieber Uber AUes-CAP 4-19-31
Liebesvralzer-UFA .... 5-3-31
Lightning Flyer-COL ...4-5-31
Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN

8-16-31
Lion and the Lamb-COL. 4-5-31

Loneiy Wives-PAT 2-15-31
Lover Come Back-COL. 6-7-31

Lumpemball-AGF 4-26-31
Mad Parade-PAR 9-20-31
Maciste In Hell-OM ...6-28-31
Magnificent Lie-PAR ..7-26-31
Maltese Falcon-WA 5-31-31

Man From Death Valley-MOP
10-11-31

Man in Possession-MGM. 7-19-31
Man of the World-PAR 3-22-31
Many a Slip-U 8-30-31
Meet the Wife-COL 6-21-31
Men Are Like That-COL. 8-16-31
Men Call It Love-MGM .6-21-31
Men of the Sky-FN 7-19-31
Merely Mary Ann-F 9-13-31
Millionaire-WA 4-12-31
Miracle Woman-COL. .. .8-2-31
Monkey Business-PAR ..9-27-31
Monsters of the Deep-TPE

5-24-31

Montana Kid-MOP 9-13-31
Mother and Son-MOP. . .8-30-31
Mother's Millions-U 5-10-31
Mr. Lemon of Orange-F. 3-29-31
Murder At Midnight-TIF

9-20-31
Murder By the CIock-PAR

7-19,31
Mutterliebe-FFF 2-22-31
My Past-WA 3-15-31
My Sin-PAR 9-6-31

Mystery of Life-U 7-5-31

Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31
Nacht-Brummler-COL ...3-8-31
Nar Rosorna Sla-Ut-PAR

2-15-31

Title Reviewed
Naughty Flirt-FN 4-19-31

New Adventures of Get-Rich-
Quick Wallingford-MGM

10-11-31

Newly Rich-PAR 7-5-31

Never the Twain Shall Meet-
MGM 6-7-31

Night Angel-PAR 6-14-31

Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31

Night Nurse-WA 7-19-31

Nomandie-SIN 6-21-31

Xur Am Rhein-FTP. . 10-11-31

Oh, Sailor, Behave-WA. .2-15-31

Other Men's Women-WA. 4-26-31

Pagan Lady-COL 9-27-31
Pagliacci-AC 3-1-31

Palmy Days-UA 9-27-31

Pardon Us-MGM 8-23-31

Parisian, The-CAP 8-23-31

Parlor, Bedroom and Bath-
MGM 4-5-31

Partners of the Trail-MOP
8-30-31

Party Husband-FN 5-17-31

Penrod and Sam-FN 9-27-31
Perfect Alibi-RKO 3-8-31

Personal Maid-PAR... 8-30-31

Playthings of HoUywood-HPI
4-12-31

PoUtics-MGM 8-2-31

Prodigal-MGM 6-28-31

Public Enemy-WA 4-26-31

Public Defender-RKO . .7-12-31

Pueblo Terror-cos 4-21-31

Quick Millions-F 4-19-31
Rango-PAR 2-22-31

Rebound-PAT 8-30-31

Reckless Hour-FN 8-2-31

Reckless LLving-U ...10-11-31
Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31

Riders of the Cactus-BIF
8-16-31

Riders of the North-SYN. 4-5-31

Rider of the Plains-SYN. 5-3-31

Riders of the Purple Sage-
F 9-27-31

Ridin' Fool-TIF 5-31-31

Right of Way-FN 3-29-31
River's End-WA 3-15-31

Road to Reno-PAR. . .10-11-31

Road to Singapore-WA. .10-4-31
Rosenmontag-UFA 3-29-31
Rubicon-AM 9-27-31
Runaround (Reviewed as Lov-

able and Sweet-RKO 6-21-31
Salvation Nell-TIF ... ..7-5-31
Sea Devils-JOH 3-8-31

Secret Call-PAR 7-12-31
Secret Six-MGM 5-3-31

Secrets of A Secretary-PAR
7-19-31

Seed-U 5-17-31
Shanghai Love-COL 9-6-31
Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour-
FD 7-12-31

Sherifl's Secret-COS 6-14-31
Shipmates-MGM 5-24-31
Ships of Hate-MOP 7-26-31
Should a Doctor Tell?-REG

Side Show-WA 9-20-31
Si I'Empereur Savait Ca.
MGM 3-8-31

Silence-PAR 8-16-31
Sin Ship-RKO 4-5-31
Single Sin-TIF 2-15-31
Sit Tight-WA 2-22-31

Title Reviewed
Six Cylinder Love-F .5-17-31
Skandal Um Eva-FM .,4-26-31
Skin Game-BI 6-21-31
Skippy-PAR 4-5-31
Sky Raiders-COL 5-31-31

Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-31
Skyline-F 10-11-31
Smart Money-WA 6-21-31
Smart Woman-RKO ..10-11-31
Smiling Lieutenant-PAR. 5-24-31
Sob Sister-F 10-4-31
Soldiers Plaything-WA . . . 5-3-3

1

Son of India-MGM ...7-26-31
Son of the Land-AM . .5-31-31
Son of the Plains-SYN. . .7-5-31
Spider, The-F 8-16-31
Spirit of Notre Dame-U 9-27-31
Sporting Blood-MGM ..8-16-31
Spy, The-F 3-22-31
Squaw Man-MGM 9-20-31
Star Witness-WA 8-2-31

Stepping Out-MGM 5-24-31
Stolen Heaven-PAR ...2-15-31
Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-31
Strangers May Kiss-MGM

4-12-31
Street Scene-UA 8-30-31
Student Sein-PRX 5-3-51

Subway Express-COL ..3-29-31
Sunrise Trail-TIF 3-29-3

1

Susanne Macht Ordnung-FTP
10-11-31

Svengali-WA 5-3-31

Sweepstakes-PAT 6-28-31

Tabu-PAR 3-22-31
Tailor Made Man-MGM. 4-27-31
Tarnished Lady-PAR ..4-19-31
Ten Cents A Dance-COL. 3-8-31

Ten Nights In a Barroom-
ROA 3-1-31

Texas Ranger-COL 5-10-31
Their Mad Moment-F. . .9-27-31
Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA

8-16-31
This Modern Age-MGM 9-6-31
Three Girls Lost-F 5-3-31

Three Loves-ASC .5-24-31
Three Who Loved-RKO. 6-21-31

Three Rogues-F 4-5-31

Too Many Cooks-RKO .7-19-31

Too Young To Marry-WA
5-10-31

Toute Sa Vie-PAR .. .6-21-31
Trails of the Golden West-
COS 2-15-31

Transatlantic-F 7-26-31
Transgression-RKO 6-7-31

Transport of Fire-AM .3-22-31
Traveling Husbands-RK06-21-31
Treason Trials in Moscow-
AM . 3-8-31

Troika-FE 4-26-31
Tropen Nachte-PAR . .5-31-31
Two Gun Man-TIF ..6-7-31

Ubangi-PIZ 5-31-31
)

Undertow-U 8-30-31
Unfaithful-PAR 3-1-31

Unholy Garden-UA 9-20-31

Up For Murder-U . . . 5-31-31

Up Pops the Devil-PAR. 5-17-31
j

Versuchen Sie Meine Schwes- '

ter-TF 6-21-31

Vice Squad-PAR 6-7-31

Viking-WM 6-21-31

Virtuous Husbands-U ..5-10-31

"W" Plan-RKO 2-15-31
Waterloo Bridge-U 8-16-31
Way Down East-GG.. 3-15-31
West of Chevenne-SYN. .3-1-31

White Devil-TPE 8-30-31

White Shoulders-RKO .5-18-31

Wicked-F 9-20-31
Wien, du Stadt der Lieder-
PRX 3-22-31

Wild Horse-HOF .. 8-2-SI

Wild West Whoopee-cos
3-8-31

Woman Between-RKO . 6-21-31

Women Go On Forever-TIF
8-16-31

Woman Hungry-FN ...3-22-31
Women of All Nations-F

5-31-31
Woman of Experience-PAT

7-12-31

Women Love Once-PAR. 6-28-31

Women Men Marry-HED
4-19-31

Yankee Don-CAP 5-17-31
Yellow Pass-AM 5-3-31

Young As You Feel-F ...8-9-31
Young Donovan's Kid-RKO

5-21-31
Young Sinners F 5-I0-3I

Zein Weib's Lubovnick-HA
10-4-31



LOOK FOR

BETTER PICTURES

JLN OT since sound first burst upon the

eager ear of the movie fan have there been

changes and improvements so important to

the industry as those wrought by Eastman's

introduction of ultra-speed negative film.

They begin on the lot, and they carry through

to the screen. Because of them you can look

for better pictures for your audiences. And

that is an augury of better business for you.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New

York. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,

New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

Eastman Supersensitive

Panchromatic Negative, Type 2



A PIP TO PUT PEP IN YOUR BOX OFFICE!

"intensely human momen+s. Delightful

entertainment which is a relief from

sophisticated pictures which have
flooded the screen."

—Los Angeles Illustrated Daily News

''Irving Cummings shows genius/'

—Los Angeles Examiner

"Baxter and Lowe in top form. I par-

ticularly liked Conchita Montenegro."

—Los Angeles Herald

"Chinese and Criterion were
packed with smiling faces.
Wholesomely enjoyable. Genu-
ine relief from gangster and sex
themes. —Los Angeles Express

"One of the most delightful things to

watch the season has brought forth.

Montenegro's dusky beauty so com-

pelling it savors of enchantment. One
of the most exquisite actresses screen

has ever shown. —Los Angeles Record

''ONE OF 6 BEST
PICTURES OF THE
MONTH."—Photoplay Magazine

Take your public into the open with the big bang of outdoor

pictures — eye-filling entertainment for the whole family.

O. HENRY'S Romantic Bad Man

€^ CISCO KID
WARNER BAXTER
Conchita Montenegro Nora Lane

EDMUND LOWE
Directed by Irving Cummings



THE OLD FIGHTIN

COCK HAS THE
funniest comedie

BOOKED BY THESE
BIG TIME CIRCUITS
WARNER BROS.
RKO
SCHINE
MAINE AND
NEW HAMPSHIRE
BUTTERFIELD
HUGHES-FRANKLIN
GORTATOWSKY

And Thousands of

Independents!

FOX
LOEW
SPARKS
FIEBER & SHEA
COOPERATIVE
M. A. LIGHTMAN
MOMAND
LEFKOWITZ

RKO PATHE
TRAVELING MAN

COMEDIES
starring

LOUIS JOHN BARTELS

6
GAY GIRLS

COMEDIES
starring

JUNE MacCLOY

MANHATTAN
COMEDIES

oc "Dvr^ \Tn'Kr •ditttijt'kt htcodc TrHiiTt:»c



42, 000, 000 THEATRE
ON COLUMBIA'S PICTU
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This terrific adver-

tising campaign for

JACK HOLT and

his latest Columbia

starring picture, "A

DANGEROUS
AFFAIR," appeared

in more than 1,600

of America's great-

est newspapers.Your

audience for both

picture and star is

ready-made
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GOERS SOLD IN ADVANCE
RES IN 1,600 PAPERS!

None
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i Biggest publicity

If smash ever given a

11 picture has pre-sold

i Columbians scintil-

I lating"PLATINUM

I BLONDE." This ad

i ran in 1,600 great

Ij
daiUes. In addition,

II the Saturday Even-

II ing Post (issue of

i Sept. 19) told its

2,500,000 readers

all about "Kansas

City Platinum"

(Jean Harlow)
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-.$B D̂AILY

Short Shots from
New York Studios
_. By HARRY N. BLAIR ^^mm

THALIA PRODUCTIONS, having

completed "Cosi e La Vita"

("Such Is Life"), is preparing a

second all-Italian talkie which Eu-
gene Roder will also direct. The
new picture will be made in both

Italian and Spanish versions and
Thalia is now looking for talent

that can speak those languages.

Production will start at the Metro-

politan studios in about two weeks.

Paramount Notes : Tallulah Bank-
head conferring with William
Haines about leasing his home in

Beverly Hills for her stay on the

Coast Betty Morrissy paying a

visit to the New York studio where
she has appeared in numerous pic-

tures. . . .Marion Avery, sec. to D.
A. Doran, Jr., of the Paramount
home office story council, seeing

plenty of plays these fall evenings.

Burnet Hershey, Vitaphone staff

writer, who is writing the dialogue

and doing the adaptation of the S.

S. Van Dine Detective Mystery sto-

ries for the two reelers being pro-

duced at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio, always confers with the au-
thor before and after each script

has been written.

Jack Norworth, who with the

m.issus is making six more of their

popular Vitaphone "Naggers" com-
edies, is sitting pretty these days
collecting heavy royalties from a
song he wrote about 25 years ago
and which right now is all the rage.

In 1897, while on the stage with
Nora Bayes, Norworth wrote "Shine
On, Harvest Moon." Returning
from their recent trip abroad, the
Norworths learned the cheerful
news that "Shine On, Harvest
Moon," had become the song hit of
the new "Follies," and also a na-
tional best seller.

Donald Meek, who has been doub-
ling between the John Golden thea-
ter, where he is appearing in "After
Tomorrow," and the Vitaphone stu-
dio, where he is starring in the S.

S. Van Dine series, has been signed
for a principal role in "The Main
Event," which W. 0. Hearst is pre-
paring to produce in Waterbury,
Conn. Charles Downs will be chief
cameraman and Walter Scott first

camera.

Soviet Russia plans to man-
ufacture its own film raw
stock, 1,000,000 feet being
planned yearly.

Ma
THt ^mm

• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till

Now that all the producing companies are in a race
to bring out their own special Fascinating Male star types

so Tiffany steps out with Wallace Ford, signed for the
leading role in "X Marks the Spot" that Irving Pichel,

who plays the district attorney in "An American Tragedy," was
a director, writer and scenic designer in the theater before
going talkie

• • • THAT Ginger Rogers has completed two big weeks
at the B. S. Moss Broadway, and goes back to Hollerword for

another Pathe pix after a round of the New York plays
that Frank Borzage is the only director we know who visited

New York from the Coast, and did it right he got the
true atmosphere of the metropolis by visiting Welfare Island,

Washington Bridge, odd nooks and crannies around wharfs,
side streets in a word, he did not confine his visit to a
round of the nite clubs

• • • THAT Mrs. Joe E. Brown had a nice surprise for
Joe upon his arrival in Hollywood after a personal appearance
tour in the form ot a 16 grand Duesenberg
that the Paramount west coast stude restaurant is ordering a
new supply of Coca Cola in anticipation of Tallulah Bankhead's
arrival that Fred March writes that he has completed
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" that there has been a dis-

tinct rise in temperature (of a sort) with Lupe Velez, Raquel
Torres and Armida all floating around our hamlet

• • • THAT Jane Winton, tired of doing the society ma-
tron act on Park Avenoo, has taken a flyer at films again,
doing a part in the new Van Dine short at Vitaphone. .\

that if Phyllis Haver, Carol Dempster, Ruth Taylor and Mae
Allison should decide to do likewise, the pix biz in these parts
might perk up a bit that Rutgers Neilson is one of the
busiest gents in any publicity dep't, for he knows so many
angles that it is easier for him to do the work than stop and
explain it to someone else

• • • THAT "N.T.G." of the Hollywood nite club is com-
peting with the film biz for the talent in his new show
he has lined up Thelma White, Maria Gambarelli, Reri, Har-
riet Hillyard and Frank Hazzard not to mention those
I'orty Beauties that give Ziegfeld and Carroll a run for first

honors that Mickey Gross, manager . of the State in

Racine, Wisconsin, offers patrons free taxi service between
the hours of 6:30 and 9:30 p. m. that E. M. Orowitz
has prepared a nifty 35-page exploitation campaign book on
the Four Marx Brothers to be sent to all RKO theaters book-
ing the comedians' pix

• • • THAT Fred Allen in his coast office at the RKO
Pathe stude has a golf score card bearing a circled "89" on
the wall Fred usually shoots around 179, and is trying
to convince all the golf bugs that the 89 is on the level
that Guy Fowler has created a mythical kingdom for the nov-
elization of Pola Negri's new story, "A Woman Commands"

that Ted O. Eltonhead, public relations head for Local
306, is now at the main office on 45th St

Monday, October 19, 1931

NEWS of the DAY

Mount Dora, Fla.—Herbert Wales
and Dr. C. M. Tyre announce the
opening of the Mount Dora follow-
ing improvements and installation of
new sound equipment.

Headland, Ala. — Ellison Dunn,
owner and manager of theaters in
Donalsonville and Blakely has leased
the Royal here. The Royal has
opened with sound after having been
closed for some time.

Richland, Ga.—The Grand, under
the management of J. P. Mayo, has
reopened.

Aliquippa—Sam Rottenstein has
transferred the lease of the Aliquip-
pa, West Aliquippa, to his son, Abe.
The father recently filed a voluntary
petition in bankruptcy in Federal
court.

Punxsutawney—C. B. Pascoe, vet-
eran showman, has stepped out of
the local picture with lease of the
Pascoe being transferred to Harry
Batastini, former operator. Until
recently Batastini had been con-
nected with the Kittanning Theater
Co. Pascoe has not announced his
future plans.

Erie—Grand has been taken over
by J. Zbreznay. Former lease held
by John Phillips. House is a 550-
seater.

Farrelj, Pa. — H. Barretta has
leased the Strand, formerly operated
by P. G. Pegdiotes.

Buffalo—Shea-Publix has reopen-
ed the Court theater with a low
price first-run picture policy.

Chester, W. Va.—David Miller has
transferred the New Lincoln lease
to Walter Shaw. The former is a
well-known Pittsburgh theaterman.

Wesleyville, Pa.—Reports are be-
ing circulated to the effect that
Warner Bros, are selling the Penn
to private interests.

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

October 19
Roy Del Ruth
Ray Coffin

Helene Turner
Marie Caralan
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'Spirit of Notre Dame' Is Thrilling,

Smashing Film Hit of Football

By REGINA CREAVE.
Motion Picture Editor N. T. A>-?rloan.

"The Spirit of Notre Dame"
would nave to be a winner! And"

The Unaversa! pictureiTlsT
crashes across the screen oi tne
Mayfair Theatre for a, smash-
ing" touchdown. Thg Laeromie
outfit has shown the world how
to film gridiron classic Tor
f ^e tnovies. it's a thriller atT
the way, "witH"~a^ riot of "icrri-

ment and~some sincere sob stuff
tBFown in tor luc"^

~

For added thrills, you'll meet
Carideo, and those others who
have made gridiron history, face
to face.

"The Spirit of Notre
Pame" leads ttie Held lor a
touchdown. More-
ball-game!

-it's the whole

IMfcrht

"Rah, rah, rah! And a couple of yeas! Here's a pip of a pigskin

picture; one you'll remember for several football seasons to come.

Thrilled a houseful of enthusiastic fans of talkiedom and gridiron

combined. Starts out with a bang and keeps the pace all the way.

It has dash and pep and thrill in heaped portions. And there is a

full-sized share of human interest. You'll have a grand time at the

Mayfair this week. 'Spirit of Notre Dame' is one football picture

you shouldn't miss."
—A^. Y. Daily News

• • •

"It is an effective tribute to one

of the greatest figures in Ameri-
can sports."

—A^. F. Herald-Tribune

"Seemed to satisfy its overflow-

ing audience, and indeed it

should have, as the spirit of the

late coach seems to permeate it.

It will be a success."

—A^. Y. Evening Sun

"Skilfully directed . . . acting

uniformly natural . . . enough
football players of recent days

to please the most exacting

gridiron enthusiast."

—A^. Y. Times

"The most natural, authentic

and entertaining film about

undergraduate life and athletics

that the screen so far has pro-

duced. Exceptionally fine piece

of work in every department."

—A^. F. World-Telegram

"Notre Dame football film

thrills Mayfair audience. A
football picture that is a foot-

ball picture. If 'The Spirit of

Notre Dame' doesn't wow them

at the box office there for the

next few weeks, I'll be sur-

prised and disappointed . . .

thrilling with realistic back-

grounds and famous football

players. The outstanding foot-

ball picture of this or any other

season,

—A'. F. Evening Graphic

Business is GREAT with UNIVERSAL
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125 BOOK-FILM TIEUPS

COMPILED BYNAT'LBOARD

(Contitvicd from Page 1)

opportunities for cooperative ex-

ploitation in connection with Book
Week, Nov. 15-21, and Education
Week, Nov. 9-15. The compilation,

which covers pictures selected by
the Review Committees of the Na-
tional Board from September, 1930,

to September, 1931, includes select-

ed story fims, adapted from books
and published plays, other films and
short subjects with an educational
value, and a special list of selected

foreign productions. The National
Ass'n of Book Publishers is ex-
tending its cooperation in tieups be-
cause it has been found that motion
pictures, at one time thought to be
a rival of the book business, has
proved an aid to it.

Educational Releasing
1? Shorts in November

Twelve new subjects have been
set for November release by Edu-
cational. Of these four are two-
reel comedies, and eight are one-
reel comedies and novelties. The lot

includes Bing Crosby's second Mack
Sennett Comedy. "One More
Chance." to be released Nov. 15th:
"Queenie of Hollywood," first Hol-
lywood Girl Comedy of the season,
Nov. 8th: a Tiffanv Chimp Comedy,
titled "Skimpy," Nov. 8: and "Once
a Hero," Mermaid Comedy, Nov. 22:
"Wrestling Swordfish." second in
Mack Sennett's "Cannibal of the
Deen" series, Nov. 8: "Idle lloom-
ers," Cameo Comedy, Nov. 29;
"Across the Sea," Romantic Jour-
ney; two new Terry-Toons, two sub-
jects in Tiffany's Voice of Holly-
wood series, and a Mack Sennett
Brevity.

Chi. Movie Audience Bombed
Chicago — Bombing of movie

houses has extended to the audience,
with a missile being exploded at the
Colony, resulting in two persons be-
ing injured.

iVTcSweeney Now District Mgr.
Needham, Ma.=5s.—Dave MeSwee-

ney, manager of the Needham, is

now Publix distriH manager for
Needham, Natick. Framingham and
Marlboro. M. C. Fox takes his place
here.

Rebuildinff T. -^ D. House
Martiroz. Cal.—The State, owned

by T. & D, Junior Enterprises, after
3 fire on Oct. 9 causing some $65,000
damage, will be entirely remodeled
and rebuilt.

COMING & GOING

J. F. McAI.OOy. western sales manaerer
for RKO Patlie. left yesterday for Indian-
apolis on a tour of lirancli offices in the
midwestern distr-ct.

SAMUET. GOLDSTEIN, treasurer of
Headline Pictures, arrives this week from
the coast.

LOU SMTZER. head of RKO Pathe
accessory sah-s. has left for rhicago. He
will also visit the RKO Pathe branches in
Detroit. Cleveland and Pittsburgh, return-
iiiR to Xew York in three weeks.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

RALPH WII.K

HOLLYWOOD
WZ-ALDEMAR YOUNG, one of

the screen's veteran writers,

who has signed a new contract with
Paramount, is working on the screen
play for "The Miracle Man." Be-
fore entering the film industry, he
had been a San Francisco dramatic
critic for several years. He also ap-
peared in a vaudeville sketch,
"When Julius Caesar Ran a News-
paper."

Robert Armstrong is the busiest of RKO
P;<the's stellar talent. He went direct from
"The Tip-Off," his co-starring vehicle with
Eddie Quillan, to "Suicide Fleet." with Bill

Boyd and James Gleason. The day he fin-

ished the sea picture he started with Helen
Twelvetrees in her new vehicle.

* * *

Latest additions to the cast sup-
porting Lil Dagovar in "The Cap-
tain's Wife," which has just entered
production at First National, are
George E. Stone, Warner Richmond,
Ben Hendricks, Jr., Paul Porcasi
Reginald Barlow and John Ruther-
ford.

* * *

Bob MacKenzie and Billy Engle are the
final additions to Columbia's Buck Jones
special. "Ridin' for Justice." directed by
Ro'S Lederman. Mary Doran plays the
'eminine lead and others in the cast are
Russell Simpson, Walter Miller, William
Walling and Hank Mann,

* * *

Nils Asther and Jimmy Durante
have been added to the cast of
M-G M's dialogue adaptation of
"Her Cardboard Lover," which will
be a Buster Keaton vehicle.

* * *

Babe Ruth has arrived at Universal City
and established his headquarters in one of
Carl Laemmle, Jr.'s. most ornate studio bun-
galows. It is expected that the five Ruth
baseball shorts to be released as part of the
series of Christy Walsh All-America Sports
Reels, will go into production by November
1, under the direction of Ben StolofI,

Dorothy Peterson has been cast

for a leading role in Columbia's
newest Barbara Stanv^yck drama,
'which Frank Capra will direct.

* * *

Marilyn Miller will set out for New 'Vork
before the end of the present month. She
has not been here since early spring. The
star has just completed "Her Majesty. Love,"
at First National and the picture will be
released in December,

* * *

The high cost of football tickets
should not bother Hank Mann, the
comedian. For the U.S.C.-Washing-
ton State game, he wore the U.S.C.
colors and a U.S.C. rooter cap. No
doubt, re watched the game from
the student rooter section.

* * *

Richard Heermance, brother of June Coll-
yer, is one of the youngest executives in the
industry. Although connected with motion
pictures for only 18 months, he has been
promoted from cutter to general manager of
the Vagabond Adventure Series and Liberty
Short Stories, both in production at Tec-Art,

* * *

Frances Moffett, former New York
stage actress, was assigned to her
most important role since joining
Hollywood's colony of film players
when she was added to the cast of

"No One Man," Paramount's forth-
coming picture version of Rupert
Hughes' novel.

Carl Laemmle. Jr., announces the com-
plete cast for "Murders in the Rue Morgue."
which will start production this week at

Universal City under the direction of Rob-
ert Florey. The personnel is as follows

:

Bela Lugosi, Sidney Fox. Leon Waycoff,
well known stage player, who will have the
romantic lead; Bert Roach, Brandon Hurst,
Mischa Auer and Darcy Corrigan,

"Quicksands," Columbia Pictures'
next starring vehicle for Tim McCoy,
will shortly go into production. Ross
Lederman will direct.

Gwen Heller on Warner Publicity
Gwen Heller has joined the War-

ner-First National publicity de-
partment, the appointment being
made by S. Charles Einfeld, chief
of nublicitv and advertisinff. Miss
Heller is the daughter of Herman
Heller, who was orchestra conduc-
tor at the Warner theater and is
now a leading musical conductor in
Sart Francisco,

Jinimie Biggar Promoted
New Orleans — Jimmie Biggar.

who for six or seven weeks busied
himself in the publicity department
of the Ornheum. has been made
manager of the Popular, suburban
house.

New Calif. Amusement Firm
Richmond. Cal. — Richmond

Amusement Co. has been organized
by B, E. Krap-en. San Francisco",
and Lawren^'e Borg and John Fet-
ters of Oakland.

•T. L. Rome QuHs Exhib Board
Baltimore—J. Louis Rome, man-

aging director of the Associated
Theaters of Baltimore, has v«>sie-ned
as member of the board of directors
of the M.P.T.O.A. of Maryland.

Announcer for Television Show
Carveth Wells, author and film

producer, whose "Hell Below Zero"
was recently shown on Broadway,
has been engaged to preside as an-
nouncer at the first visual linking
of two theaters ever attempted
which will take place Wednesday,
when a performance from the Thea-
ter Guild stage will be transmitted
via Sanabria Giant Television to the
stage of the B. S. Moss Broadway
theater.

Extend Runs in Fort Worth
Fort Worth, Texas—Greta Garbo

in "Susan Lenox" has been held
over for three more days at the
Worth, making the first picture that
has ever been held over since the
Worth began a split week policy.
Eddie Cantor in "Palmy Days" also
is scheduled for a week's run at the
Palace.

Roy Miller Promoted
Detroit—Roy Miller, formerly as-

^istant manager at the Grand Ri-
'era and other Publix houses, has
been promoted to be manager of the
Century following shift of Joe La
^ose to the Eastown.

MOVIES ARE ABSOLVED

AS JUVENILE INFLUENCE

{Continued from Page 1)

held here last week. Among the
experts who declared that films are
blameless in causing juveniles to
err were Dr. Manfred S. Gutt-
macher, chief medical officer of the
Supreme Court here; Lieut.-Col.
Claude D. Jones, superintendent of
the National Training School for
Boys, Washington, and B. L. Coul-
ter, superintendent of the Industrial
School for Girls and Boys, Colum-
bia, Miss. Child offenders have
something wrong with them to be-
gin with, they said, and you can't
sacrifice the pleasure of the ma-
jority to humor the few who have
weak spots in them.

Better Films Council
Does Good Work in St. L.

(Continued from Page 11

tures. The council has five com-
rnittees of five members each who
view first runs and either approve
or disapprove them for the neigh-
borhoods. Objectionable pictures
are not publicly condemned for fear
of attracting interest, but exhibit-
ors are advised of the disapproval
and a note sent to the producers.
The council also sponsors family
nights.

Price Cuts in Detroit
Fail to Help Business
(.Continued from Page 1)

than the price that governs b. o.

attendance.
Publix has changed the policy of

the State to second run, except
when first run pictures are in over-
supply.

Frisco Multilingual House
San Francisco—Ralph Pincus and

Herbert Rosener have leased the
Union Square and will rename it the
International Filmarte for the pres-
entation of German, French, Italian
and other foreign pictures.

Haverhill House Sold

Haverhill, Mass. — Joseph M.
Hargedon of Lawrence has sold the
Colonial here to the Salem Realty
Co. of Salem. The Salem company
headed by John A. Deery and af-
filiated with Publix, now has about
20 houses.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
American Theater Corp., plays, motion pic-

tures; H, Hendrickson, Albany. $20,000,
Hudson Amusement Corp.. furnish enter-

tainment: C. A. Marcus, .Schenectady. $1,000,
NEW JERSEY CHARTER

Riverside Amusement Co., Somerville,
amusement enterprises; T. Girard Wharton,
Sonierville. $12'i.000,

DELAWARE CHARTERS
Television and Sound Corp. of America.

Wilmington, Del., broadcasting; Colonial
Charter Co,, Dover. $2,000,000; 20,000 shares
cm mon.

Television Apparatus Corp,, Wilmington,
Del., radios, wireless appparatus; Corpora-
tion Trust Co,, Dover, $500,000,
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monK£y BusmEss
Without a doubt, the greatest comedy attraction in years ! Great in laughs

—great in box-office appeal. Every engagement means S. R. O. crowds

!

A positive clean-up anywhere ! Now in its second stand-'em-out week at

RIVOLI, N. Y. Will chase gloom and depression from your box-office

faster than you can say Marx Brothers. Get it ! Book it ! Directed by

Norman McLeod.

PARAMOUNT
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TAX MEASURES FOR RELIEF

FOUGHT AS BAD PRECEDENT

(Continued from Page 1)

luxuries has been i-ecommended by
Senator J. M. Inman for considera-
tion at a special session of the legis-

lature. The plan would bring in

$5,000,000 annually, it is declared. A
10 per cent movie tax, proposed in

Rhode Island, is being opposed on
the ground that it would not only
seriously affect theater attendance,
but the effect would spread in other
directions of local business. Through
the south various plans of theater
cooperation have been instituted or
proposed as a preferable substitute
for taxation. One is the "penny"
idea, with movie patrons donating
a cent each time they attend a
show, on the same principle as the
'penny-a-meal" plan adopted by
some restaurants.

Local Angle Stressed
In National Movie Week

{Continued from Page 1)

uation. Stress will be placed on the
fact that funds derived through ex-
tra benefit performances will be ex-
clusively spent locally.

The following publicity men have
been assigned duties: press books,
Paul Gulick; advertising, Howard
De^tz; publicity, Gabe Yorke; ex-

ploitation tieups, Billy Ferguson.
They are members of the advertis-

ing division committee, which meets
again tomorrow.

Vitaphone Signs Walter I'etrie

Walter Petrie, stage and screen
player, now appearing in the Mae
West show, "Constant Sinner," has
been signed by Vitaphone for "The
Week-End Mystery," third S. S. Van
Dine two-reeler.

Sportlight Crew Returns
Russ Erwin, cameraman, and

Charles Younger, sound engineer,
are back from New Brunswick, Can-
ada, where they photographed a
moose hunt for a Grantland Rice
Sportlight to be released by RKO
Pathe.

Reiners Doing Press in Cleve.
Cleveland—H. W. Reiners is here

from New York to handle publicity
for the Palace, Hippodrome and
Keith East 105th Street, all RKO
houses.

Highest talking pictures in
the world are presented with
Western Electric equipment
at the Cerro des Pasco Mines
Club, Orroya, Peru, 12,000
feet above sea level.

• • • WITH THE rest of the newspaper boys and gals yes-

terday we were the guests of Production Manager Sam Sax at

the Vitaphone stude out in the wilds of Brooklyn where

we participated in a murder that is, we watched direc-

tor Arthur Hurley polishing up the final scene on one of the

S. S. Van Dine detective-mystery shorts and Mister

Van Dine was there in person to tell us during the luncheon just

how he goes about creating crimes on film there have

been lots of crimes committed on film but these are the

type that when you read 'em between the covers of a book keep

you sitting up all night

• • • THEN UPSTAIRS to the set, where they shot the

scene in "The Week-End Mystery" as realistic and at-

mospheric a set as was ever used on a short feature

rain coming down in torrents as Donald Meek, the crime

specialist and John Hamilton, the police inspector

hurried out from the house to the garage hot on the

trail of the murderer and Barry Townley hops over the

hedge and whispers in the crime specialist's ear

"Hist! I KNOW the name of the criminal." and just a.«

he was about to mention the name Pop ! he gets
a bullet in his cardiac region and Jane Winton was con-

cealed in back of the garage door where the shot came from
well, whether Jane fired the shot or not, we're glac

to see her back on the screen there's one girl who qui'.

the game right at the zenith of her career it's the first

time to our knowledge where real detective stories have been
presented with two good opponents like Donald Meek and John
Hamilton sustaining the interest right through a series
and for that reason, if no other, they should go far and fare
well.

• • • HOW ONE Producer Started this is a thumb-
nail sketch of the Rise of Sam Bischofif several years
ago Sam was sent from Boston to Hollerword to go over the
books of Grand-Asher Productions he being a certified
public accountant soon they made him general produc-
tion manager he was that smart one day he got
orders to start production on "Her Market Value" star-
ring Agnes Ayres Sam had no dough to play with
but Mister Grand and Mister Asher wired him from Boston not
to worry the money would be coming right along
so Mister Bischoff started

• • • A WEEK rolled by and still no dough
Sam was able to raise three grand for current expenses
and when that was done, he went into a huddle with Miss Ayres

and calling the actors and studio workers together, Sam
made a sales talk, assuring them that every claim would
be met if the gang would see the production through
there was not a dissenting vote

• • • IN THE second week of production, Mister Bischoff
got a wire from Asher that Grand was sick in the hospital

that he (Asher) was all washed up and that
Mister Bischoff controlled the Works and did Sammy get
discouraged? nozzir he finished the pix with the
hearty co-operation of all hands made a distribution deal
with W. W. Hodkinson Corporation receiving an ad-
vance of 59 grand the pix cost just 60 so Sam
met every claim for wages that, my dears, is how to
bust in as a Film Producer go thou and do likewise
perfectly simple, isn't it?

« « « » » »

PUBLIX-GREAT STATES

GOING ON LOWER SCALE

(Continued from Page 1)

50 cents against 75 and 85 cents
downtown.
A survey of the Great States

houses is reported to have revealed
that the audiences were "top-heavy,"
crowding into the lower-priced
balcony seats, while the downstairs
was comparatively deserted. Admis-
sion cuts, therefore, have been made
in lower floor seats. The East St.

Louis house, which had been scaled
at 40 and 25 cents, is reported to
have boosted business remarkably by
merely shading to 35 and 25 cents.
In other houses the scale has been
cut from 50 to 35 and from 35 to 25
with like results.

Many of the Publix-Great States
theaters also have adopted stage at-
tractions of various kinds.

Sunday License Revoked
Because of Picketing

Brockton, Mass. — Because the
picketing in front of the theater was
considered "disgraceful," the Sun-
day license of the Majestic has been
revoked. The house and the opera-
tors' union have been at odds.

Cagney Opens Tour Oct. 30
Under contracts signed with the

Warner Bros. Artists Bureau, James
Cagney will open his vaudeville tour
Oct. 30 at the Warner, Milwaukee.
He will also play Chicago, Pitts-
burgh, Cleveland, Washington, Jer-
sey City and New York.

Baltimore First-Run Cuts Scale
Baltimore—Prices have been cut

approximately 20 per cent at the
Rivoli, one of the ace first-runs.
Evening and holiday prices are now
25 cents for balcony, 40 cents for
orchestra and 60 cents for loges.

Bring Virgin Islands Film
Homer Rodeheaver, evangelist,

arrives in New York on Thursday
after making a religious picture in
the Virgin Islands.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays

:

October 20
Charley Chase
Russell Holman
James Hood MacFarland
Marion Nixon
Evelyn Brent
Frank J. Wilstach
Purnell Pratt
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Theater Changes Reported by Film Boards of Trade
ALABAMA

Change in Ownership
Floraaton —Jackson, sold to J. Shiittleworth

by S. N. Jackson.

Closing
Flomaton—Jackson.

ARKANSAS
Changes in Ownership

Booneville—Joyland, sold to E. A. Davis

hy D C Jones; Mena—Lyric, sold to E.

V. Pearson by J. L. Hagan ; Morrilton—
Rialto, sold to Stock Co. by Malco Thea.,

Inc. ; Norphlet—Strand, sold to \V. W.
Adams by J. H. Adams; Smackover—Joy,

sold to Alvin Chapman by Malco Thea.,

Inc.

Closings
Crossett—Crossett ; Earle—Princess

;
Hunt-

ingdon—Majestic.

Re-Openings
Hartford—Emerson ; Newark—Royal.

New Theater
Cotter—Paradise, Robt. K. Yancey, owner.

CALIFORNIA
Changes in Ownership

Exeter—Exeter, sold to R. W. Harvey by

E. V. Cook; Glendora—Beacon, sold to

Maurice J. McDonald by Foster Jack-

son ; Gustine—Victoria, sold to Cordoza

Frates & Co., by Frank Martin; Long
Beach—Long Beach, sold to Long Beach

Thea., Ltd., by C. J. S. Feder ; Los An-
geles—Hollyway, sold to Geo. T. Browne
by J. K McDonald ; Riverside, sold to

F. E. Rainsbergjr by R. B. Stevens;

Sunbeam, sold to Sydor Corp. by Fox
West Coast ; Morgan Hill—Granada, sold

to F. Butterworth by Ben Levin; Na-
tional City—National City, sold to Jay-

ben Corp. by Bush Theaters; Oakland—
Peralta, sold to R. W. McKenna by M.
Aboumrad ; San Diego—Spreckles, sold to

F. L. B. Corp. by Berinstein-Lusting

F"ranklin ; San Francisco—Parkview, sold

to John Phillips by McGreggor ; Escon-
dido—Pala, sold to E. H. Silcocks by
Rex Williams ; Los. Angeles—Oriental,

sold to Acme Enterprises, Inc., by Fox
West Coast.

Closings
Arbuckle—Arbuckle ; Berkeley — Campus ;

Chiloquin—Old Chiloquin ; Coachella

—

Paramount ; Colma—Colma ; Cottonwood
—Rialto ; Santa Barbara—California.

Re-Openings
Escondido—Pala ; Los Angeles—Oriental

;

Knights Landing — Welcome ; Morgan
Hill—Granada ; Oakland—Peralta ; Oro-
ville—Rex ; Sonoma—Don ; San Francisco
—Granada, Union, Parkview.

New Theater
Chiloquin—Chiloquin, K. A. Roberts, owner.

Name Changes
Alhambra—El Ray, formerly Temple ; Es-

condido—Pala, formerly Kinema ; Los An-
geles— Oriental, formerly Granada.

COLORADO
Closing

Limon—Auditorium.

Re-Openings
Delta—Strand ; Denver—Annex, Empress.

CONNECTICUT
Changes in Ownership

Devon—Devon, sold to M. Passalacqua by
Wilson & Banks ; East Haven—Capitol,
sold to A. Johnson by Hoyt & Jacocks

;

Springdale—Springdale, sold to H. Gold-
stine by A. Weiner ; Southington—Cole-
man, sold to D. O. Coleman by Davis
& Schumann ; Stafford Springs—Wood's,
sold to Jos. Woods by J. Panora.

Re-Openings
Hartford—Palace ; Meriden—Fox Poll ; New

Haven- -Collette, Victory ; Torrington

—

Alhambra.

New Theater
Torrington—Warner, Warner Bros., owners.

GEORGIA
Change in Ownership

Fort Valley—Peach, sold to E. A. Booth
by S. T. Maughon.

IDAHO
Change in Ownership

Driggs- Orpheum, sold to W. W. Taylor
by R. R. Christiansen.

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

Auburn—American, sold to S. R. Alexan-
der by C. G. Redford; Chester—Opera
Housie, sold to Walter M. Light by J. W.
Schuckert ; E. St. Louis—Waverly, sold

to M. A. Sanowsky by George R. Jack-
son ; Greenfield—Lyric, sold to S. C.

Halloway by Metcalf & Kincaid ; ; Leb-
anon—Alamo, sold to H. H. Blank by
Mrs. R. Howard ; Mattoon—Kay, sold to

C. S. Ferris by Fox West Coast ; Mound
City—Palace, sold to J. E. Whitten by
Egyptian Thea. Co. ; Nashville—State,

sold to H. R. Hisey by Wm. Wagner;
Springfield—Capitol, sold to Ken Frank-
lin by H. E. tjpton.

Closing
Auburn—American.

Re-Openings
Assumption—Scenic ; E. St. Louis—Wav-

erly ; Hardin—Apple Blossom; Nebo

—

Cozy.

INDIANA
Re-Opening

Lawrenceburg—Liberty.

IOWA
Changes in Ownership

Bedford—Rialto, sold to W. W. Wears by
S. W. Leavitt ; Dow City—Iowa, sold to

O. J. Judd by Dow City Amuse. Co.

;

Everly—Corn, sold to Wehle & Schoeler-
man ; Newton—Cozy, sold to Mr. John-
son by R. Pittman ; Sidney—Strand, sold
to Mr. Leflfert by S. W. Leavitt; Well-
man—VVellman, sold to Frank Green by
H. M. Forsythe.

Closing
Walnut—Lyric.

Re-Openings
Bedford — Rialto ; Coin — .Sun ; Everly

—

Corn ; Lehigh—Gem ; Shenandoah—May-
fair ; Sioux City—Loop, Princess ; State
Center—Sun.

KENTUCKY
Changes in Ownership

Berea—Liberty, sold to Hymson Amuse. Co.
by Tracey Amuse. Co. ; Irvine—Strand,
sold to L. O. Davis by M. L. Rowland;
London—London, sold to Hymson Amuse.
Co. by Tracey Amuse. Co. ; Monticello

—

Gem, sold to A. E. Christian by C. W.
Simmons ; Newport—Music Hall, sold to
Leo Stephany by John Burkhardt.

Closings
Ashland—Lyric ; Versailles—Lyric ; Wheel-
wright—Wheelwright.

Re-Openings
Nicholasville—Model ; Weeksbury—Weeks-
bury ; Williamsburg—Grand.

LOUISIANA
Change in Ownership

Huston—New Theater, sold to John Cald-
well by J. E. Adams.

Closings
Arcadia—Dixie ; Bernice—Bernice ; New Or-

leans—New Bijou.

MASSACHUSETTS
Changes in Ownership

Salem—Rialto, sold to A. C. Goldreyer by
M. Wilkinson ; Walpole—Elite, sold to J.
Austin by W. Kelley.

Name Change
Salem—Rialto, formerly Comique.

Re-Opening
Springfield—State.

MICHIGAN
Changes in Ownership

Detroit—Globe, sold to Mr. Bishop by Co-
hen Bros. ; Colonial, sold to Jacob
Schreiber by Cohen Bros. ; Doric, sold to
Lillian Goldberg by S. D. Short; Thea-
torium, sold to Paul Warner by Harry
/Oppenheim ; Flint—Durant, sold to J.
M. Barks by Henry S. Koppin and Jas.
H. Cochrane ; South Lyons—Temple, sold
to Ira A. Harding, Jr., and Art Frost.

Closings
Bellevue—La Belle; Holly—Liberty : Ho-
mer — Majestic ; Constantine — Grotto

;

Mackinaw City—Casino ; St. Louis—Lib-
erty.

Re-Openings
Detroit-New Eagle, Doric; South Lyons-
Temple.

New Theater
Detroit—Eastown, Publix Michigan Thea.,

owners.

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership

Cromwell—Opera House, sold to Fred Lar-
son by Chas. Kanerva ; Lakefield—Lyric,
sold to Livingston & Leitch by Sandon &
Asley ; Preston—Strand, sold to A. M.
Uhr by C. H. Britton;; Proctor—Or-
pheum, sold to J. B. Clinton by Torfin
Holdahl; St. Paul—DeLux, sold to Peter
Belgeas by Belgeas & McGoon; LeRoy

—

Crystal, sold to C. I. Roy by Frances
Roy.

Closings
Morgan Park—Club ; Nashwauk—Grand.

Re-Openings
Comfrey — Comfrey ; Cromwell — Opera
House ; Gaylord—Hub ; LeRoy—Crystal

;

Preston—Strand.

MISSISSIPPI
Changes in Ownership

Booneville—Princess, sold to Arthur Davis
by G. C. Jones ; Sumner—Strand, sold to

W. F. Ruffin by Smith Murphey ; Tu-
pelo—Lyric, sold to Ed. Kuykendall by
Chas. Marshall.

Closing
Fayette—Fayette ; Lumberton—Lumberton

;

Marks—Strand; Calhoun City— Bluebird;
Fulton— Di.xie.

Re-Opening
Starkville—Rex.

New Theater
Tupelo—Strand, Chas. Marshall, owner.

MISSOURI
Changes in Ownership

Portageville—Maxon, sold to J. C. Shannon
;

St. Louis—Excello, sold to Kaimann Bros.
by Jos. Mogler Est.

Closing
Knox City—Star.

Re-Openings
Doniphan—Princess ; Memphis — Majestic

;

St. Louis—Excello.

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

Clay Center—Sunbeam, sold to G. W.
Chitty by W. C. Swails ; Papillion—Cen-
tral, sold to Emil Adams; Syracuse

—

Palace, sold to J. R. Muller by Mezger &
Gunther ; North Platte—New Paramount,
sold to Fox West Coast by Publix.

Re-Openings
Cook— Strand ; Emerson — World ; North

Platte—Luna ; Papillion—Central ; . South
Sioux City—Soo ; Verdigree—Empress.

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

Audubon—New Century, sold to Hunt's
Thea., Inc.; Camden—Star, sold to Mrs.
Minna Pearlman by William Rovner

;

Dunnellen—Cameo, sold to Mrs. G. Hos-
ford by Earle Belcia ; Newark—Carlton,
sold to Ufa by Internation Playhouses,
Inc.; PhilHpsburg--Ritz, sold to R & K
Amuse. Co. by R. Donald Eraser ; Wood-
bridge—State, sold to Arnold Amuse. Co.
Inc., by F & R AmuSe. Co., Inc.

Re-Openings
Audubon- New Century; Camden—Star;

Phillipsburg—Ritz.

NEW YORK
Changes in Ownership

Buffalo—Great Lakes, sold to Publix Thea.
Corp. by Fox-Loew's ; Lackawanna

—

Ridge, sold to M. Morad by Lackawanna
Thea. Oper. Corp. ; Niagara Falls—Ri-
alto, sold to Tony Travis by Mr. Chiap-
pone ; Oakfield—Star, sold to Louis &
Albert Wackett by Josephine Baglio ; Syr-
acuse—Regent, sold to Kallett Thea. Inc.
by Oneida Opera. Co.

Closings
Oswego—Orpheum ; Rochester — Lincoln ;

Syracuse—Capitol ; Rye—Modern Play-
land

; Nelsonville—Strand.

NEiy YORK CITY
Changes in Ownership

Belmont, sold to Belmont Thea. Inc. by
Fox Metropolitan ; Benenson, sold to
Benenson Thea. Inc. by Edmund Amuse.
Corp. ; Blenheim, sold to Blenheim Thea.
Inc. by Playhouses, Inc. ; Eighth St.

Playhouse, sold to Rugoft" & Becker by
Simon Gould. Inc. ; New B'way, sold to
B. S. Moss by Universal; Parkway, sold
to Parkway 'Thea. Inc. by Playhouses,
Inc. ; Rose, sold to Herman Lighstone hy
Rose Thea., Inc. ; Walton, sold to Left"

& Shahon by Fox Metropolitan.

New Theaters
Colonial—63rd St. & B'way, RKO, own-

ers ; Pelham—White Plains Ave., Lydal
Opera. Corp., owners ; Vanderbilt Thea.

—

W. 48th St., now known as the Tobis-
Vanderbilt 'Thea., Tobis Thea., Inc.,

BROOKLYN
Changes in Ownership

Bobby, sold to Boliby Thea. Inc. by Herman
Bloom ; Eden, sold to Eden Thea. Corp.
by Mayflower Amuse. Corp. ; Gaiety, sold

to Sam Raymond Thea. Ent. ; Myrtle,
sold to Morris Kutinsky by Vick Amuse.
Co. ; Nostrand, sold to Nostrand Amuse.
Co. by Ho-Bear Amuse. Corp. ; Star,

sold to Sam Raymond Thea. Ent. ; Van
Buren, sold to U.N.R. Amuse. Corp. by
Van Buren Amuse. Corp. The following
theaters have been sold to the Randforce
Amuse. Corp. by Fox Metropolitan Play-
houses. Inc. ; Ambassador, Biltmore. Car-
roll, Congress, Glenwood, Leader, Park-
side, Parthenon, Ridgewood, Savoy, Sta-
dium, Stone, Supreme, Elton — New
Utrecht Ave., correct owners, Elton Op-
erating Co.

lom; island
New Theater

Richmond Hill-Jerome. Mayfield Bldg.
Corp., owners.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

mBy RALPH WILK .

HOLLYWOOD
A NNUAL GAMBOL of the Catho-^ lie M. P. Guild will be held at

the Carthay Circle after the close

of the current attraction at that the-

ater. Winfield Sheehan has donated

the theater for the 1931 show, which

will be staged by Larry Ceballos.

Tickets will be $1 to $5. James

Gleason is president of the Guild.

Walter Huston is making his third pic-

ture in 13 wesks with the starting of work

in First National's "The Marked Woman.
Last week he finished in Universal's "Law
and Order." He also made "Heart arid

Hand" for U, and in addition appears in

another F.N. picture, "The Ruling Voice,

yet to be released.

Ken Maynard is recovering from

an injury received a few days ago

while landing his plane at Burbank
while flying from location where Tif-

fany is" making "Fighting Mad."

Our Passing Show; J. I. Schnitzer. Wil-

liam LeBaron. Charles R. Rogers, Leo Car-

rillo, Tay Garnett, Clark Gable, Ann Hard-

ing. Mary Brian, Howard Estabrook, Louis

Sarccky. Joan Bennett. A. A. Kline, Myles

Connolly. Robert Milton, Ivan Lebedeff,

Max Ree, Hu^h Trevor at the premiere of

"Consolation Marriage" at the Carthay Cir-

cle; Joe E. Brown, Evelyn Brent, Irene

Purcell. Hal Wallis, Louise Fazenda, Carey

Wilson, Loretta Young, Al Green. Max Sha-

grin, Carmel Myers, Gordon HoUingshead at

Mervyn LeRoy's birthday party.

* * *

Adrienne Ames, Paramount con-

tract player, made her stage debut
last week in "The Play's the Thing"
at the Pasadena Playhouse. She is

playing the role of a frivolous

prima donna.
* * *

In five leading Los Angeles theaters, Walt
Disney's sound cartoons will be featured

simultaneously this week through the selec-

tion of "The Spider and the Fly." the latest

"Silly Symphony." to be screened with

"Conso'ation Marriage" at the Carthay Gir-

dle. Of the five Disney cartoons, four are

screened in long run playhouses.

Rollie Asher is often mistaken for

John T. Murray, while there is also

a cose resemb'ance between Dick
Pearl and Bert Wheeler.

Francis Edwards Faragoh. who because of

his screen play and dialogue for "Little Cae-
sar," was one of the writers nominated for

an award by the Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences, may make a location trip in

connection with "Prestige." which will star

Ann Harding. Faragoh is now working on
the script for "Prestige," which will be di-

rected by Tay Garnett.

Donald Dillaway is walking these
days due to the fact that he is

skeptical of any other means of
transportation. He had two auto
smashes and one airplane crackup
in a week's time.

Hank Mann and William Walling have
b-en cast in Columbia's next Buck Jones'
picture, "Headin' for Love," being directed
by Ross Lederman. Mary Doran has the
feminine lead.

Columbia has signed Ian Keith for

"Unwanted" . . . 'Ridin' for Justice"

is the final title of the Buck Jones
western formerly called "Headin' for

Love."

First National has added Rolfe Harolde,
Mary Doran, Rita Flynn, David Landau,
Alan Hale, Polly Walters and Mae Madison
to the new Douglas Fairbanks. Jr., picture,

"Union Depot," which Alfred E. Green is

directing.

Warner Bros, will finish "Under
Eighteen" this week. Marian Marsh
is featured with Regis Toomey,
Anita Page, Warren William and
others.

More Passing Show: Laura La Plante,
William Seiter, Helen Twelvetrees, John
Boles, Mr. and Mrs. John C. Flinn, Al New-
man, Bert Lahr, "Virginia Whiting at the
fall opening of the Roosevelt Blossom room

;

A. A. Kline motoring to the Fox studios.

Fox has added Allan Dinehart to

"Circumstances," directed by Wil-

liam Cameron Menzies.
* * *

Fate appears to be playing pranks on Vic-

tor Schertzinger since he started work on
his last Radio Pictures assignment under

his present contract. Following closely on
the h-els of the announcement that filming

of "Marcheta" would be held up for several

weeks, Schertzinger was confined to his bed
with a severe cold.

RKO Pathe has finished "Suicide

Fleet," with Bill Boyd, Robert Arm-
strong, James Gleason and others

. . . Maude Eburne will appear with
Helen Twelvetrees in her next pic-

ture.
* * *

William Sistrom's personal appeal to Wil-
liam LeBaron has resulted in Wallace Smith
being loaned to Fox to write the picture
version and dialogue for "Circumstance," a

novel by Andres Soutard. Smith recently
completed a similarly important assignment
for "Bouldi;r Dam," which RKO is to pro-
duce on an elaborate scale.

Paramount's box-office combina-
tion, Ruth Chatterton as star and
Richard Wallace as director, is ex-

pected to click again in "Tomorrow
and Tomorrow."

George Archainbaud, according to reports,

has registered a bull's-eye with his present

directorial assignment for RKO, "The Pick-

up." This is an original story by Louis
Weitzenkorn for which Wallace Smith wrote
the picture version and dialogue.

Local critics are complimenting
Howard Estabrook's screen version
and dialogue for "Are These Our
Children," which vVesley Ruggles
wrote and directed.

An announcement bearing on the future
associaton of Albert DeMond, prominent
scenarist asd associate producer, is expected
within the week. It is known that DeMond
is the subject of negotiations between his

representative and one of the leading pro-
ducing organizations.

CO-OPERATION
The 1932 Film Daily Year Book to be

ready shortly after the first of the year will

be the fourteenth of a series. . . . The first

edition contained about 200 pages. . . . The
1932 book will be over 1200 pages. . . .

This healthy growth is the result of filling

a definite need with a reliable and compre-
hensive reference volume constantly in

work and backed by 14 years of exhaustive

digging and experience.—AND AT THAT
THE ACCURACY, COVERAGE, COM-
PLETENESS AND INTERNATIONAL
SCOPE OF THIS BOOK WOULD NOT
BE POSSIBLE WITHOUT THE EN-
THUSIASTIC CO-OPERATION OF
EVERY BRANCH OF THE ENTIRE
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY.

The 1932 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
(Hth Edition)

IS NOW IN PREPARATION

FILMDOM'S RECOGNIZED REFERENCE BOOK
Distributed in January

BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER
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DAVID 0. SELZNICK

REPORTED JOINING RKO

(Coittiniicd from Paric 1)

was emphatically denied by Presi-

dent Hiram Brown of RKO.
The deal under which RKO was

to distribute features to be mad^
by Selznick and Lewis Milestone is

definitely off after being practical^
closed. Withdrawal of the director

from the production project is un-

derstood to be the reason.

16 mm. Patents Company
Plans to Issue Licenses

As a holding company for patents
on a new 16 mm. recording device

and a projector, Jones Research
Sound Products, Inc., has been or-

ganized with E. W. Jones as presi-

dent. Hobart A. Simpson is secre-

tary and Thomas D. Burhans treas-

urer.

First recording equipment will be
ready within 60 days. The concern
will issue licenses to build projectors
as well as to record in studios and
on trucks. Recording runs at 36 feet

per minute, it is stated, and a sound
track .024 of an inch is used. Vol-

ume and tone quality is equal to

standard 35 mm. sound-on-film,

Jones claims.

Voting on Ohio Exhib Meet
Columbus—A mail vote is now

being taken to determine whether
the annual meeting of the M.P.T.O.
of Ohio shall be held in November,
as usual, or postponed until Janu-
ary.

Pitts Heads Two New Va. Firms
Manassas, Va.—Benjamin T. Pitts,

who has theater interests here and
in ether parts of the state, is head
of two newly chartered firms, the
Pitts-Tallv-Ho Theater, Inc., and
Pitts York Theater, Inc., both of

Fredericksburg.
Another new corporation is the

Lincoln Enterprises, Inc., of Dan-
ville, with J. C. Hester as president.

Lou Wechsler's Mother Dies
Funeral services were held yes-

terday for the mother of Lou
Wechsler, New York exchange sales-

man for Radio Pictures.

Silvermans' Sell House
Cleveland—Jake and Ike Silver-

man have sold the Windameer, East
Cleveland, to Sam Rosenthal.

Meet at Chisca Hotel, Memphis
Memphis — Chisca Hotel will be

the scene of the 1931 convention of
the M.P.T.O. of Arkansas, Missis-
sippi and Tennessee.

Roxy Service
Service at the Roxy is not limited to

routine requirements. A few nights ago,
as the big house had discharged the audi-
ence from its last show, there was a cold
downpour. Noticing the shivering folks
crowded under the marquee and along
the curb, Manager Charles W. Criswold
reopened the doors, invited the crowd
to come into the lobby, and played
sheltering host to them for about 45
minutes until the rain stopped.

• NEWS«»OF««THE«»DAy •

Parlier, Cal.—The Parlier has re-

opened under the management of

Dwight Bills.

Areata, Cal.—The Minor will re-

open Oct. 22.

Bridgeville, Pa. — The Granada
here has been dismantled. The house
was formerly operated by James
Lynch. J. H. Rankin's two houses
are still open.

Sacramento, Cal.—The Victor has
been purchased by Cy Graves, who
will do some $10,000 of remodeling
and reopen under the name of the
Oak Park.

Palo Alto, Cal.—The Varsity is re-
opening immediately.

Tonasket, Wash.—The Tonasket
has been reopened by Ed Newman,
owner.

Fresno, Cal.—The Fox State has
reopened.

Providence—The management of
the Modern theater has become in-

corporated as the World Wide Thea-
ter Corp. with capital stock of $10,-
000. It is headed by Walter Bige-
low, William Purcell and Frederick
Eavolsky.

Oroville, Wash. — The Oro has
been reopened under the manage-
ent of Mrs. R. A. Gulp.

San Jose, Cal.—The Lyric, after
extensive remodeling, has reopened.
Mrs. B. E. Fazekas is proprietor.

Aurora, 111. — Fanchon & Marco
units at the New Paramount, have
been discontinued in favor of RKO
vaudeville.

Fremont, O.—The new Paramount,
Publix-Great States house seating
1,200, opens Nov. 15 with a straight
picture policy.

Exeter. Cal. — J. A. Harvey has
purchased the Exeter from E. V.
Cook.

Audience Beats Up Pickets
Following Stench Bombing

Chicago—One of the worms turn-
ed yesterday in the bomb throwing
series that has been in progress
here. After stench missiles had
been hurled in the Oak Park, pat-
rons mobbed two union pickets in

front of the theater and beat them
up severely before they were res-

cued by 13 policemen.

RKO Theater Changes in Frisco
San Francisco — Jack Gross now

devotes all his time to management
of RKO houses in San Francisco and
Oakland through the appointment of

Bryant Wiest of Los Angeles to the
direct handling of the Golden Gate.
Neal Crowley, who was assistant
manager at the Golden Gate, has
been transferred to the Oakland
Orpheum.

"Platinum Blonde" Release
"Platinum Blonde," Frank Capra

production with Jean Harlow, Lo-
retta Young and Robert Williams, is

Columbia's third October release.

Col. Shorts in All L. A. First-Runs
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIJ.Y
Los Angeles — Eleven Columbia

short shave appeared in every first-

run house here during the past 10
days.

Jackson, Miss., Non-Union
Jackson, Miss. — Local houses

went on a non-union policy follow-
ing a dispute with the union, which
demanded three men for each house,
whereas the exhibitors contended
two were sufficient.

Building Kid Trade With Westerns
Birmingham—A series of Satur-

day morning shows featuring west-
erns ha.^ been mapped out by John
Caiman, manager of the Temple, to
build up kid patronage.

Marjorie Beebe Signed
For 5 More Vitaphones

Marjorie Beebe, who recently com-
pleted two Vitaphone shorts, has
been signed for five more to be made
next year.

Fiber & Shea Reduce Prices
Youngs town, 0.—Fiber & Shea's

Park, recently reopened, has cut
prices to 25 cents for week-day mati-
nees, 40 cents for orchestra and 25
cents balcony evenings and Sundays,
and 15 cents at all times for kids.

Seeks Damages Over Picketing
Lowell, Mass. — Owners of the

Paramount here have filed suit
against the operators' union to stop
them from picketing the house as a
means of tiying to make it employ
union men. The theater also seeks
to collect damages resulting from
the picketing activities.

M-G-M Changes Release Dates
Release dates on M-G-M's "The

Sin of Madelon Claudet" and "The
Cuban Love Song" have h.-aen

changed to Oct. 17 from Oct. 24 for
the former and Oct. 31 from a No-
vember date for the latter.

Get Injunction Against Pickets
Steubenville, 0.—-A temporary in-

junction has been issued to the new
Rex enjoining the operators' union
from picketing the house.

Union Favors Sunday Shows
East Liverpool, O.—A resolution

endorsing Sunday shows here has
been adopted by the I.A.T.S.E. local.

Bogart Rogers With Turnbull
Bogart Rogers has joined the

Paramount New York studio execu-
tive staff as assistant to Hector
Turnbull.

TREASURY PUSHES EFFORT

FOR MORE IMPORT TARIFF

{Continued from Page 1)

appealed to the U. S. Court of Cus-
toms and Patent Appeals from a
District Court decision which sus-

tained M-G-M in its claim for a
duty of one cent a foot and over-

ruled the government's demand for

a levy running to three cents a foot.

The importation received at the

port of Los Angeles in 1925, con-

sisted of 114,678 feet, of which M-
G-M claims but 4,242 feet were
used in the picture as finally re-

leased, the rest having been produced
in this country. Applying the tariff

provision relating to films of which
60 per cent or more is domestically

produced, the company declined to

pay over one cent a foot. The col-

lector of customs, applying other

provisions of the law, billed for 4,-

242 at one cent, but demanded three

cents a foot for the balance, assert-

ing there was no proof that the part

in contest was not used in other pic-

tures or is not retained for such pur-

poses. Issue was there joined and

the film company sustained.

Para. Directors, Writers
Contributing to Relief

IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Following similar ac-

tion taken by Paramount contract

players last week, the directors and

writers on the company's roster will

contribute half of one per cent of

their weekly pay checks for the ben-

efit of the film industry's charity.

Lovett Offers Relief Aid

Providence—In an effort to pre-

vent the 10 per cent movie tax pro-

posed for the aid of relief work.
Manager J. Fred Lovett of the Mod-
ern has offered to put on a show
after the usual hours, or to contrib-

ute 25 per cent of the gross re-

ceipts for one week. ,

Opens House for Silents

Pine Creek, Tex.—A. H. Schoot
has opened a 150-seat house here
with a policy of one silent show a

week.

"Safe in Hell" Release
Dorothy Mackaill in "Safe in

'

Hell" will be released by First Na-
tional on Dec. 12.

COMING & GOING

CLIFFORD BROOKE has returned to

New York from Lakewood, Me., after di-

rectingf summer stock.

I.Ol'IS MEYER, 'president of Meyer-
Rieger I.alioratories, has returned from his

coast-to-coast tour.

rr.AUDETTE COLBERT, who has been
vi^itin.e in Hollywood, will return to New
N'ork on .Saturday.

RUTH ROLAND, who Is now appearing
in Chicago, plans to revisit New Yorli upon
coniplct on of her engagement there.

IL\RRY TOLER of Chicago is in town.
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M. C. Levee Elected President of M. P. Academy

FILM COMPANIES INDTcTED BY ONTARIO

Para. Paris Studio on Three-a-Month Basis, Says Kent

Hollywood
—on a string

— ByJACK ALICOATE =
Hollywood BOULEVARD used to

resemble MADISON avenue. Now it

has a BROADWAY complex .

FRED beetson is the right man for
the right PLACE . . . Los Angeles
is the greatest FOOTBALL town in

America . . . BROWN DERBY gets
most of the play, but Embassy is

still the CLASS spot . . . BUSTER
keaton told us he was between CON-
FERENCES . . . Most cinema AD-
MIRALS are putting up their craft
for the winter . . . TOM mix starts
shooting on his U series in two weeks
. . . JIMMY durante says mugg
cracked him on the head with cham-
pagne bottle and said "Consider
yourself christened" . . . MANNY
cohen looking things over on the
Paramount lot . . . MANHATTAN
PARADE in technicolor from the
Warner workshop looms large.

•
Banks out here are CARRYING

more investors than the Santa Fe
. . . Where there's work to be done
for CHARITY you'll find MIKE
levee right in the middle of it . . .

And then there's EDDIE buzzell,
who tells us he constantly eats taint-
sd herring because he is cray-ze over
bicarbonate of soda . . . Present Hol-
lywood sensation is CLARK gable
. . . Practically all actors and direc-
tors giving ^2 of 1% of salary to
Motion Picture Relief Fund . . . We
MISS the SONG writers.

•
HAROLD franklin is going great

guns with his H-F theaters . . . Wri-
ter-Producer controversy still mov-
ing in CIRCLES . . . Those four
CALIFORNIA marx BROTHERS
were all born in NEW YORK . . .

Studios shooting away from excess
SEX stuff . . . Looks like RADIO
may have one in THE DOVE . . .

HOWARD estabrook is getting there
via unusual accomplishment . . . Per-
haps the new UNIFORMS of the
studio COPS on the paramount lot

came from the Student Prince . . .

Pardon us now for we have an en-
gagement to DRIVE a golf ball

SEVERAL hundred yards.

Spanish, French, German
Features and French

Shorts Scheduled
Paramount's Joinville studio will

make two or three features a month
for 1931-32 release, Sidney R. Kent
told The Film Daily as he arrived

on the Majestic yesterday after two
weeks abroad. Features will be
made in Spanish, German and
Franch, he stated. Between 25 and

(Contiiuted on Page 4)

Wurtzel Found Europe

Optimistic on Product

European exhibitors and exchangemen are op-
timistic about American product, declared Sol

Wurtzel of Fox upon his return to New York
yesterday on the Majestic. He expressed the
opinion that business abroad is better than in

the United States. Wurtzel, who went to

Europe on a vacation, visited Germany, Austria.

Poland, Italy, Spain, England and France.

B.O. BIZ ABROAD IS GOOD,

J. H. SEID[LMAN REPORTS

Business at European box-offices

is generally good, said Joseph H.
Seidelman, in charge of Paramount's
foreign department, upon his return

to New York on the Majestic yes-

terday. "Marius," produced at the

company's Joinville studio, is an
outstanding hit in Europe, he as-

serted. Seidelman found the French
industry in improved condition. The
Paramount exchange system abroad
is in excellent shape, he said.

Expansion on Coast
Launched by Tobis

Expansion of Tobis exhibition ac-

tivities on the coast has been launch-

ed with the appointment of Ralph
Pincus and Herbert Roesner as rep-

{Continued on Page 4)

MILESTONE DICKERING

WITH UNITED ARTISTS

Lewis Milestone will produce for
United Artists provided conferences
now going on culminate in a deal.

The director of "All Quiet" and
(.Continued on Page 2)

M. A. Silver Transferred
To Warner Theaters East

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—W. A. Silver, War-

ner Theater executive, has been
transferred East. L. J. Halper, Max
Shagrin and Frank Newman will

head the Warner theater activities

on the coast.

Ralph Block Appointed
Columbia Assoc. Producer

ll'e^-t Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Ralph Block l^as been

made an associate producer at the

Columbia Pictures studios.

Levee Elected Head of Academy;
WunderandCowaninExec.Posts
Exhibitor Installs

Bench for Whittlers

Excelsior Springs, Mo.—Finding that certain

of his patrons had a yen for carving their

initials on seats, about two dozen of which
were ruined in the last three weeks. T. S. Wil-
son, local exhibitor, has installed a wooden
bench in the balcony of his theater and is

advertising that all whittlers are welcomed to

carve their initials or fancy designs. Whittlers
must bring their own carving tools, however.

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—M. C. Levee is the

new president of the Academy of

M. P. Arts and Sciences. Others
elected are: Conrad Nagel, vice-

president; Fred Niblo, secretary;

Frank Lloyd, treasurer; Fr^nk Ca-
pra, Max Ree, Benjamin Glazer,

Nagel and Levee, board of directors;

Clinton Wunder, executive vice-presi-

dent; Lester Cowan, executive secre-

tary.

Famous Players and Other
Firms Must Stand Trial

in Canada
Toronto — After hearing evidence

for two days, the Grand Jury of On-
tario High Court returned a true bill

against Famous Players Canadian
Corp. and allied companies and they
must stand trial on charges of con-
spiracy and breach of the Combines
Act affecting the fiim industry in
Ontario. Tho 'nd'ctment not only

(Continued on Page 4)

TWO U. A. FOREIGN DEALS

SET BY ARTHUR W. KELLY

Two important changes have been
effected in United Artists' foreign
distribution set-up, stated Arthur
W. Kelly yesterday as he returned
on the Majestic after three months
abroad. A deal has been closed
whereby United Artists will distrib-
ute Columbia product in Spain, he

(Continued on Page 2)

Denver Exhibitors Want
New Films for Movie Week

Supplying special pictures for
benefit programs in connection with
the industry's unemployment relief

project is impractical, it was de-

clared at the Hays office yesterday
in answer to protest of Rocky Moun-
tain Theater Owner's Ass'n against

(Continued on Page 4)

Receivership Appoijnted

For Shubert Theater Corp.

Irving Trust Co. and Lee Shubert yesterday
were appointed equity receivers for Shubert The-
ater Corp. on the complaint of Cerson, Besstey

& Hampton of Chicago. Shuberts have been hav-
ing financial difficulties since 1929, when legi-

timate theater business turned drastically
downward. The company owns 23 houses, val-
ued at $20,000,000, and is interested in about
50 others. It has liabilities of $10,749,687
and outstanding debentures with a face value
of $6,360,000. The company is said to be
solvent but without funds for maturing obli-
gations.
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American-MadeMotion Pictures
Called World's Most Wholesome

Regular Loew Pfd. Dividend
Loew has declared regular quar-

terly dividend of $1.62^ on the

$6.50 cumulative preferred stock,

payable Nov. 14 to stock of record
Oct. 31.

,
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American motion pictures today
are the most wholesome of any na-
tion's contribution to the world
screen, and analyses of the reports
of the Australian censor boards, the
government studies in India and
many scientific investigations bear
this out, declared Mrs. Ambrose N.
Diehl, Motion Picture Chairman of
the National Council of Women in
the U. S., on her return yesterday
from Rome, where she attended the
League of Nations film conference.

Mrs. Diehl, who also is national
M. P. chairman of the General Fed-
eration of Women's Clubs and of
the League of American Penwomen,
said that while national censorship
seems to have a certain political

place in some European countries,
she did not find one woman who be-
lieved that censorship had any vir-

tue as an implement to better pic-

tures. All favor "discrimination in-

stead of scissors', she said.

Edward Golden Launches
Business Building Stunt
First release date for Edward

Golden's Popular Classics, a book
give-away stunt for boosting theater
attendance, takes place tomorrow at
the Peekskill theater in Peekskill,

N. Y. The set includes 10 volumes
and two book-ends. One book or
book-end will be given away to ladies

for 12 consecutive Thursdays. Titles

include "Treasure Island," "Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" and other

stories that have been made into

pictures.

Two U. A. Foreign Deals
Set by Arthur W. Kelly

(Contiir.icd from Paqc 1)

said. In Italy, United Artists has
turned distribution of its product
over to Mario Luporini, who has
been managing its office there. Kelly
visited England, France, Italy, Swit-
zerland, Germany and Holland.

All important theaters in Europe
are playing pictures on percentage,
said Kelly. He believes that distrib-

utors will be unable to increase their

revenue, to offset drop in value of
the English pound, through raised
admission prices as English scales

are now higher than those in this

country. Foreign product is improv-
ing in quality, said Kelly, partly be-

cause producers have acquired much
valuable experience through the
making of quota pictures.

Shipman Now Gen. Mgr.
Of Hal Roach Studios

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Benjamin W. Ship-

m.an has been made general man-
ager of the Hal Roach Studios, suc-

ceeding Warren Doane, who will di-

rect comedies. L. A. French be-
comes assistant general manager.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Oct. 20-21: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Nebraska and Western Iowa, Omaha.

Oct. 31 : Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.

Oct. 31 : Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplaij
Projection Society, Hotel Commodore,
New York.

Nov. 1-2: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Arkansas. Mississippi and Tennessee,
Chisca Hotel, Memphis.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador. Holly-
wood.

Nov. 10: Annual convention of Allied
Amusements of the Northwest, New
Washington Hotel, Seattle.

Dec. 7 : Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte,
Charlotte. N. C.

Operators Meet Against Kaplan
Dissatified members of Local 306,

operators' union, met yesterday at

the Hotel Claridge in a protest
against the Sam Kaplan regime.
Norman Thomas, socialist leader,

addressed the gathering and at-

tacked the permit system.

Hays to Address Relief Meet
A mass meeting on unemploy-

ment, with about 1,000 New York
and New Jersey state exhibitors and
theater managers attending, will be
held at the Astor Theater at 9:30
A. M. Tuesday. Will Hays, Mayor
Walker and Louis Nizer will address
the gathering.

Buchowetzki Back in U. S.

After completing direction of

"Stamboul" for Paramount, Dimitri
Buchowetzki arrived on the Majestic
yesterday. Picture was made in Lon-
don with Warwick Ward and Rosita
Moreno. Buchowetzki has been
abroad one year, also working at the
Joinville studio.

Eberson Attends Albany Opening
John Eberson, who designed the

new RKO Palace in Albany, is leav-
ing for the up-state city today with
Joseph Plunkett, RKO theater chief,
to complete details for the gala
opening on Friday.

Duffy Directing New "McGuires"
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Larry Darmour, back

from a several months' business trip

to New York, has started production
of a new series of Mickey McGuire
comedies for Radio Pictures. First
is "Mickey's Side Line," followed
by "Mickey's Helping Hand" on Nov.
2, with J. A. Duffy as new director.

Duffy has been with Darmour for
five years as assistast director and
scenarist.

Richard Dix Marrying
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Richard Dix confirms

his engagement to Winifred Coe,
daughter of a San Francisco retired
merchant. Wedding is expected to

take place in December.

Harry Havens Buried
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Funeral of Harry

Havens, former newspaperman and
business manager for Lewis Mile-
stone, was held yesterday.

Milestone Dickering
With United Artists

.
'<-'' '"""'d from P,u,c 1)

Front Page" quit the David 0. Selz-
nick production venture owing to a
disagreement as to his compensa-
tion, it is understood.

Circuits Book "Football Thrills"
Columbia's series of "Football

Thrills" has been booked by Hughes-
Franklin Circuit, Associated circuit
of Cleveland, the Hunt Circuit and
the Skouras Super Theaters Corp.

COMING & GOING

ANDY SMITH of Warner-First N.itional
has returned to New York after a trip to
Mid-West cities.

EDDIE McAV'GV, eastern division man-
ager for RKO Pathe, has left for a mid-
western sales tour.

JOHN EBERSON and JOSEPH PLUNK-
ETT leave today for Albany for the opening
of the new RKO theater.
SIDNEY R. KENT. ARTHUR W.

KELLY, SOL WURTZEL, T. H. SEIDEL-
MAN and DIMITRI BUCHOWETZKI ar-
rived from abroad yesterday on the Majestic.
CASEY ROBINSON leaves today to di-

rect features at the Paramount West Coast
studios.

W. RAY JOHNSTON, president of Mono-
gram Pictures, left yesterday for Hollywood
to start work on the second half of Slono-
gram's program. HERMAN RIFKIN, Bos-
ton franchise holder, accompanied him.
"BUD" POLLARD, director of "Alice In

Wonderland," is leaving today for Hollywood.
He returns in three weeks to start filming
his new picture. "Rip Van Winkle."
SIDNEY HOWARD, under contract to

Samuel Coldwyn to do screen treatments, is

l>ack in New York after a vacation in Maine.
IXA CLAIRE has postponed her return

to New York until final editing and pre-
viewing of Sanuiel (ioldwyn's "The Greeks
Had a Word For tt" is completed on the

Let Us Solve Your Problemsl
Over 2 1 Years of Experieace Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Michigan 8761
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ONTARIO GRAND JURY

INDICTS FILM FIRMS

(Continued from Page 1)

names virtually every large produc-
ing company in the U. S.^ but also

virtually every large exhibiting and
distributing house in Ontario. The
indictment alleges that the com-
panies, totalling nearly 100, con-

spired to lessen competition. It is

understood that those accused will be

brought before the court by sum-
mons.

Denver Exhibitors Want
New Films for Movie Week

(Continued from I'aqe 1)

use of the programs that are cur-

rent the week of the movie drive.

The matter, however, will be con-

sidered by the general committee.

The Denver exhibs claim that peo-

ple having seen or intending to see

the current film will not attend the

midnight benefit. They also feel that

exchanges should share in the cam-
paign.

Krieger in Cleveland
Cleveland—Lester Krieger of the

Warner theater department in New
York is here as temporary assistant

to zone manager C. J. Latta. I

• • • GUESS WHO ? An advertising manager who
never tries to kid the trade paper boys about a palooka pix, for

when it's a Weak Sister, he's the first to admit it a big

Exploitashe Boy who puts over national campaigns that get

the heavy sugar and never duplicates his campaign on any two
pix, for he's that resourceful A salesmanager who has

nothing but Good Words for the previous production outfits

for whom he handled sales A director whose record for

years keeps him up among the Ten Best, but when interviewed

he always soft-pedals his achievements A film star who
has never refused the spotlight to any player in his cast, realiz-

ing that it takes more than one actor to make a picture

A film exec who admits he has a helluva lot to learn about the

biz, and is always ready to listen to anybody with an idea or

suggestion An Extraordinary Freak in this biz who has
no original scenario that is a masterpiece, and has no intention
of writing one A mugg who is quite confident that he
can give the Correct Answers to the above which prob-
ably means You but you're Wrong for there
AIN'T no such gents as indicated not in the film biz.

« « « » » »

PARA. PARIS STUDIO

ON THREE-A-MONTH BASIS

(Continued from Page 1)

30 French dialogue shorts are also
planned. Kent spent his time in Pa-
ris and London, coi^ferring with
Robert T. Kane at the studio in the
former city.

Musicals are going well in Eu-
rope, Kent declared.

Expansion on Coast
Launched by Tobis

(Continued from Paac I)

resentatives, the former handling
theaters and the latter taking care
of bookings subsequent to first runs
in key cities. Tobis also has added
three coast houses to its group.
These are: Fred A. Miller's Califor-

nia in Los Angeles, Pincus and Roes-
ner's Filmarte in San Francisco, and
Ellison and Piper's Studio, Portland,
Ore.

Pathe Film for Moss* Broadway
"The Tip Off." RKO Pathe fea-

ture with Eddie Quillan, Robert
Armstrong and Ginger Rogers,
opens at Moss' Broadway on Satur-
day.

The leading exhibitors are discarding all other football

reels for these great, outstanding ^yoOTBALL THRILLS
//

Better book 'em fast

if you want to play

"FOOTBALL THRILLS"

—greatest sport shorts

ever filmed!

The Roxy (New York)

advertises them as big

as the feature attraction.

7tfAVfN0i

«50»$T.
THEATRE

THEY'RE THE TALK OF
THE ENTIRE COUNTRY!

This Weeki

BEHIND
THE LINES
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Authors Face Greatest Opportunity, Says Marcus

URGE ACADEMY-WAMPAS CENSORSHIP DRIVE

Schulberg Favors More Cheerful Films, No B. O. Cuts

RKO Studios
— business as usual

= By JACK ALICOATE =
IT'S just as easy to crash the

RKO studios here as it is to spend

a week-end in the vaults of the

U. S. Treasury. To gain admit-

tance you are first finger-printed.

They then take your measurements,
pedigree and temperature. If, by
that time, your blood pressure is

anywhere near normal you are al-

lowed to apply for an interview

pass. This is the lot that kept Will

Hays waiting for ten minutes while

they checked him with his jihoto-

graph. While the gate keeper was
talking on the long distance 'phone

with President Hoovev : we .
slipped

in and never stopped running until

we reached the side of our pals, Joe
Schnitzer and Bill LeBaron, who
occupy the same position here that

Messrs. Lee and Perrin do to a fash-

ionab'e sauce. Sig. LeBaron is hard
at it under the slogan of "Business

as Usual." Ambassador Extraordi-
nary Schnitzer, well versed in both
producing and selling, is optimisti-

cally apprehensive over the future.

He believes that the production end
of the business must undergo a revo-

lutionary and complete liquidating

and housecleaning. That the pro-

duction cloth must be cut to a new
pattern. And this same Joe Schnit-

zer fellow has been in this business

long enough to know pretty well

what it's all about.

•

THINGS are humming along mer-
rily on the Radio lot. "Consola-

tion Marriage," about to be released,

looks better than average. "Are
These Our Children?" by the Rug-
gles - Estabrook combination that
made "Cimarron," has smash possi-

bilities. And by the way, Howard
Estabrook, just raised to the rank
of supervisor, seems to be one of

the production stand-outs of the sea-

son. Productions in work all seem
headed in the right direction. "Peach
0' Reno," the new Wheeler-Woolsey
opera, finds these two incorrigibles

iCoutiiuied on Paqc 2)

Sophistication Overdone
Says Paramount Coast

Production Chief
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Declaring that too

many sophisticated stories were
screened during the past year, B.

P. Schulberg, in a talk before the

Wampas, says that producers are

now trying to turn out more opti-
{Continncd on Page 4)

BRITISH GOV'T BACKS

FILM EXPORT SCHEME

London—With the approval of the
Home Office and the facilities of the
Federation of British Industries, a
new company has been formed to

push the distribution of British prod-
uct in the Colonies. Directors of the
company are C. M. Woolf , John Max-
well, Simon Rowson, S. W. Smith
and H. Bruce Woolfe. Under the
plan, there will be no cost to firms
offering their product for distribu-

tion.

Kleinerman and Weinberg
Form New Indie Exchange

Irving Pictures Corp., new inde-

pendent exchange, has been formed
with M. Kleinerman as president and
Jack Weinberg as treasurer. Both
are veteran film men. Offices will

(.Continued on Page 4)

See industry Benefited

By Return of Old Timers

Return of several one-time prominent figures
to the production field is an early possibility
as part of the trend, already launched in the
exhibition end, to break up large units and
place activities in the hands of individual
showmen who know. Several of the major
producers are understood to have already dis-
cussed the advantages of having on their staffs
as many of the experienced veterans as pos-
sible. Arthur S. Friend, first treasurer of Fam-
ous Players and later a producer, but who sub-
sequently returned to law practice, and Whit-
man Bennett, once an important producer, are
among names mentioned as lik«ly to be back
in film harness.

ACADEMY TO TAKE IN

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILV.
Hollywood—Publicity men are ex-

pected to be included in the mem-
bership of the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences next year, accord-
ing to Conrad Nagel, newly elected
vice-president of the organization.

N. Y. Reform Official

Defends Gang Films
Baltimore—Gang films supply a

vicarious thrill which satisfies the
spirit of adventure that abides in
most of us, said Joseph F. Fishman,
Deputy Commissioner of Correction
of New York, in defending this type
of picture before the American

(Continued on Page 4)

Lee Marcus Sees Screen Writers
Facing Greatest Opportunity

Jack Cohn Studying

Data on Next Trends

A study of data to gei >n advance line on

the next trends in movie ta^'es is being made
by Jack Cohn of Columbia with the cooperation
of the company's field sales staff. Columbia's
policy has been to govern its studio activities

by the reactions of field men contacting ex-
hibitors.

Authors now face the greatest op-
portunity ever offered by the film

industry, Lee Marcus told the Film
DAiL'y yesterday. Unlike compensa-
tion for some other professional
work, acceptable stories can com-
mand similar prices to that always
paid by producers, Marcus said.

"If more good writers realized how
{Continued on Page 4)

Nagel Suggests Sending
Stars and Others on

Speaking Tours
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A national campaign

against censorship, conducted
through the Wampas and the Aca-
demy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
was urged at the meeting of the
publicity men's organization Tues-

i Continued on /'„,„ -2)

I W. EDEY APPOINTED ,

FOX WJJREASUREi
West Coast Bureau,' THE FILM DAitY
Hollywood

—

h': W.' Kdey' is due
here soon to assume his new duties
as treasurer of Fox West Coast The-
aters, succeeding H. D. Delalar.
Edey has been 'Comptroller . of Fox
Theaters Corp.

Fox Wants $10,000,000
For Radio City Property
A difference of approximately $7,-

000,000 is understood to be the
stumbling block preventing consum-
mation of a deal for RCA interests
to buy property owned by William
Fox and needed for the site of Radio
City. Fox is reported asking $10,000,
000 for his land, which extends 110
feet along Sixth Ave. between 48th
and 49th Sts. Radio officials are
understood to have offered $3,000,^
000.

Adopt Seal and Legend

On Unemployment Drive

A seal and legend to be used in connection
with publicity for the industry's unemployment
relief campaign was decided upon by the ad-
vertising committee at a meeting at the Hays
office yesterday afternoon. Supplementing the
slogan. "Give him a lift." will be an illustra-
tion showing two upstretched hands and a single
hand reaching down to extend aid. The seal
will also bear the inscription "National Motion
Picture Week Nov. 18-25 for Local Unemploy-
ment Relief."
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Paramount 14^ 13K 14^— Vs
Pathe Exch 1 Ji 1 1

do "A" 4K 354 4 -f 54

RKO "A" 9 8^ 8^ — Vt
"Warner Bros 714 7% 7y» — Vt

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
•Cohimliia Pets. Vie. 6^ 6}4 bVi + 1

Fox Thca. "A" \Vi Wa, I'A
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RKO Stiidios
— husvness as usual

F. W. C. Signs Tiffany Grid Series

Edurational has closed a deal with
Fox West Coast Theaters, whereby
Tiffany's entire Football for the Fan
series will play in approximately
200 of the circuit's houses.

,i*V»#V«v#v#v#*•>>•>•<
New York

1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City j'j

154 Crescent St. }'

STillwell 4-7940 J'J

•I Eastman Films!
II J. £ Brulatour. Inc.

«

V Chicago Hollywood {•*

• 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica J-Jj CALumet 3692 Blvd. H
i} HOLlywood4121 Xt

^..................* *"*
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in the roles of hit-and-run divorce
lawyers in Reno. "Exposed" is a
story of gamblers with a Paris back-
ground. Dolores Del Rio in "The
Dove" should click handily. The
story carries plenty of punch and
her work is outstanding. "The Lost
Squadron," an air story with Rich-
ard Dix, will go into production any
day now. After a rather extensive
tour of the RKO lot one gains the
impression that even in these days
of production turmoil and uncertain-
ty this outfit is nicely holding its

own in the general scheme of things,
and slowly but smoothly moving
along the road of progress.

Triple Bill for B. & K.
Anniversary Celebration
Chicago—As part of its big anni-

versary celebration, the Balaban &
Katz Parthenon will offer three fea-

tures at the Saturday night show.
On Sunday there will be two fea-

tures and a 10-act revue. Free candy,
movie magazines and beauty prepa-
rations are among the other fea-

tures of the week's celebration.

The B. & K. circuit also is pre-

paring a booster campaign for win-
ter business in cooperation with a

local paper. Neighborhood beauty
and popularity contests will be held,

with the winners later appearing in

a revue at a Loop house and then
being given a 30-week route.

German Film Repeats Big
Baltimore—Surprise business was

done last week by the Europa, 267-

seat house, which grossed $2,100 or
220 per cent business on a return
engagement of "Two Hearts in

Waltz Time" with English sub-titles

added.

Whitbeck May Join RKO
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Frank Whitbeck is re-

ported leaving Universal, where he
is creating exploitation angles on
pictures prior to their production.
He has been made an offer by RKO.

On Today's AMPA Program
All-star bill arranged by Prexy

Ed Finney and his committee for
today's AMPA luncheon at the Hotel
Dixie includes Fay Wray, John
Monk Saunders, Grant Withers, and
Frank and Milt Britton.

Guild Meets Tuesday Night
First open meeting of the season

of the Jewish Theatrical Guild will
be held Tuesday at 11 P. M. at the
Morosco Theater. George Jessel will
preside, with Sophie Tucker as guest
of honor and Max D. Steuer as prin-
cipal speaker.

Lo. 5-0277 2 W. 43 St., N. Y. C.

Joe Finston

Synchro screen Service
Musical Quality

Showmanship Synchronization

FEATURES— SHORTS
(Formerly Paramount-Publix)

URGE ACADEMY-WAMPAS

DRIVE ON CENSORSHIP

(Continued from Pane 1)

day night. Conrad Nagel, one of
the speakers, urged that stars and
other prominent personalities be
sent to censor-ridden states prior to
election time with a view to giving
the public a view of the situation
that appears to be unknown to most
of the public. Further consideration
is being given to the plan.

Ivan Abramson Forms
Travelsign Service

Ivan Abramson, pioneer director,
has formed Travelsign Trailer Ser-
vice, Inc., with offices at 354 West
44th St. The company is selling a
moving sign for theaters, the mes-
sage being in various colors.

St. Louis Fox Sponsors Short
St. Louis—F. H. Herrick, short

subject director from Hollywood,
has been commissioned by the Fox
here to make a local picture with a
cast picked from the theater's pa-
trons. It will be called "Our Kiddie
Comedy," with kids featured, accord-
ing to Harry Greenman, manager of
the house.

Mrs. Elizabeth Schenck Dies
Mrs. Elizabeth Schenck, mother of

Joseph M. and Nicholas M. Schenck,
died yesterday morning at her resi-

dence, 33 Riverside Drive. Funeral
service will be held at 2 o'clock to-

day at Universal Chapel, 52nd St.

and Lexington Ave.

Silent Tribute to Edison
In tribute to the memory of

Thomas A. Edison, who was buried
yesterday, three minutes of silence
was observed in the Hollywood
studios yesterday afternoon, while
theaters did similar honor last night.

Sam Marx's Mother Dies
Sam Marx, M-G-M story editor

at the Coast, is in New York owing
to the death of his mother.

Hoffenstein Signs New Contract
IVe.^ Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Samuel Hoffenstein

has signed a new contract as a Para-
mount writer.

Mayfair Theatre B'ldg, N. Y.

WILLIAM MORRIS

M
Call-Board

BURNS & ALLEN
Term Contract

PARAMOUKT-PUBLIX

HOLLYWOOD .n

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Oct. 27 : First open meeting of the sea-

son of Jewish Theatrical Guild. Morosco
Theater. New York, 11:00 P. M.

Oct. 31 : Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.

Oct. 31 : Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplan
Projection Society, Hotel Commodore,
New York.

Nov. 1-2: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee,
Chisca Hotel, Memphis.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

Nov. 10: Annual convention of Allied
Amusements of the Northwest, New
Washington Hotel, Seattle.

Dec. 7 : Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte,
Charlotte, N. C.

Work Proceeding on 2 W. B. Houses
After a survey of work on the

new W^arner theater in Ridgewood,
N. J., Herman Maier, head of the
circuit's construction department,
says the house will be ready to open
in the spring. Contracts also have
been let for the entire construction
of the Nashville house, which is ex-
pected to open by June.

J. D. Clark Visiting Sick Mother
John D. Clark, Western division

sales manager for Paramount, has
been called to Philadelphia by the
serious illness of his mother.

Syd Chaplin to Produce I

London—Syd Chaplin is reported
planning to produce talking pictures,

j

He has been conferring with Charlie
Chaplin on the matter.

Frank Mayo Reopens House
Long Beach, Cal.—Frank Mayo,

former film player, has reopened thei
Carter, suburban house, under the
name of the Mayo.

No Kurtzman Successor
No successor will be appointed foi

Charles Kurtzman, who leaves Fo:<
on Dec. 1 after having had charge
of de luxe houses under supervision
of Harry Arthur. Arthur will take)
over his duties.

Madison
Overlooking Ocean oi lllinoit Avcnu*

ATLANTIC CITY. N.J.
A New Fireproof Hotel

Rates (with meals) as low as

$30 Weekly Per Person

SPECIAL DAILY RATES
European Plan Kates Upon Request

FETTER CHOLLINGER //7c.

'





MARCUS SEES OPPORTUNITY

(Continued from Page 1)

wide open the field is for adaptable

original stories, the industry would
have better material upon which to

work," he declared. "Expert direc-

tion cannot make a bad story into

a good picture. RKO Pathe is in

the market for good material, and,

in my opinion, so is every other

company."

N. Y. Reform Official

Defends Gang Films
(Continued from Pane 1)

Prison Ass'n here yesterday. Fish-

man scored the campaigns against

gangster movies and for abolition

of firearms.

Says Koplar Agreed to Deal

St. Louis—In testimony for the

defense in the receivership suit

against Skouras Bros. Enterprises,

Samuel B. Jeffries, attorney for

Skouras, said that Harry Koplar,

former associate of the Skouras

boys and now the moving spirit in

the receivership attempts, gave his

full consent to the deal whereby
Warners bought control of the St.

Louis firms in 1928. He stated that

it was part of the deal that Spyros

Skouras should join Warners as head

of theaters and that the directors

of the local firms thought this a

good idea as it would relieve the St.

Louis companies of his large salary.

More Touring for Polly Moran
Polly Moran, who returns to New

York on Friday to appear at Loew's
Paradise, has had her vaudeville

bookings extended to take in the

complete Loew route.

Jim Jeffries in Darmour Short
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—James J. Jeffries, for-

mer heavyweight champion of the

world, has been signed to appear in

the Larry Darmour short, 'Mickey's

Side Line," a Mickey McGuire com-
edy.

COMING & GOING

HAROLD WINSTON, Paramount direc-

to-, has returned to New York to direct a

stage play.

FRANK JOYCE has arrived here from
Hollywood.

LUPE VELEZ, who has heen vacationing

in New York for the past ten days, sails

tcmorrow for Europe on the Majestic.

MIRIAM HOPKINS leaves today for

Hollywood to appear opposite Richard Arleii

in "Two Kinds of Women," following which
she will be featured in "The Jazz King," both

Paramount films.

DL'IJLEY OKiCES leaves Monday for the

coast to appear in "The Honorable Mr.
Wong" ior Warner Bros.

WILLIA.M BOYD, former stage actor,

returns to New York next week to appear
in "Her Confessior." for Paramount.

H.\KRY ARTHUR has returned to New
S'lirk after a trip to upstate New York.

EDDIE DOWLING and RAY DOOLEY
have yone to Pinehurst as guests of Mike
Meehan.
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• • • IN THIS showmanship racket, the yen for personal
publicity is not confined by any means to the film stars
it extends all the way down the line into every department of
the biz gents who are drawing down good kale to do a
certain job get the idea that every time they turn a trick their
name should be featured in the headlights so it is a
pleasure to take note of a certain group who never get their
names in print but whose eternal motto is: "The Show
Must Go On" and without their daily toil and vigil,

there would be a lotta dark picture houses in these Youessay.

• • • WE REFER to the engineers who service the sound
installations in the theaters in this instance, our story
deals with the RCA Photophone bunch in the western
territory these engineers cover a route that takes them through
a half dozen states several times a year in all sorts of

weather traveling over lonely roads where they don't
see a house or meet a human being for hours all part of

the day's work
* * *

• • • A VERY fascinating book could be written of their

adventures one engineer ran into a blizzard, and was
forced to kindle a fire from the floor boards of his car to keep
from freezing before the snowplow dug him out of the drift

another, to reach his destination and keep the show
going, had to hire an ancient war-time airplane with an ama-
teur flier and risk his neck to cover his assignment

flood waters, washed out bridges, sand storms, im-
passable roads all are commonplace experiences to these
men who keep the sound tracks running smoothly in little towns
you never heard of as well as the key spots
and if you want to get an idea of the efficiency of their efforts,

talk to O. V. Swisher who can show you how records
are maintained at the district and division offices showing the
exact daily condition of equipments in every theater serviced

all the result of Unheralded Toil by these field men
who never see their names in print

* * * *

• • • ALL YOU publicity gents who have been shunted
out of jobs should take heart on considering the case
of Jimmy Loughborough one of the real veterans of the
ballyhoo for pix Jimmy got sick of being kicked around
from one job to another and grabbed himself off a nice
fat perch as secretary of the International Cat Society
for which he is also loudspeaker Jim claims there are
120 million cats in the Youessay and his society is com-
posed of many distinguished cat lovers financiers
rich society dames so the treasury is always full for
propaganda they picked Jim as the logical man
after handling so many cats and dogs in the films

• • • NOW COMES Bernard Sobel, pressagey for Ziegfeld
and his Folly dollies, with a book giving the lowdown on bur-
lesque since its inception it's call "Burleycue"
brought out by Farrar & Rhinehart George Scher and
Arthur Herschensohn, formerly of Roxy theater press dep't,
are on their own with a publicity service handling theatrical
accounts in the Bond Building

• • • ALFRED T. MANNON, prexy of Tec-Art studios,
besides being one of the Grandest Personalities in this film biz,

is doing a swell job on two series "The Voice of Holly-
wood" and "Football for the Fans" real feature produc-
tion values in shorts

* * * *

• • • ANOTHER BIG shakeup in personnel the
Bo.ss without even consulting us gave Giuseppe and the Gondola
the gate now look what we've gotta travel along the
Rialto with! a broken down plug our only con-
solation is that he ain't a yes-man he invariably sez
"Neigh"

B.P.

MORE CHEERFUL FILMS

(Continued from Page 1)

mistic pictures. The country is not
over-theatered, the Paramount coast
production chief stated, and admis-
sion prices must be maintained be-
cause lower prices would mean
poorer pictures and offer no cure.
Among other speakers were Ernst

Lubitsch, Fred Beetson and Conrad
Nagel. Charles Ruggles was master
of ceremonies. Maurice Chevalier
was made an honorai'y membc'r of
Wampas.

Kleinerman and Weinberg
Form New Indie Exchange

(Coutinuc,! from Pacir li

be opened in about 10 days in the
Film Center Building. Eight Harry
Carey productions already have been
acquired from Artclass.

Pathe Films Mt. Vernon Short
Washington Bureau of THE FILM VAll.Y
Washington—Marking one of the

first times that cameramen have had
full sway at Mount Vernon, a short
has just been made there by Pathe
News under the direction of John M.
Beggs in connection with the George
Washington Bi-centennial next year.

« « « » » »

Fifth House Manager in 3 Months
Derby, Conn.—Barnett B. Gordon

is now manager of the Commodore
Hull, Warner house, succeeding Rus-
sell Munroe. Gordon is the fifth man-
ager of the Hull since August.

Cantor Signs New Radio Contract
Under a new contract signed by

Eddie Cantor with National Broad-
casting Co., the Samuel Goldwyn
star will continue his broadcasts
over WEAF until January. Dave
Rubinoff is on the same program.

Louis Liss at Bronx House
Louis Liss, formerly with Fox, is

now managing the Star, Bronx the-
ater owned by Abraham LefF and
Edmund Mantell.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

October 21-22
Lloyd Hughes
Don Hancock
Josephine Lovett

Constance Bennett
James Hall
Robert Graves, Jr.

Gladys McConnell
Mitzi Green
Bela Lugosi
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Invasion by Directors Stirs Action in England

FILM EXECS IMPRESSED BY TELEVISION

RKO Television Act Will Oppose Moss' Presentation

Previews
-and other problems

By JACK ALICOATE.^

Producers, here
Catching on the banks of

'Em Early the Los Angeles
River, are plan-

ning to make a concerted plea

to the local army of enthusias-

tic reviewers to lay off pre-

views until they have the official

studio stamp of approval. This
is not an unreasonable request.

Definite damage has already

beeen done by published re-

views of pictures that were still

being readied. In the old silent

days of less noise but more fra-

ternal spirit the catching of a hidden

preview was not considered as un-

fair sportsmanship. Producers con-

tend that with pictures needing as

much try-out and prep as the aver-

age stage production, it is obviously

unfair to judge them until they are

ready. And, while it isn't a matter
that will affect our short game any,

we are inclined to believe they are

approximately right.

Plagiarism, par-
The Game of ticularly within the

Plagiarism picket fence of the
industry, is a sen-

sitive subject. We have seen story,

situation and gags plenty, lifted

bodily, with nary a squawk from
their rightful owner. On the other
hand, we recall where two or more
film-folk did practically the same
thing, at the same time, and, when
the finished product turned up, each
charged the other with malicious
theft. The Academy of Motion Pic-

ture Arts and Sciences proceeds with
extreme caution in the arbitration of
such claims. Plagiarism, being pri-

marily personal and depending on
one's integrity, is dynamite to the
meddler. Only when both sides
agree, in writing, to accept the acad-

(.Continued on Page 2)

Claim Additional Features
for Stunt Being Put on

at Hippodrome
When the Sanabria television dem-

onstration opens tomorrow at the

B. S. Moss Broadway it will have
opposition from a somewhat similar

act which also opens tomorrow at

the RKO Hippodrome. The Hipp
presentation is called "telepa-vision",

developed by William S. Canham,
who introduces "Mahnac", in an ex-

(.Continued on Pane 4)

PARA. SHORTS

BEING HNISHED .15

Paramount's 1931-32 short subject

program will be completed about
Nov. 15 at the New York studio.

Larry Kent, in charge of short pro-

duction, then goes to the Coast for

a brief trip. Work on the 1932-83

schedule will begin in March or

April. The program will be laid

out following a conference of Para-
mount exchange managers and other

executives in December.

Consol. Film Reports
$328,228 for Quarter

Net profit of $328,228 is reported

by Consolidated Film Industries for

the third quarter ended Sept. 30,

equal after preferred dividends to
(Continued on Page 8)

Sex Appeal Problem

Faces Television

Television has one intricate problem to

overcome before it can hope for mass popu-

larity as entertainment. According to the

chief speaker at the demonstration given

yesterday at the B. S. Moss Broadway, when
players are made up for television they

lose all sex appeal.

BIG AD SPLURGES SET

EOR 2 MORE RKO EILMS

In an effort to coordinate the ef-

forts of showmen, circuit operators,

advertising and exploitation men
and house managers throughout the
country with the idea of building
record box-office grosses, RKO will

launch two campaigns next month
that will equal in cost and coverage
the "Cimarron" campaign of last

winter. "Are These Our Children?"
(.Continued on Page 8)

Two New Cartoon Series

Planned by Fleischer
Two more series of cartoons are

being planned by Max Fleischer for

Paramount release. They will be
ready for next season's program and
will supplement his two groups now
being handled by Paramount.

Cartoon grosses generally are
(Continued on Page 4)

Picture Men Enthusiastic
Over Demonstration at

Moss' Broadway
Film company executives who wit-

nessed the first Broadway theatrical
demonstration of television yester-
day morning at the B. S. Moss
Broadway were impressed with its

possibilities. Practically every ma-
jor organization was represented at
the showing, which also was attended
by representatives of the New "ork

(Continued on Page 4)

British Studios Are Alarmed
Over Invasion of Directors

Archainbaud Predicts

Shakespearian Movies

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Within this generation the

hinterlands will see the finest Shakesperian

and operatic productions brought to them

on the screen, it is predicted by George

Archainbaud, RKO director.

London—Alarmed at the influx of

Hollywood and other foreign direc-

tors, the British megaphonists, many
of whom are out of work, have or-

ganized a deputation through the

Ass'n of British Film Directors to

confer with the Ministry of Labor.

It is understood the Ministry will

shortly receive the deputation.

KOPLAR MAY GARRY FIGHT

DIRECT TO WARNER BROS.

St. Louis—Intimations that Harry
Koplar, former associate of Skouras
Bros, and now the moving spirit in

the receivership suit against the
Skouras Enterprises and St. Louis
Amusement Co., contemplates a sim-
ilar action against Warner Bros.,

were revealed at yesterday's Circuit

Court hearing which concluded the
taking of testimony in the Skouras
suit. While Koplar declined to make

(Continued on Page 8)

High Import Tariff

Dropped by Mexico
Mexico City—New tariff on im-

ported motion pictures and record-

ing discs has been suspended in-

definitely by President Ortiz Rubio.
Exhibitors and distributors have
been waging a strenuous fight

against the new levy, which was a

boost of about 1,000 per cent over

the former rate.

Kent Makes Deposition

In Griffith Amuse. Suit

Deposition was made by Sidney R. Kent

yesterday at the Hays office in connection

with action of A. B. Momand against the

Griffith Amusement Co.
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Regular Loew's Ohio Dividend

Cleveland—Regular quarterly divi-

dend of $2 on the first preferred
stock has been declared by Loew's
Ohio Theaters, Inc., payable Nov. 2
to stock of record. Oct. 23.
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Previews
—and other problems
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emy decision, are cases arbitrated

under the jurisdiction of this body.

that — HAROLD
They franklin m a y soon

Tell Me! take over another
BIG circuit out here

to manage . . . that—There are at
least 250 writers in Hollywood regu-
larly covering the studios, including
trade press, fan magazines, news-
papers and syndicates . . . that—it

takes a VAN to deliver the FAN
mail of CLARK gable . . . that

—

BELIEVE IT OR NOT from now on
you'll see FEWER pictures and
LOWER production costs all along
the line . . . that—HENRY king has
hit one right on the NOSE in "Over
the Hill" . . . that—there is plenty
MORE on the inside of the story of
the Schenck-Maver-Rubin bid for the
LOEW stock .

'.
. that—HOWARD

hughes WILL do "Queer People" . .

that—when ONE prominent execu-
tive meets ANOTHER he'll smack
him right on the kisser . . . that—
there's the START of a movement
on foot to bring ALL production
back East.

Pete Woodhull Appointing

12 State Representatives
Twelve state representatives are

being appointed by R. F. Woodhull,
who is now touring the country for
United Theater Advertising Ser-
vice. Five have already been named,
as follows: Henry H. Murdock, Kan-
sas City, for Missouri; E. H. Beck,
Detroit, Michigan; B. F. Stern,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and low-
er New Jersey; Joseph Meyer,
Omaha, Nebraska, and E. P. Smith,
Des Moines, Iowa. Woodhull will

return to New Yoik the middle of
November after attending several
exhibitor unit conversations.

Fox Among A. H. Woods Creditors

Fox Film is one of the principal
creditors of A. H. Woods, who went
into bankruptcy this week following
similar action by the Shuberts.
Amount due Fox is listed as $126.-
424. M-G-M also is down as credi-
tor for $1,250.

Start New Educational Building
West Coast Bureau, THE 'fILM DAILY
Hollywood — Ground has been

broken for an additional concrete
and steel structure for Educational
to house the negative handling and
cutting activities. The new build-
ing will be about 40 x 60 feet in size,
according to E. H. Allen, general
manager of the studios.

Joseph A. Cronin Buried
Boston — Funeral services for

Joseph A. Cronin, for years assistant
manager of Publix's Washington
Street Olympia and later manager
of the Field's Corner, were held
Wednesday at St. Patrick's Church
here.

300 CITY COMMinEES

SET FOR RELIEF DRIVE

More than 300 city committees of

exhibitors are now organized and
are at work preparing for National
Motion Picture Week, Nov. 18-25,

to aid the unemployment relief sit-

uation. The advertising committee
mapping the national campaign will

meet again Tuesday afternoon at the
Hays office.

In New York the city committee,
headed by Charles O'Reilly, is in

active contact with representatives
of the New York City Emergency
Unemployment Relief Committee, of

which Harvey D. Gibson is chair-

man. O'Reilly has secured the con-

sent of all circuit houses and in-

liependent exhibitors to display the
Gibson Committee slogan, "I Will
Share," in their lobbies.

Corcoran Back With Paramount
Philadelphia—Ed Corcoran, Para-

mount exploiteer, who came here
a year ago, to represent that com-
pany when Keith's was leased for
the showing of first-runs, and whose
services were retained by the Loew
Circuit this Fall when the house be-
came the show window for M-G-M
and United Artists pictures, has
been recalled by Paramount. Cor-
coran has been assigned to the local

territory as a contact man and will
represent Paramount in the capacity
of a specialist in matters pertaining
to advertising, publicizing and
exploitation.

Para. Signs Burns and Allen

Paramount has given a year's
contract to Burns and Allen, vaude-
ville team, which has clicked in

shorts made at the New York studio.
Players will be used in both features
and shorts.

Dave Epstein Back on Job
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Dave Epstein, who

recently underwent an operation, has
recovered and is back on the job
representing and publicizing his

clientele.

Medbury in "Curiosities"
Starting with "Curiosity C-227,"

the voice of John P. Medbury, al-

ready in "Travelaughs," will also be
heard in "Curiosities," the other
Futter short feature distributed by
Columbia.

Hotel Installs 16 mm. Theater
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.

—

A miniature theater, where guests
may exhibit their own 16 mm. mo-
tion pictures taken while at this

elite resort, has been opened by the
Greenbrier Hotel. The operating
booth has latest model projectors
and sound accompaniment is fur-
nished by electrical transcriptions.

Al Wilson Now Production Mgr.
Al Wilson, former studio manager,

has been appointed production man-
ager of the Audio Cinema studios.
New York.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Oct. 27 : First open meeting of the sea

son of Jewish Theatrical Guild. Morosct
Theater. New York. 11:00 P. M.

Oct. 31 : Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris." Hotel Astor.

Oct. 31 : Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplan
Projection Society, Hotel Commodore.
New York.

Nov. 1-2: Annual convention of M.P.T.O
of Arkansas. Mississippi and Tennessee.
Chisca Hotel. Memphis.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

Nov. 10: Annual convention of Allied
Amusements of the Northwest, New
Washington Hotel, Seattle.

Dec. 7 : Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n. Hotel Charlotte.
Charlotte, N. C.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekl< Kaiet

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation

723-7TH AVE.. N. Y. BRYANT S-606T

NEW YORK CHARTERS
.Simulite Pru(liict<;. Iclevisidn, broadcasting;

S. Spr:ii!;. 521 Fifth Ave.. New York. $7,2oi..

Theatrical Syndicates Corp., theatrical en-
terprises: n. E. flreenspan. 30.i Broadway.
New York. 200 shares common.

Clayton & Feldman. sound producing ap-
paratus: F. Sonnek. 30 Cburch St., New
York. $20,000.

Kent Theatrical Enterprises; H. E. Reiii-
heimer. 11 West 44th St., New York. $15,000
pfd. ; 300 shares common.

Branzim. theatrical enterprises; .S. B. Lil- .'

enstein, 1501 Broadwav. New York City.
'

$5,000.

Triumph Productions, motion pictures; M.
H Lavenstein. 1776 Broadway. New Ynrk
City. 100 shares common.

."^taten Island Stapes, amusements ; J. O.
Ellis. St. Cr.wrge, N. Y. 150 shares com-
mon.

NEW JERSEY CHARTERS
I'nion Films Laboratories, Inc., Jersey

City, manufacture and deal in films; United
States Corporation Co., New York City. 1,000
shares common.

Wakefield Television and Radio Co.. Inc .

Newark; Mortimer Eisner, Newark, N. J.
500 shares common .

Broadmoor Theater Co.. Bayonne, moton
pictures; Dcmbe & Dembe, Bayonne, N. J. \

300 shares common.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Associated Process Patents, Inc., Philadel- .

phia, Pa., motion pictures; Corporation Guar-
antee and Trust Co., Dover, Del. 2000 shares
common.

Frankwood Corp., New York City, thea-
ters, places of amuScTnent ; ITnited States
Corp. Co.. Dover, Del. $100,000.

.Standard Television and Electric Corp..
Wilmington, Del., transmit, communicate and
broadcast sound and images ; Colonial Char-
ter Co.. Dover. Del. $1,000,000.

R. C. A. Theater. Inc.. Wilmington. Del.,
amusement places; Corp. Service Co.. Dover,
Del. $25,000.

CAPITAL INCREASE
Sanabria Telervision Corporation, Chicago,

111 . 5,000 to 500,000 shares no par.

DISSOLUTIONS
Etnpire Theater Co. of Brooklyn, I'rouk-

lyn. .\. Y.
Paramount Business Pictures, New York



BIG NEWS
of theWEEK

with EDW. G.

ROBINSON
Marian Marsh

H. B. Warner
Frances Starr

Anthony Bushell

GEORGE
ARLISS
Doris Kenyon

June Collyer

Dudley Digges
Rali Harolde

with BEBE

DANIELS
WARREN

WILLIAM
Alan Mowbray

Frederick Kerr

First National's

FIVE STAR FINAL
hegins its 7th big week at NT. Winter Garden
by exceeding grosses of three previous weeks.

Warnir's

ALEXANDER after 5 weeks

' i H A Ni I LTft M ^^^-^'^o^^y
^M • ^^ f I L I V^ Wyt wood moves toM the N. Y.STRAND to satisfy popular demand.

First National's

WARREN WILLIAM
sweeps to stardom on a wave of press and
puhlic acclaim in "HONOR OF THE FAMILY."

and to top it allf Warner's Greatest Hitf

JOHN

RYMORE
in the triumph ''IJ E
of his career as I ^1 E

Mad Genius
tuith MARIAN MARSH

news, bet it's

CHAS. BUTTERWORTH DONALD COOK CARMEL MYERS

is released to waiting millions. World
premiere tonight at N. Y. Hollywood.

Set for extended runs in all key cities.

'""*" WARNER —'news;



MOTION PICTURE EXECS

IMPRESSED BY TELEVISION

(Continued from Page 1)

daily fan paper and trade paper
press.

Lee Marcus of RKO Pathe, told

The Film Daily that "quite a lit-

tle progress" has been made in tele-

vision, and termed the demonstration
as "fine." Felix Feist of M-G-M
called it "marvelous." Similar ex-

pressions were made by Frank C.

Walker of the Comerford Circuit,

Jack Cohn of Columbia and Larry
Kent of Paramount. Other film of-

ficials who attended included Max
Fleischer and Jules Levy.
Moss presented the show in as-

sociation with Sanabria Television

Corp. and William Morris. Opening
the program was an introductory
talk by Carveth Wells from the

stage. He was followed by Walde-
mar Kaempffert, science editor of

"The New York Times," who visu-

alized eventually a great central

broadcasting station m some im-

portant center like Hollywood or

New York from which entertain-

ment programs could be transmitted
to theaters.

After his stage talk, Wells went
to the Theater Guild Studio nearby
on West 52nd St. and there was
televised. Via the television system
brief remarks were made by Theresa
Helburn of the Theater Guild and
several vocal solos were presented
as well as a bit from the Theater
Guild show, "The House of Con-
nelly."

Images appearing on the 10x10
screen were generally indistinct, al-

though they permitted recognition

of the artists. Once the proceedings
were interrupted when a lamp used
in the process became too hot to

allow immediate continuance of the
broadcast. Sound conveyed by wire
and loud speakers was natural in

quality. The television "screen" was
a large magnifying glass placed
against a receiving disc which was
making 900 revolutions a minute.

Television will be a feature of the
new bill at the Broadway opening
tomorrow. A temporary studio will

be operated on the stage within
view of the audience and the broad-
casting will be carried on simultane-
ously. Artists appearing in the
show will be televised and people in

the audience will also be invited to
participate. Moss has the television
demonstration booked for two weeks
with an option for a longer showing.

COMING & GOING

JOSEPH I. SCHNITZER arrives from
the coast on Monday.
JACK OAKIE arrives in New York from

Hollywood tomorrow for a vacation before
starting his next Paramount picture, "Jazz
King."
NEAL O'HARA. latest newspaper writer

to be signed by Fox, leaves Nov. 2 for Holly-
wood.
VIOLET HEMING is en route to the

coast under contract to Fox.
MILLARD JOHNSON, who has been

representing Union Theaters and Australa-
sian Films in New York for the last 20
years, left yesterday for Australia.
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• • • IF YOU have heard Dave Chatkin and Johnny
Balaban of Paramount passing out that line about what a good

solf game they play, just talk to Lou Metzger of Columbia
and Ned Depinet of Pathe they played 'em a match
up at the Rye Country Club and beat 'em 2.5 out of

the 27 holes played their alibi was that they got their

game mixed with the stock market and thought they

were winning with 25 points short .

• • • PAUL MUNI has returned to New York from the

coast after working in "Scarface" he will appear in

Elmer Rice's stage show, "Counsellor-in-Law" The femme
lead in Jed Harris' "Wonder Boy," played by Jeanne Greene,

as a counterpart for Hortense Schorr the li'l gal who
presageys for Columbia Hortense created the publicity

personality for the original Wonder-Boy star, Richard Crom-
well

• • • REMEMBER WHEN Gloria Swanson took up
toe dancing and acrobatics at the Calbick Dancing School in

Chi around 1914 that was just before Wally Beery dis-

covered her behind the cigar counter in the Sherman House
toe dancing, acrobatics, cigars, Wally Beery

wotta hectic career for any film star!

» • • AT THE Concourse Plaza Thursday nite Zit pulled

his coming-out party for the Pop Columnists of Broadway,
Sports and Radio those debbies Walter Winchell, Nick
Kenny and Sammy Taub were all flustered and excited as they

received their loving cups Winchell told a bedtime story

Kenny just bowed and blushed and Taub broke
down completely and wept speakers included Zit hisself,

"Boy" Solmson, Mister Aylesworth of RCA, Charles Francis

Coe, Gene Buck, and a slew of political and sport lights
it was a Grand Party and no nite club downtown has
anything on that bevy of girlies who provided the floor show .

.... especially the girl with the wonderful wiggle

» • • LOOKS AS if we might see Lya de Putti back in
films again she was the attraction at the AMPA lunch-
eon this week Milt Britton, a Ziegfeld attraction, was
prevented from playing the piano at the shindig the
manager of the Dixie had seen him destroy an assortment of
musical instruments in the Follies show he wasn't tak-
ing any chances

• • • ONE OF the best bets in town is that occasional
show staged by the "Pups" at their club room in the Victoria

t'other nite we caught Roscoe Ails, Sunshine Sammy,
Four Steppe Brothers and Benny Burt doing their stuff
and all for two bits John Hobble and Pierre Colling are
collaborating on a play and Jawn's new play, "What
Every Girl Should Know," is slated for immediate production
by Frank Wilson Alex Moss has been applying empey
exploitation methods to his advertising job with I. Miller, the
shoe merchant Alex is being tempted with an offer from
a film producer to come back into his original game

RKO TELEVISION ACT

WILL OPPOSE B.S. MOSS

{Continued from Page 1)

position of mental telepathy answer-
ing serious questions asked by the
audience through the telepa-vision.
The- RKO act, which was booked in

open opposition to the Moss show-
ing, claims additional features m
the way of natural color and third
dimension.

Two New Cartoon Series
Planned by Fleischer
(Continued irom Page 1)

making a better showing under
present business conditions than
other pictures, declared Fleischer
yesterday. This type of picture is

only off between five and six per
cent as compared with greater
drops suffered by other kinds of

screen entertainment receipts, he
said. His organization is concen-
trating its publicity effort on Betty
Boop, Talkartoon star, who rose

from minor parts to a stellar posi-

tion in his productions.

Van Leer, Kent Stage Kaplan Show
Arnold Van Leer of the RKO the-

ater organization and Larry Kent of

the Paramount short subject divi-

sion at the Long Island studio will

direct the big show being staged for

the annual dinner dance of the Kap-
lan Projection Society at the Hotel
Commodore on Oct. 31. Eddie Can-
tor, George Jessel, Ethel Merman,
Charlie Davis, Harry Richman, Kate
Smith, Smith and Dale, a Fanchon
& Marco unit, Clayton-Jackson-Dur-
ante and Burns and Allen are among
those expected to take part in the
entertainment.

« « « » » »

New U Manager in Kansas City

Kansas City—Ted Meyers takes
over management of the Universal
branch office here on Monday, suc-

ceeding Harry Graham, now manag-
ing the southwestern division.

Meyers formerly was a salesman in

the Chicago office.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-

bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays;

October 23
Harry Cohn
Lilyan Tashman
Sally O'Neil
Harry Scott
Seymour Felix
Edna May
Fred Datig



2 WEEKS
INSTEAD OF ONE!

RKO PATHE
presents EDDIE QUILLAN

ROBERT ARMSTRONG

The Old Fightin' Cock's radio romance is

so good thai B. S. Moss' Broadway books

it for 2 weeks instead of onel A hold-over

before it opens!

All about young Mr. Fix-it, the radio re-

pair man, who gets all the breaks! He
fixes the static and leaves housewives

ecstatic!

WILL TORPEDO AU

^"« GINGER ROGERS
Directed by Albert Rogell

A. CHARLES R. ROGERS Production
Harry Joe Brown, Associate Producer

RKO^PATHE
The old Fightin' Cock crows every Friday Night, 10:30 N. Y. time, RKO



Mr. Sales Manager:

You market your product na-

tionally, but—you sell it locally.

FOR GREATER RESUL'XS-Advertise

Locally on a National basis.

Associated Publications cover important local needs in

trade news and service.

Dealing with local as well as national problems of the

motion picture industry gives Associated Publications

the advantage of year around preference.

Exhibitor interest for each publication in the A. P.

Group of ten regional trade papers is maintained by

well balanced editorial material valuable and welcome

because it applies to local conditions.

Advertising in the A. P. Group gets the benefit of this

friendly exhibitor reception. You get intensive cover-

age and intensive reader interest. And for convenience

—one order, one plate, one billing.

FOR ASSURED RESULTS

Tell 'Em Where You Sell 'Em!
ON THEIR HOME GROUND THROUGH THEIR HOME TRADE PAPER

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

BEN SHLYEN, President and Publisher

NEW YORK OFFICE: 551 Fifth Ave.— Phone, MUrray Hill 2-10191

PUBLISHING OFFICE: 4704 East 9th St., Kansas City, Mo.

ASSOCUTED PUBlKATtONS

Coveiins' San Francisco. Los
Angeles, Seattle, Portland,
Denver and Salt Lake City
territories.

Covering Dallas and Okla-
homa City territories.

CoverinR- jrinnenpolis, Mil-
waukee. Onialui and Des
Moines territories.

Covering Kansas City and
St. Louis territories.

^ "• iiJicHoii J^icfjiiv-'8'^'
Covering Chic.Tgo and In-

dianaiKilis territories.

a\EVîl^i
Coveriii:^ Detroit tc

f^fiffin
Co/ering Pittsburgh and Buf-

falo territories.

Covering Cleveland. Cincin
nati and Louisville terri

tories.

Covering Boston, New Haven
and Portland territories.

Covering Atlanta, New Or-
leans, Charlotte and Mem-
phis territories.

hiational in Scope

-^Local in Service.'
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

iBy RALPH WILK>

HOLLYWOOD
DICHARD TALMADGE is a

staunch advocate of going back
to "first principles" in picture enter-

tainment. That is, he thinks the
camera should tell more of the story,

with corresponding less dialogue;
plots should be easy to follow and
the action should be fast and clean.

The series now being made by the
ace of screen daredevils will follow
out this theory. "Hot Rails," a rail-

road story, is now in work.
* * *

First of the new 1931-32 series of "Scret^n
Snapshots" is being completed at Columbia
under the direction of Ralph Staub. One o'

the feature in the initial release of this new
group will be Tim McCoy demonstrating the
Indian sign language of which he is an ac-

cepted authority.
« * 4c

Garrett Fort, one of the busiest
scenarists on the Coast, is now writ-
ing the screen play and dialogue
for "Veneer," which will be made
by RKO Pathe.

* * *

Matt McHugh. Francis McDonald. Jack
Kennedy, Torrcnce Ray. Jack Curtis, Frank
Leigh. Robert Rose. Dewey Robinson and
Jack Santoro are recent additions to the Lil
Dagover picture at First National,

Hal Roach has started "Help-
mates," the next Laurel and Hardy
comedy, which James Parrott will

direct. Filming of the latest Our
Gang short, "Readin' and Writin',"
was completed a few days ago under
the direction of Robert McGowan,
with June Marlowe as the teacher.

Our Passing Show: Emanuel Cohen. Harry
Rapf. Mel Shauer, M. C. Levee, Jack Ali-
Icoate. Jack Conway, Warner Baxter. Hunt
iStromberg. Buster Keaton, Paul Snell at

the University of Southern California-Oregon
game.

William N. Conselman, who wrote
the screen play and dialogue for
f'Business and Pleasure," starring
jWill Rogers, is working on "Step-
iping Sisters," which will also be
^ade by Fox. During the past year,
^e wrote eight scripts.

\ Tay Garnett has started the direction of
"Prestige." the biggest production of hin
.;areer. The picture will star Ann Harding
*.nd will be released by RKO Pathe. Fol-
owine three weeks of shooting at the Cul-
er City stud-o. the entire troupe will en-
rain for Tampa, Florida. wh"re exteriors

will be shot for two weeks. The locale of
the story is Indo-China.

* * *

Valentin Mandelstamm collabo-
rated with Harvey Thew on the
>croen play for "The Captain's
Wife," starring Lil Dagover. The
oicture is being made by Warner
Bros. -First National and has authen-
ic Fench military backgrounds.

* * *

Many of the screen's most brilliant lu-
ninaries will be seen in Tiffany's latest
'Voice of Hollywood." released by Educa-
;onal. Marlene Dietrich. Joan Crawrford.
Oouglas Fairbanks. Jr.. Ann Harding. Ed-
nund Lowe. Robert Montgomery, Bob Steele,
^ilyan Tashman. Carole Lombard. Neil
iamilton. Polly Moran. Olsen and Johnson.
A/illiam Haines and Dorothy Christy appear
n this novelty short feature.

* * 4i

Educational has finished another
Tom Patricola comedy, "Moonlight

and Cactus" . . . C. C. Burr is at
work on the third Torchy comedy,
as yet untitled, with Ray Cooke,
Dorothy Dix, Franklin Pangborn,
Edmund Breese and Cornelius Keefe
. . . Andy Clyde is growing a new
set of whiskers for his new Mack
Sennett comedy ...

* * *

FOX assignments: Linda Watkins for

"Disorderly Conduct." which John Consi-
dine. Jr., will direct; Joan Bennett for "Sa-
lomy Jane," scheduled to start Dec. 1 under
Raoul Walsh: Weldon Heyburn for "While
Paris Sleeps," directed by Allan Dwan,

* * *

Paul Hurst is drawing pay checks
on three pictures simultaneously.
The pictures are "The Lost Squad-
ron," at RKO; "Yellow," Columbia;
"The Big Shot." RKO Pathe.

Radio Pictures has completed "Peach
O'Reno". ,, .Charles Dow Clark. Kate Price.

George Andre Beranger and Robert McWade
have been added to "Ladies of the Jury".,..
Mary Astor will appear in "Hallabaloo."
original by Gerritt J. Lloyd, . Tom Fran-
cis, brother of Hugh Herbert, has been as-

signed to the Mary Astor-Ricardo Cortez
picture now in work as "Exposed," under
direction of George Archainbaud.

* * *

Mark Sandrich is directing Chic
Sale in an untitled comedy, dealing
with "boss tradin'." His latest com-
edy, "A Hurry Call," scored a hit at
its preview at the Criterion, Santa
Monica, last week.

Paramount has decided on Ernst Lubitsch
to direct Maurice Chevalier in "Love Me
Tonight". . -Jack Oakie will have the title

role in "Jazz King," with Buddy Rogers
and Miriam Hopkins, directed by David
Burton . . George Barbier has been added to

"Lades of the Big House" .... Oliver H. P.
Garrett will write the screen play fcr George
Bancroft's "Through the Window," by Mar-
tin Flavin and Joe Sherman Herman
M'chae'son is adapting Edmund Goulding's
"House of Troon" for Clive Brook.... Ray
Harris will write the continuity of "Even-
ings for Sale," next Paul Lukas picture, in

CDllaboration with Samuel Hoffenstein.

M-G-M has signed Johnny Weiss-
muller, swimming champ, for the
lead in "Tarzan," which W. S. Van

Dyke will direct . . . Jean Hersholt
will appear with Marie Dressier in
"Emma."

* * *

Our Passing Show: Douglas MacLean,
Dorothy Mackaill. George Mooser. Andrew
J. Callaghan. Ivan Lebedeff. Mark Larkin.
Arthur Landau, Gerrit J. Lloyd, Margaret
Ettingcr. E. B. Derr. Howard Hawks, Chas,
E. Sullivan, Irving Cummings, Charles
Judels, lunching at the Brown Derby; J, G.
Bachman planning his trip to New York.

* * m

Lea trice Joy following her mar-
riage to William Spencer Hook, will
retire from pictures, she told news-
paper men this week.

Dave Oarber, construction superintendent
at the RKO Pathe studios, got a reminis-
cent thrill when his men were building the
control room of a German submarine for
mterior scenes of trte big navy special, "Sui-
cide Fleet," Garber served with the A. E.
F. in France and went across on the trans-
port Mongolia in June of 1918. On the
trip over the ship sank a submarine

* * *

Do you notice a slight resemblance
between Smedley Butler and Jimmy
Durante?
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KOPLAR MAY CARRY FIGHT

DIRECT TO WARNER BROS.

(Continued from Page 1)

a definite statement about the War-
ner move, he did say that, if insti-

tuted, it would be in the Federal

Court of Delaware.
The final cross-examination of

Abel Carey Thomas, general counsel

and secretary of Warners, was de-

signed to get information concei'n-

ing the operation of the national

company to aid the contemplated

suit. Thomas so mterpreted ques-

tions by Randolph Laughlin, attor-

ney for Koplar, and while expressing

the belief that they had no bearing

on the Skouras case he willingly

answered them. Testifying in rebut-

tal, Koplar said expensive stage

shows at the Ambassador and form-

erly at the Missouri helped to at-

tract customers and caused the the-

aters to pay greater rentals for

Warner pictures and those of other

producers under a percentage ar-

rangement.
Both sides will file briefs within

the next few weeks and final argu-

ments in the case are to be made
next month. The St. Louis Amuse-
ment case also will be argued then.

Consol. Film Reports
$328,228 for Quarter
(Continued from Page 1)

24 cents a share on the common
stock. This compares with 16 cents

on the common in the preceding

quarter and 61 cents in the same
quarter last year. Nine months'

profit is equal to $1.05 a common
share, against $2.16 last year.

Sidney Bernstein's New Super

Sidney L. Bernstein, prominent

British exhibitor, who recently

opened his latest London super, the

Granada, has sent The Film Daily
a pictorial brochure on the theater,

showing it to be one of the most
elaborate ever built. It is of Gothic

design, with massive staircases, a

hall of mirrors 150 feet in length,

individual arm chairs, stained glass

windows and a ceiling of splendor.

Detroit House Changes Hands
Detroit—The Globe, owned by the

Cohen Brothers Circuit, has been sold

to the Bishop interests. William
Schuttenhelm becomes manager.

|$UN$HIN€
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= Warner-First National
= contracts signed since Oct
= the greatest for any lii<e

= companies' history.
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• NEWS«»OF«»THE««DAy •

West Haven, Conn.—Joseph Cas-

ner of West Haven and Dr. Hess of

New York have purchased the Cameo
theater. Dr. Hess is a brother of D.

C. Hess who has been leasing the

house for several years.

Arbuckle, Cal.—Ned C. Steele will

reopen the Arbuckle under the name
of the Almond.

Philadelphia—Edgar Wolf has re-

joined Warner Bros, and is manag-
ing the Circle.

Cleveland—Maurice Lebensburger
has been named northern Ohio rep-
resentative for Tobis Films. He has
contracted with the Cameo for a two
weeks' first-run engagement of
"Zwei Herzen" starting Oct. 31.

Chicago—Nick Humm has been
brought by RKO Pathe from its In-
dianapolis office to this city as
booker.

Elgin, 111. — The Rialto was re-
opened by Rudy Born recently after
having been dark for a year.

New Movietone Link Speeds Service

Sydney — Opening of the new
headquarters of Fox Australian
Movietone which will supply the en-

tire east with newsreel, means
speeding up the presentation of

world news by from two to six

weeks. Stanley S. Crick, managing
director for Fox in Australia, and
Harry Lawrenson, veteran Fox edi-

tor, assisted in the opening cere-

mony.

New Officers for Q.R.S.-DeVry
Chicago—Joseph B. Kleckner was

elected president and J. R. Card-
well was made board chairman of

Q.R.S.-DeVry Corp. at the annual
meeting. Capital stock was in-

creased to 500,000 shares from
400,000.

German Shorts Released
Two German one-reel shorts, "The

Mosel, Germany's River of Enchant-
ment," and "Trier, Oldest City in

Germany," have just been released
by Mary Warner. They have de-
scriptive talk and music and are part
of a series being distributed by Miss
Warner.

Tab House Adds Films
Youngstown, 0. — Pictures have

been added between the tabloid and
burlesque peformances at the Prin-
cess, which reopened recently. With
this change, the house is now on a

grind.

Rob Marion Theater
Marion, O. — Two men held up

Fred A. Williams, Marion theater
manager, and forced him to open
the theater safe yielding them more
than $300.

Ben Cooney in Kenosha
Kenosha, Wis.—Ben Cooney, for-

merly with Cooney Bros, in Chicago,
has been named manager of War-
ners' Kenosha, succeeding F. West-
fall.

"Mad Genius" for Boston Met
Boston—Publix has booked John

Barrymore in "The Mad Genius,"
Warner feature, for the Metropoli-
tan, its ace house here. Opening
date has not been set.

Another Barrymore in Films
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Samuel Barrymore

Colt, son of Ethel Barrymore, has
started a film career in a Paramount
picture being directed by Dorothy
Arzner.

Seven-a-Day for "Susan" at Capitol
"Susan Lenox," starring Greta

Garbo and Clark Gable, is being
shown seven times a day at the
Capitol. The stage show goes on
five times. Business so far indi-
cates a record engagement. The pic-
ture is being held a second week,
with Helen Hayes in "The Sin of
Madelon Claudet" due to come in
Oct. 30.

1,800 Papers in Screen Tieup
Approximately 1,800 papers, with

an aggregate circulation of 3'7,000,-

000, will carry the current series of
cigarette ads in which screen per-
sonalities are featured. Jean Har-
low, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Dorothy
Mackaill, Sidney Fox, Loretta Young
and Lupe Velez are among the play-
ers who already have appeared.

Ministers Oppose Sunday Shows
Alliance, 0.—The Alliance Minis-

terial Ass'n at a recent meeting re-
solved to ask voters to oppose the
Sunday movie issue at the polls Nov.
3. Sunday movies have been per-
mitted here for the past several
weeks and patronage is reported
very satisfactory.

Two Weeks for "Tip Off" at Moss
RKO Pathe's "The Tip Off," which

goes into the B. S. Moss Broadway
on Saturday, has been booked for
two weeks. Eddie Quillan, Robert
Armstrong and Ginger Rogers have
the chief roles.

Seventh K. C. Indie Reopens
Kansas City—The Summit, sev-

enth and last of the independent
houses recently closed due to union
difficulties, has reopened with other
operators. Ten Fox theaters and
five of the Hughes-Franklin group
remain closed.

5 More Stations for Radio Reel
Number of radio stations broad-

casting the "Radio Newsreel of Hol-
lywood," Warner's weekly exploita-
tion tieup, has been increased to 49
with the addition of KLRA, Little

Rock; WRVA, Richmond; WLAP.
Louisville; WNBR, Memphis, and
KFPY, Spokane.

Monty Montgomery Recovered
Minneapolis — M. E. (Monty)

Montgomery, RKO Pathe branch
manager, is back on the job after
a long siege in the hospital.

BIG AD SPLURGES SET

FOR 2 MORE RKO FILMS

(Continued from Page 1)

and "Way Back Home" with Seth
Parker, are the pictures to be ex-
ploited. The former will have a day-
and-date national campaign Nov. 14
which will be carried' out with the
assistance of Lord, Thomas & Logan.
Page and double-truck ads will be
placed in newspapers from coast-to-
coast and several radio tie-ups will
be the highlights of the drive.
Thanksgiving Day week is set for
the start of the "Way Back Home'
campaign.

Fox Detroit Theater
Playing Pathe and RKO

Detroit—Some RKO and Pathe
pictures are being booked into the
de luxe Fox here, starting with
Pathe's "The Big Gamble". The
house also is returning to the stage
band idea for a week with a new
symphony orchestra of 100 pieces.

Mendelsohn-Young Have Two More
Mendelsohn - Young Productions,

producers of the war film, "Heroes
All," have scheduled two more fea-
tures for early release. Films taken
during the Italy-South America
flight of the Italian squadron are
now being prepared as a feature.
A second will be a story of the
border patrol, taken off the New
England coast and will be tiuilt

around an NBC radio series pro-
gram. Bradley Barker will direct.

Warner-F. N. Releases
Warner-First National has set the

following release dates: Joe E.
Brown in "Local Boy Makes Good,"
simultaneous key city openings
Thanksgiving Day; John Barrymore!
in "The Mad Genius," Nov. 7;
"Blonde Crazy," with James Cagney
and Joan Blondell, Nov. 14; "Com-
promised," with Ben Lyon and Rose"
Hobart, Dec. 5; Dorothy Mackaill in
"Safe in Hell," Dec. 12.

Pathe Shorts for Armistice Week
Because the Floyd Gibbons' Su-

preme Thrills, "The Great Decision"
and "The Turn of the Tide," deal
essentially with events leading up
to the Armistice, RKO Pathe is mak- i

ing numerous bookings of these
shorts for the week of Nov. 7.

"Robert Montgomery wears one of the

loudest dressing gowns in captivity in

the Swiss chalet scenes for Private

Lives' ".
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IT was their simple human
appeal, their down-to-earth

lovable characterizations, that

struck a sympathetic chord,

that endeared the names of

Joseph Jefferson, John Bunny,

Frank Bacon, Charlie Chaplin

and Marie Dressier to a whole

nation.

The same human qualities

have made Andy Clyde the

screen's best -loved comedy

character.

MACK SENNETT
ANpyctYpr
COMEDIES
TheCANNONBALL"
"TAXI TROUBLES"

Coming

HALF HOLIDAY"

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc., £. w. hammons, president
Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., ^jU H. Hays, President
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RKO Pathe Starts Move for Shorter Day in Studios

ALPERSON MADE WARNER-F.N. SALES CHIEF

M-G-M Launches Move to Stimulate Foreign Sales

George E. Kann is Going
Abroad to Study

Situation
In an effort to stimulate foreign

sales through more satisfactory pro-

duction of dubbed foreign versions,

M-G-M is sending George E. Kann,

foreign production studio executive,

to Europe for the purpose of study-

ing the wants of French and Ger-

man audiences and also to engage
"type-talkern" whose voices will

match with the appearance and per-

sonality of Norma Shearer, Clark
{Continued on Page 3)

SClARftBOWFEATURES

SCHEDULED6Y SAM RORK

Sam Rork's production plans for

Clara Bow call for three features,

comedies and comedy-dramas. The
producer, who is now in New York,

leaves for the Coast next week. He
begins work on the series in Jan-

uary.

Home Office to Handle
U. A. Field Exploitation
United Artists' exploitation ser-

vice for exhibitors will hereafter

be directed from the New York
headquarters, the field men having

been recalled and the home office

staff increased, it is announced by
Al Lichtman. The recently instituted

plan has become self-operative, the

campaigns in most instances being

launched automatically without the

aid of field men, says Lichtman. Hal
Home will direct the work at the

home office.

Movie Time Tables

Gaining in Favor

Publication of movie time tables, giving the

starting hours of the feature at various houses,

gaining favor among newspapers around the

country. In Baltimore, all five papers, includ-

ing the conservative "Sun", are now running

the charts, which list the pictures in 11 first-

run theaters.

Pickets are Picketed
Kansas City—When C. H. Burkey reopened the Summit with non-union operato/s,

each of the six union pickets outside the house was followed by a husky neighborhood
resident whose family were attending the show. Other volunteers were stationed
Inside the theater to guard against bombs or other disturbances.

Amusement Tickets Are Included

In Proposed ^Selective Sales Tax'

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Among increases

suggested in the newly proposed
"selective sales tax" to make up the

government deficit is a resumption
of the 10 per cent levy on amuse-
ment tickets under $3, which were
exempted sometime ago. Automobile,

radio and tobacco interests, whose
(Continued on Pane 3)

"Susan Lenox" Runs 2nd
For Capitol's High Gross
"Susan Lenox," with Greta Garbq

and Clark Gable, grossed $97,000 in

its first week at the Capitol, getting
the house's biggest take since "Anna
Christie," which holds the house's
single week gross record with $109,-

000, made the week of Mar. 14, 1930.

Six-Hour-Day Is Instituted

In Pathe Construction Dept.

E. S. Olsmith Assumes
Dickinson Circuit Post

Kansas City—E. S. Olsmith, form-

er feature sales-manager for Educa-

tional-Tiffany here, has taken up his

new duties as assistant to Glen W.

Dickinson of the Dickinson circuit.

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — First step in what

may develop into a move for a

shorter working day in the studios

has been taken by RKO Pathe in

setting a six-hour-day for all em-
ployes of the construction depart-

ment. They formerly worked eight

hours. The change will increase

the number of workers by 20 per

cent.

Wall Street Chaperonage
— sponsoring and utilizing the stage

By DON CARLE GILLETTE

WALL STREET and its moguls—have been panned and poked—with

such consistency—for pulling the strings—on which this industry

—does its dangling—that it is thought-provoking—to read the editorial

—in this month's "Equity"—official publication—of Actors' Equity Ass'n

—expressing a hope—that dear old Wall Street—might take over—the

legitimate theater—and place it—on a business basis'"' "Whatever may

be said—against Wall Street dictation—one thing is undeniable—it puts

efficiency—into an industry—and makes it show profits—or else*''"'

{Continued on Page 2)

Other Sales Executives
Remaining Under

New Head
Edward L. Alperson, recently as-

sistant general manager of Warner
theaters under Dan Michalove, has
been promoted to general sales man-
ager in direct charge of Warner,
First National and Vitaphone sales

in the U. S. and Canada, it is an-
nounced by Sam E. Morris, vice-

president and general manager of

distribution. Alperson will be as-
(Cofitinued on Page 3)

FRANK MASTROLY NAMED

ASSISTANT TO LAENMLE

Frank Mastroly, for four years
assistant export manager of Uni-
versal, has been promoted to assist-

ant to Carl Laemmle and will as-
sume his new duties on Monday, the
U president announces. Jack Ross
continues as Laemmle's secretary,
but Mastroly will be with the Uni-
versal chief at all times both here
and on the coast.

RKO Sales Executives
Meet in Chicago Nov. 1

Charles Rosenzweig has called a
meeting of RKO sales executives and
branch managers in the central and
midwest territories to be held Nov. 1

at the Congress Hotel, Chicago.
Jerome Safron, Cleve Adams and
Harry Michalson also will be among
the speakers. Branches to be repre-
sented are Chicago, Kansas City,

{Continued on Page 3)

Local Ad Reel Stunt

Launched in Denver

Denver—A series of ad reels, taken in fac-

tories hereabouts and programmed to run a

week, has been started by Bert Henson, pub-
licity director of the Denver. They are known
as the "Know Your Denver" pictures and have
aroused interest at both ends—public aj\d

manufacturing firms.
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Local 306 Picketing 4 Houses
Continuing its unionizing cam-

paign, Local 306, projectionists'

union, has started picketing the Em-
press and Miracle, owned by Sol

Saphier, and the Heights, operated

by Landeau & Boch. This makes
four houses being picketed by the

union, the other being the Arcade,
run by Jack Pearl, on Broadway
near 60th St.
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Wall Street Chaperonage
—sponsoring and utilizing the stage

(Continued from Parte 1)

Though many believe—that show business—cannot be administrated—with cold calcula-

tion—such as applied—to Chevrolets and chapeaux—nevertheless—a systematic organi-

zation—stands a better chance—than a lot of individuals—floundering by themselves
*'''*lf you don't believe it—compare the legit, producers—with the movie makers—or

ask Equity.

•
THE Equity plea—contains an angle—that also concerns—the screen's welfare*""Under
' present trends—the time is not distant—when the legit, stage—will practically

pass out—taking with it—the best training ground—for film players—the best source

—

of pre-tested stories—the best medium—for developing new writers.

kyjOTION PICTURE companies—frequently take losses—of 100 grand or more—on
'"' original productions—that fail to click***For much less money—they could main-
tain—stage stock companies—in representative cities—with the primary object—of

trying out plays—and developing talent* **Many of these troupes—would pay their own
way—while some might even—show a profit'**''At any rate—in a 40-week season—if a

stock company—spent 40 grand—over its receipts—and developed only—two good
play scripts—it still would be

—

a worth-while venture.

•
PROOF OF the pudding—is in the records—of past seasons—showing that—in the

' matter of film hits—adaptations from the stage—outnumber screen originals—nearly

five to one—conclusively demonstrating—that a pliable stage show—plus audience

reaction—results in better vehicles—at ultimately less cost—than experimentation

—

in a studio.

•
I

ECIT. shows—are tried out—in dog towns—and worked over—until they click

—

^ before real audiences—while motion pictures—are pre-viewed—after they're in the

can—and it costs plenty—to make changes'' '"''So Equity and the movies—have a meeting
ground—on this stock problem—and each of them—would stand to benefit

•
GIGANTIC movie palaces—have had their test—and failed to pass—the main reason

being—in order to show profits—they must be fed—a steady supply—of gigantic

hits—to bring in—gigantic crowds—and up to now— it has proven—a too gigantic task

to produce—the necessary number—of such hits '' Hereafter— in planning new houses

—more thought will be given—not to how big—the theater can be—but how to design

it—for low overhead' ''In other words—size can mean nothing—while the overhead

—

can mean everything''' '"'Ask John Eberson—he knows.

•
IN FOUR cities—within the past week—theater audiences—voluntarily rebelled—against

picketers and bombers—attacking several—and beating them up—for causing annoy-

ance''"'"'Which seems to indicate—that film fans—are not interested— in labor disputes

—but want to enjoy—their daily movies—without molestation.

New 'Music Master' Series

Planned by FitzPatrick
James A. FitzPatrick, who recent-

ly returned from a tour through
England and Ireland, is planning a

new series of six one-reel "Music
Masters." Production will start this

fall on the coast. These will be

the first sound Music Masters made
by FitzPatrick. Eighteen silent

reels of the series are now being
distributed independently. M-G-M
may distribute the new series.

According to FitzPatrick, film

taken on his recent trip will make
up five Traveltalks yet to be de-

livered to M-G-M on the 1931-32

schedule of thirteen. M-G-M holds

an option on a second series for next

season.

Regards from

CARL BERGER
now in the depths of

INDOCHINA
grinding first

camera on the

Frank Buck-

Van Beuren

WILD ANIMAL SERIES

Four Cities in Ohio
Voting on Sunday Shows
Columbus, 0.—Local option votes

on Sunday shows, as authorized by

state law, will be held Nov. 3 in

East Liverpool, Steubenville, Woos-
ter and St. Clairsville, it is an-

nounced by P. J. Wood, manager
of the M.P.T.O. of Ohio.

Fleming to Direct M-G-M Film
We.^t Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — M-G-M has signed

"Victor Fleming to direct one pic-

ture.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Oct. 27 : First open meeting of the sea-

son of Jewish Theatrical Guild, Morosco
Theater, New York, 11:00 P. M.

Oct. 31 : Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.

Oct. 31: Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplan
Projection Society, Hotel Commodore,
New York.

Nov. 1-2: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee.
Chisca Hotel, Memphis.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

Nov. 10: Annual convention of Allied
Amusements of the Northwest, New
Washington Hotel, Seattle.

Series of Organ Shorts
Will Feature Ann Leaf

Ann Leaf, organist, whose broad-
casts are a regular feature of the
Columbia broadcasting System, has
been signed to do a series of shorts
called "organlogs" for National
Screen Service. These subjects are
primarily for theaters that do not
have facilities for organists.

Philly Area Relief Chairmen
Philadelphia — Chairmen of city

committees in the Philadelphia area
for National Motion Picture Week
have been named as follows: Wil-
liam Goldman, Philadelphia and
Camden; George Walsh, Scranton
and Wilkes-Barre; William Hunt,
Trenton; William Wilson, Williams-
port; Jack Flynn, Reading; Louis
Goldsmith, Allentown; C. Floyd
Hopkins, Harrisburg; C. Mortimer
Lewis, Atlantic City; Charles
Howell, Lancaster; J. Fred Oster-
stock, Easton.

Fathe Wins Point in Merger Si it

Pathe Exchange, Inc., won a point
Friday in defense of its mei-ger with
RKO when the Appelate Division
of the Supreme Court granted an
application to consolidate into one
action minority stockholders' actions
brought by Sol Karp and Lena M.
Vincent.

Lo. 5-0277 2 W. 43 St., N. Y. C.
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EDWARD LALPERSON MADE

WARNER-E.N. SALES CHIEF

(Contimied from Page 1)

sisted by Claude Ezell, who remains
in charge of eastern sales aided by
A. W. Smith, Jr., and B. F. Lyon,
while Gradwell Sears will remain
in charge of western sales with Carl
Leserman as assistant. Norman
Moray continues in charge of Vita-

phono shorts sales.

Alperson joined Warners as a

salesman in Omaha seven years ago.

He was later promoted to branch
manager in St. Louis and Kansas
City, subsequently coming to the

home office as special representative

and was later assigned to the the-

ater department.
In his new post, Alperson, will re-

lieve Sam Morris of various detailed

duties. Rumor has it that Morris
may go to the coast in some contact
capacity.

RKO Sales Executives
Meet in Chicago Nov. 1

(Contituied from Fane 1)

Cincinnati, Cleveland, Indianapolis,

Des Moines, Detroit, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis, Omaha, Pittsburgh, St.

Louis, Sioux Falls.

Reopening Charleston House
Charleston, S. C—The old Charles-

ton theater, idle for several years,

has been purchased by Basil R. Kerr,
who is fixing it up for reopening
Nov. 16.

B. & H. Opens Coast Building
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Bell & Howell has

opened its newly completed branch
office building here.

Jefifress Succeeds Sponsler
Manhattan, Kan. — J. A. Jeffress

has replaced Louis Sponsler as man-
ager for the Dickinson circuit here.

R. R. Thompson Joins Educational
Kansas City — R. R. Thompson,

formerly connected here with Pathe,
has gone with Educational.

COMING & GOING

L. C. GRIFFITH of Griffith Bros., south-
west exhibitors, and CHESTER MARTIN
of the Orpheum, Cincinnati, were visitors

at the Warner offices on Friday.
GEORGE ARLISS leaves Monday for the

coast.

LORETTA YOUNG expects to leave Holly-
wood for New York at the end of next week.
JACK FLAVIN, legit, and vaude actor

signed by Universal, leaves Nov. 2 for the
coast.

HARRY ROSENQTTEST, assistant sales

manager of Vitaphone shorts, has left for

an extended trip through Southern territory.

E. W. (Ed) Ballentine, RKO Pathe man
er of exchange operations, has returned

from a trip to the Washington branch office.

COLIN CLIVE, English actor, sailed

Friday on the Majestic for England.
JOHN VAN DRUTEN, British play-

wright, arrived Friday from Europe.
GEORGE E. KANN, M-G-M foreign pro-

duction studio executive, sails Monday for

Europe on the lie de France.
BEN LEVY, Paramount writer and play-

wright, arrived in New York Friday on the

Bremen. He will go to the coast.

• • • WE RAN into a reminder of the early sound record-
ing days when the school of sound-on-disc had its

doughty champions among whom was Robert J. Marshall
one ot the pioneers in sound Bob built the orig-

inal Vocafilm recording machines his lab and factory
was the cellar of his home in Elmhurst, Long Island ._

and the other day we stumbled over one of his sound-on-disc
recorders it had been retrieved from a pile of junk by
another sound engineer as a curio but when he tried it

out, darned if it didn't do a pretty good job some day
this antique would prove a mighty interesting relic, showing
one of the milestones in sound development wonder why
the industry doesn't endow a Film Museum for the safe-

guarding of interesting curios such as this they would
form a fine permanent exhibit for the Empey Club
these relics could be supplemented with legal documents of Big
Deals that Flopped and most every member of the Empey
could supply a few of those

• • • THE REAL story of the M-G-M Lion has never been
told Billy Ferguson ran into a famous old Irishman
who shall be nameless here the turkey was running his

circus, and complaining to Billy about having to take a loss by
shooting a lion that had developed an ulcerated jaw
Billy, purely as a humanitarian, sez he just loved lions and
couldn't bear to see the lion shot now the joke of the
matter is that Mister Ferguson had had his eye on this par-
ticular lion, whose gorgeous mane makes it one of the most
beautiful specimens in captivity he knew all about the
lion's sore jawbone and a veterinarian had assured him
that with proper treatment the animal could probably be cured

so Billy acquired the Emgeem trademark original for
practically nothing sure enough, proper medical care
after a surgical operation cui'ed Leo on hearing which,
the Irisher who sold the lion went into a fit and when-
ever he sees the M-G-M trademark on a poster he foams at the
mouth

• • • THE LATEST sample of censorship idiocy
the national exchanges in one of the big key spots is having
plenty of grief with the local censorship board trying
to get the regulation Westerns passed because they are
being classed as gangster pix on account of the shooting!

• • • THE PUBLICITY campaign on the television show
at the B. S. Moss Broadway is being handled by Symon Gould
and Milton Chamberlain and with this new development,
it looks as if the theater publicity boys are going to have a
new angle to talk about in the future Sydney Hayden,
managing director of Kinemas, Ltd., distributors of Radio pix
in South Africa, is all excited about the opening of the Plaza'
in Johannesburg touted to be the most ultra modern
theater south of the equator George Arliss made a sur-
prise appearance at the Brooklyn Strand on Friday to act as
judge of an art contest the stunt was manipulated by
Hal Salzman, Strand p.a., in conjunction with "Alexander
Hamilton"

• • • WE HEAR that the razz rag, Ballyhoo, will devote
an early issue to the business of taking the film industry for
a ride in all departments they have so much
funny material collected about the goofy doin's in Filmland

that in order to get it all in, they may have to enlarge
the edition they could run a lot of the material just as
straight news items and still it would be a Scream
you oughta see some of the publicity yarns that we are forced
to drop in the wastebasket because we don't happen to
be writin' for Ballyhoo

M-G-M LAUNCHES MOVE

TO BOOST FOREIGN SALES

iCotiiinued from Paqe 1)

Gable and other M-G-M stars. Ac-
cording to Kann, who sails Monday,
M-G-M has decided to continue mak-
ing dubbed versions for foreign con-
sumption. Linguists obtainable in

Hollywood do not "double" sufficient-

ly well in voice and timber with the
leading players. While abroad,
Kann will visit France, Germany,
Italy, Spain and England.

Amusements Included
In New Tax Proposal
(Continued from Page 1)

businesses also are included in the
proposed schedule, are understood
to have already signified that they
will fight the move to a finish, and
it is felt that the movies have an
equal chance of warding off the

taxation.

Australian Orders for RCA
Receipt of 10 new orders this week

from Australia for the new Special

Size all-AC operated RCA Photo-
phone units brings the total of con-
tracts from that country up to 46 in

the last three months, it is an-
nounced by Van Ness Philip, foreign
manager.

Dayton Relief Tax Opposed
Dayton, 0.—P. J. Wood, manager

of the M.P.T.O. of Ohio, and W. A.
Finney, Loew district manager, ap-
peared before the city commission
a few days ago to oppose a proposed
tax on amusements for relief funds.

Poland Producing 27 This Year
Warsaw—Polish producers have

programs calling for 27 features
this year. This is the most preten-
tious production schedule in years.

Publix First-Runs Book Serial
Boston—Mascot's serial, "The Gal-

loping Ghost," starring Red Grange,
has been booked by Herman Rifkin
into the Metropolitan here and the
entire Publix circuit in New Eng-
land.

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the followring mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Oct. 24

Arthur W. Stebbins
Marlon Caldwell
Cooper

lulia Swayne Cordon
Byron Morgan
S. J. Stebbins
Henry Coldfarb
CJIda Crey

Oct. 25

Blllle Bennett
S. Charles Einfeld

Edward Laemmie
Fred J. McConnell
Eugene ). Zukor
Samuel Wurtzel
He'-bert S. Berg
Polly Ann Young
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

iBy RALPH WILK.

HOLLYWOOD
W/'ALLACE SMITH, loaned by

RKO to Fox to write the screen

version and dialogue for "Circum-
stances," notes that more than 27
languages are spoken fluently by
members of the Fox scenario de-

partment alone.
* * *

"Possessed" has been selected as the final

title of Joan Crawford's new M-G-M star-

ring picture directed by Clarence Brown.
This film, formerly known as "The Mirage,"
is an adaptation of Edgar Selwyn's play of

that name. Miss Crawford heads a cast

which includes Clark Gable, Wallace Ford
and "Skeets" Gallagher.

* * *

George MacFarlane and Earle
Foxe are late additions to First Na-
tional's "Union Depot."

* * *

Marie Dressier has begun work in M-G-M 's

"Emma," based on an original story by
Frances Marion. Supporting cast includes

Jean Hersholt, Dale Fuller, Barbara Kent
and Richard Cromwell.

* + *

Roy Del Ruth, Warner director,

after browsing over a long list of

classics, opines that if all our litera-

ture had been surrounded with the

censorial restrictions which the

screen imposes on itself, some of the

most cherished literary gems of the

world never would have been.
* * *

With the signing of Jimmy Wilcox, Ed-
die Boland and William J. O'Brien, Colum-
bia completes the cast of prominent players

for "The Guilty Generation," which is be-

ing produced under the direction of Row-
land V. Lee. Leo Carrillo and Constance
Cummings have the leading roles in this

adaptation of the stage play by Jo Milward
and J. Kirby Hawkes. Other members of

the cast are Leslie Fenton. Boris Karloff,

Murray Kinnell. Emma Dunn, Elliott Roth
and Robert Young.

* * *

John Wray, who has been steadily

at work for First National ever

since the West Coast studios of that

company resumed operations some
weeks ago, has been signed to a

long-term contract.
* * *

Richard Bennett has been signed by Par-

amount for "Second Chances," under direc-

tion of Frank Tuttle. The cast will be

headed by Charles "Buddy" Rogers and

Peggy Shannon. Henry Myers is writing the

screen play.
* * *

Reina Valez, sister of Lupe, was
given her first role in an English-

speaking motion picture a few days

ago when she was selected to play

the part of a native girl in Helen
Twelvetrees' forthcoming production

for RKO Pathe.
:i: * *

"Two Kinds of Women." a film version

of Robert E. Sherwood's Broadway play of

modern metropolitan life, "This Is New
York," will be produced at Paramount's
Hollywood studios with Richard Arlen, Mir-

iam Hopkins and Wynne Gibson heading an

all star cast, it was announced today. It

Well Versed

Richard Tucker plays his 54th role

as a prosecuting attorney in Tiffany's

"X Marks the Spot." He feels he

knows the routine well enough now

to handle a case in a real life court.

Original Music Backsrounds
Original music, instead of stock melodies, should be used more in interpret-

ing the highlights of screen drama, according to Victor Schertzinger, RKO
director. Hackneyed musical accompaniment like the "Hearts and Flowers"

and "Evening Star" that were always used for certain scenes in oldtime melo-

dramas, are a handicap to many present films.

will be directed by William C. de Mille from
a screen play by Benjamin Glazer.

* * *

Ralf Harolde and Guy Kibbee
have been placed under term con-
tracts by Warner Bros.

* * *

Richard Dix sprung a surprise with his

marriage this week in Yuma, Ariz., to Win-
ifred Coe of San Francisco.

* * *

Samuel Hoffenstein is writing the
screen play for Paramount's "Eve-
nings for Sale," Paul Lukas vehicle.

* * *

Billy Dooley (The Goofy Gob) interrupted
his vaudeville engagements long enough to

take another fling at pictures and has just

made "Smart Work," an Educational-Cameo
comedy under direction of William Good-
rich at the Educational studios. He is now
on another 42-week tour as the star of a

Fanchon and Marco unit.

* * *

Tommy Dugan, Eddie Kane,
George Chandler, Mathew Betz,
Wade Boteler and George Cooper are
among the Masquers supporting
Dorothy Sebastian, Antonio Moreno
and Ned Sparks in the new RKO
Pathe comedy, "Wide Open Spaces."

* * *

Following completion of "One Hour With
You," in which she will next appear oppo-
site Maurice Chevalier, Jeanette MacDonald
will be starred in a talkie version of "The
Grand Duchess and the Waiter." which Par-
amount will also produce. The actress will

then return to Paris to star in a stage re-

vival of "The Merry Widow" in French.

* « «

Marie Prevost and Mae Clarke
have been signed for leading femin-
ine roles in Columbia's "Blond
Baby," in which Jean Harlow will

be featured.

Completed cast for "The Captain's Wife,"
now in production at First National, is:

Lil Dagovar, Walter Huston. Warren Wil-
liam, John Wray, Robert Warwick, Oscar
Apfel, Maude Eburne, Warner Richmond,
George E. Stone, Matt McHugh, Frederick
Burton, Elinor Wesselhoeft, Ben Hendricks.
Jr., Francis McDonald. Clarence Muse, Jack
Kennedy, Torrence Ray, Jack Curtis, Frank
Leigh, Jack Rutherford.

Frank Reicher is dialogue direc-

tor as well as playing an important
role in "A Woman Commands,"
RKO Pathe vehicle for Pola Negri.

Morgan Galloway, youthful New York
stage player, recently placed under a long
term contract with Radio Pictures, will make
his film debut in "Ladies of the Jury," the
Edna May Oliver starring vehicle. Others
lately assigned to roles include Florence
Lake, Helene Millard, Alan Roscoe, George
Humbert, William Scott and Tom Francis.

Lucien Littlefield is the latest ad-
dition to the cast of "High Pres-
sure," in which William Powell will

be starred by Warner Bros. The

picture is scheduled to go into pro-
duction Nov. 2 under the direction
of Mervyn LeRoy.

* " * *

Olga Borget, former extra girl, got her
longed-for break as a big actress the other
day when she was assigned a role in Radio
Pictures' "The Dove," now in production
with Dolores Del Rio starred.

* * *

David Manners will play the lead
opposite Constance Bennett in RKO
Pathe's "Lady With a Past," to be
directed by Edward H. Griffith.

* * *

Claude Macgowan, general manager of
Action Pictures, announces that the cast of
"Soul of the Slums," the fourth in the
company's series of 24 features, will include
William CoUier, Jr., Blanche Mehaffey,
James Bradbury, Jr., Murray Smith, Mathew
Betz, Walter Long and Bernard Siegel.

Frank Strayer will direct.

* * *

Frank McHugh is working in

"Final Edition," last of his series of
six newspaper reporter comedies for
RKO Pathe. Isabel Withers, Buster
Phelps and Charlotte Meno also are
in it, with Harry Myers directing.

Our Passing Show: Mervyn LeRoy
spending his vacation at Arrowhead Springs;
Jack Warner, Harry Cohn, Eddie Buzzell,
Bess Meredyth, Herman Politz, Arthur
Kober at the Brown Derby; Allen E. Rivkin
motoring to Universal City.

* * *

Through Howard Seiter, Charles
Baron and Julanne Johnson, a new
dance team, were signed for their

Hotel Roosevelt Blossom room en-
gagament.

* * *

Leon WaycofI, who is making his screen
debut playing the romantic lead opposite
Sidney Fox in "Murder in the Rue Morgue,"

has been learning what the well dressed man
wore in the early part of the 19th century,
as this Universal production is set in that
colorful period. Waycoff finds himse'.f with
side burns, large hat, sweeping cape and all

the ornate trimmings of the day.

Howard J. Green, who wrote three
originals for Columbia, is working:
on an adaptation with Eunice Chap-
in, based on Ursula Parrott's story,
"Love Affair." "Love Affair" will
also be made by Columbia.

For several weeks an extra girl hauntedi
the studios. She can play golf, tennis, bas-i
ketball and ride. One day she got a call

—

to swim—and she doesn't know how to swim.i

Andy Clyde says that the reason-
this country is called the land of thei

free and the home of the brave is;

because there are so many divorces:
and marriages.

Stuart Walker, who gave Kay Francis her
first stage part in his Indian,apolis stock
company, is directing her in "The False
Madonna," at Paramount.

Miriam Hopkins' first stage role-

was in "The Puppets," in whichi
Fredric March was starred. Now,
the blond actress is appearing with
March in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,"
which Rouben Mamoulian is direct-

ing for Paramount.

Kenneth Treseder and Rolfe Sedan, play-
ing Limey and Frenchy, members of Reed
Howes' crew in "Gangway," Fanchon Royet
production, constitute an interest.ng comedy
team. Treseder, who has acted in England
and Canada, has played in "East of Suez'
and "High Road." Sedan, who has playec
many French roles on the screen, will soon
be seen in "Blondes by Proxy" and "Stop
That Run."

Andy Clyde, Mack Sennett's star
comedian, was asked where the best
used cars could be found. Andy rtf

plied that his questioner might loo*

around any country club on a moon
light night.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"
Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plara Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-

venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.

$3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Look/or the"Doorij:ay ofHospitality"

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY ^^ BLAIR

QEORGE BOLISARIO, who for

some time has assisted Bill

Steiner of Paramount's camera de-
partment, has signed as chief cam-
eraman on one of the greatest ex-
peditions of its kind ever to get un-

der way. With Africa, India and
Indo-China as its ultimate desti-

nation, this expedition, headed by
Capt. A. H. White, sails Oct. 29 on
the Bremen.

Next Fall the same group will re-

turn to Africa to film a story based

on a well-known adventure tale.

Negotiations have already been

started to have Ray Cozine direct

this. The expedition is under the

auspices of the Field Museum of the

Rockefeller Institute.

Robert L. Ripley has completed
his 15th "Believe It or Not" short

at the Vitaphone studio.

Charles Bowers, producer of the

"Bowers Comedies" for Educational,

is preparing to film eight more two
reel novelty shorts. Harold Muller,

who photographed and directeS

Bowers in the former series, will

again act in the same capacities.

Production is scheduled to start

about Dec. 1 at the Royal studios

in Grantwood, with RCA recording

used.

Donald Meek has been added to

the cast of "Babbling Book,'" a Par-
amount short featuring Burns and
Allen, which goes into production
this week under the direction of Au-
brey Scotto.

Jane Winton proved a charming
hostess at the luncheon given to ttib

press by Sam Sax, head of the Vita-
phone studio, during the filming of

the latest S. S. Van Dine mystery
short. S. S. himself was also on
hand and proved a most affable gent
who told exactly how it is done.
Director Arthur Hurley brought the
luncheon to a close by calling his

company back to the stage. Several
of the lady scribes wondered why
they had not been introduced to

Walter Petrie, he is that handsome.

Johnny Burke, musical comedy
and vaudeville headliner, has been
signed to make two more short sub-
jects for Paramount. Eddie Cline
is slated to direct.

Harry McNaughton, cast for his
fifth role in a Vitaphone short as
one of the suspects in the S. S. Van
Dine mystery two-reeler, "Week-
End Mystery," has played in numer-
ous stage mysteries, including
"Whispering Gallery" and "Number
Seven."

"Struggle" Opens Nov. 14

D. W. Griffith's "The Struggle,"

is scheduled to open Nov. 14 at

either the Rialto or Rivoli, New
York.

Aubrey Scotto is directing the
bulk of the Paramount shorts. He
has just completed "The Unin-
vited," featuring Billy House, and
will next handle Bums and Allen in
"Babbling Book," following which
the same team will do "The Swell
Head." A Rudy Vallee short, ten-
tatively titled "Memory Rhythm,"
is also scheduled.

Practically the entire score usea
in the D. W. Griflath picture, "The
Struggle," was composed especiall>
for the film by Phillip A. Scheib,
Audio Cinema studio staff composer.
Besides conducting, composing and
scoring "The Struggle," Scheib
scored two of the "Terrytoons" se-

ries, with the result that he is tak-
ing a much need vacation in Atlan-
tic City.

Something unique in the nature
of a contract has been entered into

between Paramount and the comedy
team of Burns and Allen. Under
the terms of this agreement. Para-
mount is given exclusive rights to
their services including vaudeville
and musical comedy engagements in

addition to the 12 short subjects a
year for which they are scheduled.

Having been picked as a perfect
motion picture type to play the
movie actor in "Ladies of Creation,"
a Broadway stage play, Charles
Campbell finds himself with offers
from several of the large producers.
Campbell is now appearing in "The
Church Mouse," a Wm. A. Brady
production.

Vitaphone has signed 10-year-old
David Gorcey for the role of Sam in
"One Good Deed," third of the se-
ries of Booth Tarkington one-reelers.
Young Gorcey is the son of Bernard
Gorcey, original father in "Abie's
Irish Rose." Billy Hayes, seven-
year-old screen "find," will again
portray the role of Penrod, with Alf
Goulding directing.

Fred Zinnemann, assistant to

Berthold Viertel, now preparing to

direct "Her Confession," wrote the
dialogue for the German version of
"The Big Trail" for Fox before
coming East.

"Wayward" is the new title of

"Wild Beauty," Nancy Carroll's next
for Paramount. Miss Carroll is due
here Nov. 16 and the picture will get
under way about one week later.

Four more features are scheduled
beyond this, assuring a busy winter
at the New York plant.

A photographic still, which will no
doubt be eagerly sought after in

future generations, shows Director
Ted Sloman, surrounded by Ray Co-
zine, Joe Nadel and Jack Moss, lean
ing over the side of the S.S. Chris-
tine on which most of the exterior
shots used in "His Woman" were
made.

FOREIGN MARKETS
By L. H. MITCHELL

New French Sound Co.
Has Capital of $1,000,000

Paris—Union Sonore European is

the name of a new company formeS
in Paris in connection with sound
film apparatus and wireless. It is

capitalized at $1,000,000 and is said
to be connected with the big electri-

cal firm of Siemens.

New German Producing Co.

Berlin—A company for the pro-
duction of talking pictures has been
organized here under the name of
"Deuton"—Deutsche Tonfilm Pro-
duction G.m.b.H. It expects to pro-
duce three or four talkers the com-
ing season.

Cinema Insurance Rates Double
London—In view of the fact that

insurance rates for motion picture
theaters are advancing—probably as
much as 50 per cent—the Cinemato-
graph Exhibitors' Association is agi-
tating the matter of insuring the
theaters of its members against fire.

German Authors' Film Profits

Berlin—An authority on the Ger-
man film industry, Dr. Plugge, esti-

mates that German authors and com-
posers draw $3,750,000 a year for
salaries and film rights to their
works, composers drawing more rev-
enue from them than do the authors.

E. A. Dupont with Emelka
London—Emelka and E. A. Du-

pont have settled their differences
and the director has signed a new
contract under which he will start
production in November on "The
Thief of Millions."

325 Swiss Picture Theaters

Berne—Switzerland has 325 mo-
tion picture theaters, located in 175
towns, and seating 120,000 persons.
Of the total, 149 theaters are lo-

cated in 30 cities which have 10,000
inhabitants or more.

France Exports More Positives

Paris—Exports of developed posi-
tive motion pictures for the first

half of 1931 show a decided in-

crease. Imports of positives de-
creased, along with imports and ex-
ports of negatives.

Aberdeen's Seating Capacity Up
Aberdeen—The seating capacity

of Aberdeen's movie houses will be
increased by 6,703 with the opening
of the Palladium and Poole's Palace,
now being reconstructed, and Poole's
Regent, now under construction. It

will give the city a total seating ca-
pacity of 32,339.

B.I.P.'s $1,000,000 Canadian Deal
London—British International Pic-

tures has closed a deal for the dis-

tribution of 20 of its productions
annually in Canada for the next five

years. The deal involves rentals of
$1,000,000.

England Legalizes

Sunday Pictures
London—The passage of the Sun-

day Performances (Temporary Reg-
ulation) Bill by the House of Lords
legalizes the showing of motion pic-
ture films on Sunday in Great Brit-
ain in those the.aters where such per-
formances were given during the
year preceding the passage of the
act.

27 Houses in Guatemala
Guatemala City—There are but 27

motion picture theaters in Guate-
mala. In the smaller towns and
rural districts the inner patio of the
dwellings is often used for the pro-
jection of films, patrons furnishing
their own seats. In Guatemala City
musical pictures, newsreels and
travel pictures are popular, both
Spanish and English, but in the in-
terior action pictures are demanded.
Transportation of films is mostly by
automobiles or on the backs of In-
dian runners. Two American dis-
tributors have their own offices in
Guatemala City.

Handling G.-B. West End Houses
London—Jeffrey Bernerd has been

placed in charge of operation of the
six big Gaumont-British theaters iri

the West End area.

Traveling Theaters Grow in Favor
London — G. Jaques of Western

Electric estimates that his firm will
have at least 15 traveling motion
picture vans in use by next sum-
mer. A big drive is being made to
have them used by big commercial
firms for national advertising pur-
poses.

Paris Has 155 Wired Houses
Paris—Of the 1,080 wired theaters

in France, Paris has 155, with 99
more in the immediate suburbs.
With 72 wired theaters in North

Africa, 175 in Belgium and 106 in
Switzerland, French talkies have an
outlet of 1,433 theaters, compared
with 1,187 on June 25 last.

"One-Man" Theaters
Manchester—T. 0. Boyle, archi-

tect, builder, owner and perhaps op-
erator of the Victoria, going up at
the corner of Victoria Ave. and
Rochdale Road, Blackley, builder of
the Dominion in Salford, expects to
build eight more §uch "one-man**
theaters in England.

Want British Women Stars

London—One great lack of British

talking pictures, as far as Australia

Is concerned, according to a report

brought here by Air Commodore
Kingsford-Smith, Is women stars

who can profitably be exploited at

the box office.
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Theater Equipment
By M. P. BOOTH

MARELOW OUTRIGHT PRICE

ONUNIVERSALSOUNDUNIT

Philadelphia—Designed so that it

is especially adaptable for theaters

of 250 to 5,000 seating capacity, a

sound-on-film device known as the

"Economy" model and sold outright

at a new low price is being put out

by the Universal Sound System, Inc.,

of this city.

Some of the principal features

claimed for the new Economy model
include: full A. C. or battery opera-

tion, dynamically and statically bal-

anced spiral gear drives, no chains,

micro adjusted exciter carriage,

half-inch main drive shafts and split

guide rollers.

The cost of operation and upkeep
with the Economy model must be

lower, the company declares, be-

cause of the simplicity of design,

the ruggedness of construction and
the standard quality maintained
throughout in material and work-
manship. The model fits Powers,
Simplex, Motiograph, Erneman,
Hans Gurz, etc., projectors, the
company claims and can be arranged
for A. C. or battery operation.

M. E. England Installing

His New Sound Equipment
Pittsburgh—M. E. England, who

recently re-entered the sound equip-
ment business here, announces in-

stallation of his new sound-on-film
device at St. Mary's College, North-
east, Pa.; Woodies theater, Apollo,
Pa., and the Pearl theater, Young-
wood, Pa.
Known as the M. S. England

sound-on-film equipment, two sound
heads are being offered at a low
price by the distributor. England
also furnishes speakers, amplifiers
and other theater supplies.

Assigned New Territory
Albany, N. Y.—H. H. Rau, sales-

man for RCA Phototone, Inc., has
been assigned to cover upper New
York State with headquarters in

this city. Rau will work with E. F.
Tarbell, district representative at
Buffalo.

Shearer Incorporates in Frisco
San Francisco — The theatrical

equipment firm of B. F. Shearer Co.
has incorporated under the name of
B. F. Shearer Co. of San Francisco.
Incorporators are B. F. Shearer of
Seattle, and G. Sadler and H. L.
Burrell of Los Angeles.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 M.M. SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

NEW THEATERS

Arkadelphia, Ark.—Contract for
the erection of a 900-seat house here
at an estimated cost of $50,000, to

be operated by Cecil Culp, has been
awarded to Nelson & Woodson of
Russellville, Kan.

Nashville, Tenn.—Contracts have
been let for the entire construction
of the Warner theater and office

building here. Marr & Hollman of
this city have designed the new
structure and have planned the of-
fice building as a modified edition
of the Empire State Building, New
York. In connection with the thea^
ter and office building there is to
be a garage capable of storing 450
cars.

Ridgewood, N. J.—Work on the
1,600-seat theater being erected here
by Warner Bros, has been started
and is expected to be ready for dedi-
cation of the house early in the
spring. Thomas W. Lamb is the
architect.

Coral Gables, Fla. — Reconstruc-
tion of the administration building
in this city into a modern theater
is being made by Sam Weissel.

Washington—William Nolte, who
operates the Criterion and Empress,
has closed a cash deal for the Often-
dinger building, across the street
from the Gayety on Ninth St., and is

making plans for remodeling it into
a theater.

Cuts Sale Price of X-Cell

Dallas—R. Z. Glass, owner of
Public Address Service Co. of this
city, has announced that a drastfc
cut in the sale price of X-Cell A.C.
sound-on-film equipment has been
made.

To Call for Sound Equipment Bids

St. Paul, Minn.—Sound equipment
is to be installed in the 12 penal in-

stitutions in Minnesota, according
to reports, and the State Board of
Control plans to advertise for bids
in the near future.

Joins Masterphone Corp.

Seattle—Jack Howlett, formerly
Northwest engineer for DeForest
and Federal Sound System, has
joined the Masterphone Sound Corp.
here as Northwest engineer and
sales representative.

Maximum Protection Speed and Accuracy

AUTOMATIC ;(^k. SIMPLEX
COLD SEAL /cifillj^ TICKET
Registers Z=j|vjj|^l!^ Registers

General Register Corp.
Paramount BIdg., New York City

Chicago Office—1018 So. Wabash Ave.
Los Angeles—420 South San Pedro Street

DAY, NIGHT TRAVELSIGN

PLACED ON THE MARKET

Marketed under the trade name
of "Motolog," a new day and night
travelsign especially designed for
theaters to attract attention as well
as put over a message, is being put
out by the Travelsign Trailer Ser-
vice, Inc., of New York.
The new device delivers a mes-

sage of 75 words, is brilliantly il-

luminated in multi-colors and is vis-
ible from a great distance, the com-
pany declares.

New De Luxe Portable
Put Out by Photophone

RCA Photophone, in addition to
its recently introduced new portable
sound reproducing equipment which
was designed to meet the require-
ments of educational and industrial
institutions, has developed a nev?
de luxe special size equipment for
the non-theatrical field. With the
sound heads, amplifier and loud
speaker which comprise the repro-
ducing unit, a twin turntable, non-
synchronous phonograph with power
amplifier is included. By connect-
ing the power amplifier for the pho-
nograph to the output of the voltage
amplifier, sound of sufficient volume
for adequate distribution in an au-
ditorium containing 150,000 cubic
feet of space may be developed.

This volume of sound, it is said,
is approximately the same as that
to which the Photophone Standard
size equipment is adapted. Two loud
speakers may be used if desired, but
only one is supplied with each unit.

Nat'l Theater Supply Busy
In Pittsburgh Territor}
Pittsburgh—The National Thea-

ter Supply Co. announces that there
is decided activity in this territory
in fixing up theaters for the winter
season. E. B. Morton, manager of
the local branch, also announces
that W. E. Dyck, who has been the
company's salesman in this territory,
has been appointed manager of the
National branch in Omaha, Neb.

Platteville, Wis.—Chris Caeredes
is remodeling his Gem here. Upon
completion of the remodeling he
plans to lease out the house.

Youngwood, Pa.—The Pearl, op-
erated by Harry Petz, is being re-
decorated and equipped with sound-
on-film.

Avon Park, Fla.—The Avion, re-
cently purchased by C. E. Crabtree
from Charles F. Johnson, plans in-
stallation of new sound equipment
and interior work on the theater.

Amesbury, Mass.—Construction of
a new stage along with general im-
provements is in progress at the
Warner Strand.

San Francisco—Ralph Pincus and
Herbert Roesner, new tenants of the
Union Square, expect to spend a
considerable sum in redecoration,
acoustical treatment and the instal-
lation of the newest type of sound
and projection equipment. The house
will be renamed the International
Filmarte.

Seattle—Improvement of the heat-
ing equipment and installation of
drapes and upholstered seats are
being made at the Vashon, operated
by Ganley and Poultney.

JUST
AROUXD
THE

CORNER
from every American

theatre

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY
Branches in all Principal Cities

RRINCi THE KIDDIES R^ACK
A Brand New Idea That Draws Like a Magnet!

Give each kiddie a VALUABLE PRIZE also a number of GRAND
PRIZES with a retail value of $1.00 each, at an amazingly low cost

to you.

WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILS

UNIVERSAL TOY & NOVELTY MFG. CO.
2329 THIRD AVENUE NEW YORK CITY

Mfrs. of Give-Away Toys and Novelties

ORIGINAL EXPLOITATION NOVELTIES
TO FIT ANY PICTURE.
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Theater Changes Reported by Film Boards of Trade

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

Finely—Auditorium, sold to Chas. Lazarre
by N. P. Simonson.

OHIO
Changes in Ownership

Cardington—Dreamland, sold to G. S.

Grainger by Dreamland Thea. Co. ; Cin-
cinnati—Pekin, sold to Boyd Lair by R.
C. Lewis ; Cleveland—Cameo, sold to the
Cameo Thea. Co. by Loew's Thea., Inc.

;

Ridge, sold to Herman, E. Smith by
William E. Mueller ; Gordon Square, sold

to the Edgewater Amuse. Co. by the

Sunbeam Amuse. Co. ; Columbus—Sa-

voia, sold to Burns O'SuUivan by J.

Adorno ; New, sold to A. Sugarman &
Ralph Reisinger by C. E. Reynolds ; E.
Liverpool—Columbia, sold to F. J. Boyde
by S. F. Ewing & W. B. Urling ; Fred-
ericktown—New Ohio, sold to Bert W.
Bickert by J. F. Jones ; Jeromesville

—

Liberty, sold to B. L. Smith & Rexford
L. Fasig by C. L. Shanks ; Lynchburg

—

Lyric, sold to Tom Goodwin by Mrs.
Blanche Walker ; Middletown — Gordon,
sold to Chas. Kuehle by Theo. & Gus
Chifos; Sorg O. H. sold to W. C.
Chesbrough by Theo. & Gus Chifos

;

Strand, sold to Title Guarantee & Trust
Co. by Theo. & Gus Chifos; Nevyark—
Auditorium, Midland, sold to M. A. Shea
Ent. by the Midland Thea. Co. ; Toledo
—National, sold to Clinton A. Brown by
E. B. Dudley.

Closings
Cedarville—Cedarville ; Coldwater— Colum-
bia ; Columbus—New Wonder, Lincoln

;

Dayton — Valley; Franklin — Franklin;
Middletown — Family ; New Bremen —
Crown ; Pomeroy—Majestic ; Portsmouth
Garden ; Rockford—Princess ; Sandusky

—

Opera House.

Re-Openings
Byesville—Luna ; Chillicothe—Star ; Cincin-

nati—Center, Riveria, Royal, Valley ; Co-
lumbus—Exhibit, Rialto ; Dayton—Na-
tional Cash Register Co., Palace ; Ft.
Recovery— Royal ; Lynchburg — Lyric

;

Middletown—Gordon, Paramount, Sorg's
O. H. ; Nelsonville—Pastime ; New Rich-
mond—Opera House ; Sharonville—Sharon

;

Westerville—State.

New Theater
Mansfield—Madison, The Mansfield Thea.
Corp., owners.

Name Change
West Milton—Roxy, formerly Star.

OREGON
Changes in Ownership

Cottage Grove—Arcade, sold to F. M. Cra-
bill by W. M. Morelock ; Coquille—Lib-
erty, sold to A. Combs by C. A. Gage

;

John Day—John Day, sold to A. B. Stock-
dale by Mrs. McHaley ; Portland—Union,
sold to J. W. Cave by R. P. Sinnott

;

Nob Hill, sold to Charles Campbell by
Joe Berg.

New Theater
Portland—Mississippi, Madding & Buttner,
owner.

OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership

Alva—Rialto, Liberty, sold to Jones Amuse.
Co. by Alva Thea. Co. ; Boise City—Pal-
ace, sold to J. H. Oldham by F. B. Phil-
lips ; Shawnee—Criterion, sold to Jake
Jones by Griff Amuse. Co. ; Talihina

—

Princess, sold to E. H. Kyser by Dr.
Wright ; Tipton—Dixie, sold to Mr. Wil-
fenbarger by S. B. Gartside.

Closings
Antlers— Erie ; Lefors— Rex ; Oklahoma

City—American ; Pampa—State ; Perry-
ton—American.

Re-Openings
Barnsdall—Runyan ; Cushing—Paramount

;

Maud—Bristow ; McAlester— Oklahoma ;

Ft. Cobb—Rialto ; Sapulpa—Criterion
;

Stratford—Liberty ; Yukon—Savoy.

New Theater
Purcell—Unnamed, Mrs. C. P. Dooley,

manager.

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership

Allentown—State, sold to E. T. Emery by
Wilmer & Vincent ; Blawnox—Maryland,
sold to G. W. Stoner by Mrs. Myra Boyd;
Bridgeport—Broadway, sold to Wilson
Jones by D. Di Rocco ; Carnegie—Liberty,
sold to P. L. Gorris by Lyric Amuse.
Co. ; Croyden—Manor, sold to Fred W.
Grupp by Geo. W. Muller ; E. Cannons-
burgh—Duquesne, sold to J. Castelli by
Lane & Hart ; Girard—Denman, sold to
D. R. Bly by Wm. Wright; Lewistown

—

Rialto, sold to Mrs. Mary Check by J.
Shvera ; Manor—Elite, sold to Rose Bar-
retta by A. Mattison ; Millville—Grant,
sold to L. J. Bender by Western Penna
Amuse. Co. ; Mt. Joy—Mt. Joy, sold to
Myers & Shee^z by James A. Theros;
New Brighton—Brighton, sold to Western
Penna Amuse. Co. by N. Shuler ; Norris-
town—Westmar, sold to Fred D. Felt by
Thom. J. Begley ; Philadelphia—Allen,
sold to Walter Ewan/ by Henry Taylor

;

Bell, sold to Maurice Kret by William
Rovner ; Colonial, sold to Lyric Amuse.
Co. by Benj. F. Savage ; Fay's, sold to
Ruth Amuse. Co. by Knickerbocker Play-
house, Inc. ; Standard, sold to M. M,
Wiax by John T. Gibson ; Town, sold to
Michael Stiefel by Edw. Goodman ; Pitts-
burgh—Brookline, sold to F. H. Healy
by N. Braverman ; Model, sold to Warner
Bros, by N. Rosen ; Reading—State, sold
to E. T. Emery by Wilmer & Vincent

;

Weatherly—Grand, sold to Frank Romano
by Robert Rothrock ; White Haven—Le-
gion, sold to White Haven Post No. 592,
Inc., American Legion, by Henry Gins-
burg ; Zelienople—Strand, sold to J. Shuler
by S. S. Crangi.

Closings
Acosta—Acosta ; Bellevue—Lincoln ; Boli-

var—Opera House ; Canton—Crawford ;

Central City—Central City; Claridge

—

Dreamland ; Coalport—Grand ; Conemaugh
—Auditorium ; Confluence—Liberty ; Cur-
wensville—Strand ; Dudley—Home ; El-
wood City—Barnes ; Evans City—Rialto

;

Glassmere—Liberty ; Hastings—Majestic ;

Irvona—Liberty
; Jerome—Jerome ; Johns-

town—National ; Kane—Grand ; Meyers-
dale—Auditorium ; McKees Rocks—Or-
pheum ; Philadelphia — Standard ; Pitts-

burgh—Hippodrome, Model ; Summerville
—Summerville ; Tarentum—Harris-Family

;

Tidioute—Gem ; Vandergrift—Iris ; Wil-
kinsburg—Colonial.

Re-Openlngs
Allentown—Hamilton ; Bellwood—Bellwood;

Bentleyville—Majestic ; Bradford—Grand

;

Carnegie—New Carnegie ; Conemaugh

—

Penn ; Derry—Gem ; Erie—A.ris ; Farrell

—

Colonial ; Fayette City—Bell ; Gaelton

—

Main St. ; Hills Station—Grand ; Johns-
town—Ideal, Victoria, Dale ; Lilly—Lib-
erty ; Meyersdale—Roxy ; Mt. Jewett

—

Palace ; Pasontown—Liberty ; No. East

—

Kellers ; Nu Mines—Gayety ; Oil City

—

Lyric ; Osceola Mills—Lyric ; Philadelphia—Fay's, Bell ; Pitcairn—Nemo ; Pittsburgh
—Grand, Hiland. Avenue, Davis, Fulton

;

Parkers Landing—Liberty ; Phillipsburg

—

Majestic ; Point Allegheny—Grand ; Port-
age—Rex ; Rankin—Ritz ; Robertsdale

—

Liberty ; Spangler— Gray ; Vesaburg —
American ; Vandergrift—Arcadia ; Wilmer-
ding—Y. M. C. A.; Zelienople—Strand.

RHODE ISLAND
Re-Opening

Woonsocket—Olympia, formerly Strand.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

Ft. Mills—Majestic, sold to W. B. Mea-
cham by B. W. Bradford; McColl. sold to

J, B. Mclntyre by Humphrey-Stanton

;

Woodruff—Happyland, sold to 'Troy Mills
by W. S. Finch.

Closing
Greenville—Temple.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

Alcester—Barrymore, sold to H. W. Lend
by Aimer Hougslo ; Armour—Rex, sold
to W. B. Bastian by A. D. Schmiedt

;

Colman— Rainboiw, sold to West Cen.

Thea. Co. by P. K. Dock; Custer—Gar-
lock, sold to H. A. Gales by J. E. Kurka

;

Geddes—Temple, sold to West Central
Thea. Co. by Albert Florey ; Humbolt

—

Humbolt, sold to West Cen. Thea. Co.
by Wm. Maehl; Platte—Lyric, sold to

Peter Bruget by Ed. Loyd ; Springfield

—

Strand, sold to G. R. Woodring by R. J.
Vanderby.

Re-Openings
Colman—Rainbow ; Custer—Garlock ; Ban-

steel — Rosebud ; Humbolt — Humbolt

;

Irene—Legion.

TENNESSEE
Changes in Ownership

Dyer—Palace, sold to W. G. Bonds by R.
W. Floyd ; Martin—New Capitol, sold to
W. F. Ruffin by F. S. Parrigin ; Knox-
ville—Gem, sold to Bijou Amuse. Co.
by Walter C. Kennedy ; Martin—Rex,
sold to W. F. Ruffin by Levi Chism

;

Memphis—Memphian, sold to Memphis
Theater & Equipment Co. by Malco Thea.,
Inc. ; Obion—Princess, sold to G. A.
Nichols by G. Allen House.

Closing
Hohenwald—Little Gem.

Re-Opening
Savannah—Churchwell Picture Show.

TEXAS
Changes in Ownership

Archer City—Mignon, sold to Mrs. I. B.
Childers ; Canyon—Strand, sold to J. T.
Davidson ; Crystal City—Guild, sold to
W. B. Guillaudeu ; Grandview—Palace,
sold to R. M. Fuller; Frankston—Palace,
sold to Rausin & Rimore ; Henrietta

—

Dorothy, sold to W. R. Steen ; Jefferson—Lyric, sold to Miss Alice Simmons;
Overton—New Palace, sold to Gilbert Van
Alst ; San Antonio—Empire, sold to Dual
Amuse. Co. ; San Diego—Empire, sold to
R. M. Mills; Wolfe City—Palace, sold
to J. C. T. Wilburn.

Closings
Bandera—Bandera ; Abilene—Majestic ; No-
oona—Majestic ; Beaumont—Kyle, Jewel

;

Cameron—Wonderland ; Camp Wood —
Beck ; Carrizo Springs—Winter Garden ;

Crosbyton—Queen ; Crystal City—Guild

;

El Paso—Airdome ; Glen Rose—Majestic
;

Hamlin—Mutual ; Mission — Concordia
;

Pipe Creek—Happy Hour ; Poth—Prin-
cess ; Rule—Rule ; Three Rivers—Rialto

;

Van Alstyne—Lyric ; Waco—Lyric ; Fol-
lett—Criterion ; Friona—Friona.

Re-Opening
Austin—Queen ; Ballinger— Que'ejn ; Brecken-

ridge •— National ; Brownsville — Queen

;

Brownwood—Gem ; Canton—Royal ; Can-
yon—Strand ; Carrizo Springs—Winter
Garden ; Corpus Christi—Grand ; Crystal
City—Guild ; Granbury—Palace ; Grand-
view—Palace ; Ft. Worth—Capitol ; Daw-
son—Dawson ; Denison—Dreamland ; Fa-
bens—Eureka ; Ferris—Queen ; Frisco

—

Queen; Merkel—Queen; Rochester—Roch-
ester ; Roma—Roma ; Sour Lake—Cres-
cent ; Sterling City—Sterling ; Sudan

—

Garden ; Thockmorton — Texas ; Vera

—

Palace ; Waco—Orpheum ; Waxahachie

—

Empire ; Weinert—Rex ; Wolfe City

—

Palace.

New Theaters
Abilene—Ritz, Brewer & Leatherman, own-

ers; Bowie—New, C. R. Bailey, owners;
Gainesville—Texas, Griffith Amuse. Co.,
owners ; Gulf—Strand, C. A. Pratt, own-
er ; Kilgore—Rex, R. N. Dickson, owner

;

Pipe Creek—Unnamed, A. H. Schott,
owner.

UTAH
Changes in Ownership

Salt Lake City—Arcade, sold to J. A. Chris-
tensen; Plaza, sold to Mrs. F. B. Porter.

Name Change
Salt Lake City—Arcade, formerly Espee

;

Plaza, formerly Park.

VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Emporia—Weiss, sold to Ben Pitts by J.
Weiss; Orange—Wilbur, sold to Ben Pitts
by P. J. Harlow; West Point—Wonder-
land, sold to Ben Pitts by T. G. Gaddy.

Closings
Deltaville—Park Inn ; Richmond—Star.

New Theater
Leesburg—Tally Ho, Ben Pitts, owner.

WASHINGTON
Changes in Ownership

Cathlamet—Elcoo. sold to M. C. Snyder by
H. B. Paul; Seattle—Society, sold to J.
A. Martin by W. B. Ackles ; While Cen-
ter—Cameo, sold to J. A. Martin by Tuefel
& Kelly.

Closings
Neppell—Neppell ; Sprague—Rex.

Re-Openings
Bremerton—Tower ; Spokane— Fox ; We-

natchee—Avenue ; Yakima—Yakima.

VILEST VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Hinton—Masonic, sold to Hinton Thea. Co.
by C. E. Williams; Kimball—Rialto, sold
to Freeman & Newbold by E. L. Kees-
ling; Matewan—Matewan, sold to Mate-
wan Thea. Co. by T. W. Hope; Padan
City—Virginia, sold to W. J. Burke by
W. Hadger; Switchback—Dixie, sold to
J. A. Little by F. D. Padbury ; Welch—
Pocahontas, sold to Pocahontas Amuse.
Pocahontas Amuse. Co. by Odd Fellows
Lodge.

Closings
Belington—Grand ; Fairview—Majestic ; Har-
mon—Alleghany; Millcreek—La Belle;
Osage—Union; Sutton—Little Playhouse;
Grantsville— Grantsville ; Huntington —
Avenue ; Hurricane—Crystal ; Madison

—

Rialto; Pt. Pleasant—Strand ; Williamson—Gem.

Re-Openings
Blacksville—Blacksvilie ; Bramwell—Palace

;

Burnwell—Y. M. C. A.; Cabin Creek-
Wilson ; Cameron—Almo ; Elm Grove
Princess

; Everttsville—Everttsville ; Mad-
ison—Rialto ; Marlinton—Seneca ; Milburn
Strand ; Philippi—Grand ; Pine Grove

—

Paramount ; Vivian—Vivian ; Warwood
Lincoln.

Name Change
Kimball—Kimball, formerly Rialto.

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership

Black River Falls—Falls, sold to Kopple-
berger & Stewart by Falls Amuse. Co.

;

Elroy—Majestic, sold to H. C. Tebbetts
by O. D. Whitehill; Hartland—Victor,
sold to A. W. Croft by A. L. Geytr

;

Highland—Highland O. H., sold to H.
Petrus by Jack Kroll; Milwaukee—Gem,
sold to Bernard Lassack by Frank Trott-
man ; Ace, sold to Frank Trottman by
K. Prousser; Palace, sold to Fox-Mid-
wesco by Orpheum Circuit ; Neenah

—

Embassy, sold to Bird Thea. Corp. by
Brin Thea., Inc.; Pewaukee—Owl, sold
to A. W. Croft by A. L. Geyer; Spring
Valley—Community, sold to D. E. Muhl-
olum by F. P. Moore.

Closings
Melrose—Strand ; New Lisbon — Home

;

Philps—No. Lakes.

Re-Openings
Milwaukee—Ace ; Mineral Point—World.

WYOMING
Change in Ownership

Cheyenne—Paramount. Strand, sold to Fox
West Coast by Publix.

Closings
Cheyenne—Strand ; Guernsey—Star.

New Theater
Lyman—Unnamed, A. Jenks, owner.
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* EAST *
Providence—World Wide Theater

Corp. has been incorporated by Wal-
ter L. Bigelow of Fall River, Mass.,
William C. Purcell and Frederick
Eavolsky.

York, Pa.—Frank Kelsey is now
manager of the Capitol, succeeding
Paul Rhodes, w^ho had been handling
the managerial duties under the su-
pervision of Jack Keith, manager of
the adjacent Strand. Rhodes will re-
main as Kelsey's assistant.

Donora, Pa.—Thomas A. Gilbert,
veteran showman, has resigned as
manager of the Liberty.

West Springfield, Mass.—Majestic
Theater of West Springfield, Inc.,
has been incorporated by Jeremiah
Carnpopiano, president; Joseph Cam-
popiano, treasurer; Lawrence and
William Campopiano.

Pittsburgh—Harry Blaine of Bur-
gettstown has joined the local Para-
mount ad sales department under A.
Valentour, local manager.

Portage, Pa.—The old Pastime has
been reopened by C. 0. Baird. It
has been remodeled and newly equip-
ped and its name changed to the
Rex.

Scranton, Pa.—A. Brown Parkes
has been transferred by Publix from
Birmingham, Ala., to manage the
Capitol here in place of Sidney
Smith, who is recuperating from a
severe attack of pneumonia. Smith
is reported to have asked to be
transferred to a more favorable cli-

mate.

Norristown, Pa.—Louis M. Felt is

the new manager of the Westmar.

Easton, Pa. — C. C. Spink has
taken over the management of the
Third Street here.

Germantown, Pa.—The Bandbox,
Germantown's "arty" theater, has
been taken over by Robert W. Wolf
for a term of years at a rental of
$27,000. It will be renovated, equip-
ped with new sound apparatus and
reopened late in October under Wil-
liam H. Wolf management.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.—The following
changes are announced by Publix in
theaters in the Wilkes-Barre zone:
John J. Galvin has returned to the
Penn, Wilkes-Barre; Morris Rosen-
thal, manager of the Capitol, has
been transferred to the Springfield,
Mass., division; Al Cox has been
transferred from the Irving to the
Capitol; and Fred Green, Jr., from
the Penn to the Irving.

AMERICA'S FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE

St. Moritz
OIV THE PARK

50 Central Park South
New York City

Old world hospitality in the
spirit of the new world; old
world service with the newest
of the new world's comforts-
A cuisine that is the essence
of Europe's finest, under the
inspired direction of

U/>ryicSyyt.CLue^

of Paris, London and the Riviera.

. Rooms single or en suite, facing
Central Park and but a moment
from the city's amusement and
business sectors.

Personal Direction of S. GREGORY TayloR

* CENTRAL •
Denver—Harry Huffman, owner

of five houses here, is advertising
daily in the "News" after using the
"Post" exclusively for past five

years.

Chicago—Fox Chicago Theaters'
headquarters has been changed to
the Sherman Theater building. Roy
McMullin is general manager,
George Lang his assistant.

Shirley, Ind.—The opening date of
the Roxy has been postponed until
late in October due to delay in ar-
rival of the sound equipment. Lafay-
ette Thomas is the manager.

Denver—Howard E. Tillotson will
get his job back as leader of the
Orpheum orchestra when the new
2,700-seat house opens in December.
A 16-piece orchestra will be used.

Milwaukee—H. E. Lurie, formerly
manager of Fox's Wisconsin, has
been named manager of the circuit's
Strand. He succeeds Harry Karp,
transferred to the Savoy. Russell
Leddy succeeds Lurie at the Wis-
consin.

Sheboygan, Wis.—The Grand has
opened under the new management
of Paul Fox.

Denver — Suit has been filed to
foreclose a $70,000 mortgage on the
Rivoli building by Mary Clark Steele
because of default in taxes and in-
terest.

Bellevue, Mich. — The La Belle,
only local theater, has been closed.

Detroit—The New Eagle, Samuel
W. Kocinski house, has reopened.
House was closed about a year.

Denver—A. De Bernardi, Jr., for
nine years dramatic critic on the
"Post," has joined the advertising
staff of the "News."

* WEST ir
San Jose, Cal.—Cy Graves, for-

merly director of publicity for the
Alhambra, Sacramento, has taken
over the management of the Oak
Park here and will reopen it in No-
vember.

Filmore, Cal.—The Stearns, form-
erly owned and managed by H. C.
Stearns, has been acquired by Nate
Scheinberg and M. P. Horwitz, who
have theaters in Nuys and Owens-
mouth.

San Diego, Cal.—C. T. Cies has
reopened the Imperial.

Los Angeles—Jake Lustig is again
in charge of the San Carlos and
Starland, wjiich he has taken back
from Fox West Coast.

Los Angeles—Ralph Blank, form-
er manager of the Fox Figueroa,
has been transferred to the Fox
Ritz. Murray Pennock, former
manager of the Ritz, has been as-
signed to the Figueroa.

* SOUTH *
Birmingham—Bill Goury, Publix

assistant manager, has been placed
in charge of a Publix house in Knox-
ville. He is being replaced here
by N. Edward Beck of the publicity
department.

Wolf City, Tex.—Roy Fuller has
disposed of his interest in the Pal-
ace here to J. C. Wilburn, and has
reopened the Palace at Grandview.

Glennville, Ga.—The new State
has been opened. J. Asbury Alex-
ander is manager.

San Diego, Tex.—The local movie
house has been sold to R. M. Mills.

Washington—Al Retler, Universal
salesman who left a few months ago
on a long vacation, has returned to
the sales field with United Artists'

here. He fills the vacancy caused
by the promotion of Dick Frank
who has been transferred to the U.
A. New Orleans office.

Overton, Tex.—The local Palace
has been opened by Gilbert Van Alst,

manager of the film theater at

Troup.

Norfolk, Va. — The Central has
been reopened by George I. Wil-
liams, after the installation of RCA
sound equipment.

Jefferson, Tex.-—Alice Simmons is

the new owner of the Lyric.

Cumberland, Md.—Mrs. Grace M.
Fisher, prominent exhibitor of this

city, will open the new Embassy
about the middle of November. The
Capitol, also under her management
is to have a thorough overhauling.

Gainesville, Tex.—The Texas, seat
ing 300, remodeled from a store, has,
been opened by the Griffith Amuse
ment Co.

Norton, Va. — Mrs. Ruth Killen,

widow of C. A. Killen, has taken
over the management of the Norton
here as well as the house in Appa-
lachian.

Henrietta, Tex.—The Dorothy is

now under the management of W.
R. Steen.

South Richmond, Va.—The Pon-
ton, fomerly the Victor, has been
opened under new management.

Archer City, Tex. — The local

movie house has been taken over by
Mrs. A. B. Childers, who has changed
its name to the Mignon.
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
"Queenie of Hollywood"

Educational 21 mins.
Unusual Comedy

An Ideal comedy featuring Rita
Fljmn, Virginia Brooks and Jeanne
Farrin. This one has more solid

plot than the average comedy short,

and works out into a highly amus-
ing and very intelHgent offering.

The girls are flat broke in Holly-
wood, with no prospects of landing
jobs at the studio. They decide to

take jobs temporarily as chamber-
maids at a swell hotel. Through a
telegram concerning Queenie, the
pet pup of one of the girls, the ho-
tel management gets the notion thai
they are part of a royal family trav-

eling incog. So they set the girls

up in a swell suite, and shower them
with expensive service. The show-
down is highly amusing. Here is a
"different" comedy done with a lot

of class.

"Fairyland Follies"

(Aesop's Fables)
RKO Pathe 8 mins.

A Dandy
Animators John Foster and Harry

Bailey have turned out a snappy,
peppy and interesting cartoon. It

all has to do with Mother Goose,
who, as teacher of all the characters
in her rhymes, manages to hold
them in order until they strike up a

jazzy air with a host of instru-

ments. Then Mother Goose turns
modern and shows the children and
animals how to "step on it." The
kids will like this one and so will

the grown-ups.

"The Black Spider"

Educational 7 mins.

Class Cartoon
At last they have made a cartoon

in this Paul Terry-Toon that gets

away from the routine of the musi-
cal stereotyped stuff that has been
dished up so monotonously for
months. Here there is a clever idea

worked out with a lot of animated
technique that in spots is beautiful

and artistic. The Spider is a terri-

fying creature who invades the cas-

tle, imprisons the king, and disguises

himself in his clothes so he can pur-
sue his designs upon the king's fair

daughter. The cartoon conceit is

handled with fine imagination and
ranks 'way above the average cur-

rent cartoon.

"Adventures in Africa"

No. 11—"Beasts of the Wilderness"
Vitaphone 5111 12 mins.

Very Good
This episode in the Adventures in

Africa series covers the African
veldt, and is principally composed of

some remarkable and unusual shots
of wild animals. The camera got
sufficiently close to the herds to pre-

sent some very thrilling pictorial

records seldom seen in these African
pictures.

Ted Husing in

"Sportslants"
Vitaphone 5.501 9 mins.

Fair
Just an ordinary reel depicting

various sports, such as ping pong,
diving, handball and lacrosse, with
the champions in the various fields

demonstrating their technique. Ted
Husing carries on a running fire of
comment that is interesting, but the
camera work is just fair, and the
presentation not in any way distin-

gushed.

Daphne Pollard in

"Oh Marry Me"
RKO Pathe 18 mins.

Weak Slapstick
Inane low comedy and a useless

story give this two-reeler a low rat-
ing. The sketch takes place in a
boarding house where Daphne Pol-
lard and Dot Farley attempt to cap-
ture the affections of James Finlay-
son, another roomer. James is suf-
fering with a bad cold, so Dot
decides to stay at home and nurse
James while Daphne drives his taxi.

While Daphne is away Dot marries
James and all Daphne gets for her
trouble is a handful of police tickets.

Business with the taxi consists of
much smashing, clothes tearing and
some tumbles. It is a weak number
with Finlayson doing the best work.

Rosco Ates in

"The Gland Parade"
Radio Pictures 18 mins.

Fast Laugh Number
This is one of the fastest and

funniest of the Rosco Ates series

turned out by the Louis Brock unit.

In the role of a stuttering window
cleaner, Ates gets into all sorts of

trouble, being mistaken alternately
for a gink who agreed to have one
of his glands grafted onto another
man, then as a dentist yanking out
a patient's wrong tooth, and in turn
being mistaken by the real dentist
for his patient, resulting in Rosco
having one of his own teeth pulled
out, and finally donning female dis-

guise and submitting to the nance
attentions of a couple of beauty cul-

ture workers. For the windup, the
entire group that is chasing Rosco
becomes bunched on a fire escape,
which gives way from the weight
and deposits them in the street. Good
all the way, and a scream at many
points.

Harry Richman in

"Clinching a Sale"

Paramount 8 mins.
Good Novelty Skit

As a broom salesman who de-
livers his sales talk in song, to-

gether with some dancing, Harry
Richman puts over a couple of neat
vocal numbers and performs a few
of his classy steps in order to break
down the sales resistance of a house-
wife. In the end he is selling him-
self to her. A neat little novelty

that should please.

"Football Forty Years Ago"
Universal 9 mins.

Flat
The first in the "Pop" Warner-

Stanford Football series. This is a
sort of a freak reel, showing Coach
Warner's team disguised in the re-

galia of the early nineties, as they
demonstrate the trick plays which
were considered highly sensational
in those days. But on the screen it

all shapes up very tame, in contrast
with the scientific and snappy grid-
iron work of the present day. There
is very little class in the production
end of this reel.

"Strange As It Seems"
(No. 14)

Universal 8 mins.
Weak

This is a weak number in the se-

ries, with only one or two of the
unique shots arousing more than
passing interest. It is built up from
such "unusual" incidents as a fam-
ily with five sets of twins and a
blind man operating a telephone
switchboard. These incidents in

themselves are interesting, but not
sufficiently unique to feature in a
reel that purports to be out of the
usual. Only one sequence carries
a real kick, and that concerns a bee
specialist who does some weird
tricks with the bees, such as mak-
ing a beard out of them, and putting
a handful of them in his mouth.

"Trapped"

Universal 23 mins.
Mechanical

No. 1 in the Shadow Detective se-

ries. This starts out as a mystery
story, trying to unravel a murder,
but pretty soon it proves to be just
another gangster picture, and a ver^
poor one at that. It is filled with
inconsistencies and loose threads
that never tie up intelligently. The
brave detective girl gets herself
married to one of the gang in order
to get the evidence. The chief of

the gang tries to take her from her
hubby, while the man she really

loves, another detective, lies a pris-

oner in a closet. It's all very arti-

ficial and forced, and also uncon-
vincing. Lina Basquette, Jason
Robards, James Murray and Stanley
Fields are the principals.

"Thrills of Yesterday"

Vitaphone 5902 10 mins.

Library Shots
A kidding presentation of library

shots from old films of the silent

days, featuring such celebs as Nor-
ma Talmadge, William Duncan,
Harry Houdini and Larry Semon.
The narrator supplies a running fire

of comedy comments, while one of

those old time "beer" quartets builds

the atmosphere with old ballads that
father used to sing. Okay for those
who like the old material dished up
with a laugh.

"The Song of the Voodoo"
(Vagabond Adventure)

RKO Pathe 9 mins.
Good Travelogue

Scenes along the Carribean and
in the island of Haiti make up this
interesting travel talk. Natives at
the market place, the smoking of
green gourds, silversmiths at work
and a visit to the studios of Charjes
Normil the sculptor lead up to a se-
quence purported to be actual scenes
of a voodoo dance. The descriptive
matter of the voodoo ceremony is

more interesting than the photo-
graphs.

"Harem Secrets"
Educational 10 mins.

Oriental Atmosphere
A Romantic Journey adventure in

Morocco, with Claude Flemming con-
ducting a trip through the harem of
an Arabian prince. The potentate
put on a special entertainment for
him, with his army in action, riding
their fast steeds in battle array.
Then the dancing girls are brought
on, while the ladies of the harem
are the spectators. The reel is filled
with Oriental atmosphere, and cov-
ers phases very seldom caught by
the camera for the screen. Done in
Multicolor, with Claude Flemming
as narrator making the scenes very
interesting with his chatty com-
ments.

"Out Stepping"
Universal 16 mins.

Old Gags
Looks like a rehash of a lot of old

gags that have been selected from
Universal reels of ten years ago.
r)on L. (Steve) Brodie for some un-
known reason is featured as the
comic, but either the material was
too tough for him to extract comedy
from or he has no comedy in him.
Either way, it shapes up as a par-

(Continued on Page 11)
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DOES A

WILD
LIFE"
PAY?

From the Capitol Theatre in New
York to the Carthay Center Theatre

in Los Angeles, all the big theatres

have booked the "Wild Life Series."

The Answer is 'Yes.'

Book These

CLIFTON-ALLEN
Shorts

Through

Talking Picture Epics
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Warucr Baxter and Edmund Lowe
in

"THE CISCO KID"
with Conchita Montenegro

Poj.- 60 mins.

FAIR WESTERN STUFF THAT
IS GENERALLY PLEASING BUT
DEVELOPS NO SPECIAL KICK.

With a basic situation that has

been done to death in Westerns,

this yarn based on the 0. Henry
character never reaches any great

heights. The Cisco Kid, played by
Warner Baxter, is a notorious Mexi-

can bad man, who however has a

sentimental streak and is pretty

much liked by women and kids.

There is a price on his head, and a

militia sergeant, Edmund Lowe, is

sent out to get him. The pursuit is

weak and unconvincing, giving the

action its chief letdown. Both of

the lads are smitten with a dancer,

Conchita Montenegro, who favors

the Kid and aids him in several

escapes. In one of his getaways, he

is wounded and a kind widow with

a couple of charming kids nurses

him to recovery. In return, the

Kid robs a crooked banker of $5,000

to pay off the mortgage on the

widow's farm, this same banker

being after the land.

Cast: Warner Baxter, Edmund Lo^ye,

Conchita Montenegro, Nora Lane, Frederick

Burt Willatd Robertson, Jaines Bradbury,

jr Tack Dillon, Charles Stevenson, Chris

Martin, Douglas Haig, Marilyn Knowlden.

Director, Irving Cummmgs; Author,

() Henry; Adaptor, Alfred A. Cohn ;
Dia-

loguer, same; Editor, Alex. Troffey ;
Cam-

eraman, Barney McGill ; Recording Engi-

neer, fleorge P. Costello.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.

John Barrymore in

"THE MAD GENIUS"
Warner Bros. 81 mins.

GOOD ENTERTAINMENT FOR
ADULT AUDIENCES. COMEDY
RELIEF HELPS DRAMATIC
STORY,

This is a familiar type of Barry-

more vehicle, but helped consider-

ably by occasional comedy injections

from the dead-panned and clever

Charles Butterworth. Barrymore
does a ballet impresario with a

short-length foot whose ambition in

life is to create a stellar dancer out

of a boy. When the young chap
falls in love with another dancer,

played by Marian Marsh, he tries to

break up the romance, but the cou-
ple run away to Paris. Barrymore
eventually convinces the girl that
she is ruining her sweetheart's
career and she goes away with an-
other man. The impresario is mur-
dered by a dope-fiend at the dancer's
premiere, thus clearing the way for
the reunion of the lovers. Barry-
more plays Barrymore. Donald Cook
is good as the boy and the rest of
the cast does well enough.

Cast : John Barrymore. Marian Marsh,
Donald Cook, Carmel Myers, Charles Butter-
worth, Luis Alberni, Andre Luget, Boris
Karloff, Frankie Darro, Mae Madison.

Director, Micliael Curtiz ; Author, Martin
Brown ; Adaptors, J. Grubb Alexander, Har
vey Thew ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, Ralph
Dawson ; Cameraman, Barney McGill.

Direction, okay. Photography, excellent.

Edna May Oliver in

"FANNY FOLEY HERSELF"
Radio Pictures 70 mins.

ENJOYABLE COMEDY-DRAMA
IN TECHNICOLOR WITH PLENTY
OF HEART THROBS, LAUGHTER
AND HUMAN INTEREST.

Edna May Oliver makes her bow
as a star in a vehicle obviously writ-
ten around her talents, characteris-
tics and personality. The result is

entertaining and fairly interesting.
The story is about Fanny, a vaude-
ville headliner, whose husband dies,

leaving her with two girls to bring
up. One girl is devoted to her
mother and in sympathy with her
profession, but the other has in-

herited too much synthetic culture
from her late father, and disap-
proves of Fanny "being grotesque
for a living." Fanny leaves the
stage at the request of her daugh-
ters. They enter upon an artificial

existence, terminating in what is

first supposed to be a tragedy but
turns out to be the saving grace of
the unnatural situation. Miss Oliver
leaves little to be desired in her
portrayal of Fanny. Other members
of the cast are adequate. Color is

good.

Cast: Edna May Oliver, Hobart Bosworth,
Florence Roberts, Rochelle Hudson, HeJen
Chandler, John Darrow, Robert Emmett
O'Connor, Harry O. Stubbs.

Director, Melville Brown ; Author, Juliet
Wilbor Tompkins ; Adaptor, Carey Wilson

;

Dialoguer, same ; Editor, not credited

;

Cameraman, Ray Rennahan ; Recording
Engineer, George D. Ellis.

Direction, good. Photography, fair.

Richard Talmadge in

"SCAREHEADS"
Capital Film. Exchange 67 viins.

THRILL MELLER FEATURING
DICK TALMADGE IN HIS FAST
ACTION STUNTS AS A REPORT-
ER. HAS A KICK FOR ACTION
FANS.

In this one, Dick Talmadge for-

sakes the open spaces and does his

stuff as a newspaper reporter on a

big city daily. The entire plot was
designed to give the stunt actor a

chance to do his action antics, and

he does not disappoint. While Dick

is in action, the fans will go for it

strong, for he outdoes himself in

the quality of his leaps, jumps airJ

all around acrobatics to get the

thrills into the footage. It must be

taken purely as a meller featuring
the thrill lad, and as such it will get
the pop vote. Dick's brother gets
mixed up with the head of a gang,
who frames him for a murder. Dick
takes the rap, escapes from the po-
lice, and in a fast action finish pins
the crime on the gang leader.

Cast: Richard Talmadge, Gareth Hughes.
Jacqueline Wells, Joseph Gerard, Virginia
True Boardman, King Baggott, Lloyd Whit-
lock, Walter James, Edward Lynch, Nanch
Caswell, True Boardman.

Director, Noel Mason ; Author, not cred-
ited ; Adaptor, not credited; Dialoguer, not
credited ; Editor, not credited ; Cameraman.
not credited ; Recording Engineer, not
credited.

Direction, satisfactory. Photography, okay.

"SPORTING CHANCE"
with

William Collier, Jr., Claudia Dell

Peerless 55 mins.

ENTERTAINING AND SPEEDY
DRAMA OF THE TURF COMBIN-

ING THRILLS, ROMANCE,
LAUGHS AND SONGS.

Director Al Herman has turned

out a horse-race drama that carries

a diversity of entertainment and

several strikingly beautiful scenes.

The story is fresh and logically per-

mits Claudia Dell to sing a love

song. A quartette of negro stable-

boys also render a couple of South-

ern airs. The story concerns Wil-

liam Collier, Jr., who as an appren-

tice jockey, secures a riding con-

tract and subsequently is ruled off

the track. He leaves the commun-
ity, deserting his sweetheart. Miss
Dell. He is later found by "Horse-
shoes," a negro stableboy, who re-

turns him to Claudia. Given a chance
to ride in the steeplechase, Willie

gets up from a sick bed and wins
the race and the girl. Eugene Jack-

son as "Horseshoes" contributes

much comedy relief, as well as a

fine buck and wing dance.

Cast: William Collier. Jr., Claudia Dell,

lames Hall, Eugene Jackson, Mahlon Ham-
i'ton, Hedwiga Reicher, Henry Roquemore,
Joseph Levering.

Director, Albert Herman ; Author, King
Baggott; Adaptor, Rex Taylor; Editor, Earl
\eville ; Cameraman, E. Fox.

Direction, fine. Photography, very good.

"CHINATOWN AFTER DARK"
Action Pictures 59 mins.

FAST ACTION MELLER WITH
LOTS OF COLORFUL ATMOS-
PHERE AND STRONG CAST
MAKES THIS A POP NUMBER
FOR THE CROWDS.

Getting back to first principles in

the film business, this offering sup-
plies plenty of the action and move-
ment which we were wont to get in

the old silent days. It is frankly
meller, but done with showmanship
that carries an undeniable kick with
its suspense and Chinese menace.
The cast is well picked, with Carmel
Myers doing a swell characterization
as a clever Chinese girl as the mas-
ter mind of the gang. Rex Lease
and Barbara Kent are the sweet-
heart team, with Edmund Breese in

the role of a dignified mandarin.
The action revolves about a mys-
terious ancient Oriental dagger
being sent by a confidential messen-
ger from Shanghai to this country.
All sorts of intrigue develops in an
effort to secure the dagger, which
contains a valuable jewel concealed
in the hilt. Works up to a thrill

climax with Carmel being exposed
as the arch conspirator. Good num-
ber for the neighborhoods and the

thrill fans.

Cast: Rex Lease, Barbara Kent, Edmund
Breese, Carmel Myers, Frank Mayo, Billy

Gilbert, Lloyd Whitlock, Laska Winter,
Michael Viseroff.

Director, Stuart Paton ; Author, Betty
Burbridge; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, Viola Roehl ; Cameraman, Jules
Cronjager, Recording Engineer, James
Stanley.

Direction, good. Photography, okay.

Jack Perrin in

"LARIATS AND SIX SHOOTERS"
Cosmo 65 mins.

AVERAGE WESTERN DEAL-
ING WITH SMUGGLING OVER
THE MEXICAN BORDER.

The attempts of Jack Perrin, as

deputy sheriff, to break up a gang
of smugglers, makes up the story for

this one. It's the usual western

stuff, but that type of fan should

like it. In one of his campaigns

against the smugglers, Perrin has a

hand-to-hand fight with the second

in command of the gang. Perrin is

knocked out from a blow on the

head. The leader of the band, who
has had a dispute with his helper,

shoots him while Perrin is uncon-

scious. Perrin is accused of the

murder, but he escapes with the

help of the sheriff. The leader of

the smugglers is finally brought to

justice through his girl, who con-

fesses to the sheriff's daughter, and

the ring is broken up.

Cast: Jack Perrin, Ann Lee, Jimmy Au-
brey, Richard Cramer, Gloria Joy. George
Chesebro, Lafe McKee, Art Mix, Olin Fran-
cis, Virginia Bell.

Director, Alvin J. Neitz ; Author, Carl
Crusada ; Scenarist, not credited ; Dialoguer,
not credited ; Editor, not credited ; Camera-
man, Eddie Kull ; Recording Engineer, not

credited.

I Direction, fair. Photography, good.

"HEROES ALL"
Impo'al Distributing 50 mins.

FAIRLY INTERESTING RE-
HASH OF OLD WAR FILMS
WITH SYNCHRONIZED DESCRIP-
TIVE TALK AND MUSIC.

Very few shots of soldiers in ac-

tion during the world war that have
not been seen during the past ten

years are contained in this moder-
ately entertaining war film. The pic-

ture opens with a long talk between

Emil Gauvreau and General John

J. Bradley and finishes in the same
manner. In between are four reels

of war film showing French, Italian,
|

Russian, English and finally Ameri- '

can troops in action. There is an

abundance of big gun firing and
j

shots of soldiers in the trenches.
Hand-to-hand fighting and pictures
of soldiers being killed or wounded
as they go over the top may prove
repulsive to many. The descriptive
talk is well written and forcefully
delivered. No attempt has been
made to synchronize synthetic ef-

fects. A colorful musical back-
ground, played on the organ by
Emil Velazco, adds to the enter-

taininment value. A good job has
been done in the editing and cutting.

Cast: Emil Gauvreau, General John J.

Bradley.

Author, A. Young ; Dialoguer, same ; Ed-
itor, Cy Braunstein ; Musical score, Emil
Velazco.

Direction, fair. Photography, spotty.
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"EINE FREUNDIN SO COLDIG
WIE DU"

Tobis 78 mius.

PLEASING GERMAN FARCE
COMEDY WITH ANNY ONDRA
FEATURED AND FINE CAST
MAKES GOOD ENTERTAIN-
MENT.

This number from the Tobis
studios in Berlin will please all the
German audiences. It is a light,
farcical number that has some good
comedy situations and dialogue that
brings the laughs steadily. Anny
Ondra has a typical part as a little

hoyden who worms herself into a
series of complications with a mar-
ried man and keeps the fun going
steadily. She is a real comedienne,
and immensely attractive physically.
She gets mixed up with the pleasing
young dentist who is arranging a di-
vorce from his wife. Meanwhile the
wife has hired a gent to secure the
divorce for herself. Circumstances
force the husband to take Anny into
his home. His rich aunt arrives, as-
sumes that Anny is his wife, and
this gives rise to a lot of funny
situations. Eventually hubby gets
his divorce and everything is hap-
pily adjusted for all hands. Will
please German audiences easily.

Cast: Anny Ondra, Felix Bressart, Andre
Pilot, Siegfried Arno. Adele Sandrock. Helen
von Meunclihofen, Edith Menhard, Fritz
Steiner.

Director, Karl Lamac ; Authors, Bobby
Luthge, Karl Noti, Wenznl Wassermann

;

Adaptors, same ; Dialoguer, Arthur Rebner

;

Editor, not listed ; Cameraman, Otto Heller

;

Recording Engineer, Alfred Norkus.
Direction, good. Photography, very good.

"FRIDA'S VISOR"
("Frida's Song")

Ernest. Muitson 84 mins.

UNPRETENTIOUS BUT GEN-
ERALLY SATISFACTORY SWED-
ISH TALKER WITH MUSIC. SIM-
PLE STORY EASY TO FOLLOW.

Aside from its undeniable enter-
tainment value for audiences who
understand the Swedish language,
this Svensk production may interest
special groups as a sample of what
the smaller foreign countries turn
out in the way of screen product.
Froni a technical standpoint, it has
been pretty well handled. The story,
however, is a very simple affair
about a grocer's boy who is in love
with the secretary of a city official

and writes songs to her in his spare
time. There is a heavy in the per-
son of the scapegoat son of the girl's
boss. He makes a play for the girl
and then ditches her, steals some
money from his father and beats it.

The hero secretly replaces the dough
to save the girl, and eventually his
good deed and the villain's unworthi-
ness are found out, culminating in
the approved closeup. Acting and
directing is not bad. In addition
there are some musical numbers
that provide a few pleasing moments
of their kind. Arty cinemas may
find this production worth while,
especially in Scandinavian sections.

Cast: Elisabeth Frisk, Bengt Bjurl)erg.
Hakan Westergren, Ture Svennberg, .Sigurd
Wallen, Lili Lani. Albert Paulig.

Director, Gustaf Molander ; Author, Bir-
ger Sjoberg; Adaptor, Ragnar Hylten-Caval-
lius ; Cameraman, J. Julius ; Recording En-
gineer, H. Sloer.

Direction, okay. Photography, passable.

SOUND SHORTS
I
(Continued from Page 9) i

ticularly dull and uncomical offer-

ing. He is stepping out for an eve-
ning with his girl, rents a dress suit,

and by mistake the tailor gives him
a "breakaway" suit that belongs to

a vaude actor. The "fun" consists
in all sorts of things happening to

the suit in the course of the evening.
It finishes with the gag of the comic
losing his entire suit in the night
club while the guests haw-haw.

"The Great Pie Mystery"

Educational 21 mins
Slips

A Mack Sennett comedy that
spoofs the current craze for mys-
tery films. It starts out with a good
idea, but they fail to keep the track
clear, gumming up the works with
a disjointed continuity that slows up
the action and the interest. Harry
Gribbon is the goofy boy from the
country who visits the big city Snd
gets himself in a jam. Harry Myers
is the "scientific" detective explain-
ing to the reporter how he solved
the baffling mystery of the missing
garter. It is all a lot of funny non-
sense, which could have been made
twice as funny if they had held to
the main idea and not gone off on
side alleys.

"A Sentimental Romance"
Tobis Forenfilms 20 mins.

Too Arty

Tedious and boresome, this short
will not click with American audi-
ences. It has evidently been made
with the idea of producing an ar-
tistic masterpiece but it is not ac-

ceptable film fare. Scenes of a hur-
ricane, of trees falling, of an angry
sea, of threatening clouds and of
peace after the storm symbolize the
words of a song which is sung by a
girl at a grand piano. As the
scenes and mood change, her cos-

tume and the tempo of her song
also change. It is long drawn out
and contains three and four repe-
titions of every scene shown. Pho-
tography is the reel's only enter-
taining element.

"Penalties"
Educational 10 mins.

Good Football

The next in the Football for the
Fan series, with Coach Howard
Jones of the University of Southern
California putting the Trojans
through a series of plays that call

for penalties. He is assisted by
several well known coaches from
other colleges, who personally ex-
plain different penalties while the
team shows the plays in actual prac-
tice. The plays are followed by slow
motion shots showmg in detail the
act of the player that called for the
penalty. Very interesting, especially
so to the legion of football fans who
follow the fine points of the game.

"Jingle Bells"

Educational 7 mins.
Good Burlesque

This Paul Terry-Toon is a clever
burlesque on grand opera, with
the hero rescuing his girl from the
villain who has imprisoned her in
the dungeon of the castle. As villain

and hero battle, they stop in the
midst of their scrap to warble in

tenor and basso, while the heroine
kicks in with her soprano.

"The Symbol of Mercy"
William J. Ganz 10 mins.

Bic/ Appeal
This short was made for the

American Red Cross and aside from
its definite appeal for the organiza-
tion, there is an abundance of in-

terest and excitement in its content.

Not only is the relief work of the
Red Cross depicted, but the causes
that have lead to the destruction of
cities are graphically shown and
described. Hurricanes, floods and
tornadoes in all their fury, are flashed

in well edited sequences. Some thrill-

ing shots have been gathered for

this release which stands out as one
of the best propaganda films pro-

duced in years. Milton J. Cross,

radio announcer, handles the syn-

chronized talk, and does a fine job.

Editing by Major S. H. MacKean is

commendable.

Presentations
.^By JACK NARROWER^^

Paramount
A snappy colored aggregation pro-

vide the highlight on the Paramount
stage this week. Cab Calloway and
His Cotton Club Orchestra, of Har-
lem and radio fame, heads the all-

colored revue, produced by Boris
Petroff. Also in it are Cora La Redd,
Roy Atkins and Little Bits of the
new Cotton Club floor show, and the
Dave Gould Sepians. In addition
there is a Frank Cambria musical
tableaux, "The Concert," featuring
Harrison and Fisher, dancers; Mir-
iam Lax, soprano; Leo Strokoff,
violinist, the Paramount Male Quar-
tette and David Bines Ballet. Irvin
Talbot directs the Paramount Or-
chestra, and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Crawford do a joint organ concert.

Roxy
Memories of gold rush days are

revived by the current Roxy presen-
tation, "Days of '49," a warm and
colorful production of the old West
and Tia Juana staged by Clark Rob-
inson. Besides employing the ser-
vices of various Roxy regulars, the
performers include Bob Roebuck and
his trained horse, Riding Bob Rog-
ers, Monroe and Grant, Zanou and
Kaz, Arthur Humby, Peggy Price,
Bert Faye, a Mexican string orches-
tra, cowboys, cowgirls, Indians, etc.

Patricia Bowman dances, and there
are vocal bits.

THE ROBOT:

—

"Take it, dear, it's genuine music."

WISE CHILD:

—

"It's only more of that old canned sound, and I'm
tired of it."

I HERE is one way to protest

against the elimination of LIV-

ING MUSIC from the theatre;

AM your voice to those of mil-

lions who have joined the Music

Defense League. It costs noth-

ing, carries no obligation. Sign

and mail the coupon!

THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF MUSICIANS
(Comprising 140,000 professional musicians in the United States and Canada)

JOSEPH N. WEBER, President, 1440 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

American Federation of Musicians
1440 Broadway, New York, N, Y.

Gentlemen: Without further obligation on

my part, please enroll my name in the Music
Defense Leaane as one who is opposed to tho

elimination of Living Music from the Theatre.

Name

Address

City State ffji
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Features Reviewed in Film Daily Feb. 22 to Oct. 18
369 Pictures Covered in 8 Months

Title Reviewed
Act Tage Glueck-FL 8-2-31

Air Police-WW 3-22-31

Annabelle's Affairs-F ...6-28-31

Alexander Hamilton-WA 9-20-31

Alias The Bad Man-TIF 6-28-31

Alice in Wonderland-COS
9-20-31

Always Goodby-F 5-24-31

American Tragedy-PAR ..8-9-31

Arizona Terror-TIF 9-27-31

Avenger-COL 4-19-31

Bachelor Apartment-RKO 3-8-31

Bad Girl-F 8-9-31

Bad Sister-U 4-5-31

Bargain (reviewed as You
and I)-FN 9-6-31

Behind Office Doors-RK03-22-31
Beloved Bachelor-PAR. . 10-18-31

Beyond Victory-PAT ..4-12-31

Big Business Girl-FN. .6-14-31

Big Gamble-PAT 9-27-31

Bockbierfest-BLK 4-5-31

Body and Soul-F 3-15-31

Border Love-COL 9-13-31

Born to Love-PAT 4-26-31

Bought-WB 8-16-31

Black Camel-F 7-5-31

Black Sea Mutiny-AM 6-21-31

Brat-F 8-2-31

Broad Minded-FN 7-5-31

Call of the Rockies-SYN 7-12-31

Captain Applejack-WA 4-19-31

Captain Thunder-WA. . .5-10-31

Captivation-CAP 9-27-31

Caught Plastered-RKO ..8-9-31

Caught-PAR ,.10-4-31

Chances-FN . 6-14-31

Charlie Chan Carries On-F
3-22-3

1

Cherie-PAR 6-14-31

Children of Dreams-WA. 7-19-31

Cities and Years-AM ..4-12-31

City Streets-PAR 4-19-31

Civilization-ATA 8-16-31

Clearing the Range-CAP. 5-24-31

Common Law-PAT 7-19-31

Comrades of 1918-FM .. .2-22-31

Confessions of a Co-Ed-PAR
6-21-31

Connecticut Yankee-F .4-12-31

Conquering Horde-PAR. .3-29-31

Convicted-ARC 10-4-31

Corte D'Assise-TRC 10-4-31

Cracked Nuts-RKO 4-5-31

Daddy Long Legs-F 6-7-31

Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-16-31

Danton-CAP 9-13-31

Das Alte Lied-HK 9-13-31

Das Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari-

GS 9-13-31

Das Floetenkonzert von
.Sanssouci-UFA 10-18-31

Das Lied Vom Leben-TA
10-18-31

Das Rheinlandmaedel-CAP
9-20-31

Daughter of the Dragon-PAR
8-23-31

Daybreak-MGM 5-31-31

Defenders of the Law-JOH
5-24-31

Der Grosse Tenor-UFA. 5-31-31

Der Hampelmann-TA .9-13-31
Der Wahre Jakob- TRA .8-16-31

Desert Vengeance-COL. . .3-1-31

Devotion-PAT 10-4-31

Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA
8-23-31

Die Drei Von Der Tankstelle-
UFA 6-21-31

Die Forsterchristl-CAP .5-3-31

Die Grosse Sehnsucht-TA
10-11-31

Die Lindenwirten vom Rhein-
ASC 9-27-31

Die Lustigen Weiber Von
Wein-CAP 7-12-31

Die Privatsekretaerin-CAP
6-21-31

Die 3 Groschenoper-WA.S-24-31
Dirigible-COL 4-12-31

Dishonored-PAR _ 3-8-31

Divorce Among Friends-WA
4-5-31

Doctors' Wives-F 4-26-31
Dolly Macht Karriere-UFA

7-26-31

Dreyfus Case—COL ...8-30-31
Drums of Jeopardy-TIF. .3-8-31

Dude Ranch-PAR 4-26-31

Dugan of the Bad Lands-MOP
8-21-31

Easiest Way-MGM 3-1-31

East Lynne-F 2-22-31

East of Borneo-U 8-23-31

Ein Burschenlied A us Hd-
delberg-UFA 9-20-81

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures

AGF—American General Filpa

AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass

ASC—Associated Cinema

ATA—American Trading Asoc.
BI—British International
BIF—Big Four
BLK—Richard G. Block
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CKL—Celebrity
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Unique Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures
DM—Drklik-Martel
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FFF—Foreign Feature Films

FL—Joseph Fleisler PIZ—WiUiam Pizor

FN—First National PRX—Protex Trading Corp.
FM—Forenfilms RAS—Raspin Productions
FTP—Foreign Talking PicturesREG—Regal Talking Pictures

GO—A! Griffith Grey
GS—George Schneider
HA—High Art Pictures
HED'^Headline Pictures

HG—J. H. Hoffberg
HK—Henry Kaufman
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
HPI—Hollywood Pictures
ITA—La Itala Film Co.
JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
MOV—Movieg^raphs
NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line U—Universal

OM—Olympia Macre Excelsior UA—United Artists

OS—Osso Productions UFA—Ufa
PAR—Paramount WA—Warner Bros.

PAT—RKO Pathe WK—Willis Kent
PIC—Picture Classics WM—J. D. Williams
PIT—Pittaluga WW—Sono Art

ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
SIN—Dr. Alexander Singelow
SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TPL—Otto Trippel
TRA—Transatlantic Picts.

TkC—Transcontinental Pics.

TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films

Title Reviewed
Enemies of the Law-REG

7-12-31

Ex-Bad Boy-U 9-27-31
Explorers of the World-RAS

9-6-31
Express 13-UFA 8-9-31

Everything's Rosie-RKO. 5-24-31

Fidlovacka-DM ..7-5-31
Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL

8-16-31
Fifty Million Frenchmen-WA

3-29-31
Fighting Sheriff-COL . 6-28-31
Finger Points-FN 3-29-31
First Aid-WW 7-12-31
Five and Ten-MGM 7-12-31
Five Star Final-FN 9-13-31
Five Year Plan-AM 6-7-31
Flood-COL 5-3-31

Flying Fool-BI 10-18-31
Free Soul-MGM 6-7-31
Front Page-UA 3-22-31

Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31
Gentleman's Fate-MGM .6-28-31
Girl Habit-PAR 6-14-31
God's Country and the Man-

SYN 6-7-31
God's Gift to Women-WA

4-19-31
Goldie-F 6J28-31

Gold Dust Gertie-WA 5-31-31
Good Bad Girl-COL 5-17-31
Gorilla-FN 3-1-31

Great Lover-MGM 8-30-31
Great Meadow-MGM 3-13-31
Grief Street-CHE 10-11-31

Guardsman-MGM .... 9-13-31
Guilty Hands-MGM 8-30-31
Gun Smoke-PAR 4-26-31

Hard Hombre-HOF . .9-20-31
Headin' for Trouble-BIF.9-6-31
Ile-irtbieak-F 10-18-31
Heimatsklange-TPL 2-22-31
Hell Below Zero-TPE. . .6-28-31
Hell Bent for Frisco-WW

7-12-31
Hell Bound-TIF 3-1-31

High Stakes-RKO 5-31-31
Hjartats Rost-PAR 6-28-31
Holy Terror-F 7-19-31
Homicide Squad-U. ... .8-30-31
Honeymoon Lane-PAR. . .8-2-31

Honor Among Lovers-PAR
3-1-31

Honor of the Family-FN
10-18-31

Horse Ate the Hat-MOV. 9-6-31

Hot Heiress-FN 3-15-31
24 Hours-PAR 10-4-31
Huckleberry Finn-PAR 8-9-31
Hurricane Horseman-WK

10-11-31
Hush Money-F 7-12-31
I Am From Siam-PIC. . .9-6-31
I Like Your Nerve-FN 9-13-31
I Take This Woman-PAR

6-14-31
II Richiamo del Cuore-PAR

Immortal Vagabond-TPE 8-2-31
Ingagi-COP 3-15-31
Indiscreet-UA 5-10-31
In Old Cheyenne-WW ..5-3-31
Iron Man-U 4-19-31
Is There Justice?-WW. .9-20-31
It Pays to Advertise-PAR

2-22-31

Title Reviewed
It's A WisK Child-MGM

5-17-31

Jede Frau Hat Etwas-PAR
5-24-31

Jew At War-AM 7-26-31

June Moon-PAR 3-15-31

Tust A Gigolo-MGM 6-14-31

just For A Song-WW... 4-26-31

Karamazov-TA 9-27-31

Kick In-PAR 5-24-31

Kid From Arizona-COS. 5-10-31

Kiki-UA 3-8-31

Ladies' Man-PAR 5-3-31

Lady from Nowhere-CHE
7-19-31

Lady Who Dared-FN. . .6-7-31

La Jaula de los Leones-HF
3-8-31

L'Amour, Maitre des Choses-
CAP 4-5-31

La Nuit Est A Nous.. 2-22-31

La Reeina di Sparta-IT.\. 3 8-31

Last Flight-FN 8-23-31

Last Parade-COL 3-1-31

La Straniera-CAP 4-19-31

Laugh and Get Rich-RKO
3-22-31

Laughing Sinners-MGM 7-S-31

La Vacanza del Diavolo-PAR
3-22-31

Lawless Woman-CHE ..4-26-31

Law of the Rio Grande-SYN,
8-9-31

Lawyer's Sccret-PAR 5-31-31

Le Culte de Beaute-OS. .6-7-31

Le Million-TF 5-24-31

Le Mystere de la Chambre
Jaune-OS 5-31-31

Left Over Ladies-WW. 10-18-31

Liebe Auf Befehl-U ..6-7-31

Lieber Uber Alles-CAP 4-19-31
Liebeswalzer-UFA 5-3-31

Lightning Flyer-COL ...4-5-31
Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN

8-16-31
Lion and the Lamb-COL. 4-5-31

Lover Come Back-COL. 6-7-31

Love .Storm-BI 10-18-31

Lumpemball-AGF 4-26-31

Mad Parade-PAR 9-20-31
Maciste In Hell-OM ...6-28-31
Magnificent Lie-PAR ..7-26-31
Maltese Falcon-WA 5-31-31

Man From Death Valley-MOP
10-11-31

Man in Possession-MGM. 7-19-31

Man of the World-PAR 3-22-31
Many a Slip-U 8-30-31
Meet the Wife-COI 6-21-31
Men Are Like That-COL. 8-16-31
Men Call It Love-MGM. 6-21-31
Men of the Sky-FN 7-19-31
Merely Mary Ann-F 9-13-31
Millionaire-WA 4-12-31
Miracle Woman-COL. . .8-2-31
Monkey Business-PAR ..9-27-31
Monsters of the Deep-TPE

5-24-31

Montana Kid-MOP 9-13-31
Mother and Son-MOP. . .8-30-31
Mother's Millions-U 5-10-31
Mr. Lemon of Orange-F. 3-29-31

Murder At Midnight-TIF
9-20-31

Murder By the CIock-PAR
7-19,31

Mutterliebe-FFF 2-22-31

Title Reviewed
My Past-WA . 3-15-31
My Sin-PAR 9-6-31

Mystery of Life-U 7-5-31

Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31

Nacht-Brummler-COL ...3-8-31
Naughty Flirt-FN 4-19-31

New Adventures of Get-Rich-
Quick Wallingford-MGM

10-11-31
Newly Rich-PAR 7-5-31

Never the Twain Shall Meet-
MGM 6-7-31

Night Angel-PAR 6-14-31
Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31
Night Nurse-WA 7-19-31
Nomandie-SIN 6-21-31

Nur Am Rhein-FTP. . 10-11-31
Other Men's Women-WA. 4-26-31
Pagan Lady-COL 9-27-31
Pagliacci-AC 3-1-31
Palmy Days-UA 9-27-31
Pardon Us-MGM 8-23-31
Parisian. The-CAP 8-23-31
Parlor. Bedroom and Bath-
MGM 4-5-31

Partners of the Trail-MOP
8-30-31

Party Husband-FN 5-17-31

Penrod and Sam-FN 9-27-31
Perfect Alibi-RKO 3-8-31

Personal Maid-PAR... 8-30-31
Playthings of Hollywood-HPI

4-12-31
Politics-MGM 8-2-31

Prodigal-MGM 6-28-31
Public Enemy-WA 4-26-31
Public Defender-RKO ..7-12-31
Pueblo Terror-COS 4-21-31
Quick Millions-F 4-19-31
Rango-PAR 2-22-31
Rebound-PAT 8-30-31
Reckless Hour-FN 8-2-31

Reckless Living-U ...10-11-31
Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31
Riders of the Cactus-BIF

8-16-31
Riders of the North-SYN. 4-5-31

Rider of the Plains-SYN. 5-3-31

Riders of the Purple Sage-
F 9-27-31

Ridin' Fool-TIF 5-31-31
Right of Way-FN 3-29-31
River's End-WA 3-15-31

Road to Reno-PAR. ..10-11-31
Road to Singapore-WA. .10-4-31
Rosenmontag-UFA 3-29-31
Rubicon-AM 9-27-31
Runaround (Reviewed as Lov-

able and Sweet-RKO 6-21-31
Salvation Nell-TIF 7-5-31

Sea Devils-JOH 3-8-31

Secret Call-PAR 7-12-31
Secret Six-MGM 5-3-31

Secrets of A Secretary-PAR
7-19-31

Seed-U 5-17-31
Shanghai Love-COL 9-6-31

Sherlock Holmes' Fatal H'our-
FD 7-12-31

Sheriff's Secret-COS 6-14-31
Shipmates-MGM 5-24-31
Ships of Hate-MOP 7-26-31
Should a Doctor Tell?-REG

Side Show-WA 9-20-31
Si I'Empereur Savait Ca.
MGM 3-8-31

Silence-PAR 8-16-31

Title Reviewed
Sin Ship-RKO 4-5-31
Sit Tight-WA 2-22-31
Six Cylinder Love-F .5-17-31
Skandal Um Eva-FM ..4-26-31
Skin Game-BI 6-21-31
Skippy-PAR 4-5-31
Sky Raiders-COL .5-31-31

Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-31
Skyline-F 10-11-31
Smart Money-WA 6-21-31
Smart Woman-RKO ..10-11-31
Smiling Lieutenant-PAR. 5-24-31
Sob Sister-F 10-4-31
Soldiers Plaything-WA . . . 5-3-31
Son of India-MGM ..7-26-31
Son of the Land-AM .5-31-31
Son of the Plains-SYN. . .7-5-31
Spider, The-F . . 8-16-31
Spirit of Notre Dame-U 9-27-31
Sporting Blood-MGM ..8-16-31
Spy, The-F ..3-22-31
Squaw Man-MGM 9-20-31
Star Witness-WA 8-2-31
Stepping Out-MGM 5-24-31
Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-31
Strangers May Kiss-MGM

4-12-31
Street Scene-UA 8-30-31
Student Sein-PRX 5-3-51
Subway Express-COL ..3-29-31
•Sundown Trial-PAT ..10-18-31
Sunrise Trail-TIF 3-29-31
Susan Lenox-MGM ...10-18-31
Susanne Macht Ordnung-FTP

10-11-31
Svengali-WA 5-3-31
Sweepstakes-PAT . . 6-28-31
Tabu-PAR 3-22-31
Tailor Made Man-MGM. 4-27-31
Tarnished Lady-PAR ..4-19-31
Ten Cents A Dance-COL. 3-8-31
Ten Nights In a Barroom-
ROA 3-1-31

Texas Ranger-COL ...5-10-31
Their Mad Moment-F. . .9-27-31
Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA

8-16-31
This Modern Age-MGM 9-6-31
Three Girls Lost-F 5-3-31
Three Loves-ASC ... .5-24-31
Three Who Loved-RKO .6-21-31
Three Rogues-F 4-5-31
Too Many Cooks-RKO . 7-19-31
Too Young To Marry-WA

5-10-31
Toute Sa Vie-PAR .. .6-21-31
Transatlantic-F 7-26-31
Transgression-RKO 6-7-31
Transport of Fire-AM .3-22-31
Traveling Husbands-RK06-2!-31
Treason Trials in Moscow-
AM 3-8-31

Troika-FE 4-26-3

1

Tropen Nachte-PAR 5-31-31
Two Gun Man-TIF ..6-7-31
Ubangi-PIZ 5-31-31
I'n ,Soir (le RatU-PR .X . lO-lK-31
Undertow-U 8-30-31
Unfaithful-PAR ..3-1-31
Unholy Garden-UA ...9-20-31
Up For Murder-U . . . 5-31-31
Up Pops the DeviI-PAR.S-17-3I

Versuchen Sie Meine Schwes-
ter-TF 6-21-31

Vice Squad-PAR 6-7-31

Viking-WM 6-21-31
Virtuous Husbands-U . .5-10-31

Waterloo Bridge-U 8-16-31

Way Down East-GG.. 3-15-31
West of Chevenne-SYN. .3-1-31

White Devil-TPE 8-30-31
White Shoulders-RKO .5-18-31
Wicked-F 9-20-31
Wien. du Stadt der Lieder-
PRX 3-22-31

Wild Horse-HOF .. 8-2-3

1

Wild West Whoopee-cos
3-8-31

Woman Between-RKO 6-21-31

Women Go On Forever-TIF
8-16-31

Woman Hungry-FN .3-22-31
Women of All Nations-F

5-31-31
Woman of Experience-PAT

7-12-31
Women Love Once-PAR. 6-28-31
Women Men Marry-HED

4-19-31
Yankee Don-CAP .. 5-17-31
Yellow Pass-AM 5-3-31

Young As You Feel-F ...8-9-31
Young Donovrn's Kid-RKO

5-21-31
Young Sinners F 5-10-31

Zein Weib's Lubovnick-HA
10-4-31



The success of many of our great corporations

and business enterprises has been built upon

the solid foundation of successful advertising

////// y^t //////there is nothing mysterious in

either the theory or practice of advertising^^^

•••It is simply telling your story to those you

wish to reach through the medium that offers

you the least waste circulation at an economi-

cal rate ••••• Such a publication is The Film

Daily •••••It is filmdom^s pioneer daily///,/,

backed by fourteen years of reader confi-

dence^^^^^The Film Daily is known in every

spot throughout the entire world where pic-

tures are made//////distributed//////Or exhibited

• ••••It has played its modest part in the

progress of a great industry and still believes

that the greatest era of prosperity for the

screen is still to come •••••••••••••••



Lausns i^ar voiiars
O. K. Here they are by the gross

to boost your gross.

^^Ambassador Bill" is in the bag.

It's that good.

Laugh
IT'S to laugh that producers
are practically passing up

one of their biggest bets. The
dear old public has registered

its opinion of the current

crop of heavy, soggy, repeti-

tious sex and gorilla fare.

The people are flocking to

the theatres where they can
get a chance to exercise their

laughing apparatus. See page
8 for the proof. There are

sermons in figures.

Can the cycle custom.
Sprinkle your program with
comedy. After all, a theatre

is a place of entertainment.
The folks can get their gore,

shudders and scandal from
other sources if they want
them.

K A N N

M. P. Daily

WILL
ROGERS

MBASSADOR
BILL

(SRETA

NISSEN
eUSIAV von

SEYFFEIITITZ

P#X

Every Wi

with

HARCUEBITE

CHURCHILL
TAD

ALEXANDER
Directed by SAM TAYLOR

Screen play and dialog by GUY BOLTON

"A Connecticut Yankee;" 210 playing days, 18 cities,

gross ^593,536 against average ^397,000.

"Young As You Feel;" 189 playing days, 26 cities,

gross ^519,400 against average ^369,300.
— M. P. Daily
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Samuelson Fears Much Relief Talk Will Hurt B. O.

GRADUAL EARNINGSjXPANSION PREDICTED

French Equipment Manufacturer Establishes U. S. Unit

RKO Pathe
-<we visit Mr. Rogers

- By JACK ALICOATE^

THIS lot is one of the "hot" spots

of Hollywood. As we were Rolls-

Royced up to the Pathe gate, we
could not help recalling visits of the

past. Here was the stamping ground
of the pioneering and dynamic Tom
Ince. On this lot DeMille held forth

in all his glory, and here it was that

Sam Goldwyn made some of his best

productions. Ten years ago we
dined in the same ship-of-state din-

ing room, and it seemed but yester-

day. But today is another day. In

charge of RKO Pathe production,

and doing a swell all-around job, is

the suave, dapper, Charlie Rogers.
As first lieutenant we find Harry
"Joe" Brown. Together they make
a pretty solid and substantial team.
Formerly this lot was like "Topsy."
It just grew. Now one is immedi-
ately impressed with its general air

of studio efficiency.

A RATHER quick glance at the

list of product from the bakers
in this bakeshop proves rather con-

clusively that they know how to dish

up box-ofiice product. We happen
to know that this same Mr. Rogers
is a good round bundle of frogs
under his budget, and that alone, in

these days, deserves at least a di-

ploma. The 1931 schedule consisted

of 22 features, 6 westerns and 48
two-reelers. There has been a con-

sistent click, from those now play-

ing, all along the line. Now in

work are "Suicide Fleet," which
looms big; "The Second Shot," with
Helen Twelvetrees; Constance Ben-
nett in "Lady with a Past," and
"Prestige," the Ann Harding story
to be done in Florida.

A N' Ian' sakes, will this Pola
'^ Negri picture prove a delightful
surprise. They were shooting the
final scenes the day we called. A

{Continued on Page 2)

Debrie Has Device Capable
of Printing Sound and
Image at Same Time

Andre Debrie, Inc., French motion
picture equipment company of 30
years' standing, manufacturing stu-

dio and laboratory apparatus, in-

cluding a machine for printing
image and sound simultaneously, a

device which several companies here
have been trying to obtain, has es-

tablished American headquarters at
(Continued on Page 8)

BOSTON GUPTAKES LEAD

IN NflT'LMOVIEWEEK DRIVE

Boston took the lead Saturday
among the 300 cities already report-

ing active preparation for National
Motion Picture Week, Nov. 18 to 25.

Martin J. Mullin, district chair-
(Continued on Page 8)

M. P. Academy Announces
Additional Nominations

IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Additional Academy

of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences

nominations for best work during the

past year are announced as follows:

Francis Faragoh with Robert N.

Lee on the script of "Little Caesar";

Seton I. Miller with Fred Niblo, Jr.,

on "Criminal Code"; Ralph Ham-
meras with Stephen Goosson on the

art direction of "Just Imagine."

DERIt AND SULLIVAN

RESIGN ERON CADDO
IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — E. B. Derr and

Charles E. Sullivan have resigned
from Caddo. No pictures are planned
for production during the next three
months.

PORTER EVANS NOMINATED

FOR 8. M. P. E.

Porter H. Evans, chief engineer
of the Warner-Vitaphone studios in

Brooklyn for the past three years,

has been nominated for chairman
of the New York Section of the
Society of M. P. li^ngineers. Bal-
lots are going out today for the
mail vote. Evans is one of the
best known sound engineers in the
country.

Citizen Volunteer Corps
Protecting K. C. Houses
Kansas City—To guard against

acts of violence in the trouble be-

tween theater owners and union op-

erators, the Citizens' Volunteer
Guards have been formed in several

theaters. They are on duty at every
performance, and make short work

(Continued on Page 8)

Effect of Relief Talk on B. O.

Feared by Sidney E. Samuelson
Union Problems Figured

In Legit. Circuit Downfall

Lack of co-operation from unions is one of

the factors responsible for the present condi-

tion of Shubert theaters, according to C. P.

Crenel(er. executive of the company in charge

of advertising and publicity. He deplored atti-

tude of stage hands toward theatrical producers.

In addition to houses elsewhere in the country
the Shuberts have 23 in New York.

Activities of relief committees,
broadcasting of relief information
by radio, and speeches by prominent
citizens urging the public to meet
the crisis by giving liberally, are
having an effect on the box-office

that may become serious unless the

situation is handled in a way that
will overcome this influence, says
Sidney E. Samuelson, president of

(Continued on Page 8)

Standard Statistics Sees
Growth During Next

Few Years
Motion picture business will be

capable of realizing a gradual ex-
pansion of earning power during the
next few years, it is stated in the
October survey of the amusement
industry by Standard Statistics
Corp. Major effort at present must
be expended on the enlargement of
gross volume of business, the sta-

(Continued on Page 8)

columbiaIddTserials;

e.j.mcconneli.incharce

Columbia has completed its ar-
rangements for entering the serial

field with Fred J. McConnell super-
vising this product for the company.
In making official announcement Sat-
urday, Jack Cohn stated that a mod-
ern theme and well-known names
would be combined in the first story.

Barrist Succeeds Emanuel
As Philly MPTO Chairman
Philadelphia— Following resigna-

tion of Jay Emanuel, David Barrist,

independent theater owner, has been
elected chairman of the board of
managers of the M. P. T. 0. of East-
ern Pa., Southern N. J. and Dela-
ware. Emanuel retired owing to

press of personal business.
The new chairman is organizing

an emergency board of 20 members
and will work out a plan of co-op-

(Continued on Page 8)

Publix Division Heads

Holding Weekly Confabs

Round-table meetings for discussion of prob-
lems throughout the circuit have become a regu-
lar Thursday night feature for Publix division

directors and heads of departments directly

linked with management. Sam Katz inaugurated
the idea. The first confab, attended by Katz,
Sam Dembow, Jr., Arthur Mayer. Eugene Zukor,
John Balaban. Milton Feld, David Chatkin, Hirry
Katz, Bob O'Donnell, Leon Netter, Leroy Fur-
man and Chester Stoddard, lasted five hours.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

High Low Close :hR.

Con. Fm. Ind.... in 7^ 7ji + '/«

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 15 14)4 1454 + y«

East. Kodak ....114J4 112^ 112M — H
Fox Fm. "A".... 9 8 8% + %
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) IJi Wi Wi + %
Loew's, Inc 40 37^ 39)4 + 2-^

do pfd 80 80 80 + V,

Paramount UH U'/i 14)4 + %
Fathe Exch 1 1 1

do "A" 4 4 4 + 'A

RKO "A" 9yi 8)4 9

Warner Bros 754 7 7'/4 + !4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A" . . IH ^H ^H + /8

Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 2% 2!4 2!4 + '/8

Technicolor 4)4 4)i 4H + '/«

Trans-Lux 2^ 2J4 2!4 ..

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 14)4 12 13 + V^

Ke;th A-O 6s 46.. 50/^ 50 50 — >A

Loew 6s 41ww... 88 87i4 88 + 'A
Paramount 6s 47 . 71% 71 71 — 2
Par. By. 5!4s51.. 96 95 95
Par. 5/2S50 .... 62 60J4 62 + w.
Warner's 6s39 ... 45 45 45

RKO Davenport House Opens Dec. 1

Davenport, la. — The new RKO
Orpheum in the Bechtel building will

be ready for opening about Dec. 1.

New York
1 540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City ";

154 Crescent St. "{

STiUwell 4-7940 iX

if J. E. Brulatour* Inc. H

if

jj Chicago

ff 1727 Indiana Ave.

i'l
CALumet 3692

ft
ft

Hollywood 14
6700 Santa Monica ti

Blvd. t-»

HOLlywood 4121 j-j

The Broadway Parade
(Week of Oct. 23)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURB DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"Woman Between" Paramount Paramount
"Susan Lenox" (2nd week) M-G-M Capitol
"Cisco Kid" Fox Roxy
"Spirit of Notre Dame" (2nd week) ..Universal Mayfait
"Tip Off" RKO Pathe Broadway
"Fanny Foley Herself" RKO Warner

EXTENDED RUNS
"Palmy Days" (5th week) United Artists Rialto

"Five Star Final" (7th week) ..... First National Winter Garden
"Monkey Business" (3rd week) Paramount Rivoli

"The Mad Genius" Warner Bros Hollywood
"Alexander Hamilton" (6th week)*. Warner Bros Strand

$2 RUNS
"Guardsman" (7th week) M-G-M Astor

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Lindenwdrtin vom Rhein" (5th week) . Assoc. Cine, if Amer. Europa
"Susanna Macht Ordnung (3rd week Foreign Talking Exch. Belmont
'Un Soir de Rafle" (2nd week) Protex Trading Co. . Little Carnegie
'Eine Freundin So Goldig Wie Du".Tobi3 American Vanderbilt
'Dafi Floetenkonzert von Sanssouci"
(2nd week) Ufa Cosmopolitan

"I>a3 Lied Vom Leben" (2nd week). Tobis American Cameo
'Fridas Visor" (2nd week) Ernest Mat'son ... ..Fifth Ave. Playhouse

FUTURE OPENINGS
"Unholy Garden" (Oct. 28) United Artists Rialto

Moved from Hollywood.

RKO Pathe
—we visit Mr. Rogers

(Continued from Page 1)

visit with director Paul Stein

brought back fond memories of Pil-

sener and our trips to Berlin. He
is bringing back to the screen a
new Pola. More captivating and
dashing than ever in this picture

called "A Woman Commands." And
here's a bit of gossip: Her diction

is perfect and her figure is as trim
as that of a school girl. We were
so impressed with this one that we
asked to see a bit of the picture.

After sitting through several se-

quences with impresario Rogers, we
have a rather decided hunch that
this vehicle will bring her back with
a resounding bang. And getting
back to Pathe production, between
stock quotations keep your eye on
this Charlie Rogers and his prime
minister, "Joe" Brown. It looks
like they're going places in this pro-
duction business.

"Consolation Marriage" Release

RKO will release "Consolation
Marriage," with Irene Dunne and
Pat O'Brien, on Nov. 7.

CUTTIIVG ROOM
Vault, Moviola and nicely furnished

office—cheap rent.

Box 901, FILM DAILY
1650 B'way New York City

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Rates

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation

7a3-7TH AVE., N. Y. BRYANT e-eoer

Publix Getting Results

With Football Tie-ups
Publix reports better results than

ever this season in tie-ups with foot-
ball. Instead of the old policy of
trying to fight the gridiron game
opposition, circuit houses are now
selling football pictures hard and
holding "Varsity Week," "Varsity
Night" and other stunts.

RKO Releases

RKO will release "Way Back
Home," the Seth Parker picture, on
Nov. 13. "Are These Our Children?"
is set for release Nov. 14.

Children's Benefit at Carnegie
Leo Brecher has devoted a section

of the seating capacity of the Little
Carnegie Playhouse for the benefit
of the Child Study Ass'n.

//

//

DOES A

WILD
LIFE
PAY?

From the Capitol Theatre in New
York to the Carthay Circle Theatre
in Los Angeles, all the big theatres

have booked the "Wild Life Series."

The Answer is 'Yes.'

Book These

CLIFTON-ALLEN
Shorts

Through

Talking Picture Epics

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Oct. 27: First open meeting of the sea-

son of Jewish Theatrical Guild, Morosco
Theater, New York, 11:00 P. M.

Oct. 27; Meeting of New York District on
Unemployment Relief, Astor Theater,
New York, 10 A. M.

Oct. 27 : Meeting of Allied Theater Owners
of New Jersey, Hotel Lincoln, New
York, 1 P. M.

Oct. 31 : Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.

Oct. 31 : Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplan
Projection Society, Hotel Commodore,
New York.

Nov. 1 : Meeting of RKO salea executives
and branch managers for the central and
midwest territories. Hotel Congress, Chi-
cago.

Nov. 1-2: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Arkansas. Mississippi and Tennessee,
Chisca Hotel, Memphis.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.

Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

Nov. 10: Annual convention of Allied
Amusements of the Northwest, New
Washington Hotel, Seattle.

Nov. 18-25: National Motion Picture
Week for relief of unemployed,

Dec. 7 : Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte,
Charlotte, N. C.

John A. Ackerman Buried
Cincinnati—Leading figures in lo-

cal film and business circles attended
funeral services for John A. Acker-
man, for 10 years head of the Cin-
cinnati theater owners' association
and a member of the Chamber of
Commerce, who died Friday.

-HGT-fl

HAmiLTon
IN THE

NATION'S
CAPITAL
A Hotelof Excellence

In the center of the shop-

ping, business and theatre

center, travelers to the

Capital will find the
HAMILTON a hotel of

exceptional charm.

300 outside rooms, all

equipped with tub and
shower bath, electric fan

and furnished with taste.

Single $3 to $5 daily.

Double $5 to $8 daily.

Delicious southern dishes

served in the famous res-

taurant.

Write for illustrated guide
and map of Washington

Russell A. Conn, Gen. Mgr.

andK streets
WASHINGTON.D.C.
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MR. WEINSTOCK gave us a
great IDEA FOR YOU!

He took our hig

product ad and

enlarged it into a

One Sheet for his

Cameo Theatre

lobby in Hart-

jordy Conn*

AND NOW
YOU CAN
GET ONE

FREE!

FIRST WE MADE this announcement up into a

newspaper ad. Hundreds of theatres got free mats
to tell their patrons they had the great M-G-M
product. You can still get one of the mats to an-

nounce your M-G-M service.And now in addition

we've made it up as a special One Sheet for

lobby display. Get yours FREE! ^
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

€>
A Sound Investment

IT'S no news to live manage-
' ment that sound, well-timed
advertising is justified. A plan-
ned exploitation offensive is the
best defensive, particularly un-
der depressed business condi-
tions. No matter what the con-
dition of the country, most of its

people seek diversion and amuse-
ment. They are no less imagi-
native or emotional now than
they ever were. They're still

ready to "go somewhere," but
where they go depends upon
which attractions they are most
interested in and curious about,
i.e., which are best advertised.
Audiences are not alone waiting
but are actually anxious to pa-
tronize good entertainment. Ju-
dicious and efficient advertising
will attract these people who
want to escape from the routine
of every day life, are eager for
the softening touch of romance.
When business is running
smoothly, average effort can get
by, as there is no apparent
pressing need for initiative.

When the going gets rough, a
go-getting attitude is essen-
tial. It is during such periods

that resourceful management
demonstrates its worth. Under
such conditions ability is put to

the most rigid test. Instead of

folding our hands and waiting
for things to turn up, we have
to go out and turn them up.

Radical times demand radical

methods. Advertising must be
of the sort that can carry a
stressed load. Campaigns must
be carefully planned and force-

fully carried out. No other

force can as readily speed up
patronage and bring fresh im-
petus to the box-office. . . .Con-

sistent, good advertising is an
investment—not an expense.

Nothing will steady the box-

office so quickly. Business is

waiting. If you are not getting

your share, there may be some-
thing wrong with your adver-

tising. No part of your opera-

tion deserves more of your at-

tention, or rewards it more.
—Howard B. Franklin

A
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There are

000 wired

operation at

^ DAY
approximately 12,-

houses in active

present.
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• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till

Now that it's a darn sight more interesting being on
the studio end of broadcasting than on the receiving end
as proved to us as a guest at the RKO Theater of the Air hour
at the NBC studio and Friday nite we had a grand
time at the Navy Day broadcast surrounded by com-
manders of battleships, their wives and daughters who
all got a great kick outa the proceedings and were just

as excited as a bunch of kids at their first visit to the circus.

• • • THAT there is nothing in the entire show world to

compare with the efficiency, smoothness and precision of a broad-
cast of a big program such as this it was a pleasure
to watch "Skipper" Milton Schwarzwald, director of the or-

chestra, put his boys through the intricate routine on
signal, various musicians stepped up to the mikes to do their
few bars with clarionet, violin, tuba, saxophone, or whatnot . . .

there wasn't a hitch in the entire program but all the
result of hours of gruelling rehearsal that insured a perfect
broadcast

• • • THAT this was one of the most comolete hookups
ever sent over the air with 48 stations tied in

a swell hallvhoo for "Suicide Fleet." the RKO Pathe feature
touting the TT. S. Navy and William HanVv. announcer

Tom Kennedy, the Voice of Arkayo Gincer Rogers,
the gal in the pix Armida. who sang gloriously
all combined to put on a show that makes us aporeciate the
work of the radio folks for the first time it all sounds
so simple and easy when you tune in on your home set
but to watch the wear and tear on nerves guarding
ae-ainst li'l slips that would ruin evervthin' you appre-
ciate that the radio workers have a high-tension job that calls

for everything they've got

• • • THAT Herby Berg of United Artists publicity was
given a goiner-away party on the occasion of his forthcoming
welding to Helayne Druck Satudee eve it was
a beautiful and esthetic affair with a symbolic tabloid
staged by five gorgeous damosels from an up-state seminary

and now Herb is thinking of joining a monastery
he was that impressed

• • • THAT Wanda Hawley is now traveling around the
countree representing a cosmetic manufacturer tellin'

all the shop gals "how the Hollywood stars stay young"
and she pulled a good publicity stunt at the state capitol of
Arkansas gettin' herself invited to the House of Rep-
resentatives right up on the rostrum where she
made a declaration that her cosmetic wouldn't come off her
lips on being kissed and invited all the Solons to test
it which they did and the session of the Ar-
kansas legislature was broken up right there and they
had a helluva time keepin' it out of the newspapers
but it leaked out, anyway and now the legislative boys
are busy explainin' things to their wives

• • • THAT we flicked a spot off our chair as we sat
down in the restaurant and darned if a midget didn't
jump up off the floor and bawl us out

^ <c « » » »

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)^
Revival Gets Play
On "Desert Song"
JN looking over the bookings

for his Ottawa houses, J. P.
Nolan realized that there was a
dearth of screen operettas. His
people had always liked them
and so he determined to make a
revival of one of the old ones at
the Avalon. The operetta se-
lected was "The Desert Song,"
and it was announced for Sept.
21st, 22nd and 23rd. In a letter
which went to the members of
the Ottawa Drama League, No-
lan called attention to the suc-
cess of "The Desert Song" when
originally presented in the city
and followed this with a liberal
newspaper campaign. The re-
vival met with so much success
that Nolan announced a return
booking of the picture for Sept.
28, 29th and 30th. The return
booking was even more success-
ful than the previous one.—J. P. Nolan, Ottawa

*

Tied-In with
Flying Circus
ATANAGER HARRY C. STO-

WELL tied up with the op-
position to plug "The Lawver's
Secret" at the Publix-Para-
mount. Middletown, N. Y. First,
Stowell made arrangements with
a coffee shoppe whereby this

establishment printed 10,000
throwaways containing co-op-
erative copy about the coffee

shoppe. theater and flying cir-

cus, The flying circus was in

town on a Sunday and Monday.
These people were induced at no
cost to the theater to drop these
throwawavs over the town dur-
ing one of their flights.—Paramount,

Middletown, N. Y.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

October 26
Jackie Coogan
Buddy Messinger
Edwin Meyers
W. L. Stern
Mark Sandrich
John L. Cass
H. B. Warner
Ken Hallam
Edward H. Seifert



OH, BOY!!

HOW IT DRAWS!!

'Homicide Squad' and

lenox' Frisco's Pips

At $18,000-146,000

San Francisco, Oct. 12.

Competition at razor edge thi.s

^\(?ek. A modicum of superior pic-

tures is boosting grosses' to higher

than usual levels, although a flock

of Wednesday openings brought
down first day grosses a bit.

Garbo, Carrillo and Arliss share

hoilors. 'Susan Lenox' is pulling a
swell $46,000 for eight days at the

Fox and Leo Carrillo's 'Homicide
Squad' is topping the usual Golden
Gate Intake by several grand with
$18,000.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 30-40-

65) — 'Homicide Squad' (U) and
vaude. Intake mighty sweet at

$18,000, several thou over previous
weeks. Last week 'Reckleso Hour'
(FN) did $14,000.

These box office reports

from "Variety"—"M. P. Daily"
and "Greater Amusements"

Philadelphia. Oct. 12.

Earie (2,000; 25-65) —^ 'Homicide
Squad' (U). Shoved in suddenly
when Big Gamble' (Pathe) folded
after three days; latter got only
$5,000 in that time, while 'Homicide
jot $7,500 in its three days, and fis-

tful' around $15,000 this week.
K-^-ifr,.^ _ (_i onoj .^0)

—'Devotion*

San Francisco, Oct. 18.—

"HOMICIDE SQUAD" (Univ.)

GOLDEN GATE—(2,800), 35c-40c-SOc-65c,

7 days. 4 acts RKO vaude. Gross: $18,000.

(Average, $15,000.)

HOMICIDE SQUAD (69 min.), Car-do-

Brian-Beery. When you get them like tnis,)

never turn ihem down. They get the box'

office and please plenty. Can recommend.

Good for Sunday.—Fred Eefline, George,

Geo'-ge, Iowa.

Dedicated to the police oF the world...

the only picture oF its l<ind a

great perFormance by a real WOW
cast. ..and oh, what a clean-up it's

turning out to bell

Leo

CARJLLO
Noah

BEERY
Mary

BRIAN
Russell

GLEASON
J. Carroll

NAISH
Directed by

George MelFord
•

Presented by
Carl Laemmie

Business is GREAT with UNIVERSAL
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Anything • • • <

That can be sold

To the • • •

Film Industry

Can be sold

Through the

Advertising

Columns • •

of the • • •

Film Daily* •

Year Book •

For it gives •

Year round •

Advertising Value

At a

ONE TIME RATE

1932 EDITION |

OUT IN JANUARY 1

14th EDITION 1

1200 PACES 1
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
HARRY X. BLAIR

CAM SAX has signed the Horace
Heidt Band for one of the "Mel-

ody Masters" series which are being
directed by Roy Mack. This will

make the third Vitaphone appear-
ance of this well known band com-
posed of California College boys.

The beauty about getting the Heidt
band from a production standpoint,

is the fact that it is unnecessary to

employ any outside specialists, be-

cause each member of the band can
sing, dance and act. The band is a

complete entertaining unit in itself.

Paramount Notes: Natalie Ham-
mond, daughter of John Hay Ham-
mond, visiting the studio . . . Frank
Heath, casting director, telling about
his ride in the Goodyear Blimp with
Ray Cozine and Fred Scheld . . .

Heath says an actor called out to
him about a job as the blimp pass-
ed the Empire State Bldg. tower.

Little Billy Hayes, Sam Sax's
seven year old find, is getting five

bucks a day for the use of his dog,
Duke, in "One Good Deed," the third

of the series of Booth Tarkington
Juvenile Stories being made by Vita-
phone. The studio also has to sup-
ply Duke's lunch. Billy took part
of the first five dollars the dog
earned in "Snakes Alive," and
treated Duke to a new collar.

William Boyd, featured in numer-
ous stage plays before signing a
talkie contract, returns to New York
for the first time to appear opposite
Claudette Colbert in "Her Confes-
sion," formerly called "Woman
Agaiyist Woman." Starting date is

tentatively set for Nov. 10.

"Two Arabian Shrieks" is the new
title of "Bound in Morocco," Smith
and Dale comedy which Aubrey
Scotto completed just prior to the
departure of the comedy team for
Hollywood to appear in a feature
picture.

Lyon Mearson, author and au-
thority on George Washington, who,
with Burnet Hershey, Vitaphone
staff writer, recently made a trip
to the national capitol to gather ma-
terial for the George Washington
Bicentennial two-reeler which Vita-
phone is planning, has returned to
New York. While in the Capitol,
both men, and their wives, were
guests of the Washington Chamber
of Commerce at a dinner held in
their honor.

Harvey Stephens, featured in
Paramount's "The Cheat," also is

playing on the road in the stage
play "Tomorrow and Tomorrow." As
soon as he finishes his stage per-
formance in Philadelphia, the actor
boards a train for New York, grabs
a few hours' sleep and is at the stu-
dio bright and early for work be-
fore the cameras.

Big Attendance Expected

At Relief Meet Tomorrow
Indications are that there will be

a big attendance at the unemploy-

ment relief drive meeting to be held

tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock at

the Astor theater. Circuit and in-

dependent theater employes and

executives will attend. Speakers will

be Will H. Hays, Mayor James J.

Walker, Charles L. O'Reilly and At-

torney Louis Nizer.

New Fox Ad Setup Completed

Fox has completed the consolida-
tion of the Fox Theater and Fox
Film advertising and publicity de-

partments. In the future all news-
paper ads and other exploitation
material for theaters will be in-

cluded in press books compiled on
feature pictures. On other produc-
ers' pictures playing Fox houses,
original press books will be used
with changes in mats and copy
when deemed necessary by the Fox
staff. A. Mike Vogel, formerly di-

rector of advertismg for Fox in

Detroit, has been brought east to

handle press book and national ex-
ploitation. Al Margolies, formerly
press agent at the Roxy, has been
transferred to the home office,

where he w\\\ write publicity.

Jos. Bernhard to Serve
On Education Committee
Joseph Bernhard, vice-president

of Warner Bros. Theaters in charge
of real estate, has been honored by
an invitation to serve as a member
of the Committee on Education and
Service of the President's Confer-
ence on Home Building and Home
Ownership. The invitation came
from the Department of Commerce
in Washington. Bernhard has ac-
cepted.

Making Local Movies
Local Talking M. P. Co. has con-

tracted with four theaters to make
local pictures under the title "Ro-
mance of the City." Productions
are made in co-operation with
chambers of commerce and civic of-

ficials.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Auraiwwf
Au nnmm i

Harry Koplar and Skouras Broth-

ers discussing amalgamation of St.

Louis theaters.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

\By RALPH WILK .

HOLLYWOOD
"D ALPH BLOCK has completed his^

first novel, "Fellow Mortal,"

which is laid in New York, Wash-
ington and Palm Beach in 1933 and
1934. It is one of the few novels

written by a member of a film col-

ony, which does not deal with Holly-

wood.

Dwight Caldwell, film editor at Larry Dar-
mour's studio, is back at work following a

short vacation. He will edit the new Mickey
McGuire comedy, which will be directed by

J. A. Duffy.

Back in the days when the RKO
Pathe studios were the Thomas H.

Ince studios, Bradley King was one

of Ince's most prolific writers. Now
Miss King is at the same studio and
is doing the adaptation and dialogue

for "Women Need Love," which will

star Ann Harding.

A Los Angeles neighborhood exhibitor sur-

prised "fans" and others when he used only

James Gleason's name on his marquee in con-

nection with the showing of "A Free Soul.'

Sarah Y. Mason, who wrote the

screen play and dialogue for "Peg
0' My Heart," is now working with

Leo McCarey on "Polly of the Cir-

cus," which will be directed by Mc-

Carey.

The third "Torchy" comedy, "Torchy

Comes Through," is in production at Educa-

tional, with C. C. Burr directing, assisted by

Allen Smiley. Ray Cooke and Dorothy Dix

are again featured, with their support includ-

ing Franklin Pangborn, Edmund Breese, Cor-

nelius Keefe. Armand Kalijz and Adolph

Milar.

George Sidney and Oscar Apfel

are late additions to "High Pres-

sure," in which Warner Bros, will

star William Powell.

Radio Pictures assignments: John Halliday

and Hugh Herbert for "Hullabaloo, Lus;'l«

Gleason replacing Cissy Fitzgerald in Tha

Dove," Richard Summer for "Ladies of the

Jury."

Esther Ralston's baby makes its

screen debut at the age of two

weeks in Tiffany's new "Voice of

Hollywood" release.

Pun

When Frank Marsales, musical di-

rector for Harman-lsing Studios,

which produces "Looney Tunes" and

'Merry Melodies," declared he was

too busy to go to football games and

did ail his playing in his studio, Rob-

ert Edmunds, the cartoonist, was an

interested listener. "However, Frank

does a lot of scoring in a day,"

Frank commented.

Monte Westmore, eldest of the famous fam-
i'.y of make-up specialists, has been engaged
by Columbia as make-up artist on Barbara
Stanwyck's "Forbidden," being directed by
Frank Capra.

Edward Sedgwick has been se-

lected to direct Columbia's football

production, tentatively titled "Yel-

low," with Jack Holt and Richard
Cromwell.

Sally O'Neil and William Bakewell begin
work together soon in "First Cabin" at the

Fox studio. Others in the cast will be
Ralph Morgan, H. B. Warner, Charlotte

Greenwood. Ferdinand Munier and Joe
Brown. Marcel Varnel will direct.

Tully Marshall has been signed by
Paramount for a role in "The Man
I Killed."

Polly Ann Young, Edan Marian and Noble
Johnson have been added to the cast of Uni-
versal's "Murders in the Rue Morgue." Grace
Hampton, Tyrell Davis and W. T. Holmei
are additions to the cast of "The Unexpected
Father." featuring Slim Summervillo and

ZaSu Pitts. Thornton V. Freeland is direct-

ing.

Two additions to the cast of Ruth
Chatterton's new Paramount picture,

"Tomorrow and Tomorrow," are

Winter Hall and Lillian West.

Casting has been completed on a new
Mack Sennett-Andy Clyde comedy, titled

"Let's Go Fishing," and production is sched-

uled to start within a few days, under the

direction of Babe Stafford. Arthur Stone and
Dorothy Granger will head Clyde's support-

ing cast.

Martin Cornica of Fox is now the

tennis champion of North Holly-

wood. He also won a challenge

match from John Fowler, who won
th Fox studio tournament honors.

Leo Carrillo's personal valet-cook-butler.

Ling, has been with him since he was a

child. An interviewer on the "Racetrack"
set, in which Carrillo was playing, wanted
to get one of those "faithful servant" ex-

pressions from Ling and asked how long he

had been with Carrillo. "Too dam long,"

was the answer.

Tim Whelan, Alfred Jackson and
Joseph Fields have been assigned by
RKO the task of writing the dia-

logue and adaptation for the next
Wheeler and Woolsey film, "Girl

Crazy." Already cast with Wheeler
and Woolsey are Dorothy Lee, Kitty

Kelly and Hugh Herbert.

The "Wa-Wa" brigade has been ordered
out of Hollywood. The brigade comprises
atmosphere players who never can think of

extemporaneous lines to fit scenes; instead

of making intelligent conversation, they mur-
mur "Wa, wa wa." Robert Milton, direct-

ing "Husband's Holiday" for Paramount,
was the first to ban the "Wa Was" from
the set.

Robert Presnell has written an un-

titled original, which will co-feature

Irene Dunne and Pat O'Brien at

RKO. Presnell was formerly with

First National and Paramount.

Suzanne Fleming, New York stage actress,

has been signed to play a role in Edna May
Oliver's next starring vehicle for Radio Pic-

tures, "Ladies of the Jury," to be directed

by Lowell Sherman. It was adapted by

Salisbury Field.

It is not genei'ally known that the

late Charles Webb Murphy, one-time

owner of the Chicago Cubs, built a

very expensive theater in his home
town, Wilmington, O., which has a

population of only 5,000.

Irene Dunne, who was recently elevated

to stardom in "Consolation Marriage" for

Radio Pictures, has been assigned to play the

starring rolo in the forthcoming production,

"Hullabaloo" which was originally announced

for Mary Astor. Laurence Olivier, former

stage player, and recently signed to a con-

tract by Radio, is to have the featured role

opposite the star. Already announced to ap-

pear in "Hullabaloo" are John Halliday and

Hugh Herbert, and it is to be directed by

Gregory LaCava.

Dorothy Jordan is to play the

principal girl role in RKO-Radio
Pictures' air film, "The Lost Squad-

ron," starring Richard Dix.

The camel has a real rival in the antelope

chipmunk, according to Bill Lucas, narrator

for "Comrades in the Desert," which was
made by the Allen Brothers, naturalists, in

association with Elmer Clifton. Lucas learned

that nature endowed the chipmunk with a

special internal works that changes dry starch
into liquid to run his engine—private distil-

lery—hence, the chipmunk has no craving for

water.

* * *

William Collier, Sr., recently as-

signed to direct the dialogue in

"Stepping Sisters," will play a role

in the same film.

* * *

Over in deah old Lunnon, Dave Bader,
who devoted considerable time to putting
over "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" in

England, is acting as special exploitation

representative for Universal. In the mean-
time, he has been missed during the Los
Angeles opera season and at the Hollywood
Bowl.

* * Ht

Jean Hersholt, head of the Danish
Olympic Games committee in this
country, and personal representative
of the King of Denmark in American
arrangements for the coming of the
Nordic athletes, announces that the
Danish athletes will positively ap-
pear at the 1932 Olympic games in
Los Angeles, despite any reports to
the contrary.

"Dick" Talmadge, ace of screen daredevils,

has gone florist. His new floral emporium
in Hollywood is located in a magnificent all

marble building. His spare time for years

has been spent in cultivating flowers at his

several acred home in the Tiger Trail area of

Brentwood, where he has hundreds of varieties

of rare blooms, with more than four hundred
gladiolas in experiment for improvement of

the strain. His new shop is known as Tal-

madge-Jones, with Mrs. Grover Jones in

charge. He is not quitting pictures, but is

simply developing hin hobby.

If * *

Stella Moore will play her second
consecutive important role, it was
announced, at Paramount's Holly-
wood studios.

ndSHORE
DINNERS
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GRADUAL EXPANSION SEEN

FOR PICTURE EARNINGS

(.Continued from Page 1)

tistical service states, and the out-

standing influences in the accom-
plishment of this end are cited as:

"(1) the probable increase in at-

tendance coincident with general
business improvement; (2) con-

tinued production of superior pic-

tures at a relatively low cost; (3)
increasing outlets in the form of the

miniature theater, home movies and
a potential circuit of 16 mm. the-

aters; (4) further cutting down of

time between productions and sim-

ilar procedure to complete the pro-

gram of cost reduction, and (5)

television."

In the matter of television. Stand-
ard Statistics says: "While the

strictly long term influence on the
motion picture industry is largely

indeterminate at this time, the early

stages of its commercialization
should prove of temporary benefit to

movie attendance. This is because
of the probability that the trade can
successfully exploit television, as a

novelty, in its general introduction

to the public. Over the longer term,

it would not be unexpected should

practical television work toward the

restriction of movie attendance. The
trade fully realizes this possibility

and, while it does not consider tele-

vision as of major detrimental sig-

nificance, it already is taking pro-

tectionary measures through the as-

sociation with radio interests which
should be well in the forefront of

television, when and as it becomes

a reality. In the opinion of the trade,

these factors, together with the slow-

ness with which television is pro-

gressing, should enable the movie

companies to accomplish any align-

ments found necessary to maintain

their present outstanding position in

the general amusement world."

The outstanding adverse possi-

bility of the next year and a half is

that of federal taxation, the finan-

cial service says. With respect to

the foreign money situation, it states

that the leading producers partly

anticipated the depreciation in for-

COMING & GOING

CHARLES R. ROGERS, vice-president
in charge of RKO Pathe production, ar-

rives in New York today from the coast.
SOPHIE TUCKER leaves this week for

Chicago to open an engagement at the
Oriental on Oct. 30.

HARRY M. WARNER and SAM E.
MORRIS plan to leave Nov. 4 for the

coast on a semi-annual visit to the studios.

A. POLLAK of Peerless Productions
leaves for the coast tomorrow.
LUCY DORAINE, Hungarian film ac-

tress, arrived last week in New York en
route to Hollywood.
LILYAN TASHMAN is en route from

abroad to appear in "Her Confession" at the

Paramount Eastern studios.

PEGGY SHANNON, JEANNETTE
MacDONALD and MIRIAM HOPKINS
left Saturday for the Paramount West Coast
studios.

GARY COOPER sailed Saturday for a

vacation abroad.

NEWS OF THE DAY
Youngstown — Kolb and Young

have acquired the Hippodrome, for-

merly operated by C. W. Miller, and
will play a combination of pictures
and musical comedy.

Stockton, Cal.—Clarence W. Kun-
kle has purchased the half interest
of his co-partner, Lester R. Helm, in

the Imperial.

Miami Beach, Fla.—The Biscayne
Plaza is reopening after being closed
for two months for repairs and re-

decorating. It is operated by Wolf-
son-Meyer Theater Enterprises, Inc.

Edgar B. Pearce is manager.

Dow City, la.—The New has been
sold by the Dow City Amusement
Co. to 0. J. Judd.

Pittsburgh — George N. Shewell,
formerly manager of the Lion at
Red Lion, Pa., is now manager of
one of the theaters of the Shea The-
atrical Enterprises in this city.

Irwin, la. — A new theater, the

Princess, has been opened here by
H. C. Gordon.

Los Angeles—J. K. McDonald has
sold the Hollywood to George T.

Browne. Andy Anderson returns as

house manager.

Orange City, la.—Sunday movies
are to be presented here in the fu-

ture, it is announced by Manager
Elmer Raak.

Wayne, Pa. — Mike Steifel has
taken over the Palace which he has
renamed the Towne.

Newton, la.—The Cozy was re-

cently sold by R. Pittman to R. M.
Johnson, who is installing sound
equipment.

Albany—Len Garvey, RKO Pathe
branch manager, has sold the
Rooster product to the Eagle and
Hudson theaters here. He also

closed with the Benton Circuit for
five situations on features.

Samuelson Fears Effect

Of Relief Talk on B.O.
(.Continued from Page 1)

the Allied Theater Owners of New
Jersey. This is among the subjects
to be discussed at the organization's
meeting next Tuesday at the Hotel
Lincoln, New York, following the
district unemployment meet to be
held that morning in the Astor the-
ater.

Samuelson says exhibitors have
expressed favorable opinions on the
recently proposed plan to close

houses on one or two of the bad days
of the week, such as Monday and
Tuesday.

Commenting on the "protest meet-
ing" held about two months ago in

New York, Samuelson says no re-

sults are discernible by him, and
that "from the sidelines it looked like

a supplementary sales convention
for the product of the company in

question."

eign currencies. Earlier this year
foreign accounts were quite general-
ly pared to the strictly necessary
operating funds, and some organiza-
tions are following the policy of not
exchanging substantial portions of
foreign money for American cur-
rency, but are leaving it for such
advantageous purposes as larger
than scheduled acquisitions, pay-
ments for film exchanges, offices

and general production facilities.

Thus, even assuming a complete
translation of depreciated currency
into American money, aggregate
1931' net from foreign operations
probably would be but moderately
below 1930.

Boston Group Takes Lead
In Nat'l Movie Week Drive

(Continued from Page 1)

man, and G. Charles Branton, city
chairman, reported by telephone that
86 theaters in the Hub city had defi-

nitely pledged benefit performances
for Friday, Nov. 20, which will be
Motion Picture Day in the Boston
territory.

J. J. McGuinness is executive sec-
retary of the Boston city committee.
From G. A. Smith, Cincinnati Dis-

trict Chairman, came the word that
all key cities in his territory are
organized. The following chairmen
have been chosen: Louisville, Ky.,
Fred C. Dolle; Columbus, 0., P. J.

Wood; Dayton, 0., W. A. Keyes;
Huntington, W. Va., Abe Hyman;
Springfield, 0., Phil Chakeres;
Charleston, W. Va., Abe Hyman;
Lexington, Ky., J. B. Elliott; Ports-
mouth, 0., Floyd Morrow; Chilli-

cothe, O., R. E. Myers; Blue Field,

W. Va., Geo. Brown; Middleboro,
Ky., C. 0. Brown; Zanesville, 0.,
Caldwell H. Brown; Marietta, 0.,
Frank Hussett.

Citizen Volunteer Corps
Protecting K. C. Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

of any disturbers or those attempt-
ing malicious acts on theater prop-
erty. Houses so protected are the
Oak Park, Ashland and Summit.

Barrist Succeeds Emanuel
As Philly MPTO Chairman

(Continued from Page 1)

eration with other exhibitor organi-
zations calling for unified action on
all problems affecting theater own-
ers during the current situation.

FRENCH EQUIPMENT FIRM

ESTABLISHK U. 8. UNIT

(Continued from Page 1)

551 Fifth Ave. Officers of the cor-
poration are: Andre Debrie, chair-
man of the board; Morris Kleiner-
man, president, and Basil Lermont,
treasurer and general manager.
One of the important features of

the Debrie equipment is a new stu-
dio camera for taking sound pic-
tures, with the following improve-
ments :

1,000 feet inside magazine, new
model of rewind and take up, anti-
buckling device with electric con-
trol, indication of sound track in
printing and focussing apertures,
simplified automatic dissolve, with-
out lock, automatic safety cut out
in case of faulty operation, aperture
plates 18.2 x 24.5 with removable
mask reducing to 18.2 x 22.
The laboratory printing machine

which prints simultaneously image
and sound in normal and reverse
sense at the rate of 3,000 feet per
hour claims a special feature in that
any amount of changes of light can
be obtained without cumbersome
rheostat boards, by a very simple
process of a specially perforated
control band which commands the
light changes up to any ^ven
amount.

Debrie also has apparatus for

'

taking large films, 65 to 72 mm.
Other items include a special high '

speed camera with 2,000 feet maga-
zine to take pictures at the rate of
240 frames per second, and Debrie's
polishing machine which takes out
scratches on the old negatives and '-

polishes at the same time.
The Andre Debrie firm has re-

cently completed outfitting the lab-
oratories and studios of Paramount
m Paris and Svenska Film Industri
in Sweden.

Butterfield Buys Pathe Shorts
Detroit—Harris Silverberg, RKO

Pathe branch manager here, has sold
his company's shorts program to the
Butterfield Circuit for 30 houses in
Michigan.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
bun Tan Producing Co., theatrical enter-

prises; Rossman & Schoenberg, 44 Court St
Brooklyn, N. Y. $20,000.

Herbert Hoey, theatrical enterprises: Lesser
& Ippohto, 1501 Broadway, New York. 100
shares common.
Emerson-Kenyon. theatrical enterprises ; L.

E. Krohn. Utica, N. Y. 100 shares common.
CAPITAL INCREASES

Kodik Chilena, Ltd., Rochester, $50,000
to $100,000.

Knrl-l; Mexicana, Ltd., Rochester, $150,000
to $300,000.
Kodak Hawaii, Ltd., Rochester, $50,000 to

$125,000.
KnH-.k Uruguay, Ltd., Rochester, $10,000

to $100,000.
Kodak Phili'noines, Ltd., Rochester, $50,-

000 to $100,000.
CAPITAL REDUCTION

Lahay Theater Corp., Buffalo, $1,000 to

503 shares, no par.
DISSOLUTIONS

Better Days Pictures. New York.
Pastime Theater Co., Rochester.
Loew Amusement Co., Brooklyn.

i
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Warners May Bring Stock Company to Broadway

COLUMBIA PUTS UNlYSYSTEM INTOEFFECT

ndividual Contracts Scored By Texas Allied Exhibitors

Educational—and its workshops

= By JACK ALICOATE^
rHE Hollywood activities of Edu-
' cational are far-flung. To cover
^m all in a day is no small assign-
lent, but we did it, thanks to the
dvice and navigating ability of our
rusty pilot, Ralph Wiik, of the
louthampton Wilks. Educational's
hort subject product for the season
> about completed, leaving the fa-
liliar Educational studio, for the
loment, practically dark. Over at
iffany we found the energetic Sam
;ischolf as busy as an exhibitor at
chorus girls' convention. Here is

irtually a one-man production de-
artment, at work 24 hours out of
4. Just finished a smart one in
Left Over Ladies." Now on "X
[arks the Spot." "Hotel Continen-
il" and "Men of the Evening" to
dIIow. Sam Zierler is turning out
le Cruze-Sono Art product. Four
re to come to complete the Educa-
onal releasing arrangement. "Race
rack," just previewed, received ex-
Bllent notices. Zierler tells us the
3ur on the way look plenty box-
ifice. They are "Luxury Girl," "Last
'ile," "Those We Love" and "Silent
nunder."

•
r is indeed a liberal education in

the fine arts of magic, illusion
nd cinema trickery to be allowed
ehind the scenes at the Dunning
aboratory. Here we find machines,
focesses and fairy-like formulas for
oing that which cannot be done.
1 this devil's work-shop they turn
ight into day, red into blue, and
:complish hundreds of unusual per-
)rmances that intrigue the eye and
efuddle the mind of your techni-
illy innocent correspondent. Here
ley can photograpn a star, in Paris
)day, and in Pekin tomorrow. Can
iil warships through the Sahara
nd shoot the 20th Century crossing
roadway at Times Squai-e. It is

pping off no State secret to gen-
ralize that plenty of hot scenes

(Continued on Page 2)

Theater Owners Ask For
5-5-5 Agreement
Cole Elected

Dallas—A resolution asking for

adoption of the 5-5-5 contract and
rebuking distributors for using in-

dividual forms was adopted at the
annual meeting of the Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Texas held here last

week. Sales policies of certain com-
panies, and alleged demands for per-
centage on the best playing time,
were denounced in another resolu-
tion, and the Brookhart bill was

(Continued on Page 3)

EXHIBSASKM FILMS

AS TIDEOVER FOR WINTER

Dallas—That distributors furnish
free films to certain theaters during
the coming winter, as a means of

keeping these houses open and thus
providing employment, is recom-
mended by the Allied Theater Own-
ers of Texas in a letter to the Hays
organization. According to the pro-
posal, in Texas, the unit would list

(Continued on Page 4)

Publix Appoints McKay
Miami District Manager
Macon, Ga. — James H. McKay,

former manager of Publix theaters
hei'e, has been named manager of

the Publix theater for the metro-
politan district of Miami, Fla., where
he once managed the Olympic.

Hays Sees Tax Measures

If Volunteer Aid Falls

If volunteer aid is not forthcoming in suffi-
cient quantity to meet the relief demands of
the coming winter, draft legislation will be
inevitable, Will H. Hays said last night in a
radio talk on behalf of the Emergency Unem-
ployment Relief Committee. Hays said that
two out of three who are complaining about
depression are persons who have not been af-
fected. He urged these to do their part in
helping the others.

STATE MOVIE CONTROL

URGED BY KY. GOVERNOR

Lexington, Ky.—State and federal
control of motion pictures, along
with radio, was advocated by Gov-
ernor Sampson in an address at the
State Teachers' College in Murray.
"Radio and movies are two of the
most important agencies at our com-
mand," said Governor Sampson. "I

would not have them removed at any
price, but I would have the United
States and the' several states take

(Continued on Page 3)

Southern Ohio Allied

Holds First Meet Nov. 10
Cincinnati—First annual conven-

tion of Allied Theater Owners Ass'n
of Southern Ohio, Kentucky and
West Virginia will be held at the
Netherland Plaza Hotel here Nov.
10-11, it is announced by Frederick
Strief, business manager.

Warner Stock Troupe for B 'way
Hinges on Out-of-Town Trial

Ft. Worth House to Show

Westerns Exclusively

Fort Worth, Tex.— Earl Phenix wi!! reopen

the Hippodrome on Nov. 1 as an exclusive

western house. He has had a burlesque com-
pany in the house for the past month.

Possibility of a stock company be-
ing established in one of the War-
ner Broadway houses rests upon the
success of the stock company to be
started at the Warner, Oklahoma
City, a Warner executive told Film
Daily yesterday. Previous to the

(Continued on Page 4)

Briskin, Bachman, Block
and McGuinness Will Be

Assoc. Producers
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Columbia is placing

the unit system of production into

effect immediately, with Sam Bris-
kin, Jack G. Bachman, Ralph Block
and J. K. McGuinness as the four
associate producers, it was announc-
ed yesterday by Harry Cohn. Un-
der the plan, Cohn will confer with
each producer on story selection^
adaptation, choice of director, cast,

(Continued on Page 3)

THEATERIlIg COSTS

DROP 30^N 2 YEARS

Theater construction costs have
dropped from 20 to 30 per cent dur-
ing the past two years, according to
major circuit executives questioned
by The Film Daily yesterday.
These estimates take into considera-
tion reduced value of sites. The
drop in costs was sharpest last Fall,
said several of the executives inter-
viewed.

Nathanson, Bloom, Fine
Served With Summonses
Toronto—Under instructions from

R. H. Greer, K. C, special Crown
prosecutor, notices to appear in the
Ontario High Court to enter their
pleas on charges of conspiracy to
operate a combine have been issued

(Continued on Page 4)

Censors Impeding Satire,

Says C. Gardner Sullivan

Hollywood—Although satire offers some of
the best possibilities now open to the screen,
the presentation of such stories is impeded by
censorship rules, says C. Gardner Sullivan, M-
C-M executive. Sullivan says some of the finest
examples of screen writing are being rejected
because their keen satire would be resented by
some strata of society.
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Hiram Brown Assails Rumor
Reports that Charles R. Rogers

would become production chief in

a shakeup at Radio Pictures are
founded entirely on rumor, Hiram
S. Brown told The Film Daily
yesterday. "I will neither aflfirm

nor deny the statements," Brown
declared.
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Educational
—and its workshops

{Continued from Page 1)

in every season's product are Dun-
ning-processed.

•
\A/HILE making the studio merry-
"' go-round we are always in-

trigued with the most unique of all

Hollywood professions, the Stand-
ins. They are in like number to
the stars, but hardly of like impor-
tance. Theirs is the job of standing
under the sun-ares and kleigs, in the
positions the principals will assume,
while the cameramen get the range.
They are chosen from the vast army
of extras because of their physical
resemblance to the star. Their sal-
ary is about 30 frogs per week. At
that, it is the finest of elemental
studio education and more than one
electric light celeb got his or her
start on the golden road by—stand-
ing in.

New York S.M.P.E
Holding Meet Oct. 29

A meeting of the New York sec-

tion of the S.M.P.E. will be held
Oct. 29 at 29 West 39th St., E. W.
Kellogg of RCA Victor will deliver

a paper, "16mm Sound on Film Re-
cording", and results of the election
will be announced. Nominations are:
chairman—Porter H. Evans, Vita-
phone; T. E. Shea, Bell Telephone
Laboratories ; secretary-treasurer

—

J. R. Manheimer, E. & J. Electric
Co.; D. E. Hyndman, Eastman Ko-
dak; manager—M. C. Batsel, RCA
Photophone; J. L. Spence, Akeley
Camera Co.; J. A. Norling, Laucks
& Norling.

First 16MM. Exchanges Open
First three in the group of ex-

changes planned by International
16mm. Pictures, Inc., were opened
yesterday. They are located in New
York, Boston and Philadelphia.
Within a short time the company
expects to have 150 similar distribu-
tion agencies in operation, accord-
ing to Rudolf Mayer, president of
the company.

Harrington to Be Honored
Pittsburgh—In recognition of his

work as secretary of the M.P T
of W. Pa. and W. Va., Fred J. Har-
rington will be given a testimonial
supper Nov. 3 at the Hotel Henry
by independent theater owners in
this territory. William R. Wheat.
Jr., is chairman of arrangements,
Eddie Beadle of Cannonsburgh is
treasurer, and Nathan Braverman is
secretary.

RCA Nine Months' Net Up
Advance estimates of RCA's net

profit for the first nine months of
this year indicate that the preferred
dividends will be covered, compared
with a deficit of more than $3,000,-
000 m the same period last year.
Photophone's increase in business
this year is one factor in the better

^o°.^'J."^
^^^ ^^s bought in about

$2,000,000 of its "B" preferred stock.

BOOKS m m PATRONS

DOUBLES PEEKSKILL BIZ

In the first release of the Popular
Classics business stimulating plan
sponsored by Edward Golden, where-
by books and book-ends are given
free to women patrons, the Peek-
skill theater doubled its regular
business last Thursday, according to
Joseph R. Singer, manager. The
idea is to hand out one book each
Thursday for 10 weeks, then a book-
end on each of the next two Thurs-
days, giving the patrons a set that
includes "Treasure Island", "Scar-
let Letter", "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde", "Three Musketeers" and
other well-known classics.
With the new Paramount playing

"A Free Soul" as opposition, the
Peekskill drew 379 women, against
a usual average of 200, says Singer.
There also were some 100 kids in
the audience that night, compared
with few or none on other nights.
Gross was about $400, compared
with an ordinary take of $200, and
it cost the theater about $50 for the
books.
Two local furniture stores dis-

played a set of the books in their
windows, with a sign telling the
folks to get the books at the theater
and then come to the store and buy
a stand to go with them.

First New York presentation of

Golden's attendance stimulator will

take place in the Majestic and Up-
town of the Lee R. Ochs circuit.

Del Riccio Is Licensed

As W.E. System Producer
Cinelog Corp., of which Lorenzo

Del Riccio is president and general

manager, has been granted a West-
ern Electric recording license for the

series of travel shorts and special

subjects planned in the U. S. and
foreign countries. So that the sound
may be recorded simultaneously with
the pictures. Erpi is supplying the
producing unit with the first model
completed for commercial use of a
specially constructed light-weight
recording equipment.

Mother of John D. Clark Dies

Mrs. Jane A. Clark, mother of

John D. Clark, western division sales
manager of the Paramount, and of
William J. Clark, general sales man-
ager in Australia for the company,
died Saturday at her home in Drexel
Hill, Pa. Funeral will be held today
from Smith and Smith funeral Par-
lors, Newark, N. J.

Frank Hookailo Buried
Boston—Funeral of Frank Hook-

ailo, Publix district manager who
died suddenly on Friday, was held
Sunday from his home in Brookline.
Theatrical executives from all parts
of New England attended. Besides
a religious service, There was one by
the Masons, in which Hookailo held
a 32nd degree.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: First open meeting of the sej

son of Jewish Theatrical Guild, Morose
Theater. New York, U :00 P. M.

Today: Meeting of New York District o
Unemployment Relief, Astor Theatei
New York, 10 A. M.

Today: Meeting of Allied Theater Ownei
of New Jersey, Hotel Lincoln, Ne^
York, 1 P. M.

Oct. 29

:

Meeting of New York sectio
of S. M. P. E., Engineering Societie
BIdg., 29 West 39th St., New YorV
8 P.M.

Oct. 31 : Universal Club "Night in P;
ris." Hotel Astor.

Oct. 31 : Annual Dinner Dance of Kapla
Projection Society, Hotel Commodori
New York.

Nov. 1 : Meeting of RKO sales executive
and branch managers for the central an
midwest territories. Hotel Congress, Ch.
cago.

Nov. 1-2: Annual convention of M.P.T.C
of Arkansas. Mississippi and Tennesstt
Chisca Hotel. Memphis.

Nov. 3

:

Testimonial stag dinner to Frei

J. Herrington, secretary of the M.P.T.C
of Western Penna. and W. Va., Hott
Henry. Pittsburgh, U P. M.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet ani

Business Meeting of Academy of M. P
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly
wood.

Nov. 10: Annual convention of Alli»
Amusements of the Northwest, Ne\
Washington Hotel, Seattle.

Nov. 10-11: Annual convention of AUiei
Theater Owners' Ass'n of Southen
Ohio, Kentucky and West Virgi;
Netherland Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati.

Warner Houses Launch
November Business Drive
A drive for more business will b<

conducted next month by Warnei
theaters throughout New Yori
state, with the exception of the met
ropolitan district. The period, to b«

known as Victory Month, will be

opened with a "Surprise Week'
and followed by "Over the Top"
"Gift" and "Cheer" weeks. Full ad
vantage will be taken of Electioil

Day, Armistice Day and Thanksgiv*
ing tieups.

Deadlock Continues in K. C.
Kansas City—Nothing developeJ

over the week-end to change tW
deadlock between the 10 Fox Mid
land houses and the operators' unioi*

nor are any details forthcoming oi

the deal whereby Sam Hardinj
would take over and reopen the the^
aters.

Fliesler Joins Tobis
Joseph R. Fliesler has been ai^

pointed manager of the Tobis-VaiB
derbilt, replacing Charles G. Strai
kosch, resigned.

Regular Warner Pfd. Dividend
Regular quarterly dividend of 96^

cents on the preferred stock has
been declared by Warner Bros., pay-
able Dec. 1 to stock of record Nov
12.

Lo. 5-0277 2W. 43St., N. Y. C.

Joe Finston

SYNCHRO SCREEN SERVICE
Musical Quality

Showmanship Synchronization

FEATURES — SHORTS
(.Formerly Paramount-Publix)
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UNIT SYSTEM IS PLACED

IN EFFECTAT COLUMBIA

(Continued from Page 1)

budget, etc. The producers will fol-

low their productions through, and
after completion and cutting will

submit the picture to Cohn for final

consultation. The system, says Cohn,
will combine the freedom of action,

singleness of purpose and concen-

tration characterizing unit systems

with the financial resources, definite

distribution and efficient organiza-

tion of a major studio.

Columbia Gets "Terror by Night"
West Coast Bureau^ THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Columbia has ac-

quired "Terror by Night," produced
by Famous Attractions.

State Movie Control
Urged by Ky. Governor

(Cnittinncd front Papc 1)

charge of them and use them for

good." The governor advocated

placing movies and radio under the

guidance of educators and churches

to be "operated for the public good."

More Depositions in Momand Suit

Continuing task of taking deposi-

tions in connection with the Mo-
mand-GriflSth Amusement Co. case

soon scheduled for hearing at Okla-

homa City, Hays office attorneys

yesterday took testimony of Felix

Feist, E. A. Schiller, Tom Connors,
Claude Ezell, Carl Leserman and
others.

S. Jay Kaufman With "Roxy"

S. Jay Kaufman, columnist and
author has joined S. L. "Roxy"
Rothafel in an executive capacity.

It is likely Kaufman will handle
Radio City contact work. He has
been managing Roxy's affairs during

the latter's absence abroad.

Columbia Film for Strand

Columbia's "Platinum Blonde,"
with Jean Harlow and Loretta
Young, opens Thursday night at

Warners' New York Strand.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Cosmopolitan Productions and Fa-
mous Players to enter upon new dis-

tribution contract.
* * *

Malcolm Strauss to produce for

Associated International Pictures

Corp.

Ferndale Film Studios promise
large plant on Long Island.

• • • THE PASSING of Thomas Edison recalls the story

of how Oscar Apfel came to be the first director of a talking
picture Oscar is now playing a part in Paramount's
"Sooky" back in 1911, he became one of the very first

film directors when he joined the Thomas Edison Film Company
in New York in those days they made nothing but
one-reelers then they decided to make a super produc-

tion a two-reeler "Aida" was the result

which Mister Apfel also directed in 1912 Edison invented
his Cameraphone a crude sound device a phono-
graph concealed behind the screen, connected with the projec-

tor by a wire pulley and the inventor sent for Oscar
to come to his lab in West Orange to act as the director on
his latest brain-child

• • • TH FIRST sound studio consisted of a large tent

near the inventor's office so Oscar started in as the first

talking picture director with a tableau version of the prison
scene from "Faust" that was in December, 1912
in this pix Ernest Torrence made his debut as a talking picture

actor he appeared in the role of Mephisto Lil-

lian Snelling, of the Metropolitan Opera Company, sang the
Marguerita role the camera was connected with a wire
pulley to a phonograph recording machine back of it

a huge horn stretched from the recording machine over the
heads of the players the director was limited to seven
minutes for the talking "epic" that being the capacity
of the disc record some time later Mister Apfel also

made the first outdoor talkie a seven-minute tableau
of a scene from "The Bohemian Girl" with Lillian Snell-

ing playing the lead it was recorded in the Orange
Hills, with a large group of extras as singing gypsies

• • • IT WAS not until the next year that Edison decided
his process was perfected enough to show in public the
first projection was at the Colonial Theater in New York, on
Feb. 17, 1913 after showing in various theaters through-
out the country, the invention was finally scrapped
either the projection machine or the phonograph was slow in
starting throwing it out of sync and the audience
gave it the razz but that's how sound-on-film started,
no matter what claims anyone else may make

• •• IT IS an open question whether Mister Apfel is

proud or sorry for being the first director to introduce the
talkie screen like a good many other vet directors,

Oscar was a darn sight better off in the ole silent days
when he was going strong, making those William Farnums for
Bill Fox incidentally, Oscar holds another record
he introduced yours truly to the film biz assigning us
to adapt the Caroline Lockhart novel, "The Man from the Bitter
Roots," to the screen right after that both Oscar and
Bill Farnum quit Fox and we quit writing for the screen

and if ya should ever view that ole relic, "Bitter Roots"
you'll unnerstan' perfectly

• • # BING CROSBY, radio singer, signed his contract
with Paramount via a talking picture it will be filed away
as a prefectly proper legal document A record long dis-

tance call half way around the world occurred when Clayton
Sheehan, Fox foreign manager, received a report from Charles
Munro, director of Hoyt's theater in Sydney, Australia, on Fox
pictures just shown at the Plaza in Sydney and the Regent in
Melbourne

INDIVIDUAL CONTRACTS

SCORED BY TEXAS ALLIED

(.Continued from Page 1)

again endorsed as a means of regu-
lating trade relations in the indus-
try. Operations of the copyright
protection bureau were opposed as
too drastic.

After a year of administration by
Will Horwitz, whose regime started
out with fireworks that soon died
down. Col. H. A. Cole again was
made president of the organization.
Others elected at the annual conven-
tion last week include: Rubin Frels,
first vice-president; E. J. Callahan,
A. V. Wade, H. T. Hodge, Henry
Sparks and A. W. Lilly, second vice-
presidents. Directors include: W. H.
Powers, Will Dorbandt, John Lilly,

Mart Cole, Leaman Marshall, Paul
Scott, Sam Hefley, H. G. Stein, H.
H. Starcke, H. Boynton, P. V. Wil-
liams and Homer Mulkey.

Columbia Reorganizing
Ad and Publicity Dept,

Complete reorganization of the
Columbia advertising, publicity and
exploitation departments is under
way. Until the new arrangement
is fully worked out, Bert Ennis, who
has been given charge of publicity

^

sales promotion and house organs,
will also continue to direct the field

exploiteers. Al Selig is now devot-
ing himself to trade paper and other
advertising and press books. Hor-
tense Schorr continues on trade pa-
per, newspaper and fan publicity,

with George Gray editing the Bea-
con and Showman, Hal Hodes han-
dling sales promotion. Heath Cobb
as general assistant to Ennis and
Harold Davis Emerson issuing radio
material and preparing newspaper
serializations.

Sunday Relief Shows in Baltimore

Baltimore — Theaters here will

give shows on Sunday, Nov. 22, with
all receipts going to unemployed re-

lief. Herman A. Blum, William A.
Saxton, L. C. Garman, Charles E.

Nolte, J. Louis Rome, J. L. Schan-
berger and Herbert Zimmerman are
making the arrangeinents.

Many Happy

Returns

<i « « » » »

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

October 21
John Dowd
Jack Cohn
George Middleton
Gabriel Scogramillo
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WARNER BROS. MAY BRING

STOCK CO. TO BROADWAY

iContinnci from Page 1)

opening of the stock company, the

theater played a double feature pic-

ture policy. "It is all a matter of

business," the executive said. "If

pictures do not show a satisfactory

profit in certain of our houses, we
will try out the stock idea, which
seems to be looked upon favorably

in small factory and mining towns.

There is no reason why the policy

should not be tried on Broadway."
Last season Warners had a stock

company in St. Louis for a while.

Appellate Court Upholds
Exhib's Choice of Unions
In a decision upholding the right

of a theater to exercise its choice

of unions in the employment of op-

erators, the New York State Court

of Appeals has permanently enjoin-

ed Local 306, Operators Union, from

picketing the New United States

and the New Broadway, Brooklyn

theaters employing projectionists

from the rival Empire State Oper-

ators' union. The ruling also en-

joins Local 306 from carrying signs

or distributing notices of any kmd
in front of or in the vicmity ot

these theaters. The State Supreme

Court previously had decided m fa-

vor of the Empire State, with Local

306 appealing the decision.

"Ri^O 000 Fox Suit to be Re-tried

vESn Bureau of THE f'^^^^^^f''^^
Washington — Alberto Kollman

Ferryos, dancer, who was awarded

$50,000 damages by the District

Supreme Court last spring for al-

leged injuries sustained while per-

forming in the Fox theater here,

has been ordered by Justice James

M Proctor, of the same court to

present his case all over again. This

action bv the justice was taken fol-

lowing the plea of attorneys for

Fox Theaters that the award m the

original case was excessive.

"Fanny Foley" Holds Over

RKO's "Fanny Foley Herself,

with Edna May Oliver, is slated to

remain a second week at the War-

COMING & GOING

NAN'CY CARROLL is on her way to New-

York from HoUywcocl.
.

DITA PARLO sailed last iv.glit on the

Bremen (or Europe. ta^-it
MORRIS SMALL accompanied JACK

OAKIE to New York from the coast.

JOSEPH T. SCHNITZER arrived in town

yesterday from the West.
(•HAKLES SPENCER CHAPLIN, JR..

and SYDNEY EARL CHAPLIN, sons of

Charlie Chaplin, sailed last night on the

He de France for Europe.
WARREN HYMER is in New York.

RAY FRIEDGEN and his wife, Helen
Turner, have returned from England where

he directed several features.

LOUIS B. MAYER is en route to the

coast from New York.
CRADWELL SEARS of Warner-First

National is due in New York from the coast

late this week.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

Bv RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
A LFRED WERKER, who directed

"Heart Break" and "Good Gra-
cious, Annabelle," will direct "Lazy
Bones," which will feature Spencer
Tracy. "Lazy Bones" was produced
as a play by Sam H. Harris, with
George Abbott in the cast. If mem-
ory serves correctly, Ann Harding
was also in the cast.

Irving Kaye Davis, who is visiting on the
Coast, is the author of "Over Night," which
will be produced on Broadway by J. J. Leven-
thal.

Arthur Tavares, veteran film ed-

itor who cut "Seed" and "East of
Borneo" for Universal, is complet-
ing the editing of "Strictly Dishon-
orable," which was directed by John
Stahl. Stahl also directed "Seed."

At one of the major studios, a $20-a-we€k
janitor rids the studio of rats at his own
expense. He spends 50 cents a day feeding

15 cats, who dispatch rats. To say that he
is poDular with the homeless cats is putting
it mildly.

Tyler Brooke, one of the busiest

screen comedians, recently completed
his engagement in "A Dangerous
Affair," which Eddie Sedgwick di-

rected for Columbia.

Our Passing Show: William Cameron Men-
zies motoring on Western Ave. ; Allen Rivkin
and P. J. Wolfson chatting at Universal;
Gilbert Warrenton visiting Tec-Art on busi-
ness.

T'other day, Ernest Pagano, com-
edy writer for Educational, stopped
long enough between scripts to buy
a Pierce-Arrow roadster.

Kritzi Kidgeway, Koscoe Karnte, Frank
Sheridan, Purnell Pratt, Douglas Cosgrove,
Robert Emmett O'Connor and Louise Beavers
are late additions to Paramount's "Ladies of

the Big House," which Marion Gehring is

directing.

EXHIBS ASK FREE RLMS

AS TIDEOVER FOR WINTER

(Continued from Page 1)

between 50 and 100 theaters which,
it says, needs this sort of co-opera-
tion. Similar arrangements would
be effected in other states, it is

recommended. There are no indica-
tions that distributors will comply
with this appeal.

Nathanson, Bloom, Fine
Served With Summonses

{Continued from Page 1)

for personal service on N. L. Na-
thanson, former managing director
of Famous Players, Samuel Bloom
and Irving S. Fine.

RKO Publicity Man in Ft. Worth
Fort Worth, Tex.—Jack Jester, in

charge of publicity and exploitation
at the RKO Hollywood, has resign-
ed and left for Hollywood to join
the Hollywood Journal. Oscar Mil-
ler of the Malco Amusement Co.,

Pine Bluff, Ark., takes Jester's place
here.

**I DON'T KNOW WHAT
WOULD DO WITHOUT
VALUABLE ENCYCLOPEDIA ON
MOTION PICTURES, IN ANSWER-
ING THE NUMEROUS INQUIRIES
RECEIVED EACH YEAR FOR IN-

FORMATION COVERING THE
AMERICAN MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY.

A/. D. Golden

ASSISTANT CHIEF

MOTION PICTURE DIVISION
U. S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE

NOW
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Production, Rental, SoundCosts Slashed in Germ iny

BRANDTSAFTER 12 KEY CIH LEG^HOUSES
Skouras Now Linked in Operation With Two Circuits

W. R. Sheehan
— shows us the countryside

= By JACK ALICOATE=
A VISIT with Gen. Sheehan of the

'^ Fox Field Artillery is always in-

teresting, usually illuminating, oft-

times controversial, and frequently

all three. Taken in a Lincoln, at

60 miles per, for 150 miles, makes

it, as us spiffy English fellows

would say, a bright and jolly adven-

ture. Hey, what! There is no dog

about Winnie Sheehan. He has no
Ifancy illusions about the business.

As production head he is constantly

in the saddle. He believes in strict

studio allegiance and enthusiastic co-

operation, and conducts the Fox pro-

duction activities with an eminently

fair but consistently dominant hand.

The production activities of this out-

fit are perhaps the broadest on the

Coast. Both Movietone City and the

Hollywood studio at Sunset and
Western are in operation. For one

mechanically inclined, this Movie-

tone City is a veritable fairyland

and the last word in sound perfec-

tion and achievement. Like West-
minster Abbey, Napoleon's Tomb
and the Washington Monument, no

trip to Southern California is com-
plete without a visit to the most
imposing of all studio layouts,

Movietone City.

THERE seemed to be considerable

enthusiasm around the lot over

Henry King's "Over the Hill." They
'were shooting the final scenes the

day of our visit. Sandpapering our

fingers, we chiselled our way into

iseeing a first rough print, and lady,

if you're asking, here's a picture.

iPerhaps we're just an old softy, but
i;he tears rolled down our cheeks as

oig as doughnuts. We were ashamed
;;o look around, but when we did

iheve were tears of others, splashing

lolenty, in every direction. The fast

I'oming Jimmy Dunn and Sally Eilers

I (Continued cm Page 2)

Acquisition of Fox Group
Not Affecting Publix

Deal in Jersey
With formal acquisition of 44

houses from Fox, the Skouras
brothers have assumed a position

whereby they are handling certain

operations for two major circuits.

They continue on the Paramount
personnel handling New Jersey the-

aters under what is understood to

be a salary and percentage-of-profits

deal. The Fox houses come into
(Ccmtinued cm Page 7)

PARAMOOfWRY DEPT.

PLACEDUNDMGLEHEAD
With the acquisition of Merritt

Hulburd, formerly an editor of the

"Saturday Evening Post," as assis-

tant to D. A. Doran. Jr., the Para-
mount department has taken on
many new phases. Doran will act as

(Continued on Page 10)

Schwartz Coming East
With Moe A. Silver

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Marty Schwartz,

formerly Northwest division man-
ager for Warner theaters, has re-

ceived a call to accompany Moe A.

Silver to New York, where they will

confer with H. M. Warner on new
duties.

Mrs. Rockne Collecting

10^ of "Notre Dame" Net

Terms of the arrangement between Carl
Laemmie, Jr., and Mrs. Knute Rockne in con-
nection with "The Spirit of Notre Dame" give

the noted coach's widow 10 per cent of the
picture's net, with a guarantee of $25,000,
it is announced by Universal. The statement
was made, U says, to set at rest various re-
ports and gossip about the financial benefits
to Mrs. Rockne. Half of the guarantee already
has been paid and the other $12,500 will be
paid Nov. 24, with the 10 per cent payments
being made quarterly.

PRODUCERSMCT CUT

IN STUDIOilON SCALE

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Some modifications in

the studio union scales, long noted
for being unreasonably high, are ex-
pected by producers under the new
agreements now under negotiation
here. William F. Canavan and
Joseph N. Weber are among the
union officials now in Hollywood for
the confabs.

Loew's Tax Abatement
Brings $144,534 Refund

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — An abatement of

$144,534.45, representing overassess-
ments of income and profits taxes
for the period from Oct. 18, 1919, to

Aug. 31, 1920, has been obtained by
(Continued on Page 7)

German Trade Ordered to Ban
High Costs All Down tl

Vaude and Shorts Policy
Likely for Erlanger
and Shubert Houses

Brandt Theatrical Erterprises is

negotiating for 12 Shubert and Er-
langer houses in key cities through-
out the country to add to its Sub-
way Circuit, comprising three the-
aters, and the Lyric, which has
adopted a combination policy. Suc-
cess of the Lyric operation plan will

mean similar policies in the houses
to be acquired and the iubway Cir-

cuit as well.

Policy at the Lyric rovides for
25 cents admission to 5:o0 p. m. and
35 cents thereafter.

SUCCESS OF RELIEF WORK

WILL AID ON LEGISLATION

Success of Motion Picture Unem-
ployment Relief Week will exert a
tremendous influence toward help-

ing the film industry avoid adverse
legislations, declared Charles L.

O'Reilly, president of the T. O. C. C,
in addressing a meeting of theater

(Continued <m Page 7)

Rowland Knows Nothing
About Unit Plan for Fox
Asked concerning a report that

Fox will institute the unit system
of production, Richard A. Rowland,
who has just returned to New York
from the Coast, said: "I know noth-

British Film Imports

Drop 20% in 9 Months

London — Film imports for the first nine

months of this year amounted to 54,221,486

feet, against 67,955,076 in the same period

last year, or a drop of about 20 per cent,

according to figures published by the Board

of Trade. Of this total, blank film accounted
for 34,537 feet, against 34,322.291 last year;

positive, 15,968,474. against 29.080.522. and
negative, 3,715,513, against 4,552.263 feet.

Berlin (By Cable^^^
move to place the v.*^^^
dustry on a so'-

here have mr
for the cut

license, ra'

and othr
Rentinp
strucj^jy supply mats of these ads at nominal cost—
fir

them to M'G-M Ad. Dept,, 1540 B'tvay, N. Y. C.
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Cut Production Costs
By Adequate Preparation
CUPPOSE you were capitalist
^ with a half million, more or

less, invested in the erection of

a new business structure. You
had had the plans prepared by
an architect of repute, you had
specified the finest of materials,

and you had placed the con-

struction contract in the hands
of a leading engineer. Came the
day when the work was com-
pleted, and you were asked by
those concerned to make a formal
inspection. Suppose, then, as that
trip progressed, from sub-celler

to roof, definite weaknesses be-

came glaringly apparent. What
would you think ? . . what would
you do? Obviously, the answer
is, "Plenty!" And yet in Holly-
wood, where a similar situation

exists, and has existed, you find

it not only condoned but to a
certain extent, defended. The
producer who invests a half mil-

lion in a talkie, accepts the
flaws revealed at previews as
nothing out of the ordinary and
orders the expenditure of sums
up to $75,000 to eliminate them.
This, he contends, is "good busi-

ness." And, from the Holly-
wood viewpoint, inasmuch as it

may transform a sure flop into

a hit, perhaps it is. But would
it not be better business still to

do this necessary tinkering with
scripts and casts (and directors,

for that matter) before the pic-

ture is placed in production?
It would necessitate radical
changes in the Hollywood modus
operandi. It would spell the end
of the so-called Ford system of
picture making. Scripts would
not be dashed off overnight;
cameras would not start to
grind without a proper rehears-
al period, and both players and
directors would not be assigned
in haphazard fashion. Holly-
wood's greatest curse—or so it

seems at this distance—is the in-

cessant demand for speed. It
explains snap judgment in the
purchase of stories, imperfect
scripts and rewriting during
filming. —Chester B. Bahn,

"Syracuse Herald^'

Under a new law, Germany
can prohibit the showing of
any film that is "injurious to

the public welfare."
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• • • ONE OF the most spectacular motion pictures ever

made never reached the screens of the nation it was
"The Birth of A Race" made in 1917-18 which traced

the development of the Negro race from the earliest Biblical

times down to the Big War several wealthy Chicago

cullud gentlemen backed the venture with plenty of dough
for they kept kicking in for over a year steady the Froh-

man Amusement Company was also actively interested

the pix was shot in Tampa, Florida and it had all the

Floridians excited for they figured that with this big

production as a starter, Hollywood was due to change its locale

to their state

• • • THE PIX wound up in Camp Dix for the trench

scenes which were to be the big climax with a war sequence

the old Amity Street Armory in Flushing, Long Island,

was used for the stude when the company came north
finally everything was set for the gala opening the
epic was cut from about 30 reels to 18 it opened at the
Blackstone theater in Chi and the Washington authori-
ties stepped in and closed the show at the premier the
Armistice was just about to be signed and the Govern-
ment didn't want any pix with war propaganda to gum up the
works so "The Birth of A Race" is buried away in some
film vault unheralded, unsung just another of

those things that cost a fortune and never earned a nickel for
its backers and the very first war pix to be made after

that "The Four Horsemen" mopped up
three years later some of the most spectacular mob
scenes ever filmed are contained in the buried epic

• • • OUT ON the Universal lot director Roland Brown
read about this college psychologist who declared that whistling
indicates a moron type of mind so he prepared a list

headed "Musical Morons" and any mugg caught whistling
around the stude got his name on the list one day Mister
Laemmle Joonior came around feelin' quite happy over things
in general so he was whistlin' and the Musical
Moron list mysteriously disappeared and it should
when you stop to think that a bunch of historical celebs who
were anything but morons were inveterate whistlers
f'rinstance Abe Lincoln, Charles Dickens, Robert Mantell,
Robert Louis Stevenson and if ya want to go back a
few yars there was Alexander the Great and Michael
Angelo and one of the earliest works of art
sculptured on the wall of his tomb shows an Egyptian
kink with his lips puckered in a pronounced whistle or
was he just giving the well known razz to his prime minister?

all of which makes us feel very happy and we
personally are whistling AGAIN

• • • FIRST OPEN meeting of the season of the Jewish
Theatrical Guild was held last nite at the Morosco Theater,
with Georgie Jessel in the chair, Sophie Tucker jest of honor

and Max Steuer, the attorney, as principal speaker
Max absentmindedly started cross-questioning Sophie

until they set him straight

• • • OVER IN Lunnon Dave Bader is courting a Viennese
damsel who can't speak a word of English well, neither
can Dave so that makes it EVEN A "Baseball
Victory Dance" will be staged by The Columbians, baseball
team of Columbia, Friday eve at the Astor . .

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€

« « « » » »

Merchants' Buying
Campaign Clicks

QNE of the biggest exploita-
tion stunts devised in the

Metropolitan district was put
through at the Oritani, Hacken-
sack. N. J. It was heralded as
"A Progressive Merchants' Live
and Buy in Hackensack" cam-
paign and was planned by David
Schaeffer, promotion man for
the Warner theater chain in the
New Jersey zone. The stunt is

one that entailed a great amount
of preliminary work and could
only be carried out through the
cooperation of many merchants.
For the purposes of his cam-
paign Schaeffer secured $2,500
worth of merchandise, all of
which was given away at the
Oritani to the patrons of the
house. There was a distribution
at each evening showing and on
each Saturday afternoon during
a period of two weeks.

Oritani, Hackensack, N. J.

Kids Ballyhoo
"Our Gang" Comedies

]y[ANAGER J. C. GOODWIN
of the Publix-Ritz, Scran-

ton, Pa., arranged for a tremen-
dous reception and ballyhoo dur-

ing the week's sojourn of Our
Gang Comedy kids. The kids, on

different days of the week, vis-

ited practically every orphanage
in and surrounding the city

—

giving impromptu performances.

And many of these kids in turn
were the guests of the theater.
The parade was the highlight of
this campaign. This parade
started an hour before a circus
parade was to take place.

—Ritz, Scranton, Pa.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-
bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

October 28
John Boles

Hugh E. Trevor

Richard M. Baer
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An Article By
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GRIPPIXG DRAMA
of i^voman's struggle
for a place in the sun

featuring

CLAUDIA DELL, liVALTER BYRO]\
and MARJORIE RAMBEAV

"This picture is acted with polish and quite remarkable

sincerity by every member of the cast. Claudia Dell as

Patricia is most appealing— and very pretty. Marjorie

Rambeau gives an outstanding performance.

"leftover Ladies' is cleverly dialogued and directed and

beautifully staged and costumed. The story has depth as

well as snap and will make any woman, gazing upon

husband and home with the look of love grown tired, pause

and do a little thinking.''

MAE TINEE
in the CHICAGO TRIBUJSE
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''EXCELLENT ENTERTAINMENT, THE
KINDTHATSHOULDPLEASETHE MASSES
AS WELL AS THE CLASSES"

-HARRISON'S REPORTS

Leftover Ladies' has plenty of

kick—the women in the audience

will be thrilled at seeing some

of their own problems presented,

and the men will probably do a

lot of thinking."

-L. A. EXPRESS

Directed by ERLE C. KENTON
Produced by SAM BISCHOFF

PRODUCTIONS, INC
Distributed by

Sono Art-World Wide

-lEFTOYER LHDIES"
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SUCCESS or RELIEF WORK

WILL AID ON LECISLATION

{Continued from Page 1)

men at the Astor Theater yesterday
morning. Other speakers were: At-
torney Louis Nizer, Harvey Gibson,
Carl E. Milliken of the Hays organ-
ization, Sidney Samuelson, Joe Vogel
and Major L. H. Thompson. The
attendance filled the theater.

Loew's Tax Abatement
Brings $144,534 Refund

(Continued from Page 1)

Loew's, Inc., from the Internal

Revenue Dept. In explaining the

cause of the overassessment, the

revenue commissioner said that a

re-computation of the taxes due,

made upon complaint of Loew, re-

vealed that the method used by the

government in determining the

amount of tax due, originally,

"greatly overstated the true net in-

come."

Television at Moss for Run
Interest shown on the opening day

in the television presentation at the

B. S. Moss Broadway indicates that

the demonstration may be held for

a long run, according to the house
management.
The Hippodrome's opposition stunt,

called "Telepa-vision," is just a men-
talist act with the fortune-teller

talking from a screen, probably an
illusion, in colors.

Campbells Lease H-F House
Kansas City—R. S. Campbell, Mid-

West division manager for Hughes-
Franklin, and Horace Campbell, his

nephew, have sub-leased the Nomar
in Wichita from the circuit for a

limited period and are operating it.

Horace is managing and Roy is buy-
ing and booking.

Two New F. N. Releases Set
First National has set Dec. 12 for

the release of "Safe in Hell," star-

ring Dorothy Mackaill, and Dec. 26
for Marilyn Miller in "Her Majesty,
Love."

More conferences between Adolph
Zukor and M.P.T.O. planned.

* * *

S. A. Lynch and Southern Enter-
prises, Inc., file answer to Federal
Trade Commission.

if * *

August business shows increase
over July. Government tax figures

ready.

First Catholic Movie Theater
Paris—Europe's first Catholic film theater will soon be opened at the

Salle Plely, which the Comite Catholique du Cinema has taken over. Pictures

to be shown will be especially selected as suitable for children and family

patronage. Prices will run from three to twelve francs.

W. A. Rothschild Making
13 One-Reel Song Shorts
Production of a series of 13 single

reels known as "Sing-a-Song of

Yesteryear" has been started by W.
A. Rothschild, formerly with Para-

mount and other major companies,

who has arrived in New York with

the first subject, "Mother Was a

Lady." They are novelty song reels.

Rothschild will negotiate a release

on the series which is being made
at the Coast.

Cleveland Film Board Clam Bake
Cleveland—A clam bake will be

held Nov. 6 at Idlewood Club under
the auspices of the Film Board of

Trade. Entertainment committee
includes John Himmelein, I. J.

Schmertz and Al Mertz. Tickets
are $5.

Joint Show in Hartford

Hartford, Conn. — Arrangements
are being made for a joint unem^-
ployment relief performance to be
staged by local theater managers
Nov. 1 at the Capitol. Henry L.

Needles, district manager for War-
ner Theaters, is chairman of the
theater men's committee.

Reserve Decision on Darrow Film

Albany, N. Y.—Called upon to

rule whether certain matter in the
Clarence Darrow film, "Mystery of
Life," is improper for screen presen-
tation, the state censors after view-
ing the picture have reserved de-

cision while they think it over.

L. B. Cool Moves to Pittsburgh

Akron, 0.—L. B. Cool, for many
years district manager for Fiber
and Shea theaters, Youngstown, Ak-
ron and Canton, has given up his

home here to locate permanently in

Pittsburgh, where he is looking
after Fiber-Shea interests.

Canton Hit by Bank Closing

Canton, 0.—Closing of the George
D. Harter Bank, largest in Canton,
practically stagnated business in lo-

cal theaters last week. The bank
had more than 55,000 depositors.

Favor Sunday Relief Shows
East Liverpool, 0.—Sunday mo-

tion pictures as an unemployment
relief measure for extra men has
been advocated by the Trades and
Labor Council here.

New British Circuit

Plans Some Building
London—In announcing formation

of National Provincial Picture
Houses, Ltd., E. E. Lyons states that
the new circuit, which will be under
his direction, plans to build some
theaters in addition to those to be
acqu'ired for management or book-
ing.

Zoning Parleys Continue
Cleveland — Further negotiations

on the zoning and protection here
will be conducted by Sam Horwitz,
of Stanley and Horwitz, as legal rep-
resentative of the local committee,
according to Meyer Fine, chairman
of the committee. If no adjustment
is made, a test case may be insti-

tuted.

Washington Relief Shows
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Local theater own-

ers have set Nov. 18 and 21 as the
dates of the special shows for re-

lief of the unemployed. Some houses
will give midnight shows and other
will hold special matinees.

Kaimann Bros. Add Another
St. Louis — Kaimann Bros, have

added the Excello to their growing
cii-cuit in North St. Louis. The Ex-
cello was one of the houses operated
by the late Joseph Mogler.

Pauline Frederick has been signed
by Arthur Lubin to star in the
Jerome Sackheim play, "When The
Bough Breaks," which goes into re-

hearsal in New York the first week
in December.

Sloman to Direct Nancy Carroll
Edward Sloman will direct Nancy

Carroll in "Wayward" at Para-
mount's New York studio, with pro-
duction starting about the middle of

November. Phillips Holmes and
Pauline Frederick also are in it.

May Reopen K. C. House with Stock
Kansas City—Plans are under con-

sideration for the reopening of the
Orpheum with dramatic stock and
pictures. The house recently closed
after a short run as a talker house.

"The Champ" Next for Astor
"The Champ," with Wallace Beery

and Jackie Cooper, follows "The
Guardsman" at the Astor, continu-
ing that house's $2 top policy.

First Milt Gross Short Finished
"Samoa, the Isle of Jazz," first of

the Milt Gross "Gross Exaggera-
tions," has been completed by M
J. Kandel of Ideal Pictures.

WITH TWO CIRCUITS

(Continued from Page 1)

their fold under a leasing arrange-
ment.
Name of the new company formed

to handle these theaters acquired
from Fox is Skouras Theater Corp.
The houses are: Academy, Audu-
bon City, Crotona, Jap Garden, Ne-
mo, Park Plaza, Riverside, Valen-
tine, all New York City; Victoria.
Ossining; Astoria. Crescent and
Broadway, Astoria; Cove, Glen
Cove; Corona and Granada, Corona;
Forest Hills, Forest Hills; Hemp-
stead and Rivoli, Hempstead; Jack-
son, Jackson Heights; Lynbrook,
Lynbrook; Playhouse, Great Neck;
Roosevelt, Flushing; Sunnyside,
Woodside, Valley Stream, Valley
Stream; Jamaica, Jamaica; Tivoli,

Monticello, Strand, Fulton, Rialto,
Apollo, Capitol and State, all Jersey
City; Terminal, Newark; Pascack,
Westwood; Palace, Bergenfield,
Plaza, Englewood; Queen Anne, Bo-
gota; Brook, Bound Brook; Frank-
lin, Nutley; Liberty, Elizabeth;
Hackensack, Hackensack; Rockland,
Nyack.

Fay Wray on Air

Fay Wray will be the featured
artist tonight at 7:45 on the Esso
program of the Standard Oil Com-
pany over a nation-wide NBC net-
work. Miss Wray, who will be in-

terviewed by "Believe-It-Or-Not"
Ripley, plays opposite Ronald Col-
man in "The Unholy Garden," which
opens at the Rivoli just 45 minutes
prior to the broadcast.

Catlin Again at Stillman
Cleveland—Arthur Catlin is back

as house manager at Loew's Still-

man, which reopened Saturday after
being closed since June. The house
is showing first-runs at 25 cents.

Henry Laws Dead
Cleveland—Henry Laws, 36, for

years city salesman with Pathe, died

Saturday of peritonitis.

Congratulates

:

JIMMY DURANTE
whose hilarious nonsense is

the comedy highlights of
the M-G-M picture, "New
Adventures of Get-
Rich-Quick Walling-

ford."

No. 41 of 1931
*^Good Deeds**

Series
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

iBy RALPH WILK,

HOLLYWOOD
gRADLEY KING has taken up

quarters at the RKO Pathe stu-
dio to write the screen play for the
new Ann Harding picture, "Women
Need Love", based on an original by
Ursula Parrott.

* * *

Bill Boyd, Director AI Rogell and a unit
of 75 persons are leaving for Sugar Pine,
in the High Sierras, to make first scenes
for "Bad Timber", an original by Marion
Jackson.

* * *

Harry Lieb, veteran film editor,
is editing "Speed", which Vin Moore
directed for Universal.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Cornelius Vanderbilt,
Jr., Joan Crawford, L. E. Behymer, Lee
Shippey, Rob Wagner, Joe Sherman, Clar-
ence Locan, Radie Harris at the tea given
in honor of Lawrence Tibbett ; Louis Stevens
and Peter Milne lunching at RKO.

P. J. Wolfson. Universal contract
writer, is now working on an orig-
inal story. His book, "Bodies Are
Dust", has attracted much attention.

* * *

Humphrey Pearson is writing the script
for "Chi Chi and Her Papas", which wi'l
star Lily Damita. with Richard Boleslavsky
directing. The vehicle was originally a Ger-
maii comedy and was translated into Eng-
lish by Max Steiner, RKO musical direc-
tor, who has also written the musical score.

* * *

Harold Minjir has been signed by
Paramount to aid Charlie Ruggles
in supplying comedy in "Husband's
Holiday."

Lily Damita will be seen in two pictures
for Samuel Goldwyn during the coming sea-
son. The first wi'l most likely be "Sons
o' Guns," in which she will appear opposite
Al Jo'son. After that, probaMy in March
or April, Lily will begin work with Eddie
Cantor in "The Kid From Spain."

* * *

Genevieve Tobin has been borrow-
ed from Universal by Paramount
for a role with Maurice Chevalier
in "One Hour With You."

Tay Garnett is directing "Prestige", star-

ring Ann Harding. Among Garnett's re-

cent selections for the cast were Adolphe
Menjou and Guy Bates Post. Other prin-

cipals include Melvyn Douglas, Ian Mac-
Laren and Clarence Muse. The story was
prepared by Garnett, director-author, RoUo
Lloyd, dialogue writer, and Francis Faragoh,
one of the leading continuity writers in the

industry.
* * *

Zion Myers has completed the di-

rection of an untitled athletic short,

starring Willie Hoppe, the billiard

champ. Pete Smith is the narrator.

Paul Ivano and Ralph King are preparing

the second of a series of 12 novelty shorts,

which will be released by Natural Produc-
tions. The first subject, "Phantom of Holly-

wood", has been finished.

Paul Weigel has joined the sup-

porting cast of Paramount's "The

Man I Killed", the Ernst Lubitsch

production featuring Lionel Barry-

more, Nancy Carroll and Phillips

Holmes.
* + *

James Cagney's next picture for Warner
Bros, will be "The Roar of the Crowd,"
auto racing story by Howard Hawks, adapted

by Seton I. Miller, who was also asso-
ciated with Hawks in the production of

"The Dawn Patrol." Dorothy Mackaill and
Joan Blondell will have principal parts, and
also probably Walter Huston. "The Roar
of the Crowd" will go into production as

soon as Cagney's vaudeville tour, which has
been cut from six to three weeks on ac-

count of the preparation of this picture,

comes to a close.

Adrienne Ames, New York so-

ciety girl who is being trained by
Paramount for featured roles in mo-
tion pictures, has been granted a

two-week leave of absence from film

work to appear opposite Guy Bates
Post in the stage production, "The
Play's The Thing" at the Community
Playhouse in Pasadena.

Still further additions to the cast support-
ing Douglas Fairbanks. Jr., in "Union De-
Dot," already in production at First National,
ire George Rosener, Dickie Moore, George
Ernest, Dorothy Cliristy, Geneva Mitchell,
Spencer Charters, Ethel Griffies and Virginia
Sale.

Charlie Ruggles has been assigned
the comedy leading role in Para-
mount's "Second Chances."

* + *

Ann Dvorak has been added to the cast
of "Devil's Lott ry." F^x production in
which Charles Farrell, Mae Marsh, Greta
XMissen and WiUiam Pawley have already

been selected for the leading roles. The pic-

ture, adapted from the story by Nalbro Bart-
ley, is now ready to go into production under
the direction of Hamilton MacFadden.

* * *

"High Pressure," William Powell's
new starring picture for Warner
Bros., will start production on Thurs-
day of this week instead of on Nov.
2, as previously announced.

* * *

Wallace Smith as scenarist and William
Wallace as director of "Circumstance" are
once again associated. This combination
served together, with Menzies as art direc-
tor, on "The Dove" and "Bulldog Drum-
mond."

Roy Del Ruth is nearing the finish
in directing "Taxi," his latest as-
signment for Warners.

Acting under orders from studio executives.
Howard Estabrook is confining himself to

writing the original story "Frontier," which
will be RKO's next big picture on the scale
of "Cimarron" and "Are These Our Chil-
dren?"

Graham Baker, who recently con-
tracted for one assignment with
Universal, is reported to have re-

ceived a long term contract offer

from Carl Laemmle, Jr.

Albert DeMond, prominent scenarist and
associate producer in an article now appear-
ing in a national publication, stressed the im-
portance ot circumventmg criticism of the

picture industry on the part of publicity-

seekers.

H. Lee Hugunin, assistant general
manager of the Mack Sennett stu-

dios, announces that the next Sen-
nett short, "The All-American Draw-
back," has gone in work with Del
Lord directing. Harry Gribbon 13

featured.

DIRECTORS
Have used the annual Film Daily Year

Book as a casting directory for the past 14

years. Here will be found the work of

every star and featured player as well as a

complete "Directors" section covering the

productions of every director. A list of

cameramen, labs, studios, raw stock distrib-

utors, technicians, etc., is included as well

as a quick ready reference buying guide.

. . . Here one will find over 1200 pages of

reliable industry statistical and informa-

tive data at one's finger tips—and—we'll

bet our last bottom dollar that you'll find

a copy of the Year Book on the working

desk of every Director in pictures.

The 1932 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
(14th Edition)

IS NOW IN PREPARATION

FILMDOM'S RECOGNIZED REFERENCE BOOK
Distributed in January

BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER
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Taunton, Mass.—Linwood Curtis

is the new manager of the local

Strand, succeeding Albert McAvoy,
transferred to the Attleboro. Curtis
was formerly manager of Poli's in

Worchester.

Wesleyville, Pa.—Earl William of

Erie has leased the 500-seat Penn
from Warner Bros.

Flushing, N. ¥.—B. S. Moss has
acquired the Flushing theater prop-
erty which had been converted into
stores. His plans are unknown. He
may build or remodel the property.

Pittsfield, Mass. — Residents of

this city have approached Claude
Frederick, manager of the Capitol,

to run for mayor. Frederick has
lived here for eight years.

Utica, N. Y.—The Mohawk Valley
Theaters Corp., composed of Henry
Frieder and Henry Grossman, has
reopened the Colonial, dark since
last spring when Nathan Robbins
gave it up. William H. Wagner is

the manager. It plays four vaude
acts and a picture.

Orange, N. J.—Moe Kriedell has
taken over the Colonial here. It has
been closed for some time.

Dedham, Mass.—The Community
is now being managed by Benjamin
E. Pickett in place of F. Carroll,
resigned.

Ogdensburg, N. Y.—Julius Frank
and Byron A. Evans have bought
the Hippodrome from Eli Rosen-
baum.

Monaca, Pa. — Louis Rottenstein
has leased the Penn from Louis
Stoll. The Penn's new manager is

a son of Sam Rottenstein, formerly
manager of the West Aliquippa The-
ater, now managed by another son,

Abe Rottenstein.

Pittsburgh—Lou Engel has joined
the Tiffany branch office here as
salesman. He was formerly con-
nected with Tiffany, also with Co-
lumbia and Universal.

|SUNSHIN€
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Donora, Pa.—L. H. Garbarino has
succeeded Thomas A. Gilbert, re-

signed, as manager of the Liberty.
He formerly ran the Cadogan in

Cadogan, Pa.

Pittsburgh — Emanuel Rubin
former manager of the Garrick for
several years, died recently. He re-
tired from the film business about
five years ago.

• CENTRAL •
Youngstown, O. — The Princess,

playing musical tab and films, has
installed sound equipment.

Jordan, Minn. — The Jordan has
been opened by J. J. Schultz with
new sound equipment.

Devil's Lake, N, D.—R. R. Hill,

managing the New State for Archie
Miller, has reopened the house with
new RCA sound apparatus.

Beloit, Wis. — R. St. Anthony,
formerly with Publix in Minneapolis,
will manage a Fox-Midwesco theater
here.

Chester, 111.—Walter M. Light of
St. Louis has purchased the Opera
House from J. W. Schuckert.

LaGrange, III.—George R. Talbot
is the new manager of the La-
Grange for Publix. He was former-
ly with the Chicago and the Berwyn
in Chicago.

Albion, Ind.—Herbert Kenworthy,
formerly with RKO and also with
Mailers Bros., Ft. Wayne, has leased
the Mystic here from Mrs. Tom
Sinderson.

Minneapolis — Joe Behan, well
known booker here, is now on the
road for Capitol Films. He has been
local booker for that company as
well as for M-G-M and Columbia.

Chicago—Joseph Koppel, formerly
manager of the Ritz in Berwyn, has
been transferred to the Roxy, both
Lasker houses.

Canton, O. —
- Adolphe Buerhig,

Loew manager, was named chair-
man of Canton Unemployed Relief
Theaters Committee at the meeting
of Canton exhibitors.

Plain City, O. — Cliff Grainger,
former manager of the Paypee at
Mt. Dilead, has acquired a theater
of his own here.

Mound City, 111.—J. E. Whitter
has purchased the Palace from the
Egyptian Theater Co.

Cleveland—L. J. Smith is manag-
ing the Royal for the Associated
Theaters circuit.

Cleveland—The Hippodrome has
been acquired from C. W. Miller by
Kolb & Young, who propose to of-

fer a policy of musical comedy and
pictures.

St. Louis—Houses in this terri-

tory reopened recently were: Prin-
cess, Doniphan, Mo.; Apple Blossom,
Hardin, 111.; Cozy, Nebo, 111.; Ma-
jestic, Memphis, Mo.; Excello, St.

Louis, and Waverly, East St. Louis.

Portageville, Mo.—J. C. Shannon
is the new owner of the Mexon.

East St. Louis—George R. Jack-
son has sold the Waverly to M. A.
Sanowsky.

Robbinsdale, Minn.—F. E. Ander-
son, owner and manager of the new
Crystal, will open the house late

this month.

Jackson, Mich.—Steve Springett,
manager of the Family, has offered

$500 to Michigan Allied to fight any
proposed adverse legislation.

Detroit—The Coliseum will be re-

opened by Ben Cohen with a scale

of 10 and 15 cents.

Milwaukee—Bernard Lassick has
taken over the neighborhood Gem
from Frank Trottman who is now
operating the Ace.

Minneapolis—William Gould, who
has been with the Fox sales force
in this city and with Universal in

Sioux Falls, has joined the force
of Ben Marcus, Columbia branch
manager.

Pewaukee, Wis.—R. W. Croft has
bought the Owl here and the Victor
in Hartland from A. L. Geyer.

St. Louis — The rebuilt and re-

named Uptown, on Delmar Blvd..

made its debut on Oct. 24 with
"Street Scene." It is under the
management of George Bowser.

Akron—R. E. Paulos has leased
the Spicer from George Reinecke
and is installing RCA Photophone
equipment.

SOUTH
Kingsville, Tex.—Hall Industries

will soon inaugurate Spanish-speak-
ing pictures in their second string
of houses here and in Beeville as
an experiment.

La Leria, Tex. — Steve Stein,
formerly a film salesman, has ac-
quired the LaFeria here and re-

named it the Bijou.

Statesboro, Ga.—E. R. Collins is

now sole owner of the State, of
which he has been general manager
for some time, having bought the
stock of P. J. and Marvin McNatt
of Vidalia.

Vicksburg, Miss. — Jack Manning
of Greenwood is the new manager
of the Saenger, succeeding James
Thames, Jr., who was transferred
to Greenwood.

Cordele, Ga.—The new Woods has
been reopened after a three-months'
shutdown for additions and improve-
ments.

Centerville, Ala.—Harry Chapman
will reopen the oiQ Rivoli about
Nov. 1 under the name of Francis.
Talkers will be shown for the first

time here.

Aiken, S. C.—The Aiken Opera
House has been leased to H. B. Ram,
of Buffalo, N. Y., for a period of
four mnths.

-Qnq Islands
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PAJKHAUD
ON THE MERRICK ROAD AT

MASSAPEQUA-NEAR JONES BEACH

DINE AND DANCE
WITH

HERB HAGENAH
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Phone: Mouapetiui rj8

•KM ALL TEAi
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IT STORY DEPT.

PLACED UNDERSINGLEHEAD

(.Continued from Page 1)

general contact point on everything

to do with the creative end of the

business. Stories, authors, directors,

actors and creative talent of all

kinds will be handled by Doran and

his staff, comprising Hulburd, as as-

sistant to Doran in choosing new
so tries; Katherine Swan, theater

contact, and Maurice Hanline, pub-
lisher contact.

These duties formerly spread
around among various officials, are

now centralized under one operating

head Doran, who reports to the

Editorial Board twice a week.

Sport Topics in Shorts

Gain Favor, Says Moray
There is a distinct trend toward

sport topics in short subjects, said

Norman Moray, Vitaphone sales

manager, yesterday. He expects

more reels of this classification to

appear on the market for 1932-33

release. Vitaphone plans for nexi

season are now receiving preliminary

attention. As during the current

year, names for marquee lights will

be included.

Low Cost Dynamic Speaker

St. Charles, 111. — A dynamic
speaker said to give exceptional re-

production at a low cost is being
offered by the Operadio Mfg. Co. of

this city, manufacturers of sound
systems, for theaters.

One or more units mounted on a
suitable baffle, may be operated
from the 408 DT amplifier with suf-

ficient volume, it is declared, to fill

an 800-seat theater. Features such

as cast frames, "Acoustex" dia-

phragms, and cast pots, assure high
efficiency and ability to withstand
the most severe operating condi-

tions, the company claims.

Faughnan to Albany

Cleveland — James P. Faughnan
contact manager in the local War-
ner theater department, has been
transferred to Albany in a similar
capacity. George Wiegand of St
Louis succeeds him here.

COMING & GOING

RUSSELL HOPTON, who worked in

"Arrcwsmith" and "Law and Order" at the
coast, is now in New York and plans to
leave for Hollywood Friday.

JOAN BENNETT, Who is coming to New
York by way of the Panama Canal, will re-

ma'n only a few days, returning by the same
route on Nov. IL
HAL SKELLY is due this week on the

Aiinitania from the other side. A. A. MILNE,
the author, is on the same boat.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
Bv HARRY X. PL AIR

PARAMOUNT is so well pleased
with the way "His Woman" is

shaping up that it has retained
Director Edwai'd Sloman to turn out
"Wayward," Nancy CaiToU's next
starring vehicle, in which she will

have the support of Phillips Holmes
and Pauline Frederick.

Robert L. Ripley produced a
ivaiter who can carry 14 cups of
coffee at one time for his Ihth "Be-
lieve It or Not" Vitaphone short.

This is but one of a number of
strange things 2vhich are shown.

After an absence of eight years,
Lilyan Tashman returns to the Para-
mount New York studios to play a

featured role in "Her Confession,"
starring Claudette Colbert. Miss
Tashman is expected back from Eu-
rope this week, having been recalled

almost as soon as she arrived
abroad.

Stanley Rauh and A. Dorian Ot-
vos have completed the script for
"Poor but Dishonored," next of the
Thelma White-Fanny Watson series

of two-reel comedies for Warner
Vitaphone. Fanny Watson drove
down from Buffalo a few days ago
to attend the rehearsals under the
direction of Alf Goulding.

George Belisai'io, former Para-
mount cameraman, ^vho sailed Mon-
day night with an expedition foster-
ed by the Rockefeller Institute, will

make London h,is first stop from
ivhich point he ivill fly to South
Africa, a distance of 2,500 miles.

Frank Cannon, commissioner of
parks for the city of Buffalo, visited
the Paramount New York studios
this week as the guest of Jack Win-
ick.

Vitaphone's property department,
headed by Martin Hall, reverted
back to boyhood days in fixing up
the hide-away shack used in "One
Good Deed," latest of the "Penrod
and Sam" series. All sorts of use-
less articles such as a discarded
horse harness were dragged on the

set to make things look realistic.

Edna Rollins of Paramount's cut-
ting department walks home to

Grantwood, N. J., every day since
the new George Washington bridge
across the Hudson has been opened
to the public.

W'ally Sullivan has signed to
write three shorts for Irving Mills,

for Paramount release.

Southern Ohio Allied

Holds First Meet Nov. 10
Cincinnati—First annual conven-

tion of Allied Theater Owners
Ass'n of Southern Ohio, Kentucky
and West Virginia will be held at

the Netherland Plaza Hotel here

Nov. 10-11, it is announced by Fred-
erick Strife, business manager.

v. Somers Succeeds Ace Peery

Baltimore—V. Somers, formerly
with the Steel Pier, Atlantic City,

has been appointed manager of the

Hippodrome, taking the place left

vacant by the resignation of Ace
Beery. Howard Burman, who filled

the post temporarily since Beery's
departure, will continue as publicity

and advertising director of the com-
bination vaudeville-pictures house.

Erie Unions Sign Agreements
Erie—Stage hands and musicians

have signed a new contract with
circuit houses here. Both unions
have kept their men at work since

the old agreement expired Labor
Day.

Aviatrix to Make Shorts

Elinor Smith, who holds numer-
ous records as a leading lady avia-
trix, is slated to make a series of
shorts.

New Ohio Corporation
Formed to Run Theaters
Bucyrus, 0. — Hoover Theatei

Corp. has been chartered with a cap-
ital of $60,000 preferred stock and
4,500 shares no par common stock
to operate a circuit of theaters in

northern Ohio. Incorporators are
John Hoover of Cincinnati, E. R.
Leonard and Elizabeth Hoover.

Cleveland Unemployment Committee
Cleveland—Al Mertz is chairman of

the local M. P. Unemployment Re-
lief Committee, which consists of M.
A. Malaney, P. E. Essick, Henry
Greenberger, A. Kramer, Harry
Holmden, Oscar Kapel and Manus
McCaffery.

V. Haylett in Mantua, O.

Mantua, 0. — V. Haylett, Cleve-
land, is the new operator of the
Mantua on a five-year lease. Sound
equipment is being installed, and
the house will be run four days a
week with two changes under the
management of George Ryder of
Cleveland.

Buys Swanton, 0., House
Swanton, O. — Harold A. Cloore

has acquired ownership of the La-
France, closed since July, 1923. He
has installed sound equipment and
will operate six days a week, with
three changes. Tuesday is the closed
day.

LACK or PRINTS PROHIBITS

NEW PIXPOR RELIEF SHOWS

Lack of prints is understood to

be a major reason prohibiting adop-
tion of the recommendation by sev-
eral exhibitor units that distribu-
tors furnish them with new pictures
for showing during National Motion
Picture Week. In addition, it is

pointed out, pictures current that
week will prove better draws be-

cause they have had much publicity
through the regular channels, as
compared with new and unpublicized

Rowland Knows Nothing
About Unit Plan for Fox

(Continued from Page 1)

ing about it. Mr. Sheehan is still

in charge of production." Rowland
spent four weeks at the Coast talk-

ing production plans.

Cleveland House Ordered Closed

Cleveland—The Piccadilly on the
fourth floor of the State Theater
Building, was ordered closed by the
Building Commissioner on complaint
that it is against the state building
code to operate a theater above the
street level.

Chi. House Changes Policy

Chicago — The Rialto has aban-
doned the burlesque-picture policy.

It has been closed for two weeks
for repairs and will be reopened
under new management, it is re-
ported, with a vaudeville-picture
policy.

New Warner House Starts in Dec.

Mansfield, 0.—Warners new $100,-
000 theater will be started early in
December.

SOLD TO THE
PUBLIC LIKE
THE FEATUR^l
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Full Fox Lineup to be Ready for Release by Feb.

DUAL BILL 'RACKErNEXT ALLIffiJARGET

Andy Smith Succeeds Ezell in Warner-F.N. Sales Post

Mr. Mike Levee
—Mr. M. Mouse and others

-^^ By JACK ALICOATE^.=

A signal honor
President has just been be-

Mike Levee stowed upon Mike
Levee of Para-

mount in his election to the

i

presidency of the Academy of

I

Motion Picture Arts and Sci-

:ences. His first important duty
will be that of presiding at the
Annual Awards Banquet of the
Academy to be held on the

evening of Nov. 10. Here is

the energetic, enthusiastic type of

leader who will keep Academy ac-

tivities humming for the ensuing
year. No one in Hollywood has un-

selfishly devoted more time to in-

.dustry cooperation and relief and
charity work than this sane, popu-
;lar and efficient Mr. Levee. We are

not sure which deserves the most
congratulations— the Academy or

Mike Levee.

t*
* *

Regardless of

e Visit how frivolous this

Mr. M. Mouse Mickey Mouse
Mugg may be on

the screen, he sure is serious when
at home. It was with due polite-

ness and extreme consideration that

he conducted us through his com-
pact, attractive and modern studio

;which was built by his guardian

'ind severest critic, Walt Disney. In

order to get caught up with our

Mousie home work, we learned that

;t takes from six to eight weeks to

complete a Mickey Mouse cartoon.

(;hat between 75 and 80 people work
Im it, that 8,000 to 12,000 drawings
';o into each subject and that this

Mickey Mouse guy has some 8,000

customers in these United States.

S^ext year's schedule from the Dis-

(Conlinued on Pane 2)

New Eastern and Canadian
Sales Manager Named

by Alperson
E. L. Alperson, general sales man-

ager of Warner Bros-First National,
yesterday announced the appoint-
ment of Andy Smith as eastern and
Canadian sales manager, succeeding
Claude Ezell, resigned. Gradwell
Sears will remain as western and
southern sales manager.

URGES PLAN TO PROVIDE

FLESH FOR FILM HOUSES

Revival of vaudeville to meet the
present cries of many exhibitors for
some flesh could be brought about
through organization of an asso-

ciation similar to the one headed by
Will H. Hays, in the opinion of Bud
Irwin of Amalgamated Vaudeville
Agency. Such an organization could
unify the vaudeville field, he be-

lieves. Collective handling of union
(Continued on Page 12)

Moss Empires to Expand
In Movie Theater Field

London—With the wiring of the

Moss Empires houses, formerly de-

voted to variety, now un-
der the direction of Will Evans, it

is reported that that circuit may
shortly acquire a large northern cir-

cuit as part of its new movie policy.

Five Super Cinemas

Planned for London

London— Five new super cinemas for London
are planned by George Smart, who is associated
with Jack Davis in theater enterprises. The
projects will add 12,800 seats to the present
capacity of the city, according to plans sub-
mitted to the L.C.C.

25 THEATERS IN U. 8.

ON GERMAN FILM POLICY

Twenty-five houses in the United
States are now regularly showing
German talkers, said Leo Brecher,
veteran New York exhibitor, in aii

interview yesterday. This represents
a slight increase in the number of

theaters on this policy as compared
with a year ago, he stated. In addi-
tion, part time showings are taking

(Continued on Page 12)

Loss in Third Quarter
Reported by Universal

Net loss of $102,747 is reported
by Universal for the third quarter
ended Aug. 1, comparing with net
profit of $255,784 in the preceding
quarter and net loss of $146,340 in

the corresponding quarter of 1930.

For nine months ended Aug. 1.

total consolidated net profit was $1,-

198,363.
Current and working assets as of

(.Continued on Page 12)

20 of Fox's 48 Delivered;
Full Lineup Done by Feb.

Balaban & Katz Signs

Radio Station Contract

Chicago—Barney Balaban and Walter Immer-

man of the Publix-Balaban & Katz circuit have

signed a long-term contract with Station WIBO
whereby stage and screen attractions from the

local houses will be heard from the new down-
town studio being built in the Chicago Theater.

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Seventy per cent of

the Fox schedule of 48 features for
1931-32 will be completed or in work
by Nov. 7. Twenty have been de-
livered. At the present rate the en-
tire line-up will be completed and
ready for release by Feb. 1, the date
set by Winfield R. Sheehan as tne
"dead-line."

Price War Seen as Next
Step in Double Fea-

ture Abuse
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—With a victory in

the Chicago operator controversy
under its belt, Allied States Ass'n
now considers the "double feature
racket" in that city as the next
menace demanding attention. "Un-
less checked, this abuse threatens to
spread over the country," says
Abram F. Myers. "It threatens now

(Continued on Page 12)

SEES PRESENfCONDITIONS

fAVORINGJNDIE PRODUCT

Salt Lake City—Independent dis-

tributors at present are profiting
from the advantageous situation cre-

ated for them as a result of wide-
spread admission ,'cuts and other
prevailing conditions in the theater
field, said R. O. Jaynes, Big 4 con-
tact man, on his arrival here follow-
ing surveys in various middle
states and western cities.

"Good, carefully budgeted inde-
(Continued on Page 11)

S. Z. Poli Not Interested

In Taking Back Circuit
New Haven—S. Z. Poli is under-

stood to have rejected an offer to

take Poli circuit back from Fox.
About 15 houses comprise the group.

Finds Action, Artistry

In Talkers of Today

Motion picture producers today are in a

position to put into their pictures the artistic

qualities which the more discriminating theater-

goers want, without sacrificing the elements of

action and motion which the less imaginative

require, says a statement by the Motion Picture

Division of the Department of Commerce. Sound
has made this mixture possible, and it is bound
to have a far-reaching cultural effect upon the
millions of people who patronize movies, the
Department states.
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Film Folk for Benefit Ball

A number of film people are in-

cluded in the committee in charge
of the benefit ball to be staged by
the Friars' Club on Saturday night

at Madison Square Garden. They
are: Jesse L. Lasky, Eddie Cantor,

Mayor Walker, Maurice Chevalier,

Erno Rapee and S. Jay Kaufman.

if New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City '
154 Crescent St. "
STillwell 4-7940 it

«Easi

ii]. E. Brulatour* Inc.

t'* Chicago Hollywood •
• 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica H
tJ CALumet 3692 Blvd. t'j

;•: HOLIywood 4121 X^. .*
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Mr. Mike Levee
- Mr. M. Mouse and others

(Continued jrom Page 1)

ney studio will consist of 18 Mickeys
and eight Silly Symphonies.

Way out here where
The Divot men are men and a

Diggers half acre of ground is

called a ranch they
have a unique social-golfing organi-
zation contemptuously called the
Divot Diggers. Meetings are held
at a different golf club each Sun-
day. At 10 o'clock members sit down
to a good old-fashioned breakfast.
At 11 the foursomes are started.
After 18 argumentative holes and a
shower they serve luncheon, of
course, with all the trimmings. Here
wit ttows faster than the Niagara
River. Our arch enemy at the last

meeting was Harold Lloyd. After
1 ups and drives a golf ball for half
a mile, he had a little more respect
tor us Tammany fellows. Promi-
nent among the members who attend
regularly are Doug Fairbanks, Jesse
Lasky, Jack Warner, Mike Levee,
Ltarry Rapf, Henry King, Eddie
Mannix, Al Kaufman and a flock

Mastbaum and Earle
Resuming Stage Shows

Philadelphia — Wfarner-Stanley
Circuit immediately resumes stage
shows at the Mastbaum and Earle
with union operators on the booths,

despite opposition of the union,
which so far has not signed a new
contract to succeed the one which
expired last Labor Day. Through
newspaper ads 50 projectionists have
been engaged. The Mastbaum re-

sumes tomorrow and the Earle on
Saturday.

Headline Film Preview Today
A trade preview of "A Private

Scandal," second in the series of

four features being made by Head-
line Pictures, will be held at 3

o'clock this afternoon in the Rex-
serve Projection Room, 1600 Broad-
way.

Cremonim Leaves Pulverman
J. V. Cremonim has severed his

connection with the Pulverman
Corp., manufacturers of sound
equipment.

Mayfair Theatre B'ldg, N. Y.

WILLIAM MORRIS

m
Call-Board

JAMES M. CAIN
PARAMOUNT-PUBLIX

HOLLYWOOD

Linder Leaves Colorfilm;
Percival Moore in Charge
Gregory Linder has resigned as

vice-president and general manager
of Colorfilm Corp. to enter the 16
mm. field, and the appointment of
Percival Moore in executive charge
of the company's affairs is an-
nounced by Charles Scholtz, presi-
dent. Scholtz also states that the
Colorfilm process is to be installed
in a major studio here and in an-
other in England.

Stage Plays on Wide Film
Planned by George Spoor
Chicago — Picturizing of stage

plays on wide film is planned by
George K. Spoor, who is now search-
ing for dramatic subjects to make.
He intends to shoot the plays ex-
actly as written for stage produc-
tion.

New Westinghouse Adv. Head
East Pittsburgh, Pa.—Ralph Leav-

enworth has been appointed general
advertising manager of Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Co.
He will have charge of all advertis-
ing and publicity activities of the
company. Leavenworth has been an
advertising and sales executive in

Cleveland since 1918.

Carol, Wray and Wiedoeft at AMPA
Sue Carol, Fay vVray and Rudie

Wiedoeft are today's guests at the
AMPA luncheon in the Hotel Dixie.
Wiedoeft is the orchestra chap who
started Rudy Vallee on the road to
fame.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Meeting of New York section
of S. M. P. E., Engineering Societies
BIdg., 29 West 39th St., New York.
8 P.M.

Oct. 30: Baseball Victory Dance, The
Columbians of Columbia Pictures. Hotel
Astor, New York.

Oct. 31 : Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.

Oct. 31 : Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplan
Projection Society, Hotel Commodore,
New York.

Nov. 1 : Meeting of RKO sales executives
and branch managers for the central and
midwest territories. Hotel Congress, Chi-
cago.

Nov. 1-2: Annual convention of M.P.T.O,
of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee.
Chisca Hotel. Memphis.

Nov. 3

:

Testimonial stag dinner to Fred
J. Herrington, secretary of the M.P.T.O.
of Western Penna. and W. Va., Hotel
Henry. Pittsburgh, 11 P. M.

Nov. 6: Cleveland Film Board of Trade
Clam Bake, Idlewood Club, Cleveland.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

Nov. 10: Annual convention of Allied
Amusements of the Northwest, New
Washington Hotel, Seattle.

Nov. 10-11: Annual convention of Allied
Theater Owners' Ass'n of Southern
Ohio, Kentucky and West Virginia,
Netherland Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati.

Nov. 18-25: National Motion Picture
Week for relief of unemployed.

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n, Dallas.

Dec. 7: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina.
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte,

i

Charlotte. N. C. 1

Gov. Ritchie, "Roxy" on RKO Hour
Governor Albert C. Ritchie of

Maryland and S. L. Rothafel
("Roxy"), who returns today from
abroad, will be the principal speak-
ers on tomorrow night's broadcast
of the RKO Theater of the Air.

Pagan's Play Opens Nov. 9
Myron C. Fagan, recently with

Pathe and other major producers,
will open his stage play, "Peter
Flies High," at the Gaiety on Nov. 9.

Monta Bell Leases Apartment
Monta Bell, director, has leased

a furnished apartment in the co-

operative building at 444 East 57th
Street, New York.

Al Grossman Buys Home I

Al Grossman, executive of the!
Loew Circuit, has bought a home in'

the Crestwood section of Yonkers
through the Haring & Blumenthal
Realty Corp.

^

Pittsburgh Bombing Foiled
Pittsburgh—Two policemen risked

their lives when they seized a bomb
and tore the lighted fuse from it

after the missile had been found in

the lobby of the Colonial, Southside.

Lo. 5-0277 2 W. 43 St., N. Y. C.

Joe Finston

SYNCHRO SCREEN SERVICE |

Musical Quality jl

Showmanship Synchronization ^

FEATURES — SHORTS n

(Foimeily Paramount-Publix)
|

COURT OF APPEALS UPHOLDS RIGHT OB'
LOCAL 306 TO PICKET THEATRES HAV-
ING CONTRACT WITH EMPIRE STATE

UNION
In order to correct any erroneous impression as to the legal

effect of the recent decision of the Court of Appeals in the New
Broadway and Brooklyn United cases, Sam Kaplan, President of

Local .306, issued a statement in which he said, "Although the

Court forbade picketing at the particular theatres mentioned be-

cause it was alleged that the picketing there had been accompanied
by violence, it clearly reaffirmed the right of Local 306 to peace-

fully picket any theatre, despite the existence of a contract be-

tween the exhibitor and the so-called Empire State Union. Such a

contract is not a bar to picketing.
"The Union intends to immediately assert its right to picket

as laid down by the Court of Appeals and will, within the next
several days, commence picketing many of the theatres now em-
ploying Empire State men, or other non-union operators. Advt.



IN HITS AS IN HATS...

Styles are always chanyiny



Today's Styles in HITS

Styles change according to public

tastes. Pictures in tune with the enter-

tainment demands of today's smart public

are doing the big-money business. Wise

showmen know this. And they're guaran-

teeing box-office profits by buying pictures

which spell e-n-t-e-r-t-a-i-n-m-e-n-t! Pictures

packed with showmanship! For example:

In the next two weeks from PARAMOUNT
you get . . .

ffGIRLS
^BOUTTOWN

nith KAY FRANCIS
JOEL McCKEA LILYAN TASIIMAN
EUGENE PALLETTE ALLAN DINEHART

Excellenl cnlcrlainmeiit! IJox-officc in a hij;

Avay! Every ihiiifi the fans wan I . . . Koniance

. . . pood, old-fashioned Laiifjhs . . . Slrikinj^

(iowns . . . Gorj;eous Girls . . . Sparkling

W iseeraeks. Expert showmen whoVe seen il

say il's in the hig-nioney elass. Directed

l)v George Ciikor.
f
^

; 1
'•

.

1
• *

i
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TWENTIETH CENTUR
* WORLD TURNEC

MAGIC OF MACHINE AGE AND INVINCIBLE

HUMAN SPIRIT MERGED IN SMASH BOX-OFFICE

ATTRACTION AT PRECISELY THE RIGHT TIME!

NEW COLOSSUS OF THE RADIO,
Seth Parker has Lived Until Now in the Mists of the

World^s Imagination • • • Now He Springs into Life

Upon the Screen/ Emerging From Out the Chaos of

the Hour an Inspired Figure in a Grand Big Show!

&

^ii Kl C I IWI I
^o"o^ fhe RKO-Radio Hour Friday Nights for Details of

I \J 1^ C I 1^ • Seth Parlcer Nation-wide Festival Thanksgiving Day We



WAY BACK HOME
MELODRAMA WARM AS THE HEART OF CREATION
Directed by William Seiter • • • , Story by Jane Murfin

& Like a God-sent beam of sweetness and light, Seth Parker brings a dynamic
new note to show business . . . just when it is sorely needed.

As a radio personality he hcs shot up like a meteor, millions following his

Sunday night broadcasts reverently. These millions certainly are going to see

him on the screen while other millions will flock to see the whopping big melo-

drama in which he makes his screen debut.

RKO Radio tells you NOW to prepare for one of the freak show scoops of the

decade . . . Watch for sensational exhibition and promotion plans!
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Stage and Screen

Growing Further Apart

W/'HEN I first went out to the

Coast about two years ago
I found motion picture directors
following rather closely the
stage form of handling both ac-

tion and dialogue. After I made
my first talking picture I re-

turned to the stage and pro-
duced some more plays. I found
out that playwrights who had
spent years learning the tech-

nique of dramatic construction
for the theater, with its definite

restriction of four walls, were
getting panicky because of the
so-called "talkie competition."
They were, in their turn, trying
to break up their plays into too
many scenes in order to approx-
imate the flow of motion and
the pictorial quality of the
screen. . . . When I returned to

the picture studios last time
from New York, I found that
the producers were profiting de-

cidedly by their earlier mis-
takes. The new photoplays, ii

seems to me, have less talk and
more action. Talk is inserted
only when it is logically neces-
sary. ... I don't think it will be
so long before novelists, scen-

arists and playwrights will

work so definitely within their

own fields that it will be possi-

ble to enjoy equally well, and
for different reasons, the same
story told as a novel, a stage
play and a photoplay. The
stories as told in the different

mediums will have so many
differences that the novel-reader
will not turn away from the
theater and say, "Oh, I know
that story" but will go with-
out hesitation to see the same
narrative in its two other rein-

carnations as a stage drama and
as a talking picture.

—lidijar Schuyn

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

f AV ^^AU TW HMt

-*^Vdaily

Universal plans big costume pic-

ture and foreign producing unit

headed by Priscilla Dean.
* * *

Twenty-seven exchange centers
prepared for railroad strike.

First National difficulties with
delegates straightened out.
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• • • NOTHING GIVES us greater pleasure than to get

two ole timers contradicting each other about vital statistics

concerning the ancient history of the film biz this causes

all their friends to take sides as we publish the contradictory

statements and creates a lotta new readers for the kol-

yum and now comes William F. Haddock, secretary of

the M. P. Directors' Association, giving the razz to Oscar

Apfel's quoted statements about the original talkies made by

the Edison Company with the Cameraphone

* * *

• • • ACCORDING TO Bill Haddock, Cameraphone was
not the name of the Edison talkie outfit it was the in-

vention of J. H. Whitman, now living in Bloomfield, N. J.

in 1907 his company opened a studio over Daly's theater on

Broadway John Mitchell was the director and

Bill Haddock made several pix for them several years before
Oscar Apfel worked on the Edison device

• • • THE FIRST talkie stude for Edison was not in a

tent in Orange, N. J., in 1912 as Oscar stated it was at

41 East 21st St. in 1909 Mister Haddock was the di-

rector, doing the experimental work in February, 1910.
the Edison Company fitted up a studio for sound on West 43rd
St. later called the Victor and at that time the
Cameraphone had a stude on Eleventh Avenoo, later used by
Universal when Edison moved into the 43rd St. studio,

John Mitchell went to work for them and was the
FIRST director to make Edison talkies for distribution
so, Oscar, now that Bill has kicked your published yarn full of
holes, whaddja got to say by way of a comeback?

• • • ACCORDING TO Joe Poland in the Film Mercury,
the vet yes-man, Neversay Noe, married a gal who couldn't
say No and now he's the father of twins who were born
with hinges in their necks he christened 'em both No

explaining that two negatives make a positive
so they're Yes, after all this has given all the assistant
directors a brand new conversational routine- now, in-

stead of saying "yes," they just say "No-no" which
sounds different, but means the same thing and their

jobs are still SAFE

• • • EDWARD CONROY, former newspaperman and
p. a., but now devoting himself to fiction up at Cortland, N. Y.,

has completed a novelty scenario titled "The Melody of Youth"
it is an extravanga-fantasy in ten scenes covering pan-

tomimic marvels of past generations and the arts of the circus,

stage and screen the entire action takes place in a
unique interior set which Conroy designed mebbe some-
thing new, after all?

• • • FOR ITS seventh anniversary, the Paramount Pep
Club issues "Pep-0-Grams" with a beautiful blue suede cover

it is chock full of interesting highlights notably
thumbnail sketches of the gents who have made this publica-
tion outstanding among club manuals Ken Long, Jack
Murray, Henry Gray, Len Daly, Lew Nathan, Dick Engel,
Rodney Bush, Edward Shellhorn, Doris Meyer, John Cicero,
Eddie Sullivan, William Henneman with such a lineup
of artistic, literary and technical talent not to mention
the officers, governors and past presidents of the organizashe

it's not hard to understand why the Pep Club flourishes
through the years

« « « » » »

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

t)^

V
Intensive Publicity
Helps "Hamilton"

HE effect of good, consistent
exploitation was never more

apparent than in the case of the
run of George Arliss in "Alex-
ander Hamilton" at the Orph-
eum theater in Vancouver. . . .

First of all the things done by
Joiner was the running of a
special trailer three weeks in

advance of the play date. He
got up special frames of stills

for the lobby and had the mar-
quee covered with banners. At
the Capitol he also ran a trailer

announcing the coming of

"Alexander Hamilton" to the
Orpheum. Two weeks in ad-
vance of the opening, radio an-
nouncements were made over
three local stations. Over 30,-

000 heralds were distributed and
200 window cards placed in

prominent shop windows. Spe-
cial illuminated billboards were
used and a tie-up brought about
with the Manufacturers' Con-
vention being held in the city.
—Orpheum, Vancomrr, R. C.

* * *

Two Good Stunts
for "Modern Age"
Jy[ANAGER L. Wienscheink

was able to tie up with the
La Salle (111.) Furniture Co.
for five-minute broadcasts two
nights preceding the showing of

"This Modern Age" at the Ma-
jestic. The station used was
WJBC. The Kaskaskia Ford
Agency used two display boards
upon which stills showing M-
G-M stars with Ford models
were posted along with approp-
riate publicity. In addition, two
of the latest Ford models were
placed in front of the theater
during the showing of the pic-

ture and any theater patron
was given a demonstration by
being driven to his home. Each
car was bannered.

--Majestic, La Salle, III.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-

bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

October 29
Charles Chase
Walter C. Kelly
Fannie Brice
Jackson J. Rose



IT MADE
^v A MILLION
^DOLLARS ON
ROADWAYI!
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with PAUL LUKAS
ICourresy Paramount Pictures)

SIDNEY FOX . . . LEWIS STONE
GEORGE MEEKER..SIDNEY TOLER
WILLIAM RICCIARDI. Directed by
JOHN STAHL . . . Produced by Carl

Laemmie, Jr. from the Brock Pemberton
stage play by Preston Sturges.

Business is GREAT with UNIVERSAL!
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A LITTLE From "LOTS //

'By RALPH WILK.

HOLLYWOOD
T ILY DAMITA is to have the star-

ring role in the Radio Pictures
film adaptation of a German com-
edy, according to an announcement
b:y William LeBaron. The story is

"Chi Chi and Her Papas," by Ar-
min Friedman and Fritz Lunzer.
Max Steiner, musical director at

the Radio studio, translated the play
into English and wrote the musical
score.

* * *

Also assigned to roles in the Lily

Damita picture are Hugh Herbert
Sidney Toler, John Warbiirton, Sam
Hardy, Clarence R. Wilson and Tiny
Sanfvrd. Richard Boleslavsky wiV
direct from a script prepared by

Humphrey Pearson, and rehearsals
are scheduled to start immediately.

* * *

Mark Sandrich contemplates mak-
ing several comedies which will con-

tinue the characterization of "Lem
Putt," who appears in two of the

Chic Sale comedies, which Sandrich
directed for Louis Brock for RKO
release. "Lem," who is more or less

the "Specialist" type, has scored a

hit and has actually come to life

on the screen under Sandrich's di-

rection.

Rita La Roy and Jack La Rue
have been added to the cast of

"While Paris Sleeps," in which Vic-

tor McLaglen plays the leading role

and Helen Mack, Fox Debutante
Star, makes her debut. Others in

the cast include Claire Maynard and
William Bakewell. Allan Dwan will

direct.
* * *

Herbert Brenon, who is directing

"The Dove," found a dove caught in

his tennis net. He placed the dove

in his cage, along wifth his pet

macaw birds. Every time the direc-

tor tries to separate the trio, the

stray dove hides behind the belliger-

ent macaws.
* * *

Stanley Smith ivill play an impor-
tant part in "Stepping Sisters," the

Fox picture in which Louise Dresser
-Jd'^jorie Ratnbeau and Jobyna Hew-
land, aided by William Collier, Sr.,

52 For Archainbaud
With the completion of "Exposed," which he is directing for RKO, George

Archainbaud will have made 52 productions since coming to Hollywood in

1923. This does not include more than a score of pictures which he directed

in New York and other localities.

"There are exactly 200 different
noises in the whirr and roar of an
airplane in action, technicians dis-

covered in preparing sound for 'Hell

Divers.'
"

M-C-M.

will give their version of how ex-
burlesque queens climb the social
ladder. Seymour Felix will direct.

* * *

Hollywood fable—Once upon 3

time a writer admitted his agent got
him a job.

* * *

Jules White, who directed "A Des-
ert Regatta," a short, at Saltan Sea,
had a few troublesome moments at

the M-G-M restaurant, when accost-
ed by a duck club owner, who claim
ed his ducks were frightened away
by the outboard drivers, who raced
under Jules' direction. The stranger
wanted $1,200 damages from the
director. Jules and the duck owner
were about to come to blows when
the boys who were "framing" Jules
intervened and introduced the "duck
owner" as Vincent Barnett, the noted
"ribber."

+ * *

Another addition to the Radio Pic-
tures writing staff has been madi
in the signing of Polan Banks, nov-
elist and short story writer. Banks
is the author of "Black Ivory," "The
Gentleman from, America" and the

current novel, "Streets of Women."
* * *

The next Big 4 western starring
Buzz Barton will be "Human Tar-
gets," on which filming is expected
to start the coming week, or as soon
as cast and director have been se-

lected. "Cyclone Kid," Barton's in-

itial western of the series, will be
released Oct. 28.

Charles Ruggles will play the
comedy lead in "Second Chances,"
which is being directed by Frank
Tuttle. The comedian was sent to

Hollywood from New York, where
he has been for several years, fol-

lowing his first starring picture.

"The Girl Habit," and a part with
Maurice Chevalier in Ernst Lu-
bitsch's "The Smiling Lieutenant."
Since his arrival here, Ruggles has
had leading roles in "The Beloved
Bachelor" and "Husband's Holiday,"
in which he now is working.

"Ladies of the Jury," the Edna
May Oliver starring vehicle based
on a stage play by Fred Ballard.
with Jill Esmond, Ken Murray, Ros-
co Ates, Kitty Kelly, Suzanne Flem-
ing, Morgan Galloway, Richard Sum-
ner and Robert McWade in the cast,

is now in production with Lowell
Sherman directing. "Hullabaloo,"
with Irene Dunne as the star, and
Laurence Olivier, John Halliday and

Hugh Herbert in support, is in re-
hearsal with Gregory LaCava di-
recting.

* * *

Elizabeth Meehan has been as-
signed to write the script and dia-
logue for Radio Pictures' screen
adaptation of Richard Walton Tul-
ly's stage success, "Bird of Para-
dise," to star Dolores Del Rio.

* * *

Mervyn LeRoy chooses "Five-Star
Final" as the picture he likes best
of those he has directed. LeRoy
who has more pictures to his credit
than any other young director, has
just completed Gloria Swanson'?
newest starring picture, "Tonight or
Never." He also directed "Little
Caesar," "Local Boy Makes Good,"
as yet unreleased, and "Gentleman's
Fate," a recent John Gilbert picture.

* * *

Josef von Sternberg today finds
himself directing his former boss
Emil Chautard, once a prominent di-
rector of silent pictures and noio a
character actor. Chautard directed
Mary Pickford and other stars be-
fore becoming a character actor and
years ago employed von Sternberg
as an assistant director. The two
are re-united in the production o

"Shanghai Express," Marlene Diet-
rich's next Paramount starring pic-
ture, which von Sternberg is direct-
ing and in which Chautard plays an
ijnportant role.

* * *

"Woman Breaker," is the final

title of Walter Huston's first for
Universal. Story was taken frorr
Olive Edens' story, "Heart and
Hand."

^ 4: *

Alfred E. Green's assisting staflF

on "Union Depot," for First Na
tional, will include: Al Alborn as
assistant director; Sol Folito, first

camera; Jack Okey, art director, and
Jack Killifer, film editor.

* * *

Natalie Moorhead and Richard
Tucker will have important parts
in "Unwanted," which Louis King
will direct for Columbia. Jack Cun-
ningham adapted the story from an
original by Bella Muni and Abem
Finkel.

* * *

Richard Arlen has been assigned
to a leading role with Nancy Car-
roll in "Wayward," soon to go into
production at Paramount's New
York studio under direction of Ed-
ward Sloman. This will be Arlen's
first work in Paramount's New York

studio, his previous roles having
been enacted in Hollywood.

John Boles has been placed under
contract by Fox, following the com-
pletion of his work with Linda Wat-
kins in "Good Sport."

* * *

Robert Williams, Broadway stage
actor who ivon a film contract tvith

RKO Pathe through his work in
"Rebound," is to play one of the
featured leads opposite Constance
Bennett in "Lady With A Past."
David Manners plays the romantic
lead.

* * *

Julian Josephson and Maude
Howell, who will adapt Jules Eck-
ert Goodman's play, "The Man Who
Played God," for the screen as
George Arliss's next starring
vehicle, will be assisted in preparing
the script by Arliss himself.

One in a Thousand

At 999 hotels in Atlantic City you
can get the same thing . . . rooms
with or without meals . .

'An Original and Unique Service has
made

Tfie

CAROLINA
CREST

The Thousandth Hotel

'Abed or at your service table en-

joy a delicious Tray Breakfast.

WITHOUT CHARGE. In the pri-

vacy of your own comfortable room

while you glance through your

morning paper . . . then wonder,

as all our guests do—how we hap-

pened to move your home to the

CAROLINA CREST
North Carolina Ave., Near Boardwalk

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

RATES:

Single, $4 and $5.

Double, $7 and $8.

Every room with private bath—Bed
lamps and at least three windows

ITS WISE TO MAKE RESERVATIONS
IN ADVANCE
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SIX NEW PRODUCTIONS

GOING IN WORK AT FOX

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Six new feature pro-

Iductions are being placed in work
this week at the Fox studios. With
two pictures now nearing comple-
tion, this makes a total of eight
films under way between the Holly-
wood and Beverly Hills plants.
The new pictures are "Stepping

Sisters," with Louise Dresser,
Marjorie Rambeau and Jobyna How-
land; "While Paris Sleeps," with
Victor McLaglen, Helen Mack and
Weldon Heyburn; "Circumstances,"
mystery drama with Violet Heming
and Paul Cavanagh; "Devil's Lot-
tery," with Charles Farrell, Mae
Marsh, Greta Nissen, William Paw-
ley and Ann Dvorak; "Dance
Team," with James Dunn and Sally
Eilers; "First Cabin," a Louis Jos-
eph Vance melodrama with H. B.
Warner, Sally O'Neil, Charlotte
Greenwood, Ferdinand Munier and
William Bakewell.

Janet Gaynor and Charles Far-
rell are putting the finishing touches
on their musical romance, "Deli-
cious." George O'Brien is back at
the studio after making exterior
scenes for ane Grey's "Rainbow
Trail."

Denver Theater Suit to Be Retried
Denver—^A second trial is to be

held Nov. 3 in the state court ac-
tion by J. T. Sheffield against
Thomas Sullivan for allegedly forc-
ing Sheffield out of the Gothic, En-
glewood house, which he formerly
operated in opposition to Sullivan's
Englewood. In the first trial, Shef-
field was awarded $7,000 damages,
but both sides asked for another
hearing.

McDermond Handling Big 4
Denver— Charles C. McDermond

of Consolidated Productions has
been appointed Big 4 distributor in

this territory, succeeding Sheffield

Exchange. R. 0. Jaynes of the Big
4 home oflfice was here making the
transfer.

New incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Mill Streams Theaters; N. Burkan, 1451

Broadway, New York. 100 shares common.
Ulban Corp., theatrical enterprises; At-

torneys' Albany Service Co., 200 Broadway,
New York. $10,000 pf., 100 shares common.

Blenheim Theater, realty, etc. ; Attorneys'
Albany Service Co.; 200 Broadway, New
York York. $10,000.

Central New York Operating Co., amuse-
ment devices; W. H. Sargent, Syracuse, N.
Y. 200 shares common.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
H. & S. Amusement Co., Newark, promote

all kinds of amusements; Howard Rice, New-
ark, N. J. $100,000.

DELAWARE CHARTERS
Skouras Theaters Corp., Dover, Del., the-

atrical proprietors; U. S. Corp. Co., Dover,
Del 1,000 shares common.

NAME CHANGE
Sonn-Art Productions, Inc., Ltd., to Pic-

tures Realization Corp., New York.

"Five Star" Stirs Coast
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles—With a sell-out premiere
at $2, Warner Bros, opened "Five Star
Final" at their new Western Theater
on Tuesday night to the accompani-
ment of the keenest interest shown in

some time by coast studio folks. War-
ren William was master of ceremonies
for the occasion, and the cast and di-
rector of the picture were introduced
from the stage.

SEES PRESENT CONDITIONS

FAVORING INDIE PRODUCT

{Continued from Page 1)

pendent product is being well re-

ceived by audiences in all classes of
houses," says Jaynes, "and the siz-

able grosses being rolled up on pres-
ent pictures insure improvement in

future productions. In turn, price
pegging by the large distributors,
with tremendous overheads, offers a
neat margin of profit when both
major and independent pictures are
jointly booked, and keeps the small,
sporadic operator from injecting
cut-throat tactics.

"It is my belief, reinforced by an
actual field survey, that the impor-
tant independent is in the seat of
favor during present conditions.
Selling his film at fair rentals, along
with major distributors, helps both,
insofar as scarcity of major product
is bolstered, permitting the show to

go on—at the same time offering
a certain assurance of future secur-
ity to the new necessary inde-

pendent."

RKO Theater Staff Changes
Harold Dean, formerly assistant

manager of the RKO Proctor, Al-
bany, N. Y., has been made manager.
William Usilton, formerly in the ad-
vertising department of the RKO
home office, is now handling exploi-
tation at the RKO Rivoli, Toledo, 0.

Paramount Signs Song Writers
Paramount has signed Richard

Whiting and Leo Robin, popular
song writers, to do the songs for the
new Maurice Chevalier picture,

"One Hour With You." Oscar Straus
will write the score.

Publix Lays Boston Cornerstone
Boston—Cornerstone of the Pub-

lix theater being built on the old

Adams House site was laid this week
with Mayor Curley presiding. The
house will seat 2,300 and is expected
to be ready early next year.

New Ohio Theater Firm
Canton, 0.—Mozart Co. has been

formed with a capital of $50,000 for
the purpose of acquiring and oper-
ating theaters. Incorporators are
Gregory Shott, R. C. Tracey and
E. C. Schuster.

'Meyer Reiger Adds Space
Additional space amounting to ap-

proximately one-third of a floor has
been leased by Meyer Reiger Labo-
ratories in the Film Center Building.
The lease is for a little more than
nine years.

14 years of • • • •

Knowing how • • •

Of digging • • • •

Of experience • •

Of team work • •

And

Best of all • • • •

ENTHUSIASTIC •

CO-OPERATION

On behalf of • • •

Every branch* • •

Of the industry • •

Is behind the

Film Daily • •

YEAR BOOK

• • •

• • •

1932 EDITION j

OUT IN JANUARY 1

14th EDITION 1
• 1

1200 PACES 1
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DUAL BILL "RACKET"

NEXT ALLIED TARGET

iCofitinued from Page 1)_

to give rise to a price war in Chi-

cago. Also, it is forcing the show-
ing of pictures that had better go
unshown. Allied theaters are con-

fident that if the circuits will dis-

continue the practice, they can get

every independent theater in Chica-

go to do likewise. In this they ask

the cooperation of all branches of

the industry and should receive it."

In the settlement of the operator

trouble in the Windy City, Allied

estimates that theater owners will

save more than $1,500,000. It now
appears that the settlement made
with the union and running until

1933 was much more favorable to

the theaters than at first supposed,

according to Myers. Fully 60 of

the 104 theaters involved will be

able to qualify under the one-opera-

tor clause, he states. Al Steffes is

lauded for his work in connection

with the successful fight.

Urges Plan to Provide
Flesh for Film Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

and other problems will be possible

under the arrangement, he pointed

out yesterday, and the plan would

result in vaudeville being available

to theaters at reduced costs.

Poga.iy S& «gs on Display

Willy Pogany's scenic designs for

"The Unholy Garden," the Ronald

Colman picture that Samuel Gold-

wyn is presenting at the Rialto, in

the original oils and water colors

will be exhibited for one week at

Button's, 681 Fifth Ave. This is

the first time that drawings for a

motion picture have ever been ac-

corded the distinction of such an

exhibition.

COMING & GOING

AL SANTELL, Fox director, left New
York for the coast yesterday.

GRADWELL L. SEARS, western gener
al sales manager of Warner-First National,

^-tri- i^ New York from a tour of his ter-

/nYON NICHOLSON, playwright and
ier of the First National writing staff,

, New York for a visit.

, L. ROTHAFEL ("ROXY") and Radio
/ party return to New York today on the
ropa from a tour of Europe.

COLIN CLIVE, who has just finished the

le role of "Frankenstein" at Universal City,

rrives in New York tomorrow.

BENN LEVY, author of "Mrs. Moonlight"
and adaptor of "Waterloo Bridge," left yes-

terday on the Century for Universal City.

VIOLA BROTHERS SHORE, who has

been under contract to Paramount as a screen

writer for three years, arrives in New YorV
today from Hollywood for a vacation.

NICK STUART is expected here Monday
from Hollywood to join his wife. Sue Carol,

in making personal appearances.

LILYAN Tashman, en route from Europe
aboard the "Olympic" to play at Paramount's
New York studio, will arrive- Tuesday.

Allied Querying Exhibs on National Confab
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—In response to numerous requests for information as to

whether Allied plans to hold another national convention similar to the one

staged in Chicago last February, leaders of the organization are now obtaining

expressions from independent exhibitors to determine their wishes in the

matter. The national officers feel that such meetings should not be held

except by popular demand.

Sarnoflf Heads Division

In Jewish Relief Drive
David Sarnoflf, president of RCA

has been appointed head of the Mo-
tion Picture and Theatrical Division
of the Federation for the Support

of Jewish Philanthropic Societies in

its 1931 campaign. Eugene Zukor
was named as his associate by Sar-

noflf. Members of the executive com-
mittee also appointed are David
Bernstein, Nicholas M. Schenck, Fe-

lix Feist, Max Gordon, Maurice Good-
man, Albert Warner, Lee Marcus,
Carl Laemmle, Philip Reisman and
A. C. Blumenthal.

Sarnoflf suggested that the quota
for the group for the year be $150,-
000. Of this amount $67,000 has al-

ready been raised. Others present
at the meeting were Arthur W.
Stebbins, Walter Wanger, M. P.
Aarons, Leo Brecher and Saul E.
Rogers.

Third Edition of Fable Books
Two 75,000 printings of the

Aesop's Fable Book, published by
the Sonnett Publishing Co. and pre-
pared under the supervision of the
Van Beuren Corp., producers of the
RKO Pathe Aesop's Fables Car-
toons, have been exhausted and a
thii'd edition of 100,000 is now on
the presses to fill the holiday demand
for this popular juvenile novelty.
The Fable Books are on sale at all

leading chain and department stores.

"Palmy Days" Is Shown
Partly on Wide Screen

Houston — For the premiere of

Samuel Goldwyn's "Palmy Days"
starring Eddie Cantor, E. E. Collins,

city manager for Publix, and Ralph
Ayers, manager of the Metropolitan,

used the magnascope screen and
color tints during certain scenes. In
the "Bend Down Sister" number
sung by Charlotte Greenwood, the
magnascope screen was used with a
lavender gelatine in a frame in front
of the lens, thus tinting the entire
screen and giving it added produc-
tion values. Later in the picture,

when Eddie Cantor sang "There's
Nothing Too Good for My Baby,"
the magnascope and colors were
again used. The same treatment
was given the picture in its showing
at Publix houses in Dallas and San
Antonio.

10 Col. Shorts Releases for Nov.
Ten shorts will be released by

Columbia in November, the list in-

cluding: Mickey Mouse in "The
Beach Party"; Eddie Buzzell in

"Gall of the North"; "Krazy Kat" in

"Bars and Stripes"; a Silly Sym-
phony titled "The Fox Hunt";
Scrappy and Yippi in "What a Boy";
J. P. Medbury in a new "Curiosi-
ties"; first of the new "Screen Snap-
shots"; John P. Medbury in a new
Travelaugh, "In Borneo"; a Bryan
Foy Monkeyshines, "The Jazz Sing-
er," and "Nerve Wreckers," foot-

ball subject.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
Bv HARRY N. BLAIR

J?OBERT AGNEW, back to the

screen after a year's illness,

plays the juve in "Poor but Dis-
honest," latest of the Fanny Wat-
son-Thelma White series for Vita-
phone. Jessie Busley of New York
stage also prominent in cast.

Aviation is the latest field to be

invaded by Movie producers. Both
Elinor Smith ayid Capt. Hawks
signed for shorts.

Hal LeRoy, sensation of the cur-

rent Ziegfeld "Follies" is latest

member of that cast to be signed

by Warner Vitaphone. LeRoy makes
"High School Blues," a one-reeler

next week.

Plenty of the Paramount New
York studio staflf turned out for the
opening of "Louder Please," at the
Boulevard theater, in Long Island.

This show marks Norman Krasna's
debut as a playwright and George
Abbott's return to stage direction.

Estelle Taylor's sivgiyig voice sur-

prising good, especially in higher
register. May appear in picture

while East if stage engagejnents
will permit.

Bill Hayes, the "Penrod" of Vita-
phone's "Penrod and Sam" series

is giving a Hallowe'en party on Fri-

day for members of his "gang'' in-

cluding "Freckles," "Skinny" and
"Marjorie."

Nancy Carroll, Claudette Colbert,

Phillips Holmes, Lilyan Tashman,
Williarn Boyd and Pauline Frederick
will be among the big names rvork-

iiig at Paramount's Neiv York stu-

dio during November.

25 THEATERS IN U. 8.

ON GERMAN FILM POLICY

(Continued from Page 1)

place in a much greater number of
houses.

Brecher, who operates a circuit
of seven houses in Greater New
York, believes that admission price
cutting is not an eflfective method
of boosting the net. The results of
such a policy, according to his ex-
perience, is a lowered gross and con-
sequently a lowered net. Double fea-
tures, he believes, are generally
something to avoid. In some situa-
tions, however, a twin-feature policy
is necessitated by similar policies in
opposition houses.

Brecher has bought another Ger-
man feature for distribution in this
country. It is "The Opera Ball,"
produced by Greenbaum - Emelka,
with Ivan Petrovitch, Henrich
Georg and Liane Haid. The picture
will be shown with superimposed
English titles at the bottom of the
image to explain highlights of the
dialogue. Cultivation of student
business has proved a big asset in
connection with showing of German
and French talkers, he said.

Three Huge Productions
Under Way at W.-F. N.

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Three of the heaviest

productions ever turned out by War-
ner-First National are now in work.
Heading the list is "The Captain's
Wife," starring Lil Dagover, with
some 26 speaking parts. "Manhat-
tan Parade," being shot in color, has
two jazz bands and 200 dancing
girls. "Union Depot" calls for a
railroad terminal setting requiring
thousands of extras.

Loss in Third Quarter
Reported by Universal

(Continued from Page 1)

Aug. 1, amounted to $8,727,653 and
current liabilities $1,908,702, com-
paring with $11,246,626 and $3,606-
538, respectively, on Aug. 2, 1930.

COLUMBIA short features

are best

!

A
FILM
FACT
A

' DAY
Col. Shorts in All L. A. First-Runs
IC.M/ I. cast Biiicaii. THE rll.M DAII.V

Los Angreles — Eleven Columbia
shorts tiave appeared in every first-

run house here during: the past 10

days.

(Advt.)
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All Europe Watching Radio City Project—'Roxy'

INDEPENDENT PRODUCT AT HIGHER LEVEL

Vice-President Curtis to Attend Academy Banquet

Culver City
the workshop of M-G-M
= By JACK ALICOATE^^=

Big Chief
The Value of Louis Mayer
Organization was back in lit-

tle old New
York the day we visited the
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer lot.

However, by mere coincidence,

we chose to call between 12:30
and 1 o'clock and were enthu-
siastically invited to break
bread with Irving- Thalberg,
Harry Rapf and Eddie Man-
nix, cutting down thereby, and
considerably, the overhead for
the day. If one were asked to put
one's finger on one outstanding im-
pression of this M-G-M outfit, one
would immediately say—a spirit of
cooperation. This thought compell-

I

irgly reflects itself in the product
j
of Leo the Lion. No one company
has been more consistently success-

j
ful with its product over the span
of recent years.

* * *

Here is the work-
A Studio of shop of the effi-

Personalities cient, systematic,
and reso u r c e f u 1

Louis Mayer. Here we find the soft-
spoken, sensible, imaginative Irving
Thalberg, considered by many as the
outstanding production executive of
Hollywood. Norma Shearer, Greta
Garbo, Joan Crawford, Marie Dres-
sier, Wally Beery, William Haines,
Bob Montgomery, Lawrence Tibbett
and plenty other big-time names call

this lot home. Clark Gable is com-
ing on like Twenty Grand. He is

the most promising bet in pictures
today and an M-G-M fixture.

The M-G-M menu
M-G-M and of coming events is

Its Product inviting. "Susan
Lenox," just re-

leased, in a smash. En route we have
Helen Hayes in "The Sin of Madelon

(Continued on Puf/c 2)

Accepts Invitation to Be
Present at Annual
Awards Feast

IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Vice - President

Charles Curtis has accepted an invi-

tation to attend the Annual Awards
Banquet of the Academy of M. P.

Arts and Sciences to be held Nov. 10.

PRODUCTION IS STARTED

IN LONDON RADIO STUDIO

London— The new Ealing Green
studios of Associated Radio Pictures
began operation this week following
the return of Basil Dean, managing-
director of the studios, from his trip

to America to confer with Hiram
S. Brown, president of RKO.
The Ealing Studios, built express-

ly for the making of talking pic-
(Continued on Page 4)

Ackerman-Harris Win
Income Tax Decision

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— The contention of

Irving C. Ackerman and Simon
(Sam) Harris that the Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue erred in

ruling that they still owed $37,521.71
and $25,909.95 in income tax for
1922, has been upheld by the U. S.

Board of Tax Appeals. Ackerman
and Harris alleged that the com-

(Continued on Page 4)

$1 50,000 1 Racketeers

In Chicago Operator Row

Chicago—A noforious Chicago gangster and
racketeer is reported to have been involved in

the engineering of the recent operator con-
troversy here. Exhibitor funds were pooled, it

is understood, to settle the matter with a

payment of $150,000. Local film men describe
the incident as the major shaking-down of the
film industry by underworld forces.

169 CIRCUIT HOUSES

USING FLESH ON STAGE

Despite difficulties with stage
hands and musicians' unions in vari-

ous spots throughout the country,
major circuits are sticking to their
stage attraction policies. This is

indicated by a check-up made by
The Film Daily yesterday disclos-

inging the fact that 169 big-circuit
theaters are using vaudeville or
presentations.
RKO heads the list with 70 houses

playing vaudeville. Publix follows
with 40 theaters using presentations.
Fox has 30 theaters using Fanchon

(.Continued on Page 4)

M-G-M Sets Vehicle
For John and Lionel

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Confirming reports

that John Barrymore would join the
M-G-M star roster, the company an-
nounces that "Arsene Lupin" has
been decided upon as the vehicle in
which John and Lionel Barrymore
will appear together for Metro.

Radio City Project Arouses
Widespread Interest Abroad

E. R. P. I. Installations

Now 50', Replacements

Fifty per cent of Electrical Research Products
installations now are replacements. Total of

2,060 replacements have been made by this

company throughout the world.

Amusement interests throughout
Europe are watching with keen in-

terest the progress of the Radio City
development and its eventual effect
on entertainment trends, said Sam-
uel L. Rothafel ("Roxy") on his re-

turn yesterday aboard the Europa
(.Continued on Page 4)

Majority of New Season
Releases by Indies

Above Average
Independent producers this season

are turning out a more consistently
good grade of product than they
have delivered in some time, it is
shown in a check-up of critical
opinions on 20 releases reviewed so
far this season. Of this score of
pictures, which includes productions

(.Continued on Page '.)

19 SKOURASlilEATERS

UNDER B.j^TURDEVANT

Indianapolis — B. V. Sturdevant,
for years press representative for
Skouras-Publix here, has been made
general manager of 19 Skouraa
houses embracing the group on Long
Island recently acquired from Fox.
He will have charge of the Indiana,
Circle and Ohio theaters in this city.

Ted Nichols probably will be asso-
ciated with the press department.

Getting Public's Slant
On the Happy Ending

Whether the public prefers un-
happy or happy endings will be in-
dicated by a national contest being
conducted by "Movie Romances"
magazine in connection with the
United Artists picture, "The Un-
holy Garden." Through a $200,000

(Continued on Page 4)

Day-and-Dates o n B'way

for Bing Crosby Short

In one of the most unusual bookings ever
closed on a two-reel comedy. Educational has
landed two combinations of day-and-date show-
ings for "I Surrender Dear", starring Bing
Crosby, in Broadway de luxe theaters. The
short, now playing a run at the Rialto. also
opens today at the New York Paramount. On
Nov. 12, when it will be in its third week at
the Rialto, the comedy starts a run at the
Rivoli. The Brooklyn Paramount date has not
been set. Crosby's phenomena success as a
radio crooner is responsible for these unpre-
cedented bookings.
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Warner Jersey Managers Meet
Newark—A general meeting of

Warner Bros, theater circuit man-
agers throughout the New Jersey
zone was held yesterday at the cir-

cuit offices here. It was presided
over by Dan Michalove, executive
head of the Warner theater depart-
ment. Other executives attending
the meeting from the home office

were W. Stewart McDonald, Willard
R. Peterson and David Weshner.

:.: New York
*.t 1 540 Broadway
i.t BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City '»

154 Crescent St.
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Culver City
— the workshop of M-Q-M

(Continued from Page 1)

Claudet," Tibbett and Velez in "The
Cuban," "Possessed" with Crawford
and Gable, Bert Lahr in "Flying
High," and "The Champ" with Wally
Beery and Jackie Cooper. There are
bits in this one that will knock 'em
over. In production there is Fitz-
maurice's "Mata Hari" with Garbo
and Novarro, "Private Lives" with
Shearer and Montgomery, and the
incorrigible Louise Dresser
"Emma." This M-G-M gang has a
consistent record and happy habit of
coming through. If enthusiasm is a
criterion, they are still running true
to form.

Name Committee to Pick
Best Scientific Work

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Committee of Judges

named by the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences to pick the win-
ner from the wide range of nomina-
tions for the "best scientific achieve-
ment" in the film industry during
the past year includes: Carl Dreher,
chairman, Wesley C. Miller, Karl
Struss, Hal Mohr, J. M. Nickolaus,
E. H. Hansen, J. A. Ball, Nugent H.
Slaughter, Louis Kolb, Virgil Miller,

J. T. Reed and Roy Fomeroy.

Handling Pathe Lineup in Spain
Cinnamond Corp. of Barcelona,

Spain, has contracted to distribute
RKO Pathe product in all of Spain.
The deal was arranged by T. 8. De-
lahanty, who is now in Paris. An-
other deal recently closed by De-
lahanty was with Tobis in Germany.

Jack Edwards Leaves Publix
Jack Edwards, assistant to A. M.

Botsford while he was director of
publicity and advertising for Pub-
lix, has left that organization. No
successor will be appointed.

Edison Leaves $12,000,000
An estate of about $12,000,000

was left by Thomas A. Edison. The
bulk goes to his two younger sons,
Charles and Theodore M. The Edi-
son industries, valued at $7,000,000,
comprise the greater part of the
estate.

T.P.E. Opens Southern Exchanges
Exchanges in Atlanta, New Or-

leans and Charlotte have been
opened by Talking Picture Epics for
the distribution of its lineup includ-
ing 12 Artclass features, eight
Harry Careys, 24 Action Pictures
and a long list of shorts.

Penn. Film Men to Attend Sessions
Harrisburg—Special session of the

Pennsylvania Legislature planned
for Nov. 9 is attracting the attention
of film officials in this state. M. E.
Comerford, Walter Vincent, Floy'd

Hopkins and M. J. O'Toole will at-

tend sessions as observers.

Nathan Burkan Moves
Nathan Burkan has removed his

law offices to new quarters at 1450
Broadway.

Switow Reopens House
With Films and Acts

Louisville, Ky.—M. Switow & Sons
Enterprises have reopened the Ker-
rigan in New Albany with a combi-
nation policy of pictures and vaude-
ville. The house, which had been
closed for four years, was com-
pletely remodeled and redecorated.
The Switow interests recently en-

tered into a partnership with I. Lib-
son of Cincinnati and reopened the
Mary Anderson here at popular
prices.

Ticket Printers to Aid
In National Movie Week

Fifteen leading theater ticket
printers were asked yesterday by
the motion picture organization to

aid unemployment relief by donating
6,000,000 or more tickets for the
thousands of benefit performances to

be given during National Motion
Picture Week. The plan is for
printers to give the tickets to their
regular customers. Globe Ticket Co.
and the Keller-Ansell Co., already
have replied, agreeing to do their
share.

"Ruling Voice" for Winter Garden
"The Ruling Voice," with Walter

Huston, Loretta Young and Doris
Kenyon, will follow the two months'
run of "Five Star Final" at the Win-
ter Garden on Nov. 4, it is an-
nounced by Harry L. Charnas, man-
aging director of Warner metro-
politan theaters.

"Champ" at Aster Nov. 9
Premiere of M-G-M's "The

Champ," with Wallace Beery and
Jackie Cooper, is set for Nov. 9 at
the Astor, where it will have a $2
top run. M-G-M has set the release
date of "The Guardsman," as Nov. 7.

Tax Possibility Lessens
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Opposition by Con-

gressional leaders and business
groups is understood to have min-
imized the likelihood of a selective

sales tax, including a levy on amuse-
ment tickets, being passed by the

next session of Congress.

Producing "Tarzan" Serial

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Principal Pictures

Corp. has associated itself with B.

F. Zeldman in the production and
distribution of the "Tarzan" serial.

The most unusual
shOTt -featuie on

,

the TnaTket /

IVALTEK
FUTTEK'S'mm
JOHN P.

MEDBURY

THE INDUSTRrS
DATE BOOK

Today: Baseball Victory Dance, The
Columbians of Columbia Pictures, Hotel
Astor, New York.

Oct. 31 : Universal Club "Night in Pa-
ris," Hotel Astor.

Oct. 31 : Annual Dinner Dance of Kaplan
Projection Society, Hotel Commodore,
New York.

Nov. 1 : Meeting of RKO sales executives
and branch managers for the central and
midwest territories. Hotel Congress, Chi-
cago.

Nov. 1-2: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee,
Chisca Hotel. Memphis.

Nov. 3: Testimonial stag dinner to Fred
J. Herrington, secretary of the M.P.T.O.
of Western Penna. and W. Va., Hotel
Henry. Pittsburgh, 11 P. M.

Nov. 6: Cleveland Film Board of Trade
Clam Bake, Idlewood Club, Cleveland.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

Nov. 10: Annual convention of Allied
Amusements of the Northwest, New
Washington Hotel, Seattle.

Nov. 10-11: Annual convention of Allied
Theater Owners' Ass'n of Southern
Ohio, Kentucky " and West Virginia,
Netherland Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati.

Ninth Birmingham House
Reopens With Open Shop
Birmingham — Birmingham The-

atrical Amusement Co. is opening
the Empire on Nov. 2 with non-
union labor. With the reopening
all of the nine houses closed July
18, when operators refused to take
a cut, will be open and operating-
non-union.

Al Beckerich Heads Akron Relief
Akron, O.—Al Beckerich, manager

of the RKO Palace, has been named
permanent chairman of the Greater
Akron Theater Owners' Relief Com-
mittee.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Ralei

Powers CInephona Equipment Corporation

723-7TH AVE.. N. Y. BRYANT s-eoar

The 1932

FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK
is now being

compiled

This will be the 14th edi-

tion of this encyclopedia
of the motion picture
industry.

Covering this great indus-
try in all its many branches,
this new edition will be the
greatest yet. And that's

saying a lot.

Free to paid subscribers to

The Film Daily. Subscrip-
tion includes: The Film
Daily, every day; The Year
Book, every January; Direc-

tors' Annual & Production
Guide, every June and the
Short Subject Quarterly is-

This complete trade paper

I

service for $10.00 a year;
(Foreign $15.00).
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(Continued from Page 1)

released by Monogram, Headline,

Artclass, Action, Chesterfield, Big

Four, Willis Kent and a few others,

a majority of 11 received a rating

of good or better, while seven were

labeled fair and only two classed as

really bad. While the films reviewed

so far represent only part of the

product to come, advance reports of

at least a dozen forthcoming releases

indicate that they will maintain the

present stride.

169 Circuit Houses
Using Flesh on Stage
(Continued from Page 1)

& Marco units. Twenty-five Loew
houses are showing flesh entertain-

ment, 14 having vaude and 11 pres-

entations. Four Warner Bros, the-

aters are using stage shows.

Ackerman-Harris Win
Income Tax Decision
(Continued from Page 1)

missioner was wrong in charging

them with an aggregate profit of

$204,002 in 1922, arising out of an

alleged exchange of their interest in

the Loew's State Theater operations

in San Francisco and Los Angeles

for all the capital stock in 15 west-

ern theater companies.

Getting Public's Slant

On the Happy Ending
' (Continued from Page 1)

advertising campaign run in papers

in principal cities readers are asked

for the opinions as to how the Ron-

ald Colman picture ought to end

from the standpoint of their own
satisfaction. For United Artists the

tieup was arranged by Hal Home
and Eddie Hitchcock.

Radio City Leases Signed
Officials of Radio City yesterday

executed the biggest group lease in

history when papers were signed

whereby RCA, National Broadcast-

ing Co., Radio-Keith-Orpheum and

RCA Photophone will take over an

aggregate of 1,000,000 square feet

of office and studio space and two

theaters.

COMING & GOING

JOHN GII-MOUR, production manager
for Ceneral Electric in Schenectady, is in

New York.

ERNEST TORRENCE returns to the coast

Saturday.

SAMUEL MARX, Jf-G-M story editor at

the Coast, is en route to Hollywood from New
York.

TOE LEO is ei. route to the coast.

MARY PICKFORE) and DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS are due to arrive in New York
on Sunday from Hollywood to arrange for

Miss Pickford's next screen story, a theme
with juvenile appeal, ana for the premiere

of Fairbanks' travelogue, "Around the World
in 80 Minutes."

MARILYN MILLER is scheduled to leave

Hollywood next week for New York.

^ «'

DAILY

• • • NOW THAT we have started something with this

discussion about the originator of the talkies and it

seems clearly established that J. A. Whitman's device, the

Cameraphone, preceded Edison's Kinetophone by several years

it may surprise most folks in the film biz to learn that

the Kinetophone was the invention of a Frenchman, Auguste

Baron the proof can be found in the records, to with

French patent No. 255,317, April 3, 1896 German
patent No. 118,250, Oct. 8, 1898 U. S. patent No. 656,762,

Aug. 28, 1900 as Edison established his first experi-

mental sound studio at 41 East 21st Street in 1909, emplojiog

the Kinetophone it is clear that he used the Frenchman's

device after the patents had expired

He * * «

• • • HERE WE have the origin of sound-on-disc

for Kinetophone used phonograph records in conjunction with

the screen sound-on-film is the invention of E. A. Lauste

covered by an English patent in 1906 and sup-

ported in U. S. District Court, Southern district of New York,

within the past year also in the U. S. Court in Wil-

mington, Delaware, and in Toronto, Canada and now that

we have settled the origins of both sound on disc and film with

legal evidence, will all you publicity muggs make a note of it

and quit sending out Misleading Information about
Thomas Edison being the Father of Sound we saw the
yarn carried by three New York newspapers and no
doubt several hundred rags broadcast this Wrong Dope through-
out the nation meanwhile Auguste Baron, the real father
of sound, languishes in obscurity in the poor house in Paris

. bowed with his 75 years and stone blind
so let's give credit where credit is due for after all is

said and done, the facts here set forth are a strt of backhand
compliment to you publicity mongers you can make Fic-
tion appear Fact and have the whole world giving credit

to the wrong person while the Cause of It All huddles
alone with his age and blindness in a poor house and
they write tragedies!

• • • IT IS a safe bet that there were never so many booti-
ful Wampas baby stars selected as there are this season
as seen in the current "Voice of Hollywood" where they
all come before the mike and speak a li'l piece flash 'em

Sydney Fox, Anita Louise, Rochelle Hudson, Judith
Wood, Frances Dade, Constance Cummings, Karen Morley,
Marion Shilling, Joan Marsh, Frances Dee every one looks
unsophisticated and charming most of 'em are college
gals the Standard of New Faces among the femmes of
the screen is certainly improving but in a year from now
they will probably be sophisticated and worldly wise
like all the sweet young things who preceded them

• • • A CHANCE for some of the boys outa work to go in

the apple biz for Eddie Cantor and Georgie Jessel will

hand out 10,000 apples at noon today at 46th St. and Broadway
Hal Dygert of Arkayo arranged the stunt as a plug for

"Consolation Marriage" at the Mayfair, inaugurating National
Apple Week Jimmy Lundy, former trade paper man now
exploitashing in Washington, D. C, sends us a birth announce-
ment card with the picture of a rabbi on whose face is an Anti-
cipatory Smile, as he sez . . "It's A Boy!" and Jimmy
and his wife are Irishers, c'n ya imagine ? At Columbia's
shindig tonite at the Astor, the baseball team winners will re-

ceive prizes donated by Quigley Publications, Variety, Film
Daily, Jack Moss and Jack Baker
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ALL EUROPE WATCHING

RADIO CITY PROJECT!

(Continued from Page 1)

from a tour of the continent ir

search of ideas in connection with
the big Fifth Avenue center.

In keeping with the international
interest that it has aroused. Radio
City will be international in scope,
said "Roxy", and will serve as the
fountain-head for the future refine

ment of electrical entertainment.
The motion picture theater in

Radio City will have a straight
movie policy, without any stage
presentation and possibly without
an orchestra. It will seat 3,600 and
will be opened about Jan. 1, 1933.

The international music hall, to be
opened at the same time, will seat

6,000 and will be the production
center of all RKO vaudeville unit

road shows. Both theaters will in-

troduce many innovations and ap-
pointments that will set a new
standard of production, comfort and
beauty, both here and abroad.
Roxy was met at quarantine by a

score of newspapermen. Returning
with the impresario were Mark A.
Luescher of RKO; L. Andrew Har-
rison and Peter Clark, architects.

O. B. Hanson and Gerard Chatfield

of the National Broadcasting Co.

and Wallace K. Harrison, architect,

who sailed from New York with
Roxy, remained abroad to further
study plans and conditions.

Production Is Started
In London Radio Studio

(Continued from Page 1)

tures, are the most modern to be

found in Great Britain. The cen-

tral stage is the largest in Europe.
Jack Buchanan will be the star of

the first production at the new
studios.

Vitaphone Signs Jack Haley
Jack Haley, who was one of the

principals in "Follow Thru" and
Schwab and Mandel's production of

"Free For All," has been signed

by Warner Bros, to make two two-
reel pictures for Vitaphone to be in-

corporated in the Big Star Comedy
Series.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the followine mem-

bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

October 30
Sue Carol

George Gray
George Marion, Jr.
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Zukor Brings New Financial Interests Into Para.

RADIO-PATHE STUDIFmERGER COMPLETED

Second Prizes Are Added To Academy Merit Awards
Bronze Statuettes to Be

1 Presented to Close
Runners-Up

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—For the first time this

year the Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences will present second
prizes, in the form of bronze statu-

ettes, to candidates receiving within
three votes of the winners in the
annual awards for best achievements
of the year. Reason for this decision

is that, with 700 ballots cast, any-
one coming within two votes of the
winner is entitled to recognition. If

(Continued on Page i)

11 CONTRACTS HANDED OUT

BY M-G-M STUDIO IN WEEK

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood —• Nine players, one

writer and one director signed con-

tracts with M-G-M during the past

week. The players are Ray Milland,

Ivor Novello, Gwendolyn Witter,

Charles Winninger, Helen Robinson,
Georgette Rhodes, Roland Varno,
Virginia Bruce and Wallace Ford.
Rudolph Bach, writer, and Edmund
GouUing, director, were also signed.

Frudenfeld Appointed
RKO Division Manager

Detroit—Arthur Frudenfeld, for

the last 14 months managing direc-

tor of the RKO Downtown, has been
promoted to division manager. His

field will include the Downtown and
(Continued on Page 11)

Lobby Ad Projector

Opening at Broadway

B. S. Moss' Broadway has contracted for the

first showing of the sound projector being dis-

tributed by Auto Cinema Sales Co. for use as

an advertising medium in theater lobbies and
other locations. The projector, which has

RCA Photophone sound, opens at the Broadway
on Monday, presenting a 200-foot trailer with
talk by Carveth Wells, the author and explorer

who is appearing in conjunction with the
Broadway's television act.

Movie Week Trailer

Stars Eddie Cantor

Eddie Cantor, United Artists star, appears in

a trailer just completed at the Fox studio

in New York, under the direction of R. H.

Cochrane of Universal, for showing by ex-
hibitors throughout the country in advertising

National Motion Picture Week, Nov. 18-25.

|. E. Brulatour, Inc., and DuPont Film Mfg. Co.
are making the major contributions to the
million feet of film necessary for prints. Con-
solidated Film Industries is doing the lab work
and the score and titles are by National Screen
Service. United Artists exchanges will handle
distribution. All individuals and firms have
donated their services and facilities in con-
nection with the trailer.

D. O. Selznick Made Exec. V.-P. of Radio
Pictures and V.-P.ofPathe—Rogers* Status

Unchanged—LeBaron on Specials
Completion of the merger of the RKO Radio Pictures and RKO

Pathe studio facilities, with David O. Selznick as head of the RKO
production activities, was formally announced yesterday (Friday) by
Hiram S. Brown, chairman of the board of directors of both com-
panies. Selznick, whose affiliation with RKO was first reported
exclusively in The Film Daily
of Oct. 20, becomes executive vice-
president of Radio Pictures, in per-

(Continucd on Page 3)

Vincent to Confer With Kent

On Score Charge Elimination

Walter Vincent, chairman of the
exhibitor continuing committee
v/hich developed out of the national
protest meeting held in New York
on Sept. 1, will go to Sidney R. Kent
of Paramount on Monday in his ef-

forts toward the removal of score

charges. He will recall that Kent
was quoted some time ago as say-

ing that if Warner Bros, would
agree to eliminate this assessment,
other major companies would fol-

low suit. Vincent will point out
that at the protest meeting, Sam
E. Morris sent word that "if any
company wishes to abolish score
charges there's nothing in the way
to stop it."

Hertz, Lasker and Wrigley Join
Paramount Board of Directors
Additional financial resources were

placed behind Paramount yesterday
(Friday) with the addition of John
Hertz, Albert D. Lasker and William
Wrigley, Jr., to the company's board

(Continued on Page 11)

of directors at the invitation of

Adolph Zukor, president of the com-
pany.

Announcement by Zukor stated

that Hertz, founder and chairman of

Another Theory Qets a Jolt
—does the public want to laugh, or does it?

;i=^^= By DON CARLE GILLETTE===
THERE'S BEEN much shouting—these autumn days—that the dear

public— is hungry and thirsty—for laugh pictures***lt is argued—in

such dreary times—the fans want comedy—to cheer them up***AII of

which—sounds very logical—on its face***But look around you—and see
(Continued on Page 2)

NEW INDEPENDENT EIRM

PLANNING 18 FEATURES

Production of about 18 features
is being planned by a new company
comprising Morris Schlank, Sig Neu-
feld, Joe Simmons and Joe Glucks-
man. Nucleus of the firm will be
Famous Attractions. Pictures will

be made at the Coast, although the
concern will maintain a New York
office. Schlank and Neufeld left

New York for Hollywood on Friday.

Milstein Appointed
U Shorts Sales Mgr.

Harry Milstein, manager of Uni-
versal's Pittsburgh exchange, has
been promoted to short subject sales

manager. He starts his new duties

Monday. Max Cohen, city sales man-
ager of Big U in New York under
Leo Abrams, has been elevated to

the Pittsburgh managership, and
Nat Goldberg has been promoted to

succeed Cohen.

Appellate Court Upholds

Paramount in Stock Deal

The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court

of New York has affirmed Justice Franken-

thaler's ruling in which he denied a temporary

injunction to Joseph Baiter, Boston stockholder,

who sought to restrain Paramount from per-

forming an agreement to repurchase stock given

in 1929 for the acquisition of the Kunsky

theaters.
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Alice White for Warner Tour

Alice White has signed for a per-

sonal appearance tour of Warner
Bros, houses, opening Nov. 26 at the
Stanley, Jersey City, with the Earle
in Washington to follow.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

Eastman Films|

J. E. Brulatour* Inc,• i.i

J.J

li

Chicago Hollywood
1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
CALuraet 3692 Blvd. M

HOLlywood4121 W•••I
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what pictures—are pulling in—the big crowds—these very days—and
you will find

—
"This Modern Age"

—
"Street Scene"

—
"Merely Mary

Ann"
—

"Monkey Business"
—

"Susan Lenox"
—

"Bad Girl"
—

"Devotion"

—

"Palmy Days"
—

"The Mad Genius"
—

"Five Star Final"
—

"Wallingford"—"Madelon Claudet",—-"Spirit of Notre Dame"—-"Unholy Garden"—and others***Of
those named—only three are comedies—while eleven are not—and while it's true—there

aren't many—outstanding laugh films—in current release—the list contains—a generous
number—of satisfying comedies—that would be drawing—much better grosses—if the

dear public—merely wanted—to laugh—instead of cry.

•
ASA MATTER of record—the comedy element—has figured lightly—in the outstand-
** ing films—of the past decade"*"But a certain quality—known as sentiment—or

human interest—has been the backbone—of the maiority*'-'*ln the Ten Best Pictures

—

of the last nine years—the only comedies—to win places—were the Charlie Chaplins

—

and the Harold Lloyds—all of which had—human interest stories*""The answer is

—

folks are more anxious—to have their emotions—played upon—than to get a tickling

—

in their risibilities.

A DOING UP these facts—it would appear—that ir

'^ element—is largely secondary—to something else""

the shorts—for his laughs.

feature pictures—the comedy
*The average patrons—looks to

AN EXCELLENT test—for demonstrating—the value of talk—versus action—is to

try presenting—a stage play—all in pantomime—and see how long—the theater-

going trade—will patronize it.

•
THE VALUE of the movies—as trade stimulators—is aptly illustrated—in the persistent

mania—to have film stars—endorse this and that'***A cigarette—is just a butt^
until it is photographed—with a movie celeb*'**Then it becomes a best seller.

•
OUT OF twenty principals—in RKO Pathe's "Devotion"—nineteen were recruited

—

from the stage—the twentieth member—being a tiny tot*""''Which is just another

hint—that preserving the stage—is of vital interest—for the future of films.

B
USINESS may be off—but the public—is far from broke—seeing that—Westinghouse

Electric—reports an increase—of 6,436 stockholders—in the past year.

Popular Classics Boost

Second Night 125 P. C.

Peekskill, N. Y.—After doing $175

business the first night with a dual

bill consisting of First Nationals

"The Bargain" and a Tiflfany race-

track picture, the Peekskill took in

$396 the second night (Thursday)

of the same bill with the added at-

traction of one volume in Edward
Golden's Popular Classics series

handed out free to each woman pa-
tron. As opposition the Peekskill
had "Spirit of Notre Dame" at the
Paramount. A total of 375 books
were given out, says Joseph R
Singer, manager of the house. This
is six more than the previous Thurs-
day, when the new stimulating fea-
ture was introduced. Eight more
books and two book-ends will be dis-

tributed on successive Thursday
nights.

Darrow Film Deletions Upheld
Albany, N. Y.—In a decision Fri-

day, Dr. Harlan Horner of the State
Education Dept. upheld James Win-
gate, censor, in elimination of cer-

tain sections of Clarence Darrow's
picture, "The Mystery of Life," re-

leased by Universal. Dr. Horner said
that views of animals in certain re-

lations may be proper for scientific

purposes, but not before public audi-
ences.

Patterson Handling

Warner Stage Shows
Willard C. Patterson has been as-

signed by Dan Michalove, head of

Warner theaters, to take charge of
the de luxe stage shows and vaude-
ville programs in the various big
houses in the circuit using these
forms of entertainment.

Lo. 5-0277 2 W. 43 St., N. Y. C.

Joe Finston

SYNCHRO SCREEN SERVICE

Musical Quality

Showmanship Synchronization

FEATURES— SHORTS
(Formerly Paramount-Publix)

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Meeting of RKO sales executives

and branch managers for the central and
midwest territories, Hotel Congress, Chi-
cago.

Nov. 1-2: Annual convention of M.P.T.O
of Arkansas. Mississippi and Tennessee.
Chisca Hotel, Memphis.

Nov. 3

:

Testimonial stag dinner to Fred

J. Herrington, secretary of the M.P.T.O.
of Western Penna. and W. Va., Hotel
Henry. Pittsburgh, 11 P. M.

Nov. 6: Cleveland Film Board of Trade
Clam Bake, Idlewood Club, Cleveland.

Nov. 10: Annual Avvards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, HoUy-
v?ood.

Nov. 10: Annual convention of Allied

Amusements of the Northwest, New
Washington Hotel, Seattle.

Nov. 10-11: Annual convention of Allied

Theater Owners' Ass'n of Southern
Ohio, Kentucky and West Virginia,

Netherland Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati.

Nov. 18-25: National Motion Picture
Week for relief of unemployed.

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n, Dallas.

Dec. 7 : Mid-nrinter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte.

Charlotte, N. C.

Bargman and Levin

Form New Laboratory

S. L. Bargman, recently of Craft
Film Laboratories, and Josh Levin
have formed the Union Film Labora-
tories. Bargman is president, and
Levin, vice-president and treasurer.
Bargman, a pioneer laboratory ex-

ecutive, has taken over the Dobbs
and U. S. Laboratories and will es-

tablish the Union Labs in the Hud-
son Heights plant formerly occupied
by the U. S. firm. Executive head-
quarters will be at 630 Ninth Ave.

Regards from

CARL BERGER
now in the depths of

SIAM
grinding first

camera on the

Frank Buck-

Van Beuren

WILD ANIMAL SERIES

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

I
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mZNICKPRODUCT'NHEAD

IN RADIOMHE MERGER

(Continued jrom Page 1)

sonal charge of all pz'oduct, and vice-

president of Pathe, co-ordinating the
production activities of both com-
panies. Charles R. Rogers, whose
status as vice-president in charge of

Pathe production remains un-
changed, also has been made a vice-

president of Radio Pictures. Harry
Joe Brown will continue to assist

Rogers in the capacity of associate
producer.
Brown stated that William Le-

Baron, vice-president of Radio, has
for some time asked to be relieved

of being in charge of all production,
preferring to concentrate on super-
vision of a limited number of pic-

tures, and he will accordingly be as-

signed the production of six or seven
specials.

The new arrangement, organized
by Brown with the cooperation of

Joseph I. Schnitzer, president of

Radio, and Lee Marcus, president of

Pathe, becomes effective immediate-
ly. Schnitzer, Selznick and Rogers
return to the coast at once.

Asked if a consolidation of RKO
and Pathe exchanges would follow

the studio merger, Brown said he
had no statement to make.

More Ticket Companies Donate

National Ticket Co. of Shamokin,
Pa., and Specialty Printing Co. of

Rochester, N. Y., have been added to

the list of companies responding to

the appeal to donate tickets for use
in the benefit shows to be held dur-

ing National Motion Picture Week,
Nov. 18-25.

Officials of the relief group state

that exhibitors should requisition

their benefit tickets direct from their

regular printer if he has agreed to

provide them, and not more than 150

per cent of the theater's seating

capacity should be requisitioned.

Numbered tickets, of the legitimate

theater style, are to be used.

Ted Nichols Joins Skouras

Indianapolis—Ted I. Nichols has

joined the advertising department of

the Publix-Skouras theaters here,

the Indiana, Circle and Ohio, follow-

ing the promotion of B. V. Sturde-

vant to general manager of the

houses, succeeding Cullen E. Espy,

who is taking charge of the Long
Island theaters acquired by Skouras

from Fox.

COMING & GOING

HOWARD HUGHES is en route to New
York from the Coast.

COLIN CLIVE sailed Friday night on

the Europa for England.

MORRIS SCHLANK and SIG NEU-
FELD left Friday for Hollywood.

ARTHUR EBENSTEIN, of Stebbins,

Leterman & Gates, is due in from the Coast.

JOHN HAMRICK, Pacific coast exhibitor,

arrived in New York on Friday for a visit.

• • • LOOKS AS if Radio has taken the first serious step

to get back to the Normal, Natural and Wholesome in pix

with their heavy touting of Seth Parker in "Way Back

Home" judging by the national campaign conceived and

executed under supervision of Jack Hess, director of advertising

for Arkayo who has issued a beautifully artistic folio in

three tones and sections covering Exploitation, Publicity, Ad-
vertising it's one inch thick crammed with mer-
chandising ideas NOT hokum the entire thing

is planned as the advertising chief of some big national manu-
facturer might handle a campaign on a radical development in

his field it looks like the answer to our years of pray-

ing for a substitute for the washed-up, worn-out, decrepit Press
Book idea that this biz clings to like relatives in a Hollerword
studio all the other advertisin' and publicity boys should
get themselves a copy and Learn Something

• • • IT IS chock full of down-to-earth selling slants
the Exploitation section covers ideas for Old Home Week, Seth
Parker Club, Sample Contest, Spelling Bees, Barn Dances, and
dozens of other stunts the Publicity section carries 50
pages of varied human interest stories that any newspaper
should be glad to run for they soft-pedal the picture,
and stress the story values almost Unbelievable
from a picture company the Advertising section has
samples of the entire ad campaign with wholesome,
homey copy touting Seth Parker the kindly feller whose
homespun wisdom has reached out to millions on the radio
the slogan is "Out of the Air—Onto the Screen"
a Pip

• • • AS WE said at the start, here is the first real at-

tempt on the part of any film producer to get back to the
Normal, Natural and Wholesome the copy is written for

the home folks the people who form the bulk of the
nation those who patronize the theaters in the small
towns and rural communities and won't it appeal to

the millions who have moved from small towns to the big cities

it looks like the answer for something to supplant the
gangster and sexy sophisticates on which the public is more
than fed up incidentally, it's the secret of the success
of the Satevepost whose stories have always been written
for the folks in the small communities clean, whole-
some, American and we have often wondered why the
producers never tumbled to it before the bulk of box-
office dough is Outside the big cities so why not cater

to 'em as does Mister Curtis with his Philly mag

• • • ANOTHER SWELL lineup of femme charm at the
AMPA luncheon this week with Fay Wray, Sue Carol
and Dixie Lee and Rudy Wiedoeft, champ sax artist,

making his instrument do everything but talk and it's

worth the price of the luncheon just to hear prexy Ed Finney
bang the gavel he should have been an auctioneer
every time he announces one of the gals with stentorian tones,

we expect him to add "How much am I bid?"
and at last Al Sherman is making Ampa announcements sane,

interesting, and altogether worth reading this Al per-

son has it in him to be a writer he should get hisself t

job on a paper, or in publicity at the close of the lunch-

eon all heads were bowed for a minute in silent tribute to tn

heroism of the gal who took a chance and got shackled to Herby
Berg the only thing missing was Hal Home to offer

a few Illuminating Remarks on the Gold Standard on
which he is an authority

« « « » » »

SECOND PRIZES ADDED

TO ACADEMY AWARDS

(Continued from Par/c 1)

there is a tie for first prize, duplicate
gold statuettes will be given. No
second award will be made if the
runner-up is more than three votes
behind the winner. The awards din-

ner takes place Nov. 10.

Ohio M.P.T.O. Delay Meet
Columbus—Following a referen-

dum vote, the M.P.T.O. of Ohio has
postponed its annual convention,
usually held in iVovember, until

about the middle of January, it is

announced by P. J. Wood, business
manager.

Abrams and Lourie Reunite
Pittsburgh—Sam Abrams and Sam

Lourie, formerly partners for nine
years in the exhibition field, have re-

united and leased the Grand, for-

merly the Lando.

Testimonial for Koerner
San Francisco—Before his depar-

ture to assume supervision of the

Oklahoma and Texas division of

Hughes-Franklin Theaters, Charles
Koerner was given a testimonial

dinner by the local film boys.

Warner Theater Men in Memphis
Memphis—Leto J. Hill, a division-

al director of Warner theaters, ar-

rived here this weeK for an inspec-

tion and to work out plans for fu-

ture releases. Accompanying Hill

are Notis Kamenos, sound engineer;
Leonard Schlessinger, St. Louis dis-

trict manager, and Harry Tondreau,
western contact man.

New Westinghouse Executive
East Pittsburgh, Pa.—W. L. Mel-

lon has been elected a member of
the executive committee of Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Co.
to succeed the late Harrison Nesbit.

House Reopens After 13 Years
Plymouth, Mass. —

• After being
closed for 13 years the Princess has
reopened with talking picture pro-
grams. New equipment has been in-

stalled and the interior redecorated.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the follownng mem-

bers of the industry, v»ho are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Oct. 31 -Nov. 1

Zoe Akins
Jasper K. Blystone
William Harcourt

Laura La Plante
Ernest Rovelstad
James T. Marshland
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

iBy RALPH WILK,

HOLLYWOOD
r^. C. BURR has started productiofi

on the third of his new Torchy
Comedies for Educational. It is

titled "Torchy Turns The Trick,"

and in the cast are Ray Cooke and
Dorothy Dix, who play Torchy and
Vee, respectively, throughout the

series; Edmund Breese, Franklyn
Pangborn, Cornelius Keefe, Armand
Kaliz, Geraldine Dvorak, Capt. John
Peters, Arthur Rankin, Maurice
Black and Donald Hall. The Select

Screen Ensemble of twelve male
voices was engaged for a sequence
in the comedy.

Casey Robinson, who has been di-

recting comedies at Paramount's
New York studio during the last

six months, has arrived in Hollywood
to begin his new duties with the
directorial staff of Paramount's
West Coast studios.

Three units are working on all

cylinders at the Mack Sennett
Studios, with the fourth in the new
Andy Clyde Comedies, "Let's Go
Fishing," in production; a football

comedy, which promises to be the
most hilarious travesty on the grid-

iron game, pretty well advanced in

production, and a new "Cannibals of
the Deep" now in the process of
assembling.

Robert Williams, Broadway fa-
vorite who made his screen debut in

RKO Pathe's production of "Re-
bound" starring Ina Claire and is

now appearing with Constance Ben-
nett in "Lady With A Past," has
disposed of his property in New
York, leased a hom,e in Beverly
Hills, and settled down as a per-
manent member of the picture
colony.

* * *

Robert Montgomery will begin
work next week at the M-G-M stu-

dios in "Courage," an original story
for the screen by Frederick Lons-
dale. Robert Z. Leonard will direct
and Madge Evans will play opposite
Montgomery.

TO INSURE
LONG RUNS

build up your show with

MICKEYMOUSE
or a Walt Disney

SILLY SYMPHONY
4 L. A. theatres did it.

Grauman's Chinese and Cri-
terion with "Cisco Kid"

United Artists with Eddie Can-
tor's "Palmy Days"

Carthay Circle with "Consola-
tion Marriage"

Studio Story for Harold Lloyd
Harold Lloyd's next production, according to reports filtering through, will

be based on a story with a motion picture studio background. Although it

will, of course, be a comedy, the theme is to be handled in such a way that

there will be no poking fun at the film industry, but instead will be a sympa-
thetic human interest story, sprinkled with laughs, about a lad trying to crash

the movie gates.

Lyda Roberti, Broadway musical

comedy favorite recently signed by
Paramount to play in a musical pic-

ture, left Chicago this week for

Hollywood to start rehearsals for a

leading role in "Jazz King."
* * *

"Partners," instead of "Ghost
City," will be the next starring ve-

hicle for the cowboy star, Tom
Keene, it is announced by the West-
ern Department at the RKO Pathe
Studios. "Ghost City" will be made
later on the current program.
"Partners" is a ranch story by
Donald Lee. Fred Allen, who di-

rected the cowboy star in his last

picture, "Freighters of Destiny,"
will again be at the megaphone.

* * *

Wallace Ford, now in "The
Mirage," neiv Clarence Brown pro-
duction starring Joan Crawford,
"jerked soda" in a Winnipeg,
Canada drug store daytime. . . a7id

ushered in a theater at nights.
* * *

"The Final Edition," one of the
Newspaperman series of comedies
which are starring Frank McHugh,
is in production at Pathe under the
direction of Harry Sweet. Support-
ing McHugh in the cast are Isabel
Withers, Addie McPhail, Charlotte
Minnow, Bud Jamieson, Jerry
Mandy and Roderick O'Farrell. The
story is an original by Lex Neal,
adapted by Ewart Adamson.

Almeda Fowler, May Wallace,
Carrol Naish, Eric Wilton, Russ
Clark, Lee Phelps, Budd Fine,
Thomas Curran and William Arnold
have been added by Paramount to
"The False Madonna," which is being
directed by Stuart AValker from a
screen adaptation by Arthur Kober
and Ray Harris. This completes the
cast. The principal roles are being
portrayed by Kay Francis, William
Boyd, Conway Tearle, John Breeden,
Marjorie Gateson and Charles D
Brown.

* * *

Dorothy Gulliver and Matthew
Betz are the first players to be
signed for "Quicksands," Columbia's
next starring vehicle for Tim Mc-
Coy.

* * *

One of the important feminine
roles in "High Pressure," the pic-
ture in which William Powell will
next be presented by Warner Bros.,
has been assigned to Lilian Bond,

i

Graham Baker, scenarist, recently
completed working scripts from,
translations of two foreign novels.
Although the books had not attracted
attention in this country, they were
recommended to Baker by a German
newspapermjin who recently visited
Hollywood, Both have been approved
by Universal executives.

B. de Bulow plans to take a unit
of 36 people to South Africa, where
he will make "Regeneration," a fea-
ture, in Multicolor. The party is

scheduled to leave here in Decem-
ber.

Columbia's "Unwanted," being di-

rected by Louis King, has been
permanently named "The Deceiver,"
The story, a drama of stage life be-
hind the scenes, was written by
Bella Muni and Abem Finkel.

Minna Gombell replaces Marjorie
Rambeau as one of the three ex-
burlesque queens in the Fox picture,
"Stepping Sisters," on the eve of its

going into production.

Our Passing Show: Archie Mayo,
Paul Perez, Allen E. Rivkin and
Simeon AUer at the Isaac Don Lev-
ine lecture; Laura La Plante guest
of honor at a big party at the Ho-
tel Roosevelt Blossom Room.

Al Rockett, associate producer at
Fox, who recently returned from
Europe, will supervise "Young
America" and "The Devil's Lottery."

* * *

More Passing Show: The two
Georges—Landy and Barr Brown

—

in a huddle at Columbia; Jean Har-
low autographing photos for mem-
bers of her production unit at Co-
lumbia.

* * *

Lambert Hillyer is directing Buck
Jones in "Justice Rides Again," for
Columbia. Hillyer also wrote the
story.

* * *

Walter Futter, producer of John
P. Medbury "Travelaughs" and
"Curiosities," which are distributed
by Columbia, visited Columbia ex-
changes in New York, Chicago, St.
Louis, Omaha and San Francisco on
his recent trip.

* *

Mack Sennett has cas t Geneva
Mitchell to play opposite Harry
Gribbon in the fortcoming Sennett
short, "The All-American Draw-
back," under the direction of Del
Lord. Vernon Dent has been chosen
to play the coach in this football

comedy.
* + *

George R. Batcheller, now at Uni-
versal studio where Chesterfield's

next vehicle, "The Devil Plays," is

in production, announces the acqui-

sition of Jameson Thomas and Flor-
ence Britton for the leading roles.

Miss Britton has been loaned to i

Chesterfield through the courtesy of

Samuel Goldwyn. Richard Thorpe
is directing.

* * *

William Bakewell has started]

work as the featured juvenile in a.i

Fox production. He was borrowed'!

from M-G-M, to whom he is under!
long term contract.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"
Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse,
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui'

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-

venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.
$3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Lookfor the "Dor^r-way ofHospitality"

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

[nterest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

FRENCH MISSION TO STUDY

AMERICAN NLM METHODS

Paris—The French federation gen-
erale de le production has organized
a special mission to study the latest
developments in the motion picture
industry in the United States. Visits
will be made to all the important
theaters, studios and film offices in

America where the mission will

study American methods of manu-
facturing and producing films, their
distribution, the development of tech-
nical branches of the industry and
the exploitation of pictures.

The mission will sail from Havre
on Nov. 11 on the steamship De
Grasse, reaching New York on the
19th, and will arrive in France on
the return trip by Dec. 18.

British-Gaumont Adds
Stage Shows in London

London— British-Gaumont is ex-
tending the stage-show idea in its

London picture theaters. The Mar-
ble Arch Pavillion was the latest to

fall in line with a musical program
by Eugene's Magyar Tzigane band.
The Tivoli is now the only G. B.

West End house without a stage
show. Stage and band acts along
with the motion pictures have
proved so popular that the practice
is expected to spread rapidly in the
bigger cities.

Vaude Revival in England
London—Vaudeville is staging a

comeback in London's picture houses,
the latest theater to put on a "flesh

show" in conjunction with talking
pictures being RKO's Leicester
Square.

France Acts Against Foreign Extras
Paris—The French Ministry of

Labor has decided to tighten the

regulations in regard to the employ-
ment of foreign extras in French
motion picture studios. Severe
penalties are threatened for those
studios which use more foreign extras

than the regulations call for. Sys-

tematic inspections will be made
with that purpose in view.

Vienna Home of Opera Now a Movie
Vienna—The Johann Strauss the-

ater, formerly the house of opera

bouffe, is now a motion picture the-

ater under the new name of Scala.

London Raises Prices

London—West End picture thea-

ters have advanced their admission

price by two pence except for the

one shilling sixpence seats, which re-

main the same. The advance is due

to the increased amusement tax.

Japan Making 700 Features
Tokyo— It is estimated that the Japanese motion picture studios will have

turned out 700 feature pictures during the year 1931, despite depressed finan-

cial conditions, labor troubles and other production difficulties which the year

has brought forth.

Italy to Subsidize
Best National Films

Rome — The Italian government
has set aside an appropriation of

2,500,000 lire to subsidize the best
national film productions, in accord-
ance with the scheme formulated
some weeks ago. The government
subvention will be for the most
artistic of productions from 1931 to

1937 and will not exceed 10 per cent
of a picture's receipts. The sub-
sidy will be paid quarterly and no
one production can claim it for long-
er than two years.

Film Receipts in N. Z.

Show Drop of 30 Per Cent
Wellington, N. Z.—Attendance at

picture houses throughout the Do-
minion has been greatly affected by
general conditions, with box office

receipts about 30 per cent under
those of last year. Parliament has
as yet given no indication that an
increase in film or amusement tax
is under consideration and it is

generally believed that no action will

be taken at this session.

Want Australian Quota Law
London—The British Film League,

the Returned Soldiers' League, the
British Empire League and other
organizations are backing the move
to induce the Australian Common-
wealth government to adopt a Brit-

ish film quota law. Victoria already
has such a law.

Emil Jannings Making Another
Berlin—Emil Jannings has re-

turned to the Ufa studios at Neu-
babelsberg to make another pic-

ture, "Stuerme der Leidenschaft"
("Storms of Passion"), which Rob-
ert Sidmak will direct. Friedrich
Hollaender wrote the music. Erich
Pommer is the producer for Ufa.

Ufa Puts "Ronny" in Work
Berlin—"Ronny," the new Guen-

ther Stapenhorst production for

Ufa, has gone into work under the
direction of Reinhold Schuenzel at

the Neubabelsberg Studios. Willy
Fritsch and Kaethe von Nagy have
the leads. Emmerich Kalman wrote
the music.

"Viennese Nights" Long Run
Sydney —• "Viennese Nights" has

closed a 23-week run at the Prince
Edward theater. This was the long-

est run any picture has ever had in

Australia. "Ten Commandments"
had 433 showings, and "Viennese
Nights" 550.

Fuller-Hayward Circuit

In Hands of Trustees
Wellington, N. Z.—The Fuller-

Hayward circuit of 40 theaters is

in the hands of trustees for the
benefit of the stockholders and cred-
itors. Liquidation will probably be
foi-ced upon the circuit, which owes
$1,000,000 to secured creditors alone.

Three Kultur-Film Staff Shorts
Berlin—The Ufa Laboratory of

Sciences at Keonigsberg, East Prus-
sia, has recently completed three
shorts for Ufa's Kultur-Film Staff:

"Secrets of Pond Life," directed by
Johannes Guder, and "Gold of the
Ocean," directed by Dr. Martin Riki
of the Berlin Geographic Society,
and a third the title of which will

soon be announced.

B. & D. Gets Continental Market
London—British & Dominion has

closed an arrangement whereby its

product will be distributed on the
European continent. Graham Main-
got will handle sales in France from
Paris; Georges De Randich will

handle the rest of the continent from
London and Berlin. B. & D. will
make subjects that have direct con-
tinental appeal in English, German
and French.

French Film Export Bureau
Paris—The Chambre Syndicale is

reported to be organizing, on behalf
of the film industry in France, an
export bureau to be backed by the
State, for the purpose of expanding
France's foreign markets for films
through exploitation and propa-
ganda.

Dutch Tax Reduced 13 Per Cent
Amsterdam — The Dutch Enter-

tainment Tax has been reduced from
33 1-3 to 20 per cent. One factor
contributing to the reduction was
the closing of the theaters of the
Nederlandsche Bioscoop-Bond circuit.

Celebrity Gets 26 Features
Sydney—Charles Hardy, on his re-

turn from a world tour, announced
that the Celebrity exchange would
distribute 26 features and 100 shorts
the coming year, both British and
American made. He closed with
Tifi'any and a number of indepen-
dents while in America.

B. & D. for Australia
Sydney — Greater Australasian

Films announces the acquisition of
20 British & Dominion features for
Australian distribution in 1932.

n\yy
L "A

TURNS 30,000 AWAY

Liverpool—The ban on the admis-
sion of children to 'showings of "A"
pictures is said to have turned 30,-

000 persons away from the Liver-
pool theaters in one week. The
Liverpool Justices have voted against
rescinding their ban on "A" films for
childi-en, despite the recommenda-
tion of the Theaters Committee that
the ban should be withdrawn. The
classification "A" is placed on films

considered suitable for adults only.

Austria's Talkie Unit
In Financial Straits

Vienna —• Sascha Film Industry
A.G., Austria's single remaining
talking picture producing company,
is facing bankruptcy, application for
the opening of insolvency proceed-
ings have been instituted by credi-

tors. Sascha has off'ered 35 per
cent in settlement, to be paid within
a year. The firm has announced
its intention to continue making
talking pictures as soon as it is out
of its financial difficulties.

Sunday Theaters Close at 10 P. M.
London—Twenty-two theaters in

Durham County have been permitted
by local police authorities to give
Sunday showings with the proviso
that the houses close at 10 P. M.
Permission was granted under the
new Sunday performances bill, all of

theaters having previously been per-
mitted to remain open on Sunday.

Film Dramas Favored by Czechs
Prague—Of the films passed by

the Czechoslovakian censors in June
last there were four times as many
dramas as comedies. More than half
of the total footage was made up
of dramas, which accounted for 62,-

825 meters of the 106,065 meters
passed, while comedies accounted for

but 16,890 meters. -

Screenings Without Customs Duty
Brussels—The Ministry of Finance

has authorized the showing of mo-
tion pictures in Brussels under con-
trol of the Customs department
without having first to pay customs
duty. The screenings will take place
in a first class hall in the center of

the city.

Probe Hungarian Closings

Budapest—An inquiry is on foot

here as to the reasons behind the

recent closing of 200 theaters. It

is reported that if the houses do not

reopen promptly they will have their

licenses revoked.
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Theater Equipment
By M. P. BOOTH

MOVABLE SWITCHBOARD

MARKETED BY KLIEOL

A semi-povtable switchboard de-

signed primarily for little theaters,

and said to afford an unlimited num-
ber of circuit combinations and dim-

mer arrangements, has been devel-

oped and is being marketed by
Kliegl Bros, of New York, manufac-

turers of electric stage lighting

equipment and accessories.

The device, while having all the

graduation of control to be found

in permanent equipment, as well as

being extremely flexible in the mat-

ter of circuit connections and com-

binations, can also be removed from
the premises as a complete unit, and

used again at the next location by
simply connecting the feeder cable

to the source of supply, the com-

pany states.

All but four circuits are controlled

by dimmers, the four through cir-

cuits being reserved for direct ser-

vice with switch control. Dimmer
equipment consists of eight 250-

slider type dimmers and 12 round

plate interlocking dimmers in three

groups of four with capacities of

750 to 1,500 watts, 1,000 to 2,000

watts, and 1,500 to 3,000 watts, re-

spectively. Short jumpers with

plug terminals provide means for

cross connecting any load to an^
switch and for obtaining any dim-

mer control desired—and interlock-

ing group switches permit each set

of four slider dimmers to be con-

nected in series with one or other of

the master dimmers.
The entire switchboard and dimmer

arrangement is completely assem-

bled on a structural steel frame and

enclosed in a wooden case having a

removable front, and is mounted on

ball bearing rubber-tired casters.

While primarily intended for lit-

tle theater producers, this semi-port-

able switchboard may also be used

to advantage by national exhibitors,

novelty display advertisers and

others requiring this type of equip-

ment, its design being modified to

meet their particular needs, the

company declares.

NEW THEATERS

Madison, Wis.—The new Madisonian thea-
ter, owned by C. A. Blalock, and leased to

D. B. White of Tallahassee, is expected to be
ready for opening within the near future.

Hot Springs, Ariz.—Erection of a theater

here is planned by C. M. Jenkins.

Newton, Mass.—Garden City Auditorium,
Inc., of Boston, has plans by Henry & Rich-
mond, also of Boston, for the construction of

a two-story theater building here at an esti-

mated cost of $150,000.

Long Beach, Cal.—Contract for the erection

of a theater here by United Artists Theaters
of California at an estimated cost of $118,000
has been awarded to Henry Belief Construc-

tion Co. of Los Angeles.

Federalsburg, Md.—H. T. Seymour, Easton,

Md., has been awarded the contract for tht

construction of a theater here by the Federals

burg Amusement Co.

Red Bank, N. J.—Bids are being received

by Boylan & Levine, architects, of New
Brunswick, N. J., for the erection of a thea-

ter building here by the Red Bank Amuse
ment Co.

Business Improves
Following Repairs

l:ieveland—There is a direct rela-

tion between business and theater

improvements according to A. J.

Buck, owner and manager of the

Colonial. "New upholstered chairs

were recently installed in the house,"

Buck says, "and the public not only

noticed the improvement, but showed

its appreciation by increased patron-

age. If theater owners would spend

the money to put their run-down
houses in good shape, I am of the

opinion that their business would

pick up."

New RCA Victor Disc

Put Out by Photophone
A new type of disc to be known

as the Victrolac record, developed

and perfected by the engineers of

the RCA Victor Co. in Camden, has

been placed in distribution by RCA
Photophone. Advantages cited for

the new record over the old style

shellac record are: reduction in

weight from 24 ounces to four, re-

duction in size to 12 inch diameter,

flexibility, durability, improved tone

quality and a minimum of surface

noise.

Cleaner Light Stands Offered

Chicago—Cleaner stands or work
lights, said to provide an extremely
portable means of illumination while

cleaning theater auditoriums or

elsewhere, are being offered by the

Chicago Cinema Equipment Co., of

this city. The cables are fitted with
plugs that can be inserted in any
single outlet receptacle, obviating
the necessity for turning on the

house lights.

JUST
AROUi^D
THE

CORIVER
from every American

theatre

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY
Braiic/u's til all Principal Clilts

l-mm CHANGE-OVER

FOR ALL PROJECTORS

Chicago—A three-alarm change-
over for use on all projectors has
been developed and is being offered

by the GoldE Mfg. Co. of this city.

Installed in the upper magazine
of all projectors, and with the
Standard Release Print, the three
alarm is said to afford the projec-
tionist three separate and distinct

warnings, each at an exactly prede-
termined spot and at exactly the
right spot for (1) general warnings,
(2) start motor, and (3) change-
overs. This is accomplished by a
novel, patent applied for, mechani-
cal device declared to be simple in

installation as well as operation.
Positions may be set according to

each projectors' pickup speed, and
the micrometers, once set, need never
be varied.
With the use of this device, mark-

ing, punching, cutting or scratching
of the film is done away with and
the show can be run off smoothly
because there is never any doubt
as to start-motor time or change-
over time.

The three-alarm takes the place
of the regular reel end alarm, is

quickly and easily installed and is

of nominal cost, the company states.

ALTERATIONS

Edina, Mo.—Improvements are being made
by William Collins in his theater here at a
cost of approximately $5,000.

San Francisco—Harry Hoffman, who is to
take over the Rialto from Publix on Dec. 1, !

will close the house for remodeling and will
reopen Dec. 25.

Jackson, Miss.—Installation of a new sound
screen along with other improvements is being:
made at the Lyric, owned and operated by
Paul Stancil.

Milledgeville, Ga. — Remodeling and im-
trovements, including new and modern equip-
nent. have been completed at the Colonial,
wned and managed by M. L. Curry.

Ro1>hinsdale, Minn.—F. E Anderson, owner
and operator of the Crystal, is installing new
projection equipment, screen, drapes and
chairs.

Muscatine, la.—The Boston Uptown has
been completely remodeled. Among its new
features is a cooling and ventilating sysstem.

Carrier Systems Installed

Long Beach, N. Y.—A complete
system of manufactured weather de-

signed and furnished by Carrier En-
gineering Corp., is being installed in

the theater being erected here by
Ed Rugoff.
Other complete Carrier systems

now being installed by the company
include the Paramount under con-
struction in Boston, the Paramount
in Amarillo, Tex., and the new RKO
theater in Denver.

Installs Audiphones
Western Electric Audiphones for

the hard-of-hearing have been in-

stalled in the Manor theater, Pitts-

burgh, and Warner's Western the-

ater, Los Angeles.

H. W. Acton Forms New Company
Harry W. Acton, for many years ,

general manager of the Brilliantone

Steel Needle Co., selling agency of

the W. H. Bagshaw Co.. has formed
a new manufacturing Co., known as

the H. W. Acton Co., Inc., with of-

fices at 370 Seventh Ave., New York,
and manufacturing plant in Provi-

dence. The new organization states

that it will shortly have definite an-

nouncements to make concerning its

new type of needles, also regarding
a complete line of decorative push-
pins with a brand new selling angle.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 M.M. SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue. New York

LITTLE THINGS t/»at

me<?/7 %o much to^oodli^htin^

THE many important little things
required for proper illumination of

the stage are here in abundance—parts
and supplies of every description; car-
bons for arc lamps, cable and connec-
tors, gelatine and glass color mediums,
color wheels and color frames, resis-

tances, enclosed pedestal switches, ter-

minal lugs, etc.—also spot-lights and
other stage lamps of various kinds.

KLIEGL BROS
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co inc

\^
321 West SOthStreet NewYork.N.Y. y-

Tenney Joins General Register
J. C. Enslen, general sales man-

ager of the General Register Corp.,
dealers in ticket registers and cash
control systems, with offices in the :

Paramount Building, New York, re-

cently appointed W. L. Tenney, as
his assistant.
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C NEWS OF THE DAY ©
* EAST *

Pittsburgh—Lincoln, Bellevue, un-
der Ike Browarsky, is again open.

Pittsburgh—Mark Browar will re-
enter the local exhibition field, it

is stated on the Row.

Pittsburgh—^Roosevelt and Center
Square are up for sheriff sale.

Boston—Eric Loew, brother of E.
M. Loew, operator of the Loew cir-

cuit of theaters in New England,
has been married to Gertrude Rose
Sabelman of Lynn, Mass.

New Haven—Al Forrest has been
appointed organist at the Roger
Sherman. He had previously been
organist at the Publix Strand in

Lowell, more recently assigned to

various Warner theaters as feature
organist at openings. His present
appointment is permanent.

* CENTRAL •
Minneapolis—Edward G. Robinson

in "Five-Star Final" did so well at

the Hennepin-Orpheum that RKO will

transfer it tomorrow to its Seventh
Street theater for a continuation of

is run. The picture went over from
the start and its transfer hold-over
speaks volumes for its strength.

Tama, la. — luka is the name
chosen for the new Tama theater
and the slogan. W. W. Mansfield,
who has the King in Belle Plaine,
also is operator of the local house.

Des Moines—More than 300 thea-
ters in Iowa are making plans to
present relief programs at the ap-
proximate dates of Nov. 18 to 25.

Allied Theater Owners of Iowa de-
vised the plan and appointed a com-
mittee with Lester F. Martin of
Nevada, president of the organiza-
tion, as chairman. The central com-
mittee has held several meetings
here to arrange details. The mem-
bers are R. M. Copeland, E. J. Tilton,

W. E. Banford, Ed Pierce, Barry
Burke, B. J. McCarthy, J. W. Den-
man and Jack Roth.

Ford City—Palace is now open
Friday and Saturday only.

Minneapolis—Eph Rosen is back
in Minneapolis where he has
joined the Columbia office under Ben
Marcus.

Duluth, Minn.—The Star has re-

opened after being closed for some
time.

Amboy, Minn.—H. A. Weicks has
bought the Star from Isabel Getter.

Sacred Heart, Minn. — George
Gould is now operating the Cozy
which he has taken over from Al

Kurter.

Cleveland—Jack Conley has been
added to the sales staff of the Cin-
cinnati office of Standard Film Ser-
vice Co.

Shawano, Wis.—Independent The-
aters, Inc., is constructing a theater
here which is expected to be ready

to open by Christmas. W. L. Ains-
worth, operator of the Garrick in

Fond du Lac, is president of the
new theater company.

West Allis, Minn.—Eugene Phelan
has taken over the Allis here from
George Fisher, who continues to op-
erate another house here and two
in Milwaukee.

Minneapolis—Harvey Kelly, assis-

tant manager of the Publix Grand,
is recovering from serious injuries

inflicted when he endeavored to eject

a trio of disorderly young men from
the theater. Although slugged with
a blackjack, Kelly managed to hold
on to one of the rowdies who was
placed under arrest and given a stiff

jail sentence.

Cincinnati — Harvey Callaway
salesman for RKO Pathe, is recov-
ering from injuries sustained in an
auto accident on his way to Galli-

polis, W. Va., last week.

* SOUTH *
Thomasville, Ga.—Interstate En-

terprises, owners and operators of
the Rose here and several others in

the state have purchased a two-story
brick building in the heart of
Thomasville. The purchase was con-
sidered as an investment in property,
but it is believed that when the the-
ater business justifies expansion the
building will be turned into a show-
house.

Canton, N. C—M. C. Sprinkle of
this city announces the starting of
work soon on a new and modern
theater here. The theater is to be
leased to W. H. Odom, who is now
operating the Strand. It will have
a seating capacity of not less than
700.

Minneapolis— Charles Coren has
been appointed Northwest represen-
tative for the Meyer-Reiger Labora-
tories, Inc., of New York. Coren's
headquarters will be 64 Glenwood
Ave.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
Bv HARRY N. BLAIR

Fairmount, N. D.—Harry Nelson

has sold the State to Sam Ludwig.

DeSmet, S. D.—Leonard Kaplan
of Sioux Falls has acquired the Ritz

in this city.

"Caryl Lincoln wears pajamas in one
sequence of 'Cyclone Kid.' in which she
rides a horse. They are made to con-
form to the Western influence and
Caryl says they are just the thing to

bring Westerns up-to-date."
—Big 4.

pORTER H. EVANS, chief engi-

neer of the Warner Vitaphone
studios in Brooklyn for the past
three years, was elected chairman
of the New York section of the So-
ciety of M. P. Engineers at a meet-
ing held Thursday evening.

Richard Arlen will he accompanied
by his wife, Jobyna Ralston, when
he comes East next week to play
opposite Nancy Carroll in "Way-
ward," the role for which Phillips

Holmes was originally mentioned.

Sam Sax is searching for actors
to play the roles of George Wash-
ington, Martha Washington, Alex-
ander Hamilton and other figures

prominent in the American Revolu-
tion. Casting is now going on at

the Brooklyn Vitaphone studios for

"George Washington," the special

two-reel picture which Warner Bros.
will produce for the Washington Bi-
centennial Celebration.

ventriloquist, is appearing at the
Strand theater this week in "Free
and Easy," one of Vitaphone's "Pep-
per Pot" series.

Tallulah Bankhead, having com-
pleted her work in the added scenes
which Berthold Viertel directed for
"The Cheat," is preparing to leave

for Hollywood where she will be

starred in a picture made at Para-
mount's West Coast studio. Irving
Pichel, tuho appears opposite her in

"The Cheat," also leaves soon to ap-
pear in "Two Kinds of Women,"
with Mir-iam Hopkins.

Parsons, W. Va.—H. L. Bennett
has leased the Victoria to Frank
Shomo, the latter announces. Shomo
also operates the Grand theater,

Elkins, W. Va.

York, S. C—With no theater for
several months the city council has
taken it into its hands to provide
one. Representatives of an out-of-

town company have been negotiating
with the council and plans will soon
be announced. The second floor of

the City Auditorium is the probable
location.

Monogah, W. Va. — Strand, now
managed by Fred Nutter, is open
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

Among the shorts completed this

week at the Paratnouyit New York
utitdio was Johnyiy Burke, assisted

by Aileen Cook in "The Mysterious
Mystery," directed by Eddie Cline
and "The Swell Head," ufith Grace
Allen and George M. Burns, directed
by Aubrey Scotto.

Edgar Bergen, who has the dis-

tinction of being the screen's only

Horace Heidt and his Cali-

fornians, composed of musicians
from the University of California,
made their third Vitaphone short
this week at the Warner studios in

Brooklyn. It will be released as one
of the "Melody Masters" series.

Jack Norworth, while at the Vita-
phone studio to rehearse his next
release, "The Naggers at the Op-
era," stopped work temporarily to
hear the Horace Heidt orchestra in
their rendition of "Shine on Harvest
Moon," which he wrote back in 1907
and which is now enjoying a tremen-
dous vogue after being revived by
Ruth Etting in the current Ziegfeld
•Follies."

* WEST *
San Francisco—Ernest Uman has

been promoted from the accessories

department at the Columbia ex-

change to the booker's desk in Los
Angeles.

Los Angeles — J. H. Mclntyre,
western district manager for RKO
Pathe, has closed with Dave Ber-
shon, national buyer for Hughes-
Franklin, a 100 per cent deal on
RKO Pathe product, which will be
played over the entire eastern Wash-
ington and Oregon circuits of

Hughes-Franklin. Day' and date
bookings have been set by Fred
Mercy, Jr., division manager for

H-F in Walla Walla.

San Francisco—Mannie Brown is

back in town and expects to make
a final decision on several locations

available for the local office of Pa-
cific Coast Exchanges, Ltd.

For
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy in

"Beau Hunks"

M-G-M 40 mins.

A Wow
Director James Home has taken

a crackerjack story and, with Laurel
and Hardy heading a very large
cast, he has turned out a comedy
that has feature proportions from
any angle. It is one long, loud
laugh. The plot concerns two lads
who join the foreign legion because
one of them. Hardy, has been turned
down by his sweetheart. Laughs are
piled up as they go through the
preliminary training and are taken
out on the desert for a long trek/
Their troop encounters a sandstorm
and the two lads become separated
from the rest. Then they run into

a battle between the legionnaires and
some RifFs. The Riffs are barefooted.
A few kegs of tacks strewn around
the fortress by the comedians saves
the day. This picture will stand
plenty of exploitation even to the
extent of its being billed as one fea-
ture on a dual bill.

"Sealed Lips"

(Shadow Detective Series)
Universal 17 mins.

Thrills

Another of the Shadow Detective
series. All about a theatrical owner
who plans the murder of his man-
ager who is his rival in love. He
builds up an alibi through employ-
ing a makeup artist to act as his

double. There is plenty of action,

but the mystery element is lacking.
They use the device of the "shadow,"
who appears every so often and
points the moral that crime does not
pay. This seems to serve no good
purpose, and is an amateurish touch.

//
DOES A

WILD
LIFE"
PAY?

From the Capitol Theatre in New
York to the Carthay Circle Theatre

in Los Angeles, all the big theatres

have booked the "Wild Life Series."

The Answer is 'Yes.'

Book These

CLIFTON-ALLEN
Shorts

Through

Talking Picture Epics

"One More Chance"

ivith Biyig Crosby
Educational 20 mins.

Slight

Featuring Bing Crosby, the radio
crooner, in a slight story that jumps
all over the map and is very dis-

connected. The "plot" is pretty
hazy, if any. Bing is a happy-go-
lucky salesman for an electric wash-
ing machine who depends on his

songs to sell his wares. He has the
usual trouble holding his wife from
the other fellow, but wins her back
in the last sequence by crooning his

song. Bing's crooning is okay, but
as a comedian there is little to be
said in his favor. Or was it the
fault of the material?

Slim Siimmerville in

"Hotter Than Haiti"

Universal 21 mins.

A Repeater

A Slim Summerville comedy, with
Slim as the bugler and Eddie Grib-
bon as the tough sergeant. This
time the marines are in Haiti, but
they stage the same gags practically
that they did when they were in Rus-
sia, France and points east and west
of there. Again there is the native
gal over whom they quarrel. Again
the officer butts in and spoils their
fun. Again there is an explosion.
The two principals are good, as
usual. But they are so good that
they make the repetitious material
look worse than it probably is. It

is a pity they can't get away from
the stereotyped stuff, and give these
two troupers some original gags and
situations.

George Sidney and Charlie Murray

"Models and Wives"
Universal 20 mins.

Poor

George Sidney and Charlie Mur-
ray in a revival of their ancient
classic—the Irish and Jewish part-
ners having trouble with their wives.

It is heavy, clumsy and unfunny.
They come into possession of a
lingerie shop, their wives appear
just as the models are getting ready
to model. Of course the wives mis-
understand. The gags are old, and
the comedy very much strained.

"The Road to Mandalay"
(E. M. Newman Travel Talk)

Vitaphone 5703 8 mins.
Good Travelogue

In this number of the E. M. New-
man World Travel Talk series the
famous Rudyard Kipling poem is

picturized with interesting scenes
along the route of the famed "Road
to Mandalay." It is an engrossing
reel of its kind.

"Outposts of the Foreign Legion"

Educational 10 mins.

Unusual

Unusual views of far corners of
Morocco, with Claude Flemming as
the narrator taking part in the pic-

ture and describing interestingly the
various odd sights. A visit is made
to a desert city, where the natives
are shown in the market place en-
gaged in their various occupations.
The Foreign Legion are seen off

duty, enjoying a visit to town as
they ride on the camels. Native
dancing girls and an open air cir-

cus add to the picturesque qualities
of the reel. Done in Multicolor. As
a travel picture, it shapes up as a
very entertaining subject.

Louis John Bartels in

"Selling Shorts"
RKO Pathe 20 mins.

Poor

A Traveling Man Comedy, which
is just about as new and funny as
the average traveling salesman
story. Louis John Bartels is the
featured comic, but his "line" has
little variety and grows tiresome
long before the final shot. He gets
off his train in the Ozark country,
and walks into a mountaineer's
cabin where the family insist on try-
ing to marry him to the daughter.
The same gag is repeated in another
cabin where the rival feudists also
have a daughter they want to marry
off. The mountaineers don't seem to
appreciate Bartel's sense of humor.
And we can't blame them much.

"Torchy Passes the Buck"
with Ray Cooke

Educational 20 mins.
Weak

They assembled quite an imposing
company in support of Ray Cooke
as the comedian in this Torchy Com-
edy, including such names as Ed-
mund Breese, Franklyn Pangborn
and Dorothy Dix. But the comedy
element is very thin, and the idea
does not seem to warrant the foot-

age. Half the footage takes place
in an office setting, with Cooke pull-

ing a variety of gags that lack any
real humor. Then the scene switches
to a dinner given by the boss, with
a lot of gagging about a deer that
he shot, with the game warden try-

ing to arrest him. It seems like a

lot of effort wasted for such a slim

comedy subject.

"Bosko the Doughboy"
Vitaphone .'5402 7 mins.

Average Cartoon

Vitaphone's new animated cartoon
character, Bosko, here disports him-
self in the role of a doughboy. Noth-
ing specially new or novel about the

affair, but it is sufficiently diverting

to serve its purpose as a short fill-in.

"The Musical Mystery"

with Janet Reude, Al Shayne and
the Albertina Rasch Girls

Vitaphone 18 mins.

Entertaining Musical

In a library setting, characters
from various novels come to life and
step down from book shelves to do
their stuff. Among them are Rip
Van Winkle, Julius Caesar, Trader
Horn, Robinson Crusoe, Nero. "Ex-
Wife" and others. "Little Caesar"
also steps into the picture to threat-
en the elder Julius on the ground
of copyright infringement. The song
and dance numbers are fairly pleas-
ing, and the Albertina Rasch danc-
ing girls supply good ensemble sup-
port.

"Canine Capers"

Educational 10 mins.,

Good Sports

A review of the aristocrats of
dogdom, with Bill Cunningham de-
livering a running fire of comment
on the different specimens shown.
Some fine shots are seen of pointers
and setters in action as a hunter
goes after his birds. Finishes with a
greyhound race. Should interest all

dog lovers.

Tiflfany

'Skimpy"

Ordinary

18 mins.

The latest of the Tiffany Chimps,
I being a takeoff on "Skippy," with
his boy pal and the dog featured.
It is essentially for the kids, who
no doubt will go for it strong. But
it is below the calibre of most of its

predecessors, the antics of the monks
in many instances lacking the proper
comedy and seeming too mechanical.
One main sequence is in the school-
room, and it falls pretty flat here.

Sound Doubles Work
Although the number of pictures being

produced this season by Van Beuren for

RKO Pathe release is not as large as the
number made in silent days, the greater
amount of detail incident to making
sound pictures far overbalances any pro-
duction this company has attempted
heretofore. This holds true particularly
in the Cartoon Department. Fifty-two
silent Aesop's Fables were produced
each season, a staff of approximately
25 animators and tracers maintaining
this schedule nicely. Now with 39 car-
toons to the season (26 Fables and 13
Tom and lerry) the staff has been more
than tripled not counting the extra help
needed to handle the preparation of

music, etc.. and still this department is

forced to work at top speed. The same
holds true with the Crantland Rice
Sportlight. 52 silent issues formerly
being made each season. With the
coming of sound the Sportlight man-
power was more than doubled and the
number of releases cut in half in order
to maintain the entertainment standard
of this release.
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
'Pack and Saddle"

RKO Pathe
Fair

11 mins.

A Sportlight trip with the pack
horses through the Wyoming moun-
tains in search of game. The hunt-
ers bag several elk and moose, and
then start back to the ranch through
a driving snowstorm. There is very
little action or hunting thrills in the

picture, but hunters may get a kick

out of the preparations for the trip

and the incidents connected with the

journey. The conversation handed
out by the hunters is probably just

about what hunters say to each other

while on a hunting trip, but it makes
very flat repartee when placed on a

sound screen. It runs like this:

"How are you, folks? Hello, Larry.

I see you brought home the bacon.

Got three elk and a moose. Fine

and dandy." And so on and so on.

The scenery is good.

Walter O'Keefe in

"Platinum Blondes"

Vitaphone 17 mins.

Neat Comedy

Playing the role of a popular

Broadway singer who is invited out

to a Park Avenue party, Walter
O'Keefe makes this a neat comedy
number of the better class. It has

some musical comedy atmosphere
and some clever gag stuff that

should register well, especially with

the more intelligent clientele.

"Jailbirds"

(Flip the Frog)
M-G-M 9 mins.

Dandy
This amusing cartoon will garner

plenty of laughter. Flip, as a jail

guard, has his troubles with a giant

who escapes from the prison. The
animators have turned out clever

drawings and some new and humor-
ous gags. Scenes of convicts at the

stone pile, of the jail break and the

resulting chase, work up to a snappy
climax. Synchronizing is well done.

Congratulates

:

ROBERT Z. LEONARD

for his directorial acumen in

the handling of the
M-G-M production,
"Susan Lenox"

No. 42 oS 1931
**Good Deeds**

Series

"Bali"

(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)
M-G-M 10 mins.

Interesting

This little island off the coast of
Java offers many interesting sights
and considerable material that will

be of interest to American audi-
ences. James A. FitzPatrick de-
livers a well constructed descriptive
talk and introduces many natives
of exceptional stature and form.
The market place, natives bathing,
some close-ups of native girls and
women, all go to make this a short
subject of merit.

Benny Rubin in

"Full Coverage"

RKO Pathe 20 mins.

Okay

They crowded a lot of material
into this one, with Benny Rubin act-

ing as an insurance salesman out
to win a prize for doing the most
business for his company. He tries

to sign up a bunch of tough taxi
drivers, and succeeds, only to have
a rival gang of taxi gangsters beat
up his crowd, and they all collect on
their accident policies, putting Ben-
ny's company in bankruptcy. It

moves fast, and Benny succeeds in

making it reasonably funny.

"The Voice of Hollywood"

No. 8

Educational-Tiffany 11 mins.

Fine

This is one of the best of the se-

ries, featuring all the Wampas baby
stars. They make a great aggrega-
tion of beauty as tney come before
the studio mike and speak their lit-

tle pieces in close-ups. The list in-

cludes Sydney Fox, Anita Louise
Rochelle Hudson, Junith Wood
Frances Dade, Constance Cummings,
Karen Morley, Marion Shilling, Joan
Marsh and Frances Dee. Monte Blue
acts as master of ceremonies. This
should go strong with the fans, pre-
senting as it does most of the new
faces with whom the public is just

learning to get acquainted.

"In Wonderland"

Universal 7 mins.

Old Stuff

An Oswald cartoon that is a dead
ringer for another just released in

a competitive series. It employs the
same idea of the hero mixed up in

the two fairy tales of Jack in the
Beanstalk and the Old Woman in

the Shoe. Oswald climbs the bean-
stalk to the castle in the clouds,

steals the goose that lays the golden
eggs from the Giant, and brings it

back to the old lady in the shoe.

It's a fair cartoon, if you haven't
run the other one first. Then it's

just a repeat.

"China"

Educational 7 mins.

Average Cartoon

A fanciful adventure in the land
of the pigtails by Hero Mouse, in

which they drag in all the well
known legends associated with the
country. The cartoon work is up to

average, but like all the current crop
of animateds, there is a sameness
about the technical treatment. Some
day one of these cartoon artists is

going to hit on a new idea, and it

will be possible for us reviewers to

tell you something definite about
them.

"Wild and Wooly"
(Sport Champions)

M-G-M 9 mins.
A Thriller

Here is a real wild west rodeo,
staged in the open, with a host of
daring and courageous cowboys.
Broncho busting that is fast, furious
and apparently dangerous is shown
in both normal and slow motion.
There are a few shots of "bull-
dogging" with the cowboys doing a
fast job. The reel ends with a steer-
riding contest that carries thrills
and laughs galore. Action from start
to finish.

"Developing a Football Team"
Universal 10 mins.

Football Practice
One of the Stanford Football se-

ries, with "Pop" Warner and Jim
Thorpe instructing the rookies in
the art of passing, kicking, tackling
and running. This reel is mainly of
interest to football players, but the
average football fan will probably
miss the actual scenes of games that
give punch and excitement to other
gridiron reels.

Billy House in

"Retire Inn"
Paramount 20 mins.

Good Comedy
Billy House, the fat comedian, has

among his supporting cast here
James Dunn, who since appearing in
this short has become a Fox feature
star. Though Dunn's role is second-
ary, he can be exploited as a result
of his current fame. Aside from this,

the comedy is a generally enjoyable
affair showing Billy as the landlord
of a roadside inn with a talking par-
rot for company. To get trade, he
has a gimmick for puncturing the
tires of passing autos. Among his
victims are two eloping couples, one
member of each naving done the
runaway marriage for spite. Billy
reconciles the real lovers.
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Eddie Quillan, Robert Armstrong in

'THE TIP-OFF"
with Ginger Rogers

RKO Pathe 70 mins.
THOROUGHLY ENJOYABLE

COMEDY OF THE BREEZY TYPE
WITH PLENTY OF COMEDY AND
ACTION.

Eddie Quillan in another of his

popular roles as a go-get-'em-kid.

With Robert Armstrong, as a dumb
prizefighter, for his chief running
mate, while Ginger Rogers and Joan
Peers supply the feminine end of

the love interest, the combination
clicks nicely all the way. Eddie, a

radio store employee, accidentally

saves Bob from being put on the

spot by a crooked fight promoter
whereupon Eddie and Bob become
pals. The pug's girl makes a play
for the kid, but he ducks her, and
in doing so he unknowingly grabs
off the tough promoter's sweetie.

They fall in love, and then comes
the problem of getting away from
the menace, who is sore as a pup
and has ordered his gang to give

the smart kid the works while_ he
forces the girl into an immediate
marriage. Eddie rushes to the girl's

rescue, and with the assistance of

Bob, and subsequently the cops, the

gang leader is dispersed and Eddie
trots up to the altar in safety.

Cast: Eddie Quillan, Robert ArmstroiiR.
OiiiKer Rogers. Joan Peers, Ralph Harolde,
Charles Sellon, Mike Donlin. Ernie Adams.
Tack Herrick. Cupid Ainsworth.

Director, Albert Rogell ; Author, GenrRe
Kilil.e Turner; Adaptor, Earl Baldwin; Dia-
loguer, same ; Editor, Charles Craft ; Camera-
man, Edward Snyder ; Recording Engineers,
Charles O'Loughlin, T. Carman.

Direction, snappy. Photography, good.

"THE YELLOW TICKET"
with Elissa Landi and

Lionel Barrymore
Fox 88 mins.

FINE DRAMA FILLED WITH
INTENSE SITUATIONS EXCEL-
LENTLY ACTED BY STRONG
CAST. FIRST CLASS DIRECTION
AND PRODUCTION.

In this drama of Russia, the Czar
and the war, Elissa Landi contri-
butes the best work she has done
since coming to America. As Marya
Varenka, a Jewish girl who is forced
to accept a "yellow ticket" in order
to cross the Russian frontier to visit

her father who is in prison, Miss
Landi is extremely convincing.
Lionel Barrymore, as an all-power-
ful baron, gives another of his out-
standing characterizations. His sub-
tle sarcasm, facial expressions and
significient gestures are highly ar-

tistic. The story concerns Marya,
who as a "yellow ticket" girl is

branded as a woman of the streets
until she is rescued by an English
war correspondent, who falls in love
with her and who paves the way for
her personal freedom. Laurence
Olivier, as the newspaperman, gives
a most natural portrayal. A lavish
musical background adds interest.

Cast: Elissa Landi, Lionel Barrymore,
Laurence Olivier, Walter Byron, Arnold
Korff, Sarah Padden, Mischa Auer, Edwin
Maxwell, Alex Mellish.

Director, Raoul Walsh ; Author, Michael
Morton ; Adaptor, Jules Furthman ; Dia-
loguers, Jules Furthman, Guy Bolton;
Editor, Jack Murray ; Cameraman, James
Wong Howe ; Recording Engineer, Donald

Photography, ex-
Flick

Direction, powerful
cellent.

Irene Dunne in

"CONSOLATION MARRIAGE"
with Pat O'Brien, John Halliday,

Myma Loy
Radio Pictures 82 mins.

DELIGHTFUL ROMANTIC
PIECE. INTRIGUING PLOT
HOLDS SUSPENSE AND IS WELL
POINTED WITH HUMOR.

Swell entertainment has been cre-

ated in this cleverly manipulated love
quadrangle. Two losers in love af-

fairs, Irene Dunne and Pat O'Brien,
meet informally and readily become
pals in a mutual effort to drown
their sorrows. It eventually results

in their marriage, a "consolation"
affair as it were. In due course the
respective former loves of each turns
up again, their own marriages hav-
ing been failures, and they now want
their old sweethearts back. Although
Irene and Pat had made an agree-
ment to give each other freedom if

they ever desired it, and they put
themselves to the test with the old

loves, they find their own attach-

ment has become too strong to be
broken. The plot is deftly worked
out and the engrossingly sustained
romantic and human interest is very
well balanced with clever comedy
touches. Smooth direction and first-

rate acting by a well-picked cast

also figure in it.

Cast: Irene Dunne, Pat O'Brien, John
Halliday, Matt Moore, Lester Vail, Myrna
Loy.

Director, Paul Sloane ; Author, Bill Cun-
ningham ; Adaptor, Humphrey Pearson ; Dia-
loguer, same ; Editor, not credited ; Camera-
man, J. Roy Hunt ; Recording Engineer,
John Tribby.

Direction, first-rate. Photography, fine.

"GIRLS ABOUT TOWN"
Paramount 66 mills.

AMUSING BUT UNIMPORTANT
YARN OF GOLD DIGGERS. GETS
OVER PRINCIPALLY BECAUSE
THE FOUR PRINCIPALS ARE
GOOD.

This is an inconsequential film ofi

two gold diggers in the big city whoi
accumulate jewels and expensive
furs by acting as professional en-:

tertainers for out-of-town million-

aires on house parties and yacht
parties without giving anything ini

return but their smiles. Kay Fran-
cis falls hard for Joel McCrea, but
Joel after falling, t')0, and propos-i

ing marriage, thinks she is just
framing him for a shakedown with
her former hubby. Meanwhile her
gold digging pal Lilyan Tashman
in trying to make a tightwad mar-
ried man loosen up, and finally

rocks him for 50 grand worth of
jewelry by the flimsiest kind of a
racket that wouldn't pass muster in

the First Reader. But the sets are
extravagant, the four principals are
clever, and with adroit direction the
piece looks far better than it really

ir. on a cold analysis. It will amuse
the uncritical and the flappers.

Cast: Kay Francis, Joel McCrca, Lilyan
Tashman. Eugene Pallette, Allan Dinehart,
Lucile Webster Gleason, Anderson Lawler,
Lucille Browne, George Barbier, Robert
McWade, Louise Beavers, Ardienne Ames,
Hazel Howell, Claire Dodd, Patricia Caron.

Director, George Cukor ; Author, Zoe
.\kins ; Adaptors, Raymond Griffith, Brian
Marlow ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, not
listed ; Cameraman, Ernest Haller.

Direction, smart. Photography, okay.

"SIN OF MADELON CLAUDET"
with Helen Hayes

M-G-M 74 mins.

GREAT WOMAN AUDIENCE
STUFF IN THIS MOTHER LOVE
DRAMA. STAR IS BRILLIANT
PERFORMER WITH EXCELLENT
SUPPORT.
Women will cry for, and over, this

picture, which has been remade into
a worthwhile piece of product. And,
additionally, the reviewers will cheer
for it. The star is unknown to

screen audiences, but her supporting
players included well established
names and Miss Hayes herself will

win plenty of applause for her work.
She plays a woman abandoned by an
American artist who returns to his
country. After a male child is born
she becomes the mistress of Lewis
Stone. As he is about to legalize
their relations through marriage he
is arrested as a thief and commits
suicide. The girl is jailed. When
she is released she hides her true
identity from her son so as not to
interfere with his career as a phy-
sician. She becomes a prostitute in
order to finance him. Years later,

when she is old, they meet again
and he, although not recognizing
her, adopts her.

Cast: Helen Hayes, Lewis Stone, Neil
Hamilton, Robert Young, Cliflf Edwards,
Jean Hersholt, Marie Prevost, Karen Morley.
Charles Winniger, Alan Hale, Halliwcll
Hobbes, Lennox Pawle. Russ Powell.

Director, Edgar Selwyn ; Author, Edward
Knoblock; Adaptor, Charles MacArthur

;

Dialoguer, same ; Editor, Tom Held

;

Cameraman, Oliver T. Marsh ; Recording
Engineer, Douglas Shearer.

Direction, fine. Photography, excellent.

"PLATINUM BLONDE"
u'ith Lorefta Young, Robert Wil-

liams, Jean Harlow
Columbia 90 m,ins

BIG LAUGH FARCE FILLED
WITH COMEDY PUNCHES AND
NICELY SUSTAINED STORY IN-
TEREST.
By burlesquing the newspaper pro-

fession to a fare-thee-well, and giv-
ing society somewhat the same treat-
ment, this production furnishes a
merry round of robust comedy en-
tertainment. Its plot concerns a
brazen reporter who marries a classy
society blonde, much to the outraged
amazement of her family. After
standing the gaff in her palatial
home for as long as he is able, by
which time the girl also has recov-
ered from her infatuation, the "Cin-
derella man" breaks out of his gilded
cage and discovers he really was in

love all the time with a faithful girl

reporter. It is not so much the
story, but the direction, acting, gags
and classy production that makes it

such rich entertainment. A neat hu-
man interest finish tops it off nicely.

Robert Williams registers strong as
the reporter. He's a swell actor and
should build a big following. Rest of
the cast also is top-notch.

Cast: Loretta Young, Robert Williams,
Jean Harlow, Reginald Owen, Louise Clos-
ser Hale, Edmund Breese, Walter Catlett,
Donald Dillaway, Halliwell Hobbes.

Director, Frank Capra ; Authors, Harry E.
Chandlee, Douglas W. Churchill ; Adaptors,
Dorothy Howell. Jo Swerling ; Dialogue,
Robert Riskin ; Editor, Gene Milford ; Cam-
eraman, Joseph Walker, A.S.C. ; Recording
Engineer, Edward Bernds.

Direction, aces. Photography, fine.

Ken Maynard in

"RANGE LAW"
Tiffany 63 mins

SNAPPY ACTION WITH LOTS
OF FIGHTING AND GUN PLAY
KEEPS THIS PEPPED UP IN A
WAY TO PLEASE THE FANS.

Ken Maynard and his trusty horse

are in action most of the time in this

production, and it rates as a good

thrill western. The crooked gent

who is running the town in the guise

of a respected citizen along with his

gang, is about to marry the pretty
ranch mistress. The heavy and his

henchmen have robbed the stage and
killed the driver, and manage to

make it appear that Maynard is the
road agent. The hero kidnaps the
girl right at the wedding ceremony,
and while his partner holds the girl,

he starts out to get the evidence
that will clear his name of the crime.
The girl later stumbles on the hide-

out of the gang, where she hears
two of them quarrel and disclose

the evidence. Then the hero en-
gages in a rough-and-tumble fight

with the villain, who is killed by one
of his own men who tries to get
Maynard. Plenty of fight stuff and
thrills to please the fans.

Cast: Ken Maynard, Frances Dade. Frank
Mayo, Aileen Manning, Jack Rockwell. Lafe
McKee. Charles King, Tom London.

Director, Phil Rosen ; Author, Earle Snell

;

Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, Earl
Turner ; Cameraman, Arthur Reed.

Direction, okay. Photography, griod.

Buck Jones in

"BRANDED"
Columbia 61 mills.

ACTION MIXED WITH COM-
EDY GIVES BUCK JONES AH
GOOD BREAK IN A WESTERN
THAT SHOULD PLEASE GENER-
ALLY.

The usual western meller stuff is,

varied in this one with some good
comedy action. Buck Jones is sup-

ported by his partner, a Swede, who
sings a funny song that peps up
the production considerably. There
is also some romance that is out of
the ordinary for a western. The girl
and the hero are at odds throughout
the picture, for his property cuts off

her grazing land, and thej quarrel
throughout the reels. Her foreman
frames the hero by having him buy
some stolen 'cattle, but Buck Jones
proves the bill of sale was forged
and pins the trick on the heavy.
Meanwhile Jones is trying to clear
himself of being mixed up in a stage
robbery, and the heavy and his

crowd set out to take justice in their

own hands and lynch him. It works
up into some good action at the fin-

ish, with a surprise twist.

Cast: Buck Jones. Ethel Kenyon, Wallace
MacDonald, Philo McCuUough, Al Smith,
John Oscar, Bob Kortman. Fred Burns.

Director, D. Ross Lederman ; Author, Ran-
dall Faye ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same ;

Editor, Gene Milford ; Cameramen, Benjamin
Kline, Elmer Dyer ; Recording Engineer,
George Cooper.

Direction, snappy. Photography, okay.
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"ANYBODY'S BLONDE"

Action Pictures 59 mins.

PRIZE RING ATMOSPHERE IN
FAST ACTION PICTURE CAR-
RIES POP APPEAL WITH GOOD
LOVE INTEREST.

This one has a little bit of every-

thing, with the hero a prizefighter

in love with a newspaper girl who is

out to solve the mystery surround-

I ing the murder of her brother. She

gets herself a job in a night club,

where the proprietor is suspected of

knowing something about the crime.

f
She plays him along by pretending

I

to be his sweetie. The hero dis-

j

covers her at his apartment, thinks

j she has been playing him for the

I

proverbial sucker, and going on a

I

drunk he loses his big match. Then
\
comes the denouement when the girl

!
frames a scene where her rival

1 spills the details of the crime while

; the cops listen in. It's all the good
:
old hoke, but it is done with show-

1 manship and furnishes a lot of sus-

[

pense and some real thrills. The ac-

I

tion is there throughout, and the cast
is competent.

Cast: Reed Howes, Dorothy Revier, Edna
Murphy, Henry B. Walthall, Lloyd Whit-
lock, Arthur Housman, Pat O'Malley, Gene
Morgan. Nita Marten.

Director, Frank Strayer ; Author, Betty
Burbridge ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same ;

Editor, Byron Robinson; Cameraman, Arthur
S. Black; Recording Engineer, James Stan-

ley.

Direction, satisfactory. Photography, okay.

"TERRA MADRE"
Transcontinental Pictures 85 mins.

PLEASING ITALIAN FILM OF
PEASANT LIFE CARRIES NICE
STORY WITH GOOD CHARAC-

I

TERIZATIONS AND SPLENDID
PHOTOGRAPHY.

This is a simple and wholesome
story of Italian peasant life that

will please the Italian audiences

with its faithful portrayal of scenes

and customs of their native land.

The action takes place in a country

village in the mountains where the

peasants work on an immense estate

handed down through the centuries

till it becomes the property of Duke
' Marco. On the occasion of his visit

from the city, they think he is going

to help them modernize their farms,

and they hold a homecoming festival.

But he is engaged to a city enchan-

tress, and is planning to sell his

estate. He meets the daughter of

the superintendent, and is torn be-

tween a growing fondness for her

and his city betrothed. A disastrous

fire on the estate that destroys a lot

of farms brings him back to a real-

ization that his lot is with the people

of his ancestors, and not with the

city wasters. It is an idyllic story

of simple charm that will please

generally.
Cast: Leda Gloria, Sandro Salvini, Isa

Pola, Olga Capri, Vasco Cretion, Carlo
Ninchi, Francesco Coop, Umberto Cocchi.

Director, Alessandro Blasetti ; Author,
Camillo AppoUoni ; Adaptor, Goffredo Ales-

sandrini ; Dialoguer, not listed ; Editor, not
listed ; Cameraman, Montuori and DeLuca

;

Recording Engineers, Pietro Cavazzuti,

Giovanni Paris.

Direction, fair. Photography, very good.

"A PRIVATE SCANDAL"
with Marian Nixon, Lloyd Hughes
Headline Pictures 67 mins

FINE DRAMA WITH BIG
HEART PUNCH, SUSPENSE AND
FAST ACTION IS FIRST-RUN
CALIBRE. HAS THAT POP AP-
PEAL.
Here is one of the finest indepen-

dent productions turned out in the

sound era. It has a meaty story

that is nicely balanced with a real

love story, tense drama and fast ac-

tion. The heart interest is so genu-
ine that it grips you. It is the type
of stuff the box office needs badly,

getting away from all the sophisti-

cation, artificiality and ritzy bunk
with a down-to-earth story that will

exercise a universal appeal. It if

the sort of thing O. Henry could

have written. Lloyd Hughes is the

clever crook who meets the girl

(Marian Nixon) and marries to save

her from a small town situation.

Taking her to New York, they sepa-

rate, as he feels she is too fine for

him. Then comes his realization

that he cannot live without her, his

desperate struggle to go straight,

her sacrifices for him. It is cram-
med with dramatic situations that

build to a big punch climax. It has
more real story than any three av-

erage films.
Cast: Marian Nixon, Lloyd Hughes, Lu-

cille Powers, Theodore von Eltz, Walter
Hiers. Fletcher Norton, Eddie Phillips,

George Wells.
Director, C. Hutchinson; Author, John

Francis Natteford ; Dialoguer, same ; Adaptor,

same; Editor, Robert Hughes; Cameramen,
Ernie Miller, B. B. Ray; Sound Recorder.

W. M. Dalgeish.
Direction, satisfactory. Photography, good.

C PRESENTATIONS O
By JACK HARROIVER

Paramount
The stage production at the Para-

mount is by Boris Petroff, called

"Morning, Noon and Night." It is

in three scenes to cover those pe-
riods of time, showing a bevy of
dancing girls in routines to fit the
atmosphere of the various scenes.
The David Bines Ballet furnish the
dancing routines. The sets are
rather sketchy affairs, and the en-
tire show depends principally on
the work of the three Ritz Brother?
to put it over. They are on the stage
most of the time, doing their nutty
routines in dialogue and stepping.
Additional acts are Allida Vanni.
Duke McHale, Ruby Shaw and the
Accordion Quintet. There is no sem-
blance of a plot to carry the acts
and it depends on some neat work
on the part of the ballet and the
comedy antics of the Ritz boys to

keep it from sagging completely.

Capitol
Horace Heidt and his Califor-

nians, band aggregation, together
with the trained dog, Lobo, headline
the current week's stage program
at the Capitol. Backed up with the
usual Capitol production facilities.

the Heidt crew dispenses a nicely
diversified and snappy melange of
musical and" novelty entertainment
that pleased the opening audience.

New Financial Interests

Join Paramount Board
(.Continued from Page 1)

the Yellow Cab Co. of Chicago and
of the Yellow Truck & Coach Corp.,

and a director of the First National
Bank of Chicago, also becomes chair-

man of the finance committee, suc-

ceeding William H. English, who is

made chairman of the board of di-

rectors. Hertz will become actively

engaged in the executive manage-
ment of the company.

Lasker, formerly chairman of the

U. S. Shipping Board, is now chair-

man of Lord, Thomas & Logan, ad-

vertising organization. Wrigley is

chairman of the Wrigley chewing
gum company and owner of the Chi-

cago National League baseball club.

Commenting on the entrance of

these men into the company, Zukor
said: "I have known John Hertz for

a great many years and recently in-

vited him to become actively en-

gaged in the execurive management
of Paramount-Publix. I am certain

that the confidence displayed by him
in our organization by becoming a
member of it, and his ability as dis-

played in all of the enterprises with
which he has been connected, will be
beneficial to our corporation. Lasker
and Wrigley, who are thoroughly
familiar with advertising and mer-
chandising, should be of great as-

sistance in the similar activities of
our company."

When rumors of the changes
spread through Wall St. yesterday

17 Educational Shorts
On Nov. Release List

Educational's short subj'ect release

schedule for November includes 17

shorts, as follows: Nov. 1—"Across

the Sea," Romantic Journey, and

"The Black Spider," Terry-Toon;

Nov. 8 — "Queenie of Hollywood,"

Ideal comedy; "Wrestling Sword-
fish," Cannibals of the Deep;
"Skimpy," Chimp comedy; "Voice of
Hollywood," No. 10, and a William J.

Burns Detective Mystery; Nov. 15—
"One More Chance," with Bing Cros-
by; "China," Terry-Toon; "Canine
Capers," Bill Cunningham Sports
Review, and "Peasant's Paradise,"
Romantic Journey; Nov. 22—"Once
a Hero," Mermaid comedy; "Voice of
Hollywood," No. 11, and a Mack Sen-
nett Brevity; Nov. 29—"Idle Room-
ers," Cameo Comedy; a Mack Sen-
nett Comedy, and a Terry-Toon.

Frudenfeld Appointed
RKO Division Manager

(Continued from Page 1)

Uptown here and RKO houses in

Fort Wayne, South Bend and Grand
Rapids. Edward P. Kennelly moves
up from assistant manager to man-
aging director of the Downtown.

morning, the immediate interpreta-
tion was that Zukor would retire. No
intimation of this, however, was
given by the Paramount chief.

Roxy
Eugene Henry playing the There-

min is the outstanding feature of
the Roxy stage presentation, "Rhap-
sody of Time". It is in three parts,
"Yesterday," "Today" and "Tomor-
row." Beati-ice Belkin, Patricia Bow-
man, Nicholas Daks, the ballet corps
and the singing ensemble all con-
tribute to the first number, a minuet.
A "radium" dance follows the There-
min in the "Today" episode. It is

one of the most effective numbers
the Roxy has staged in weeks. A
iazz symphony, played bv Morton
Gould and sung by Cecila Branz and
Beatrice Belkin, closes the second
nart. "Revolution," an unusual
dance number opens the final chap-
ter. It is artistically danced by Von
Gi'ona and his boys. The final spec-
tacle, "Machine," discloses a mam-
moth setting of cog wheels and
steel. The entire company in clever-
ly executed costumes, symbolic of
machinery, takes part.

"Blonde Captive" Release Nov. 10
"The Blonde Cantive." feature

made in the Australian bush under
auspices of the National Research
Council of Australia, will be released
in this country Nov. 10 by Imperial
Distributing Corp. headed by Wil-
liam Pizor. Lowell Thomas' voice
has been added to the picture in a
descriptive talk. Music arrangement
is by Carl Edouard. A prologue
presenting several noted explorers
will be included in the feature.

Campaign Against Bad Words
London—Various branches of th'j

Cinematograph Exhibitors' Associa-
tion has recently taken up the mat-
ter of profane and coarse language
in British and American pictures.

Representations have already been
made to British producers and it is

understood that American producers
will soon be requested to eliminate
all offensive language.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Dorsy Amusement Corp., theatrical enter-

prises ; A. D. Herrick, 853 Broadway, New
York. 200 shares common.
Parkway Theater ; Attorneys' Albany Ser-

vice Co., 299 Broadway, New York. $10,000.

Marx Amusement Apparatus Corp., F. J.

Gardcnhire, 551 Fifth Ave., New York.
200 shares common.

Hillman Camera Corp., photography; Car.
roll. Dutcher & Smith, 25 Broadway, New
York. 200 shares common.

Television Shares Distributors, securities

;

J. Gerstein, 271 Madison Ave., New York.
200 shares common.
Rismore Corp., theatrical ; L. E. Krohn.

Utica. N. Y. 500 shares common.
NEW JERSEY CHARTER

American Radio and Television. Inc., Jcr--

sty Citv ; P. Freeman, New York City.

$10,000.
NAME CHANGE

R. C. A. Theater, Inc., to Davis .Amuse-
ment Co., Wilmington, Del.

CAPITAL INCREASE
Radio Producers Associates, Inc., New

York. 8,000 to 100,000 shares no par.
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Features Reviewed in Film Daily Mar. 1 to Oct. 25
371 Pictures Covered in 8 Months

Title Reviewei
Act Tage GIueck-FL 8-2-31

Air Police-WW 3-22-31

Annabelle's Affairs-F ...6-28-31

Alexander Hamilton-WA 9-20-31

Alias The Bad Man-TIF 6-28-31

Alice in Wonderland-COS
9-20-31

Always Goodby-F 5-24-31

American Tragedy-PAR ..8-9-31

Arizona Terror-TIF ... 9-27-31

Avenger-COL 4-19-31

Bachelor Apartment-RKO 3-8-31

Bad Girl-F 8-9-31

Bad Sister-U 4-5-31

Bargain (reviewed as You
and I)-FN 9-6-31

Behind Office Doors-RK03-22-31
Beloved Bachelor-P.\R. . 10-18-31

Beyond Victory-PAT ..4-12-31

Big Business Girl-FN. .6-14-31

Big Gamble-PAT 9-27-31

Bockbierfest-BLK 4-5-31

Body and Soul-F 3-15-31

Border Love-COL 9-13-31

Born to Love-PAT 4-26-31

Bought-WB 8-16-31

Black Camel-F 7-5-31

Black Sea Mutiny-AM .
.6-21-31

Brat-F .
8-2-31

Broad Minded-FN 7-S-31

Call of the Rockies-SYN 7-12-31

Captain Applejack-WA .4-19-31

Captain Thunder-WA. . .5-10-31

Captivation-CAP 9-27-31

Caught Plastered-RKO ..8-9-31

Caught-PAR 10-4-31

Chances-FN .
6-14-31

Charlie Chan Carries On-F
3-22-31

Cherie-PAR 6-14-31

Children of Dreams-WA. 7-19-31

Chinatown After Dark-ACP
10-25-31

Cisco Kid-F 10-25-31

Cities and Years-AM ..4-12-31

City Streets-PAR 4-19-31

Civilization-ATA 8-16-31

Clearing the Range-CAP. 5-24-31

Common Law-PAT 7-19-31

Confessions of a Co-Ed-PAR
6-21-31

Connecticut Yankee-F .4-12-31

Conquering Horde-PAR. .3-29-31

Convicted-ARC 10-4-31

Corte D'Assise-TRC ... 10-4-31

Cracked Nuts-RKO 4-S-31

Daddy Long Legs-F 6-7-31

Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-16-31

Danton-CAP 9-13-31

Das Alte Lied-HK 9-13-31

Das Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari-

GS 9-13-31

Das Floetenkonzert von
Sanssouci-UFA 10-18-31

Das Lied Vom Leben-TA
10-18-31

Das Rheinlandmaedel-CAP
9-20-31

Daughter of the Dragon-PAR

Daybreak-MGM 5-31-31

Defenders of the Law-JOH
5-24-31

Der Grosse Tenor-UFA 5-31-31

Der Hampelmann-TA . 9-13-31

Der Wahre Jakob- TRA .8-16-31

Desert Vengeance-COL. . .3-1-31

Devotion-PAT 10-4-31

Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA
8-23-31

Die Drei Von Der Tankstelle-
UFA 6-21-31

Die Forsterchristl-CAP .5-3-31

Die Grosse Sehnsucht-TA
10-11-31

Die Lindenwirten vom Rhein-
ASC 9-27-31

Die Lustigen Weiber Von
Wein-CAP 7-12-31

Die Privatsekretaerin-CAP
6-21-31

Die 3 Groschenoper-WA. 5-24-31

Dirigible-COL 4-12-31
Dishonored-PAR 3-8-31

Divorce Among Friends-WA
4-5-31

Doctors' Wives-F ... .4-26-31

Dolly Macht Karriere-UFA
7-26-31

Dreyfus Case—COL ...8-30-31
Drums of Jeopardy-TIF. .3-8-31

Dude Ranch-PAR 4-26-31

Dugan of the Bad Lands-MOP

Easiest Way-MGM 3-1-31

East of Borneo-U 8-23-31

Ein Burschenlied Au« Hei-
delberg-UPA 9-20-Sl

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema

ACP—Action Pictures

AGF—American General Filin

AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass

ASC—Associated Cinema

ATA—American Trading Asoc.
BI—British International
BIF—Big Four
BLK—Richard G. Block
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CEL—Celebrity
CHE—Chesterfield

COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Unique Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures
DM—Drklik-Martel
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National PIT—Pittaluga
FTP—Foreign Talking PicturesPIZ—William Pizor
GO—Al Griffith Grey
GS—George Schneider
HA—High Art Pictures
HED—Headline Pictures

HG—J. H. Hoffberg
HK—Henry Kaufman
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
HPI—Hollywood Pictures
IMP—Imperial Distributing
ITA—La Itala Film Co.
JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAL—Ernest Mattson
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
M OV—Moviegraphs
NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line U—Universal
OM—Olympia Macre Excelsior UA—United Artists

OS—Osso Productions UFA—Ufa
PAR—Paramount WA—Warner Bros.
PAT—RKO Pathe WK—Willis Kent
PEE—Peerless WM—J. D. Williams
PIC—Picture Classics WW—Bono Art

PRX—Protex Trading Corp.
RAS—Raspin Productions
REG—Regal Talking Pictures
ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
SIN—Dr. Alexander Singelow
SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TRA—Transatlantic Picts.

TkC—Transcontinental Pics.
TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films

Title Reviewed
Eine Freundin So Goldig

Wie Du-TA 10-25-31

Enemies of the Law-REG
7-12-31

Ex-Bad Boy-U 9-27-31

Explorers of the World-RAS
9-6-31

Express 13-UFA 8-9-31

Everything's Rosie-RKO. 5-24-31

Fanny Foley Herself-RKO
10-25-31

Fidlovacka-DM ..7-5-31

Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL
8-16-31

Fifty Million Frenchmen-WA
3-29-31

Fighting Sherifl-COL .6-28-31
Finger Points-FN 3-29-31

First Aid-WW 7-12-31

Five and Ten-MGM 7-12-31

Five Star Final-FN 9-13-31

Five Year Plan-AM 6-7-31

Flood-COL 5-3-31

Flying Fool-BI 10-18-31

Free Soul-MGM 6-7-31

Frida's Visor-MAL ..10-25-31

Front Page-UA 3-22-31

Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31

Gentleman's Fate-MGM .6-28-31

Girl Habit-PAR 6-14-31

God's Country and the Man-
SYN 6-7-31

God's Gift to Women-WA
4-19-31

Goldie-F 6-28-31

Gold Dust Gertie-WA 5-31-31

Good Bad Girl-COL 5-17-31

Gorilla-FN 3-1-31

Great Lover-MGM ...8-30-31
Great Meadow-MGM 3-13-31

Grief Street-CHE ..

Guardsman-MGM . .

Guilty Hands-MGM..
Gun Smoke-PAR ...

Hard Hombre-HOF .

Headin' for Trouble-BIF.9-6-31
Heartbreak-F 10-18-31

Hell Below Zero-TPE. . .6-28-31

Hell Bent for Frisco-WW
7-12-31

Hell Bound-TIF .

Heroes All-IMP .

High Stakes-RKO .

Hjartats Rost-PAR
Holy Terror-F
Homicide Squad-U..
Honeymoon Lane-PAR.
Honor Among Lovers-PAR

3-1-31

Honor of the Family-FN
10-18-31

Horse Ate the Hat-MOV. 9-6-31

Hot Heiress-FN 3-15-31
24 Hours-PAR 10-4-31
Huckleberry Finn-PAR 8-9-31
Hurricane Horseman-WK

10-11-31
Hush Money-F 7-12-31
I Am From Siam-PIC. . .9-6-31

I Like Your Nerve-FN 9-13-31
I Take This Woman-PAR

6-14-31
II Richiamo del Cuore-PAR

Immortal Vagabond-TPE 8-2-31
Ingagi-COP 3-15-31
Indiscreet-UA 5-10-31
In Old Cheyenne-WW ..5-3-31

.10-11-31

. 9-13-31
..8-30-31
..4-26-31
.9-20-31

..3-1-31
10-25-31
5-31-31

.6-28-31

.7-19-31

.8-30-31
. .8-2-31

Title Reviewed
Iron Man-U 4-19-31
Is There Justice?-WW. .9-20-31

It's A Wise Child-MGM
5-17-31

Jede Frau Hat Etwas-PAR
5-24-31

Jew At War-ftM 7-26-31

June Moon-PAR 3-15-31

Just A Gigolo-MGM.. 6-14-31

Just For A Song-WW... 4-26-31

Karamazov-TA 9-27-31
Kick In-PAR 5-24-31

Kid From Arizona-COS. 5-10-31

Kiki-UA . 3-8-31

Ladies' Man-PAR 5-3-31

Lady from Nowhere-CHE
7-19-31

Lady Who Dared-FN. . .6-7-31

La Jaula de los Leones-HF
3-8-31

L'Araour, Maitre des Choses-
CAP 4-5-31

La Regina di Sparta-IT.A .3 8-31

Last Flight-FN 8-23-31
Last Parade-COL 3-1-31

La Straniera-CAP 4-19-31
Lariats and Six Shooters

COS.. 10-25-31
Laugh and Get Rich-RKO

3-22-31
Laughing Sinners-MGM 7-5-31

La Vacanza del Diavolo-PAR
3-22-31

Lawless Woman-CHE ..4-26-31
Law of the Rio Grande-SYN,

8-9-31

Lawyer's Secret-PAR 5-31-31
Le Culte de Beaute-OS. .6-7-31

Le Million-TF 5-24-31
Le Mystere de la Chambre
Jaune-OS 5-31-31

Left Over Larlies-WW. 10-18-31
Liebe Auf Befehl-U ..6-7-31
Lieber Uber AIles-CAP 4-19-31
Liebeswalzer-UFA 5-3-31
Lightning Flyer-COL ...4-5-31
Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN

8-16-31
Lion and the Lamb-COL. 4-5-31
Lover Come Back-COL. 6-7-31
Love Storm-BT 10-18-31
Lumpemball-AGF 4-26-31

Mad Genius-W.A 10-25-31
Mad Parade-PAR 9-20-31
Maciste In Hell-OM ...6-28-31
Magnificent Lie-PAR ..7-26-31
Maltese Falcon-WA 5-31-31
Man From Death Valley-MOP

10-11-31
Man in Possession-MGM .7-19-31
Man of the World-PAR. 3-22-31
Many a Slip-U 8-30-31
Meet the Wife-COI 6-21-31
Men Are Like That-COL. 8-16-31
Men Call It Love-MGM. 6-21-31
Men of the Sky-FN 7-19-31
Merely Mary Ann-F 9-13-31
Millionaire-WA 4-12-31
Miracle Woman-COL. .8-2-31
Monkey Business-PAR ..9-27-31
Monsters of the Deep-TPE

5-24-31
Montana Kid-MOP 9-13-31
Mother and Son-MOP. . .8-30-31
Mother's Millions-U 5-10-31
Mr. Lemon of Orange-F. 3-29-31
Murder At Midnight-TIF

9-20-31

Title Reviewed
Murder By the Clock-PAR

7-19-31
My Past-WA 3-15-31
My Sin-PAR 9-6-31

Mystery of Life-U 7-5-31

Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31

Nacht-Brummler-COL ...3-8-31
Naughty Flirt-FN 4-19-31

New Adventures of Get-Rich-
Quick Wallingford-MGM

10-11-31
Newly Rich-PAR 7-5-31

Never the Twain Shall Meet-
MGM 6-7-31

Night Angel-PAR 6-14-31
Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31

Night Nurse-WA 7-19-31
Nomandie-SIN 6-21-31

Nur Am Rhein-FTP. . 10-11-31
Other Men's Women-WA. 4-26-31
Pagan Lady-COL 9-27-31
Pagliacci-AC 3-1-31

Palmy Days-UA 9-27-31

Pardon Us-MGM 8-23-31

Parisian, The-CAP 8-23-31

Parlor, Bedroom and Bath-
MGM 4-5-31

Partners of the Trail-MOP

Party Husband-FN 5-17-31

Penrod and Sam-FN 9-27-31
Perfect Alibi-RKO 3-8-31

Personal Maid-PAR 8-30-31

Playthings of HoUywood-HPI
4-12-31

Politics-MGM 8-2-31

Prodigal-MGM 6-28-31
Public Enemy-WA 4-26-31
Public Defender-RKO ..7-12-31
Pueblo Terror-cos 4-21-31
Quick Millions-F 4-19-31
Rebound-PAT 8-30-31
Reckless Hour-FN 8-2-31

Reckless Living-U ...10-11-31
Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31
Riders of the Cactus-BIF

8-16-31
Riders of the North-SYN .4-5-31

Rider of the Plains-SYN. 5-3-31
Riders of the Purple Sage-

F 9-27-31
Ridin' Fool-TIF 5-31-31
Right of Way-FN 3-29-31
River's End-WA 3-15-31
Road to Reno-PAR. ..10-11-31
Road to Singapore-WA. .10-4-31
Rosenmontag-UFA 3-29-31
Rubicon-AM 9-27-31
Runaround (Reviewed as Lov-

able and Sweet-RKO 6-21-31
Salvation Ne'l-TIF 7-5-31
Scareheads-CAP 10-25-31
Sea Devils-JOH 3-8-31
Secret Call-PAR 7-12-31
Secret Six-MGM 5-3-31
Secrets of A Secretary-PAR

7-19-31
Seed-U S-I7-31
Shanghai Love-COL 9-6-31
Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour-
FD 7-12-31

SherifTs Secret-COS 6-14-31
Shipmates-MGM 5-24-31
Ships of Hate-MOP 7-26-31

Should a Doctor Tell?-REG

Side Show-WA 9-20-31
Si I'Empereur Savait Ca.
MGM 3-8-31

T'tle Reviewed
Silence-PAR 8-16-31
Sin Ship-RKO 4-5-31
Six Cylinder Love-F ..5-17-31
Skandal Um Eva-FM ..4-26-31
Skin Game-BI 6-21-31
Skippy-PAR 4-5-31
Sky Raiders-COL S-31-31
Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-31
Skyline-F 10-11-31
Smart Money-WA 6-21-31
Smart Woman-RKO ..10-11-31
Smiling Lieutenant-PAR. 5-24-31
Sob Sister-F 10-4-31
Soldiers Plaything-WA . . . 5-3-31
Son of India-MGM ..7-26-31
Son of the Land-AM . .5-31-31
Son of the Plains-SYN. . .7-5-31
Spider, The-F 8-16-31
Spirit of Notre Dame-U 9-27-31
Sporting Blood-MGM ..8-16-31
Sporting Chance-PEE 10-25-31
Spy, The-F 3-22-31
Squaw Man-MGM 9-20-31
Star Witness-WA 8-2-31
Stepping Out-MGM 5-24-31
Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-31
Strangers May Kiss-MGM

4-12-31
Street Scene-UA 8-30-31
Student Sein-PRX 5-3-51
Subway Express-COL ..3-29-31
Sundown Trial-PAT ..10-18-31
Sunrise Trail-TIF 3-29-31
Susan Lenox-MGM ...10-18-31
Susanne Macht Ordnung-FTP

10-11-31
Svengali-WA 5-3-31
Sweepstakes-PAT ..... 6-28-31

Tabu-PAR 3-22-31
Tailor Made Man-MGM. 4-27-31
Tarnished Lady-PAR ..4-19-31
Ten Cents A Dance-COL. 3-8-31
Ten Nights In a Barroom-
ROA . 3-1-31

Texas Ranger-COL 5-10-31
Their Mad Moment-F. . .9-27-31
Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA

8-16-3)
This Modern Age-MGM 9-6-31
Three Girls Lost-F 5-3-31
Three Loves-ASC ... .5-24-31
Three Who Loved-RKO. 6-21-31
Three Rogues-F 4-5-31
Too Many Cooks-RKO . 7-19-31
Too Young To Marry-WA

5-10-31
Toute Sa Vie-PAR .. .6-21-31
Transatlantic-F 7-26-31
Transgression-RKO 6-7-31
Transport of Fire-AM .3-22-31
Traveling Husbands-RK06-21-31
Treason Trials in Moscow-
AM 3-8-31

.4-26-31.

.5-31-31'

..6-7-31

.5-31-31
10-18-31
.8-30-31
..3-1-31
9-20-31
5-31-31

Troika-FE
Tropen Nachte-PAR
Two Gun Man-TIF
Ubangi-PIZ
Vn Soir de Rafle-PR
Undertow-U
Unfaithful-PAR
Unholy Garden-UA
Up For Murder-U .

Up Pops the Devil-PAR. 5-17-31
Versuchen Sie Meine Schwes-
ter-TF 6-21-31

Vice Squad-PAR 6-7-31
Viking-WM 6-21-31
Virtuous Husbands-U ..5-10-31
Waterloo Bridge-U 8-16-31
Way Down East-GG.. 3-15-3!
West of Chevenne-SYN.. 3-1-31

White Devil-TPE 8-30-31
White Shoulders-RKO .5-18-31
Wicked-F 9-20-31
Wien. du Stadt der Lieder-
PRX 3-22-31

Wild Horse-HOF .. 8-2-Sl
Wild West Whoopee-COS

3-8-31

Woman Between-RKO 6-21-31
Women Go On Forever-TIF

8-16-31
Woman Hungry-FN .3-22-31
Women of All Nations-F

5-31-31
Woman of Experience-PAT

7-12-31
Women Love Once-PAR. 6-28-31
Women Men Marry-HED

4-19-31
Yankee Don-CAP 5-17-31
Yellow Pass-AM ...5-3-31
Young As You Feel-F ...8-9-31

Young Donovrn's Kid-RKO
5-21-31

Young Sinners F S-IO-SI
Zein Weib's Lubovnick-HA

10-4-SI



EVERYBODY
BENEFITS . .

.

... by the introduction of Eastman Super-sen-

sitive Panchromatic Negative. Actor, director,

camera man, laboratory worker, exhibitor,

audience . . . right down the hne, definite and

substantial advantages are derived from this

major improvement of 1931. And the pro-

ducers and exhibitors in whose pictures it is

used benefit most of all . . . in better photog-

raphy and better pictures in general. Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, New York.

( J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New

York, Chicago, Hollywood.

)

Eastman Super-sensitive

Panchromatic Negative, Type 2
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^S'Smash business at

day -and -date book-

ing in L. A.'s ace

houses — Criterion

and Chinese.

WHAT THE SHOWBIZ

HEEDS IS NORE . . .

—and what a SOCK
is packed by , , .

TheTELLO^Hr
TICKET

with

ELISSA LANDI
LIONEL BARRYNOIIE
LAURENCE OLIVIER

Directed by RAOUL WALSH

MORE HITS FROM FOX

BAXTER-LOWE DUNN—EILERS
in in

The CISCO KID OVER the HILL
"Beats Frisco par by ^8,oooJ'

says M. P. Daily

WILL ROGERS
in

Ambassador Bill

His funniest by a

long shout!

"Bad Girl" team lend youth

to heart story

•

Gaynor—Farrell

DELICIOUS
Still world's champion

box office lovers

O RiCK
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1

KIDS MAKE UP ONLY 3% OF AUDIENCES

Katz*s Position Enhanced by Para. Board Additions

Paramount
—on parade

. By JACK ALICOATE.

EVEN to the initiated a day
at the Paramount studios

in Hollywood is one of kineto-
scopic interest.—A luncheon
chat, first with Ben Schulberg,
production maestro. Cool, col-

lected, analytical. At his work
18 hours a day and liking it.

—

Meeting Marlene Dietrich, the
sentimenal iceberg, snatching a
bite with the penetrating Josef
von Sternberg, between scenes
of the "Shanghai Express."

—

The friendly and understand-
ing M. C Levee, business man-
ager of the outfit, just elected
president of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences, but still

"Mike" to everyone.—the whimsical
Lubitsch, Cigar & Co., telling us
with enthusiastic gestures of some
of the scenes in his "The Man I

Killed."—The charming Sylvia Sid-

ney, rapidly reachmg a dominant
place on the screen and not losing
her head over it.

—"Sooky," sequel
to "Skippy," well on i,ts way and
featuring the same gang.—Nancy
Carroll rushing to say goodbye be-
fore catching a train for New York.
—George Bancroft, the he-man, on
his way to the divot-diggers' frolic.

—Arch Reeve, publicity impresario,
businesslike, efficient, and 20 places

at the same time.
—"Dr. Jekyll and

Mr. Hyde," nearly ready with Fred-
ric March in the title role.—The deli-

cate Anna May Wong, in full Chi-

nese regalia, eating a beef stew.—

-

Conway Tearle, making his come-
back in "The False Madonna."

—

Manny Cohen, Ambassador Extra-
ordinary and Minister Plenipoten-

tiary from the New York office, knee
deep in figures, statistics and what-
nots.—Studio police dressed up as

snooty as Swiss Guards.—Al Kauf-
mann the internationalist.—Rows

(Continued on Paqe 2)

New Director Setup Will
Hold First Meeting

Next Monday
Reported bringing in of more cap-

ital to Paramount through addition
of John Hertz, William Wrigley and
Albert Lasker to its directorate was
viewed in New York film circles

Satui'day as having the effect of
substantially enhancing the position

(Continued on Page 4)

MOE SILVER IS NAMED

no
Appointment of Moe Silver as as-

sistant general manager of the War-
ner theaters, to fill the position
vacated by the promotion of E. L.
Alperson to general sales manager,
is announced by Dan Michalove,

(Continued on Page 4)

R. W. Hill Becomes
Kalmine's Assistant

R. W. Hill has been appointed to

fill the vacancy caused by the resig-

nation of Maurie Stahl as assistant

to Harry M. Kalmine in the manage-
ment of the Warner theaters in the
New Jersey zone. Hill has been fill-

ing the position of district manager
under Kalmine in New Jersey. Bert
Leighton, manager of the Fabian in

Hoboken, has been given Hill's for-

mer post. E. Mochary, in turn, has

been placed in charge of the Fabian.

New Fox President

Rumored in Wall St.

Well-founded rumor in Wall St. on Saturday
had it that C. E. Richardson, Chase National
Bank executive and now a vice-president of Fox
Film in charge of financial affairs at the home
office, is slated to become president of the
Fox organization, probably before the month is

out.

R. BROWN MAY BECOME

INDIE PRODUCER AT U

fVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Negotiations are un-

der way whereby Rowland Brown
would assume the status of an in-

dependent producer for Universal.
Brown, who directed "Doorway to

Hell" and "Quick Millions," has
written five original stories and
submitted a proposition to Carl
Laemmle, Jr., whereby Universal
would share with the director in

the production costs. Brown is un-
derstood to desire freedom in pro-
duction so that he may introduce
some daring innovations.

Movie Week Press Book
Will Be Ready This Week
The press book for exhibitors out-

lining in detail the program and
purpose of National Motion Picture
Week, Nov. 18-25, and containing

(Continued on Page 4)

$7.66 a Share Earned by Loew
For Fiscal Year Ended Aug. 31

Plan to Use Unemployed

On Movie Week Tickets

Minneapolis.^A plan proposed by Morgan
Ames, district manager of RKO theaters, for

putting many of the unemployed to work selling

tickets for the benefit performances to be given

during National Motion Picture Week, Nov. 18-

25, is being considered by local exhibitors.

Net profit of Loew's, Inc., for the
fiscal year ended Aug. 31 was $12,-

163,282.73, after all charges and
taxes, equal to $7.66 a share on the
common stock outstanding. These
earnings, exceeding advance expec-
tations, compare with $9.65 in the
peak year of 1929-30. Gross in-

(Continued on Page 4)

Matinee Business Is 85%
Women, Three-Year
Checkup Shows

San Francisco — An interesting
sidelight on the extent and relative
importance of juvenile patronage at
movie theaters is brought out in a
three-year record kept by Manager
Frank R. Newman of the Fox Oak-
land, in Oakland, showing that of
the total attendance in that period
only 3 per cent were kids. Since

(Continued on Pane 4)

JOE HUMMEL APPOINTED :

EASTERN DISTRICT MGR.

Joseph S. Hummel has been ap-
pointed eastern district manager of
Warner-First National, it is an-
nounced by Andy Smith, eastern
sales manager. Hummel, though
comparatively young, has had long
experience in the film business, as
traveling auditor, in the sales de-
partment of General Film, then with
Big Four, which finally became Vita-
graph. For several years he Was
in charge of the contract department
of Warner Bros, and lately has been
associated with Sam E. Morris.

Indictment Not Specific,

Canadian Lawyers Argue
Toronto—After eminent counsel

had supported a motion to quash the
indictments against N. L. Nathan-
son, Samuel Bloom, Irving S. Fine
and many others charged with viola-
tion of the Combines Act, Mr. Jus-
tice Kelly in the Ontario High Court

(Continued on Page 2)

Clark Gable Leads

In Popularity Vote

Cleveland— In a contest to determine the lo-

cal movie fans' favorite male star, Clark Cable ~
walked avi/ay with first place. The M-C-M
he-man was mentioned in three-fourths of the

"'

ballots. In giving reasons for choice, the fans "^

described Cable with "attractive speaking '^^

voice, virility, ruthless appeal." '^
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linn and Lalley Must Stand Trial

John C. Flinn and Henry F. Lal-

y must stand trial in connection

ith the Pathe studio fire on Dec.

, 1929, according to a decision by
e Appellate Division, which has
smissed proceedings by the defen-

ints to have the indictments over-

led.

New York Long Island City fj
1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. "
BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 fj

Eastimaiii Films «

J. E. Bnulatour. Inc. |:

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

The Broadway Parade
(Week of Oct. 30)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"Girls About Town" Paramount Paramount
"Sin of Madelon Claudet".. M-G-M Capitol
"Yellow Ticket" ;^ox Roxy
"Consolation Marriage" Radio Pictures Mayfair
"Platmum Blonde" Columbia Strand
"Tip Off" (2nd week) RKO Pathe Broadway
"Fanny Foley Herself" (2nd week) Radio Pictures Warner

EXTENDED RUNS
"Unholy Garden" United Artists. .

"Five Star Final" (8th week) First National..
"Monkey Business" (4th week) Paramount
"The Mad Genius" (2nd week) Warner Bros

$2 RUNS
"Guardsman" (8th week) M-G-M

Rialto
.Winter Garden
Rivoli
Hollywood

Astor

FOREIGN PICTURES
"Lindenwirtin vom Rhein" (6th week).. Assoc. Cine of Amer. . , . Europa
"Susanna Macht Ordnung" (3rd week)... Foreign Talking Ex Belmont
"Un Soir de Rafle" (3rd week) Protex Trading Co... . Little Carnegie
"Eine Freundin So Goldig Wie Du"

(2nd week) Tobis American Vanderbilt
"Das Floetenkonzert von Sanssouci"

(3rd week) Ufa Cosmopolitan
"Terra Madre" Transcontinental Picts. . . . Cameo
"Frida's Visor" (3rd week) lirnest Mattson Fifth Ave.

Playhouse
FUTURE OPENINGS

"The Ruling Voice" (Nov. 4) Warner Bros Winter Garden
"The Champ" (Nov. 9) M-G-M Astor
Opera Ball" (Nov. 5) Protex Trading Corp. . . Little Carnegie

Playhouse

Paramount
—on parade

(.Continued from Page I)

arid rows of stages and sets of every
kind, country and description.—Ruth
Chatterton saying adios after finish-

ing her latest.—Mel Shauer of Lon-
don, Paris, New York and points
East, adding his wisdom to produc-
tion confabs.—Free and sheltered
parking space for recognized news-
paper folk.—Paul Lukas and Buddy
Rogers cutting up didos in "Working
Girls."—The Paramount lot is al-

ways colorful. It is the birthplace
of many of the famous personalities
of pictures.

Long Distance Relief Call

A telephone call between Irene
Dunne, in Los Angeles, and Fred
Stone, in New York, was broadcast
last night over WABC for the Mo-
tion Picture Organization in Aid of

Unemployment Relief. The stunt
was arranged at this end by Joseph
I. Schnitzer, Mark A. Luescher, Ma-
jor J. O. Donovan and Lee Shubert,
and on the Coast by Don Eddy.

M-G-M Signs Huston
IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Walter Huston has

been signed by M-G-M and will be
seen in an original by W. R. Bur-
nett titled "City Sentinel."

^VVVWVVVVVV>••WVWVV•W•V1^

"Strictly Dishonorable" Premiere
IC-.tt Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Universal's "Strict-

ly Dishonorable," which was not to

have been released until January,
will open Nov. 6 for its world pre-
miere at the Carthay Circle, where
it is to have an extended run at ad-
vanced prices.

Indictment Not Specific,

Canadian Lawyers Argue
I Continued from Page 1)

reserved decision on the motion to set
an indefinite date. In supporting the
quash motion, N. Tilley, K.C., one of

Canada's outstanding lawyers, stated
that the acts made criminal by stat-

ute differed from accepted criminal

acts under the common law. He said

people who are engaged in commer-
cial activities are entitled to be told

not only that they have violated

some law, but that they have done
thus and so.

"There should be a definite object

set by the trial," he declared. "After
the trial is over and we are either

convicted or acquitted, we should

know where we stand, so that we
will not be in jeopardy again on
charges arising from the same of-

fense. Because of so many names
in the indictment, it was impossible

to tell with whom each was charged
with conspiring. The whole effect

of this charge was to say, 'You are

guilty of combining, anyway.' Whom
did we combine against? The in-

dictment does not say. It is out-

rageous."

A. G. Slaght, K.C., counsel for

Nathanson, contended the indict-

ment was bad because it does not

bear the signatures of the attorney

general or specify the offense.

Lo. 5-0277 2 W. 43 St., N. Y. C.

Joe Finston

SYNCHRO SCREEN SERVICE

Musical Quality
|

Showmanship Sy ichronization

FEATURES -SHORTS |

(Formerly Paramoun -Publix)

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Arkansas. Mississippi and Tennessee,
Chisca Hotel, Memphis.

Nov. 3

:

Testimonial stag dinner to Fred
J. Herrington, secretary of the M.P.T.O.
of Western Penna. and W. Va.. Hotel
Henry. Pittsburgh, 11 P. M.

Nov. 6: Cleveland Film Board of Trade
Clam Bake, Idlewood Club, Cleveland.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.

Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

Nov. 10: Annual convention of Allied
Amusements of the Northwest, New
Washington Hotel, Seattle.

Nov. 10-11: Annual convention of Allied
Theater Owners' Ass'n of Southern
Ohio, Kentucky and West Virginia,
Netherland Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati.

Nov. 18-25: National Motion Picture
Week for relief of unemployed.

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n, Dallas.

Dec. 7 : Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte,
Charlotte, N. C.

First Charlotte Neighborhood
Charlotte, N. C.—Construction of

a $50,000 suburban theater in Dil-

worth, residential section of Char-
lotte, will begin in a week, accord-
ing to E. A. Rambonnet, who will

manage the theater. This will be
the first motion picture house in

Charlotte located outside the busi-

ness district. Rambonnet recently
was with Bromberg Attractions.

Robert Williams Under Knife
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Robert Williams,

stage actor who recently came West
from New York to appear in pic-

tures, underwent an operation for
appendicitis on Friday.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Ralet

Powars CInaphona Equlpmant Corporation

723-TTH AVE.. N. V. BRVANT 0-«0«T

t's smart to show

COLUMBIA
short Features!

^''T
In five leading" Los Angeles theaters, Walf

Disney's sound cartoons will be featured

simuItaneou*:ly this week through the selec-

tion of "The Spider and the Fly." the latest

"Silly Symphony." to be screened with

"Consolation Marriage" at the Carthay Cir-

d'.e. Of the five Disney cartoons, four are

screened in long run playhouses.

(Advt.)



Industry's Answer

To the Cry of the Unemployed

THE appeal of the needy unemployed is

a challenge to the best effort the Motion

Picture Industry can put forth. That

challenge has been accepted, and will be met

during National Motion Picture Week, when

benefit performances will be given every-

where to furnish funds for local relief

work.

Each community is making its

own selection of a day for these

benefit performances. Each

theatre names the hour for its

benefit show. Film service,

accessories, press sheets and

p\aURE

every service to make these benefits pay rich

dividends to the unemployed are furnished

without cost.

Every branch of our great industry is

sharing to prevent suffering in your commu-

nity. Every element in your community will

cooperate with you to make the benefit show

in your theatre a great contribu-

tion to local relief. Communicate

with your local motion picture

committee and get the plans and

the exploitation started for your

benefit performance.

DO IT NOW!

The following contributed in the presentation of this advertisement

The Chambers Agency, Inc. , Advertising Hap Hadley, Artist

Lee & Phi/Zips, Inc. , Typographers Knapp Engraving Company
O'Flaherty Electrotype Company Space by courtesy of this publication

y-
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ONLY 3% or AUDIENCESI

MADE UP BY CHILDREN

(Continued from Page 1)

opening three years ago, the house
has played to approximately 6,000,-

000 admissions, with children ac-

counting for only 200,000 tickets.

One-fourth of the total business was
done at matinees and three-fourths
in the evening. Of the matinee
trade, 85 per cent were women.

Movie Week Press Book
Will Be Ready This Week

(Continued from Paqe 1)

instructions for the benefit shows
that will be given at that time to

aid the unemployed, is expected to

be available for distribution this

week.
Weidner Printing and Publishing

Co. of Brooklyn is printing the book.
Engravings were contributed by Wil-
bar Engraving Co. National Elec-
trotype is producing the ad-mats
and electrotypes. Universal Film
Corp. has assumed the responsibility

for distributing the press book and
ad-mats as part of its donation to

the industry's effort. Locally, mo-
tion picture chairmen can communi-
cate with their district chairmen in

the exchange centers who will ar-

range for movement of the press
book and ad-mats from the Univer-
sal exchanges to the local committee
chairmen.

Posters and lithographs to be
used are being contributed by the
Morgan Lithographing Co., the R.
C. Miner Lithographing Co., and the
Tooker Lithographing Co. Distri-

bution will be through Columbia.
Pennants and stickers are being do-
nated by Pace Press.

Wm. McGann Directing
First W.B. Film in England
London — William McGann, for-

mer associated with the Warner
Bros, studios in California and now
in charge of production at the new
Warner-First National British stu-
dios at Teddington, is personally di-

recting the first production there
"Murder on the Second Floor," from
the stage play by Frank Vosper.
Roland Pertwee made the screen
adaptation. In the cast are John
Longden, Pat Peterson, Amy Veness,
Ben Field, Florence Desmond and
other well known English players.

TEN YEARS AGO TO-DAY
IN

Orient Pictures Corp. closes for-

eign deals with important producers.
* * *

Group of film men en route to New
York from England.

* * *

C. E. Whittaker notes some im-
portant foreign developments.

• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till

Now that Edward Chodorov and Arthur Barton started
something when they wrote a play about a production home
office and called it "Wonder Boy" for it is rumored that
there are now several other plays under way by gents with in-

side dope about other film organizations anyway, Al
Lichtman, George K. Arthur, Ben Goetz, Charlie Pettijohn, Mor-
ris Gest and Si Seadler nearly died wit laifink the other nite
at the Alvin theater as they watched the travesty and"
some of these gents may die but not with laffink

if these other plays mentioned ever reach the stage
shucks, isn't anybody's private life safe these days from the
playwrights?

• • • THAT Estelle Taylor has appointed Ralph Pollock
her personal rep to handle all contracts and publicity
Helen Harrison, who writes all the wild west copy for the press
books for Big Four, never saw a real cowboy in her life until

she attended the Rodeo the other nite condolences are
being extended Julia Shawell of the Graj)hic on the death of

her mother Norbert Ludwig, former Paramount-Publix
organist, is now being featured at WMCA on the air

• • • THAT Sam Warshawsky has completed the third

of an international trilogy of plays, covering Ireland, England
and Scotland they are "Glory," "The Great Bullkhan"
and "The Piper's Sons" Sam's play, "The Woman of
Destiny," was purchased for production recently by William A.
Brady

# # # THAT Tom Namack over at Warners was telling

one of his stories, and Tom Waller, the Variety cynic, com-
mented that it was so terrible that even we wouldn't run it

so we're running it, just to prove to Tom that nothing
is too terrible for us to run in this kolyum a rising star
born and raised in New York who had never seen a horse, was
about to take her first riding lesson in Hollywood the
feller at the riding academy on Sunset Boulevard asked her if

she preferred an English or a Western saddle the gal
sez "What's the difference?" the riding academy
gent sez "The western saddle is flat, while the English
saddle has a horn'" and the gal comes back "Oh,
give me the western saddle, I'm not riding in traffic so I won't
need the horn." send all complaints direct to Mister
Namack

# # • THAT Leon J. Bamberger, editor of Paramount's
Jubilee News," is doing one of the finest editing jobs in the
biz he gets out this weekly sales-stimulator like a tab-
loid newspaper but unlike the tabs, his sheet is crammed
with news and lively, pithy pointers, tips and suggestions
it is a model of layout technique, and the covers each week are
an artistic treat

• • • THAT the Emgeem studio harbors a bunch of celebs
who made their marks in other fields Alexander Tolu-
boff, art director, once a famous Russian architect, who laid

out cities in Turkestan and Crimea for Russian colonization
James Basevi, art director, was a distinguished British

army officer during the war William von Brincken, tech-
nical aide, was a German baron, army officer and military
attache Lieutenant Commander Frank Wead, world fa-
mous naval aviator, is now a screen writer at the stude

« « « » » »

KATZ'SPOSITIONENHANCED

BY PARA. BOARD ADDITIONS

(Continued from Page 1)

of Sam Katz in the organization
The head of Publix theaters has!
been associated with the trio of big
business names for some years and
is understood to have been influen-
tial in their joining the Paramount
board.
The board, which at the moment

has been increased from 19 to 2^

members, will meet next Monday tc

act on the matter of the company's
quarterly dividend. Up to Fridaj
there was one vacancy in the per-
sonnel of the board. Whether or not
there will be two more directoi

resignations, or the membership in-

creased to 22, has not been decided
as yet.

Paramount stock continued strong
Saturday following the published re-

ports that Hertz ,Lasker and Wrig-
ley had bought big blocks of stock
in the open market and were ac-

cumulating more.

Moe Silver Is Named
Assistant to Michalov*

(Continued from Page 1)

head of the circuit. Executive set
up of the staff remains the same
Michalove says. Clayton Bond con-

tinues in charge of film buying, Wil-

liam Clark in charge of buyingj
shorts, Willard Patterson in charge
of de luxe shows and public rela-

tions, Dave Weshner in charge oi

advertising and publicity, and Wil-

liam Barron and Harold Mirish ir

charge of bookings.

Loew's Earns $7.66

In Year Ended Aug. 31
(Continued from Paqe \)

come for the past year was $120,^

479,510.80, against $129,521,029.75

in the preceding year. Surplus in

creased from $28,784,301.69 to $33,i

716,148.36. Assets rose to $129,433,1

143.90 from $128,633,361.79.

Fred B. Walton Dies
Seattle—Fred B. Walton, formei

ly director of Bellingham Theate
Inc., passed away recently in Peorii

111.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes and con-

gratulations are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the following mem-

bers of the industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

PJovember 2
Charles Kenyon
Terry Ramsaye
Mabel Julienne
Dennis King
Fritz Achterberg
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Milestone to Head Production for United Artists

RKO AND PATHE PHYSICAL MERGER IS SET

Roach Adding More Shorts and Features to Schedule
Alternating Director Plan
Speeds Work—Four Ex-

ecutives Promoted
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Hal Roach has insti-

tuted an "alternating directors"
system whereby he expects to be
able to complete his present 40-pic-

ture program far enough in advance
to make several more short features
and possibly one or two feature-
length productions, the producer
states. At the same time he an-
nounces four executive promotions.
Warren Doane, for 12 years vice-

(Coiitinued on Page 4)

DOUG fAIRK THROUGH

WITH STUDIO PICTURES

Douglas Fairbanks' present plans

indicate that he is through with
studio-made productions and in the

future will occupy himself with pic-

tures dealing with exploration and
travel subjects. He expressed these

intentions to The Film Daily
yesterday, following his arrival with

{Continued on Page 4)

Gradwell Sears Makes
District Appointments

Gradwell L. Sears, western sales

manager for Warner-First National,
yesterday announced the following
appointments to take immediate ef-

fect in his territory:

Carl Lesserman as midwest dis-
iContinwed on Page 4)

Keener Interest Shown

In Academy Balloting

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood.—Indicating the keenest interest

yet shown in the annual awards by the Academy
of M. P. Arts and Sciences, more than 300 bal-

lots were returned in the tirst week, against

about 100 usually received during the same
period in past votes. More than 700 ballots

went out. About 150 members of the Ameri-
can Newspaper Publishers' Ass'n, in addition to

Vice-President Charles Curtis, Governor lames
Rolph. |r., and other notables will be at the

awards banquet on Nov. 10.

Yesterday's Rumor
With each day now bringing forth

a bumper crop of variegated rumors

about important changes in major

companies, yesterday's big morsel

was that Jesse L. Lasky had nego-

tiated sale of his Paramount hold-

ings to a downtown crowd. Efforts

to reach Lasky last night for a state-

ment were unsuccessful.

Feature Activity by Para, in East

Will Be Continued Indefinitely

Combining of Distribution Will Follow
Merger of Studios— Brown Heads

Joint Units—Marcus as G. M.
Complete physical merger of RKO Radio Pictures and RKO

Pathe, to include home office and distribution in addition to the al-

ready announced amalgamation of the studios, is practically set. The
Film Daily learns. The combined companies will be headed by

Hiram S. Brown as president, with
Lee Marcus as general manager;
Ned E. Depinet, general sales man-
ager and Charles Rosenzweig, first

assistant to Depinet. Joseph I.

Schnitzer, president of Radio Pic-
(Continued on Page 3)

Chas. Steele Supervising
Warner-F. N. Exchanges
Charles Steele, formerly with

First National, Tiffany and Uni-
versal, has been appointed super-
visor of exchanges for Warner-
First National. The post is newly-
created and its duties embrace the
work of contract manager, this po-

sition having been vacated by Joe
Hummel when he became eastern
district manager. Hummel returned
to New York yesterday from Canada.

Under a revised production sched-

ule now calling for 18 features, an
increase of 10 over plans set several

week ago, feature activity at the

Parangount New York studio will be
continued indefinitely. Among the

pictures to be made here in the near
future is "Cloudy With Showers,"
based on the current Broadway play.

The company's short subject pro-

gram is about completed and ir> con-

sequence the studio staff is being

reduced by some 30 persons.

Canadian Hearings Off Until January

Toronto—The Tri-Dominion hear-

ing on monopoly charges against

American film interests has been

suspended until January when the

case will receive disposition.

8 Melodramas Planned
By Independent Company

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A schedule of eight

melodramas has been drawn up by
{Continued on Page 4)

Lewis Milestone Taking Charge
United Artists ProductionOf

Louis Marcus Is Running
For Mayor of Salt Lake

Salt Lake City — Louis Maixus,
popular motion picture man who re-

tired some time ago, hap qualified

at the primaries with a sweeping
majority over six opponents and has
a chance of becoming the next
mayor here.

Lewis Milestone is understood to

be assuming charge of all produc-

tion for United Artists at the Coast.

This switch in the Art Cinema set-

up returns Samuel Goldwyn to his

former status, that of an independ-

ent producer making product for re-

lease by that company. Milestone is

(Continued on Page 3)

THIRD QUARTER LOSS

CUTS RKO EARNINGS

Loss of $599,144.80 in the third
quarter ended Sept. 30, against a
profit of $991,070.65 in the corres-
ponding period of 1930, has reduced
the nine months' net profit of Radio-
Keith Orpheum and subsidiaries to

$622.39, after preferred dividends
and taxes, compared with a profit of
$2,458,048 in the nine months of
1930.

Howard Hughes Finishes
Current Year's Schedule

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Howard Hughes has

completed shooting his current
year's schedule, "Sky Devils" and
"Cock of the Air" (temporary title),

(Continued on Page 3)

Wolfson-Meyer to Build

Novel Miami Beach House

Miami.—Wolfson-Meyer Enterprises has bought
a site in Miami Beach where it is planned tO'

erect the most unusual theater in the country.
It will be a 1,000-seater of Spanish type with a
removable roof, making the theater either an
open air or enclosed house at will. Other fea-
tures include an outdoor patio with refresh-
ments and a Cuban orchestra for dancing, foyer
with removable root, glass floor lobby with
vari-colored lights underneath, smoking loge with
free cigarettes, landscaped front and free park-
ing space.
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Appointed Indiana Representative
R. F. Woodhull has apointed H. E.

Richardson, with headquarters in In-

dianapolis, to represent United The-
ater Advertisers, Inc., in Indiana.
Woodhull is now in Memphis at-

tending the M.P.T.O. convention.
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Movie Week Accessories
Being Shipped This Weeli
National headquarters of the Mo-

tion Picture Organization for Un-
employment Relief announces that
shipments will begin this week of
the material for the exploitation of
National Motion Picture Week, Nov.
18-25. The material, with the ex-
ception of tickets, will be sent to
branch exchanges of Universal, Co-
lumbia and Un;ted Artists and can
be secured by application to the dis-
trict committees which have been
organized in every motion picture
distribution center. These will see
that supplies are forwarded to the
city committee which will make the
accessories available directly to the
exhibitors.

Exhibitors have been instructed to
requisition their tickets for the
benefit shows direct from their regu-
lar ticket company.

30 RKO Houses Book Columbia
Contracts have been signed for the

playing of Columbia's Showmanship
Group in .30 RKO houses. Cities in-

volved are: Albany, Schenectady,
Troy, Birmingham, Boston, Lowell.
Portland, Me., Providence, Roches-
ter, Syracuse, Champaign, Rockford,
South Bend, Cincinnati, Columbus,
Cleveland, Akron, Youngstown, To-
ledo, Dallas, Fort Worth, Fort
Wayne, Los Angeles, Memphis, Min-
neapolis, St. Paul, Greenwich, San
Francisco, Tacoma and Washington.

Rembusch Property Burns
Shelbyville, Ind.—The Rembusch

screen and novelties factory here,
owned by Frank J. Rembusch, was
burned Oct. 30, causing damage es-
timated at from $15,000 to $25,000.
Insurance will partly cover the loss.

Fire Destroys Portage Film Plant
Portage, Wis.—A film reclaiming

and renovating plant owned by P. H.
Kantro was destroyed by fire with a
loss of between $40,000 and $50,000.
About 20 people were employed at
the plant, which will be rebuilt.

Warners Sign "Miss America"
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Adrienne Dore, a for-

mer "Miss America," has been sign-
ed to a long term contract by War-
ner Bros. Her first role will be with
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in "Union
Depot."

Paramount Buys Play
"Cloudy With Showers," current

Broadway play, has been bought by
Paramount and will be produced at
the New York studio.

Union Quarters Bombed
Kansas City—Headquarters of the

operators union at 1017 Washington
St. were practically wrecked by a

bomb of unknown origin. Explosion
took place after midnight.

Edwin Carewe Hit by Auto
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Edwin Carewe, direc-

tor, is nursing injuries as a result
of being hit by a woman autoist who
did not stop.

Ruffin Elected President
of Tri-State Association
Memphis—W. F. Ruffin of Cov-

ington, Tenn., was elected president
of the Tri-State Exhibitors Ass'il
yesterday. T. W. Sharp, E. L. Drake
and S. B. Johnson were elected vice-,

presidents. M. S. McCord was made
Secretary-Treasurer. New Board of
Directors consists of: L. Helborn,
Howard Waugh, Herb Jennings, M.
A. Lightman, Fred Suzore, Ed
H. Kuykendall, Miss W. E. Elkins,
W. 0. Tyson, Miss L. F. Haven, H.
D. Wharton, J. F. Norman, W. L.
Lander, R. L. McCutcheon, and E.
H. Butler. S. M. Nutt and Ed H.
Kuykendall were made chairmen of
the board.

Kane, Morosco Alternating
Between Paris and London

Paris (By Cable)—Emphatically
denying reports that Robert T. Kane,
in charge of the Paramount Join-
ville studio, is to be transferred
back to New York, executives point
out that Kane and Walter Morosco,
who is running the Paramount plant
at London, have worked out a plan
whereby they switch from one stu-
dio to the other. Kane, however,
remains head man at the Joinville
plant. He plans to go to New York
in January on his annual visit.

Indie After Woods, Chicago
Chicago—An independent exhib-

itor is understood to be negotiating
for the Woods to show "Danger
Lights," the George K. Spoor three-
dimension picture which had a brief
run at the State-Lake last year. The
Woods, operated by Jones, Linick &
Schaefer, is closed after trying all

sorts of pictures, including double
features.

Baltimore Sunday Vote in May
Baltimore—Attorney General Wil-

liam Preston Lane has ruled that
the blue-law repealer may be voted
on at the primary elections next
May, instead of having to be held
over until the general elections in

the fall. The Lord's Day Alliance
has sought the postponement, alleg-
ing illegality of a vote at the pri-

maries.

John Stoll Dies
Bellevue, O.—John Stoll, owner of

the Lion and Rialto, died suddenly
last week. He is survived by his

wife, who will continue with the
operation of the theaters, and two
grown sons.

Larry Kent Improved
Larry Kent, head of Paramount's

short subject department, who has
been bordering on a nervous break-
down, is reported as greatly im-
proved.

Warner Manager in Norway Dies
Svein Aas, manager of distribu-

tion for Warner Bros, in Oslo, Nor-
way, is dead following a short ill-

ness, according to cable advices re-

ceived at the home office.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Testimonial stag dinner to Fred
J. Herrington, secretary of the M.P.T.O
of Western Penna. and W. Va., Hotel
Henry. Pittsburgh, 11 P. M.

Nov. 6: Cleveland Film Board of Trade
Clam Bake, Idlew^ood Club, Cleveland.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

Nov. 10: Annual convention of Allied
Amusements of the Northwest, New
Washington Hotel, Seattle.

Nov 10-U: Annual convention of Allied
Theater Owners' Ass'n of Southern
Ohio, Kentucky and West Virginia
Netherland Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati.

Nov. 18-25: National Motion Picture
Week for relief of unemployed.

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n, Dallas.

Dec. 7 : Mid-vnnter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte,
Charlotte, N. C.

Biggest Industrial Film Ready
What is considered the largest in-

dustrial film ever made, produced
at the Metropolitan Studios on the
coast for the Dodge Motors Corp.,
IS now ready for showing. The film,
all-dialogue, runs 10 reels. Story
and dialogue were written by Mike
Simmons. Ed Browning and Pat
Dowling directed. Huntley Gordon
anl Dorothy Gulliver are featured.

Fox Reading Dept. Moving
Fox Films will move its entire

reading department from present
quarters at 1776 Broadway to the
home office at 444 W. 56th St. with-
in the next week. Albert Parker,
casting director, and his assistant,
Joe Holton, will follow as soon as
arrangements can be made.

C. F. Johnson Opens Miami House
Miami—Charles F. Johnson, who

sold his interests in Punta Gorda,
Sebring and Avon Park to enter the
Miami theater field, reopened the
Flagler on Sunday.

The 1932

FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK
is now being

compiled

•
This will be the 14th edi-
tion of this encyclopedia
of the motion picture
Industry.

Covering this great indus-
try In all its many branches,
this new edition will be the
greatest yet. And that's
saying a lot.

Free to paid subscribers to
The Film Daily. Subscrip-
tion Includes: The Film
Dally, every day; The Year
Book, every January; Direc-
tors' Annual & Production
Guide, every June and the
Short Subject Quarterly Is-

sues.

This complete trade paper

I

service for $10.00 a year
J

(Foreign $15.00).
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PHYSICAL MERGER IS SET

FORRKOANDPATHE UNITS

(Continued jrom Pat/c 1)

tures, will be stationed on the coast

in charge of the business depart-
ments of the combined companies.
The Pathe lot in Culver City is

to be closed and all production ac-

tivities concentrated at the Radio
Pictures plant in Hollywood, where
David O. Selznick will be in charge
of all Radio production and Charles
R. Rogers will have full charge of

the Pathe producing activities. Wil-
liam LeBaron is remaining with
Radio, as announced, and probably
will head the musical productions.
Under his appointment as a vice-

president of Radio Pictures, Charles
R. Rogers will serve on an advisory
board for the Radio pictures in ad-

dition to being production chief of

all Pathe pictures, and Selznick will

be on a similar advisory board for

Pathe pictures. Rogers is not to

supervise any of the Radio pictures

and Selznick is not to supervise any
Pathe product.
Between $4,000,000 and $5,000,000

in new ca_nital is understood to have
been placed in RKO within the last

few days by General Electric in-

terests, which are reported to have
increased their preferred stock hold-

ings in RKO. Another report yes-

terday had it that there might be

some public financing to provide ad-

ditional working capital as well as

for refunding of short-term obliga-

tions.

First move in the merging of

Pathe and RKO home office depart-

ments takes place this week with

the publicity departments being

brought together. Details of the

plan are now being worked out and
it is likely that Hy Daab and A. P.

Waxman will continue to supervise

all RKO and Pathe advei'tising, re-

spectively, although the art and
other departments will cease to

work separately. Carrington North
and her staff, including Marian
Roberts of the RKO Pathe scenario

department, have already joined the

reader staff of RKO.

COMING & GOING

FAY WRAY, who closed Saturday night
in the stage musical, "Nikki," and is making
personal appearances today at the Rialto in

connection with United Artists' "The Unholy
Garden," leaves tomorrow for the coast with
her husband, JOHN MONK SAUNDERS.

J. G. BACHMANN is in town from the
coast.

IRVING PICHEL, who came east to ap
pear with Tallulah Bankhead in "The Cheat,"
leaves today for the Paramount coast studios
to start work in "Two Kinds of Women."
JOE HUMMEL, eastern district manager

for Warners-First National, returned to New
York yesterday from Canada.

MAJOR ALBERT WARNER returns to

the Warner-First National office tomorrow
after a visit to Atlantic City.
SOL NEWMAN, managing director of

[vRadio Pictures', Ltd., sails for England on
Ithe Olympic, Friday.
JOSEPH I. SCHNITZER left for the

coast Sunday.
JACK OAKIE, who has been vacationing

in New York leaves for Hollywood tomorrow,
accompanied by his manager, Morris Small.

• • • FILM FAIRY Tale once upon a time there
was a producing organizashe which was a joy to behold
it was imbued with a Showmanship Spirit from the
Chief right down to the ossif boy everybody just exuded Con-
fidence, Optimism and Enthusiasm it was in the air

when you walked into the joint this home ossif had
only one rule "Believe in the Company, its Product and
Yourself." and they did and the copy they turned
out sold the exhibs and theater managers the sales force

the public and the dough rolled in on some
fair-to-middlin' product that was only figured to clear the red

but they went over like a landslide and the
company was the wonder and amazement of the industry

• • • NOW THE li'l secret of it all was that the gang
was allowed to back up their Exuberant Faith and Optimism
with plenty of spendin' dough for advertising in All
Forms for the Chief knew the great Law of the Uni-
verse You must Give if you want to GET and
he Gave and his gang gave of themselves
their ideas and they gave a lot to the others who could
help them get their Showman Message across so every-
body was happy and Prosperous

• • • THEN SUDDENLY, nobody quite knows just how
it happened the organizashe went into Remote Control

certain forces got hold of the reins and started to Draw
In forces that had no conception of Showmanship
adding-machine minds without any Imagination, Vision, Ideas

minds that could only figure two and two make four
but hadn't the slightest inkling of the Great Truth

that the Show Biz needs far more than cold figures to put it

over for it is dealing with Human Emotions
intangible things that strike at the heart, soul and mind of the
Public and only a Showman Mind can reach the emo-
tions of people stir 'em enthrall 'em
thrill 'em lift 'em out of themselves and stam-
pede 'em to the li'l ole box-office and Cash In for the
entire industry

• • • SO THE cold-figure boys put the clamps down hard
on the boys with imagination, fire, enthusiasm and all

those other fine things of the Mind and Spirit that cannot pos-
sibly be appraised with an Adding Machine they meas-
ured their work by rulers, time clocks, efficiency systems, charts,
graphs and the multiplication table doggone 'em, they
couldn't grasp the essential Fact that Life is predicated on
Emotions Hopes, Desires, Dreams that stir all

humanity and that Publicity and Advertising carry these
to the people and the theater owners and managers

and put the show Across BIG

• • • SLOWLY BUT inexorably the cold-figure boys are
damning up the life-giving stream of publicity and advertising
ideas that flowed from the minds of the Showman Brains
they are licked squelched disheartened
gone is their enthusiasm verve that marvelous,
glorious Spirit to Achieve for when you cut down on
their Avenues of Publicity meaning Advertising Ap-
propriation you kill the Golden Stream at its source

and all the petty efficiency bunk, time clocks and add-
ing machines are seen in their True Light the throttle

that shuts off the steam the bung-hole clamped on the
wine barrel that turns it into sour cider oh, well, Re-
mote Control is okay for a radio station but it has no
place in the Film Biz

MILESTONE TO HEAD

EOR U. A.

(Continued ficmt Pape 1)
in conference with United Artists ex-
ecutives in New York on the matter.

President Joseph M. Schenck last
night pointed out that Milestone is
"with United Artists" but did not
confirm or deny the story. He said
that the director would be back at
the studio in February.

Howard Hughes Finishes
Current Year's Schedule

(Continued from Page 1)
last to be finished, are in the cutting
room. Two other Hughes pictures
previously completed are "Age for
Love," being released this month,
and "Scarface," set for December
release.

1,000 Attend Kaplan Party
More than 1,000 persons attended

the annual dinner dance of the Kap-
lan Projection Society in honor of
its president. Sam Kaplan, Satur-
day night at the Commodore. Guests
included Lee A. Ochs, C. C. Mosko-
witz. Willard Patterson, Sidney R.
Kent, Major L. E. Thompson, Harry
Charnas, Moe Streamer, Thad Bar-
rows, John Burke, Joe Vogel and
Leopold Friedman.

Arnold Van Leer of RKO had
charge of the show. Larry Kent,
who was to have co-produced with
him, was unable to attend owing to
illness. Nat Nazarro officiated as
master of ceremonies. Dave Berke
of the Brooklyn Paramount was
stage manager.

Comprising the entertainment
committee were: J. S. Winick, chair-
man; Larry Kent, Lester Isaaps,
Arnold Van Leer and George Hoff-
man, honorary vice-chairman, Simon
Terr, M. J. Wolheim, J. V. Lefante,
Isidore R. Cohen, Fred E. Castle and
Bert Frank.

Helen Hayes Strong in Baltimore
Baltimore — Helen Hayes in M-

G-M's "Sin of Madelon Claudet" beat
the Stanley gross record by about
$6,500. Critics raved over the star's

work but didn't like the vehicle.

Skirbolls Drop Vita-Temple
Toledo, O.—Skirboll Brothers have

relinquished their interest in the
Vita-Temple, which is now running
under the direction of Sol Silverman.

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdays

:

November 3
Paul Panzer

Charles Post

Louise Huntington

Ford Sterling
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^^ By HARRY N. BLAIR .^^^^

npHELMA WHITE, who, when not

appearing befort the Vitaphone
cameras, is Mistress of Ceremonies
of the Hollywood Revue, played
hostess last Friday to eight of the
girls from the show, who watch
Thelma making "Poor But Dishon-
est," in which she is co-starred with
Fanny Watson. Sam Sax acted as

host at a luncheon the studio gave
the girls.

Thalia Productions, which recently

completed an all-Italian feature

titled "Life Is Like That," is pre-

paring to start another picture at

one of the Eastern studios, within

the next week.

Pretty soft for Stewart Karp, of

Warners' cutting department. He
has just been assigned to accom-
pany Ted Husing to the various

sporting events held throughout the

country and direct the filming of

various athletes in action while Hus-
ing records the description. Back
at the studio he will select the most
effective shots and compile them
into one-reelers for the Vitaphone
"Sportslants."

8 Melodramas Planned
By Independent Company

(Continued from Page 1)

the recently organized Cardinal Pro-
ductions, of which Richard C. Kahn
is president and general manager;
Neal A. Smith, vice-president, and
E. Dana Cunningham, secretary-

treasurer. The company, which is

a closed corporation chartered in

California, now has its second pro-

duction in work.

New Haven Relief Show Nov. 14
New Haven, Conn.—Combined the-

atrical interests of the city will

stage a special midnight perform-
ance Nov. 14, at the Fox-Poli to

raise funds for relief of the unem-
ployed. Adolph Johnson is general
chairman.

Handling Estelle Taylor Publicity

Estelle Taylor's publicity is being
handled by Pau);a Gould, not Ralph
Pollock, as erroneously state in yes-

teray's Along the Rialto. Pollack

is Miss Taylor's pianist. Harry
Weber is her agent.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTER
Genera] Talkie Ekjuipment Co.; S. V. Ryan,

Albany. 1,000 shares common.
DELAWARE CHARTERS

Talkiola Television Corp., New York City,

control apparatus for electrical transmission;

U. S. Corp., Co., Dover, Del. $500,000

Ross Federal Service, Inc, of Delaware,
Wilmington, Del., operate theaters; The Corp.

Trust Co., Dover, Del. $5,000.

DISSOLUTIONS
Hudson Theater Co., Hudson, N. Y.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH JVILK

HOLLYWOOD
JOAN CRESPO, who has appeared
J in several English and Spanish
pictures at M-G-M, is making a se-

ries of personal appearances in

American cities. His destination is

New York, where he has been in-

vited to star in the first English
presentation of "Cardinal," by Gre-
gerio Martinez Sierra, author of

"Cradle Song." Following his New
York engagement he will visit Spain
and will also make a tour of the
chief cities and studio centers of

Europe.

P. J. Wolfson, who has joined the
Universal toriting staff, is an ex-

pert marksman and amateur etcher.

He is the author of "Bodies Are
Dust."

Five additions have been made to

the cast of "While Paris Sleeps,"
now in production at Fox under the
direction of Allan Dwan. They are
Gertrude Astor, Paul Porcasi, Eddie
Dillon, Maurice Black and Dot Far-
ley,

Morris Helperin, en route East,
stopped long enough in Mexico to

work with Serge Eisenstein, on lo-

cation. "Eisenstein's got a marvel-
ous film—his best by far," Helperin
writes.

Robert Alden and John Wayne will

play the juvenile leads in the Co-
lumbia football production, tenta-

tively titled "Yellow," in which Jack
Holt and Richard Cromwell will ap-

pear together for the second time.

Our Passing Show: Dr. A. H. Giannini,

Pat Casey, Eddie Mannix and Thomas L.
Walker chatting at M-G-M; Isaac Don
Levine, lecturer and writer, who is an author-
ity on Russia, visiting Al Lewin at M-G-M

;

Mervyn LeRoy, Courtenay Terrett, Bert
Wheeler, Elsie Janis, Watterson Rothacker,
Irene Kuhn, Edwin Knopf, Joe Jackson, Ona
Browm, Loretta Young, Walter McGrail at
the Neil Miller entertainment at the Em-
bassy Club, at which Dorothy Mackaill was
guest of honor.

Francis Edwards Faragoh is the
proud father of Francis Merrill
Faragoh, who was born Oct. 28 at
the Cedars of Lebanon hospital.
When the scenarist got his first

glimpse of his offspring, he shouted,
"Print this one: No retakes."

Hal Roach Boosting
Production Schedule
(Continued from Page 1)

president and general manager for
Hal Roach, has been promoted to a
full-fledged director. Benjamin W.
Shipman, acting legal advisor and
business manager, moves up to
Doane's former post in addition to
retaining his present duties. L. A.
French, head of the purchasing de-
partment, will also take on the
duties of assistant general manager.
Under the new directorial system,

Doane will alternate with James
Home on the Charley Chase com-
edies, Ray McCarey alternates with
Robert McGowan on "Our Gang,"
R. C. Currier alternates with Gil
Pratt on the ZaSu Pitts-Thelma
Todd comedies with Morey Light-
foot co-directing, and Anthony Mack
alternating with George Stevens on
the "Boy Friends." James Parrott
will handle Laurel and Hardy for
the present.

"Sporting Chance" for W. B. Houses
"Sporting Chance," first Peerless

production, has been booked by
Warner Bros, to play the Warner
and the Beacon day-and-date the
week of Nov. 21. The picture was
produced by Albert Herman and
cast is headed by Buster Collier
Claudia Dell and James Hall.

Rebuilding Ardadelphia House
Arkadel.phia, Ark. — Nelson &

Woodson of Russelville, Ark., has
been awarded the general contract
for rebuilding the theater here op-
erated by Cecil Culp, which was de-
stroyed by fire some time ago.

"Leftover Laies" At Moss Nov. 7
Tiffany's "Leftover Ladies" open

Nov. 7 at the B. S. Moss Broadway.

Gradwell Sears Makes
District Appointments
(Continued from Page 1)

trict manager with headquarters in
Chicago, will cover Chicago, Mil-
waukee, Minneapolis. St. Louis,
Omaha, Des Moines and Kansas
City.

Fred M. Jack, former Dallas
manager, as southern district man-
ager, with headquarters in Dallas,
will take in Dallas, New Orleans.
Charlotte, Atlanta. Memphis and
Oklahoma City.

N. H. Brower, former Seattle
manager, as west coast district man-
ager with headquarters in Los An-
geles, will have supervision over
Los Angeles. Seattle, Portland. San
Francisco, Salt Lake City, Denver.

Doug Fairbanks Through
With Studio Pictures
(Continued from Page 1)

Mary Pickford on Sunday from the
coast.

When Fairbanks leaves for South
America in January he expects to
take along a color process to be used
in connection with the filming of his
activities. His stay in New York will
probably consume two or three
weeks. Miss Pjckford is looking for
her next story, which must be
"tensely human."

Current events afford the greatest
of dramatic subjects for motion pic-
tures, declared Fairbanks. Use of
wide film in telling a screen story
has no particular advantage, he be-
lieves.

"Bad Company" for Mayfair
"Bad Company," RKO Pathe pic-

ture starring Helen Twelvetrees,
goes into the Mayfair on Friday.

Let us put our

shoulders to

the wheel"

says— ABRAM. F.

MYERS,
President of Allied

States Association of

Motion Picture Ex-

hibitors.

"THE unemployment relief program
' mapped out by the Committees

meeting in New York should be

welcomed by all branches of the

motion picture industry as an op-

portunity to make a contribution to

the public welfare that will be of

incalculable and lasting value. To

make the most of this opportunity

requires that all branches and fac-

tions of the industry shall co-operate

fully, vying only in accomplishment

and not in self-glorification or claims

for recognition or credit.

Not only must there be teamwork

but the burden must be evenly dis-

tributed and any Indication of self-

ishness or holding back by any

branch or faction, no matter how

prominent or important, will merit

and receive public rebuke. While

there may be room for difference

of opinion as to some details of the

plan, these can be readily adjusted

by the local committees if they can

be made to share the spirit of service

which animated the groups that out-

lined the general plan.

The public has been taught to ex-

pect big things of this industry and

if in view of advance publicity the

results of this undertaking do not

meet with the public's expectation

the industry will suffer a loss in

prestige and good will. Let us,

therefore, put our shoulders to the

wheel for the relief of the destitute,

the credit of the industry and the

good of our souls.
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Hays Office for Europe is Proposed by Melnitz

WHEATBOOM STIRSllIEATER REOPENINGS

Paramount Earns $2.32 a Share in Nine Month
Columbia

adopts the unit plan

-. By JACK ALICOATE.^

Although there
Harry Cohn, is a decided drift

Opportunist of Hollywood
opinion toward

the individualistic in produc-
tion and away from the so

called mass methods, Harry
Cohn, Columbia production
chief, is the first to come out
openly and vote the straight

unit plan ticket. Thereby and
to vi^it causing no end of con-

troversy in social and select

production circles. He tells us:
"The day is past when one man, or

a small group, can successfully pro-

duce from 24 to 70 pictures in a

year. Meeting release dates, too, is

most important. One cannot rush
pictures any more than one can
hurry through any sort of creative

work. Everyone agrees that half

baked pictures are far worse than
none at all." He has started some-
thing, this Harry Cohn fellow. The
four new producers to operate at

Columbia are Sam Briskin, Jack
Bachmann, Ralph Block and James
K. McGuinness.

* * *

The Columbia
Joe Brandt studio units

Shows Us Thru comprise prob-
ably the most

compact lot on the Coast. Here we
found not only the most modern of

sound equipment, but a complete
and up-to-the-minute laboratory for
developing and printing. Our inter-

esting tour of inspection was per-
sonally conducted by President Joe
Brandt. Each stage has an inter-

esting history in as much as it was
constructed during a definite period
of the company's growth and prog-
ress. It is a highly organized, tech-

(Continued on Page 2)

Third Quarter Net is 50
Cents A Share Against

$1.61 Last Year
Paramount Publix estimates its

consolidated net profits, including
earnings of subsidiary companies,
after deducting all charges and re-

serves for Federal income and other
taxes, at $7,293,000 for the nine
months, and $1,550,000 for the three
months, ending Oct. 3. This is equal
to $2.32 a share for the nine months,

(Contintted on Page 5)

exhuustiITlease

figuresjjax ruling

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Following an exten-

sive field investigation, the Bureau
of Internal Revenue has allow-
ed a refund of more than $22,000 to

Olympia Theaters, Inc., of Boston,
and two of its subsidiaries, on over-

(.Continiied on Page 4)

Sol Lesser Preparing
South Sea Production

IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Sol Lesser will make

a feature dealing with Zane Greg's
South Sea expedition. Grey, who
shot 200,000 feet of film on four
trips to the South Seas, will be the
narrator. Lesser will supervise edit-

ing of the picture, which will be
state-righted.

Advertising Pays
Columbus—Recent use of a full-page

display In local papers to announce his

late October and early November book-
ings at the Grand, State, Eastern, Clin-
ton and Cameo, has more than repaid
the high cost of the advertising splurge,
says J. Real Neth, owner of the five
houses. The page layout, headlined
"The Kick-Off", aroused wide comment.

TRI-STATE M. P. T. 0.

WANT FILMS TAMED DOWN

Memphis—In a resolution adopted
by the M. P. T. O. of Arkansas,
Tennessee and Mississippi at the an-
nual convention here, producers are
urged to cut down on gangster, sex
and excessive drinking scenes in

pictures.

Halifax—Indicative of the strict
ban against gang films in Nova Sco-
tia theaters, the annual report of
the Board of Censors of the prov-
ince shows only one such picture ad-
mitted. Of 1,632 film reviewed, 1,-

522 were passed, 65 approved with
deletions and 45 condemned.

Lowell Thomas Vocalizing
12 Cinelog Travel Shorts
Lowell Thomag has been signed

by Lorenzo Del Riccio, president and
general manager of Cinelog Corp.
to edit and record the explanatory
vocalizations on a series of 12 trav-

(Continued on Page S)

Curtis Melnitz Recommends
Hays Office Covering Europe

Relief Beneficiaries

Denied Movies, Autos

Denver—Any family that can afford to attend
movies and ride in an auto is not poor enough
to be entitled to county relief aid, in the opinion
of commissioners of Elbert County. Consequent-
ly, it has been ruled that no county aid is to
be extended to such folks.

Establishment of a European
counterpart of the Hays organiza-
tion has been recommended by Cur-
tis Melnitz, producer, who has just
returned to New York from abroad.
Will H. Hays is understood to have
taken the matter under advisement.

Melnitz has pointed out to Hays
that American distributors at pres-

{Continued on Page 4)

Rise in Commodity Prices
Reviving Hopes in

West and South
Hundreds of theaters in the mid-

dle-west, northwest, south and Can-
ada are in line for reopening, while
houses now operating face better
business, as a result of improved
conditions promised by the big boom
in the wheat market and other ag-
ricultural products. Possibilities of
the outlook already has stirred film

(Continued on Page 5)

triplingHilm tariff

looms inimport case

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Import tariff on

negative will be almost tripled if

the Tresaury Department sustains
its claims at a re-hearing ordered
yesterday by the U. S. Court of Cus-
toms and Patent Appeals over M-
G-M's "Ben Hur." The court has
reversed the lower tribunal and
ruled that the California District

{.Continued on Page 4)

Alfred Brandt Dies
On the West Coast

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Alfred E. Brandt,

controller at the Columbia studios
and brother of Joe Brandt, presi-
dent of the company, died yesterday
after a lingering illness. Joe Brandt
came west about a month ago due
to Al's illness and has been here

Paramount Making 10

Of 32 Swedish Features

Stockholm—Thirty-two features will be pro-

duced in Sweden this year, according to plans

announced. Paramount is expected to make
between 10 and 12 quota pictures and Swedish
Filmindustri approximately the same number.

A. B. Irefilm intends to produce five, and other

concerns will add three to the list.
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FINANCIAL

The New York stock market was
closed yesterday due to the election.

U. A. Will Distribute

Columbia Product in S. A.
In addition to arrangements cov-

ering England and Spain, United
Artists has contracted to distribute

Columbia product in parts of South
America, it is announced by Arthur
W. Kelly, vice-president and treas-

urer of U. A. Enrique Baez, U. A.
manager in Rio de Janeiro, is now
in New York looking over the Co-
lumbia pictures for distribution in

Brazil. Guy Croswell Smith, U. A.
European representative with head-
quarters in Paris, will handle the

Columbia product in Spain. Three
Spanish-dialogue pictures, in addi-

tion to superimposed American
films, are included.

Bromberg Flies to Coast
Atlanta—Arthur C. Bromberg,

district manager for Monograms
Pictures, flew from this city to Hol-
lywood to consult with Trem Carr,

Ray Johnston and Herman Rifkin
regarding production.

).t it
a New York Long Island City j'j

Jj{ 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. }*J

J.t BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 it
it

lEastinnLan Films!

Columbia
—adopts the unit plan

(Continued from Page 1)

nical beehive, this Columbia work-
shop.

„ , , . Columbia has turn-
LOlumbia ed out some highly

Product consistent product
during the past sea-

sons. Of those now in the produc-
tion oven, three seem to stand out
as good bets to play across the
board. "Blonde Baby," with the
colorful, 1931 model IT girl, Jean
Harlow, looks like a natural. Jack
riolt in "Yellow," a football yarn,
should have little trouble in clicking.
"Forbidden," directed by the reliable
Frank Capra, and featuring Barbara
iStanwyck and Adolphe Menjou, pro-
vided all involved run true to form,
may be another Columbia smash.

7,878,027 Globe-Trotter Circulation

With addition of the "Arkansas
Democrat," Little Rock, Ark., to the
list of papers participating in the
Hearst Metrotone News-Globe Trot-
ter tie-up of news via press, radio
and screen, the total circulation of
the affiliated newspapers reaches
7,878,027 daily. This figure repre-
sents actual copies sold by A.B.C.
audit.

"Frankenstein" Next Big U Film

With "Strictly Dishonorable" set
for $2 runs in Los Angeles and New
York, Universal is now rushing
"Frankenstein" as its next super at-

traction, to follow before the end of

this month. "Dishonorable" opens
Nov. 6 at the Carthay Circle in L.
A. with a $5 gala opening, and the
New York special showing at the
Criterion starts Nov. 10.

Hoffman Starting "Stage Classics"
iVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—M. H. Hoffman, who

is starting production on a series
of six "Stage Classics" for Allied
Pictures, to be released through
state rights, announces that 85 per
cent of the country has already been
sold. First picture will be "File
113", in which Lew Cody will have
an important role, with Chester
Franklin directing.

% J. E. Brulatour. Inc. li
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Louise Lorraine Returns
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Louise Lorraine,

famous serial star, returns to the
screen in the Educational-Ideal
Comedy, "Moonlight and Cactus,"
featuring Tom Patricola.

New House for Astoria, Ore.

Astoria, Ore.—W. B. McDonald
and George H. Godfrey of Eugene
and Fred W. Talbot of Seattle have
negotiated for a lease on a new the-
ater building here.

Pathe Exchange Reports
$92,000 Loss in Quarter

Income account of Pathe Ex-
change, Inc., and subsidiaries for the
quarter ended Oct. 3, based on the
application of certain profits to the
reduction of ledger value of assets
involved, shows $92,642.17 charged
to surplus. Sales, rentals, dividends
and money received in liquidation of
receivables, stories and investments
amounted to $1,801,121.11, and de-
ductions totaled $1,893,763.28.

Warner Circuit Changes in Jersey

Resignation of Frank Seltzer as
advertising manager of the Warner
theaters in the New Jersey zone has
brought about a new set-up in the
Newark headquarters of the cii'cuit.

Dave Weshner, head of the circuit's

advertising and publicity depart-
ment, announced yesterday that
Harry Goldberg, who had been
Seltzer's assistant, would succeed
him as head of the advertising de-
partment. Louis R. Brager, asso-
ciated with the home offices of the
theaters, has been appointed to take
charge of publicity and exploita-
tion throughout the New Jersey
zone.

Tomorrow's AMPA Guests

Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith of RCA,
new president of the S.M.P.E.;
Carveth Wells, explorer and author,
now lecturing in connection with the
Sanabria television demonstration
at B. S. Moss' Broadway; Elinor
Smith, aviatrix, and Leo Brecher,
exhibitor, are slated as tomorrow's
luncheon guests of the A.M.P.A. at
the Hotel Dixie.

Circuits Sign With Columbia

Golden State Circuit of San
Francisco, National Circuit of the
same city, Schine circuit in Buffalo
and the William Smalley group are
among the product deals signed by
Columbia this week.

W. E. in British Newsreeler

London — The Piccadilly Circus
theater, in the heart of London, is

the first newsreel theater in the
British Isles to install Western Elec-
tric equipment. It seats 256.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Nov. 6: Cleveland Film Board of Trade
Clam Bake, Idlewood Club, Cleveland.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

Nov. 10: Annual convention of Allied
Amusements of the Northwest, New
Washington Hotel, Seattle,

Nov. 10-11: Annual convention of Allied
Theater Owners' Ass'n of Southern
Ohio, Kentucky and West Virginia,
Netherland Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati.

Nov. 18-25: National Motion Picture
Week for relief of unemployed.

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n, Dallas.

Dec. 7 : Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte.
Charlotte, N. C.

New Mexican Studio
Starting Next Month

Mexico City—Production activities
at the new Empire City studios,
headed by Maurice A. Chase, are
scheduled to start next month. A
program of 20 features, 104 shorts
and a Latin-American newsreel is

scheduled, with RCA Photophone
recording being used.

John Stahl a Bridegroom
John Stahl of Universal is Hue

to arrive in New York tomorrow in

the role of bridegroom.

COMING & GOING

LILYAN TASHMAN changed her sailing

date from the other side and is now leaving

Cherbourg Nov. 5 aboard the Aquitania.

CHARLES R. ROGERS oi RKO-Pathe
is en route to the Coast from New York.
DA\'ID O. SELZNICK, in charge of

RKO production, has left New York for

Hoilywood.
ARTHUR KOBER, Paramount writer, is

in New York on a six weeks' leave of

absence.
MRS. EDWARD SLOMAN, whose hus-

band is at the Paramount New York studios,

has arrived for a vacation.
WALLACE BEERY is flying east to

attend the world premier of M-G-M's
"The Champ" at the Astor next Monday
night.

FRANK LLOYD, contract director for

Howard Hughes, is due to arrive this week
from England, where he has been vacation-
ing.
HARRY ROSENQUEST of the Vitaphone

shorts sales staff is back from New Or-
leans and other southern points where he
Closed several circuit contracts.
CURTIS MELNITZ is back in New York

from abroad.
JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT, actor, arrives

from abroad today aboard the St. Louis.

Let Us Solve Your Problemsl
Over 2 1 Years of Experieace Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640



Many theatres are using this

strikingly beautiful 24 -sheet cut-out

of Greta Garbo!

mM'n&^^

The terrific success of Greta Garbo and Clark Gable
in '^Susan Lenox'* continues unabated* Here are

a few out of many reports: new york: First great week

close to all-time Capitol house record. Held over. DALLAS: Opening breaks all

records. ST. LOUIS: Smashing ''Politics" totals. BALTIMORE: Biggest opening in

house history. BOSTON: Tremendous. DAYTON: Phenomenal business. RICH-
MOND: Biggest of year. CINCINNATI: Beating record also held by Garbo. FORT
WORTH: Held for additional days, longest run in house history. ATLANTA: Bigger

than previous Garbos. HOUSTON: Best since "Trader Horn." FRISCO: Gross is

far beyond normal house business! LOS ANGELES: Biggest gross in a year'.

PORTLAND: Tripled normal gross! AND THE FUN HAS JUST BEGUN!

METRO -GOLDWYN -MAYER
Home of the Big Ones!
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HAYS OFFICE ABROAD

PROPOSED BY MELNITZ

(Continued from Fai/c 1)

ent lack organization in their han-
dling of the European situation. He
stressed the need of policies worked
out in concert and a more intimate
and complete knowledge of condi-
tions there, political and othei'wise.

Exhaustion of Lease
Figures in Tax Ruling

(Continued from Page 1 )

assessment in 1918 and 1923 due to

allowance by the Bureau of a de-
duction from gross income for ex-
haustion of a leasehold used in the
business.

Albany Relief Committee
Albany — Under supervision of

Frank C. Walker of the M. E. Com-
erford circuit, representing the in-

dustry's national unemployment re-

lief committee, the local district has
been organized in connection with
National Motion Picture Week.
Chris Buckley has been elected
chairman of the committee. Other
members are: Davie Lazar, William
Benton, M. J. Kallett, Kenneth Rob-
inson, Ted O'Shea, Ralph Pielow
and Marshall Taylor.

Roxy Drops Singing Ensemble
Under a change in stage show

policy, the Roxy has dropped its

large Singing Ensemble, which has
been part of its shows for four
years, and in its place will use spe-
cially engaged singing groups and
an augmented list of soloists, it is

announced by Clark Robinson, who
has charge of the presentations.
Martha Attwood, Metropolitan op-
era star, opens at the big house on
Friday.

Richard W. Saunders' Book Out
"Dashes of Lavender", a collec-

tion of clever and witty bits of verse
for use on various occasions, by
Richard W. Saunders, for nine years
comptroller of Famous Players, has
been published by H. L. Lindquist.

Johnny Farrell to Wed Film Actress
Johnny Farrell, U. S. open golf

champion of 1928, will be married
Nov. 24 at St. Joseph's Church,
Bronxville, to Catherine Theresa
Hush, who appeared with him in his
recent series of golf pictures.

Flesh at Florida, Jacksonville
Jacksonville, Fla. — The Florida

this week made its first gesture to-
ward "flesh" in a couple of years,
by setting in Blue Steeles' 13-piece
orchestra for a split week. Band
played on stage with Nadine Col-
son, tap dancer, working in front.

Schrieber Adds Detroit House
Detroit — The Colonial, former

downtown vaudefilmer, has been
sold by the Cohen Bros. Circuit to
Jacob Schrieber, owner of the Black-
stone and Fine Arts, running as all

night grinds.

Short Shots From Eastern Studios
Bv HARRY X. BLAIR

ROY LEMAY, seven-year-old juv-
enile star of Paramount's "No

More Hookey," and other shorts, will
forsake dancing to play a straight
role in George M. Cohan's next stage
production, now in rehearsal. All
the directors for whom he has work-
ed predict a big future for this boy
as he does not rely on his youth to
put him over, being an extremely
talented performer.

Robert Agnew, playing a role in
Vitaphone's "Poor But Dishonored,"
made his film debut at the same stu-
lio back in 1919, with Alice Joyce
in "The Sporting Duchess." During
the past 12 years he has appeared
in over 100 feature productions.

Doris Rankin, of the famous old
theatrical family, who has appeared
in numerous pictures made at the
various New York studios, is re-

covering from a throat operation
and will leave the hospital this week.

Abe Mass has been busy digging
up authentic information regarding
the clothes worn during Colonial
days in this country, for the George
Washington tivo-reel special which
Vitaphone is preparina. He obtained
many pointers from Dwight Frank-
lin, noted artist and sculptor and an
authority on Washingtoniava.

Angelo DeVito has completed a
feature, "The Immigrant", at Met-

ropolitan studios. Fort Lee. Fea-
tured are: Carlo Renard, Yolanda
Carluccio and Rafaele Bougini. Har-
old Godsoe directed.

Al Parker of Fox is back from
Ithaca, where he directed the mak-
ing of some librarji shots. . .Joe
Holton, his assistant, whose baby
girl is now six 7nonths old, is a ^nighty
proud pappy .. .Joe Shea in A-1
shape again after injuring his leg

plus a7i attack of hay fever. . .Mur-
ray Jackman of the same office, runs
a jazz band in his spare ti^ne.

Vitaphone has an excellent sup-
porting cast for Fanny Watson and
Thelma White in "Poor But Dis-
honest", their latest comedy. James
C. Morton, Jessie Busley and Al.

Klein, all from the Broadway stage,
each have prominent roles.

The Nor^vorths are busy at the
Warner Vitaphone studio these days
getting started on their series of
sij: "Naggers" comedies, the second
of which is now being directed by
Alt. Goulding. It is called "The
Naggers at the Opera", and was
written by Stanley Rauh and A. Do-
riar Oti'os, staff ivriters.

Dick Diamond, son of Lew Dia-
mond, who has been acting as as-

sistant director at Paramount's New
York studio for some months, is try-
ing his hand as an actor in "The
Shocking Case", a two-reel comedy
which Eddie Cline is directing.

Paramount, Jackson, Closes

Jackson, Tenn. — The Paramount
has closed until operators and own-
ers can agree on a new contract
Owners want the number of opera-
tors reduced but the operators in-

sist that the full number of men be
retained, though a reduction in scale
has been offered.

Hurlock Gets Baltimore House
Baltimore—Roger Hurlock, for-

merly publicity manager for Nat
Keene when the latter was in charge
of the Hippodrome, has taken over
the Crown, neighborhood house, re-

decorated it and opened it under the
new name of the Imperial.

Iftnn-Audiences^
will v/unt to

I
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Next German Musical for Europa
"Seln Liebeslied", another oper-

etta by the creators of "Zwei Her-
7;en", opens Nov. 18 at the Europa
'^ollowing seven weeks of "Die Lin-
denwirtin vom Rhein".

Hefley Takes Parkway
Dallas — Following the recent

death of W. D. Crowell, manager
and part owner of the Parkway,
Sam Hefley, former owner of the
house, has again taken over the
property.

TRIPLING OF FILM TARIFF

LOOMS IN IMPORT CASE

(Continued from Page ])

Court erred in fixing a duty of one
cent a foot on parts of the picture
which were filmed in Italy and
brought here in 1925.

10 RKO Pathe Shorts
Set for Nov. Release

Ten shorts, in addition to eight
issues of Pathe News, are on the
release schedule of RKO Pathe for
November. The list includes four
two-reel comedies: Daphne Pollard
In "Oh, Marry Me," Benny Rubin in

"Full Coverage," Frank McHugh in

"The Big Scoop," and Louis John
Bartels in "Selling Shorts," and six
Van Beuren pictures, comprising
Grantland Rice Sportlights, Aesop's
Fables, Vagabond Adventure and a
Pathe Review.

New Indiana Companies
Indianapolis — New corporations

chartered the past week include:
Frankfort Amusement Corp., Frank-
fort, to deal in real estate and thea-
ters, with Tom Chamales, Thomas
K. Valos and Leota Sherbondy as
incorporators, and Columbus Avenue
Theater Corp., Anderson, to deal in

theaters and real estate, with Weir
M. Miley, Edith Miley and Albert
Diven as signers.

Newman to Give Five Traveltalks
E. M. Newman will give five of

his traveltalks, illustrated with mo-
tion pictures, at Carnegie Hall, New
York, en five successive Sunday eve-

nings, beginning on Nov. 22.

Tom Moore Weds Eleanor Merry
Tijuana, Mex.—Tom Moore and

Eleanor Merry were married here
on Oct. 27, it has just been learned.

They went to Laguna Beach, Cal.,

for a honeymoon.

Sullivan Joins RKO in Seattle
Seattle—A. J. Sullivan, formerly

sales manager here for M-G-M, has
replaced J. J. O'Loughlin on the Ra-
dio Pictures sales staff in San Fran-
cisco.

^nq Islanas
ICtTAIIAHT«r MfTlilTIti

PAM(HAIII^
ON THE MERRICK ROAD AT

MASSAPEQUA-NEAR JONES BEACH

DINE AND DANCE
WITH

HERB HAGENAH
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Phone MoMopcqu* 7j4
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BOOM IN WHEAT STIRS

THEATER REOPENINGS

(Continued from Page 1)

men in the Chicago, Minneapolis,

Kansas City, St. Louis, Dallas,

Omaha and sevei-al other exchange
centers, it is indicated by reports

reaching The Film Daily yester-

day. The grain and cotton states,

among the hardest hit in the depres-

sion, have taken on new hope with
prediction that wheat is back on its

way to $1, due to shortage of the

Russian crop, and with cotton like-

wise making headway on the upside.

Arthur W. Cutten, who made $15,-

000,000 in the 1925 wheat corner

is among those predicting $1 wheat,

while J. N. Wisner, southern cotton

man who has called the turn on that

commodity several times, declares

that cotton's recent low will not be

seen again in a long while.

In Washington yesterday Fred-

erick M. Feiker of the Department
of Commerce said that if the agri-

cultural price increases stand, they

should stimulate business all along

the line.

Lowell Thomas Vocalizing

12 Cinelog Travel Shorts
(Continued from Page 1)

elogues. Thomas, who is widely

known as the radio voice of the Lit-

erary Digest, has already done some
work on shorts.

"Voice of Israel" Held Over"
"Voice of Israel", Judea Films re-

lease in English and Hebrew, fea-

turing Cantors Rosenblatt, Hersch-

man, Waldman and others, is being

held for a second week at the Clin-

ton, Brooklyn. It also opens tomor-

row at the Arcadia in the Bronx.

"Men in Her Life" Release

"The Men in Her Life", with

Charles Bickford and Lois Moran
heading the cast, is Columbia's

third November release.

"Madelon Claudet" Holding Over
The Capitol will hold "The Sin of

Madelon Claudet", Helen Hayes veh-

icle, for a second week.

Congratulates

:

ROBERT~WILLIAMS
whose fine acting in RKO
Pathe's "Devotion" and Co-
lumbia's "Platinum Blonde"
ranks him as one of most
promising newcomers to

the screen.

No. 43 of 1931
''Good Deeds**

Series

• • • LITTLE JOURNEY to the Home of a Big Showman
let's jaunt over to the National Broadcasting Company

on Fifth Avenoo and drop in on John F. Royal, vice-

prexy in charge of programs we don't expect to sit

around for a friendly chat he's far too busy for that

but we'll just sit over in this corner of his ossif and

watch him handle one of the biggest showmen jobs in the

world

• • • HE IS a rugged and forceful gent and most
of the time you see him wreathed behind cigar smoke like a

face looming up in a Lunnon fog there is no man on

earth who enjoys intimate acquaintance with more celebs in

all walks of life than Jawn Royal the world is his outer

office he tui"ns to his sec, and snaps "Get me
London" or "Send this radiogram to Paris, Ber-

lin and Rome" his mind focuses one minute on a crooner

for a radio program the next on a world crisis

he gives short, snappy interviews to dozens of people every
day here is a 13-year-old schoolgirl with "a program
idea" followed by some big international figure in world
politics the universe literally passes by his door
or is sent through the clearing house of his radio giant

* * * *

• • • THE WORKING day of Mister Royal is from 9:30
a.m. to 11:30 in the evening and he loves it

he was born on the Fourth of July ever since his life

has been one mad, surging whirl of excitement and fireworks
tough problems arise any minute he pives a crisp

order, and gigantic, far-flung forces are instantiv put into
motion to solve them f'rinstance "Chicago call-

ing." his sec announces the radio chief is told that
Amos 'n' Andy for the first time in history may not ffo on
the air at 7 p.m. Amos has a cold what to do?

Mister Royal snaps "Get 'em on, if you h«ve
to put a mike in his bed. If you can't, we'll put every big
shot we can in that spot to oinch hit for the lads." it's

settled and the Chief turns to another problem

• • • WE OF the film biz should be proud of John F.
Royal for he was one of us ten years ago he
was managing the Hippodrome in Cleveland he put the
first vaude talent on the air from a little station in that city

the gal who headlined the program was Rae Samuels,
singing comedienne he started life as the night office boy
for the Boston Post he rose to assistant city editor

then B. F. Keith hired him as a vaude pressagey in
1910 in two years he was managing the Keith house in
Cincinnati a Showman, b'gad with a sympathet-
ic understanding of the film biz, it's people and problems
that's why the pix will always get a break on the air
as long as John F. Royal directs programs on the biggest
net work in the worW

• • • A RAFT of film men who formerly worked on the
Morning Telly will want to attend the midnite blowout party
to be held Nov. 14 after the last edition goes to press.

.

the rag is moving from the ole carbarn on Eighth Avenoo to
its' spifiFy downtown building. ... Jack Livingston has is-

sued his third International Casting Directory, with a slew of
big names listed in films, stage, legit and radio E. Wal-
ter Evans, business manager of The Billboard, writes from
Cinci that Al Hartmann, outdoor editor, now has three daugh-
ters on the last try he wanted a boy but he for-
got to call Western Union

$2.32 A SHARE IN 9 MOS.

REPORTED BY PARAMOUNT

(Continued from Page 1)

and 50c a share for the three months
on the common stock outstanding.
The figures compare with $13,546,-
000, or $4.60 a share for the cor-
responding nine months, and $5,-

105,000, or $1.61 a share for the
corresponding three months, of 1930.

Theater Publicity Shifts

In RKO Metropolitan Dist.
Advertising, exploitation and pub-

licity of RKO theaters in the metro-
politan district has been reassigned
by J. J. Hess, with Hal Dygert han-
dling all houses in Manhattan, Bronx
and Brooklyn excepting the Palace
and Albec Dygert will be assisted
by Johnny Cassidy and Joe Cullin.
Harry Mandel, who formerly han-
dled the uptown houses, has been
assigned to the Westchester divi-

sion under Russell Emde. Mandel
will be in charge of advertising and
exploitation. Arnold Van Leer con-
tinues as press agent for the Palace.

W. E. Portable Unit for Joinville

Western Electric has supplied ?
portable recording channel to the
Paramount studio, Joinville, France,
for use on location. The channel is

contained in 16 trunks made of dura-
lumin to contribute to the light

weight that makes the easy porta-
bility of the equipment one of its

many advantages for location work.

Marjorie De Haven Marrying
IVeH Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Marjorie De Haven,

19, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Car-
ter De Haven, and Paul Lockwood
have announced their engagement.
They plan to marry about the end
of the month.

"Age for Love" Opens Nov. 11

Billie Dove in "The Age for
Love", Howard Hughes production
for United Artists, opens Nov. 11

at the Rivoli.

"Children" for Mayfair

"Are These Our Children?", Radio
picture, recently passed by the Cen-
sors after a minor elimination, opens
at the Mayfair on Nov. 13.

Many Happy

Returns

« « « » » »

Best wishes are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdays:

Isiovember 4
Will Rogers Bijou Fernandez

Dixie L«e Malcolm Sebastian
Sam Rosen
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

'.By RALPH WILK.

HOLLYWOOD
ADRIENNE AMES, Paramount's

actress recruit from New York
society, will play an important role

Bin "One Hour With You", starring

f Maurice Chevalier. She will share
r feminine honors with Jeanette Mac-
Donald and Genevieve Tobin. It is

a coincidence that Miss Ames is

playing the role that Miss Tobin

created in "The Play's the Thing".

Miss Ames is playing the part op-

posite Guy Bates Post at the Pasa-

dena Community Playhouse.
* * *

C. C. Burr, Nick Grinda, Norman Mac-
Leod, Eddie Halperin and Maurice Samuels

are among the members of the film colony

who will attend the annual Sigma Nu birth-

day party at the Elks club, Los Angeles,

Nov. 6. "Skeets" Gallagher will be master

of ceremonies, while "Chic" Sale will also

be among the entertainers.

* * *

Ralph Dietrich, who cut "Sob Sis-

ter" and "Daddy Long Legs", is edit-

ing "Circumstance", at Fox.
* *

Warner Bros, will place "Old Man Minick",
with Chic Sale, in production Nov. 15...

John Wray replaces Ralf Harolde in "High
Pressure" .. Loretta Young has cancelled her

trip to New York due to being assigned
the Chinese role opposite Edward G. Rob-
inson in "Honorable Mr. Wong" at First

National. .. Charles Middleton and J. Car-
roll Naish are other additions to this cast...
Eulalie Jensen takes the place of Nella
Walker in "Union Depot", with Miss Wal-
ker being given another assignment...

* * *

George R. Batcheller has added
Dorothy Christy, Carmelita Gera-
ghty, Robert Ellis and Thomas
Jackson to "The Devil Plays".

M-G-M has extended Nils Asther's con-
tract for another six months. . .Myrna Loy,
now appearing With Marie Dressier in
"Emma", also has been re-engaged...
Kathryn Crawford has been added to the
cast of "Emma". . .Phillip and Aimee Stuart,
English p;aywrighting team, are in Holly-
wood to do originals for M-G-M . . . Michael
Visaroff will appear in "Mata Hari".
Maureen O'SuUivan will play the feminine
lead opposite Johnny Weissmuller in
"Tarzan".

"The Clean-up," police force
story, is now being prepared for
production at M-G-M by W. R. Bur-
nett, in collaboration with Director
Charles Brabin.

>K * *

Edwin Knopf has been assigned
by Universal to prepare the screen
play for "The Marriage Interlude,"
by Luigi Pirandello. Knopf is now
finishing the direction of "Nice Wo-
men," with Sidney Fox, Frances
Dee, Alan Mowbray, Carmel Myers,
Lucille Gleason and Russell Gleason.

* *

Jackie Cooper is scheduled to be-
gin work in another week on "Lim-
py," M-G-M's adaptation of the
William Johnston novel dealing with
the adventures of a crippled boy.

* * *

Natalie Moorhead will play the
jealous wife and Walter Byron the
juvenile lead in Columbia's "Blond
Baby," which features Jean Harlow.

Tod Browning has engaged a score
of strange people for his next M-
G-M production, "Freaks." Among
them are Peter Robinson, human
skeleton; Martha Morris, armless
wonder; Johnny Eck, half boy, and
Daisy and Violet Hilton, Siamese
twins. Others cast for the circus
scenes are the Flying Codonas.
Myrna Loy will take the part of a
circus rider and be assisted by Harry
Earle, midget.

John Warburton and his repre-
sentative, Al Rosen, are all smiles
these days. Warburton, who made
his screen debut in "Thirty Days,"
made by Patrician Pictures, is losing
no time between pictures. He is

playing in "Chi Chi and Her Papas,"
at RKO, and will also be starred in

"Just Suppose" by Patrician Pic-
tures.

Lucille Ward and Mary Fox for "Ladies
of the Big House" ; Nlargaret Armstrong,
Ross Alexander and Vola Vale for "To-
morrow and Tomorrow", George Blagoi for

"Shanghai Express", Eugene Pallette for

"Dance Palace", Charles Ruggles and Roland
Young for "One Hour With You".

Fox has given term contracts to

Ralph Bellamy, Alexander Kirkland
and Mae Marsh.

Columbia assignments: Mary Carr and Pat
O'Malley for "Alias the Sheriff", Greta
Granstedt and DeWitt Jennings for "The
Deceiver". Florence Wix and Claude King
for "Forbidden". . .Lambert Hillyer directs
Buck Jones in "Justice Rides Again"...

Earl Baldwin, who wrote the
screen play and dialogue for "The
Tip-Off" and "The Big Shot," for
RKO Pathe, is at work on an un-
titled original, which will star Eddie
Quillan.

Paramount assignments: Esther Howard, Our Passing Show: C. C. Burr, George
Hilda Vaughn, Edna Bennett, Ruth Lyons, Amy, Ken Rios and George Magica par-

ticipating in a polo game at the Glendale
grounds; Paul Ivano visifng Universal on
business; Al Rosen motoring to Paramount.

Shirley Grey, talented screen new-
comer, is playing the feminine role

opposite Buck Jones in the star's

new Columbia picture, "Justice
Rides Again." She made an auspi-
cious film debut opposite Richard
Dix in "The Public Defender" and
will be seen with the same star in

"Secret Service."

The Foy Prods., Ltd., of which Bryan
Foy is the head, will make the series of

five Babe Ruth pictures for Universal. These
shorts will be of the instructive as well as

entertaining type and will be directed by Ben
Stololf, who was a professional baseball

player several years ago.

Christy Cabanne will direct "Ho-
tel Continental" for Tiffany. Paul
Perez and F. Hugh Herbert are
adapting it. Wallace Ford will play
the male lead.

CRITICS
Newspaper men and women from all over

the English speaking world tell us they

would be lost in answering many of the hun-

dreds of industry questions shot at them

throughout the year without a copy of the

Film Daily Year Book to turn to. Here is

a motion picture institution that has stood

the test of time and, like wine, gets better

with each new year. The coming edition

will be the 14th, will contain over 1200

pages, be more comprehensive, practical

and useful than ever, and best of all, like

all of its grandparents, will be out on time.

•
The 1932 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK

(14th Edition)

IS -NOW IN PREPARATION

FILMDOM'S RECOGNIZED REFERENCE BOOK
Distributed in January

BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER



Football Picture

that DARES
to be Different

I IK ii;hiioivi^!
Richard ARLEN — Peggy SHANNON — Jack OAKIE — Regis TOOMEY — Charles STARRETT

Here IS football! All the super-thrills of the big game. All the

problems, hopes, disappointments, dangers and triumphs that make
football what it really is. Together with uproarious comedy. And the

most unusual and entertaining love story ever. Preview audiences

actually cheered wildly! It's big money for you all right! Directed by

Norman McLeod. From Francis Wallace's novel "Stadium".

PARAMOITXT
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American Distribution in Germany Is 40% Off

PRODUCfSHORTAGEREACHES ACUTE STAGE

Columbia Closes $2,000,000 Booking With Warners
Deal Covers All Features

for the Entire
Circuit

Columbia closed one of its most
important booking deals yesterday
with the signing of a $2,000,000 con-
tract with Warner Theaters. The
deal includes Columbia's 26 features
and 16 outdoor dramas and covers
the entire circuit, while commit-
ments embrace key runs, first runs
and other runs. This contract, with
the Publix, Fox and RKO deals pre-

viously closed, gives Columbia major
representation throughout the coun-
try.

3 N[W DIRECTOR TEAMS

CREATED BY SHEEHAN

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Three new directing

teams have been created by Winfield

Sheehan at Fox. They include Bert
Sebell and J. M. Kerrigan, who will

work on "The Gay Bandit," starring

George O'Brien, with Edmund
Grainger as associate producer;

{Continued on Page 4)

Cost Delays Wirings
In Brazil, Says Baez

Sound installations in Brazil are

being hampered by inability of ex-

hibitors to pay current equipment
prices, according to Enrique Baez,

United Artists representative with
headquarters in Rio de Janeiro, who
has just arrived in New York for a

(Continued on Page 4)

U. S. Films Defended

By Scottish Exhibs

London—American films have made the in-

dustry the success it is today, it was stated

at a meeting of the Scottish Branch of the

C. E. A. in reply to an attack by Major Cale

on American renters. Discussing American in-

vasion of the independent field, the organiza-
tion pointed out that U. S. interests were not
the only ones building and buying kinemas in

this country.

Gang Films Out With Capone In
Chicago—Placing of Al Capone in the pen will quickly kill the popularity of

gang films, said James Cagney while passing through here on his way to Milwaukee
for personal appearances. As soon as the government takes the glory out of a type
like Capone, that type will go out of the movies, Cagney believes. Popularity of

these pictures has been sustained largely by the glamorous background built around
Capone, but there's no glamor in a mugg that's doing time, says Cagney.

Mixed Bills in Foreign Houses

Advocated by Max A, Goldberg

W. B. Engineers Develope
Screen Lighting Solution
Technicians in the sound depart-

ment of the Warner theater circuit

have perfected a preparation for

giving porous screens the same effec-

tiveness regarding light that was
(.Continued on Page 4)

Except in a few isolated cases,

theaters showing foreign language
pictures can only survive provided
they play mixed programs and not
concentrate on a single language, in

the opinion of Max A. Goldberg,
foreign talker distributing executive.

A policy under which a house caters
(Continued on Page 12)

Favor Standard Projector Aperture
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Majority of the stu-

dios have signified they are in favor
of the standard projector aperture
sponsored by the Academy of M. P.

Arts and Sciences. The new aper-

ture is .651 by .868 for cameras,
replacing the present ground glass

(Continued on Page 12)

Beery's Home Burns
As He is Flying East

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—While he was flying

to New York in his own plane to

attend the premiere of "The Champ"
at the Astor on Monday, Wallace

(Continued on Page 4)

Scarcity of American Films
Spurs Production in Germany

Sound System Augments
New Stage Production

Use of a Western Electric music

reproduction system and loud speak-

ers for providing music and sound

effects in connection with the Nor-
man Bel Geddes stage production
of "Hamlet" will make its bow to-

night at the Broadhurst. In the

Philadelphia tryout of the play, the

sound innovation attracted much at-

tention.

Berlin—With American distribu-

tion activity in Germany at the low-
est ebb in years, German exhibitors
are preparing to produce sound pic-

tures necessitated by the lack of
sufficient product to keep their

houses open. Compared with two
years ago, total amount of available

sound product is estimated as 40
per cent off.

Backed by exhibitor interests D.
L. S. Co., is planning six or seven
features, some of which are now in

(Continued on Page A)

Dual Bills and Delays in

Releasing Add to
Need of Films

A pronounced shortage of avail-
able features is being experienced,
particularly by the larger circuits,

according to bookers contacted by
The Film Daily yesterday. They
characterize the situation as the
most acute one of its kind in years.
One contributing factor to the cir-

cumstances, in addition to excessive
double-featuring, is the fact that
several major producing companies
are behind on their release sched-

(Continued on Page 4)

EXCHANGES COMING FIRST
^

IN RKO AND PATHE MERGER

Consolidation of the sales and
home office staffs of RKO Pathe and
RKO Radio Pictures is under way
with details being worked out daily
for the disbanding of the sales of-

fices and the amalgamation of sta-

tistical, clerical and other home of-

fice departments. The first moves
will be made in exchanges, where
inspection, financial and other work
will be combined under one company

(Continued on Page 12)

Six Youngstown Houses
Discontinue Previews

Youngstown, 0.—Midnight pre-
views are being dropped by six

local houses, the Warner Para-
mount, RKO, Palace, State, Park
and Dome. Started as a business
booster, the preview idea proved de-

(Continued on Page 12)

United Artists Dropping

Higher Scale Premieres

Having only one $2 opening planned for this

season, United Artists is practically abandoning
this type of premiere. The only gala opening
planned in connection with a United Artiste

picture is for "Arrowsmith." Ronald Colman
vehicle, which opens soon on Broadway.
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Luncheon to Milstein

Harry Milstein, who began his

duties this week as short product
manager at Universal, was given a
welcome luncheon by department
heads, with R. H. Cochrane, vice-

president, presiding.
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Wilkins-Ellsworth Expedition Pictures
Two or three reels of engrossing and often thrilling adventure material is con-

tained in the film record of the Wllkins-Ellsworth trans-Arctic submarine expedition,

which was cut short by a mishap to the undersea craft. Presented In rough form
before an Invited audience, with Sir Hubert Wilkins delivering a personal lecture as

the silent scenes unreeled, the picture held the gathering intensely interested. Much
of this was due to the naturally delivered talk by Sir Hubert, who Is planning to

give a series of lectures with the film, which is owned by Paramount. Particularly

fascinating are shots taken from Inside a porthole while the submarine was gliding

along under Arctic Ice. Preparations of the submarine, the rough voyage across the
Atlantic, stops at picturesque Scandinavian ports and various scenes among the Arctic

Ice fields also are shown. With the descriptive talk synchronized, an excellent short

could be made from the material, either for theater showing or as an educational or
lecture subject.

—GILLETTE.

60,000 Ft. of Film Shot
By Matto Grosso Party

Approximately 60,000 feet of film,

with sound recorded by RCA Pho-
tophone system, was shot by the
Matto-Grosso Expedition to South
America, according to advices re-

ceived in the U. S. following return
of the party to Montevideo, Uru-
guay. A sound picture will be com-
piled upon return of the expedition

to the states.

Lou Morris May Be in Canada Deal

London—Lou Morris, well-known
exhibitor here, who recently visited

Canada and the U. S., is reported to

have had some connection with the
recent purchase of 20 British Inter-

national Pictures productions by
Miss Ray Lewis for showing in Can-
ada. The belief is that Morris is

working with a Toronto group which
plans a Dominion circuit for the

showing of British pictures mostly.

A Canadian exchange for the han-
dling of the British films is part of

the plan.

Films and Acts for Windsor

Due to scarcity of legitimate road-

shows, a film and vaudeville policy

will probably be installed for a while

at the Windsor, Subway Circuit

house in the Bronx, according to

present plans of William and Harry
Brandt. Another Subway Circuit

link, the Broad St. in Newark, owned
by M. S. Schlesinger, will be closed.

Dorothy Mackaill Married
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Dorothy Mackaill and

Neil Albert Miller were married
Tuesday in Yuma, Ariz. Rex Cole
accompanied them by airplane to the

place of the ceremony. Miller is a
radio singer.

Walter Huston and Eugenia Suth-
erland have filed notice of intention

to wed.

Industry Execs to Speak

David SarnoflF, Hiram S. Brown,
S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel, M. H. Ayles-
worth and Merle Crowell have been
announced as the speakers at a
luncheon to be given Nov. 18 by the
Sixth Avenue Ass'n at the St.

Moritz. Charles M. Dutcher, presi-

dent of the association, will preside.

Pare Lorentz Off "Journal"

Pare Lorentz, who has been han-
dling film news with Rose Pelswick
on "The Evening Journal," is under-
stood to have resigned.

Paramount Adds Writer;
Abdullah Doing Original
James M. Cain, formerly of the

"World" and "New Yorker,'" has
been signed through the William
Morris Agency as a member of the
Paramount writing staff in Holly-
wood. He leaves for the Coast Nov.
11. The Morris office also has ar-
ranged for Achmed Abdullah, promi-
nent novelist and playwright, to
write an original screen story for
Marlene Dietrich.

Fire at Malibu Beach
IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The home of Frank

Fay and Barbara Stanwyck was
burned in a fire that swept Malibu
Beach on Tuesday. Origin of the
fire was in the kitchen of the Nash
Curtan residence.

Harry Millarde Funeral Today
Funeral services for Harry E.

Millarde, former director, who died
early this week of heart disease at
his home, 38-34 207th Street, Bay-
side, will be held at 11 o'clock this
morning at the Hallett Funeral Par-
lors, 161 Amity St., Flushing. Mil-
larde, who was 47 years old, is sur-
vived by his wife, who was known
in films as June Caprice, and a
daughter, June Elizabeth.

Robert Williams Dies
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Robert Williams,

stage actor who recently came to
Hollywood and immediately won
favor by his fine work, died Tues-
day night of peritonitis, which set
in following an appendicitis opera-
tion last week. His wife is the for-
mer Nina Penn, New York actress.

Sinift Transferred West
Kansas City—Max Sinift, man-

ager here for Warner-First National,
has been transferred to a man-
agership at Los Angeles,
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THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Nov. 6: Cleveland Film Board of Trade
Clam Bake, Idlewood Club, Cleveland.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

Nov. 10: Annual convention of Allied
Amusements of the Northwest, New
Washington Hotel, Seattle.

Nov. 10-11: Annual convention of Allied
Theater Owners' Ass'n of Southern
Ohio. Kentucky and West Virginia,
Netherland Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati.

Nov. 18-25: National Motion Picture
Week for relief of unemployed.

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n, Dallas.

Dec. 7 : Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte,
Charlotte, N. C.

Gibbons Short for Armistice Week
Floyd Gibbons' latest RKO Pathe

release, "The Turn of the Tide," has
been selected as a special Armistice
Week added attraction for all RKO
theaters, including the Palace, May-
fair, Hippodrome and Cameo on
Broadway. Major General James
G. Harbord, who commanded the
Second Division at the battle of
Chateau Thierry, is interviewed by
Gibbons on the inside details of this
famous drive. A. P. Waxman di-

rected the short.

Henry Goldstone Here With Serial

Henry Goldstone of Metropolitan
Pictures Corp. has arrived from the
coast with the first print of a 10-
episode serial, "The Sign of the
Wolf." The serial will be released
in the New York territory by Holly-
wood Pictures. In the cast are Rex
Lease, Virginia Brown Faire and Joe
Bonomo.

Earle Nesbitt Dies

Kansas City — Earle S. Nesbitt,
known in the movie industry, with
which he was connected as publicity
representative up until about a year
ago, died here a few days ago at
the age of 45.

The 1932

FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK
is now being

compiled

This will be the 14th edi-

tion of this encyclopedia
of the motion picture
Industry.

Covering this great Indus-
try In all Its many branches,
this new edition will be the
greatest yet. And that's
saying a lot.

Free to paid subscribers to

The Film Dally. Subscrip-
tion Includes: The Film
Daily, every day; The Year
Book, every January; Direc-
tors' Annual & Production
Guide, every June and the
Short Subject Quarterly Is-

sues.

This complete trade paper
service for $10.00 a year

^

(Foreign $15.00).



RUNji^RIDE^^FLY
— it doesnh matter how you do it,

'^ GET THERE!
SPECIAL NATIONWIDE TRADE SHOWINGS

]

Here are

a few of

the New
York ads

CHAMP
On every film row the "hot" talk is about M-G-M's "THE
CHAMP", starring WALLACE BEERY, JACKIE COOPER, with

King Vidor directing! Once in ten years such a show! You'll agree

when you see it. "THE CHAMP" opens at the Astor in New York
and the Chinese, Los Angeles at $2, twice daily! The following

trade showings are being held, so that every showman in America

can start to plan now for the biggest clean-up in this industry's history!

PICK YOUR SPOT!
Seattle

Portland

Marshfield

San Francisco

Butte

Salt Lake

Denver

Kansas City

Wichita

Omaha
Des Moines

St. Louis

Chicago

Milwaukee

Minneapolis

hidiana polls

Louisville

Charlotte

Paramount

Broadway

Egyptian

Milano

Rialto

Gem
Ogden
Isis

Uptown
World

Des Moines

Ritz

Dearborn

Davidson

Granada

Rivoli

Uptown
Carolina

Cincinnati Lyric Nov. 10 11:30 P.M.

Buffalo Shea's Nov. 10 11:30 P.M.

Philadelphia Loew's Keith's Nov. 15 8 P.M.

New Haven Fox College Nov. 10

Cleveland Loew's Allen
Nov.lO 11:30 P.M.

Loew's State Nov.lO 10 A.M.
Ambassador Nov.lO 2 P.M.

HarmanusBleeckerHall
Nov.lO 11:15 P.M.

United Artists

Nov.lO 1 1.30 P.M.

Loew's Penn
Nov.lO 12:00 Midnight

Tudor Nov.lO 9:30 A.M.

Memphian Nov.lO 2 P.M.

Fox Nov. 15 Afternoon

Nov.lO 11:15 P.M.

Nov.lO 10:30A.M.

Canadian exhibitors will be informed by Regal Films, Ltd. of the dates,

cities and theatres in which these trade shows will be given in the Dominion.

Nov. 8

Nov.lO

Nov.lO

Nov.lO

Nov 10

Nov. 12

Nov.lO

Nov.lO

Nov.lO

Nov.ll

Nov.lO

Nov.lO

Nov.lO

Nov.lO

Nov.lO

Nov.lO

Nov.lO

Nov.lO

2:30 P.M.

Boston

Washington

Albany

Detroit

Pittsburgh

New Orleans

Memphis
Atlanta

OklahomaCity Criterion

Dallas Texas

ETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Home of The Big Ones
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SHORTAGE OF PRODUCT

REACHES ACUTE STAGE

(Continued from Page 1)

uies.- It was also pointed out that
fewe r pictures are being held over,

""iv •'because of lack of box-office

',iuality in many instances but be-

cause of the effect of general busi-

ness conditions.

Last spring, as production sched-

ules were being announced, indica-

tions were that there would be con-

siderable feature product available

for 1931-32 booking via independent

producers. However, in many cases,

production plans failed to material-

ize. This is particularly true of

Eastern projects.

3 New Director Teams
Created by Sheehan

1 (Continued from Page 1)

Harold Schuster and Samuel God-

frey, on "Scotch Valley," with Al
Rockett cis associate; Marcel Varnel
and R. L. Hough, on "First Cabin",

with William Sistrom as associate.

Sheehan also has made David
Howard a contract director.

W. B. Engineers Develope
Screen Lighting Solution

(Continued from Page 1)

possessed by the old silver screen.

Value of the system already has
been demonstrated in tests, accord-

ing to Frank E. Cahill, Jr., sound
engineer in charge of Warner the-

atr talking equipment.

Belle Bak^er for Warner Houses
Belle Baker has been signed for a

personal tour of Warner houses,
opening Nov. 13 at the Stanley, Jer-

sey City.

St. Louis House Sold In Foreclosure
St. Louis — The Delmonte Hotel

and theater building brought $75,000
in a foreclosure sale.

COMING & GOING

. HUNTER LOVELACE, west coast agent,
is in New York.

BASIL RATHBONE arrived in New York
yesterday from the coast after completing
work in the RKO Pathe picture starring Pola
Xegri.

REGIS TOOMEY, Paramount contract
player, is due in New York on Saturday for
.1 vacation.

E. L. ALPERSON, ANDY SMITH and
JOSEPH HUMMEL of Warner-First Nation-
al left last night for a trip through New Eng-
land, where they will hold sales meetings.

WILLIAM BOYD, stage and screen player
who has just completed "The False Madonna"
lor Paramount on the coast, arrives in New
York today.

JANET GAYNOR is planning to leave the
coast in a few weeks for a trip to Europe.

ETTA KLEIN sails today on the Lafayette
to join her husband, Edward L. Klein, in

Paris.

HENRY GOLDSTONE of Metropolitan
Pictures arrived yesterday from the coast.

. HAXK PETERS, coast studio representa-
-%, tive ffir Walt Disney, is in New York,

j^
LARRY HART, lyricist, who was recently

signed 1/y Paramount, leaves for Hollywood
on Saturday.
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• • • LOOKS AS if another colorful figure has been

projected into the film biz with the addition of John Hertz to

the Paramount board of directors and if he runs true

to his past rep, he will make his presence felt by Active Par-

ticipation in the game he started his career as a re-

porter on the old Chicago Record covering the fight

stuff pretty soon he was managing a string of likely

pugs himself then he busted into the auto biz

at the time when the busting was good and it was not

long before Mister Hertz was the Taxi King of Chi

about this time he got interested in the turf and soon

controlled a powerful stable he has big interests in a

dozen industries and in all of 'em he has loomed up

as a power a gent who is noted for getting Results

so be prepared for some surprising things over Para-

mount way for John Hertz is a born Showman who
knows the psychology of pulling the Spectacular

* * * *

• • • LONDON DOINGS among the American film colony
Earl Kramer of Radio Pictures lunching at the Tro-

cadero with exhibs J. C. Graham of Paramount getting
a hair-cut at the Mayfair hotel barber shoppe Tom Dele-
hanty of RKO Pathe attending the trade show of a British pix

Sam Eckman of Emgeem attending the Charity Ball
at the Dorchester hotel Jimmy Bryson, back from
Cannes, looking in tip top form, and with several big things
on tap Eddie Klein at Premier MacDonald's headquar-
ters helping to clean up the debris after the big election
Eddie is leaving for his permanent Paris ossif in Paris
64 Rue d'Hauteville he will cover Lunnon, Paris and
Berlin via regular flying trips

• • • NOW THAT Jeanne Green has made Hortense Schorr
of the Columbia publicity famous by impersonating her in
"Wonder Boy," the least Hortense could do was stand the lunch-
eon, which she said and then Jeanne sat around the Co-
lumbia ossif and got the real lowdown on how a publicity dep't
operates especially the way they kid the trade paper
boys along Bob Smart, one of the younger artists of
the pix clan, got hisself a new moniker when someone wrote
him a letter addressed "Tobert Van Smart" which puts
him right up with the Van Porters

• • • WITH THIS new rag, Hullabaloo, burlesquing the
fan mags, they can get a lotta comedy copy gratis all

they've got to do is run some of the publicity blurbs just the
way they're written meanwhile Frederick James Smith,
editor of New Movie, goes along quietly, proving that a fan
mag really can amount to somethin' within a year he
has built up a million circulation Art Rinquist, the pen
pusher, former football star at Oregon, was up there at that
N.Y.U. game rooting louder than the whole college division
for the Webfooters

# • • WHILE ON his recent vaude tour in New York, Joe
E. Brown felt out of sorts and visited a doctor the medico
asked him to open his mouth and say "Ah !" and soaked
him 25 smackers Joe was complainin' about the robbery
out in Hollerword to the studio boys and some mugg
chirped "Well, Joe, you soak the producer far more for
doin' the same thing in your pictures." Joe just opened
his mouth, but said nothing

« « « » » »

SCARCITY OF U. S. FILMS

SPURS GERMAN ACTIVITY

(Continued from Page 1)

production. Scheer, head of Rei-
chsyerband, exhib organization com-
prising 2,000 members, is endeavor-
ing to line up its support in connec-
tion with his new production enter-
prise, Bavaria Film G. M. B. S.

Beery's Home Burns
As He is Flying East
(Continued from Page 1)

Beery's Beverly Hills residence was
destroyed by fire. As a result, the
M-G-M player is expected to call off

his New York visit and return to
the coast. At a late hour last night
efforts were still being made to reach
him along the route.

Cost Delays Wirings
In Brazil, Says Baez
(Continued from Page 1)

home office conference with Arthur
Kelly. Out of 1,700 theaters in that
country, only 400 are wired, he said
yesterday.

Brazilian audiences are disinter-
ested in European pictures, de-
clared Baez, and prefer United
States product. Underworld produc-
tions, he said, are just making their
debut in Brazil and so far have been
well received.

Warner-F. N. Release
Warner - First National will re-

lease John Barrymore in "The Mad
Genius" on Nov. 7; "Blonde Crazy,"
with James Cagney and Joan Blon-
dell, Nov. 18, and Joe E. Brown in

"Local Boy Makes Good," Thanks-
giving Day. Four releases are sched-
uled for December, including Marilyn
Miller in "Her Majesty, Love."

400 Windows Broken by Bombers
Kansas City—About 400 windows

were broken in recent bombings be-
lieved to be connected with the con-
troversy involving operators' unions
and theaters. Dynamite, instead of

sulphur, was used in the most re-

cent bombs.

Lee DeCamp Dies
Denver — Lee DeCamp, architect

who built about 25 theaters in the

west and middle west, died here this

week.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdays:

November 5
Will H. Hays
C. B. Mintz
Hugh Allan

George ). Schaeffer
Theodore Von Eltz

Joel McCrea
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ONAL
SMASH!

SUICIDE FLEET, the Navy's Big Parade,
has proven by preview that it is a SENSA-
TIONAL SMASH.

And by SENSATIONAL SMASH I mean the

type of picture that a showman can show
his stuff with. The exploitation angles are

unlimited. And the appeal is for the whole
family.

SUICIDE FLEET tells for the first time the

inside story of how we sank the submarines.
The Navy lent every cooperation to RKO
Pathe, including submarines, destroyers and
personnel.

It will be released for Thanksgiving. Those
fortunate enough to get it will have plenty

to be thankful for.

SUICIDE FLEET is sailing toward the box-

office to torpedo all your past records.

General Sales Manager,
RKO Pathe
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THE OLD

FIGHTIN' COCK

ANNOUNCES

THE NAVY'S

BIG PARADE!

BILL BOYD • ROBERT ARMSTRONG
JAMES GLEASON

GINGER ROGERS • HARRY BANNISTER
Directed by Albert Rogell

Story by Commander Herbert A. lones

Scenario by Lew Lipton

A CHARLES R. ROGERS PRODUCTION
HARRY JOK BROWN, ASSOCIATE PRODT^CER



RKO^ RATHE
The Old Fightin' Cock crows every Friday night 10:30 N. Y. time.

RKO THEATRE OF THE AIR—NBC hook-up of 44 coast-to-coast stations!

THE OLD FIGHTIN'
COCK IS RIDING ON
THE CREST OF THE WAVE

!
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

nBy RALPH WILK

.

HOLLYWOOD
pjARRY CAREY has completed

"Cavalier of the West," first of

eight specials that he will make for

Weiss Brothers Artclass Pictures. J.

P. McCarthy, author of the story,

directed the production. Cast in-

cludes Carmen LaRoux, Kane Rich-
mond, Paul Panzer, Theodore Adams,
George F. Hayes, Maston Williams,
Ben Corbett and Christina Montt.
"Roped," the second of the Carey
series, will go into production short-

ly at the Tec Art Studios.

Columbia's next Tim McCoy western, which
carried the working title, "Alias the Sheriff,"

has been permanently named "The Fighting
Marshall." Rose Lederman is directing.

Dorothy Gulliver, Mary Carr, Pat O'Malley
and Mathew Betz appear promiently in the

cast.

Wallace Smith did such a good
job in writing the screen version and
dialogue for "Circumstances" that

William Sistrom who is to produce
this opus for Fox, with William
Menzies directing, has requested Ra-
dio Pictures for permission to retain

Smith for another assignment.

Harold Hecht, new dance mentor at RKO-
Radio studios, is a choosy individual. He
interviewed 200 girls and 150 men in order

to select a dozen girls and a half dozen chorus

men for Lily Damita's current starring ve-

hicle, "Chi Chi and Her Papas."
* * *

Roy Del Ruth, having completed

the direction of "Taxi," his latest

Warner Bros, assignment, is reading

several novels and stage plays from
which he is to select his next direc-

torial effort.

Mrs. Richard Wallace, wife of the Para-
mount director, has returned from New York
with recommendations for the purchase of

two stories which she discovered during her

sojourn in the Eastern metropolis.

* * *

George Archainbaud and his

troupe for the past fortnight have
been working on the RKO ranch
filming scenes for "Exposed," which
he is directing.

Robert Lord, Warner scenarist and super-

visor, is a graduate of Harvard. During his

college career Lord achieved prominence for

his contributions to such national magazines
as "Life," "Judge" and other humorous pub-
lications.

Al Christie has placed in produc-

tion a new Educational-Vanity com-
edy, tentatively titled "For the Love
of Fanny."

Doug and Mary Fans
Indicative of public interest in Mary

Pickford and Doug Fairbanks is the fact

that approximately 200 telephone calls

were received by George Gerhard. United

Artists p. a., yesterday morning from
people who wanted to get in touch with

the stars upon their arrival in New
York. Numerous calls were from fans

who wanted to crash into the presence

of the celebs.

P. S—He Didn't Get the Job
Victor Schertzinger, director for Radio Pictures, received a letter from an ex-

convict seeking employment as a technical advisor on pictures dealing with safe blow-
ing, confidence games and hi-jacking in all of which he professes to have had extended
experience. Schertzinger has filed the communication for future use.

Hal Roach has signed Billy Gilbert to a
long-term contract. . .Charley Chaoe has
started work in "The Krisko Kid", with
Frances Lee as feminine lead and James
Horne directing.

* :!: *

Lester New is the latest Broad-
way actor to invade Hollywood. He
appeared in the stage versions of
"Holiday", "Let Us Be Gay",
"Tommy", "The Command to Love",
"The Royal Family" and others.

Otto Brower was recently recalled from
Fort Miller Ranch, Friant. Calif., where he
has been resting, in order to sign three di-

rectorial • contracts. He will start shooting
his first story, "The Law of the Sea,"' on
Nov. 4, for Monogram, with a cast including
W.Uiam Farnum, Ralph Ince, Cornelius
Keete. Sally Biaine and Eve Southern.
Brower is also to direct Hoot Gibson for
Allied Prods., and will follow this assign-
ment with another directorial job at Mono-
gram.

George Stevens, who has directed
eight "Boy Friends" comedies at
the Hal Roach studios, will soon
start work on his ninth "Boy
Friends" subject. His last com-
edy, "The Kick-OfT", was enthu-
siastically received at a preview.

* * *

Randolph Scott, Virginia youth, who re-
ceived his theatrical training at the Pasa-
dena Community Playhouse, has been signed
by Paramount. Born near Orange, Virgmia,

Scott attended Georgia Tech and the Uni-
versity of Virginia, where he was active in

athletics. He quit college for a tour of

Europe and spent two years with his father

in administrative engineering before coming
to Hollywood.

Max Stoiner, director of music
at RKO-Pathe studios, in one day,
translated "Chi Chi and Her Pa-
pas", current Lily Damita vehicle,

from German into English.

RKO Pathe has engaged Astrid Allwyn
for "Lady With a Past", starring Constance
Bennett. . .Isabel Withers, Addie McPhail,
Charlotte Minnow, Bud Jamieson, Jerry
Mandy and Roderick O'Farrell are additions
to "Pete Burke, Reporter", one of the Frank
McHugh newspaperman comedies being di-

rected by Harry Sweet.
* * *

First National has bought the
new novel by Harry Harrison Kroll,
entitled "The Cabin in the Cotton",
for Richard Barthelmess. It will
follow "Alias the Doctor."

Catalhia Bacena, famous Spanish
star, who starred in Fox's Spanish
version of "Mama," is en route to

Europe. She came here for a plea-
sure trip, but her work as stage in-

terpreter of the dram.as of Gregerio
Martinez Sierra was well known and
she 7vas given the Fox assignment.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY .V. BLAIR

H ÂVING completed her role in

"The Cheat," Tallulah Bank-
head leaves for Hollywood on Mon-
day. Paramount has selected "Song
of Songs," based on a famous stage
play, as her next vehicle. This will
be the first time that Miss Bank-
head has worked on the West Coast,
her previous pictures having been
made at Paramount's New York stu-
dio.

Olive Shea has been selected by
Larry Kent to play opposite John-
ny Burke in his second two-reel
comedy for Paramount. Eddie Cline
is directing. Miss Shea has appeared
in both Paramount features and
shorts and also in Warner Vita-
phone comedies, as well as on Broad-
way, her most recerit stage appear-
ance having been in "Blind Mice."
This accomplished girl is also a ra-
dio performer having been selected
as the "Radio Queen of 1930."

Eight girl students of Erasmus
High School in Brooklyn which was
attended by such famous personali-
ties as Helen Twelvetrees and Clara

Bow, will get the thrill of their lives
this week when they appear at the
Vitaphone studio in the shoi-t featur-
ing Hal LeRoy, The name of the
picture is "The High School Hoofer"
and Sam Sax thought it a good idea
to select actual high school students
for atmosphere.

George K. Arthur, who recently
completed a comedy series with Karl
Dane at the Paramount New York
studio, has sold a short story to the
Cosmopolitan magazine.

Jack Haley is getting ready to
make two more two-reel comedies
for Warner Vitaphone to be released
as part of the "Big Star Comedy"
series. Haley's first Vitaphone ap-
pearance was in the recently re-
leased "Success" which was all that
the title implies.

Margaret Diimont, the dignified
society lady who appeared in several

of the Marx Br'>s. pictures, has a
similar role in Johnny Burke's sec-

ond Paramount short.

Guy Bates Post, noted stage per-
sonality, makes his talker debut in
RKO Pathe's "Prestige".

With "Juvenile Court" out of the
way, Bennie F. Zeidman is already
formidttting plans for his second pic-
ture, "Bachelor Mother," an original
by Al Boasberg, ivith adaptation by
Luther Reed and screen play by Paul
Gangelin.

Vivienne Osborne, who recently
completed the leading feminine role
in "Husband's Holiday", is spend-
ing a week vacationing at Palm
Springs.

Mervyn LeRoy, director of "Five Star
Final." was once a newsboy in San Fran-
cisco. His newsy days were spent in the
vicinity of the Alcazar theater and most of
his patrons were theater people. It was
through this contact that he became interested
in the stage and that he becama connected
first with the theater and then with motion
pictures.

Helen Mann is playing the lead
opposite Glenn Tryon in "For the
Love of Fanny", a Christie comedy.

.> * *

Lai Chand Mehra of Amritsar, India, who
has acted as technical director on several pic-

tures and who is also a noted lecturer, is

giving a series of three lectures on Mahatma
Gandhi and India at the First Unitarian
church, Los Angeles. The dates of his lec-

tures are Nov. 1, 8 and 15.

* * *

Leonard Spigelass, Fox writer,

was about to rent an apartment,
when he asked the landlord whether
he objected to dogs. The landlord
was very emphatic in declaring that

he was, and although Leonard does
not own any dogs and does not plan

to buy any, he walked out.

Wallace Ford is another screen newcomer,
who is losing no time between pictures. He
is under contract to M-G-M, but was bor-

rowed by Tiffany, and his work in "X Marks
the Spot" was so satisfactory to Sam Bischoff

that Sam also borrowed him for "Hotel Con-
tinental." Ford attracted much attention by
his work in the stage version of "Bad Girl."

Gregorio Martinez Sierra, who
wrote "The Cradle Song" and other

dramas, and who has been supervis-

ing Spanish pictures at M-G-M, is

en route to France, where he will

write at the Paramount Joinville

studio. While here, he wrote "Ma-
ma," the first original Spanish
drama accepted by an American
studio. While on the coast, he was
given the degree of Doctor of Let-

ters by the Pomona University.

300 Exfras in Short

Three hundred extras are a lot of

people for a two-reel comedy, biif

William Goodrich, director-ln-chlcf at

the Educational Studios. Is using that

number for the cabaret scenes in a

new Mermaid Comedy In which lack

Shaw and Addle McPhall play the

leads.



aWiB«siA„ WESLEY RUGGLES'
DRAMA OF WORLD CHAOS

They turned creation upside doum to make possible tke sweetest slor> of kid

devotion ever told . . . Here is artist Frederic .Madan's conception of what
Ruggles has sent swirling across the screen— the vortex of a mad world with

today's bewildered babes struggling valiantly to find a way out'.

• • •

• • •

A CAST IN ITS 'TEENS
PLAYING LIKE BLAZES
ERIC LINDEN, Boy Sensation of the Theatre Quild,

ROCHELLE HUDSON, MARY KORNMAN, Pick of the

Wampas Bahes, BEN ALEXANDER, The Kid of "All
Quiet", ARLINE JUDGE . . . Brilliantly aided by Beryl

Mercer, Ralf Harolde, Wm. Orlamond . . . Adaptation
and Dialogue by Howard Estabrook, Ruggles* cO'

Worker of "Cimarron'*
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MAX GOLDBERG ADVOCATES

POLICY OE MIXED BILLS

(Continued from Paiic 1

1

to only one nationality is a mistake,

declared Goldberg yesterday. Dif-

ferent types of subjects should be

played, he said. Goldberg urges the

establishment of a central booking
agency to handle foreign films and
to aid in their merchandising.

Six Youngstown Houses
Discontinue Previews
(Continued fiom Pai/e 1)

trimental in classifying the popu-
larity of pictures, with each _one

claiming the credit for any added
business. Some patrons also com-
plained that two features was too

much for one sitting.

Women Exhibs Sued
Columbus, O.—Mrs. Helen Lyons

and Mrs. Henrietta Jenkins, oper-
ating theaters in Pomeroy and Mid-
dleport, respectively, have been
named defendants in bills of com-
plaint filed in the U. S. District

Court here by Universal and Pathe,
which claim the defendants have
been showing films without proper
license.

"Terra Madre" Holds Over
"Tei-ra Madre." the Cines Pitta-

luga Italian production distributed
by Transcontinental Pictures, is be-
ing held over at the Cameo until the
opening of "Heroes All" on Armis-
tice Day.

Publix Reopens Augusta House
Augusta, Ga.—The Imperial, com-

pletely renovated and supplied with
new equipment, has reopened. Frank
J. Miller is manager of the Imperial
and the two other Publix theaters in

Augusta.

McManus in Fox Educational Dept.
Elliott McManus, formerly in the

Fox publicity department, has been
assigned to assist Glenn Griswold in

connection with the handling of the
educational films department.

Ghrest Reopens Dover House
Dover, 0.—George Ghrest, an ex-

hibitor in this state for year, has
taken over the Ohio and reopened it

as a straight talker house.

New Second Run for Emporia
Emporia, Kan.—E. 0. Briles is

opening the Lyric, a new second
run house.

Spirit Puts Over U Ball

Final checkup of accounts for the
Universal Club ball last Saturday night
shows that the event more than broke
even. Though many advised against
holding the affair this year due to
these times, Helen Hughes, sec'y of U,
fought in favor of it and then, as head
of ticket sales, worked day and night
to put it over. Even at $7.50 a ticket,
attendance was 600. Herman Stern,
president of the club, also received
Congrats for his good work in making
the ball a success.

Fall River, Mass.—Morse Circuit
of New England is now operating
the Academy, managed by Walter
Bigelow.

Belle Fource, Mont.—M. L. Hart,
formerly of Edgemont, S. D., is the
new manager of the Belle, succeed-
ing Roy Sterrett.

Seattle—Paul O'Neill and Burrell
Johnson of this city have acquired
the theater in Castle Rock, Wash.,
and another in Tenino, Wash., for-
merly operated by Roy Bowen.

Pocatello, Ida. — R. E. Archibald
local manager of Fox West Coast
Theaters, has been promoted to

manager of the Fox de luxe house
in Billings. C. P. Scates, recently in

Idaho Falls, is now handling the lo-

cal houses.

Sprague, Wash.—C. I. Wurman
manager of the Rex, has reopened
the house for shows on Saturdays
and Sundays.

Detroit — Sam Nathanson, city
salesman for Columbia during the
last two years, has been transferred
to the Los Angeles branch where he
will serve in a similar capacity.

Seattle—Al Oxtoby is now manag-
ing the Warner-First National ex-
change, following transfer of Jack
Brower to Los Angeles.

Denver — The Arvada, suburban
house, has been sold to N. P. Beckett
by E. E. Benjamin.

Detroit—Cliff Gieseman, formerly
manager of :he Riviera, is the new
manager of the Michigan.

Minneapolis — William Keating,
manager of the Loring, Publix up-
town house, Minneapolis, is a proud
daddy. It's his first and a girl.

Valdese, N. C.—The Colonial, new-
ly-built theater by L. G. Cline and
Henry Bartdlot, opened recently.

Minerva, O.—George A. Swisher,
owner of the Roxy, has reopened tne
house following a shutdown for sev-

eral months for repairs and new
sound equipment. The house was
formerly known as the Dreamland.

San Francisco—Syd Blumenthall
will handle checking and exploitation
of "Ten Nights in a Barroom" in

this territory. Syd has had consid-
erable experience in this territory,

having filled a like capacity with
I United Artists, RKO and Fox.

Thalia Amusement Corp.
WM. REUTEMANN, President

729 Seventh Avenue, Nevv^ York
Tel.: BRyant 9-5096

announces the completion of

"COS! E
LA VITA"

(8 reels)

Directed by EUGENE RODER

First of a series of 6 All-Italian Feature Pictures

Now in preparation: "Nel Vortice" (8 reels)

FAVORED BY STUDIOS

(Continued from Page 1)

markings of .620 by .835 for the pro-
jector, the aperture would be .615 by
.820, against the present .600 by .800
and a movietone aperture of .680
by .800.

Exchanges Coming First
In RKO and Pathe Merger

(Continued from Paqe 1)
head and in one office in each key
city. Weeding out of the sales force
will start this week. The new set-up
at the home office is now understood
to place Ned E. Depinet as western
general sales manager and Charles
Rosenzweig as eastern general sales
manager.

Sound for St. Louis Institutions
St. Louis — Purchase of sound

equipment for various local institu- i

tions is being considered by the city
authorities. For years the hospitals
and other institutions have shown
silents supplied free by distributors.

One In a Thousand

At 999 hotels In Atlantic City you
can get the same thing . . . rooms
with or without meals . .

"An Original and Unique Service has
made

CAROLINA
CREST

The Thousandth Hotel

"Abed or at your service table en-

joy a delicious Tray Breakfast.

WITHOUT CHARGE. In the pri-

vacy of your own comfortable room

while you glance through your

morning paper . . . then wonder,

as all our guests do—how we hap-

pened to move your home to the

CAROLINA CREST
North Carolina Ave., Near Boardwalk

ATLANTIC CITY, N. j.

SPECIAL WINTER RATES:—

Single $3
Double $6

Every room with private bath—Bed
lamps and at least three windows

IT'S WISE TO MAKE RESERVATIONS
IN ADVANCE

I
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Hays Has Plan for Avoiding Censorable Material

NEW mST NATIONAL' CIRCUlflOOMS
Consolidating of Radio - Pathe Sales Staffs Effected

Merry'Qo"Round
—a whirling industry

== By JACK ALICOATE=

I
il If you happen

A Week of to be part or par-

Big Doings eel of the indus-

try called motion
pictures, don't turn your head,

sleep with one eye open, and
stay in town over the week
ends. Changes that make or

break big business, lay the

groundwork for success or fail-

ure in gigantic corporations

and shape futures of vital im-

portance, are happening within
the jolly old industry with machine-

gun rapidity. And Mister. You
ain't heard nothing yet. There's

plenty of business still to be done

here in New York. But. There's

a French revolution brewing in Cali-

fornia. And. As we see it, the

sooner the indust^'y gets by this

painful but necessj job of house-

cleaning the better.

Looking at the
The Menace of vicious circle,
Overseating we see overseat-

ing, in practi-

cally every important city in the

country, playing a villainous role.

Los Angeles is but an example. This

city was universally recognized as

having too many theaters a year

ago. Since that time 20,000 addi-

tional seats have been added. It is

business suicide combined with eco-

nomic insanity to allow this condi-

tion to continue. Every third row
of seats MUST be plowed under.

Every outfit MUST do its share in

this tightening-up process. To come
clean you must first take a bath.

Negative costs will again show a

{Continued on Page 2)

Combined Personnel of

Two Units Announced
by Lee Marcus

Consolidation of the sales person-
nel of RKO Radio Pictures and RKO
Pathe was completed and announc-
ed yesterday by Lee Marcus, who
will direct the combined distribution
activities. The changes become ef-

fective on Monday. Ned E. Depi-
net will be general sales manager
for the western part of tne country,

(Continued on Page 4)

Pins Lfllcii" ACTIVITY

IN VIRGINIAHER FIELD

Fredericksburg, Va.—Benjamin T.

Pitts has acquired several Virginia
playhouses, in addition to being
head of two corporations just char-
tered, and is financing the construc-
tion of one or more places of amuse-
ment. J. W. Atkinson & Co., Rich-
mond, was awarded the contract for
the construction of a $60,000 the-

ater in Charlestown, W. Va., for the
(Contimied on Page 6)

Start Nationwide Drive
For Federal Film Control
Boston—Crfeation of a Federal

agency, probably the Bureau of Edu-
cation or the Children's Bureau, em-
powered to supervise film produc-
tion and to censor pictures sent

(Continued on Page 6)

Hiram Brown Confirms It

Merging of the RKO Radio Pictures

and RKO Pathe distribution forces, as

first announced in THE FILM DAILY
on Tuesday, was officially confirmed
yesterday by Hiram S. Brown, president
of the consolidated companies. Lee
Marcus will direct the distributing

activities of the joint organization.

NEWF

IN EXPEDITION FILMS

Raspin Productions, Inc., with Ed-
win B. Raschbaum as president and
Sidney T. Pink as treasurer, has
been formed with headquarters at

122 East 42nd St. to specialize ex-

clusively in the creation of explora-

tion films and to build up this type
of entertainment to its fullest ex-

tent. The company, which plans to

send out expeditions to all parts of

the world, announces that it is pre-

senting its first picture, "Explorers
of the World", at the Criterion

(Continued on Page 4)

13 "Scientific Brevities"

Planned by Roy Rowland
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Research Productions

will make a series of 13 one-reelers

under the title of "Scientific Brevi-

ties". Roy Rowland heads the or-

ganization and will produce the sub-

jects, which will be made in Multi-

color.

New York Indie Exhibitors
Working Out Producer-

Distributor Plan
Preliminary conferences are being

held in New York toward forma-
tion by an exhibitor group of a pro-
ducer-distributor organization mod-
eled along lines of the old First
National company. Leading inde-
pendent exhibitors operating in the
New York territory are understood

(Continued on Page 4)

LOEW ANHiDfCIRCUIT

IN DOUBLE BILL TRUCE

Through an agreement reached
between Loew's Theaters and the
Manhattan Playhouse Circuit, double
featuring has been dropped by four
Loew houses and six Manhattan the-
aters. A policy of single feature
with short subjects has been re-in-

stalled. Loew houses in the agree-
ment are the Commodore, Canal,
Delancey and Avenue B. Manhat-
tan Playhouse theaters in the deal
are the Clinton, Appollo, Palestine,
Florence, New Delancy and Holly-
wood.

Avoiding of Censorable Stories

Being Worked Out in Hays Plan

Boston Shorts Theater

Makes Its Debut Today

Boston—Forma! opening of the South Station

Theater, located in the South Station and to

be operated with a short subject policy, takes
place at 8:30 tonight. This is the first experi-

ment of Its kind and the outcome is being
watched with interest.

Working out of a plan under
which the Hays office can exercise

influence against the purchase of

screen material considered censor-

able was discussed at a meeting of

general sales managers and story

department heads yesterday at the

Hays organization. Object is to

(Continued on Page 6)

Gus Schlesinger Gets
Settlement from Warner
Gus S. Schlesinger, formerly in

charge of Warner Bros, activities

in Germany, yesterday reached an
amicable settlement with the com-
pany, following personal conferences
with Harry M. Warner. As a re-

sult, Schlesinger has voluntarily
withdrawn legal action against the
company for breach of contract.

Warners Continuing

With Own Financing

Denying recurrent Wall Street reports that
Warner Bros, are getting additional financing,

executives of the company yesterday emphati-
cally stated that It is continuing without finan-

cial help.
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Shippee-Johnson Peruvian Films
Two hours of travel and exploration film were shown at the Engineering Societies

building yesterday by the American Geographical Society. The picture, comprising the
complete camera record of the Shippee-Johnson Peruvian Expedition, covered scenes
never before caught by a motion picture camera, high up in the Andes, showing the
primitive life of the Indians, and relics of the departed Spanish invaders and the
ancient Incas. It's a good travel picture for special audiences, but has little value
as a theatrical presentation.
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Photophone Inventor Dies

Schenectady — L. T. Robinson
member of the General Electric en-
gineering staff and identified with
the invention of Photophone is dead
of heart attack. He was 63 years
old.
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(Continued from Page 1)

profit when they can be sold at a

living price to the theater
* * «

We understand
Is Production that in certain

Coming East? quarters there is

a somewhat se-

cret but nevertheless determined
effort being made to bring the bulk
of production back East. This is

the most sensible thing that could
happen in the industry. Hollywood,
in spite of itself, is suffering from a
cobra-like system from which it

finds it impossible to free itself. A
vicious, tinselly, bull-headed system
that is slowly crushing out the vitals

of this great industry in its coils.

The factors that made Hollywood
the greatest production center in the
world have all vanished. No city

will ever replace New York as the
center of art, talent, literature and
music. The supply is here and so

is the inspiration. The motion pic-

ture industry has plenty of troubles,

but none of its headaches is half as
acute as this Hollywood nightmare.

H. M. Warner to Cut
Coast Studio Overhead

Matter of trying to bring about
a readjustment of star and other
big salaries is understood to be a
principal object of the trip of Harry
M. Warner to Hollywood. The War-
ner Bros, chief executive is now en
route to the Coast studios.

Belasco Play for Talkers
"Pantaloon," which the late David

Belasco had planned to produce, has
been turned over to Achmed Abdul-
lah for final preparation and it prob-
ably will be seen on the screen be-
fore stage production. Abdullah was
signed this week by Paramount to
write an original for Marlene Diet-
rich.

Earle to Follow Mastbaum Closing
Philadelphia—Failure to reach an

agreement with the musicians' union
caused the Mastbaum to close last
night and the Earle to schedule its

closing for Nov. 19. Both houses are
de luxers owned by Warner-Stanley.

Stanton F. Ewing Dies
East Liverpool, O. — Stanton F.

Ewing, 69, owner of Columbia, is

dead following four weeks' illness.
He leaves a widow, five daughters
and a son.

Al Brauniger Leaves W.B.-F.N.
Al Brauninger, head of the War-

ner-First National sales promotion
department, has left the company.

Alliance, Martins Ferry
Vote for Sunday Shows
Alliance—Vote on the Sunday

show issue turned on favorably
here and in Martins Ferry after a
bitter fight. Performances already
have been given here, but Martins
Ferry was one of the few Ohio Val-
ley towns where they were not sanc-
tioned locally.

Other places voting for Sunday
shows at this week's election in-

cluded Wooster, East Liverpool and
Marietta, while the issue was de-
feated in St. Clairsville.

Murray and Mack Reuniting
Seattle — Ollie Mack, one time

partner of Charlie Murray, an-
nounces he is going to join his form-
er brother comedian in the talkers.
They plan to do their old vaudeville
turns before the camera and mike.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Cleveland Film Board of Trade
Clara Bake, Idlewood Club, Cleveland.

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

Nov. 10: Annual convention of Allied
Amusements of the Northwest, New
Washington Hotel, Seattle.

Nov. 10: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of New Jersey, Hotel Lincoln, New
York, 1 P. M.

Nov. 10: Luncheon meeting of Allied The-
aters of Massachusetts, Hotel Bradford
Boston. 12:30 P. B.

Nov. lO-U: Annual convention of Allied
Theater Owmers' Ass'n of Southern
Ohio. Kentucky and West Virginia,
Netherland Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati.

Nov. 18-25: National Motion Picture
Week for relief of unemployed.

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n, Dallas.

Dec. 7: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte.
Charlotte, N. C.

More Rudy Vallee Screen Songs
Rudy Vallee in the Paramount

Screen Song, "Kitty from Kansas
City," has proved so successful in

getting audiences to join in the sing-
ing, that Paramount is arranging
several other shorts in which the
famous crooner will appear.

Tom Roman Sees Good Outlook
Chicago—Tom Roman, Paramount

district manager, following a busi-

ness trip to Decatur, Bloomington,
Peoria and other Illinois cities, re-

ports he found business exception-
ally good and prospects for the win-
ter season very encouraging.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Ralec

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation

723-7TH AVE.. N. Y. BRYANT e-eo«T

WANTED
European Auditor. Previous film experi-

ence, thorough knowledge of German
essential. Other languages beneficial.

Write Box 902, c-o Film Daily

1650 Broadway New York, N. Y.

Regards from

CARL BERGER
now in the depths of

INDIA
grinding first

camera on the

Frank Buck-
Van Beuren

WILD ANIMAL SERIES

National Supply Handling
Movie Week Ticket Orders
All representative stores of Nh-

tional Theater Supply Co. through-
out the U. S. have arranged to take
care of orders received from the-
aters for tickets to be supplied free
of charge in connection with Na-
tional Motion Picture Week bene-
fit shows. N. T. S. is cooperating
with the Kellar-Ansell Ticket Co.
and the Ansell-Simplex Ticket Co.
in furnishing these tickets gratis.

"Quick Trigger Lee" Release
"Quick Trigger Lee." Western

starring Bob Custer, will be released
this month by Big 4.

Lo. 5-0277

Joe Finston
2 W. 43 St., N. Y. C.

SYNCHRO SCREEN SERVICE
Musical Quality

Showmanship Synchronization
FEATURES— SHORTS

(Formerly Paramount-Publix)

The 1932

FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK
is now being

compiled

This will be the Hth edi-
tion of this encyclopedia
of the motion picture
industry.

Covering this great indus-
try in all its many branches,
this new edition will be the
greatest yet. And that's
saying a lot.

Free to paid subscribers to
The Film Daily. Subscrip-
tion includes: The Film
Daily, every day; The Year
Book, every January; Direc-
tors' Annual & Production
Guide, every June and the
Short Subject Quarterly is-
sues.

This complete trade paper
. service for $10.00
i (Foreign $15.00)

a year i
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From now until January 9th you can make more money
than you've ever made in two months. ..IF YOU GET BEHIND
THESE NINE WARNER and FIRST NATIONAL box-office hits:

—

THE RULING VOICE
vith Walter HUSTON, Loretta YOUNG, Doris Kenyan,
David Manners, Dudley Digges. Most a7nazing picture ofthe year!

Current releases from
Warner Bros, and
First National in-

clude:—

THE STAR WITNESS

FIVE STAR FINAL
wjfh Edw. G. Robinson

George ARLISS in

ALEXANDER HAMILTON

William Powell .» THE
ROAD TO SINGAPORE

Richard

Barthelmess •«

THE LAST FLIGHT

Booth Tarkington's
PENROD AND SAM

NOW READY- F.N.

zsm
^j
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NOVi2«^F.N.

DEC. 5

DEC. 12
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DEC. 31

MORE
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in the triumph of bis career, "TH-E MAD GENIUS" with
Marian Marsh, Chas. Butterworth, Donald Cook, Carmel Myers.

BLONDE CRAZY
JAMES CAGNEY running wild in his first comedy role

with Joan BlondeII, Guy Kibbee, Noel Francis. Written by

Kuhec Glasmon and John Bright, the ''^ Smart Money'' boys.

JOE E. BROWN
in his million laugh-power t/ot'"LOCAL BOY MAKES GOOD"
with Dorothy Lee, Ruth Hall, Eddie Nugent.

COMPROMISED
th BEN LYON,, ROSE HOBART, Juliette Compton, Bert

Roach, Claude Gillingwater. Written by the author of '''Illicit,

DOROTHY MACKAILL n

SAFE IN HELL
}ith Donald Cook, Ralf Harolde, John Wray, Victor Varcom.

MARILYN MILLER
"HER MAJESTY, LOVE" with Ben Lyon andfour of the

scree?f sfunniest cofnedians, Leon Errol, W. C. Fields, ChesterConklin

Ford Sterling. Romance! Music! Dancing! Laughter!

UNDER EIGHTEEN
MARIAN MARSH as the first star of the ?iew year. With a bril-

liant supporting cast, WARREN WILLIAM, Anita Page, Regis

Toomey, Norman Foster.

JAMES CAGNEY
crashes to stardom in "TAXI", by Kenyon Nicholson, Kubec
Glasmon and John Bright. With Loretta Young, Dorothy Burgess,

Guy Kibbee, Geo. E. Stone, David Landau.



NEWmi NAT'L' CIRCUIT

BEING WORKED OUT IN NI
(Continued from Page 1)

to be interested in the proposed plan.

They include: Lee A. Ochs of the

Ochs Circuit, Ben Sherman of Man-
hattan Playhouses, Arthur Abeles of

Century Circuit and Lawrence Bo-

lognino of Consolidated Amusement
Enterprises. Shortage of product,

as pointed out by The Film Daily

yesterday, is one of the principal

reasons inspiring discussion of the

project.

New Firm Specializing

In Expedition Films
(Continued from Page 1)

starting Dec. 14. This production

embraces the expeditions of six

prominent explorers to different

spots, with their own dialogue.

Industrial Film Designed

As Confidence Stimulator
A four-reel industrial talker, pro-

duced by the Burton Holmes Stu-

dios under the direction of Hillis

V. Montgomery, and designed to

stimulate confidence in the sound-

ness of American industry, has just

been released for complimentary
showings by banking organizations.

The picture, which shows scenes of

30 of America's greatest corpora-

tions, was made in cooperation with

the Administrative and Research

Corp. of New York, sponsors of Cor-

porate Trust Shares.

"Shot Gun Pass" Release

Columbia Pictures' second Novem-
ber release will be Tim McCoy's
vehicle, "Shot Gun Pass." Support-

ing cast includes Virginia Lee Cor-

bin, Monte Vandergrift, Joe Marbra,

Frank Rice, Harry Todd and Dick

Stewart.

COMING & GOING

MRS. FRANK JOYCE sails for London
tonight on the Olympic.
CHARLES STARRETT is leaving the

coast for New York to appear with Nancy
Carroll in "Wayward" at the Paramount
eastern studios. PAULINE FREDERICK
is due to arrive today to start work on the
same picture. She v.ill also star in Arthur
Lubin's stage play. "When the Bough Breaks."
MEYER FLSCHER, president of Fischer

Film Exchange, Clevelana and Cincinnati, to-

gether with J. M. JOHNSTON, manager of

the Cincinnati branch, are in New York on
a business trip visiting with John R. Freuler,
president of Big 4.

NORMAN MORAY, Vitaphone Sales Man-
ager, has left for Chicago in connection with
impending deals for the showing of Vita-
phone shorts. On his return trip Moray will

visit the Warner-First National exchanges
in Indianapolis and Buffalo.
ARTHUR COHEN, managing director of

Canadian Famous Dayers Publix Theaters,
reached the city yesterday.

CLAUDE FLEMMING, narrator in the

Educ?tional-Romantic Journeys series, has re-

turned from the Grand Canyon country with

CURTIS F. NAGEL, producer, after shoot-

ing two Romantic Journeys in the rugged
western country.
WILL H. HAYS leaves today for the

coast.

HARRY M. WARNER is en route to

Hollywood.
JOHN M. STAHL, Universal director, ar-

rives from the coast today with his bride

of a few days, the former Mrs. Roxanna Roy.
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9 # # ONE OF the biggest pronouncements ever made on

the important subject of television was delivered by Dr. Alfred

N. Goldsmith, vice-prexy of Radio Corporation of America, at

the AMPA luncheon yesterday he spoke as an engineer

conveying to the pressageys a vital message on the interrela-

tionship between television and the motion picture he

predicted quietly but emphatically that within one year tele-

vision will have arrived as a commercial art he said it

was now an actuality in the laboratory

• • • HE EMPHASIZED the idea that television, sound

pictures in the home on amateur sets, and the motion picture

theater are even at this early stage indissolubly bound together

Dr. Goldsmith was confident that they will grow to-

gether and thrive without competing with each other

they are three component parts of eye entertainment

for the public which will help each other grow and prosper

• • • OF COURSE there are some television problems yet

to be ironed out such as getting clear pictures that will

emphasize details handling operatic singers, for instance,

to make them appear attractive taking a pudgy singer

as wide as he is long, as the Doc humorously said, and giving
him eye-appeal the same as he has voice-appeal over the radio

and lastly, the problem of large units of patrons to

cut down the cost of television programs and this means
television apparatus in iilm houses to bring in a program just

the same as it is now shot from the projection booth for the
film program and that's where Radio City comes in

with its contemplated building housing the new power
house of television which will shoot television programs
to the theaters throughout the land as easily as the film pro-

grams are now projected from the booth sounds like

Arabian Nights, doesn't it? but it's On the Way

• • • ANOTHER INTERESTING speaker at the Ampa
fest was Carveth Wells, the explorer who debunked African
wild animal adventures in his film, "Hell Below Zero"
Mister Wells' subtle wit and sly hoomor had the serious-minded
pressageys up a tree so the speaker sez "Wish
you could see your face, gentlemen, and you'd have a much bet-

ter time than you're having." and they say Hinglishmen
have no sense of humor! Carveth told of the tremendous
expenses of his African expedish 150 smackers for a
hand camera, and the whole affair costing within a grand
each morning his native guide asked him what he wanted to

do and whether it was zebras, elephants or lions, they'd
drive comfortably through the jungle in their car at 40 miles
and hour and find the designated "wild" animals parked
in some convenient spot where they could be shot either
with camera or rifle just a wild, dangerous existence,
this African expedition stuff

• • • TO COMPLETE a surfeit of honor guests who knew
how to be entertaining, there was Leo Brecher, the little play-
house impresario and Elinor Smith, the noted aviatrix

altogether it was a swell luncheon one of the
best that AMPA has pulled a fine balancing of Brains,
Wit and Beauty Ed Finney and his committee are doing
a fine job and you muggs who are not attending are
passing up the best show on Broadway and all for a
smacker

RADIO-PATHE SALES STAEE

CONSOLIDATED BY MARCUS

(Continued from Page 1)

with Cresson E. Smith as his as-

sistant. Charles Rosenzweig will

be general sales manager for the
east, with Jerome Safron as his as-

sistant. Both will maintain their

headquarters in New York.

Harry C. Cohen will be western
division manager; W. E. Callaway,
southern division manager; E. L.

McEvoy, midwest division manager;
and Harry Michalson, eastern divi-

sion manager. A. H. Schnitzer will

be short subject sales manager, with
headquarters in New York.

Men selected as branch managers
in the cities indicated, with the idea

in mind of retaining an equal bal-

ance of personnel between the two
companies in positions of responsi-

bility are listed below. It is the
further intention to carry out this

same thought throughout the entire

re-organization.

MANAGER FORMERLY

« « « » » »

BRANCH
Albany
Atlanta
Boston
Buffalo
Charlotte
Chicago
C ncinnati
Cleveland
Dallas
Denver
Des Moines
Detroit
Indianapolis
Jacksonville
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Memphis
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
New Haven
New Orleans
New York
Oklahoma City
Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. . Louis
Salt Lake City
San Francisco
Seattle
Sioux Falls
Washington

Essaness Revives Stage Bands
Chicago—Stage bands are again

being tried out in some of the Es-
saness houses. Mary and her Pla-
tinum Blondes, 12-piece girl band,
has been booked to open Sunday at
the Embassy, and Ralph Cooper's
12-piece colored band opens at the
Michigan on the same date.

C. R. Halligan Radio
C. W. Allen Pathe
R. C. Cropper Pathe
R. Mochrie Pathe
R. C. Price Pathe
W. E. Branson Pathe
S. C. Jacques Pathe
A. Mertz Radio
L. E. Harrington Radio
J. H. Ashby Pathe
B. J. McCarthy Radio
Nat Levy Radio
R. E. Churchill Radio
H. M. Lyons Radio
T. R. Thompson Pathe
J. H. Mclntyre Pathe
P. M. Baker Radio
A. N. Schmitz Radio
M. J. Frisch Radio
Nat Furst Pathe
G. C. Brown Pathe
R. S. Wolff Pathe
R. B. Williams Pathe
Lou Elman Pathe
Sam Rosen Radio
Cleve Adams Radio
H. L. Percy Pathe
R. V. Nolan Pathe
T. J. Walsh Radio
G. Wm. Wolf Radio
E. A. Lamb Radio
S. W. Fitch Radio
F. L. McNamee Radio

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdays:

November 6
Marie Prevost

Paul Ellis

Ben Holmes

June Harlowe
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HAYS HAS PLAN TO AVOID

CENSORABLEFIIM STORIES

(Cmitinued jrom Page 1)

further strengthen the Hays pro-

duction code as it relates to mate-
rial apt to arouse censorship advo-

cates. Hays leaves New York for

the Coast today. He vi^ill be away
from his office for two weeks.

Four Memphis Theaters

Reduce Admission Prices
Memphis—Admission prices have

been reduced in the four "Your The-
aters" operated by Memphis Theater
& Equipment Co., of which Charles

F. Boyd is managing director. The
group includes the Ritz, Memphis,
Capitol and Normal, which have cut

from 25 cents to 15 cents for adults

and 10 cents for kids. Two other

"Your" houses, the Cameo and Chel-

sea, already were on a 10-15c policy.

Start Nationwide Drive

For Federal Film Control
(Continued from Page 1)

abroad, is the object of a crusade

launched yesterday by the Twentieth

Century Club. The club's commit-
tee of 15 will seek to enlist national

public opinion on the issue.

Big 4 Exchange Line-up
With recently signed contracts

going into effect currently in the

Western territory, Big 4 has com-
pleted its national exchange line-up,

and the 36 branches have already

embarked upon a November-Decem-
ber Playdate Drive. The present ex-

change system is as follows:

Capital Film Exchange, New
York; Gold Medal Film Philadel-

phia; Gold Medal Film, Washington;
Century Film, Boston; Century

Film, New Haven; Standard Film
Exchanges, Buffalo; Standard Film

Exchanges, Albany; Fischer Film
Exchange, Cleveland; Fischer Film

Exchange, Cincinnati; Alexander

Film Service, Pittsburgh; Excellent

Pictures, Detroit; B. N. Judell, Chi-

cago, Indianapolis, St. Louis and

Milwaukee; Celebrated Film Ex-

change, Minneapolis; Midwest Film

Distributors, Omaha; Midwest Film
Distributors, Kansas City; Consoli-

dated Productions, Denver and Salt

Lake City; Sheffield Exchange Sys-

tem, Seattle and Portland; Cooper-

ative Film Exchange, San Francis-

co and Los Angeles; All Star Fea-

tures Distributors, San Francisco

and Los Angeles; Allied Film Ex-

changes, Dallas and Oklahoma City;

Home State Film Co., Little Rock;

Arthur C. Bromberg, Atlanta, Char-

lotte, Birmingham, Tampa, and New
Orleans; Excellent Film Exchange,

Toronto, and Filmophone Renters,

London, England.

Rents Holding Reunion

Sidney R. Kent and his brother,

Larry Kent, leave New York imme-
diately for San Francisco to attend the

golden wedding anniversary of their

parents. "S. R." departs Sunday and

his brother today via plane.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
Bv RALPH iriLK

HOLLYWOOD
A NN HARDING is enthusiastic

about the story of her current
production, "Prestige," because it is

unlike any story she has made for
the screen. It has a unique devel-
opment and provides her with one
of the best roles she has ever un-
dertaken. The story was written by
Tay Garnett, who is directing the
picture, and Rollo Lloyd.

Our Passing Show: Geneva Mit-
chell posing for publicity stills at

the Mack Sennett studios; Arthur
Tavares motoring to Culver City;
Wallace MacDonald busy at Multi-
color.

Carmel Myers is the first star to

appear on the "Hollywood Gossip"
program over Station KHJ. The
program will be given for a period

of 26 weeks.
* *

Gilbert Roland and Bonnie Miller

won the mixed doubles in the annual
Herbert Brenon tonryiament at

Malibu by defeating Ralph Ince and
Elizabeth Dieke in the finals and
Buddy De Sylva and Caroline Bab-
cock in the semi-finals. Victor

Schertzinger, Elizabeth Meehan,
Cliff Hurd, Florence Sutton, Mrs.
Oliver H. P. Garrett and Everett H.
Seaver won consolation prizes. Prizes

were presented by Brenon, Warner
Baxter, Ronald ' Colman, William
Powell, Carole Lombard, Leo Car-
rillo, Dolores Del Rio, Carl Laemmle,
Sr., Clive Brook, Richard Barthel-

mess, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Hxjland and
Milton Cohen.

* * *

Miguel C. Torres, young Mexican
producer, has just released through
Talking Picture Epics a film of the

Mayan ruins in Yucatan, Mexico.
Among the ruins are the Pyi'amid of
the Sun in Tectihuacan, the Temple
of the Thousand Serpents, and the
immense Olympic Stadium, where
the Mayan athletes staged their con-
tests in the fifteenth century. The
Torres picture is called "Zitari" and
it brings to the screen Medea de
Movarry, who portrays the Indian
princess in the legend, which is en-

acted at the scene of the ruins.
* * *

George Archainbaud has discov-

ered that "the bridge member who
is absent gets the most slams."

* * *

"All-American Drawback" replaces "Great
American Drawback" as the title of Mack
Sennett's new football travesty, now in pro-
duction under the direction of Del Lord.
Harry Gribbon essays the title role, with a

comedy cast including Vernon Dent, Lincoln
Steadman and Hugh Saxon. Geneva Mitche'l

and Dorothy Granger provide the feminine
lure.

Rowland Brown's forthcoming
Universal picture, "The Coppers,"
will launch two new names on film

careers. One is Rolelle LaRue, whom
the director discovered in a High
School play, and another is Frances
Bach, dancer.

* * *

Victor Schertzinger, Radio Pictures director

and composer, has received a tempting offer

to direct two pictures for a producing or-

ganization in Mexico. He also has been

asked to write thematic and incidental music

for the stories. Schertzinger is trying to

steal 10 weeks from the calendar in order to

accept.

» * *

Al Aborn is assisting Alfred E.

Green in the direction of "Union
Depot". Among players recently

added to the cast are Nat Carr,

Douglas Cosgrove and Ben Taggart.

Chicago — Fred Franke, national

auditor for Universal, left Chicago
a few days ago for a business trip

to San Antonio. He will return to

Chicago shortly. M. L. Coppelman,
U. district booker with headquart-
ers in Chicago, is making his first

trip thru his district. "Bing"_ Mil-

ler, assistant central booker, is at

home convalescing from an opera-

tion on an infected eye.

Gloucester—Gloucester is to have
a new theater to replace the present
Strand. The opening date has been
set for about July 1 of next year.

The new house will be named the
Paramount and will most likely be
under the management of Charles
B. Craig, present manager of the

Strand.

Kansas City—0. D. Woodward is

here to confer on plans for reopen-
ing the Orpheum with a dramatic
stock company.

Melbane, N. C—The New Majes-
tic opened recently. C. J. Ross, well-

known theater man of this section,

is the manager.

Minneapolis^—John Reisman and
Dave Wells, Publix managers in

Minneapolis, have switched places,

the former going to the Aster and
the latter to the Grand.

Newberg, W. Va. — Crystel has
been sold by Mrs. W. B. Cockrell to

V. C. Howell. House is open Satur-
days.

Clarksdale, Miss.—Sunday shows
here will be discontinued Dec. 27.

Theaters have been operating for

several months with the proceeds
going to charity, although Missis-
sippi has a Sunday blue law. Min-
isters claim that operating the
shows for charity is a violation of

the law.

Pins LAONCHES ACTIVITY

IN VIRGINIA THEATER EIELD

(Continued from Page 1)

Pitts interests. Pitts is listed as
president of the Pitts Tally-Ho The- |

ater, Inc., Fredericksburg, chartered
as a $50,000 corporation. He is also
head of Pitts Yoi*k Theater, Inc., (

Fredericksburg, with a capital of '

$15,000. T. G. Gaddy has sold the J
Wonderland of West Point, to Pitts.

It is also announced that the Weiss,
Emporia, and the Wilbur, Orange,
have been sold to the Pitts interests.

Educational Units
Working at Capacity

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With five new com-

edies in production, Educational's
producing units are working at ca- t

pacity. At the Educational studios
a new and as yet untitled Mermaid
comedy is in work under the direc-

tion of William Goodrich. C. C.
Burr is completing the third Torchy
comedy, "Torchy Turns the Trick",
with a cast of 79. Al Christie is

personally directing "For the Love
of Fanny" at the Metropolitan stu-

dios, and Mack Sennett has two com-
edies in production—the tentatively ^
titled Andy Clyde comedy, "Let's Go
Fishing", and "All-American Draw-
back" directed by Del Lord.

Big Civic Ceremonies
For W.-B. Philly Opening
Philadelphia—With plans com-

pleted for ceremonies including a
parade, airplane stunts, a "Prosper-
ity Dinner" by the Chamber of
Commerce and other civic participa-
tion, Warner Bros, will reopen the

Boyd today coincident with the pre-
miere of "Five Star Final" at the
Stanley. The parade and street dec-

orations are expected to draw some
100,000 to the vicinity of the Boyd
and Stanley.

"City Lights" .30 Weeks in Paris

Paris—Charlie Chaplin in "City
Lights" has closed a 30 weeks' run
at the Folies Marigny and is now
going into the Aubert Palace on the

Boulevard for another run. Total

gross at the Marigny was 7,000,000

francs.

VI

\j

Fox Gets Sacramento House
Sacramento — Negotiations have

^

been completed whereby the Fox
West Coast Theaters takes over ac-

tive control of the Alhambra, $1,- ,

000,000 local playhouse.

Nakken Suit Afifects Warners
Warner Bros, own an interest ap-

proximating 50 per cent of the Nak-
ken Patents Corp. which has filed a

^

patent infringement suit at Wilm-
ington against Universal Sound Sys-

tems, Inc. of Delaware.

No Tiffany Rift
Tiffany's distribution agreement with

Educational runs for five years, dating

from last March, said William Saal yes-

terday, in answer to a report that

Tiffany was dissatisfied with the cur-

rent situation.



As One Voice
The Motion Pictui^

AND the greatest coopera-
L tive move since war days

sweeps every unit in this vast

industry into line to answer the

appeal of the needy. National

Motion Picture Week, with its

benefit performances in every

community for the assistance

of local unemployed, will reveal

the heart of Motion' Pictures.

Industry^

les —

WE WILLlHARE/
A press sheet with full details

on how to put over local benefit

campaignsisontheway. Posters

and other accessories that will

sell your benefit tickets to your

public are coming. Every item

necessary to put over National

Motion Picture Week is pro-

vided free.

.. 9\CTURE W,:.

Are YOU Doing YOUR Share?
\iyou have not yet started plans ioryour benefit performances,

get in touch with your local relief committee NOW.

Following are Chairmen of District Motion Picture Committees.

For information, address Chairman of your District.

L. H. Kct-iic. Fux TlK-atri-, ATLANTA . . . Martin J. Mulliii. 60 Scollay Sq., BOSTON ... J. H. Michael, 505 Pearl St..

BUFFALO... H. H. Kverett, 505 W. 4iliSt.. CHARLOTTE... Felix Mendelssohn. 1325 South Wabash Ave.. CHICAGO
...G-orse A. Smith. 1 214 Central Parkuax. CINCINNATI ... Fred Desber?. Loew's State Theatre. CLEVELAND...
J. J. 1-riedl. Mclba Theatre liuilJtrr.;. DALLAS . .. Harry E. Huffman, Aladdin Theatre. DENVER . . . Letter F. Manin,

Nevada. Io«a(for DES MOINES district) . . . H. M. Richev, 608 Fox Theatre Buildinsr. DETROIT . . . Charles R.

Metzaer. !15 Chambcrol Cmniene lilds.. INDIANAPOLIS ... Anhur H. Cole. ISOO Wyandotte St., KANSAS CITY
. . . Mike Rosenbi-rj;, Wa^llin^.^.Ml at \ irmont Aie.. LOS ANGELES . . . M, A. Li^htman. 409 South Second St..

MEMPHIS... Sam Sherman. 7;2 W. Second St.. MILWAUKEE ... W. A. Steffes. Pence Buildincr. MINNEAPOLIS
... \rthur H.,rn, 1 S4 Me.uk,w St.. NEW HAVEN . . . H. F, Wilkcs. 221 S. Liberty St., NEW ORLEANS ...Charle-

L. 0-Reilly. limes Buildinj;. NEW YORK CITY ... Pat Ma^ee. Criterion Theatre, OKLAHOMA CITY . . . L. R.

Pierce. RK.O-Orphcum Theatre. OMAHA Jo.seph Hebrew. 1225 Vine St.. PHILADELPHIA . . . E. A. Bell (Tem-
porary Chairman) 209 Clark Bld^-. PITTSBURGH . . . Floyd Maxwell. Paramount Theatre, PORTLAND . . . Fred

Wehrenberj, 2708 Cherokee St.. ST. LOUIS . . . W . F. Gordon. 212 E. 1st St. South, SALT LAKE CITY . . . Thomas
D. Van Osten, 25 Taylor St.. SAN FRANCISCO . . . John Danz. 205 Empress Buildinj;, SEATTLE . . . John J.

Payette. Earle Theatre Buildinff, WASHINGTON.

The following contributed in

the presentation of this

advertisement

Lit a" Phrlliti. Inc., Trmeraf/nri,

O'Flaherty Electrotype Company

H,ip Hadio, Artist

City Photo Ensravinz Carpiralmi

Space by caurttty of thit pubUcation



"THANKS, GENTLEMEN for

the overwhelming response to my invitation,

lit see vou at 'THE CHAIVIP' PREVIEW."

Leo's ad
yesterday

brought hundred

of replies. He^s

swampedf but

he loves it I

"THE CHAIVIP"-today's most

WIDELY discussed picture!

WALLACE Beery, Jackie Cooper—great!

KING Vidor's masterpiece!

ONCE in ten years such a show!

M-G-M's NATIONWIDE SHOWINGS OF

"THE CHAMP" have one purpose —

TO let you see this knockout which

OPENS at $2, New York and Los Angeles

TO give you time and material for

THE most intelligent and profitable

TICKET" Selling youVe ever done!

SEE you at "THE CHAMP'' PREVIEW!

METRO-GOLDWYN - MAYER
Showmen 1

PICK YOUR SPOT!
"TheChamp'^ previews—
Seattle Paramount Nov. 10

Portland Broadway Nov. 10

Marshficld Egyptian Nov. 10

San Francisco Milano Nov. 10

Butte Rialto Nov. 12

Salt Lake Gem Nov. 10

Denver Ogden Nov. 10

Kansas City Isis Nov. 10

Wichita Uptown Nov. 11

Omaha World Nov. 10

Des Moines Des Moinc Nov. 10

St. Louis Rit: Nov. 10

Chicago Dearborn Nov. 10

Milwaukee Davidson Nov. 10

Minneapolis Granada Nov. 10

Indianapolis Rivoli Nov. 10

Louisville Uptown Nov. 10

Charlotte Carolina
Nov. 8 2:30 P. M.

Cincinnati Lyric
Nov 10. 1 1.JO P.M.

Buffalo Shea's

Nov. 10 11:30 P.M

Philadelphia Loew's Keith
Nov. 15 8 P.M.

New Haven Fox College Nov. 10

Cleveland Loew's Allen
Nov. 10 11.•30 P.M.

Boston Loew's State

Nov. 10 10 A.M.

Washington Ambassador
Nov. 10 2 P.M.

Albany Harmanus Bleecker Hall
Nov. 10 11.15 P.M.

Detroit United Artists

Nov. 10 I I.JO P.M.

Pittsburgh Loew's Penn
Nov. 10 12.00 MiJriig/it

New Orleans Tudor
Nov. 10 9:30 A.M.

Memphis Memphian
Nov. 10 2.00 P. M.

Atlanta Fox Nov. 1' Afternoon

Oklahoma City Criterion
Nov. 10 1 1. 15 P.M.

Dallas Texas
Nov. 10 10:30 A. M.

Canadian exhibitors will be informed by

Regal Films, Ltd. of the dates, cities and

theatres in which these trade shows will be

given in the Dominion.
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MACK SENNETT ^?r*
A short subject star that blazes on

BROADWAY'S BIG SIGNS!

M

^%A

li took a whole building to carry

the Paramount Theatre's announce-
ment oF the personal appearance
of Bing Crosby, Mack Sennett's

two-reel comedy star. Known to

50,000,000 persons through the

microphone, his name now be-

comes one of the greatest marquee
names in film.

Nothing like it before. The crooning sen-

sation oF the dials brings his music and

mirth to the screen and a ready-made

audience clamors to th

New York American says—

Don't miss Bing Crosby in "I Surrender, Dear
at the Rialto— it's a knockout/'

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc., e. W. MAMMONS. Pr(5!dir,t

Member, Motion Piclure Producers and Dislribulors of America, Inc., Wil) H. Hays, President
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Court Upholds Theater Against Civic Competition

hughesTranklin pulls out ofjidwest
Monogram, T.P.E. Approached in New Cooperative Plan

Part of Financing to Come
from Allocating Terri-

tory Quotas
W. Ray Johnston of Monogram

and Frank C. Wilson of Talking
Picture Epics have been approached
in connection with the exhibitor
group plan to form a production
and distribution organization mod-
elled after the old First National,

as exclusively published in The
Film Daily on Friday. Exhibitors
and exchangemen in cities outside of

New York have also been contacted
(Continued on Page 3)

ATLANTA 10-CENT HOUSES

HARD UP FOR PICTURES

Atlanta-—Dime admission theaters

in this territory are finding it hard
to get product due to unwillingness
on the part of most local exchanges
to hold back on pictures for such
houses. Some distributors are flatly

refusing to sell the 10-cent theaters

where they follow first-runs on per-

centage. Thomas A. Branson, presi-

dent of Affiliated Producers, says

the industry cannot produce and dis-
(Continued on Page 11)

Walt Disney Increasing
"Mickey Mouse" Program
Walt Disney will increase his

"Mickey Mouse" series from 13 to

18 single reels and reduce his Silly

Symphonies from 13 to eight on his

1932-33 program, which goes to

United Artists in April under a dis-
(Coiitinued on Page 11)

Radio City Overseating Rouses Fears
Main stem theaters have started to worry in a big way about the effect on their

business when the new Radio City theaters, including a 6,000-seater, join the com-
petition. With the theatrical section considered already overseated in relation to

available product, and the Roxy providing a glowing example of the headaches involved

in trying to cover the nut of a super-size house, it is pointed out that the addition

of the Radio City seats will serve to further divide the amount of active patronage
and thus reduce individual receipts all around. One showman predicts that the big

Radio City theater will probably get along all right the first year, but after that its

size will prove fatal.

Radio and Pathe Consolidation

Not Affecting 1931-32 Program
Despite consolidation of RKO and

RKO Pathe, no changes will occur in

releasing programs of each company,
it was stated by an executive Friday.

RKO will carry out its announced
program of 36 features and Pathe
will make 21, as announced at the
beginning of the season.

Theater Upheld in Court Action
Against Competition from City
Hiawatha, Kan. — In a decision

holding that the city has no right

to engage in competition with an

individual showman, Judge C. W.
Ryan in District Court has granted
the Dickinson Circuit a permanent

injunction to restrain trustees of the

$150,000 Memorial Auditorium from
leasing the building to movie or

road shows. The suit climaxed years
of legal skirmishing in various
courts. A temporary injunction has
been in eff^ect since Sept. 2.

Commonwealth Theaters
Takes Over Houses

in K. C. Area
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Hughes-Franklin

Theaters has given up its operations
in the middle west, with Common-
wealth Theaters, headed by Clarence
Schultz as managing director, tak-
ing over the circuit's houses in that
territory. H-F is planning to con-
centrate its activities in California,
Washington, Oregon, Texas, Okla-
homa and Montana.

Eastern Clearing House
A talent clearing house In New York

is contemplated by Jack Livingston, to

be operated in conjunction with his

International Casting Directory, a pub-
lication. Under the plan, when studios

on the coast need certain types they
would select players from photos and
descriptions in the directory, then wire
New York to sign them, instead of the
present system of taking numerous
tests. The agency would handle legit.,

radio, television, etc., as well as films.

When Is a Juvenile Film?
—the noisemaking of the audible minority

^=iii==^^^=i^^ By DON CARLE GILLETTE

AFTER ALL the smoke—that has gone up— in the past year—over

kid films— it must shock—a lot of folks—to learn that—juvenile

attendance—amounts to only—about three per cent—of the total audi-

ence—of movie theaters** ''This is not—much of a target—for producers

—to shoot at—by itself- -and it may—shed some light—on why there

aren't—more productions-—designed primarily—for juveniles.

•
THEN, again— it seems that—this lively subject—is quite debatable' "*0n the one

hand—you have a faction—complaining that films—are too sophisticated—and on

the other side—are the iconoclasts—who declaim that—ail motion pictures—are held

down— to juvenile mentality"* "So it all depends—on the point of view.

•
THOUGH gangster films—are fading out—and the number—now being shown— is

insignificant—the air continues—full of cries—against gang movies**''Orators are

Still .spouting—bluenoses are still blowing—crusaders are still campaigning—against
(Continued on Pane 2)

KATZ FORILATES PLAN

FOR BEATING DEC. SLUMP

A campaign of activity to be fol-

lowed in all Publix situations for
offsetting the usual December slump
has been proposed by Sam Katz. To
offer patrons every inducement to

attend the theater during the first

three weeks of December, managers
are urged to feature extra attrac-
tions, in the way of live talent and
give-aways, every week-day night
as part of a "Stunt-A-Night" policy

(Continued on Page 3)

Hess Sues Harrison
For $150,000 Libel

A libel suit seeking $150,000 dam-
ages was filed yesterday in the coun-
ty clerk's office of the New York
County Supreme Court, by Gabriel
L. Hess against Pete Harrison. Hess
claims, through his attorneys, Louis
Nizer and Louis Phillips, that in the
Oct. 31, 1931, issue of "Harrison's

(Continued on Page 11)

Doubling On Duals
Chicago.—Competition for business in

Loop theaters is so keen that two houses,

the Orpheum and the Monroe, are of-

fering double features. The Monroe has
gone a step further and distributed two-
for-one-cards. Punch and )udy Theater,
operated by the Ascher Brothers, has

closed, after trying several different

policies.
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^

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High Low Close -•tR.

Con. Fm. Ind. ... 9 8 9 + V4

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 15 14-5^ 15

East. Kodak 112 107 112 + 4
Fox Fm. "A" y-i/i IVz IVt, .

Gen. Th. Eq. (new) \Yf. \'A 1!4 •

Loew's, Inc 42J4 40.>i 42;^ + y«

Paramount 16 15^ 15^ .

Pathe Exch 1 U 1 -f /8

RKO "A" 6V, 6 (,Vf. + 'A

Univ. Pict. pfd... i&y, 3?.'A 38'/, — V2

Warner Bros. ... 6Js 65r 6f4 + Vn

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. Vtc .6 6 6 — Va

Kox Thea. "A"... VA 1 /s 1 '/a

Technicolor 4 4 «4 + 'A

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gon. Th. Eq. 6s40. 10^ 10 10J4 — Va

Pai amount 6s 47.. 72 72 /2 — Vi

Par. SJ/JsSO 66 65 66 + 1

Pathe 7s37 75 75 75

Warner's 6s39 ... 49 48^ 49 + 'A

Changes at U Denver Office

Denver —• Several changes have
been made at the Universal ex-

change: A. W. O'Connell, assistant

manager and booker has gone on

the road se'.ling; Emmett Warner,
poster clerk, is now assistant man-
ager and salesman, and Jack Ander-
son, salesman, goes to Los Angeles,

as district booker.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City }"{

1 54 Crescent St. '{

STillwell 4-7940 :":

% L E. Brulatoiiii% Inc.

«

St «' Sf

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLIywood4121

V^\\en Is a Juvenile Film ?

-the noisemaking of the audible minority
(Continued from Pape 1)

crime pictures—and every outburst—brings a headline— in the papers'* ''When this

pastime—of panning gang films ceases to have—publicity value—the crime pix

knockers—will quickly disappear—or switch over—to something else.

•^ ENERALLY speaking—discussions of films— in the press—and on the platform

—

^*^ has taken on—a better tone— in recent years ' "It is growing—more tolerant—and

less antagonistic—more appreciative—and less scornful' 'The achievements—of the

talker era—are mostly responsible-— for winning over—this recognition—and respect'*''

The swaddling screen—has been weaned— in spite of odds—and just wait—until it

really—grows up.

•
k yjOST of the noise—inimical to films—usually is made--by the audible minority—
'"' and doesn't reflect—the genuine attitude—of the masses—the folks who count

—

in b terms***So wise showmen—listen to critics—but follow the signs—that are

indicated—by their customers,

•
kyjANY theater men—hold the opinion—a heap of good—would quickly follow— if the
'"

' unions—let up a bit— in their regulations 'By allowing houses—to take on

—

their own number—of musicians—and staje hands—instead of insisting—on certain

quotas— it would enable-—hundreds of theaters—to use orchestras—and organists—and
stare acts—thus giving work—to many thousands—including union men—who are now
idle ''Some flesh numbers—would ease up-—the bad situation—^that now exists

—

through product shortage —due to djal bills—and delayed releases 'A hundred thea-

ters—hiring eight men each— is better than—those same theaters—with no men at all

—merely because—the union decrees— it shall hire—sixteen or none

•
P EVERTING briefly— to the subiect—of newspaper atlitude—toward the movies— it^ would help—more than a litt!e--in a good will way- -if the producers—would stop

presenting—or misrepresenting—newspaper reporters—as comic strip characters—whose
behavior—makes real members—of the Fourth Estate—writhe in their seats'" 'The
studios-pay big dough to detail experts—who are responsible—for correct costumes
—and the right furniture—so why not send—one of these experts—to a newspaper
office-and find out—what gents of the press—are actually like

•
AND isn't it odd—so few critics—seemed to notice—the histrionic ability—of Doris

Kenyon—until they started—casting her— in negligee?

Warner Royalty Settlement
May Be Delayed for Years
Expectations are that several

years will elapse before final de-

cision is made in the action brought
by Warner Bros, to collect roya'ties
from Western Electric and Elec-
trical Research Products in connec-
tion with sound reproducing equip-
ment. In the hearing now in prog-
ress so far only Warner executives'
evidence has been taken, with ex-
amination of Western Electric and
Erpi officials to follow.

Arthur Loew Flying to Cuba
Arthur Loew has purchased a new

four passenger Stinson airplane and
will leave from Roosevelt Field at
daybreak Monday for Cuba, where
he will visit the local M-G-M office.

Loew will pilot the plane. Accord-
ing to Dave Blum, foreign publicity
director, this is the first time a mo-
tion picture company executive has
gone to a foreign country on busi-
ness via airplane.

First Transcriptions Finished
First cycle of 13 electrical trans-

criptions for Famous Artists of the
Air have been completed at the
Standard Sound Studios, it is an-
nounced by Sonny Barkas. The
transcriptions run 15 minutes.

Kober Signs New Para. Contract
Arthur Kober, now on vacation in

New York, has signed a new con-
tract with Paramount as a writer.

Lo. 5-0277 2 W. 43 St.. N. Y. C.

Joe Finston

SYNCHRO SCREEN SERVICE

Musical Quality

Showmanship Synchronization

FEATURES — SHORTS
(.Formerly Paratnount-Publix)

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.

Arts and Sciences. Ambassador. Holly
wood.

Nov. 10: Annual convention of Allied

Amusements of the Northvoest. New
Washins-ron Hotel. Seattle

Nov. 10: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of New Jersey, Hotel Lincoln, New
York, 1 P. M.

Nov. 10: Luncheon meeting of Allied The-
aters of Massachusetts, Hotel Bradford.
Boston, 12:30 P. B.

convention of Allied
Ass'n of Southern
and West Virginia.
Hotel. Cincinnati.

Picture

Nov. 10-11: Annual
Theater Owners'
Ohio, Kentucky
Netherland Plaza

Nov. 18-25: National Motion
Week for relief of unemployed

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n. Dallas.

Dec. 7 : Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte.
Charlotte, N. C.

Drive for New Names
Announced by Selznick

IV.-st Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—David 0. Selznick,

upon his arrival from New York,
made the following statement re-

garding future production plans of
the amalgamated RKO Pathe and
Radio Picture studios; "A strenuous
effort is going to be made to find

new talent which will be developed.
We will take new people, for ex-
ample, and put them opposite the
stars we have. This applies to ac-

tors, writers and directors."

Elizabeth North in Story Post
Elizabeth North, formerly of

Paramount's short subject depart-
ment, sails for London on Friday to

act as story editor for Basil Dean
of Associated Talking Pictures, with
headquarters at the Ealing studios.

Hy Daab Laid Up
Hy Daab is confined to his home

by an attack of the grippe.

RETURN TO ROMANCE
with

DICKENS!
For

LADY DEDLOCK
EDWIN DROOD
OLIVER TWIST

go to

VIOLA IRENE COOPER
9 E. 59th ST., NEW YORK

<•,.*..>>>•...........*...,*»

Warshawsky with United Artists
Sam Warshawsky, formerly gen-

eral press representative of RKO-
Radio Pictures, is now on the United
Artists roll.

James Hall at Coliseum
James Hall opens a personal ap-

pearance today (Saturday) at the
RKO Coliseum.

Let Us Solve Your Problemsl
Over 21 Years of Experieace Qualifies Us as Sf>eciaUsts in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

KAo Tj'\x7AV M V r Spring Arcade Bldg.
1540 B WAY, N. Y. C. Log Angeles. CaL

BRy.nt 9-3640 Michigan 8761

^
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KATZ FORILATES PLAN

FOR BEATING DEC. SLUMP

{Continued from Page I)

for the entire month. The best pos-

sible picture bookings also are to be

made during this period. On top of

this, all expenses are to be cut to a

new low. Sam Dembow believes it

is possible to hold December costs

down to the June level.

Cagney for Jersey Houses
James Cagney, now making a

short vaudeville tour of the Warner
theaters, has been booked by the

Artist's Bureau connected with the

circuit to appear at the Ritz, Eliza-

beth, N. J., on the 14th. The week
will be split with the Fabian, Ho-
boken. Walter Meyers of the Art-

ist's Bureau says efforts are under
way to prolong Cagney's tour be-

yond the Hoboken date.

Scores Infidelity in Films
Charlotte, N. C—Fewer stories

of marital infidelity on the screen

was advocated by J. Wilson Smith,

interstate secretary of the Y. M. C.

A. for the two Carolinas, in his

semi-annual report. Too much show-

ing of unfaithfulness "breaks down
the sacredness of marriage vows and
home life," he said.

Fox Reopens Racine House
Racine, Wis.—Fox Midwesco has

reopened the Mainstreet with Matty
Fox as manager. The house has

been dark since it was acquired

from RKO a few months ago. Fox
also has the State here, with Mickey
Gross as city manager.

RKO-Pathe Departments Shifting

The combined export departments

of RKO Pathe and RKO, now under

the supervision of Ambrose S. Dowl-

ing, will move Monday from 1560

Broadway to the Pathe building, 35

West 45th St. Lee Marcus and his

staff are moving from the Pathe

building to the RKO home office.

U Exchange Appointments
Sam Phillips, formerly chief book-

er at the New York exchange of

Universal, has been made assistant

branch manager. He is succeeded

by Leo Simon, New Jersey booker.

Phillips takes the place of Nat Gold-

berg, recently promoted when Max
Cohen was e'evated to the Pitts-

burgh branch managership.

COMING & GOING

MESSMORK KEXDALL sailed Friday
night on the Olympic for Europe.

MRS. MARK LUESCHER arrived from
aliroatl Friday on tlie Roosevelt.

JOAN BEXXETT arrives in New York
today (Saturday) from the coast for a vaca-

tion. She leaves again by boat in a week
to resume work at the Fox studios.

FRED DOLLE. president of the Fourth
Avenue Anniseiiient Co.. operating theaters

m Louisville. Indianapolis. Lynchburg and
other cities, is in town.

OSCAR HANSON has returned to Can-
ada after a visit in New York.

• • • HOW DID the Cue Sheet for feature pix come into

being? long before the advent of the multi-reeler a
certain gent well known as a picture exploitation pioneer, was
demonstrating Wurlitzers throughout the metropolitan territory

being an organist and pianist of no mean ability, he
made up his own accompaniment for the pix around 1915
this gent was also editing a dep't of Music for the Picture in

the old Empey News in which he was advocating "A
Theme for the Feature Play" being sold on the notion that
the orchestra music could be properly cued in a theme for the
feature

* * * *

• • • ABOUT THAT time Roxy had taken charge of the
Strand the Theme Guy enlisted his co-operation
Roxy got his musical director, Carl Edouard, to go to work
on the idea within two days and two nights between
shows, these three gents created tne first cue sheet it

was designed for the feature, "Rose of the Rancho," the next
attraction at the Strand with this auspicious start, the
Empey News engaged Ernst Luz to lay out cue sheets along
the same lines then came Sam Berg and Winkler witn
ideas and finally Bradford put the finishing touches on
it and the gent with the Tneme Idea that brought cue
sheets into existence is none other than Jack Fuld

• • • A CERTAIN western prison was visited by a service
man for one of the sound equipment companies after
looking over the equipment he told the warden that it needed
adjustment to bring it up to scratch the warden, a form-
er theater manager, sez "Aw, it doesn't matter if the
sound ain't so hot, because 1 can't lose any patrons in this

house."

• • • OUR REVISED Film Dictionary Studio: an-
other name tor Fairyland, where everything is make-believe,
except the dough the producer spends to maintain it

Producer: a gent who believes in li'airyland Flops: the
pix that too often are made in Fairyland with the producer's
good dough Public: the customers who are supposed to

nock to see the Flops so that the Producer can go on living

in liiairyiand Jtiankruptcy Statement: a True Story that
nnally convinces the Producer that the Public does not believe
in iiairyland Finale: the finish of the Producer in the
Poor House, where he also is oft' the Fairyland stutt"

but wocthe'ell good does it do him THEN'.'

* * * *

• • • IT SEEMS that Mark Sandrich out in Hollerword
has been seaching for a horse with the heaves to be
featured in his pix, "The Hurry Call" well, Mark, whaz-
zamatter with the nag at the top of this kolyum? in

fact, his name is Heave of the well known team of

Hadam and Heave here we are together in the Garden
of Kdam and edam, as you know, is that Holland cheese

that's why this dep't always carries a flavor ail its

own like Louella Parsons' syndicated column
while we ride Heave, Louella rides Hive take f'rinstance

her column of yesterday "While Hive was talking to

Mister Thalberg" "When Hive saw Miss Cummings
dancing the other night" "Hive a sneaking feeling that

Norma will discuss a stage play" "William S. Hart,
looking as young as when Hive first knew him" "That's

all today. Hive will see you tomorrow" and between
Louella's Hives, and our Heaves, if we can't give this film biz

the Itch and the Heebeejeebees, wotin'ell can?

• • • THIS FILM biz is certainly patriotic it be-

lieves implicitly in the Stars and Strifes it's in thQ

Red, tries to be White, but is very Blue

T. P. E.

QUERIED ON CO-OP PLAN

(Continued from Page I)

as to whether or not they will sup-
port such a project.

It is understood that part of the
financing of the enterprise will be
raised through the allocation of a
quota to be raised in each territory.

3 Theaters Sign With
Local Union 306

Three theaters where Local 30G
has been picketing have signed con-
tracts with the union to take effect

immediately. The houses are the
Miracle, at Melrose Avenue and
156th Street, owned by Saphier and
Morgenstein; Empress on 181st
Street near Audubon Avenue, and
181st Street, owned by Landau and
Bock. Other theaters that have
signed union contracts in the past
two weeks are the Central at Melrose
Avenue and 150th Street, owned by
Hy Gainsboro; Tremont, at Webster
and Tremont Avenues, owned by
Brandt and Epstein; the Lido, for-
merly known as the Walton, at 15
East Fordham Road, owned by
Shaine and Leff and the Lyric on
42nd Street, operated by Harry
Brandt.

Publix Houses to Show Safety Films
Boston—G. Ralph Branton, assis-

tant general manager of Publix The-
aters, has offered the use of the
Publix circuit in Massachusetts for
the free showing of safety films to

children in connection with the pro-
gram now being undertaken by the
Children's Safety League.

Sunday Shows Lose Out
East Liverpool, O.—Though a pre-

liminary count indicated that voters
here had approved Sunday shows at

Tuesday's election, final audit of the
ballots shows that the ordinance
prohibiting Sabbath amusements was
upheld by a majority of 19.

« « « » » »

Universal Pfd. Dividend
Universal Pictures has declared

the regular quarterly dividend of

$2 on the first preferred stock, pay-
ible Jan. 1 to stock of record Dec.
21.

Many Happy ^
Returns

Best wishes are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry.

who are celebrating their birthdays

:

November 7-8
Herman |. Mankiewicz Mona Marls

Margaret Morris Edward Sedgwick
Alice Day

W. F. Fitzgerald Marie Prevost
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

'By RALPH WILK.

HOLLYWOOD
D ALPH BLOCK, one of Columbia's

new unit producers, is the au-

thor of a novel, which is shortly to

be published. Incidentally, the novel

does not have a Hollywood back-
ground, which makes it a novel
novel, so to speak.

* Id «

Before Ann Harding makes "Dis-

trict Nurse," the Faith Baldwin
story bought by Charles R. Rogers
after reading galley proofs, she will

make "Women Need Love." She is

now working in "PrestigeJ'
* * *

Evalyn Knapp will have the prin-

cipal feminine role opposite Joe E.

Brown in his next First National
comedy, "Fireman, Save My Child."

* * *

Hobart Bosworth is to have one
of the featured roles in "Bad Tim-
ber," Bill Boyd's next starring pic-

ture for RKO Pathe.
* * *

Natalie Moorhead, now working
in Columbia's "Blonde Baby," is on
her third consecutive role at Colum-
bia studios. Hir next assignment
is a role in "Yellow," featuring Jack
Holt and Richard Cromwell. She
has just completed an important
part in "Unwanted."

if * *

Nate Slotte, former conte7ider for

lightweight cham,pionship, and now
trainer for Ben Lyon, Richard Dix,

Clark Gable, John Barrymore, and
other male stars in the film colony,

turned actor for a funny bit in the

new Educational - Torchy Comedy,
"Torchy Turns the Trick."

* *

Ed Le Saint completes the cast

of "The Fighting Marshall," Colum-
bia's Tim McCoy outdoor drama,
which features Dorothy Gulliver,

Mary Carr, Mathew Betz and P^t
O'Malley. Ross Lederman is direc-

tor.
* * *

Wilhelm Dieterle, the German di-

rector imported by Warner-First
National, will henceforth be known,
by his own decision, as William
Dieterle.

* * *

Columbia will shortly place in

production, "Feathered Serpent,"
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Blondes Lead the Field

In a survey of 2,450 girls working as extras, Fred Datig, casting director for

Paramount, found 1,540 blondes, 890 brunettes and only 20 redheads.

first of the two Edgar Wallace pro-
ductions to be offered by the com-
pany this season. R. William Neill

will handle the megaphone.
* * *

Short subject history was made
when the Carthay Circle booked
"The Spider and the Fly," a Walt
Disney Silly Symphony, to be pre-

sented in conjunction ivith "Strictly
Dishonorable." The short subject
had already played the theater with
"Consolation Marriage," but the
management had received so many
requests for the continuance of the
popular subject that the second book-
ing was made.

* * *

The Arthur Silber agency is book-
ing all the guest stars for the
Moore theater, Seattle. Among
those who have already played the
theater are Mrs. Leslie Carter, Ian
Keith and Dorothy Burgess.

"The ideal woman is a brunette
who talks like a red-head and acts
like a blonde," says Hugh Herbert,
who acts and writes for RKO-Radio
Pictures.

* sS *

Mervyn LeRoy recently completed
the direction of "Tonight or Never,"
starring Gloria Swanson. This was
his first opportunity in some time to
direct a feminine star. He has be-
come associated almost entirely as
a director of men and of men's pic-
tures, though it was a woman star
and a woman's story that first

brought him recognition. Colleen
Moore's production, "Oh, Kay," was
his initial outstanding directorial
success.

* * *

Richard Thorpe is directing "The
Devil Plays," a Chesterfield pi'oduc-
tion. The principals include Jame-
son Thomas, Thomas Jackson, Flor-
ence Britton, Lillian Rich, Roy
D^Arcy and others. M. A. Anderson,
Jr., is in charge of the camera work.

James Ellison, who has done much
screen work, is touring the Middle
West in "The Vinegar Tree," play-
ing juvenile role in support of Billie
Burke.

* * !|:

"Charlie Chan's Chance" goes into
work soon at Fox. Warner Gland,
H. B. Warner, Alexander Kirkland,
James Kirkwood and Ann Dvorak
head the cast.

* * *

Allen McNeil, who was with
United Artists for several years, and
who worked with Harold Lloyd's
writing staff on the star's next
story, is now working on the final

script for the production.

Mark Sandrich is directing "A
Hurry Call," starring Chic Sale. The
supporting cast includes Aileen Car-
lyle, Charles Judels, Bud Jamieson,
Billy West and Phil Dunham.

* * *

Doris Lloyd has been added by
M-G-M to the cast of "Tarzan," the
African adventure story now being
directed by W. S. VanDyke. Johnny
Weissmuller, national swimming
champion, has the title role in this

picture and Maureen O'Sullivan has
the chief feminine role.

Lil Dagover has completed "The
Captain's Wif-e" her first American-
made starring talker, at First Na-
tional.

Nora Lane and Charles Williams
complete the cast of Fox's "Dance
Team," now in production with
James Dunn and Sally Filers in the
leading roles. Edwin Burke wrote
the dialogue for this adaptation of

Sarah Addington's novel, and Sidney
Landfield is directing. Ralph Mor-
gan, Claire Maynard and Edward
Crandall also are in it.

* * *

Marian Marsh will appear oppo-
site Richard Barthelmess in his next
First National picture, "Alias the
Doctor."

Metro has acquired motion picture

rights to the short story, "Spurs,"
written by Tod Robbins. This story

first appeared in Munscy's Maga-

zine in 1926, and was reprinted in
the volume of short stories titled
"Who Wants a Green Bottle?"

Lucille LaVerne is a last minute
addition to the cast of "While Paris
Sleeps," in which Victor McLaglen
and Helen Mack play the leading
roles. Other members of the cast
include William Bakewell, Claire
Maynard, Rita LaRoy, Jack LaRue,
Paul Porcasi, Eddie Dillon, Maurice
Black, and Dot Farley. Allan Dwan
is directing.

* * *

Kenneth McKenna will direct John
Boles in "Widow's Might" for Fox.
Claire Maynard Edward Crandall
and Raul Roulien have been assigned
roles in this Rita Lambert story.

* * ^p

Al Santell, who is to direct Marion
Davies in "Polly of the Circus" for
M-G-M expects to have the picture
under way in about three weeks.

* * *

Ralph Bellamy will play the lead-
ing role with Violet Heming in her
first Fox picture, "Circumstances,"
an adaptation of Andrew Soutar's
novel "The Devil's Triangle." Victor
McLaglen, Alexander Kirkland and
Robert Mindin will also play impor-
tant roles under the direction of Wil-
liam Cameron Menzies.

Charles E. Mack, originator of the

famous black face team known as
the Two Black Crows, ivaxed elo-

quent in his praise of Laurel and
Hardy after witnessing the Hal
Roach comedians in "Pardon Us."
"The black face work of Laurel and
Hardy is perfect," said Mack, who
has spent 20 years in this type of
work. "Pre only laughed at ten
comedians iyi my zvhole life and
Laurel and Hardy give me the best

laughs of the bunch."

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"

Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convetuent parking—every modern con-

venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.

$3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Lookfor the
'

'Doorway ofHospitality
'

'

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY N. BLAIR

A COMPLETE company of actors

and technicians will leave the

Vitaphone studios on Monday for

Washington, D. C, where exteriors

will be made for the George Wash-
ington Bi-Centennial picture. Arthur
Hurley will direct, with Edward Sa-

vin, business manager, in charge of

all the arrangements.

Johnny Burke, now making two
shorts for Paramount after being ab-

sent from film work for two years,

played a leading role in "The Lion's

Roar," the first two-reel talking film.

Burke, who has been headlining in

vaudeville for a number of years,

made his actual film debut in 1924

under the direction of Eddie Cline,

who is also directing his current pic-

tures.

Frank Zucker is starting to speak
Italian after officiating as chief

cameraman on "The Immigrant" and
"Such Is Life," both all-Italian fea-

tures recently completed here.

Vitaphone Vitamins: James Mc-
Carthy of vaudeville, visiting the

studio as guest of Blanche Schneider,

mistaken for James Cagney . . .

Jack Norworth has developed into an
art photographer judging by pic-

tures taken abroad with his Leica

camera . . . Miriam Peyser, who is

Mrs. Milton Gordon in private life,

mother of a bouncing baby boy.

Miriam Battista, who appeared as a

child actress in numerous pictures

made here, including the original

version of "Over the Hill," makes
her return to the screen in Thalia's

"Such Is Life," an all-Italian fea-

ture. She reveals a fine singing voice

and is surprisingly like Sylvia Sid-

ney in appearance.

Van Beuren studios are so busy

turning out the RKO Pathe Aesop's

Fables that it was necessary to have

some extensive alterations made al

night. Improvements include a new
battery of cameras especially de-

signed for cartoon work.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
S. O. S. Processing Co., photographic

films; L. A. Solomon, 41 Park Row, New
York. $20,000.

Irving Pictures Corp., theatrical ; H. G.
Guttman, 1450 Broadway, New York. $15,-

000.
Europa Theaters Corp. ; A. P. Walker, Jr.,

342 Madison Ave., New York. 1,000 shares
common.

DELAWARE CHARTERS
Lefrance Television Co., Garrett Park, Mil.,

television radio devices ; Capital Trust Co.
of Delaware. Dover, Del. 2,500 shares com-
mon.

DISSOLUTIONS
Bimon Amusement Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Attory Theater Corp., Buffalo, N. Y.
Soiind Improvement Corp., New York.

More Eastern Activity in Sight

The middle of November will find considerable production activity in the

East, with Paramount having started "Her Confession" and with "Wayward" in

preparation, both features. Vitaphone will be in the midst of a heavy shorts

schedule and the Metropolitan studios will be busv with an all-Italian feature.

Kenneth Daigneau, selected by
Sam Sax to play the role of James
Madison in Vitaphone's film "George
Washington," is a well known Coast
player who was once leading man
for Marjorie Rambeau. Walter Wil-
son and Frank McNelas, from the
Broadway stage, will enact the roles
of Chief Justice Robert Livingston
and General Green, respectively.
Grace Van Auker will portray Mar-
tha Washington.

Arthur Hurley has been studying
up on American history covering the
period between 1776 and 1789, as
preparation for directing the two-
reel special being made by Vita-
phone for the Washington Bi-Cen-
tennial celebration sponsored by the
Washington Chamber of Commerce.
Story is the work of Burnet Her-
shey, studio scenarist and Lyon
Mearson, noted historian.

An amusing incident {dependinci
on your sense of humor') happened
during the filming of "The Nagr/ers
at the Opera," at the Warner Vita-
vhone studio. One of the extra girls,

arrayed in rich furs and evening
Hothes and looking like a million
dollars spent a busy ten minutes be-
tween takes trying to borrow fifteen
cents for lunch.

Tarkington juvenile story in which
Billy Hayes, Vitaphone's Penrod,
will again have the leading role.

Those already completed are "Snakes
Alive," "Batter Up" and "One Good
Deed."

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth on
location in Brooklyn for exteriors to

be used in "The Naggers at the
Opera." thought they had selected
a quiet street and were all ready to

go ahead wheyi two schools around
the comer both let out a couple of
hundred kids. In spite of this. Di-
rector Alf Gouding got the necessary
scenes and made a hurried exit.

view showing at the Brooklyn Pay-a-
mount theater.

Porter Evans, chief sound engi-
neer at the Warner Vitaphone stu-
dio, took an active part in the first
television broadcast from the Bell
Laboratories in New York, back in
April, 1927. Herbert Hoover, then
Secretary of Commerce, among
those televised.

Charles Starrett returns to the
Paramount New York studio for a
role in "Wayward." It was at this
same studio that Starrett first at-
tracted attention by his work in "Fast
and Loose" and "The Royal Fam-
ily of Broadway," leading to a long-
term contract. Since then he has
played opposite Billy Dove in "The
Age for Love," besides appearing in

"Silence" and "Touchdown."

Stanley Pauh is workirg on the
script for Vitaphor-e's fourth Booth

Mrs. Edivard Sloaman was among
the recent visitors to the Paramount
New York studio, where her hiis-

band, who recently finished "His
Woman," is noiv preparing to direct
Nancy Carroll and Richard Arlen in

"Wayward." The former picture
went over very big in a recent pre-

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Nashua, N. H.—James T. Connors,
manager of the State at Manchester,
has been named manager of the

State and Tremont in this city by
Ernest L. Hickey, supervising man-
ager of the houses here and in Man-
chester. Edwin Sheridan, former
manager of the theaters here, will

become manager of the Palace and
Crown in Manchester.

Amesbury—With the front of the

theater completely transformed, the

stage enlarged and new lighting ef-

fects the new Warner Strand has
reopened under the management of

Max Silverwatch.

Aiken, S. C. — The city council

here has accepted the bid of W. R.

Ram for the operation of the Aiken
through the winter season. Ram
worked for Paramount-Publix for

some time. T?he theater will be
I opened Nov. 15.

Charleston, S. C.—Basil R. Kerr
announces the opening of a new the-
ater here Nov. 16. The old Charles-
ton theater building, the location of
the new house, is Iseing completely
remodeled and equipped with new
sound apparatus.

London, Tenn. — The Lyric here
has been purchased by Tim W.
Smith, owner of the Rialto in Knox-
ville.

Pinehurst, N. C. — The Carolina
has opened for the winter period
after having been closed for several
months.

Atlanta — George Hoffman, well-
known to theater men in this terri-
tory, is back in Atlanta as south-
eastern representative for Master
Art Products, distributors of the
Lew White Organlogues.

Berthold Viertel, now preparing to
direct "Her Confession" at the Para-
mount New York studios, came to
this country four years ago with
the late F. W. Murnau, when the
latter was brought here from Ger-
many by Fox. Both had been asso-
ciated with the Ufa studios in Ber-
lin as directors.

Hal LeRoy, 19-year-old sensation
of the "Ziegfeld Follies," and who
recently made his movie debut in
"The High School Hoofer," a Vita-
phone short, is a dead ringer for
Arthm Lake.

Ray Foster is urging his cronies
at the Vitaphone studio to visit an
exhibit of art caricatures, the work
of his uncle, Conrad Massa, now on
display at the Adelphia Galleries.

Burnet Hershey has departed
from such heavy material as the Van
Dine mystery series and Burton
Holmes travelogues to turn out the
l)ok for "Footlights," a two-reel mu-
s'cal comedy recently completed by
Warner Vitaphone.

"Hot News Margie," first of the
Marjorie Beebe comedies for Vita-
phone, is being released this week
along with "Of All People," two-
reel Fanny Watson-Thelma White;
"Sport Slants" No. 3, with Ted Hus-
ing and fourth of the series of
"Looney Tunes," entitled "Bosko's
Fox Hunt." All except the latter

were made at the Brooklyn Vita-
phone studio.

Congratulates

:

HELEN HAYES
whose outstanding characteri-

zation is the highlight of
M-G-.Ms "Sin of
Madelon Claudet"
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ALUMINUM HORN PUT OUT

BY rOX ENGINEERING CO.

Toledo, O.—The first size in a full

series of all-metal trumpet horns to

be manufactured has been placed on
the market by the Fox Engineering
Co. of this city, manufacturers of

horns and high-powered electric-

dynamic units.

The new horn, which is said to be

entirely free from rasping and
vibration noises, is six feet long, has
a bell diameter of 32 inches, is of

spun aluminum and free from lateral

joints or seams, and has a total

weight of 12 pounds.
These horns, it is claimed, are en-

tirely free from the influence of at-

mospheric and moisture conditions
and are almost indestructible in

normal use. The outstanding appli-

cation is for exterior use where
weather conditions are bad, but their

compactness, light weight and fine

tone quality meet every condition of

auditorium and theater work, the
company declares.

The horn is available in the stand-
and straight style and can be fur-

nished with a special curved adapter
with an integral bracket for install-

ing on wood or steel poles.

W. E. Tubes Pass Severe Test
Nantes, France—The most severe

test talking picture equipment tubes
could be put through was applied

to the Western Electric Sound Sys-
tem at the Apollo Cinema, this city,

when the theater recently burned
down.
The next morning it was discovered

that, despite the terrific heat of the
blaze, the equipment had suffered
very little. The film in the lower
magazine was intact and the tubes
from the equipment, although show-
ing traces of carbon on the outside,
were not blown out and could still

perform their work.

Warners to Renew Screens
Pittsburgh — Tri-State Theater

Equipment Co. of this city has been
appointed to renew each Warner
theater sound screen in the terri-

tory, according to an announcement
made by Sam and Herman Wanetick,
managers. The contract, which calls

for painting the screens by a special
new process, covers more than 60
theaters.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 M.M. SOUND-ON-FrtM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

ALTHOUGH sound reproducing

equipment has been mechani-
cally made for easy operation, it

needs periodic inspection by techni-

cally trained experts if it is to be
kept at its highest efficiency. Modi-
fications made necessary in the

equipment from time to time to take

advantage of improvements or re-

finements as the art advances make
it especially desirable that the su-

pervision of its maintenance be in

the hands of those whose training

and experience have been extensive.

Now is a good time to check over

and repair the open spaces armind
the exit doors, etc., that let in a

draft and cause untold annoyance
to patrons during the cold weather.

Advertising media for any theater

regardless of its size or location re-

quire frequent attention. Patrons

like variety and are quick to appre-

ciate changes in atmosphere within

and outside the theater. There are

probably many theater operators

who know a lot of out-of-date adver-

tising ideas that could be brought
up to the minute. They may be so

old that the modern picture-going

public has never heard of them, but

their use could create unusual atten-

tion. It's worth a try.

English Firm Develops

Tubular Theater Chair
Sheffield, Eng.—A new type, inter-

changeable tubular theater chair has

been developed and is being mar-
keted by Friese-Greene, Nicholson

and Co., Ltd., of this city.

Made with a tubular steel frame,

it is so designed that each seat is a

separate unit. Each part such as

seat-back, seat-bottom, base and
arm, are easily detachable. Another
important feature is said to be the

self-aligning swivel bearings which
automatically fall into line with
either concave or convex curves of

the seat row.
By a simple movement the whole

seat can be taken up in a few
moments, a factor which facilitates

the overhaul and thorough cleaning
of a theater. As the base of the
seat is always in its place, it is im-
possible to replace the seat incor-

rectly, it is declared.

Device for Hard of Hearing
The Theatrephone, a system of

sound transmission to enable the
hard of hearing to enjoy theatrical
and talking picture presentations. Is

being offered by the Hearing Devices
Corp. of New York.

SOUND MUST CONFORM

TO SIZE OF AUDIENCE

Each individual in a theater ab-
sorbs 4.7 per cent of sound, conse-

quently the reproduction must con-
form with the size of the audience,
says Frank E. Cahill, Jr., sound en-
gineer in charge of talking picture
equipment of the Warner Theaters.

Standard equipment has a regula-
tor placed in the auditorium. Setting
this to the satisfaction of everybody
when the house is crowded, meets
the requirement only in filled houses.
With a partly filled house this same
setting of sound would be raucous,
Cahill states. If the manager would
pay as much attention to his pro-
jection machines as he does to his

heating plant all would be well.

Markets New 16 mm. Projector
Chicago — Marketing of a new

Filmo 16 mm. projector known as
the Model J, with a picture bril-

liance asserted to be practically 35
per cent greater than that afforded
by the Filmo 57-GG and capable of

projecting life-size movies of thea-
ter quality in the home, classroom or

auditorium, has been announced by
Bell & Howell Co., of this city.

The new projector is entirely
driven by gears, fully encased, is

equipped with an improved 375-watt
lamp, a new Cooke 2 in. F-1.5 pro-
jection lens, improved condenser, a
large reflector, and a refined reflec-

tor adjustment.
There is also a novel light trap

whose purpose is to prevent the es-

cape of stray illumination, the com-
pany declares.

Join Blizzard-BesTone
Dallas—Len Smith, formerly own-

er of a theater supply house here,

and M. Harding, formerly associated
with the Allied Theater Owners of
Texas, .are now representing the
Blizzard Sales Co. and the BesTone
Sales Co. in the Southern territory
under the direction of J. O. Ford,
factory representative, with head-
quarters in this city.

Chicago—The new theater, to be
known as the Southtown, being built

by Publix-Balaban & Katz at 63rd
St. and Lowe Ave., is expected to be
ready for opening Christmas Day.

Chicago—Erection of a de luxe
house near Logan Square is being
considered by Essaness Theaters
Corp.

Gloucester, Mass.—Plans are in

the making for a theater to be
erected here to replace the present
Strand. The house will be named
the Paramount, and opening is being
planned for about July 1 of next
year.

Canton, N. C—M. C. Sprinkle of

this city announces the beginning of
work soon on the construction of a
700-seat modern theater here. The
house is to be leased to W. H. Odom,
who is now operating the Strand.

Arkadelphia, Ark. — Nelson &
Woodson of Russellville, Ark., has
been awarded the contract for re-

building the theater here operated
by Cecil Gulp. The house, which was
destroyed by fire some time ago,

will have a seating capacity of about
900 and will cost approximately
$50,000.

New Device Regulates Sound
New Orleans, La.—Patent for_ a

device called the Rototone, which its

inventor claims can facilitate the

means whereby sound may be ac-

curately taken from or added to a

motion picture has been acquired
by Eugenes S. Hayford, engineer
of this city. The invention, it

is said, can control sound volume
at specified points, allowing addi-

tions in sound without increasing
the length of the film and provide
the director with a chart whereby
he has a record of each one-
hundredth inch of film taken, which
when turned over to the cutting
room, may serve as a guide in piec-

ing films together.

BRING THE KIDDIES BACK
A Brand New Idea That Draws Like a Magnet!

Give each kiddie a VALUABLE PRIZE also a number of GRAND
PRIZES with a retail value of $1.00 each, at an amazingly low cost
to you.

WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILS

UNIVERSAL TOY & NOVELTY MFG. CO.
2329 THIRD AVENUE NEW YORK CITY

Mfrs. of Give-Away Toys and Novelties

ORIGINAL EXPLOITATION NOVELTIES
TO FIT ANY PICTURE.
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Improvement of Sound Efficiency

Discussed by R. H. McCullough

The mere fact that music sounds
pleasing to the ear is no proof that

the sound reproducing equipment is

faithfully reproducing every fre-

quency. The human voice is much
more difficult to reproduce properly

than music. The human voice af-

fords a much harder test of a loud

speaker than does music—probably
because the human ear is trained to

know when the voice sounds nat-

ural. If the reproduction of the

human voice is resonant without
being hollow or throaty and the
sibilants come through clearly, with-

out distortion, the reproduction is

is said to be excellent. We should
not be satisfied with mere traces of

the "S" and "TH" sounds. They
should be heard almost as clearly as

in normal speech. After hearing the

human voice, listen to a musical se-

lection containing drums and make
sure that the drums retain their full

resonant boom.
It is advisable to retain the volume

in the auditorium at a normal level.

Do not permit speech or music to

be reproduced with excessive volume.
Musical accompaniments with fea-

ture presentations or other subjects

should be reproduced at a very low
level. When the news reel is being
presented, see that more volume is

used for the voice of a close-up
speaker than for a person some dis-

tance in the background. It is very
important to bring up the volume
where it is appropriate for special

effects—such as the shouting of a
crowd, the whistle of a locomotive,
a brass band passing nearby, etc.

Check Up on Replacement Parts

Upon receiving any replacement
parts it is imperative that you im-
mediately check same for defective-

ness and return such part or piece

of equipment which shows any per-
ceptible defects. Sound equipment
and repla^cement parts must be abso-
lutely perfect to insure a good per-
formance and besides we are paying
for good equipment and you are re-

sponsible if you are operating sound
equipment with defective vacuum
tubes and other working parts.

High-voltage filter condensers are
capable of holding a charge for a
considerable length of time. It is

possible, while checking over the
amplifier and component parts, that
you will receive a severe shock from
one of the condensers. A simple
method of avoiding such shocks is

to make it a practice to always dis-

charge such condensers before han-
dling them. To eliminate the pos-
sibility of shocks, take a screw-
driver, or any other metal conduc-

tor, and short both terminals, which
will discharge the condenser.

Excessive Friction Causes Trouble

If the observer's equipment does

not function, and if not loud enough
to enable the observer and projec-

tionist to hear each other, or if the

buzzer is weak or inoperative, make
sure that the batteries are in good
condition.

If the reading on the synchronous
motor control box meter does not

stay within specified limits, check
the projector mechanism immediate-
ly and also the working parts of

the driving attachment. Excessive
friction at some point in the mechan-
ism will cause the meter reading to

read high on AC, or too low on DC.
See that the projector working parts
are lubricated at regular intervals.

A Natural Tone Quality Necessary

The photo-electric cell amplifier

cradle should always swing freely.

The rubber base has a tendency to

swell, pushing the amplifier upwards
and causing the amplifier to touch
the housing; if such is the case, the

rubber should be replaced to avoid
mechanical noise in the pick-up. In-

spect the cradle spring supports and
see that they are of proper length.

It is imperative that the Movie-
tone light gate be cleaned before
threading the projector for Movie-
tone presentation. All projector
bases should be permanently ground-
ed. Do not allow any outside source
of light to come in contact with the
photo-electric cell compartment dur-
ing the time the film attachment is

in operation, other than that source
of light supply which comes from
the reproducing lamp. Avoid plac-

ing microphonic tubes in the first

socket of the photo-electric cell

amplifier.

A hum will be perceptible if the
sprocket perforations project over
in the sound aperture. Keep sprock-
ets and idlers clean at all times.

JUST
AROUXD
THE

CORNER
from every American

theatre

NATIONAL THEATR
SUPPLY COMPANY
Branches in all Principal Cities

Check It Up
Your fire fighting equipment should

be kept in the best condition. Fire

extinguishers should be checked and

refilled at regular intervals. Check
over your equipment now, not only

for your own protection, but for the

safety and welfare of your patrons.

Before starting the projector, ob-

serve the meter readings and set at

normal operating values. The pro-
jectionist is entirely responsible for
the operation of the sound equip-
ment.
To win and hold theater patron-

age, it is necessary to present the
sound motion picture in a realistic

manner with good definition and
natural tone quality. The unnatural-
ness in voice, the shrillness in notes
and the unpleasantness and echoes
of sounds will cause loss of steady
clientele. Your audience will be
grateful for any improvement you
can make, which will lead to the per-
fection of performance. Your specific

problems must be remedied. Ex-
perience and science have gone far
to take the gamble out of the per-
fect sound picture presentation.

Common Projection Problems

Common projection problems are
unsteady pictures, poor definition,

distortion and poor screen illumina-
tion. An unsteady picture is caused
by a bent intermittent shaft or
sprocket — or worn intermittent
parts, insufficient tension on tension
shoes which hold film against pro-
jector mechanism aperture, wax or
dirt on intermittent sprocket, film
shrinkage and film perforations
not being standard. Poor definition
is caused by a dirty objective lens,

using a poor grade lens which pro-
vides spherical aberration, incorrect
lens system, loose tension against
tension shoes, which permits film to

buckle—thus causing an in and out
of focus effect and warped film.

Poor screen illumination may be
caused by dirty condenser lenses if

POWERfUL SPOTLIGHT BULB

INVENTED BY MAUDE ADAMS

Maude Adams, who has just re-
turned to the stage after long re-
tirement during which she made
vast experiments in lighting, is the
inventor of a new bulb that is 30
times more powerful than the spot-
light in average use in the theater
and which permits change of color
without the usual use of gelatin
slides. The device is operated by
remote control.
An operator, seated at a control

board, will regulate all qualities of
light from that of morning to mid-
night, it is claimed. Because of the
intense heat generated by the bulb,
which will have a power of 30,000
watts, an air cooling device is pro-
vided.
The bulb is manufactured espe-

cially by General Electric, while the
Century Lighting Equipment Co. of
New York is to manufacture the
control apparatus.

Aisle and Seat Lights

A series of aisle and seat lights
to enable patrons to find their way
about in darkened auditoriums and
seat themselves without the discom-
forts and dangers of groping in the
dark, yet without annoying the audi-
ence or interfering with the per-
formance, are being marketed by
Kliegl Bros, of New York, manu-
facturers of theatrical, decorative
and spectacular lighting.

the high intensity or standard arc is

used—a dirty mirror if the mirror
arc lamp is used—negligence on part
of the projectionist to maintain a
proper arc—incorrect relative dis-

tance between the aperture and the
light source — incorrect condenser
lens system, or insufficient current
for the type of projector arc which
is being used.

—

R. H. McCullough in
Fox's "The Last Word."

U^^ EFFECTS
Realistic and fantastic, scenic and sound ef-
fects, and illusionary devices of every descrip-
tion; furnished for stage shows, prologues,
feature pictures, etc.—also color wheels, spot-
lights, connectors, and other stage lighting

specialties and supplies.

KLIEGL BROS
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., Inc.

321 West 50th Street ^ New York. N.Y.

S/X^
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S

By L. H. MITCHELL

B. I. P. TURNING OUT

ONE PICTURE A WEEK

London—British International Pic-

tures has increased its production
schedule so that, beginning with
1932, Elstree productions will be re-

leased at the rate of one a week
throughout the year. Eleven produc-

tions have recently been completed
and await early presentation, while

six more are in various stages of

work at the studios. Eieht more are

being readied to start filming at an
early date.

Synchronized Music
For Personal Dates

London—Stage artists may here-

after make personal appearances
and be accompanied by music with-

out the theater going to the expense

of hiring an orchestra. A demonstra-
tion was given recently at the Poly-

technic of a system of synchronous
accompaniments by which the nec-

essary music to accompany the per-

sonal appearance of the artist is re-

corded on films and reproduced on
the screen at the proper time. Long
intervals between bits of accom-
panying music are taken care of

by having two or more records cued

to stprt at the proper time. Songs

and dancing were equally well ac-

companied by the film music, it is

stated.

New French Producing Agreement
Paris—An agreement of impor-

tance to the French film industry

has been entered into between Delac

and Vandal on one hand and P. J.

de Venloo on the other. Under the

terms of the agreement, de Venloo

will cease producing, while Delac

and Vandal will no longer distribute,

but confine themselves to producing

talkers.

Newport's 2,700-Seat Super
Newport, Eng.—Plans have been

drawn up for a 2,700-seat motion

picture theater here to be built by

Tilney's Kinema, Ltd. It will be

erected at Capitol Park, near the

city's main thoroughfare, at an es-

timated cost of about $450,000.

British Quota Record

London — The highest percentage

of British-made pictures exhibited at

one theater occurred at the Palace,

Orpington, Kent, at which during

the past year 46% per cent of the

features shown, and 39 per cent of

the short subjects, were British-

made. This is believed to be a rec-

ord for England.

League May Collaborate on War Film

Paris—Marcel L'Herbrier has written a scenario depicting the horrors of a

Future war, "L'Amour du Monde," upon which he states that he has received

assurances of collaboration by the League of Nations and the Women's Union

for Peace. A number of French statesmen, including Messrs. Briand, Tardieu,

Herriot, Painleve and others, have promised their patronage. The author hopes

to obtain international patronage before beginning production.

Pageant of Film Industry
At Lord Mayor's Show

London — The British Kinemato-
graphie Society is arranging for a
pageant to represent the develop-
ment of the film industry at the
Lord Mavor's show in London, on
Nov 9. Five large floats, symbolical
of the development of the industrv.
will appear in the procession. Contri-
butions are being made by a number
of film associations, and British-
Gaumont has off^ered to make up any
deficit there may happen to be.

More English Exhibs on Blacklist

London—Two more English exhib-
itors have been put on the blacklist

by the Kinematograph Renters So-
ciety for "systematic discrepancies"
in their returns. Four others were
put on the blacklist several weeks
ago. No more films will be rented
to them by the K. R. S.

Percy Marmont with Pathe-Natan
Paris—Percy Marmont has been

signed bv Pathe-Natan to play on-

Dosite Elizabeth Bergner in the
English version of "Ariane." which
will be filmed at the Joinville stu-

dios.

Linder Film Screened Privately

Paris — "Help," the last motion
picture ^starring the noted French
comedian. Max Linder, who com-
mitted suicide in 1927, was recentW
screened privately here. It is a skit

on the hair-raising type of melo-
drama, but it has been decided that

the film will never be shown pub-
licly.

Benita Hume with W. B.- F. N.

London — Benita Hume, London
stage actress who was seen in New
York last season and has appeared
in pictures, has been signed for a

leading role in Warner Bros.-First

National's second production at the

Teddington studios. Title has not yet

been selected.

Malay Gets 90% of Films from U.S.

Singapore—Ninety per cent of the
film footage imported by British
Malaya is supplied by the United
States. For the first half of 1931 the
imports were 2,629,685 feet, of which
the United States supplied 2,386,365
feet.

French Film Pioneers
Honored by Government

Paris — The French government
recently honored four of the pioneers
of the film industry when the Order
of the Legion of Honor was confer-
red, in the presence of Cabinet mem-
bers, upon Charles Delac, M. Vandal,
Louis Lumiere and M. Melies. Mario
Roustan, Minister of Public Instruc-
tion and Fine Arts, presented the
decorations at a banquet held in

Claridge's hotel.

"Atlantide" as a Talker
Paris—G. W. Pabst is to make

Pierre Benoit's novel, "Atlantide,"

into a talking picture. It was done
as silent film some years ago. Five
prominent French authors will pre-
pare the scenario.

Three Times Sherlock Holmes
London — Arthur Wontner, who

acted the role of Sherlock Holmes
in Twickenham Film Studios' pro-
duction of "The Sleeping Cardinal,"
has signed to play Conan Doyle's
great detective in two more produc-
tions, the first for Twickenham, the
second, "The Sign of the Four." for
Associated Radio Pictures.

Sues Rex Ingram on Slander Charge
Paris—Suit for $50,000 against

the American director. Rex Ingram,
has been instituted here by M. Cor-
niglion-Moliner, former legal ad-
viser to Ingram at Nice. The charge
is slander and is brought under the
new bill passed by parliament the
past summer. Ingram brought an
action against M. Corniglion-Moliner
earlier in the year.

"Trader Horn" Gets 20-Year Record

London—"Trader Horn" has start-

ed its tour of the provincial thea-
ters. At the Apollo, Southsea, ac-

cording to Manager Blake's own
report, it broke the record of his

theater for the 20 years of its ex-
istence during which time 2,000 fea-
tures have been shown there. «

B. I. P. Has 6 Films in Work
London — British International

Pictures has six productions now in

work at the Elstree studios. The six

are "Tin Gods," "The Bachelor's
Baby," "The Verdict of the Sea,"
"Bill the Conqueror," "Josser Goes
to Sea," and one other .

RENT REDUCTIONS IN SIGHT

FOR AUSTRALIAN EXHIBS

Sydney — Relief is in sight for
Australian exhibitors if the Rents
Reduction Bill now before the New
South Wales Parliament becomes a
law. The decrease will not apply to
the rental of films, but to the rent
of theaters. The amount of rent de-
duction specified in the bill is 22 ^^

per cent.

Actual relief for the exhibitor is

found in the bill already agreed to
which spreads the exhibitor's pay^
ment for sound equipment over a
period of ten years instead of over
three years as at present. The In-
terest Reduction Bill, already passed,
calling for a decrease of four shil-

lings six pence on the pound, will

aid exhibitors whose houses are
mortgaged or who have dividends to

pay on preferred stock.

British Export Unit
Opening Office Soon

London — British United Film
Products, Ltd., is the official title

of the new company recently formed
on a co-operative basis to distribute
British product in the Colonies. C.

M. Woolf, John Maxwell, Simon
Rowson, S. W. Smith and H. Bruce
Woolfe are the directors. Offices of
the company are expected to be
opened in the near future in War-
dour St. The new organization has
the approval of the Home and Co-
lonial Offices.

Cines Doing Christmas Shorts
Rome—Cines Pittaluga is making

two short subjects for Christmas
release. They are "Natale de Bebe"
("Baby's Christmas") and "II Pre-
sepe" ("The Manger").

Andre Hugon Forms Company
Paris—Andre Hugon, well-known

French film director, is managing
director of a new French motion
picture production company, "Les
Films Internationaux," capitalized

at 2,000,000 francs.

Films as Travel Propaganda
Paris—At the recent (Congress of

the French Cinema, opened by Louis

Rollin, Minister of Industi-y, the use

of motion pictures as propaganda to

increase travel in France was dis-

cussed.

French Topical Films

Paris—A new company called Tri-

angle Films has been formed by Jean

MItry and Boris Daew to produce

topical films. The first will deal with

the metal industries of France.
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
Herb Williams in

"The Beach Nut"
Paramount 9 mins.

Fair Comedy
Herb Williams, who usually is a

scream on the vaudeville stage, reg-
isters only fair in this short. He is

shovifn at a fashionable bathing
beach, where he does his nutty stuff

and in the course of matters is in

troduced as a famous pianist. This
gives Williams a chance to do his
well-known piano routine, which
ends up with the comedian splatter
ing the musical furniture all over
the place. Should prove satisfying

to the less fastidious.

"Paramount Pictorial No. 3"

Paramount 6 mins.
Interesting Novelty

In this issue of the Paramount
Pictorial some of the tricks of radio
broadcasting are exposed in a man-
ner that will provide some unusually
interesting entertainment for the

fans, though it certainly won't help

the broadcasting business any. Af-
ter a view of a couple listening to

a radio program, the scene changes
to the broadcasting studio where the

tricks of sending a skit over the air

are revealed. A good novelty, but
unquestionably a disillusionment for

many radio listeners. The other

subjects in this short are "African
Wild Game", with talk by Lowell
Thomas, and "Something New in

Dishes", a china display in color.

"Donne Alia Fonte"
("Women at the Spring")

Transcontinental Picts. 6 mins.

Good Musical Number
Staged around a picturesque well,

with a group of Italian girls in at-

tractive native costume performmg,
some dancing while others sing, this

short from the Cines Pittaluga stu-

dios of Rome makes a delightful and
very acceptable filler for almost any
bill. The dance is colorful and in-

teresting, while the singing is in a

decidedly agreeable vein.

Clark and McCullough in

"Scratch as Scratch Can"
Radio Pictures 20 mins.

Good Slapstick
Clark and McCullough's rough-

house slapstick shows to good ad-

vantage in this one. The boys are

picked up on the street and assigned

to sell insurance to a tough cus-

tomer. Their methods make for a

series of laugh situations which,
while not new, are surefire stuff.

They crash into the prospect's house
and after breaking up a statue try-

ing out wrestling holds, they go to

work on the prospect and, by mis-

take, the president of the company
they are working for. Through a
series of wrestling holds they finally

torture the prospects into signing

up. Finally they are chased into a

steam cabinet, the steam is turned
on and, through some trick photog-
raphy, they emerge about two inches

high. There are only a few slow

minutes in the comedy.

"Backfield Strategy"
(Football Thrills Series)

Columbia 10 mins.
Good

A sequence in which Knute Rockne
explains a trio of shifts is one of the
highlights of this number in the
Football Thrills series. Another en-
hancing feature is the use of a wide
screen, which adds considerably to

the effectiveness and clarity of the
demonstrations. Slow motion is used
to good advantage and the explana-
tory talk is interesting. Teams
shown in the course of the action
include Notre Dame and Southern
California, Tennessee and Florida,
and Holy Cross and Harvard.

"Jack and the Beanstalk"

Paramount 6 mins.
Fair Catroon

Nothing specially out of the or-

dinary in this animated. The title

just about explains what it's about,
the hero of the action utilizing the
beanstalk to ascend up into the

clouds and rescue the girl from the
menacing clutches of the giant. Art
work and score are okay.

Edf/ar Bergen m
"Free and Easy"

Vitaphone 5905 7 mins.

Fair

Another in the series of short
comedy skits in which Edgar Ber-
gren, the ventriloquist, and his

dummy are featured. The slim story

in this number has to do with the
pair going in search of some dough
on which a crystal gazer has given
them a bum steer, and the course
of the yarn takes in from hoboing to

the classy southern winter resorts.

Material in general, however, does

not hold up as strongly as previous
shorts by Bergen, although it

should prove fairly satisfying.

Ruth Ettinff in

"Words and Music"

Vitaphone 1288-9 21 mins.

Okay
Comedy with music in which a

young song writer I'uns foul of a
crook in the same biz. Under the

pretext of collaboration, the shyster

steals the lad's hit song, but it all

works out happily in the end, thanks
to the youth's more sophisticated

sweetie. Miss Etting sings delight-

fully and some of the lines are real-

ly funny.

"The Eyes Have It"

Vitaphone 1282 10 mins.

Pretty Dull

Edgar Bergen, ventriloquist, plays
an eye specialist with his wisecrack-
ing dummy as his patient. The third

person in the picture is an attrac-

tive nurse who merits the interest

of said dummy. As far as ventrilo-

quism goes, the work is fine but the

picture as a whole becomes tiresome.

"Adventures in Africa"

No. 12—"Unconquered Africa"

Vitaphone 5112 16 mins.

Okay
As the final subject in the African

Adventure series, a resume of the
highlights contained in the preced-
ing 11 two-reelers are presented.
The summary should prove interest-
ing to those who have seen the pre-
vious chapters as well as to those
who haven't.

"The Wall Street Mystery"

with Donald Meek
Vitaphone 6202 17 mins.

Passable

Weakness of these S. S. Van Dine
mystery shorts is that they suffer
from the difficulty of building up
much of a mystery situation and
solution in such a small space of
time. As a result the action becomes
too matter-of-fact, with little chance
to build up the human interest side.
The present subject concerns the
double murder of a stock broker and
one of his clients, with the usual
innocents planted as suspects and
the novel crime finally being solved
by somewhat eccentric detective,
played by Donald Meek. The skit
necessarily is done mostly in dia-
logue.

Robert L. Ripley in

"Believe It or Not"
Vitaphone 5301 8 mins.

Very Interesting

Robert L. Ripley takes his audi-
ence to northern Africa in another
intensely-interesting tour of historic
spots. The material is generally new
and certainly fascinating. No doubt
the subject would be additionally ef-
fective providing more detail was
furnished in connection with the va-
rious points of interest visited.

Krazy Kut in

"Bars and Stripes"
Columbia 6 mins.

Fair
A fairly amusing animated based

on a combination musical and mili-
tary idea. First Krazy trots out a
company of musical instruments,
which go on parade, and then the
tooting horns begin to spout cannon-
balls at a supposed enemy. The
music is lively.

"Ya Don't Know What You're Doin"
Vitaphone 5603 7 mins.

Poor
Just an ordinary animated song

cartoon in the "Merrie Melodies"
series. Has nothing about it to lift it

out of the commonplace rating.
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Ruth Chatterton in

"ONCE A LADY"
Paramonvt 80 mins.

GOOD ALTHOUGH AT TIMES
SLOW DRAMA WITH CHATTER-
TONS PERFORMANCE THE
MAIN ATTRACTION. NICE FOR
THE LADIES.
Without Ruth Chatterton this pic-

ture wouldn't mean much. Its theme
is hackneyed but intelligenly di-

rected and the star herself gives a
performance which is distinctly out-
standing. The story is about a Rus-
sian lady who weds a staid young
Englishman and his family breaks
up the marriage. In the meantime
a daughter has been born. When the
crisis in the marital situation occurs
the husband turns the wife out and
she returns to Paris to become a

lady of more or less, mostly less,

virtue. Years later her daughter,
blocked in her desire to marry a
poor young man, leaves home and
starts to go on the loose in Paris,

when her mother steps in and, with-
out exploding the legend that she
is dead, saves the girl and engineers
her toward marriage with her sweet-
heart. The entire cast is competent
with Jill Esmond, playing the daugh-
ter, particularly fine.

Cast: Ruth Chatterton, Ivor Novello, Jill

Esmond, Suzanne Ransom, Geoffrey Kerr,
Doris Lloyd, Herbert Bunston, Gwendolen
Logan, Stella Moore, Edith Griffes, Theodor
vnn Eltz, Claude King, Lillian Rich.

Director, Guthrie McClintic ; Authors,
Rudolf Bernauer, Rudolf Oesterreicher ; Ad-
aptors, Zoe Akins, Samuel Hoffenstein ; Di-
aloguer, same ; Editor, not listed ; Camera-
man, Charles Lang.

Direction, splendid ; Photography, excellent.

"COMPROMISED"
with Ben Lyon, Rose Hobart,

Juliette Compton
First National 55 mins.

FAIR DRAMA OF RICH BOY-
POOR GIRL ROMANCE WITH PA-
RENTAL INTERFERENCE, WITH
KID ACTOR AS HIGHLIGHT.

This is just anotlier rehash of the

familiar situation wherein the mil-

lionaire's &on marries an honest girl

of shady parentage, resulting in pa-
rental opposition but eventual vic-

tory for true love, It's a rather
obvious story, the outcome being
visible before the second reel, and
consequently it doesn't get very deep
under the skin. Ben Lyon is the
rich lad and Rose Hobart is the
worthy orphan whom he marries
after the girl of his own set, Juliette
Compton, has turned him down for
another. Claude Gillingwater, as
the lad's father, later does his best
to break up the happy marriage and
take custody of the young grandson,
admirably played by Delmar Wat-
son. But his scheme falls through
in the end. The brightest spot in the
picture is little Delmar Watson.

Cast: Rose Hobart, Ben Lyon, Claude
Gillingwater, Emma Dunn, Juliette Compton,
Bert Roach, Florence Britton, Adele Watson,
Louise Mackintosh, Delmar Watson, Edgar
Norton.

Director, John Adolfi ; Author, Edith Fitz-
gerald ; Adaptor, Waldemar Young; Dia-
loguer, Florence Ryerson ; Editor, Edward
Schroeder ; Cameraman, Ernest Haller.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.

"THE RULING VOICE"
with Walter- Huston, Lorefta Young,

Doris Kenyon
Fi7-si National 76 mins.

WEAK ENTERTAINMENT
WHICH OUGHT TO GO BEST IN
SMALLER HOUSES. LOOSELY
KNIT MILK RACKET DRAMA.

The dairy racket, with "big busi-

ness" trimmings, furnishes the

theme of this picture, which suffers

from a ragged story and dialogue
which is pretty bad during a great
part of the footage. None of the
characters seems very real and the
players have difficulty in overcoming
this handicap. Walter Huston plays
a racketeer who is demanding "pro-
tection money" from milk dealers in
a big city. When he realizes that
his daughter cannot wed a wealthy
young chap owing to his occupation
and rep, he tries to quit the racket.
His gang send a man whom he has
ruined to bump him off, and the
picture ends in a highly unsatisfac-
tory manner. It lacks a genuine
punch. Huston is unable to deliver
in his impossible role and the other
major players are in the same posi-
tion.

Cast: Walter Huston, Lorctta Young,
Doris Kenyon, David Manners, John Halli-
day, Dudley Digges. Gilbert Emery, Willard
Robinson and Douglas Scott.

Director, Rowland V. Lee ; Authors, Row-
land V. Lee and Donald V. Lee ; Adaptor,
Robert Lord ; Dialogue, Byron Morgan

;

Editor, George Amy ; Cameraman, Sol Po-
lito.

Direction, indifferent. Photography, good.

"NECK AND NECK"
with Glenn Tryon

Sono Art 63 mins.

LIGHT COMEDY-DRAMA OF
THE RACETRACK THAT WILL
PLEASE POP AUDIENCES.

What this Thrillodrama lacks in

thrills and drama is made up in

laughs that are provided by a clever

performance by Glenn Tryon, in the

part of a smart aleck salesman, and

Stepin Fetchit, as a droll, lazy and

good-for-nothing stable boy. Tryon,

who has had a glimpse of "the one
girl," decides to quit the house-to-
house canvass professional for better

and bigger things. His boasting

leads him into trouble and scorn, but
also leads him into a card game with
some professional gamblers, whom
he cleans and even wins a race horse

of which he has previously boasted
being the owner. There is the usual
intrigue and a mixup at the paddock
that helps to work up a climax. The
picture finishes with a horse race
that falls short of arousing much
enthusiasm. For the not too dis-

criminating popular crowds, how-
ever, the picture should prove fairly

satisfying.

Cast: Glenn Tryon, Vera Reynolds, Walter
Brennan, Lafe McKee, Carroll Nye, Stepin

Fetchit, Lloyd Whitlock, Fern Emmett,
Rosita Butler.

Director, Richard Thorpe ; Author, Betty
Burbridge; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, X'iola Roehl ; Cameraman, Jules Cron-
jager; Recording Engineer, Earl N. Crain.

Direction, fair. Photography, good.

Tom Keene in

"FREIGHTERS OF DESTINY"
RKO Pathe 60 mins.

NEW TYPE WESTERN LIFTS
THIS IN CLASS BY ITSELF WITH
ORIGINAL STORY TREATMENT,
DIRECTION AND ACTING. SURE-
FIRE HIT.

At last they have broken away
from the routine stuff and put some
originality and ingenuity into a
western. Major credit must go to

Fred Allen for his fine work on this,

his first job on direction. He has
brought new values into the western
field, and a fresh treatment with lit-

tle touches of technique that lifts it

away above the ruck of its class.
It proves that the western can be
made a vital entertainment form
with as big an appeal to the grown-
ups as the kids. A bang-up action-
ful story crammed with suspense,
with a stirring climax as a big train
of freighters dashes across the plains
and into the town to save the situa-
tion for the hero. Other swell
touches, such as the comedy team
work of Frank Rice and Billy Fra-
ney; Tom Keene's natural and hu-
man acting; Tom's clever horse;
fine use of a harmony quartet in
atmospheric setting, and delightful
photography.

Cast : Tom Keene, Barbara Kent, Frank
Rice. Billy Franey, Mitchell Harris, William
Welash. Frederick Burton, Slim Whittaker,
Tom Bay, Fred Burns.

Director, Fred Allen ; Author, Adele Buf-
fington ; Adaptor, not listed ; Dialoguer, not
listed ; Editor, not listed ; Cameraman, Ted
McCord ; Recording Engineer, Dick Tyler.

Direction, aces. Photography, excellent.

Helen Twelvetrees in

"BAD COMPANY"
with Ricardo Cortez

RKO Pathe 68 mins.

MILDLY EFFECTIVE RACKE-
TEER STORY. CAST HANDI-
CAPPED BY POOR MATERIAL.

There's nothing much about this
picture that is very different from
the general run of booze-racketeer-
ing yarns which now have about run
their course. It has the usual "big'
shot," a vain and uncouth character
played by Ricardo Cortez; the girl
he desires, Helen Twelvetrees, who
innocently marries a young member
of his gang, and the usual opposi-
tion gang, headed by the girl's
brother, although she is unaware of
his activities. Cortez frames the
young husband so he can get the
wife, but the lad is only wounded
instead of killed, and, after the big
shot has mowed down the rival mob
he meets his doom at the hands of
the wife, whom he had lured to his
apartment. The plot has no special
kicks, and due to the weakness of
the material, the cast is never able
to register very heavily.

Cast: Helen Twelvetrees, Ricardo Cortez,
John Garrick, Paul Hurst, Frank Conroy,
Frank McHugh, Kenneth Thomson, Arthur
Stone, Emma Dunn, William V. Mong, Wade
Boteler, Al Herman, Harry Carey, Edgar
Kennedy, Mike Donlin, Gladden James, Rob-
ert Keith, George Byron, Harold Goodwin.

Director, Tay Garnett ; Author, Jack Lait

;

Adaptors, Thomas Buckingham, Tay Garnett

;

Dialoguers, same ; Editor, Claude Berkeley

;

Cameraman, Arthur Miller ; Recording En-
gineers, E. Wolcott, J. Grubb.

Direction, fair. Photoeraphy, fine.

"FRIENDS AND LOVERS"
with Adolphe Menjou, Lily Damita
Radio Pictures 76 mins.

RAMBLING STORY OF CON-
TINENTAL LOVE, MOSTLY A
SERIES OF EPISODES AND CON-
VERSATION, FALLS FLAT.
This is one of those films adapted

from a novel of continental love in-
trigues that is totally foreign to the
American standards. It rambles
along aimlessly with little action, no
motivation, and without arousing
the slightest sympathy for any of
the participants. Adolphe Menjou
is a captain in the British colonial
service who falls in love with a mar-
ried woman and she with him. But
hubby and wifie are working a
blackmail racket together on rich
bachelors. Menjou is shaken down
for 25 grand, but the wifie loves
him anyway. Then in India, we see
the captain and another young of-
ficer discovering that they love the
same married lady. Then back to
London, and so on to a rambling
finale. Lily Damita has a most ar-
tificial part, and acts in the same
way. It has little action, being a
series of explanatory conversations.

Cast: Adolphe Menjou, Lily Damita, Lau-
rence Olivier, Eric von Stroheim, Hugh Her-
bert, Frederick Kerr, Blanche Friderici. Van-
dim Uraneff, Lai Chand Mehra, Yvonne
D'Arcy, Kay Deslys, Dorothy Wolbert.

Director, Victor Schertzinger ; Author,
Maurice de Kobra ; Adaptors, Jane Murfin.
Wallace Smith ; Dialoguer, Wallace Smith

;

Editor, not listed; Cameraman, Roy Hunt;
Recording Engineer, Hugh MacDowell.

Direction, handicapped by material. Photog-
raphy, fair.

"THE SPECKLED BAND"
First Division G6 mins.

FAIR MURDER MYSTERY
WITH LYNN HARDING IN FINE
PORTRAYAL AND RAYMOND
MASSEY GOOD AS SHERLOCK
HOLMES.

This Conan Doyle detective story

stands up well with its predecessors
although it depicts a more modern
Holmes than either screen or story
is wont to show. Raymond Massey
has made no attempt to match in his

make-up, the Sherlock that was orig-

inally created by the artist. How-
ever, Massey is an excellent actor.

Lynn Harding plays a very villain-

ous villain, and does it well. The
story concerns a mysterious murder
case that Holmes endeavors to calm-
ly unravel. One young girl is killed,

there being no trace of the mur-
derer. Her sister is in constant fear
of a similar fate and appeals to

Holmes for protection. Suspicion
is immediately centered upon the
girl's step-father who eventually is

trapped and killed by the serpent he
has used to kill his victims. Many
situations are obvious although in

spots the suspense is cleverly sus-

tained.

Cast : Raymond Massey, Lynn Harding,
Athole Steward, Angela Baddeley, Nancy
Price.

Director, Jack Raymond ; Author, Sii

Arthur Conan Doyle ; Adaptor, W. P. Lips-
comb ; Dialoguer, same; Editor, P. M.
Rogers , Cameraman, F. A. Young ; Record-
ing Engineer, L. M. O'Dell.

Direction, good. Photography, fair.
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"MISBEHAVING LADIES"
w\th Lila Lcc, Ben .Lyon

Fir><t National 65 mins.

GOOD FAMILY PICTURE WITH
SMALL TOWN COMEDY AND
CHARACTERIZATION THAT
WILL PLEASE AS A POP NUM-
BER.

This is a light number that will

break no records, but it is a whole-
some story with some fine comedy
characterizations by Louise Fazenda
and Lucien Littlefield in a small

town setting. Lila Lee is the girl
who left the home town when a
child, grew up in Europe and mar-
ried a prince who died. The story
concerns itself with her return to the
home town out in the midwest, with
Uncle and Aunt and the whole popu-
lace ready to welcome her. She ar-
rives incognito and is mistaken for
a seamstress. For a joke she carries
on the role. This leads to some
humorous complications and near
scandal with her uncle and her old
boy sweetheart involved. The comedy
characterizations by Louise Fazenda
and Littlefield make this very human
pnd laughable. Just right for the
family trade.

Cast: Lila Lee. Ben T^yoii. Louise Fazenda,
Liicien Littlefield, Julia Swayne Gordon,
Kmily Fitzroy, Martha Mattox, \'irginia

(Iray, Oscar Apfel.

Director, William Beaudiue : Author,
Juliet Wilbor Tliompkins ; Adaptor, Julian

Josephson : Dialoguer, same ; Editor, not
listed ; Cameraman, John Seitz.

Direction, fair. Photography, good.

"COSI E LA VITA"
("Such Is Life")

Thalia Productions 70 mins.

FINE FOR ITALIAN AUDIENCES.
HAS PLENTY OF HEART INTER-
EST AND DRAMA.

This all-Italian feature unfolds as

the familiar triangle situation but
with a new twist. A wealthy hus-

band is obliged to leave his attrac-

tive wife and girl baby in the care
of his best friend while he goes to

America. When he returns, the wife
has an extra child, a boy, who has
been given over to the care of an
oM nurse. Years later, after the

mother has died, the boy and girl

fall in love not knowing they are
brother and sister. When the father

sends the boy away, the boy vows
vengeance and, in seeking to shoot

the father's choice for son-in-law, he
himself is killed. There is a trial

and under very dramatic circum-
stances, the old nurse reveals the

truth, with the result that the girl

resigns herself to her father' choice.

Cast is uniformly good, especially

Miriam Battista, famous as a child

actress, who gives a capable and
sincere performance. Apparently
no expense was spared to make this

a quality production. Sets are all

attractive.

Cast; .^'canio DeRosa. Adriana Dori,

Eduardii ('ianelli. Pierre Nigi. Augusta Me-
righi, Miriam Battista. X'annette Van and
Franl< .Mlara.

Director, Eugene Roder ; Author, .\rmando
Cemerazzo ; Dialoguer. Eugene Roder ; Adap-
tor, same ; Cameraman. Frank Zuckor ; Music
Director. Pi<] Fantoni.

Direction, good. Photography, okay.

"OPERA BALL"
I'rotcx Tnidiiif/ Corp. 73 mins.

PLEASING GERMAN LIGHT
COMEDY WITH VIENNESE SET-
TING GETS LAUGHS WITH
CLEVER SITUATIONS.

A Greenbaum-Emelka production,
featuring Ivan Petrovich, Liane Haid
and Georg Alexander. It is done in

the farce comedy vein, and the plot

is very clever and amusing. With
a very competent cast and nice set-

tings in a ritzy society and diplomat-
ic atmosphere, it gets over with
plenty of laughs. Petrovich as the

husband of Liane Haid is detained

on diplomatic business so that he
cannot attend the Opera Ball in

Vienna. His wife decides to go alone

and secretly, taking her maid. There
she has a flirtation with Alexander,

a friend of her husband's she has
not met, also in the diplomatic ser-

vice. She- is masked, and he does

not know her identity. He follows

her to her home, and to save herself

from discovery she has her maid
wear her clothes and impersonate
her. Then developments come thick

and fast with clever and amusing
complications. English titles are in-

serted on the scenes to aid those

who do not speak German. A pleas-

ing number.
Cast: Ivan Petrovich, Liane Haid. Georg

.\lexander. Otto Wallburg, Betty Bird, Irene

.Xmbrus.

Director, Max Neufeld ; Authors, Max
Xeufeld, Jacques Bachrach, Ida Jenbach

;

Adaptors, same ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor,

not listed ; Cameraman, Otto Kanturek.

Direction, good. Photography, very good.

"IHRE HOHEIT BEFIEHLT"
("Her Highness Commands")

Ufa 90 mins.

ENJOYABLE GERMAN TALK-
ER WITH A MYTHICAL KING-
DOM BACKGROUND. WILLY
FRITSCH AND KAETHE VON
NAGY GOOD.
A pleasing blending of music and

humor hold up the interest in this

German-made film until the very
end. Kaethe von Nagy as princess

Marie Christine and Willy Fritsch

as her lover from the royal guard,

give excellent pei-formances. Bal-

ance of the cast fits into the amus-
ing spirit of the picture. The story

tells how the princess and the of-

ficer attend a servants' ball in-

cognito. They meet and fall in love

without knowing each others' real

positions. The officer is late for par-

ade the next morning and is rep-

rimanded by his captain. The
princess, who is watching from a

window, recognizes her playmate
from the previous night and im-

mediately has him made a captain.

Later she has him made a Major,

then a colonel, a general, and finally

personal adjutant to Her Royal
Highness. In the end she breaks her

engagement to a prince from a

neighboring kingdom and elopes

with the soldier.

Cast: Willy Fritsch. Kaethe von Xagy.
Keinhold Schuenzel, Paul Hoerbiger, Paul

IIe:dcniann.

Director, llaniis Schwartz ; Authors, Paul

Frank. Hillie Wilder; Scenarists, same; Dia-

loguers, same; Camrraman, ducnther Rit-

tau ; Recording Engineer, Hermann Fritz-

sching.
Direction, gnoil. Photography, good.

O PRESENTATIONS C
By JACK HARROIVER

Roxy
The Roxy stage bill features an

"Armistice Memoriam", very effec-

tively staged behind a scrim, with
the boys in the trenches on both
sides, singing songs, and finishing

with an allegorical bit with Martha
Attwood singing. The stage show
proper is "Sahara", in two scenes.

The first is the Sheik's Tent, with
the dancing girls, the singing en-

semble, Patricia Bowman and Clair
Kramer featured. Miss Bowman
does a symbolic dance before the
sheik. The second set shows the

outside of a fort on the desert, open-
ing with the Liazeed Company, a

family of 12 acrobats, doing some
spectacular formations. Then two
comedy tumblers. Mills and She, are

on for some clever stuff. The Roxy-
ettes conclude with a military drill

in Legionnaire costumes.

Walt Disney Increasing
"Mickey Mouse" Program

(.Continued from Page I)

tribution contract signed some
months ago.

J. W. MacFarland, Eastern repre-

sentative for Disney, and Hank
Peters, studio representative with
headquarters in Chicago, expect that

there will be 1,500 Mickey Mouse
clubs functioning by February. To-
tal of 750 are organized at present.

Four representatives have been en-

gaged to carry on the organizing
work afield. They are: H. E. Nich-
ols, with headquarters in Dallas and
working in Southern states; Eddie
Vaughn, Chicago, handling Middle
West; George Giroux, Chicago,

working on territory east of that

city, and Edward Whaley, in either

Philadelphia or Atlanta, handling
Atlantic searboard territory.

Atlanta 10-Cent Houses
Hard Up for Pictures
{Continued from Page 1)

tribute good pictures at dime admis-
sions. Some independent exchanges,
however, are not in accord with the

major distributors' stand. Arthur _C.

Bromberg contends that low admis-
sions are inevitable in times like

the present.

"Silent Talkies" for Deaf
Columbus, 0.—Talkies in which

lip motions and other facial move-
ments, together with body gestures,

are introduced according to a care-

fully determined plan, have been the

subject of experiment at Ohio State

University with a view to provid-

ing a form of "talkie" understand-

able to the deaf and the hard of

hearing. With the use of Bell &
Howell 16nim. equipment, pictures

of this type have been made and
shown for lip reading study.

Comerford in Richmond
Richmond, Va.—M. E. Comerford

is here to attend dedication of a

school for children.

Paramount
Nothing more or less than a Bing

Crosby field day is the stage show
current at the Paramount. Aside
from the radio crooner, it offers but
little in the way of unusual enter-
tainment. Bing garners applause in
generous gobs and sings a number
of his ether favorites, including
"Just One More Chance" and "I
Surrender Dear." The rest of the
show is concerned with Vanessi,
well known stage dancer, who is

fine, and other items which are not
so good. The contributors are the
Danny Dare Girls, Kinney and
Lewis and Jimmy Conlin. Crosby
will be held for a second week.

Hess Sues Harrison
For $150,000 Libel

(Continued from Page 1)

Reports" an article was printed
which contained false, malicious and
defamatory matter. The article in
question was in reference to the
purchase and supply of films in On-
tario, Canada. The action by Hess
is_ personal and in no way connected
with Hess' association with the Hays
organization, of which Hess is at-
torney, says Nizer.

M011L
MAmiLTQn

IN THE

NATION'S
CAPITAL
AHotelof Excellence

In the center of the shop-

ping, business and theatre

center, travelers to the

Capital will find the
HAMILTON a hotel of

exceptional charm.

300 outside rooms, all

equipped with tub and

shower bath, electric fan

and furnished with taste.

Single $3 to $5 daily.

Double $5 to $8 daily.

Delicious southern dishes

served in the famous res-

taurant.

Write for illustrated guide
and map of Washington

Russell A. Conn, Cen. Mgr.

andK streets
WASHINGTON.D.C.
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Features Reviewed in Film Daily Mar. 8 to Nov. 1
— 372 Pictures Covered in 8 Months

Title Reviewed

Act Tage Glueck-FL 8-2-31

Air PoUce-WW 3-22-31

Annabelle's Affairs-F ...6-28-31

Alexander Hamilton-WA 9-20-31

Alias The Bad Man-TIF 6-28-31

Alice in Wonderland-COS
9-20-31

Always Goodby-F 5-24-31

American Tragedy-PAR .-8-9-31

Anybody's Blonde-ACP .11-1-31

Arizona Terror-TIF ..9-27-31
Avenger-COL 4-19-31

Bachelor Apartment-RKO 3-8-31

Bad Girl-F 8-9-31

Bad Sister-U 4-5-31

Bargain (reviewed as You
and I)-FN 9-6-31

Behind Office Doors-RK03-22-31
Beloved Bachelor-P.'\R. . 10-18 3 1

Beyond Victory-PAT ..4-12-31

Big Business Girl-FN . .6-14-31

Big Gamble-PAT 9-27-31

Bockbierfest-BLK 4-5-31

Body and Soul-F 3-15-31

Border Love-COL 9-13-31

Born to Love-PAT... 4-26-31

Bought-WB 8-16-31

Black Camel-F 7-5-31

Black Sea Mutiny-AM 6-21-31

Branded-COL 11-1-31

Brat-F 8-2-31

Broad Minded-FN 7-5-31

Call of the Rockies-SYN 7-12-31

Captain Applejack-WA 4-19-31

Captain Thunder-WA. .. 5-10-31

Captivation-CAP .9-27-31

Caught Plastered-RKO ..8-9-31

Caught-PAR 10-4-31

Chances-FN 6-14-31

Charlie Chan Carries On-F
3-22-31

Cherie-PAR 6-14-31

Children of Dreams-WA. 7-19-31

Chinatown After Dark-ACP
10-25-31

Cisco Kid-F 10-25-31

Cities and Years-AM ..4-12-31

City Streets-PAR. . 4-19-31

Civihzation-ATA 8-16-31

Clearing the Range-CAP. 5-24-31

Common Law-PAT 7-19-31

Confessions of a Co-Ed-PAR
6-21-31

Connecticut Yankee-F .4-12-31

Conquering Horde-PAR. .3-29-31

Consolation Marriage-RKO
11-1-31

Convicted-ARC 1°-*"?}

Corte D'Assise-TRC 10-4-31

Cracked Nuts-RKO .
4-5-31

Daddy Long Legs-F.. .6-7-31

Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-15-31

Danton-CAP 9-13-31

Das Alte Lied-HK 9-13-31

Das Cabinet Des Dr. Lanfari-
GS 9-13-31

Das Floetenkonzert von
Sanssouci-UFA 10-18-31

Das Lied Vom Leben-TA
10-18-31

Das Rheinlandmaedel-CAP
9-20-31

Daughter of the Dragon-PAR
8-23-31

Daybreak-MGM 5-31-31

Defenders of the Law-JOH
5-24-31

Der Grosse Tenor-UFA 5-31-31

Der Hampelmann-TA .9-13-31
Der Wahre Jakob- TRA .8-16-31

Devotion-PAT 10-4-31

Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA
8-23-31

Die Drei Von Der Tankstelle-
UFA 6-21-31

Die Forsterchristl-CAP .5-3-31

Die Grosse Sehnsucht-TA
10-11-31

Die Lindenwirten vom Rhein-
ASC 9-27-31

Die Lustigen Weiber Von
Wein-CAP 7-12-31

Die Privatsekretaerin-CAP
6-21-31

Die 3 Groschenoper-WA. 5-24-31

Dirigible-COL 4-12-31

Dishonored-PAR _
3-8-31

Divorce Among Friends-WA
4-5-31

Doctors' Wives-F 4-26-31

Dolly Macht Karriere-UFA
7-26-31

Dreyfus Case—COL 8-30-31

Drums of Jeopardy-TIF. .3-8-31

Dude Ranch-PAR 4-26-31

Duean of the Bad Lands-MOP
8-Jl-Sl

Eut of Borneo-U l-tl-Sl

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema

ACP—Action Pictures

AGF—American General Film

AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass

ASC—Associated Cinema

^TA—American Trading Asoc.
BT—British International

BIF—Big Four
BLK—Richard G. Block
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CF.L—Celebrity
CHE—Chesterfield

COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures

COS—Unique Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures
DM—D rklik-Martel
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National PIT—Pittaluga
FTP—Foreign Talking PicturesPIZ—William Pizor
GO—Al Griffith Grey
GS—George Schneider
HA—High Art Pictures
HED—Headline Pictures

HG—J. H. Hoffberg
HK—Henry Kaufman
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
HPI—Hollywood Pictures
IMP—Imperial Distributing
ITA—La Itala Film Co.
JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAL—Ernest Mattson
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
M OV—Moviegraphs
NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line U—Universal
OM—Olympia Macre Excelsior UA—United Artists

OS—Osso Productions UFA—Ufa
PAR—Paramount WA—Warner Bros.
PAT—RKO Pathe WK—Willis Kent
PEE—Peerless WM—J. D. Williams
PIC—Picture Classics WW—Sono Art

PRX—Protex Trading Corp.
RAS—Raspin Productions
REG—Regal Talking Pictures
ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
SIN—Dr. Alexander Singelow
SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TRA—Transatlantic Picts.

TRC—Transcontinental Pics.

TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films

Title Reviewed

Ein Burschenlied Aus Hei-
delberg-UFA 9-20-Sl

Eine Freundin So Goldig
Wie Du-TA 10-25-31

Enemies of the Law-REG
7-12-31

Ex-Bad Boy-U 9-27-31

Explorers of the World-RAS
9-6-31

F.xpress 13-UFA 8-9-31

Everything's Rosie-RKO. 5-24-31

Fanny Foley Herself-RKO
lO-25-.'il

Fidlovacka-DM 7-5-31

Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL
8-16-31

Fifty Million Frenchmen-WA
3-29-31

Fighting Sheriff-COL . 6-28-31

Finger Points-FN 3-29-31

First Aid-WW 7-12-31

Five and Ten-MGM 7-12-31

Five Star Final-FN 9-13-31

Five Year Plan-AM 6-7-31

Flood-COL 5-3-31

Flvinu Fool-BI 10-18-31

Free Soul-MGM 6-7-31

Frifla's Visor-MAL ..10-25-31

Front Page-UA 3-22-31

Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31

Gentleman's Fate-MGM .6-28-31

Girl Habit-PAR 6-14-31

Girls About Town-PAR. . 11-1-31

God's Country and the Man-
SYN 6-7-31

God's Gift to Women-WA
4-19-31

Goldie-F 6-28-31
Gold Dust Gertie-WA 5-31-31

Good Bad Girl-COL.. 5-17-31

Great Lover-MGM 8-30-31

Great Meadow-MGM 3-13-31

Grief Street-CHE 10-11-31

Guardsman-MGM .. ..9-13-31
Guilty Hand-s-MGM 8-30-31

Gun Smoke-PAR 4-26-31.

Hard Hombre-HOF . .9-20-31

Headin' for Trouble-BIF.9-fi-31
Hearthreak-F 10-18-31

Hell Below Zero-TPE. . .6-28-31

Hell Bent for Frisco-WW
7-12-31

Heroes All-IMP 10-25-31

High Stakes-RKO 5-31-31

Hjartats Rost-PAR 6-28-31

Holy Terror-F 7-19-31

Homicide Squad-U 8-30-31
Honeymoon Lane-PAR. . .8-2-31

Honor of the Family-FN
10-18-31

Horse Ate the Hat-MOV. 9-6-31

Hot Heiress-FN .. ...3-15-31

24 Hours-PAR 10-4-31

Huckleberry Finn-PAR 8-9-31

Hurricane Horseman-WK
10-11-.11

Hush Money-F 7-12-31

I Am From Siam-PIC. . .9-6-31

I Like Your Nerve-FN 9-13-31
I Take This Woman-PAR

6-14-31
II Richiamo del Cuore-PAR

3-8-31
Immortal Vagabond-TPE 8-2-31
Ingagi-COP 3-15-31
Indiscreet-UA 5-10-31
In Old Cheyenne-WW ..5-3-31
Iron Man-U 4-19-3J

Title Reviewed

Is There Justice?-WW. .9-20-31

It's A Wise Child-MGM
.'5-17-31

Jede Frau Hat Etwas-PAR
5-24-31

Jew At War-ttM 7-26-31

June Moon-PAR 3-15-31

Just A Gigolo-MGM.. 6-14-31

Just For A Song-WW... 4-26-31

Karamazov-TA 9-27-31

Kick In-PAR 5-24-31

Kid From Arizona-COS. 5-10-31

Kikl-UA .3-8-31

Ladies' Man-PAR S-3-31

Lady from Nowhere-CHE
7-19-31

Lady Who Dared-FN. .. 6-7-31

La Jaula de los Leones-HF
3-8-31

L'Amour, Maitre des Choses-
CAP 4-5-31

La Reeina di Sparta-IT.\ 3 8-31

Last Flight-FN 8-23-31

La Straniera-CAP ....4-19-31
Lariats and Six Shooters

COS. .10-25-,-!l

Laugh and Get Rich-RKO
3-22-31

Laughing Sinners-MGM 7-5-31

La Vacanza del Diavolo-PAR
3-22-31

Lawless Woman-CHE . .4-26-31

Law of the Rio Grande-SYN.
8-9-31

Lawver's Secret-PAR 5-31-31

Le Culte de Beaute-OS. .6-7-31

Le Million-TF 5-24-31

Le Mystere de la Chambre
Jaune-OS 5-31-31

Left Over I,.idies-W\V . 1018-,^1

Liebe Auf Befehl-U .6-7-31

Lieber Uber AIIes-CAP 4-19-31
Liebeswalzer-UFA 5-3-31

Liehtning Flyer-COL .4-5-31
Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN

8-16-31

Lion and the Lamb-COL. 4-5-31

Lover Come Back-COL. 6-7-31

T.ove Storm-BT 10-18-^1

Lumpemball-AGF 4-26-31

Mad Ocnius-WA in.25-.-!!

Mad Parade-PAR 9-20-31
Maciste In Hell-OM ...6-28-31
Magnificent Lie-PAR ..7-26-31
Maltese Falcon-WA 5-31-31
Man From Death Vallev-MOP

10-11-31
Man in Possession-MGM .7-19-31
Man of the World-PAR 3-22-31
Many a Slin-U 8-30-31
Meet the Wife-COL .. 6-21-31
Men Are Like That-COL 8-16-31
Men Call It Love-MGM .6-21-31
Men of the Sky-FN 7-19-31
Merely Mary Ann-F 9-13-31
Millionaire-WA 4-12-31
Miracle Woman-COL. .8-2-31
Monkey Business-PAR . 9-27-31
Monsters of the Deep-TPE

5-24-31

Montana Kid-MOP . 9-13-3!
Mother and Son-MOP. . .8-30-31
Mother's Millions-U 5-10-31
Mr. Lemon of Orange-F. 3-29-31
Murder At Midnight-TIF

9-20-31
Murder By the CIock-PAR

7-19-31
My Past-WA 3-15-31

Title Reviewed

My Sin-PAR 9-6-31

Mystery of Life-U 7-5-31

Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31

Nacht-Brummler-COL . . . 3-8-31

Naughty Flirt-FN 4-19-31

New Adventures of C.et-Rich-

Quick Wallinsford-MGM
10-11-31

Newly Rich-PAR 7-5-31

Never the Twain Shall Meet-
MGM .

6-7-31

Night Angel-PAR 6-14-31

Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31

Night Nurse-WA 7-19-31

Nomandie-SIN 6-21-31

Nur /\m Rhein-FTP.. 10-11-31

Other Men's Women-WA. 4-26-31

Pagan Lady-COL 9-27-31

Palmy Days-UA 9-27-31

Pardon Us-MGM ..8-23-31

Parisian. The-CAP 8-23-31

Parlor. Bedroom and Bath-
MGM . 4-5-31

Partners of the Trail-MOP
8-30-31

Party Husband-FN 5-17-31

Penrod and Sam-FN 9-27-31

Perfect Alibi-RKO 3-8-31

Personal Maid-PAR. . .
8-30-31

Platinum Blonde-COL. . .11-1-31

Playthings of HoIlywood-HPI
4-12-31

Politics-MGM 8-2-31

Private ScandaUHED .. .11-1-31

Prodigal-MGM 6-28-31

Public Enemy-WA 4-26-31

Public Defender-RKO ..7-12-31

Pueblo Terror-COS 4-21-31

Ouick Million-s-F 4-19-31

Range Law-TIF 11-1-31

Rebound-PAT ... 8-30-31

Reckless Hour-FN 8-2-31

Reckless Living-U ...10-11-,11

Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31

Riders of the Cactus-BIF
8-16-31

Riders of the North-SYN. 4-5-31

Rider of the P1ains-SYN. 5-3-31

Riders of the Purple Sage-
F 9-27-31

Ridin' Fool-TIF 5-31-31

Right of Wav-FN 3-29-31

River's End-WA . ...3-15-31

Road to Reno-P.'^R. . .10-11-31

Road to Singaoore-WA. .10-4-31

Rosenmontag-UFA . . .3-29-31

Rubicon-AM 9-27-31
Runaround (Reviewed as Lov-

able and Sweet-RKO 6-21-31

Salvation Nell-TIF .. .7-5-31
Scareheads-CAP 10-25-.M
Sea Devils-TOH 3-8-31

Secret Call-PAR . . 7-12-31
Secret Six-MGM 5-3-31

Secrets of A Secretary-PAR
7-19-31

Seed-U 5-17-31
Shanghai Love-COL 9-6-31
Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour-
FD 7-12-31

Sheriff's Secret-COS ... 6-14-31
Shipmates-MGM .... 5-24-31
Ships of Hate-MOP 7-26-31
Should a Doctor TelU-REG

Side Show-WA 9-20-31
Si I'Empereur Savait Ca.
MGM 8-8-Sl

Tin* Reviewed
Sin of Madelon Claudet-MGM

11-1-31
Silence-PAR 8-16-31
Sin of Madelon Claudet-PAR

11-1-31
Sin Ship-RKO 4-5-31
Six Cylinder Love-F 5-17-31
Skandal Um Eva-FM ..4-26-31
Skin Game-BI 6-21-31
Skippy-PAR 4-5-31
Sky Raiders-COL 5-31-31

Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-31
Skyline-F 10-11-31
Smart Money-WA 6-21-31
.Smart Woman-RKO ..10-11-31
Smiling Lieutenant-PAR. 5-24-31
Sob Sister-F 10-4-31
Soldiers Plaything-WA . . . 5-3-3

1

Son of India-MGM 7-26-31
Son of the Land-AM .5-31-31
Son of the Plains-SYN .. .7-5-31

Spider, The-F 8-16-31
Spirit of Notre Dame-U 9-27-31
Sporting Blood-MGM ..8-16-31
Sporting Chancc-PEE 10-25-.M
Spy, The-F 3-22-31
Squaw Man-MGM 9-20-31
Star Witness-WA 8-2-31
Stepping Out-MGM 5-24-31

Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-31
Strangers May Kiss-MGM

4-12-31

Street Scene-UA 8-30-31
Student Sein-PRX .. ..5-3-31

Subway Express-COL ..3-29-31

Sundown Trial-PAT ..10-18-31
Sunrise Trail-TIF 3-29-31

Susan Lenox-MGM ...10-18-.U
Susanne Macht Ordnung-FTP

10-11-31
Svengali-WA .5-3-31
Sweepstakes-PAT . . 6-28-31

Tabu-PAR 3-22-31

Tailor Made Man-MGM .4-27-31

Tarnished Lady-PAR ..4-19-31

Ten Cents A Dance-COL. 3-8-31

Terra Madre-TRC 11-1-31

Texas Ranger-COL ... 5-10-31

Their Mad Moment-F. . .9-27-31

Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA
8-16-31

This Modern Age-MGM 9-fi ''i

Three Girls Lost-F 5-3-31

Three Loves-ASC ... .5-24-31

Three Who Loved-RKO .6-21-31

Three Rogues-F 4-5-31
Tip-Off-PAT 11-1-31

Too Many Cooks-RKO 7-19-31

Too Young To Marry-WA
5-10-31

Toute Sa Vie-PAR .. .6-21-31
Transat!antic-F 7-26-31
Transgression-RKO 6-7-31
Transport of Fire-AM .3-22-31
Traveling Husbands-RK06-21-31
Treason Trials in Moscow-
AM 3-8-31

Troika-FE 4-26-31
Tropen Nachte-PAR 5-31-31
Two Gun Man-TIF 6-7-31
Ubangi-PIZ 5-31-31
Vn Soir de Raflc-PRX . 10-18-.11

Undertow-U 8-30-31
Unholy Garden-UA ...9-20-31
Up For Murder-U ... 5-31-31

Up Pops the Devil-PAR. 5-17-31
Versuchen Sie Meine Schwes-
ter-TF 6-21-31

Vice Squ3d-PAR 6-7-31
Viking-WM 6-21-31
Virtuous Husbands-U ..5-10-31
Waterloo Bridge-U 8-16-31
Way Down East-GG. . 3-15-31
White Devil-TPE 8-30-31
White Shoulders-RKO .5-18-31
Wicked-F 9-20-31
Wien. du Stadt der Lieder-
PRX 3-22-31

Wild Horse-HOF .. 8-2-Sl
Wild West Whoopee-cos

3-8-31

Woman Betwcen-RKO .6-21-31
Women Go On Forever-TIF

8-16-31
Woman Hungry-FN .3-22-31
Women of All Nations-F

5-31-31
Woman of Experlence-PAT

7-12-31
Women Love Once-PAR. 6-28-31
Women Men Marry-HED

4-19-31
Yankee Don-CAP .. 5-17-31
Vellow Pass-AM S-3-31
Yellow Ticket-F 11-1-31
Young As You Feel-F ...8-9-31
Young Donov.-n's Kid-RKO

S-21-31
Young Sinners F 5-10-SI
Zein Weib't Lubovnick-HA

10-4-11



National S R A Carbons

NATIONALPROJECT

In many theatres using low intensity Reflecting Arc pro-

jectors, National SRA Carbons are satisfying the demands

for a higher level of screen illumination brought about by

the introduction of sound, color and larger screen image.

National SRA Carbons permit substantial increase in

arc current and provide an intense crater brilliancy. This

powerful crater light is focused on the aperture plate in a

field of even intensity. Liberal latitude in positive crater

position assures uniform illumination of screen.

The greatest volume of light available from the low

intensity mirror arc projector is obtained by the use of

National SRA Carbons. This is satisfying to both theatre

manager and projectionist. The steady brilliant screen

illumination they provide is equally pleasing to the patron.

And—

— tivo s€itisfied patrons pay for the

carbons used at each performance.

OR CARBONS
Sold exclusively through distributors and dealers.

National Carbon Company tvill gladly cooperate with the

producer, exhibitor, machine manufacturer or projectionist

on any problem involving light.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

Carbon Sales Division ' Cleveland, Ohio

Unit of Union Carbide
|
I

j 1^ ij and Carbon Corporation

Branch Sales Offices: New York Pittsburgh Chicago San Francisco



When you screen it

Ibu'll
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ROGERS
Ambassador Kli

r^tth GRETA NISSEN
MARGUERITE CHURCHILL
GUSTAV von SEYFFERTITZ

TAD ALEXANDER
Directed by SAM TAYLOR

FOX

md Are THE^P • /

TL '" ^^ THE HILJ

LIONEL BARRYMORF r ^ v.

LANDLOUVlEr ""^^^O^/ARRELL
The YELLoV TICKET ^ ^^^^IO US

YOU'VE GOT TO RECKON WITH rOX FOR PROFIT THIS TEAR
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Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Kendell Creates World's Biggest Acoustic Firm

FEWER~SHORT SUBJECTS FO?l932-33

Distributors Considering Probe of

Collusion Between Exhibs
and Checkers to Be

Investigated
Believing that they are losing a

considerable part of the overage
Vioney due from percentage dates
because of collusion between dis-

hoViest checkers and exhibitors, at

leakt two companies are understood
to u^ considering a "checkup on the
checr.ers." One executive, who asked
that) his name be withhold, declared
it i^ difficult for distributors to get

{Coutiniied on Pcuic 4)

A^[|-CENSOIi$HIP STAND

HELPS SALT LAKE MAYOR

Salt Lake City—Louis Marcus,
former prominent theater operator,
who won by a wide margin in his

candidacy for Mayor of this city,

was aided considerably in his cam-
paign by his stand against censor-

ship. Marcus, who becomes Salt

Lake's first Jewish mayor, defeated
the present Mayor, John T. Bow-
man, a Mormon. The Welfare
League campaigned against Mar-
cus, charging that he opposed cen-

sorship of certain films. This agi-

tation is conceded to have helped
instead of hurt Marcus.

Action Pictures Sets

First Half of Lineup
Action Pictures, which plans 24

features, has set release dates so

far covering half of che lineup, six

of which are completed. Finished
pictures are "The Sky Spider,"
"Chinatown After Dark" and "Any-

{Contimicd on Page 2)

Live Talent Added

By Warners on Coast

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Less Stafford and his Radio Band

have been signed for the Warner Bros. Holly-
wood theater. Vaudeville attractions are to

be used at the Warner Downtown Hollywood
house.

Going Utilitarian
Minneapolis—Automobiles, diamond rings, radios and the like are out as articles

in gift tie-ups among Publix houses, and in their place will be potatoes, canned foods,

wearing apparel and fuel, it has been decided by Eddie Ruben, divisional manager. The
campaign to obtain necessities for the needy through gift tie-ups with local merchants
will be called the "Mother Hubbard Drive." Don Chambers of the Publix out-of-town
exploitation forces, heads the campaign.

Record Attendance of 2,000

Expected at Academy Banquet
Sachson Now Handling

Warner Accessories
Milton Sachson has been appoint-

ed chief of the poster and accessories

department attached to the Warner
theater circuit, succeeding Arthur J.

Siegal, promoted to an executive
post in the Cleveland zone of the
circuit under C. J. Latta. Sachson

{Lontmucd on Page 4)

West Coast Bureati, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Approximately 2,000

diners are expected to be crowded
into the Sala de Oro at the Biltmoi'e
Hotel tomorrow night at the larg-
est banquet in Los Angeles history
when the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences holds its an-
nual awards dinner. Details of
handling the banquet have been

[Continued on Page 4)

Navy Dept. Has 243 Equipped Shows
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A total of 243 ships

and stations of the Navy Depart-
ment are now equipped to give mo-
tion picture shows, with all of them
expected to have sound apparatus
by spring. Included are 130 naval
vessels and 73 shore stations using
standard apparatus, while 40 re-

cruiting stations are equipped with
16 mm.

Publix Is Reopening

Two Miami Theaters
Miami, Fla.—L. J. Boone, for-

merly manager of the Community
and Hippodrome, is now managing
the Rex, which Publix has reopen-
ed. The circuit also is reopening
the Fairfax this week, with Harry
Weiss as manager.

2,000 Acoustic Engineers
Employed in Kendell Merger

Woodin Leaving to Assume
New Coast Division Post
Harry Woodin, formerly division

manager for Fox houses in the met-
ropolitan district, leaves today, via

automobile, for the west coast where
he will become a division manager
for the Fox west coast theaters.

As a result of a tie-up between
Kendell and Dasseville, Inc., and
National Sound Service Bureau, Inc.,

the largest acoustical engineering
institution in the world has been cre-
ated. The Film Daily learns. Under
the amalgamation, 40 district offices

are available for carrying on exploi-
[Continued on Page 4)

em
Cutting Shorts Programs

Due to Invasion of
Double Bills

A substantial reduction in the
number of short subjects to be pro-
duced for 1932-33 release is ex-
pected owing to a lessened demand,
it is indicated by a checkup made by
The Film Daily. Although approxi-
mately 1,500 were announced for
production for current programs, the
total for next season will be radi-
cally smaller.
One important factor in reducing

(Continued on Page 4)

RRO-PATHnillDIO SHIFT

GETS UNDERJAY DEC. 1

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Physical amalgama-

tion of Radio Pictures and RKO
Pathe production forces will prob-
ably take place between Dec. 1 and
10, it is announced by David 0.
Selznick, Joseph I. Schnitzer and
Charles R. Rogers, production chiefs

of the newly merged companies, on
their return from New York. Such

(Continued on Page 4)

Harry Green Entering
Indie Production Field

Harry Green, stage comedian and
former Paramount player, plans to

produce a talking feature independ-
ently in New York, raising capital

himself. If the picture clicks he
will make more. Green intends to
work a novelty stage act in connec-
tion with showing of the picture,
which will be based on his recent
stage play, "The Shyster."

Canavan Urges Union Men
To Aid During Movie Week

William F. Canavan, as president of the
I. A. T. S. E. and M. P. O., has written to
members recommending that all donate their
services at the benefit performances planned
during National Motion Picture Week to help
relieve the unemployed.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
.^QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
. . High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 3 3 3
Con. Fm. Ind 9J^ 8J4 ^% — Vt
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 1534 15!^ 15^^ + Vi
East. Kodak n^'A lU'A 114'/^ + 2'/

Fox Fm. "A".... S'A 7H 8'A + Vs
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) Ws I !4 ^H + A
I.-oew's. Inc 43^ 42 42' — Va
do pfd 82 82 82 -f H
Paramount I714 16 17 + lA
Pathe Exch 1 1 1

RKO "A" 6A 6Vti 6'A — Vi
Uliv. Pict. pfd... 39 39 39 + A
Warner Bros 7 6M 6H + A

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets, vtc 6'/^ 6/2 6^4 -f ^
Fox Then. "A".... VA 1"4 lA + As

Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. IM IM iVi + Ai

Trans-Lux 2-% 2}^ 2J4 — As

Technicolor 4 3% 4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 1054 10 10"/i

Paramount 6s47 .. 74i/4 74 74!^ + 2!X

Far. SAs^O 70 67 70 -f 4

Warner's 6s39 50 49 50 +1

Metro-Goldwyn Dividend

Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corp. has
declared the regular quarterly divi-

dend of 47 }4 cents on the preferred

stock, payable Dec. 15 to stock of

record Nov. 28.

.'^•^••••••••••••'•••••••ij
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The Broad%%'ay Parade

PICTURE

(Week Ending Nov. 6)

FIRST-RUNS

DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"Once a Lady" Paramount Paramount
"Sin of Madelon Claudet" (2nd week) . M-G-M Capitol
"Friends and Lovers" RKO i^oxy
"Bad Company" RKO Pathe Mayfair
"Compromised" . . First National jtrand
"Leftover Ladies" Tiffany 3roadway

EXTENDED RUNS
"Unholy Garden" (2nd week) .United Artists Rialto
"Ruling Voice" First National Winter Garden
"Monkey Business"' (5th week) ..... Paramount Rivoli
"The Mad Genius" (3rd week) .... Warner Bros Hollywood

$2 RUNS
"The Champ" M-G-M Astor

FOREIGN PICTURES
"Lindenwirtin vom Rheim" (7th week)Assoc. Cine, of Amer Europa
"Susanna Macht Ordnung" (4th week) Foreign Talking Ex.... rfelmont
"Opera Ball" Protex Trading Co.. . Little Carnegie
"Eine Freundin So Goldig Wie Du" Tobis American Vanderbilt
. . (3rd week)
'Ihre Hoheit Befiehlt" Ufa Cosmopolitan
"Terra Madre" (2nd week) Transcontinental Picts. . . Cameo
Speckled Band" First Division Warner
Le Million" Tobis American 5th Ave. Playhouse

FUTURE OPENINGS
Strictly Dishonorable" (Nov. 10) ... Universal. . Criterion
Age for Love" (Nov. 11) United Artists Rivoli
Heroes All" (Nov. 11).. Mendelsohn-Young Prod. .Cameo
Sein Liebeslied" (Nov. 18) Assoc. Cine of Amer Europa

Louis Weiss Completes

Distribution Lineup
Louis Weiss, of Weiss Brothers

Artclass Pictures, has completed
distributing arrangements for the
12 feature productions scheduled for
this year. Territorial distributors
are: Premier Film Attractions, New
York City, Buffalo, Albany, Phila-
delphia and Washington; Harry
Asher, Boston; Talking Picture
Epics, eight Southern states, Min-
neapolis, Denver, Portland and Se-
attle; Standard Film Service Co.,

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit and
Pittsburgh; Security Pictures, Chi-
cago, Indianapolis and Milwaukee;
Premier Pictures Corp., St. Louis,
and Atlas Pictures, Ltd., San Fran-

RKO Vaude Back in Dallas

Dallas —• RKO vaudeville units,

which have returned to the Majes
tic here, also are returning to the
Majestic in San Antonio. Wheth''
RKO vaudeville will return to Hous-
ton or Fort Worth has not beei'

definitely decided.

Jean Harlow Signs for Four
Jean Harlow was signed by the

Artist's Bureau last week for a tour
of the Warner de luxe theaters in

the East. The tour will begin early
in January.

Film Folks' Generosity

Cited by Mary Pickford
In her radio talk last night as

part of the group of speakers mak-
ing appeals on behalf of the coun-
try's unemployed, Mary Pickford
cited the film studios as examples
of quick response in time of need.
When someone is hurt or some other
emergency occurs in a studio, the
amount of the appeal is oversub-
scribed three or four times, she
said.

Cagney and Blondell Click

James Cagney and Joan Blondell
were hailed as stars by Coast critics
at the premiere of "Blonde Crazy,"
accoiding to a wire from Jack L.
Warner to the home office Saturday.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or WeekJj Balei

Powers Cinephone Equipment Corporation

723-7TH AVE.. N. Y. BRYANT e-coar

Boycott High-Salaried Players

Berlin (By Cable)—The producers'
association has adopted a boycott on
studios that have not cut high sal-

aries of actors in accordance with
recent plans.

Boris Morros Laid Up
Boris Morros, musical director for

Publix, is laid up at his home fol-

lowing a relapse from injuries re-
ceived in an auto accident last week.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Nov. 10: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

Nov. 10: Annual convention of Allied
Amusements of the Northwest, New
Washington Hotel. Seattle

Nov. 10: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of New Jersey, Hotel Lincoln, New
York, 1 P. M.

Nov. 10: Luncheon meeting of Allied The-
aters of Massachusetts, Hotel Bradford
Boston, 12:30 P. B.

Nov. 10-11: Annual convention of Allied
Theater Owners' Ass'n of Southern
Ohio, Kentucky and West Virginia.
Netherland Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati.

Nov 18-25: National Motion Picture
Week for relief of unemployed.

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n, Dallas.

Action Pictures Sets
First Half of Lineup
(Continued from Page 1)

body's Blonde," all now in release,
and "Soul of the Slums," being re-
leased Nov. 15; "Night Beat," Dec.
1, and "Passport to Paradise," Dec.
15. Second quarter of the program
will be released as follows: "Sally
of the Subway," Jan. 1; "Docks of
San Francisco," Jan. 15; "Tempta-
tion's Workshop," Feb. 1; "Hawk of
the Yukon," Feb. 15; "The Gorilla
Ship," March 1, and "The Widow in
Scarlet," March 15.

Kitty Tashman Dies
'( est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Kitty Tashman, sister

of Lilyan Tashman, died Saturday
of heart attack. Burial will be in
New York.

Claude Berkeley Dies
ll'est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Claude Berkeley, vet-

teran film editor, is dead here.

NED WAYBURN
Institute of Dancing

announces

REDUCED RATES
im TO 50%

OFF ON ALL REGULAR CLASS AND
PRIVATE INSTRUCTION IN

STAGE^NCING
ACROBATICS

RADIO-TALKIE
MICROPHONE and VOICE TRAINING

REDUCING-BUILDING UP
Body Conditioning for Health and Beauty

Evening rates as low as $2 and not over
$5 weekly

Regular day classes 5 times a week
Evening classes 1, 2 and 5 times weekly

Children's classes every Saturday
and after school hours

NED WAYBURN INSTITUTE OF DANCING
625 Madison Ave. (at 59 St.) New York
606 South Michigan Boulevard, Chicago
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^

^BANNERS^^ OUT FOR^
^''FLYING '^

HIGH!"
BERT LAHR'S Personal Panic!

Previewed Thursday night before 2200
patrons of a Yon/cers, N. Y. theatre it

repeated the riot of it^s West Coast

preview, There^s gold in them thar

helly laughs! Qo get it!

H<^
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THE

FEWER SHORT SUBJECTS

IN SIGHT FOR 1932-33

(Continued from Page 1)

the demand for shorts is the tre-

mendous expansion of double fea-

ture policies througHout the coun-
try, consuming time which would
ordinarily be assigned to shorts. Ac-
cording to one exhibitor estimate,

2,000 theaters are now operating on
dual feature policies.

RKO-Pathe Studio Shift

Gets Under Way Dec. 1
(Continued on Page 4)

departments as wardrobe and pub-
licity will be first to be amalga-
mated. Formal statement of the

three executives said:

"The best man-power of each com-
pany will be retained. The merging
of production activities will be cen-

tered at the Radio Studio, Holly-

wood, and will proceed as rapidly as

possible, but at best it will be a

gradual process. Rogers has four
productions to complete at the RKO
Pathe studios in Culver City. These
will be finished there. In the mean-
time, as productions are completed,
available departments will be moved
to the new studio. All feature pro-

ductions of the amalgamated com-
panies will be centered at the Radio
studio. The RKO Pathe studio will

be used as an annex."
The separate trade-marks of the

companies to be retained for the

time being. Plans for combined prod-

uct next year are not yet ready for

announcement.

Attendance of 2,000

Expected at Banquet
(Continued from Page 1)

completed by a committee headed by
Harry Rapf and including Lawrence
Grant, Reginald Barker, Nathan
Levison, Julien Josephson, Albert

Lewin, Arch Reeve, Joseph Johnson,
Mitchell Lewis, Donald Crisp, Arthur
Edeson, Frank Woods, Clinton Wun-
der and Howard Strickling. M. C.

Levee, president of the Academy,
also helped in the arrangements. One
the problems decided was the allo-

cation of a group of tables for

members of the American Newspa-
per Publishers' Ass'n. Plans also are

proceeding for an elaborate welcome
to Vice-President Charles Curtis

who will be one of the chief speak-

ers. Others include Levee, Will H.
Hays, Conrad Nagel and William C.

De Mille. Lawrence Grant will be

master of ceremonies.

COMING & GOING

MILTON FELD is expected in Denver
this week.
MRS. WALLACE BEERY and ISABEL

GOSS are in town from the coast.

HARRY WOODIN leaves today via au-

tomobile for the coast.

FR.\NK BL'CK arrives tomorrow on the

President Fillmore from Singapore, where
he made several thousand feet of film for

\'an Beuren's "Bring' 'Em Back Alive"
series.

JXI D̂AILY

• • • AND WHAT has happened to the wide screen, which
a little over a year ago was being toute* as the next biggest
development to the talkie? it seems to have made no
more progress than when it was touted 25 years ago
oh, yes, it's that old just one of those things that crops
up in the film biz recurrently as "something new" back
in 1905, R. G. Hollaman, who conducted the Eden Musee on
Fourteenth Street, found that the Nickelodeons were taking the
play away from his attraction so he decided to go 'em
one better they were showing films on screens of two,
twelve and fourteen foot base line so Hollaman started
showing pix on a screen with a 32-foot base line and
this first experiment with wide screen died from non-support of
the public just as the recent efforts failed ingloriously.

• • • NOW COMES Thomas Bedding of Lunnon with an
ingenious explanation of what is wrong with wide screen
comparing the lenses of motion picture cameras and projectors
to the human eye the latter has a very valuable prop-
erty that the lenses lack that of Accommodation
it can look at objects inches near to it or miles removed

and see them all distinctly because the eye can
change its Point of Sight instantly and when camera
and projection lenses can be manufactured to duplicate this

faculty of the human eye then the wide film will prove
a success for the screen would exactly duplicate that
which the normal eye sees in life and nature

• • • IF YOU want to spend an interesting hour, visit

the public museum of the Bell Laboratories in their building
on West St. here you will find equipment that fully
covers the development of sound recording also a fine

collection of early apparatus of all sorts used in the film biz
in the pioneer days as well as documentary records that
are priceless

• • • WHILE IN his hunting camp in the Sierras, 500
miles from the M-G-M stude, Wallace Beery was summoned
by phone to shoot a single scene in his current pix
they had to have him on the set by nine the next morn
so Wally hopped into his plane at 5, was on the set by 9, and
was back in camp the same evening

• • • A STOCK burlesque company just formed at the
Gayety in Kansas City has disclosed an old timer as a member

he is Joe Yule, the original "Hey! Hey!'' boy
Joe is also the daddy of Mickey McGuire Al Meltzer, of
the Arkayo accounting dep't, has got the publicity bug, and is

taking an evening course in ballyhoo at the New York Univer-
sity

• • • OUR RESEARCH to uncover First Causes is de-
veloping some surprising facts take f'rinstance the
Waffle which is supposed to be an American concoction

but they were a national dish in Scotland hundreds of
years ago while the Campbells and MacDonalds were
settling their li'l argument at Glencoe an enterprising
American caterer appropriated the recipe which he wanted for
the Boston Tea Party that, m'dears, is how Waffles be-
came American from time to time we will disclose the
origins of frankfurters, supervisors, fan magazines, beef stew,
pressageys, etc. don't miss this fascinating series

« « « » » »
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KENDELL TIEUP CREATES

BIGGEST ACOUSTIC FIRM

(Continued from Page 1)

tation and sales work and more than
2,000 electro-acoustic service engi-
neers, located at approximately 400
strategic points throughout the U.
S.., Canada and Mexico will carry
on the work necessary in connec-
tion with the Kendell Acoustic Sys-
tem. The following district man-
agers have already been appointed:

Frank Mugford, Houston; J. W.
Galbreath, Jacksonville, Fla.; H. E.
Peterson, Oakland, Cal. ; A. E.
Schultz, Chicago; R. H. Hessenflow,
Kansas City; Arthur L. Emerick,
Cincinnati; Eli S. Dies and Joseph
Kline, Philadelphia; John Shaheen,
New Brunswick, N. J.; Leo Liddle,

Salt Lake City; Harry J. Kuhn, Dal-
las; Fred A. Rice, Warsaw, N. Y.,

and Reginald S. Teetzel, Seattle.

A. Gurtcheff, S.B.E.E., formerly
connected with RCA, is slated for
the chief engineer's post along with
the new expansion program. It is

expected that a home office engineer-
ing and correspondence staff will be
in operation within 30 days.

Distributors Considering

Probe of Checking System
(Continued from Page 1)

a square deal under present check-
ing conditions. With many of the
checkers getting only a few days'
work a week, and being paid about
.$4 or $5 a day out of the $7.50 which
the agency charges the distributor,

the tendency on the part of these
employs to proposition theater man-
agers is great. In one instance it has
been determined that, out of an ov-
erage of $250, only $100 was re-

ported to the exchange, the other
$150 being split by the exhib and
checker.

Sachson Now Handling

Warner Accessories
(Continued from Page 1)

will have his headquarters in the
home office and will begin by han-
dling all of the printing required by
the theaters in the eastern zones.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdays:

November 9
John Miljan

Willie Hopkins

Marie Dressier

Forrest Halsey
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Daniel Frohtnan, A. H. Kaufman Off Para. Board

ONE OPERATOR SUFFICIENT, COURfRULES
American Record

KumoYs
—pictures and showmen
= By JACK ALICOATE =

The most irri-

Whispering tating side-line of
Campaign pictures today is

the rumor situa-

tion. About one out of 50 is

the McCoy, with the other 49
being dynamite. Slaying of

reputations, both personal and
corporate, via the whispering
route, seems to be the jolly pas-

time of the day. It would be
even more serious, this reckless
rumor business, if they did not
come so fast and furious as to
constantly contradict themselves,
Personally we think motion pictures
still a pretty fair industry. Having
suffered considerably less than other
lines, the business is taking pretty
good care of itself in this emer-
gency.

Art. T7 . ,. 0"^ ^^^ ^^'
The Value of gue for hours,

Entertainment paint brilliant

economic word
pictures, and talk in circles, but one
finally comes back to the rather im-
portant premise that this industry
stands or falls on the entertainment
value of its product. On the wall of
every executive office in the industry
should be a prominent sign reading
—ENTERTAINMENT. That, and
that only, is the life-blood of this

industry. One of the impressions
we gained during our recent studio
survey on the Coast is that there
are some really fine pictures on the
way. And that's what this industry
needs a hundred fold more than any-
thing else.

Hf * *

Somehow or
Bankers vs. other we can't
Showmen make the idea add

up. Bankers take
over a grocery chain and immediate-
ly get the greatest grocery merchan-

(Continued on Page 2)

in Deal With Brunswick
Consolidated Film Unit

Taking Over Record
Division

American Record Corp., controlled
by Consolidated Film Industries, is

completing a deal for taking over
the Brunswick record division, with
trademark, from Warner Bros. De-
tails are being worked out by Ben
Goetz and Herman Starr of the re-

spective companies. Pressing of rec-
ords for disc releases will be as-

sumed by American Record in the
transaction.

$100,000,000PflTENT8UIT

niED BY COAST INVENTOR

IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Damages amount-

ing to $100,000,000 are asked by
Cyrus Newton Andrews, inventor,
in a suit filed in Federal Court
against the Associated M. P. Pro-
ducers and other comnanies alleging

(Continued on Page 8)

First National Wins
Contract Suit in N. C.

Charlotte, N. C.—In one of the
first suits ever brought into North
Carolina courts on validty of film

contracts. First National has been
awarded a decision against H. P.

Sewell, operating the Palace in

Windsor, with the distributor being
awarded $805.

Origin of High Salaries

Jackie Cooper, as duly recorded in

the trade press, has a contract at

$1,500 a week for 40 weeks of the year.

Recently a press association circulated
a story that Jackie's pay is $3,000
weekly. And Sunday night a Broadway
columnist in a radio broadcast told his

network of listeners that the kid star
gets 55,000 a week.

$12.75 HOME PROJECTOR

BEING PLACED ON MARKET

Middletown, Conn.—A home mo-
vie projector, the Vitascope, selling
at $12.75, and a movie camera for
$10 will be placed on the market
early next year by Welker-Hoops
Co., local auto accessory firm. The
camera and projector were devel-
oped by engineers of the company,
which for years has supplied parts
to Ford, Chrysler and Studebaker.

Film Councils Favored
Over State Censorship

Kansas City — Following an ad-
dress by Mrs. A. F. Burt of St.
Louis, chairman of the motion pic-
ture council of the Missouri Federa-
tion of Women's Clubs, a decision
was made to form a Better Films
Council here along the same lines as
the one in St. Louis. Mrs. Burt said
such councils are advisable because
state censors vary so widely in con-

(Continued on Page 8)

Paramount Directors Declare
2^/2 Per Cent Dividend in Stock

Busiest Screen Team
Willy Fritsch and Lilian Harvey, Ufa

players, are now working in their 15th
picture this year. In addition to their

own original vehicles. Willy and Lilian

have made many of the bi-lingual ver-

sions of other films p.'oduced in Ger-
many. Lilian makes the English, French
and German versions, while Willy ap-
pears in the Russian, French and Ger-
man.

Resignation of Daniel Frohman
and Albert H. Kaufman from the
board of directors of Paramount
Publix, with William Wrigley, Jr..

and Albert D. Lasker being elected
their successors, and the appoint-
ment of John Hertz to the board to
fill an existing vacancy, were an-
nounced following yesterday's meet-
ing of the board of directors. Wil-

(Continued on Page 7)

Two Men Unnecessary
With Modern Equip-
ment, Says Judge

Port.«mouth, Va. —• Probably the
first legal decision of its kind with
respect to number of operators in a
booth has been handed down by
Judge K. A. Bain in the Court of

Hustings, ruling that the operation
of projection and sound equipment
is not a two-man job, but may be
safely performed by one person. In-

volved in the action was the Colony,

managed by N. Le Vine, who recent-
(Continued on Page 7)

SET RULESHeGATIVE

IMP0S8IBLEJAYS VINCENT

No hard and fast rule can be

fixed to govern negative costs, said

Walter Vincent, exhibitor leader, in

an interview with The Film Daily
yesterday. Production of pictures

(Continued on Page 8)

Movie Week Radio Show
Going on Air Sunday

Arrangements were completed yes-

terday for the National Motion Pic-

ture Week Parade of Stars, staged

by S. L. Rothafel ('Roxy'), to go
(Continued on Page 8)

"The Champ"
Rega'HIess of what the public, the

critics, or the League of Nations may
think of "The Champ" to us it is one

grand piece of entertainment. It

opened last night at the Astor and is

one of those unusual things that comes

along ever so often and wows 'em.

We laughed plenty, we tried to hide

an occasional tear, too, for here's one

that makes you that way. Old sure-fire

Wally Beery never did a finer char-

acterization in his noteworthy career.

Little Jackie Cooper, at least in this

spot, is an inspired seventy pounds of

genius. The convincing, human and
sympathetic directorial hand of King

Vidor is in evidence throughout. "The
Champ" is hokum but it's golden. If

you're asking, you can put this one
down as in.

—ALICOATE.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
.\m. Seat 3 3 3

Con. Fm. Ind 8K 8^ &Vt. — Vi
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 15^ 15"/:- 15 5^ + "/?

East. Kodak 117!^ 113!4 114 — Vi

Fox Fm. "A" 8 IVt, 1V>. — V2
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) VA 1^ Wi -^ Vt.

Loew's, Inc 43M 41.VJ 42^ -f M
do pfd 84 82 84 + 2
Paramount 17.5^ XbVf, XbVt, — Va

Pathe Exch 1 Vk Ti — 'A
do "A" 3'A 3'4 VA — Va

RKO "A" 6H 6 65i — Yi,

Univ. Pict. pfd.... 3954 39'/^ 39!4 + Vi

Warner Bros 7 6^ 6 —A
do pfd 2\y2 21 2\y!

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Thea. "A".. 1^ VA 1 !4

Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 1% Wa. Mi + %
Technicolor 4^ 4'/^ AVf. + M
Trans-Lux 2% 2^A 2^i — M

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 11% 10 "-4 11 + -M
Keith A-O 6s46... 50^ 50 50'4 + V4
Loew 6s 41ww 94 94 94+4
Paramount 6s 47.. 75 75 75 + '/^

Par. 5;4s50 70^ 70 70
Warner's 6s39 49 48 48 — 2

Columbia Preferred Dividend
Regular quarterly dividend of 75

cents has been declared by Colum-
bia Pictures on the preference stock
of the company, payable Dec. 2 to

stock of record Nov. 19.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City }
154 Crescent St. }"»

STillwell 4-7940 ft

i Eastman Films s

I J. E. Brulatour* Inc. :|

y —
}^
*.
jj Chicago

ff 1727 Indiana Ave.
* CALumet3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

Rumors
—pictures and showmen

(.Continued from Page 1)

disers in the country to run it and
make it prosper. Likewise with
steel, oils or hotels. Then: Bankers
edge into pictures and immediately
take over the job of general stage
manager. Result: An obvious ama-
teur performance all around. If

there is one industry on earth that
Bankers cannot manage, it is the
show business. Bankers should stick

to their banks and hire showmen to

run their amusement business inter-

ests. The training, minds and in-

stincts of Bankers and Showmen are
as far apart as the poles.

Hayman Succeeds Kingsley
As Vita. Casting Director
Herb Hayman has succeeded

Frank Kingsley as casting director
at the Warner Vitaphone studio.
Hayman was formerly attached to
the casting office at Paramount's
New York studio. Hayman's duties
at the Paramount New York studio
are now being handled by Edward
Baldwin, under the supervision of
Frank Heath.

U. A. Confab in N. Y. Ne.xt Week
United Artists' production plans

for 1932-33 and other important
matters will be discussed by high
executives of the company at con
ferences to be held in New York the
middle of this month. Howard
Hughes is due in town within a
few days and Samuel Goldwyn is

scheduled to arrive Nov. 15. Jos-
eph M. Schenck, Al Lichtman and
Lewis Milestone are all in New York
at present.

Tom Barry Dies
West Coast Bureau. THF. FILM DAIIA
Hollywood — Tom Barry, play-

wright and writer at the Fox stu-
dios for the last three years, died
Saturday of a heart attack. He was
47 years old and his family name
was Hal Donahue. Burial will b*'

in Kansas City. Among survivors are
a daughter, Patricia Barry of De-
troit, and a brother, William E. Don-
ahue, with the New York City News
Ass'n.

Local 306 Signs Another
A contract has been signed be-

tween Operators' Local 306 and
William Brandt, owner of the Wind-
sor, at Fordham and Kingsbridge
Roads. This is the ninth theater to
settle with Local 306 within the last

two weeks. The union has started
picketing the Elton in Brooklyn.

Making Overtures and Exit Numbers
A series of records of overtures

and exit numbers is being made by
American Record Corp. in its new
department which has just been or-
ganized. Lew White, well known or-

ganist, made the first release. No
vocal numbers are included in the
record.

Theater Hold-up Nets $424
Two men held up Harry Jacob-

son, manager of the Forest Park
Richmond Hill, yesterday and
escaped with $424.

Canadian Relief Plan
Will Run Until March

Toronto—A relief plan which will

operate from December to March is

being worked out by a national plan-
ning committee appointed by the
Canadian film industry. Col. John A.
Cooper is acting chairman. The plan
probably will call for employees of

theaters, exchanges and labs to con-
tribute one or two per cent of their

Continuing Committee
Will Meet in Few Days

Walter Vincent, chairman of the
exhibitor continuing committee, has
written to Lewen Pizor asking him
to call a meeting of the body to con-
sider his report, following a con-
ference with Sidney R. Kent con-
cerning the elimination of score
"barges. The session will be held
within a few days.

2-Week Advance Preview
For "Madelon" in Dallas
Dallas—Something unusual was in-

troduced by the Melba last week in

giving a preview of "Sin of Made-
lon Claudet," not due to open until

Nov. 20. The invitation showing
held at 10:30 P. M., is figured to

build up considerable advance inter-

est in the picture.

Eighth Thrill-O-Drama Release
"Mounted Fury," eighth in Sono

Art-World Wide's series of ten

Thrill-0-Dramas, has been completed
and is scheduled for release Dec. 1.

Cast includes John Bowers, Blanche
MehafTey, Robert Ellis, Frank Rice
and Lina Basquette. Stuart Paton
directed from a story by Betty Bur-
bridge.

Heads Central Ohio Committee
Canton, 0. — Frank Ferguson of

Columbus has been elected chairman
of the central Ohio committee o^

theater owners in the National Mo-
tion Picture Week relief drive.

Exhibs Sponsor Relief Reel
Charlotte, N. C—Exhibitors of

this state are sponsoring a newsreel
in which Governor Gardner will

make a three-minute talk to stimu-
late relief work.

Alec B. Francis in Hospital
Ventura, Cal.—Alec B. Francis,

who has been missing since Satur-

day, was found ill in a hospital here
yesterday.

Kessler Managing Broadway
Emil Groth, manager of B. S.

Moss' Broadway, has been succeeded

by Frank Kessler, who has been his

assistant.

REUBEN SAMUELS
President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc.

Real INSURANCE Service

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740, 3741, 3742

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Annual Awards Banquet and
Business Meeting of Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences, Ambassador, Holly-
wood.

Today: Annual convention of Allied
Amusements of the Northwest, New
Washinpton Hotel. Seattle.

Today: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of New Jersey, Hotel Lincoln, New
York, 1 P. M.

Today

:

Luncheon meeting of Allied The-
aters of Massachusetts, Hotel Bradford,
Boston. 12:30 P. B.

Nov. 10-11: Annual convention of Allied
Theater Owners' Ass'n of Southern
Ohio, Kentucky and West Virginia.
Netherland Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati.

Nov. 18: Luncheon of the Sixth Avenue
Ass'n at the St. Moritz Hotel. New
York. David Sarnoff, S. L. "Roxy"
Rothafel and N. H. Aylesworth, speakers.

Nov. 18-25: National Motion Picture
Week for relief of unemployed.

Nov. 30 : Annual meeting of Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n, Dallas.

Dec. 3: A.M. PA. luncheon at the Dixie
Hotel with S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel as
guest speaker.

Dec. 7: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte,
Charlotte, N. C.

Boston Shorts Theater
Is Meeting With Favor

Boston—First day's public reac-
tion to the new South Station thea-
ter, first depot short subject house,
was distinctly favorable, with one-
third of the modernistic theater's
550 seats being filled in the first

hour, according to Ralph Morrison,
manager. Program consists of new
shorts, comedies, educationals and
three newsreels, with three changes
weekly, at a scale of 20 cents for
adults and 10 cents for kids. Shows
run from 8 A. M. to midnight.
RCA Photophone sound is used.
Owners of the house are Levenson &
Levenson, who operate theaters in

various Massachusetts towns.

3 Holdovers for "Back Home"
"Way Back Home", the Radio

vehicle starring the "Seth Parker"
of radio fame, opened in five RKO
situations last week and has gone
over so strong that three cities,

Houston, Washington and Des
Moines, already have arranged to

hold it over. Boston and Providence
are other places where it opened big-

Lo. 5-0277 2 W. 43 St., N. Y. C.

Joe Finston

SYNCHRO SCREEN SERVICE

Musical Quality

Showmanship Synchronization

FEATURES— SHORTS
(Formerly Paramount-Publix)

CUTTING ROOM
Vault, Moviola and nicely furnished

office—cheap rent

Box 901, FILM DAILY
1650 B'way New York City



BOX OFFICE
WALLOPS!
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I Pictures packed with the

public's brand of entertain-

ment are doing the big busi-

ness. Socking theatre receipts

sky-high! Pictures like "THE

SMILING LIEUTENANT,"

"AMERICAN TRAGEDY"
and "MONKEY BUSINESS."

To say nothing of the current

craze"GIRLS ABOUT TOWN"
and RUTH CHATTERTON'S

"ONCE A LADY." As ex-

amples of sure-fire profit guar-

antees consider these smashing

box-office wallops coming

from PARAMOUNT ....

V^v
t"^

'm^M



The Screen's Super-thrill in Football . . .

"TOUCHDOWN!"*

•:^These three have already been previewed
and pronounced positive sensations.

GREATEST XAME IN
SHOW BUSINESS



MARLE.^E

DIETRICH

SHANGHAI EXPRE<$S

CLIVE BROOK, Anna

May Wong,Warner Oland,

Louise Closser Hale and

Eugene Pallette. Directed by JOSEF VON

STERNBERG.

PARAMOUNT
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

iBy RALPH WILK .

HOLLYWOOD
D ADIO PICTURES has completed

shooting on "The Dove" and the
untitled Mary Astor-Ricardo Cortez
picture based on a story by Louis
Weitzenkorn. They are now in the
cutting room.

* * *

Paramount has assigned Frances
Starr and Frances Dee to "Second
Cfiances," Paul Lukas and Marjo-
rie Gateson to "No One Man," and
Stuart Edwin and Stanley Fields to

"Two Kinds of Women."
* * *

M-G-M has engaged Jean Harlow for the
feminine lead with Walter Huston in "City
Sentinel," which Charles Brabin will direct;

and Roland Young has been added to "Cour-
age," the Robert Montgomery vehicle which
Robert Z. Leonard is directing.

* * *

RKO Pathe has signed Ian Mc-
Laren for the Ann Harding picture,

"Prestige," and Hans Joby will ap-
pear in the new Helen Twelvetrees
picture being directed by Ralph
Murphy. * *

Columbia assignments of the last

few days include Ralph Bellamy
and Halliwell Hobbes for "Forbid-
den," and Harry Todd and Robert
Ellis for "Justice Rides Again,"
Lucy Beaumont and Armand Kaliz
for "Blonde Baby," and Joan Marsh
and Natalie Moorhead for "Yellow,"
which J. Francis Dillon will direct.

* * *

Charles Middleton, Nat Pendleton,
Edward Piel, Otto Yamioka, Evelyn
Selbie and Anna Chang are recent
additions to First National's "The
Honorable Mr. Wong."

* * * •

Educational has signed Harold Grayson's
Hotel Roosevelt orchestra for a Mermaid
comedy being directed by William Goodrich
....Phyllis Crane also has been signed for
a Mermaid appearance. .. .Al Christie is back
in harness as a director on "For the Love
of Fanny". .. .Billy Hornbeck, Mack Ben-
nett's chief editor and cutter, has returned
from a tour of Europe.

* * *

Radio Pictures has placed Suzanne
Fleming under long contract . . .

George Frank, Tiny Sanford and
Gertrude Astor have been added to
"Chi Chi and Her Papas" . . . Art
Goebel, Frank Clarke, Leo Nomis,
Arnold Grey and Arthur Housman
are additions to "Lost Squadron."

* * *

The Boston Bruins, four times winners of
the American Hockey Professional Cham-
pionship, have been engaged for the fourth
in the Bill Cunningham Sports Review se-
ries, according to Howard C. Brown who,
with Curtis F. Nagel, is producing the series
for Educational.

* * *

Bryan Foy has completed the
fourth of his "Monkeyshines" series
of comedies for Columbia release.
The newest short is titled "The Jazz-
bo Singer." The cast is composed
entirely of monkeys and in this par-
ticular subject a Mammy singer has
the title role. Lou Breslaw directed.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Tom Mix, Babe
Ruth, Christy Walsh, Edward Everett Hor-
ton, W. Frank Harling, Eileen Creelman,
James Ashmore Creelman, at the Wampas
meeting; Frankie Albertson, Joan Marsh, Al

Cohn, Mervyn LeRoy, Ken Maynard, Gin-
ger Rogers, Jimmy Starr, John D arrow, Ro-
chelle Hudson at the Cocoanut Grove.

* * *

The University of Southern Cali-
fornia Dramatic club will present
"First Night" on Nov. 10. The play
was written by Fred Rath, member
of the Paramount writing staflF. It
was shown on Broadway last season.

* * *

Walter Byron is playing an imr-

portant role in "The Feathered Ser-
pent," which is being made by Co-
lumbia. Byron recently appeared
in "The Yellow Ticket" at Fox.

Melvyn Douglas, New York stage favor-
ite, who played opposite Gloria Swanson in
"Tonight or Never," in the same role that
he created on Broadway, is playing opposite
Ann Harding in "Prestige." Mervjm LeRoy
directed "Tonight or Never." while Tay Gar-
nett is directing "Prestige."

* * *

John Francis Natteford has com-
pleted the screen play and dialogue

for "File 113," which M. H. Hoff-
man will produce for Allied Pic-
tures, with Chester Franklin di-

recting.
* * *

Dorothy Christy has rejected a leading
role in "Mrs. Moonlight," a musical com-
edy, which will be produced by the Shu-
berts. She believes that an absence from
pictures at this time might injure her screen
career. She is playing the role of a "gold
digger" in "Pudge." at Universal.

« « *

"Cain was the first villain and Mr.
Hyde the worst," it was declared
by B. P. Schulberg, managing direc-

tor of West Coast production for
Paramount, in discussing the pro-
duction of "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde."

* * *

Vivienne Osborne, who is under contract
to Paramount, will soon start work on her
third talking picture. She recently com-
pleted the leading feminine role in "Hus-
band's Holiday" and prior to that produc-
tion, which was supervised by Felix Young,
she played in "The Beloved Bachelor."

Stephen Roberts, former comedy
director who recently joined Para-
rnount's directorial staff, has been
given a new contract.

Here and There: Mr. and Mrs. George
Arliss, Al Christie, Lois Wilson, George
O'Brien, David Howard, Nat Goldstone.
Bert Hanlon, Lew Lipton, Irene Dunne.
Charles Butterworth, William S. Gill at the
Hotel Roosevelt Blossom Room; Louis
Stevens and Peter Milne lunching at the
Errbassy.

* * *

Howard Bretherton has been
signed to direct two pictures for
Monogram. His first assignment is

"Police Court."

Warner Bros, has bought the Mary Mc-
Call story, "The Gold Fish Bowl," for

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

Jack Murphy, juvenile, has re-

turned from a trip around the world.

HEADQUARTERS
The Film Daily Year Book is a veritable

gold mine of statistical data and informa-

tion on the motion picture industry. It is

published annually in January and, for

fourteen years, has been constantly in prep-

aration. It is universally used, and recog-

nized as Standard by practically every ex-

ecutive in the industry. It has the enthu-

siastic backing and co-operation of every

branch of the motion picture industry in

every part of the world and lives up to its

reputation by growing bigger, better and

more practical with each new issue.

The 1932 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
(14th Edifion)

IS NOW IN PREPARATION

FILMDOM'S RECOGNIZED REFERENCE BOOK
Distributed in January

BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER
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ONE OPERATOR ENOUGH,

VIRGINIA COURT RULES

(.Continued from Pivic 1)

ly obtained an injunction to stop the

union from picketing, with the union

in turn seeking dissolution of the

injunction. The court, however, en-

tered an order continuing the ban
on picketing.

Denying any merit in the defend-

ants' contentions that booth opera-

tion is clearly a two-man job and
two men are necessary for the pro-

tection of patrons, the court stated

that, while film is highly inflammable,

and high-powered lamps are used in

the projection of pictures, extraor-

dinary means are provided for pro-

tection against fire, and the court

cited many theaters, in Virginia and

elsewhere, where only one person is

employed in the projection booth.

"When one considers," said the

court, "the thousands of motion pic-

ture establishments in the land and

the infrequency with which fires

break out in houses provided with

standard equipment in fireproof

rooms, the menace of fire becomes

practically negligible. In such cir-

cumstances, when fire does occur,

experience has shown that it is con-

fined to the fireproof room and is

quickly extinguished."

The court held that the action of

the defendants in picketing the Col-

ony and the publication of the

theater as "unfair" is inconsistent

with any reasonable view that such

action is justifiable as a measure of

self-protection for the picture opera-

tors or for the safety of the public,

therefore the real purpose was to

intimidate and coerce the theater

management into yielding to the will

of the defendants.

Col. Geo. C. Cabell and Bertram

Nusbaum, attorneys for the defen-

dants, expressed tne opinion that

the case would be appealed.

Publix Reopens Vicksburg House
Vicksburg, Miss. — Publix is re-

opening the Alamo, after reaching

an agreement with the union.

COMING & GOING

JOE KANE. RKO Pathe film etl'tor, ar
rives in New York this week from the coa'

t

to do the final editing on "Suicide Fleet."
E. L. ALPERSON, Warner-F.N. Reneral

sales inanaR:er, who is now makinc: a survev
of the Washington zone with ANDY SMITH
will be accompanied by GRADWELI, I,

SEARS, western sales manager, when he
visits the coa^t in about two weeks.
LYDA ROBERTI left New York yester

day for Hollywood to work in a Paramount
picture.

C. C. PETTIJOHN of the Hays office has
arrived at the Coast from New York.
ARTHUR COHEN, managing director of

Famous Players Canadian, has returned to

Canada after a home office conference.
WALLACE BEERY is in New York from

the cost.

H. WILLIAM FITELSON, general coun-
sel for Tiffany, has returned from a seven-
week tour of Continental cities.

ADOLPH ZUKOR is en route to the Coast
from New York.
RICHARD ARLEN and JOBYNA RAL

STON arrive in New York tomorrow.
CLAUDETTE COLBERT is expected back

from Hollywood on Sunday.

—^B D̂AILY

• • • WE SEE by the public prints that the Alarmist Boys
are still at it digging up that ole wheeze about extrava-
gant star salaries still citing the case of Constance Ben-
nett drawing "30 grand a week" when even the kinder-
garten students in the film biz know that Connie was contracted
for only TWO weeks at that salary to make one pix for Warners

which is a fair price for any star of her magnitude and
drawing power to make a pix Connie did in two weeks
what ordinarily would have taken six weeks or longer
because she only had two weeks' vacation from her Pathe con-
tract to do it in ergo, the dramatizers of the news figger
that Miss Bennett is drawing an annual salary of 30 grand a
week! that's how the multiplication minds of the Alarm-
ist Boys work and the grand news it spread far and
wide to the public already in the doldrums of Depression

and split salaries if they are lucky enough to
be drawing any wages at all and this same Jawn Public
and his wife scrimping and chiselling to pay for the
bare groceries are expected to rush to the box-office and
Cheer the boys and gals drawing down 30 grand a week

• • • THE GRAND work is nobly carried on by another
Bedtime Story on the radio delivered by Louis Sobol
who is supposed to know the film game who etherized
Sunday nite that Jackie Cooper is getting five grand a week

although it has been repeatedly stated in trade papers
that the kid's salary is exactly $1,500 and the next
newspaper gent will boost it to 10 grand by the time the
pick-up writers get the yarn in the hinterlands, the boy's salary
will be 30 grand just like Connie's so the public
absorbs this piffle on the radio and in newspapers then
takes a flash at their own depression-trimmed salaries

and is it any wonder patrons of the films are beginning to turn
sour ? and grumble at "extravagance of the movies ?

"

• • • THE PRESSAGEY in the producers' publicity de-

partments is chiefly responsible for these Arabian Nights ex-

travaganzas with fairy tales about the star's ermine
coats, expensive limousines, yachts, Hollywood bungalow fur-

nishings and whatnot so the sooner the home office execs

kill ofif this damfool publicity, the sooner the film biz will start

to recover from Extravagantitis that more or less imag-
inary disease so far as star salaries are concerned
that makes Jawn Public lose interest in the films and the stars

for you can't expect a starving populace to line the
avenoo and cheer vociferously as the Parade of Stars
bedecked in jewels and ermine goes ridin' by on gorgeous
vehicles of gold and silver ALL created from
screwy Publicity Brains with imagination run wild in a
period when every sane person in the biz should Soft Pedal the
Extravagant Stuff and even if it were true ain't

this a helluva time to bring the matter up?

• • • A CERTAIN gent in a producer's publicity dep't
called up his sweetie in Losang and talked $38 worth
but it's the way he did it that makes a story he walked
into one of the Broadway theaters of his company at one o'clock
in the morn and charged the call against the theayter

anonymously thinkin' he cold Get Away With It

but the accounting dep't did a li'l snoopin' and
so they held up his salary until he paid the 38 smackers
for goo-gooin' to Vivian in Losang!

n * * *

• • • THERE ARE 10,010 bulbs in the electric sign of
"The Champ" outside the Astor theayter count 'em your-
self, and if we're wrong, we'll run the correction

« « « » » »

FROHMAN AND KAUFMAN

OFF PARAMOUNT BOARD

(Continued from Page 1)

liani H. English was elected to the
new office of chairman of the board,
and Hertz was made a member of
the finance committee in place of
English. A meeting of the finance
group will be held later, at which
time it is expected Hertz will be
named chariman of that committee.

Directors again declared a quart-
erly dividend of 2 J/ per cent in stock,
equal to l-40th of a share, payable
Dec. 31 to stock of record Dec. 4.

Recount on Sunday Vote
Asked by E. Liverpool

East Liverpool, 0.—A recount of
the Sunday show vote, which was
oflScially reported as a 20 ballot ma-
jority against Sabbath performances,
is being asked. Under the law, the
recount is to be made within 10
days. Meanwhile theaters plan to run
on Sundays.

In St. Clairsville, previously re-
ported as having lost, official count
discloses that Sunaay movies were
legalized. With Bellaire also voting
favorably, this leaves East Liverpool
as the only town in which the vote
went against the theaters.

New Indie Distributor in Conn.
New Haven, Conn.—Incorporation

papers have been filed for Vine-A-
Phone Pictures, Inc., to distribute
and deal in motion pictures. Author-
ized capital is $50,000, with $1,000
paid in. Incorporators are Israel H.
Vine, Noah A. Weiner and Philip
Troup.

Illuminates "Champ" Opening
Motion Picture Service Co. sup-

plied a generator set and special

lighting equipment for the street

lighting used in connection with the
opening of "The Champ" at the
Astor last night.

Ufa's Buffalo Opening
Buffalo—Nicholas J. Basil, owner

of the Hollywood, which was con-
tracted to show Ufa films exclusive-

ly, announces that the new policy

will start soon with Emil Jannings
in "Der Grosse Tenor."

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdays:

November 10
Samuel N. Burger

Cal Jones

Dave Stamper

Leon D'Usseau
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$IOO,000,OOOPATENTSUIT

FILED BY COAST INVENTOR

(Continued from Page 1)

infringement of devices for making'
sound pictures which he claims to

have patented. He also seeks an
injunction against the defendants to

restrain them from continuing to use
the devices.

Movie Week Radio Show
Going on Air Sunday
(Continued from Page 1)

on the air from l0:45 to 11:45 next
Sunday night over the combined
NBC and CBS networks, -with time
donated. Half of the program will

be broadcast from the east and half
from Hollywood. Howard Dietz is

compiling and editing the continuity
for the hour, which will include more
important musical, acting and speak-
ing talent than has ever appeared
on the air in a simlar period. In

the east a big symphony orchestra
under Erne Rappee will provide
music, while on the coast there will

be a combined orchestra from all the
studios. Will H. Hays will speak
from Hollywood. Also on commit-
tees for the show are M. H. Ayles-
worth, John Royal, John W. Elwood,
William S. Paley, Lawrence Low-
man and James Turner, in the east,

and Fred W. Beetson, Don Lee and
Earl C. Anthony in the west.

This broadcast will be in the form
of a curtain raiser for the benefit

shows to be given by theaters
throughout the country the week of
Nov. 18-25.

Theater Robbed of $5,000
Springfield, III.—Robert Cook, assistant manager of the Orpheum was held up

early yesterday by two men wearing Hallowe'en masks. The robbers escaped with

$5,000.

Warner Changes in Cleveland

Cleveland — Several changes in

management in the local Warner
theaters have been announced by
James Keefe, city manager. Pat
Pendy has been transferred from
the Lake to manager of the Uptown.
John Manuel, formerly assistant
manager at the Uptown, succeeds
Pendy as manager of the Lake.

Bernarr Macfadden Talk Recorded

First of a series of talks on the
"Back to the Farm Movement"
broadcast by Bernarr Macfadden has
been recorded by electrical transcript
tion by Standard Sound Recording
Corp. and will be broadcast from 200
stations throughout the country-

Midnight Shows for

Salt Lake's Unemployed
Salt Lake City — Leading local

theaters, including the RKO Orph-
eum, Paramount, Capitol, Victory

Rialto and Gem, will give midnight
shows on Nov. 25 for the unemploy-
ed. It is planned to offer 30,000

tickets at 50 cents, with theaters

selling one-third and civic organiza-

tion disposing of the rest. Theater
committee includes Joseph Lawrence,
chairman; Harry David, Fred E.

Hamlin and Harry Golub.

Mickey Mouse Stage Show for Roxy
Tying in with Walt Disney's car-

toon star, the Roxy will put on a.

Mickey Mouse stage show within six

or eight weeks. Characters will dou-

ble for those who appear in the

short.

Fanchon & Marco has successful-

ly tried out a Mickey Mouse unit,

which is termed one of the biggest

draws these producers have ever put

out. They are planning to make a

second Mickey Mouse unit for the

road.

St. Louis Receivership Upheld
St. Louis — Circuit Judge Harry

Rosskopf has overruled objections to

the temporary receivership of the

Theater Realty Co. filed by the com-
pany and the St. Louis Union Trust

Co., trustee for the bondholders.

Judge Rosskopf's action sustained

Circuit Judge Moses N. Hartmann,
who recently appointed Edwin B.

Meissner and A. L. Storras tempo-
rary receivers under the terms of

the deed of trust.

D. J. Selznick Signs Union Men
Pittsburgh — An agreement has

been reached between the Operators'

Union here and D. J. Selznick, man-
aging director of the Roxian, Mc-
Kees Rocks, to re-employ union op-

erators. The agreement calls for two
men.

Butterfield Drops Vaude
Detroit — W. S. Butterfield has

dropped vaudeville and resumed a

straight picture policy at the Holly-
wood here as well as in a few other
houses in his group.

TO OUR FRIENDS

Your Kind Expressions of Sympathy Are

Gratefully Acknowledged and Deeply

Appreciated

JOE BRANDT

Baltimore Boosts Prices
For Unemployed Benefit

Baltimore—Dovmtown first-runs
will boost prices to $1 for the ben-
efit shows to be given Nov. 22 in
aid of the unemployed. Only one
three-hour performance will be
given by these houses. All will in-
clude vaudeville. Loew's Valencia
and the neighborhood houses will
run continuous from 2 to 11 P. M.
Arnold Stoltz is in charge of ar-
rangements.

RKO Pathe Office Shifts

Interchange of offices and amal-
gamation of several RKO and RKO
Pathe departments will be in full
swing today. Offices of Lee Marcus
and Ned Depinet will hereafter be
on the 16th floor of 1560 Broadway.
Export, accounting, contract and
poster departments are in the move.
Ted O'Leary, formerly eastern gen-
eral sales manager for RKO Pathe,
and Sam Machnovitch, accountant,
are no longer with the company.

"Dreyfus Case" for Fabian Houses
Warner-Fabian Circuit has closed

a deal whereby "The Dreyfus Case,"
Columbia release, will have repre-
sentation in its 38 theaters in the
metropolitan district.

SET RULES ON

IMPOSSIBLE, SAYS

(Continued from Page 1)

would be seriously handicapped if
such an attempt were made, he de-
clared. He deplored exorbitant bid-
ding for players and executives as
an important factor contributing to
current production costs.
Minor cutting of admission prices,

Vincent believes, will not have a
satisfactory effect on theater gros-
ses. In his opinion it is better to ef-
fect a substantial reduction with the
expectation that more customers
will be drawn into houses by what
appears to be a genuine bargain
from the standpoint of prices.

Film Councils Favored
Over State Censorship

(Continued from Page 1)

sideration of films. The group will
not have censor rights, but will co-
operate with theaters and producers
in eliminating objectionable matter
from pictures. This plan is said to
have met with much greater favor
all around.

Lorain Houses Sold
Lorain, O.—George Shenker has

disposed of his two local theaters
to Carl W. Lucht. The new owner
has closed the Standard, and will
concentrate his exhibition energies
on the Pearl.

//

Heed the call for help

with whole-hearted
support/— M. A. LIGHTMANsays

President of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.

'W'HE nation is confronted by a situation that* has few parallels in history. Thousands of
people are in dire need and only through super-
human effort will they be able to survive the
winter. Petty politics and trade differences have
absolutely no place in dealing out relief to our
fellow man in this hour of distress. If ever an
opportunity afforded itself when men can and
must rise above selfish interests that time is now.
So with that firm belief in our mind the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America offers its

wholehearted support to this worthwhile move.

The motion picture people are ever ready to render
aid and assistance to any worthy cause. Never
before, however, has an organized effort been
made. If a thing is worth doing it is worth do-
ing well. It is obvious that one big national

drive at a specified time should accomplish a

maximum amount of good as well as earn a cer-

tain amount of rightful recognition for us that

could never be obtained if we work in many
different directions.

I therefore urgently appeal to every member of

this industry to heed this call for help by lend-

ing wholehearted support to National Motion Pic-

ture Week, November 18th to 25th.
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A. B. Momand is Loser in Oklahoma Trust Action

ACADEMY'S IBSHVIERIT AWARDS
$7,918,604 Loss Reported By Warners for Past Year
Heavy Write-Oflfs Account

For Large Part of

Deficit
Net loss of $7,918,604.98 is re-

ported by Warner Bros, and sub-
sidiaries for the year ended Aug. 29,

the deficit including a net loss of

$2,146,074.57 from operations in the
production, distribution and exhibi-

tion end, a loss of $2,399,161.88 from
the operations of the record and
music divisions, and a special write-

down of $3,373,368.53 in respect of
{Continued on Page 8)

big4plan1uonake

drawingm dramas

Big Four next season will deviate
from its established policy of ex-

clusively producing westerns and
melodramas, according to plans now
under consideration, John R. Freu-
ler, president, told Film Daily yes-

terday. Believing that double-fea-
turing will continue in the majority
of houses, Freuler said that the new
schedule will possibly include two
or more modern drawing room type
dramas to meet the demand for the

{Continued on Page 8)

Theater Gross Tax
Looms in Virginia

Richmond—A tax on motion pic-

ture theater grosses is recommend-
ed by the Governor in a message to

the Virginia Legislature which con-

venes in January. Urging this meas-
ure as one of four possible sources

of state income, he estimates that

$700,000 could be raised through
snrh a tax.

RKO Capital Changes
A meeting of RKO stockholders will

be held Dec. 10 to vote on a plan for

reducing the company's capitalization 75

per cent by giving one share of new
stock for each four now outstanding
and offering stockholders rights to sub-

scribe to $11,600,000 of 10-year 5 per

cent debentures. The B stock, con-
trolled by RCA, will be cancelled, leav-

ing only one class of stock outstanding,

and RCA will receive new A stock in

exchange.

ACADEMY WINNERS
Best Performance, Actress MARIE DRESSIER in "Min and Bill

Best Performance, Actor, LIONEL BARRYMORE in "A Free Soul

Best Direction NORMAN TAUROG for "Skippy

Best Produced Picture RADIO PICTURES for "Cimarron

Best Original Story, JOHN MONK SAUNDERS for "Dawn Patrol

Best Adaptation HOWARD ESTABROOK for "Cimarron

Best Photography FLOYD CROSBY for "Tabu

Best Art Direction MAX REE for "Cimarron

Best Sound Recording PARAMOUNT

All Fox Houses and Studio

Included in Walkout Order
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
San Francisco — Operators and

union employes in the Fox studios

in Hollywood are to be included in

the walkout order issued by William
F^ Canavan, president of the I. A. T.

S. E. and M. P. 0., whereby union
men in all theaters "owned, operated
or controlled by Fox Film" are to

go on strike Friday, it was stated

here yesterday by Floyd M. Billings-

ley, business agent of the operators'

local. The walkout is the outcome
of the operator controversy in Kan-
sas City.

Mayor Asked to Intervene
In Philly Musicians' Row
Philadelphia—The Business Men's

Ass'n has appealed to Mayor Mac-
key to appoint an arbitration com-
mittee to settle contract differences

between the musicians' union and
Warner-Stanley circuit. Their in-

terest in the situation has been
stimulated by depressing effect on
business due to the closing of the

Mastbaum and Earle. William
Goldman is representing the Stan-
ley interests in the matter.

Oklahoma State Court Finds
No Violation of Trust Laws

Al Lewis Now Heads
Fox Story Department

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Appointment of Al

Lewis as head of the story depart-

ment and Richard Carroll as head
of the scenario department is an-

nounced by Fox.

Oklahoma City — Griffith Amuse-
ment Co. and varous national dis-

tributors and individuals named in

the state action brought on com-
plaint of A. B. Momand under the
Oklahoma anti-trust laws came out
victors yesterday when the state
court handed down a decision in

{Continued on Page 8)

Marie Dressier and Lionel
Barrymore Are Voted

Best Players
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Before the most
brilliant assemblage that ever
filled the Sala de Oro of the
Biltmore Hotel, with the diners
numbering aroimd 2,000, the
Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences last night

(Continued on Paqe 11)

WARNER-F.N. MERGER CASE

SET FOR HEARING DEC. 1

Case of the Federal Government
against Warner Bros., alleging vio-

lation of the Clayton anti-trust act
through its acquisition of First Na-
tional several years ago, is sched-

(Continned on Page 8)

James Cruze Negotiating
Release Through RKO

IV est Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—James Cruze, who has

completed his last picture for Tif-

fany under his contract is under-
(Continued on Page 8)

"Strictly Dishonorable"
Put another red star on the report

card of Universal for passing one of the
crucial tests of the season. They not
only took this outstanding hit of the
stage and transferred It to the talking

screen without losing any of its highly

entertaining value, but actually im-
proved upon the New York production
in cast, scope and presentation. Paul
Lukas, Sidney Fox and Lewis Stone, as

the key characters, offer probably the
finest bit of team-work of the season.

The direction of John Stahl Is excellent.

The thin-ice scenes have been handled
with masterful skill. All of the delight-
ful twinkle and charm of the original

lines and situations are there without
the slightest bit of suggestiveness.
"Strictly Dishonorable" is strictly so-
phisticated screen fare. It is not built
for the kids. But— It is modern en-
tertainment of the most intelligent

sort, and as such, should have little

trouble in clicking everywhere.
—ALICOATE.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Am. Seat 3 3 3
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East. Kodak 11354 11054 112 —
Fox Fm. "A" TVi 7K 7'^ —
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) m. VA IVi .

Loew's, Inc 42^ 41 J^ 41^ —
do pfd 8454 84 84
M-GM pfd 24 24 24 +
Paramount 16^4 iS% UVk —
Pathe Exch 1 yi, Vx —
do "A" 4 iVi 4 —
RKO "A" 6 5^ SJ4 —
Warner Bros 6^ 6yi 6Vs —

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
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Gen. Th. Eq. pfd... Wi VA \% . .

Technicolor 45^ 4 4 —
Trans-Lux 2^ 2% 2H +

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
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Keth A-O 6s 46.. 50 50 50 —
Loew 6s 41ww.... 94 92 92 —
Par. 554s50 70 69 69 —
Pathe 7s37 78 78 78 +
Warner's 6s39 48 46 465^ —

Net
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Luncheon for Joan Bennett
A luncheon in honor of Joan Ben-

nett will be given tomorrow aboard
the Dollar Line ship, President
Hoover.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City }>
154 Crescent St. J*|

STillwell 4-7940 i't

%
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*^
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Eastman Films

J. £ Briilatoiiir* Inc.
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if
if

U
Chicago Hollywood »•!

1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica ti
CALumet 3692 Blvd. it

HOLlywood4121 «

M-G-M RELEASE SCHEDULE

REVISED TO JANUARY 2

M-G-M has re-arranged its re-
lease schedule up to Jan. 2, as fol-

lows: Nov. 7, "The Guardsman";
Nov. 14, 'Flying High"; Nov. 21,
"Possessed"; Nov. 28, "Private
Lives"; Dec. 5, "The Champ"; Dec.
12, "West of Broadway"; Dec. 19.

"Ben Hur"; Dec. 26. "Mata Hari";
Jan. 2, "Emma".
Of the 48 productions scheduled

for the current season, 26 will be
either produced or in work by Dec.
1. Productions now shooting are
"Freaks", "Tarzan", "Courage"'
and "Her Cardboard Lover". In
preparation and set for work within
the next three weeks are "Smilin'
Through", "Limpy", "Grand Ho-
tel", "Skyscraper", "A Family Af-
fair", "City Sentinal", "Polly of
the Circus", and a Russian story in

which Wallace Beery will be starred.

U.A. Getting Break
In M-G-M Philly Jam

Philadelphia—Filling in playdates
that are vacant owing to differences
with M-G-M, the Warner-Stanley
circut is now buying United Artists
product. Paul Burger is handling
the deal, under which "Street Scene"
has already been bought, with
"Palmy Days" and "The Unholy
Garden" to follow.

RCA Reports Big Increase
Radio Corporation of America and

subsidiaries report net income of

$3,957,489 for the first nine months
of the current year, compared with
$870,753 for the parallel period last

year. The surplus, after dividends
on the A and B preferred stocks,
amounted to $52,980, compared with
a deficit of $3,029,646 in the nine
months last year.

"Speckled Band" Holding Over
"The Speckled Band," Sherlock

Holmes story distributed by First
Division, is being held another week
at the Warner, where it has been
drawing some of the best business
done by the Broadway house in

weeks.

New York Indies Book Columbia
Three independent circuits con-

trolling more than 100 houses in
Greater New York have signed for
Columbia's product. The groups are
Springer-Cocalis, Century and Rand-
force.

Dress Preview for "Heroes AH"
A formal preview of "Heroes All,"

Mendelsohn - Young production, will
be given tomorrow night at the RKO
Cameo. Invitations read "Uniform
or Dress."

Warners Close One in Hartford
Hartford, Conn.—Henry Needles,

district manager for Warner Thea-
ters, announces closing of the Prin-
cess, with the Regal, on the same
street and managed by John A. Cal-
lahan, going to double features.

SIX FEATURES SCHEDULED

BY NENDELSOHN-YOUNG

Six features, five of which will
be made in the East, will be pro-
duced by Mendelsohn-Young Pro-
ductions. The first, "Heroes All,"
has been completed and the second,
a flight picture, will be made at the
Coast with William Shilling direct-
ing and Sy Braxmstein as editor.
Bradley Barker has been assigned
direction of the third, based on a
New England story. Imperial Dis-
tributing Corp. is handling the prod-
uct.

Second Fire This Year
At Loew's Lincoln Sq.

For the second time this year, the
Lincoln Square Arcade Building, in
which is located Loew's Lincoln
Square theater, at Broadway and
65th St., was the scene of a spectac-
ular fire when flames originating in
the basement of the building yes-
terday afternoon developed into a
four-alarm fire. Prompt action of
theater officials made it possible to
empty the theater without anyone
being hurt. The fire was under con-
trol within an hour, but heavy
smoke continued for some time. The
structure had just recently reopened
for business after being rebuilt fol-

lowing last January's fire.

Three U. A. Releases Set
National release dates for three

new United Artists pictures have
been set by Al Lichtman, as fol-

lows: "Around the World in 80
Minutes With Douglas Fairbanks,"
Nov. 8; Chester Morris in "Corsair,"
Dec. 19; Gloria Swanson in "Tonight
or Never," Dec. 26.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Annrual convention of Allied
Theater Owners' Ass'n of Southern
Ohio, Kentucky and West Virginia,
Netherland Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati.

Nov. 15: National Motion Picture Week
Parade of Stars, prelude to National Mo-
tion Picture Week, to be broadcast over
NBC and CBS networks, 10:45 to 11:45
P. M.

Nov. 17: Meeting of Allied Theater Owners
of New Jersey, Inc., Hotel Lincoln, New
York, 1 P. M.

Nov. 18: Luncheon of the Sixth Avenue
Ass'n at the St. Moritz Hotel. New
York. David Sarnoff, S. L. "Roxy"
Rothafel and N. H. Aylesworth, speakers.

Nov. 18-25: National Motion Picture
Week for relief of unemployed.

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n. Dallas.

Dec, 3: A.M.P.A. luncheon at the Dixie
Hotel writh S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel as
guest speaker.

Dec. 7 : Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte.
Charlotte, N. C.

Pizor in Town on Meeting
Lewen Pizor, president of the M.

P. T. 0. at Philadelphia, was in New
York yesterday in connection with
plans for the next meeting of the
exhibitor continuing committee
which will probably be held Tuesday
in New York.

Marjorie Rambeau Married
Yuma, Ariz.—Marjorie Rambeau

was married here yesterday by a
justice of the peace to Francis A.
Gudger of Sebring, Fla.

Theaters Offer to Aid
"Mail Early" Campaign
M. J. O'Toole, secretary of the M.

P. T. O. A., has written to Post-
master General Brown in Washing-
ton offering the aid of theaters in

influencing early sending of Christ-
mas mail. He suggests that Brown
designate an official of his depart-
ment to confer with a committee
representing the M.P.T.O.A. to ar-

range for screen displays urging the
public to co-operate in the matter.

William Raynor Leaves T.P.E.
William Raynor has resigned as

New York exchange manager for

Talking Picture Epics. Mariam Det-
lefs is now office manager, with John
N. Weber as eastern division sales

manager and Charles Gould in

charge of local sales.

Louisville Benefit Nov. 18

Louisville—Benefit shows for the

unemployed will be held Nov. 18 at

Loew's State and Rialto. Fred J.

Dolle is chairman of the committee
on arrangements.

James Cagney's personal appear-
;

ance tour of Warner houses has
,

been extended a week to enable
him to play the Stanley, Jersey City,

week of Nov. 27.

Let Us Solve Your Problemsl
Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
MichiRan 8761
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Congratulations to

George Walsh, Divi-

sional Manager of the

Comerford Circuit.

His idea, used so suc-

cessfully in Scranton

and Wilkes-Barre,
appealed so much to

D. J. Chatkin of
Publix, that it is now
in use over that circuit

playing "Sin of
Madelon Claudet".

HIS MINUTE-AND-A-HALF
SPEECH FROM THE
STAGE PUT OVER ''SIN

of MADELON CLAUDET''—
They heat ^*Susan Lenox^*

business with "Madelon Claudet^^

by showmanship in Wilkes-Barre

and Scranton— (see next page)



HERE ARE THE ADS h.
backed up Mr. Walsh's speech and pulled in the crowds in

Wilkes-Barre and Scranton.

A New Screen Star

her first

grasps an undoubted

place In the first rHt.k of

It Is an occasion worthy of

public to whom the talking

cs so much the

ADDED SHOWMAN IDEAS!
Special preview for reviewers to insure

getting reviews in advance of opening. Pre-

view in Old Folks home got publicity and
cartoons. Photographer tie-up gave few
passes ta mothers ordering photos of their

sons.

A personal prc-vlew of "The Sin o(

Madelon Cldudct" Inspires a cnnvlc-

step farther—that Miss Helen

In her first picture stands a I

pace beyond the forefront of the star-

dom ever before acnleved by any of

renowned galaxy of favorite acton

lagnlflcent In a

role which runs the gamut of

tile human sentiments. From light

comedy to the heaviest tragedy, It is

all there in the picture pre;

day by Manager Cosgrove of the

Strand.

"The Sin of Madelon Claudet" Is

from the play 'Lullaby," a gripping

portrayal of the extremity of sacri-

fice inspired by Mother Love. Not

tory, Its aordldm

tlcally lightened, the direction of Mi

Edgar Selwyn Jn conceptlcn,

tlon, attention to detail, and

of opportunity offered by screen me-

chanism, displaying rare talent.

It Is remarkable that after so loni;

a hUtory and ao many' thousand

plays, fiomethin? new and strik-

ing can be produced, even by Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer Coutructed on an

unattractive foundation, carried

1 lOUgh the most reprehensible meth-

ods of raising rfipney by a woman for

the education Qf her

that total sacrifice of self 50 charac-^

teriitrc of women, the story rahes

llaelf far aloft, and grips the senti-

ment through io an ending which has

the good fortune to be happy, gtvuig

full play to the Invincible law of com-

A fine cast, genius of direction, but

of all the advent to the Motion

Picture of a new—we thlnle. a great-

est—star, make this plctun

TELEPHONE
TIE-UP!

The phone company put

two switchboards in the lobby.

Free calls for patrons to tell

their friends to see the picture.

hJult;: The two
mats above are

'

from the press sheet.

Then he held a midnight show ! And got an editorial in the papers

!

And marvelous reviews ! And beat ''Suzan Lenox' bizl You can do it too!

METRO -GOLDWYN -MAYER
Pictures For Showmenl
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Current Opinions

e
The Lowdown
On the Film Biz
UERE are a few facts about

the movie business which
you may or may not know and
in which you may or may not
be interested: Whenever you
hear of some big Hollywood
star going on a tour of "per-
sonal appearances," usually in

connection with the showing of
his latest picture, you may be
reasonably sure that this star

Is just about through as a pop-
ular attraction. The "personal
appearance" is usually the last

gasp. When you see a picture

advertised in a lurid manner,
with such phrases as "daringly
frank," "a sensational exposure
of the vice trust" or "flaming
passion behind office doors," you
are entitled to assume that the
picture is disappointingly inno-

cent of dirt. When a film does
contain dangerously sexy ele-

ments, its sponsors are usually
careful to soft-pedal that fact in

their advertisements. Similarly,

when you hear repeated state-

ments from some big movie
magnate to the effect that busi-

ness with him has never been
better, that his current produc-
tions are cleaning up in all the

big cities, that his program for

the coming season is certain to

achieve record grosses, then you
have ample grounds for the

guess that business with him is

rotten. , . And, above all, when-
ever the movie moguls announce
en masse that they have decided

to abandon gangster pictures

(or musicals or westerns or so-

ciety dramas) in deference to

public protest, you may take

my solemn word of honor for it

that their decision was not in-

spired by clamorous public pro-

test but by unmistakable evi-

dences of acute public indiffer-

ence.
__j^o},grt E. Sherwood,

Bell Syndicate

Congratulates

:

JACKIE COOPER
for a marvelous juvenile per-

formance in the M-G-M pro-

duction, "The Champ."
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• • • THERE IS one type of film that does not move in

cycles it goes on through the years, ever increasing its

appeal and following it never changes its Theme
yet the public never grows fed up on it it retains its

quality of Vitality because it is founded on Fact not
Fiction it is not limited to an author's rehashing of the
age-old theme of sex, crime or adventure it is always
terse, crisp, dramatic, human and it's Humanness is

what keeps it alive and as this week marks the twenty-
first Anniversary of the gent who first hit on this Life Saver
for the film biz it is but fitting that we give a rah-rah,

a Mussolini salute and a banzai to Charles Pathe who
first realized the possibilities of presenting NEWS through the

motion picture camera in 1909

* * * *

• • • SO THE ole fightin' cock is entitled to crow loud
this week Pathe iNews has enlivened the screens of the
world for 21 consecutive years and it is a happy coin-
cidence that the prc.--8nc executives of the pioneer news tilm are
also the pioneers of sound news recordmg Courtland
Smith is recognized as among the first to develop and perfect
sound on film Jack Connolly internationalized the early
issues of l?'ox Movietone through obtammg camera interviews
with European rulers, statesmen and celebrities with
these men as presiaent and general manager respectively, and
Edward P. Howard as editor, rathe News continues to hold that
prestige which the FIRST in any field automatically claims

but the Rooster is holding it by right of Present Ac-
complishment

* * * *

• • • AND PERHAPS there is a Live Idea in the contin-
ued vitality of all newsreels tor the feature producers
especially right now under the stress and strain of economic
pressure producers might stop to ponder the fact that
the public is fed up on t iction they crave Facts
Which is why book publications have taken an awlul slump

as well as fiction publications is it any wonder
the public feels somewhat similar about Fiction on the screen?

which is all by way of hinting that the time is ripe

for features based on Live News Angles take, for in-

stance, this thought clothing and food prices have been
slashed shop windows are tilled with marvelous offerings

at absurdly low prices and the average woman can only
gaze but she has no dough to buy what a travesty,
mockery, tragedy ! anything a real writer can make it

here is a subject that would hit a Responsive Chord
in the heart of All women and the daily news is filled

with oodles of ideas just as Alive and interest compelling
but all the film writers, directors and studio and home ofiice

Wise Guys frantically looking for Something New do
nothing about it oh, well mebbe we're wrong.

* * * *

• • • A DARB of a pressbook for National M. P. Week,
Nov. 18-25, on the Benefit Shows for Local Unemployment Re-
lief engineered by Paul Gulick and his publicity com-
mii^tee everything donated all along the line

proving that the film biz is doing its share to put over the
Hoover Relief Committee's splendid task now it's up to

the theater owners and managers to do their share
Eddie Golden's Popular Classics as a patron-puller is going
over big in the Lee Ochs Uptown and Majestic theayters

David Wallace, handling publicity on "Wonder Boy" at the
Alvin, is considering getting out a pamphlet to answer the

questions of patrons concerning the show . it is creating

that much talk

« « « » » »

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

f)^
New Development
In Style Shows

A NEW order of style show
just given in Alliance, O.,

made so big a hit that it is

worthy of being copied. It con-

sisted of holding the exhibition

out-doors and the merchants
who participated in it found
that it was possible to attract

thousands of people by this

means where formerly they
were only able to draw hundreds
when these shows were given in

their shops. The idea of the out-

door shop is credited to Ray
Wallace, manager of Warners'
Morrison theater. As original-

ly planned, the style show was
to be a combination affair given
by the merchants in their shops.

Wallace disliked seeing the ex-

ploitation possibilities of the

shows get away from him and
suggested that the merchants
combine and give one b.'g show
in the open air in front of the

City Hall. The Morrison thea-

ter, by the way, fronts on the

City Hall square. He proffered

to loan the merchants a drop
curtain and to supply spot and
flare lights. The manager's sug-
gestions were accepted by the
merchants and the combined
open air style show attracted
great throngs. vVallace had
loud speakers erected at various
points and at times announced
to the crowds the attraction at
his house. The result was that
at the conclusion of the show
the crowds flocked to the Mor-
rison and he registered turn-
away business on the day.

—Morrison, Alliance, 0.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdays:

f^ovember 11
Charles Schwartz Raquel Torres

Bruce C. Coleman Edwin Knopf

Roland Young
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THE OLD FIGHTIN' COCK IS RID-

ING ON THE CREST OF THE WAVE!

Released November
20 for Thanksgiving

51 Day-and-Date Key City

Openings Thanksgiving
Week!
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BILL BOYD • ROBERT ARMSTRONG
JAMES GLEASON

GINGER ROGERS • HARRY BANNISTER
Directed bv Albert Rogell

Story by Commander Herbert A. Jone^

Scenario by Lew Lipton

A CHARLES R. ROGERS PRODUCTION
HARRY TOE BROWN, ASSOCIATE PRODUCER
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WARNER BROS. REPORT

$7,918,604 YEAR'S LOSS

(Continued from Page 1)

inventories and accounts receivable
of the radio and record division.

During the year charges of $2,475,-

515.82 were made direct to surplus,
representing a special write-down of
the plant and equipment of the radio
and record division and loss on other
capital assets.

Net income for the year, before
charges, decreased to $36,371,383.05,
against $52,340,301 the previous
year while amortization and other
deductions rose to $45,382,512.56,
against $37,036,851 last year. Sur-
plus was reduced to $223,747.46,
against $11,027,378.97 the preceding
year. Assets now stand at $213,-

857,452.68, compared with $230,185,-
444.43 last year.

In his letter to stockholders. Presi-
dent H. M. Warner said in part:
We are of the opinion that, owing to the

special write-downs made during the past
fiscal year and owing to changes in operating
policies, the losses from the radio, record
and music divisions will be minimized for the
future.

For the year ended August 29, 1931 net
earnings available for all interest, including
interest requirements on the Optional 6 per
cent Convertible Debentures, Series due 1939,
after deducting all charges including the losses

of the radio, record and mu^^ic divisions, but
before depreciation and amortization of all

fixed pioperties, was $8,684,173.30, approxi-
mately 1.3 times the consolidated interest
charges for the period.
Your Board of Directors at a meeting held

on Oct. 23, 1931, fixed the stated capital of

the Preferred Stock at $55 per share and
recommended that the stated capital of the

Common Stock be set at the nominal figure

of $5 per share. This will not change the

status of either the Preferred or Common
stockholders as the difference between the

present capital and the new stated cap tal i?

being transferred to the surplus account.

Upon the issuance of Common Stock your
Company has always capitalized such shares
of stock at the net consideration received
therefor. In setting a fixed stated value for

the Common Stock, crediting the excess to

surplus, we are merely following the prac
tice adopted by many other large corpora-
tions.

Neither your Company nor its Subsidiaries
have any bank loans. As of Oct. 31, 1931.

• NEWS«»OF««THE««DAy •

Boston — Mary E. Stanton has
leased out space at 165 Newberry
St. to Stephen D. Klyce to be used
as headquarters for the sale of edu-
cational films.

East Liverpool, O.— William C.

Tallman, manager of the Ceramic,
largest house here, has completed
alterations and improvements to the

theater costing approximately $25,-

000.

Pueblo, Colo. — Maurine Deakin,
for several years secretary to J. T.

Sheffield, has been named manager
of the Pueblo.

Rockford, la.—A theater corpora-
tion is being formed here with J. D.
Gulik as chairman of the board. The
group is making plans to operate a
house here.

South Lyons, Mich.—The Temple
is reopening.

Detroit—Hubert J. Rabb, former
assistant treasurer of Detroit Civic
Theater, is now heading his own
company producing and titling 16
mm. film, as Personal Motion Pic-
ture and Title Co.

Cleveland — Harland Fend, well
known local newspaperman, has join-
ed the publicity department of
Loew's Ohio Theaters as assistant
to M. S. Malaney.

OKLANONA COURT FINDS

NO TRUST LAW VIOLATION

{Continued from Page 1)

favor of the defendants. In dismiss-
ing the state's complain, the court
said that "under the allegations in
the petition and the evidence pro-
duced by the state it appeared to the
court that all matters complained
of would be interstate commerce and
that the state court would not there-
fore have jurisdiction; and that any
matters brought out by the evidence
that would be intrastate was not in
violation of the Oklahoma anti-trust
laws."

Columbus Grove, O.—Carl Am-
brust, who owns the Palace in Con-
tinental, and the Strand in Payne,
has acquired the Roma, which has
been closed for a long time. He
will operate it on a six-day schedule,
Tuesday being the closed day.

COMING & GOING

ROY DEL RUTH, director, and JOSEPH
JACKSON, scenarist, of the Warner studios.
are on their way from Hollywood to New
York.

ELISSA LANDI, Fox star, arrived in New
York yesterday from abroad with her mother,
Countess Zanardi Landi.

GEORGE FRANK, artists' representative,
is ill town from the coast.

MARCO WOLFF arrived this week from
Los Angeles.

E. L. ALPERSON. ANDY SMITH and
JOSEPH HUMMEL left yesterday for Phila-
delphia to hold a sales meeting of Warner-
First National forces. Alperson also will then
conduct similar confabs in Pittsburgh, Cleve-
land, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Detroit, Tor-
onto, Buffalo and Albany.

ELIZABETH NORTH, who is becoming
story ed tor for Basil Dean, sails for Eng-
land Friday on the Laconia.

CLAUDE EZSLL leaves New York for
Texas next week for a vacation.

B. F. LYON plans to leave for Bermuda
late this week.

WALTER RIVERS, production manager
for Castle Films, arrives from the coast

ROBERT RITCHIE leaves for Hollywood
tomorrow by air.

Warner-F. N. Merger Case
Set for Hearing Dec. 1

(Continued from Page 1)

uled for hearmg Dec. 1 in the Fed-
eral Court, New York City. Dept.
jf Justice investigators have been
gathering evidence in connection
Afith its case. Various industi-y fig-

ures will be subpoeaned.

Elliott Due Back Next Month
Clyde Elliott, director, together

with Carl Berger and Nicholas Cav-
alerie, cameraman, who have been
in the Far East with the Van Beu-
ren-Frank Buck Expedition, are due
back in New York next month. Buck
returned yesterday.

Screen Ads for Another First-Run
Minneapolis— Screen advertising,

in the form of short local commer-
cials, are now being shown at the

Lyric, making the second Pub'.ix

first-run in the Loop to run the ad
films. The other is the Astor. A
Publix second-run, the Grand, also

shows them. _

Syd Hackford Resigns
Detroit — Syd Hackford has re-

signed as manager of Standard Film
Service Co., a unit of Standard Film
Service, whose headqarters are in

Cleveland.

cash balances totaled over $5,000,000, repre-

senting an increase of more than $1,200,000
as compared with Aug. 29, 1931. During
the period from Aug. 29 to October 31, 1931.
not only have cash balances been increased
Init notes payable have been decreased by
more than $1,000,000.

Prior to August 1, 1931, $1,300,500 prin-

cipal amount of the Optional 6 per cent Con-
vertible Debentures were retired in accordance
with the terms of the Purchase Fund Agree-
ment. An additional $1,300,000 principal
Tmount of these Debentures were retired on
Sept. 17, 1931, in anticipation of the Pur-
chase Fund requirement due Aug. 1, 1932.

In Oct. 31, 1931, there were 40,636 Com-
mon stockholders of your Company, compared
with 26,990 stockholders on Nov. 7, 1930
and 11,157 stockholders on Dec. 2, 1929.
Many economies in operation have been

effected and still further reductions in oper
ating costs are being made. The earnings
of your Company should, therefore, imme-
diately reflect any improvement in general
business conditions and increased employment.

James Cruze Negotiating
Release Through RKO

(Continued from Page 1)

stood to be negotiating with RKO
as to a releasing agreement for fu-
ture productions. His last picture
for Tiffany is "Race Track."

Publix House for Traverse City
Traverse City, Mich. — Another

theater for this city is under way.
The building formerly occupied by
the Dreamland will be remodeled
and Publix will operate the house
when completed.

Mrs. Minnie E. Hansen of Gos-
hen, Ind., has purchased the build-
ing and the Koenig Construction Co.
of Traverse City expects to have the
theater ready for business before
Christmas.

Conn Has Plans for New House
Providence—Jacob Conn is under-

stood to have completed plans for
the erection of a two-story theater
and store building here at a cost of

about $500,000. He now operates
the Olympia.

Big Four Planning to Make
Drawing Room Dramas

(Continued from Page 1)

better grade independent product,
ii'reuler leaves soon for the coast to
supervise the completion of Big
Four's current schedule of 12 west-
erns, eight melodramas and 10 two-
reelers.

Cleveland Benefit Show Nov. 21
Cleveland— Benefit performances

for unemployment relief will be held
in every theater of Greater Cleve-
land on Nov. 21. Special midnight
performances will be held in the
downtown houses. Suburban houses
have been given the privilege of se-

lection. Advertising campa'gn has
been worked out by M. A. Malaney,
H. M. Addison, Wallace Elliott, H.
R. Reiners and C. C. Deardourff.
Fred Desberg is district chairman.

Ft. Wayne House Bombed
Ft. Wayne, Ind. — Damage esti-

mated at several thousand dollars
was caused when a bomb was hurled
into the State on Saturday. Recent
difficulties with operators was
blamed for the attack.

Start Turning Out 16 mm. Devices
General Talking Equipment, mak-

ers of 16 mm. projectors, has started
operations in its Long Island city

plant. First machine, a combina-
tion projector, radio and phono-
graph, was completed Friday.

Mexican Musicians Strike
Mexico City—Musicians in about

45 local houses are on strike in pro-
test against a move to reduce their
numbers because of sound equip-
ment.

Phil Longdon Laid Up
Charlotte, N. C—Phil Longdon,

manager of the local Paramount
exchange, is in Wesley Memorial
Hospital, Atlanta, recovering from
an operation.

"Five Star" Holds in Brooklyn
First National's "Five Star Final"

is being held for a second week at
the Brooklyn Strand.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Renowned Artists, theatrical ; I. Mates. 522

Fifth Ave., New York. $1,000.
Western New York Operating Co., amuse

"lent devices ; W. H. Sarg;ent, Syracuse
N. Y.

Sono-Art Productions, motion pictures; S
V. Ryan, Albany, N. Y. 100 shares com
mon.

Bridge Cinema Corp., theatrical enterprises:

J. Shankey, 10 East 40th Street, New York
100 shares common.

NEW JERSEY CHARTERS
Kent Enterprises, Inc., Clifton, general

amusements; Anthony M. Hauck, Jr.. Clin-

ton, N. J. $50,000.

DELAWARE CHARTERS
L'nderwood & Underwood Portraits. Inc..

Wilmington, Del., cameras, photographer sup-

plies ; Corporation Trust Co., Dover. Del. 500
shnrei common.
Parkway Wilmington Corp., Wilmington,

Del., theaters, opera house, amusement places;

Corp. Trust Co., Dover, Del. 1,000 shares

common.

NAME CHANGES
Sf.no-Art Productions, Ltd., Delaware, to

Pictures Realization Corp.

DESIGNATIONS
Skouras Theaters Corp.. Delaware, 1,000

shares, no par.

CAPITAL INCREASES
Hughes-Franklin Theaters Co., Ltd., Los

Angeles, Cal., 4.000 to 6.000 shares no par.
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NEW BOOKS
On the Art and Business

of Motion Pictures

FAMOUS STARS OF FILMDOM
(Women), by Elinor Hughes. L, C.

Page & Co., Boston. $2.50.

Interesting biographical sketches

of 15 of the leading feminine play-

ers of the screen make up this at-

tractive little volume. The author,

who happens to be the motion pic-

ture editor of the Boston "Herald,"

has made her sketches entertaining

in a human interest way, rather

than heavily biographical, and con-

sequently the collection makes a

very readable volume for the fans

as well as for film folk themselves.

The actresses represented are Con-
stance Bennett, Ruth Chatterton,

Claudette Colbert, Dolores Costello,

Joan Crawford, Bebe Daniels, Mar-
lene Dietrich, Marie Dressier, Kay
Francis, Greta Garbo, Janet Gaynor,
Ann Harding, Mary Pickford, Nor-
ma Shearer and Gloria Swanson. An

i

autographed photo of each one is

[included. It may be open to dispute

that the list selected by Miss Hughes
embraces, as she claims, the "fa-

mous stars" who are "most constant-

ly and most successfully in the

public eye." Certainly the names of

Nancy Carroll, Clara Bow, Marion
Javies, Billie Dove, Dorothy Mac-
kaill, Barbara Stanwyck and some
others have figured much more con-

sistently in theater marquees over

the past five years. However, the

author has anticipated this objec-

tion somewhat in a foreword where-

in she indicates that subsequent vol-

umes along the same line are in

prospect.

OUR CHANGING THEATER
by R. Dana Skinner. Dial Press,

New York. $3.00.

Although this volume is devoted
largely to a discussion of the legiti-

mate stage and the work of play-

iwriting, acting, little theaters, dra-

matic classes, producing, criticism,

etc., it also takes in some of the

ispects of motion picture develop-

nents of recent years. For the stu-

lent of theatrical entertainment in

g:eneral, it is worth reading.

"Jean Harlow is a fine equestrienne

and the only exercise she takes Is an

early morning gallop on the outskirts

of Hollywood."

—Columbia.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY N. BLAIR

pANNY WATSON, accompanied by
her sister, Kif^y, comprising the

famous Watson Sisters' team, will

leave for a 40-week tour of the RKO
vaudeville circuit immediately upon
completion of "In the Family," sixth

of the two-reel "Girl Friends" com-
edies which she is making with
Thelma White, at the Vitaphone stu-

dios. The story was written by
Stanley Rauh and is being directed

by Alf Goulding, James C. Morton
and Jessie Busley again appear in

supporting roles.

Norman Foster, screen actor and
husband of Claudette Colbert, is co-

author with Harry Hamilton of

"Savage Rhythm," a play of the

South, which John Golden is plan-

ning to produce shortly. Miss Col-

bert is now visiting with Foster ir

Hollywood prior to starting "Her
Confession," for Paramount, at the

New York studio.

Sam Sax, head of the Vitaphone
studio, has signed Burr Caruth
stage player, for the role of "The
Colonel" in the two-reel special

"George Washington," now being
filmed in the nation's capital under
the direction of Arthur Hurley.
Caruth's role is second in impor-
tance to that of Clarence Whitehill,

Metropolitan Opera star, who por-

trays George Washington.

No production at the Paramount
New York studio this week. How-
ever, three shorts are in prepara-
tion for next week, which will com-
plete this season's schedule. First

is "Knowmore College," starring

Rudy Vallee, another is Ethel Mer-
man in "Ireno," both of which will

be directed by Aubrey Scotto, and
"The Rookie," with Tom Howard
which Eddie Cline will direct. Frank
Tours is directing the musical end
of the first two.

Dean Cole is sound man and Jay
Rescher camera man on the special

two-reel picture which Vitaphone is

making in connection with the
George Washington Bi-Centennial

celebration. Dick Willis, make-up
chief, is also a member of the staff

now making exteriors in and around
Washington and Mount Vernon.

Joe Santley, who used to direct

it Paramount's New York studio

-•nd has more recently been active

'n Hollywood, was among those whose
vropcrty was burned during the re-

cent fire at Malibu Beach. Santley
%nd his tvife. Ivy Sawyer, are now
in New York.

Never let it be said that Mary
Gardner, stage and screen actress,

^annot take it. During the filming
-)f "The Naggers at the Opera" at

•he Warner studio it was necessary
for Jack Norworth to place a re-

-sounding kick on a prominent part
of Mary's anatomy. There being
no pads handy, the plucky actress
went through with the business
^ather than hold up production in

^pite of the fact that several re-

takes were required.

The Paramount studio crew is go-
ng in for quoits and most any day,
'n fair weather, several teams may
he seen holding forth on the back
'ot. To date, Johnnie Doran and
Fred Ballmeyer seem to be the
reigning champs with George Folsey
and George Miller, the most threat-
ening coyitenders.

In the interests of realism, not
one of the 47 players appearing in

Hal LeRoy's first Vitaphone short.

"Hiffh School Hoofer," is over 20.

Le Roy himself, although already a
Broadway celebrity, is only 19.

Eleanor King, who is the same age,
appears opposite him.

Sammy Lerner and Sammy Tim-
berg have just completed another
short, with music, for Paramount. It

is called "Knowmore College," and
Rudy Vallee will be starred.

Essaness Staff Changes
Chicago—Several changes in man-

agement have been made in Ess-
saness theaters during the past week.
Harry Hatfield has been transferred
from the Embassy to the Devon,
Charles Shapiro from the Davis to

the Four Hundred, Sam Goldblatt
from the Logan to the Davis, and
Carl Smith, formerly assistant man-
ager of the Lamar, is now manager
of the Logan.

E. A. Booth to Columbus, Ga.

Macon, Ga.—The Grand has been
closed and will probably remain dark
for 60 to 90 days. E. A. Booth, man-
ager, has gone to Columbus, Ga.,

where, with J. E. Jenkins, he will

manage the Gala.

Youngstown Houses Cut Scale
Youngstown, 0.—The new War-

ner theater has reduced admission
prices to 25 cents at all times, with
children 10 cents. Another change
will be presentation of two first-run

features weekly. D. M. Robins is

manager.
The Dome also announced reduc-

tion of prices. A. E. Veach, man-
ager, has set the scale at 15 cents
all times, with a dime for children.

Scripts Ready on Sam Lloyd Shorts
Scripts have been prepared on 13

subjects dealing with Sam Lloyd
puzzles and to be produced soon in

a New York studio. J. S. Benner
is co-operating on the shorts. Dis-
tribution is expected to be handled
by one of the big companies.

"MAKE NATIONAL
MOTION PICTURE

WEEK A WEEK OF
REAL THANKS-
GIVING"

Says—

Maurice

Chevalier

TO THE Theatre Owners of

' America, who I hope are

my friends for many months now:

I have been hearing about hard times.

I hate to listen to that kind of talk.

So do you.

I'd rather sing about happy days being
here again.

All of us have been hurt by the de-
pression, but we of the motion picture

industry have not suffered as much as

others. Thousands of men and women
who have supported our theatres—your
theatres—for years are now walking the

streets seeking work—any kind of work.
Those same men and women who have
brought us success now need our help

—

and we should give it to them.

The other day, Mr. Will Hays wrote
me about a tremendous plan for Na-
tional Motion Picture Week (from No-
vember 18 to 25) and I liked that plan.

Each picture theatre has been asked to

give one special benefit performance,
the proceeds of which will go to an au-
thorized local unemployment relief

agency.

Fully realizing its duty in this emer-
gency, the motion picture industry

stands solidly behind this great idea.

We of Hollywood are trying to make
good pictures for you to show—pictures

which will bring back that twinkle in

the public eye and give everyone an op-
timistic spirit. They will help end hard

times.

Please, friends, let us make National

Motion Picture Week a week of real

thanksgiving for the men and women
who need our aid.

En avant, chers amis!

Sincerely,

MAURICE CHEVALIER.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

iBy RALPH WILK.

HOLLYWOOD
CAMUEL RAPHAELSON is com-
•^ pleting the screen play for Mau-

rice Chevalier's next Paramount pic-

ture, "One Hour With You."

Our Passing Show: Mae Clarke. Nils

Asther, Efe Asher. Maurice Fleckles Leo

Morrison, Richard Schayer, Edwin H. KnopJ.

Pat O'Brien, Gladys Lehman at the opening

of "Strictly Dishonorable"; Simeon A ler. Al

Cohn. Tom Bai ey. Joseph WiH-er. Bill Rice

at the U. S. C. -Stanford football game.

M-G-M has assigned John Miljan

to "Emma," Olga Baclanova in

"Freaks," Forrester Harvey m
"Tarzan," and Gino Corrado and

Fred Malatesta in 'Possessed."
* *

RKO Pathe announces Nancy Drexel as

Tom Keene's leading woman in "Partners.

by Dona'.d W. Lee. and Myrna Kennedy i:

an addition to the Constance Bennett picture,

"Lady with a Past."

•

During the filming of Mack Ben-

nett's "The Lyin' Hunter" at a zoo,

one of the extras was asked to en-

ter the cage of a Hon. "Sorry," he

replied, "but I won't do—I'm not a

Christian."
* * *

Louis Brock, producer of short subjects for

RKO-Radio. has discovered that Tom Len-

non, one of his writers, is a contributor to

the "Saturday Evening Post." The stories,

as they appeared in the Post, were titled

"Greased Pig." "For Dear Old Dublin" and

"Dinty at the Bat."

Harold Hecht, who is directing

the dance sequences in "Chi Chi and
Her Papas" at RKO Radio, learned

about terpsichore from George
White, Albertina Rasch and the

Metropolitan Opera, for whom he
danced and directed.

Ralph Spence contributes the fol-

lowing simile: "As thick as 'peeve

books' about Hollywood.'"
* * *

Adele Buffington is one of the most pro-

lific writers on the Coast. She is writing
the screen play and dialogue for "H'e*^
Speed," which Columbia wi'l make with
Buck Jones as the star. She also wrote
"Freighters of Destiny" and "Ghost City,"
starring Tom Keene, for RKO-Pathe, and is

also the author of "Forgotten Women" an'
"Arm of the Law." which were made by
Trera Carr for Monogram.

* * *

Through Associated Management.
Cecil Cunningham has been engaged
for a role in "Mata Hari," at M-G-M.
while Priscilla Dean has been signed
for the role opposite William Far-
num in "Law of the Sea."

Jose Bohr, who produced "Hollywood, the
City of Dreams," a Spanish picture, for
Universal, will make a series of personal
appearances in Mexico City this month.
Bohr is starred in the picture, which was
directed by George Crone.

Irving Milliken, studio manager at Tec-Art,
had never seen a football game until he
attended the University of Southern Califor-
nia-Stanford contest.

Oliver Drake is writing the screen
play for "Montana Rides," which
will star Tom Keene. Fred Allen
will direct.

Tay Garnett has completed the screen
story for "Ten Minute Eggs," which he
wrote with N. Brewster Morse, playwright
and scenarist. Garnett has written five

screen stories this year and is also the
author of "In the Land of Nod," which will
be published by Horace Liveright.

Gerald L. G. Samson, former
French newspaper correspondent,
acted as technical director on
"Frankenstein."

David Howard recently returned from the
Grand Canyon, where he filmed very inter-

esting backgrounds. He and his unit lived
on location for two weeks without seeing a
truck or an automobile. Their train consisted
of 110 mules and the trail they had to

cover was hardly over a yard wide. Grand
Canyon railroad officials were so impressed

with the scenes that they have the shots
in all their exploitation.

« • «

Before departing on a brief vaca-
tion, Richard Wallace is supervis-
ing the cutting of his latest director-

ial achievement, "Tomorrow and To-
morrow," which Paramount produced
with Ruth Chatterton as the star.

* * «

George Archainbaud and bis entire troupe
have departed for San Francisco to film ex-
terior scenes for "Exposed," which ha is di-

recting for Radio.
* it> *

Graham Baker, having completed
his Universal assignment, has de-

clined a long term contract and
plans to free-lance for the present.

* * Hf

Howard Estabrook has completed the first

draft of his original story, "Frontier," which
Radio plans to produce soon.

* * *

Evalyn Knapp has been given the
feminine lead opposite Joe E. Brown

in "Fireman Save My Child," now
bemg cast for proauction by First
National.

All good actors are victims of stag* fright,
according to Stuart Walker, Little The'ter
exponent, who is directing "The False:
Madonna. ' He describes stage fright as i

an electric nervousness that, when properly
controlled, spurs the actor on to art.stic
heights."

Harrison Carroll of the Los An-
geles "Herald" has discovered that
an old-fashioned windmill still
stands in the center of Hollywood.
We know of more than one that only
stands, but walks—around the stu-
dios.

George O'Brien, who has completed "The
Rainbow Trail" for Fox, may djpicate his
Oriental tour of last year after the holidays.

UNANIMOUS!
THIS PRAISE
O F TH E

YEAR
BOOK

'^I FIND THE FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK A NEVER FAILING

SOURCE OF VERY VALUABLE
INFORMATION ARRANGED IN A
WAY THAT I CAN GET THIS

INFORMATION VERY QUICKLY''

Jesse L Lasky

ATION

I

I
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*Bests' of the Year Picked by Academy
Merit Awards Announced

At Annual Dinner

In Hollywood
(.Continued from Page 1)

opened the ballot boxes, counted
the votes, and announced the
winners of merit awards for
the best achievements in the
past year as selected by the
Academy's membership of more
than 700.

Principal honor guest of the
occasion was the Hon. Charles
Curtis, Vice-President of the
United States. Others among
the invited notables included
Will H. Hays, Governor James
Rolph, Jr., of California and a
group of about 150 members of the
American Newspaper Ass'n. Also
among the important speakers on
the program were M. C. Levee, new
president of the Academy; Conrad
Nagel, William C. De Mille and sev-

eral more. Lawrence Grant was
master of ceremonies.

Interest in this year's balloting

on the part of members of the Acad-
emy was the keenest in the four
years that this event has been in

progress. In the first eight days of

voting more than half of the mem-
bership of 700 had filled out and
mailed the ballots, all of which were
kept sealed until last night's ban-
quet.

Arrangements for the gala din-

ner were handled by a committee
headed by Harry Rapf and includ-

ing Lawrence Grant, Reginald
Barker, Nathan Levison, Julien

Josephson, Albert Lewin, Arch
Reeve, Joseph Johnson, Mitchell

Lewis, Donald Crisp, Arthur Edeson.
Frank Woods, Clinton Wunder and
Howard Strickling, M. C. Levee also

assisted in the arrangements.

AWARDS COMMITTEE
Louis B. Mayer. Ch'irman

B. P. Schulberg. Vice-Chairman

Al Cohn
Ralph H-"»"neras

lean Hersholt
I. T. Reed

John Robertson
King Vidor
Lois Wilson
Waldemar Young

Committee of Arrangements
Harry Rapf, Chairman

Reginald Barker Joseph Johnson

Fred W. Beetson l"''l" lo'^Phso"
Nsth'n Levinson

Donald Crisp Mitchell Lewis
Arthur Edeson Frank Woods
Lawrence Grant Clinton Wunder

Committee on Best Scientific Achievement
Carl Dreher, Chairman

Karl Struss Weslev C. Miller

I. M. Nickolaus ?^'.'^°'"'

, , _ „ t. H. Hansen
'• A- Ball Louis Kolb
Nugent H. Slaughter

J. T. Reed
Vir?il Miller
Roy Pomeroy

Origin and Progress of the Academy
The original idea of the Academy started at a private dinner at Louis B.

Mayer's house. Present were Louis B. Mayer, Fred Niblo, Conrad Nagel, Fred

Beetson.

Formation dinner, Jan. 11, 1927; 33 artists present.

Plan and scope committee appointed ]an. 11, 1927:

Louis B. Mayer, chairman; Fred Niblo, first vice-chairman; Conrad Nagel,

second vice-chairman; Milton Sills, Joseph M. Schenck, Carey Wilson, Jeanie

Macpherson, M. C. Levee, Frank Lloyd, Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, Frank

Woods, Harold Lloyd, Henry King.

Chartered May 4, 1927

Founded May 11, 1927, Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles

Original membership 231

Present membership over 700

Branches of the Academy: Actors, Directors, Assistant Director's Section,

Producers, Technicians, Writers, Special

Honorary memberships: George Eastman, Thomas A. Edison.

Life memberships: William C. de Mille, Frank Woods, Douglas Fairbanks, Sr.

Technicians' Branch includes: Art Directors, Cinematographers, Sound Engi-

neers, Electrical Engineers, Laboratory Engineers, etc.

Principal achievements: Standard release print; minimum contract; most

complete existing library about motion pictures, maintained for use of industry;

actor-producer arbitration system; monthly bulletin on technical developments;

co-operation with colleges in establishing photoplay technique courses; ten-

week course in fundamentals of sound given to 900 employes of 17 studios,

then published in book form; sponsoring of experiments in educational films.

Complete List of Candidates

On Which the Academy Voted

Publicity Committee
Howard Strickling Arch Reeve

Full list of the candidates on
which members of the Academy
voted for the awards is given below:

Best Performance, Actress: Mar-
lene Dietrich, "Morocco" (Para-
mount); Marie Dressier, "Min and
Bill" (M-G-M); Irene Dunne, "Cim-
arron" (RKO); Ann Harding, "Holi-
day" (RKO Pathe); Norma Shearer,
"A Free Soul" (M-G-M).

Best Performance, Actor: Lionel
Barrymore, "A Free Soul" (M-G-M);
Jackie Cooper, "Skippy" (Para-
mount) ; Richard Dix "Cimarron"
(RKO); Fredric March, "The Royal
Family of Broadway" (Paramount);
Adolphe Menjou, "The Front Page"
(Caddo-United Artists).

Best Direction: "A Free Soul"
(M-G-M), Clarence Brown; "The
Front Page" (Caddo-United Artists),

Lewis Milestone; "Cimarron (RKO),
Wesley Ruggles; "Morocco" (Para-
mount), Josef von Sternberg; "Skip-
py" (Paramount); Norman Taurog.

Best Produced Picture: "Cimar-
ron" (RKO); "East Lynne" (Fox);
"The Front Page" (Caddo-United
Artists); "Skippy" (Paramount);
"Trader Horn" (M-G-M).

Best Original Motion Picture
Story: "Doorway to Hell" (Warner-
First National), Rowland Brown;
"The Dawn Patrol" (Warner-First
National), John Monk Saunders;
"Laughter" (Paramount), Douglas
Doty, Harry d'Abbadie d'Arrast and
Donald Ogden Stewart; "The Public

Enemy" (Warner-First National),
Kubec Glasmon and John Bright;
"Smart Money" (Warner-First Na-
tional), Lucien Hubbard and Joseph
Jackson.

Best Adaptation: "Cimarron"
(RKO), Howard Estabrook; "The
Criminal Code" (Columbia), Seton
Miller and Fred Niblo, Jr.; "Little
Caesar" (Warner-First National),
Robert N. Lee and Francis Faragoh;
"Holiday" (RKO Pathe), Horace
Jackson; "Skippy" (Paramount),
Sam Mintz and Joseph Mankiewicz.
Best Photography: "Cimarron"

(RKO), Edward Cronjager; "The
Right to Love" (Paramount), Charles
Lang; "Morocco" (Paramount), Lee
Games; "Svengali" (Warner-First
National), Barney "Chick" McGill;
"Tabu" (Paramount), Floyd Crosby.
Best Art Direction: "Cimarron"

(RKO), Max Ree; "Just Imagine"
(Fox), Ralph Hammeres and Ste-
phen Gooson; "Morocco" (Para-
mount), Hans Dreier; "Svengali"
(Warner-First National), Anton
Grot; "Whoopee" (Sam Goldwyn-
United Artists), Richard Day.
Best Work in Sound Reproduction:

M-G-M, Paramount, RKO, Sam
Goldwyn-United Artists.

Best Scientific Achievement: Re-
flex Types of Microphone Concentra-
tors, Electrolytic Recovery of Silver,

Silent Recording, Super-speed Film,
Synchro-projection Photography, The
Ribbon Microphone, The Dynamic
Microphone.

Awards Made by Academy

In Three Previous Years
Awards made by the Academy of

M. P. Arts and Sciences in the three
previous years of this annual event
are as follows:

1928
Performance, Actress: Janet Gavnor for

"Seventh Heaven," "Street AnRel," "Sun-
rise."

Performance, Actor: Erail Jannings for
"Way of AU Flesh," "The Last Command."

Direction : Frank Borzage for "Seventh
Heaven"; (Comedy) Lewis Milestone for
"Two Arabian Knights."

Outstanding Picture: Pararaount's "Wings."
Artistic Quality of Picture. Fox's "Sun-

rise."

Original Story: Ben Hecht, "Underworld."
Adaptation: Benjamin Clazer. "Seventh

Heaven."
Cinematography : Charles Rosher and Karl

Struss, "Sunrise,"
Art Direction: William Cameron Menzies,

"The Tempest" and "The Dove."
Title Writing: Joe W. Farnham, "Telling

the World" and "Fair Co-Ed."
Engineering: Roy J. Pomeroy. "Wings."

Special Awards—1928
Warner Brothers for producing "The Jazz

Singer," marking an epoch in motion picture
history ; Charles Chaplin for his versatility
and genius in writing, acting, directing and
producing "The Circus."

1929
Performance, Actress: Mary Pickford.

"Coquette."
Performance, Actor: Warner Baxter. "In

Old Arizona."
Direction : Frank L'oyd. "Weary River."

"The Divine Lady." "The Drag."
Outstanding Production: M-G-M. "The

Broadway Melody."
Writer: Hans Kraly, "The Patriot."
Cinematographer : Clyde DeVinna, "White

Shadows in the South Seas."
Art Director: Cedric Gibbons. "The Bridge

of San Luis Rey."

1930
Performance, Actress : Norma Shearer.

"The Divorcee."
Performance, Actor: George Arliss. "Dis-

raeli."

Directing: Lewis Milestone, "All Quiet on
the Western Front."

Outstanrline Production: "All Quiet on the
Western Front."

Original Story: Frances Marion, "The Big
House."
Sound Rec-irding: M-G-M. Douelas Shear-

er, chief engineer, "The Big House."
Cinematography : Joseph T. Rucker and

Willarri Vander Veer, "With Byrd at the
South Pole."

Art Direction: Herman Rosse, "The King
of Jazz."

ACADEMY OFFICERS
193r-32

President M. C. Levee

Vice President Conrad Nsgel

Secretary Fred Niblo

Treasurer Frank Lloyd

Executive Vice-Pres Clinton Wunder

Executive Secretary Lester Cowen

Actor-Producer Relations William Conklin

Past Presidents

Douglas Fairbanks 1927-1929

William C. de Mille 1929-1931

Directors. 1931-1932

lean Hersholt Irving Thalberg

Lawrence Grant Ipseph lohnson

... , Karl Struss
Conrad Nagel Nugent H. Slaughter
Donald Crisp Max Ree
Frank Lloyd Waldemar Young
Frank Capra Al Cohn
M. C. Levee Benjamin Clazer



Checking back
and LookingAhead

STARTING six months ago, we've been repeatedly inviting

you to "Keep your eyes on Tiffany Pictures/' Because

TifFany Pictures are going somewhere. We knew it then. Now
you have the evidence by which you, too, may know it.

It has often been said that it is in the burning test of depressions that

successful enterprises are made. Certainly the steady forward march of

TifFany Pictures in face of this year's trying conditions is an outstanding

example of what careful thinking, careful planning, proper man-power,

hard work and courage can do.

Dependability in delivery; consistency in box-office quality!

They tell the story. Such pictures as ''Hell Bound," "Women
Go On Forever," "Murder at Midnight," "Leftover Ladies"

and, coming soon, the greatest of them all, "X Marks the

Spot" these are the answer!

There's box-office power in Tiffany Pictures' Quality Group of features.

That's why they're playing first run in every big key center in the country.

That's why they/e playing with increasing regularity such great circuits os

PuWix, Warner Bros., RKO, B. & K. Midwest, Universal, Loew's, Fox, Fox-

Skouras, Hughes-Franklin. And there's steady business building strength

in the KEN MAYNARD and BOB STEELE Westerns.

Tiffany Pictures are an outstanding value for showmen. Their

performance of the last few months is your insurance. It is

good business to sign that contract today.

T IFFANYPRODUCTIONS, INC.
Distributed by Sono Art— World Wide
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Chicago Theaters Feel Aftermath of Union War

COMMITTEE GOING AFTER SERVICE^ARGES

Nationwide Strike in Fox Theaters Called Off

A Birthday
—and other things

= By JACK ALICOATE =

, ., This week
Pathe News ^^^^^ ^^^e 21st

21st Birthday anniversary of

Fathe News,
the pioneer newsreel. Founded
in 1909 by Charles Pathe, it

was released originally in Eu-

rope as Pathe Journal. In 1910

it migrated to the U. S. A.,

under the name of Pathe Week-
ly. In recent years it has been

known as Pathe News. Those

guiding its destiny are Presi-

dent Courtland Smith, Genera]

Manager Jack Connolly and
Editor Edward Percy Howard.
Few outfits in the industry can point

to as constructive, pioneering and
continuously successful a career as

this same internationally welcome
Pathe News. We doff our chapeau,
slightly outworn by the depression,
to this fighting cock of a newsreel
that has been kicked around but
would never stay licked.

By this time, or
(jrWe-a-Lltt thereabouts, every
Press Book exhibitor should

have a copy of the
"Give-Him-A-Lift" press book, cov-
ering national motion picture week
for local unemployment relief. It

goes into the situation fully, is brim-
ful of excellent exploitation ideas
and is the product of the best brains
in the industry. The time is short.
Nov. 18 to 25 is the week designated.
Every man and woman in the indus-
try is expected to do his or her duty.
No cause is more important to the
welfare of these good old United
States. If you have not received
this press book, write or wire this

{Contimted on l^age 2)

Oldknow Says Strike Order
Was Move to Gain

Publicity
An agreement was reached yes-

terday by which the nationwide
strike of operators in all Fox the-
aters tomorrow has been called off.

In a statement on the coast yester-
day, Oscar S. Oldknow of Fox West
Coast Theaters characterized the na-
tional strike order as "a move to

(Continued on Facte 8)

Tl

London—To provide facilities for

turning out British pictures well in

excess of the quota requirements.
Paramount is tripling its produc-
tion space at Elstree in association
with British & Dominion Film Corp.
Production under the new layout is

expected to be in full swing by
December.

Connelly, Whelan, Fields

Leave Radio Pictures
IVcsf Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Myles Connelly,

supervisor, and Tim Whelan and
Joseph Fields, writers, have resigned
from Radio Pictures.

Doing Their Bit

As i contribution to unemployment
relief, employees of Loew's and M-C-M
will donate one day's pay, with the
money going to funds in the towns in

which they are employed, President
Nicholas M. Schenck told THE FILM
DAILY last night. The money is pay-
able in two installments, at the em-
ployee's option.

fRANTIC SEARCH IS ON

rOR NEW TALKER TALENT

Probably never in the history of
pictures has the Broadway stage
been so finely combed for talker
talent, in the opinion of several
Eastern production executives inter-

viewed by The Film Daily yester-
day. There are a number of players
who possess photographic appeal,
but lack the necessary training to
warrant sending them to the Coast

(.Contimicd on Fage S)

Wunder Quits Academy;
Cowan Assumes His Duties
Hollywood—Executive Secretary

Lester Cowan of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
takes over the duties of Executive
Vice President Clinton Wunder, who
has resigned to enter the religious
field. The office of Executive Vice
President is abolished.

Aftermath of Union Controversy
Being Felt by Chicago Theaters

Samuel Goldwyn Giving

Waitress 'Find' a Break

Adele Bailey, the Child's waitress recently

picked by Eddie Cantor as a screen cindidatt,
has been approved by the Samuel Coldwyn staff

and turned over to )ane Manner, prominent
dramatic teacher, for instruction. Meanwhile
the candidate continues in her job at Child's.

Probably believes In safety first.

Chicago—Failure of theater at-
tendance to improve following re-
cent settlement of operator contro-
versy is puzzling independent ex-
hibitors in this area considerably.
Instead of the expected pickup, busi-
ness actually is off nearly 15 per
cent. Opinion of several exhibitors
is that the "war" scared away a lot

{Continued on Page 8)

Continuing Group to Ask
Equipment Firms for

Rate Reduction
An attempt to effect a reduction

in service charges on reproducing
equipment is understood to be
planned by the exhibitor continuing
committee. Sales managers of the
national electrics will be approached
on the matter, it is expected. Ex-
hibitor leaders say that equipment
now requires servicing once or twice
a month as compared with consider-
ably more frequent treatment a
year or so ago.

B'WAYBOILD-UPEOR STARS

URGED BY FRANK WALKER

Building up of new players and
stars through extended runs on
Broadway would be of tremendous
help to houses which subsequently
play their pictures, declared Frank
C. Walker of the M. E. Comerford
circuit in an interview with The

(Continued on Faiic 8)

RKO Houses Bar Kids
From "Frankenstein"

Children under 12 years old will

e barred from til RiiO theaters
.uring the showing of Universal's
Frankenstein," according to orders
sent to all RKO managers yester-
day. Because of the nature of the

{Continued on Fage 8)

Buddy Rogers Continuing

In Three Pictures a Year

IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIl.V
Hollywood—Charles "Buddy " Rogers will not

quit the screen when he becomes a radio and
musical comedy star, he said at the Paramount
studio yesterday. Although he expects to join

the Ziegfeld "Follies" or some big New York

hotel in January and shortly after start his

MBC radio work, Rogers says he hopes to also

continue making two or three pictures a year.
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A Birthday
—and other things

(.Continued from Page 1)

publication. We will see that you
are supplied, pronto.

* * *

A prominent film
Pictures ite who was worth
On-a-String five million three

years ago just told

us he is as FLAT as a ping-pong
table—HELEN hayes will be an out-
standing cinema STAR within the
year . . . Stage shows at the Roxy
are SLIPPING ... A BIG theater
circuit is rumored as headed straight
for RECEIVERSHIP ... Our guess
is that FRANKENSTEIN will prove
the THRILLER of the year . . .

There will be MORE money made in

pictures in the next TEN years than
was ever made before, but, NOT by
the SAME people . . . This VOGUE
thing in stories is the SUDS. Any
type of picture done WELL will be
taken . . . Pardon us while we PICK
out our Xmas cards.

354
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Eastman Kodak Extra Dividend
Eastman Kodak yesterday de-

clared the usual quarterly extra
dividend of 75 cents a share on the
common in addition to regular quart-
erly disbursements of $1.25 a share
on the common and $1.50 on the pre-
ferred.
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11 New York Circuits

Aiding in Relief Drive
Eleven independent circuits oper

ating in the New York territory
have supplemented the major cir-

cuits in pledging their support to

National Motion Picture Week to
help relieve the unemployment situ-

ation. They are: Century, Consoli-
dated, Manhattan, Prudential, Skou-
ras, Yoost, Ochs, Volte, Springer-
Cocalis, Walter Reade and Frisch-
Rinzler. Eddie Cantor has made a
trailer plugging the week. This is

available without charge to theaters
which may apply to Major J .0. Don-
ovan, 1600 Broadway. Seals bearing
the signature of Mayor Walker will
be given to co-ope raiing theaters to
affix to their box-office.

Weshner Sporting a Wrist Watch
David (Skip) Weshner, head of

the advertising and exploitation de-
partment connected with the War-
ners' theater circuit, was sporting a
new wrist watch yesterday. It came
early in the forenoon as a birthday
present from the members of his
staff.

A. H. Abrams Retires
Canton, 0.—A. H. Abrams, one of

Ohio's veteran independent theater
owners, retires from active exhibi-
tion activities with the sale of the
Mozart to the Mozart Theater Co.,
of which H. H. Reinhart is president-
Reinhart also owns and operates the
McKinley in Canton.

B. I. P. Office Moving
British International Pictures will

move their executive offices from
1540 Broadway to the Film Center
Building on Monday. The new of-
fices will also include the New York
exchange for B.I.P.

Dogville Comedies Dropped
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—M-G-M has disbanded

the Dogville Comedies unit after
the production of three in a sched-
uled series of six.

Hal Home Will Be M. C.

At Today's AMPA Meet
Hal Home, advertising and pub-

licity chief of United Artists, will

be master of ceremonies at today's
A.M. P.A. luncheon in the Hotel
Dixie. The main show is to be pro-
vided by Gus Edwards and a bunch
of his Radio Understudies. Eddie
Cantor and George Jessel also are
expected to drop in, and other guests
include Ray Bolger and Helen Lynde
of "Vanities," Armida, Helen Sada,
Tony Paggliacci and John Welling-
ton.

All Except Paramount
In Canadian Co-op

Toronto—With the single excep-
tion of Paramount, all American dis-

tributing companies are working
with Associated Theaters, Ltd., in

cooperative buying under Oscar R.
Hanson, who is now in New York.
Hanson is understood to have point-

ed out to Paramount exchangemen
that the company is playing ball

with a similar cooperative in the
United States, the Detroit exhib or-

ganization. Seventy Ontario theaters
are now enrolled in Associated The-
aters.

Holdup Men Get $4,000

Lafayette, Ind. — Armed bandits
kidnapped John Hammer, manager
of the Mars, Luna and Family the-
aters, while he was leaving a res-

taurant with his wife, and forced
him to call the treasurer of the
houses, after which the holdup men
made away with $4,000 from the
Mars safe. The houses belong to

Fourth Avenue Amusement Co.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Nov. 15: National Motion Picture We«k
Parade of Stars, prelude to National Mo-
tion Picture Week, to be broadcast over
NBC and CBS networks, 10:45 to 11:45
P. M.

Nov. 17: Meeting of Allied Theater Owners
of New J'ersey, Inc., Hotel Lincoln. New
York. 1 P. M.

Nov. 18: Luncheon of the Sixth Avenue
Ass'n at the St. Moritz Hotel, New
York. David Sarnoff, S. L. "Roxy"
Rothafel and N. H. Aylesworth, speakers.

Nov. 18-25: National Motion Picture
Week for relief of unemployed.

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n, Dallas.

Dec. 3: A.M.P.A. luncheon at the Dixie
Hotel with S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel as
guest speaker.

Dec. 7 : Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte,
Charlotte, N. C.

Loew Theater Changes
Elias Leffler, manager of Loew's

42nd St., has resigned. He is suc-

ceeded by B. J. Helgerson, manager
of Loew's Greeley Square, who, in
turn, has been replaced by Issac
Seldner, relief manager.

Mrs. Henry Stickelmeyer 111

Chicago — Mrs. Henry Stickel-

meyer, wife of the Publix-Great
States district manager for Illinois

and Indiana, is ill in a Peoria hospi-
tal.

11 Mayfair Theatre B'ldg, N. Y. IJ

Von Bechtolsheim in 16 mm. Field
W. von Bechtolsheim has or-

ganized Film Featurettes, Inc., dis-

tributing 52 100-feet subjects on
16 mm. film. These are made from
Ufagrams and are now being han-
dled by 70 dealers throughout the
country. Von Bechtolsheim was iden-
tified with Ufa for five years.

Hays Men in Chicago

Chicago—C. C. Pettijohn of the
Hays office stopped off here for a
day on his way to the Coast. Jos. I.

Breen, also of the Hays office, was
in Chicago on business for a couple
of days.

WILLIAM MORRIS

M
Call-Board

ROFF ALEXANDER

Term Contract

PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORP.

s: HOLLYWOOD

The 1932

FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK
is now being

compiled

•
This will be the HHi edi-

tion of this encyclopedia
of the motion picture
industry.

Covering this- great indus-

try in all its many branches,
this new edition will be the
greatest yet. And that's

saying a lot.

Free to paid subscribers to

The Film Daily. Subscrip-

tion includes: The Film
Daily, every day; The Year
Book, every |anuary; Direc-

tors' Annual & Production
Guide, every |une and the
Short Subject Quarterly is-

This complete trade paper
service for $10.00 a year

(Foreign $15.00).
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Tuscaloosa, Ala. — A resolution
sponsored by the Fathers of th^
Pastors Union has been referred to
the city commission asking the call-

ing of a referendum on motion pic-

ture shows in this city. Pictures are
now running Sunday under the
auspices of the American Legion
which receives 15 per cent of the
receipts for charity.

Bellevue, O. — John Stoll, owner
and operator of the Rialto and Lion
theaters, died recently at his home
here. Stoll had been in poor health
for a long time, but his death was
unexpected. He was 53 years old.

Mrs. Stoll will continue to operate
the Lion. The Rialto was recently
leased to Bert Rickert.

Vidalia—C. A. Luke, former as-

sistant manager of the Ritz, Bruns-
wick, Ga., has assumed his new po-
sition as manager of the Pal here.
Luke has been connected with thea-
ters in various parts of Georgia for
a number of years.

Inverness, Fla.—The Valerie has
closed again, leaving Inverness with-
out a picture show. The two thea-
ters here have not been known to

stay open much more than a month
at a time during the last three
years.

Ml. Union, Pa.—Oscar Stiefel has
leased the Shapiro theater here from
J. S. Shapiro. The new owner also

operates theaters at Lock Haven and
Meyersdale.

Lake Charles, La. — Fire which
broke out in the Palace damaged the
stage end of the building to the ex-

tent of approximately $3,500.

Pittsburgh — Independent Photo-
play Co. of 1930 Forbes St., one of

the smaller independent distributing

organizations here, closed last week.
C. E. Reamer has managed this ex-

change for many years.

Hartwell — Management of the

Strand here announces the reduc-
tion in admission prices. Scale will

be 35 cents on Monday, Tuesday.
Thursday, and Friday; Saturday, 25
cents; children, 10 cents.

Devon, Conn.—Saveria Gilormino
has leased the Devon to Joseph Cor-
wel for one year.

Madison, Fla. — Hobson Johnson
recently opened the New Ritz here.

Going to the Dogs

Cleveland—Three Loew houses here,

the Granada, Circle and Liberty, are

giving away 48 puppies this month to

boys and girls In a contest tied up with
attendance at one of the houses. Four
pups are awarded each Saturday matinee
at each of the theaters.

• • • FILM FAIRY Tale once upon a time there
was a puny li'l infant that was adopted by the entire nation

and they fed it so well that it grew to be a great big
Giant and the Giant repaid the people by making Moving
Pictures that were Very Entertaining so with the people's
patronage the Giant grew very rich and built
a series of million-dollar palaces throughout the land to show
its pictures and in order to live up to these palaces, it

had to make million-dollar spectacular productions

* * *

•• • EVERYTHING WAS lovely till one day the Giant hit
on the idea of adding Sound to the Silent pictures
thereby destroying the Glamour and Illusion it had built up
about the actors in the stories on the Silver Screen
for you see, the actors were just Shadows on a screen
sort of Idealized and Glorified gods and goddesses whom the
people worshipped the same as they do all their Gods
whom they have never been able to get too intimate with
leave alone hear them speak so with the Sound the
Giant killed the Glamour and Illusion that transported the peo-
ple out of their humdrum lives and made them believe.
they were looking at something Ideal and Enchanting
for how can gods and goddesses remain enchanting when they
talk like ordinary mortals ? the real Gods always re-
main Mysterious Unheard that's the reason they're
Gods

# # • SO WHEN the Giant saw his gods and goddesses
he had created Slipping Badly, he decided to build them up
again as Extraordinary Human Beings so he sent out
to the newspapers reams of stories about these Stars, as he
called them telling every little intimate thing about
their past lives and how they had grown to be re-

splendant, dazzling personalities these frail mortals like
the rest of us, changed overnight into Geniuses by the fairy
wand of Publicity and the Giant even had these Stars
make Personal Appearances and killed every last shred
of Glamour and Illusion that had formerly made them Worship-
ped and Adored and the people read about the Stars

and saw them in person and realized of a sud-
den "Why, they're just ordinary mortals like ourselves!
Weak humans, their lives filled with follies, scandals, mistakes."

and the people were Disillusioned

• • • THEN CAME the Great Depression millions
of people were out of work suffering in actual
want and the Giant fed these suffering people with
pictures of Extravagant banquets, furnishings and gorgeous
gowns and stories of High Living on the part of the
Stars yachts, mansions, airplanes, trips abroad
and expected the suffering people to take all this and LIKE it

see these pix and Applaud! and to cap
it all, the Stars are now grabbing off Extra Publicity talking
at ritzy luncheons to help the unemployed the suffering
people who had MADE them stars by their patronage

• • • THEN THE Giant began to realize that he, too, was
Shrinking just like the puppet Stars he had created
shrinking from lack of the people's support but there's
one thing the Giant can do if he wants to Come Back

create a lot of New Star.s but keep them Illusive,

Vague, Mysterious kill off all the intimate stuff about
them clohe them in a halo of Glamour and KEEP
them there that's what has kept Greta Garbo glamorous

and a Success simple, isn't it?

« « « » » »

New Orleans—Working on 18 sub-
jects reflecting many types of activi-
ties in and around New Orleans,
Webber Hall, cameraman for the
Fox Movietonews and Hearst Metro-
tone, is in the city. Hall and Ed
Fernandez, his sound technician, will
be here several weeks. The Colum-
bus Day "Fiesta of the Race" was
made in the patio of the New Or-
leans art school. He is now work-
ing on "shots" of sugar cane, of cot-
ton, of shrimps, of athletic activities
and others.

Los Angeles—Warner Bros.-First
National exchange here, which cov-
ers considerable territory and is con-
sidered one of the most important
in the country, is now in the charge
of N. H. Brower. He succeeds Harry
Lustig, resigned. Brower was trans-
ferred from Seattle, where he held
a similar post in the Warners' ex-
change there. L. Oxtoby, one of
Brower's assistants in Seattle, has
been promoted to the branch man-
agement there.

Wauwatosa, Wis.—The Tosa has
been opened under the direction of
R. J. Baldwin. It is the city's first

theater and has a seating capacity
of approximately 500.

St. Louis — Kenneth Hammond,
formerly Publix traveling auditor in
the Minneapolis territory, is now
assigned to the St. Louis territory.

Sheboygan, Wis. -— Paul Fox has
taken over the management of the
Grand here. The theater has been
redecorated and new sound equip-
ment installed.

Fort Mill, S. C. — The Majestic
here was purchased recently by
Rochelle Patterson from the Fort
Mill Savings Bank. Patterson plans
to begin operation of the theater at
an early date.

Milwaukee—Articles of incorpora-
tion have been filed here by the
Elite Amusement Corp. Signers of
the articles are Harold Shapiro, Sol
J. Kohn and Norma L. Kohn.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdays

:

November 12
Jack Oakie Murray Roth

William Collier, Sr. Owen Lee

Josephine Norman
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^ A story brimming with love of sweethearts, of ^;$Jv' 1

1

^ home and family, of mother . . . Pathos digging

§^j deep in the heart blended with boisterous rollick-

ing comedy and hard-fisted drama ...A theme

that appeals to every age, race, creed ... because it

throbs with emotions felt by every human heart!

BE AMONG THE FIRST TO PLAY IT!
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TEAR^S CREJir HITS;

JANESDUNN SALLYEILERS
Sweethearts of ''Bad Girl'' together again

...in a triumphant return..*

^Directed by HENRY KING



HELP-OVER HOUSTON A^
SHOW WORLD'S BEST S
PES MOINES..OMAHA.. BC
RECORP GATE! ...YEAR'S SUPREME N0VELT1
FEATURE ATTRACTION! CRITICS RAVE! OLD FOLK AND YOUN<
FLOCK TO SEE THE NEW COLOSSUS OF RADIO...^^20th CEN
TURY MIRACLE MAN IN A WORLD TURNED UPSIDE DOWN''
WATCH FOR EXHIBITION AND PROMOTION PLANS
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) WASHINGTON! » » »TOPS
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TON..PROVIDENCE»»WITH

"^? SETH PARKER
AND HIS JONESPORT NEIGHBORS IN THE

SMASH MELODRAMA ''WAY BACK HOME''
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NAIL ITW.AND LUBRICATE THOSE TURNSTILES!
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CHICAGO THEATERS EEEL

AFTERMATH OF UNIONWAR
(Coutiiiupd from Page 1)

of regular customers, who will have
to be won back by special effort.

Many small houses are finding it

difficult to keep open even with one
operator. This may result in closings

that will render the recent fight a

loss on both sides.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

By RALPH IVILK

Frantic Search is on
For New Talker Talent

(Continued from Page 1

)

under contract, it was pointed out.

At least one company is expected to

work out a plan for giving prelimi-

nary development treatment to play-

ers who show promise for screen

work.

Second 10-Cent House for Canton
Canton, 0.—Reopening of the Mo-

zart gives this city two 10-cent

movie houses. The other is the Mc-
Kinley. The Mozart offers a five-

unit bill and daily change. Same
company operates both houses.

Raymond Wallace Finishes Second
Alliance, O. — Raymond S. Wal-

lace, manager of the Morrison and
Strand for Warner Bros., has won
second prize in this zone in a recent

national drive conducted by Warners.

HOLLYWOOD
'TOM GUBBINS, one of the best

known and most interesting char-
acters of Hollywood's film colony
and an aide to directors in the pro-
duction of more than 100 motion pic-

tures during the last 16 years, has
been assigned his first role as an
actor. He was selected by Josef von
Sternberg to portray the part of a
Chinese officer in Marlene Dietrich's
next Paramount starring picture,
"Shanghai Express," in a cast head-
ed by Clive Brook, Anna May Wong
and Warner Oland.

* * *

Priscilla Dean has been added to the cast
of "The Law of the Sea," Monogram melo-
drama featuring Rex Bell, Sally Blane. Ralph
Ince, William Farnum and Eve Southern,
scheduled to go into production this week at

the Monogram studios in Hollywood. I. E.
Chadwick will produce under the supervision
of Trem Carr. Rex just finished a starring
role in "Forgotten Women," a story of Holly-
wood extra girls, with Marion Shilling, Beryl
Mercer, Virginia Lee Corbin, Carmelita
Geraghty and Edna Murphy.

* * *

Having completed "Tomorrow and
Tomorrow" for Paramount, Richard
Wallace, accompanied by his wife, is

planning his annual visit to New
York.

* * *

Ricardo Cortez was signed this week by
Paramount for an important role in "No
One Man," film version of the Rupert Hughes'

novel to be produced at the company's Holly-
wood studios under direction of Lloyd Corri-
gan. Carole Lombard and Paul Lukas have
the leading roles, and supporting players .ire

headed by Marjorie Gateson, France? Moffett,
Juliette Compton, George Barbier and Arthur
Pierson.

Frank Lloyd is due back here this

week from his trip abroad.

Betty Gable has been borrowed from United
Artists to head the supporting cast for Tom
Tyler in bin latest Monogram western, "Gal
loping Thru," now in production. Others In

the cast are Stanley BJystone, Al Bridge. G.
D. Wcod. John Elliott and Si Jenks. Lloyd
Nosier will direct from the story by Wellyn
Totman. Archie Stout is cameraman.

Billy Franey, Bobby Nelson, eight
year old boy actor; Carleton King,
Fred Burns and Victor Potel have
been added to the cast of "Part-
ners," RKO Pathe's new western
picture starring Tom Keene. Fred
Allen iS' directing.

Getting one of his biggest opportunities
since going to Hollywood from the New
York stage, James Crane, son of the late
Dr. Frank Crane, will have an important
role in "Two Kinds of Women," it n .an-

nounced by Paramount He will appear with
Miriam Hopkins. Phillips Holmes, Wynne
Gibson and Irving Pichel in the dramatic
romance of New York life being directed by
William C. de Mille. The screen play, by
Benjamin Glazer. is based on Robert E. Sher-
wood's play, "This Is New York."

NATIONWIDE STRIKE IN

FOX THEATERS CALLED OFF

iCoutuuied from Page 1)

gain publicity for the theater trou-
ble now in progress in Kansas City."

William S. Canavan, president "of
the I.A.T. & E., and Harry Arthur
of Fox Films at a late hour last
night were working out the details
whereby the strike order will be can-
celled.

Publix Cuts Scale in Rockford
Chicago—Publix-Great States has

cut prices in Rockford, matinees
now being 25 and 10 cents and nights

10, 25 and 35. Former top. price

was 50 cents. The Rockford house
seats 2,600.

Second Gary House Going Dual
Gary, Ind.—The Palace will start

using double features Nov. 22. This

will be only the second Great States

house to double feature, the other

being in E. St. Louis.

Traction Company Chips In

Toledo—Free street car transpor-

tation will be provided on Nov. 21

to all persons attending the special

motion picture relief fund shown
here. Admission tickets will entitle

persons to ride gratis.

Chi Benefit Shows Nov. 21

Chicago—Theaters in the Chicago
area will hold benefit shows on Nov.
21 for Governor Emmerson's unem-
ployment fund.

Hockreith in Chicago
Chicago—David R. Hockreith, gen-

eral manager for General Talking
Pictures Corp., will handle sales

from Chicago for the next 30 days.

COMING & GOING

STANLEY WHITELEY of British In-
ternational Pictures' New York office has
gone to London for a three-week vacation.

FRANK LLOYD, contract director for

Hrward Hughes, is en route to Hollywood
after three days in New York on his way
hack from a three-month vacation in Europe.

Chicago Theater Changes
Chicago—Among recent changes

in theaters throughout this area
were the following: Claremont, taken
over by Masterson Theater Corp.;
Ogden, to Monte J. Kaufman; Hal-
sted, to I. Silber; Granada, Mt. Mor-
ris, taken over by Russell Lamb;
Hub, Rochelle, taken over by E. E.
Alger; Stockton, Stockton, taken
over by Wm. B. Jury; Parkside, Chi-
cago, name changed to Goldcoast.

Get M-G-M and U. A. Second Runs
St. Louis—The Ritz on Grand

Boulevard and the recently opened
Uptown, Delmar Boulevard, are en-
tering into contracts whereby they
will have the exclusive second-run
M-G-M and United Artists pictures
in St. Louis. Louis Ansell operates
the Ritz while George Bowser is

owner of the Uptown.

Jacob Mack III

Chicago—Jacob Mack, father of
Irving Mack, of Filmack Co., is se-

riously ill in a hospital.

Joe Smith Joins Security Pictures
Kansas City—Joe Smith, who cov-

ered Iowa and Nebraska for Omaha
exchanges for about twelve years,
has .ioined the staff of Security Pic-
tures here.

Warner-F. N. Releases
Two remaining releases on the

Warner-First National schedule for
November are "Blonde Crazy," on
the 18th, and "Local Boy Makes
Good," Thanksgiving Day. Marilyn
Miller in "Her Majesty, Love," will

be released Christmas Day.

Aarons May Take Hollywood
Alfred E. Aarons, former general

manager in the A. L. Erlanger the-
ater organization and father of Al
Aarons of Aarons and Freedley,
musical comedy producers, has been
looking over the Hollywood theater
on Broadway at 52nd St., appai-ent-
ly with a view to putting musical
shows in it. At least half a dozen
other producei-s have had their eye
on the house, due to its favoi-able
location.

B'way Build-Up For Stars
Urged by Frank Walker

(Continued from Page 1)

Film Daily yesterday. Provided
product with new players is booked
into a long-run house instead of one
operating on a weekly-change policy
with an occasional holdover, it

would greatly facilitate its selling
to the public elsewhere in the coun-
try, he said. During the extended
engagement both^the picture and
featuied members'^f its cast would
be publicized with national effect,
asserted Walker, and this would re-
act favorably on all box-offices, both
independent and producer-owned.

RKO Houses Bar Kids
From "Frankenstein"

(Continued from Page 1)
story and the leading character mon-
strosity, the ban includes the kids
even though they are accompanied
by parents or guardians. All news-
paper cuts and mats will carry the
"No children" line.

i

Band Held Over, Prices Raised
Chicago—Mary and her Platinum

Blondes orchestra has helped the
Embassy b. o. so much that they
are being retained indefinitely. Sat-
urday and Sunday scale at the house
has been advanced from 35 to 40
cents.

Closing One Fremont House
Fremont, 0.—Publix-Great States

has taken over the Fremont and will
close it. The new Publix house, the
Paramount, a 1,300-seater, opens
soon. Irwin Solomon, formerly as-
sistant manager for Publix in To-
ledo, will manage the house.

Closing Sioux Falls Exchanges
Sioux Falls, S. D. — Local ex-

changes of Universal, Paramount
and RKO are reported being closed,
and their territories divided between
Minneapolis, Omaha and Des Moines.

"Morals for Women" for Broadway
"Morals for Women," Tiffany pro-

duction with Bessie Love and Con-
way Tearle featured, opens Satur-
day at the B. S. Moss Broadway.

New Vaude-Film Policy in Loop
Chicago—The Rialto, renamed the

Loop-End, has opened as a combina-
tion vaude-picture house and is

using first run Universal pictures
and six vaudeville acts. House is

operated by Jones, Linick & Schaef-
er. For the past eight years it

housed stock burlesque.

More Clark and McCullough Shorts
Clark and McCullough, who re-

cently appeared in "Here Goes the
Bride," are planning to return to
Hollywood to make more short sub-
jects for Louis Brock.

Amer-Anglo Importing Another
Amer-Anglo Corp. is bringing

over another English talking fea-
ture, "Michael and Mary," in the
near future. It was produced by
Gainsborough and is based on the
stage success by the same name.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
First AukIo Corp., motion pictures; Pliil-

lips & Nizer, 1560 Broadway, New York,
200 shares common.
Empire State Pictures, motion pictures

;

Shapiro & Sikawitt, .SOI East I61st St., New
York, $20,000.

Blanche Turnliull. theatrical enterprises; -\.

Burkan, 1451 Br.iadway, New York, 100
shares common.
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42 Features Tentatively Set for Radio and Paihe

90^ of3t pictumThad 'namFdraw
Business Turning Upward, Woodfiull Finds on Tour

More Representatives Are
Appointed by United

Advertisers
Business is showing a slight im-

provement in character, declared R.

F. Woodhull, vice-president and gen-

eral sales manager of United The-
ater Advertisers, yesterday, follow-

ing his return from a five-weeks'

sales trip through the Middle West
and South. Checking of percentage
engagements is among the problems
uppermost in exhibitors' minds, he

{Continued on Page 7)

PANDRO BERMAN MADE

ASSISTANT TO SELZNICK

IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Pandro Berman. as-

sociate producer at Radio Pictures,

has been appointed assistant to Da-
vid 0. Selznick, head of production.

Dramatic Stock and Film
Race for First Showing
Dallas — Hayden stage players

here have "Strictly Dishonorable" in

rehearsal now in an effort to pro-

duce it in advance of its screen
presentation at the Majestic in

'January. Hayden recently was
scooped with "Five Star Final" by
the Publix theaters, which opened
the picture on Friday leaving the
resident players to hold the bag
until the following Sunday.

Nine 1929-30 Pictures

Shown by House in Week

An apparent indication of product shortage
ii reflected in the current boolclngs of the
Columbus, Eighth Avenue house in the Con-
solidated Circuit. This week's lineup includes
nine 1929-30 releases: "For the Defense," "Hot
for Paris," "Love Parade," "Officer O'Brien,"
"Saturday Night Kid," "Liliom," "Devil's
Holiday," "Racketeer" and "Mm from
Wyoming."

Mary Pickford at White House
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Mary Pickford lunched with President and Mrs. Hoover yesterday,
at which time the screen star presented to the first couple of the land tickets No. I

and 2 of the 10,000 advance printing for National Motion Picture Week. Miss Pickford
told the Chief Executive of the movie industry's nationwide benefits with entire pro-
ceeds going to local relief agencies. George Akerson, now of Paramount, also was
a guest. Douglas Fairbanks, who was to have accompanied Miss Pickford, was de-
tained in New York.

Erpi, RCA, RKO, Dupont, Eastman

Win Scientific Achievement Awards

George Giles Re-elected
Head of Mass. Allied

Boston—George A. Giles was re-

elected president of the Allied The-
aters of Massachusetts at the meet-
ing held at the Hotel Bradford.
Others elected to the Board of Di-
rectors are: Joseph H. Brennan,

(.Continued on Page 7)

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Awards for the best

scientific or technical achievement
of the past year are announced by
the Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences as follows: For noise re-
duction recording equipment—Elec-
trical Research Products (Western
Electric), RCA Photophone and
RKO Radio Pictures jointly; for

(Continued on Page 7)

Wisconsin MPTO Wars on Bad Ads
Milwaukee—Members of the local

Better Films Council have been
asked by Fred S. Meyer, president
of the M.P.T.O. of Wisconsin, to co-

operate in the elimination of objec-
tionable advertising by clipping out
the ads and sending them in to the

(Continued on Page 7)

Negotiating Settlement
In K. C. Union Situation
Kansas City—With the atmos-

phere considerably cleared follow-
ing cancellation of plans for a na-
tionwide strike of operators in Fox

(Continued on Page 7)

RadiO'PatheLineup for 1 932-33
Tentatively Set at 42 Features

R. S. Campbell Remaining
With Kansas City Houses
Kansas City—R. S. Campbell,

former Hughes-Franklin division

manager here, remains with the
houses, which have been taken over
by C. A. Schultz. The Lindbergh,
South Troost, Chief and Madrid
open today with non-union labor.

The Tivoli and Ritz in Chillicothe
will not reopen for several weeks.

Forty-two features is the tenta-

tive schedule on the combined
Radio Pictures-Pathe line-up for

1932-33, The Film Daily learns.
Hiram S. Brown will leave for the
coast tomorrow to confer with David
0. Selznick, Charles R. Rogers and
Joseph I. Schnitzer on the new sea-
son's output and the possibility of
raising several of the younger
Radio Pictures players to stardom.

Personalities Lead as B. O.
Draw, Year's Survey

Shows
Indicating the positive value of

marquee light names at the box-
office, a survey just completed by
The Film Daily shows that ap-
proximately 90 per cent of the pic-

tures which have been outstanding
during the past year have had es-

tablished stars and featured play-
(Continued on Page 7)

'NAMES' DRAW BEST BIZ

IN RKO HOUSES, SAYS LEVY

Screen personalities are a greater
asset to the box office today than
ever before in the history of the
motion picture, Jules Levy of the
RKO theater department told F'LM
Daily yesterday. "We know, from
box office records, that film attrac-
tions with star names that may be
exploited, even though the picture
may not be a knock-out, are the real
business getters," said Levy.

Appeal in Oklahoma Case
Not Worrying Distribs

Oklahoma City—Although A. B.
Momand is expectd to appeal from
the decision of the State Court dis-

missing the anti-trust action against
Griffiith Amusement Co., et al., dis-

tributors are understood to feel that
their chances of defeating the ac-

(Continued on Page 7)

Every Possible Honor
Won by U's "All Quiet"

Another award, the Photoplay Magazine Cold
Medal for the best picture of 1930, has been
won by "All Quiet on the Western Front."
This gives the Universal picture the distinction
of having won every regular award that could
possibly be received by a picture made last

year, as well as mora medals than ever ac-
corded a motion picture.
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Wolf to Present Paper
S, K. Wolf, director of the acous-

tic department of Electrical Re-
search Products, will contribute a
paper on "Noise Abatement" to the
International Electrical Congress to
be held in Paris next year.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City j'j

1 54 Crescent St. «
STiUwell 4-7940 «

j|Eastman Films I
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jj Chicago
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6700 Santa Monica ;•»

Blvd. M
HOLlywood 4121 j-j

10 Educational Shorts
Set for Dec. Release

Ten subjects have been definitely

set for release in December by Edu-
cational. Heading the schedule is

"Torchy Passes The Buck," which
will be released Dec. 6, together
with a new "Voice of Hollywood."
Others are "Half Holiday," Mack
Sennett-Andy Clyde Comedy and
"Across The Sea," a new subject in

the Romantic Journey series, Dec.

13; a new Lyman H. Howe's Hodge-
Podge, "The Veldt"; the Tiffany

Chimp Comedy, "Gland Hotel," and
a "Voice of Hollywood," Dec. 20;

"Smart Work," a Cameo Comedy,
Dec. 27, and two new Terry-Toons,
as yet untitled.

Smith and Dale Get Contract
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Joe Smith and Charles

Dale, formerly of the Avon Comedy
Four, famous in vaudeville and re-

vue, have been signed to a long-

term contract by Warner Pictures.

Their first screen starring vehicle,

which will go into production im-
mediately, will be "Mendel, Incorpo-

rated," based upon the stage play by
David Freedman in which Smith and
Dale scored a great success last

year.

Joyce-Selznick Name N. Y. Afirent

Frank Joyce has signed an agree-
ment with Leland Hayward of the

American Play Co. whereby the lat-

ter become New York representa-
tives of Joyce & Selznick. In the
future, all talent secured here will

be through American Play Co. Tal-

lulah Bankhead is the first player to

be signed under the new arrange-
ment.

Wunder in Advisory Capacity
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Clinton Wunder, who

resigned as executive vice-president

of the Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences, is retained by the Academy
in an advisory capacity.

Wunder will share the leadership

of the Institute of Religious Science

and Philosophy of Los Angeles with
Ernest Homes, its founder.

New House for Brookline Village

Brookline Village, Mass.—Rawson
Construction Co., which is to erect

a theater here, will report progress
to the selectmen on Nov. 30.

Inability of builders and owner of

the property to reach an agreement
has resulted in revocation of the

permit for erection of a Publix the-

ater in Brookline by Theater Corp.

J, W. Ashley Dies

J. W. Ashley, agent attached to

the Max Hart offices, died yesterday
of a heart attack.

Lo. 5-0277 2 W. 43 St., N. Y. C.

Joe Finston

SYNCHRO SCREEN SERVICE
Musical Quality

Showmanship Synchronization

FEATURES— SHORTS
(Formerly Paramount-Publix)

Equity Opposes 7-Day W'k,
But Favors Sunday Shows
Although Actors' Equity Ass'n

has decided to again place the Sun-
day performance question to a vote
of its members, with officials of the
organization favoring the legitimate
shows on the Sabbath, the managers
will have to decide whether they
prefer Sunday or Monday evening
shows, as the actor must have one
night out of seven to rest, says
Frank Gillmore, president of the as-

sociation. Under no circumstances
will actors be permitted to work
Seven nights a week, declared Gill-

more.

Two M.C.'s for Relief Broadcast
In addition to S. L. Rothafel

1Ro,3?y" officiating in the east, Con-
rad Nagel will be master of cere-
monies in Hollywood during the big
"parade of film stars" broadcast
Sunday night in aid of the Unem-
ployment Relief drive. Will H.
Hays will speak from the coast.

Columbians to Dance Feb. 13
Second annual formal dinner-dance

of the Columbians, social organiza-
tion of Columbia Pictures, will be
held Feb. 13 in the grand ballroom
of the Hotel Plaza. Herman S. Rieff

is chairman of the program commit-
tee.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Nov. IS: National Motion Picture W»
Parade of Stars, prelude to National ^ / ,

tion Picture Week, to be broadcast r .vT
NBC and CBS networks, 10:45 to V tS
P. M.

Nov. 17: Meeting of Allied Theater Owners
of New Jersey. Inc., Hotel Lincoln. New
York. I P. M.

Nov. 18: Luncheon of the Sixth Avenue
Ass'n at the St. Moritz Hotel. New
York. David Sarnofif. S. L. "Roxy"
Rotfiafel and N. H. Aylesworth, speakers.

Nov. 18-25: National Motion Picture
Week for relief of unemployed.

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n. Dallas.

Dec. 3: A.M.P.A. luncheon at the Dixie
Hotel with. S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel as
guest speaker.

Dec. 7 : Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte,
Charlotte. N. C.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures),
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Technicolor Out of Boston
Technicolor has transferred all ac-

tivities from Boston to its large
Hollywood laboratories. Heretofore
most of the Technicolor release
prints have been manufactured in

Boston. This move consolidates all

Technicolor work on the Coast.

ULTRA VIOLET RAY
SOUND RECORDING

Clear, crisp sound with your pictures posi-

tively assured through the most modern
application of ultra violet rays.

IS BUT ONE OUTSTANDING FEATURE OF
CINEPHONE COMPLETE STUDIO SERVICE

(Check these Items with your Production Requirements)

COMPLETE STUDIO EQUIPMENT—
Wide range of modern stock sets. Finest electrical and
camera equipment. Complete studio personnel.

HUGE ORCHESTRAL PIPE ORGAN—
Musical department—-scoring and synchronization—under
the personal direction of Emil Velazco.

SOUND RECORDING BY ULTRA VIOLET RAY—
Meeting every sound production and recording need

—

small or great—with quality guaranteed.
j

ENGINEERING SERVICE—
Expert and experienced sound engineers for advice on]
sound problems.

LOWEST RATES ASSURED—
With the last word in electrical equipment, a highly

trained organization, and the most economical sound
recording method known CINEPHONE gives you the

lowest rates—by the reel—day—or week. Write, wire,

phone or call

—

STUDIO SERVICE
723 7th Ave. Bry. 9-6067 New York

(Watch for the next CINEPHONE oAvertisement)
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HAD BIG 'NAME' DRAW

(Continued from Page 1)

ers. The analysis, which covers the

12-month period beginning: Nov. 1.

1930, is concerned with 30 features

which, in the opinion of a number
of leading exhibitors, drew un-

usually good business.

George Giles Re-elected

Head of Mass. Allied
(Continued from Page 1)

vice-president; Stanley Sumner,
treasurer; M. J. Mullin. G. Ralph
Branton, E. A. Cuddy, Harry Mc-
Donald, Victor J. Morris. R. A.

Somerby, F. R. Plimpton. James H.
Doyle, I. J. Hoffman, C. G. Barrett.

Hershal Stuart, Thomas Meehan.
John J. Ford, W. B. Littlefield.

James J. McGuinness. executive sec-

retary.

Negotiating Settlement

In K. C. Union Situation
(Continued from Page 1)

houses, representatives of both the

operators' union and Fox yesterday
were working out a settlement of

their local differences. Fox wants
to reduce the number of projection-

ists in its booth from four to two.

A. C. Blumenthal in With Selwyn
A. C. Blumenthal. who has been

identified with considerable motion
picture financing, is understood to

be interested in the stage produc-
tion ventures of Edgar Selwyn.

U Puts S. A. in Player's Name
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Believing Leon Way-

coff to be a combination of Clark
Gable and Paul Lukas. but handi-

capped by a name that is minus
sex appeal. Universal has renamed
the player Leon Adams. He has
the romantic lead in "Murders in

the Rue Morgue".

Mike Connelly Leaves Bentham
Mike Connelly has left the M. S.

Bentham offices and is now con-
nected with Jennie Jacobs.

COMING & GOING

_
HARVEY DAY, special sales representa-

tive for Educational, is touring exchanges
in the Middle West and East.

MICHAEL SIMMONS has gone to At-
lantic City to do some writing.

MARION AVERY, secretary to D. A.
Doran, Jr., leaves for Bermuda on Satur-
day.

JAMES CAGNEY is due in New York
on Saturday en route to Elizabeth, N. J.,
for personal appearances in his Warner tour.

JULES LEVY, general manager of the
RKO Film Booking Department has left

for the coast. He will be in Hollywood and
Los Angeles for several weeks.
WALLACE BEERY left New York by

train yesterday for Hollywood.
HIRAM S. BROWN leaves for the coast

tomorrow.
EDDIE ALPERSON and GRAD SEARS

leave New York Tuesday for a visit to

Western and Southern exchanges, finally

penetrating to the Coast. They will be
out of town for several weeks.

• • • WE CAUGHT Ring Crosby doing his crooner stuff

on the Paramount stage while a mob of flappers,

matrons and grandmas all around us ooh-ed, aah-ed and sigh-
hied as his soothing voice stroked, caressed and petted
'em it's not what he sings gawd knows, the words
of the current songs are sappier than blah it's all in this

lad's Voice he could just sing "do-re-mi" and it

would slay the femmes the same way his is the Velvet
Voice with a Passion Punch the caveman dressed in a
silk lounging robe if you get our drift is it any
wonder the dames go for him strong? after hearing
these lilly-of-the-vallee crooners with their girlish voices
filled with perfumed sweetness

* * * *

• • • SO WE went backstage to his dressing room to

learn more about this Bing with a Bang in his Voice
"Now tell us something about yourself, Bing" sez we
as we helped ourself to part of his sandwich lunch but
the lad is so darned modest, that we had to drag everything out
of him he looks upon it all as a Load o' Luck
he really should be singing on the Lucky Strike hour, to hear
him talk when he walked down Broadway with Joe
Rivkin last week and saw his name in 15-foot electrics on the
Criterion front announcing his coming, he remarked
"Aren't they playing me up TOO strong, Joe?" c'n ya
imagine? Modesty in the show biz!

* * « *

• • • HE STARTED his career in Spokane, Washington
singing in amateur theatricals then he or-

ganized his own traveling orchestra and later hooked up
with Paul Whiteman's band he was one of the Three
Rhythm Boys in that outfit playing twice previously at
the Paramount just one of the gang two years ago

now the biggest singing number on the radio
covering 78 stations every nite on two hookups east
and west and four stage shows every day for the next
ten weeks working from 12 to 12 by the clock
just a Crooner Loafer

* * * *

• • • IT TOOK a showman to discover him for the the-
ater out there in HoUerword he was a radio sensation
throughout the west singing from the Cocoanut Grove

and the studio execs listened to him every eve
yawned and remarked to each other "Ain't it

terrible, this lack of New Material." all except Mack
Sennett who grabbed him off for a series of shorts
and now "I surrender, Dear" is goaling 'em throughout the
Youessay being played up in many spots above the
feature with four runs on Broadway alone

* « » >i>

• • • HOME TALENT ran wild at the AMPA luncheon
with Hal Home, publicist of United Artists, acting as master
of ceremonies he should be ballyhooing himself in his
own picture he's that good Hal spoke about the
Einstein Theory and the Lou Rydell Double Spread Theory
both appearing to be somewhat vague to Hal comment-
ing on this new Wrigley influence in Paramount, he noted that
the Mayfair and Strand were scraping up the chewing gum
out front on the sidewalks so's not to give Paramount any free
advertising also with the new economy wave the Para-
mount boys had decided unanimously to give until it Hertz

and Gus Edwards had his kids there Sol Ayres
doin' an Amos 'n' Andy Jerry Kelly as Bing Crosby

Sophie Robinson as Kate Smith Armida did a
swell cig gal number Tony Pagliacci slayed 'em with
his operatic number and Helen Lynde was there with
a fine imitation of Lou Holtz again the best show on
Broadway at the price

BUSINESS TURNING UP,

WOODHULL FINDS ON TOUR

(Continued from Page 1)

said. Woodhull announced the fol-

lowing additional appointments of
sales representatives: L. B. Harrell.
Atlanta; J, Prichard. Little Rock;
M. L. Stern, Omaha; P. J. Wood. Co-
lumbus, and Mrs. Walter Griffith.

Charlotte.

« « « » » »

Wisconsin MPTO
Wars on Bad Ads

(Continued from Page 1)

organization or to the producers
with notations pointing out what is

considered improper. Addressing
the group, Meyer also attacked
censorship, declaring that only two
kinds of persons advocate censor-
ship, "the sincere and misguided"
and "those who make a living rais-
ing money in the name of reform."

Scientific Achievements
Announced by Academy

(Continued from Page 1)

super-sensitive panchromatic film

—

Dupont and Eastman Kodak: hon-
orable mention—Fox Films, for
synchro-projection composite pho-
tography.

Appeal in Oklahoma Case
Not Worrying Distribs

(Continued from Page I)

tion in courts of national jurisdic-

tion are even better than inside the
state. Judge Johnson ruled that
the matter is outside State jurisdic-

tion.

Attorneys Austin Keough and
Lou Phillips, who represented Para-
mount in the cast, are immediately
returning to New York.

Four More Houses for Minneapolis
Minneapolis — Plans are under

way for the addition of four houses
to the local active list. Frank
Woskie has completed his new house
at 48th and Chicago, while W. R.
Frank, owner of the Lyndale, has
applied for a license to open the
project at 54th and Lyndale. Lew
Kopman, manager of the Nile, is re-

ported planning another house at

Humboldt and Sixth Ave. N.. and
Joe Choron of the Metro has plans

for reopening the Glenwood at Fre-
mont and Glenwood Ave. N.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes tre ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdays:

November 13
Gertrude Olmstead Lee. A. Ochs

Edward L. Alperson
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Featuring

RALPH INCE
REX BELL

EVE SOUTHERN

SALLY BLANE
WILLIAM FARNUM
PRISCILLA DEAN

Directed by

OTTO BROWER

"POLICE COURT"
Beauty, the voice oF the law. . . A woman district

attorney prosecuting the man she loved. A throbbing
drama within the courts that shape the destiny of many
citizens.

9 AVAILABLE AT 33 M0N06RAM EXCHANGES
MONOGRAM PICTURES CORPORATION
723 SEVENTH AVENUE, N. Y. C.
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Next Trend Toward More Human Interest—Vidor

JUDGE DEFENDS INDUSTRY'S IINTEGRITY

Unacceptable Ads Blamed For Dropping of Allied Reel

Kinogranis Discontinue^
Advertising News-

reel Project
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAIL^
Washington — Suspension of the

Allied-Kinogram Newsreel was due
to the inability of the producers oi

the reel to obtain advertising suit*

able, in the opinion of Allied lead*
ers, for presentation on the screen;

according to a statement issued by
the association. It is also stated
that Kinograms plans to revive the
reel for theaters desiring to run it

as soon as acceptable ads are avail-

(Continiicd on Page 3)

13 MUSICAL

BEING MADE IN COLOR

M^est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Standard Sound Stu-

dios plans 13 one-reel musical pro-

logues in Multicolor. Work will

start in about a week. Multicolor also

was used by John Boyle, who is back
from Europe with a series of trave-

logues, and Roy Eslick is making
9. series of Multicolor scenic shorts

in the Virgin Islands.

Lester Kreiger Heads
Warner Contract Dept.

Lester Kreiger, field representa-
tive for Warner theaters, has been
named by Dan Michalove to man-
age the circuit's recently-formed
contract department. Kreiger for-

merly was district manager in both
St. Louis and Cleveland.

Synthetic Sound
Berlin—A method jf producing sound

from a film on which no sound was
recorded has been developed by Rudolph
Pfenninger of the Emelka studios. He
draws an artificial sound track along-
side the film, then photographs It, and
projecting this track on the screen re-

sults in sound. Emelka is making a

short with this process.

M.P.T.O.A. Convention March 14-16

President M. A. Lightman and other officials of the M.P.T.O.A. have set March
14-16 as the dates of the annual convention to be held in Washington, where the
national exhibitor organization will at the same time cooperate in activities connected
with the George Washington Bi-Centennial Celebration. A general convention com-
mittee and a Washington committee to handle details will be named soon by Lightman.

Combination 9.5 MM Talkies

Placed on Market by Pathegrams

A combination 9.5mm., sound pro-

jector, screen, radio and phono-

graph, capable of supplying picture

and sound to an audience of 300,

has been put on the market by

Pathegrams, subsidiary of Pathe

Exchange. Pathe features and
shorts will be rented at one dollar

a reel, including disc, for each 24
hours. According to S. W. Webb,
executive vice-president of Pathe,

(Continued on Page 12)

Three Circuits Sign
Tiffany's New Program

Tiffany's entire new program of

Quality Group features, Ken May-
nard series and Bob Steele westerns

has been signed by Fox-Skouras Cir-

cuit, the Publix Charlotte Divison
and the RKO houses in Des Moines.
Dallas, Champaign and Springfield,

111., it is announced by Budd Rogers,
head of sales.

King Vidor Sees Story Trend
Toward More Human Interest

Audible Pictures, Inc.,

Formed in San Francisco
San Francisco — With a capital

stock of $62,500, Hollywood Audible
Pictures, Inc., Ltd., has been organ-
ized in San Francisco by C. E.

Brooks, David C. Smith, and E. 0.
Richardson, all of Los Angeles. The
firm's attorney is Frank A. Flynn.

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Simple, direct and

more deeply human stories embrac-
ing emotions that folks can under-
stand from personal experiences is

the next trend in screen entertain-
ment, in the opinion of King Vidor.

M-G-M director. Humanly told

stories in which the players can put
(Continued on Page 3)

l^erging and Unmerging
—a rule with a two'way application

By DON CARLE GILLETTE ijisi^^^^^i

THIS merging business—seems to have—contradicting aspects***For

many years—the urge to merge—has been defended—on the prin-

ciple—that the combining—of two companies—serves to eliminate

—

one overhead—besides creating—one strong organization—in place of

—two weak ones***But nowadays—everyone's advocating—smaller units
(Continued on Page 2)

Non-Reading of Contract
No Excuse, Supreme

Court Rules
Bufi'alo—An unusual defense of

the film industry was voiced in Su-
preme Court here by Judge Horton
in a recent contract action between
Universal and an operator of some
small-town houses. In reply to the
exhibitor's statements that he had
not read all the contract and that
one side of the form contained
clauses which he regarded unfair,
the Judge declared it would be in-

sulting his intelligence to believe
(Continued on Page 3)

ANOTHER COURT UPHOLDS

T

Windsor, N. C. — Upholding the
standard exhibition contract, and
ruling that failure to designate play
dates pursuant to availability notices
and in refusing to accept shipment
of a print constituted breach of
contract, Judge F. D. Winston in

the General Court of Bertie County
has awarded decision to First Na-
•ional in its contract case against
H. P. Sewell, operating the Palace.

Smirnov Heads Amkino,
Succeeding Monosson

V. F. Smirnov, formerly in charge
if the Moscow studios of Soyuzkino,
he united film industry of the Sov-

et republic, has been named presi-

lent of Amkino Corp., American
'•epresentative of Soyuzkino. He
^.ucceeds L. I. Monosson, who as-

sumes new duties with the Soviet
(C(»itinued on Page 12)

Reform Note
London—Because movies have become

so popular that they are keeping most
of the people out of public barrooms,

the work of the Total Abstinence Society

is going out of existence for lack of

work.
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JUDGE^EFENDS INDUSTRY'S IINTEGRITY

UnacceptabN Ads Blamed For Dropping of Allied Reel

Kinograms Discontinue^
Advertising News-

reel Project
j

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILV.

Washington — Suspension of th^
Allied-Kinogram Newsreel was due
to the inability of the producers of
the reel to obtain advertising suit-i

able, in the opinion of Allied lead*

ers, for presentation on the screen^
according to a statement issued by
the association. It is also stated
that Kinograms plans to revive the
reel for theaters desiring to run it

as soon as acceptable ads are avail-

(Continucd on Paqc 3)

13

BEING MADE IN COLOR

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Standard Sound Stu-

dios plans 13 one-reel musical pro-

logues in Multicolor. Work will

start in about a week. Multicolor also

was used by John Boyle, who is back
ftom Europe with a series Of trave-

logues, and Roy Eslick is making
a series of Multicolor scenic shorts

in the Virgin Islands.

Lester Kreiger Heads
Warner Contract Dept.

Lester Kreiger, field representa-
tive for Warner theaters, has been
named by Dan Michalove to man-
age the circuit's recently-formed
contract department. Kreiger for-

merly was district manager in both
St. Louis and Cleveland.

Synthetic Sound
Berlin—A method jf producing sound

from a film on which no sound was
recorded has been developed by Rudolph
Pfenninger of the Emelka studios. He
draws an artificial sound track along-

side the film, then photographs It, and
projecting this track on the screen re-

sults in sound. Emelka is making a

short with this process.

M.P.T.O.A. Convention March 14-16

President M. A. LIghtman and other officials of the M.P.T.O.A. have set March
14-16 as the dates of the annual convention to be held in Washington, where the
national exhibitor organization will at the same time cooperate in activities connected
with the George Washington Bl-Centennial Celebration. A general convention com-
mittee and a Washington committee to handle details will be named soon by LIghtman.

Combination 9.5 MM Talkies

Placed on Market by Pathegrams

A combination 9.5mm., sound pro-

jector, screen, radio and phono-

graph, capable of supplying picture

and sound to an audience of 300,

has been put on the market by

Pathegrams, subsidiary of Pathe

Exchange. Pathe features and
shorts will be rented at one dollar

a reel, including disc, for each 24

hours. According to S. W. Webb,
executive vice-president of Pathe,

{Continued on Page 12)

Three Circuits Sign
Tiffany's New Program

Tiffany's entire new program of

Quality Group features, Ken May-
nard series and Bob Steele westerns

has been signed by Fox-Skouras Cir-

cuit, the Publix Charlotte Divison
and the RKO houses in Des Moines,
Dallas, Champaign and Springfield,

111., it is announced by Budd Rogers,
head of sales.

King Vidor Sees Story Trend
Toward More Human Interest

Non-Reading of Contract
No Excuse, Supreme

Court Rules
Buffalo—An unusual defense of

the film industry was voiced in Su-
preme Court here by Judge Horton
in a recent contract action between
Universal and an operator of some
small-town houses. In reply to the
exhibitor's statements that he had
not read all the contract and that
one side of the form contained
clauses which he regarded unfair,
the Judge declared it would be in-

sulting his intelligence to believe
{Continued on Page 3)

ANOTHER COURT UPHOLDS

Audible Pictures, Inc.,

Formed in San Francisco
San Franf^isco — With a capital

stock of $62,500, Hollywood Audible
Pictures, Inc., Ltd., has been organ-
ized in San Francisco by C. E.
Brooks, David C. Smith, and E. 0.
Richardson, all of Los Angeles. The
firm's attorney is Frank A. Flynn.

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood •— Simple, direct and

more deeply human stories embrac-
ing emotions that folks can under-
stand from personal experiences i?

the next trend in screen entertain-
ment, in the opinion of King Vidor.

M-G-M director. Humanly told

stories in which the players can put
(Continued on Page 3)

Windsor, N. C. — Upholding the
standard exhibition contract, and
ruling that failure to designate play
dates pursuant to availability notices
and in refusing to accept shipment
of a print constituted breach of
contract, Judge F. D. Winston in

the General Court of Bertie County
has awarded decision to First Na-
tional in its contract case against
H. P. Sewell, operating the Palace.

Merging and JJnvfxerging
— a rule with a twO'Way application

By DON CARLE GILLETTE .^iiisii;^^

THIS merging business—seems to have—contradicting aspects***For

many years—the urge to merge—has been defended—on the prin-

ciple—that the combining—of two companies—serves to eliminate

—

one overhead—besides creating—one strong organization—in place of

—two weak ones***But nowadays—everyone's advocating—smaller units
(.Continued on Page 2)

Smirnov Heads Amkino,
Succeeding Monosson

v. F. Smirnov, formerly in charge
if the Moscow studios of Soyuzkino,

he united film industry of the Sov-

et republic, has been named presi-

lent of Amkino Corp., American
-•epresentative of Soyuzkino. He
^.ucceeds L. I. Monosson, who as-

sumes new duties with the Soviet
(Continued on Page 12)

Reform Note
London—Because movies have become

so popular that they are keeping most
of the people out of public barrooms,

the work of the Total Abstinence Society

Is going out of existence for lack of

work.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind. pfj. 14>^ 14 14 — ?^

East. Kodak 112"4 108 108J^ — 3M
Fox Fm. "A" 7 7 7 — Vt
Gen. Th. Eq. (new) V/2 Wi Wi — ^
Loew's, Inc 41^^ 39"/^ 39M — 1

Paramount 16 14M 15 — J4
Pa.he Exch. "A".. 3^ 2^ 2^— 1/2

RKO "A" 4!^ AYi 4!/^— Ys,

Warner Bro* 5-54 5 5^ SY2
H'E.'^N YORK CURB MARKET

33
2/2

Wi — M
iVa — Vim
3H
2/2 — 'A

Columbia Pets. Vtc. 2

Fox Thea. "A" I'A
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.

.

154
Technicolor 3^
Trans-Lux 2^4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 10?| 10J4 lOK
Loew 5s 41 WW.... 92^
Paramount 6s 47.. 74
Par. By. 5^s51... 93
Par. 5j<;s50 6854
Pathe 7s37 78li 78
Warner's 6s39 44 43

91 92
74

92 J4 93

+ ^i

'4 + %
78 +3
43/2 + 'A

ERPI Club Thanksgiving Party
Members of the ERPI Club, com-

posed of employees of Electrical
Research Products, will hold a
Thanksgiving Dance at the Park
Central Roof on Nov. 20. Committee
in charge of the dance consists of
Anne Finneran, Anne Leider, Char-
lie Fanning, Frank Galvin, Bill Hal-
bert and George Friedl.

£«
New York

1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City j'j

154 Crescent St. *'t

STillwell 4-7940 il
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Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
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Merging and Unmerging
—a rule with a two'way application

~ (.Continued from Page 1) _,^^___^_^^^
^-on the theory—that individual outfits—are more economical''
your choice.

^So take

^^NE big trouble—with combines— in most instances— is that they carry—expensive
>^ items— in their overhead—that are not included— in the expenses—of individual
firms*"'The low-salaried—rank and file—who are eliminated— in a merger—only seldom
offset—the big charges—that are added* "'On top of this—the flexibility—that is lost

—by the affiliation—makes the combine—much more vulnerable— in times of upheaval
—when it becomes—necessary to make—-quick changes.

•
kilDNICHT pre-views—are breaking out—in all parts—of the country***ln most
'"' cases—they are designed—to pull extra trade—on the last night—of one picture

—by throwing in—the new feature—but the actual result—is not proving—so very

profitable—in the long run***lt has been found—that midnight audiences—are pretty

tired—as well as—more or less sleepy—making it tough—for a picture—to get across

—

unless it's unusuar'"-'*As a result—the average reaction—is unfavorable—or negative

—

and this means—lots of bad advertising—by word of mouth.

•
f^ON'T be impatient— if that upturn— is not yet evident— in the movie field* **Ac-
'^ cording to precedent—pickup in trade—by the theaters—follows other lines—by
two to four months** 'Old legit, managers—and theater syndicates—found this rule

—

a very safe guide—for several decades* **One explanation—of the slight delay—is that

in hard times—folks will spend—a few bits for a show—a whole lot sooner—-than they

will spend—$50 for clothes—or more for an automobile—but the very minute—good
times return—their first thought—is to replenish—their wardrobes and such**'There-

fore the theater—which is about last—to feel depression—because it costs little—and

fheers the populace— in gloomy periods—marks time a little—on prosperity's return

—

but makes up for it—soon thereafter.

•
AN INTERESTING sidelight—on the low percentage—of kid attendance—at movie

theaters—is supplied—by L. S. Gleason—of "Open Road for Boys"—a juvenile pub-

lication''"'"''According to Gleason—taking in children—from ei^ht to eighteen—the po-

tential audience—in the United States—is 26,000,000—and if the theaters—are draw-

ing only—a small part—of that number—it is because—the pictures produced—for the

youngsters—are not the type—to interest more"*"That 26,000,000—also indicates

the possibilities—for increasing—juvenile business—are big enough—to make such effort

—a profitable venture.

•
FROM clinical evidence—in a three-year study—of Sing Sing Inmates—Dr. Louis

Berman reports—that criminals are made—by faulty functioning—of endocrine

glands***Won't that be—just too disconcerting—to the reformists—who have had us—
almost believing—that crime is influenced—by the moom pitchers.

American Plays Sells Story to Coles

Film rights to "Landlady on River-

side Drive," by Sally Chayes, have
been sold by American Play Co.

to Howard B. Coles, independent.

Connie and Marquis Get License

W'frt Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Constance Bennett

and Marauis Henri de la Falaise

have obtained a marriage license.

Baldwin Heads Extra Casting

Edward Baldwin is now head of

the extra casting office at Para-
mount's New York studio, succeed-

ing Herbert Heyman, who left re-

cently.

June MacCloy Married

Yuma, Ariz.—June MacCloy was
married here this week to Charles
Schenck of New York.

"Guilty Generation" Release

"The Guilty Generation," with
Leo Carrillo and Constance Cum-
mings in the leading roles, com-
pletes Columbia's November releases.

Myers in Trust Law Symposium
Abram F. Myers, president of

Allied States Ass'n will participate
in a symposium on Anti-Trust laws
to be conducted by Columbia
University beginning Dec. 1. Myers
was formerly chairman of the Fed-
eral Trade Commission.

Conrad Nagel in Loew Houses
Conrad Nagel will play several

Loew houses, begining Nov. 20 at
Loew's Paradise. With him will ap-
pear Joan Marsh.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: National Motion Picture Week
Parade of Stars, prelude to National Mo-
tion Picture Week, to be broadcast over
NBC and CBS networks. 10:45 to 11:45
P. M.

Nov. 17: Meeting of Allied Theater Owners
of New Jersey, Inc., Hotel Lincoln. New
York, 1 P. M.

Nov. 18: Luncheon of the Sixth Avenue
Ass'n at the St. Moritz Hotel, New
York. David SarnoflF, S. L. "Roxy"
Rothafel and N. H. Aylesworth, speakers.

Nov. 18-25: National Motion Picture
Week for relief of unemployed.

Nov. 20: ERPI Club Thanksgiving Dance,
Park Central Roof, New York.

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n, Dallas.

Dec. 3: A.M.P.A. luncheon at the Dixie
Hotel with S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel as
guest speaker.

Dec. 7: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte.
Charlotte, N. C.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures),
Hotel Plaza. New York.

Dec. 31 : Motion Picture Salesmen's Annual
Party, Hotel Plaza, New York.

Griffiths Heads F. N. in England
London—Along with the installa--

tion of First National Film Distribu-
tors, Ltd., in the Warner Building,
D. C. Griffiths has been appointed
managing director. D. C. Dobie will
be general sales manager; D. A.
Harber, secretary; William Shep-
herd, contract controller, and W. H.'
Fitzpatrick, short subjects manager.'

DeWitt Receiver Hearing Nov. 21
Syracuse, N. Y.—Hearing in the

receivership case of the De Witt
Development Corp., operators of the.

De Witt theater and other properties:
here, is set for Nov. 21.

Mayfair Theatre B'ldg, N. Y.

WILLIAM MORRIS

M
Call-Board

ROSS ALEXANDER

Term Contract

PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORP.

HOLLYWOOD

Let Us Solve Your Problemsl
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MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
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INCORPORATED
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BRymat 9-SS40
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INDUSTRY'S INTEGRITY

IS DEFENDEDpY JUDGE

(Continued from Page 1)

that an exhib didn't know the con-

tents of a contract signed by him,
and that furthermore the film in-

dustry was too vast an enterprise
to resort to trickery in its agree-
ments. The Judge also held that
non-reading of a contract was no
excuse and that neither was there
any weight in the contention that
pressure had been used in getting
the exhibitor to sign the contract.

Herbert T. Silverberg represented
the distributor in the case.

Unacceptable Advertising
Caused Dropping of Reel

(Continued from Page 1)

able. Furnishing the reel without
rental has become too burdensome
for Kinograms until such advertis-
ing is obtained.

Baltimore House in Receivership
Baltimore—The Rivoli, a major

first-run, has gone into receivership
after fighting a losing battle against
a poor location. House remains open,
with receivers continuing former
policy temporarily.

Frank Fischer Transferred
Milwaukee — Frank Fischer, re-

cently managing Warner theaters in

Wisconsin, has been transferred to

other duties. E. W. Van Norman
succeeds him.

Adding to Baltimore Seats
Baltimore—Reported reopening of

the Palace with vaudeville will add
considerably to the local overseating
problem.

Big 4 Films for India

I

Calcutta—Big 4 product has been
Iclosed for India, Burma and Ceylon
Iby Tom Guinan, sales manager, in

la deal with Pickfair, India.

Frankfort, Ind., House Opened
Frankfort, Ind. — The Roxy, a

1,200-seat house, was opened a few
days ago by Gregory, Valos & Cha-
^alos.

COMING & GOING

i JOE BRANDT is on his way back to New
lYork from the coast.

OLIN HOWLAND is on his way to

Hollywood to appear in another Fox pic-

ture, "Salomy Jane." JOSEPHINE HULL,
signed by Fox for "After Tomorrow," leaves

Ifor the coast Nov. 19.

MARJORIE RAMBEAU is due in New
York soon with her new husband, Francis
A. Gudger. The actress plans to retire.

FREDERICK LONSDALE, playwright,

las arrived from England.
ADELE COMMANDINI sailed Friday

;or the coast by way of Panama.
THOMAS MEIGHAN plans to leave New

i'ork for the Fox studio on Nov. 25. He
vill be accompanied by Mrs. Meighan, Gene
5arazen and Johnny Farrell.

JOAN BENNETT is returning to the

:oast by rail, leaving Sunday on the Cen-
ury.
ROY DEL RUTH and JOSEPH JACK-

SON of the Warner coast studios are in

;own.

JOHN F. KUMLER, operator of the Pan-
theon, Toledo, was a New York arrival

the pait week.

DAILY

• • • WE MUST have started somethin' with this digging
for Origins in the film biz after placing the origin of the
wide screen in the Eden Musee 25 years ago, along comes Carl
Gregory, chairman of the Historical Committee of the S.M.P.E.

who tilts it back 36 years on May 20, 1895,

Latham and Lauste's Eidoloscope was projected successfully
from film two inches wide at 153 Broadway it was a
prize fight between Young Griffo and Battling Barnett
and Mister Gregory states that 45 yars ago in 1886

E. J. Marey made the first example of motion pictures
as photographed today on paper "film" nearly three
inches wide and early Biograph films made in the '90's

were nearly three inches wide so it looks as if wide film

is about the oldest thing in the biz

• • • AND IN regard to the reason for wide screen being
shelved. Mister Gregory differs radically with Mister Bedding
of London he says the most important reason is that
the angle of clear vision subtended by the eye is a very narrow
one so that looking at a wide screen is too much like

trying to take in three circus rings at once but 'ellsbells,

we accomplished that feat at Herby Berg's coming-out party.

• • • ALL YOU gents who try to pawn oflf screwy info
on this kolyum must take the consequence when some
other mugg calls the turn on you as f'rinstance

Bert Ennis claims that the first music cue sheet did not orig-

inate with Roxy, Jack Fuld, and Carl Edouard at the Strand
around 1915 for Bert hisself sez he issued the first music.
cues for any pix at the Vitagraph Company in 1911 and
in case there are any arguments, he has in his possession the
Vitagraph bulletin carrying these cues and naming mu-
sic publishers from whom the number can be secured

• • • LOOKS AS if to Err is Human but for a kol-

yumist to admit that he Erred in his OWN kolyum
why, that's positively Sensational so here goes
Hy Shulgold of the Roxian theayter in McKees Rocks,

Pa., calls our attention to the fact that we had an English saddle
with a horn, and a Western saddle flat when it's just
the opposite well, Hy, our Alibi is that the saddle we
are seated on astride that nag Heave above has a horn
and if we're not ridin' English in this kolyum, howin'ell were
you able to read a foreign language and discover our error?

and only yestiddy we saw Al Bondy readin' our kolyum
out loud to a bunch of dialecticians in front of the Film Center
building translatin' it to 'em it MUST be Eng-
lish

• • • CRESSON SMITH is located in his new quarters at
1560 Broadway as chief assistant to Ned Depinet in the new
Radio-Pathe lineup E. L. McEvoy has succeeded him as
Midwestern District manager, with headquarters in Chi
Somebody told Jack Cohn that he should own the stage show,
"Wonder Boy," written by two of his former publicity boys

and Jack caroms back "Hell, I do own it. Didn't
they write it on my time?" This film biz may be minus
a Moses to lead it outa the Depression Wilderness, but lookit

all the expert ping pong execs it's got! "Suicide Fleet"
is the name for it, if Mister Hoover keeps chis«llin' the Navy
down and if they keep cutting down the Navy personnel,
you'll soon see gobs pickin' up marines instead of flappers.

« « « » » »

VIDOR SEES NEXT TREND

TOWARD HUMAN INTEREST

(Continued from Page 1)

as much of themselves as possible,
in other words living their roles
more than playing them by artificial

technique, is the present direction,
says Vidor, and greater naturalness
in acting is becoming more essential.
Vidor's latest release is "The
Champ," in which Wallace Beery
and Jackie Cooper are demonstrat-
ing the director's theories with great
success.

New Staff Assignments
Among Warner Houses

Warner Bros, theaters have made
the following new assignments in

the Philadelphia zone:
Lon Ramsdell, Lyric, Camden ; Edgar

Wolf, Circle, Philadelphia; H. Matthews,
Orpheum, Philadelphia; F. Kelsey, Capitol,
York; J. Keith, Strand, York; I. Perlin,
Imperial, Philadelphia; D. Komm, Wynne,
Philadelphia; H. Seber, Savoy, Wilmington;
R. Ruch, Washington, Chester; R. Rose,
Allegheny, Philadelphia ; Frank Huber, Am-
bler, Ambler; L. M. Jones, Seltzer, Pal-
myra

; J. B. Hern, Keystone, Philadelphia.
Other changes are: Russ C. Monroe, Pal-

ace, Lawrence, Mass. ; L. B. Gordon, Com-
modore Hull, Derby, Conn. ; Franz West-
fall, Strand, Akron; Jack Williams, from
Ambridge, Pa., to Strand, Ridgway; U. R.
Anderson, from Brookville, Pa., to Price,
Ambridge; C. A. CUnch, from Ridgeway to

Columbia, Brookville, Pa.

Milwaukee House Changes Hands
Milwaukee — The Miramir, east

side neighborhood house, has been
taken over by the New Miramir
Theater Co. R. J. Patterson, for-
merly purchasing agent for Fox-
Midwesco, is a member of the new
concern, as is R. Jakabiel. Charles
Tobolt was president of the former
company.

Publix Books Columbia Features
Columbia has closed a deal with

Publix covering its features. Lou
Metzger, general sales manager,
who negotiated the deal, is also

working on a Publix deal whereby
the national circuit will also play
Columbia shorts.

Newman Lectures at Carnegie Hall

E. M. Newman will open his lat-

est season of travel talks at Car-
negie Hall on Nov. 22.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes are ex-

tended by T H K
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdays:

November 14-15
Nicholas M. Schenck Cliff Bowes
William Lord Wright Doris Anderson

John Moynihan Betty Coldwell

Lewis Stone Crover Jones

J. Reginald Wilson Samuel Ornltz

Joseph P. Reddy Hal Oansen
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

'By RALPH WILK,

HOLLYWOOD
"DOBBY WATSON will have the
-'-' comedy role in "High Pressure,"

William Powell's new starring pic-

ture which is now in production

at the Warner studios. He is also

a member of the cast of "Manhat-

tan Parade," in which Winnie Light-

ner and Charles Butterworth will

be headlined. Among the prominent

players in the cast supporting

Powell are Evelyn Brent, George

Sidney, John Wray, Guy Kibbee,

Evalyn Knapp, Polly Walters, Frank
McHugh and Luis Alberni.

*

Hal Mohr is photographing Constance

Bennett's new RKO Pathe starring picture,

"Lady With a Past." It is his second pic-

ture with the star, as he photographed^ her

recent production, "The Common Law.
* * *

Andre Luguet has been signed to

a long term contract by Warner
Bros. He appeared with John Barry-

more in "The Mad Genius."
* *

Marion Nixon will play a leading role in

Fox's "Charlie Chan's Chance." Ralph Mor-
gan, Broadway stage star, is another addi-

tion to the large cast, which includes James
Todd, Herbert Bunston, H. B. Warner, Alex-

ander Kirkland, Charles McNaughton and

James Kirkwood. The picture is ready to

go into production under the direction of

John Blystone.
* * *

Lilian Bond, Warner-First Nation-

al featured player, is the latest addi-

tion to the cast which will support

Joe E. Brown in "Fireman, Save My
Child."

* •

Warner Baxter will play the principal

male role in "Salomy Jane" which will go

into production with Joan Bennett in the title

role shortly after Miss Bennett returns to the

Fox studios following her vacation in New
York. Alexander Kirkland will also be seen

in this adaptation of Paul Armstrong's play.

Raoul Walsh will direct.
* *

R. William Neill, director, has

been placed under long term con-

tract by Columbia. He has been
assigned to "The Feathered
Serpent," Edgar Wallace story.

* * *

Joan Bennett, who is under contract to

Samuel Goldwyn for two future pictures,

may be teamed with Ronald Colman again

in his next vehicle to be decided upon when
he returns from Europe in January.

Congratulates

:

LOEW AND M-C-M
EMPLOYES

for donating one day's pay
to the relief funds in the
towns where they are

employed.

No. 46 of 1931
''Good Deeds*'

Series

Pagano and Townley Celebrate
Ernie Pagano and Jack Townley are celebrating their first anniversary at the Edu-

cational Studios. Pagano and Townley are a new thing in teams, the former specializ-

ing in plot, story construction and continuity writing, the latter in dialogue calculated
to tickle the risibilities. During the past year the boys have written together twenty
original stories and continuities.

As soon as Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

completes his current starring as-

signment for First National in

"Union Depot," he and his wife,

Joan Crawford, will set out for their

annual visit to Manhattan.
* *

With "Prestige" swinging into production
at the RKO Pathe Studios under the direc-
tion of Tay Garnett, Carmelita Geraghty
has been signed for an important role, as has
Creighton Hale. Already in the cast sup-
porting Ann Harding are Adolphe Menjou,
Melvyn Douglas, Guy Bates Post, Ian Mac-
Laren and Rollo Lloyd.

* * *

Howard Bretherton, director, and
Douglas Doty, writer, have been as-

signed by I. E. Chadwick, Monogram
associate producer, to prepare the
next Monogram melodrama, "Police
Court."

* *

Allen Vincent, leading man in the New
Sfork stage production of "The Vinegar
Tree" and recently signed to a long-term con-
tract by Paramount, has been assigned hit

.irst screen role in "Second Chances." Charles
'Buddy" Rogers, Miss Shannon, Frances
Dee, Richard Bennett and Charlie Ruggles
are previous selections for the cast of "Second
Chances" which is from a play by Lewia
Beach and is being directed by Frank Tuttle.

* * . *

Bill Cody, Monogram western star'

has returned to Hollywood from
Amarillo, Texas, where he concluded
more than a month of personal ap-
pearances throughout Texas and
Oklahoma.

* * *

Constance Bennett in "Lady With a Past"
has gone into production at the RKO Pathe
studios with Edward H. Griffith directing.

The star is supported by David Manners,
Merna Kennedy, Astrid Allwyn, Albert Conti,
Blanche Frederici and Nella Walker.

>•> * *

Vivienne Osborne and Arthur
Pierson have joined the cast of
Paramount's "Two Kinds of Wo-

Arthur C. Bromberg of Atlanta, southeast-
ern district manager for Monogram Pictures
and head of five southern exchanges, arrived
in Holly-wood last week by air to confer with
W. Ray Johnston, Monogram president, Her-
man Rifkin, Boston exchange head, and Trem
Carr, production head, concerning next year's

sales program.

The cast of the "Jazzbo Singer,"
fourth Bryan Foy "Monkeyshines,"
in this series of animal comedies
Columbia is releasing, is composed
entirely of monkeys. A mammy
singer has the title role. Lou Bros-
low directed.

* * *

Fred Kohler is playing the role of the
heavy in "Bad Timber," Bill Boyd's next
starring production for RKO Pathe.

* * *

Monte Vandergrift, who has a
prominent part in Tim McCoy's
"Shot Gun Pass," a recent Colum-

bia release, is a descendant of the
original Dutch settlers of this coun-
try. His grandfather was one of the
founders of the Standard Oil Co.,
the U. S. Steel Corp. and built the
first industrial town of Vandergrift,
Pa.

* * *

Robert Emmett O'Connor has been signed
for Paramount's "Two Kinds of Women,"
featuring Miriam Hopkins, Phillips Holmes,
Wynne Gibson and Irving Pichel under the
direction of William C. de Mille.

* * *

George Archainbaud, director of
the current Louis Weitzenkorn race-
track drama as yet untitled, co-fea-
turing Mary Astor and Ricardo
Cortez, returned to the Radio Pic-
tures studio with his troupe from
Tanforan, Cal., where final scenes
of the picture were filmed.

* * *

H. B. Warner and Walter Byron have
important roles in Columbia's "Feathered
Serpent"

* * *

Fred Newmeyer has been signed
to megaphone the third of the Lib-
erty short stories being produced
by the Van Beuren Corp. for Radio
Pictures under the supervision of

Nat Ross. The third production of

i,his Van Beuren series is titled

"Double Decoy," from the Liberty
Magazine story by Roberta Yates.

* * *

Two of the screen's most famous "doubles"
get a break on their own account in "Tor-
chy Turns the Trick," the third in the new
Educational-Torchy Comedies. Jeraldine

Dvorak, who is a perfect double for

Greta Garbo, and John Peters, who has

often been mistaken for Eric Von Stroheim,

appear in prominent roles in support of Ray
Oooke, the Torchy of the series. In the cast
also are Dorothy Dix, Edmund Breese.
J>ranklyn Pangborn, Cornelius Keefe Ar-mand Kaliz, Arthur Rankin and others.'

* * *

William Seiter has been as-
signed the direction of the next
Wheeler and Woolsey starring vehi-
cle for Radio Pictures "Girl Crazy,"
scheduled to go into production im-
mediately, according to an announce-
ment by David 0. Selznick, in charge
of RKO production. This will be
the third film Seiter has directed
featuring the comedians. The mu-
sical comedy success was adapted to
the screen by Edward Walsh, with
additional dialogue by Joseph Fields,
rim Whelan and Alfred Jackson.
Dorothy Lee is to play the leading
feminine role, and Kitty Kelly and
Hugh Herbert in the other principal
roles.

Grady Sutton was signed by Paramount
the past week for a role in "Second
Chances."

* * *

Edna May Oliver will leave Holly-1
wood for a two weeks' vacation inl
New York following the completion!
of her latest starring vehicle for Ra-
dio Pictures, "Ladies of the Jury,*j
now being filmed with Lowell Sher{
man directing.

* * *

"Shopping With Wifie" replaces "Let's!
Go Fishing" as the title of the new Mack '

Sennett-Andy Clyde just completed. Lending
support to Clyde in this comedy is Arthur
Stone, comedian in his own right. Geneva
Mitchell, ex-Fo'lies girl, is Clyde's new lead-
ing lady.

"Pop Goes the Weasel," is the title :

of Charles "Chic" Sale's next star-
ring two-reel comedy for Radio Pic-
tures, according to Louis Brock,,.
short subject producer. It is am
original story by Ben Holmes andi
will be directed by Mark Sandrich.

.

"A Hurry Call," Sale's latest com-
edy, was completed last week.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"
Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.

$3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Lookfor the "Donrvjay ofHospitality"

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
^By HARRY N. BLAIR

pD DuPAR, cameraman, and Stuart
Karfe, cutter, got some excellent

shots of the recent rodeo for the
Vitaphone "Sport Slants" series. An
unusually good shot shows Jack
McClure, world's champion calf
roper, in action.

Aubrey Scotto and Eddie Cline are
two very rabid football fans and
are taking advantage of their East-
em assignments to attend most of
the big games in this territory.

Another expedition of the Ted
Husing "Sport Slants" division jour-
neyed up to the Westchester Coun-
try Club, where the Scottish Wo-
man's team was filmed in a tight
game of field hockey against the All-

Stuyvesant team.

Walter Wanger denies the recur-
rent report that he will put on stage
musicals. He has no plans to an-
nounce at present, being still under
contract to Paramount.

Interior scenes for the George
Washington Bi-Centennial film which
Vitaphone is making have been com-
pleted and these, added to the ex-
teriors filmed at Washington and
Mount Vernon during the early part
of the week, are now being as-

sembled into what Sam Sax says will

A Model Arrangement
When Mrs. Ruth Russek, social light and wite of Harold Russek, noted department

store owner, was offered a part in "Wayward," Nancy Carroll's next picture for Para-
mount, she arranged for Barbara Sheldon, who was also considered for the part, to work
as a model at her husband's store, rather than to crowd somebody out of a job as a

result of her screen aspirations.

be a most timely and out-of-the-
ordinary short.

Betty Garde, who appeared in

numerous Paramount pictures made
here, "Secrets of a Secretary" being
the most recent, is receiving con-
gratulations on her fine performance
in "The Social Register," Lenore
Ulricas current stage vehicle, which
recently opened at the Fulton the-

ater in New York.

With the "Girl Friends" series,

featuring Fanny Watson and Thel-
ma White, now completed, several
incidents which occurred during the
making of the six two-reelers are
recalled by the Vitaphone studio
staff. One is a picture of 200-pound
Fanny Watson in rompers, another
is that of Thelma White picking a
custard pie out of her hair, and
Fanny Watson caught in a folding
bed.

"Cloudy With Showers," a current
Broadway stage hit, is mentioned as
among the feature pictures sched-
uled for early production at Para-
mount's New York studio, with
Fredric March and Nancy Carroll
co-featured.

Burnet Hershey refuses to reveal
the title of the script which he has
iust completed for the fourth of the
S. S. Van Dine Vitaphone series for

fear he will give away the setting

of the murder mystery which he
predicts will be the most novel ever
seen on the screen. Donald Meek
and John Hamilton will again be
featured with Arthur Hurley direct-

ing.

Herb Hayman, Vitaphone's new
casting director, has been in show
business for 20 years as producer,

vaudeville agent and, since 1919. in

the film end of things.

"The Struggle," D. W. Griffith's

latest production, is finally edited
and preparations are now being
made for an early release. It is ru-
mored that D. W., having demon-
strated to his backers that he still

has the old knack, is getting ready
to make another.

Hurling, the old Tipperary game,
is demonstrated in a forthcoming
issue of Vitaphone's "Sports Slants."
It was recently filmed at Innesfail

Field by the Tipperary Team.

Production has just been com-
pleted at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio on "The Season's Greetings,"

a one-reel special intended for the

holiday season. Vitaphone's popular
stars, accustomed to the leading role

in their work before the cameras,
all helped with bit parts toward
making the picture. These stars in-

cluded Ruth Etting, Robert L. Rip-
ley, Thelma White, Fanny Watson,
Ted Husing, Joe Penner, Billy Hayes
and the other leading members of

the Booth Tarkington Juvenile Sto-

ries, and Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nor-
worth.

FOY P]HlODIJCTIONS, LTD.
rKtLCiLLIM i i3 -

Five Babe Ruth Productions

Directed by

Ben Stoloff

UNIVERSAL RELEASE

6 ThalianComedies,(2 reels)

Fifty big stars in each one

Directed by

Charles La Mont
stories by

Harry Sauber
UNIVERSAL RELEASE

Thirteen MONKEYSHINES

Directed by

Bryan Foy
Lew^ Breslow

COLUMBIA RELEASE

Television Recording Co.

A Subsidiary of

Foy Productions, Ltd.

Six Kendal De Vally Operalogues

Conceived by

Antoine de Vally

Directed by

Lew Seiler

Foy Productions, Ltd.

LEW COLDER
Ceneral Manager

9147 Venice Blvd.

Culver City, Calif.

__
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the best

4.t.at ever came out of a

football film that ever

cinema studio.

^^TOIJCHDOW]^!'' crashes the Sports Page! At

the height of the football season, with football news

from all over the country jamming sports pages,

The New York Herald-Tribune gave "TOUCHDOWN!"

this grand two -column, top -of- the -page send-off!

"TOUCHDOWN!", the football picture that dares to

be different, is great football news! And it's swell

news for smart showmen who book it!

TOUCHDOWN!
RICHARD ARLEN • PEGGY SHANNON • JACK OAKIE

REGIS TOOMEY CHARLES STARRETT

Directed by Norman McLeod. From Francis Wallace's novel

'^Stadium".

55

cVnothev Big Monetf Picture from

PARAMOUNT
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Theater Equipment
By M. P. BOOTH

VALLEN CURTAIN CONTROL

HAS HIGH AND LOW SPEED

Akron, 0.—A new curtain control

to be known as the Aero-Speed Con-
trol and said to have a curtain speed
of 228 feet per minute and a slow
speed of 40 feet per minute, as well

as operating at any speed between
these limits, has been brought out

by the Vallen Electrical Co., Akron.
By a simple change of two parts,

it is declared a new speed can be

obtained and the unit can be used
for an entirely different purpose.

With the use of this device, huge
curtains can be operated by remote
control from an electric push-button
station which is installed in the most
convenient location.

The device is operated by a sin-

gle push-button, is noiseless, com-
pact and will not coast, the com-
pany declares.

I
Light Intensity Measured
By New Camera Invention
Development of a new motion pic-

ture camera device for measuring
light intensities, enabling the cam-
eraman to maintain all exposures no

matter how varied may be the light-

ing conditions, to a constant nega-

tive density, has been announced by
M. Lasky, inventor, and is being
marketed by the Graphometer Corp.

of New York.
Light intensities of the device,

which is small and compact and
adaptable to Bell & Howell or

Mitchell cameras, are obtained by
direct meter reading and with its

use any desired light effect can be

gauged before photographing with
rapid accuracy. The photographic
accuracy of the device, the inventor

claims, makes it especially adaptable

for color work.

Minneapolis—Lew Kopman, own-
er of the Nile, is planning the erec-
tion of another theater in the same
neighborhood.

Traverse City, Mich.—Mrs. M. E.
Hansen of Goshen, Ind., has pur-
chased the building, formerly occu-
pied by the Dreamland theater here
and plans to rebuild it into a mod-
ern theater. Koenig Construction
Co. of this city has been awarded
the contract.

Cassil Moves Headquarters
St. Joseph, Mo.—Frank H. Cas-

sil, formerly located in Kansas City,

has removed his Sono Equipment
Corp. headquarters to the Rialto

theater, this city, which he operates.

ERPI Busy in Northwest
Minneapolis—Local office of Elec-

trical Research Products is reported
as being kept busy with sound equip-

ment installations in this territory.

Recent contracts reported include:

Crescent, Shawano, Wis.; Crandon,
Crardon, Wis.; Pearl, DePere, Wis.;
Gem, Shakopee, Minn., and the new
theaier in Thief River Falls.

Everly, la.—Wehde & Schoeler-
man, 'operators of several houses in
this territory, plan the erection of
a theater here.

Glen Lyon, Pa.—Contract for the
erection of a theater here for San-
dor Engel, at an approximate cost
of $50,000, has been awarded to
Dominic Gurnari, Miller St., Lu
zerne, Pa.

Englewood, N. J.—M. & R. Real-
ty Co. of Paterson has set aside
$150,000 for the construction of a
two-s'.ory brick theater building in

this city.

Ideal Chairs Installed

By Continental Accessories
Ideal Theater Chairs have recent-

ly been installed by Continental
Theater Accessories, Inc., in the
following houses: Lido, Fordham
Road, New York; Town, Philadel-
phia; Garden, Princeton; Stanton,
Philadelphia; Davis, Scranton; Eu-
ropa and Wayne-Palace, Philadel-
phia, and the new Scarsdale theater,
Scarsdale, N. Y., which opens on
Monday.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 M.M. SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

White Opens New York Office

Demonstration and sales offices,

under the direction of L. H. Smith,
have been opened in the Paramount
Building, New York, by the White
Engineering Corp., manufacturers of

the White Safety Control with auto-
matic changeover. The company's
headquarters are in Philadelphia.

JUST
AROUXD
THE

CORXER
from every American

theatre

NATIONAL THEATR
SUPPLY COMPANY
Brandies iii 4tll Principal Cities

HALL UONNOLLY DEVELOP

NEW HIOH INTENSITY LAMP

A radically different high inten-
sity projection lamp for amperages
from 75 to 200 amperes has been
developed by Hall & Connolly, New
York, manufacturers of projection
equipment and arc lamps, according
to Theodore Hall. The new lamp
embraces a number of innovations
in principle that will appreciably
improve projection and facilitate op-
eration, it is stated.

Surprise Bag Giveway
Offered by Universal

An interesting bid, said to have
been found very successful in at-
tracting juvenile pati'onage, is a
surprise bag being offered exhibitors
by the Universal Toy & Novelty Co.,
New York.
The bag is 71/2 inches by 101/2

inches, with the name of the theater
printed on one side. Contents con-
sist of a toy and candy. There are
also a limited number of coupons
placed in a few of the bags which
entitle the recipient to a grand
prize worth about a dollar. These
grand prizes are placed on exhibi-
tion in advance to incite interest.

Appointed Vendola Representative
Cleveland—Max Shenker has been

appointed representative for Vendola
Corp., New York manufacturers and
dealers of candy vending machines,
for northern Ohio. He will make his
headquarters in the Film Bldg., this
city.

O'Neill Made Store Manager
Detroit—J. D. O'Neill, formerly

office manager of National Theater
Supply Co. here and in St. Louis,
has been named store manager of
the McArthur Theater Equipment
Co., this city.

Rewind Pulley
Cleveland—A rewind pulley that

is said to take the place of space
collar of reel shaft, is being mar-
keted by the Best Devices Co. of
this city.

Minneapolis—Joe Choron of the
Metro, who is taking over the lease
of the Glenwood, will install new
ound and make other improvements.

San Francisco—The Parkview has
been taken over by John Phillips
and installation of new projection
equipment and sound apparatus
along with other improvements will
be made.

Dallas—King Studios have been
awarded the contract for complete
remodeling of the Ritz, Hughes-
Franklin house here. The theater
will be closed around Dec. 15 and
work is expected to be completed
for opening by Christmas.

Lee, Mass.—Elizabeth Formento,
who recently purchased Carey's the-
ater here and renamed it the Park,
plans extensive alterations to the
building.

Berkeley, Cal.—About $20,000 is

to be spent for alterations and re-
nodeling at the Lorin by the Kaliski-
Harband Theater Co., owners and
operators of the house.

Booth Engineering Service
Specializing in design and con-

struction of projection booths, Ir-
win D. Rathstone of New York is

offering motion picture exhibitors a
complete booth engineering service.
One of the recent theaters to be
completed with this engineering ser-
vice is the Central, Melrose Ave.,
New York, formerly known as the
American.

Syncrofilm Booklet
Rochester, N. Y.—A booklet, thor-

oughly describing in text and pho-
tographs, Syncrofilm sound heads
for Powers, Simplex and Motio-
graph De Luxe projectors and the
Syncrofilm model J said to have
been designed and built especially
for small theaters where lower-
priced equipment is desirable, has
been issued by the Weber Machine
Corp. of this city.

PLUG CONNECTORS
LONG lasting and most serviceable—Kliegl pin-

plug connectors and portable plugging boxes, the
best and most economical to use for quickly and con-
veniently connecting stage lamps and other electrical
appliances. Any size or arrangement desired, for 5 to
100 ampere circuits. Also other stage lighting spe-
cialties, spotlights, scenic effects, supplies, etc.

KLIEGL BROS
Universal Electric Stage Licmtinc Co.. Inc.

321 West 50th Street - New York, N. v.

i/SJ>



PRESTlii

STANDARD SIZE

EQUIPMENT

THE SIGN ABOVE WE BOX OFFICE THAT

BRINGS PATRON^O THE THEATRE!

/QUALITY sound reproduction Is the theatre

^^ most important asset . . .The best recorded

pictures are doomed to dismal failure if the sound

reproduction is not efficient . . . Today more than

ever before, the pViblic is demanding "sound sat-

isfaction". . . Every wise exhibitor is conscious of

these facts . . .That is why so many are installing

RCA Photophone equipment.

RCA Photophone Standard Size apparatus for

theatres up to 1,200 seats and Special Size ap-

paratus for theatres up to 500 seats, both AC

operated, are conceded to be superior to any

other types of equipment In their respective fields.

SPECIAL SIZE
EQUIPMENT

Cash or terms Cash or terms
F. O. B. Brooklyn Warehouse

Servicing of equipment follow-

ing installation on assurance

of complete sound satisfaction

RCA PHOTOPHONE, Inc.
(A Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary)

411 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK CITY
Branches in Principal Cities
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Wallace Beery and Jackie Cooper in

"THE CHAMP"
M-G-M 87 mins.

HUMAN, TEAR-JERKING COM-
EDY DRAMA ENHANCED BY
TWO GRAND PERFORMANCES.
GENUINE BOX-OFFICE ENTER-^
TAINMENT.

King Vidor has taken a frail,

homely story and invested it with
human and frequently throbbing
touches. It's another version of the

father-and-son theme which benefits

by performances which never miss
an expert Vidor direction. It alter-

nates between laughs and tears.

Beery plays an ex-champ, now a

victim of booze and gambling, who
is idolized by his little son. They
are backgrounded by a squalid sec-

tion of Tijuana. Beery's ex-wife,

the boy's mother, wants to send him
away to a school and the pug, break-
ing his own heart, compels the boy to

leave. But the youngster runs away
and returns. Finally, in a fight

through which he hopes to raise

enough money to educate the lad,

Beery, hopelessly outclassed, is fatal-

ly injured. There's no love story

in the picture outside of parental
love.

Cast: Wallace Beery, Jackie Cooper,
Irene Rich, Roscoe Ates, Edward Brophy,
Hale Hamilton, Jesse Scott and Marcia Mae
Jones.

Director, King Vidor ; Author, Frances
Marion ; Dialogue Continuity, Leonard Pras-
kins ; Editor, Hugh Wynn ; Photography,
Gordon Avil.

Direction, superb. Photography, fine.

Buster Keaton in

"SIDEWALKS OF NEW YORK"

with Anita, Page and Cliff Edwards
M-G-M 70 mins.

JUST A FAIR COMEDY WITH
OLD GAGS HELD TOGETHER BY
A THIN STORY, BELOW THE
USUAL KEATON STANDARD.

Buster Keaton fans will find this

offering considerably below stand-

ard. There aren't many new gags

in the story and the old ones just

manage to get by. Keaton portrays

a well-to-do New Yorker who falls

for an East Side girl. In order to

get in with the girl, he builds a
gymnasium for her brother and his

gang. The boy has become involved

with some gangsters and has the

sister worried. The gym is supposed
CO take the kid's mind away from
the gangsters and oif the streets.

The gangsters think that Keaton is

on to their store-robbing racket and
try to bump him off, but the gang
of kids comes to the rescue and
Keaton finally gets the girl. There
are just a few real laugh spots in

this one.

Cast: Buster Keaton, Anita Page, Cliff

Edwards, Frank Rowan, Norman Phillips,

Jr., Frank LaRue, Oscar Apfel, Syd Say-
lor, Clark Marshall.

Directors, Jules White, Zion Myers ; Au-
thors, George Landy, Paul Gerard Smith

;

Adaptors, same ; Dialoguers, Robert E. Hop-
kins, Eric Hatch ; Editor, Charles Hoch-
berg ; Cameraman, Leonard Smith.

Direction, fair. Photography, good.

Billie Dove in

"THE AGE FOR LOVE"
with Edward Everett Horton, Lois

Wilson, Charles Starrett
United Artists 79 mins.
GOOD WORK BY FINE CAST

MAKES THIS ENJOYABLE FARE
FOR MODERN DRAMA FANS.

It isn't so much the story, but
rather the performance of the glam-
orous Billie Dove and her able sup-
porting cast, that provides the chief
entertainment in this story of mod-
ern day romance among the literary
set. Miss Dove, playing the part of

a literary agent, marries a poet who
is rather fed up with book set and
has a yearning for some children.

But his wife prefers her business
career, and as a result they eventu-
ally break up. The ex-husband then
marries another girl, who in due
course presents him with a baby,
but he is still in love with his for-

mer wife and the end of the story
finds them reunited. Much of the

plot and its complications will prove
familiar stuff. Edward Everett Hor-
ton gives another of his polished
comedy portrayals, and there is ex-

cellent work by Lois Wilson, Charles
Starrett and Mary Duncan.

Cast: Billie Dove, Charles Starrett, Lo.s
Wilson, Edward Everett Horton, Mary Dun-
can, Adrian Morris, Betty Ross Clarke, Jed
Prouty, Joan Standing, Alice Moe, Charles
Sellon, Count Pierre de Ramey, Vivien Oak-
land, Andre Beranger, Cecil Cunningham.

Director, Frank Lloyd ; Author, Ernest
Pascal ; Adaptors, Frank Lloyd, Ernest Pas-
cal ; Dialogue, Robert £. Slierwood ; Editor,

W, Duncan Mansfield ; Cameramen, Harry
Fishbeck, John Seitz ; Recording Engineer,
Frank Grensbach.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

Will Rogers in

"AMBASSADOR BILL"
'^^"^ 67 mins.
BUILT AS A WILL ROGERS

VEHICLE, IT GIVES HIM GOOD
BITS THAT WILL PLEASE HIS
FOLLOWERS, BUT THE PLOT IS
AMATEURISH.
They had a tough time trying to

model a vehicle to fit the peculiar
Will Rogers pattern and allow him
to get over his quaint homespun
humor. But they went to rather
absurd lengths in one of those im-
aginary kingdom stories, with
Rogers acting as the American am-
bassedor, and disrupting the entire
royal court with his lack of dignity.
He arrives in the midst of a revolu-
tion, and thinks they are saluting
him. He discovers the king has been
exiled through a double cross on the
part of a prince who is plotting to
seize the throne. Then there is the
boy king, whom Rogers pals around
with, teaches to play baseball, swing
a lasso, and talk American slang.
Then Rogers is framed in a cora-
proniising situation by the arch plot-
ter with a dame in his room, and
so on through a lot of artificial situa-
tions to a happy fairy tale ending.

,

The kid king stuff will please the
juvenile trade, and the picture has
the usual Rogers laughs.
^Cast: Will Rogers. Marguerite Churchill,
"reta Nissen, Tad Alexander, Gustav Von
SeyfFertitz, Ray Milland, Arnold Korff, Ferdi-
land Municr, Edwin Maxwell, Ernest Wood,
Tom Ricketts.

Director, Sam Taylor ; Author, Guy Bol-
on ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor,
Harold Schuster; Cameraman, John Mescal].

Direction, ade(niate. Photography, okay.

"ARE THESE OUR CHILDREN?"
Radio Pictures 71 miws.

PREACHMENT AGAINST WILD
YOUTH CARRIES TERRIFIC
DRAMATIC PUNCH AND MAKES
GREAT FAMILY PICTURE.

If we were a showman we would
ballyhoo this to the neighborhood as
one of the strongest family attrac-
tions ever screened. It's a natural
to get the indorsements of all the
religious and uplift elements in your
community. It is a dramatic presen-
tation of the evils of wild youth, and
its consequences, worked out to a
dramatic climax that should make
an indelible impression on the
younger generation. It takes the
case of a nice youth of good fam-
ily who gets in with a fast drinking
set, and while drunk shoots a store-
keeper. Then the resultant trial,

his conviction, and the scenes before
his execution. In the jail scenes the
drama hits a strong dramatic punch,
with his mother, sweetheart and kid
brother taking leave of him in turn,
and the condemned youth's realiza-
tion that if he had listened to good
advice he would not have gone
astray. One for the family, with its

wholesome lesson. Fine perform-
ance by the youth, Eric Linden.

Cast: Eric Linden, Rochelle Hudson, Ben
Alexander, Arlene Judge, Roberta Gale, Beryl
Mercer, Mary Kornman. Robert Quirk, Wil-
liam Orlamond, Billy Butts.

Director, Wesley Ruggles; Author, same;
Adaptor, Howard Estabrook ; Dialoguer,
same ; Editor, not listed ; Cameraman, Leo
Tovar ; Recording Engineer, Clem Portman.

Direction, strong. Photography, good.

"STRICTLY DISHONORABLE"

with Paul Lukas, Sidney Fox and
Lewis Stone

Universal 94 mins.

DELIGHTFUL SOPHISTICATED
COMEDY ARTISTICALLY ACTED
AND DIRECTED. A CLASS PIC-

TURE.

This adaptation of the stage suc-
cess brings to the screen all the hu-
mor, subtlety and charm for which
it received a high rating on Broad-
way. The main characters carry the
burden of the piece in masterful
style, while Director John Stahl has
contributed an outstanding piece of
work. The story, which is ultra-
modern and highly sophisticated, has
been handled with deftness and sub-
tlety. The comedy situations and
humorous dialogue are given full

value and will make any audience
laugh out loud. The story concerns
an opera singer and lady killer, Paul
Lukas, who meets his match in Sid-
ney Fox, a beautiful young Southern
girl. Lewis Stone in the part of a
retired judge gives one of the best
portrayals of his career. Remainder
of the cast is also first class.

Cast: Paul Lukas, Sidney Fox, Lewis
Stone, George Meeker, William Ricciardi,
Sidney Toler, Carlo Schipa, Samuel Bo-
nello. Aldo Franchetti.

Director, John M. Stahl ; Author, Pres-
ton Sturges ; Adaptor, Gladys Lehman ; Dia-
loguer, same ; Editors, Arthur Tavares, Mau-
riuce Pivar ; Cameraman, Jackson Rose

;

Recording Engineer, C. Roy Hunter.
Direction, high class. Photography, ex-

cellent.

"TOUCHDOWN"
with Richard Arlen, Peggy Shannon,

Jack Oakie

Paramount 79 tnins.

GOOD ENTERTAINMENT FOR
ANY AUDIENCE. CLEAN-CUT
FOOTBALL DRAMA WITH
BRIGHT DIALOGUE AND EX-
CELLENT COMEDY.
Here's a picture which is censor-

proof and entertainng all the way.
It's suitable for showing any day
and has a strong appeal for young-
sters who are enthusiastic over foot
ball. Story concerns a football star
who, upon becoming coach of a smal
university eleven, maps out a career
in which he intends to become fa-

mous at all costs. He is signed by
a larger college and falls in love

with the daughter of one of its

backers. The girl's brother is badlj
hurt in a big game and it develops
that another injury may kill him.
Rather than shatter the boy's.

dreams by telling him he's througV
with football the coach keeps him
in on the squad but out of the game.
Consequently he loses the most im-
portant contest of the season and
temporarily alienates the girl's af-

fection. The players are competent
for their roles.

Cast: Richard Arlen, Peggy Shannon, Jack
Oakie, Regis Toomey, Cliarles Starrett,
George Barbier, J. Farrell MacDonald, George
Irving, Charles D. Brown.

Director, Norman McLeod ; Author, Fran-
cis Wallace ; Adaptors, Grover Jones, William
Slavens McNutt ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor,
not credited ; Cameraman, Arthur Todd.

Direction, fine. Photography, good.

Dolores Costello in

"EXPENSIVE WOMEN"
ivith Warren William

Warner Bros. 60 mins.
MILD SOCIETY DRAMA SUF-

FERING FROM WEAK PLOT AND
INCONGRUOUS SI T U A T I O N S.
GOOD CAST WASTED.

Dolores Costello was given a very
poor vehicle for her screen come-
back. It is a wishy-washy story of
a bored society girl who meets a
handsome musician, in the pleasing
person of Warren William, and it is

apparent they would make the ideal
match. But for no reason at all she
uns off with his friend, a young

playboy, who later turns out to be
already married to a girl picked by
his father. Then comes the familiar
tuff of Lhe father's objections to
he girl. In the course of a New
/ear's party a stew friend of the
girl tries to force his attentions on
her, but is surprised by the playboy,
who shoots the drunk and doesn't
make much protest when the girl

offers to take the blame. The father
also urges such a plan, to spare his
family's reputation, but later frames
the incident so that a jury calls it

suicide. Later the girl goes back to
the musician. Story lacks purpose
and motivation, and some of the sit-

uations are so illogical that they
arouse titters.

Cast: Dolores Costello, Warren William,
Anthony Bushell, Polly Walters, Joe Don-
ahue.

Director, Hobart Henley ; Author, Wilson
Collison ; Adaptor, Harvey Thew ; Dialoguer,
same; Editor, Desmond O'Brian; Camera-
man, William Rees.

Direction, handicapped. Photography, good.
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"THE PHANTOM OF PARIS"
M-G-M 72 mi7is.

,

VERY ENTERTAINING MYS-
TERY-ROMANCE WITH JOHN
GILBERT HANDLING DUAL
PART IN SPLENDID STYLE.

This picture should prove to be a
genuine box-office attraction due to
the outstanding portrayal by John
Gilbert and the nature of the story
which envelops mystery, suspense,
comedy and a delightful romance.
Gilbert takes the part of Cheri
Bibi, a society magician who is ad-
mired and later loved by Leila
Hyams, who portrays the fiancee
of a Marquis. Leila's father is
murdered and Bibi is convicted of
the crime. Bibi escapes and for
years is in hiding. He finally en-
ters the home of the Marquis, who
is seriously ill. Before dying the
Marquis confesses that he is the
murderer. Bibi, with the help of a
physician friend, changes his ap-
pearance so that it is possible for
him to masquerade as the Marquis.
In the end his deception is discov-
ered and at the same time Bibi is
cleared of the crime for which he
was convicted. The entire cast is
strong and convincing.

Cast: John Gilbert. Leila Hyams, Lewis
Stone. Jean Hersholt, C. Aubrey Smith
Natahe Moorhead, Ian Keith. Alfred H'ck-
man.

Director, John S. Robertson : Author, Gas-
ton Leroux

; Adaptor, Bess Meredyth : Dia-
toeuers, Edwin Justus Mayer, John Meehan

;

Editor, Jack Ogilvie; Cameraman, Oliver T
Marsh.

Direction, Excellent. Photography, Excel-
lent.

"KAISERLIEBCHEN"
("Kaiser's Sweetheart")

Tobis Forenfilms 81 mins.

PLEASING ALL- GERMAN
TALKER DEALING WITH AN
gPISODE IN THE LIFE OF
KAISER JOSEPH II.

This costume play of life in

Germany at the time of Kaiser
Joseph II, seemed to please the Ger-
man audience at the opening per-

formance. Walter Janssen in the

part of the Kaiser is up to his usual

acting standard. Liane Haid is very
nice in the part of Liesl, a postmas-
ter's daughter. The Emperor, while

traveling incognito, meets Liesl, who
tells him she is loved by a stage-

coach driver, but that her father is

trying to force her to marry a

wealthy farmer. The Emperor tells

her he will arrange an audience with
the Kaiser, who may interfere in

her favor. On their way to the
castle they fall in love, but when the
girl finds out he is the Kaiser, she
agrees that their romance is doomed.
The Emperor, however, arranges to

make the stage driver imperial post-
master, so that he can marry the
gSrl.

Cast: Liane Haid. Walter Janssen, Wil-
helm Dendow, Colette Jell, Hans Jaray,
Heinz Leo Fischer, August Junker.

Director, Hans Tintner : Author, not cred-

ited ; Adaptor, Emil Guttmann ; Dialoguer,
same ; Editor, not credited ; Cameraman,
Willy Winterstein ; Recording Engineer, R.
Leistenschneider.

Direction, bit slow. Photography, fair.

SOUND SHORTS
Hugh Cameron and Dave Chasen in

"Travel Hogs"
Vitaphone 1260 10 mins.

Humorous
This is a burlesque on travelogues.

Cameron and Chasen appear on a
'ecture platform with the former do-
ing all the talking and Chasen mere-
ly making faces and doing his

original gesture of passing his hand
slowly before his face. The talk is

^air, but with too much forced hu-
mor. Library shots are used through-
out and several will bring laughs
due to the contrast in description.

All in all the short can be classed as
mild entertainment.

"Wrestling Swordfish"
Educational 8 mins.

Exciting
Fishermen will like this Mack

Sennett offering. Opens with a few
icenes with fancy fish in an aquar-
ium, but the interesting part is

some shots of a couple of fishermen
landing a swordfish in a small boat.

The game fight put up by the fish

gives a big kick. Also good, are
the shots of a Giant Ray being
landed.

"Land of the Shalimar"

Capitol Film Exchange 18 mins.

Nice Scenic
Some nicely photographed shots

of the Land of Shalimar, a part of

India. Picture shows life on the
river and in the villages which make
up this section of the country. A
descriptive narrative explains the
various bits.

"Curiosities"

(No. 225)
Columbia 10 mins.

Interesting

This issue of Walter Futter's "Cu-
riosities" contains the usual items
of interest. One is made up of some
shots of an airplane j'unk yard,
where the wrecks of numerous
planes are stored. Several other
items are worth while.

"The Kick Off"
(Boy Friends Series)

M-G-M 21 mins.
Good

This is one of those football com-
edies wherein the leading comedians
get into the game and do the wrong
thing at the right time, and as a

result cause considerable laughter
with their nonsensical canters. In-

this story, a gang of racketeers kid-

nap the coach and try to force him
to throw the game. Instead he
phones the team and tells them to

win. Racketeers at the field force
the leading player off the team and
send in two worthless substitutes.

Of course the team wins but not
until many very funny situations

have been worked out.

"Tropical Ceylon"

(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)
M-G-M 10 mins.

Interesting
A trip through the unique little

island of Ceylon is excellently pho-
tographed and graphically described
by James A. FitzPatrick. Fine shots
of the natives at market and an un-
usually interesting sequence con-
cerning elephants and their work,
help to give this short a high rating.

Other fine scenes include the care
of native cattle and the feeding of

thousands of birds. It is above the
average traveltalk.

"In Your Sombrero"
unth Billy Wayne and

Josephine Borio

Vitaphone 1234 7 mins.
Nonsensical

There is hardly a bright spot in

this short of a newspaper reporter
who is captured by Mexican bandits
"ind who after much slapstick stuff

•^nd meaningless procedure, escapes.

The reporter is freed from his cell

by a native girl, who puts him in a

ruck that has driven into the prison
yard. The truck is filled with can-
ned goods but each can is some
smuggled ammunition. They drive

out of the prison confines and while
escaping throw the cans at their

nursuers, causing many explosions
but little laughter.

"Nomadie in Germany"
Dr. Alexander Singelow 12 mins.

Okay Travelogue
Most of the shots in this travel

subject have to do with post-war
activities of the Fatherland. There
are scenes of the Allied evacuation,
glimpses of President Von Hinden-
burg reviewing troops and partici-
pating in other ceremonies, and some
more in the military line along with^
other sights of native landmarks. It

makes an acceptable short of its

kind.

"Stormy Seas"
(Flip the Frog Cartoon)

M-G-M 8 mins.
Usual Stuff

Flip the Frog goes through the
usual animated cartoon antics on a
ship at sea. A storm comes up and
he saves a girl on another boat
which is sinking.

"The French Foreign Legion"
(Magic Carpet of Movietone)

Fox 10 mins.
Fine

An unusually interesting slant on
the Foreign Legionnaires, who are
shown on the march, at work on the
construction of a railroad across an
African desert, amusing themselves
through the medium of their own
band organization, and in a few
other activities, nearly all of them
quite different from the fictional
conception of the Foreign Legion.
The short has double value because
of this authenticity, and makes a
fine subject both for entertainment
purposes and as an educational item.

Charlie Chase in

"Hasty Marriage"
M-G-M 21 mins.

Fair
Majority of the action in this

short takes place aboard a street
car, where custard pies are thrown
around generously and slapstick
stuff predominates. Charlie Chase
takes the part of a suitor who is
disliked by his sweetheart's mother
but who meets the approval of her
father who is a motorman. Charlie's
rival is a "spotter" for the street
car company and is continually
threatening to fire the girl's old man.
In the end Charlie wins the girl and
a fat check from the company for
injuries that he doesn't receive.

"Ll^iiidAir"
General Electric 7 mins.

Interesting Industrial
This is a laboratory demonstration

in which one chap shows another
some of the things that can be done
with a concentration of elements
known as "liquid air." A container,
about gallon size, holds the solution,
which throws up a sort of steam.
Anything dipped in the can is
brought out in a hard frozen state.
A rubber ball and a turkish towel
are among the objects used. Aim
of the short apparently is to bring
home the idea that the electric com-
pany has a miracle laboratory at
work on scientific developments for
furthering the efficiency of life and
its labors.

Vierter Kabarett-Film der Ufa
(IV. Ufa Cabaret Film)

Ufa 10 mins.
German Vaudeville

A good offering for houses in

German-speaking neighborhoods. The
film shows several vaudeville acts
in a cabaret setting. Although in

German, the songs should please
anyone. About the only thing
against the film for English-speak-
ing audiences is a mistress of cere-
monies who gives over-long intro-

ductions to the acts.

Thelnia White and Fanny Watson in

"Of All People"
Vitaphone 6402 20 mins.

Lively Comedy
Plenty of action comedy is con-

tained in this Thelma White-Fanny
Watson subject, and it ought to to
Drove a diverting featurette on any
Mil. Fanny is a hotel telephone op-
erator who hooks a rich guest into
coming to her home for dinner. But
her lowbrow family grab all the
food. There is pie-throwing and
other slapstick that will keep audi-
ences laughing almost steadily. It

is mostly Fanny's picture, with
Thelma not having a lot to do as the
girl friend of Fanny's brother.
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FOREIGN MARKETS
By L. H. MITCHELL

Moss Empire Building
Huge English Circuit

London—An announcement is ex-

pected in the near future from R.
H. Gillespie of the Moss Empires
that the circuit has acquired an in-

terest in more than 100 legitimate
and film theaters which it is in-

tended to run, along with the 40
houses in the present Empires cir-

cuit, as talking picture houses.
The deal has been under considera-

tion for some time and if it is car-
ried through it will make the Moss
Empires circuit one of the three
major talking picture circuits in

Great Britain. Moss Empires re-

cently added 10 theaters to its cir-

cuit, bringing the total of its houses
UP to 40. What arrangement for
films would then be made is not clear,

in I'ght of the recent Kinematograph
Renter's Society's assertion that it

would not trade with any booking
combines.

Anglo-Canadian Deal
Covers 30 Films a Year

London — Anglo - Canadian Dis-
tributors have signed a contract for
the distribution of the entire Gau-
mont-Gainsborough and British Lion
product throughout Canada. About
30 pictures a year are involved in
the deal, which will run for a term
of years. "The contract, closed by
S. W. Smith, went into immediate
effect. Anglo-Canadian also controls
the British and Dominions output
for Canada.

O PRESENTATIONS C
By JACK HARROWER

Roxy

Feodor Chaliapin Forms
Own Company in Paris

Paris—Feodor Chaliapin, Russia's
world-famous grand opera singer, is

to appear in a series of talking mo-
tion pictures. He has formed his

own company in Paris under the
name of Societe des Films Chalia-
pine and will produce screen versions
of the most celebrated and spectacu-
lar of Russian operas with himself
in the leading roles.

Paris Has Children's Theater
Paris—The first motion picture

house for children in Paris has been
opened at 84 Boulevard des Batig-
nolles where pictures of an educa-
tional interest for children of the
Paris schools will be shown.

Pathe-Natan Drive
For English Markets

Paris — Pathe-Natan, which is

making an English version of
"Ariane," has decided to embark
upon the production of English-
speaking pictures on a large scale,
these to be Eng^lish dialogue ver-
sions of its French features. Paul
Czinner is directing the English
version of "Arane" at Joinville,
with Elizabeth Bergner and Percy
Marmont in the leads.

Tobis Forms New Company
Berlin—Tobis and Polyphon have

founded a new company under the
name of Topoly Tobis-Polyphon-
Film G.m.b.H., for the production
of foreign versions of sound pic-
tures.

New French Newsreel
Paris — Messrs. Grignieff, Feld-

mann and Reginald Ford are col-
laborating on the production of a
new French newsreel which will be
shown over the Ford circuit and
e:sewhere.

Czech Patent War Ends
Prague—At a recent meeting be-

tween the Czechoslovak Exhibitors'

Association and Klangfilms, an agree-
ment was reached which ends the
patent war on terms similar to those
existing between Klangfilms and the
German Exhibitors' Association. For
a single payment of cash, Klang-
films undertakes to withdraw all

pending lawsuits against exhibitors
and to admit all the reproducing ap-
paratus installed at the date of the
signing of the agreement.

Italy Abandons Multi-Linguals
Rome—Foreign versions of Italian

talking pictures are to be aban-
doned, according to a well-authenti-
cated report here, for the reason
that it is difficult to obtain suitable
personnel and that the expenses of
production are greater than the
chances of financial profit.

New Calcutta House Opens
Calcutta—The new Plaza theater,

which opened recently with the Tal-
lulah Bankhead picture, "The Tar-
nished Lady," is the latest of the
Madan Circuit houses to install
RCA Photophone sound reproducing
apparatus.

Ufa Opens Two New Theaters
Saarbruecken, Germany — Middle

European Theaters, controlled by
Ufa, has added two more to its
chain of houses—the Union, to be
known as the Ufa-Palast, and the
Kammerlichtspiele, both of this city.

Niblo to Direct for Hakim
London—Erik Hakim has signed

the American director, Fred Niblo,
to direct the three productions which
he is to make here for M-G-M, prac-
tically assuring an American dis-
tribution for the three pictures.

Max Adalbert Film for U. S.
Berlin—"Die Schlacht von Bade-

munde," Max Adalbert's new Ufa
picture, will be shown in America
despite its purely local satire. It
has made a big hit here and the
actor has consented to its American
showing.

"Blue Angel" Runs Year in Paris
Paris—A record run has been es-

tablished by the Emil Jannings pic-
ture, "L'Ange Bleu" ("The Blue
Angel"), which has been running
here at one theater for a year.

The stage revue is in five parts,

opening with "Shepherd's Dream,"
an idyllic bit nicely staged. Arthur
Mahoney as the shepherd boy
awakes from a dream to find a fairy
princess visiting him on a crescent
moon, lowered from the flies. Pa-
tricia Bowman is the princess, as-
sisted by the ballet. The Maxellos,
a tumbling quintet, do some hazard-
ous acrobatic feats with snap. The
Roxyettes appear in an atmospheric
routine, the Chain Dance, doing a
lockstep number in a prison setting.
The Hall Johnson colored singers
sing Negro chants and spirituals.
The finale has the Roxyettes and
ballet on for a background as the
singers deliver a final chant.

Capitol
An Oriental note is contained in

the current stage show at the Capi-
tol. The presentation is an Arthur
Knorr production titled "Jade," and
among the featured artists are the
Kikutas, popular Japanese troupe;
Ross and Edwards, Rodion Trio,
and Sanami and Michi, with the
Chester Hale Girls adding their
usual terpsichorean treats.

Paramount
There's crackerjack entertainment

on the stage at the Paramount this
week in a Boris Petroff show labeled
"Stardust." Bing Crosby, in his
second week, gets over strong, but
the real smash of the presentation is

the Mills Brothers Quartet, negro
entertainers, who score loudly. Har-
riet Hoctor and her ballet, especial-
ly Miss Hoctor, help matters con-
siderably. Armida, dancer and
singer, is another diminutive but
pleasant element. At the Friday
performances Richard Arlen and
Regis Toomey, in the flesh and
blood, took a bow and were greeted
enthusiastically.

Pathegrams Puts Out
9.5 MM. Talkie Device

(Continued from Page 1)
and F. L. Gerke, manager of Pathe-
grams, it is planned to reduce
films from other producers for use
on the projector.

Smirnov Heads Amkino,
Succeeding Monosson
(.Continued from Page 1)

Union abroad. "The Soviet will
produce about 500 features and edu-
cational films in 1932," says Smir-
nov. They will be made both in
sound and silent. About 275 films
this year.

AMERICA'S FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE

St. Moritz
OIV THE PARK

50 Central Park South
iVeti? York City

Old world hospitality in the
spirit of the new world; old
world service with the newest
of the new world's comforts.
A cuisine that is the essence
of Europe's finest, under the
inspired direction of

of Paris, London and the Riviera.

Rooms single or en suite, facing

Central Park and but a moment
From the city's amusement and
business sectors.

Personal Direction of S. GREGORY TaYLOH



EVERYBODY
BENEFITS . .

.

... by the introduction of Eastman Super-sen-

sitive Panchromatic Negative. Actor, director,

camera man, laboratory worker, exhibitor,

audience . . . right down the line, definite and

substantial advantages are derived from this

major improvement of 1931. And the pro-

ducers and exhibitors in ^svhose pictures it is

used benefit most of all . . . in better photog-

raphy and better pictures in general. Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, New York.

( J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New

York, Chicago, Hollywood.

)

Eastman Super-sensitive

Panchromatic Negative, Type 2
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Foreign Versions Add to Para. Eastern Activity

SCHLESINGER IN NATIONAL TRAILER FIELD

Doubling on Reels Proposed by Northwest Allied
Plan Being Submitted to

Distributors for

Their Okay
Seattle—Permissi'^n to double up

on reels wherever aesired is being
sought from distributorri as the re-

sult of a vote in favor of the plan
at the convention of Allied Amuse-
ments of the Northwest held here.
L. 0. Luken, Al Rosenberg and
George Endert, all of Seattle, com-
prise a committee which will for-
ward the request to national head-
quarters of the distributors.
At the closed business meeting,

Secretary-Treasurer J. M. Hone
{Continued on Page 4)

FIGHT ON U. 8. RENTALS

PLAN OF BRITISH GROUP

London—A strenuous fight against
rentals charged independent the-
aters by U. S. renters will be waged
by the recently formed Film Indus-
tries Cooperative Society, Ltd.,

headed by A. S. Comyns-Carr, Will
Evans and Sir Ernest Gordon Craig.
It is charged that 200 of Britain's

3,000 independents have gone bank-
rupt because they must pay a high-
er percentage than the fcircuits.

R. F. Mitchell Named
SMPE Chicago Chairman
Chicago—R. Fawn Mitchell has

been elected chairman of the Chi-
cago section of the S. M. P. E. Bur-
ton W. Depue is secretary with Rob-
ert P. Burns and Oscar B. Depue as
governors.

Dearth of Small Houses

Hampers Foreign Policies

Shortage of suitable houses with small seat-
ing capacities is understood to be one major
obstacle toward the showing of foreign lan-
guage pictures throughout the country. Limita-
tion of audiences interested in foreign dialogue
generally makes exhibition of these pictures in

large houses impractical, it was pointed out.

Small Number Have Automatic Changeover
Seattle— In a discussion of the two-man-in-a-booth situation by members of

Allied Amusements of the Northwest at their annual meeting here, it was brought out
that only three exhibitors out of 60 present had automatic changeover equipment.
Whether 1,000-foot or 2,000-foot reels are easiest to operate was discussed with no
special result, although it was generally agreed that the fire hazard in operating 2,000-
foot reels is negligible.

RCA May Hold Enough Stock

To Assure Recapitalization Plan

Radio Corp. of America is under-
stood to hold about enough RKO
stock to assure its recapitalization
plan going through despite objec-

tions of minority stockholders. At
the special meeting to be held Dec.
10 for the purpose of voting on the
plan, the objecting stockholders, rep-
resented by Emerson and Sperling,
attorneys, are expected to fight the
move on the grounds that many of

these holders are not in a position
to pay the $5 assessment per share
called for in the plan.

In changing all RKO stock to

Class A, giving one share of the
new issue for every four now held,

and offering $11,600,000 of 10-year

6 per cent debentures and 1,740,000
shares of common stock, each stock-

holder will be entitled to buy, for

$5 plus accrued interest, $5 princi-

pal amount of debentures and three-
quarters share of common stock.

Those who transfer or fail to exer-
cise subscription rights, which ex-
pire Nov. 23, will own one share
of common for every four previously
held. With the 1,740,000 shares ex-
pected to be required in connection
with issuance of the debentures, the
600,000 shares in exchange for pres-
ent A stock and 125,000 shares for
B stock, there will be approximately
2,465,000 of new common stock out-

(Continued on Page 4)

Juvenile Theater Adopting 35 MM
Dissatisfied with its 16 mm. pro-

jection system, the Juvenile The-
ater, headed by David Mavity and
located at 52 East 78th St., is plan-

ning to reopen soon with 35 mm.

projection. If this project goes
over, other theaters of similar type,
catering to juvenile audiences, will

be welded into a circuit of national
proportions.

Paramount 's New York Studio
Turning Out Foreign Versions

In addition to regular features
scheduled for production during the
winter, further activity has been
added to the Paramount New York
studios in the form of foreign ver-
sions with super-imposed titles in

Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch and

Japanese. The schedule provides
for about the same number of

Japanese versions as Spanish and
Portuguese, but in the case of Dutch
pictures only those requested for
showing in Java and Holland will be
made.

Sales Offices Planned for

New York, Chicago,
Boston, L. A.

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Leon Schlesinger is

entering the national trailer field

and will open sales offices in New
York, Chicago, Boston and Los An-
geles. He already is making trailers

for Fox West Coast Theaters and
Warner-First National. About $75.-

000 will be spent in enlarging his

present plant, Schlesinger says.

8ELZNICK GOING AfTER

NEW WRITEjS^DIRECTORS

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Starting with Nor-

man McLeod, who has been bor-
rowed from Paramount to collabo-
rate on "The Lost Squadron," and
Herman Mankiewicz, obtained from
the same company to write the dia-
logue for "Girl Ci'azy," David- 0.
Selznick is launching a drive to
strengthen the writing and directing
departments of Radio Pictures. Pro-
duction on "Lost Squadron," star-

(Continued on Page 4)

Van Dine Series Reduced;
Joseph Henabery to Direct

Vitaphone is understood to be
cutting its S. S. Van Dine detective
story series from 12 to six short
subjects. Joseph Henabery has
been signed to complete the series.

Arthur Hurley directed three of the
shorts.

Gov. Roosevelt Endorses

National Movie Week

Albany—An appeal to the public for support
of the relief benefit shows to be given during
National Motion Picture Week, Nov. 18-25, has
been issued by Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt.

The Executive of New York state commends the
plan of cooperation tendered by Will H. Hays
as the industry's effort in relieving the unem-
ployment situation, and urges the people to

patronize the benefit performances.
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Haas to Lease Charlotte House
Charlotte, N. C. — Otto Haas,

identified with the motion picture
l)usiness here several years ago, will

lease the theater to be erected on
the location formerly occupied by
the Imperial, recently destroyed by
fire.

•W*V#*>>><> /J
X* it
»,* New York Long Island City j'j

J.t 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. •"{

.* BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 j'j

5.J :":

IEastman
II J. £ Brulatour.

The Broadivay Parade

PICTURE
"Touchdown"
"Phantom of Paris"
"Ambassador Bill"

"Are These Our Children"
"Expensive Women"
'Morals for Women".

(Week of Nov. 13)

FIRST-RUNS

DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
Paramount Paramount
M-G-M Capitol
Fox Roxy
RKO Mayfair
Warner Bros Strand
Tiffany Broadway

"Heroes All" Mei.delsohn- Young Prod. . Cameo

EXTENDED RUNS
"Unholy Garden" (3rd week) United Artists Rialto

"Ruling Voice" (2nd week) First National Winter Garden
"Age for Love" United Artists Rivoli

"Mad Genius" (4th week) Warner Bros Hollywood

$2 RUNS
"The Champ" (2nd week) M-G-M Astor
"Strictly Dishonorable" Universal Criterion

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Lindenwirtin vom Rheira" (8th week) Assoc. Cine, of Araer Europa
"Susanna Macht Ordnung" (5th week) ForeignTalking Ex Belmont
"Opera Ball" (2nd week) Protex Trading Co Little Carnegie
"Kaiserliebchen" Tobis Vanderbilt
"Ihre Hoheit Befiehit" (2nd week) .. Ufa Cosmopolitan
"Le Million" (2nd week) Tobis. 5th Ave.

Playhouse
"Speckled Band" (2nd week) ...First Division Warner

FUTURE OPENINGS
"Sein Liebeslied" (Nov. 18) Assoc. Cine, of Amer Europa
"Corsair" (Nov. 19) United Artists Rialto
"Around the World in 80 Minutes"

(Nov. 19) United Artists Rivoli

Centralized Distribution

Considered in Mexico
Mexico City—Centralized distri-

bution in Mexico is being considered
by several American companies in

an effort to slice operation costs in

this country. So far the idea is

still in the preliminary stages of
formation.

Third Week for "Speckled Band"
"The Speckled Band," Sherlock

Holmes story, will be held for a
third week at the Warner on Broad-
way. First Division is releasing
ihe picture, which was made in

England.
Columbia's "The Guilty Genera-

tion," with Leo Carrillo and Con-
stance Cummings, opens Wednes-
day at the Strand, replacing "Ex-
pensive Women" after a six-day
run.

Fairbanks Film for Rivoli Nov. 19
"Around the World in Eighty

Minutes," Douglas Fairbanks' travel
pictures, goes into the Rivoli next
Thursday morning, replacing Billie

Dove in "The Age of Love" after
only one week.

it
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' DAY
Short Gets Long Run
Columbia 's "The Spider and the

Fly," Walt Disney cartoon, which
has been playing since October 15
with "Consolation Marriage," is con-
tinuing with the new attraction,

"Strictly Dishonorable," at the Car-
thay Circle in Los Angeles.

(Advt.)

Spyros Skouras Credited

In Averting of Walkout

A story going the rounds in New
York film circles credits Spyros

Skouras with having been an im-

portant factor in settling differences

between the LA.T.S.E. & M.P.O. and

Fox Theaters, thus averting the

strike threatened for last Friday.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or UerklT Ralei

Powers CInephone Eauipment Corporation

-TTH AWE., N. V. BRVANT 0-eoaT

THEATRE RECORDS
Now Available

On 33 >i R.P.M.

OVERTURES AND
EXIT MUSIC

Listings of Selections

Now Available

LEW WHITE - Organ
ROY SMECK- Hawaiian Orch.

VIC ERWIN'S—Orchestra
SAM LANNIN- Orchestra
LOU GOLD Orchestra

Write for Further Details
Mail Orders Filled

Hrice 75c Each

AMERICAN RECORD CORP.
1776 Broadway, N. Y. C.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Nov. 17: Meeting of Allied Theater Owner|
of New Jersey, Inc., Hotel Lincoln. Nev
York, 1 P. M.

Nov. 18: Luncheon of the Sixth Avenuj
Ass'n at the St. Moritz Hotel, Nev
York. David Sarnoff, S. L. "Roxy'j
Rothafel and N. H. Aylesworth, speaker^

Nov. 18-25: National Motion Pictu
Week for relief of unemployed.

Nov, 20: ERPI Club Thanksgiving Danc«|
Park Central Roof, New York.

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theatq
Owners' Protective Ass'n, Dallas.

Dec. 3: A.M. P.A. luncheon at the Dixid
Hotel vdth S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel
guest speaker.

Dec. 7: Mid-winter meeting of Carolin_
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte
Charlotte, N. C.

Dec. 10: Special Meeting of RKO sfoclL
holders to vote on plans for change U
capitalization.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-danc,
of the Columbians (Columbia Picturesj
Hotel Plaza, New York.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M.
T. O. A., Washington, D. C.

' K-A-0 Profit, Orpheum Loss
Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp., RK(

subsidiary, reports a profit* of $80, ,
617.04 for the nine months ended
Sept. 30, against $647,073.72 in the
same period last year.

Orpheum Circuit, another RKO
unit, shows a loss of $505,944.89,
against profit of $210,986.17, for the
same nine months.

John M. Stahl Laid Up
John M. Stahl, Universal director,

in confined to his suite in the Wal-
dorf Astoria suffering from a severe
cold.

SBQ CE*

Executrix Sale at Auction
Estate Charles E. Welsh, dec'd.

Machinery and Equipment of

Motion Picture Studio
S. E. COR. 25th ST. AND LEHIGH AVE.

PHILADELPHIA
To Be Sold At Auction

Tuesday, November 24,1931
AT 10 A. M.

On the Premises
The sale comprises a Bell & Howell profes-
sional camera fully equipped; Power motion
picture projector; 16 mm, sound projector,
lighting equipment, electri<: A. C. to D. C.
generator set, office furniture, including
steel cabinet and iron safes, desk, chairs,
rug, Frigidaire refrigerator, Gulf oil burner,
etc.

By order of Anna H. Sheller, Executrix
Arthur H. Minster, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

Attorney for Executrix
Full Particulars upon application to

SAMUEL T. FREEMAN & CO.
AUCTIONEERS

1808-10 Chestnut Street Philadelphia



With ERPI service

?f

yon avoid this

UP and
DOWN ^9

Unless sound equipment receives regu-

lar service, expenses shoot UP— for re-

pairs and replacements — receipts slide

DOWN along with the quality of sound you will

be giving your patrons. ...ERPI Service Engineers

protect you against this Up and Down of improperly

serviced sound equipment — a protection that

is a real economy. . . . These engineers are trained

in the Bell System practice of preventing

breakdowns that come with the wear and tear

of time. . . . C R P I S constant watchfulness

saves money and produces profits. It enables

your Western Electric equipment to deliver uni-

formly good sound for the life of your contract.

Westerd
SOD N D

Wkctn'c
SYSTEM

Northern Electric in Canada

Distributed by

Electrical Research Products ttic,

250 West 57th Street, New York



DOUBLING UP ON REELS

PROPOSED BY N.W. ALLIED

(Continued from Page 1)

warned exhibitors to be prepared to

fight harder than ever interests seek-

ing legislation adverse to film indus-

try, and that they will be confronted

with agitation regarding zoning and
clearance.

Eegional trustees elected to suc-

ceed those retiring included: P. W.
Stuppler, Pullman, Wash.; F. F. Moe,
Kellog, Ida., and George Endert,
Seattle.

New officers elected included:

John Danz, Seattle, president; Mel-
vin Kenworthy, Moscow, Ida., first

vice-president; Al Rosenberg, Seat-

tle, second vice-president, and J. M.
Hone, Seattle, re-elected executive
secretary-treasurer.
The nine trustees now serving for

Allied Amusements of the North-
west are : Robert Bender, John Ham-
rick, L. O. Luken, Seattle; L. ferun-
ko, Tacoma; W. E. Gross, Juneau,
Alaska; W. Graham, Shelton, Wash.;
P. W. Stuppler, Pullman, Wash.; F.

F. Moe, Kellog, Ida., and George
Endert, Seattle.

F. C. Weshil of Sand Point, Ida.,

is the retiring president.

RCA Stock Holdings
May Assure RKO Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

standing when the plan is completed.
B. B. Kahana, RKO counsel, in a

statement Saturday, said he believed
that when stockholders are fully in-

formed they will see that the recap-
italization plan is the most satisfac-

tory that can be formulated under
present conditions and that any op-
position will mean a receivership
for the company.

J. P. Kennedy and Pat Powers
also will fight the RKO plan, it is

reported.

Arthur Hurley 111

Arthur Hurley, director at the

Vitaphone studio, is ill at his home
due to nervous strain. As a conse-

quence, "George Washington," spe-

cial Vitaphone short, is being com-
pleted by Roy Mack. Joseph Hena-
bery has been signed to direct "The
Symphony Murder Mystery," fourth
of the S. S. Van Dine series, orig-

inally assigned to Hurley.

COMING & GOING

LIL DAGOVER is due in New York on
Wednesday from Hollywood en route to Ger-
many to fulfill a stage engagement, after

which she will return to the First National
studios for her second picture.

EDDIE ALPERSON arrived in New
Yorl< last night from Toronto and leaves
for the Coast tomorrow.
CHARLES BUTTERWORTH, Warner

player, has arrived in New York from the
Coast.
MARY PICKFORD is back in New York

with DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS after a visit

to the White House.
F. McGREW WILLIS, writer for RKO

Pathe, has returned to Hollywood after a

New York visit.

MARION DOUGLAS, wife of Albert Ro-
gell, RKO Pathe director, is in New York.

Monday, Nov. 16, 1931

• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till

Now that Hy Daab in these parlous times sees the need
for heady showmanship methods all along the line the
public needs diversion and entertainment more now than ever

and can always scrape up the dough to see a Good
Show for they want to forget their troubles as
evidenced by the overflows at all the big football games
so the coin is there also the mobs but the pix
shows Ain't speaking generally with such ex-
ceptions as "Way Back Home," "The Champ," and a few other
Outstanders which are cleaning up

• • • THAT Hy believes this is the time for pushing the
"freak" draws, as he calls 'em such as Seth Parker and
Bing Crosby ' for right now only the first-stringers like

the Garbos, Chevaliers and Chattertons are getting a real play
with the feature players generally doing nose dives
and we are now on the threshold of the Radio Cycle
radio names in pix and the producer who grabs

them off and plays 'em up strong in real show-
man pix with plenty of Advertising Dough will
clean up but first you must establish these solidly in
the minds of the theater owners and exhibs with heavy
campaigns in the trade papers and then go out and sell

the mobs through the newspapers . and if Hy can't call

the Showman Turn whoin'ell can ?

• • • THAT Percy Mackaye has just completed writing
the Masque, a story of George Washington, for the Bicenten-
nial celebration in Washington this spring 1,000 players
will appear in it and the story has an extraordinary
modern application good for pix so Viola Irene
Cooper has acquired the screen rights for it it's the
first time the Government has commissioned an author to write
a play

* * * *

• • • THAT Wallace Beery was in the chorus at the
Astor theater 20 yars ago with Raymond Hitchcock

and now he's at the same theayter in "The Champ"
* * * *

• • • THAT Eddie Selzer of Warners' publicity dep't has
established a unique record with landing feature stories on Vita-
phone shorts in a half dozen metropolitan papers.. .. that
now they have a taxi man and a chewing gum man on the
Paramount financial board, they should lend a National Biscuit
Company exec if they really want some Dough that
Lew Pollock, who wrote the lyrics to such film song hits as
"Charmaine," "Diane" and "Angela Mia," is now on a western
vadue tour, landing back in New York around Christmas

* * * *

• • • THAT Charles Reed Jones' third Leighton Swift de-
tective novel, "The Van Norton Murders," was Macaulayized
this week and it looks as if Charlie may land the stories
for a series of film adaptations that Ernestine Jaediker,
9-year-old dotter of Herb, is an artist, too but is going
to do her sketching on the air broadcasting three times
a week over WABC

* * * *

• • • THAT Tobis is gradually opening up a string of
theaters throughout the Youessay for their German talkers
with Fritz Witte's Cinci house, the Ufa, getting a great play
from German audiences that Julian Stevens, the insur-
ance gent, has offered the AMPA boys free service on securing
their new license plates for their autos and several of
the gang are gonna take advantage of his kind offer as
soon as they get the autos that the Depression has now
become the Aggravation because nobody seems to be
really dom' anything about it but Talk

SELZNICK GOING AHER
|

NEW WRITERS, DIRECTORi
(^Continued from Page 1)

ring Richard Dix, was suspended
while changes are being made. Wal-
lace Smith will write the new adap-
tation. "Girl, Crazy," the Wheeler-
Woolsey musical which William
Seiter will direct under William Le-
Baron, will have Eddie Quillan of
the RKO Pathe roster in the juvenile
leacj. Jane Murfin is adapting it.

Birmingham House Bombed
Birmingham— Opening of the

Empire as a non-union house was
marked by the placing of a stench
bomb at the Galax, also an open
house. Birmingham Theatrical
Amusement Co., which closed all

its theaters July 18 because of
labor troubles, is now operating all

of its down town houses on a non-
union basis.

Two Toronto Houses Reopen
Toronto—Two of the city's most

centrally located movie houses, the
Red Mill and the Globe, are reopen-
ing after extensive remodeling.

Publix Books Big 4 Melodramas
Boston—Century Film Corp. has

closed Big 4 melodramas for the
Jamaica Plains in Jamaica Plains,
the Rialto in Roslindale, and the
Allston in Allston, all Publix houses.
Marcel Mekelburg, president, nego-
tiated the contracts.

Third Week for "Five Star Final"
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—"Five Star Final,"

First National production starring
Edward G. Robinson, is now under-
lined for a third week at Warners*
Western and may continue for a
fourth week.

"Suicide Fleet" Release Nov. 20
"Suicide Fleet," RKO Pathe naval

picture, will be nationally released
Nov. 20.

Smith Off "New Movie Magazine"
Frederick James Smith is out as

editor of "New Movie Magazine."
He retains his connection with
"Liberty."

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating tlieir birthdays:

November 16
Lawrence Tibbett William W. Wilson

Corinne Griffith Jack Daugherty

Keen Thompson
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Ochs Charges Rival Circuit Instigated Picketing

E. R. TINKER SUCCEEDING CLARKE
Underwood Adds Three in New Texas Circuit Drive

Neighborhood Houses in

San Antonio Are
T^ken Over

San Antonio—W. G. Underwood
of Dallas, who recently acquired the
Palace here after disposing of his

interests in the Robb & Rowley the-
aters, has taken over three more
local houses, the Uptown, Highland
Park and Harlandale, as the latest

step in the building up of a new
circuit. The theaters just acquired
by Underwood and associates from
John T. Wilson of Community The-

(Continued on Page 3)

GREATER USE OE 'NAMES'

ADVOCATED BY DEL RUTH

Convinced that casting of estab-
lished players in minor parts great-
ly enhances entertainment values of

pictures, Warner Bros, and First
^'National are now adhering to this

rolicy, said Roy Del Ruth in New
(.Continued on Page 3)

Tansey Will Produce
8 Dramas for Kopfstein
Robert Tansey of Tansey Produc-

cions, Hollywood, yesterday con-

tracted to make eight melodramas
for Jack Kopfstein, who will dis-

tribute the films nationally. First

production is to be delivered Jan. 5.

RCA sound will be used. Tansey left

for the coast last night to start

production.

Bing Crosby's Short
Plugged as a Feature

Seattle—Educational's two-reeler, "I Surren-
der, Dear," starring Bing Crosby, current radio
sensation, was advertised here as the top half
of a "double feature program" by the Liberty.

The comedy was billed over the feature and
given two-thirds of the space in a half-page
Inewspaper ad.

Florida Sunshine
Jacksonville, Fla. — For the first

time the Florida, a 2,200-seat house,

has experienced the happy sensation

of a waiting line. It was brought

about by the United Artists pro-

duction, "Street Scene," which is

packing them in.

Paramount's 1932-33 Schedule

Not to Be Reduced, Says Lasky

New President of Fox Being Elected at

Meeting Today—Chase Acquires Domi-
nation—Clarke to be Chairman

At 11 o'clock this morning in the offices of Utilities Power &
Light Co., 120 Broadway, of which Harley L. Clarke is president,

a dramatic battle of big husiness will come to an end when Edward
R. Tinker, president of Interstate Equities Corp. and recently elected

a member of the Fox board of di-

rectors, is elected president of the

Paramount will not reduce its pro-

gram for 1932-33, Jesse L. Lasky
told The Film Daily yesterday.

He expects that the company will

make 65 features, the same number
scheduled for release this season.

Paramount has no plans for clos-

ing its New York studio, Lasky
stated. The next Claudette Colbert

vehicle goes into production at the

plant Jan. 4.

2 Ken Maynard Specials

Added to Tiffany Lineup
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In addition to the se-

ries of eight westerns in which Ken
Maynard will appear on the current
Tiffany program, two special out-
door productions starring the west-
ern cowbody hero have been added
to the Tiffany lineup, it is an-
nounced by Sam Bischoff, production
chief. Maynard already has made
six in the series of eight.

Picketing of Ochs Theaters
Is Charged to Rival Circuit

Cultivation of Writers
Urged by Joe Jackson

Developing of promising new
writers as a means of assuring the
industry of quality story material
was urged by Joe Jackson, Warner-
First National writer, in an inter-

view with The Film Daily yester-

day. He believes that the screen
will secure its best material if au-
thors are induced to write directly

for pictures. Jackson feels there is

a swing back toward wholesome sto-

ries and away from sophisticated
yarns.

Origin of the "Brotherhood of
Motion Picture Projectionists,"
which terms itself a union, will be
probed when Lee A. Ochs brings
nine pickets into magistrates' courts
today and tomorrow on disorderly
conduct and other charges in con-
nection with the picketing of four
of his theaters. He will allege that
a certain independent theater oper-
ator is also using heralds and one-
sheets in an effort to injure his busi-

ness.

Late last week pickets appeared
at the Uptown, Majestic, Ogden and

(Contimted on Page 3)

company to succeed Harley L.
Clarke, who becomes chairman of
the board of directors.

The move means victory for the
{Continued on Page 3)

RKO MINORITY COMMIHEE

TO SEEK NAT! SUPPORT

Holders of Class A stock of RKO
who retained Emerson & Sperling
as counsel to acquire more infor-

mation for them, had a meeting with
other stockholders yesterday and de-
cided upon forming a committee to

enlist the aid of the Class A stock-
holders throughout the country in

revising the present plan of refinan-
(Continued on Page 2)

Fairbanks and Milestone
On Far East Expedition

Douglas Fairbanks, together with
Lewis Milestone, Robert Fairbanks,
the star's brother; "Chuck" Lewis,
production manager; Robert Bench-

(Continued on Page 3)

Three More Sound Patents

Obtained by Roy Pomeroy

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Patents on three new sound in-

ventions have been obtained by Roy J. Pomeroy,
who will place them on the market imme-
diately. They include systems for correcting

acoustical deficiencies in theaters, eliminating

distortion of sound track and removing all

background noises.
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Zeidman Bringing Print East
We t Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Juvenile Court," pro-

duced by B. P. Zeidman, was enthusi-
astically received at previews in
Santa Barbara and Los Angeles, and
Zeidman will go East in a few days
with a print of the picture.

RKO Minority Committee
To Seek National Support

(Continued from Page 1)

cing recommended by the company.
The committee was organized and
Joseph Jordan of Forest Hills, Long
Island, selected to act as chairman,
and Ray B. Bolton, secretary. Emer-
son & Sperling were retained as
counsel. The headquarters of the
committee have been established in

Bolton's office, 55 West 42nd St. The
name of RKO Stockholders Protec-
tive Committee was adopted.
Henry L. Sperling of counsel had

an interview yesterday with B. B.
Kahane of RKO. The committee is

still holding in abeyance a decision
as to a definite course of action as
it appears that a possibility of a
revised plan would be acceptable to
both RCA and RKO officials, and the
committee feels that a more accept-
able plan can be formulated. How-
ever, the committee resents the
statements of officials of the com-
pany that defeat of the present plan
must inevitable result in receiver-
ship.

Crown Theater Co. Plans
Circuit of Small Towns

Appleton City, Mo.—Crown The-
ater Co., already operating in Os-
ceola, is planning a circuit of small-
town houses. It will soon open a
local theater, which is now being
equipped by Cole Theater Supply.

Sol G. Newman Heads
RKO-P.D.C. in England

London—Sol G. Newman has as-
sumed the managing directorship of
the combined RKO Radio Pictures,
Ltd., and P.D.C., which will here-
after be known under the former
title. Newman is in control of all

sales for the combined companies
and has amalgamated the branch
offices in London, Liverpool, Glas-
gow,

_
Leeds, Dublin, Birmingham,

Cardiff, Manchester and Newcastle.
Tom Delahanty, formerly in charge
of the RKO Pathe London office, is

conferring with Newman on details
of the consolidation. Delahanty will
not return to the States for several
weeks.

Harry Paynter Receives
Canadian Appointment

Toronto — Harry Paynter, who
succeeded Frank Meyers as man-
ager of the Warner-First National
exchange, has just been made a
director of the Motion Picture Dis-
tributors and Exhibitors of Canada,
replacing B. F. Lyon.

"Champ" Two-a-Day in L. A.
West Coast. Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—"The Champ," M-

G-M picture, has brought back the
two-a-day policy at Grauman's Chi-
nese after a period as a continuous
run house. Vice-President Charles
Curtis, Mrs. Dolly Gann, Will Hays
and other notables were present at
the local premiere of "The Champ."

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Meeting of Allied Theater Owners
of New jersey. Inc., Hotel Lincoln. New
York. I P. M.

Nov. 18: Luncheon of the Sixth Avenue
Ass'n at the St. Moritz Hotel, New
York. David Sarnoff, S. L. "Roxy"
Rothafel and N. H. Aylesworth, speakers.

Nov. 18-25: National Motion Picture
Week for relief of unemployed.

Nov. 20: ERPI Club Thanksgiving Dance,
Park Central Roof, New York.

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n, Baker Hotel,
Dallas.

Dec. 3; A.M. P. A. luncheon at the Dixie
Hotel with S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel as
guest speaker.

Dec. 7 : Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte,
Charlotte. N. C.

Dec. 10: Special Meeting of RKO stock-
holders to vote on plans for change in
capitalization.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures),
Hotel Plaza, New York.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.
T. O. A.. Washington, D. C.

Universal Discontinues
San Antonio Sales Branch
San Antonio—Universal has dis-

continued sales activities out of this
city, but will maintain a shipping
depot here for quick delivery of
prints. L. C. Baxley, who managed
the branch, has been transferred to
Dallas.
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Albert Dezel in St. Louis
St. Louis—Albert Dezel of Road-

show Pictures, Inc., is here to per-
sonally direct sale and distribution
of "Ten Nights in a Barroom." He
IS making his headquarters at the
B. N. Judell exchange and has
added H. J. Underwood and Arthur
DuBroff to his sales staff. St. Louis
Amusement Co. has just signed to
play "Ten Nights" in all its houses.

Franker V. Woods Dies
Franker V. Woods, stage and

screen actor, died last week at his
home, 331 Tulip Ave., Floral Park.
He was 45 years old and is sur-
vived by his widow and a son.

AI Siegel in Cleveland
Cleveland—Arthur Siegel of New

York is here to manage the newly
organized Warner poster depart-
ment.

Frank B. Rogers Out of G.T.P.
Chicago—Frank B. Rogers, who

has been vice-president in charge of
distribution for General Talking
Pictures here, is out. J. V. Allen,
formerly central division manager,
is now salesman.

Making Entire Van Dine Series
Vitaphone is going through with

its entire series of 12 S. S. Van Dine
mystery shorts, it was stated by
Sam Sax yesterday, contradicting
the report that the number would
be cut to six.

E. M. Loew Selling House
Charleston, Mass.—E. M. Loew's

Hollywood, a 1,100-seat house, is on
the market. Attorneys for the
estate are obliged to sell in order
to make a settlement.

Louis Greenfield Left $800,000
San Francisco—Louis Greenfield,

San Francisco and Honolulu theater
operator who died recently, left an
estate of more than $800,000, ac-

cording to William J. Citron, ad-
ministrator.

Frank Regan Returns West
Kansas City—Frank Regan, for-

merly associated with Hughes-
Franklin offices here, has returned
to California. His home is in Santa
Barbara.

$1,000 Bellingham Robbery
Bellingham, Wash.—Two unmask-

ed men held up Art Hile, manager
of the Mount Baker, and escaped
with the day's receipts, estimated
at more than $1,000.

REUBEN SAMUELS
President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc.
Real INSURANCE Service

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740, 3741, 3742

Wichita Exhibs Lose
Sunday Show Appeal

Wichita, Kan. — Three local the-
ater owners, who filed habeas corpus
proceedings with the state supreme
court to escape prosecution for Sun-
day anti-labor law violation, have
lost their appeal and must face trial
in Sedgwick County District Court
on Nov. 25.

Warners Buy Play
Warner Bros, have bought screen

rights to the Broadway play, "Two
Seconds."

OfflCt
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E.R. TINKER SUCCEEDING

HARLEY CLARKE AT FOX

(Continued from Page 1)

Chase banking interests in their

fight to wrest control of the Fox or-

ganization from the Clarke group.
Both sides are understood to have
agreed that this is the only way out
for the company, inasmuch as Clarke
does not have the time to give the
necessary attention to both his

utility interests and Fox.
With the change in presidency, it

is expected that the Clarke men
:
will be eliminated from Fox, whose

:

board of directors now represents
control by the utility chief. This

' change has been sought for some
time by the Chase group, which is

understood to have about $110,000,-
000 in the Fox organization and
would like to take the lead in the
administrative affairs of the com-
pany.
None of the interested parties

contacted last night would make any
statement. The only comment ob-
tainable from the Tinker headquart-
ers was that the news was "a bit

premature."
Present directors of Fox, in addi-

tion to Clarke and Tinker, include
Albert H. Wiggin, Cornelius Vander-
bilt, Philip R. Clarke, Frank 0.
Watts, George M. Moffett, Matthew
C. Brush, C. W. Higley, Winfield
Sheehan, David K. E. Bruce and
Samuel W. Fordyce. Sheehan is the
only film man in the group.

Underwood Adds Three
In Texas Circuit Drive

{Continued from Paqe 1)

aters, Inc., are all modern neighbor-
hood houses, built about three years
ago. Fred R. Hansen has been here
from Dallas in connection with the
auditing work on the deal.

The Palace is reported doing very
well under the management of Joe
Luckett.

COMING & GOING
E

EDMUND LOWE arrived in New York
yesterday from his vacation trip abroad.
MARY PICKFORD leaves today for the

coast.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, LEWIS
MILESTONE, ROBERT FAIRBANKS,
CHUCK LEWIS and technical party leave on
the Europa tonight for the Far East.

JOE BRANDT and SAM RISKIN are
due today from the coast.

WILLIAM K. HOWARD, Fox director,

arrives in New York today for a visit.

FRANK C. WALKER of the Comerford
interests left New York yesterday for a West-
ern trip.

EDWARD FAY returns to Providence to-

day from New York.
ROY DEL RUTH and JOSEPH JACK-

.SON leave New York today en route to the
coast.

PAUL STEIN, RKO Pathe director, ar-

rives from the coast tomorrow morning and
sails tomorrow night for Berlin on the New
York.
FLOYD GIBBONS is en route to the

coast from where he will sail for Japan on
assignment from the Hearst syndicate to

cover the China-Japanese war.
ELISSA LANDI, Fox star, who is due

in New York today with her mother aboard
the Mauretania, leaves in a few days for

the coast.

• • • FILM FAIRY Tale once upon a time there
was a city out there in the land of Sunshine some called
it Playland but it has been called much worse names
than that however, out there in Playland folks
played at making picture plays a beautiful airy-fairy
Tinsel Town a Never Never Land, filled with playboys
who Never Landed doing anything serious in life so
they eventually landed in Playland where they felt right
at home just a bunch of happy-go-lucky children who
Never Grew Up including a coupla thousand relatives

who were also classed as Playboys although
the Regular Playboys turned up their noses at them
because they always looked foolish trying to look Wise
whereas the Playboys always looked Wise doin' fool things

which is the Real Test of a Genuine Playboy

• • • THIS CITY of Make-Believe was supported by a
group of kindly Philanthropists known as Motion Pic-
ture Producers and when the Film Fad first started,
they made a Lot of Dough because the public liked these
make-believe pictures and patronized 'em no matter how
lousy they were and as the Fad grew, these Producers
suddenly found themselves at the head of "a Real Business
and not just a Philanthropy so that even Wall Street
got interested and bought their stock

3t! ^ :fc ^

• • • so WITH hundreds of expensive theaters to be main-
tained and bankers demanding Profits by golly,

the Producers had to quit being Philanthropists and
with the Public getting wise and refusing to fall for
Cluck Pictures they suddenly realized that the Playboys
must turn out not only Grown-Up Pictures but turn 'em
out at reasonable Negative Cost so the Producers asked
the boys out in Playland to stop foolin' around and get
down to Business Methods and the Producers begged
the Playboys "Hey, fellers, won't ya please mix the
playin' around with some Headwork, and keep the Costs down
so we can show Profits?"

• • • BUT A strange thing had happened to these Play-
boys they had been playing around so long at their

Make-Believe game that they had come to believe that it was
Real that their Never Never land was the Only Fact

their warped and goofy Slant on Life the only Reality
and so the rest of the World could take it or leave it

including the Producers, Bankers and Public so
they continued making pictures on their Fairyland Principle

regardless of Costs, Common Sense, and Common De-
cency to the gents whose money they were Squandering

• • • THEN THE Bankers got sort of tired of it all

they couldn't understand why the Producers couldn't control

the Playboys why any Playground couldn't be regulated
for it is So Simple you lay out a series of

games for the kiddies and they go through the motions
and you spend so much for their playthings

and everybody is happy with everything figured out be-
forehand

• • • WELL, CHILDREN, this fairy tale isn't finished

yet but it will be soon and so will the
Playboys in Playland and so will the Producers
and so will the whole bloomin' Film Biz if something
isn't done to stop the.^e Playboy Maniacs from killing

the Goose that lays the Golden Eggs and THAT ain't

no Fairy Tale

PICKETING OCHS HOUSES

LAID TO RIVAL CIRCUIT

{Continued from Page 1)

Kingsbridge, Ochs houses, with
signs stating that they do not em-
ploy members of the "Brotherhood
of Motion Picture Projectionists"
and declaring that Ochs "made
peace with a czaristic-controlled
union." Ochs secured the arrest of
nine men engaged in picketing and
they were ordered held in bail
amounting to $100 each for hear-
ings.

Ochs yesterday told The Film
Daily that he tried to persuade an
independent circuit operator now
having difficulties with Local 306,
Operators' union, to settle with them
rather than experience a costly bat-
tle. He believes that this sugges-
tion led to the picketing of his
houses.

Fairbanks and Milestone
On Far East Expedition

{Continued from Page 1)

ley, dialogue writer and actor, and
a cameraman sail on the Europa to-
night for the Far East to make an-
other travel picture. The party will
be gone about two months, visiting
North Africa, Switzerland, Siberia,
Manchuria and other countries, mak-
ing a picture, partly in color, with
snow as the general background. On
his return Fairbanks will depart on
his South American expedition.
Mary Pickford expects to leave to-

morrow for the coast, where she will
continue preparations for her next
picture.

« « « » » »

Greater Use of "Names"
Advocated by Del Ruth

{Continued from Pane 1)

York yesterday. The director be-
lieves that eventually musicals will

re-appear, but few in number. He
cited "The Smiling Lieutenant" as
an illustration of the type which
may be expected.

C. K. Olson to Kansas City
Kansas City—C. K. Olson, former-

ly Warner-First National manager
in Milwaukee, has replaced Max
Sinift as manager here.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdays:

November 11
Frank Fay
Betty Bronson
Jack Irwin

George Macfarlane

Eugene Picker
Milton Feld

M. C. Howard



A LAST CALL!
ybur Help Is Needed

Xen thousand theatres throughout

the country, including every one of the theatres of the leading circuits,

have prepared for benefit shows during National Motion Picture Week,

proceeds to go to the relief of local unemployed. A marvelous response

from an industry that never fails to do its share in an emergency!

But, marvelous as is this response, it is not enough until every

theatre in every community where there is distress has responded.

Can you say, "I am doing my share?"

If you have not planned your benefit for the relief of local unem-

ployed, there is still time— if you act NOW.

For any information wire the chairman of the

Motion Picture Committee for your district:

C. H. Buckley. Leiand Theatre. ALBANY . . . L. H. Keene. Fox Theatre. ATLANTA . . . Martin J. MuUin. 60Scollay Sq.,

"»,^ BOSTON...]. H. Michael. 505 Pearl St.. BUFFALO... H. H. Everett. 505 W. 4th St.. CHARLOTTE... Felix
Menddssolin. n25 South Wabash Ave.. CHICAGO ... Geor£:e A. Smith. 1214 Central Parkway. CINCINNATI ... Fred
Desberc Loew's State Theatre. CLEVELAND ... J. J. Friedl. Melba Theatre Building. DALLAS . .. Harry E. Huffman.

_ Aladdin Theatre. DENVER .. . Lester F. Martin. Nevada. Iowa (for DES MOINES district) . . . H. M. Richey. 608
Fox Theatre Buildiu);. DETROIT . . . Charles R. Metzirer. 515 Chamber of Commerce Bldj;.. INDIANAPOLIS...

' " Arthur H. Cole. 1800 Wyandotte St.. KANSAS CITY ... Mike Rosenberg. Washinirton at Vermont Ave., LOSANGELES
...M. A. Lightman. 409 South Second St.. MEMPHIS ... Sam Sherman. 7J2 W. Scc.nd St.. MILWAUKEE ... W.
A. Steffes. Pence Buildini;. MINNEAPOLIS . . . Arthur Horn. H4 Meadow St.. NEW HAVEN . . . H. F. Wilkes, 221
S. Liberty St.. NEW ORLEANS ... Charles L. O'Reilly. Times Buildinn. NEW YORK CITY ... P.at Macee. Criterion
Theatre. OKLAHOMA CITY . . . L. R. Pierce. RKO-Orplieum Theatre. OMAHA ... Joseph Hebrew. 1225 Vine St..

PHILADELPHIA... E. A. Bell. 209Clark Bldg, PITTSBURGH ... Floyd Maxwell. Paramount Theatre. PORTLAND
. . . Fred Wehrenbere. 2708 Cherokee St.. ST. LOUIS ... W. F. Gordon. 212 E. 1st St. South. SALT LAKE CITY...
Thomas D. Van Osten. 25 Taylor St.. SAN FRANCISCO . . . John Danz. 205 Empress Building. SEATTLE . . .
John J. Payette. Earle Theatre Building. WASHINGTON.

vt

The following contributed in the presentation ofthis advertisement
The Chambers Agency, Inc. O'Flaherty Electrotype Company
Lee & Phillips, Inc., Typographers Space by courtesy of this publication
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Tinker Stepping in Immediately as Fox President

VIRGINIA LOOSENSJP ON CENSORSHIP

Tamily Night^ Programs Are Proposed in Memphis

A Menace
—from without

By JACK ALICOATE

M. A. Lightman Sponsors
Plan for Building

Attendance

\A/HILE considerable doings take
'* place within the motion picture

cottage, down by the railroad tracks,
it might also be well to watch for
sparks from the passing engines
without, that the little old home-
stead might not catch fire and burn ISki

down while all are looking the of"hei ^
way. To be a little more explicit-

We have observed that the Governor
of the great commonwealth of Vir-
ginia, perhaps in playful mood, has
just recommended to his learned
legislature a tax on motion picture

theater grosses. He optimistically f
estimates that some $700,000 could a
be raised annually through such a •

tax. Perhaps the good Governor
knows exactly what he is about, and
then perhaps again he does not. We'
might respectfully suggest that he
give the economic aspect of the in-^
dustry at least a quick once over.

In our humble opinion the good
Governor is suggesting the one
course sure to close up most of the

theaters in his excellent State.

Memphis — Local theaters may-
designate one evening each week as
"family night," when travelogues,
newsreels, clean comedies and mu-
sicals will be shown in an effort to

build up family trade. It has been
proposed that a representative board

(Continued on Page 6)

"All Quiet" Longevity

"All Quiet on the Western Front,"
winner of all awards and honors that
can be conferred on a motion picture,

and the only film ever to be so uni-
versally honored, bids fair to live for

many years as a monument to Carl

Laemmie and his Universal organization
through the medium of revival show-
ings during Armistice Week. Plans
already have been made by organiza-
tions to exhibit the picture on Armistice
Day in 1932, 1936 and 1940, and in-

creasing demand in this line is antic-
ipated, by Universal. Yesterday, in

Laemmle's New York office. Editor
James Quirk of Photoplay made official

presentation of the Photoplay Magazine
gold medal to the Universal president.

HERE is a problem. More acute

this year than ever. This State
taxation business. It is that com-
pelling, that it should have the con-

sideration, without delay, and im-

mediate aggressive action of every
branch of the industry. It is not

unlikely that under the holy name
of unemployment relief politicians,

far and wide, will attempt to saddle

unjust tax burdens on picture

houses. No part of the country
should allow itself to be caught in

this net of vicious tax legislation

through the lack of aggressive and
adequate preparation of its case.

•

THIS industry, self propelled and

in noble spirit, is doing its full

share to help the unemployed. While
leaders of other lines were flounder-

ing with indecision, the motion pic-
(Continued on Page 2)

SIX OUTDOOR FEATURES

ARE PLANM ARGOSY

Six outdoor action dramas in
Multicolor will be produced on the
coast by Argosy Productions, Inc.,

it is announced by Joe Wolf, who
is now on his way from New York to

I

(Continued on Page 6)

Under Dan Michalove i Academy Exec. Committee
Jules Girden has been promoted

by Dan Michalove, general manager
of Warner Theaters, to fill a newly
created post as contact executive.

Jules Levy succeeds him in the real

estate department. Girden will han-
dle executive matters coming to Dan
Michalove from the field, following
through on problems that are urgent
in the territory and in the home of-

fice.

Appointed by M. C. Levee
:"cst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—M. C. Levee, presi-

dent of the Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences, has appointed the fol-

lowing executive committee from the
board of directors: Conrad Nagel,
actor; Frank Lloyd, director; Irving
G. Thalberg, producer; Nugent H.
Slaughter, technician; Waldemar
Young, writer.

Entrance of Tinker Into Fox
Called Friendly Move by Clarke

All of 42 Films Viewed
in Two Weeks Passed

Without Cuts
Richmond—Latest Tji-weekly re-

port of the Virginia censor board
shows that, out of 42 films viewed
in that period, all were approved
without deletions. In contrast to the
rampage of cuts made in the last

(Continued on fage 6)

BANKERS ARE UNWILLING

TOAIDRMYSRAHANE
Insisting that no financial institu-

tion is willing to 'mderwrite the
RKO debenture plan and that RCA
is making no attempt to assume con-
trol, but rather that RCA is "most
reluctant" to handle the RKO finan-

cing, B. B. Kahane told a group of
(Continued on Page 6)

Tax on Canned Music
Overruled in Germany

Berlin — Performance of music
with the help of loud speakers on
commercial premises is free from
payment of performing rights even
in cases when the public use of such
music would have been liable to

payment of royalty if produced by
a human orchestra, it has been ruled

by the courts in a lawsuit brought
by the Corporation of German Users
-)f Music against the Gema, the G.

T. D. and the A. K. M., German mu-
sical performing rights societies.

12 Features

Planned I n

A Year

Australia

Melbourne—At least 12 features a year are
scheduled by Efftee Film Productions, Ltd., first

Australian talking picture producing project,

which already has turned out three pictures.

About $100,000 is to be spent on a 10-reel
feature, "The Sentimental Bloke."

Edward R. Tinker, newly elected

president of Fox, will immediately
establish offices at the headquarters
of the corporation. What adminis-
trative steps he will take have not

yet been indicated, but no special

changes are anticipated, temporarily
at least. Yesterday's meeting of the

Fox board of directors was a brief
(Continued on Page 8)

National Movie Weeks
Gets Under Way Today

Signalizing the opening of National Motion

Picture Week, Nov. 18-25, Walter S. Cifford,

director of the President's organization on

relief, has issued a statement to the nation

from Washington urging public attendance at

the benefit shows to be given throughout the

country in the ensuing week. Performances

get under way in some localities today, but

the majority are slated to take place over

the week-end.
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'Rich Man's Folly"

A picture that is always interesting and frequently gripping is this Paramount

drama which puts George Bancroft back into screen circulation. Based on a Charles

Dickens story, the picture has been intelligently made and Director John Cromwell

has invested it with human and dramatic touches. Bancroft is thoroughly believable

as the shipbuilder who sacrifices his family for wealth and power. And he receives

adequate support from the rest of the players. This picture ought to register well at

the box-office.
EDDY.

Regular Consol. Film Dividend

Regular quarterly dividend of 50
cents a share on the preferred stock
has been declared by Consolidated
Film Industries, payable Jan. 2 to

stock of record Dec. 10.

A Menace
—from without
(Continued from Paqe 1)

ture business, under the inspired and
energetic guidance of Will Hays,
stepped out with a practical and
well organized plan in aid of this

great cause. The industry has ever
done its duty. It is usually a step

ahead in charitable, civic or govern-
mental co-OT5eration. Such spirit,

manifested by a great industry,

should not be imposed upon.

Moss Empires Confirms
Expansion Undertaking

London—^Pirst oflficial announce-
ment in connection with expansion
of Moss Empires. Ltd.. into the
cinema field, and confirmation of the
part that Will Evans will have in

the move, has been made bv the cir-

cuit's board of directors. The state-
ment says that Evans will be joint
managing director with R. H.
Gillespie, who continues to direct
the theatrical and variety part of
the Moss business.

RKO Signs John Barrvmore
• f rnn^t Bjiremi. THE FILM DATLV
Hollvwood—John Barrymore has

been signed by Radio Pictures and a
suitable story for him is now being
'.ought, it is announced by David O.
^elznick. Meanwhile the s+ar is mak-
ing "Arsene Lupin" with his brother,
Lionel, at M-G-M.

Radio also has assigned Robert
\rmstrong. of the Pathe roster, to

'The Lost Squadron," starring Rich-
ard Dix.

Pathe Pictures of London
Is New Renting Firm

London—Dissolution of First Na-
tional Pathe, Ltd., and the establish-
ing of another major renting com-
pany under the title of Pathe Pic-
tures, Ltd., has been completed, and
the new firm plans to handle about
SO films a year, including some B.I.P.

product, it is announced by John
Maxwell, chairman of the board of

directors. Newsreels, magazines and
commercial pictures also will be
handled. J. C. Jones is general man-
ager of the company, with E. Mann
as secretary.

Tomorrow's AMPA Guests
Mary Duncan, John M. Stahl, Paul

Kohner, associated producer for Uni-
versal, and Alice Joy, radio person-
ality, are on the program for to-

morrow's A.M.P. A. luncheon at the

Hotel Dixie. The appearance of

Stahl is contingent on his recovery
from an indisposition that has con-

fined him to his hotel for several

days.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Luncheon of the Sixth Avenue
Ass'n at the St. Moritz Hotel, New
York. David Sarnoff, S. L, "Roxy"
Rothafel and N. H. Aylesworth, speakers.

Nov. 18-25: National Motion Picture
Week for relief of unemployed.

Nov. 20: ERPI Club Thanksgiving Dance,
Park Central Roof, New York.

Nov. 24: Allied Theater Owners of New
Jersey. Inc., meeting at Hotel Lincoln,
New York, 1 P. M.

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n, Baker Hotel,
Dallas.

Dec. 3: A.M.P.A. luncheon at the Dixie
Hotel with S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel as
guest speaker.

Dec. 7 : Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte.
Charlotte. N. C

Dec. 10: Special Meeting of RKO stock-
holders to vote on plans for change in

capitalization.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures),
Hotel Plaza. New York.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.
T. O. A., Washington, D. C.

Production Execs Leaving RKO
We^-t Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Three more produc-
tion officials are reported leaving
Radio Pictures. They are: Lou
Sarecky, Paul Sloane and Gregory
La Cava.

M-G-M Wilmington Outlet
Wilmington, Del.—M-G-M will

have its own outlet here when the
Parkway, acquired by the Loew cir-n^ „„ Prnrliirerc t" M<»ot „^ , ^„„ „^ ...^ ^.

iO its share in an eineif>-uit, opens around Christmas time

nse, it is not enough

there is distress has

I"

benefit for the relief of k
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New York
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Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
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Home Television No Competition
AT hough the dav is in sight when

a large num.ber of homes will have
1 room fitted up for radio-electrical
entertainment, radio news bulletin,

talking books, etc., this will not in-

terfere with public theaters or news-
papers, says W. R. G. Baker, vice-
president of RCA Victor. The home
activities will be merely supple-
mental, he believes.

Reduced ku CKAiu,ts mtm.

U Columbia Slwrtfeature!.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of Experieace Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcad« BIdg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761



ASK M-G-M!
These are the ads that told New York about '^The Champ^\ ISlot

since 'The Big Parade^^ such business. Standees at every show I

NOTE: Write to M-G-M Ad Dept.,

1540 Broadway, N.Y. C, for thesie mats

available at nominal cost. Actual siz^-s

are indicated at the bottom of each ad.

Think up a BIG
word to describe it!

i;PREMIEpE TONIGHT
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'HEERING throngs at weekly change N. Y. Paramount demand second week of "TOUCHDOWN".

The grandest entertainment to reach movie screens in months. Everywhere it's a box-office hit!

Thrilling, exciting, romantic! Just what the fans are crying for! Good old S. R. O. days if you

play with PARAMOUNT.



ERPI Continuing Fight
On Patent Infringers

Electrical Research Products is

planning to continue its campaign
igainst reproducer companies which
are allegedly infringing upon its

patents. Its legal department is

low preparing to bring suit against
)ne of the smaller concerns in the

sound field.

iirector Alf Goiilding and cansinr/

fteveral re-takes thereby . . . Phil

Quinn notes that Vitaphone produc-

Hon No. 1313 was filmed on Friday
the 13th ... a good omen, no doubt

. Dean Cole, studio monitor man,
%nd bowling enthusiast, disgusted

with the fact that only duck pins

%re used in Washington.

Floyd Gibbons Ofif for Front
Floyd Gibbons, who has been mak-

ing a group of shorts, "Floyd Gib
bons' Supreme Thrills," for Pathe
release under the supervision of A
P. Waxman and Michael Mindlin,

PARAMOUNT
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VIRGINIA LOOSENING

OP ON CENSORSHIP

(Continued from Page 1)

ten months, this is regarded as a
most unusual occurrence, and is tak-
en to indicate less fault-finding by
the censors in this state, until now
about the most merciless in its han-
dling of pictures.

Bankers Are Unwilling
To Aid RKO, Says Kahane

(Continued from Page 1)

newspaper financial editors yester-
day that both RKO and RCA will

welcome any more feasible arrange-
ment for the financing of the com-
pany that may be submitted. The
meeting, held in Kahane's office, was
for the purpose of clearing up any
questions that have arisen publicly
since the announcement that the
company, unless re-financed, will go
into receivership.
Regarding cuts in operating and

production costs Kahane stated that
theater operation costs had been cut
$80,000 to $90,000 a week during the
past 10 months and that the aver-
age cost of production per picture
has been reduced to $250,000.

Directors of RKO hold about 10,-

000 shares of the company's stock,

5,000 shares are held by RCA direc-
tors, 1,300,000 shares are held by
brokers representing several thou-
sand individuals and the remaining
1,000,000 shares are held by small
holders, according to Kahane.

Six Outdoor Features
Are Planned by Argosy

(Continued from Page 1)

the coast by way of Atlanta and
other southern points where he ex-

pects to close several territories.

First release, "Tex Takes a Holi-
day," is scheduled for Dec. 1. First
Division has bought the product for
New York, Buffalo and Albany and
Masterpiece for Philadelphia and
Washington, while New England
deals are pending.

Picketing Called Off

At Four Ochs Houses
Although Magistrate Wiel yester-

day dismissed charges of disorder-
ly conduct brought against five pick-

ets by Lee A. Ochs, it is understood
that picketing of four of his houses
by the "Brotherhood of Motion Pic-

ture Projectionists" will immediate-
ly cease. A second case, involving
four pickets, is scheduled for hear-
ing today in the Sixth District

Court, the Bronx. Attorney Vincent
Leibell of Phillips, Mahoney, Leibell

& Fielding is representing Ochs.

Public To Rename Roxy

A public campaign will be conducted
to pick the new name for the Roxy,

which must change its title next
October. Choice is expected to rest

between "World" and "Edison," with
the former standing a better chance
since it has already been receiving sub-
head mention in Roxy advertising.

DAILV Wednesday, Nov. 18, 19311;

• • • WE WERE casually looking through that book con-
taining nothing but reproductions of ads on "Suicide Fleet"
turned out for RKO Pathe and something about the
setup caused us to analyze it more closely then it sud-
denly dawned on us here was a Complete Campaign of

newspaper advertising column, quarter and half-page
nothing remarkable about that, you say but the

remarkable fact was that it was all Punch stuff without a sug-
gestion of Blah with an entirely Different sales appeal
in every layout and the copy was boiled down to a mini-
mum of words and therein was the Secret those
words terse, dramatic, vivid as briefly graphic
as a Naval commander's message of a sea disaster

these ads had caught the Spirit the Essence of the pic-

ture's theme and slammed it over unerringly
with instant appeal to the bozo in Bucyrus or the gent from
Galveston

* * * •

• • • SO WE ups and grabs our hat and rushes over to

talk to A. P, Waxman about it here was a chap who
had successfully accomplished what we are strivin' to do every
day get over a Message crisply, entertainingly
with a Minimum of Words and within an hour we had
absorbed more Advertising Logic than we can cover in six

kolyums but we'll try to pass along the gist of it
« « * «

• • • THERE IS a very definite policy in back of these
De Luxe Editions of Pathe ads on features to incorpo-
rate in every ad the ideas and experiences of the circuit experts
who know the individual conditions and requirements of the
theaters in all territories so when the rough layouts
come from the artists. Mister Waxman contacts such men as
Joe Punkett, Jules Levy and Jack Hess at Arkayo Moe
Silver and Dave Weshner at Warners Gabe York, Joel
Swenson and Carl Moss at Fox Oscar Doob and Joe
Vogel at Loew's and Messrs. Dembow, Netter, Skouras,
Edwards and Mayer at Publix and the Consensus of
Opinion governs the final layouts how can it miss?

an unofficial Advisory Committee on every pix
whose services by the year would cost a million

* Hi « «

• • • HERE IS a practical Ad Servicing for every theater
the circuit booker gets his first impression of the pix

as he views this ad layout manual and switches the pro-
duction from Class B to A houses in many instances
or from the first to the second half of a split week
and that, boys and girls, means Dough to the producer
more than justifying the Ad Servicing System

* * * *

• • • FOR THE theater manager and exhibitor, the Ser-
vicing Plan is a boon it becomes his Advertising Agency
supplying his specialized requirements no hit or miss
here any variety of Appeal he needs for his community

often giving him in a two-column cut what a quarter-
page ad couldn't beat and then again, impressing him
graphically with the need of a Splurge with a big ad where it

left to himself he would have run his usual column stuff
^ ^ ^ ^

• • • HERE FOR the first time we have seen Flexibility
in ad copy to fit into the special needs of different
circuits communities theaters as A. P.
sagely remarks "What good is a front-page break if

the copy on the ad page makes a monkey out of it?"
and therein lies the danger of leaving it to the theater manager
to supervise his own ads for Advertising is only secondary
to Production the Driving Force that has to Sell the
product Creative work that has to be done by
Experts which is why the cigarette manufacturers spend
millions on ad campaigns prepared by specialists
and this Mister Waxman is a Specialist a Student
a Merchandiser Getting Results

« « « » » »

EANILY NIGHT SHOWS

(Continued from Page 1)

of local mothers appoint a commit-
tee to select subjects to be shown i

at these performances.
President M. A. Lightman of the

M. P. T. 0. A., who is sponsoring
the plan, said yesterday that shows
of this kind will go far toward re-
establishing family life which has
been broken up during the past few
years.

ses r our
Vitaphone has just released for,

national distribution two 2-reel and
two one-reel shorts recently com-
pleted at the Brooklyn studio. The'
two-reelers are "Relativity & Rela-

tives," a Big Star comedy starring

Dr. Rockwell, and "Footlights," one

of the Broadway Brevities series

featuring song girl revues, with
Barbara Newberry, Russ Brown,
Giersdorf Sisters, Case Brothers and
the Albertina Rasch Girls. The one-

reelers are Robert L. Ripley's "Be-

lieve It or Not" No. 3, and "Batter

Up," second of the Booth Tarking-
ton Juvenile stories.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdays:

November 18

Frances Marion

Hugh Hoffman

Eugenia Gilbert

Margaret Seddon

Claude Macgowan

I
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY N. BLAIR

ipALLULAH Bankhead is remain-
t-j" ing: in New York until she whips
ll bad case of bronchitis. In the
Iteantime, she is trying to catch
Wfiae of the current Broadway of-

Springs with an eye to future screen
iiaterial. She will be Hollywood-
lound in about two weeks.

Vitaphone VitaTnins: Jojo, the
tudio cat, refusing to perform for
irector Alf Goulding and causing
everal retakes thereby . . . Phil
)uinn notes that Vitaphone produc-
lon No. 1313 was filmed on Friday
he 13th ... a good omen, no doubt

Dean Cole, studio monitor man,
nd bowling enthusiast, disgusted
nth the fact that only duck pins
re used in Washington.

The combination of Herman Ruby,
writer, and Roy Mack, director,

which was responsible for Vita-
phone's "Footlights," is again team-
ed en "Cheer Up," another screen
musical to be released as one of
the "Broadway Brevities" series.

When Mr. and Mrs. Sidney J.

Kent, parents of Sidney R. and
Larry Kent, celebrated their golden
wedding anniversary in San Fran-
cisco on Friday, they were presented
with a hand-lettered parchment
scroll, suitably framed. The scroll

was signed by every member of the
home office distribution department
cabinet, and by Herman Wobber and
Myke Lewis, who made the presen-
tation.

RPI Continuing Fi^ht
On Patent Infringers

Electrical Research Products is

lanning to continue its campaign
i^ainst reproducer companies which
re allegedly infringing upon its

latents. Its legal department is

ow preparing to bring suit against
ne of the smaller concerns in the
Dund field.

Warner Bros. Appoint
Chicago Renting Agents
Chicago—McKey and Poague have

been appointed renting agents for

all Warner Bros, properties in thi=;

city.

Floyd Gibbons Oflf for Front
Floyd Gibbons, who has been mak

ig a group of shorts, "Floyd Gib
ons' Supreme Thrills," for Pathe
elease under the supervision of A
'. Waxman and Michael Mindlin,
as left for Manchuria to report the
ino-Japanese conflict for a news-
'aper syndicate.

Lloyd Hamilton Iniured Again
'Vest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Lloyd Hamil'on, just

ecently out of the hospital as a re-

ult of breaking his left leg in p

raffic accident, suffered another mis-

ap Monday when his crutches col-

;ipsed and he fell, breaking his right.

THEATRE RECORDS
Now Available

On SSyi R.P.M.

OVERTURES AND
EXIT MUSIC

Listings of Selections

Now Available

LEW WHITE - Organ
ROY SMECK - Hawaiian Orch.

VIC ERWIN'S -Orchestra
SAM L4NNIN—Orchestra
LOU GOLD Orchestra

Write for Further Details
Mail Orders Filled

f'rice 75c Each

AMERICAN RECORD CORP.
1776 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Jean Harlow for Mastbaum
Jean Harlow, just signed for a

vaudeville tour bv the Artist's Bur-
°au connected with the Warner the-
ater circuit, will be the headliner on
•^he New Year's week bill at the
Mp'^tbaum. Philadelphia. Other
bookings include the Stanley, Pitts-

burgh, Jan. 8; Stanley, Jersey City.
Tnn. 15, and Earle, Washington.
Jan. 23. Miss Harlow will be seen
in a comedy sketch.

340 Day-and-Dates for "Local Boy"
"Local Boy Makes Good," Joe E.

Brown picture, will open day-and-
date in 340 theaters, including War-
ner Bros, houses, it was stated at
Warner Bros, yesterday. Sales
lepartment is makin?: a special ef-

^'ort to get Class A house bookings
in picture, which opens Thanksgiv-
ing in New York at the Strand.

Cantor-Jessel Show
Eddie Cantor and George Jessel

are understood planning to produce
a stage show in which they will be
co-starred. Production will start
following their current engagement
at the Palace.

Tom Wiley Writes Song
Tom Wilev has written a song, en-

titled "Don't Keep Waiting Till the
Clouds Roll By," which is to be
used in a forthcoming picture.

Musical Show for Moss
A switch in policy at the B. S.

Moss Broadway may bring in Peter
Arno's musical, "Here Goes the
Bride," within a few weeks. The
show, which closed after a week on
Broadway, is being rewritten.

Razing Old Columbus House
Columbus, O.—A garage will re-

place the Broadway, for 20 years a
movie house, but closed since 1929.
Loew leased the house last.

Calling • • • «

The Film Daily

Year Book • •

The

STANDARD

.

RECOGNIZED
Reference Book
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Motion • • •
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Empire State •
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TINKER STEPPING IN

AS PRESIDENT OF FOX

(Continued from Pane 1)

routine affair, concluding in forma)
announcement of Tinker's selection

for the presidency and the election

of Harley L. Clarke to chairman of

the board. In announcing the action

of the directors, Clarke said:
"I have been hoping for some time that

Mr. Tinker would undertake this responsi-

bility and am delighted he has now acceptec'

it. He comes to the corporation with a lonf

experience in banking and business manage
ment. His election is a part of the con
sistent effort of the board of directors tr

strengthen management personnel and ha'

the approval of the companv's bankers. In

.-Jcceptin? the presidency, Mr. Tinker con-

tinues his connection with the Interstate

Equities Corp. which has participated in all

the recent financing of Fox Film."

Tinker issued a statement read-

ing:

"I have been interested in the; affairs of

Fox Film for some time. Mr. Clarke and I

have been friends for many years and my
r-lations with the bankers for the company
have been equally cordial. I am looking

forward to the renewal of pleasant relation-

shios with old friends and associates."

The new Fox president, who form-
erly was head of Chase Securities,

and now heads Interstate Enuitie?

Corp., working closely with Banca-
merica-Blair Corp., also holds di-

rectorships in the American Mara-
caibo Corn., Barnsdall Corp., Curtiss
Wrie-ht Corp.. the Fairbanks Corp.
.Glidden Co.. Kaskel & Kaskel, Dun-
lap Corn., the Knox Hat Co.. Inc.

Long's Hat Stores Corp., Merchants'
and Miners'^ Transportation Co..

Petroleum Corp. of America. Sin-

clair Consolidated Oil Corp., Ti'ans-

america Corp., U. S. Hat Machinery
Corp., Western Table and Stationery
Corp., White Motor Co. and Wilson
& Co.

Banking affiliations of Fox are not

expected to undergo any change
under the new setup. It is likely

that Tinker may give way later to

a n'^w president from the active film

ranks.

COMING & GOING

HENRY GINSBERG, who is joining the
Hal Roach production organization, left New
York for the Coast yesterday.

MR. and MRS. KARL HOBLITZELLE
arrived yesterday from a trip abroad.

yiCKI BAUM, author of "Grand Hotel",
sailed last night on the Europa for Ger-
many.

LUPE VELEZ and JOHN GILBERT ar
rived from Europe yesterday on the Maure
tania.

PAUL STEIN, RKO Pathe director, ar-

rives in New York today and sails tonight
on the New York for a vacation in Ger-
many.

CLAUDETTE COLBERT has returned to
New York from the coast.

E. L. ALPERSON and GRADWELL L.
•SEARS left on the Advance Century yester
day for Chicago to conduct one of a seric'^

of Warner-First National sales meetings,
which also will be held in Milwaukee. Kanfa
City, Los Angeles, San Francisio, Portland
Seattle, Salt Lake, Denver, Omaha, Des
Moines. Minneapolis, St. Louis, Memphis,
Oklahoma City, Dallas, New Orleans and
Charlotte.
ROBERT McINTYRE, production man-

ager and casting director for Samuel Gold-
wyn. is in New York making tests of stage
players in preparation for Goldwyn's arrival

late this month.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
JOHNNY GRAY, gagster and com-
J edy writer, has been added to the

Mack Sennett scenario staff, which
also includes Walter Weems, John
A.. Waldron, Earle Rodney, Harry
McCoy, Lew Foster, Jimmie Starr
and others.

* * *

Paramount assigned Norman Taurog to

direct the modernized version of "The Mir-

acle Man," with Sylvia Sidney. John Wray
and Robert Coogan . . Florine McKinney,
Fort Worth High School girl, has been
signed to a long term contract ... .Mary
Carlisle has been borrowed from M-G-M for

a role in "Second Chances."

Announcement that diminutive

Eddie Martin has been made pub-
licity director for the Warner thea-

ters in Los Angeles and Hollywood
is one of the most popular that has
been made for some time.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Jack Warner, Hal
Wallis. H. B. Franklin, George Cukor. Wes-
'ey Rugg'es. Mervyn LeRoy, Constance
Bennett. Billie Dove, Buddy Rogers, Al
Cohn, Rufus LeMaire. Howard Hughes, Lew
Schreib^r, John Bright. Charles Kenyon,
lulia Lang at the Mayfair Club party.

Betsy Ross Clarke and Arlene
T^rancis have been added to the cast

^f Universal's "Murders in the Rue
Morgue."

Here and There: H. M. Warner. J. J.

Murdock. Will H. Hays, Oscar Oldknow,
Dr. A. H. Giannini, Samuel Goldwyn, Fred
Beetson, J. L. Warner, Winfield Sheehan,
B. P. Schulberg. Mike Levee. Chrales Chris-
tie, Darryl Zanuck, Harold LUoyd, Hal
Roach, E. B. Hatrick, Pat Casey, Eileen
Cree'man, W. R. Frazer, Arch Reeve, Mark
Larkin at the luncheon tendered Vice-Pres-
ident Charles Curtis by Louis B. Mayer.

* * it

Clarence Kolster, who recently
completed the editing of "Franken-
stein," will soon return to Universal
from his annual vacation.

Edmund Joseph and Nat Perrin are writ-
ing the book for an all-colored revue that
will .'^oon be produced in Los Angeles. Rod-
ney Pantages is the financial backer of the
production.

* *

Isabel Keith has been signed by
M-G-M for a role in "Mata Hari,"
which co-stars Greta Garbo and
Ramon Novarro.

Our Passing Show: Ned Marin, Fredric
March. Ralph Forbes, Adrienne Ames, Bebe
Daniels, Ben Lyon. Frank Tuttle, J. Walter
Ruben. Stuart Erwin. June Collyer. Russell
Gleason. Marguerite Churchill, Russell Mack.
Betty Compson, Fanchon Royer, at the open-
ing of "Private Lives." starring Edward
Everett Horton; Irving Kave Davis and
Harold Hecht chatting at RKO ; J. K. Mc-
Guinness. Ralph Block. Dudley Nichols and
"Hank" Johnson lunching at the Brown
Derby; Melville Brown and Edna Mae Oli-
ver chatting at RKO.

Brecher Finds Increase

In Foreign Film Fans
A distinct audience for foreign

pictures is gradually being built up
in this country, with much of the

clientele coming from persons who
see in these films a medium of cul-

ture parallel with travel, literature

and art, says Leo Brecher, exhibitor

'nd importer of pictures. Foreien
language departments of schools and
'^•olleges also are taking more inter-

est in special rate parties organized
to attend such pictures, says Brech-
er. Through his Protex Trading
Corp., Brecher imports films made
by Osso Films of Paris. Gustav
Froelich and Richard Oswald of Ber-
Mn, and others. To increase the
scope of these pictures here, he is

now adding some titles in English.

Broadway Benefit.s Nov. 23
Broadway houses will stage their

benefit performances tieing in with
Np'^ional Motion Picture Week at
midnight Nov. 23. New York the-

aters outside the Broadway area will

generally put their benefits on
Thanksgiving Eve.

Royal to Record for 16 mm.
International 16 mm. Pictures has

signed with Royal studios. Fort Lee,
to handle all its re-recording. George
Orth handled the deal for Royal.

"Ten Nights" Heavily Booked
Detroit—"Ten Nights in a Bar-

room," state right's release, has
nlayed the entire Publix circuit, ex-
cent first runs, the Butterfield cir-
cuit of about 80 houses, and most
of the Co-operative group.

Low Finances Hampers
Sound Activity in Japan
Unfavorable financial conditions

prohibit Japanese studios buying
recording eauipment and only five or
six talkers have been made in that
country, while wired theaters num-
ber approximately 40, it is stated
by K. Hirata, head of United Eigra
Sha of Tokio, United Artists dist-ih-

utor in Japan, and who is now in

New York for conferences with
Arthur W. Kelly regarding the new
U. A. product. Only one theater is

under construction in Japan at pres-
ent, and this house has been under
way for several years, Hirata said.

Japanese audiences currently are
favoring melodramas. Westerns,
once their popular fare, are no long-
er a draw, he declares.

Scarsdale Opens
The Scarsdale, owned jointly by

RKO and the Paley circuit, has
opened. The house seats 1,.500 and
has Western Electric reproducing
equipment.

Picture Classics Starts Feature
Picture Classics has started pro-

duction of an operetta, "Puss in

Boots." at Ideal studio, with Max
Weisfeldt directing. Music is by
Nathaniel Shilkret and lyrics by
Robert Simon. Frank Zucker is

chief cameraman.

Columbia Product Deals
Columbia has signed contracts

with Loew's New York Circuit, the
Phil Smith houses. Interstate Thea-
ter Corp. and the S. Kurson group,
for certain of the company's prod-
uct.

CAPACITY PRODUCTION

UNDER WAY AT COEUMBI

\IV est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Columbia has jacked

up production to peak capacity re-
sulting in six pictures now being in
work, three in preparation and sev-
eral either ready for shooting, in the
cutting room or about to be released.

Before the camera are: Barbara
Stanwyck in "Forbidden," directed
by Frank Capra; "Blond Baby,"
with Jean Harlow, directed by Wil-
liam Beaudine; "Yellow," with Jack
Holt and Richard Cromwell, directed

by Edward Sedgwick; "Feathered
Serpent," first of the two Edgar
Wallace productions, directed bv R.
William Neill; "The Fighting Mar-
shal," Tim McCoy western, with D.
Ross Lederman directing; Buck
Jones in "Justice Rides Again," di-

rected by Lambert Hillyer.

In preparation are: "The Final
Edition; "Love Affair," based on a

story by Ursula Parrott, and "Van-
ity Street," from a short story by
Fannie Hurst.
"The Deceiver," directed by Louis

King, is in the cutting room. "Guil-

ty Generation," with Leo Cari-illo

and Constance Cummings. directed

by Rowland V. Lee, is ready for re-

lease. A new Jack Holt production

starts next week under the direction

of J. Francis Dillon.

The short subject departments
also are working at full speed.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Amusement Supply Co. theater supplies;

M. F. Levine, 37 West 43rd St., New
York. $75,000.

Dollar Theater, theatrical enterprises;

Beals & Nicholson, 230 Park Ave., New
York. 200 shares ocmmon.

Brunswick Record Corp., phonograph rec-

ords; M. H. Lavenstein 1776 Broadway,
New Y'ork. 100 shares common.

Jerome Amusement Corp.; L. Tannenbau,
'8 Park Row, New York. $10,000.

;

Argosy Pictures Corp., motion pictures;^

H. C. Kosch, 383 Madison Ave., New York..

200 shares common.
American Productions. theatrical ; J.

Frank. 130 West 42nd St., New York.

$37,500.

G. F. G. Amusement Co., Hudson, N.'

Y. ; H. H. Frieder, 990 Nassau St., New
York. 100 shares common.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
Woodbridge Amusement Co.. Newark,

operate theaters ; F. C. Reilly, Newark, N.
T. 2.500 shares common.
Frankford Thenter Co.. Inc.. Ocean City;

Robert K. Bell. Ocean City, N. J. $125,000.

National Community Theaters. Inc., Jer-

sey City; Frank C. Armstrong, Jersey City,

N. J. 2,000 shares common.

DELAWARE CHARTERS
U. S. Record Corp, New York City,

sound-recording devices ; U. S. Corp. Co.,

Dover. Del. $100,000.
Underwood & Underwood, of Washing-

ton D. C. Inc., Dover, Del., photographic,

painting and picture business ; U. S. Corp.

Co, Dover. Del. $100,000; 1,000 shares

common.
Home Theater Co.. Dover. Del.; U. S.

Corp. Co., Dover, Del. $1,000.

DESIGNATIONS
Stewart Warner Film Manufacturing

Corp., Delaware, $25,000.
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M-G-M Sticking to 52 Features a Year—Schenck

50 pubIix partnership deals thTs year
_

C Gardner Sullivan Upholds Star and Story Costs

Competitive Bidding Is

Chief Factor, Says
Director

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Though drastic econ-

omies can be made in other depart-

ments, popular stars and popular

stories will always command their

price because of the competitive bid-

jding for anything that has box-of-

{Continued on Page 7)

FLORIDA COURT RULING

HITS TRANSIENT SHOWS

Lake City, Fla.—Florida theaters

will benefit from an order issued by

Judge M. F. Home in the Circuit

Court here decreeing that tent shows

and other transient amusement

groups in this state must pay the

daily license fee required by state

law, even though they operate in r

permanently established amusement
park. The order was issued in a

case brought by a local citizen

against a tent show opei*ating here.

Ross Federal Service

Opens Atlanta Branch
Atlanta — Ross Federal Service,

Inc., is opening a branch here at 101

Marietta St. with Ray M. Olimger
as district manager in charge of

checking operations in the south-

east.

Plan Big Ad Campaign

On "X Marks the Spot"

Sizing it up as an outstanding picture, Tif-

fany has made special advertising appropriations

for plugging "X Marks the Spot" and building

it up into a big box-office draw. A special

10-page tabloid press book, resembling a typi-

cal tab newspaper, and filled with exploitation

data also is being made up for exhibitors.

BIG VALUE
This program is being offered currently at the B. S. Moss Broadway, which boasts

the biggest show value in town—perhaps any town:
First-run Feature: Tiffany's "Morals for Women."
Seven first-run Shorts: Andy Clyde in "Taxi Troubles" (Educational); Frank Orth in

"The Victim" (Vitaphone) ; Eddie Buzzell in "Red Men Tell No Tales," "With John P.

Medbury in Turkey," Walter Futter's "Curiosities" No. 227, Krazy Kat in "Hash
House Blues" (Columbia), and Pathe News.

Stage revue with following principals: Lita Grey Chaplin, Charles "Slim" Timblin,
Sammy Lewis and Patti Moore. Young China, and Cold and Raye.

Also a mixed team doing master of ceremony routine, and a pit orchestra with an
overture featuring soloists.

And admission to the matinee runs as low as 35 cents!

Photophone Wiring Royal Studio;

See Increased Production in East

Attendance Stands Up
Under New British Tax
London — Although a drop in at-

tendance was expected to follow
the introduction of the new amuse-
ment tax, reports of actual results

(Continued on Page 7)

RCA Photophone recording equip-
ment is being installed at the Royal
studios, Grantwood, N. J., and activ-

ity with this system will get under
way early in December. Produc-
tion activity in the east, especially
among independents, is expected to

(Continued on Page 7)

Song Writers' Minimum Agreement
Film companies using music for

synchronization purposes will have
to deal directly with the newly-
formed Song Writers Protective
Ass'n, instead of with individual
writers, if the Music Publishers'
Protective Ass'n decides to accept

(Continued on Page 8)

Two Writers, 4 Stories

Are Acquired by M-G-M
Russell Medcraft and Stafford

Dickens, playwrights, have been
added to the M-G-M roster. They
will do originals. M-G-M also has

(Continued on Page 8)

Program of 52 Features a Year
Is Being Continued by M-G-M

"Touchdown" Tops Year
At New York Paramount

All attendance records of the New
York Paramount for this year have
just been broken by "Touchdown,"
football picture, which is being held
a second week. In its first five days,
the Paramount film played to 75,000
persons. This is the first holdover
at the Times Square house since the
"Skippy" holdover last April.

M-G-M will stick to its 52-fea-

tures-a-year policy during the 1932-

33 season. President Nicholas M.
Schenck told The Film Daily yes-

terday. He stated that if "Flying
High" clicks the way he expects,

M-G-M will make a few more musi-
cals. Schenck believes that the com-
pany owes it to picturegoers to pro-

vide them with musical entertain-

ment on the screen.

50-50 Operation Policy
Is Being Extended

By Circuit

With approximately 50 partner-
ship deals effected during the past
year, Publix is showing an increas-

ing disposition to enter such ar-

rangements in locations where busi-

ness is not so good. Several deals
(Continued on Page 8)

RKO PROTECTIVE CROUP

WANTS OPERATING DATA

An alternative plan for refinan-
cing of RKO will be submitted by
the stockholders' protective commit-
tee as soon as the company com-
piles with a request for a break-
down of its operating expenses, it

was stated yesterday by Ray B. Bol-
ton, secretary of the committee. B.
B. Kahane expects that the account-
ing work involved will be completed
today, Bolton said, and until this

data is received it will not be pos-
sible for the committee to formulate
any program for its future conduct.

Graham Baker Heads
Columbia Scenario Dept.

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Graham Baker has

been placed in charge of the scen-

ario department activities at the Co-
lumbia studios.

New York House To Get
Baird Television Screen

Baird Television's big screen, first used at

the Coliseum in London, has been shipped to

this country, along with a traveling televising

van, and will be installed in a New York
theater in due course. The screen was to have
been placed in some large London theater,

but it is understood that American interests

made a better bid.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Cli^'

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 13M 13'/4 13^
East. Kodak 107.)^ lOl'/g 101^4 — 5'/S

Fox Fm. "A" 7^ 7 7 + '/?

Gen Th. Eq. (new) l.v^ I'/t IJ^
Locw's, Inc 39M 37M 38 — l"i

do pfd 80 78 78 — 2M>
Paran-.ount \4Vs MH liVs — ^
Pathe E.xch 54 54 Va. — Vt.

RKO "A" 3Ji 27^ 3}^ + %
Wtii'er Bros 5 454 'iVs — 'A

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Fox Tl-.ea. "A".... VA 1 VA + 'A
Cen. Th. Eq. pfd... 1% I'A ^Va
RKO rts yi 7-16 'A + l-K'

Techricolor 3^ iVa 3H + M
Trans-Lux 254 25^ 25^ -f V^

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 . WA 954 10
Keith A-O 6s 46. 50 46"/^ 46'/ — 5'/.

Loew 6s 41ww ... 90 90 90 — 1

Paramount 6s 47.-. 68 68 68 — V%
Par. 5V2S50 645^ 62!^ 62!^ — K
Pathe 7s37 72^ 70 70 — 2'/
Warner's 6s29 42 4O/2 40j4 — 2

Helen Chandler in Stage Show
Helen Chandler, after two years

in talkers, returns to the Broadway
stage soon in "The Soul of Henry
Dewlip," by Benn Levy, to be pre-
sented by Kenneth Macgowan and
Joseph Verner Reed.

Community Participation IJunior Mercy Handling
Brings Randforce Goodwill H-F Northwest Houses
By offering the use of the Lef

ferts theater in Brooklyn for Sunday
morning services following the de-
struction of the Methodist Episcopal
Church in that neighborhood, Monty
MacLevy, manager of the house, has
created a lot of good will in his

locality. This policy of community
cooperation and participation has
been strongly advocated by Samuel
Rinzler and Louis Frisch, heads of

the Randforce Amusement Corp.,

which operates the Lefferts and
about 40 other Long Island houses.

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles- -Junior Mercy is now

division manager for Hughes-Frank-
lin Theaters in Washington and
Oregon. Earl Crabb recently be-
came Northern California manager,
succeeding Charles Koerner, trans-
ferred to the Texas division as H.
B. Franklin's personal representa-
tive.

Al Lichtman Denies
U. A.-Columbia Deal

A report that United Artists and
Columbia are negotiating a deal

under which the former company
will handle Columbia product in the

domestic territory was denied by Al
Lichtman yesterday.

Changes in Warner Ohio Theaters
Canton, 0.—Robert D. Bean, late-

ly assis'ant manager of the Warner
Palace here, has been placed in

charge of Warners' Alhambra, suc-

ceeding William Dwarski, who be-

comes manager of the Pastime and
Sixth Street in Coshocton. H. Dorn-
hecker succeeds Bean at the Palace.

George Riester, manager of the Pal-

ace, now has supervision of the

Warner houses here.

Protection Test Case
Coming Up This Winter

Norfolk, Neb.—Action brought by
the Youngclaus theater interests
against Publix, based on protection,
will come up in the Federal Court
this coming winter. Youngclaus
operates the Madison in opposition
to the Publix house, Granada.

Last of U Horror Cycle
Arrangements have been con-

cluded for the world rights to Rob-
ert Louis Stevenson's "The Suicide
Club," which is to be the final pro-
duction in the 'horror cycle' beine-
turned out by Universal. The first

was "Dracula," followed by "Frank-
enstein," to be released shortly, and
then "Murders in the Rue Morgue."
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Fanchon to Europe for Novelties

Chicago — Fanchon, of Fanchon
and Marco, who has been here this

week with her mother, Mrs. Wolff,

her production assistant, Alice Good-
win, and Bert Adler of the New
York offices, will sail from New
York in a few days to look over nov-
elties in the foreign vaudeville field.

European Film Exposition
Prague—First film exposition in

Central Europe is to be held here
March 13-20 under the auspices of

the Czechoslovakian Cinema Artists'

Ass'n and the National Film Indus-
try.

Cleveland House Robbed Again
Cleveland—Thieves broke into the

Knickerbocker the other night and
got away with a 400-pound safe
containing approximately $600. This
is the second time the Knicker-
bocker, belonging to Associated The-
aters, has been robbed.

Columbia First-Run for Hipp
"A Dangerous Affair," Columbia

picture starring Jack Holt and
Ralph Graves, will have its first-run
showing at the Hippodrome starting
Saturday.

"Our Children" Holds Over
Radio Pictures' "Are These Our

Children?" will be held a second
week at the Mayfair.

Fond du Lac Houses Under Blank
Fond du Lac, Wis. — Nat Blank,

connected with Fox here for the last
two years, has been made city man-
ager of the two Fox houses in this
city.

"Pitz Palu" Producer Due in Feb.
Dr. Arnold Franck, producer and

director of "White Hell of Pitz
Palu," is due to arrive here in Feb-
ruary with a corps of cameramen
and some Alpine climbers to mak^^
a production for Universal under
Paul Kohner, associate producer.

Derby House Adds Vaude
Derby, Conn. — The Commodore

Hull, of which Barnett B. Gordon
recently became manager, is offering
six acts of vaudeville in addition to
the film program every Wednesday
night.

Violet Heming Opposite Arliss
(fV.(/ Coast Bureau. THE hll.M DAILY
Hollywood — Violet Heming has

been selected by Warners to play
opposite George Arliss in "The Man
Who Played God."

"Deceiver" Premiere at Broadway
Columbia's "The Deceiver," with

Lloyd Hughes and Dorothy Sebas-
tian, will have its premiere Satur-
day at the B. S. Moss Broadway.

Warner's British Publicity Head
London—Dillon Damon has been

made publicity director for Warner
Bros. Pictures, Ltd., in England with
headquarters at the Newman Street
Exchange building here. He suc-
ceeds Mrs. Leila Stewart, resigned.

Two Tiffany Product Deals
Tiffany has closed product deals

with the Publix-Saenger circuit and
the Publix Northwest houses. Budd
Rogers represented Tiffany.

Lightman to Speak in Dallas
Dallas—M. A. Lightman, M. P.

T. 0. A. president, will address the
convention of the Theater Owners'
Protective Ass'n on Nov. 30 at Ho-
tel Baker.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Nov. 18-25: National Motion Pictur«
Week for relief of unemployed.

Nov. 20: ERPI Club Thanksgiving Dance,
Park Central Roof, New York.

Nov. 24: Allied Theater Owners of New
Jersey. Inc., meeting at Hotel Lincoln,
New York, 1 P. M.

Nov. 24: Paramount Pep Club Banquet
and Ball, Publix Annex, New York,

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n, Baker Hotel,
Dallas.

Dec. 3: A.M. P. A. luncheon at the Dixie
Hotel vidth S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel as
guest speaker.

Dec. 7 : Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte.
Charlotte, N. C

Dec. 10: Special Meeting of RKO stock-
holders to vote on plans for change in
capitalization.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures).
Hotel Plaza. New York.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M P.
T. O. A., Washington, D. C.

Cantor Favors Sunday Legit. Shows
Eddie Cantor, formerly one of

Equity's strongest member advo-
cates of closed Sunday for legiti-
mate shows, is now in favor of stage
performances on the Sabbath. A
statement by Cantor to this effect
was read at this week's meeting of
Equity. The situation will be stud-
ied further by a committee.

BOXOFFKE
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LOONEY TUNES
Funniest cartoon comedies on the

screen. 13 1-Reel knockouts starring

BO$KO.

^
SHORTS
L too, give you

M O R Ep
THAN YOUR4

^ CONTRACT^
^- CALLS J*'

FOR'V

TED MUSING'S
"SPORT SLANTS"
"...makes 8 minutes of interesting

sock material."— Variety

13 1-Reel Action Shorts

S.S.VAN DIME'S
MYSTERY SERIES

"Splendid...Vitaphone has some-
thing in this group of shorts."

—Motion Picture Herald
"According to the way it was re-
ceived by an audience at the
Warner Theatre in New York, the
series has a future before it."

—Film Daily
Series of 12

2-Reelers

Series of 6 2-Reel

BIG STAR
COMEDIES

starring

» Phil Baker
* Dr. Rockwell
* Fred and Adele

Astaire
» Walter O'Keefe
* Harry Richman
* Wm. and Joe Mandell

TARKINGTON'S
JUVENILE COMEDIES

(IS 1-Reelers)

"Very good. ..amusing dialogue
makes for very good juvenile en-
tertainment."

—Motion Picture Herald

N<

of h

RUTH ETTING
The Broadway Nightingale in a series

of 4 2-Reel

BROADWAY BREVITIES

"Okay comedy with music... lines
really funny."—fi7m Daily

". . . has strong build-up through
production. Plot brings out numer-
ous laughs... Not to be ignored by
best of houses."— VoriXj-

dy

to

you pi

MERRI E

MELODIES
13 1-REEL SONG

CARTOONS

"Fine. ..an excellent ex-
ample of the song car-

toon."—fiVm Daily

13 1-REEL ROBERT L.RIPLEY
"BELIEVE IT OR NOT"
"Very interesting...The material is

certainly fascinating."— FiVm Daily

"...makes interesting material for

quality houses."— Variety

"...It's program material no one
will turn away from."— Vori«(j'

^(^/ r

E. M. NEWMAN
"TRAVEL TALKS"
"Good Travelogue...an engrossing
reel."—Fi/m Daily

"Good... both interesting and in-

structive."—Fi/m Daily

Z'^'^^^R
ange

THELMA FANNY

WHITE &WATSON
"GIRL FRIENDS"
Comedies- (6 2-Reelers)

"Good comedy. ..the subject should
go over nicely with almost any
clientele."—Fi/m Daily

"Was liked by an audience at the
N. Y. Strand."—Morion Picture Herald

gpfffffffl/wwwwm

Yes, Sir. ViTAPHONE is delivering In a BIG WAY!



TtlE FILM
THE FILM DAILY

Complete, concise news of the in-

dustry day by day.

WEEKLY FILM

DIGEST
Every Sunday—A standard 12-page

issue departmentized. The reviews

of features and shorts, in this issue

are unsurpassed.

HE FILM DAILY is recognized as

a leader in the field of motion

picture publications. Fourteen years

of serving an industry with daily news has put this publication in a

class by itself. Exhibitors the world over have been using THE FILM

DAILY reviews of features and short subjects to help them in their

bookings for years, realizing that they are of exceptional value to

them. THE FILM DAILY presents news of the industry in such a

manner that he who runs may read. In this business where time

is so valuable, short snappy news items which give the reader the

news, without a lot of superfluous text matter to wade through,

make a publication of added value to the reader. THE FILM

DAILY news is accurate. There are correspondents of THE FILM

DAILY in every important city in the world. When people subscribe

to THE FILM DAILY they get news when it is news and in this

ever changing industry one cannot afford to wait. Subscribers who

have been subscribers for years and years find that this publication

is indispensable to them.

inch

SHORT SUBJECT

QUARTERLY

-What's what in the field

of short subjects.

THE SHORT SUi

JECT QUAl
TERLY, an issuedi

voted to the short subject field giving exhibito

all the news about shorts, has long been reco

nized by our readers as one of the finest ec

tions obtainable. Every three months the Su

day issue of THE FILM DAILY contains frc

24 to 64 pages and covers the short subje

field from beginning to end. Schedules of coi

pany releases, pages of shorts reviews, produ

tion activities in this field, together with cour

less ideas on how to sell short subjects to t

public, are ail included in this issue. All

these ideas are tried and proved. This is

exceptionally valuable issue to the theal

operator who plays shorts of any descriptioi

All included in a

FILM DAILY h

An All Year Service,

By far, THE BEST BUY OF Th



\lLY Service
s—

DIRECTORS'

ANNUAL & PRO-

DUCTION GUIDE

—Every June—The latest

developments and records

of production activities.

HIS volume of

200 or more
;es covers the

)duction field from A to Z. Biographies of
ectors—Company releases covering shorts as
II as features—A complete list of the ro-

ses of the year—Players and their work

—

thors and their work—Cameramen and their
•"k—The work of scenarists—Studio person-

II—A complete directory for directors—The
(1 best directors of the year as selected by the
tics of hundreds of leading newspapers the
luntry over—Special articles of interest to
pryone connected with the production, distri-

Ition or exhibition of motion pictures, etc.
lis volume is bound with heavy covers, weighs
!i pounds, printed on heavy coated stock in

or three colors and all information pre-
nted in a breezy and interesting fashion,
lis volume is included in THE FILM DAILY
RVICE.

subscription to the

OO a year

DAY

THE FILM DAILY

YEAR BOOK
—Every January—A compendium of

records and facts on the entire mo-
tion picture industry. Over 1,000

pages, cloth bound, size 6x9,
weight, 4'/2 pounds.

HERE is a volume which has no

equal. Everything pertaining to

the motion picture industry can be

found within its covers. This important volume which runs well over

1,000 pages each year contains a showman's manual of 32 pages

of ideas which are practical. The ideas are not just theory, they are

ideas which have been used to satisfaction. They are so grouped

and arranged so that no matter what type of picture an exhibitor is

playing, he can find stunts which will help him sell his picture to

the public. The Year Book contains a complete list of theatres

throughout the country, circuit or individually owned. A list of

more than twelve thousand features released since 1915 together

with review dates and distributors' names. A complete list of all fea-

tures released during the year with all data, such as players' names,

directors, etc. A buying guide that is unsurpassed, giving names and

addresses of all important equipment venders listed under products

handled by them. Personnel of all major producing and distributing

companies. Addresses and officers of important societies. A sum-
mary of arguments against censorship. Censor boards and their

personnel. The ten best pictures of the year. A financial section

showing the financial structure of the major companies. A foreign

section which gives you a survey of the foreign field. These are

only a few of the many subjects of interest found within its covers.

THE FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK is also given free with a year's

subscription to THE FILM DAILY.

THE FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway
New York City

Dear Sir:

Please enter my subscription to the FILM DAILY, and The Film Daily

Service.

1 enclose $10.00 (foreign $15.00).

Name

Street

City State
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
^1^ By HARRY N. BLAIR ^^

A RTHUR TRACY, known to mil-

lions of radio listeners as "The
Street Singer," soon will make his

motion picture debut in a Paramount
Screen Song built around "Russian
Lullaby," one of Irving Berlin's

greatest compositions.

What is undoubtedly the greatest

impersonation of George Washing-
ton ever seen on the screen is con-

tributed to the Warner Vitaphone
George Washington Bi-Centennial

film, which will shortly be released.

Clarence Whitehill, Metropolitan

baritone, aided by the expert make-
up of Dick Willis, fulfills every con-

ception of the character.

"The Brooklyn Close Up," the first

magazine dealing exclusively with
theater and motion picture news fo

be published in that city, will make
its appearance on the newsstands
December 7. Several stage and
screen stars are said to have been
signed for articles.

The Paramount Piiblix ping pong
champs, namely Harold Sugarman
and Don Lurie, have had their title

vacated by the Ping Pong Commit-
tee and the trophy has been im-
pounded because of their steady re-

fusal to meet worthy contenders. It

is rumored that the attitude of these

two die-hards is prompted by a num-
ber of humiliating defeats which
they have recently suffered in un-
official matches. Neither could be

reached for a statement up to a late

hour last night.

George Offerman, Jr., stage and
screen veteran at the age of 14, has
just returned from Detroit where
he was featured in a commercial
feature made by the Jam Handy
Co. for General Motors. Offerman
recently appeared ar the Paramount
New York studio in "Personal
Maid."

Claude Fleming, narrator, and
Curtis F. Nagel, producer, are in

New York to handle the sound re-

cording of "Wild West," latest of
the "Romantic Journeys" series

which Educational is releasing.

Out of 1,500 theaters in Ar-

gentina, approximately 530

are now wired for sound.

MBIIM
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• • • OUR OWN Five Year Plan for the film biz
in the Publicity Department the Head Man should not be
changed more than four times a year if four new Pub-
licity Chiefs are decided upon as the minimum for the year,
then it is easy call 'em Spring, Summer, Fall and Win-
ter this will help keep track of the Seasonal Product,
and simplify matters for the sales dep't as long as the
Publicity heads must be changed, let's do it systematically

Mister Fall then knows he's hitting the skids Novem-
ber 30 there's no uncertainty in his mind as to whether
he's In, Out, or Just Slipping he knows darn well he's
washed up at 5 o'clock on the eve of Nov. 30 so his
mind is at rest and he is Happy that is, as
happy as any mugg can be in this dizzy racket and his
Cheerful Spirit is reflected to everybody in his department

and they go around singin' blithely "Hooray,
Hooray, Mike Goosh is washed up today." and this
cheerful spirit helps any film organizashe wonderfully

* * * *

• • • STOP A moment and consider the advantages of
this system against the present haphazard method of canning
a Publicity chief ya walk in to see the mugg
"Well, Mike, when are ya through?" Mike shakes his
head, and starts figurin' all over his desk blotter "Lemme
see. My predecessor lasted two months and three days
I've been here two months and seven days golly
a Record! Guess it won't be long now." and you
leave him to spen4 the rest of the day trying to figure just how
long it really will be this is deplorable, we contend

if the mugg positively knew he was getting his shellackin'
on a Definite Date he could do Some Work for the com-
pany as it is now, all he does is Figure the Possibilities

a dead loss for all hands
* * ^e *

• • • BUT WITH our system. Fall knows he's getting
the gate Nov. 30 and has his desk all nicely polished up
for Mister Winter walkin' in the morn of Dec. 1 can't
ya see what a tremendous effect this has on the morale of the
rest of the department? they will say to one another

"Thank gawd, tomorrow we will have a Permanent
Chief." for in the film biz, a three months' job is prac-
tically a Tenure for Life and any mugg that is sure of
three months is buoyed up with a sense of Security also
the ginks under him who feel that they've got almost a
Chinaman's Chance of sticking three months with the new boss.

* * * *

• • • AND SO this system carries along for Five Years
that means 20 Publicity chiefs that also means

that every sixth year the four chiefs who served the first year
are back again for there are exactly 20 Experienced
Chiefs who understand how to run Film Publicity seven
of these have been forced out into the herring industry and
other Allied Arts but our Five Year Plan will bring
'em back with added zest and a New Slant after wrestling with
herrings and such we MUST get these seven back by
all means otherwise our Five Year Plan is licked before
it starts but what is worryin' us is How can we
get 'em back from the Herring industry ? in fact, whyin'ell
should they want to come back to the film biz ? they
have only one season in the herring biz for canning the product

so a mugg is sure of his job for At Least One Year.
* * * *

• • • DON'T MISS this fascinating series The Film
Five Year Plan in succeeding instalments we will at-
tempt to solve the problem for all the major divisions of the
film biz but you should feel upset in Five Years
you probably will be in the herring biz where the smell
at least Lingers

« « « » » »

NEW BOOKS
On the Art and Business

of Motion Pictures

PHANTOM FAME, or The Anat
amy of Ballyhoo, by Harry Reichen-
bach, in collaboration with Davii
Freedman. Simon and Schuster, Neu
York. $3.

Any showman who picks up this

book to scan it for helpful ideas in

the line of exploitation will soon for-

get that mission and become lost in

the fascination of a series of ad-

ventures and achievements that hold

the reader pretty much spellbounc
from start to finish. The fact thai
the astounding incidents are tru<
only adds to their fascinating flavor
and the lively, straightforward style

in which they are related shoulc
easily disarm any possible skeptics
After a short introduction relating
some of his early boyhood and how
he came to adopt the profession oi

press-agentry, Reichenbach traces his

amazing career by telling aboul
some of his most famous exploits ir,

the art of attracting public atten
tion. He gives the inside story or

many of his stunts in behalf of filn

stars, producing companies, stag/

attractions, motion pictures, and va
rious other persons, articles ant
businesses, and some of the yarns
sound so fabulous that it is a tosS'

up whether the reader is mon
astounded than entertained. But
either way, the volume is a choic(

piece of reading. It will interes'

and stimulate anyone, and press

agents of today should find it a verj

effective tonic when they feel them
selves in a rut.

Deals for Poll Circuit

Fail to Materialize

New Haven — Although several

important theater operators, includ

ing Skouras, have looked over th'

Poli circuit with a view of acquir
ing it, there are no deals under wa^
at present to indicate that the 1.

houses will leave the Fox fold.
,

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes are ex-

tended bjr THE
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdays:

November 19

Nancy Carroll

William Masses

Alan Austen

William R. Fox

Wallace Sullivan
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STAR AND8T0RY COSTS

{Continued from Paqe 1)

•e value, says C. Gardner Sullivan,

lothing can be done about the situa-

ion as it exists, according to the

l-G-M scenarist and executive, and

urthermore it is felt that any at-

empt to curtail compensation in this

ine would lessen the incentive for

reative effort.

attendance Stands Up
Under New British Tax

(Continued from Page 1)

n the first week reveal not only an

ncrease in patronage, but also a

endency on the part of moviegoers
purchase higher price seats,

ilxhibitors, surprised at the outcome,

iscribe it to the public's patriotic

ense. The only fear expressed is

hat the tax may hit chocolate sales.

[Italian Film at Belmont
"Cosi e La Vita," Italian talker

produced by Thalia Amusement
Jorp., opens Saturday at the Bel-

nont in Times Square.

One In a Thousand

At 999 hotels in Atlantic City you

can get the same thing . . . rooms

with or without meals . .

»An Original and Unique Service has

made

Ttie

CAROLINA
CREST

The Thousandth Hotel

'Abed or at your service table en-

joy a delicious Tray Breakfast.

WITHOUT CHARGE. In the pri-

vacy of your own comfortable room

while you glance through your

morning paper . . . then wonder,

as all our guests do—how we hap-

pened to move your home to the

CAROLINA CREST
North Carolina Ave., Near Boardwalk

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

SPECIAL WINTER RATES:—

Single $3
Double $6

Every room with private bath—Bed

lamps and at least three windows

IT'S WISE TO MAKE RESERVATIONS

IN ADVANCE

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
j^OBERT C. BRUCE has returned

from a four months' tour of

New England states, where he shot
30,000 feet of pictures in Multicolor.
Bruce is a veteran producer and has
photographed interesting locales in

various parts of the world.
* * *

Max Shagrin is all smiles these days. The
Jess Stafford Band, which has started a long
engagement at Warner Brothers Hollywood
theater, has scored an emphatic hit. The
theater is one of the houses under Shagrin's
jurisdiction.

"He who wants a job with no one
over him should paint flag poles,"

according to Ralph Spence.
* * *

Mervyn LeRoy, who is directing "High
Pressure" for Warner-First National, has
assignments that will take him through the

next ten months and will keep him busy
constantly with no time allotted for a vaca-

tion.
* * *

Major Herbert O. Yardley, a world
authority on secret diplomacy, is

helping to write Constance Bennett's

new story at RKO Pathe.
* * *

Here and There: Will H. Hays finding

"a nice winter day" in Hollywood ; Robert

C. Bruce motoring to Santa Monica; Al

Hill renewing acquaintances after a New
York visit of three months.

* * *

John Wray is losing little time be-

tween pictures. He is now working
in "High Pressure" and recently ap-

peared in "Safe in Hell" and "The
Captain's Wife."

* * *

Dr. A. H. Giannini was guest of honor at

a banquet given by the Italian colony of

Southern California.
* * *

Andre Hornez of Paris is writing

lyrics for the French versions of

Maurice Chevalier's pictures. Hor-
nez is residing at the Hollywood
Plaza.

* * *

Alfred Santell, who directed "Daddy Long
Legs" and "Sob Sister," is making plans

for "Polly of the Circus," which he will

direct, with Marion Davies as the star.

* * *

Ward Bishop, who directed the

Coast stage version of "Private

Lives," starring Edward Everett

Horton, is residing at Hollywood
Plaza.

* * *

Four writers contributed their talents to

the story of "The Feathered Serpent."

which R. William Neill is directing at Co-

lumbia. Edgar Wallace wrote the novel

while Dorothy Howell, skilled in the tech-

nique of the screen, prepared the continuity.

Charles Logue did the adaptation and Roy
Chanslor the dialogue.

* * *

Fifi Dorsay says she knows a girl

so collegiate she thinks Red Cross

is a football player.
* * *

Our Passing Show: David Selznick and

Harry J. Brown lunching at Radio; Efe

Asher, Henry Henigson and Sam Behrendt

dining at Universal; Jerry Horwin, P. J.

Wolfson and Allen E. Rivkin chattmg at

Universal.

* * *

Sonya Levien wrote the screen

play and dialogue for "Daddy Long
Legs," which was the leading box-

office picture of the year, according
to a trade paper survey. The pic-

ture was directed by Alfred Santell.

Fox assignments of the last few days
include: Claire Maynard for "Dance Team,"
Linda Watkins for "Charlie Chan's Chance,"
Conchita Montenegro for "Gay Bandit" and
Joyce Compton, Nadin© Dore, Genevieve
Mitchell and Eleanor Hunt to "Good
Sport."

* * *

Ken Maynard has begun work in

"Two Gun Texas," original by Ben
Cohn, with Ruth Hiatt as leading
woman. It's a Tiffany picture.

* * *

RKO Pathe has added Albert Conti and
Nella Walker to "Lady With a Past", new
Constance Bennett vehicle being directed by
Edward H. Griffith. .. Harry Sweet, who has
been directing, turns actor again in "Bad
Timber", Bill Boyd picture, under the direc-

tion of Albert Rogell. . .C'arence Muse, noted
Ne<;ro singer, plays a role and sings a spe-

cial number in "Prestige", starring Ann
Harding.

* * *

Howard Higgins will direct "Final

Edition" for Columbia.

Paramount assignments: Josephine Dunn
for "Two Kinds of Women", Harry Tem-
pleton and Maude Eburne for "Second
Chances", Miriam Go'.d'na for "Ladies of

the Big House".
4: 4: )|E

Warren William is one of the busi-

est actors on the Coast. William
has recently worked in two pictures

in quick succession—"Under Eigh-
teen" and "The Captain's Wife."

* * *

Research Productions, producers of "Sci-

entific Brevities." are considering interest-

ing offers from two major companies for a

series of one-reel subjects. The first sub-

ject is now being shown at the Carthay
Circle, in conjunction with "Strictly Dis-

honorable."
* * *

Lloyd French is directing the new
Rosco Ates two-reel comedy for

RKO release.
* * *

Columbia recently added Robert T.

Graves, Jr., and Myrna Fresholtz to "For-

bidden," and Walter Catlett and Richard

Tucker to "Yellow."
* * *

Al Christie has completed "For
the Love of Fanny," Vanity comedy
for Educational. Glenn Tryon heads
the cast.

* * *

Katherine Clare Ward and Jameson
Thomas appear in Columbia's "Blonde
Baby", and Richard Alexander and Henry
Sedley have been signed for "Justice Rides
Again"

* * *

First National has added Wallis

Clark, Arnold Korff, Norman Foster
and Oscar Apfel to the cast of

"Alias the Doctor," starring Rich-

ard Barthelmess, under the direction

of Michael Curtiz.

In the revision of "The Lost Squadron"
at Radio Pictures, Hugh Herbert will re-

place Paul Hurst as one of the heavies.

Also in it are Mary Astor, Eric Linden,
Erich von Stroheim Joel McCrea and Dor-
othy Jordan, with Paul Sloane directing.

* * *

Dudley Nichols is writing the

screen play for "Love Affair," which
will be made by Columbia, with
Ralph Block supervising.

ROYAL STODIOS IN N. J.

(Continued from Pane 1)

show an increase this winter fol-

lowing completion of the new facili-

ties. Photophone's recently developed
ground noise reduction recording
equipment and ribbon microphone
transmitters will be included in the
Royal Studio installation, and the
plant also has acquired one of the
Photophone trucks and complete
"•quipment for location work. The
studio has a main stage 96 feet long
by 65 feet wide and 26 feet high,
a small stage 64 feet wide and 36
I'eet high, a completely equipped
carpenter shop, commodious dressing
-ooms, cut'ing rooms, projection
rooms, two large scoring rooms and
1 television stage.

Andrew J. Brislin, president of

Royal Studios, Inc., was for many
years identified in an executive
capacity with the Westinghouse Air
Brake Co. He is secretary and trus-

tee of the East New York Savings
Bank and treasurer of the Empire
Title & Guarantee Company, both of

Brooklyn. Leo Beck, chief engineer
if Claude Neon Lights, is vice-presi-

dent; Cornelius A. Brislin, trustee

if the Richmond Hill Savings Bank,
'reasurer and John Brislin, Jr., vice-

president of the Brislin Lumber Co.,

Inc. is secretary.

CINEPHONE
LOW RATES REDUCE
YOUR PRODUCTION COST
Whether you are planning one
reel—or a feature—or want serv-

ice by the day or week—CINE-
PHONE Studios will give you
the lowest rate for complete
production. You can figure your

cost in advance. You avoid

heavy investment and overhead
—and CINEPHONE quality is

absolutely guaranteed.

ULTRA VIOLET RAY
SOUND RECORDING
Througli the most modern use

of Ultra Violet Rays you are

positively assured clear, crisp

sound with your pictures when
recorded by CINEPHONE.

REMEMBER —
Complete SERVICE
Stock sets galore.
Efficient studio personnel. 4
Huge orchestral pipe organ.
Scoring and sjjnchronization.
Engineering experts.
Write, wire, phone or call.

POWERS CINEPHONE STUDIOS
723 7th AVE. BRYANT 9-6067 NEW YORK
iratch for the next CINEPHONE Ad.
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50 PARTNERSHIP DEALS

BY PUBLIX THIS YEAR

{Continued from Page 1)

of this nature are now understood

to be pending.
During the past year Publix has

worked out such deals with Sparks,

Bob Willoughby, Dubinsky, Malco,

Kincey and other circuits. Most of

them are on a 50-50 basis.

2 Companies Negotiating

For Release of New Reel
Two major companies are under-

stood to be negotiating for distribu-

tion rights to the "personalities be-

hind the news" newsreel produced

by Frank Seltzer and associates with

Louis Sobol, Broadway columnist of

"The Evening Journal," giving the

accompanying talk. First issue will

be ready Wednesday or Thursday of

next week. Titles for the reel will

be picked by whatever distributor

contracts for the subject. Seltzer

last night said that the reel will not

be "tabloid newspaper" in character.

George B. Williams Killed by Auto

Santa Monica, Cal. —- George B.

Williams, 65, film character actor,

died here yesterday as the result

of being struck by an automobile.

Fox Signs Lionel Atwill

Fox has signed Lionel Atwill, dis-

tinguished stage star, for "The

Silent Witness," the role which he

created on the stage. It will be At-

will's first feature talker. Bramwell

Fletcher has
_
been signed for the

same production.

5 W. B.-F. N. Releases in January

Five Warner-First National re-

leases have been set for release in

January. They are: Marian Marsh in

"Under Eighteen," Lil Dagover in

"The Captain's Wife," Winnie Light-

ner in "Manhattan Parade," Douglas

Fairbanks, Jr., in "Union Depot,"

and William Powell in "High Pres-

sure." Edward G. Robinson in "Hon-

orable Mr. Wong" will be released

in February.

COMING & GOING

KEGIS TOOMEY, Paramount player,
leaves tomorrow for the coast.

WILL H. HAYS and CHARLES C.

PETTIJOHN are en route to New York
from Hollywood.

ELEK JOHN LUDVIGH arrives from
alituad next week on the Leviathan.

CARL LAEMMLE, accompanied by PAUL
KOHNER, will leave today for the coast

to spend the winter.

GLORIA SW^ANSON and her husband,
MICHAEL FARMER, are leaving' Holly-
wood at the end of the week for New York
and thence to Europe.

NEDRA GULETTE, a strawberry blonde
juot placed under seven-year contract by Carl
Laemmle, Jr., is on her way from New
York to the Universal studios.

MARY PICKFORD delayed her return
to the coast and is leaving today on the
Century.

ELISSA LANDI, Fox star who arrived
this week from abroad, leaves today for the
coast.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Hugo, Colo.—Fay Lieber has sold

the Empress to J. H. Wible, owner
of the Auditorium in Limon.

Platteville, Wis.—The Gem, dark
for some time, has been reopened as

the Piatt under the direction of E.

Olson.

Blytheville, Ark.—Mr. and Mrs.
0. W. McCutchen have opened the

New Ritz. The old theater was de-

stroyed by fire several months ago.

Negaunee, Mich.—P. E. Johnson
has taken over the Liberty from E.

Ringuette and W. H. Anderson. The
house has been renamed the Diana.

Denver — Howard Grain, former
Paramount booker, is now with Edu-
cational.

Coconut Grove, Fla.—Howard L.

Morris, formerly with Publix in

Palm Beach, has been appointed
manager of the Coconut Grove The-
ater here.

Pittsburgh—C. A. Molte, old-time

film salesman, has been appointed
special sales representative for Alex-
ander Film Service. He will handle
the new synchronized version of D.
W. Griffith's "Way Down East,"
"The Viking," and another all-talk-

ing picture.

St. Paul—The Alhambra, Publix
grind house, is the last and only re-
maining silent theater in the Twin
Cities and is getting a big play from
the deaf.

Denver—Mrs. Frances Micheleti,
widow of John B. Micheleti, former
owner of the Comet, was awarded
a judgment for $4,529 because of
injuries sustained in an auto acci-

dent which caused his death.

San Francisco—John Phillips has
reopened the Parkview.

Baltimore—Frank H. Durkee, head
of the Durkee Theatrical Enter-
prises, operating 15 theaters in this

city and Maryland, is the new head
of the Third District Democratic or-
ganization.

Pittsburgh—A. Valentour has re-

signed as Paramount ad sales man-
ager here.

Spring Green, Wis. — Wilkinson
and Pope have taken over the Wis-
consin from C. E. Matthews and
Paul Nettland.

Madison, Fla.—The Ritz has been
repaired and is again open.

Washington—The oflice of the lo-

cal Film Board of Trade has been
moved from the Mather Bldg. to the
Denrike Bldg., 1010 Vermont Ave.
Northwest.

Lancaster, Pa.—Leon Jacobs, real
estate operator, has bought the site
of the old Pennsylvania railroad sta-
tion on which Warner Bros, were
considering erecting a theater, and
will convert it into a motor bus ter-
minal.

Rules on Gift Night Prize
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—Withholding

a prize if the holder of the winning
ticket is absent is wholly illegal,

it has been ruled here by District
Attorney Schwartz in a case involv-
ing gift nights. In future, persons
whose number is pulled out first,

whether present or not, must be
awarded the prize.

Faster Film Service to Florida
Atlanta—Shipment of films from

local exchanges to Florida has been
speeded up by the inauguration of
regular express messenger service
on the Southland. J. H. Butler, Ed-
ucational manager here, is chiefly
responsible for the new service.

Parker Operating Carroll House
Douglas, Ga.—Following the re-

cent death of W. H. Carroll, opera-
tor of the Rivoli here and previously
identified with other theaters in the
South, operation of the Rivoli will
be continued by his stepson, M. A.
Parker.

Erie House Opens
Erie, Pa. — John Phillips has

opened the Grand, 500-seat house
closed for two years. Harry
Rachiele will manage the house,
which was remodeled.

Cameron Signs for Second-Runs
Dallas — P. G. Cameron of the

Melrose in Oak Lawn has closed con-
tracts with M-G-M, RKO, Universal,
Fox and Warners for exclusive
showing of films after they have
shown in downtown Dallas theaters.
This enabled Cameron to obtain pic-
tures before either of four popular
theaters in the same neighborhood.

Cab Calloway in Para. Short
Calloway and his famous Cotton

Club Orchestra will be featured in
a Paramount Talkartoon scheduled
for release Feb. 6 and bearing the
title of his most popular song, "Min-
nie the Moocher."

Al Gregg in New Post
Cleveland — Al Gregg, for three

years with Loew's Ohio Theaters in
the publicity and theater depart-
ment, is now handling the publicity
for the Cameo.

Collects Four Trucks of Food
Willoughby, O. — Dan Stearns,

owner and manager of the Willoby,
called four trucks the other day to
take away the fouu and clothing
deposited in his theater lobby in
lieu of admission for the benefit of
the Community Welfare Store.

SONG WRITERS PROPOSE

MININUNJIOREEMENI
{Continued from Paqe 1)

its proposed minimum basic agree
ment. The latter organization ii

now preparing an answer to th(
song writers' demand and it will b<

ready within a few days.

Ordered to File Briefs
In Sam Fox Music Suil

Judge Cotillio of the State Su
oreme Court has given Sam Fo3
Music Co. and the Music Publishers
Protective Ass'n until Nov. 30 t(

file briefs in the action institutec

by the former to enjoin John Gregg
Paine, trustee and agent for the so-

ciety, from making payments oi

funds received from Electrical Re-
search Products to publishers, anc
asking for a receivership for th(

fund.
Paine yesterday said that San

Fox wanted him to make disburse-
ments to publishers using only th«

titles of compositions as the basis

of his dividing the money. In ordei
to prevent any publisher from hav-
ing an unfair advantage over an-

other, Paine declared, he feels thai

he should have information as to the

compositions themselves.

Two Writers, 4 Stories

Are Acquired by M-G-M
(Continued from Paqe l)

bought four stories, "The Wet Par-
ade," by Upton Sinclair, to be di-

ected by Victor Fleming; "Eskimo,"'

by Peter Freuchen; "Red Son oi

Carlisle," by Jim Thorpe and R. J,

Birdwell, and "Are You Listening,''

by J. P. McEvoy.

4 Out of 5 Play Warners
Winnipeg—Four of the five first-

run bills opening Saturday will be

Warner-First National product. The
fifth house follows a western policy.

In the quartette are the Metropoli-
tan, with "Road to Singapore"
Garri^k, "Honor of the Family";
Winnipeg, "Side Show"; Lyceum, "i

Like Your Nerve."

Wiring Pasadena Auditorium
]

Pasadena, Cal. — Electrical Re;

search Products has signed a con-|

tract for the installation of Western
Electric equipment in the Civic

Auditorium.

"Although Wallace Smith, the RKO
scenarist, has never carried a walking

stick in his life, he has an insatiable

hobby for acquiring them and his assort-

ment includes more than 50."
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^heater Service Corp. Adds 62 Ad Film Salesmen

OEW BOARD LINKEDWITH FILM SECURITIES

4ore ^Hol<um Needed in Pictures, Says Schulberg

The Whirlpool
-and ^'Phantom Fame'*

— By JACK ALICOATE =
We have never been

zy able to acclimate our-

iineSS selves to the Hollywood
system, representing as

oes, at least in our opinion, a dizzy
ry-go-round, that becomes more
more vicious with the years. We
however, have a sym.pathetlc
erstanding, based on practical

ervation, of the woes of many
ipetent production executives
ght in this whirlpool of Holly-
bd headaches, and in a system frcm
[ch they find it impossible to es-

Se. Contrary to the opinion of

36 who think little and talk much,
lywood is not composed entirely

idiots. The best showmanship
ins the industry has been able

father in 20 years are centered
1*6. There is not a single outfit of

ading on the Coast but has turn-

out many fine, creditable, money-
king pictures. Hollywood will

le day pull itself out by its ovm
it straps. Economic principles

ke this imperative. In the mean-
le, it would be more charitable

those who shout criticism of

i5ting nature to have a construc-

answer. The industry wants to

w how it can help itself. Not
at's wrong. Every executive in

business that we talk to has

eral answers to that.
* * *

To those of the in-

hantom dustry we can unre-

Itne" servedly recommend a

few hours with "Phan-
1 Fame." Here are the reminis-

ces of Harry Reichenbach, in

k form, just from the press. The
ustry had no more colorful char-

er than this lovable exploitation

lius and press agent extraordi-

y. His career was that of a hero
an Arabian Night and Horatio
rer tale combined. His book is as

of highlights as was his dynamic
. "Phantom Fame" can be ob-

led from book stores or the pub-
lers, Simon & Schuster, Inc.

Trend Toward 'Art' Doing
Harm, Says Paramount

Studio Chief
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—What pictures of to-

dey need most is a dose of the good
old 'hokum', the element that won
the devotion and support of the
largest audience any form of amuse-
ment in the world ever has attract-

ed, declares B. P. Schulberg, pro-

duction chief at the Paramount
(Continued on Pafie 5)

JESS SMITH PLANNING

SIX FEATyRES IN EAST

Production of six features in

New York is being contemplated by
Jess Smith, who recently operated
R. L. A. studio. He formerly pro-

duced for First National.

Ben Blake Organizes
Industrial Film Firm

Ben Blake, formerly in charge of

production for Warner Bros. Indus-
trial Pictures and previously vice-

president of the Stanley Advertising
Co., has organized B. K. Blake Co.

to produce industrial and education-

al pictures. The concern has con-

tracted to handle productions for

three important advertising agen-
cies.

Powers Endorses RKO Plan
RKO's recent-ly proposed refinancing

plan is the only one available and any
money being put into the company at

this time is entitled to any protection
that the company can offer, P. A.
Powers told THE FILM DAILY yesterday.
Officers of the company are doing their

best under present conditions to keep
the organization going, and should have
the hearty cooperation of the stock-
holders, said Powers.

PROXIES BY THOUSANDS'

FAVOR RKO FINANCE PLAN

With "several thousand" proxies
already received, RKO expects that
its refinancing plan will be approved
by stockholders, B. B. Kahane, said
to The Film Daily yesterday.
Stockholders who vote on this pro-
posed plan for raising $11,600,000
must be of record Nov. 23, Kahane
stated.

9 Eastern Theaters
Using Popular Classics

Nine Eastern theaters are now
using Popular Classics as a supple-
mentary attraction, said Edward
Golden yesterday. New additions to
his list are: Oasis, Brooklyn, Cap-
ital and Liberty, Staten Island
houses operated by Sol Brill and
three more Ochs theaters. Ten
classics and two book-ends are in-

cluded in each set.

62 Men Added by Thea. Service;

New ''Screen Broadcasts''' Click

journalistic Fraternity

Not Like Film Portrayals

Minneapolis — Protesting that newspapermen
are not drunken sots, bootleggers or racketeers

as so many pictures have shown them, a reso-

lution asking producers for "intelligent technical

direction of newspaper scenes" was adopted at

the national convention of the Sigma Delta Chi,

journalistic fraternity, held here this week.

Theater Service Corp., headed by
William Johnson, is adding 62 sales-

men to its present force of 135
men handling the firm's advertising
films. The company has just re-

leased its new style "Screen Broad-
casts," sound-on-film reels produced
under the new Technicolor "no
grain" process, and first showings

(.Continued on Eage 5)

Changes in Directorate
—Schenck Favors $1

Extra Dividend
Directorate of Loew's, Inc., yes-

terday became linked with the board
of Film Securities Corp., which
holds the controlling stock interest
in Loew's fornierly held by the Fox
interests, through the election of J.

E. Searle, E. W. Leake and J. R.
Hazel, all directors in Film Securi-
ties, to succeed Leopold Friedman,

{Continued on Page 4)

SECOND HESS LIBEL SUIT

ISWARNINGTO SLANDERERS

Filing of a second libel suit by
Gabriel L. Hess against The Church-
man Co. and its vice-president and
editor-in-chief, Guy Emery Shipler,
was interpreted yesterday as irtdi-

cating that the industry intends to

make a court fight in instances
where it and its executives are al-

legedly slandered.

The second Hess action, seeking
$150,000 damages, also filed by At-
torney Louis Nizer, alleges that the
religious publication libeled him by
saying in its issue of Nov. 14 that

(Continued on Page 4)

Only 15 Warner Houses
Are Closed at Present

Only 15 of the GOO Warner Bros.
theaters are closed at the present
time, it was stated at Warner Bros.

yesterday.

Al Steffes Gets Riled

Over 10-Cent Situation

Minneapolis—Charging that both distributors

and exhibitors are in cahoots to drive him out

of business because of his 10-cent admission

policy, Al Steffes is reported about to seek

the aid of the county attorney's office in his

fight. Steffes claims there is a conspiracy to

hold back product for six months and in some
cases to withhold it entirely.
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RKO Publicity Dept. Moves
RKO publicity and advertising de-

partment, headed by Hy Daab,
moves its offices today from the 16th
to the 14th floor of 1560 Broadway.

*•• >
, New York Long Island City j'j

1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. j>
BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 ":J.:

^Eas

I J« E. Bnilatour. Inc. I

J'J Chicago
Jlf 1727 Indiana Ave.

CALumet 3692

—
V"
"4

Hollywood JJ
6700 Santa Monica t;

Blvd. :•:

HOLlywood 4121 'Ji

"Around the World With Douglas Fairbanks"
A most delectable dish of relishing entertainment is served by Douglas Fairbanks

in this novel adventure picture released by United Artists. It is not to be confused
with the general run of travelogues, but rather is a combination of fact and fancy,

serious and light, ridiculous and sublime, strung together with a running fire of witty

comment and presented In the engagingly Intimate style of the master showman who
can go from a glorious Taj Mahal view to a Mickey Mouse sequence and make it

register a punch. For continuously fascinating, intriguing, amusing, often amazing,
scrupulously clean and altogether richly entertainment screen fair, this Is about the
most unusual morsel that has come along during the season. It can be safely recom-
mended as a delightful order for any taste and any family.

—GILLETTE.

Paramount Completes
Short Subject Lineup

Paramount's short subject pro-

gram at the New Lork studio

reaches completion this week, bring-

ing the schedule to a close ahead of

the date originally set. Production
for the last eight months has aver-

aged from three to five shorts week-
ly. Work on the new lineup starts

after the first of the year.

Stern Again Heads U Club
Herman Stern was elected to head

the Universal Club for the third

time at the annual meeting. Oscar
Binder was re-elected treasurer.

Harriet Ratner, secretary, and Paul
Gulick, vice president. The follow-

ing were elected to the board of

directors: Helen E. Hughes, C. B.

Paine, E. Wells, Sydney Singerman,
Mrs. C. F. Hall, James Jordon. Mor-
ris Goodman, W. Bollman, Eugene
Cox, Theresa Hart and B. Biggart.

The directors voted to give to the

Emergency Unemployment Relief

Committee the profits of the "Night
in Paris" entertainment of the club

on Hallowe'en and a check for $500
was forwarded to the chairman of

the relief committee.

Para. May Open India Exchange
Although definite plans have not

as yet been formulated. Paramount
is considering opening a branch dis-

tribution office in India. Charles
Ballance, Paramount representative
in India is now at the home office

for conferences with Emil E. Shauer
which are expected to result in a de-

cision regarding the India policy
of distributing Paramount features.
Also at the home office is Harry
Novak, Panama representative, who
is also holding conferences with
Shauer. Gus Shaeffer, Berlin man-
ager, is expected in New York next
week.

"X Marks the Spot" for Loew Theas.

A deal was closed yesterday by
the Loew Metropolitan Circuit
whereby Tiffany's newspaper pic-
ture, "X Marks The Spot," will play
the entire group of theaters. The
picture will have the maximum num-
ber of playdates in the 58 theaters
involved.

Among other bookings, the Joe
Danz Circuit in Seattle has just con-
tracted for Tifl^any's entire Quality
Group of 12 features.

Marilyn Miller Film for Garden
Premiere of Marilyn Miller in

"Her Majesty, Love" will be given
by Warners at the Winter Garden
on Thanksgiving night.

Income Tax Department
Disallows Merg-er Expense
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—An income tax de-

ficiency claim of $8,415.67 is involved
in a dispute between the Internal
Revenue Department and Motion Pic-
ture Capital Corp., which, in 1929,
merged with Investors Equity Co. of
Jersey City. Motion Picture Capital
deducted from its income tax the
expenses incident to the merger,
amounting to $49,464.83, the sum of
$3,729.42 pa-id to list new stock is-

sues on the New York Exchange,
$10,440.50 representing the expenses
of new issues, and $12,871.43, rep-
resen*:ing fees occasioned by the
merger. The revenue department re-
fused to allow these deductions, and
a petition was presented to the
Board of Tax Appeals for reviev/.

Stock Company Helps
Okla. C'ty Situation

Oklahoma City—Since opening of
the Warner Players stock company,
at the Warner, formerly on a film
policy, other local movies have bene-
fited by getting the picture trade
that used to go to the Warner, which
is building up a largely new clien-
tele. The stock is doing well so far
and Warners expect to hold it

through the winter, according to
George Henger, publicity executive.

Radio Pictures Writers Resign
West Coast Bitrcau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Alfred Jackson, Ma-

rion Dix and Barney Sarecky, Ra-
dio Pictures writers, resigned yes-
terday.

THEATRE RECORDS
Now Available

On 33'^ R.P.M.

OVERTURES AND
EXIT MUSIC

Listings of Selections

Now Available

LEW WHITE - Organ
ROY SMECK - Hawaiian Orch.

VIC IRWIN'S-Orchestra
SAM LANIN- Orchestra
LOU GOLD Orchestra
Write for Further Details

Mail Orders Filled

Price 75c Each

AMERICAN RECORD CORP.
1776 Broadway, N. Y. C.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: ERPI Club Thanksgiving Dan(
Park Central Roof, New York.

Nov. 18-25: National Motion Pictv
Week for relief of unemployed

Nov. 24: Allied Theater Owners of N<
Jersey. Inc., meeting at Hotel Lincol
New York, 1 P. M. ,

Nov. 24: Paramount Pep Club Banqii
and Ball, Publix Annex, New York.]

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theai
Owners' Protective Ass'n, Baker Hot
Dallas.

Dec. 3: A.M.P.A. luncheon at the Dii
Hotel with S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel
guest speaker.

Dec. 7 : Mid-winter meeting of Carolii
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charloti
Charlotte. N. C.

Dec. 10: Special Meeting of RKO stoc
holders to vote on plans for change
capitalization.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dan
of the Columbians (Columbia Picture!
Hotel Plaza, New York.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M
T. O. A., Washington, D. C.

Educational to Set Lineup in Fe
Educational's program for 193:

3.3 will be definitely set in Februar;
said Earl Hammons yesterday. E
plans to leave New York for tj

Coast immediately.
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SIDNEY FOX^
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the girl who sky-

rocketed to fame
overnight as the

sensation of Carl

Laemmle's Universal

Super Attraction •'

STRICTLY
DISHONORABLE

Now hitting the high

spots at $2 top in

New York's Long Run

Criterion and the

Carthay Circle, Los

Angeles.You'll see her

name in electric lights

on the marquees of the

eWorld from now on!

PAUL LUKAS
(Courlesy Paramount Pictures)

SIDNEY FOX •

LEWIS STONE •

GEORGE MEEKER •

SIDNEY TOLER •

WILLIAM RICCIARDN
Directed by

JOHN STAHL
from the Brock Pera-

berton' stage hit by

Preston Sturges . .

produced by Carl.

Laemmie, Jr.

/CHEVROLET/

\ Pepsodent

filUlK
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A UNIVERS;!
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^ SIDNEY FOX
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LOEW BOARD IS LINKED

WITH flLM^SECURITIES

(Continued from Page 1)

D. E. Pomeroy and H. M. Rice on

the Loew board of directors.

At the same time Nicholas M.
Schenck, president, indicated that he

would recommend to the board at

the next meeting that the extra

dividend of $1 be again paid this

year.
Stockholders at yesterday's meet-

ing,, which was presided over by J.

Robert Rubin, adopted a resolution

recommending that directors con-

sider a reduction in the bonuses

paid to Schenck and David Bern-

stein. It was brought out that

Schenck last year received a bonus
of $274,404 in addition to a weekly
salary of $1,500 from Loew's and

$1,000 from M-G-M, while Bernstein

received $164,842 bonus in addition

to $800 weekly from Loew and $1,-

200 from M-G-M. The bonuses are

fixed each year by directors and
consist of percentage of net profits.

Marcus Loew established the system
in 1926.

Rubin told the stockholders that

many economies were being effected

at the M-G-M studios and that sal-

aries of employes not under contract

had been reduced, although there

had been no cuts for officials. One
faction of stockholders felt the offi-

cers were entitled to their bonuses
in view of the excellent showing they
had made in operations over a per-

iod when most other companies were
suffering big losses.

Alice White in Jersey City
Alice White opens at the Stanley,

Jersey City, today, coming from the
Ambassador in St. Louis. Follow-
ing her Jersey City date. Miss
White, who is now in New York, will

play Warner houses in Washington
and Pittsburgh.

Tennessee Tax Looms
Nashville^Gov. Horton, in a re-

cent statement, indicated that he will

ask for additional taxation against
theaters when the special session of

the Tennessee Legislature convenes.

COMING & GOING

CARL LAEMMLE left New York last
night for Universal City. A slight re-ar-
rangement of Us plans took him and his sec-
retary. Jack Ross, to Washington. He will
be met in Chicago the following day by
Paul Kobner and Frank Mastroly, who will
accompany him on the rest of the trip.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., and his
Wife, Joan Crawford, who arrived in town
on Wednesday, will remain for a week.
HL DAGOVER will sail from New York

for Germany next Wednesday aboard the
Albert Ballin. She will be accompanied
by her husband, George Witt, actor and di-
rector.

A. POLLAK of Peerless Pictures returned
from the coast yesterday.

GUS SHAEFFER, Paramount Berlin
representative, is expected in New York next
week,

JAMES TRAVIS, Canadian general man-
ager for Educational, leaves for Toronto
tonight.

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Canton, O.—A. H. Abrams, who
owned and operated the Mozart, has

sold the house to H. H. Reinhart

who also operates the McKinley.

Chicago—The Arlington Heights
has been sold to LaFave & Stein-

Frankfort, Ind. — The Roxy, a

1,250-seat house, opened recently.

Milwaukee—Articles of incorpora-

tion have been filed by the Elite

Amusement Corp. Signers are Har-
old Shapiro, Scfl J. Kohn and Norma
L. Kohn.

Holly, Mich.—The Liberty, only

house here, has been closed.

Allentown, Pa.—Manager Walter
J. Hurley is celebrating the eleventh

anniversary of the Colonial which
he has managed since coming here
from Reading a few years ago.

Spokane—Oscar Nyberg has been
named assistant manager of the new
Fox under Nick Pierong, his former
chief at the Orpheum.

Detroit—Earl W. Wright, former
manager of circuit houses for the
Woodward Theater Co., has filed a
voluntary petition in bankruptcy.
Wright also operated a number of
local houses in his own name.

Merced, Cal.—Joe O'Connor is the
manager of the recently opened new
Merced here which was built under
the direction of the Golden State
Realty Co.

Kansas City — Joe Burke, Fox
traveling auditor, is visiting the lo-

cal exchange under Ward Scott for
several weeks.

Detroit—J. D. O'Neil, formerly lo-

cal office manager for the National
Theater Supply Co., has returned
here from St. Louis to take charge
of sales for the McArthur Theater
Equipment Co. Bill Clarry, who has
been in the McArthur sales depart-
ment, will be in charge of McAr-
thur's roadshow attraction, "Ten
Nights in a Bar Room."

Sylvania, O. — M.rs. Earl Plikert
has leased the Speedway from E.
Eley.

Imposing Cast for "File 113"
IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Lew Cody, Clara

Kimball Young, Mary Nolan, George
E. Stone, June Clyde, William Col-

lier, Jr., Herbert Bunston, Roy
D'Arcy, Crauford Kent, Irving Ba-
con, Harry Vording, Joe Bonomo
and Sidney D'Albrock comprise the

cast of "File 113," which M. H.
Hoffman is producing for Allied

Pictures. Chester M. Franklin is di-

recting. John Francis Natteford
wrote the screen play and dialogue.

Hope They Have Lots to Do
Collectors to pick up funds raised

by the unemployment relief fund
benefits will soon be appointed in

the New York district. They will

make their rounds the day following
the shows.

Arrested in Bombing Attempt
Pittsburgh—-Four men, including

Ralph Freeman, business agent for

the local operators' union, are be-

ing held by police in connection with
the attempted bombing of the Co-
lonial on Oct. 26.

Improving Daytona Beach House
Daytona Beach, Fla.—The Em-

pire, formerly the Vivian, is being
remodeled at an estimated cost of

$25,000. Work should be completed
by Thanksgiving day, according to

Harry Vincent, manager.

Loew's State Adding One Show
Starting with "Monkey Business,"

Loew's State will open at 10 A. M.,
instead of 1 P. M., and play continu-
ously until 2 A. M., against 1:30
formerly. This means an extra show
daily.

Big Tickets for Big Shots
Enlarged theater tickets measur-

ing 1^ by 31/2 feet, for benefit per-
forniances to RKO theaters during
Unemployment Relief Week, will be
delivered to civic and social leaders
today by 12 Albertina Rasch girls
and Lita Grey Chaplin. The girls
will leave the Palace at one o'clock
and visit Governor Roosevelt, Mrs.
Oliver Harriman, Owen D. Young,
Ann Morgan, Mrs. August Belmont
and others. Newsi-eel cameras will
be on the job to make pictures of
the start.

Equity Extends Xmas Layofif

Actors' Equity has extended the
customary Christmas lay-off period
of one week so that legit, managers
may close their companies for the
fcur days preceeding Christmas pro-
vided that the principals receive $5
and the chorus $3.50 per day ex-
penses.

More Vaude for Essaness
Chicago—Essaness theaters con-

tinue to add vaudeville to their
bills, having found it a draw. Start-
ing Sunday the Embassy adds two
acts, for Sundays only. Acts book-
ed through the Sam Herman office
are being used at the Logan on Sat-
urdays and the Davis on Thursdays.

Ask Mayor's Okay on Sunday Show
Atlanta—Permission to hold Sun-

day shows in all theaters here for
charity has been asked of Mayor
Key and the city council by the At-
lanta Ass'n of Theater Managers.
Lionell H. Keene, division manager
for Loew's, and Carter Barron of
the Fox, are sponsors of the plan.

SECOND HESS LIBEL SUHI

(.Continued from Page 1)

he was indicted by the Ontario Gu
ernment in connection with its proli

of the film industry. A similal

statement is used by Hess as th

basis of his pending action agains
P. J. Harrison.

Nizer said yesterday: "The ac

tion brought against the Churchraa
Co. and Guy Emery Shipler has 11

reference whatever to Mr. Hess' po

sition as general attorney for tl

Hays organization. It was brougti
by him in protection of his splendi

reputation of long standing as /

lawyer."

Excavation is Completed
For Radio City Theateij

Excavation was completed yesi

terday for the 3,600-seat motioi

picture theater which will be erectet

in Radio City, according to an ai:

nouncement made by Todd, Robert'

son & Todd Engineering Corp., am
Todd & Brown Inc., architects aiw!

builders. Steel for the structurj

has been delivered and constructioij

will start by the end of next week
Excavations were also completeil:

yesterday for the International Mu
sic Hall and the 31-story offic

building. Excavation for the 70

story NBC building is two-third
finished.

The picture house will face Sixtl

Ave. between 48th and 49th St., witl

the International Music Hall at ;

similar position between 50th am
51st St.

Dallas Wins Big 4 Sales Drive '

Allied Film Exchanges of Dallai

won the Big 4 Star-Spangled Salei

Drive which terminated on Oct. 31

B. N. Judell, Inc. of Indianapolii

won second place and All Star Fea;

tures Distributors, Inc. of S?"

Francisco ended third. Substantiti

cash prizes were awarded to eaci

of the three winners among the 3'

Big 4 distributors.

Big 4 Westerns in Spanish
Spanish versions of Big 4 West

erns, first and second series, wif

be distributed throughout Spanisl

speaking countries, it is announce^'

by Tom Guinan, sales manager fo;

Big 4.

"John Wayne, appearing in 'Yellow.'

is an expert knife thrower and enjoys

vignetting frames around human bodies
with sharp blades thrown from a dis-

tance. At present he is short on tar-

gets."
—COLUMBIA
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MORE 'HOKUM' NEEDED,

SAYS B. P. SCHULBERG

(.Continued from Page 1)

studio. The trouble, says Schul-

berg, is that a wrong interpretation

of the word 'hokum' has sprea.

around and today there is just con

tempt for it on the part of a class

that is going 'arty' with disastrous

results.

"The type of story that capturec

and held audiences and made thf

film industry what it is today was
the human, understandable story

with lovable and real characters, as

opposed to the artificial and sophis

ticated," Schulberg states. "To
reach the hearts of the masses we
must be simple and direct.

"We are in the motion picture

business, and 'just a motion picture'

is what the public wants and is go-

ing to have. Dictionaries define

'hokum' as 'any word, act, business

or property, used by an actor, that

succeeds in arousing audience ap-

proval.' I contend that it is film-

dom's duty to continue to write lines

and scenes and interpret and play

them in such a manner as to win
audience approval. If that be 'ho-

kum,' make the most of it."

Premiums Oust Dual Bills

In Sections of Canada
Inexpensive premiums with admis-

sion tickets are being used to suc-

cessfully supplant the double-fea-

ture draw in all Canadian prov-

inces except Quebec, James Travis,

Canadian general manager for Edu-
cational told Film Daily yesterday.

Premiums consist of plated tab'e

ware, household utensils and dress-

ing table novelties costing at the

most 11 cents each and leaving the

net admission 14 cents on a 25-cent

admission price. According to Tra-

vis, Quebec is sticking to the double-

feature programs without any pros-

pect of change in the general pol-

icy. Travis leaves for Toronto to-

night.

Italian Film for Cameo
"Fra Diavolo," Cines Pittaluga

production distributed here by
Transcontinental Pictures, opens to-

morrow at the RKO Cameo for a

run. The picture has been such a

success abroad that French and

German versions already have been

made and an English edition is now
being recorded.

® • • IT AVAS exactly nine years ago today that the first

radio program was broadcast from a theater in our own
li'l hamlet at the Capitol so November 19, 1922,
stands out big in the annals of radio history on which
occasion the Capitol orchestra played "Ein Heldenleben" di-

rectly from the stage this theater's historical debut on
the air was arranged by George McClelland, now general man-
ager of NBC Roxy, presentation director and
Major Bowes, managing director

• • • BY WAY of suitable commemoration of that epoch-
making event, there will be a reunion of these three pioneers
of radio tonight when they will join in the Ninth An-
niversary program from the Capitol studio and the Major
will present his two honored guests wot a thrill these
three will get as they stand there looking back on all

that has intervened in these nine years a thrill that can
only be equaled by their first sensations 'way back in 1922
as they sent out the first theater program wondering
what the reactions would be from the thousands listening in
throughout the land well, the Capitol hasn't missed a
week in its broadcastings ever since with an audience
that has grown constantly

• • • WHEN THEY made Richard Arlen mayor of Toluca
Lake in Cal-ee-for-nigh-aye, he thought it was an honor
but since his recent visit to Kansas City, he's not so sure
a bunch of fans had gathered at the station to see him off

in the midst of his "personal appearance" act, some muggs from
Toluca Lake started razzing him "Say, Mister Mayor,
as a taxpayer of Toluca Lake, I wanna protest against the lousy
water service." Dick tried to ignore the heckler
but every so often he'd bust in with some such remark as
"Do we or do we not get better water service in Toluca?"

so Dick has decided ya can't mix pix and politix
and is gonna resign as Mayor of Toluca Lake

• • • OF ALL things! M. A. Lightman, prexy of
the M.P.T.O.A., is playing the lead in amateur theatricals at
the Little Theater in his home town of Memphis he will
star in "The Donovan Affair" which plays there Dec. 2-3-4
now supposin' some producer grabs him off for a feature pix

and Mister Lightman books it for his own theayters
will he try to chisel on the price ?

• • • THOSE PARAMOUNT Pep Club boys did a smart
thing in again appointing Earl Wingart to chairmanship of
their publicity committee Earl and his gang have lined

up a lot of newspaper and trade paper breaks for their or-
ganizashe the past year the boys who helped him are
Caryll Odell, Wallace West, Forney Wyly, Robert C. Moriarty
and Leonard B. Daly

* * * *

• • • IT'S ABOUT time due credit was given to Yakima
Canutt, the Western stunt man Yakima doubles for 50
per cent of the big outdoor stars in the hazardous stunts
so even though his name doesn't appear in the cast half the
time, the chances are that he's there fallin' over a cliff, or taking
a wild dive from a roof to a saddle of a bronc Yakima
is probably the cleverest all-round rider who ever appeared on
the screen

• • • THESE DIALOG pix should take a lesson from the
Judge who says the longest Sentence in the fewest words

—

"Life!"

THEATER SERVICE CORP.

ADDING 62 SALESMEN

(.Continued from Page 1)

of these business films in the last

few days brought a flood of favor-
able reactions. The films also re-

ceived an enthusiastic reception at
a special projection room showing
yesterday.

"Screen Broadcasts" present a
series of adroitly prepared scenarios,
with action sequences, in color and
appropriate musical accompaniment,
relating to the business advertised.
Following the descriptive scene,
there is a brief flash of the local

advertiser's credit line. An unusual
note is provided by clever double ex-
posures and animated titles. About
30 different classifications of busi-

ness, such as jewelers, dry cleaners,
hardware stores, radio dealers,

candy shops, coal dealers, etc., are
included in the TSC 1931-32 pro-
duction schedule. Each classification

includes from one to 12 different and
distinct kinds of films. The pictures
have been produced on a class scale

that should make them acceptable in

the best houses. More than 3,000
theaters already have arranged for

the showing of "Screen Broadcasts,"
and additional houses are signing up
daily.

Theater Service Corp. has divi-

sional offices in all parts of the U.
S. The company also will start next
month using color in its Fashion
Guild films, shown in cooperation
with prominent stores.

Turkey Restricts Film Imports
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Importation of mo-

tion picture films and raw films in-

to Turkey is being restricted by
governmental decree to specified

quotas, the Department of Com-
merce is informed. The quotas ap-

ply to imports for all countries and
will be filled according to the dates

of arrival of the goods.

New Manager in Hackensack
Hackensack, N. J.—W. Osborne

has taken over the managerial reins

of the Eureka, Warner house. He
succeeds G. McKenna.

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdays:

November 20

Vincent Lawrence Reginald Denny

Robert W. Armstrong Rosita Delmar

Elsa Benham
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

^By RALPH WILH .

HOLLYWOOD
WAILLIAM BAKEWELL will play

his first heavy character role

at Christmas time when he imper-
sonates Santa Claus at a Christmas
party to be given for ,a group of

children at the home of a relative in

Beverly Hills.

Ray McCarey is becoming an authority

on midgets. He directed "Free Eats," an

"Our Gang" comedy, in which Major Mite,

the smallest man in the world, and Tiny
Laurence, another midget, appeared.

* * *

Sarah Y. Mason, who wrote the

screen plays and dialogue for sev-

eral screen successes, is writing the

screen story of "Zelda Marsh," the

Charles G. Norris story, which will

go into production shortly at Co-
lumbia.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Michael Curtiz, Ed-
win Carewe, Sid Rogell, Pete Smith, Ben
Jacksen. Robert Florey, Linda Watkins,
Dave Epstein. Bill Wright, Jules White,
Bess Meredyth, Gwen Wakeiing, James
Hanley, Lambert Hillyer, Eddie Silton.

Maxwell Shane, George Rosener, Louis Ste-

vens at "Private Lives," starring Edward
Everett Horton.

* * *

Tully Marshall and Karen Morley
have been cast so far in the John
and Lionel Barrymore vehicle, "Ar-
sene Lupin", which has gone in

work at M-G-M under the direction

of Jack Conway. Miss Morley has
the feminine lead.

* * *

Geoffrey Shurlock of Paramount has re-

turned from a three months' stay at the

Paramount Joinville, France, studios. While
in Europe he also visited Ufa and other

studios.

Victor Schertzinger's enormous
living room in his palatial home re-

sembles a conservatory of music. Al-
most every known musical instru-
ment has its place there, the RKO
director being an accomplished mu-
sician as well as composer.

* * *

George Archainbaud's recently directed
RKO production, "Helga," is proving a hit

in both England and France, according to
reports received by local studio executives.
Archainbaud just completed "Exposed."

* * *

"The Pocatello Kid" replaces
"Fighting Mad" as the title of Ken
Maynard's new Tiffany production.
Marceline Day plays opposite May-
nard in this western, which was di-

rected by Phil Rosen.

Rowland Brown, it is rumored on reliable
authority, may shortly sever connections
with Universal. His original story, "Door-
way to Hell," which he also directed, re-
ceived the second highest number of votes
at the recent Academy dinner.

* * *

One of Wallace Smith's magazine
contributions appears in the last is-

sue of "Cosmopolitan." Smith is

understood to have conceived and
written the article in five hours.

* * *

One night back in 1914 Mack Sennett
attended the old Morosco Theater and saw
Harry Gribbon for the first time. Result

—

Harry was signed on a long-term contract

by the comedy chief, and the number of
comedies that he has appeared in. since is
too long to mention.

* * * *

Fred Burns will play another
sheriff role in RKO Pathe's "Part-
ners."

* * *

Mike Donlin is just as capable an actor
as he once was a baseball player, according
to Tay Garnstt, RKO Pathe director. Don-
Im, Garnett believes, never plays two roles
similarly, giving to each one he attempts
exactly the shading it demands.

William Bakewell is the proud
possessor of one of the most valu-
able footballs in the world. Such
famous names as Knute Rockne,
Louis Wolheim and other prominent
men adorn this pigskin.

* * *

Rowland Brown, Universal director, was
at one time a leading wrestler in th- ea t.
deiertmg the professional ranks for a role
in a Broadway production.

* * *

Simile—As hopeless as an amateur trying
to sell an original story.

Pat O'Brien and Mae Clarke, who
scored their first big screen hits in

"The Front Page," are playing the
leads in "Final Edition," which How-
ard Higgin is directing for Colum-
bia. Ralph Block is supervising.

* * *

Paramount assignments: Adrienne Am;s
and Claire Dodd for "Two Kinds of Wom-
en," making the tenth role this year for

Miss Dodd. ... Virginia Hammond for "No
One Man," directed by Lloyd Corrigan from
the fcr'pt of Sidney Buchman and Agnes
Brand Leahy, adapted by Percy Heath.

* * *

Virginia Lee Corbin, a blonde, be-
comes a brunet e in Tiffany's "X
Marks the Spot" in order to con-
trast with the blonde Mary Nolan
and the golden-haired Sally Blane.

* * *

Hal Roach has started the latest ZaSu
Pitts-Thelma Todd comedy, "Seal Skins."
under the direction of Gil Pratt. .. .Grady
Sutton of the Boy Friends was loaned re-

cently to Paramount for "Second Chances"
. . . George Robert Phillips McFarland, who
answers to the name of Sonny, is an addi-
tion to Our Gang.

Rosco Ates will appear in M-G-
M's "Freaks", playing the role of
a female impersonator.

Fox assignments: Minna Gombell for
"Dance Team"; Charles Farrell will have
the lead in "After Tomorrow," under the
direction of Frank Borzage, with Donald
Meek, Barbara Robbins and Josephine Hull
also signed for this picture .... Elissa Landi
will appear next in "Disillusion." original by
Wil'iam Anthony McGuire, to be directed by
Kerneth MacKenna; Edwin Justus Mayer
added to the writing staff.

Florine McKinney of Ft. Worth,
Tpx., has been signed by Paramount.
She is a singer and dancer. i

4= * * I

Warner assignments : Warren William for '

"The Mouthpiece." to follow "A Church
Mouse," in which William and Marian
Marsh will appear under the direction of

Roy Del Rutii with adaptation by Joseph
Jickson: Arthur Ca sar and Houston Branch
to adapt "M nde'. Inc.," Smith and Dale
vehicle, to be directed by Mervyn LeRoy

;

Rslph Harolde and Dickie Moore for "Old
Man Minick."

STANDARD
The Film Daily Year Book is Filmdoms

Encyclopedia and the recognized Standard

Reference Book of the motion picture in-

dustry. It has stood the test of time. Pub-

lished annually for fourteen years it gets

bigger and more practical with each new

issue. It covers the industry completely,

from A to Z, and is to be found on the

desk of every film executive in every part

of the world . . . and in spite of the times,

the 1932 Edition will be the biggest and

finest book of reference ever published in

the motion picture industry.

The 1932 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
<14th Editioni

IS NOW IN PREPARATION

FILMDOMS RECOGNIZED REFERENCE POCK
Distributed In |anu,iry

BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER
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Theater Changes Reported by Film Boards oF Trade
ALABAMA

Change in Ownership
Avondale—Cameo, sold to James Jarrell by

George Wise.

Closing
Thomasville—Rivoli.

ARIZONA
Closings

Chandler—Granda ; Douglas—Royal ; Pima
—Pima.

Re-Openings
Buckeye— Orpheum ; Cottonwood—RiaUo ;

Tuscon—Rialto ; Wilcox—Mystic.

ARKANSAS
Change in Ownership

Fort Smith—New, Joie, Temple, sold to Pub-
lix Malco Thea. by Publix.

Closings
Bald Knob—Gem ; Eldorado — Dillingham ;

Hope—Rialto ; Pocahontas—Dixie.

Re-Openings
Camden—Malco ; Earle—Princess.

CALIFORNIA
Changes in Ownership

Alameda — Lincoln, sold to Herman
Schwartz by R. Lippert ; Campbell

—

Campbell, sold to Joe Meyer by H. C.
Bloom; Colma—New Colma, sold to Frank
& Dorothy Garibaldi by Paul Aglietti

;

Coronado—S Iverstrand, sold to E. D.
Bush; Fillmore—Fillmore, sold to Fill-

more Thea. Inc. by Mr. Stearns ; Los
Angeles—Empire, sold to Mr. Mann by
Hicks & Mann; Hidalgo, sold to Trallis
& Emanuel by Miss Ewing ; Mission, sold
to Mrs. Turkell by Turkell & Cohen ; San
Diego—Forum, sold to Roy Robbins by
Mr. Koping ; Imperial, sold to V. Russo
by Gilman Cass ; Logan Heights, sold to

. A}\en McPherson by John Zweck ; San
Francisco—Bayshore. sold to E. J. Mc-
Dermott by Frank Goseling.

Closings
Chino—Wood's ; Coronado—Tent City ; El

Centre—Valley; Elsinore — Open. Air;
Montebello — Star ; Newport—Newport

;

San Diego—Key O ; Sawtelle—Tivoli

;

Venice—Venice.

Re-Openings
Fallbrook—Fallbrook

;
Jacumba—Casino ; Los

Angeles— Elite, Home, Princess ; Ramona
—Ramona ; Santa Barbara—Californ a ;

Southgate—Southgate ; Wilmington—Ave-
lon.

New Theaters
Inglewood—United Artists, Fox-West Coast,
owners; Los Angeles—Warner's Western,
Warner Bros., owners; Pomona—Sunkist,
Hughes-Franklin, owners ; Mecced—Gra-
nada, Merced Thea. Co., owners; Sacra-
mento—Oak Park, Cy Graves, owner

;

San Francisco—El Rey, San Francisco
Theaters, Inc., owners.

Name Changes
Arbuckle—Almond, formerly Arbuckle ; Bel-

vedere Gardens— Boulevard, formerly Red
Mil; Brea—Yost's, formerly Red Lan-
tern ; Lynwood—Lynwood. formerly Egyp-
tian ; Jacumba—Casino, formerly Minne-
tonka ; Ramona—Ramona, formerly Cali-

fornia ; Southgate—Southgate. formerly
Garden ; Wilmington—Avalon, formerly
Empress.

COLORADO
Change in Ownership

Arvada—Arvada. sold to N. P. Beckett by
E. E. Benjamin.

Closings
Denver—Folly ; Eads—Eads ; Holly—Sun ;

Palisade— Palisade ; Somerset—Gem.
Re-Opening

Limon—Auditorium.

FLORIDA
Changes in Ownership

Pensacola— Belmont, sold to W. J. Hury by
E. Cummings ; St. Petersburg—Patio, sold

to Sunshine Theas., Inc., by Patio Amuse.
Co.

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

Arlington Heights—Arlington, sold to Otto
G. Heimann by Strandt & Miller ; Au-

burn—American, sold to S. R. Alexander
by J. W. Smith & Son; Chicago—Clare-
ment. sold to M.^sterson Thea. Corp. bv
T. M-tchell; Erie, sold to E. A. Laughlin
by M. Hellman ; Gold, sold to Homan
Photoplay Co. by Chicago Title & Trust
Co.; Halsted, sold to L. Silver by B. Na-
than ; Milda, sold to Milda Thea. Co. by
John Satranskos ; Ogden. sold to Marte J.
Kaufman by C. J. Nomicos ; Mason City—Liberty, sold to A. D. Pierce by J. J.
Bolincrer ; Mt. Morris—Granada, sold to
Russell Lamb by B. A. Lucasagt ; Peters-
burg—Strand, sold to A. D. Pierce by L.
Watkins; Rochelle—Hub. sold to E. E.
Alger by B. A. Lucas; Stockton—Stock-
ton, sold to Wm. B. Jury by A. E. Pierce.

Closings
Areola—Areola : Bement—Avalon.

Re-Opening
Chicago—Loop.

IOWA
Changes in Ownership

Alta—Legion, sold to E. Lindlief by L. W.
Splichel ; Dow City—New, sold to O. J.
Judd by Dow City Amuse. Co. ; Marcus

—

Rainbow, sold to E. Delaney by Lehman
& Robinson ; Whiting—Opera House, sold
to Dr. M. O. Stauch by H. Bennett.

Closings
Dow City — Opera House; Kimballton —

Lyric ; Walnut—Lyric.

Re-Openings
Alta—Legion : Coin—Sun ; Danbury—Danby ;

Marcus—Rainbow ; Whiting—Opera House.

New Theater
Everly—Corn, Wehle & Schoelerman, own-

ers.

LOUISIANA

Changes in Ownership
Bossier City—Southland, sold to E. C. Kir-

land by F E. Hendon ; Ferriday—Melz
Arcade, sold by Morris Melz by R. L.
Bailey; Kentwood—Atherton, sold to A.
O. Ott by W. Story; Minden—Ba'ley, sold
to J.-E. Williams by R. L. Bailey; Mon-
roe-Rex, sold to E. F. Nuns.

Closings
Bogalusa—Redwood ; Cottonport—Peoples

;

Coushatta—Taylor ; Duson—Franks ; Mar-
rero—Jefiferson ; Merryville—Pastime ; West
Monroe— Siegle.

MARYLAND
Re-Openings

Baltimore—Imperial, Superba
; Ridgely—Com-

munity.

MASSACHUSETTS
Changes in Ownership

Fall River—Academy, sold to M. Rothen-
berg by W. Purcell ; Bijou-Empire, sold
to W. Purcell by N. Yamins ; Haverhill—
Colonial, sold to Salem Realty Co. by
J. Hargeman ; Lowell—Merrimac Sq.,

sold to C. Williams by Publix.

Closing
Lowell—Rialto.

Re-Openings
Greenfield—Victoria ; Watertown—Strand ; W.

Springfield— Majestic ; Webster—State.

MICHIGAN

Changes in Ownership
Detroit—Caniff, sold to Walter Leskiewicz

by Stanley Janicski ; Marcellus—Your,
sold to Ann L. Smith and Son by C. A.
Smith; Negaunee—Liberty, sold to P. E.

Johnson by Ringuette & Anderson.

Closings
Almont—Star ; Bangor—Regent ; Detroit

—

Charles; E. Jordon—Temple; Iron Mt.

—

Colonial ; Lake Orion—Silver ; Sparta

—

Our ; Whitehall—Playhouse.

Re-Openings
Detroit—Amo, Catherine ; Kalkaska—Silver.

MINNESOTA

Changes in Ownership
Amboy—Amboy, sold to H. A. Weicks by

Isabel Getter; Ellsworth—Majestic, so'd

to Geo. Schroeder by F. A. Cotterell

;

Fosston—Liberty, sold to Lohn & Dan-
ielson by I. E. Leverson ; Hastings—State,

sold to Joe Milnar by Werner Laging

;

North Branch—FamMy, sold to Davidson
&L .'\da Brown by Davidson & Johnson;
Robbinsdale—Crystal, sold to F. E. Ander-
son by Harry Dickerman ; Rush City

—

.Shadowland. sold to L. F. Buck by R.
W. Rydeen ; Shakopee—Gem, sold to Her-
bert Fette by L. E. Dawson : Sacred
Heart—Cozy, sold to George Gould by
AI Kurter.

Closing
Sanborn—Pleasure.

Re-Openings
Duluth— Star ; Fosston—Liberty ; Robb'ns-

dale—Crystal :
Minneapolis—7th St.

;

Pantages : Medford—Consolidated School

;

Sacred Heart—Cozy ; Ulen—Ulen.

New Theaters
Farmington—New Lyric. George Warweg,
owner ; Redwood Falls—New Redwood,
Don Buckley, owner; Thief River Falls

—

New Avalon, Anderson & Anderson, own-

MISSISSIPPI

Changes in Ownership
Tchula—Tchula, sold to U. Walker by Geo.

Posey.

Closings
Gulfport—Anderson ; Summer—Strand.

MISSOURI
Change in Ownership

St. Louis—LTptown, sold to George Bow-
zer by H. M. E. Pasmezoglu.

Re-Openings
Perry—Strand ; St. Louis—Uptown.

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

Nebraska City— Overland, sold to W. J.
Seydltz by Booth Bros. ; St. Edward

—

Lyric, sold to Earl Hasselbach by E. W.
Verhaage.

Closings
Arcadia—Electric ; Kenesaw—Walt's Supe-

rior— Sterling ; Walthill—Swan.

Re-Openings
Big Springs—R. & B. ; Elm Creek—Elm

;

Comstock—Comstock ; Lincoln— Capitol,
Rialto; Mason City—Opera House; Nio-
brara—Moon ; North Platte—Luna ; Milli-

gan—Central ; North Bend—Star ; Over-
ton—Gem.

New Theaters
Seward—Seward, I. N. Kuhl. owner; Spring-

field—Springfield, H. C. Coyne & Loptin,
owners.

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

Bloomfield—Lincoln, sold to Rudin & Rapp
by Joseph Stern ; Camden—Standard, sold
to Jacob Kratzok by David Shapiro

;

Clinton—Opera House, sold to Bland Jo-
haneson

; Jersey City—Danforth, sold to
Danforth Thea., Inc., by K. & C. Thea.
Co. ; Keansburg—Cameo, sold to N. De-
Tmo by John J. Cook ; Phillipsburg— Fitz,

sold to Fred Kunz by R. & K. Amuse.
Co.; Bergenfie'd—Palace; Bogota—Queen
Anne ; Bound Brook—Brook ; Elizabeth

—

Liberty ; Englewood—Plaza ; Hackensack

—

Hackensack
; Jersey City—Apollo, Capitol,

Fulton. Monticello, Rialto, State, Strand,
Tivoli ; Newark—Terminal ; Nutley—Frank-
I'n ; Westwood—Pascack ; sold to Skouras
Thea., Inc., by Fox Metropolitan Play-
liGuses.

Closings
Bayhead — Lorraine ; Flemington — Palace ;

New Milford— Newton; Barnegat—Park.

Re-Openings
Highland Park—Park ; Irvington—City ; Jer-

sey City—Danforth ; Keansburg—Cameo ;

N'w Brunswick—Opera House; Paterson
— Plaza ; Roselle Park—Roslyn ; Vales-
burg— Ricoli ; W. New York—Park.

NEW MEXICO
Closings

Dawson—Opera House ; Hot Springs

—

Rialto ; Mountainair—Mountaiaair.

NEW YORK
Changes in Ownership

Buflfalo— Park, sold to Luigi Bongiovanni
by Josenh A. Rutccki ; Kingston—Ritz,
sold to Ritz Theater Corp. by J. McLean

;

Hastings—Hastings, sold to Ever-Keen.
Inc. by Jack Rosenfeld ; Nyack—Rockland

;

Ossining—Victoria, sold to Skouras Thea.,
Inc., by Fox Metropolitan Playhouses.

Closing
Buffalo—Star.

Re-Openings
Cold Springs—Playhou«e ; Long Eddy—Em-

pire ; Wappinger Falls—Park.

New Theaters
Buffalo—Embasy, ,S25 Main St. Corp., own-

ers; Court St., Publix Theater Corp.,
owners; Mayville—Carlson, Carlson Bros.,
owners.

NEW YORK CITY

Changes in Ownership
Gramercy—.^11 1st Ave., sold to Dorsey
Amuse. Corp. by Marel Movies. Inc. ;

Pastime—2nd Ave., sold to M. Morrisey
by A. & M. Thea. Corp. ; Tremont—Tre-
mont Ave., sold to Harry Brandt by
David Weinstock ; Academy of Music— 126 E. 14th St. ; Audubon —
165th St. and Broadway; City—114 £.
14th St. : Crotona—Tremont and Park
Aves.

; Jap Gardens—96th St. and Broad-
way— Nemo— 110th St. and Broadway;
Park Plaza—Tremont and University Aves

;

Riverside—96th St. and Broadway ; Val-
entine—Fordham Rd. and Valentine Ave.,
sold to Skouras Theater, Inc.. by Fox
Metropolitan Playhouses.

Closings
Daytona—Amsterdam Ave. ; Hopewell Hall

—

1423 Williamsbridge Rd. ; Harlem King—
2.M4 Third Ave; Hollywood—2nd Ave.;
Lincoln— 135th St.; Model Photoplay —
3220 3rd Ave. ; New Stand—78 E. Broad-
way ; Palace—2nd Ave.; Regent—1556
1st Ave.; Rex—217 E. 67th St.

Re-Openings
Central Park- -Columbus Circle ; Liberty

—

116th St.; Lyric— 172 W. 23rd St.; Tre-
mont—Webster Ave. ; Palace—1326 St.
Nicholas Ave.

New Theaters
Central Theater—Melrose Ave. and 149th

St., Hy Gal The.iter Corp.. owners;
Lyric Music Hall—W. 42nd St., Harry
Brandt, owner.

BROOKLYN
Changes in Ownership

Bobby—1160 B'way, sold to Bobby Thea.,
Inc.. by H. Bloom; Lee—Lee Ave., sold
to Saul Bay & Robert Machat by L.
Dreiling; N;w Ideal—Knickerbocker Ave.,
sold to Wm. A. Bianco by Albert Cran-
dall ; Skillman—665 Myrtle Ave., sold to
Skillman Amuse. Corp. by A. Anagnost.

Closings
Bunny—Flatbush Ave. ; Glory—Myrtle Ave. ;

Hamilton—Hamilton Ave. : Hendrix—Pit-
kin Ave. ; SheiSeld- Sheffield Ave. ; Van
Buren— 1216 Broadway.

Re-Openings
Gates— Surf Ave., Coney Island; Lee—Lee

Ave.

LONG ISLAND

Changes in Ownership
Astoria—Meridan, sold to Weiss, Weiss &
Ring by Jul'us Dsuhak ; Flushing—Flush-
ing, sold to B. S. Moss Thea. Co. by Hy
Gainsborc ; Astoria—Astoria Grand. Broad-
way, Crescent ; Corona—Corona, Granada

;

Forest Hills—Forest Hills ; Flushing

—

Roosevelt ; Glen Cove—Cove ; Great Neck
Playhouse ; Hempstead—Hempstead, Riv-
oli ; Jackson Heights—Jackson ; Jamaica

—

Jamaica ; Lynbrook—Lynbrook ;' Valley
Stream—Valley Stream ; Woodside—Sun-
nyside. sold to Skouras Thea.. Inc., by
Fo.x Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc.

Closing
Corona—Hyperion, Park.

Re-Openings
Astoria—Meriden Playhouse ; Roosevelt

—

Roosevelt ; Yonkers—American.

New Theater
Williston—Williston, Mathew Crystraus,

owner.
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Tri-Ergon Sues Erpi, RCA and RKO on Patents

H-F TOJUILD FIFTY^INIATURE THEATERS

^KO Protective Committee Appeals to RCA OFFicials

Minority Holders Sound
Out Banking Houses on
New Financing Plan

A letter to RCA officials, sound-
ng them out as to RCA's attitude

egarding a modification of the RKO
efinancing plan, has been sent by
he minority group of stockholders,

he Film Daily learns. Ray Bol-

on, secretary of the RKO Stock-

olders Protective Committee, would
either affirm nor deny that the let-

(Continued on Page 11)

TO EASTERN SALES POST

L. E. "Nicky" Goldhammer, for

everal years in charge of the War-
branch in Minneapolis, has

een promoted to metropolitan man-
ger for Warner-First National in

few York, starting Monday, it is

nnounced by Andy Smith, eastern

ales manager. Joe Vergesslich will

lanage the New York exchange,
rith Harry Decker in charge of the

Jrooklyn division and George W.
lalsdon handling New Jersey.

Two More Exchanges
Dropped by Universal

Universal has eliminated two
lore exchanges, reducing status of

iiese offices to shipping points. With
he Butte exchange practically

osed, bookings in this territory will

e handled out of Salt Lake City,

uspension of general activities in

ioux Falls results in throwing of

tils business into the Minneapolis
ranch. Closing of the San Antonio

Ijxchange, recently announced, trans-

Jers its activities to the Dallas office.

$180,000,000 Patent Suit Settled

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Suit brought recently against various distributors by Orlando and

Mary Kellum, who sought $180,000,000 for alleged infringement of talking picture

patents, has been settled out of court. James N. Shields, attorney for the plaintiffs,

says his clients received a "substantial sum." Patent in question is said to be a

basic principle of synchronous recording.

Drive for Stricter Safety Laws

Launched by Indiana State Ass n
Fort Wayne, Ind.—More stringent

laws along lines of public safety
and fire prevention is the object of

a state-wide campaign to be started
immediately by the reorganized In-

diana State Legislative Association,
identified with the L A. T. S. E.

(.Continued on Page 11)

25% Cut in Annie Oakleys
Is Ordered by Sam Katz
A reduction of at least 25 per cent

in courtesy passes issued by Publix
houses for the new year has been
ordered by Sam Katz.

Erph RCA and RKO are Sued
By William Fox Patent Company

Plans Already Completed
For Ten Houses—Will

Seat 300 to 500
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Hughes-Franklin

Theaters will build miniature the-

aters in fifty western cities, it is

announced. Plans are practically

completed for ten of the houses,

seven in California Cities, one in

Phoenix and one in Dallas. They
will seat from 300 to 500.

Zagrans Made Bus. Mgr.
Of Philadelphia MPTO

Philadelphia — Charles Zagrans,
formerly office manager for RKO
here, has been appointed business
manager of the M. P. T. 0. He
takes over some of the duties of

George Aarons, who continues in

his present official capacity.

Wilmington, Del.—American Tri-
Ergon Corp., of which William Fox
is president, has filed three patent
suits in the U. S. District Court
here against Electrical Research
Products, RCA Photophone and RKO
Radio Pictures. Erpi and Photo-
phone are charged with infringe-

ment of patents for improvements
to reproducing sound apparatus,

{Continued on Page 11)

Katz a Kolumnist
Sam Katz is now a columnist a la

Brisbane. His first kolyum, headed "Mr.
Katz Says

—
", appearing in the last

issue of "Publix Opinion," apparently
pleased the readers of that publica-
tion, for the editors have continued it

in the issue out today.

"ART" AND "HOKUM"
—reverting periodically to fundamentals

By DON CARLE GILLETTE

WHEN B. P. Schulberg—made the assertion—that films of today

—

need a good dose—of old-fashioned hokum—he certainly pre-

scribed—the right medicine—for this sick child" '''Before reading fur-

ther—pull out your Webster—and digest the meaning—of the word

hokum—which will give—a little jolt—to some high hats*** In its popu-

lar sense—hoke simply means—getting audience response—by various

devices—known as sure-fire*** But every so often—nature sends forth

—

a crop of 'moderns'—who moon about art—and sneeze at hokum—with
(Continued on Page 2)

PUBLIX ESTABLISHES

OGDEN, UTAH, DISTRICT

Ogden, Utah—Publix has estab-

lished a district manager's office

here, with Fred E. Hamlin in charge.

The new office will cover the Para-
mount and Orpheum here, the Or-

pheum and Idaho in Twin Falls,

Idaho, and the Paramount in Provo.

Hamlin also continues as Salt Lake
City division publicity director, al-

though he will make his home here.

Stanley Co. Reports
Profit of $1,711,254

Net profit of Stanley Co. of Amer-
ica, subsidiary of Warner Bros., for

the year ended Aug. 29 amounted
to $1,711,254.20, before taxes,

against $1,366,992.29, after taxes,

in the previous year. Income for

the period was $7,381,647.12, against

$7,878,931.95 the year before.

Three Cheers!
That "Over the Hill" exercises a

strong emotional appeal with its old

(home sentiment was attested at the

opening performance at the Roxy yes-

terday, when the audience broke into

big applause on three occasions, and
gave it a big hand at the conclusion.

And weeps and sniffles all over the
house. The Fox picture expects to

stay at the Roxy for three weeks.
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Loew's Boston Earnings Hold
Boston—Earnings of Loew's Bos-

ton Theaters Co. for the past year

held up very well, according to the

annual statement, which shows net

of $121,253, equal to 78 cents a

share, for the year ended Aug. 31,

against $128,442, or 83 cents a share,

in the preceding year.
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"ART" AND "HOKUM"
—rtverting periodically to fundamentals

(Continued from Page 1)

the result—that good old drama—starts going highbrow—up into the

clouds—out of reach and sight—of the man in the street.

•
THEATRICAL history— tellingly illustrates—the foregoing principle**''Fir5t of all

—

take the legit, drama—and trace it back—to its palmy days—when 10-20-30 mellers

—toured all the country—and did big business—by giving the folks—blood and thunder

—thick sentiment—and direct plots—which all classes—could understand***Then the

smock brigade—started in to elevate—the stage offerings—until the drama—became
highly sophisticated—as well as immoral—and the musical shows—which used to spe-

cialize— in opera bouffe—turned to tinsel drapes—disrobed women—and smutty black-

outs***At the same time—that grand institution—the vaudeville stage—began getting

away—from genuine variety—and in its place—song-and-dance flash acts—started run-

ning wild—while comedy acts—the real backbone—became scarcer and scarcer.

•
"THAT was the time—when motion pictures—were not yet suffering—from 'arty' pains

' —so the public—flocked to them—in welcome relief"*"But since the coming

—

of the talkers—it seems that history—is about to repeat—unless the tendency— is

checked at once"*"lt is necessary—every so often—to get back—to fundamentals

—

of common understanding"**When one entertainment form—puts itself beyond—the
appeal of the masses—some new form—will come along—and take its place—by meet-
ing the millions—on their own level.

•
AND if you want—current proof—of the foregoing argument

—

see "Over the Hill".

Passes for Previews
Considered by Publix

Free previews, with admission
passes given to "lucky number"
holders during the preceding week,
are being considered by Publix. The
move has been brought up due to

lack of substantial business for
previews and with the hope that
lucky number performances will

stimulate "mouth-to-mouth" adver-
tising for the current attractions.

Union Trouble in Baltimore
Baltimore— Because the Univer-

sity Players, a repertory company
at the Maryland, a Schanberger
house, refuses to use union state-
ments, efforts are being made to call

out the operators at the Auditorium
and Keith's, also owned by the
Schanberger interests.

Fans Want Clara Back
Clara Bow, who is to appear un-

der the Columbia banner in a pro-
duction supervised by Sam Rork,
has received more than 200,000 let-

ters from fans in all parts of the
world who are 'anxious to know
when she will return to the screen,

according to the Columbia publicity
department.

Penna. Censor Holds Up "Possessed"

Philadelphia—Pennsylvania cen-
sors are holding up "Possessed,"
with Joan Crawford and Clark
Gable, which had been set in for
Keith's.

Hotel Mayflower for MPTOA Meet
Washington — Annual convention

of the M. P. T. O. A. scheduled for
Mar. 14-16 will be held at the Ho-
tel Mayflower.

Tiffany Release Advanced
Release of Tiffany's "X Marks the

Spot" has been moved up to Nov. 29.

Jetta Goudal Wins Appeal
As Temperament is tjpheld
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Deciding in effect that

an actress has a right to tempera-
ment, a Court of Appeals here has
upheld a verdict of $34,531 in fa-
vor of Jetta Goudal, against the Ce-
cil B. de Mille Corp., over a can-
cellation of contract ^because, the
company contended, the actress got
into controversies with directors.

Ohio Town Loses Sunday Issue

Bellaire, 0.—After a recount of
ballots at the recent election, Sun-
day movies have lost out here by a
margin of one vote.

"Ruling Voice" for Hipp
"The Ruling Voice", First Na-

tional picture, has been booked for
the RKO Hippodrome the week of
Nov. 28.

George H. Boles Marries
San Francisco—George H. Boles,

manager of the Orpheum, has mar-
ried May Helen Sly, who used to
be a cashier at the house.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Nov. 18-25: National Motion Pictui
Week for relief of unemployed.

Nov. 24: Allied Theater Ovyners of Ne
Jersey. Inc., meeting at Hotel Lincoli
New York. 1 P. M.

Nov. 24: Paramount Pep Club Banqui
and Ball. Publix Annex, New York.

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theatc
Owners' Protective Ass'n, Baker Hote
Dallas.

Dec. 3: A.M.P.A. luncheon at the Dix;
Hotel with S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel i

guest speaker.
Dec. 7 : Mid-winter meeting of Carolxc

Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotti

Charlotte, N. C.
Dec. 10: Special Meeting of RKO stocl

holders to vote on plans for change i

capitalization.
Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-danc

of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures'
Hotel Plaza, New York.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. I

T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing
ton, D. C.

John C. Smith Rejoins Columbia
John C. Smith, who resigned fron

Publix recently, is returning as ad
vertising contact man for part o:

M. H. Feld's territory. His worl
will embrace Denver, Buffalo, Roch
ester, Syracuse, New Haven and th(

Metropolitan, Boston.

Hamilton Theaters Pfd. Div.

Toronto—Hamilton United The
aters, Ltd., has declared regulai

quarterly dividend of $1.75 on th(

preferred stock, payable Dec. 31 t(

stock of record Nov. 30.

Talker Pioneer Dies in France
Paris—Francis Morton Johnson

American who invented a sound filir

process in 1919 and presented the

first talking film in France, diec

Friday.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Regent Amusement Corp., motion pictu-

apparatus; Potter & Potter, 234 Broadwav
New York, 100 shares common. ''

Amity Pictures Corp., Ltd., talking piir

tures; Fitelson, Lerman & Mayers, 70 We';
40tli St., New York. 100 shares common. \,

NEW JERSEY CHARTER i;

W. N. Y. Theater Co., West New YorH
Benjamin J. Darling, Jersey City. $5,0C.

DELAWARE CHARTER *

Gordon-Zeli Productions, Ltd., New Yori
furnish indoor and outdoor recreation at,l

amusement places ; United States Corporatiol

Co., Dover, Del. 1,000 shares common.
[

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C,
BRymnt 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Lo8 Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761
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^lec Moss Establishes

Own Advertising Agency
Alec Moss, for several years iden-

ified with the film industry as di-

ector of advertising and publicity
or Columbia, has started his own
dvertising agency business at 185
'Madison Ave., New York. He will

ervice accounts in the industrial,

ommercial and entertainment fields.

W. B.'s "Sinners All" in Work
London—Tentative title of War-

er Bros.' next English production
low in work at the Teddington stu-

ios is "Sinners All," with script by
toland Pertwee and John Hastings
urner. J. Y. Daumery will direct

in both English and French.
Jenita Hume is playing the fem-
tiine lead. After completing the
icture Miss Hume will leave for

tie United States.

ast Youngstown House Cuts Scale
Youngstown, 0. — Reduction of

rices at Feiber & Shea's Park,
lanaged by Joseph Shagrin, marks
le last of the local houses to cut
cale. Admission at the Park is

ow 25 cents, with 15 cents for early
iiatinees.

i'. & D. Rebuilding Martinez House
' Martinez, Cal.—T. & D. Jr. En-
jrprises will rebuild the State, re-

lently destroyed by fire, at a cost

f $85,000. Reid Bros, of San
'rancisco are the architects.

Pathe Salesmen in New Posts
Philadelphia—Two more former
athe salesmen have made new con-

ections. Dan Henon has joined

ij^orlacker Film Delivery Service

jind Bill Madison is with Quality
iremium.

New Frisco Theater Opens
[
San Francisco—The El Rey, $500,-

30 house just built by San Fran-
lisco Theaters, Inc., in association

'ith T. & D. Jr. Enterprises, was
t)ened last week. Samuel H. Levin
. president and M. A. Naify vice-

resident of S. F. Theaters.

Harry Green at Nixon
Philadelphia—Harry Green opens
iday (Saturday) at the Nixon.

COMING & GOING

iCHARLEY STEELE, supervisor of War-
jT-First National exchanges, lias returned
bm his first survey of several of the East-
n branches.
L. L. DENT of Dallas, former southwest
-cuit operator, was a New York visitor the
st week.
DOROTHY HALL, who has been at

iramount's coast studios appearing in

Vorking Girls," is returning to New York
r a vacation.

C. J. NORTH of the M. P. Division, De-
rtnient of Commerce, is in New York.
JACK EATON, supervisor of the Grant-
id Rice Sportlights for RKO-Van Beuren,
s returned from a southern trip.

JANET GAYNOR arrives in New York
Thanksgiving for her first eastern visit in

ee years. Her husband, Lydell Peck, and
r motlier and secretary also will be in the
rty. Thev will spend Christmas abroad.
IVY SAWYER has arrived in New York
join her husband, Joseph Santley.

WM. K. HOV^ARD, Fox director, who
me here to make exteriors for his next
;ture, returns to Hollywood on Sunday.

• • • WHY IS M-G-M? why does this organizashe
roll along smoothly on the present bumpy and slippery Film
Highway? a complex mechanism highly geared
still hitting on high as some other companies start applying the
brakes or pull up alongside the roadway for necessary
repairs in the financial mechanism there are dozens of
Reasons meaning by Reasons the Men man-
power experienced capable at the head of
important departments who STAY there year
after year and know the Emgeem Machine inside out

and three of those Main Reasons are Nick Schenck,
Louis B. Mayer, Dave Bernstein

* * * in

• • •_ LET'S START with Louis B. Mayer, studio chief
just because we happen to know more about him than

the other two a man who has mastered the Four Essen-
tials in the film biz through actual personal experience of
years Exhibition, Production, Distribution, Presentation

he started as an exhib in Boston and learned the
theater owner's problems from the screen right out to the the-
ater front then he became an indie producer
turning out some of the biggest money successes of that early
day after which he learned all about Distribution in
association with Nathan Gordon in Boston, who owned
the Olympia circuit through New England . here he or-
ganized sales forces he personally sold pix met
exhibs then back into independent production again
making pix for old Metro and his product was so good
that they took him in on the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer setup

* * * *

• • • DID THEY merely buy his name? huh
they bought his diversified and comprehensive Experience
his tested and proven Ability here is one person who
KNOWS Picture Values from all angles and
above all he keeps his finger on the picture pulse of
Sales and with such an individual who has qualified
himself in all channels some muggs refer to the "Lion's
Luck" haw excuse us while we laugh behind the
jassack's right ear above if the nag will stop eatin'

those Rumors some zanies keep spillin' Along the Rialto
and raise his dumb conk long enough for us to perform the
feat

* * * *

• • • SO WE come to Mister Nicholas Schenck, prexy, and
the Main Cause of It All the gentleman with an Un-
canny Business Instinct and Few Words but
whether he says "Yes" or "No" on a big deal you can
gamble he's Right either way here is an exec
who Watches Everything why, would ya believe it ?

he even checks tha passes on "The Champ" and
every other pix that plays the Astor and if any paper
gets by in that house there's a Reason we merely
cite this as an illustration of Direct Supervision as opposed to
Remote Control in the film biz where D. S. means
Dollars and Sense and R. C. means Red Column
and as for David Bernstein, treasurer just a Financial
Wiz that's all and some day when space
permits we'll probably dilate at length on Messrs Schenck
and Bernstein for there's so much more to tell

that you and You probably never heard before because
these men insist on keeping in the Background

* * * *

• • • OH, YES just an afterthought that
helps explain Emgeem's Success this organization has
consistently kept up Star Values never forgetting that
from the inception of the film biz the Fairbanks, Pick-
fords and Chaplins made this industry and with a new
young audience growing up every five years you've got
to keep building New Faces New Interest the
Essence of Appeal of the films hence the Lion has given
the public the Crawfords, Shearers, Garbos and Montgomerys

and will so continue till the end of the chapter

Publix Promotes Schmidt
To District Manager

Following the resignation of Fred
Herman from his district manager-
ship in George C. Walsh's division,
and with the transfer of Robert
Sternberg to Herman's former ter-
ritory, William E. Schmidt, former-
ly manager of the Capitol, Williams-
port, Pa., has been promoted to
district manager. The towns under
his supervision are: Bloomsburg,
Carlisle, Danville, Hazelton, Jersey
Shore, Mauch Chunk, Northumber-
land, Pottsville, Shenandoah, Sun-
bury and Williamsport.

Famous Players Canadian Dividend
Toronto—Famous-Players Canad-

ian has declared regular quarterly
dividend of 50 cents on the common
stock, payable Dec. 26 to stock of
record Dec. 4.

"Mounted Fury" Release Dec. 1

"Mounted Fury," eighth in Sono
Art-World Wide's series of 10
Thrill-O-Dramas, is scheduled for
lelease Dec. 1. Cast includes John
Bowers, Blanche Mehaffey, Robert
Ellis, Frank Rice and Lina Bas-
quette. Stuart Paton directed from
a story by Betty Burbridge.

U. A. Berkeley House to Be Bigger
Berkeley, Cal. — United Artists

Theaters has revised its plans for
the $300,000 house to be built here.
The structure will be enlarged, two
stories high and with a seating ca-
pacity of 1,750.

Chaplin After Stage Play

Charles Chaplin, who is under-
stood to be planning several talkers
in addition to his own vehicles, is

reported negotiating for the screen
rights to "The Good Companions",
current Broadway play.

Werner Krauss in "Yorck"
Berlin — Werner Krauss, prom-

inent German character actor,

known in America for his work in

"Caligari" and other films, is work-
ing on a new Ufa picture, "Yorck,"
under the direction of Hugo Correll.

In the cast with him are Hans Reh-
mann, Rudolph Forster and Grete
Mosheim who has not yet been seen
in America.

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdays:

November 21-22

Jobyna Ralston John Monk Saunders
L. C. Felts Sam Silver

Wesley Morton Charles Mack
Bobby Burns
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
JOHN BOLES has been assigned
J the leading male role in Fox's
"Scotch Valley," from the novel by
Mildred Cram. Harold Schuster and
Samuel Godfrey will direct, with Al
Rockett as associate producer.

John Hyams, father of Leila, will be seen
in Tiffany's "X Marks the Spot." Not so
long ago it was "Mr. Hyams' little girl,

Leila," and now the famous vaudeville ac-

tor is referred to as Leila Hyams' father.
* * *

Lois Wilson and May Boley are
recent additions to Warners' new
Chic Sale vehicle, "Old Man Min-
ick."

* * *

Cecelia Parker has been signed to a new
Pox contract.

* * *

Louise Closser Hale has just been
added by Warners to the cast for
the support of George Arliss in "The
Man Who Played God."

* * *

Columbia Pictures' production, "Yellow,"
has been permanently named "Maker of
Men," with Jack Holt and Richard Crom-
well appearing together again for the second
time as a team. Others in the cast are:
Ethel Wales, Robert Alden, John Wayne,
Walter Catlett, Richard Tucker and William
V. Mong.

Joyce Coad and Helen Parrish,
both winners of the Los Angeles
"Evening Express" screen contest,
appear in Tiffany's newspaper opus,
"X Marks the Spot."

* *

Carl Laemmle, Jr., has selected Mae
Clarke to play opposite Lew Ayres in "The
Impatient Maiden," by Donald Henderson
Clarke, James Whale, who has just fin-

ished the production of "Frankenstein," will
be ready to start on this, his third produc-
tion for Universal, writhin a fortnight,

* * *

Don Dillaway and George Irving
have been added to "Lady With a
Past," RKO Pathe's new Constance
Bennett starring picture.

* * *

The Slim Summerville-ZaSu Pitts feature
for Universal referred to in the studio as
"The Unexpected Father," "West of To-
peka" and "Pudge," has finally been given
a releasing title. It wrill be called "Papa
Loves Mama." Thornton V. Freeland has
completed the shooting. In support of Slim
Summerville and ZaSu Pitts is a cast con

Rollo Lloyd Writes, Directs and Acts
Rollo Lloyd, prominent New York stage director and actor, after assisting on the

adaptation of "Prestige," the Harry Hervey story which is now in production at RKO
Pathe with Ann Harding as the star, will have an important role in the picture. He
will also assist Director Tay Carnctt with the direction of the dialogue.

sisting of Allison Skipworth, Cora Sue Col-

lins. Claude Allister, Dorothy Christy, Tom
O'Brien and Richard Cramer.

* * *

Kent Taylor, recently elevated

from an extra, gets his fourth Para-
mount role in "Two Kinds of Wo-
men," being directed by William C.

de Mille.

Belle Bennett returns to pictures after an
absence of one year in "The Big Shot." Ed-
die Quillan's latest starring vehicle for RKO
Pathe.

* * *

Ken Murray, featured in Radio
Pictures' "Ladies of the Jury," had
never seen a football game until this

season. "They think they're rough?
They should buck one-night stands
for a couple of seasons," says Mur-
ray.

+ * *

Vivienne Osborne, who plays the leading

role in "Husband's Holiday," recently com-
pleted, has been on the stage all her life.

She does not come from a theatrical family,

but has put in IS years back of the foot-

lights, having played her first stage role at

the age of four. She is under contract to

Paramount.
* * *

Harrison Carrol reports that an
owner of a Hollywood miniature
golf course has posted the following
sign: "Anyone caught playing on
this course will be fined 10 cents."

* * *

Their first Thanksgiving in Hollywood
since they deserted the stage for pictures
will be fittingly observed by Sylvia Sidney,
Peggy Shannon, Miriam Hopkins, George
Barbier, Tallulah Bankhead and Madge
Evans.

Bill Oliver claims that at a re-

cent Hollywood premiere the stars
were so scarce that the autograph
hunters were getting each other's
signatures.

ALGEBRA fOU SHOWMEN

bfflC€

"Beauty is starving in Hollywood," ac-
cording to Marion Gering, who is directing
"Ladies of the Big House" for Paramount.
"The growth of realism has demanded real-
looking people and not the glorious beauty
that once held sway on the screen. Per-
sonality, too, still is in demand."

Three new Educational comedies
were completed this week. At
the Educational studios production
was concluded on "Torchy's Night
Cap," fourth in the Torchy series, and
"Keep Laughing," the third Mer-
maid. In the Torchy, Ray Cooke
and Dorothy Dix head a cast which
includes Dorothy Appleby, Richard
Purcell, Elaine St. Maur, Edmund
Breese, Franklyn Pangborn and Ed-
ward McWade. Eddie McPhail and
Jack Shaw are featured in "Keep
Laughing," whose cast also includes
Monty Collins, Phyllis Crane, Bry-
ant Washburn, Richard Malaby, and
others. The famous Harold Grayson
Hotel Roosevelt Blossom Room Or-
chestra makes its screen debut in
this comedy, which was directed by
William Goodrich. The third com-
edy to be finished this week is Mack
Sennett's "The Pottsville Champion,"
directed by Leslie Pearce, with Babe
Stafford assisting. Harry Gribbon is

featured, while Nate Pendleton, con-
tender for heavyweight wrestling
honors, and Babe London appear in
principal supporting roles.

After three consecutive pictures with Paul
L. Stein, Constance Bennett has another
director for her new RKO Pathe produc-
tion, "Lady With a Past." He is Edward
H. Griffith of "Holiday" and "Rebound"
fame.

Columbia has sent Sherman Pratt
and Ilka Tolstoi, cameramen, on a
zig-zag route across the U. S. to
photograph material for Walter
Futter's "Curiosities." John P. Med-
bury is at work on the latest Futter
Travelaugh, "Road to Mandalay."

* * «

Educational has started on a new Mer-
maid Comedy, "Keep Laughing," under the
direction of William Goodrich, with Addie
McPhail, Jack Shaw, Monty Collins, Phyl-
hs Crane, Bryant Washburn, Richard Mal-
aby, La Verna Barnes, Dorothy Granger
Broderick O'Farrel and others... C. C. Burr
signed Dorothy Appleby, stage ingenue, for
"Torchy's Night Cap," with Ray Cooke,
Dorothy Dix, Richard Purcell, Edmund
Breese and Franklin Pangborn. .. Mack Sen-
nett is preparing to start "Pottsville Cham-
pion," with Harry Gribbon, Dorothy Gran-
er, Nat Pendleton and Babe London.

* * *

"Cock of the Air" will be retained
as the tile of the Howard Hughes
aviation comedy co-starring Billie
Dove and Chester Morris. It will be
released early next month.

* * *

First National has signed George Meeker,
Broadway juvenile, for "Fireman, Save My
Child," the Joe E. Brown picture which
Lloyd Bacon wall direct. .. .Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr., will make a French version of
"Local Boy Makes Good". .. .Arnold Korff
has withdrawn from "Alias the Doctor"....
Arnold Lucy and Robert Farfan wrill appear
with Richard Barthelmess in this picture.

* •

"The dog has his day, the cat his
night, and the road hog his Sunday
afternoon," says Rosco Ates.

Victor McLaglen has been assigned to
"The Gay Bandit," Fox outdoor romance.
George O'Brien and Conchita Montenegro
will play the leads. C. Henry Gordon is

another recent addition to the cast of this
picture, which Bert Sebell and J. M. Kerri-
gan will co-direct.

Richard Whiting and Leo Robins,
composers, have been signed by
Paramount to write the music for
"One Hour With You," next Che-
valier vehicle.— — 1

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"
Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops ... only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-
nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-
sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.
S3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.
Lookfor the "Doorway ofHospitality"

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios

\By HARRY N. BLAIR'.

"LJUGH O'CONNELL, stage and

screen comedian, who appeared
with great success in such pictures

as "The Smiling Lieutenant," "Se-

crets of a Secretary" and "Personal
Maid," is winding up a two-year
run of "Once in a Lifetime," in

which he created the principal role,

that of Dr. Lewis. The show is now
playing in Boston, after which
O'Connell will return to New York.

Vitaphone employed an entire

symphony orchestra for the back-

ground of "The Symphony Murder
Mystery," fourth of the S. S. Van
Dine series, adapted by Burnet Her-
shey, Vitaphone staff writer.

Larry Kent, head of Paramount's
short subject production, is expected
back from California next week.
Kent attended his parents' golden
wedding anniversary in San Fran-
cisco, following which he went to

Hollywood for conferences with
West Coast officials.

Audio Cinema has completed the

scoring of one of Erpi's educational

films, under the supervision of Philip

Scheib, musical director. The picture

is as yet untitled.

Vitaphone Vitamins: Notes of the

George Washington picture . . . Ed
Savin routing up the cast at 5:30

each morning and seeing that every-

body got to bed after each day's

shooting . . . Senator Tidings con-

gratulating Ackerson, Skidmore, Co-

mer and Doran, prop men, on their

efficient work . . . Arthur Hurley,

director, must be a friend of the

weather man . . . sun7iy skies all

week.

Richard Arlen and Regis Toomey
played hosts to the fan and metro-

politan press on Tuesday afternoon,

at the Warwick hotel. A record at-

tendance attested to the popularity

of both men, who are teamed in the

enormously successful "Touchdown."

E. M. Newman, globe-trotter, au-

thor and lecturer, who has been cir-

Congratulates:
ERIC LINDEN

for an intensely dramatic char-

!
acterization of a modern

i

youth in Radio Pictures'

"Are These Our Chil-

dren?"

I No. 47 of 1931
^^Good Deeds**

!
Series

cling the globe for over 40 years, is

spending most of his time at the
Warner studio these days, whipping
into individual stories a wealth of
material gathered during his recent
sojourn of six months in Spain,
France and other Continental coun-
tries.

Rudy Vallee's father, Charles Val-
lee, paid a visit to his famous son
during the making of "Knowmore
College" at the Paramount studio.

He brought along news that back
home in Westbrook, Me., they are so

proud of the crooning saxophonist
that they have named a square after

him.

Fanny Watson of "The Girl

Friends" series, after watching a
scene between Clarence Whitehill as

George Washington and A. J.

Herbert as Alexander Hamilton,

announced that she is a direct de-

scendant of Hamilton through her

grandmother whose name was
Amanda Hamilton.

Dick Willis, Vitaphone make-up
chief, was kept busy supplying wigs

for both the men and women ap-

pearing in the George Washington
film. The only exception was Grace

Van Auker, who plays the role of

Martha Washington and whose na-

tural hair is a beautiful snow white.

Aubrey Scotto has completed the

direction of "The Rookie," featuring

Tom Howard, last of this season's

Paramount shorts product.

Marguerite Allen, English stage

actress, plays the feminine lead in

''The Symphony Murder Mystery,"
latest of the two-reel S. S. Van Dine

scries which Vitaphone is producing.

Donald Meek and John Hamilton are

again featured, with Joseph Hena-
bery directing.

Richard Arlen is rehearsing for

his first role at Paramount's New
York studio, all his previous pic-

tures having been made on the

Coast. The picture is "Wayward,"
in which Nancy Carroll, most of

whose work has been done in the

East, is starred. Pauline Frederick,

who made numerous silent films

here, returns to New York for a

supporting role.

Helen McCullough, wardrobe mis-
tress at the Warner Vitaphone stu-

dio, is bei7ig congratulated upon her
work in securing authentic costumes
and accessories for the George
Washington Vitaphone special. Clar-
ence Whitehill, in the title role, had
no less than five costume changes.

A three-reel picture featuring the
Westminster Choir of Ithaca, N. Y.,

with Homer Rodeheaver as soloist,

has been completed at the RCA stu-
dio here, with Harold Godsoe direct-

ing and Dal Clawson in charge of
camera work.

FOREIGN MARKETS
By L. H. MITCHELL

Twickenham Studios

Producing 3 for P.D.C.

London—The Twickenham studios
have closed a contract with Reginald
Smith of P. D. C, Ltd., to produce
three feature pictures for that com-
pany.

Next Paramount British Picture
London—"Ebb Tide," a story of

London's docks, will be the next
Paramount British production. Ar-
thur Rosson and Reginald Denham
will direct.

Rene Clair Remaining in France
Paris—Rene Clair has completed

his new production, "A Nous La Li-
berte," and denies that he is going
to America to direct for any Ameri-
can producing company.

British Censors Pass 127 Pictures

London — During September the
British Board of Film Censors
passed 127 motion pictures as
against 202 for September, 1930.
Only seven of the 127 were silent,
"gainst 54 a year ago. No silent
feature productions were listed at
all this September; a year ago there
were 22.

Blattnerphone Novelty Scores Hit
London — The Blattnerphone,

which records and reproduces sound,
music and voices in full view of
audiences, is a screen novelty that is

scoring big in England. The Max-
well A. B.C. organization has signed
the novelty for its biggest English
theaters.

Argentine Film Tax Proposal

Buenos Aires—The director gen-
eral of internal revenue has pro-
posed to the Argentine minister of
finance that a tax of 10 per cent
on the gross income of foreign mo-
tion pictures be placed in effect, in-
stead of the 20 per cent tax on the
net profits of each picture as re-
quired under the tax bill which went
into effect Anril 15. 1931. This
would avoid the opening of special
accounts in the custom house for de-
tailed control of every imported film.

"Carnival" a Hit in London
London — British & Dominions

Films Corp. has a big success in its

Matheson Lang picture, "Carnival,"
which was shown here for represen-
tatives of the press recently, and
then went into the Tivoli. Support-
ing the star are Dorothy Bourchier
and Joseph Schildkraut.

British Lion Reduces Capital

London—Justice Eve in the Chan-
cery Division has confirmed the re-
duction of the capital of British
Lion Film Corp., Ltd., from $1,050.-
000 to $581,916. The reduttion in
capital equals, approximately, Brit-
•=-h Lion's loss of $463,830. The
loss is born by holders of preferred
and deferred stock.

Paramount Dropping

Foreign Versions
London—Paramount is dicontinu-

ing the production of foreign ver-
sions in its European production
plans. The Joinville studios will
continue making French produc-
tions, but these will be original pro-
ductions of French stories and not
versions of pictures previously made
in English. The Paramount sched-
ule of ten Spanish talking features
and three in German has been com-
pleted. Twenty French features are
planned at Joinville in the next six
months.

New Australian Firm
Sydney — Australian and New

Zealand National Films, Ltd., with
a capitalization of $1,250,000, has
been formed for the production of
talking pictures. It plans to make
"The New Chum," also a talking
picture version of "The Kelly Gang"
as a serial, and "The Great Si-
lence," based on the life story of the
famous Australian journalist, G. E.
Honey.

Hit of the Season in Paris
Paris — "The Unkown Singer,"

with the famous tenor, Lucien Mu-
ratore starred, is the biggest suc-
cess of the Paris season thus far.
It is an Osso talking picture and
is showing at the Moulin Rouge.

French Version of German Film
Paris—Charles de Rochefort is

making a French version of the
German war picture, "Douaumont,"
at the Tobis studios in Epinay.

4,000-Seater for Glasgow
f'^'asg'iw — The Coliseum, Glas-

gow's big super cinema, is to have
opposition in the adjoining block
where plans call for the demolition
of the Bedford and the erection of
a 4,000-seater on its site.

Photophone in Australia
Sydney—Forty-six complete RCA

Photophone sound equipments have
been received in Australia within
the past three months, bringing
Photophone's installations in this
country up to 200.

"Two Way Street" Finished

London — "Two Way Street,"
Nettleford production directed by
George King for United Artists dis-
tribution, has been completed. Sari
Maritza is starred, with Harry Wil-
coxon as the villain.

Prince of Wales Film

London—-"Our Farmer Prince," the
motion picture made on the Duchy of
Cornwall, the Prince of Wales' Estate,
has been completed and shown to the
Prince's tenants. It depicts the life of
the Prince on his various farms, includ-
ing the oyster farm at Helford. It is

4,000 feet long.
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Theater Equipment
Bt M. P. BOOTH

SPECIAL SOUND DEVICES

MARKETED BY GOOD-ALL

Ogallala, Neb. — Introduction of

four sperial sound reproducing sys-

tems, a fully A.C. 'controlled ampli-
fying cabinet adapted for use with
any sound on film system, an all

J . C. operated public address sys-

tem for automobiles, a completely
new and diff'erent sound head for

use with Powers projectors and a

public address system designed ex-

clusively for use in funeral homes,
has been announced by the Good-All
Electric Manufacturing Co. of this

city.

Equipment of the sound repro-

ducing system for Powers projectors
include a fully A.C. controlled cab-

inet, a large seven tube main
amplifier and Racon air column for

stage reproduction equipped with a
giant electro dynamic unit. The
device is said to be very compact
and will be sold for a cash price of

The A.C. public address system
for automobiles is simple in opera-
tion and is for use in advertising
programs by theater managers in

towns and cities.

The control cabinet, which is all

A.C. and adaptable for use with any
sound system, is being offered at an
exceptionally low price, the company
states.

Marignan to Be Europe's Finest

Paris—The new Theater Marig-
nan, now nearlng completion on the
Avenue des Champs Elysee, will be
Europe's finest motion picture house
when it is completed. It will have
two complete sets of RCA Photo-
phone standard size sound reproduc-
ing equipment in the projection
booth. It is a composite pattern of
some of the most elaborate film
houses in the U. S., and will seat
2,000.

Makes Rapid Installation

Middlesboro, Ky.—The service de-
partment of the Electrical Research
Products maintained its record
speed when the Manring theater
here, under the management of
Charles 0. Brown, gave its regular
evening show less than 24 hours af-
ter a devastating fire had damaged
the projection booth so badly as to
necessitate a replacement of prac-
tically all the sound equipment.
Equipment was rushed from. St
Charles, 60 miles away.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 M.M. SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Air Conditioning Booklet

A brochure consisting of photo-

graphs and text describing its sys-

tem of air conditioning, along with

a partial list of recent installations,

has been issued by the Tiltz Air

Conditioning Corp. of New York and

Los Angeles.

IMPROVED VICTOR DISC

With a market of approximately
4,000 theaters employing the disc

method of sound reproduction, RCA
Photophone has begun the distribu-

tion of a new type of disc record
which has been developed and per-
fected by the Engineers of the RCA
Victor Co. in Camden, N. J.

Known as the Victrolac Record,
the important features claimed by
the company which make it superior
to the old style of shellac record are
the reduction in size from 16 inches

to 12 inches in diameter, the pro-
nounced reduction in weight from
24 ounces to four ounces, its flexi-

bility and durability, improved tone
quality and a minimum of surface
noise.

The company states that 90 per
cent of the producers have arranged
to record their product on this

record.

Armour to India for Photophone
Calcutta — Reginald Armour of

the foreign department of RCA
Photophone is en route here to re-

main for the next two months. He
will confer with HMV Gramophone
Co., Ltd., Pathe India, Ltd.. and
Madan Theaters, which are RCA's
representatives in India, Burma and
Ceylon.

New Ship Wired by W. E.
Before leaving on its maiden trip

around the world, the new S.S.

President Coolidge of the Dollar
Line, largest ship built in the United
States, was equipped with a com-
plete Western Electric talking pic-

ture reproducing equipment and a
public address system for sound
amplification.

JUST
AROUXD
THE

CORXER
from every American

thpntre

NATIONAL THEATRE =
SUPPLY COMPANY i
Brnnches i,i all Principal Cilie.s 1

WESTON CORP. DEVELOPS

NEW PHOTOELECTRIC CELL

Newark, N. J.—A new photoelec-
tric cell, to be known as the Weston
Photronic Cell and said to be differ-

ent in construction, utterly simple
and yet low in cost, has been an-
nounced by the Weston Electrical
Instrument Corp. of this city.

The new cell, it is declared, em-
ploys a highly light sensitive disc
which transforms light energy di-

rectly into electrical energy without
the use of any auxiliary voltage. Its

response to light variations is in-

stantaneous and sufficient current is

developed to operate directly Weston
relays without the use of auxiliary
apparatus or any battery. It de-
livers about one microampere per
foot candle of light intensity. When
exposed to direct sunlight the out-
put is approximately 5 milliamperes.
The cell resistance from about 1,500
ohms for 10 foot-candles light in-

tensity to about 300 ohms for 240
foot-candles intensity.

Enclosed in a moulded black bak-
elite case 254 inches in diameter and
one inch in thickness, the new cell

is fitted at the bottom with two con-
nection prongs which fit into the
standard UX radio tube socket. It

is rugged in construction and is so
simple in design that there is noth-
ing to get out of order, the company
claims.

72% Replacements by W. E.

More than 72 per cent of the

Western Electric Installations in the
British Isles during the last 12
weeks were replacements of other

equipments, according to a survey
completed by T. P. Drew, Western
Electric's Sales Manager in the Brit-

ish Isles.

Patents New Camera Device

Crowley, La.—Cyrus Underwood
of this city has patented a device
for cameras that prevents making
double exposures.

Device Holds Picture Steady

Chicago—Ger-Bar double bearing
movement, a product of the Guerico
and Barthel Theater Equipment Co.
of this city, when installed on a
single bearing Simplex, will make
for steadier pictures and smoother
running.

Garver Kurrent Charger
Claimed Highly Efficient

Union City, Ind.—Sales of the

Garver Kurrent Charger, a product
of the Garver Electric Co., of this

city, have been reported on the up-
grade during the past few months,
according to the company, due to

the equipment proving highly satis-

factory as a producing unit for any
low intensity lamp. Designed to op-

erate with the very least mainte-

nance cost possible for any theaterj

where low intensity reflector arc

lamps are practical, the device is..

quiet in operation, does not inter-i

fere with sound system or radio'

and is ideal for low intensity pro-'

jection, the company claims.

ISTAGE LAMPS
HiGH intensity lighting units, properly de-

signed, give excellent service—spotfights,
floodlights, strip lights, sciopticons, or any other
form of lighting apparatus used on the stage—also
color frames, connectors, and miscellaneous stage
lighting supplies.

KLIECL BROS
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., Inc.

321 West 50th Street - NewYork.N.Y.
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Theater Changes Reported by Film Boards of Trade

NORTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

Dunn—Carolina, sold to W. E. Huff by A.
B. Huff; E. Rockingham—Please-U, sold
to J. J. Stephens by J. R. Crowson

;

Mebane-Paramount, sold to Jack Ross by
C. S. Parnell ; Mt. Holly—Paramount,
sold to E. L. Beam by D. W. Plummer

;

Sanford—Temple, sold to A. H. Quails
by E. Paradis.

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

Fairmont—State, sold to Sam Ludwig by
Harry Nelson.

Closings
Gardena—Gardena ; Sharon—Sharon ; Sher-
wood—New White.

Re-Openings
Aneta—Grand ; Devils Lake—State ; Dun-

sieth—Althea ; New Salem—Grand.

OHIO
Changes in Ownership

Akron—Spicer, sold to R. E. Paulus by U-
C. Welton; Bellevue—Rialto, sold to Bert
W|. Bickert by John StoU ; Canton—Moz-
art, sold to The Mozart Co. by Abrams
Co. ; Cheviot—Chevwood, sold to Queen
City Motion Picture Co... Inc. by Chas.
Weigel ; Cleveland—Windameer, sold to

Windameer Thea. Inc. by Jacob Silver-

man ; Columbus Grove—Roma, sold to

Carl Armbrust by Homer H. Harris;
Lorain—Pearl, sold to Carl W. Lucht by
M. Schuster Co. ; Standard, sold to Carl
W. Lucht by S. T. Read; Madisonville—
Madison, sold to Queen City Motion Pic-
ture Co., Inc. by Chas. Weigel; Mantua—Mantua, sold to V. Haylett by H. J.
Walters ; Marietta—Strand, sold to Ray
Hickman by A. W. Windom ; Marion

—

Princess, sold to C. A. Baker by Mrs.
Corinne McCoy ; M. A. Shea Enterprises
has purchased a 50 per cent interest in

the following theaters : Newark—Auditor-
ium, and Midland from The Midland
Theas. Co. ; Gem and Grand from Price
Theaters Co. ; New Richmond — Opera
House, sold to Frank Herbert by Elston
Dodge ; Swanton — La France, sold to
Harold A. Cloore by L. A. Pilliod

;

Sylvania—Speedway, sold to Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Plikerd by E. Eley ; Toledo—Vita-
Temple, sold to Sol Silverman by Rogra-
mil Theaters, Inc.

Closings
Cincinnati—Farview, Marvel, LTptown ; Co-
lumbus—Exh'bit, Liberty ; Lynchburg —
Lyric ; Middletown—Lorenzo ; Richwood

—

Opera House ; W. Milton—Buz.

Re-Openings
Adelphia—Opera House ; Cincinnati—Main.

OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership

Chickasha—Liberty, sold to Willie Odoms
by F. J. Hilburn ; Dewey—Gem, sold to
Wm. Perry by Dewey Amuse. Co. ; Pond
Creek—Rex. sold to J. S. Streets by Mc-
Dowell & Overstreet ; Waynoka—Majestic,
sold to Mrs. B. Koch by Paul Covey.

Closings
Binger—A-Mu-Su ; Coweta—Palace; Meeker

Lincoln
; Shawnee—Savoy ; Weleetka

—

Blaine.

Re-Openings
Antlers—Erie; Davis—Bison: Earlsboro

—

Liberty ; Mt. View—Ritz ; Vian—Wonder-
land.

New Theater
Oklahoma City—Jewell, Johnston & Bennett,

owners.

OREGON
Closings

Beaverton—Beaver ; Portland—Rialto.

Re-Opening
Salem—Capitol.

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership

Allentown—Lotus, sold to George Kurlan-
isk by John O. Diefendorfer ; State, sold
to Emery Theaters, Inc., by E. T. Emery;
Asley—Park, sold to Harry Sietzinger by
C. W. & L. M. Fredd; Easton—Third
St., sold to Charles C. Spink by Third
St. Thea. Co. ; Erie—Grand, sold to J.
Zbreznay by Geo. Phillips ; Central City

—

Central City, sold to Otto Shulz by C. O.
Baird; Farrell—Strand, sold to H. Bar-
etta by P. M. Pegadiotes ; Germantown

—

Band Box, sold to Harry B. Cahan ; Mid-
land—Liberty, sold to Midland Amuse. Co.

by W. B. Urling; Mifflin—Mifflin, sold
to W,m. M. Schuster by W. F. Palen

;

Millerstown—Millerstown, sold to J. V.
Eckert by P. R. Shenk ; McKees Rocks

—

Orpheum, sold to Publix-Shea Corp. by
H. Hendel ; Monaca—Penn, sold to L.
Rottenstein by L. Stoll ; Muse—Commu-
nity, sold to J. Castelli ; Nanticoke—Globe,
sold to Anthony Black by Geo. J. Buzick;
New Philadelphia—Flood's, sold to Fred
J. Dengler by S. J. Flood ; Norristown

—

Westmar, sold to Louis M. Felt by Fred
D. Felt; Philadelphia—Ruby, sold to

Hirsh Amuse. Co. by Bernard Hirsh

;

Standard, sold to Stanco, Inc., by M. M.
Wax ; Ritz, sold to Clem Rizzo by Ben-
jamin Green ; Pittsburgh—Grand, sold to

S. Abrams & S. Lourie by Wm. Lando

;

Hills, sold to A. M. Williams by E. J.

Burke; Punxsutawney—Pascoe, sold to H.
Batastini by C. B. Pascoe; Reading—State,

sold to Emery Thea., Inc., by E. T.
Emery ; Scranton—Davis, sold to Davis
Amuse. Co. ; Steelton—Standard, sold to

Nicholas F. Power by Charles F. New-
baker ; Summerville—Summerville, sold to

Bert Anthony by L. C. Brocius ; Tower
City—Opera House, sold to Edward Wag-
ner by W. R. Buckley; West Aliquippa
—Aliquippa, sold to A. Rottenstein by
S. Rottenstein ; Wesleyville—Penn, sold to

Messrs. Williams & Yakes by Warner
Bros. Theatres ; Wyalusing—Wyalusing,
sold to J. Gerald O'Malley by Kenneth
L. Palmer.

Closings
Bridgeport—Broadway ; Bridgeville—Gran-

ada ; Carmichaels — Ross ; Erie— Aris
;

Georgetown — Diamond ; Kittanning — Co-
lumbia ; Masontown—Liberty ; Mt. Jew-
ett—Palace ; Parkers Landing—Liberty ;

Perryopolis—Perry ; Philadelphia—Fay's ;

RepubUc— Princess ; Scranton — Period ;

Sheppton—Palace ; Womelsdorf—Fire Hall.

Re-Openings
Bellwood— Bellwood ; Believue — Lincoln ;

Bridgeville—Rankin ; Burgettstown-7Arco

;

Clarence—Clarence ; Confluence—Liberty ;

Curwensville—Strand ; Elwood City—Lib-

erty ; Export—Lincoln ; Ford City—Savoy ;

Frederickstown—Grand ; Greensboro—Da-
vis ; Homestead—Stahl ; Latrobe—Olym-
pic ; Grand ; Leechburg—Palace ; Library
State ; Monessen—Star ; Muse—Commu-
nity ; New Castle—Penn ; New Philadel-

phia—Sacred Heart Hall ; Pittsburgh-
Hills ; Rochesiter—OrientaJ ; Sagamore

—

Sagamore ; Suterville—Grand ; Tidioute

—

Gem ; Vestaburg—American ; Youngwood
—Pearl.

New Theater
Pittsburgh—Melrose. Melrose Amuse. Co.,

owners.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

Carthage—Carthage, sold to Bates & Meyer
by E. & B. Patten; Chamberlain—Empress,

sold to F, C. Gilbrith by R. J. Conklin

;

DeSmet—Ritz, sold to Gruenberg & Kap-
lan by J. C. Kennedy ; Geddes—Temple,
sold to Albert Florey by West Central

Thea. Co. ; Groton—State, sold to C. F.

Schinkel by Kent Shaw; Platte—Platte,
sold to Roy Mundon by Peter Bruget

;

White Lake—Aurora, sold to F. G. Gild-

brithe by W. F. Evans.

Closings
Bridgewater—Strand ; Lake Preston—Rex

;

Toronto—Auditorium.

Re-Openings
Bridgewater—Strand ; Bonesteels—Rosebud

;

Burke—Burke ; Groton—State : Irene

—

Leion ; Kennebec—Rex ; Selby—Opera
House ; Timber Lake—Orpheum ; Madi-
son—Lyric ; Mcintosh—Lyric.

TENNESSEE
Change in Ownership

Trenton—Gem, sold to C. P. Washmon.
Closing

Alamo—Alamo.

TEXAS
Changes in Ownership

Dallas—Parkway, sold to M. S. White by
Sam Hefley ; Hempstead—Idle Hour, sold

to Bob Paulsen ; Lawn—King, sold to W.
L. Holt ; Melvin—Melvin, sold to Henry
Reeve ; Mt. Vernon—Franklin, sold to G.

A. Bishop: San Saba—Palace, sold to C.

H. DeWolfe ; San Antonio—Venus, sold

to P. Hernandez ; Tulia—Grand, sold to

Dr. C. W. McFarling; Van Alstyne—Van,
sold to John M. Lochrie.

Closings
Bonham—Best

;

Burlington— Burlington

;

Center—Shelby ; Del Rio—Casino ; Denison

—Dreamland
; Liberty ; Farmersville—Pal-

ace ; Freeport—Princess ; Houston—Crown
;

Orange—American ; San Benito—Juarez ;

Stodkdale—American ; Sulphur Springs

—

Broadway ; Greenville—Pastime ; Rule

—

Rule; Thurber—Opera House; Tuscola

—

King
; Turkey—Palace ; HarUngen—Park.

Re-Openings
Granger — Alamo ; Denton — Dreamland

;

Lawn—King ; Matador—Majestic ; Melvin—Melvin ; Mt. Vernon—Franklin
; Seguin—Wonderland ; FoIIett—Criterion.

New Theaters
Greenville—Star, Moore & Sullivan, own-

ers ; Lone Oak—Grand, Robert Erwin,
owner ; Sweetwater—Ritz, H. S. Leion,
owner; Texarkana — Little Princess, G.
H. Mercer, owner.

UTAH
Closing

Kanab—Star.

Re-Opening
Hyrum—Orpheum.

Name Change
Jyrura—Orpheum, formerly Rex.

VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Appalac'hia—Cumberland, sold to Cumber-
land Amuse. Co. by Appalachia Amuse.
Co.

Closing
Culpeper—Temple.

Re-Openings
Charlottesville — Paramount ; Fredericks-

burg—Mayflower; Orange—Madison; Ro-
anoke—Virginia Heights ; Norfolk—Cen-
tral ; West Point—York.

WASHINGTON
Changes in Ownership

Friday Harbor—San Juan, sold to G. A.
Harris by Mrs. H. Ramsden ; Kelso—Em-
bassy, sold to Jack Flemming bv Harold
Zurfluh ; Washougal—Liberty, sold to Al-
lan Rafael by R. C. Clark.

Closings
Molson—Molson; Spokane—Avalon.

Re-Openings
Ferndale—Grand ; Mettaline Falls — Little

Falls; Oroville—Oro; Seattle — Rainier,
Stadium.

WEST VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Century—Century, sold to Thompson & Wil-
liams by Mr. Schull ; Chester—New Lin-
coln, sold to Walter Shaw by David Mil-
ler; Delbarton—Hippodrome, sold to E.
C. Hatfield by O. Hindy; Newburg

—

Crystal, sold to V. C. Howell by Mrs.
W. B. Cockrell; Norton—Y. M. C. A.,
sold to C. W. White; Owens—Lindy, sold
to Edw. Baharah by W. H. Arnold; Par-
kersburg—Palace, sold to Mrs. P. M.
Thomas by Mrs. W. K. Sheppard ; Par-
sons—Victoria, sold to Frank Shome by
H. L. Bennett ; Ronceverte—Grand, sold
to J. C. Shanklin by P. L. Dysard

;

Shinnston—Princess, Rex, sold to Mrs.
Frank Abruzzino and Mrs. Frank Mazzei
by Simon & Peters ; Wheeling — Plaza,
sold to Carl Jansen by Geo. Zeppos ; Yu-
kon—Yukon, sold to J. A. Little by M. K.
Murphy.

Closings
Bridgeport—Virginia

; Holden—Midelburg
;

Man—Main ; Manbar—Manbar
; Monon-

gah—Ritz.

Re-Openings
Chester — Lincoln; Barbourville — Tivoli;

Madison—Rialto; Monongah — Strand;
Newburg—Crystal ; Norton—Y. M. C. A.

;

Paden City — Virginia ; Parkersburg —
Palace.

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership

Milwaukee—Miramar. sold to New Miramar
Tiiea. Co. by Miramar Thea. Inc. ; Spring
Green—Wisconsin, sold to C. E. Mathews
& Paul Nettland by Wilkinson & Pope.

Closings
Hillsboro—Midget ; Wausaukee—Orpheum.

Re-Openings
Benton — Blende; Bloomington — Opera
House; Omro—Omro.

New Theaters
Shawano—Orpheum, Fon du Lac Thea. Co.,
owners ; Quawatosa—Tosa, Mr. and Mrs.
Ross J. Baldwin, owners.

WYOMING
Re-Openings

Rock Springs—Fox Grand ; Guernsey—Star.

Name Change
Rock Springs—Fox Grand, formerly Grand.
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C NEWS OF THE DAY ©
* EAST *

Steelton, Pa.—Nicholas F. Pow-
ers, who operates the Elks and Ma-
jestic in Middletown, has acquired
the Strand and the Standard here,

through the Power Amusement Co.

under lease from Thomas J. Nelley.

Reading, Pa.—Earle Westbrooke
has been promoted by Wilmer &
Vincent to the managership of the

National in Richmond, Va., after op-

erating the firm's new Embassy
here. James H. Maury of New
York is his successor at the Em-
bassy.

Baltimore—The Eureka, open Sat-

urdays only during the summer, is

being redecorated and will be re-

opened late this month under the

management of Eugene B. McCurdy.

Beaver Falls, Pa.—The Granada
recently went into the hands of re-
ceivers.

* WEST *
Southgate, Cal.—Paul Heiser re-

cently opened the Southgate here,
having changed the name of the
house from the Garden.

Spokane—Lew Keeler is reopen-
ing the Egyptian after extensive re-
modeling, both interior and exterior.
The house will cater to the family
trade, giving a continuous perform-
ance.

Marysville, O.—F. E. Price has
closed the Rex.

Milwaukee — United Artists has
moved into its new exchange build-
ing at 1137 N. Eighth St.

Marion, O.—C. A. Baker is the
new owner of the Princess, formerly
operated by Mrs. Corinne McCoy.

Mackinac City, Mich.—The Casino.
only Mackinac theater, has been
closed.

from the Omaha exchange. He re
places George Gabbert, who, it ii

reported, will take over a theatei
in this territory.

Washington—E. J. Stutz is han-
dling the Washington territory for

the Meyer-Reiger Co.

Fredrickstown — Grand is now
closed Monday to Thursday inclu-

sive.

San Francisco—J. Samuel Berko-
witz and associates at Atlas Pic-
tures have taken space for a San
Francisco exchange in Mannie
Brown's Pacific Coast Exchanges at
1906 South Vermont St.

Denver—Jack Krum, United Art-
ists salesman, has resigned.

Reading, Pa.—Ben Greber is man-
aging the Arcadia here. Calvin

Lieberman has succeeded Greber as

assistant to Al Schwartz, city man-
ager for Warner Bros. Clarence
Strubel is chief of service at the

Strand.

Washington—Ray Palmer, former-
ly Tiffany booker in the Education-
al offices here, has resigned to be-
come traveling auditor for Columbia.
Philomena Abell, formerly of the
local RKO Pathe office, succeeds
Palmer at Educational.

Philadelphia—The Apollo has been
sold by Charles Segall to the Apollo
Co. Price is not stated, but the
property is assessed at $79,000.

Fernie, Cal. — William Johnson,
owner of the Fernie and Kimberley,
died recently at his home here. The
funeral, under Masonic auspices, was
held at Nelson, B. C, Johnson's for-
mer home.

Oberlin, O.—H. T. Steel, manager
of the Apollo, has opened the house
with new sound equipment.

Detroit—The State is offering ten
amateur acts at its midnight show
every Saturday.

South Charleston, O.—After being
dark for several months, the Gar-
den theater has been reopened with
pictures and vaudeville for three
shows a week.

Appleton City, Mo. — McKinney
and Thatcher have just opened the
Crown with complete new equip-
ment.

Denver—Jack Anderson, Universal
salesman, has gone to Los Angeles,
where he will be district booker. A.
W. O'Connell, assistant manager,
takes his place on the road, and Em-
mett Warner, poster clerk, succeeds
O'Connell.

Areata, Cal. — Hughes-Franklin
Theaters has reopened the Minor.

San Francisco—Pacific Coast Film
Exchange will open local offices at
247 Golden Gate Ave.

Portage, Pa.—Charles Baird has
opened the Rex, after having been
out of the film business for a year.
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Denver—Harry Harrison, former-
ly of the Western Poster Co., has
opened his Film Row lunch room,
which is liberally decorated with
stills of the film stars.

Los Angeles—"Five Star Final,"
the Edward G. Robinson feature,
is to be held over for a fourth week
at Warners' New Western theater.

Detroit—The Doric, neighborhood
house, has been sold by S. D. Short,
who recently took it over, to Lillian
Goldberg.

Homer, Mich.—The Liberty, onlj
local house, has closed.

Manhattan, Kan.—Sam Sosca has
taken over the Varsity, formerlj
owned by Raymond LaMond.

Detroit—Rex S. Clark of Clari
Cine-Service, reports big pickup ir

Industrial film orders.

Elmwood, HI. — D. A. Han has
taken over the Palace here.

Robbinsdale, Minn. — The new
Crystal is being managed by F. E.
Anderson.

Detroit—Joe Glicksman is the new
booker at the Standard. He suc-
ceeded George Benoit.

Kansas City—Fred Souttar, ex-
ploitation and advertising man at
Fox Midland, is handling short sub-
ject bookings for Fox theaters in
this territory.

Oconto, Wis. — A. L. Merritt will
open the Gem in the near future.
The house has been dark for several
years.

Detroit—G. H. Wiley of Winnipeg
is now district representative for
RCA Photophone. He succeeded H.
L. Petty, who went to Washington,
D. C.

San Francisco—Mike Zar has re-
signed as salesman for the Western
Theatrical Equipment Co. and will
take a vacation before making a new
connection.

* CENTRAL *
Detroit—The Doric, recently taken

over by Lillian Goldberg, has been
reopened.

Lorain, O.—George Shenker has
sold the Standard and Pearl to Carl
W. Lucht, who has closed the Stand-
ard and will operate the Pearl on a
full-time schedule.

Newark, O.—Although the Audi-
torium; Midland, Gem and Grand
have been purchased by the Shea
Enterprises, the identity of the for-
mer operating companies will be re-
tained. E. J. Hiehle continues as
manager of the Auditorium and Mid-
land.

Flint, Mich. — J. M. Barks has
bought the Durant from Henry S.
Koppin and James H. Cochrane.

* SOUTH *
Birmingham—The Famous, negro

house, has changed its policy to
twin bills. With the exception of
the Rialto, second run, it is the only
theater here running double bills.

Mount Dora, Fla. — The Mounti
Dora, closed for some time, has been:
put in shape and reopened.

Detroit — The Theatorium, west
side house, has been sold by Harry
Oppenheim, circuit operator, to Paul
Warner, who has been manager of
the house for a number of years.

La Porte City, la.—The Pastime
has opened after being remodeled.
0. A. Fosse and son, Marvin, of
Ridgeway are the new owners and
operators.

Cleveland — Roy Eastman has
been appointed treasurer of RKO Pal-
ace, having been promoted from the
service department.

Baltimore—Ivan Anderson is baekj
as manager of the Idle Hour after:,

having been engaged in stage worki
for some time. 1

Lexington, N. C.—Fred Elkin hai

succeeded E. C. Quails as manager'^
of the Carolina and Young. He was
formerly connected with the locat
Princess and Lyric.

Kansas City—Joe McGuire is the
new short subjects booker for M-
G-M, having been transferred here I

TO-DAY'S pfflg^^^ '

EVENT U^-^^^
AS SEEN »Y V\^^ '^^
THE PRESS Sv

"Five hundred bags of peanuts were
used recently in a cafe scene for 'The
Cuban Love Song.' starring Lawrrence
Tibbett, v^ho sang The Peanut Vendor'."

—M-C-M

M
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
Clark and McCidlough in

"A Melon Drama"
ladio Pictures 20 mins.

Laugh Riot
Producer Louis Brock and Direc-

or Mark Sandrich have turned out
n this two-reeler one of the best
augh numbers in which Clark and
HcCullough have appeared to date,

t moves fast and the comedy bits

ire all sure-fire. The comedians play
he roles of private detectives, with
3obby Clark going in for cornet
playing on the side and thereby
drawing a flock of tomatoes from
the fruit stand keeper across the

ivay. Just as they have been play-
ng a prank on the fruit man, with
cCullough having lifted a water-

nelon and hid it inside his belt, the

imateur dicks get a job to protect

i judge who is threatened by gang-
sters. The watermelon contains a

time bomb and was to have been
thrown into the judge's home. Then
follows the funny embarrassments
mcountered by the lads when it is

jlearned that the melon contains a

Domb. The laughs are fast and
5olid. Will click anywhere.

Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy in

"Come Clean"
M-G-M 20 mins.

A Howl
From start to finish this comedy

is filled with screamingly funny gags

and some of the best "mugging"
the boys have handed out this year.

The story contains several ludicrous

situations that are side-splitters.

The Laurels visit the Hardys ex-

pecting a quiet evening but Laurel

suddenly develops a desire for some
ice cream. While out for the re-

freshment, a girl attempts suicide

by jumping off a bridge. Hardy tries

to save her while Laurel stands

dumbly on the wharf. The story

ends with a chase and some up-and-

lown elevator stuff that is sure-fire,

[t is a real laugh-getter.

"Across the Sea"

Educational 10 mins.

Pleasing
A Romantic Journey, with Claude

Flemming conducting his narrative

journey through some beauty spots

of Hawaii. Featured are a group of

native singers. The scenic shots are

very beautiful, all done in Multi-

color. Carries a real romantic at-

mosphere, and well handled through-

out.

"Bosko's Soda Fountain"

Vitaphone 5403 7 mins.

Good Cartoon

A better than average musical

cartoon. Bosko is depicted as a

soda fountain clerk who can mix
irinks in many novel and acrobatic

ways. The action is lively and the

musical accompaniment is good.

"The Lorelei"

Educational 7 mins.
Good Cartoon

A Paul Terry-Toon, with the ani-
mated hero doing a burlesque of the
famous "Lorelei," being vamped by
the beautiful sea siren, and going
through some hectic adventures in

a terrific storm. A German quartet
singing the "Lorelei" adds musical
atmosphere. Good animated tech-
nique.

Frank Orth in

"The Victim"
Vitaphone 8 mins.

Very Funny
Frank Orth is seen here as a hus-

band who must stand a double dose
of henpecking from his wife and an-
other female appendage. It is his

birthday and upon arriving home
Frank is given an unexpected party
by his wife, who has a surprise for
him in the way of a birthday pres-

ent. The gift turns out to be a
cemetery plot that she has picked
out for him. This proves to be the
last straw for Frank, so the old

worm turns and asserts himself
master by knocking the stuffings out
of the two females. The humorous
idea is good for plenty of laughs.

"Foiled"
Educational 10 mins.

Flat
A William J. Burns detective mys-

tery. A fiat recounting of a murder
in a hotel room after a poker game,
with several suspects, and the crime
finally pinned on the house detec-
tive. It moves too mechanically, and
fails to develop any real entertain-
ment.

"Once a Hero"
Educational 19 mins.

Peppy
A Mermaid comedy with Emerson

Treacy, Jack Shaw and Frances
Dean. The hero is a bank clerk who
captures a thief about to rob the
bank where he is the paying teller.

The next day is his wedding. He
gets mixed up in the cell with the
robber, and handcuffed together, the
yegg escapes, bent on wreaking ven-
geance on the bank clerk who caused
his arrest, not realizing his intended
victim is the one handcuffed to him.
Works out in some swift comedy ac-

tion that should please.

Krazy Kat in

"Hash House Blues"
Columbia 6 mins.

Good Cartoon
In the role of a dancing waiter in

a restaurant, Krazy Kat hands out

another batch of his amusing antics

in this animated subject. It is well

up to the average of such shorts and
will serve its purpose as a filler very
nicely.

"Screen Souvenirs"
Paramount 8 mins.

Swell Humor
Another revival of bits from early

motion pictures with humorous run-
ning comment. After showing some
scenes of the presidential campaign
of 1909, in which Howard Taft, Wil-
liam Jennings Bryan and Theodore
Roosevelt figured, and a shot of

Guglielmo Marconi giving wireless
telegraphy to the world in 1901, the
short turns to a travesty of the
early autos, bathing suits and fillum

drammer. The amusing contrast it

presents with the present day makes
the reel richly entertaining in a

comedy way.

"Curiosities"

(No. 27)
Columbia 10 mins.

Good
An interesting half dozen or more

subjects are included in this issue

of Walter Futter's curiosities. First

comes scenes of a ship-salvaging in-

dustry on the west coast, then Pales-

tine and the land where the Ark
is supposed to be buried, a butter-

fly farm, a musical automaton, and
several other items. The running
talk is by John P. Medbury. It's_ an
engrossing reel that should flt nice-

ly into any bill.

"Half Holiday"

Educational 21 mins.

Very Good
A Mack Sennett comedy featuring

Andy Clyde as the henpecked hus-

band who goes wild with a pal and
two vamps. But the Saturday after-

noon party at the beach proves a

flop when the real sweeties of the

girls appear and make things very
uncomfortable for Andy and his pal.

Then the wife arrives and carts him
back home to mow the lawn, again
a meek and subdued husband. It is

cleverly handled, with snappy gags,

and Andy Clyde as usual is a de-

light. This one gets over easily as

a sure laugh-getter.

Smith and Dale in

"Where East Meets Vest"
Paramount 20 mins.

Big Laugh Number
Another topnotch comedy starring

the sure-fire Hebrew comics, Smith
and Dale. This time they sell out
their New York business and go
west to buy a ranch and settle down
in the peace of the open spaces. But
what they run into, between hard
hombres, a haunted ranch house and
other western commotion, is far

from peaceful and quiet. The in-

congruous situation of the two Yid-

dishers and their dialect in a west-
ern locale is funny in itself, and on
top of this there is plenty happening
all the time to maintain lively in-

terest and keep the laughs coming
one after another.

Eddie Buzzell in

"Red Men Tell No Tales"
Columbia 13 mins.

Swell Comedy
Eddie Buzzell maintains his stride

as a witty and clever gag comedian
in this bedtime broadcasting skit in
which he kids the Indians for a load
of good laughs. The byplay con-
cerns the visit of a white man to
an Indian camp, where he gets into
a jam over a fair Indian maid. Ex-
cellent travesty of the better class.

Lillian Roth in

"Puff Your Blues Away"
Paramount 8 mins.

Fair Musical Skit
Lillian Roth's singing of "Puff

Your Blues Away" is the principal
item in this skit, which has been
built around the idea suggested by
the title. It takes place in a night
club setting, where a young chap
who has just dropped a wad of
dough in the stock market comes
with a pal for some diversion. But
the Wall St. victim can't get his
mind off his losses, until he gets a
square look at the attractive cig-
arette girl, in the person of Lillian
Roth, who cheers him up pronto
with her smile and singing. But it

turns out that Lillian is only a tem-
porary incident in the life of the
lad, who later turns up with an-
other girl, leaving Lil to sing her
own blues away. Though lacking a
punch, it is a fairly diverting piece
of fancy.

Charlie Davis and His Band in

"The Jazz Reporter"

Paramount 7 mins.

Interesting Novelty
In a newspaper room setting, with

members of the band as editors, re-
porters, etc., Charlie Davis and his
gang provide a musical novelty that
is interesting mainly because of the
double-exposure in which shots rep-
resenting news flashes are spotted
here and there, accompanied by ap-
propriate musical bits. The skit
moves fast and its brevity makes it

a good filler.

Ted Husing in

"Sportslants"

Vitaphone 10 mins.

Fair Sports Number
Champions of various fields of

sport are presented in this issue of
Ted Husing's "Sportslants," which
shows the athletes doing their stuff

while Husing delivers running com-
ments. Slow motion and still se-

quences are employed to illustrate

the discussions, which should prove
quite interesting to the sport fans
but only fair stuff for general audi-
ences.
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"OVER THE HILL"
Fox 94 mins.

IT'S IN BY A MILE, WITH OLD
HOME HEART THROB STUFF
AND SENTIMENT AND PATHOS
THAT HAVE 'EM WEEPING AND
APPLAUDING.
When you can get the women

sniffling- right through the pathetic

sequences, and everybody applaud-

ing in a genuine demonstration at

the close, as they did at the Roxy,
then the picture is definitely in.

Mae Marsh gives one of the out-

standing performances of the year,

a typical mother of a small tovfn

family slaving and worrying and
making a fuss over her young brood,

and in later life when adversity

hits her, she gives one of the most
touching and beautiful performances
of a sweet old lady that probably
has ever been screened. Henry King
has done a fine bit of work, making
every scene in the picture live and
breathe with humanness, and never
overplaying his hand. It hits some
highly tense and dramatic mo-
ments, and in the scene where the

hypocritical father gets his from
the enraged son, the audience broke

out several times in applause. James
Dunn and Sally Eilers team beauti-

fully. The rest of the cast is strong.

Cast: Mae Marsh, James Kirkwood, James
Dunn, Sally Eilers, Joe Hachey, Tom Con-
Ion, Julius Molnar, Marilyn Harris, Nancy
Irish, Edward Crandall, Claire Maynard,
Olin Howland, Eula Guy, Joan Peers, Wil-
liam Pawley.

Director, Henry King ; Author, Will Carle-

ton ; Adaptors, Tom Barry ; Jules Furth-
nian ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor, Frank Hull

;

Cameraman, John Seitz ; Recording Engineer,

Photography, fine.

EuRene Grossman
Direction, excellent

"AROUND THE WORLD
WITH DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS"

United Artists 80 mins.
EXCELLENT ENTERTAIN-

MENT IN TRAVEL PICTURE
FULL OF NOVEL TOUCHES,
COMEDY AND JUST ENOUGH
FAIRBANKS.
For sheer enjoyment this cleverly

compiled record of Douglas Fair-
banks' trip to the Orient will stack

up with almost anything that has
been released in months. It is not
so much the spots that Fairbanks
has covered, although even these
are for the most part off the beaten
track, but rather the distinctive

manner of presentation that makes
the picture such swell fun. In con-
trast to the general run of travel-

ogues, this one stresses the intimate
side from the spectator's standpoint,
interspersing the actual with the
theatrical, delving into the lighter

side, surprising the audience with
neat tricks of the camera or effec-

tively timed witticisms in the in-

imitable Fairbanks manner, and con-
taining just about the right amount
of the lively Fairbanks acrobatics
to give his personal fans their

money's worth. Starting with the
departure from San Francisco, the

adventure runs along in fast tempo
to Honolulu, Japan, China, Philip-

pines, Siam, India and other climes,

with sequences in each place em-
bracing noted personages. Victor
Fleming, Charles Lewis and Henry
Sharp appear in some scenes

Directors. Victor Fleming
banks ; Dialogue]^, Robert
Cameramen. Henry Sharp,
Recording Engineers, same.

Direction, clever. Photography, exceptional.

Douirlas Fair-

E. Sherwood

;

Chuck Lewis

;

Chester Morris in

"CORSAIR"
United A^-tists 73 mins.

ENTERTAINING BUT FAR-
FETCHED MELODRAMA OF
THE RUM RUNNING RACKET.
FINE PHOTOGRAPHY IS HIGH-
LIGHT.

Because the story is too fantas-
tic to be taken seriously at hardly
any stage, this melodrama of liquor
hijacking on the high seas, with
some Wall St. and society back-
grounds thrown in, manages to en-

tertain fairly well but never packs
much of a kick except in its strik-

ing camera shots. Chester Morris
enacts a tough college hero, who
upon being twitted by a society
playgirl, stunningly portrayed by
Theima Todd under the nom de cin-

ema of Alison Loyd, quits his job
in her father's crooked stock racket
and becomes a highjacker. He
takes liquor from a bootlegger
financed by the Wall St. crook and
then sells it to this same crook, just

to prove that he can out-racket the
big racketeer himself. Having
scored this point, Chester goes
straight, with the girl and dad fol-

lowing him. Action is quite plenti-

ful and interest holds up generally,
but the dialogue is rather bad.
Fred Kohler scores as the menace.

Cast: Chester Morris, Alison Loyd. Wil-
liam Austin. Frank McHugh, Emmett Corri-

Ran, Fred Kohler, Frank Rice, Ned Sparks.
Mavo Methot, Gay Seabrook, Addie Mc-
Phail.

Director, Rowland West : Author. Walton
Green ; Adaptor, Josephine Lovett ; Dialoguer,
not cred'ted ; Editor. Hal Kern ; Cameraman,
Ray June ; Recording Engineers, Frank Ma-
her. RoRer Heman.

Direction, fair. Photography, fine.

"THE GUILTY GENERATION"
with Leo Carrillo,

Constance Cummings, Boris Karlojf
Columbia 80 mins.
GRIPPING AND AMUSING

RACKETEER STORY WITH AC-
TION AND LAUGHS BUT TOO
MUCH MURDER STUFF.
Done in the fabulous fiction con-

ception of how a king racketeer
lives, plays and acts, this yarn pro-
duces dramatic punches, comedy
and horror by turns. Two bootleg
barons, played by Leo Carrillo and
Boris Karloff, alternate at killing
off each other's relatives, not to
mention other people's kids, and
keep it up until the former is shot
down in cold blood by his own
mother to stop further killings.
Before this point is reached, how-
ever, a love drama takes place in-
volving one gangster's daughter and
the other's son, who has renounced
his father and adopted the name of
John Smith for a career as archi-
tect. At a lavish Florida estate
party given for the girl, the lad
comes along and they fall in love.
When her dad learns his identity
he suspects it to be a plant and is

about to send the kid for a ride,
but one of the gang chief's own
men double crosses him and helps
the couple escape.

Cast
:

Leo Carrillo, Constance Cummings,
Robert Young, Leslie Fenton, Boris Karloff,
Jimmy Wilcox. Elliott Rothe, Phil Tead.
Frederic Howard, Eddie Boland, William
J. O'Brien. Ruth Warren.

Director, Rowland V. Lee; Authors, Jo
Milward, J. Kirby Hawkes ; Adaptor, Tack
Cunningham ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, Otis
Garrett; Cameraman, Byron Haskin : Re-
cording Engineer, George Cooper.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

"MORALS FOR WOMEN"
with Bessie Love, Conway Tearle,

Natalie Moorhead, John Holland,
June Clyde

Tiffany . 65 mins.

WEAK MODERN STORY
ABOUT PARTY GIRLS. GOOD
CAST WASTED ON THEME WITH
BAD MORAL.

This is pretty much a kept wo-
man's holiday. The principal gold-
digger, portrayed by Bessie Love, is

the secretary of a big business man,
Conway Tearle, who has provided
her with an elaborate Park Avenue
nest. One day Bessie's boyhood
sweetheart turns up and wants to

marry her. Not knowing what to
do, she goes back to her little home
town, only to find that her mode
of living in the city is known by
some gossips who kid her brother
about it, whereupon he gets into a
fight and injures the other guy to
the extent of a $1,000 hospital bill.

To pay the bill and save her brother
from jail, Bessie goes back to her
protector. Eventually her true sweet-
heart turns up again while she is

staging one of her big parties, and
although he learns the truth from
the jealous rival he still wants to
marry her. Ending is flat, as well as
bad from a moral viewpoint.

Cast; Bessie Love, Conway Tearle, John
Holland, Natalie Moorhead, Emma Dunn,
June Clyde, Edmund Breese, David Rollins,

Lina Basquette, Virginia Lee Corbin.
Director, Mort Blumenstock ; Author,

Frances Hyland ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer,
same ; Editor, Martin G. Cohn ; Cameraman,
Max Dupont.

Direction, fine. Photography, good.

Harry Carey in

"CAVALIER OF THE WEST"
Artclass Pictures 65 mins.

GOOD OUTDOOR PICTURE
WITH ENOUGH ACTION AND
SENTIMENT TO PUT IT ACROSS
NICELY.

Harry Carey plays a slightly dif-

ferent part in this outdoor picture.

Instead of the usual cowboy hero
who finally gets his girl, he takes
the sympathetic part of an army
officer who lets his younger brother
have the girl he loves. The brother,
also an army man, has been drinking
on his duties back East and is trans-
ferred to Carey's post in an effort to
reform him. On his way he is wound-
ed in a stagecoach holdup and taken
to a nearby ranch house. While con-
valescing, he falls for the rancher's
daughter, who is also courted by
Carey. The feeling between the
brother and the girl is mutual, so
Carey drops out. The boy later is
accused of murder, but his older
brother clears him and at the same
time breaks up an outlaw gang he
has been after. The photography
and sound recording are very good.

Cast
; Harry Carey, Kane Richmond,

George F. Hayes, Theodore Adams, Maston
Williams, Paul Panzer, Carmen LaRoux,
Christina Montt.

Director, John F. McCarthy; Author,
same; Adaptor, same; Dialoguers, John F.
McCarthy, Harry P. Christ; Editor, not
credited ; Cameraman, Frank Kesson ; Re-
cording Engineer, B. J. Croger.

Direc, ion, good. Photography, very good.

Buck Jones in

"THE RANGE FEUD"
Colum,bia 64 mins.

ACTION WESTERN KEEPS
HOPPING ALL THE WAY WITH
BUCK JONES DELIVERING
THRILLS AND PLENTY OF
FIGHT STUFF.

Here is a snappy action western
that the fans will go for. It has a
lot of surprise twists and unexpect-
ed developments that keep the sus-
pense up to the end. It looks for
a long time as if hero Jones is going
to get the worst of it, for all the
cards are stacked against him. The
plot is away above the average, and
so is the direction. In this one. Buck
Jones is the sheriff who is called
upon to arrest his friend, the son
of a rancher, accused of killing a
rival rancher over a feud involving
cattle rustling. Buck is forced to
arrest his pal, but the cow hands
under leadership of a slick gent de-
cide to hang the boy themselves.
They raid the jail, and start away
with their victim. Jones does some
fast work, and pulls a big surprise
by uncovering the real murderer at
the scene of the lynching. It has
the action and fighting stuff the
fans like.

Cast: Buck Jones, John Wayne. Susan
Fleming, Ed Le Saint, William Walling,
Wallace MacDonald, Harry Woods, Frank
Austin.

Director, Ross Lederman ; Author, Milton
Krims; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, Maurice Wright ; Cameraman, Ben
Kline; Recording Engineer, George Cooper.

Direction, smooth. Photography, good.

George Bancroft in

"RICH MAN'S FOLLY"
Paramount 80 mins.

GOOD ENTERTAINMENT WITH
GEORGE BANCROFT CLICKING
IN INTERESTING DRAMA.

An interesting story which fre-
quently becomes gripping. The few
spots in which it slows up are later
justified as build-ups to the climax
of the yarn. Its conclusion packs
plenty of excitement and the entire
treatment of the story is reminis-
cent of picture technique of the si-
lent era. George Bancroft does a
nice job of the wealthy shipbuilder
who, in his mad efforts for success,
wrecks his family. He is a widower
and his future hinges on his boy,
whom he intends to develop into a
great shipbuilder. He has no af-
fection for his daughter. When the
boy dies he sends his daughter off
to school, against her will, and him-
self goes to Europe. He returns with
a wife and she walks out on him
when he gets into a financial jam.
The climax brings him to a realiza-
tion of his folly and effects a recon-
ciliation between father and daugh-
ter.

Cast: George Bancroft, Frances Dee, Rob-
ert Ames, Juliette Compton, David Durand,
Dorothy Peterson, Harry Allen, Gilbert Em-
ery, Guy Oliver, Dawn O'Day, George Mc-
Farlane. William Arnold.

Director, John Cromwell ; Author, Charles
Dickens ; Adaptors, Grover Jones. Edward
Paraniore, Jr.; Dialoguers, same; Editor, not
credited ; Cameraman, David Abel.

Direction, fine. Photography, good.
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"CYCLONE KID"

with Buzz Barton, Caryl Lincolv,

Francis X Bushman, Jr.

Big 4 60 mins.

FAIR WESTERN THAT
DOESN'T DEVELOP ANYTHING
UNUSUAL BUT SHOULD
PLEASE THE OUTDOOR FANS.

This one follows the regulation

formula of the heavy who finds oil

on the rancher's property and tries

to scare the owner into selling the

land. Buzz Barton, as the owner's

son, spoils the plot through his

hunches. Nothing new about it, but

it should get by with the western
fans. The heavy, when he finds he
can't buy the property, steals some
of the rancher's cattle in an attempt
to force a sale. The boy gets on the
rustlers' track and his father finds

out the gang's hideout. While try-

ing to telephone the information to

the sheriff, the rancher is killed.

Buzz and Francis X. Bushman, Jr.,

ranch foreman, track the gang down
and the heavy is killed trying to

escape. Buzz's sister and the fore-

man are married and set out to de-
velop the oil.

Cast: Buzz Barton, Caryl Lincoln, Fran-
cis X. Bushman, Jr., Lafe McKee, Ted Ad-
ams, Nadja, Silver Harr, Blackie Whiteford.

Director, J. P. McGowan ; Author, George
Morgan ; Adaptor; same ; Dialoguer, same

;

Editor, Fred Bain ; Cameraman, Edward
KuU ; Recording Engineer, George S. Hutch-
ins.

Direction, okay. Photography, fair.

"FRA DIAVOLO"
("Brother Devil")

Transcontinental Pictures 78 mins-

FINE ITALIAN DIALOGUE
DRAMATIZATION OF OPERA
WITH TINO PATTIERA'S VOICE
AND ACTING OUTSTANDING
FEATURE.
The beauty of its scenic back-

ground, the heights to which Tino
Pattiera of the Metropolitan Opera
Company rises in his stirring rendi-

tion of two famous arias, and the

clever acting and direction through-
out, stamp this feature as genuine-
ly fine entertainment. The action

takes place in a province of the

Kingdom of Naples during the eigh-

teenth century and concerns Fra
Diavolo, bandit chief of the revolu-

tionists. A reward of 40,000 ducats
is on Diavolo's head. The King's
men are out to capture him, but
through a clever ruse, Diavolo mas-
querades as a visiting ambassador
and attends a great reception given

at the Palace. Diavolo is finally cap-

tured but with the end of the revolu-

tion, he is set free and returns to

his devoted sweetheart. Costumes
are magnificent and ensemble work
excellent. A synopsis in English
precedes the action.

Cast: Tino Pattiera, Madeleine Breville,

Armando Bernard, Pierre Magnier, Vincent

May.
Director, Mario Bonnard ; Author, E.

Scribe; Adaptors, Mario Bonnard, Nunzio
Malasomma: Dialoguers, same; Editor, M.
Geftman ; Cameraman, Nikolaus Farkas

;

Recording Engineers, Loisel, Liebermann,
Fernando Tropea.

Direction, very fine. Photography, ex-

cellent.

C) PRESENTATIONS f)
By JACK HARROWER

Roxy
The Roxy stage show is titled

"The Elements," with the scenes di-

vided into Air, Water, Earth, Fire,

and a finale, Sunrise. Mostly atmos-
pheric stuff, with a quartet of trapeze
artists in the first, the ballet in the

second, with Harrison and Fisher in

an adagio number. Earth shows a

black hill in the dim light, with the

Hall Johnson Singers grouped on it

chanting a negro spiritual. Fire is

spectacular, with the hill transform-
ed to a spouting volcano, cleverly

achieved through the effects of a

flame girl waving her drapes on

top, and the Roxyettes below in red

costumes. Patricia Bowman is

splendid as the Flame Goddess. The
finale shows the entire ensemble on

"DIE SCHLACHT VON
BADEMUENDE"

("Battle of Bademuende")
Ufa 74 mins.

GERMAN FARCE COMEDY. A
LIGHT AND FROTHY NUMBER
THAT MOVES BRIGHTLY AND
GETS A LOT OF LAUGHS.
This is a very light offering made

for laugh purposes, which it gets,

with a lot of skylarking and non-

sense between the sailors of a bat-

tleship and the members of an army
post stationed at a bathing beach.

They are trying to make the place

a famous watering resort by promot-

ing the mineral water there, but it

is so bitter that everybody chokes

on drinking it. A sailor and soldier

have all sorts of encounters over the

affections of one of the girls of the

resort. This is slightly reminiscent

of the Hollywood gag of the two
doughboys fighting a la Slim Sum-
merville and the tough sergeant for

the lady's love. There are some
bright bits on the beach in the eve-

ning, with every sailor parked in a

sun-bathing covered chair with a

girl. Then some good sequences on

board the battleship, with a lot of

good lively spoofing and merriment.

Plenty of good comedy touches.
Cast: Fritz Alberti, Kurt von Ruffin,

Hermann Speelmans, Fritz Schulz, Paul

Heidemann, Hans Wassmann, Adele Sand-

rock, Max Adalbert, Claire Rommer, Vicky
Werckmeister, Hans Junkermann.

Director, Philipp L. Mayring ; Authors,

Karl Puth, Bernhard Wentzel ; Adaptors,

Philipp Mayring, F. Zeckendorf ; Dialoguer,

not listed ; Editor, not listed ; Cameraman.
George Muschner, Alfred Hansen, Bernard
Wentzel.

Direction, smooth. Photography, good.

"SEIN LIEBESLIED"

("His Love Song")
Associated Cinemas 79 miyis.

PLEASING GERMAN MUSICAL
COMEDY ROMANCE BY AU-
THORS OF "TWO HEARTS"
WITH WILLY FORST SCORING
STRONG.

This light opera number from the

Berlin studios looks like an attempt
to duplicate the success of "Zwei
Hertz," for it is by the same crea-

tors, and Robert Stolz again sup-
plies the tuneful melodies, while
Willy Forst has the leading role.

They are a strong combination, and
get over a very entertaining num-
ber. It may not duplicate the suc-

cess of its predecessor, as the melo-
dies are not nearly as haunting, but
all in all it is good entertainment,
with a fine balancing of comedy and
pleasing romance. Willy Forst is a
small-time entertainer in a Munich
cabaret, who is substituted for

Merblanc, a famous entertainer who
fails to appear. Fee Malten, a
boarding school miss, falls in love

with him, thinking he is the great
Merblanc, and Willy hasn't the heart
to disillusion her. Comedy compli-
cations follow fast, with Merblanc
proving to be the father of the girl

whom she has not seen since a baby.
Cast: Paul Otto, Willy Forst, Fee Mal-

ten, Oskar Karlweiss, Anne Goerling, Eriist

Verebes, Paul Vincenti, Mathilda Sussin,

Editli Herman-Roder.

Director, Geza Von Bolvary ; Authors,
Walter Reich. Fritz Schulz ; Adaptors, same

;

Dialoguers, same; Editor, not listed; Cam-
eramen, VVilly Goldberger, Max Brink.

Direction, good. Photography, okay.

Capitol
Billy House, the rotund comedian

of vaudeville, musical comedy and
motion pictures, heads the current
Capitol stage show, entitled "Holi-
days." The production, created and
staged by Chester Hale, is a minia-
ture musical comedy and revue com-
bined. Other principals featured in

the presentation include Peggy Ber-
nier. Three Jacks, Lea Penman,
Thomas Coppe and Terry Green,
with the Chester Hale Girls and the
Capitolians supplying the production
background. "Cuban Melodies" is

the overture by the orchestra under
Yasha Bunchuk.

as the hill is lit up with sunshine,
also an effect produced by costumes,
movements and clever lighting.

Drive for More Safety
Launched by Ind. Ass'n

^Continued from Page 1)

and M. P. O. These and other

measures designed to help projec-

tionists will be introduced at the

coming session of the Indiana Legis-

lature.

Indiana State Legislative Asso-
ciation, which was disbanded some
time ago at the discretion of Inter-

national President William F.

Canavan, has named L. 0. McGirr
of South Bend as secretary-treas-

urer. The organization will confine

its activities strictly to legislative

matters.

Erpi, RCA and RKO
Sued by Tri-Ergon

(Continued from Page 1)

while Radio Pictures is charged with

infringement of a new process for

producing sound and picture films.

Bills of complaint, filed by for-

mer Federal Judge Hugh M. Mor-
ris, set forth that the inventions

were those of Hans Vogt, Joseph
Masselle and Joseph Engles of Ger-

many and that their rights were
transferred to the Tri-Ergon Corp.

of Switzerland, which in turn trans-

ferred them to William Fox, who
sold the patents to the American
company.

The Alps in Sound Film

Berlin—The Alps have furnished

the background for many a motion
picture, but its sound film debut will

be made in Alfred Zeisler's Ufa
production, "Der Hochtourist," in

which Otto Walburg will have the

leading role. Filming has started.

British Historical Film
London — British Instructional

Films is to produce for immediate
release a motion picture of national

importance. Its title will be "Eng-
land Awake," and it will tell the

story of England's progress through
the century from 1830 down to the
present time.

RKO Protective Group
Appeals to RCA Heads

(Continued from Page 1)

ter had been sent. The committee

is also seeking additional informa-

tion from RKO and it is reported

that two substantial banking insti-

tutions have been approached by

the minority group with a revised

plan of refinancing and avoiding

receivership. B. B. Kahane has
submitted answers to 15 questions
handed him by Emerson & Sperl-
ing, attorneys for the minority
committee. Neither Kahane nor the
committee would divulge the answers
last night.

In a statement from RKO on Fri-

day it was stated that the company
had not been informed as to the

number of stockholders or amount
of stock represented by the commit-
tee, and that, if an alternative plan
was to be offered, it should be sub-
mitted at the earliest possible date
in order to not jeopardize the in-

terests of stockholders who may be
withholding their proxies.

Film Insurance Up 100%
Sheffield, Eng.—Increased fire in-

surance premiums for motion pic-

ture theaters is expected throughout
England. W. T. Gent of this city

states that the new premiums on
his halls were increased 100 per cent
and that he refused to pay them.
At the Sheffield C. E. A. branch
meeting, exhibitors were urged to

make concerted protest against in-

creased fire insurance rates.

Another British Submarine Film

London — Wardour's "Men Like
These," a film depiction of the

"Poseidon" submarine disaster, has
had its London trade show and was
pronounced by trade press reviewers
to be a remarkably dramatic and
thrilling picture of submarine ad-

venture. B. I. P. also has completed
a submarine picture.
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Features Reviewed in Film Daily Mar. 22 to Nov. 15
372 Pictures Covered in 8 Months

Title Reviewed

Act Tage Glueck-FL 8-2-3!

Age For Love-UA 11-15-31

Air Police-WW 3-22-31

Annabelle's Affairs-F ...6-28-31

Alexander Hamilton-WA 9-20-31

Alias The Bad Man-TIF 6-28-31

Alice in Wonderland-COS
9-20-31

Always Goodby-F 5-24-31

Ambassador Bill-F 11-15-31

American Tragedy-PAR ..8-9-31

Anybody's BIonde-ACP .11-1-31

Are These Our Children?-RKO
11-15-31

Arizona Terror-TIF 9-27-31

Avenger-COL 4-19-31

Bad Company-PAT 11-8-31

Bad Girl-F 8-9-31

Bad Sister-U 4-5-31

Bargain (reviewed as You
and I)-FN 9-6-31

Behind Office Doors-RK03-22-31
Beloved Bachelor-PAR.. 10-18-31

Beyond Victory-PAT ..4-12-31

Big Business Girl-FN. .6-14-31

Big Gamble-PAT 9-27-31

Bockbierfest-BLK 4-5-31

Border Love-COL 9-13-31

Born to Love-PAT 4-26-31

Bought-WB 8-16-31

Black Camel-F 7-5-3

1

Black Sea Mutiny-AM 6-21-31

Branded-COL 11-<1-31

Brat-F 8-2-31

Broad Minded-FN 7-5-31

Call of the Rockies-SYN 7-12-31

Captain Applejack-WA 4-19-31

Captain Thundef-WA. . .5-10-31

Captivation-CAP 9-27-31

Caught Plastered-RKO ..8-9-31

Caught-PAR 10-4-31

Champ-MGM 11-15-31

Chances-FN 6-14-31

Charlie Chan Carries On-P
3-22-31

Cherie-PAR 6-14-31

Children of Dreams-WA. 7-19-31

Chinatown After Dark-ACP
10-25-31

Cisco Kid-F 10-25-31

Cities and Years-AM ..4-12-31

City Streets-PAR 4-19-31

Civilization-ATA 8-16-31

Clearing the Range-CAP. 5-24-31

Common Law-PAT 7-19-31

Confessions of a Co-Ed-PAR
6-21-31

Connecticut Yankee-F .4-12-31
Conquering Horde-PAR. .3-29-31

Consolation Marriage-RKO
11-1-31

Convicted-ARC 10-4-31

Corte D'Assise-TRC . . 10-4-31
Cracked Nuts-RKO 4-5-31

rompromised-FN 11-8-31
Cos': E La Vita-TH 11-8-31

Daddy Long Legs-F 6-7-3)
Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-16-31

Danton-CAP 9-13-31
Das Alte Lied-HK 9-13-31
Das Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari-

GS 9-13-31
Das Floetenkonzert von

Sanssouci-UFA 10-18-31
Das Lied Vom Leben-TA

10-18-31
Das Rheinlandmaedel-CAP

9-20-31
Daughter of the Dragon-PAR

Daybreak-MGM 5-31-31
Defenders of the Law-JOH

5-24-31
Der Grosse Tenor-UFA 5-31-31
Der Hampelmann-TA . 9-13-31
Der Wahre Jakob- TRA .8-16-31
Devotion-PAT 10-4-31
Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA

8-23-31
Die Drei Von Der Tankstelle-

UFA 6-21-31
Die Forsterchristl-CAP .5-3-31
Die Grosse Sehnsucht-TA

10-11-31
Die Lindenwirten vom Rhein-

ASC 9-27-31
Die Lustigen Weiber Von

Wein-CAP 7-12-31
Die Privatsekretaerin-CAP

6-21-31
Die 3 Groschenoper-WA. 5-24-31
Dirigible-COL 4-12-31
Divorce Among Friends-WA

4-5-31
Doctors' Wives-F 4-26-31
Dolly Macht Karriere-UFA

7-26-31
Dreyfus Case—COL 8-30-31

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures

AGF—American General Film

AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass

ASC—Associated Cinema
ATA—American Trading Asoc.
BI—British International
BIF—Big Four
BLK—Richard G. Block
CAP—Capitol Film Exchange
CEL—Celebrity
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Unique Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures
DM—Drklik-Martd
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National PIT—Pittaluga

FTP—Foreign Talking PicturesP^^WiUiam Pizor
^ ^ PRX—Protex Tradmg Corp.

GS—George Schneider

HA—High Art Pictures
HED—Headline Pictures
HG—J. H. Hoffberg
HK—Henry Kaufman
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
HPI—Hollywood Pictures
IMP—Imperial Distributing
TH—Thalia Productions
JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAL—Ernest Mattson
MGM—Metro-Goldviryn-Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
MOV—Moviegraphf
NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line U—Universal
OM—Olympia Macre Excelsior UA—United Artists
OS—Osso Productions UFA—Ufa
PAR—Paramount WA—Warner Bros.
PAT—RKO Pathe WK—Willis Kent
PEE—Peerless WM—J. D. Williams
PIC—Picture Classics WW—Sono Art

RAS—Raspin Productions
REG—Regal Talking Pictures
ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
SIN—Dr. Alexander Singelow
SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TRA—Transatlantic Pictt.
TRC—Transcontinental Pics.
TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films

Title Reviewed

Dude Ranch-PAR 4-26-31
Dugan of the Bad Lands-MOP

8-21-31

But of Borneo-U t-2S-tl
Ein Burschenlied Aus Hei-
delberg-UFA ...9-20-31

Eine Freundin So Goldig
Wie Du-TA 10-25-31

Enemies of the Law-REG
7-12-31

Ex-Bad Boy-U 9-27-31

Expensive Women-WA .11-15-31

Explorers of the World-RAS
9-6-31

Express 13-UFA 8-9-31

Everything's Rosie-RKO.S-24-31
Fanny Foley Herself-RKO

10-25-31
Fidlovacka-DM 7-5-31
Fifty Fathoms Decp-COL

8-16-31
Fifty Million Frenchmen-WA

3-29-31
Fighting Sheriff-COL . 6-28-31
Finger Points-FN 3-29-31
First Aid-WW 7-12-31
Five and Ten-MGM 7-12-31
Five Star Final-FN 9-13-31
Five Year Plan-AM 6-7-31
Flood-COL 5-3-31
Flying Foo!-BI 10-18-31
Free Soul-MGM 6-7-31
Freighters of Destiny-PAT

n-S-31
Frida's Visor-MAL ..10-25-31
Friends and Lovers-RKO

11-8-31
Front Page-UA 3-22-31
Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31
Gentleman's Fate-MGM .6-28-31
Girl Habit-PAR 6-14-31
Girls About Town-PAR. .11-1-31
God's Country and the Man-

SYN 6-7-31
God's Gift to Women-WA

4-19-31
Goldie-P 6-<28-31
Gold Dust Gertie-WA 5-31-31
Good Bad Girl-COL 5-17-31
Great Lover-MGM 8-30-31
Grief Street-CHE 10-11-31
Guardsman-MGM 9-13-31
Guilty Hands-MGM 8-30-31
Gun Smoke-PAR 4-26-31
Hard Hombre-HOF . .9-20-31
Headin' for Trouble-BIF.9-6-31
Heartbreak-F 10-18-31
Hell Below Zero-TPE. . .6-28-31
Hell Bent for Frisco-WW

7-12-31
Heroes AIMMP 10-25-31
High Stakes-RKO 5-31-31
Hjartats Rost-PAR 6-28-31
Holy Terror-F 7-19-31
Homicide Squad-U. .. ..8-30-31
Honeymoon Lane-PAR. . .8-2-31
Honor of the Family-FN

10-18-31

Horse Ate the Hat-MOV. 9-6-31
24 Hours-PAR 10-4-31
Huckleberry Finn-PAR 8-9-31
Hurricane Horseman-WK
„ ,. ,. 10-11-31
Hush Money-F 7-12-31
I Am From Siam-PIC.. .9-6-31
I Like Your Nerve-FN 9-13-31
I Take This Woman-PAR

Ihre Hoheit Befiehlt-UFA
'

11-8-31

Title Reviewed
Immortal Vagabond-TPE 8-2-31
Indiscreet-UA S-lO-Sl
In Old Cheyenne-WW ..5-3-31
Iron Man-U 4-19-31
Is There Justice?-WW. .9-20-31
It's A Wise Child-MGM

5-17-31
Jede Frau Hat Etwas-PAR

5-24-31

Jew At War-AM 7-26-31

Just A Gigolo-MGM 6-14-31

Just For A Song-WW... 4-26-31

Kaiserliebchen-TA 11-15-31
Karamazov-TA 9-27-31
Kick In-PAR 5-24-31
Kia From Arizona-COS. 5-10-31
Ladies' Man-PAR 5-3-31
Lady from Nowhere-CHE

7-19-31
Lady Who Dared-FN. . .6-7-31
L'Amour, Maitre des Choses-

CAP 4-5-31
Last Flight-FN 8-23-31
La Straniera-CAP 4-19-31
Lariats and Six Shooters

COS.. 10-25-31
Laugh and Get Rich-RKO

3-22-31
Laughing Sinners-MGM 7-5-31
La Vacanza del Diavolo-PAR

3-22-31
Lawless Woman-CHE ..4-26-31
Law of the Rio Grainde-SYN.

8-9-31
Lawryer's Secret-PAR 5-31-31
Le Culte de Beaute-OS. .6-7-31
Le Million-TF 5-24-31
Le Mystere de la Chambre
Jaune-OS 5-31-31

Left Over Ladies-WW. 10-18-31
Liebe Auf Befehl-U ..6-7-31
Lieber Uber Alles-CAP 4-19-31
Liebesvralzer-UFA 5-3-31
Lightning Flyer-COL ...4-5-31
Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN

8-16-31
Lion and the Lamb-COL. 4-5-31
Lover Come Back-COL. 6-7-31
Love Storm-BI 10-18-31
Lumpemball-AGF 4-26-31
Mad Genius-WA 10-25-31
Mad Parade-PAR 9-20-31
Maciste In Hell-OM ...6-28-31
Magnificent Lie-PAR ..7-26-31
Maltese Falcon-WA 5-31-31
Man From Death Valley-MOP

ii» • « .
10-11-31

Man m Possession-MGM. 7-19-31
Man of the World-PAR 3-22-31
Many a Slip-U 8-30-31
Meet the Wife-COL 6-21-31
Men Are Like That-COL. 8-16-31
Men Call It Love-MGM. 6-21-31
Men of the Sky-FN 7-19-31
Merely Mary Ann-F 9-13-31
Millionaire-WA 4-12-31
Miracle Woman-COL. .8-2-31
Mishehavinc: Ladies-FN. . 11-8-31
Monkey Business-PAR ..9-27-31
Monsters of the Deep-TPE

5-24-31
Montana Kid-MOP 9-13-31
Mother and Son-MOP. . .8-30-31
Mother's Millions-U 5-10-31
Mr. Lemon of Orange-F. 3-29-31
Murder At Midnight-TIF

^. J. ^ 9-20-31
Murder By the Clock-PAR

7-IV31

Title Reviewed
My Sin-PAR 9-6-31

Mystery of Life-U 7-5-31

Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31

Naughty Flirt-FN 4-19-31

Neck and Neck-WW. . .11-8-31

New Adventures of Get-Rich-
Quick Wallingford-MGM

10-11-31
Newly Rich-PAR 7-5-31
Never the Twain Shall Meet-
MGM . . 6-7-31

Night Angel-PAR 6-14-31
Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31
Night Nurse-WA 7-19-31
Nomandie-SIN 6-21-31
Nur Am Rhein-FTP. . 10-11-31
Once a Ladv-PAR 11-8-31
Opera Ball-PRX 11-8-31
Other Men's Women-WA. 4-26-31
Pagan Lady-COL 9-27-31
Palmy Days-UA 9-27-31
Pardon Us-MGM ..8-23-31
Parisian, The-CAP 8-23-31
Parlor. Bedroom and Bath-
MGM . 4-5-31

Partners of the Trail-MOP
8-30-31

Party Husband-FN 5-17-31
Penrod and Sam-FN 9-27-31
Personal Maid-PAR 8-30-31
Phantom of Paris-MGM. 11-15-31
Platinum BIonde-COL. . .11-1-31
Playthings of Hollywood-HPI

4-12-31
Politics-MGM 8-2-31
Private ScandaliHED. . .11-1-31
Prodigal-MGM 6-28-31
Public Enemy-WA 4-26-31
Public Defender-RKO . .7-12-31
Pueblo Terror-COS 4-21-31
Quick Millions-F 4-19-31
Range Law-TIF 11-1-31
Rebound-PAT 8-30-31
Reckless Hour-FN 8-2-31
Reckless Living-U ...10-11-31
Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31
Riders of the Cactus-BIF

8-16-31
Riders of the North-SYN. 4-5-31
Rider of the Plains-SYN. 5-3-31
Riders of the Purple Sage-

F 9-27-31
Ridin' Fool-TIP 5-31-31
Right of Way-PN 3-29-31
Road to Reno-PAR...l 0-1 1-31
Road to Singapore-WA. .10-4-31
Rosenmontag-UFA 3-29-31
Rubicon-AM 9-27-31
Ruling Voicc-FN 11-8-31
Runaround (Reviewed as Lov-

able and Sweet-RKO 6-21-31
Salvation Nell-TIF ..... .7-5-31
Scareheads-CAP 10-25-31
Secret Call-PAR 7-12-31
Secret Six-MGM 5-3-31
Secrets of A Secretary-PAR

» . ..
7-19-31

Seed-U S-I7-3I
Shanghai Love-COL 9-6-31
Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour-
PP„-- 7-12-31

SherifTs Secret-COS ....6-14-31
Shipmates-MGM . ....5-24-31
Ships of Hate-MOP 7-26-31
Should a Doctor Tell?-REG

8-23-Sl
Side Show-WA 9-20-31
Sidewalks of New York-MGM

11-15-31

Title Reviewed
Sin of Madelon Claudet-MGM

11-1-31

Silence-PAR 8-16-31

Sin of Madelon Claudet-PAR
11-1-31

Sin Ship-RKO 4-5-31

Six Cylinder Love-F .5-17-31
Skandal Um Eva-FM ..4-26-31

Skin Game-BI 6-21-31
Skippy-PAR 4-5-31
Sky Raiders-COL 5-31-31
Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-31
Skyline-F 10-11-31
Smart Money-WA 6-21-31
Smart Woman-RKO ..10-11-31
Smiling Lieutenant-PAR. 5-24-31
Sob Sister-F 10-4-31
Soldiers Plaything-WA . . . 5-3-31
Son of India-MGM ...7-26-31
Son of the Land-AM .5-31-31
Son of the Plains-SYN. . .7-5-31
Speckled Band-FD 11-8-31
Spider, The-F 8-16-31
Spirit of Notre Dame-U 9-27-31
Sporting Blood-MGM ..8-16-31
Sporting Chance-PEE 10-25-31
Spy, The-F 3-22-31
Squaw Man-MGM 9-20-31
Star Witness-WA 8-2-31
Stepping Out-MGM 5-24-31
Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-31
Strangers May Kiss-MGM

4-12-31
Street Scene-UA 8-30-31
Strictly Dishonorable-U . 11-15-31

Student Sein-PRX 5-3-31

Subway Express-COL ..3-29-31
Sundown Trial-PAT ..10-18-31
Sunrise Trail-TIF 3-29-31
Susan Lenox-MGM ...10-18-31
Susanne Macht Ordnung-FTP

10-11-31
Svengali-WA 5-3-31
Sweepstakes-PAT 6-28-31
Tabu-PAR 3-22-31
Tailor Made Man-MGM. 4-27-31
Tarnished Lady-PAR ..4-19-31
Terra Madre-TRC 11-1-31

Texas Ranger-COL ... 5-10-31
Their Mad Moment-F. . .9-27-31
Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA

8-16-31
This Modern Age-MGM 9-6-31
Three Girls Lost-F 5-3-31
Three Loves-ASC ... .5-24-31
Three Who Loved-RKO. 6-21-31
Three Rogues-F 4-5-31
Tip-Off-PAT ll-l-'Sl

Too Many Cooks-RKO. 7-19-31
Too Young To Marry-WA

5-10-31
Touchdown-PAR 11-15-31
Toute Sa Vie-PAR .. .6-21-31
Transatlantit-F 7-26-31
Transgression-RKO 6-7-31
Transport of Fire-AM .3-22-31
Traveling Husbands-RK06-21-31
Troika-FE 4-26-31
Tropen Nachte-PAR 5-31-31
Two Gun Man-TIF 6-7-31
Ubangi-PIZ 5-31-31
Un Soir de Rafle-PRX . 10-18-31 '

Undertow-U 8-30-31
Unholy Garden-UA . 9-20-31
Up For Murder-U ... 5-31-31
Up Pops the Devil-PAR. 5-17-31
Versuchen Sie Meine Schwes-

ter-TP 6-21-31
Vice Squad-PAR 6-7-31
Viking-WM 6-21-31
Virtuous Husbands-U . .5-10-31
Waterloo Bridge-U 8-16-31
White Devll-TPE 8-30-3

1

White Shoulders-RKO .5-18-31
Wicked-F 9-20-31
Wien. du Stadt der Lieder-
PRX 3-22-31

Wild Horse-HOF 8-2-31

Woman Between-RKO . 6-21-31

Women Go On Forever-TIF
8-16-31

Woman Hungry-PN .3-22-31
Women of All Nations-F

5-31-31
Woman of Experience-PAT

7-12-31
Women Love Once-PAR. 6-28-31
Women Men Marry-HED

4-19-31
Yankee Don-CAP 5-17-31
Yellow Pass-AM 5-3-31
Yellow Ticket-F 11-1-31
Young As You Peel-F ...8-9-31
Young Donovrn's Kid-RKO

5-21-31
Young Sinners P S-IO-SI
Zein Wdb'i Lubornick-HA

l»-4-Sl



THEY'RE Talking About « « « « «
We find it necessary to refer to the

Year Book very frequently for information
concerning various features, and would not
be without this valuable publication.

I, L. Shields, Mgr. Grand Theater, Co-
lumbus, Ca.

In the course of a year, I find this vol-

ume a most handy asset. It is the most
comprehensive survey of the picture indus-

try that I have ever run across.

Harry Storin, RKO Albee, Providence, R 1.

We do not know of anything that could

be added to make the Year Book more
complete.

F. T. Welter, Mgr. Wausau Theater Co.,

Wausau, Wis.

The Year Book is a wonderful volume,

and a necessity for one who wishes to

keep up with this ever-changing business.

I find it very helpful at all times.

Albert J. Pirie, Keith's Georgia Thea-
ter, Atlanta.

We have a high regard for the Film

Daily and expect to continue our sub-
scription.

Jay Means, Means Theaters, Kansas City,

Mo.

Words cannot describe this wonderful
Year Book, it's a gem, and should be on

the desk of everyone who is in any way
interested in the motion picture industry,

regardless of what branch he may be in.

Thos. Lancaster. Mgr. Theater Grande,
Detroit.

Even in the small towns, we find the

Year Book of great value, so much so that

we dare not be without it. I frequently

refer to my Year Book, always finding

the information I desire.

A. F. Sams, Jr., Playhouse Theater,

Statesville, N. C.

The data which your Year Book con-
tains should prove a "Cold Mine" to busy
exhibitors.

David Snaper, David Snaper Theaters,

Perth Amboy, N. J.

The Year Book is our official guide

book. It would be impractical to be
without a copy.

Hershel Stuart, Cen'l Mgr. Fox. Nev^

England Theaters.

Year Book great! Use it very frequently.

Frank Lydon, Hamilton Theater, Dor-

chester, Mass.

We have occasion to refer to the Year
Book a great many times during the year.

George Fischer, Managing Dir. Milwau-
kee National Capitol Allis Theaters.

Have found the Year Book to be most
informative, and in many instances, in-

valuable.

Paul Short, Melba Theater, Dallas.

I can certainly appreciate the time you
have spent compiling such a complete
edition.

True L. Thompson, State Theater, Dallas

What would we do without the Year

Book?
A. L. Picker, Ironwood Amusement

Corp., Ironvi^ood, Mich.

The Year Book is certainly complete in

every detail, and will be a great aid to

us when making up our daily programs.

Geo. C. Wilson, Happy Hour and Rivoli

Theaters, Cresson, Pa.. & Wilson Theater,

Tyrone, Pa.

The Year Book has found a definite

place in the world of showmanship of

today.

H. C. Herzog, Advt. Mgr., Midwesco
Theaters.

I have gotten so that I depend on the

Year Book as my one source of reliable

reference.
Frederick L. Herron, Foreign Mgr. Hays

Organization

My subscription to the Film Daily

started very soon after it was launched,
and during all of that time it has proved
to be a good investment. The Year Book
is one article that is kept constantly on
my desk, because I have occasion to con-
sult it very frequently.
W L Nicholas, Fairmont Theater Co

,

Fairmont, Minn.

The Exploitation Section built upon
exhibitors' ideas, will receive my special
attention. I know it will be a great as-
sistance to not only me, but to anyone
in the line of exploitation.

William E. Mick, RKO Madison, Brook-
lyn. N Y.

For a number of years I have found the
Year Book a never failing source for

complete and accurate information on
most any phase of this business.

H. D. Buckley, Vice-Pres., United Artists

The Year Book is complete in every
department.

Frank Whitbeck, Universal.

I think it not only grows bigger each
year, but gets better, too.

Walter F. Wanger, Paramount Publix.

The Year Book looks bigger and better
than ever.

Si Seadler, M-G-M

I am sure the 1931 Year Book will

prove a treasure in the office.

Nicholas M. Schenck, Pres. M-G-M.

It is my opinion that the Year Book
will be of considerable value to buyers
and users of motion picture equipment
throughout the field.

F. Spahr, Pres. Enterprise Optical
Mfg Co.

It is indeed a complete, comprehensive
and practical guide.

Cecil B. deMille

The 1931 Year Book is the m»st com-
prehensive and complete edition which
you ever issued.

Ned E. Depinet, Gen'l Sales Mgr., First

National.

1 find the Year Book a never failing

source of very valuable information ar-

ranged in such a way that I can get
this information very quickly.

Jesse L. Lasky, 1st V.-P., Paramount
Publix.

We have constant reference to the Year
Book for the valuable contents contained
therein and I am well pleased with this

volume.
Joe Brandt, Pres., Columbia.

The 1931 Year Book Is the best yet.

William Massce, Massce & Co., Inc.

I find the Year Book to be a mighty
fine volume and one I shall probably re-

fer to often.
Sidney R. Kent, Paramount Publix.

I could not get along without the
Year Book.

N. L Manheim, Export Mgr., Universal

The 1931 Year Book is a real studio ne-
cessity.

B P Schulberg, Managing Dir of Pro-
duction, Paramount Publix Studio.

I'm absolutely sincere when I tell you
that you have no conception of the num-
ber of times we turn to if during the
course of the year.

Arch Reeve, Coast Publicity Dir. Para-
mount Publix.

The Year Book has become an integral

part of the industry. Its usefulness is

unlimited.
Sam E. Morris, Vice-Pres Warner Bros

The Year Book certainly is now a world-
wide picture information institution.

F. Wynne Jones, Pres. Ufa Films.

I am sure the Year Book will prove
useful throughout the year.

Joe Schenck, Chairman of the Board,
United Artists.

The completeness of the Film Daily

Year Book stamps it in my mind as the
most valuable volume that can be found
on anyone's desk in this business.

Lee Marcus, Pres. RKO Pathe.

I consider the Film Daily Year Book
standard equipment.

A. W Smith, jr., Division Sales Mgr.,
Warner Bros

It is just naturally chuck full of things
I want to know about, especially if au-
thentic information is hurriedly required.

George A. Blair, Eastman Kodak Co.

It is without question the finest Year
Book Film Daily has ever gotten out and
I am very glad to have it in front of me
at all times.

James R. Grainger, V.-P. in charge of
Distribution, Fox Film Corp.

This summary of information on the in-

dustry will be a valuable addition to my
library.

J. E. Otterson, Pres
, Electrical Research

Prods.

I cannot tell you how often I use the
Year Book for reference, and how useful
it is to me.

J. Robert Rubin, V.-P. & Gen'l Counsel,
M-G-M.

I dare say no executive in the industry
could get along without the Year Book
today, for it surely is a ready reference
and I might add that you have succeeded
in making it bigger and better than ever.

David Bernstein, V.-P. & Treas., M-G-M

The Year Book is a pippin—chuck full

of real constructive information.
Fred C Quimby, M-C-M.

The Year Book is the most complete
thing of its kind that I have ever seen.

Ed Hatrick, Vice-Pres, Cosmopolitan
Prods.

I must say I find the Year Book very
interesting.

David L. Loew, M-G-M

The Year Book is the greatest of all

your books.
Bessie Mack, Capitol (N. Y.) Theater.

The 1931 Year Book is by all means
the greatest of all year books.

I J. Nolan, RKO Radio Pictures

The 1931 Year Book is even finer than
your previous editions.

B. P. Fineman, M-G-M Studios.

You have no idea what a useful book
the Year Book is, and how much in de-
mand it is by everyone in my department.

Paul Culick, Dir. of Publicity, Universal

The 1931 Film Daily Year Book is cer-
tainly a humdinger. It is an encyclopedia,
if there ever was one.

David Bader, Universal Studios.

I don't know what we would do without
this valuable encyclopedia on motion pic-
tures.

N D Golden, M. P. Division, Depart-
ment of Commerce.

I don't know of any year book or vol-

ume comparable in any other industry
and I know that we have been very for-

tunate indeed in having this work handled
by you in such a wonderfully successful
way.

Charles H. Christie, V.-P. & Gen'l Mgr
,

Christie Film Co.

I think that the Year Book is indispen-
sable.

Carl E. Milliken, Secy. Hays Organiza-
tion.

The list of theaters which has been
plainly, attractively presented, is a fine

addition to the book.
Frank J. Wilstach, Hays Organization.

The Year Book is an indispensable ref-

erence volume on the entire industry, to

be kept on the desk and used throughout
the entire year.

Walter F. Eberhardt, Electric Research
Prods.

The Year Book's range of information is

evidently greater than has been undertaken
heretofore.

E. G. Bentley, Dir. of Publicity. Ameri-
can Seating Co.

The fund of information the Year Book
contains is of inestimable value to any-
one in or connected with the motion pic-

ture industry.

J. H. Gallagher, Dir. of Public Relations,

Columbia.

The Year Book is a most valuable and
welcome addition to my library.

Sol A. Rosenblatt, Attorney.

What else can you expect from your
organization? I would probably have
been more surprised if it were not as

splendid an issue as it seems to be.

Raymond S Reed, Mgr. of Advt. Hey-
wood-Wakefield Co.

The Year Book is a splendid piece of

work and contains much valuable infor-

mation which I am glad to have so handy.
Gabriel L. Hess, Gen'l Attorney, Hays

Organization.

The Directors' Annual and Production
Guide is something, which to my mind,
no one connected with the industry can
afford to be without.

Roger S. Brown, Daily Argus-Leader.

I want to tell you that I think the Di-
rectors' Annual is a fine, complete, com-
prehensive and fascinating addition to
motion picture trade lore.

Milton Silver, Advt. Mgr. Universal.

I think your Directors' Annual and Pro-
duction Guide for 1931 is a very fine job
and contains plenty of information useful
to all departments of the busintss.

Russell Holman, Paramount Publix.

The Directors' Annual is a valuable ad-
junct to any film library.

A L. Selig, Advt. Mgr., Columbia.

The Directors' Annual is a true reflec-
tion of the bigness of the motion picture
industry and must be of inestimable value
to production.

Harold B. Franklin, Pres. Hughes Frank-
lin Theaters.

The Directors' Annual is excellent and
undoubtedly will perform a real service in

furnishing the trade with helpful infor-
mation.

Hal Home, Advt. Mgr., United Artists.

You have eclipsed anything heretofore
published.

F. C. Merrill, Caille Bros. Co.

The Directors' Annual is an invaluable
work of reference and a very welcome ad-
dition to the source books in my office.

A. P. Waxman, Advt. Counsel, RKO
Pathe.

It is the finest Year Book you have
yet published.

Sol M. Wurtzel, Fox Film Corp Studio.

There doesn't seem to be a single phase
of the motion picture industry that is not
covered thoroughly.

A. Broggini, Advt, Mgr. National Car-
bon Co.

I consider the 1931 Year Book a very
valuable asset and have already had occa-
sions to use it.

M A. Lightman, Pres. M. P. T. A

» » » » The Film Daily Year Book
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Union Scale Reduction Being Discussed at Meet

NATL CjiCIL INTRODMnG ANTI-CEMR BILLS

Hammons and Young Extend Working Arrangement

Half Baked
—and other things

= By JACK ALICOATE =

1
.

Release dates are
Rushing get far in advance.

Relemes ^^ny times a pic

ture IS rushed
through, finished one day and
jhipped to New York the next.

Half baked. Surely not ready.

Sacrificed upon the altar of

release date obligation. We
are not at all sure that any-

one may be interested in our

attitude on the matter, but

aevertheless it is our own pri-

vate opinion, based largely

ipon seeing so many so-called good

things fall into the flop category,

;hat it is the part of distributing

discretion to hold them until they

ire properly garnished before offer-

mg them to jaded entertainment

ppetites.
* * *

It is with dire ap-

tars and prehension that we
he Radio occasionally tune on-

to a cinema star doing
is or her best, or worst, according

to where you sit, to enlighten and
mtertain the great American popu-

ace via the ether waves. Not one
Im star out of 50 has the ability to

Isntertain over the air. So much blah

Iblah may flatter the star's vanity,

Ibut certainly does not increase his

or her popularity at the box-office.

We are continually asked why film

stars are not more entertaining over

ithe radio. We suppose the answer is

[because they are not more entertain-

[ing.

I

* * *

', The experi-
\'*Ben Hur" and ment of M-
rrhe Big Parade" G-M in re-
i turning "Ben
Hur" and "The Big Parade" to the
screen, accompanied with and syn-
chronized to the strains of befitting

(Continued on Page 2)

Educational Head Goes
West to Speed Up

Production
An agreement extending the pres-

ent working arrangement between
Tiffany and Sono Art-World Wide
has been signed by E. W. Ham-
mons and L. A, Young, and Ham-
mons left yesterday for the Coast
to confer on production at the Edu-
cational, Sennett and Tiffany stu-

{Continued on Page 8)

m midweWhouses

FALL FORJ)UAL BILLS

Milwaukee—Double-featuring has
taken a jump here, with Fox Mid-
wesco as the first circuit adopting
the policy in this community. The
Oriental, Tower, Uptown, Modjeska
and Garfield of the Fox circuit are

giving dual bills four nights weekly,

while the Paradise is doing it three

days, and the Savoy and Plaza

da;ly. Admissions also have been
.•ut at the Wisconsin, Palace,

Strand, Garden, Warner, Alhambra,
Riverside, and other houses.

12 Travelogues in Color

Planned by John W. Boyle
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—John W. Boyle, who

recently returned from a four

months' tour of Finland, Sweden
and Denmark, where he shot 20,000

(Continued on Page 8)

Coming Out in the Open
For the first time in many months a

Broadway first run is going to sell a

musical as a musical. This publicity

treatment will be given "Her Majesty,
Love," by Warner Bros, when it opens
Thanksgiving at the Winter Garden.
General Broadway policy in handling
musicals has been to soft-pedal music
and concentrate the campaign on some
other angle.

CLAUDE EZELL ENTERING

TEMS EXHIBITION EIELD

Dallas—Claude Ezell, who recent-
ly resigned as Eastern general sales
manager of Warner Bros.-First Na-
tional, is understood to be planning
to form a circuit of three or four
theaters He will operate in this

territory, where he formerly lived.

Sophistication Opposed

By William K. Howard
Sophistication in pictures is gen-

erally an element to be avoided, as
dialogue of this type tends to slow
up the story, in the opinion of Wil-
liam K. Howard, Fox director. How-
ard, who left New York yesterday
on his return to the Coast, on Sat-

urday declared that tried-and-true
story material usually finds better

response from picture audiences.

The director does not believe in

remakes as a general rule as they
cannot displace the popularity of

(Continued on Page 8)

Reduction of Union Scales

Being Discussed at Meeting

Find Big Improvement

In Screen Standards

Oberlin, 0.—Local chapter of the Daughters

of the American Revolution, which named a

committee headed by Mrs. H. C. Yocon, to in-

vestigate movie exhibitions, reported that the

standard has been remarkably raised recently.

Advisability of asking operators'

and stage hands' locals to effect re-

duction in wages is understood to be

one of the principal topics slated

for consideration at a meeting of

officials of the International Alli-

ance of Theatrical Stage Employ-
ees & M. P. Operators scheduled

(Continued on Page 8)

State Censorship Repeal
to Be Sought First in

N. Y. and Va.
As part of its campaign against

censorship of all kinds, the National
Council on Freedom from Censor-
ship will introduce bills in the New
York and Virginia legislatures this

winter to repeal the motion picture
censorship laws in these states. The
Film Daily learns. Similar action
in other states having censor bodies
probably will follow later. In New-
York a bill will also be introduced
to take away the special police

powers of the Vice Society, and an-
(Ccntinued on Page 8)

TRIPLE BJLLSJHE SHOWS

Chicago—The Independent Thea-
ter Owners Ass'n is now confronted
not only with the double feature
problem, but triple features and 10-

cent admission prices as well. Aaron
Saperstein, president of the theater
owners, is working with members
of the organization to devise some
means of doing away with these

(Continued on Page 8)

Kid Trade Varies Widely,

National Survey Shows
A wide variance in kid attendance

in different localities is shown in a

survey of the situation just con-

cluded by the Shlyen Publications,

group of 10 regional film trade pa-

pers. In the Boston territory, less

than 4 per cent of the theater ad-

missions are paid by children. Cleve-
(Continued on Page 8)

5,057 German Movies;

2,183 on Daily Policy

Berlin—Statistics just compiled by "Licht-

bild-Buehne," leading German film trade pa-

per, show that there are 5,067 German movie

houses with a total seating capacity of 1,986,-

813. Of this there are 2,183 houses, seating

1,159,291, on a daily policy.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 13V^ 13 13

East. Kodak 100^ 96M 98 + ^^

do pfd 125 ^^ 125/2 12'5/ . ...

Fox Fm. "A" 6iA 6]^ eVa — %
r.en. Th. Eq. (new) 1% 1% 1J4 — ^
Loew's, Inc 39"^ 385^ iSyi -{- H
do pfd 79 79 79 -f 1

Paramount 13^ 13 1314 - Va

Pathe Exch i/s. Vs -A — Vi

RKO "A" 3!4 3 2'/s.

Warner Bros 4K 4 A'/i -+-
Vs.

NEW YaRK CURB MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 1^4 V/2 l'/,

RKO rts 'A 7-16 7-16 + M6
Trans-Ltijc 25^ 2Ji 2Ji — A
Technicolor 3/2 iyi 3^— Vs

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 9 A 9^ 9K'
I-X)ew 6s 41ww... 895^ 89^^ 89/2 — Va
Paramount 6s 47.. 65 65 65
Par. By. 5J4s51.. 92!^ 9254 92}4 -f H
Par. 5"4s50 60 59J^ 60 + 1

Pathe 7s37 65 03 65 -f 2

Warner's 6s39 36 35 36 +1

KKO Rights Extended
Stock of RKO will not be quoted

e.x-rights to subscribe to the pro-
posed debentures after Nov. 23, but
all certificates delivered after that
date must be accompanied by due
bills, the New York Stock Exchange
has ruled.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

The Itroadwav l*ara«le
(Week of Nov. 20)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR
"Touchdown" (2nd week) Paramount . .

THEATER
Paramount

Over the Hill" Fox Roxy
Are These Our Children?" (?n w e'.:) . . .RKO Mayfair
"Guilty Generation" Columbia Strand
"The Deceiver" Columbia Broadway
"A Dangerous Affair" Columbia Hippodrome
"The Guardsman"* M-G-M Capitol

EXTENDED RUNS
"Corsair" United Artists Rialto

"AroLnd the World in Eighty Minutes".. United Artists Rivoli

"Ruling Voice" (3rd week) First National Winter Garden

$2 RUNS
"The Champ" (3rd week) M-G-M Astor
"Strictly Dishonorable" (2nd week) Universal Criterion

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Sein Liebeslied" Assoc. Cine. of.Am. . . Europa
"Opera Ball" (3rd week) Protex Trading Co. Little Carnegie

' Kaiserliebchen" (2nd week) Tobis Vanderbilt
'Die Schlacht von Bademuende" Ufa Cosmopolitan
"Le Million" (3rd week) Tobis 5th Ave. Playhouse
"Speckled Band" (3rd wee'c) , . .First Division Warner
'Fra Diavolo" Transcontinental Cameo
Cosi e la Vita" Thalia Amuse. Co . . . Belmont

FUTURE OPENINGS

'Her Majesty Love" (Nov. 26) Fnst National Wmter Garden
"Arrowsmith" (Dec. 7) United Artists Gaiety
"Sporting Chance'" (Nov. 27) Peerless Warner

* Previously had $2 run at Astor.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Nov. 18-25: National Motion Picture
Week for relief of unemployed.

Nov. 24 : Allied Theater Owners of New
Jersey. Inc.. meeting at Hotel Lincoln,
New York. 1 P. M.

Nov. 24: Paramount Pep Club Banquet
and Ball, Publix Annex, New York.

Nov. jQ: Annual meeting of Theate'
Owners' Protective Ass'n, Baker Hotel,
Dallas.

Dec. 3: A.M.P.A. luncheon at the Dixie!
Hotel with S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel as
guest speaker.

Jan. 18-19; Mid-winter meeting of Carolina^
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte
Charlotte. N. C

Dec. 10: Special Meeting of RKO stock-
holders to vote on plans for change in

capitalization.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance:
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures)
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Half Baked
—and other things

(Coniinued from Paye 1)

music, will be watched with interest

on all sides. Preliminary reports,

from a few scattered outside dis-

tricts, give a smashing majority in

favor of the renaissance. And why
not? Here are two of the greatest
pictures ever made. Both are na-
turals in lending themselves to in-

spiring musical scores. Another good
deed in the daily doings of Leo-
the-Lion.

Lila Lee Back from Tropics

San Francisco—Lila Lee has re-

turned from the South Seas, where
she went to recuperate, and is on
her way back to Hollywood.

•I Eastman Films |

% J. E. Brulatour, Inc. %

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

»•*•>••'''

THEATRE RECORDS
Now Available

On 33/3 R.P.M.

OVERTURES AND
EXIT MUSIC

Listings of Selections

Now Available

LEW WHITE- Organ
ROY SMECK - Hawaiian Orch.

VIC IRWIN'S -Orchestra
SAM LANIN- Orchestra
LOU GOLD Orchestra

Write for Further Details
Mail Orders Filled

I'rice 75c Each

AMERICAN RECORD CORP.
1776 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Anthony Ricci Joins

Hollywood Pictures

Anthony Ricci, formerly on the

ales staffs of Fox and Warner Bros.,

has joined Hollywood Pictures Corp.
as supervisor of sales in the North-
ern New Jersey territory. Ricci

plans to augment the personnel of

the northern Jersey staff in a drive

for 100 per cent sales coverage.

Carolina MPTO Postpones

Mid-Winter Convention i

Charlotte, N. C.—Mid-winter con-
vention of the M.P.T.O. Ass'n of
North and South Carolina, which
was to have been held Dec. 7, has
been postponed until Jan. 18-19,
when it is expected a larger num-
ber can attend.

Ace Berry in Erie

Erie—Ace Berry has entered the
local independent exhibition field by
leasing the Aros.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dailj or Weekly Ralei

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation

723-TTH AVE.. N. Y BRYANT e-eoe7



elling

9,000,000

X i /HY be content to sit home and

W gloom? That doesn't help.

Snap into it!

Put on your things. Tell the missus to

get hers. Bundle up the kids-and be off I

There's a Paramount Picture, prob-

ably around the corner. See it and

you'll be out of yourself, living someone

else's life. A life that's glamorous-

exciting- interesting-new!

You'll forget your troubles. You'll find

a new viewpoint. And tomorrow you II

Y/ork— not merely Worry.

Greater movies than ever are here-

now.Seethemandtakethefamilywithyou/

And remember,when it's a Paramount

Picture-now, more than ever-.t s the

best show in town!"

,.,.«OWt PU.UX CO.f<..At,<.». ."O.-. >M»«. '"""

L FANS!
gyammount ^^idum-

3,000,000 circulation. Conservatively

timated three readers to a



iline million readers of the Saturday Evening Post

are constantly being sold the real entertainment qualities in Paramount

\

Pictures. Full Page Ads! \

lie to your box-office.

Attracting Mr. and Mrs. Movie Pub-

Impressing upon them the importance

of attending movies regularly. Proving to them that the theatre which shows

Paramount Pictures is the one place in which they can forget their worries



and be ENTERTAINED. To them, the "best show in town" is "TOUCHDOWN'%

peal football with box-office cast headed by Richard Arlen, Peggy Shannon

and Jack Oakie. GEORGE BANCROFT in "Rich Man's folly", a woman's

picture to be sure!

in "His Woman", f

Gary Cooper, Claudette Colbert

"Husband's Holiday" with Clive Brook

and big cast. Dr. Jekyll AND Mr. Hyde ', Fredric March's supreme role.

\

Directed by Rouben Mamoulian.

LUBITSCH'S Production with -̂%

"The Man I Killed", Ernst

Lionel Barrymore, Nancy
^ f

Carroll, Phillips Holmes. Ruth Chatterton in "Tomorrow and

Tomorrow".

COOGAN.

"SOOKY" featuring JACKIE CoOPER and ROBERT

(Released during Christmas Holidays). Marlene

Dietrich in "Shanghai Express" A Josef von Sternberg production; and

Maurice Chevalier in "One Hour With You" with Jeanette MacDonald,

Genevieve Tobin and Charlie Ruggles.

powered national advertising,

This type of high-

building sure-fire seat-

sellers for you, is but one feature .of the free service that goes with

every contract from ....

PARAifllHJ
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A Little
from ''Lots

RALPH IVILK\m
T

HOLLYWQoD
OM MIX was discovered wording
as an extra in Marlene Diet-

rich's picture, "Shanghai Express."
One of the Oriental atmo.^pheric
players in the Josef von Sternberg
production answers to the name of
the western screen star. The actor
dropped his own name of Ng Ming
years ago and became Tom Mix.
Another extra in the picture is Gum
Chew, who never chewed a stick of

gum in his life.
^ * 31:

Louis Gasnier, veteran diiector, will direct

George Bancroft in an untit'ed story.

* * *

Mildred Kiesow is a faithful sec-

retary. She declares that she has
a pain in the side from laughing at

the jokes told by her chief, Jed
Buell, Boswell for Mack Sennett.

* *

Our Passing Show: Cornelius Vanderbilt,

Jr., Louis Stevens and Pete Milne lunching
at RKO; Edward Everett Horton motoring
on Gower St. ; Leonard Spigel£;ass busy at

Fox; W. P. "Pat" Garyn and L. Murphy
at "The Champ."

* * *

Alfred Werker, Fox director, is

saying "silence" to his newest
"actor", but is receiving little atten-

tion. The "actor" is two weeks old

and is Al's first child.
* * *

William Jeffrey had been in Hollywood
barely 48 hours when he was selected for an
important role in "Grand Hotel." which will

be presented at the Belasco theater by Belas-

co and Curran. Jeffrey, well known stage
player, has been in Eastern productions since
his last appearance here in "Eyes of the

World."
* * *

Tay Garnett and his unit, making
"Prestige," starring Ann Harding,
will make exteriors at Venice, Fla.

* * *

Mark Sandrich has directed numerous fea-

tures and short subjects during the past few
years, but has never had to make a re-take

or an added scene for a picture. He is now
directing "Pop Goes the Weasel," which is

being produced by Louis Brock for RKO re-

lease.
* * *

Here and There: David Selznick
and Jules Levy lunching at RKO;
Pandro Berman and Marion Cooper
conferring at RKO; John Robert-
son at "The Champ."

* * *

Radio Pictures has signed Gene Fowler,
noted writer, to prepare the dialogue for

John Barrymore's first RKO vehicle. . . .

Ivan Lebedeff and Ken Murray will have
roles in "Girl Crazy."

* * *

Will Rogers is en route to the
Far East, with intentions of visit-

ing the Sino-Japanese war zone.
* * *

Ben Lyon will appear with Constance
Bennett in RKO Pathe's "Lady With a

Past." being directed by Edward H. Grif-

fith. Lyon was borrowed from Warner-
First National.

Tripling on P. A.'s

Times are so bad in the Broad-

way legit, field that one show is em-
ploying three press agents. It's

"Sing High, Sing Low," a musical.

• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till

, Now that it has leaked out about those three ship-
' wrecked lads on Cocos Island who were supposed to

have been marooned there for six months and broke
the front pages throughout the Youessay for a month running

' that it was Just a Big Ballyhoo for a forthcoming pix

\ but something slipped, and the promoter couldn't go
through with the production and they say that under-
neath their tattered shirts, the three shipwrecked victims were
Snow-white and the "tan" on their faces and necks
washed off a few days later oops

• • • THAT these film ballyhoos raise the question
Just how far can you go to fool the newspapers ? as
long as a publicity man builds a stunt that provides human in-

terest copy and gets the public all steamed up
the newspaper editor hasn't much kick as in the case
of the incorporated club that was organized about eight years
ago called "Brothers Under the Skin" for the
purpose of emancipating husbands from the kitchen sink, and
doing chores around the house after they came home
all tired out from their day's work the fraternity opened
its campaign with headquarters in the Knickerbocker Building.

• • • THAT a feature writer from the New York "Sun"
came up to interview the sponsor of the Club but she
did not know they were using the quarters of a bootlegger dis-
guised as a stevedores' booking agency so when she
walked in, there were a bunch of husky longshoremen hangin'
around for atmosphere and the president of the organi-
zashe gave a touching appeal for the emancipation of these
poor downtrodden souls from the Tyranny of the Kitchen Sink

because it broke down their manhood and would even-
tually change the nation into a race of Mollycoddles
and at each point the president made, the gang of huskies would
break out into hoarse cheers so the sob sister went
back and wrote a series of articles and it was picked
up by all the other papers and featured on the front
page and several days later Emgeem's feature, "Broth-
ers Under the Skin," opened at a Broadway theayter
Howard Dietz and Billy Ferguson engineered this classic ex-
ample of a Successful Stunt and Howard to this day
treasures the bit of poetry he wrote to voice the Yearnings of
the Brothers

* * * *

• • • THAT some stunts have a humorous kickback
as m the case of a Famous Players pix that Harry Reichenbach
was touting years ago Harry saw the pix in the projec-
ton room was impressed with a scene where Wally
Beery and Tommy Meighan as two steel workers down in Bir-mingham staged a terrific battle in a death struggle on a rickety
scaffold high up on a mountain side so Harry rushed out
and started a newspaper campaign as follows "$5 000Reward to anyone who can prove that Wallace Beery andThomas Meighan did not take part in this death-defying
scene! j &

* * * *

• • • THAT Glen Allvine and Mort Blumenstock of thecompany s publicity dep't got hold of a big Polish wrestler_ and coached him with an act and the Polack
busted in on Harry pounded the desk, and veiled thathe and his pal did the scaffold act and he" had 6 000steel workers in Birmingham to prove it and Semanded

sJramm.ftT** "TYu^' ""' "'^" «"*J "^"y Reichenbachscrammed through the private office door and had cons

sUnDed'^l^""'"^
'"• ^^'"^'^ t*^^ fi"-^* ^"d only tfme theySlipped one over on Harry

,

« « « » » »

Short Shots from
New York Studios

By HARRY .V. BLAIR

pARAMOUNT'S New York studi
personnel was elated by Tom

Canzoneri's victory over Kid' Choco
late. Many of them present at Mad!
son Square Garden to watch tht

bout. Canzoneri is a frequent visi
tor to the studio and has appearet
in several pictures.

Brief tribute to another celehrit%
of the sports ivorld—Red Grange
the old "Galloping Ghost" himself,
who is appearing in a series of ex-

hibition games in the East between
picture engagements. The serial
which he recently com,pleted for Nat
Levine is said to . be sure-fire box
office stuff.

'3
As a service to stage and moti

picture artists appearing in N.,
York, the Postal Telegraph has dfr

signaled its office at 718 Seventl
Ave., in the heart of the Broadwai
theatrical district, a registration of

fice for General Delivery of tele

grams and mail to members of th(

profession. After registering, play
ers may be reached by either mai
or Postal Telegraph at KN, Nen
York. Telegrams will be forwarded
at regular telegraph rates or thej
will hold both telegrams and mai
until called for, as preferred.

A member of New York's sociri

set is carving a career for herseli

at the Warner Vitaphone studio uii'

der the name of Lee Renee. As
clue to her identity, let it be saiel

that she is the niece of one of th(

greatest bankers in the country
o-randdaughter of a former Unitei
States Senator from Maryland an(

daughter of an honorary treasure
^f the Lambs Club. Rather thai

trade on these connections she
|

content to get by entirely on men
as her work in numerous Vitaphon,i

shorts proves.
\

Hal Skelly, ivho turned in such
\

neat performance opposite Nanef\
Carroll in "Dance of Life," ivill nenA

be seen in the leading role in D. W
Griffith's "The Struggle," filmed a)

the Aztdio Cinema studio here.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes arc ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdays:

November 23
Hobart Henley

Stephen Roberts

Rosetta Duncan

Basil Dickey



And nov^ the Photoplay Magazine
Medal is added to all the other laurels
bestowed upon Carl Laemmle's

Universal Masterpiece . . •

ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT
the greatest motion picture of all time.

Every Possible Honor
Won by U's "All Quiet"

Another award, the Photoplay Magazine Cold
Medal tor the best picture of 1930, has been
won by "All Quiet on the Western Front."
This gives the Universal picture the distinction

of having won every regular award that could
possibly be received by a picture made last

year, as well as more medals than ever ac-
corded a motion picture.

—Film Daily, Nov. 13th.
. . . and the only film to be so universally
honored.

—Film Daily, Nov. 18th.

August 24, 1930
First Release

August 25, 1930
Honored as EXCEPTION-
AL PHOTOPLAY by Na-
tional Board of Review

November, 1930
Motion Picture Academy
of Arts and Sciences be-

stows upon it the gold

statuette for finest picture

of year

January 1, 1931

In Film Daily nationwide

poll of 333 critics voted

best picture of year by

overwhelming majority

January, 1931

National Board of Review
gives first place to All

Quiet on Western Front

January, 1931

Practically all newspaper

motion picture editors in

country place it at top of

their "best ten" lists

May 8, 1931

Faculty of Arts, London,

awards it gold medal

May, 1931

Nationwide poll of Japa-

nese editors and exhibitors

award it silver cup as best

picture of 1930
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ANTI-CENSORSHIP BILLS

ARE BEING INTRODUCED

(Coittinucd from Page 1)

other to repeal or modify the Wales
theater padlock law. The Virginia
anti-censor measure will be put
through if the required support is

obtained. This is now pending.
The National Council is spon-

sored by the American Civil Lib-
erties Union, New York. Hatcher
Hughes, the playwright, is chair-

man, with Barrett H. Clark, Fannie
Hurst and Elmer Rice, vice-chair-
men; Harry Elmer Barnes, treas-
urer; Gordon W. Moss, secretary,
and a long list of supporters includ-

ing Eugene O'Neill, H. L. Mencken,
George Jean Nathan, Rupert Hughes,
Arthur Garfield Hays, James Branch
Cabell, Marc Connelly, Edward
Childs Carpenter and others.

Detroit—Charter has been grant-
ed by the state to Redford Motion
Picture Service, 13967 Plainview St.,

this city. Archie L. Gillis is the in-
corporator.

Kansas City—A. Allan Karf is

now managing the Isis. He was
formerly booker at the Fox Midland.
Herb Goldberg goes from the Isis
to manage the Apollo.

Chicago, Boston, Philly

Will Get B.I.P. Exchanges
British International Pictures will

have four sales branches established
and in operation within the next
six weeks, according to Sidney Gar-
rett, who leaves Dec. 1 for Boston,
Philadelphia and Chicago to select

locations and engage personnels.
The New York branch is already op-
erating. After the new year, Garrett
will start work on the completion
of his coast-to-coast exchange sys-

tem, which he expects to complete
by March 1. All exchanges will be
run solely by and for B.I.P. produc-
tions without any outside affiliations

according to Garrett.

Philadelphia — Fay's will reopen
with an eight-act vaudeville bill to-
gether with film shorts. C. C. Spink
will manage the house for Knicker-
bocker Playhouses, Inc.

St. Louis, Mich. — The Liberty,
only local house, has been closed.

Bethlehem, Pa.—Jack Browell has
resigned as manager of the United
Chain's College theater and was suc-
ceeded by Earl Tobias, formerly or-
ganist at the now closed Savoy. Joe
Murphy is managing the Colonial
for United Chain.

E.W.HAMMONS,L.A.YOUNG

EXTEND WORKING PLAl

Atlanta—U. T. "Doc" Koch, Al-
abama salesman for Columbia, h?..

been transferred to the Florida ter-
ritory. The Alabama territory is now
divided between G. Y. Harrell and
Matt Whitam.

Sophistication Opposed
By William K. Howard

(.Continued from Page 1)

che players in the original picture.
Happy endings, according to How-
ard, ought to prevail with the only
exceptions stories which ai'e so im-
pre:-.sive that they overcome unhap-
py finales.

Howard has been getting atmos-
phere shots for his next Fox pic-
Cure. He is with Mrs. Howard,
George Seitz, cameraman, and Gor-
don Cooper, his assistant.

Triple Bills, Dime Shows
Now Aggravating Chicago

{Continued from Page I

)

evils, which are becoming wide-
spread.
At least a score of the smaller

theaters in this territory have fallen

for the triple-feature, driven to it by
keen competition, and a large num-
ber of independent houses using
double features have cut their day-
time admission price to 10 cents in

an effort to survive.

COMING & GOING

the Fanchon o[
ed in New York
with her mother,

tant, Alice

FANCHON SIMON.
Fanchon and Marco, arri
yesterday from the coast
Mrs. Wolff, and product!
Goodwin. They will sail Dec. 5 on the Bre-
men for Europe to look over stage noveltiesBERT ABLER is back from Chicago',
where he went to meet the Fanchon party
en route East.
HELEN TWELVETREES, RKO Pathe

star, arrives in .\ew York today from the
coast via Panama aboard the Pennsylvania
LESTER COWAN of the Academy of U.

P. Arts and Sciences is in New York from
the coast,

STANLEY WHITELY, of British Inter-
national Pictures, arrives Thursday on the
Olvmpic.
BUCK WILDER, of Norfolk and Torts-

mouth \'a., was a visitor on Saturday at
the Warners' booking offices.

E. W. HAMMONS left yesterday for the
coast.

12 Travelogues in Color
Planned by John W. Boyle

(Continued from Page 1)

eet in Multicolor and 10,000 feet
m black and white, plans a series
jf 12 one-reel travelogues dealing
vhh his trip. Boyle was accom-
panied by Ray Fernstrom, former
news cameraman.

Shubert Meetings Called
Hearing in the Shubert Theater

Cnp. receivership action will b-^ held
at 4:30 P. M., Dec. 2, in Courtroom
No. 2, Woolworth Building, at wnich
:ime the receivers, Lee Shub^art and
aving Trust Co., will present a re-
port on the financial status of the
ompany.
Prior to this hearing, a meeting

)f creditors and stockholders v/ill
be held at 2 P. M., Nov. 24, on the
ainth floor of the Woolworth Build-
ing.

Publix Pays $3 a Copy
For RKO Publicity Books
Publix has purchased 200 exploi-

tation books on "Way Back Home"
from RKO, paying $3 per copy. The
books will be distributed to Publix
house managers and will facilitate
the sending of advance press mat-
ter. The books, which were com-
piled by J. J. Hess's department, are
in three sections; exploitation, pub-
licity and advertising. Publix of-
ficials said that they would pui'chase
press matter from other companies
only on "special occasions."

Sunday Shows for Concord
Concord, N. H. — Sunday shows

have won in a vote here, taking the
decsion by about two to one despite
ministerial opposition.

Fox Signs Jeanne Green
Fox has signed Jeanne (Jreen who

plays a featured role in "Wonder
Boy," Jed Harris' legit play .^atiriz-
mg the film industry.

No Para. Branch for India
Paramount will not open a branch

office in India, officials of the com-
pany's foreign department said Sat-
urday. An exchange in that country
had been reported under considera-
tion.

Cut in Express Rates
Expected by Christmas

Atlanta—A big reduction in ex-
press rates on film shipments is
likely by Christmas, according to
James H. Butner, branch manager
for Educational and Sono Art, and
hairman of the Atlanta Film Board

of Trade's transportation committee.
The cut may amount to as much as
VJ per cent. A fight on the rates
has been under way for some time
and express oflficials are now work-
ing on the matter.

$5,691,279 Invested
By Photophone in RKO

RCA Photophone has $5,691,279
invested in RKO, it is disclosed in
thp financial report of the former
company.

Columbians to Celebrate
A Thanksgiving party will be

given tomorrow night for members
only by the Columbians, social club
of Columbia pictures, at the County
Fair, Greenwich Village. There will
be a kiddie party with Mort Worm^
5er as chairman of arrangements.
Jeanne Dressier, president of the
club, was assisted in arranging the
party by Ruth Greenfield, Etta Le-
Voff, Katherine Phelan, Mary Mon-
delson, Mort Wormser, Harold Rt-ifl
Bernard Birnbaum and Richard Phil-
pott.

(Continued from Page 1)

dios. Hammons will devote much
of his attention to speeding up the
new Tiffany product. Preparatory
work on "Hotel Continental" has
been completed by the Tiffany stu-
dio staff under Samuel Bischoff, and
this picture will probably get under
way before the camera while Ham-
mons is there. Shooting will also
itart on Mack Sennett's Moran and
Mack special during Hammons' stay]
as casting of this picture and pre
paratory writing work are about fin
ished.

Conferences with E. H. Allen, op
erating head of the Educational am
Metropolitan studios, regarding Ed
acational's short subject product an
:he industrial pictures work o
Educational Talking Pictures Co,
Ltd., will take up most of the res
of Hammons' time.

Kid Trade Varies Widely,

National Survey Show
(Continued from Page 1)

land gets from 3 per cent to 10 pe
cent kids during the week, and 5
per cent on Sunday in the neighboi
hoods. Atlanta downtown runs ge
much less than 5 per cent, agains
10 to 15 per cent in the neighbo
hoods.
On the coast the figure runs eve

below 3 per cent. In Denver first

runs the best showing was 15 p«
cen:, with neighborhoods gettin
from 10 to 40 per cent. Pittsburg
reports a range of 5 to 15 per cen
Other sections run about the sam

with fluctuations governed by li

cality, day of the week, type of pii

ture, etc. Most districts report ki
attendance below what it should b(

)n account of insufficient pictures or
the right sort, and too many over-
dialogued and over - sophisticated
films.

Union Scale Reduction

Being Discussed at Meel
(Continued from Page 1)

for today in New York. Presi-knt
William F. Canavan on Satur-
day told The F:lm Daily that thei

conference will concern itself wit
the "general situation."

Takes Over Chicago House
Chicago—S. E. Hartman has taken

over the Lorraine at 813 West Tay-
lor St.

"The best sound ever recorded is

claimed for 'X Marks the Spot,' made
with the new ribbon microphone and
ground noise eliminating device re-
cently perfected by RCA Photophone."

—TIFFANY

eitk.
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timate in Character
lernational in Scope
dependent in Thought
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3WEEKPR0TECTI0N AGATNST DIME SHOWS IN CHI.
I* *

1-G-M Studio Activity in High—20 Films UnderWay
New Productions Slated

^o Start Within Next
Fortnight

Coast' Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
)llywood—Production activity at

-M is near all-time peak, with
matures in various stages of pro-

ion and preparation. In addition
alf a dozen pictures that have
in work, about 10 new ones
expecfted to start within the

(Cmituiiied OH Page 4)

\m teachIm fans

i
APPRECIATE TECHNIQUE

I

rovided producers would build up
on interest in the various ele-

ts which go into a picture, they
Id have an easier time making
en entertainment that clicks,

William F. Canavan, president

le I. A. T. S. E. and M. P. 0., in
' {Continued on Page 4)

Sciency Conferences
bing Held in Hollywood
! Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
jollywood—Deflation of general
mction costs, together with
Iter cooperation, is the object of

i*^
conferences now being held by

ortant officials of major com-
[es identified with the Hays or-

ization. In addition to represen-

kes of the major studios, Adolph
[)r, Hiram S. Brown, Harry M.
ner and Will H. Hays are at-

ing the meetings. Joseph M.
nek, Nicholas M. Schenck and

jar Selwyn are en route west.

loo Educational Subjects

3eing Produced by Fox

iduction of 100 educational subjects is

ed by Fox for the current releasing year.

: reels, mostly in two-reel subjects, have
Jy been completed. They deal with his-

science, civics and psychology and are
1 at junior high school audiences. Pro-
on Is at the Fox Movietone studio in New
City.

School Shows Charging Admission
A survey made by the educational and industrial branch of the Department

of Commerce indicates that out of 517 schools contacted, 30.63 per cent are

charging admission to their performances. Top price is 25 cents, with a great

majority of the institutions collecting lower prices.

Million Dollars Grossed
In Film Benefit Shows

Sen. Copeland Draws Up
Copyright Amendment

An amendment to the copyright
law to provide that all applications
for copyright shall be by and in the
name of the originator of the work,
has been formulated by U. S. Sena-
tor Royal S. Copeland, it is an-
nounced by the Song Writers' Pro-
tective Ass'n, of which Billy Rose
is president. Authors would have
complete ownership of their works.

Approximately $1,000,000 for re-

lief of the needy was grossed in the-
ater benefits held over the week-end
throughout the country in connec-
tion with National Motion Picture
Week. The figure, based on pre-
liminary reports from the larger
key centers, may be swelled con-
siderably by additional reports yet
to come, and represents only a part
of the total number of benefits
scheduled. The majority, and big-

(Continued on Page 4)

Tobis and \Jia in Franchise Deal
A franchise arrangement has

been made by Tobis in Chicago with
the Ufa Cinema, the house being
renamed the Tobis-Ufa Cinema.
Franchise arrangements have also

been made with the UFA in Cin-
cinnati and with the Europa, New
York. The Tobis-Vanderbilt was

{Continued on Page 4)

Guild Includes Movies
In Sunday Opposition

Declaring that it is against all

Sunday shows, including movies,
the Episcopal Actors' Guild an-
nounces it will fight the plan under
way to bring about Sunday legiti-

(CoHtinued on Page 4)

Monogram Sets 40 Features
As Tentative '32-33 Program

GriflSth Plans Another;
"Struggle" Mostly Silent
D. W. Griffith is making prepara-

tions to produce another feature for
United Artists. It will probably be
made at Audio Cinema studio. New
York, starting within two months.
he told The Film Daily. Eighty
per cent of "The Struggle," soon to

be shown, has silent action, he said.

Monogram Pictures has set a ten-
tative schedule of 40 features for
next season, against 28 planned this
season, it is announced by W. Ray
Johnston, president, on his return
from the coast. Visiting exchanges
in Los Angeles, San Francisco, Kan-
sas City, St. Louis, Chicago and
Cleveland, Johnston says he found
a big and growing demand for in-

dependent product.

Admission Prices Goverii
Release Under New

Agreement
Chicago—Under a new plan that

is expected to go into effect within
a month, protection of 13 weeks
against 10-cent admission theaters
will be .given to other houses in this
area. The agreement, worked out at
a recent meeting of exhibitors and
distributors in the offices of the Film
Board of Trade, specifies that the
minimum admission price to any the-

(Continued on Page 4)

WARNER STATOS IMPROVED

BY CUT IN INVENTORIES

By the amortization of old films
and substitution of new lower cost
productions, Warner Bros, has re-
duced its film inventories to the low-
est level in several years, it is shown
in an analysis of the company's last

fiscal report made by Dow-Jones
financial service. Inventories were
reduced from $29,511,402 to $16,-

(Continued on Page 2)

Hornblow to Line Up
Material for Goldwyn

Arthur Hornblow, due in New
York tomorrow from the Coast, will

make a thorough canvass of stage
plays, novels and original stories,

as well as interview and make tests

of new players, for Samuel Gold-
wyn, who is coming East next

{Continued on Page 2)

Opposition Develops

in 4 H-F Texas Towns

Dallas—Opposition houses have been launched
in four Hughes-Franklin towns throughout
Texas. H. S. Leon has moved into the RItz,

Sweetwater, recently announced as one of the
locations for a new H-F house. Malone &
Dollison have opened a new theater in Del Rio,

D. F. Luckle is operating the An^elus in San
Angelo, and Jack Pickens has opened the Rio

in Corpus Christi.



ANTI-CENSORSHIP BILLS

ARE BEINUNTRODUCED

(Continued from Page 1)

other to repeal or modify the Wales
theater padlock law. The Virginia

anti-censor measure will be put

through if the required support is

obtained. This is now pending.

The National Council is spon-

sored by the American Civil Lib-

erties Union, New York. Hatcher
Hughes, the playwright, is chair-

man, with Barrett H. Clark, Fannie
Hurst and Elmer Rice, vice-chair-

men; Harry Elmer Barnes, treas-

urer; Gordon W. Moss, secretary,

and a long list of supporters includ-

ing Eugene O'Neill, H. L. Mencken,
George Jean Nathan, Rupert Hughes,
Arthur Garfield Hays, James Branch
Cabell, Marc Connelly, Edward
Childs Carpenter and others.

Chicago, Boston, Philly

Will Get B.I.P. Exchanges
British International Pijtures will

have four sales branches established

and in operation within the next

six weeks, according to Sidney Gar-

rett, who leaves Dec. 1 for Boston,

Philadelphia and Chicago to select

locations and engage personnels.

The New York branch is already op-

erating. After the new year, Garrett

will start work on the completion

of his coast-to-coast exchange sys-

tem, which he expects to complete

by March 1. All exchanges will be

run solely by and for B.I.P. produc-

tions without any outside affiliations

according to Garrett.

Triple Bills, Dime Shows

Now Aggravating Chicago
(Continued from Page 1)

evils, which are becoming wide-

spread.
At least a score of the smaller

theaters in this territory have fallen

for the triple-feature, driven to it by

keen competition, and a large num-
ber of independent houses using

double features have cut their day-

time admission price to 10 cents in

an effort to survive.

COMING & GOING

FANCHOX SIMON, the Fanchon of

Fanchon and Marco, arrived in New York
yesterday from the coast with lier mother.
Mrs. Wolff, and production assistant, AUce
Goodwin. They will sail Dec. 5 on the Bre-
men for Europe to look over stage novelties.
BERT ADLER is back from Chicago,

where he went to meet the Fanchon party
en route East.
HELEN TWELVETREES, RKO Pathe

star, arrives in New York today from the
coast via Panama aboard the Pennsylvania.
LESTER COWAN of the Academy of M.

P. Arts and Sciences is in New York from
the coast.

STANLEY WHITELY, of British Inter-
n;itional Pictures, arrives Thursday on the
Olympic.
Bl'CK WILDER, of Norfolk and Torts-

mouth Va., was a visitor on Saturday at

the Warners' booking offices.

E. W. HAM.MONS left yester lay for the

coast.

Detroit—Charter has been grant-

ed by the state to Redford Motion
Picture Service, 13967 Plainview St.,

this city. Archie L. Gillis is the in-

corporator.

Kansas City—A. Allan Karf is

now managing the Isis. He was
formerly booker at the Fox Midland.
Herb Goldberg goes from the Isis

to manage the Apollo.

Philadelphia — Fay's will reopen
with an eight-act vaudeville bill to-

gether with film shorts. C. C. Spink
will manage the house for Knicker-
bocker Playhouses, Inc.

St. Louis, Mich. — The Liberty,

only local house, has been closed.

Bethlehem, Pa.—Jack Browell has

resigned as manager of the United

Chain's College theater and was suc-

ceeded by Earl Tobias, formerly or-

ganist at the now closed Savoy. Joe

Murphy is managing the Colonial

for United Chain.

Atlanta—U. T. "Doc" Koch, Al-

abama salesman for Columbia, hi,:

been transferred to the Florida ter-

ritory. The Alabama territory is now
divided between G. Y. Harrell and
Matt Whitam.

Sophistication Opposed
By William K. Howard

(Continued from Page 1)

L,he players in the original picture.

Happy endings, according to How-
ard, ought to prevail with the only
exceptions stories which are so im-
pressive that they overcome unhap-
py finales.

Howard has been getting ?t]nos-
phere shots for his next Fox pic-

ture. He is with Mrs. Howard,
George Seitz, cameraman, and Gor-
don Cooper, his assistant.

12 Travelogues in Color
Planned by John W. Boyle

(Continued from Page 1)

eet in Multicolor and 10,000 feet
:n black and white, plans a series
)f 12 one-reel travelogues dealing
A'ith his trip. Boyle was accom-
panied by Ray Fernstrom, former
news cameraman.

Shubert Meetings Called
Hearing in the Shubert Theater

Cjip. receivership action will be held
lit 4:30 P. M., Dec. 2, in ^^ourtroom
No. 2, Woolworth Building, at wnich
inie the receivers, Lee Shub^^rt and
^^rving Trust Co., will present a re-
port on the financial status of the
ompany.
Prior to this hearing, a meeting

)f creditors and .stockholders vdll
be held at 2 P. M., Nov. 24, on. the
linth floor of the Woolworth Build-
ing.

Sunday Shows for Concord
Concord, N. H. — Sunday shows

have won in a vote here, taking the
decision by about two to one despite
ministerial opposition.

Fox Signs Jeanne Green
Fox has signed Jeanne (Jreen who

plays a featured role in "Wonder
Boy," Jed Harris' legit play .jatiriz-

ing the film industry.

No Para. Branch for India
Paramount will not open a branch

office in India, officials of the com-
pany's foreign department said Sat-
urday. An exchange in that country
had been reported under considera-
tion.

Publix Pays $3 a Copy
For RKO Publicity Books
Publix has purchased 200 exploi-

tation books on "Way Back Home"
from RKO, paying $3 per copy. The
books will be distributed to Publix
house managers and will facilitate

the sending of advance press mat-
ter. The books, which were com-
piled by J. J. Hess's department, are
in three sections; exploitation, pub-
licity and advertising. Publix of-

ficials said that they would purchase
press matter from other companies
only on "special occasions."

Cut in Express Rates
Expected by Christmas

Atlanta—A big reduction in ex-
press rates on film shipments is

likely by Christmas, according to
James H. Butner, branch manager
for Educational and Sono Art, and
hairman of the Atlanta Film Board

of Trade's transportation committee.
The cut may amount to as much as
50 per cent. A fight on the rates
has been under way for some time
and express officials are now work-
ing on the matter.

$5,691,279 Invested
By Photophone in RKO

RCA Photophone has $5,691,279
invested in RKO, it is discloserl in
the financial report of the former
company.

Columbians to Celebrate
A Thanksgiving party will be

given tomorrow night for members
only by the Columbians, social club
of Columbia pictures, at the County
Fair, Greenwich Village. There will
be a kiddie party with Mort Worm-
3er as chairman of arrangements.
Jeanne Dressier, president of the
club, was assisted in arranging the
party by Ruth Greenfield, Etta Le-
Voff, Katherine Phelan, Mary Men-
delson, Mort Wormser, Harold Reiff,
Bernard Birnbaum and Richard Phil-
pott.

U.A.YOyNG
'•

EXTEND WORKING PLAN \

(Continued from Page 1)

dios. Hammons will devote much
of his attention to speeding up the
new Tift'any product. Preparatory
work on "Hotel Continental" has
been completed by the Tiffany stu-
dio staff under Samuel Bischoff, and
this picture will probably get under
way before the camera while Ham-
mons is there. Shooting will also
itart on Mack Bennett's Moran and
Mack special during Hammons' stay,
ds casting of this picture and pre-
paratory writing work are about fin-

ished.

Conferences with E. H. Allen, op-
erating head of the Educational and
Metropolitan studios, regarding Ed-
ucational's short subject product and
"he industrial pictures work of
Educational Talking Pictures Co.,

Ltd., will take up most of the rest
of Hammons' time.

Kid Trade Varies Widely
National Survey Shows

(Continued from Page 1)

land gets from 3 per cent to 10 per
cent kids during the week, and 50
per cent on Sunday in the neighbor-
hoods. Atlanta downtown runs get
much less than 5 per cent, against
10 to 15 per cent in the neighbor-
hoods.
On the coast the figure runs even

below 3 per cent. In Denver first-

runs the best showing was 15 per
cen;, with neighborhoods getting
from 10 to 40 per cent. Pittsburgh
reports a range of 5 to 15 per cent.

Other sections run about the same,
with fluctuations governed by lo-

cality, day of the week, type of pic-

ture, etc. Most districts report kid

attendance below what it should be,

)n account of insufficient pictures of

the right sort, and too many over-

dialogued and over - sophisticated

films.

I.

Union Scale Reduction

Bei'ng Discussed at Mee
(Continued from Page 1)

for today in New York. President
William F. Canavan on Satur-

day told The F;lm Daily that the

conference will concern itself with
the "general situation."

Takes Over Chicago House
Chicago—S. E. Hartman has taken

over the Lorraine at 813 West Tay-
lor St.

iO-DAY5

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN jY

r^
THE PRESS

AGENT

"The best
claimed for 'X
with the new
ground noise

cently perfecte

sound ever recorded is

Marks the Spot,' made
ribbon microphone and
eliminating device re-

i by RCA Photophone."
—TIFFANY
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3-WEEKPROTECTION AGATnST DIME SHOWS IN CHI.
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v4-G-M Studio Activity in High—20 Films UnderWay
!) New Productions Slated
To Start Within Next

Fortnight
•.'St Coast- Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Production activity at

-G-M is near all-time peak, with
! features in various stages of pro-

iction and preparation. In addition

j
half a dozen pictures that have
en in work, about 10 new ones
e expecfted to start within the

! (Ccintinued on Page 4)

fOULD TEACH FILM FANS

APPRECIATE TECHNIIIUE

j

[Provided producers would build up
[itron interest in the various ele-

snts which go into a picture, they
Ijuld have an easier time making
ireen entertainment that clicks,

iid William F. Canavan, president

the I. A. T. S. E. and M. P. O., in
{Continued on Page 4)

Ifficiency Conferences
Being Held in Hollywood
'est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Deflation of general
•oduction costs, together with
ieater cooperation, is the object of

lily conferences now being held by
iportant officials of major com-
mies identified with the Hays or-

inization. In addition to represen-
tives of the major studios, Adolph
ikor, Hiram S. Brown, Harry M.
arner and Will H. Hays are at-

nding the meetings. Joseph M.
;henck, Nicholas M. Schenck and
igar Selwyn are en route west.

100 Educational Subjects

Being Produced by Fox

Production of 100 educational subjects is

anned by Fox for the current releasing year,

fty reels, mostly in two-reel subjects, have
eady been completed. They deal with hls-

ry, science, civics and psychology and are
ned at junior high school audiences. Pro-
ction is at the Fox Movietone studio in New
rk City.

School Shows Charging Admission
A survey made by the educational and industrial branch of the Department

of Commerce indicates that out of 517 schools contacted, 30.63 per cent are

charging admission to their performances. Top price is 25 cents, with a great

majority of the institutions collecting lower prices.

Million Dollars Grossed
In Film Benefit Shows

Sen. Copeland Draws Up
Copyright Amendment

An amendment to the copyright
law to provide that all applications
for copyright shall be by and in the
name of the originator of the work,
has been formulated by U. S. Sena-
tor Royal S. Copeland, it is an-
nounced by the Song Writers' Pro-
tective Ass'n, of which Billy Rose
is president. Authors would have
complete ownership of their works.

Approximately $1,000,000 for re-

lief of the needy was grossed in the-
ater benefits held over the week-end
throughout the country in connec-
tion with National Motion Picture
Week. The figure, based on pre-
liminary reports from the larger
key centers, may be swelled con-
siderably by additional reports yet
to come, and represents only a part
of the total number of benefits
scheduled. The majority, and big-

(Continued on Page 4)

Tobis and Ufa in Franchise Deal
A franchise arrangement has

been made by Tobis in Chicago with
the Ufa Cinema, the house being
renamed the Tobis-Ufa Cinema.
Franchise arrangements have also

been made with the UFA in Cin-
cinnati and with the Europa, New
York. The Tobis-Vanderbilt was

(.Continued on Page 4)

Guild Includes Movies
In Sunday Opposition

Declaring that it is against all

Sunday shows, including movies,
the Episcopal Actors' Guild an-
nounces it will fight the plan under
way to bring about Sunday legiti-

(Continued on Page 4)

Monogram Sets 40 Features
As Tentative '32-33 Program

Griffith Plans Another;
"Struggle" Mostly Silent
D. W. Griffith is making prepara-

tions to produce another feature for
United Artists. It will probably be
made at Audio Cinema studio. New
York, starting within two months.
he told The Film Daily. Eighty
per cent of "The Struggle," soon to

be shown, has silent action, he said.

Monogram Pictures has set a ten-
tative schedule of 40 features for
next season, against 28 planned this
season, it is announced by W. Ray
Johnston, president, on his return
from the coast. Visiting exchanges
in Los Angeles, San Francisco, Kan-
sas City, St. Louis, Chicago and
Cleveland, Johnston says he found
a big and growing demand for in-

dependent product.

Admission Prices Goverrt
Release Under New

Agreement
Chicago—Under a new plan that

is expected to go into effect within
a month, protection of 13 weeks
against 10-cent admission theaters
will be given to other houses in this
area. The agreement, worked out at
a recent meeting of exhibitors and
distributors in the offices of the Film
Board of Trade, specifies that the
minimum admission price to any the-

{Continued on Page 4)

WARNER STATUS IMPROVED

BY CUT IN INVENTORIES

By the amortization of old films
and substitution of new lower cost
productions, Warner Bros, has re-
duced its film inventories to the low-
est level in several years, it is shown
in an analysis of the company's last

fiscal report made by Dow-Jones
financial service. Inventories were
reduced from $29,511,402 to $16,-

(Continued on Page 2)

Hornblow to Line Up
Material for Goldw}^!

Arthur Hornblow, due in New
York tomorrow from the Coast, will

make a thorough canvass of stage
plays, novels and original stories,

as well as interview and make tests

of new players, for Samuel Gold-
wyn, who is coming East next

(Continued on Page 2)

Opposition Develops

in 4 H-F Texas Towns

Dallas—Opposition houses have been launched
in four Hughes-Franklin towns throughout
Texas. H. S. Leon has moved into the Ritz,

Sweetwater, recently announced as one of the
locations for a new H-F house. Malone &
Dollison have opened a new theater in Del Rio,

D. F. Luckie is operating the Angelus in San
Angelo. and Jack Pickens has opened the Rio

in Corpus Christi.
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Ampa Eats Turkey Tomorrow
Due to the Thanksgiving holiday

this week, the regular Thursday
luncheon of the A.M.P.A. will be
held tomorrow instead. Honor guests
at the turkey repast will be Sam
Shipman, the playwright; Hal Skel-
ly, who appears in D. W. Griffith's

new film, "The Struggle," and May
Christie, Hearst writer.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City >
154 Crescent St. '
STillwell 4-7940 ff

|Eas
ij. E.

j'{ Chicago Hollywood
> 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
;• CALumet 3692 Blvd.

J"J HOLlywood 4121

RKO Stock Registrations
Turned Over to Trans. Agt.
With the closing of stockholders'

registration books by RKO last

night, records were immediately
turned over to the Empire Trust Co.,

transfer agent for RKO. According
to B. B. Kahane, the complete list

will not be compilea until Wednes-
day night, at which time the drive
for proxies will be pushed.
The alternate plan for refinancing

sent by the RKO Stockholders' Pro-
tective Committee to RCA was in

effect that $5,000,000 of convertible
debentures, each with $100 deben-
ture, be converted into 5 shares of
new stock to represent one quarter
of the old stock. According to Ray
Bolton of the minority group, there
were "no further developments'" in

the matter yesterday.

Kurtzman Being Honored
At Farewell Party Tonight
Charles E. Kurtzman, who is giv-

ing up the post of managing direc-

tor of the Roxy to establish an ad-
vertising agency in San Francisco
and Los Angeles in association with
Edgar Waite, retiring advertising
and publicity director of the Roxy,
will be honored at a farewell party
tonight at the home of Clark Robin-
son, production director at the big
house. Kurtzman ends his Roxy du-
ties today.

Clark Robinson Supervising
Clark Robinson, identified with the

Roxy production and art depart-
ments for some time, has been
named supervisor of stage produc-
tions at this Broadway de luxer. The
house is now in the charge of
Charles A. Caballero, assistant gen-
eral manager of Fox Theaters, with
Harry Arthur gone to the Coast.
Beginning yesterday advertising and
publicity at the Roxy came under
the direct supervision of Gabe
Yorke. Russell Moon is house pub-
licity director.

Ruby Equips Hubert Wilkins
Ruby Camera Exchange has sold

to Sir Hubert Wilkins, noted sub-
Arctic explorer, a complete Holmes
Projector equipment, standard film
size, of the portable type. Sir Hubert
and his engineers made a series of
tests and pronounced the Holmes
mechanical system ideal for the spe-
cial conditions of service under
which it will be used.

"Five Star" Big in Boston
Boston—"Five Star Final" First

National production which was held
up for a while by the local censor,
has been doing big business since
it opened simultaneously last week
at the Uptown and the Washington
St. Olympia. The Edward G. Robin-
son vehicle has stirred up keen in-
terest and it received a strong send-
off from the reviewers, with excep-
tion of the Hearst force. Hearst is
understood to object to the news-
paper drama.

Theodore Wharton Critically III
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM D4ILy
Hollywood — Theodore Wharton,

pioneer director, is critically ill at
his home here.

Warner Status Improved
By Cut in Inventories

(Continued from Page 1)

554,210, a drop of $12,957,192. In-

cluded in this was a cut in the in-

ventories of the Brunswick radio
and record division from $4,163,207
to $1,555,397. This places the com-
pany in a position to recover its

earning power as soon as general
conditions improve, says Dow-Jones.
Fixing of the common stock at $5
a share will permit the company to

set up a capital surplus or reserve
of $63,945,008, against which fu-

ture capital write downs may be
made.

Hornblow to Line-Up
Material for Goldwyn

(Continued from Page 1)

month. Robert Mclntyre, casting di-

rector and production manager, will

assist Hornblow. Casting of the
next Eddie Cantor picture and find-

ing a story for Ronald Colman will

be their first duties.

McDermond, Wardrop
Form Western Exchange
Denver—C. C. McDermond, for

the past few months president and
general manager of Consolidated
Productions, and Earl Wardrop,
vice-president of the same company,
have withdrawn and formed Certi-

fied Productions, Inc., distributing
Big 4 and other independent product
with offices here, to Salt Lake City
and Butte. Headquarters will be in

Salt Lake City, with Lee Scott as
manager. Local branch is at 821
21st St., managed by Leo Donovan.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Allied Theater Owners of Nei
Jersey. Inc., meeting at Hotel Lincoli
New York, 1 P. M.

Today: Paramount Pep Club Banqui
and Ball, Publix Annex. New York,

Nov. 18-25:, National Motion Pictu^
Week for relief of unemployed.

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theatii
Owners' Protective Ass'n, Baker Hotel
Dallas.

j

I^ec. 3: A.M.P.A. luncheon at the Dij
Hotel with S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel ,

guest speaker.

Dec. 7: First Annual Film Party of Kansi
City Film Row, Pla-Mor Ballroop
Kansas City, Mo.

Dec. 10: Special Meeting of RKO stod
holders to vote on plans for change i

capitalization.

Jan- 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of CaroUt
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotti
Charlotte. N. C.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dam
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictura
Hotel Plaza. New York

March 13-20: First film exposition in C«
tral Europe under auspices of Czech
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n at
National Film Industry, Prague, Czechd
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. 1

T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washin,
ton, D. C.

San Antonio Firm Adopts Name
San Antonio — Duel Amusement

Co. is the name adopted by the new
theater organization in which W. G.
Underwood, formerly of the R. & R.
circuit, is understood to have an
interest. The company has offices

in the Empire Theater Bldg. Un-
derwood has stated that he does
not control any theaters at present,
although he owns stock in several.

Arthur S. Metzger
Resigns From Publi

Kansas City—Arthur S. Metzge
district manager of the Publix re;
estate department, has resigned eJ

fective the end of this month to b(

come director of membership exter
sion for the Order of De Mola;
junior Masonic organization. He ;

being succeeded by James Boohecke
Metzger is a brother of Lou Metzge
of Columbia.

No Report in Mellinger Death
Champaign, 111.—No report has

yet been made by the coroner's jury
investigating the death of Frank R.
Mellinger, owner of the Varsity,
whose body recently was found float-
ing in Decatur Lake. Mrs. Mellinger
will continue operation of the thea-
ter.

Jeanne Green Making Test
Al Parker, representing the Fox

studios in the east, is having a test
made of Jeanne Green, featured in
the stage play, "Wonder Boy." If
the test meets the approval of Win-
field Sheehan, Miss Green will be
given a Fox contract.

REUBEN SAMUELS
President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc.
Real INSURANCE Service

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740, 3741, 3742

Third Albertina Rasch Short
Albertina Rasch begins shootin

tomorrow on her third Vitaphon
short this season. The contract call

for a troupe of eight Rasch dancer
"Cheer Up" is the title of this ne
musical subject, which Roy Mac
will direct.

Ennis Adds Duties
Bert Ennis yesterday took ov^

the combined duties of director 1

advertising, exploitation and pin
licity at Columbia. Al Selig fornl
erly was ad chief.

Jobyna Ralston for Legit
Jobyna Ralston is going into

Broadway legit show.



^^udge a picture by the company it keeps^^

OF COURSE ITS A
FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALK
with ''The Champ^^ at the $2 Astorl

FITZPATRICK
TRAVELTALKS
are the pride

of

METRO-
GOLDWYN-
MAYER

When the time came to pick

a fitting accompanyingprogram

for the $2 presentation of

^The Champ'' at the Astor

Theatre, the short subject

chosen was a FitzpatrickTravel-

talk ^'Colorful Jaipur/'

Theespecial meritof Fitzpatrick

Traveltalks, which sets them

apart from all other travel films,

is that not only are they $2

Road-show class, but they pack

thrills that make themwelcome

entertainment everywhere-



M-G-M ACTIVITY IN HIGH

WITH20FILM8UNDERWflY

(Continued from Page 1)

fortnight, while others are being

prepared for subsequent shooting.

Robert Z. Leonard is directing

"Courage," with Madge Evans and

Roland Young; "Tarzan," with

Johnny Weissmuller, Maureen O'Sul-

livan and Neil Hamilton, is in work
under W. S. Van Dyke; Tod Brown-

ing is directing his story, "Freaks,"

with Leila Hyams, Jean Harlow and

Wallace Ford; Charles Brabin is

starting on "City Sentinel," with

Walter Huston and Jean Harlow;

Marie Dressier in "Emma" is under

way with Clarence Brown directing;

George Fitzmaurice is making "Mata
Hari," starring Greta Garbo and

Ramon Novarro; Jack Conway is

about to start "Arsene Lupin," with

John and Lionel Barrymore; Edward
Sedgwick is readying "Her Card-

board Lover," with Buster Keaton
and Jimmy Durante; Al Santell be-

gins production shortly on "Polly

of the Circus," starring Marion
Davies; Victor Fleming is working
on "The Wet Parade"; Harry Beau-
mont on "Skyscraper"; Sam Wood
on "Huddle," Edmund Goulding on

"Grand Hotel," Harry Pollard on

Jackie Cooper's "Limpy"; King
Vidor on a new Wallace Beery
vehicle, George Hill on an untitled

production, and Charles Riesner on

a new Dressler-Moran comedy.

Jacques Feyder is slated to begin

his next feature on his return soon

from abroad, while new stories await

the return of Joan Crawford and
Clarke Gable, who are on vacation.

Franchise Deals Closed

By Tobis and Ufa Here
^Continued from Page 1)

clo?.ed Sunday night following ar-

rangements for showing Tobis films

at the Europa. David Diamond says

arrangements are being made for

franchises in Seattle, St. Paul and
Minneapolis.

Tuesday, November 24, 1931

COMING & GOING

ADOLPHE MENJOU is on his way from
the coast to New York, thence to England,
where he will appear in a British-made film
directed by Fred Niblo to be released as an
M-G-M quota production. Menjou's wife,
Kathryn Carver, accompanies him.
ARTHUR HORNBLOW, chief of Samuel

Goldwyn's production staif, arrives in New
York tomorrow from Hollywood.

\V. RAY JOHNSTON has returned from
the coast, where he consulted with Trem
Carr on the Monogram production program.

B. F ZIEDMAN is in town from Holly-
wood.
JOSEPH M. SCHFNCK left Sunday for

the coast on business requiring his presence
there. He will return to New York iu the
near future.
DAVID DIAMOND, of Tobis, has re-

turned from the coast.

LIL DAGOVER, Warner star, sails for

Europe tomorrow.
C. C. PETTIJOHN has returned to New

Y'ork from Hollywood.
WILL H. HAYS will remain at the Coast

two weeks more before returning to New
York
NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK is on his

way to the coast.

EDGAR SELWVN has left for Hollywood.

• • • THE SALES driving force of Warner-First National

has been intrusted to young men young in years but

seasoned with Experience there is Eddie Alperson, gen-

eral manager of distribution Andy Smith, Eastern

general sales manager and Grad Sears, Western general

sales manager all under 40 years these men have

all grown up with this outfit they know the problems

of the field as well as the home office operations having

been coached along under the watchful eye of Sam Morris

a promising setup a threesome who have played

together through several seasons and know the value

of team work and now if they will let this combination
of first-line plungers remain intact for a reasonable time
it's logical to expect that they will stage a march down the

field with the rest of the Warner-First Nash team if

the current football history furnishes any criterion and
after all is said and done isn't a seasoned lineup of men
who know each other's style of play just as important in the

film biz as on the gridiron?

• • • WILLIAM JOHNSON, prexy of Theater Service
Corporation, is celebrating his 16th year in the business of turn-
ing out advertising films Mister Johnson is a pioneer
in the game, having started down in New Orleans his

organizashe is now producing those nifty "Screen Broadcasts"
done with cunning and class that take the curse

off the advertising film bugaboo and transform them
into genuine Entertainment

• • • YA CAN'T stop a real showman with Pep and Young
Ideas take f'rinstance Charlie Andress, one-time theater
man out in Great Bend, Kansas also a former circus

exec, etc. who at 80 years, married to a gal of 27
now exhibits a bouncing boy to a startled world

but Charlie was once a Magician which may explain
everythin'

• • • SOME MUGGS have all the luck there is

Jimmie Englander of Emgeem publicity and the other
nite when drivin' over to a dansant at a speakeasy
several of the boys framed it so he was left to pay the taxi
fare so Jimmie took it all in good part also the
fare coupon which the Five Boro taxi people were handing out
for the free trip contest and darned if he didn't win
the trip to Bermuda with it

• • • AND ANOTHER film gent tried his luck with the
Parmelee taxi crowd he bought 600 shares of their
stock and thereafter he'd wait hours for a Parmelee
to come along and one morn he was goin' down to his
brokers and he waited 20 minutes for his favorite bus

and when he got to the call board the stock had dropped
three points ! now he yawps that it doesn't pay to be
Loyal

• • • HERE'S LUCK to Alec Moss, who has opened an
advertising agency at 185 Madison Avenoo Alec hasn't
got the Camel account yet but he's willin' to
walk a mile for it any time meanwhile he could probably
prosper with Columbia and why shouldn't an agency
headed by a film publicity gent get film accounts ?
he might handle them Understandingly knowing the
Inside of the film biz which commercial agencies don't.

« « « » » »

PLAN' 13-WEEK PROTECTION

AGAINSTTEN-CENT SHOWS
(Continued from Page 1)

ater will be entirely determined in
the future by its place on the re-
lease schedule. A theater now in
the C week of pre-release must
maintain a minimum admission
charge of 35 cents in order to re-
tain its release position. For the
first week of regular release the
minimum admission must be 25
cents; the second week, 20 cents;
and the third week, 15 cents. Those
theaters which want to operate at a
10c admission charge will be permit-
ted to play only 13th week or over.

Would Teach Film Fans
To Appreciate Technique

(Continued from Page 1)

an interview Saturday. Canavan
urged that the public be taught to
appreciate good photography, sets
and other picture ingredients and
made conscious of the efforts and
expenditures which productions de-
mand. If patron interest was de-
veloped along these lines, he de-
clared, their interest in a picture
would be sustained better although
its story might be weak.

Million Dollars Grossed
In Film Benefit Shows

(Continued from Page 1)

gest, relief performances are slated

for the current week.
In addition to the cash receipts

of these benefit shows, tons of food
and clothing are being gathered
daily by theaters in individual drives

supplementary to the regular Mo-
tion Picture Week activities.

An unusual incident occurred in

Denver, where a severe blizzard

and zero weather hit the relief

shows and reduced receipts to $1,600,

with some outlying houses postpon-
ing their performances entirely until

this week.

Guild Includes Movies
In Sunday Opposition
(Continued from Page 1)

mate performances in New York.
The battle will be carried to the

legislature in Albany if necessary.

The Catholic Actors' Guild and the

Lord's Day Alliance also have come
out against the Sunday legit, plan.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes are ex-

tended by T H B
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdays:

November 24
John Frances Natteford Alex Moss
Arthur E. Christie E. V. Du Par

Alice Calhoun

J
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Government Probing Radio -Pathe Consolidation

canavaTproposes 36¥eek rebateIy unions

Entire Industry Charged With Tri-Ergon Infringement

m

Pictures
— on'tt'String

By JACK ALICOATE =
ITH "the CHAMP," "over the

HILL" and the stock MARKET
laying New York at the same time,

ne does not have to go far to get a

ood CRY . . . LESTER cowan, spark

)lug secretary of the Academy of

^lotion Picture Arts and Sciences,

CNOWS his arts and sciences . . .

That SETH PARKER picture is

oiling up some UNUSUAL grosses

. . ARTIE stebbins is recognized as

ne of the FIVE biggest insurance

nen in the country . . . UNTIDY
ishers are the REFLECTION of un-

idy management . . . SIDNEY fox

if "Strictly Dishonorable" is a de-

ightful little somebody . . . BILL
ox WILL be back in pictures . . .

rou have to hand it to DOUG. If

rou don't think he's a showman,
Irop in and get a few slices of

GROUND THE WORLD IN 80

ONUTES.
•

A S far as we are concerned, NICK
schenck and DAVE bernstein

re the two most underpaid men in

ictures . . . One can buy one share
EVERY picture stock on the

loard for what it would have cost

buy one share of ONE company
a 1929 ... In newsreels MEN like

port shots best; women, style shows
FOOTBALL pictures have finally

ome into their own . . . D. W.'s

THE STRUGGLE" is ready . . .

)ur bet GOES, across the board, on
[AROLD franklin in the demi thea-

er derby . . . SHORT subjects have
een decidedly better of late . . .

ome of the ideas of MAYOR roxy
f radio city are immense, gigantic

nd terrific.

•

\/fAE marsh made a bang-up
*-• COMEBACK in "Over the Hill"

. . WALTER wanger is playing
ossum . . . Word comes that Bennie

(.Continued on Page 2)

William Fox Notifies All

Sound Film Producers
on Patent Issue

In addition to the suits already
filed against RCA Photophone, Elec-

trical Research Products, Radio
Pictures and Paramount, practically

the entire sound film producing in-

dustry has been notified by Amer-
ican Tri-Ergon Corp., of which
William Fox is president, that the

company's patents are being in-

fringed, and that further suits will

be brought, if necessary, following
{Continued on Page 6)

TWO GANGSTER TILMS

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Carl Laemmle, Carl

Laemmle, Jr., and Phil Reisman
have decided to drop the two gang-
ster pictures on the present Uni-
versal schedule, "A Lady of Re-
source" and "Bullet Proof." Con-
ferences are being held daily to

determine what features will replace
the deleted films.

Smeltzer is Promoted
To District Manager

Robert Smeltzer, former Warner-
First National manager in Wash-
ington, has been promoted to dis-

trict manager of sales with super-

vision over Washington, Pittsburgh,

Philadelphia, Cincinnati and Indian-
(Continued on Page 6)

Two-Way Ad Break
A brief satire on the Camel radio

hour broadcast performed by Douglas
Fairbanks in "Around the World in 80
Minutes" has resulted in the cigarette
company launching a national campaign
proclaiming the entertainment value of
the Fairbanks picture. In a sequence
showing a herd of camels, Fairbanks
has a Morton Downey voice crooning
"Carolina Moon," followed by the an-
nouncer's "Are Ya Listenin'?" Fair-
banks then remarks, "They come 20 to
a package." The bit gets a big laugh
and the cigarette officials were quick
to grasp its ad possibilities.

CECIL DEMILLE BRINGS

MATERIAL EROM RUSSIA

Cecil B. De Mille, who arrived yes-
terday on the Augustus from an
eight months' tour of the continent,
told Film Daily that his plans for
production are as yet unsettled. He
has brought back two Russian plays
and a host of stills made during his

5,000 mile tour of Russia and an
extensive trip on the Volga. De
Mille expects to leave for the coast
early next week. Meanwhile he says
he will spend some time visiting
Jesse L. Lasky and other friends in
New York.

Sidney Abel Joins
Auto-Cinema Corp.

Sidney Abel has joined Auto-Cin-
ema Corp. in an executive sales ca-

pacity. He was formerly general
sales manager of RCA Photophone.
Auto Cinema is making a lobby pro-

.jector device to show trailers.

Merger of Radio and Pathe
Being Probed by Government
No Issue Tomorrow

Due to Thanksgiving holiday, there

will be no issue of THE FILM DAILY

tomorrow.

Dept. of Justice is investigating
physical acquisition of RKO Pathe
by RKO. Operators working on
the case are interviewing various
persons identified with the film in-

(Continued on Page 6)

700 Locals Will Be Asked
to Modify Scales to

Next August
Recommendation that all pro.iec-

tionists and stage hands voluntarily
accept a temporary reduction in

wages in the form of a rebate plan to

extend over a 36 weeks' period will

be made by the executive board of
the International Alliance cf The-
atrical stage Employees and M. P.

Operators. President William F.
Canavan yesterday estimated that
the arrangement will represent an

(Continued on Page 7)

FOX THEATERSl SHOW

LOSS 0n3,400,000
Loss of $3,400,000 for the year

ended last Oct. 31 will be shown
in the forthcoming Fox Theaters
statement exclusive of houses in the
West Coast circuit. The statement

(Continued on Page 7)

Flothow Forms Company
To Make Eight Features

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Rudolph Flothow has

formed Ambassador Pictures to

produce eight features for release

by Peerless Productions. Work on
the first starts by Dec. 15. Flothow
has been general manager of Al Ro-
gell productions.

Musical Serial Series

Being Made by Jay Arr
Jay Arr Productions is working

on a series of musical serials with

three pictures definitely planned.

They are: "Jack and the Beanstalk,"
(Continued on Page 7)

Life's Little Tragedies
What newsreel outfit shot the en-

tire Notre Dame-Southern California

football game and then discovered that

it had forgotten to take the hood off

th« lens before grinding?
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Double Feature Bill at Cameo
RKO Cameo will present a doubl

feature bill starting Friday, the due'
including two last season releases
"The Big House" and "Little Cae-
sar."

The Europa also is dual billing or

German talkers.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City }"{

154 Crescent St. "{

STillwell 4-7940 "{

IEastman Films

U-E. ur. Inc.

«

j'j Chicago
V 1727 Indiana Ave.

CALumet 3692

Hollywood t**

6700 Santa Monica {-J

Blvd. a
HOLlywood4121 Vi

!*.....••.•....•.•.....-->.«•'?**•>«#•#>••'*

{^Continued from Page 1)

Zeidman's "Juvenile Court" is a lit-

tle whopper . . . Why not a GIVE-
THE-PICTURE-INDUSTRY BACK-
TO-PICTURE-PEOPLE movement
. . . GRANDI is a bust as an actor
. . . SUNDAY shows in New York
legit, theaters will soon be a reality

. . . There are at LEAST three new
First National movements in the
pencil-on-the-table-cloth stage.

Griffith to Supervise
Geo. Washington Pageant
D. W. Griffith has accepted the in-

vitation of the George Washingtor
Bicentennial Commission to super
vise the mammoth four-day pageant
on the life of Washington to 1:

staged June 22-25 at the foot of th;

Washington Monument with a b'

cast of stage and screen players as
sisted by .5,000 amateur actors anr'

a chorus of 2,000. Among prominen
film artists already included on the
pageant roster are John Barrymore
Mary Brian, William S. Hart, Myrn?
Loy, Fredric March, Tully Marshall
Burr Mcintosh, Antonio Moreno
Carmel Myers, Sara Padden, Ruth
Roland, Bryant Washburn, Anna
May Wong, Jane Winton, Fay Wray.
Hobart Bosworth, Jean Harlow and
others.

N. J. Allied to Mark Time
On Anti-Protection Move
Allied Theater Owners of N. J.

will adopt a "watchful waiting"

policy on any anti-protection action

pending settlement of the Young-
claus protection case now hanging
fire in Norfolk, Neb., it was indi-

cated following the regular meet-

ing yesterday at the Hotel Lincoln.

Concern was expressed in con-

nection with the coming session of

the New Jersey Legislature at which
tax measures aimed at theaters will

be introduced. Reported inadequate
returns from some New Jersey cir-

cuit houses' unemployment benefit

performances were discussed.

Nat Levine on Eastern Trip

Nat Levine, president of Mascot
Pictures, is due in New York from
the coast next Tuesday with a

irint of bis latest serial. "Th°
Lightning Warrior," with Rin-Tin-

Tin, Frankie Darro. Georgia Hale
George Brent, Pat O'Malley, Theo-
dore Lorch, Lafe McKee and others

After a brief visit at his home
offices, Levine will return west to

start "The Shadow of the Eagle"
his fourth and last serial of thp

Tom Mix Under Knife
IVejt Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILy

Holly^vood—Tom Mix is in the
Hollywood Hospital recuperating
from an appendix operation.

Cagney Closing Vaude Tour
James Cagney will close his War-

ner theater tour Saturday at the

Stanley, Jersey City, and return to

the coast to start his next film, "The
Roar of the Crowd".

RKO Opens Davenport House
Davenport, la.—RKO's new Or-

pheum, seating 2,700, opens tonight
with a vaudeville and film policy.

Every

MICKEY MOUSE
plays the

ROXY
world's
largest
theatre
in N. Y.
they'll

pack
your
house,
too

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Nov. 18-25: National Motion Picture
Week for relief of unemployed.

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theatw
Owners' Protective Ass'n, Baker Hotd,
Dallas.

Dec. 3: A.M.P.A. luncheon at the Dixit
Hotel Wfith S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel as

guest speaker.

Dec. 7 : First Annual Film Party of Kansas
City Film Row, Pla-Mor Ballroom,
Kansas City, Mo.

Dec. 10: Special Meeting of RKO stock-

holders to vote on plans for change ia

capitalization.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte,
Charlotte, N. C.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-danoc
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures),
Hotel Plaza, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in CeOi
fal Europe under auspices of Czech(h
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.

T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing-
ton, D. C.

Reviving "Disraeli" 8th Time
Cleveland—When M. B. Horwitz

presents a week of revivals, starting

Dec. 13, "Disraeli" will be included
in the list of attractions. This makes
the eighth time "Disraeli" will have
been presented at the Heights by
Horowitz.

CINEPHONE
ULTRA VIOLET RAY SOUND
RECORDING HAS PROVED BOX!
OFFICE VALUE IN THE FINEST

THEATRES
You are assured clear, crisp sound

with your pictures through the

most modern application of

Ultra Violet Rays in

CINEPHONE sound

recording.

IF you ARE PLANNING
TO MAKE A PICTURE
CINEPHONE offers you the finest stu.

die service in the east. Complete in

every detail. You supply the com-

pany and the script—CINEPHONE
will do the rest. Stock sets

—

music library—scoring and syn-

chronization—huge orchestral

6 pipe organ. CINEPHONE
quality guaranteed—and at

LOWEST RATES
Per reel, day or week. Write, wird,

phone or call.

Powers

POWERS CINEPHONE STUDIOS
723 7th AVE. BRYANT 9-6067 NEW YORK
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GOOD FILMS GIVE
REAL SMILE

"iSS^

Loew's Paying Annual $4

Dividend in Spite of

''Trying Times"

Good pictures, coupled with "wise

and able management" has enabled

Loew's and M-G-M to "keep their

heads above water" in "these trying

times," it was stated at the annual

stockholders' meeting yesterday when
an extra annual dividend of $1 a

share on the common was declared

in addition to the regular quarterly

dividend of 75 cents a share.

HITCH YOUK iHtAlRE TO THE STARS!
Marion Da\ ics, John Barr%morc, 'Norma Shearer, Greta Carbo. Marie Dressier, }oar\ Crawford, Wallace Beery, Clark Gable,

Robcn Moiitgomco', Liohcl Barryrr\ore, Jackie Cooper, Ramon Novarro, Lau-rence Tibbetc, John Gilbert, William Haines, Buster Keaton, Lunt-Fontanne
,
Jimmy Durante.

.^'^>^>'}^

THANKSGIVING
1931-
Enjoy Life with

your pal Leo I
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ELittle
from **Lots'

By RALPH iriLK'.

HOLLYWOOD
/^HARLES R. ROGERS, head of

^ RKO Pathe production, has

stepped up production activities at

his plant so that this organization

will be ready to move into its new
quarters on the RKO lot between
the 10th and 15th of December.

Four Pathe features are now in

work, three in the cutting rooms and

four more being readied.
* * *

Our Passing Show: Carl Laemmle, Jr., Efe

Asher and Phil Reisman lunching at Uni-

versal; Hiram Brown and Charles R. Rogers
conferring at RKO Pathe.

* * *

Roland Brown will start in Janu-

ary on his first picture for Univers-

al. It is "Radio Car," a story deal-

ing with American police activities

in catching crooks. Brown is now
working on the screen treatment of

his story.
* * *

Here and There: Jerome Beatty, E. B.

Derr, Charles E. SuUivan, Hank Arnold,

Mrs. Wells Root, Courtenay Terrett, Cyril

Gardner, Bruce Gallup, Adeline Huser, Dave
Garber at the preview of "Cock of the Air".
John Cromwell, Kay Johnson, Tom Moore,
Chandler Sprague, Ben Englander, Jo^in F.

Goodrich, Finis Fox, Wallace MacDonald,
Charles Rosher. John Davidson, Jack Kirk-

land, Olga Baclanova, George Waggner, Lily

Shadur, Charles R. Condon, Ira Uhr, Ar-
thur Hagerman, Chet Withey, Paul Nichol-
son, Victor Potel at the Writers club en-

tertainment.
* * *

Malcolm Stuart Boylan, veteran
screen writer, who was with Fox for
several years, has returned to the
Fox studio. He is working on "First
Cabin," which will go into produc-
tion shortly. He was recently with
M-G-M.

* * *

Eileen Percy was matron of honor and
Henri Didot, French consul in Los Angeles,
was best man at the marriage of Constance
Bennett and Marquis Henri de la Falaise
on Sunday at the home of George Fitz-

maurice. Also present were Richard Ben-
nett, Joan Bennett, Barbara Bennett Dow-
ney, Gene Markey, Marion Davies, William
Randolph Hearst, Neil McCarthy and others.

* * *

Trem Carr has completed shooting
on "Galloping Thru," featuring Tom
Tyler, directed by Lloyd Nosier.
Hairy Eraser starts at once on
"Ghost City," the llfth "Bill and
Andy" western on the Monogram
program.

* * *

Paramount assignments: Tyrone Power for
"The Miracle Man" ; Eleanor Boardman for
the next Fredric March picture; David Lan-
dau for "Second Chances"; Kay Francis for
the feminine lead in "Through the Window",
George Bancroft vehicle by Martin Flavin
and Joe Sherman, to be directed by Louis
Gasnier and Max Marcin from a screen play
by OHver H. P. Garrett; Richard Carle,
Charles Judels and Charles Coleman for "One
Hour With You."

* * *

Natalie Moorhead and Bette Davis
have been assigned roles in Colum-
bia's "The Feathered Serpent."

A Rose by Another Name
The word "hokum" is taboo

around the Fox office. Substitute

is "heart-throbs."

• • • AN AVERAGE attendance of 14,920 daily for five

years sounds like Some Business for any theater and it

is but that's the record of Paramount on Broadway

which this week is celebrating its Fifth Anniversary ^the

statistical records show that 27,230,000 people have stepped up

to the ole b.o. and planked down coin of the realm since Novem-

ber, 1926, when the house threw open its doors it would

be vastly interesting to know what percentage of those who

were patrons the first few weeks are still regular attendants

the percentage of transients how many come
from out of town and most interesting of all

what percentage were inveigled into the theater by the melli-

fluous, luring tones of the barker as they passed along Broad-

way bound on some other mission

* * * *

• • • THAT'S SOMETHING we've never seen elucidated

in print is, or is not, the barker a direct promoter of

Immediate sales to any appreciable extent or is his value

found in general missionai-y propaganda instilling into

millions of minds that hear his voice the subtle message
"Here is the Paramount, a mighty convenient place to find en-

tertainment whenever you want it. Why go elsewhere?"
and we are rather inclined to the latter belief for, say
what you will, the strategic position of this theater at the

world-famous Crossroads gives it a tremendous advantage over
every other Broadway theater we've been forced to

scramble for advantageous seats at afternoon and evening
performances ever since the opening week and expect
to do so for the next five years so, whatever the reason.
Paramount Broadway certainly has a lot on the ball

and on this occasion of its Anniversary, it has earned the felici-

tations of every true New Yorker as one of our Old
Established Institutions where dames, dubs, debs. Dis-
tinguished Democrats and Disillusioned Republicans all sit side

by side a common meeting ground for all with a com-
mon purpose to be Entertained

* * * *

• • • AND MEANWHILE 11,000 miles from Broad-
way, Ernest Schoedsack writes from Peshawar in the hill coun-
try of India where he is making a film that will prob-
ably regale this bunch above one of these days showing
that filming of "The Lives of a Bengal Lancer" is pretty
exciting he sez "Only a few months ago 10,000
wild Afridis came down from the hills around Khyber Pass and
besieged the town snipers lay in the high standing crops
and fired into the cantonments" just an incident in
months of arduous, dangerous work to make a film to
entertain folks for a brief hour on blase, bored and
blatant Broadway

* * * *

• • • EVERY THEATER manager should read that
splendid article about Warners' Sound and Projection dep't in
the current issue of "Carry On," the house organ and
listen to Frank E. Cahill, Jr., the organizer and manager, tell
about getting the most out of his sound equipment it's

Practical C. A. Neeper, sales manager of the Harold
Lloyd Corp., is passing out cigars in honor of the arrival of a
daughter named Marie Beverly at the Woman's Hospital, New
York

• • • AT THE Roxy benefit show for unemployed tonite
Fanchon Simon of Fanchon and Marco, will help stage the per-
formance with some of her talented performers while
Albertina Rasch will do the same for the Leo Brecher Plaza
benefit Saturday morn Now we suppose all you gals and
boys in the film biz are looking forward happily to that joyous
ceremony of wishing as you yank the turkeys' wishbone on
Thanksgiving and a happy thought to wish for is
something to be Thankful for tush, tush

« « « » » »

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^^By HARRY N. BLAIR-

pLEMENT WILLIAMS has re-

joined the Paramount New York
studios' art department after being
loaned to D. W. Griffith as art di-
rector on "The Struggle." which]
Griffith recently completed.

William K. Howard ran into a
streak of bad weather while in New
York to film exteriors for his next
Fox picture and finally gave up in
disgust. The day after he returned
to the Coast the sun came out
strong and has been very much in
evidence every day since.

"Detectuvus," fourth of the Booth
Jarkington juvenile series, is now
in work at the "Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio under the direction of Alf
Goulding. Billy Hayes, seven-year-
old Penrod, will have Ray Collin?
and Lucille Sears as his screen
mother and father.

I

The "Wayward" company, under
the direction of Ted Sloman, spent

\

Tuesday and Wednesday at Hunt-
• rgton, L. I., making exteriors, sup-
piyinff the denizens of that haynlet
an unexpected thrill in seeing Nancy
Can-oil and Richard Arlen at close
range.

Two shorts, one a two-reel musi-
cal called "Cheer Up," and the other
"Believe It or Not," with the crea-
tor, Robert L. Ripley, go into pro-
duction today at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studio. Ripley's picture
will be the 16th short he has made
for Warner Bros, and will be di-
rected by Alf Goulding.

Change in production schedule put '.

Eddie Cline, not Aubrey Scotto, in '

charge of directing Tom Howard in

"The Rookie" at Paramount's New
York studio.

Pre-releasing "Her Majesty, Love"

First National's "Her Majesty,
Love," starring Marilyn Miller, or-

iginally scheduled for general re-

lease Dec. 26, will be pre-released
Dec. 15 as a result of requests from
exhibitors, the company states.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes are ex-

tended by T H
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdays:

November 25
Margaret Livingston Louis D. Lighten

Vera Reynolds Theodore Starrett



<L ^''FRANKENSTEIN' unreeled at RKO
Downtow^n theatre yesterday before
audience that jammed place to doors
and kept long line of standees waiting to

get in for the second showing. It chilled

them. It thrilled them. Everybody shiv-

ered and all had a good time/^—Detroit Mirror

€L At the Rialto in Washington biggest
business since ^'All Quiet on the West-
ern Front.^^ Equals ^'Draculo's'' record-
breaking opening in Providence. S.R.O.
smash in Milwaukee.

€L Unquestionably, absolutely, posi-

tively, ''FRANKENSTEIN'' ... the man
who made a monster ... is the thriller

of all time!

C "If you have a tendency to stir

in your sleep, go to the matinee/'—Detroit News

C'FRANKENSTEIN' premiere
draws throngs/' —Detroit Free Press

IT'S A UNIVERSAL SUPER ATTRACTION
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RKO-PATHE MERGER

{Continued from Page 1)

dustry, including officials of Allied

States Ass'n. The pi'obe started two
weeks ago following complaints
from small stockholders in Pathe, it

is understood.

AMPA'S Turkey Prize

A 15-pound turkey will be raffled

off at today's luncheon meeting of the

A. M. P. A. in the Hotel Dixie.

Theater Wins Injunction

Against Union Pickets
Union City, N. J.—What New

Jersey exhibitors describe as a sig-

nal victory has been won through
granting of a permanent injunction

here restraining Local 384, projec-

tionists' union, from picketing the
Temple. This is one of the few
cases of its kind this state has ever
experienced. The Hudson county
union began to picket the Temple
when the house refused to employ
two operators, point'ng out that un-
der its contract with the union
which has one year to run, only one
projectionist is required.

Exhibitor Loses Verdict
Over Replaced Equipment
St. Louis—Robert Laughlin, in-

ventor of a sound apparatus, has
been awarded a $6,725 verdict
against The Ritz and its owner,
Louis K. Ansell, in a suit wherein
Laughlin charged that the theater
acted in bad faith and used his ma-
chine only long enough to amass
funds to buy another type and that
hir device was improperly handled
to influence other exhibitors against
it. Ansell contended that the equip-
ment worked properly for only a
few weeks and then failed to syn-
chronize. He will appeal if a new
trial is denied.

Smeltzer Is Promoted
To District Manager
(Continued from Paqc 1)

apolis, it is announced by Andy
Smith, eastern sa'es manager. Fred
M. Jack is southern manager; N. H.
Brower, west coast manager; Carl
Leserman, midwest manager. E. L.

Alperson heads the sales staff and
GraJwell L. Sears is western man-
ager.

Speakers for Texas Meet
Dallas—M. A. Lightman, Senator

George Purl of Dallas, Hon. T. H.
McGregor of Austin, and State
Comptroller George Sheppard are
among the speakers expected at the
convention of the Theater Owners'
Protective Ass'n at the Baker Ho-
tel next Monday, it is announced by
Judge Roy L. Walker of Lampasas,
head of the organization. A free
banquet for members and guests will

take place in the evening.

$1.65 a Share for State, Boston
Boston—State Theater Co., con-

trolled by Loew's Boston Theaters
Co., reports for year ended Aug. 31
net income of $142,165, equal after
preferred dividends to $1.65 a share
on the common. This is practically
the same as last year.

"Cock of Air" for Rialto
"Cock of the Air," first of Howard

Hughes's two aviation comedies, will
go into the Rialto, following "Cor-
sair." Chester Morris has the title

role, with Billie Dove opposite.

Two More Fan Magazines Planned
Two more fan magazines are be-

ing prepared for their debuts.
Arthur James, in association with
Frederick James Smith, recently
editor of "New Movie Magazine," is

understood to be planning a weekly.
Interests behind Screenland are also
reported planning a weekly known as
"Screenland Weekly."

New Sunday Show Bill

Introduced in Penna.
Harrisburg, Pa. — Representative

Max Spann today will introduce s

bill in the state assembly asking for
legalization of Sunday shows and
taxing them to provide relief funds
for unemployed. The measure would
authorize amusements between 1

and 6 P.M. and after 9 P.M.

$500,000 RKO Suit in Cincy
Cincinnati—RKO and Cino The-

aters Co. have been named defend-
ants in a $500,000 suit brought by
the Hotel Gibson, which alleges
breach of contract to the effect that
RKO made a commitment to lease
the Fountain Square Hotel to the
Hotel Gibson but re-leased the build-
ing to the latter corporation. The
property is controlled by Albert
Pick and Co., of Chicago.

Warners Buy Edna Ferber Novel
Edna Ferber's "So Big" has been

bought by Warner Bros, as a vehicle
for Barbara Stanwyck upon her re-
turn to the Warner lot. J. Grubb
Alexander will adopt it and William
Wellman will direct.

Three Columbia Films on B'way
For the third time this year Co-

lumbia is represented with three
Broadway showings at one time. It

has "Guilty Generation" at the
Strand; "The Deceiver" at the
Broadway, and "A Dangerous Af-
fair" at the Hippodrome.

"Over the Hill" Release
General release of "Over the Hill"

has been definitely set by Fox for
Friday. The picture opens at the
Brooklyn Fox on 'that date, follow-
ing its premiere at the Roxy last
Friday.

"Manhattan Parade" Release
"Manhattan Parade," with Winnie

Lightner, will be nationally released
by Warner-First National on Jan. 2.

It is in Technicolor.

Lya de Putti Undergoes Operation
Lya de Putti is in Harbor Sani-

tarium recovering from an opera-
tion.

TRI-ERGON JNERJNGEMENT

LAID TO ENTIRE

{Continued from Page I)

the actions now pending against rep-
resentative companies.

Companies to whom notices were
sent with regard to the "double-
print patent" include:
Advance Trailer, Affiliated Sound Record-

nis. Alexander Adv., Altamount, American
Educational Film Photo Service, Atlas Edu-
cational Film, Audible, Audio Cinema, Beacon,
Big 4, Big Productions Film Corp.. Jose-
Bohr, Bray, Clifton Broughton, H. J. Brown,
BrownXagle, Robert C. Bruce, C. C. Burr,
Caddo, Celebrity. Chester, Christie, Cinea,
Ciiieglow Sound Studios, Cinelab, Cinephone
S.udios. Clune, Colorart, Colorfilni. Columbia^
Commonwealth, Congo, Consolidated Film In-
dustries, Continental, Copley, James Cruze,
l.arry Darmour, Charles T. Davis, Du-Art
Film Lab., Cecil B. DeMille, Walt Disney.i
Dominant, E<lucational, Electrotone, Excela-:
tone Studios, Douglas Fairbanks, Fashion Fea-:
ture Studio, Feature Products, Carl Fenton,
Kilmlal), First Division, Fitzpatrick, Fowler.i
Cilliam &• Reed, G-M Lab., C..Y.B. Products.^
1). W. Griffith, Hal Roach. Halperin, H.E.R.i
r>al)., Hercules Film Products, Hispania^
I^Lchael Hoffman, Hoffman Products, Holly-.
vvooil Film Enterprises, Hollywood Products,:
Hollywood Syndicate, Robert J. Horner.i
[.\man H. Howe, Burton Holmes. Howard
Hughes, Craig Hutchinson, Iberia, Ideal"

Studios, Imperial, Inkwell, Inspiration, Inter-i

national Pictures, Inter-Continental Lab.,
Italotone, Iwerks, Jam Handy, Kinograra.
Wdlis Kent, Kines Studio, Liberty, Loew's,-
Haloid Lloyd, Majestic, M-G-M, Metropolitan,
Meyer-Rieger, National Screen Service, Paci-

fic Coast Record Studio, Paramount, Photo-
rolor. Premier Studio Principal Pictures, Re-
cording Lab. of America, Hugo Riesenfeld,

RKO. Mack Sennett, Sight & Sound Corp.,

Sono Art-World Wide Pictures, Sound Sys-
tems, Stanley Recording Co. of America, Talk-

ing Pictures Epics. Tec-Art, Technicolor, Ti£-i

fany, L'nited Artists, United Trailer Service,

I'niversal, Van Beuren, Visugraphic, Wafilms,

Wilding, Wmkler, Warner Bros.

Notices of infringement on the

"flywheel" patent were sent to:

RCA Photophone, RKO, Pacent, Electri-

cal Research Products, Moviola, Colograph;

Q.R.S. De Vry, Lucille Products, Sentrj

Safety Control, Ruby Camera, Universal

Sound System, Powers Cinephone. Simpli)

inus, Racon Electric, Holmes Projector

Royal Amplitone, Talking Picture Eeiuipt

ment Corp., dries Machine, Safety Projec*

tor, Weber Machine. Zenith Patented SafetJ

Projector, Loew's, M-G-M, Paramount, Warii

ner Bros.

"Screen Snapshots" Tieup

Under a tieup made by Columbi
with Screen Book Magazine, tb
"Screen Snapshots" release will re
ceive nationwide publicity in the fa

publication for an extended perio^

One of the shorts each month wil

be based on an article in the magaj
zine and will carry the same title.

Cantor Broadcasts Extended

Eddie Cantor will continue his

radio broadcasts through the montl
of January, NBC announces. H«
was asked to sign a long-term con-

tract for 1932, but declined because

of his motion picture agreements
with United Artists.

This is Gonna Be Good!
Dallas—Manager C. R. (Uncle Mack)

McHenry of the Texas has bought 22

live turkey gobblers and will turn them

loose tomorrow night in his theater, one

at a time, catchers keepers.
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36-WEEK UNION REBATE

PROPOSED BY CANAVAN

(Contir.ucd from Page 1)

exhibition economy of more than
$1,000,000.

Provided the 700 locals approve
the proposal, members who receive

$70 a week or less will rebate 10

per cent during the per'od begin-
n'ng the first payday after Dec. 12
and concluding th? first payday af-

ter Aug. 20. Those receiving in ex-

cess of $70 will rebate 15 per cent.

Members whose salaries are below
$45 a week will be exempt from
the arrangement.

Decision to make this proposal
was reached at a meeting of the
executive board in New York City,
first news of the plan having been
printed exclusively in last Mon-
day's Film Daily.
An executive of the American

Federation of Musicians last night
Knid no similar plan was under con-
sideration in his organization.

Van Beuren Plans Feature
On Frank Buck Expedition
Van Beuren Corp., for years pro-

ducers of short subjects exclusively,
has changed its plans to release a
series of shorts made from film
taken by the Frank Buck "Bring
'Em Back Alive" expedition and
will cut the 200,000 feet of film
made by Buck into a feature length
film. It will be Van Beuren's first

feature.

COMING & GOING

ROBERT AMES is en route from Holly
vood to New York to appear opposite Clau-
ette Colbert in Paramount's "Confession,"
iirected by Berthold Viertel.

JACK COHEN of the legal staff of War-
ier theaters is on a tour to enlighten man-
igers on contracts and leases,

fc
LORENZ HART and RICHARD

KOCERS, song writers, leave tomorrow for
he coast to do some work at the Paramoun.
tudios on the Maurice Chevalier film.
HENRY ARMETTA is in town.
VIRGINIA LEE CORBIN and her hus-

jand, Teddy KroU, are on their way from
he coast to Europe via New York.
JANET GAYNOR. her husband. Lydei;

Peck, and Mrs. Caynor arrive from Holly
vood tomorrow and sad Saturday for Europe
MR. .and MRS. CECIL B DE MILLE

•eturned yesterday from their foreign tour.

HOWARD DIETZ of MGM leaves todaj
or the coast.

JULES BRULATOUR and HOPE HAMP-
TON leave tomorrow for Hollywood.
ARTHUR W. STEBBINS goes west on

Friday.

MARILYN MILLER, leaves Hollywood
for New York on Sunday.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., and JOAN
:RAWF0RD will leave New York early next
week on their return trip to Hollywood.
GLORIA SWANSON. who sailed Saturday

from Los Angeles on the McKinley for New
^'ork accompan.ed by her husband, Michael
Farmer, is due in New York on Dec. 5 and
vill sail that night on the Bremen for Paris
DOROTHY ARZNER, Paramount director,

rrives in New York from Hollywood today
For a vacation and rest.

RICHARD ARLEN. who has been on a
two-week vacation in New York with h:-

wife, Jobyna Ralston, will go to Philadelphia
;omorrow to witness the Cornell-Penn game.

Mexico Suspends Higher Tariff
Mexico City—Temporary suspension of the increased tariff on imporfed films Is

announced by the Finance Dept. If talker production In this country reaches a point
meriting protection by April 21, the higher levy will be resumed.

H. J. Yates Gives Party
To Consolidated Employes
Herbert J. Yates, president of

Consolidated Film Industries, gave
a Thanksgiving party last night at

the Elks Club, Union City, N. J.,

to the members of Consolidated As-
ociates, the group of C.F.I, workers.
In addition to a 11-course dinner
there was an entertainment program
of 18 numbers, with Ben Goetz as

master of ceremonies, and 21 prizes

for ladies and 21 for men. Among
he prominent radio and recording
artists on the bill were Gene Aus-
tin, Eaton Boys, Roy Smeck, Helen
Rowland, Uncle Don, Bully and Car-

penter, Paul Sisters, Tastyeast Jest-

ers and others. Chairmen of variouF

committees included R. I. Boucher.

E. H. Siefert, Harry Grey, T. W.
Yates, Tom Wiley, Pete Andrich, R.

C. Hubbard, M. E. A. Tucker, Joe

Cohen and E. M. Cheronnet.

Develops New Process

For Composite Pictures
Chicago—Technicians from Holly-

wood are here to investigate a proc-

ess developed by James E. Grimes,

^^l N. La Salie St., whereby the

time and expense of making super-

imposed composite pictures is re-

duced by half. The system is said

to enable many new and spectacular

effects.

Rinzler on Relief Board
Samuel Rinzler of Rinzler and

Frisch Theaters has been appointed
a member of the board of trustees

of the Emergency Unemployment
Relief Committee headed by Harvey
D. Gibson. R. & F. is giving mid-
nieht benefit shows Thanksgiving
night in 18 of its houses. More than
1,000 employes of the circuit also

will make voluntary contributions to

the relief fund.

Brandt After Mooney for Lyric
Harry Brandt has wired Tom

Mooney, famous imprisoned labor
'eader for whom Mayor James A.
Walker has gone west to make an
appeal, off^ering him a big salary to

appear at the Lyric, Brandt's com-
bination vaudeville and shorts house
on 42nd St.

Colleen Moore in Battle Creek
Battle Creek, Mich. — Colleen

Moore is resting at the Battle Creek
Sanitarium, where she expects to re-

main over Thanksgiving.

Essaness Circuit Leases Space
Chicago—Essaness Theaters Corp.

has leased the entire south wing of

the eighth floor of the Michigan
Square Bldg. for its general offices.

The circuit now has 13 houses here.

Ben Kopman Dies
Minneapolis—Ben Kopman, well-

known northwest showman, died at

his home last week.

Special $2 Benefit Show
At Fox St. Louis House

St. Louis—In addition to joining
in the regular National Motion Pic-
ture Week benefit performances, the
Fox will give a special relief show
tomorrow night with reserved seats
scaled at $1 to $2. It is expected
that about $7,000 will be raised for
the community chest.

Buzzell to Direct Feature
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Eddie Buzzell, who

has been doing shorts for Colum-
bia, will shortly start direction of
his first feature for the company.
Robert Riskin is writing the story.

Walter Vincent Submits Report
Philadelphia — A confidential re-

port concerning current attitude of
major distributors toward removal
of score charges was submitted by
Walter Vincent yesterday at a meet-
ing of the exhibitor continuing com-
mittee at the Bellevue-Stratford.

U. A. Sales Policy on Pan
Philadelphia—United Artists sales

policy will be panned at a meeting
of the M. P. T. 0. "war board" Fri-
day.

Bob Mochrie Out
Albany — Bob Mochrie, branch

manager, has ended his association
with Pathe.

FOX THEATERS TO SHOW

L0SS0[|3,400,000

(Continued from Page 1)

will be improved, however, by a re-
fund of $800,000 from the Poli cir-
cuit under a clause in the deal under
which Fox acquired this group of
houses.

Musical Serial Series

Being Made by Jay Arr
(.Continued from Page 1)

"Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp"
and "Ali Baba and the Forty
Thieves." Erno Rapee will write
special material and musical score
for the pictures, which will be made
in the East with W. E. recording.
Jay Arr will direct. Charles Vayda
is business agent of the company,
which has opened oflSces at 729 Sev-
enth Ave.

Strand's Advance Bookings
Warner Bros, have set bookings

for the New York Strand for the
next five weeks. Following Joe E.
Brown in "Local Boy Makes Good,"
opening tonight, will be "Blonde
Crazy," Dec. 4; "Safe in Hell," Dec.
11; "Under Eighteen," Dec. 18; Lil

Dagover in "Woman from Monte
Carlo," Dec. 25.

Lois Moran Rehearsing Play

Lois Moran is rehearsing in the

new George Gershwin operetta, "Of
Thee I Sing," which opens in New
York Christmas Eve.

AJESTIC
AIPACTMENTS
115 Central Park West
Block/rout yist to yind Sis.

3 to 14 ROOMS
Featuring:

Tower apartments of 4, 6 and
10 Rooms

Private Solaria in corner apart-
ments of 8 and 10 Rooms

Private terraces with units of
wide range of size and ex-
posure

Duplex apartments of 12 and
14 Rooms with both Ter-
races and Solaria.

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY

Housekeeping—Restaurant
and Hotel Service
Representative at the Building

TRafalgar 7-7480

Renting and Managing Agents

CHANIN MANAGEMENT,
Inc.

122 East 42nd Street
LExington 2-3800

Cooperation of Brokers Invited

\

AT 1931 PRICES.

Magnificence
ai ilie i^osi oj

^iileaiocriiy ....

The Majestic makes its strongest

appeal on its unmatcLed location,

superior arrangement and size of

rooms, ana the sumptuousness of

its Ultra - modern appointments.

Tnat all of tnis is available at rent-

als suck as are asked for ordinary

apartments makes an added at-

traction to living on tke ' sunny"
side of tke Park.
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reports Film Daily
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New Coast Corp. Will Finance Indie Producers

1 ASSOCjATES PICKED FPARAMOUNTJNIT PLAN

Onc-Ycar Agreement Ends Kansas City Operator War
[ndependent and Circuit

Houses Make Peace
With Union

Kansas City—An agreement ex-

ending to Nov. 30, 1932, signed by
ach theater individually with the

mion, brought to end the operator
trike that has been in progress here
nee "Oct. 1, with houses reopening
n the union plan yesterday after-

loon. Wage scales for each house
'.ore adjusted to furnish as much

{Continued on Page 4)

m TRIAL 18 SOUGHT

IN ST. LOUIS ACTIONS

St. Louis—Equity receivers for

skouras Bros. Enterprises and St.

^ouis Amusement Co., Warner sub-

idiaries, have been appointed by
udge Granville Hogan in the State

'ourt in the suits instituted by

ninority stockholders who charged
avoritism to Warner in operation

A the houses. No question of the

inancial status of the companies
{Continued on Page 6)

16% British Pictures

In Australian Imports
j
Sydney—Out of 504 pictures

Scheduled to be released in Austra-
lia during the 1931-32 season, 16

per cent will be British. The Eng-
lish product has done better lately

ind some of the better class first-run

louses have temporarily shelved
American films in their favor.

Public Just Yawns
At Union Squabble

Birmingham—Although the controversy be-
tween five downtown Birmingham houses and
the union is still ip progress and bomb-tossing
iround the non-union theaters is becoming a

'egular thing, the public in general and local

novie fans apparently refuse to take the

squabble seriously and the non-union houses
ire doing good business.

Promoting Spirit Both Ways
Upon being assured by Rinzler and Frisch that there would be no personnel or pay

cuts, but rather that any salary revision would be upward, managers of the Randforce

circuit held an appreciation meeting and voted to conduct a two-week drive for

increased revenue. The circuit heads, when informed of this, in turn announced they

would give bonus prizes to the managers.

Saleof 1 6mm, Films Flops
In 5-and-lO Cent Stores

U. A., Columbia, Emelka
In Distribution Deal

Hugo Bryk of Emelka is in New
York from Berlin to work out a

deal whereby United Artists will

handle distribution of both the

Emelka and Columbia product in

Germany.

Forty-eight foot spools of 16mm
motion picture film, at 3 feet for 10
cents, have been tried out in the
three largest Woolworth 5-and-lO
stores in New York and abandoned
after one week, The films, which
were in five comedy subjects and
one Lindbergh flight picture, were
demonstrated with an Eastman Ko-

{Contintied on Page 4)

Introducing New Dubbing Process

International Projector Corp. is

negotiating licenses with several ma-
jor producers for use of its new
dubbing process, The device, which
simplifies dubbing forc'gn languages
to American pictures, eliminates

costly screening and rehearsals, ac-

cording to Herbert Griffin, in charge.

Griffin also claims equal success

with the synchronizing of cartoons,

music and eff'ects

Reginald Smith Dickering
For RKO British Offices
London—Reginald Smith, manag-

ing director of P. D. C, is negotiat-

ing with Sol Newman of Radio Pic-

tures to take over all exchanges in

key cities abandoned as a result of

the amalgamation of Radio with
P. D. C. Smith will distribute Brit-

ish and foreign films.

Production and Indie Financing
Planned by New Coast Company

Chi. Cameramen's Union
Adds 22 States to Roster
Chicago—In its battle with Local

644 in New York to line up new
territory. Local 666, cameramen's
union, has now added 22 states to

its roster. Next meeting of the

union is scheduled for Dec. 7.

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywod—George H. Bowles has

organized Standard Pictures Corp.,
which has acquired California Stu-
dio and will build three additional
stages with a view to financing in-

dependent producers and renting
space, in addition to engaging in

production. The corporation's first
{Continued on Page 8)

Schulberg is Supervisor
Under New System

at Paramount
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount has adopt-

ed the unit production plan and has
named B. P. Shulberg as supervisor
with ten directors already selected

and assigned to units. Ned Marin,
Mel Shauer, Lloyd Sheldon. Felix
Young, Robert Harris, Lewis Ligh-
ton and Percy Heath have already
been announced as associate direc-

tors with the remaining three to be
announced next week,

400 INDIANA THEATERS

FEAR DOOMffiOM TAXES

Indianapolis — Unless protection

against additional taxes is assured,

the 400 Indiana theaters now oper-

ating will follow the 200 that have
been darkened in the last few years

as a result of being unable to cope

with present conditions, it was
{Continued on Page 8)

RKO Minority Holders
Retain Thos. J. Shanley

Thomas J. Shanley, formerly

comptroller of Pathe Exchange, Inc.,

and one time fiscal representative

for Thomas H. Ince, has been re-

tained by the RKO Stockholders'

Protective Committee to make an
analysis of the reports of RKO con-

tained in its letter to stockholders
{Continued on Page 4)

Warner-F. N. Employees

Donating to Relief Fund

Warner-First National employees are giving

part of a week's salary to the unemployment
relief fund. Workers earning from $20 to $50
will be asked to contribute five per cent;

those getting from $50 to $100 will donate

7V2 per cent, and 10 per cent contributions

will come from those receiving more than

$100 a week,
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Roxy Dividend
Roxy Theater Corp. declared reg-

ular quarterly dividend of 87 Vi;

cents on the Class A stock, payable
Dec. 5 to stock of record Nov. 25.

Fred Niblo Under Knife
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Fred Niblo is reported

recovering following an operation
for appendicitis.
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Tax Measures Looming
In 20 State Legislatures

Indications are that a flood of tax-

ation measures will develop at the

20 legislaMve sessions, both regular
and special, scheduled for the months
ahead. Regular sessions are due in

the following states: New York,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi,

New Jersey, Rhode Island, South
Carolina. Virginia and Porto Rico.

Special sessions are scheduled or

are being held in Georgia, Illinois,

California, North Carolina, Penn-
sylvania, Tennessee, Ohio, Texas,
Wisconsin and Indiana. In every
instance major problem to be con-

sidered is that of raising additional

revenue.

Says Pantomime, Music
Is International Formula
Pantomime and music, with dia-

logue reduced to 10 or 20 per cent,

is the goal that must be achieved

by motion pictures if they are to

regain the international market,
says Milton Diamond, head of the

Tobis interests in America. Telling

of the story in pictures, with talk

employed only for emphasis, is ad-

vocated by Diamond. Dubbing and
cut-in titles are undesirable, he de-

clares.

Goldhammer Gets Welcome
Upon his arrival from Minneap

oils to assume charge of the War-
ner-First National metropolitan
sales division, L. E. (Nicky) Gold-
hammer was given a warm recep-

tion by the sales force and eastern

friends. Dave Loew and Spyros
Skouras were among the welcoming
host.

Party to Helen Twelvetrees
A press luncheon to Helen Twelve-

trees will be given today aboard the
Pennsylvania of the Panama Pacific
Line. The RKO Pathe star and her
husband, Frank Woody, are in New
York for a visit. Miss Twelvetrees
has just completed "Panama Flo."

Chicago-Florida l<'ilm Express
Atlan'^a—Express service for film

shipments from Chicago to Tampa,
Fla., without going through Jack-
sonville, has been arranged by the
local Film Board of Trade. The
new route saves about 12 hours in
time to various Florida points.

Jed Harris and Erskin for Films
Jed Harris is reported quitting

stage production after the close of
"Wonder Boy" next Monday and it

is said he may go with United
Artists. Chester Erskin is under-
stood to be negotiating with M-G-M.

Janet Gaynor Party
Janet Gaynor will be guest of

honor at a tea in the Chinese Room
of the Savoy from three to six this
afternoon.

Columbia Product Deals
Century Circuit, with theaters in

Brooklyn and Long Island, and the
Manhattan Playhouses have closed
product deals with Columbia.

Warner to be Honored
By Washington C. of C

IVashirfiton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A banquet in honor

of Harry M. Warner is being plan-

ned by the Chamber of Commerce
coincident with the premiere of the

George Washington bi-centennial

picture produced by Warner Bros.

Aff^air will be held either late in

December or the first of the new
year. The picture, to be released
in two reels, has been made here
and at the Vitaphone studio in

Brooklyn.

Margalo Gillmore in Para. Film
Margalo Gillmore, appearing on

Broadway with Katharine Cornell in

"The Barretts of Whimpole Street",
has been signed by Paramount for
a prominent role in "Wayward," the
Nancy Carroll-Pauline Frederick-
Richard Arlen picture to be made
in New York. Miss Gillmore is the
daughter of Frank Gillmore, presi-

dent of Actors' Equity.

Shubert Firm to be Reorganized
A reorganization of the Shubert

Theater Corp. will be worked out

by bondholders, creditors and stock-

holders, following a resolution to

this eff^ect adop'ed at the meeting
held this week. The company has
eiven up leases on six New York
theaters, one in Chicago and one in

Boston.

RKO Pathe Branch Changes
Cleveland — Morris Lefko, RKO

booker and office manager, has been
transferred to Pittsburgh, Otto
Braeunig, booker and office manager
of the local RKO Pathe exchange,
succeeds Lefko. Harry Gibbs, Pathe
branch manager, and Arthur Gold-
smith, city salesman, remain in spe-

cial sales capacities.

L. A. Sarecky to Supervise Two
ll'cst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Louis A. Sarecky has

been ass'gned supervision of "Lost
Squadron" and "City of Sin" for

Radio Pictures. This disposes of re-

ports that he was to leave Radio.

Cleve. Collects $13,500
Cleveland — Approximately $13,-

500 was collected by theaters here
for the unemployed relief fund.

"X Marks The Spot" Premiere
Tiffany's "X Marks The Spot" will

have its world premiere at the Fox,
Washington, Dec. 4.

p Mayfair Theatre B'ldg, N. Y. PI
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THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n, Baker Hotel,
Dallas.

Dec. 3: A.M.P.A. luncheon at the Dixi«
Hotel with S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel as
guest speaker.

Dec. 7 : First Annual Film Party of Kansas!
City Film Row, Pla-Mor Ballroomi
Kansas City, Mo.

]

Dec. 10: Special Meeting of RKO stock'

holders to vote on plans for change ini

capitalization.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina,
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte, J

Charlotte, N. C.
|]

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dancOT
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures),

'

Hotel Plaza, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.

T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing-f
ton, D. C.

TIFFAKY PRODUCTIONVINC
presents

ARK
THE

PO'
EQUALS

SIZZLING DRAMA
BEHIND THE
HEADLINES
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First 3 days, $1,837 ahead of previous

"week at Earle, Washington.

LOr^L BOY MAKES GOOD
In 4 days 22% over corresponding period

in previous "week at Stanley, Pittsburg.

Tripled average gross at Capitol, Steuben-

ville, Ohio.

Ten inches of snow and a blizz^^d

couldn^t stop it in Denver. $3,000 more

than previous 'week at Paramount.

Biggest opening since ^Tittle Caesar^^ at

N. Y. Strand. Headed for record 'week!

With

DOROTHY
LEE
RUTH
'iALL

And there are 10,000 more Local

Boys who will Make Good with
Dh-ected by
MERVYN
LEROY

JOE E. BROWN and



ONE-YEAR AGREEMENT

ENDS K. C. UNION WAR

(.Continued ficm Page I)

employment as possible for the op-

erator's. Robert Dillon, P. L. Fried-

lander and others represented the

operators, with C. H. Burkey, Jay
Means, M. B. Shanbere and C. A.

Schultz acting for the 23 indepen-

dent houses and the 10 Fox theaters.

Schultz is the lessee of the five for-

mer Hughes-Franklin houses. H. F.

McElroy, city manager, .also took

part in the peace negotiations. Only

the 10 Fox houses had remained

closed, the others operating in spite

of difficulties.

"Trader Horn" Proves
Cleanup in Australia

Sydney—M-G-M's "Trader Horn"
is proving a virtual cleanup in

Australia. After playing seven

weeks at Fullers' Roxy here, it was
transferred to the larger capacity

St_. James. At the premiere the

crowds rioted and tore down the

Roxy box-office and decorations

when told all space was sold. For
two weeks the queues were unpre-
cedented here. Fuller Theaters has
nrst-runs on the picture in Sydney,
Brisbane, Newcastle, Melbourne and
Adelaide. No other film coming to

Australia has had as much public-

ity as this one, with the "Log of

the Trader Horn Expedition" run-
ning in leading metropolitan papers
and in 135 provincial journals.

National Supply Convention
Cleveland—National Theater Sup-

ply Co. is holding a regional conven-
tion here headed by J. I. Roberts,
general sales manager. New theater
equipment will be discussed. Those
attending include the following
branch office managers: Frank Ma-
sek, Cleveland; E. B. Morton, Pitts-

burgh; Jack Stallings, Cincinnati;
Ernest Forbes, Detroit; Don Smith,
Indianapolis, and Al Becker, Buffalo.

Schram Opens Non-Theat. Office

Cleveland — Victor Schram has
opened an office in 706 Film Ex-
change Building for the distribution
of non-theatrical pictures and also
of popular theatrical attractions for
non-theatrical consumption.

Virgil Caywood to Hollywood
Dallas—A film contract took Virgil

Caywood, contact man and assistant
to Fred McFadden, publicity director
of the Melba to Hollywood. Infor-
mation given by Faul Short, the
Melba manager, was that Caywood
had headed for Fox studios.

COMING & GOING

HAL HORNE and JOE MOSCOWITZ
have gone to Bermuda for a brief trip, re-
turning to New York on Monday.
JOHN R. FREULER, president of Big 4,

is back from Chicago, where he conferred
with B. N. Judell of that city and S. K.
Decker of Detroit.
HUGO BRYK of Emelka is in New York.
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• • • A VERY important and influential person in this

film biz who requests that his name be withheld

sends us a thought that strikes close home so

we are quoting him word for word in the following para-

graph

• • • "A MILLION Dollars Raised By Film Benefits

says a Film Daily headline very good but while

the machinery is functioning so beautifully why not let's

raise some for ourselves? we have many managers,

salesmen, advertising men and others right in Our Own busi-

ness who need help and need it badly they

are out of work through no particular fault of their own
due to the depression and attendant mergers and elimi-

nations how easy it would be for the machinery that has

so successfully raised this million for general unemployment
relief to raise another $25,000 through a Special

Show and do some charity AT HOME the tre-

mendous problem of proper distribution of such a fund is no
longer a handicap through the machinery set up by the

Film Daily Relief Fund in fact, there is no reason why
the Fund should not be glad and eager to handle the moneys
so raised"

• • • A HAPPY thought from a responsible source
a sane and constructive suggestion here is this

great industry that has been among the first to respond
to the President's call for general unemployment relief

and through local, centralized committees has blanketed
the nation with benefit shows in every spot North, East, South
and West rolling up an impressive million for local

relief while there are dozens of Urgent and Needy cases
right in our own Film Family that need help just as
urgently we have the organization to put on a Special
Show for these boys we have the talent to give a show
that will be a Wow and there isn't a mugg in the biz

that wouldn't dig down for such a Cause thankful that
he's got a job and realizing how he'd appreciate some
help if he didn't it will be a cinch to raise 25 grand

which will prove a Godsend to the boys who need some
part of it regular fellows that you all know so
come on let's Organize we've done it for out-
siders now let's do it for Our Own!

• • • AND NOW Bert Ennis, director of Publicity and
Exploitation over at Columbia, steps out with a r-evamped
"Showman," their house organ a piece of selling copy
from cover to cover canning all the ole hoosh and per-
sonality blah and giving the showman material to SELL
the product practical, timely stuff Advance Dope
to help the exhib a combination tabloid pressbook on a
half dozen current Columbia pix doggone . . a New
Idea!

* * * *

• • • SPEAKING OF theater fronts, take a flash at that
one on the Mayfair for "Suicide Fleet" converted
over night into the forward turrent of a battleship with
two imposing 16-inch guns sticking out over the sidewalk from
the disguised box-office an Eye Smash that stops the
citizens dead in their tracks whoever engineered that
one deserves to go to the head of the class

* * * *

• • • ALONG COMES an Arkayo stockholder with this
suggestion for refinancing sell 100,000 season passes at
10 bucks to raise a million which means that 100,000
passes would be papering Arkayo houses most every day for
a year oops

« « « » » »

SALE OF 16MM. HLMS

FLOPS IN 5 & 10 STORES!

(Continued from Page 1)

dak projector. It was expected that
if the sale of the films received
satisfactory response, the entire
1925 Woolworth stores could sell

5,000,000 feet a year. According to

W. J. Thompson, buyer for Wool-
worth, the sale will be discontinued
as non-profit making.

RKO Minority Holders
Retain Thos. J. Shanley

(Continued from Page 1)

and the additional information sub-
sequently provided by B. B. Kahane,
vice-president. In a statement is-

sued Wednesday by Ray B. Bolton,
secretary of the stockholders com-
mittee, he says, "The committee is

experiencing the greatest difficult]

in determining the amount of finano
ing required by RKO. From th(

stockholders' letters, $10,000,000 ii

the largest amount required, and ol

this amount $6,000,000 will not b(

entirely due for two and a hall

years if the plan is approved."

New Bridgeport Theater Firm
Bridgeport, Conn. — Centra

Amusement Corp. has been incorpo'
rated to operate theaters, etc. Capi
tal stock is $50,000, of which $6.00C
is paid in. It is understood that the
concern will operate the Black Rock,
West End neighborhood house. A,
A. Schuman of Hartford is presi-

dent; J. A. David, New Haven, vice-

president; I. L. Schuman, Hartford,
secretary, and J. A. Dolgin, Hart-
ford, treasurer.

Cashier Brutally Assaulted
Pittsburgh—Hazel Weaver, cashier

of the Sheridan Square, was held up,

beaten and robbed by a masked
bandit, who blackened both her eyes,

tore her coat and fled with he;

purse containing $13.

Weinberg House Robbed
Baltimore—Thieves broke into the

office of Herman G. Weinberg, man-"^"

ager of the Europa., after the Sat-

urday night show and stole $190,j
representing Saturday's receipts.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdays:

November 26-27
Madge Hunt
R. V. Anderson
George Kates
John Hunter Booth
C. C. Popovici

Corinne Griffith

Leon Holmes
Julian Johnson
jack A. Stone
Frances Dee
Philip Longdon
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LIchtman Joins Celebs

Al Lichtman has been added to the

list of celeb caricatures adorning the

walls of Sardi's. The work is that of

Card, Broadway's premier cartoonist.

Randforce Managers
Hold Forums on Ideas

Theater managers in the Samuel
Rinzler and Louis Frish circuit on
Long Island have formed the Rand-
force Club, which meets every two
weeks for discussion of operation
problems and business boosting
ideas. Rinzler and Frish have adopt-
ed a policy of giving managers every
leeway. The circuit is divided into

six groups with the following dis-

trict supervisors: Erwin Gold, Ben-
sonhurst; Harry Davies, Ridgewood
and Maspeth; Charles Steinman,
Williamsburg; George Langbart
Park Slope and Borough Park; Sid-

ney Levine, East New York; Monty
MacLevy, Richmond Hill, Ozone
Park and Cypress Hills.

Irving Kaplan is chief booker;
Jack Birnbaum, booker; Felix Char-
ney, head of projection; Irving Gold-
stein, purchasing agent.

Topeka Favors Ann Harding
Topeka, Kan. — In a popularity

contest conducted recently by the
"Topeka Capital" in cooperation
with Fox theaters, Ann Harding
walked away with first place, fol-

lowed by Norma Shearer, Marie
Dressier and Marlene Dietrich.

16-Reeler Made Here for Russia
St. Paul—Ray Bell, local studio,

has made a 16-reel picture on the

subject of railroading, handling of

passengers, mail, etc., for showing
in Russia.

Blumenfeld Circuit Non-Union
San Francisco— With expiration

of last year's operator contracts, the
Blumenfeld circuit in Mill Valley,

San Rafael, San Anselmo and Sac-
ramento has gone non-union.

Cab Calloway Booked
Cab Calloway of the Cotton Club

has been signed by the Artist's

Bureau connected with the Warner
theater circuit to appear at the
Stanley in Jersey City the week of

Dec. 18.

Publix Adds Vaude in Springfield
Springfield, Mass. •— Six acts of

vaudeville are being added by Para-
mount Publix here. William Mor-
ris will book the talent. Ernie An-
drews has been signed as orchestra
leader.

Connely With Standard Film
Cincinnati — Jack Connely has

joined the local Standard Film Ser-
vice exchange as salesman after be-
ing out of the picture business for
two years.

J. S. Graham Joins Standard
Pittsburgh — J. S. Graham, for-

merely with Pathe, is now with the
local Standard Film Service ex-
change as salesman.
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NEW TRIAL IS SOUGHT I

IN ST. LOUIS ACTIONS

(Continued from Page 1)

was involved. Warners will im-
mediately a.ppeal the cases and se.ek

dismissal of the receivers. .

Jesse W. Barrett, former attor-'
ney-general for Missouri, was ap-
pointed special referee to supervise
an accounting sought in the Skou-
ras suit. The actions were backed:
by Harry Koplar, former associate!
of the Skouras Bros. Counsel fori
Skouras and St. Louis Amusement!
will file immediate appeal to the
Missouri Supreme Court if they axe
not granted a new trial.

Lobby Dancing Proves Draw
Toledo, O. — Sidney Dannenberg,

manager of the Paramount, has beenl
very successful staging Saturday
night dances in the lobby after the
last performance. Attendance has
steadily increased. A hostess is

chosen for each Saturday night, and
she is presented with a gift.

Claims Three-Dimension Screen
Development of a new beaded

5creen giving three-dimension effect!

is announced by Douglas F. Winnek,

'

cinematograph engineer, who demon-
strated the invention this week at

he Hotel Taft. The device was per-

f'ected by Winnek at the New York
University laboratories with the as-

sistance of Prof. Van de Merwe.

Al Lewis After Stories

Al Lewis, who is en route to New
York from the Coast, is understood
to be in quest of six more stories

to complete the Fox feature sched-

ule for 1932-33.

Sunday Shows in Englewood
Englewood, N. J. — Englewood's

two houses, the Plaza, operated by
Skouras Bros., and the Englewood,
are now running Sunday shows, fol-

lowing a favorable vote at the city's

recent referendum.

Fritz Friend Promoted
De roit—Fritz Friend has been

promoted from the sales force of the

Pittsburgh Standard Film Service

oflice to be manager of the local

Standard Film office. He succeeds

Sid Hackford, resigned.

R. E. Griffith in Denver
Denver — R. E. Griffith, of the

Griffith circuit of Oklahoma, Texas

and New Mexico, is visiting here, ac-

companied by his wife and child.

They are considering making their

home here.

Showman' In New Dress

Columbia's exploitation organ, "The

Showman," has made its appearance in

new dress— larger size, snappier makeup

and with more readable presentation of

the various sales helps on pictures.

George Cray is editor of the publica-

tion and Frank Spicker art editor, un-

der the supervision of Bert Ennis, direc-

tor of advertising, publicity and ex-

ploitation.



AMERICAN TRI-ERGON CORPORATION
10 WEST 47th STREET

NEW YORK CITY

WILLIAM FOX
President

Notice to the SoundPicture Industry

ARE.RESENT DAY sound pictures utilizing photographic film sound records are essentially dependent
upon several early and important inventions of Messrs. Engl, Vogt, and MassoUe. These inven-

tors are German scientists who did pioneer work in this field, and were the first to produce and
publicly exhibit successful film sound records.

The attention of the sound picture industry is directed to the following U. S. patents covering

certain of these inventions now owned by American Tri-Ergon Corporation.

I
Patent No, 1,713,726, Vogt, et al, granted May 21, 1929. This is the patent

popularly known as the "flywheel patent^* and it relates to certain methods
and apparatus for uniformly moving the sound record film under the con'

trol of inertia, either in recording or reproducing machines utilizing sound
controlled light in translating the sound to or from the film. This patent

also relates to the photoelectric cell when used with such reproducing

apparatus, as is now the general practice.

2 Patent No. 1,825,598, Vogt, et al, granted September 29, 1931. This patent

relates to the process for producing combined sound and picture film by

photographing the sound and pictures on separate films so that they may be

developed separately, and then printing both records side by side on a single

film. This process, as you know, is very extensively used in the industry.

This patent was recently granted after prolonged litigation on priority with

Dr. Lee DeForest, in which the Court affirmed the Patent Office decisions

in our favor.

Attention is invited to the patents themselves for a fuller understanding of their scope.

Applications for other early and important inventions are still pending.

Producers, exhibitors, and manufacturers utilizing any of the inventions of said patents are

hereby notified and warned that they will be held liable for all profits made or damages arising

from their infringements of said patents.

Infringement suits have recently been instituted under these patents against representative

concerns in the industry. Further suits will be brought, if necessary, against infringing film pro-

ducers and theatre operators and against manufacturers of infringing apparatus, for the purpose

of restraining all unlicensed use of these inventions.

Licenses under these patents may be acquired under proper conditions. The object of this

notice is to acquaint the industry with the situation in order that further liability for unlicensed

use of the inventions may be avoided.

AMERICAN TRI-ERGON CORPORATION
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PLANS TO FINANCE INDIES
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series will be 12 two-reel comedies

starring Eddie Giibbon. Finis Fox
heads ill? Standard scenario depart-

ment and will also supervise. Tom
Lambert heads the sound depart-

ment, Ben Reynolds the camera de-

partment and J. W. Myers is studio

manager. James Long Wright, for-

mer New Orleans banker, is chief

financial advisor.

New House for Norwalk. 0.

Norwalk, 0.—Work is to be stari

ed here at an earlv date on the con-

struction of a $100,000 theater. Con-

tract has been awarded to Beckei

and Palfi of Ravenna. The new
house will be located on W. Main

Street near the courthouse.

J. Real Neth Heads Auto Club

Columbus, 0.—J. Real Neth, head

of the J. Real Neth Theater Enter-

prises, has been elected president

of the Columbus Automobile Club.

One In a Thousand

At 999 hotels in Atlantic City you

can get the same thing . . . rooms

with or without meals . .

"An Original and Unique Service has

made

CAROLINA
CREST

The Thousandth Hotel

*Abed or at your service table en-

joy a delicious Tray Breakfast.

WITHOUT CHARGE. In llie pri-

vacy of your own comfortable room

while you glance through your

morning paper . . . then wonder,

as all our guests do—how we hap-

pened to move your home to the

CAROLINA CREST
North Carolina Ave., Near Boardwalk

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

SPECIAL WINTER RATES:—

Single $3
Double $6

Every room with private bath—Bed
lamps and at least three windows

ITS WISE TO MAKE RESERVATIONS
IN ADVANCE

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
'By RALPH WILK'.

HOLLYWOOD
TTUTU CHATTERTON will make

her bow as a Warner Bros, star
in "The Rich Are Always With Us."
The story was supplied by E. Pettit.

Kay Francis' first picture as a star

under the banner of Warners-First
National is to be "The Hungry
Wife."

* * *

Shirley Grey, as the feminine lead, and
Muidock McQuarrie have been added to the

cast of Columbia's next Buck Jones special,

"Justice Ridp£ A?ain." Lambert Hillyer is

directing. Harry Todd, Robert Ellis, Rich-
ard Alexander and Henry Sedley also are in

"Trojan crying towels" appeared
at several studios before the Uni-
versity of Southern California-Notre
Dame game.

* * *

Do you remember when Eddie Montagne,
Eddie Goulding. Jchn Lynch. Sarah Y. Ma-
son, Al Mannon, George Orthur, Cyril Gard-
ner, Ralph Ince, George Archainbaud and
Alan Crosland were with the Selznick pro-
duction forces at Fort Lee? When Harry
Sherman was an exhibitor in Minneapolis?
When Fred J. Cubberly was a printer? When
Charles G. Branham was a reporter?

A real studio romance culmination
in the marriage of Sam Nelson to

Frances Johnston. The former is an

assistant director at Columbia, while

the bride is a member of the Colum-
bia casting department.

* * *

Homer, p'ayed by Harry Gribbon, discards

the anvil, dons the boxing mitts and cha'-

Ienge« the heavyweight champion of the world
in M?ck Sennett's new com?dy, "The Pctts-

ville Palooka," being directed by A. Leslie

Pearce. The cast includes Babe London.
Dorothy Gianger Nat Pendleton, Larry
McGrath, John De Weese and Bobby Dunn.

* * *

Richard Carle, Charles Judells and
Charles Coleman have been added
to the cast being assembled for the

production of Maurice Chevalier's
next starririg picture, "One Hour
With You."

Ralph Ince has just been engaged by First

Naticnal as a rr.mber of the cast supporting
Edwaid G. Robinson in "The Honorable
Mr. Wong."

* * *

Production staff on First Nation-
al's "The Honorable Mr. Wong" in-

cludes: Fred P'ox, assistant director

to William A. Wellman; Sid Hickox,
cameraman; Anton Grot, settings.

* * *

RKO Pathe will again team Eddie Quil-
lan and Robert Armstrong in a story now
being worked out by the writing staff...

Charles Sellon has been cast in "Bad Tim-
ber", Bill Boyd film.

K. C. Film Party Dec. 7

Kansas City—First Annual Film
Party of the local film row will be
held Dec. 7 in the Pla-Mor ballroom.
C. F. McBride of Warner Bros, is

chairman, assisted by R. C. Borg of

Educational, T. R. Thompson of

RKO Pathe, Ed Dubinsky, Lawrence
Lehman of the Mainstreet, H. H.
Barrett of the Rix and Oscar A.
Morgan of Paramount. Proceeds
will go for lelief.

"Frankenstein" Clicks
Results of premiere showings of

"Frankenstein" in Detroit, Washing-
ton, Milwaukee, i_awrence, Mass.,
and Providence have convinced
Universal that the public is still go-
ing for "shockers." In all these
cities where the grotesque drama
has been given a pre-release show-
ing the critics' comments and the
b.o. reactions have been highly fav-
orable. Universal reports.

R. J. Garland in New Post
Denver—R. J. Garland, manager

of the Columbia exchange here until

a short time ago, has taken over the
local agency for RCA Photophone
portable sound.

Gene Dennis Held Over
Gene Dennis, mentalist, is being

held for a second week in her re-
turn engagement at the Warner
Beacon.

"Sea Ghost" Booked
"The Sea Ghost," the first Al

Mannon production for Peerless Pro-
ductions has been booked into the
entire Skouras circuit and spotted
in a score of Loew metropolitan dis-
trict houses. Laura La Plante and
Alan Hale head the cast.

Edward Ricci Takes Fifth Ave.
Edward Ricci, formerly representa-

tive for the Argentine American Film
Corp., begins his operation of the
5th Ave. Playhouse today with "Bro-
kiga Blad" ("Scattered Pages"), a
Scandinavian production distributed
in this country by Ernest Mattson.
The Swedish film will be followed
by "French Leave," a Wardour pro-
duction handled here by Talking
Picture Epics.

Juvenile House Splits Time
Under the new policy effected at

David Mavity's theater at 52 East
78th St., New York, the house will

play both American and foreign pic-

tures Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, and then become a
juvenile picture theater on Friday
and Saturday. Name of the the-
ater has been changed from the
Juvenile to the Lenox Little The-
ater.

Sunday Shows Win
Manchester, N. H.—Sunday eve-

ning shows are now being given
here following a recent vote in

which the issue carried by a major-
ity of 17,698 to 2,791.

French Films at President
Showing of French talkers at the

President, 48th St. legitimate house,
was resumed last night vnth "La
Rose du Souk," produced by Gallia
Films.

Martin Johnsons Showing Film
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson will

give a special showing of "Wonders
of the Congo," their latest jungle
film, next Tuesday night at the
Westchester County Center.

400 INDIANA THEATERS

fEAR DOOM FROM Wli

er

^1
edf

'

(Continued from Pane 1)

stated at the meeting of the Asso-
ciated Theater Owners of Indiana
held here this week. Should the
chain store tax, recently upheld in
this state, be extended to theater
circuits, many of the houses woul
automatically close, according to e:_

hibitor opinion. Modification of thl

Vestal copyright bill to be presente
in Congress this winter, to cut the
high license fees now imposed
theaters, also was advocated.
Walter F. Easley of Greensburg

was elected president of the organi-
zation, which will hold a series of

meetings throughout the state thii

winter and spring. Others electee

weie: A. C. Zarin?, vice-president
Harry Markum, treasurer, and Mrs
Hele.i B. Keeler, secretary. Charles
R. Jletzger continues as attornej
and general manager.

Directors other than officers an
S. W. Neal, Harry Vonderschmidt
P. H. Dickson, Pal Meloy, A. M
Howard, Ernest L. Miller, A. E
Bennett, A. E. Hancock, Oscar Fine
L. M. Prewett, Maurice Rulvii

George Heliotes, H. H. John
Joe Brokaw, M. Marcus and B. V
Sturdevant, Indianapolis.

Canton Offers Student Tickets
Canton, 0. —This ci y, one of the

few in the state where major the

aters have not reduced admissioi

P'-ices, will soon introduce a studeni

ticket, 15 cents in the afternoon am
25 at night. Warnei's Palace anc

Loew's are still getting 40 cents toj

at night and a quarter in the after

noon. New student ticket is ex

pected to stimulate matinees.

Hamilton Thompson Opens A^jenc]

Hamilton Thompson, formerly ex

ploitation manager for RCA Photo4
phone, has established his own office^

at 155 Eaft 42nd St.. as writers|

representative, specializing in mo
tion picture material.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Arcade Pictures Corp., motion pictures

Fitelson, Lerman & Mayers, 70 West 40tl

St.. New York. 200 shares common.

Ticket Exchange, theater tickets; A. A
Silberberg, 286 Madison Ave., New York
100 shares common.
Moving Day Productions, theatrical; Cohel

& Rosman, 1440 Broadway, New York. $20,

000.

Star Dust, Ltd., theatrical; J. A. Murphy
Albany, N. Y. $50,000.

Sharbu Operating Corp., theatrical; H
Simon. 66 Court St., New York, $1,000.

Merrick Gables Amusement Corp., thi

atrical; M. M. Alpert. 2 Lafayette St., Ne]

York $10,000.

Av. U Theater Corp.; I. J. Ginsberg,

Court St., New York. 100 shares common,

Nassau Amusement Co.; W. P. Young^
Hempstead, N. Y. $10,000,

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
lasom Theatrical Corp., Jersey City, the-

aters; United States Corp. Co., New Vurk.

100 shares common. !
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CHESTER MORRIS
rVA- ALISON LOVD
Evening OraphiC

Chester Morris Thrills . . . 'Corsair' is one
of the most beautifully photographed pro-

ductions of the past five years^ and races

rapidly through high tension action and
presents Mr. Morris in a splendid charac-

terization. Morris is one of Hollywood's
most talented actors and in 'Corsair' he

puts much vitahty and force into seven

reels . . . Roland West should lake a bow
for his direction, and the photosrapher

deserves specisi rredit.^gg^^cenes
are gorgeous."
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Another from UNITED ARTISTS! The Leader!
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..M. TALKING REPORTER »/A

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL

This is the 1 -Sheet

ADVERTISE
YOUR STAR!

...tell them you've McNAMEE. . .the

one big star who appears on your

screen twice every week and makes

them cry for more!

Use the one-sheet at the leFt (15 cents

each) and the 22x28 Lobby Card

below (40 cents each) and that swell

marquee hanger head I

Also slide and herald . . . the slide in

colors exactly like the 22x28 shown

on this page... and a set oF six 8x10
Lobby Cards ^50 cents For 6).

YOU CAN GET THEM
ALL AT ANY

UNIVERSAL EXCHANGE!

This cut-out novelty

head on tinted litho

cardboard punched

lor string, 7 cents

each, or 20 for $1.00

Catl^Joaemmle.

QiJiamcMWaam
\ «X ^/?olld's3^re7nis'LCR^oQjnnounce<

amee^

(Ja/kma neporier

\ UNlVEPiSAL TALKING
NEWSREEL

Supnyisiit h/ Sem £ Jacobson

This is the 22 x 28 Lobby Card
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Loss of Protection Threatens Dual-Bill Houses

FEATUREJCARCITY GIVKJHORTS ROSYjUTLOOK

B. I. P. May Start Producing on Coast Within Year

24 British-Made Features
Scheduled for Release

In This Country
Sidney Garrett of British Inter-

national Pictures says "it is possi-

ble" that B.I.P. will produce in this

country at a coast studio within the

next year. Garrett would not give

further details when interviewed by
Film Daily, but said a statement
might be forthcoming in the near
future. Stanley Whiteley, assistant

(Continued on Paqe 2)

CANAVAN WILL PUSH PLAN

rOR 36-WEEK UNION CUTS

If the 700 locals affiliated with

the I. A. T. S. E. and M. P. 0.

fail to adopt his 36-week pay rebate

plan the first time, President Wil-

liam F. Canavan is determined to

try again. At present, however,

there is nothing to indicate that this

recommendation of the union's exe-

cutive board will not be okayed by
the locals. Replies to the Canavan
proposal should be practically all re-

ceived at headquarters within five

or six days.

Robert Ames Dies
In New York Hotel

Robert Ames, stage and screen

leading man, who came east several

days ago to appear opposite Clau-

dette Colbert in "Confession" for

Paramount, was found dead of a.

hemorrhage yesterday (Friday) in

his suite at the Hotel Delmonico.

Langdon a Talker Victim
In filing a bankruptcy petition on be-

half of Harry Langdon in U. S. District

Court this week, the former silent

comedian's attorney stated that his cli-

ent's financial troubles were brought

about by talking pictures. The once
popular pantomime artist's style was not

adapted to the new medium.

Shorts Minus Showmanship
Examination of movie advertising in the newspapers of 50 different towns around

the country, picked at random recently, showed only 24 theaters, or barely half, adver-

tising their shorts by star name or title. In many instances the line, "Newsreel and

Short Subjects," was the only credit given to the surrounding bill of anywhere from

three to six shorts. As far as it was possible to ascertain, the majority of programs

had subjects with decidedly exploitable possibilities.

Better Business Bureau Punctures

Dreams of Early Television Shows
Likelihood of television upsetting

the movie industry within the next

few years is very remote, according

to an unbiased survey oj the situa-

tion compiled by the National Better

Business Bureau. Intended as in-

formation to safeguard the public

against worthless television stocks,

the statement says that, while trans-

mitting of pictures by radio so they

can be received in more or less rough
{Continued on Page 3)

Sol Lesser Signs Space
At Metropolitan Studios

West Coast Bureau, THE FILN DAILY
Hollywood—Sol Lesser has signed

space at the Metropolitan Studios to

be used as headquarters for his pro-
ducing activities. He is now record-
ing and editing a Zane Grey travel

and adventure feature. "Peck's Bad
Boy" also is on Lessor's schedule.

Dual-Bill Houses Threatened
With Withdrawal of Protection

12 Theaters Join
Allied of Illinois

Chicago — Twelve new houses
have been added to the Allied The-
ater Owners of Illinois, making 68
now in the association.

Chicago — Exhibitors clinging to

the double feature through force of

necessity now have a new worry.
The distributing companies, op-

posed to dual bills, are threatening

to deny exhibitors protection on pic-
{Continued on Page 2)

hooking Ahead On Shorts
—the endurance powers oj the travelogues

By DON CARLE GILLETTE

DURING this year—of many innovations—in short subjects— it is sig-

nificant—that travel numbers—have not only—held their own—but

actually show—a numerical increase***Even sport subjects—which

started out—like a house afire—with the Bobby Jones series—and are

now exploiting—the football field—with a vengeance—have cut no dent

—into the travelogues***At this very writing—at least two dozen—
(.Continued on Page 2)

Growing Shortage of Full-

Length Pictures Aids
Short Subjects

Shortage of good first-run feature
product which has existed in recent
months and threatens to become even
more acute in the weeks ahead is

a bullish factor for the future of
short subjects, in the opinion of
regional exchanges, field men for
shorts distributors, and others in

(Continued on Page 3)

NEW BELLSiiSYSTEM

WILL BEJKTED DEC. 9

First public demonstration of a
new system of recording and repro-
ducing, developed at JBell Labora-
tories, will be conducted Wednesday
evening, Dec. 9, at a meeting of
the N. Y. section of the S.M.P.E.
in the auditorium of the Engineers
Bldg., 33 West 39th St. Leopold

(Continued on Page 3)

Six Committees Formed
To Work for 'Chain' Law
Six committees, embracing organ-

ization, ways and means, finance,
legislative, advisory and publicity, to
work for enactment of a "chain"
store tax in New York on the same
order as the Indiana measure, have
been formed by the New York State
Independent Retail Merchants' Ass'n.
Fear that the Indiana measure, re-

cently upheld by the Supreme Court,

may be extended to theaters has
caused considerable apprehension
among exhibitors in that state.

One-Pound Sound Camera
Paris—Andre Courriant, young French

engineer and inventor, has patented a

sound recording apparatus so light that

it weighs but a pound. The need for

a motor trucl< on outdoor locations

will, it Is claimed, be done away with by
this invention, which is said to register

sound clearly without any interference.
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Looking Ahead On Shorts
—the endurance powers of the travelogues

(Continued from Page 1)

organized troupes—are combing the globe—for travel material—to be
converted—into shorts—and this doesn't count—the numberless camera-
men—who are perpetually gathering—these international bits.

•
THE little secret—of the whole thing—is that the public—is keenly interested—in

' actualities—especially when—they are presented—in more or less—dramatized
form"**Few things can beat—the human element—for gripping attention''"''*Take those

spellbinders
—

"Floyd Gibbons' Supreme Thrills"—or Mack Sennett's "Wrestling Sword-
fish"—or "Adventures in Africa"—or "Olympic Champions"—proceed to analyze—their

fascination—and you'll discover— it's the human angle—the dramatized realism—that puts

them over'''**The same principle—assures the ruccess—of the current flood—of sport

subjects—and those novelties
—

"Believe it or Not"—and "Strange as it Seems"—all of

which—when you come—right down to it—are just an extension—of the perennially

popular—newsreel idea.

•
pUT as usual—there is danger—of overfeeding the public—with the same diet

—

'^ particularly on sports—and straight travelogues'"**As a balance wheel—and to offset

—the overloads of dialogue—in other pictures—the crying need—at this moment—is for

a bigger quantity—of action comedies—including especially—reliable old slapstick.

•
PXHIBITORS in many parts—have not yet become—shorts conscious—in the right de-

^ gree""*Some theater owners—don't know the value—of short subjects—as a b. o.

stimulant—because they have never—exploited them properly"*--There are times—when
the public—only needs to be sold—on an idea—to be made to realize—how good it is

*''But if the exhib himself—is not sold on shorts—there's not much chance—of his

audiences—ever finding out—that a variety of brevities— is far more satisfying—than a

second feature.

Net
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Double-Feature Houses
May Lose Protection
(Continued from Page 1)

tures unless they agree to drop the
extra feature. This applies only to

the independent theaters at present,

but is likely to involve others. The
matter is expected to come to a head
soon and may eventually be brought
up before the Hays office.

Alexander Pantages Acquitted

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles—Alexander Pantages
was acquitted in the retrial of the

case brought against him by Eunice
Fringle, dancer.

}'t New York Long Island City >
i't 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. ft

if BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 :jt

IEastman Films!

j| J. E. Brulatour. Inc. |

Dispute Over Washington Pageant
In reply to dispatches from Wash-

ington yesterday (Friday) to the ef-

fect that Arnold Kruckman, director

of the District of Columbia Commis-
sion of the George Washington Bi-
centennial Commission said no ar-

rangements had been made to have
D. W. Griffith direct the four-day
pageant in the national capital next
June, George Gerhard of United
Artists, vtrho sent out the original
story following conferences with
Kruckman, stated that copies of the
entire correspondence between Grif-
fith and the Commission are in the
U. A. files. Throughout the cor-
respondence the Commission took
the initiative in soliciting Griffiths'

service, Gerhard says.

J^
Chicago Hollywood W

> 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica !•

K CALumet 3692 Blvd. W
K HOLlywood4121 W
*^ S

"Struggle" Opens Dec. 10
D. W. Griffith's "The Struggle"

will open Dec. 10 at the Rialto, it is

announced by Al Lichtman of United
Artists.

At the same time Lichtman an-
nounced that "Cock of the Air"
would not succeed "Corsair" at the
Rialto. It will be shown in about
a month follovsdng two pictures
which have piled up on Paramount.

Milwaukee May Net $50,000
Milwaukee—Receipts from benefit

shows here for relief of unemployed
may reach $50,000, believed to be a
record on basis of the city's size.

B.I P. Production Here
May Start Within Year

(Continued from Pane 1)

to Garrett, has returned from Lon-
don, where he confen-ed with John
Maxwell, president of B. I. P.

About two dozen B. I. P. features

of the current season are to be
brought to this country, the ma-
jority slated for national distribu-

tion. Titles include "Girl in the

Night," "Creeping Shadows," "Fas-
cination," "The House Opposite,"
"The Perfect Lady," "Love Lies,"
"The Man at Six," "The Shadow Be-
tween," "Rich and Strange," "Gipsy
Blood," a musical dramatization of
the opera "Carmen," "Hobson's
Choice," "Money for Nothing,"
"Four Winds Mystery," "Out of the
Blue," "Many Waters," "Tin Gods,"
"Bachelor's Baby," "Verdict of the
Sea," "Such Men as These," "Strict-
ly Business," "Number 17" and
"Mystery of Marriage." "Pajamas
Preferred," now in production, is an-
other possibility for American re-
lease.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Nov. 30: Annual meeting of Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n, Baker Hotel,
Dallas.

Dec. 3: A.M.P.A. luncheon at the Dixie
Hotel with S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel ai
guest speaker.

Dec. 5: Meeting of Chicago Section of
Society of M. P. Engineers. World's Fair
Administration Bldg., Roosevelt Rd. and
Lake Michigan, Chicago. 1 P.M.

Dec. 7: First Annual Film Party of Kansaii
City Film Row, Pla-Mor Ballroom,
Kansas City, Mo.

Dec. 10: Special Meeting of RKO stock-i
holders to vote on plans for change in,

capitalization.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina.
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte,i
Charlotte, N. C.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance:
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures),'
Hotel Plaza, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-:
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. ?.
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing-!
ton, D. C.

De Putt! to Lie in State Till Monday:
Remains of Lya de Putti, Hungar-

ian stage and screen star who died:
early Friday morning at Harbor
Sanitarium, will lie in state at
Campbell's Funeral Parlors untili

Monday, when a high mass of re-
quiem will be celebrated at St. Pat-
rick's Cathedral. Whether burial
will be in this country or abroad will

depend upon cabled wishes of her
relatives.

Camera Unions in Harmony
Relations between the New York

cameramen's union, Local 644, and)
Chicago Local 666 are entirely bar
monious and there is no fight over:
territorial jurisdiction, says 0. V.
Johnson, business manager of Local
644, in contradicting reports fromi
Chicago stating that there is a con-i
flict between the two units and that|

the Chicago group had added num-.-
erous states to its list.

For ENTERTAINING stories

for

SHORT SUBJECTS
go to

Viola Irene Cooper
9 East 59th St. New York

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

(NCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3840
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FEATURE SCARCITY MEANS

ROSYOUTLOOKEOR SHORTS

(Continued from Page 1)

close contact with the general situ-

ation. At the present rate of double-

featuring it is estimated that within

another few months about 50 per

cent of the houses now on a dual bill

policy will have to discontinue it

for lack of feature product. Already
the scarcity of features has reached

the point that even talkers of the

earliest era must be revived to sup-

ply the second feature, and in the

majority of instances this has un-
favorable results.

Inquiries on shorts have been
showing an inclination to pick up,

the exchanges report, and a good
spurt in sales is believed to be in

the offing.

More exhibitors are suggesting

that shorts be given a little more
footage, without necessarily raising

the price. It is contended that, if

subjects are very short, the great

number required to fill out a pro-

gram makes the cost prohibitive, and
that too many very brief subjects

are not enjoyed by an audience as

much as a moderate number of fair

length.

New Bell Sound System
Will Be Tested Dec. 9
(Continued from Page 1)

Stokowski. director of the Phila-

delphia Symphony Orchestra, will

address the gathering in this con-

nection.

The new system is a development
of the "hill and dale" or vertical

cut recording used by the late

Thomas A. Edison in his first pho-
nograph. The device, it is claimed,
makes possible reproduction of mu-
sic as played by the largest orches-
tras with a quality and naturalness
never before possible. H. A. Fred-
erick of Bell Laboratories will dem-
onstrate and explain the system.
Amplifiers greater than those used
in the largest picture houses will

be utilized at the demonstration.

COMING & GOING

F.nOAR WALLACE, English author signed
liv Radio Pictures, arrived in New York on
Friday.

STUART WALKER, Paramount director,
i^ on his way from the coast to New York
tn look over the current Broadway plays.
He returns west about Dec. 15.

WALTER GOULD, Central American rep-
resentative for United Artists, is in New York
for conferences with Arthur W. Kelly, vice-
president and treasurer of the company.
EDITH ELLIS is back in New York from

Hollywood, where shi has been writing for
pictures.

MARILYN MILLER, First National star,
leaves the coast Sunday for New York.

CONRAD NAGEL and JOAN MARSH,
M-G-M, have arrived in New York for ;

series of personal appearances in eastern
Loew houses in a sketch by Edgar Allan
Woolf, who also is in town.

ROGER MARCHETTI, Los Angeles attor-
ney who handles much of the film work, is

in New York.

STANLEY WHITELEY of B.I.P. has re-
turned to New York from Europe.

• • • 'WAY BACK in 1801, a professor of botany at Co-
lumbia College bought 20 acres of land on Middle Road
a thoroughfare in the outlying districts of what was then New
York City today the spot is the location of Radio City,

the biggest amusement enterprise in the world which
will represent an investment of half a billion dollars

the botany professor paid less than 5 grand for it

which all goes to prove that things Do Grow

• • • BACK IN 1907, a Marine was mustered out of the
service and drifted to Forest City, Pa he rented a va-
cant store, which he outfitted with seats borrowed from an
undertaker and with a wobbly screen, a crude projector
and a lousy lighting system Roxy began his inauspicious
start on his dazzling career of glory and now, 24 years
later, he heads the half-billion dollar Radio City project
and Mister Rothafel sez "I'm just BEGINNING my
theatrical career" which all goes to prove that some
gents never Stop Growing

• • • THOSE AMPAS have gone in for finding out what
makes a Pressagey tick at the last luncheon they had
a head-reading machine the Psycograph which
clocked the 32 bumps on your dome and most of the
pressageys' readings showed that they were Modest, Retiring,
even Self-Effacing oops but we got a break
this is how our Conjugal Love bump read "Very good

your life partner can always be sure that you will

respect your marital bond great temptation cannot sway
your fidelity" after that we stand aces at home
we're all for this Psycograph machine

* * * *

• • • DOWN IN Philly Louie Blaustein loaned his key
to an exhib who wanted to use his office for a li'l private busi-
ness and later Louie finds out that the exhib just wanted
to sign a contract with an opposition firm! now Mister
Blaustein is running up and down the main thoroughfares,
frothing at the mouth

• • • OVER ON 46th Street Mort Van Praag of National
Screen parked his car for a few hours and when he
came out with Harold Bennett he noted two traflic cops holding
a post mortem so he goes into a quick huddle with
Harold Harold beats it, and Mort rushes up to the
cops "I forgot my keys, and sent a mugg up home to
get 'em." just then up drives Harold in a taxi, jumps
out, and yells "Here's the keys, Mort." and Mis-
ter Van Praag drives away as the two coppers stand scratching
their heads but what's he gonna tell 'em the Next
Time?

* * * tft

• • • THE WRITERS of the song, "I Will Share," are
donating 50 per cent of their royalties to the unemployment
relief and the Southern Music Publishing Co. are kick-
ing in with 50 per cent of their profits on this song
This week the Paramount has an "all-Radio" lineup for the
stage talent, with Bing Crosby, Kate Smith, Rubinoff and the
Mills Brothers

• • • THE PASSING of Lya De Putti reminds us of a
story she once told us she always had a yearning to
play sweet, romantic parts but the producers insisted
on making her a Continental vamp and she couldn't
make the grade although she was one of the most in-
teresting foreign players who ever took a whirl in Hollywood

and about the most democratic never too busy
to give anybody an interview

BUSINESS BU. DISCOUNTS

EARLY TELEVISION SHOWS

(Continued from Page 1)

form on a small screen or through
a peephole has been an accomplished
fact for some years, "the broadcast-
ing of elaborate outdoor events so
that continuous images can be ob-
served at distant points in satisfac-
tory detail and large size simul-
taneous with the action, judging
from the problems which science
must yet surmount, is years away.
"The reliable range of any tele-

vision broadcasting station that now
seems commercially practical is
roughly one fourth the service dis-
tance reached by sound broadcasting
stations or about one sixteenth the
reliable service area covered. There
is no known feasible way of sending
television programs of the sort that
are likely to hold public interest
over existing telephone wires as is
now done in national radio broad-
casting through affiliated network
stations. Until some practical way
to use wire transmission is put into
effect, therefore, the area to be cov-
ered through broadcasting any pro-
gram from one studio is consider-
ably reduced and the number of re-
ceiving sets reached, which is the
vital economic factor for considera-
tion by advertisers and others who
produce and pay for the programs,
is minimized."

25 Italian Musical Shorts
On Transcontinental List
Twenty-five musical shorts made

by the Cines-Pittaluga studios of
Rome have been received for dis-
tribution here by Transcontinental
Pictures, American agents for the
Italian producing company. All of
the shorts have music and singing,
and some also have dancing. One
group, consisting of "Donne alia
Fonte," "Visions of Naples, Sorrento
and Capri", and "Songs of Sicily"
No. 1, was shovra recently at the
RKO Cameo in conjunction with
"Terra Madre," while "Canterini di
Romagna," "Songs of Sicily" No. 2
and an "Italian Newsreel" compiled
by Dr. Paul R. De Ville of Trans-
continental were shown last week at
the Cameo with "Fra Diavolo."

« « « » » »

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdays:

November 28-29
John Willard

H. Emerson Yorke

Arthur Stone

Trixie Friganza
Mildred Harris
Rod La Rocque
Harold Beaudine

Maurice McKenzie ^^^ Johnson
Genevieve Tobin

Kirk Russell Naomi Ruth Stevens



S.S.VAN DIME'S
MYSTERY SERIES

"Splendid. ..Vitaphone hat some-
thing in this group of shortt."

—Motion Picture Herald

"According to the way it wa» re-

ceived by an audience at the
Warner Theatre in New York, the
eriet ha* a future before it."

Series of !2 -Film Daily

2-Reelers

NOVELTY
im^0i

13 l-REEL ROBERT L.RIPLEY
''BELIEVE IT OR NOT"
"Very interesting...The material is

certainly fascinating."—Fi7m Daily

"...makes interesting material for
quality houses."— Variety

"...It's program material no one
will turn away from."- Vari>f>

E. M. NEWMAN
"TRAVEL TALKS"
"Good Travelogue
reel."-fiVm £>ai7y

"Good. ..both interesting
struttive."—Fi/m Daily

an engrossing

and in-

CARTOON
COMEDY

LOONEY TUNES
Funniest' cartoon comedies on the

screen. 13 I -Reel knockouts star-

ring BOSKO.

\our rairons yyiu.,.

Enjoy The WHOLE
Show when youplay

SHORTS
SONG

CARTOONS

M E RRI E

MELODIES
13 l-REEL SONG
CARTOONS

"Fine... an excellent ex-
ample of the song car-
toon."—fi/m Daily

BIG STAR
COMEDIES
6 starring

• DR. ROCKWELL
•Walter O^KEEFE

•JACK HALEY
•PHIL BAKER
•WILLIAM and

•JOE MANDELL

MUSICAL
ROMANCE

THELMA FANNY

WHITE &WATSON
"GIRL FRIENDS"
Comedies (6 2-Reelers)

"Good comedy. ..the subject should
go over nicely with almost any
clientele."-F.7m Dally

"Was liked by an audience at the
N. y. Strond."-Afo»ion Picture Herald

TED BUSING'S
"SPORT SLANTS"
"...makes 8 minutes of interesting
sock material."- Variety'

13 I -Reel Action Shorts

RUTH ETTING
The Broadway Nightingale in a

'er:e« of 4 2-Reel

BROADWAY BREVITIES
"Okay comedy with music... lines
really funny."—Film Daily

"...has strong build-up through
production. Plot brings out numer-
ous laughs.. .Not to be ignored by
best of houses."— VariXy

BOOTH

TARKINGTON'S
JUVENILE COMEDIES

(13 l-Reelers)

Very good. ..amusing dialogue
m&ke« for very good juvenile en-
tertainment.*'

— Motion Picture Heratd
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Shorts^^Revue"Goes OverBig in Chicago

26 PARANOONT

ARE SET FOR RELEASE

Paramount has set 26 shorts, not
counting the Paramount News, for
release between now and Jan. 30.

The schedule follows:

Nov. 28: Smith and Dale in

"Where East Meets Vest (two
reels) ; "Roaming," a musical fea-

turing Ethel Merman (one reel) ;

Paramount Pictorial No. 4, showing
reef builders of the tropics, a Ma-
rionette Show and an organ recital

by Ann Leaf (one reel).

Dec. 5: Screen Souvenirs No. 5

(one reel) ; a screen song entitled

"My Baby Just Cares for Me" (one
reel).

Dec. 12: Tom Howard in "The
Unemployed Ghost" (two reels) ; the

Haig Children's Trio in a musical
entitled "Backyard Follies" (one
reel) ; a Talkartoon version of the

Little Red Riding Hood story, done
to a wolf's taste (one reel).

Dec. 19 : Ford Sterling in "Twenty
Horses" (two reels) ; Jack Benny in

"Taxi Tangle" (one reel).

Dec. 26: Karl Dane and George
K. Arthur in "Summer Daze" (two
reels) ; Rudy Vallee in "Musical
Justice" (one reel); a Screen sons'

entitled "Russian Lullaby" and fea-

turing Arthur Tracy, known to

radio audiences as "The Street

Singer" (one reel) ; Paramount Pic-

torial No. 5 (one reel).

Jan. 2: Screen Souvenirs No. 6

(one reel) ; Talkartoon entitled

"Any Rags?" (one reel).

Jan. 9: Johnny Burke in "The
Mysterious Mystery" (two reels) ;

the Boswell Sisters in a musical
called "Close Harmony" (one reel);

Screen song entitled "Sweet Jenny
Lee" (one reel).

Jan. 16: Burns and Allen in "Oh
My Operation" (one reel) ; "Boop-
oop-a-doop," a Talkartoon (one reel).

Jan. 23: Al St. John in "All

Sealed Up" (two reels) ; Red Dona-
hue in "Quit Yer Kickin' " (one

reel).

Jan. 30: Screen Souvenirs No. 7

(one reel) ; "Show Me the Way to

Go Home." a Screen Song (one

reel) ; Paramount Pictorial No. 6

(one reel).

U's Basketball Series

With the waning of the baseball sea-

son, Universal will satisfy the sports urge

on the screen with three Basketball sin-

gle-reelers. These were made at Uni-

versal City by one of the greatest bas-

ketball authorities of the United States,

Dr. Walter Meanwell, mentor of the
University of Wisconsin Basketball Team,
which is as much a by-word in the

Middle West as Notre Dame is in foot-

ball. The first one will be released

Dec. 21 and the others will follow at

weekly intervals.

Public Demanding Diversification

By |0E BRANDT
President Columbia Pictures

The short feature is coming into its own. Exhibitors everywhere are discovering

that it is the novelty program that balances the feature and has a powerful draw.
Double features are fast losing their B. 0. pulling power, because of lack of diversifi-

cation and the fact that if the patrons attend the last show and miss part of a feature

which is not shown again that night, or if their time is limited, they feel they have been
gyped. whereas with a short feature surrounding program this cannot occur.

The proof of the practicability of the diversified program is demonstrated In a

great many of the Broadway so-called road shows and a great many of the deluxe
houses where the shorts play a great part in the program and the features are restricted

to only one.

The public easily tires and therefore must have a constant diversification. This is

accomplished by means of the short feature, which by contrast with the long feature

gives a patron the feeling that he has seen a lot and spent a delightful evening at the
theater.

Exhibitors Make Grave Mistake

In Classing Shorts as Fillers

By FRED QUIMBY
General Manager, Short Features for M-G-M

WTHY do most exhibitors continue

to book, play and pay for short

subjects on the basis of program
fillers?

Why do the ma.i'ority of exhibitors

figure the length of their program
and then book their shorts in to

fill, with never a thought of select-

ing the proper type of short to round
out a good program?

To thousands of people who lay

down their money at the box-office

the most interesting part of the pro-
gram is the short sub.iects, starting
with the comedy, newsreel, novelties

and travel sub.iects. The smart ex-

hibitor knows this and buys and
books accordingly. That exhibitor
makes a feature out of his shorts
and his patrons show their en-
thusiasm for his choice by spending
their money at the box office.

Never in the history of the pic-

ture business has so much money,
time and energy been put into the
making of short features. Never
before has the industry been able to
boast of such high quality in their
shorts, and with it all, most exhibi-
tors do not give the proper thought
to the selecting of quality shorts

that are essential in rounding out
uniformly good programs.
With much of picture entertain-

ment being what it is today, it is

nposs.ble for theater owners to get
better quality for their programs
.ban in the present-day shorts. If

you, Mr. Exhibitor, would only take
a little time—use a little .iudgment
in selecting and buying your shorts,
the many ordinary feature attrac-
tions that come to you over a period
of months will not be noticed b;^

your patrons. Good shorts with
ordinary features will pull any pro-
gram out of the hole and send your
patrons home happy.

Through necessity, Jensen and
Von Herberg, operating the Liberty
Theater, Seattle, are compelled to
attract patronage to their theater
with the use of short sub.iects. On
account of only a limited number of
average feature pictures being avail-
able for their theater, they adopted
the policy of featuring short sub-
.iects over the feature attraction with
an equal amount of space in their
newspaper advertising, in the lobby,
and on the screen. The policy is

proving a success, and further dem-
onstrates that short subjects do have
a definite box office draw.

EducationaTs DiversiFied List

Boosts Small Town Sales 100%

Small towns throughout the coun-
try have played twice as many Edu-
cational Comedies during the past
year as during the previous year,
according to S. W. Hatch, sales man-
ager for Educational.
"There is no gainsaying the fact

that this large increase in business
was due as much as anything to the
fact that our current program is a
more diversified one than ever be-

fore in Educational's history," said

Hatch. "On the other hand, it would

indicate also that the value of well-

balanced programs has been fuJly

recognized by the smaller theaters."

Supplementing its program of

comedies, Educational has had this

year such novelties as Mack Sen-
nett's fish series, "Cannibals of the
Deep"; the Romantic Journeys;
Bill Cunningham's Sports Reviews;
the Terry-Toons; Lyman H. Howe's
Hodge-Podge; Mack Bennett Brevi-

ties.

Diversified Program is

Warmly Welcomed by
Moviegoers

Chicago—Adoption of the "revue"
idea in presenting short subjects
was tried out with surprisingly
favorable results the past week by
Frank Gordon, manager of the
Wicker Park Theater. In a letter to
Max Stahl, manager of the Educa-
tional branch office here, Gordon
tells about this experience as fol-

lows:
"Just want to let you know that your

first review program played Tuesday and
Wednesday of this week went over big^
holding them out in the rain Tuesday night
and just as big Wednesday.

"Not only BIG at the box office, but
BIG with the audience, who certainly en-
joyed it. Many of them stopped and told
me it was the best show they had seen since
talking pictures started, and it sure was
gratifying, as the only thing I hear when
we run double features is, 'Oh, hum! What
time is it?'

"Am enclosing copies of advertising ma-
terial used and from now on Tuesday and
Wednesday will be established as special
'Wicker Park Review' nights.

"'Thanks for the idea and for the coop-
eration in putting it over, though to be
frank I didn't think much of it when you
sold it to me, in the face of being sur-
rounded with five other houses all using
double and triple features. If these reviews
continue to go over like the first one, good-
bye double features and good riddance."

Babe Ruth Completes
Five Baseball Shorts

Babe Ruth has completed five
baseball shorts for Universal and
is on his way back to New York
with his wife. This is Ruth's first

experience with the moving picture
camera, other than news camera.
Ben Stolofl!^, who was detached from
the Tom Mix unit to direct these
shorts, was extremely pleased with
Babe Ruth's screen personality and
his aptitude for taking screen direc-
tion. The tentative names of these
five baseball shorts are: "Slide,
Babe, Slide," "Just Pals," "Perfect
Control," "Over the Fence" and
"Girls Will Be Boys."
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RUDY VALLEE
Cj in the

t\PARAMQUMT SCREEN SQNG I

Vallee, outstanding hit of the current "Scandals" on Broadway, leaves his

saxophone at home to meet "Kitty" at the station. Something decidedly

new for Rudy and for yovir fans, with Betty Boop as the charming "Kitty".
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n|^hese and many more
marquee names! Tom Howard,

Borrah Miniievitch, Lulu McCon-l

iiell, Johnny Burke, Charlie Davis

and His Joy Gang, Helen Kane,

Mitchell and Durant, Solly Ward,

Herb Williams. Also two more

mighty musicals with Rudy Vallee.

• Each one a big drawing card in

Paramount Shorts. PARAMOUNT

Sound News, two issues a week,,

32 Two-Reel Comedies, 52 One-

Reel Productions, [including

Screen Souvenirs). 18 SCREEN

Songs. 18 Talkartoons. 12

Paramount Pictorials.

Seat Selling

Shorts are • PARAMOUNT
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New Ideas Injected in Paramount Shorts
Big Names and Novelties

Bring Favorable

Reactions

Adoption of several new ideas in

the making of Paramount shorts this

season has resulted in the com-
pany's one and two-reeler meeting
with a more favorable reaction than
any other short subject program
ever produced by the company.

First of all Paramount signed for
these comedies stars of the same
magnitude as those engaged for
work in full length features. Ethel
Merman, Rudy Vallee, Burns and
Allen, Smith and Dale, Irene Bor-
doni, Tom Howard, George K. Ar-
thur and Karl Dane; Al St. John,
Ford Sterling, Johnny Burke and
a host of others who have made
their marks in various fields of en-

tertainment were employed for the
short subjects and as much care

taken in producing such pictures as
in the development of more preten-

tious vehicles.

Perhaps the most unique idea of
the year resulted in the develop-
ment of a series entitled "Screen
Souvenirs", which takes audiences
back into the dawn of the motion
picture era, disclosing to them The-
odore Roosevelt, Thomas Edison and
other public figures as they looked
and acted in the first years of this

century, bringing back to memory
great news events of the past and,
making picture goers howl with de-

light over recreations with "appro-
priate" sound accompaniment of the

first attempts at motion picture

making.

Another stunt which bids fair to

make the Talkartoon one of the Cines Short, "Belfries of Italy"

outstanding Paramount comedy ser- Rome—Mario Serandrei, brilliant
ies was the elevation to stardom of young Cines director, has made a
Betty Boop, the damsel who sings, 25-day motor tour of Italy, filming
dances and foils the villain in those notable church towers for a short
Fleischer cartoons. Betty has even

|

subject, "Belfries of Italy," which
broken into the fan magazines and Cines Pittaluga will soon release

30,000 Independent Cameramen
In the collection of material for his "Travelaugh" series released by Columbia,

Walter Futter is in touch with about 30.000 independent cameramen located in all
parts of the globe, according to Jack Cohn of Columbia. These men have carte blanche
to shoot not only the scenic beauty of a country, but anything that appears to lend
itself to humor. The subjects are then cut into sequences and running comment is

provided by ]. P. Medbury.

New Comedy Production System

Is Instituted by Hal Roach

been interviewed over the radio
since receiving her new honor.
The Paramount Pictorial, al-

though conceived last season, reach-
ed full development this year, pro-
viding ten minutes of unique enter-
tainment off the beaten track. Mu-
sic, dancing, travelogues, big game
hunting, interviews with famous
personalities—nothing is outside the

scope of the Pictorial.

The fifth innovation was the in-

troduction of well-known personali-
ties as master of ceremonies for the
monthly "Screen Songs" produced
by Max Fleischer's studio for Para-
mount release. The original Mr.
Shean of "Gallagher and Shean"
fame, Cab Calloway of the Cotton
Club and Rudy Vallee are among
those who have appeared in these
one reelers. So successful was
Rudy in inducinjg audiences to fol-

low the Bouncing Ball and sing with
the characters on the screen that
he has been signed to do a series of
his favorite numbers for "Screen
Songs."

. . . statistics furnished by L. S. Cleason are
proving that motion picture theatres are losing
the patronage of children in alarming numbers . .

.

MR." EXHIBITOR
CHILDREN OF TODAY ARE YOUR AUDIENCE OF "TOMORROW." CON-
SIDER THEM WHEN YOU LINE UP YOUR NEXT YEAR'S PROGRAM.

FOR YOUR APPROVAL SOON!
IN DIALOGUE AND MUSIC

JACK AND THE BEANSTALK!
(In ten chapters)

ALADDIN AND THE WONDERFUL LAMP!!
(In ten chapters)

ALI BABA AND THE FORTY THIEVES!!!
(In twelve chapters)

MUSICAL SYNCHRONIZATION BY ERNO RAPEE
— They will be—
JAY ARR

Productions
729—7th AVE., NEW YORK, ROOM 705

WATCH FOR FURTHER ANNOUNCEMENTS

By HAL ROACH
President, Hal Roach Studios

QUR studios recently inaugurated
what I consider the most for-

ward steps in comedy construction
and production since the advent of
sound pictures. I refer to our alter-
nating directorial system and our in-
novation of placing more big names
in all pictures.

The alternating directorial system
provides two directors for each of
our five comedy units. While one di-
rector is engaged in the production
of a picture which he has previously
prepared, the second director is busy
preparing, in conjunction with our
staff writers and gag men, the story
for the next production of that unit.

This results in each stoi-y having
the benefit of at least four weeks of
preparation in advance of the actual
shooting schedule. This keeps all
five units working with no time lost
because of unprepared scripts. The
directors are assigned to the five
units comprised of Laurel and Har-
dy; ZaSu Pitts and Thelma Todd;
Charley Chase; Our Gang and The
Boy Friends.

Our new policy of putting more
big names in all comedies means
that various comedy stars under
contract will appear in the support-
ing casts of pictures with other
stars in addition to starring in the
units with which they are already
identified. Laurel and Hardy, for in-
stance, appear with Pitts and Todd
in one of their pictures; Thelma
Todd will appear with Charley Chase
in his next. The effort will thus be
made to utilize our players so as to
inject the utmost entertainment
value into all comedy releases. It is

only because of the large number of
stars under contract to us that we
are enabled to do this.

Right now, more than ever, com-
edies are being given greater credit
for their true worth. I believe that
exhibitors are beginning to appre-
ciate that good comedies will build
a show of greater entertainment
value than it is possible to produce
through double featuring weak fea-
ture pictures. It is this fact that
inspires us to redouble our efforts
to produce the finest comedy prod-
uct that it is possible to create.

M-G-M SPORT SUBJECTS

TIEDWITH OLYMPIC GAMES

Special advertising and exploita-
tion accessories are being prepared
by M-G-M for the last five releases
of Its series of 12 Sport Champions.
These five subjects all feature out-
standmg American athletes and
world champions who are expected
to play leading roles in the next
Olympiad to be held at Los Angeles
next Summer.
Through the special arrangement

with the Amateur Athletic Union
of the United States and the Amer-
ican Olympic Committee, these five
releases of the Sport Champions
Series are enacted by the outstand-
ing athletes of the nation in their
respective fields of sport. In view
of the fact that these pictures fea-
ture so many headline names of in-
terest to sports writers of news-
papers and to newspaper readers,
plans are now being laid to enable
exhibitors to play up the showing
of the subjects to the utmost ad-
vantage. The campaign will include
special heralds, special press mate-
rial designed to register in news-
paper sport pages, posters, news-
paper ad mats and various other
accessories.

Gaumont Producing
Series of Travelogues

London — Gaumont Company is

making a novel series of travel sub-
jects which take in all parts of the
world. "Up and Down New York,"
"Calling on Cairo," "Heart of a Na-
tion," "Top of the Old World,'
"Dutch Treat." "Boston Commor
and Proper" are the titles of tht
first six.

Zlassy lobby card on Tiffany's "Footbai
for tho Fans" series.



LAUGHS SPORTS * THRILLS
NEWS -ADVENTURES LAUGHS

For the

Kids

and the

Grown-ups!

THE OLD FIGHTIN' COCK'S
STAR SPANGLED SHORTS

COMEDIES

IlKO
VANIEUREN'S

PATHE
NEWS

l>ATHE
REVIEW

Starring Masquers Club, Jimmy

Gleason, Franic McHugh, June

MacCloy, Edgar Kennedy, Benny

Rubin, Louis John Bartels and

others.

Floyd Gibbons' Supreme Thrills,

"Aesop's Fables", "Vagabond

Adventures" and Grantland Rice

Sportlights.

The world's foremost newsreel,

released every Wednesday and

Saturday.

The leading magazine of the

screen. Telling the unusual in on

unusual way.

RKO^PATHE --/V-.



DUEL
between a man
with a

CAP PISTOL
and a man
with a

REVOLVER!



NAMES do the trick

inM-G-MSHORTSI
HAL ROACH M-G-M COMEDIES

ZASU-PITTS—THELMA TODD (8)
The DressleT'Moran of Shorts

!

BOY FRIENDS (8)
Fun among our Flaming Youths!

"OUR GANG" (8)
The One and Only kid comedies'.

CHARLIE CHASE (8)
Consistent quality!

LAUREL-HARDY (8)
Bill 'em like features!

DOGVILLE COMEDIES (3)
The bow-wow of every program

!

FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALKS (13)
$2 Astor Theatre class

!

HARRY LAUDER (4)
Talk about names

!

FLIP THE FROG (12)
Cartoons with a kick!

SPORT CHAMPIONS (12)
Pete Smith's Tab-laughs!

FISHERMAN'S PARADISE (6)
Something different in shorts!

THEY have theatres

ON opposite sides

OF Main Street—

TheyWe both fighting

for business!

ONE of them has

M-G-M Short Subjects

LOADED with

BOX-OFFICE NAMES!

[The other is just using

rogram fillers—

YOU KNOW where

the crowd flocks

when BIG NAMES
BOOM on Main Street—

You know how much of

a crowd you can gather

with a cap pistol!

GET WISE!



THEY'LL MAKE THE
YOUR SHOW SAFE FOR

WHEN the lobby shoppers start huddhng to discuss your show, it's time to give

them names and Faces they l<now to be a guarantee for snappy entertainment

in your short subjects as well as your features,

Educational personalities and Educational Pictures are the kind that sway the crowds

when they are not fully sold on the feature.

THERE'S REAL DRAWING POWER

TORCHY PASSES THE BUCK
with RAY COOKE

Dorothy Dix, Franklyn Pangborn, Edmund Breese

Produced by C. C. Burr

"A real treat"—Hollywood Spectator

ANDY CLYDE
in "HALF HOLIDAY"

Produced by Mack Sennett
Cleverly handled, with snappy gags, and Andy Clyde as

usual is a delight."—Film Daily

ALL-AMERICAN KICKBACK
with HARRY GRIBBON
A Mack Sennett Comedy

Another great Sennett Sports Comedy. A laugh touchdown.

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM'

edOcational film



SHORT SUBJECT SIDE OF
LAUGHS AND THRILLS

Think what the name Bing Crosby adds to the drawing power of your show! Stop and

figure what the name and well loved face of Andy Clyde mean to your fun-hungry

public! And Mack Sennett^ Harry Gribbon^ Tom Patricola, Glenn Tryon, Al Christie,

"Torchy"— all names that spell real entertainment to the fans! Where could you get

such short subject box-office bets except from Educational, the Specialist?

IN EACH OF THESE NEW SHORT FEATURES

BING CROSBY
in "ONE MORE CHANCE"

A Mack Sennett Comedy Featurette
Radio's sensation oi the hour is packing them in every-

where with his screen comedies.

'^^P^P^-^1

''SMART WORK"
with BILLY DOOLEY and addie mcPhail

A Cameo Comedy
Dooley as a gooFy detective.

"ACROSS THE SEA"
A Romantic Journey

in Multicolor

A Brown-Nagel Production
'Exceptionally fine"—Motion Picture Herald

"CANINE CAPERS"
Bill Cunningham Sports Review

"Excellent . . . one ol the most charming, instructive and
interesting studies oF dog liFe that has ever come to the
screen ... a superior short Feature."—Motion Picture Herald

EXCHANGES, In
f. W. MAMMONS, Presid
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Slapstick Comedies Coming Back Strong
12 EDUCATIONAL RELEASES

SCHEDULED FOR DECEMBER

Twelve subjects will be released
by Educational during December.
"Torchy Passes The Buck"; "Half
Holiday," an Andy Clyde Comedy;
"For The Love of Fanny," featur-
ing Glenn Tryon; "My Children," a
Tiffany Chimp Comedy; "The Potts-
ville Palooka," a Mack Sennett,
comprise the two-reelers to be re-
leased in December.

"Across The Sea," a Romantic
Journey; "Summer Time" and
"Aladdin's Lamp," Terry-Toons;
"Smart Work," a Cameo Comedy;
"The Veldt,' a Lyman H. Howe's
Hodge-Podge; and two subjects in

the Voice of Hollywood series, make
up the single-reel releases for the
month.

"Moonlight And Cactus" an Ideal
Comedy, featuring Tom Patricola;
"Dream House," the third Mack
Sennett Featurette starring Bing
Crosby; and "Keep Laughing," a
Mermaid, will all be released in

January. "Shopping With Wifie,"
an Andy Clyde; and "Torchy Turns
The Trick," a Torchy, are the two
titles set for February, additional
titles to be announced.

The one-reel releases will be made
on schedule.

Fall Hunting Season

Favors Sportlights

Photographically speaking, the
1931 Fall Hunting Season has been
the best in memory and the various
units comprising the Grantland Rice
Sportlight Staff are taking full ad-
vantage of the ideal weather condi-
tions, rushing every bit of equip-
m-^nt available into the fields to join

hunters throughout the land in fol-

lowing game trails and shooting
w'th camera and lense the various
species of wild life.

Units are now operating in North-
ern New York and Canada, where
deer and moose are now in season,
and also throughout the Southland
where hunters and dogs are search-
ing out feathered game species in

great numbers.

Jack Eaton is supervising produc-
tion of the Grantland Rice Sport-
I'ght Series for the RKO Van Beu-
ren Corp.

Football Series Popular

Prints on Tiffany's "Football For J\\e
Fan" series, released by Educational,

Inc., have been booked absolutely solid

throughout the country. Indicative of

the enormous popularity of this series is

the fact that there are practically 100
per cent more prints per subject avail-

able on this series than are usually made
on a one-reel series.

Business-Building Ideas

A brochure entitled "Business Builders," giving detailed facts on advertising,
exploitation and the general use of showmanship on short subjects, has been issued
by Educational for the benefit of exhibitors. The booklet contains a gold mine of ideas
on hovir to draw both the grownups and the kids.

68 New Program Shorts
AlreadyFinishedbyPathe

Sixty-eight shorts subjects on the
new season's program have already
been completed by RKO Pathe. The
finished shorts, listed by series, are
as follows:

Masquers Comedies: "Stout Hearts
and Willing Hands," "Oh, Oh,
Cleopatra," "The Great Junction
Hotel," "Wide Open Spaces."

Rufftown Comedies: "Where Ca-
naries Sing Bass," "Slow Poison,"
"Doomed to Win," "Battle Royal,"
"High Hats and Low Brows."

Traveling Man Comedies: "That's
My Line," "Beach Pajamas," "Sell-
ing Shorts," "Stop That Run,"
"Blondes by Proxy," "A Perfect 36."

Frank McHugh Comedies: "That's
News to Me," "The Hot Spot," "The
Big Scoop," "The News Hound,"
"Extra! Extra!" "Pete Burke, Re-
porter."

Benny Rubin Comedies: "The
Messenger Boy," "Julius Sizzer,"
"Full Coverage," "Guests Wanted,"
"Dumb Dicks," "The Promoter."

Mr. Average Man Comedies:
"Lemon Meringue," "Camping Out,"
"Thanks Again," "Bon Voyage,"
"Mother-in-Law's Day."
Gay Girls Comedies: "June First,"

"Take 'Em and Shake 'Em," "Easy
to Get," "Only Men Wanted," "Gig-
olettes," "Niagara Falls."

Manhattan Comedies: "She Snoops
to Conquer," "Crashing Reno," "Oh,
Marry Me."

Floyd Gibbons Supreme Thrills:
"The Great Decision," "Turn of the
Tide."

Asop's Fables: "Big Game," "Love
in a Pond," "Fly Hi," "Family
Shoe," "Fairyland Follies," "Horse
Cops," "Cowboy Cabaret."

Grantland Rice Sportlights:
"Olympic Talent," "Manhattan Mar-
iners," "Floating Fun," "Pigskin
Progress," "Timing," "Pack and
Saddle," "Riders of Riley," "Canine
Champions," "Uncrowned Cham-
pions."

Vagabond Adventures: "The Fall-
en Empire," "Beneath the Southern
Cross," "The Utmost Isle," "Song
of the Voodoo," "Through the Ages."

Pathe Review: Four issues com-
pleted.

Shorts on the way include two
Masquers comedies, one Rufftown
comedy, one Mr. Average Man com-
edy, 19 Aesop's Fables, 15 Grantland
Rice Sportlights, eight Vagabond
Adventures and nine Pathe Reviews.

Nat Levine Preparing
Last Serial of Season

Nat Levine, serial specialist, has
completed three of his Mascot ser-
ials for 1931-32 and is now on the
fourth and last on this program.
The finished productions are: "The
Vanishing Legion," 12 two-reel
chapters, starring Harry Carey
and Edwina Booth, with Rex, King
of Wild Horses, and Frankie Darro;
"The Galloping Ghost" 12 two-reel
chapters, starring Red Grange,
with Dorothy Gulliver, Walter Mil-
lei-, Francis X. Bushman, Jr., and
Gwen Lee; "The Lightning War-
rior" 12 two-reel chapters, star-
ring Rin-Tin-Tin, with Frankie
Darro, Georgia Hale, George Brent,
and Pat O'Malley.
"The Shadow of the Eagle," 12

two-reel chapters is now being cast.

Aesop's Fables Dolls
Popular Store Tie-Up

Attractive window displays are
being featured by leading theaters
hroughout the W^--t in connection
with special showings at which the
Aesop's Fables dolls, replicas of the
famous cartoon characters, are given
away free to holders of lucky num-
bers.

These contests are arranged by
the W. R. Woodard Co. of Los An-
geles, manufacturers of the dolls
under special license granted by the
Van Beuren Corp. 'There are six
dolls in all, "The Countess," "Waf-
fles Cat," "Don Dog," "Mike Monk,"
"Al Fox" and "Puffie Bear."
The large doll, an exact replica

of "The Countess," measures more
than four feet in height, is pre-
pared specially for lobby and win-
dow exploitation only and is not in-

cluded in the contest. The smaller
dolls form an extremely attractive
and colorful gift and are proving
efficient crowd getters wherever the
idea has been used.

Two Comedies Re-Titled

Two changes in titles are an-
nounced by Educational. The Mack
Sennett featuring Harry Gribbon
has been changed from "The Potts-
ville Champion" to "The Pottsville
Palooka," while the Tiffany Chimp
Comedy, "Gland Hotel," has been re-

titled "My Children."

Dialogue Slows Up Shortsi
Says Lew Lipton of

RKO Pathe
Hollywood—Action as it pertain;

to and enhances the motion picturi
comedy on the screen is recovering
its robust health after suffering fo;
two years as the result of a seven
and well placed kick from the booy
of sound-mad producers and direc
tors, according to Lew Lipton.
charge of producing the RKO Path
comedies.
"The attack which was consid

ered, and probably intended to be
fatal at the time, was only a mino;
injury which extensive and lavisl
use of dialogue has practically
cured," says Lipton.
"The custard pie era in motioi

picture comedy development was acl
claimed a low fellow when an Eng

j
lish accent and polite drawing
room comedy made its appearance
Movement went overboard an(

,

only the ears got the breaks. I;

you were slightly deaf, your oppor
tunity to laugh was practically nil

Today the lowly slap-stick is agaii
n command of the situation and tb
ve.s seem more or less to have it.

"It took several years to discove ,

that people move and that humor i 1

not entirely oral. During the pas I

few months we have produced nearb
half a hundred two-reel comedies a

RKO Pathe and in these we hav«
j

carefully balanced the action an( i

dialogue giving the action a shad' i

the better break. We have taken i

comedy situation which is funny t'

the eye and placed dialogue with i

that is calculated to enhance it

humor. You cannot successfull;

photograph a stage comedy for mo
tion pictures. Both action corned:

and dialogue comedy have been giv

en a try and found lacking in tl

proper ingredients for modern aud,

ence tastes. Dialogue comedy is to

«low for a grouj) of people used t

the old type of~speedy comedy ar

of course no audience would accei;

only pantomine comedy in this da
of sound."

Typicnl ivindotv display of Aesop Fable

dolls in tie-up with theater on shotting

of the RKO Pathe animated cartooi
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16 SHORTS IN DECEMBER

Novelty is the keynote of Colum-
bia's 16 short subject releases for
December, the group includinff:

"Mickey's Orphans", Mickey
Mouse cartoon; "The Ugly Duck-
ling", a Disney Silly Symphony;
"The Piano Mover", a Charles Mintz
Krazy Kat cartoon; "Chinatown
Mystery", Scrappy cartoon; Screen
Snapshots No. 4; Eddie Buzzell's

new Bedtime Story for Grown-ups,
"Connubial Blister"; John P. Med-
bury's "The Road to Mandalay", a
Waiter Futter Travelogue; a new
Bryan Foy "Monkeyshines; a new
"Curiosities", and the series of six

"Football Thrills".

Congress of French Cinematography

Paris—The Committee of the Ac-
tion Economique et Financiere of

France is organizing an annual con-

gress of French Cinematography to

allow all organizations interested to

cooperate regularly in all matters
pertaining to the motion picture in-

dustry. The organization committee
is headed by Julien Durand, deputy
and ex-minister.

How theaters around the country are cashing in on the radio popularity oj

Bing Crosby, tvho appears in a series of Educational comedies.

British Film Stars Will

Return Home, Says Dean
London—Basil Dean reported on

his return from a visit to America
that American motion picture pro-

ducers were seriously considering

reducing their output, and he fore-

sees in that fact unprecedented
prospects for British films. "I fore-

see very soon," he said, "a trek back
to the old country of the hundreds
of British film artists who went
fortune-seeking in Holljrwood."

17 Port O'Call Shorts
Completed by Imperial

Seventeen of the 26 "Port O'-
Call" shorts planned by Imperial
Distributing Corp. have been com-
pleted to date. They include "Raf-
fles 'n' Rubber," "An Oriental Met-
ropolis," "Honeymoon Heaven,"
"Temple of Heaven,' "A Celestial

Venice," "A Garden Granary," "A
Japanese Rome," "Isle of Isolation,"
"In Maori Land," "Ghosts of Em-
pire," "Souther Cross Ways," "Sun-
ny Splendor," "Death's Hostelry,"
"Fairest Eden," and three others.

FOUR MORE SUBJECTS

WIND UP TIFFANY LIST

Production on Tiffany's line-up of
short features for the year is about
completed, with three more subjects
in the Voice of Hollywood series,
and one in the Tiffany Chimp Com-
edies yet to be made.

"Africa Squawks," "Apeing Holly-
wood," "Cinammon," "Skimpy," and
"My Children" are the five subjects
in the Chimp series completed, with
"Ex King" still to be made.
The entire Football For The Fan

series was completed and made
available to exhibitors coincident
with the arrival of the football sea-

Terry-Tooners Growing
Terry-Tooner Clubs, sponsored by

Educational as builders of juvenile
business are gradually expanding
and gaining recognition. Movie Ro-
mances magazine recently devoted
a big article to the junior fan or-
ganizations and lauded the idea very
highly. Special accessories are being
supplied to exhibs for use in fur-

thering this business-boosting stunt.

Qfca
^^ ' will

f shows ar

f Shortsfo^^/
Smart showmen

build their Yuletide
around these fine reels!

These COLUMBIA short features

belong on every screen!
Walt Disney's

MICKEY MOUSE
and SILLY

SYMPHONIES
•

Eddie Buzzell's

BEDTIME
STORIES

•

SCREEN
SNAPSHOTS

Walter Futter's

TRAVELAUGHS
CURIOSITIES

with John P. Medbury

•

Charles Mintz'

SCRAPPY and
KRAZY KAT

•

Bryan Foy's

MONKEYSHINES

FOOTBALL THRILLS

Book them Now-from Columbia
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M'G-M's Shorts Lineup 63% Finishes

57 Subjects in Various

Series Already
Completed

With the receipt in New York of

five subjects which are now being

edited and previewed in various stu-

dios. M-G-M's short feature pro-

gram for 1931-32 will be 63.3% com-

plete. The Hal Roach Studios, with

a total of 40 comedies to deliver to

M-G-M, has completed 23. M-G-M's

own studios, on the schedule for 21

releases, has completed 19, while

subjects due from other sources, in-

cluding the James A. FitzPatrick

Travel-Talks, Harry Lauder, and

Flip-the-frog animated cartoons are

complete to the extent of 15 out of

29
Among Hal Roach's five comedy

units, ZaSu Pitts and Thelma Todd

have just completed "On the Loose

and are now putting the finishing

touches on "Seal Skins" under the

direction of Gil Pratt. The Boy
Vriends are working on the release

to follow "The Kick Off". "Readm'

and Writin' " has been completed

by Our Gang, and their next story

is now in work under the direction

of Robert McGowan. "The Tobasco

Kid", starring Charley Chase, nears

completion, while Laurel and Hardy
have finished "Helpmates," which

follows "Any Old Port".

James A. FitzPatrick this week
completes two additional releases of

his series of 13 Travel-Talks, "Ire-

land, the Melody Isle", and "London,
City of Tradition".

At the M-G-M Studios, the series

of 12 Sport Champions having been
completed, the rest of the series of

six Fisherman's Paradise subjects

7,000 Drawings in a Fleischer Cartoon
In the production of a screen cartoon, 100 artists and technicians produce 15,000

hand-made drawings of which 7,000 are used and approximately seven or eight thousand

discarded, according to Max Fleischer, originator of Paramount's "Screen Songs" and
"Talkartoons."

"From eight to nine weeks are required to complete a cartoon and the whole
thing is run off in the theater in less than seven minutes," Fleischer declares.

"Although seven minutes may seem to be too short a space of time to warrant so

much thought and labor," the cartoonist continues, "it is In reality considered a long

period in the amusement field. To convince yourself of this, assume that you are

about to entertain an audience for seven minutes and that each minute you stand
before your audience you are to be as entertaining and as amusing as possible. Take
out your watch and put on your act. Before seven minutes have passed you will find
you have plenty of time to hem and haw, blush, choke up and probably run out of
ideas."

TWO SPECIALS ARE ADDED

TO VITAPHONE SCHEDULE

SPORT SUBJECTS DOMINATE

U'S FINISHED SUBJECTS

Out of 40 short subjects on the
new program that have been com-
pleted so far by Universal, 17 are
sports reels, covering football, base-
ball and basketball. The others in-

clude 16 two-reel comedies, five

Shadow Detective series and two
Strange As It Seems.
Three serials also have been fin-

ished by U.
In work now at Universal City

are two two-reel comedies, one sports
reel, one Shadow Detective, one
Strange As It Seems, one Oswald
cartoon and one serial.

are now being whipped into shape.
M-G-M's own fishing expedition into

deep sea waters has resulted in the
addition of several thousand feet of
thrilling piscatorial action between
monsters of the deep and the cham-
pion fishermen of the West Coast.
"Piscatorial Pleasures", now near-
ing the print-shipping stage, will be
the fourth release of the series.

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS
presents
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RELEASE OF 15 SERIES

STARTEDjYJ. P. EPICS

Talking Picture Epics has made
a substantial beginning on its 1931-

32 short subject program. Prints

representing 15 series of novelty

shorts are already in the 30 ex-

changes of the company. The sub-

jects include:

Four Dr. Raymond L. Ditmars se-

ries, three Great American Cities,

four Snooky Comedies, two Char-

acter subjects of strange lands, two
Lowell Thomas "Driftin' Around"
series, eight Intimate Interviews
with stars, seven Wanderlust travel
series, two Ghosts of Other Days
series, one American Scenics, two
"Let's Go Places" series featuring
Emma-Lindsay Squier, two Wild
Life series, two Al Alt Comedies,
one Dramalogue, one Big League
Baseball series, two Bag of Tricks
series, two Aviation Memories series.

T. P. E. reports that the double
feature practice now in vogue has
created an unusual demand for its

program of short features, which
are shown as added attractions with
Hollywood product. This series in-

cludes the American Legion official

picture, 3 reels; "Monsters of the

Deep," 5 reels; Carveth Wells in

"Hell Below Zero," 3 reels; "Bali-

nese Love," 3 reels; "Around the

World on the Graf Zeppelin," 5

reels; "Today and Yesterday," 3

reels; "Seeing Australia," 2 reels;

"Bird Islands of Peru," 2 reels;

"Bottom of the World," 4 reels;

"The Break-Up," 5 reels; Gifford

Pinchot's South Seas Expedition, 3

or 6 reels; "Wild Men of Kalihari,"

5 reels; "Lost Gods," 5 reels, and
"Across the World with Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Johnson," and "Hunt-

ing Tigers in India with Com-
mander George M. Dyott," served as

serials.

The company is now recording its

six-reel subject on Mexico featuring
Emma-Lindsay Squier and John
Bransby, which is being edited so

that it can be served either as a

six-reel feature or a serial of three

sections.

In the Candid Camera series, one

has been finished, titled "Hollywood
Beach Colony," and five are to come.

Five out of 12 Prof. Cippy's trav-

elogues also have been finished.

Two shorts which are being re
leased as specials were filmed during!
the past month by Vitaphone. "Sea
son's Greeting," a holiday number,
is declared to be one of the most
novel shorts ever turned out at the
Vitaphone studio. In its cast are
several of Vitaphone's headliners in

a most unusual setting that is quite
in keeping with the spirit that pre
vails during the Christmas and New
Year's holidays. The players in-

clude, Thelma White, Fanny Wat
son, Robert Ripley, Janet Reade,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth, Ted
Husing, Billy Hayes Vitaphone's
Penrod, Ray Collins, Lucille Sears
and Betty Sholar.

The second special, a two-reeler

on which Vitaphone devoted morei

than usual effort, is "Washington-
the Man and the Capital" which is;

to be released early next year in

conjunction with the Washington
Bi-Centennial Celebration being

sponsored by the Washington Cham-
ber of Commerce. For the title role,

Vitaphone engaged Clarence White-|

hill, a Metropolitan Opera Com-|
pany star. Whitehill's striking re-

semblance to George Washington,
together with his acknowledged
ability as a masterful character ac-

tor and his life long interest in

George Washington, has resulted,

according to word from the studio,

in a most impressive two reeler.

Many of the scenes in this patriotic

special were filmed in Washington,
Mt. Vernon and Georgetown and
the production is authentic in every

detail.

Effective holiday one-sheet for "Season'

Greetings." Vitaphone short.
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33 SUBJECTS COMPLETE

IN RADIO PICTURES LINEUP

Radio Pictures has completed 33
of the short subjects on its current
season line-up. Finished by the
Louis Brock production unit in the
Headliner series are "Trouble from
A Broad," with Ford Sterling and
Lucien Littlefield ; "The House Dick"
with Jimmy Savo, "Scratch as Catch
,Can" and "A Melon Drama" with
Clark and McCullough. In the Ros-
coe Ates series, "The Lone Starved
Ranger", "A Clean Up On The
;Curb", "The Gland Parade", "Use
Your Noodle" and "Never the Twins
Shall Meet" have been completed.

Four have been completed in the

Ned Sparks series, they are "The
Way of All Fish," "The Strife of

;the Party", "When Summons
Comes" and "Big Dame Hunting".
In the Chic Sale series "The County
Seat," "Cowslips," "Ex Rooster,"

"Many a Slip", and "A Hurry Call"

I
are completed with "Pop Goes the

[Weasel" now in work.
Shorts completed by Larry Dar-

mour are "Mickey's Sidelines" and

I

"Mickey's Helping Hand" in the

I'Mickey McGuire series; and "Facing
hthe Gallows", "The Mystery of

Compartment C" and "Swift Jus-

tice" in the Nick Harris Detective

iseries produced by Spencer Bennett.

|i In the Liberty Short Stories ser-

'iies of 12 one-reelers, three have

been completed and two are in work.

Completed are "Stung", "Ether

i. Talks" and "Double Decoy", while

"Endurance Flight" and "She Held

Him" are in production. In Amedee
J. Van Beuren's production unit,

five Tom and Jerry cartoons in the

series of 13 have been finished.

They are "Wot a Night," "Polar

Pals," "Trouble," "A Jungle Jam"
and "A Swiss Trick".

Parisian Newspapers
Own Film Theaters

Paris—Paris newspapers are get-

ting into the exhibition business.

"Le Journal" owns a newsreel the-

ater; "L'Intransigeant" owns Les

Miracles, one of the finest theaters

in the city; and now "L'Ami du
Peuple," rival of "L'Intransigeant."

is going to build a theater on the

Grands Boulevards on the site of a

b'g department store which was
burned down last year. It will be

but 200 yards from the big film

house that Haik's is building.

"^ffi^
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Stock slug with mortise for indivicbtal

I

Subjects, serviceable and economical in

advertising series.

49 Viiaphone Subjects
Completed in 1st Quarter
Keeping well ahead of its produc-

tion schedule, Vitaphone has com-
pleted 49 short subjects in the first

quarter of the new season. Of the

entire season's program of 164
shorts, 114 are scheduled to be pro-

duced at the Brooklyn studio. The
other 50 are being handled on the
coast, where Leon Schlesinger is

producing two series of cartoons,
"The Looney Tunes," and "The
Merrie Melodies," for Warner Bros.
There will be 13 releases to each
series. Two series completed at the
Burbank studio are the Bobby Jones
series, "How I Play Golf," and "Ad-
ventures in Africa". Although both
series have already been released,

they constitute part of the current
year's product.

To date Vitaphone has completed
and shipped to the exchanges 35

shorts, consisting of 25 one-reelers

and 10 two-reelers. The two reelers

are:
S. S. Van Dine Detective Mystery

Stories: "The Clyde Mystery". "The
Wall Street Mystery", "The Week
End Mystery."
Broadway Brevities: Ruth Etting

in "Words & Music."
Song Girl Revues, part of Broad-

way Brevities Series: "The Musical
Mystery", "Footlights."
Big Star Comedies: Walter

O'Keefe in "The Smart Set-up". Dr.
Rockwell in "Relativity & Rela-
tives."

Girl Friends Comedies with
Thelma White-Fanny Watson

:

"Lucky 13", "Of All People."
The one-reel group includes:
Melody Masters Series: Earl

Carpenter and Band in "The 'Big

House' Party." Castro's Cuban
Band "A Havana Cocktail." Rudy
Wiedoeft in "Darn Tootin' ".

The Naggers Series: Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Norworth in "The Naggers An-
niversary."

Pepper Pot Series: Edgar Bergen
"The Eyes Have It" and "Free &
Easy". Marjorie Beebe, "Hot News
Margie" and "Cigars-Cigarettes".
"Thrills of Yesterday."

Booth Tarkington Juvenile Sto-

ries: "Snakes Alive", "Batter Up",
"One Good Deed."

Robert Ripley "Believe It or Not",
Numbers one, two and three.

Ted Husing "Sportslants". Num-
bers one, two and three.

Merrie Melodies Series: "Smile,
Darn Ya, Smile", "One More Time",
"You Don't Know What You're
Doin' ", "Hitting the Trail for Hal-
lelujah Land."

Looney Tune Series: "Bosko's
Shipwrecks", "Bosko the Dough-
boy", "Bosko's Soda Fountain",
"Bosko's Fox Hunt."
Fourteen more shorts, consisting

of eight one-reelers and six two-reel-
ers, have been filmed and are now in

the cutting room. The completed
one-reelers not yet released, are "Be-
lieve It or Not" No. 4; "Sportslants"
No. 4; "Javanese Journeys". Num-

ber five of the E. M. Newman
Travel Talks; "Detectuvus," number
four of the Booth Tarkington ser-
ies; "The Wise Quacker". and Mar-
jorie Beebe in "Cigars and Cigar-
ettes", part of the "Pepper Pot Ser-
ies"; Horace Heidt and His Califor-
nians, A "Melody Master" and "The
Naggers at the Opera." Two-reel-
ers to be cut and shipped are:
"Cheer-Up," a Broadway Brevities;
"The Symphony Murder Mystery."
Number four of the S. S. Van Dines;
four with Thelma White and Fanny
Watson, "Her Wedding Night-
Mare", "Shake A Leg", "Poor But
Dishonest" and "In the Family."

Inasmuch as Vitaphone's entire
program consists of series, the pro-
duction program for the next three
months follows a matter of course.
There will be three more shorts of
each series made.

Vitaphone's schedule with the ex-
ception of a switch of stars from
one series to another, remains prac-
ically the same as it was at the

start of production. The signing of
Jack Haley for two "Big Star"
comedies led Sam Sax, head of the
studio, to switch Fred and Adele As-
taire and Harry Richman from the
"Big Star" comedies series to the
"Broadway Brevities" series, in four
of which Ruth Etting is starred.

PATHE LISTS 28 SHORTS

FOR DEC-EEB. RELEASE

RKO Pathe lists 28 short sub-
jects, exclusive of Pathe News, for
release in the months of December,
January and February. The lineup
includes:

December: "Easy to Get", Gay
Girls Comedy; "Camping Out", Mr.
Average Man Comedy; "Doomed to
Win", Rufftown Comedy; "Wide
Open Spaces", Masquers Comedy;
Two Aesop's Fables, Two Grantland
Rice Sportlights, One Vagabond
Adventure. One issue Pathe Review.
January: "Guests Wanted", Benny

Rubin Comedy; "News Hound",
Frank McHugh Comedy; Two
Aesop's Fables, Two Grantland
Rice Sportlights, One Vagabond
Adventure, One issue Pathe Review.
February: "Stop That Run," Trav-

eling Man Comedy; "Only Men
Wanted", Gay Girl Comedy; "Bon
Voyage", Mr. Average Man Com-
edy; "Battle Royal", Rufftown
Comedy; Two Aesop's Fables, Two
Grantland Rice Sportlights, One
Vagabond Adventure; 1 issue Pathe
Review.

Leon Lion for Farjeon Thriller

London—Leon M. Lion will play
his original role of Ben in British
International Pictures' Jefferson Far-
jeon thriller "No. 17," which Alfred
Hitchcock will direct. John Stuart,

Donald Calthrop, Anne Grey, Ann
Casson and Garry Marsh will be in

the cast.

VICARIOUS
r DEFINITION: made or

performed by

Substitution

'TWAS a queer brainstorm that struck the movies with

the advent of the talkies, the idea that a world full

of people would be content with purely vicarious amuse-
ment—pictures of other folks doing things—just that and

nothing more.

Fiesh-and-blood entertainment is always participated in by

the audience, which can and does make its reactions felt

by the performer, and therefore is not wholly vicarious.

The public does not like an exclusively mechanical pro-

gram.

Millions are clamoring for restoration of Living Music In

the theatre.

They have registered their wishes in every possible way.

To continue denying them their desire may destroy their

interest in the theatre.

THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF MUSICIANS
JOSEPH N. WEBER, President, 1440 Broadway,

New York, N. Y.
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56 Educational Shorts Completect
23 Two-Reel Comedies and

33 One-Reelers are
Finished

Twenty-three two-reel comedies
and 33 single-reelers on Education-
al's 1931-32 program have been
completed. The total number of re-

leases for the entire year will be

52 two-reel comedies and 82 single

reelers.

Completion last week of the Mack
Sennett-Andy Clyde Comedy, "Shop-
ping With Wifie," marks the fourth
in the Andy Clyde series of eight.

"The Cannonball," "Taxi Trobules"
and "Half Holiday" are the first

three releases in this series. In

Mack Bennett's two other series of

two-reel comedies, "The Great Pie
Mystery," "All-American Kickback,"
and "the Pottsville Palooka," all

featuring Harry Gribbon, in the

regular Mack Sennett series, and
"I Surrender Dear," "One More
Chance" and "The Billboard Girl,"

all featuring Bing Crosby, in the
Mack Sennett Featurettes, have been
finished.

In the Mermaid series, "Up Pops
The Duke," "Once A Hero," and
"Keep Laughing" are ready, while
in the Torchy series of six, "Tor-
chy," "Torchy Passes The Buck,"
"Torchy Turns The Trick," and
"Torch's Night Cap," in all of which
Ray Cooke and Dorothy Dix play
the leads, have been completed.

Al Christie has produced "The
Freshman's Finish," "Girl Rush,"
and "For The Love of Fanny" in

the Vanity Series. "Tamale Ven-
dor," "Queenie of Hollywood," and
"Moonlight and Cactus," the first

and third featuring Tom Patricola,

and the second with Virginia
Brooks, Rita Flynn and Jeanne
Farrin, are the three Ideal Com-
edies completed.

"Aladdin's Lamp," .iust finished,

is the tenth in the series of twenty-
six Terry-Toons. Curtis F. Nagel
who, with Howard C. Brown, is pro-

ducing the Romantic Journeys for

Educational, recently completed re-

cording on "The Lost Race," which
is the eighth in the series. Mr.
Brown recently finished "He-Man
Hockey," an ice hockey subiect
which is the fourth in the Bill Cun-
ningham Sports Reviews which they
are also producing. The first three
in the series are "No Holds Barred,"

Thalians Kid Football

Animated by the unusual interest which
has been created in motion picture thea-

ters by such pictures as "The Spirit of

Notre Dame" and the football shorts,

the Thalians have produced for the Uni-
versal program their own football pic-

ture. With 40 well-known screen play-
ers, Bryan Foy has produced a humorous
take-off on football that is a fitting

wind-up to the most football conscious
season that moving pictures ever expe-
rienced. This comedy is entitled "Hol-
lywood Halfbacks" and will be released
as soon as Universal can get it in the
exchanges. It was finished last week.
"Running Hollywood," the second Tha-
lian short, will be released in January.

Exploitation Value of Series

By SAM SAX
Head of Vitaphone Studio

Producing shorts in series gives the theater the opportunity of developing and
building up a definite following for each of the series, something that can not be
done when a different writer and a different star is responsible for each short.

Now the theaters can afford to spend money in advertising their shorts. The
Initial expense becomes justified when one considers that the cost is spread over 12 or

13 releases for each series.

The fact that Vitaphone sales to date have increased Tully 100 per cent, is due in

a large measure to our production policy.

According to Norman Moray, Vitaphone's general sales manager, it is easier now to
sell an exhibitor a series of 12 S. S. Van Dines, 13 Booth Tarkington Juvenile stories

and 13 "Ripley Believe It or Not" than it was to sell him three individual shorts. The
exhibitor finds it is simpler to set his supporting program when he buys in series. He
knows that every four weeks he will have another Van Dine, etc. For his patrons,
the series idea means something better than a feature picture and a grab-bag supporting
program. The patron knows the type of entertainment he is going to see, and we at
the Vitaphone studio modestly believe we have been able to gage, with some degree of
accuracy, the patron's taste in shorts.

Vitaphone is Making Good Use
Of Exploitation Possibilities

Vitaphone is making the most of
the exploitation possibilities of its

short subjects, which, owing to the
fact that the entire program is being
produced in series and features
many popular big names, readily
lend themselves to this phase of
showmanship.

"Believe It or Not" Tie-ups
For the "Believe It or Not" series,

Vitaphone affected a tie-up with the
Hearst newspapers and other papers
publishing Ripley's "Believe It or
Not" cartoons. The newspapers pub-
lish a review of the short on the
same page with the cartoon and
then daily thereafter on the same
page, as long as the short plays, a
box announcing that Ripley's "Be-
lieve It or Not" Vitaphone short is

now at the so-and-so theater. In
addition a tie-up has been effected
with all bookstores selling Ripley's
"Believe It or Not" books and the
theaters.

Tarkington Series Stunt
On the Booth Tarkington series,

in addition to a bookstore tie-up,
theaters are following out Vita-
phone's suggestion for the first re-
lease "Snakes Alive." The theaters
have placed a five-gallon bottle of
water containing a horse's hair in

front of the theater and in drug-
store windows. Over the bottle is a
printed sign reading, "Penrod says,
'If you leave a hair from a horse's

"Inside Baseball" and "Canine Ca-
pers."

In the Cameo Comedies, Educa-
tional's only series of straight one-
reel comedies, "Honeymoon Trio,"
"That's My Meat," "One Quiet
Night," Idle Roomers" and "Smart
Work" have been completed.

In Mack Sennett's two series of
one-reel novelties, "The World
Flier' and "Who's Who In The
Zoo" in the Brevities series and
"The Trail of the Swordfish" and
"Wrestling Swordfish" in the "Can-
nibals of the Deep" have been fin-
ished.

tail in a bottle of water for two
weeks it will turn into a snake.'
Be Sure to See 'Snakes Alive,' a
Booth Tarkington Juvenile picture
and see what happens."

S. S. Van Dine Contest

Getting a local newspaper to print
a synopsis of the current S. S. Van
Dine picture and then having the
readers send in their solution to
the mystery, is one of the exploita-
tion stunts being used in conjunc-
tion with this series of two-reelers.
For the 25 best solutions, two tickets
for the show are awarded.

One-Sheets on Series

Elaborate one-sheets for each of
the separate series are being sup-
plied to exhibitors by Vitaphone
this season. A stock one-sheet is

being used for the shorts in the
same series, with individual posters
for each of the "Big Star" comedies.
A cross-snipe bearing the name of
each new short is given the exhibi-
tors, thus informing the patrons,
that the short on the program is arj:

other of a series. Two black and
white stills for lobby display are
available for each short.

"Travel Talks" Booklets
Vitaphone is also distributing to

the theaters an eight-page booklet
dealing with E. M. Newman and his
"Travel Talks." In this booklet, is

given a brief biography of the
Travel Talker, his accomplishments,
what he means to the theater and
exploitation suggestions for cashing-
in on the "Travel Talks."

Special Book in Colors
Another neat exploitation item is

a 14-page booklet, printed in two
colors, listing the various series
being produced by Vitaphone to-
gether with a brief background de-
scription of the star of each series,
with reviwes of shorts already re-
leased. This booklet, entitled, "Vita-
phone Gives You the Edge," fur-
nishes the exhibitor with a quick
picture of what he is offered.

LMEL-HARDY 4-REELER

BRINGINGJIG BUSINESS

"Beau Hunks," the four-reel Lau-
rel and Hardy comedy produced by;

Hal Roach for M-G-M, is proving a^

sensational business puller around
the country, thereby proving the

value of names and established

comedy reputation, the distributors

report. A stu_dy of box-office figures

in about a dozen representative situn
ations, and comparing the Laurel *
and Hardy comedy to a regular fea-i

ture of another bill at the same
houses, shows much bigger business
during the run of the Hal Roach!
four-reeler. In all of these points^
"Beau Hunks" was given one-thirdi
of all newspaper advertising space
and at least that percentage of ex-(

ploitation effort.
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HOLLYWOOD FLASHES
-,By RALPH WILK:

yfACK SENNETT has signed
John A. DeWeese, veteran Be-

asco stage player, for his new
omedy, "Pottsville Palooka," ac-
ording to announcement by Walter
ninger, casting director.

* * *
William Bakewell, who appeared in Fox's

'While Paris Sleeps," has been given an-
ther assignment by that company. Sol
Vurtzel has picked him for a featured ju-
enile role in a picture not yet titled.

* * *

. Leo Forbstein, musical director at
Varner-First National studios, se-

scted "Pagan Moon," an M. Wit-
lark & Sons musical number, as the
heme song for "Safe in Hell," new
Iporothy Mackaill picture.
|l « 4 *
'1 With Constance Bennett back on the RKO
'athe lot following her maririage, "Lady
Vith a Past" is nearing completion. Ben
,yon has the male lead, with David Man-
ors in the romantic lead, and Edward H.
iriffith directing.

» =» *

Bob Custer, Big 4 star, has been
equested to pose for a statue which
^ill depict the typical West for the
oming World's Fair

* * *

I
George O'Brien' will have two of this sea-

sn's three Fox debutante stars, Linda Wat-
ins and Conchita Montenegro, in his next
icture, "The Gay Bandit," which also num-
ers Victor McLaglen and Weldon Heyburn
mong its principals. Bert Sebell and J.
II, Kerrigan will co-direct.

* * *

"Human Targets," announced as
Juzz Barton's second starring ve-

icle for Big 4, replaces "Hard Pan
rulch." Barton is on a hiking trip

the California mountains and
rill return shortly to start this ac-

ion film.
* * *

Ralph Morgan has been given an impor-
tant role in Fox's "Disorderly Conduct,"
which is scheduled for immediate production.
3ther players in it include Spencer Tracy,
^alph Bellamy and Sally Filers, under the
(irection of John Considine, Jr.

I Columbia has added Ethel Wales
md William V. Mong to "Makers of

len," formerly called "Yellow," in

i^hich Jack Holt and Richard Crom-
'ell are teamed.

* * *

Warner Bros, has assigned Arthur Caesar
lind Houston Branch to adapt "Mendel,
fnc." for Joe Smith and Charlie Dale, with
Vlervyn LeRoy directing .. Louise Closser

fl'ale and Bette Davis have been added to

beorge Arliss' supporting cast in "The Man
JVho Played God" .. .William Powell's "High
Pressure" will be finished this week.

* * *

A change in production plans has
;aused the assignment of Larry
(Steers to the role originally assigned
irthur Pierson in Paramount's "Two
\inds of Women," in which the lead-

Another 5 & 10 Find!

Speaking of the song writer who
found "a million dollar baby in a 5-

and-10-cent store," Hal Roach is re-

ported considering a long-term contract

for Dorothy Ward, brunette beauty, said

to have been discovered by Phyllis Haver
in a 5 & 10.

ing parts will be played by Miriam
Hopkins and Phillips Holmes.

"Law of the Sea", first I. E. Chadwick
melodrama for Monogram release, has been
completed. "Police Court", the second
Chadwick, with Howard Bretherton direct-

ing, will follow shortly. In the cast of "Law
of the Sea" are William Farnum, Sally

Blane, Ralph Ince, Rex Bell, Eve Southern
and Priscilla Dean. Otto Brower directed.

Howard Estabrook's first draft of

"Frontier," an original story which
Radio Pictures is to produce on a

lavish scale, has been approved in-

tact by both David Selznick, chief

executivej and William LeBaron, as-

sociate producer. Wesley Ruggles
is scheduled to direct it.

Glenn Tryon, who has been vacillating

between feature pictures and short come-
dies, has just finished the lead in the Edu-
cational-Vanity comedy, "For the Love of

Fanny." which was personally directed by
AI Christie.

Claude Flemming, narrator of the
Educational-Romantic Journey se-

ries, and Curtis F. Nagel, are con-

templating a trip to Havana for a

new Romantic Journey.

The latest ZaSu Pitts-Thelma Todd com-
edy, "Seal Skins," was completed late last

week at the Hal Roach Studios. Lena Ma-
lena, Bert Sprotte, Frank Austin and Billy

Gilbert appear in prominent supporting roles.

Gil Pratt directed the picture.

He * *

Louis John Bartels, featured in

the Traveling Man comedies for

RKO Pathe, has just completed a

role in the new Eddie Quillan star-

ring picture, "The Big Shot."
* * *

Edgar Kennedy, RKO Pathe comedy direc-

tor and featured in the Mr. Average Man
comedies for RKO Pathe, is on location at

Pine Hill, playing a role in "Bad Timber,"

Bill Boyd's latest RKO Pathe starring pic-

ture. Harry C. Sweet, who directs Kennedy in

the Mr. Average Man comedies, also^ has a

role in the Boyd feature. The comedian and

his director play a pair of comedy lumber-

jacks.
* * *

Jimmie Gleason, RKO Pathe actor,

writer and director, has j'ust com-
pleted the script for another of the

Rufftown series of comedies in which
he is starring.

* * *

June MacCloy, RKO Pathe comedienne,

after finishing the featured role in "Niagara

Falls," one of the Gay Girls cemedies,

rushed off to Yuma, Arizona, and was mar-

ried to Schyler Charles Schneck. But in-

stead of going to Niagara Falls for a hon-

eymoon, the couple remained in Hollywood
and will go to New York in several weeks.

* * *

"Free Eats," latest Hal Roach
Our Gang comedy for M-G-M, is fin-

ished. Major Mite and Tiny Laur-

ence, midgets, appear in it. Ray Mc-
Carey directed.

Production is scheduled to start Monday
at the Hal Roach studio on the latest Char-

ley Chase comedy, tentatively titled "Nickle

Nurser," for M-G-M. Thelma Todd will

play the leading feminine role. Warren
Doane wrote the story and wnll direct. Hazel

Howell and Estelle Eterre will appear in

prominent supporting roles.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By HARRY N. BLAIRi

£ARRY KENT, who returned
Thursday from his trip to the

Coast, states that Paramount shorts
production will remain in the East,
as far as he knows. The quality of
the one and two reel product and
the economical basis on which they
can be made here, besides the added
factor of available Broadway talent,
are all points in favor of the New
York studio.

•

Much speculation about the new
studio in Brantwood, N. J., which
RCA is said to be backing. If pres-
ent plans go through, conditions in
the East will take a decided spurt
after the studio gets going.

•

Vitaphone's next S. S. Van
Dine murder mystery will have a
studio news snoop as one of the
principal characters. Of course,
he gets bwmped off in the end.

•

Complete cast of "Wayward," now
in production at the Paramount stu-
dio is as follows: Nancy Carroll,
Richard Arlen, Pauline Frederick,
Dorothy Stickney, Burke Clarke,
Margalo Gillmore, Sidney Easton
and Alice Hegeman. Edward Slo-
man is directing, with Wm. Steiner,
Jr., in charge of camera work and
C. V. Tuthill monitor man.

•

J. Charles Alan, formerly an
assistant director at the War-
ner studio, is on the technical
staff of the "Hamlet" produc-
tion which Norman Bel Geddes
is presenting here.

•

An unconfirmed rumor has it that
Ernst Lubitsch will shortly return
East to begin preparations for a
picture at Paramount's New York
studio. Lubitsch made "The Smiling
Lieutenant" here last spring at

which time he expressed himself as

being well pleased with working con-
ditions in the East.

•

Cigarette manufacturers anxious
to open up a new market are urged
to see the next Robert L. Ripley

short which reveals among other un-
believable actualities a cat that

smokes cigarettes. The cat's name
is Carmencita and she is owned by
Serge de Toulofi', proprietor of the

"Dog Kennel," an unusual Russian
cafe. Her owner states that she

smokes three cigarettes daily and
prefers Luckies.

«

Chick Kirk, supervising art

director at Paramount's New
York studio, has turned out a

fine looking living room and
conservatory set for one of the

principal scenes in "Wayward."
Latter filled with real flowers

and plants of all description.
•

Vitaphone executives are highly

elated over "The Season's Greet-

ings," a holiday short now being

edited. Various Vitaphone stars in-

cluding Robert L. Ripley, Ted Hu-
sing, Janet Reade, Thelma White.
Fanny Watson, Joe Penner, Billy
Hayes and Mr. and Mrs. Norworth,
all take part in spreading the holi-
day spirit through the medium of
clever lines.

•

Monroe Owsley is coming to New
York by boat to spend the Christ-
mas holidays with his parents. Ow-
sley, who is recovering from a ner-
vous breakdown, recently appeared
at Paramount's New York studio
in "Secrets of a Secretary." Follow-
ing this he was featured in "What
a Widow" and "This Modern Age."
He has several stage offers and may
appear in a play while here.

•

Billy Hayes, Vitaphone's
"Penrod," has a pet alligator
in addition to "Duke," his dog,
which has appeared in several
of the Booth Tarkington shorts-
Billy is hoping for a story of
the southern swamps so that he
can put the 'gator to work.

•

The efficiency of the Warner
Vitaphone studio staff is shovsm by
the fact that less than a half houi
after Jos. Henabery finished direct-
ing "The Symphony Murder Mys-
tery," director Alf Goulding had
recorded and shot the onenine scene
in "Detectuvus,' fourth of the Booth
Tarkington juvenile series.

•

"Cheer-Up" is the timely title

of Vitaphone's latest musical
two-reeler, now in production.
Among those featured are Joan
Abbott, the four Cirrilla broth-
ers and the Albertina Rasch
dancers. Al Wohlman will act
as master of ceremonies.

•

"Footlights," one of the most elab-
orate two-reel musical shorts ever
produced at the Warner Vitaphone
studio, has just been released. Sam
Sax says it's better than "Angel
Cake," which, up to now, has held
the palm. Barbara Newberry, the
Giersdorf sisters and Russ Brown
are among those featured.

Congratulates

:

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
for his cleverly conceived and
refreshingly presented nov-
elty travelogue, "Around
the World in Eighty

Minutes."
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Reviews of The New Short Subjects
Marjorie Beebe in

"Hot News Margie"

Vitaphone 5903 7 mins.

Good Comedy
Marjorie Beebe takes a lot of wal-

loping to make this short a highly
amusing travesty on a newspaper
sob sister. As a feminine reporter
assigned to get an intimate story on
a football star, Marjorie makes her
way into the field and manages
to crash into the line disguised

as a football player. The way
she gets knocked around in the

scrimmages is plenty funny. Fin-

ally she is knocked entirely out,

resulting in an ambulance ride to

the hospital. In the same wagon is

the pigskin luminary himself, so

Marjorie continues her interviewing

efforts, but it annoys the hero so

much that he socks her for a ten-

count. Then comes a scene showing
Marjorie ascending to the Higher
Kingdom, only to be kicked right

out again when St. Peter discovers

she is a tabloid sobbie. Action all

the way and entertaining through-

out, chiefly because of Miss Beebe's

hard work.

Harry Lauder in

"Nanny"
M-G-M 8 mins.

Good Entertainment

Harry Lauder again is seen on a
stage appearing before a typicgj
Lauder audience that laughs at
every wink of his eye and twist of
his mouth. Lauder sings his fam-
ous "Nanny" song and breaks the
verses with a monologue, peculiar
to his talents. The reel is entertain-
ing and carries some good Scotch
humor.

"Bosito's Fox Hunt"
Vitaphone 6 mins.

Fair Cartoon

A Looney Tune that follows the
familiar routine and is just mildly
entertaining. Bosko and his gang
go fox hunting and there is a lot

of chasing through the woods, across
ponds, around trees, etc., with the
fox coming out best.

lICKEYMOUSr
in your marquee lights means

heavier re-^;^;^^^..,^ ^^
turns at ^"'^^^^/IJ^

your box- ^^^^^T^

office. As- ^'^'^^

tute mana- ^_,L,-^ J
gers have

proven this.

"Kiddie Genius"
(No. 1)

Picture Classics S'/z mins.
Good Novelty

Five young prodigies, each unusu-
ally proficient in his or her chosen
form of entertainment, make this
reel unique in its appeal. Colleen
Pickave an eight-year-old acrobatic
dancer, the Skilling Brothers, eight
and five, who sing a duet exhibiting
excellent voices. Little Francis
Laska, five-year-old pianist who
plays in masterful style, and finally,

Eugene Martin, five-year-old imper-
sonator of Al Jolson, are the sub-
jects. It's a neat novelty that will

interest and amuse.

"]. P. Medbury in Reno"

(Walter Putter's Travelogue Series)
Columbia 9 mins.

Amusiyiff Travesty

In this issue of the Walter Futter
Travelaughs the humorous writer,
J. P. Medbury, takes the audience
on a rubberneck tour of Reno, wise-
cracking about the various sights
and some of the funny folks caught
by the camera. A good deal of the
picture material has become pretty
familiar recently, while the running
comment will register according to

the particular sense of humor and
point of view of each audience. But,
generally speaking, it is an amusing
travesty on the divorce capital of
the country.

Nick Basil and Tony Martin in

"Sightseeing in New York"

Picture Classics 19 mins.
Enjoyable

A trip through lower New York
with Nick and Tony as loquacious
guides to two country school teach-
ers, offers some laughable and in-
teresting entertainment. The cabbies
who are continually arguing in
broken English and at times in Ital-
ian, pick up their fares at the Penn-
sylvania station and drive through
Washington Square, the Bowery,
Chinatown, the Ghetto, City Hall,
the financial district and finally
across Brooklyn Bridge. Places of
interest are singled out and ex-
plained in humorous fashion by the
cabbies. The reel has plenty of
laughs and will prove a novelty to
out-of-towners.

"Canti di Romagna"
Transcontinental Pictures 7 mins.

Fi7ie Italian Singing
Another good round of vocal en-

semble work from the Cines Pitta-
luga studios. The members are tune-
ful and they are presented with a
touch of humor by a large chorus
of men and women. Two of the men,
who take turns at leading the num-
bers, have specially good voices, and
the set in which the singing takes
place is a restful moonlight scene.

"I Canti della Terra"
Trancontinental Pictures 6 mins.

Good Singing Number
An Italian short from the Cines

Pittaluga studios of Rome. In a
charming pastoral setting, with a
flock of attractive maids and a few
men grouped around in leisurely
poses, several native airs are sung
while the camera focuses on differ-
ent parts of the group. The vocal
work is very pleasing and the smil-
ing faces of the colorfully costumed
girls presents a happy picture of the
traditional Italian contentment. A
nice number for almost any biU.

"Out West Where the North

Begins"
(Musical Poem No. 1)

Picture Classics 9 mins.
Beautiful

Magnificent views of the Canadian
Rockies, beautiful music by the Vic-
tor Orchestra and several stirring
selections rendered by the Rondoliers
Quartette combine to make this a
charming piece of screen fare.
Scenes over the snow-capped moun-
tains, of wild animal life roaming
unmolested through the forests, and
waterfalls with their resulting ra-
pids are shown in well edited se-

quences.

"Bless the Ladies"

with Slim Summerville
Universal 17 mins.

Laughs Galore

In this comedy Slim Summerville
and his sergeant pal, Eddie Gribbon,
escape from barracks and go to the
beach for a swim. There they en-
counter a pompous individual whom,
because of his small stature, they
abuse profusely. The man turns out
to be the major of their outfit and
the boys go to the guardhouse.
Throughout the action. Slim and
Eddie are quarreling over Molly, a
pretty and shapely miss. Slim wins
out, but his victory only leads to

plenty of unhappiness. Meanwhile,
the boys pile up laughs with their

ridiculous antics and funny mug-
ging. It's a laughable reel.

Benny Rubin in

"Guests Wanted"
RKO Pathe 18 mins.

Plenty Laughs

Benny Rubin, as a vaude actor

who inherits a hotel out in Califor-

nia, is at his best in this one. So
he takes all his ham actor friends

along to help run it. They fill the

posts of bell boys, chef, waiters,
etc., resulting in some good comedy
action as the various hams pull

their lines in the performance of

their duties. Benny advertises that
his uncle hid a fortune in the hotel,

in order to get the patronage. The
guests swarm in, and start to tear
the hotel down searching for the
treasure. It develops into a riot,

with plenty of howls, and Benny
Rubin gets over laughs in bunches.

Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy h
"Helpmates"

M-G-M 20 mins
Slapstick Riot

While Hardy's wife is away h*
stages a wild party at his house
tearing the place to pieces and leav
ing the rooms in terrible condition
Hardy receives a wire that his wif
is returning so he phones Laurel t

come over and help fix up the plac_
Laurel is willing, but before he i

through the house looks worse tha:
ever. Plenty of slapstick stuff thai
will make anyone and everyoni
laugh. The comedians work bar
and get mussed up plenty to pu
over the laughs. Hardy takes som
hard knocks and is continually be,

coming soaked with water from djf
ferent sources. It's one long laugh

Otir Gang in

"Peeking in Pekin"
with Sli^n SummerviUe

Universal 20
'/i n

A Rib Tickler

Director Harry Edwards has pro
|j;

yided this comedy of the Marine
in China with a production back
ground more lavish than the avei
age release. The story concern *

Slim, as a Marine, and his battlini

pal. Sergeant Eddie Gribbon. wh '

are continually quarreling over thei ^

love-making proclivities. A Chines^ f:

princess is about to be marrie(
Slim not only makes love to all thj

bridesmaids, but in the end steal] '.

the bride. There are some ver'

funny situations, which, couple
with clever dialogue, make this

worthwhile short for any prograir

"Strange As It Seems"
(No. 1.5)

Universal 9 mint
Fine Curiosities

The first subject in this John H
novelty divulges the method ei

ployed by miniature ship builde
in placing their ship models in na;

row necked bottles. Then foil

scenes of a Japanese deep sea dive]

going down in the Pacific and
turning to the surface with s

California abaloney. How the she
fish is prepared to be eaten is all

pictured. Candle making by Me
cans and finally microscopic viev*

of the circulation of blood in tK

web of a frog's foot, complete th,

reel. '

"Cowboy Cabaret"
RKO Pathe 7 min

Lively Cartoon
An Aesop Fable, proving a goo

burlesque on the old frontier daj

out West. The hero finds himsei ("j

in a saloon where various entertain
|,;j

ers sing the old ballads, moving tk

hardboiled cowpunchers and minei

to tears or else to throwing be«

glasses. The finale has the toug

outlaw coming in for a holdup, bi

the gang is too smart for him. Goc
animation, with lots of tricky cai

toon work.
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Latest SoundShorts
"Hollywood Halfbacks"

(Thalian Comedy)
Tniversal 19 mins.

Good Stuff

With a cast of 39 well-known
'layers headed by Johnny Harron,
lis comedy should click everywhere.
V^hile watching a football match,
ohnny becomes disgusted with the

)cal fire department team, so he
ecides to form a team of actors

nd challenge the firemen. The night

efore the game, the firemen are

Dreed to answer a score of false-

larms sent by Betty Compson. who
; anxious to have her actor friends

•in. Scenes of the game are fine

nd funny. In the cast are Priscilla

lean, Mary Brian, Marjorie White,
ryant Washburn, Johnny Mack
rown, and Franklin Pangborn.
his picture should prove real box-
ffice stuff.

Flip the Frog

"The Village Specialist"

[-G-M 8 mins.

Fair Cartoon

Flip takes the part of a plumber
nd sees to it that a leaky pipe is

epaired in his own original way.
:efore Flip is through, the whole
icality is inundated and the house
lown to the skies atop a geyser,

lip's friend the cat also has some
•ouble with a goldfish, resulting in

le fish eating the cat and meowing.
1 ood gags and a fair number of

lughs.

"Canine Champions"

KO Pathe 9 mins.

Fine Sports

A Grantland Rice Sportlight,

ith Jack Evans interviewing Dr.

. A. Mitten at his famous kennels

ear Philadelphia, where the expert

lows off his world-famous pointers

; nd setters. Then the two start out

•ith several of the dogs for pheas-
•its, and bag their quota. The work
the canines will delight the heart

' all sportsmen. The photography
exceptionally fine, and some

_
of

e scenes with the dogs pointing

e quarry are positive works of art.

"Easy to Get"

£0 Pathe 18 mins.

Fast Comedy
A Gay Girls comedy, featuring
jne MacCloy, Marion Shilling and
ertrude Short Harry Myers is

le married gent who strings one
E the girls along. Later one of

. iiem gets a job as professional co-

"ispondent to stage an act in a hotel

)om so Harry can get his divorce,

hen the fun starts when the wife
jpears. A lot of funny business
ith a drunk in another room, and
e comedy gal busting in a poker
ime. It is well gagged, nicely
iced, and has the stuff the crowds
) for in these comedy shorts.

"Through the Ages"

RKO Pathe 9 mins.

Entertaining

A very interesting Vagabond Ad-
venture, showing a trip through

Mexico in the neighborhood of the

town of Colima Opens with a bull

fight, then on through the town with

unique shots of interesting sights.

The life and customs of the natives

are shown, living as primitively as

they did centuries ago. The best

sequence is the finale, showing the

ruins of the burial grounds of the

ancient Toltecs, who were conquered

by the Aztecs. These mounds are

unearthed, and some quaint and
curious pieces of pottery uncovered,
with strange idols and toys that re-
veal a lot about the civilization of
this long-vanished people. Elmer
Clifton delivers an interesting nar-
ration throughout the various
scenes.

"Readin' and Writin'

"

M-G-M
Good Kid Stuff

21 mins.

In this release, the children spend
their first day at school. Most of the
kiddies are willing to learn and pay
attention, but one lad, who doesn't
want to be president but wants to

be a motorman defies his parents
and his teacher and tries to go it

alone. In school he plays many
pranks and tricks so that the teach-
er will send him home. Alone by a
mountain stream, the lad tries to fish

but the voice of conscience continu-
ally urges him to return to the class-

room, which he does. Action is

fair and comedy, in spots, very
funny. Kids will like this one and
grown-ups will appreciate the clev-

erness of the leading juvenile play-
ers.

"Screen Snapshots"

with Benny Rubin

Columbia

Very Good

After some waterfront scenes,

showing William Powell and Carole
Lombard departing on their honey-
moon voyage to Honolulu, the return
of Bebe Daniels, Dorothy Mackaill,
Warner Baxter and others from the
same island resort, and the arrival

of Alice Joyce, Florence Vidor and
others, Ralph Staub moves his snap-
shooting camera and mike into the
banquet hall of a big party given in

honor of Fanchon and Marco. With
Benny Rubin as a sort of master of

ceremonies, individual appearances
are made by Fanchon, Marco, Gov-
ernor James Rolph, Jr., Myrna Loy,
George Sidney, Groucho Marx, Ed-
die Lambert, Mae Murray, Rosco
Ates and his daughter, and the Meg-
lin Kiddies, who do some numbers.
A very good reel of its kind.

FOREIGN MARKETS
By L. H. MITCHELL

WARNER-FIRST NATIONAL

SELECT fRENCH PLAYERS

Paris—Irving Asher, chief of pro-
duction for Warner Bros.-First Na-
tional at the Teddington Studios,
England, spent two or three weeks
here engaging artists for the French
versions of pictures underlined for
production in England. Paul Vialar
helped him in selecting French art-
ists.

3 Union Companies Registered
Melbourne — Among the moves

made in the reorganization of Union
Theaters is the registration of three
new companies since the E. S. and
A. Bank, which holds a debenture
for $1,150,000 in Union Theaters,
took action to protect its interests.

The three new companies are Great-
er Union Theaters, Ltd., capitalized

at $2,500,000; Greater Union (Man-
agement) , Ltd., with a nominal
capital of $100,000; and Greater
Union (Extension), Ltd.. with a
capital of $2,500,000. Union The-
aters has leased its principal the-

aters to Greater Union Theaters,
Ltd., and to Greater Union (Man-
agement) , Ltd. Robert Hill was ap-
pointed receiver and manager for

Union Theaters and advertised the

assets of the company for sale. A
group of distributors, including
Warner Bros.-First National h^s
rallied behind Greater Union The-
aters. Hoyts insists that its buying
agreement with Union Theaters is

still in effect.

M-G-M Auditor in Australia
Sydney—Henry Eckman, M-G-M

traveling auditor, reached Australia
recently and began work at the local

head office.

Carroll Musgrove Shows Profit

Sydney—Carroll Musgrove Thea-
ters, Ltd., is the only big Australian
exhibiting company to show a profit

during the past fiscal year. It cleared
about $25,000 for the 12 months
ended June 30.

German Film Registration Office

Berlin—The Labor Office, Berlin,

in conjunction with the motion pic-

ture employers and employees' or-

ganizations, has established a new
registration office, to be known as
Tekumafi, for persons engaged either
as artists or technicians in the Ger-
man film industry.

Schoedsack Going to Delhi
Calcutta— Ernest B. Schoedsack

who recently arrived here with the
expedition from Hollywood to film

"Lives of a Bengal Lancer" for
Paramount, is leaving for Delhi,

where filming will be started as soon
as government and military ar-

rangements can be made. A Bengal
tiger hunt will be filmed at Delhi.

BRITIStFCO#^PLAN

HAS BRIEF EXISTENCE

London—Formation of the much
discussed and long agitated (but
newly named) Film Industries Co-
operative Society, Ltd., sponsored by
Will Evans, Major Gale and Sam
Berney, aroused such determined
opposition from British producers
and distributors and from American
distributors in the United Kingdom,
that its existence was foredoomed.
The Kinematograph Renters Society
came out solidly against the co-
operative scheme, stating emphati-
cally that it would not deal with
any booking combine.
John Maxwell, chief of British

International Pictures, asserted that
the scheme of the F.I.C.O.S. was a
big political offensive to gain control
of the British Film industry, to
dictate what firms shall continue to
exist and what profits they shall
receive, if any.

Emelka-Osso Joint Product
Berlin—Emelka and the French

Osso company are to make two pro-
ductions jointly, at the Geiselgastieg
studios near Munich, in both French
and German. They will be directed
by Augusto Genina and Carmine
Gallone.

Hugon Forms New Company
Paris—Andre Hugon, motion pic-

ture director, and Esra Algazy,
Rumanian banker, are forming a
company, capitalized at $400,000,
for the production and distribution
of films. Their headquarters will be
in Paris.

46 M-G-M Features for Australia
Sydney—M-G-M will release 46

features in Australia this season, it

was announced by Managing Direc-
tor N. Bernard Freeman at the re-

cent sales convention.

Vandal & Delac-deVenloo Agreement
Paris—To reduce expenses and

simplify distribution problems. Van-
dal & Delac are reported to have
reached an agreement with P. J. de-

Venloo by the terms of which Vandal
& Delac will suspend their distribu-

tion activities, handing that phase
of their business over to deVenloo.

Production schedules of both com-
panies, it is reported, will be carried

out jointly.

Soviet Slows Up
Moscow—There has been a marked

decline in Soviet motion picture produc-

tion during the past year. Only 63 fea-

tures were made and 77 educational

films. Production costs, given at 1.500,-

000 roubles, is one of the reasons for

the decline. It is stated that 22 per

cent of the persons engaged in the Rus-

sian film industry have been discharged.
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"THE DECEIVER"
vnth Ian Keith, Lloyd Hughes,

Dorothy Sebastian, Natalie Moorhead
Columbia 67 mins.

GOOD BACKSTAGE MURDER
MYSTERY WITH CLEVERLY DE-
SIGNED SUSPENSE. WELL ACT-
ED BY A FINE CAST.
Some good old murder mystery

entertainment is provided in this

backstage drama. It has a neatly
conceived plot, calculated to conceal
the identity of the murderer until

the punch climax, and the good act-

ing of a very capable cast, ably di-

rected by Louis King, adds to the
value of the story. Also, there is

plenty of action. The yarn revolves

around a prominent actor, played by
Ian Keith, who combines his Loth-
ario activities with blackmailing of

the weak femmes who write him
love letters. On the night that he
is to mulct 10 grand from a society

dame and go west with his leading
woman, at the same time ditching a
third girl with whom he has had an
affair, the actor is found dead in his

dressing room. Suspicion falls on
half a dozen, but the real killer is

finally detected by a clever trick.
Cast: Lloyd Hughes, Dorothy Sebastian,

Ian Keith, Natalie Moorhead, George Byron,
Richard Tucker, Greta Granstedt, Murray
Kinnell, Dewitt Jennings, Allan Garcia,

Harvey Clark, Sidney Bracy, Frank Halli-

day, Colin Campbell, Nick Copeland.
Director, Louis King; Authors, Bella

Muni, Abem Finkel ; Adaptors, Charles
Logue, Jack Cunningham ; Dialoguer, Jo
Swerling ; Editor, Gene Havelick ; Camera-
man, Joseph Walker ; Recording Engineer,
Edward Bernds.

Direction, fine. Photography, fine.

"SUICIDE FLEET"
with Bill Boyd, Robert Armstrong,
James Gleason, Ginger Rogers

RKO Pathe 84 mins.

SWELL COMBINATION OF
COMEDY AND NAVAL ACTION
WITH SPECTACULAR STUFF
BUILDING THRILLS AND SUS-
PENSE.
Done with the full cooperation of

the U. S. Navy, which put every
facility at the disposal of Director
Rogell, this ranks as one of the best

Navy spectacles ever made. The ac-

tion shots of the destroyed fleet and
the German submarines carry a

powerful kick, as impressive as if a

newsreel cameraman had caught
actual engagements during a sea

battle. The story is adroitly worked
into a theme where Bill Boyd, in

charge, is sent out on a suicide mis-

sion by the naval commander with
an old sailing schooner to decoy the
German submarines. Three sub-

marines come to the surface. One
of them detects the deception, and
they all open fire. Boyd's crew fight

with one hidden gun, and sink a sub
as they themselves are sinking. Then
the U. S. destroyer flotilla steaming
up at top speed for a grand finish.

Gleason and Armstrong furnish
plenty of comedy relief, with Ginger
Rogers the sentimental lure.

Cast: Bill Boyd, Robert Armstrong,
James Gleason, Ginger Rogers, Harry Ban-
nister, Frank Reicher, Ben Alexander, Henry
Victor, Hans Joby,

D-'-ector Albert Rogell ; Author, Com-
mander Herbert A. Jones ; Adaptor, Lew
Lipton ; Dialoguer, F. McGrew Willis ; Ed-
itor, Joe Kane ; Cameraman, Sol Polito

;

Sound Recorder, D. A. Cutler.
Direction, showmanship. Photography,

excellent.

"SEA GHOST"
7vith Laura La Plante, Alan Hale
Peerless 73 mins.

WILD MELODRAMA WITH SEA
ATMOSPHERE HAS PLENTY OF
COLOR BUT LITTLE PLAUSIBIL-
ITY.

The best part of this one is the
cast, which is away ahead of the
slipshod story. Alan Hale is the
husky captain hired to get a strong-
box from a liner sunk by a sub-
marine during the war. The divers
go down and get the treasure, which
proves to contain two wills bequeath-
ing a fortune, one to Laura La
Plante. There is a tricky lawyer
in back of the expedition, trying
to grab off the fortune for himself.
One of the divers turns out to be

the German submarine captain who
sunk the liner. Then develops a lot

of intrigue and fighting between the
captain, his mate, the German cap-

tain and the lawyer. All pretty
mixed up and confused, and finally

working out into an understanding
between Hale and La Plante. who
learn that they love each other af-

ter fighting all through the footage.

Plenty of action and color, but too
unconvincing for critical audiences.

Alan Hale, and in fact all the cast,

are ahead of the material
Cast: Alan Hale, Laura La Plante, Claude

Allister, Clarence Wilson, Peter Erkelenz.

Director, William Nigh ; Author, Burnet
Hershey ; Adaptors, William Nigh, Jo Von
Ronbeo ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, Thomas
Persons; Cameraman, Sidney Hickox; Re-
cording Engineer, L. E. Tope.

Direction, fair. Photography, good.

Bob Steele in

"NEVADA BUCKAROO"

Tiffany 59 mins.

INTERESTING STORY TREAT-
MENT AND GOOD DIRECTION
LIFT THIS WESTERN ABOVE
THE AVERAGE RUN.

Wellyn Totman worked in some
original angles into his story, and
kept the suspense up all the way
to a strong finish. John P. McCar-
thy, one our better directors of out-

door pictures, handled the film with
his usual intelligence, and succeeded
in making this good thrill entertain-
ment that will keep the fans steam-
ed up to the fadeout. Bob Steele is

the buckaroo who decides to go
straight and tries to get his three
pals to see his point of view. But
they can't savvy how a girl has
changed his way of looking at
things. Bob gets a job protecting
the stage, two of his old pals rob
it, and they accuse the hero of be-
ing in on the deal. Later his side-

kick is murdered by the tough mem-
ber of the gang when he tries to

help the law, and Steele goes out
to get his man. It works up to some
very fast action and surprise stuff

that will satisfy the thrill lovers.

Cast: Bob Steele, Dorothy Dix, George
Hayes, Ed Brady, Glen Cavendar, Billy En-
gle, Artie Ortego.

Director, John P. McCarthy ; Author,
Wellyn Totman ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer,
same ; Editor, not credited ; Cameraman, not
credited.

Direction, snappy. Photography, clear.

"A DANGEROUS AFFAIR"

with Jack Holt and Ralph Graves

Columbia 76 mins.

VERY AMUSING MELODRA-
MATIC COMEDY OF HAUNTED
HOUSE MYSTERIES WITH HOLT
AND GRAVES IN EFFECTIVE
TEAMWORK.

In a revival of the spooky murder
melodrama that was the rage a few
years ago, Jack Holt and Ralph
Graves turn in another piece of

teamwork that is satisfying enter-

tainment in itself, not counting the
amusement contained in the story.

Holt is a police lieutenant and
Graves is a newspaper reporter who
is building him up with headline
stories. Nevertheless they are al-

ways scrapping good-naturedly.
Some big stuff comes their way
when a clan of fighting heirs gather
in a dreary mansion at midnight to

read the will of an eccentric relative.

The rest, except for variation in

plot, is pretty much along familiar

lines. It is action and comedy pretty

nearly all the way, and at the finish

Graves gets the girl who inherited

all the dough.

Cast: Jack Holt, Ralph Graves, Sally

Blane, Susan Fleming, Blanche Frederici,

Edward Brophy, De Witt Jennings, Tyler

Brooke, William V. Mong, Fred Santley,

Sidney Bracy, Charles Middleton, Ester

Muir.

Director, Edward J. Sedgwick; Author,

Howard J. Green; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer,

same ; . Editor, not credited ; Cameraman,
Teddy Tetzlaff ; Recording Engineer, not

credited.

Direction, lively. Photography, fine.

Marilyn Miller in

"HER MAJESTY, LOVE"
with Ben Lyon, W. C. Fields, Lee

Errol, Ford Sterling, Chester

Conklin

First National 75 min

W. C. FIELDS IN FAT PAR
CAPTURES NEARLY Al
LAUGHS AND MUCH OF TH
INTEREST IN MILD MUSICA
COMEDY ROMANCE.

If it were not for the droll ar
gleeful antics of W. C. Fields, t)

remaining members of the cast
this musical comedy-romance wo'
find it difficult to carry this we£
story, though the cast is strong, ev« t

in parts that are particularly unsuifc

to their talents. The story concen
Ben Lyon, a wealthy youth, wl
falls in love with Marilyn Miller,
Berlin cabaret barmaid. They bi %

come engaged, but Lyon is coaxt n

into breaking off the proposed unioi

In despair, Marilyn marries a baro
but returns to Lyon before it is t
late. Fields plays Marilyn's fath
and keeps up a running fire of gaj i

and antics all the time he is on t)

screen, which fortunately is often.

Cast: Marilyn Miller, Ben Lyon, W.
Fields. Ford Sterling, Leon Errol, Ches
Conklin, Harry Stubbs, Maude Ebur
Harry Holman, Ruth Hall, William Irvii

Mae Madison.

Director, Wilhelm Dieterle ; Authors,
Bernauer, R. Oesterreicher ; Adaptors, Rob
Lord, Arthur Caesar; Dialoguers, Het
Blanke, Joseph Jackson ; Editor, Ralph D?
son ; Cameraman, Robert Kurrie.

Direction, fair. Photography, good.

Joe E. Brown in

"LOCAL BOY MAKES GOOD"
with Dorothy Lee, Ruth Hall

First National 67 mins.

ENTERTAINING COMEDY IN
SEMI-COLLEGE SETTING WITH
JOE E. BROWN ROUSING PLEN-
TY LAUGHS IN SAP ROLE.

Based on the successful stage

play, "The Poor Nut," this comedy

presents Joe E. Brown in a some-
what different role for him. As_ a

sappy college student with an in-

feriority complex and a craze for

botany, he is required to give a
characterization that is quite re-

strained in comparison to his usual

activities, but he nevertheless man-
ages to hand out a pretty regular

flow of laughs. Having bluffed to

a girl that he is a big frat and track
man at the college, Joe is egged into

taking part in the field meet. After
some mishaps, he brings home the

bacon, overthrows his inferiority

complex, and walks off with the girl

who was instrumental in his trans-

formation. In addition to the comedy
there is a not too obtrusive romantic
situation. The heroine role is very
nicely played by Ruth Hall.

Cast: Joe E. Brown, Dorothy Lee, Ruth
Hall, Edward Woods, Wade Boteler, William
lUirress, Edward J. Nugent, John Harring-
ton.

Director, Mervyn LeRoy ; Authors. J. C.

Nugent, Elliott Nugent ; Adaptor, Robert
Lord ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, Jack Killifer

;

Cameraman, Sol Polito.

Direction, good. Photography, okay.

"CRAFT"
with Regis Toomey, Sue Carol

Universal 72 Miy

BOY REPORTER MAKES GOO
AGAIN IN ACTION STORY
POLITICAL INTRIGUE MIXI
WITH COMEDY TOUCHES.

One of the good old standbys i

vived, with the dumb but willing c

reporter going out and uncoverir

the criminal after the editor H
fired him, saving the girl's fatH
from political defeat, and winni
the girl. Regis Toomey is the ^

porter, and Sue Carol the girl. The:

is another girl who is squealing
the big political boss after he Y

given her the air, so they kidn
her and kill the district attorney
he cannot tell what he has learn

Then Toomey trails the girl to

yacht, gets her story, fights his w
back with the murderer and delive

him to the editor, who is faithful

holding the presses, knowing tl

the lad will come through with t

story even though the dead-line

long since passed. The kind of 1

kum that makes newspaper m
laugh, but the crowd will probal

go for it, because it has the acti

stuff and comedy touches.

Cast: Regis Toomey, Sue Carol, Dorc
Revier, Boris Karloff, William David!

Willard Robertson, Richard Tucker, Get

Irving.

Director, Christy Cabanne ; Author, Bi

Barringer; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, sa;^'

Editor, not Usted ; Cameraman, Jerome J

Direction, fair. Photography, okay.

It;

k
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Joan Crawford in

"POSSESSED"
with Clark Gable

\i-G-M 72 mins.

SURE-FIRE AUDIENCE WOW.
OAN CRAWFORD AT HER BEST
N DRAMATIC ADULT STORY
VITH CLARK GABLE CLICKING.

,
Designed for the box-office. Joan

]rawford has never done better

vork than in this picture. And
dth popular Clark Gable playing

pposite her, it can't miss. The star

ijays a small-town girl with ambi-
rons which land her into the status

f mistress to a young lawyer with
olitical aspirations. He loves her,

ut won't marry her. When she

ealizes that she stands in the way
f his being elected governor, she

reaks with him under pretense of

larrying her girlhood sweetheart,

-t a political rally at which his op-

onents have framed a demonstra-
ion against him, the girl practical-

f reveals the fact that Gable has
sen keeping her. Her action brings
bout a reconciliation. This se-

uence which sounds highly im-

lausible, has a cheapening effect on

tie story from the viewpoint of dis-

riminating audiences. All roles are

ffectively enacted.
Cast: Joan Crawford, Clark Gable. Wal-
ce Ford, Skeets Gariagher, Frank Conroy,
[arjorie White, John Miljan, Clara Blan-

ck.

Director, Clarence Brown ; Author, Edgar
-jlwyn ; Adaptor, Lenore Coffee ; Dialoguer,

ime ; Editor, \VilIiam Levanway ; Camera-
an, Oliver T. Marsh ; Recording Engineer,

ouglas Shearer.

Direction, box-ofifice. Photography, fine.

"IN LINE OF DUTY"
with Sue Carol and Noah Beery

Monogram 60 7nins.

DRAMA OF NORTHWEST
MOUNTED POLICE WITH GOOD
CAST THAT SHOULD PLEASE
POP AUDIENCES.

Although this melodrama of the

Canadian wilds moves along m an

all too leisurely style, it develops

several situations where the sus-

pense holds attention. Action and

dialogue are somewhat stilted.

Love sequences are handled in fair

manner and will likely please the

ladies in popular priced houses. The
story concerns James Murray, a

Northwest Mounted Policeman, wh

)

is detailed to "get his man". The
fugitive, Noah Beery, is wanted for
murder. While in Beery's territory,

Murray has an accident and is nursed
to health by Sue Carol, Beery's
daughter. The young couple fall in

love and eventually Murray is faced
with the problem of either arrest-
ing Beery and losing Sue, or being
a traitor to his commission. It all

ends up okay. Scenery is beautiful
and cast does its best with the fair

story material.
Cast : Sue Carol, Noah Beery, Francis

McDonald, James Murray, Richard Cramer,
Frank Seider, Henry Hall.

Director, Bert Glennon ; Author, G. A.
Durlam ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same

;

Editor, Len Wheeler ; Cameraman, Archie
Stout.

Direction, fair. Photography, good.

"SOUL OF THE SLUMS"

Action Pictures 64 mins.

STORY OF REGENERATION
MAKES GOOD FAMILY PICTURE
THAT CARRIES OVER MORAL
WITH LOVE INTEREST AND AC-
TION.

This is a sort of variation on the
old "Miracle Man" plot, with the
hero coming out of jail seeking re-
venge on the man who framed him,
but saved from himself by a girl's

love and the kindly ministrations of
a slum worker. Good for the neigh-
borhoods, and the family trade, with
its wholesome moral told with plen-
ty of action and a pleasing love in-

terest. William Collier, Jr., as the
ex-jailbird, is out to get the fellow
who framed him. He meets up with
the former sweetheart of the other
chap, and the two of them resolve
to go straight. Blanch Mehaffey, the
girl, gets herself a job, as does her
hero. Collier spends his evenings
helping an old man running a gospel
mission and flop house for the down-
and-outs. Then comes the business
of reform, working up to suspense
action and some old hoke sentimen-
tal touches for the grand finale.

Pleasing number for uncritical audi-
ences.

Cast: William Collier, Jr., Blanche Me-
haffey. James Bradbury, Jr., Walter Long,
Paul Weigel, Max Asher.

Director, Frank Strayer ; Author, W. Scott
Darling; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, Byron Robinson ; Cameraman, Jules

Cronjager ; Recording Engineer, James Stan-

ley.

Direction, satisfactory. Photography, fair.

"SURRENDER"
with Warner Baxter, Leila Hyams
Fox 69 mins.
DULL AND DRAGGY FILM SET

IN PRISON CAMP ATMOSPHERE
LACKS ACTION AND CARRIES
NO PARTICULAR POINT.

This is an adaptation of a French
play, "Axelle," which was written
in a philosophical vein, with one
German officer giving his reactions
to the war, and his father, an old
colonel, telling how superior war was
in the struggle of 1870. The greater
portion of the atmosphere is in a
German prison camp, centered
around Warner Baxter as a French
sergeant and several comrades im-
prisoned with him. He is detailed
to a nearby castle to do work, where
he falls in love with the girl of the
castle, engaged to the old colonel's
son. Then gradually she falls in
love with him, and they moon
around, wondering what can be done
about it, seeing that she is bethroth-
ed to one of her countrymen, and
Baxter is a Frenchman and an
enemy. And so it goes uncertainly
back and forth, lacking motivation,
sympathy or any real interest. Ac-
tion and entertainment are missing.

Cast: Warner Baxter, Leila Hyams, Ralph
Bellamy. William Pawley, C. Aubrey Smith,
Alexander Kirkland, Howard Phillips, Bert
Hanlon, Tom Ricketts, Bodil Rosing, George
Andre Beranger, Frank Swales, Joseph
Sauers, Albert Burke, Jack Conrad.

Director, William K. Howard ; Author,
Pierre Benoit ; Adaptors, S. N. Behrman,
Sonia Levien ; Dialoguers, same ; Editor,
Paul Weatherwax ; Cameraman, James

Recording Engineer, Albert Protz-Howe
man.

Direction, handicapped by
tography, fair.

naterial. Pho-

"IM CEHEIMDIENST"
("Espionage")

with Bi'igitte Helm and Willy
Fritsch

'fa 90 mins.

ENTERTAINING AND SUS-
ENSEFUL GERMAN DIALOGUE
RAMA OF SPIES AND IN-

RIGUE DURING WAR.

Director Gustav Ucicky has

irned out a strong production in

lis drama of a German spy in the

ussian lines. The cast has been

ccellently selected and holds atten-

on throughout. The production,

)wever, lacks any light touches or

imedy relief. The story concerns

young man who enters Russia as
'

1 American concert violinist. He
•li in reality acting for the Germans

an effort to obtain valuable in-

irmation concerning ammunition
ores and troop movements. He is

ded by the beautiful wife of a

ussian general. She, too, is a Ger-
an sympathizer. The plot involves
any suspense-holding situations

^ id is worked out in convincing
yle. In the end the spy returns
ith the coveted papers and the

unition plant is destroyed, while
te ,e love interest comes to a happy
id rmination.

Cast: Brigitte Helm, Willy Fritsch,
ikar Homolka, Theodor Loos, Karl Lud-
g Diehl. Harry Hardt, Ferdinand Hart,
mara Desni, Eduard von Winterstein,
iedrich Kayssler, Alfred Beierle.

Director, Gustav Ucicky ; Author, Walter
isch ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same

;

litor, not credited : Cameraman, Carl Hoff-
inn ; Recording Engineer, Hermann Fritz-
ling.

Direction, Strong. Photography, Excellent.

"BROKICA BLAD"
("Scattered Pages")

Scandinavian Talking Pictures

85 Tnins.

PLEASING SWEDISH PRODUC-
TION WITH TUNEFUL MELO-
DIES, PRETTY GIRLS AND COM-
EDY TOUCHES GETS OVER.

Here is one that the Swedish
audiences will go for in a big way.
It has a sort of musical comedy plot

with a revue atmosphere, and is

bright and cheerful throughout the

footage. The plot is inconsequential,

starting with a farmer, his wife and
daughter, visiting Stockholm to see

the sites of the capital. After that

the doings are centered around the
musical comedy troupe, who jump
from one light bit to another, and
manage to keep the entertainment
keyed up with a variety of scenes,
principally at a seaside resort. Here
are seen a big bevy of pretty bath-
ing girls, frolicking around and
keeping the footage bright and
alluring most of the time. Some
very tuneful numbers are interject-
ed, and an occasional song. The cast
includes many well known favorites
of the Swedish stage. Fine scenic
shots help a lot in the outdoor
scenes.

Cast: Costa Ekman, Valdemar Dahlquist,
Vera Nilsson, Hokan Westergren, Dagmar
Ebberson, Sigurd Wallen, Nils Lundell.

Director, Edvin Adolphson ; Cameraman,
J. Julius : Recording Engineer, S. Stor ; no
other credits given.

Direction, satisfactory. Photography, good.

"LAS COMPANAS CAPISTRANO*
J. H. Hoff berg Co. 63 rniyis.

ALL-SPANISH PRODUCTION
OF OLD CALIFORNIA IS AMA-
TEURISH IN ACTION AND
STORY TREATMENT.
This one may prove okay for un-

critical South American audiences,

but it is away below the standard of

other foreign films being shown in

this country. It rates a poor pro-
duction in all departments, careless-

ly directed, with a weak story

loosely put together, and indifferent
acting. The action takes place in

the days of the old Spanish gover-
nors back in Southern California.
The tyrannical governor finds him-
self in the midst of a rebellion, and
is out to get one of the ringleaders.
There is a senorita who is trying to

save her father from the Governor's
wrath, by delivering into his hands
the leader of the rebellion. He saves
her life in a runaway, and she is

surprised to learn that this is the
gent she is supposed to turn over
to the Governor. Then love fol-

lows, all sorts of intrigue, and in

the midst of the action they stop
frequently for some community sing-
ing. Too loose to rate serious atten-
tion.

Cast: Cora Montez, Luis de Ibarguen,
Ricardo Bell, Jr., Antonio Roux, Robert Saa-
Silva, M. Camacho Vega, Ignacio Soto
Major, Jose Arias, Salvador Villaenor, Ysrae'
Crarcia, Ernesto Zambrano, Antonio Carral,

Elias Guevara, Adolfo Villavicenio, Rafael
Blanco, Pedro Velanzuela, Carmen La Roux,
Carlotta Cortez.

Director, Leon de la Mothe ; Author,
same; Adaptor, B. Wayne Lament; Dia-
loguer, same ; Editor, Leon de la Mothe

;

Cameraman, IJert Baldridge; Sound Record-
er. C. S. Piper.

Direction, poor. Photography, spotty.

"SIROCO"
(La Rose Du Souk)

Cinema Francais 74 mins.

ALL-ARABIAN FILM WITH
NATIVE CAST AND DIALOGUE
PROVIDES COLORFUL NOVELTY
FOR ARABIC AND FRENCH
AUDIENCES.

This is a production made in
Morocco by a French company with
an entire Arabic cast, all speaking
their native language throughout.
French titles are included, so that
the picture exercises an appeal not
only for the Arabic and Assyrian
colonies in the United States, but
also for French audiences. The film
makes no pretensions to elaborate
production, but is nevertheless an
interesting offering in that it is an
unusual novelty, probably for the
first time in any film presenting the
Arabian desert, the sheiks and the
customs of the Moroccans as they
actually are. The story deals with a
young outlaw chieftain, the son of
the old sheik, who was stolen when
a baby by a servant. He grows up,
not knowing his real identity. A ro-
mance develops with the belle of the
village, daughter of a rug maker,
which leads to the sheik finding his

ong lost son. The Arabian heroine
s charming, and the hero has real
histrionic talent.

Cast : Pierre Geay, Mile. Atouna, Omar
Ben Saadi. with natives unnamed filling out
a large cast.

Director, Jacques Severac ; Author, same

;

Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, same ; Editor, not
listed ; Cameraman, G. Berliet.

Direction, fair. Photography, spotty.
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Theater Equipment
By M. P. BOOTH

HIGH INTENSITY SWITCH

IMPROVES CARBON USE

Chicago — A special 200-ampere
knife switch of the warm-up type,

mounted in a steel box of approved
construction and arranged for two-
step control, permitting operator to

warm up carbons in the first posi-

tion of the switch, which is 50

amperes, and then to throw it in

second position for full load thereby,

eliminating excessive pitting and
blowing out of the carbon crater,

is being marketed by the Chicago
Cinema Co.
The switch box is equipped with

a tool shelf for holding pliers,

screw drivers, etc., and has switch
holes for mounting tumbler switches

that may be wired for controlling

auxiliary switches, the company de-

clares.

Exhibs Allowed 10 Years
To Pay for Equipment

Sydney—State Government of N.
S. W. has put through a law that
payments by exhibitors for W. E.
equipment shall be spread over 10
years instead of three as before.

Although this will hurt W. E.'s an-

nual income, there is no real loss as

the whole of the money must be paid
in 10 years plus interest.

The N. S. W. Motion Picture Ex-
hibitors' Ass'n is also planning fur-

ther legislation to secure relief from
film hire. An interest reduction act.

which has been passed, will also give

exhibitors relief where effected by
mortgages, hire purchase agree-

ments, or demands to meet dividends

on preference shares.

Ultraphone Adds 3 Engineers
Minneapolis—Before leaving for

Chicago to assume charge of the
company's new branch, Ted Karatz,
general manager of Ultraphone
Sound System, announced the ap-

pointment of three additional engi-

neers of the company's staff. They
are: Stanley Hughs, Russell O'Toole
and Henry Koldo. Karatz stated that

heavy increase in demand for Ultra-
phone equipment necessitated the

addition of the new engineers.

W. E. Wires Military Home
Washington—Two Western Elec-

tric sound system installations will

furnish talking picture entertain-

ment for inmates of the National
Military Home as a result of con-

tracts signed recently.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 M.M. SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Improving Screen Illumination
Good projection depends largely on the type of projection screen in use and the

condition of same. We find many projection screens insufficiently illuminated. It

must be remembered that as the size of the picture is increased the amount of light

necessary to maintain its brilliancy per unit of area increases rapidly. The projected
picture is often increased in size without taking into consideration that more illumi-

nation will be required.

Many theaters are equipped with low intensity lamps, small motor generator sets

and insufficient wire size to permit using more current at the projector arc; thus
preventing proper screen illumination.

A poorly illuminated projected picture will cause eye strain to the average patron.
Many people avoid the motion picture theater because of eye strain. The only way to
improve this situation Is to install the proper equipment, so that the screen illumination
may be increased.—R. H. McCullough, Fox West Coast Theaters.

Linen Co. Launches

Novel Giveaway Plan

A new linen giveaway plan for

theaters that is said to be meeting
with great success as a patronage
builder has been launched by the

Linen Sales Co. of New York.

The plan, which covers a period

of 24 weeks, consists of a seven-

piece dining room set, six-piece

bedroom set, three-piece vanity set,

two fancy pillow cases, four fancy
guest show towels and a five-piece

bridge set. All the pieces, it is said,

are made of Belgium pure linen

trimmed in cluny lace, making one
complete ensemble matching in color

and design.

Although the company has only

been in operation a month, over

55 houses, in which are included

RKO, Consolidated, Cocalis-Spring-

er, Randforce and many inde-

pendents, have contracted for the

plan, it is stated.

Kliegl Sidewalk Projector

For projecting announcements and
other messages upon the sidewalk,
from a show window, lobby of the
theater or other location within the

building line, a projector consisting

essentially of a small stereopticon,

furnished complete with lens, me-
dium-screw-base lamp socket and
eight feet of lamp cord with attach-

ment plug, is being offered by Kliegl

Bros.. Universal Electric Stage
Lighting Co. of New York. It ac-

commodates a 100-watt G-25 lamp
and uses slides 2% inches in diam-
eter, with stenciled lettering or sten-

ciled design.

JUST
AROUJVD
THE

CORNER
from every American

theatre

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY
Brniiclies iii all I'rirrctpal Cities

Improvements, Price Cuts
Announced by Racon Elec.

Radical improvements in its horn
units, giving more powerful and bet-

ter response as well as increasing

efficiency and attaining what is said

to be the nearest thing to the hu-
man voice yet produced, are an-

nounced by the Racon Electric Co.

of New York, manufacturers of ujiit

horns and sound equipment.

A reduction in prices on the com-
pany's complete line has also been
made.

Cleve. Going Heavy on Premiums
Cleveland—L. T. Cook, distributor

of Manufacturers Sales Ass'n of Al-
liance and Limoges China Co. of
Sebring, makers of theater premium
china, states that he is now serving
26 theaters here with dinnerware
sets for free distribution.

Baltimore N.T.S. Branch Moves
Baltimore—Local branch of Na-

tional Theater Supply Co., N. C.
Haefele, manager, has been moved
from the former location on Gay St.

to a new shoviToom and office at 417
St. Paul St.

Klangfilm-Tobis Installations

Berlin—As of Oct. 1, there were
608 Klangfilm-Tobis sound equip-
ment apparatus installed in 45 Ger-
man cities with more than 100,000
inhabitants. Berlin is in the lead
with 240 sets; Hamburg next with
52 sets; Munich third with 32 sets.

TICKOMETER MARKETS

NEW ISSUING MACHINE

Cleveland — A new ticket
issuing machine, to De knovm undei
the trade name of "Timco," has beer
developed and is being manufacturec
and marketed by the Tickometer Co
of this city. Among its improve(
features, the device is said to bi

faster, noiseless, trouble proof ant
simple in operation.

National Supply Installations
Among recent installation o:

equipment in theaters by the Na
tional Theater Supply Co. were tb
following: equipment and decorat
ing—Roxy, Frankfort, Ind.; projec
tion equipment—Joslyn Memorial
Omaha, Neb.; Palace, Jacksonville
Fla.; Sandusky, Sandusky,
Churchwell, Savannah, Tenn.; Rit-
Ybor City, Fla.; Legion, Mayfiek
Ky.; Warners, St. Louis; Alcazai
St. Petersburg, Fla.; Rialto, Jackson
ville, Fla.; new carpet in the Oak
land, Milwaukee, and chairs in th
Maxy of Hayti, Mo.

Bruckner Installation
Installation of stage equipment, i

he new 1,500-seat Scarsdale theate
which consisted of stage rigginj
curtain travelers and motor contr(
)icture magnascope sheets was mad
by Bruckner Mitchell, Inc., of Ne'
York, manufacturers of complet
stage equipment.

Altering Livermore House
Livermore, Cal. — About $20,0(

worth of alterations and additic
are to be made to the Livermo?
Louis Schenoni, owner, has awards
the general construction contract
S. Bothwell.

Opens Sound Service
Minneapolis — Benjamin Bisl

sound engineer, has opened
Sound Service Co., in this

Bishop is inaugurating a 24-hd
sound service and will handle a
line of sound machine accessoril

TUDio Lights
For sound and motion picture photography—lamps
of all kinds, both incandescent and arc types,
floodlights, spotlights, overhead lights, side lights,

etc.; fo close-up or long-range work. Also wir-
ing devices of various kinds, portable plugging
boxes, pin-plug connectors, etc. — made by the
creators of Klieglights.

KLIEGL BROS
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.,iN<.

321 West 50th Street - New York, N.Y.



EVERYBODY
BENEFITS . ,

.

... by the introduction of Eastman Super-sen-

sitive Panchromatic Negative, Actor, director,

camera man, laboratory worker, exhibitor,

audience . . . right down the line, definite and

substantial advantages are derived from this

major improvement of 1931. And the pro-

ducers and exhibitors in whose pictures it is

used benefit most of all . . . in better photog-

raphy and better pictures in general. Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, New York.

(
J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New

York, Chicago, Hollywood.

)

Eastman Super-sensitive

Panchromatic Negative, Type 2



One Wife Attains!

Six Deadly Blondes
She learned about
husbands from them!

PLEASEr Mr. Exhibitor:
Be a good sport . . . screen this before

you play it. Then you will give it the

advertising it deserves. ^

i

'.Ml

/f

•

LINDIi WATKINS - JOHN BOLES
Greta Nissen • Minna Gombell • Hedda Hopper

Allan Dinehart • Claire Maynard •Joyce Compton • Sally Blane

directed by KENNETH MacKENNA



ntimate in Character
nternational in Scope
ndependent in Thought

:5^^^

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Fourteen Years Old

^OL. LVII NC. <5C NEWrOCr, MCNCAr, NCVEMBEC 3C, 1931 (5 CENTS

300 Pictures a Year is Goal Set by England

^ONTRACTSUITS IN SMS CALLED PRECEDENTS

^-G-M Preparing 25 Pictures for Foreign Market
40 Features and Shorts

Already Completed

for Abroad
Twenty-five M-G-M productions
re now being prepared for the for-

ign market, with all countries ex-

jpt Spanish speaking territories

iking "dubbed" and synchronized
ersions. Pictures for the Spanish
nd South American field will retain

le jinglish dialogue but will have
iperimposed titles in Spanish. Eight

(.Continued on Page 7)

TlilTORS

VOTE IN FAVOR or NAMES

Minneapolis—Names exercise the
fiief influence on the box-office in

lis territory, and there are only
bout a score of personalities who
ow have the requisite draw, ac-

cruing to a survey made by "Movie
i ige," Shlyen publication. Exhib-
;ors are practically unanimous on
he point that names are essential

nd that it is important for pro-

ucers to keep building up person-
{Continued on Page 6)

L P. Waxman Slated

For Production Post
Upon return of Hiram S. Brown
lom the coast, A. P. Waxman will

eceive a new assignment in the
reduction end. Meanwhile Wax-
lan will continue on duty as part
f the RKO Pathe merger. In con-
plidation of the advertising and
ublicity departments last week,
Eliminating most of the Pathe force,

'utgers Neilson joined Hy Daab's
laff at Radio.

99% of Copyright Cases

Settled Out of Court

Ninety-nine per cent of the copyright viola-

on actions brought by the New York Film
oard of Trade through its legal bureau are
eing settled out of court. Six actions of this

7pe are now pending.

Thanksgiving Cheer for the B. 0.
Universal really had something to be thankful for last week. It was a flock of

telegrams on "Frankenstein" business. Fred S. Meyer of Milwaukee wired that the

first week broke every box-office record at the Alhambra and the second week was
starting out even bigger. Ned Cerber of Cleveland said it opened to the best business

in the history of the Hippodrome. Manny Gottlieb of Detroit reported that a riot squad
had to be called after the house had filled in 45 minutes and an even bigger crowd
was still waiting outside. Duke Hickey of the Boston Keith said it beat all openjng
day and daily records there. ). Matt Skorey of Omaha wired that the Orpheum had
its longest lines in more than a year. Other wires were In similar vein.

NEW PANTAGES CIRCUIT
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Alexander Pantages

announces he intends to re-enter the

theater business on an extensive

scale. He says he is formulating
plans for a new circuit of about 30

houses.

Motions for New Trials

Filed by St. Louis Firms
St. Louis—Formal motions ask-

ing Circuit Judge Hogan to set aside

his orders appointing equity receiv-

{Continued on Page 6)

Warncr-F. N. Finish Four Features;

Another Quartet Goes in Production
IVcst Coast Bureau,

Hollywood — Four starring vehi-
cles were completed at Warner-
First National last week, making
way for a similar number of new
pictures to start shooting this week,
it is announced by Jack L. Warner.
The finished quartette includes Wil-
liam Powell in "High Pressure";
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in "Union

THE FILM DAILY
Depot"; Edward G. Robinson in

"Honorable Mr. Wong," and Winnie
Lightner and Charles Butterworth in

"Manhattan Parade." Starting are:

Richard Barthelmess in "Alias the

Doctor"; George Arliss in "The Man
Who Played God"; Joe E. Brown in

"Fireman, Save My Child," and Chic

Sale in "Old Man Minick."

Goal of 300 Pictures a Year
Is Set by Studios in England

Army Has 71 Houses
Equipped With Sound

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Seventy-one the-

aters, all wired for sound, are now
operated by the U. S. Army Motion
Picture Service in posts, camps and
stations throughout the country.
Raymond B. Murray is the civilian

director of activities, with Major J.

J. Teter as officer m charge. The
(.Continued on Page 7)

London—On the basis of strides

now being made in every direction,

at least 300 pictures a year will be
turned out by English studios in the
not far distant future, according to

Ernest W. Fredman, editor of "The
Daily Film Renter." All of these

films will find their place on British

screens, he says. In a resume of the
year for The Film Daily, Fredman
declares that 1931 was veritably a
banner year for British film produc-

(Continued on Page 6)

Cases Being Built Up for

Action in Big Cities,

Attorney Says
Lewiston, Ida.—In winning dis-

missal of a contract suit by Fox
against Tri- State Theaters before
Judge Miles S. Johnson, the defense
attorney, E. A. Cox, contended in

his brief that contract suits were
being filed in the sticks to build up
a body of precedents before going
after the large city exhibitors.

(Cmitinued on Page 7)

AMERICAN RECORD CORP.

HAS UNBREAKABLE DISC

American Record Corp., which has
started production of records on
33-1/3 r.p.m. 10-inch discs for use
by theaters as overtures and exit

marches as well as when silent trail-

ers are being run off, has developed
an unbreakable record which will

(Continued on Page 7)

B. Wachnansky Managing
Four Schreiber Houses

Detroit—Following acquisition of

the Colonial and Majestic by Jack
Schreiber, Ben Wachnansky has
been made general manager of the
four Schreiber downtown houses.

Maxie Gealer, formerly of the da-
mage burlesque houses, will be as-

sistant in charge of stage produc-
tions. B. V. Samuels succeeds Fred
Sourbeck as manager of the Colo-

nial.

$34,000,000 in Taxes

Paid by English Exhibs

London—Total of approximately $34,000,000

in entertainments duty was paid in England for

the last fiscal year. This sum is the highest

since the 1922 war tax rates, and exceeds the

estimates by $1,000,000.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind 6% bVz bVi
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 135^ 12^ 13 + ?^
East Kodak 94 92 92?^ — H
Fox Fm. "A" bVi SV2 5% — Va.

Gen. Th. Eq. (new) 1 1 1 —
Loew's, Inc 3454 33^ 3454
M-G-M pfd 21K 21 21^
Paramount I214 115^ H^ — Va

RKO "A" 2^ 2 2 — Vi

Warner Bros 4 354 3'A — H
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Fox Thea. "A" .... 1 % Yt
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. 1^ 1 1

RKO rts 5-16 !4 5-16

Technicolor 2'J4 2}4 2}4
Trans-Lux iVi iVa 3 ^g

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 7!4 7 7

Loew 6s 41ww 90 8954 8954 — 54

Paramount 6s t.7.. 6154 59 59 — 4
,Far 5j4s50 55 51 51 — 6

Pathe 7s37 65 65 65 — 5

Warner's 6s39 34 33 3.? — 1

Levey Leaves Films for Radio

Harold Levey, for the past three
years musical director at the Brook-
lyn Vitaphone Studio, has resigned
in order to devote his time to radio
broadcasts.
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The Uroadu^ay Parade
(Week of Nov. 27)

FIRST-RUNS
PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"Rich Man's Folly" Paramount Paramount
"Surrender" Fox Roxy
"Possessed" M-G-M Capitol
"Local Boy Makes Good" First National Strand
"Suicide Fleet" RKO Pathe Mayfair
"Sporting Chance" Peerless Warner
"Men in Her Life" Columbia Broadway
"In Line of Duty" Monogram Beacon

EXTENDED RUNS
"Corsair" (2nd week) United Artists .Rialto

"Around the World in 80 Minutes"
(2nd week) United Artists Rivoli

"Her Majesty, Love" First National Winter Garden

$2 RUNS
"The Champ" (4th week) M-G-M Astor
"Strictly Dishonorable" (3rd week) .Universal Criterion

FOREIGN PICTURES
"Sein Liebeslied" (2nd week) Assoc. Cine of Am £uropa
"Opera Ball" (4th week) Protex Trading Co Little Carnegie
"Kaiserliebchen" (3rd week)* Tobis Little Carnegie
"Im Geheimdienst" Ufa Cosmopolitan
"Brokiga Blad" Scandinavian Talking Fifth Ave. Playhouse
"Sirocco" Cine. Francais President
"Cosi e la Vita" (2nd week) Thalia Amuse. Co Belmont

RETURN ENGAGEMENTS
"The Big House" M-G-M Cameo
"Little Caesar" First National Cameo

FUTURE OPENINGS
"Ben Hur" (Dec. 3) M-G-M Rialto
"Arrowsmith" (Dec. 7) United Artists Gaiety
"The Struggle" (Dec. 10) United Artists Rivoli

* Formerly at the Vanderbilt.

Universal Rearranges
Releases to January 3

Universal has rearranged its re-

lease schedule to Jan. 3, as follows;

Dec. 5, "A House Divided"; Dec. 12,

"Heaven on Earth"; Dec. 26, "Strict-

ly Dishonorable"; Jan. 3, "Law and
Order." "Nice Women" was re-

leased last week.
Two more features are finished,

"The Murders in the Rue Morgue"
and "Papa Loves Mama" formerly
titled "The Unexpected Father."
Two features, "Impatient Maiden"
and "Oh Promise Me," go into pro-

duction Monday, with eight to be
started within the next six weeks.
"Gallows," which has been renamed
"Radio Car," is being revamped for

the screen and will be put into pro-

duction Dec. 15.

Gervers Assisting Ennis
Ralph Gervers has been named as-

sistant director of exploitation for

Columbia, under the supervision of

Bert Ennis, chief of advertising,
publicity and exploitation. Gervers
will make his headquarters in New
York and also have charge of the
field men and exploitation of New
York openings in addition to na-
tional campaigns.

Quittner-Paramount Suit

Coming Up in January
Indications are that the Joseph

P. Quittner anti-trust action against
Paramount, various officials of this
company and the Hays organization
will come up for trial in the U. S.
District Court early in January.
Quittner, in his case alleging viola-
tions of the Sherman and Clayton
acts, seeks damages of $5,180,000 in

connection with a theater he former-
ly operated at Middletown, N. Y.

Reginald Smith Acquiring Studios
London — Reginald Smith, who

takes over the entire shareholding
of P.D.C., Ltd., making it an all-

British company early in 1932, will

sign contracts in a few days for ac-
quisition of studios in this country.

Matreci Succeeds Schlessinger
St. Louis—Tony Matreci is now

assistant general manager for the
St. Louis Amusement Co., following
the transfer of Al Schlessinger by
Warner Bros, to Cleveland.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Annual meeting of Theater Owner
Protective Ass'n, Baker Hotel, Dallas.

Dec. 3: A.M. P.A. luncheon at the Di»:
Hotel with S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel i

guest speaker.

Dec. 5 : Meeting of Chicago Section .

Society of M. P. Engineers, World's Fa)
Administration Bldg., Roosevelt Rd. an
Lake Michigan, Chicago. 1 P.M.

Dec. 7: First Annual Film Party of Kami
City Film Row, Pla-Mor Ballroou
Kansas City, Mo.

Dec. 10: Special Meeting of RKO stoci

holders to vote on plans for change i

capitalization.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of CaroUr
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlott
Charlotte, N. C.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dam
of the Columbians (Columbia Picture*
Hotel Plaza, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Ce
tral Europe under auspices of Czech
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n ai

National Film Industry, Prague, Czech
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. 1

T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washim
ton, D. C.

Sovkino Film at Labor Temple
j

"The New Babylon," Sovkino filn

will be shown twice tonight at tb

Labor Temple under the sponsorshi
of the Medical Workers' League an
the Workers' International Relief.

Symposium on Hollywood and Soviij

A symposium on "The Hollywooi
and the Soviet Cinema" will be he!

next Sunday evening at the Ne
School for Social Research, wit
Waldo Frank, H. W. L. Dana, I

A. Potamkin, Samuel Ornitz an
Michael Gold among the speakers.

Maurice Kaplan Buys House
Cleveland — Maurice Kaplan h"

purchased the Memphis from Mos
and Weiss. He will play a doub
feature policy, four changes a wee
at 10 and 15 cents during the wee
and 10 and 25 cents on Sunday.

Schertzinger Finishing at Radio
IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Having completed his

three-picture contract, Victor Schert-
zinger will leave Radio Pictures in

December, returning later when
some of the present contractual ar-
rangements with other directors
have expired. "Marcheta" has been
temporarily shelved.

Arthur Mayer in Hospital
Arthur Mayer, director of public-

ity and advertising for Publix, is in
Mt. Sinai Hospital recuperating fol-
lowing an operation for appendicitis.

Tax Hits Cheap Seats
Glasgow — Following reinstate-

ment of the entertainments tax,
Scotland movies suffered the worst
week's business since talkers came
in. The .cheaper seats, on which a
penny tax has been imposed, suf-
fered severely. Most of the exhibi-
tors passed the tax to the public,
but it is expected that the theaters
soon will be paying at least 50 per
cent of it themselves.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dail^ or Weekly Ratei

Powers Clnophoiw Equlpmsnt Corporation

723.7TH AVE., N. V. BRYANT »-«OeT

The 1932

FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK
is now being

compiled

This will be the I4th edi-
tion of this encyclopedia
of the motion picture
industry.

Covering this great indus-
try in all its many branches,
this new edition will be the
greatest yet. And that's

saying a lot.

Free to paid subscribers to

The Film Daily. Subscrip-
tion includes: The Film
Daily, every day; The Year
Book, every January; Direc-
tors' Annual & Production
Guide, every June and the
Short Subject Quarterly is-

sues.

This complete trade paper

I

service for $10.00 a year
(Foreign $15.00).



(Waterloo Bridge) (East of Borneo)

hit after hit
(Homicide Squad)

after hit after
(Spirit of Notre Dame) (Strictly Dishonorable)

hit after hit
(Frankenstein)

after hit

^^ smashing all records
wherever it plays • biggest

business in history in
BOSTON • capacity all per-

formances in DESMOINES •

SRO smash in CLEVELAND
• riot squad to handle
crowds in DETROIT second
week • socks "Dracula" rec*

ord in MILWAUKEE •

monster business in PROVI-
DENCE • biggest biz on rec-

ord compels WASHING-
TON hold-over • smashes

all time record LAWRENCE,
MASS • overflow crowds in

OMAHA, KENOSHA,
APPLETON and more com-
ing so fast we can^t keep up
with them!

Universal— The hit of the industry!



* EAST *
Philadelphia—Bill Porter, Tiffany

booker who resigned some time ago
to go into business for himself, is

back in the local field as short sub-
ject booker for Columbia.

Lynn, Mass.—T. L. Smalley has
been appointed managing director of
the Publix Olympic, with A. S.

Murch, Jr., as house manager.

to, is now assisting Jack Keith at

the Strand. George Hartman has
been named assistant manager at
the Rialto.

Carmichaels, Pa.—M. F. Ross is

reopening the Ross after being
closed for six months.

Nashua, N. H.—James T. Con-
ners, formerly manager of the State
in Manchester, is now managing the
State and Tremont here. Edwin
Sheridan, former manager of the
two houses, will become manager of
the Palace and Crown in Manches-
ter.

Atlantic City — Homer Lord of
Chester, Pa., is now serving as dis-
trict manager for Warner Bros,
here, succeeding Lester Stallman,
who has been shifted to the York,
Pa., district. I. D. Miller of Cleve-
land comes to the Virginia as man-
ager.

York, Pa.—Frank Kelsey has been
transferred from the York and is

succeeded at that house by his form-
er assistant, Paul Rhodes. George
Ohler, former assistant at the Rial-

Lynn, Mass. — Joseph Liss, for-

merly of the Warner Palace in Law-
rence, has been appointed chief of

staff of the Warner theater here.

Johnstown, Pa.—Dave Flam has
been appointed manager of Warners'
State.

ton has reopened under a new policy
of four changes weekly. The house
is owned by Glen Harris, with Rich-
ard Camburn as manager.

Northville, Mich. — Harry Lush,
manager of the Penniman Allen, re-
cently opened, will operate on Sat-
urday, Sunday and Wednesday only.

Detroit—Jack Young, manager of
Sono Art-World Wide office, is now
covering both city and state.

Burlington, Vt.—Manager L. W.
Carrol states that five acts of Keith
vaude, twice a week, is proving a
draw at the Flynn.

Providence—The Modern has re-

turned to a straight picture policy
at 10 and 15 cents, after a brief ven-
ture into vaude and pictures.

* CENTRAL *
Denver — Howard Grain, former

Paramount booker. Is now with the
Educational exchange.

Ypsilanti—The Martha Washing-

AMERICA'S FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE

St. MoRiTZ
OI¥ THE PARK

50 Central Park South
iVeto York City

Old world hospitality in the
spirit of the new world; old
world service with the newest
of the new world's comforts.
A cuisine that is the essence
of Europe's finest, under the
inspired direction of

of Paris, London and the Riviera.

Rooms single or en suite, facing
Central Park and but a moment
from the city's amusement and
business sectors.

Personal Direction of S. GREGORY TaYLOK

Holly, Mich.—Harry Hobolth has
purchased the Liberty. He also op-
erates houses in Carol, Caso City,

North Branch and Imlay City.

Detroit — Lincoln Park Theaters
has been incorporated here. The
stockholders are Max Allen, Sara
Bennett and Henry P. Rosin.

Greeley, Colo.—The Park has in-

stalled sound-on-film.

Manly, la.—Billy Beck, manager
of the Manly, will open with sound
pictures Thanksgiving night.

Denver—James JIughes, salesman
for RKO until the exchange merged,
is now selling for Universal.

Portland, Ore.—Harry Percy, o
Radio Pathe, is returning to Port
land Row as manager of the Consoli
dated exchange, with W. B. Kelljl''
formerly manager of Radio, and H
0. Hoss, formerly manager of RK(
Pathe, as his assistants.

* SOUTH *
Atlanta—George D. Jackson, re

cently associated with National The
ater Supply at Charlotte, has beei *.:

appointed office manager and bookei f,
for Affiliated Producers Organiza
tion.

New Orleans — Herbert Barnet
has been appointed local manager oi

the new office of Talking Picture «

Epics.

Griffin, Ga.—Nathan Ginsberg has
bought the Roxy from the Bromi
berg interests.

Denver—J. Harold Sheffield, just
out of the University of N. C, has
accepted a position in the local Shef-
field Exchange System office.

Holgate, O.—The Palace, closed
for some time, reopened Nov. 21
after the installation of Western
Electric sound equipment and exten-
sive remodeling. Clyde Dillon is

manager.

Circleville, O.—L. W. Neereamer
of Columbus and Severio Ventola of
Piqua have taken a lease on the
Metropolitan and will open it soon
under the name of the Circle. New
sound equipment will be installed.

Both of the lessors have been asso-
ciated with theaters in Piqua.

* WEST *
San Francisco — Herb Mclntyre,

former Pathe division manager, has
taken over the Los Angeles office

for the new RKO setup, and "Red"
Jacobs gives up the exchange for
the road.

Berkeley, Cal.—Kaliski and Har-
band will remodel their Lorin thea-
ter at a cost of $25,000.

Oakland, CaL—The T. and D. is to
be reopened by Morgan Walsh.

Wilmington, Cal.—Dick Darst has
reopened the old Empress, redeco-
rated, as the Avalon.

San Diego—The Imperial, former-
ly the Victory, is now owned by E.
P. Crie.

Macon, Ga.—E. A. Booth, opera-
tor of the Grand, has acquired th(

Gala in Columbus. He will remaii
in Macon as manager of the Grand

Brunswick, Ga.—Harry M. King
Jr., is the new manager of the Ritz
He was formerly with the Lyric ii

Waycross, Ga., which is run by thf

same interests.

Orangeburg, S. C. — Orangeburj
Theaters, Inc., capitalized at $1
200, has been given a charter fo;

the operation of a motion picturi

house and other amusements.

Tuscumbia, Ala.—The Strand ha
reopened after undergoing man
alterations and improvements an
the installing of new sound appara
tus.

Charleston, S. C—Basil R. Ker
has opened a new theater on the sit

of the old Charleston, which ha
been completely remodeled am
equipped with new sound apparatus

London, Tenn. — The Ljn-ic haj

been sold to Tim W. Smith, owneS
of the Rialto in Knoxville, whf
opened the house recently.

Pinehurst, N. C. — The Carolim
has opened for the winter seasoi
after having been closed for several

months.

Mailings, N. C.—The Carolina hai

been taken over by Miss Leslii

Conoway, owner of the Rainbow ii

Marian, N. C. The house has beer
improved.

Shalotte, N. C.—Mayor Price Fur
pless announces that plans are wel
rdvanced for the building of a mo
tion picture theater here. Equip
ment has been bought and a build

ing is being put in shape.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

i By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
rOUIS K. ANSPACHER, play-

Wright and lecturer, who wrote
The Unchastened Woman," "Rhap-
sody," "The New House" and other

olays, will lecture on "The Mob and
the Movies" at the Wilshire Ebell

theater tonight.
* * *

Benjamin Warner, father of the Warner
Brothers, will be honored at a New Year's

Eve party at the Warner Sunset Blvd. stu-

lio. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., will be master

jf ceremonies. Several celebrities will be

among the entertainers. The proceeds of the

3ntertainment will go to the Temple Beth El,

Df which Mr. Warner is president.
* * *

John P. Medbury is busy prepar-

ing his comedy dialogue for the

Walter Futter "Travelaugh" sub-

ject, titled "Voo-Doo in Haiti.'; This

subject will be number seven in the

series of "Travelaughs," which Co-

lumbia is releasing.
* * *

Al H. Stewart, veteran character actor,

who worked in Eastern studios for several

years before coming to the Coast, underwent
an operation at the Hollywood Hospital.

* * *

'Nickle Nurser," starring Charley

Chase, is in production at the Hal
Roach studio. Thelma Todd, who is

under contract to Roach to make a

series of comedies with ZaSu Pitts,

is playing the leading feminine role.

Warren Doane is directing, while

the supporting cast includes Hazel
Howell, Estelle Eterre and others.

Wallace Smith is doing a "solo" job of

writing the screen version and dialogue for

"The Lost Squadron," which Norman Mc-
Leod wall direct for Radio Pictures. For
this important assignment Smith was per-

;.;sonally selected by David Selznick, chief

studio executive.
* * *

Wyndham Gittens, Ford Beebe
and George Plimpton are completing
the story of "The Shadow of the

Eagle," fourth and last serial of

the season to be produced by Nat
Levine, president of Mascot Pic-

tures.

William Bakewell has completed the fea-

tured juvenile role in Fox's "While Paris

Sleeps," which Alan Dwan directed. Bake-
well was borrowed from M-G-M, to whom
he is under term contract.

* * *

Armand Schaefer and Ben Kline
directed the Mascot serial, "The
Lightning Warrior," with Rin-Tin-
Tin, Frankie Darro, Georgia Hale,
George Brent, Pat O'Malley, Theo-
dore Lorch, Lafe McKee, Bob Kort-
man, George McGrill, Frajik Lan-
ning, Frank Brownlee and Hayden
Stevenson.

Richard Wallace is postponing his New
York trip until the completion of his next
Paramount assignment. It is reported that
either one of two Broadway stage stars will

be featured in Wallace's next picture for

the Zukor organization.
* * *

A fully equipped gymnasium has
been installed in the spacious Los
Feliz home of Director Victor

I Schertzinger. The Radio Pictures'

megaphonist, who is an ardent box-
ing- fan, has engaged the services

Only Model Heroes for Tom Mix
Tom Mix has refused to appear in the five stories selected for him by Universal

until all scenes of smoking, drinking or using a revolver have been deleted. Mix|s

refusal to play in the features in their present form has caused a month's delay for his

production unit at Universal City. Mix claims that in appealing to the youth of the

country, he will not permit his hero parts to have the named habits.

of an ex-professional to teach him
the fine points in the manly art of

fisticuffs.

George L. (Rock of the Ages) Landy,
master of ceremonies at the Writers' Club
entertainment, won many laughs with his

remark that "Even the wages of sin have
been reduced."

Arthur Reed, who has photo-
graphed Ken Maynard in several

pictures, also did the camera work
on "Sunset Trail," starring May-
nard.

* * *

Max Ree, RKO-Radio art director, on re-

turning to his duties after a bout with in-

fluenza, didn't come back empty-handed. The
flu and his doctors couldn't keep him

_
from

designing a new "wrinkle" in miniature

set-building. The system of building min-

iature sets in exact proportion and faithful

detail, before building larger ones for pic-

tures, was created by Ree three years ago,

and has already saved the company many
thousands of dollars.

* * *

His latest idea, developed during

his illness, is for the use of lami-

nated material, from which to make
the little models. This material will

not warp and can be readily sepa-

rated, layer from layer.
* * *

Leon Schlesinger, president of the Pa-

cific "Title Co., was once in charge of the

box office of a well known Chicago theater.

While on that job he met some of the celeb-

rities of the theatrical world and has an
autograph book wnth signatures that repre-

sent some of the greatest histrionic figures.

Marie Prevost will appear wilh
Bill Boyd in RKO Pathe's "Bad
Timber."

* * *

"The Texas Gunfighter," original by Ben
Cohn, is the first of the two Ken Mavnard
specials to be made by Tiffany, in addition

to Maynard's regular series of eight westerns.

* * *

Noel Francis, Rockliffe Fellowe^
and Theodor von Eltz have joiner

the cast of Paramount's "Ladies of

the Big House."

Ralph Ince apoears with Eddie Ouillan ir

the RKO picture, "The Big Shot "

* * *

Pat O'Brien and Mae Clarke have
been signed by Columbia for "Fina]
Edition." * * *

Cast of "Old Man Minick," Edna Fer-
ber story, has been completed by Warners.
Chic Sale heads the list, supported by Lois
Wilson. Dicke Moore, Earle Foxe, Ralf Har-
oMe. Adrienne Dore, Mav Boley, Dorothy
Wolbert, Louise Beaver, Ben Holmes. Wil-
I'am Robyns, Charles Evans, Walter Catlett,

Noel Francis, Maude Eburne. Zita Moulton,
Elsa Peterson. Archie Mayo will direct.

Eddie Clayton and Ward Bond
will have roles on Columbia's "Mak-
er of Men," being directed by Ed-
ward Sedgwick.

Filming of the latest M-G-M Boy Friends
comedy, "Love Pains," was completed last

week at the Hal Roach studios. Dorothy
Ward, brunette beauty selected from a group
of five girls tested for a part in the film,

may receive a long term contract for her

work. The group at present consists of

Mickey Daniles, Grady "Alabam" Sutton,

David Rollins, Betty Bolen and Mary Korn-
man. James Home directed the picture.

Mack Sennett claims he has a real

find in Geneva Mitchell, ex-Follies

girl, whom the comedy producer has
placed under contract.

* * *

Columbias' next Buck Jones special, whic'-

carried the working title, "Justice Ride
Again," has been permanently named "One
Man Law." Lambert Hillyer directed. In
the cast are Shirley Grey, who plays oppo-
site Jones; Harry Todd, Robert Ellis. Rich
ard Alexander, Henry Sedley and Murdock
McQuarrie.

* * *

Clause AUister is in London ap-
pearing in the first of three Erik
Hakim productions for M-G-M.

* * +

Halliwell Hobbes and William Davidson
have been added to Columbia's "Feathered
Serpent."

* * *

Audrey Ferris, who not so long
ago was being groomed for stardom,
is one of the bevy of beauties in

"For the Love of Fanny," new Edu-
cational-Vanity comedy.

* * *

Lindsay MacHarrie, a well-known figure in

radioland, was signed for the role of an an-

nouncer in Paramount's "Two Kinds of Wo-
men." MacHarrie is production manager of

KHJ. He recently completed parts in Ruth
Chatterton's "Tomorrow and Tomorrow."

* * *

Charles Judels, comedian, has an
important role in "'Moonlight and

Cactus," new Educational - Ideal
comedy, featuring Tom Patricola.

Richard Barthelmess' "Alias the Doctor"
will enter production Dec. 5. Michael Curtis
will direct. The cast supporting Barthelmess
includes Marian Marsh, Norman Foster. Lu-
cille Laverne, Adrienne Dore, Oscar Apfel
and Wallis Clark. The adaptation was han-
dled by Houston Branch.

Leon Lance has joined Jerry G.
Mayer, artists' representative. Lance
recently returned from Europe
where he established working con-
nections with representatives in the
chief centers of dramatic and motion
picture activity. He signed long
term contracts with Camilla Horn,
Gustav Froehlich and others.

William C. de Mille's old slouch hat, which
is as much a part of his equipment on the
set as Ernst Lubitsch's unlighted cigar or
Josef von Sternberg's cane, is at the c'eaners.
While directing a scene in "Two Kinds of
Women," de Mille removed the headgear for
a moment and threw it on a chair. It fell

on the floor and a new property boy threw
it into a can of refuse and sweepings. De
Mille retrieved it in the nick of time and
when the prop boy started to apologize, re-

marked: "Young man, they've been trying
to throw my old hats away, in the studio and
at home, for 14 years. I'll have to give you
credit. You came the closest to succeeding."

A California boy who goes to
school and graduates into high
school, plays football and has fun
like other boys, but finds time to ap-
pear in 17 picjtures and now has a
"juvenile heavy" part in a feature
production. This is Joe Hachey,
who plays Isaac in "Over the Hill."

He is 14 years old and a student in

the Bancroft High School.
* * *

Roy Del Ruth is back in Hollywood after

a short sojourn in New York accompanied
by scenarist Joe Jackson. The Warner Bros.
director went East to see a performance of

the Broadway play, "The Church Mouse,"
his next megaphone assignment.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"
Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-

venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.

$3.50 up, double. $4.50, rwin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Lookfor the"Donr-u;ay ofHospitality"

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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300 PICTURES A YEAR

IS GOAL SET BY ENGLAND

(Continued from Page 1)

tion, for never at any stage in its

history were so many good pictures

undertaken and never have they
grossed such sums.

Motions for New Trials

Filed by St. Louis Firms
(Continued from Page 1)

ers for Skouras Bros. Enterprises
and St. Louis Amusement Co., and
to grant new trials, have been filed

by counsel for the companies. A
Supreme Court fight is planned if

new trials are denied.

Budd Rogers on Sales Trip
Budd Rogers, feature sales man-

ager for Educational-Tiffany, left

Sunday for a three-week tour of
midwest exchanges in connection
with the company's playdate drive.
His first stop is Detroit. Rogers
also will get "X Marks the Spot"
started in the big key centers.

Bromberg Wins Big 4 Drive

Arthur C. Bromberg's Atlanta of-

fice came in first in the Big 4

Cash Drive. Home State Film, B. F.
Busby, branch manager, was sec-
ond, and Bromberg's Charlotte of-

fice ended third. H. H. Everett heads
the latter branch.

On Expedition for Raspin
Gene Lamb, prominent in explora-

tion and geographical circles, left

Saturday night on an expedition
to Asiatic parts, where he will take
pictures for a feature to be released
by Raspin Productions, new organi-
zation specializing in travel pictures.

May Close During Holidays

Dallas—Operators and other union
employes are on a two-week basis
at the RKO Capitol. It is understood
that the theater posted this notice in

the event it is decided to close cer-
tain smaller theaters for a period
around the Christmas holidays.

Sam Lurie in Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh—Sam Lurie, former
owner of the Crown, Cleveland, has
ourchased the Grand, and is operat-
ing it with a combined nicture and
colored burlesque policy.

Conn Gets Building Permit
Providence—Building permit has

been issued to Jacob Conn, owner
of the Olympia, for the erection of
a $230,000 theater and store build-
ing.

Five Tobis Shorts Ready
Tobis Forenfilms has five shorts

ready for release here and suitable
as novelties in American houses.
They are "Melody of the World,"
"Romance Sentimentale," "Songs of
the Steppes," "Germany in 15 Min-
utes," "Stamboul" and Terra Mello-
phone Magazine No. 2, Part 2.

'' 4 M-C-M's on Broadway

^ During the week of Dec. 4, M-C-M
' will have four first-run pictures playing

Broadway houses. The sound revival of

"Ben Hur" will be at the Rialto, "The
Cuban Love Song" at the Roxy, "Pos-
sessed," in its second week at the Capi-
tol, and "The Champ" in its fourth week
at the Astor.

Two New Comedies

Start at Educational
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Production was start-
ed this week on two new comedies
at the Educational studios. William
Goodrich began "The Galloping
Goat," sixth in the Cameo comedy
series. "Billy," a trained goat, plays
the title role, and in the cast are
Fern Emmett, Lew Kelly, Monty
Collins, Phil McCollough, Lynton
Brent, Dick Bishop and Al Thomp-
son.

C. C. Burr started production on
the fifth Torchy comedy, "Torchy
Raises the Auntie," dealing with
Torchy's efforts to help Vee Ellins

entertain two wealthy maiden aunts.

Martha Mattox and Dot Farley, vet-

eran comediennes, were signed to

play the maiden aunts. Ray Cooke
and Dorothy Dix again play the two
leads. In the supporting cast are Ed-
mund Breese, Franklyn Pangborn,
Elsie Stevens and Charlotte Jones.

"Churchman" Retracts Hess Story

"The Churchman," in its latest

issue, retracts its published state-

ment to the effect that Gabriel L.

Hess, Hays office council, has been
indicted in Canada by the Govern-
ment. Hess is understood planning
to continue his libel action against
the publication, as well as against

P. J. Harrison, publisher of "Har-
rison's Reports."

Warners' New London Quarters

London—Warner Bros, on Satur-
day moved from the quarters on
Newman Street which they have oc-

upied for the past five years to War-
ner House, 134-141 Wardour Street.

First National took up its quarters
in Warner House a week ago.

Atlanta Collects $4,882

Atlanta—A sack containing $4.-

882.50. received in the sale of benefit

show tickets, has been presented to

Mavor Key by R. D. Wilby of At-
lanta Theater Managers' Ass'n,

Jack Willis With Filmack

Chicago — Jack Willis, old-time
trailer man, is now with Filmack.

Sophie Tucker for Warner House
Warner's Artists Bureau has sign-

ed Sophie Tucker to appear at the
Fabian, Hoboken, week of Dec. 5th.

Benjamin Hampton's Book Out
"A History of the Movies," by

Benjamin B. Hampton, former presi-
dent of General Film Co., has been
published by Covici-Friede.

NORTHWEST EXHIBITORS

VOTE IN FAVOR OF NAME!
(Continued from Page 1)

alities. It is admitted, however, tha;

very poor stories hurt even a narai

picture.

Norma Shearer, Joan Crawford
Clark Gable and Ann Harding an
among the leading draws in tb
larger cities of this section, whili,

Will Rogers, Marie Dressier anti

Gaynor-Farrell lead in the smalle'

places. Other popular stars men
tioned include George Arliss, Char
lie Chaplin, Maurice Chevalier, Man
Brothers, Constance Bennett, Rich
ard Dix, Wheeler-Woolsey, Edwarc
G. Robinson, Robert Montgomery
Gloria Swanson, Ruth Chattertor._

and Eddie Cantor. Infrequent ap<

pearance of some of the stars, or i,

run of bad stories, has dented theii

b.o. value, some exhibitors pointec
out.

Actors Band Together

For Relief of Needj
Several actors' organizations have

banded together in an effort to feec
olayers in needy circumstances ii

New York. Meals will be servec
dailv from 5 to 8 p. m. at the Unior*

Church, 233 West 48th St. Persons
who can afford to will pav 50 cents

for dinners and others will dine free
Selena Royle, Bessie Beatty and
other professionals comprise the a&
tive committee in charge of the pro-;

ject.

Second Tobis-Universal Film

Berlin—The second Tobis-Univer-:

sal-Tonfilm, the title of which haf
not yet been selected, will have Curt
Bois and Dolly Haas in the leading

roles. Stefan Szekely will directfj

Theodor, Mackeben will write thilJJ

incidental music and conduct the or
chestra. Filming is in progress a:

the Tobis-Tonfilm studio.

COMING & GOING

EDGAR WALLACE leaves for the coaS
tomorrow.

LUDWIG "LORDY" LAWRENCE^
continental representative for M-G-M, sailij

for New York on Dec. 2 on the lie at
France.

BILL CUNNINGHAM, "Boston Posrl
sDorts writer, is due in New York today tcl

start work on his fourth Educational shorflll

l» will deal with hockey. '.

ARTHUR W. STEBBINS left Sunday fa

Hollywood.

JANET GAYNOR and party and MR.
"

and MRS, ADOL/HE MENJOU sailed
|

Saturday on the Olympic for Europe.

MARTY SCHWARTZ is on the way tc

the coast.

JAMES CAGNEY, having completed hi'

personal appearance tour, left Saturday foi

the Coast to resume work at the Warner-
First National studios.

MERVIN LEROY is on his way from
Hollywood to New York to shoot side scene'

for Warner's Smith and Dale picture, "Men
del. Inc."

HIRAM S. BROWN and AMEDEE T

VAN BEl^REN will return Wednesday fr.m

the coast.
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eatures are being prepared for the

[talian speaking territories, seven

'or German audiences, nine for the

French and one for Spanish. One
mndred and forty productions, in-

cluding features and two-reelers,

lave been completed for foreign re-

ease. For Spanish houses, 50 are

inished; French, 37; German, 31,

md Italian, 22.

Arthur Loew and Lordy Lawrence
vill fly to the coast in Loew's Stin-

ion airplane Dec. y for conferences
fmth Louis B. Mayer and

_
Irving

rhalberg concerning productions for

he foreign market. Lawrence, who
las been touring tne continent for

he past six months, is returning
vith several features that will not
mly be acceptable American fare

|)ut will more readily adapt them-
;elves for foreign distribution.

American Record Corp.
Making Unbreakable Disc

(Continued from Page 1)

je introduced in the near future.
?'ouiteen recordings are now listed

)y American Record, including four
)f Lew White at the organ, four of
^am Lanin's Orchestra, three of Vic
Irwin's Orchestra and two of Roy
smeck, wizard of the strings. The
onipany expects to release from 10
o 14 recordings a month. Charles
5. Goetz will handle distribution of
he theater records.

Chicago SMPE Meets Dec. 5
Chicago — Next meeting of the

I!hicago Section of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers will be
leld at the World's Fair Adminis-
ration Building, the foot of Roose-
'elt Road and Lake Michigan, next
Saturday, Dec. 5, at 1:00 P. M. Of-
icers of the organization are: R.
""awn Mitchell, chairman; Burton W.
Depue, secretary; Robert P. Burns
(jind Oscar B. Depue, governors.

"Possessed" Big in Chicago
Chicago—"Possessed," with Joan

'rawford and Clark Gable, proved
ne of the biggest draws the Chi-
ago Theater, B. & K. Loop house,
as had this year. Attendance was
heavy that all passes were sus-

ended for the week.

Felix Mendelsohn Returns
Chicago—Felix Mendelsohn, M-G-

i branch manager, and his bride
re back from a honeymoon spent in

'^ermuda.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Vinlou, theatrical ; Attorneys' Albany Ser-
ce Co., 299 Broadway, New York. 200
(ares common.
I ^yiltlcat, motion pictures ; Cohen. Cole,
feiss & Wharton, 61 Broadway, New York.

shares common.
Alcar Productions, theatrical business

;

ihen. Weiss & Wliarton. 61 Broadway, New
;irk. $30,000 \<(d.. 200 shares common.

^i P̂AiLV

• • • THE RETURNS on the Unemployment Relief Cam-
paign are coming in to the Hays office and it looks as

if the film biz has again demonstrated its penchant for respond-

ing wholeheartedly to a worthy cause while national and

state legislatures debate about helping people in dire want
and do practically nothing this industry jumps in with
thoroughly organized district committees a complete
publicity campaign and rolls up the grosses in all sec-

tions of the country and the beauty of it is that every

nickel will go directly to local relief in the neighbor-

hoods where it was collected no high salaried officials

and expensive machinery to eat up the biggest slice

as is the great American custom with any other organized
charity you care to mention

• • • SO FAR Milwaukee heads the honor list

with $42,000 the entire Philly territory is expected to

total $65,000 Salt Lake City comes through with $25,000
Boston and Baltimore $20,000 each with dozens

of other key spots hitting slightly under that figure

Oklahoma City, San Francisco and Denver got a tough break
with inclement weather with a blizzard and zero weather
in the latter territory

# # # MOST OF the returns so far received include only
box-office sales they do not take into account tickets

placed with local organizations interested in unemployment re-

lief subsequent returns from these agencies will appre-
ciably swell the total

• • • RESULTS ACHIEVED in all sections aptly illus-

trated the old showman principle the fellow who went
out and plugged, rolled up the heaviest score f'r instance,
in one house seating 1,300 and charging 25 cents, the manager
sold out completely, realizing the net of $366 another
theater on the same street and only a block away, seating 3,000
and charging 40 cents admission, secured a total of only $425. .

9 # # A LOT of credit for the success of the drive must
go to Consolidated Associates, the employee organization ot

Consolidated Film Industries this bunch gave up their

evenings for an entire week to turn out the 3,650 Eddie Cantor
trailers used as an advance plug by theaters throughout the.

country one million feet of film donated by the com-
pany and time and labor gratis by the staff

• • • AND THUS the film industry collectively has rolled

up oodles of goodwill for itself wherever there is a motion pic-

ture house demonstrating a fine community spirit

making millions of friends the finest answer in the,

woi'ld to all its detractors and when the solons in the
various state legislatures come to consider adverse legislation
against this amusement industry they will do well to

consider how it jumped into the breach with everything it had
to offer while other commercial and social factors just
sat back and talked

* * * *

• • © AND WASN'T Friday a red letter day for the star
interviewers and chatter writers Pathe threw a lunch-
eon for Helen Twelvetrees aboard the S.S. Pennsylvania
Fox gave one for Janet Gaynor at the Savoy-Plaza and
friends of Margie Whittington, signed by Paramount, are still

holding a wake at the Park -Central

GONTRAGT SUITS IN STICKS

DESCRIBED AS PRECEDENTS

(.Continued from Page \)

Judge Johnson threw out the action
on the ground that it was contrary
to the Idaho anti-trust laws and the
Sherman act. Defense brief also
argued that the illegality of the
contract with respect to arbitration
was so involved with the whole
agreement that it was void in its

entirety.

« « « » » »

Army Has 71 Houses
Equipped With Sound
(Continued from Page 1)

theaters are divided into five terri-

tories, each with a branch manager,
as follows: New York, Thomas H.
Martell, manager, 16 houses; Poto-
mac (Washington), Fred Bund, Jr.,

18; St. Louis, M. W. Smith, 17; Dal-
las, W. E. Crist, 15; Seattle, T. G.
Kemper, 5.

British & Dominions
In Continental Drive

London—An international finan-

cial organization is being formed,
with T. Marsh as chairman and
Herbert Wilcox as a director, link-

ing British & Dominions Films with
banking interests in the German
and French fields. It is planned to

cover the whole of Europe, with
production and distribution centers
to be established on the continent.

3 Chicago Houses Reopen
Chicago—Three independent the-

aters, closed for some time, will re-

open Saturday, Nov. 28. They are
the Crane, Lorraine and Albany.

Bob Hutchins in Madison
Madison, Wis.—Robert D. Hutch-

ings, formerly manager of the Port-
age in Portage, has been named
manager of the Eastwood, local

neighborhood house, to succeed Bryn
Griffiths, resigned.

Matty Fox Joins RKO Circuit

Milwaukee — Matty Fox, former
manager of Fox's Mainstreet in Ra-
cine, has been named assistant to

Will Singer, manager of RKO's
Riverside here.

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdays:

November 30
Reginald Denny Reggie Doran

Martin F. Murphy Karl Struss

Jacqueline Logan



MONOGRAM TUNES UP ANOTHER
SMASH WESTERN FOR THE BOX OFFICE'

two FKTiD
JUSTICE

With This Cash-Register

Quartette

TOM TYLER BARBARA WEEKS
Ace of Western Stars 1931 Wampas Baby Star

YAKIMA CANNUTT BOBBY NELSON
World's Greatest Horseman Clever Screen Youngster

Wits and mits, guns and guts in a land

where the Pony Express stirs the treach-

erous Indians to a massacre . . . Lincoln

sends the fearless Tom Tyler with a posse

to clean up the marauders and hard-fisted,

two-gun he-men make might mean right.

IT'S MONOGRAM'S LATEST AND GREATEST
WESTERN FEATURE— RECORDED PERFECTLY
BY THE WESTERN ELECTRIC SYSTEM.

AVAILABLE AT 33 MONOCRAM EXCHAN<iES
MONOGRAM PICTURES CORPORATION
723 SEVENTH AVENUE, N. Y. C.

FOREIGN DISTR^IBUTORS
RITCHEY EXPORT CO°RPORATION
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Producers Considering Abolition of Film Cycles

TEXAS UNTt votes AGAJNST BROOKHART BILL

40 Features For Foreign Market Scheduled by Fox
14 Pictures for Showing

Abroad Already
Finished

Fox plans to distribte 40 features

abroad during the current releasing

year. Of this number, three already

made are original productions, five

are re-makes from pictures with

English dialogue and six have been

re-dialogued from original English-
(Continued on Page 6)

SCARCITY or PRODUCT

FELT IN FOREIGN FED
Paris (By Cable) — Duplicating

the situation in the United States,

the European exhibition field is be-
ginning to suffer from shortage of

product, according to reports reach-
ing foreign branches of American
distributors; Reduced revenue pos-

{Continued on Page 2)

Full Damages Denied
In Contract Action

Pittsburgh — A verdict for only
$993.12, covering four pictures that
were tendered for delivery and re-

fused, was awarded by the Federal
Court here to Paramount in its $10,-

000 contract suit against Adda P.

,
Elkins, operator of houses in In-

diana, Pa. The court ruled that the
plaintiff was entitled to recover only
for the films that were actually sent
on to the exhibitor.

Clean Adventure Trend

Seen by Edgar Wallace

RKO Executive Shakeup Denied
A report in circulation yesterday in the financial district to the effect

that important changes are to be effected in the RKO executive personnel

was denied late yesterday afternoon at the RKO office.

P.A.Powers LicensesFox
On New Record'g System
Moran and Isley Add

Two Houses to Circuit
Oklahoma City — William Moran

and Phil Isley of Midwest Theater
Operating Co. have increased their
circuit to eight houses by taking
over the Duncan and American in

Cushing from Hiram Duncan. Mid-
west at one time had about 15
houses, some of which were turned
over to Griffith.

Fox Film has taken a license on
the E. M. Meyer ultra violet ray
recording light source and system,
according to P. A. Powers, who con-
trols Meyer Tube Inc., holder of the
patent rights. License on the tube,
which is also adaptable to television
lecording, is also being considered
by Continental Television Co., says
Powers. In taking the license. Fox
has the right to use the Meyer tube

{Continued on Page 6)

Only Third of RKO Proxies In

Having received only about one-
third of the 1,500,000 proxies needed
to put through its refinancing plan
at the special meeting Dec. 10, RKO
yesterday sent another letter to

stockholders urging prompt action
in sending in their signatures of ap-
proval. The letter, over the name
of Hiram S. Brown, stated that
"stockholders may be assured that

{Continued on Page 6)

Wm. Fox Not Connected
With Aaron Fox Project
William Fox yesterday stated that

he has no connection with the Aaron
Fox Film Corp., announced in dis-

patches from Chicago as having been
formed by his brother, Aaron Fox,
Vv-ith authorized capital of $10,000,-

{Continued on Page 8)

Abolition of Picture Cycles
Being Considered by Studios

Trend of motion picture taste is toward
"clean adventure and that sane sex Interest

, which can never be divorced from any form
' of story-telling that pretends to reflect life,"

I
says Edgar Wallace, England's most prolific

I

novelist and playwright, who has arrived here
under contract to Radio Pictures. Wallace
called films "the greatest of all factors in

shaping opinions and codes."

'Roxy' Will Speak
At Ampa Thursday

S. L. 'Roxy' Rothafel, now known
as the "Mayor of Radio City," will

be this Thursda;^'s speaker at the
A. M. P. A. luncheon in the Hotel
Dixie.

Congressmen Will Be
Asked to Lay Off Block

Booking Measure
Dallas — Flat refusal to endorse

the Brookhart bill on block book-
ing was voted by the Theater
Owners' Protective Ass'n at its con-
vention here yesterday. Judge Roy
L. Walker, president of the associa-
tion, in the leading speech of the
afternoon session, said senators and
congressmen from Texas would be
notified by the TOPA to "lay off this

{Continued on Page 8)

FLORIDA MW BID

FOR FILj[PRODUCTiON

Jacksonville, Fla.— Gov. Carleton
has named a group of five to try to
bring film producing companies to
Florida. The committee includes
Trenton C. Collins, Tampa, chair-
man; D. A. Smith, Sarasota; R. G.
Patterson, Pensacola; Cliff Reeder,
Miami, and John Alsop, mayor of
Jacksonville as well as local repre-

{Continued on Page 6)

Retention of Personnel
Favored by E. R. Tinker
E. R. Tinker, who assumed the

presidency of Fox about two weeks
ago, is understood to be working
under the general policy of "no
changes in personnel." The Inter-
state Equities Corp. executive, ac-
cording to expressions to intimate
friends, believes that it is better
plan to adapt current officials to op-
eration schemes than to eliminate

{Continued on Page 8)

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Working out of a

method to avoid cycles in films is

being given consideration by studio
executives, with a view to putting
some plan into effect on the new
production schedules. A checkup of

{Continued on Page 8)

Bancroft Film May Cop
Week's Record At Para.

With an announced take of $60,000 during the
first four days, including Thanksgiving, indica-
tions are that "Rich Man's Folly," George Ban-
croft picture, will make the best showing of the
year at the New York Paramount, it was declared
at Paramount yesterday.
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Margie Whittington Injured

Marjorie Whittington, film actress,

was taken to the Eye, Ear and Nose
Hospital yesterday for treatment of
her left eye, injured in an auto
accident Saturday. Fourteen stitches

were necessary.
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VIRGINIA 'CHAIN' TAX

IVaslnngton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Another chain store

tax was upheld yesterday when the
Supreme (Dourt ruled that the Vir-
ginia tax on distributing warehouses
was legal.

Coincidentally a bill proposing a
tax on chain stores has been filed

with the clerk of the Massachusetts
House of Representatives by Rep.
T. Peterson. Schedule of fees ranges
from $10 to $250.

Columbia Rearranges
Exchange Territories

In the realignment of Columbia's
exchange operations, Phil Dunas
adds Indianapolis to his midwest
division including Chicago, Detroit,

Milwaukee and Indianapolis. With
the transfer of George C. Taylor to

Los Angeles as supervisor of the
western district, comprising Los An-
geles, San Francisco, Denver, Port-
land, Salt Lake City and Seattle.

Harry Taylor of Kansas City will

handle St. Louis, Omaha and Des
Moines in addition to Kansas City,

Oklahoma and Dallas.
Morris Safier, eastern district

manager, will handle Pittsburgh,
Cleveland and Cincinnati. Joe Mc-
Conville and Abe Montague, new
England division managers, continue
to supervise Albany, Buffalo, Boston
and New Haven. Sam Moscow,
southern district manager, is in

charge of Atlanta, Charlotte, Mem-
phis, New Orleans and Washington.

SCARCITY OF PRODUCT

FELT IN FOREIGN FIELD

(Continued from Page 1)

sibilities of this field, coupled with
adverse legislation and taxes, is the
principle reason for the situation
from the standpoint of the Ameri-
can companies which have in past
years supplied the great bulk of
entertainment for foreign screens.
Economic conditions and market lim-
itations constitute an obstacle to do-
mestic production activities.

A. P. Younger Die
IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A. P. (Bill) Younger,

41, screen writer, died Sunday as the
result of an accidental pistol shot.

He was examining the weapon when
it discharged.

Robert Ames Funeral Today
Hartford, Conn.—Funeral of Rob-

ert Ames, stage and screen player
who died in New York last Friday,
will be held here today with many
film folk attending. Ames was a na-
tive of Hartford.

Warner Studios to Cut
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Contract players at

Warner-First National have been
notified that salaries are to be cut
20 to 30 per cent.

ANNOUNCING
"THE TELEVISION MURDER"

By JACK NATTEFORD
All Rights Protected

BRYAN FOY PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

47 Non-Theat. Features
Being Released by Fox

Forty-seven features ai"e being re-

leased this season by the non-the-
atrical department of Fox Film. The
pictures, which received theatrical
release during 1930-31, are on 35
mm. film.

"Tonight or Never" Postponed
United Artists has again post-

poned the Broadway premiere of
Gloria Swanson in "Tonight or
Never." Instead of being shown at
the Rialto, it will go into the Rivoli
late this month.

Grainger on Western Tour
James R. Grainger, Fox general

sales manager, leaves New York
within a few days for a trip to the
Coast. He will also visit a number
of exchanges.

Warner Managers Meet
Warner Bros, theaters zone man-

agers met in New York yesterday
and discussed general policies. Dan
Michalove was in charge.

Haggard Back at Fox
Bill Haggard has returned to the

Fox publicity department. He was
formerly on the "World."

THEATRE RECORDS
Now Available

On 33>^ R.P.M.

OVERTURES AND
EXIT MUSIC

Listings of Selections

Now Available

LEW WHITE-Organ
ROY SMECK- Hawaiian Orch.

VIC IRWIN'S-Orchestra
SAM LANIN- Orchestra
LOU GOLD Orchestra

Write for Further Details
Mail Orders Filled

I'rice 75c Each

AMERICAN RECORD CORP.
1776 Broadway, N, Y. C.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Dec. 3: A.M.P.A. luncheon at the Dixie
Hotel with S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel as
guest speaker.

Dec. 5 : Meeting of Chicago Section of
Society of M. P. Engineers, World's Fair
Administration Bldg., Roosevelt Rd. and
Lake Michigan, Chicago. 1 P.M.

Dec. 6 : Symposium on "The Hollywood and
Soviet Cinema"; Waldo Frank, H. W. L.
Dana. H. A. Potamkin. Samuel Ornitz
and Michael Gold, speakers; New School
for Social Research, New York. Evening.

Dec. 7 : First Annual Film Party of Kansas
City Film Row, Pla-Mor Ballroom,
Kansas City, Mo.

Dec. 10: Special Meeting of RKO stock-
holders to vote on plans for change in

capitalization.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte.
Charlotte, N. C.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures),
Hotel Plaza, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.

T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing-
ton. D. C.

R. W. Budd a Father

R. W. Budd, Warner-First Na-
tional home office personnel man-
ager, is the father of a seven-pound
girl born Saturday.

REUBEN SAMUELS
President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc.

Real INSURANCE Service

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740, 3741, 3742
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Twenty-five Years
— the money from the sale of
Christmas Seals has promoted:

— the establishment ofsanatoriums
for treating tuberculosis

— the finding of tuberculosis in
time to effect a cure

—health inspection of school
children

—the teaching of habits that help
to insure good health

— the bringing of rest, good food,
sunshine, fresh air, medical at-

tention to sick children

'/> cTiglii L^uberctilosis

Buy Christmas Seals
THE NATIIIV 1., STVTE AND LOCAL TrBEHCHLOSIE

ASSDCl ,r!0.\S OF THE VNITED STAl K.S



Speaking^ of stars

Gary

Cooper

€taudctte,

Colberit
MWO money magnets in a drama with "Box Office" written all over it.

And, wait until they see chubby Richard Spiro. The screen's newest sensation!

He gurgles his way into the heart of every fan. Directed by Edward Sloman.

From a novel by Dale Collins.

"HIS WOMAN
Box Office
Wallops PARAMOIJXT
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LEW CODY
Sally Blane—Wallace Ford
Fred Kohler—Mary Nolan

Directed by ERLE C. KENTON Produced by SAM BISCHOFF

LOSANGELES CALIF

W M SAAL

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS INC NEWYORK NY

X MARKS SPOT JUST PREVIEWED THIS THEATRE IS A TREMENDOUS
DRAMA AND A CERTAIN BOX OFFICE WINNER STOP

CONGRATULATIONS TO SAMUEL BISCHOFF
HARRY COHEN

MANAGER FORUM THEATRE

^\>^

PRODUCTIONS, INC
Distributed by Sono Art-World Wide

K^\S

^s^^^a^mj^f-^s^



ONLY THiltD OF PROXIES

ARE RECEIVED BY RKO

(Continued from Page 1)

if any plan is presented which is in

the judgment of the board of direc-

tors more favorable than that here-

tofore submitted and which assures

the corporation that the necessary

funds will be provided, such plan

will be submitted to the stockhold-

ers even if they have already sent in

their pi'oxies in favor of the present

plan."
Signers of proxies do not bind

themselves to exercise subscription

rights, it is pointed out, and the

stockholders who do not favor the

present plan are advised to consider

whether the new common stock re-

tained under the plan by non-sub-

scribing stockholders will not be of

more value to them with adequate
financing provided than their present

holdings if the corporation is not

financed.

Florida Making Bid
For Film Production
(Continued from Page 1)

sentative for Publix. Overtures will

be made to various producers and to

leading players, some of whom have
homes in this state. The old Kalem,
Thanhouser and Biograph companies
at one time produced here.

Arkansas City Votes for Sunday
Arkansas City, Kan.—Voters here

have repealed the blue law, thereby
paving the way for Fox Midwest to

give Sunday movies.

Picketing Restrained
Topeka, Kan.—Judge John Pollock

has issued an injunction against
picketing and other interference

with the operation of the Gauntier
theater in Kansas City, Kan. The or-

der, returnable Dec. 30, was issued

due to union trouble.

New B. & K. House Opens Christmas
Chicago —

- Balaban & Katz will

open the new Southtown on Christ-

mas Day. The opening is being ex-

tensively advertised in adjacent ter-

ritory and the railroads will run ex-
cursions for the event.

To meet the competition of the
Southtown, the RKO Englewood, in

the same neighborhood, will drop
vaudeville on Dec. 5 and go to

straight pictures.

R. C. Ryan Marries
Denver—R. C. Ryan, formerly a

salesman for RKO Pathe, was mar-
ried in Santa Fe to Opal Park of

Casper, Wyo. They are spendine
their honeymoon in Juarez and will

make their home in Denver.

COMING & GOING

MELVYN DOUGLAS, leading man for
Gloria Swanson in "Tonight or Never," ar-
rives tomorrow from the coast.

HARRY BERNSTEIN, who operates the
State and Strand in Ithaca, and the Strand
in Seneca Falls, was a visitor at the Warner-
First National booking offices yesterday.

• • • HERE IS some more data on Origins in the film biz

contributed by our ole friend, Thomas Bedding, now
residing in Lunnon Tom is a real oldtimer in

1908 he was with the Cameraphone Company at 43rd Street

and 11th Avenoo the Imp stude in 1911 and the

World Films at Fort Lee in 191.5 . he has one of the most
complete libraries on the motion picture industry ever assembled

most anything of any historical importance written

about the film biz can be found in his possession from

his storehouse of knowledge he has dug up the following

* * * *

• • • THE FIRST motion pictui-e ever recorded was that

of the planet Venus taken December 8, 1874, by Pro-

fessor Janssen, the eminent French astronomer showing

the planet as it passed across the sun's disc for the ex-

periment, the professor constructed his Astronomical Revolver

this instrument contained a circular sensitized plate

whch at stated intervals rotated through a small angle

at each turn it received a new impression the photograph
thus secured consisted of a series of images arranged in a cir-

cular fashion each image representing a new position

of the planet Venus during the period of transit this
process is known as Chronophotography the daddy of
what today we know as the motion picture camera

• • • AND THE daddy of the present motion picture pro-
jector was invented by an Englishman named Beale in

1867 he 'called it the Chorentescope it embodied
a principle without which the present day motion picture camera
or projector would be useless in this device the picture
was arranged in a flat strip by an ingenious escapement,
it was made to pass through the lantern in a series of jerks

the picture was supported on a traveling brass strip,
with an eccentric beneath as it turned, this shifted it

forward one step in a revolution in front of the picture
was a shutter which dropped and cut the light at each move-
ment here was the very first lifelike movement ever
projected on a screen 64 years ago!

* * * *

• • • DID YOU ever hear of the Dodder? it is the
best known of the group of parasitic flowering plants
the Dodder lives by twining itself about the host plant
In this way it gets its nourishment sometimes it gets
so much nourishment that it kills the host plant it is

also known as a Sucker it sucks all and gives nothing
there are lots of Dodders in Hollerword studios

a possible explanation as to why some studes are rather feeble
right now

• • • HAVE ALL you boys and girls worked out an idea
for your Christmas cards? in keeping with the present
economic sitooation, one gink has labeled his "Merry Christ-
massacre" it is a reproduction of the stock quotations

our personal card is headed "Merry Christmash"
a home brew idea we spill one drop on each card
when you open it up it knocks you unconsitious
but seriously speaking, Mister J. J. Kiely, Postmaster of our
hamlet urges you to mail your cards EARLY
no. postal deliveries Xmas day so remember this
and give the letter carriers a break

* * * *

• • • THINGS ARE so quiet in the film biz these days
that all the jassax and ourself can pick up are rumors of
Rumors
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40 FOREIGN

ARE SCHEDULED BY Fi

(Continued from Page 1)

language pictures. Others will h
superimposed or cut-in titles. C
ton P. Sheehan, head of the c

pany's foreign activities, is keej
an intimate contact with the fore
situation.

P. A. Powers Licenses B
On New Recording Systi

(Continued from Page 1)

for all production work including
Hearst Metrotone News, althougl
its present state it is not adapt;
to portable equipment.

Ray-Miner Corp. Folds
Ray-Miner Corp., play produc

com^ny which was owned by Pi

mount, yesterday suspended op<

tions. Although the firm considt
a number of plays, none was a
ally produced. Paramount stil

interested in the stage produc
field through its part-ownership
the Frohman company.

« « « » » »

J. L. Warner on the Air
Jack L. Warner will go on

air the week of Dec. 14 in

"Radio Newsreel of Hollywc
broadcast over 40 stations on a s-

ger plan throughout the \

Louise Fazenda, Joe E. Brown
Leon Errol also will broadcast
the Warner-First National explc
tion tieup this month.

Shartin Wins Vitaphone Prizt

W. S. Shartin, of the War:
First National branch in Minr
polls, won first prize in the
contest conducted on three seriei

Vitaphone shorts—S. S. Van
mysteries, E. M. Newman trs

talks and Ted Husing sport subj^
H. L. Dembow, Philadelphia,
second and R. L. McCoy, D^
third. Those figuring in the firs*

out of 94 men taking part, wer
S. Krumensacker, Pittsburgh;
Levi, San Francisco; S. L. Pilkini

Dallas; W. T. Kahl, Chicago;!
Jacobi, New York; W. O. Wilkira
Dallas; M. F. Keller, Portlandl
Ferraro, Brooklyn; W. B. Fui
Atlanta. 1

4

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes are ex-

ended by T H
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industri

who are celebrating their birthdays:

December 1

Alfred Reeves

Otto Brower

Howard M. Oswald

Arthur B. Lamb
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

i By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
)0T GIBSON'S fifth picture for

Allied Pictures Corp. is in pro-

ion, with Otto Brower directing

western star for the third time
year. The story is untitled, but

ion's cast includes Sally Blane,

^er Atchley, Eddie Hearn,
jeter Bill" Robbins and Milt

vn.

i E. Brown congratulated the U.C.L.A.
all players on their victory over the

li';rsity of Florida. His son, who is play-

;ootball on a military school eleven, will

til the U.C.L.A.

alien William, former Broad-
a favorite, has won stardom in

s than a year after reaching
cywood. His inital starring ve-
(' will be "The Mouthpiece," a
fy of a great criminal lawyer in

'.m. William is under contract
Varner-First National.

Ivid Landau, who achieved fame as the
til in "Street Scene," plays a leading role
This Reckless Age" for Paramount,

liau was in the original Broadway cast
I (Street Scene" and also played in the
3 on production and the screen version.
i: ole in "Reckless Age" is his fifth on the
n since he arrived in Hollywood last

jinard Schubert is all smiles
lie days. The RKO scenarist is

ii father of a baby girl, who
tfhs nine pounds and nine ounces.
liher and babe are doing well
1 e papa's cigar bill grows and

Iglish people do not like reverberations
. leir movies any better than Americans.
jblegram received at RKO Pathe Pic-

ir studio asked that 900 pounds of porous
a;r be shipped to the RKO studios near
olon. This plaster, invented by Holt
iiiley and patented by the studio, is the
il sound-proofing entirely acceptable to the
111 department. A thin coating applied

e interior of a set prevents reverberations.

ur Passing Show: Mr. and Mrs.
nie Zeldman, Erie Kenton, Lew
tv, Phyllis Crane at "Tonight or
.'<ei"; Mann Page motoring to the
'Jamount studios.

G-M assignments: Henry Armetta and
ege Davis for "Arsene Lupin"; Mathilde
)nt and Edward Brophy for "Freaks";

i'!rick Carr for "Courage"; John Miljan,
liey McGuire, Murray Kinnell, Mike Don-
1 nd the Crane Twins for "The City Sen-

arie Dressier has signed a new
ract with M-G-M to run for a

)!• term.

St National is preparing a new vehicle
>r Dorothy Mackaill, who was formerly
i|i for "The Roar of the Crowd". . .John
^ohs has been added to "Alias the Doc-

replacing Arnold Korff, who withdrew.

* * *

OX has signed Herbert Mundin
contract and placed him in "The

A Definition of Hollywood

IT
(Hollywood) Is a kingdom remote from all reality, concentrating on literalness

and missing truth, and yet it has no bounds. Its czar is not Will Hays, or the pro-

ducers, or Wall Street, but the public, whose pulse it takes nervously hour by hour,

whose changing moods it tries desperately to fathom. It is not anything that ever was
or ever could be, and yet It Is ourselves In the mass, the emanation of America, the
self-portrait we send around the earth. Whatever it means and however it is develop-
ing—for some revolution is now taking place in Hollywood, some such questioning and
self-doubt as disturbs the whole of America—this phenomenon has to be taken seri-

ously.—Anne O'Hare McCormick in "The New York Times Magazine."

Silent Witness," supporting Lionel
Atwill . . . Allan Dinehart and Claire
Maynard will appear in "Disorderly
Conduct."

Warners will co-star James Cagney and
Joan Blondell in "The Roar of the Crowd"
under direction of Howard Hawks, with story
by Hawks and Seton I. Miller. . .Clara Blan-
dick has been added to "Old Man Minick",
replacing Maude Eburne. . .Winnie Lightner
and Loretta Young will appear together in a

comedy now being prepared. . .Alexander
Ikonikoff and Michael Visaroff have been
added to George Arliss' "The Man Who
Played God."

Arthur Stone and Helen Mann
head the cast of "Caught in His
Nighty," new Mack Sennett short
being directed by Babe Stafford.
Also in it are Dick Stewart, Luis
Alberni, Noma Mozelle and George
Gray.

Paramount has added George Pearce anr'

Reginald Barlow to "This Reckless Age,"
definice title for the Lewis Beach play form-
erly called "Second Changes," being directer"

by Frank Tuttle from a screen play by
Joreph L. Mankiewicz. . . Mme. Sojin, Jap-
an?se actress, will appear in "Shanghai Ex-

press".
. .Wynne Gibson and John Breeden

are late additions to "Dance Palace". . .Jose-
phine Lovett will adapt Tallulah Bankhead's
new picture

. Norman McLeod is to direct
the next Marx Brothers film, starting in Jan-
uary.

William Bakewell, who has been
borrowed by Fox from M-G-M for
another role, is on the way to j'oin-

ing Hollywood's list of leading men.
Two other companies, besides the
one that has him under contract, are
understood to be considering him for
male honors in coming pictures.

Richard Carle and Walter Walker have
been added to First National's "Fireman,
Save My Child." being directed by Lloyd
Bacon from the script by Robert Lord, Ray
Enright and Arthur Caesar.

Richard Wallace has received an-
other choice assignment from Para-
mount in beng given the direction of
Tallulah Bankhead in "Thunder Be-
low."

COMPLETE
The Film Daily Year Book is Complete.

It covers, completely and accurately, every

branch of the motion picture industry.

There is not a line of dead wood in its 1200

pages. Every company iri the industry

enthusiastically cooperates in its publica-

tion. Back of it is fourteen years of in-

tensive effort, of digging, of knowing how.

It is the busiest advertising street in Motion

Picture town for practically every com-

pany and individual of importance is to be

found here. And 1932 will be its biggest

year.

The 1932 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
(14th Edition)

IS NOW IN PREPARATION

FILMDOMS RECOGNIZED REFERENCE BOOK
Distributed In January

BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER
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TEXAS EXHIBS REFUSE

BROOKHART BILL SUPPORT

(^Continued from Page 1)

bill," that theater operators and dis-

tributors do not need rules and regu-

lations coming from a Federal gov-

ernment commission, and that such

action would take away the initia-

tive of individual owners.

Need was expressed for a specific

film contract of such a nature that it

could be enforced in Texas courts

to serve as a contractual relation be-

tween various branches of the in-

dustry, but stern protest was voiced

against actual invasion of the Fed-

eral government in film business.

A heated discussion of medicine

and tent show annoyance was led

by Hon. J. J. Strickland, who urged

exhibitors to see that officials charge

traveling shows a state, county and

city occupation tax.

Don C. Douglas urged a zoning

plan as essential protection to in-

dependent exhibitors and to circui

theaters.

Retention of Personnel

Favored by E. R. Tinker
(Continued from Page 1)

them and replace them with people

who are entirely unfamiliar with the

situation. So far Tinker has not ef-

fected any changes in personnel, it

is understood.

Loew Remodeling Wilmington House

Wilmington, Del.— Following its

recent purchase of the Parkway
from S. B. Dobbs, Inc., Loew is re-

modeling the house, installing new
equipment, 1,500 new seats, etc., for

reopening Christmas as Loew's

Parkway. It will be the first-run

home for M-G-M.

Warner Theater Managers Shifted

Oklahoma City — Warner Bros.

Theaters has made managerial shifts

as follows: Irving Mirisch transfer-

red from the Liberty to the Grand
Florissant, St. Louis; Paul Town-
send promoted from Empress to

Liberty and succeeded by D. L. John-

ston.

Baltimore Controversy Settled

Baltimore — Differences between
University Players at the Maryland
and the stage hands' union has been

settled, with the union now plugging

the theater instead of fighting it.

Trouble involved two movie houses,

Auditorium and Keith's.

Alperson Enthusiastic

San Francisco—E. L. Alperson, gen-

eral sales manager of Warner-First

National, now touring the coast with

Cradwell L. Sears, western sales head,

on arrival here expressed keen en-

thusiasm over forthcoming product

which he glimpsed during his Holly-

wood visit. Speaking of the b. o. bets

on the way, Alperson said, "You ain't

seen nothing yet. The best is yet

to come."

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
,By HARRY N. BLAIRi

RERTHOLD VIERTEL, director

assigned to "The Wiser Sex," has

called rehearsals for this week.

Claudette Colbert, William Boyd and

Lilyan Tashman will be featured in

this picture which was formerly
known as "Confession."

•

Dixie Lee, wife of Binp Cros-
by, current radio sensation,

renders an impersonatioyi of her
husband in "Darn Tootin'," a
one-reel Vituphone short star-

ring Rudy Wiedoeft, who is

credited with making America
"saxophone coTiscious."

•

Three hundred members of the
Paramount Pep Club made merry at

a Thanksgiving dance held in the
newly constructed Annex building.

A turkey raffle was held with Peggy
Fewer, Gladys Thorson, Ruth John-
son, Mildred Gibson, Joseph Dimare
and Guy McRae as winners. En-
tertainment was furnished by the
Mills brothers quartet, in addition
to Armida and Eugene Martin. Paul

Ash and Eddie Brown took turns
as master-of-ceremonies.

•

Vitaphone Vitamins: Ripley and
Billy Hayes doing a short together
. . . Billy innocent of the slightest

make-up ... to enhance his natural-
ness . . . Mickey, custodian of the
studio stage door busy keeping out
intruders ... Ed DuPar, chief cam-
eraman, celebrating his birthday.

•

John Litel, stage actor, was a last

minute addition to the cast of "Way-
ward," now in production at Para-
mount's studio on Long Island with
Ted Sloman directing.

•

Ted Husing and Stuart Karpf
have been covering recent sports
events for Vitaphone's "Sport-
slants." The other day they
went out to Hiintington, L. I.,

to film soccer shots follotving
which they journeyed to the
Montclair Athletic Club to cover
the Wotnen's field hockey match
in ivhich contestants tried out
for the forthcoming Olympic
Games in Los Angeles.

• NEWS«»OF««THE«»DAy •

Chicago—The New Albany is be-

ing remodeled and will be reopened
as the New Montrose by Dave Stone
about the middle of December.

Kansas City—Harry Puckett has
bought Abraham Walker's interest

in the Fairmount, handling the en-

tire operation himself.

Rochelle, 111.—B. A. Lucas, who
recently sold the Granada in Mount
Morris to Russell Lamb, has also

sold the Hub here to E. E. Alger.

Nashwauk, Minn. — Crockett

Brown has resumed operation of the

local theater.

Perry, Mo.—The Strand reopened

recently.

Mt. Morris, 111.—The Granada has

been acquired by Russell Lamb,
manager of the Oregon, Oregon, 111.,

and his father, Charles Lamb, for-

merly owner of the Palm, Midway
and Strand in Rockford, 111.

Chicago — Ben Elkins is again

managing the Twentieth Century
and the Gold in this city.

Cayuga, Ind.—The New Princess

has been sold by H. E. Stevens to

William Lenke, formerly a Chicago
exhibitor.

Greenville, Tex.—Moore and Sulli-

van have opened the Star here for

colored audiences.

Kansas City — John Flynn has
joined the Warner-First National
sales force, handling northern Kan-
sas.

Topeka, Kan.—R. J. Mack, man-
ager of the Novelty, has joined Fox
as manager of the Best, where he
has inaugurated amateur nights
with tab shows.

Monett, Mo. — The new Gillioz,
built and operated by M. E. Gillioz,
has been opened under the manage-
ment of L. B. Sponsler, formerly
with Dickinson Theaters and one-
time manager of the Fox Waldo in
Kansas City. The house cost $100,-
000.

Hempstead, Tex.—The Idle Hour
is reported to have been bought by
Bob Paulsen.

Haverhill, Mass. — The Colonial,

under management of Nat Silver, is

to present vaude, consisting of five

acts, the last three days of the week.

Rutland, Vt. — Paramount-Publix
has opened the New Grand here.

Kittaning, Pa.—D. Serrao, operat-

ing the Columbus and Lyric, has
closed the latter house and is re-

opening the Temple, which has been
closed for several years.

Gloucester, Mass.—The Olympia is

to be torn down and used for park-

ing space for patrons of the Publix
North Shore.

!
Tuesday, Dec. 1, 19. -

ABOLISHINGJILM CYCUg

(Continued from Pane 1)

past experience shows that the ru

to imitate successful pictures \

been costly all-around in the lo

lun. Box-office results have indicat
that the cycle system is destructr

[)

from a patronage viewpoint. i

Wm. Fox Not Connected
With Aaron Fox Proje

||(Continued from Page 1)
|

000, to produce films, open exchan||
and operate theaters.
The Chicago reports said Aan

Fox was in that city with Ral
Lewis to obtain a site for a 4,0( i

seat house in the Loop to cost ab( i

$2,000,000. Fox also was quoted
\

saying that pictures would be pi

duced on a "deflation" basis, w:
cost of each film "limited to $5ft
000."

Plaza Sells Admission Books
Books of admission tickets,

groups of 12, 18 and 24, at a c

count of 20 per cent, are being s.

by Leo Brecher's Plaza as a Chri
mas gift idea, as well as for regu
patrons.

L. Goldberg Takes Chicago Hom
Chicago—L. Goldberg has tal

over the Rosette, 450-seat house
150 West 22nd St., of which M
Cooper is lessee. It will be wi;

and opened shortly with a vaU'
film policy.

Twickenham's First for P.D.C.
London—The first production

be made at Twickenham for P.D
will be a new Sherlock Holmes st<fr

temporarily titled "The Advent
of the Missing Rembrandt," fr

Conan Doyle's "Adventures
Charles August Milverston."
thur Wontner will again act the i

of Sherlock Holmes, and Leslie I*'

cott will direct.

"Carnival"' Breaking Records
London — "Carnival," British

Dominions' Matheson Lang tall

is breaking records at the Tiy
popular West End house, exceed*

the figures for such attractions

"Bull-Dog Drummond" and "Jo

ney's End," it is reported.

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN aY

THE PRESS

AGENT M^MHi^m^^Mi
"Jean Harlow is an ardent exponent

of pajamas, not alone for sport wear,

but she is frequently seen walking

along Hollywood Boulevard in them."

—Columbia Vhi
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^KO Not to Raid Other Studios, Says Hiram Brown

patentsImbine war^terans defytri-ergon

\doipfi Zul<or Scouts Reports of Paramount Financing

ompany Has Sufficient

Bank Credit—Year's
Net at $3 a Share

Reports in circulation yesterday
t Paramount was planning to do
ne new financing were branded as

true in a joint statement last

ht by Adolph Zukor, president,

i John Hertz, chairman of the
lance Committee. Declaring that

'.ro-:*'i-!cd cr. Page 8)

m JERSEY ALLIED UNIT

SARTS MEMBERSHIP DRIVE

launching of a membership cam-
pgn was formally started by the
Aied unit of New Jersey yesterday
wen it voted to engage an organizer
Uhandle a drive. The territory will

> first surveyed. A committee was
a horized to engage Norman Sam-
u son as counsel of the organization.
Hadquarters in New York will be
) ned by the first of January.

G)od Juveniles Scarce,
Declares Mervyn LeRoy
carcity of juveniles with screen

Jisunalities is being experienced by
Hilywood, said Mervyn LeRoy yes-
elay, following his arrival in New
V k frsrr. the Coast to make exter-

ior his next picture, "Mendel,
featuring Smith and Dale.

n an interview yesterday the di-

tLor of "Five Star Final" declared
^l in these talking picture days, a

(Continued on Page 8)

Canton School

In Exhibition

Board

Field

inton, 0.—Local Board of Education has
1* projection equipment installed in junior
ti; schools of the city and is giving weekly
ir rams of old silent features and shorts,
hging 10 and 15 cents admission. The
•hls are exploited In their neighborhoods by

^Hilars.

Cooperating With Government Via Films

A plan under which producing companies will cooperate with the U. S. Govern-

ment in the production of pictures designed to promote its internal policies is now

being discussed in New York. Lester Cowan, secretary of the Academy of M. P.

Arts and sciences, is interviewing important executives on the matter.

LichttnanDenies Charges
Of Phila. Exhibitor Unit

Business Turns Up
Following Scale Cut

Yongstown, 0.—Business at the
Paramount, Warner and Shea the-
aters has shown an increase since

top admission prices were cut to

25 cents from 40 cents. The Hip-
podrome, which reopened three
weeks ago with musical tabloid, is

dark again.

Categorical denial of charges
made against United Artists by the
M. P. T. 0. of Eastern Penna., So. N.
J. and Delaware, was made yester-
day by Al Lichtman, vice-president
and general manager of U. A., in a
statement scoring the exhibitor unit
for the manner employed in airing
its grievances. The exhib group,
which is understood to have filed

{Continued on Page 2)

Continuing Committee Expects

Score Charge Elimination in Year

Another year will see the elimina-

tion of score charges, it is felt by

members of the Continuing Commit-
tee following last week's meeting in

Philadelphia at which time Walter
Vincent, chairman, reported results
of conferences with distributing

{Continued on Page 2)

"Ben Hur" Revival
Draws in St. Louis

St. Louis—Revival of "Ben Hur"
with synchronized score at Loew's
State last week gave the house its

best business in some time. The
picture was well exploited by Man-
ager "Chick" Evans.

No Raiding of Other Studios
Planned in RKO Rejuvenation

All Publix Theaters
Now Signed by Vita.

Arrangements for the linking of
all Publix theaters in the showing
of Vitaphone shorts were concluded
yesterday. Previous deals were with
individual groups in the circuit.

Although RKO Radio Pictures
has embarked on a program of re-
juvenation that calls for the use of
bigger name casts and the hiring of
the best production talent available,
there will be no "raids" on other
)roducers' contract players or di-

{Continued on Page 2)

"Can't Scare Us" is Reply
In Controversy Over

Sound Device
Efforts of American Tri-Ergon

Corp. to collect from American
sound producers on the strength of
basic patents will be fought along
the same lines as the famous "pat-
ents combine" of the early days of

the industry, and Irving B. Rubin-
stein, manager of Ruby Camera Ex-
change, a victorious veteran of that
fight, has accordingly defied the
Tri-Ergon attorneys that notice of

infringement "can't scare us".

Rubinstein states that his port-

able sound equipment is built on
{Continued on Page 8)

WARNER-F.N. TO DELIVER

ENTIRE SCHEDULE OP 70

Total feature output of Warner
Bros, and First National for 1932-33
is expected to be 70 pictures, with
each company handling 35, as per
the current year schedule. Harry
M. Warner returns to New York
Monday from the Coast after dis-

cussing production matters.

RKO Stockholders' Meet
Likely to be Postponed

Meeting of RKO stockholders
scheduled for Dec. 10 in connection
with a refinancing plan for the com-
pany is likely to be postponed, ac-

cording to reports yesterday.

24-Hr. Grind for Detroit

First New House in Year

Detroit—Construction of the first theater
here in a year is planned by Ben and Lou
Cohen, who announce a 1,800-seat house to

be erected as an all-night grind near the
Colonial. Abe Cohen, father of the circuit

owners, has acquired the Coliseum. Bond Issues

of the Hollywood and Grand Victory have been
taken over by the newly Incorporated Michigan
Theater Enterprises.
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Movietone After Pope Next

Having landed an exclusive audi-

ence with the ex-Kaiser, after 11

years of trying. Fox Movietone
News is now concentrating on the
Pope, the remaining world figure

whom it has not yet been able to

record.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

Eastman Films |

} £ Brulatonir, Inc.

«

RKO NOT TO RAID OTHER

STODIOSJAYS BROWN
{Contimied from Page 1)

rectors, said Hiram S. Brown yes-

terday on his return from the coast.

It is essential that all companies
make good product in order for ex-

hibitors to get the pictures they
need to show a profit. Brown de-

clared.
Regarding the RKO refinancing,

Brown stated that more than 30

plans were considered and the one
now before stockholders is, in his

opinion, the only way out.

Score Charge Ouster
Expected Within Year

(Continued from Page 1)

company heads, says Vincent in his

report of the meeting.
Growing recognition of the com-

munity of interest existing between
producer and exhibitor will invari-

ably bring about the reforms sought
by the Continuing Committee, states

Vincent, and members of the Com-
mittee are unanimous in the opinion

that it should continue to function,

in the belief that mistakes and
abuses can be corrected only by
ceaseless agitation.

Efforts will be made to bring
about a meeting between leaders of

the industry and exhibitors, the com-
mittee believing that a free, frank
and full discussion at this time will

result in all-around good.

Doran-Ray-Hewes to Stage Plays
Doran, Ray and Hewes has been

organized to produce plays. Heading
the new firm are: D. A. Doran, Jr.,

Whittaker Ray and Margaret
Hewes. Worthington Miner, who
will direct for the company, was
ecently identified, in association with
Ray, with the now-defunct Ray-Min-
er concern. Two plays, "Wild Waves"
and "Trip to Pressburg," are sched-
uled for production.

Twelvetrees Opposite Barrymore
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Helen Twelvetrees

has been selected by David 0. Selz-

nick to play opposite Jack Barry-
more in his first Radio Pictures
vehicle, "State's Attorney," an
original by Louis Stevens. Gene
Fowler will collaborate on the screen
play.

:.:

Chicago Hollywood »•}

1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica K
CALumet 3692 Blvd. K

HOLlywood4121 K

Chester Morris in Para. Series
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Chester Morris has

been signed by Paramount for a
series of pictures, starting with
"The Miracle Man."

Mickey Mouse's Xmas Special
For holiday programs, Walt Dis-

ney has produced a special Mickey
Mouse cartoon entitled "Mickey's
Orphans." It tells a Yuletide story,
with appropriate musical accompa-
niment.

Mass for Jules Mastbaum
Fifth anniversary mass in memory

of Jules E. Mastbaum will be cele-
brated at 9:30 next Monday morn-
ing in the Lady Chapel of Saint
Patrick's Cathedral on Fifth Ave.

LICHTMAN DENIES CHARGES

OE PHILA. EXHIBITOR UNIT

(Continued from Page I)

complaint with the Federal Trade
Commission against U. A. on
charges of violating the code of

ethics, wrote an open letter asking
the company to retire from business.

Replying to the blast, Lichtman
said in part:

"If the ridiculous and ill-tempered state-

ment issued by some of the moving spirit"

of the M.P.T.b. of Eastern Penna.. So. N
T.. and Delaware is an example of the

harmonious and ethical basis on which tho'e
centlemen would conduct the affairs of an
industry then we are content to rest our
case.

"The contents of the open letter issued
by this organization is hardly worth the at

tent'on of intelligent exhibitors. But le=t

a small minority mistake our s-'lence for
indifference we wish to go on record empha
tically in denying the charges listed.

"A's a matter of fact, I have been author-
itntively apprised that since the writing of
the open letter a number of exhibitors who
attended the meeting have openly expressed
tbeir total lack of sympathy with the action
taken.

"Althoueh we market a comparatively smal'
number of nictures, L^nited Artists is oper
ating at a lower percentage cost than any
other distributor in the world. With no
exhibitor has the cost of distribution ever
entere<l into a trade. Every exhibitor know
that the only basis of film rentals is thp
nuality and drawing power of a picture, and
if any one company has been a rhimpior
of this system it is Ignited Artists, for we
have repented over and over again that w
do business upon the 'Look Before Yon
Book' policy. Furthermore, we have open''
held ever since we have lieen established \v

'lusiness that we want every penny that th'-

traflic can bear for our pictures, not one penn^
more and not one penny less. The onlv
quarrel one can have with that policy i

•hat. values being as intangible as they arr
it has been difficult to find an exact figure
either upon a percentage basis or on an out
right sale.

"We deny that there is any hatred between
exhiljitnrs of the country and United Artist-
We admit, of course, that there is a very
active difference of opinion as to values, dti

to the lack of a standardized system of com
puting values of pictures. This system wi '

obtain until someone smart enough finds one
to regulate film rentals that will work as auto
mr'tically as a slot machine.

"I am afraid that the gentlemen responsi-
ble for the statement issued by the M.P.T.O
will find it difficult to separate their com-
Iilaint against United Artists as against the
producers, because the producers releas'ng
through United Artists own the corporation
and the sales policy and every other phase
of its business has been set by them. Actu-
ally owning the business, they perhaps are
best qualified to judge whether they shoulil

disband their business at the request of a few
disgruntled gentlemen."

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Vidor on "Bird of Paradise"
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—King Vidor will direct

"The Bird of Paradise" for Radio
Pictures.

'^
Dec. 3: A.M.P.A. luncheon at the D

Hotel with S. L. "Roxy" Rothafcl a

guest speaker.

Dec. 5 1 Meeting of Chicago Section (

Society of M. P. Engineers, World's Fai
Administration Bldg., Roosevelt Rd. an
Lake Michigan, Chicago. 1 P.M.

Dec. 6: Symposium on "The Hollywood an
Soviet Cinema"; Waldo Frank, H. W. )

Dana. H. A. Potamkin. Samuel Ornil
and Michael Gold, speakers; New Schoi
for Social Research, New York. Evenin]

Dec. 7: First Annual Film Party of Kans;
City Film Row, Pla-Mor Ballroor
Kansas City, Mo.

Dec. 10: Special Meeting of RKO stoci

holders to vote on plans for change
capitalization.

Jan. 13-14: Meeting of Allied Theater Ow
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of CaroliI>
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlott'
Charlotte, N. C.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dan
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures
Hotel Plaza, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Ct
tral Europe under auspices of Czech
slovakian Cinema Artists* Ass'n aij

National Film Industry, Prague, Czech!
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washin
ton, D. C.

Gollner Managing New Va. Hoi
Charlottesville, Vo.—Marsh G

'ner is managing the new Paa
mount, which opened Thanksgivii
Publix leased the house from Chi
'ottesville Theater Corp., headed I

William P. Engel, H. A. Spielberg,
and D. S. Meyers.

Capitol Resuming Broadcasts
Major Edward Bowes and

Capitol theater "Family" will go (

the air again over NBC-WEii
starting Dec. 6. The hour broa
casts hereafter will take place Su
day nights instead of Friday. i

Reopens After Year
Randolph, Mass. — After beH

closed a year. Stetson Hall has :

opened with movies. The hall ij

been wired. Arthur Linberg si

John Gill are the operators.

No Statement on Studio Cuts
Home office officials of Warn*

First National yesterday said th

had no official advices from the coa

about proposed cuts of 20 to 30 p
cent in salaries of contract perse

nel.

Let Us Solve Your Problemsl
Over 21 Yearsof ExperlenceQualifies \J%diS Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
tNCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761



They liked
it so much
they made
2 wonderful

Get them both from
NATIONAL SCREEN

SERVICE

%
Producers of

ALLQUIETONTHE
WESTERN FRONT
greatest picture of

all time, and winner
of the Photoplay
medal for the
k best picture of ^

1930.

A special 100 foot teaser
trailer • • • an absolute
riot to run TWO WEEKS
IN ADVANCE.

A remarkable de luxe
trailer to follow ONE
WEEK BEFORE OPENING.

Both trailers stand them on
their ears with excitement and
impatience to see the picture

that is socking all records
everywhere ... in BOSTON,
DETROIT, PROVIDENCE, WASH-
INGTON, MILWAUKEE, DES
MOINES, LAWRENCE, OMAHA,
KENOSHA, APPLETON, AKRON,
KANSAS CITY, GRAND RAPIDS,
MINNEAPOLIS, ST. PAUL, NEW
ORLEANS, SEAHLE, SOUTH BEND,
FT. WAYNE, BIRMINGHAM,
LOWELL, DALLAS, OKLAHOMA
CITY.

Universal— The hit of the industry!



WORKS LIKE
A DOG!—and at the end of the

week HE JUST BREAKS EVEN!



The DIFFERENCE between
JUST BREAKING EVEN—
and PROFIT!
Try These M'G'M Shorts and Seel

HAL ROACH
M-G-M COMEDIES

ZASU-PITTS—
THELMA TODD (8)

The Dressler-Moran of Shorts!

BOY FRIENDS (8)
Fun among our Flaming Youths!

"OUR GANG" (8)
The One and Only kid comedies!

CHARLIE CHASE (8)
Consistent quality!

LAUREL-HARDY (8)
Bill 'em like features

!

DOGVILLE
COMEDIES (3)

The bow-woiv of every program!

FITZPATRICK
TRAVELTALKS (13)

$2 Astor Theatre class!

HARRY LAUDER (4)
Talk about names

!

FLIP THE FROG (12)
Cartoons with a kick!

SPORT
CHAMPIONS (12)

Pete Smith's Tab-laughs!

FISHERMAN'S
PARADISE (6)

Something different in shorts f

HEARST
METROTONE
NEWS (104)

The Newsreel they look for!

SATISFIED because he
MAKES expenses

—

Isn^t that a FooVs Paradise!

AND just by using his bean

A little bit

HE could show a profit!

We mean by studying the

balancing needs of his program.

DONT YOU KNOW that Short

Subjects with NAMES {The Metro-Qoldwyn-Mayer

Kind) are building up programs in

hundreds of theatres!

They draw in the customers that -

make the difference between

JUST BREAKING EVEN--
And
PROFIT!

Hundreds of exhibitors are asking

themselves the question ivhich is

answered by this advertisement.

Read it carefully!
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PICnjRES

1^
Wesley Ruggles Now Dramatizes The Effects of World

Chaos on the Younger Generation and Puts Into His

Treatment all the Majesty and Power with which He

Invested the immortal ''Cimarron''.

STAiyO BY FOR RKO'S BIG R



Unfailing Gross-getter

in Six Trial Exhibitions

• • • Three Huge Weeks
Keith's Washington •••

,
Money Performance

,

Unprecedented in Cap-
ital City Show Annals!

Establishing Conclu-

Ssively
the Terrific Pro-

motional Power of

Radio Broadcasting!

AND HIS

JONESPORT
NEIGHBORS

WAYBACK
«OM€"

Inspired Personality Sweeps to Starry Heights in Smash

Melodrama! Gorgeous Hokum that Packs a Wallop

Flush to the Heart and Sends Tm Home to Tell All

the Neighbors!

O HOUR EVERY FRiD/\\ NIGHT



PATENTS COMBINE VETS

DEEY TRI-ERGON IN SUIT

^Continued from Page 1)

the Holmes projector, which has for

years been representative in the in-

dustry and that the product is fully

protected from every standpoint.
American Tri-Ergon, headed by

William Fox, recently filed suit

against practically the entire sound
film industry for infringement of

certain patents. Executives of sev-

eral companies interviewed by
Film Daily, including others who
figured in the old patents war, are

of the opinion that they can win in

a test case.

Good Juveniles Scarce,

Declares Mervyn LeRoy
{Continued from Page 1)

director must know how dialogue

must be read in order to be thorough-
ly competent. He believes that audi-

ences will accept unhappy endings

provided they are logical and not

forced. Although stars are important
in a production, Leroy believes, the

story's the thing.

Leroy will soon have two pic-

tures on Broadway. They are: "To-
night or Never," with Gloria Swan-
son, and "High Pressure," with Wil-
liam Powell.

Two Robberies in Detroit

Detroit — A bandit who entered

after the show took $262, the night's

receipts, from Morris R. Saulson,

manager of the Linwood-LaSalle. In

a second robbery. Manager Clifford

Wlili-e or the Beechwood was kid-

napped from his home, driven to the

theater and forced to open the safe,

from which about $400 was taken.

Paramount December Bookings
Bookings of the New York Para-

amount for December have been set

as follows: Gary Cooper and Clau-
dette Colbert in "His Woman," Dec.

4; Tallulah Bankhead in "The
Cheat," Dec. 11; "Working Girls,"

Dec. 18; "Husband's Holiday," Dec.

25; "Ladies of the Big House,"
Jan. 1.

COMING & GOING

WILL H. HAYS, who returns to New
York from the Coast next week, will address
the Massachusetts Chamber of Commerce in

Boston, Dec. 17.

NAT LEVINE is due in New York this
morning from Hollywood.

MELVYN DOUGLAS arrives in New York
today from the coast to play the role in
Paramount's "The Wiser Sex" that was to
have been portrayed by the late Robert Ames.
ESTELLE TAYLOR returns to the coast

next week from New York after an RKO
vaudeville tour.

PHIL REISMAN, Universal general sales
manager, arrives in New York late this
week from the Coast.

EDWARD G. ROBINSON will arrive
from the coast tomorrow.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., and TOAN
CRAWFORD leave for the coast Sunday.
HARRY L. WARNER leaves the coast

tomorrow for New York.

HIRAM S. BROWN and AMEDEE J.
VAN BEUREN returned from the coast
yesterday.
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• • • NOW COMES a brand new idea in film advertising
warning the public against Unfavorable Reactions of

a picture? one of those queer quirks in the psychology
of showmanship that proved a bonanza it all came about
when Carl Laemmle first saw "Frankenstein" in preview
being an essentially kind hearted individual, he reabted very
strongly to the fearsome monster created by Frankenstein

he felt that many sensitive people would be shocked
and unnerved that the intense excitement would have
serious physical reactions on high strung individuals
so he insisted that the theater giving the first showing run a
trailer warning patrons as follows "If you have a weak
heart and cannot stand intense excitement, we advise you NOT
to see 'Frankenstein' If, on the contrary, your nerves
can stand electrifying drama, you will find it in 'Frankenstein'."

• • • MISTER LAEMMLE even urged the manager to
offer to refund admissions to anyone who did not feel equal to
viewing the pix and would ya believe it nary a
person left their seats then Universal officials realized
that the kindly impulse of their chief had furnished them with
one of the outstanding slogans any picture has ever benefited
from so the trailer everywhere is plugging the Negative
quality of the film and selling the nation

• # # WHICH ALL proves that we humans are a queer
lot nobody wants to leave a crowded theater feeling
that those around them are mentally sneering "Oh, so
you can't Take it?" so they stay and take it

and Like it in the case of "Frankenstein" which
is an honestt'gawd Novelty Thriller Interest-
Accelerator a tonic that this jaded film biz sorely needs

then again, lots of folks who are squeamish, are still

more afraid that they are going to miss something unusual
so they stick around with the rest of the mob

ain't humans queer? and playing up to these quirks in
the human animal has given Universal a beaucoup slogan
that everyone will Talk about and, boy, when you get
'em talkin' the pix is IN in all modesty, we con-
sider this the Perfect Example of a free ad but it gave
us three-quarters of a kolyum this being our Merry
Xmas to Messrs. Laemmle, Gulick, et al they deserve it

after producing a Real Novelty Pix

* 4> 4> «

• • • DON'T MISS that gala affair at the AMPA luncheon
Thursday with 'Roxy' in person telling for the
First Time his plans for Radio City remember his last
Ampa talk? how could you forget it? this one
will be a History-Maker so come early and get
an earful from a gent who keeps Going Forward
in a biz that is Standing Still practically

* * * *

• • • WE SHOULD have given credit to Eastman for
supplying gratis most of that film used in the Eddie Cantor
trailers made by the Consolidated Film personnel plug-
ging the Unemployment Relief drive 700,000 feet
some contrib

* * * *

• • • OVER AT Motorized Projection rooms in 729
Seventh Avenoo, Hymie Silverman has installed a fire alarm

so when the fire inspector is making his rounds, the
boys can kill their cigars and sigs but the inspector
might disguise himself as an exhib and fool 'em
James Cagney's return to Hollywood was postponed and he
will appear in person tomorrow night at the premiere of "Blonde
Crazy" at the New York Strand Friday morning he will
be in the box-ofl3ce to hand out free passes to the first 50
blondes who apply

« « « » » »

ZUKOR SCOUTS REPORTS

I

(I

(Continued from Page 1)

no new financing is necessary or con
templated, the statement said:

"Total liability which this company ha
remaining for the repurchase of its stoc
amounts to $6,500,000, with $2,500,000 du
.Tan. 2, 1932, for the repurchase of stoC'
issued for Great States Theaters. Remainin
$4,000,000, is for the balance of a total pajly'
ment of $5,500,000 paid for a half interes
in Columbia Broadcasting System. The abov
assets are not only fine earning propert es
hut are highly liquid and have an immediat'
market at a wholly satisfactory cash price
During the next several months a substantia
amount of the foregoing obligations will W
taken care of by the excess of current re
ceipts over current disbursements.

"Present bank loans amount to $8,200,000
and our bank balances at the present ti

are in excess of $5,500,000. The compan'
has more than adequate confirmed i---i

credits to take care of all of

oljligations. Earnings of the Comp;
the first three quarters of this year are
proximately $7,250,000, and our business i —
running profitably in the fourth quarter."

Net of $3 a share for Paramount's
full current year was estimated \n

Wall St. yesterday. The company
earned $2.33 in the first nine months^

Paramount stock yesterday en-|—
countered a technical situation that
brought it down to a new low ot

7%, after which it rebounded to 9%.
for a fractional loss on the day.
Sales amounted to 64,000 shares, the

biggest day's turnover recorded for

this stock.

jresent timi

he compan' W
rmed ban! I

its curreii! N
ompany fo*|M

MGrainger Yawns Off

Yarn on Sheehan Rifti'^

In answer to a point-blank state

ment yesterday as to the persistent
rumors of a rift in working rela-j

tions between Winfield Sheehan andt ji

himself, James R. Grainger, chief

of Fox distribution, said: "I cannot
be too emphatic in my denial. W©
are working together for the com^
mon good of the company with the'

J"

same enthusiasm as when we start-|

ed. As proof of our friendly rela

tions, I am leaving shortly to spenc
Christmas as the guest of Winfielc

Sheehan on the coast."

ft!

Stf

Chain" Bill in Wisconsin
Madison—A bill calling for a taiS

jj,

on chain stores has been presented
'

to the Wisconsin legislature.

Is

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdajrs:

December 2
E. W. Mammons
Alec B. Francis

Alfred L. Werker

Julian Arthur

Joe W. Farnham

ii

\ k
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Columbia to Specialize on Outdoor Films in '32-33

ieceiverIp suit spurTrko financM plans

)C^arner-F. N. Releasing 12 Star Features in Jan.-Feb.

The Operation
, and other things

;= By Jacl( Alicoate iii=i^

Contrary to
e Case of spread - eagle
tllywood headlines it is

not at all likely

it the full scope of the
Hj^wood operation will be
)adcast from the house tops,

do know, however, that de-

edly drastic measures are
ng prescribed by the travel-

clinic of executive consul-

its for the resuscitation of

production patient. With
xy Hays on the job and Dr.
or, Dr.Schenck, Dr. Warner, Dr.
wn, Dr. Laemmle, Dr. Hammons
other specialists at the studio

side, there is hope for complete
•very. Perhaps several opera-
s will be necessary. If the good
tors insist on slicing, why not
out Hollywood's politics, High

s and system. While they are
he job they might as well make
jmplete.

iuced
- .ges

Some 25,000 union
men, stage hands and
operators are voting
this week on the plan

resident William H. Canavan to

ipt a wage cut of from 10 per
to 15 per cent, to be in effect

I the start of the new season
September. Here is a fine ges-
on the part of Mr. Canavan as
esentative of a spirit of coopera-
on the part of organized labor
veil as a sympathetic attitude
ird the present pressing eco-
ic problems of the exhibitor. The
e should help considerably in the
ent about-face movement of the
stry.

* * *

And while we
"iiness are on the subject,

rthe Move those who are good

J
at figgers tell us

162 has been a decided improve-
{Continued on Page 2)

Dozen Films Are Placed on
Schedule to Meet Prod-

uct Shortage
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In an effort to take

advantage of the shortage-of-fea-
ture-product situation, Warner-First
National have definitely set release
dates on 12 star pictures, following
conferences between Jack Warner,
H. M. Warner and Eddie Alperson.
S^x pictures vv'ill be re'eased for Jan-

{Continv.ed on Page 6)

14 FEATORES FINISHED;

FULL LINEUP TO BE MADE

With 14 of its 26 features on its

schedule now complete, Universal
executives state that the company
will deliver all of the 26 features
announced for its 1931-32 program.
Changes in its product lineup are:
"Law and Order" succeeds "De-
railed"; "Oh, Promise Me" replaces
"Baby Face" and "Gallows" replaces
"Man Hunt."

N. Y. State Considering
Tax on Amusements

Albany—Another attempt to tax
all amusements, including theaters
is expected to be made, with finan-
cial experts now considering a sys-
tem, to meet the state's budget
deficit. Similar efforts in previous
years were defeated.

Radio City Unaffected
Work on the Radio City project will

carry on regardless of RKO's financial

situation, an official of the Rockefeller
project told THE FILM DAILY yesterday.
He also stated that 'Roxy' has had
nothing to do with the RKO manage-
ment and is confining all his efforts
to the construction of that part of
Radio City which he is to direct.

GEO. DEKRUIF RESIGNS

FROM NAT'LTHEA. SUPPLY

George De Kruif, vice-president
of National Theater Supply Co., has
resigned. He is understood to be
contemplating formation of a new
company in the equipment sales
field, backed by a group of equip-
ment manufacturers. De Kruif has
been in the theater equipment busi-
ness for the past 12 years. He be-
came associated with National The-
ater Supply when Exhibitors Sup-
nly Co. of Chicago was absorbed by
it.

I. W. Schlessinger Heads
South African Merger

London (By Cable)—Merger of
African Theaters, Ltd. and Kine-
mas, Ltd. will be effected Jan. 4 co-
ncidental with the formation of a
new company, African Consolidated
Theaters, Ltd., to handle both firms'
activities. I. W. Schlessinger will
become permanent chairman and
managing director of the new or-

(Continued on Page 6)

OutdoorAction Films Will Head
Columbia Program Next Year
Trans-Lux Company
Formed in Michigan

Detroit—Entrance of the Trans-Lux movies
in this section is forecast by the organization
of a Michigan company, Trans-Lux Theaters,
headed by Ira E. Cunn, local realtor, who
states he has taken over the rights for several
nearby jtates.

Outdoor action pictures will pre-
dominate on Columbia's 1932-33
program, Jack Cohn told The Film
Daily yesterday. The lineup will m-
clude several western "specials,"
with Buck Jones heading the cast
of the first, and the popularity of
Jones is to be built up with special
exploitation, said Cohn.

Action Filed in Baltimore
Emphasizes Need of
Haste on Proxies

With both sides—the RKO or-
ganization and the RKO Stockhold-
ers' Protective Committee—declar-
ing that receivership for the com-
pany, as requested in an applica-
tion filed in Baltimore Circuit Court
yesterday by J. Cookman Boyd,
hinges on the ability of RKO to put-
through a refinancing plan at the

(Continued on Page 8)

RKO EXECUTIVES TAKE

VOLUNTARY SALARY CUT

Although no general salary cut
has been effected, because it is felt

that the saving derived from reduc-
ing small pay envelopes would not
counterbalance the detriment suf-
fered by the company through Im-
pairment of morale, many of the
larger salaries of RKO personnel

(Continued on Page 6)

RKO Protective Group
Asks 25% Overhead Cut
An alternate plan of refinancing

for RKO, embodying a demand for a
25 per cent cut in the company's
overhead by Jan. 1, was submitted
to B. B. Kahane yesterday by the

stockholders' Protective Committee.
In sending copy to stockholders, the

committee stated that "three weeks'
investigation resulted in the conclu-

sion that the present management
of RKO has so tied up all assets of

the corporation and has otherwise
(Continued on Page 8)

Film Stocks Dropped

$56,407,123 in Nov.

stocks of five leading film companies on

the Exchange dropped a total of $56,407,123
in market value during November. Paramount
declined $15,705,234, RKO $13,686,673, Warner
$12,354,368, Loew $7,687,076 and Fox $6,973,-

772. Since first c( the year the amusement
list has fallen about 40 per cent, against a

drop of 45 B^r cent in th? market as a whole.
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Kinograms Bankruptcy Petition
Bankruptcy petition has been

filed against Kinograms in the
Southei-n District Court of New
York by Thomas W. Evans, for
$1,050; Leo A. Pollock, $700, and
Forrest Izzard, $1,000.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City '
154 Crescent St. •"

STillwell 4-7940 fj

|Eas

j Chicago Hollywood {-J

1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica K• CALumet 3592 Blvd. Vi
iX HOLIywood 4121 Vi
J> :•:

T/ie Operation
... and other things

{Continued from Pane 1)

ment in business since the cold wave
shoved the impostering summer
weather out of the picture. After all

the picture business WAS the last

to feel the depression, skipping mer-
rily and foolishly along to the tune
of profits long after other lines were
forced to retrench. Now, with better
business being bulletined hither and
yon, it might just be possible that
the noble business of making, dis-

tributing and exhibiting talking pic-

tures may lead the country on its

about-face march back to prosperity.

Receivers Named for

Skouras Bros. Enterprises
St. Louis—Circuit Judge Hogan

yesterday named Jesse W. Barnett,
former attorney-general for Mis-
souri, and Walter H. Nohl, a lawyer,
to serve as co-receivers for Skouras
Bros. - Enterprises, Judge William
Dee Becker of the St. Louis Court
of Appeals having declined the ap-
pointment. Harry C. Barker was
appointed referee in the case to fill

the vacancy caused by Barrett's be-
ing named receiver. The receivers
filed $25,000 bonds each. The court
issued an order restraining interfer-
ence with the receivers on the part
if any of the interested parties.
New trial of the case has been

asked by the company.

Merian Cooper Becomes
Assoc. Producer at Radio

II' est Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Merian C. Cooper,

who produced "Chang" and other ad-
venture films with Ernest B. Schoed-
sack, has been signed as associate
producer at Radio Pictures, it is an-
nounced by David 0. Selznick.

Moynihan in RKO P.A. Post
John Moynihan has been pro-

moted by Hy Daab to fill the post
of Radio Pictures press representa-
tive formerly held by Sam War-
shawskv.

Warner Meeting Dec. 14
Annual meeting of Warner Bros.

stockholders is scheduled for Dec. 14.

Lo. 5-0277 2 W. 43 St., N. Y. C.

Joe Finston

SYNCHRO SCREEN SERVICE
Musical Quality

Showmanship Synchronization
FEATURES— SHORTS

{Formerly Paramount-Publix^

A REMINDER
Wc purchase American product for Europe
We supply European product to America
We cover Europe FROM Europe since

1923

38 bis Ave. de la "^

Republique
PARIS

E. M. Fadman. Pres.

Civic League in Mass.
Checliing Up on Movies

Boston—Thorough investigation of

the movies, with a view to consider-
ing legislative action or any cor-

rections deemed necessary, was
voted by the Massachusetts Civic

League at its meeting here this

week. In a discussion of "The Dy-
namic Effect of Movies on Chil-

dren", which was argued pro and
con, Ralph Branton of Publix and
Irving Issacs, theater owner and
realtor, defended the films against
indiscriminate indictment. Repre-
sentatives of various important
civic organizations attended the
meeting.

Projection Council Head
Okays Standard Aperture
Thad Barrows, president of the

Projection Advisory Council, has
personally okayed the standard aper-
ture for motion picture projectors
proposed by the Academy of M. P.

Arts and Sciences, and similar ac-

tion is expected to be taken formally
by his organization at its meeting
this mon h. Lester Cowan of the
Academy has been in New York
conferring with projection authori-
ses on the matter. The new aper-
ture measures .615 x .820.

Third B'way First-Run
Cuts Admission Scale

Broadway admission price cutting
reaches a third first-run house to-

morrow when the Strand effects a
new scale. The Roxy and Capitol
have already revised their charges.
Major changes at the Strand are
reductions in balcony seats, while
general admission will be 35 cents
to 1 P.M. and 35 and 50 cents to
6 P.M.
No changes in scale are contem-

plated for the Paramount, Rivoli,
Rialto or Mayfair, it was stated at
those houses yesterday.

Erecting Long Beach House
Jack Shapiro is building an 1,800-

seat house for Eddie RugofT at Long
Beach.

THEATRE RECORDS
Now Available

On 33^^ R.P.M.

OVERTURES AND
EXIT MUSIC

Listings of Selections

Now Available

LEW WHITE-Organ
ROY SMECK- Hawaiian Orcb.

VIC IRWIN'S -Orchestra
SAM LANIN- Orchestra
LOU GOLD - Orchestra

Write for Further Details
Mail Orders Filled

h'rice 75c Each

AMERICAN RECORD CORP.
1776 Broadway, N. Y. C.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: A.M. P. A. luncheon at the Di«
Hotel with S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel i

guest speaker.

Dec. 5: Meeting of Chicago Section
Society of M. P. Engineers. World's Fa
Administration Bide.. Roosevelt Rd. an
Lake Michigan, Chicago. I P M.

Dec. 6: Symposium on "The Hollywood an
Soviet Cinema"; Waldo Frank, H. W. 1

Dana. H. A. Potamkin. Samuel Ornft
and Michael Gold, speakers; New Scho
for Social Research, New York. Evenini

Dec. 7 : First Annual Film Party of Kanti
City Film Row, Pla-Mor Ballroor
Kansas City, Mo.

Dec. 10: Special Meeting of RKO stoci

holders to vote on plans for change
capitalization.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Ow.
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of CaroUl
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charloir
Charlotte, N. C.

jLn. 19-20: State convention of Allied The
ter Owners of Nebraska. Omaha, Ne

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dait
of the Columbians (Columbia Picture!
Hotel Plaza, New 'Ifork.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Ce
tral Europe under auspices of Czech
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n at

National Film Industry, Prague, Czech
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M.
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washi4
ton, D. C.

Claude Hansen Buys Into

Northwest Film Exchang
Minneapolis—Claude Hansen, ft

years idt^ntified with disiributid

and exhibition through the nortl

west, has bought into the Celebrate
Film Exchange here, becoming
partner of H. 0. Mugridge, anotht
ve'eran in this territory. The ne
partnership plans extensive expai
sion, both in acquiring product ai

taking over theaters.

NED WAYBURN
Institute of Dancing

announces

REDUCED RATEi

20% TO 50%
OFF ON ALL REGULAR CLASS AN|

PRIVATE INSTRUCTION IN |

STAGE DANCINQ
ACROBATICS

RADIO-TALKIE
MICROPHONE and VOICE TRAININt

REDUCING-BUILDING Ul
Body Conditioning for Health and Beauti

Evening rates as low as $2 and not oWd

$5 weekly
Regular day classes 5 times a week

Evening classes 1, 2 and 5 times weeklyi

Children's classes every Saturday
and after school hours

NED WAYBURN INSTITUTE OF DANCIN
625 Madison Ave. (at 59 St.) New Yorli-

606 South Michigan Boulevard, Chicago



BEHY COMPSON
MARY BRIAN
JOHNNY MACK BROWN
JOHNNY HARRON
ARTHUR LAKE
GAVIN GORDON
RAYMOND HATTON
DONALD DILLAWAY
NICK STUART
BRYANT WASHBURN
LIONEL BELMORE
FRANKLIN PANGBORN
EDDIE LAMBERT
ALBERT GRAN
VERNON DENT
MONTY COLLINS
FLORENCE LAKE
ARMAND KALIZ
JERRY MANDY

They're all in

this Universal
2 Reel Comedy
Featuring Forty
Famous Thalian

HOLLYWOOD
HALFBACKS
LEO WHITE
JACK RAYMOND
RALPH BROOKS
JOE BONOMO
ESTELLE BRADLEY
VERNON RICKARD
THELMA DANIELS
ROBERT BURNS
NANCY DOVER
MARGORIE* WHITE
ANN CHRISTY
OTTO FRIES
BARNEY GILMORE
RONNIE RONDELL
JEAN MARKHAM
MARTY KEMP
AUGUST TOLLAIRE
PRISCILLA DEAN
B. H. ROGERS
LINCOLN STEDMAN

IT'S A
SCREAM

Supervised by
STANLEY BERGERMAN

Directed by
Charles Lament

Produced by

Foy Productions, Ltd.



WARNER BROS.
and FIRST
NATIONAL

will

release

DEC. 26
MARILYN
MILLER

in

HER MAJESTY
LOVE

with Ben Lyon and the 4 funniest comedians on
the screen: W. C. HELDS, LEON ERROL,

Chester Conklin, Ford Sterling.

Directed by WiUians Dietetic

JAN. 16

PARADE
with

SMITH and DALE
of the Avon Comedy 4.

Winnie Lightner, Chas. B'utterworth, Bobby
Watson, Dickie Moore.

Directed'by Lloyd (Gold Diggers) Bacon.

1932's big legand laugh show! All in technicolor!

STAR
HITS

for

JANUARY
PLAY DATE
Here they are:—

JAN.2"^wB
MARIAN
MARSH
UNDER

EIGHTEEN
First star of the new year in a sure-fire

human story. With Warren William, Anita
Page, Regis Tootney, Norman Foster.

Directed by Archie (BougA/) Mayo

JAN. 9

\
THE WOMAN FROI[(^

]
LIL

DAGOVE!

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS, JR.

UNION
DEPOT

wuh JOAN

BLONDELL
The year's novelty sensation! Guy. Kibble,

Lilian Bond and 5000 players.

Directed by Alfred (Smart Money i Green.

MONTE CARL
The Continental Darling reaches AmericaniT
diences at last. With Walter Huston, Wa,^
William, John Wray, George E. Stone, Rohj^v

Warwick. Directed by Michael Cii'

JAN.30
WILLIAM

iPOWEL
V, H I G f
PRESSUR

BACKBONE PRODUCT /

Fast! Modem! Life! . . .The kind of role i

made him famous. With Evelyn Brent, Eva
Knapp, Guy Kibbee, George Sidney, Ji

Wray, Polly Walters.

Directed by Mervyn (Fire Star Final) LeRoy. ^1

I



EB. 6
^ARD G.

OBIOBINSON
THE

HONORABLE
MR. WONG

ow-up hit td "Five Star Final" With LOR-
TA YOUNG, Dudley Digges, Leslie Fcnton

Directed byWm. (Nighl Nurse) WeUman.

EB. 20
HARD

ARTHELMESS
>n ALIAS

THE DOCTOR
Barthelmess' greatest role since
"fVeary River". With Marian
Marsh, Norman Foster, Boris

Karloff.

Directed by Michael Ciirtiz.

more big

ones for
FEBRUARY
PLAY DATES

FEB. 6
JAMES

CAGNEY
"taxi;//

ft'drner's Red-Headed fVonder crashes through
to stardom! With LorettaYoung, Geo. E. Stone
Guy Kibbee. By Kubec Glasmon and John

Bright, the "Smart Money" hoys.

Directed by Roy Del Ruth.

FEB. 13''(wB)

EDNA FERBER'S
OLD

MAN MINICK
One of Edna Ferber's finest masterpieces. With

"Chic" Sale Dickie Moore
Directed by Archie ( Bought) Mayo.

^^^^^^^^^^H
FEB.27*NwB)

FEB. 20 ARLISS
Whe man

brown who played god
JOEE.

GEORGE

^FIREMAN,
SAVE MY CHILD
A four-alarm comedy riot! With Evalyn Knapp

Lilian Bond, Guy Kibbee.

Directed by Lloyd Bacon.

Another great story as modern and as human
as "The Millionaire". With Violet Hem^
ming, Donald Cook, Louise Closser Hale,

Hedda Hopper.
Directed by John Adolfi who made 'The Millionairt'

Book Early And Avoid The Rush At

i^ARNER BROS, and FIRST NATIONAL
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12 FEATURES IN JAN.-FEB.

(Continued from Pane 1)

uary playing and a similar number
for February.

Productions and their release

dates are: "Her Majesty, Love,"
Dec. 26; "Manhattan Parade," with
Smith and Dale, Jan. 16; "Under
Eighteen," with Joan Marsh, Jan.
2; "Woman from Monte Carlo," with
Lil Dagover, Jan. 9; "Union Depot,"
with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Jan.
23; "High Pressure," with William
Powell, Jan. 30; "Honorable Mr.
Wu," with Edward Robinson, and
"Taxi," with James Cagney," Feb.
6; "Alias the Doctor," with Rich-
ard Barthelmess, and "Fireman,
Save My Child," with Joe E.
Brown, Feb. 20; "Old Man Minick,"
with Chic Sale, Feb. 13; "Man Who
Played God," with George Arliss,

Feb. 27.

HOLLYWOOD FLASHES
iBy RALPH WILK,

I. W. Schlessinger Heads
South African Merger

(Continued from Pane 1)

ganization, whose board of director.^

will comprise directors of the merged
concerns.

African Consolidated Theaters
will not acquire theater or other
realty holdings of the merged in-

terests, but instead will lease their

houses. The company does not as-

sum.e any of the liabilities of either

African Theaters or Kinemas. A
second new concern will be formed
to manage the joint film interests of

the merged organizations with a

setup and control similar to African
Consolidated Theaters.

Fred Futter Handling
Wafilms New York Office

Fred Futter, brother of Walter
Futter, has been appointed vice-

president in charge of the New
York office of Wafilms.

JyJITZI GREEN and Arline Judge
have been added to the Radio

Pictures production of "Girl Crazy,"
next Wheeler and Woolsey vehicle.
Eddie Quillan also is in it and Miss
Judge will be teamed with him.
Among other members of the cast
are Ivan Lebedeff and Ken Murray.
Herman Mankiewicz is doing the
dialogue and Jane Murfin the adap-
tation, while William Seiter will di-

rect. Tim Whelan will collaborate
on the dialogue and write some addi-
tional comedy.

* * *

Tom Mix, whose condition caused wide-
spread concern for a time, is now reported
by his doctors as well on the road to recovery.
He is expected to be out of the hospital in a

fortnight or so, doctors say.

* * *

Norman Taurog, Paramount direc-
tor, is the latest to be stricken. He
was operated on for appendicitis on
Monday, and is recovering nicely.

Complete cast of "Ghost City," Monogram
western now in production, includes Bill
Cody, Andy Shuford, Helen Foster, Walter
Miller, Kate Campbell. Charley King, Walter
Shumway and Jack Carlyle. Harry Eraser
wiU direct from his original story.

Following the completion of "So
This Is Texas," Monogram western
scheduled to go into production
shortly, Bill Cody will make a per-

sonal appearance tour of the State
of Texas with the picture. He re-

cently completed a month's tour of

Oklahoma with "Oklahoma Jim."
* * *

George Archainbaud who is writing a

racketeer story for a French magazine in

Paris, finds himself stumped for the Euro-
pean language words to match the gangster's

jargon. Archainbaud just completed the di-

rection of "Men of Chance."

Having completed the screen ver-

sion and dialogue for "The Lost
Squadron," an R-K-0 production,
Wallace Smith is spending much
time on location with the company.

* * *

Horace Jackson, RKO Pathe scenarist, who
was an artist and illustrator before go'n?
into pictures, has made a two-page serie

of drawings and sketches, titled "Studio
Visitor," for an international magazine.

* * *

Crauford Kent and Charles Ger-
rard have been signed by Columbia
for "The Feathered Serpent," Edgar
Wallace story.

RKO EXECUTIVES TAKE

VOLUNTARY SALARY CUT

Horace Jackson, who recently
wrote the screen version and di-

alogue for Constance Bennett's pres-
ent picture, "Lady With A Past,"
is reading several novels submitted
by RKO Pathe studio executives as
possibilities for Miss Bennett's next
assignment.

No Rhode Island Legislation

Providence—Rhode Island Legis-
lature has adjourned sine die with-
out anticipated legislative blows
falling on the film industry. The
assembly decided to handle the un-
employment relief situation through
money obtainable through its sink-
ing fund.

"Slow motion films of the Tennessee-
Florida game are being used by Chick
Meehan, Coach, In preparing the NYU.
team for its Saturday battle for Charity
with the volunteers at the Yankee
Stadium."

—Columbia.

New Machine Records
Film Audience's Emotions
Chicago—A new movie machine

called the Polygraph, a variation of

the lie-detector, demonstrated Wed-
nesday in the projection room of the
Universal Film exchange during the
showing of "Frankenstein," has PMlm
Row agog. The machine acts as a
check on the emotions of a motion
picture audience, recording accu-
rately every thrill felt by the sub-
jects, according to Phil Reisman.
The test was supervised by Col. Cal-
vin H. Goddard and Dr. Leonard
Keeler of the Crime Detection Lab-
oratory of Northwestern University.
The machine records the psycho-
galvanic reflex of the person to
whom it is applied.

Tom Maloy Indictment
Dropped by Prosecutors

Chicago —• Conspiracy indictment
against Tom Maloy, head of the op-
erators' union, has been dropped by
the prosecutors. The action brought
criticism of States Attorney Swan-
son's office from Criminal Court
Judge Prystalski.

Shubert Protective Committee
Holders of Shubert Theater Corp.

debentures have formed an indepen-
dent protective committee consisting
of Edward A. Ducasse, chairman;
E. J. Parsons, Henry L. Gotham,
Charles H. Hyde, attorney, and Ber-
nard N. Dorn, secretary.

Angers Add New House
New Britain, Conn. — The State,

new 500-seater built by R. H. Erwin,
has been leased to Joseph and Lewis
Anger, operators of a circuit of
small houses in Connecticut. It
opens this week as a first-run, being
the third local house on that sched-
ule.

Iowa-Neb. Allied Plan
2 State, 8 District Meets
Des Moines—In addition to the

Allied Theaters Owners of Iowa
state convention here, Jan. 12-13
and the state meeting of the Nebra-
ska unit in Omaha, Jan. 19-20, eight
district confabs have been an-
nounced as follows: Dec. 7, Water-
loo, la.; Dec. 8, Oskaloosa, la.; Dec.
10, Fort Dodge, la.; Dec. 11, Sioux
City, la.; Dec. 14, Omaha, Neb.; Dec.
15, Grand Island, Neb.; Dec. 16,

North Platte or McCook, Neb.; and
Dec. 17, Scottsbluff, Neb.

Third Manhattan House Goes Vaude
The Clinton, third of the Manhat-

tan Playhouse circuit of theaters in

the Metropolitan district to add
vaudeville to its picture program,
will present six acts starting Mon-
day. The other Manhattan houses
with this policy are the Harlem Op-
era House and the Mt. Morris. Tal-
ent nights are also being inaugu-
rated in several houses as box-office
stimulants. Al Dow is supplying the
vaudeville.

(Continued from Page 1)

have been substantially reduced ar
some of the company's executiv*
have volunteered to accept cuts 1 5i

as much as 40 per cent, Hiram ] f]

Brown, president, said yesterday.
Consolidation of the Radio Pf

tures and Pathe studios will resui
in working capital requirements i

RKO being i-educed and savings (

approximately $2,500,000 being
fected in the next four months, whi
merging of the distributing organ
zations will cut $1,500,000 from thf
division during 1932, Brown state
Bonuses this year also will
omitted.
Speaking on the RKO refinancin

plan, Brown declared that despil
talk of alternative plans being o)

fered, none had been submitted, nt
is there any definite indication thi
one will come forth, and meanwhii
many stockholders are jeopardizin
their interests by holding back c

proxies. He added:
j

"RCA's offer to assist the conijj.Tny
j

underwriting the prriposed new deheiitur
nnd stock is condillone<l upon the approv
of the plan by stockholders, and if such a
proval is not obtained the only source fro
which the company can expect the financi
assistance necessary to preserve its existen-
will he lost.

"It has been called to my attention th
more than one half the total of shares of t)

outstanding stock is standing in the nam
of hrokerage houses which, on account of tl

requirement of the New York Stock Exchani
;hat they procure the consent of the owrt
before giving a proxy, are unable to give
proxy because of their inability to communr
with the actu:d owner of the .stock."

Regarding production Brown said. "A
have had had pictures. For that we can
seriously criticized. Had we had better pr

ductions. our grosses would have been hit'lie

Now we have taken all the safeguards possih

to bring about satisfactory results. We ha'

brought the two studios together and ha'

reduced production costs and improved stud
condit'ons at the same time. It hasn't bet

the purchase of theaters that has dragged
down. The Proctor, Interstate, Libson a}

Pantages. circuits have contributed to ij

theater expansion program which has sh<M

earnings in operation.

"My total income from RKO for the p;

thiee years has averaged less than $90,0
a year, including a bonus of 8,00n shall

Our treasurer receives less than $20,000'
year ircluding bonus.

"Radio will not make as many pictures
'be future as have been made by Radio
Pathe comliined. David O. Selznick. whi
In charge of studio administration, will

all prodiictions made on the Radio lot. ui

the Pathe stud'o for several departments
the making of sets.

"I do not claim to be a showman. It

my job tn put showmen in charge. Mayl
didn't select carefully or wisely. David
nick and William I.e Baron, both of

receive larger salaries than I. will turn
a fine grade of pictures under the new
raiigement. We also have Charles R. Rogei
RKO's theater department w^ill show a

1

it this year, but this net will be wiped
by the picture division. Brown said. Com]
ing the RKO and Pathe trademarks at

time is considered unwise, he added.

Plugging With Stars

in Tuesday night's Lucky Strike

radio hour, with Walter Winchell
commentator In New York alternating

with an orchestra in Hollywood, four

screen names—Laura La Plante. Dorothy
Mackaill, Sidney Fox and )ean Harlow

—

were supposedly called to the mike
from the restaurant crowd to say a

few words, each putting in a plug for

the ciggles.
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

t)
broadcast Made
<rom Lobby
'T'HE most elaborate lobby and

marquee display ever used
on a picture in the Melba, Dal-

las, Tex., was employed during
the run of "Sporting Blood" by
Paul Short, the manager. With
the aid of the largest radio sta-

tion in the city, a "mike" was
installed in the lobby and the

opening of the picture was
broadcast. This lasted for an
entire hour. Talking trailers of

celebrities entering the theater
were prepared. The entire lob-

by was decorated in a color

scheme of red, white and blue.

Pennants were strung from roof

to marquee. A 20, x 40 foot

flag reading " 'Sporting Blood'

Now Playing" was displayed

and selections were played by
a band in front.

—Melba, Dallas, Tex.
* * *

Cosmetic Tieup
or "Free Soul"
'TOM OLSEN, manager of the

Fox 5th Avenue, Seattle,

Wash., included an interesting

cosmetic tie-up for "A Free
Soul." Olsen arranged with the

McKesson-Stewart-Holmes Drug
Co. whereby they gave the the-

ater 10,000 sample envelopes of

Candoris face powder. These
were presented to the women
pptrons with the compliments
cf Norma Shearer. The en-

v"lop'~s were clipped to a special

h-?ra'd each of which bore a dif-

ferent number. Patrons were
advised that if the number of

the herald corresponded with

that displayed at any one of the

ten centrally located drug stores,

they would be given a complete

s-'t of Candoris Toiletries, valued

at $12.50. Window displays, re-

ferring to the tie-up and the

engag-^ment of "A Free Soul."

were also featured at the dif-

ferent stores.—Fox Fifth Avenue, Seattle

COMING & GOING

SAMUEL GOLDWYN is clue in New York
Dm the coa'st Monday morning.
NKII.A PERRY, sta«e player signed by

Jniversal, is on her way to the coast.

EDWARD G. ROBINSON, First Nationa'

tar, accompanied b-y his wife, GLADYS
LOYD, is due to arrive from Hollywood
sdav for a short rest before beginning work

is next picture. They plan to vi'iit

.ondon and Paris and will sail within the

ext week.
HARRY ROSENQUEST, of the Vita-

hone shorts sales staff, left yesterday for a

r'p through the middle we^t during which

e will outline to the various branches the

eatures of the coming short subject release.

tmong the cities to be visited are Chicago,

lilwaukee, Minneapolis, Des Moines, Kan-
as City, St. Louis and Omaha.

-^HkDAILY

• • • LET'S GO back down Memory Lane to 1914

the scene is the famous old Hefflich's Hall on Summit
Avenoo in West Hoboken just across the Jersey City

Heights line here the boys and girls flocked every Sun-

day nite for their picture show for it was the only

theayter open on Sundays in that section the theayter

was located above a saloon and they put on a Special

Show on these gala occasions and tilted the price to two

bits for besides the pix they gave a melcdrama on the

stage lasting a half hour even in those days they found

out that flesh shows could help a palooka and in those

days they were mostly palookas

itl * * *

• • • MANAGING THIS emporium of entertainment was
none other than Ben Blumenthal later of Haring &
Blumenthal and here in old Hefflich Hall Ben learned

all about showmanship and wot a busy guy Ben was on

these Sunday nites playing to packed houses

and 6ne Sunday his house staff all got pie eyed at a Hoboken
picnic and Ben had to double as cashier, usher, doorman

and technical effects man for the big stage meller he's

had banker's cramp in his fingers ever since from scoopin' up

the quarters that rolled over the till it was the begin-

ning of the Blumenthal millions, so wotthe'ell

• • • AND THE picture show was incidental the

mob came to cheer and hiss the meller featuring such
Pathe celebs as Crane Wilbur, Gwendolyn Pates, Bill Cavanaugh
and Octavia Handsworth Octavia's hubby was a Pathe
director the film company allowed them to go out and
pick up a few extra smackers so this was the inception

of the Personal Appearances of picture stars Bill

Cavanaugh, the heavy who did most of the heaving meller
work, collected five smackers so figure what the others
got but wot fun it was for everybody

!

• • • THIS COMPANY of players gave a half hour of

Extreme, Exotic Meller on a stage about two by nine
feet Mister Crane would choke the villain, Mister
Cavanaugh, in every act for you must know that these
were the days when the public demanded a run for their dough

so the hero and heavy were out there throwing each
other around the stage . taking a lot 'a real falls

and bruises . while Ben Blumenthal backstage was creat-
ing the finest effects of rain, thunder, lightning and sandstorms
ever heard across the boards and the hectic doings on
the tiny, wobbly stage created so much dust in the small hall

that they had to pass out Smith Brothers cough drops to the
audience to keep 'em from chokin' to death and
when it was all over, everybody piled down to the saloon below,
and lapped 'em up till all hours of the morning yezzir

them were the Happy Days

• • • HERMAN WOBBER, the popular Paramount Publix
executive on the Pacific Coast, takes issue with the assertion
of the Capitol that the very first theater radio program was
broadcast from that house in 1922 Mister Wob-
ber has the historical data to prove that as early as 1920, the
California in San Francisco was regularly broadcasting orches-
tral concerts but in those early days of broadcasting,
reception was so poor that it probably took two years for the
'Frisco program to reach New York receiving sets hence
Major Bowes was tevhnically correct in claiming to be first

we Native New Yorkers must stick together at all

costs

« « « » » »

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

t)
The Solution of

Sound Problems

y^N exhibitor's sound problems

are manifold. Probably the
greatest among his problems is,

dat ol' debil. Acoustics. Millions

of dollars have already been
snent upon "cures" with only in-

different results. All sorts of

products are offered. Let us
name only a few of them: "Fad-
ing," ti'e, blocks, discs, plaster,

drapes, carpets, seats ... ad
infinitum; any one or a combi-

nation of which, naturally

amount to a considerable invest-

ment on the exhibitor's part,

with no assurance that his sound
will actually be to h's entire

satisfaction. It really does seem
silly to charge an auditorium to

<^uit the sound, when the sound

can be easily corrected to suit

the auditoritmi. Dops it not?

Sound research has now pro-

gressed sufficiently to study its

characteristics under certain

g'ven circumstances and it has

been proven conclusively that no

existing theater auditorium need

be treated in any form to en-

able true and life-like reproduc-

tion of dialogue motion pictures.

Neither need an auditorium be

• entirely filled with sound volume
to bring about the correct opti-

mum time of sound, or to reach

extreme side seats. A lot of

other carefully adhered to fal-

lacies have also been exploded

within the last eighteen months.

—

Robert L. Kendall,

American Cinematographer

Many Happy

Returns

Best wishes are ex-

tended by THE
FILM DAILY to the

following members of the industry,

who are celebrating their birthdays:

December 3

Paul Bern

Marion Shilling

Basil Smith

Monty Collins



RECEIVERSHIP SUIT SPURS

RKO REEINANCIKG PLANS

(Continued from Pane \)

Dec. 10 meeting, new pleas for

proxies were issued last night by

the opposing factions.

On the application for receiver-

ship filed in Baltimore because RKO
is a Maryland corporation, Judge
Albert S. J. Owens signed a show
cause order returnable Dec. 22. Boyd
charged excessive expenditures, pay-

ment of too high salaries and mis-

management.
Hiram S. Brown, commenting on

the action last night, said:

"While we have not yet seen the

papers filed, we are informed that

the proceedings are brought by the

stockholders of only 300 shares and
that receivership is sought on the

ground that the corporation is un-

able to meet its present indebtedness

and that it has been mismanaged.
We are confident that the charges
of mismanagement cannot be sus-

tained. The ability of the corpora-

tion to meet its financial require-

ments will depend on putting into

effect the refinancing plan submitted

to stockholders. The bringing of re-

ceivership proceedings should em-
phasize to all stockholders the ne-

cessity of forwarding proxies im-
mediately so that the financing plan
will be carried through."

It is also understood that RKO
will make an effort to have the un-
timely action set aside. Statement
issued by the Protective Committee
said in part:

"While we do not regard the ap-
plication for receivership as likely

to be successful, we feel that it

makes it imperative for all stock-

hoMers to send in proxies at once
to be used at the meeting on Dec.
10, as the need for the curtailed
financing, which the Committee rec-

ommends under its modified plan of

onerations of the financing plan, is

obvious to the committee."

'Roxy' Not Doing Ziegfeld Show
Concerning a report that Samuel

L. "Roxy" Rothafel would produce
a forthcoming Ziegfeld stage show.
"Roxy" yesterday stated to Film
Daily. "Absolutely, no. I have
never discussed the matter with Mr.
Ziegfeld nor with any one else. The
report has no foundation whatso-
ever. I am not going to produce
anything but my end of Radio City."

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Phonvision Co., motion pictures; J. I

Bergoffen, 1301 Surf Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
200 sliares common.
Doran-Ray & Hewes, theatrical ; W F

Carell. 52 Wall St., New York. 2,500 shares
common.

Extraordinary Amusements ; exhibition";,
etc. ; J. O. Schaines. 295 Madison Ave., New
York. $20,000.

DESIGNATIONS
Associated Cinemas of America, Maryland,

motion pictures. 1,000 shares no par.

Short Shots From Eastern Studios
,By HARRY N. BLAIR'.

"DAY COZINE, Paramount direc-

tor, has been placed in charge
of all tests made here for the East
and West Coast studios. Cozine
made the original tests on Claudette
Colbert and Kay Francis, among
others.

•
The Norworths have com-

pleted the third of their neiv

series of six '"Naggers" com-
edies for Warner Vitaphone,
making a total of fifteen. This
latest is called "The Naggers
Spreading Sunshine."

•
"Alice in Wonderland." feature

film recently made here with Charles
Levine as chief cameraman, will be
shown at a special children's per-

formance to be held this Saturday
morning in the Roxy theater.

•
Harold Levey, who served as mu-

sical director at the Warner Vita-

phone studio for the past three
year, recently resigned to devote
his entire time to composing and
radio work.

•
Harry M. Baldwin, who formerly

served as secretary to Monta Bell

when the latter was in charge of
nroduction at Paramount's New
York studio and who has more re-

RKO Protective Group
Asks 25% Overhead Cut

(Continued from Page 1)

conducted it so that a private loan
or the underwriting of a public offer-

ing of securities is now an impossi-
bility, and that the management has
also contrived to put the corporation
in a position so that a receivership
is possible at any time unless a

limited amount of financing is se-

cured."
The alternate plan, which is said

to reduce by half the amount the
s*:ockholders will have to subscribe
to the debentures in order to protect
their equity in the corporation and
calls for only 50 per cent of the total

subscription to be paid at the time
of subscribing, follows:

1. That the Corporation's management
pledge itself not to use more than $5,600.-
000 of the iM'oceeds of the sale of the de
hentures for the payment of the present or

future ohlipations of the Corporation other
than the $6,000,000 or secured Rold notes
of the Corporation.

2. That the Corporation pledge itself that
thiity days prior to a call for the final pay-
ment of subscriptions to debentures under
the plan, a call shall be made for the re-

demption of a proportionate share of the de-
lientures so that the call price would !)e paid
for the debentures which would equal the
payment due from any stockholder under his

subscription.

3. That by Jan. 1, 1932, expenses of the
Corporation other than depreciation, interest
and discount, and provision for federal in-

come taxes and dividends on the preferred
stock of the subsidiary companies shall b'

reduced to 75 per cent of the total income
of the Corporation.

4 That the Corporation give its coopera-
tion and support to the formation of a stock
holders association to the end that a Com-
mittee be appointed to supervise the sincerity
of eflForts made under 1, 2 and 3.

cently been acting as assistant direc-

tor on shorts, is now occupying his

previous quarters as secretary to

Bogart Rogers, associate producer.
•

Jack Haley is rehearsing for
a Vitaphone short authored by
Stanley Rauh, staff writer, also
responsible for "High School
Hoofer," featuring Hal LeRoy
and "The Naggers Spreading
S.nshiyte," with the Norworths.

•
Clever atmospheric effects con-

ceived by Sam Sax's staff of ex-
perts give an unusual tone to the
latest Horace Heidt one reel musi-
cal, just completed at the Warner
Vitaphone studio.

•
Al Wilkie, publicity head at Para-

mount's New York studio, will here-
after divide his time between the
studio and the main office publicity
department, working under Earl
Wingart. C. N. Odell of the main
office will alternate with Wilkie in
his studio duties.

•
Mervyn LeRoy, flanked by his as-

sistant director, Gordon Hollings-
head, is planning to film next week
several East Side scenes to serve as
background for "Mendel, Inc.." the
Warner Bros, picture starring Joe
Smith and Charles Dale of the Avon
Comedy Four, which LeRoy is to di-

rect on his return to the West Coast.

W.STRENGE AGAIN HEADS

'S LOCAL 644
Cameramen's Local 644 returned

practically all officials to office at the
annual election held at union head-k=
quarters Tuesday night. Walter iKl
Strenge was re-elected president tojs^
serve his third consecutive term; U.
P. Whipple, vice-president; Willard
VanderVeer, second vice-president;

];,

Hugo C. Johnson, third vice-presi-
dent; Frank Kirby, treasurer, fourth
term; Walter A. Lang, secretary,
and Frank Landi, Sergeant at Arms.
Lester S. Lang was elected trustee
to serve three years. Executive
Board now consists of George Fol-
sey, Joseph Seiden, Frank Zucker,

,

Tom Hogan, Frank Broda, H. C.
Johnson, Herman Lutz, Harry D.
Harde, Lawrence A. Fiferlik, James
Goebel, George Ortlieb, Walter Nase.
William J. Casel, John Visconti and
George Stoetzel.

Epidemic of Holdups
Breaks Out in Detroit

Detroit — Publix's Tuxedo, man-
aged by Louis Mitchell, and the
Conant in Hamtramck are the latest

theaters to be robbed in an out-

break of holdups, bringing the to-

tal to five in the past week. Mitchell
was robbed of $40, while the Con-
ant robbers took $783.

I

I

W. J. Mahoney Acquires Theater
Woonsocket, R. I.—William J. Ma-

honey of Providence recently ac-

quired the Park theater here.

APARTMENTS
115 Central Park West
Blockfront yist to ymd Sts.

3 to 14 ROOMS
Featuring:

Tower apartments of 4, 6 and
10 Rooms

Private Solaria in corner apart-
ments of 8 and 10 Rooms

Private terraces with units of
wide range of size and ex-
posure

Duplex apartments of 12 and
14 Rooms with both Ter-
races and Solaria.

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY

Housekeeping—Restaurant
and Hotel Service
Representative at the Building

TRafalgar 7-7480

Renting and Managing Agents

CHANIN MANAGEMENT,
Inc.

122 East 42nd Street
LExington 2-3800

Cooperation of Brokers Invited

AT 1931 PRICES.

Magnificence
al lite K^osl oj

^frleaiocriit; ....

Tne Majestic makes its strongest

appeal on its unmatcked location,

superior arrangement and size of

rooms, and tke sumptuousness of

its ultra - modern appointments.

Tkat all of tkis is available at rent-

als suck as are asked for ordinary

apartments makes an added at-

traction to living on tke "sunny"
side of tke Park.

f^

I
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Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

tJ

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Fourteen Years Old

^CL. LVII NC 54 NEWrCRI^, rCIDAT, DECE/HI9EC4, 1931 5 CENTS

Exhibs 'Attacks on HollywoodScored by Samuelson

IKOWAEeR- FIRST NAJONAL COMBINT LOOMS

Roxy'Secs Radio City as ShowWindow for All Producers

•"ilms Shown Will Receive
International Ex-

ploitation
Likelihood of the film theater in

idio City becoming the show win-
w and international exploitation

idium for the outstanding pic-

res of all producers was expressed
S. L. 'Roxy' Rothafel yesterday
his talk at the weekly luncheon
the A.M.P.A. Although the pres-

; setup gives RKO the lease of
(Continued on Pape 3)

\HANE REPORTS JUMP

N RKO PROXIES RECEIVED

Proxies received from RKO stock-

Hders took a decided jump yester-

cy, according to B. B. Kahane, with
te total now nearing the 750,000
mk. The alternate plan offered

1: the minority group was being
cnsidered by RKO officials last

r^ht and it was reported that be-
case the plan does not cover the

(^Continued on Page 3)

Ivgal Says No Deal Is On
\ For Sale of Poli Circuit
tNew Haven —Replying to recur-

ftg reports of probable sale of the

lli circuit, now controlled by Fox,
luis M. Sagal, long associated with
|Z. Poli, says: "Fox-New England
fieaters has always met its obli-

itions and paid the interest on its

|)rtgages. If there is a sale in

ingress, I think as holders of the

I'Drtgages we would have some-
(Continued on Paqe 3)

N. j. Indie Theaters

Increased This Year

txamination of the address files of the Allied

Tsater Owners of New Jersey shows that there

a more independent theaters being operated

hthat state now than there were on the first

othis year, says Sidney E. Samuelson, president

Ojthe organization. Samuelson regards this as

aign of what is under way.

Hertz on the Job

John Hertz, new chairman of the

Paramount board, is actively engaged
daily at that company's home office,

sitting in on conferences having to do
with the concern's finances. He is

making his headquarters on the 11th
floor.

State Censorship Move
Nipped by Texas Unit

Robert Harris Resigns
As Paramount Producer

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Robert Harris, asso-

ciate producer at Paramount, has
tendered his resignation.

Bankers Reported Engineering Merger of
Major Companies Whereby Production

and Theaters Will Be Grouped
A group of Wall St. bankers financially interested in

the industry is understood to be considering a gigantic
new combine involving RKO, Radio Pictures, RKO Pathe,

Warner Bros, and First National.
The plan is for all film production
to be consolidated under the super-
vision of Warners, while RKO will
handle the combined RKO and War-
ner theaters. While the negotiations
have not yet reached a stage where

{Continued on Paqe 3)

Dallas—Practical defeat of the
state censorship movement, which
the Theater Owners' Protective
Ass'n was formed to fight, was re-

ported by Judge Roy L. Walker,
president of the organization, in his

(.Continued on Page 4)

Universal Has 100 New Stories

From Which to Improve Lineup

Hugh Hoffman has just returned
to Universal City with reports on
more than 100 possibilities from
which Carl Laemmle, Jr., will select

stories to replace three or four of
the pictures announced earlier in

the year, says Phil Reisman, gen-
eral sales manager, on his return
from a month's business trip to the
coast. John Stahl also is in New

{Continued on Page 3)

Fox Studio Winds Up
Foreign Talk Versions

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Making of foreign

lenguage versions at the Fox studios
has been concluded and the person-
nel of this department dropped. The
company's offices announce that an
ample number of pictures for re-

lease abroad has been completed.

Head of N. J, Allied Denounces
Attacks on Hollywood by Exhibs

Hollywood Picts. Appeals
$41,566 Tax Deficiency

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Hollywood Pictures

Corp. of New York has protested
the determination of an income tax
deficiency of $41,566.55 on its 1929-

30 business and has petitioned the
(Continued on Pat/e 3)

Exhibitors who attack Hollywood
publicly are depreciating the value
of the product that they must sell

to their customers, declares Sidney
E. Samuelson, president of the Al-
lied Theater Owners of New Jersey,

in his December bulletin. "Holly-
wood has been good to this indus-

{Continued on Page 4)

EAST IS liniE AFFECTED

BY STUDIO ECONOMY MOVES

Economy measures proposed by
production company executives at
the Coast will in all probability have
little or no effect upon activities of
the two major studios in the East,
it was indicated yesterday in inter-
views with studio officials.

At both Paramount and Vitaphone
plants efforts to reduce operation
costs have been made over a period
of several months, it was stated. No
salary reductions are contemplated,
The Film Daily was told.

Futter Producing Six
Three-Reel Travelogues

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Walter Futter, who

produced "Africa Speaks," announces
plans for six three-reel travel fea-
turettes, each to be a complete
travel picture along the lines of

(Continued on Page 3)

Thriller Makes 'Em Faint;

B. 0. Proves They Love It

Akron, 0.—Although five women fainted at
the opening show and the number Is expected
to reach 100 before the end of the run, Uni-
versal's "Frankenstein" is drawing such crowds
at the RKO Palace that it is being held the

rest of the week. Kids are not admitted—
unless parents insist.
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Proceeds of Fox Ball to Relief

Proceeds of this year's entertain-

ment and ball of the Fox Athletic

Club, to be held Dec. 12 at the Hotel
Astor, will be used in the relief

work of The Five Friends Plan,
originated by Harley L. Clarke.
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"Ben Hur" Revival
Here is one fhey could bring back with sound effects and no dialogue. And It

still has plenty on the ball. A 139-minute show, but crammed with spectacular
scenes, tense drama, and timely Biblical scenes for the Holiday trade. The chariot
race is still a hummer, as well as the galley scenes and the great fight between
the Barbarians and the Roman soldiers on the decks of the triremes.

—HARROWER.

Lasky Denies Selling

His Paramount Stock
Jesse L. Lasky yesterday denied

a Wall Street report to the effect

that he unloaded 32,000 shares Qf
Paramount on the market Tuesday,
thus selling out his holdings in that
company. With a turnover of ap-
liroximately 65,000 shares. Para-
mount reached a new low that day,
when it hit 7%, but closed at 9?4.

Coast Producers' Ass'n
Concludes Quarterly Meet

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — In concluding the

quarterly meeting of the Association
of M. P. Producers, Will H. Hays
said:

"The creative elements of the
screen appreciate that continuous
entertainment service is possible

only by the production of pictures

at a level of cost which finance and
industry can support upon a sound
business basis."

Ann Harding Dislocates Shoulder
Jacksonville—Ann Harding, who

is in Florida to make exterior

scenes for her next RKO Pathe pic-

ture, is laid up due to a dislocated

shoulder. Her husband, Harry Ban-
nister, is on his way here from the
coast by airplane. Physicians report
the injury as not serious.

D. W. Griffith Has Grippe
D. W. Griffith, whose latest pro-

duction, "The Struggle," opens next
Wednesday evening at the Rivoli,

is confined to his home on account
of an attack of the grippe. He is

expected around again in a few
days.

Marilyn Miller Not for Stage
Marilyn Miller, Warner-First

National star, who arrived in New
York yesterday from the coast, d

'

nied reports that she is here to sse

about going into a Broadway show.

2 More Join Metrotone Tieup
With the addition of the "Nash-

ville Banner," and the Wichita Bea-
con," to the list of newspapers par-
ticipating in the Hearst Metrotone
News-Globe Trotter three way tie-

up of press, radio and screen, the
total circulation of the affiliated

newspapers reaches 8,019,745 daily.

New Warner Branch Mgr. in N. O.
New Orleans — Fred Goodrow,

manager of the Warners' exchange
here since its inception, has re-
signed. He will be succeeded by H.
D. Parks from Memphis.

Shubert Receivership Extended
Extension of the Shubert Theaters

re'^eivership until June 2, to give
the receivers, Lee Shubert and Irv-
ing Trust Co., time to work out a
reorganization, has been granted by
Federal .Judge F. G. Caffey.

Fanchon-Marco Ideas
May Invade Europe

Investigation of the European sit-

uation in anticipation of extending
T'anchon & Marco stage shows to
that territory is one of the principal
purposes of the trip on which Fan-
chon leaves New York tomorrow
night.

Under a deal completed several
months ago Fanchon & Marco units
will go in the Paramount theaters,
New York and Brooklyn, Christmas
week. Fanchon & Marco ideas are
now playing in 50 houses. Fanchon,
who will return to New York short-

ly after New Year's, will look for
talent for use in her shows.

70 Open-Air Theaters
Operating in Tropics

Open air or semi-open-air theaters

in the northei'n part of South Amer-
ica, Central America and the West
Indies now total 70, said Walter
Gould, United Artists manager in

that territory, in New York yester-

day. Fifteen bull rings are also be-

ing used for sound theater purposes,

he stated. Business conditions in

this section have been adversely af-

fected as a reaction from the situa-

tion in the United States, political

disturbances and the money stand-

ard situation, Gould asserted. He
leaves for the Coast next week be-

fore returning to Cristobel, whore
he headquarters.

M. L. Finkelstein Left $814,831

Minneapolis—An estate valued at

$814,831 was left by Moses L.

Finkelstein, former 'Finkelstein &
Rubin partner. Appraisal showed
real estate in the amount of $39,500

and personal property aggregating
$775,331. Bulk of the latter con-

sists of theatrical common stocks,

ncluding $190,850 of Paramount.
Finkelstein is survived by a widow
and three sons to whom the estate
was willed. The sons are operating
their own theater circuit in Iowa.

Opens Publicity Office

Hester Robinson, formerly of the

Fox press department, has opened
her own publicity office at 545 Fifth
Avenue, where she will specialize in

stage and screen accounts.

"Possessed" Holds Over
M-G-M's "Possessed," starring

Joan Crawford and Clark Gable, is

being held a second week at the
Capitol.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Rales

Powers Ctnephona Equipment Corporation

723-7TH AVE.. N. V. BRYANT 0-6067

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Dec. 5 : Meeting of Chicago Section
Society of M. P. Engineers. World's Fail
Administration Bide.. Roosevelt Rd. aiu
Lake Michigan, Chicago. 1 P.M

Dec. 6: Sjnnposium on "The Hollywood ant
Soviet Cinema"; Waldo Frank, H. W. 1
Dana. H. A. Potamkin, Samuel Orniti
and Michael Gold, speakers; New Schoc
for Social Research, New York. Evenini

Dec. 7: First Annual Film Party of Kanss
City Film Row. Pla-Mor Ballroom
Kansas City, Mo.

Dec. 9 : Meeting of New York Section. S(S

ciety of M. P. Engineers, Engineer
Bldg., New York, Evening.

Dec. 10: Special Meeting of RKO stock
holders to vote on plans for change i

capitalization.

Dec. 12: Annual entertainment and ball

Fox Athletic Club. Hotel Astor, Nen
York. Proceeds for relief.

Dec. 14: Warner Bros, stockholders' meetinfi
New York.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Owt
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-wmter meeting of Carolin
Tncdier Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte
Cuarlotte. N. C

}Ln. 19-20: State convention of Allied Th&
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha, Ne'*

Feb. i-i. Second annual tormal dinner-danr
ol the Columbians (Columbia Pictures
Hotel Plaza. New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cei
tral Europe under auspices of Czech'
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n ar

National Film Industry, Prague, Czechi
Slovakia.

March 14-16; Annual convention of M. '

T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washinf
ton, D. C.

Henry Ginsberg Becomes
Roach Studio Executiv

IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood—Henry Ginsberg, wl

has just arrived here to join Hi
Roach, has been made vice preside!

and general manager of the Roac
studio.
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Ti;venty-five Year*
— the money from the sale of
Christmas Seals has promoted:

— the establishment ofsanatoriums
for treating tuberculosis

— the finding of tuberculosis in
time to effect a cure

— health inspection of school
children

—the teaching of habits that help
to insure good health

— the bringing of rest, good food,
sunshine, fiesh air, medical at-

tention to sick children

cjTelp CTiglil L^uberculosis

Buy Christmas Seal
TUE NATION-\L, STATE AND LOCAL TCBERCULOl

ASSOCI.\TION3 OF THE UNITED STATES

n
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(Continued from Page 1)

letails are forthcoming, existence of

;he plan was admitted to The Film
Daily yesterday by an official of one

of the companies involved. The
combination would bring into one
organization what were until com-
paratively recently four distinct

major units in the industry.

Universal Improving
Its Lineup of Stories

(Continued from Page 1)

York to look over material in the

theaters.
Exactly half of this year's Uni

versal product will be released by
Jan. 1, says Reisman, who expressed
enthusiasm over the pictures to come.

These include "Murders in the Rue

fjj

Morgue," Walter Huston in "Law
and Order," Slim Summerville and

r» ZaSu Pitts in "The Unexpected
Father," "Back Street." "Marriage
Interlude," "The Impatient Maiden,"
"Oh, Promise Me," "Cohens and
Kellys in Hollywood," and others.

[ "Carl Laemmle, Jr., is personally

td selecting the remaining productions

on the schedule," said Reisman. "I

was tremendously pleased at the

confidence and enthusiasm of the

splendid production organization

that he has built up. I have the

.„ utmost confidence in it.'"

Sagal Says No Deal Is On
For Sale of Poli Circuit

(Continued from Page 1)

thing about it." If Fox should re-

linquish control of the houses, it is

said on good authority here that the

management will return to S. Z.

Poli, whose present business is so

arranged that he could resume
charge without delay.

19!

Futter Producing Six

Three-Reel Travelogues
(Continued from Page 1)

"Africa Speaks," but condensed to

J three reels and definitely planned to

'Ibe the other half of double feature

programs. The first will have Abys-
sinia as a locale and others al-

ready planned are "Tiger Tales"

(India), "Vale of Kashmir" (Pun-
jab), "Jade" (Tibet), "Dreams of

Empire" (Haiti Voodoo).

COMING & GOING

PHIL REISMAN returned to New York
yesterday from his western trip.

JAMES CAGNEY, DOUGLAS FAIR-
BANKS and JOAN CRAWFORD leave to-

day for the coast.

MARCEL MEKELBURG of Century
Film Corp., Boston, is in New York con-
ferring with John R. Freuler of Big. 4.

MARILYN MILLER arrived yesterday
from Hollywood.
DOROTHY CLAIRE has returned to New

York from the Coast after working in four
Radio picture*.

GLORIA SWANSON arrives in New York
tomorrow from Hollywood.

• • • THROUGH THE medium of the AMPA luncheon,

the Greatest De Luxe Showman of 'Em All delivered yesterday

a message of Cheer, Inspiration and Optimism to that Sick Old

Man commonly known as the film industry and as we
listened to S. L. Rothafel, the thought struck us that here was
the Moses to lead the film biz out of the wilderness a

Fighter an Idealist above all, a Doer
Roxy, the one outstanding figure in the motion picture field to-

day who ideally combines all the prime requisites of Great
Leadership

• • • ROXY WAS there to discuss the great Radio City

project but every idea every sentence

carried the underlying note of Optimism for the industry as a

whole one of his first remarks was "Things are

not as bad as they seem—they never are." and he read

an inspirational article in which the writer showed that

you may be stripped of worldly goods but if you still

retain faith, vision and all your healthy faculties you
are still rich beyond the dreams of kings and emperors .

which typifies Roxy as well as anything you can say about him
the money and glory are incidental with him he

is a worker in the laboratory of Big Achievements and
money and glory come automatically

• • • SO ROXY told the gang to fire questions at him
and he answered 'em frankly and convincingly

here are a few of the major points he covered throwing
illuminating light on all the phases of the great amusement
project which is now in his charge

• • • HIS POLICY on the motion picture will be "It must
stand on its Own." not dependent on any stage enter-

tainment for support the Radio City picture theater will

be the Show Window of pictures for the entire world
the entertainment sold to the public at the smallest possible
price a continuous performance but Picture and
Stage Show can never mix, states Roxy Variety and
Pictures must continue to stand alone

• • • THE MOTION Picture has lost a great deal of the
better element of patronage by Pandering to cheap tastes
right now it is only catering to one small strata of the public

"Take a look at any average metropolitan audience and
see if this is not so," said Roxy it will be his task to
Bring Back the better elements at Radio City and he is

depending on all the Producers in the biz to supply him the
quality product to bring 'em back Roxy takes the broad
viewpoint his theater will be the Show Window for
Messrs. Paramount, Emgeem, Fox, Universal, et al through
the enormous publicity avenues of N.B.C. centered at Radio City,
any pix showing at Roxy's new theater can get International
Rating for these broadcasts will be relayed to the entire
world

• • • CAN HE get the crowds over to Fifth Avenue from
Broadway, someone asked Roxy smiled reminiscently,
and recalled how, when he opened the Rialto in the midst of
the Broadway subway construction, everybody sed "It
can't be done" and when he opened the Roxy off Broad-
way with 6,000 seats again the wise boys said the same
thing "Handicaps are only made to be overcome," quoth
Roxy that's one of the qualities that has made him Master
Showman "I have an absolute feeling of security that we
will do all the things we have set before us as our goal," he
said it was a pity that every film exec in the biz wasn't
there to hear his Message of Cheer it would have done
'em good

'ROXY' SEES RADIO CITY

ASSHOWWINDOWrORALL

(Contimied from Page 1)

the house, it will be distinctly ad-
vantageous to them to open up the
theater to all producing companies,
'Rcxy' declared.

Pictures shown in this theater will
receive international publicity,
through the world-wide radio hook-
ups of the NBC system.
Roxy also predicted that this gen-

eration will live to see the day when
the music-hall planned as another
unit of Radio City will gross $200,-
000 a week.

Both the movie theater and the
music hall will be in operation by
January, 1933, with the entire Radio
City project in full blast within five

years, said 'Roxy.'

Kahane Reports Jump
In RKO Proxies Received

(Continued from Page 1)

financing to the extent of $11,000,-
000, claimed by the company to be
essential for immediate needs and
a guarantee for the future, the plan
will not be found acceptable. A
statement, with details of RKO ac-
tion in the matter will be given out
today.

Hollywood Picts. Appeals
$41,566 Tax Deficiency

(Continued from Page 1)

U.S. Board of Tax Appeals for a
hearing at which evidence will be
presented to rebut the claims of the
commissioner of internal revenue.
The protest was filed by Jack Bell-

man, president.

John Maloy Wins
Altoona—John F. Maloy of the

State, here, has been announced
as the national winner of M-G-M's
prize contest for the best campaign
on "Politics." The first prize car-

ried a $50 award.

Poison Letters Being Traced
Hartford—Scurrilous letters sent

from Boston and Brookline to pa-
trons of E. M. Lowe's theater here,

and evidently designed to injure

patronage, are being investigated

by the police.

« « « » » »
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Attacks on Hollywood
Scored by Samuelson

{Continued from Page 1)

try," he says. "Despite the incubus
of mismanagement, back breaking
executive costs, the relations racket,

home office meddling and countless
other abuses, the productive talent

has managed to supply product that

took in enough money at the box-
office to carry the load. We should
leave the solution of the production
problem to the men who created it.

The heads of the companies who in-

flated salaries by raiding the talent

of their competitors, by permitting
the idea to go abroad that the

wealth of this business was limitless

—these men should solve the prob-

lem. Independent exhibitors should

confine their attention to buying
film carefully, keeping down ex-

penses and giving their state and
national leaders adequate and proper
organization support."
With Congress meeting next week,

Samuelson calls on all members of

his or.'janization to write senators

and congressmen immediately peti-

tioning for amendment of the Vestal
copyright bill and revision of the

copyright laws.

Snakes in Theaters
Birmingham — Coolness on the

part of Bert Gilbert, manager of

the Galax, averted a riot when a

snake was found in the theater. Oc-

cupants of the crowded house made
an attempted rush for the doors
when a woman let out a scream.
This is the second time in a week
that such an incident has occured.

The Galax is non-union and has been
attacked several times with tear gas
and stench bombs.

2 Lowell Houses Reopen
Lowell, Mass.—Pacific Amusement

Co. has reopened the Crown and
George Husson has resumed opera-

tions at the Jewel. Both have been
closed for some time. Harry M.
Sperling represents the Pacific

Amusement Co. Husson also op-

erates the Royal here.

State Censorship Move
Nipped by Texas Unit

(Continued from Paqc \)

address at the first annual conven-
tion here this week. Through
eff'orts of the association in legis-

lative committee, the agitation for
censorship has been greatly de-
feated. Judge Walker told the gath-
ering of about 100 exhibitors. "We
believe censorship can be handled
only through the public as its re-

sponse is measured at the box-
office," he declared.
M. A. Lightman, president of the

M.P.T.O.A., concurred with Judge
Walker and said state censorship
would never prove desirable or
effective in controlling the type of
pictures presented to the public.
Only public support of better pic-

tures could do that, he stated.
Sunday shows were upheld by

William McGraw, Dallas county
district attorney, who said the clos-

ing of theaters on the Sabbath
leaves thousands of persons looking
for something to do and thereby in-

creases violations of law and order.
Further efforts by the government

to tax theaters, it was pointed out,

would bring about such decreased
attendance that the outcome would
be disastrous and the government
itself would lose by it.

Judge Walker was reelected presi-
dent of the T.O.P.A. Other officers

named were: A. O. Englebreath,
Georgetown; Arthur A. Keyes,
Quanah, and W. J. Wooten, Can-
yon, vice-presidents, and L S.

Melche, Dallas, secretary. Board
of directors are: C. H. DeWolf,
San Saba; W. G. Underwood, Dal-
las; M. H. Gwynn, Terrell; Stanley
Swift, Cameron; A. T. Muller,
Seguin; W. M. Shields, Tyler; W.
J. Wilkie, Houston; E. H. Patton,
Kerrville; H. C. Tidball, Fort
Worth, and J. Lemke, Waco.

HOLLYWOOD FLASHES
,By RALPH WILK.

Cleveland House Goes Film
Cleveland — Great Lakes theater,

formerly the Columbia, burlesque

house, has opened under the man-
agement of Victor Wolcott and Bert
Todd with a straight continuous pic-

ture policy at 10 and 15 cents. RCA
Photophone was installed.

Hamrick Plugging Shorts
Seattle—As a consequence of tiie

results obtained in playing up two
Vitaphone shorts in advertising of

the Blue Mouse last Sunday, John
Hamrick, operating houses in Ore-
gon, has adopted a regular policy

of advertising all short and long pic-

tures on his programs.

Kelsall to San Rafael
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DATLY
Hollywood—Ray Kelsall, follow-

ing a vacation here, will assume
management of the El Camino
Blumenfeld circuit house in Sar
Rafael. He recently was booker anc
buyer for Kaliski-Harband in Sar
Francisco.

Leaving on Expedition

Commander Attillio Gatti is leav-

ing today on the American Banker
for a gorilla expedition in Africa.
He will make pictures for release
on the program of Raspin Produc-
tons. Before sailing Commander
Gatti will hold a press reception at

three o'clock this afternoon aboard
the ship.

Cleveland Cameo Resumes Burlesque

Cleveland—-The Cameo, operated
since the first of September as an
independent first - run downtown
house, has gone back to burlesque.
House was formerly called the Star.

Weppler in Dover, O.

Dover, 0.—Ernest L. Weppler of
Marietta has been named manager
of the Bexley here, to succeed Wil-
liam Fenton. Before coming here
he was with the Shea Circuit.

New Ottawa House Opens

Ottawa—The New Rideau theater
was opened last week by Moorhead
and Filman. It has a seating capa-
city of 1,200. Opening attraction

was "The Star Witness."

J^OBERT MILTON, despite the
pressure of duties as a director

and author of talking pictures, con-
tinues to maintain an active interest
in his first love, the theater. "Sleep-
ing Out," a new play by Milton and
Bates Hunter, opens for a week's
presentation to private audiences.
Milton is directing the offering.

* * *

Paramount assignments : Regis Toomey and
Irving Pichel for "Through the Window."
next George Bancroft picture, which Louis
Gasnier and Max Marcin will direct ; Jos-
ephine Dunn and Barbara Leonard for "One
Hour With You," Maurice Chevalier vehicle:

James Darwell and Otis Harlan for "No One
Man."

* * *

Byi'on Morgan and Fred Nililo,

Jr., have been assigned to adapt for

the screen Russell Holman's original
airplane story, "Sky Bride," which
will feature Richard Arlen and Car-
ole Lombard. Morgan is author of
many of the early Wallace Reid rac-
ing stories. Niblo is one of the new
additions to the Paramount writing ;

staff. W
* * * |l

Clark Gable will appear with Marion Da-
'

vies in M-G-M's "Polly of the Circus."
* * *

Lily Damita will play the part of

Mitzi in the French version of Para-
mount's "One Hour With You"
place of Fifi Dorsay, originally as-

signed to the role.

Production was begun this week on "Her
Cardboard Lover," Buster Keaton's next star-^

ring vehicle for M-G-M, under direction of

Edward Sedgwick. The cast for the new»
picture includes Irene Purcell, Jimmy
("Schnozzle") Durante. Gilbert Roland, Polly

i

Moran and Mona Maris. "Her Cardboard
Lover" was made once as a silent film am"
is adapted from the stage play of the sarai

name.

Neila Perry is the latest blondd
to be signed by Carl Laemmle, JrJ
to a Universal contract. She ha

had New York stage experience, folj

lowing stock work in Somerville
Mass. Her real name is Gretel Simj
son. * *

Radio Pictures has borrowed Irving Pichlj

from Paramount to direct the dialogue fo

"State's Attorney," first John Barrymore vq|

hide for RKO.

Tim Whelan, Radio Pictures' stafl

writer, will collaborate with Jand
Murfin on the dialogue and writ^

some additional comedy for "Gir

Crazy."
* * *

Lila Lee has been signed by Harry Coh
for Columbia's "Zelda Marsh."

Dramas, Too, Says Cohn
Lest somebody get the wrong Im-

pression about Columbia's production

plans tor next season. )ack Cohn says

the company will continue Its present

policy of dramas, comedies, etc.. In

addition to outdoor pictures. The
westerns will supplement the regular

lineup, as In the current program com-
prising 26 features, 104 shorts and 16

outdoor pictures. As a result of the
outdoor star popularity contest recently

won by Buck Jones, he will appear next
season In one outdoor special built on
"epic" lines, in addition to his regular
westerns, says Cohn.

/
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Keep them coming with

FOOTBALL
FOR THE FAN''

Produced by Alfred T. Mannon by arrangement with Norman L. Sper

Featuring

HOWARD JONES
Coach of llic

U. of S. C. Trojans

''

I
"HE great 1931 football season has

-- worked up the fans' interest till it's

at the highest peak in gridiron history

right now. And while this big season

draws to a close, the public's appetite

is far from satisfied. All Winter they'll

be talking football! All Winter they'll

be eager to see their heroes in action on

the screen.

Turn this great public craze to your profit. When they

can no longer pack the stadiums, let them pack your the-

atre. Give them the next best thing to a real big game . . .

"FOOTBALL FOR THE FAN." The pictures that feature

the first man able to conquer the great Notre Dame machine
in three years . . . Howard Jones . . . and twenty-five other

leading coaches.

"SPRING TRAINING"
With Coaches A. A. StagK, U. of
Chicago; Jock Southerland, Pitts-

burgh; Ray Morrison, So. Meth-
odist; Chick Meehan, N. Y. U.

"WEDGE PLAY"
With Coaches Harry J. Mehre,
Georgia; Tad Jones, Chair., Foot-
ball Rules Committee; Di'ck Han-
ley, Northwestern; Bill Mundy,
famous football announcer.

"KICKING GAME"
With Coaches Harry Kepke,
Mich.; Wallace Wade, Duke; Bill

Ingram, Calif.; Lou Little, Co-
lumbia.

"DECEPTION PLAYS"
With Coaches Rip Miller, Navyf
Lou Little, Columbia; Chief
Meehan, N. Y. U.; B. L Biermart
Tulane; Bill Hargis, Missouri^

Gwin Henry, Kansas.

"FORWARD PASS"
Vv'ith Coaches Gus Dorais, UC'

troit; Mai Stevens, Yale; A 1 Witt
mer, Princeton; Harvey Harmon
Penn.

"PENALTIES"
With Coaches Al Wittmer, Prince^

ton; Sam Willaman, Ohio; Waltex|r'

Steffin, Carnegie Tech.; Bil

Spaulding, U. of Calif., L. A.

P R O ' U <fTToTl" INC.
Distributed by EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, inc.
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100 Publix Theaters Now Using Stage Attractions

TUDIENCES GON[-WHITMAfTENNETT

Union Theaters on Top in Australian Buying War
Hoyt's Lose Metro Lineup
To Union Theaters—U. A.

Selling Independently
Sydney (By Cable)—One of the

keenest buying season wars in many
years has just come to a climax here
with Greater Union Theaters getting
the upper hand over Hoyt's. The
battle centered about M-G-M, which
holds the power balance between
the two circuits. M-G-M yesterday

I

"sold to Greater Union, with a num-
ber of long runs to Fuller's Ex-
change. In the setup for the new
season, Greater Union gets M-G-M.

{Continued on Page 9)

FOX'S DEClCHEDUIE

BOOSTED TO 9 PICTURES

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Addition of two more

pictures to the Fox studio produc-
tion list for December brings the
total to nine, an unusually high ac-

tivity for the year-end. The addi-
tions are "Widow's Might," with
John Boles, and "After Tomorrow,"
with Charles Farrell. Previously
announced were "The Gay Bandit,"

{Continued on Page 9)

Dan Weinberg Joins

Skouras N. J. Division
Dan Weinberg, who recently re-

signed as district manager for all

Warner Bros, theaters in Virginia,
is now associated with the Skouras
Theaters in the New Jersey division
as district supervisor under Maurice
Stahl, Jersey zone manager.

Boost Films Over Stunts,

Publix Managers Advised

Instructions that the picture is to be ex-
iPloited above special stunts, and that promo-
!tional ideas should be tied in with the picture
wherever possible, have been issued to Publix

;
managers by David J. Chatkin. "After all,"
says Chatkin, "we are still in the entertain-
ment business."

Strike Threats Stop Warner Studio Union Cuts
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Following threats of a strike of laboratory technicians, sound

men, projection men, cameramen and other union workers, the Warner Studio

has withdrawn wage cuts among union men. The strike was thereupon called

off by union officials.

Kentucky Upholds Sunday Show Ban

Despite Violations in Other Lines

Frankfort, Ky. — Prosecution of
theater owners for violation of the
state law prohibiting labor on Sun-
day is not improper even though
the law is not enforced in other
lines, it is held by the Kentucky
Court of Appeals. In a lengthy
opinion on the subject, involving the

{Continued on Page 3)

Wholesome Film Stories

Sought by Paramount
Paramount is making a drive for

picture stories which are "whole-
some in outlook" and "not morbid,"
it is indcated by a request made to

New York newspapermen for origi-
{Continued on Page 3)

Publix Adds Vaude to 8 Houses
Bringing Total Now Up to 100

Joe Hebrew Working
On Warner-W.E. Case

Joe Hebrew, formerly district

manager for Warner Bros, in Phila-
delphia and who recently left the
company, has rejoined the organiza-
tion to work on its arbitration case
with Western Electric and Electrical
Research Products. He is now in

Philadelphia gathering information.

With the addition of vaudeville
to eight houses in D. J. Chatkin's
territory, Publix now has 100 the-
aters using stage talent. The latest
to adopt the extra feature include
the Capitol, Williamsport, Pa.; Cap-
itol, Pottsville, Pa.; Penn. Wilkes-
Barre; Capitol, Hazelton, Pa.; Co-
lonial, Haverhill, Palace and Strand,
Stamford, and Paramount, Spring-

{Continued on Page 3)

aiYavd Brown Talks Plain
— hankers and business men versus showmen

=^ By DON CARLE GILLETTE —

THOSE were unvarnished words—spoken by Hiram S. Brown—a few

days ago—when he admitted—he is no showman—and probably had

made—some bad selections—in picking lieutenants***Such a forthright

statement—has few equivalents—in this industry's annals***The first

ste|>~'toward correcting—a weak situation—is to be cognizant—of its

(.Continued on Page 2)

Future of Films Lies in

Joining Advance, Says
Former Producer

'Moron' audiences are a thing of
the past and the sooner motion pic-
ture producers take recognition of
this and govern their activities ac-
cordingly, the sooner will the indus-
try get back in the march of prog-
ress, declares Whitman Bennett,
one-time prominent director and pro-
ducer, in an open letter to Jesse L.
Lasky, with whom he was identi-

{Continued on Page 9)

UPPER OHMlEYHOUSES

REAPING SUNDAY HARVEST

East Liverpool, 0. — Upper Ohio
valley theaters report big patron-
age since permitted to offer Sunday
shows. Many cities in this area are
so near the Pennsylvania line, in

which state Sunday showing of films
{Continued on Page 3)

Snitzer Joins Schwerin
In New Indie Exchange
Louis Snitzer, formerly of RKO,

yesterday announced his association
with Charles Schwerin as financial

head and New York representative
of the Charles Schwerin Distributing
Co., which will open offices Monday
in Pittsburgh. The exchange will

handle Chesterfield, Imperial Distrib-

uting, Headline and Bray products
on a state rights basis, covering
western Pennsylvania and West Vir-

ginia.

L. A. House May Be First

In New Pantages Circuit

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—^Negotiations are understood to

be under way for the acquisition by Alexander
Pantages of the Warner Downtown theater

here as the first house in the new circuit

planned by the former theater operator. Pan-
tages also is said to have been invited to a

conference of theater circuit officials to be

held here for a discussion of various problems.
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NEW YORK Stock market
(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High Low Close Ch<_'.

Am. Seat 2 2 2 — %
Con. Fm. Ind 5fi 5'4 S'A — Vi

Con. Fm, Ind. pfd. 13 13 13

Eat. Kodak 96 90% 91^ — 154
East. Kodak pfd... 124 124 124
Fox Fm. "A" .... 4 334 3^ _ 14

Gen. Th. Eq. (new) Vs Vi ¥i
Loew's. Inc 36J4 32^ 33 — 2%
d-i pfd yiyi 72Vt 72'/— V2
Paramount 9^ iVt 9 — %
Pathe Exch V2 Yi Vi.

do "A" 2 2 2 +1/2
I'KO "A" Wi I'A yVi + Va

Vn.v. Pict. pfd.... 41 41 41 — 3'/;

Warner Bros 354 2?-^ 3 — 'A

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Coliimhia Pets 4% 4]/$ 4'A
l""x Then. "A" ... Vi 58 Va
i.'KO rts 1-16 1-16 1-16

Techiicolor 3 2^ 2^
Trans-T.nx 3'A 3 A 3'A + I

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
'en. Th. Eq. 6s40. 5 -iVz 4'/ — Vi

Kei h A-O 6s 46. . 42 42 42
Loew 6s 41ww 90 89J4 89M
Paramount 6s 47.. 57 52 53 — '/2

Par. By: 5i4s51 ..80 80 80—8
Par. S/2S5O 47 43!^ 44 —4
Pathe "s37 63^ 63M 6354— Vi

Warner's 6s39 30^4 30 30 — Vs

Clara Bow Marries Rex Bell

Las Vegas, Nev.—Clara Bow and
Rex Bell were secretly married here
Thursday night, it was revealed yes-

terc^y.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City J'J

1 54 Crescent St. i'X

STillwell 4-7940 it

lEas
J.J in

? J. E. Brulatour, Inc. •:

it i.t

K Chicago Hollywood H* 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica {•

}{ CALuraet 3692 Blvd. ti

it HOLlywood 4121 K^•f>•••«#•>>*'

Hiram Brown Talks Plain
bankers and business men versus showmen

'rnnfii,,,^^ from Page 1) ^^^^^^___>^__-

existence—and now that RKO—has tapped the root—of its trouble-

solution— is made easier.

-the

PVENTS of tlie week—have driven home—the pointed lesson—that the tearful need

^ —of amusement business— is few/er bankers—fewer industrial wizards—fewer

hangers-on—and a bigger ration—of honestagawd showmen"'-' -For with all due respect

—

to economic brains—showmanship is a flair—all by itself—and either you have it—or

you haven't.

•
INCREASED utilization—of film personalities—for plugging everything—from ciga-

rettes to cologne—presents something—of a menace* '"'Regardless of the publicity-

—

rrrpinn fn r>l:3\ycirc fnoci:! ar\An,rQ.omani- f ioi ir~ic lci3\/£3 n f^inf^ —frGQUGntlv UlSI llUSIOninS

id decidedly injurious—to the artistic standing—ot the act

thin

accruing to players—these endorsement tieups—leave a taint—irequemiy uibni

-and decidedly injurious—to the artistic standing—of the actor—as an actor*'*'"First

...ing you know—favorite screen stars

—

w\\\ have bigger reputations—as boosters of

merchandise—than as histrionic entertainers.

IF THE powers of suggestion—ascribed to films—are really as potent—as the reformers

' contend—why is it that—these loud critics—pan underworld pictures—for suppos-

edly containing—ideas on crime—but give no credit—to the overwhelming number—of

wholesome stories—showing how heroes—overcome handicaps—succeed in business

—

achieve victory in sports—solve domestic problems—win the girl—and in general—work
out happy endings—to dark problems*'''*Aln't these something?

First Jess Smith Feature
Starts in Jan. at Royal

Jess Smith intends to start pro-
duction on the first of his six con-
templated features early in Janu-
ary, working at the Royal Studio.
Grantwood, N. J. He is now discuss-
ing releasing arrangements for the
series.

"Book of Knowledge" Sold Abroad
The first series of 12 single reel

novelties, "The Living Book of
Knowledge," have been closed by the
Film Exchange, through its sales
manager, Harvey Pergament, for the
United Kingdom, the Spanish talk-
ing version for Spain and Portugal,
and the French talking version for
France. Belgium and Switzerland.
Negotiations are now being com-
pleted for the German talking ver-
sion. The subjects were recorded
under the supervision of Allyn B.
Carrick, production manager. Film
Exchange plans several new series
to be announced soon.

Library Assembles Theater Data
Through the efforts of Frank J.

Wilstach. all motion picture and
theatrical matter at the Public
Library has been brought together
under one section and is in the
charge of G. R. Freedley, who will
handle all questions pertaining to
motion picture or theatrical history,
technique, stars and producers.

Lower Net for U. A. Circuit
Net income of United Artists The-

ater Circuit for the year ended
Aug. 31 was $407,086, equal after
preferred dividends to 28 cents a
share, against $869,631 or $1.18 a
share in the preceding year.

Gable Settles Salary Dispute
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Clark Gable has set-

tled his differences over salary with
M-G-M and is returning to work in
"Polly of the Circus."

51 German Features
Shown in Four Months

Berlin—In the first four months
of the 1931-32 season 51 German-
made features were trade-shown.
An additional 53 are in hand or
completed, while 60 more are prom-
ised. This will place the year's total
at 160 to 170, Together with foreign
films, it is expected that a little

more than 200 features will be avail-
able this season.

Edward A. Smith to Chicago
Chicago—Edward A, Smith, form-

erly city manager for Publix in Los
Angeles, has been assigned the dis-
trict managership of Chicago's
South Side theaters, which include
the Tivoli, Maryland, Tower, Regal
and the new Southside opening
Christmas Day. L. H. Dally con-
tinues in the charge of the Down-
town Loop theaters.

Mansell Back With Warners
Philadelphia — William Mansell

who left the Warner exchange to
.ioin Educational, has been brought
back in his old capacity by Robert
Mochrie, new branch manager.

William Quinleven, formerly of-
fice manager at Pathe, also joins as
office manager, succeeding William
Pillon.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Symposium on "The Hollywood and
Soviet Cinema"; Waldo Frank. H. W. L.
Dana, H. A. Potamkin. Samuel Ornitz
and Michael Gold, speakers; New School
for Social Research. New York. Evening.

Dec. 7: First Annual Film Party of Kansas
City Film Row, Pla-Mor Ballroom.
Kansas City, Mo.

Dec. 9: Meeting of New York Section. So-
ciety of M. P. Engineers. Engineers
Bldg.. New York. Evening.

Dec. 10: Special Meeting of RKO stock-
holders to vote on plans for change in

capitalization.

Dec. 12: Annual entertainment and ball of
Fox Athletic Club, Hotel Astor, New
York. Proceeds for relief.

Dec. 14: Warner Bros, stockholders' meeting.
New York.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19; Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n. Hotel Charlotu
Charlotte. N. C.

Jin. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha. Neb.

Feb. 13: Second annual tormal dmner-dantt
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures).
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Hirschberg Re-elected
Head of Philly Musicians
Philadelphia—Adolph Hirschberg

has been re-elected president of the
musicians' union, the entire ticket
being swept in, two to one. The
only close run was for secretary,
won by America Tomai, Outcome
of the election means approval of
the union's policy in its fight against
Stanley theaters.

LTniversal Buys "Left Bank"
Universal has bought the talker

rights to Elmer Rice's Broadway
play, "The Left Bank." It will be
directed by John Stahl following the
conclusion of its stage run.

"Possessed" in Third Week
Chicago—"Possessed," M-G-M pic- .'

ture with Joan Crawford and Clark
j

Gable, moved from the Oriental to i

the Roosevelt on Friday for its third
j

week in the Loop. ^

Lo. 5-0277 2 W. 43 St.. N. Y. C.

Joe Finston

SYNCHRO SCREEN SERVICE

Musical Quality

Showmanship Synchronization

FEATURES — SHORTS
(Formerly Paramount-Publix)

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRymnt 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761
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CONFER ON NEW RKO PLAN;

75,000 PROXIES IN DAY

Conferences were held yesterday
between B. B. Kahane, of RKO and
Henry L. Sperling of Emerson and
Sperling, attorneys for the RKO
Stockholders' Protective Committee,
in an effort to reach an amicable
agreement on the plan offered by
RKO to stockholders and the alter-

nate plan submitted by the minority
group. Kahane replied to a letter

received by Hiram S. Brown from
J P. Mogelever of Pawtucket sug-
gesting an amendment to the pro-

posed refinancing plan. Kahane
stated that Mogelever's plan was not
practical. Over 75,000 proxies were
received by RKO yesterday, The
Film Daily learns.

Wholesome Film Stories

Sought by Paramount
(Continued from Page 1)

nals. Yarns with underworld, war,
backstage, prison and newspaper
backgrounds are taboo. Appeal
comes from the New York editori-

al board, which particularly wants
society dramas.

Upper Ohio Valley Houses
Reaping Sunday Harvest

(.Continued from Page I)

are prohibited, that they have been
drawing heavily Sunday from the
that state. Some West Virginia
towns, just across the river, also

prohibit Sunday movies and Ohio
houses are getting this patronage
on the Sabbath.

"Sooky" Draws Praise
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—In a preview at the

Boulevard here, Paramount's
"Sooky" made a distinct hit. The
picture, a follow-up to "Skippy," had
the audience laughing or crying
most of the time.

Split Week for Warner Akron House
Akron, 0.—Warners' Strand has

inaugurated a split-week policy, re-

placing week runs. New pictures will

open Sundays and Thursdays.

COMING & GOING

WILLIAM R. HOGGAN left Friday for
Australia after a visit in New York.

TALLULAH BANKHEAD is on her
way from New York to the Paramount studios
in Hollywood.

WILLIAM HAINES, now appearing at

Loew's Yonkers, goes from there to Syracuse
on Dec. 11.

HARVEY B. DAY, special sales represen-
tative for Educational, arrived in Pittsburgh
on Friday on the first lap of a trip that
will also take in Cincinnati, Louisville, Atlan-
ta, Charlotte and Washington.

LESTER F. SCOTT, general sales man-
ager for Mascot Pictures, returned to New
Vork on Friday from a nation-wide tour of
the key cities.

MILTON H. FELD is due back in New
Vork this week-end from a trip to Denver,
inspecting Publix operations. R. J. O'DON-
NELL and GASTON DUREAU are now on
a three-week tour of the circuit.

• • • MEBBE THERE'S something in this outside criti-

cism about our advertising chiefs taking their ad writing too
seriously after all so let's adopt a carefree, happy,
whimsical style in our newspaper picture ads here is

some sample copy that might be used as the formula for the
New Advertising Technique first we get the Public in-

terested by raising a Doubt in their minds that we HAVE A
Picture the rest is easy to wit

• • • HAVE WE A Picture? We wonder
It would be a wonder IF we had a picture The director
says we have A Picture But of course he WOULD say
that We, the producers, are open-minded on the subject

Accidents will happen, even in Hollywood Maybe
the director is right He's been wrong so often
Won't you decide the problem for us, dear Public ? Come
and see the picture Be a sport Take a chance

Of course you will have to risk your money at the box
office but isn't life itself a risk ? So what's one
more little risk ? And supposing we REALLY have a
picture? What a thrill you'll get! What a thrill

we'll get! It will be all so terribly thrilling Or
just Terrible Who knows ? Who cares ?

It's all in fun, anyway The picture only cost us $278,349
to make A Mere Trifle And if it's a piece of
cheese, won't you have a great laugh at our expense!
So you can't lose You either Thrill at our Unexpected
Success Or Laugh at our Failure Wott'ell more
do ya want for your money?

• • • THE AMPAS got a break when the metropolitan
newspapers featured Roxy's talk about Radio City plans at the
luncheon last Thursday the pressagey organizashe fur-
nished the forum for one of the most Important Pronounce-
ments of the year from a gent who only talks when he
has a Real Message after that talk, we figure AMPA
prestige has gone up about 1,000 per cent and anything
that helps AMPA, helps EVERY publicity man in the biz

npver forget that so it's a rather dumb play to
spoof a talk that means so much to so many of us or
are we just Oldfashioned in our ideas of what constitutes Good
Journalism?

• • • IN SPITE of the fact that Arkayo officials frankly
acknowledge the product has been below par it is sig-

nificant that the RKO theater profits this year are touted to
exceed by $500,000 the net of the previous year so why
not give due acknowledgment to the theater division managers

and theater managers who have so gloriously
gone over the top ? what could they have done with a
Real setup ?

• • • DURING THE rainstorm a few days ago, a young
exploitashe gink in United Artists received his notice
he opened his pay envelope read the sad news
looked out at the rain, and opined "Well, they provided
the Grifiith Touch, anyway." just a Film Filosofer.

4e * « 4:

• • • RUMOR MARKET the outlook for all you
boys and girls is very. Very GOOD production compa-
nies are being squeezed together oldtimers are being
squeezed out on the street there are a few more squeeze
plays in the offing ya pals squeeze your mitt, look sorry,
and say "Not a chance, kid, to help ya. Merry Chris-
muss!"

« « « » » »

100 PUBLIX THEATERS

NOW USING VAUDEVILLE

(Continued from Page 1)

field, Mass. Some will get acts for
three days a week and others for
the full week. If profitable over a
period of time, it will become per-
manent at each of the theaters. In
the past year, a total of 20 Publix
houses have added "flesh." Ten of
the theaters are now playing Fan-
chon & Marco units.

Kentucky Upholds Ban
Against Sunday Shows

(Continued from Page 1)

Strand Amusement Co!, the court
said in part:
"No discretion is authorized in the

administration or application of this
statute. It is a fundamental prin-
ciple that the failure of executive
officers to enforce a specific law
against a specific individual or set
of individuals can never excuse the
disobedience of that law by another.
. . .The operation of moving picture
shows on Sundays had been speci-
fically held by the court of last re-
sort in the state to be included with-
in the prohibition of the statute."

Virginia Sunday Law Defined
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—In reply to a ques-

tion from Chief Justice Hughes with
respect to interpretation of Sunday
labor in Virginia, Assistant Attor-
ney General Collins Denny, Jr., of
that state stated that he believed
the standard which the courts of
Virginia had applied in interpreting
this law was whether the work was
"reasonably essential to the moral
welfare of the people."

2-Cent Tax Proposed in Philly
Philadelphia—A tax of two cents on

each theater ticket has been recom-
mended to the City Council by a
sub-committee, the plan being esti-

mated to raise $1,500,000 a year,

replace the present license tax.

Warner Jersey Houses in Drive
Warner theaters in New Jersey

have opened their 12-week drive for

business. Prizes will be awarded.

li>l*S«fii.ft;isn»-

MANY UAPPY RETURNS

Best wishes are extended by

THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

Industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

December 5-6
Harry C. Lonsdale Walt Disney

Millard Webb Grace Moore
John W. Weber W. P. Caryn
Elissa Land! Sidney H. Algier

Edwin J. Brady Al Boasberg
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

1 By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
r^ARL LAEMMLE, JR., has signed

Una Merkel and Andy Devine
for "The impatient Maiden," the
Donald Henaerson Clarke story
which James Whale is to direct. Lew
Ayres is the star, and Mae Clarke
plays opposite him.

* * *

George Sidney, the comedian, has been
signed Dy Warner Bros, for the special pro-

duction that is to be made of "Mendel, Inc."

He is to have the role of Mendel. Joe
Smith and Charlie Dale, of the old Avon
Comedy Four, wfill have the roles they played
origmally in the stage production.

Gladys Lloyd (Mrs. Edward G.
Robinson) played a small role in

support of her husband in "The
Honorable Mr. Wong," the First Na-
tional picture completed last week
under the direction of William A.
Wellman.

* * *

Vivienne Osborne is an addition to the
cast of Paramount's "Twfo Kinds of Wom-
en," film romance of New York life fea-

turing Miriam Hopkins, Phillips Holmes,
Wynne Gibson, Stuart Erwin and Irvmg
Pichel.

* * *

Eric Linden and Ann Dvorak will

have roles in "The Roar of the
Crowd," which will go into produc-
tion at the Warner studios at an
early date. James Cagney and Joan
Biondell will have the two featured
parts.

* * *

"Desert Spawn," and not "Hard Pan
Gulch," as previously announced, has been
substituted by "Human Targets," Buzz
Barton starring vehicle. J. P. McGowan
will direct. Cast includes Francis X. Bush-
man, Jr., Pauline Parker, Edmund Cobb,
Franklyn Farnum, Ted Adams and Nancy
Price.

* 41 *

Veda Buckland has been assigned
to the cast of Paramount's "No One
Man," supporting Carole Lombard,
Ricardo Cortez and Paul Lukas.

* * *

Harold Goodwin and Paul Hurst have
juvenile roles in Columbia's "Maker of
Men."

* * *

Sheila Manners, leading woman in
a number of independent film pro-
ductions, received her first role in a
major studio this week when she was
given a featured part in Maurice

Bryan Foy Making Four Series
Bryan Foy is finding a producer's life much more hectic than his recent profession

—that of directing. He is producing four series of pictures at the Sunset studios,

which he recently purchased. So Foy is one of the busiest lads around here.

Congratulates

:

MAE MARSH
who makes her comeback with
an outstanding performance

in Fox's "Over the

Hill"

No. 49 oS 1931
'^Good Deeds*'

Series

Chevalier's current starring picture,

"One Hour with You."
* * *

Arline Judge's first role under her new
contract with RKO-Radio is the ingenue lead

in "Girl Crazy," which William A. Seiter

will direct.
* * *

Arnold Lucy is playing the role of

the deacon in "Alias the Doctor,"
which stars Richard Barthelmt-ss,
with Michael Curtiz directing.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Dudley Murphy mo-
toring to the Paramount studios ; Rudolph
Flothow and Abe Meyer chatting at Met-
ropolitan; Jed Buell busy at Mack Ben-
nett's.

* * *

All trailers made in the future by
Leon Schlesinger of the Pacific Title

and Art studio, will be scored with
an individual musical background.

Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart, well

known song writers and composers of the

music for the recent " Broadway musical hit

and who have been signed by Paramount
to write the music and lyrics for "Love Me
Tonight," Maurice Chevalier's next starring

vehicle after "One Hour With You," are

expected in Hollywood soon to begin work.
* * *

Del Lord is directing "Speed in

the Gay Nineties" for Mack Sennett.
Andy Clyde is starred, with his sup-
porting cast including Barney Old-
field, Hubert Diltz, Helen Mann,
George Grey, Bobbie Dunn and
others.

« * *

Tallulah Bankhead is due here the coming
week from New York to prepare for her next
Paramount picture, the title of which has
not yet been chosen.

* * *

Albert De Mond contends that if

the screen is to be supplied with a
sufficiency of material, more people
must be induced to write for it. He
points out that too many ambitious
writers are looking to the weird, the
unearthly and the improbable for
their plots, whereas the best stories
are to be found near at hand in
every day life.

* * *

Another story for Educational's "Holly-
wood Girl" Comedies is now in preparation
under the combined auspices of Ernie Pagano
and Jack Townley, writers, and William
Goodrich, director. Virginia Brooks, Rita
Flynn and Dorothy Granger will be the three
Hollywood girls in the new opus.

* * *

"Torchy Raises the Auntie," the
fifth in the new Educational-Torchy
series, has been completed by C. C.
Burr. The Torchy principals—Ray
Cooke, Dorothy Dix, Edmund Breese,
Franklyn Pangborn—are supported
by Elsie Stevens, Charlotte Jones,
Patsy Bellamy and Charles Saxton.

* * >K

Ned Sparks will have an important role in
the talking picture version of "The Miracle
Man," to be produced by Paramount. He
will portray the character of the pickpocket
with a comedy complex, which was played by
Monte Dumont in the silent version of "The
Miracle Man" 12 years ago.

Buck Jones has started "High
Speed," his latest western for Co-
lumbia. Ross Lederman is direct-
ing.

Florine McKinney, the 18-year-old singer
who recently ended her studies in high school
in Fort Worth, Tex., to begin work in mo-
tion pictures in Hollywood under contract
to Paramount, will make her film debut in
Maurice Chevalier's "One Hour With You."
and Randolph Scott, the Orange, Va.. youth
who was signed by Paramount as a featured
film player a month ago, following two years
of stage roles on the Pacific Coast, is to
make his debut as a picture player in "Tho
Miracle Man."

Loretta Young again has had to
postpone her trip to New York on
account of demands of the produc-
tion schedule at the Warner Bros.
studios.

Edward Crandall, Nora Lane, Cornelius
Keefe and Josephine Johnson are the latest
additions to the cast of "Disorderly Conduct."
Eight of the most popular Fox players, Linda
Watkins, Spencer "Tracy, Ralph Bellamy, Sal-
ly Filers. Allen Dinehart, Weldon Heyburn.
Ralph Morgan and Claire Maynard are at
work on this comedy. John Considine. Jr., is

directing.

Harold Lloyd will head the golf
tournament committee of the Agua
Caliente Club at the $15,000 open
meet Jan. 12-15.

"Men of Chance" is definitely set as the
final title of Radio Pictures' racetrack drama
filmed under the working title, "Exposed."
The film features Mary Astor and Ricardo
Cortez. George Archainbaud directed from
an original story by Louis Weitzenkorn.

Elizabeth Wilson, New York fan
magazine writer, has arrived here to
represent "Screenland Weekly," pub-
lished by the "Screenland" interests
in New York.

* * *
"Almost Married" has supplanted "Cir

Viol« "Hemin'^ 'I'
'"'^ '°' the'^^icture wh^i h

nn^ .K ? ^•''^^ J"^* completed for Foxunder the direction of William Cameron Menz.es Featured with Miss Heming are RalphBellamy and Alexander Kirkland RobertMundin and Maria Alba are in the calt* * +

n,P" \ Metzger, one of the execu-
tives of the new Roxie theater, Los
Angeles, is in the East, scouting ad-
ditional talent and acts for the
Roxie.

* * *
More Passing Show: Irving ThalbercDolores Del Rio, Joseph M. Schenck Ken'

Edmund "G^-?<ii/,::KHe°fosr°m^arrtg-«

Marion Gering, directing Sylvia
Sidney and Gene Raymond in "La-
dies of the Big House," bucked a
stonewall during the filming of jury
scene for the picture. In the inter-
et of realism, a male juror, fresh
trom a recent Los Angeles trial,
was put on the movie panel. Eleven
bit players who were with him on
the jury voted Miss Sidney and
Raymond guilty of their crimes. The
real juror agreed with the Raymond r

conviction, but refused to convict
Sylvia. Director Gering had to send
for an actor to take the role

* * *

Columbia has added Mary Doran and James
Donlan to "Final Edition," and Boris Kar-
loff and Claude King to the new Jack Holt
picture, a secret service story not yet titled 1

* •

Sylvia Sidney, Robert Coogan, ^

John Wray and Tyrone Power will
be featured with Chester Morris in
Paramount's talker version of "The
Miracle Man," which Norman Tau-
log is to direct.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"
Greets You

\4"OST convenient location in Hollywood,
* Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-
nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-
sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.
S3. 50 up, double. $4.50, rwin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.
Lookfor the"Doi>rway ofHospitality"

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
^By HARRY N. BLAIR.

CAM SAX is so impressed with the

work of Rita Lan in Vitaphone's
"The Symphony Murder Mystery"
that he has had all scenes in which
she appears clipped from the film

and sent to Jack Warner. Miss Lan
is a 22-year-old Russian girl who
recently arrived here after appear-
ing on the screen in both England
and Germany. She is somewhat on
the type of Evalyn Knapp whose
work in a Vitaphone short won her
a Warner Bros, feature contract
about a year ago.

•

Milton Cohen has returned to

the Warner Vitaphone studio in

charge of stores.

In spite of general conditions, a

large percentage of the cameramen
located in the East are enjoying
steady work, most of them in the

news field.

Futuristic settings, designed by
Frank Namczy, studio art director,

are a feature of Vitaphone's latest

I two-reel musical, "Cheer Up," which
(boasts a cast of over one hundred.

•

What promises to be a decided

I
novelty has been completed by Mo-
Ition Picture Classics in the form of

an operetta based on the famous
children's story, "Puss in Boots."

The film was made at the Ideal stu-

dios with Nat Shilkret orchestra

supplying the musical effects. Cam-
era crew consisted of Frank Zucker,

Charles Harten and Buddy Harris.

•

Edward Senz, Paramount's
make-up chief, has had a set of

Cooper-Hewitt lamps installed

which bring out the slightest

itnperfection allowing for a uni-

formity in make-up heretofore

impossible under or dinar y
lights.

•

For the first time in some months,

a Paramount feature being made at

the New York studio will have a

. complete song included which was
i composed especially for the picture.

Nancy Carroll will sing "What's the

Difference," by John Green and Ed-

ward Heyman, Paramount staff com-
posers, in "Wayward," which Ted
Sloman is directing. Frank Tours

is in charge of musical effects.

Caynor-Farrell Japanese

A version of "The Man Who Came

Back" with Japanese dialogue synchro-

nized to the performances of Janet

Caynor and Charles Farrell, has been

showing on the coast. Many who saw

it declare the illusion was so striking

that it would be easy to believe the

stars really do talk Japanese.

the

in

M-C-M
; $2 run of

its second

Fou
13S four

"The Ch
week at

r for M-G-M
features currently

amp " at the Astor,

the Capitol, and
'

on
showi

"Ben
Cuba

Broadway
ng on Broadway. They include

Hur" at the Rialto, "Possessed"

1 Love Song" at the Roxy.

In a radio broadcast over 13 sta-

tions. Mrs. McGoldrick, reporting
for the International Federation of

Catholic Alumnae, spoke at length
on the subject of Vitaphone's Wash-
ington Bi-Centennial film, "Wash-
ington—The Man and the Capitol."
The speech was printed in 103 news-
papers and sent in mimeographed
form to 783 clubs throughout the
country.

•

Arthur Ellis, who edited "His
Woman" and other Paramount
features, has been placed in

charge of cuttiyig "Wayward,"
featuring Nancy Carroll and
Richard Arlen, no%v in produc-
tion.

•

Dick Willis, Vitaphone's make-up
expert, has been presented with a

make-up box designed especially for

use on location, by Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Norworth, who recently com-
pleted the 15th edition of their "Nag-
gers" series of comedies.

•

Jack Haley, musical comedy juve-

nile, has attracted so much favor-

able comment by his work in Vita-

phone's "Success" that he was sign-

ed for two more. The first is "The
Imperfect Lover."

Eddie Ryan, juvenile actor,

vho has appeared with siiccess

in numerous stage and screen
plays, will be featured over
Station WJZ on Sunday during
"Children's Hour," from 9 to 10
A. M.

•
What is claimed to be the tough-

est looking bunch of extras ever to
appear at the Warner Vitaphone
studio were hand-picked by Herb
Hayman, casting director, for "The
Naggers Spreading Sunshine," which
tells the story of a soft-hearted lady
and her misguided benefactions.
Such former pugilists as King Solo-
mon and Tommy Madden were in-

cluded in the group.

•
Everybody's raving about that

Spiro baby in "His Woman." When
a six-months-old baby can steal a
picture from Gary Cooper and Clau-
dette Colbert he's got to be good
which is mild praise for this amaz-
ing child.

•

Ed DuPar, Vitaphone's head cam-
eraman, has introduced a new style
dolly (portable camera) which is

mounted on rubber tires and so con-
structed that it is possible to move
the camera through doorways and
around corners in a manner not
heretofore possible.

George Offerman, Jr., li-year-

old stage and screen veteran.

O PRESENTATIONS t)
By JACK HARROWER

Roxy
"Rhapsody in Color," the current

Roxy show, fully lives up its title.

It starts with "Chinese Lacquer,"
featuring the noted On Wah Troupe,
Chinese acrobats. Then comes the

"Orange Grove," with the ballet in

costumes representing oranges and
giving the setting the atmosphere
of a grove reminiscent of California

or Florida. Henri Therrien sings and
the number reaches a climax with a

solo dance by Patricia Bowman. This
is followed by the Four Wileys, Ger-
man acrobats who do their hoop
stunt in a surrounding abounding in

color. The Roxyettes stage a splashy
act called "Green Peppers," the girls

dressed after the mode of peppers,
after which the Don Pedro Via Rum-
ba Orchestra stages the "Blues" in

typical Spanish style. Another color-

ful scene is "Orchids," featuring ten

Harpists with Marie McQuarrie, the

Paramount
Bing Crosby, the radio crooner,

goes into his second month at the

New York Paramount with this

this week's stage program. The
presentation, a Jack Partington pro-

duction under the title of "Say It

With Songs," also features that
popular team of comedy entertain-

ers, Jans and Whalen, with added
variety being supplied by Pierce
and Harris, Candreva Brothers and
Harry Losee. Ensemble work is by
the Dave Gould Girls. Rubinoff di-

rects the Paramount Orchestra in

"Hungarian Sketches," while Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Crawford's twin-or-
gan concert is devoted to a group
of swaying harmonies called "Waltz
Fantasy."

ballet and the ensemble taking part.

The show closes with a pretentious
finale, a "Rainbow."

has a role in Vitaphone's "The
Imperfect Lover," starring Jack
Haley.

•
Practically all of the numerous

stars now in New York are expected
to attend the gala opening of D. W.
Griffith's "The Struggle," next
Thursday night at the Rivoli thea-
ter. Among those who will prob-
ably be on hand are Joan Crawford
and Doug Fairbanks, Jr., Lilyan
Tashman and Edmund Lowe, William
Haines, Claudette Colbert, Nancy
Carroll and Richard Arlen.

•
Vitaphone's staff of writers is

busy turning out new scripts for
bigger and better shorts. Stanley
Rauh and Glenn Lambert collabo-
rated on "The Naggers Spreading
Sunshine"; A. Dorian Otvos is pre-
paring a story for the next "Melody
Master"; Burnet Hershey is working
on the fifth S. S. Van Dine script,
while Herman Ruby is engaged on
an idea for the next of the "Broad-
way Brevities" series.

•

Claire Trevor has been chosen
to appear opposite Jack Haley
in "The Imperfect Lover," his
second Vitaphone comedy.
Sheila Barrett, stage actress,
and Eleanor King, ivho scored
in "High School Hoofer," are
also prominently cast.

•

Phyllis Dare, prominent English
stage actress, stopped off to visit the
Paramount New York studios as the
guest of Frank Tours, musical di-
rector, en route from Hollywood to
London, for the Christmas holidays.
Miss Dare was at one time known
as the most photographed lady in
England.

•

Pauline Frederick, for the
first time in her long film career,
has donned a white wig for her
role in "Wayward," and the ef-
fect is very flattering. Miss
Frederick has renewed acauaint-
ance vnth numerous studio
workers with whom, she was as-
sociated here in the silent days.

•

An interested spectator at Vita-
phone's Brooklyn sudio Wednesday,
during the shooting of the opening
scenes of "The Imperfect Lover,"
the "Big Star" comedy with Jack
Haley, was Judge Joseph V. McKee,
acting mayor of New York in the
absence of Mayor Walker.

As It Should Be

Only one feature-length talking pic-

ture Is permitted on any one program

in Germany. Cut-rate tickets and lot-

tery prizes also are out. The movie

houses draw on their show and nothing

else.

/
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Theater Equipment
By M. P. BOOTH

mm SUPPLY FIRM

LAUNCHED IN KANS. CITY

Kansas City—A new firm known
as the Independent Theater Supply
Co., under the direction of J. E.

Poland and Harvey Post, has start-

ed operations with headquarters at

118 West 18th St., this city. The
company will be an exchange or

clearing house for theater supplies,

meeting the needs of exhibitors any-
where in the country. New and used
equipment and supplies will be han-

dled.

Portable Arc Lamp
Put Out by Strong Co.

Toledo, 0.—A new portable type
reflector arc lamp is announced by
the Strong Electric Corp. of this

city. It is designed for projection of

35 or 16 mm. film, operates with
current from 8 to 16 amps, weighs
less than 25 pounds, is 18 by 12 by
10 inches in size and is declared to

be especially valuable with sound
equipment.
A new rectifier unit as companion

to this lamp is also available, the
company states.

New Theater Amplifier

Brought Out by Radiart
Cleveland—A new full-range all-

electric amplifier designed especial-

ly for use in connection with theater
sound systems has been brought out
by the Radiart Corp. of this city.

The device, which is adaptable to

sound-on-film, sound-on-disc or mi-
crophone, is designed to operate
directly from a photocell, micro-
phone or phonograph input, the
company declares.

Offers Projection Reel
A novel projection reel with no

seams, brazing or welding and said
to be made of a special aluminum
alloy which results in a lightweight
yet sturdy and rigid reel, is being
marketed by the W. & W. Specialty
Co., of New York.

Carrier Makes Installations
Carrier Corp. has obtained con-

tracts and started work on the air

conditioning of six theaters. Among
them being the Capitol, Trenton, N.
J.; Symphony, New York; Laverill,

Long Beach, and the Paramount,
Boston.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 M.M. SOUND-ON-FlLM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

NEW THEATERS

Federalsburg, Md.—The 650-seat
theater being constructed here by
Federalsburg Amusement Corp. is

expected to be completed and ready
for opening Dec. 10.

New York — Construction of the
theater to be erected at Broadway
and 95th St. by J. W. Springer has
been started. The house, seating
300, will be the first to utilize the
reversed floor plan introduced by
Ben Schlanger, architect.

Washington—Bids have been re-

ceived by J. J. Zink, Baltimore archi-

tect, for the erection of a theater

for H. M. Crandall at an estimated
cost of $250,000.

Gardner, Mass. — Erection of a

theater here' at an estimated cost of

$150,000 is being planned by L. G.

McKnight, this city.

Canton, N. C—Strand theater, W.
H. Odum, manager, plans erection of

a 1,250-seat house on the State high-
way here.

Angola, 111.—C. W. Holland has
been awarded the contract for the

construction of a two-story brick

theater building here at an esti-

mated cost of $150,000.

Charlestown, W. Va.—A two-story

brick theater seating 1,000 is being
constructed here by Benjamin T.

Pitts and E. C. Bill of Fredericks-

burg, Va., at an estimated cost of

$65,000.

Mansfield, 0.—Warners have an-

nounced that structural operation

will begin in December on their $70,-

000 two-story theater here.

Emergency Lights Booklet
Philadelphia — Two new booklets

on the company's emergency light-

ing systems for various types of

buildings, including theaters, has
been issued by the Electric Storage
Battery Co.

B ETTER
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLY

VALUES
are always Found at

1^
National Theatre

51
Supply Company

y Your Logical Supply Source

NEW SOUND-ON-FILM

MARKETED IN DALLAS

Dallas — Marketing of a new
sound-on-film equipment to be known
as the Monarch Talk-A-Film has
been announced by J. G. Tomlin, of

the Monarch Talk-A-Fi!m Sales Co.,

this city.

The device is said to be completely
AC operated and fully guaranteed.
It is being sold for $550, less speak-
ers.

Thurber, Tex.—The Opera House,
recently taken over by W. R. Ger-
hard and brother, will be equipped
with sound and general improve-
ments made.

North Ohio Exhibitors

Seek Better Projection
Cleveland — Frank Masek, man-

ager of the National Theater Supply
office here, reports that there is a

lot of ac Ivity in northern Ohio
among theater owners for the im-
provement of projection. "The two
essentials for a good show," Masek
points out, "are good sound and good
projection. They are both of equal
importance. This season, while there
has been little new theater building,
we find that exhibitors are not only
willing, but are anxious to improve
their equipment and to augment
their present equipment with new
appliances, so as to off"er the best
possible picture projection."

Aside from the company's many
equipment installations. National
Theater Supply has sold and in-

stalled 33 Walker sound screens,
Masek states. This number includes
both the white and silver sheet
types of screens.
The company has not confined its

activities to theatrical installations
only, but has recently equipped a
model theater in the Delaware High
School with all necessary require-
ments.

Greensboro, N. C.—Work of re- I;

modeling, enlarging and re-equip-
,

piiig the building which is to house :

the new Paramount theater here has .

been started. L. F. Barnard and E. 1.

C. QualMs of Southeastern Theaters, [[

Inc., will operate the house.
i.'

Reynolds Color Hoods
Chicago—Color hoods for 10 to

500 watt lamps for use on signs,
canopies, marquees and theater
fronts in brightening up for the holi-

days, are being off'ered by the Rey-
nolds Electric Co. of this city.

Brunswick, Ga.—The Bijou, re-
cently acquired by Mrs. Alma W.
King, is being completely refurnish-
ed and new equipment installed. The
exterior of the theater will be beau-
tified with a stone front.

Athens, Ga.—The old Lucy Cobb
Institute Chapel will be converted
into a theater by the Dramatic Club
of the University of Georgia. The
work is under the supervsion of E.
C. Grouse, connected with the Jour-
nalism department of the University.

Joplin, Mo. — The Paramount, a
Publix-Dubinsky house, has been
closed for redecoration.

Berkeley, Cal.^—Kaliski and Har-
band will remodel their Lorin thea-
ter here at an approximate cost cf

$25,000.

Appointed BesTone Representative
Atlanta—H. P. Rhodes has been

appointed sales representative for
BesTone sound-on-film equipment
and Blizzard washed air in the
Florida territory, with headquarters J

in this city.

Named Distributor
San Francisco—Western Theatri-

cal Equipment Co. of this city has
been appointed California distributor
by the Ideal Seating Co., Grand •

Rapids, Mich. Western will carry a !

complete line of samples for inspec- I

tion.

MUSIC
and LEADER STANDS
IN a variety of standard de5igu;>.

with spacious and adjustable music

rests, evenly illuminated without

glare or light leaks; stable and stur-

dy ; artistically finished ; furnished

completely wired with an extension

crird. We also manufacture a com-
rlete line of stage lighting specialties.

KLIECL BROS
Universal Electric Stage Lichtino Co.,i>k.

321 West 50th Street NewYork.N.Y.
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

•By L. H. MITCHELL'

BRITISH STUDIO IN TIEUP

WITH GERMAN PRODUCER

London—A production tie-up has
been made between the Beaconsfield
Studio and the German Aafa com-
.pany by which ten Aafa talking pic-

tures will have English speaking
versions made at the Beaconsfield
studios. The first of these, "The
Beggar Student," is now in work
under the direction of John Harvel
who may direct the English versions

lof all ten Aafa productions. Lance
fFairfax, famous English stage and
i operatic star, will make his screen

1 debut in "The Beggar Student."
Shirley Dale, stage player, is in the

cast under a screen pseudonym.

B. & D. Signs Jack Buchanan
London—British & Dominions has

signed Jack Buchanan to appear in

"Good Night Vienna" and in a num-
ber of its 1932 productions.

B.I.P. Sending Cast to Timbuctoo

London—British International Pic-

tures is sending a complete film

unit, consisting of 500 persons, into

the wilds of Africa to film "Tim-
buctoo," which Captain Walter Sum-
mers will make with Henry Kendall
in the lead. In addition to principals

and technicians 400 native bearers

will accompany the expedition from
the Gold Coast to Timbuctoo. Sum-
mers made the silent Sahara film,

"The Lost Patrol."

B.I.P. Filming "Bad Companions"

London—John Orton has begun
filming "Bad Companions" for Brit-

ish International Pictures at the

Welwyn studios. Nor Kiddie makes
his talking picture debut in this

^roduction. Others in the cast are

[lenee Gadd, the new B.I.P. "find,"

Eal Walters, Hal Gordon and Wal-
ace Arthur.

New Maurice Elvey Film

London—Maurice Elvey is direct-

ng at the Twickenham studios, "In

a Monastery Garden," a Julius

Hagen production for Frederick
White and Gilbert Church.

Plan Moroccan "Hollywood"

Paris—M. Rainaldy, French architect,

proposes the creation of a film city, a

Moroccan "Hollywood," near Agadir,

Morocco. He would name the district

Cinegadir and believes that the best

French Producers, directors and players

will flock to the cinema city. He fore-

sees a city of 13,000 inhabitants, with
hotels, restaurants and stores. He esti-

mates the initial cost of the project at

$1,280,000.

Klangfilm Apparatus in 24 Studios

Berlin—Tobls-Klangfilm sound recording apparatus is now installed in 24
European studios, according to a statement from that concern. Thirteen of

these studios are in Germany, eleven in other European countries.

French Artists, Writers

Plan One Picture a Year
Paris—The film trade Press Asso-

ciation and the Artists' Union of
France have resolved on the mutual
production of one super film a year,
it is reported here. The journalists
will provide the scenario and the
direction while the actors will give
their services to the enterprise.
Profits will be divided 50-50 between
the two organizations.

Stars in Para's "Ebb Tide"

London — The cast of the new
Paramount British production, "Ebb
Tide," includes George Barraud,
Joan Barry, Vanda Greville, Dorothy
Bourchier and Alexander Field.

Talkie House for Algiers

Algiers—The Alhambra, one of
the most famous theaters in Algiers,
is abandoning the silent screen for
talking pictures. It is the first talk-
ing picture house in the city.

London Lukewarm to Soviet Film
London—The Russian sound film,

"Enthusiasm," shown here for the
Film Society, is pronounced a ter-

rific Soviet propaganda film relative
to the five year plan, with some
novel sound production angles, but
without any great appeal outside of
Russia.

Construction Company Shows Profit

London—The Provincial Cinema-
tograph Theaters Construction Co.
report shows a profit for the year
ending Sept. 31 of $452,000, about
$40,000 more than for the previous
year. A dividend of 4 per cent was
declared on the common stock.

England Fourth on Egypt's List

Cairo — England occupies fourth
place in the exportation of motion
pictures in Egypt, according to a
statement made by the Commercial
Secretary for Cairo, being exceeded
by America, France and Germany
in the order named.

Haydn Bi-Centenary in Films

Vienna — A talking film on the
composer Haydn is being made in

connection with his bi-centenary. It

is being filmed here and at Eisen-
stadt, the composer's birthplace. The
music will consist of songs and melo-
dies written by Haydn.

Czechoslovakia Plans

Import Tax on Films
Prague — The Ministry of Com-

merce is planning to require special
permits for the importation of mo-
tion picture sound films and to tax
them at 1 per cent of their value,
based not only on the invoice price
but also on the basis of payments
for distribution and exhibition rights.

The Association of Czechoslovak
Film Distributors is preparing a
protest against the measure.

New Czechoslovakian Studio

Prague — Permission has been
granted by the city of Prague to

the A B Motion Picture Studio Co.
to erect a new studio at Barrandov,
a suburb. Work on the building will

start soon. Its cost is estimated at

$330,000.

"Threepenny Opera" Ban Lifted

Paris—Through the intervention
of the government, the French cen-
sors have lifted the ban on Pabst's
"Threepenny Opera," which was
shown last year at a private session
of the Film Society in London, where
it was called by critics an outstand-
ing example of modern sound film
technique.

No Sunday Shows in Glasgow
Glasgow — The Glasgow authori-

ties refused, 8 to 6, to permit Sun-
day film shows here during January
for charity. Opposition was made by
the Lord's Day Alliance Society and
exhibitors were not even heard.

New Australian Company
London—A group has been formed

in Canada, "The Desert Legion
Syndicate," to raise funds for float-

ing "Australian National Films,
Ltd." Plans have been made to pro-
duce a talking picture, "The Desert
Legion," presenting the Australian
forces in the war, to be followed by
other productions.

Ufa's New Pommer Film
Berlin-—Erich Pommer is super-

vising "Stuerme der Leidenschaft"
for Ufa. Wilhelm Bendow has been
added to the cast. Emil Jannings and
Anna Sten have the leads, with Rob-
ert Siodmak directing both French
and German versions.

Film "First Mrs. Eraser"
London—Sinclair Hill will direct

a film version of "The Mrs. Eraser"
for Stirling Films, Ltd., at the Asfi
studios, Wembly.

CONDITIONS MAY CLOSE

NEW ZEALAND THEATERS

Wellington—Trade Commissioner
Julian B. Foster in a recent state-
ment asserted that unless economic
conditions take a turn for the bet-
ter in the next few months many of
the small motion picture theaters in
New Zealand will be forced to close.
He states that attendance on regu-
lar week nights has. shown a great
falling off and that on Friday and
Saturday nights only is there any-
thing like the former film theater
attendance. Many theaters have re-
duced their prices to stimulate busi-
ness but without any appreciable
effect.

"Patatrac" a Hit in Italy

Rome — Cines Pittaluga reports
that "Patatrac" is scoring a big hit
in many Italian cities where it is

being shown. It is an action com-
edy with special music. Righelli di-

rected with Maria Jacobini, Arturo
Falconi and Daniele Crespi in the
leading roles.

Cup for Best French Picture

Paris—"La Liberte," Paris eve-
ning newspaper, is offering a chal-

lenge cup for the best French film

of the year. If won twice in suc-
cession the cup becomes the prop-
erty of the winner.

Aubert for Parliament

Paris—Louis Aubert, French film

pioneer, has decided to enter the
French parliament, where he can
defend the interest of the film in-

dustry and business in general.

Gaumont Distributes Ufa Film

London—Gaumont has contracted
to distribute Ufa's "Congress
Dances" in Great Britain. It is an
Erich Pommer production directed

by Erik Charell.

Three Cines Films in So. America

Rome — Cines Pittaluga reports

that three of its productions now
being shown in South America,
"Napoli che Canta," "La Canzone
dell'Amore" and "Terra Madre," are

going over big in Argentine and
BraziL

Marlene for London Stage

London—Clifford Whitely, it is re-

ported, will present the famous German
film star, Marlene Dietrich, on the

London stage at a West End theater

early in the new year. It was Whitely
who brought Maurice Chevalier to the

London stage.

i
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C NEWS OF THE DAY €>

Enterprise, Ala. — The Princess

has been purchased by C. M. Moore

of Luverne from W. M. Mclntyre.

Minneapolis— Carl Michael, for-

merly with RKO Pathe, is now on

the Educational sales staff.

New Orleans—The Saenger has

gone to a Thursday opening instead

of Friday. Because of their vaude-

ville bills the earlier opening is in-

convenient for other houses.

Altoona — Split-week vaudeville

has been dropped at the Mischler,

Publix house managed by A. N.

Notopolous.

Altoona, Pa.— Embassy theater

is now open Thursday only, offering

burlesque attractions exclusively.

Minneapolis—Frank Mantzke, vet-

eran Radio film salesman, is trans-

ferring his allegiance to Universal.

With the latter concern he replaces

C. S. Baker, who has been trans-

ferred to Kansas City by Universal.

Mantzke's territory will be the key
cities.

New Orleans — Louis DeWolfe,
who has been manager of the Or-

pheum for almost a year, is to be

transferred to Memphis, to have

charge of an RKO theater there.

DeWolfe will be succeeded here by
Ray Stevens, now managing an
RKO theater in Toledo, O.

Detroit—Joe Mellon is now short

subject salesman for Columbia and
will cover the state in the interest

of Columbia's short product. Law-
rence Shubnell, formerly shipper for

Columbia, has been promoted to as-

sistant booker. Al Brever is now
shipper.

Chicago—B. N. Judell, Inc., has

booked Big 4's "Headin' for Trou-

ble," first of the third series, into

the Strand, Springfield, first-run

house.
Buffalo—Buffalo's drive for the

unemployed will not be held until

the middle of January.

Pittsburgh—Bonds of $1,000 each,

posted by four suspects arrested on
charges growing out of an attempt
to blow up the Colonial Oct. 26,

were ordered forfeited by Magistrate
Leo Rothenberg when the men failed

to appear for hearing.

Shawano, Wis.—Independent The-

atres has opened the Shawano, seat-

ing 900. W. L. Ainsworth, operator

of the Garrick in Fond du Lac, is

head of the theater company.

Milwaukee — The Miramar, east

side neighborhood house managed
by R. J. Patterson, has been re-

named the Oakland.

East Hampton, Conn.—The Ma-
jestic, owned by Mrs. Julia Burns,
has been leased for 10 years by
Strand Theater Corp. of Williman-
tic and will be renamed the Strand.

The house will be remodeled and
new seats and sound equipment in-

stalled. James Rabinowitz of Wil-
limantic has been named manager.

Constantine, Milch.— The Grotto,

only local theater, has been closed.

Burlington, Wis.—Jack Yeo, for-
merly operator of a theater in

Beaver Dam, has taken over the
Plaza here from Community Thea-
ter Co.

Detroit — Reconstruction of the

Embassy, downtown house which
was gutted by fire three months ago,

has been started by Richard C.

Schultz & Sons.

Lawrence, Mass.—Russell C. Mon-
roe has been appointed manager of

the Warner Palace, coming from
the Majestic in Gettysburg, Pa. He
has been with Warner Theaters for

the past two years.

Williamsburg, Pa. — The Dean,
closed for the past four months, has
reopened with new sound-on-film
equipment. R. D. Grassmyer is

owner.

Newburg, W. Va.
has closed.

The Crystal

iu;

t^

Roscoe, Pa.
reopened.

-The Roscoe has been

North Attleboro — Edgar D.
Rhind, for many years manager of
the Bates and Union theaters in

Attleboro, has joined the ranks of
Publix and has been signed to the
Community here as assistant to
manager Bert Perkins.

Brockton, Mass.—Henry Small has
been appointed assistant manager
at the Strand to succeed Robert H.
Gale, who goes to the Strand in

Newport, R. I., as manager.

Trenton, Tenn.—C. D. Washmon
of Pampa, Tex., has leased the the-
ater here from Lowrance.

Belton, S. C—H. G. Campbell has
opened the Cameo, of which he is

the manager.

Franklin, Pa.—The Ritz has in-

stalled sound equipment.

Your Diet Calls For A Good Time Once A Year

No.
DEC. 31,1931 IX P.M.

MOTION PICTURE SALESMEN INC

DINNER CHECK

/^Rdtic

HOTEL PLAZA
59 TH. STREET -5TH. AVE.

NEW YORK
^12.50 PER PERSON

MAKE

RESERVATIONS

NOW

CALL, WRITE or PHONE MAX FELLERMAN, c/o R.K.O.- PATHE EXCHANGE
630 9th AVENUE Telephone Chickering 4-2400
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iPAST-WHITMANBENNtlT

(Continued from Page 1)

d in the early days of Famous
ayers.
Bennett, who in recent years has

;tained financial independence in

.6 book publishing field, says he

gan taking an interest in pictures

;ain early last year, and continues

:

"Since then 1 have been observing am
lectins, from what I conceive to be a just

rspective—a perspective which came to me
t through choice but by expulsion. No
ler film executive with anything approach-

{ the same experience has ever had a sim-

r opportunity to digest the lessons of both

asperity and adversity—the same privilege

speaking utterly without fear or favor.

believe, in this crisis, I am qualified to

"You have already taken a step in the

ht direction by re-establishing the unit

stem. You would be going much further

>ng the road to successful readjustment if

u cut the Paramount producing in halves

d picked the other half from at least semi-

iependent complete organizations. Units

; only a studio name so long as there is

e overlord on the lot, confirmed by con-

,t and prodigious salary in the habit of

rannical control—so long as this autocrat

and must be largely responsible for the

,ection of unit managers. Units can be

active only when the autocrat (for of

jrse there must be organization) is only

business-head ; when the unit managers
men of capacity and artistically in su-

;me charge under no other authority than

ur own. But the best unit system, under
most enlightened control, is a bad sub-

tute for properly financed independent pro-

c.ng of pictures in small yearly groups.

)U know this as well as 1 do. You know
It no four or five men can, without relief,

er a period of years, supply artist. c knowl-
ge, judgment and inspiration for the en-

; Paramount program.
"But the real trouble is deeper than pro-

ction-system and applies no more to Para-
unt than to the industry at large—with
e possible, conspicuous exception. The
1 trouble with the film-industry is its bit-

determination to undeiestimate public

elligence. Picture producers have re-

rded the public as morons for so long

it the Public is returning the compliment
ih interest and seeking other less puerile

usements. The reading of good literature

increasing at least as rapidly as picture-

ng decreases.

'Better music draws continually larger and
re appreciative audiences. The average
n and woman have wearied of public ob-

nity and the few outstanding dramatic
ge successes are meritorious. Art ex-

lits and galleries are crowded as never
ore. The number of college students in-

ases enormously each autumn. Printed
rks of history, biography, economics and
losophy attain extraordinary circulation.

wspaper editorials are widely read, scien-
magazines flourish, propagandist litera-

e is amazingly well composed. Much more
n half of our total population has become
ious-minded and artistically discriminat-

.
_
The truly 'dumb' people are those who

sist in underestimating the public—and

Gets Prison Term for Terrorism'
Theodore Creenberg, charged with being a "sfrong arm" man of the operators'

union In New York, has been sentenced to six months in the workhouse by the Court
of Special Sessions tor assaulting Cecil Wood, Jr., operator. Sam Kaplan, union head,
appearing in court to vouch for Creenberg's character. Wood's attorneys claimed
that Creenberg conducted a 'reign of terror" over theaters and operators who did

not comply with the union's demands.

12 Educational Releases

On January Schedule
Educational will release 12 sub-

iects in January, including: Bing
Crosby's third Mack Sennett Fea-
turette, "Dream House," Jan. 17;

"Moonlight and Cactus," Ideal com-
edy featuring Tom Patricola, Jan.

10; "Keep Laughing," Mermaid
comedy, Jan. 24; a Tiffany Chimp
comedy, "Ex-King," and a Mack
Sennett comedy as yet untitled, Jan.

31; "The Villain's Curse," and
"Noah's Outing," Terry-Toons; "The
Road to Romance," a Romantic Jour-

ney; "Voice of Hollywood" Nos. 12

and 13; and a new subject each in

the Cannibals of the Deep, and Bill

Cunningham Sports Review.

TO-DAY'S

BIG

EVENT

AS SEEN l«Y

THE PREST
AGENT

"Warner Baxter had to buy a new fire

chief's helmet, his badge of office as
head man of the Malibu Beach volun-
teer fire department. The old helmet
burned up In Mallbu's last conflagra-
tion."

—Fox.

those society or financial morons who im-

posed on public credulity until . the remorse-

less exposure of the recent collapse.

"The population of these United States

may be divided into five classes

:

1. The real intellectuals, rich or poor,

who patronize my present business and

frankly abhor or ridicule talking pictures.

2. The average middle-class man and wo-
man—much better educated (whether by out-

side instruction or self-cullture) than for-

merly—appreciative of decoration, music, lit-

erature. These peop'e have become dis-

gusted with talking pictures and go to see

only occasional subjects.

3. Millions of mechanics, stenographers,

factory hands, office workers—conservatives

and extremists alike—craving to 'better

themselves' ; reading serious books ;
patroniz-

ing worthy plays, when money permits ; go-

ing to concerts and art galleries. An audi-

ence of such patrons is head and shoulders

above the audience of the most lavish 'girl

show' on earth. These people are, almost
of necessity, still picture patrons—but under
protest.

4. The poor moron. This is the dimin-
ishing minority to which the picture pro-

ducer especially caters and which is fairly

well satisfied.

5. The rich moron—who cannot leave his

gambling house or night-club or girl-show

long enough to waste time at the 'movies'.

"The producer over-values even the money-
value of Class 4, the only one of the three
picture-going classes which is steadily losing
numbers. To depend on that class, admis-
sion prices must be tremendously reduced.

"You. Jesse Lasky, are entirely capable of

grasping this simple truth. You would have
grasped it long ago if you were not so

close to the details that you cannot see the
effect. If you had shared my perspective
you would have seen the truth first. Why
should a man with brains persistently shut
his eyes and close his ears to everything
except the clanking of his chains? Have
the hideous sums of unearned money paid
out not annually but weekly raised a barrier
so high as to exclude the faintest ray of

common sense?

"You cannot only sense the truth, but no
man is better fitted than yourself to pick a
staff of adequate calibre and engineer that
gradual, shrewd artistic and commercial
transition toward better things demanded by
the obvious intellectual evolution of the
American Public. If it is indeed true that
there must be special entertainment for the
morons, yield that perequisite to radio.

"The day of the cinema moron audience
is over—and was over long ago. The world
clamors for good, vital, educated mental
standards—for a self-respecting level of ar-

tistic and intellectual judgment.
"The man who bars the way to this world-

movement of the masses reaching upwards is

going down to defeat."

Fox's Dec. Schedule
Boosted to 9 Pictures
(Continued from Paqe 1)

"Disorderly Conduct," "Salomy
Jane," "Silent Witness," "First
Cabin," "Lazybones" and "Young
America." Six completed films are
now being edited.

Griffith's Own Dough in "Struggle"
D. W. Griftith personally financed

"The Struggle," said a statement
issued by the producer-director Fri-
day in which he denied reports that
pro-prohibition or anti-prohibition
forces subsidized this United Artists
production. The statement said that
Griffith would prosecute parties re-
sponsible for such rumors.

Shipwreck Kelly to Exploit "X"
Shipwreck Kelly, the famous flag-

pole sitter, has been hired for a
street exploitation stunt on Tiffany's
"X Marks the Spot," current at-
traction at the B. S. Moss Broadway.

RKO Salesmen on Proxies
RKO salesmen are reporting daily

CO their respective exchanges con-
cerning the number of proxies they
are getting in support of the re-
financing plan proposed by RKO
executives.

UNION THEATERS ON TOP

IN PRODUCT BUYING WAR
(Continued from Page 1)

Universal, Warner-First National,
Greater Australasian Films, Radio
Pictures and Union Theaters Fea-
ture Exchange. Hoyt's, controlled
by Fox, gets Paramount and Fox.
Fuller will have 12 M-G-M produc-
tions. United Artists is selling in-
dependently.

Leo Blanck to Minneapolis
Minneapolis — Leo Blanck, form-

erly at Omaha, has taken over the
reins of L. E. Goldhammer Jas War-
ner Brothers-First National ex-
change manager, Minneapolis. He
attended his first Film Board meet-
ing last week. Goldhammer has
been promoted to a district man-
ager's post in New York City.

Fred Hamlin in Hospital
Ogden, Utah—Fred E. Hamlin, re-

gional director of publicity for the
Publix and manager of the circuit's
northern Utah and southern Idaho
theaters, is quite ill in the Dee
Memorial Hospital here.

Roxy's Bookings
Bookings of the Roxy for the rest

of this month include "Good Sport,"
Fox picture with Linda Watkins,
John Boles and Greta Nissen, Dec.
11; Columbia's "The Secret Wit-
ness," Dec. 18, and Janet Gaynor
and Charles Farrell in "Delicious,"
Dec. 25.
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"BLONDE CRAZY"
luith James Cagney, Joan Blondell

Warner Bros. 73 mine.

AMUSINGLY CLEVER STORY
OF RACKETEERS TRYING TO
OUTWIT EACH OTHER. GOOD
B O. STUFF WITH PLENTY
LAUGHS BUT WEAK CLIMAX.

Barring the finale, which is too

obviously a concession to the moral

code in having punishment meted

out to the crooks, this is a lively,

continuously interesting and un-

usually diverting piece of entertain-

ment. It is in the wisecracking vein

that has made James Cagney popu-

lar, and his latest performance is

calculated to maintain that popular-

ity. He plays the part of a s'lick

small-town hotel bellhop who goes

in for booze-peddling and other

money schemes on the side. Team-
ing up with a classy new girl em-
ployee, well played by Joan Blondell,

they invade the bigger cities and
continue their game of taking

money from other wiseys and suck-

ers. A slicker gang trims Cagney,
driving him to outright robbery, and
then Joan falls for a nice young
broker, whom she marries. After a

year, when Cagney is fed up with
the racket, Joan returns to him, her
marriage having failed.

Cast: James Cagney, Joan Blondell. Louis

Calhern, Noel Francis. Guy Kibbee. Raymond
Milland, Polly Walters, Charles Levinson,

William Burress. Peter Erkelenz. Maude
Eburne, Walter Percival, Nat Pendleton.

Director, Roy Del Ruth ; Authors, Kubec
Glasmon, John Bright; Adaptors, same; Dia-

loguers, same : Editor, Ralph Dawson ; Cam-
eraman, Sid Hickox.

Direction, snappy. Photography, fine.

"FRANKENSTEIN"
Universal 67 7nins.

GRIPPING ADULT ENTER-
TAINMENT. GRUESOME, CHILL-
PRODUCING AND EXCITING
DRAMA OF A MAN-MADE MON-
STER.

A nightmare of entertainment
which moves along swiftly, never
failing to hold audience interest

firmly. Not for the kiddies. It has
been produced intelligently and la-

vishly and with a grade of photog-
raphy which is superb. Colvin Clive,

a medical student, invents a mon-
ster by infusing the brains of a

criminal into a body composed of

corpses. A murderous monster is

the result. Before Clive and his

friend manage to exterminate the

monstrosity, he murders the latter

and goes on the loose, terrorizing

the countryside. A monster-hunt is

inaugurated and during it the weird
thing captures Clive and takes him
to his windmill-laboratory. He flings

Clive to the ground and dies him-
self as the mob sets the structure

on fire. Clive lives for a happy
ending with Mae Clarke. The per-

formances are all fine. A real mo-
tion picture.

Cast: Colin Clive, Mae Clarke, John Boles,

Boris Karloff. Edward Van Sloan, Dwight
Frye, Lionel Belmore, Marilyn Harris.

Director, James Whale ; Author, Mrs.
Percy B. Shelly; Adaptors, Garrett Fort,

Francis Edward Faragoh ; Dialoguers, same

;

Editors, Clarence Kolster, Richard Schayer

;

Cameraman, Arthur Edeson ; Recording En-
gineer, C, Roy Hunter.

Direction, Splendid, Photography, Great.

Lawrence Tibbett and Liipe Velez in

"THE CUBAN LOVE SONG"
M-G-M 90 mins.
GOOD COMEDY - ROMANCJJ

WITH FINE SOLOS BY TIBBETT
AND HILARIOUS ANTICS BY
JIMMY DURANTE.
As a devil-may-care U. S. Marine

stationed in Cuba, Lawrence Tibbett
contributes a breezy performance
and renders three vocal numbers
that have been excellently recorded.

His voice is well worth hearing. The
story is good audience stuff and
concerns a chap who leaves his fian-

cee in San Francisco while he tours
the world with the Navy. Karen
Morley is excellent in the part of

his sweetheart. While in Cuba, Tib-

bett has an affair with Lupe Velez
a native girl. He leaves her when
v/ar is declared and the fleet re-

turns. After the war, he marries
Karen, who has nursed him back to

health. Ten years pass before Tib-
be t again visits Cuba, to find that

Lupe has died, leaving him a son.

He returns to Karen, who accept?

the boy into her home. Jimmy Dur-
ante, as another Marine, creates
roars of laughter. "The Peanut
Vendor" and "Cuban Love Song" are
sung by Tibbett.

Cast : Lawrence Tibbett, Lupe Velez, Er-
nest Torrence. Jimmy Durante, Karen Mor-
ley, Louise Fazcnda, Hale Hamilton, Mathild.'i

Comont, Philip Cooper,

Dir ctor, W, S, Van Dyke ; Authors, C.

Gardiner Sullivan, Bess Meredyth ; Adaptor,
John Lynch ; Dialoguers, John Lynch, John
Colton, Gilbert Emery, Robert E. Hopkins,
Paul Hervey Fox ; Editor, Margaret Booth ;

Cameraman, Harold Rosson,

Direction, Good, Photography, Fine,

litv

Oary Cooper and Claudetie Colbev
in

"HIS WOMAN"
Paramount 80 min.

SWELL COMEDY-DRAMA COM
BINING HUMAN INTEREST AN)
COMEDY DONE MOSTLY II ji
FAST-MOVING ACTION.

^^

Several distinct angles of gooi,

entertainment are embraced in thili''

absorbing story with a tropics

background. In addition to ths Stan

and the yarn itself, there is a c

ning nine-months-old baby, so

humorous antics by the colored co3^
JJ'

edians, Hamtree Harrington an
Sidney Easton, and plenty of actio

w th a corresponding minimum o

talk. Gary Cooper, as captain of
'

tramp freighter, finds a deserte
baby just as his ship is about tl.

leave a tropical port. He adopts thj!,

kid and hires a supposedly "good!
^'rl, Claudette Colbert, to take car^
of the youngster. Claudette, in real

,'

ity a stranded entertainer, desperatoi
to g?t back to the states, is reco^
nized by some of the crew, who mnk
a play for her. One mrt-^ g"ps tT
Par, and is knocked overboa:
Rescued, he spills the beans
happy ending is reached.

Cast: Gary Cooper. Claudette Co'l.ert

.\vcrill Harris, Dou:;las Dumbrille, Raqut'
Davida, Hamtree Harrington, Sidney Eastor/ii

Joan Blair, Charlotte Wvnters, Hersche'
Mayall, Joe Spurin Calle'a, Lon Ha^cai
Harry Davenport, John T, Doyle. Edwin""
Keane. i

Director. Edward Sloman ; Author, Dali'r
Collins : Adaptors, Adelaide Heilbron. Mel
ville Baker; Dialoguers, same; Editor, At
thur Ellis; Cameraman. William .Steiner ; Re
cording Engineer, C. \', Tuthill.

Direction, action. Photography, fine

ttpt

It-

"MEN IN HER LIFE"
with Lois Moran, Charles Bickford

Columbia 70 mins.

VERY AMUSING STORY OF
EX-BOOTLEGGER TRYING TO
BECOME A GENTLEMAN UNDER
TUTORSHIP OF SOCIETY GIRL.

Charles Bickford's rough and dy-
namic virility and Lois Moran's
sweet charm are effectively con-
trasted in this enjoyable romantic
comedy-drama. Bickford, as an ex-
booze racketeer on a jaunt through
Europe to acquire some culture, ar-

rives on the scene just as Lois is

about to be put out of an inn after
she has been robbed and deserted
by her fiancee count, upon finding out
her family had lost all their money.
Bickford engages her to teach him
"the racket of being gentleman."
Later, when the girl is about to
marry a boyhood sweetheart, the
count turns up and tries to black-
mail her, whereupon Bickford goes
after him and the count is acciden-
tally killed. To spare the girl, Bick-

1 ford insists on taking the rap with-
out telling the circumstances, but
Lois comes forth and saves him, then
finds he is the one she loves.

Cast: Lois Moran, Charles Bickford, Vic-
tor Varconi, Donald Dillaway, Luis Alberni.
Adrienne D'Ambripourt, Barbara Weeks, Wil-
son Benge, Oscar Apfel, Hooper Atchley.

Director, William Beaudine ; Author, War-
ner Fabian ; Adaptors, Robert Riskin and
Dorothy Howell ; Dialoguer, Robert Riskin

;

Editor, Richard Gaboon ; Cameraman, Teddy
Teti-.laff ; Recording Engineer, Russell Malm-
gren.

Direction, fine. Photography, fine.

"BEN HUR"
M-G-M 139 mins.

REVIVAL OF OLD CLASSIC
WITH SOUND STILL A GREAT
PICTURE CARRYING AUDIENCE
WALLOP WITH SPECTACULAR
STUFF AND TENSE DRAMA.

Here was one they could bring
back without any spotlight. At the
end of the first afternoon perform-
ance at the Rialto, the audience gave
it a heavy hand. Audience reaction
was distinctly favorable, even though
dialogue was lacking. Sound effects

greatly enhance the big dramatic
mob scenes, especially in the chariot
race and the galley sequences. It is

a timely holiday offering, with the
Biblical story, and scenes from the
life of the Christ, especially the
scenes in the Manger, the Three
Wise Men, the Star of the East, etc.

All holiday meat. The dramatic
story is too well known to require
detailing. The tremendous mob
scenes and spectacular effects still

carry an enormous kick. Especially
the chariot race, which packs an aw-
ful suspense wallop, also the galley
scenes, especially the hand-to-hand
fight between the Barbarian hordes
and the Roman soldiers in the
triremes. Ramon Novarro as the
hero, Ben Hur, is the name to play
up. Should sell big with the new
generation who haven't seen it.

Cast: Ramon Novarro, Francis X. Bush-
:nan. May McAvoy, Betty Bronson.

Director, Fred Niblo; Author, General
Lew Wallace ; Adaptors, June Mathis, Gary
Wilson ; Cameraman, Rene Guissart.

Direction, superb, Photography, excellent.

"THE BATTLE OF CALLIPOLI"
Capital 76 mins.

HISTORICAL REPRODUCTION
OF FAMOUS BATTLE HAS FINE
WAR SHOTS WITH SLIGHT
STORY INTEREST.

This British Wardour film was
pioduced with the cooperation of
the British Navy and the assistance
of Sir Ian Hamilton, who command-
ed this section during the encounter.
As a photographic record of the
main events of this disastrous Brit-
ish campaign during the great war,
it is very interesting and has been
well handled. Some of the shots are
so realistic that they look like offi-

cial war film taken durng the actual
encounters with the Turkish troops.

There is a slight story thread, with
two young English boys enlisting,

and their emotional reactions to the
war carnage, making it reminiscen.
of the theme of "All Quiet." The
film re-enacts the Gallipoli landing,
the charge of the Australian and
New Zealanders at the Anzac en-
gagement, and British troops land-
ing under a murderous fire that al-

most wiped them out. The climax
has the remaining troops storming
the Turkish machine gun nests.

Cast: Carl Harbord, Tony Bruce, Den7iis

Hoey, C. M. Hallard, Frederick Lloyd, Ger-
ald Rawlinson, Lionel Hedges, Sam Wilkin-
son, Wally Patch, Hubert Harben, Fay
Compton, Sir Ian Hamilton,

Directors, Anthony Asquith, Geoffrey Bar-
kas ; Author, Ernest Raymond ; Adaptors,
Antliony Asquith, Geoffrey Barkas ; Dialog-
uers, same ; Editor, Mary Field ; Cameramen,
Jack Parker, Stanley Rodwell, James Rog-
ers ; Recording Engineer, Victor A. Peers,

Direction, Okay. Photography, Good.

"FRENCH LEAVE"
Talking Picture Epics 65 mintL^i

BRITISH FARCE COMEDl"*'^
WITH WAR SETTING MAKES
LIGHT AND PLEASING ENTERI
TAINMENT WHERE THEY LIKEiu
ENGLISH ATMOSPHERE. iedl

An adaptation of the stage plai|.j

by Reginald Berkeley. Produced bjitki

Sterling Films, Ltd. Where they likjttti

the British style of comedy, th^
will get over. From American stam
ards of a farce comedy, the tempi
is too slow. However, the situatio;

are quite funny, and the plot
athcr ingenious. The pretty you;

wife of an English captain visii

;-er husband in his billet behind th(

ines in a little French town. Shi

poses as the daughter of the Frenci
woman occupying the house whe:
the British officer has his meals witl

lis Colonel and a junior officer. Thil

Pun comes when the Colonel and
the other officer both fall hard for

the supposed French mademoiselle)
and the husband has a tough time
trying to explain his intimacy with ital

her when caught kissing her on sev-

eral occasions. Works up to a good
comedy climax with the girl beinj

finally taken for a German spy. j"*

Madeleine Carroll as the girl has

.

plenty of charm and good looks. "

Cast: Madeleine Carroll, Sydney Howard)
Arthur Chesney, Haddon Mason, Heiirj

Kendall, George de Warfaz, Mary Agatffl Bill

George Owen. ^ lt(i

Director, Jack Raymond ; Author, Reginaltl Ml

Berkeley ; no other credits furnished.

Direction, Fair, Photography, Fair. lotnj



"Stung"
Itdio Pictures 10 mins.

Interesting Dramatic Sketch

This is the first of Van Beuren's
'etches based on the "Liberty"
prt stories. It presents a murder
ial with the prisoner apparently
lilty and his lawyer defending
m on the ground that the
ardered racketeer was a pub-
menace and the killing was

service to the community. The
wyer also assures the client that
will be a cinch to escape the mur-
r penalty, punishable with death,
getting through on manslaughter,

aich carries a lighter sentence. The
ry is shown in positive agreement
cept for one man, a dumb hick, to

fiom the lawyer has been chiefly

dressing his oratory and who holds
it for manslaughter. The climax
mes with a surprise kick when the
tire jury finally votes manslaugh-
r—and the goof tells the lawyer
at he won them over to that ver-
ct, whereas they were for acquit-

1. Raymond Hatton is the dumb
ryman and Maurice Black plays
le accused. An off note is the
iriodical appearance of a reporter,
aking drunk for no reason at all,

loning developments of the case
his paper.

"A Tip to Paris"

ith Bobby Jarvis and Eloise Taylor

itaphone 1090 10 mins.

Entertaining

A scrapping couple win first prize

. an essay contest on happy mar-
ed life. The prize is a free trip to

aris for the two. In the French
'ipital the young husband and wife

'e kept busy placing tips in palms
lat are held out to them at every
irn. Everybody gyps them from
otel attendants to a peddler of

French pos'-al cards" which turn

at to be scenic views of New York,
inally they get even, when the

Ife, unable to get her evening gown
ick from the tailor because she has
1 more dough, converts a pajama
/at into an evening dress accessory

id a tracts the attention of a noted

esigner, who forks over $2,000 for

le right to copy the model. Non-
msical, but entertaining.

"The Menace of Guatemala"

leal 10 mins.

Interesting

A trip through a town in the men-
cing shadow of the great active

olcano, Agua, in Guatemala. The
fe of the native Indians is shown,
ursuing an existence as primitive

s that of their forefathers several

snturies ago. Ford Bon is the nar-

ator, with the film prepared by
'eonard Mitchill. An unusual travel

iicture of Central America with
ome very interesting studies of na-

ive types.

Dr. Rockwell in

"Relativity and Relatives"

Vitaphone 6408 18 mins.
Good Comedy

Dr. Rockwell, the rapid-fire stage
comedian, is shown here as a rela-

tivity nut who escapes from an asy-
lum and invades a college, where he
engages in a string of laughable
gags with a professor, followed by
some action in which a group of the
students participate. There is a fast
slapstick finish, including even some
old reliable pie-throwing. Highly
amusing entertainment all the way.

"Screen Snapshots"
Columbia 14 mins.

Okay
Usual interesting shots of screen

personalities caught more or less

informally by Ralph Staub. Included
are the Wampas Baby Stars of 1931,
Lew Ayi-es and Bakewell on the
football field during making of
"Spirit of Notre Dame"; Benn Lyon
at tennis; Irene Dunn, Mitzi Green,
Robert Coogan, Joan Crawford,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Tyler Brooks
in a prison bit; Gloria Swanson, Clif-

ton Webb and various others caught
at a Hollywood premiere. Accom-
panying the shot of Miss Swanson
the running commentator says that
she is "still heart whole and fancy
free," which gives away the age of
the reel to the many fans who have
been reading of Miss Swanson's re-
cent marriage.

Horace Heidt and His Californians
Vitaphone 10 mins.

Fast Musical Novelty
Action and tuneful musical selec-

tions, presented in novelty style,

make this an entertaining number
from start to finish. The boys not
only play instruments and cavort,
but also hand out some pleasant
singing. Meanwhile the camera is

going through kaleidoscopic changes
that inject special interest in the
proceedings.

"The Week- End Mystery"
with Donald Meek, John Hamilton
Vitaphone 6203 17 mins.

Detective Yam
Third in the series of S. S. Van

Dine Detective stories. Presents the
usual killing with no apparent clues
to the murderer or motive. Donald
Meek, as the scientific analyst, again
steps in and works out the case.

"Mediterranean By-Ways"
(Newman Travel Talk)

Vitaphone 5704 9 mins.
Good

A good subject of its kind. It

starts with scenes of Morocco, in-

cluding Arabian sidewalk cafes,

snake charmers, markets and other
street activities, and then goes into

brief views of Sardinia, Malta,
Athens, Sicily and a glimpse of Mt.
Vesuvius. The accompanying talk

is interesting.

"Kitty from Kansas City"
Paramount 8 mins.

Novelty Cartoon
A Max Fleischer cartoon with

Rudy Vallee doing a song as part
of the animated plot. It is a clever
combination of the cartoon char-

acters, with Rudy worked into the
developments as he waits for the
animated heroine at the railroad sta-

tion. His song is all about the dumb
sweetie from Kansas City, and Rudy
appears disguised as an old timer
with a mustache and brown derby.

Robert L. Ripley in

"Believe It or Not"
Vitaphone 5302 8 mins.

Interesting
Robert L. Ripley creates and

maintains the usual keen interest in

this assemblage of oddities. The
group includes a Japanese states-

man who lived to the age of 308, a
strange fish with legs, a book of

Omar Khayyam's "Rubaiyat" con-

tained in a finger ring, a house built
entirely of playing cards and the
giant Underwood typewriter on dis-

play in Atlantic City. The latter,

whether intentional or not, will give
many the impression of being an
ad plug, since considerable footage
's given over to keeping the trade-
mark name in view.

Hal Le Roy in

"The High School Hoofer"

Vitaphone 1312 10 mins.
Good

Hal Le Roy, one of the dancing
sensations of the season and at pres-
ent with the Ziegfeld "Follies" on
tour, is presented in a skit showing
him as an awkward high school boy
who overcomes an inferiority com-
plex and takes honors as a dancer
'n the school's show. One of the lad's

feminine schoolmates, on whom he
is sweet, aids in giving him courage
to go in and win. The love interest
<ingle is good for a little amusement,
but it is Le Roy's lively handling
^f his feet and legs that send this
number over to applause.

"Hare Mail"

(Oswald Comedy)
Universal 6 mins.

Good Carton
Oswald plays the part of a real

hero in this comedy. While selling
papers he hears screams from a
nearby house. Investigating, he finds
the villian threatening a golden-
haired beauty. A battle ensues. The
girl is captured by the robber. The
old saw mill stunt is pulled to ad-
vantage. As the girl nears the re-

volving saw, Oswald goes for help.

The reel ends with an airplane
chase. Gags are good and laughs
aplenty.

Rudy Wiedoeft in

"Darn Tootin'

"

Vitaphone 6103 9 mins.

Five Musical Novelty

A lot of good entertainmnt has
been packed into this short. In ad-
dition to the mellow harmony eman-
ating from Rudy Wiedoeft's saxo-
phones there is a ^orch song num-
ber, "I Apologize," by Dixie Lee,
and a sensational acrobatic dance
by Lucille Page, with the latter

rousing some ah's and oh's. In ad-

dition the skit has been given a

fanciful production background, re-

volving around a saxophone-harassed
father who sneaks into his son's bed-

room, grabs the kid's sax from un-

der the bed, and buries it in the

back yard. The instrument sprouts

into a gigantic counterpart, with the

various entertainers popping out of

it and proceeding to do their stuff,

which entertains the old man so

much that his antagonism to saxo-

phones is overcome.

"The Land of Islam"

Ideal 10 mms.
Unique Travel

A very interesting trip through
Morocco, presenting some scenes of

the land of the Moors never before

filmed. Arthur Hale, the radio an-

nouncer, is the narrator. He takes

us through the queer little narrow
streets, and shows us in detail the

life of the natives in all its varied

aspects. Allyn Carick prepared the

film, and it makes unusual enter-

tainment for all those interested in

unusual sights in foreign lands.

"Hitting the Trail for Hallelujah

Land"
Vitaphone 5604 7 mins.

Neat Cartoon
A better "Merrie Melodie" than

the average animated cartoon that

has been coming along lately. It

has an amusing little plot yarn, in-

volving some heavy melodrama on a

river boat, with the villain being

3ent up against the circular saw for

the climax, and both the drawing

and the synchronized sound are up

to snuff.

NEW YORK CHARTER
Recordion, talking machines ; Wliite &

Stillman. 8 West 40th St., New York. $5,000

pfd., 200 shares common.

Vaci Strasser Productions, theatrical;

Showers, Jason & Quinn, 270 Madison Ave.,

New York. 200 shares common.

Benlen Amusement Corp., theatrical; At-

torneys Albany Service Co., 299 Broadway,
Xew York. $10,000.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Columbia Pictures of Colombia, Inc.. New

York City, motion pictures; Prentice Hall,

Inc., of Delaware, Dover, Del. $5,000.
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Features Reviewed in Film Daily April 5 to Nov. 29
376 Pictures Covered in 8 Months

Title Reviewed
A Dangerous AfFair-COL

11-29-31

Acht Tage Glueck-FL ...8-2-31

Age For Love-UA 11-15-31

Annabelle's Affairs-F ...6-28-31

Alexander Hamilton-WA 9-20-31

Alias The Bad Man-TIF 6-28-31

Alice in Wonderland-COS
9-20-31

Always Goodby-F 5-24-31

Ambassador Bi:i-F 11-15-31

American Tragedy-PAR ..8-9-31

Ansibody's Blonde-ACP .11-1-31

Are These Our Children ?-RKO
11-15-31

Arizona Terror-TIF .. 9-27-31

Around the World in 80
Minutes-UA 11 -22-.^

Avenger-COL 4-19-31

Bad Companv-PAT 11-8-31

Bad Girl-F 8-9-31

Bargain (reviewed as You
and I)-FN 9-6-31

Beloved Bachelor-PAR. . 10-18-3I

Beyond Victory-PAT ..4-12-31

Big Business Girl-FN. .6-14-31

Big Gamble-PAT 9-27-31

Border Love-COL 9-13-31

Born to Love-PAT... 4-26-31

Bought-WB 8-16-31

Black Camel-F 7-5-31

Black Sea Mutiny-AM 6-21-31
Branded-COL 11-1-31

Brat-F 8-2-3!

Broad Minded-FN 7-5-31

Brok-ga Blad-SCA ...11-29-31
Call ot the Rockies-SYN 7-12-31

Captain Applejack-WA 4-19-31
Captain Thunder-WA. .. 5-10-31
Captivation-CAP 9-27-31
Caught Plastered-RKO ..8-9-31

Caught-PAR 10-4-31

Cavalier of the West-ARC
11-22-31

Champ-MGM 11-15-31
Chances-FN 6-14-31
Cherie-PAR 6-14-31
Children of Dreams-WA. 7-19-31
Chinatown After Dark-ACP

10-25-31
Cisco Kirl-F 10-25-31
Cities and Years-AM ..4-12-31
City Streets-PAR. . ...4-19-31
Civilization-ATA 8-16-31
Clearing the Range-CAP. 5-24-31
Common Law-PAT 7-19-31
Com"romised-FN 11-8-31
Confessions of a Co-Ed-PAR

6-21-31
Connecticut Yankee-F .4-12-31
Conquering Horde-PAR .. 3-29-31
Consolation Marriage-RKO

11-1-31
Convicted-ARC 10-4-31
Corte D'Assise-TRC 10-4-31
Corsair-UA 11-22-31
Cos^ E La Vita-TH... .11-8-31
Cyclone Kid-BIF 11-22-31

Daddy Long Legs-F 6-7-3)
Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-16-31
Danton-CAP 9-13-31
Das Alte Lied-HK 9-13-31
Das Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari-

GS 9-13-31
Das Floetenkonzert von
Sanssouci-UFA 10-18-31

Das Lied Vom Leben-TA
10-18-31

Das Rheinlandmaedel-CAP
9-20-31

Daughter of the Dragon-PAR
8-23-31

Daybreak-MGM 5-31-31
Deceiver-CLO 11-29-31
Defenders of the Law-JOH

5-24-31
Der Grosse Tenor-UFA 5-31-31
Der Hampelmann-TA . 9-13-31
Der Wahre Jakob- TRA .8-16-31
Devotion-PAT 10-4-31
Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA

8-23-31
Die Drei Von Der Tankstelle-

UFA 6-21-31
Die Forsterchristl-CAP .5-3-31
Die Crosse Sehnsucht-TA

10-11-31
Die Lindenwirten vom Rhein-

ASC 9-27-31
Die Lustigen Weiber Von

Wein-CAP 7-12-31
Die Privatsekretaerin-CAP

6-21-31
Die 3 Groschenoper-WA. 5-24-31
Die Schlacht von Bademuende

UFA.. 11-22-31
Dirigible-COL 4-12-31
Doctors' Wive»-F 4-26-31
DoUjr Macbt Karritre-UPA

7-26-Sl

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema GS—George Schneider

ACP—Action Pictures HA—High Art Pictures

!^P/:;'^T?''*'*''
<^«"«"' P"'" HED—Headline PicturesAM—Amkmo „_ , ,, ,, „,ARC—Artclass HG—J. H. HoSfberg

ASC—Associated Cinema
ATA—American Trading Asoc.
BI—British International
BIF—Big Four
CAP—Capitol Film
CKL—Celebrity
CF—Cinema Francais
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Unique Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures
DM—Drklik-Martel
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FI Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National

HK—Henry Kaufman
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
HPI—Hollywood Pictures
IMP—Imperial Distributing

Exchange TH—Thalia Productions
JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAL—Ernest Mattson
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
M OV—Moviegraphs
NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line
OM—Olympia Macre Excelsior
OS—Osso Productions
PA R—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PEE— Peerless
PIC—Picture Classics
PIT—Pittaluga

FTP—Foreign Talking Pictures P IZ—WiUiam Pizor

PRX—Protex Trading Corp.
RAS—Raspin Productions
REG—Regal Talking Pictures
ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
SCA— Scandinavian Talking

Pictures
SIN—Dr. Alexander Singelow
SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TRA—Transatlantic Picts.

TRC—Transcontinental Pics.
TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros.WK—Willis Kent
WM—J. D. WilUamsWW—Bono Art

Reihrmtc;

Title Reviewed

Dreyfus Case—COL ...8-30-31

Dude Ranch-PAR 4-26-31

Dugan of the Bad Lands-MOP
8-21-31

East of Borneo-U . . . ..S- 23-3

1

Ein Burschenlied A us Hei-
delberg-UFA .9-20-Sl

Eine Freundin So Goldig
Wie Du-TA 10-25-31

Enemies of the Law-REG
7-12-31

Ex-Bad Boy-U 9-27-31

Expensive Women-WA .11-15-31

Explorers of the World-RAS
9-6-31

Express 13-UFA 8-9-31

Everything's Rosie-RKO. 5-24-31

Fanny Foley Herself-RKO
10-25-31

Fidlovacka-DM 7-5-31

Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL
8-16-31

Fifty Million Frenchmen-WA
3-29-31

Fighting Sheriff-COL . . 6-28-31
Finger Points-FN 3-29-31
First Aid-WW 7-12-31
Five and Ten-MGM 7-12-31
Five Star Final-FN 9-13-31
Five Year Plan-AM 6-7-31
Flood-COL 5-3-31

Flying Fool-BI 10-18-31
Fra Diavolo-TRC 11-22-31
Free Soul-MGM 6-7-31
Freighters of Destiny-PAT

11-8-31
Frida's Visor-MAL ..10-25-31
Friends and Lovers-RKO

11-8-31

Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31
Gentleman's Fate-MGM .6-28-31
Girl Habit-PAR 6-14-31
Girls About Town-PAR. .11-1-31
God's Country and the Man-

SYN 6-7-31
God's Gift to Women-WA

4-19-31
Goldie-F 6-28-31
Gold Dust Gertie-WA 5-31-31
Good Bad Girl-COL.. 5-17-31
Craft-XT 11-29-31
Great Lover-MGM .. .8-30-31
Grief Street-CHE 10-11-31
Guardsman-MGM .. ..9-13-31
Guilty Generation-COL 11-22-31
Guilty Hands-MGM 8-30-31
Gun Smoke-PAR 4-26-31

Hard Hombre-HOF . .9-20-31
Headin' for Trouble-B IF.9-6-31
Heartbreak-F 10-18-31
Hell Below Zero-TPE. . .6-28-31
Hell Bent for Frisco-WW

7-12-31
Her Majesty, Love-FN . 11-29-31
Heroes All-IMP 10-25-31
High Stakes-RKO ..5-31-31
Hjartats Rost-PAR 6-28-31
Holy Terror-F 7-19-31
Homicide Squad-U 8-30-31
Honeymoon Lane-PAR. . ,8-2-31
Honor of the Family-FN

10-18-31
Horse Ate the Hat-MOV. 9-6-31
24 Hours-PAR 10-4-31
Huckleberry Finn-PAR 8-9-31
Hurricane Horseman-WK

10-11-31
Hush Money-P 7-12-31
I Am From Siam-PIC. . .9-6-31

Title Reviewed

I Like Your Nerve-FN 9-13-31
Im Ceheimdienst-T'FA 11-29-31
Tn Line of Duty-JIOP , 11-29-31
I Take This Woman-PAR

6-14-31
Ihre Hoheit Befiehlt-UFA

11-8-31
Immortal Vagabond-TPE 8-2-31
Indiscreet-UA 5-10-31
In Old Cheyenne-WW ..5-3-31
Iron Man-U 4-19-3)
Is There Justice?-WW, .9-20-31
It's A Wis* Child-MGM

5-17-31

Jede Frau Hat Etwas-PAR
5-24-31

Jew At War-AM 7-26-31
Just A Gigolo-MGM.. 6-14-31
Just For A Song-WW. .,4-26-31
Kaiserliebchen-TA 11-15-31
Karamazov-TA 9-27-31
Kick In-PAR 5-24-31
Kid From Arizona-COS. 5-10-31
Ladies' Man-PAR 5-3-31
Lady from Nowhere-CHE

7-19-31
Lady Who Dared-FN. . .6-7-31
Las Companas Capistrano-HG

11-29-31
Last Flight-FN 8-23-31
La Straniera-CAP 4-19-31
Lariats and Six Shooters

COS, ,10-25-31
Laughing Sinners-MGM 7-5-31
Lawless Woman-CHE ,,4-26-31
Law of the Rio Grande-SYN.

8-9-31
Lawyer's Secret-PAR 5-31-31
Le Culte de Beaute-OS, .6-7-31
Le Million-TF 5-24-31
Le Mystere de la Chambre
Jaune-OS 5-31-31

Left Over Ladies-WW. 10-18-31
Liebe Auf Befehl-U .,6-7-31
Lieber Uber AIles-CAP 4-19-31
Liebeswralzer-UFA .... 5-3-31
Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN

8-16-31
Local Boy Makes Good-FN

11-29-31
Lover Come Back-COL, 6-7-31
Love Storm-BI 10-18-31
Lumpemball-AGF .... 4-26-31
Mad Genius-WA 10-25-31
Mad Parade-PAR 9-20-31
Maciste In Hell-OM ..,6-28-31
Magnificent Lie-PAR .,7-26-31
Maltese Falcon-WA 5-31-31
Man From Death Valley-MOP
« . „ 10-11-31
Man m Possession-MGM ,7-19-31
Many a Slip-U 8-30-31
Meet the Wife-COL 6-21-31
Men Are Like That-COL. 8-1 6-31
Men Call It Love-MGM ,6-21-31
Men of the Sky-FN 7-19-31
Merely Mary Ann-F 9-13-31
Millionaire-WA 4-12-31
Miracle Woman-COL 8-2-31
Misbehaving Ladies-FN, , 1 1-8-31
Monkey Business-PAR .,9-27-31
Morals for Women-TIF 11-22-31
Monsters of the Deep-TPE

S-24-31
Montana Kid-MOP 9-13-31
Mother and Son-MOP, . ,8-30-31
Mother's Millions-U 5-10-Jl
Mr. Lemon of Orange-F, 3-29-31
Murder At Mldnieht-TIF

9-20-31

Title Reviewed

Murder By the Clock-PAR
7-19,31

My Sin-PAR 9-6-31

Mystery of Life-U 7-5-31

Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31

Naughty Flirt-FN 4-19-31
Neck and Neck-WW, ., 1 1-8-31

Nevada Buck.aroo-TIF ,11-29-31
New Adventures of Get-Rich-
Quick Wallingford-MGM

10-11-31
Newly Rich-PAR 7-5-31
Never the Twain Shall Meet-
MGM 6-7-31

Night Angel-PAR 6-14-31
Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31

Nieht Nurse-WA 7-19-31
Nomandie-SIN 6-21-31
Nur Am Rhein-FTP.. 10-11-31
Once a Ladv-PAR 11-8-31
Opera Ball-PRX 11-8-31
Other Men's Women-WA ,4-26-31
Over the Hill-F 11-22-31

Pagan Lady-COL 9-27-31
Palmy Days-UA ..,:., ,9-27-31
Pardon Us-MGM ..8-23-31
Parisian, The-CAP 8-23-31
Partners of the Trail-MOP

Party Husband-FN 5-17-31
Penrod and Sam-FN 9-27-31
Personal Maid-PAR.., 8-30-31
Phantom of Paris-MGM . 11-15-31
Platinum Blonde-COL. .. 11-1-31
Playthings of HoUywood-HPI

4-12-31
PoHtics-MGM 8-2-31
Pnssessed-MGM 11-29-31
Private Scandal-iHED .,, 11-1-31
Prodigal-MGM . 6-28-31
Public Enemy-WA 4-26-31
Public Defender-RKO , ,7-12-31
Pueblo Terror-COS 4-21-31
Ouick Millions-F 4-19-31
Range Feud-COL 11-22-31
Range Law-TIF .11-1-31
Rebound-PAT 8-30-31
Reckless Hour-FN ..,.8-2-31
Reckless Living-U ...10-11-31
Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31
Rich Man's FoUy-PAR 11-22-31
Riders of the Cactus-BIF

8-16-31
Rider of the Plains-SYN .5-3-31
Riders of the Purple Sage-

F 9-27-31
Ridin' Fool-TIF 5-31-31
Right of Way-FN 3-29-31
Road to Reno-PAR. ..10-11-31
Road to Singapore-WA. .10-4-31
Rosenmontag-UFA

. . .3-29-31
Rubicon-AM 9-27-31
RuIinR Voice-FN 11-8-31
Runaround (Reviewed as Lov-

able and Sweet-RKO 6-21-31
Salvation Ne'I-TIF 7-5-31
Scareheads-CAP 10-25-31
Sea Ghost-PEE 11-29-31
Secret Call-PAR 7-12-31
Secret Six-MGM 5-3-31
Secrets of A Secretary-PAR

o ^ „ 7-19-31
Seed-U 5-17-31
Sein Liebes!!ed-ASC ..11-22-31
Shanghai Love-COL 9-6-31
Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour-
PD„--- 7-12-31

Sheriff's Secret-COS 6-14-31
Shipmates-MGM S-24-11

.11-29-31;

5-17-31'

, .4-26-31 i

. 11-29-Jl

.10-18-31

. . 3-29-31

.11-29-31

.10-18-31

Title

Ships of Hate-MOP ....7-26-31
Should a Doctor Tell?-REG

8-23-31
Side Show-WA . 9-20-Jl
Sidewalks of New York-MGM

11-15-31
Sin of Madelon Claudet-MGM

11-1-31
Silence-PAR 8-16-3!
Sin of Madelon Claudet-PAR

11-1-31
Snoco-CF
Six Cylinder Love-F
Skandal Um Eva-FM
Skin Game-BI 6-21-31
Sky Raiders-COL 5-31-31

Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-3!

Skyline-F 10-11-31
Smart Money-WA 6-21-31
Smart Woman-RKO ..10-11-31
Smiling Lieutenant-PAR. 5-24-31
Sob Sister-F 10-4-3!
Soldiers Plaything-WA . . . 5-3-31

Son of India-MGM ..7-26-31
Son of the Land-AM .5-31-31
Son of the Plains-SYN. . .7-5-3!
Soul of the SIums-ACP 11-29-31
Speckled Band-FD 11-8-31

Spider, The-F 8-16-31
Spirit of Notre Dame-U 9-27-3!

Sporting Blood-MGM ..8-16-31
Sporting Chance-PEE 10-25-3!
Squaw Man-MGM 9-20-3)
Star Witness-WA 8-2-31

Stepping Out-MGM 5-24-3)
Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-3)
Strangers May Kiss-MGM

4-12-31
Street Scene-UA 8-30-3!
Strictly Dishonorable-U. 11-15-31
Student Sein-PRX .. ..5-3-31
Subway Express-COL ..3-29-3)
Suicide Fleet-PAT . .

Sundown Trial-PAT
Sunrise Trail-TIF
Surrender-F
Susan Lenox-MGM
Susanne Macht Ordnung-FTP

10-11-31
Svengali-WA 5-3-3)

Sweepstakes-PAT 6-28-31
Tailor Made Man-MGM ,4-27-31

Tarnished Ladv-PAR ,, 4-19-31
Terra Madre^RC 11-1-31

Texas Ranger-COL . , , 5-10-31
Their Mad Moment-F, , ,9-27-3!
Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA

8-16-31
This Modern Age-MGM 9-6-3)

'

Three Girls Lost-F 5-3-3)1
Three Loves-ASC ... .5-24-311
Three Who Loved-RKO .6-21-3! I

Tip-Off-PAT 11-1-3)
Too Many Cooks-RKO .7-19-3)
Too Young To Marry-WA

5-10-3)
Touchdown-PAR 11-15-3)
Toute Sa Vie-PAR 6-21-3)

,

Transatlantic-F 7-26-31
Transgression-RKO 6-7-3)

|

Traveling Husbands-RK06-2I-31
I

Troika-FE 4-26-3)
Tropen Nachte-PAR 5-31-31'
Two Gun Man-TIF .,6-7-31
Ubangi-PIZ 5-31-31

I

Un Soir de Rafle-PRX , 10-18-31 ,

Undertow-U 8-30-31
Unholy Garden-UA ,,.9-20-3)
Up For Murder-U , , , 5-31-31
Up Pops the Devil-PAR 5-17-3)

j

Versuchen Sie Meine Schwes-
ter-TF 6-21-3!

Vice Squad-PAR 6-7-3)
Viking-WM 6-21-31
Virtuous Husbands-U ,,5-10-3!

Waterloo Bridee-U .

White Devil-TPE
White Shoulders-RKO
Wicked-F 9-20-3!
Wild Horse-HOF . , 8-2-3!

Woman Between-RKO 6-21-31
Women Go On Forever-TIF

8-16-31
Women of All Nations-F

5-31-31
Woman of Experience-PAT

7-12-31
Women Love Once-PAR. 6-28-31
Women Men Marry-HED

4-19-Sl
Yankee Don-CAP . . 5-17-1)
Yellow Pats-AU ...5-3-3)
Yellow Ticket-F 1 1-1-SI
Young Ai You Fa«l-P ...8-9-Jl
Young Donovrn's Kid-KKO

S-Jl-tl
Young Sionars P S-l*-tl
Zein Wdb's Labomlsk-HA

.8-16-3!

. 8-30-3!
,5-18-31



Leadership is Progress

NlATIONAL Projector Carbons hold recognized

leadership for all types of projection equipment.

Leadership is achieved and maintained only

through progress. The Motion Picture Industry

has attained its high rank in the business world

as a result of steady progress . . . Improved qual-

ity of direction and photography . . . Larger and

more beautiful theatres . . . Higher standards of

service . . . Sound . . . Color . . . Better screen

illumination. The march of PROGRESS.

National Projector Carbons keep pace with

the progress of the industry. Backed by splendid

research and manufacturing facilities, they meet

or anticipate each new demand. The new National

S R A Carbons and Pre-Cratered High Intensity

Carbons are recent improvements making possible

better projection and steadier screen illumination.

Use National Projector Carbons in your the-

atre. You will find the steady brilliance of screen

illumination pleasing to your audiences and a

source of increased patronage.

NATIONALPROJECTOR CARBONS
Sold exclusively through distributors and dealers.

National Carbon Company will gladly cooperate with the

producer, exhibitor, machine manufacturer or projectionist

on any problem involving light.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC
Carbon Sales Division ' Cleveland, Ohio

Unit of Union Carbide |
I

| ^ ^ and Carbon Corporation

Branch Sales Offices: New York Pittsburgh Chicago San Francisco

<f



K^TtA
in MERELY MARY ANN

. . . and your box

office knows it!

Janet

GJKfNOR
Charles

FARRELL
m

Delicious
FOX PICTURE

6 Song Hits by

GEORGE GERSHWIN.
•

EL BRENDEL
RAUL ROULIEN

Lawrence O'Sullivan • Olive Tell

Virginia Cherrill • Manya Roberti

by GUY BOLTON
Lyrics by IRA GERSHWIN

Directed by DAVID BUTLER

TOU'YE GOT TOUeckon WITH FoM^ron »noFiT
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RKO Receiver Averted As Factions Agree on Plan

1 6 EXHlJORS VERSUSTNITED ARTISg- MUD

!

Buying Co-op in Mexico Being Formed by Calderon

Relief Fund
, your help is needed

= By Jack Alicoate -

—The Film Daily Relief Fund is just

concluding its fourth and MOST TRYING
year.

•

—The members of the Committee have
done their best to spread the small amount
3t Its disposal where it would do the most
good.

•

—The fund had MORE calls, by far, this

l^ear than ever before and is down to its

LAST few dollars.

•

—YOUR help is needed.
•

—When you are helping in other direc-

itions it might be well to think of those

nfortunate in YOUR industry.

—They can and DO become sick, in dis-

fress, and HUNGRY, too.

•

—No charity dollar can buy MORE hu-
man relief.

—And I can PROVE it to you.

—Misfortune, sickness, suffering and
ieath never ANNOUNCE their coming.

•

1 —We have letters, acknowledgments and
data that will bring a lump to your throat

and a tear to your eye no matter how
HARD you are.

•

—The committee MUST have money to

carry on.

•

—Send in your check NOW. Don't put
it off. PLEASE.

— I'll guarantee you'll feel a whole lot

jigger and better for having done so.

•

—Make checks payable to FILM DAILY
BELIEF FUND.

•

—The committee having the work in

!:harge consists of Don Mersereau, "Red"
<ann, Billy Brandt, Al Lichtman, Ed Finney,

5ert Adier, Lee Ochs, and the writer as
:hairm3n.

El Paso Exhibitor Heads
Group Planning Also to

Produce, Distribute
Mexico City — Northern Mexico

exhibitors are being lined up in a
buying co-operative headed by E.
Calderon, El Paso theater man. Ne-
gotiations are under way toward
making an association with Ameri-
can distributors. It is contemplated
that the new organization will pro-
duce and distribute as well as buy
co-operatively.

JOE MALCOOuTeX MARKS

BUY INTERESTIN PEERLESS

Joseph R. Malcom and Alex
Marks of the Malcom Laboratories
have purchased a "substantial inter-
est" in Peerless Productions, accord-

(Continued on Page 8)

2 New Broadway Films
Slated to Hold Over

Universal's "Frankenstein," which
opened at the Mayfair on Friday to

S.R.O. despite extremely bad weath-
er, is slated to hold over for another
week at least.

"Blonde Crazy," Warner picture

with James Cagney and Joan Blon-
dell, will be held over at the Strand,
where it has been going great guns
since Thursday night.

Novelty Next
IVest Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—As a result of the tremen-

dous success being encountered all

over the country by Universal's weird
thriller, "Frankenstein," and the fav-

orable rumblings emanating from the

M-C-M studios over "Tarzan" and
"Freaks," other studios are looking

around for novelty material off the
beaten path. Likelihood of another
"cycle" is not very probable, as the
novelty angle is expected to make each
production more or less an oddity of its

own.

AMER. RECORD CONCLUDES

DEAL WITHIBRUNSWICK

Final papers have been signed in

the deal whereby American Record
Corp., controlled by Consolidated
Film Industries, takes over the
Brunswick record division from War-
ner Bros. Negotiations were con-
ducted by Ben Goetz for American
Record and Herman Starr for
Brunswick.

Phila. City Council
Kills 2-Cent Tax Bill

Philadelphia— Disapproving of a
recommendation of a sub-committee,
the City Council has voted to kill

the proposed tax of two cents on
each theater admission. Instrumen-
tal in influencing defeat of the plan
were William Goldman and Lewen
Pizor.

Protective Committee Agrees
On Plan for RKO Refinancing
New Superimposing Idea

Called Big Improvement

A process for superimposing titles on film,

said to be a great improvement over other sys-

tems, has been invented by Leif Eriksen, an

American representative in Oslo, Norway, ac-

cording to a report to the M. P. Division of

the Department of Commerce. Titles are printed

on the film with a certain acid, so that the

printing appears in white and also shows in

white on the screen.

Fears of receivership for RKO
were dispelled early yesterday when
the Stockholders' Protective Com-
mittee agreed to support the corpo-
ration's refinancing plan to be voted
upon Dec. 10. All that is necessary
now is for enough proxies to assiire
the required vote for the plan. Un-
der the accepted plan it is expected
subscribers will be required to pay
only the $2.50 a share at time of
subscription.

Another Broadside Hurled
From the Philadel-

phia Front
EDITOR'S NOTE: Although it is

THE FILM DAILY'S policy to dis-

courage the airing of the industry's
internal battles in the press, especially
at a crucial time like the present, the
following letter in the war between 16
Philadelphia exhibitors and United
Artists is published as a matter of rec-
ord. Since those 16 exhibs choose to
make this a public squawk, THE FILM
DAILY here7vith ioins in nnd reiterates
its stand that the press is no place
for internecine controversies, the ulti-

mate result of which can only be de-
structive within and without.

Philadelphia—After a conference
of the Board of Managers of the

(.Continued on Page 8)

DETAILED EILM SURVEY

PLANNED BY GOVERNMENT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—On the* basis of the

statistics on film distribution gath-
ered recently by the Bureau of the
Census, an exhaustive survey of the
motion picture industry will be un-
dertaken in the near future by the
bureau, it is learned at the Depart-
ment of Commerce.

J. I. Roberts Takes Over
George De Kruif's Duties
J. I. Roberts, formerly sales man-

ager at the National Theater Sup-
ply Co. general office on Gold St.,

has assumed the duties of George
De Kruif, vice-president, who re-

cently ended his connection with the
company. Roberts becomes manager
if the office at 1560 Broadway.

Penna. Censor Board

Toughest of Them All

Philadelphia—Pennsylvania's censor board is

making 50 per cent, more eliminations than any
censor group in the country, according to a

checkup made by the board of managers of the
M. P. T. 0. here. Although friendly relations

exist between local exchanges and the censors,

exhibs feel that the board is inclined, in various

instances, to continue the policies of the old

board. The censors will not seek to pass on
pictures shown privately on Sunday nights, it

is reported.

u
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
Righ Low Close Chg.

5/2 SV, SYz + 54
13"^ 13/8 1354 + y.

9454 9m 94J4 + ZVa

3V» 354 354
Vi 'A Vz — 'A

3S'A 34 35-1-2
954 9 9H + ^
'A Vz A
A iVs 1/2 + 'A

3A 3 3% + %

Con. Fm. Ind
C^on. Fm. Ind. pfd.
East. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A"
Gen. Th. Eq. (new)
Loew's, Inc
Paramount
Pathe Exch
RKO "A"
Warner Bros

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. U H H
RKO rts. ... 1/16 3/32 1/16
Technicolor 2H 2% 2Yt — %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. ^s40 5 4 5 -f- V^
Keith A-O 6s 46... 42 41 41—1
Loew 6s 41ww.... 90 89M 89>4
Paramount 6s 47 .. 52 51^ 52 — 1

Par. By. 5^s51.... 85 85 85 -f 5
Par. 5Ks50 45 44 44
Pathe 7s 37 63 63 63 — M
Warner's 6s39 30M 29'4 30M + M

The Broadivay Parade

PICTURE
"His Woman"
"Possessed" (2nd week)

.

"Cuban Love Song" . .

.

(Week of Dec. 4)

FIRST-RUNS

DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
Paramount Paramount
M-G-M Capitol
.M-G-M Roxy

"Blonde Crazy" Warner Bros Strand
"Frankenstein" Universal Mayfair
"Reckless Living" Universal Warner
"X Marks the Spot" Tiffany Broadway

EXTENDED RUNS
"Ben Hur" M-G-M Rialto
"Around the World in 80 Minutes"

(3rd week) United Artists Rivoli

"Her Majesty, Love" (2nd week) First National Winter Garden

$2 RUNS
"The Champ" (Sth week) M-G-M Astor
"Arrowsmith" Jnited Artists . . . . .Gaiety

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Sein Liebeslied" (3rd week) Assoc. Cine of Am Europa
"Opera Ball" (Sth week) Protex Trading Co Little Carnegie
"Kaiserliebchen" (4th week) Tobis Little Carnegie
"Im Geheiradienst" (2nd week) Ufa. ..... Cosmopolitan
"French Leave" and
"Balinese Love" Talk. Pict. Epics Sth Ave. Playhouse
"Battle of Gallipoli" Capitol Film Exch Cameo

FUTURE OPENINGS
"The Struggle" (Dec. 10) United Artists Rivoli
"Explorers of the World" (Dec. 14) Raspin Productions. ... Criterion
"Elisabeth von Oesterreich" (Dec. 10)..Tobis Europa

* Formerly at the Vanderbilt.

$2 Opening for "Struggle"
A change in plans for the pre-

mier of "The Struggle," D. W. Grif-
fith production for United Artists,
brings the picture into the Rivoli
Thursday night at a $2 reserved
seats opening.

, New York Long Island City
{, 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St.

|> BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940

I
Eastman Films

I J. E. Brulatoun Inc.

$
}^
>^
jj Chicago Hollywood
j"f 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
%% CALumet 3692 Blvd.
?;• HOLlywood 4121

Marchetti Sees Salaries

Gradually Being Adjusted
Reduction in executive and star

salaries will automatically adjust
itself, in the opinion of Roger Mar-
chetti, Hollywood lawyer, now on a
business trip to New York. Exces-
sive salaries, out of line with pre-
vailing conditions, will in most cases
be reduced by mutual consent of the
principals involved rather than by
pressure. Contracts, as drawn up
now, allow producers many ways in
which to cancel, and those fortunate
enough to be under contract are
wise enough to realize this and will
take the cut with good grace, Mar-
chetti believes. Besides acting as
lawyer for many stars, such as
Bing Crosby, Beatrice Lillie and
Jeanette Loff, Marchetti also com-
bines the function of business agent,
an arrangement which he says is

becoming increasingly popular with
the stars.

Photophone to Present
Church Service in Sound

First definite gesture in utilizing
talkers for presenting church ser-
vices in which noted men and wo-
men participate will be demon-
strated this afternoon by RCA Pho-
tophone at its home offices on Fifth
Avenue. A complete evening church
service will be given before an in-
vited audience.

Ben Levin Takes Over
Two 'Frisco Theaters

San Francisco—Ben Levin has in-
creased his theater holdings by the
purchase of the Roosevelt, 24th' near
York St., and the Avenue, San Bru-
no Ave. near Beacon, both in San
Francisco.

Damon Is W. B. Publicity Chief
London—F. Dillon Damon is direc-

tor of publicity for Warner Bros.,
Ltd.

Auto Cinema Starting

Commercials in Jan.
Production of commercial and in-

dustrial pictures for the Auto
Cinema continuous sound projector
for lobby and other sales purposes
will start in New York early in
January, S. E. Abel stated Saturday.
A regular weekly and monthly serv-
ice will be furnished to national
advertisers, several groups of which
have already closed with Auto
Cinema.
An option has been taken on a

completely-equipped New York stu-
dio.

Auto Cinema is forming an organ-
ization to furnish a weekly fashion
reel for several chains of department
stores extending throughout the
United States. Subjects will be most-
ly in color. A technical and pro-
duction staff is now being organized.

Shanberg Going for Rest,
Retains Fox Connection
Kansas City—M. B. Shanberg, re-

signed as head of Fox Midland cir-
cuit for a temporary period of rest
and travel, will retain his connec-
tion with the company. Elmer C.
Rhoden, division manager for Fox
Midwest, assumes charge of all Fox
midwest houses except St. Louis, a
total of 112.

Fox Building in Milan Burns
Milan, Italy—The five-story build-

ing occupied by the Milan agency
for Fox Film was destroyed by fire.
The body of Benvenuto Andreoli,
director of the agency, was found
in the ruins.

Studio and Location
Sound on Film Recording

Low Dally or Weekly Ratei

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporation
r23.7TH AVE.. N. V. BRYANT •-•067

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: First Annual Film Party of Kan
City Film Row. Pla-Mor Ballro(
Kansas City, Mo.

Dec. 8 : Meeting of Allied Theater Owr
of New Jersey, Hotel Lincoln. New Yc

Dec. 9: Meeting of New York Section,
ciety of M. P. Engineers, Engin*
Bldg., New York. Evening.

Dec. 10: Special Meeting of RKO sto
holders to vote on plans for change
capitalization.

Dec. 12: Annual entertainment and ball
Fox Athletic Club. Hotel Astor, N
York. Proceeds for relief.

Dec. 14: Warner Bros, stockholders' meeti
New York.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater 0\
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carol
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlo-
Charlotte. N. C.

Jsn. 19-20: State convention of Allied Th
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha. N

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dai
of the Columbians (Columbia Picture
Hotel Plaza. New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in C'
tral Europe under auspices of Czec!
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n :

National Film Industry, Prague, Czecl
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M.
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washii
ton, D. C.

Ramon Novarro Signs

Star-Director Contrat
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAL
Hollywood—Under the terms of

new contract just signed by Ram,
Novarro with M-G-M, the star w.
have an opportunity to direct p
tures as well as act. Novarro h:

just finished co-starring with Grel
Garbo in "Mata Hari."

RKO Closing Dallas House i

Dallas—The Capitol, RKO hour
is closing until after the Christmi
holidays.

i907
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Twenty-five Year
—the money from the sale of
Christmas Seals has promoted: '

— theestablishmentofsanatoriums
for treating tuberculosis

— the finding of tuberculosis in
time to effect a cure

—health inspection of school
children

—the teaching of habits that help
to insure good health

—the bringing of rest, good food,
sunshine, fresh air, medical at-

tention to sick children

(SHelp C/iglii ^(Juierculosls

Buy Christmas Seal!
THE NATIONAL, .STATE AND LOCAL TrBEHCOLOSl

ASSOCIATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES



UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL

SCOOPS
the field again!

First Pictures of the

OFFICIAL 1931

ALL
AMERICAN
FOOTBALL
TEAM

selected and sanctioned by

ALL AMERICA BOARD
OF FOOTBALL

composed of Pop Warner, Stanford; Bill Alex-

ander, Georgia; Tad Jones,Yale; Jesse Harper,

Notre Dame; Christy Walsh.

HEAR GRAHAM McNAMEE
TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT!

Tomorrow's News in Today's Newsreel I

Here They Are:
IE JOHN ORSI

—Colgate

LT JACK RILEY
— Northwestern

LG CLARENCE MUNN
—Minnesota

C TOM YARR
—Notre Dame

RG JOHN W. BAKER
—Southern California

RT JESS QUATSE
—University of Pittsburgh

LH MARCHMONT SCHWARTZ
—Notre Dame

RH ERNEST RENTNER
—Northwestern

Q GAIUS SHAVER
—Southern California

FB JOHN CAIN
— University of California

RE GERALD DALRYMPLE
—Tulane
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CONTROLYOURSELF! D„„-,g.,eKci.ed

X about it. The whole thing's as plain as day. Audiences just won't

^ accept unfunny comedies or other short subjects that merely make

^ an attempt at being entertaining. But you can get good shorts! Patrons
' disgruntled because of inferior after-the-feature-entertainment, laugh

and grow merry when you give them the excellent features in PARA-
MOUNT'S short line-up. Ask your Paramount
manager to show you TOM HOWARD in "The
Unemployed Ghost"; SMITH & DALE in"When
East Meets Vest", and the Screen Son^, RUDY
VALLEE in "Kitty from Kansas City". Three
outstanding examples of what we mean by
"The Class of The Short Feature Market!"



Here are names you

• These and many more attest the big-name standard

of talent guaranteed in Paramount's Big Little-Seat

sellers. PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS. 32 TWO-
REEL COMEDIES. 52 ONE-REEL PRODUCTIONS
[including Screen Souvenirs), 18 SCREEN SONGS.
18 TALKARTOONS. 12 PICTORIALS.

More Than Program Fitters

eARAMOlINT SHORTS
<"
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HOLLYWOOD FLASHES

= By RALPH WILK ^—i

(^EORGE ARLISS' new picture,
^-•^

"The Man Who Played God,"
went into active production Friday
at Warner Bros, studios under the

direction of John G. Adolfi. The film

is based upon a story by Gouverneur
Morris which was later made into a

stage play by Jules Eckert Good-
man for Otis Skinner. In Arliss'

supporting cast are Violet Heming,
Ivan Simpson, Bette Davis, Louise
Closser Hale, Andre Luguet, Donald
Cook, Wade Boteler, Paul Porcasi,
William Janney, Alexander Ikonikoff

and Michael Visaroff.

Helen Jerome Eddy and John Halliday
have been added to "The Impatient Maiden,"
completing the cast of the Universal picture

being directed by James Whale.

Columbia has assigned Gertrude
Pedlar, and Wilfred Noy to "Forbid-
den" . . . The next Tim McCoy west-
ern, "The Texas Sheriff," goes in

work this week under the direction
of Lambert Hillyer . . . Jean Har-
low's new picture has been re-titled

"Three Wise Girls," instead of
"Blonde Baby."

A batch of assignments haVe just been
handed out at Universal City. Tom Reed
was commissioned to re-adapt the New York
stage play, "Oh Promise Me" by Howard
Lindsay and Bertrand Robinson. Edwin A.
Knopf, who directed "Nice Women," got the
assignment to movieize Pirandello's play,

"The Marriage Interlude," and Robert Florey,

who has just directed "Murders in the Rue
Morgue," was assigned to adapt H. G. We'Is'
novel, "The Invisible Man," to screen tech-

nique.

Tim McCoy in "The Fighting
Marshal," which Ross Lederman di-

rected, will be released this month
by Columbia. The cast, in addi-

tion to McCoy, includes Dorothy
Gulliver, Mary Carr, Matthew Betz,
Pat O'Malley and E. Le Saint.

Columbia Broadcasting Company yester-
day gave the millions of friends of Tom Mix
an opportunity to hear his voice far ahead
of the opportunity that Universal is giving
him in talking pictures. One minute of the
California Melodies national hook-up hour
was devoted to a cheerful little speech of

gratitude from the sick bed in Hollywood
Hospital, where Mix is recovering from his
operation and the desperate peritonitis attack
which set in immediately.

Warner Bros, has signed Maurine
Watkins to do the screen play and
dialogue of "Eight to Five."

Investment in 2,000 Australasian mo-
tion picture houses is in excess of $1,-

250,000,000.

• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till

Now that our plug for a Special Show to raise 25 grand
to help Our Own Needy brings a word of thanks from a little

woman in Brooklyn A Widowed Mother, she signs her-

self who writes a letter that would wring your heart

IF you have a heart all about her boy
who was six years with one of the big producers making
steady progress the sole support of his mother
and wasn't she proud of "her boy"! and he was let out

in the slump 10 months ago and hasn't been able to land

a job since so things are pretty tough in the little home
over in Brooklyn and the little mother is grasping at

every Shred of Hope so our ballyhoo for a Film Relief

Fund helped to buoy her up hoping and praying that

they'll go through with it well, will they? after

helping general unemployment relief in the national drive in

all the theaters can't we muster up just One Show for

Our Own? or are we just a bunch of Assorted Heels?

caring nothing for the lads who have worked alongside

us for years and now are in dire need of a Helping

Hand

• • • THAT the campaign for the Motion Picture Club
Ball at the Waldorf Astoria on February 20th is in full swing

and looks like the biggest gala affair ever held in the
film biz with a great array of picture stars

and many other beaucoup features and Captain Arthur
B. Chase is the Director of the affair's De Luxe Program
with headquarters in the Bond building and his sec,

Leonore Bardack, has that certain sex-sales appeal that is help-
ing to put the Program over big

• • • THAT the Mayfair still continues to set the new
styles in theater fronts last week the "Suicide Fleet"
smash this week "Frankenstein" with a front
that has perfectly caught the outre, bizarre and shivery quali-
ties of this thriller among other things, two enormous
and terrifying black monsters each side of the theater
with green eyes blinking at the passerby and hypnotiz-
ing him right up tO the b. o. and when he comes to, he's
IN the theater a Seat-Seller Front par excellence,
b'gosh

• • • THAT Nedra Gillette, daughter of George Gillette,
got one of those Fairy Story breaks a million girls are praying
for when George Cochrane, making tests for Universal,
saw her in her dad's ossif, and sez "Let me make a
test of her" and it turned out to be the best test "U"
has made in an age and the Coast officials went over-
board on seeing it so now Nedra is signed up for five
years and they are grooming her for Something Big

she's That Good

• • • THAT those Blind Harmony Boys you see along
Broadway are part of a Syndicate highly organized

a Swell Act banjo and sax trained like
any big vaude team to pull the Sympathy Stuff they are
blind war vets and there are a half dozen such teams

working in as many big cities and they switch
'em from 'city to city

• • • THAT the local movie is being revived.... and
going over strong with "Miss Happy Times" showing at
local theaters plugging the merchants in Optimism in-
terviews Rosalie Streuli, former Earl Carroll girl, is
Miss Happy Times now spreading Good Cheer in the
town of Albany

« « « » » »

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^a^^By HARRY N. BLAIRi^^

QLENN LAMBERT is author and
director of "The Wise Quacker,'"

a comedy acted entirely with ducks,
which has just been completed at
the Vitaphone studio for Christmas
release.

•

John Litel, who has a proyn-
inent role in "Wayward," the
Nancy Carroll - Richard Arlen
vehicle now in production here,
was decorated ivith a Croix de
Guerre for distinguished serv-
ice in the World War.

•

James C. Morton d^erts his usual
comedy role for a straight dignified
part in "The Imperfect Lover." a
Vitaphone comedy.

•

George Folsey, chief cameraman
at the Paramount New York studios,
is being congratulated on his elec-
tion to the board of directors of
Cameramens' Local 644.

David Mendoza, who has been ap-
pointed musical director of the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio to fill the
vacancy left by the resignation of
Harold Levey, came to the Vita-
phone studio from Warner's Bur-
bank studio, where he was attached
to the musical staff. While in Bur-
bank, Mendoza wrote the scores and
conducted the orchestras for "The
Mad Genius," and "Svengali," in
both of which John Barrymore was
starred. Prior to his entry into the
films, Mendoza worked as musical
director at the Capitol in New York
for nine years. Last spring, he
acted as guest conductor of a 216-
piece orchestra at the Paramount.

William Clark in Milwaukee
Milwaukee—William Clark, for-

merly with Fox Midwesco in Green
Bay, where the circuit closed two of
its theaters recently, has been
named assistant manager of the
Garfield, local Fox neighborhood
house, succeeding John Matis.

& .... ^

f
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

December 71
Lee Marcus Elsie Allen
M. |. O'Toole Marcella Albani

lack Enslen



Ten Years Ago
When Will Hays entered the Motion

Picture industry in January, 1922,

there was but one motion picture daily

newspaper and that was THE FILM

DAILY. Already five years old it had

established a reputation for indepen-

dence, service and complete coverage.

By that time the FILM DAILY YEAR

BOOK was already acknowledged the

STANDARD reference book of the in-

dustry. It has grown bigger and bet-

ter each year since then. Publication

reputations, like those of individuals,

are built upon accomplishment.

To -Day
Impartial observers refer to The Film Daily as the fore-

most representative publication of the motion picture

industry and characterize the 1200 page annuaf Film

Daily YEAR BOOK as the finest book of reference, not

only in motion pictures, but any other industry.

<fr-H:
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Dallas—Arthur Koebrick, former-
ly with M-G-M, has been re-engaged
and added to the Metro sales force

by T. J. Connors, general sales man-
ager, and C. E. Kressnich, district

manager.

Philadelphia—Herb Given is han-

dling Classic Pictures in this terri-

tory, working out of the Masterpiece

exchange which is handling distribu-

tion for Classic.

Providence—RKO has closed the

Victory, downtown first-run house,

to reopen after the first of the year.

Extensive repairs are planned.

Denver—W. A. Haefliger, recently

manager of the Brunswick branch

here, has been added to the Warner
salesmen.

Detroit—William F. Mainland ha."

formed the Movie Memoirs, at 20200
Litchfield Avenue. The company
will film personal movies for private

individuals, using 16 mm. films.

South Lyons, Mich.—The Temple,
closed for some time, has been sold

to Ira A. Harding, Jr., and Art
Frost, who are reopening the house

H. A. Janecky Joining Comerford

Milwaukee — H. A. Janecky has
resigned as manager of the Warner
here to join the Comerford circuit

in the East. He is succeeded by E
H. Payne, former manager of the
Capitol, Chicago, and before that
with RKO here.

New Policy for Roger Sherman
New Haven—Starting Christmas

the Roger Sherman, Warner de luxe
house, will add vaudeville. It is

planned to build up programs of fea-

ture pictures, Vitaphone shorts and
eight acts supplied by the Warner
Artists' Bureau.

Viola Cooper on Expedition

Viola Irene Cooper, play broker,
has signed in charge of motion pic-

tures on an expedition to Greenland,
scheduled to start next June, with
Captain Johansen in charge. The
principal object of the expedition
is to obtain some unusual polar bear
shots. Captain Johansen acted as
ice pilot on Commander Byrd's ex-
pedition to Little America.

COMING & GOING

SIDNEY GARRETT leaves Wednesday
for a tour of the middle west.

GLORIA SWANSON and her husband,
MICHAEL FARMER, sailed for Europe on
Saturday.

MOE SILVER of Warner Theaters is in
Washington, D. C, where he addressed a
meeting of zone managers yesterday.

E. L. ALPERSON and GRADWELL
L. SEARS are in Chicago, and will leave
for St. Louis today or tomorrow.

16 Philly Exhibitors

Versus United Artists
(Continued from Page 1)

M.P.T.O, of Eastern Penna., So.

N. J. and Delaware held here Fri-

day, the following letter was sent

to Al Lchtman of United Artists by

George P. Aarons, secretary and

counsel of the organization:
"It is not the practice of this orgamzation

to engage in verbal tilts in the trade press.

Your reply to our open letter of protest

against your company's sales policies, how-

ever, is so shot through with inaccuracies

and misstatements, probably obtained by you

second-hand, that we feel sure that, m the

interest of accuracy and truth, you, as an

executive of considerable reputation in the

trade, will want these corrected.

"There were present at the Nov. 27 meet-

ng of the Board of Managers of this organ-

ization 16 of its nineteen members. Among
these you will find the names of some of the

most representative and most conservative

exhibitors in the terriotry—men whom you

know personally to enjoy the highest reputa-

tion for honesty and fairness. The vote to

issue the protest letter calling upon United

Artists Corporation to quit the distribution

field was UNANIMOUS—without a single

dissenting voice and followed one of the

bitterest denunciations of any distributing

company ever heard upon the floor of an ex-

hibitor meeting. So much for that.

"The frantic attempts of your local repre-

sentatives to 'reach' several members of our

organization, both prior to and after the

meeting, with tempting bait in the form of

ridiculous rentals as a price for their silence,

we are happy to say, proved futile, the fish

taking the bait but leaving the hook. One
member of our organization received an ap-

proved contract for 'Palmy Days' for a rental

equivalent to approximately one-fourth of the

price for which his contract had been pre-

viously rejected. If some of these prices are

ever revealed, they will make those exhibitors

who are paying 40 per cent and SO per cent

for 'Palmy Days' anything but happy.

"Your statement that United Artists with

a dozen pictures to distribute 'is operating

at a lower percentage cost than any other

distributor in the world' proves that the a;

of miracles is not past. It does not, however,

square with the recent attempt of your com-

pany to merge its distributing facilities with

those of another well-known producer distribu-

tor for reasons of economy. Nor does your

statement sound reasonable in the light of

the reported heavy losses chalked up by your
organization over the past two years.

"Again quoting your statement: '. . . we
nave repeated over and over again that we
do business on a "Look Before You Book"
policy.' How can the exhibitors 'Look Be-

fore They Book' when you sell them pictures

before the pictures are completed, before they

are shown and before they are tested out at

public showing to determine their box office

value ?

"Every other film company takes this fac-

tor into consideration and when a clear case

of overselling is shown, the film company
invariably adjusts the one-sided arrangement.
Not so United Artists, however, which has
consistently pursued a policy of 'The Buyer
Be Damned.'
"You will recall, Mr. Lichtman, that two

years ago, this organization had composed a
similar protest to the trade but was pre-

vented from issuing it by your definite as-

surance at a three-hour conference in Phila-
delphia that $100,000 had been set aside by
your company to adjust the complaints of
exhibitors with legitimate grievances.
"We regret that you have seen fit in

your statement to ignore entirely our com-
plaint charging specific violation of Rule 11
of the Fair Trade Practice Code, which pro-
hibits a film company with an exhibitor's
application for contract from negotiating wItB
his competitor before the first contract has
been either accepted or rejected. We are
willing, however, to rest our case with the
Fderal Trade Commission.
"As for the general contents of your state-

ment—if the United Artists policies are right,
then those of every other film company must
be wrong. Here again we are willing to rest
our case with the thousands of exhibitors
throughout the nation whose dealings with
United Artists over the past ten years have
left them disillusioned, embittered and hopeful
that your methods and policies will be brought
to an early termination. We would welcome
an investigation of our charges by Mr. How-
ard Hughes and the other producing members
of your company, in whose fairness we have
implicit faith." .

Joe Malcom, Alex Marks
Buy Interest in Peerless

{Continued from Page 1)

ing to Adolph Pollack, president.

Malcom, who has become vice-presi

dent, and Marks, secretary and
treasurer of Peerless, are also

financially interested in Sight and
Sound studios. Four features will

be received from the coast and re-

leased by Peerless in January.
They are "Love Bound," "Crooked
Streets," "State's Evidence" and
•'The Reckless Sex."
Hollywood Pictures, of which Jack

Bellman is president, will distribute

the Peerless line-up of 24 features

in New York, Buftalo and Albany.
Pollack is on the Hollywood board
of directors. Other territories have
been contracted for by Quality Pic-

tures, Chicago, which was formed
last week by Jerry Abrams for the

specific purpose of handling Peer-
less products; Masterpiece Film At-
tractions, Philadelphia; Trio Produc-
tions, Washington; Pacific Coast
Exchanges, San Francisco and Los
Angeles, of which M. H. Hoffman
is president, and New England Film
Exchange, Boston. Negotiations are
under way for distribution tie-ups

in the south and middle west.

NEW BOOKS
On the Art and Business

of Motion Pictures

W. B. Promotes Brower
To Dist. Mgr. on Coast

Seattle—N. H. Brower, formerly
manager of Warner-First National
here, has been named West Coast
district manager, and hereafter will

have charge of Seattle, Portland,
San Francisco, Salt Lake, Denver
and Los Angeles.

Chi. Musicians' Union
Re-elects James Petrillo

Chicago—James C. Petrillo, presi-
dent of the Chicago Federation of
Musicians for nine years, has been
unanimously re-elected for another
term of two years. Other ofl!icers re-

elected include: Carl A. Baumann,
vice president; Edward A. Benkert,
recording secretary; Charles A.
Runge, financial secretary; Henry
Kaiser, treasurer, and Otto Siemers,
sergeant-at-arms.

Denver Rivoli Ordered Sold
Denver—Sale of the Rivoli was

ordered by the district court to sat-
isfy mortgages of $70,000. Judg-
ment was also given for $6,904 to
cover expenses of the foreclosure.
The theater is owned by the Aromor
Investment Co. Mary Clarke Steele
is holder of the note. "Rube" Mil-
ton has a ten-year lease on the
theater and operates a combination
picture and stage show policy.

A HISTORY OF THE MOVIES,
by Benjamin B. Hampton. Covici,

Friede, Inc., New York. $5.

Heralded as "the first complete
survey of the most romantic devel-
opment in American business," this

600-page volume at least is about
the frankest and most, fascinating
book turned out so far about this

industry. Written by a man who
had an important hand in the early
organization of motion picture ac-
tivity, the volume is verily an "in-

side story" of those struggles,
schemings, battling between budding
giants and gradual formation of a
giant world-wide enterprise. Hamp-
ton deals out a long list of facts,
interwoven with glamorous personal-
ities and portentous events, and
presented in absorbing detail so as
to prove romantically interesting to
anyone as well as historically infor-
mative to those in the business, or
out of it, who ought to know the
background of motion picture devel-
opment. The period covered em-
braces the beginnings of the nickel-
odeons and goes right down to the
talking picture of 1931. All phases
of the development are covered, from
the star system, first big salaries,
establishment of first-runs, block
booking, internal wars, consolida-
tions and producer-exhibitor com-
bines, to the indications of future
development in the field of television.

The volume includes 191 illustra-

tions, conveniently placed together in

the back of the book, and there is an
excellent index for reference pur-
poses. Hampton, among other ac-
tivities, became president of General
Film Company in its reorganization.
He also worked with Rex Beach in

organizing Rex Beach Pictures Co.,

and after they sold this to Samuel
Goldwyn, in 1917, Hampton became
a producer for Hodkinson, Pathe
and Goldwyn until 1922.

Al Lichtman, when asked for a

Only Four First-Runs in Denver
Denver—Closing of the Rialto by

Harry Huffman for remodeling and
redecorating leaves Denver with
only four first run houses. New
2,700-seat Orpheum and revamped
and renamed Rialto will open Christ-
mas Day, according to present plans.
Whether Rialto will be first or sec-
ond-run is not decided.

statement Saturday, declined to I concerned

make any further comment in the
matter. He told The Film Daily
it is a closed issue as far as he is

POLLYANNA IN HOLLYWOOD,
by Elizabeth Borton. L. C. Page
& Co., Boston. $2.

This is the seventh in a series
"if novels about Pollyanna and it

tells of her experience in the film

capital. Though it is purely a work
of fiction and has no special interest
from a trade or technical viewpoint,
the author is conversant with her
Hollywood and her story will be par-
ticularly appreciated by those who
also know the atmosphere of the
studio city.

Spokane House Reopens
Spokane, Wash.—Lew Keeler has

reopened the Egyptian, after exten-
sive remodeling.

New Incorporations
c

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Master Film Corp , motion picture films;

F. P. Calabro, 1731 St. Peters Ave., New
York. $50,000.

Davenport Productions, theatrical
; J. P.

Bickerton, Jr., 220 West 42nd St., New
York. 200 shares common.

4
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4 Musicals in Tiffany's Ambitious 1932-33 Plans

operators: locals votTagainst scale cuts

26 Features Scheduled by Universal for Next Season
Lineup for 1932-33 to be

As Big as This Year,
Says Laemmie, Jr.

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Universal expects to

produce at least 26 features for

1932-33, Carl Laemmie, Jr., told The
Film Daily yesterday. This is the

same number as for the present sea-

son. A good deal of story material
considered suitable for the new line-

up already is in hand, says Laemmie.

STANDARD RLLEASE PRINTS

EXPECTED BY FEB.OR MAR.

standard release prints conform-
ing to the new specifications will

be ready for general use in Febru-
ary or March, it is indicated by
progress being made in the matter
by the Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences. Exact date of effecting

the new plan is contingent upon
ability of the studios to furnish
prints.

Lester Cowan, executive secretary
of the organization, has transmitted
to the Coast the projection require-

iCmitinued on Page 2)

rWew Company Planning
Production in Ft. Worth
Fort Worth—J. F. Smith, former-

ly of Hollywood, has leased a large

downtown building here which will

serve as a studio location for his

recently organized Premier Pic-

tures. He is casting now for a four-

reel comedy and also plans to pro-

duce advertising shorts. C. R. Her-
ring is production manager.

Staggering Employment
Cleveland — To avoid the hardships

that would result trom elimination of

personnel in merging the RKO and
Pathe exchanges, Branch Manager, Al

Mertz has instituted a stagger plan,

giving each one an occasional week off.

Roy O'Brien and Jack Schmitzer are

special representatives.

"Frankenstein" Blazing B. 0. Trails
Breaking all opening and week-end records at the RKO Mayfair by taking in

slightly under $33,000 in three days, and with other houses throughout the country
reporting S.R.O., broken records and hold-overs, Universal's "Frankenstein" is on its

way to becoming the biggest money maker of the season. At the Mayfair the picture
starts at 10 a.m., with the last show beginning at 1:20 after midnight. Crowds were
so thick over the week-end that it was necessary several times to stop selling tickets.

Joseph Plunkett, while on the coast recently, saw rushes of the picture and predicted
it would be a sensation.

Million RKO Proxies In;

Joint Appeal Is Issuea
Herman Fichtenberg Dies;

Pioneer Southern Exhib
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Herman Fichtenberg,

63 former owner of many theaters
in the sou'h and middle west, is dead
following an attack of double pneu-
monia. He opened one of the first

movies in New Orleans and later
started houses as far north as St.

Louis.

With approximately 1,000,000
proxies received, or two-thirds of
the necessary number to put through
the RKO refinancing plan, the man-
agement of RKO and the RKO
Stockholders' Protective Committee
last night issued a joint appeal urg-
ing all owners of RKO stock to for-
ward their proxies. Stating that a
delay may jeopardize stockholders'
interest, the request also urged the

(Continued on Page 4)

Relief Fund Drive Gets Under Way
Yesterday's announcement that

The Film Daily Relief Fund
campaign has opened its 1931 drive
immediately brought several checks
from "old stand-bys" who had evi-

dently been waiting for the word
"Go!" Five substantial checks were
delivered by messenger, each with a

(Continued on Page 4)

6 Features, New Shorts
Scheduled by Jesse Weil

ll'cst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jesse Weil, who has

completed 10 of the 26 "Intimate
Interviews" he is making for re-

lease by Talking Picture Epics, will
(Continued on Page 4)

Stage Plays and Novels Only
For Tiffany's 20 Next Season

Roxy and Big Circuits

Book New Mascot Serial
"The Lightning Warrior", star-

ring Rin-Tin-Tin, third of the four
serials being made this season by
Mascot Pictures, has been booked
for the Roxy, it is announced by
Nat Levine, president of the com-

(Continued on Page 4)

An ambitious production program,
including four musicals, is being
mapped out for Tiffany in 1932-33,
it was stated yesterday by William
Saal, general manager of the com-
pany, on the return of E. W. Ham-
mons from the coast, where he held
production conferences following the
recent extension of the working ar-

(Continued on Page 4)

Defeat of 36-Week Rebate
Indicated—Canavan
To Push Efforts

Operators' locals throughout the
country have voted against the 36-

week wage rebate plan recommended
by the executive board of the I.A.T.S.
E. and M.P.O., President William F.
Canavan told The Daily Film yes-
terday. Although all of the 700

(Continued on Page 4)

8 INDEPENDENT FEATURES

PLANNED BY JOHN CLEIN

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—John Clein will pro-

duce eight pictures for the indepen-
dent market. The first story,

"Shandy," by Olga Printzlau, goes
in^o production within a week, with

(Continued on Page 4)

Television Not Ready
Says Report to Congress

IVashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Television has not

yet reached the point where the
Federal Radio Commission will rec-

ognize commercial possibilities in

visual broadcasting, it is stated in

the Commission's report submitted
to Congress yesterday.

"Arrowsmith"
"Arrowsmith" is a great picture. It

opened at the Gaiety Theater last eve-

ning for a Broadway run. It is the
screen edition of the widely read Sinclair

Lewis novel that had the distinction of

being awarded both the Pulitzer and
Nobel prizes. The story is Sinclair Lewis
at his best, vivid, ironic and picturesque-

ly tragic. The dialogue is human and
astonishingly convincing. The direction

of John Ford is outstanding. Ronald
Colman, Helen Hayes and Richard Ben-
nett, in a lesser role, form the highest

hat cast of the season. No story could
be commonplace in their keeping. In

"Arrowsmith" their work is inspiring,

brilliant and breathlessly real. It is a

Sam Goldwyn production and a United
Artists release. We predict that "Arrow-
smith" will make its mark as one of the
really great pictures of the year.

—ALICOATE.
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$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,

$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscriber should
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New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph
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6607. London—Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 89-91 Wardour St., W I
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Friedrichstrasse. 225. Paris—P. A. Harle,
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Names Coming to Roxy
Under its new stage show policy

of radio and musical names, the
Roxy will feature Tess Gardel, the
famous Aunt Jemina of Ziegfeld's
"Show Boat," the week of Dec. 11,

while Ruth Etting and Borrah Min-
nevitch come in Dec. 18.

'.* ix
*,S New York Long Island City ';

. 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. >
J.t BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 j'j

3.:

BEastman Films

P J. E. Bnilatour. Inc.
it"

i?.

V-

j> Chicago Hollywood

ff 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
j> CALumet 3692 Blvd
}•{ HOLlywood 4121

"X Marks the Spot"
There is plenty of box-office cheer in this newspaper drama produced by Sam

Bischoff for Tiffany. It has a lot of real action, tense moments, together with some

comedy; a fine cast headed by Lew Cody, Sally Blane, Wallace Ford, Mary Nolan

and Fred Kohler, and has been directed with good effect by Erie C. Kenton. With

its intriguing and exploitable title, getting them In to see this one should be an

easy matter. Incidentally, Wallace Ford, the juvenile lead, could easily do another

Pat O'Brien or James Dunn. —GILLETTE.

Warners Add to Counsel
In St. Louis Controversy
St. Louis—Indicating more seri-

ous defensive combat in the re-

ceivership suits brought by minority
stockholders against St. Louis
Amusement Co. and Skouras Bros.

Enterprises, former U. S. Senatdr
James A. Reed and his law partner,

James A. Taylor of Kansas City, as

well as former Circuit Judge Rhodes
E. Cave of St. Louis have been en-

gaged as associate counsel on the

side of the Warner interests. No
action has been taken yet on a mo-
tion by the minority stockholders'

counsel that civil and criminal con-

tempt of court citations be issued

against H. M. Warner, Abel Cary
Thomas and Samuel Carlisle for fail-

ure to turn over certain securities

valued at about $3,000,000.

Standard Release Prints
Expected by Feb. or Mar.

{Continued from Page 1)

ments of the major circuits, follow-

ing a conference in New York. Oper-
ators agreed that a projection angle
of 18 degrees is suitable. Attend-
ing the conference, held a few days
ago, were representatives of Para-
mount, Loew's, RKO, Fox, RCA
Photophone, Electrical Research
Products and International Projector
Corp.

Charles E. Menches Dies
Akron, 0.—Charles E. Menches,

72, prominent local exhibitor, for-

mer park owner, concessionaire and
circus acrobat, died at his home here
last week of heart attack. With
his brother, Frank Menches, he
opened the Liberty, first neighbor-
hood de luxe theater in the city. He
also was vice-president of the Akron
M.P.T.O. Ass'n. Two sons and two
daughters survive.

James A. Norris Dies
East Liverpool, O. — James A.

Norris, 73, died last week at his

home in Mt. Dora, Fla. He was for
many years manager of the old
Grand Opera house here, one of the
first theaters in the upper Ohio val-
ley to offer movies.

Baltimore Holds "Frankenstein"
Baltimore— "Frankenstein," after

turning in one of the biggest grosses
in months at Keith's, has been held
over for a second week. City-wide
exploitation, plus an opening 40-hour
grind, helped turn the trick.

"Blonde Crazy" May Run Longer
Already in for two weeks, War-

ner's "Blonde Crazy," with James
Cagney and Joan Blondell, is likely
to continue longer at the New York
Strand, according to the manage-
ment. In its first three days the
picture grossed $21,305.

Monogram Exchanges
Oversold on Quotas

Thirty-three Monogram Pictures
exchanges in the U. S. are from 7

per cent to 53 per cent oversold on
the quotas which they were not ex-
pected to reach until next April, it

is announced by W. Ray Johnston,
president. He says it bears out pre-
dictions of a banner season for in-

dependents.

Sheffield Headquarters
Being Moved to Seattle

Denver—J. T. Sheffield has left

for Seattle, where he will establish
new headquarters for the Sheflfield

Exchange System. For some time
the headquarters have been here.

Lester Scott On the Road
Lester F. Scott, Jr., general sales

manager of Mascot Pictures, left

New York yesterday for a tour of
the key cities in the interests of
"The Lightning Warrior," Mascot's
third serial of the season, which is

now ready for release. Scott's first

stop is Cleveland. On completion of
his trip, he will go to the company's
headquarters at the Tec-Art Stu-
dios in California for a conference
with Nat Levine, president of the
company. Levine is now in New
York.

U. A. Sets 3 Release Dates
National release dates on three

United Artists pictures have been
set by Al Lichtman as follows: D.
W. GriflSth's "The Struggle." Jan 9;
"Cock of the Air," Jan. 23; "Sky
Devils," Feb. 6.

Norma Shearer's Next
[fVtf Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Norma Shearer's next

production for M-G-M will be
"Smilin' Through," based on the
stage play. It will be directed by
Sidney Franklin. John Meehan is

preparing the dialogue.

$3,016 from Youngstown Benefits
Youngstown, 0.—Benefit midnight

shows given at nine theatei-s for
poor relief netted a total of $3,016.70.

WANT TO BUY
2 HIGH-LOW INTENSITY LAMPS

Write Particulars

joe Seiden
729 Seventh Ave. New York City

Br 9-3951

RAW STOCK
Contrary to circulated rumors, we are

NOT quitting the film raw stock busi-
ness. In fact, we are IN more than ever.

WW A^AH INCORPORATED
729 Seventh Ave., N.Y.C.—BRyant 9-6210

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Meeting of Allied Theater Owners
of New Jersey, Hotel Lincoln, New York.

Dec. 9 : Meeting of New York Section, So-
ciety of M. P. Engineers, Engineers
Bldg., New York. Evening.

Dec. 10: Special Meeting of RKO stock-
holders to vote on plans for change in
capitalization.

Dec. 12: Annual entertainment and ball of
Fox Athletic Club, Hotel Astor, New
York. Proceeds for relief.

Dec. 14: Warner Bros, stockholders' meeting.
New York.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-wmter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte,
Charlotte. N. C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dmner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures),
Hotel Plaza, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing-
ton. D. C.

J. D. Williams Company
In Non-Theatrical Field

J. D. Willams and Associates have
entered the non-theatrical produc-
tion field in addition to the theatrical
pictures business. The company is

making a feature and several shorts
for non-theatrical exhibition.

Another Original for Universal
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Encouraged by the

success of "Spirit of Notre Dame,"
which was an original story by Uni-
versal staff writers, Carl Laemmle,
Jr., has okayed for immediate pro-
duction another original, "Night
Club," by P. J. Wolfson and Allen
Rivkin. Either Edward L. Cahn
or Hobart Henley will direct. Mae
Clarke is the first to be signed for i

the cast. i

REUBEN SAMUELS
President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc.

Real INSURANCE Sermce

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740, 3741, 3742

Lo. 5-0277 2 W. 43 St., N. Y. C.

Joe Finston

SYNCHRO SCREEN SERVICE
Musicat Quality

Showmanship Synchronization

FEATURES— SHORTS
(.Formerly Paramount-Publix)

SITUATIOIV
Expert and master on superim-
posed, cutting work; 15 years'

experience on editing and cutting
films.

Box No. 903 c-o Film Daily
1650 Broadway New York
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THE ECLIPSE in the

MOTION PICTURE SKY!
THE impossible

HAS happened!

"MATA Hari" io^s

"SUSAN Lenox"!

WE have seen it

WITH our own eyes

—

WE can state definitely

THAT, bar none, Greta

GARBO's grzatesi

PRODUCTION of her

ENTIRE career is

"MATA Hari"—

We urge every M-Q-M exhibitor

to move Heaven and Earth to

stretch playing time. Arrange for

EXTRA DAYS Now!

YOUXL THANK
US LATER!
It's a promise from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer!

In the Cast with GRETA
GARBO and RAMON NOVARRO

|

are LIONEL BARRYMORE,
LEWIS STONE. Directed by

GEORGE FITZMAURICE
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TIFFANY'S 1932-33 PLANS

IEF(

(Continued from Page 1)

rangement between Tiffany and

Educational. Of 20 features planned

for next session, according to Saal,

four are slated as musicals based

on Broadway stage productions,

while the remainder will be either

from Broadway plays such as David

Belasco and John Golden produc-

tions, or well-known books. No or-

iginals are planned. Outside of the

musicals, the pictures are to be

chiefly melodramas, says Saal.

In addition to these 20 pictures,

the 1932-33 lineup will include eight

Ken Maynard westerns, and work on

these will start after the first of

the year. Maynard has finished his

first series of westerns on the cur-

rent program and is now to make
two outdoor specials, "Texas Gun
Fighter" and "Whistling Dan." it

is also expected to have five of the

new season's productions ready by
July, Saal stated.

For this year's schedule Tiffany

has just placed "Hotel Continental"

in work, to be followed by "Strang-

ers of the Evening," "The Last

Mile," "Those We Love," and "The
Man Called Back" from Soutar's

"Silent Thunder."
Hammons expressed enthusiasm

over the Moran and Mack feature

being made by Mack Sennett. This

probably will be released through
World Wide.

Million RKO Proxies In;

Joint Appeal is Issued
(Continued from Page 1)

transfer of all stock, now held by
brokerage houses, to the names of

individual owners. Hiram S. Brown
and B. B. Kahane will head the del-

egation of RKO executives who
leave Wednesday night for Balti-

more, where the stockholders' meet-
ing will be held the following day.

6 Features, New Shorts
Scheduled by Jesse Weil

(Continued from Page 1)

produce a series of six features.

Grace Elliott will direct the series

as well as write the stories. Weil
is also making a series of 52 short
subjects known as "'The Bag of
Tricks." He is also planning
"Miracle Fakirs", a series of short
subjects that will expose spiritual-

ists.

WILL H. HAYS arrived in New York
yesterday from the coast.

H. M. WARNER returned yesterday from
the coast.

E. W. HAMMONS is back from his
trin to Hollywood.
GEORGE E. STONE arrived in New York

yesterday from the coast.
HERBERT T. SILVERBERG, Buffalo at-

torney for film companies, was in New York
yesterday on business.
SAM BRISKIN, Columbia associate pro-

ducer, left yesterday for the coast after a
week's stay in New York to look over stage
and fiction material as well as line up writer
possibilities.

-:X0 D̂AILY Tuesday, Dec. 8, 193

• • • WITH THE recent death of "Ted" Wharton in Holly-

wood, the Syracuse Herald is reminded of the days of two de-

cades ago when Ted and his brother Leo, pioneers in

serial production tried to establish Ithaca, New York,

as the Eastern 'capitol of Filmland and a lot of inter-

esting film history was written in the up-state city before the

venture died

• • • IT WAS back in 1913 that Ted Wharton. was pro-

ducing for Essanay in Chi he brought a company to

Ithaca in the heart of the Six Tribes region, to get color for an
Indian romance the great natural scenery of the sec-

tion so impressed him, that he built a permanent stude on East
State Street Leo, producing in the West, joined his

brother, and they founded the firm of Wharton, Inc.

for years they turned out serials, features and short comedies

• • • IN A Wharton-produced pix Francis X. Bushman and
Beverly Bayne made their debuts Warner Gland had
a leading part in an elaborate serial, "The Eagle's Eye"
Pearl White was starred in "Exploits of Elaine" other
screen celebs who did some of their initial work in Ithaca were
Doris Kenyon, Milton Sills, Lillian Walker, Lionel Barrymore,
William (Stage) Boyd, Irene Castle, Creighton Hale and
Louis Wolheim was at the university as a tutor, struggling
along on a small income and it was Lionel Barrymore
who discovered his possibilities as a character actor and
started him on the road to fame and fortune then along
came the War killing off the serial for the time being

actors and technical men at the Wharton studio were
scattered far and wide and all attempts to re-estab-
lish Ithaca as the eastern film production center failed

• • • FLOYD CROSBY, chosen to receive the Academy
award for his great camera work on "Tabu," is at present on
an expedition in an out-of-the-way country probably un-
aware of the honor bestowed on him Crosby is unknown
to most of the regular cameramen having been an
amateur until Bob Flaherty picked him up and gave him his
chance Charley Garrett, recently editor of the Rooster
Booster, the Pathe house organ, has sailed for his home in
Havana, where he will join up with a new fan mag

• • • AND NOW Billy Ferguson is protesting that Don
Mersereau won first plate in the Class B. division at the Empey
Club ping pong tournament from him by "Scotch Sharpshoot-
ing" Don would look hard at one side of the table, and
shoot the ball down the other side, completely foolin' Mister
Ferguson And this shows ya what the publicity racket
can do to a feller Herby Berg, of United Artists publi-
city, is following up his invites to a house party with special
exploitation matter to each guest

• • • WOT A busy party Florence Hoffarth, organist, is

she has organized an orchestra of 12 men, and sings
as well as runs the band which recently played over
WOR Jess Freiman is getting some nice breaks with
his art work in the metropolitan dailies A.M.P.A. guests
of honor for this Thursday will be Charles E. Murphy, president
of the New York Advertising Club Edmund Lowe, pop-
ular flicker celebrity and cinema Marine, Alice Reinheart, Amer-
ican player who has been appearing on the continent

« « « » » »

OPERATORS' LOCALS VOTE

AGAINST CUTS IN SCALI

(Continued from Page 1)

locals have not been heard from a
yet, the returns so far received a

headquarters definitely show defea
of the proposal.
The executive board will mee

again today to consider the situatior
As indicated in a recent issue of TH
Film Daily, vetoing of the plar
however, will not cause the execu
tive board to abandon its idea
persuading locals to aid theater
under existing conditions.

Film Daily Relief Fund
Drive Gets Under Waj

(Continued from Page 1)

message of cheer and best wishes fo:

a "bumper crop" of liberal givers
The need this year is greater thai
ever. Many who have met mis
fortune during the past few month;
and scores more who will neec
YOUR help during the coming yea:
will soon look to the Relief FuN)
for assistance. Last year's receipt;

are down to a few dollars. Only tw»
weeks remain to bring the fund t
its necessary total. The drive end;
Christmas. Join the "happiness
group" today. Make yourself fee
better. Send as much as you can
today. Mail checks to the FiLN
Daily Relief Fund, 1650 Broadway

8 Independent Features
|

Planned by John Cleirl
(Continued on Page 2)

J

Richard Thorpe directing. Thorpe
will also also direct "Straight am
Narrow," by Edmund Joseph. Cleiii

will supervise his series, which wilJ

be made at the Trem Carr studios.

Roxy and Big Circuits

Book New Mascot Serial
(Continued from Page I

)

pany, now in New York for a If

day visit. The Broadway first-rui.

was arranged by Herman GluckmaDij
president of Capital Film Ex 1

change, distributing Mascot serialji

in this territory. It is understoOD|
that bookings also are being close^i

on this serial with the Loew, RKOjl
Skouras and other circuits. ';,

m

h^^^^x.^^^^^:t^%:i,%t,:^

MANY PAPPY m\mi

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the

following members of the

Industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

December 8
Rube Welch

Fred Herkowitr
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Ohio Censor Advocates Supervision at Source

hooverOessage interpreted as favorable

12 oF 20 Paris First -Runs Playing U. S. Originals

Vranlienstein
. a picture and a thought= By jack Alicoate =;;=

When we saw
A Story "Frankenstein"
and a Moral on the Universal

lot during our
recent trip to Hollywood, we
predicted in this column, that

it would be the outstanding
thriller of the year. It has
proven itself to be a smash.
Everywhere it plays, receipts

go skyrocketing. We were even

more intrigued the second time
we saw it. Funny that it should

conjure up hazy thoughts of
this very business. Starting mod-
estly, growing furiously, spreading
and competing dangerously until it

became so unwieldy in battling its

first period of depression that its

entire structure was in danger of

toppling. At that, "Frankenstein,"
the picture, will no doubt do its

share toward slaying the franken-
stein picture bugaboo.

* * *

We are receiving
The Fall of a great many let-

Exploitation ters of unusual in-

terest these days
from motion picture editors and
critics of newspapers all over the
country in connection with Thb
Film Daily Ten Best Pictures of

1931 poll. Most all of them ask the
reason for the startling lack of

originality and aggression in motion
'picture publicity and exploitation.

Some say it is one of the serious

causes of lack of patronage. We
are neither a publicist nor an ex-

ploiteer, but we pass the thought
along to those masters of the art

of bringing-them-in that are being
^criticized for not doing it.

* * *

Perhaps we are just
Soap and an old so-and-so in

Hair Oil becoming even slight-

ly irritated about it,

but we do think the most uncalled
{Continued on Page 2)

Hollywood Personalities

Continue to Lead in

Popularity Abroad
Paris—Checkup of the programs

of 20 first-run houses here shows
12 playing original American ver-
sions, four with French originals,

two German-dubbed and two Amer-
ican backed pictures made here. Ex-
hibitors explain that Europe lacks
the types of stars, juveniles and in-

genues, preferred by fans over here.
The attractiveness of the Hollywood

{Continued on Page 4)

B'tlAM ATTENDANCE DIPS

FOLLOWING SNAKE SCARE

Birmingham—As a result of the
scare created by the recent finding
of snakes in the Galax and Empire,
non-union houses, businses at local

theaters has dropped considerably.
Women hesitate to enter even the
union houses. Police have arrested
Emmett Wilson, union operator of

(Continued on Page 7)

Bill Rabell Joins B.I.P.

As Gen'l Sales Manager
Bill Rabell has joined B.I.P. Amer-

ica, Inc., as general sales manager,
and will leave New York tomorrow
at the same time as Sidney Garrett,
general manager of the company,
for a swing around the country to

(Continued on Page 4)

Teamwork

Atlantic City — When three gunmen

approached William Boyd, manager of

the Warner on the Boardwalk, a girl

cashier attracted their attention by dis-

playing the theater's cash box as she

ran into the lobby. The box, however,

was empty, and while the girl dashed

off with the robbers at her heels Boyd

called the police.

W.R.MARSHALLSUPERVISES

SALES or HUGHES PICTURES

IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—W. R. Marshall has

been appointed to supervise sales of

all productions turned out by the

Howard Hughes organization.

Wafilms Three-Reelers
Designed as 2nd Feature

Wafilms has started production of

the first of a series of "Featurettes,"

in three and four reels, designed to

take the place of second features,

it is announced by Fred Futter,

brother of Walter Futter and head

of the company's New York office.

Columbia will distribute the pictures.

Wafilms also has acquired 31,000

feet of negative of the Abyssinian
expedition photographed by Pierre

Collins,

National Supervision at Source
More Efficient—Ohio Censor

Chamber of Commerce

Opposes Censorship

Montgomery, Ala.—Junior Chamber of Com-
merce has objected to the establishment of a

censor system here until it can make investiga-
tions as to whether censorship is really needed.
A Better Films Council is being considered by
a number of the women's clubs.

Cleveland—National censorship at

the source of production, instead of

state censorship, was advocated by
Beverly O. Skinner, head of the Ohio
censor board, in a talk before the

M. P. Club of the Cleveland Feder-
ated Women's Clubs. Economy of

maintenance and operation are the
chief reasons for preferring a pa

(Continued on Page 7)

Aids Seen in President's
Plans—Tax Bogey Dims
—See Trust Changes

President Hoover's annual mes-
sage to congress yesterday, regarded
as constructive in the financial dis-

trict and industrial circles, was in-

terpreted favorably as far as the
film industry is concerned. Taxation,
though inevitable in some form, was
urged by the President on a pure-
ly temporary basis, to run not long-

(Continued on Page 4)

FILM FOLK GET BEHIND

RELIEF FUND CAMPAIGN

In addition to several more checks
received yesterday by the FILM
DAILY RELIEF FUND, it was
learned that officers and employees
of two or three film companies have
formed into Relief Fund groups for
the purpose of gathering individual
contributions which in each case will

result in a substantial check for the
worthy cause. The response has been

(Continued o Page 6)

Further Data Demanded
In Combine Proceedings
Toronto—Counsel for film inter-

erests, raising certain questions over

evidence submitted by Crown coun-
sel in the Combines Act proceed-
ings, made a motion for further par-

ticulars. The court said the judge
who will try the case has the right to

adjourn in order to have additional

data supplied the defense.

One Film Foe Less

in Present Congress

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Although the Brookhart anti-

block booking bill is slated to make a re-appear-

ance during the present session of Congress,

one familiar foe of the industry. Representative

Hudson, is missing from the Congressional

ranks as he was defeated for re-election. An
admissipn tax bill also looms.
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Standard Handling Mascot Serials

Standard Film Exchange of Cleve-
land and Cincinnati will distribute

he Mascot serials, "The Lightning
Wrrvior" and "The Shadow of the
Eagle", in Ohio and Kentucky it is

ann./unced by Nat Levine, president.
Fischer Film Exchange previously
handled the Mascot product.
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if
if

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

|Eas
. Inc.

«

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood4121

Still thel^Show Business

By HAROLD B. FRANKLIN

THERE is a time and place for everything, including efficiency; but efficiency

means merely getting the most for the least. In our case it means not the

least costly show, but the best show. There is no possible compromise with

entertainment. I can make pictures for a song and run theaters for a couple

of nickels but nobody will like them. The irreducible minimum for our product

is solid entertainment; for our theaters hospitable warmth and charm; for our

exploitation, the most active and aggressive kind of what we call showmanship.

These things cannot be bought by weight or by measurement, nor have they

any value if used in half-measures.

I am fearful for what may happen, if we attempt to over-organize this

business of ours to a point where we run smoothly, efficiently—but too quietly.

It is an old axiom that nobody ever put on a good show without a lot of

headaches. The most successful theaters have the most confused back-stages.

To interest people in amusements we must amuse them, by making the best

use we can of amusing and entertaining people, and by the same token they

must be handled by people who understand them and know their values.

We're still in the show business. We must still put on shows. We better

put on good ones. . . . We will have to make that our business and forget

all the other elements that have begun to crowd in to take our minds away
from the one simple job that is ours.

Frankenstein
. . a picture and a thought

(Continued from Pape 1)

for publicity in the world is that
derived by film stars lending their
names and phizogs to advertise-
ments for soap, cigarettes, hair oil

and suspenders. And the top-liners

are the worst offenders, too. To us,

it is pretty cheap stuff and far frorr

the spirit of dignity that should
exist, at least among the higher
strata of screen folk.

Walter Hart Appointed
Columbia Scenario Editor
Walter Hart, for a long time

identified with the legitimate stage
and last with the recently disbanded
Ray-Miner Corp., has joined Colum-
bia as scenario editor. He will make
his headquarters in New York. Hart
directed "Precedent," the stage hit

of last season.

Permanent Relief Club for Cleve.
Cleveland—I. J. Schmertz has been

elected president of the Cleveland
M. P. (5lub, formed to provide a
permanent relief fund within the
film industry. Fred Desberg is vice
president; Mrs. Georgia D. Moffett
secretary and treasurer; J. E. Firn-
koess, chairman of the board of
directors; Henry Greenberger, Jess
Fishman, H. M. Addison, Richard
Deutsch, E. Flanagan, Schmertz and
Desberg, directors. A series of en-
tertainments will be given to main-
tain the organization.

Famous Artists of Air
Reorganized Under Brice
Famous Artists of the Air, con-

trolled by National Screen Service,

has been reorganized with Monte
Brice as president and George Fecke
as general sales manager. The com-
pany, which formerly handled elec-

trical transcriptions for broadcast
purposes exclusively, is now func-
tioning as a radio department for

advertising agencies, devising and
arranging for the presentation of

ether programs.

Fanchon & Marco Units
In Warner Bros. Houses
In addition to Fox and Publix

houses, Fanchon & Marco is adding
two Warner Bros, theaters to its

stage show route. On Christmas
Day the Branford in Newark goes
on this policy, preceded by the Stan-
ley at Jersey City on Dec. 14.

Conn Signs Papers for New House
Providence—Jacob Conn, owner of

the Olympia, and E. Turgeon, gen-
eral contractor, have signed con-
tracts under which Turgeon will

build the $1,200,000 theater and
apartment hotel planned here by
Conn. House will seat 4,000 and is

to be finished by Aug. 1, 1932.

Cleveland Exhibs to Elect
Cleveland—Annual election of of-

ficers of the Cleveland M. P. Ex-
hibitors' Assn. will be held Dec. 17
at 12:30 P. M.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 21 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

INCORPORATED
1540 B'WAY. N. Y. C.

BRymnt 9-3640

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Meeting of New York Section. So-
ciety of M. P. Engineers, Engineers
Bldg., New York. Evening.

Dec. 10: Special Meeting of RKO stock
holders to vote on plans for change in

capitalization.

Dec. 12: Annual entertainment and ball of
Fox Athletic Club. Hotel Aster, New
York. Proceeds for relief.

Dec. 14: Warner Bros, stockholders' meeting.
New York.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Tneater Owners Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte
Charlotte, N. C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha. Neb.

Feb. 13: Second annual tormal dmner-danct
ol the Columbians (Columbia Pictures)
Hotel Plaza. New York

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
fal Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry. Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P
T O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing.
ton. D. C.

Loew Books Crosby Short
For 150 Days in New York
"I Surrender, Dear," first of Bing

Crosby's shorts for Educational, has
been booked by Loew to play a mini-
mum of 150 days in the Metropoli-
tan district. This short already has
had the distinction of playing four
Broadway first-runs.

Sylvia Sidney's New Contract
ll'rt Coast Bureau. THE FILM PAILY
Hollywood — Sylvia Sidney has

been given a new long-term contract
ly Paramount. She will appear next
in "The Miracle Man."

I907
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Twenty-five Years
— the money from the sale of
Christmas Seals has promoted:

— the establishment ofsanatoriums
for treating tuberculosis

— the finding of tuberculosis in
time to effect a cure

—health inspection of school
children

—the teaching of habits that help
to insure good health

—the bringing of rest, good food,
sunshine, fresh air, medical at-

tention to sick children

tHelp (yigltt L^uberculosis

Buy Christmas Seals
THE N.\TION\L, .ST.VTE AND LOC.^L TCBEHCULOaiE

ASSOCIATIONS OF THE INITED STATES
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OF •BY-AND .FOR •THE

M potion r^icture

ART, LAYOUT
AND COPY

A staff of artists who are spe-
cialists in motion picture illus-

tration assure you of A-1 work.
Complete campaigns, roughs
for posters, or any phase of lay-

out or finished design will be
handled to your satisfaction.

Advertising copy is part of our
service. Often art and copy are
so closely allied in their crea-

tive aspects that they are in-

separable.

PRESSBOOKS?
Pass the buck to us

Give us the stills and a synopsis
and we'll deliver a book that is

accurate, practical and embody-
ing all the elements of good
showmanship.

TRADE PAPER
ADVERTISING
You've got to tell 'em to sell

*em. A thorough knowledge of
distribution enables us to pre-
sentyour product to the nation's

exhibitors eflfectively and force-

fully through the vital medium
of the trade press advertising
pages.

lii^

Industry
A complete, competent advertis-

ing, art and publicity service that

plugs a gap or gives you its crea-

tive ability one hundred per cent.

CLIENTS BENEFIT FROM A RELIABLE,

WELL-KNIT ORGANIZATION
OF EXPERTS

FOR WHICH THEY PAY
ONLY AS THEY GO

Out of the new era has come one of the most
unique services in this ever-shifting industry.

Our creators of advertising, art and publicity are

functioning smoothly and efficiently as an inde-

pendent unit that is at the call of any company or

individual. And when such service is needed

—

without worry and overhead and headaches when
you would call time out. Send us in for one play.

Keep us in harness for the duration of your

special campaign or as your permanent depart-

ment. No matter which it may be, you'll have a

team geared to the spirit of your task, capable of

crashing on to your goal. Costs in keeping with

the new era. Fresh, vigorous sales slants applied

to your merchandising.

FROM SOUP TO NUTS
We'll take care of the idea, the illustration, the copy, the
type, the cuts—all the way or any part of it. We'll follow
your direct instructions or work your entire campaign.
We'll do the legwork or the headwork. Clear your desk
and we'll decorate it with a first-line job—Johnny on
the spot as to deadline and Jake as to technique and
originality.

YOU GET THE AGGREGATE
OF OUR EXPERIENCE

Several among our personnel have held executive jobs
with the major motion picture companies. Others have
been runners-up. Most have had an unusual background,
travel, training, color and all that stuff. Thrown together
by the depression, the members of this Company have
stuck, added to their experience, applied their back-
ground to the new era. Clients derive the benefit of the
organization in its entirety, showmanship proven by
the Company's output of trade ads, pressbooks, sales

letters, etc., etc.

^

(S?rYr.M
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MAN POWER
THAT ROLLS
ITS OWN
George W. Harvey
Herbert Jaediker

John Level
William Grotz
Guy Fowler

Charles Friedlander
Oakleigh Reynolds

George Lane
Robert Smart

A. A. (Wally) Wallgren

EXPLOITATION
COUNSEL

We'// s\t in

The right sales angle often de-
termines the full measure of
success of a picture at the box-
office. We'll be glad to sit in at

your conference or screening.

GENERAL
PUBLICITY
Written—Moiled

Our complete service includes
writing and mailing. The roto,
newspaper, trade, fan magazine
list that you may not have
available is no doubt neatly
filed at our offices. Say where,
and when, and we'll take care
of the details.

HARVEY-JAEDIKER
Advertising Art and Publicity Attuned to Ideas That Sell

1674 BROADWAY • NEW YORK
Telephone) COIumbus 5-0390;
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ISINTERPREMVORABLY
{Continued from Page 1)

er than two years from July 1, 1932.

Although he gave no details or hints

as to where the levies are to be

imposed, and it is generally assumed
that efforts will be made to have
amusements contribute their share,

the movies are expected to be pre-

pared to present their case in such a

way that they will escape undue
burdens.

Anti-trust law modification, also

advocated by the President, would
eliminate some dark clouds over-

hanging the film industry.

Establishing of an emergency re-

construction corporation like the

former War Finance Corp., and in-

creased expenditures on public

works, providing jobs for a large

number, were among other construc-

tive recommendations.
Speaking of the general outlook,

the President declared that "the

country is richer in physical prop-

erty, in newly discovered resources

and in productive capacity than ever

before. The major economic forces

and weaknesses at home and abroad
have now been exposed and can be
appraised, and the time is ripe for

forward action to expedite our re-

covery."

Allied Contacting Solons
In Fight on Vestal Bill

Leaders of Allied States Ass'n
units throughout the country are
contacting members of Congress
from their districts with object of

enlisting their support to their pro-

posed amendments to the Vestal
Copyright Bill.

J. S. Cangney Promoted
Massillon, 0.—J. S. Cangney, man-

ager of the Lincoln for the past
year, has been transferred to Ports-
mouth to take charge of the three
Warner houses there. Sam Blowitz
of Cleveland is his successor here.

Monogram Pictures Booked
"Forgotten Women," latest Mono-

gram drama, opens at the Warner
in Worcester for the week of Dec.
11 and the Park, Boston, week of
Dec. 26. "Mother and Son," an-
other Monogram melodrama, plays
the Lafayette, Buffalo, for a week
starting Dec. 10, while "In Line of
Duty" is at the Beacon in New
York this week.

COMING & GOING

JOE FRIEDMAN, Columbia representa-
tive in London, is en route to New York
on the Europa.

H. L. NATHANSON, peneral manager of
Regal Films, Toronto, and DEWEY BLOOM
uf the same organization arrived in New
York yesterday to look over some British
pictures.

PHILLIPS HOLMES, MONROE OWS-
LEY and JAMES RENNIE will leave Los
Angeles on Monday aboard the Virginia, ar-
riving in New York on Dec. 21.
HARRY L. GOLD, assistant general sales

manager for United Artists, conducted a
sales meeting in Cleveland last week.
EDNA MAY OLIVER will arrive from

the coast today.

Sajft-^eri^Mcto
f>UILAi.[)4LY

• • • S'FUNNY THING about rumors how they

get started For example, into a trade paper editorial

sanctum trickled a yarn about a mugg who had staged the Big

Blackout Checking up the report, it was learned that

it was all a Phony It developed something like this

The punk in the case went giddy with the Forbidden

Grape and Brodied to the floor of his establishment A
good neighbor who chanced by, noticed him and passed the word
down the line that "So-and-So is dead drunk." The war
try was relayed from person to person until finally a reception-

ist muffed the word "drunk." And started to circulate

the story that "So-and-So is dead." All of which partly

accounts for the fact that the Rumor Market is always a Bull

Market
* * * *

» • • THE FIVE Friends Plan, unemployment relief

aid sponsored by Harley L. Clarke of Fox, will get a financial

break through the dinner-dance to be staged at the Astor Hotel

Saturday night under the joint auspices of the plan and the

New York American Christmas Relief Fund Galaxy of

talent will include Mort Downey, Kate Smith, Rubinoff, Harry
Hershfield, Ed Lowry, Jerry Franks, N. T. G. and his boo-ful

dames and other entertainers The Beacon goes in for a

stage band Friday when the Mills Blue Rhythm Band opens an
indefinite engagement

* * * *

• • • E. R. TINKER, new Fox Film prexy, is a North
Adams, Mass., boy who made good in the Big City
Plenty of important Wall Street execs will confirm that he's

Clicked in a Big Way downtown What prominent film

company ofiicial never comes East from the Coast without ex-
amining the weather reports to be sure that the tlimate will be
congenial?

* * * *

• • • HAL HORNE, who blasts out wisecracks and such
in De Luxe Manner, is rejuvenating Prohibition as a Mighty
Issue He's getting the public hot and bothered on the
subject through his interest-grabbing newspapers' campaign on
"The Struggle," which bows into the Rivoli tomorrow night

Horning in, so to write Olga Swertlow has been
appointed official secretary for the Motion Picture Club ball
which will be produced, presented and released Feb. 20 at the
Waldorf-Astoria Philadelphia has the honor to announce
the birth of a son to Mr. and Mrs. William J. Clarke
Youngster is tagged William J. Clarke, Jr., and his pappy is a
busy Warner Bros, exec

* * *

• • • NOW YOU can get church service in cans like
sardines A service recorded under the direction of
Homer Rodeheaver was reproduced the other day at RCA
Photophone E. O. Heyl, vice-president and general sales
manager of Photophone, supervised the preview Lilyan
Tashman, Edmund Lowe, Mervyn Leroy and Marilyn Miller
were among the celebs attending the premiere of "Arrow-
smith" at the Gaiety Leopold Stokowski, director of the
Philadelphia orchestra, will gab on recording and reproducing
from the standpoint of a musician tonight at the S. M. P. E.
demonstration of the new Bell Laboratories system of vertical
cut recording and reproducing

* * * *

• • • SOPHIE SMITH'S Little Picture House, where the
swanky get satisfying screen entertainment, is plugging the
Christmas card gift pass idea They're available in three
varieties For ten iron men you may buy a gold pass
which is good for 20 admissions Five dollars, American
money, will produce a silver pass good for 10 admissions
and three dollars, also American money, furnishes a red pass
for 20 week-day matinee admissions Rinzler & Frisch
Theaters of Brooklyn turned over $2,348 to Major J; 0. Donovan
as receipts from recent midnight shows for unemployment relief

employees of the circuit donated part of their salaries
to the_ cause Marie Center, whose hubby is Red Kann,
is editing "Gotham Life," tab magazine Henriett Kay
is being talked about for the name part in "Red Headed Wo-
man." Lois Moran has leased an apartment at 277 Park
Avenue

12 PARIS FIRST-RUNS

U.S.

{Continued from Page 1)

personalities and the comic buffoon-
eries of Chaplin, Marx Brothers,
Harold Lloyd, and others, are much
preferred to native talent without
appeal, it is stated. This applies
particularly to Paris and the larger
cities.

Bill Rabell Joins B.I.P.

As Gen'l Sales Manager
(Continued from Pacic I)

open new territory for the company.
Garrett will cover the middle west,
Cleveland, Detroit and Chicago. Ra-
bell goes south from Philadelphia
and Pittsburgh to Washington, At-
lanta and Dallas. While Garrett is

away, Stanley Whitely, treasurer of

the organization, will be in charge
of the home offices, now located in

the Film Center Building.
Among productions on the sea-

son's scheduled output of 24 that
have already been delivered to ex-

changes are: "The Gables Mystery,"
detective thriller; "Bridegroom for

Two" and "My Wife's Family,"
comedies; "The Flying Fool," which
recently played Warner houses on
Broadway, and "Fascination."

Airplane Exploitation
Airplane stunts to exploit bouses—

•

were explained and proposed by H.
McCloud of Stanhope, N. J., at i

meeting of the Allied M. P. T. 0. of

New Jersey yesterday at the Hotel
Lincoln, New York. President Sid-

ney Samuelson presided at the meet-
ing.

Bing Crosby Short Day-and-Date
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—"One More Chance,"

the second comedy which Bing Cros-
by made for Mack Sennett, has been
booked day-and-date into the Cri-
terion and Egyptian as the added
feature with "Over the Hill."

Dagover Film Previewed
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Following a preview

of the Lil Dagover picture, "Woman
from Monte Carlo," held at Burbank,
J. L. Warner expressed great en-
thusiasm over the drama and the
work of the star.

*4^'^^^*i¥*tt;^4*'

MANY HAPPY RETUPNS

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members • of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

December 9
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Edward J. Dowling

R. M. Blumenthal Harry D. Wilson



Four Hundred Critics

Representino The Foremost

Publications Of The Nation

Are Now Voting On The

Ten Best Pictures Of 1931

For

THE FILM DAILY
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WARNER-f.N. SALES EXECS

OFF FOR HOLIDAY DRIVE

In a holiday drive for business
mapped out by Warner-First Na-
tional, Joseph S. Hummel, eastern
district manager, left this week for

New Haven and the New England
territory; Charles M. Steele, ex-

change supervisor, went to Albany,
Moe Silver, assistant to Dan Micha-
love in the management of the War-
ners circuit, will hold a general
meeting of managers in Philadel-
phia, and Harry Rosenquest, assist-

ant to Norman Moray in the sales

division handling Vitaphone shorts,

is on his way to the middle west.
E. L. Alperson, general sales man-

ager of the companies, is in Dallas,

accompanied by Gradwell L. Sears,
western sales manager, on an exten-
sive tour of the far west. Alperson
will complete his tour in about ten
days.

J. E. Schlank Succeeds Leo Blank
Omaha—J. E. Schlank has suc-

ceeded Leo Blank as manager of the
Educational exchange here.

One In a Thousand

At 999 hotels in Atlantic City you
can get the same thing . . . rooms
with or without meals . .

*An Original and Unique Service has

made

Tfie

CAROLINA
CREST

The Thousandth Hotel

"Abed or at your service table en-

joy a delicious Tray Breakfast.

WITHOUT CHARGE. In the pri-

vacy of your own comfortable room

while you glance through your

morning paper . . . then wonder,

as all our guests do—how we hap-

pened to move your home to the

CAROLINA CREST
North Carolina Ave., Near Boardwalk

ATLANTIC CITY, N.
J.

SPECIAL WINTER RATES:—

Single $3
Double $6

Every room with private bath—Bed
lamps and at least three windows

IT'S WISE TO MAKE RESERVATIONS
IN ADVANCE

The Screen's Field of Action

"Where the movies enter into an entirely new form of entertainment is in

the successful re-creation of large scale historical episodes, and in the telling

of stories which depend heavily upon the authenticity and breadth of scenic

setting, or upon great flexibility of scenic sequence, as in western adventure

tales. The movies will become increasingly the entertainment medium for tell-

ing stories of action, or for transporting audiences across the world or for lead-

ing them back through history. They should also, with a little applied imagi-

nation, become the medium for re-creating fanciful legend, through the mar-
vels of trick photography

"The entertainment business ... is definitely passmg from the stage to

the screen, leaving the true art of the theater a new freedom for development
and a special audience of its own."

—From "Our Changing Theater," by R. Dana Skinner,

Published by Lincoln MacVeagh, The Dial Press.

Will Tell How Advertising
Can Beat the Depression

"How Advertising Can Curb De-
pression and Revitalize Trade" is

the subject of the talk to be given at

the Ampa luncheon in the Hotel
Dixie tomorrow by Charles E. Mur-
phy, prexy of the N. Y. Advertis-
ing Club.

Films Get Top Billing
B. S. Moss' Broadway is now bill-

ing its feature over its stage enter-
tainment, having switched from its

original plan of giving the big plug
to the stage show. In ballyhooing
"X Marks the Spot," the house also
is using a motor truck carrying
Shipwreck Kelly, flag-pole sitter.

"Mata Hari" Serial in 300 Papers
Serial stories for M-G-M's "Mata

Hari" and "Hell Divers" have been
prepared for free distribution to ap-
proximately 300 newspapers. The
serials will be in 15 chapters of
three columns each and be sent to
one newspaper in each town or city

requesting the service.

Lease Akron House
Akron—Walter R. Campbell and

Frank Cohen have leased the Park,
closed for a year, and will operate
it as the Astor again on a seven-day
basis with four changes weekly.

Louisville House Changes Hands
Louisville, Ky. — J. T. Nist has

taken over the Louisville from Har-
old Sherer. The house, closed Dec.
1 for installation of new sound
equipment, reopens about Dec. 15.

Majestic, Milwaukee, to Reopen
Milwaukee—The Majestic, former

L. K. Erin house which has been
dark for several months, will be re-
opened Christmas Day by Lew Kane,
formerly of Detroit, with vaudeville
and films.

Transforming Ritz, Dallas
Dallas—After being transformed

at a cost of $50,000, the Ritz will
be reopened this month as the Mir-
ror, acording to Ed Rowley, division
manager of Hughes-Franklin Thea-
ters.

Alice White Packs 'Em
Baltimore—Alice White in person

brought the Century's gross last
week to $25,200, leading the town
and coming within a few thousand
dollars of breaking the house record.

Tennessee Tax Measure
Encounters Opposition

Nashvillt;—Heavy opposition has
developed in the legislature on the
luxury tax bill, which would impose
a levy on amusements along with
various commodities. As a result,
the measure is expected to meet de-
feat.

Changes at Milwaukee Warner
Milwaukee — M-G-M's "Cuban

Love Song" is playing this week at
the new Warner here, with another
M-G-M "West of Broadway," to fol-
low, and First Division's "Speckled
Band" coming in next. Since the
house opened it has played only
Warner-First National product and
is now about six pictures behind on
that schedule. No other downtown
house is playing the W. B.-F. N. re-
leases. The new Warner has had
a string of managerial changes
since opening, with Max Slott now
m charge, succeeding E. W. Van
Norman, who was preceded by
Frank Fischer and Bernard Dep-
kin. Earl Payne also has replaced
Harold Janecky as house manager.

Install Audiphones
Two more theaters, the Embassy

m Cumberland, Md., and the Stan-
ley in Pittsburgh, have contracted
for the installation of Western Elec-
tric Audiphones for the hard-of-
hearing, reports C. W. Bunn, general
sales manager of Electrical Research
Products.

FILM FOLK GET BEHIND

RELIEF FUND CAMPAIGi

(Continued from Page 1)
encouraging, but more givers ar
more money is needed now, T0DA"5
Two weeks from tomorrow, the can
paign for the Relief Fund mus
close. Make this great charity %Yitl

in your ranks possible by send in

YOUR contribution IMMEDIATI
LY. Send checks, cash or mone
orders, of, if you prefer, telephon
the FILM DAILY RELIEF FUNi
editor and he will send for you
donation.

35 U Features on 16 mm.
For Release This Seasoi
Thirty-five features are on th

1931-32 releasing schedule of Show
At-Home Movie Library, Inc., Unr
versal subsidiary. The pictures
which are on 16 mm. film, are beinj
released at ths rate of three aiK
four a month.

Eisenstein Film Minus Talk
H'cst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—No dialogue will be

included in the epic of Mexico which
Serge Eisenstein is making in that
country. He is expected to return
to Hollywood within 30 days after
several months of production.

Columbus Nets $2,500 for Relief
Columbus, O.—Local theaters net-

ted $2,500 in the benefit perform-
ance given last week.

Cluster on M.P.T.O. Board
Baltimore—Max Cluster, manager

of the Cluster, has been elected a
member of the board of directors of
the M.P.T.O. of Maryland.

Crandall at Baltimore Hipp.
Baltimore — Milton Crandall has

replaced Howard Berman as publi-
city director for the Hippodrome.

Dozen Comedians in RKO Film
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM BAIL
Hollywood — Besides Edna Ma-

Oliver, Robert Woolsey and Rosco^
Ates, just added, at least six othe
comedians will be assigned to Radi
Pictures' "Hold 'Em Jail," accordinj
to David 0. Selznick. Production i

to start in February. Bert Wheeler
Eddie Quillan, Dorothy Lee, Arlen<
Judge, Ken Murray. Mitzi Greei
and Ivan Lebedeff also will be in it*

Detroit's First Foreign Policy
Detroit — First foreign languag^

picture house here is being openet
in the Little Theater by David B
Walton. It will play German talkies
exclusively. Walton, who is botl
owner and manager, was formerly
manager of the Little Theater ol
Newark. Capitol Films of Ne^r
York will book the films.

Complain on Unpaid Films
An appeal has been made b'

Judea Films to the Omaha Chambeid
of Commerce to investigate exhibt
tors from that point who ordere<
films and then failed to pay foi
them.

Burglars Get $500
Lakeville, Conn. — Burglars en-

tering the Palace over the week-enc
smashed the lock on the safe ana,
escaped with about $500. An addi-
tional $200 was overlooked.

New Incorporations

NEW JERSEY CHARTERS
Hunt's Centre Theater, Inc., Trenton. \

J. 500 shares common.
Hunt's Century Theater, Inc., Trenton;

same as above. 500 shares.

Hunt's Crescent Theater, Inc., Trenton;
same as above. 500 shares.

Hunt's Gaiety Theater, Inc., Trenton;
^ame as above. 500 shares.

DESIGNATIONS
Greater Theater, Maryland, 100 shares,

no par.
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)HIO CENSOR ADVOCATES

SUPERVISION AT SOURCE

(Continued from Pane 1)

ional office, said Skinner, who con-

1 iders it unnecessary to duplicate

ajhis expenditure in various states

1 aving legal censorship. The Ohio
• jnsor board takes in $60,000 a year,

bile operating costs are $36,000,

u ;aving $24,000 for the state. Skin-

if er believes this surplus should be

i.sed to provide a film library of pic-

jres for visual education, but it is

ecessary to enact a law before this

an be done.

vack of Talk in "Ben Hur"
Arouses No Complaints

Scores of deaf people have been
ttracted to the Rialto since the run

f "Ben Hur" began last Thursday,

s this M-G-M revival has a syn-

hronized score but no dialogue, it

as stated at the theater yesterday,

ractically no complaints have been

lade over the fact that the picture

I without talk.

iffewman to Manage Oakland Para.
"'

Oakland, Cal. — A. M. Bowles,

i.iorthern California division man-
ger for Fox West Coast Theaters,

nnounces that Frank R. Newman,
lanager of the Fox-Oakland since

's opening three years ago, has

Ieen transferred to the managership
I the new $3,000,000 Paramount
ere, opening Dec. 16. George
[uey, heretofore assistant manager
E the Fox Grand Lake, will be the

ublicity director of the new house.

Ihil Phillips is the new manager of

tie Fox-Oakland.

[erman Timberg in M-G-M Shorts
yest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Holljrwood — Herman Timberg.
tage comedian who arrived here

lis week at the head of an RKO
audeville uni'', has started work on

vo comedy shorts for M-G-M. Tim-
erg has authored shorts for Clark
nd McCullough. Lillian Roth, Eu-
ene and Willie Howard and William
ifemarest, as well as those in which
e is to appear.

Blowitz in Massilon
Massilon. 0.—Sam Blowitz has
sen appointed manager of War-
Ts' Lincoln. He was formerly
acker of the Warner theater de-

rtment in northern Ohio.

Miami Houses Get $1,.519

Miami — Unemployment benefit

eek performances by Greater Mi-
mi Theater Owners and Managers'
ss'n brought in $1,519 for the re-

Cf fund. Mitchel Wolfson and
mes H. McKoy were chairmen of

ie committee.

Father To Direct Son
Bob Steele, star of Trem Carr's series

of Westerns released by Tiffany, will

be directed by his own father in his

next production. The daddy is Robert
N. Bradbury, an old hand at directing.
Incidentally, he wrote the new Steele
vehicle, as yet untitled.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH WILK'^^mmm^

11

HOLLYWOOD
J])OROTHY HOWELL and Robert

Riskin, prominent members of
the Columbia writing staff, are writ-
ing an untitled prize-fight story,

which will mark Eddie Buzzell's de-

but as a feature director.
* * *

Merian C. Cooper, newest associate pro-
ducer at RKO, has won decorations from
several go%ernments. He became interested
in aviation during the war and organized the
Polish aviation corps, leading it against Rus-
sia. He was captured and spent two years
in a Russian military camp. Consistent with
his adventuring spirit, he has been active in

the Pan-American Airways, which stretches

through Mexico. Central and South America.

Mary Nolan, who appeared in

"File 113," has been given a long
term contract by M. H. Hoffman.
Her first vehicle under her new con-

tract will be "Vanity Fair," in which
she will play the part of "Becky
Sharp."

* * +

Jack Pickford, who has been in the moun-
tains recuperating from a recent breakdown,
is back in Hollywood with his health re-

stored.
* * * «

C. C. Burr is all smiles. "Torchy,"
the first of his series of "Torchy"
comedies, is playing the Paramount,
Los Angeles, and the Paramount,
San Francisco, while "Torchy Passes
the Buck," is at the Los Angeles,
Los Angeles. "Torchy Turns the
Trick" and "Torchy's Night-Cap"
were pre-viewed this week.

* * *

Edward Cahn, Universal director, and Al-

len Rivkin and Pincus Wolfson, Universal
writers, showed unsuspected ability as speak-
ers at a meeting of the Los Angeles B'nai
B'rith luncheon club. Cahn discussed sin-

cerity in the motion picture of tomorrow,
while Rivkin's topic was "Broadway Gossip
Writers." Wolfson discussed contemporary
writers as surgeons of literature.

A. A. Kline, playwright and
scenarist, is en route to India, where
he will gather material for a play
he is writing. He will visit China,
Egypt, France and other countries
before returning to the United
States next spring.

* * *

Frank McHugh and Eric Linden
are recent additions to "Roar of the

^rowd." Warner vehicle for James
Cagney and Joan Blondell.

* * *

Anton Grot has been assigned the
art direction of "Alias the Doctor,"
the Richard Barthelmess picture
which Michael Curtiz will direct for
First National. Barney McGill is

first cameraman and William Can-
non is assisting Curtiz with the di-

rection.
* * *

With the increased schedule at Monogram
studios, Paul Malvern, former assistant di-

rector on westerns, has been appointed as an
additional production manager, according to

announcement today by Trem Carr. Mono-
gram production head. Malvern wi'l be in

charge of westerns, while Charles A. Post,
present produttion manager, will handle the
melodramas.

George Archainbaud, contrary to
a report, has not been apprized of
an option renewal next year by
Radio Pictures. The director's pres-

ent contract still has several months
to go and only recently he completed
the making of "Men of Chance,"
which David O. Selznick has highly
approved.

« « *

Victor Schertzinger, according to
report, is writing a musical score
for a big production to be made by
one of the local studios. Schertzinger
is a prominent musical composer as
well as a director.

* * *

Rochelle Hudson's contract with
Radio Pictures has been renewed for
six months.

* *

Roy J. Pomeroy, who was recently granted
three additional patents on sound recording
and reproduction devices, is expecting to be
notified any day now of the granting of an-
other patent on an important invention for
talking pictures. This new device is sched-
uled to play no small part in sound pictures
and will revolutionize certain phases of the
production end of the business.

* *

Roland Brown starts work soon
after the first of the year on the
direction of John Barrymore in
"State's Attorney" for Radio Pic-
tures.

* * *

Loretta Sayers and Wallace MacDona'd
were added last week to the cast of Co'um-
bia's new Buck Jones special, "High Speed,"
being directed by Ross Lederman.

* * *

Herbert Prior ivas a recent ad-
dition to M-G-Ws "Arsene Lupin,"
with the Barrymore brothers.

* * *

Radio Pictures assignments: Emmett King
William Davidson and Nanette Lavette for
"The Lost Squadron," adapted by Wallace
Smith and being directed by Paul Sloane

;

Robert Woolsey for "Frontier."
* * *

Mack Sennett has placed a new
comedy in work. It is called
"Caught in His Nighty," with prin-
cipals including Arthur Stone, Helen
Mann, Dorothy Granger, Luis Al-
berni and Dick Stewart, Babe Staf-
ford is directing.

* * *

Monogram Pictures has comoleted "The
Ghost City." starring Bill Codv with Andv
Shuford. Also in the cast are He'en Foster.
Walter Miller, Kate Campbell, Charles Kine
Walter Shumway and Jack Carlyle. Harry
Fraser directed from his own story.

* * *

Wells Root is adapting "The Bird
of Paradise," in which Dolores Del
Rio will be starred by Radio Pic-
tures under direction of King Vidor.

* * #

Paramount has assigned Kav Francis op-
posite Fredric March in "The 'Black Robe,"
to be directed by Lothar Mendez . . . DonalH
Novis. radio and Broadway stage tenor, will
be with Maurice Chevalier in "One Hour
With You."

* * *

Gregory La Cava will direct Fan-
ny Hurst's "Symphony of Six Mil-
lion" for Radio Pictures,

* * *

Tom Tyler starts work within the week
:n his next Monogram western, "Single-
Handed Saunders."

* * *

John H. Harris, the Pittsburgh
theater man, and Lucille Williams,
film actress, plan to be married in
January or February. George
O'Brien, Fox star, will be best man,
and Mary Harris maid of honor.

B'HAM AHENDANCE DIPS

EOLLOWMAKE SCARE

n J J
(Continued from Page 1)

(jadsden, who admitted receiving IG
snakes from Texas and turning them
V^\ \°,r^T°

Birmingham operators.
Carl Wall also was arrested for
throwing stench bombs.

Hays OfRcTContinuing
Drive on Express Rates

Representatives of the Hays office
within a few days will continue their
efforts to bring about a reduction in
e^P^ess rates on film shipments
when they mterview vice-presidents
ot the Railway Express Co. The
Southeastern Express Co., which is
the only railroad express firm op-
erating in the United States outside
of the Railway Express, has already
agreed to cut rates 50 per cent on
shipments between theaters and ex-
changes.

Cloud & Walter Add House
Electra, Tex.—Cloud & Walker

who now operate all three theaters
here, have opened a new theater in
Joinersville.

Ministers Fight Sunday Shows
Atlanta — A militant group has

been formed by local ministers to
fight Mayor Keys' proposal for char-
ity movies on Sunday.

Joe E. Brown Film in 3 L.A. Houses
lest Ccist Bureau, THE FILM DAII Y
Los Angeles—Joe E. Brown in

"'Local Boy Makes Good," First Na-
tional picture, is currently playing
in three local houses, the Western,
Hollywood and Downtown.

Waldridge Signed by F. N.
Harold Waldridge, well known as

a juvenile on Broadway before he
went to Hollywood, has "been signed
for an important role in Richard
Barthelmess' current First National
picture, "Alias the Doctor."

Manny Goldstein with RKO
Manny Goldstein has joined RKO,

ollowing merger of RKO Pathe with
that company. He is understood to
be occupied with business office
duties.

Operators Form Social Club
Minneapolis—Independent Motion

Picture Operators, Inc., has filed
articles of incorporation to carry on
and conduct a fraternal organiza-
tion. Incorporators are M. J. Gil-
fillan, Burt Carlisle and W. H. Gage.

RKO Closing Detroit House
Detroit—RKO is closing the Tem-

ple on Sunday after two years as a
picture house, operating at a loss.
Lease has 14 years to run.

No Limit
Sheepshead Bay, L. I.— If there's a

product shortage, the Sheepshead the-
ater of the Century Circuit is unaware
of it. Next week it will double-feature
two of the season's latest hits. "Palmy
Days" and "Sin of Madelon Claudet."
Also coming in jointly are "Monkey
Business" and "Are These Our Children?"
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Warner-F. N. Merger Case Postponed Until March

. S. SENAJE MAY INVUlGATE RKO JnANCING

ffcct Of Mellon's Theater Tax Proposal Minimized
_Jpposition May Defeat or
Reduce Proposed 10%

Levy on Tickets
Film circles yesterday greeted
ithout excitement the recommen-
ation of Secretary of the Treasury
.ndrew Mellon, in his report to

ongress, for a revival of the 10

er cent tax on theater admissions
own to a dime. The proposal,

{Continued on Page 7)

JONTRIByniSTO FUND

NOT COMINGFflST ENOUGH

With only a few more contribu-

ons received yesterday by the

ILM DAILY RELIEF FUND, the

)tal money received to date is far

ehind receipts for the first three
ays of the drive last year. A few
undred dollars will not provide for

{Continued on Page 7)

ritish Co-op Exhibs Seek
Deal With U. S. Distribs

Gordon Craig, British film man,
ill soon come to America in an ef-

)rt to persuade American distribu-

•rs operating in Great Britain to

11 to the exhibitor cooperative

hich leading English exhibitors

ive organized. Up to the present
me American exchanges, taking
le same attitude as the Kinema
enters' Society, John Maxwell and
;hers engaged in production and
stribution, have refused to sell to

lis group.

Canavan May Quit If Rebate Plan Fails

A report in circulation along Broadway yesterday had William F. Canavan, president
of the I. A. T. S. E. and M. P. 0. as having threatened to resign owing to failure

of stage hands' and operators' locals to approve his 36-week wage rebate plan. Accord-
ing to one story the organization's board of governors, at its meeting yesterday, was
considering Canavan's resignation. Efforts to reach officials of the union for comment
on the report were unavailing.

WarnersSayReceiverSuit
Is Without Foundation

Coast Producers' Ass'n
Makes Personnel Changes

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Three changes have

been effected in the personnel of the
board of directors of the Ass'n of

M. P. Producers. Daryl Zanuck has
replaced Hal Wallis, Samuel Gold-
wyn takes the position formerly oc-

cupied by Abraham Lehr and Hal
Roach succeeds Benjamin Shipman.

Bill of complaint filed yesterday
in Chancery Court, Wilmington, Del.,

asking appointment of a receiver for
Warner Bros, was declared by the
company last night to be entirely
without foundation. Although the
complainant, Jules Endler of Pas-
saic, N. J., sets forth in his bill that
he is the owner of 310 shares of
common stock, Warners stated that
he is not a stockholder of record,

(Continued on Page 5i

15 -Reel Comedy Planned by Sennett

Holdovers All Over
Besides setting many new gross rec-

ords, Universal's "Frankenrtein" is on
the way to establishing holdover records

as well. Up to yesterday there were
five cities—Cleveland, Boston, Detroit,

Washington and Milwaukee—on the list

of holdovers for three weeks. Seven
cities already are holdovers for a second
week, with a good chance of a third.

In Rochester and Providence the picture

has moved to a different house for a

second week, while in 10 cities the
regular half-week booking has been ex-
tended to a week or 10 days.

IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A 15-reel comedy

roadshow feature, the cast of which
will include at least nine comedy
stars headed by Charles E. Mack of

Moran and Mack, will be produced
and directed by Mack Sennett. The

(Continued on Page 5)

Carl Laemmle, Jr., Assigns
Five Universal Directors

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—New assignments for

five Universal directors have just
been made by Carl Laemmle, Jr., as

(Continued on Page 5)

Dept. of Justice Postpones
Warner - F. A^. Merger Case

Wired Erlanger Houses
Roadshowing "Al'ce"

"Alice in Wonderland," the Unique
Foto Film prodc'ion presented by
Hugo Maienthau and which recent-

ly played to 6,700 admissions and
turned away another 6,000 at a Sat-

urday morning show for children at

the Roxy, has been booked by the

Erlanger circuit for roadshowing in
(.Continued on Page 5)

Trial of the Department of Jus-
tice anti-trust action against War-
ner Bros, and First National, has
'-een postponed until March 1 in the
'ederal Court, New York City. The
"ase was due to have come up late
this year. Postponement is due to

the fact that Warner-First National
attorneys are occupied with their
companies' sound royalty case with
Western Electric and Electrical Re-
search Products now in arbitration.

Probe of New Stock Plan
To be Demanded by

Senator Dill
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Immediate investi-

gation by the United States Senate
of the refinancing operations of RKO
will be demanded by Senator Clar-
ence C. Dill of the State of Wash-
ington, he declared yesterday. A
resolution calling for the inquiry
will be introduced in the Senate in

a few days. Dill said.

There are several phases of the
(Continued on Page 2)

WINS OPERATOR FIGHT

Birmingham — Ending a contro-
versy which began last summer, the
operators' union has come to an
agreement with the Birmingham
Theatrical Co. whereby the circuit

will use three instead of four pro-
jectionists in the downtown houses
and one man in the neighborhood
theaters. Union men resume Dec.
14 on a scale of $58.50 weekly. A
dozen houses are involved.

Multicolor Lab to Make
Black and White Prints

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—All black and white

prints for United Artists are to be
made by the Multicolor laboratory,
it is announced by Howard Hughes.
He adds that Mul'icolor has weath-
ered its financial crisis and is oper-
ating at a profit.

Resume in Mexico
Mexico City—All United States dis-

tributors have resumed accepting con-
tracts following restoration by the Gov-
ernment of the former tax of eight
pesos per kilo on films, replacing the
obnoxious 75 pesos per kilo assessment.
The exorbitant charge was effected last

)uly, but removed upon protest of
Mexican exhibitors.
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M-G-M Signs Anita Loos
Wv't Coast Buieai, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A'^.ita Loos, writer,

has been signed by M-G-M.

J,N%W«»#*V*••>>••••>^5
it New York Long Island City "
. 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. fx
i.t BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 J'X

lEastinain Films!
S I. E. Bmilatoiur, Inc.

«

it *' •

'• Chicago Hollywood H
j'j 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica tJ

CALumet 3692 Blvd. K
J'J

HOLlywood 4121 K
is :i

Florida vs. California

Sarasota, Fla.—A jinx appears to be on the trail of the RKO Pathe unit

that is making outdoor sequences in Florida for the new Ann Harding picture.

Last week Miss Harding suffered a dislocated shoulder, and yesterday three

members of the technical staff were injured on the Tamiami Trail between

here and Venice when their auto was wrecked. The trio includes Tommie
Clark, assistant head cameraman, John Orlando, head grip man, and W. E.

Copeland, grip man.

U. 8. SENATE MAY PROBE

RKO FINANCINO PLAN

(Continued from Page 1)

financng deal that appear very

tricky to him, declared the Sena-

tor, and he wants the Senate to

delve deep into the situation to see

if everything is fair and square and

aboveboard.

"It seems to me," Dill said, "that

the RKO refinancing plan, providing

that unless each stockholder sub-

scribe to the new stock he will have

taken from him three-fourths of his

present stock, which will be turned

over to RCA as a bonus for taking

up the stockholders' subscription, is

taking a dirty advantage of the poor
fellow who has stock but no money
to put up, and that he is being put
on the spot to lose all his holding?
in RKO because of his misfortune
ind the financial power of RCA."

RKO Officials Leave
For Baltimore Meeting

Officials of RKO, including B. B.
Kahane, Wil'iam Mallard, Herman
Zohbel and J. Miller Walker, left

last night for Baltimore with not
nuite sufficient proxies favoring the
RKO re-financing plan to be voted
'ipon at the special meeting today.
Hiras S. Brown is expected to leave
for Baltimore today with additiona'
Droxies received in this morning's
mail. If the total does not reach
'he required 1,500,000, the meeting
v/ill be adjorned 24 hours to await
further proxies

A new dissenting faction cropped
out last n'ght whpi it was reported
from Schenectady that .58 stockhold-
ers represent'ng 10.000 shares had
named V. W. Reynolds their repre-
sentative to attend the meeting and
"^npose the refinancing plan. Mrs.
Caroline Kohl, big Chicago stock-
holder, also will have her lawver
present presumably to oppose thr
present plan.

M-G-M Releases

M-G-M's new release schedule se-
nuence from Dec. 26 is as follows:
"Mata Hari," "Emma," "Hell
Divers," "Tarzan. the Ape Man,"
"Courage." "City Sentinel,"
"Freaks," "Arsene Lupin."

Tiffany Film for Warner
Tiffany's "Branded Men" has been

booked to play the Warner on
Broadway starting tomorrow.

SIX MORE RKO THEATERS

ADDING VAUDEVILLE ACTS

Six more RKO theaters will in-

clude five vaudeville acts in addi-
tion to the feature picture and
shorts starting Dec. 26. The houses
are the Downtown, Detroit; RKO
Emboyd, Fort Wayne; Palace, South
Bend; Regent, Grand Rapids;
Keith's, Washington, and the Sher-
dan Square, Pittsburgh. E. M.
"EMO" Orowitz leaves tomorrow on
a tour of these cities to supplement
pecial campaigns now being car-
ried on in connection with the
"hange of policy. The houses have
been running a straight picture
policy.

Sinclair Lewis Lauds
"Arrowsmith" as Film

Upsetting precedent in the reac-
tion of a novelist to the talker ver-
sion of his book, Sinclair Lewis has
lent Samuel Goldwyn a highly laud-
atory letter of appreciation for the
manner in which "Arrowsmith" was
talkerized. The novelist also praiseJ
Sidney Howard's adaptation and the
acting of Roland Colman, Helen
Hayes, A. E. Anson and Richard
Bennett, adding. that the film "com-
pletely carried out everything I tried

to do in 'Arrowsmith'."
In an interview with newspaper-

men, Sinclair also predicated a new
era of adult mo' ion pictures which
vill be made on the principle that
not all cinemagoers are morons. He
said "Arrowsmith" had not been
written down to this level.

Kopfstein Named Representative

London — Showman Films, Ltd.,

has appointed Jack Kopfstein of

New York as its exclusive American
representative for the purchase of
American made films to be distrib-

uted through the eleven Showman
Films branch offices.

Mayfair Theatre B'ldg, N. Y. 1
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i HOLLYWOOD

THE INDUSTRrS
DATE BOOK

Today: Special Meeting of RKO stock
holders to vote on plans for change ir

capitalization.

Dec. 12: Annual entertainment and ball ol

Fox Athletic Club. Hotel Astor, New
York. Proceeds for relief.

Dec. 14: Warner Bros, stockholders' meeting.,
New York.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of CaroUnai
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlottt .

Charlotte, N. C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures)
Hotel Plaza. New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

Annual convention of M P
Hotel Mayflower, Washing

i

March 14-16:

T. O. A.,
ton. D. C.

Another Ampa Guest

Mary Orr, ingenue lead withlj

Grace George in "The Golden Cin-
j

derella," has been added to the list

of guests for today's A. M. P. A.
luncheon in the Hotel Dixie. Other
celebs will be Charles E. Murphy,
Edmund Lowe and Alice Reinheart.

Cameo Cuts Scale

RKO will reduce admission prices

at the Cameo effective Saturday.
The new scale will be 25 cents from
10 a.m. to 1 p.m., 35 cents from 1 to

5 p.m. and 50 cents from 5 p.m. to

closing. The old scale was 35, 50 and
75 cents. No advance in price will

be made from Saturdays and Sun-
days.

NED WAYBURN
Institute of Dancing

announces

REDUCED RATES
20% '° 50%

OFF ON ALL REGULAR CLASS AND
PRIVATE INSTRUCTION IN

STAGE DANCING
ACROBATICS

RADIO-TALKIE
MICROPHONE and VOICE TRAINING

REDUCING-BUILDING UP
Body Conditioning for Health and Beauty

Evening rates as low as $2 and not over

$5 weekly
Regular day classes 5 times a week

Evening classes 1, 2 and 5 times weekly
Children's classes every Saturday

and after school hours

NED WAYBURN INSTITUTE OF DANCING
625 Madison Ave. (at 59 St.) New York

606 South Michigan Boulevard, Chicago
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PARDON US
for the BACK lALK!
We canh tell you how to run your business

BUT WE CAN TELL YOU WHAT
OTHER THEATRES ARE DOING
TO MAKE MONEY!

Lend us vour ear on the next naofe blense



''Even we're surprised

but the pubEic seems to

have some money left

when you have laughs

to sell-'

Here's the kind of business it's doing:

n FVELAND—Shoots gross to 35% above normal.
^ . . n

BALTIMORE-4 days grossed more thart 25% better that, average 6-day week.

CANTON—Jumps gross to double normal biz.

EVANSVILLE-PuUs gross to twice average receipts.

PITTSBURGH-Tremendous! 75% over average take.

comLa/ion .0 M-O-M exkiWtors asonetUt h (.ro^mg em.,^,^dy successful.)

uu A TD TJ

NOW PLAYING ON BROADWAY at the RlVOLl THEATRb

AND NOTICE HOW WISE SHOWjW|N
ARE BILLING US! ^

T,,,.caKou.e>nt

"BEAU HUNKS" is one of the

8 Laurel-Hardy comedies for this

season. Have you got them for

your house yet?

METRO-GOLDWYN-MA
On Top—and Going Stronger Than Ever!
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WARNERSSAYRECEIVERSUIT

IS WIIHOUT

(CoHtinned from Page 1)

and also denied his allegation that

the corporation is insolvent and un-
able to meet its current and matur
ing obligations. The Warner state-

ment said further: "From the in

formation at hand it is apparen
that there is no merit to the clair.

and the allegations made in the pea
ion are not true in fact. The basi;

of the petition is that the corpora-
tion cannot meet its maturing obll

gations. This is untrue as the com-
pany is paying all bills promptly
and taking advantage of cash dis-

counts. The company has no bank
loans and has large cash balances.
Former Federal Judge Hugh M.
Morris of Wilmington has been re-

tained to represent the corporation."
This makes the second receiver-

ship bill filed in Wilmington in a
year against Warners. The first

was dismissed when evidence shovsed
that affidavits obtained from another
bill were substituted. Endler goes
on to allege that the company suf-

fered bigger losses last year than
reported, that it has no bank credits

because all banking connections
were severed, that the Bi'unswick
musical division has been a big loss

and is for sale at $8,000,000 less than
purchase price, that preferred divi-

dends are being paid out of surplus
and not from earnings, that it holds
contracts with stars at exorbitant
salaries, that non-operation of many
theaters has caused losses, etc. An-
nual stockholders' meeting of War-
ner Bros, is to be held here Monday.

Carl Laemmle, Jr., Assigns
Five Universal Directors

(Continued from Page 1)

follows: Hobart Henley to direct

"Night Club," original by Alan Riv-

kin and Pincus J. Wolfson; Ernest
L. Frank to "The Adventure Lady,"
Liberty Magazine serial by Dale
Collins; Robert Florey to adapt and
direct "The Invisible Man," and John
Stahl to "Back Street" and "The
Left Bank," and William Wyler to

"The Marriage Interlude."

"Tarzan' Re-titled

M-G-M's "Tarzan" has been re-

named "Tarzan, the Ape Man."

"Olga Baclanova, besides being one of
the most beautiful women in pictures,
is one of the only three women in

America who can do the rare Russian
embroideries that are one of the wonders
of the country."

—M-C-M.

» • • WHY PRESS agents' hair turns gray prematurely
It so happened that a much front-paged young screen

couple were bag and baggaging towards Gotham recently
and were scheduled to disembark in Grand Central Terminal
simultaneous with a new femme foreign star The
company which holds contracts on the famous hubby and the
European importation was plenty worried All the press
breaks would go to the established star although it was impor-
tant to the company's plans to get a build-up for the femme
new'comer A wire was shot to Chicago asking the young
celeb and his wife to get off the rattler at the 125th St. Station

to "avoid newspapermen asking him awkward ques-
tions" Imagine the press dep't agitation when he wired
back that the train didn't stop at 125th St.! As the
rattler rattled into Grand Central the ambassadors to the press

were sweating blood, or whatever ambassadors to the press

sweat But Old Dame Luck gave 'em a deal The
foreign importation had lost a piece of jewelry and the Big-

Hearted reporters and photographers were so occupied in hunt-
ing for it that they gave the famous couple but little attention

and they made a qui^k Getaway Oddly enough,
the lost article idea was legitimate and not a p. a. gag.

* * * *

• • • SIDNEY GARRETT has bought a Pelham commuta-
tion ticket Mister Glucktman of Capitol Film Exchange
collected a flock of military celebs to attend premiere of "The
Battle of Gallipoli" at the Cameo recently They in-

cluded Sir Hubert Wilkins and Lady Wilkins, who know many a
newsreel cameraman Having washed his hands for u
final time on the Radio lot, Doug MacLean plans to go a-sailing

along the Mex Coast Upon his return he may talkerize

"Twenty-three and a Half Hours' Leave," Mary Roberts Rine-
hart story which he owns Add Today's Exciting News:
Mary Pickford has purchased a new dog

* * * *

• • • LUPE VELEZ, plus her mother, may railroad into

Manhattan about Christmas all because Lupe has John Han-
cocked a contract offered by one Flo Ziegfeld Sam Gold-
wyn liked the raves of the New York daily reviewers over
"Arrowsmith" naturally No sooner did Ann Hard-
ing go to Florida on a location trip than her hubby, Harry
Bannister, drew an assignment to play in "Husband's Holiday."

And then there's one about the press agent who had
the Bright Idea of exploiting "The Yellow Ticket" by giving an
femme patrons yellow tickets But when one considers
the er symbolism of a yellow ticket Tut! Tut!

* * * *

• • • IF YOU want to find out whether some of the moguls
of the movies know anything about the film which makes or
breaks them tell them this gag if they fall on
the floor in a convulsion they're okay if they
look at you and say "and then what?" you'll know that
they should be selling carpets or something
Here it is An IMPORTANT film exec assigned one of
his old newspaper cronies to the post of European editor of the
company's newsreel in control of all continental cam-
eramen one day the New York editor cabled the foreign
editor as follows "Your Italian cameraman is sending
all shots on the old Gaumont frame-line have him
change to standard" and the foreign, editor's reply

which cost six dollars to send read
"Can't understand it he uses Eastman raw stock the
same as all the others."

* * * *

• • • WILL ROGERS, chewing gum 'n' all, will visit Rus-
sia before he returns to the Fox lot to work in a sequel to
"They Had to See Paris" Looks like Howard Hughes
has abandoned his plans for a trip Eastward John Itfertz,

new chairman of the Paramount finance committee, isn't going
to talk for publication until he gets a firmer grip on the situa-
tion and then only when he has something definite to
say Sidney Abel is getting Auto Cinema into better
business shape, with his associate, E. J. O'Donnell, plugging
away, too What became of all those independent pro-
duction plans announced for the East last Spring?

15-REEL COMEDY IS

PUNNED BY SENNEH
(Continued from Page 1)

proposed production has been under
way for more than a year at the
Sennett studios, but it was only re-
cently that actual negotiations were
begun for the assembling of the cast
which Sennett hopes to make one
of the most amazing in current
picture offerings.

Negotiations are under way for
the signing of such personalities as
Clara Bow, Lupe Velej;, Jean Harlow
and Dorothy Burgess, combining
four kinds of "It" in one produc-
tion. For the male roles Sennett
has a proposed line-up which in-

cludes Edmund Lowe, Rosco Ates,
W. C. Fields, Andy Clyde and Moran
of Moran and Mack. The support-
ing cast will probably include Mack
Swain, Ben Turpin and Lloyd Ham-
ilton.

The roadshow is planned as the
biggest all-star comedy ever placed
upon the screen, according to Sen-
nett, who declares that he is more
enthusiastic over the undertaking
than any picture he has made in
his 20 years of comedy producing.
Questioned on the length of the pro-
duction, Sennett said that it might
run 15 reels or even longer. "When
the public stops laughing, we will
ring down the curtain, but not until
them," he declared.

Wired Erlanger Houses
Roadshowing "Alice"
(Continued from Page 1)

its wired houses. The picture opens
Christmas Day at the Erlanger in
Buffalo and the Erlanger-Grand in
Cincinnati.

Party for Explorers
Harold McCracken, Dr. Laurence

M. Gould, James L. Clark and Har-
old Noice, all noted explorers, whose
camera record of faraway countries
is contained in "Explorers of the
World," were presented to the press
yesterday at a reception given by
Raspin Productions, who are spon-
soring the film, which will have its

premiere at the Criterion on Dec. 14.

iifei.

f
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

December 10
Sidney Fox

George Lewis

Victor McLaglen

Una Morkel

Don Anderson



A Call
To ALMS ANSWER IT NOW !

He was your pal a Few months

ago. You gave him a grand hello

when you met him. Where is he

now? « « « « « « « «

Vou don't see him around lately.

Worry and hunger have bent his

shoulders. Conditions have tem-

porarily put him on the unem-

ployment list. Hundreds of other

motion picture men are in a simi-

lar fix. The Film Daily Relief Fund

wants to help them all back on

their feet. But the resources of

the Fund have been heavily taxed.

The hand you shook yesterday

is extended to you today...

pleadingly. He's still your pal.

Don't forsake him now. « « «

HELP US TO HELP HIMI

GIVE
SEND yOUR CHECK

NOW TO

k'

This advertisement was con-
ceived by George R. Bilson
and designed by J. P. Gour-
lay of First National Pic-
tures, Inc.

FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND
1650 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY
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EFFECT OF TAX PROPOSAL

NINIMIZED BY INDUSTRY

(.Continued from Page 1)

which was expected and has been re-

ported from time to time, is on y
jne of several efforts to be made in

ongress that would saddle an ad-
litional burden on theaters at a

crucial time, it was the opinion of

iim execut.ves contacted on the

matter. Similar measures, state-

ivide in scope, have b?en and will

38 introduced in various Legisla-
tures, now in session and starting
>arly in 1932.

"Nothing unusual" was the way
2. C. Pett John of ths Hays office

lommented on the Mel!on proposal.

3e pointed out that during the last

regular session of Corgress five or

six similar tax measures were in-

;roduced.
Commenting on the recommenda-

ion film executives generally point-

ed out that enacting of a plan such
IS proposed by Mellon would have
;he effect of placing a staggering
jurden on the theaters in a trouble-

iome period. They expressed doubt
hat the measure would meet the
ipproval of members of Congress
"amiliar with the theaters' situa-
;ion.

Among executives of major com-
janies willing to comment on the
natter was Col. Ed. A. Schiller of

Lioew's, who said:

"Generally speaking, I do not be-

lieve it possible for the industry as

I whole to absorb a 10 per cent ad-
nission tax. To add the tax to ad-
missions m'ght make prices pro-

tiibitive, and to take 10 percent off

;he grosses would not be possible
because of present conditions. In
lifferent situations and isolated

;ases it m'ght be poss'b'e. bit gen-
erally speaking, as did Secretary
Mellon, I believe it will lessen busi-

less in the theaters."
Opposition by practically all in-

terests included in Mellon's tax pro-

posal, which takes in tobacco, auto-
mobiles, cigarettes, rpdios, phono-
graphs, telegrams, cables, etc., is

igured to harmonize ^"ith th^ fight

:hat the film interests will put up
jgainst the added load, w'th the re-

ult that some sort rf compromise
ir total elimination is at least a

possibility.

It was also pointed out that a lot

;ould happen between the "lak'ng of

ihe recommendation and th" actual
snactment of a law to nut the tax
into effect. If enacted, the levy
would start July 1, 1932, and run
for two years.
Bert New, Washington represen-

tative of the Hays organization, yes-

terday was examin'ng the Mellon
plan and other measures affecting

the industry.

Celebs at M. P. Club
The Motion Picture Club Is becoming

more of a rendezvous for film celebrities

when In the big town. Among not-ibles

glimpsed there yesterday were William
Haines, Georges Carpentier, Olsen and
Johnson, Edmund Lowe and others.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
//

• By RALPH WILK'.

HOLLYWOOD
WALTER LANG is on the first

leg of a six months' tour of the
world. He is now on the "Virginia"
bound for New York via the Pana-
ma Canal. He will spend a month
visiting the Ufa studios in Germany
and wi'l also visit studios in Eng-
land and other European countries

* * *

Hollywood's first Chr^'-*'"-ns pres-

<>iit has arrived. June Collyer yes-

terday bouf/ht a pedigreed two
nioiiths old Scottie puppy as a Yule-
fide gift for her husband, Stuar'
Erwin.

Edna May Oliver, whose real

name is Edna May Sutter, has peti-

tioned the Superior Court for per-
mission to make the screen name her
legal name.

Jean Harlow is returning to Kansas City
to spend several days with her parents, Al-
and Mrs. S, D. Harlow.

"Thirty Days," wri'^ten by Hal
Conklin. is the first of a series of

Droductions planned by Patrician
Pictures, of which Emil C. Jensen is

Tjroduction manager.

Wil'iain Goodrich has completed di'-ection

-f "Anybody's Goat." Educational-Cameo
'imedy, w'th Fern Emmett, Lew Kelly
Monty Col'ins. Phil McCulloueh. Lynton
Brent, Dick Bishop and Al Thompson.

Joe E. Brown is exnected to finish

"Firemen. Save My Ch'ld," his new-
est First National starring film, ir

''bort a week- after which he wiP
•opt nntq the first of the vear. Lloyd
^acon is directing the Brown pic-

ture, with a supnortirg "ast th-^t in

eludes Evalyn Knapp. L'l'an Bond
Guy Kibbee, Richard Carle and
others.

Areus Productions' cameramen photoeraph-
'ng the third of the "Ghost of Other Days"
"er'es. noticed an o'd undertaking parlor near
Tombstone. Arizona. They called in an ef-

'ort to secure information regarding the sur-
-ounding "ghosts." As thev walked in they
^eard the undertak"r complaining about the
depression, so thev asVed the usual nuestion
"How's business?" "Dead," he replied, and
'-e was serious.

Louis Brock, producer of short
subjects for RKO-Radio, has re-

ceived the sixth and final story of
the series starring Chic Sale. It is

an original, as yet untitled, written

by Ben Holmes in collaboration with
Mark Sandrich, who will direct.

* * *

Victor Raby, who recently iyivent-

ed what has been called the first

ideal camera hliynp from the com-
bined viewpoint of cameramen and
soundinen, is now busy constructing
'T^'tjcitril units and has already
effected several refinements, one of

which eliminates another 25 pound"
in weight. Raby is head of the tech-
>irril dp.ymr^ment at Educational
which has fully protected the "vac-

,.„,, h'imv" and will retain all

rights to the device. Associated with
him in the experiments was Dwighf
Warren, chief cameraman at Editca-
tional.

I-"ies C 'ey is ''"<> today from the coast

to start in his next Warner production, tem-
porarily called "The Roar of the Crowd,"
by Howard Hawks and Seton I. Miller. Al-

-eady CP't for it are. in addition to Joan
Blondell in the feminine lead Eric L-nden
Ann Dvorak and Frank McHueh. Hawk'

^'prt. with Raymond Griffith as pro-
duction supervisor.

* * *

R' lh Chatterton has been alht*cd
'he R'irbnnk bungalow that ivas

used by Colleen Moore when she wn^
T Fir^t National star. M'"'' Chatt^r-
^on starts work next month in "Th"
Rich Are Always With Us" for War-
ners.

* * *

Williain Bakewell's following is

making big gains, judging from fan
magazine letters and queries.

An example of the efficiency now being es-

tablished on the Radio lot under the David
O. Selznick supervision is offered in the
achievement of Wa'lace Smith, who wrote the
screen version and dialogue for "Lost Squad-
ron" in about two weeks.

Pending negotiations for a new
contract with a major producing or-
Tanization, Victor Schertzinger.
prominent director and composer is

devoting his time to a new oper-
etta whi^h he anticipates havlnsr on
the market during the Olympic Meet
in 1932.

Tom Brown, one of three promising
iuvenil»s recently signed bv Carl Laemmle
Jr., has been assigned to Universal's "Sons
of the Legion." The picture, by E. A.
Patterson and Georce Green, is patt'^rned
somewhat on the order of "Spirit of Notre
Dame," but with the Culver Military
Academy as background. The two other new
players, one of whom may be in the same
cast, are Neila Perry and Nedra GuUette.

Seattle House Robbed of $800

Seattle—A bandit recently held up
the Moore and got away with about
$800 after tying up Kent Thompson,
manager; Al Wilson, assistant man-
ager, and E. D. S'^anley, treasurer.

Cushman in Klamath Falls

Klamath Falls, Ore.—Allan Cush-
Ttpn, for the past five years af-
filiated with Fox West Coast houses,
has been named as publicity direc-
tor for the Pelican.

New 16 mm. Film Directory

Drvenport, la.—A revised edition,

number four, of the Victor Direc-

tory of 16 mm. Film Sources has
just been issued by the Victor Ani-
matograph Corp. Besides listing all

known sources of 16 mm. pictures,
juch as business firms, producing
studios, distributors, etc., the direc-
tory now contains data concerning
numerous uses of such films and

I

equipments.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO FUND

NOT COMINO FAST ENOUGH

(Continued jrom Patic 1)

the many truly needy cases that
will be forced to appeal to the Relief
?und for aid during the next twelve
months. Thousands MUST be re-
ceived if YOU want to feel that
worthy workers in the motion pic-
ture industry who are in distress
will be given a helping hand. Don't
be too proud to send a dollar, and
if you can afford it don't hesitate to
-end a hundred dollars. Every dol-
lar means sustenance for those who
are in need through sickness, mis-
fortune and unavoidable destitution.

Among the first to send in their
checks, without urging, without any-
thing more than the formal an-
nouncement that the FUND had
opened for this year—and not count-
ing some who asked that their names
be withheld—were:
Irene F. Scott W. Ray Johnston
Ned E. Depinet Joe Weil
K. A. Shiller Jack Alicoate
N. L. Manheim E. T. Leaper
Gustav Brock D. C, Gillette
Maurice Kann

One In a Thousand

At 999 hotels in Atlantic City you
can get the same thing . , , rooms
with or without meals . ,

*An Original and Unique Service has
made

Tti.

CAROLINA
CREST

The Thousandth Hotel

"Abed or at your service table en-

joy a delicious Tray Breakfast,

WITHOUT CHARGE. In the pri-

vacy of your own comfortable room

while you glance through your

morning paper , , , then wonder,

as all our guests do—how we hap-

pened to move your home to the

CAROLINA CREST
North Carolina Ave., Near Boardwalk

ATLANTIC CITY, N. j.

SPECIAL WINTER RATES:—

Single $3
Double $6

Every room with private bath—Bed
lamps and at least three windows

IT'S WISE TO MAKE RESERVATIONS
IN ADVANCE
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SOME THOUGHTS
on

CHRISTMAS

HOLIDAY
BOOKINGS

am

Important

Company

Announcements

on

SUITABLE
PRODUCT
TIMELY

THOUGHTS
on a

TIMELY SUBJECT

Exchange Lineup for

Handling Mascot Serials

With the appointment this week
of the Standard Film Exchange of

Cleveland and Cincinnati as new dis-

tributor for Ohio and Kentucky, the

exchange lineup handling Nat Le-

vine's Mascot serials in now as fol-

lows:
Affiliated Producers, Atlanta;

Alexander Film Service, Pittsburgh;

Allied Film Exchanges, Dallas and
Oklahoma City; All Star Features
Distributors, Los Angeles; All Star

Features Distributors, San Fran-
cisco; Capital Film Exchange, New
York; Celebrated Film Eixchange.

Minneapolis; Consolidated Produc-

tions, Denver and Salt Lake City;

Excellent Film Exchange, Toronto;

Excellent Pictures, Detroit; Gold
Medal Film, Philadelphia and Wash-
ington; Hollywood Films, Boston; P.

C. Hurst, Seattle; B. N. Judell, Chi-

cago, Indianapolis and St. Louis;

Mid-west Film Distributors, Kansas
City and Omaha; Mid-west Film Co..

Milwaukee; Standard Film Ex-
changes, Albany and Buffalo.

J. H. Hoffberg Co., New York,
controls the foreign rights to all

Mascot serials.

Soviet Films for Cameo
"The Struggle for Life," Amkino

release in which wild animals are

the actors and biological theory
forms the plot, opens Saturday at

•^he Cameo. The picture has syn-

chronized explanatory talk in Eng-
lish. The first Russian sound news-
reel and a sound short, "Dorvoz,"
dealing with circus acrobats, also

will be on the program.

L. P. DeWolfe to Memphis
Memphis—L. P. DeWolfe, former-

ly at the Orpheum in New Orleans,
is here to succeed Louis Hellborn
as manager of the local RKO Or-
phem, which is closing and will

undergo renovations for reopening
Christmas Day. T. Stevens of To-
ledo replaced DeWolfe in New Or-
leans.

Resume Kid Shows
Macon, Ga. — Children's shows,

under the auspices of the Macon
Better Films Committee, were re-

sumed this week at the Ritz after
having been discontinued for over
a month.

House Robbed of $500
Rockville, Conn. — Five hundred

dollars in cash was taken from the
safe of the Palace this week by a
thief who used iron bars and a
sledge hammer. The house is owned
by Interstate Theaters Corp., of
which James Mahoney is Connecti-
cut manager.

Vaude for Waterbury
Waterbury, Conn. — Warners'

Strand, managed by Julia Smith,
has inaugurated seven-act stage
shows on Saturdays and Sundays.

Columbia Optimistic
Columbia's publicity department

informs that the company will de-
liver every picture announced for
production during 1931-32.

Advancement in Sound
Shown at S.M.P.E. Meet
Advanced features in sound record-

ing and reproducing were demon-
strated last night to members of

the S.M.P.E. and the Institute of

Radio Engineers in the Engineering
Societies, Auditorium by Halsey A.
Frederick, transmission instruments
director of Bell Telephone Laborato-
ries. Using disc records cut by the
vertical method, a new high power
amplifier and latest type of loud
speakers, Frederick presented a
faithful reproduction of organ, or-

chestral and vocal music, which his

audience could scarcely distinguish
from the original in either quality or
volume.

Equity Firm Against Sunday Shows
Although the Broadway legit,

managers want Sunday shows, the
council of Actors' Equity at a meet-
ing this week again voted almost
unanimously against performances
on the Sabbath. The decision was
called final.

Hope Hampton's Mother Dies
HVrf Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mrs. Harry C. Ken-

nedy, mother of Hope Hampton
(Mrs. Jules Brulatour), died Tues-
day in Hollywood Hospital. She had
been ill several weeks.

Swanson Film at Rialto Dec. 17

Gloria Swanson in "Tonight or
Never," Samuel Goldwyn produc-
tion, opens Thursday evening Dec.
17, at the Rialto, following "Ben
Hur."

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^^By HARRY N. BLAIR ii.^

gERTHOLD VIERTEL has starte.

production on "The Wiser Sex,
in which Claudette Colbert, Willian
Boyd, Lilyan Tashman and Melvyi
Douglas are featured. The latter re
cently arrived here from Hollywood
where he appeared opposite Gloria
Swanson in "Tonight or Never." ii

the same role which he created oi

the New York stage last season.

Joe and William Mandel, acio~

batic comedians, who recenVy re-

turned from a successful tour of

the Continent, have just comnlefed
their Vitaphone short. The film, n
two-reelers, is called "On Edge" ava
Alf Goulding directed.

Josephine Morse, who played in

New York and London legitimate,

has been added to the cast of the

Nancy Carroll-Richard Arlen-Pau-
line Frederick feature now in work
on the Paramount lot.

Effie Shannon has been added to

the cast of Paramount's "The Wisei
Sex." She has a lon<T record in the

legitimate field, but this will be her

first screen appearance.

Benny Meroff and his band will

find time between Palace shows to

make a short for Vitaphone. Roy
Mack will direct the picture, one of

the Melody Master series titled "I '.^

a Panic."

THE

VlAJIESTIC
APARTMENTS
115 Central Park West
BlockfronI -jut to yind Sts.

3 to 14 ROOMS
Featuring:

Tower apartments of 4, 6 and
10 Rooms

Private Solaria in corner apart-
ments of 8 and 10 Rooms

Private terraces with units of
wide range of size and ex-
posure

Duplex apartments of 12 and
14 Rooms with both Ter-
races and Solaria.

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY

Housekeeping—Restaurant
and Hotel Service
Representative at the Building

TRafalgar 7-7480

Renting and Managing Agents

CHANIN MANAGEMENT,
Inc.

122 East 42nd Street
LExington 2-3800

Cooperation of Brokers Invited

AT 1931 PRICES..

Magnificence
ai ilie \^osi oj

^ 1 1 iediocrHy ....

T'ne Majestic makes its strongest

appeal on its unmatcnea location,

superior arrangement and size of

rooms, and tne sumptuousness of

its ultra-modern appointments.

That all of this is available at rent-

als suck as are asked for ordinary

apartments makes an added at-

traction to living on tke sunny

de of tke Park.



Ideas For Holiday Business Drive in This Issue

^1 Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Harold B. Franklin Resigns from H-F Theaters

EXHIBITORS OUT TO Ljl CHRISTMi^SLUMP

Court Upholds Tri-Ergon^s Right to Sound Patent

The Kids
and Christmas time

- By Jack Alicoate ;;;;;=

NEVER comes along a
Christmas season that we

do not gather together the
younger ruling members of
Dur household, supplement the
gathering with some neighbor-
fiood junior social favorites,

and act as the Man-From-
ook's in picking out the best
inema Christmas program in

town, of course presided over
by old Kriss Kringle himself,
lOr the entertainment, amusement,
jdification and all ai'ound improve-
nent of mind of this noisy but rep-
•esentative gathering of youngsters,
[nasmuch as there are, without
loubt and perhaps, some twenty-five

million additional kids within the

confines of these patriotic United
States whose minds, at least during
,his fesiive season, incline in the

lame general direction, it does strike

IS that the exhibitor who fails to

nake an enthusiastic play for this

)usiness is deaf, dumb and slightly

)lind in at least one eye.
•

WHENEVER you get the young-

sters pulling for your particu-

ar show you are getting the loudest,

nost enthusiastic and persistent

vord-of-mouth advertising in the

vorld. When these kids make up
;heir minds it is usually made up as

iolid as the foundation of the Para-
nount building. And don't forget

they carry along the older folks, too.

Irandma, Aunt Sophie, Cousin Lu-
tinda and all the rest.

•
rHERE are a hundred and one

motion picture subjects, some
rdinary perhaps at any other time

^Continued on Page 2)

Decision Involves Photo-
Electric Cell Widely

Used for Sound
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A decision having an

important bearing on the future of

sound pictures was given yesterday
in District Supreme Court by Judge
Jesse C. Adkins when, after months
of study, he ruled that a patent on

an invention sought by the Ameri-
can Tri-Egon Co., and refused by

{Continued on Page 11)

URGED BYJELIX f. FEIST

"Build up laugh programs" is

Felix F. Feist's suggestion to ex-

hibitors, uttered by the M-G-M gen-
eral sales manager yesterday when
he arrived in New York after visit-

ng exchanges and the Coast. Par-
ticularly under present conditions,

(Continued on Page 13)

Realizing Greater Need,
Doubles Check for Fund
striking the keynote of the spirit

needed on the part of the more
"ortunate in these trying days,

Thomas D. Goldberg of the Wal-
brook and Harford theaters, Balti-

(Continued on Page 12)

Coldwyn Defends Costs

A defense of production costs

will be made by Samuel Coldwyn

in a statement which he will issue

immediately in answer to critics of

Hollywood studios and their activi-

ties. He is understood to have been

conferring with executives of the

Hays office concerning the matter.

Boosting Kid Attendance
to Feature Drive for
Christmas Business

Armed with a vast assortment of
features, shorts and exploitation
stunts that are either adaptable or
specifically designed for holiday
trade, distributors and exhibitors are
joining hands to overcome the tra-
ditional pre-Christmas slump in at-

iContinued on Page 4)

Wm. C. Elliott Succeeds Canavan
William C. Elliott of Cincinnati

has been elected president of the

I A. T. S. E. and M. P. 0., succeed-

ing William F. Canavan, whose
resignation was indicated exclusive-

ly in yesterday's Film Daily.
Canavan offered his resignation ow-
ing to failure of locals throughout

(Continued on Page 12)

RKO Meeting Adjourned;
42,000 Proxies Needed

Baltimore—Meeting of the RKO
stockholders was adjourned yester-

day after two sessions, and will re-

convene at 11 o'clock this morning.
According to B. B. Kahane, vice

president of RKO, 1,500,524 proxies

have been received with 42,000 more
(Continued on Page 12)

Harold B. Franklin Resigns
From Hughes-Franklin Theaters
Ticket Tax in England

Is Proving Disastrous

London—Evidence of the disastrous effects

of the increased entertainment tax is piling

up, and frantic exhibitors have warned the

government of the seriousness of the situation,

and hearings on the matter are expected to

be held shortly. Since Nov. 9 receipts at

many kinemas have dropped nearly 50 per cent.

IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Harold B. Franklin

resigned yesterday as president and
general manager of the Hughes-
Franklin circuit of theaters. He has
moved his headquarters to the Para-
mount Theater where he will carry
on the theater management of Para-
mount and United Artists.

TWO HUGilES SPECIALS

ON U. A.'8j932-33 LIST

Howard Hughes will produce two
specials for the United Artists 1932-
33 program. President Joseph M.
Schenck told The Film Daily yes-

(Cotttinued on Page 12)

Will Seek Early Hearing
In Warner Receiver Suit
Wilmington, Del.—Indications are

that Warner Bros, will seek an im-
mediate hearing on the receivership
bill filed Wednesday by Jules Endler,
and it is understood the company's
attorneys are confident the action
will be dismissed as quickly as the
one filed about a year ago, when

(Continued on Page 13)

Harry M. Warner Urges

More Sincerity in Acting

Pictures would be greatly enhanced if players
gave their parts more sincerity, declared Harry
M. Warner yesterday. The Warner Bros, presi-
dent, w/ho returned to New York from the
Coast a few days ago, declared that no longer
can players succeed by posing before fhe
camera. All parts must be completely played,
he said.
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Eastman Tax Rebate
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Eastman Kodak has

received an income tax refund of
$2,542,304 on excesses since 1929.
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The Kids
. . . and Christmas time

(Continued from Pape 1)

of the year, that are naturals for

the Christmas weeks. No amount
of depression or irritation will ever

rob this great country of its splendid

Christmas spirit. Give the kids, even
the fifty-year-old ones, plenty of tin-

sel and holiday atmosphere. Sure,

the world is getting sophisticated,

but if folks all over the country can
read and believe Broadway column-
ists there is still hope for Santa
Claus. Gathering in Christmas busi-

ness means mainly digging in the

cinema Christmas stocking for it.

Goldreyer Will Handle
Two Conford Theaters

Alfred C. Goldreyer, manager and
supervisor of the Concourse, Bronx
theater, owned by the Conford
Amusement Co., will also handle
the 1,200-seat theater which the

same company will take over shortly

at Fordham Road and Davidson
Ave. Conford owns the building in

which the Band Box theater is situ-

ated and upon expiration of the lease

shortly it will be rebuilt into a mod-
ern playhouse.
The Concourse also is undergoing

extensive improvements at present

to make it one of the finest houses
n the Bronx.

Rapid Progress on Warner Houses
Favorable weather has expedi^^ed

the building of several new Warner
Bros, theaters, it is stated by Her-
man Maier, head of the construction

department. The Warner in Ridge-
wood, N. J., is ready for roofing; the

s+eel work for the Warner in Nash-
ville, Tenn., and the big office build-

ing being erected in connection with
it, has been completed; and excava-
tion has been completed for the of-

fice building to be built with the the-

ater in Mansfield, O., and bids have
been asked on the construction work.

Famous Circus Outmoved by Movies
London—Bostock's Menagerie, for

126 years an institution in the IBrit-

ish Isles, has been disbanded and
T)urchased by the London Zoo, the
breaking up being ascribed to the
change in public entertainment
tastes brought about by the movies.

Mary Carr a Grandma
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Birth of a girl to

Mrs. Frank Walsh, wife of the ac-

tor, makes Mary Carr, her mother,
a grandmother.

Robinson for London Premiere
Edward G. Robinson, who sails

on the He de France today for
Europe, will make a personal ap-
pearance at the London premiere of
his W. B. picture, "Five Star Final"
at the Carlton, Dec. 26.

Big 4 Western at Loew's National
"Headin' for Trouble," Big 4 west-

ern starring Bob Custer, has been
booked into Loew's National by
Herman Gluckman's Capital Film
Exchange, New York City.

RAILWAY EXPRESS JOINS

IN EILM RATE REDUCTION

Railway Express Agency, Inc.,

has joined the Southeastern Ex-

press, in reducing express rates on

return film from exhibitors to film

exchanges in Atlanta, Baltimore,
Charlotte, Cincinnati, Jacksonville,
Louisville, Memphis, New Orleans,
St. Louis and Washington. The re-

duction is 50 per cent of the former
rate, provided the film is sent both
ways on one company's lines, and
is eff'ective Jan. 5. According to

George E. Lee, vice-president of the

R.E.A., the reduction is in the form
of an experiment. If successful, it

may be put into effect throughout
the country, Lee also said that the
cut in rates has been made to meet
motor truck competition.

The move by both express com-
panies is looked upon as a victory
for J. H. Butner, Educational's
branch manager in Atlanta, who
has been agitating for the reduction
for the past year. With several
'iiembers of the Hays organization.
Butner recently visited both Lee and
R. S. Wheeler, traffic manager, in

Mew York, when the new tariff was
discussed and an investigation by
the R.E.A. started.

Century Circuit Men Shifted

Two Century Circuit men have
returned to theater duties after
being attached to the home office.

Sidney Seckler, formerly booker of

short features for the circuit, has
been appointed manager of the
Brooklyn Rialto, while Manny Fried-
nan, lately associated with the pub-
licity department, is now managing
the Fantasy in Rockville Centre.

Myron Siegel was tranferred from
the post of assistant manager of the
Fantasy to the home office, where
he has taken the duties of assistant
to the publicity director. Murray
Greene has also been added to the
oublicity staff.

THEATRE RECORDS
Now Available

On 33^4 R.P.M.

OVERTURES AND
EXIT MUSIC

Listings of Selections

Now Available

LEW WHITE—Organ
ROY SMECK- Hawaiian Orch.

VIC IRWIN'S—Orchestra
SAM LANIN- Orchestra
LOU GOLD - Orchestra

Write for Further Details
Mail Orders Filled

f'rice 75c Each

AMERICAN RECORD CORP.
1776 Broadway, N. Y. C.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Dec. 12: Annual entertainment and ball >

Fox Athletic Club. Hotel Astor, Nei
York. Proceeds for relief.

Dec. 14: Warner Bros, stockholders' meetinf
New York.

Dec. IS: Meeting of Allied Theater Owner
of New Jersey, Hotel Lincoln, New Yorli

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n. Hotel Charlotte
Charlotte. N C

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-danc
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures)
Hotel Plaza. New York

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n anr
National Film Industry. Prague, Czecho
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M P
T O. A.. Hotel Mayflower, Washing
ton. D. C.

Max Weiss Closes Foreign Deal
Max Weiss, who has been in Eng--

land and on the continent for the
past two months in the interest oi
Artclass Pictures, has made a deal
with Pathe, Ltd., London, for thf
United Kingdom covering "Night
Life in Reno," "Convicted" and
"Cavalier of the West." Weiss leaves
London this week for Paris, where
he will remain about 10 days, and
then return to New York.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekl; Ratei

Powars Chwphone Equipment Corporation

raa-TTM »ve.. n. v. BRYANT B-eoeT

Tw^enty-five Years]
—the money from the sale of }

Christmas Seals has promoted: j

— theestablishmentofsanatoriums i

for treating tuberculosis •

— the finding of tuberculosis in
time to effect a cure

—health inspection of school
children

—the teaching of habits that help
to insure good health

—the bringing of rest, good food,
sunshine, fresh air, medical at-

tention to sick children

a/lelp cfiglil C/uberculosis

Buy Christmas Seals
THE N.\TION.\L, STATE AND LOCAL TUBERCDL08IE

ASSOCIATIONS OF THE U.VITED STATES
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Holiday Drive for Kid Trade Plannea
Dozens of Stunts Aimed to

Increase Size of

B. O. Lines
(.Continued from Page 1)

tendance. That the holiday slack-

ness in theater trade can be over-

come by the right kind of effort has
been demonstrated particularly over

the Publix circuit, which this year
again has mapped out the most ag-

gressive campaign of all.

Among the principal lines of ac-

tivity being followed in going after

the December business is to offer pa-

trons special inducements to attend

theaters. Extra attractions on
week-day nights, mostly in the na-

ture of promoted local talent shows,

attractive give-aways and holiday
hook-ups, have been found produc-
tive of results.

Film bookings for the period are

to be chosen for their holiday suit-

ability as well as general box-office

appeal, with particular stress on
attractions that will bring in the

kids during their Christmas vaca-
tion period.

Ticket-Selling Ideas
An Important Factor

While a Yuletide atmosphere,
Christmas trees, decorations, parcel-

checking accommodations and other
trimmings will serve to brighten up
a theater and put folks in the spirit

of the season, the most important
thing is to work out ideas that will

result in ticket sales. The Christ-
mas tree can create cheer, but some-
thing else is necessary—local Follies,

contests of various kinds, a double-
truck, etc.—to bring the folks to the
b. 0., and everything must be plan-
ned to that end.

Increasing Holiday Ticket Sales

In addition to the practice of giving books of tickets or admission cards good
for so many performances, both becoming more popular each year as Christmas

gifts, live-wire exhibitors are now utilizing other opportunities for disposing of

extra admissions here and there around the holidays.

One good plan is to have merchants buy tickets, at regular box-office prices,

to be offered to customers who make Christmas purchases amounting to $10
or more. This has been found not only an easy arrangement to effect, but the

merchants also will feature the plan in their newspaper advertising.

The many booster clubs now in existence throughout the country, such as the

Mickey Mouse, Terry-Tooners, Mickey McCuire and other kid organizations,

also can be utilized in promoting sales of tickets.

Bigger Ballyhoo
Bringing Results

Theater ballyhoo during the
pre-holiday weeks must be designed
to meet the competition of the tre-
mendous amount of other ballying
that is in progress on all sides at
this time. Even the big houses,
which for a long time have refrained
from the more obvious forms of ex-
ploitation, are now adopting strong
'attraction methods and finding them
profitable. Similar intensification is

turning the trick for the smaller
theaters. The public of late has be-

New Year's Blowoff
A good climatic stunt to top off

New Year's Eve shows this year
would be to stage a home-talent
tableaux containing a mock battle

between 1931, as Old Man Depres-
sion, and 1932, as Young Kid Pros-
perity. The bout can start at five

minutes to midnight, allowing just
enough leeway for it to finish in

time to make way for the big noise
as the New Year Is ushered in.

come very much ballyhoo-minded
and must be approached accordingly.

Different Stunt
For Each Night
To cover the widest possible

amount of potential patronage, a
different stunt for each night of the
week is perhaps the most effective
plan. Ideas which can be utilized

in almost any city include: Local
talent shows, preferably musical fol-

lies; local bands, juvenile or other-
wise; amateur nights, which also
niay be designated as opportunity
night or radio audition contests;
stage auctions, good for several
nights, with proceeds from the do-
nated articles going to relief work,
and offering opportunity to have the
mayor or other notable open the
auction; school debates, home town
night, American Legion night, danc-
ing school revue, country store, give-
away night. Boy Scout' tie-up, com-
munity singing.
A group of the best six stunts for

special nights can be worked out
and the same features repeated on
corresponding days of the following
week.

Cooperation from
Local Merchants

Getting the cooperation of local
merchants should be an easy mat-
ter, in as much as give-away nights
can be designed to spur Christmas
shopping. Several cooperative ad
pages can be obtained in this connec-
tion. Arrangements wherebv thpa
ters will purchase a dailv quantity
of admissions for distribution to pa-
trons also can be utilized to advan
tage.

Books of Tickets

As Christmas Gifts
Presenting books of admission

tickets is a good Christmas gift idea.
By plugging this feature, selling
persons on the unusual acceptability
of theater tickets as a present, and
the many occasions of enjoyment
that such a gift will provide to the
recipient, the sales can be boosted
considerably.

Attractive cards, in gold, silver or
other colors depending on the face
value, may be preferred over book-
lets. The eagerness of almost any-
one to boast that he has a "pass" to
a theater is one of the best avenues
of approach in putting over this idea.

Special Campaigns
To Bring in the Kids
As the holiday season presents a

good opportunity for attracting kid

patronage, some special effort in this

direction is important. There is no
better time for starting a serial. If

the features booked are not likely

to particularly interest the young-
sters, it is an easy matter to build
up the program with the necessary
type of shorts. Other desirable ac-
tivity includes kiddie stage shows
with local talent, harmonica contests,
coupon and gift tie-ups with news-
papers and merchants, sending of
birthday or holiday cards or giving
birthday parties, promotions through
the Mickey Mouse, Mickey McGuire,
Terry-Toon and Skippy Clubs, as
well as membership drives for these
juvenile organizations.

Building Up Crowds
For New Year Show
Concerted action to build up the

New Year's Eve audience to the

limit of capacity also is important,

not only for the good-will effect but
also as a means of realizing a big
night's gross to offset the earlier
slim receipts. How to engineer the
New Year climax must be governed
'argely by local situation. As far
as the crowds are concerned, neither
business conditions nor anything else
will down the urge and spirit to en-
gage in some sort of celebration.

In addition to stage talent shows,
locally recruited, preferably putting
on a timely tableau or burlesque, a
good stunt is a theater-dinner-dance
party, tried last year with excellent
results by Publix. The hotel where
the dinner-dance takes place will aid
'n the advertising and exploitation
'iterature, and if the affair can be
hooked up with a local organization
that customarily holds a New Year's
Eve party there will be no trouble
assuring a big turnout.

Closing the box-office at 5 P. M.
and reopening with a new program
for the gala New Year's Eve show
also has excellent possibilities.

Favors, noisemakers, balloons, con-
fetti and other holiday accessories
can be promoted, and if there is a
local radio station it would be a
good idea to arrange for the broad-
casting of the big blowout.

BIG DIVERSITY OF STUNTS

BEING WORie BY PUBLI)

Following up the success attainec
through intensive Christmas busi-
ness drives in past years, Publix is

again conducting a concerted cam-
paign to beat the December slump.
Besides the wide diversity of "stunts
a-nite" features applicable to almost
any theater, many sections of the
circuit are going in for stunts of a
big nature.

Probably the most comprehensive,
give-away program planned in the
circuit is that now being Initiated
by Manager Beaver and District
Publicity Director Beck at the Ala-:
bama, Birmingham. Give-aways ev-
ery night in December before Christ-,
mas aggregating in value over
$20,000, will, it is thought, rip the-
town open and definitely establish'
the theater as the outstanding place i

of entertainment in Birmingham. I

Among the give-aways planned i

are four automobiles, four radios,
four electric refrigerators, two sets
of furniture, one piano, five tons of
coal, 10 electrical appliances, five
jewelry prizes plus a $250 give-away
prize on Christmas Eve. Proper ex-
ploitation of the event is being
planned.

The Fairfax in Miami is calling
the period from Thanksgiving to

Christmas "Give-Away Month" and
has a long list of items set, mosi
outstanding of which is a holiday
trip to Havana.

In Chai-lotte the Carolina is defi-

nitely set to give away an electiic

stove, $200 worth of jewelry, $200;
radio, and $200 worth of furniture.:;

The Ritz theater in Columbia, S. C,
will give away a Chevrolet or

Christmas Eve.

In LjTichburg. Va., the three Pub-
lix theaters in the town will give an
automobile away the night of Dec. 23

;

In Pennsylvania and New York,:
theaters are putting on stage shows.']

local stock company, merchantslj
jubilee weeks, Santa Claus parades,/!

radio station glee clubs, baby con-,

I

tests, spelling bees, stage weddings,;
beauty contest, and style shows.

Other houses throughout the cir-

cuit are putting on similar stunts.

Holiday Street Stunt

If you can get the use of idle

trolley cars, make a tieup with the

traction company to use them to

ballyhoo your New Year's Eve show.

Plan the program as a lively affair,

and then ballyhoo it with gay ban-

ners on the street cars, which should

be run not only through the town,

but also as far into nearby towns as

possible.



OFTEN THE BEST THINGS COME IN SMALL PACKAGES
Eaucational s Snort Suo/ccts EmDody tnc LaugnS/ tnc

run and Frivolity /ou iNeca lor tne Holiday Season

IN
your holiday program, be sure

to catch the spirit of that period.

Back up your feature with two and

onesreel units that are light and

hreexy, a screen smile, a screen

laugh that has the beam and cheerio

ness of Old St. Nick.

The happy holiday state of mind

that pervades the country is in these

Educational Short Subjects, small

packages packed with entertainment

— merry, mirthful, exhilarating!

tUrrLoJ. (j-vctuAji^

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
"THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

Member, Motion Picture Producers dnd Distributors oF America, Inc

Will H. Hays, President
f. V/. HAhM^OHS. President
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Flock of Features for Holiday Plugging
Numerous Attractions on

Tap for Bringing in

the Whole Family

"Bring the whole family back to

the theater" virtually will be the

industry's slogan for Christmas

Week. With this objective in mind,
distributors are plannng to release
a flock of pictures calculated to ap-
peal to everyone from father down
the line to the children; Particulai:

efforts will be expended to plug pic-

tures with comedy or other cheer-
ful angles.

11 Warner-F. N. Films

For Holiday Trade
Warner Bros, and First National

have 11 productions which they con-

sider suited for holiday playing.

They are: "Side Show," with Winnie
Lightner and Charles Butterworth;
"Father's Son," with Leon Janney,
Lewis Stone and Irene Rich; "Broad
Minded," with Joe E. Brown; "The
Bargain," with Lewis Stone and
Doris Kenyon; "Her Majesty, Love,"
with Marilyn Miller; "Under Eigh-
teen," wth Regis Toomey and Anita
Page; "Manhattan Parade," with
Winnie Lightner; "Local Boy Makes
Good," with Joe E. Brown; "Penrod
and Sam," with Leon Janney, and "I
Like Your Nerve,' with Doug Fair-
banks, Jr. "Blonde Crazy" is an-
other comedy release.

"Champ" and "Ben Hur"
Being Plugged by M-G-M
M-G-M is getting behind "The

Champ," Jackie Cooper-Wallace
Beery story, and its revival, "Ben
Hur," now with synchronized score
and effects. The latter especially is
an appropriate attraction for the
season and can be tied up with or-
ganizations and pushed for good at-
tendance by any enterprising exhibi-
tor.

Special Holiday Trailers by Nat'l Screen
Special holiday material has been prepared by fhe National Screen Service

for Christmas release. Featured is the De Luxe Merry Christmas Greeting, an

elaborate subject artistically prepared with a background of inspiring music and
choral singing. For theaters desiring shorter trailers, a Junior Trailer has been
made. The former is 208 feet and the Junior 1 1 1 feet. A De Luxe Happy
New Year greeting, a Junior New Year's Greeting and special trailers announc-
ing New Year's Eve midnight shows have also been prepared. Clever animation
and synchronization coupled with rhythmic music and snappy tempos are in-

corporated in all the releases.

Jackie Cooper's "Sooky"

Highlights Para. List

Paramount's sales force will tell

you that no holiday program is com-

plete without "Sooky," featuring

Jackie Cooper, Robert Coogan and

other juvenile players who appeared

in "Skippy." Another Paramount
picture said to have special Christ-
mas appeal is "Husband's Holiday,"
featuring Clive Brook, Vivienne Os-
borne and Juliette Compton.

Universal Finds Four
Good For Holiday Trade

Universal is urging booking of

four of its features as especially

suited for inducing family trade

around the Yuletide. They are: "The
Spirit of Notre Dame," with Lew
Ayres; "Seed," with Lois Wilson
and John Boles; "Mother's Millions,"
with May Robson, and "Heaven on
Earth."

Revival Week
M. B. Horwitz, general manager of

the Washington Circuit in Cleve-
land, has been very successful with
revivals to overcome the added sales

resistance of pre-Christmas activi-

ties. He lets his patrons vote for

the pictures to be revived. A sam-
ple, taken from the revival program
being shown next week at the
Heights in Cleveland Heights, fol-

lows: "Whoopee" and "Disraeli";
Monday, "Morocco" and "Connecti-
cut Yankee"; Tuesday, "Holiday"
and "New Moon"; Wednesday, 'The
Millionaire" and "A Free Soul";
Thursday, "Seed" and "Lightnin"';
Friday, "Abraham Lincoln" and
"Father and Son"; Saturday, "Skip-
py" and "Daddy Long Legs."

Gaynor-Farrell Film
Is Fox Headliner

"Delicious," Janet Gaynor-Charles
Farrell vehicle, tops the Fox list for I loping Thru." Co-starring Bill Cody

RKO's "Way Back Home"
Has Family Appeal
"Way Back Home," starring the

radio celeb, Seth Parker, is receiv-

ing much exhibitor attention as a

Christmas week booking from the

RKO-Radio list. The Wheeler and
Woolsey comedies, headed by "Peach
O'Reno" and including "Half Shot at

Sunrise," "The Cuckoos" and
"Cracked Nuts," are expected to get

considerable holiday playing time.

Among Radio and Pathe features on
the return engagement list are:

"Donovan's Kid," "Rio Rita," "Holi-

day," "Laugh and Get Rich," "De-
votion," "Rebound," "Born to Love,"

"Cimmaron and the Eddie Quillan

features.

Eight Monogram Westerns

For Christmas Playdates
Monogram releases will exclusive-

ly carry a Western flavor. Four
starring Tom Tyler are: "Partners
of the Trail," "Man from Death Val-
ley," "Two-Fisted Justice" and "Gal-

XMAS WEEK GOOD TIME

FOR OPENING SERIAIJ

Taking advantage of the Holiday
school-vacation period as a favor-
able time to start the showing of
a serial, Nat Levine, president of
Mascot Pictures, has arranged for
the release of one of his new serials,
"The Lightning Warrior," with Rin-
Tin-Tin, at this time.

"Exhibitors in planning their
Christmas shows should bear
mind that the holiday weeks are par-
ticularly kid weeks at theaters,"
says Levine. "In addition, therefore,
to whatever special seasonal shorts
or features they include on their
Christmas-week programs, they
would do well to include a good ser-
ial. Christmas week is the best
week of the year to open a serial,
for the right serial will insure
twelve weeks' continuance of the un-
usual kid patronage that is prac-
tically assured during this vacation
period."

special release during Christmas
week. Other Fox productions which
are being booked for that period in-

clude: "Rainbow Trail," with George
O'Brien; "Ambassador Bill," with
Will Rogers; "Over the Hll," with
Mae Marsh, James Dunn and Sally

Filers; "Surrender," with Warner
Baxter and Leila Hyams; "Riders of

the Purple Sage," with George
O'Brien; "Skyline," featuring Tom
Meighan, Hardie Albright and Mau-
reen O'Sullivan; "Daddy Long
Legs," and "Merely Mary Ann,"
both Gaynor - Farrell co-starring
vehicles.

"Alice in Wonderland"
Is Unique Foto Release

Ideally suited for juvenile audi-
ences is "Alice in Wonderland,"
which is being released by Unique
Foto Film. The feature recently
played the Roxy at a special morn-
mg show. It has been booked by a
number of important circuits.

and Andy Shuford are the following:
"Dugan of the Badlands," "The Mon-
tana Kid," "Oklahoma Jim" and
"Land of Wanted Men."

Tiffany Featuring
Two Western Series
Tiffany is laying stress on its two

series of westerns for holiday book-
ings. Ken Maynard, very popular
with the kids, has finished the fol-

lowing in his new series of outdoor
pictures: "Two Gun Man," "Alias
the Bad Man," "The Arizona Ter-
ror," "Range Law," "Branded Man,"
and "The Pocatello Kid."
Bob Steele, the handsome cowboy

who appeals to the girls as well as
the boys, appears in "Near the
Trail's End" and "The Nevada Buck-
aroo."

"Murder at Midnight," mystery
drama, also is among the Tiffany
pictures in release at Christmas
time.

Chance for Extra Space
In Newspaper Stories

There is no better time than the
holiday season for getting extra
space in the newspapers by supply-
ing them with the right kind of
press matter. This is the period
when editors yearn for human inter-
est stories of movie stars, their
Christmas activities, making New-
Year's pledges, and so on.

Regular and special publicity mat-
ter, applying to the pictures booked,
can be obtained from all distributing
companies, and the wide-awake ex-
hibitor will go after such material
and make the most of it.

It is important to bear in mind
that the human interest angle is of
principal value in getting considera-
tion for these stories. Editors, dur-
ing these festive weeks, will give
more consideration to that point
than to any other in their selection
of copy.

Cold, Silver and Red
An ideal Christmas gift sugges-

tion, especially adaptable for neigh-

borhood theaters, is the gold, silver

and red pass card idea being ex-

ploited by the Little Picture House
in New York. The Red card, costing

$10, admits two persons to 10 dif-

ferent performances the Silver, at

$5, is good for two persons at five

performances, and the Red admits
two to any ten weekday matinees.
Each of the cards represents a sub-

stantial discount from the regular

scale, thereby making them doubly
attractive as a gift of long cheer at

low cost.
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Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr.
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^JJ^^OTOTHERS KNOWTHEJAg/
GRIFFITH! The man who has picturized so many
daring themes in the past, now takes the one big

subject that is rocking the country-THE SHAME OF
A NATION — and mounting above anything he

has given you before, sends roaring across the

screen this devastating

STORY OF MEN AND WOMEN WHO DRINK TODAY

IW. GRIFFITHS
PERSONALLY DIRECTED

WET OR DRY, RED, WHITE OR BLUE

NOSED, NO MATTER WHAT YOUR
PERSONAL OPINION MAY BE ONE
THING IS CERTAIN! THIS PICTURE IS

BOX-OFFICE! OVERWHELMING IN

ITS TIMELINESS! TREMENDOUS AS
ENTERTAINMENT!

JNITED ARTISTS
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Plenty Gay Shorts to Cheer Xmas Bilk

Wide Variety of Subjects

Available for Building

Up Yule Programs

A gala array of short subjects

suitable for Christmas release, with

special appeal to the kiddies, is

available at every sales exchange in

the country. Not only are recent

productions significant to the holi-

day spirit, but many shorts produced
during the past year may be booked,

and in many cases re-booked, to fill

out the Christmas program. Plenty

of cartoons, juvenile comedies, song
reels and travel shorts with timely

content or angles are on the bookers'

lists. In many cases where exhibi-

tors are playing a feature that in no
way is pertinent to the holiday, the

spirit may be aroused through the

building up of a colorful short sub-

ject program around the main pic-

ture.

Vitaphone Strong On
Christmas Subjects

Featuring its latest short subject

production, "The Season's Greet-

ings," Vitaphone is presenting more

than a score of shorts suitable for

Christmas programs. "The Season's

Greetings" carries the story of a

little boy and girl who on Christmas
morning examine the toys left by
Santa Claus. Billy Hayes, Vita-

phone's Penrod of the Booth Tark-
ington Juvenile Stories, and Betty
Sholar, the Marjorie Jones, are the
children. As Billy Hayes picks up
his first gift, a copy of Robert L.

Ripley's new "Believe It or Not"
book, it dissolves into an enlarged re-

production of the book and Ripley
steps out. He tells a few "Believe It

or Nots" about Christmas and then
steps back into the book again. Joe
Penner pops out of a Jack-in-a-box,
and then two dolls dissolve into

Thelma White and Fanny Watson
dressed in rompers, while another
doll develops into Janet Reade who
sings a specially prepared song,
"Many Happy Returns of the Day."
Ted Husing broadcasts the "Season's
Greetings," and Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Norworth add their bit of seasonal
cheer.

Other Vitaphone shorts that will

please both old and young and will

Gayety and Cheer
One of the chief points about

hloliday theater programs is to make
them exude gayety and cheer from

marquee to screen. In front, lobby

displays, lighting, service, etc., the

Holiday motif should prevail. Floral

decorations can be promoted from
local florists' shops. Banners and
other trimmings should also be ap-

propriately spotted.

Meyer-Rieger Issues De Luxe Xmas Trailers

Two Christmas trailers, made in the feature trailer style, with smash head-

lines and a generous Christmas greeting from the theater manager, are avail-

able from the Meyer-Rieger De Luxe Trailer Service. Special efforts and music

have been introduced on the films to create Christmas atmosphere, in addition

to unusually artistic backgrounds.

fit the Christmas program are: "Red
Headed Baby," a Merrie Melody
Song cartoon in which several dolls

in a toy shop come to life and dance
for the old toy market; "One Good
Deed," played by the famous Booth
Tarkington juvenile characters;
"Foo. lights," a two-reeler of songs
and dances in which the Albertina
Rasch dancing girls are featured; a
colorful band short, "Darn Tootin',"
starring Rudy Wiedoeft with his 21-

ft. saxophone; "The High School
Hoofer," with Hal Le Roy, the
young dancing sensation of the "Fol-
lies," and a screamingly funny lec-

ture by Dr. Rockwell titled "Relativ-
ity and Relatives."

RKO Shorts Bring
Santa To Screen

Santa Claus is the leading actor

in several short subjects .being re-

leased by Radio Pictures and RKO
Pathe. "Santa's Toy Shop," an
Audio Review, is announced as avail-
able for the holidays. It shows
Santa Claus making various toys
and figures. All his toys come to
life and have a merry party.
"Mickey's Helping Hand," featuring
Mickey McGuire has been built
around a Christmas background and
made especially for holiday release.
It is a two-reeler and particularly
suitable for the week. "Toy Town
Tales," "Faryland Follies" and "The
Family Shoe" are Aesop's Fables
adapted to Christmas programs.
Each carries a big appeal for the
kiddies, with nursery rhyme char-
acters coming to life and prancing
with the famous Fables animals.

Juvenile Subjects
On Paramount List

Several shorts particularly suited

to Christmas bills are on Para-
mount's current release list. The
best for holiday purposes are those
featuring the Haig Children's Trio
and "Back Yard Follies." Song
cartoons also present opportunities.

"A Christmas Party"
is M-G-M's Special

Jackie Cooper, supported by Nor-
ma Shearer, Clark Gable, Wallace
Beery, Marion Davies, Marie Dress-
ier, Ramon Novarro, Lionel Barry-
more, Robert Montgomery, Polly
Moran, Charlotte Greenwood, Cliff
Edwards, Anita Page, Jimmy Dur-

ante and Lelia Hyams, stars in "A
Christmas Party," claimed by M-G-
M to be the greatest all-star cast
short of all time. The picture also

serves to bring Jackie Cooper's
mother to the screen. In the story,

Jackie givp=; a Christmas party for
his football gang. The attendance
forces Jackie to utilize one of the
large M-G-M sound stages, with
many of the satellites of filmdom
playing the parts of waiters,
waitresses and entertainers.

Also adapted for holiday showing
are the following M-G-M subjects:
"Trader Hound," a Dogville comedy;
"Dogs IS Dogs," Our Gang comedy;
"Hasty Marriage," Charley Chase
comedy; "Beau Hunks," Laurel and
Hardy four-reeler; "I Love a Las-
sie," Harry Lauder starred; "Bali,

the Island Paradise," a FitzPatrick
Traveltalk; "Whippet Racing," one
of the Sport Champions series.

"The Holy City"

Tops Ideal List

Ideal Pictures, of which M. J.

Kandel is president, is featuring its

'ravelogue, "The Holy City," as

specially suitable for Christmas pro-

grams. The short is a lecture-pic-

turization of Jerusalem and its peo-
ple. Also on Ideal's holiday program
is "When Winter Comes," a short
on animals preparing their winter
homes.

"There is a Santa,"

Says Imperial

William Pizor of Imperial Dis-

tributing Co. yesterday announced
that his latest short, made specially

for the Christmas holidays is now
available for release. The picture

is titled "There is a Santa Claus"
and concerns a young lad and a
Salvation Army Santa who find hap
piness in each other's generosity.

Chimps and Football

Offered by Tiffany
Two of Tiffany's series of short

features, released by Educational,

recommended for presentation dur-
ing the holiday season, are the
Chimp comedies, which have been
extremely popular with the kids, and
the "Football for the Fan" series,
still timely and appropriate for the
holiday audiences.

T.P.E. Features

Snooky Comedies
"Snooky" monkey comedies, re

leased by Talking Picture Epics

carry a special appeal to the kiddiei

and grown-ups alike. Late release

have been prepared for the holidaj

week and are now available at th(

T.P.E. exchanges.

EducationaVs List

Is Long and Varied
An extensive and diversified va-

riety of shorts for holiday bills is

available from Educational. Andj
Clyde is recommended in "Shopping
With Wifie," "Half Holiday," "Tax!

Troubles," and others.

Additional Mack Sennett comedies

calculated to please the youngster
element particularly include: "All-.

American Kickback," "The Greati

Pie Mystery," "Ghost Parade," and
"One Yard to Go." Featuring Bing
Crosby are "I Surrender Dear," and
"One More Chance."

In other series there are the two:
Tom Patricola subjects, "The Tamale
Vendor" and "Si, Si, Senor"; the
Hollywood Girl comedies, and the
all-fowl comedy, "A Fowl Aff'air."

Terry-toons that lend themselves
particularly to holiday programs

'

are: "Aladdin's Lamp," "Jingle^

Bells," "Around the World," "The.
Champ," "Jesse and James," "Cana-
dian Capers," "Her First Egg," "Thei
Fireman's Bride," "Clowning" and:

'Go West, Big Boy."
The Torchy comedies, with thei

leading character a juvenile himself,

are also recommended. Sports reels-

that combine thrills, action, and reai

meat for the boys and girls in "Not
Holds Barred," "Inside Baseball,"^;

and "Canine Capers." :

Lyman H. Howe*s Hodge Podge]
series combines beauty and novelty.]

In this classification also is the Ro-
mantic Journeys group. Mack Sen-:

nett Brevities, also recommended for

the youngsters, are "Who's Who in

the Zoo," and "The World Flier."

Children being avid readers of mys-
tery yarns, the William J. Burns De-
tective Mysteries go over well dur-

ing the holidays.

Cartoon Impersonations

Exploitation of cartoons included

in holiday programs may be secured

through holding of children's parties

at which all present are required to

dress in costumes depicting the car-

toon characters. Prizes might be

offered for the best reproduction

of the original characters. This can

be worked on Mickey Mouse, Krazy

Kat, Terry-toon, Aesop Fables or

other cartoon characters.
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TRI-EltGON SOUND PATENT

(Continued from Page 1)

he Patent Office, should be granted

The invention involves a tiny
Dhoto-electric cell such as is in gen
'lal use for reproduction of sounc
ilms, and granting of the paten i

jives to Tri-Egon the right to de
iiand royalties from all persons oi

irms nov^f using its invention.

As many of the reproducing ma-
hines now in use by a number ol

;he large film companies are in-

/olved in the disputed cell, it is ex-
pected that many million dollars wil
hange hands as a result of this
lecision.

Justice Adkins ruled in a 24-page
Jecision against the assertion of the
patent office that the cell is merely
1 development or refinement of an
'xisting invention, and held that the
•ell, as embodied in plans and speci-
ications filed in the patent office, is

m entirely new invention.

The plaintiffs are Josef Engel,
Hans Vogt, and Joseph Massole, all

f Germany. They have controlled
oatents on the invention in Great
Biitain, Canada, Germany, Holland,
SI orway and Switzerland. They
•laim that in Berlin in 1922 they
jave the first demonstration ever
given of talking motion pictures,
utilizing photo-electric reproduction
)f sound.

American Seating Reports Loss

Chicago — American Seating Co.
md subsidiaries report for nine
months ended Sept. 30, net loss of

f441,727 after depreciation, provi-

fion for extraordinary losses on
ad debts and other charges, com-
Daring with profit of $218,528 after

fharges, but before federal taxes in

irst nine months of previous year.
For quarter ended September 30,

1931, net loss was $250,987 after
charges, against net loss of $94,515
in preceding quarter and profit be-

"ore federal taxes of $379,923 in

hird quarter of 1930.

COMING & GOING

^:ERVYN LE RCY, who has been filming
exteriors in New York for his next Warner
ft-.. t lire, leaves for Hollywood today.

XORA GREGOR, MG-M player, is on
htr way to New York from the coast for
a visit

RAMON NOVARRO is due east in a

|few days for a brief vacation.

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK, JOSEPH M.
5CHENCK and FELIX F. FEIST returned

[to New York yesterday from the coast.

E. L. ALPERSON and GRADWELL L.
[SEARS are back from a trip covering- War-
(ner-First National branches.

LOU METZGER and FRED McCON-
NELL of Columbia have returned to New
York after sales trips, during which they
held conferences in Atlanta, Washington anf'

other cities.

CHARLES (BUDDY) ROGERS is due in
New York at the end of the week from the
coast in connection with his orchestra plans.

HOWARD HUGHES leaves Hollywood for
New York on Tuesday.

Paramount Signs Author
Thyra Samter Winslow, promi-

Another 'Chain' Tax Bill

Nashville—A Senate bill calling

for a tax on chain stores, starting „„„. „„„„i- + i, , . , ,

at $1 on the first store. $16 on eacu ,

"^"^ novelist, has been signed by

one above five, and $50 for all over
j

Paramount through the William
20, has been filed. I Morris Agency.

Releasing "Safe in Hell"

"Safe in Hell," First National's

Dorothy Mackaill picture on the

Warner-First National schedule, will

be released nationally tomorrow.

^S^^WHAT HAPPENED

ROXY
7^"AVE.<Sr50^"ST. NEW VORK^

6700
PAID ADMISSIONS

6000
TURNED AWAV

5AT.

9 A.M.

FIRST CHILDREN'S TALKIE
TO REACH THE SCREEN

(V^IZOOO
AT THE BOX OFFICE BY 9 A.M.

LONGEST LINE EVER BEFORE A
BOX OFFICE ////!

CHILDREN CAME AS EARLY AS
7-.30 A.M. ./////

100 POLICE RESERVES
TO HANDLE CfiOS^JD //!.'!

ALlCfiM "
ERRAND

Qook Horn-

mm FOTO FILM
650 NINTH AVE N.Y

Phones PENN 8l70^8l99
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TWO HUGHES SPECIALS

ON U. A.'SJ932-33 LIST

{.Continued from Pane 1)

terday, following his return to New
York from the Coast. Samuel Gold-

wyn will make at least three pic-

tures and Mary Pickford and Doug

Fairbanks each will produce one.

Realizing Greater Need,

Doubles Check for Fund
(Continued from Pane 1)

more, in sending his annual check

to the FILM DAILY RELIEF
FUND, said he was doublmg the

amounts being contributed by him-

self and his theaters because he re-

alized the greater need existing this

"Thank God we are blessed with

good health, and the daily needs of

life, not to mention the non-essen-

tial's," wri'es Thomas D. Goldberg

of the Walbrook and Harford The-

aters in Baltimore, in his letter ac-

companying annual check to the

FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND. "If

only the persons of this mdustry

would realize that you will be com-

pelled to help many who through

no fault of their own will call on

you for assistance, there would not

"be a necessity for widespread ap-

peal," says Goldberg. Think of

YOUR comfortable home, YOUR
satisfying meals and the fact that

you are carrying on, then think of

those in this industry, YOUR in-

dustry, who are "on their last legs."

Make the first duty today, a check

to the Relief Fund. RIGHT NOW!
More donations yesterday boosted

the fund a few hundred dollars, but

the total is far behind last year.

Have YOUR name in this list to-

morrow.
The Faithful

Irene F. Scott
Ned E. Depinet
¥.. A. Shiller

N. L. Manheim
Gustav Brock
Maurice Kann
W. Ray Johnston
Joe Weil
Jack Alicoate
E, T. Leaper

D, C. Gillette

Paul F. Burger
Oscar Neufeld
Dewey Bloom
Don Hancock
David Bernstein
William Massce
Thomas D. Goldberg
Irving Samuels

Playdate Drive at Half-Way Mark
Big 4's November-December Play-

date Drive has hit the half-way
mark with many of the exchanges
rolling up December dates which
will make this month the biggest
of the current year. Extra chil-

dren's matinees for the holiday are
responsible for a big spurt during
this period which the industry finds

to be generally dull.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTER
Quadruple Film Corp.. Ltd., motion pic-

tures; Fitekon, Lerman & Mayers, 70 West
40th St., New York. 100 shares common.

Orchestra fluild, Ltd., theatrical produc-
tions; M. M Goldstein, 1501 Broadway,
New York. 100 shares common.

Rospa! Operating Co., theatrical ; L. Ku-
nen, 217 Broadway, New York. $15,000.

NAME CHANGES
Industrial Camera Corp. to Picturette

Corp. of America, Philadelphia, Pa.

• • • MERVYN LE ROY will tell you this happened the

other nocturnal as he was about to enter the gilded portals of

a speak A big mugg, Tuexedoed and Very Tight, was

also trying to get past the barrier but the doorman failed to

recognize him 'What's yer name?" asked the guardian

of the Alcoholic Portals The big mugg had apparently

been out—alcoholically—before and he was prepared for a

Crisis of this sort He turned back the collar of his

overcoat and pointed to it "Issssh right here," he in-

formed Paul Muni, whose last screen performances is

embedded in Howard Hughes' "Scarface," now having censor

trouble, is clicking loudly in the Broadway legit hit, "Counsellor-

at-Law."

• • • W. E. KEYES, who has biz-tripped into Manhattan
from Dayton, used camels and elephants to plug his recent

midnight show to aid the unemployment relief fund Be-
lieve that or else Proving that this is a cockeyed world,
Eddie Klein sends a London postcard from Paris Wally
Wallgren of the Harvey-Jaediker art staff may be honored by
Congress with a special decoration bestowed because of his ef-

forts as a cartoonist for "The Stars and Stripes" during the
Big Fuss Wallgren and Hal Burrows, art director of
M-G-M, turned out all the cartoon work for that publication

Wally will be tossed a dinner by the city of Philadel-
phia tonight Roxy is listed among the gabbers

* * * *

• • • M-G-M MEMORIES Harry Beaumont made
a talking picture at the old Edison plant in 1913 Robert
Z. Leonard, another chap who slings a Mean Megaphone, played
John Alden in "The Courtship of Miles Standish." Ed
Sedgwick, who has a sense of humor, used to be a newspaper-
man himself Tod Browning is a reformed Keystone
cop Sidney Franklin, who nowadays makes drawing
room drammers, played a Western sheriff in a 500-foot picture
made in 1914 And Leo, the Lion, used to be a cub

• • • EDDIE ROBINSON, the Screen's Toughest Mugg,
today sails for a European vacation, coupled with his wife, the

former Gladys Lloyd He gangplanks back in February
to resume work on the First National lot if you don't
believe Warner Bros, are sold on the big-light possibilities of
Marion Marsh, talk to some of their execs She becomes
a full-fledged star in "Under Eighteen," which gets releasing
treatment Jan. 2 Manager Rosenberg of the Little Car-
negie is trying to figure out why the lights in the eyes of "the
monster," afront the Mayfair, are red instead of green

• • • P. K. THOMAJAN, who has gagged for Harold
Lloyd for the past five years, is publicity director for Raspin
Productions, which premieres "Explorers of the World" at the
Criterion on Monday night Hizzoner Jimmy Walker, who
has been called one of America's greatest actors, is slated to
attend Harry Hammond Beall, who tells things about
Walt Disney Productions, wants to break into the public prints
with a line about Mickey Mouse being dubbed Mickesky Mouseky
in Russia Nertsky Incidentally, the Mickey Mouse
comic strip goes into every Hearst paper starting next month
under a deal just closed

* * * *

• • • YOU CAN use the word "oh" to express 10 different

emotions, sez Jane Manner, who teaches pitcher stars how to

speak effectively Phil Broughton, who composes both
music and insurance policies, starts on a West Indian trip Sat-
urday Hoist a hat for Si Seadler's smart ideas in M-G-M
ad copy Morris Mogelever is doing free lance publicity

Used to work for Eddie Dowling And Morris'
big brudder, Jake, is trying to make a deal whereby he'll ex-
change his batch of stock of a certain circuit for a season pass.
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. C. ELLIOTT SUCCEEDS

CANAVAN AS UNION HEAD

(Continued from Pane 1) i

the country to approve his 36-week'
salary rebate plan.

Elliott, elected by the executive
board of the union, has been first

vice-president. John P. Nick of St.

Paul, third vice-president, succeeds
him as first vice-president. Status
of William P. Covert of Toronto,
second vice-president, remains un-
changed. William J. Harrer of

Philadelphia, who has been fourth
vice-president, advances to the post
of third vice-president. Joseph C.

Campbell of Oklahoma City, fifth

vice-president, becomes fourth vice-

president, and William T. Mad'ganr
of Minneapolis moves from the sixth

to fifth vice-presidency. Floyd M.
Billingsley of San Francisco, seventh
vice-president, is made sixth vice-

president. A new seventh vice-presi-

dent will be elected by the executive
board at a later date.

RKO Meeting Adjourned;
42,000 Proxies Needed
(Continued from Page 1)

necessary as representing two-thirds
of the class A stock. It is expected
that the required number of proxies
will be on hand before today's ses-

sion ends. Hiram S. Brown, presi-

dent of RKO, is expected here as

soon as the required number of prox-
ies is assured.

« « « » » »

Magazine Stories for Big 4

Stories appearing in current ac-

tion magazines will be utilized by
Big 4 for the remainder of the com-
pany's westerns on this year's pro-

gram, says John R. Freuler, presi-

dent. Freuler favors the use of cur-

rent material because of its modern
slant, whereas adaptation of old

stories or remakes of silent mate-
rial usually are outmoded.

Amkino Film Re-titled

To avoid conflict with D. W. Grif-

fith's "The Struggle," now at the

Rivoli, the Amkino production, "The
Struggle for Life," which opens to-

morrow at the RKO Cameo, has
been renamed "Killing to Live."

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the

Industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

December 11
Sally Eilers Gilbert Roland

Charles Alan
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PONG LAUGH PROCRAMS

' URGED BY FELIX F. FEIST

(.Continued from Page 1)

he public wants to get laughs as
veil as entertainment out of the
;creen, asserted Feist. He cited the
uccess of the magazine, "Bally-
loo", as evidence of the public's

lesire to laugh.
The M-G-M sales executive de-

)lored double featuring as the in-

lustry's worst menace and pointed
ut that bills of this kind prevent
ilaying of box-office shorts.

"There's nothing the iTiatter with
lusiness when M-G-M pictures are
)layed," said Feist. Never before
las showmanship meant so much to

he theater, he declared. Exhibitors
irho are using this faculty are still

wringing out the stay-at-homes, he
.sserted. Personalities now have a
reater significance at the box-of-
ice than at any other period in the
ndustry's history, Feist said.

Boxinier Film Booked
Sport World Films, Inc., which

vill handle pictures of the Singer-
Battalino boxing match to be staged
it Madison Square Garden for the

>enefit of the New York American
Christmas Fund, has closed with
IKO for showing of the pictures at

he Greenpoint, Hippodrome, Jeffer-

son, Regent, Royal, 23rd St., 125th

>t., Park Lane, Orpheum and Tilyou,

ill in the metropolitan district.

Eastern Radio Stations Want Coast Talent

Probably influenced by the Bing Crosby incident, Eastern radio stations

are engaged in a feverish search for more coast personalities to bring to New
York and develop into sensations, perhaps, according to Roger Marchetti,

Hollywood lawyer. Though he is not an agent, Marchetti says that since his

arrival here last week he has been besieged with appeals for suggestions on

broadcast talent possibilities from the west. Among those who are expected

to be brought east is Arthur Lake, screen juvenile, and Paul Gregory, who is

wanted by Florenz Ziegfeld. Marchetti is remaining in New York until the

arrival of Howard Hughes, due next week.

Alperson, Sears Wind Up
Tour of WB-FN Branches
E. L. Alperson, general sales man-

ager of Warner-First National, and
Gradwell L. Sears, western sales

manager, returned to New York yes-

terday from a tour of exchanges,
including a visit to the Burbank
studios, where they looked over the

12 pictures to be released in Janu-
ary and February. Among cities

visited were Milwaukee, Kansas City,

Los Angeles, San Francisco, Port-

land, Seattle, Salt Lake City, Den-
ver, Omaha, Des Moines, Minneapo-
lis, St. Louis, Memphis, Oklahoma
City, Dallas, New Orleans and Char-

lotte.

New Fox West Coast Booker
Seattle — William Fitzhenry has

been appointed West Coast booker
for Fox West Coast houses, with
headquarters in this city. He was
recently in charge of the Fox Cas-

tle at Vancouver, Wash., where ne

has been succeeded by Bob Rhoades.

Will Seek Early Hearing
In Warner Receiver Suit

{Continued from Pane 1)

the suit was shown not to have been

in good faith. Warners will prob-

1 bly file answer to the bill in Chan-

cery Court before Monday, when the

corporation holds its annual meeting

to elect directors and vote on the

reduction of the stated value of the

company's common stock to $5 a

share.

K. C. Frolic Draws 900

Kansas City—Nine hundred ex-

hibitors, theater men, and their
friends attended the film row frolic

at the Pla-Mor. The proceeds, which
are large, will be devoted to charit-

fb!e purposes. C. F. McBride was
chairman of the committee. Other
p^embers included R. C. Borg, T. R.
Thompson, Ed Dubinsky, Lawrence
Lehman, H. H. Barrett and Oscar
A. Morgan.

ALL TERRITORY CLOSED

ON ARTCLA8S WESTERNS

Louis Weiss of Artclass Pictures
has closed all territories in this
country on the series of eight Harry
Carey subjects.
The franchise holders are as fol-

lows: Jack Weinberg and Max
Kleinermna, New York; Harry
Asher, Boston, First Division, Phil-
adelphia, Washington and Buffalo;
Talking Picture Epics, Denver, Seat-
tle, Portland and Minneapolis,
Monogram Pictures, Dallas, Mid-
west Film Dist., Kansas City and
Omaha, Standard Film Service Co.,
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit and
Pittsburgh; Security Pictures, Chi-
cago, Indianapolis and Milwaukee;
Premier Pictures Corp., St. Louis;
Atlas Pictures, Ltd., San Francisco.
Weiss made a trip to Chicago and

Minneapolis the other day, and in

the former city made a deal with
Joe Silverman of Monogram Pic-
tures, Inc., of Texas, for the eight
Harry Carey westerns and 12 so-
ciety dramas for the territory of
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkanses.

House Closed for Alterations
Bridgeport, Conn. — The Black

Rock, West End neighborhood house
.which was recently taken over by a
new corporation headed by A. M.
Schumann and J. A. Davis, has been
closed for alterations.

HOLIDAY TRAILERS
DE LUXE

MERRY CHRISTMAS
GREETING

An elaborate subject of matchless

beauty.

Artistically prepared with a perfect

background of inspiring music and

choral singing.

LENGTH, 208 FEET

FROM

NATIONAL
SCREEN
SERVICE
130 W. 46th STREET

Xew York
CHICAGO— 1307 So. Wabash Avenue

DALLAS— 300'/2 So. Harwood Street

LOS ANGELES— 1922 So. Vermont Avenue

DE LUXE

HAPPY NEW YEAR'S
GREETING

An exceptional message of joy and

happiness, embodying in theme and

musical treatment the atmosphere

of this gala holiday.

LENGTH, 140 FEET

- FOR THE PAIR - m-^'' - FOR THE PAIR-
RENTAL PRICE SINGLY, $7.00 EACH

FOR THEATRES THAT WANT SHORTER TRAILERS
A JUNIOR CHRISTMAS AND JUNIOR NEW YEAR'S SPECIAL

DISTINCTIVE — NOVEL — APPROPRIATE

LENGTH, 75 FEET

BOTH FOR $7.00 FOR BOTH
RENTAL PRICE SINGLY, $4.00
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An outstanding

Personality in •

Big business •

Told us • • • •

The Film Daily

Year Book • • •

Is the Finest • • •

Book of reference

Published in

Any industry

In America • • •

And the 1932 • •

Edition will be* • •

Greater than ever •

• • •

• •

1932 EDITION

OUT IN JANUARY

14th EDITION

1200 PACES

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
• By RALPH WILK'

HOLLYWOOD
PDNA MAY OLIVER, before leav-

ing recently for a three weeks'
vacation in the east, signed a new
contract with Radio Pictures where-
by she will be featured in five

pictures during the coming year, ac-

cording to David 0. Selznick, pro-

duction head. Miss Oliver is due
back here about the first of the year
to start in "Frontier," to be fol-

lowed by "Hold 'Em Jail," to be
supervised by Lew Lipton.

* *

Radio Pictures also has given new
cont7-acts to John HalUday, fea-

tured player, and Bernard Schubert,
writer.

* * *

Big 4's "Human Targets," star-

ring Buzz Barton, is finished as far

as camera work is concerned and is

now being edited. J. P. McGowan
directed, and the cast is headed by
Francis X. Bushman, Jr., Pauline
Parker, Ted Adams, Franklyn Far-
nnm, Edward Cobb and Nanci Price.

The third Bob Custer western for

Big 4 has just gone in work under
the tentative title of "Wanted—

A

Riding Boss," which sounds as

though it will be very tempoi-ary.
* * *

Fannie Hurst and J. Walter
Ruben of the Radio Pictures ivriting

staff will work together on "Sym-
phony of Six Million," the story of

Manhattan streets to be brought to

the screen early next year. Gregory
LaCai'a will direct.

* * *

Tala Birell, who doubled for Marlene Diet-

rich in Berlin and was brought to this coun-
try by Universal to appear in foreien versions

has been placed under contract by Carl Laenv
mie, Jr., and assigned to the feminine lead

in "IWarriage Interlude," the Luigi Piran-

dello story to be directed by William Wyler,
The picture goes before the cameras next
week.

* * *

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., who re-

turned to Hollywood last week from
a brief visit to New York, will begin
woi'k on his next assignment, the
starring role in a French-speaking
version of "Local Boy Makes Good,"
on Dec. 17, according to present
plans. As soon as he has completed
this foreign version, Doug Junior
will begin work on an original story,
"The Goldfish Bowl," authored by
Marsh McCall, Jr.

It's Colonel Evalyn Knapp now,
by grace of an honorary commisi
sion just bestowed upon her by tha
Hollywood Post of the American L(&
gion. The young Warner Bros, ac-
tress has recently played a promi-
nent part in support of William
Powell in "High Pressure," this har-
'ng been her first screen assign-
ment since the serious accident she
suffered last summer when she fell

while out hiking with her brother.
She is under a long-term contract
to WaT^ei's.

Artclass Pictures announces that
the second Harry Carey picture is

now in production under the title ofi

'Without Honors" with the follow-
ing cast: Harry Carey, Mae Busch,
Vlary Jane Irving, Gibson Gowland,
Ed. Brady, Lafe McKee, Jaick Rich-
ardson, Tom London, Lee Sage and
Pardner Jones, directed by William
Nigh. It will be released Jan. 8.

Nora Gregor, European actress,
now on her way east for a visit, will

be given a featured role in a new
M-G-M English dialogue picture on
her return. Miss Gregor was a star
in Max Reinhardt's Vienna com-
:)any for several seasons. She was
brought to this country by M-G-M
for foreign versions.

"Old Man Minick," the new /»"-

hire in tvhich Charles ("Chic") Sa'r
will be starred by Warner Bros., i.<

nearing completion under the dirr"-

tiwi of Archie Mayo. Little Dickie
Moore, who appeared ivith Sale in

"The Star Witness," is one of the
headliners in the cast. Others are
Lois Wilson, Ralf Harolde, Adrinne
Dore, May Boley, Noel Francis and !

Maude Eburne.

Walter Huston's forthcoming M-
1-M starring vehicle, now being di-

ected by Charles Brabin from an
or'ginal story by W. R. Burnett,
has been definitely titled "The Beast
of the City." This production is

•^^entatively listed as a January re-

lease. Jean Harlow, Wallace Ford,
Jean Hersholt and John Miljan have
supporting roles in the film.

Great Lakes Circuit

Invades Youngstown
Youngstown, O. — Great Lakes

Theaters is invading this city with
acquisition of the Hippodrome.
Harry Schwartz of Erie and his
partner, A. J. Cooper of Ashtabula,
have taken a five-year lease with
option of renewal and will reopen
the house under a 10-cent policy fol-
lowing installation of new sound.
The circuit also has houses in Lex-
ington, Huntington, Erie, Sandusky,
Elyria and two in Ashtabula. S. D.
Weinburg will handle publicity for
the Hipp,

Ray Grombacher Closes

Four Spokane Theaters

Spokane—Ray Grombacher, inde-

pendent exhibitor, has closed a num-

ber of his theaters, including the

Audian, Granada, Post and Egyp-

tian, leaving only the Liberty in op-

eration.

Form New Detroit Film Co.

Detroit — Archie L. Gillis has

formed the Redford Motion Picture

Service Co. to handle strictly induS"

trial films.
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The Perfect Picture
for Christmas Week

... or any week. Two

hundred smart showmen

have booked it for that

very purpose, Clean . .

.

Wholesome . . .Joyous

...Tuneful

JAHET

CATNOR
CHARLES

FARRELL
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A FOX
PICTUIIE

Directed by

DAVID BUTLER

ivith

EL BRENDEL RAUL ROULIEN
By Guy Bolton Lyrics by Ira Gershwin

6 Song Hits by GEORGE GERSHWIN

RECKON WITH FOX FOR PROFIT
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STEERED STRAIGHT
FOR NEW

BOX-OFFICE
RECORDS!

DRAMA WITH
THE SWEEP
AND POWER
OF
flEMPESTUOUt
BILLOWS

The titanic turmoil oF the treacherous North Atlantic is the setting

for this story of men who die by the code of the brave. . . Fires

at sea^ collisions^ shipwrecks—and human wrecks! Rescued from

a tiny life-raft^ four persons face a greater danger on a ship where

a sea beast knows no law but lust. Love is torn asunder^ but

vengeance lives to be fulfilled with all the fury of the sea.

RALPH ^^*CE

^
REX BEU

ou.c«a.vO«oB.o.e'

\

EVERY APPEALING ELEMENT THAT
PACKS EM IN WOVEN INTO THIS
STIRRING MELODRAMA!

ASK FOR THE BIG PRESS BOOK THAT'S
CRAMMED WITH BUSINESS - GETTING IDEAS

A

e-?5

Clara Bow visits the Monogram Studios on completion
of Law oF the Sea" and congratulates Trem Carr, pro-
ducer, and Rex Bell, who has one of the leading roles.

AVAILABLE AT 33 MONOGRAM EXCHANGES
MONOGRAM PICTURES CORPORATION
723 SEVENTH AVENUE, N. Y. C.

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS
RITCHEY EXPORT ' CORPORATION m



Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Of Motion Pictures
Now Fourteen Years Old
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Collective Research Proposed by Roy Pomeroy

MERGEROEND REnEOANPOWERTf indies

Jos. M. Schenck Advocates Fewer Films to Cut Costs

Says Curtailment Would
Also Cure Double

Feature Evil
The problem of production costs

can be solved provided film com-
panies slash their programs, de-

clared President Joseph M. Schenck
of United Artists in an interview
with The Film Daily yesterday.
Taking the attitude that too many
features are being produced each
iS^ear, the executive declared that
ladoption of this idea would also kill

off double feature bills, a great in-

liustry evil.

|12 SHORTS, 4 FEATORES

PLANNED BY GOLD SEAL

Vest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Gold Seal Pictures

itarts work this month on "The
Sing's Jester," first of a series of
.2 two-reelers, with six-year-old
Bobby Burke as star. 0. A: Peters,
(rganizer of Gold Seal Pictures,
vill direct. The picture will be
nade in English, German, Spanish
ind French.
Gold Seal will make four features,

/ith "Ave Maria," starring Betty
^ompson, as the first subject.

1?ing-Pong, Card Players
Have Chance to Aid Fund
Although the total contributions

eceived for THE FILM DAILY
ItELIEF FUND do not match the
i mount received this time last year,
he spirit evidenced by the many

(.Continued on Page 3)

Brazilian Cinema Ass'n

Protests Tax on Films

William Fox on City Stores Directorate

Philadelphia—William Fox has been named a member of the directorate of

City Stores Co., which has been reorganized.

Tri-ErgonPreparestoSue
AllSound Film Producers

Acting under the Washington
District Court decision instructing

the Patent Office to issue a patent
to American Tri-Ergon Co., headed
by William Fox, covering its photo-

electric cell, attorneys for Tri-Ergon
will institute infringement suits

against all producers making sound
pictures. Actions will be filed

throughout the country as soon as
the Patent Office issues the patent.
This governmental branch has no

(.Continued on Page 2)

Frank Fay Starts First

As Producer-Author-Star
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Frank Fay has begun

shooting at the Columbia lot on
"Fools' Advice," the first feature of

which he is producer, author, director
and star. Ruth Hall plays the feminine
lead. Others in it include George
Meeker and Eddie Nugent. Walter
De Leon and Charles S. Belden did

'the continuity and dialogue.

Roy Pomeroy Would Avoid
Duplication in Film Research

"Frankenstein" Breaks
All Mayfair Records

Grossing $54,000 in its first week,
Universal's "Frankenstein" has
broken all records of the RKO May-
fair. This tops the previous record
by $9,000.

IVest Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—-A plan for solving

the collective technical problems of
the industry, prevent the constant
necessity for competitive research
and avoid wasteful duplication of
effort along the same principles as
the National Research Council form-

(Continued on Page 3)

Rio de Janeiro—In a note to Provisional Presi-

ient- Vargas, the Brazilian Cinematographic
<ss'n protests that the high import duties on
'Ims will mean doom for the movies in this

puntry. Immediate relief is asked. Practically

ill films shown in Brazil are Imported.

The Best Is Yet To Come
—a word in favor of organized operation

=^^=^= By DON CARLE GILLETTE -

"AR-SICHTED showmen—w/ith sufficiently keen vision^toFAK-iiunitu snowmen—witn sunicienTiy Keen vision^to pierce

through—-the present maze^may sight just ahead—the grandest

era—that's ever been known—in amusement business***This necessary

industry—of keeping the world—in merry spirits—has not even discarded

—its swaddling clothes—but when it reaches—the long pants Stage

—

(Continued on Page 2)

Johnston Sees Independent
Exchanges Strengthened

By New Blood
Mergers and consolidations among

major companies is proving one of
the biggest boons that ever came
along for independents and will re-
sult in the smaller fellows building
themselves up into strong units by
taking on the best manpower that
is dropped by the larger organiza-
tions in their affiliating process, W.
Ray Johnston told The Film Daily.
There was a time when the average
salesman would rather work for a

(.Continued on Page 3)

NEWGROfOPPOSESRKO;

CLAIMS SOyOO SHARES

Ousting of present RKO execu-
tives is demanded by a new group
of stockholders, according to George
L. Schein, Chicago attorney, who
also represents Mrs. Caroline Kohl,
and who claims to have secured 500,-

000 proxies, enough to block "pre-
cipitate action" on the new financing

(Continued on Page 3)

Hughes-Franklin Circuit

Is Expected to Disband
With Harold B. Franklin retired

from the management of Hughes-
Franklin Theaters, film circles here
expect that the circuit will be dis-

banded, with the houses, in many
instances, reverting to their original

owners. Differences of opinion with
Howard Hughes as to operation
policies are understood to have pre-

faced the Franklin resignation.

Atlanta Mayor Favors

Sunday Charity Shows

Atlanta—Mayor James L. Key has asked the

Atlanta theater owners, through Love B. Har-
rell, secretary of the Atlanta Theater Managers'

Ass'n, to make a proposition regarding Sunday
shows for charity. Mayor Key intimated that,

if a favorable plan is worked out. he would
recommend that the law be modified to allow

these shows.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High Low Qose Chtr

934 — y^

82 — 2Vi
3 — 'A

'A
26 — 454
19 — 1

y'A — H
Vz

VA — V>.

VA + V^

2H + '/r

Vz

Con. Fm. Ind 454 454
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 10 9U
East. Kodak 85 5| 82
Fox Fm. "A" 3Vi 3

Gen. Th. Eq. (new) V2 Vz
Loew's, Inc 30J4 26
M-G-M pfd 19 19
Paramount 854 7}^
Pathe Exch 14 'A
do "A" IVz I'A
RKO "A" VA 154
Warner Bros 25^ 2'A
do pfd 10 8A

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. Vtc. 2% 2% 2^— ^
Fox Thea. "A" 'A V2 Vi

Gen. Th. Eq. pfd.. Vf, Vz Vz — Vi

RKO rts 3-16 1-16 Vk

Nat. Scr. Ser. ... 18 18 18

Technicolor 254 "i-Vx 2ii + '/4

Trans-Lux 2 2 2 — %
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 3'/5 3 3—14
Keith AC 6s 46.. 41 40 40—1
Loew 6s 41ww... 87 85 85 — 3

Paramount 6s 47.. 50 45 4614 — 3

Par. 5!^s50 44 40 40—4
Warner's 6s39 .... 28!^ 275/^ 2854 + 1

Loew Drops to New Bottom
Decline of Loew stock to a new

bottom of 26, yesterday was as-

cribed in Wall St. to necessitous sell-

ing by the Chase Bank for an im-

paired account.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

fiVil't>,'Kf»Vt<ii'ii'ii'ii'ii'i<^

Long Island City j"j

154 Crescent St. j':
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Chicago Hollywood
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The Best Is Yet To Come
—a word in favor of organized operation

,
(Continued from Past l)i

it's a safe bet—that you will see—more amazing things—in entertain-

ment progress—and more profits made—than ever before.

•
TO ACHIEVE tills end—tiiere is going to be—closer co-operation—between the films

—

and the radio—and the theater"*"A sort of—three-way combination—worthing in

accordance—with formulated plans—for mutual benefit''**Talent and personalities—will

be developed—and built up—through screen and radio—and then booked around—for

personal appearances—that will mean s. r. 0.—for every engagement''"'"''The radio sta-

tions—instead of killing off—their sensational artists—by overfeeding them—over the

air—will extend their life—as b. 0. magnets—by letting them make—occasional tours

***The same applies—to a bigger number—of screen players—whose popularity—and

capacity to earn—for their employers—would be enhanced—by periodical flyers—on

the stage"'''"lt's already being done—in a small way—but not enough—to even scratch

—the outer surface—of the possibilities.

•
LOOK at the way—Bing Crosby is drawing—in the flesh—at the Paramount—and in

his—Educational shorts—after being made—by the radio***Look at Kate Smith-^

and her Palace record** "Look at the crowds—that turned out to see—^William Haines

in person*" *And then there are—Joe E. Brown—Buddy Rogers—Rudy Vallee—James Cag-
ney—Mitzi Creen, et al.''"''Just a few examples—but they give you—a rough idea—of the

possibilities— if properly employed'* 'The present reluctancy—of film studios—and radio

stations—to let their stars—run off on tours—must be overcome—by looking at it— in

a broader sense—than factory schedules"*A valuable personalit/—if kept in the studio

—all the time—is likely to be—entirely played out—in a few years—but if the artist

— is judiciously distributed—between radio and theater—or screen and theater—or all

three—he has a chance—to be a drawing card—several times as long—and become
more profitable—all-around.

•
IT'S a simple combination—build them up—by radio and screen—then cash in on them

—through personal tours*""But do it—on a big scale—not in just a few cases—like

at present''*"Send one flock out—and build up others—then send them out—and con-

tinue doing it—until there are enough—to bring into the theater—every potential

patron—throughout the land.

•
SPEAKING of organization—in all the attacks—on circuit system—no one has remem-

bered—to bestow due honor—for the present elegance—of the movie theater

'"To organized circuits—belongs the credit—for today's standards—of comfort and

beauty—convenience and service*"For all that's been said—about the advantages—of

individuality—in theater operation—nobody would trade—the present-day palaces—of

the circuits—for the lone opry houses—and drab nickelodeons—of the old days"*lf
organized effort—hadn't set the pace—in theater advancements—most of the indies

—

would still be showing—moving pictures—in halls and shacks.

Admission Tax Measure
Looms in California

An admission tax bill aimed at

picture theaters is likely to be in-

troduced at the coming session of

the California Legislature, said At-
torney Milton Golden, member of

the House of Representatives, in

New York Friday. Golden, who is

the first representative Hollywood
has ever had, leaves New York
Tuesday for the Coast, going via

Washington. He has handled legal

matters for various producers and
players and has politically aided
numerous measures friendly to the
industry.

Tri-Ersron Preparing
To Sue All Producers
(Continued from Paqe 1)

appeal from the District Court de-

cision.

Attorneys for William Fox on
Friday described the decision as
"sweeping." Electrical Research
Products and RCA Photophone de-

clined to comment on the matter.

George Washington Film
Being Shown Next Month

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—^Warner's long-her-

alded talking picture to be used of-

ficially to boost the George Wash-
ington Bicentennial Celebration in

1932 will be shown here at the next
meeting of the Chamber of Com-
merce early next month, says A.
Julian Brylawski, Warner Bros, rep-
resentative. The picture cost $60,-

000 and is the film company's con-
tribution to the nationwide celebra-

tions.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Dec. 14: Warner Bros, stockholders' meeting.
New York.

Dec. 15: Meeting of Allied Theater Owners
of New Jersey, Hotel Lincoln, New York.

Jan. 5 : Testimonial dinner to Aaron Saper-
stein. Congress Hotel, Chicago.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte
Charlotte, N. C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb.

Cines-Pittaluga Schedule
Running Ahead of Time
Contradicting reports circulated in

some quarters that Cines-Pittaluga,
Italian film organization, is in finan-
cial straits due to loss of interest of
the Banca Commerciale Italiana and
refusal of assistance by the govern-
ment, Dr. Paul R. De Ville, presi-
dent of Transcontinental Pictures
Corp., American agent for the com-
pany, declares that Pittaluga not
only is in no financial trouble, but
its producing schedule is running
ahead of time and will be carried
out as planned. The Italian gov-
ernment is merely giving a financial
award to the best pictures made by
Pittaluga, and there has been no
change in the government's attitude
nor in the banking connections of
the company, Dr. De Ville states.

Diplomats to See "Terra Madre"
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — "Terra Madre,"

Cines-Pittaluga picture distributed
by Transcontinental Pictures Corp.
of New York, will be shown as part
of an entire Cines program provided
by Transcontinental for the recep-
ion being given Sunday by the Bu-
reau of Commercial Economics to
Baron De Martino, dean of the dip-
lomatic corps, in the ballroom of the
Shoreham Hotel.

Herman Gade Dies
Hackensack, N. J.—Herman Gade,

who formerly owned two theaters in

Jersey City, died a few days ago
in Lyndhurst.

Let Us Solve Your Problemsl
Over 21 Years of ExperieaceQualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant «-Se40

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

Little Miss Einfeld Makes Bow
Dickie Einfeld, three-year-old son

of S. Charles Einfeld, executive in

charge of Warner-First National
advertising and publicity, has a sis-

ter. She weighs seven pounds and
j

was born Friday in the Park West
Hospital. Mother and daughter are

doing fine; father is beaming joy-

ously, but Dickie is non-committal
until he has had a look at the new-
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INDIE EXCHANGE FIELD

GETS BETTER^MANPOWER

{Continued from Page 1)

big company at $50 a week than for

an indie at $75, but present condi-

tions have eliminated this situation

and the best class of men are avail-

able to the independents.

In addition to strengthening of

sales forces, this new blood is be-

coming a factor in establishing of

new independent exchanges through-

out the country, said Johnston.

Many of the exchange managers
who could not be retained in the re-

cent merging of distributing organi-

zations are opening independent ex-

changes of their own, thereby mak-
ing men of the best ability available

for the handling of independent
product.

Ping-Pong, Card Players
Have Chance to Aid Fund

{Continued from Page 1)

donors is running at record height.

E. J. Rosenberg, manager of the

Little Carnegie Playhouse, offers the

following suggestions in a letter re-

ceived yesterday; "We 'high brows'

up on 57th St. would like to do our

bit for the FILM DAILY RELIEF
FUND. We have a swell ping ping
room with a grand stand and all.

How about a tournament here?

Entrance fees to go to the fund.

Also there is a cozy and comfort-

table card room. Grand for mid-
night sessions, bridge, stud or

straight. Why not the 'kitty' for

the Fund?" It's a chance for you
ping pongers to have some extra

fun and at the same time do a big

bit toward relieving the want and
necessity of many worthy film folks

this coming year. Call up Rosen-
berg and get together for this great

charity.

More checks yesterday, BUT NOT
ENOUGH. Don't procrastinate.

Let's have it today. The more
money, the merrier Christmas for

all.

On the Job.
Irene F. Scott
Ned E. Depinet
E. A. Shiller

N. L. Manheim
Gustav Brock
Maurice Kann
W. Ray Johnston
Joe Weil
Jack Alicoate
E. T. Leaper
D. C. Gillette

Paul F. Burger
Oscar Neufeld
Amusement Supply Co.

Dewey Bloom
Don Hancock
David Bernstein
William tiassce
Thomas D. Goldberg
Irving Samuels
R S. Wolff
Glendon AUvine
Charles Moskowitz
Joseph H. Brennan
Jack 'Meredith
William Ferguson

COMING & GOING

JOHN M. STAHL is on his way back to

the Universal studios after a visit in New
York.

PHILLIPS HOLMES, granted a leave of
absence by Paramount, is on his way to New
York by boat. MAX MARGIN, director,
is on the same steamer.

SAM COSLOW, song writer, is back from
the coast.

M. J. KANDEL leaves for Miami on
Dec 19.

• • • THESE INDIE producers come and go but it

looks as though John R. Freuler goes on forever the

head of Big Four Film Corporation is not one of these over-

night shooters back in 1905 he was running the Comique
theayter in Milwaukee the next year he was in the ex-
change biz in 1910 he organized the famous American
Film Company in Chi, producing one-reelers to supply the indie
theaters the company opened the Flying "A" stude in

Santa Barbara the same year his big effort came in 1912,
when he formed Mutual Films in New York with 68
branches in the Youessay and Canada handling shorts
before the Feature Era he was one of the pioneers who
along with Carl Laemmle fought the Motion Picture Patents
trust organized in 1909 at the Imperial Hotel in New York

from where they sent out pronunciamentos and ukases
to the film trade telling them how they were gonna run this biz

_^
in that war. Mister Freuler established himself as a

Crusader fighting the battles of the li'l feller and
he has been consistently fighting for him ever since

• • • THIS PIONEER takes real pride in being the in-
stigator of the Charlie Chaplin Regime for in 1916 his
company signed Charlie to a $670,000 contract unheard
of in those days and the Premiere Comic turned out 12
two-reelers in a year resulting in such classics as "The
Vagabond," "The Rink," "The Floorwalker," "The Cure"
then with tha advent of sound, he organized Big Four
starting the first important indie productions with "Beyond the
Rio Grande" altogether a consistent record of achieve-
ment for any film exec to be proud of

• • • SINCE THE time when Tom Mix quit the screen,
the kids have had no outstanding Sir Galahad or Robin Hood
to look up to, admire and worship so it is Good News
that he is coming back a typical Mix story has just come
out of the west the Losang Examiner was counting on
him to put over its annual Xmas Benefit performance with
the help of his famous horse, Tony and Tom insists
against warnings of his physicians on getting up from his bed
in the hospital they took him to the kid show in an
ambulance and from his wheel chair he put "Tony
through his paces to the vast delight and admiration of the
youngsters a splendid illustration of American grit
so here is the Fine Example that the youth of the nation needs

someone like Lindbergh that they can look up to and
emulate and if we were running Universal, we'd plug
Tom on that angle alone and Clean Up and nowTom insists on working with the scenario writers as he con-
valesces preparing two features at once in order
not to gum up the schedule through his enforced idleness
yeah, a great guy, this Tom Mix

• • • AND MEBBE Felix Feist, sales mogul of the Em-
geem outfit, isn't all steamed up over the coming product
never saw him so enthusiastic basing his cheerio on the
rushes he saw just before he left the Coast there's "Mata
Hari" with the great Greta "Hell Divers" with Wally
Beery and Clark Gable "Emma," with Marie Dressier

and a flock of other big bulb names in other big pix
just the li'l Emgeem Secret Names backed with

Productions that's all this biz needs

• • • DON'T FORGET the Heart Punch meaning
YOUR contrib for the Relief Fund you won't miss the
few dollars and some of your old pals need Your Help
NOW come on!

DUPLICATION IN RESEARCH

{Continued from Page 1)

ed by leading American industries,

is proposed by Roy J. Pomeroy,
whose recently formed Pomeroy
Company is now operating on High-
land Ave. The company, formed by
Pomeroy to handle photographic, re-

cording and projection problems for

national and independent companies,
has spent $75,000 in precision ma-
chine equipment, special chemical
laboratory and an optical printing
department.

Pomeroy controls 20 patents and
is being granted a basic patent on
re-recording. He also is the inven-

tor of the transparency process and
various companies are also operat-

ing under his licenses. He has also

applied for a patent for a device

to operate objects in miniature
shots, by remote control.

Pomeroy's associates are Harry
Reynolds, formerly with Paramount,
and Herbert Houston, formerly with
Hughes Development Co. Fred Hau-
ser, who has been with Paramount,
and W. V. Eckartsburg, formerly
with Hughes Development Co., are

among the organization's engineers,

while Don Allison is in charge of

the laboratory.

New Group Opposes RKO;
Claims 500,000 Shares
{Continued from Page 1)

plan now being considered in Balti-

more, Schein is now in New York
for a meeting of the new group.
Another recess of the special

meeting being held in Baltimore
was taken Friday, to reconvene at

nine o'clock Saturday. Proxies are

now being counted in Baltimore and
it is understood the number received

up to yesterday was close to the re-

quired amount.
Meanwhile Senator Dill's measure

calling for a Senate probe of the

RKO situation has been tabled to

await the outcome of the special

meeting.
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MANY HAPPY RETUPNS

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the

industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Dec. 12-13
Harry M. Warner Rube Jack

Thetma Hill Edna Mari

Herbert Crooker Owen Mo(

Wm. R. Fraser

Lillian Roth

Norman Foster

Burnet Hershey
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

iBy RALPH WILK,

HOLLYWOOD
"CUNICE CHAPIN, Columbia con-

tract writer, is the author of a
new novel, "City Girl," which will

be issued next month. Miss Chapin,
whose previous novel, "Pick Up,"
was sold to a major film studio after
becoming a "best seller," was at one
time associate editor of McCall's
magazine. She was also literary
editor of Forum for more than four
years. She is now working on an
original story for Columbia.

* * *

Abe Meyer supervised the sound
effects and music for "Law of the

Sea," produced by I. E. Chadwick,
and also supervised the music for
"The Love of Fannie," a Christie
comedy.

* * *

Randolph Scott, tall Pacific Coast
stage actor from Virginia, will make
his debut as a Paramount contract
player in "The Miracle Man," which
Norman McLeod will direct. Scott
has returned from San Francisco,
where he was loaned by Paramount
to appear with Leo Carrillo in "The
Broken Wing," a stage production.

* 4> •

Joe Kane, who cut "Suicide Fleet"
for RKO Pathe, is now editing

"Prestige," starring Ann Harding.
Nc * <l<

Argus Prods. has completed
"Ghost Ships," the second of "Ghosts
of Other Days" series. "Ghost
Ships" deals with the days of the
old square riggers. Gayne Whit-
man was the narrator.

* * *

Lupe Velez has been assigned to

play the leading feminine role op-

posite Fredric March in "The
Broken Wing," talking picture ver-

sion of the stage's ambitious venture
into aviatioyi subjects, soon to go
into production at the Paramount
studios. It is also announced that

"The Broken Wing" will be directed

by Lloyd Corrigan, whose most re-

cent directorial assignments have
been "The Beloved Bachelor" and
"No One Man."

MICKEY MOUSE CLUBS
are proving the greatest

good will builders in

theatrical history

Start one right now.

•

For full organization

details write to

Walt Disney Studios

2719 HYPERION AVE.

HOLLYWOOD

One Out of Twenty

Out of about twenty foreign players summoned to Universal City by Carl

LaemmIe, Jr., for foreign versions, the only one to be retained and put under

contract for English pictures is Tala Birell, hailed as Universal's own counter-

part of Marlene Dietrich. Miss Birell has undergone intensive study with

English teachers to perfect her diction for the microphone. She will have the

feminine lead in "Marriage Interlude."

Universal is going to do itself a
heap of credit and win a lot of val-

uable good-will if its production of

the newspaper picture, "Ambition,"
takes place according to anticipa-

tions. It is the plan, according to

studio reports, to make this story
favorable to the newspaper, with a
reporter in the role of a hero who
dies for his publication. The story
was adapted by Ralph Graves from
the Emile Gauvreaux novel, and it

is likely that Lew Ayres will be
starred in it under the direction of

Russell Mack.
* * *

Lewis Stone has one of the best
roles he has had in a long time in

the new M-G-M production, "The
Wet Parade."

* * *

Josephine Dunn has two roles in

succession at Paramount, the latest

being with Maurice Chevalier in

•'One Hour With You," and this

leads to the report that she may be
placed under a term contract. Bar-
Dara Leonard and Sheila Manners
also are recent additions to the Che-
valier picture.

* * *

Warner Bros, are hunting for a
suitable stoi~y in which to star Mari-
lyn Miller again on her return from,
che East, where she is now vaca-
tioning over the holidays.

* * *

Edward A. Blatt, youthful New
York producer, has arrived here to

cake up his duties as a supervisor

at Paramount. He is only 28 years
old and was responsible for the stag-

mg of "Subway Express," "The Up
and Up" and other Broadway plays.

Victor Schertzinger, prominent di-

rector and composer, is engaged in

executing one of the most delightful

vomraissions ever entrusted to him.

He is purchasing a $25,000 library to

be installed in the home of a friend

recently arrived here from Atlanta.

Ralph De Palma, Billy A^yiold,

Harry Hartz and other famous high
speed drivers will probably be seen
in action in som.e of the sequences

of James Cagney's next starring
picture for Warner Bros., according
to present plans. The picture bears
the tentative title "The Roar of the

Croivd" and is now being cast. How-
ard Hawks, co-author of the script

with Seton I. Miller, will direct.

Norma Shearer, who is a native
of Montreal, has now become a full-

fledged and legal citizen of the
United States. She obtained her
naturalization papers the past week,
the process having been much sim-
plified due to her marriage to Irv-

ing Thalberg, the prominent Yankee.

It's moving day—or rather mov-
ing month—at the Fox Western
Ave. studios. From now until about
the first of the year a big fleet will

be busy transporting the maze of

equipment and other accessories to

the Movietone City location.

Bebe Daniels, who received a
thunderous reception on her stage
appearance in San Francisco in

"The Last of Mrs. Cheyney," is due
to open at the Belasco here Dec. 21.

Tickets are selling fast.

Lionel Atwill also scored with
San Francisco in "The Silent Wit-
ness," which he is to do on the
screen for Fox. Supporting cast will

include Greta Nissen, Helen Mack,
Wyndham Standing, Mary Forbes,
and Bramwell Fletcher.

One of the big problems confront-
ing Carl LaemmIe, Jr., and John M.
Stahl, when the latter gets back

here on Tuesday from the East, will
be the selection of the best actress
to play the role of Ray in Fanny
Hurst's "Back Street."

* * *

Mervyri LeRoy and his assistant
director, Gordon Hollingshead, are
on their way back to the Warner
Bros, studios after shooting
scenes in New York for LeRoy's
next picture, "Mendel, Inc.," from
the stage play by David Freedman,
in which Joe Smith and Charles
Dale, late of the Avon Comedy Four,
are to be starred. George Sidney
is also to be a featured member of
the cast.

* * It:

Mary Brian has been signed by
First National and will have the
eading feminine role opposite Doug-
las Fairbanks, Jr., in his next Eng-
lish-speaking feature, "The Goldfish
Bowl." This will be an adaptation of
an original story by Marsh McCall,
Jr., and it is expected to enter pro-
duction around the first of the year.
Meanwhile Doug Junior is to make
a French-speaking version of "Local
Boy Makes Good."

Nedra Gullette, the strawberry
blonde whom, Carl LaemmIe, Jr., has
just signed on a long-term contract,
has been assigned to her first part.
She will make her film debut as
leading lady for SUm Summerville
in his seventh comedy of the Marine
Corps. It is entitled "In the Bag"
and is being directed by Harry Ed-
wards.

James Flood and Elliott Nugent
will act as co-directors of "The
Mouthpiece," which is soon to go
into production at the Warner stu-
dios with Warren William in the
stellar role. "The Mouthpiece" is

from a story by Frank J. Collins.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"
Greets You

MOST convenient location in HoUvwood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.
$3.50 up, double. S4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Lookfor the'Dorx-aay ofHospitality"

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
^By HARRY N. BLAIR

•THALIA PRODUCTIONS is re-

leasing a two-reel screen version
)f the grand opera "Traviata,"
which was filmed at the RCA studio
n New York. Artists appearing in

ihe picture are from the La Scala
Dpera Co. with musical effects by
;he Metropolitan Opera orchestra of
Nfew York.

•

The field of radio is being in-

vaded by Eastern shorts pro-
ducers on the look-otit for tal-

ent. Among those who recently
appeared before the cameras
here is Cab Calloway, the Bos-
well Sisters, Rudy Vallee and
the Street Singer for Para-
mount, with Warner Vitaphone
offering Ted Husing and Rudy
Wiedoeft.

•

Two of Vitaphone's headliners
lave emerged with honors from a
•nation-wide pool of various news-
papers as to "most popular sports
announcers" and "foremost women
isingers of popular songs." In the
former, Ted Husing.. star of Vita-
phone's "Sportslants," was awarded
first place, and in the other division
Ruth Etting, another Vitaphone
headl'ner, came in second. Miss
Etting also won second place in

the poll on "stage performers who
have made the greatest success on
the air."

•

Dorothy Stickney, one of the real-

ly outstanding New York stage per-
formers, has been appearing in

small parts in various Paramount
features both here and in Hollywood,
with the idea of acquiring camera
technique. She recently returned

:
from Hollywood, where she appear-
ed in "Working Girls," and is now
busily engaged in "Wayward," which
Ted Sloman is directing here.

•

Hal Skelly, who appeared in a
number of Paramount pictures,
notably "The Dance of Life," scores
a personal success in the leading
role of "The Struggle," D. W. Grif-
fith's latest.

Practically the entire new
stage at the Warner Vitaphone
studio was used for a realistic

set shoioing the steel girders of
a large building in the course

Investment in 2,000 Australasian mo-

tion picture houses is in excess of $1,-

250,000,000.

Only Four Types of Screen Lovers
Although the screen has many "great lovers," there are only four love-making

techniques, according to Sylvia Sidney, Paramount player, who has been on the receiv-

ing end of kisses for some of the leading stars of stage and screen. The four are: the
tender lover, the romantic lover, the noble lover, and the masterful lover. Masterful
males, which include Clark Cable, Fredric March, Ronald Colman, George Bancroft,

etc., are most popular at present.

of erection. Designed by Frank
Namczy for "On Edge," featur-
ing the Mandel brothers.

•

Paramount's latest recruit from
the Broadway stage is Franchot
Tone, young Theater Guild player,

who has been added to the cast of

"The Wiser Sex."
•

Sam Sax announces that he has
signed Benny Rubin for a Vitaphone
short to be filmed here within the

next ten days.
•

Willard DuBrul has just com-
pleted the editing of "The Sym-
phony Murder Mystery," fourth

of the S. S. Van Dine mystery
series, which Joseph Henaberry
directed for Warner Vitaphone.

•

One person who is assured of a

happy Christmas is Bert Wilson,
Vitaphone film editor, whose wife
and daughter arrived here recently

from England after a separation of

five years.
•

The sudden fame thrust on Riih-

ard Spiro, star of "His Woman,"
has left him entirely unspoiled, ac-

cording to his parents. Richard,
you see, is not yet one year old.

•

Vitaphone has signed Joe
Penner for another two-reel

comedy to be released as one of
the "Big Star" series. Penner
made several highly successful
comedies for Vitaphone last

season and in the meantime has
been appearing in musical com-
edy and vaudeville.

•

With the starting of "The Wiser
Sex," under the direction of Ber-
thold Viertel, the Paramount studio,
with two features under way, is

humming with activity. New addi-
tions to the cast include Gran-
ville Bates, formerly seen in "The
Smiling Lieutenant," and Paul Har-
vey, Broadway stage veteran.

•

Donald Meek will leave for Holly-
wood to appear in a Fox feature
production immediately upon com-
pleting the next of the S. S. Van
Dine series for Vitaphone in which
he plays the principal role of the
eccentric Dr. Crabtree. This, the
fifth to be filmed, is entitled "The
Studio Mystery." Meek will return
later to finish the series.

Mary Orr, whose blonde loveli-
ness has often been compared to
that of Marion Marsh, is being con-
sidered for a motion picture role by
one of the Eastern producers. Miss
Orr was last seen on the stage as
ingenue lead with Grace Georp-e in
"The Golden Cinderella."

•

iSam Sax is banking heavily
on Jack Haley who scored big
in "Success," his first Vita-
phone comedy and will next be
seen in "The Imperfect Lover,"
just completed.

•

Leonard Hoffman and Jerry Slater
now possess the "Paramount-Publix
Ping Pong Prowess Trophy," by vir-
tue of their victory over the former
champions, Don Lurie and Harold
Sugarman, who were defeated in
four out of five matches.

•

Betty Morrissey, who forsook a
film career in Hollywood several
years ago, to become the bride of
the prominent Murray family's
young scion, plays her first Vita-
phone role in "On Edge," in which
she drives her own snappy roadster
into a broken-down Ford, as part of
the action.

•

John W. Green, only staff com-
poser at the Paramount New York
studio, has returned to his desk after
a much needed rest, it being his first
vacation in three years. "What's
the Difference," written by Green
and Edward Heyman, one of the
song hits from the ill-fated "Here
Goes the Bride," is being sung by
Nancy Carroll in "Wayward." This
is but one of several tunes by Green
and Heyman which have achieved
popularity in spite of the early clos-
ing of the show in which they were
featured.

•

"Hello, Good Times" is the
new title given to Vitaphone's
latest musical two-reeler, in
place of "Cheer Up," under
which it was filmed at the
Brooklyn studio by Roy Mack.
A cast of over one hundred was
headed by Al Wohlman and
Johnny Boyle.

•

Ted Sloman, in the midst of di-
recting "Wayward," is praying for
the mild weather to continue so that
he can shoot some important exte-
riors on a small town Main Street
setting which has been built on the
lot opposite the New York studio.

Ray Foster, Vitaphone camera-
man, tried to compete with "Ship-
wreck Kelly" and climbed to the stu-
dio roof to get some exterior shots
for ;'0n Edge." Ray got up on the
slopmg roof O. K. but after taking
the scene discovered he couldn't
move his two hundred odd pounds
back ofl' the ledge with the result
that two prop men had to come to
his rescue with ropes, in the Alpine
fashion.

•

Seven new players have been
added to the cast of "Way-
ward," for which all roles have
now been filled. These include
Leslie Stowe, who has been on
the stage for 39 years; Joseph
Kennedy, a stage actor for 45
years; William T. Hayes, on
the stage since 1890, and Isabel
West, character actress for the
past 35 years.

•

Roy Mack directed Ben Meroff
and his band backstage at the Pal-
ace theater on three successive
nights, after the final performance,
so they would be able to go before
the cameras on Thursday for the
filming of "It's a Panic," a one-
reeler to be released as one of the
Melody Masters" series.

•

Jesse Lasky, Jr., who was at-
tached to the Paramount New
York studio for some months as
assistant to Ned Marin, is ex-
pected in New York for the
Christmas holidays.

•

Vitaphone Vitamins: Monty SchaflF
worn out after attending so many
first nights and still getting to the
studio by nine . . . Hellen McCul-
lough, wardrobe mistress, has added
her sister Evelyn as assistant . . ,

Everybody welcoming Joe Penner
back after several months' absence.

•

Paramount studio officials deny
the report that Harry Langdon will
make a series of two-reel comedies
for them.

"In order to complete the screen ver-
sion and dialogue for 'Lost Squadron'
in the quickest time, Wallace Smith,
RKO writer, even forsook his daily
shave, resulting in a beard behind
which any Soviet would be proud."

Dave A. Epstein.
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Theater Equipment
By M. P. BOOTH

ACCURATE BOOKKEEPING

ESSENTIAL FOR THEATER

Dallas—W. G. Underwood, south-

west theater executive, at a recent

meeting of the Theater Owners Pro-

tective Ass'n, stressed the impor-

tance of an accurate set of books
in theater operating. An exhibitor

who takes in cash, pays out cash,

and then takes what is left as his

profit, is operating on a very de-

ceiving program, he said.

Depreciation is one of the most
important items in the conduct of

a house, he declared. It is a mis-

take to believe because a theater

is bought for $10,000 that it is al-

ways worth it. Depreciation should

be charged off at the rate of 20 per
cent a year and the exhibitor should
have this capital investment back in

five years, Underwood said. This
holds for all furnishings and equip-

ment but sound and because no one
can foresee what radical changes
may come in reproduction, the ex-

hibitor should charge off in depre-

ciation his sound investment in two
years' time, he declared.

Theater buildings become obsolete

over a comparatively short period
of years, and for this reason the
building investment should be charg-
ed off in fifteen years.

Depreciation, according to the
above schedule, is practiced by all

the leading circuits and is allowable
by the government. Underwood said.

Operadio Sales Are Up
In Southern Territory

Dallas—Sales and installations of

Operadio sound-on-film reproducing
equipment, a product of the Op-
eradio Manufacturing Co., of St.

Charles, 111., are reported on the up-
grade in the southern territory.

Recent installations of the Op-
eradio Model 408 D.T. sound-on-film
amplifiers include the following the-

aters; Angus, San Augustin; Lamar,
Paris; Louisiana State Normal,
Natchitoches, La.; Star, Teague;
Osage, Shidler, Okla.; Spa, Hot
Springs, Ark.; Hannyland, Fort
Gibson, Miss.

National Issues Brochure
A brochure, in the form of a

broadside describing in text and
photographs many articles dis-

tributed by the company for use in

theaters, has been issued by the
INational Theater Supply Co.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 M.M. SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Cold Weather Device

Attractive brass speaking tube for

ticket window, with door on inside

mouthpiece to keep out cold air,

and providing protection for the

cashier in serving patrons, is being

offered by the National Theater

Supply Co.

Takes Over Kid Premium
For National Distribution
Pittsburgh—A new theater prem-

ium deal known as "Color Culture,"

a game for the kiddies manufactured
by the Gem Clay Forming Co., of

Sebring, O., has been taken over for

national distribution by Abe and
Sammy Steinberg of this city.

"Color Culture" is to help teach

the child color-blending and painting

on paper and china. The premium
deal has a stage and a set of china
figures of the Hal Roach "Our
Gang" kiddies which are to be paint-

ed. Water color strips, brush, plates

and instructions are included. It is

said.

Local distribution of this premium
deal has been taken over by Theater
Novelty Sales Co., here.

Smith Returns to National
Kansas City—A. G. Smith, branch

manager for National Theater Sup-
ply Co., before he went with Fox
West Coast as equipment mainte-
nance man, has returned to National
Theater Supply as sales representa-
tive in Kansas and Western Mis-
souri, with headquarters in this
city.

French Stereoscopic Invention
Paris—"Depeche Cinematograph-

ique," a Paris film trade journal,
announces that the French scientist,

Professor Bergman, has perfected a
process for showing motion pictures
in relief, the stereoscopic motion pic-
ture which has long been sought by
many inventors. His apparatus is

nearly ready, it is stated, and the
first picture by his process will soon
get under way.

B ETTER
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLY

VALUES
are always found at

^National Theatre
JSuppLy Company
/ Your Lojical Supply Source

LftTEST ADVANCEMENTS

FOR RADIO CITY THEATERS

Every important development in

theater construction learned in the
past 25 years will be embodied in the
theaters that will be a part of the

big Radio Citv project, says Samuel
L. ("Roxy") Rothafel. The music
hall, with a seating capacity of over

6,000 , will embody new ideas in

acoustics. Increased vision will be
secured through novel seating ar-

rangements on the main floor. Over-
hanging balconies will be eliminated.

The auditorium structure will show
an entirely different contour from
any other theater. Unusual orches-
tra arrangements will be featured,
with an elevator so flexible that the

orchestra can be moved out of sight,

through the fire wall, or hoisted 30
feet in the air, and still be heard
by the audience. The stage will be
built around on sides of audience,
creating an intimate atmosphere
never before attained in a theater
of this size. The stage will repre-
sent a half-sun, with new type light-

ing rays projected into the audience
to reflect the mood and color of the
performance.

Plans for extensive use of this

new form of theater-lighting equip-
ment, designed to interpret through
the eye the varied moods of actors,

singers and other artists as the reg-

ular organ does through sound
waves, were announced in connection
with the award of contracts to the
United Electric Light & Power Co.

for furnishing all electric light and
power for the midtown broadcasting
and amusement center.
The color organ to be operated by

a keyboard, somewhat after the
manner of the modern pipe organ, is

being developed by the RCA Victor
Corp., at its plant in Trenton, N. J.

Opens Home Movie Library
Kansas City—A. E. Trotzig, for-

merly assistant manager for the
National Theater Supply Co., and
James C. Cushman, formerly of

Stromberg-Carlson, have opened a
home movie library here.

ALTERATIONS

Denver -— The Rialto, recently
taken over by Harry Huffman, will

be closed while the house is being
remodeled, reseated and redecorated..!

Atchinson, Kan.—Roy Dunnuck,
of Hiawatha, Kan., has taken over
the Lyric here and is remodeling it.

W. E. Sound equipment is being in-

stalled.

Warrensburg, Mo. — Sam Yoffee
has taken over operation of the the-
ater here. Sound equipment is to be
installed and other improvements

j

made.

York, S. C.—A lease on the Audi-
torium here has been signed by
Willis and William Rhodes of Mt.
Holly, N. C, who plan to operate
the house as a motion picture thea-
ter. Improvements will be made.

Shawano, Wis.—The theater being
remodeled here by the Independent
Theaters, Inc., at a cost of $15,000
is expected to be ready for opening
the latter part of December. The
house has a seating capacity of 500.

Nanty Glo., Pa. — Joseph L. De-
lisi's theater, destroyed by fire some

:

time ago, is to be reopened by Guy

'

and Art Commons, owners of tjie <

property. The house is being re-
modeled and put into shape.

Lacquer for After Patching

Stamford, Conn.—A sound proof!
lacquer for use after patching is.i

being marketed by the Zapon Co., a,
division of the Atlas Powder Co.,

I

this city. !

Patch lines allow a passage of*
light through the sound strip that»
results in rasping or scratching
noises. Application of this lacquer
after patching will eliminate such
noises, the company declares.

LITTLE THINGS tAat

mean so much to^ood li^htin^

THE many important little things
required for proper illumination of

the stage are here in abundance—parts
and supplies of every description; car-
bons for arc lamps, cable and connec-
tors, gelatine and glass color mediums,
color wheels and color frames, resis-

tances, enclosed pedastal switches, ter-

minal lugs. etc.—also spot-lights and
other stage lamps of various kinds.

KLIECLBROS
Universal Electric Stage LichtincCo inc

321 WestSOthStreet NtwYoRK.N.Y. \*
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

'By L. H. MITCHELL

ING riRM

Melbourne—The first complete all-

Australian talking picture program
was recently shown here. The pro-

gram was received with marked en-

thusiasm, but the trade press re-

ports that the cost of recording

($1.66 per foot) is too high for in-

dependent companies to embark on
producing talkers and that it will be
carried on only by the important
companies. A company to be known
as Australian and New Zealand Na-
tional Films is being organized to

produce talking pictures, it is re-

ported, and will be capitalized at

$1,250,000.

Ufa Juvenile Film
Coining to New York

Berlin—"Emil und die Detektive,"
first Ufa juvenile feature-length pic-

ture, had its premiere at the Uj:a

Kurfurstendamm theater and re-

ceived an excellent press. It is stated
that 25,000 children participated in

the making of the production. Rolf
Wenkhaus, aged ten, makes his film

debut in the picture which was
adapted from Erich Kaestner's novel
of the same title. It will have its

American premiere at the Ufa Cos-
mopolitan, New York, on Dec. 18.

Henry Ainley Turns Film Actor

London — The noted stage star,

Henry Ainley, will make his talking
picture debut in "The First Mrs.
Fraser" for Sterling Film Co.
Hitherto Ainley has refused all of-
fers for screen acting.

Maragaret Bannerman with Menjou
London—Erik Hakim has engaged

Margaret Bannerman to play oppo-
site Adolphe Menjou in "Two White
Arms," which Fred Niblo will direct.

"Yorck" for America
Berlin—Ufa's new historical pro-

duction, "Yorck," has been com-
pleted at the Neubabelsberg studios
under the direction of Gustav Ucicky,
with Werner Krauss and Rudolph
Forster in the leads. It will have its

American premiere early in the new
year.

Czech Exposition

Prague—An International Film Ex-

hibition is being arranged for Prague
on the occasion of the Spring Fair.

The origin and progress of Czech
motion pictures will be displayed,

along with foreign film displays.

75% British Recording By RCA
London—Statistics compiled by Ian Cremeau-Javal, RCA Photophone's sales

manager in England, show that RCA recording in Great Britain has reached a

total of 1,270,000 feet exclusive of sound news reel footage. This figure is

75 per cent of the pictures made in British studios.

British Tax Hurting
Smaller Type Houses

London—It is estimated that out
of the $25,000,000 which the British
government expects to realize from
the amusement tax, the poorer pa-
trons who buy seats costing 6 pence
or less will play all but $2,500,000
of this tax. The tax is already wip-
ing out all profit of some of the
smaller houses and a closing of such
picture houses is probable. The Gen-
eral Council of the C.E.A. has taken
initial steps for an appeal to the
Chancellor.

Five Czech Talkers Under Way
Prague—Five talking pictures are

under way here. M. J. Krnansky
is shooting interiors for "The Career
of Paul Camdra" for the Society
Elektafilm at the A-B studio. S. W.
Inneman has completed at the same
studio the interiors of "The Third
Troop," from a war novel, for dis-

tribution by the Czech branch of

M-G-M, and Mac Fric is nearly
through filming Hasek's popular
novel, "Good Soldier Schweik," for
Gloriafilm.

Director Medeotti-Bohac is pre-
paring the operetta, "Girl, Don't Say
No!" for early filming at the A-B
studio. J. Reiter, managing director
of Elektafilm, has just purchased
the screen rights to E. Bass' popu-
lar sports novel, "Klapzub's Eleven."

Selenophon Demonstration
Berlin—A new Selenophon appa-

ratus for the reproduction of nar-
row film for radio and dictation
purposes was shown in operation at
the recent Selenophon demonstration
here, in connection with the showing
of shorts, newsreels and educational
pictures produced by Selenophon
equipment. The new apparatus is

simple and easy to handle. Repro-
duction of dialogue was not so satis-
factory, due to recording.

6,000-Seater for Manchester
Manchester, Eng. — Negotiations

are reported in progress for the
erection of a 6,000-seat picture the-
ater in Oxford St. A well-known
Manchester exhibitor is said to be
behind the scheme.

Film Payments in Bulgarian Money
Sofia, Bulgaria — The Bulgarian

Cabinet has authorized the Minister
of Finance to prohibit payment for
the purchase or rent of foreign mo-
tion pictures in foreign currencies.
Only Bulgarian money will be accept-
able. Most film imports come from
Germany.

Scenario Contest Draws

10,135 Foreign Scripts

Berlin—The scenario contest con-

ducted by "Die Woche," sponsored
by Ufa and other Berlin film com-
panies, attracted 10,135 manuscripts
from foreign countries in addition
to the thousands sent in by German
citizens. It is hoped to announce the
winners of the cash awards for the

scenarios containing the most orig-

inal sound film ideas by Christmas
time, and to that end a large staff

of readers is examining the entries.

,A11 Stockholders Approve
G'borough Reorganization
London—Holders of common and

deferred stock of Gainsborough have
approved the reorganization scheme
of that company and a speedy return
tc a dividend-paying basis is ex-

pected. The capital has been re-

duced from $1,312,500 to $656,250,
divided into 200,000 common shares
of $2.50 each and 1,250,000 deferred
shares of 12 cents each.

Berlin's Society for Film Science

Berlin—A Society for Film Sci-

ence has been instituted here to

serve as a centre for all companies
or individuals interested in motion
pictures. One purpose of the So-
ciety is to keep Parliament, the
press and the public informed of

the scientific problems connected
with motion pictures and to get high
schools and educational institutions

to take up such film problems. Dr.
Volgar, German Film Kommissar, is

a member of the board.

74 Kalee Machines in France

Paris— Thirty-seven installations

of Kalee all-British projection ma-
chines have been made in France
since Cine Theater Installations, a
subsidiary of E. A. Langrish Co.,

Ltd., of Great Britain, began operat-
ing in France. The 37 installations
comprise 74 Kalee machines. The
first Kalee apparatus was installed
last January.

Madan's Bombay Studio

Bombay— Madan Theaters, Ltd.,

will soon open a film studio here, it

is reported. The company's Tolly-
gunje (Calcutta) studio is being en-
larged and new buildings erected.

INDIA ADVANCES FAST

FILM PRODUCTII

Calcutta — An evidence of the
growth of motion picture production
in India is found in the report issued
by the British Director-General of
Commercial Intelligence. In 1930-31
India imported 28,000,000 feet of
raw film stock as against 21,500,000
in 1929-30, and 19,000,000 in 1928-
29. Imports of exposed films declined
from 10,750,000 feet in 1928-29 to
10,000,000 feet in 1930-31. Raw stock
imports in 1930-31 were valued at
$396,000 and the exposed film at
$702,000.

England's Net Receipts
On Film Imports Declines
London—Latest report of the Cus-

toms and Excise for the year ending
March 31, 1931, shows net income
from taxes in film imports to be
$1,294,390, a drop of $181,775 over
the net for the previous year. The
total footage of imported films was
62,651,521.

French Films Only in Indo-China
Saigon, Indo-China — The first

talking-picture theater in Saigon,
which opened in the fall of 1930, is

now showing French talkers exclu-
sively, but few of the inhabitants
understanding any other foreign
language. The Indochine Films et
Cinemas has practical control of
the film and radio market in the
country.

3 New Films for Pathe Natan
Paris — Pathe Natan announces

three new talking pictures for pro-
duction, "Beauty Spot," to be direct-
ed by Pierre Caron; "Love and Busi-
ness," a musical, which Robert Pe-
guy will direct; and a film adapta-
tion of Courteline's comedy of bar-
rack life, "The Pranks of the Squad-
ron," to be produced by Maurice
Tourneur.

Quota Prosecutions Expensive
London—The number of prosecu-

tion on the British film quota act is

56, it was revealed in the House of
Commons by the Board of Trade, 46
convictions having been obtained.
The cost of prosecutions was given
at $2,750, with $2^94 recovered by
way of costs and $2,225 collected in
fines.

15 Ufa Films for Italy

Rome—Cines Pittaluga has bought
for release in Italy 15 Ufa sound

productions which will be revised

and edited in the Italian language.

The first picture of the 15 to be
shown in Rome will be 'The Floet-

enkonzert von Sanssouci."
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€) NEWS OF THE DAY ©
* EAST *

Plymouth, Pa. — Fred Lee, form-

erly assistant manager at the local

Shawnee, is now assistant to John

Galvin at the Penn, Wilkes-Barre.

Philadelphia— Louis Molitch has

organized the Jersey Film Delivery

to serve all Jersey exhibitors.

Providence—The Modern, recently

leased to World-Wide Theater Corp.,

has been closed, and is again bemg
offered for lease.

Philadelphia—Towne theater, for-

merly Wayne Palace, has been con-

veyed by S. Goodman to S. Biron,

subject to mortgages of $62,000.

Dover, Del.—The Temple has been

reopened under management of Ben-

jamin Shindler, manager of the Cap-

itol. Sound equipment has been

installed.

York, Pa.—George Shewell, for-

merly with Warners here, has been

sent by the Shea chain to Cam-

bridge, 0.

Hammonton, N. J.—Abe Green-

berg, former operator of the Grand

in Camden, is reopening the Palace

here.

Smyrna, Del.—Walter L. Stewart,

Jr., has leased the Opera House from

the town council, and will equip it

with sound installation.

Philadelphia—Dan Henon, former-

ly with RKO Pathe, has joined the

Horlacher organization.

* WEST *
Los Angeles—The Starland, North

Broadway, has reduced admissions

from 35 to 25 cents. Jake Lustig is

manager.

Yreka, Cal. — J. W. Bascom has

purchased the Shastona from Olive

Gifford.

Congratulates

:

ARTHUR EDESON
whose superb photography is

a great aid in the effective-

ness of Universal's big

thriller, "Frankenstein"

No. SO of 1931
''Good Deeds**

Series

'Newness' In Ads Urged As Business Aid
New advertising, and more intensive advertising all around, is one of the chief

needs to bring about better times, declared Charles E. Murphy, president of the
New York Advertising Club, at the AMPA luncheon Thursday. Murphy showed a new
wrapper that was the means of boosting the sales of Bon Ami almost 20 per cent
over the previous year, and he urged the ad boys to spend more effort in creating
new ideas to stimulate trade.

Edmund Lowe, another guest of honor, told of his trip abroad. In an interesting

talk, Lowe said that audiences on the other side want American pictures with less

dialogue. Alice Reinheart and Mary Orr also spoke.

Vancouver, Wash.—Floyd Maxwell
is managing the Fox West Coast
houses in this city.

San Francisco—Maurice F. Low-
rey has been made district repre-
sentative of RCA Photophone, suc-
ceeding M. 0. Smith. He has been
with RCA Photophone for several

years.

Santa Barbara, Cal.—The Warner
California is now open on Saturdays
and Sundays after having been
closed since summer.

Dawson, N. M.—W. B. Cook has
sold the Opera House to the Phelps-
Dodge Corp.

Alhambra, Cal.—The Garfield has
been bought by W. J. Edwards.

Los Angeles—The American has
reduced admissions to 15 cents.

San Diego—Mrs. Vincent Russo,
wife of the pioneer San Diego show-
man, is now managing the suburban
Imperial.

Los Angeles—The Fox Westlake,
closed for many months, has re-

opened with a 25-cent admission.

* CENTRAL •
Tiltonville, O. — Harry Mackey,

foi-mer manager of the Yorkville in

Yorkville, is now operating the Pal-
ace here.

East Troy, Wis.— H. K. Guthrie
has disposed of the Grand to Clifford

J. Vogt.

Barberton, O.—C. Wowra is offer-

ing silent pictures two days a week
at his Pastime theater, and says he
as least breaks even with this policy.

Flagler, Colo. — The Grand has
been taken over by R. E. Pracht, a
newcomer among exhibitors.

Cleveland—Joe Leavitt has open-
ed an independent screen room in
the Film Building.

Bellevue, C-—Lyon Theater Co..
with Louise Stoll as secretary-treas-
urer, has been formed to operate the
Lion. John Stoll, former owner,
died several months ago.

Victor, la.—Mrs. M. C. Wentland
has taken possession of the Strand
here.

Detroit — Frank Sheuer, new
proprietor of the Delray, has begun
alterations. In the face of heavy
neighborhood competition, the house
has been closed for nearly a year.

Denver — The Pueblo in Pueblo,
and the Moon in Berthoud have been
closed. Otto G. Brown, owner of
the latter, has reopened the Love-
land in Loveland.

East Liverpool, O. — W. B. Smith
is now operating the East End. He
owns the building.

La Porte City, la.—A special elec-

tion has been called here to vote on
the question of Sunday movies.

Plain City, 0.—G. S. Granger will
open the Rialto shortly with a spe-
cial program following installation

of W. E. sound equipment.

Denver—Belated retui'ns from all

theaters in the Denver territory par-
ticipating in the unemployment
benefit show that $6,500 was real-

ized. Eighty theaters in the district

including 29 in Denver, held bene-
fits and 15,149 attended. The total

was cut by the zero weather and
the blizzard that struck this section
the day before the benefit.

Northwood, la.— The Northwood
closed Dec. 5. Manager Haight has
not announced his future plans.

South Milwaukee, Wis.— Wilfred
Wagner has taken over the Garden
from James Boden, secretary of the
M.P.T.O. of Wisconsin.

Denver— The following changes
have been announced by Publix,
some of them occasioned by the clos-

ing of the Rialto: Bert Henson, di-

rector of publicity at the Denver,
has been sent to Omaha as district

advertising manager and is suc-
ceeded at the Denver by M. B. Shut-
tee, Rialto, manager; 0. L. Simons,
Rialto assistant, goes to Colorado
Springs as assistant manager in

charge of the house; R. R. Adams,
Denver house manager, has been
shifted across the street to the Para-
mount as director of publicity and
house manager.

Flagler, Colo.—B. S. Pracht has
bought the Grand from B. S. Henen
and Orin Milburn.

Philadelphia—Bill Madison, veter-
an Pathe salesman, has joined Qual-
ity Premium Distributors, represent-
ing that unit upstate.

Limon, Colo.—The Auditorium is

again under the ownership and man-
agement of John Blair, who leased
the house a year ago to the Grand
Theater Co. It was recently con-
trolled by J.'T. Wible.

Pueblo, Colo.—J. V. England, for-

merly a theater operator in Cali-
fornia, has acquired control of the
Broadway, and reopened it Dec. 11
under the name of the Uptown.

Springfield, 111.—Labor trouble is

believed to have caused the bomb-
ing of the Strand the morning of

Dec. 7. The owners have estimated
the damage at $10,000. A dynamite
bomb was placed beside the building.

St. Louis—Mildred Bradley, man-
ager of the Merry Widow, caused
the arrest of two men who are al-

leged to have thrown a stench
bomb into the lobby of the theater
the night of Dec. 5. The theater
for some time has been employing
a non-union projectionist.

Detroit — Harry Goldberg has
bought the Doric from Carl Schweig-
hart, who has gone to a house in

Little Rock, Ark. Goldberg formerly
had the Brooklyn here.

Denver—Jack O'Bryan, salesman
for Columbia, has resigned and will

return to San Francisco. Ethel
Stein, Columbia cashier for three

,

years, resigned to marry a local

business man, Herman Horwich.
Helyn Peterson has been added toj
the force.

* SOUTH *
Rockwood, Tenn.—-The Lyric re-

opened recently after having been)
closed for some few months. W. L.
Howard, manager of the theater, an-
nounces that the show will run four
days a week instead of two as pre-
viously.

Ft. Worth — Lowell Bodiford,
treasurer of the Worth, has been
transferred to the Palace, Dallas, in

the same capacity. Merle Hartung
replaces him here.

Statesboro, Ga.—The State, which !

was operated by E. R. Collins, well-

known Georgia showman, has been
sold to J. Leve Martin, operator of

!

the Jaeckel Hotel. The theater is i

a new one, constructed and opened
'

last summer.
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
"For You"

Vitaphone 8 mins.
Pleasing Musical

This may be described as the

»lker era version of singing to the
iccompaniment of screen slides, ex-

»pt that the present conception is

ji moving action and has been
staged with considerable attractive-

aess and artistry. It shows a ro-

nantic couple gliding through space
)n a magic carpet, while a pleasing
feminine voice sings the popular
ballad, "For You." For bills re-

juiring something in the nature of

i musical bit as contrast, this ought
to fill the requirement very nicely.

Jimmy Savo in

"The House Dick"
Radio Pictures 18 mins.

Very Good Comedy
A very enjoyable comedy sketch.

Jimmy Savo, popular on the vaude-
ville and musical comedy stage, does
a neat job in the role of a detec-

tive who is commissioned to track
down a series of hotel robberies.

Jimmy nails the culprits, but when
it comes to receiving credit another
dick comes along and grabs the
honors for himself. There's action,

good lines and able direction in the
comedy, making it a suitable num-
ber for any nrogram.

"Wedding Bills"

ivith Billy Wayne and Helen Lynd
Vitaphone 9 mins.

Fair Domestic Comedy
A more or less rough and tumble

comedy concerning a newly-wedded
pair. Action starts at the wedding
banquet, which is burlesqued, and
then winds its way into some of the
familiar kitchen comedy such as
hanging pictures and accidentally

driving a nail into a water pipe,

resulting in a stream of water rush-
ing in; scrapping over the threat-

ened visit of their respective rela-

tives, and a lot more of the slap-

stick rigmarole that is always more
or less amusing to the less fastidi-

ous moviegoer.

"Out West Where the North

Begins"

Picture Classics 17 mins.
Good Scenic, Plus Music

In addition to its beautiful scenic

shots of the Canadian Rockies, pho-
tographed in attractive semi-color,

this "Musical Poem" embraces some
pleasing vocal work by the Rondo-
iiers Quartette, plus a western poem
recitation. There also are some close-

ups of mountain animals. Very well
done all around and should add en-
joyment to any bill.

O PRESENTATIONS f)
By JACK HARROWER

Paramount

Another holdover for Bing Cros-

by, plus a good collection of variety

acts, makes this Paramount stage

show thoroughly enjoyable. The
presentation is called "Romantic
Rhythm," and was de\nsed and
staged by Boris Petroff. Buck and
Bubbles, the colored funsters; Veloz

and Yolanda, classy dancers, and
Eleanor Powell, songstress are the
supporting principals, along with a
con.ingent of David Bines Girls.

Rubinoff directs the Paramount Or-
chesti-a in "St. Louis Blues," while
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crawford per-
form at the twin organs on the
stage in a group of "Organ Rever-
ies."

Another "Drummond"

London
—

"The Return of Bulldog

Drummond" is the title of the next
picture to be made at Elstree by

Associated Metropolitan Productions.

It is based on one of the thrilling

stories by "Sapper." Milton Rosmer
will direct. Members of the cast are

being selected.

Roxy
A collegiate atmosphere marks

the current presentation at the
Roxy. It bears the name of "Campus
Capers" and, in addition to Tess
Gardel, better known as Aunt
Jemima, formerly of Ziegfeld's
"Showboat," it contains the New
York University Glee Club, an ag-
gregation of 60 male voices. Built
along this motif, the show is a lively
and enjoyable affair somewhat off

the set track. The Roxyettes and the
Roxy Ballet Corps join in the gen-
eral whoopee created by the co-eds
and collegiate merry-makers.

Capitol
An elaborate pantomime in seven

scenes, entitled "Punchinello" and
featuring Ivan Triesault, famous
Russian pantomimist, is a feature
of the lavish Chester Hale stage
presentation, "Lights and Shadows,"
at the Capitol. Edward Albano, bari-
tone, sings a role which Triesault
dramatizes. A. Robbins, musical
clown; Hector's Dogs, and the Ches-
ter Hale Girls comprise the rest of
the stage revTie. Yasha Bunchuk
conducts the Capitol Grand Orches-
tra in a potpourri of popular classics
compiled by himself and titled "Pa-
rade of Great Composers."

Madge Evans in

"Envy"

with Eric Dressier
Vitaphone 9 mins.

So-so Domestic Skit

Something better might have been
made of this idea, which is not very
new or original to begin with, but
in the way it was handled doesn't
produce much in the way of enter-
tainment. It's all about a couple of
young married couples, each wife
and husband thinking the others to
be ideal because they appear so
lovable and attentive, whereas it's

just a public demonstration on the
part of all of them. So they ar-
range to swap husbands and wives
among themselves, with the obvious-
ly foregone result that each is dis-
appointed.

"Screen Souvenirs"

Xo. 5)

Paramount 10 mins.

A Pip

Another highly interesting as well
as amusing collection of old-time
shots, including belles of 1904 on a
sleigh party, "La Belle Fatima" at
the Chicago World's Fair, Sousa and
his band at the Paris Exposition in

1900, the First Vanderbilt Cup Auto
Race in 1904, and a melodrama of
the same year that is pretty much
of a laugh riot in the light of things
as they are today. Can't miss with
any audience.

Tom Howard in

"The Unemployed Ghost"

Paramount 20 mins.

Swell Comedy Skit

Written by Marc Connelly and
Russell Crouse, this latest Tom
Howard comedy is choice entertain-
ment and will appeal particularly to
audiences appreciating pointed hu-
mor and clever dialogue. Tom and a
friend, while driving near a ceme-
tery, have a breakdown and are
obliged to spend the night in a near-
by hotel operated by a landlord with
a ghost complex. The hotel man tells
the boys a creepy yara about the
supposed spooks, and then follows a
lot of skeleton and mysterious
clutching claw business, leading up
to the main point of the skit. This
concerns a ghost who says he be-
longs to the "unemployed." Tom and
the ghost engage in some amusing
dialogue, winding up with the ap-
parition doing a fadeout.

AMERICAS FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

THE

St. Moritz
ox THE PARK

50 Central Park South
Neic York City

Old world hospitality in the
spirit of the new world; old

world service with the newest
of the new world's comforts.

A cuisine that is the essence

of Europe's finest, under the
inspired direction of

Uyryy'LC.^yyT^aJ/e^

of Paris, London and the Riviera.

Rooms single or en suite, facing

Central Park and but a moment
from the city's amusement and
business sectors.

Personal Direction of S. GREGORY TAYLOR
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Ronald Colman in

"ARROWSMITH"
United Artists 108 mins.

DISTINCTIVELY - PRODUCED
DRAMA WITH SPLENDID PER-
FORMANCES AND DIRECTION.

A production which is bound to

arouse much discussion, especially

from folks who enjoy intelligent pic-

tures. This Samuel Goldwyn offer-

ing has caught the spirit of Sin-

clair Lewis' hit novel and conveys
its story vividly and interestingly

until its unhappy conclusion. It

benefits by a group of stellar per-
formances, including work by Ron-
ald Colman, Helen Hayes and Rich-
ard Bennett. It's a painstakingly-
made production — the type that

ought to develop new customers for

a theater. The story deals with a

young physician, who, after the

tribulations of practicing in a small

Dakota town, comes to New York to

enter a big experimental laboratory.

Called to the West Indies by an
epidemic of the Bubonic plague, his

wife dies and he returns to New
York mentally on the loose and a

realization of the futility of scien-

tific achievements.
Cast: Ronald Colman, Helen Hayes, Rich-

ard Bennett, A. E. Anson, Charlotte Henry,
Tames Marcus, DeWitt Jennings, Beulah
Bondi, Bert Roach, John M. Qualen, Adela
Watson, Sidney McGrey, David Landau,
Myrna Loy, Claude King, Russell Hopton,
Alec B. Frincis. Florence Britton, Lumsden
Hare, Clarence Brooks.

Director, John Ford ; Author, Sinclair

Lewis; Adaptor, Sidney Howard; Dialoguer.

same; Editor, Hueh Bennett; Cameraman,
Ray June ; Recording Engineer, Jack Noyes.

Direction, fine. Photography, excellent.

"X MARKS THE SPOT"
with Lew Cody, Sally Blane, Mary
Nolan, Fred Kohler, Wallace Ford
Tiffany 69 mins.

FAST ACTION NEWSPAPER
DRAMA PRODUCED IN FIRST-
CLASS STYLE AND GEARED
STRAIGHT FOR THE B. O.
Between its action story, top-

notch cast and swell title, this is a

good bet for any exhibitor. It has
been given high-grade production
qualities, and the juvenile lead,

Wallace Ford, should score big. Ford
is a Broadway columnist who brings
on a heavy libel suit from a shady
lady, played by Mary Nolan. When
the woman is found murdered in

her apartment, circumstances point

to Ford, but he is released and goes
on the hunt for the real killer. Lat-
ter turns out to be a tough egg.

Fred Kohler, who once gave Ford
$.5,000 for an operation to prevent
his sister from being a cripple. So
Ford has to square accounts by not

turning him over, and in addition

supplying him with money to make
a getaway. However, the cops get

there in time and Kohler, believing

Ford double-crossed him, manages
to get a gun in a courtroom scene

and proceeds to shoot his way to

freedom, but in his desire to "get"

Ford first, he loses out in a thrilling

pistol battle.
Cast: Lew Codv, Sally Blane, Fred Kohler,

Wallace Ford, Mary Nolan, Virginia Lee
Corbin, Helen Parrish, Joyce Coad, Richard

Director, Erie C. Kenton; Authors, Warren
Duff, Gordon Kahn ; Adaptor, F. Hugh Her-

liert : Dialoguer, same ; Editor, Arthur Huff-

^niitli ; Cameraman. Gilbert Warrington.
Direction, good. Photography, good.

Richard Dix in

"SECRET SERVICE
Radio Pictures 69 mins.

GOOD TALKER VERSION OF
THE FAMOUS STAGE PLAY
WITH RICHARD DIX RIGHT AT
HOME IN LEADING ROLE.
Richard Dix appears to good ad-

vantage as a Union soldier and se-
cret service agent in this worthy
talkerization of the Civil War play
by William Gillette. Though it's up
against the danger of being consid-
ered out of date, the story is con-
tinuously absorbing and entertain-
ing, helped along nicely by action
and the colorful background of the
North and South conflict for emanci-
pation of the slaves. Its historical
angle, with the inclusion of General
Grant and other soldiers, also can
be made to count for something.
Plot concerns a Union soldier,
played by Dix, dispatched by Grant
on a secret service mission behind
Confederate lines. While disguised
as a Confederate soldier, he is

wounded, and later falls in love with
the daughter of an enemy general.
Placed in the position of having to
decide between love and duty, Dix
does his duty, but gets caught.
Aided by the girl, he escapes the
firing squad.

Cast: Richard Dix, William Post, Jr.,
Gavin Gordon, Shirley Grey. Fred Warren.
\ance O'Neil, Florence Lake, Clarence
Mu e. Harold Kinney, Eugene Jackson,
Frederick Burton, Carl Gerard Emma Reed.

Director, J. Walter Ruben; Author, Wil-
liam Gillette; Adaptor, Bernard Schubert:
Dialoguer, same ; Editor, John Kitchen ; Cam-
eraman, Edward Cronjager ; Recording En-
gineer, George Ellis.

Direction, good. Photography, good.

"GOOD SPORT"
with Linda Watkins, John Boles

Fox 67 mim

VERY ENJOYABLE COMEDl
DRAMA WITH SOPHISTICATE:
THEME NEATLY HANDLED B
FINE CAST.

Intimate inside dope on hoi

Broadway gold-diggers carry on an
the reactions of an unsophisticate
wife who mingles with her hu!
band's girl friends, are the higl
lights of this entertaining featun
which carries a wealth of laugl-

and not too much sob stuff. Tli

story concerns a young wife, playe
by Linda Watkins who, while he
husband is in Europe with his gi:

friend, sub-leases his former love

nest and becomes friendly with tli

ciizzy blondes whom he and h;

sweetheart formerly entertained. A
a party Linda falls in love with Job
Boles, a wealthy bachelor, bi

doesn't disclose to him that she :

married until after her husband r(

turns. It all ends in a most novi
manner. Louise Beavers, as a colore
maid, steals the bulk of the laugh
The cast is strong and the photog
raphy cleverly handled.

Cast: Linda Watkins. John Boles. Gre
Nissen. Minna Gonibell. Hedda Hoppe
Allan Dinehart. Claire Maynard, Ethel Ke
yon, Louise Beavers, Sally Blane, Bet'

Francisco, Joyce Compton, Eleanor Hui
Chrystine Maple, Nadine Dore, Genevie'
Mitchell.

Director, Kenneth MacKcnna ; Authc
William Hurlbut ; Adaptor, same : Dialogue
same ; Editor, Alex Troflfey ; Camerama
Charles Clarke ; Recording Engineer, Alfri

Bruzlin.
Direction, fine. Photography, very fine.

"THE STRUGGLE"

United Artists 87 mins.

POOR ENTERTAINMENT. OLD-
FASHIONED DOMESTIC DRAMA
WITH LITTLE BOX-OFFICE AP-
PEAL.

This production is far below the
United Artists standard and is rem-
iniscent of such early pictures as

"Ten Nights in a Barroom." It is

out-and-out hokum, enacted by a
cast which does not afford any mar-
ques light names. Hal Skelly, in the
principal role, competently plays the
drunken husband, but the work of
the other players is undistinguished.
The story is familiar, and at times
situations which are intended to be
serious are apt to garner laughs in-

stead. It is the yarn of an alcoholic
young chap who swears off liquor
when he marries. But he falls from
the wagon and eventually vrrecks
his home as he becomes a bum. In
an insane, drunken mood he tries to
kill his little daughter, but collapses
before accomplishing this. In the
last scene husband and wife are re-
united, with the former apparently
reforming. Both recording and pho-
tography are of a low order.

Cast: Hal Skelly, Zita Johann, Edna Ha-
gan, Charlotte Wynters, Evelyn Baldwin,
Charles Richman, Jackson Balliday, Claude
Cooper, Arthur Lipson, Helen Mack, Scott
Moore, Dave Manley.

Director, D. W. Griffith ; Authors, Anita
Loos, John Emerson : Adaptors, Anita Loos,
John Emerson, D. W. Griffith ; Dialoguers,
same ; Editor, Barney Rogan ; Cameraman,
Joe. Ruttenberg.

Direction, weak. Photography, poor.

"FLYING HIGH"

M-G-M 80 mins.

FINE MUSICAL COMEDY EN-
TERTAINMENT WITH COMEDY
ANGLE STRESSED. BERT LAHR
AND CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD
CORKING.

M-G-M has produced a fast-mov-
ing, rollicking musical which has
only one handicap—the lack of pic-
ture names. Bert Lahr is an in-

imitable riot with his bewitching
eyes and other funny mannerisms,
and he gets able comic support from
Charlotte Greenwood. The dance
and musical numbers are few but
distinctly outstanding. The girls are
knockouts and the dance formations
are strickingly original. Based on
a Broadway success the story has
Lahr playing a mechanic who has
invented a freak airplane. With Pat
O'Brien he organizes a company
which is plenty embarrassed owing to
lack of capital. Lahr helps finan-
cially by marrying the awkward
Miss Greenwood. Finally, by win-
ning an altitude contest, which is

a wow, he brings the story to a
successful ending. The kids will
like this one.

Cast: Bert Lahr, Charlotte Greenwood,
Pat O'Brien, Kathryn Crawford, Charles
Winninger, Hedda Hopper, Guy Kibbee,
Herbert Braggiotti, Gus Arnheim and his
orchestra.

Director. Charles F. Riesner ; Authors,
DeSylva. Brown and Henderson. John Mc-
Gowan ; Adaptors, A. P. Younger, Charles
F. Riesner ; Dialoguers, A. P. Younger,
Robert E. Hopkins; Editor, William S.
Gray; Cameraman, Merritt B. Gerstad.

Direction, splendid. Photography, fine.

Tallulah Bankhead in

"THE CHEAT"
Paramount 74 mins.

WEAK PRODUCTION MIXES
MELODRAMA AND SOPHISTI-
CATED DRAMA AND LACKS
CONVICTION IN STORY AND
TREATMENT.

The plot of this one has been done
many times in the cheaper melo-
dramas. By giving it a ritzy set-
ting and a very competent cast only
serves to emphasize just how meller
the plot intrinsically is. Briefly:
The heavy, with a yen for the exotic
and Oriental stuff, has a habit of
branding his women with a red hot
iron bearing a Chinese inscription,
meaning "I Possess." After getting
the gambling wife of a young bank-
er in his debt, he tries to possess
her, fails, but puts the branding
iron on her anyway. She shoots
him, her hubby walks in, takes the
blame, and is tried for the crime.
The heavy on the witness stand tries

to compromise the lady with a lying
story, and she dramatically uncovers
her brand in the crowded courtroom
to prove what a beast he is. This
plot is dressed up with marvelous
sets—but it's still a cheap meller.

Cast: Tallulah Bankhead, Irving Pichel,
ITarvey Stephens, Jay Fassett, Ann Andrews,
William IngersoU, Hanaki Yoshiwara, Henry
Warwick. Willard Dashiell, Arthur Hohl,
Robert Strange.

Director, George Abbott ; Author, Hector
Tuvnbull ; Adaptor, Harvey Hervey ; Dia-
loguer, same ; Editor, Emma Hill : Camera-
man, George Folsey ; Recording Engineer,
Ernest Zatorsky,

Direction, weak material. Photography,
good.

"LASCA OF THE RIO GRANDE"
tcith Leo Carrillo, Dorothy Purges
Slim Summerville, John Mack Brow
Universal 60 min.

FAIR OUTDOOR DRAMA WIT!
GOOD WORK BY ABLE CAS'
BUT SUFFERS FROM MIL!
STORY AND UNHAPPY FINALI

Principal values of this outdoo
picture lie in its cast headed b
several strong names. The story i1

self is likely to prove disappointing
It has Leo Carrillo, in the role of

big rancher, and John Mack Browi
as a Texas Ranger, in competitio
over the same flirtatious girl, playe
by Dorothy Burgess. She kills

dance-hall drunk for annoying hei

then vamps the Ranger out of arresi

ing her. Instead he turns himself ove
for failing in his duty, but whe
word is brought to him that the gii

has gone back to the rancher, despit
her promise to the hero that sh
wouldn't do so, the Ranger break
out of jail and goes after her. I

making a getaway with the girl, h
is shot by the bad beef baron, an
at the same time the cattle ar

thrown into a stampede, in whic
the heroine perishes, while the Rang
er pulls through and is sent back t

his post by the villain. The stam
pede provides the best action in th

picture.
Cast: Leo Carrillo, John Mack Browi

Dorothy Burgess, Slim Summerville, Fran
Cami eau.
Director, Edward Laemmle ; Author, Toi

R5.?d: Adaptor, Randall Faye; Dialoguer;

Tom Reed, Randall Faye; Editor, Ted Kent
Cameraman, Harry Neumann ; Recording Er
?ineer, C. Roy Hunter.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.
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Ken Maynard m
"BRANDED MEN"

iffany 63 mins.

ORDINARY WESTERN MELO-
iRAMA WITH THE USUAL SIT-

TATIONS, INTRIGUE, FIST

•IGHTS AND GUN PLAY.

Ken Maynard's beautiful horse,

Tarzan," plays an important part

1 this western and performs the_

uman stunts of spying on the vil-

lin and finally tracking down the

men who have tried to frame

is master. The story is common-

ilace and fails to develop a heavy

unch. It concerns Ken, a cow-hand,

/ho falls in love with June Clyde,

he town beauty, and pledges to

rotect her ne'er-do-well brother,

'he lad gambles in the saloon run

py Charles King and as a result

alls into debt. He becomes the easy

irey of King and his evil cohorts,

land-to-hand battles, much shoot-

nsr. plenty of heavy ridin^- and two

r three s'uspenseful situations work
tp to the climax in which the young
irother is redeemed and Ken and

une fall into a clinch. Billy Bletch-

^r, as an abbreviated cowhand chum
if Ken, supplies a bit of laughable

nugging.
Cast: Ken Maynard. June Clyde, Irving

3acon, Billy Bletcher, Charles King, Donald

<eith.

Director, Phil Rosen; Author, Earle Snell;

Vdaptor, same: Dialoguer, same; Editor,

5arl Turner; Cameraman, Arthur Reed;

Recording Engineer, not credited.

Direction, okay. Photograph, good.

"THE BLONDE CAPTIVE"
Imperial Dist. Co. 60 mins.

NOVEL AUSTRALIAN EXPEDI-
TION FILM FILLED WITH UN-
USUAL MATTER AND DE-
SCRIBED BY LOWELL THOMAS.
Opening with an interesting de-

scription of the Australian terri-

tories to be covered, this feature

starts at a snappy pace which car-

ries on to the finish. Intimate studies

of natives of tropical Australia,

their home life, dances, ceremonies
and rituals are shown. The entire

rite of transforming a lad from boy-
hood to manhood is picturized. The
sequence includes forbidden dances
by chieftains and finally the pound-
ing out of the lad's two front teeth,

making him a full-fledged warrior.
Close-ups, of native women at work
and play, queer animals seldom or
never seen by a white man, scenes of
a huge turtle laying its eggs, and
finally the discovery of a native
whom the explorers consider tb be
the direct descendant of the Nean-
derthal man, a relic of the stone
age. The film is unquestionably au-
thentic up to this point, but the
"Blonde Captive" sequence," in

which the explorers are supposed to
come across a white woman who
years before had been shipwi-ecked
on the island, smacks too much of
Hollywood.

Produced by Stanley D. Porteus, Paul
Withington, Clinton Childs and Northern
Australia Expedition Syndicate ; Editor, Na-
than Cy. Braunstein ; Dialoguer, Lowell
Thomas ; Musical Arrangement, Carl Ed-
ouarde; Cameramen, Ralph P. King. Linus
J. Wilson ; Recording Engineers, Thornton
P. Dewhirst, George L. Crapp.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.

"THE TWO GUN CABALLERO"
Imperial Dist. Co. 58 mins.

VERY MELODRAMATIC OLD-
TIME WESTERN WITH A SNAR-
LING VILLAIN AND STRUTTING
HERO.

Reminiscent of the 1910 style si-

lent melodrama, this western resorts

to all the old-time tricks, mus-

tache twirling villains, on-the-spot

rescues and a leading man who
masquerades as a Mexican bandit

with a heavy accent. Situations have

been built for the gallery crowds

without regard to intelligent con-

tinuity or technical consistency. It's

all about a cow-hand who is accused

of a murder, of which he is innocent.

He escapes to Mexico, where he

meets Lopez, a Mexican bad man.

Seeing that he and Lopez resemble

each other in looks and physical

make up, the fugitive returns to the

scene of the crime disguised as the

Mex. After plenty of shooting and

hard riding, the real murderer is re-

vealed. Kids who believe that any-

thing can happen out West will both

applaud and hiss this one.

Cast: Robert Eraser, Consuelo Dawn,
Bobby Nelson, Carmen La Roux, Pat Har-
mon, Diane Esmonde, Al Ferguson.

Director, Jack Nelson; Author, B. Wayne
Lamont ; Adaptor, Jack Nelson ; Cameraman,
Bert Baldridge ; Recording Engineer, Gen-
eral Sound Corp.

Direction, ordinary. Photography, poor.

"ELISABETH VON OESTERREICH"
with Lil Dagovcr

Tohis Forenfllm 84 mins.

GOOD GERMAN - DIALOGUE
PRODUCTION ON HISTORICAL
THEME. WELL ACTED AND DI-

RECTED.
The unhappy career of the Bavar-

ian princess who became the ill-fated

Empress of Austria forms the basis

of this German talker, and one of

its chief points of interest is the

appearance of Lil Dagover in the

leading role. Miss Dagover has since

been signed by Warner Bros, and
her first American release is due for

showing any day now. In this Ger-
man picture Miss Dagover goes
through various episodes of Vien-

nese court life, occasionally escaping

from her confinement to visit a

childhood friend back in the Bavar-
ian mountains, but the Emperor and
his strict mother see to it that she

has very little freedom. Later, after

her son is born and grows up, she

tries to keep the Crown Prince from
falling into a similarly unhappy
royal marriage, and the prince and
his sweetheart subsequently commit
suicide. Finally an anarchist kills

the Empress. There are some light

moments in the story, but for the
most part it is sober drama. The
acting is fine all around.

Cast: Lil Dagover, Maria Solveg, Paul
Otto, Ekkehard Arend, Charlotte Ander,
Ida Perry, L. Stoessel.

Director. Adolf Trotz ; Authors, G. C.
Klaren, Alfred Schirokauer, Adolf Lantz

;

Adaptor, Franz Schroedter ; Dialoguer, same

;

Editor, Geza Pollatschik ; Cameraman, Mar-
tin Liebenau ; Recording Engineer, Hermann
Birkhofer.

Direction, good. Photography, fine.

"THE SECRET MENACE"
with

Jlenn Tryon, Virginia Broion Faire

mperial Dist. Co. 59 mins.

AVERAGE QUALITY OLD-TIME
MELODRAMA THAT WILL DO
FOR THE POP HOUSES.

To audiences that want raw and

-apid melodrama, this will prove

latisfactory entertainment. The story

s old stuff and contains all the ele-

nents essential to a 10-20-30 teeth-

gnashing meller. Glenn Tryon, a

wealthy young man, visits a hotel

md ranch of which he is the owner.

Unknown to Tryon, gold has been

iiscovered on his land. Two smooth-

talking villains murder the prospec-

tor who discovers the gold and then

use every means to force Tryon to

sell the property. With the aid of

Virginia Brown Faire, Tryon builds

up the hotel's patronage, only to

ave it wiped out by the dastardly

deeds of the villains. Everything

works out okay and Virginia and

Glenn are lassoed and drawn to-

gether for the final clinch.

Cast: Glenn Tryon, Virginia Brown Faire,
-.rthur Stone, Edward Cecil, John Elliott,

Margaret Mann, Joe Savage, Pat Harman,
'ules Cowles, Chuck Baldra.

Director, Richard Kahn ; Author, same

;

Adaptor, B. Wayne Lamont; Editor, Ar-
thur Brooks; Cameraman, Burt Baldridge;
Recording Engineer, B. J. Kroger.

Direction, fair. Photography, fair.

Tirn McCoy in

"ONE V/AY TRAIL"
Columbia 60 mins.

WESTERN WITH PLENTY OF
HOKUM, GUNPLAY, HARD RID-
ING, BAD MEN AND A FINE
PORTRAYAL BY TIM McCOY.

The fact that Tim McCoy knows
how to act and can read lines in

most convincing style, is the great-

est asset that can be claimed for

this western. The story is very

familiar with situations that will

cause the pop house audiences

plenty of heart throbs and consider-

able excitement. Tim rides into a

town with the direct purpose of

avenging the murder of his younger

brother. He believes the father of

his sweetheart to be the guilty man,

but after several card-playing epi-

sodes and hard fighting sequences,

Tim discovers that the culprit is

none other than his own partner.

The killer discovers that Tim has
learned the truth, and then the
chase starts. There is enough ro-

mance to hold the ladies. Scenery
is fine and Tim's magnificent white
horse dashes through some unusual-
ly hard riding stunts.

Cast: Tim McCoy, Doris Hill, Carroll Nye,
Polly Ann Young, Al Ferguson.

Director, Ray Taylor ; Author, Claude Ris-
ter ; Adaptor, George Plympton ; Dialoguer,
same ; Editor, Otto Meyer ; Cameraman, John
Hickson ; Recording Engineer, David Forrest,

Direction, good. Photography, good.

"BALINESE LOVE"
Talking Picture Ejncs 45 mins.

SOUTH SEA ISLE YARN
FALLS FLAT WITH ALL-NATIVE
CAST IN AMATEURISH ACTING
AND A WEAK STORY.

This was taken by Tom Terriss
on the Island of Bali in the Dutch
East Indies. The cast is entirely
native, and they go through the
pantomime of a story in a very
crude and amateurish manner. It

is the story of the love of a princess
for a youth of a lower caste. He
proves his prowess in battle with
his enemies, and the chief gives his

consent at last to the marriage.
Then a lot of vague business about
the chief near death, and the girl

must be sacrificed on the burning
pyre, according to the native cus-
tom. The youth finally rescues her,

just as the volcano nearby starts

spouting, and the natives are con-
vinced that it is a sign from their

gods that everything is okay. Only
good for small stands, where the
wild doings in primitive surround-
ings may get by. Tom Terriss
keeps up a running conversation ex-
plaining the action of the story,

which emphasizes how crude the
production really is with the dumb
native cast. The film lacks profes-
sional finish in all departments, and
can be classed merely as a freak
production.

Cast, composed entirely of na-
tives of the Island of Bali.

No credits furnished.

"LA DOUCEUR D'AIMER"
("The Sweetness of Loving")

First Division 90 mins.

PLEASING FRENCH FARCE
COMEDY PEPPED UP WITH
SOME CATCHY MELODIES BUT
SHY ON PRODUCTION VALUES.

This one rates fair as an offering

from the Paris studio of Jacques

Haik. It is typically French in

theme, having to do with a hus-

band's infidelity, but in the end

wifie stands by him just the same.

The direction is amateurish in many
spots, and the production values are
lacking. But for a French audience
it has the atmosphere they like, and
fairly good comedy situations and
catchy melodies carry it over satis-

factorily. A country gentleman
writes songs and harmonies, which
he sends to his cousin, a producer in

Paris, who publishes them under an
assumed name as his own. He is

carrying on an affair with his lead-

ing lady. The fun comes when both
wife and cousin together uncover
his double dealing at a cabaret,
cheating with the other dame and
featuring his relative's songs. The
technique is about ten years behind
Hollywood.

Cast: Victor Boucher, Renee Devillers,

Henri Bosc, Alice Roberts, Theresa Dorny,
Simone Bourdet.

Director, Rene Hervil ; Author, A. Dieu-
donne : Adaptors, Pierre Mandru, Rene Her-
vil ; Dialoguers, same ; Photographer, not

listed.

Direction, fair. Photography, spotty.
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Features Reviewed in Film Daily April 19 to Dec. 6
376 Pictures Covered in 8 Months

Title Revifwed
A Dangerous Affair-COL

11-29-31

Acht Tage Glueck-FL ...8-2-31

Age For Love-UA 11-15-31

Annabelle's Affairs-F ...6-28-31

Alexander Hamilton-WA 9-20-31

Alias The Bad Man-TIF 6-28-31

Alice in Wonderland-COS
9-20-31

Always Goodby-F 5-24-31

Ambassador Bill-F 11-15-31

American Tragedy-PAR ..8-9-31

Anybody's Blonde-ACP .11-1-31

Are These Our Children?-RKO
11-15-31

Arizona Terror-TIF .. 9-27-31

Around the World in 80
Minutes-UA 11-22-31

Avenger-COL 4-19-31

Bad Company-PAT 11-8-31

Bad Girl-F 8-9-31

Bargain (reviewed as You
and I)-FN .. 9-6-31

Battle of Gallipoli-CAP. .12-6-21

Beloved Bachelor-PAR. . 10-18-31

Ben Hur-MGM 12-6-31

Big Business Girl-FN . .6-14-31

Big Gamble-PAT 9-27-31

Border Love-COL 9-13-31

Born to Love-PAT 4-26-31

Bought-WB 8-16-31

Black Camel-F 7-5-31

Black Sea Mutiny-AM 6-21-31

Blonde Crazy-WA 12-6-31

Branded-COL 11-1-31

Brat-F . 8-2-31

Broad Minded-FN 7-5-31

Brokiga Blad-SCA ...11-29-31

Call of the Rockies-SYN 7-12-31

Captain Applejack-WA 4-19-31

Captain Thunder-WA ... 5-10-31
Captivation-CAP 9-27-31

Caught Plastered-RKO ..8-9-31

Caught-PAR 10-4-31

Cavalier of the West-ARC
11-22-31

Champ-MGM 11-15-31

Chances-FN 6-14-31

Cherie-PAR 6-14-31

Children of Dreams-WA. 7-19-31

Chinatown After Dark-ACP
10-25-31

Cisco Kid-F 10-25-31

City Streets-PAR 4-19-31
Civilization-ATA 8-16-31

Clearing the Range-CAP.S-24-31
Common Law-PAT 7-19-31

Comnrnmised-FN 11-8-31

Confessions of a Co-Ed-PAR
6-21-31

Conquering Horde-PAR. .3-29-31

Consolation Marriage-RKO
11-1-31

Convicted-ARC 10-4-31

Corte D'Assise-TRC 10-4-31

Corsair-UA 11-22-31
Cosi E La Vita-TH 11-8-31

Cuban Love Song-MGM .
12-6-31

Cyclone Kid-BIF ....11-22-31

Daddy Long Legs-F.. .6-7-31

Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-16-31

Danton-CAP 9-13-31

Das Alte Lied-HK 9-13-31

Das Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari-

GS 9-13-31
Das Floetenkonzert von
Sanssouci-UFA 10-18-31

Das Lied Vom Leben-TA
10-18-31

Das Rheinlandmaedel-CAP
9-20-31

Daughter of the Dragon-PAR

Daybreak-MGM 5-31-31

Deceiver-CLO 11-29-31

Defenders of the Law-JOH
5-24-31

Der Grosse Tenor-UFA 5-31-31

Der Hampelmann-TA . 9-13-31

Der Wahre Jakob- TRA .8-16-31

Devotion-PAT 10-4-31

Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA
8-23-31

Die Drei Von Der Tankstelle-
UFA 6-21-31

Die Forsterchrist!-CAP .5-3-31

Die Grosse Sehnsucht-TA
1011-31

Die Lindenwirten vom Rhein-
ASC 9-27-31

Die Lustigen Weiber Von
Wein-CAP 7-12-31

Die Privatsekretaerin-CAP
6-21-31

Die 3 Groschenoper-WA . 5-24-31

Die Schlacht von Bademuende
UFA.. 11-22-31

Doctors' Wives-P 4-26-11

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema GS—George Schneider

ACP—Action Pictures HA—High Art Pictures

^P/^*T?""''- G«"«"' F''!" HED—Headline PicturesAM—Amkmo ,,„ _ ,, „ _,
ARC—Artclass HG—J. H. Hoffberg

ASC—Associated Cinema
ATA—American Trading Asoc.
BI—British International
BIF—Big Four

HK—Henry Kaufman
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
IMP—Imperial Distributing

CAP—Capitol Film Exchange TH—Thalia Productions
CKL—Celebrity
CF—Cinema Francais
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Unique Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures
DM—Drklik-Martel
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National

JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAL—Ernest Mattson
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
M OV—Movicgraphs
NOR—Norwegian Amer. Line
OM—Olympia Macre Excelsior
OS—Osso Productions
PAR—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PEE—Peerless
PIC—Picture Classics
PIT—Pittaluga

FTP—Foreign Talking Pictures P IZ—William Pizor

PRX—Protex Trading Corp.

RAS—Raspin Productions
REG—Regal Talking Pictures
ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures '

SCA—Scandinavian Talking
Pictures

SIN—Dr. Alexander Singelow
SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TRA—Transatlantic Picti.

TRC—Transcontinental Pics.

TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros.
WK—Willis Kent
WM—J. D. WilUams
WW—Sono Art

Title Reviewed

Dolly Macht Karriere-UFA
7-26-31

Dreyfus Case—COL 8-30-31
Dude Ranch-PAR 4-26-31
Dugan of the Bad Lands-MOP

8-21-31

East of Borneo-U . . . .8-23-31
Ein Burschenlied Aus Hei-
delberg-UFA ...9-20-31

Eine Fieundin So Goldig
Wie DuTA 10-25-31

Enemies of the Law-REG
7-12-31

Ex-Bad Boy-U 9-27-31

Expensive Women-WA .11-15-31

Explorers of the World-RAS
9-6-31

Express 13-UFA 8-9-31

Everythin g's Rosie-RKO . 5-24-3

1

Fanny Foley HerselfRKO
10-25-31

Fidlovacka-DM ..7-5-31

Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL
8-16-31

Fifty Million Frenchmen-WA
3-29-31

Fighting SheriJf-COL . 6-28-31
Finger Points-FN 3-29-31
First Aid-WW 7-12-31
Five and Ten-MGM 7-12-31
Five Star Final-FN. ... .9-13-31
Five Year Plan-AM 6-7-31

Flood-COL 5-3-31

Flyinp Fool-BT 10-18-31
Fra Diavolo-TRC 11-22-31
Frankenstein-U 12-6-31
Free Soul-MGM 6-7-31
Freighters of Destiny-PAT

11-8-31

French Leave-TPE 12-6-31
Frida's Visor-MAL ..10-25-31
Friends and Lovers-RKO

11-8-31

Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31
Gentleman's Fate-MGM .6-28-31
Girl Habit-PAR 6-14-31
Girls About Town-PAR. . 11-1-31
God's Country and the Man-

SYN 6-7-31
God's Gift to Women-WA

4-19-31
Goldie-F 6-'28-31

Gold Dust Gertie-WA 5-31-31
Good Bad Girl-COL. . 5-17-31
Oraft-IT 11-29-31
Great Lover-MGM 8-30-31
Crief Street-CHE 10-11-31
Guardsman-MGM ..9-13-31
Guilty Ceneration-COL 11-22-31
Guilty Hands-MGM 8-30-31
Gun Smoke-PAR 4-26-31
Hsrd Hombre-HOF . 9-20-31
Headin' for Trouble-BIF.9-6-31
Hearthreak-F 10-18-31
Hell Below Zero-TPE. . .6-28-31
Hell Bent for Frisco-WW

7-12-31
Her Majestv. Love-FN. 11-29-31
Heroes All-TMP 10-25-31
Hish Stakes-RKO .. 5-31-31
His Woman-PAR 12-6-31
Hiartats Rost-PAR 6-28-31
Holv Terror-F ... ...7-19-3]
Homicide Squad-U 8-30-31
Honeymoon Lane-PAR . .8-2-31
Honor of the Family-FN

10-18-31
Horse Ate the Hat-MOV. 9-6-31

*

24 Hours-PAR 10-4-31
Huckleberry Finn-PAR .8-9-31

Title Reviewed

Hurricane Horseman-WK
10-11-31

Hush Money-F 7-12-31
T Am Prom Siam-PTC. . .9-6-31

I Like Your Nerve-FN 9-13-31

Im Geheimdienst-ITFA 11-29-31
Tn Line of Duty-MOP. 11-29-31

I Take This Woman-PAR
6-14-31

Ihre Hoheit Befiehlt-UFA
11-8-31

Immortal Vagabond-TPE 8-2-31
Indiscreet-UA 5-10-31
In OM Cheyenne-WW ..5-3-31

Iron Man-U 4-19-31

Is There Justice?-WW. .9-20-31

It's A Wis* Child-MGM
5-17-31

Jede Frau Hat Etwas-PAR
5-24-31

Jew At War-AM 7-26-31

Just A Gigolo-MGM.. 6-14-31

Just For A Song-WW... 4-26-31

Kaiserliebchen-TA 11-15-31

Karamazov-TA 9-27-31

Kick In-PAR 5-24-31

Kid From Arizona-COS. 5-10-31

Ladies' Man-PAR 5-3-31

Lady from Nowhere-CHE
7-19-31

Lady Who Dared-FN. . .6-7-31

Las Companas Capistrano-HG
11-29-31

Last Flight-FN 8-23-31

La Straniera-CAP 4-19-31

Lariats and Six Shooters
COS.. 10-25-31

Laughing Sinners-MGM 7-5-31

Lawless Woman-CHE .4-26-31
Law of the Rio Grande-SYN.

8-9-31

Lanrver's Secret-PAR 5-31-31

Le Culte de Beaute-OS. .6-7-31

Le Million-TF 5-24-31

Le Mystere de la Chambre
Jaune-OS 5-31-31

Left Over Ladies-WW.1018-31
Liebe Auf BcfeW-U ..6-7-31

Lieber Uber AHes-CAP 4-19-31
Liebesnralzer-UFA .... 5-3-31

Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN
R-16-31

Lncal Boy Makes Good-FN
n-29-31

Lover Come Back-COL. 6-7-31

Love Storm-BT 10-18-31
Lumpemball-AGF 4-26-31
Mad Genius-WA 10-25-31
Mad Parade-PAR 9-20-31
Maciste Tn Hell-OM ...6-28-31
Magnificent Lie-PAR ..7-26-31
Maltese Falcon-WA 5-31-31
Man From Death Valley-MOP

10-11-31
Man in Possession-MGM .7-19-31
Many a S'io-U 8-30-31
Meet the Wife-COL 6-21-31
Men Are Like That-COL 8-16-31
Men Call It Lnve-MOM 6-21-31

Men in Her Life-COL. .. 12-6-31
Men of the Skv-FN 7-19-31
Merelv Mary Ann-F ....9-13-31
Miracle Woman-COL .8-2-31
Mi^hehavine- Ladies-FN. . 1 1-8-31
Monkey Bu-siness-PA R .9-27-31
Morals for Women-TTF 11-22-31
Monsters of the Deep-TPE

S-24-31
Montana Kid-MOP 9-13-31
Mother and Son-MOP. . .8-30-31

Title Reviewed

Mother's MilUons-U 5-10-31

Mr. Lemon of Orange-F. 3-29-31

Murder At Midnight-TIF
9-20-31

Murder By the Clock-PAR
7-I9-3I

My Sin-PAR 9-6-31

Mystery of Life-U 7-5-31

Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31

Naughty Flirt-FN 4-19-31

Neck and Neck-WW. .. 11-8-31

Nevada Buckaroo-TIF .11-29-31

New Adventures of Get-Rich-
Quick Wallingford-MGM

10-11-31
Newly Rich-PAR 7-5-31

Never the Twain Shall Meet-
MGM . . • 6-7-31

Night Angel-PAR 6-14-31

Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31

Night Nurse-WA 7-19-31

Nomandie-SIN 6-21-31

Nur Am Rhein-FTP. . 10-11-31
Once a Ladv-PAR 11-8-31

Opera Ball-PRX 11-8-31

Other Men's Women-WA. 4-26-31

Over the Hill-F 11-22-31

Pagan Lady-COL 9-27-31
Palmy Days-UA 9-27-31

Pardon Us-MGM 8-23-31

Parisian, The-CAP 8-23-31

Partners of the Trail-MOP
8-30-31

Party Husband-FN 5-17-31

Penrod and Sam-FN 9-27-31
Personal Maid-PAR... 8-30-31

Phantom of Paris-MGM . 11-15-31

Platinum Blonde-COL. .. 11-1-31

PoHtics-MGM 8-2-31

Pos-ie^^ed-MOM 11-29-31
Private ScandaUHED. . .11-1-31

Prodigal-M GM 6-28-31

Public Enemy-WA 4-26-31
Public Defender-RKO ..7-12-31
Quick Millions-F 4-19-31

Range Feud-COL 11-22-31
Range Law-TIF 11-1-31

Rebound-PAT 8-30-31
Reckless Hour-FN 8-2-31

Reckless Living-U ...10-11-31
Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31

Rich Man's Folly-PAR 11-22-31
Riders of the Cactus-BIF

8-16-31
Rider of the Plains-SYN. 5-3-31

Riders of the Purple Sage-
F 9-27-31

Ridin' Fool-TIF 5-31-31
Right of Way-FN 3-29-31
Road to Reno-PAR... 10-11-31
Road to Singapore-WA. .10-4-31
Rosenmontag-UFA 3-29-31
Rubicon-AM 9-27-31
Rul'ns? Voice-FN 11-8-31
Runaround (Reviewed as Lov-

able and Sweet-RKO 6-21-31
Salvation Ne'1-TIF .. .7-5-31
Scareheads-CAP 10-25-31
Sea Ghnst-PEE 11-29-31
Secret Call-PAR 7-12-31
Secret Six-MGM 5-3-31

Secrets of A Secretary-PAR
7-19-31

Seed-U S-I7-31
Sein Liebeslied-ASC ..11-22-31
Shanghai Love-COL 9-6-31

Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour-
PD 7-12-31

Sheriff's Secret-COS 6-14-31

Title Reviewet

Shipmates-MGM 3-24-Sl
Ships of Hate-MOP 7-26-31

Should a Doctor TeU?-REG
8-23-31

Side Show-WA 9-20-31

Sidewalks of New York-MGM
11-15-31

Sin of Madelon Claudet-MGM
11-1-31

Silence-PAR 8-16-31

Sin of Madelon Claudet-PAR
11-1-31

Siroco-CF 11-29-31

Six Cylinder Love-F .5-17-31

Skandal Um Eva-FM ..4-26-31

Skin Game-BI 6-21-31

Sky Raiders-COL 5-31-31

Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-31

Skyline-F 10-11-31

Smart Money-WA 6-21-31

Smart Woman-RKO ..10-11-31

Smiling Lieutenant-PAR. 5-24-31

Sob Sister-F 10-4-31

Soldiers Plaything-WA . . .
5-3-31

Son of India-MGM 7-26-31

Son of the Land-AM .5-31-31

Son of the Plains-SYN. . .7-5-31

Soul of the Slums-ACP ll-29-.n

Speckled Band-FD 11-8-31

Spider. The-F 8-16-31

Spirit of Notre Dame-U 9-27-31

Sporting Blood-MGM ..8-16-31

Sporting Chance-PEE 10-25-31

Squaw Man-MGM 9-20-31

Star Witness-WA 8-2-31

Stepping Out-MGM 5-24-31

Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-31

Street Scene-UA 8-30-31

Strictly Dishonorable-U . 1 1-15-31

Student Sein-PRX 5-3-31

Subway Express-COL ..3-29-31

Suicide Fleet-PAT ....11-29-31

Sundown Trial-PAT ..10-18-31

Sunrise Trail-TIF 3-29-31

Surrender-F 11-29-31

Susan Lenox-MGM ...10-18-31

Susanne Macht Ordnung-FTP
10-11-31

Svengali-WA 5-3-31

Sweepstakes-PAT . . 6-28-31

Tailor Made Man-MGM. 4-27-31

Tarnished Ladv-PAR ..4-19-31

Terra Madre-TRC 11-1-31

Texas Ranger-QOL ... 5-10-31

Their Mad Moment-F. . .9-27-31

Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA
8-16-31

This Modern Age-MGM 9-6-31

Three Girls Lost-F 5-3-31

Three Loves-ASC ... .5-24-31

Three Who Loved-RKO . 6-21-31

Tip-Off-PAT 11-1-31

Too Many Cooks-RKO .7-19-31

Too Young To Marry-WA
5-10-31

Touchdown-PAR 11-15-31

Toute Sa Vie-PAR 6-21-31

Transatlantic-F 7-26-31
Transgression-RKO 6-7-31

Traveling Husbands-RK06-21-3I
Troika-FE 4-26-31

Tropen Nachte-PAR ...5-31-31
Two Gun Man-TIF 6-7-31

Ubangi-PIZ 5-31-31

TTn Soir de Rafle-PRX. 10-18-31

Undertow-U 8-30-31

Unholy Garden-UA ...9-20-31

Up For Murder-U ... 5-31-31

Up Pops the Devil-PAR. 5-17-31

Versuchen Sie Meine Schwes-
ter-TP 6-21-31

Vice Squad-PAR 6-7-31

Viking-WM 6-21-31

Virtuous Husbands-U . .5-10-31

Waterloo Bridce-U 8-16-31

White Devil-TPE 8-30-31
White Shoulders-RKO .5-18-31

Wicked-F 9-20-31

Wild Horse-HOF ... 8-2-S1

Woman Between-RKO 6-21-31

Women Go On Forever-TIF
8-16-31

Women of All Nations-F
5-31-31

Woman of Experience-PAT
7-12-31

Women Love Once-PAR 6-28-31
Women Men Marry-HED

4-19-31
Yankee Don-CAP 5-17-31
Yellow Pa«s-AM 5-3-31

Yellow Ticket-F 11-1-31
Young As You Feel-F 8-9-31
Young Donovrn's Kid-RKO

5-21-31
Young Sinners P 5-10-31
Zein Weib's Lubovnick-HA

10-4-31



NOW YOU'VE GOT

SOMETHING BETTER TO SELL

X HE best way to boost business is to offer

greater value. In movies it's greater pleasure.

Now you can gvv^ your patrons just that. You've

got something better to sell. Eastman Super-sensi-

tive, the most widely used negative film in the

industry, results in better-directed, better-acted,

better-photographed, better-finished pictures.

And, whether your patrons are entirely aware

of all these improvements or not, the fuller

satisfaction they get will automatically show

in your box-office receipts.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York Chicago Hollywood



To sell

on a Picture that CAN^T miss .

.

Use this 24-sheet on

regular stands or cut

out for your marquee*
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VI. P. T. O.A. Calls onExhibs toMobilize Against Tax

itockhoTders approvLrko refinance plan

Michalove Starts Kiddie Club Drive in Warner Houses

Hdpl
. the relief fund

By Jack Alicoate =^

—LISTEN to this. It's from a letter re-

ived this very morning: "Thank Cod for

e kindness of the Relief Fund. I was so

erwhelmed and awed by your help that

Ihen I left you I sat for fifteen minutes

Bryant Park and could not help crying."

•
I

—And this is but one of MANY constant

ises in YOUR industry.

—The relief fund is down to its LAST
w dollars. The result of a bitter and

ying year.

•
—In the name of humanity it requests

)ur help.

—Here is i

orks silently,

id tape.

charity organization that

SPEEDILY. And with NO

—When a man's hungry, he needs FOOD
lot investigation. To one in sickness or

istress, red tape CANNOT take the place

F medicine.

•
—Many of those on TOP yesterday are

n the bottom TODAY. Sympathetic un

erstanding of their needs can BEST come
•om those FAMILIAR with their record

nd background.

•
—Every dollar collected goes DIRECT to

slief. There is not ONE red cent of ex-

—The committee is happy to do the

>ork—BUT—YOU must help.

•
—The 1932 fund is growing nicely,

'hanks to those regular fellows who are

;iving it a BIG boost.

•
—Send in YOUR check. Today. NOW.

•
—The committee having the work in

:harge consists of Don Mersereau, "Red"
Kann, Billy Brandt, Al Lichtman, Ed Finney,

Bert Adier, Lee Ochs, and the writer as

chairman.

H. M. Warner's Daughter
Devoting Time to

Juvenile Plan
Extension of the Kiddie Club idea

as a business booster, goodwill
agency and for the building of fu-
ture audiences, has been placed un-
der way throughout the Warner cir-

cuit by Dan Michalove. The work is

regarded as of such importance that
Doris Warner, daughter of H. M.
Warner, is devoting all her time to

an investigation and complete analy-
sis of Warner Kiddie Clubs and
will communicate directly with all

managers regarding plans for en-
larging the scope of these clubs.

LEVINE'S 1932-33 PLANS

MAY INCLUDE FEATURES

Mascot Pictures' 1932-33 produc-
tion schedule, which is expected to

include several feature productions
in addition to four all-talking serials

(Continued on Page 8)

Barth Made Sales Head
For Pomeroy Company

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Gus Barth has been

made sales manager of the Pomeroy
Co., which is doing special photo-
graphic and recording work for na-

tional and independent producers.
Charles "Chuck" Davis has joined

the sales staff under Barth.

Seek Shorter Union Week
IVest Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A four-day week, so as

to provide for a greater number of

union men and probably also forestall

the cutting of wages, is understood to

be planned by the Federation of Motion
Picture Crafts, recently formed through
the efforts of Joe Casey, local repre-
sentative of the American Federation
of Labor. With producers considering
curtailments in personnel, it is very
likely that the unions will be easier

to bring around to signing the new
agreement, settlement of which has
been put off until January.

%

Total of 727 houses, or approxi-
mately 80 per cent of the 899 regu-
larly-operated theaters in the
Dominion of Canada, are now wired
for sound, according to the latest

(Continued on Page 8)

Hollywood Theaters, Ltd.

Gets 9 West Coast Houses
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Theater transfers

of the past month include nine Fox
West Coast Houses to Hollywood
Theaters, Ltd. They are the Apollo,

Carlton, Carmel, Stadium, Rivoli,

Vista and Paramount (Santa Mon-
ica Blvd.) in Los Angeles; the Bev-
erly, Beverly Hills, and the El Por-
tal, Lankershein.

Mobilization Against Tax
Is Called by M. P. T. O. A.

Stage Wants Lubitsch;

Under Option to Para.

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Offers to stage musical produc-

tions on Broadway and in Europe have been

made to Ernst Lubitsch, but he says Paramount
holds an option on his services. His contract

I expires In March.

Calling upon exhibitors to mobil-
ize with object of opposing the pro-
posed 10 per cent admission tax.

M. J. O'Toole, secretary of the M.
P. T. 0. A., on Saturday declared
that every effort will be expended
to make Congress realize the unfair-
ness of the proposal. Adoption of

the recommendation, he pointed out,

(Continued on Page 8)

Management Is Upheld by
Two-Thirds Vote—
Brown Hopeful

After a spirited last-minute drive
for proxies, success of the RKO re-

financing plan was announced at the
Baltimore meeJng late Saturday
night by Hiram S. Brown ni"osidont.

The vote represented slightly more
than two-thirds of the oucstanamg
stock. Back in New York yes'erday
Brown said: "Needless to say I am
extremely gratified at the result and
appreciate the loyal support given

(Continued on Page 8)

11 RADIOPATHE FEATURES

BEING LAUNCHED BY FEB.

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—As the initial produc-

tion drive of the merged Radio Pic-

tures and Pathe studios, 11 big fea-

ures will be in various stages of

work by Feb. 1, says David O. Selz-

nick.

10 Per Cent Tax Bill

Filed in Pennsylvania
Philadelphia—As a result of the

walloping handed to Governor Pin-

chot's plan for relief at Harrisburg,
a bill calling for a 10 per cent tax

on admissions has been offered.

Plans of the Council here to raise

taxes were blocked when about 10,-

000 taxpayers marched on City Hall

in protest. In another effort to ob-
tain revenue, the bill to place a

two-cent tax on movie tickets was
rushed through a second reading

and comes up for final action next

Thursday.

Dallas House Establishes

Charity Day Each Week

Dallas—Charity day has been established as

a regular Friday event at the Old Miller the-

ater. There is no charge for admission on this

day, but old clothes and canned goods serve as

the door pass. The clothes and food are given

to charity agencies.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Qose ChK
Con. Fm. Ind 4'A Ayk 4}i - A
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 9A 9^4 9A — A
East. Kodak S,iA 81 J4 83 + 1

Fox Fm. "A".... Z'A 3 3

Gen. Th. Eq. (new) At Vi A
Loew's, Inc 2754 25Ji 27'4 + 154
M-G-M pfd 18 15 15 — 4

Piramount 8 7}4 8 + A
Pathe Exch V2 J4 A
do "A" W^ lA 1/2 + ¥1.

BKO "A" m iA VA — A
Warner Bros 2 A 2

A

2A + A
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

CoIun:liia Pets, vtc. 4 4 4 -f 15^

Fox Thea. "A".... H A A
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. Vi V» H — Vi

Natl Scr Ser 16 16 16 — 2

RKO rts 316 As 3-16 + 116
Technicolor 2A 2;^ 2A — A
Trans-Lux 2 2 2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 3 54 3 354 -f 54

Keith A-0 6s 46. 40 39 >i 40

Loew 6s 41ww 85 80 80 — 5

Paramount 6s 47 .. 45 44 45 — VA
Par 554s50 40 38-^ 39J4 — A
Pathe 7b37 58 57}^ 57^ — 65^8

Warner's 6s39 2954 2754 29/a + 1

Jim Handy Expanding
Detroit—Jim Handy Picture Ser-

vice, industrial film producers, are

building an addition to plant, for

warehouse purposes. Adjacent build-

is being taken over.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

The Broadway Parade
(Week of Dec. 11)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"The Cheat" Paramount Paramount
"Flying High" M-G-M Capitol

"Good Sport" Fox Roxy
"Blonde Crazy" (2nd week) Warner Bros Strand
"Frankenstein" (2nd week) Universal Mayfair
"Branded Men" Tiffany Warner

EXTENDED RUNS

"Ben Hur" (2nd week) M-G-M. Rialto

"The Struggle" United Artists Rivoli

"Explorers of the World" Raspin Criterion

"Her Majesty, Love" (3rd week) First National Winter Garden

$2 RUNS

"The Champ" (6th week) M-G-M Astor

"Arrowsmith" (2nd week) United Artists Gaiety

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Elizabeth Von Oesterreich" Tobis Europa
"Opera Ball" (6th week) Protex Trading Co. . . .Little Carnegie

" Kaiserliebchen" (Sth week)* Tobis Little Carnegie
"Im Geheimdienst" Ufa Cosmopolitan
"La Douceur d'Aimer" .... First Division Sth Ave. Playhouse
"Killing to Live" • Amkino Cameo

FUTURE OPENINGS

"Tonight or Never" (Dec. 17) United Artists Rialto

*Formerly at the Vanderbilt.

Pizor Gets World Rights

On 8 Cardinal Pictures

William Pizor of Imperial Dis-

tributing Co. has contracted for the

world rights to eight features pro-

duced by Cardinal Productions, Hol-

lywood, of which Richard Kahn is

president. Included in the eight

are "The Two Gun Cabahero" and
"The Secret Menace", already fin-

ished. The remaining six will be

mystery melodramas.

Springer-Cocalis Circuit

Under Union Pressure

Newest development in the Local

306, Operators' Union, strike against

nine Springer-Cocalis houses in

Manhattan and the Bronx is action

of the Bronx Superintendents'
Union, Local 71, in barring from
their apartment houses women can-

vassers employed by the circuit. The
Mothers' Ciub of the Bronx, friendly

to the projectionists, is running free

picture shows in competition with
Springer-Cocalis.

li I. E. Brulatour.
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Schwerin's Pittsburgh Quarters

Pittsburgh—Charles T. Schwerin
has leased quarters at 1703 Boule-

vard of Allies for his newly formed
Charles Schwerin Distributing Co.

to handle independent product.

Federal Trade Report

Cites "Ingagi" Case
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAIL]
Washington —• Among the impor-

tant investigations of the year listed

by the Federal Trade Commission
in its annual report to Congress is

the case of "Ingagi," Congo Pictures
production, which the Commission
caused to be changed so as to re-
move scenes that were regarded as
"deceiving" and injured competitors
having authentic pictures. Assur-
ance has been given that the earlier
version of the film no longer is being-
shown in the U. S., the Commission
reports.

George Lane with Harvey-Jaediker
George Lane, for years associated

with Roland Butler in the Commercial
Art Service, Boston, handling the
art work for Publix, Shubert, Er-
langer and other local theaters as
well as general commercial art, has
joined the Harvey-Jaediker Service.

"Season's Greetings" Release
Vit"»>t,r,no's holiday short, "Th*-

Season's Greetings," will be released
Dec. 18.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Warner Bros, stockholders' meeting,
New York.

Dec. 15: Meeting of Allied Theater Ownen
of New Jersey, Hotel Lincoln, New York,

Dec. 31: Motion Picture Salesmen New
Year's frolic, Hotel Plaza, New York.

Jan. 5 : Testimonial dinner to Aaron Saper-
stein, Congress Hotel, Chicago.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Caroliu
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlott*.
Charlotte. N. C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb,

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-danct
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures),
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

Leo Abrams Doing It

Leo Abrams, manager of the Big
U exchange in New York, is taking
a bride as a Christmas present this

year. He will marry Hanna Pettit,

his secretary. The couple plan to

sail on the Britannic for a honey-
moon in the West Indies. Hal Hodes,
brother-in-law of Abrams, and Mrs.
Hodes are taking a trip on the same
boat.

\

Leonard Goldstein Dies

Pittsburgh — Leonard Goldstein,
operator of a suburban house and
relative of Joe and Abe Schnitzer,
died last week.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Ralci

Powers Clneptione Equipment Corporation

T33.TTH »VF.. N. V. BPVANT B-e06T

Joe Leo and AI Fiegel in L. A.
IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Joe Leo and Alfred

E. Fiegel of New York arrived to-

day from San Francisco and will

remain a few days. They are at

the Ambassador.

Dual Bill and Band at Beacon
Next week's program at the Bea-

con, Warner house on upper Broad-
way, will have two features, "Morals
for Women" and "Sporting Chance,"
and the Mills Blue Rhythm Band
with the Four Flashes and Maude
Russell on the stage.

Erpi Equips Furness Liner
Electrical Research Products has

installed a Western Electric sound
system on the new Furness liner,

Monarch of Bermuda.

Winkler Pictures Moves West
Winkler Pictures has closed its

New York office and transferred ac-
tivities to the West Coast. Com-
pany will be known as the Charles
Mintz Studio, 1154 North Western
Ave.

HAVE YOU A PORTABLE SOUND ON FILM
RECORDING EQUIPMENT?

We Have Contracts for the Making of

Sound Pictures

A Profitable Percentage Proposition Can Be
Arranged

Write Box 904, FILM DAILY

POOR MAN— /)c

laughed his head off!

OHo Schnozzle

scanned this new

riot of laughs—
and the exertion

knocked his head

off his shoulders!

WARNING!
save YOUR bead and DON'T buy

TAKING SOME OF

THE LUCK OUT OF

BACKGAMMON
by W. D. EYRE and hilarious cartoons

by GENE ZUKOR

1 DOLLAR AT ALL BOOKSTORES



Personal Pledge
To Shoiivmen from

!$. R. KENT.

Experience has taught me that it is foolish to rave

about every picture that looks like a hit. But when

a picture comes along that has definite out-

standing showmanship qualities, down-to-earth

audience appeal and timeliness, I MUST tell you

about it. I am referring to ^^SOOKY".



directed bljWI!lkil^ TAUROC adaptedfrom thebooKi

Lave just screened this wonderful picture, before

an audience of grown-ups, and I want to tell you

it is a long, long time since I have been so enthusi-

astic over any picture as I am over "^^SOOKY". Not

only will it build tremendous grosses for you, but

it comes to you at a time when you can profit to

the utmost on its qualities.*

mi
'.•M^ i

it.You wUl get ''SOOKV
^during Christmas holidays.



ROBERT COOCAN^

^^SOOKY" is by no means a kid picture. It is Enter-

tainment for Everyone! Compared with "Skippy^even,

"^^SOOKY" proves vastly superior in entertainment

and box-office power. You did good business on

''Skippy". It is my prediction you will do SENSA-

TIONAL business with '^SOOKY". You have the same

money-making cast and director as in ^^Skippy."



to that the increased popmamy of Jackie

Cooper, who has taken the country by storm in

every picture in which he has appeared — plus

real laughs, strong heart-tugs, an absorbing story,

pathos and excellent comedy. The people I was

with actually cried while they laughed.

See your Paramount branch manager and screen

this picture. Then get behind it with everything,

because ''SOOKY" means real money.

iisaKaafiSB^ ^BMk



I THANK THE PUBLICITY
AND ADVERTISING MEN

OF THE THEATRES!
(No. 735 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemm/e,

President of the Universal Pictures Corporation)

IN THE QUARTER OF A CENTURY I HAVE BEEN IN THIS BUSINESS, I HAVE NEVER SEEN SUCH A
swell job of advertising and publicify as the theatres have done in exploiting ^'Frankenstein/'

THIS PICTURE SEEMED TO SET FIRE TO THEIR IMAGINATIONS. IT GAVE THEM OPPORTUNITIES

such as they find in very few productions.

THEY CUT LOOSE AND GOT BACK OF IT WITH ALL THEIR HEART AND SOUL

INSTEAD OF SOFT-PEDALING ON THE FACT THAT THE PICTURE IS GRUESOME, GRISLY AND
shocking, they made capital out of the fact.

THEY DARED THE PEOPLE TO SEE IT. THEY WARNED THEM NOT TO SEE IT UNLESS THEY HAD
good nerves. They taunted the faint-hearted.

AT A TIME WHEN EVERYBODY SAID "THE PEOPLE WANT TO LAUGH," THE THEATRE ADVER-

Hsing and publicity men stressed the fact that there isn't a single laugh in '^Frankenstein .''

SUCH BOLDNESS—THE VERY BEST TYPE OF ADVERTISING IN THE SHOW BUSINESS—BROUGHT
results which will mean millions to the theatre owners before "Frankenstein" has run its course.

YOU MEN WHO OFTEN GET THE BLAME WHEN A THEATRE DOESN'T CLICK ARE CERTAINLY

entitled to public recognition when any picture smashes records to smithereens as "Frankenstein"

is doing.

IN THE NAME OF UNIVERSAL I THANK YOU PUBLICLY.

MOREOVER, THESE MEN WHO WELCOME A CHANCE TO DO ORIGINAL THINKING WILL BE

delighted to hear that I've got another big opportunity for them to show their stuff.

ANOTHER SUPER-SHOCKER IS ON THE WAY. "THE MURDERS IN THE RUE MORGUE." TAKE IT

from me it's no Pollyanna. It's red hot and grisly and packed with the kind of dynamite that can be

detonated by smart brains.

EVERY UNIVERSAL PICTURE TRIES TO GIVE THE ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY MEN OF THE

theatres something to sink their teeth into, but "The Murders in the Rue Morgue" will give your

exploitation a bite that will tickle you to pieces!

Universal —The hit of the industry!
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TO MOBILIZE AGAINST TAX

(.Continued from Pac/e 1)

would result in the passing of the
tax to the public. The film industry
should not be compelled to assume
such burdensome assessment, assert-

ed O'Toole, as the screen is con-
stantly rendering a service to the
government and to the nation. He
also stressed the fact that any tax
measure must originate in the House
of Representatives and reach the
floor via the ways and means com-
mittee. Chances of Mellon's pro-
posed 10 per cent tax bill being
adopted are minimized as the Demo-
crats control the House, O'Toole
said.

80% of Canadian Houses
Now Equipped with Sound

(Continued from Page 1)

survey made for The Film Daily
Year Book. The situation, by prov-
inces, is now as follows: Alberta,
96 out of 110 wired; British Colum-
bia, 81 out of 103; Manitoba, 105
out of 139; Maritime Provinces, 62
out of 90; Ontario, 258 out of 300;
Quebec, 125 out of 157.

Saperstein to Be Honored
Chicago—Aaron Saperstein, head

of the Allied unit in Illinois, is to

be tendered a testimonial dinner
and smoker Jan. 5 by exhibitors, in

appreciation of the work he did in

settling the controversy between the
exhibitors and operators. Henry El-
man is chairman of the affair. The
dinner, to be held in the Gold room
of the Congress Hotel, will cost $10
a plate.

Leonidoff to Produce Units in East
Leon Leonidoff, formerly of the

Roxy and now stage director for
Fanchon and Marco, will produce
four F. & M. "Ideas" in New York,
the first to be staged here with the
exception of the Roxy shows. The
first, "Deutschland," opens at the
Academy of Music this week. Leoni-
doff is just back from the Coast,
where he produced six similar F. &
M. units.

Band Politey Clicks
Chicago— The Platinum Blondes

band, playing at the Embassy the
past four weeks, made such a hit

that it has been contracted for an
additional seven weeks.

COMING & GOING

BENNIE F. ZEIDMAN is on his way
East from the Coast with a print of "Juve-
nile Court." He has two definite offers and
will close distribution deals in New York.
HARRY MICHALSON of RKO last week

visited the Pittsburgh exchange, managed by
Cleve Adams.
LEON LEONIDOFF, Fanchon and Marco

stage director, is back in New York from the
Coist
JUANITA HANSEN sailed Saturday on

the Panama Pacific liner California bound for

Cuba, Panama and California.

H. L. NATHANSON of Regal Films has
leturned to Canada after a brief visit to

New York.
LORETTA and EVELYN SAYERS are

on their way to New York from the Coast.

A10NG;^?filALT0

• • • THINGS WE Never Thouglit Worth Mentioning Till

Now that it remained for one of the smaller organiza-
tions in this film biz to shew the way to the big fellers in this
matter of presenting a Fighting Front to the depression dam-
phoolishness for Harvey-Jaediker Adverising Service are
sold on the conviction that the present crisis calls for an ag-
gressive advertising policy that this is no time to sit

around a Central Park lake and wait for ships to come in

accordingly, taking their own medicine, they are spending dough
on a full page spread in mediums that have helped them build
their organizashe

# # # THAT in Lunnon they have changed the name of
"The Spirit of Notre Dame" to "Vigour of Youth"
and can't ya just picture Knute Rockne if he were alive today,
coaching his bunch of Irish-Czech-Russians with a roar from
the sidelines: "Co.ne on, lads, won't you please get a little

Vigorous?"

• # # THAT Bill Cunningham in his latest sports short.

"He-Man Hockey," spills what is probably the fastest line of
chatter ever recorded on a screen trying to keep up with
the movements of the lightning Boston Bruins in one of their

bruising games on the ice that H. M. Warner and Albert
Howson are getting things all set for Judge Samuel D. Levy's
annual Xmas party for the kids at the Strand, with a gala
performance of "Penrod and Sam"

# # # THAT Lawrence Grieb, manager of the Mayfair,
has done a grand job crowding a record of $54,000 into a 1,700-

seat house the past week for Monsieur Grieb knows the
trick of distributing crowds in balcony and orchestra so that
all are satisfied, and no squawks for money refunds on the
way out

• • • THAT President Hoover in the second point in his

12-point program for Economic Recovery states: "Our em-
ployers are organized and will continue to give part-time work
instead of discharging a portion of their employes."
that this convinces us Mister Hoover never heard of goings-on
in the film biz or mebbe never heard of the film biz

or that the big film execs never heard of Mister Hoover
that somebody should introduce the Prexy to our nice

li'l industry before he issues any more pronouncements

• • • THAT Si Seadler sends us a characteristic Emgeem
sketch of hisself, the missus and the kid thankin' us for a
blurb in the kolyum a few days ago that truth compels
us to state that the blurb was run while we were home on our
back shamelessly with La Belle Grippe, so didn't know anything
about it in fact, we always thought Si was in the Ping
Pong Dep't of the Emgeem outfit, but are real glad to learn
he's responsible for those idea-ful Ads

• • • THAT one of the big producer-owned circuits pulled
a master stroke of economy by cutting $1.25 a week off the
scrubwoman's salary in a small town house that the
editor of the local rag played it up as a sob story and
turned the whole town against the theater! oops
That after several weeks of poor business, blamed on scarcity of
strong pictures, the B. S. Moss Broadway closed suddenly Friday
night. It may reopen around Christmas with legit.

« « « » » »

STOCKHOLDERS APPROVE

RKO REFINANCING PLAN

(Continued from Page 1)

the management by the great body
of stockholders. Approval of the
plan relieves the corporation of its

present financing problems and af-
fords it an opportunity to resume its

business with reasonable hope of
profitable operations."
With new financing assured, the

receivership suit set for hearing in
Baltimore on Dec. 22 may be dis-
missed. There also remains the
Senate investigation proposed by
Senator C. C. Dill, whose bill was
tabled last week. Another protest-
ing element cropped up Saturday in
a group of former Pathe men, in-
cluding Elmer Pearson and Walter
Brooks, who lined up with Mrs.
Caroline E. Kohl in opposing the
RKO plan.

Levine's 1932-33 Plans
May Include Features
(Continued from Pane 1)

of 12 episodes each, will be discussed
at the annual convention of the com-
pany to be held tomorrow and Wed-
nesday at the Hotel Astoi^, New
York, it is announced by Nat Levine,
president of the company.
Among Mascot's territorial distributors who

will be present at the convention are: Bernard
Mills, of Standard Film Exchanges, Albany;
Jack Berkowitz, Standard Film Exchanges,
Biffilo; Herman Rifkin, Hollywood Films,
Boston; Tony Luchese, Gold Medal Film,
Philadelphia and Washington; Jim Alexander,
.\lexonder Film Service, Pittsburgh; Thomas
Brannon, Affiliated Producers, Atlanta; Jack
.\dams. Allied Film Exchanges, Dallas and
Oklahoma City; B. N. Judell, Inc., Chicago,
Indianapolis, and St. Louis; Charles Trampe,
Mid-West Film, Milwaukee; H. O. Mugridge,
Celebrated Film Exchange, Minneapolis; S.

K. Decker, E.xcellent Pictures, Detroit; Jack
Roher, Excellent Film Exchange, Toronto,
and Herman Gluckman, Capital Film Ex
change. New York.

Levine, Lester F. Scott, general sales man-
ager, and Charles Reed Jones, director of

publicity and advertising, will attend for Mas-
cot.

Buddy Rogers Out of Films for Year

Charles "Buddy" Rogers, who ar-

rived in New York on Friday to

organize his radio and dance orches-

tra, will be out of pictures for an
entire year if his present plans work
out.

Skt>,^:*S^li i:*0«

MANY UAPPY RETUeNS:

Jack E. Raymond

ames W. Home
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p!tudio Unions Reject Producers' Request for Cut

arnerOledge ownjortune to back firm

lourt Denies Defense Based on Contract Illegality

mtract Allegations Are
Held Insufficient by

Buffalo Judge
Buffalo—In what is believed to be
first ruling of its kind on the

ndard exhibition contract, Judge
ipnian of the City Court granted
> motion of Herbert T. Silverberg,
al attorney representing Para-
unt^ to strike out the defenses

(Continued on Page 3)

mm LEAVES FOX,

OPENING OWN OFFICE

\lexander S. Kempner, for years
charge of real estate for Fox
eaters and a former vice-presi-
it of the company, has resigned
open his own office for the han-
ng of theater real estate. After
years as a specialist in this field

mpner feels that the next decade
1 bring many changes in theater
)perties, with the trend toward
3,000-seat house.

Schiller Scores Cleveland Suit
"Loew has carried out its agreement with Cleveland independent exhibitors as

ratified last October " said E. A. Schiller last night, denying that his company has

given the exhib organization in that city any reason for court action.

Not One House Earning
5% on Gross—Pettijohn

oadshowing 'Arrowsmith'
Starting Xmas in Boston
A.S a i-esult of its success at the
iety in New York, Samuel Gold-
n's "Arrowsmith," starring Ron-
I Colinan, will be roadshowed by
lited Artists. It opens Christmas
a two-a-day policy at the Tre-

>nt, Boston, and will be similarly
(Continued on Page 3)

RKO Minority Overtures
Efforts to "iron out differences" exist-

ing between the RKO management and
his group of stockholders were made
yesterday by Attorney George E, Schein,
Chicago attorney, he stated. Schein said

that he had asked RKO to allow him
to examine the proxies voted at the
Baltimore meeting. The attorney said

he represents 200,000 votes, including
Mrs. Caroline Kohl's holdings. Elmer
Pearson, mentioned as one of a group
of former Pathe men asking to block
the RKO financing plan, said yesterday
that he had no such intention. If he
were an interested party, he would
favor the plan, Pearson stated.

10-Cent Theater Circuit

Expanding Through South
Charlotte, N. C.—A 10-cent-house

circuit headed by S. W. Craver is

planning to expand into Virginia,
Tennessee and Georgia. Policy of

the company is to rent and reopen
houses which have been closed owing
to loss of money and effect second
and third run picture policies in

them.

"There is not a theater in Amer-
ica making a profit of five per cent
of its gross intake," declared C. C.
Pettijohn of the Hays office yester-
day in assailing the proposed Fed-
eral 10 per cent admission tax as a
burden which the industry is un-
able to bear.
'The majority of theater owners

in the United States would be tickled
to death to have the State or Fed-

(Continued on Page 4)

Stockholders Vote Confi-
dence—File Answer to

Receivership Suit
Wilmington, Del.—H. M. Warner

and his brothers are ready to spend
their entre personal wealth and all

they can borrow to back up their
company and fight any attack on
their honesty and sincerity, said H.
M. Warner at the annual meeting

{Conliuued u,. Puiie Z)

Come On, Fellows, Get Behind Thisl

Nine more days remain before
Christmas and the closing of the

FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND
drive. Not much time is left, and,

unfortunately, not sufficient money
has been received to assure relief for

all the cases that will seek needed
assistance during 1932. Every dol-

lar counts. Why not make your
donation right now, before you read
this morning's mail ? A dozen more

{Continued on Page 3)

Wampas May Sponsor
Shorts on Bridge

Negotiations are under way
whereby Wampas would sponsor a
series of shorts with Mr. and Mrs. Ely
Culbertson, Sidney S. Lenz and Os-
wald Jacoby, famous bridge players.
Roger Marchetti, attorney for Wam-
pas, and at present in New York,
is acting for the coast organization
in the negotiations.

Producers' Request for Cut
Rejected by Studio Unions

Asks Injunction to Halt

RKO Refinancing Plan
Baltimore—An injunction to halt

the RKO refinancing plan voted by

stockholders is sought by J. Cook-

man Boyd, who previously filed re-

ceivership suit against the company.
(Continued on Page 3)

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Cameramen, carpen-

ters, scenic painters and electricians'
unions have rejected the producers'
request to take a cut. The camera-
men were asked to accept 60 per
cent cut, carpenters and electricians

a dollar a day less, scenic painters a
20 per cent cut. Six hundred and
eighty cameramen attended the
meeting to pass on the request.

CLEVELAND EXHIBITORS

SUE HAYS ORGANIZATION

Cleveland — Suit charging the
Hays organization with operating as
a '"combine" has been filed in Fed-
eral Court here by the Cleveland M.
P. Exhibitors' Ass'n, consisting of
46 independents operating about 80
houses and who say they are "being

(Continued on Page 4)

Richard A. Varney Plans
Three Features in East

Production of a series of features
in the East is planned by Richard
A. Varney, who recently directed in

England for several American com-
(Continucd on Page 4)

"Explorers of the World"
Before a distinguished audience at

the Criterion last night this compilation
of six individual expeditions was given
its Broadway roadshow premiere and
elicited hearty applause at the conclu-
sion of each chapter. Presented in a

manner a little out of the ordinary,
with Harold Noice as master of cere-
monies at a banquet table introducing
the explorers, who in turn conducted
their own flashbacks, the production
held the audience enrapt with its speed,
exciting incidents and occasional cli-

mactic thrill. It covers some of the
ground previously exploited in films of
this kind, plus a good deal not touched
before, and by its novel manner of
presentation, as well as the divergency
of the regions covered, it falls pretty
much in a class by itself. A more de-
tailed review of this Raspin Productions
release appeared in THE FILM DAILY
of Sept. 6.

—GILLETTE.
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Para. Meeting: in Atlantic City

Atlantic City—A meeting of Par-
amount district managers is to be

held here today.

New York
1540 Broadway
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STillwell 4-7940 :":

I Eastman Films
Iji I, E. Brulatour* Inc.
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Chicago Hollywood K
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Powers Making Third-Dimension Cartoons
A series of 13 third-dimension cartoon shorts are being produced by P. A. Powers

in his Seventh Avenue Cinephone studios. The cartoons are being made under the

supervision of Emil Velazco, who Is also handling the organ synchronization and

effects. The first release will be completed next week.

Cleveland Arbitration

Is First in Two Years
Cleveland—For the first time in

two years, a difference between an
exhibitor and a distributor was
settled here last week by a board of

arbitration. The case, presented by
P. E. Essick of the Scoville, Essick
and Re f circuit, was against Uni-
versal and asked for damages to the
extent of $268.48 to cover losses and
advertising costs for failure to de-

.iver "East of Borneo" to the Wil-
loby, Willoughby, O. Universal
gave as the reason objection on the
part of the Cleveland RKO first-

run theater. "East of Borneo"
was sold to the Willoby on last year's
protection basis. RKO objected to
the contract on this year's protec-
tion basis. The arbitration board,
consisting of Frank Drew, M. B.
Horwitz and W. N. Skirboll, grant-
ed Essick an award of $129.83.

M-G-M Still Off Color,

Says Nicholas Schenck
]\I-G-i\I will continue keeping color

out of its pictures when it frames
its 1932-33 program, said President
Nicholas M. Schenck yesterday.
With J. Robert Rubin, the M-G-M
executive leaves Ne-.v York for the
Coast ne.Kt month to map out the
new production plans with Louis B.

Mayer and Irving Thalberg.

Peppiatt Heads Atlanta Board
Atla-na—C E. Peppiatt, Warner-

First Nat'onal branch manager, is

the new president of the local Film
Board of Trade, succeeding Charles
Ellis. John Mangham of Bromberg
Attractions is the new vice-presi-
dent, with E. L. Cole continuing as
secretary. The board of directors
includes Peppiatt, Mangham, Dave
Prince, J. H. Butner and J. W. Han-
Ion.

New Television Device
Adapts Standard Film

Chicago—Perfection of a system
for synchronization of the scanning
process so that standard films may
be used for television broadcasting
i ' pnnourired bv Western Television
Corp. Use of duplicate revolving
films, with sections of each being ex-
.posed alternately to the scanning
disc, is the principal feature of the
system.

Ezell With New Texas Circuit
Dallas—Claude C. Ezell, recently

reported joining the Texas exhibi-
tion field, is understood to represent
the "e" in the new Duel Co. operat-
ing several theaters in San Antonio,
W. G, Underwood and J. E. Luckett
are the "u" and "1" in the firm,
with another prominent film man as
the "d" in the setup.

New Year's Eve Party at M. P. Club
In line with prevailing standards

of prices, $7..'i0 instead of the usual
$10 has been set as the price for
tickets to the b'g New Year's Eve
blowoff at the Motion Picture Club.
Dinner, dancing, entertainment and
souvenirs are included, according to
Paul Gulick, who is being assisted
by Martin Stern in putting the event
over. Max Muller, the maitre de
club, will have charge of the party.

Continental May Close Branches
Continental Theater Accessories

is understood to be planning to close
all ts branches throughout the coun-
try and merely do business with
Warner theaters.

Sixth House for J. Louis Rome
J. Louis Rome, who returned to

Baltimore yesterday after a business
visit to New York, has increased his
circuit in that city to six houses
through acquisiMon of the Rivoli.

The house has been in receivership.

RKO stock Ex-rights Today
RKO stock is ex-rights today,

''rom which date the rights may be
dealt in. it was announced yester-
day by the Stock Exchange.

Stench Bombs Clear Theater
Chicago—Stench bombs set off in

the Pickwick yesterday caused the
audience to leave the house.

Sue RCA for $15,000,000
Boston—Suit for $15,000,000 was

filed in the Federal Court yesterday
by the Raytheon Manufacturing Co.
of Chicago against RCA.

J. C. Rosenthal Funeral Today
Funeral services for J. C. Rosen-

thal, general manager of American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers, who died Sunday, will be
held today at Temple Emanu-El,
Masonic rites took place last night.

Dudley Murphy Marries
irr^t (nast Bureau. TUP. FILM D.'ilLY

Hollywood—Dudley Murphy, play-
wright, and Josephine Johnson, ac-

tress and daughter of Joseph John-
son of Fox, were married Saturday.

Next M-G-M for Astor
M-G-M's "Hell Divers" is sched-

uled to follow "The Champ" at the
Astor. Opening date has not as yet
been set.

REUBEN SAMUELS
President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc.

Real INSURANCE Servic-

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740. 3741, 3742

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Meeting of Allied Theater Own
of New Jersey, Hotel Lincoln. New Yo

Dec. 31 r Motion Picture Salesmen N
Year's frolic, Hotel Plaza. New Yc

Dec. 31; New Year's Eve Party. Mot
Picture Club. New York,

Jan. 5: Testimonial dinner to Aaron SapS
stein. Congress Hotel, Chicago.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Ov
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan, 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carol
^ Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlo!
Charlotte, N. C.

j£n. 19-20: State convention of Allied Tb
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha, N"

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-da:
of the Columbians (Columbia Picturn
Hotel Plaza, New York. :

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, \(|i

dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York. i

March 14-16: Annual convention of M
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, WasMI
ton. D. C.

March 13-20: First film exposition in C
tral Europe under auspices of Czeo
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n
National Film Industry, Prague, Czeo
Slovakia.

Leo Brecher Acquires
Upper Broadway Houi

Leo Brecher. through the Rehce
Corp., has bought from the Pr'

jack Realty Corp., Samuel Bren
president, the southeast corner
Broadway and 107th St., comprisi-

the two-story Olympic theater buii

ing. It is subject to three mo
gages aggregating $680,000.

Symon Gould with Darrow Film
Symon Gould has been engag

as exploitation man for Clarei
Darrow's "Mystery of Life," openi

last Friday in Hartford, Conn,
will tour the country with the p
ture. Gould arrived in New Yc
yesterday and will remain here i

a few days.

iB07
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Twenty-five Yea«
—the money from the sale of;

Christmas Seals has promoted:;

— thecstabiishmentofsanatoriumsi
for treating tuberculosis

— the finding of tuberculosis in

time to effect a cure

—health inspection of school
children

—the teaching of habits that help
to insure good health

— the bringing of rest, good food,
sunshine, fiesh air, medical at-

tention to sick children

CzJ'tclp CJicjlil (tuberculosis

BuyCHRISTMAS OEAI
TliE N\TI()V I., -^rvTE -VNO LOCAL TUBERCOU

.Asso. ;
\ -i or Titi: ixited spates
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WARNERS PLEDGE WEALTH

TO BACK ORGANIZATION

(Continued from Pat/e 1)

here yesterday. Stockholders were

assured that the pending receiver-

ship suit has no merit, and they
unanimously gave the management
a vote of confidence.

The company's recent proposal to

fix the stated value of its stock at

$5 a share was approved. This

gives the corporation a surplus of

$63,000,000, compared with present

earned surplus of about $223,747.

Officei's of the company said that ap-

proval of the proposal would place

the firm in a better position- to meet

future emergencies. Six retiring di-

rectors were reelected for two years.
These are: H. M., Albert and Jack
L. Warner; Abel Gary Thomas,
Waddill Catchings and Henry A.
Rudkin. Terms of other directors
do not expire until next year.

Coincident with the annual meet-
ing, reply was filed by the company
to the receivership suit brought by
Jules Endler of Passaic, N. J. The
answer denies various allegations
about the company's financial posi-
tion. It states that the corporation
has cash in banks exceeding $4J)00,-
000 aijd has well established bank
credit for a large amount, but has
not had to make use of this credit
and therefore has no bank Loans out-
standing. Obligations are being
paid at maturity and current bills
are being discounted, the reply says.
While some of the company's the-
aters are closed, this is merely a
matter of sound business policy un-
der present economic conditions, it

is stated. Payment of exorbitant
salaries is denied. It is admitted
that the last two preferred divi-
dends were paid from surplus. Re-
garding quick assets and "liabilities,
the companv states the ratio is 1.85
to 1. not 1.21 to 1 as alleged bv the
plaintiff.

CLYDE ELLIOTT returned to New York
yesterday from the Orient with .31.000 feet
of film exposed in the M.iKiy jtinijles for
Frank- Buck's picture, "Brins 'Em Back
Alive."

HENRY McRAE, Universal serial director,
just hack from England, is on his way to
Universal City.

TN.-V CLAIRE, who recently completed
"The Greeks Had a Word for It" for United
Arti-ts. arrived in New York yesterday from
the coast.

GENE RAYMOND. Paramount juvenile, is

on his way from Hollywood to New York to
resume a stage contract with Lee Shuhert,

JEAN HARLOW arrived in New York
yesterday with her father and mother. While
in the east she will make personal appear-
ances.

JOE SMITH and CHARLES DALE leave
late this week to start "Mendel, Inc.", for
Warner Bros.

MRS. B. P. SCHULBERG has arrived
in New York from the coast.

DOROTHY HERZOG is in New York
from Hollywood.

lALTO
lill

• • • BACK IN November, 1927, something happened on

the Universal lot that is destined to loom large in motion picture

history. one day Carl Laemmie mentioned to Henry Hen-
nigson, the general manager, that he was bringing his son in

to learn the biz and asked Henry to take him under
his wing and teach him the ropes so Mister Hennigson

cleared a desk along.side his own, loaded it up with a pile of

scenarios and Carl Joonior walked in on the first job

he had ever held in his life and today a little

over four years later that young man is now running

the Works and making a swell job of it

• • • MUCH HAS been said much has been written

since that day four years ago about Carl Laem-
mie, Junior most of it pretty skeptical concern-

ing a youngster being elevated to a position of tremendous

power and responsibility and for once all the critics havp
been wrong the record of the Universal studio in the
past year has proved that conclusively they have been
turning out hit after hit ' and a string of hits, messieurs,
never yet emanated from any studio on the dumb wings of

Dame Luck it takes Brains, Experience, and a gawd-
given Showmen Sense to produce 'em

• • • THE VERY first thing Joonior did was to spread the
word that he wasn't there to make any drastic changes
which proved that at 19 he had a fine grasp of the fundamental
importance that Morale plays in any organization the
changes came gradually in fact it took exactly four
years for Laemmie the Younger to consummate them
under the old system most everybody on the LTniversal lot was
playing politics in those days you could figure on a new
studio head about every 12 months, at least so a big
proportion of the boys spent their time trying to figure out the
next chief, and playing up to him picture-making, to a

large percentage of 'em was merely Incidental
today there are no politics on the "U" lot the boys are
so darned busy now they have no time to think of politics

• • • UNDER THE new order of things. Junior sets the
example he's at his desk at 9:30 a.m. and very
often doesn't quit it till along near midnight just an old

Laemmie Family custom for you must know that the
"Old Man" has no interests but his film biz and Joonior
was weaned on films nurtured on grosses and percent-
ages passed through adolescence on film topics dis-

cussed around the family table and finally matriculated
with an all-round knowledge of the motion picture before he
ever took his first job in the stude which explains
graphically why he could do what he has done in the short
space of four years

• • • SO HERE is a youth who stands alone
shouldering weighty responsibilities on whose judgment
millions hang in the balance he has no props to lean on

his is the Final Judgment and if he had been
guessing wrong and "U" had been taking it on the nose
with a Row of Flops the wiseacres would be crowing

"Didn't I tell ya?" but Universal has come
through the worst year in film history with a dazzling array
of Box Office Wows "All Quiet" "Waterloo
Bridge" "East of Borneo" "Frankenstein"
"Strictly Dishonorable" so you've got to hand it to
Carl Laemmie Junior for Making Good in a Glorious Way

ILLEGALITY DEFENSE

STRIKEN OUT BY COURT

(Continued from Page 1)

contained in a suit which had al-
leged that the action could not be
brought because of the outlawed ar-
bitral. on cause contained in the
contract. The court also ftruck out
a defense which had alleged that
the standard contract was void, il-
itgal, unenforceable and in restraint
of trade. These defenses were held
insufficient in law. Courts have
made various rulings on defendants'
motions, but never before on the mo-
tion of a plaintiff. The distributor
was Joseph Ruteck of the Park the-
ater here.

Come On, You Fellows,
Get Square Behind This!

(Continued from Page 1)
names were added to the list of giv-
ers over the week end. Will YOUR
npme be here tomorrow?

ne F. Scott
Ned E. Depinet
E. A. Shiller
N. L. Manheim
Gustav Brock
Maurice Kann
W. Ray Johnston
Joe Weil
Jack Alicoate
E. T. Leaper
D. C. Gillette
Paul F. Burger
Oscar Neufeld
Dewey Bloom
Don Hancock
David Bernstein
William Massce
Thomas D, Goldberg
Irving Samuels
Amusement Supply Co

R. S. Wolff
Glendon Allvine
Charles Moskowitz
Joseph H. Brennan
Jack Meredith
William Ferguson
Colvin W. Brown
Louis K. Sidney
Don Mersereau
Leo Klebanow
Jay Emanuel
Michael Simmons
Arthur Eddy
David Loew
H. D. Buckley
Harry S. Brown
Silas F Seadler
Martin Stern

Roadshowing 'Arrowsmith'
Starting Xmas in Boston

(Continued from Paiie 1)

presented in Philadelphia, Washing-
ton, Chicago, Los Angeles, Cleveland,
Atlanta and Kansas City. The
Gaiety run is expected to hold until

spring.

« « « » » »

Asks Injunction to Halt
RKO Refinancing Plan

(Continued from Pane 1)

Validity of the proxies is questioned
by Bovd. Circuit Court Judge Al-
bert S. J. Owens has given RKO
until Jan. 4 to file reply.

Mi.^S*S*-^*i^o,*

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Dec. 15
Charles Rosenzweig Joseph Holfon

Oren M. Roberts
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Leadership

Is Usually
The Result

of Recorded

Accomplishment

The Film Daily

YEAR
BOOK
Is Fourteen

Years Old

And Grows

BIGGER
All the Time

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
\By RALPH WILKim

HOLLYWOOD
pjARRY BEAUMONT will direct

M-G-M's "Are You Listening?"
adapted from the J. P. McEvoy story
in Collier's Magazine.

* * *

Fox has placed two more productions on
the December list. They are: "First Cabin,"
featuring Tom Meighan, with William Bake-
well, Charlotte Greenwood, James Kirkwood,
Barbara Weeks and others, directed by Mal-
colm Stuart Boylan and Hamilton McFadden,
and "After Tomorrow," with Charles l-ar-
rell, Marian Nixon, William Pawley, Donald
Meek, Minna Gombell, Barbara Robbins,
Josephine Hull and others, Frank Borzage
directing.

* * *

Warner Bros, has assigned Tom
Brown to the male lead in "Eight to
Five," while Charles Butterworth
and Mary Doran have been cast for
"A Church Mouse."

Mack Sennett has started an elaborate
two-reeler, "Speed in the Gay Nineties,"
starring Andy Clyde under the direction of
Del Lord. Barney Oldfield, famous racer;
Helen Mann, Martin Loback and Bobbie
Dunn also are in it.

* * in

Boris Karloff has been given a
long-term contract by Carl Laemmle,
Jr., as a result of his work in Uni-
versal's "Frankenstein." He prob-

ably will appear next in "The Sui-
cide Club."

^ % :!c

Stephen Roberts will direct "Sky
Bride" for Paramount. Richard Ar-
len has the leading role.

* *

Educational has started another Gay Girls
comedy under the direction of William Good-
rich, with Virginia Brooks, Rita Flynn and
Frances Dean as the girls, and Fern
Emmett, Lynton Brent and Clarence Nord-
strom in supporting roles.

* * *

Gary Grant, Broadway musical
player, has been signed by Para-
mount. He was known an the stage
as Arch Leach.

* * *

Our Passing Show: Max Lasky of

New York chatting with Harry
Englander at Tec-Art; J. Samuel
Berkowitz preparing to leave on a
business trip to New York.

* * *

Bob Custer plans to fly to his

home in Frankfort, Kentucky, for

the holidays if production of his Big
4 Westerns will permit. Burton
King, production chief, is down San
Pedro way scouting for locations for
Big 4's next melodrama.

Studios' Union Agreement
Extended Until Next June

Ji'rst Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The Coast studio

union agreement which expired late

in Noyember has been given a tem-
porary extension until June, by
which time it is expected that definite

arrangement^ will be made for a
two-year extension. Delay in sign-
ing of a permanent agreement is

due to refusal on the part of studio
executives to include sound men,
laboratory workers and art direc-
tors in the contract.

Not a Theater Earning
5% on Gross—PettiJohn

(Continued from Pane 1)

eral Government take over their the-
aters, pay the exhibitor ^ fair sal-

ary for running his theater and give
him two or three per cent of the
gross intake for his investment," as-
serted Pettijohn.

Richard A. Varney Plans
Three Features in East

(Continued from Page 1)

panies. Three pictures are under-
stood to be planned.

British pictures lack general ap-
peal, he said yesterday, as they play
to typically British tastes which
limit them to Great Britain and her
possessions, while French and Ger-
man productions are too intensely
localized to make them generally at-

tractive for the American market.

New Schram Film Co.
Cleveland — Fred and Victor

Schram have opened the Zenith
Film Co. in the Film Bldg. for dis-

tribution of both theatrical and non-
theatrical films in Ohio.

Cleveland Exhibitors

Sue Hays Organization
(Continued from Page 1)

forced out of business". The peti-

tion, filed by attorney Samuel Hor-
witz, contends that defendants con-

trol 98 per cent of production and
distribution, and goes on to enumer-
ate the usual charges about control

of first-run product, unfair condi-
tions of contracts, block-booking and
other customary allegations set

forth in similar suits in the past.

Companies named include Educa-
tional, Columbia, First National,
Fox, Loew's Ohio Theaters, M-G-M,
Paramount, Pathe, RKO, Pathe, So-
no Art, Selected Pictures, Tiffany,
United Artists, Universal, Vita-
graph and Vitaphone.

Greenfield's Will Contested
San Francisco—Revocation of the

will whereby the late Louis Green-
field, San Francisco and Honolulu
theater man, left $800,000 to his
widow, is asked in a suit filed by
his mother and two brothers, who
say Greenfield was of unsound mind
when he made the will, a week be-
fore his death.

May Extend Musical Show Idea
Chicago—If the experiment of the

B. & K. Oriental in playing a con-
densed version of "Girl Crazy,"
stage musical comedy, proves suc-
cessful, a regular policy of playing
big musicals as movie presentations
after their stage run will be adopted.

Blumenfeld Signs With Union
San Francisco—New contract with

the operators' union has been signed
by the Blumenfeld circuit. Follow-
ing recent expiration of the old agree-
ment, the houses operated non-union.

Short Shots from
New York Studios
^^^By HARRY N. BLAIR^^

J^ICHARD A. VARNEY'S decision
to make pictures here is a great

boose for Eastern production as he
is thoroughly familiar with Holly-
wood having spent several years
there before going to Europe in the
varied capacities of writing, acting
and directing. He comes of a promi-
nent Italian family and speaks that
language fluently, in addition to
French and English.

•

Thelma White, whose "Girl
Friends" series is one of the
most popular now beiiig released
by Warner Vitaphone, continues
to shine nightly at the famous
Hollywood cafe in New York
where she is the star of an
elaborate floor show.

•

Eddie Bowling is busily at work
on a night club story which will
eventually be screened. Bowling,
who was a stage manager with the
Shuberts before joining Paramount
as a dialogue director, is thoroughly
familiar with the subject, having
made a first hand study of the most
popular after-theater places, all in
the interest of Art.

•

Although he has been a vaudeville
headliner for years and has acted as
master of ceremonies in California
on both stage and screen, Benny
Rubin's Vitaphone comedy, now in
preparation, will be his first effort at
an Eastern studio.

•

Frank Heath, casting director at
Paramount's New York studio, is be-
ing congratulated on his selection of
baby Richard Spiro for "His Wo-
rnan" and three-year-old Nancy Nor-
ris for "Wayward." No wonder
Frank knows how to pick cute kids—he has six of his own at home!

•

Vitaphone Vitamins: Dean
Cole, monitor man, dressing up
the "mike" before taking it out
in the cold for location shots
. . . Plenty of music ivith Benny
Meroff and his band making
"H's a Panic" on one stage and
another group of musicians busy
recording the musical score for
E. M. Newman's travel-talk
"Northern India."

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Washington Bridge Amusement Corp., the-

.itrical; Strauss Abrams, 270 Madison Ave..
New York. 100 shares common.
Ben Stein, theatrical: B. H. Sherris, 1540

Broadway, New York $10,000.
Rojo Amusement Corp., theatrical business;

L. Freiman, 225 Broadway, New York. 100
shares common.

Toreador Productions, theatrical business;
Wolf & Jacobi, 122 East 42nd St., New
York. 200 share3 common.

Recital Theater; R. H. Spelman, 115 Ful-
ton St.. New York. $1,000.

En-Kay Amusement Co., theatrical enter-

prises, Binghamton; S. L. Grossman, Syra-

cuse. $100,000.
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Split of Theater Into Classes Seen by Jos. Weber

billionWllargovtfilmindustryproposed

45 Paramount Features Finished or in Work by Jan. 1

The Parade
. . . as ive see it

=, By Jack Alicoate ^=:

They say noth-
Oeath and ing is more sure

Taxes than death and
taxes. What may

pass for levity outside the

picket fence of the industry is

murder in the first-degree and

literally true within. The eco-

nomic condition of the motion

picture industry should be ob-

vious to those legislators who
will take the trouble to give it

a passing thought. You cannot

help a man who is punch drunk
by socking him on the head with a

baseball bat. The screens of these

great United States can be of in-

estimable value in bringing back

sanity, optimism and the good old

Uncle Sam do-or-die spirit. Cer-

tainly not, however, if the industry

is strangled through taxes it mani-

festly cannot bear.
* * *

Regardless ot a

They Don't some what aggi-es-

Come Back sive sponsorship of

those few who favor

the return of the silents, we see no

chance whatsoever for their univer-

sal comeback. In expressing this

thought we are not unmindful of the

economic arguments advanced in

favor of their return. Much water

;has passed under the cinema bridge

since the departure of the silent

drama. It is our constant observa-

tion in this merry old life that when
once they leave, especially in show
business, they don't come back.

iti * *

i
The value of names as

iName drawing power becomes

Value more and more an estab-
lished fact. Until a short

time ago there was a continuous
(.Continued on Page 2)

Nearly Three-Fourths of

Schedule Under Way by
First of Year

IVest Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Forty-five of Para-

mount's schedule of 65 features for
this season's release will either be

completed or in work by Jan. 1.

"Shanghai Express" with Marlene
Dietrich and Clive Brook has been
completed, with "The Man I Killed"
and "The Reckless Age" now being

{Continued on Page 4)

GRIFFITH CIRCUIT BOOKS

THEATER SERVICE FILMS

An additional 54 theaters have
joined the list playing the new
sound-on-film Technicolor "Screen
Broadcasts" through the signing of

a contract by Theater Service Corp.
with the Griffith Amusement Co., it

is announced by W. Johnson, presi-
(Continued on Page 4)

Tiffany Planning to Use
Several Paramount Stars
Arrangements have been made

whereby Tiffany will use several
Paramount stars in coming Tif-

fany features, according to William
Saal. He also told Film Daily that

(Continued on Page 4)

One Way to Pack 'Em
Canton, 0.—Since the Warner Bros.

Palace, managed by George Reister,

formed a tieup with a local auto dealer

to give away a car free every Thursday
evening, the theater has been unable

to take care of the crowds clamoring
to get in that night. Reister has had
to arrange for an address system out-

side the theater so the overflow patrons

can hear the announcements about the
winners. The Alhambra. another Warner
house, also is in on the contest.

A SHOW FOR THE KIDS,

WITH RECEIPTS TO FUND

Here's a stunt that will result in

a nice fat check for the FILM
DAILY RELIEF FUND. Sophie K.
Smith, manager of the Little Pic-

ture Playhouse, 151 East 50th St.,

will donate the ENTIRE GROSS
RECEIPTS of a morning show to

be run at the Playhouse on Tues-
day, Dec. 29, at 10:45 A. M. Miss

(Continued on Page 8)

Govt. Agents Probing
Protection in Midwest

Omaha—Working in the interests

of the Sherman anti-trust law,
agents of the Dept. of Justice are
operating throughout Iowa and Ne-
braska, taking particular interest in

the protection situation. "The Al-
iConiinued on Page 4)

Dividing Theater Into Classes
Predicted by Joseph N. Weber

Theater Party Specialist

Added to Boost Business

Denver—Believing there is a field for plenty

of extra business through the medium of the-

ater parties, Manager Holden Swiger of the

Denver has engaged Patricia Marty to contact

clubs and other groups who do entertaining.

She will also solicit business and profession.^1

men in the sale of tickets to be given as

Christmas presents.

Eventual division of the theater

into several classifications, with one

offering pictures largely of the si-

lent technique for the big masses,

another giving sophisticated talkers

for class audiences, and a third of-

fering flesh entertainment with liv-

ing music, is predicted by Joseph N.
Weber, president of the American

(Continued on Page 4)

Lankford Bill Would Have
Trade Comm. Supervise

Output for Schools
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The Lankford bill,

which has again been introduced in
the House, would put the Govern-
ment into the film production busi-
ness at a cost of not more than $1,-

000,000,000. The measure, presented
by Rep. Lankford of Georgia and
referred to the Committee on Ex-

{.Continued on Page 8)

NETRO-GOLDWYN PROFIT

ONE-THIRD UNDER 1930

Net profit of Metro-Goldwyn Pic-
tures for the year ended Aug. 31
was $6,257,998, after all charges
and taxes, compared with $9,924,869
in the previous year. Gross income
was $34,799,957, against $35,327,259
the year before. Surplus increased
to $5,936,722 from $4,989,554.

Saenger Seeks Higher
Depreciation Allowance

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Based on the claim

that the Bureau of Internal Revenue
has not employed a proper basis of

computation in fixing depreciation

on theaters, equipment and leased

properties, Saenger Theaters, Inc.,

Publix subsidiary, has asked the

U. S. Board of Tax Appeals to set

aside income tax deficiency claims
(Continued on Page 8)

"Big Parade" Reaction

Negative for Silents

Baltimore — Revival showing of "The Big

Parade," silent with synchronized accompani-

ment, did such little business at the Stanley

that "Ben Hur," the second silent being re-

vived by M-C-M, will go into the small con-
tinued-run houses. Parkway and Valencia, in-

stead of the Stanley.
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Lightman Assails Proposed Tax
Assailing the proposed 10 per cent admission tax as "unfair," President M. A.

Lightman of the M.P.T.O.A., in a statement yesterday called upon exhibitors to

enlist the support of their Congressmen In fighting the measure.
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Woodin Managing: Coast House
West Const Bureau. Tim FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Harry Woodin, for-

merly Fox district manager in the

East, is in charge of the Boulevard,
Fox West Coast house here.

.N*''•<
^: New York
. 1540 Broadway
j.j

BRyant 9-4712

«Eas
J.:

i| J. E.

'..^.....t• *>^;

Long Island City '
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STillwell 4-7940 i't

mr.

v Chicago
» 1727 Indiana Ave.
; CALumet 3692

8

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

Fanchon- Marco Legit Plans
Hinge on Coast Experiment

The Parade
^ , . as we see it

{Continued from Page 1)

argument as to the relative value
of star vs. story. Time, and more
particularly box-office and dividends,
have proven that the names have it

by an overwhelming majority. If

you are in doubt and have the urge,
add 'em up yourself. And while we
are in this groove it might not be
out of order to give a thought to

M-G-M. They have been voting al-

most a straight name ticket now for

well nigh onto several years.

••*•«*«* •«>i>

RKO Filing Answers
To Baltimore Actions^

RKO will file answer Dec. 22 to

the receivership petition filed in

Baltimore by J. Cookman Boyd and
will also answer the injunction
proceedings brought by Boyd on
Monday in which he seeks to re-

strain RKO from carrying out its

refinancing plan, according to B. B.

Kahane. Final hearings on both ac-

tions will not be scheduled until

after the new year, and according
to an RKO official, legal statistics

show that receivership actions based
solely on mismanagement, without
any charges of dishonesty, are rare-

'y successful. "Now that RKO if

Tnancially sound," said the official

"the receivership action can only be
prosecuted under the mismanage-
ment charge."
A discussion of RKO management

along "constructive lines" was held

by Attorney George Schein, repre-

sent^ing a group of minority stock-

holders, yesterday, the lawyer said

last night. That this group might
be given representation on the RKO
board was intimated. Proxies voted
at the Baltimore stockholders meet-
ing are being held sealed.

First Runs for "X Marks the Spot"
Contracts have been closed for

first run bookings of Tiffany's "X
Marks the Spot" into the Loew's
State. Los Angeles; Fox, Washing
ton; Branford, Newark; State, Jer-

sey City; Lyric, Minneapolis; Alad-
din, Denver; Capitol, Scranton and
Paramount, Syracuse, one of the

Publix "ace" houses.
A deal also has been closed with

the Fox Midwest and Midland cir-

cuits whereby they will play this

newspaper drama in all their the-

aters.

"Hell Divers" at Aster Dec. 22

M-G-M's "Hell Divers," with Wal-
lace Beery and Clark Gable, will suc-

ceed "The Champ" at the Astor for

a two-a-day run starting Dec. 22.

li'est Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Legit shows, present-

ad at popular prices and given mo-
tion picture exploitation, will be
played in numerous Fox houses if

the Fanchon & Marco experiment
at the Carthay Circle clicks. Marco
is trying out a pet idea with "Ly-
sistrata," and his firm will seriously
enter this phase of stage production
if the public responds.

Another Measure Filed
Against Block Booking

li'ashinuton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Another anti-b'ock

booking bill has been introduced in
he House by Rep. Emanuel Celler.
Democrat, of New York, and re-
ferred to the committee on inter-
state and foreign commerce. It

vould prevent distr'butors from sell-
ng pictures in groups six months
following its enactment. Infraction
if the law would make a violator
iab'e to a fine of not more than
$10,000 nor less than $1,000, or not
more than one year in prison, or
both.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Dec. 31
: Motion Picture Salesmen New

Year's frolic. Hotel Plaza. New York
Dec. 31: New Year's Eve Party, Motion

Picture Club, New York.
Jan. 5

: Testimonial dinner to Aaron Saper-
stein. Congress Hotel, Chicago.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte
Charlotte. N. C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures)
Hotel Plaza. New York

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P
T O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing-
ton. D. C.

March 13-20; First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

'Roxy's' Father Dies
Gustave Rothafel, father of S. L.

Hoxy,' Rothafel died Monday night
-it his home, 301 East 23rd St.,
Brooklyn. He was 78 years old.
"private funeral will be held at 10
I'clock this morning from Fairchild's
"^uneral Chapel, Brooklyn.

•Manhattan Parade" at W. G. Soon
"Manhattan Parade." Warner pro-

luction with Smith and Dale,
"Charles Butterworth and Winnie
Mghtner, opens Dec. 24 at the Win-
'er Garden.

"..oew Books "Mystery of Marriage"
"The Mystery of Marriage," B. I.

P. two-reeler, has been sold to the
>ntire Loew Circuit, negotiations
laving just been closed by "Bill" Ra-
'lell, general sales inanager. The
ubject shows parallels in courtship
'nd mating between insects, birds
and man.

Moe Kerman Re-enters
Indie Exchange Field

Moe Kerman has re-entered the
independent exchange field and lined
up seven pictures for distribution.
First is "Streets of Sorrow," which
will be given sound effects and score.
Kerman, who has established offices

in the Film Center Bldg., left the
industry to enter the brokerage
business two years ago. He is a
pioneer exchangeman.

Jean Harlow, Explorers
Ampa Guests Tomorrow
"Beauty and the Beast" is not

the title of tomorrow's program for
the A.M.P.A. luncheon at the Hotel
Dixie, but a beauty will be present
in the person of Jean HarloW, and
there will be much talk about wild
beasts and such by four of the noted
explorers who figure in "Explorers
of the World", now having a spe-
cial run at the Criterion. The trio
includes Harold Noice, Laurence M.
Gould, Harold McCracken and
James L. Clark.

"Sooky" at Rivoli Saturday
Paramout's "Sooky," with Jackie

Cooper and Robert Coogan, opens
at the Rivoli on Saturday, replacing
"The Struggle."

"Killing to Live" Holding Over
"Killing to Live," Amkino picture,

will be held a second week at the

RKO Cameo.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 21 Yearsof Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761



PUT YOUR
BEST FOOT
FORWARD
AT
CHRISTMAS!
The Festive Season is Entertainment

Season. Don't be caught with a weak
attraction when the public is out to

spend. If you've got an M-G-M show
booked, you're all set for a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year

Be Sure to Have One of these M-G-M Hits in Your House
to Cash In on the Holiday Ticket-Buying!

MATA
JIARI

PRIVATE
LIVES

THE
CHAMP

GRETA GARBO. RAMON NOVARRO,
Lionel Barrymore, Lewis Stone! Gentlemen,
this is the greatest Garbo picture ever made,
bar none! ^^

POSSESSED

NORMA SHEARER, ROBERT MONT-
GOMERY in the hit show "Private Lives"
will stretch your walls. Get ready for
"Divorcee" buiiness'

BCN
HUR

(in Sound)

JOAN CRAWFORD. CLARK GABLE
are packing theatres from Coast to Coast
in this great entertainment. Held over' at

Capitol, N y. Extended runs everywhere

Try to find a more fitting show for Christmas
Week than the triumphant return of "Bcn-
Hur" in Sound. Now playingBroadway at the

Jiiahq Theatre,

WALLACE BEERY, JACKIE COOPER
offer laughs and tears in the perfect holiday

show for young or old. 2nd Month at $2

BIG
PARADE

jin Sound)

Test engagements of "Big Parade" in Sound
exceed even fondest expectations. It's smart
showrrmnship to give them thrilling spectacle
as a change of pace in the talkie age

'



45 PARAMOyNT FEATURES

READYORINWORKBYJAN.

(Continued from Page 1)

edited. In production are "No One
Man" with Carole Lombard, Ricardo
Cortez and Paul Lukas; "Two Kinds
of Women," a William DeMille pro-

duction featuring Miriam Hopkins
and Phillips Holmes, and "One Hour
With You", with Maurice Chevalier,

Jeanette MacDonald and Charles
Ruggles. Pictures that will be in

production by Jan. 1, are "The
Black Robe", with Fredric March
and Kay Francis; "The Miracle
Man" with Sylvia Sidney, Chester
Morris, Robert Coogan and Boris
Karloff; "Dancers In the Dark,"
with Miriam Hopkins, Jack Oakie
and Lyda Roberti, and "Sky Bride",
with Richard Arlen and Carole Lom-
bard. Next to go into production
are "The Broken Wing" and a spe-
cial feature with Tallulah Bankhead.

Govt. Agents Probing
Protection in Midwest

(Continued fiom Page 1)

lied Specialist ', bulletin of the Al-
lied T. O. of Iowa and Nebraska,
alleges that "some film companies
have discriminated in their prices,

giving circuit theaters pictures at
ridiculously low prices."

5 Vitaphone Shorts Released
Five new Vitaphone shorts have

just been released, as follows: "Her
Wedding Night," two-reeler with
Thelma White and Fanny Watson;
"Northern India," travel-talk by E.

M. Newman; "Red-Headed Baby,"
Merrie Melody" cartoon; "Bosko at

the Zoo," "Looney Tune," and "The
High School Hoofer," with Hal Le-
Roy and Eleanor King.

Benny Amdur After House
Pittsburgh—Ben Amdur, who op-

erates the Garden, neighborhood
house, is negotiating for a large
East Liberty theater which was op-
erated by Warners.

Tibbett Signs for Radio
Lawrence Tibbett has signed a

contract for a series of radio
concerts during the Voice of Fire-
stone programs each Monday night
over an NBC-WEAF network. He
starts Jan. 4.

COMING & GOING

ADOLPH ZUKOR will arrive from the
coast tomorrow.

JOSEPH JACKSON is due in New York
from the coast this week to attend the open-
ing of "Heads or Tails," which he wrote in
collaboration with Doris Anderson.

RAY COLLINS, who plays Penrod's
fathei in the Booth Tarkington series of
juvenile shorts being made at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studio, left by plane from Holly-
wood last night in order to get back to New
York in time for the next Booth Tarkington
picture, "His Honor," which goes into produc-
tion Friday.

EARL M. WELCH of Consortium Interna-
tional Cinematographique, Paris, has arrived
in New York to survey the film situation here.

AlONGJ^U^IALTO

• • • JUST A flash behind the curtain into the
life of a chap a good many of you once knew well a fine

fellow who has made his mark in this film biz who for

years was sitting pretty making good dough, and every-
thing jake then the Depression Jinx caught him
turned his life upside down for the past year he hasn't

been able to land a job and when he starts out every
morning looking for work he kisses his two kids with a

brave, lying smile two youngsters whose little bodies
are beginning to show the ravages of undernourishment

The Relief Fund Needs Your Help
• • • AND MAYBE you can picture YOURSELF in his

spot picture YOUR kids going hungry but of

course it can NEVER happen to you! but then again,
it MIGHT you never can tell in this dizzy film
biz what the turn of the card holds but that
isn't all this chap has a brave little wife who is

not any too strong physically and, boys and girls

it hurts like hell to come back home in the evening
and face those two youngsters with their innocent, trusting
smiles and meet the frightened look in the little wo-
man's eyes as she reads in yours the despairing message

"Not a thing today." and the same thing to-

morrow and the next day and so on for
months

To Aid Distress and Want
• • • OH, WELL there's an end to everything
soon the kids will be shunted away from their parents to a
publi': refuge the little home will be broken up
and this brave chap and his wife will be out on the street

with no place to turn and for what?
WHY? for the sake of a few measly dollars a week

that you probably fritter away thoughtlessly on
unessentials not because you have no Heart but
just because you didn't realize the need was so Urgent
in our own Film Family among fellows you know
or rather, knew because they're too proud to come around now

and let you see their suffering but we of the
Film Daily Relief Fund KNOW and we're Telling You

Of Film Folks Dovm and Out
• • • AND THIS is only one of about 50 Urgent Cases

needing Immediate Relief so, if you're Regular
as we know you are you're going to obey that

impulse RIGHT NOW and shoot in a check
or chuck a case note in an envelope and mail it right in

God Almighty! just think of it! one little dollar
from you and everybody in the biz would spell

"Heaven" to 50 Hopeless Ones beaten crushed
despondent desperate so, you can say

"Merry Xmas" to your loved ones and it will carry the
Halo of a Blessing if you have heeded this call

and extended the right hand of fellowship and sympathy to
these your less fortunate brothers and sisters

So Kick In! Do Your Share
• • • THOSE BOWLERS over at Par-Publix representing
the Pep Club defeated the Wall Street five of Handy & Harmon
at Dwyer's alleys the other nite Mister A. H. Schwarts
plays Santa Claus as usual this year at his Century theaters
for the poor and orphaned kids in the neighborhoods
And what a swell shindig the Empey Club is planning for its

New Year's Eve Party, with a dinner, dance, show, favors and
froth and only $7.50 a tover
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DIVISION OF THEATER

SEEN BY JOS. N. WEBER

(Continued from Page 1)

Federation of Musicians, in a state-
ment to The Film Daily.
"The problem play, the melodrama, the bed-

room farce and many oiher types of plays
have their devotees, but no type of play has
e\er been universally popular, nor could l)e,"
says Weber. "In supplanting the silent pic-
tur:, therefore, the talkie essayed a very dif-
ticult feat. Even if the public taste in the
drama were uniformly excellent, the talkie
problem still would be a poser because the
spoken drama readily betrays its weaknc---.-.
if any, and masterpieces are not l:orn on a

daily schedule to keep picture factories run-
ning The silent picture of little dram at c

merit could get by on the pleasing personal-
ities of its actors, the changing panoram i . I

its movements, but not so the 'photogiai-ii il

stage play.' With the passing of silent
i

:..

turcs, living music may in all modesty li\

claim to being the only rema.ning entci t mi
ment form that literally appeals to everylmii '

Griffith Circuit Books
Theater Service Films

(Continued from Page 1)

dent of TSC. The deal includes 38

houses in Oklahoma, ll in Texas and
5 in New Mexico. Theaters derive a

substantial yearly revenue from tiie

showing of "Screen Broad;as s,

which are brief advertising films

presented in a smart manner thai

makes them entertaining. The Pub-
lix circuit is among those playing

the films.

Tiffany Planning to Use
Several Paramount Stars

(Continued from Page 1)

the majority of Tiffany features for

the remainder of this season's prod-

uct and the 1931-32 line-up would
include star names. Peggy Shannon,
a Paramount star, is already work-
ing in Tiffany's "Hotel Continental".
Negotiations are under way whereby
Tiffany may secure Clive Brook for

the lead in "Strangers of the Eve-
ning". It is also possible, accord-
ing to Saal, that Helen Hayes, now
appearing on Broadway in "The
Good Fairy", will be secured for
Tiffany's "Lena Rivers". Ronald
Colman is another star mentioned
as making at least one feature for

Tiffany.

« « « » » »
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HOLLYWOOD
r~^ASTING for "The Silent Wit-

ness," Fox mystery drama in

which Lionel Atwill makes his first

appearance in a talking picture of

feature length, is practically com-
plete. Roles have been assigned to

Greta Nissen, Helen Mack, Bram-
well Fletcher, Mary Forbes, Mon-
tague Shaw, Wyndham Standing,
Allan Mowbray, Lowden Adams,
Herbert Mundin, Billy Bevan, Eric
Wilton and Lumsden Hare. The
picture goes into production shortly
with Marcel Varnel and R. L.

Hough as co-directors.
* * *

Mervyn LeRoy has the distinction

of having two of his features run-
ning simultaneously at four of the
local first run theaters. He directed
"Local Boy Makes Good," which is

running at Warners' Western, Hol-
lywood and Downtown, while his

"Tonight or Never" is at the United
Artists theater. He will start the
direction of "Mendel, Inc.," next
month.

* *

George Sidney is one of the busi-

est comedians on the Coast. He re-

cently finished work in "High Pres-

sure" and will be co-starred with
Charley Murray in "The Cohens and
Kellys in Hollywood." He will also

play an important role in "Mendel,
Inc." Henry Duff"y wants to co-star

Sidney and Murray in a stage play.
* * *

M. H. Hoffman, Jr., has decided
on "Looting Looters" as the final

title for his fifth Hoot Gibson vic-

ture now in production, with Otto
Broiver directing, Sally Blane plays
opposite the star.

* * *

Charles Stumar, veteran camera-
man, will be in charge of the pho-

Loew Houses Book Overtures
A cycle of 33-1/3 r.p.m. recordings

played by Lew White, organist, and
made by Standard Sound Recording
Corp., have been booked by the Loew
circuit as overtures, incidental music
for trailers and intermission and
exit marches.

Dual Bill at Denver First-Run
Denver — A double feature pro-

gram, the first by a local first-run,

is being advertised by the Para-

mount, which is giving equal space

to "The Guardsman" and "Beau
Hunks."

Gomersall back from Trip
Chicago—T. E. Gomersall, divi-

sion manager of Universal, is back
in town after a tour of Mid-West
houses. He reports business on the

upgrade.

Stuart Doyle May Join Radio Board
Sydney—Stuart F. Doyle, manag-

ing director of Union Theaters, may
quit to take charge of the new ra-

dio board set up by the national

government, according to reports.

tography on "Cobblestones," which
will be made by Universal, with Ed-
ward Luddy directing.

* *

Vivienne Osborne, Paramount con-
tract player, dates her enthusiasm
for the movies to her school days in

Spokane, Wash. She wrote fan let-

ters to her favorite players, col-

lected autographed photographs of
the reigning favorites arid ardently
read fan magazines and motion pic-
ture columns.

« * *

Hearing that the Larry Darmour
studios was buying dogs for use in

"Mickey's Travels, " a negro offered
shaggy looking mongrel for a dollar

and made the sale. The following
day he came with another dog, but
this time the dollar was refused.
Asked for a reason, he replied,
"Well, suh, befo' yo picture starts,

this lady's goin' to have pups and
is woth mo'."

* * *

Barbara Kent has been ill fro7n
influenza for the past week. Her
latest role is an important one in

upport of Marie Dressier in "Em-
ma."

Sidney Buchman is one of the
busiest writers on the coast. He
wrote the dialogue for "The Be-
loved Bachelor" and also worked on
"No One Man" and "The Daughter
of the Dragon."

Our Passing Show: Adolph Zukor, B. P.
Schulberg and Emanuel Cohen motoring to

Paramount; Walter Herzbrun chatting with
Gary Grant; Harry Chandlee and Douglas
Churchill lunching at Paramount.

Wallace Smith, author, scenarist

and soldier-of-fortune has a large

collection of antique sabers.

M-G-M Drops Radio Exploitation

Sydney—Use of radio as an ex-

ploitaton medium has been dropped
by M-G-M, except in rare cases when
special feature stories demand it.

Fox, however, is still using radio

in a big way.

Laurenson Returning Soon
Sydney—Eric Mayell arrived re-

cen'ly to edit the local Fox Movie-
tone News, and Harry Laurenson,
who has been here for some time
reorganizing, sails for the U. S.

about Christmas.

Detroit Indies Go in for Ads
Detroit—Whereas only three in-

dependent theaters formerly ran ads
in the "Free Press," now that the
Allied Theaters of Michigan has en-

tered into a joint arrangement with
the newspaper there are 52 indies

in the paper's new theater column.

New House for Sonoma, Cal.

Sonoma, Cal.-—Ralph Murphy &
Sons will start construction about
the end of the month on the theater

to be erected here for M. Sebastian.

NEW BOOKS
On the Art and Business

of M.otion Pictures

TALKING PICTURES, by Ber-

nard Brown, B.Sc. Isaac Pitinan &
Sons, New York and London, $3.

Written by an Englishman, with
the cooperation of conversant tech-

nicians in America as well as Great
Britain, this is veritably the best

volume turned out thus far in the

way of a practical and popular ac-

count of the principles of construc-
tion and operation of the devices

used in producing and projecting
sound pictures. Besides its very
readily understood text, the book U
replete with charts, diagrams ani( i

photographic illustrations which ,«*-

able the reader to get a clear Work-
ing conception of the apparatus and
operations described. After ?, con-

cise resume of the history of the

talkers from their beginning to the

boom and stabilization of the in-

dustry, the author presents chapters
dealing with film and disc, syn-

chronism, the apparatus chain, speed
control, theater sound systems, am-
plification, power and stage equip-

ment, theater acoustics, installation

of sound equipment, routine in the

operating box, preparing the pro-

gram, recording on disc, recording
on film, studio methods and tech-

nique, etc., concluding with a dis-

cussion of the talkie, television and
theater of the future. Anyone at

all who is interested in the mechanics
of sound films will find this a

fascinating volume, and for the men
involved in the producing, distribut-

ing and exhibition of pictures the

book will m addition prove highly
valuable in a practical way.

Inquiry Begun in Gary Bombing
Gary, Ind.—Full investigation of

he bombing of the Family while
the house contained an audience of

500, mostly children, will be made,
according to Prosecutor R. G. Estill

of Lake County. Meanwhile police

are to give special guard to theaters.

The bombing is ascribed to union
difficulties.

Chicago House Bombed
Chicago—Following a walkout of

union operators at the Pickwick, the

Deerpath in Lake Forest and a

house in Des Plaines, all owned by
Polka Bros., a stench bomb was ex-

ploded in the Pickwick, causing 900

patrons to rush out.

"Human Targets" January Release

Buzz Barton's latest Big 4 West-
ern, "Human Targets," has been set

for January release.

U Film for Paramount
Universal's "Heaven on Earth." with

Lew Ayres. opens Friday at the New
York Paramount.
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LET US MARCH
ON TO GLORY

TOGETHER
j^!rfj^'' r^*' ^(5 " ® rrogress is made only when men unite ror the common

30od. In union there is power and prosperity; in separa-

tion there is weakness and misery. Man's advancement

is the history oF collective enterprise. So too with indus-

try. Good men, loyal men, able men in the motion picture

world find themselves jobless and foodless. They are

bound to us by ties of iron forged in the glowing activity

of better days. To them the industry owes much of its

success. To them the industry must now extend a helping

hand. Give and give generously so that it may be said

the army of the motion picture— to a man — marches

bravely on to greater triumph and glory. «*«*«*«*

This aJvaiiscment was coitceirej

I'y Edxuard Finney of UnileJ ArliSIs
Pirlures. daigticd by R. M. Bell,

typeset by Supreme Ad Service and
(nsruvcd by City I'hvtwmiriivina Cu.

SEND YOUR CHECK
NOW TO

FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND
16 50 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY
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A SHOW FOR THE KIDS,

WITH RECEIPTS TO FUND

(Loiitiiiucd from Page 1)

Smith has selected a program spe-

cially suited for the kiddies. It will

include Will Rogers in "A Connecti-

cut Yankee"; "Snowtime," an Aesop

Fable cartoon; "The Night Before

Christmas," a special film made to

go with the famous Yuletide poem,

and a Fox Movetone newsreel. No
expenses will be deducted from the

receipts. Every employee of the

theater has volunteered his or her

services. Special letters to all Play-

house subscribers will be dispatcned

by Miss Smith, who has also ar-

ranged for lobby and exploitation

cards, and newspaper ads which will

carry the message.
Everyone in the film industry who

has children should get behind this

benefit performance by bringing

their kiddies to the Little Picture

Playhouse on Tuesday, Dec. 29, for

the treat of their young lives. A
great show for a great charity.

Where's YOUR Nome?
James R. Grainger

Ned E. Depinet
Colvin W. Brown
Irene F. Scott

E. A. Schiller

N. L. Manheim
Martin Stern
Gustav Brock
Maurice Kann
W. Ray Johnston

Joe Weil
Jack Alicoate

E. T. Leaper
D. C. Gillette

Paul F. Burger
Oscar Neufeld
Dewey Bloom
Don Hancock
David Bernstein

William Massce
Thomas D. Goldberg

Irving Samuels
R. S. Wolff
Amusement Supply Co.

Glendon AUvine
Charles Moskowltz
Joseph H. Brennan
Jack Meredith
William Ferguson
Louis K. Sidney
Don Mersereau
Leo Klebanow
Jay Emanuel
Michael Simmons
Arthur Eddy
David Loew
H. D. Buckley
Harry S. Brown
Silas F Seadler

S. W. Hand
C. C. Pettijohn

A. J. Mc.eller

M-G-M Charity
Football Pool

Herbert S. Berg
Frank C. Walker

Public Won't Pay Tax;
Exhibs Can't Stand It

London—A typical result of the

increased entertainment tax is at-

forded by Archie Blair, owner of

theaters in Glasgow and Irvine, who

says he will have to close down un-

less relief comes. After passing the

increased tax to the public and hnd-

ing they couldn't pay it, Blair took

on the expense himself and is op-

erating at a loss.

Joe Shea in Advance

Joe Shea, formerly with Fox pro-

duction department in the East, has

gone out ahead of the Theater Guild

Show, "Mourning Becomes Electra.

Here's An Idea

Among yesterday's checks for THE

FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND was a con-

tribution from the M-C-M Football

Charity Pool. The boys over at M-C-M,

in the true spirit of the times as well

as with a realization that no dollar

can provide more relief to the needy

In this industry than the dollars donated

to this Relief Fund, deducted a per-

centage from these football pools that

were run in the last few weeks, artd

sent it over for the good cause. It's

an idea for some other offices.

Answering from Afar
Film Daily Relief Fund,
1650 Broadway,
New York City.

1 have just read your issue of December 7th out here in Seattle and have written
my office to forward to THE FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND my usual check.

1 am happy to contribute to this worthy cause. With all good wishes.

(Signed) JIMMY CRAINCER.

lATSE Issues Warning
On 'Television Schools'

Warning against television schools

offering correspondence courses is

sounded by the I. A. T. S. E. and
M. P. 0. characterizing them as a

"menace" comparable to "the so-

called sound projection schools."

"Sensing a lucrative field in our
membership, due to the similarity

of sound and possible television op-

eration, and contending such work
would eventually come within the

jurisdictional confines of our inter-

national organization, much public-

ity has been focussed directly on
our members", says the warning.

Birminsrham House on Dime Scale
Birminsrham—The Temple has re-

duced admissions to 10 cents daily

and Saturday, making the price the

lowest in town. Policy also has been
changed to three pictures a week,
many of them first runs.

Kautz Gets Wheeling House
Wheeling. W. Va.—D. R. Kautz of

Cincinnati has acciuired the Plaza

here and renamed it the State. It

reopens Saturday with talkers under

the management of C. E. Hohman.

Great Lakes Moves Headquarters
Youngstown, O.—With acquisition

of the Hippodrome here. Great

Lakes Theaters has moved its head-

auarters from Erie to this city. S.

D. Weinberg, formerly with Warners
and Franchon and Marco, heads the

exploitation department.

Granted License in Minneapolis

Minneapolis—A picture house li-

cense has been granted to Harry
Dickerman. 701 Lowry Ave.

Upon objection of four churches

and three "schools, a license to op-

erate a movie at .5307 Lvndale Ave.

S. was refused W. B. Frank.

United Artists To Appeal
Minneapolis—As a test case to

determine if film contracts which

have been generally in use in the

territorv will have any legal stand-

ing in "court and whether further

acton should be taken by Minnean-

nlis distributors to try to enforce al-

leged contract violations, United Ar-

tists has decided to appeal the case

against John Pillar, Valley City, N.

D., exhibitor.

Wins One-Man-in-Booth Demand
Rochester. Minn.—L. G. Roesner,

who operates the Lawler in part-

nership with Publix. has won his

demand of the union for permission

to use onlv one man in the booth.

"Frankenstein' Third Week
Universal's "Frankenstein" will

stay at the RKO Mayfair for a third

week starting Friday.

Fewer and Better Slogan
Is Advocated by Freuler

Joining the ranks of advocates of

fewer productions, John R. Freuler
of Big 4 says that such a policy
would improve the general quality
of product turned out, allow for
more intensive exploitation of those
pictures, save the time and effort

spent by sales forces in closing con-
tracts on product that is not deliv-
ered, and help to adjust exhibition
at its source.

Geo. Schneider Importing
Leading Foreign Silents
George Schneider, in addition to

his activities in the handling of Ger-
man talkers, has made arrangements
to import the best silent productions
from abroad for release to theaters,
schools, associations, etc., in this

country. He already has a list of
^0 silents made by Ufa and other
European companies.

Fourth Cleve. House for Kaplan
Cleveland— Maurice Kaplan has

leased the Kinsman, East 142nd St.

and Kinsman Road, from Associated
Theaters. The house has been closed.

Kaplan now has five houses, the

others beinsr the Arion, Crown, Su-
perior and Memphis.

George Callahan Branches Out
Pittsbureh—George Callahan, who

has handled all films in this terri-

torv for 10 vears, has branched out

ind is distributing magazines, etc..

with a fleet of 90 trucks operating.

Paramount's New Joinville Films
Paris—The next two productions

st Paramount's Joinville studios will

be "Lady's Hairdresser" and "Beat-
rice Devant le Desir." the latter

from Pierre Frondaie's novel.

"Dishonorable" Release
Universal has set Dec. 30 as na-

tional release date for "Strictly

Dishonorable." It is booked for the

RKO Mayfair on Broadway to open
that day, with "Frankenstein" run-
ning there until then.

Thrift Books Pooular
Chicago—Essaness Theaters are

issuing thrift books this month as

a business stimulant. Each book
contains $2. .50 worth of tickets,

good for admission to anv Essaness
house, and they sell for $2.25. The
stunt has had an excellent response.

GOVT. FILM INDUSTRY

PROPOSED BY L

(Continued from Page 1) i

penditures, provides for a depart- P
ment of general welfare to be ad- iV

ministered by the Federal Trade ^
Commission. It would produce pic-

tures which would be given free to ]

schools, universities, patriotic, civic J
and other organizations. It is sim-

ilar in character to the old Hudson
bill.

Saenger Seeks Higher
Depreciation Allowance

(Continued from Page 1)

totaling $15,200 for the years 1927

and 1928.

the petitioner claims a 32 per

cent annual deduction on equipment,

but the department allowed only

12^2 per cent on that acquired be-

fore Jan. 1, 1927, and 15 per cent on

equipment purchased thereafter; a

3 per cent depreciation was allowed

on buildings, rejecting claims rang-

ing from 4 to 8.96 per cent; and on

a leased theater at Pine Bluff, Ark.,

depreciation on improvements was

cut from $5,569.45 to $4,177.08.

New Plan Turns Profit

For Union Theaters, Ltd.

Sydney—Under the recent reor-

ganization. Greater Union Theaters,

Ltd., converted the former weekly

loss of about $6,000 into a slight

profit the first week. Distributors

backing the new company have ar-

ranged matters as follows: 20 per

cent of gross receipts up to an

amount of expenses or receipts,

whichever is less; film hire as the

next charge; balance divided 50-50.

Discuss Para. Sales Policies

Atlantic City — Paramount sales

policies were discussed at a meeting

at the Ambassador yesterday at-

tended by Sidney R. Kent, George

Schaeffer, John D. Clark and a num-

ber of division managers.

Ban Movies of Grid Games
San Francisco — Cameramen will

be barred from football playing

fields next season, it was decided at

the Pacific Coast Conference yester-

day.

C. F. Johnson Adds Miami House
Miami, Fla.—Charles F. Johnson

has leased the Paramount from the

Flagler Co. He is now operating

the Flagler here and the Punta Gor-

da Picture house.

Three for Myers Circuit

Columbus. O. — Myers Theaters
Circuit recently took over three lo-

cal houses, the Fifth Avenue from
Fred Vogt, the Franklin from John
Kirkland. and the Rialto from Wott-
ring & Daley.

Better Late

Dallas—Eighteen months after Its re-

lease, "Outward Bound," Warner pro-

duction, was shown here last week at

the Queen, and was acclaimed "one of

the artistic triumphs of the talking

motion picture ' by the Dallas Morning
News.' As a result of this reception,

the picture will be booked at one of

the first-run houses after the holidays.
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Bernhard Succeeds Michalove as W. B. CircuitHead

MOVIE ADMISSION CUTS HIT 'FLESH^EVIVAL

Comedy to Be Given Front Rank in Warner -F. N. Films

32 Features Finishec or in

Work by March, S lys

Jack Warner
Wc^t Coast Bureau. THE FIL ULY
Hollywood — Comedy is tu get

First consideration in story treatment
of forthcoming Warner and Firs'

National pictures, says Jack L. War-
fner in announcing that the com-
Ipanies will have 32 features finished

or in work by March 1. "As far ar

igood taste and reason permits, we
;are going to make this a laugh year
selecting stories that lend them-

(Continued on Page 4)

FIVE M-C-MTEflfURES

READY TOJTART SOON

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Productions now be-

ing readied for early shooting at

M-G-M include "Are You Listen-

ing," "Grand Hotel," "Limpy," "Sky-
scraper" and "Smilin' Through."
Seven pictures now in work are

"Tarzan," "Courage," "Beast of the

City," "Freaks," "Arsene Lupin,"
(Continued on Page 4)

Producers and Cameramen
Plan Wage Parleys in East
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Committees represent

ing producers and cameramen will

held meetings in New York early

next month to discuss wage differ-

British Receipts 25% Off

Since New Admission Tax

London—A drop of approximately 25 per

cent in suburban theater receipts has taken
place since the increased entertainments tax

went into effect and was passed on to the
public, according to A. R. Favell, president

of the Sheffield and district C. E. A. As
exhibitors can't afford to assume the tax,

unless it is taken off soon numerous houses
must close, Favell declared.

Artistic Maturity Here, Says Coldwyn
Pictures like "Arrowsmith" refute the legend of the screen's artistic immaturity,

says Samuel Coldwyn in a letter to Sinclair Lewis acknowledging the novelist's praise
for the film version of the Nobel Prize novel. "Motion pictures are growing up
faster and better and stronger than we realize," says Coldwyn. "By that I mean to
include audiences, the screen as a medium, and the organization of the industry."

Fox West Coast Forced
Into Dual Feature Policy

Milton Silver Quits U
For New Advertising Post
Milton Silver, for the last three

years advertising manager of Uni-

versal, has resigned to accept an-

other advertising position. U has
made no plans to replace him.

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Practice of indepen-

dent houses in playing double fea-
tures is forcing Fox West Coast to

follow suit. Executives of *^'"-
'

:uit deplore the plan, but state that
iuch a policy is necessary in orde-
to meet competition. New policy
cannot be effected until certain per
centage contracts are readjusted.

A True Story—One of Many Cases

Out of work for nearly a year, a
dispossess notice in the morning's
mail, his wife in a hospital for a
serious operation, from which she
died. Absolutely broke. Not one
cent for funeral expenses. That was
the story of a former sales manager
whose name YOU know well. He
came to the FILM DAILY RELIEF

(Continued on Page 4)

H-F Division Managers
Meeting in Los Angeles

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Howard Hughes is

understood to have called a meet-
ing of the Hughes-Franklin circuit
division managers to discuss future
plans. As yet no successor to Har-
old B. Franklin has been announced.

BernhardHeads Warner Circuit;

Michalove Remaining as Exec
New York Film Board

Elects New Officers
Earl Sweigert of the Paramount

New Jersey Exchange was elected

president of the New York Film
Board of Trade at a meeting last

night. Other new officers, a'l elected

for one year, are: first vice-presi-

dent, Henry Randel, Paramount,
Brooklyn; second vice-president

(Continued on Page 4)

Joseph Bernhard has been ap-
pointed general manager of War-
ner Bros. Theaters and its subsidi-
ary, Stanley Co. of America, suc-
ceeding Dan Michalove, it was an-
lounced yesterday by H. M. Warner
The change is effective today.

Bernhard has been vice-president
of Warner Bros, theaters during the
past year and has been closely asso

(Continued on Page 4)

Price Reductions Making
It Harder for Stage
Shows to Compete

Widespread cutting of admission
prices by picture houses is a major
factor in slowing up and in some i

instances blocking entirely the re- b

vival of 'flesh' attractions. Already
|

the price reductions have resulted in '

the closing of dramatic stock tabloid,
,

burlesque and vaudeville policies in
[

many locations, while legitimate s

show bookings on the road also have I

slumped considerably for pretty I

much the same reason. Although "

there appears to be a tendency on
the part of some circuits to add
stage talent to their picture pro-
grams as business stimulator, only
the larger houses are finding it pos-
sible to continue this policy with

(Continued on Page 4)

HENRY GOLDSTONE PLANS

12 JACK HOXIE WESTERNS

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Henry Goldstone is

planning production of a series of

12 westerns starring Jack Hoxie,
formerly a star in silent westerns.

Ray Grombacher Forms
New Theater Company

Spokane—With Spokane Theaters,
Inc., gone into receivership, Ray
Grombacher has formed Ray Grom-
bacher, Inc., and will operate the

Liberty. His former company ran
the Audian and Liberty.

Maybe He's a Disciple

Of the Double Standard

Jules Endler, of Passaic, N. J., who sued
to have a receiver appointed ifor Warner
Brothers, is being sued by Billy Wolfson, the
tailor, who claims Endler has owed and won't
pay $75 tor a suit of clothes made in 1924!. . . .

People who dwell in breakable glass houses, etc.
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Loew's Boston Extra Dividend
An extra dividend of 50 cents,

payable Dec. 23 to stockholders of

record Dec. 18, has been declared

by Loew's Boston Theaters.

it New York Long Island City j"*

?' 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. '{

it BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 U
i^ :>
J.: J.:
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Chicago Hollywood
1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
CALuraet 3692 Blvd.
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Florida Waging Battle

Against Itinerant Shows
Jacksonville — Florida theaters,

with cooperation from Chambers of

Commerce, merchants' associations,

newspapers, etc., are waging their

biggest battle with various forms
of tent shows which are invading
the state in greater numbers than
ever this year due to a bad season
the past summer. In Orlando the
Mayor and city commission have
denied tent shows a license on the

ground that they do not comply
with the city building code, and this

action is being followed up by other
communities. E. J. Sparks of Con-
solidated Theaters is one of the lead-

ing factors in the fight against the
itinerant attractions, and as a result

of the unfavorable light being
thrown on these shows many organi-
zations which formerly sponsored
them under their auspices are now
reluctant to have any connection
with them.

Approve New RKO Stock Listing

New York Stock Exchange has
approved the listing of 2,750,480
shares of new RKO common stock
upon re-classification of the present
Class A shares in accordance with
the refinancing plan. Of the 2,750,-

480 shares; 720,073 would be issued
for the present Class A and Class
B stocks upon official notice of the
filing or articles of amendment to

the charter of the corporation re-

classifying those stocks into common
stock; 290,407 shares of common
would be reserved for issuance in

place of Class A stock, which was
reserved for conversion of outstand-
ing bonds and preferred stock of

the company or its subsidiaries, and
1,740,000 shares of common would
be deposited with J. & W. Seligman
& Co. in connection with the offering

to stockholders of the common stock
and ten-year 6 per cent gold deben-
tures.

Lew White Completes Series

Lew White, popular radio organ-
ist, who is making overture trailers

and other shorts for National Screen
Service, Standard Sound Recording,
etc., has just completed a series with
Tony Wons, the radio announcer
for National Screen Service.

New German Film for Carnegie
"Zwei Menschen" ("Two Souls")

German dramatic romance, opens
Dec. 22 at the Little Carnegie. Pro-
tex Trading Corp., Leo Brecher com-
pany, is handling distribution of the
picture in this country.

Little Picture House to Celebrate
In celebration of the second an-

niversary of the Little Picture
House at 151 East 50th St., a spe-
cial program will be given Sunday
evening, Dec. 27. "Morocco" will be
the feature attraction.

Conclude Eastern Confabs
On New Stand'rd Aperture

Following conferences with circuit

executives regarding the new stand-
ard aperture, Lester Cowan, secre-

tary of the Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences left New York yester-

day for the coast with the tenta-

tive agreement. The producers' ad-
vi.«ory council was represented at the

conference by Harry Rubm, Hei'bert

Griffen, P. A. McGuire. Among ex-

ecutives who attended to the cost

angles were Joseph Plunkett, S.am
Morris, Charles Caballero and Oscar
Oldknow. Technical men who vvorked

out the specifications were Lester
Isaacs, Leroy Cox, Dr. N. M. La
Porte, Earl Sponable, M. C. Batsel,

H. B. Santee, A. S. Dickinson, W. K.
Pettus, David Palfreyman, H. F.

Charney, Joe Hornstein.

Short's Day and Date on B'way
"One More Chance," second of the

Educational-Mack Sennett featur-

ettes starring Bing Crosby, will plav
day-and-date at the Rivoli and Rial-

to, starting today and Saturday, re-

spectively.

"The Pottsville Palooka," another
Sennett comedy featuring Harry
Gribbon has been booked for the

Loew metropolitan houses.

Fox Midwesco Staff Shifts
Fond du Lac, Wis.—Joseph Engel,

formerly with Fox-Midwesco in

Appleton, has been named assistant

city manager for Fox in Fond du
Lac. Alex Moffatt, formerly with
the circuit in Green Bay, has been
named house manager of the Retlaw
theater in this city.

Stage Policy at Milwaukee Warner
Milwaukee — Starting Chritmas

Day, the Warner will feature a stage
show policy and an 18-piece sjmi-

phony orchestra under the direction

of Heinz Roemheld.

Warners Buy Edna Ferber Story
Negotiations for the purchase of

Edna Ferber's Pulitzer prize story,

"So Big," have been completed by
Warner Bros.

Houseman Joins RKO
Arthur Houseman, formerly ex-

ploitation and advertising manager
for Warner's metropolitan theaters
and recently handling advertising
for Columbia, has been engaged by
J. J. Hess of RKO to direct the ad-
vertising and exploitation of the Al

bee, Brooklyn.

Sidney M. Goldin in Hospital
Sidnev M. Goldin, director of Yid-

dish pictures, is seriously ill in Beth
Israel Hospital, New York.

N. W. Theaters Collect $44,485
Minneapolis—A total of $44,-

485.20 was collected for unemploy-
ment relief by circuit and indepen-
dent theaters in this district, it is

announced bv Al Steffes.

Bellows Falls House Burns
Bellows Falls, Vt.—The Star was

destroyed by fire a few days ago.
Manager Charles S. Cray estimated
the damage at approximately $40,-
000, partly covered by insurance.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Dec. 31: Motion Picture Salesmen New
Year's frolic. Hotel Plaza. New York.

Dec. 31: New Year's Eve Party, Motion
Picture Club. New York.

Jan. 5 : Testimonial dinner to Aaron Saper-
stein. Congress Hotel, Chicago.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte,
Charlotte, N. C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha. Neb.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-danc«
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures),
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.

T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower. Washing-
ton, D. C.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

Nicky Goldhammer
Out of Warner Bros.

Nicky Goldhammer, recently ap-
pointed metropolitan sales manager
for Warner-First National in New
York, is leaving that position. As
yet no successor has been appointed
to Goldhammer, who was formerly
Minneapolis exchange manager.

Legit. Theaters to Fight Tax
A general meeting of all legiti-

mate theater managers will be called

next week by the board of governors
of the League of New York Theaters
to map out united opposition to the
proposed 10 per cent ticket tax.

Mosque Reopens Christmas
Newark, N. J.—Warner Bros, will

reopen the Mosque on Christmas
Day with pictures and vaudeville.

i907
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Tiventy-five Years
—the money from the sale of
Christmas Seals has promoted;

—theestablishmentofsanatoriums
for treating tuberculosis

— the finding of tuberculosis in
time to effect a cure

—health inspection of school
children

—the teaching of habits that help
to insure good health

— the bringing of rest, good food,
sunshine, fiesh air, medical at-

tention to sick children

CzJlelp C/ighl L^uberculosis

Buy Christmas Seals
THE NATION \L. STATE AND LOCAL TCBERCDLOSIS

ASSOC! ^TT.'iNS OF TFIF: TNITED ST\T1.8



READ
THIS:

t^y A remarkable picture, showing the
actual plunge of the ill-fated plane,
the Gee Bee, in which Lowell Bayles
was killed while attempting to estab-
lish a new world's speed record, is the
leading subject presented at the Trans
Lux Newsreel Theater this week.

New York Herald Tribune

THEYGASPED
WITH HORROR
and pity when the most
remarkable "shot" ever
mode for a newsreel
was flashed on the
screen. You'll find this

and other exclusive
news only in the

UNIVERSALNEWS-REEL
PLUS THE CLEVER

GRAHAM
McNAMEE
ace announcer of the NBC
as the Talking Reporter!
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HOLLYWOOD FLASHES

iii^ By RALPH WILK

"DICHARD TUCKER and Arlene

Andre were married Tuesday.

The bride, a dancer, is a sister of

Margaret Mayo, scenario writer.
It * *

Pola Negri was rushed to the

Santa Monica Hospital on Tuesday

following a collapse on the set.

Ann Harding in "The House of Glass"

will be the first RKO Pathe picture to go

in production at the RKO studios. James
Creelman adapted it from the Max Marcin

play.
* *

Robert Montgomery's 14-months-

old daughter, Martha Bryan Mont-

gomery, died early this week of a

throat infection.

Movie Admission Cuts
Hit "Flesh" Revival

(.Continued from Page 1)

profit. The big number of smaller

theaters, formerly able to play

vaudeville in competition with

movies, are unable at prices to meet
the lower scales. Some of the stock

companies have cut prices to meet
the new movie scales, but have found

it mostly unprofitable.

Five M-G-M Features

Ready to Start Soon
{Continued from Page 1)

"Her Cardboard Lover" and "Polly

of the Circus." "Mati Hara" is fin-

ished and set for release Dec. 26.

"Emma" and "Hell Divers" also are

completed and await release dates.

"Big Parade," re-issue silent with

synchronized sound, will be released

Dec. 19, followed by the other re-

issue, "Ben Hur."

A True Film Story

—One of Many Cases
(Continued from Page 1)

FUND for aid, and YOU, with your

last year's donation, made it possible

for the FUND to see him through.

That is only one of the scores of

similar cases that have been aided -by

this worthy cause. How about 1932?

What is going to happen when these-

men who have held responsible po-

sitions come to the FUND for as-

sistance? They MUST NOT
_
be

turned down, and only by action,

quick action on YOUR part will the

money be ready and available. Write
a check NOW. Mail it and see how
much better you feel.

COMING & GOING

HOWARD DIETZ is due back in New
York today from the coast.

NAT LEVINE leaves for the coast at

the end of the week to start work on the four
new super-serials planned by Mascot for

next season.

EMIL JENSEN has arrived in New York
to arrange distribution on the first of a

series of features being made by Patrician

Pictures.

WALTER WANGER leaves New York
Saturday on a trip to Havana.

A10NGJ'!HillALT0

• • • AND NOW as the Merry Yuletide approaches apace

. . and most everybody's assets have turned to ashes

or assessments it looks as if dear ole Santa Glaus was
getting ready to give you boys and girls the Merry Ha-Ha
but you can fool the dirty ole so-an'-so with this Formula for

Christmas Happiness it starts with Courage

backed by Health a dash of Romance to keep you young

with Intelligence to guide you some Sentiment
to keep you from getting too hardboiled a sense of

Truthfulness, at least with Modesty always at your el-

bow while Amiability keeps you human and all

this, my friend, spells Satisfaction also C-H-R-I-S-T-

M-A-S mix it all with an Appreciation of Humor so

as not to take yourself Too Seriously and there you

have your Merry Christmas but whoin'ell can use this

Fairy Formula in the film biz?

• • • OUT AT the Liberty, one of the Hughes-Franklin

houses in La Grande, Oregon manager Jack Wright was
sitting in his ossif listening to the radiator purr and
hopin' and prayin' for the sound of the ticket machine rollin'

over once more when he got to cogitating, speculating
and philosophizing to hisself on What Has Made the Show Biz
Sick and he came up with the following Great Idea

breakfast food took a slump, and up came Vitamins
"A," "B" and "C" the yeast biz wasn't on the rise

(joke), and we found according to the ads that eating a cake
a day keeps halitosis away the use for raisins dwindled

presto! we need iron for our system
and NOW the deer pipple need Shows so why not sell

'em the idea: "Don't be a Nervous Wreck relax three

times a week see Shows." okay, Jack, you're

right to which the deer pipple will probably come back
with "Well, why dontcha give us SHOWS?"
and then we would be in a helluva jam

• • • THOSE AMPAS are going to spring four noted ex-

plorers on the gang at the luncheon today at the Dixie

they are the boys who have made that pix, "Explorers of the

World," now at the Criterion since reports have it that

they are doing darned well at the lil ole b.o mebbe they
will condescend to tell the pressageys How to Put Over Pic-

tures

• • • NOWADAYS, when execs discuss the Coast sitooa-

shun among themselves, they refer to it shudderingly as the

"Cost Situation" While Vituello Films, an Italian out-

fit, were shooting a pix at the Atlas Sound stude, the econom-
ical director solved the luncheon problem thus the pix

called for a banquet scene so he fed the cast their

spaghetti and shot the banquet scene at one and the same time
and Cost darned clever, these Italianese

* * * *

• • • THE WARNER Strand in New York will do its bit

to spread Christmas cheer through the medium of a

series of parties starting this Saturday with a special

benefit performance for Judge Samuel D. Levy's charges from
orphan asylumns in N'York and N'Jersey followed by
Mrs. William Randolph Hearst's party for crippled children

at the Strand on Christmas Day then another Judge
Levy party for another flock of kids Det. 26 at the Strand

the Brooklyn Strand also will hold a special party for

the Happy Times Club this Saturday morning

« « « » » »

Thursday, Dec. 17, 1931

New Haven, Conn. — The New
Haven State Theater Corp. has been
formed to operate the former Lindy
Theater, Inc., State St. Jacob Spi-
vak, Minnie and Sarah Hadelman
are incorporators.

Cleveland—Mark Cummins of the
local Paramount sales staff, has been
transferred to the Paramount office

in Cincinnati.

Detroit—Offices of the RKO ex-

change are being moved to the sec-

ond floor of the Film Exchange. Nat
Levy is head of the merged Radio
and Pathe branches, with Harry
Silverberg as a member of the sales

staff.

Comedy in Front Rank
On Warner-F.N. List
(Continued from Page 1)

selves to amiable treatment," says

Warner. In addition to the nine

features completed since the new
production season started, Sept. 8.

the Warner-F.N. studios have five

pictures now shooting, five more
starting this month, six to start in

January and seven slated to begin in

February. The entire program of 35

features by each company will be

made, declares Warner.

Bernhard Succeeds
Michalove at W. B.

(Continued from Page 1)

ciated with Harry M. Warner. Hef

was formerly president of the Albert i

Greenfield Co., dealers in theatrical i

and other real estate, in Philadel-

phia. Michalove will assume duties

of a general nature embracing all

phases of Warner-First National ac-i

tivities. 1

New York Film Board
Elects New Officers

(Continued from Page 1)

Robert S. Wolff, RKO Pathe; treas-

urer. Jack Bowen, M-G-M, New
York; secretary, Dave Levy, M-G-M
New Jersey, sergant-at-arms, Leoi

Abrams, Universal.
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Big Names Controversial Shorts by FitzPatrick

skourasTros. takinHver schinThouses
!

Revision of Anti -Trust Laws Asked by Will H. Hays

Cut-outs
, . on a string

By Jacl( Alicoate -

Mothers now tell their kids if they

re NAUGHTY they will be taken

see FRANKENSTEIN....
JLARK gable returned to the MGM
ot at his old salary ._.. SEN-
SIBLE mr. gable An ji,XHIB-

TOR told us he will NOT feature

5ANTA claus this XMAS because

le had finally made up his MIND
his old gentleman was only a

ilYTH "X Marks the Spot",

Citfany melo, is red-fire. .. .RU-
ilORS persist of an RKO shake-up
'rom top to bottom and SIDE-
WAYS, too... We are going to

;lap down the next NINNY who
isks us who is TINKERING with

Fox Many filmites will SOON
)e holiday CRUISING .... Ed
[MGM) shiller spent YEARS learn-

ng how to imitate a lion's ROAR.
•

5D wynn is the funniest comedian
n the WORLD. Throw OUT his

cinema past. SOME DAY he'll

inake a fortune for SOMEONE in

lictures. . . .The way they are DIG-
GING over Fifth Avenue way does

lot add up with rumors that RA-
JIO CITY may be shelved Mo-
ion picture STARS continue to

nake DAMPHOOLS of themselves
)ver the RADDIO .... TO-DAY
;end in TO-DAY your contribution

rO-DAY to the Relief Fund TO-
DAY DOUG will be back for

he Holidays. .. .A wag informs us

,hat the industry is TAKING the

ieeley cure CHARLIE petti-

ohn is a scrapper.

•

It's about time for a SMASH
screen musical to come along. . . .

PERSONAL note to MR. wilstach—
'As unreliable as a Broadway col-

imnist" .... Col. AL lichtman of the
;KY. lichtmans is the BEST story

,eller in pictures .... Everyone
igrees that ARROWSMITH is one
)f the finest pictures ever made. . . .

Did somebody overlook a film BET
n the culbertson-lenz BRIDGE

(.Continued on Page 2)

Professional Critics Are
Assailed—Outlook Seen

As Favorable
Boston—Modification of the anti-

trust laws "to permit the orderly de-

velopment of business and reason-

able freedom for industry to keep it-

self abreast of changing conditions,

as well as to erect a more stable

edifice of prosperity," was urged by
Will H. Hays yesterday in an ad-

dress before the Boston Chamber of

Commerce. "There is a healthy dis-

position on the part of our national
(Continued on Papc 8)

GERMAN INDUSTRY SEEK

SOUND CUTS FROM TOBIS

Berlin (By Cable)—Film indus-
try heads here have requested the

new price commissioner of the Ger-
man Government to take action in

order to obtain reduction of prices
to the Tobis Co. in accordance with
the emergency decree. Tobis has a
virtual monopoly in the sound equip-
ment field here.

Sol Lesser Takes Over
MacMillan Expedition Film
h est Loast iSiireau, itth tlLU UAlLi
Hollywood—Sol Lesser has acquir-

ed the Commander Donald B. Mac-
Millan expedition pictures. Mac-
Millan will act as the narrator.

Lubitsch Free in March
Wash. Bur. of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—When his Paramount con-

tract expires in March, Ernst Lubitsch

will be tree to make any new connec-
tion he desires, as Paramount does not

hold an option on him, THE FILM DAILY
learns. New York interests have been
trying to get the director for the stag-

ing of a Broadway musical show.

ONLY ONE WEEK LEFT-

tlAVE YOU DONE YOUR BIT?

Former exchange owner in one of

the key cities, but now old, destitute

and with seven cents between him
and starvation. All his personal be-

longings in pawn. Relatives out
west willing to care for him. But
how to reach them? He asked aid
from the FILM Daily Relief Fund.
A railroad ticket and mojaey for in-

cidentals were provided. It's an-
other case of taking care of OUR
OWN.
YOU can help in two ways. First

(Continued on Page 4)

A.M.P.A. Recessing
Until After Holidays

With yesterday's bang-up meeting
the A.M.P.A. will take a recess until

after the holidays, it is announced
by Prexy Ed Finney. The next
luncheon takes place Jan. 6, a Wed-
nesday, after which the meetings
will be resumed weekly on Thurs-

(Continued on Page 4)

FitzPatrick Doing Series
With Big Names, Hot Topics

Col. Herron Decorated

By Italian Government

Colonel Frederick L. Herron, treasurer and
foreign manager of the Hays organization, has

been awarded the cross of Commendatore della

Corono D'ltalia by the King of Italy. The
decoration was made by royal decree of Nov. 27

at the proposal of Premier Benito Mussolini

and Foreign Minister Dino Crandi.

An innovation in short subjects
is planned by James A. FitzPatrick
in a "Pro and Con" series utilizing

internationally-known speakers de-
bating sensational subjects of cur-
rent headline interest. The first of
six shorts scheduled will be on the
subject of "Easy Divorce," with
Rabbi Stephen S. Wise of New York

{Continued on Page 4)

Deal Set for Opposition of
About 30 Up-State

Theaters
Skouras Bros, are definitely set

to take over the Schine circuit oper-
ated by Fox in up-State New York.
About 30 theaters are embraced in

the deal which involves a long-term
lease. Indications are that the con-
tracts will be signed immediately,

Skouras, who a few months ago
acquired New Jersey and Long Is-

land houses from Fox, started nego-
tiating for the up-State circuit after
a deal between Fox and the M. G.
Comerford and Publix interests col-

lapsed.

TO FIRST DIVISION STAFF

Reflecting the successful season
being experienced by independents
despite the depressed general situa-

tion, Harry Thomas of First Di-
vision has announced bonuses for
all the company's exchange manag-
ers and salesmen. The entire for^d
went over the top on sales quocas.

12 Dramatic Subjects

For Standard Pictures
^l est Loast tsureau, int. tli^M UAii,i

Hollywood—Josef Berne has com-
pleted "Destiny", the first of a group
of 12 two-reel dramatic subjects
being made for Standard Pictures.

Carl Laemmie Elected

Breakfast Club Prexy

nest Loast Hureau, Itit. tlLM VAlLlr
Los Angeles— Carl Laemmie, president of

Universal, has been elected president of the

Breakfast Club, outstanding business men's or-

ganization here. He succeeds Dr. R. B. Von

Kleinschmidt, president of the University of

Southern California, and is the first film man

to hold this important office.
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James Dunn For Vaudeville

James Dunn, Fox player, arrives

in New York on Sunday for a vaude-
ville tour before returning in six or

eight weeks to the Fox studios.

>'••'•'•#,
New York

1540 Broadway
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Chicago Hollywood
1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
CALumet 3692 Blvd.
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Another Copyright Bill

V/uMngton Bureau of THE FILM DAHA'
Washington—A sister measure to the Vestal Copyright Bill has been introduced

in the Senate by Senator Hebert of Rhode Island. It has been referred to the

committee on patents and copyrights.

Cut-outs
, , . on a string
(^Continued from Page 1)

shindig. .. .Nobody bounces BACK
as quickly as HAROLD franklin

PARDON us while we waltz over to

WOOLWORTH'S and do a DASH
of Xmas shopping.

BIG NAMES COME FIRST

After experimenting at its New
York studio for the past two years,

Paramount is understood to be con-

vinced that features without big

picture names rarely can compare,
from a box-office standpoint, with
productions using established play-

ers. Closing of the plant within a

few weeks, with feature production
being transferred to the coast, is

expected to mark the end of this

policy. The conclusion reached is

that, despite the ability of stage
players, unless they are known to

picture audiences they cannot en-

hance a production beyond their

acting.

Chicago Censor Board
May Be Cut in Half

Chicago — Recommendation has
been made to the city cojincil that

the film censorship board be reduced
to half its present size. This is in

line with the council's economy
plans for 1932. At the present the

board is composed of eight mem-
bers. It has been the subject of

severe criticism during the past year
because of drastic action frequently
taken by two or three of the radical
members who appear to have domi-
nated the board. Cuts have been
made and permits refused on what
has been generally regarded as

flimsy grounds and in several in-

stances appeals from the decision of
the board have resulted in victory
for the exhibitors.

Edward C. Flanigon Heads
Cleveland Exhibs' Ass'n

Cleveland — Bdward Flanigon,
owner of the Terminal theater, was
elected president of the Cleveland
M. P. Exhibitors' Ass'n at the an-
nual meeting yesterday. Other of-

ficers are Paul Gusdanovic, vice-

president; George W. Erdmann,
secretary, and John Urbansky,
treasurer.

TAX FIGHT CAMPAIGN

OUTLINED BY LIGHTMAN

Memphis—A definite campaign to

fight the projjosed federal lu per
cent admission tax is outlined by
President M. A. Lightman in a letter

sent to 15 exhibitor leaders through-
out the country. Passage of the
Mellon measure would "spe,'l disas-

ter" to theaters, declares Lightman,
who urges that managers stand in

the lobby of their houses to solicit

support from patrons, "because in

the final analysis they must carry
the burden."
The communication says, in part:
"We have always yelled about the power

of the screen. If ever an occasion presented
itself to test this power out, that occasion
is right now. We should start running
slides, trailers and other propaganda on the
screen. We should employ four-minute
speakers to get upon the stage and point
out just how unjust this tax is to our pa-
trons. We should have stamped stationery
addressed to the congressmen in our dis-

tricts available at our box office, and appeal
to our patrons to sign a letter or postal card
of protest as they go out of the theater.
We should storm the Capitol with thousands
of such letters from all over the United
States. You can believe me, if anything
will impress these fellows, it is a tremen-
dous mass of correspondence from their home
folks."

M. H. Chamberlain Joins Publix
Milton H. Chamberlain, formerly

with Leo Brecher and lately in

charge of advertising and publicity
for B. S. Moss at the Broadway,
which closed last week, leaves to--

morrow to assume management of

a Publix house in Palm Beach, Fla.

RKO Refinancing Plan
Is Declared in Effect

Certificate of Incorporation of

RKO has been duly amended in ac-

cordance with the refinancing plan
recently outlined to stockholders and
the plan is now effective, it was an-
nounced yesterday by Hiram S.

Brown. Certificates for new com-
mon stock are now being delivered
upon transfer and in exchange for
outstanding certificates for class A
stock when presented at the Com-
mercial National Bank and Trust
Co. of New York.' The new common
stock is listed on the New York
Stock Exchange.

Nat Levine Gets Token
From Indie Exchange Men
A $400 desk set was presented to

Nat Levine, president of Mascot ser-

ial, by independent exchange men
who attended the Mascot conven-
tion held in New York this week.
The gift was a token of apprecia-
tion to the serial specialist, who
again plans four talking serials in

addition to four roadshow features
next season.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Ratei

Powers Clnephoiw Equipment Corporation

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Dec. 31: Motion Picture Salesmen New
Year's frolic. Hotel Plaza, New York.

Dec. 31: Nev? Year's Eve Party, Motion
Picture Club, New? York.

Jan. 5 : Testimonial dinner to Aaron Saper-
stein. Congress Hotel, Chicago.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own.
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlottt,
Charlotte. N. C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb.

Peb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-danet
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures),
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.

T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing-
ton, D. C.

N. Y. Relief Receipts

May Reach $200,000
With $144,251.80 already received

from theaters in the New York
metropolitan area as proceeds from
unemployment relief benefit per-

formances, indications are that the

final count will show that approxi-
mately $200,000 has been raised in

this district. In addition to money
received from affiliated and inde-

pendent houses, the sum includes

contributions made by film execu-
tives and employees.

Comerford Signs Popular Classics

M. E. Comerford circuit has
signed with Edward Golden to use
his Popular Classics at the Capital,

Rochester, and Fay's, Philadelphia.

Golden goes to Rochester Wednes-
day to handle matters in connection
vith the opening and to Philadel-

phia the following Monday.

723-TTH AVE., N. V. BRYANT a-60a7
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Tw^enty-five Years
— the money from the sale of
Christmas Seals has promoted:

— theestablishmentofsanatoriums
for treating tuberculosis

—the finding of tuberculosis in
time to effect a cure

—health inspection of school
children

—the teaching of habits that help
to insure good health

—the bringing of rest, good food,
sunshine, fresh air, medical at-

tention to sick children

Cfielp &ighl Cyuberculosis

Buy Christmas Seals
THE NATION M„ STATE AND LOCAL TDBERCDLOSIE

ASSOCl \TIONS or THE UNITED STATES
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Planned for Christmas* Released for

Christmas! And now it is set for

Christmas by ace key city houses.
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ONLY ONE WEEK LEFT-

HAVE YOU DONE YOUR BIT?

{Continued from Page 1)

by your direct contribution, and then

by taking either your children or

any kiddies you know that would
like to see a motion picture pro-

gram, built specially for the young-
sters, with the entire proceeds given

to this worthy cause. The show will

take place Tuesday ijiorning, Dec.

?9, at the Little Picture House, 151

East 5ath St. Sophie K. Smith, the

manrger, who has donated the house
and the show, will open the doors
at 10:30 a.m. The performance will

st^rt fifteen minutes later. ALL
SEATS WILL BE RESERVED.
Get your tickets NOW from either

Miss' Smith or phone F LM Daily.
In ^he meantime, mail your check
with your individual contribution
so that we may add your name to

these regular fellows tomorrow.

Where's YOUR Name?
Jsmes R. Grainger

Ned E. Depinet
Colvin W. Brown
Irene F. Scott

E. A. Schil'er

N. L Manheim
Martin Stern
Gustav Brock
Maurice Kann
W. Ray Johnston
Joe Weil
Tack Alicoate

E. T. Leaper
D. C. Gillette

Paul F. Burger
Oscar Neufeld
Dewey Bloonn
Don Hancock
David Bernstein
William Massce
Thomas D Goldberg
Irving Samuels
R. S. Wolff
GJendon Allvine
Charles Moskowitz
Joseph H. Brennan
I^ck Meredith
William Fereuson
Louis K Sidney
Don Mersereau
Leo Klebanow
Jay Emanuel
Michael Simmons
Arthur Eddy
David Loew
H. D. Buckley
Amusement Supply Co.

Harry S. Brown
Silas F Seadler
S. W. Hand
C. C. Pettijohn
A. J. Moeller
M-G-M Charity

Football Pool
Herbert S. Berg
Frank C Walker
J. MacLeod
Jack Eaton
David Blum
Tom Gerety
Charles E. Lewis
W. F. Rodgers
S. A. Galanty
Hattie T. Hecht
A. S. Abeles
Lou Blumenthal
Lee Ochs
Jack Shapiro
A.M. P. A. Luncheon
Jerry Cohen
Film Curb Hamlins
Walter Reade
Nathan D. Golden
Joe Lee
Joe Simmonds
A. S. Abeles
W. A. Downs
Paul Lazarus
F. C. Quimby
Leopold Friedman
Edward McNamee
Anonymous
Herbert R. Ebenstein

"Alice in Wonderland" for Warner

"Alice in Wonderland" has been
booked for a 10-day engagement at

the Warner on Broadway, starting

Christmas Day.

Monta Bell Marrying

Monta Bell and Betty Lawford arc

to be married in New York Wed-
nesday. They plan to go to the

Coast early in January.

COMING & GOING

JOE SMITH and CHARLES DALE leave
tomorrow for the Warner studios on the coast.

JAMES DUNN is due in New York to-

mnrrow from Hollywood.

ARTHUR LOEW and "LAUDY"
LAWRENCE will return from the coast, via

liiplane next Thursday.

SHiNEY GARRETT is in Chicago, where
lir vmH establish a B.I. P. exchange.

lALTO

• • • OVER AT the Dixie Hotel yestiddy the pressageys
learned all about the showmanship secrets of the Exploration

Boys consisting of Harold Noice, Harold McCracken.
James L. Clark and Laurence M. Gould the showmen who
are putting on that pix, "Explorers of the World," at the Cri-
terion they are really Kxploitation Boys and
taught the AMfA gang more about ballyhoo in an hour than
they could absorb along Broadway in a year

* * * *

• • • IT'S A great racket, this exploration stuff

first they get together at the Explorer's Club and adopt a Sym-
bol of their profesh this consists of a T-bone of a wal-
rus it typifies what every genooine Explorer must have

Hardihood and there they had the walrus' T-
bone to prove it a beautiful specimen which Jean
Harlow, the honored guest, autographed and after that
the T-bone disappeared and was finally retrieved from
Hal Home's hip pocket Hal blushed, and tried to ex-
plain but there are some things you just can't explain
away

• • • WITH THE T-bone, the Explorers are all set for
their racket they go before some scientitic society or
museum with their Symbol and initiate the prospects
into the Sacred Rites of the Walrus after that it's easy

they can raise the dough to finance another expedition
to the Land ot the Gooloos or the Wild Men of Whatanoosa

then they are off for a coupla years hobnobbing with
wild animals and wild wimmen and tome back with reels

and reels ot film which they show at top prices on
Broadway after which they roadshow it and
raise enough dough for another exploration jaunt well
it was a swell party now all the pressageys want to be

Explorers
* * * *

• • • YOU CAN take this on the word of Joe Weil, pub-
licity blurber for Universal out in Seattle a theater
about to run "Frankenstein" had a girl phone around town
this Mysterious Message "S-H! Frankenstein's in town!"

then she'd hang up before any questions could be asked
and a speakeasy proprietor got the message

figured it was a tipoff on a federal raid and dumped all

his holiday hooch stock into the sink and the story buster'

the front pages of all the local rags and the "Frank-
enstein" run went over the top but, as we said

the story came from a publicity man
* * * *

• • • WE JUST flashed "The Pottsville Palooka," a two-
reel comedy from the Mack Sennett stude with Harry
Gribbon doing about the funniest job of his career as
a bohunk and goofy blacksmith promoted by a vamp into think-
ing he's the next heavyweight champ and it stands out
as one of the Comedy Wows of the season but when ya
stop to figure that Mack Sennett has a staff that has been spe-
cializTng on Intensive Comedy for yars and yars prob-
ably it ain't so surprising

* * * *

• • • LOOKS AS if Ann Harding and Harry Bannister
now rate as Hollywood's Permanent Happy Couple
they're still honeymooning now in Havana from
where they send us a photograph of themselves lined up against
the Bacardi Bar reserved only for visiting celebs
but they should beware and consider this horrible ex-
ample of the evils of drink after Ten Nights in a Bar-
room, the Rivoli has given up The Struggle

• • • OUT AT Naughright, New Jersey, Dave Blum of
i^mgeem foreign publicity, has bought hisselt a 52-acre farm

which he calls " ihe Poor Farm on Time" with
a housewarming Jan. 1.5 if his first payment check
doesn't bounce back

« « « » » »

BIG NAMES, HOT TOPICS

IN EITZPATRICK SERIES

(Continued from Pacie 1)

and Bertrand Russell of London
taking opposite sides of the ques-
tion. Other topics will be "Prohibi-
tion," "Disarmament," "Compani-
onate Marriage," and more to be
selected. Production on the first one
starts today in New York.

12 Spanish Features
Planned by Villegas

11 est Loast Bureau, int. tlLiM VAlLy
Hollywood—Lucio Villegas will

produce and direct a series of 12
'^eatures synchronized in Spanish.
The first picture will be "Today".

A.M.P.A. Recessing
Until After Holidays
(Continued from Page 1)

day. The final meet for this year
was fittingly topped off with the
raffling of two books, the generous
proceeds going to the FILM DAILY
RELIEF FUND. The volumes were
autographed by Jean Harlow, who
M'ith the noted explorers, Harold
Noice, Laurence Gould, Harold Mc-
Cracken and James L. Clark, was
guest of honor at the luncheon.

Randforce Food Matinees

Randforce Amusement Corp., the
Rinzler and Frisch circuit in Brook-
lyn, will give special matinees in 33

houses on Dec. 22 with children ad-

mitted on presentation of some un-
perishable food, such as canned
goods, which can be turned over to

the needy.

Kid Matinees at the Plaza
Leo Brecher will again give a se-

ries of morning matinees for juve-

niles during the holidays. The pic-

tures selected are: "Skippy," Dec.

26; "Rango," Dec. 28; "Tom Saw-
yer," Dec. 29; "Peter Pan," Dec.

30; "Daddy Long Legs," Dec. 31;

"With Byrd at the South Pole,"

Jan. 2.

%fet#S5&^^&!^^^

MANY HAPPY RETUTO

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the

Industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Dec. 18
Arthur Metcalfe Rutgers Neilson

Mary Nolan George Cooper

). V. Cfcmonim

J
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unto yo«."

—and as many
of them have
done for others

in years past.

Give to

FILM DAILY
RELIEF FUND

1650 Broadway
This, ad conceived fry G. S. Yorke, Director of Advertising, and designed hy

Carl R. Mos of Fox Film Corp.
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REVISION OF TRUST LAW

ASKED BY WILL H. HAYS

(.Continued from Page 1)

legislators to consider the revision

of the Sherman Anti-Trust Law and
the Clayton Act," said Hays. "This
is well. No one would suggest that
legislation yield its right to inter-

pose on business reasonable condi-

tions clearly in the public interest.

I only urge that the method em-
ployed shall be such as to cause the
result to coincide with the intent."

Hays also scored the profession-
al critics and pamphleteers who go
about collecting money for their al-

leged "cause," pulpiteers who "ex-
pose" the movies at so much per
lecture and professional carpers
seeking publicity.

Speaking of the future, Hays de-

clared that "the film industry offers

a splendid example of the principle

that the saturation point is remote
for an art, an industry or a service

that remains fully susceptible to

creative forces. The maximum de-
velopment of the screen is before
it, not behind it." Mistakes have
been made, he admitted, but no
progress is accomplished without
Ihem.

What's Risht With the Movies
By FRED S. MEYER

President, Motion Picture Theater Openers of Wisconsin

Ruth Roland Strains Shoulder
Toledo—Ruth Roland is suffering

from a strained shoulder which she
suffered while making stunt pictures

during a vaudeville engagement
here. She opens in Buffalo on
Christmas Day.

State Theater Co. Pfd. Dividend
Boston—Regular quarterly divi-

dend of $2 on the preferred stock
payable Jan. 2 to stock of record
Dec. 21, has been declared by State

Theater Co.

"Frankenstein" Continues in Chi.

Chicago—Second week of "Frank-
enstein" at the State-Lake went so

far over the first week that the Uni-
versal picture in being held until

Christmas.

Ben Cooney Supervising Houses
Milwaukee — Warners have ap

pointed Ben Cooney supervisor of

the circuit's Juneau, Riviera an-'

Granada, local neighborhood houses.

He is assisted by Elmer Hoge at th^

Juneau; George Christmann, Ri-

viera, and Herb Glazier, Granada.

Loew Not After Poli Houses
A report that Loew has been ex-

amining the Poli circuit, controlled

by Fox, with view of buying it, was
denied yesterday by a Loew official

The New England group of houses
has been surveyed by several large
interests.

Fight to the Finish

Minneapolis—Northwest Allied States

Ass'n is planning to carry its fight

against protection to the Governor of

Minnesota, the Attorney - General, the
County Attorney and the U. S. District

Attorney, says Al Stcffes.

EDITOR S NOTE: There have been plenty

of outbursts, especially in recent weeks, about
what's wrony mith motion pictures. Since
every question has at hast two sides, the fol-

lowing address, deliveied by Fred S. Meyer
before the Federated Women's Clubs of Mil-

waukee County, presents some arguments iu

favor of the other side,

'TpHIS is one occasion which I am
tempted to stick to the subject niy

audience has assigned. But, like

every other speaker since the world
began, I shall resist that tempta-
tion bravely.
What's Right with the Movies?

You can see the temptation right

away. No man is worth his salt

unless his is proud of his profession,

convinced of its service to the com-
munity and ready at a moment's
notice to tell you why you could not

get along without what he and his

associates are providing. The most
unimaginative of men could paint

a vivid picture when his mind is

stirred by the service of mot'on pic-

tures to the human race. I could

paint you long lines of factory
workers, tired from a drab day,

going with their families in the eve-

ning into a magic palace of un-
reality, where they are taken out of

themselves and their troubles by
vicariously experiencing the strug-

gles, the disappointments and the
triumphs of characters, romantic
and realistic, who live and move and
have their being on the motion pic-

ture screen. Millions who never be-

fore experienced the thrill of great
music have had it brought to them
by the motion picture. The great
stories of all time—"Ben Hur," "Quo
Vadis," "Tess of the Storm Coun-
try," "David Harum," Longfellow's
epic of "Evangeline" and the great-
est of all stories, "The King of

Kings," are but a few of dozens
which will come to your mind. When
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fair-
banks several years ago made a de-

lightful screen version of "The Tam-
ing of the Shrew," it is probable
that more people saw and enjoyed
the motion picture than had seen
the play itself in the 337 years since

it was produced by Chamberlain's
company in London.

Motion Pictures and Peace

We live in an age when the race
has at last attained the wisdom of

knowing that war is all debit and
has no virtues; but you, as mothers,
are concerned in your hearts as to

whether we have learned that les-

son sufficiently to prevent the world
from making again the most tragic
of all mistakes. I say to you that
the screen is the most potent of all

influences in keeping vivid before
our eyes and the eyes of our chil-

dren the folly of war. Who can have
seen "All Quiet on the Western
Front" or "Journey's End" without
having come from the theater with
a strengthened determination that
the world must not again embark
on such a futile and terrible orgy
of self-destruction?
Yet war pictures are the smallest

part of the world's contribution to

peace. Will H. Hays, head of the
Motion Picture Producers and Dis-
tributors of America, has wisely
said that when men understand each
other they do not hate and that
when they do not hate they do not
make war. The screen brings to all

peoples a knowledge of the customs
and aspirations of other peoples; it

establishes the basic fact that while
human beings differ in their sur-
face characteristics, in their dress
and in their political snores, we are
all essentially kin, moved by the
sam,e passioQs, motivated by the
same selfishnesses and saved from
animalism by the same leaven of
spiritual quality and the will to help
others. I say to you, and you know
it to be true, that the motion picture
is the messenger of the brotherhood
of man.
When the President of the United

States and the Premier of England
sat on the banks of a fishing stream
in Virginia and discussed ways and
means for lifting the burden of
armament from the nations of the
earth, the motion picture screen,
through the newsreels, transmitted
that hopeful event to two hundred
and fifty million watchers and list-

eners throughout the world. When
the heads of the treasuries of the
great nations met in Paris to ex-
tend vitally needed help to a nation
trembling on the brink of economic
chaos, the motion picture portrayed
vividly to all th° world the sig-
nificant conference, unduplicated in
previous history.

Fine Current Pictures
Entertainment, an every-day ne-

cessity of modern life; the dissemi-
nation of general information; the
bringing of the world closer together
in mutual understanding—these are
general fields of service whch might
be taken as a thesis for discussing
"What's Right with the Movies." I

do not have to confine my satisfac-
tion as a motion picture man to
these general phases. As an exhibi-
tor, I am very proud of the splendid
quality of much of our current prod-
uct and of the great stream of fine
pictures which the screen has offered
its patrons, in Wisconsin and
throughtout the nation, during the
past year. I am proud of "Daddy
Long Legs," of "Trader Horn," of
"Disraeli", "Alexander Hamilton,"
"The Millionaire," "Bad Girl,"
"Street Scene." "Connecticut Yan-
kee," "Huckleberry Finn," "East of
Borneo," "The Star Witness," "Pen-
rod and Sam," "The Spirit of Notre
Dame," "Great Meadow," "Viennese
Nights," "Father's Son," "Skippy,"
"Tom Sawyer," "Cimarron." "Wa-
terloo Bridge," "Mother's Millions,"
and fifty others I might name.
Surely, at no previous period in his-
tory have men and women been able
to choose for themselves and for
their children from such a thrilling
and wholesome current of entertain-
ment.

(.To Be Continued)

U.S. INVESTMENTS EASE

LEGISLATION IN ENGLAND

London (By CableJ—Increased in-

vestments, including production ac-

tivit-es, on the part of American film

companies in Great Britain is hav-
ing the effect of reducing govern-
mental pressure which has been
threatening to express itself in more
annoying legislations, it is generally
felt in film circles. Governmental
leaders, in many instances, are
showing a more considerate disposi-
tion in their attitude towards U. S.

concerns. Difference in the rate of

exchanges is influencing American
firms to invest their grosses in Eng-
land, thus avoiding a loss in rev-
enue.

Champ Gift Night Promoter
L. Stein, manager of Warners'

Ritz, Newark is credited wi h hav-
ing surpassed anything that has pre- •

viously been done in a promotional I

way in the New Jersey zone during
;

the present month at his house.
'.

Stein opened the mon'h at the Ritz •

with a series of "Gift Nights." for
which he promoted 1,000 pieces of '

household furniture. He also has
arranged to give away twelve tur-
keys before Christmas.

Publix Books B.LP. Film
"The Gables Mystery," British In-

ternational Pictures detective fea-
ture, has been booked by Publix o

play first-run day-and-date at both
^he Fenway and the Modern in Bos-
ton, starting tomorrow. The pic-

ture has also been booked to play
the Publix Broadwav. Springfield,
Mass., starting Dec. 25.

Warner Drive Winners
Albany — Louis Lazar, Warner

zone manager, announces the win-
ners in the Vicory Month drive as

follows: James Cranides, manager
of the Haven, Olean; Peter Gre-
fiades, of the Palace, Jamestown, and
Sam Aaron of the American, Troy.

Marjorie White in Auto Accident
Philadelphia—Marjorie White, ap- '

pearing at a local theater, suffered '

three broken ribs and bruises, and A

her husband. Edwara Tierney. was |
cut and bruised when their taxi was
struck by another auto. '

Photoph'»ne for Riverside Church
RCA Pliotophone has closed con-

tracts for installation of sound
equipment in the $4,000,000 River-

side Church, Riverside Drive, pre-

sided ovei by Dr. Harry Emerson
Fosdick.

Douglas Leishman in Chicago
Chicago — Douglas Leishman of

L^niversal spent several days here on

exchange business the past week.

Doug's Soviet Film Off
Owing to reported difficu'ties with

the Soviet Government, Douglas Fair-

b:inks has abandoned his plans for

making a feature in Russia for United
Artists. With his company, including

Lewis Milestone, he sailed yesterdiv on
the Bremen, due to arrive in New York
Tuesday.
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SHOWMAN STANDS 'EM IN RAIN
AGAINST DOUBLE FEATURE OPPOSITION

Here's the answer to doubBs feature

competition! It's nothing mysterious

...jUSt a return to showmanship funda-

mentals . . . giving them a good bal-

anced show of diversified entertain-

ment and telling them all about it.

Frank Gordon, manager of the Wicker
Park Theatre, Chicago, worried about
it for awhile; then he tried the Educa-
tional Pictures 'Vevue program^' plan.

He picked one feature. Then he sur-

rounded it with six carefully selected

short subjects, five from Educational,

Then he shouted the news. And now
his patrons are thanking him!
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Big!
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WRITES MR.

GORDON TO

MAX STAHL, EDUCATIONAL'S

CHICAGO EXCHANGE
MANAGER

:

"Your first review program played Tues-

day and Wednesday went over big—
holding them out In the rain Tuesday

night and just as big Wednesday.

"Not only BIG at the box-office, but BIG

with the audience, who certainly enjoyed

it. Many of them stopped and told me it

was the best show they had seen since

talking pictures started, and it sure was
gratifying, as the only thing I hear when
we run double features is, 'Oh, hum!

What time is it?'

"From now on Tuesday and Wednesday
will be established as special 'Wicker

Park Review' nights.

"Thanks for the idea and for the cooper-

ation in putting it over, though to be frank

I didn't think much of it when you sold it

to me, in the face of being surrounded

with five other houses all using double

and triple features. If these reviews con-

tinue to go over like the first one, good-

bye double features and good riddance."

"C'*"""VAOX
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THESPlCfOFTHE PROGRAM"
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It's THE idea for

this new era. And
EDUCATIONAL
PICTURES

assure you the variety
and class of short sub-
jects you need for such
a program.

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc., £. w. mammons, President

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President

.It
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Nine New Radio-Patfie Features Ready For Release

Three Pictures in Work,
Seven More Being

Prepared
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Nine RKO Radio and

Pathe pictures are completed and
ready for release, with three now in

production and seven in preparation.
Those ready for release are: Wheel-
er and Woolsey in "Peach O'Reno,"
"The Big Shot," with Eddie Quillan

and Maureen O'Sullivan; "Partners,"
with Tom Keene; "Men of Chance,"
with Mary Astor and Ricardo Cor-

{Continued on Page 2)

FOX PLANUOCONTliE

48 FEATURES A YEAR

Fox is understood planning to

continue its 48-features-a-year pol-

icy into the 1932-33 season. In ad-

dition to this program, which calls

for the same number as announced
for 1931-32, the company is expect-

ed to continue its Magic Carpet ser-

ies of shorts, releasing 52 subjects

at the rate of one a week.

D. E. Mclntyre Pruning
Overhead at Fox Studios

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—D. E. Mclntyre, busi-

ness manager at the Fox studio, is

exercising more latitude in the
handling of expenditures as part
of the company's overhead reduc-
tion program. According to reports,

Winfield R. Sheehan is less active

than usual owing to need of a rest

and a severe cold.

Motion Pictures Escape

British Emergency Tariff

London—Although cameras of the still and
amateur variety, together with film for these

machines, are included in the emergency 50
per cent tariff imposed by the British Govern-
ment, the new regulation excludes cinemato-
graphic film.

Reciprocation
Amherst, Va.—Lucian H. Shrader, local editor and member of the Virginia legisla-

ture who withdrew his bill calling for a 10 per cent ticket tax, is being aided by a

Lynchburg theater in boosting the circulation of his newspaper, the 'New Era-Progress.'

Tickets are awarded new subscribers.

William Saal Heads Own Company

Producing for Educational -Tiffany

William Saal, general manager of
Tiffany, is president of a newly
formed corporation known as Quad-
ruple Films, Inc., formed to produce
a series of pictures including the
Ken Maynard westerns for Educa-
tional-Tiffany release. The new
unit has nothing to do with Tiffany
Productions nor is it being financed
by L. A. Young, but was organized

{Continued on Page i)

No W. B. Circuit Changes
Are Planned by Bernhard
No changes in policy or personnel

will be effected in Warner Bros, the-
aters for 30 or 60 days and then
only in the interests of "possible
benefits" to the organization, said
Joseph Bernhard, new general man-
ager, Friday. He said the company
has "a remarkable organization."

Bookings Jammed Due to
InsuflScient Help in

Exchanges
Cutting of personnel by some dis-

tributing companies to the point
where it is impossible for the re-

maining help to get out all the es-

sential work has aroused squawks
in various parts of the country from
exhibitors who say they are not be-
ing given availability notices, while
a lot of the bookkeeping procedure
necessary to the exhib as well as
the exchange is being dropped or
falling behind. As a result, book-

iContinued on Page 2)

WN. FOX BEING INVITED

TOM.P.T.O.A.

50% of Coming Productions
Based on Original Stories

Tauszig and Markus
Form Photo Company

Photographic Reproduction Corp.
has been formed with Douglas N.
Tauszig, formerly Fox Theaters
vice-president, as president. Fally
Markus, well known in the industry

(Continued on Page 2)

Scarcity of good book and play
material is resulting in use of or-
iginal stories to the extent of near-
ly 50 per cent in the current sea-
son, it is revealed in the announce-
ments of major companies and lead-
ing independents. The remainder is

about 5 per cent stage plays and
{Continued on Page 2)

Helping The Needy
eight ways of doing it, so take your choice

^= By Don Carle Gillette ^=^===
YOU lucky fellows—who have never known—destitution plus illness

—can have little idea—what a gracious life-saver—THE FILM DAILY
RELIEF FUND—has been to many***You men with jobs—and glowing

health—may not foresee—a possible day—when calamity will strike

—

out of a clear sky-—but it happens every day—to high and low alike***ln

the past year—the RELIEF FUND—received many appeals—from de-

serving individuals—who had aided the fund—in their better days***To
(Continued on Page 8)

William Fox is among the impor-
tant industry executives who will

be invited to speak at the banquet
featuring the M.P.T.O.A. conven-
tion at the Hotel Mayflower, Wash-
ington, March 14-16.

Preliminary plans for the session
were made at a recent committee
meeting at Washington with M. J.

(Continued on Page 2)

76,946 New Shares
Listed by Paramount

Paramount has made application
to the New York Stock Exchange
for listing of 76,946 additional
common shares, issued in payment
of the last quarterly dividend of
21/2% in stock.

Jos. Schnitzer Denies It;

Rogers To Be Heard From

nest toast aureau, ItiiL tlLM UAILX
Hollywood—Joseph I. Schnitzer denies re-

ports reaching the east to the effect that he
is resigning from Radio Pictures. The same
story had It that Charles R. Rogers would
leave in February, but up to late last night
Rogers could not be reached for a statement.
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-
. NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

. {QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)
Net

High Low Oose Chg.
Am. Seat 2 2 2 -fJ4
Con. Fra. Ind. pfd. 9^ 9H 9'/^ + H
East. Kodak SSH 79 SSH + 6H
Fox Fm. "A" Syi 2'^ 3
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do pfd 62"^ 56 62^ + 6K
M-GM pfd isa ny» \»'A + a
Paramount 7^ 5H TVz -\- Wi
Pathe Exch H 54 H + %
do "A" 2 IVz 2 + 54

RKO 1 n Vs
RKO ctfs 4 4 4

Warner Bros 3 254 3 + Vi

do pfd 10 10 10

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Pets. Vtc. 45^ 354 45^+ H
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Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 916 7-16 9-16 -f 5i

Technicolor 2 154 Wt,
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NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 . 354 3 3 54 + 5^2

Loew 6s 41ww 7354 70 7354 + 254

Paramount 6s 47.. 42j4 40 42j^ + 2Vi,

Par. By. 554s51... 68 66 66—4
Par. 554s50 38 33 38 + 45i

Pathe 7s37 6054 58 6054 + 54

Warner's 6s39 30 28 30 -f 1

New Indiana Company
Fort Wayne, Ind.—Sunny Schick

Pictures, Inc., has been organized

by Martin C. Schick, Carl Stein-

hauser and Howard M. Shambaugh.

PERSONNEL CUTS

SERVICE TO

{Continued from Page 1)

ings are getting jammed up, and the
exchanges are helpless because of
the "cut or else" orders from New
York. In some centers the exchange
forces are being worked to the limit,

including nights, Saturdays, Sun-
days and holiday evenings. Even
with working this hard, it is im-
possible for the skeleton forces to
keep uo with the work.

50% of Coming Films
Based on Originals

(Contim<ed from Page 1)

42 per cent books and magazine
stories. The unusually low number
of plays is due to the steady deple-
tion of these properties, practically
all of which have been used, while
current stage attractions contain
only a small number suitable for
filming.

Trem Carrs to St. Louis
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Trem Carr, Mono-

gram vice-president and production
head, with Mrs. Carr and their

daughter. Carmen, have left for St.

Louis, where they are to spend the
Christmas holidays with relatives.
They are making the trip by motor
returning Jan. 1. During Mr.
CaiTs' absence. Production Manager
Paul Malvern will be in charge of
-"'•oduction at the Monogram Stu-
dios.

^...^.•^.•^..^.^^...jj.jj.jj.jjjj-jj^^^

New York Long Island City j>

1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. J>
BRyant 9-4712 STiUwell 4-7940 y

Eastman Films I

1. E. Bralatour. Inc. :i

i.i

i.i

S.M.P.E. Spring Meet in May
Spring meeting of the Society of

M. P. Engineers will be held May
9-12 (tentatively) in either Wash-
ington or New York, the exact place
to be determined by ballot of the
membership.

2 B.I.P. Films for 26 First-Runs
Closing of additional bookings by

Pnblix for "My Wife's Familv" and
"The Gables Mystery" will give
these B.I.P. features playdates in
26 of the circuit's first-runs in New
England.

Hellborn Back in Denver
Denver—Louis Hellborn. for 18

years manager of the old Orpheum.
has returned and will manage the
new Orpheum. E. M. Glucksman.
Morgan Ames and Mort Singer ar-
rived with Hellborn and looked over
the RKO Denver property before re-
turning East.

Charles Roth Shifted
Lynchburg, Va.—Charles Roth,

formerly manager of the Trenton,
has been shifted to a post in Mary-
land by Warner Bros. 0. Accorsini
succeeds him here.

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood4121

Warners Adding Garage in Memphis
A garage with capacity for 200

cars will be added to the Warner
theater building now under construc-
tion in Memphis, it was stated by
Herman Maier, chief of the com-
pany's construction department, on
his return to New York yesterday.

9 RADIO-PATHE FEATURES

READY TO BE RELEASED

(Continued from Page 1)

tez; "A Woman Commands," with
Pola Negri; "Girl of the Rio," with
Dolores Del Rio; "Bad Timber,"
with William Boyd; "Ladies of the
Jury," with Edna May Oliver, and
"Panama Flo," with Helen Twelve-
trees.

In production are: "The Lost Squadron."
with Richard Dix; "Prestige," with Ann
Hardng and Adolphe Menjou, and "Lady
with a Past," with Constance Bennett and
Ben Lyon. The seven that will go into pro-

duction within the next 30 days are: "Girl

Crazy," with Wheeler and Woolsey, Dorothy
Lee and Eddie Quillan; "State's Attorney,"

with John Barrymore and Helen Twelvetrees;

"Bird of Paradise." with Dolores Del Rio;

"Frontier." with Richard Dix; "The House
nf Glass," with Ann Harding: "Hold 'Em
Tail," with Edna May Oliver, Robert Wool-
sey and Rosco Ates, and "Symphony of Six

Million," to be directed by Gregory La Cava.

Wm. Fox Being Invited

To M.P.T.O.A. Convention
(Continued from Pane 1)

O'Toole, Julian Brylawski and Sid-

ney Lust included in the attendance.

Another meeting will be held there

soon which President M. A. Light-

man will attend.

.36th Paper in Metrotone Group
Bringing the total of key city

lewspaoers in the Hearst-Metrotone
Globe Trotter group up to 36. con-

tracts have been signed with the

Akron "Beacon Journal" for the ser-

vice to start Jan. 2. Newspaper tie-

nps with the local Loew theater have
been arranged.

Akron First-Run Cuts Scale

Akron, O.—Warner's Strand has
nut admission from 40 to 25 cents,

with early matinee cut to 15 cents

pxceot Sunday. This is the first

local first-run to reduce prices, and
others are expected to follow.

Move was prompted by action of

Youngstown theaters, it was said.

Wallace Beery Adopting Kids
IVe<t Coast Bureau. THP FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Wallace Beery is

adopting three children, aged 15. 9
and 4, left by his late aunt, Mrs.
Irving Priester.

Talkers for Texas Institutions
Austin, Tex.—All Texas state in-

stitutions will be wired for talking
pictures, according to contracts just
closed with RCA Photophone.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Dec. 31: Motion Picture Salesmen New
Year's frolic. Hotel Plaza, New York.

Dec. 31 : New Year's Eve Party, Motion
Picture Club. New York.

Jan. 5 : Testimonial dinner to Aaron Saper-
stein, Congress Hotel, Chicago.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte
Charlotte. N. C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures).
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing-
ton, D. C.

Tauszig and Markus
Form Photo Company

(Continued from Page 1)

and formerly operator of a booking
agency, is vice-president and treas-
urer. Headquarters are being opened
at 254 West 47th St.

Old Denver House Passes
Denver—The America theater, one

of Denver's oldest motion picture
houses, has closed and will be dis-
mantled to make way for a depart-
ment store. The theater has been
under the management of Harry
Huffman for several years. Ralph
D. Lee, house manager, will be house
manager of the renamed and re-
modeled Rialto when Huffman re-
opens it Christmas.

Seastrom to Direct Swedish Epite

Rasunda, Sweden—An epic film to
celebrate the tercentenary of the
death of King Gustavus Adolphus
will be directed here by Victor Sea-
strom.

Warners Buy Stories
"The Tinsel Lady", by Maurine

Watkins, and "The Ferguson Case,"
by Granville Moore and Courtenay
Terrett, have been bought by War-
ner Bros.

Citizens Demand Union Settlement
Gary, Ind.—After citizens had de-

manded that a settlement be made,
a compromise was effected by the
operators' union and two local the-
aters, the Family and the Grand.

Let Us Solve Your Problemsl
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY. N. Y. C.

BSs«nt 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761
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Presentations

^By JACK HARROWER —
Paramount

Another big list of name talent
headlines the current stage show at
the Paramount. In addition to Bing
Crosby, who is winding up his sec-
ond month, the lineup includes Lil-
lian Roth, lately of Earl Carroll's
"Vanities"; Lina Basquette and the
Three Sailors, comedy boys from the
stage musical, "Sketch Book." Ru-
binoff also is on the job, as is Jesse
Crawford, together with a troupe of
David Bines Girls. Jack Partington
staged the show, which is in ten
scenes and strong on entertainment
value.

Roxy
Ruth Etting, torch-singing star

from musical comedy, vaudeville and
screen shorts, tops the diversified
stage bill at the Roxy. The produc-
tion is titled "East Side" and also
includes another star aggregation in
Borrah Minevitch and his "harmon-
ica rascals"; the De Marcos, classy
dancing team; Patricia Bowman, the
delightful danseuse; Josephine Lu-
chesse, soprano, and others. One
part of the program is devoted to a
fashion show, called "Furs and
Fashions of 1932," with a big con-
tingent of models displaying gar-
ments that intrigue the ladies.

Capitol
"Stepping High," the current pres-

entation at the Capitol, is predomi-
nantly along novelty lines. The
featured artists are William and Joe
Mandel, gymnastic comedians of
wide popularity; Flo Mayo, trapeze
artiste; Lucky Seven Trio, Miles and
Kover, adagio dancers, and the
Chester Hale aggregation of effi-

ciently trained girls. A collection

of Italian folk songs has been com-
piled by Yasha Bunchuk for his

overture with the Capitol Grand Or-
chestra.

Savo and Coles for Capitol
Jimmy Savo, stage comedian, and

Joyce Coles, former premier danseuse
at the Roxy and Capitol, are booked
for the Capitol stage show the week
starting Dec. 31. Bill opens a day
earlier owing to New Year's.

COMING & GOING

CLAUDE FLEMMING and a camera crew
sail today (Saturday) on the Lafayette for
the West Indies to make a new Romantic
Journey short for Educational.
MARILYN MILLER is on her way back

to the coast.

BILL CUNNINGHAM has arrived in

New York to record "Speedway," the fifth

of the Sports Reviews produced by Brown-
Nagel for Educational.
HERMAN MAIER of the Warner theater

department is back from the south.

JOE BRANDT, accompanied by Mrs.
Brandt and their son, Jerry, sail today (Sat-
urday) on the Columbus for Central Amer-
ica. Brandt will combine business with a
vacation.

JOE LEO arrives in New York from the
Coast on Sunday.

ALONGJJSRIALTO

• • # TO THE exhibs of the nation Emgeem presents the
most ncceptable Xmas gift imaginable a beaucoup lineup

of Product and Names never surpassed in the company's history
"Hell Divers," touted to be a spectacular production

that will surpass "Ben Hur" a thrill smash featuring
bombing planes in a series of maneuvers that will knock the
cash customers right out of their seats ... with Wally Beery
and Clark Gable "Mata Hari" with the team of Garbo
and Nagle backed by some of the finest production stuff that
ever came off the Lion Lot "Tarzan the Ape Man," with
a bigger dramatic wallop than "Trader Horn" "Arsene
Lupin," the classic detective yarn of Paris life, with John and
Lionel Barrymore opposing each other as criminal and sleuth

"Emma," a natural for Marie Dressier "Smilin'
Through," a pip for Norma Shearer and so on right
down the line, giving every stellar name on the Emgeem lot a
chance to coruscate

• • # SO IF you wander in on the boys at the Sign of the
Lion and they appear unduly elated there's
plenty of Reason lor at a time when so many compa-
nies are gomg screwy in a dizzy merry-go-round oi (Joniusion

or jusL sittm' around engaged in tnat good ole Amer-
ican pastime of whittlin' tnemseives througn Kespondency

ana doing practically Mottling tne Emgeem gang
are loaded up witn a series of coming productions tnat nave ail

the earmarks of Box Uttice kale which all leads to the
retlection that ya can't lick a system founded on I'ermanency,
Experience and Team Work for all the way from Mister
Mayer to the most lowly staff members m the various depart-
ments, this Lion Family has been held Intact for yars
and yars and after all no organization that is

constantly being torn apart and put together again with
New Combinations meaning new personnel can
be logically expected to function smoothly and profitably
some day this film biz is going to awaken to the realization
that Permanency in Personnel transcends in importance Every-
thing for without it all your magnificent studio equip-
ment in Hollerword all your expensive stories
all your expensive stars don't Mean a Thing
ya can't hang Pictures on Shaky Walls because they're
bound to wobble and the Personnel constitute the Walls

which have to stand Intact or your entire Film
Building just Crumbles

# # # ONE of the niftiest Christmas cards received is that
of the Capitol theayter in Montreal a one-sheet in Holi-
day array of red and green ballyhooing the spectacle,
"Greetings of the Season" as the current attraction
with the cast consisting of all the house staff a cuckoo

• • • A COMPLETE model of the Mayfair front, lobby
and marquee has been made under direction of J. J. Hess

absolutely correct to scale in future the entire

color scheme of the theater's lobby display will be made first

in miniature with different colored lights tested on the
drawings so as to attain the most beautiful and effective

results all pix playing the house in the future will be
handled this way George Hoffman of the Art Guild is

handling the actual construction and execution by yim-
miny! a New Idea in theater dress construction at last

• • • AND THERE'S still time for you boys and
girls to get aboard on the Relief Fund if you
have a Heart Throb for old pals In Need

NEW BOOKS
On the Art and Business

of Motion Pictures

CINEMATOGRAPHIC ANNUAL,
edited by Hal Hall, Ph.B.; William

Stull, A.S.C., associate editor, Amer-
ican Society of Cinematographers,

Inc., Hollywood.

Hal Hall, editor of "The Ameri-

can Cinematographer," and William

Stull have done a mighty fine job in

the compilation of Volume 2 of the

Cinematographic Annual. In its 425

pages of text, photographs, charts

and tables is contained a wealth of

helpful material for the cameraman.

No cinematographer who would be

abreast of the developments in his

field can afford to be without it.

Among the subjects discussed by

prominent authorities in the indus-

try are: chromatic correction in

cinematographic lenses, cinematic
teleology, making a fadeout by after
treatment, lighting, transmission
losses in lenses and their signifi-

cance, aerial cinematography, a
method for testing lens, making
matte shots, negatives, relative
masses of photo-silver, 16 mm. cine-

matography, the larger screen, proc-

ess photography, pictures in color,

use of carbon arc lighting, optical

printing, machinery developments,
useful facts and formulae, etc. The
pictorial section invites hours of in-

teresting and instructive study.

Saal Heads Own Company
Producing for Tiffany

(Continued from Page 1)

and is being financed and conducted
entirely by Saal, he says. The
Quadruple product is intended to

supplement the Tiffany features.

« « « » » »

M-G-M Signs Two Writers
West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—H. M. Harwood and

Anita Loos have been signed by M-
G-M to write originals.

[IWniAPPYRETUIJNS!

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Dec, 19-20
lie Denig Irene Dutme

William C. Hyer

Blanche Schneider
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
T)OROTHY ARZNER, Paramount

director, is back from a three-

week trip to New York.
* *

George Davis, stage comedian who
speaks seven languages, will appear
with Maurice Chevalier in Para-
mount's "One Hour With You".

* * *

Changing her plans suddenly,
Marilyn Miller, First National star,

left New York for Hollywood on
Friday afternoon. She had intended
to remain in New York until after

the holidays, but shifted her ar-

rangements a day or so ago when
she learned that there was to be a
reunion of the Miller family in Los
Angeles at Christmas time.

* *

' Nedra Gullette's name has been changed
-by Universal to Nedra Norris, which is also

a family name. The new contract player
will have the leading woman role with Slim
Summerville in "In the Bag", with Eddie

, Gribbon, Tom Kennedy, Edward LeSaint, the
Sanderson Twins and Coral Wines.

Warner Bros, have bought "The
Ferguson Case," by Granville Moore
and Courtenay Terrett, for eariy
production.

* * *

Joe E. Brown will be next week's
headliner on Warner's Radio News-
reel of Hollywood" broadcast.

* * *

Aline MacMahon and Anna Appel have
been signed by Warners for "Mendel, Inc."
Joe Smith and Charles Dale, who are to head
the cast, will arrive from the east next week.
Miss MacMahon is due by Dec. 26.

* *

Richard Wallace expects to start
actual filming of Tallulah Bank-
head's starring production some-
time in January. At present Wal-
lace is dividing his time between
conferences on the new assignment
and supervising the cutting of his

last Ruth Chatterton picture, "To-
. morrow and Tomorrow."

* *

Do you know that Stan Laurel never
combs his hair. That Oliver Hardy is called

"Babe" by his friends? That Charley Chase
began his career by singing illustrated songs
from colored screen slides That Hal Roach's

" middle name is Eugene? That ZaSu Pitts

got her Christian name from two doting
aunts, Liza and Susan? That Thelma Todd
writes poetry, some of which has been
printed?

* *

Harrison Carroll is the latest
writer to discover that Hank Mann
has been inhabiting the University
of Southern California rooting sec-
tion. Hank wears a freshman cap
at the football games and "aids" the

Oakie's Embarrassing Moment
Jackie Oakie, on his return here a few days ago, said that his oddest sensation

while In the east recently was when he made a personal appearance In New Haven.
The marquee of the theater read:

Jack Oakle
—"Once A Lady"

Experienced
C. Gardner Sullivan, M-C-M execu-

tive, knows the thrill of making a hole
In one. After experiencing the elation
that goes with making the shot, Sullivan

picked the ball out of the hole and
discovered It was not his, although the
caddy had sworn he saw it go in the
cup. So now Sullivan knows all about
the great hole-in-one feeling, and all

he's got to do is perform the feat.

student rooters in their college card
tricks.

* * *

William Bakewell placed a bet on Sidney
Lenz in the current bridge tournament, and
then tried to withdraw it when Lenz on
the first nigh.t played a no-trump no better

than the Hollywood bridge players do it,

Lenz explaining that he thought diamonds
were trumps.

* * *

Tallulah Bankhead's newest
"crush" is Jackie Cooper. The first

person she asked to see on her ar-

rival from New York was Jackie.

She has seen "Skippy" eight li.Ties.

* *

NeUa Walker will spend the holi-

day season in New York with her
mother and family. She recently
completed an important role in "A
Lady With a Past."

* * *

T'other day, Jackie Cooper crept up behind
Polly Moran and placed his hands over her
eyes. "Guess who this is?" he said. Polly
made several wild guesses, but Jackie in-

sisted he was Clark Gable.
* * *

Supporting cast in "Single Hand-
ed Sanders," Monogram Western
starring Tom Tyler, now in produc-
tion, includes Margaret Morris,
Robert Manning, G. D. Woods, John
Elliott, Hank Bell, Lois Bridge and
Snowball.

Clarence Nordstrom, New York stage star,

who went west for theatrical engagements
in "Alias the Deacon" and "Apron Strings,"
and who has been signed for the forthcom-
ing production of "Lysistrata." essaying the
role Ernest Truex did in the New York pro-

duction, will make his screen debut in Edu-
cational's new Hollywood Girl comedy. He
will play the leading man, opposite no less

than four leading ladies, Virginia Brooks,
Rita Flynn, Frances Dean and Addie Mc-
Phail.

* * *

Richard Wallace, who has 7nade a
practice of sending all hand-out ap-
plicants that accost him on the
street to a certain restaurant that
advertises "all you can eat for 45
cents", received word the other day
from the restaurant proprietor that
he is losing plenty money on these
customers.

* *

"Torchy's Two Toots" is the title

given the new Torchy Comedy, on
which production has just been
started. Ray Cooke and Dorothy
Dix again essay the principal roles.

* * *

Ed McWade and Charles Giblyn appear in

important comedy roles in the new Educa-
tional-Torchy comedy, "Torchy's Night Cap."
which features Ray Cooke and Dorothy Dix.

* * *

Howard Hughes has given a new
contract to Ann Dvorak, who plays
the feminine leads in "Scarface" and
"Sky Devils." She has been loaned
to First National for "Roar of the
Crowd."

"Wrestling Swordfish," the newest sub-
ject in Mack Sennett's "Cannibals of the
Deep" series, has been booked for an indefi-

nite run with Gloria Swanson's "Tonight or
Never," at the United Artists Theater, Los
Angeles, while Bing Crosby's second comedy
for Sennett, "One More Chance,"' is play-
ing a long-run engagement at the Paramount
in San Francisco.

Fox has added William Collier, Sr.,

and Ferdinand Munier to "After To-
morrow". .. Linda Watkins, upon
completion of "The Gay Bandit,"
will start in "First Cabin," with
Thomas Meighan, William Bakewell,
Charlotte Greenwood, James Kirk-
wood and Barbara Weeks.

Maude Howell, once stage manager for

George Arliss, is actively cooperating in the
production of two Warner pictures. She
collaborated with Arliss and Julian Josephson
on the script of "The Man Who Played
God," and with Josephson wrote the dialogue
and continuity for "Old Man Minick."

RKO has given Kitty Kelly a new
long-term contract . Marie Quillan,

sister of Eddie Quillan, will appear
in Pathe's "Montana Rides," star-

ring Tom Keene . Helene Millard
has been added to "Lady With a

Past," starring Constance Bennett
Irving Pichel will play a featured

role and direct dialogue in "State's

Attorney."

"Single-handed Sanders," Monogram west-
ern with Tom Tyler, has been postponed a

w;ek on account of eight inches of snow on
the Monogram Ranch at Newhall on the
outskirts of Hollywood. Charles King has
been added to the cast. Taking advantage
of the snowfall in Hollywood, Paul Malvern,

western production manager of Monogram
Studios, immediately put Bill Cody and Andy
Shuford at work on the snow scenes needed
for "Law of the North," a future Monogram
release.

"So This Is Texas." the newest
Monogram western to go into work,
has been changed to "Texas Pio-
neers." Bill Cody and Andy Shu-
ford are featured, with Harry Eraser
credited for story and direction.

Warner Baxter was an excellent money
draw at box offices in the greater Los An-
geles district during the week ending Dec.
12. His name went into the marquees in
more than one-third of the show houses and
proved a good draw in three different at-
tractions. Playing first run, "Surrender" did
good business at Loew's State, while neigh-
borhood houses reported better than average
business on Baxter's other two releases, "The
Cisco Kid" and "The Squaw Man."

Roy J. Pomeroy, film director,
technical wizard and sound expert,
has just built a contrivance, which,
when attached to the ordinary mo-
tion picture lens, will do many un-
canny tricks and make actors appear
on the screen as freaks.

Edgar Wallace, the English writer, is a
tea-total!er in every sense of the word. He
drinks from 20 to 30 cups of tea a day

—

depending upon the kind of work he is do-
ing. While he is working upon a story,
there is always a pot of tea beside him. And
he drinks it as every Englishman does, with
cream instead of lemon.

Eddie Welch, former Broadway
revue specialist, wrote gags and
added comedy dialogue for "Peach
O'Reno," "Ladies of the Jury" and
"Girl Crazy." He has been signed
to a new contract by RKO Pathe.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"
Greets You

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.
$3.50 up, double. $4.50, twin beds.
Special weekly and monthly rates.

Lookfor the"Dor'rway ofHospitality"

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
.By HARRY N. BLAIR

ISpDNA HAGAN, child actress and

I
one of the principals in D. W.

Criffith's "The Struggle," made her
[film debut several years ago in "A
JKiss for Cinderella," produced at

|the Paramount New York studio by
Herbert Brenon.

•

Walter Sheridan will be assistant
director to Richard A. Varney when
the latter begins production at one
of the Eastern studios. Sheridan,

who is secretary of the assistant di-

rectors' association, was formerly
associated with Varney in Holly-
wood.

•

Reversing the usual order of mak-
ing up a double to look like the
principal, Frank McNelis, who plays
the part of a monitor man in Vita-
phone's "The Studio Murder Mys-
tery," had to make up to look like

Dean Cole, actual monitor man,
when the latter was used in the first

scene pending the arrival of Mc-
Nelis at the Brooklyn studio.

•

Bill Quinn, Vitaphone^s still

photographer, drew a choice as-

signment when called to the
Brooklyn Strand theater to pho-
tograph a bevy of beanty prize
winners.

•

Modesty forbids me to disclose the
iden'ity of the original of Harry
Pierson, news hound, who figures
quite prominently in "The Studio
Murder Mystery," just completed by
Joseph Henaberry at the Warner
Vitaphone studio.

•

Paula Lind, who holds an air
pilot's license and flies her own
plane as a diversion, is to make
her debut as a film actress in
"Wayward," 7iow in production
at Paramount's Neiv York stu-
dio. Miss Lind made her stage
debut in "The Passing Shotv of
1924" in which Nancy Carroll,
star of "Wayward," had a song
and dance number.

•

Eddie Cline has completed "Too
Perfect," featuring Tom Howard
the last Paramount short to be made
on the current schedule. It is a
travesty on talking pictures and
contains some very ludicrous inci-

dents.
•

E. M. Newman, noted lec-

turer on travel, is the only man
who succeeded in bringing iin-

Film-Struck Society
The Vitaphone studio appears to act

as a magnet for the Social Set intent
on a movie career. Latest is Amelia
Baruch, niece of Bernard M. Baruch, in-
ternational financier, who uses the screen
name of Lee Renee. Others are Jane
Winton, now Mrs. Horace Cumbel of
Park Avenue and Betty Morrissey, wife
of the socially prominent James A.
Murray.

Helen Hayes May Make Picture in East
Helen Hayes will probably make a picture at the Paramount New York studios,

while appearing on Broadway in "The Good Fairy," according to report. It Is also

said that Claudette Colbert may make another picture here following "The Wiser Sex."

cerisored films out of Russia
with the consent of the Soviet
authorities. Part of the scenes
are incorporated in "Twelve
Thousand Miles Across Russia,"
as part of the series he is mak-
ing for Warner Vitaphone.

•

A noteworthy feature of "The
Struggle" is the ace musical score
which is the work of Philip A.

Scheib, musical director and com-
poser at the Audio Cinema studios,

•

Jane Bramley, who just completed
a prominent role in Vitaphone's
"Studio Murder Mystery," is a for-

mer Wampas Baby Star. She played
the original lead on the stage in

"His Majesty's Car," in which
James Dunn also appeared shortly

before going to Hollywood.
•

Phil Quinn, Vitaphone's staff as-

sistant director, found himself in an
embarrassing situation while on

location last week when he mistook
a private car for one hired as part

of the action and almost prevented

the owner from entering his ovs'n car

by force before being convinced of

his error.
•

Vitaphone is cashing in on the

present vogue for Backgammon
by featuring Walter L. Rich-
a]\ds, expert at the game, in the

fifth of Ted Husing's "Sport-
slants" series which also in-

cludes Joe Falcaro, world's
champion individual bowler.

m

Victor Kilian, Robert Fisher and
Douglas Dumbrille, all of the New
York stage, have been added to the

cast of "The Wiser Sex."
•

Freddie Verdi of Paramount
studio staff is renewing acquaint-
ance with Pauline Frederick,
with whom he appeared as a
child actor in "The Eternal
City." In defense of Miss Fred-
erick, let it be said that Fred-
die now is just seventeen.

•

With the exception of one player,

all male members of "The Studio
Murder Mystery" cast are members
of the Lambs' Club. The single

exception is Harry Puck.
•

Chester Roberts is acting as
assistant director to Ted Sloman
on the "Wayward" set, his first

mcture in the Ea^t. Roberts
was formely executive assistant
to B. p. Schulberg in Holly-
wood.

It seldom happens that all three
sound stages at the Warner Vita-
phone studio are in operation at the
same time but such was the case
last week with "The Studio Mys-
tery" on stage 1, a Ted Husing
"Sportslants" on stage 2 and "On
Edge," a William and Joe Mandel
comedy on stage 3.

o

Paramount Notes: Pat Donahue,
script girl on "Wayward" set, set-
ting new fashion with complete rid-
ing outfits to wear while on location
. . . Chick Kirk, art director, beam-
ing over swell notices given his sets
for "The Cheat" . . . John Doran
turning down an offer to act as San-
ta Claus claiming he's too slim for
the role.

Sarah Edwards, who scored in
numerous comedy roles in both fea-
tures and shorts made here, returns
to the Paramount studio to play the
serious role of a nurse in "Way-

ward." Miss Edwards is well known
on the stage by reason of having
played prominent roles in operetta,
notably the Gilbert & Sullivan re-
yivals.

•

Supporting Donald Meek and John
Hamilton in "The Studio Murder
Mystery," fifth of the two-reel S. S.
Van Dine Vitaphone shorts is Thel-
ma Titson of musical comedy; Jane
Bramley, late of Hollywood where
she played in feature pictures, and
Robert Middlemass and Walter
Fremmer of the New York stage.
Burnet Hershey wrote the adapta-
tion and dialogue.

Harry Baldwin, Paramount assis-
tant director, has a brand new dis-
covery. Her name is Ethel Gilbert
and she claims to be 17, although
she looks younger. After some expe-
rience as a model she was given
her first screen role in "No More
College," featuring Rudy Vallee. She
stood out so well that she was given
a line in "Meet the Wimmin," an-
other Paramount short. Now she
has a bona fide role in "Too Per-
fect," featuring Tom Howard, with
a chance to appear in features. In
looks, she's a miniature edition of
Helen Morgan.
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Theater Equipment
By M. P. BOOTH

ALL ELECTRIC AMPLIEIER

OEFEREDBYRADIARTCORP.

Cleveland—A full range all-elec-

tric theater amplifier of rugged con-

struction and of simplified unit

design that is said to have the highs
and lows, and plenty of volume, is

being marketed by the Radiart
Corp., manufacturers of quality
sound equipment and transformers.
Among outstanding features claimed
for ic are the following: /

The device is built in acoustic

compensator for meeting any un-
usual acoustic conditions in theaters.

By an advanced design circuit in-

corporating the '45 tube in coupling
to the 2-'50 tubes tremendous out-

put is obtained without hiss or tube
rush, with equally excellent quality
at full, half, or low volume. Ample
gain is available at all operating
conditions such as weak photo cell,

dark film, or other unusual condi-

tions. All overtones are maintained.
With the full range frequency re-

production all lows and highs are
included to give necessary overtones
for natural sound reproduction of

both music and speech.
With this amplifier it is not neces-

sary to use outside matching trans-
formers. The amplifier has output
impedances of 9 ohms, 16 ohms, or
500 ohms, so that connection can be
made directly to all popular sneak-
ers without outside matching trans-
former. Connections are available
for a 4000 ohm high impedance
monitor speaker. This winding is

separate and will not affect the vol-
ume or fidelity of the output to the
main theater speakers, the company
declares.

Colortone Effects Booklet
A 32-page modern colortone effect

catalogue, with ideas for theater
manager, exploitation man, organist,
orchestra leader and projectionist
has been issued by the National
Studios, Inc., of New York. This
free booklet contains information on
how to enhance screen presentations,
"dress up" the lobby, put over an
organ novelty and many other ideas.

To Do Nat'l Sl:;reen Decorating
Cleveland—National Theater Sup-

ply Co. has entered into an agree-
ment with Phil Garbo, president of
Italian Fresco and Decorating Co.
f)f this city, to handle all interior

•decorating contracts secured by
"them in Cleveland, Cincinnati, Pitts-
burgh and Detroit.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 MM. SOUND-ON-FILM

eei L EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
'29 Seventh Avenue, New York

NEW THEATERS

Chicago — The Publix-Balaban &
Katz theater being erected in the
loop district is being rushed to com-
pletion for opening Christmas day.

Detroit — Erection of 1,800-seat
theater in this city is being planned
by Ben and Lou Cohen.

Oklahoma City — Starratt Bros.,
owners of Ramsey Towers, 33-story
office building here, plan the erec-
tion of a $1,000,000 theater in this

city sometime in 1932. The option
will be offered to Publix.

Canton, N. C.—Work has been
started on the theater to be con-
structed here at a cost of approxi-
mately $50,000 for A. G. Odum. The
contract calls for the completion of
the building within 100 days.

Cookeville, Tenn.—A theater on
the site of the old Eureka Hotel
will be built and equipped for open-
ing here before next spring.

S R A Carbons Prove
Highly Successful

Cleveland — In many theaters
using low intensity reflecting arc
projectors. National SRA carbons
are satisfying the demands for a
higher level of screen illumination
brought about by the introduction
of sound color and larger screen
image, according to an announce-
ment made by National Cai-bon Co.,

manufacturers of National Projec-
tor Carbons.
SRA carbons, it is said, permit

substantial increase in arc current
and provide an intense crater bril-

liancy. This powerful crater light
is focused on the aperture plate in

a field of even intensity. Liberal
latitude in positive crater position
assures uniform illumination of
screen.
The greatest illumination avail-

able from the low intensity mirror
arc projector can be obtained by the
use of SRA carbons, the company
declares.

B ETTER
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLY

VALUES
are always found at

INational Theatre

j| S u p p L y C o M p A N y
1^ Your Logical Supply Source

HEAT REGULATING DEVICES

INSTALLED BY GEN. ELEC.

Indianapolis — All theaters oper-
ated by Bair's theater circuit have
been equipped with heat regulating
devices installed by the General
Electric Co. of Schenectady, N. Y.
By means of this heat regulating

system, which is scientifically con-
trolled electrically, the public's com-
fort is assured through the mainte-
nance of constant temperature, the
company declares.

Syncrofilm Model J

For Small Theaters
Rochester, N. Y. — Syncrofilm

Model J sound head, a product of

the Weber Machine Corp., has been
developed and built especially for

small theaters and designed for easy
at.achment on Simplex and Powers
projectors.
Compact and of sturdy construc-

tion, these sound heads are simple
in design, and the threading of film

is very easy, it is said. The sound
head is driven direct from motor to

an accurately balanced combined
pulley and flywheel by use of two
round woven endless belts. Projec-
tor is driven from sound head drive
shaft, using high grade silent chain.

This drive is smooth, quiet and in-

sures correct reproduction of music
or voice without tremor, waver or
other form of distortion, the com-
pany declai-es.

These sound heads come complete
with all attachments for Simplex
or Powers projectors, including opti-

cal systems, photo cells, exciter
lamps, extra exciter lamp mounts,
adjustable motor brackets, endless
tubular belts, "V" grove motor pul-
leys and necessary equipment to

raise lamp house.

Tiltonsville, 0. — Installation of

RCA sound equipment and general
improvements will be made at the.

Palace, recently acquired by Harry;
Mackey.

New Orleans—A new front and
other improvements are planned atl

the Strand, one of the Publix unitS:

here.

Paterson, N. J.—The United States =

theater of this city is being com-
pletely redecorated. House is man-
aged by Irving Liner.

Newburgh, N. Y.—Academy, Pub--
lix house, has been closed for re-

pairs, with opening scheduled for.

Christmas eve.

Kansas City—E. B. Webber, whoi
recently acquired the Beaufort here,

has had the house completely re-

decorated, remodeled and Western i

Electric Sound equipment installed.

The name has been changed to the
Mary-Lue.

Dollar Liners Equipped with W. E.
C. W. Bunn, general sales man-

ager of Electrical Research Prod-
ucts, announces that eight W. E.
sound system installations have beeni
completed on seven round-the-world i

liners of the Dollar Line. The ships;
on which installations have beeni
made are: President Coolidge (two),
President Grant, President Taft,.
President Wilson, President Jeffer--

son. President Madison, and Presi-
dent Pierce. Eight more installa-
tions on steamers of the company (

are to be completed in the future,^
Bunn announces.

Appointed District Manager
San Francisco — M. F. Lowery,

former sales representative for RCA
equipment, has been promoted to the
post of district manager here. He
succeeds M. O. Smith, resigned.

Voight Issues Brochure
Philadelphia — A distinctive bro

chure, describing in colorful artistic
photographs a line of decorative
lighting fixtures and illuminated "i

mirror and drinking fountains for
theaters, has been put out by the,-

Voight Company of this city.
}—n i

!i*5* EFFECTS
Realistic and fantastic, scenic and sound ef-
fects, and illusionary devices of every descrip-
tion: furnished for stage shov»s, prologues,
feature pictures, etc.—also color wheels, spot-
l.ghts. connectors, and other stage lighting

specialties and supplies.

KLIECL BROS
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., Inc.

321 West 50th Street - New York. N.Y.

a/Vil
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other Lands of

Interest to Producers, Distributors

and Others in the U. S.

B. & D. COMPLETES

$1,50M00 STUDIO

London — The third production
stage at British & Dominions studios

has been completed and shooting is

in progress there. The studio's out-

put is increased 50 per cent by the

new stage. The cost of the exten-
sions amounted to $300,000, bringing
the total amount spent by B. & D.

on its studios up to $1,500,000. The
new stage. The cost of the exten-
Electric apparatus, with monitor,
recording, projection and re-record-

ing rooms, all acoustically treated

and all served by separate recording

channels for both film and disc re-

cording. Offices, dressing rooms,
workshops, cutting and property
rooms are also provided. Work on
the third stage started on Oct. 7.

French Photophone May Cut Capital
London—On Dec. 23 a meeting of

stockholders of French Photophone
will be held in London to consider

reducing the capital stock from $1,-

000,000 to $100,000. If agreed upon
the measure will necessitate the can-

cellation of 4 ¥2 shillings of every
one of the 800,000 five-shilling

shares outstanding, after which the

company would operate as a hold-

ing company. French Photophone
has suff'ered heavy losses due to the

liquidation of British Photophone,
the compulsory disposal of an inter-

est in Lignose Horfilm, Berlin, and
the loss of the right to continue

pressing records by a judgment of

the German courts.

"A Free Soul" Scores in Australia
Sydney—"A Free Soul," Norma

Shearer's M-G-M feature, had a

most successful run at the Plaza
here. Miss Shearer is a favorite in

Australia and the newspapers gave
the picture much space. A Shearer
type contest, with $500 for the win-
ner, and a midnight ball at the Syd-
ney Town Hall garnered many
columns of newspaper space.

Another Paris Theater Goes Film
Paris — The Palace in the Fau-

bourg Montmartre, center of Paris's

night life, and one of the principal

revue theaters in the city, has

adopted a motion picture policy.

British Racketeer Film

London—An attempt to duplicate

Hollywood in the production of

gangster and racketeer films is to be

made here. "The Milky Way," a

gangster picture, will be directed for

British International by Lupino Lane.

Lane is working on the story.

Sydney Shows All-Australian Program
Sydney—The first all-Australian program had its initial showing in Sydney

at the Plaza theater. The feature, "Diggers," has a war theme. Newspapers
and trade journals praised both the camera work and the sound recording and
reproduction. The pictures were made by Efftee.

British First National

Has 16 Scripts Ready
London—At the sales convention

of British First National it was an-
nounced that 16 scripts were ready
to go into work. "Murder on the
Second Floor" and "Help Yourself"
have been completed. The follow-
ing titles of forthcoming product
were announced: "As Good as New,"
"Her Night Out," and the German
play, "The Green Cap" which the
Hollywood studios of First National
had been angling for. Irving Ascher,
production head at the Teddington
studios, stated that the productions
would be made not for quota pur-
poses but of a quality to compete
with any product from ilollywood.

High Cinema Council Criticized

Paris — The newly organized
French High Cinema Council is com-
ing in for criticism from the indus-
try. It will be composed of 91 mem-
bers, 66 of whom have already been
appointed, while 24 of the 25 yet to

be appointed will be delegates from
the different Ministries. The com-
plaint of the industry is that few
of the members have competent
knowledge of the needs and prob-

lems of the film industry. Individu-

als well-known in the trade who
have been nominated to the Council

include M. Natan, representing the

producers; M. Gallo, representing
the distributors; M. Jourjon, repre-
senting film printers; M. Osso, repre-

senting film exporters; M. Brezillon.

representing exhibitors; M. Cha-
taigner, representing the trade
press, and MM. Burguet and Rene
Clair, representing film directors.

Mihaly Increasing Exports
London — The Mihaly all-British

sound equipment has been installed

in more than 100 British theaters.

French and Belgian companies have
been formed to sell the apparatus in

those countries, and an Australian
company is being organized to both
manufacture and market the Mihaly
equipment. This apparatus is priced

under $2,000 with service guaranteed
without charge.

Paramount New Zealand Deal
Sydney—Paramount has signed a

contract with Beaumont Smith for

the release of its full line-up of prod-

uct in New Zealand. The deal covers

the whole of the Williamson circuit.

London Film Company
Winding Up Its Affairs
London—The boai'd of directors of

the London Film Company, one of

the most famous of film companies,
which gave up production after the
war, has decided to liquidate its as-

sets after paying holders of pre-
ferred stock sixteen years' back
dividends. The company was formed
in 1908 with George Loane Tucker
as its principal director. The com-
pany's film printing business will be
continued.

Sign Tauber for Film Operetta
London — Richard Tauber, cele-

brated German tenor, has been
signed by W. B. Levy, representing
Walt Disney, to appear in an Eng-
lish talking picture early next year.
It will be produced on a big scale
(in both German and English) with
an eye on the American market. The
score of the operetta will be written
by a well-known composer.

Colombia Increases Import Duty
Bogota — By Presidential decree

the import duties on talking and
silent pictures will be raised from
80 centavos to 1.60 pesos per kilo.

The tax on phonograph records (in-

cluding discs for talking pictures)
from 20 centavos to 2.50 pesos per
kilo. American producers may avoid
the record tax by shipping only
sound-on-film talking pictures to
Colombia.

New Stories for Para. British
London—Paramount has acquired

for production at its British Im-
perial studios Frederick Lonsdale's
stage success, "Spring Cleaning";
Lucien Guitry's farce, "The Man in

Evening Clothes"; Alfred Savoir's
"Dressmaker of Paris," and Michael
Arlen's "Lily Christine."

Portuguese-Brazilian Film Co.
Lisbon—Leitao de Barros, prom-

inent Portuguese film producer, has
gone to Brazil to look into the pos-
sibilities of forming a joint

Portuguese-Brazilian company for
the production of talking pictures in

Portuguese. He represents the Junta
of National Education and will make
his report to the government.

Shorts at Joinville

Paris—Paramount is to embark
soon on short subject production at
its Joinville studio.

JAPANESE EXHIBITORS SEEK

GEN. EXPENSE REDUCTION

Tokyo—At a recent meeting of
Japanese exhibitors, at which a hun-
dred exhibitors from 50 of the prin-
cipal cities in Japan were present, it

was decided to seek a general down-
ward revision of all exhibition ex-
penses to meet the depression which
has hit the Japanese picture indus-
try. Owners of theaters will be
asked to reduce the rent; govern-
mental authorities will be asked for
a reduction of 30 per cent in taxes;
electric light companies will be
asked for a cut of 50 per cent in

charges; and producers, importers
and distributors of motion picture
films will be asked for a cut in the
rent of films. It was also decided
to aid in the formation of exhibitors'
associations throughout Japan and
that Feb. 11 (the birthday of
Thomas A. Edison) be observed
yearly as a Movie Memorial Day.
with a cinema festival to be held all

over the nation on that day.

Talking Film Co. for Bogota

Bogota—A company to produce
talking pictures is being formed
here. Senor Cuellar Chaves, the
promoter, just back from Hollywood,
states that he has the necessary
staff and equipment and will bring
them to Colombia as soon as the
financing has been arranged. It is

believed here that he will ixporience
difficulty in raising funds.

Sari Maritza Sailing for Hollywood

London—Sari Maritza expects to

sail before the end of the month
for Hollywood to make pictures for

Paramount under a three-year con-

tract, the first to start early in the
new year.

New P.D.C. Directorial Board

London—In announcing the com-
pletion of the purchase of P.D.C,
Ltd., Reginald Smith stated that the
board of directors would include
himself as managing director, J. R.

C. Smith, C. G. Dickinson and Clive

McManus.

Six Supers for Ireland

Cork—The Savoy, Associated Irish

Cinemas' new 3,500-seater, expected

to be ready for opening next April,

will be followed by five other Asso-

ciated Irish Cinemas houses in Ire-

land, it is stated. Negotiations for

sites are now in progress.
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No Money Ever Did More Human Good Than This

A Few of the Film Daily

Relief Fund Cases

I
Aided in 1931

"T TP against it pretty strong" is

^ the expression used by a former

film executive in appealing to the

(j^g^ FILM DAILY RELIEF

27
FUND for assistance

Eighteen months ago, this

chap held a good position and drew

a salary upon which he and his

family could live, comfortably. Then

the unexpected happened. Through

no fault of his own, he found him-

self out of work with nothing,

"prospects," which didn't material-

ize. Things went from bad to worse,

The man's young son was taken to

the hospital for an operation. The

doctors found a ruptured appendix

and gangrene. Where was the money
to pay hospital and doctors' bills?

How was this man and his wife to

carry on? Where was sustenance

coming from? Then the RELIEF
FUND got busy. Hospital charges

and nece^isary expenses were paid

and enough money provided to buy

food and pay two months' back rent.

Today the man is working and able

to provide the bare necessities for

his family. His son is regaining his

health and in his last letter to the

FUND, he says, "I only hope I can

merit your wonderful help. May
God bless you."

•

A MOTION picture director, who^ within the past few years has

delighted you with his production of

f>fjf.f,
many features that have

V, played Broadway houses
^^ came to the FUND asking

aid. Financial reverses and no op-

portunities for work brought this

fellow to a state of destitution. Ab-
solutely broke with 10 cents between
him and starvation, turned out of his

furnished room and without shelter

he asked for help. The FUND re-

sponded and "saw him through."

•

'TpHIS is what happened when a

well known film executive died

leaving his wife and two small chil-

Case "^^'^^ ^^^'^ barely sufficient

y
«

'

cash to carry them
-'" through for one year.

Debts had to be paid and soon the

widow and her children had used up
what little money there was left in

the bank. They moved to smaller

and somewhat squalid quarters. The
children, too young to work (they

are 5 and 8) must be provided for.

The Test of the Thoroughbred
"There comes a time in the lives of all of us when we feel like giving up. when

we are tempted to acknowledge to ourselves that we are defeated, when we sink into

the 'what's-the-use?' state of despondency. It is when such a crisis, when such a test

overtakes us, that we either give up or start afresh to climb up. Remember, always,
that the difference between the scrub and the thoroughbred is that the scrub goes
until he can't go another yard, whereas the thoroughbred goes until HE can't go
another yard—and then goes the other yard."—B. C. Forbes.

Case 24

A theater man known to hundreds in

the film biz has been flat on his back
with a complication of diseases that has

left him a physical wreck. Meanwhile
there was the little home to keep going,

several kids to teed—and no money. All

used up on doctor's bills. And this film

man says: "I'm still in the ring—and
100 per cent confident." What a spirit!

They must have food and shelter.

The unfortunate widow's plight was
heart-rending. A good wife and a
good mother, but without a friend
in this country to whom she could
turn for aid. It didn't take long for

the FUND to get busy. Food,
shelter and a brighter outlook on
the future were provided.

•

"WAHEN I called you up Thanks-
giving Day, I had exactly 17

cents in my pocket," wi'ites a gentle-

man who not many months ago held

Cntp ^ good position in the in-

r'„ dustry and who, because
^^ of his dignity, culture and
good fellowship toward all his ac-

quaintances, was one of the popular
film men along Broadway. Fate
had been unkind. Now he was broke
Money was given him for food and
to permit him to reach a New Jersey

town where work had been promised.
But that also failed to materialize

Again the FUND helped this chap
and then he found work. Not in the

industry, but nevertheless a job

which would keep hiin from want.
•

A THEATER man who has been
^ *" identified with the industry since

1905 is incapacitated for active work

Cn<iP ^y ^ serious injury to his

„_ leg. For six months he
"' laid on a hospital cot, and
now is just getting around to the

point where he can walk. This man
is absolutely destitute, and yet l^e

is game. He is eager and anxious
to get some kind of a job that will

not keep him on his injured leg too

much. He does not want to be a
charity patient. But he must have
financial help to tide him over till

such time as he can get a position

and recover sufficiently to look afte'

himself.

A CHAP holding a very high repu-

tation for ability and integrity

has been out of work for months

ffjop after being employed in a

selling capacity for nine
i2 years with one producer
and with another 16 years, as the-

ater manager. He must undergo a

very serious operation, and his rent
is unpaid for several months. His
plight, to put it in the mildest terms
is desperate. This man needs
enough financing to enable him to

undergo the operation, pay his im-
mediate bills, and give him a fresh
start, and build up his faith and
confidence. These have been pretty
well kicked out of him, even as

would happen to you and I if we had
taken half his tough breaks. So each
day he plugs along in hopes that
his past services to the industry will

be recognized and assistance off-

"ved to put him over his precarious
situation.

jpjERE is a Needy Case that would
wring a heart of granite. A

little girl who was invaluable to a

Case ^^"^ executive for years

*2 ^s his secretary has de-
veloped a throat affection

that usually proves fatal. It is

doubtful that she will ever pull
through. And from her hospital cot
she writes a letter that tells a piti-

ful story. She faces bravely the
fact that she is doomed, and her
only thought is that in the mean-
while her folks are up against it

financially and cannot keep kicking
in the dough to cover expenses of
her treatment. That worries her
more than her own hopeless situa-

tion. If she knew that her folks
had nothing to worry about in the
way of expenses, she will carry on
cheerfully till the Final Call takes
her away from it all to peace—and

death. And they write film scen-

arios! And what a story of courage,

faith and sweetness—right in our

midst! Just a small sum weekly

will take care of this brave girl,

ease her suffering, lighten the last

days of her tragic existence. Her
letter closes: "I am still keeping

my chin UP." Say, feller, can we
keep ours up if we pass this hopeless

one by ?

These Have Shared

Helping The Needy
eight ways of doing it, so take your choice

(Continued from Page 1)

these men— it was almost like—going to the bank—and drawing on sav-

ings—in time of need***Keep that thought—constantly in mind***lf
you're working now—you can easily afford—a little contribution—to a

relief fund—that will return your money—several times over— if you
ever get—up against it.

•
A CCORDINC to Maimonides—the famous savant—the duty of charity—has eight

'*degrees'""*The first and lowest—is to give—but with reluctance or regret—a gift

of the hand—not of the heart'''*The second— is to give cheerfully—but not propor-

tionately—to the distress—of the sufferer""''The third— is to give cheerfully—and pro-

portionately—but not until solicited" 'The fourth— is to give cheerfully—proportionately

—and unsolicited—but to put it— in the poor man's hand—causing him shame**-The
fifth— is to give— in such a way that the distressed—may receive the bounty—and know
their benefactor—without their being—known to him""*The sixth—rising still higher

—

is to know the objects—of your bounty—without their knowing you* 'The seventh

—

still more meritorious—is to bestow charity—in such a way—that the benefactor—may
not know—the relieved persons—nor they the names—of their benefactors And the

eighth—and most worthy— is to anticipate charity.

James R. Grainger
Ned E. Depinet
Colvin W. Brown
Irene F. Scott
E. A. Schiller

N. L. Manheim
Martin Stern
Gustav Brock
Maurice Kann
W. Ray Johnston
Joe Weil
Jack Alicoate
E. T. Leaper
D. C. Gillette

Paul F. Burger
Oscar Neufeld
Dewey Bloom
Don Hancock
David Bernstein
William Massce
Thomas D. Goldberg
Irving Samuels
R. S. Wolff
Glendon AUvine
Charles Moskowitz
Joseph H. Brennan
Jack Meredith
William Ferguson
Louis K. Sidney
Don Mersereau
Leo Klebanow
Jay Emanuel
Michael Simmons
Arthur Eddy
David Loew
H. D. Buckley
Amusement Supply Co.
Harry S. Brown

Silas F Seadler
S. W. Hand
C. C. Pettijohn
A. J. Mceller
M-U-M Charity

Football Pool
Herbert S. Berg
Frank C. Walker
J. MacLeod
Jack Eaton
David Blum
Tom Gerety
Charles E. Lewis
W. F. Rodgers
S. A. Galanty
Hattie T. Hecht
A. S. Abeles

Lou Blumenthal
Lee Ochs
Jack Shapiro
A.M. P. A. Luncheon
Jerry Cohen
Film Curb Hamlins
Walter Reade
Nathan D. Golden

Joe Lee
Joe Simmonds
W. A. Downs
Paul Lazarus
F. C. Qutmby
Leopold Friedman
Edward McNamee
Anonymous
Herbert R. Ebenstein
Ben Amsterdam
William A. Orr
H. J. Yates

B
Y CHIPPING in—to THE FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND—you place yourself— in the

worthiest class of all.

Case 38

"Received from the FILM DAILY
RELIEF FUND sufficient money to pre-

vent being dispossessed and to buy food

for my three children and myself. May
Cod bless you."

Signed by the widow of an actor
who appeared in pictures since

1910 and who died last year,

leaving no money or insurance.
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What's Right With the Movies
By FRED S. MEYER

President, Motion Picture Theater Owners of Wisconsin

EDITOR'S NOTE: There have been plenty
outbursts, especially in recent weeks, about
at's wrong with motion pictures. Since
ry question has at least two sides, the fol-

wing address, delivered by Fred S. Meyer
fore the Federated Women's Clubs of Mil-
lukce County, presents some arguments in

vor of the other side.

(Second Installment)

The pictures I have mentioned

anstitute an impressive answer to

Whats Right with the Movies?"

f I were here as a listener instead

f a speaker I should enjoy hearing
lie praise of our pictures and the
tidustry which I know you would
enerously give.

But I cannot accurately represent
he motion picture industry by
itanding before you and adopting
in attitude of self-satisfaction.

iVhen an art or an industry or a
nan sits back in self-congratulation,
leath and decay set in. Progress
s not built by the mental contortion
)f patting one's self on the back.

I would rather talk to you about
aow hard we are trying to show bet-
ter pictures, than about how good
pictures are now.

While we meet here today, the
Interjiational Council of Women is

opening a four-da^ session in Rome
under the auspices of the Interna-
tional Educational Cinematographic
Institute of the League of Nations.
Before that important assembly an
extensive report will be made, dur-
ing the next two days, by the Mo-
tion Picture Chairman of the Na-
tional Council of Women in the
United States. It happens that the
lady who holds this position is also
Motion Picture Chairman of the
General Federation of Women's
Clubs. She is known to you all

—

Mrs. Ambrose N. Diehl. Mrs. Diehl
will be reporting in Rome on the
patient and determined program by
which the organized women of
America have impressed their de-
sire for better pictures on the mo-
tion picture industry. She will tell

of the intimate work being done in
Hollywood, where pictures are made,
by Mrs. Thomas G. Winter, former
President of the General Federation
of Women's Clubs and now Associate
Director of Studio Relations at Hol-
lywood. She will tell further of the
preview system by which your
chosen representatives, seeing pic-
tures before their general distribu-
tion, pass on to you an unbiased
judgment as to which forthcoming
pictures merit your patronage. It
is possible today for every woman
in America to choose for her«elf and
her children, through your work and

Hollywood Punning
"Where you Bing, dear?" asked her

husband as Dorothy Christy came home
from a Mack Sennett comedy starring

the radio crooner. "Oh, just a Crosby

street," flipped Dot.

the industry's cooperation, the cream
of motion picture fare. This is

tangible—it is getting somewhere.
The place to register complaints is

at Hollywood; the place to vote for
good pictures is at the box-office.

A motion picture exhibitor recent-
ly made the following statement to

the Ministerial Alliance of Topeka,
Kansas:

"In the course of the year, there
are approximately 500 feature-
length motion pictures produced
by the leading American pro-
ducers. Needless to say a large
proportion of them add nothing
to the sum total of human knowl-
edge or happiness. Some are
stupid; some tiresome; some are
in poor taste; some are definitely

offensive; some are genuinely en-
tertaining; some are spiritually in-

spiring; some are historically val-

uable; some are beautifully ideal-

istic, and some are so dynamically
impressive that they affect the
course of nations. Some are the
products of inferior intellects;

others come from hands of gen-
iuses. They come to us as the
product of man, and like all the
works of man, they reveal his

weaknesses and his strength."
That is a frank statement. There

is no use for us to talk together or

work together unless we are going
to put the facts on the table and
not be afraid of them.

A common problem interests you
as citizens and mothers; the pro-

ducers as citizens and business men;
and the exhibitors as citizens and
integral parts of the local communi-
ty's business and social life.

How can we constantly raise the

level of this rapidly produced prod-
uct which is made and distributed in

fierce competition, as it should be.

and which exerts an appreciable in-

fluence to help or hinder the stand-
ards of life advocated for centuries

by the mother, the church and the
school?

Let me say right here that I am
not one who believes that motion
pictures should take the place of

the schools, though I believe that

educators will more and . more use
them as an implement to knowledge.
Nor do I believe that motion pic-

tures should become preachers; they
should stick to their purpose of en-

tertainment, giving to the preacher
the same respect for him and his

profession which we ask of him for

ours. And thirdly, neither the mo-
tion picture nor any other influence

can take the place of the watchful
and thoughtful care of a mother for

her child. Our children must get
their education in schools, they must
derive their religion from the minis-

ters of our respective faiths, they
must acquire their basic bedrock of

character at their mothers' knees.

The motion picture could not, if it

• NEWS«»OF«»THE«»DAy •

Kansas City—George Taif, former
Omaha branch manager for Warner
Bros., has been transferred here as
sales representative in southwest
Missouri. Gus Diamond is city

salesman as well as booker of the
local W. B. exchange.

Independence, Mo. — Charley
Knickerbocker is the new manager
of the Dickson here.

Smithville, Tex.—The Star has
been added to the Mart Cole circuit.

would, assume that great triple re-

sponsibility.

Recognition of Responsibility
Nevertheless, the motion picture

industry has recognized its obliga-

tion to strive constantly that pic-

tures, in fulfilling their excellent
and necessary purpose of entertain-
ment, should not negative in any
way the work of the schools, the
church and the home. With the
consultation of many groups such as

yours, the producers set up for them-
selves, about a year ago, a Produc-
tion Code, the general principles of

which are:
No picture shall be produced

which will lower the moral stand-
ards of those who see it. Hence
the sympathy of the audience
should never be thrown to the side

of crime, vsrrong-doing, evil or sin

Correct standards of life shall

be presented on the screen subject

only to necessary dramatic con-

trasts.

Law, natural or human, should
not be ridiculed, nor shall sym-
pathy be created for its violation

In its particular application, the

Code creates safeguards against ex-

hibiting the methods of crime, pres-

entation of the drug traffic, the use

of liquor in American life when
not required by the plot or for

proper characterization. Pictures

shall not imply that low forms of

sex relationship are the accepted or

common thing. They shall not pre-

sent adultery as attractive or justi-

fiable. They shall avoid treatment
of white slavery, miscegenation
scenes of childbirth. They shall

avoid vulgarity, obscenity, indecent

dance movements and profanity. No
film episode may throw ridicule on

any religious faith, or misuse the

flag of any country, or misrepresent
the history, institutions, prominent
people and citizenry of other na-

tions.

This is not an achieved ideal. As
long as men are human there will be

lapses; but it is the earnest of our

intent in the picture business to fur-

nish you wholesome entertainment.

You perform a great dual public ser-

vice in your policy of calling relent-

lessly to our attention violations of

this Code and of supporting by your
attendance those pictures which
your representatives view in your
interest and find to be entertainment
of high social value.

(To be continued)

Detroit—The RKO Downtown here
and the Regent in Grand Rapids are
exchanging managers. Wallace Nor-
ris, who has been in Grand Rapids
for eight years, comes to Detroit
to manage the Downtown, and Ed-
ward Kennelly goes to the Grand
Rapids house.

Dayton, Tex.—The Texas has been
purchased by Fleming & Foster.

Chicago — The Kedzie will be
opened on Christmas day by Abe
Uohen. It will play pictures and
five acts of vaudeville. DeForest
equipment is being installed.

Floresville, Tex.—C. S. McLellan
has bought out the interest of his
partner. Mart Cole, in the Arcadia.

Parkersburg, W. Va.—Mrs. P. M.
Thomas has bought the Palace from
Mrs. W. K. Sheppard.

Altoona, Pa. — Split-week vaude-
ville has been dropped by A. N.
Notopoulos, manager of the Pubix
Mischler.

Granbury, Tex.—R. D. Duval is
the new operator of the Palace.

Livingston, Tex. — Mrs. W. H.
Matthews is managing the Fain
here.

Kansas City—Curly Wilson, man-
ager for Fox in Excelsior Springs,
-las been transferred to the Waldo
here.

Detroit—The Brooklyn, owned by
H. Goldberg, has been taken over by
Ben Pearlman, newcomer to the in-
dustry. Pearlman is managing the
nouse personally.

Sonera, Tex.—The Adwell Elliott
^0. is now operating the La Vista.

Union City, N. J.—Harold Eld-
ridge has turned over his interest
in the Pastime to his partners in
exchange for their interest in the
Avon, Garfield Ave. and 16th St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y. Eldridge also op-
erates the Bluebird here.

nH NiwsMrtfi
or niMDQMi

Congratulates:

SAMUEL COLDWYN
for his noteworthy production

of the Sinclair Lewis
novel, "Arrowsmith"
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Norma Shearer in

"PRIVATE LIVES"
M-G-M 87 mins.

DELIGHTFUL AND SOPHIST-
ICATED FARCE COMEDY WHICH
OUGHT TO APPEAL MAINLY TO
DISCRIMINATING AUDIENCES.

Noel Coward's Broadway play has
been converted into a grand piece of
entertainment for the customers who
like clever, sparkling dialogue and
the type of production which prin-
cipally depends upon conversation
rather than visual action. There's
not much story, but the affair moves
along brightly with the competent
support of such established players
as Miss Shearer and Robert Mont-
gomery. Story has Montgomery
honeymooning with his second wife,

played by Una Merkel, in the same
European hotel in which his first

wife, Miss Shearer, is honeymooning
with Reginald Denny. After a sur-

prise meeting they discover they're

s ill in love and elope. A number
of quarrels later the abandoned hus-

band and wife arrive on the scene

and the relationships are patched

up until Miss Shearer and Mont-
gomery again change their mind and

elope.

Cast: Norma Shearer, Robert Montgomery,

Reginald Denny, Una Merkel, Jean Hersholt,

(ieorge Davis.

Director, Sdney Franklin; Author. Noel

Coward ; Adaotors, Hans Kraly, Richard

Schayer, Claudine West; Dialoguers, same;

Editor, Conrad A. Nervig ; Cameraman,

Ray Binger.

Direction, splendid. Photography, good.

-<^^
Gloria Swanson in

"TONIGHT OR NEVER"
United Artists 80 mins.
CLICKS WITH UNUSUAL LOVE

SITUATION THAT WILL GET
THE FEMMES, STRONG CAST
AND FINE DIRECTION.
Adapted from the Hungarian

stage play of Lili Hatvany, it is slow
in getting under way for the first

reel and a half, but after that takes
on color, feeling and originality. The
fault is in the scenario. Directorial
touches of Mervyn LeRoy prove all

the bright forecasts that have been
made for him. Direction is splendid.
But Gloria Swanson seems to be
groping in many spots to get the
"feel" of her part, and often goes
through some scenes and dialogue in

a halting, stilted manner. Her cast
gives her brilliant support, and
serves to cover up her shortcomings.
Alison Skipworth, Robert Grieg,
Ferdinand Gottschalk do work that

is especially commendable. The story
concerns a young opera star techni-

cally brilliant but lacking soul in

her voice, till she meets a supposed
gigolo and falls madly in love. She
becomes a brilliant success as love

lends wings to her song. Clever situ-

ations and charming love interest.

Cast: Gloria Swanson, Ferdinand Gott-

schalk, Robert Grieg, Greta Mayer, Warbur-
ton Gamble. Melvyn Douglas, Alison Skip-

worth, Boris Karloff.

Director, Mervyn LeRoy ; Author, LiU
Hatvany ; Scenarist, Ernest Vajda ; Dialoguer,

not credited ; Editor, Grant Whytlock ; Cam-
eraman, Ciregg Tolatid ; Recording Engineer,

Vinton Vernon.
Direction, very good. Photography, first

class.

Dorothy Mackaill in

"SAFE IN HELL"
with Donald Cook and Ralf Harolde
First National 65 mins.

FAR-FETCHED MELODRAMA
IN TROPICAL SETTING. FAIR
ENTERTAINMENT BUT ENDS
BADLY.

Based on a situation that's pretty
hard to take, this fantastically con-
ceived melodrama holds some inter-

est, but it never develops much sym-
pathy for any of the characters, and
finally comes to a disappointing
finish that will get a razz from most
audiences. It's all about a scarlet
lady, played by Dorothy Mackaill,
who decides to reform for an honor-
able sailor, Donald Cook. But she
is supposed to have killed a man
who tried to attack her, so the sailor

smuggles her off to a Carribean
island refuge, where he leaves her
among a tough mob of leering fugi-
tives as though he were placing her
in the care of his aunt in Peoria.
Later the villain turns up again on
that same isle, again goes for her,
and this time she really kills him.
So when the hero returns, the girl

stalls him off, and for the fadeout
she is seen being led to the gallows.

Cast: Dorothy Mackaill, Donald Cook.
John Wray, Ralf Harolde. Ivan Simpson,
\'ictor N'arconi.

Director, William A. Wellman; Author,
Houston liranch ; Adaptor, Maude Fulton :

Dialoguer, same; Editor, Owen Marks; Cam-
eraman, Barney McGill.

Direction, okay. Photography, good.

Lew Ayres in

"HEAVEN ON EARTH"
Universal 80 mins.

SPECTACULAR THRILL FIN-

ISH IS CHIEF ASSET OF FAIR
SOUTHERN DRAMA. POOR PART
FOR AYRES.

Lew Ayres fans are likely to be

disappointed in both the inferior

part handled by their favorite and
by this mild vehicle. A heavy rain-

storm, the breaking of the levee, and
the hair-breadth escape of the leads

from dashing over the falls, are

crowded into the last few hundred
feet and save the picture. Lew
Ayres, as the adopted son of a Mis-
sissippi steamboat captain, learns

the truth of his parentage and leaves

his foster father to return to his

own folk, the "shanty boat'' dwel-
lers. Anita Louise, as one of the

"white trash", falls in love with
Lew, but he "ain't the marrin' kind,

yit". His foster father, enraged at

the belief that Lew has proven dis-

honest, steers his steamboat directly

through Lew's hut. Anita happens
to be in the house at the time. She
is badly injured. Then comes the
storm and the last minute rescue.

Cast: Lew Ayres, Anita Louise, Harry
Beresford. Elizabeth Patterson, Alf P. James,
Harlan Knight, Jack Duffy, Peter Richmond,
Robert Burns Lew Kelly.

Director, Russell Mack; Author, Ben
Lucien Burman ; Adaptor, Ray Doyle; Dia-
loguer, same; Editor, Milton Carruth ; Cam-
eraman, Charles Stumar; Recording Engi-
neer, C. Roy Hunter.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

"MAKER OF MEN"
With Jack Holt

Columbia 71 mins.

HUMAN LITTLE STORY OF
FATHER AND SON IN COLLEGE
SETTING WITH PLENTY OF
FOOTBALL ATMOSPHERE.

With clever direction by Edward
Sedgwick, this one has been built

up into a very human father and son

story, featuring Jack Holt and Rich-

ard Cromwell. Holt is the football

coach of a big western university

who has been slipping after losing

for two seasons. He has forced his

son on the team, in spite of the fact

that the boy has no real interest in

the game, and shrinks from the phy-
sical hardships. In the crucial

game, the poor playing of the son
brings defeat. His girl turns against
him as a quitter. He has a show-
down with his dad, bitterly accus-
ing him of making of him a football

automaton instead of playing the
part of a real father. He quits,

goes to a rival college, where he
makes good and wins the game
from his dad's team. Plenty of foot-

ball technique, fine sentiment, and
an all round pleasing show of the
lighter variety.

Cast: Jack Holt, Richard Cromwell, Joan
Marsh, Robert Alden, John Wayne, Walter
Catlett, Natalie Moorhead, Richard Tucker,
Ethel Wales.

Director, Edward Sedgwick ; Authors,
Howard J. Green, Edward Sedgwick; Adap-
tor, Howard Green ; Dialoguer, same ; Edi-
tor, Gene Milford; Cameraman, L. Wm.
O'Connell; Recording Engineer, Glenn Rom-
inger.

Direction, smooth. Photography, very good.

"THE LAW OF THE TONC"
Syndicate Exchange 61 mins.

SPOTTY MELODRAMA ALL
ABOUT THE CHINESE TONGS
THAT RATES POOR IN ANY
HOUSE, WITH POOR PRODUC-
TION AND DIRECTION.

This is just an inefficient produc-
tion that seems to have been ground
out without any regard to plausi-

bility. It's a wild meller from all

angles, with the innocent heroine
found working in a dive frequented
by sailors in the Chinese waterfront
district. Along comes the hero, and
points out to her what a bad, bad
place such a nice little girl is work-
ing in, and she realizes it for the
first time. After that, anything can
happen, and it does. The girl is be-
friended by the head of one of the
tongs, and joins the Salvation Army.
Then the Tongs go to war, and she
and her sweetie get all mixed up in

the proceedings for no plausible rea-
son. Winds up with the death of
the Tong leader saving the lives of
the two young sweethearts. It's the
kind of thing they were doing in the
early days of the film business, and
is about as wild and crude a meller
as we have seen in many years.

Cast: Phyllis Barrington, John Harron.
Jason Robards. Frank Lackteen, Dot Farley,
Mary Carr, William Mahlen, Richard Alex-
ander.

Director, Lew Collins ; Author, Olive
Drake; Adaptor, not credited; Dialoguer, not
credited ; Editor, not credited ; Cameraman,
not credited ; Recording Engineer, not cred-
ited.

Direction, amateurish. Photography, poor.

Sunday, Dec. 20, 193''*

"MOUNTED FURY"
Sono Art-World Wide 63 mii

OLD CANADIAN BACKWOOl
STUFF FALLS FLAT IN M
CHANICAL STORY WITH POCf
PRODUCTION AND ACTING. 2

This was the kind they used 1 -

turn out in the silent era, and wl^
sound it looks much worse, for t

',

dialogue only emphasizes how taw
ry it is. Two buddies in the w.
s.art life over again after the fraci
the hero going to Canada as .

mountie, the other marrying the
mutual sweetie, and finally landiii

up North and getting in bad codj

pany. There's a halfbreed gal asj

her halfbreed sweetie, and the car.)

less married boy gets a knife in hi

back for playing around. On hJ

death bed, he admits to his old poj

the mountie, that he didn't do rigtj

by his wife, and asks him to tat

care of her. The whole affair I

very blah, depressing and unintelH

gent, and can only prove of the mild

est interest even in the cheap standi

It goes meller in spots in the yer

worst way, and the action stuff ism'

good enough to warrant the effor

Cast: John Bowers, Blanche Mehaffe

Robert Eliis, Frank Rice, George Rigt

Lina Basquette, John Ince.

Director, Stuart Paton ; Author, Betty BiJ

bridge ; Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer, sami

Editor, not credited ; Cameraman, not ere

ited ; Recording Engineer, not credited.

Direction, poor. Photography, spotty.

"KILLING TO LIVE"
Amkino 50 mini

INTERESTING AND OFTEI
DRAMATIC SHOTS OF WILl
ANIMALS AND PLANT LIFE II

THEIR STRUGGLE FOR EXIST
ENCE.

Battling for existence, as prac
ticed by various forms of plant lift

wild animals and even man himsel
is graphically depicted in this pic

ture produced by "the shock brigad
of the educational film studio o

Soyuzkino." It is an absorbin
kaleidoscope, though much of it

possible dramatic effectiveness i

nipped because of the brevity o

most shots. Animals and plants an
shown in their struggle for food
light and protection. One sequenci
illustrates how weaker animals an
devoured successively by stronge;

specimens. Man's utilization of thi

productive capacities of nature ii

sending forth fields of wheat, corn
etc., also is shown. There is a cer
tain continuity to the matter, whicl
holds considerable interest as some
thing unusual and also makes s

good education or semi-educationa
feature. Some explanatory talk ii

English is provided by David Ross
the radio announcer. A sort oi

Ehilosophical attitude seems to hav(
een intended in the presentation

the intimation being that man has

yet to master the full mysteries o:

nature, and this angle is appropri
ately maintained by Ross in his talk

The camera work is exceptional.
Director, Vladimir Korolevitch ; Assistar

Director, K. I. Kunitzkaya ; Author, V. H
Mikhailov; Cameraman, Igor Geleyn.

Direction, speed. Photography, fine.
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"THE DEVIL PLAYS"

sterfield 63 mins.

JNTERTAINING MURDER
STERY DONE WITH CLASS
'D PLENTY OF ATMOSPHERE
AT CARRIES STRONG SUS-
NSE PUNCH.

jooks as if Richard Thorpe, the
ector, has a happy knack for
ning out this type of screen en-
tainment. He softpedals the
ima so that when the mystery
Uprises break they get over with
ensified force. There is a smooth-
s and finesse about the direction
it is refreshing. And that goes
the work of Jameson Thomas as

i novelist-detective, who gets over
; punches with a minimum of ef-

t. The story concerns a murder
it points to several people, all in-

ved in mysterious relations with
victim. Then follows another

irder as a woman is about to
iclose some important information.
le final showdown in the office of
e police inspector with all the sus-
cts assembled is worked up slowly
strong suspense. When the cui-

it is finally uncovered, it comes
th a distinct shock. Good enter-
inment for any type of house.
Cast: Jameson Thomas. Florence Britton.
lomas Jackson, Dorothv Christy. Richard
icker. Lillinn R'ch. Robert EHis. Lew
elly, Carmelita Geraghty, Edmund Burns.

Director. Richard Thorpe : Author, Arthur
oerl : Adaptor, same; Dialsrouer, same: Edi-

R'chard Thorpe: Cameraman, M A.
derson : Recording Engineer, not credited.

Direct'on. ve'v good. Photography, okay.

"EMIL UND DIE DETEKTIVE"
(Emil and the Detective)

UFA 75 mms.
FIRST UFA JUVENILE FEA-

TURE HAS FINE KID STUFF IN
ORIGINAL STORY THAT SHOULD
PLEASE EASILY.

It is a pity that this one is not
done in English, for the story is such
that it would make a great hit

with the kids. It is the sort of ma-
terial that Hollywood should do if

they want to get the kids back into

the theater. It concerns a youth
if 11 in a small German town who
is sent by his mother to visit his

grandmother in Berlin and deliver

100 marks. This is stolen from him
on the train. He trails the thief, and
with the help of a dozen other
youngsters, starts to do a typical

detective job in landing his man.
After much maneuvering, they fin-

ally land him trying to change the

bill at a bank, and the thief makes a

dive for the entrance. But outside

there are hundreds of boys waiting

to pounce on him. It develops that

he is a notorious bank swindler, and
the young hero collects a reward of

1,000 marks, and returns to his home
town a hero. Filled with good kid

touches that ring true.

Cast: Fritz Rasp, Kaethe Haack, Rolf

Wenkhaus, Rudolf Biebrach, Olga Engl,

T>a?e Landgut. Hans Schaufuss. Hubert
Schmitz, Hans Richter, Hans Loehr, Ernst

Eberhard Reling, Waldemar Kupezyk.

Director, Gerhard Lamprecht ; Author,

Er'ch Kaestner ; Adaptor, Billie Wilder

;

Dialoguer, same; Editor, not listed; Cam-
eraman, Werner Erandes ; Recording Engi-

neer. Hermann Fritzching.
Direction, good. Photography, okay.

Ken Maynard in

"THE POCATELLO KID"

iffany 61 mins.

VERY MELODRAMATIC WEST-
ERN WITH ROUGH MEN. ROUGH
.ANGUAGE AND A WEAK RO-
MANCE.

This is just another western, de-

ltoid of any class and built around
in unbelievable plot. The heavy is

nore villainous than ever, the hero
:'ails to reach the heights expected

>y the gallery boys, and the girl is

jadly handicapped by an anemic
part. In the dialogue, the players
lave been forced to use profanity
ind vulgar expressions that have no
place in motion pictures, especially

features made for juvenile patron-
ige. The story concerns a corrupt
sheriff who is killed and whose place

s taken by his twin brother, a fugi-
tive from justice. The masquerader
;urns square and starts to clean up
;he territory. He also carries on a
romance started by his dead brother.
Maynard plays the dual role and
neither he nor his beautiful horse
Farzan are given much opportunity.

Cast: Ken Maynard, Marceline Day, Rich-
ard Cramer, Charles King, Lew Meehan.

Director, Phil Rosen; Author, W. Scott
Harling; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, Roy Luby ; Cameraman, Arthur
teed ; Recording Engineer, John Stransky.

Direction, fair. Photography, good.

"THE SECRET WITNESS"
with Una Merkel, William Collier,

Jr., ZaSu Pitts
Columbia 65 mins.
INTERESTING MURDER MYS-

T^FRY WITH IDENTITY OF KIL-
LER CLEVERLY CONCEALED.
Although the basic formula is

nretty much the same as other mur-
der mysteries in which the chief in-

terest is in who committed the

crimes, this production has such a

good cast, ingenious plot and intelli-

gent direction that it sustains in-

terest very nicely to the finish. It

concerns a no-account philanderer
who is found murdered in his pent-

house apartment just after one of

his discarded girls has jumped from
his balcony to her death. The dead
mans' former bodyguard, whom he
also ditched, and the girl's brother
are suspected, along with others,

including a pet simian, but a society

girl who believes in the brother's

innocence takes it upon herself to

do some detecting and traps the real

killer, a man who wanted to marry
the murdered man's widow for her
money. Una Merkel is the society

girl, teaming with Buster Collier,

the brother, for a little love interest.

ZaSu Pitts plays the part of a tele-

phone operator, putting in a bit of

comedy relief. Ralf Harolde is the
villain.

Cast: I'tia Merkel. William Collier, Jr.,

ZaSu Pitts. Purnell Pratt. Clyde Cook. Ralf

Harolde. June Clyde. Rita La Roy. Paul
Hurst, Clarence Muse Nat Pendelton. Hooper
.\fchley. Greta Granstedt. Mike Donlin

Director, Thornton Freehnd : Author, Sam-
uel Spewack ; Adaptor, same : Dialoguer,
same; Editor, L. H. .Sackin : Cameraman,
Robert Planck : Recording Engineer, Corson
Jewett. Direction, fine. Photography, good.

SOUND SHORTS
"House of Mystery"

Universal 16 mins.
Thrills

One of the Shadow Detective
series. Two hunters stumble on a

murdered woman in a lonely cabin,

and proceed to ferret out the crim-
inal. The plot has plenty of tense-

ness and mystery, and moves swiftly

to a rather novel climax. But we
still think that this series would be
greatly improved by eliminating the

"Shadow" with his demoniac laugh,

who comes into the picture every so

often to point the finger of fate at

the criminal. His laugh is ghastly,

and poor stuff for the kids to listen

to, as well as for any high strung

"A Doll's Fantasy"

Transcontinental Pictures 7 mins
Nice Musical

Produced by the Cines-Pittaluga
studios of Rome, this is a neat fanci-

ful bit that should prove par'dcularly

pleasing on holiday programs. It

depicts a brief tale about a poor lit-

tle girl, gazing through a shop win.-

dow at a lot of beautifully dressed
dolls. As she sings, and gazes on
the dolls with a longing look in her
eyes, some of them come to life

and dance for her.

Ethel Merman in

"Roaming"
Paramount 10 mins.

Fine Musical Skit

Ethel Merman scores her strong-
est in this latest short. For story
background she is shown as the
daughter of a medicine show owner.
While driving along the highway in

her father's wagon, and singing
"Hello, My Lover, Goodbye," she
runs into a country lad, resulting in

love interest. Later she sings "Shake
Well Before Using" at her father's
medicine performance, and then
there is some romancing with the
boy, whom she gives the air when
he gets a little bold. As a happy
fadeout she is seen driving off. sing-
ing her original song, with the lad
beside her. Miss Merman is a top-
notch "torch" singer and has per-
sonality besides.

Daphne Pollard in

"Sold At Auction"
Universal 18 mins.

Poor
A very mechanically handled

short, with a lot of gags that repeat
and are not any too funny in the
first place. Daphne Pollard is the
comedienne, and she goes through
her usual line as the dumb but earn-
est gal trying to make an honest
living. In fact she is so earnest
that she forgets to be comical. She
and a girl pal gum up an auction
sale at a private house with a lot

of gags that creak from age, and
lack any semblance of spontaneity
or real comedy.

Poodles Hanneford in

"The Riding Master"

Vitaphone 1201 7 mins.

Good

A lot of clowning, plus some real
trick riding, is presented in this
short subject starring Poodles
Hanneford of circus and vaudeville
fame. A fat feminine foil works
with Poodles in the act, which is

presented in fast tempo and should
keep any audience very nicely en-
tertained throughout its footage. It's

out of the ordinary, too, and will
help to inject some real novelty into
a program.

"Pottsville Palooka"

with Harry Gribbon
Educational 21 mins.

A Wow
A Mack Sennett classic, with

Harry Gribbon doing one of the best
comedies of his career. Harry is the
village blacksmith in love with thr
fat village belle, until a city vamp
lures him to the city to try his luck
as a prizefighter. A nifty gag is

pulled with the tough professional
opponent stalling with Harry as they
go into clinches and hold friendly
conversations together. Then the
bruiser learns that Harry is playing
around with the vamp, his gal, and
starts to smear Harry all over the
ring. The kind of finished short
comedy that only Mack Sennett can
do in this kidding style. A wow in

'•nybody's theater.

"Mickey's Orphans"

Columbia 7 mins.

Swell Holiday Cartoon

A Walt Disney Mickey Mouse pro-
duction designed as a Christmas
short and one that fills the bill. It

will delight all children and get
many a laugh from their elders. It

is Christmas Eve and Mickey is dec-
ora ing the Christmas tree, while
Minnie Mouse plays "Silent Night,
Holy Night" on the organ. Outside,
in the raging blizzard, a lone,
slouching figure approaches the
house, leaves a basket on the steps
and rings the doorbell. Pluto, the
dog, brings in the basket which is

found to contain twenty or more
orphan kittens who swarm all over
the house. Mickey and Minnie de-
cide to give the orphans a Christ-
mas party. Mickey, dressed as
Santa Claus, comes in on an impro-
vised sleigh drawn by Pluto, dis-
guised as a reindeer. The kittens
help themselves to the toys and be-
gin to play. The house is soon a
complete wreck, including the Christ-
mas tree. A Mickey Mouse short
that is filled with many hilarious
moments for children, and fun for
adults who have ever staged a
a Christmas party for the young-
sters.

(Continued on next page)
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REVIEWS OF SOUND SHORTS
(Continued from Preceding Page)

"He-Man Hockey"

Educational 10 mins
Sport Thrills

A fast and thrilling Bill Cunning-
ham Sports Review, with the noted
sports writer spotting the highlights

of the work of the famous Boston
Bruins in their hockey specialty

Shows the training work of the

hockey team in detail, and then into

a real game with the Bruins darting

like lightning so that the camera
had to move fast to spot the plays

of the men as they flashed across

the ice. It has all the kick of the

real thing, with the additional ad-

vantage of an expert explaining

every play, and beautiful camera
work detailing every fast stroke and
pass clearly.

"Cioacchino Rossini"

(Famous Music Masters Series)

FitzPatrick 6 mins.
Good

Good music, both vocal and orches-

tral, combined with a brief biographi-

cal skit from the life of the com-
poser of the famous "William Tell"

opera, make this an interesting and
enjoyable number. Rossini is shown
at the time in his life when he had
enough wealth to enable him to do
nothing but "eat, drink and be
merry," until one of his friends up-
braids him and thereby causes the
composer to write a final master-
piece.

Bing Crosby in

"Dream House"
Educational 20 mins

Gets Over
Bing Crosby, the radio crooner, is

starred in this Featurette Comedy.
Bing is a young plumber who has
his troubles with a future mother-in-
law who is trying hard to separate
him from her daughter after they
are engaged. She spirits the girl off

to Hollywood, where Bing follows to

find her on the studio set with a
sheik making love to her. Bing busts
into the scene in black face, and
crabs the sheik's act with his croon-
ing. Plenty of snap, and well gagged.

"Christmas Party"

with Jackie Cooper
M-G-M 9 mins.

Timely

A timely Christmas Special, with
Jackie Cooper featured with a gang
of kids at a Christmas party in the
studio. As the youngsters partake
of their turkey feast, the various
stars of the Metro studio act as
waiters. A slight idea that is well
handled, and built to get over the
Holiday spirit in a manner pleasing
to both youngsters and grown-ups
Just the thing needed to lend atmos-
phere to the Holiday week programs

"Fundamentals of Offense"

Universal 8 mins.

Snappy Basketball

A good, fast basketball sports
reel, with Dr. Harry Meanwell, the
famous basketball coach, putting the
University of Wisconsin five through
some snappy drill work, then finish-

ing with a spirited game. The sport
and action stuff are too good to be
spoiled by the cheap wisecracks of

the narrator, who only serves to

annoy you and distract your atten-
tion from the work of the clever
players.

"Smart Work"
Educational 10 mins.

Okay

"The Spider and the Fly"

(Silly Symphony)
Columbia 7 mins.

A Knockout
This Disney cartoon is one of

the best to come along in moons.
For basic idea, ingenious workman-
ship and effective sound and musical
accompaniment it is hard to beat.
It shows a flock of flies, and a couple
of loverbird flies in particular, dis-

porting themselves in a kitchen. A
villainous spider lures a lady fly to
his net, whereupon her hero rushes
to the rescue, finally calling in the
assistance of the entire fly army,
which vanquishes the spider. Can't
miss with any audience.

A good one reel Cameo comedy,
featuring the return of Billy Dooley,
the one-time goofy gob. Billy ap-
pears as the suspicious hubby who
as a detective takes a case from a

suspicious wife to trail her hubby
with another dame. The latter turns

out to be Billy's wife who was in-

nocently buying a car from the
salesman to give to her hubby as a

birthday present. Billy smashes the

car in wrath. The kick comes when
the wife appears and explains it

was his car she has just bought.

"Road to Romance"
Educational 10 mins.

Classy

One of the most interesting of the
Romantic Journeys series. Claude
Flemming conducts a trip through
the wonders of the Grand Canyon
region, showing particularly some
marvellous views of the famous
Bryce Canyon. Done in Multicolor,
the color work is unusually effective.

Features a novelty opening, with
Montagu Love showing his crafts-
manship as a painter of an Indian
on horseback, which fades into the
real Indian as the picture opens.

"Africa Squeaks"
M-G-M 8 mins

Neat Cartoon

A Flip the Frog cartoon, covering
the adventures of the cartoon char-
acter in the wilds of Africa, where
he gets in the clutches of the canni-
bals and is put in the pot to boil for
the evening meal. Flip performs p

magic stunt with the flames trans-
forming them into little demons who
pursue the cannibals, and all the
deserted wives make Flip their new
king. Cleverly executed, and with
good comedy slants.

"Trader Hound"
M-G-M 21 minJ

Dog Comics

A Dogville Comedy, being a clevti
burlesque on the company's ow\
"Trader Horn." The dogs duplicatei
some of the adventures of th(
famous African trader in their owr
doggy manner, and the gags are
very unique, and the laughs fre-

quent, with the funny voices of thel

human actors speaking for the can-
ine actors. Swell number where they
go for the animal stuff.

Billy Wayne and Thelma White in

"Last But Not Leased"
Vitaphone 1141 8 mins.

Fair Domestic Skit

Nothing special to this one. Just
a sketch about a prospective groom
being given a bachelor party by his

friends, who play a few pranks on
him. The action then goes into a

scene of the couple hunting a home
and being given the works by an
agent in a new style apartment with
revolving rooms. Fairly interesting.

"Season's Greetings"

Vitaphone 1307 5 mins.

Okay

A neat little novelty, entertaining

in itself and at the same time giv-

ing Vitaphone a chance to put in a

little plug for some of its players.

Scene is Christmas morning, with
a boy and girl opening up their

Christmas packages as their parents
look on. Among the presents are
miniatures of the various stars, who
in turn come to life and perform for

a moment. Janet Reads starts it off

by singing an appropriate holiday
parody on "Many Happy Returns of

the Day." Others include Joe Pen-
ner, Thelma White, Fanny Watson,
Billy Wayne, Ted Husing and Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Norworth.

"The Voice of Hollywood"
(No. 11)

Tiffany 19 mins.
Snappy

One of the best of the series.

Alice White does the broadcasting as
Miss Information from a baby blimp
sailing over Hollywood, pointing out
all the places of 'interest, such as
the Hollywood Bowl and the homes
of the leading stars. The camera
then shoots to closeups of the vari-
ous stars at recreation.

"Dorzov"

("Uzbec National Circus")
Amkino 17 mins.

Soviet Novelty

One of the first Soviet-made sound
shorts to be brought to this country.
It presents glimpses of recent indus-
trial developments in Russia, leading
up to a sort of county fair celebra-
tion, with circus attractions featur-
mg tight rope walking. The usual
propaganda is discernible at the
climax. Not worth much as enter-
tainment from the viewpoint of
American audiences, though it is a
novelty that might interest certain
class groups.

"The Fisherman"
Universal 7 mins.

Fair Cartoon
An Oswald cartoon, with the rab-

bit and his sweetie in an adventure
on a pirate isle. It goes through the
usual routine of the heroine in dis-
tress, with Oswald finally saving her
by a clever ruse, and winning a
diamond necklace from the pirate
loot.

Ann Codec and Frank Orth in

"The Bitter Half"
Vitaphone 1241 8 mins.

Fair Comedy
Another domestic comedy in which

Frank Orth plays the part of the
second husband following the disap-
pearance of the woman's first mate,
a strong man. She's always holding
the ex-hubby up as a moden when-
ever she has some squawk to make
against Frank, and finally the
strong man shows up again, causing
Frank to beat it up the street minus
his pants.

Harry Lauder in

"I Love A Lassie"
M-G-M 15 mins.

Good
A British production featuring

Harry Lauder in his famous song,
followed by several other fine Scotch
selections. Harry looks as good as
in his last personal appearance in

this country, and puts his songs over
with his inimitable personality.
Wherever they like the Scotch com-
edian, this one will prove a welcome
addition to any bill.

"Ireland, the Melody Isle"

M-G-M 9 mins.
Fine Travel

A FitzPatrick Traveltalk, with the
producer conducting a very char-
acteristic journey through the pic-

turesque and historica spots of the
Emerald Isle. Killarney Castle, the
River Shannon, and many quaint
spots are covered, with John Mc-
Cormack records dubbed in singing
his famous Irish melodies. Alto-
gether a fine travel subject from
every angle.



HAS THE MOTION
PICTURE INDUSTRY
A HEART?

A lot of fellows you know are in

acute difficulties. It's hard to ask for

charity. THE FiLM DAILY RELIEF

Fund is an impersonal representa-

tive for you in helping men and

their families in this industry in

distress. Please give something to

this Fund. Send a check today.

This advertisement was prepared by Si Seadler

of M-G-M. Typography by Suprerr\e Ad Service.

Engraving by Wilbar. Art by Vincentini.
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an outdoor film
with B. O. NAMES

\and a swell dramatic story^

MiAPIE VKEJr «9 STORT
the box office author with a following of millions

<SEOIIGE O'BRIEN
every one of his pictures has made you money

Ninna Gombell
the hard-boiled gal of "Bad Girl" and "Sob Sister"

Roicoe K\^%
the stutterer of "Cimarron" and "The Big House"

James Kirkwood
known for his work in a hundred pictures

Cecilia Parker
a cute little trick your audience will love

J. N• Kerrigan
his work packs the dramatic kick of a mule

Directed by DAVID HOWARD
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Distrihs Charged With Resisting Wisconsin Probe

SOVIET uIN'S film PLANS DWARF HOTlYWOOD

RKO Slashes $963,000 from Distribution Costs
Curtailment of Overhead

Results in Big Saving I

for the Year
Sales operation and distribution 1

costs for Radio Pictures have been
reduced $963,000 for the year end-
ing Dec. 31, as compared with last

year's figures, the company's next
annual statement will show. The
figures include all sales operating
costs including home office payrolls,

but are exclusive of exploitation
charges. Curtailing the number of

(Continued on Page 4)

ARTHUR SUCCEEDS MICHEL

AS FOX THEATERS V.-P.

W. C. Michel, recently resigned as
vice-president and treasurer of Fox
theaters to devote his time to finan-

cial affairs for Fox Film, has been
succeeded by Harry Arthur as vice-

president, while A. D. Shurtleff,

comptroller of Fox Theaters, has

also become treasurer. Denial w-as

made at Fox on Saturday that S. R.

Burns, vice-president and secretary,

has resigned.

Vitaphone's 1932-33 Plans

Same as Current Season
There will be no reduction in the

Vitaphone short subject program for

1932-33, according to present plans.

The company is currently releasing

104 single reels and 36 two-reel sub-

jects. The new season program
will be mapped out at a conference

to be held shortly after the first

of the year.

German Films Figure On

40 P. C. Foreign Market

Berlin—German film production and its fi-

nancing is now estimated on an average of 60
per cent for the domestic market and 40 per

cent for foreign markets. The American field

has become increasingly important. Output this

season will be about 200 features. Maximum
cost of a feature, in order to show a profit,

must be under S50.000.

$1/000 (or the Great Cause
Realizing that a greater number of needy cases will have to be taken care

of during the coming year, a national company has sent a check for $1,000 to

THE FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND. The name of the company is withheld by

request.

Joe Leo Paving the Way
For William Fox's Return

Significantly related to William
Fox's reported plans for returning
to active participation in the indus-
try is the trip of Joe Leo, who left

New York yesterday for another
trip to the Coast. Leo, who has
been closely identified with Fox for
years, will survey the situation and
return to New York the middle of

January for a conference with Fox.
In addition to matters in connec-

tion with Fox's return to produc-
tion, distribution and exhibition,
Leo will arrange for the reopening
of the Los Angeles theater, which
Fox personally owns. He will also
represent Fox in regard to his Tri-
Ergon sound patent action plans.

T.P.E. to Distribute Peerless 24
Contracts were signed Saturday

whereby the 24 features on the

Peerless Productions current line-

up will be released through 10

Talking Picture Epics exchanges.
Cities represented are Dallas, At-
lanta, Charlotte, New Orleans, Se-
attle, Portland, Ore., Minneapolis,
Milwaukee, Salt Lake and Denver.
All other territories except Cleve-

iContinued on Page 2)

Essaness Circuit Trying

Dual Feature Substitute
Chicago—As a first move in com-

mon with other theaters seeking an
escape from the double feature pro-
gram, Essaness Theaters will pre-
sent an all-colored vaudeville bill,

headed by Stepin Fetchit, at the
{Continued on Page 2)

Investigation in Wisconsin
Meets Resistance from Distribs

Threaten Legal Action
Over 2-Cent Philly Tax

Philadelphia—Threat of legal ac-
tion to kill the proposed city tax of
two cents on each theater ticket will
immediately be made by David Bar-
rist, chairman of the M.P.T.O. board
of managers, to Mayor Mackey. Bar-
rist will ask that the city's chief
executive refuse to sign the ordi-

nance.

Milwaukee — Charges that dis-

tributors are obstructing a state
wide investigation into the motion
picture industry have been made
by F. A. Staten of the state de-
partment of agriculture and mar-
kets. In several Wisconsin cities it

is claimed that independents have
been unable to obtain pictures be-
cause of concerted action of distrib-
utors and chains. It is also alleged

(Continued on Page 2)

Second 5-Year Schedule
Calls for 269,000

Sound Units
Hollywood will be relegated to

second place as a film producing
center upon completion of the sec-
ond Soviet five-year-plan, which
calls for 2,700 films in the year
1937, at which time it is planned to
have 269,000 sound installations
throughout the Soviet Union, ac-

cording to a statement by V. F.
{Continued on Page 4)

BOARD or NATIONALREVIEW

NAMES OUTSTANDING HLNS

Annual selection of the most
meritorious films of the year, as
picked by the Exceptional Photo-
plays Committee of the National
Board of Review, cites the following
pictures 'rom among releases be-
tween Dec. 1, 1930, and Dec. 1, 1931:

First Ten
"Cimarron"
"Citj' Streets"

[Continued on Page 4)

Relief Fund on Last Lap;

Every DoUar Will Help
What are the needy and deserv-

ing unfortunates of the film indus-
try to do if there is not sufficient

money in the FILM DAILY RE-
LIEF FUND to relieve their dire
distress during 1932 ? Only three
days remain before Christmas. A
merry day for you, but what about

(Continued on Page 4)

Movie-Lunch Tickets

In $1 Combination

St. Paul—Manager E. A. Furni of the Para-
mount has worked out a new angle in tieups,

a combination ticket for $1 entitling the holder
to luncheon at a leading hotel, followed by
matinee at the Paramount. Regular price. If

separate, would be $1 for the lunch and 50
cents for the movie. The hotel is advertising
the tieup in the papers, while the theater has
lobby cards on it.
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with B. O. NAMES

[and a swell dramatic story^

the box office author with a following of millions

GEORGE O^'BRIEN
every one of his pictures has made you money

Minna Gombell
the hard-boiled gal of "Bad Girl" and "Sob Sister"

Roscoe Ates
the stutterer of "Cimarron" and "The Big House"

James Kirkwood
known for his work in a hundred pictures

Cecilia Parker
a cute little trick your audience will love

Ja Na Kerrigan
his work packs the dramatic kick of a mule

Directed by DAVID HOWARD
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RKO Slashes $963,000 from Distribution Costs
Curtailment of Overhead

Results in Big Saving
for the Year

Sales operation and distribution

costs for Radio Pictures have been
reduced $963,000 for the year end-
ing Dec. 31, as compared with last

year's figures, the company's next
annual statement will show. The
figures include all sales operating
costs including home office payrolls,

but are exclusive of exploitation
charges. Curtailing the number of

(.Continued on Page 4)

ARTHUR SUCCEEDS MICHEL

AS FOX THEATERS V.-P.

W. C. Michel, recently resigned as
vice-president and treasurer of Fox
theaters to devote his time to finan-

cial affairs for Fox Film, has been
succeeded by Harry Arthur as vice-

president, while A. D. Shurtleff,

comptroller of Fox Theaters, has

also become treasurer. Denial was
made at Fox on Saturday that S. R.

Burns, vice-president and secretary,

has resigned.

Vitaphone's 1932-33 Plans

Same as Current Season
There will be no reduction in the

Vitaphone short subject program for

1932-33, according to present plans.

The company is currently releasing

104 single reels and 36 two-reel sub-

jects. The new season program
will be mapped out at a conference

to be held shortly after the first

of the year.

German Films Figure On

40 P. C. Foreign Market

Berlin—German film production and its fi-

nancing is now estimated on an average of 60
per cent for the domestic market and 40 per

cent for foreign markets. The American field

has become increasingly important. Output this

season will be about 200 features. Maximum
cost of a feature, in order to show a profit,

must be under $50,000.

$1/000 for the Great Cause
Realizing that a greater number of needy cases will have to be taken care

of during the coming year, a national company has sent a check for $1,000 to

THE FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND. The name of the company is withheld by

request.

Joe Leo Paving the Way
For William Fox's Return

Significantly related to William
Fox's reported plans for returning
to active participation in the indus-
try is the trip of Joe Leo, who left

New York yesterday for another
trip to the Coast. Leo, who has
been closely identified with Fox for
years, will survey the situation and
return to New York the middle of

January for a conference with Fox.
In addition to matters In connec-

tion with Fox's return to produc-
tion, distribution and exhibition,
Leo will arrange for the reopening
of the Los Angeles theater, which
Fox personally owns. He will also
represent Fox in regard to his Tri-
Ergon sound patent action plans.

T.P.E. to Distribute Peerless 24
Contracts were signed Saturday

whereby the 24 features on the

Peerless Productions current line-

up will be released through 10
Talking Picture Epics exchanges.
Cities represented are Dallas, At-
lanta, Charlotte, New Orleans, Se-
attle, Portland, Ore., Minneapolis,
Milwaukee, Salt Lake and Denver.
All other territories except Cleve-

{Continued on Page 2)

Essaness Circuit Trying

Dual Feature Substitute
Chicago—As a first move in com-

mon with other theaters seeking an
escape from the double feature pro-
gram, Essaness Theaters will pre-
sent an all-colored vaudeville bill,

headed by Stepin Fetchit, at the
{Continued on Page 2)

Investigation in Wisconsin
Meets Resistance from Distribs

Threaten Legal Action
Over 2-Cent Philly Tax

Philadelphia—Threat of legal ac-
tion to kill the proposed city tax of
two cents on each theater ticket will

immediately be made by David Bar-
rist, chairman of the M.P.T.O. board
of managers, to Mayor Mackey. Bar-
rist will ask that the city's chief
executive refuse to sign the ordi-

Milwaukee —• Charges that dis-

tributors are obstructing a state
wide investigation into the motion
picture industry have been made
by F. A. Staten of the state de-
partment of agriculture and mar-
kets. In several Wisconsin cities it

is claimed that independents have
been unable to obtain pictures be-
cause of concerted action of distrib-
utors and chains. It is also alleged

(Continued on Page 2)

Second 5-Year Schedule
Calls for 269,000

Sound Units
Hollywood will be relegated to

second place as a film producing
center upon completion of the sec-

ond Soviet five-year-plan, which
calls for 2,700 films in the year
1937, at which time it is planned to
have 269,000 sound installations
throughout the Soviet Union, ac-

cording to a statement by V. F.
(Continued on Page 4)

BOARD or NATIONALREVIEW

NAMES OUTSTANDING HLMS

Annual selection of the most
meritorious films of the year, as
picked by the Exceptional Photo-
plays Committee of the National
Board of Review, cites the following
pictures from among releases be-
tween Dec. 1, 1930, and Dec. 1, 1931:

First Ten
"Cimarron"
"City streets"

[Continued on Page 4)

Relief Fund on Last Lap;

Every Dollar Will Help
What are the needy and deserv-

ing unfortunates of the film indus-
try to do if there is not sufficient

money in the FILM DAILY RE-
LIEF FUND to relieve their dire
distress during 1932? Only three
days remain before Christmas. A
merry day for you, but what about

(Continued on Page 4)

Movie-Lunch Tickets

In $1 Combination

St. Paul—Manager E. A. Furni of the Para-
mount has worked out a new angle in tieups,

a combination ticket for $1 entitling the holder
to luncheon at a leading hotel, followed by
matinee at the Paramount. Regular price, if

separate, would be $1 for the lunch and 50
cents for the movie. The hotel is advertising
the tieup in the papers, while the theater has
lobby cards on It.
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Howard M. Mercer in Lisbon, O.

Lisbon, 0.—Howard M. Mercer,

former manager of the Union Opera
House in New Philadelphia, has

been named manager of the New
Grand here, succeeding Les Bowser,

now manager of a Butler, Pa., the-

ater.
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. Criterion

.Winter Garden

The Broadivay Parade
(Week of Dec. 18)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATER
"Heaven on Earth" Universal Paramount
"Private Lives" M-G-M Capitol

"Makers of Men" Columbia Columbia
"Safe in Hell" First National Strand
"Secret Witness" Columbia W.irner

"Frankenstein" (3rd week) Universal -Mayfair

EXTENDED RUNS
"Tonight or Never" United Artists Rialto

"Sooky" Paramount Rivoli

"Explorers of the World" (2nd week) . ..Raspin
"Her Majesty, Love" (4th week) First National.

$2 RUNS
"The Champ" (7th week) M-G-M Astor
"Arrowsmith" (3rd week) United Artists Gaiety

FOREIGN PICTURES

"Elizabeth Von Oesterreich" (2nd week).Tobis Europa
'Opera Ball" (7th week) Protex Trading Co. Little Carnegie
"Kaiserliebchen" (6th week) Tobis Litt'ie Carnegie
"Emil und Die Detektive" Ufa Cosmopolitan

"La Douceur d'Aimer" (2nd week) First Division Sth Av. Playhouse
"Killing to Live" (2nd week) Amkino Cameo

FUTURE OPENINGS

"Zwei Menschen" (Dec. 22) Capitol Film Ex Little Carnegie

"Hell Divers" (Dec. 22) .M-G-M Astor

"Manhattan Parade" (Dec. 24) Warner Bros Winter Garden
"Alice in Wonderland" (Dec. 25) Unique Foto-Film . .Warner
"Mata Hari" (Dec. 31) M-G-M Capitol

"Age for Love" (Jan. 6) United Artists Rialto

* Formerly at the Vanderbilt.

T. P. E. to Distribute

24 Peerless Pictures
(Continued from Page 1)

land and Pittsburgh are covered by
Peerless distributing agents. Frank
R. Wilson, president of T. P. E., and
Adolph Pollak, president of Peer-

less, negotiated and closed the deal.

Fred Reeths Win Prize
Sheboygan, Wis.—Fred Reeths,

manager of the Sheboygan and Ma-
jestic, was awarded first prize of

$100 in the November contest among
managers of the 45 Warner houses

in Wisconsin, Illinois and Indiana.

Vaude Discontinued
Chicago — Vaudeville has not

proved a draw in the Waukegan and
Kankakee houses of the Great Lakes
circuit and is being discontinued.

The houses have been using three

acts on Saturdays and Sundays.

Christmas Party at Capitol

About 5,000 widows and children

will be given a Christmas party the

morning of Dec. 28 at the Capitol.

Major Edward Bowes will act as

host. The party, under the auspices

of the Board of Child Welfare, is

the eighth annual event of its kind

at the Capitol. Louis K. Sidney is

arranging the program.

Jewish Guild Meets Dec. 22

Gus Edwards will be guest of

honor, with Eddie Cantor and

George Jessel also present, at an

open meeting of the Jewish Theatri-

cal Guild to be held Dec. 22 at 11:15

in the Morosco theater.

Frank Sylvester Dies
IVesT Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Frank L. Sylvester,

screen and vaudeville actor, is dead

of a heart attack. He was 63 years

old.

Essaness Circuit Trying
Dual Feature Substitute

(Continued from Page 1)

Michigan starting Christmas Day.
The new policy will be intensely ex-
ploited through newspapers, posters
and other mediums, with a view to
turning the public's mind away from
dual bills.

H. Shaw for New B. & K. House
Chicago—Hassard Shaw will be

house manager of the Southtown
theater, new Balaban & Katz house
opening Christmas Day. The house
will open with double feature, its

first offering being Will Rogers in

'Ambassador Bill" and Gary Cooper
and Claudette Colbert in "His Wo-

Cuba Objects to "Love Song"
Havana—Protest against "Cuban

Love Song," on the ground that it

gives a false impression of condi-
tions on the island, has ben made to

M-G-M by the M. P. Exhibitors'
Union of Havana, which threatens
to boycott all U. S. films unless the
picture is withdrawn from showing
in the states.

Screen School for Italy

Rome-—Creation of a school here
to train cinema actors and give other
theatrical aid in smaller towns is

contemplated under a plan approved
by Premier Mussolini for financing

of a national theater.

Tom Namack Leaves Warner Bros.

Tom Namack of Warner Bros.-

First National publicity department
severed his connection with the
company last Saturday.

Denver Operators Elect
Denver—Operators' Union No. 230

re-elected the following officers at

the last meeting: J. E. Davis, presi-

dent; James Dooley, vice-president;

Larry Campbell, recording secretary;

E. A. Roegner, financial secretary;

George Thomas, business agent.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Dec. 22 : Open Meeting of Jewish Theat-
rical Guild. Morosco Theater, New York,
11:15 P. M.

Dec. 31 : Motion Picture Salesmen New
Year's frolic. Hotel Plaza, New York.

Dec. 31 : New Year's Eve Party, Motion
Picture Club, New York.

Jan. 5 : Testimonial dinner to Aaron Saper-
stein. Congress Hotel, Chicago.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte.
Charlotte. N. C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures),
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P.

T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing-
ton, D. C.

Distributors Resist

Wisconsin Film Probe
(Continued from Page 1)

that second run indie houses have
been discriminated against by un-
reasonable protection. The inves-
tigation, which has been going on
under cover, is being delayed by
Milwaukee distributors insisting on
approval of New York offices be-

fore opening their records.

EDGAR MOSS, manager of the Fox ex

change at Philadelphia, has gone to Europe
on a month's vacation.

HELEN TWELVETREES has returned
to Hollywood after a brief vacation in New
York.

BILLIE DOVE, United Artists star, will

leave Hollywood Christmas night for a

month's vacation in New York. Arriving
with her will be Mrs. Betty Bohny, her
mother, who will leave for Europe on Jan. 6.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Dally or Weekly Ratct

Powers Clnsphone Equipment Corporation

• VE.. N. V. BRVAM-r o.anaT

MASCOT PICTURES CORP.
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

NOW PREPARING A

TWELVE EPISODE SERIAL

"LASTOFTHEMOHICANS"
by

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER



What a Picture!

Something NEW in thrilling

screen drama! It's Real! It's

True! No picture this year

can touch the gripping sus-

pense and red meat drama

of its intensely interesting

siory!

wuit SYLVIA SIDNEY
And a big cast headed by GENE RA YMOND and
WYNNE GIBSON. It's made for the Box Office!

Every requirement for a tremendous hit! Every entertainment quality
your most exacting patron demands! Beyond a doubt the most terrific
box office wallop released in months. Adaptation by Louis Weitzenkom
from the play by Ernest Booth.

ARAMOrNT
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{Continued from Page 1)

Smirnow, president of Amkino, for

THE FILM YEAR BOOK.
Preliminary figures on the sec-

ond five-year plan, according to

Smirnow, call for the following in-

stallations by 1937: permanent the-

aters in towns and villages, 46,000;

theaters in cities, 2,100; portable

units, 58,000; club installations, 13,-

000; school installations, 150,000.

Sound apparatus, made by Egorov
Bros., enables silent installations in

the smaller places at the low price

of $50. Adaptation of these equip-

ments to sound also has been solved.

Without aid from foreign con-

cerns, the Soviet film combine late-

ly has put into operation two raw
film plants with a yearly capacity

of 245,000,000 feet, and another fac-

tory with a yearly capacity of 500,-

000,000 feet will start production in

1932. Annual growth in require-

ments of raw film by the Soviet mo-
tion picture trust, known as Soyuz-

kino, is put at 406,720,000 feet in

1933; 541,200,000 in 1934; 757,680,-

000 in 1935; 1,033,200,000 in 1936,

and 1,318,560,000 in 1937. This

means the facilities will have to be

expanded further, and two new giant

plants will be started in 1933. Ad-
ditional studios also will be erected

to supply the large number of films

needed.
New capital investments planned

include: $15,953,800 for studios;

$34,870,000 for raw film plants;

$42,564,000 for construction of equip-

ment plants; $32,300,000 for recon-

struction of existing equipment
plants; $287,183,000 for new thea-

ters; $102,500,000 for wiring the

projection installations.

Intensive work also is being con-

ducted in television, and a system
for making color films has been de-

veloped.

Relief Fund on Last Lap;
Every Dollar Will Help

(Continued from Page 1)

those less fortunate? Assure
them that YOU will help to see them
through trying times. Two more
cases, with heart-breaking stories

of misfortune's ruthless mowing
down of upright men, came to the

FUND on Saturday. Three months
back rent to pay; one meagre meal
a day for the past week; kiddies

without proper winter clothing;

those were the awful facts. Let's

have YOUR donation, now, today.

Become a part of this great charity.

'Sooky'
A worthy successor to "Skippy," its

companion piece, this Paramount picture

which opened at the Rivoli on Saturday,

looks like another good answer to the

cry for more juveniles. Jackie Cooper
as "Skippy" and Robert Coogan as

"Sooky" are a great pair. They have put
a lot of heart-throb stuff Into this one,

which will get the oldsters as well as

the youngsters. Some death-bed stuff

seems too heavily stressed for a closing,

and they could have got the sympathy
without it, for the picture has the real

heart interest. HARROWER.

ALONG lALTO
lill

• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till

Now that the Motion Picture Club is becoming one of
the most pop clubs in the metropolis the one place to
go for luncheon if ya want to meet all the film gents who mean
something a great hangout in the evening for
after dining sumptuously under the guiding hand of the genial
Maitre Max.

.

. .you can repair to the library and spend the
evening in all the luxurious comfort and exclusiveness of a Fifth
Avenoo club or take a whirl at handball, ping pong or
bridge according to whether you are Youthful, Dodder-
ing or Senile it's a safe bet that there isn't a represen-
tative club in the metropolis that offers so mu'ch for so little.

• • • THAT under the able leadership of H. D. Buckley
the membership committee in the past year has enrolled an
impressive list of gents who will lend eclat and weight to the
Club that Lee A. Ochs desei'ves a big hand for the man-
ner in which he has pepped up everything all along the line

since taking over the presidency that here is a Club
typifying the activities of the entire Industry in the East, and
deserves the wholehearted support of everybody

• • • That a woman who had been employed by various pic-

ture companies as a reader was recently killed in an auto-
mobile accident. .... when it was learned that she had left

no money exicept to cover burial costs, two of the "hard-
hearted" concerns for whom she had worked raised enough to

help put her 10-year-old daughter in boarding school
so we're just passing this along to the writers who are busy
panning the industry that pays 'em .... 'Tis more blessed
to give a Boost than a Slam .... that Regina Cannon, for-

merly m. p. ed. of "The New York American," has joined up
with "Screenland Weekly" in This Great Big Town of Ours

That Nina Ruskin, who understudied Fay Wray in

"Nikki," has been tested by M-G-M.

# # # That four voting machines similar to those used
in political elections will be installed in the rotunda, foyer and
lounges of the Roxy this week for the purpose of recording
patron reaction to 15 different questions pertaining to the cur-

rent picture and stage program Charles Griswold orig-

inated the idea Some of the questions are: "Do you
prefer Roxy stage shows to the pictures shown?" "Do
you like this week's feature?" "Do you prefer person-
alities on the stage rather than elaborate spectacles?"
Small levers will be used to enable patrons to register "yes"
or "no," sez Russell Moon, explaining the stunt

• • • That Dorothy M. Herzog, who was formerly picture

ed. of "The Mirror," has written a second novel which will soon
be published in New York That Jimmy Dunn, new Fox
sensashun, will appear at the Academy of Music, Crotona,
Park Plaza, Fox Hackensack, Englewood, State, Jersey City,

and other Skouras houses. ... he's twenty five and
unmarried.. That the pop cigs cost an average of four
cents a pack to produce, which explains why they can spend
millions in advertising 'em and still make more millions

• • # That Paramount employees are getting pepped up
for the Paramount Pep Club ball scheduled to excite at the
Astor on Feb. 5 Plenty of Paramount screen talent

will help matters That Edwin Schallert did a Grand
Piece of Work in getting out the "Los Angeles Times" Fif-

tieth Anniversary Edition tracing the Fundamental Facts and
Achievements of the film biz

« « « » » »

RKO SLASHES $963,000

.

FROM DISTRIBUTION GOSTJ

(Continued from Page 1)

prints, reductions in payroll, budge'
control and miscellaneous item,

showed the greatest savings. Th
cost of checking houses did not sho\
an increase despite the greater numi
ber of houses playing pictures or

percentage. Collections on Radii
Pictures have dropped less than ;

per cent compared with last yeai
it is learned.

Board of National Review
Names Outstanding Film;

(Continued from Page 1)
|

"Front Page"
"Quick Millions"
"Surrender"
"City Lights"
"Dishonored"
"Guardsman"
"Rango"
"Tabu"

Supplementary Ten
"Around the World

in 80 Minutes"
"The Champ"
"Public Enemy"
"Skippy"
"Street Scene"
"Bad Girl"
"Little Caesar"
"Sin of Madelon

Claudet"
"Smiling Lieutenant"
"Trader Horn"

Foreign
"Die Dreigroschenoper" ("Beggar'

Opera")
"Das Lied vom Leben" ("Song o

Life")
"Le Million" ("The Million")
"Sous les Toits de Paris" ("Unde'

the Roofs of Paris")
"Vier von der Infanterie" ("Com;

rades of 1918")
Selections of the first ten by tW

Board are based on a consideratiof
of what films have contained sonw
unusual quality that is purely cine
matic. "The supplementary list '}

for films that, without any special

artistic pre-eminence, are neverthU
less successful and in some resped
important pieces of motion picturi

making. The foreign films are sd

lected as all-important and unusujj
contributions to the screen.

hi\k.i):^hki:^l)^^^

IMANYmw m\m\

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM OAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

Dec. 21
William J. Cowen Pat Hartigan

Lucien Hubbard
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Industry Leaders Decry Discounting of Tax Evil
-Merry Christmas- -Merry Christmas- -Merry Christmas-

MICHALOVE, WESHNER TO SPLIT CIRCUIT DUTIES
-Merry Christmas—

-

—Merry Christmas— —Merry Christmas-

Fax on Copyright Royalty is Upheld in California
•i

A Cahlegrara
. to St. Nick - (Collect)

^^= By Jack Aiicoate ^^;^=

Dear Mr. S. Claus:

Gee, Santa, the gang is still smilin'

)ut things has been plenty tough,
tfost of the bunch have took it on
;he chin and are kinda down in the
nouth, so that if you could slip 'em a
;rinket or some other gadget I know
t would make 'em feel sorta cheer-
ful and merryxmas like on Merry-
icmas day. I been snoopin' around
1 bit lately and here's the low-down:
Tiny AL lichtman wants a deck of
ill face cards and little EDDIE
Schiller wants a toy lion that roars
md ADOLPH zukor wants the good
old days and EARLE hammons
(vants a sink-em putter and MICH-
AEL levee wants a bridge primer
and PHILLIP reisman wants a new
rocking horsie and HERBIE yates
wants a bull market and SID kent
wants a copla weeks in Florida and
ROXY wants a theater and WILLIE
hays wants prosperity and NATE
burkan wan':s a house in Havana and
DICKIE rowland wants a pair of
military brushes and DOC giannini
wants to get back to Times Square
and M. A. lightman wants a tax-
eliminator and HAROLD franklin as
usual wants something or other and
ABIE myers wants any old argu-
ment and TOMMY meighan wants a
magic lantern and NICKY schenck
wants the fastest boat on the sound
and CARLIE laemmle wants an-
other man-made monster and HAR-
RY warner wants a pool table with
big pockets and JESSIE lasky wants
a cornet and SAMMY katz wants
more attendance and JIMMY grain-
ger wants less rumors and JOEY
schenck wants a brand new sailor
suit and HIRAM brown wants a rest
and SAMMY goldwyn wants a sock
full of arrowsmiths and LUBITSCH
wants a foot-long cigar and ARTIE
loew wants a parachute and SAM
morris wants an admiral's uniform
and JULES brulatour wants a little

more sunshine and CHARLIE petti-
{Continued on Page 2)

Ruling Sustains Franchise
Tax Commissioner

on Levy
Sacramento — California's corpo-

rate franchise tax on royalties from
copyrights has been upheld by the
State Board of Equalization in a
ruling handed down following ap-
peal by Coronet Comedies, Inc.,

against the action of the Franchise
(.Continued on Page 12)

—Merry Christmas—

N. H. SPITZER PLANS

36 SHORT SUBJECTS

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Two series of shorts

totaling 36 subjects are planned by
Natural Productions, Inc., headed
by N. H. Spitzer as production
chief and William Alexander in

charge of sales with headquarters
(Continued on Page 11)

—Merry Christmas—

-

Philadelphia Theaters
Settle With Musicians

Philadelphia—Settlement of the
musicians' strike was reached Sun-
day, with the musicians gaining 110
men instead of the previous offer of

50, but giving up many concessions
such as overtime, doubling, etc. As
a result of the agreement, the Mast-
baum and Earl theaters open with
stage shows on Friday.

Hands Across tFie Sea

Far-reaching recognition of THE
FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND comes in

the following cable from Sam Eckman,
Jr., of M-C-M in London:

"Having requested cooperation of

American representatives in Europe for

the Film Daily Relief Fund, am pleased

to advise checks totaling $190 being

mailed. Contributors are: Walter Hut-
chinson, Fox; Murray Silverstone, United

Artists; Max Milder. Warners; Joe Fried-

man, Columbia; Earl Kramer. Radio;

Sam Eckman, Jr., M-C-M, all of Lon-
don; also P. N. Brinch and Arthur
Fieldelbaum, M-C-M, Paris; Henry Kahn,
Fox, Berlin; Raoul Lemat, M-C-M,
Stockholm; George Kann, M-C-M foreign

production.

ONIY 2 MORE DAYS LEFT

TO PUT rUND OVER TOP

Two more days will wind up the
FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND
drive. Several hundred dollars were
pledged yesterday by film men all

over the world. Many contributions
{Continued on Page 12)

—Merry Christmas—

Johnson Leaving Fox;
Assistant to Sheehan

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Joseph Johnson, for-

merly New York City official and
recently assistant to Winfield R.
Sheehan, is understood to be leaving
Fnx. He was stationed at the home
office when he joined the company
about two years ago.

Discounting of Tax Evil
Decried by Industry Chiefs

Single Feature Bill

'Innovation' i n Chicago

Chicago — "Screen entertainment different

from anything that has been attempted in this

cinema temple" Is the way the Sheridan is

being publicized in connection with a two-day
change from its dual features to a bill oif

one featMre and Sevgi) jbprH,

A statement by Standard Statis-

tics, quoted in Sunday papers, say-

ing that industry leaders discount
the Federal tax of 10 per cent on
tickets because the average admis-
sion is 35 cents and a few cents
more will not hurt attendance, was
branded as false yesterday by more

(.Continued on Page 11)

Warner Theaters Being^
Divided into Two ^^

Groups -«^

Warner Bros, are working out a
new setup in their theater organiza-
tion under which, it is understood,
Dan Michalove will take charge of
theaters in half of the country a d
David Weshner will handle the
houses in the other half. This plan
is part of the arrangement un.ier

(Continued on Page 11)

—Merry Clnistmas—

CHAS. ROGERS MAYRESUi4E

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Charles R. Rogers,

vice-president in charge of produc-
tion for RKO Pathe, will resume in-

dependent production in February
unless he is given additional au-

thority following the consolidation

of the Radio Pictures and Pathe stu-

dios, it is reported here.

—Merry Christmas—

300 Pathe Employees Out;

Sid Rogell Refuses Offer
West Coast Bureau, THE FILa DAILY

Hollywood—Three hundred RKO
Pathe employees were let out when
the Pathe forces moved to the Radio

Pictures lot on Saturday.
Sid Rogell, Pathe studio manager,

refused RKO's offer.

Roxy Signs Fred Waring

For New Musical Policy

Bowing to the public preference for lively

modern music in preference to classics, Charles

A. Caballero of the Roxy has signed Fred

Waring's Pennsylvanians for eight weeks, with

an option of eight more, to take the place of

the present symphony orchestra. Waring's or-

chestra, which opens the first of the year, will

be doubled in size, giving it 60 men, and

will consist of several units which can work

together pr separately. It will be known as

the RQ»y) Synco-Symphony, sn^ will work ex-

clus{v<!v in the pit.
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—Merry Christmas—

MPTO ELECTS HERMAN
Pittsburgh—Dr. C. E. Herman is

the newly elected chairman of the

M.P.T.O. of W. Pa. and W. Va., suc-

ceeding Alex Moore, who declined to

continue at the expiration of his

t-rm.

'<i

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

I Eastmain Films
\i J. E. Brulatour> Inc.

if a
J.: g

Chicago Hollywood K
> 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica K
}• CALumet 3692 Blvd K
}• HOLlywood 4121 K

»>••*>•••••V1^

A Cablegram
...to Su Nick - (Collect)

(Continued from Page 1)

John wants a pair of six-ounce
gloves. We know those we left out

will be satisfied with a dash of hap-
piness, a bit of sunshine and a wee
occasional package of good luck . . .

as fer ourselves, we can't complain
much. If we can just hold on to

our friends and our health we'll be
gettin' a pretty fair break.

—Merry Christmas—

Douras, Ben Lindsey Join

Marchetti Legal Staff
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hol'ywood—George Bernard Dou-

ras, father of Marion Davies and at

one time a New York magistrate,

last wtek was admitted to the Cali-

fornia bar and became a member
of the Roger Marchetti law firm

here. Ben Lindsey, the noted ex-

iudge of Denver, also has associated

himself with the Marchetti legal

staff.

Marchetti, who represents Wam-
nas. Howard Hughes, and other

Hollywood interests, is at present

in New York awaiting the arrival

nf Hughes.
—Merry Christmas—

"Ladies of Big House"
In Two-Week Dual Run

Paramount's "Ladies of the B'g
House", produced with much secrecy

and acclaimed at previews, will open
simultaneously at the New York and
Brooklyn Par^mounts on New
Year's Eve with a two week's run
contemplated.

—Merry Christmas--

Bank Asks Foreclosure

Against Fox, St. Louis
St. Louis — Suit to foreclose

against the Theater Realtv Co..

title holder for the Fox theater
nronertv, has been fi^ed by the St

Louis Union Trust Co.. trustee for
t>ie bonds secured by the property.

Outstanding bonds total $4,447,500.

TntTest due Oct. 1 was not naid.

Temnorary receivers were ap-

pointed several weeks ago.

—Merry Christmas—
PROTEST TICKET TAX

Cleveland—A resolution protest-

in"- aerainst the proposed 10 per cent
ticket tax was adopted at the last

mpptine of the Cleveland M. P. Ex-
hibitors* Ass'n. Members were
urged to wri*^e senators and repre-

''entatives setting forth why the tax
would prove disastrous.

- -Merry Christmas—
FILMS SUCCEED STOCK

Newark, N. J. — After several

months of dramatic stock presenta-
tions, the Montclair will resume a

policy of pictures and vaudeville on
Christmas Day, Warner Bros, an-

nounce. —Merry Christmas—
CITY TAXES KILLED

City ordinances providing for

taxes on admissions have been killed

in both Los Angeles and Columbus.
In each instance 10 per cent assess-

ment was proposed.

PU6LIX NOT TURNING BACK

$AENGERHOUS[S IN SOUTH

Despite reports to the contrary
Publix is not planning to return its

Saenger houses to E. V. Richards
and his associates. The Film Daily
learned from an authoritative source
yesterday. Richards, however, is

understood to be working out an
important theater deal in the South.
This will not interfere with his
connection with Publix.

- -Merry Clwistmas—
Felder Named Sales Mgr.
For Irving Pictures Corp.
Joe Felder, formerly salesman for

RKO Pathe, has joined the Irving
Pictures Corp. as sales manager.

Irving Pictures Corp. has booked
its entire series of eight Harry
Carey westerns in 14 RKO houses
in the metropolitan district. The
first in the series has also been
booked by 20 Warner houses in New
Jersey, and by the Joe Seiden Long
Island Circuit.

"The Phantom", Artclass thriller,

will be distributed in New York and
New Jersey by Irving Pictures Corp.

-} Icrry Christmas- ~

Multicolor Signs Lesser
For All Film Processing

li'est Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Ho'lywood—Multicolor has signed

contracts to process all the Sol Les-
ser productions, including the Zane
Grey features, it is announced by
Frank Garbutt, who is in charge of
the lab. and is understood to have
placed it on a paying basis. Stand-
ard Pictures Corp.. Walter Futter,
Tom Griffith and Tom White also

have signed with Multicolor for
their processing.—Merry Christmas—

R. E. GRIFFITH EXPANDING
Dallas — Expansion to create a

circuit of representative towns in

New Mexico is planned by R. E.
Griffith, who operates theaters in-

dividually besides being a factor in

the Grifl^th Amusement Co., it was
stated by him while here recently.
Griffith towns in New Mexico include
Roswell, Gallup, New Hobbs, Clovis,
Carlsbad and other towns.—Merry Christmas—

AID BOSTON NEEDY
Boston—Loew and M-G-M em-

ployees here chipped in $947.86 to

the Mayor's fund for relief of the
unemployed. The South Station
theater also donated last Satur.day
night's gross to relief.

--Merry Christmas—
"SAFE IN HELL" DOES WELL
Dorothy Mackaill in "Safe in

Hell," First National picture, did

$23,000 in its first three days—Fri-
day, Saturday and Sunday—at the
New York Strand.

REUBEN SAMUELS
President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc.

Real INSURANCE Service

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyont 9-3740, 3741. 3742

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Open Meeting of Jewish Theat-
rical Guild. Morosco Theater, New York
11:15 P. M.

Dec. 31 : Motion Picture Salesmen New
Year's frolic. Hotel Plaza, New York

Dec. 31 : New Year's Eve Party, Motion
Picture Club, New York.

Jan. S: Testimonial dinner to Aaron Saper-
stein. Congress Hotel, Chicago.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Caroliiu
Theater Ownerq' Ass'n, Hotel Charlottt
Charlotte, N. C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-danci
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures)
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Gen
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P
T. O. A.. Hotel Mayflower, Washing-
ton, D. C.

—Merry Christmas—
BLAUFOX INJURED

Word reached New York yester-

day to the effect that Jay Blaufox,
publicity man, sustained injuries in

joth legs in an automobile accident

near Rouse's Point, N. Y., on Sun-

day. He was driving to Canada on

an assignment for a news syndicate.

WANTED
Want to purchase for Colombia,

South America, all kinds of

Silent Pictures

Room 414—39 Cortlandt St., N. Y. C.

i907

ff.
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Twenty-five Year§
— the money from the sale of
Christmas Seals has promoted:

—the establishment ofsanatoriums
for treating tuberculosis

— the finding of tuberculosis in
time to effect a cure

—health inspection of school
children

—the teaching of habits that help
to insure good health

— the bringing of rest, good food,
sunshine, fresh air, medical at-

tention to sick children

cJ'ielp cTiglil L^uberculosts

BuyCHRISTMAS OEALS
THE NATION \L, .STATE AND LOCAL TDBERCDL08IB

AS.S0CTAT10NSJ OF THE V.NITED STATES
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Short Shots from
New York Studios
iii5v HARRY N. BLAIRi^ii^

D OBERT L. RIPLEY, who has just

completed his 17th "Believe It

or Not" short for Warner Vitaphone,

is preparing to sail to the Orient

about Feb. 1. This time he plans

to visit China, Japan and the South
Seas. Before sailing, Ripley will

make at least three more Vitaphone
shorts in addition to making up suf-

ficient newspaper cartoons to insure

daily publication while he is away.
•

Paramount's New York stu-

dio is housing an embryo opera
diva in the person 0^ Henrietta
Slomka, telephone operator,

whose soprano voice has rated
her an audition before the ex-

ecutives of the Columbia Broad-
casting chain with promise of

an engagement to follow shortly

thereafter.
•

Seven new Vitaphone shorts were
released nationally this week by
Warner Bros. They are, "Her Wed-
ding Night-Mare," two-reel White
and Watson; "Northern India," E.

M. Newman Travel-Talk; "Red
Headed Baby," a Merrie Melody car-

toon; "Bosko at the Zoo," a Looney
Tune, "The High School Hoofer";
"Believe It or Not" No. 4 and "Sport
Slants," No. 4.

•

Joe Helton tells us that Al Parker
has taken an option on his year-old

baby girl for Fox pictures. Al thinks

he has another Janet Gaynor in the

embryo.
•

A majority of the Vitaphone stars

and featured players will be guests
of the New York Strand on
Christmas Eve at the premiere of

"Manhattan Parade," featuring
Smith and Dale. Among those pres-

ent will be Robert Ripley, Donald
Meek, Thelma White, John Hamilton
and Clarence Whitehill. The latter

plays the title role in Vitaphone's
Washington Bicentennial two-reeler.

•

Politics figures in the story of
"His Honor," fifth of the Booth
Tarkington juvenile stories, just

completed at the Warner Vita-
phone studio under the direction

of Alf. Goulding. Billy Hayes
again plays the leading role of
Penrod.

Att«ndanct at Australasian motion

picture theaters Is 144,000,000 a year.

ALONG lALTO

• • • IN THE current issue of "Asia" there is a mighty

interesting article on the cinema in Japan written by

Siegfried Lindstrom, who has spent his life in that country, and

represents an American film company there for the past

two years the land of Nippon has produced over 700 features a

year beating Hollywood by about 100 but the

product averages a negative cost of five grand only

* * * if

• • • THE JAPS probably hold the record for being "pic-

ture conscious" every school has a motion picture study

club the regular theater program averages about 22

reels and our exhibs complain about the double-feature

evil! every Japanese city has its "theater street"

over a thousand houses show only Jap pix where foreign
and American pix are shown, an interpreter known as a benshi
stands alongside the screen he keeps up a running fire

of explanatory conversation as he interprets the action
many of these benshis have a personal following rivaling that
of a great stage actor

• • • RIGHT NOW the Havana theaters are getting ready
for the invasion of the American tourist trade Ernesto
P. Smith, heading the Columbia branch in Cuba, operates the
Campoamor theater in Havana, one of the best Antonio
Sastre has been assigned the management of the ultra-modern
'Encanto by Mister Pratchett, the Paramount chief and
the native film trade paper, "Filmopolis," is an unblushing
duplication in makeup of the "Film Daily"

• • • OVER AT the Warner stude they were making a
Vitaphone short with the Mandel brothers the scene
called for a steel construction so they hired a half dozen
real steel "roughnecks" to make it realistic and the
makeup man tried to doll 'em up with his powder and rouge

and they almost massacred him

• • • FRIENDS OF Charles "Pop" Berlino, vet exchange-
man and life member of the M. P. Salesmen's association, will

be interested to learn that he has been appointed to the Bronx
Grand Jury for life A. L. McCormack has taken over
control of Colorfilm Corporation he is well known in the
automobile field Herman Obrock, Jr., the first camera-
man for Pathe newsreel when it was organized here, recalls

that Mister Franconi was then the editor, and Frank Hoagland
was writing titles

• • • THE RUNNER-UP prize in the Empey Class B
tournament was won by Billy Ferguson when Bill dis-

covered that it was a silver medal, he immediately started
propaganda to get Uncle Sam off the gold standard in

order to make his medal worth more than the gold one that
Don Mersereau won for first prize just a Scotch
fenagler

• • • LOOKS AS if Radio City will be officially referred
to as Rockefeller City in honor of John D. Rockefeller,
Jr., whose financing made it possible Alice Reinheart,
German film star, will have the leading role in the stage com-
edy, "Wilhelm Papavert," soon to open at the Vanderbilt
Out in Hollywood the phone of Wallace Smith is always ring-
ing for there are four Wallace Smiths in the phone
book but he isn't any one of the four he is think-
ing of taking an unusual name like Jones or Brown

Seattle—William FitzHenry, for-

mer manager of the Fox Castle in

Vancouver, Wash., has been ap-
pointed division booker for Fox West
Coast with headquarters in this city.

Vancouver, B. C.—J. F. Langer
has sold his interest in seven subur-
ban theaters and in the New Or-
pheum to a Toronto syndicate.

Big Lake, Tex.—H. Ford Taylor
has sold a half interest in the Pal-
ace to a local rancher and has
bought the Palace at Hamlin.

Elvins, Mo.—William Collins is

rebuilding his theater here, recentlyi
damaged by fire.

Wheeling, W. Va.—George Zeppos
has disposed of the Plaza to Carl
Jansen.

St. Louis—Fulton Investment Co.
has bought from the Royal Plaza]
Realty Co. the property at 3002-141
Olive St., consisting of a two-story
building under lease to M-G-M Dis-i

tributing Corp.

Detroit—Fred Sourbeck is the new.
manager of the Colonial, succeeding
R. V. Samuels.

Vancouver, Wash. — Floyd Max-
well, manager of the Fox Para-
mount in Portland, has temporarily
taken over the management of the
Fox Castle, with Robert Rhodes as
his assistant.

Everett, Wash.—The Colby Amuse--
ment Co. has announced tentative
plans for the erection of a theater
here. Contract has been signed for
the purchase of a site. George
Fauvre has been named manager of

the Colby.

Lewiston, Mont. — Andy Samuel,
advertising manager of the Foxi
Judith in this city, has been pro-'

moted to the managership of the Al-

cazar in Great Falls.

« « « » » »

Livermore, Cal.—James B. Lima
will re-open the State.

r
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

Dec. 22
Alex. Gottlieb

Earl W. Wingart

Alfred T. Mannon

James ). Bradley
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CONGRESS
now in session—

this country in its darkest hours had a

Washington and a Lincoln—

WHAT THIS COUNTRY NEEDS
RIGHT NOW IS—
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WE PREDICT
SHE WILL WIN IT
NEXT YEAR TOO !

The highest prize of the

industry went to Marie
Dressier this year for

her work in "Min an
Bill." We think she will

win it again next year.

^Jfek-^M

RICHARD CEOMWELL-IEAN
•X



FROM THOUSANDS OF
SCREENS SHPLL
CHEER UP AMERICA!

Let her change the map
of the IJS,A. from

THIS to THIS

Hats off to Marie Dressier! Hats off to M^G-M's studio'showmen who have immortalized

her God-given talent in **Emma" a motion picture that will inscribe its humanity on

the heart of the world. Exhibitors need not be told of the power and appeal of this

glorious actress. But we are here to tell them that with Marie Dressier in "Emma'* there

has come to the screens of America a picture so tenderly understanding, so packed with

laughs, so funny and tragic and beautiful, all wrapped in one, that once seeing it no

one will rest until they have have enjoyed it all over again. Box-offices of America, get

ready for action!

CLARENCE BROWN's
Production of the story by Frances Marion, author of "The Champ"

—and we
respectfully

urge
(SEE NEXT page)
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MR. HOOVER, MR. MELLON, MR. STIMSON,
MR. CURTIS—

Stop Worrying!

MARIE DRESSLER
is coming in

MMA
A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

of course!



EXTRA!
B}' Special arrangement with our studio

in Culver Cityy California^ we are able

to obtain advance prints for

SPECIAL NATION WIDE
TRADE SHOWINGS OF

MARIE {Bkss her heart!)

DRESSLER
inEMMA

It is worth considerable sacrifice ofyour time and effort

to attend one of these screenings:

Albany

Atlanta

Boston

Buffalo

Butte

Charlotte

Chicago

Cincinnati

Cleveland

Dallas

Denver

Des Moines

Dtitoit

Indianapolis

Kansas City

Los Angeles

Memphis

HarmanusBleeckerHall Tuesday, Dec. 29

Fox Sunday, Jan. 3

State Tuesday, Dec. 29

Buffalo Tuesday, Dec. 29

Rialto Tuesday, Dec. 29

CarolinaTheatre Tuesday, Dec. 29

Dearborn

Lyric

Allen

Melba

Ogden

Des Moines

United Artists

Fountain Square

Isis

Boulevard

Strand

Tuesday, Dec. 29

Tuesday, Dec. 29

Tuesday, Dec. 29

Sunday, Jan. 3

Tuesday, Dec. 29

Tuesday, Dec. 29

Tuesday, Dec. 29

Monday, Dec. 28

Tuesday, Dec. 29

Tuesday, Dec. 29

Sunday, Jan. 3

1 1: 15 P.M.

^:oo P.M.

lo.oo A.M.

Midnight

11:30 P.M.

10:00 A.M.

2:00 P.M.

11:30 P.M.

11:30 P.M.

10:30 A.M.

1:00 P.M.

10:30A.M.

11:30 P.M.

2:00 P.M.

2:00 P.M.

10:30 A.M.

3:00 P.M.

Milwaukee

Minneapolis

New Haven

New Orleans

New York

Oklahoma City

Omaha

Davidson

Loring

Fox College

Tudor

Astor

Criterion

World

Philadelphia Keith

Pittsburgh Loew's Penn

Pordand Broadway

St. Louis Ritz

Salt Lake City Gem
San Francisco Alhambra

Seattle Paramount

Syracuse Loeif's Stat&

Tulsa, Okla. Ritz

Washington Ambassador

Tuesday, Dec. 29

Tuesday, Dec. 29

Tuesday, Dec. 29

Sunday, Jan. 3

Tuesday, Dec. 29

Sunday, Jan. 3

Tuesday, Dec. 29

Sunday, Jan. 10

Sunday, Jan. 3

Tuesday, Dec. 29

Tuesday, Dec. 29

Tuesday, Dec. 29

Tuesday, Dec. 29

Tuesday, Dec. 29

Tuesday, Dec. 29

Tuesday, Jan. 5

Tuesday, Dec. l9

Matinee

2:00 P.M.

10:30 P.M.

10:00 A.M.

1 1 :00 A.M.

10:00A.M.

10:00 A.M.

8:00 P.M.

8:30 P.M.

11:15 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

11:30 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

11:30 P.M.

Midnight

10:30A.M.

2:00 P.M«

G-M (At Your Servicel)
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Theater Changes Reported by Film Boards of Trade
ALABAMA

Changes in Ownership
Evergreen—Evergreen, sold to C. McPher-

son by G. E. Fuller.

Closing
Bay Minette—Dixie ; MonroeviUe—Strand

;

Robertsdale—Grand.

CALIFORNIA
Changes in Ownership

Alhambra—Garfield, sold to W. J. Edwards
by Kellow ; Healdsburg—State, sold to L.
Killingsworth by T. & D., Jr. ; Lindsay-
Glade, sold to J. L. Seither by T. & D.,

Jr. ; Long Beach—California, sold to F. H.
Graaf by C. Malin ; Oakland—T. & D.,

sold to Morgan A. Walsh by Fox West
Coast ; Sacrainento—Alhambra, sold to

Fox West Coast by United Artists; Plaza,

sold to A. A[ Nyeburg by I. F. Morris;
San Diego—^Imperial, sold to Mrs. Vin-

cent Russo Hy E. P. Crie ; San Francisco

—Avenue, soid to Ben Levin by San Bruno
Theater & Realty Corp. ; Roosevelt, sold

to Ben Letin by Roosevelt Thea. Co.

;

Santa Paula/—Lyric, sold to Kleine & Fine

by J. Lash* ; Hollywood Thea. have taken

over the fcfllowing houses from Fox West
Coast : Beverly Hills—Beverly ; Los An-
geles—Apdllo. Carlton, Carmel, Paramount,
Stadium, Rivioli, Vista ; Lonkersheim—El
Portal.

Closing
Azus—Azusa ; Long Beach—American, Mayo.

Re-Opening
Los Angeles—Westlake ; Oakland—T. & D.

;

San Diego—Hollywood.

COLORADO
Changes in Ownership

Flagler—Grand, sold to R. E. Precht

;

Limon—Auditorium, sold to John Blair.

Closing
Berthoud—Moon ; Red Cliff—Paramount.

Re-Opening
Holly—Sun.

CONNECTICUT
Changes in Ownership

Bridgeport—Barnum, sold to Martin & Lin-
nis by Strand Amuse. Co. ; Black Rock,
sold to Davis & Schumann by Schwartz
Amuse. Co.

FLORIDA
Changes in Ownership

Bartow—Ernada, sold to Bartow Enterprises,

Inc., by D. V. Marquis.

GEORGIA
Changes in Ownership

Griffin—Roxy, sold to N. Ginsberg by Em-
pire States Thea. Co. ; Statesboro—State,

sold to Lev Martin by State Theater, Inc.

IDAHO
Closing

Genesee—Cozy ; Kendrick—Audian.

ILLINOIS
Chang:es in Ownership

Chicago— Lorraine, sold to S. E. Hartman
by Jack H. Weinberg ; Virginia, sold to

John Pacos by Wm. H. Noble; McLean

—

McLean Com., sold to Wesley T. Richards
by E. B. Noble; Villa Park—Villard, sold

to Ray Barrett and Mike Myers by Arthur
Closing

Areola— Areola ; Mason City — Liberty
;

Mound City—Palace ; Nashville—Gem ;

Petersburg—Strand ; Raymond—Community
;

Stockton—Stockton ; Tilden—Electric.

Re-Opening
Cairo—Rees ; Chicago—Crane, Grand ; Ver-

sailles—Rex.

INDIANA
Closing

Aurora—Grand.

IOWA
Changes in Ownership

Anthon—Jewel, sold to M. J. Nathan by F.
C. Lyons ; Primghar—Princess, sold to
Leslie O. Hamer by H. Von Boxtell

;

Walnut—Walnut, sold to Earl Miller by
Max O. Shoemaker ; Marcus—Rainbow,
sold to E. Delaney by Lehman & Robin-
son.

Closing
Arnold Park—Uptown; Anamosa—Grand;

Bedford—Rialto ; Lovermore—Princess.

KENTUCKY
Changes in Ownership

London—London, sold to Lee MofEtt by

Hysom Amuse. Co. ; Nicholasville—Model,
sold to J. R. Strange by W. M. Quinn;
Paintsville—Arcade, sold to W. H. Kirk
by Holmes, Kirk, Cain.

Closing
Monticello—Gem. Russell—Regent ; Stan-

ford—Opera House.
Re-Opening

Ashland—Lyric ; Betsy Layne—Paramount.

LOUISIANA
Closing

Cotton Valley—Liberty
; Jackson—Jackson

;

Mangham — Liberty ; Pineville— Insane
Hospital.

MAINE
Changes in Ownership

Guildford—New Community, sold to Richard
Elliott by Walter B. Mills.

MARYLAND
Changes in Ownership

Greensboro—Riverside, sold to H. Vosheel
by T. E. Dewing: Hancock—New. sold to
D. M. Wolf by Mrs. Corbett ; Manchester—New, sold to R. Blocker by V. K.
Leister.

Closing
New Windsor—Windsor.

Re-Opening
Barton—Rink ; Rockville—Arcade.

MASSACHUSETTS
Closing

Gloucester—Olympia.

Re-Opening
Lowell—Crown, Tremont ; Randolph—Stet-
son Hall.

New Theaters
Boston—South Station, New South Station

Theater, J. & M. Levenson, owners.

Name Change
Lee—Park, formerly Carey's.

MICHIGAN
Changes in Ownership

Ecorsc—Ecors^ sold to Mile Owens by
Andre Bzovi ; Durand—Theatorium, sold
to Earl Annett by C. J. Goodwill.

Closing
Detroit—Empress, RKO Temple ; Daggette—Palace ; Alpha^Majestic ; Ahmeek

—

Rex ; Mass—Crystal ; Merrill—Merrill

;

Onaway—Dean ; Oscoda—Oscoda.

Re-Opening
Detroit—Little; E. Jordan—Temple; Grand
Haven—Robinshood ; Owosso—Owosso ; So.
Range—Star.

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership

Mnnesota—Joy, sold to Sigrid Frost by
George Benson ; Nashwauk—Grand, sold
to Crocket Brown by Edelsteins ; Redby

—

Lyceum, sold to E. C. Gammon by Karl
Korstad.

Closing
Dodge Centre—Opera House ; Ivanho

—

State ; Keewatin—Capitol ; Mizpah

—

Movies ; New Richland—Faust ; St. Paul

—

Selby ; Sherburn—Star ; Wabasso—Lyric.

Re-Opening
Columbus—New Columbus.

MISSISSIPPI
Closing

D'Lo—Y.M.C.A. ; Lumberton—Lumberton.

MISSOURI
Changes in Ownership

Houston—Melba, sold to Carl Morrison by
Mary McCaskill.

Re-Opening
St. Louis—German House.

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

Ashland—Gem, sold to Wm. Miller by W.
E. Dyer ; Bloomfield—Star, sold to Arthur
Brune by Victor Gross ; Butte—Opera
House, sold to Sherman Meland by John
Allen ; Laurel—Auditorium, sold to H. F.
Voter by V. R. Riggle; Pilger—Paragon,
sold to M. E. Schreiber by Roland Orelup.

Closing
Crofton — Statesman ; Ewing — Eldorado

;

Hildreth—Star ; Milligan—Central ; New-
castle—Star ; Orleans—Strand ; Talmage

—

Kennedy.
Re-Opening

Butte—Opera House,

NEW YORK
Changes in Ownership

Attica—Family, sold to George Williams by
Frank Gath ; Cold Springs—Playhouse, sold
to Anderson & Smirnoff by Herbert Glid-
den ; Lackawanna—Park, sold to Thomas
Crosby by J. & S. Georgeski ; Nyack

—

Broadway ; Ossining—Partheon, sold to

Skouras Theaters, Inc., by Fox Metro-
politan Playhouses, Inc.

Closing
West Hurley—Grange Hall ; Whitney Point
—Peoples.

Re-Opening
Cold Springs—Playhouse ; Nyack—Broad-
way ; Ossining—Partheon.

New Theater
Scarsdale—Scarsdale, Scarsdale Amuse. Co.,
owners ; Wappinger Falls — Academy,
Philip Eisenberg, owner.

New York City
Changes in Ownership

Bronx Plaza, sold to Skouras Theaters by
Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc. ; Fifth
Ave. Playhouse—66 Fifth Ave., sold to I.

Kaplan by Whitney Amuse. Co. ; Fifth
Ave. Playhouse—66 Fifth Ave., sold to
Edward Ricci by I. Kaplan; Palace— 176th
St. and St. Nicholas Ave., sold to Bridge
Thea. Corp. by Lee Ochs ; Progress

—

Third Ave., sold to Benlem Amuse. Corp.
by Rosenbrod Holding Corp ; S. & A.

—

558 W. 125th St., sold to William Jocker
by Morris Menkoff.

Re-Opening
Bronx Plaza—187th St. and Washington

Ave.; Palace—1326 St. Nicholas Ave.;
Windsor—Fordham Rd.

New Theater
Lenox Little Theater—52 E. 78th St., Ju-

venile Playhouse, Inc., owners.

Brooklyn
Changes in Ownership

Bay—2001 Bath Ave., sold to Ben Idson by

Anthony Cappadona : Hamilton—Hamil-
ton Ave., sold to Michael Guerrera and
Louis Carole by Hamilton Ave. Thea.
Corp. ; New Ideal— Knickerbocker Ave.,
sold to New Ideal Amuse. Corp. by Wil-
liam Bianco; Palace—5602 6th Ave., sold

to Irving Michaels by Simon Lazarus.

Re-Opening
Hamilton—Hamilton Ave. ; Palace—5602 6th

Ave.

New Theater
Avenue U Theater—Avenue U, Avenue U

Theater Corp., owners.

Staten Island

Changes in Ownership
Rosebank—Lyric, sold to James DeStasio,

Jr.. by James DeStasio.

Re-Opening
Rosebank—Lyric.

Long Island

Changes in Ownership
Flushing—Taft. sold to B. S. Moss by

Flusliing Motion Picture Corp. ; Mineola

—

Mineola, sold to A.D.T. Theaters, Inc., by
Atma Amuse. Corp. ; Richmond Hill

—

Jerome, sold to Jerome .Amuse. Corp. by
Mayfield Bldg. Corp. ; Smlthtown—Com-
munity, sold to (George W. Bandord by
Fitzpatrick & Re d ; So. Ozone Park—New
Ozone, sold to Sam Geier by Sadie Fried-

man ; Jackson Heights—Boulevard ; As-
toria—Steinway ; Kew Gardens—Kew
Gardens, sold to Skouras Theaters, Inc., by
Metropolitan Playhouses.

Closing

Elmhurst— Victoria.

Re-Opening
Kew Gardens—Kew Gardens ; Ozone Park

—

Ozone Park.

New Theater
Southampton—Southampton, Glynn & Seider,

owners.

ENTERT
AINMENT

"WW
SPECIAL MORNING PERFORMANCE

ENTIRE PROCEEDS TO

FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND
TUESDAY, DEC. 29, 10:30 A.M.

Will Rogers
in

A Connecticut Yanbee
AND SPECIAL CHRISTMAS SHORT SUBJECTS

ALL SEATS RESERVED 75c
Tickets on Sale Now at

LITTLE PICTURE HOUSE 151 West 50th Street

or

THE FILM DAILY— 1650 Broadway
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SPLITTING CIRCUIT DUTIES

(Continued from Page 1)

which Joseph Bernhard became gen-
eral manager of the circuit.

Weshner has been director of ad-

vertising and publicity for the cir-

cuit. He is succeeded by Mort Blu-
menstock, who has been handling
publicity and advertising for War-
ner houses on Broadway. Blumen-
stock's job has been taken over by
Hal Sa'zman, who has been doing
exploitation for these theaters.

—Merry Christmas—-

N. H. Spitzer Plans
36 Short Subjects

(Continued from Page 1)

in New York. The comnany already
has made a feature, "Monsters of

th9 Deep", and has the American
rights to "Cain", French picture.

For one of the shorts series, consist-

ing of 12 single reels, the police dog
Caesar, recently brought here from
Australia, has been signed. The
other group of 24 one-reelers con-
sists of novelties exposing card
tricks and other magic stunts. The
latter will feature Max Asher and
Charles Hoffman. Three are already
finished.

—Merry Cluristmas—
AFTER KID BUSINESS

Birmingham — Local houses are
making a strong play for kid busi-

ness. The Galax recently added a
serial, the first serial for a down-
town first run in some time. The
Temple is giving prizes at Saturday
matinees. Another theater has been
puttin;? out discount tickets in the

schools.
—Merry Christmas—

RCA FOR REO AUDITORIUM
Lansing, Mich.—Reo Motor Co.

has contracted for installation of

RCA Photophone sound equipment
in the auditorium maintained by the

auto company hsre.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Europa Radio and Television Corp., realty,

merchandise; H. R. Berlincke. 551 Fifth

Ave., New York. $75,000 pf., 200 shares

common.
Emily-O'Neill Davies Theatr'cal Business;

Battle. Levy, Van Tine & Fowler. 37 Wall

St., New York. 300 shares common.
Barland Amusement Co., D. B. Mason, 291

Broadway, New York. $20,000.

Souland Film Productions Co.. motion
pictures; D. P. MacArthur, Woolworth Bldg-,

New York. $250,000.
Central New York Theaters Corp. ; Filer's

name not given; New York. 100 shares

common.
Mitchell & Brennan, tlieatrical produc-

tions; Showers, Jason & Ouinn, 270 Madi-
son Ave., New York. 200 shares common.

DELAWARE CHARTER
Hilton Television-Radio Corp., Ypsilanti,

Mich., radio, television apparatus; Corpo-
ration Service Co., Dover, Del. 100 shares
common.

DISSOLUTIONS
Fulton Theater Co. of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Short Films Syndicate, New York.

CAPITAL REDUCTIONS
Fox Metropolitan I'layhouscs, New York, I

250.000 shares to 40,000 preferred, $100 I

each, 100 common no par. I

A LITTLE from "LOTS
i^^ii^gl/ RALPH WILKV-^-m^

II

HOLLYWOOD
^L GREEN has been selected to

direct Ruth Chatterton's first
starring vehicle for Warners-First
National, "The Rich Are Always
With Us."

* * *

"Westward Passage." current best-seller by
Margaret Ayer Barnes, last year's Pulitzer
prize winner, will replace "House of Glass"
as the next Ann Harding starring picture,

first to be produced by the combined RKO-
Radio Pictures and RKO-Pathe organization.
Miss Harding returned to Florida on Friday
by plane after a brief vacation visit in Cuba.
She leaves Saturday for the West Coast.
travelling by plane to reach Hollywood the
same day other members of the "Prestige"
company arrive by train.

* * *

Al Christie has started prepara-
tory work on a new Educational-
Vanity comedy, "That Rascal." Har-
ry Barris will be featured in the
leading role.

The writer-star combination which gave
"Cimarron" to the screen a year ago will per-

form again for RKO in the production of

"Manhattan Frontier," described as a drama
of "the men who pull the money strings of

the world." Howard Estabrook has turned
in the comp'eted script and a hurried exec-
utive conference placed Richard Dix and
Irene Dunne in the major roles. Production
will be started at once. "Frontier," Weslev
Ruggles production originally scheduled as
the next Dix-Dunne show, is going back to
next summer on the shooting schedule.

* * *

Sheila Manners has been signed
for the leading lady role, opposite
Ken Maynard, in Tiffany's "Texas-
Gun-Fighter." Based on a story by
Ben Cohn, the picture will be di-

rected by Phil Rosen, with Lloyd In-

graham., Harry Woods, B.ob Flem-
ing, Edgar Lewis and Jim Mason in

the supporting cast.

Kay Francis is now definitely set to make
her first Warner-First National appearance

in "Working Wives." Scenario and dialogue

are by Robert Lord, and production begins

at once under the direction of William Die-

terle.
* * *

Clark Gable, Bob Montgomery and
Ralph Forbes are among the polo

playing enthusiasts. Darryl Zanuck,
John Cromwell, Raymond Griffin, C.

C. Burr, James Gleason, George
Amy and Al Smiley are among other

devo'ees of the sport.

"You oughtn't to wait until trouble starts

before going to the dentist," Mark Sandrich's
dentist told him this week. "And also," came
the rejoinder from Mark, "you oughtn't t

wait until a fire starts before sending for the
fire department."

* * *

Barbara Kent's ultimate aim is to

be classed as an emotional actress

rsther than an ingenue. Comedy
roles, character parts and dramatic
characterizations are Miss Kent's

goal. * * *

Robert Bennett, who played in "Alias the

Doctor" and "Local Boy Makes Good," has

been cast for a role in "Eight to Five," at

Warner Bros.
* * *

Frances Dee will play the roman-
tic lead opposite Richard Arlen in

"Sky Bride," modern aviation story

to be produced by Paramount.
* * *

Our Passing Show: Kenneth MacKenna,
M. E. Hoffman, Mark Larkin, Harry Brand,

Hank Arnold, Leon Shamroy, Sam W. B.

Cohn, Duncan Renaldo. Ralph Lewis at the

preview of "Gaunt," a dramatic three-reeler,

directed and produced by Joseph H. Steele,

Boswell for Richard Barthelmess; Joself von
Sternberg, Ivan Lebedeff, Clara Beranger,

at the Russian "Blue Bird" revue.
* * *

Ahneda Fowler and Irving Bacon
have been added to Paramount's "No
One Man".

* * *

Lilian Bond, who finished work only last

Saturday in Joe E. Brown's newest starring

picture, "Fireman, Save My Child," has been

added to the cast which will support Douglas

Fairbanks, Jr., in "The Go'dfish Bowl,"
which goes into production shortly at First

National with Mary Brian appearing oppo-

site the star. Miss Bond replaces Adrienne
Dore, who will be used in another picture.

William Bakewell, borrowed from
M-G-M by Fox for the featured
juvenile role in "First Cabin," has.

reported for rehearsals at the Fox
Hills studios. This is the second
successive Fox production for Bake-
well.

* * *

Roy Del Ruth is gradually completing his

cast for "Church Mouse." the New York
stage success which he is to direct for War-
ners. Thus far Warren William, Marian
Marsh, Frederick Kerr and Charles Butter-
worth have been selected by Del Ruth.

* * *

Pola Negri, who underwent an
operation and blood transfusion last

week, is reported showing continued
improvement.

MORE SEATS FOR BALTIMORE
Baltimore—Al hough already over-

seated, this city is to have another

theater beginning Christmas. The
Palace, former burlesque house, will

open as a three-a-day all vaudeville

theater under the management of

Howard C. Burkhardt and William
Proctor. —Merry Christmas—

"ROAD TO HELL" HOLDS
Philadelphia — "Road to Hell,"

which has been playing for four
weeks, is being moved to the Casino,
another downtown house of bigger
capacity. —Merry Christmas—
OYSTER BAY HOUSE BURNS
Oyster Bay, L. I.—Fire of un-

known origin destroyed the Lyric
theater and apartment building.

VAUDE FOR READING
Reading, Pa.—Warner Bros, will

use six vaudeville acts, in addition
to the feature and Vitaphone shorts,

at the Astor here starting Christ-

mas Day.
—Merry Cli'ristmtis—

DUGGAN JOINS CERTIFIED
Denver—V. J. (Jimmy) Duggan.

formerly with RKO Pathe, Salt Lake
City, has been made manager of the
Denver exchanges of Certified Pro-
duc ions. Inc.—Merry Christmas—
Cleveland' BENEFIT party
Cleveland—I. J. Schmertz, presi-

dent of the Motion Picture Club of
Cleveland, announces an entertain-
ment dinner and dance to be held
Jan. .30 in the Hotel Winton, for
relief within the local film colony.

INDUSTRY CHIEFS DECRY

DISCOUNTINCOFTAXEVIL

(Continued from Page 1)

han a dozen film industry leaders
from Will H. Hays down. In addi-
tion to executives canvassed by Film
Daily in New York, a wire from
Abram F. Myers, head of Allied
States Ass'n, Washington, decried
the statement as misleading and in-

jurious.
—Merry Cliristmas—

Beach and Krahn
May Re-enter Field

San Francisco—Beach and Krahn,
who formerly operated the Lorin,
Strand and Chimes theaters, now
part of the Kaliski and Harband
group, are understood to be contem-
nlating a return to the exhibition
field. They are reported looking
over spots.—Merry Christmas—
VAUDE FOR LOEW'S, CANTON
Canton, O.—A vaude-film policy

is believed near for Loew's after
ilmost two years of straight pic-
tures. A dramatic stock company
^t Grand Opera is the only stage
show in town.

—Merry Christmas—
NEW CHICAGO FIRM

Chicago — Imnerial Thea^r Co.
^as been formed with capital of
'^'^0 000 to operate the Imperial,
^''pst Mpdison St. Directors are
^lorenc^p Pfiley. Jack E. Dwork and
Harry P. Munns.

COMING & GOINd

LEO CARRILLO arrives in New York to-
'ay from the coast for a vacation. He may re-
lan for a per.sonal appearance engagement
Mid proh-ilily also for the Broadway premiere
nf his Cruze-Tiffany picture, "Racetrack."
PHTr.LIPS HOLMES, Paramount player

is in New York from Hollywood to spend the
Holidays.

HOWARD HUGHES is due in New York
on Thursday from the coast.

nOUGI.AS FAIRBANKS arrives todayi on
He Bremen and will leave immediately Hnr
f^al fornia. Arrivins; with him are LE\VIS
MyF.STONE, ROBERT BENCHLEY andCHUCK LEWIS.
MAX MARCIN. Paramount director, \[-

nved yesterday in New York for a vacatio\
FTFI D'ORSAY has arrived in New Yorlk

to play some vaudeville dates A
WALTER LANG, director^ is in New York!

from the coast.

MONROE OWSLEY, JAMES RENNIE
ind MAY BOLEY were among tho=e arriving
from California yesterday by way of Panama.
STUART WALKER is on his way from

the coast to New York to direct Claudettc
Colliert in Paramount's "Sensation."
MARY McCALL, writer signed hy First

National, is on her way to Hollywood.
BUDD ROGERS of Soiio Art-World Wide

i< h.ick from a three weeks' tour of the
key cities in the middle west, whese he closed
circuit deals on "X Marks the Spot" in addi-
tion to conducting sales conferences.

LEO ROBIN, writer of lyrics for Para-
mount's new Chevalier film, "One Hour With
You," is on his way back to New York from
the coast.

EDDIE CLINE, Paramount director, left

for Hollywood yesterday.

WALTER RIVERS of Castle Films re-

turned to Hollywood on Saturday.
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COPYRIGHT ROYALTY TAX

(Continued from Page 1)

Tax Commissioner. The board cited

the close analogy between the New
York and California statutes and of

the decision in th Educational Films

case in New York.

—Merry CItristmas—

Only 2 More Days Left

To Put Fund Over Top
(Continued from Page 1)

came from various points of this

country and again Broadway film

workers came across with a goodly
donation. Don't be on the outside.

Don't let the "other fellow" sup-

port this worthy cause. Become a

part of it yourself and KNOW that

those unfortunates, who through no
fault of their own are up against

it, will find material assistance in

their darkest hour.

These Have Shared
Charles E. Lewis
W. F. Rodgers
S. A. Galanty
Hattie T. Hecht
A. S. Abeles
Lou Blumenthal
Lee Ochs
Jack Shapiro
A.M. P. A. Luncheon
Jerry Cohen
Film Curb Hamlins
Walter Reade
Nathan D. Golden
Joe Lee
Joe Simmonds
W. A. Downs
Paul Lazarus
F. C. Quimby
Leopold Friedman
Edward McNamee
Anonymous
Herbert R. Ebenstein
Ben Amsterdam
William A. Orr
H, J. Yates
Simon H. Fabian
Cresson E. Smith
Charles E. Lewis
Eureka Amusement

Co., Baltimore
(Eugene B. Mc-
Curdy)

Bert Adler
Samuel Bram
Geo. K. Riester
Vincent Trotta

J. O. Smith
Jos. R. Demeo
Harry H Buxbaum
Harry L. Gold
David Palfrevman
Edward P. Curtis

Rutgers Neilson
Morris Lieberman
Ed Finney
Joseph H. Moskowitz
Eu<»pne Picker
William Laidlaw, Jr.

W. A Scully

Harold Hendee
Lee Balsly

James R. Grainger

Ned E. Depinet
Colvin W. Brown
Irene F. Scott
E. A. Schiller

N. L. Manheira
Martin Stern
Gustav Brock
Maurice Kann
W. Ray Johnston
Joe Weil
Jack Alicoate
E. T. Leaper
D. C. Gillette

Paul F. Burger
Oscar Neufeld
Dewey Bloom
Don Hancock
David Bernstein
William Massce
Thomas D. Goldberg
Irving Samuels
R. S. WolfF
Glendon AUvine
Charles Moskowitz
Joseph H. Brennan
Jack Meredith
William Ferguson
Louis K. Sidney
Don Mersereau
Leo Klebanow
Jay Emanuel
Michael Simmons
Arthur Eddy
David Loew
H. D. Buckley
Amusement Supply Co.
Harry S. Brown
Silas F Seadler
S. W. Hand
C. C. Pettijohn
A. J. Moeller
M-G-M Charity

Football Pool
Herbert S. Berg
Frank C Walker
J. MacLeod
Jack Eaton
David Blum
Tom Gerety

Stocks as Give-aways

Here's one for the attention of the-
aters that have been using autos as

give-aways to boost business. With each
purchase of a used car this week the
Studebaker Sales Co. In Chicago is

throwing in from 10 to 100 shares of

various stocks, including RKO, Allegheny
Corp., Crigsby-Crunow, Wabash Railway,
Remington-Rand, Curtiss-Wright, and
others, all listed on the New York
Stock Exchange and some of them for-
merly selling as high as $82 a share.

What's Right With the Movies
By FRED S. MEYER

President, Motion Picture Theater Owners of Wisconsin

EDITOR'S NOTE: There have been plenty
iif outbursts, especially in recent weeks, about
what*s 7vrong with motion pictures. Since
every question has at least two sides, the fol-
lo7mng address, delivered by Fred S. Meyer
before the Federated Women's Clubs of Mil-
waukee County, presents some arguments in
favor of the other side.

(Third Installment)

We do not have to waste much
time in Wisconsin talking about cen-
sorship. We practice freedom in

Wisconsin, we do not just talk about
it. We believe that we are compe-
tent to select our own en':ertain-

ment and we do not want politically

appointed boards of censors trying
to make us good citizens by snipping
kisses out of celluloid.

Yet, I do want to talk about cen-
sorship for just a minute, because
perennially there are those who would
on any excuse restrict further and
further the freedom of American
life, that sturdy self-determination
of standards which makes real men
and women. Two kinds of people
advocate censorship—those who are
sincere and misguided and those who
make a living by raising money in

the name of reform. The profession-
al reformer does not care about the
facts. He is the same pest today
that Ralph Waldo Emerson, a great
preacher, found him to be when the
nation was younger. The sincere

advocates of censorship, who can be
counted on the fingers of two hands
in any American community today
seem unable to learn from experi-

ence. The United States is still ir

the throes of crime, graft and break-
ing down of moral standards which
we brought on because we tried, in

another great moral field—that of

temperance-—the age-old folly of

trying to make men good by passing
laws instead of by educating them
to want to be good.

Advertising Problem

No picture was ever made whole-
some by censorship. No scissors ever
made anybody righteous. The inten'

on the part of the industry to do the

right thing; the determination on
the part of groups such as yours tr

support us insofar as we do right

and no further; those are the practi-

cal foundations on which picture bet
terment grows. When you go to see

a fine picture, when you stay away
from a bad one, you are the most
effective reformer in the world. More
power to you.

I had intended to say something
to you here today on the topic of

advertising which very much con-
cerns exhibitors and producers and
in which you have a definite stake
However, to help prepare for my
appearance today, I took the trouble
to procure a copy of the annual re-

port of the Motion Picture Cornmit-
tee of the General P'ederation of

Women's Clubs presented at the
Biennial Council, Phoenix, Arizona;

April 30, 1931. I am going to read

you what your own students of mo-
tion pictur problems have to say

about advertising:

"Another important problem we
have had to contend with is mo-
tion picture advertising. Probably
no phase of motion pictures piak-

ing has brought more adverse

—

and deserved—criticism than that

of advertising, which either was
salacious in character or which
misrepresented the picture. Last

summer the advertising men of

the various companies formulated

an advertising code, the purpose

of which was to establish definite

standards of truth in advertising

both for national and local adver-

tising. Efforts were made to bring

about uniform interpretation of

the code, an admittedly diflficult

task in that theaters are scattered

and that local exhibitors fre-

quently have their own ideas about

publicizing their picture.

"Some progress has been made.

We suppose that sufficient exam-
ples of bad advertising could be

assembled to make the statement

dubious. Nevertheless, we be-

lieve we are safe in saying that

we are gradually noticing an im-

provement. The work will be

slow, for it is largely educational

It is a job of getting Barnumism
out of theater minds which are

accustomed to extravagant state-

ments, and who think the public

must 6e brought into the Theater

by a 'kick.' We can be of help

if we will vigorously approve evi-

dences of good taste in advertis-

ing and just as vigorously disap-

prove lapses of good taste. We
suggested that if you find bad ad-

vertising in your local papers or

in front of your local theater, you
do three things:

1. Clin out the advertisement
and either write or visit the local

theater manager to protest.

2. That you send me a copy of

the offending advertisement.
3. That you send to the pro-

ducers a copy with the reaf:ons

for your objections."

Before I conclude, I will say just

a word on the second part 9)i my
subject—the truth about Hollvwood
I have no intimate knowledge of

Hollywood but I do know it from
the viewpoint of a motion picture

exhibitor. When it sends me a bad
picture I cuss Hollywood. When it

>ends me a good picture, I am de-
Mghted. But, being human, I al-

ways cross my fingers before I look

at the next one.

Hollywood People

This much I can tell you, though
about Hollywood. It is not popu-
lated by some strange tribe from
Mars. It is composed of people like

you and me, with no greater per-

THREE RKO THEATERS

ADDED TO SOUTHERN DIV.

Dallas—Three theaters have been
added to the RKO Southern divi-

sion. Two are in Memphis, and the
other is the RKO Orpheum in New
Orleans. Len S. Brown is directing
this string of theaters from offices

in the Majestic Building here.

E. M. Glucksman and Benjamin
H. Serkowich have been in Dallas
making complete arrangements for

the taking over of the three houses
by the Southern division.

centage of irresponsibles than you
and I find in our home towns. Just
a little more noise about it when
somebody in Hollywood goes haywire
—that's all. The real people in

Hollywood, the 99 ¥2 per cent who
are sober and industrious, are striv-

ing in the midst of haste and chang-
ing styles of entertainment to turn
out as good a product as they can.

When a picture is bad, someone has
slipped. Only the most ignorant
commentator ever says or seriously

believes that any group of men set

out deliberately to do a poor piece

of work. No one in any creative
endeavor ever goes through the proc-
ess of creation without the fervid
hope that the resulting product will

be something to be proud of. The
fulfillment never comes up to the
dream. Occasionally it misses by
many miles, but you may be sure
that the fundamentally sound intent

is there.

You read now and then in the
papers some fabulous stories abiut
salaries paid to motion picture
stars. I am in the show business
and I like space in the paper, but
sometimes I wish that all the press
agents in the world could be tied

together and thrown^ like old razor
blades, into the Grand Canyon. You
can take all the tall stories you read
about extravagance in Hollywood
and divide them by twenty and part
of what you have left will still be
a press agent's mirage. When big
money is paid to a star, director or
writer in Hollywood, you may be
sure it is because the recipient of
that money has something definite

and irreplaceable to offer in the way
of entertainment value. That money
is spent because I, as an exhibitor,
and you., as the public, want that
particular element in our entertain-
ment. We create the demand and
we may be sure of one thing: the
way to get better pictures is not by
demanding a cheaper grade of tal-

ent. Quality in any business is the
cheapest investment in the long run.

I would like to leave with you one
particular thought. Take your local

exhibitor into your confidence. Win
HIS confidence. Let him know what
kind of pictures you want.

(To Be Continued)

Tenn. Tax Bill Dies
Nashville—An admission tax bill

when the Tennessee Legislature
journed after making emergency
propriatlons which failed to affect
film Industry.

died

ad-
ap-
the
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[Percentage to Be Universal in Year, Says Goldwyn
—Merry Christmas— —Merry Christmas— —Merry Christmas—

NATIONALIZATION OF INDIES PLANNED BY WEISS
—Merry Christmas^ —Merry Christmas— —Merry CIvristmas—

$1,000,000 Already Subscribed for RKO Debentures

Many Stockholders Taking
Advantage of New Fi-

nancing Issue
' Over $1,000,000 in subscriptions
for debentures has been received by
RKO from stockholders who ap-
proved the refinancing plan, The
Film Daily learns. The daily count
is being carried on by Lehman Bros,
bankers. Monday was the deadline
for debenture subscription applica-
tions. According to J. Miller Walker
of the RKO legal staff, the final

count will not be available before
tomorrow night.

—Merry Christmas—

PATHE WILL DELIVER

ENTIRE 27 FEATURES

With 19 features already com-
pleted, RKO Pathe will positively
deliver the 27 pictures announced
for 1931-32, it was stated at the
company's headquarters yesterday.
Eight features yet to be finished are
two Constance Bennetts, two Ann
Hardings, one Helen Twelvetrees
and three Westerns.

—Merry Christmas—

Action's Program of 24
For Million Dollar, L. A.

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Action Pictures has

sold its complete program of 24 fea-
tures to the Million Dollar. First

{Continued on Page 4)

On Second Thought
New York, Dec. 19, 1931.

Film Daily Relief Fund,
1650 Broadway,
New York.

Honestly, I never realized the good
the Relief Fund was actually doing, so

much so, that I am prompted to add
the enclosed to my former contribution.

More power to you and all good
wishes for a Merry Christmas.

—Charles E. ("Chick") Lewis.

Say Kaplan Spent $70,000 in Politics
About $70,000 was spent unofficially by Sam Kaplan, president of Local 306,

Operators' Union, for sound trucks used in the Democratic campaign for governor

last year, according to affidavits of five members which the World-Telegram says

were turned over to it. The newspaper for some time has been waging a campaign
against Kaplan's activities.

Need of Action Stressed
By Foreign Dept. Heads

Warner Theater Changes
Denied By Jos. Bernhard
Declaring that his plans for any

changes were incomplete and that
full information would be forthcom-
ing at the proper time, Joseph Bern-
hard, new general manager of War-
ner theaters, yesterday denied that

the circuit duties would be split be-

tween Dan Michalove and David
Weshner.

Salvation of America's position in

the foreign market depends upon
pictures in which visual action pre-

dominates over dialogue, according
to the consensus of opinion of for-

eign department heads interviewed
by The Film Daily. A great major-
ity of executives contacted indicate

their faith in talking pictures from
the standpoint of the field abroad,
but all emphasize the fact that the

(Continued on Page 4)

Michigan Exhibitors Give Lowdown

Detroit—Some interesting, infor-

mative and even startling informa-

tion is contained in the second an-

nual survey of the Detroit motion
picture field conducted by Harold
Hefi'ernan, m.p. editor of the Detroit

News, through ballots sent to every
exhib in Detroit and suburban
towns, with practically all of them

(Continued on Page 3)

Lord Beaverbrook Seeks
Gaumont British Control
London (By Cable)—Lord Bea-

verbrook is understood to be inter-

ested in acquiring control of Gau-
mont British. Fox, which controls
49 per cent of the company, will be
approached on the deal when Will
Evans, former managing director of
the circuit, visits the U. S.

Goldwyn Favors Percentage;
Sees More Realism for Stories

RKO Files Demurrer
In Receivership Suit

Baltimore — Attorneys for RKO
yesterday filed in Circuit Court here
a demurrer and answer to the re-

ceivership suit brought by J. Cook-
man Boyd. RKO denied it is un-
able to meet its maturing obliga-

(Continued on Page 2)

All theaters will be playing pic-

tures on percentage within one year,
declared Samuel Goldwyn yesterday
in an exclusive Film Daily inter-

view in which he said that the fair-
est system of operation for the in-

dustry is to pay players who draw
big money into the box-office, writ-
ers and executives on a percentage

(Continued on Page 3)

Co-operative Deal With
10-Year Franchises

Is Proposed
A new plan for the nationaliza-

tion of independent exchanges, call-

ing for a system of 10-year fran-
chises with a production schedule
of 28 features the first year, is being
worked out by Louis Weiss, of Weiss

(Continued on Page 3)—Merry Christmas—

M. P. SALESMEN SHARE

WITH FliyELIEF FUND

Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc.,

was added yesterday to the list of
cheerful and substantial givers to

the FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND.
According to Sam Shapin, secre-

(Continued on Page 3)

—Merry Christmas—
Peerless Planning

Production in East
Adolph Pollak, president of Peer-

less Productions, yesterday bought
all rights to "A Child for Sale" from
Ivan Abramson and is now arrang-
ing to make the talker in an eastern
studio.

"Hell Divers"
Credit another direct hit to the

M-C-M heavy artillery, for "Hell
Divers," which opened last night at

the Astor, is a swell, bang-up good
old-fashioned movie intensified with
the latest of talkie technique. This

is no anemic, sexy, parlor sort of ve-
hicle, this "Hell Divers." It is a he-
man yarn of spectacle proportions, of

virile and dynamic substance and of

trip-hammer presentation. It is strictly

a Wally Beery triumph, for he steals

the show. Clark Cable will bring 'em
in, but the sweet young things will

hardly go for him in this one. Per-
sonally we are against sad endings, and
this one is that. Credit another fine

piece of direction to the understanding
George Hill. Photography is unusually
effective. It is likely to prove another
depression chaser and it is particularly

recommended to the jaded cinema ap-
petite that likes 'em big and powerful.
"Hell Divers" looks like sure fire, for,

while the story has been ofttimes told,

it hasn't missed yet. —ALICOATE.
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—Merry Christmas—
EASTMAN KODAK ACQUISITION

Rochester -— Eastman Kodak Co.

has purchased, through Kodak A. G.

of Berlin, German subsidiary of

Eastman, the Nagel Camera Works
of Stuttgart.

J.{ New York
*** 1540 Broadway
S.J BRyant 9-4712

'''•^^^S

Long Island City j'j

154 Crescent St. J"J

STillwell 4-7940 j":

IEastman Film
li J. E. Bmilatoiir

if
Chicago Hollywood

• 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
J? CALuraet 3692 Blvd.
?•« HOLlywood4121

fJ>*VV#V#V#4V*V»«•>>>••>••

Warner-F.N. Dist. Meeting
In New York January 7
Warner-First National will hold

its next district managers' meeting
Jan. 7 in New York. It will be pre-
sided over by Edward Alperson,
Andy Smith and Grad Sears. Ad-
dresses are scheduled by Charles
Steele, S. Charles Einfeld and Ar-
thur Sachson. Among district man-
agers who will attend are N. H.
Brower, Fred Jack, Carl Lesserman,
Ray Haynes, Robert Smeltzer and
H. 0. Paynter.—Merry Christmas—
Fitzpatrick & McElroy

Planning Reorganization
Benton Harbor, Mich.^Fitzpat-

rick & Elroy, controlling a group of
theaters now operated by Butter-
field, are understood to be consider-
ing reorganization. A special meet-
ing of stockholders of the company
is scheduled to take place here this

week.
—Merry Clwistmas—

RECEPTION FOR DUNN
James Dunn, Fox star, was given

a press reception yesterday at the
new Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. Before
going to Hollywood and making an
overnight hit in "Bad Girl," Dunn
appeared in various pictures in the
east and also on the Broadway
stage. —Merry Christmas—

"FRANKENSTEIN" MOVES
After three weeks at the Mayfair,

Universal's "Frankenstein" moves to
the Cameo today for a continuance
of its run. It also comes into the
Hippodrome on Saturday.—Merry Christmas—

2,175 ERPI REPLACEMENTS
Electrical Research Products made

2,175 replacement installations up to

Nov. 30, it was stated by the com-
pany yesterday. In practically all

instances the new reproducers re-

place "bootleg equipment."
—Merry Christmas—

REOPENING CHICAGO HOUSE
Chicago — Lou Goldberg will re-

open the Rosette at 22nd and West-
ern on Christmas Day with pictures
and vaudeville.

COFFMAN SERIOUSLY ILL
Joe W. Coffman, head of Audio

Cinema studios, is seriously ill in

the Fifth Ave. hospital, following an

operation for mastoids.

FIRST OF NEW SHORTS READY
Pierre Arnaud has completed the

first of a series of sound laugh reels

titled "The Screen Jester."

Forming New Company
In Publix Kincey Deal

Charlotte, N. C.—A new company,
with headquarters in this city, will

be formed to embrace the houses in

the deal whereby Publix-Kincey
Theaters will manage Publix's Caro-
lina and State here and theaters in

other South Carolina cities, includ-

ing Spartanburg, Anderson, Sumter,
Columbia and Greenville. H. F.
Kincey will be in general charge.
R. B. Wilby of Atlanta also is an
executive of Publix-Kincey, and
Warren Irwin is now district man-
ager for Publix.

—Merry Christmas—
RKO Files Demurrer

In Receivership Suit
(Cotttiiuied from Page 1)

tions, claiming that under the condi-

tions of the refinancing plan, re-

cently approved by stockholders,
there are sufficient funds on hand to

meet present requirements. The
corporation's balance sheet indicated
that its assets are more than $50,-

000,000 in excess of its liabilities,

the answer stated.
—Merry Christmas—

PROBE OPENS IN GREEN BAY
Madison, Wis.—First move of the

state marketing department in the
investigation of alleged unfair prac-
tices in film business will be made
in Green Bay, it is understood. Al-
lied States is reported to be aiding
the probe with a collection of data.—Merry Christmas—
WEISS CLOSES DEALS ABROAD
Max Weiss, president of Artclass

Pictures Corp., returning Friday
from a three months' trip abroad,
negotiated several deals while on the

other side. In addition to arranging
distribution of "Night Life in Reno,"
"Convicted" and "Cavalier of the
West" through Pathe Pictures, Ltd.,

of London, he completed other ar-

rangements in France, Holland and
Germany. —Merry Christmas—

WEST IN NEW ERPI POST
J. R. West, formerly West Coast

division manager for Electrical Re-
search Products, has been appointed
sales manager of the company's non-
theatrical department. He is head-
quartering at the home office.

—Merry Christmas—
JOSEPH JOHNSON SUING

H'c<t Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Suit against Fox for

fulfillment of his three-year contract

is contemplated by Joseph Johnson,
who has been assistant to Winfield

Sheehan.

Let Us Solve Your Problems!
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BKymnt 0-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Dec. 31 : Motion Picture Salesmen Ne
Year's frolic. Hotel Plaza, New Yor

Dec. 31: New Year's Eve Party, Motio
Picture Club. New York.

Jan. 5 : Testimonial dinner to Aaron Sapei
stein, Congress Hotel, Chicago.

Jan. 7. Warner-First National Distrii
Managers' Meeting, New York.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Owl
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carotin
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotti
Charlotte. N. C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thes
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha, Net

Peb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-danc
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball. Wa
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cer
tral Europe under auspices of Czechc
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n am
National Film Industry, Prague, Czechc
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. I
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing
ton, D. C.

—Merry Christmas—

Harry Segal to Handle
B.I.P. in New Englam

Boston—Harry Segal has beei
placed in charge of the New Eng.
land branch office just opened her(

by British International Pictures
It is located at 42 Melrose St.

—Merry Christmas—
.MUSICIANS SETTLE 2 MORE
Pittsburgh — Following on tht

heels of the agreement reached ir

Philadelphia, Warner's Stanley anc
Enright here have settled with the
union. As a result, all of the houses
will have stage shows, opening
Christmas Day or shortly thereafter;

NED WAYBURN
Institute of Dancing

announces

REDUCED RATES
20% T° 50%

OFF ON ALL REGULAR CLASS AND
PRIVATE INSTRUCTION IN

STAGE DANCING
ACROBATICS

RADIO-TALKIE
MICROPHONE and VOICE TRAINING

REDUCING-BUILDING UP
Body Conditioning for Health and Beauty

Evening rates as low as $2 and not over

$5 weekly
Regular day classes 5 times a week

Evening classes 1, 2 and 5 times weekly

Children's classes every Saturday

and after school hours

NED WAYBURN INSTITUTE OF DANCING
625 Madison Ave. (at 59 St.) New York

606 South Michigan Boulevard, Chicago
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G0LDWYNSEE8PERCENTAGE

AS BEST SYSTEM FOR All

(Continued from Page 1)

basis. He pointed out that so-called

"big names" do not always repre-
sent box-office draws.
Goldwyn said he believes that the

trend in pictures is toward realism
in stories, as in "Arrowsmith," and
that there is a widespread market
for productions of this kind. The
average love story is unconvincing
from the audience's viewpoint he de-

clared. Goldwyn deplored critics of

the industry who would definitely

fix production costs in advance of
a picture, and emphasized the fact
that such a procedure is imprac-
tical.

Goldwyn will start his 1932-33
program early in April, when an
Eddie Cantor musical and a Ronald
Colman production go into work.
He will remain in New York sev-
eral weeks more, devoting much of
his time to the development of
stories.

—Merry Christmas—

Michigan Exhibitors
Give Lowdown on Pix

(Continued from Page 1)

replying. Answers to the various
questions brought out that:

"Hell's Angels" was voted the best box-
office picture and Wallace Beery and Marie
Dressier the greatest individual box-office
personalities for 1931.
Asked what newcomer made the greatest

strides, Clark Gable was the almost unani-
mous answer from all exhibitors.

Cartoon comedies were declared the most
important short subject by an overwhelm-
ing vote.

Melodrama gained a slight lead over com-
edy as the theme most interesting to patrons.

Talking serials were voted down by a nar-
row margin.
Gang pictures were turned back with an

undisputable "anti" majority. A number
of exhibitors declared they wouldn't show
any more gang pictures even if available be-
cause of bitter and repeated complaints re-
ceived from steady patrons.

Juvenile patronage, the survey showed, fell

off sharply during the year and exhibitors
declared there was not yet enough material
available to make movie-going a habit with
the youngsters.
Buddy Rogers who won the 1930 News

survey, did not receive a vote in the 1931
balloting. Norma Sheerer, feminine winner
in 1930, tied with Joan Crawford for third
place, with Janet Gaynor, taking the 1931
runner-up position.
The average decrease in business over 1930

was 47 per cent.

COMING & GOING

SIDNEY GARRETT of B. I. P. returns
to New York tomorrow from a sales trip to
Chicago and the middle west. BILL RABELL
of the same company is back from a similar
trip to New England and the South.
ROBERT FAIRBANKS, brother of Doug,

also was in the latter's party which returned
yesterday from abroad.
EDGAR B. HATRICK arrived in New

York yesterday from the coast.

ELYNORE DOLKART, author of the play,
"The Red Dead City," leaves today for the
coast under contract to Universal to do or-
iginal screen material.
HANK PETERS leaves today for Holly-

wood.
FRANK CAPRA is due in New York today

from the coast.

JOSEPH FRIEDMAN sails tonight for
London.
ED FINNEY of United Artists leaves to-

morrow for Cuba on a week's vacation.

• • • RAMBLIN'
the film biz and

a feller's mind
here, f'rinstance, are
from gents at present
planned those original
gives you a slight idea
biz so it seems

wishing 'em a
fine sense of humor. . .

THOUGHTS about Events and Gents in

other fancies that flitter through

when trying to fill a kolyum
the Xmas cards piling in many
outa jobs for ya see, when they
cards they had jobs which
of how fast upsets happen in this dizzy
kinda foolish to send 'em cards in return
Merry Xmas unless they have a

• • • JUST TALKED to a chap who was let out after six
years' faithful service and he was so philosophical about
it all said he hadn't much kick he had a li'l set
aside had his health and the pix biz had to go
Forward which meant that they would soon be hiring
the boys back again for ya cant run an organizashe on
3 skeleton staff forever and the thing that wor-
ried him most was the fact that he couldn't kick in to
the Relief Fund as he had planned for now he
needs every dollar what a Spirit! thinking of
the chaps who are worse off than himself and it's meet-
ing a lotta men like this every day that makes
us proud to be One of the Film Gang

• • • BUT THERE'S one thing that emerges grand and
beautiful out of all these trying conditions we face and
that is the Spirit of Understanding that has been created
of the other fellow's problems at last we are beginning
to sense that what affects one, affects all no man
is so big in this biz that he can ignore any of those around him

after all, it's the rank and file of an army that counts
and every film exec is doing his darndest to keep his

particular army corps intact

• • • IT'S BEEN a great privilege, boys and girls, to sit

in this spot and watch the Tide of Film Events roll by
for here you get a panoramic view of the entire Parade
and contact high and low getting a pretty clear insight
into what it's all about and take it from us they
are a splendid gang and the greatest kick we have ex-
tracted from it is this Getting Underneath a Fellow's
Skin taking him apart and finding out what
makes him Tick and you'd be surprised how
many fellows who are generally rated as Hardboiled, Selfish,

Unappreciative are exactly the opposite when
you get real close to 'em which has taught us One Thing

and that is Never judge a man on Hearsay Evi-
dence you've got to get his Personal Slant under-
stand what he's up against what he's really trying to
do in order to judge him

• • • SO AT this Holiday Season we find ourselves
with a load of good things to be happy about especially
the army of fellers who have fed us the material to pass
along to you and, would ya believe it? the great
majority of 'em have plugged their organizations their

chiefs and not themselves in a word Loyalty
to their work and not the personal angle has ever
been foremost in their thoughts and for that very
reason we have gone out of our way to give 'em Per-
sonal Breaks when they least expected it and if

we have overlooked any such we ask forgiveness
for it's been merely a lack of space so here is a kolyum
Without Names that really Contains more Personal Men-
tions than any we've yet run it stretch from A to* Z

so, if you Qualify as per formula just fill in
your Own Name and accept it as our Season's Greetings.

NATIONALIZATION PLAN

FOR INDIE EXCHANGES

(^Continued from Page 1)

Brothers-Artclass Pictures Corp.,
The Film Daily learns. Under the
setup, which Weiss has discussed
with several important territorial

distributors, every distributor will

be directly interested in production
and each exchange will share in the
profits of every other exchange. The
territorial men already approached
on the idea are understood to think
well of it.

One feature of the Weiss plan,
heretofore thought impossible, is

that it will provide for the simul-
taneous release of all productions
throughout the country. With this

pre-arranged schedule of simultane-
ous releases, every exchange will

benefit by the extensive national ad-
vertising that will be started shortly
after Max Weiss' return from Eu-
rope this week, when formal an-
nouncement of the plan is expected
to be made.
Lou Weiss leaves soon for a tour

of the country to negotiate fran-
chises for his 10-year plan. He will

also visit Hollywood to supervise
production of several releases.
The 28 features planned for 1932-

33 will include eight outdoor dramas,
eight action melodramas, eight so-

ciety dramas and four stage suc-
cesses.

—Merry Christmas—

M. P. Salesmen Share
With Film Relief Fund

(^Continued from Page 1)

tary, the organization's treasury is

taxed to the extreme, but not so
badly that the FUND must be neg-
lected.

Others who dispatched generous
donations were Will H. Hays, Sam
Katz, J. R. West and Isaac Wein-
berg. Don't forget the morning
performance for the kiddies next
Tuesday at the Little Picture
House. A great show for a great
cause. The entire proceeds will be
given to the FUND. Buy your tick-

ets now and be assured good loca-
tions. Tickets are on sale at the
theater, 151 East 50th St., or at the
FILM DAILY office. SEND YOUR
CHECK TO THE FUND—TODAY.

« « « » » »
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MANY PAPPY RETUM

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

Dec. 23
John Cromwell Dick Sutherland

Philip D. Cochrane
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IholOLLYWOOD FLASHES

By RALPH WILK

(OLYMPIC PRODUCTIONS will

^^ make "Crooked Streets," with a

cast including James Murray, Greta

Grandstedt, Thomas Jackson, Bry-

ant Washburn, Audrey Ferris, Hans
Joby and others. Harry Frazer will

direct the picture, which is based on

an original story by Dwight Cum-
mings.

* *

Joan Bennett is resuming active motion

picture work for the first time smce her m-

jury last August. She is to play opposite

Warner Baxter in the Fox picture, "Widow s

Might," which is slated to go into production

at once. Cast to date includes Minna Gom-
bell, Weldon Heyburn, Nora Lane, Raul Rou-

lien, J. M. Kerrigan, John Arledge, Wil-

liam Pawley, James Kirkwood, Bert Han-
Ion and Cornelius Keefe. Kenneth Mac-
Kenna will direct. The screen play is by
Guy Bolton from a story by Reita Lambert.

* * *

Sheridan Gibney, writer, has
joined the scenario staff at the War-
ner Studio. His first assignment
will be the adaptation of Maxwell
Anderson's stage play, "Saturday's

Children," which will probably serve

as a co-starring vehicle for James
Cagney and Joan Blondell.

Irving Pichel, actor-director who played

opposite Tallulah Bankhead in "The Cheat,'

will play the atheist father of the crippled

boy in "The Miracle Man."

Nat Perrin and Edmund Joseph,
screen writers, wrote the book for

"Lucky Day," an all-colored revue,

which is being presented at the May-
an, Los Angeles.

Al Martin has written an untitled story

which will serve as a vehicle for a one-reel

sports novelty subject, starring Charley Pad
dock, the sprinter. Universal will produce
the novelty film.

Ralph Dietrich, veteran film editor,

will cut "The Devil's Lottery," which
Sam Taylor will make for Fox.

Need of Action Stressed
By Foreign Dept. Heads

(Continued from Page 1)

story must principally be told visu-
ally.

Forecasts of the foreign market
for 1932 have been made by the fol-

lowing officials for the foreign sec-

tion of the 1932 edition of the Film
Daily Year Book: Col. Frederick
L. Herron, N. L. Manheim, Miss
Hannah Kass, Arthur W. Kelly, Jo-
seph H. Seidelman, Ambrose Dow-
ling, Clayton P. Sheehan, J. H. Hoff-
berg, Arthur A. Lee and Milton
Diamond.

Time to Let Up
Unquestionably the efforts to be-

little all Hollywood enterprises keep a

certain part of the public away from
pictures which we are frying our best

to win. It seems to me that the time
has come for some one to rise in vehe-
ment defense of the industry against
carping, ridicule and nagging.

—Samuel Coldwyn

What's Right With the Movies
By FRED S. MEYER

President, Motion Picture Theater Owners of Wisconsin

EDITOR'S NOTE: There have been plenty

of outbursts, especially in recent weeks, about
what's wrong with motion pictures. Since
every question has at least two sides, the fol-

lowing address, delivered by Fred S. Meyer
before the Federated Women's Clubs of Mil-
waukee County, presents some arguments in

favor of the other side.

(Concluding Installment)

Some months ago, before "Seed"
was shown in Milwaukee I invited

the presidents and representatives
of your organization and other civic

clubs to a private preview. At that
time I addressed you and others
present, not as manager of the Al-
hambra Theater, but as president
of the Motion Picture Theater Own-
ers of Wisconsin. I said in part:
"Pictures like this deserve your
support. Many -times great pictures

have failed to draw because of the

title. This may be the case in this

instance. I want you to see the
picture. If it appeals to you and
you think it is worthy of your
commendation, if you are really in-

terested in good pictures and sin-

cerely wish to encourage producers
to give us their best, then go out
and urge your members, your
friends and neighbors to see "Seed.'

"

I would feel amiss in my duty were
I not to hear and now gratefully ac-

knowledge the very fine work that
was done as a result of my plea.

"Seed" broke attendance records
when it was shown in Milwaukee
neighborhood theaters, and this de-
spite the unprecedented hot spell.

In no instance has any theater man-
ager told me that he did not do
good business on "Seed," and in the
majority of theaters the attendance
was a record. My personal opinion
is that the favorable propaganda
done by you and others present at
the preview was responsible for 65
per cent of these gratifying results.

I want to make a similar appeal
to you today. There is a picture
coming to your neighborhood called
"Mother's Millions." The Milwau-
kee critics unanimously praised this
production as they seldom have any
other. Many of you undoubtedly
saw "Mother's Millions" during its

downtown run. If you didn't, I urge
you not to miss this picture when
it comes to your neighborhood. I

am ready to stake my reputation
that you will enjoy it immensely,
and if you do, give it a "Seed"
word-of-mouth campaign and urge
your friends to see it. "Mother's
Millions" is a credit to the screen
and to the industry I have the honor
to represent.

If you will bear with me for just
a few more minutes, I would like
to say a word about "Spirit of Notre
Dame." All that is left to posterity
of the great Knute Rockne, a record
of his voice, his spirit, is embodied
in this production, dedicated to
Notre Dame's immortal leader.
After you have seen "Spirit of No-
tre Dame' I am sure you will agree
that it is a great picture. But again

we are confronted with a certain

natural barrier. Followers, not the
leaders, will see the title and say,

"Ugh, another college story." The
fact that this picture is minus all

college hokum, that it is a wonder-
ful example in character building
and sportsmanship, will not be
brought to the attention of every
man, woman and child as it should
unless you do the necessary work.
I particularly recommend "Spirit of
Notre Dame" through you to the
Boy Scouts, Y. M. C. A.'s, Parent-
Teacher associations, and to think-
ing female high school and college
students, the so-called "flappers"
who are able to get a "kick" out of
college atmosphere minus all cus-
tomary hokum, necking, joy rides.

Work with your theater manager.
Whether he operates a downtown
edifice or the humblest neighborhood
theater—work with him and tell him
of your likes and dislikes.

If you want week-end programs
particularly planned with family
groups in mind, you will find that
your exhibitor can get them for you.
You will learn that no one is so
ready to suit a customer's wishes as
is a good showman.
And be a good customer. I do

not mean by that to plead with you
to go more often to the theater.
That is for you to decide. That is

for us to stimulate by giving you a
better product. When the good prod-
uct does come, endorse it in the
most effective way, by your presence
at the box-office. Talk about the
fine pictures, in your club, in your
home, to your neighbors. Write a
letter to your local paper once in
a while praising a fine picture and
send your exhibitor a copy of the let-
ter. He is trying to give you what
you want. He must do that, and he
will do it if you make your wishes
plain.

Remember what I said about "The
Spirit of Notre Dame." Bear in

mind that "Disraeli" missed being r

financial success because of lack of
audience support. "The Silent En-
emy" fell down for the same reason.
"With Byrd at the South Pole"
proved to be an expensive venture
for the company which made it

"Old Ironsides," a splendid historical
picture, had to be sold in a block
with four pictures of frivolous type
and the whole block drew very little

more revenue than the four frivo-
lous pictures would have drawn
alone.

I feel that with this splendid
group I am going over ground that
you know already. Continue your
cooperation with us along the lines
you have done in the past few years
The industry will work with you
sincerely and gratefully. With your
help, what's right with motion pic-
tures will get RIGHTER and
RIGHTER.

Chicago — Martin Lopatka has
leased the Hawthorne in Cicero for
five years at a gross rental of $21,-

000. Hawthorne Theater Co. has Ijeen

formed, with Tony Savick, Fred
Baufeld and Jack E. Dwork as in-

corporators. Capital, $1,500.

Medford, Ore.—E. L. Childers, op-
erating the Isis here, will shortly
open the Lithia in Ashland.

Leeds, Ala.—Reopening of the Ma-
jestic took place recently.

Orange City, la.—Christian Civic
League is leading a movement to
have Sunday shows here stopped.
Elmer Raak, manager of the Cot-
tage, declared he cannot continue
operating if Sunday shows are dis-

continued. The city council passed a
resolution that he be ai-rested if he
attempts to show on Sunday.

Portland, Ore. — George Roy, in-

dependent exhibitor in Eugene and
Corvallis, has booked stage acts for
Sunday and Monday.

Denver—Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hin-
ton have taken over the Music Box
on Curtis St. and will reopen it as
the Artist in January with tab-mu-
sical comedy.

Kansas City—Fox is to open the
Gillham, suburban house closed for
some time, in the near future.

Palo Alto, Cal. — Improvements
costing $40,000 will be made in the

New Stanford.

Brookside, Ala.— The Hollywood,
operated by Joe Petrio, has closed.

Seattle—Jim Parry, former sales-

man for Warner-First National, is

back on the local film row as booker
for the Sheffield exchange.

Action's Program of 24

For Million Dollar, L. A.
(Continued from Page I)

booking, "Soul of the Slums," opens
tomorrow.

Action has already finished eight
of its schedule, with the ninth pic-

ture now in work and stories ready
for the next five. Every territory in

the U. S. has been sold.

'U' Goes Matrimonial
Close on the announcement that Leo

Abrams, manager of the Universal ex-
change in New York, would marry his

secretary, Hanna Pettif, on Christmas
Day, came the news yesterday that
Fred Mayer, accessory manager of the
same branch, had beat him to it by
taking the fatal step with )ane Herz-
feld. Paul Culick, at the home office,

was quite flustered about it all, unable
to dope out how such things could
happen during an alleged dee-pression.
When it was intimated that U's pros-
perity might have something to do with
it, he waxed gleeful.
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'Ten Best Films' Arousing Wider, Keener Interest
—Merry Christmas— —Merry Christmas— —Merry Christmas—

FILM VOGUES MET DRASTIC CHANGES IN 1931
—Merry Christmas— —Merry Christmas— —Merry Christmas—

Higher, Not Lower, Production Budgets Urged by Capra

CHRISTMAS
. . peace and good will

By Jack Alicoate

— I just had a happy little cry. So did

another member of the Relief Fund Com-
jmittee. And so did the head of a family

I we had just helped, to enjoy, as God would

have it, a cheerful Xmas, where one of near

starvation loomed before.

—YOU, too, who have contributed to the

RELIEF FUND, should be happy, for ONLY
through your giving was this made possible.

—To those of the industry who have

overlooked or forgotten, this is a final ap-

peal. This annual drive closes tomorrow.

•
—And no day is more appropriate of

charity.

—Christmas.

—"Glory to God in the highest, and on

earth peace, good will toward men."

—As you read this, if you have not sent

in your check, please do so today. NOW.
Ten dollars goes as far now in this relief

work as 25 did a few years back. There is

not one cent of expense. Every dollar goes

to relief.

•
— If you and your family have the com-

forts of life on this Xmas Eve, thank God.

Never mind which one, for he is the same

to all. Then think for just one minute of

the many who are in sickness, distress and

actual want through no fault of their own.

It might happen to you, me, anyone.

—This is your last chance this year to

help a grand cause. Your Xmas will be

more cheerful for having done so.

•
—The committee having the work in

charge consists of Don Mersereau, "Red"

Kann, Billy Brandt, Al Lichtman, Ed Finney,

Bert Adier, Lee Ochs, and the writer as

chairman.

Production of Good Films
Requires Ample Money,

Says Director
Production budgets should be in-

creased, not cut, in an effort to make
be'ter grade pictures, declared
Frank Capra in an interview with
The Film Daily yesterday, follow-
ing his arrival in New York from
the coast. Expenditures, however,
should be watched closely, said the
director.

Capra believes that in the pictures
(Continued on Page 10)—Merry Clvristmas—

SEVEN M-G-M FEATURES

READY TO BE RELEASED

M-G-M has completed seven fea-
tures for release during the next two
months, said Howard Deitz yester-
day, following his return to New
York from the Coast. They are:
"Emma," with Marie Dressier;

(.Continued on Page 9)—Merry Christmas—

RKO Holders Granted
More Time to Subscribe
In view of the large number of

requests from stockholders for an
extension of time to subscribe for
the new RKO debentures and com-
mon stock, President Hiram S.

Brown asked RCA, as underwriter
of the subscription, to consent to

an extension of time. This was
granted, Jan. 9 being the new dead
line.

Teasing tlie Taste
Sitting in the Roxy while a trailer

on the coming week's picture was

being screened. Hank Peters of Walt

Disney Productions, Ltd., overheard

the following:

First Woman: "I can't understand

that. The story seems so discon-

nected."

Second Woman: "Don't be silly.

Those are only the samples."

IS

7 SPECIALS FOR JflN.-FEB.

Paramount is getting seven pro-

ductions, classified by the company
as specials, ready for release in Jan-
uary and February. The group in-

cludes "Ladies of the Big House,"
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," Ernst
Lubitsch's "The Man I Killed" with
Nancy Carroll, Lionel Barrymore
and Phillips Holmes, Marlene Diet-
rich in "Shanghai Express," Ruth

(Continued on Page 9)

—Merry Christmas—

Story Council Members
Going West for Slants

Under a policy aimed to familiar-
ize the Paramount story advisory
council with studio needs, members
are being sent to the Coast plant to
spend five or six weeks learning its

requirements. A. M. Botsford is

now in Hollywood and will be fol-

lowed by Russell Holman. D. A. Do-
ran, Jr., head of the story depart-
ment, will soon go to the Studio un-
der the plan.

Nation's Critics Join Eagerly
In Picking Year's 10 Best Films

No issue Tomorrow
There will be no issue of THE

FILM DAILY tomorrow, Christmas

Day.

On the basis of results and re-

actions already in hand, this year's

poll on the Ten Best Pictures of the
season, the tenth annual event of its

kind conducted by The Film Daily,
(Continued on Page 10)

Numerous New Policies

Established During
the Past Year

Highlights of motion picture de-
velopments in 1931, viewed in retro-

spect, reveal many radical changes
in film vogues and policies, as well
as no small degree of adaptability
to meet the sudden changes in gen-
eral conditions, it is shown in a re-

sume compiled by Paramount.
"More new film favorites entered

in 1931 than in any previous year,"
says the resume. "For proof, look

(Continued on Page 9)

—Merry Christmas—

FINAL CALL IS SOUNDED

IN RELIEF FUND CAMPAIGN

Today marks the final call in the
1931 drive for THE FILM DAILY
RELIEF FUND. A substantial to-

tal CAN be reached if all who have
not done so will send their donations
NOW, TODAY, without further de-
lay. The FUND does not procras-
tinate when those in need of im-
mediate assistance apply for aid.

This year's response, despite the
many calls from other worthy chari-

(Continued on Page 9)—Merry Christmas—

Television Light Beam
Transmits Clearer Image
Schenectady — Transmission of

television on a beam of light, utiliz-

ing a wave length of but a billionth

of a meter, has been demonstrated
here by Dr. E. F. W. Alexanderson
of General Electric.

This use of the ultra short waves.
Dr. Alexanderson believes, opens the
way to. a new and valuable era in

the art and promises to result in
more distinct television pictures.

Bonuses for Roxy Help

All employees of the Roxy will

receive Christmas bonuses this year

the same as in previous years.
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— Mfrt-v Christmas—

IRA GLUCKSMAN MARRIES
Ira Glucksman of the staff of Pub-

lix Opinion was married Tuesday to

Edna May.

fe•4V • %*<*%

J)t New York
i} 1540 Broadway
W BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

iiEastmain Films «

^ } E. Bniilatour> Inc. H

> Chicago Hollywood H
» 1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica K
•* CALumet 3692 Blvd. H
I HOLlywood 4121 H

Seven-Hour Show With Eight Features

What is believed to be the world's record endurance show was staged

recently in Lakemba, Australia. It ran from 10:30 in the morning until 5:30

in the afternoon for one admission, with eight feature pictures and a Mickey

Mouse Cartoon on the bill. The admission price was a quarter, with half price

for children.

Prominent Names Signed

For New Big 4 Production
Big 4 is reaching out for bigger

names in the casting of its pictures,

with Jack Mulhall and Josephine

Dunn already signed for "The Death
Ray," melodrama to be directed by
Richard Thorpe. Supporting cast

includes Crauford Kent, Mischa
Auer and Jimmy Burtis. Story is

by Barry Barringer, and production

will be supervised by Burton King.
—Merry Christmas—

BUTTERFIELD-VITA. DEAL
Harry Rosenquest, assistant sales

manager for Vitaphone, while in

Detroit the past week, made ar-

rangements to supply all Butterfi Id

theaters in 32 Michigan spots with

five selected reels of shorts for a

special midnight performance New
Year's Eve.—Mcrrv Christmas—
HANDLING TELEPHOTO CELLS
M. G. Felder Sales Co. of New

York has been appointed d'stributor

of Telephoto Cells, manufactured by
the Telephoto & Television Corn, of

New York, it is announced by R. H.
Herschman, sales manager of the

latter firm, which makes a full line

of cells for the talking picture in-

dustry. —Merry Christmas—
WOODS BOOKS ACTION FILMS
Chicago—Claude Macgowan, gen-

eral manager of Action Pictures,

Inc., New York, has booked "Any-
body's Blonde" for a week at the

Woods, Loop house, starting Jan. 2.

Other Act'on pictures will follow

later in the month.
—Merry Christmas—

BAN BROCKTON PICKETS
Brock -on, Mass.—Picketing by the

.stage hands' union of the Star,

which went open shop a year ago,

has been banned in a decision by
a master in the Middleboro court.

Morris Pearlstein manages the
house, a second-run.

—Merry Christmas—
"PRIVATE LIVES" HOLDS

Norma Shearer and Robert Mont-
gomery in "Private Lives," M-G-M
picture, is holding over at the Capi-
tol. Greta Garbo and Ramon No-
varro in the world premiere of

"Mata Hari" will come in next
Thursday.—Merry Christmas—

AMPA MOVES TO SARDI'S
Starting with the next meeting,

Jan. 6, the A.M.P.A. will hold its

weekly luncheons at Sardi's restau-
rant on West 44th St., instead of
the Dixie Hotel, it is announced by
President Ed Finney.

—Merry Christmas—
VITAPHONES FOR LOEW

Vitaphone's "Relativity and Rela-
tives," starring Dr. Rockwell, and
"The Wall Street Mystery," S. S.
Van Dine story, have been booked by
Loew for all the circuit's metropoli-
tan houses.

Crime Pix Flop Abroad,
Says Joseph Friedman

Crime pictures have not met favor
at European box-offices, said Joseph
Friedman of London, in an interview
yesterday. Very little theater con-
struction is going on in Great Bri-
tain, he stated. There has been
some agitation to make the British
quota law more severe, but so far
the government has shown no dis-
nosition to effect any changes, said
Friedman, who sailed for England
last night.—Merry Christmas—
FRISCO FILM BOARD ELECTS
San Francisco—The San Fran^^isco

Film Board of Trade has elected
the following officers for the com-
inq: year: President. J. D. McNerny
Vice President, William Wolf; Secre-
'^ary-Treasurer, John Dillon: Ex-
ecutive Secretary, Rowena Foley.
T'he Board of Governors consists of
McNerny. Wolf. Dillon. C. H. Muehl-
man and G. C. Blumenthal, retirinr
president.—Merry Christmas—
DALLAS PUBLICITY SHIFTS
Dallas—Several switches in publi-

"itv assignments have been made by
Publix. Mrs. Besa Fairtrace, whose
•^"tiviMes have been out of town for
"he last several months, now handles
nubli'^ity at the Melba and Old Mill.

\ trio of writers and idea-people
's to do team work in publicity at
•^he Palace. These are Bab Langley.
P'ave Lemmon, formerly the Old Mill
publicist, and Fred McFadden.

—Merry Christmas—
MOVIOLAS FOR INDIA

West Coast Bureau. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — I. Serrurier of the

Moviola company, manufacturers of
film viewing and sound reproducing
machines used in film editing depart-
ments, reports excellent foreign
business. Moviola recently shipped
two machines to Russia and has sent
several machines to Bombay, India.
Machines have been sent to pro-
ducers in various parts of the world.

—Merry Christmas^-

NEXT FOR EUROPA
Ufa's "Secrets of the Orient,"

spectacle based on a story from the
Arabian Nights, will have its Ameri-
can premiere at the Europa on Dec.
3L

WM. ADLER IN HOSPITAL
William Adler, assistant to J. J.

Hess of RKO, is in the Sydenham
Hospital suffering from a kidney
disorder.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recordirg
Low Dail; or Weekly Hatei

Powers Cinaphone Equipment Corporation

T23>7TH AVE.. N. V. BRYANT 9-eoe7

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Dec. 31: Motion Picture Salesmen New
Year's frolic. Hotel Plaza, New York

Dec. 31 : New Year's Eve Party, Motion
Picture Club. New York.

Jan. 5 : Testimonial dinner to Aaron Saper-
stein. Congress Hotel. ChicaRo.

Jan. 7. Warner-First National District
Managers' Meeting, New York.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n. Hotel Charlotte
Charlotte. N C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha. Neb

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
- of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures)
Hotel PUza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing
ton, D. C.

—Merry Christmas—

New York Exchange
Is Opened by Tobis

Tobis has opened a New York ex-
change at 729 Seventh Ave., the sec-
ond to be opened this fall. During
his recent tour to the west, David
Diamond opened an exchange in San
Francisco. Headquarters of the
Tobis Company remain at 595 Madi-
son Ave., with Milton Diamond in
charge.

—Merry Christmas—
CLEVELAND ASS'N DIRECTORS

Cleveland — Following the unani-
mous election of Edward C. Flani-
gon as president of the Cleveland
M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n to succeed
the late John J. Harwood, the fol-
lowing members were elected to ser-
vice on the board of directors: Fred
Desberg, M. P. Horwitz, A. E. Ptak,
Frank Gross, David L. Schumann,

;

Harry E. Horwitz, Henry Green-

1

berger, John D. Kalafat, and P. E..!

Essick.

—Merry Christmas—
U. A. LETS CONTRACT

Berkeley, Cal.—Building contract

!

has been let for the $300,000 the
ater that the United Artists The
aters of California is to build at i

Shattuck Ave. and Bancroft W^ay.
It will seat 2,500.

Mayfair Theatre B'ldg, N. Y.
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TRANSLUX
Greatest air casualty scoop in the

history of all newsreels is recorded
for Universal by Staff Camerman
Fioyd Troynhan in the current pro-
gram. It's the spectacular Bayles
crash in Detroit.

The audience is tense from the
time Bayles seats himself in the
cockpit. When the machine, travel-
ing: five miles per minute, goes into
a series of spins, crashes, and sends
up from the ground a sheet of flame,
the fan reaction is one of horror.
The picture is so real audiences for-

they are Jn a theatre.

THE above from Variety beats anything ever said about any newsreel

!

Mark you^ it doesn't just call this a great scoop but ^'the greatest air cas-

ualty scoop IN THE HISTORY OF ALL NEWSREELS". And that's

exactly what it is. If you have not seen this astonishing "shot'' you have

missed another history-making event in the picture industry.

you will not— you can not— get the fullest possible showmanship into

your program unless you feature the Universal Newsreel (with Graham
McNamee as Talking Reporter) as part of your regular^ weekly bill! It is the

smartest newsreel ever made— every number being sure-fire for entertainment,

thrills and laughs! Arrange this very day to get the

UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL
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EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

e
Van Ice Sisters Deliver

Ice in "Night Angel" Stunt
TV/f. M. SHENKMAN, manager
* -^ of the Avon, Watertown,
N. Y., on the strength of the

name of his featured stage at-

traction, the Van Ice Sisters,

put across a novel exploitation

campaign for the Van Ice Sis-

ters' act and for the feature

picture, "Night Angel." He ar-

ranged with eleven Watertown
merchants to have their ice de-

livered by the two girls for two
days. The Watertown Ice Co.

furnished the ice and the truck,

which Mr. Shenkman plastered

with banners and large cards

advertising the picture and the

featured stage attraction. Large
crowds followed the girls as

they cut and delivered the ice.

A window display of a block of

ice with a Christmas tree design

inside lasted for two days. Sev-

eral blocks of ice with lettered

placards inside announcing the

picture were made by the ice

company and placed on flat

trays in front of the theater.—Avon, Watertown, N. Y.
* « *

Cards and Phone Start

"A Free Soul Argument"
r^ ETTING fans into argument

about a picture is always
good publicity. Clarence P.

Scates, of the Fox, Idaho Falls,

sent out cards to a mailing list

of 2,000, principally in the farm-

ing district, from lists made up
by friends and employees. The
cards carried this new type of

promotional copy: "They'll be

arguing for months! Fierce,

hot argument, as the patrons

poured out of the Fox theater.

Many maintained that Lionel

Barrymore 'stole' the show and
that the court room scene was
the finest piece of dramatic act-

ing ever shown on screen or

stage. Others heatedly argued
that Norma Shearer more than

held her own and that only an

actress of her ability would

have dared to surround herself

with such a cast. BUT on one

thing they all agreed—that 'A

Free Soul,' is number one in the

best pictures of the year."
—Fox, Idaho Falls, Ida.

Evenly Matched
Miami — An agreement by which

unions picl<eting the State will be al-

lowed to patrol the street with two

men, and the theater management an

equal number with opposition banners,

was reached after police had tem-

porarily cleared the sidewalk of eight

pickets. The theater was reported to

have put out four pickets in opposition

to the union's two. The union men

then doubled their forces, resulting in

complaints from pedestrians that the

sidewalk was being blocked.

lALTO
PUILM.DALY

• • • IT MAY be interesting to some of the boys to re-

mind them what they were worrying about at the Yuletide
Season 10 years ago back in 1921, when the cry of
"Hard Times" was starting to be raised after a very
prosperous year and compare with their present worries

it may make 'em feel a li'l better or worse
who knows?

• • • THERE WAS Will Hays, getting ready to resign
as Postmaster, and accept his new post as Film Mogul
and wondering whether he was making a wise move
Arthur Loew was abroad, trying to get a slant on the foreign
field Ernest Shipman was up in Canada with nary a
care just eelebratin' Pearl White was at the end
of her Fox contract, and looking around for another
Senator Jimmy Walker, now our mayor, was fighting for cen-
sorship repeal

• • • THOSE TWO naughty boys, William A. Brady and
Sydney Cohen, were squabbling over who was to take credit

for abolition of the 5 per cent rental tax a bunch of the
boys were all het up with the bright idea of establishing a
luncheon club atop the State theayter building the fore-

runner of the Empey Club idea Pola Negri was burnin'
them up in "Vendetta" Constance Binney in Vitagraph's
"Little Minister" Clara Kimball Young in "What No
Man Knows" David W. Griffith had just completed his

sixth big pix, "Orphans of the Storm" and George Fitz-
maurice was sitting pretty with his direction of "Peter
Ibbetson."

• • • OUT IN Hollerword, United Artists was in embryo
at the United Studios, with M. C. Levee as manager having
his troubles keeping all the stars and associated companies
happy with his new plan of cooperative production control

with Mary Pickford and Doug Fairbanks heading the
list Harry Carey was looking for a new distribution
contract Priscilla Dean for a scenario with two or three
scraps in it S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel wanted to be a pro-
ducer in the worst way but we don't mean it THAT
way Pete Smith was searching for an effective hair oil

even in those early days Erich von Stroheim was trying
to fenagle a million from some big-hearted producer to do an-
other "Foolish Wives" in another 18 months

• • • PROVING THAT he had the right idea, Sol Lesser
was searching for another Jackie Coogan but kid brother
Robert hadn't been born yet William Hart stated that
he wanted only one more year at pix, and he'd be satisfied

but is he? Mack Sennett was out for a new,
bunch of bathing beauts as usual Will Rogers
was angling for a release for his two-reelers Mae Marsh
was making overtures to get back in the D. W. Griffith fold.

• • • AND OUR ole pal Tommy Meighan was so busy
that all he yearned for was a chance to rest between pix
Christy Cabanne was trying to land a good vehicle for Billy
Dove Nathan Burkan was lookin' forward to that sum-
mer vacashe that he hadn't had for years Felix Feist
was still trying to beat bogey at the Oak Ridge golf club
and he STILL is Harry Warner stated that if he had
another year as good as 1921, he'd RETIRE and all

these things were IMPORTANT to them then as their
present problems are now but will they seem IMPOR-
TANT ten years from now? we wonder

« « « » » »

TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

e
How About
Conserving Adjectives?

'W/'HAT will the movie indus-

try do when its public re-

lations experts exhaust their

supply of adjectives? When
breath-taking, stupendous, mam-
iVioth, gigantic, colossal, amaz-
ing, soul-stirring, civilization-

rocking, etc., etc., have become
even more trite than is now the

case in announcing the forth-

coming showing of, say. Pansy
De Vere in "Half-Married," what
will be the recourse of ad writers

and preview paragraph authors ?

One shudders to think of their

plight. And radio announcers

are also following a dangerous
trail and endangering the avail-

able supply of adjectives in de-

scribing certain products being

praised to their friends "of ra-

dio land." This is a day of con

servation, retrenchment and

canned music. It seems that fu-

ture bright stars of the near-

silver screen might have to re-

sort to more histrionic ability

in order to attract trade than is

now necessary while the shock-

ing power of adjectives is still

potent. It might be suggested,

in view of such calamitous ne-

cessity, that the utmost fru-

gality be evidenced by those ad-

jective dispensers whose prodi-

gality threatens luture exhaus-

tion of what has been the main

appeal for box-office receipts

—

adjectives and more adjectives.

—Motion Picture Record

r
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

Dec. 24
Howard Hughes

Ruth Chatterton

Michael Curtiz

J. W. Allcoate

Evelyn Hall
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Here's how to start

the New Year right!

Turn over a i^ew leaf here-



'If Papa loves Mama, he will take
her to one of those Trade Shows
of Marie Dressler in Emma!''
Paper and ink cannot convey to you the magnitude and heart thrill of "Emma." We want you
to see it, so that you in turn will carry back from your inspired visit a promotional enthusiasm
such as you have never felt for any picture in the past. The time and effort you devote to
attending a screening of this great picture will repay you many times over!

AlbanyHarmanusBleeckerHall Dec.29 11.15 P.M.

Atlanta Fox Jan. 3 3:00 P.M.

Boston State Dec. 29 10.00 A.M.

Buffalo Buffalo Dec. 29 Midnight

Butte Rialto Dec.29 11:30 P.M.

Charlotte CarolinaTheatre Dec.29 io:ooA.M.

Chicago Dearborn Dec.29 2:00 P.M.

Cincinnati Lyric Dec.29 11:30 P.M.

Cleveland Allen Dec.29 1 1:30 P.

M

Dallas Melba Jan. 3 10:30A.M.

Denver Ogden Dec.29 1:00 P.M.

Des Moines DesMoinei Dec.29 10:30A.M.

Detroit United Artists Dec. 29 1 1:30 P.M.

Indianapolis Fountain Stjuare Dec. 28 2:00 P.M.

Kansas City /jii' Dec.29 2:00 P.M.

Los Angeles Boulevard Dec.29 10:30 A.M.

Memphis Strand Jan. 3 S'oo P.M.

Milwaukee

Minneapolis

New Haven

New Orleans

New York

Oklahoma City

Omaha

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

Portland

St. Louis

Salt Lake City

San Francisco

Seattle

Syracuse

Tulsa, Okla.

Washington

Dec.

Jan.

Dec.

Jan.

Davidson Dec

Loring Dec

Fox College Dec.

Tudor Jan.

Astor

Criterion

World

Keith

Loew's Penn Jan.

Broadway Dec.

Ritz Dec.

Gem Dec.

Alhambra Dec.

Paramount Dec.

Loem'sStaie Dec,

Ritz Jan.

Ambassador Dec-

29 Matinee

29 2:00 P.M.

29 10:30 P.M.

3 1 0:00 A.M.

29 1 1:00 A.M.

3 :0:00A.M.

29 io:ooA.M.

10 §.00 P.M.

3 8:30 P. M.

29 It: 15 P.M.

29 2:30 P.M.

29 11:30 P.

M

29 2:30 P.M.

29 11:30 P.M.

29 Midnigkt

5 10:30A.M.

.29 2:00 P.M

letro-Goldwyn-Mayer's Pride and Joy
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FINAL CALL IS SOUNDED

^
IN RELIEFm CAMPAIGN

(Cofitinued from Page 1)

T ties, has been gratifying, but re-

ceipts are far below last year's do-
nations. BRING THE RELIEF
FUND BANKROLL UP TO PAR.
Think of the unfortunates who are
our own, to care for in time of dis-

tress. DON'T LET THEM GO
WITHOUT FOOD AND SHEL-
TER. Send YOUR check TODAY.

These Have Shared
James R. Grainger
Ned E. Depinet
Colvin W. Brown
Irene F. Scott
E. A. Schiller

N. L. Manheim
Martin Stern
Gustav Brock
Maurice Kann
W. Ray Johnston
Joe Weil
Jack Alicoate
E. T. Leaper
D. C. Gillette

Paul F. Burger
Oscar Neufeld
Dewey Bloom
Don Hancock
David Bernstein
William Massce
Thomas D. Goldberg
Irving Samuels
R. S. Wolff
Glendon AUvine
Charles Moskowitz
Jo<;eph H. Brennan
Jack Meredith
William Fereuson
Louis K. Sidney
Don Mersereau
Leo Klebanow
Jay Emanuel
Michael Simmons
Arthur Eddy
David Loew
H. D. Buckley
Amusement Supply Co.
Harry S. Brown
"5ilas F Seadler
S. W. Hand
C. C. Pettijohn
A. J. Moeller
M-G-M Charity

Football Pool
Herbert S. Berg
Frank C. Walker
J. MacLeod
Jack Eaton
David Blum
Tom Gerety
Charles E. Lewis
W. F. Rodgers
S. A. Galanty
Hattie T. Hecht
A. S. Abeles
Lou Blumenthal
Lee Ochs
Jack Shapiro
A.M. P. A. Luncheon
Jerry Cohen
Film Curb Hamlins
Walter Reade

Nathan D. Golden
Joe Lee
Joe Simmonds
W. A. Downs
Paul Lazarus
F. C. Quimby
Leopold Friedman
Edward McNamee
Anonymous
Herbert R. Ebenstein
Ben Amsterdam
William A. Orr
H. J. Yates
Simon H. Fabian
Cresson E. Smith
Charles E. Leviris

Eureka Amusement
Co., Baltimore
(Eugene B. Mc-
Curdy)

Bert Adler
Samuel Bram
Geo. K. Riester
Vincent Trotta

J. O. Smith
Jos. R. Demeo
Harry H Buxbaum
Harry L. Gold
David Palfreyman
Edward P, Curtis
Rutgers Neilson
Morris Lieberman
Ed Finney
Joseph H. Moskowitz
Eugene Picker
William Laidlaw, Jr.
W. A. Scully
Harold Hendee
Lee Balsly
Motion Picture

Salesmen
Will H. Hays
Sam Katz
J. R. West
Walter Hutchinson
Murray Silverstone
Max Milder
Joe Friedman
Earl Kramer
Sam Eckman, Jr.
P. N. Brinch
Arthur Fieldelbaum
Henry Kahn
Raoul Lemat
George Kann
Isaac Weinberg
Thomas Meighan
Arthur W. Kelly

J. George Feinberg
E. B. Hatrick
Felix Feist
Hy Daab

—Merry Christmas—
CAROLL JOINING C.B.S.

Caroll Caroll, recently publicity

man with Tobis, will join the Co-
lumbia Broadcasting System Jan. 1.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Phil Cook Pictures, motion pictures; M.

Riskin, 66 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 60
shares common.

Unit Reproducers Corp., television devices;

D. A. Cohen, Rochester. N. Y. $20,000.
Fifth Ave. Palace, theatrical business ; Barr

& Barr, 16 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y. $5,000.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
Rangertone, Inc., Newark, electrical tone

and sound instruments ; Congleton, Stallman
& Hoover, Newark. N. J. $50,000.

The Royal Road To Happiness

To rich or poor, there is one glorious thrill which never fails to

invigorate, to enhearten. It is the thrill of giving, and giving where the
need is greatest and the relief most deeply appreciated.

Why should human beings enjoy giving?
There is only one answer, only one plausible explanation which

clarifies the whole question. Humans think.

Men live, not through their bodily experience, but through their minds.
We feel the sufferings of others, not because they hurt us or our

bodies, but because the thought of their sufferings and their miseries hurt
our minds. Mentally, we feel as they feel. Mentally, we can put our-

selves in their shoes and agonize to their sufferings. Mentally, we can
sympathize with their needs, their struggles, their despairs.

Giving is a form of religion. It is good for the soul, because it

cements the brotherhood of man and stifles the cry of hatred that is man's
heritage of weakness from his baser self. Giving ennobles the giver and
aids in the rehabilitation of his less fortunate brethren.

This industry, through THE FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND, asks that

you hearken to the call of happiness, it asks that you take the Royal Road
to Happiness by doing your share in relieving those unfortunates who,

today, find themselves in dire straits. It asks your help.

Ours is an obligation. Much that we have we owe to them. Much
that we shall be will depend upon them.

Help and help now. Send in your check to THE FILM DAILY RE-
LIEF FUND—NOW—and put yourself on the Royal Road to Happiness.

Film Vogues and Policies

Underwent Changes in 1931
(Continued from Page 1)

at such a partial list as: Clark

Gable, Jackie Cooper, Robert Coo-

gan, Miriam Hopkins, Tallulab

Bankhead, Sylvia Sidney, Peggy
Shannon, James Dunn, Joel McCrea,
Genevieve Tobin, Rose Hobart, Sid-

ney Fox and Warren William.

"The screen's invasion of stage

talent took a new turn in 1931. In-

stead of taking established footlight

stars, the screen mostly secured

those still in the process of build-

ing. Besides many listed in the para-

graph above, the following prove

this tendency: Vivienne Osborne,

Madge Evans, Gene Raymond, John
Breeden, Linda Watkins, Arthur
Pierson and Frances Moffett.

"The past year long will be re-

membered as establishing the su-

premacy of character players. Here-

tofore, few outside of those with so-

called 'sex-appeal' have attained

stardom. Today, one finds, to name
only some of the group, such char-

acter box-office attractions as Marie
Dressier, Lionel and John Barry-
more, Polly Moran, Charlie Ruggles,

Four Marx Brothers, Jack Oakie,

Edward G. Robinson, James Cagney,
Chic Sale, Edna May Oliver, Eugene
Pallette, Mae Marsh, Irving Pichel,

and, of a different type, Clive Brook,

Lilyan Tashman and Walter Huston.
"Starting with Marlene Dietrich,

Gary Cooper and Adolphe Menjou
in 'Morocco,' all-star casts con-

tinued to grow in favor throughout
the year. Many co-starring films

were offered and the vogue extended

to five or more favorites all in the

same pictures.

"Accents, once considered talking

picture liabilities, became assets dur-

ing 1931. They brought new popu-
larity to Greta Garbo, Marlene Diet-

rich and Maurice Chevalier, whom

one exhibitor poll established as best

box-office personalities, and to Paul
Lukas, Lily Damita, Ramon Novarro
anl others. The foreign vogue caused
the return to films of Pola Negri,
Greta Nissen and Anna May Wong
and brought such new faces as Con-
chita Montenegro, Lil Dagover and
Bela Lugosi.

"Interesting come-backs during
the year were those of numerous
former favorites such as Dolores Del
Rio, Dolores Costello, Thomas
Meighan, Enid Bennett, Clara Kim-
ball Young, Helen Jerome Eddy and
Sessue Hayakawa.
"The outstanding technical ad-

vance of 1931 was the introduction
of 'Noiseless' recording, first in-

troduced with Ruth Chatterton's
'The Right to Love.'
"The connecting link between

screen and fiction was strengthened
during 1931. Reading tastes coin-
cided with the public's taste for mo-
tion pictures as is shown by that
fact that some 150 books, ranging
from the classics to best-sellers of
today, were filmed. More books will
be transposed to the screen in 1932."

—Merry Christmas—
BLACKWELL PLANS COMEBACK

Carlyle Blackwell, who has been
living in England since his retire-
ment a number of years ago, plans
to return to the screen. He arrives
in New York soon en route to the
coast.

—Merry Christmas—
CANTOR ENDING RADIO WORK

Eddie Cantor will terminate his
NBC-WEAF Sunday night radio
broadcasts on Jan. 3. The comedian
leaves in January for Hollywood to
prepare for his next United Artists
picture.

SEVEN M-G-M FEATURES

READY TO BE RELEASED

(Continued from Page 1)

'"Mata Hari," with Greta Garbo;

"William and Mary" with Robert

Montgomery; "Freaks," "Tarzan,"

"Beast of the City," a Cosmopolitan
production, and "Arsene Lupin,"
with John and Lionel Barrymore.
The company expects great things
from Madge Evans, Deitz stated.

—Merry Christmas—

Paramount is Readying
7 Specials for Jan.-Feb.

(Continued from Page 1)

Chatterton in "Tomorrow and To-
morrow," Maurice Chevalier's "One
Hour With You," and "Two Kinds
of Women" with Miriam Hopkins,
Phillips Holmes and Irving Pichel.

—Merry Christmas—

Bernstein Distributes

Fikn Star Supplement
London — Sidney L. Bernstein of

Bernstein Theaters, Ltd., arranged
with the "Film Weekly" to distribute

a portfolio of portraits of famous
picture stars with the compliments
of each of his two Granada theaters,

one in Tooting and the other in

Walthamstow. The portfolios con-

tain portraits of eight popular
American film stars, backed with
scenes of the two theaters.

—Merry Christmas—

ANGER OPENING NEW HOUSE
New Britain, Conn. — The new

State on Main Street will open
Christmas Day. The house will be
operated by Louis Anger of the
Capitol Amusement Co. Edwin J.

Laighton has been named manager.

COMING & GOING

BEN FISH, United Artists division man-
ager with headquarters in Chicago, is in New
York on a business trip.

HENRY GINSBERG has arrived in New
York from the coast to transact busines , for

Hal Roach.

LUDWIG "LAUDY" LAWRENCE sails

for Europe aboard the Aquitania on Saturday.

JEAN HARLOW is on her way to Pitts-

burgh to open a personal appearance tomorrow
at Warner's Stanley, with BUDDY ROGERS
coming into the same house Jan. 1.

MARION GERING and HERMAN
MANKIEWICZ. Paramount director and
writer, respectively, arrive in New York this

mori.ing from the coast for a holiday vacation.

JOHN R. FREULER, president of Big 4,

has left for Milwaukee to spend Christmas.

He returns to New York shortly after JSew

Year's and then leaves for the coast.

HARRY' ROSENQUEST, assistant sales

manager for Vitaphone, is back from a three-

week trip through the middle west and re-

ports business better than on his last tour.

ARTHUR BRILLANT, Paramount writer,

is on his way to the coast following his mar-

riage to Edna Rivers.

BEN JUDELL of Chicago, I. J. ROHER
of Toronto and S. K. DECKER of Detroit

were among the exchange men visiting the Big

4 borne offices in the past week.
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HIGHER, NOT LOWER, COSTS

URGED BY ERANK CAPRA

(.Continued from Page 1)

of the future silent sequences will

be used when incidents can be told

more effectively in a visual manner.
Whether an ending of a picture

should be unhappy or happy depends
upon whether either treatment is

natural and logical, he said. Fre-
quently when one character by a

tremendous sacrifice makes other

characters in the story happy, a so-

called "sad ending" is justified, but
not in cases where the tragedy is

futile.

Fewer pictures ought to be made
by producers owing to the difficulties

connected with turning out heavy
production programs, Capra as-

serted. The director sails from New
York on Dec. 29 for a four weeks'
visit to London, Paris and Berlin.

Upon his return to the Coast he will

direct "Tampico." Before coming
East he completed work on "For-
bidden," with Barbara Stanwyck.

HOLLYWOOD FLASHES
i^ii^^^ii^ii; By RALPH WILK

WILLIAM A. WELLMAN, direc-

tor, and Marjorie Bonita Craw-
ford, aviatrix and actress, were
married this week in Yuma, Ariz.
Another marriage reported to be im-
pending is that of Joan Bennett to
Gene Markey.

Samuel Goldwyn lias loaned Lily Damita to

Paramount for the Maurice Chevalier film.

"One Hour With You." Another Coldwyn
player, Melvyn Douglas, has been loaned to

Paramount's New York studio for "The Wiser
Sex," co-starring with Claudette Colbert.

Norman Foster instead of Tom
Brown will appear with Loretta
Young and Winnie Lightner in

"Eight to Five," soon to start pro-
duction at the Warner Bros, studios
in California. Tom Brown, one of
the rising juveniles of Hollywood,
has been assigned to the cast of
"The Ferguson Case," based upon a
story by Courtenay Terrett and
Granville Moore.

Ruth Hall will play the ingenue

lead in Warner's "Mendel, Inc."
* * *

Katherine Grant, beautiful blond film

actress who disappeared mysteriously about

four years ago, has been located in the State

Hospital at Patton, victim of a nervous and
physical breakdown. Miss Grant, who was
the "Miss Los Angeles" of 1922, had been
injured in an automobile accident. She was
taken from Hollywood by her mother, Mrs.

Anita Kerr, and after treatment in various

institutions was placed in the State Hospital.

* * *

Norman Taurog is back at the

Paramount Hollywood studios since

an appendicitis operation and ex-

pects to be ready to work shortly

after the first of the year.

Carl Laemrale, Jr., has added a few more
to the cast of "The Impatient Maiden."
being directed by James Whale at Universal
City. The more important ones are Oscar
Apfel, Ethel GrifFies, Bert Roach, Cecil Cun-
ningham, Arthur Hoyt, Blanche Payson and
Loren Raker. This adaptation of Donald
Henderson Clarke's best selling novel stars

Lew Ayres and features Mae Clarke, Una
Merkel and John Halliday.

//

KEEP KISSABLE"
Mentally, of course, by constantly keeping

at your elbow, for ready reference, a copy

of The Film Daily Year Book. Here is the

STANDARD reference book of the mo-
tion picture industry. It has stood the

TEST of TIME. Thirteen annual edi-

tions have already been published. Copies

of these books are to be found in the library

of every important motion picture execu-

tive in every part of the world. No film

publication even compares with it in size,

practicability, coverage, history, and
amount of advertising carried. It is Film-

dom's Encyclopedia.

The 1932 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
(14th Edition)

IS NOW IN PREPARATION

FILMDOMS RECOGNIZED REFERENCE BOOK
Distributed in January

BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER

'TEN BEST FILMS' POLL

STIRS KEENER INTEREST!

{Continued from Page 1)

will go down as by far the most
successful to date. Not only has in-

terest in the vote become more ex-
tensive among newspapers, maga-
zines, etc., as evidenced by more
than 300 polls already returned by.
the leading motion picture critics of i

the nation, but the interest this yeari|
is much keener and more enthusias-
tic. There is also evident a more:
serious appreciation of the construe-

1

tive service of the poll to producers
|

in giving them a line on public tastes
\

and preferences.

A greater number of critics are
making local application of the ten

,

best selections idea, inviting the
''•

public to join in. The best example
'

of this is the symposium made byi
Chester B. Bahn, cinema critic of the

i

Syracuse Herald and pioneer in con- I

ducting a local poll each December
in conjunction with The Filmi]
Daily's national vote. Quoting:!
Bahn:
The importance of this poll and others

inspired by it—"The Herald" pioneered in i

carrying the election to fandom—cannot be :

over-emphasized. Not only do they permit l'

the singling out of meritorious pictures for
j

public recognition, but they serve as a barom-
eter of what is desired in the way of cinema-
tic entertainment.

It represents an honest attempt to mirror
the opinion of fandom within the boundaries
of "The Herald's" wide parish; while neces-
sarily voting is restricted to pictures seen in
Syracuse during the year, residence in Syra-
cuse is not necessary to qualify an elector.
Readers of "The Herald" anywhere are eligi-
l)le and invited to cast a ballot.

To stimulate interest in the 1931 poll, "The :

Herald," through the courtesy of local the-
ater managements, and with the co-operation i

of the Cinema Critics Club, offers no less i

than 10 awards.

The first 10 winners, as determined by the -

Board of Judges, will be guests at a series

;

of theater parties to be given by the co-oper-
ating managements, including those by R-K-O )

Keith's, Loew's State, Warner's Strand, Para-
,j

mount, Fox-Eckel, Rivoli, Swan, Regent,"
Riviera and Brighton.

The rules governing the Symposium follow:

1. Only pictures given a first showing in

Syracuse picture theaters between Jan. 1

and Dec. 21 are to be considered. This
eliminates revivals and re-issues such as "Ben
Hur," but does n^t affect wholly new versions,
-such as 'East Lynne.'

2. Pictures seen in other cities, and yet
to be viewed in Syracuse, are not to be

j

taken into consideration.

3. Only one ballot may be submitted byi
the participant, but all members of the family
may compete individually.

4. Participants must be at least 16 years of
age.

5. The Symposium will close on Monday.
Dec. 21, and winners will be announced on
Sunday, Jan. 4.

6. The decision of the Board of Judges
will be final.

7. Participants, if they so wish may en-
close a letter explaining the reasons for their
selections. This is optional.

The plan to be followed by the judges in

determining the winners is substantially that

used in preceding years. There will be two
master lists against which all your ballots

will be checked. One will be the "Ten Best"
as selected by the writer. The second will

be 10 pictures receiving the highest number
of votes in the fan poll.

For convenience of fans, a ballot appears
elsewhere. Its use, however, is not manda-
tory. Vou may write your selections on .

postal or submit them in letter form.
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Theater Changes Reported by Film Boards of Trade
NEW JERSEY

Changes in Ownership
I
E. Orange—Waslrngton, sold to H. & S.

Amuse. Co. by G. W. Hosford ; Lyndhurst
—Lyndhurst. sold to Robert Macliett by
Lyndhurst Thea., Inc. ; WTillburn—Mill-

burn, sold t« Warner Bros, by Jacks &
Burns; Netcong—Palace, sold to Palace

Thea., Inc. by Palace Amuse. Corp. ; New-
ark—Orpheum, sold to Harry Feldman by
Newark Orpheum Thea. Co. ; Union City

—Pastime, sold to Bondy Thea. Ent., Inc.,

by Bondy Thea. Ent. ; Woodbridge— State

sold to Woodbridge Amuse Co. by Arnold

\

Amuse. Co. ; Dumont—Dumont, Jersey
City—Cameo, Leonia—Leonia, sold to

Skouras Theaters by Fox Metropoltan
Playhouse, Inc.

Closing
Bradley Beach—Strand ; Highbridge—Rialto ;

Lynhurst—Lyndhurst ; Newark—Orpheum,
Playhouse ; New Brunswick—Empire.

Re-Opening
Dumont— Dumont ; Flemington — Palace

;

Matawan—Rivoli ; Orange—Washington.

NORTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

High Point—Rex, sold by J. R. Pope and
W. R. Mattheson by F. K. Watkins ; San-
ford—Temple, sold to W. N. Krout by A.
H. Quails; Wanda sold to D. Holt by
T. E. Parad s ; Silver City—Gem, sold to

J. B. Mclntyre by W. A. Thomas; Wil-
son—Lincoln, sold to M. Barker by G. C.

Wooler.
Closing

Asheboro—Capitol ; Burnsville—Gem City ;

Elk Park—Park ; Greenville—Colonial

;

Littleton—Spot ; Robbinsville—Dixie.

Re-Opening
Durham—Paris ; Greensboro—Paramount.

New Theaters
Cliffside—Cliffside, Setzer-Harrell, owners;
Hatteras—Burrus, E. S. Holland, owner;
MuUings—Carolina, Leslie Conoway, owner

NORTH DAKOTA
Re-Opening

Columbus—New Columbu*.

OHIO
Changes in Ownership

Cincinnati—Orpheum, sold to RKO Mid-
west Corp. by Chester Martin ; Park Hall,

sold to John Schwartz by Mrs. M. G.

Schwenker ; Columbus—Fifth Ave., sold

to Myers Thea. Circuit by Fred Vogt

;

Frank'in. sold to Myers Thea. Circuit by
John Kirkland ; Rialto, sold to Myers Thea.
Circu't by Wottring & Daley ; Dayton

—

Apollo, sold to Chas. J. Cross by Homer
V. Guy ; Ohio, sold to Globe Enterprises
by R. S. Rayburg ; Dover—Ohio, sold to

Chrestophone Co. by Tom White ; East
Liverpool—East End. sold to W. B.
Smith by C. D. Henthorne and H. J.

Kampmann ; Logan—Pythian, sold to

Logan Holding Co. by D. W. James

;

Louisville—Louisville, sold to J. T. Nist
by Harold Sherer ; Point Place—Shoreway,
sold ot Al Ochs by H. B. Albright; Say-
lor Park— Parkland, sold to C. Gorman
by R. Buescher; Tiltonsville—Palace, sold

to Harry Mackey by W. B. Urling ; West
Jefferson— Orient, so'd to E. L. Parker
by Orient Amuse. Co.

Closing
Akron—Astor; Cleveland—Great Lakes; Ad-
dvston—Pastime : Bellefontaine—Strand ;

Cincinnati— Strand : Murray City—Exhibit

;

Nelsonville- Pastime ; New Straitsville

—

New; Tippecanoe City—Auditorium.

New Theater
Wooster— Schine's Wooster, Schine Theat.

Co., Inc., owners.

OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership

Antlers— Erie, sold to E. Barrett by S. G.
Rogers ; Cushing—American, Dunkin. sold

to Midwest Thea. Operating Co. by Hiram
Dunkin ; Drumright—Midwest. sold to

Midwest Theater Co. by J. E. Bennett;
Holdenville—Dixie, sold to J. W. Cotter
by Holdenville Thea. Co. ; Olustee—Vic-
tory, sold to Herman Poole by Crow &
Dyer; Rush Springs—Gem, sold to C. E.
All-son by C. Wilkerson ; West Tulsa

—

Cameo, sold to A. Mayo Bradfield by J.

Jacobson.

Re-Opening
Weleetka—Blaine.

New Theaters
Ponca City—Roxy, J. E. McCoUum, owner;

Frederick—Midwest, Midwest Thea. Op.
Co., owners.

OREGON
Changes in Ownership

Enterprise—Okey, sold to J. R. Stubbelfield

by A. Hackharth ; Molalla—Lyric, sold to

H. A. Kayler by E. L. Choate ; Ranier—
Roseway, sold to J. J. Kidlacek by H. C.

Zurfluh.

Closing
Estacada—Liberty.

Re-Opening
McMinnville—Rainbow ; Portland— Star.

New Theater
Ashland—Lithia, E. L. Childers, owner.

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership

Allentown—Southern, sold to Frank S.

Mckley; Bridgeport— Broadway, sold to

Egnal & Feinberg by Wilson Jones ; Car-
michaels—Ross, sold to M. F. Ross by
Pearson Minor; Columbia—Alto, sold to

Mos. M. Schverha by W. O. Heckman

;

Easton—Willior, sold to Boro Theaters,

Inc. ; Erie—Grand, sold to Geo. Phillips

by Wm. Zhreznay ; Hazleton—Diamond,
sold to DeFrancesco Bros, by Fred R.
Wurtz : Minersville—Opera House, sold to

Fred Bickhardt ; Mt. jewett—Palace, sold

to E S. Rigen by W. D. Anderson; Mt.

Joy—Mt. Joy, sold to Chas. W. Myers by
Myers & Sheetz ; Mt. Union—Roxy, sold

to Oscar St'effel by M. Shapiro; Palmer-
ton—Colonial, sold to Oscar Fritz by Pat

Amuse. Co. ; Philadelphia—Pelham, sold to

Winfred C. Lomax ; Wissachickon, sold to

John Madden ; Gladstone, sold to H.
Wei.'^s by Benjamin Borowsky ; Elm, sold

to Louis Litto by Elm. Amusement Co.

;

Sheppton—Palace, sold to Jos. Pesansky
by M. Dubrawski.

Closing
Bethlehem—Savny ; Bolivar -Opera House ;

Brouqrhton*-Broughton ; Export—Liberty ;

Glassmere — Liberty ; Greenville—Strand
;

New Castle—Dome ; Neraacolin—Nema-
cnlin : Slickv-Ue— Slickvil'e ; St. Marys

—

St. Marys; Tidioute—Gem.
Re-Opening

Barne-boro— Smith's; Beaver—New Beaver;
But'er—Harris; Dunbar—Strand; East
Pittsburgh— Be'=senier ;

Freder'ckstown

—

Gr.ind; Franklin- -Park ; Greenville -Main
;

House Lancaster -Fulton Opera ; Indiana-
Indiana ; leannette— Princess ; Marianne

—

Arcade; Mt. Jewett—Palace; Mcdow-
lands—Crystal ; Mt. Union—Roxy ; Muse
—Conununity ; Perryopolis—Perry ; Pitts-

burgh—Dome ; Ro'coe—Roscoe ; Sagamore
—Sagamore ; Somerset—Grand ; South
Fork—Pa'ace ; Tremont—Tremont ; Wash-
ington—Court ; Williambure;—Dean ; Wil-
merding—Chrystol ; Youngwood—Pearl.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

Belton—Cameo, sold to H. G. Campbell by
W. M. Scott; McColl—McColl, sold to

W. S. Finch, Jr., by J. B. Mclntyre.

Re-Opening
Charleston—Charleston ; Honea Path—Lyric ;

York—Carolina.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

Alc»st~r— Barrvmo'-e. sold to 71 v Lynn by
Elsie EWine; White Lake- Aurora, sold

to Don Harvey bv F. G. Gildbride.

Closing
Armour—-Rex ; Springfield—Strand.

Re-Opening
Burke— Burke.

TEXAS
Changes in Ownership

Carrizo Springs—Winter Garden, sold to

John Stahl ; Dayton—Texas, sold to Flem-
ing & Foster ; Floresville—Arcadia, sold

to C. S. McLellan ; Granbury—Palace, sold

to R. D. Duval; Livingston— Fain, sold

to Mrs W. H. Matthews; Sherman—
Grand, sold to Wright & Seaton ; Smith-
ville—Star, sold to Mart Cole ; Sonora—
LaVista, sold to Aldwell Eliott Co. ; TuUa
—Grand, sold to E. L. Rider.

Closing
Alba—Garo ; Amherst—Gem ; Archer City

—

Mignon; Bertram- -Happy Hour; Browns-
ville — Juarez ; Commerce— Hippodrome

;

Canutillo—Julinies ; Colffinsville—Princess ;

Cooledge- Star ; Canyon—Strand ; Com-

fort—Schwethelm ; Dawson—Dawson; Do-,
lores—Dolores ; Edinburgh—Grande ; Fay-
ettville—Prnce ; Harper—Harper ; High-
land— Pastime ; Ingleside—Rialto ; Johnson
City— Blue Bonnet: Lockhart—Obrero

;

Litt'efie'.d — Ritz ; Marathon — Marathon ;

Muenster—Palace; Red Rock—Liberty;
McAHen—Azteca ; Medina—Medina ; Me-
garge!—Liberty ; Miles—Aztec ; Mingus

—

Opera House ; Mission—Electric. Con-
cord a ; Navasota—Dixie; Orange—Liberty;
Petersburg— Petersburg ; Pharr—Valencia

;

Realitos—Duval; Richland Springs—Gem;
Sanderson—Princess ; Refugio— Majestic

;

Sugarland — Auditorium; Wing — Rig;
Wortham—Palace.

Re-Opening
FoUett—Critersion ; Poth—Princess ; Roscoe—Majestic.

New Theater
Corpus Christi—Rio. Rio Theater Co.,
owners : Del Rio—Ritz. L. A. Malone and
Lester Dollison, owners ; Gladewater—Lib-
erty, E. E. Lutz. owner ; Pertus—Cozy,
Mrs. Ruby Wilkins, owner; Willow
Springs—New, C. V. Barnes, owner.

VERMONT
New Theater

Rutland—\ew Grand, Paramount Publix
Corp., owners.

VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Victoria— Rialto, sold to C. P. Nelson by
E. Z. Zava.

Closing
Front Royal—Warren Park ; Hopewell^

Marcelle ; Painter—Arcadia ; Roanoke

—

Strand.

Re-Opening
Cr:we -Oliver; Wytheville—Becraft.

WASHINGTON
Changes in Ownership

North Bend— Sunset, sold to Ben Venheizen
by W. A. Cochran ; Seattle—Mission, sold
to A. Bloom by Far West Theaters; Spo-
kane—Egyptian, sold to Lew Keeler by

Spokane Theater Co. ; White Center

—

Cameo, sold to O. J. Klawitter by J. A.
Martin.

Closing
Marysville—Bijou; Seattle—Columbian, Third
Avenue.

Re-Opening
Bothell—Bothell ; Seattle—Fremont.

WEST VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

Anawalt—Anawalt, sold to W. P. McFarland
by U. S. Coal & Coke; Kimball—Kimball,
sold to M. K. Murphy by J. A. Little.

Closing
Bramwell — Palace; Brownton — Cosmar

;

Grafton—Grand; Maybeury—Dixie; Mil-
ton—Virginia ; Newburg—Crystal ; Owens
Lindy ; Phillippi—Grand ; Vivian—Vivian.

Re-Opening
Ethel— IZthel ; Harrisville—Electric ; Mann-

ington—Burts : Phillippi—American ; Rivis-

ville— State ; Wheeling—Rialto.

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership

East Troy—Grand, sold to Clifford J. Vogt
by H. K. Guthrie ; New Lisbon—Home,
sold ot C. F. Miller by L. E. Baker;
Platteville—Platte, sold to Milwaukee Mo-
tion Picture Co. ; Rio—Purtell, sold to

James P. Frank by James Purtell ; So.

Milwaukee—Garden, sold to Wilfred Wag-
ner by James Boden.

Closing
Beaver Dam—Davison ; Burlington—Orphe-
um ; Green Bay—Colonial, Grand, Strand;
Hillsboro — Midget; Horicon — Pastime;
Kenosha— Butterfly, Lake; Marinertte

—

Rialto; No. Fund du Lac—Rex.
Re-Opening

Oconto—Gem.

WYOMING
Changes in Ownership

Pine Bluffs—Pastime, sold to T. C. Stanton.

BRING THE KIDDIES
to the

LITTLE PICTURE HOUSE
151 East 50th Street

TUESDAY, DEC. 29, 10:45 A.M.
(Doors Open at 10:30)

TO SEE

A SPECIAL BENEFIT PERFORMANCE
THE ENTIRE PROCEEDS TO CO TO

The FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND
Program

Will Rogers in

A Connecticut Yankee

"The Night Before

Christmas"

Snowtime
(Fable Cartoon)

Fox Movietone News "^^1^

Tickets 75c

All Seats Reserved

Secure Your Tickets Now

At the Theatre

or at

FILM DAILY
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^T AT THE PREVIEW
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AT THE PREVIEW
IT ROLLED THEM
UNDER THE SEATS

Showm cold at the Karlton

Theatre, Brooklyn, N.Y.,

laughs cameONE a MIN-

UTE (actually clocked).

They^l Howl . . .

and How . . . at

Joby na

HO WLAND
Louise

DRESSER
Minna

G OM B E L L
William

COLLIER, Sr.

Sf E

SISTEB
'with Howard Phillips, Stanley

Smith, Ferdinand Munier,

Barbara Weeks
'Directed by Seymour Felix

FOX PICTURE
Go for it , , . your
audiences will!
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Mobilizing All Amusement Branches Against Tax

u. $.fo1gn dayandmte releaseM m-g-m

$2,851,996 Loss in 39 Weeks Reported by Fox Film

Present Loss Compares
With $8,280,551 Profit

In 1930
Net loss of $2,851,996.98 in the

first 39 weeks of 1931 is reported by
Fox Film Corp. This compares with
a net profit of $8,280,551.84 in the
corresponding period of 1930. Gross
income was $67,911,340.08 for the
first nine months of this year against
$76,724,608.86 in the same period last

year.

FILM RENTALS SLATED

FOR MPTOA DISCUSSION

The subject of film rentals is ex-

pected to be one of the major topics
brought into the coming annual con-
vention of the M. P. T. 0. A. sched-
uled for Washington, March 14-16.

Further steps will be taken toward
inducing producers to eliminate score
charges. Protection is slated as an-
other topic for informal discussion.

President M. A. Lightman plans
to come to New York within a few
weeks in connection with convention
arrangements.

Dr. Rudolf Becker Leaves
Assoc. Sound Industries

London—Dr. Rudolf Becker, gen-

eral manager of Associated Sound
Film Industries since its inception,

has resigned from that post and also

from the management of British

Sound Film Productions. E. van
Duyn of the Spreekfilm Co.. Amster-
dam, succeeds Dr. Becker.

Emmott Moore Producing

Ireland's First Talker

London—Emmott Moore, who for years has

visited Ireland to take silent travel films, is

now in the Free State with two sound trucks

making the first feature-length talker to be

produced in that country. It is titled "Sweet
Inniscarra" and if successful will be followed

by other ventures in that country.

Mamoulian Advocates Deaf Test for Films
"If a deaf person can understand a talking picture, it is basically perfect,"

says Rouben Mamoulian, Paramount director, who has just completed "Dr. Jekyll

and Mr. Hyde."

"The cinema which must be heard to be understood is not true film enter-

tainment. Everything should be visual, dialogue and sound only adding to the

enjoyment."

Two New Sound Stages Planned

By Associated Radio Pictures

London—Addition of two sound
stages, considerably larger than the
present stage, is part of an expan-
sion program to be undertaken by
Associated Radio Pictures in the new
year, according to Basil Dean. The
new building, to be erected at Ealing

(Continued on Page 11)

Birmmgham Theaters
Make Peace With Union

Birmingham—Difficulties with the

operators' union, resulting in snakes
being turned loose recently in some
local houses, causing quite a sensa-
tion, have been straightened out.

United Front Against 10% Tax
Proposed by Theater League

Warner Bros. Promotes
Roy Haines, Kalmenson

Andy Smith, eastern sales man-
ager for Warner-First National, has

appointed Roy Haines, formerly
manager in Pittsburgh, to the post

of district manager in his territory,

covering Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, In-

dianapolis, Detroit and Cleveland.

Ben Kalmenson has been promoted
to branch manager in Pittsburgh.

United effort by all branches of

the amusement industry in a con-

certed campaign to defeat the pro-

posed 10 per cent Federal admission

tax will be sought by the League of

New York Theaters, it was decided
following a meeting this week. Dr.
Henry Moskowitz, adviser for the

League, presided at the meet, which
was attended by Broadway produc-
ers and managers.

QOOD PICTURES
— trying to pick the year's ten best

=^=i By Don Carle Gillette :^==
AFTER so much hollering—in the past year—about poor pictures

—

it's a merry surprise—to note that many—of the nation's critics

—find it so hard—to limit their selections—of the year's best—-to the

quota of ten—in accordance with—^the tenth annual poll—now being

conducted—by THE FiLM DAILY***At least two dozen—of these

critics— in returning ballots—have tacked on—some extra titles—which
(Continued on Page 2)

Arranging to Distribute

Simultaneously Here
and Abroad

M-G-M will hereafter release for-

eign versions in England and on the
continent day-and-date with the
American national release. The
Film Daily learns. The company
has been catching up in foreign re-

leases to the American release dates
for the past few months, but actual
day-and-date distribution has not
been possible until now. There will

(Continued on Page 11)

DOUBLING ITS OUTPUT

London—Expansion of the British
Lion studio facilities at Beaconsfield
to enable twice as much output will

get under way shortly with the erec-

tion of two new sound stages, which
are to be finished by April, according
to S. W. Smith. This is the second
big expansion move in the British
production field, the other involving
two additional sound stages planned
by Associated Radio Pictures. All

will be equipped with RCA Photo-
phone sound recording.

Additional Contributors
To Film Daily Relief Fund
Among checks received Thursday

for The Film Daily Relief Fund
were contributions from Leo Brecher,
Budd Rogers, Dave Bader, Harry
Kaplowitz and Henry Reston.

Chaplin Writing Story

For Chaliapin Picture

London—Details are virtually completed
whereby Feodor Chaliapin, noted Russian singer,

will make his talker debut in a film written
by Charlie Chaplin and produced in English.

French and German at the British & Dominions
studios here. United Artists will handle world

distribution.
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Paramount
Pathe Exch
RKO
RKO ctfs

Warner Bros
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BOND MARKET
3A 354 354
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48 45 45 — 4'/

40'A 39V» 40 — I'A
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SCHULBERG IN ACCIDENT
IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—B. P. Schu'.bere: of

Paramount and his assistant, A. A.
Kaufman, were slightly injured
when their automobile skidded on a
wet pavement and broke off a lamp
post.

.<««•«•«•.............'....it.if.if.**."•«•*»•»•••»•••»"*»'•»•»»»>x
i.t

i.i New York Long Island City '
1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. "
BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 it

il

Eastmaii Films |

I. E. Brulatour. Inc. U

Chicago
1727 Indiana Ave.
CALumet 3692

Hollywood
6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.
HOLlywood 4121

QOOD PICTURES
-trying to pick the yearns ten best

M^_i^^^^^ (Continued from Page 1) ^_^^^^^,^

they judged worthy—but couldn't squeeze into—the list of ten***Many
other m. p. editors—in making the 'bests'-—in their local columns—were
not content—with one list of ten—but added a second—and even a

third***AII of which—seems to indicate—there must have been—more
good pictures—during 1931—than most fdks—had imagined.

•
ASA little test—make a preliminary list—of about thirty—from the better releases

'* —of the past year*'-'*"Cimarron"
—

"Front Page"
—

"Sin of Madeion Ciaudet"

—

"Skippy"
—

"Street Scene"
—

"Five Star Final"
—

"City Lights"
—

"Min and Bill"
—

"Spirit

of Notre Dame"—"Smiling Lieutenant"
—

"Bad Girl"
—

"Trader Horn"
—

"Tabu"
—

"Daddy
Long Legs"

—
"Outward Bound"

—"A Free Soul"
—

"Seed"
—

"An American Tragedy"

—

"Monkey Business"
—

"The Millionaire"
—

"Smart Money"
—

"Susan Lenox"
—

"Walling-

ford"
—

"Zwei Herzen"
—

"Le Million"
—

"Dreyfus Case"
—

"Little Caesar"
—

"Public

Enemy"
—

"Criminal Code"
—

"Royal Family of Broadway"
—

"Transatlantic"
—

"Devotion"

•••'You see the list—is overboard already—and many good ones—aren't in it"""''Now

try to eliminate—all but ten—and see what happens.

•
THERE isn't a doubt-—that the past year—produced a plenitude—of good films—but

' in such a period—even good films—have a tough time—making good showings—and

as a consequence— it is the pictures—instead of conditions—that get the blame* **Any

industry—with the qualifications—for turning out—such a string—of exceptional films

—under stress conditions—needn't worry much—about coming through.

•
I INHAPPY endings—are getting more numerous*"""lt appears the producers—have

gfjne in—for tragic climaxes—with a real vengeance' * "Arrowsmith '—
- "Sooky"

—

"Hell Divers"
—

"Safe in Hell"—are only a few—seen in a fortnight—that end sadly***

The trend is explained— in some quarters—as attempts to inject—more realism—into

stories***But the matter—needs serious thought—before the trend—goes— too far***

It is important—to hold fast—to this thought—that the theater— is a temple—of make-

believe—and the majority—of movie fans—pay out their dough—to get away from

—

realism.

•
IN PROVIDING—clean amusement—the movie theaters—help to promote—good citi-

zenship—and hold in check—revolutionary tendencies—said Larry Collister—county

treasurer—in addressing—Cleveland exhibitors*** In chaotic times—there's no place

—

like the theater—for keeping the morale—of a country—in a healthy state***Every

exhibitor—should stress this point—to legislators and others—as one big reason—for

not imposing—a burdensome tax—on admissions.

BUDDY ROGERS WITH NBC
Buddy Rogers has concluded ar-

rangements with National Broad-
casting Co. whereby he will appear
under the exclusive management of

the NBC artists service. He will

conduct his own orchestra and sing
over the NBC networks, in addition
to his stage work, which is to in-

clude appearance in a Ziegfeld show.

WHITELEY MARRIED
Stanley Whiteley of British Inter-

national Pictures was married to

Miriam Cheek of London on his re-

cent visit to England, it became
known yesterday. Mrs. 'Whiteley
arrived Wednesday on the Aqui-
tania.

JOE HUMMEL PROMOTED
Joe Hummel has been given a

new post at Warner-First National
and hereafter will be assistant to

Andy Smith, eastern sales manager,
and Gradwell Sears, western sales

managers.

ARTHUR SACHSON A DAD
Arthur Sachson, head of the con-

tract department of the Warner
home office, is the father of a son
and heir, born Dec. 24.

MONTA BELL MARRIED
Monta Bell, director, and Betty

Joan Lawford, actress, were mar-
ried Wednesday by Mayor James J.

Walker at City Hall.

Let Us Solve Your Problemsl
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-3640

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Lo8 Angelea, CaL
Michigan 8761

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Dec. 31: Motion Picture Salesmen New
Year's frolic, Hotel Plaza. New York.

Dec. 31 : New Year's Eve Party, Motion
Picture Club. New York.

Jan. 5 : Testimonial dinner to Aaron Saper-
stein, Congress Hotel. Chicago.

Jan. 7. Warner-First National District
Managers' Meeting, New York.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte
Charlotte, N. C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Ovroers of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures),
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel. New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing-
ton, D. C.

Educational Releases
On Schedule for January
Educational has 12 new shorts

scheduled for January release. They
include "Moonlight and Cactus,"
Ideal comedy with Tom Patricola;
"Dream House," Mack Sennett fea-
turette with Bing Crosby; "Keep
LaughinpT," Mermaid comedy with
Addie McPhail, Jack Shaw and
Monty Collins; "Anybody's Goat,"
Cameo comedy with Fern Emmett,
Lew Kelly and Monty Collins;
"Speedway," Bill Cunningham Sports
Review; ".Broadcasting," Tiffany
Chimp comedy; another Mack Sen-
nett comedy, not yet titled; "The
Villain's Curse" and "Noah's Out-
ing," Terrytoons; "Road to Ro-
mance," Romantic Journey; and two
Tiffany "Voice of Hollywood" reels,

Nos. 12 and 13.

"UNDER 18" IN .3 L. A. HOUSES
IVcst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DULY
Los Angeles — Warner's "Under

Eighteen" is currently playing in the
Western, Hollywood and Downtown,
three Warner houses.

PresIdeniHoicI
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Hotel

Five Hundred Rooms with Sea Water
Baths — American and European
Plans. Also Beautifully Furnished
Housekeeping Apartments with Com-
plete Hotel Service by the week,
month or year.

SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK

TURKISH BATHS

Reduced Winter Rates
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TIMELY TOPICS
A Digest of

Current Opinions

ty

COMING & GOING

Back to the
Independent Theater
TJNLESS within the next few

months there are definite

signs that quality of product is

on the upgrade and that the
hysteria of the present has sub-
sided, exhibitors should make
definite demands that the pro-
ducers give up operation of the-
aters except in key cities or test

spots. The exhibitor has stood
for the whims of the bankers

—

by putting men who are not
showmen, but who are finan-

ciers, at the head of major com-
panies—long enough. Now that
it has been more or less definite-

ly proven that the hand that
rules the industry can't produce
quality pictures, it remains for
the producers to recognize the
situation. Financial difficulties

of the big companies is the
exhibitors' immediate concern.
Fundamentally, the industry
seems to be all right. But the
vision of some of the Hollywood
chieftains seems to be blurred.
One of the classic examples of
this is the persistency with
which Hollywood turns out
drawing-room, English-dialogue
pictures, most of which have
died miserable deaths at the box
offices of theaters to smaller
cities. Bringing the bankers into
the business has not helped the
industry from the picture stand-
point. Taking the reins away
from men who. either through
luck or through vision in the
past, have produced money-
making product will not help
theaters. All plans submitted
by the bankers seem to have
failed. Ten years ago, when the
theaters of the country were
generally independently con-
trolled, the business was in a
healthy shape, able to combat
any depression. Why, then, can
it not be assumed that the fu-
ture success of the business
rests in independent theater op-
eration? Knowing that they
would have to make quality
product to get the runs, the pro-
ducers would have to turn out
quality pictures. Upon that
would rest their remaining in
business. —Jay Emanuel,

"The Exhibitor"

JOHN HOWARD LAWSON has been
cilled West to do an original which is to
serve as the first Constance Bennett starring-
vehicle under the amalgamated Radio-Pathe
li.inner.

MARGUERITE CHURCHILL is in New
^^lrk from the Coast with her mother.
TOM DELAHANTY, foreign representa-

tive for RKO Pathe, arrived Wednesday on
tilt Aquitania.
NAT LIEBESKIND Warner-First Na-

tional branch manager in Havana, is in New
York on a business trip.

lALTO
lill

• • • JUST TO show you that there is a genuine demand
for kid pix, glance over some of the results attained by "Ali'ce

in Wonderland" it was shown at Scarsdale, New York,
at a special matinee and grossed $469.60 in a 1,500-seat
house during the same week, three other big stars in

big pix heavily touted drew at matinee performances
$27.00, $24.50 and $16.40, respectively at the Grove in

Freeport, Long Island, a matinee brought in 1,260 kids where
they had never gone over 600 before and this in the
face of a tough day of sleet and snow

• • • AT THE Roxy, this kid pix was a revelation .

at 10:15 in the morning when it opened, the house was jammed
to capacity with kids and their guardians 6,300 capacity

and 400 standing as W. J. Healy of Unique
Foto Film sez "This proves conclusively that there is a
large audience for children's pictures that proper ex-
ploitation brings results that producers have seemingly
forgotten the children and that the motion picture theater
has not gone to the dogs." righto and the real
secret of this film's success was that it was exploited intelli-

gently the distributor working intensively wich school
authorities and Parent-Teacher organizations

• • • BACK FROM a hazardous and romantic trip to the
Malaysian peninsula Carl Berger, chief cameraman on
Frank Buck's "Bring 'Em Back Alive" film for Van Beuren

has a load of exciting yarns the company ob-
tained some marvelous shots of tigers, panthers, leopards, ele-

phants, orang outangs and pythons Berger saw the na-
tives kill a python 25 feet long which had swallowed a buck
deer, horns and all! Clyde D. Elliott, director, and Nick
Cabalieri, another cameraman, were there and saw it, too

the party had a portable radio, which was their greatest
recreation and several times they picked up broadcasts from
New York down in the Malay country, necessities are
cheap excepting gasoline, which is 96 cents a gallon

Berger returned after seven months' hazards none the
worse excepting breaking a bone in his instep, getting
away from a panther all of which gives you a slight
idea what a cameraman goes through in the jungle in

order to get novelties on the screen

• • • HARKING BACK to the Christmas holocaust—er—
holiday the best ballyhoo pulled was that of Harvey-
Jaediker they had a black boy dressed up in a gaudy
plum-colored uniform delivering packages of Holiday
Cheer on his cap were the words "Kid Deadline"

the slogan of tfte organizashe as usual. Si Sead-
ler's card topped 'em all Si and his kid stood facing
Mahatma Gandhi, offering their pants to the pantless patriot
of India with the legend underneath "We Have
Shared!"

• • # WE HAVE it on the word of George Arthainbaud,
Arkayo director that some time ago he loaned an extra
man five smackers after his plea that he wanted to beat
his way back to Kentucky to claim a small fortune left him

and last week George received a money order for 100
berries from the chap which he turned over to his grocer
to prepare 15 baskets of food for needy families that
plug for the Relief Fund, "The Royal Road to Happiness"
that ran in the paper on Thursday should have been
credited to Ed Finney, speaking on behalf of the AMPA or-

ganizashe

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

t)

« « « » » »

Getting Acquainted
With Patrons
W/'HEN Al Plough was ap-

pointed manager of Warner
Bros. Commodore in Philadel-

phia he sought a means of get-

ting acquainted with the patrons
of his house. This is the reason
the present period at the thea-

ter is known as "Let's Get Ac-
quainted Month." Plough moved
his own office and that of his

staff into the lobby and there he
holds forth where people may
reach him without any red tape.

The new manager has made it

known that he welcomes sugges-
tions from the patrons of the
house both as to the type of

pictures they like best and as

to the things that will add to

their comfort while viewing
them. Plough feels that his

stunt is making for good will

and feels that it has been so
productive of good results that
other managers might copy it.

—Commodore, Philadelphia

Menus Take
Place of Heralds
TN Gulfport, Miss., Manager

Robert Y. Hampton of the
Paramount has cut out an ad-
vertising expense without less-

ening the advertising value of

that particular item. Restaurant
menus have supplanted the her-
alds. A prominent drug store
prints the theater program daily
on the menus. These menus are
distributed daily to offices, stores
business district.—Paramount, Golf-port, Miss.

^fr&StSftti&S**

[MANY UAPPV RETUTO

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Dec. 25-6-7

A. P. Waxman Sonya Levien
Helen Twelvetrees Marguerite Churchill

|. Crubb Alexander Tom Reed
Earle Fox

Mort Blumenstock Le Roy P. Sawyer
Maria Alba

Marlene Dietrich

Edward L. Klein

Bodil Rosing
John Bowers
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK

R'

HOLLYWOOD
i OY DEL RUTH, Warner-First

National director under long

term contract, was recently singled

out as representative of the new

order of screen director by a prom-

inent scientist who visited Holly-

wood while on a mission for the

Rockefeller Foundation. While it is

not generally known, Del Ruth has

written two books on scientific sub-

jects which have been published

under a pseudonym. In speaking

of this the scientist remarked, "I

have found no more thoughtful,

widely informed and cultured group

of men anywhere in any profession

than the present generation of

screen directors. There are individu-

al exceptions such as will be found

anywhere, but the average is exceed-

ingly high."
* * *

Following ten days »pent in the

dentist's chair, Mark Sandrich de-

clares he has been entirely opposed

to the highly touted "approach forc-

ing system" of Ely Culbertson's, if

it's anything at all like the bridge

work he thinks it is.

* * *

Roy J. Pomeroy, film director and

technical expert, believes that the

solution for better pictures is from
the source of original stories writ-

ten especially for the screen by
writers of experience and training.

He thinks individual stars should

have all stories especially prepared

for them by staff writers.

* * *

Believe it or not, Frank Fay now
producing his own feature, "A Fool's

Advice," made his stage debut as a

teddy bear in "Babes in Toyland."

Babe Stafford will start directing

the new Mack Sennett Short tomor-

row, entitled "Heavens! My Hus-
band!" Andy Clyde is starred,

Dorothy Granger plays opposite him

Start the New Year

Risht

by organizing a

MICKEY MOUSE CLUB
FOR YOUR THEATRE

Greatest- boxoffice

insurance you can

possibly get for 1932

For particulars tvrite

Walt Disney Studios
2719 HYPERION AVE.

HOLLYWOOD

Big 4 Horsemen

Bob Custer, Francis X. Bushman, Jr., Buzz Barton and Wally Wales are

known on the Coast as the Big 4 horsemen!

and Allan Lane plays the leading

juvenile role. George Bryon, Bud
Jamison, and Opal Gangle complete
the cast.

Educationals' fourth in the group
of Hollywood Girl Comedies has been

titled "Hollywood Luck." The com-
edy, directed by William Goodrich,

has a cast including Virginia

Bi-ooks, Rita Flynn, Frances Dean,
Addie McPhail and Clarence Nord-
strom.

Following completion of "The
Goldfish Bowl" at the First National
studios, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., will

be starred in "Love Is a Racket,"
adapted from a recent novel by Rian
James, Broadway columnist of the

Brooklyn Daily Eagle.

"Girl In The Tonneau" replaces

"Nightshirt Parade" as the title of

the new Mack Sennett Comedy just

completed. Arthur Stone and Helen
Mann head the cast, which includes

Dick Stewart, Luis Alberni, Nona
Mozelle, Tom Dempsey, Tom Malli-

gan and others. Babe Stafford di-

rected.

Rudolph Myzet is gathering ma-
terial in Hollywood for the Inter-

national Film Exhibition to be held

in Prague, Czecho-Slovakia, March
13 to 20, 1932. The exhibition will

consist of commercial, technical and
cultural exhibits.

Buzz Barton has completed camera
work on "Human Targets." The
story on his next Westei'n has been
approved, says Burton King, Big
4 production supervisor.

"Broadcasting" has been selected

as the title of the sixth in the new
Tiffany Chimp Comedy series, just

completed. This comedy had been
tentatively called "Ex-King."

Big 4 is going ahead on the cur-

rent program at high speed so that
early production arrangements for

the coming season may be made.
During December "Human Targets,"
a Buzz Barton Western, and "Mark
of the Spur," starring Bob Custer,
have been produced and a melodrama
will go into production before the
week is out.

Frank Marsales, musical director

of the Harman-Ising Studios, pro-

ducers of "Looney Tunes" and
"Merrie Melodies," has enlarged his

"menagerie" by the addition of a fly-

ing squirrel. The squirrel is now a

neighbor of Frank's four chipmunks.

The greatest ambition of most boys is to play

on the Notre Dame football team, but one
halfback named Allan Lane deserted the
"Fighting Irish" when a stock company came
to South Bend. In a few years he was play-
ing on Broadway, but a contract with Fox
brought him to the Coast. At present, he is

playing the juvenile lead in the new Mack
Sennett comedy, "Heavens, My Husband,"
starring Andy Clyde and Dorothy Granger.

Having completed the screen ver-
sion and dialogue for "Lost Squad-
ron," which George Archainbaud is

directing for Radio Pictures, Wal-
lace Smith has been assigned to an-
other story by chief executive David
9. Selznick.

Victor Schertzinger, composer and a film
director of prominence, is being sought by
an English producing company. The Selz-
nick-Joyce organization is handling the ne-
gotiations.

The first of the Charles Paddock
track shorts has been completed at
Universal under the direction of
John Breslau.

Pat O'Brien has been signed by Carl
Laemmle, Jr., for the central character in

"Ambition," by Emil Gavreaux. It goes into
production next week under the direction of

Russell Mack.

George Brent, stage actor, will '

play the leading masculine role op- i

posite Barbara Stanwyck in War-
ner's production of Edna Ferber'i i

"So Big". Brent has been signed
by Warners to a long-term contract.

Rowland Brown, Universal director who
was borrowed recently by R-K-O to direct
John Barrymore in "State's Attorney," has
added a fully equipped gymnasium to his
home. Brown, at one time, wai one of
America's leading wrestlers.

Our Passing Show: Constance
Bennett, H. De La Falaise, Ruth
Chatterton, Michael Curtiz, Bess
Meredyth, Roland Brown, Richard
Barthelmess, Carole Lombard, Wil-
liam Powell, Mary Brian, Russell
Gleason, Pete Milne, Myrna Loy
watching the Mexican polo team de-
feat California at the Riviera Coun-
try Club.

Florine McKinney, Fort Worth
high school girl who recently signed
a Paramount contract, was assigned
her first major screen role when she
joined the cast of "The Miracle
Man."

Owing to similarity with a Gibson West-
ern made some years ago, M. H. Hoffman,
Jr., of Allied has dropped the title, "Loot-
ing Looters," and "The Local Bad Man"
will be the release label. Production now in

cutting room, with Mildred Johnston edit-

ing.

Mickey's Helping Hand," a Mickey
McGuire comedy produced by Larry
Darmour, has been booked into prac-
tically every RKO theater during
Christmas week. This action was
prompted, because the story is built

around the Yuletide spirit and has
great appeal to youngsters vaca-
tioning during the week.

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

Where the "Famous Doorway of Hospitality"
Greets You

MOST convenient location in HoUywood,
Next to motion picture studios, theatres,

cafes and shops . . . only ten minutes from
golf courses, bridle paths, and other amuse-
ment places.

The Plaza Hotel is quiet, luxuriously fur-

nished, with deep, restful beds, glistening tile

baths and showers, excellent service and cui-

sine, convenient parking—every modern con-
venience for your comfort.

European plan. $2.50 up, single.
$3.50 up, ciouble. $4.50, twin beds
Special weekly and monthly rates
Lookfor the"Door-nay ofHospitality"

VINE STREET AT HOLLYWOOD
BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
^Bij HARRY N. BLAIR

A/TELVYN DOUGLAS, stage actor I

who made his film debut op-

posite Gloria Swanson in "Tonight

,

or Never," and is now playing op- !

posite Claudette Colbert in "Her
j

Confession," at Paramount's New
York studio, will also appear in

"Sensation," a new Paramount fea-
]

ture now in preparation which
Stuart Walker will direct here.

•

It being too cold to use an out-

door pool, Vitaphone built a

typical swimmin' hole on one of

the soinid stages for a scene in

"His Honor," latest of the Booth
Tarkington juvenile series.

•

Paramount is undecided as to

whether Nancy Carroll's next fea-

ture will be made here or on the

West Coast. She is now in the midst

of "Wayward," with Ted Sloman di-

recting, at the New York studio.

•

Billy Hayes, Vitaphone's "Pen-

rod," is rehearsing for a vaudeville

sketch in which he expects to open
right after the holidays and which
will mark his stage debut.

i

•

What promises to be a novel

idea m musical shorts has just

been completed at the Warner
Vitaphone studio under the title

of "The Subway Synnphony."
A large cast of singers and
dancers including Joan Abbott
and the 12 David Gould danc-

ing girls has been recruited

from the Broadway stage.

•

Gertrude Turchin is acting as sec-

retary to Stuart Walker who has
just arrived from Hollywood for an
important directorial assignment at

Paramount's New York studio.

•

A exact reproduction of the

dressing room exteriors at the

Warner Burbank plant was
erected at the Vitaphone studio

for "The Studio Mystery," lat-

est of the S. S. Van Dine series.

•

Frank Kingsley, former casting
director at the Warner Vitaphone
studio, is now attached to the Herb-
ert Hoey booking offices.

A Matter of "Specs"

)ack Haley, who appeared as a stage comedian for a number of years with-

out any particular make-up, has affected "cheaters" in his first two Vitaphone

comedies and finds they help his work so much that he is going to adopt them
as a permanent part of his get-up on both stage and screen. All of which

would not be especially interesting except for the fact that Alf Coulding,

Vitaphone director, who suggested the specs, was the same man who made an

identical suggestion to Harold Lloyd, many years ago, thereby changing him

from an indifferent comic to a world figure.

Adeline Heilbron is doing the adap-
tation and Carolyn Franklin the
dialogue on "Sensation," next fea-

ture to be made here and which
is based on "The Misleading Lady,"
a successful silent film of several

years back.
•

Eddie Ryan has been given
the role of "Freckles" in the

Booth Tarkington "Penrod"
series which Vitaphone is mak-
ing. He will make his first ap-
pearance in the part in "His
Honor," just completed by Alf.
Goulding.'

•

Claire Trevor, who has just com-
pleted her third role for Warner
Vitaphone, is hoping for the same
luck which marked Madge Evans,
who appeared in the first one with
her, and Peggy Shannon, who was
in the second one.

•

Chick Kirk, Paramount's su-

pervising art director and Joe
Holton, Fox talent scout, went
to the University of Montpel-
lier, France, after the war.
There they spent four happy
manths in Sunny Southern
France, right on the blue Medi-
terranean. It was great while
it lasted.

•

Taro Miyaki, Japanese wrestler.

Well Represented

Aubrey Scotto, Paramount shorts

director, enjoyed the unusual distinc-

tion of having five of his pictures

playing at various Broadway houses

simultaneously. These were "Socially

Correct," at the New York Para-

mount; "Puff the Blues Away," and

"East Meets Vest" at the Rialto;

"Musical justice," at the Rivoli, and

"Bullmania" at the Brooklyn Para-

mount.

gave an exhibition of Jiu Jitsu be-
fore the Vitaphone cameras with
Andy Zarakof, heavyweight wrestler
for a Ted Husing "Sport Slants."

•

Thelma Tipson of Vitaphone
comedies made her stage debut
in "The Garrick Gaieties" with
a clever imitation of Hope Wil-
liams and was made a prin-
cipal when it was found she
could neither sing nor dance.

•

Record business at a special chil-

dren's matinee is reported by the
Florida theater of Jacksonville, the
reason being the personal appear-
ance of Little Jack Frost, ten-year-
old Jacksonville youngster, back
home for the holidays after appear-
ing in Vitaphone's "Penrod and
Sam" series.

•

Lilyan Tashman spends every mo-
ment she can get away from the
Paramount New York studio shop-
ping for new clothes on Fifth Ave-
nue.

•

Harry T. Morey, who played
heavies at the old Vitagraph studio
fifteen years ago, still appears there
occasionally in Vitaphone comedies.
The old crowd such as Norma and
Constance Talmadge, Maurice Cos-
tello and his daughters Dolores and
Helene have gone on to Hollywood

Astronomer's Invention
Enables Better Vision

London—The motion picture in-

vention of the noted South African
astronomer. Dr. Innes, has been
demonstrated here for the local trade
press, which finds much to com-
mend in the invention. A saving
of seating space is made possible

and at the same time the angles of

vision are greatly improved. Audi-
ences see a mirrored reflection of

the picture thrown upon the screen,

with the apparent distance between
the spectator and the mirror the

same as the distance of the mirror
from the screen, which can be placed

at any desired point in the theater.

Thus those close up to the mirror
(and at the sides) get the appear-

ance of distance from the picture,

doing away with the eye-strain of

looking at a screen but a few rows

of seats away. Seats may be placed
as close to the stage as possible

without strain on the up-front spec-

tators.

The London trade press com-
mended this feature of the invention,

and found Dr. Innes' claim that the
slight second reflection from the
front surface of the mirror smoothed
out "rain" and the grain of the film

apparently justified. They found no
evidence, however, of Dr. Innes'

third claim that the invention is

pseudo-stereoscopic.

and fame but Morey still remains
faithful to the old studio which has
so many pleasant memories for him.

A rich looking set featumng
a large satin draped bed on a
dais was arranged for Vita-
phone's "Studio Mystery" and
everyone agreed it wotild do
credit to a DeMille opus.

With two features in production,
the Paramount New York studio
worked right on through until the
late afternoon of Christmas Eve
when all hands knocked off until
Monday for the holiday celebration.
Likewise at Warner Vitaphone where
a full shorts schedule is under way.

In proof of the fact that the old-
timers are not forgotten at Christ-
mas time, Billy Bitzer, veteran
cameraman, now attached to the
Richard A. Varney production staff,
every year receives a Christmas card
from Lillian and Dorothy Gish, whom
he photographed in many of the
early Griffith pictures. Likewise
from Una Merkel who received her
first test from Bitzer while acting
as stand-in for Lillian Gish.

The entire staff at the Audio
Cinema studios were made happy by
the fact Joe W. Coffman, studio
head, who has been seriously ill

following an operation for mastoids,
is greatly improved to the extent
of having his family with him on
Christmas Day, at the Fifth Avenue
hospital where he is now recuperat-
ing.

WOULD BAN BILLBOARDS
Two bills for the regulation of

outdoor advertising, one of them
prohibiting all billboards or adver-
tising signs of any sort in the neigh-
borhood of a State park or parkway,
are being prepared for the 1932 Leg-
islature by the State Council of
Parks.

I^^^^^^P^^^:
HOLIDAY GREETINGS

from
,

CARL BERGER
just returned after 8 months in

Malaysia with the Van Beuren

"Bring 'Em Back Alive" Expedition
;

directed by

CLYDE E. ELLIOTT
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Theater Equipment
By M. P. BOOTH

PRICES BEING REDUCED

BY NATIONAL CARBON

Cleveland— A reduction in price

of carbons, effective Jan. 1, has been
made by the National Carbon Co. of

this city.

Carbons on which the prices are

to be reduced include the following:

12 mm. X 8 SRA, from $75 to $70
per thousand; 8 mm x 8 SRA, from
$95 to $80, and the 9 mm. x 20 high
intensity from $325 to $245.

An increase of two inches, it is

also learned, has been added to the

13.6 mm x 20 high intensity carbon,

making a total length for this car-

bon of 22 inches, with price to re-

main the same, $400 per thousand.

The new SRA carbons and pre-

cratered high intensity carbons are

recent improvements developed by
the company making possible better

projection and steadier screen il-

lumination, it is declared.

Masterpack Markets
New A. C. Amplijfier

Duncan, Okla.—A. C. Masterpack
Co. of this city has announced the

marketing of a new A.C. amplifier.

The unit, it is declared, is of simple
construction, sturdy, compact and
eliminates completely all batteries,

head amplifier and fader.

PAPER LENS WIPERS
An especially developed paper for

cleaning lenses that is said to be
almost cloth-like but apparently
more absorbent and smoother has
been brought out for the theater
trade by the Rowland Co. of New
York.

INSTALLS EARPHONES
The Embassy in Cumberland, Md.,

and the Stanley in Pittsburgh have
contracted for the installation of

Western Electric Audiphones for the
hard-of-hearing, it is announced by
C. W. Bunn, general sales manager
of Electrical Research Products.

$80,000,000 LITHO BIZ

A total of $80,000,000 is invested
in the lithograph industry at pres-

ent, it is stated in "The Truth About
Standardized Outdoor Advertising,"
a booklet issued by Outdoor Adver-
tising, Inc., in cooperation with plant

owners throughout this country and
Canada. Total of 3,500,000 posters

are used annually.

BELL PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

FOR 35 M.M. SOUND-ON-FILM

BELL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Cleaning Dirty Screens

Dirty screens may be cleaned as follows:

Thoroughly clean the rear of the screen with the nozzle of a vacuum

cleaner, removing thereby ail of the particles of dust and dirt now clinging to

the pores of the screen.

Ivory soap MUST be used. In the event the water in your town is hard,

either rain or distilled water may be used to secure a good lather. Use a good

quality of sponge and lukewarm water. Commence at the top of the screen

working downwards in sections between the seams. Avoid using too much
water, getting it into the seams or allowing it to run down behind the screen

and under no circumstances attempt to wash the back of the screen. Change

the water frequently as soon as it becomes dirty. A minimum of rubbing is

desirable.

After the initial washing, rinse the screen with clear water so that no

particle of soap or soap film is left on the screen as this discolors the screen

when light is thrown upon it.

While this is not a difficult job, it is too important to be entrusted to the

average porter and should at least be supervised by some of your more intelli-

gent help. If done carefully your screen should be greatly improved.

—Publix Opinion.

Roth Inverted Converters
Adaptable to Many Uses
Chicago — Inverted rotary con-

verters, which are said to deliver

alternating current from any direct

current source, for operating gase-

ous tube signs, public address sys-

tems, etc., is being marketed by Roth
Bros. & Co., manufacturers of mo-
tors and generators, this city.

Multiple arc type actodectors, de-

clared to be accurately built and
liberally proportioned to insure con-

tinuous operation, making them
especially suited to sound equipment
installations in that they supply
steady direct current power to the
ares, resulting in brilliant screen il-

lumination of uniform intensity,

even during change-over, also are

being marketed by the company.

DRESSERWARE GIVEWAY
Athol, Mass. — A dresserware

giveway plan for building theater
patronage, consisting of genuine
quartz pyroloid, decorated in gold
and black, 12 free window cards,

free mat, free coupons and a trailer

loaned for four weeks without
charge, is being offered by the Wil-
cox Co. of this city.

New Telephoto Cell

Giving Good Results
The new telephoto electric cell, a

product of the Telephoto & Tele-

vision Corp. of New York, is re-

ported giving excellent results. The
new tube, of the caesium argon
type, is manufactured in three sizes

and fitted with the standard four-
prong base. The polarizing vol-

tage range is said to be from 22^
to 90. With 90 volts on the plate,

the output of the cell is rated at

approximately 50 micro-amperes per
lumen.

INCREASES PRODUCTION
Fostoria, O. — Paul Newcomer,

manager of the True Talkie Tone
Co., of this city, manufacturers of
an electrical movie sound machine,
reports that production of the com-
pany's equipment at the plant here
has advanced to such a stage that
additional workmen will be em-
ployed.

THEATER NCR. WORKS OUT

EASY BOOKKEEPING PUN
Seymour, Ind. — Perfection of a

system of books designed particu-
larly for theaters, but which may
be used in almost any business, is

announced by Mrs. E. M. Eagleston,
manager of the Majestic theater
here.

The first series consists of a thea-
ter ledger, an invoice record of film
products and a dating book for films.
The invoice record of film products
gives complete record of all films and
the date they are shown, and col-
umns are also provided for receipts,
expenses and other financial details
in connection with these films.
The dating book for films can be

used to advantage by managers in
booking films and other information
that is necessary for them to have,
it is said.

The theater ledger, it is declared,
is a complete bookkeeping system in
itself, columns are provided for de-
tailed entries as to receipts and ex-
penditures for each day of the year
and a form is also given for com-
puting the year's business from
which income tax records may be
quickly taken. The ledger is made
up for a period of two years with
two income tax records.
The slogan used on all books is

"Know and protect your business."
All of the books are copyrighted
under the name of "Easy Method."

BOOTH VENT FAN
Akron, 0.—An adjustable volume

ventilating fan, said to have been
specially designed for the unusual
requirements of projection room
ventilation, is being marketed by the
Vallen Electrical Co., Inc., of this

city.

Portable Midget Unit
Being Turned Out by W.E.

Chicago—Development of a mid-
get portable "talkie" outfit, small
enough to pack in two ordinary size

suitcases, yet possessing quality that
rivals theater equipment type, is re-

ported to be in the process of manu-
I'acture at the Western Electric
Hawthorne Works.
The new projector, it is said, is a

Bell Telephone Laboratories develop-
ment, especially designed for use in

"hools, churches, clubs and by com-
.„^..,.{oi cjales organizations.

B ETTER
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLY

VALUES
are always Found at

National Theatre
Supply Company
Your Logical Supply Source'

PLUG CONNECTORS
iiiiti LONG lasting and most serviceable—Kliegl pin-

plug connectors and portable plugging boxes, the
best and most economical to use for quickly and con-
veniently connecting stage lamps and other electrical

appliances. Any size or arrangement desired, for 5 to
100 ampere circuits. Also other stage lighting spe-
cialties, spotlights, scenic effects, supplies, etc.

KLIEGL BROS
Universal Electric Stace Lighting Co.. Inc.

321 West 50th Street - New York.n.y.
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Latest News From London, Paris,

Berlin, Sydney, Melbourne and

Other Foreign Centers FOREIGN MARKETS
Happenings in Other LanH". of

[nterest to Producers, Di>tributors

and Others in the U. S.

*By L. H. MITCHELL*

PRODUCTION OF flLMS

ABANDONED BY SPAIN

Madrid—Spanish talking pictures

have been received throughout
Spain with so little enthusiasm that
not a single Spanish talker was pro-
duced here during the past year. The
production of silent pictures, which
for a time kept Spain in the second
category of European production,
has been abandoned entirely. The
depreciated peseta, which is 30 per
cent off, has made the situation

worse. Approximately one-sixth of

Spain's 2,000 motion picture houses
are wired, most of these being in

the ten largest cities.

Six American companies have
their own distribution offices in

Spain, while the product of three
others is handled by local exchanges.
Exhibitors whose theaters are not
wired receive scant attention from
the exchanges, as the possible rev-
enue from them is extremely lim-

ited. Spanish "talkers" produced in

America, even though they do a
good business here, cannot pay the
producers' expenses. Only about 60
per cent of the cost can be made
here. The rest must be returned
from Latin-America if United States
producers are to profit on Spanish
or Spanish "dubbed" talking pic-

tures. The two large Spanish cir-

cuits of theaters have had a decided
falling off in receipts, and it is not
believed that the recent Hispano-
American conference in Madrid hit

on any scheme to relieve the situa-

tion. American exchanges expect to

do a fair business during the season
of 1932-33 but are skeptical about
future seasons.

16 P. C. British Films
In Australian Releases

London — Out of 504 pictures
scheduled for release in Australia
during the season of 1931-32, but 16
per cent are of British make, it is

reported here.

SIGNS VERA BARANOWSKAIA
Paris—Paramount has signed the

Russian actress. Vera Baranowskaia,
for its Joinville production of "Mon-
sieur Albert." Karl Anton will di-

rect.

French "Non-Flam" Film

Paris—The non-inflammable film law,

passed several years ago but frequently
suspended, is to go into effect in

France on Jan. 1, 1932. Representations
have been made to the Minister of Fine
Arts for further delay in applying the
law, but no answer has yet been re-

ceived.

Spanish Gov't Using Films for Propaganda

Madrid—The Spanish Government will make use of the screen for national

propaganda purposes. The first film will be "Firmin Gallan," dealing with the

origin and growth of the Spanish republic, to be produced under the super-

vision of the government at the Tobis studios in Epinay, France.

Australia Rebelling

At Radio-Movie Clubs

Sydney—^Australian exhibitors are
turning against the radio-movie
clubs as a means of creating box-
office interest in motion picture pro-
ductions. They have found that
these clubs instead of boosting busi-

ness are taking people away from
film theaters through dances, Sat-
urday afternoon hikes and other of

their social activities. M-G-M, first

to adopt the idea of the radio-movie
club, has withdrawn entirely from
the club it organized. "We found
that, in order to maintain public in-

terest," said N. B. Freeman, M-G-M
chief, "it was necessary to extend
our activities beyond mere broad-
casting, with the result that other
societies were developed which took

the public away from the pictures.

Despite the fact that we had up-

wards of 100,000 members of the

club and its affiliated organizations,

such membership made no difference

to receipts."

THIRD AUSTRALIAN REEL
Sydney—Australasian Films, Ltd.,

subsidiary of Union Theaters, has
embarked on the production of a
newsreel—the third newsreel for

Australia to be announced recently.

Australian Sound Films, Pty., of
Melbourne, in conjunction with the

Melbourne Herald and other news-
papers, has inaugurated a regular
newsreel, and Fox Films Corp.
(A/sia) Ltd., not long ago announced
an all Australian movietone reel.

"MEN LIKE THESE" RETURNS

London—"Men Like These," B. I.

P.'s submarine drama, proved so

popular when shown at the London
Pavilion that it was booked for a
return engagement.

12 ALL-FRENCH OUT OF 21

Paris — Out of 21 talking films

tradeshown here during November,
12 were French-made productions,
two were Franco-German French
dialogue productions; two German
produced but French dubbed, one
American French-dubbed, one Amer-
ican English language, one British
French language, and two German
"sonorized" productions.

Latvian Government
Considering Quota

Riga — A recent conference be-

tween exhibitors and represen.atives
of the Latvian government agreed
that imports of films should be lim-

ited exclusively to first-class pro-
ductions and that the number should
not exceed 300 annually. It is

thought likely that the government
will fix a contingent to control filn-

imports.

NATIONAL TALKIES FIRST
London — National Talkies, Ltd..

has completed its first production.
"A Lucky Sweep," and will follow it

with "Buy British.' H. Rowson is

managing director of the company,
the policy of which is to produce
pictures featuring subjects of na-
tional interest.

DELTA AT BUSHEY STUDIO
London—Delta Pictures, Ltd., has

taken a long lease on the Bushey
Studios. The larger studio has al-

ready been sound-proofed, sound re-

producing apparatus installed and
filming is in progress on "Tailwag-
gers" which A. P. D. will release.

FRENCH TAXES UP
Paris — The amusement tax in

France for the last three months of
1931 totalled 53,439,000 francs, an
increase of 2,140,000 francs over the
previous six months. This big jump
is explained by the widespread
adoption of sound by French thea-
ters and the consequent increase in

the price of admission.

GLASGOW NEWSREEL HOUSE
Glasgow — Cranston's theater in

Renfield St. has become a newsreel
theater, the first in Glasgow. The
program lasts an hour, with com-
edies and cartoons interspersed with
the newsreels. The policy will be
tried out for three months and con-
tinued if it proves successful.

MERCANTON ON "COGNASSE"
Paris—Louis Mercanton has be-

gun filming "Cognasse" for Para-
mount at the Joinville studio. Rip,
the leading French revue writer,
prepared the scenario of the comedy
in which Tramel will act the lead.

AUSTRALIA WILL FORCE

NATIVEJILM SUPPORT
Sydney — Although the Minister

for Customs has declared that he
wanted no quota law in Australia,
he also stated that if Australian ex-
hibitors declined to support Aus-
tralian-made talking pictures by
screening them, the Government
would have to take specific steps to
deal with the situation. He made a
strong appeal to exhibitors to lend
their support.

"Representations have been made
to the government," said Mr. Forde,
"for some similar action (like the
British quota law) being taken in
Australia, and the case presented in
support of the request is indeed a
very stron<? one. I am, however,
of the opinion that if it is possible
to achieve the same results through
the voluntary cooperation of exhib-
itors, much more good will be served
and the desired results obtained
more quickly."

Four Films in Work
At B. I. P. Studios

London—Activity at the B. I. P.
Elstree studios is in full swing with
four directors at work. Norman
Walker is directing "Bill the Con-
queror," Henry Edwards is filming
"Brother Alfred," Monty Banks is
on "Bill Takes a Holiday," and Al-
fred Hitchcock is well along with
"No. 17."

RAYMOND DUNCAN IN FILMS
Pais—George O'Messerly has an-

nounced that he will soon begin
filming on the first of 12 produc-
tions in which Raymond Duncan,
brother of Isadora Duncan, will play
the leading role.

"DREYFUS" BROADCAST IN N. Z.
Auckland—So great was the in-

terest aroused in New Zealand by
the British International picture,
"Dreyfus," that the Auckland broad-
casting station IZR put a condensed
version on the air.

KING'S SECOND FOR BUTCHER
London — Butcher's has engaged

George King, director of "Deadlock,"
which will be released in January,
to direct a naval story, the scenario
for which is now being prepared.

"City Lights" Run

Paris—After 30 weeks at the Marigny,
Charlie Chaplin's "City Lights" has
been transferred to the Aubert Palace.
Box office receipts at the Marigny are
stated to have been $350,000.
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New Plan Enables Preview BeFore Actual Production
Wisby System Said to Cut

Costs of Picture
Making

(EDITOR'S NOTE— The following is HroU
Wisby's own summary of his recently de-

veloped plan, already mentioned in THE
FILM DAILY, for obtaining a "preview"
reaction on intended screen stories before any
actual production expense.)

Motion picture drama can now
be produced without actors and set-

tings and staff^—yes, entirely with-

out the use of studio and studio

equipment. The cost is trifling. The
quality is not only technically but
artistically comparable, if not su-

perior, to the Hollywood routine!
There are men in this industry,

practical production executives of

national repute, who are beginning
to realize that by means of this new
process it would be feasible to out-

put two pictures, and occasionally

three, for the present cost of one.

And when we say pictures we mean
the directorproof kind, the box-office

grade.

Impossible? Well, they all said

that, at first. All of the twenty odd
experts appointed by leading cor-

porations to investigate. But they
don't say that now. By this time
they have quietly joined that slowly

but steadily growing group of men
in the know on whom this industry
depends for brains in emergencies.
Men who believe the new process
may not impossibly prove to be the
coming thing of real importance in

modern picture entertainment profit-

able to the producer and profitable

to the exhibitors.

More than one executive of record

has voiced the opinion that this

process, properly backed for large
scale operation, has two elements of

fundamental importance that need
only to be applied intelligently to re-

establish the picture industry on a

soundly economic and permanently
secure, profitable operating basis.

Not as a factory. Not banker su-

pervision. Not wholesale exploita-

tion of "efficiency" schedules nor
the systems of officially appointed
theorists. Not the padlocked mind
on parade. Not the standardization
of one-track minds. Not brainless

conferences. Not rubber stamp rule.

Not exalted mediocrities going into

pooh-bah huddles. Not little men in

big shoes exploiting pet policies.

Not politics. Not tricks. Not stunts.

Page Frank Wilstach!

Robert Lord, Warner-First National
writer who contributed to "Five Star

Final," has zn interesting collection of

similes and is, himself, a master of

metaphor. A few of his recent favor-

ites are: "Cold as a well-digger's back."
"vacillating as an ice cube in a cock-
tail shaker," "wrinkled as a wash-
woman's thumb," "stared like the eye
of a dead mackerel," "as welcome as

CandhI offering jimmy Walker a change
of clothes," and the sarcastic "hospitable
as a studio gate-man," "the celibacy of

a rabbit," and "as alike as a row of

Salvation Army Santa Clauses."

How It All Started

Origin of the Pennsylvania Blue Laws is explained as follows in the current

issue of "The American Mercury":

"As a matter of historical fact, the Pennsylvania (Sunday) law is the

product of an even deeper religious superstition than the mere imagined need of

observing the Lord's Day. It was passed in its present form in 1794, following

the yellow fever epidemic of 1793, because the people of the State thought that

the epidemic had been visited upon them as a punishment for their sins, includ-

ing the desecration of the Sabbath; in other words, it was adopted as insurance

against a recurrence of the scourge. That's the reason Pennsylvania in 1931

still keeps on its statute books, though it does not strictly obey or enforce it,

one of the narrowest Sunday laws ever passed."

All these things belong to the ob-

solete past with its well-worn trail

of subterfuge and makeshift—the

criminally wasteful, incompetent
past that has no place in the indus-

try today.

The production elements referred
to are practical, concrete things, not
theory. You do not have to be a
picture man to understand them.
They are seen and comprehended at

a single glance.

1—The Cost-Cutting Factor cuts

to the bone safely without impair-
ment of quality and staff morale.
Without shutdowns and curtailment
of product. Without salary reduc-
tions. It is real, sterling economy
on practical lines of showmanship,
not confiscation.

2—The Previewing Phase makes
it practical to actually preview a

picture upon the screen before the

shooting starts on the studio pro-

duction. The result is a picture that
has been made production-proof and
box-office before its actual produc-

tion under heavy overhead—a finer

product for infinitely less money.

The preview samples made by the

new process are as good, as fine ar-

tistically, technically and showman-
like, as anything out of Hollywood
with enormously costly staffs, costly

casts and no end of costly studio
facilities. And don't forget that
this is the work of .iust one man,
who combines the director, the ar-

tist, the research expert and the
showman in his makeup.

This man does in a fortnight with
a slim purse at the price of a medium
car what now requires ten to

twelve weeks or longer for a large
staff to achieve aided by a profusion
of studio equipment and backed by
a capital seldom less than $500,000!
This man can train and condition
other men in the science and art of

his process. Which means that the
producer can be certain of the quan-
tity, as well as the quality, of his

output.

What is the purpose of the new
process? Will it revolutionize pic-

ture making? There is a chance
that it may, yet not destructively.

Not by having people fired right and
left and standing the studio on its

ear, which seems to be the pre-
vailing idea of "reorganization"
when high-powered executives of

the perennial type find that produc-
, ing by means of press buttons and

system sharps has run the ship-of-

state on the rocks.
The new process is founded on

creative lines of showmanship, em-
bracing all the arts and the sciences
pertaining to the arts. It is a crea-
tive thing operating on constructive,
concrete lines of screen evidence. It

is motion picture, completely drama-
tized, in the pre-production stage.
It is not a mechanical explosion like

Sound equipment.

The process is designed to help all

members of the staff, or rather to

help them perform their work in a
manner far more satisfactory to

their professional capacity than cur-
rent routine, which offers little if

any scope for individual talent.

Everyone on the staff—yes, even
the actors—can draw his share of

benefit from the screen preview
made feasible by this process in ad-
vance of actual studio production.
Not by discarding what we have

of technical value and personal tal-

ent, but rather by utilizing these as-

sets in a more convincingly modern,
a more intelligent way does this

process operate.

A way that gives full scope and
latitude to the showmanship inher-
ent in the workers, if any. A way
that does not hamstring them with
impractical "efficiency" formulas
and suchlike standardized rubbish
carried over from the factory era.
A way that all hands on the staff,

all hands in the manufacturing
units, can understand and benefit
from as easily as they can look at

a motion picture.

For that is what The Wisby
Plan is—making motion picture
drama direct from a motion picture
preview revealing pictorially upon
the screen all the scenes in continu-
ity called for by the scenario. For
the very reason that this preview
shows up the scenario—its good, ba3
or indifferent points, as may be

—

and shows it in the medium of mo-
tion picture, the director and staff

can take intelligent action as to
such changes and emendations as
they may desire so that the finally

ok'ed preview will be a production
proof vehicle for the studio produc-
tion under overhead.

Hitherto production has meant
just one thing—production. Under
The Wisby Plan there will be two
distinct phases of production: (1)
the pre-production phase resulting
in a screen preview, and (2) the

studio production under overhead
using this preview as a pictorial
staff vehicle in addition to the regu-
lar script.

The activity of the pre-production
department does not interfere in any
way with anything or anybody in
the studio production division. The
previewer does not even work in the
studio but in his own private atelier.
The completed preview is avail-

able to the staff in the shape of a
screened film with sound and dia-
logue following the scenario, and,
besides, in as many sets of stills as
may be needed for the working re-

quirements of the staff.

Thus equipped we know where we
are going before we start to shoot.
We can see and hear the produc-
tion-to-be in screened preview form
before a single shot is risked under
overhead. Instead of producing di-

rect from a typed script, we can
now produce direct from a live pic-

ture preview giving dramatized ex-
pression, in screen terms, to the

'

things the script calls for but can-
not show.

This was never done before in

picture history. Production has al-

ways remained a kind of blind man's
buff, like a ship steering in the fog
and relying on the "dead reckoning"
of the old man. Not until the last

dollar of the customary $500,000
budget has been spent does the di-

rector really know what he has got
on his screen. And sometimes even
then he does not know until he has
spent an extra fortune in retakes.

Previewing production on The
Wisby Plan enables an intelligent di-

rector to know rather accurately in

terms of picture what he has got
on his screen, or got to get, before
he starts to shoot.

Quite a difference. And the cost?
Well, about four to five hours of
running studio cost will cover it. In
other words—cigar money!

XMAS FUND FOR ENGEL
St. Louis—Friends of Morris En- '

gel, veteran motion picture exploi- !

teer, raised their annual fund to

make his Christmas a little more en- <

joyable. Engel has been an invalid

for many years and is still helpless.

When he was in harness he was al-

ways willing to extend the hand of •

good-fellowship to those in need. So
annually his many friends, led by
Barney Rosenthal of Premier Pic-
tures Corp., get together to show
him that the world hasn't forgotten.

Medical Story Wave
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Stories about doctors seem

to be one of the popular newer vogues.
RKO Pathe and Fox are among the latest

understood to be considering yarns of

this nature. The Pathe production is

understood to be already decided upon
as a remake of "The Country Doctor,"
while Will Rogers is said to be slated
for the Fox production, about which no
details are obtainable at this time.

I
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C NEWS OF THE DAY c
I

* E\ST y^

' Pottstown, Pa. — Earl Wadge,
manager of the Strand and Hippo-
drome here, has been transferred to

York as manager of the Rialto. E.

W. Smith, manager of the Rialto,

York, has been brought here to

manage the Strand and Hippodrome.

Tamaqua, Pa.—Charles Higgins is

back as manager of the Majestic,

replacing Donald W. Bondstein, han-
.dling two Philadelphia houses.

[
Bridgeton, N. J.—Lou Linker is

opening the Criterion here. It was
not included in the Warner-Atlantic

li
Theaters deal.

York, Pa.—LeRoy C. Rouzer, who
Ihas been managing Warners' Grand

I
in Lancaster, has been transferred
here to manage the Capitol, which
has been without a manager since

Frank Kelsey was transferred from
that post.

Youngsville, Pa.—A. W. Gibbs has
leased the Youngsville, which he will

open under a new name. The house
was burned in May, 1930, and re-
built. Gibbs owns a theater in

Albion, Pa.

Altoona, Pa.— A. W. Hepps has
bought the Ljrric from August Bair
and will operate it. Hepps was for-
merly with the Paul Jones' Little

Theater, N. S., Pittsburgh.

Monessen, Pa.—The Olympic has
been reopened by Pete Sotus.

New Britain, Conn.—The partner-
ship of Dzicek and Davenson may
retain the Embassy Theater here,
redemption date on a mortgage debt
having been extended to April 5.

Louis Jaffer and Samuel Shilansky
of Hartford hold the foreclosure
judgment.

Washington—Tom Olsen, former-
ly publicity director for the local

Congratulates

:

CLARK CABLE
for making the biggest strides

in audience popularity

during the past year

No. S2 Of 1931
**6ood Deeds"

Series

Fox, has been named assistant divi-

sion manager of the Fox West Coast
Theaters in Washington and Oi^gon,
according to reports received here.

Middletown, Conn. — The Capitol

will present five acts of vaudeville

with a feature film the last three
days of each week beginning Dec. 31.

Washington—Arthur Weinberg is

back in Washington after several

years' absence. He was formerly
manager of the local United Artists

exchange, of the Warner exchange
in St. Louis and eastern division

manager for Warners.

* WEST *
Beaverton, Ore.—The Beaver has

been opened with Cecil E. Davis,

formerly of Rainier, as manager.
The house has been equipped with
Syncrofilm and a new super-vocalite

screen.

Healdsburg, CaL—L. H. Killings-

worth is now in charge of the Plaza,

succeeding J. Fred Miller.

Oakland, Cal.—The American, at

17th and San Pablo Ave., is to be
extensively remodelled at a cost of

about $20,000.

Sacramento, Cal.—Joseph Blumen-
feld has purchased the Sequoia and
will make improvements costing

$25,000.

Los Angeles — Gene Bollin, who
managed the San Carlos for Jake
Lustig, will open the old Star under
the new name of the Chic on New
Year's Eve. The house has been com-
pletely remodeled. It seats 350.

Wilmington, Cal. — Ray Darst.

formerly manager of the Fox West
Coast Granada, is now an independ-

WAR FILMS AID PEACE
In a questionnaire circulated

among 11,000 school pupils here and
in England, all but a few stated that

war pictures created a feeling of

opposition to war, declared Mrs. Al-
len Abbott, member of the White
House Conference Committee on
Theaters and Motion Pictures, at a
meeting of the motion picture divi-

sion of the New York City Federa-
tion of Women's Clubs in the Hotel
Astor. Majority of the juveniles in-

dicated they were more impressed
by the deeds of courage and self-

sacrifice than by the "glamour of

war." In the matter of crime pic-

tures, there was no indication that

such films inspired imitation.

ent showman with headquarters at

the Avalon.

Lindsay, Cal. -The Glade here has
been taken over by J. L. Seiter from
the T. & D. Jr., Enterprises.

Los Angeles—The Roosevelt and
Avenue have been taken over by
Ben Levin from the George A. Op-
pen interests.

• CENTRAL •
Frankfort, Ind. — Judgment for

$500 has been awarded Albert Gold-
man, Chicago theater broker, in

connection with the sale of the Op-
era House from Ella Walters and
Merrill More to Thomas K. Valos.

Lisbon, O. — The Lisbon New
Grand Theater, Inc., has been in-

corporated for $2,000. Samuel
Moranz, Gust Zigoris and Haskell S.

Kalver are the incorporators. New
owners plan alterations.

Detroit—Nat Barach is now divi-
sion manager here for Master Art
Productions, a subsidiary of Na-
lional Screen Service.

Cleveland — Willis Kent produc-
tions, consisting of six melodramas
and six westerns, will be distributed
in Ohio, Kentucky and western Penn-
sylvania through the Cleveland, Cin-
cinnati and Pittsburgh offices of the
Standard Film Service Co.

Detroit—Joe O'Donnell is on the
road for Hollywood Productions. He
was formerly with Regal.

* SOUTH *
Statesboro, Ga.—E. R. Collins has

sold the State, built and opened last
summer, to J. L. Martin who oper-
ates the Jaeckel hotel here.

Margurite, Ala.— The Margurite
theater was opened recently.

Miami, Fla.—Charles F. Johnson,
lessee of the theater formerly known
as the Paramount, announces that
the name has been changed to the
Roxie. The house, being renovated
and remodeled, will be opened about
Jan. 1.

Hagerstown, Md.—Charles S. Roth
is the new manager of the Warner
Bros. Maryland here. He was form-
erly with the Trenton. Lynchburg,
Va.

AMERICA'S FIRST
TRULY CONTINENTAL HOTEL

St. Moritz
OIV THE PARK

50 Central Park South
New York City
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Wallace Beery and Clarke Gable in

"HELL DIVERS"
M-G-M 100 mins.

MEATY DRAMATIC ENTER-
TAINMENT WITH TWO BOX-OF-
FICE NAMES. CREDITABLE
PRODUCTION WELL ENACTED.

Audiences which Mice he-man
stories told with gusto and plenty

of real humor will go for this pic-

ture, despite the fact that the yarn

is not a newcomer to the screen.

Capably directed and with Wally
Beery turning in a grand perform-

ance, it's a production head and
shoulders above the general run of

pictures. And it's built like a mo-
tion picture with motion. Beery
and Gable, in the "Cockeyed World"
fashion but somewhat cleaner, are

in the navy's air force, but don't

get along. Beery temporarily busts

up Gable's matrimonial prospects,

which makes matters worse. Finally

the pair, with Conrad Nagel, are

stranded after an airplane accident.

Beery, in a noble attempt to bring

the injured men back to safety, is

I killed as he tries to land his plane.

i The love story means little or noth-
'i ing to the picture.

Cast: Wallace Beery, Clark Gable, Conrad
Nagel. Dorothy Jordan, Marjorie Rambeau,
Marie Prevost, Cliff Edwards, John Miljan,

Landers Stevens, Reed Howes and Alan Ros-

coe.

Director, George Hill ; Author, Lt. Com-
mander Wead ; Adaptor, Harvey Gates and

Malcolm Stuart Boylan ; Dialoguers, Harvcj

Gates and Malcolm Stuart Boylan; Editor.

Blanche Sewell ; Cameraman, Harold Wen
Strom.

Direction, fine. Photography, splendid.

"PEACH O'RENO"
with Dorothy Lee

Radio Pictures 63 mins.

ENJOYABLE SATIRE ON THE
DIVORCE CAPITAL. FULL OF
COMEDY HOKUM THAT SHOULD
GO OVER NICELY.
Reno is taken for another laugh

ride in this satire wherein Bert
Wheeler and Robert Woolsey extract
just about the biggest load of fun
that the famous divorce miU com-
munity has produced in any picture.

The comedians play the roles of
divorce lawyers, ottering complete
service for clients. A couple cele-

brating their silver wedding sud-
denly get into an argument, winding
up with divorce intentions. Arriving
in Reno, followed by their two
daughters, they are taken in hand
by the Wheeler and Woolsey legal
firm's bus, which meets all trains,

and then follows the amusing
routine of proceeding to sever the
tie, while the daughters beg the
lawyers not to separate the parents.
Along the route of the action is the
usual night club, gambling and other
Reno whoopee, as well as an amus-
ing takeoff on divorce trials and a
side-splitting female impersonation
by Wheeler in an effort to supply
the service of a co-respondent. En-
tire surrounding cast contributes ex-
cellent work in support of the stars.

Cast: Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey.
Dorothy Lee, Zelma O'Neal, Joseph Caw-
thorn. Cora Witherspoon, Sam Hardy, Ar-
thur Hoyt, Mitchell Harris.

Director, William A. Seiter ; Author, Tim
Whelan ; Adaptor, Ralph Spence ; Dialoguer,
same ; Editor. Jack Kitchin ; Cameraman,
Jack MacKenzie.

Direction, snappy. Photography, good.

"SOOKY"
with Jackie Cooper, Robert Coogan
Paramount 85 mins.

SWELL JUVENILE FEATURE
RATES WELL UP WITH "SKIP-
PY," AND HAS THE STUFF TO
GET GROWNUPS AND KIDS
ALIKE.

It was a tough assignment for
Dire(?tor Norman Taurog to try to
equal "Skippy" in this companion
piece, for the former rates so high.
But he has put over a juvenile offer-

ing that will easily score with the
kids, and for the grownups it has
plenty of appeal. Jackie Cooper as
"Skippy" carries the picture easily,

with Robert Coogan as "Sooky"
trailing close behind. Many of the
characters of the first film are again
on display, including the snooty kid,

Sidney, played by Jackie Searle.

They tried to duplicate the scene of

the dog's death and work up the
sentimental sobs by having "Sooky's"
mother die, but this seems a bit over-

s' ressed, and, coming at the close,

lets the picture down. It needed
more comedy, and "Skippy" is doing
too much of the big brother hero
stuff. But the film is crammed with
so much fine juvenile characteriza-

tion and incident, that it overcomes
these lapses.

Cast : Jackie Cooper, Robert Coogan,
Jackie Searle. Willard Robertson, Enid Ben-
nett Helen Jerome Eddy, Leigh Allen, Guy
Oliver, Harry Beresford, Gertrude Sutton,
Oscar Apfel, Tom Wilson.

Director, Norman Taurog; Author, Percy
Crosby ; Adaptors, Joseph L. Mankiewicz,
Norman McLeod ; Dialoguers, same: Editor,
not listed; Cameraman, Arthur Todd; Sound
Recorder, not listed.

Direction, very good. Photography, fine.

Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell in i

"DELICIOUS"
i

F'ox 106 mins.
PACKED WITH TOPNOTCH

ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL
CLASSES. DANDY HEART-IN-
TEREST ROMANCE AND SWELL
MUSICAL NUMBERS.
A romantic Cinderella story, very

catchy musical numbers, comedy and
novelty have been merged with ex-
ceptional success in this production.
Janet Gaynor plays the part of a i

Scotch immigrant arriving here

:

penniless and having difficulty gain-
ing entrance. Charles Farrell, a i

rich lad, comes to her aid and sue-
ceeds in getting her through, with i

romance and marriage as the final 1

outcome. It's a typical Gaynor-
Farrell story, greatly enhanced by •

the musical background and better
than usual comedy by El Brendel,

,

who officiates as Farrell's man-
servant. One of the musical num- •

bers, George Gershwin's "New York ;

Rhapsody," is calculated to be some-
thing of a sensation. Remainder of

'

the music also is very good, and a .

chorus of Russian performers, as ;

immigrants and later cabaret enter-
tainers, add a novel note. Dayid I

Butler's direction is a fine job.
Cast: Janet Gaynor, Charles Farrell, El I

Brendel. Virginia Cherrill, Olive Tell, Law-
rence O'Sullivan, Paul Roulien, Manya Ro-
herti. Mischa Auer, M, Manzel, Jeanette :

Gegna.

Director. David Butler: Author, Guy
Bolton; Adaptors, Guy Bolton. Sonya Le-
^ ien : Dialoguers, same ; Music, George
Gershwin

; Lyrics, Ira Gershwin ; Editor,
,

Irene Morra ; Cameraman, Ernest Palmer;;
Recording Engineer, Joseph E. Aiken.

Direction, first-rate. Photography, fine.

"AIR EAGLES"

Continental 65 mins.

THRILLING AIR SEQUENCE
AT FINISH IS HIGH SPOT IN
FAIR DRAMA-ROMANCE. CAST
IS FINE.

Larry Darmour, producer of this

feature, provided it with several

hundred feet of airplane stunts and

crack-ups that are as thrilling and
realistic as in most of the more cost-

ly productions. The story is okay,

but moves along too leisurely. It

concerns two stunt pilots with a fly-

by-night carnival who, after the

show closes, discover that they both
are in love with Eve, a side show
dancer. Eve is engaged to one of

the pilots, but he turns out to be a
sharp-shooter. The other lad learns

of his partner's plan to stage an air

hold-up. Then starts the chase in

the air with plenty of machine gun
firing, two dandy crashes and some
thrilling stunts above a beautiful
mountain range. The on-the-level

kid is killed, the villain crashes and
Eve marries the young brother of

the former. Once the picture gets
its stride, it holds interest and will

please the thrill fans.

Cast: Lloyd Hughes, Norman Kerry,
Shirley Grey, Matty Kemp, Otis Harlan,
Berton Churchill, Katherine Ward.

Director, Phil Whitman ; Author, Hampton
Del Ruth ; Adaptor, not credited : Dialoguer,
not credited ; Editor, not credited ; Camera-
men, James Brown. Jr., Charles Marshall;
Recording Engineer, Charles Franklin.

Direction, spotty. Photography, good.

"NIGHT BEAT"

with Jack Mulhall, Patsy Ruth Miller

Action Pictures 61 m,ins.

UNUSUAL GANGSTER FILM
HITS NEW NOTE BY PANNING
GANGSTERS AND SHOWING
EVILS OF SYSTEM. HAS THE
STUFF.

This film is the sort they should
have made originally, for it pans the
gangster element and shows graphi-
cally how the small tradesman have
suffered at their hands. Here we
have no heroes among the gang ele-

ment. They are just a lot of dirty
grafters preying on their helpless
victims. The story has a lot of
original angles, and rings true, as
if taken right from the files of the
district attorney's records. An un-
usual angle of the story is that an
outside gangster is induced by his

old friend, now district attorney, to
help him clean up the town by put-
ting the local gang out of business.
This he does by employing gangster
methods against the other. In a
whizz finish, he succeeds, at the cost

of his own life. A great battle in a
warehouse, and plenty of suspense
and action all the way, with a nice

love element.

Cast: Jack Mulhall, Patsy Ruth Miller.

Walter McGrail, Harry Cording, Ernie
Adams, Richard Cramer, Harry Semels.

Director, George B. Seitz ; Author, W.
Scott Darling : Adaptor, same ; Dialoguer,
same; Editor, Byron Robinson; Cameraman,
Jules Cronjager ; Sound Recorder, James
Stanley.

Direction, strong. Photography, okay.

Bill Cody in

"OKLAHOMA JIM"

Monogram 61 mins.

GOOD OLD FASHIONED WEST-
ERN WITH INDIAN RESERVA-
TION ATMOSPHERE AND ANDY
SHUFORD TO PLEASE THE
KIDS.

This is a frank appeal for the kid
vote, with Bill Cody and his juvenile
pal, Andy Shuford, mixed up in all

sorts of excitement involving the
Indians on a reservation. It carries
enough action and fighting to please
all the fans. These two make a
strong team for the westerns, and
there is good sentimental interest to
contrast with the action stuff. The
tale goes back to the days wnen
the Indians were still restless as
they moved onto a reservation. Bill

Cody as a gambler, with his boss,

gets mixed up in a situation where
an Indian girl has been imposed on
by some unknown white man, and
the Indian chiefs decide the blame
rests between these two. Then fol-

lows a series of complications that
works up into some pretty good
action material that keeps the sus-
pense popping. Andy Shuford plays
the part of a white boy adopted By
the Indians, and saves the life of
his pal. Bill.

Cast: Bill Cody. Andy Shuford, William
Desmond, Franklyn Farnum. John Elliott,
Marion Burns. Ed Brady, Si Jenks.

Director. Harry Eraser ; Author, same

;

Adaptor, G. A. Durham; Dialoguer, same;
Editor, not listed ; Cameraman, Archie Stout.

Direction, okay. Photography, smooth.

"ZWEI MENSCHEN"
("Two Souls")

Capital Film Ex. 100 mins.
PRETENTIOUS GERMAN FILM

FINELY PRODUCED, BUT HAS
TICKLISH RELIGIOUS ANGLE
THAT MUST BE FIGURED.
This one was adapted from the

famous novel of the same name by
Richard Voss which aroused a lot

of controversy on religious angles.
As the film follows the novel closely, i

the religious angle must be taken
'

into consideration by any exhibitor
booking it. The story takes place in

,

the Austrian Tyrol, with gorgeous
;

mountain settings that are exquisite. ;

The youngest son of an impoverish-
ed count is sent into the priesthood
through a vow his dead mother
made. The youth fights against it

to the last, as he is in love with the
beautiful belle of the mountain vil-

lage. He returns to his home from
his cloister in Rome on a visit, and
performs a marriage ceremony be-
tween two servants of his sweet-
heart. They have a scene after the
wedding, when he is ready to re-
nounce the priesthood, but the girl

holds him to his vow. Ends on a
tragic note, with the girl climbing to
a precipice to kill herself. Fine act-
ing and directing throughout.

Cast: Gustav Froelich, Charlotte Susa,
Fricdrich Kayssler. Fritz Alberti, Hermine
Steller, Bernd Aldor, Harry Nestor, Lucy
Enelisch, Theodor Loos.

Director, Erich Waschneck ; Author. Rich-
ard Voss ; Adaptors, Shirokauer and Zirlett

;

Dialoguer, Richard Voss ; Editor, not listed

;

Cameramen. Mutz Greenbaum, Richard
Angst, G. Vittortti; Sound Recorder, Her-
man Birkhofer.

Direction, very good. Photography, ex-
cellent.
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SOUND SHORTS
Burns and Allen in

"Oh, My Operation"
Paramount 8 mins.

Good Comedy
Thoroughly enjoyable laugh num-

ber in a hospital setting. Burns
plays the part of a patient, who en-

gages in a round of kidding with
the doctor about operations and
such. Miss Allen appears in the

role of a dumb nurse, asking foolish

questions and making snappy wise-

cracks. The crossfire and humor
are kept up at a good gait through-
out the footage, while the basic idea

is the kind of hokum that goes over

well in any house.

The Street Singer in

"Russian Lullaby"

(Screen Song)
Paramount 8 mins.

Very Good
A very amusing Max Fleischer

song cartoon, with added entertain-

ment values by reason of the inclu-

sion of the Street Singer (Arthur
Treacy), popular radio singer, as

vocalist. Part of the reel is devoted

to cartoon work, and the other por-

tion shows the Street Singer de-

livering the well-known lullaby, with
the words and dancing ball double-

exposed at the lower part of the

screen. The cartoon bits are clever,

while the singing by Treacy is of

the best. A fine subject of its kind.

"Cipango"
Standard Film Co. 8 mins.

Good Jap Novelty

This is a bit more than a travel-

ogue due to its wealth of novelty

and curious facts. Following an im-
pressive opening in which is shown
a high Japanese temple, geisha girls

dancing, preparations of various

forms of rice foods, religious fana-

tics running barefoot over red-hot

coals and other interesting scenes

make up the reel. The descriptive

talk by Arthur Q. Bryan is well

delivered and contains several laugh-

able wise-cracks. It's a neat filler.

"Boop-OOP-A-Doop"
Paramount 6 mins.

Snappy Cartoon

A Max Fleischer Talkatoon clever-

ly executed with some novelty ani-

mated tricks that are new and amus-
ing. The Boop-OOP-A-Doop heroine

leads the hero into some dizzy ad-

ventures, but he comes through in

great style and qualifies easily as

her Hero. It will please the young-
sters, and likewise their elders.

Travel Talk Vocalist

In the FitzPatrick Traveltalk, "Ire-

land, the Melody Isle," it was Frank

Munn singing the melodies, and not

John McCormack's voice dubbed in, as

stated in last week's review. Munn
fooled us, for his voice is that good.

Thelma White and Fanny Watson in

"Her Wedding Night-Mare"
Vitaphone 6403 18 mins.

Good Comedy
Another in the series of "Girl

Friends" comedies, and again packs
plenty of action entertainment cal-

culated to prove satisfying pretty
much all around. The motivation in

this instance involves a lot of wax
dummies being concealed in closets,

under beds, etc., in various parts of
the house, with the girls getting a
big scare every time they accident-
ally stumble into them. It's good
for a lot of roars and shrieks in the
old reliable hokum alley.

"Nomadie in Sweden"
Alexander Singelow 25 mins.

Interesting, but Too Long
Except for its undue length, this

is a very interesting travelogue deal-
ing with Sweden. After various
scenes of ports and cities, including
views from the air, the journey leads
to the countryside for shots of har-
vesting and native festivities. Then
comes the longest drawn out se-

quence, dealing with the Laplanders
and their reindeer herds. There are
some impressive shots of the latter,

but the footage could be reduced
without loss. Accompanying talk is

unobtrusive as it should be.

Jack Benny in

"Taxi Tangle"
Paramount 10 mins.

Enjoyable Skit

In a wisecracking line of chatter
of the type for which he has become
popular on the stage as well as in

some pictures, Jack Benny puts over
a thoroughly amusing sketch with
the aid of Francetta Malloy. Caught
in a Fifth Ave. traffic jam as they
are riding in respective taxis, Benny
and the girl engage in conversation,
leading up to romance and mar-
riage. But the domestic bliss doesn't
last long, and presently Benny is

calling in the judge again to sever
the matrimonial tie.

Mickey McGuire in

"Mickey's Helping Hand"
Radio Pictures 18 mins.

Good for the Kids

Another of the amusing Tooner-
ville Trolley series of comedies pro-
duced by Larry Darmour, this one
will satisfy the kids very nicely, al-

though it is not as good as some of

its predecessors from the adult en-
tertainment angle. However, it has
a seasonal note which should make
it register pretty well all around as
a holiday offering. Mickey and his

gang set out to get up a big Christ-
mas dinner for the neighborhood's-

poor children. The gang goes on a
search for a turkey, but bring in a

lot of other curious specimens of

the fowl kingdom. At last one of

the youngsters lassoes a real gobbler,

following which the crowd assembles
at the Scorpion Club for the big feed.

O PRESENTATIONS f)
By JACK NARROWER

Roxy
"Merry Christmas," featuring more

than a hundred voices, is the cur-
rent stage show at the Roxy. The
overture is "Silent Night," and the
scene represents the interior and ex-
terior of a cathedral with sc: special
chorus, the ballet and the Roxyettes
taking part in the singing.
Ruth Etting will remain through

the holidays and the program also
will include the Mills brothers, wide-
ly known radio team of musicians,
whose only instrument is a guitar.
Starting out as street singers a few
years ago without funds, these boys
learned to imitate all units of an
orchestra.
The Roxyettes do their sensational

"Parade of the Wooden Soldiers."

and the ballet stages a colorful num-
ber of red and green called "Poin-

settas."

Paramount

Another strong lineup of names
makes up the major portion of the
Christmas week stage program at

the New York Paramount. Head-
lining the bill are Cab Calloway and
his Cotton Club orchestra, Bing
Crosby in his second month, and
Barto and Mann will headline the
new presentations. Also featured in

the Boris Petroflf production are
Frances Faye of Barney Gallant's,
making her theatrical debut: Dick
and Edith Barstow, and the Dave
Gould Ensemble which was featured
in the Third Little Show.

Rubinoff conducts the Paramount
orchestra in a compilation of Yule-
tide melodies, and Jesse Crawford
presents "Christmas Fantasy" at
the new stage console.

Day-and-Date Release
Here, Abroad for M-G-M

(Continued from Page 1)

be no change in the method of pre-
senting features in foreign tongues.
Several new talking actors who
match in "voice personality" the M-
G-M stars have been signed abroad
and will arrive in this country after

the new year.

SMPE COMMITTEE TO MEET
Following a joint meeting of the

projection practice committee and
the standards committee of the S. M.
P. E., the much-discussed matter of

a standard for the projection aper-

ture has been referred to the latter

group for consideration. This com-
mittee will meet in New York on
Jan. 9.

JAMES NOEL PAROLED
Jefferson City, Mo. — Governor

Henry S. Caulfield has granted a

Christmas parole to James Noel,

former treasurer of the Missouri,

St. Louis, who was convicted of em-
bezzlement and sentenced to three

years on Nov. 8, 1930.

ZaSu Pitts and Thelrrux Todd in

"War Mamas"
M-G-M 20 mins.

Good
With a fairly good story and the

able teamwork of ZaSu Pitts and
Thelma Todd, this Hal Roach com-

edy is pleasantly diverting pretty

much all the way through. It shows
the girls as ambulance drivers in the

war zone. They get lost while tak-

ing a pair of wounded lads back
from the Allied firing line, and
finally wind up in German territory.

While the boys keep in hiding, the

girls impersonate local damsels and
get into a strip poker game with a

couple of enemy officers, whom they

relieve of their uniforms, and then

the quartette makes a getaway in

the officers' car.

Assoc. Radio Plans
2 New Sound Stages
(Continued from Page 1)

Green, will be five stories high and
also include executive offices. The
top of the structure will be designed

to serve as a roof stage for exteriors.

RCA Photophone recording equip-

ment will be installed in the new
plant.

NEW BIG 4 DISTRIBS
Seattle—D. C. Millward has sign-

ed a contract which makes the Cos-
mopolitan Film Exchange in Seattle

and Portland distributors of Big 4

product. He will handle the three

series of Westerns and the entire

output of Big 4 melodramas.

WYNNE GIBSON SIGNS AGAIN
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Wynne Gibson has
signed a new contract as a Para-
mount player.

CARRILLO WITH PARA.
Leo Carrillo has been signed to

play one of the leading roles in "The
Broken Wing," aviation story soon

to be produced in Paramount's coast

studios. The leading feminine role

will be enacted by Lupe Velez.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Alta Phonofilm Co., picture films; V. F.

Morreal, 1912 Arthur Ave., New York.

$20,000.

Memories, theaters; Krellberg, Fitzsim-

mons & Barkin, 342 Madison Ave., New
York. $20,000.

American Civic Theater; H. Rappaport,
261 Broadway, New York. $20,000.

Rosemont Productions, theatrical enter-

prizes; I. R. Skier, 30 Pine St., New York.

200 shares common.
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Features Reviewed in Film Daily May 3 to Dec. 20
380 Pictures Covered in 8 Months

Title Revifwei

A Dangerous Affair-COL
11-29-31

Acht Tage Glueck-FL ...8-2-31

Age For Love-UA 11-15-31

Annabelle's Affairs-F. .. 6-28-31

Alexander Hamilton-WA 9-20-31

Alias The Bad Man-TIF 6-28-31

Alice in Wonderland-COS

Always Goodby-F ;*iVii
Ambassador BiH-F..-.^ 11-15-3

American Tragedy-PAR
-f^-^

Anybody's Blonde-ACP 1 1-1-31

Are'^ThJse Our Children ?-RKO^^

Arizona Terror-TIF .
.9-27-31

Around the World in 80

Minutes-UA Hi,,
Arrowsmith-UA 12-13-31

Bad Company-PAT 11-8-31

Bad Girl-F •••••• V'TiV^l
Balinese Love-TPE . ._^12-13-31

Bargain (reviewed as You
and I) FN 9-6-31

Battle of Gallipoli-CAP 12-6-21

Beloved Bachelor-PAR. • 1018-3

Ben Hur-MGM 12-6-31

Hie Business Girl-FN .
.6-14-31

Bil Gamble-PAT 9-27-3

Border Love-COL 9-13-31

Bought-WB 8-16-31

Black Camel-F •.-•••••
i^;*""

Black Sea M"t'"y-AM 6-21-"

Blonde Captive-TMP -^^Ai-U

Blonde Crazv-WA • • • •
12-°-"

Branded-COL "',':V,
Branded Men-TTF •••12-13-31

Brat-F • "iii
Broad Minded-FN - • '-5-31

Brokiga Blad-SCA ...11-29-31

Call ol the Rockies-SYN 7-12-31

Captain Thunder-WA . . .
5-10-31

Captivation-CAP ••• •9:2^3
Caught Plastered-RKO • -8-9-3

Caught-PAR ;;>*5"*''^

Cavalier of the ^^='••'^^1^22-31

Champ-MGM ^lU'l}
Chances-FN 6-1J-31
Cherie-PAR 6-14-31

Children of Dreams-WA. 7-19-31

Chinatown After Dark-ACP
^^

Cisco Kid-F 10-25-31

Civilization-ATA ••^f'iMl
Clearing the Range-CAP. 5-24-31

Common Law-PAT 7-19-31

Compromised-FN • • • •

-IVI-'^'
Confessions of a Co-Ed-PAK

Consolation Marriage-RKO

Convicted-ARC '"*?*
Corte D'Assise-TRC lOlVV.
Corsair-UA a -^l^H}
Cosi E La Vita-TH.... 11-8-31

Cuban Love Song-MGM. 12-6-31

Cyclone Kid-BIF ....11-22-31

Daddy Long Legs-F- -6.-^3'

Dancing Dynamite-CAP .8-10-31

Danton-CAP 9-13-31

Das Alte Lied-HK 9-13-31

Das Cabinet Des Dr. Larifari-

GS 9-13-31

Das Floetenkonzert von
Sanssouci-UFA 10-18-31

Das Lied Vom Leben-TA
10-18-31

Das Rheinlandmaedel-CAP
9-20-31

Daughter of the Dragon-PAR
8-23-31

Daybreak-MGM 5-31-31

Deceiver-CLO 11-29-31

Defenders of the Law-JOH
5-24-31

Der Grosse Tenor-UFA 5-31-31

Der Hampelmann-TA .
9-13-31

Der Wahre Jakob- TRA .8-16-31

Devotion-PAT 10-4-31

Devil Plays-CHE .
..12-20-31

Die Blonde Nachtigall UFA
8-23-31

Die Drei Von Der Tankstelle-
UFA 6-21-81

Die Forsterchristl-CAP .5-3-31

Die Grosse Sehnsucht-TA
10-11-31

Die Lindenwirten vom Rhein-
ASC 9-27-31

Dl« Lustigen Weiber Von
Wein-CAP 7-12-31

Die Privatsekretaerin-CAP
6-21-31

Di« 3 Groschenoper-WA. 5-24-31

Die Schlacht von Bademuende
UFA..U-22-31

DeOr Macht Karrier*-UPA
T-86.JI

Dreyfus Case—COL 8-SO-SI

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AC—Audio Cinema
ACP—Action Pictures

AM—Amkino
ARC—Artclass

ASC—Associated Cinema
ATA—American Trading Asoe,
BI—British International
BIF—Big Four

GS—George Schneider

HA—High Art Pictures

HED—Headline Pictures

HG—J. H. Hoffberg

HK—Henry Kaufman
HOF—M. H. Hoffman
IMP—Imperial Distributing

CAP—Capitol Film Exchange TH—Thalia Productions
CEL—Celebrity
CF—Cinema Francais
CHE—Chesterfield
COL—Columbia
COP—Congo Pictures
COS—Unique Cosmos
COT—Continental Pictures
DM—DrkUk-Martel
F—Fox
FD—First Division
FF—Foreign Film
FL—Joseph Fleisler

FN—First National

JOH—W. Ray Johnston
MAL—Ernest Mattson
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP—Monogram Pictures
MOV—Moviegraphi
NOR-^Norwegian Amer. Line
OM—Olympia Macre Excelsior
OS—Osso Productions
PAR—Paramount
PAT—RKO Pathe
PEE—Peerless
PIC—Picture Classics
PIT—Pittaluga

FTP—Foreign Talking PicturesPIZ—William Plzor

PRX—Protex Trading Corp.

RAS—Raspin Productions
REG—Regal Talking Pictures
ROA—Roadshow Pictures
RKO—RKO-Radio Pictures
SCA—Scandinavian Talking

Pictures
SIN—Dr. Alexander Singelow
SYN—Syndicate
TA—Tobis-American
TF—Tobis Foreign Film
TIF—Tiffany
TPE—Talking Picture Epics
TRA—Transatlantic Picti.

TRC—Transcontinental Pics.

TRI—Triangle Films
TRM—Trans American Films
U—Universal
UA—United Artists
UFA—Ufa
WA—Warner Bros.
WK—Willis Kent
WM—J. D. Williams
WW—Sono Art

Title Reviewed

Dugan of the Bad Lands-MOP
8-21-31

East of Bomeo-U .... .8-23-31

Ein Burschenlied Au8 Hei-
delberg-UFA ...9-20-31

Eine Freundin So Goldig
Wie Du-TA 10-25-31

Elizabeth von Oesterreich
TF.. 12-13-31

Emil Und Die Detektive
UFA.. 12-20-31

Enemies of the Law-REG
7-12-31

Ex-Bad Boy-U 9-27-31

Expensive Women-WA . 11-15-31

Explorers of the World-RAS
9-6-31

Express 13-UFA 8-9-31

Everything's Rosie-RK0.5-24-Jl
Fanny Foley Herself-RKO

10-25-11

Fidlovacka-DM 7-5-31

Fifty Fathoms Deep-COL
8-16-31

Fighting Sheriff-COL . 6-28-31

First Aid-WW 7-12-31

Five and Ten-MGM 7-12-31

Five Star Final-FN 9-13-31
Five Year Plan-AM 6-7-31

Flood-COL S-3-31

Flying Fool-BI 10-18-31

Flying High-MGM 12-13-31

Fra Diavolo-TRC 11-22-31

Frankenstein-U 12-6-31

Free Soul-MGM 6-7-31
Freighters of Destiny-PAT

11-8-31

French Leave-TPE 12-6-31
Frida's Visor-MAL ..10-25-31
Friends and Lovers-RKO

11-8-31

Gay Diplomat-RKO 8-23-31
Gentleman's Fate-MGM .6-28-31
Girl Habit-PAR 6-14-31
Girls About Town-PAR. .11-1-31
God's Country and the Man-

SYN 6-7-31
Goldie-F 6-28-31
Gold Dust Gertie-WA 5-31-31
Good Bad Girl-COL.. 5-17-31
Good Sport-F 12-13-31
Graft-U 11-29-31
Great Lover-MGM 8-30-31
Grief Street-CHE 10-11-31
Guardsman-MGM .. ..9-13-31

Guilty Generation-COL 11-22-31
Guilty Hands-MGM 8-30-31

Hard Hombre-HOF . .9-20-31
Headin' for Trouble-BIF.9-6-31
Heartbreak-F 10-18-31
Heaven on Earth-U 12-20-31

Hell Below Zero-TPE. . .6-28-31
Hell Bent for Frisco-WW

7-12-31

Her Majesty, Love-FN. 11-29-51
Heroes AU-IMP 10-25-31
High Stakes-RKO 5-31-31
His Woman-PAR 12-6-31
Hjartats Rost-PAR 6-28-31
Holy Terror-F 7-19-31
Homicide Squad-U. ... .8-30-31
Honeymoon Lane-PAR. . .8-2-31
Honor of the Famfly-FN

10-18-31
Horse Ate the Hat-MOV. 9-6-31
24 Hours-PAR 10-4-31
Huckleberry Finn-PAR 8-9-31
Hurricane Horseman-WK

10-11-31
Hush Money-P 7-12-31

Title Reviewed

I Am From Siam-PIC. . .9-6-31

I Like Your Nerve-FN 9-13-31
Im Geheimdienst-UFA 11-29-31
In Line of Duty-MOP. 11-29-31

I Take This Woman-PAR
6-14-31

Ihre Hoheit Befiehlt-UFA
11-8-31

Immortal Vagabond-TPE 8-2-31
Indiscreet-UA 5-10-31
In Old Cheyenne-WW . 5-3-31

Is There Justice?-WW. .9-20-31

It's A Wis» Child-MGM
5-17-31

Jede Frau Hat Etwas-PAR
5-24-31

Jew At War-iAM 7-26-31

Just A Gigolo-MGM.. 6-14-31

Kaiserliebchen-TA 11-15-31

Karamazov-TA 9-27-31

Kick In-PAR 5-24-31

Kid From Arizona-COS. 5-10-31

Killing to Live-AM 12-20-31

Ladies' Man-PAR 5-3-31

La Douceur D'Aimer-FD
12-13-3

Lady from Nowhere-CHE
7-19-31

Lady Who Dared-FN. . .6-7-31

Lariats and Six Shooters
COS.. 10-25-31

Lasca of the Rio Grande
U.. 12-13-3

Las Companas Capistrano-HG
11-29-31

Last Flight-FN 8-23-31

Laughing Sinners-MGM T-i-31
Law of the Rio Grande-SYN,

8-9-31

Law of the Tong-SYN. 12-20-31
Lawyer's Secret-PAR 5-31-31

Le Culte de Beaute-OS. .6-7-31

Le Million-TF . . 5-24-31

Le Mystere de la Chambre
Jaune-OS S-31-3I

Left Over Ladies-WW. 10-18-31
Liebe Auf Befehl-U 6-7-31

Liefceswalzer-UFA i-S-31
Lightnin' Smith Returns-SYN

8-16-31
Local Boy Makes Good-FN

11-29-31
Lover Come Back-COL. 6-7-31
Love Storm-BI 1018-31

Mad Genius-WA 10-25-31
Mad Parade-PAR 9-20-31
Maciste In Hell-OM ...6-28-31
Magnificent Lie-PAR ..7-26-31
Maker of Men-COL 12-20-31
Maltese Falcon-WA 5-31-31
Man From Death Valley-MOP

10-11-31
Man in Possession-MGM. 7-19-31
Many a Slip-U 8-30-31
Meet the Wife-COL 6-21-31
Men Are Like That-COL. 8-16-31

Men Call It Love-MGM .6-21-31
Men in Her Life-COI 12-6-31
Men of the Sky-FN 7-19-31
Merely Mary Ann-F 9-13-31
Miracle Woman-COL. .8-2-31
Misbeliaving Ladies-FN. . 11-8-31
Monkey Business-PAR ..9-27-31
Morals tor Women-TIF 11-22-31
Monsters of the Deep-TPE

5-24-31
Montana Kid-MOP 9-13-31
Mother and Son-MOP. . .8-30-31

Title Reviewed

Mother's MiUions-U .... 5-10-31

Mounted Fury-WW ..12-20-31
Murder At Midnight-TIF

9-20-31
Murder By the Clock-PAR

7-19-31

My Sin-PAR 9-6-31

Mystery of Life-U 7-5-31

Mystery Train-COT 8-23-31

Neck and Neck-WW. .. 11-8-31

Nevada Buckaroo-TIF .11-29-31

New Adventures of Get-Rich-
Quick Wallingford-MGM

10-11-31
Newly Rich-PAR 7-5-31

Never the Twain Shall Meet-
MGM . 6-7-31

Night Angel-PAR 6-14-31
Night Life in Reno-ARC 8-9-31
Night Nurse-WA 7-19-31
Nomandie-SIN 6-21-31
Nur Am Rhein-FTP. . 10-11-31
Once a Ladv-PAR 11-8-31

One Wav TrailCOL. .12-13-31

Opera Ball-PRX 11-8-31

Over the Hill-F 11-22-31

Pagan Lady-COL 9-27-31
Palmy Days-UA 9-27-31

Pardon Us-MGM 8-23-31

Parisian, The-CAP 8-23-31

Partners of the Trail-MOP
8-30-31

Party Husband-FN 5-17-31

Penrod and Sam-FN 9-27-31
Personal Maid-PAR... 8-30-31

Phantom of Paris-MGM . 11-15-31

Platinum Blonde-COL ... 1 1-1-31

Pocatello Kid-TIF 12-20-31

PoHtics-MGM 8-2-31

Possessed-MGM 11-29-31

Private Lives-MGM ...12-20-31
Private ScandaliHED. . .11-1-31

Prodigal-MGM 6-28-31
Public Defender-RKO ..7-12-31

Range Fe«d-COL 11-22-31
Range Law-TIF 11-1-31

Rebound-PAT 8-30-31
Reckless Hour-FN 8-2-31

Reckless Living-U ...10-11-31
Regeneracion-HG 7-26-31

Rich Man's Folly-PAR 11-22-31

Riders of the Cactus-BIF
8-16-31

Rider of the Plains-SYN. 5-3-31
Riders of the Purple Sage-

F 9-27-31
Ridin' Fool-TIF 5-31-31
Right of Way-FN 3-29-31
Road to Reno-PAR... 10-11-31
Road to Singapore-WA. .10-4-31
Rubicon-AM 9-27-31
Ruling Voice-FN 11-8-31
Runaround (Reviewed as Lov-

able and Sweet-RKO 6-21-31
Safe in Hell-FN 12-20-31
Salvation Nell-TIF .. ..7-5-31
ScareheadsCAP 10-25-31
Sea GhostPEE 11-29-31
Secret Call-PAR 7-12-31
Secret Menace-TMP ...12-13-31
Secret Service-RKO ...12-13-31
Secret Six-MGM 5-3-31
Secrets of A Secretary-PAR

7-19-31
Secret Witness-COL ..12-20-31
Seed-U 5-17-31
Sein Liebeslwd-ASC ..11-22-31
Shanghai Love-COL ....9-6-31
Sherlock Holmes' Fatal Hour-
PD 7-12-31

Title Revinoei

SherifT's Secret-COS 6-14-31
Shipmates-MGM S-24-11
Ships of Hate-MOP 7-26-31

Should a Doctor Tell?-REG
8-23-31

Side Show-WA 9-20-31
Sidewalks of New York-MGM

11-15-31

Sin of Madelon Claudet-MGM
11-1-31

Silence-PAR 8-16-31

Sin of Madelon Claudet-PAR
11-1-31

Siroco-CF 11-29-31

Six Cylinder Love-F .5-17-31

Skin Game-BI 6-21-31

Sky Raiders-COL .5-31-31

Sky Spider-ACP 8-23-31

Skyline-F 10-11-31

Smart Money-WA 6-21-31

Smart Woman-RKO ..10-11-31
Smiling Lieutenant-PAR . 5-24-31

Sob Sister-F 10-4-31

Soldiers Plaything-WA . . . 5-3-31

Son of India-MGM ..7-26-31

Son of the Land-AM .5-31-31

Son of the Plains-SYN. . .7-5-31

Soul of the SlumsACP 11-29-31

Speckled Band-FD 11-8-31

Spider, The-F .

.

. . 8-16-31

Spirit of Notre Dame-U 9-27-31

Sporting Blood-MGM ..8-16-31

gporting Chance-PEE 10-25-31

Squaw Man-MGM 9-20-31

Star Witness-WA 8-2-31

Stepping Out-MGM 5-24-31

Stormo Atlantico-TRM ..7-26-31

Street Scene-UA 8-30-31

Strictly Dishonorable-U. 11-15-31

Student Sein-PRX . . . . 5-3-^1

Suicide Fleet-PAT ....11-29-31

Sundown Trail-PAT ...10-18-,^

Surrender-F 11-29-31

Susan Lenox-MGM ...10-18-31

Susanne Macht Ordnung-FTP
10-11-31

Svengali-WA .5-3-31

Sweepstakes-PAT 6-28-31

Terra Madre-TRC 11-1^1
Texas Ranger-COL . . . 5-10-31

The Cheat-PAR 12-13-31

The Struggle-UA 12-13-31

Their Mad Moraent-F. . .9-27-31

Thirteen Men and a Girl-UFA
8-16-31

This Modern Age-MGM 9-6-31

Three Girls Lost-F 5-3-31

Three Loves-ASC ... .5-24-31

Three Who Loved-RKO .6-21-31

Tip-Off-PAT Il-l-t31

Tonight or Never-UA 12-20-31

Too Many Cooks-RKO 7-19-31

Too Young To Marry-WA
5-10-31

Touchdown-PAR 11-15-31

Toute Sa Vie-PAR 6-21-31
Transatlantic-F 7-26-31
Transgression-RKO 6-7-31

Traveling Husbands-RK06-21-3l
Tropen Nachte-PAR 5-31-31

Two Gun Caballero-IMP
12-13-31

Two Gun Man-TIF ...6-7-31

Ubangi-PIZ ...5-31-31
Un Soir de Rafle-PRX. 10-18-31

Undertow-U 8-30-3

1

Unholy Garden-UA 9-20-31

Up For Murder-U . . . 5-31-31

Up Pops the Devil-PAR. 5-1 7-31

Versuchen Sie Meine Schwes-
ter-TF 6-21-31

Vice Squad-PAR 6-7-31

Viking-WM 6-21-31

Virtuous Husbands-U ..5-10-31

Waterloo Bridge-U 8-16-31

White Devil-TPE 8-30-31
White Shoulders-RKO .5-18-31

Wicked-F 9-20-31

Wild Horse-HOF 8-2-31

Woman Between-RKO 6-21-SI
Women Go On Forever-TIF

8-16-31

Women of All Nations-F
5-31-31

Woman of Experience-PAT
7-12-31

Women Love Once-PAR. 6-28-31

.X M.irks the Spot-TIF 12-13-Jl
Yankee Don-CAP 5-17-31
Yellow Pass-AM 5-3-31
Yellow Ticket-F 11-1-31
Young As You Feel-F ...8-9-31
Young Donovan's Kid-RKO

5-21-31
Young Sinners F 5-10-3>

Zein Weib's Lubovnick-HA
10-4-31



NOW YOU'VE GOT

SOMETHING BETTER TO SELL

X HE best way to boost business is to offer

greater value. In movies it's greater pleasure.

Now you can give your patrons just that. You've

got something better to sell. Eastman Super-sensi-

tive, the most widely used negative film in the

industry, results in better-directed, better-acted,

better-photographed, better-finished pictures.

And, whether your patrons are entirely aware

of all these improvements or not, the fuller

satisfaction they get will automatically show

in your box-oflfice receipts.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York Chicago Hollywood



109
day Sedate book-

ings starting

XMAS DAY

115
day Sedate book-

ings starting

NEW YEARS

fHAVS WHUr SHOWNEN
fHINK OF THIS PICTURE

JANET

GAYNOR
CHARLES

FARRELL
in their finest picture

Delicious
with EL BRENDEL • RAUL ROULIEN
Music by GEORGE GERSHWIN
Story: Guy Bolton. Lyrics: Ira Gershwin

Directed by DAVID BUTLER
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Lightman Warns Against Too Many Horror Films

NAT'L BOARD OKAYS SIRTS 100% FOR^ FAMILY

Monogram Finishing Schedule 2 Months Ahead oF Time

Universal
, , . is in full stride

^ By Jack Alicoate=
In these stirring ,every-man-for-

himself days, it is hardly news that

a company has been in business for

a long time . . . Neither is it of more
+v>QTi iT-Qci'ricr ip+prpct- that an oc-

casional good picture is turned out

. . , However . . . When a producing
outfit has been plugging along for

twenty-six years, under the same
executive management and same
golden-rule policies, and can make
unusual profits during the past two
years of strife and uncertainty,

turning out hit after hit, and gen-
erally smiling, while some other out-

fits were floundering in doubt and
uncertainty, that's news and plenty

plus . . . Universal has a right to

be happy . . . Faithful to the Laem-
mle-Cochrane doctrines, they are not

going to keep this cheerfulness to

themselves . . . You'll soon hear of

the Laemmle 26th Anniversary Jubi-

lee .. . The machinery is in work
. . . The plans are elaborate ... It

will be more than just a sentimenta'
tribute to Carl Laemmle, Sr., hardj
old film pioneer who built both solid-

ly and well ... It offers opportunity
for a congratulatory gesture to an
outfit of executives who have never
lost their perspective . . . On the
Coast, Carl Laemmle, Jr., dynamic
and fired with the ambition of youth;
Eph Asher, the showman ... In
New York, R. H. Cochrane, the solid

and substantial; Phil Reisman in

charge of sales; P. D. Cochrane, ex-
ploitation head, and N. L. Manheim
of foreign sales . . . Coming in a pe-
riod when downheartedness, weak-
ened spirits and generally uncertain
quality of workmanship are more
the rule than the exception, the
achievement of Universal and its

26th Anniversary Jubilee are well
worthy of a salute from the entire
motion picture industry.

W. Ray Johnston Speeds
Up Production on

28 Features
Monogram will finish its current

production line-up two months ahead
of schedule, W. Ray Johnston told

Film Daily yesterday. Speeding up
at the studios has been ordered be-
cause of a threatened product short-
age, Johnston said. Of the 28 fea-
tures scheduled, 20 will be completed
or in production by Jan. 2, leaving

(.Continued on Page 2)

NANACERIAL SHIFTS MADE

IN PUBLJMINCEY DEAL

Charlotte, N. C.—Warren Irvin,

district manager of Paramount-Pub-
lix, has announced changes of man-
agement involving the Carolina and
State here and 10 theaters in South
Carolina, in which a new company
in process of formation has secured

(Continued on Page 8)

Loew's Boston Theaters
Gets $14,000 Tax Refund

ll'a. ,n/}trn Bureau of THE FILM lAilY
^ ashington—Loew's Boston The-

atei'S Co. received a Federal income
tas refund of $14,977.51 last year,
according to a report which has been
submitted to Congress by Secretary
of the Treasury Andrew W. Mellon.

In Appreciation

THE sincere thanks of the Com-
mittee go forward to all those regu-

lar fellows in the film industry whose
generous support and cooperation

assures the success of THE FILM
DAILY RELIEF FUND in 1932.

JACK ALICOATE, Chairman.

fIVE SUBSTITUTIONS

ARE SET BY UNIVERSAL

Substitutions of five stories of
the 1931-32 schedule have been set

by Universal .

"A Lady of Resource" will be re-

placed with "Adventure Lady," Lib-
erty Magazine story by Dale Col-
lins.

"Barbary Coast" will be replaced
with a newspaper story, temporary
title of which is "Ambition," by

(Continued on Page 2)

Joseph Maloy Cleared
Of Charges in Chicago

Chicago—Judge John Prystalski
last week quashed an indictment
charging Joseph Maloy, former city

employee and a brother of Thomas
Maloy, business agent of the Motion
Picture Operators' Union, with giv-
ing inadequate examinations to fav-
ored operators.

Warning Is Issued by Lightman
Against Too Many Horror Films

Sees Many Economies

Through Scientific Aids

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Production economies ot the fu-

ture will be attained in a great measure
through new scientific developments In the
technical branch of motion pictures, according

to Roy ). Pomeroy, director and inventor.

Many new uses for trick effects were made
available In the past year, and the coming year

will see further progress in this direction that

will aid studios in their policies of economy.

Memphis—Declaring that drastic
consequences will result to juvenile
and family attendance if a flood of
'horror' pictures is put out as a re-

sult of the success of the two or
three such films already released,
M. A. Lightman, president of the
Motion Picture Theater Owners of
America, issued an earnest warning
to producers to take immediate steps
to prevent the calamity. In a state-

(Continued on Page 8)

Increase Also Noted in

Features Suited for

Family Trade
Short subjects as a class are prac-

tically 100 per cent suitable for fam-
ily trade, against less than 50 per
cent of feature-length productions
being similarly okay, according to

the Review Committee of the Na-
tional Board of Review. Of the 41
shorts covered by the Board's re-

viewers in the past month, every
subject was pronounced desirable for
the whole family, while 23 of the
shorts were designated as suited for
showing at special matinees for
juveniles.

In the case of features, out of 29
pictures viewed in the month and
selected as worthy of popular pa-
tronage, 13 were declared to be suit-

able for family trade, meaning from
(Continued on Page 8)

PICTURE CLASSICS PLANS

4S SHORTS ON STATES

A series of 48 two-reelers entitled
"See the U. S. A." is planned by
Picture Classics, Inc., headed by M.
J. Weisfeldt. Each of the subjects
will deal with a different state.

Picture Classics also has just com-
pleted cutting and editing and is

now readying prints of a four-reeler,
•'Puss in Boots," for release on Lin-
coln's Birthday, Feb. 12. The pic-
ture, designed for family trade, is

an original written by Nathaniel
Shilkret, directed by Weisfeldt.

Eddie Cline Defends

Motion Picture Execs

In no other industry are executives as much
and as unfairly maligned as in the motion pic-
ture field, says Edward Cllnc, director, now
asscociated with Larry Kent at Paramounf's
New York studios. Film officials, In the main,
compare favorably with those of any other in-
dustry, says Cllne, but because they happen to
be more in the spotlight their actions come in

for criticism from all directions.
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FINANCIAL

All New York security markets
were closed Friday and Saturday.

Five Universal Features

On Jan.-Feb. Release List
Universal has set the following

quintet of features for release in

the next two months:
Jan. 3, "The Unexpected Father,"

with Slim Summerville, ZaSu Pitts

and Allison Skipworth; Jan. 31,

"Michael and Mary," with Edna Best

and Herbert Marshall; Feb. 7, "Law
and Order," with Walter Huston,
Lois Wilson, Harry Carey, Ralph
Ince and Raymond Hatton; Feb. 14,

"Speed Crazy" (temporary title),

with Slim Summerville and Louise
Fazenda; Feb. 21; "Murders in the

Rue Morgue," with Bela Lugosi, Sid-

ney Fox, Leon Wycoff and Bert
Roach.

DICK TALMADGE'S FOURTH
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Hot Rails," fourth of

a series to be made by Richard Tal-

madge Pictures, will go into produc-
tion today.
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New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

I Eastman Films
li L E. Brulatour* Inc. H
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y
• Chicago' 1727 Indiana Ave.• CALumet 3692

s

Hollywood M
6700 Santa Monica it
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The Broadivay Parade
(Week of December 25)

FIRST-RUNS

PICTURE DISTRIBUTOR THEATEK
"Husband's Holiday" Paramount Paramount
"Delicious" Fox Roxy
"Private Lives" (2nd week) M-<G-M Capitol
"Under Eighteen" Jirst National Strand
"Alice in Wonderland" Unique Foto-Filra . . . Warner
"Peach O'Reno" RKO Mayfair

EXTENDED RUNS
"Tonight or Never" (2nd week) United Artists Rialto
"Sooky" (2nd week) Paramount RivoU
"Explorers of the World" (3rd week) .Raspin Criterion
"Manhattan Parade" . . Warner Bros Winter Garden
"Frankenstein" (4th week)* Universal Cameo

$2 RUNS
"Arrowsmith" (4th week) United Artists Gaiety
"Hell Divers" M-G-M Astor

FOREIGN PICTURES
"Elizabeth Von Oesterreich" (3rd week) .Tobis Europa
"Zwei Menschen" Capitol Film Ex Little Carnegie
"Emil und Die Detektive" (2nd week) . .Ufa Cosmopolitan
"La Douceur d'Aimer" (3rd week) First Division 5th Ave. Playhouse

FUTURE OPENINGS
"Mata Hari" (Dec. 31) M-G-M Capitol
"Secrets of the Orient" (Dec. 31) Ufa Europa
"Ladies of the Big House" (Jan. 1) Paramount Paramount
"Woman from Monte Carlo" (Dec. 30) . .First National Strand

Including three weeks at the Mayfair.

8 Independent Features
Are Planned by Argosy

Five Substitutions

Are Set By Universal
(Continued fioin Page 1>

Emile Gavreau. Pat O'Brien, star

of "Front Page," will play the male
lead. Balance of cast later.

"The Great Air Robbery" will be
withdrawn from the program and re-

placed with "Speed Crazy" (tempo-
rary title), an automobile race story
featuring Slim Summerville and
Louise Fazenda.

"Bullet Proof" will be replaced
with "Michael and Mary," from the
Broadway play of the same name by
A. A. Milne. It stars Edna Best and
Herbert Marshall.

"Gallows," withdrawn from the
lineup, will be replaced with "Brown
of Culver."

Monogram Finishing Up
2 Months Ahead of Time

(Continued from Page 1)

five melodramas and three westerns
to be made. From now until April,

three pictures will be finished and
delivered each month. "Forgotten
Women," one of the latest to be re-

ceived, has been booked in 14 RKO
metropolitan theaters and several

Warner New Jersey houses. Pro-

ductions to be started Jan. 2 are

"Police Court," an I. E. Chadwick
production with Leon Janney and
Henry B. Walthall; "Texas Pioneers,"

with Bill Cody and Andy Shuford,
directed by Harry Fraser, and "Mid-
night Patrol," a C. C. Burr produc-
tion.

"UNDER 18" RELEASED
"Under Eighteen," Marian Marsh's

first starring picture, will be na-
tionally released by Warner Bros, on
Jan. 2.

First of eight independent fea-
tures to be made for 1932 distribu-
tion has been completed by Argosy
Pictures Corp., of which Joe Sim-
mons is president. It is titled

"Heartless Women" and was directed
by Fred Newmeyer with Natalie
Moorhead, Barbara Weeks, J. Far-
rell McDonald, Roy D'Arcy and
Robert Frazer heading the cast.

Second in the series, "Shop Girl,"

goes into production today at the
Tiffany studios, Hollywood. E.
Mason Hopper is directing. All fea-
tures will be made with RCA re-

cording and will be distributed in the
metropolitan district by Capitol
Films of which Herman Gluckman
is president.

U. D. MASON IN DENVER
Denver—R. D. Mason, late house

manager with the Sterling circuit,

Seattle, is assisting on the publicity
campaign in connection with the
opening of the new 2,700-seat Or-
pheum, set for Jan. 8.

PATHE SUES COLO. REALTY
Denver—RKO Pathe has filed suit

for $4,000 in United States District
Court against Colorado Realty Co. of
Pueblo, Colo., operators of the Palm
and Rialto theaters. The action is

on an old Pathe contract and in-

volves mostly short subjects.

M. H. HOFFMAN
Announces

Now in Preparation
•THE STOKER"

Starring Monte Blue
Story by Peter B. Kyne

ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED
ALLIED PRODUCTIONS

5360 Melrose Ave. HoUsrwood, Cal.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Dec. 31 : Motion Picture Salesmen New
Years frolic. Hotel Plaza, New York.

Dec. 31: New Year's Eve Party, Motion
Picture Club, New York.

Jan. 5: Testimonial dinner to Aaron Saper-
stein, Congress Hotel, Chicago.

Jan. 7. Warner-First National District
Managers' Meeting, New York.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte
Charlotte, N. C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha. Neb

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures)
Hotel Plaza. New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

Vitaphone Is Releasing
14 Shorts in January

Vitaphone's release list for Janu-
ary includes 14 shorts, of which four
will be two-reelers and 10 one-reel-
ers. The two-reelers are: "The
Symphony Murder Mystery" and
"The Studio Mystery," both part of
the S. S. Van Dine series of Detec-
tive Mystery stories in which Donald
Meek and John Hamilton are co-
starred; "The Imperfect Lover,"
starring Jack Haley in one of the
Broadway Brevities series, and "Her
Wedding Night-Mare."
The one reel shorts are: "Detec-

tuvs" and "His Honor," in the Booth
Tarkington juvenile series; "Free
and Easy," with Edgar Bergen, ven-
triloquist; "Horace Heidt and His
Californians," one of the "Melody
Masters" series; "The Naggers at
the Opera," with Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Norworth ;"Believe It or Not," No.
5 with Robert L. Ripley; "Sport
Slants" No. 5 with Ted Husing; '

"Northern India," one of the E. M.
NewiTian "Travel Talk" series; "Pa-
gan Moon," one of the "Merrie
Melodies" series of comedy song
cartoons and "Bosko at the Zoo," a
"Looney Tunes" cartoon.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Vanderbilt Play Co., theaters; J. N. Ed-

wards, 2 Lafayette St., New York. $60,000.
Film Processing Machinery Corp. ; J.

Manheimer, 1475 Broadway. New York.
$25,000.

DELAWARE CHARTER
The King Horses Amusement Co., Inc.,

Wilmington, Del., amusement places ; Colo-
nial Charter Co., Dover Del. 5,000 shares
common.

CAPITAL INCREASES
Theatrical Attractions, Manhattan, 10 to

1.000 shares, no par.

Studio and Location

Sound on Film Recording
Low Daily or Weekly Ruet

Powers CInephone Equipment Corporatton

7a3-7TH AWE.. N. Y. BRYANT o-eoeT
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A Digest of

Current Opinions
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Independent Producers

Get a Break at Last

'T'HE present merging and re-

aligning of ma.ior company

structure leaves the independ-

ents greatly strengthened and

holding the determining role in

the industry's position for the

current year. During the past

two years the entire independent

set-up has been completely re-

vised. Today there are no fly-

by-night concerns engaged in

picture activities. Independents

are on a firm foundation; they

have attained sound equality

and are now well organized and

well stabilized. Now. when
mergers and reorganizations

bring further curtailment in

output, the independent assumes

a position .of paramount impor-

tance in supplying product when
the shortage occurs. Never, in

the past ten years, has this been

so true as it is at the present

moment, and the independents,

firmly and substantially estab-

lished, are taking advantage of

this peculiarly favorable situa-

tion and will make the most of

it—with effects which will be

highly satisfactory to the indus-

try, and to themselves. Many
exhibitors are realizing for the

first time the importance of the

independent producer who sup-

plies product when it is most

needed. These same exhibitors

will not forget the companies

which "came through" when the

situation was acute—and there-

fore the independents will con-

tinue to hold their position of

eminence.

—John R. Freuler

About 350 of Spain's 2,000

motion picture theaters are

wired, and nearly all of these

are in the ten largest cities.

• • • THINGS WE Never Thought Worth Mentioning Till

Now that in view of the general squeezing-out process
going on in the ranks of the film biz and with a lot of

the boys finding themselves with nothing but leisure on their

hands we suggest that now is the time for them to sat-

isfy that Spirit of Wanderlust and to go tramping tare-
free across the country and that this can easily be done
by joining the Hobo Fellowship of America an organi-
zation that Actually Exists takes care of its members
better than any organized industry, including the film biz

and sees that the boys have a choice of winter resorts in cold
weather helping members to winter in Miami, Galveston,
or Southern California and until the film biz starts to
perk up again and jobs are again plentiful a
feller might do worse than join up with this really fine body
of men

• • • THAT the Hobo Fellowship of America is a swell
Showman organizashe furnishing advance courses in

all those arts a mugg must know if he wants to rate high as
a Publicist in the film biz it has its own official maga-
zine, published monthly and sold throughout the Youessay
by members for 10 cents ad rates are 40 smackers a
page they haven't sold an ad yet but they have
hopes

• • • THAT you needn't be Snooty and turn up your nose
at the suggestion of joining up with the Hobos for the
hobo is not to be confused with the bum or tramp
hobos are itinerant workers they work when they Have
To and just do enough work to Get By then
they quit working and enjoy Art, Literature, Nature, and all

the Esthetic things of Life and ain't that a
Perfect Existence for us film fellers

• • • THAT the Hobo does not patronize the motion pic-

ture considering it too Childish for in their get-

togethers they discuss the Higher Things for you must
know that a big proportion of 'em are men of culture
in their "jungle" (hobo camp) or in the "stem" (city

hobo centers) they discuss Whistler, Beethoven, Chris-
tianity, Behaviorism, Plato's Republic, Nietzsche's Superman

at their meetings, a big proportion of 'em have manu-
scripts of original poems, literary productions, sketches, which
they pull from soiled pockets, and read but never yet
has any Hobo pulled a SCENARIO on the boys if he
did, they'd give him the bum's rush these Hobos have
their Standards and stick to 'em

• • • THAT the Hobo's Psalm is a Pip to wit
"Hoover is my shepherd, I shall not want he

maketh me to lie down on park benches he leadeth me
beside still factories he arouseth my doubt in the Re-
publican Party he leadeth me in the path of Destruction

for his party's sake yea, as I walk through the
Valley of the Shadow of Destruction I fear evil, for
thou art with me the politicians and the profiteers

they frighten me thou preparest a reduction in my sal-

ary before me in the presence of mine enemies
thou annointest my income with taxes my Expense run-
neth over surely unemployment and poverty will follow
me all the days of thy Administration and I shall dwell
in a mortgaged house forever." and the same might go
for us Film Bos as well as the Hobos

EXPLOITETTES
A Clearing House for

Tabloid Exploitation Ideas

€)

« « « » » »

Fun Club
Gets the Kids
Jy[ANAGER FRED FORD of

the Saenger, Shreveport,
La., has been very successful in

organizing a "Fun Club," with
300 children. A Big Sister is in

charge of the club and its activ-

ities include the performance of
talented children and the telling
of stories by the Big Sister. The
Fun Club is tied in with the lo-

cal schools by awarding free ad-
mission to the first twenty chil-

dren who rate 100 per cent in

spelling. The school authorities
have been very lavish in their
praise of this arrangement as
it serves as an incentive to the
children to apply themselves
more seriously to their spelling.—Saenger, Shrevevort, La.

* * *

Style Show
For "Possessed"
Jy[ANAGER R. E. NORMAN

of the Publix-Paramount,
Clarksdale, Miss., made an ad-
vantageous tie-up with a style

shop in advertising "Possessed."
An array of beautiful evening
gowns was displayed in the win-
dow with a beautiful hand-
painted cut-out of Joan Craw-
ford in the foreground. This cut-

out also carried the title of pic-

ture, cast, playdate and sales
copy.—Paramount. Clarksdale. Misn.

* * *

Unique Stunt
On "Sob Sister"

T. F. THAMES, JR., manager
of the Paramount, Green-

wood, Miss., used the diminutive
Austin car to exploit "Sob Sis-

ter." The title of the picture
was painted on every available
inch of space. Contestants were
asked to estimate the number of
times the title appeared in order
to gain free admission to the
theater.—Paramount. Greenwood. Miss.

$«,ft,l4t*6**,ii,^e^

MANY UAPPYmm\
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Dec, 28
Arch Reeve
Lewis Ayres

Frank Butler
Douglas Hodges



PARAMOUNT BRING!^ YOU THE

THRILLER OF
ALLTHRILLERS!

—plus a great love story. .

.

A ROUBEN MAMOULIAN Production with

FREDRIC MARCH
MIRIAM HOPKIXS ROSE HORART

The Strongest Box Office Picture in Years! So say

smart exhibitors who have seen it. March's superb

work is greatest characterization of all times! Swell

cast; great direction and a fascinating story. Mystery

and horror! Heart-warming romance and intense

drama! Everything! Its appeal is unlimited.

PARAMOUNT
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For over

10 Years

The Film Daily

Through its

YEAR BOOK
Has been the

Recognized

Reference

Window to the

Motion Picture

Industry and its

Branches throughout

The entire world » » »

THE 1932 FILM
DAILY YEAR BOOK
"The Standard Reference Book of

The Motion Picture Industry"
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A LITTLE from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
UALPH MURPHY, RKO Pathe

film director, has received word
that his play, "Murdered Alive," has

been accepted for production, and is

opening in the East. The play is a

super-shocker which Murphy wrote

two years ago. Chester Erskine is

directing.
* * *

Now that "Alias the Doctor" has

been completed, Richard Barthel-

niess plans a vacation of some iveeks.

According to late word from the

First National star, a part of this

holiday will be spent at his new
beach house near Malibu and a part

at one of the well-known resort spots

high in the Sierras. On the latter

jaunt he will be accompanied by

Mrs. Barthelmess and the two chil-

dren. No specific date has been

named as yet for the start of his

next picture, which will be "The
Cabin in the Cotton," but it is ex-

pected that Barthelmess will be free

until at least late February or early

March.
* * *

Among recent additions to the

cast being assembled by Fox for

Elissa Landi's picture, "Devil's Lot-

tery," which goes into production
soon after the first of the new year,

are Beryl Mercer, Barbara Weeks,
Halliwell Hobbes and Herbert Mun-
din. Paul Cavanagh is to play op-

posite Miss Landi and Sam Taylor
will direct.

* * *

Joe Smith and Charles Dale will

start their second vehicle, "Mendel,
Inc.," next week at the Warner Bros,
studios. It will be directed by Mer-
vyn LeRoy. In the supporting cast
are Ruth Hall, George Sidney, Aline
MacMahon, Anna Appel and others.

* * *

Ian MacLaren, remembered for his

work as the Lieutentant Osborne of
"Journey's End," is returning to the
screen after theatrical engagements
which have lasted since the filming
of that picture. He will be seen as
Ann Harding's father in her forth-
coming RKO Pathe picture, "Pres-
tige."

* * *

Warner Baxter and John Boles
will exchange roles in two forthcom-
ing Fox productions. Final arrange-
ments in casting had apparently
been made for "Widow's Might,"
ivhen a last minute switch in plans
brought John Boles in to replace

Sees Big Indie Year

On the threshold of 1932, John

J. Freuler, president of Big 4, and
pioneering independent, cautions

courage to the motion picture in-

dustry. Freuler, who has been af-

filiated with pictures for almost 30
years, forecasts "1932 as the big-

gest year the independents have
ever known."

Notable Performances of the Year

Will Rogers, Warner Baxter and Edmund Lowe were each selected four

times in "Photoplay Magazine's" best performances of the month section

during 1931. A total of 134 players were mentioned in the fan magazine's

issues between January and December.
Those mentioned three times were: Constance Bennett, Jackie Cooper,

Joan Crawford, Charlotte Greenwood, Barbara Stanwyck and Lawrence Tibbett.

The following were mentioned twice: George Arliss, John Barrymore,

Lionel Barrymore, Wallace Beery, Clive Brook, Claudette Colbert, Marion Davies,

Marlene Dietrich, Irene Dunne, Jimmy Durante, Greta Garbo, Janet Gaynor,

John Gilbert, Ann Harding, Phillips Holmes, Doris Kenyon, Paul Lukas, Jeanette

MacDonald, Fredric March, Adolphe Menjou, Edward G. Robinson, Norma
Shearer, Sylvia Sidney, Helen Twelvetrees, Lupe Velez and Robert Williams.

Ninety-eight others were mentioned once.

Baxter opposite Joan Bennet. Bax-
ter, instead, will have the lead in

"Scotch Valley," film version of the

Mildred Cram novel, the part for-
merly assigned to Boles. Helen Mack
is to play the feminine lead in
"Scotch Valley," under the direction

of Harold Schuster and Samuel God-
frey.

* * *

Another big star name went into

the cast of "Hold 'Em Jail" at the
Radio Pictures studio when Bert
Wheeler was assigned to the cast by
David O. Selznitk, executive vice-

president in charge of production.
Robert Woolsey, Edna May Oliver
and Rosco Ates also are in it. Tim
Whelan and Eddie Welch, ace com-
edy constructionists, are busy on the
story.

Dickie Moore, aged five, who re-

cently finished work in "Manhattan
Parade," is about to become a mo-
tion picture star. The latest news
from the Warner Bros, studios is

that Dickie will be featured with
Barbara Stanwyck in the forthcom-
ing production of Edna Ferber's "So
Big," which will be directed by Wil-
liam Wellman. Following "So Big,"
Dickie will be starred in a picture
which is now being written for him
by Maude Fulton. Dickie will also
soon be seen with "Chic" Sale in

"Old Man Minick."
* * *

Eddie Welch, revue specialist late-

ly from Broadway, has been signed
by Radio Pictures. Welch, during the

past two inonths, has written gags
and added comedy dialogue for
"Peach O'Reno," "Ladies of the

Jury" and is presently contributing
to "Girl Crazy."

* * *

Greta Granstedt has joined the
cast of the Charles Farrell picture,

"After Tomorrow," scenes of which
are now being filmed under the di-

rection of Frank Borzage.
* * *

Marie Quillan, 19-year-old sister

of Eddie Quillan, plays one of the
two feminine leads opposite Tom
Keene in RKO Pathes new western,
"Montana Rides." Helen Foster has
the other role.

Sections of Los Angeles China-
town seen by few whites, and never
before violated by a camera, have
been photographed in "Charlie
Chan's Chance," new Fox film pro-
duction in which Warner Oland
again is featured as the Oriental de-
tective.

* * *

Wesley Ruggles will direct "Man-
hattan Frontier," to be released a^
"The March of a Nation" . . . Mabel
Strickland, rodeo cham.p, and Fred
Burns, trick roper, will perform in
Ton Keene's "Montana Rides" . . .

A new tei'm contract is RKO-Radio
Pictures' Christmas gift to Irene
Dunne . . . Ednxt May Oliver, Man-
hattan visitor for a week, stops at
Cincinnati for the holidays en route
to Hollywood.

ESTELLE TAYLOR HURT
H'cst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Estelle Taylor is ex-

pected to be laid up for a few weeks

as a result of injuries received when

the automobile in which she was

riding with Frank Joyce and her

chauffeur met with an accident. Miss

Taylor suffered a deep laceration of

the scalp, a bruised hip and a cut

tongue. She was rushed to the Hol-

lywood Hospital for treatment and

then taken home.

ALBERTI AT DALLAS PALACE
Dallas—Alberti, exponent of mod-

ern rhythm, has been secured as
conductor of the Palace pit orches-
tra and will make his debut here at
the midnight preview show on New
Year's Eve when the Fanchon and
Marco stage show is inaugurated.
The orchestra will be managed by
Hyman Charninsky.

DAGOVER PREMIERE
Warner Bros, has decided upon

the New York Strand for the world
premiere of the Lil Dagover picture,

"The Woman from Monte Carlo." It

will open Wednesday night.

Several tons of a newly-invented
paper floor which muffles footsteps

arrived in Hollywood the other day
for use in talking picture studios.

The idea for the flooring was con-

ceived by Paramount production men
and the findings transmitted to a
paper manufacturing company. En-
gineers developed a paper slab a
half-inch thick with a rough surface
for flooring and a glazed surface for

interior settings. Furniture may be
moved and players walk on this floor-
ing without noises that interfere
with the recording of dialogue.

Ken Murray, stage and screen fav-
orite who has signed a new contratt
with RKO-Radio, has written a book,
"Extractions of Wisdom,' which will
appear next month. On the title
page, Murray is described as "A
Yank Who Gets the Root." The book
consists of short corned v stories and
playlets of the type Murray used
in vaudeville and radio work.

* * *

Corson Jowett, veteran sound man,
will be in charge of the recording on
"Hotel Continental," which Christy
Cabanne will direct for Tiffany.

* * »

Sam Taylor will start the direc-
tio7i of "The Devil's Lottery" at Fox
on Jan. 4. His recent productions ijv-

clude "Ambassador Bill" and "Sky-
line."

Jose Crespo, star of many M-G-M
Spanish versions, has been vacation-
ing in New York City and Lake
Placid, following a personal appear-
ance tour in the Southwest. He plans
to go to Madrid for a visit with his
father before returning to picture
work on the Coast.

Ralph Murphy will start work
about Jan. 1 on "Veneer," which he
will direct with Helen Twelvetrees
as the star. Murphy also directed
her in "Panama Flo."

"A complete course in police work,
intensified and crammed into two
weeks, was Walter Huston's training for

his newest role of the screen in 'The
Beast of the City.'

"

—M-C-M
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12 years up. This figure, amounting
to about 45 per cent, is well above

the average of the yast year. Pro-

ductions marked in the family class

included "Touchdown," "Two Fisted

Justice," "Around the World in 80

Minutes," "Suicide Fleet," "Soul of

the Slums," "The Pocatello Kid,"

"Local Boy Makes Good," "Die

Grosse Sehnsucht" ("The Great Pas-

sion"), "The Gay Buckaroo," "Ex-
plorers of the World," "The Champ,"
"Cavalier of the West" and "Ben
Hur."

Eleven of the month's features

also were rated as "specially" worth
seeing. These included "Ben Hur,"

"The Champ," "Explorers of the

World," "Frankenstein," "Die Grosse

Sehnsucht," "Over the Hill," "Rich

Man's Folly," "Strictly Dishonor-

able" and "Touchdown." Two others,

"Around the World in 80 Minutes"
and "Surrender," were rated as "ex-

ceptional photoplays."

Managerial Shifts Made

In Publix-Kincey Deal
(Continued from Page 1)

an interest. The new company is

the Publix-Kincey Theater Corp.

Irvin goes to Columbia, S. C, in

an executive position with the com-
pany and Roy Smart of High Point

comes to Charlotte as district man-
ager. Eugene W. Street, for more
than three years manager of the

Caroline in Greensboro, comes to

manage the Carolina here. C. G.

Finley, until recently manager of

the Carolina, has gone to Tampa,
Fla.

The changes are effective the first

Monday in January. The new thea-

ter corporation has not completed
its organization, said Irvin, but
hopes to do so in the near future.

H. F. Kincey of Greensboro is gen-
eral manager of the Publix-Kincey
Theater Corp. and in all probability

will be head of the new corporation.

At Greensboro, Street will be suc-

ceeded by Emil Bernstecker who ha§
been with the company at Durham.
J. Noble Arnold, manager of the

National in Greensboro, will go to

Durham to succeed Bernstecker, and
Frank H. Burns, city manager of

the company's theaters in Rocky
Mount, will take charge of the Na-
tional.

Roxy's Christmas Biz

At a scale of 35 cents to $1 up

to 1 P. M. and 75 cents to $1.50

thereafter, the Roxy grossed $25,-

000 on Christmas Day with Janet

Caynor and Charles Farrell in "De-

licious." Last Christmas, at 75

cents to $1.50 throughout Christmas

Day, the house did $30,000.

Denver—David Hochreich, gener-
al sales manager of General Talking
Pictures, is expected in Denver soon
to confer with E. J. Lusrig, manager
of the local branch of Sheffield Film
Exchanges.

Denver—R. J. Garland, formerly
manager of Columbia exchange and
at present Denver representative for
RCA portables, and Jack O'Bryan,
orchestra leader and m. c, have in-

stalled a night club in the Gothic
cafe.

Milwaukee— Mrs. Mary Schmitz,
72, mother of A. N. Schmitz, branch
manager of the local RKO exchange,
died last week. Her son and three
sisters and two brothers are the
only immediate survivors.

Madison, Wis.—RKO's Strand re-

opened Christmas Day at reduced

prices. The house had been dark
for several weeks. RKO also oper-
ates the Orpheum and Capitol here.

Burlington, Wis.—A "stink-bomb"
planted by an unidentified man in

the Crystal caused considerable dis-

turbance. According to John An-
necston, manager of the house, the
theater has experienced no labor
trouble.

Denver—The Orpheum theater has
signed with the operators and mu-^
sicians. The unions made substantial
concessions. A minimum of ten mu-
sicians will be used.

Denver — E. F. Clarke of New
York, RKO auditor, left for Boston
after making the merger of the RKO
and RKO Pathe exchanges .

Cartoon Comedies Gaining
New Importance, Says Terry

Commenting on the result of the
annual exhibitor questionnaire con-

ducted by Harold Heffernan, motion
picture editor of the Detroit News,
which brought out the consensus
that "cartoon comedies are the most
important short subject," Paul Terry,
who with Frank Moser, producers
the popular "Terrytoons" for Edu-
cational release, declares that ani-

mated cartoons are fast coming iiTto

a new position of importance. Far
from being merely a diverting spec-

tacle designed for juvenile minds,
animated cartoons combine all the
various arts such as music, drawing,
acting and writing, besides the
rhythmic flow which is the basis of

all dance movements.

Few people, Terry claims, realize

the amount of research which enters
into the preparation of Terrytoons.
In the matter of costumes, back-
grounds and dances, everything must
be authentic, down to the last de-
tail. In addition to this, all music
is especially composed by Philip
Schieb, Terrytoon's staff composer
and musical director. "Terrytoons"
have had much influence in educat-
ing people to enjoy musical films

by giving them the highest type of

music against the element of the
cartoon, thus affording the two ex-
tremes which are bound to please
everyone, Terry believes.

"Peg Leg Pete," just completed,
has specially composed music which
is decidedly in the Gilbert and Sul-
livan manner, even a trifle heavier,
perhaps. Another, "The Black Spi-
der," incorporates modern music of
the most advanced type to express
its eerie theme.

In preparing "Terrytoons," an ef-

fort is always made to confine the

humor to the action which, Terry
feels, should be of sufficient worth
to carry itself, irrespective of music.

TOO MANY HORRORfFILMS

(Continued from Page 1)

ment for The Film Daily, Light-
man says:

"If Hollywood runs true to form,
the market will be flooded with hor-
ror films during the next four or
five months. The success of 'Dra-
cula' and 'Frankenstein' and prob-
able success of 'Jekyll and Hyde'
will, no doubt, lead a number of
producers to believe that they can
get away with similar productions.
It should be borne in mind that these
three stories are classics. They are
familiar to practically everyone who
read novels. There is no doubt but
what two or three more pictures of
this type will make money, but if

15 or 20 of them are released dur-
ing the next few months, it is going
to be very unfortunate. All that is

necessary now, on top of our other
trials and tribulations, is to start
frightening our children patrons to
a point of hysteria and have them
jumping about in their beds at night.
Parents will certainly rise up in
arms if this condition is permitted
to develop. The far-sighted ex-
hibitor will register pi-otest to
the producers in an effort to cur-
tail the number of pictures of
this type to be released. It is earn-
estly hoped that the large circuits
will foresee the danger and stop it

before it is too late."

^ TO MORROW MORNING ^
at 10.45 o'clock

at the

LITTLE PICTURE HOUSE
151 East 50th Street

A GREAT HOLIDAY SHOW
FOR THE yOUNG FOLKS

ENTIRE PROCEEDS TO THE

FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND

Will Rogers in

A Connecticut Yankee

"The Night Before

Christmas"

Snowtime—Aesop Fable

Fox Movietone News -^^^

Tickets 75c

All Seats Reserved

ON SALE

AT THE BOX-OFFICE

AND

FILM DAILY
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Charles R. Rogers Leaving RKO-Pathe on Feb. 8

"SHOWMANSHIP" IS LEADERS' SLOGANJOR 1932

Martin Beck Joining RKO In Advisory Capacity
Former Keith - Orpheum

Executive on Board
of Directors

Formal announcement of Martin
Beck's re-entry into the theater
business will be made tomorrow by
RKO, The Film Daily learns. Beck,
once prominent in the Keith-Or-
pheum organization, has been in-

vited to become a member of the
RKO board of directors to act in
an advisory capacity without any
direct connection with administra-
tion of the film or theater depart-
ments.

JOS. BERNHARD APPOINTS

5 EXECUTIVE ASSISTANTS

Appointment of Edward Peskay,
Moe Silver, David E. Weshner, Jack
Cohen and Clayton Bond as execu-
tive assistants to Joseph Bernhard,
general manager of Warner the-
aters, was announced yesterday by
Bernhard.
Peskay and Silver will assume

supervisory operation duties in the
(Continued on Pane 5)

Natural Productions Plans
10 Canine Three-Reelers
Ten three-reel melodramas fea-

turing "Caesar," an Australian po-
lice dog, will be made for 1932-33
release at the California Studios,
Hollywood, by Natural Productions,
Inc., headed by William Alexander,
Nat Spitzer and Harold Smith. One
release a month will be made. Talk-
ing Picture Epics is the distributor.

20 Detroit Theaters

Again on Dual Bills

Detroit—After a few months' recess during
which time double-featuring appeared to be
on the wane, the dual policy is making a
strong comeback, with about 20 neighborhood
houses at present on this basis. The same
tendency is reported throughout the state.

Silents by Chaplin, Fairbanks
Both Charlie Chaplin and Douglas Fairbanks are understood to be planning silent

pictures for release next season by United Artists. Chaplin is reported to be figuring

on a silent four-reel comedy, while Fairbanks is said to have in mind an action

picture on the type of "Thief of Bagdad," "Three Musketeers" and other past

successes in which he starred.

Goldwyn Assails Writers
Who Trade on Reputation
De Mond to Produce

Shorts for Universal
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Albert De Mond, who

recently completed a five-year pro-
ducing contract with Universal, has
resumed activities for the Carl
Laemmle organization. De Mond
will make a series of short subjects.

Assailing writers who, "trading
on their reputations," look to the
screen for "easy money," Samuel
Goldwyn yesterday replied to a per-
sonal attack made on him by Ben
Hecht and published in a New York
daily newspaper.
Goldwyn, in part, said: "With the

fine writers, working conscientiously
(Continued on Page 5)

Trust-Law Modification Remote
Possibilities of modification of the

anti-trust laws to give corporations
more latitude were discounted yes-
terday by heads of major company
legal departments. The fact that
the anti-trust measures now on the
books originated through the Demo-
cratic party, which is now in con-
trol of both houses of Congress, in-
dicates that no serious attempt will

(Continued on Page 5)

W. E. Gets Injunction
Against Amplion Corp.

Western Electric has obtained a
permanent injunction against the
Amplion Corp. of America and the
other defendants in its patent in-
fringement suit as a result of a con-
sent decree entered in the Federal
Court, Southern District of New

(Continued on Page 5)

Radio Pictures Hopes to Release
Indie Productions by Rogers

Roxy Gets Big Dough
With Fox's "Delicious"

Playing Janet Gaynor and Charles
Farrell in "Delicious," Fox produc-
tion, the Roxy grossed approximate-
ly $72,000 in the three days includ-
irwj Christmas, Saturday and Sun-
day. The Christmas Day take was
$25,000, against $17,000 on Christ-
mas last year when the admission
scale was slightly higher.

Following conferences between
Charles R. Rogers and Hiram S.
Brown in New York, joint announce-
ment was made yesterday that it

had been impossible to come to a
satisfactory agreement for the re-
newal of Rogers' contract, expiring
Feb. 8, and consequently he would
sever his connection with RKO-
Pathe on that date, as first reported
exclusively in The Film Daily on
Dec. 20. Under the merger of RKO

(Continued on Page 5)

Industry's Executives on
Their Toes to Meet

Problems of '32

Showmanship will play the major
role in the movie industry during
1932, it is the consensus of opinion
among the industry's leaders as in-
dicated in their annual year-end
statements for THE FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK. Instead of merely
presenting movies and expecting the
public to attend from force of habit,
business must be gone after along
broad lines, according to film ex-
ecutives.

The 1932 outlook statements, for
the most part, differ radically from
other years in that they reflect a
sober realization of problems and
offer many practical suggestions on

(Continued on Page 6)

WILBY AND E.V. RICHARDS

IN PUBLIX CAROLINA DEAL

Charlotte—With Publix under-
stood to be owning 50 per cent, a
new operating company headed by
R. B. Wilby on Monday takes over
12 Publix houses in North and South
Carolina. E. V. Richards is an
important figure in the new concern.

Sarnoff and Aylesworth
See no Early Television

Probability of commercial tele-

vision being introduced this year is

very remote, judging from the tone
of remarks in the year-end state-

(Continued on Page 5i

60 Friends Underwrite

Career for Film Aspirant

Kansas City—A group of 60 friends have
underwritten a career in Hollywood for James
Force, University of Kansas grad, and now an
insurance broker in St. Louis. Backers will

guarantee Force $300 a month for three years
while he gains a foothold as actor. If he
succeeds, his backers will regain their original

investment with "dividends" from his earnings

for 10 years.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 2 2 2

Con. Fm. Ind 4% 4 4

East. Kodak 81 77 7S'A — 2'/,

Fox Fra. "A" 3^ 2^ 2%— 'A

Jen. Th. Eq. (new) 'A /j A
Keith Alb. O. p£d.

(7) 17 12 12 — 8/8

Loew's, Inc 27 2S'A 25% — 1

M-G-M pfd. . . 185^ 18J4 18J^ + 'A

Paramount 6J4 6 6J4 — •)4

Pathe Exch H *S H
do "A" IK IJi Wi + '/»

RCA 5J4 5J4 SJ4 — A
RKO "A" % a H
RKO new 354 3}4 3J4 — 54

Warner Bros 25^ 2'A 2% — H
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Fox Thea. "A"... S/s A A — 'A

Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. 9-16 A A
Technicolor 1J4 lAi 1!^
Trans-Lux 154 ^A U4 + As

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 3Az 3 3 — '/j

Keith AG 6s46... 40 39j4 40 + K
Loew 6s 41ww 77 76 76^ + A
Paramount 6s 47... 46J/5 46 46 + 1

Par. By. S^^sSl... 6654 65 65 —11
Far. 55^s50 40K 40 40
Warner's 6s39 26 J4 25 25 — \H

K-A-0 OMITS PFD. DIV.
Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp. will

omit the Jan. quarterly dividend of

$1.75 on the 7% cumulative prefer-

red stock.

,svv»v»•#.
it New York Long Island City >
it 1540 Broadway 154 Crescent St. }"J

J": BRyant 9-4712 STillwell 4-7940 it

Eastman Films

Chicago Hollywood
1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
CALumet 3692 Blvd.

HOLIywood4121

Denver and K. C. Added
To Morgan Ames Division
Minneapolis—Morgan Ames, divi-

sion manager for RKO theaters, has
had his territory expanded to include
Denver and Kansas City, and with
this change he will move his head-
quarters on Jan. 1 from here to
Omaha. Present cities in his divi-

sion are Minneapolis, St. Paul,
Omaha and Des Moines.

Albert Nathan, sent here from
the New York office, will be in

charge of division exploitation and
advertising, succeeding Dick Gilbert,
resigned.

Dick Gaston, who resigned as
manager of the RKO Seventh Street,

Minneapolis, being succeeded by
Harry F. Wilbern, is planning to buy
and operate a theater of his own.
When the RKO President, St. Paul,
opened Christmas Day, R. V. Doug-
las again took over the managerial
reigns.

FIRE AT CAPITOL, PHILLY
Philadelphia — About 30 firemen

were overcome by carbon monoxide
gas on Sunday in trying to find the
origin of smoke which filled the
Capitol on Market St. near Eighth.
The gas originated from smoldering
posters in the basement. Little

damage was done to the theater,
which was closed at the time.

.$20,000 DETROIT BENEFITS
Detroit — Final figures on pro-

ceeds from unemployment relief

shows in this district are expected
to show a total of $20,000 collected,

according to H. M. Richey, chairman
of the committee. This includes the
two per cent of grosses, the benefit

shows and the money turned in by
Butterfield houses. Employees of

the Film Exchange Bldg. also are
making up a fund to turn over.

100 PER CENT CENSOR PROOF
"Manhattan Parade," Warner pic-

ture, featuring Smith and Dale,
Winnie Lightner, Charles Butter-
worth, Bobby Watson, Luis Alberni
and Greta Granstedt, has been pass-
ed by every censor board in the
United States without a single cut
from its lengthy footage.

STAGE DATES FOR STONE
George Stone, who is now in New

York, opens at the Fox, Washing-
ton, New Year's Eve for a personal
appearance. He will follow with
a week at the Fisher, Detroit, before
returning to work on the First Na-
tional lot.

BARKAS GIVING BOAT SHOW
Sonny Barkas, artists' bureau di-

rector of Standard Sound Recording
Corp., took along with him a com-
plete show aboard the Lapland for
the entertainment of the passengers
on a cruise to Bermuda for one
week, returning New Year's Eve.

KRAMER SUCCEEDS FISHMAN
Cleveland—Samuel P. Kramer is

the new manager of the Warner ex-
change, succeeding Jess Fishman.

Reservations Coming In
For M.P. Club 1931 Finale
Among table reservations already

received for the New Year's Eve
party to be given by the Motion
Picture Club are the names of Lou
B. Metzger, Jerry Safron, Jack Hess,
Irving Chidnoff, Al Siegel, M. J.

Kandel, ArnoM Van Lear and
George Hoffman.

Charles B. Mintz Studios
Triples Staff, Adds Space

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The Charles B. Mintz

Studios, producers of "Krazy Kat"
and "Scrappy," have tripled their
staff and it now numbers 65 em-
ployees. The size of the studio has
also been doubled.

CENSORS PROTEST DISMISSAL
Worcester, Mass. — Protesting

against their dismissal, which fol-
lowed when local theater managers
objected to the manner in which
their activities were conducted, the
Worcester Board of Motion Picture
Review has appealed to the mayor
for reinstatement. The local board,
composed of members of civic or-
ganizations, passed on what pictures
and shows should be presented here.
These activities have now reverted
to the state board.

"JEKYLL-HYDE" CLICKS
li'c^t Coast Bureau, THE FILM pAILY
Hollywood — Paramount's "Dr.

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" scored big on
its premiere at the Paramount. Box-
office gross for the opening night
was 50 per cent above average.
Critics were lavish in their praise,
with particular attention given the
performance of Fredric March and
the general production qualities.

BURR'S PARTY A RIOT
Ludlow, Mass.—Frank R. Burr's

annual Christmas party for children
almost developed into a riot this
year when 1,800 tried to crowd into
the 1,400-seat Burr theater. Fearing
there would be no candy left for
them, the youngsters at the rear of
the line staged a rush and scramble,
resulting in some broken windows,
jamming of traffic and other excite-
ment.

JANECKY JOINS SKOURAS
H. F. Janecky, formerly manager

of the new Warner theater, Milwau-
kee, has joined the Skouras Circuit
as manager of the Lynbrook, Lyn-
brook, L. I. George King, formerly
manager of the house, has been
transferred to the Skouras Rivoli,

Hempstead, L. I., as assistant to M.
McNaughton, manager.

MORE TAX REFUNDS
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Additional refunds

by the Federal Treasury last year
on tax payments includes: Joseph
M. Schenck Productions, $3,122;
Universal, $7,680; Little Theater,
$3,263.

RAVEN SCREEN TAKES SPACE
Raven Screen Corp. has leased the

entire building at 143-145 East
24th St,

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Dec. 31 : Motion Picture Salesmen New
Year's frolic. Hotel Plaza, New York.

Dec. 31 : New Year's Eve Party, Motion
Picture Club, New York.

Jan. 3: Dinner-dance of Cleveland Mo-
tion Picture Club, Winton Hotel, Cleve-
land.

Jan. 5: Testimonial dinner to Aaron Saper-
stein, Congress Hotel, Chicago.

Jan. 7. Warner-First National District
Managers' Meeting, New York.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own-
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlotte
Charlotte, N. C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb.

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures).
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower. Washing
ton, D. C.

41 Warner Theaters
Getting Stage Shows

Vaudeville and presentation acts
have been booked by Warner Bros,
into a total of 41 eastern houses,
according to Walter Meyers, head
of the Warner Artists' Bureau. The
group includes 27 theaters in Penn-
sylvania, six in New Jersey, five in

Connecticut and three in New York
state.

ALBANY SUNDAY SHOWS
Albany, N. Y. — Following an

agreement between the mayor and
theater managers on the division of
receipts, Sunday shows for aid of
the unemployed will start here on
Jan. 10 and continue tentatively for
four weeks, with a possibility of the
plan being extended. The mayor
states, however, that he has no idea
of making the Sunday performance
a permanent policy.

MORE CANTOR BROADCASTS
Eddie Cantor has extended his

NBC Sunday night broadcasting ac-

tivities through Jan. 17, appearing on
Jan. 10 from Cleveland, where he
will be filling a vaudeville engage-
ment and on Jan. 17 from Chicago,
co-starring with George Jessel.

HARRY SEITZ DEAD
Pittsburgh—Harry Seitz, who re-

tired from exhibition several years
ago, when he turned over the Ritz
in Freeport to John H. Wiseman,
died recently.

REUBEN SAMUELS
President

SAMUELS AGENCY, Inc.

Real INSURANCE Service

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK
BRyant 9-3740, 3741, 3742
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companii'f
comin?'
YOU'RE GOING TO BE THE MOST POPULAR GUY IN TOWN. PLAYING

HOST TO CROWDS, CROWDS, CROWDS! EVEN YOUR COMPETITOR

WILL BE OVER TO SEE WHAT ALL THE EXCITEMENT'S ABOUT WHEN

WARNERS GIVE YOU THE GRAND MARCH OF HILARITY



NEW YORK REVIEWERS WEL-
COME IT WITH RAVES AT ITS

WINTER GARDEN WORLD PRE-

MIERE. KEY CITY HOUSES BURN
UP THE WIRES FOR EARLY PLAY-

DATES -

It' Good!
"You can laugh till it hurts. Irre-

sistibly funny." Daily News

"An uproar! Every moment brings

a howl." Daily Mirror

"Extremely amusing. There is loud

laughter at the Winter Garden."

Evening Graphic

First big laugh hit of 1932. Hilarious cast

of headline comedians and eye-filling

California peaches. All in Technicolor.

A WARNER BROS. LAUGH HIT! t
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GOLDWYN ASSAILS WRITERS

WHOTRADEmUTATION

I
{Continued from Page 1)

I and honestly, a certain number of

drifters and racketeers had to be

taken in. The motion picture indus-

try has them numbered, labeled and
fine:er-printed."

Explaining the attitude of pro-

ducers towards writing talent new
to the industry, Goldwyn asserted,

"we are patient with these men."

Sarnoff and Aylesworth

See No Early Television
(Continued from Page 1)

ments of David Sarnoff, president of

RCA, and M. H. Aylesworth, presi-

dent of NBC. Sarnoff merely says

that "intensive effort has been ap-

plied to television experimental
work," while Aylesworth declares

that "from the NBC standpoint,

television is not yet ready for the

general public."

W.E. Gets Injunction

Against Amplion Corp.
{Continued from Page 1)

York. The decree sustains both the

validity and infringement of West-
ern Electric patents, the Wentes and
Harrison patents covering inven-

tions used in loud speakers for talk-

ing picture reproductions.
In return for the waiving of

other than nominal damages by
Western Electric, it is agreed that

all infringing equipment in the de-

fendant's possession shall be turned
over. The waiver, however, does

not restrict the rights of Western
Electric to bring suit against any
theater equipped with the infring-

ing apparatus.

ADD F. & M. UNITS IN SOUTH
Publix is adding Fanchon & Mar-

co stage units for two days in

Mobile, Ala., and three days in

Shreveport, La. This makes five

Southern houses now playing the

units.

OHIO PASSES SEX FILM
Cleveland—After turning it down

several times, the Ohio Censor Board
finally passed "The Primrose Path,"
with the understanding that adver-

tising will not be lurid. It will be
distributed in Ohio and Kentucky by
Selected Pictures.

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK is on a trip to

Havana.

HOWARD HUGHES is in New York.

ERNEST SCHOEDSACK is due to sail

Jan. 6 from Paris for New York on his

return from India, where he has been film-

ing exteriors for Paramount's "Lives of .

Bengal Lancer."

BILLIE DOVE arrives in New York today
on the Advance Century. She is acconi
panied by her mother, Mrs. Betty Bohny
who sails next week for Europe, and Harriet
Parsons, fan writer and daughter of Louell
Parsons.

ALONGi-'^RIALTO

• • • IN A retent interview by Michael Joseph in the

"New York American," he quotes his friend Michael Arlen on

What the Films Need in the Way of Stories to wit

"Writing for the films needs a special bent of mind which has

very little to do with story-creation as we know it in fiction

where writers are apt to go wrong in writing for the

film is that they fancy the camera requires a plot what

the camera does require is an anecdote leading up and away

from one Major Situation if you have more than one

major situation in a film it will be called episodic read

the film reviewers and see which films are a success and which

aren't, and you will find I am not exaggerating" which

is all pretty Good Dope from a famous writer who tried his

hand at the s>creen-writing game

* !)< If *

• • • THERE IS one Hollerwordite who has quit bragging

about the marvellous Caleefor-nigh-aye climate in winter

Horace Jackson, scenarist, had a friend visiting him from Ver-

mont and when he asked him what he wanted to see,

the friend sez "Let's take a drive up into the hills where

that there snow is I read about."

• • • AND NOW the New Year Resolutions start to come
in those from Mickey Mouse are interesting "Re-
solved, that I will try to be funnier than ever in 1932
and to consider myself fortunate that I do not have to release
a lot of Big Titles and spend the rest of the year worry-
ing about getting pictures to FILL them."

• • • OUT AT the Universal stude. Albert De Mond was
pestered by a nut writer who claimed to get his material
through "spiritual radiograms" after reading a lot of
the drivel, the nut explained "I wrote all that while in a

trance." and Mister De Mond yawned "Yeah, I

believe you. The effects is contagious." and then he
fell sound asleep!

• • • TO THOSE seeking a delightful spot to spend New
Year's eve with congenial friends we recommend
Grosvenor House, in Lunnon who have sent us the fol-

lowing invitation "Victor's Bar at Grosvenor House
here indeed is an ideal setting in which to greet a friend
a setting that is cheery and convivial oak beams
diamond paned windows and a glowing hearth the mel-
low light of old lanterns reflected in a Wondrous Array of Bot-
tles and a Master Hand dispenses there." and
they say that conditions are tough in Lunnon!

• • • AT THIS time every year we revive this paragraph
it goes better this year than ever Just three

more days before 1931 checks out some gents will be
filled with Big Resolutions, planning to knock 'em dead in 1932

and so they will continue with Big Resolutions every
year till ole man Time puts 'em down for the Final
Count so it is that Hope springs eternal in the human
breast while other gents mix Hope with Headwork
and Pep and what is vulgarly known as Guts
and, oh yes, a li'l Work funny thing about that Work
biz they've found substitutes for everything else but
Work but some Foolish Virginians think they can delegate
their work to others only to find some gloomy morning
that the Others have given 'em the Works

CHARLES R. ROGERS

LEAVING RKO FEB. 8

{Continued from Page 1)

and Pathe, with Rogers becoming
vice-president in charge of Pathe
production as well as a vice-presi-
dent of RKO, Rogers feels that he
is in a better position to carry out
his future plans and program in

other directions, rather than un-
der the arrangement now in effect.

Brown expressed his regret that
a satisfactory renewal of contract
could not be effected at this time, as
all the officials of RKO have a high
regard for Rogers, and it is hoped
that before he returns to the coast
some new understanding may be
mutually arrived at whereby Rogers
will again make sound pictures as
an independent producer for release
through the RKO organization and
available to RKO theaters.

Jos. Bernhard Appoints
5 Executive Assistants

{Continued from Page 1)

eastern and western territories, re-

spectively. Weshner takes on addi-
tional executive duties while continu-
ing his supervision of the circuit

advertising and publicity. Jack
Cohen will supervise Metropolitan
New York theaters in addition to

his general executive duties at the
home office. Clayton Bond, in charge
of all film buying and booking, com-
pletes the staff of Bernhard's as-

sistants.

Trust-Law Modification

Is Seen As Very Remote
{Continued from Page 1)

be made to alter the law. it was
pointed out.

A "too-frequent tendency" on the
part of the Department of Justice
to probe film company activities was
deplored by one attorney, who said
that such investigations are costly
to the government and oftentimes
are instituted without justifiable

grounds.

« « « » » »

SKOURAS OFFICES MOVE
Skouras Theater Corp. has moved

to a suite of offices, at 408 Para-
mount Bldg., from its former loca-
tion on the sixth floor of the build-
ing.

%#6.A^6#^!^-^i&^0>

MANYmwmmi
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the

Industry, who are celebrat-

ing their birthdays:

Dec. 29
Harlan )ohn T. Neville

1 Lee George E. Marshall
Paul Rulli
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Industry Leaders Fortified By the Lessons of 1931

WILL H. HAYS
—rehabilitation

{Continued from Payc 1)

what to do about them. Among the

particularly constructive recommen-

ations are those made by Harold B.

Franklin, Jesse L. Lasky, Carl Laem-

mle, Jr., C. C. Pettijohn, Felix F.

Feist, William Saal, Joseph M.

Schenck, and several others.

It is evident from the expressions

that two years of tough times has

put film executives on their toes and

cleared their vision as never before,

so that, regardless of what 1932 has

in store, the industry is far better

equipped to meet it than it was to

meet the tribulations of 1931.

Highlights from various state-

ments, which will appear in full in

the 1932 FILM YEAR BOOK, fol-

low:

• The film industry

already has taken

the first steps of

rehabilitation de-

manded for recov-

ery. The screen is

an essential service

of entertainment,
recreation and in-

formation, as nec-

essary to the well-

being of our people

as food, light or
. , • ,u.

heat The saturation point in the

public demand for the better forms

of entertainment is very remote in-

deed. There is no limit to the crea-

tive possibilities of an art that

encompasses life, literature music

and drama. Courage ^vlll show the

road and confidence will mark the

progress in meeting the challenge

that 1932 holds forth for the film

industry.

• Realizing, as one'

of the chief lessons

learned in 1931,

that a constant flow

of good pictures is

the first require-

ment for prosper-

ity in the motion
picture business,

our studios have
geared their pro-

duction organiza-

tions in the great-

est attempt ever

yet made to meet this demand.
That they have succeeded will be

evident when the new pictures for

1932 are presented to the public.

I have seen many of these produc-

tions and know that they will strike

a new note in screen entertainment.

• However bitter

the experience of

the past year,
_
it

has given us an in-

sight into the real

and fictitious val-

ues in the moving
picture business
which have been a

tremendous revela-

tion. The film in-

dustry has an elas-

ticity which has

ADOLPH ZUKOR
—studios geared

more than once proved its salvation,

and 1932 will be a year in which men
schooled in showmanship will have
an unusual opportunity to display

their talent. Most of the pseudo-
showmen of the prosperity years
have been discredited. Only show-
men can ring the bell consistently.

N. M. SCHENCK
—terse

• There is nothing
in this business
which good pic-

tures cannot cure.

• During the next

twelve months, mo-
tion pictures and
stage shows will

gradually become
so separated that

in 1933 few the-

aters will have
combination pro-

grams as their policy. There is a

tremendous future for the motion

picture and a still greater outlook

for "flesh" presentations, but to-

gether they are becoming a thing of

the past. Radio City is to have sep-

arate theaters for both forms of

entertainment. The gross business

possible in our international music
hall will far exceed what we thought

possible for the Roxy when it was
in the course of construction. Gross

business in every theater in the

United States will increase depend-

ing upon not only

the quality of en-

tertainment pro-

vided, but the kind
of programs and
methods of presen-
tation shown to

the public. Con-
struction of Radio
City is carrying
on. At this writ-
mg it is ahead of
schedule and we S. L. rothafel
mean to keep it —bigger grosses

that way. Radio City is my one
great thought and its outlook for
"he coming year, and many years to
ome, is most promising.

CARL LAEMMLE—test of showmen

• Having weather-
ed the difficulties of
the past year, I

feel confident that
the same spirit will

carry us into a new
era of achievement
and prosperity. One
great asset we have
—the greatest that
could possibly be
conferred upon any
branch of the
amusement b u s i -

ness—is the unfailing and unflag-
ging popularity of cinematic enter-
tainment. There has been nothing
like it in history, and the screen is

destined to play an even greater part
in the progress of civilization. In-
telligence, imagination, vision and
the open mind—these are the quali-
ties that will lay sure foundations
for the years to come.

H. M, WARNER
—unflagging

• The greatest sin-

gle contribution to-

ward the industry's

prosperity in 1932
can come chiefly

from the studios.

In times like these

it is not enough to

make just good pic-

tures. Product
must be infinitely

better than ever be-

fore. The last year,

despite general
stress, showed us that our finest

pictures will be patronized. There-
fore, to hold audiences this year pic-

tures must be better than anything
we have ever thought of making.
Business brains of the industry must
summons all their wisdom, courage,
foresight and leadership to steer us
through the purely business difficul-

ties which will beset us this year.

In this respect, ly32 will be the
crucial test of the film industry's
leadership.

S. R. KENT
—crucial test

H. B. FRANKLIN
—improvemeni

• Reconstruction
and improvement
will be the keynote
for 1932. By spring
the box-offices will

start showing ma-
terial upturn. The
year's greatest ac-
tivity will come
d u r i n g the fall.

Business for the
year will approxi-
imate 1931. Merg-
ers and elimina-
tions will come during the year.
Overseating exists in most important
communities. There can be no re-

turn to normalcy unless older thea-
ters are closed or commercialized.
Losses involved will be more than
balanced through savings on dupli-
cated operating costs and additional
patronage gained by remaining thea-
ters. Maintaining of quality in

product is necessary to maintain
box-office prices. Significant of bet-
ter things to come is the change of
spirit felt throughout the country.
Top executives recognize there must
be continued readjustment of costs
to meet new conditions, and have
ceased to look back to boom days
for comparison.

• Ten strikingly
different pictures
of high quality re-

leased in the first

quarter of 1932
could change the
entire outlook of
this business to one
of ringing opti-

mism and start a
new era of univer-
sal picture - going
among the public.

Average good pic-

tures in familiar moulds, once relied
upon for good business, no longer
attract. That is the box-office les-

son of 1931. In every period when

)ESSE L LASKY
—new ideas

patronage fell off, the film industry
has been revivified by injection of
new ideas. That's what we need
now. The successful producer of

1932 must be daring. He must dis-

card old formulas and go far afield

for fresh, startling ideas, unconven-
tional production brains, new types
of players.

|. M. SCHENCK—overproduction

• Overproduction
of pictures is re-

sponsible for most
of the film indus-
try's evils, which
must be corrected
this year. With so
many major com-
panies turning out
from 50 to 70 films
a year, how is it

possible to lower
costs of production,
distribution and ex-
hibition ? Each of these companies
feels that it must have a first-run
house in each large city, with the
result that in many spots theaters
have become a drug on the market.
There is only one way out, and that
is fewer pictures and fewer theaters.
Then each company will be free to
devote more time and thought to its

output, and the weeding-out process
with respect to theaters will over-
come ruinous competition.

• My suggestions
for 1932 include:

(1) fewer pictures,

with more time and
care on each pro-
duction instead of

turning them out
to fill release dates;

(2) reduction of
production costs in

every way possible,

but not any reduc-
tion that will show
on the celluloid;

(3) more time devoted to exhibitors
to showmanship instead of "industry
problems"; (4) a united front of the
industry against unfair attacks from
without and less attacks between
each other from within.

C. C. PETTIIOHN—united front

• For 1932, more
than ever in my 20
years of film expe-
rience, we need
showmanship plus
common sense. To
sell a new picture
every week we've
got to put ideas,

enthusiasm and a
fresh slant into our
work, but to keep
from going to fool-

ish extremes we
I. R. CRAINCER—showmanship

must use common sense. Good, old-

fashioned judgment is needed in the-
aters, studios, exchanges and home
offices. If we're really smart we'll

keep one jump ahead of public
tastes, and percentage bookings will

do the rest. People are always glad
to pay for a good show.
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Face Problems of New Year With Feet on the Ground
• It seems to me
that the film indus-

try worked an ex-

tra hardship on
itself when it al-

lowed double fea-

tures to spread.
First of all, show-
ing two features

on one program is

contrary to the
primary laws of

showmanship. Sec-
ondly, the practice

has created an abnormal demand for
product, and the hectic efforts to

meet this demand have resulted in

a turnout of inferior pictures. It is

gratifying to note that many leaders
of the industry have recognized the
evil of dual bills and that plans are
being formulated to correct the sit-

uation. That will be our important
work of the New Year.

E. W. MAMMONS—anti dual-bill

• That there will

be better pictures,

no one can doubt.
The industry's
steady progress in

the development of

increasingly finer

and bigger shows
guarantees that.
But only the real
showman can fully
profit from this.

The crying need
for quality does not
alone involve product. It must ex-
tend to the marketing of product.
Changing conditions have driven us
out of the motion picture business
into the show business—have swept
the exhibitor into mid-stream where
only showmanship can sustain him.
The sun is setting on the day when
the average man can safely abandon
his old-time line to shine as an ex-
hibitor of motion pictures. More
and more does success become sub-
servient to showmanship.

FELIX F. FEIST—showman era

• Our mission is

to furnish enter-
tainment, not to

educate the public
or foster propa-
ganda. Stick to the
proven essential of
show business —
make pictures for
the vast inarticu-
late public— stop
trying to please
the arty and artic-

ulate critics. The
mob who made the film industry pos-
sible and prosperous always will be
your best customers. Dare to be
original if you can be sound in

thought at the same time. Good
stories and good parts make stars,
and stars make money. Gorgeous
gowns and freak furniture never
helped a box-office or filled a movie
lover's hunger for good entertain-
ment. Give the public a fine story
and splendid acting, and they will

CARL LAEMMLE, |r.—forget art

forgive lack of freak settings. Keep
your feet on the ground and leave
art for the museums.

)ACK L. WARNER
—resourceful

• This industry
showed its re-

sourcefulness when
Vitaphone pictures
revolutionized the

business. Even
with such a radical

change, the pro-
ducers were equal
to the emergency
and continued to

make pictures and
keep theaters open
during the com-
When the entire

into an eco-

plete change
world was plunged
nomic upheaval, the industry again
proved its resourcefulness and met
the changes in a common-sense and
level-headed manner. Now that eco-
nomic standards have changed, the
industry has changed to meet them.

• Though I hesi-

tate to make any
prediction as to

what the new year
may have in store
for the motion pic-

ture industry, I do
believe that the in-

dustry started out,

grew and prosper-
ed through good
pictures, good
showmanship and
good projection,
and these three factors still_ mean
prosperity for now or any time in

our industry.

W. E. GREEN
—same factors

• What impressed
me most during
the past year was
the support which
the public gave to

good pictures in

spite of the gen-
eral economic de-

pression. This sup-
port is a clear and
unmistakable evi-

dence of the un-
breakable hold
which the screen

has upon the people. Motion pictures

have become an integral part of

modern life. They have ceased to

be a luxury and have become a

necessity. Our obligation is to make
better pictures than we have ever
had before.

SAM E. MORRIS—public support

• Through a more
modernized system
in distribution we
could serve pro-

ducers and exhibi-

tors to an infinite-

ly greater degree.

In my 22 years de-

voted to distribu-
tion we have made
little progress
along this line. We
must make a care-
ful analysis of pro

methods with a view to replacing
those which have outgrown their
usefulness. The big change to be
accomplished is to bring about a
standardized admission price, so
that pictures would not be sold one
day for 50 cents and next day for a
dime. Mental attitude of everyone
in the industry myst be cheerful,
because our principal preoccupation
is with enterainment and if we per-
mit gloom to permeate our business
it is bound to reflect in our shows.

• Last year was
a post - graduate
course in economic
production of mo-
tion pictures, anc
now, with a diplo-
ma, the industry
faces 1932 know-
ing better than
ever before what
must be done to

provide the public
with adequate en-
tertainment. The

B, p. SCHULBERC—post-graduate

past year jolted many businesses
from the ruts in which they had
landed. The public must have en-
tertainment, which it will get from
down-to-earth, realistic and opti-
mistic pictures. Stories of that
type have an elemental appeal
which is universal.

] • Rehab ilitation

and progress in
1932 demand the
following efforts:

(1) elimination of
double feature evil

by giving exhibitors
better product;
(2) closer working
relations between
producers, distrib-
utors, exhibitors
and financial in-
terests; (3) great-

er economy in budgeting without
impairing entertainment value of
pictures, to be effected by more defi-
nite planning and elimination of
waste; (4) specialization in produc-
tion, with fewer units to burden the
minds of individual executives; (5)
revitalization of morale by greater
recognition of ability and promo-
tion within the ranks; (6) fresh,
new ideas of film entertainment.

;. I. SCHNITZER—specialization

duction, distribution and exhibition

AL LICHTMAN
—modernization

• This is the year
in which the indus-
try must face the
gigantic task of
putting its house
in order, of defi-

nitely reducing
uoduction costs,

and at the same
time improving the
quality and enter-
tainment value of
pictures. It will

be a year of read-
justments in all countries, and it

can be reasonably expected that the
motion picture business at large
will accomplish its task in a direct

LEE MARCUS—readjustment

and thorough manner, emerging
from this crisis a bigger, finer, bet-
ter and stronger industry.

WILLIAM SAAL—liquidation

• The film in-
dustry must go
through the proc-
ess of liquidating
its errors. When
it does that, it will
again rank among
the world's great-
est industries. This
business was
founded on show-
manship and pros-
pered on showman-
ship. There is no
substitute. Systems have been em-
"^oyed to take the place of creative
thought, but none ever worked
Trademarks have been coined to try
to replace individualism, but they
were futile The picture business
as a whole thrives on creative
thought showmanship and person-
ality. Ihe amount of money being
spent for production is wrong Dis-
tribution generally is healthy, but

fil
throttled so far as showing

profit by th. high cost of produc-

:, i
"eater business generally is

good, but the premiums paid for
houses are a millstone around the
corporate neck.

• Gyrations of the
box-office barom-
eter have given
those concerned
with the making of
motion pictures a
keener sense of
public taste. Ac-
tion upon this

,
more accurate

'i knowledge will re-
sult inevitably in
the production of
pictures with a

broader appeal. The exhibitor, too,
has had his wits sharpened by the
unnatural period. Today lie is
scheduling and is merchandising his
attractions to the ultimate con-
sumer with a more analytical mind
than before. And so I believe the
combined efforts of producer and
exhibitor^ acting upon knowledge
acquired through experience in the
oast year, will bring about better-
ment of net results.

• Sound motion
pictures for the
home have reached
such a stage of
technical develop-
ment that one may
anticipate a more
general interest in

this phase of en-
tertainment during
1932. Intensive ef-
fort has been ap-
plied to television
experimental work.

OmVID sarnoff—home talkies

Electrical entertainment proved its
stability in the past year by meet-
ing courageously the challenge of a
depression that has tested industries

(Continued on Page 8)
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As First Need for Recovery
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much older and moi-e firmly estab-
lished. One cannot look ahead from
1931 without reference to another
contribution of the year. Industry
has learned that it must give re-

newed consideration to its questions
of human relationships. The chang-
ing length of the payroll is as vital

a factor as the changing color of
the balance sheet.

IS THE

RECOGNIZED

STANDARD
Reference Book

of the

Motion Picture

Industry

OUT IN

FEBRUARY
AND

BIGGER
THAN EVER

F. WYNNE-IONES
—more variety

• We are realizing

the great necessity

for producing pic-

tures with themes
nearer to the
hearts of the pub-
lic. There are
times for extrava-
gant pictures and
no doubt such pic-

tures will still be
made in future.
However, it is be-

lieved the produc-
ers will be inspired to make films of

greater variety. The incessant
'follow-the-leader' is being more and
more eliminated from production
practice. To make any type of pic-

ture because it is in vogue does not
guarantee success. The same ap-
plies to all imitations and the
sooner this is realized the sooner
will box-office returns increase.

• Among early
major improve-
ments in screen en-
tertainment I see
the following:
Representation of
a greater number
of minds in the
selection of story
material. Studio
heads must stop
trying to do every-
thing themselves, DAVID 0. SELZNICK

and break up their —unit system

organizations into units headed by
producers who will not have to
worry about more than four to six
pictures a year. Selection of more
adult type of story material—even
the 16 and 17-year-olds today are
too smart for the transparent and
hackneyed plots that have been
used so often. A vast improvement
m quality of shorts should help
bring many people back to the the-
aters.

• I see in 1932 a
number of marked
changes and im
provements in the

production, distri-

bution and exhibi

tion of pictures

—

changes that will

bring about great
er stabilization. In
studios the devel
opment of the unit
system will mini-
mize the evils of

mass production and allow greater
individual expression. Fewer and

lOE BRANDT—stabilization

W. RAY lOHNSTON
—indie year

better pictures will be the keynote
of 1932 release schedules. More
time will be spent in trying to an-
ticipate public reaction months in

advance, and pictures will be select-

ed to meet the demands of those
supporting the theater, thus elimi-

nating unfavorable types of films.

In exhibition there will be an in-

crease in independently operated
houses.

• Never in all mo-
tion picture his-

tory has the inde-

pendent producer
faced better oppor-

tunities. With the

demand for prod-
uct exceeding the

supply, the lack of
sufficient independ-
ent pictures is

costing the theater
owner plenty in

dollars. The great-
er return now available on each in-

dependent production allows the in-

die producer to spend more for

stars, directors, stories and produc-
tion. And this means the inde-

pendent can turn out pictures of

sufficient merit to play all types of

theaters, whether circuit or inde-

pendently owned. The year 1932,
therefore, looms as the greatest
show year the independent pro-

ducer has ever known.

• In suggesting
what might help

bring about im-
provement in prod-
uct for 1932, I be-

lieve there should
be fewer pictures
made, so as to

give producers op-
portunity to spend
more time in prep-
aration, thus en-
abling them to CHAS R. ROGERS

reach for a box-
--^".net plan

office hit in each picture. I would
further suggest that in the opera-
tion of all studios, an executive cab-
inet be formed consisting of all pro-

ducers at each particular studio
which would unanimously approve
or reject a story; that after the
cabinet approves the story, the in-

dividual producer takes all respon-
sibility for that production until it

is in its first long cut, then the cab-
inet shall review the picture for
suggestions in editing, added scenes
or retakes. I believe the day of a
one-man producing organization is

past.

SHORTS FEATURING TEETH
A series of dental educational

shorts featuring the screen actor

and actress with the best set of

teeth from the viewpoint of both
health and beauty is to be made fol-

lowing an inspection tour of the

studios by Dr. B. Haines, New York
dental surgeon, who has been com-
missioned to pick the winners.

HOLLYWOOD FLASHES

— By RALPH WILK -^^

QRETA GARBO will definitely

play in "Grand Hotel," accord-
ing to announcement by M-G-M.
She will have the role played on the
stage by Eugenie Leontovich. It is

probable that work on this picture
will start next week at Culver City
under direction of Edmund Goulding.

"He Met a French Girl," a new type oi
screen musical romance with a European
background, is to be produced by Paramount
with Lily Damita, recently borrowed from
Samuel Goldwyn to appear with Maurice
Chevalier in the French version of "One
Hour With You," in the title role. The

.]

leading male part will be played by Gary ,1

Grant, leading man of numerous Broadway ;

musicals, who recently signed a contract witli
Paramount. Charlie Ruggles is to play one ;i

of the two major comedy roles. Frank
<j

Tuttle will direct. George Marion, Jr., has ]

been signed to write the screen play.

*

Michael Curtiz who recently com* •]

pleted "Alias the Doctor" for Rich- ,

ard Barthelmess, has been assigned I

by First National to direct "Two i

Seconds," which will go into produc-
tion on Feb. 1 as a starring vehicle
for Edward G. Robinson.

Jackie Searle, who resembles Robert Mont-
gomery, has been signed by M-G-M to take
Montgomery's place in the prologue scenes
for "Courage," being filmed by Robert Z.
Leonard from an original Frederick Lonsdale
story. Madge Evans plays opposite Mont-
gomery and the cast in ludes Roland Young,
Frederick Kerr, Reginald Owen, Beryl Mer-
cer, Alan Mowbray, Evelyn Hall, Halliwell
Hobbes and Norman PhilUps, Jr.

LEASES TRANSFERRED
Wallack's on West 42nd St. has

been conveyed by Samuel S. and Ed-
win A. Fleischer to Joseph Seltzer
of 4,800 Pine St., Philadelphia.
The Palace at Broadway and 47th

St., and the U-story office building
at 1564-66 Broadway, through which
runs the theater lobby, were con-
veyed by Edward B. Corey and Min-
nie B., his wife, to Russell B. Corey -,

and Alice C. Dawes, as joint owners.
The latter then conveyed the proper-
ties to Corey Holdings, Inc., of 205
Columbus Ave.

i

1

"CAIN" FOR CAMEO
"Cain," Leon Poirrer's feature,

made on the island of Madagascar,
has been booked to follow "Franken-
stein" at the Cameo. The feature
was imported by Natural Produc-
tions, Inc., and is being distributed
by Talking Picture Epics.

FORM NEW HAVEN STUDIO
New Haven, Conn.—Incorporation

papers have been filed here for the
Paramount Theatrical Studio, with
authorized capital stock of $50,000,
of which $1,500 is paid in. Incor-
porators are Morris Wasserman,
Hannah Wasserman and Devora
Brown, all of New Haven.

Television On Coast

IVest Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Daily television broad-

casts are now taking place from the

Don Lee experimental station, W6X0A,
at the KHj radio studio.
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Releases Set for Laemmle 26thAnniversary Jubilee

DEMOCRAtTC TAX PROGRAM MAY OMITAMUSEMENTS

Tax Will Prove Devastating to Morale— Pettijohn

Pink Pills
. for pale pictures

: By Jack Alicoate ^=
It being

Checking the rather c o m -

Prognosticators pellingly dem-
onstrated

during the past few months
that the good old art-industry

of pictures is heroically suf-

fering from something-or-
other, it is but natural for one
of our inquiring disposition to

seek out what the learned Pro-
fessors of Prognostication
think of 1932, and the chance
of the patient for a safe,
speedy, and complete recovery.

Standing out, with almost unanimity
of opinion, are several conclusions,

to wit: (1) That the industry, though
storm ridden, is still on an even keel.

(2) That 1931 was the most painful
year in its long and tempestuous
history. (3) That its present dry
cleaning process, while irritating,

will prove best for the long pull.

(4) There will always be a big de-

mand for good screen entertainment,
and (5) That once conditions change,
the industry will come back with a

bang, better basically, than ever be-

fore.

iKi * ou 11
Having recently

fSIUt-bnell conversed with many
Predictions of the officers of the

general staff (there
being but few privates left), we pass
along, with true holiday spirit, a few
scrambled and tabloid observations
on 1932. And these from industry
executives who have been within the
fold long enough to know what they
are guessing about. Here 'tis: That
future competition will be even more
severe. That at least 20 per cent
of the seats of the country must go
the way of all flesh. That there will

be better product in spite of the
(Continued on Page 2)

Sees 80,000,000 Weekly
Moviegoers Made Sore

by Nuisance Levy
With 80,000,000 men, women and

children attending movies weekly,
there is no better way to spread
pessimism than to have this great
mass pay penny taxes every time
they go to the theater or every time
they indulge in any other cheap
form of recreation, said C. C. Petti-

john of the Hays Office yesterday in

an interview with The Film Daily.
"There is a certain psychology in

the selection of subject matter for
(Continued on Page 5)

PATHE NEWS CONTINUING

INTO 1932-33 SEASON

Pathe News, pioneer newsreel,
will be continued into the 1932-33
season, said Lee Marcus yesterday.
Asked if RKO plans to continue the
Pathe brand name on features, he
said: "I presume so."

Mike Siegel Sole Owner
Reliable Film Exchange
Mike Siegel and David Segal have

dissolved their partnership in Re-
liance Film Exchange, Philadelphia,
after many years' association. The
former has taken over the company
and will operate it under its pres-

ent name. He has bought 12 more
Western features for distribution in

the Philadelphia territory.

Hiram Brown Stays

At a secret meeting held in the
Ambassador Hotel with Hiram S. Brown,
David Sarnoft, Herbert Bayard Swope
and others attending, RKO administra-
tive matters were discussed, but a tor-

mal announcement ot the result was
not made public. THE FILM DAILY
learns, however, that contrary to cur-
rent rumors, Swope will not join RKO
and that Sarnoff has decided to con-
tinue Brown as president of the or-
ganization.

'PERSONAL TOUCH' POLICY

URGED BY WEHRENBERG

A "personal touch" type of show-
manship is urged by Fred Wehren-
berg, president of the M. P. T. O. of
St. Louis, Eastern Mo. and Southern
111., and a member of the M. P. T. 0.
A. directorate, as exhibitors enter
1932. In a statement issued yester-
day he recommended that each ex-
hibitor "see that his cashier, door-

(Continued on Page 7)

MacDonald, Rubenstein
Form New Film Company

Charles McDonald and William
Rubenstein, formerly associated with
Wafilms, have formed Warranted
Films, Inc., with offices at 729
Seventh Ave. The firm will deal in

raw stock short ends, library shots
and short subjects. McDonald is

president and western representative
of Warranted. Rubenstein is secre-

tary and treasurer and will have
charge of the New York office.

Universal Sets Six Releases
For Laemmle 26th Jubilee

15-Cent Positive Tax

Looms in Australia

Melbourne— Indications are that the Aus-
tralian Government will enact a tax equal to

15 cents, American money, on positive prints.

Six special productions will be re-

leased by Universal in January and
February during celebration of the

Carl Laemmle 26th Anniversary
Jubilee, starting Jan. 4. January
feature releases will be: "Strictly

(Continued on Page 5)

Rep. Rainey's Plan to Cut
Federal Costs Is

Endorsed
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Omission of amuse-

ment tickets from the new revenue
law being framed by the Democrats,
as the chief proposal when their pro-
gram is laid before the House, is

regarded as likely following indica-
tions yesterday that the nuisance
levies, including the new amusement
tax asked by Secretary Mellon, prob-
ably will not be proposed to the
Way? and Means Committee by the

(Continued on Page 7)

U SUES TO STOP INDIE

USING "FRANK" TITLE

Action brought by Universal
against Mike Mindlin to prevent him
from selling a feature under the
title of "Frankenstein" has been
heard before Judge Churchill in the
Supreme Court, New York, and de-
cision has been reserved. Expecta-
tions are that the decision will be
announced today or tomorrow.

In its action Universal estimates
(Continued on Page 7)

Sam Morris To Survey
Conditions in Europe

A survey of the foreign field,

particularly as regards distribu-

tion, will be made by Sam E. Mor-
ris of Warner-First National, who
sails aboard the Europa on Jan. 6.

Joseph Hazen of the company's legal

department has just returned from
abroad.

Spanish Gov't Plans

Sponsoring of Films

Madrid—The Spanish Government is prepar-
ing to take steps to foster domestic film pro-
duction, keeping an eye on the revenue pos-
sibilities of Latin America. No quota, how-
ever, is being talked about.
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BERT CANN DIES
Bert Cann, cameraman, died re-

cently in Shanghai, China, while on
a camera expedition with Leon Brit-

ton.

New York
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-4712

Long Island City
154 Crescent St.

STillwell 4-7940

Eastman Films

) E, Brulatour, Inc.

Chicago Hollywood
1727 Indiana Ave. 6700 Santa Monica
CALumet 3692 Blvd.

HOLlywood4121
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Cheerful Reaction
Philadelphia—Two reopened Warner-Stanley houses, the Mastbaum and Earle are

reported doing record-breaking business, each house playing "flesh" entertainment as
well as pictures. The former is offering Buddy Rogers, Benny Rubin, Jack Haley and
Armida, all in person.

Pink PiUs
. . . ior pale pictures

(Coiitimicd from Page 1)

fact that there will be more econ-

omy in production. That several ex-
hibiting sections of the country may
be strangled by increased taxation.

That additional banker domination
is in the cards. That the air is

thick with mergers, deals and work-
ing agreements. That the day of

the independent has once again ar-

rived. That the worst enemy of the

picture business is itself and that
1932 will prove the detour back to

the road of prosperity.
* * *

Refusing to stand by
As We in times of public stress

See It ^"^ ^^ out-interviewed
out-talked and out-writ-

ten in re the present pressing prob-

lems of the hour, we too have a few
pink pills to offer for pale pictures.

We prescribe less internal criticism.

Less politics. Less relatives. Less
meddling by studio-struck bankers.

More elbow grease. Less stock

tickers. More spirit of cooperation.

Less chiselling. Bigger advertising

and better exploitation. And last

of all, an industry of, for and by
showmen. And while we are all het

up we might just as well suggest

.that for some two thousand years,

and perhaps an additional fortnight,

there has been a show business. And
that it is an established fact, now
beyond successful contradiction, that

the motion picture industry is the

show business. Therefore, it is not

at all likely that the aforesaid show
business will commit hari-kari over-

night or at least in this generation.

What this industry, this country, and
most of us need most of all is a little

more optimism, a little more cour-

age, a little more of the spirit of

1776. Throw out 1928 and 1929. It

was just a dream.

Eastman Introducing
New Home Projector

Rochester, N. Y.—A new home
movie projector, selling for about
20 per cent less than its present
machine, will be introduced shortly
by Eastman Kodak.

In discussing the outlook for 1932,
William G. Stuber, president of the
company, says he is hopeful of im-
provement. He adds that as a re-
sult of increased activity in research
and engineering development, main-
tenance of advertising and sales
forces at normal levels, and the de-
velopment of new products to meet
changing conditions, Eastman has
provided a broader basis for future
operations.

NEW RKO STOCK ON BOARD
RKO's new stock, each share of

which represents four shares of the

old, went on the "Big Board" yes-

terday in place of the former stock,

which simultaneously was stricken

from the list.

The new shares closed last night

at 3, equivalent to % for the old

stock.

M-G-M SIGNS WRITERS
If est Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — M-G-M has signed

Eugene and Vina Delmar to con-

tracts covering three months service

as writers. Bartlett Cormack, au-
thor, has also been signed.

"DR. JEKYLL" FOR RIVOLI
Paramount's "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Hyde" will have its premiere at the
Rivoli with a special reserved seat
showing Jan. 6 at 8:45 P. M.

Reopening the Hollywood
With "Manhattan Parade"
Warner Bros, will reopen the

Hollywood on New Year's Eve with
"Manhattan Parade," tentatively
slated to stay through Jan. 3 day-
and-date with its run at the Winter
Garden.

In Los Angeles, "Manhattan Pa-
rade" is playing simultaneously in
three houses, the Western, Down-
town and Hollywood.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Dec. 31: Motion Picture Salesmen New
Year's frolic. Hotel Plaza, New York.

Dec. 31 : New Year's Eve Party, Motion
Picture Club. New York.

Jan. 3: Dinner-dance of Cleveland Mo<
tion Picture Club, Winton Hotel, Cleve.
land.

Jan. 5
: Testimonial dinner to Aaron Saper-

stein. Congress Hotel, Chicago.

Jan. 7. Warner-First National District
Managers' Meeting, New York.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolina
Theater Owners' Ass'n, Hotel Charlottt
Charlotte. N. C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha. Neb

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-dance
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures)
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M P
T. O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing-
ton, D. C.

SOUND FOR "CALIGARI"
Milton Kolb is planning to syn-

chronize dialogue and a musical
score to "The Cabinet of Dr. Cali-
gari," foreign picture which attract-
ed much comment when first releas-
ed in this country several years ago.
Hugo Riesenfeld will do the score
and the dialogue will be written by
William A. Bacher. Kolb is also
distributing his own feature, "The
Mystery of Life," with Clarence
Darrow, following termination of
his distribution arrangements with
Universal. Under supervision of
Symon Gould, the picture recently
opened in Hartford.

"LADIES OF JURY" RELEASE
Radio Pictures will release "La-

dies of the Jury" on Feb. 5. Cast
is headed by Edna May Oliver, Ken
Murray, Kitty Kelly and Rosco Ates.
Lowell Sherman directed.

BERNHARD PLANS TOUR
Joseph Bernhard, general manager

of Warner Theaters, is planning a
tour of the entire circuit to inspect
the various houses, assist theater
men with their local problems, and
study conditions which exist in the
different cities. He expects to leave
New York within ten days or two
weeks.

WARNERS SIGN BETTE DAVIS
li'cst Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — J. L. Warner has

signed Bette Davis to a long term
contract because of the excellence
of her work in "The Man Who
Played God," which stars George
Arliss. Miss Davis' first assign-
ment under her new contract will be
a feature role in the Edna Ferber
story, "So Big," which stars Barbara
Stanwyck.

Let Us Solve Your Problemsl
Over 2 1 Years of Experience Qualifies Us as Specialists in

MOTION PICTURE INSURANCE

Stebbins, Leterman & Gates
INCORPORATED

1540 B'WAY, N. Y. C
BRyant 9-3040

Spring Arcade Bldg.
Los Angeles, CaL
Michigan 8761

NEW YEAR'S EVE SPECIAL
For the New Year's Eve midnight 1

show only, the Rivoli will present a
special preview of "This Reckless
Age," instead of the current attrac-
tion, "Sooky." The former picture
has Buddy Rogers, Peggy Shannon,
Charlie Ruggles, Frances Dee and
Richard Bennett.



PAPA, what is

SHOWMANSHIP? f>

If you tell him it's

hanging out a banner,

you re crazy

(So what? Turn here please and see!)



Showmanship starts
On the Screen

INSIDE YOUR THEATRE!
Try this test:

LOOK back over some recent weeks
AT your house

—

Are you satisfied with the husiness you did? If

you were in the red— why? If you only broke

even—why ?

EXAMINE those programs carefully

—

LOOKING back now don't you agree

THAT if you had built up your show

WITH carefully planned

SHORT subjects—

You could have improved business!

WE know you could have improved business

—

WE have seen it happen in

HUNDREDS of theatres, with the

USE OF M-G-M SHORTS—

Let's start our showmanship on the screen

and hang out banners afterwards!

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has what you need:

HAL ROACH M-G-M COMEDIES: ZASU PITTS—THELMA TODD (8); BOY
FRIENDS (8); "OUR GANG" (8); CHARLIE CHASE (8); LAUREL-HARDY (8);

DOGVILLE COMEDIES (3); FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALKS (13); HARRY
LAUDER (4); FLIP THE FROG (12); SPORT CHAMPIONS (12); FISHER-

MAN'S PARADISE (6); HEARST METROTONE NEWS (104).
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DEVASTATING TO MORALE

{Continued from Page 1)

taxation," said Pettijohn. "People
are not heartened and encouraged
when they are compelled to pay
penny taxes here, there and every-
where. One of the most devastating
forms of taxation that I can think
of insofar as human psychology is

concerned is the proposal to "penny
tax," 52 times a year, Mr. Average
Man, Woman and Child, if they aver-

age going to a picture theater once
a week.
Asked for his views on the state-

ment made by Rep. Rainey in Wash-
ington with regard to cutting the

Federal budget, Pettijohn said:
"Yes, I read Congressman Rainey's state-

ment, and as usual he is absolutely right.

"That more money must be received by the

Government from taxes is an admitted fact.

"Less money will be required if the cost

of government is cut down. A reduction of

the cost of the federal government and all

the state governments is an absolute necessity.

The Federal government and the forty-eight

states cannot continue to spend in excess

of $13,000,000,000 per year to run the Fed-
eral and state governments. That is more
money than we have in circulation in this

country and more than the annual value of all

of our crops.

"If the cost of government is intelligently

reduced there should be no necessity to further
tax incomes under $5,000 per year.

"Any tax plan singling out a few industries

to bear the burden would spell financial calam-
ity for those industries.

"Automobiles, radios, theater admissions,
cigars and cigarettes are not luxuries. Things
that bring a little pleasure or a little recreation
to the mass of the American people are not
luxuries. They are necessities particularly
during these times. Some people's minds
seem to run toward taxing anything that

gives people any pleasure or recreation. If

pleasure and recreation are not necessary for

the American people, I do not know the mean-
ing of the words necessity and essential.

"There are quite a few things which have
been escaping taxation that will go a long
way toward providing the revenue to meet the
present deficit, such as gift taxes and muni-
cipal bonds. Inheritance taxes can be in-

creased without slowing up the wheels of busi-
ness. Incomes in a higher bracket, particularly
unearned incomes, can be called upon to do
a little more toward supporting the govern-
ment.

"In the last analysis I think we can rely
upon the gentlemen in Washington to exercise
wisdom in writing any new tax program.
There is a difference between taxing business
and taxing income from a business. That
seems to be pretty clear to everybody."

B. & K. RESUME BIG ADS
Chicago — Balaban & Katz have

resumed the use of same advertising
space in the "Daily News" as they
are using in the "American." Some
time ago a drastic cut was made in

space used in the former paper. Re-
turn to the former amount of space
presages a new agreement between
the paper and B. & K.

COMING & GOING

SARI JMARITZA, foreign star, arrived in

N'ew York yesterday on her way to Hollywood
under contract to Paramount.

^
ALFRED NEWMAN, musical director for

Samuel Goldwyn productions, is in New York
from the coast to confer with the producer on
next season's schedule.

GEORGE GROSSMITH, British theater
man, arrived in New York yesterday for a

visit.

• • • LOOKS AS if the theater fronts of the Youessay are
going to be converted into circus atmosphere when "Freaks"
from Emgeem starts in release all the exhib has to do is

put a Big Top ballyhooer out front and chant his spiel

about such freaks in the pix as the following there is

Schlitzie, the pin-head Eck, the half-boy Randian,
the peanut man Martha, the armless wonder Koko,
the bird-girl Harry and Daisy Earl, midgets the
Hilton Siamese Twins Josephine-Joseph, half-man, half-

woman Pete Robinson, living skeleton and
Angeleno, the dwarf out at the Emgeem stude, a special
tent has been constructed where the Freaks eat their meals

the Siamese twins entertain 'em by playing the clarinet
as they eat while the Human Skeleton plays the har-
monica

• • • OVER AT the Little Picture House on Fiftieth Street
yesterday morn Managing Director Sophie Smith gave a Holiday
show for the benefit of the Relief Fund with the kids
enjoying a swell program including "Connecticut Yankee" and
"The Night Before Christmas" all the theater staff do-
nated their services for the special performance Miss
Smith is one of the most progressive showmen in the biz

during the recent epidemic of flu, she ran a special trailer

advising her ritzy Park Avenoo patrons that the theater was
thoroughly washed and disinfected every morn and that
there were no carpets in the house to carry germs even
the leather seats are specially treated so that they can be
washed and this Hygienic Propaganda kept her house
filled during the epidemic when many larger houses in the me-
tropolis felt the effects of the flu scare

• • • SINCE HE let it be known that he is writing a book
on "Famous Folk of Filmland," George Archainbaud, the di-

rector, has been swamped with biographies from ginks who
think they qualify but George announces that not more
than a score of famous ones will be discussed in his tome
In addition to helping work out United Artists' production sched-
ule for 1932-33 and the transaction of other business, Howard
Hughes, who is now in New York from the Coast, will try to

get "Scarface," starring Paul Muni, okayed by the New York
censor board. At present he is playing much golf.

• • • A NEW steamship has been started on its run be-
tween New York and California, named "Once In A Lifetime"

On the word of P. K. Thomajan, handling publicity for

"Explorers of the World" at the Criterion, the spotted jaguar
suspended under the marquis is successfully keeping the wolf
away from the box-office Irving Shiffrin of Arkayo
publicity got a Xmas gift from the missus of a three-pound girl

which is now the wonder of the Boro Park maternity
hospital as it reposes in an incubator it seems that
everything connected with the film biz is Shrinking

• • • AT THE regular holiday party for orphans at the

Capitol eight years ago there was a certain li'I gal from upstate

among the number this year she helped entertain the

orphans at their party being one of the Chester Hale
Girls We are glad to note that Jawn D. Rockefeller

Senior announces from his sunny spot in Florida that "We've
reached the PEAK of the Depression" but what we film

goops want to know is When are we gonna strike the

DEPTHS of Prosperity?

SIX RELEASES SCHEDULED

FOR LAEMNLE ANNIVERSARY

{Continued from Page 1)

Dishonorable", with Paul Lukas,
Sidney Fox and Lewis Stone; "The
Unexpected Father", starring Slim
Summerville and ZaSu Pitts, and
"Michael and Mary", based on the
A. A. Milne play and heralded as
one of the best productions that ever
came out of England. Gainsborough
produced the latter picture, which
was directed by Victor Saville and
has a strong cast headed by Her-
bert Marshall and Edna Best.
On the February list are: "Law

and Order", by W. R. Burnett, with
Lois Wilson, Harry Carey, Ralph
Ince and Raymond Hatton; "Speed
Crazy", with Slim Summerville,
Louise Fazenda, Frank Albertson
and June Clyde, and the third in
U's trilogy of terror films, "Mur-
ders in the Rue Morgue", from the
Edgar Allan Poe Story, with Bela
Lugosi, Sidney Fox, Leon Adams,
Brandon Hurst and Bert Roach.

During the two-month Jubilee, the short
product which will be devoted to the celel)ra-

tion includes four "Oswald" cartoons, two
"Strange As It Seems," one of the Sports
Reels Series, a "Doc" Meanwell Basket Ball
subject; two in the "Shadow Detective" series,
the first of which, released Jan. 20, is "The
Red Shadow"; four two-reel comedies, includ-
ing Daphne Pollard in "Sold at Auction," the
Thalian comedy "Running Hollywood," Slim
Summerville in "Sea Soldiers' Sweeties," and
Lloyd Hamilton in "Robinson Crusoe and
Son." Also, starting Jan. 4, the new British-
made serial, "Detective Lloyd," will be re-

leased. This is the chapter play made in

England with Henry MacRae directing.
Though the order is not definite, the rest

of the 1932 Universal productions include:
Lew Ayres in "The Impatient Maiden," liy

Donald Henderson Clarke, with Mae Clarke.
Una Merkel, John Halliday, Helen Jerome
Eddy and Andy Devine, directed by James
Whale; "Back Street" by Fannie Hurst, di

rected by John M. Stahl; "Marriage Inter
lude" by Luigi Pirandello, with Tala Birell.
directed by William Wyler; "The Invisible
Man" by H. G. Wells, with Boris Karloff;
"The Adventure Lady" by Dale Collins; "The
Cohens and Kellys in Hollywood" by Howard
J. Green, with George Sidney and Charlie
Murray, directed by John Francis Dillon. "Des-
try Rides Again" by Max Brand, with Tom
Mix, directed by Von Stoloff, and at least
two more if Mix recovers as rapidly as now
seems probable; "Brown of Culver" by George
Green and Dale Van Every, with Tom Brown;
"Ambition" by Emil Gavreaux, directed li-

Russell Mack, with Pat O'Brien; "Night Club,"
a Hobart Henley story by Allen Rivkin and
P. J. Wolfson; "Steel Men" by John Hus-
ton, directed by Edward Cahn, and "Laugh-
ing Boy" by Frank La Farge.

« « « » » »

i*i*.ib^.

Dec. 30
R. F. Woodhull Watlace Smith

Robert 8. Mclntyre Joseph W. Reilly

Dan Campbell
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LET'S GO
Here is One Place You Don't Have to

Toss a Coin—Heads or Tail When

MOTION PICTURE SALESMEN, Inc.

GIVE THEIR 11th ANNUAL

New Years Eve Frolic
at

HOTEL PLAZA

Dinner from Soup to Nuts

Dancing Until Daybreak

Big Broadway Review

Souveni rs to the Ladies

Noise Makers and Funny Hats

for Everybody

Ginger Ale and White Rock on all Tables

Cigars and Cigarettes to a Limit

14 PIECE ORCHESTRA

Each and Every One an Entertainer

HOLLYWOOD FLASHES
By RALPH WILK

DAVE SELMAN, is directing Lupe
Velez in the Spanish version of

"Men in Her Life." for Columbia.
Opposite Miss Velez is Ramon Pe-
reda, who played the lead in Colum-
bia's Spanish version of "Ten Cents
a Dance." Luis Alberni and Ad-
rienne D'Ambricourt, who appeared
in the English version of "Men in
Her Life," will portray the same
parts in the Spanish picture.

* * *

Walter Hiers, former comedy star,

has been signed by Paramount for
a leading role in "Dancers in the
Dark," featuring Miriam Hopkins,
Jack Oakie and Eugene Pallette.

"Eight to Five," in which Loretta Young
and Winnie Lightner will be co-featured,
started production this week at the Warner
studios. Norman Foster has the masculine
lead. The picture is being directed by Ray
Enright.

M-G-M has acquired the motion
picture rights to "Letty Lynton,"
novel by Marie Belloc Lowndes. It
will be one of the outstanding pro-
ductions on the release schedule for
1931-32 season.

George Cukor, now directing Maurice
Chevalier in "One Hour With You." will di-
rect "The Flagrant Years" for Paramount.
Cast will be headed by Phillips Holmes and
Carole Lombard. Zoe Akins is writing the
screen play from the Samuel Hopkins Adams
murder mystery.

* * *

Edward B. Griffith is determined
not to worry about there being
termites in his Leguna Beach house.

Tallulah Bankhead's next picture

for Paramount will be a film version

of "Thunder Below." She will have .. Rj

Olive Brook as leading man with i|
ii<

Paul Lukas also prominently cast. '

* * *

Lawrence Tibbett has resolved to

go to Europe for his first trip, dur-
ing 1932.

Charles Lang, who photographed I

Ruth Chatterton in several Para- i

mount productions, did the camera
work on "No One Man," which was
also made by Paramount, with Lloyd I

Corrigan directing.
* * *

Eddie Buzzell has been using the

:

Pasadena and Hollywood Legioni
stadiums for scenes for the untitled i

prizefight story, which he is direct-

ing for Columbia. His cast includes

Ben Lyon, Constance Cummings,
Charles Grapewin, Russell Hopton,
Tom Dugan and Charles Delaney.

Walter Pidgeon was married last

week in Chicago to Ruth Hollister,

according to reports reaching here.
* *

Local critics who atte^ided a re-

cent preview of Pola Negri's initial

Pathe production, "Woman Com-
mands," praised Horace Jackson's
dialogue.

* * *

Five different nationalities are
represented in "Lost Squadron,"
which George Archainbaud is direct-

ing for Radio, and Archainbaud
speaks to each in the native tongue.

LAUSHAWAY CO. EXPANDING
Pawtucket, R. I.—Under supervi-

sion of Harry Storin, who recently

joined the company as advising

counsel following his resignation as

manager of the RKO Albee, Provi-

dence, Lee Laushaway Co. is ex-

tending its activities to a national

scale. The concern, which specializes

in electric signs for theaters, has
made recent installations at the Co-

lonial Opera House, Newport, and
the Rialto and Park theaters in

Woonsocket. The company is taking

over the old Star here to convert
into its plant.

DETROIT FIRM RENAMED
Detroit—Sellers-Leasie Inc., oper-

ators of the Castle, has been changed
to the Castle Amusement Corp. Prin-
cipal proprietors are J. S. Sellers,
owner of the Sellers Circuit here,
and F. J. Leasie.

SECOND TONY WONS SHORT
Second in a series of six "Tony's

Scrapbook" shorts, being produced
by Talking Picture Epics at Stand-
ard Sound Studios, has been com-
pleted. The pictures feature Tony
Wons, radio announcer.

VAUDE AT STRATFORD
Chicago—The Stratford, Warner

i

house, has adopted a new policy,

presenting six acts of vaudeville andi
a feature picture. Admission price

;

is 40 and 60 cents for afternoon and
evening, respectively.

FOUR-A-DAY IN ORLEANS
New Orleans—With winter vis-

itors on the increase, Loew's State:
has changed its three-a-day policy to
four-a-day.

"DISHONORABLE" RETURNS
Universal's "Strictly Dishon-;

orable," which recently played a
two-a-day run at the Criterion,

opens at the RKO Mayfair tomor-
row for a pop engagement.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Empire Picture Corp., motion pictures; H.

Lewis, Longacre Building. New York. 100
shares common.

Berry Brothers, theatrical enterprises; El-

mer & Rogers, 18 East 41st St., New York.
$5,000.

NEW JERSEY CHARTER
Palisade Film Delivery Corp.. Westwood,

deal in films ; operate theaters ; Suchman &
Samuels, New York. $14,000.

NAME CHANGE
Fitzpatrick-McElroy Company to Mobile

Graphic Theaters Corp., St. Joseph, Mich
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DEMOCRATIC TAX BILL

MAY OMIT AMUSEMENTS

iCoiitiiiKcd from Page 1)

majority leadership. This develop-
ment came after a statement by Rep.
Rainey, Democrat floor leader, that
his party in the House will closely

scrutinize the budget estimates with
the purpose of pruning, and that
President Hoover is in accord with
this move. Motion picture interests
also are understood to be heartily
in favor of it.

Speaker Garner said that a Demo-
crat tax bill undoubtedly would be
ready by the latter part of January
or the first of February.

'Personal Touch' Policy

Urged by Wehrenberg
(Contiinied from Page 1)

man and ushers greet patrons with a

pleasant hello as they enter the the-

ater and a goodbye when they
leave." Continuing Wehrenberg said:

"Make them feel at home and that
you are mighty happy to have them
come."

NEW DETROIT EXCHANGE
Detroit—Regal Pictures, Inc., new

Michigan corporation, has opened of-

fices in the Film Exchange Building
to take over state rights for inde-

pendently booked films. Phillip

Gorelick, Jacob Gorelick, and Bar-
ney Mechanic are back of the enter-

prise. Company is capitalized at

$10,000.00. Jack Moss, formerly
sales manager of the Symphony
Corp., sound equipment manufac-
turers, is sales manager. Regal al-

ready is booking "Should a Doctor
Tell?" extensively through Michigan
with twelve outside key houses in

Detroit now dated. In addition it

has new Michigan rights on all Am-
kino Pictures.

SUNDAY SHOWS CONTINUE
Larned, Kan.—Sunday shows have

been in progress for the past month
at the State without much opposi-
tion. Although the Ministerial Al-
liance has gone on record for en-

forcement of the state blue law,
most of the pastors are not opposed
to the shows, says A. C. Wooten,
manager of the State.

Another victory for Sunday shows
was scored recently when Judge
Pollock of the Federal Court, Kansas
City, Kan., ruled against state offi-

cials in his decision to continue the
temporary injunction obtained by
Fox West Coast Theaters.

2 IN ATLANTA MAY REOPEN
Atlanta—Plans are understood to

be under consideration for reopening
of the Paramount and Rialto shortly
after the first of the year. The for-
mer would probably be supervised
by R. R. Wilby in conjunction with
Publix.

DUAL POLICY FOR VICTORY
Providence — RKO has reopened

the Victory, sister house to the RKO
Albee, with a double feature policy.

The theater was closed several weeks
ago.

Short Shots From Eastern Studios
• By HARRY N. BLAIR'.

J^EN F. KENNEDY, who has been
editing and directing for Fox

Movietone for the past two years,
has left for Detroit to direct for
Wilding Picture Productions, mak-
ers of industrial films.

"Movie Dumb" is the title of Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Norworth's latest as
part of the "Naggers" series they
are making for Warner Vitaphone.
Irene Alberg, of Earl Carroll's Vani-
ties and Frank McNellis are also in

the cast. This is the fourth of a
series of six scheduled for this sea-
son.

There seems to be more than a

strong possibility that Paramount
will film "I Jerry take thee Joan,"
at its New York studio, with Sylvia
Sidney and Fredric March in the
principal roles. Stewart Erwin is

also said to be slated to work here.

Both the Paramoioit and
Warner studios did their hit in

helping to spread Christmas
cheer by filming scenes which
required a maximum number of
extra players. The former used
50 men and women in a scene
with Lilyan Tashman, while Vi-
taphone gave work to over 150
for "The Subway Symphony."

The Warner Vitaphone studio is

fostering a romance which will

terminate in the wedding of Joseph
Archer, prop, master, and Harriet
Wharmby of the laboratory, on Jan.
18.

Vitaphone claims an honest effort

to help dissipate all thoughts of hard
times in producing "Hello Good
Times," a two-reel musical featur-
ing a cast of Broadway entertain-
ers.

U SUES TO STOP INDIE

"ERANK" TITLE

(Continued from Page ])

that use of this title on the Mindlin
picture will result in damage
amounting to $400,000 owing to the
fact that it is distributing its own
hit by the same title. Mindlin
claims that the title is common prop-
erty owing to its general usage over
a long period of years. Nathan
Burkan is representing the plain-
tiff, while David L. Kodell is coun-
sel for the defense. The Mindlin
picture, produced by Oceanic Film
Co., at present is without dialogue
but talk is to be added later.

NOT HELPING MUMMERS
Philadelphia—Although local the-

aters have decided not to contribute
to the Mummers' Parade fund, offi-

cials in charge of the session have
agreed to hold it in the morning in

March. The original plan for stag-
ing the demonstration in the after-
noon would have injured theater re-
ceipts for the day.

UNANIMOUS!
THIS PRAISE
O F TH E

YEAR
BOOK

''THE COMPLETENESS OF THE

FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK STAMPS

IT IN MY MIND AS THE MOST

VALUABLE VOLUME THAT CAN

BE FOUND ON ANYONE'S DESK

IN THIS BUSINESS''

Lee Marcus

THE
19 3 2

VOLUME
IS NOW IN

PREPARATION
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NEW YEAR

THERE IS NO DOUBT
ABOUT THIS-

The longest stride in

the right direction is to

book the divine ro-

mance your patrons have

been waiting for— the

picture that sets a new

standard in sex stories—

Dignified

-f^)^'
aring

Distinctive

S
"Barbara

TANWYCK
in //

HIT A C T F D H I T

with

ADOLPHE MENJOU
Ralph Bellamy

Story by Frank Capra

Adaptation and dialogue by Jo Swerling

A FRANK CAPRA Production

HM Pn/.nmMn
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Sarnoff Taking More Active Part in RKO Affairs
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Five Fox Topel<a Houses Start Sunday Shows Jan. 10

Kansas Theaters Plan to

Operate Under Recent
Federal Order

Topeka, Kans.—Starting Jan. 10

Fox West Coast Theaters will oper-

ate its five local houses on Sundays.
Harry A. McClure, Fox manager
here, said the Sunday performances
will be conducted in accordance with

(Continued on Page 2)

U. S. INTERESTS SEEK

CANADIAN GOV'T STUDIO

Toronto — Both American and
Canadian fi'.m interests have asked

the Ontario Government to set a

price on the government's motion
picture studios in Trenton, Ont.,

with the apparent intention of tak-

ing speedy international steps to

get the benefit of the British Em-
pire quota regulations for their

productions. The Trenton studio?

now are closed, with the govern-
ment expecting to confine its film

(Continued on Page 6)

Decision Expected Soon
In Lab. Patents Case

Wilmington, Del.—A decisio-: in

the Cinema Patents suit against
Craft Film Laboratories is expect-
ed shortly. The case, heard Tues-
day, is the first of a series of sim-
ilar suits planned by Cinema Pat-
ents and considerable importance
attaches to the outcome.

Expect German Test Case

On "Canned Music" Tax

Berlin—A tight against any efforts to im-
pose a tax on 'canned music' is expected to be
one of the first matters to occupy the atten-
tion of the International Bureau recently formed
in Paris to keep a watch on copyright devel-
opments in various countries. So far German
exhibitors have not paid fees on recorded
music, but a test case on the issue is under-
stood to be planned shortly.

Warner-Brunswick's Home Movies
Brunswick, controlled by Warner Bros., will soon place on the market a

combination radio, victrola and 16 mm. home projector, all in one unit. Sound

is available on both disc or film, or the equipment may be secured with a

non-synchronous device.

MGMStudio Launching
Six Features in January

Memories, Inc., Plans
24 One-Reel Subjects

Production of a series of 24 sin-

gle reels made with old picture

shots is planned by Memories, Inc.

with Johnnie Walker and
Stone Film Library identified with
the project. First subject will be

issued next week. A national dis-

tribution deal is now being set.

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Six new features will

be placed in work next month at the

IM-G-M studios. Joan Crawford's
new starring production will be
"Letty Lynton," an adaptation of

the popular novel by Marie Belloc

Lowndes. It will be directed by
Clarence Brown. Marie Dressier and
Polly Moran will be seen together
once more in an original script titled

(Continued on Page 8)

Ohio M.P.T-O. Cite Low Admissions

To Prove Public Can t Stand Tax

Colun.bjs, 0.—Pointing to the

widespread cuts in theater admis-
sion prices as evidence that the pub-
lic cannot pay more, members of

the M.P.T.O. of Ohio have been
called upon by P. J. Wood, busi-

ness manager, to immediately regis-
(Continued on Page 8)

No Paper Tomorrow

Due to the New Year's Day holi-

day, there will be no issue of THE

FILM DAILY tomorrow.

Regular Confabs of RKO Heads
Being Presided Over by Sarnoff

A. C. Berman Re-enters
Law Practice in N. Y.

A. C. Berman, for 10 years Eu-
ropean manager for United Artists,

has re-entered the law business in

New York, having recently passed

his bar examinations.

David Sarnoff intends to hold

weekly executive meetings at the

Ambassador Hotel, the Film Daily
learns. These meetings will bring

together RKO executive heads of all

departments and will start . with

open discussions on RKO theater

and picture policies.

Give Public Hoke, Deflate
High Places, Fight Tax,

Barrist Urges
Philadelphia — A creed setting

forth "the three major needs of
1932" has been issued by the M.P.
T.O. of Eastern Penna., Southern
New Jersey and Delaware as a
New Year message to the film nj

dustry. The statement, given ^
(Continued on Page 2) ^

RAPLflN iiir AIDES

INDICTED BYGRAND JURY

As the climax of trouble that has
existed within the ranks of Local
306, operators' union, President Sam
Kaplan and 21 members of the or-
ganization yesterday were indicted
by a Grand Jury on charges of
coercion. Sixteen of the men were
additionally indicted for conspiracy.
Filing of the indictments with Judge
0. A. Rosalsky became known as
the union was preparing for elec-
tion of officers yesterday. Charges

(Continued on Page 8)

$106,000 Tax Deficiency
Protested by Paramount

IVashnigton Bureau of THE FILM DAILi'
Washington—Protest against as-

.essment of an income tax deficiency
)f $106,000 for the years 1922, 1924
ind 1926, has been filed with the
U. S. Board of Tax Appeals by
Paramount and hearing has been

(Continued on Page 6)

M. P, Editor Queries Fans

On Personal Appearances

lacksonville, Fla.—As a result of the big
crowds that turned out to get glimpses of
Ann Harding when she was in Florida recently
making exteriors for her next picture, iean
Henderson, motion picture editor of the "Flor-
ida Times-Union," is making a survey to ascer-
tain the fans' viewpoint on personal appear-
ances. If a strong reaction results the plea
will be forwarded to Hollywood.

I
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by David Barrist, chairman of the

exhibitor organization's board of

directors, calls upon producers to

check the highbrow trend and re-

vert to good melodrama and ho-

kum, also to deflate the big in-

comes, instead of cutting or letting

out minor employees. On the third

point, dealing with the necessity of

battling tax legislation, Barrist

urges the two exhibitor organiza-

tions to declare a truce and fight

together.

The full message follows:

1. Give the public what it wants! More
"hoke" and less sophistication. Re-establish

the contact with the box-office. Art may
enhance the star's and director's reputations,

but it's often hell on the box-office. Tap
the vast reservoir of source material in the

classic melodramas of a generation ago

—

"The Silver King," "The Middle Man,"
"Hoodman Blind," "The Two Orphans"

—

to mention but a few. Modernize these

and give them star leads.

Give the public what it wants ! Not what
the star and director think it ou^ht to have.

The public is fed up on public drawing-
room comedy, on one-reel plots stretched to

eight reels. End the era of society page
drama. In this year of hard knocks the

movie patron, sore beset by grief and trouble,

wants his entertainment, whether comedy or

drama, served up in healthy, meaty chunks,
not in froth and coating. Good, hearty

belly laughs ; tears that don't stop at the

eye lashes but roll down and land on the

shirt front ; deep-dyed villainy that brings

audible hisses, and virtue that brings ap-

plause.

Give the public what it wants ! Not what
the screen's high-brow critics think it ought
to have. Don't try to educate them, prom-
gandize them or elevate them. It can't be
done I The place for education is in the

classroom the place for art, in the museum,
and the place for entertainment, in the the-

ater. Critics' raves seldom square with the

box-office statements.
2. More deflation in high places. This

organization was criticized in certain quarters

for calling upon Hollywood to deflate four

months ago. Subsequent events have proved
the wisdom of our stand. Without the

drastic deflation courageously undertaken by
leaders, the industry today would be bank-
rupt.

There has been too little deflation in the
high places ! Too much head-cutting in

salary slashing among stenogs and ushers
md not enough re-adjustment in the mil-

lionaire income class. And end the crazy
competition for story material that gives
tvery author with a Broadway hit a field

lay in Hollywood. And don't forget that

the box-offices of the nation are supporting
Hollywood If you can't be kind to, them

;

be fair. Pass some of the savings on to

the theaters. If they are unhealthy, the

entire industry is sick. And the present
complaint of the box-office is not so much
too little business as too much overhead.
Restore prosperity at the box-office and you
restore prosperity to the whole industry

!

3. Unite to repel tax attacks ! The poli-

ticians of nation, state and city are going
to try to levy tribute in the form of addi-
tional taxes of the movies to take care of

their henchmen in office. For the heavily
burdened theaters, this spells ruin. The
strongest kind of united action will be needed
to repel these attacks. The two exhibitor
iirgaiiizations should declare a truce in this
common cause. The distributors have never
failed to cooperate in a matter of this kind
and can be counted on again.
"Launch a nation-wide counter attack,

non-partisan and non-political, on our screens
\gain t the menace of the rising tide of
'axes and the extravagance in government.
Call for a new deal for the taxpayer and
or the deflation of the nation's city halls
ind cap'.tol buldings. A crusade against
• 5;1i t.nxes led by the theaters of the nation
V 1 Invc the fervent support of one hundred
and eighteen of the one hundred and twenty
million people in our land."

BEING STARTED BY FOX

(.Continued from Page 1)

the order recently issued by Judge
Pollock of the Federal District
Court restraining the attorney-gen-
eral and officials of several counties
from interfering with operation of
cheaters by Fox. Roland Boynton,
attorney - general, has announced
plans for an appeal from Judge
Pollock's decision.

Wm. Warner New Mgr.
For Warner-F. N. in K. C.
Kansas City—William Warner has

been appointed Warner-First Na-
tional branch manager here, suc-
ceeding Ben Kalmenson, recently
jiven the post of branch manager in

Pittsburgh when Roy Haines form-
3rly manager there, was made dis-

trict manager in the Pittsburgh ter-

ritory.

Al Rosen to Star Durkin
In Three Productions

West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Al Rosen announces

plans for three pictures starring
Junior Durkin.

BROADWAY CHANGES
Instead of the "Manhattan Pa-

rade" day-and-date showing orig-

inally announced, Warner Bros, will

present Lil Dagover in "The Woman
from Monte Carlo" at the Hollywood
for four days un il Sunday night,

coincident with the picture's run at

the Strand. "Manhattan Parade"
continues at the Winter Garden.
At the Rivoli, "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Hyde" opens this evening, instead of

the original plan to show a preview
of "This Reckless Age" at midnight
tonight and continue "Sooky" until
Jan. 6.

"Cock of the Air," Howard Hughes
production, is slated to follow "To-
night or Never" at the Rialto about
the middle of January.

INSURANCE CO. EXPANDS
Cortland Brokerage Co., Inc., is

now handling the office of Rosen-
baum Co., film insurance brokers, at
the same address, 123 William St.

Clifford L. Warren is vice-president
and Ben R. Rosenbaum will serve as
secretary and general manager.

JUDITH WOOD INJURED
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Judith Wood is in the

hospital and will be laid up for a
while as a result of a fractured nose
and other injuries received in a mo-
or car collision.

MRS. B. Z. LEVINE DEAD
Mrs. B. Z. Levine, wife of the

well known Cleveland exhibitor and
theater organization official, is dead.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Today: Motion Picture Salesmen New
Year's frolic. Hotel Plaza. New York

Today: New Year's Eve Party, Motior
Picture Club, New York.

Jan. 3: Dinner-dance of Cleveland Mo-
tion Picture Club, Winton Hotel, Cleve-
land.

Jan. S: Testimonial dinner to Aaron Saper
stein. Congress Hotel, Chicago.

Jan. 7. Warner-First National District
Manag^ers' Meeting, New York.

Jan. 12-13: Meeting of Allied Theater Own
ers of Iowa, Des Moines.

Jan. 18-19: Mid-winter meeting of Carolin:
Theater Owners' Ass'n. Hotel Charlottf
Charlotte, N. C.

Jan. 19-20: State convention of Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb

Feb. 13: Second annual formal dinner-danci
of the Columbians (Columbia Pictures)
Hotel Plaza, New York.

Feb. 20: Motion Picture Club Ball, Wal
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

March 13-20: First film exposition in Cen-
tral Europe under auspices of Czecho-
slovakian Cinema Artists' Ass'n and
National Film Industry, Prague, Czecho
Slovakia.

March 14-16: Annual convention of M. P
T O. A., Hotel Mayflower, Washing
ton, D. C.

Rivkin Signs With Moss
For Broadway Reopening
Joe Rivkin, due to end his duties

at Educational on Saturday, has
been signed to direct advertising and
publicity for the B. S. Moss Broad-
way, which reopens today with a
straight picture policy, the first fea-
ture attraction being RKO Pathe's
"Big Shot," starring Eddie Quillan.
The house has been a tough one to
out over, due to its location, and
Rivkin's job is to make it click.

Loew Books Alice White
Alice White has been booked for

''our weeks' in Loew houses. She
opens Jan. 15 in Columbus.

COMING & GOING

MCE SILVER of Warner Bros, theaters
left New York for Cleveland last night.
POI.A NEGRI, now recovering from an

operation, expects to leave the coast on Satur-
day for New York.
MORRIS SAFIER is back in New York

following a trip to Pittsburgh, Cleveland and
other cities.

NICK STUART and SUE CAROL have
arrived in New York for personal appear-
ances in the metropolitan area.

H. M. WARNER has left New York
to enjoy a brief rest in Atlantic City over
the New Year's holidays.

JOHN R. FREULER, President of BIr 4.

has returned to New York from Milwaukee,
where he spent the holidays.
WILLIAM FO.X returns to New York

from I'lorida next week.
,

J. P. McEVOY sailed yesterday for Havana
on the Morro Castle.

RUBE JACKTER ILL
Rube Jackter is laid up at home

due to an attack of pneumonia.

Competent Secretary; has served

well-known executives in field; also

writes pubiizity; modest salary. Box

905, FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,

New York, N. Y.



STARTINGtheNEW
YEAR RIGHT!
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The artist's conception above tells a true story. 1931 passes out

of the picture grateful to Leo for the splendid assistance the

M-G-M lion has rendered to that troubled year. 1932 in the hands

of Leo is likewise assured of a capable and conscientious motion

picture guardian. Leo, anxious to make the little fellow feel at

home gives him a merry start. MARIE DRESSLER in "EMMA"
is MetrO'Goldwyn-Mayer's salute to the New Year!
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.
who flamed to fame in "Bad Girl"— now

an established team endeared to millions

in a picture .... .

packed to the sound track with laughs,
romance and tears-the human kind that
come from the heart!

Barnes

UNN
Sally

EILERS
wiHstart you on a Happy New Year with

with Minna GombeO (ako of "Bad Girl") Nora Lane,
Edward CrandaU, Ralph Morgan, Harry Beresford.

Screen play by EDWIN BURKE [dialoiue writer of "Bad Girl")
From Sarah Addington's novel. Krected by SIDNEY LANHELD.



w^stars .

.

Selling Angles?
DOZENS OF THEM!

• JAMES DUNN 6c SALLY
EILERS, "Bad Girl" stars.

• MINNA GOMBELL, also of

"Bad Girl."

• EDWIN BURKE who wrote

this and "Bad Girl's" brilliant

dialogue.

• THE STORY: Happy, peppy,

human, tender, clean.

• "THE SALLY-JIM," new dance

step created by Dunn-Eilers. Now
tied-up nationally with big dance

schools.

Plenty more in the Fox press

book for showmen.

4.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
\Bv RALPH WILK^M

HOLLYWOOD
T> ECENT directorial assignments

at the RKO-Radio Pictures and
RKO Pathe studios include Robert
Milton for "Westward Passage,"
starring Ann Harding, starting Jan.
15; Norman Taurog on "Hold 'Em
Jail," with Bert Wheeler, Robert
Woolsey, Edna May Oliver and
Rosco Ates, starting the middle of
February, and Ralph Murphy on
"Veneer," starring Helen Twelve-
trees, going in work the coming
week.

* * *

New contracts have been awarded
by Radio Pictures to Rosea Ates,
Tim Whelan, Ken Murray, Joseph
Cawthom and Anita Louise.

Our Passing Show: Harold B. Franklin,
Frank Lloyd, John Meehan, Rouben Ma-
moulian, W. R. Frazer, Arthur Stebbins,
Harry Sherman at the opening of "Hell
Divers"; Mr. and Mrs. Herbert T. Ka'muf
returning from a visit at Coronado.

Wallace Smith is writing an orig-
inal story in which Dolores Del Rio
and Ricardo Cortez will co-star un-
der the supervision of Radio Pic-
tures chief, David Selznick. Smith's
last assignment was the screen ver-
sion and dialogue for "Lost Squad-

"The Texas Gun Fighter," first of the two
specials starring Ken Maynard recently an-

nounced by Tiffany, has gone into production
after a delay caused by a seven-inch blanket
of snow in the California territory. The
cowboy hero has a supporting cast which in-

cludes Sheila Manners, Lloyd Ingram, Harry
Woods and Bob Fleming. The story by
Ben Cohn is being directed by Phil Rosen,
with Mike Eason assisting.

* * *

A championship coffee-drinking
race is in progress between George
Marx, a waiter in the Brown Derby,
and Frank Fay, who is producing
and starring in his own picture, "A
Fool's Advice." To date, George has
the edge over Fay, setting up a rec-

ord of 42 cups of coffee daily. Fay
drinks 30 cups of coffee a day, keep-
ing a coffee table at his side while
he supervises production.

* * *

Emma and Coy, the two almost-
human chimpanzees who were re-

cently starred in a series of com.edie8,

are supporting Mickey (Himself)
McGuire in "Mickey's Holiday," the

latest in the Mickey series to be pro-
duced by Larry Darmour. J. A.
Duffy is directing from, a story by i

Joseph Levering.
» * *

Warners' "The Roar of the
Crowd," starring James Cagney with
Joan Blondell, has been changed to

"The Crowd Roars."

U. S. Interests Seek
Canadian Gov't Studio

(.ContiH'ued from Page 1)

production activities to the special

studios in the Parliament buildings

here.

Col. Ackerman, who is conduct-
ing negotiations for the purchase of

the government plant, says the

proposition is that of Canadian
players, now working in Hollywood,
with 18 of them planning to come
here when the Hollywood companies
contract to make pictures in Can-
ada. The matter is being pushed
because the British Imperial pref-

erence for pictures made within the
British Empire will be one of the
major subjects at the coming trade
conference in Ottawa.
A new studio at Oakville, 24 miles

we^st of Toronto, is contemplated by
the Ontario Government.

Alex. Pantages Due East
On New Circuit Matters
Alexander Pantages arrives in

New York from the coast next week.
He will attend to matters in con-
nection with the new circuit he is

planning, it is understood.

GERMAN FILM AT 5TH AVE.
"Die Von Rummelplatz" ("Those

of the Side Show"), German musical
talking picture with Anny Ondra,
opens tomorrow at the Fifth Ave.
Playhouse, managed by Edward T.

Ricci.

$106,000 Tax Deficiency

Protested by Paramount
(.Continued from Page 1)

asked on errors assigned. It is con-
tended that the deficiency resulted i

from the following claimed errors
on the part of the commissioner of

internal revenue:
Failure to allow deduction for amortization

on the value of leasehold owned by the Diddle
Realty Corp. and covering the Rivoli theater.

New York; reduction from $199,975.20 to i

$1,495.57 in the allowance for loss sus- '

tallied in 1922 by New England Theaters, :

Inc.; disallowance of a loss of $30,116.43 on i

the Capitol theater in 1921; reduction from
$68,368 to $33,897 in loss sustained by Ten- '

iiessee Enterprises in 1922; reduction from i

$15,551 to $8,973 on 1925 losses of Newburgh
Theaters Corp. ; disallowance of a loss of

$341,897 on bonds of the Paramount Broad-
way Corp. when retired in 1926; reduction
of the deduction for 1926 business expenses
(if Paramount Broadway Corp. by $70,42U;
assessment of a tax of $177.95 against the

Old Mill Theater Co., which tax, it is claimed,
was paid in 1925.

OCHS HOUSES AID NEEDY
Lee A. Ochs' circuit has turned

over to police stations, the Salvation

Army and other charitable organiza-

tions a quantity of canned goods re-

eived at special shows in its 10

houses. A can served as a ticket of

admission.

Tyrone Power Dies
IVest Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Tyrone Power, one of the

early screen names as well as a veteran

of the stage, died here yesterday. He
had come to Hollywood only a few days

ago to appear In Paramount's talker

version of "The Miracle Man."
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VOUNG Kid Universal is taking all

^ the tricks nowadays. His system

beats the daylights out of the Culbertson

and Lenz systems. It consists oF good

pictures and not a darn thing but I

Carl Laemmie Now Offers
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the picture every live Americon company

wonted but which we got for you!

^yOU remember what a knockout of a

^ story it was on the stage. Well, it

has been produced even more magnifi-

cently for your screen. Watch for it!

UNIVERSAL-FIRST CHOICE!
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"Prosperity," which Leo McCarey
will direct. Other pictures listed to

start shortly after the beginning of

the new year include "Skyscraper,"

Faith Baldwin's novel, which Edgar
Selwyn will direct, and an untitled

China Seas story to be direclied by

Tod Browning. "Grand Hotel" is due

to start next week, with Greta Gar-

bo in the chief feminine role, and

J. P. McEvoy's "Are You Listen-

ing " will shortly get under way
wi.h a cast yet to be announced.

Kaplan and 21 Aides

Indicted by Grand Jury
(Continued from Page 1)

were preferred by nine operators,

who brought action to force Kaplan
and other officers to account for

$800,000 which they were supposed

to have collected from the 1,200

members in 1926-28. Between July,

1929, and July, 1931, the operators

set forth, Kaplan and others started

their intimidation, using violence to

discontinue the suH. The union men
besides Kaplua^ named in the indict-

ments are:

Charles Eichhurn, vice president;
' Frederick E. Castle, riRsistant to the

president; Frank Day, recording s<'l -

k^Siiil^'; Morris J. Rotker, assistant

recording secretary; Morris J. V/ol-

heim, business agent; Max Feiberj;,

treasurer; Heu'v M'pinberger, Henry
Losch, EJwctru i. Stewart, William
Weiss, William Paster, members of

the executive board; Theodore
Greenberg, organizer; James La
Fante, businoss agent; Morris Paul,

.Benjamin Ft edman, trustees; Mor-
ris SterriborpT, assistant to the presi-

dent; John. Linder, John Avzar and

George Wiliiams, members of the

executive board; Henry Busch, a

special officer; Frank Bishop, ser-
' geaikrat-arms.

More r«i ta Ordered
in Canadian Probe

" jront'! - Following the formal
:aest, a lew weeks ago by coun-

sel representing producers and dis-

tr^'itors, vhat the Ontario High
r „i rt should be more specific in its

rh^'-ges that the movie interests had
conspired to form a combine con-

( :rary to the Dominion's federal stat-

\ utes'. Judge Wright has now issued

an order that R. H. Greer, King's

Counsel, in charge of the prosecu-

tion, provide further particulars

within two weeks' tinie.

New Incorporations

NEW YORK CHARTERS
Prudential Film Delivery Co., photogra-

phy: E. H. Waldman, 1440 Broadway, New
Yo k, $10,000.

Lincoln Pictuies motion picture equin-

ment ; J. Allentuck, 521 Fifth Ave., $25,000
]•(., 200 shares common.

Playhouse, theatrical business, Matine;ock;
Cravath. De Gersdorff, Swaine & Wood, 15

Broad St., New York. 100 shares common. •

• • • FILM FAIRY TALE The Cisco Kid asked the
Bad Girl to stroll down Honeymoon Lane for a Reckless Hour

and this Smart Woman being Broadminded took
Chances on being Compromised so they wandered Over
the Hill just West of Broadway while Cisco's jealous
wife, Platinum Blonde trailed The Cheat but
Bad Girl was a Woman of Experience and gave him
The Runaround by steering him into an Eighth Avenoo
theayter to look at Transgression and told the sucker
to get his thrills from the pix so that was the Hus-
band's Holiday and we hope your New Year's is just
as Successful

• • • AT LAST it is definitely and officially confirmed
that the Elusive Garbo is in our li'l hamlet ready to

sneak into the Capitol theayter to see her pix, "Mata Hari"
which opens this morn and when that news gets

around among the fans if they don't call out the riot

squad, then they'll probably wreck the front of Major Bowes'

• • • FRIENDS OF Sam Warshawsky will be glad to
iearn that he has contracted with Ethel Barrymore to produce
and star in his play, "The Woman of Destiny," next season

the play was previously under contract to William
Krady, with Sam refusing renewal Ethel is sinking
her own dough in the play which shows what she thinks
of it

• • • FOR THE second time within three months, the
British Royal Family has ordered a Command Performance of
Charlie Chaplin pictures this time they looked at two,
"A Dog's Life" and "The Gold Rush" both very appro-
priate considering how things are just now in dear ole

Lunnon

• • • A REAL circus train is being assembled by Emgeem
for "Polly of the Circus" starring Marion Davies
the train will be coupled to a locomotive, and switched over
regular railroad traclfs to the various locations in the pix

The latest European find is Sari Maritza, just landed
from the Majestic she is signed for Paramount
she is Hungarian, and well known on the Continent
she played the leading role in Ufa's "Monte Carlo Madness" .

• • • OVER AT Elstree the B.I.P. outfit is featuring a
Cockney tramp in their productions his name is Leo
M. Lion wonder if they're kidding Emgeem?
And Irving Shiffrin wants it 'known that his 3-pound addition
in the incubator is a Boy not a girl, as stated
The latest in Hollerword is the "gin-pole" but it is only
a technical studio device a long pole-like crane used by
Emgeem to suspend the cameraman and his equipment high
in air over wild animals filmed in "Tarzan, the Ape Man"

• • • THE CAMPAIGN for the M. P. Club Ball at the
Waldorf-Astoria on Feb. 20 is getting away to a grand start

with Captain Arthur B. Chase and his aide, Leonore
Bardack, rolling up a fine line of ads for the De Luxe Program.

LOW ADMISSIONS PROVE

PUBLIC CAN'T STAND TAX

(Continued from Page 1)

ter their protests with Senators and
Representatives against the pro-
posed 10 per cent Federal tax.
Wood says in part:

"The average legislator labors
under the misapprehension that mo-
tion picture entertainment is a lux-
ury, being deluded into this belief
by seeing some of the large de luxe
theaters constructed during the past
few years, and reading the 'apple
sauce' in the papers regarding the-
ater grosses and salaries of certain
stars. He is wholly unaware of the
terrible condition existing in this
business today, especially among
the independent exhibitors.

"As an industry we must, of
course, do what we can to assist
the Government balance the budget,
but we feel that it is absolutely un-
fair to single out our natrons or
customers and force them :o pay a
tax for the privilege of buying our
merchandise, especially when we
take into consideration the class of
people who make up the bulk of our
customers.

"Use your own language in these
letters. Write just what you would
say if you were talking personally
with them. Bring out the fact that
any tax placed upon your receipi,.-

must be passed on to your patrons
as no theater can absorb a tax of
10 per cent. Stress the fact that
this places another tax burden up-
on that class of people least able'

to afford any additional outlay of
any kind whatsoever.

"If you are one of the many the-
aters charging ten and fifteen
cents, explain in your letter that
you were compelled to reduce your
prices to these figures because it is

impossible to secure patronage at
higher admission prices."

David Dubin Under Knife
Minneapolis—David Dubin, Chica-

go exchange manager, has under-
gone an operation for appendicitis in
a local hospital.

r
« »

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrat-
ing their birthdays:

Dec. 31 1
Louis Meyer Caston Class

Harry Mandel Marshall Montgomery
Frank Richardson










